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"Good

Bye,

Adolph Zukor presents a
John Emerson-Anita
Shirley

Mason

Loos Production

UI!"
and Ernest BTruex

!"John Emerson
Billby
By John Emerson
and d
Anita Bye
Loos. , Directed
Goo

Catch
NOT

Him

On

The

BillboundHohenzollern.
left in him.

Rebound
There's no re-

Catch the moving picture patron with the
great comedy that has come out of the war.
After sorrow the world wants to laugh. It's a dramatic axiom — hokum, perhaps you call it,— the method
of sudden change to comedy following a tearful situation. Italways goes big.
So will mental
" Good
Bye, Bill
! " go big. It is based upon fundaand successful
showmanship.
They've been weeping and gasping at the war.
Now they're ready to rebound, ready to laugh.
Catch 'em with " Good Bye, Bill ! "
•""NEW YORIO
Sft* I ADOLPH
FAMOUS
ZUKOR PLAYERS
Prvs. JESSE L. LASKY-LASKY
Vice Prei CECILCORPORATION
B DEMnLED/mfflrCi*^!

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS

!
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^/IcLolpA

Q^uAgi^

presents

Marguerite

Little

(Jlark

Miss

witfromCf>icture
Cpammo
^Hoover"
Adapted
"The Golden Bird" by Maria
Daviess
Scenario by Adrian Gil-Spear. DirectedThompson
by John S. Robertson
When

Marguerite

Raises

-»

Clark

Chickens!

WITH
a few hens and a rooster she tried to
frighten the wolf from the door — and you
know how difficult it is for chickens to
frighten a wolf !
In the midst of it all the incubator broke.
Did she sit down and cry ? She did not ! She
took the eggs to bed with her and in the morning
there they were, a whole family of little chicks.
When last seen, the wolf, his tail between his
legs, was fleeing, scared to death, over the hill.
So will "Little Miss Hoover" chase bad
business.
ai ^I™ZI1Koll'
FAMOUS v«J';SSEl-L
PLAYERS
-LASKY
CORPORATION
»SlClf!<>.f
t«CEai.ROEM
IliEJ>™»-

If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.

Motion

Jit June
"Old

Wives

i

^

Ve

Cant

saw
New

Everything

Back

toYou"

Gomes'

BJDeMffles

MAN"
UAW Picture
An SQ
ABTCBAFT

"by .
Ed-vin Milton Royle. ,
JlcUpted /br the Screen by BeuJ&h Marie Dix
His

Have

'Tilt I Come

Nov

THE

for

Greatest

News

Jtvjuly

6=3

Cecil

Ihey

Picture

Box

modern v^isicm. of Edvin Milbon Royle's
famous play
1 The Squa-v Mm'
Office

Successf,

— It ADOLPU ZUKOR/Vvi JESSEXIASKY ; Vv /Vrc CECIL R DE MILLE ^/Trcftr^vu/

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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TllOSO

H, InCe

preset

DOROTHY

DALTON
iru

"QjiicksraTid
e
^ CparamountCf>ictur
By John Lynch.
Scenario by R. Cecil Smith.
Directed by Victor L. Schertzinger. Photographed
by John Stumar
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince.

As

a Cabaret

Dancer

TI^ERE it not for the fact that
W
royalty these days is in bad
standing, we'd say that in " Quicksand "Dorothy Dalton is the queen
of the Great White Way — and
there she sits on her throne, an
inch or so to the right.
In this, her newest Thomas H.
Ince-Paramount picture, Dorothy
Dalton is a respectable homebody
with a husband and a baby.
The night life of New York
means nothing to her until they
send her husband to jail. It's a
frame-up in the top crust of the
underworld, but they picked the
wrong
woman's husband to fool
with.

Out of the little fl at she goes,
seeking to free her husband. She
becomes a cabaret singer, to get
evidence.

And

when

she gets it!

Other folks get it, too— and get
it good!

It's another of those wonderful
Dorothy Dalton pictures.

— — — =

-

izrzr «y

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS

Motion
JeSSe

L,

Bryant

L,CLsky

Picture

News

pr*esertt&/

^fashburn

"The

Way

Of

A

Man

With

A

Maid"

W Cpammounl(j^ictu/v
By Ida M. Evans. Scenario by Edith M. Kennedy.
Directed by Donald Crisp.
"You're
tT

a $3-a-Week

was a lie! He

Clerkr

was making

$21 a

*■ week! And Bryant Washburn set out
to show the girls what a spender he
could be.
A bold front and no cash! What uproariously funny scrapes it got him into!
A genuine comedy from a famous Saturday Evening Post story.

1*. FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORATION ft „

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Jesse

L, Lasky

presents

Adapted from the story, " Green
Fancy,"
McCutcheon
Scenario by
by George
Marion Barr
Fairfax.
Directed
by William C. De Mille

Clayton

^CpammountCpictu,

IThe

Mystery

"No.

Girl"

477"

Had

the

Jewels!

—

PHE
Mystery Girl" gives Ethel Clayton one of the
*•
greatest parts of her career — a stop-at-nothing
heroine who sees things to be done and does them !
George Barr McCutcheon's story revolves around a box of jewels, a clever
thief , a beautiful girl and, of course, the hero. "Number 477" is the" Mystery
Girl" and that's Ethel Clayton.
Every one of Ethel Clayton's Paramount Pictures adds to her box office value. "Women's
Weapons" better
was a than
big success
anything
that. and "The Mystery Girl" is iust as good. You can't ask for

FAMOUS

PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

e
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Motion

Picture

News

CORINNE

GRIFFITH
in

" The
Adventure
Shop"
Second
CORINNE
GRIFFITH
Release
of

l

the
1

VITAGRAPH

STAR

NO

ripples of laughter, now wavering on the
very brink of what seems to be tragedy.
All in all, it is one of the most unusual and
different productions released in 1918.
Here is a photoplay that everyone will
like ; its subtleties will find response in the
minds of the seasoned patrons, and even
the littlest of children will find joy in its
piled-up action and incident and suspense.

screen artiste has achieved more
fame as a delineator of the society girl
type than Corinne Griffith. And in 4 The
Adventure Shop" she is given the role of
a girl bored with the humdrum social
routinesheanddoes.
eager to "start something" —
which
The very maximum of action is found in
this whimsical comedy-drama, now causing

SERIES

5&
VITAGRAPH

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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"Greatest

Picture

"Proving

Biggest

Wave

„

of

Enthusiasm

Have

Success
Following

Yet

Shown!"

of

Season!"

in

the

Wake

of

BLACKXOfcf'S

JSTUAET

The

We

Common

Cause

4WM
1
mm
Tii

U»-«
Chicago,
. ction Common

V"VS'BCongratola«n°yre,
opened at R»v,era ^

ES

& KAT

rs.

HERBERT

An

All-Star

C -e

lr

Chicago Evening American
" it scores because of its sheer
c*^° £oOT'"'
\ humanness,
its freedom from offensive
propoganda, and its use of the late
lamented war merely as an instrument,
the crucible in. which the »dross
,71 theis
burned away from the lives of the
principal characters. ■— Throbs and
thrills have been written into "The
Common Cause." — Laughs have
been put into 50 percent of the scenes."

Directo
With

^»
20 1918.

Thursday, U
sho^, £
tions
picWre «e welcotne moreP
/?o6 /?ee/ in

BXUJAN

.
this
b!.b:fto
this
e^tto

Dec
^

Cast

Including

RAWLINSON

and

SYLVIA

VITAGRAPH
Albert E- Smith

J^rosidon t

_^
How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.

BREAMER

-

Alice

Brady

IN

THE

HOLLOWo/

HER

HAND'

from the popular

novel

b}) George Barr McCutcheon
Scenario and Direction
by

Charles

Maigne

Here is a photoplay with a novel situation — and
a strong angle for advertising to the picture patron.

A young girl who has been forced to kill a man —
a rake — is sheltered and defended by the dead
man's wife.
Tkere is a scene in this photoplay
unique in dramatic literature!

PICTURES

-tunin

g

d "Hlie Inner Man'

DEAJN

£d1vin

W

Ar|de1n

re is a picture which impresses jyou wifh
agreeable sense of fellowship with, your
brother man, which leases a clean,■Qou
pleasant
xtfish
makes
taste in your mout
that the photoplay lasted for a reel or tw*o
' !
i about
longer — 'a picture people v^ill talk
PICTURES

Motion

OPEN

An

BOOKINGS

Extraordinary

Interest
Which
Opens

Drama
Packed

at

the

Combination
and

the

Thrilling
Rivoli

Tremont

December

PLUS

30th

of

Temple
for

Bookings
INDEPENDENT

a

Four

Placed

Powerful

New

Theatre,
Weeks'

Heart
Effects

York,
Boston,
Run.

By

SALES

Representatives in Every Territory
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News

SPECIAL

Spectacular

Theatre,

Picture

CORP.

and
on

RUNS

WITH

Bert

Hall's

Book,
the

17

4> 19 19

J anuary

Run

BERT

Fame
in

Serial

Enormous

the

Form

the

PERSON

Success

of

His

Newspapers —

Advertising

in

Appearances —

Show

Distributed
FILM

by
of

Personal

Wonderful

IN

Tremendous

Amount

tion With His
a

—

HALL

and

Connec-

Make

This

Proposition.

Through

CLEARING
HOUSE,
Exchanges in Every Territory
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

INC.

FRANK

KEEN

AN

flie masterly, in the extra selected photoplay

THE

MIDNIGHT

STAGE

a picture of California in the Golden
days of Romance and Adventure.
You may expect in this picture acting which is really great; a story that
is
with a smashing- climax; and a sterling production. You will
notthrilling
be dissapoinfed!
Produced by Anderson- Br untonCo.
Directed by Ernest Warde
Scenario by Jack Cunningham
PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

HENRI

KRAUSS

the Jean Valjean of Parties famous
A

VAGABOND

Les Miserables" is presented in
OF

FRANCE

adapted from the work of the immortal poet, Jean Richepin,of the Academie Fran^aise.
Direction by Mr. Krauss himself
The poetic and beautiful story, poetically and beautifully produced,
of a man who had heard the call of the road and gave up Love for the
broad highway.
PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

January

The

-1

4,1919

First

Complete,

Comprehensive
Forces

in

Authentic

Pictures

Sibena

Not

Where

Yet

Thousands

of

of

the

Over

American

the

and

Allied
War

is

!

troops

are still fighting in Siberia, shoulder
to shoulder

with the French,

ish, Italians and

OFFICIAL

and

27

complete

pictures

of

the

troops, their commanders,

ivostock
the

REVIEW

contains

fascinating

Allied

Czecho-Slovaks.

WAR

Number

Brit-

ruined

under

Russian

occupation,
Pacific

fleet,

etc., etc.

Official pictures of the American, French,
Italian and British Governments
Presented by Committee on Public Information
George Creel, Chairman
Division of Films
Charles S. Hart, Director
PATHE
Distributors
How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU tsIm.

Motion

\bu

doni
to

find

have
the

comedies
Ask

the

best

hunt

one

reel

made.
man

Harold

Produced

mSSt^SSSDl

to

who

shows

Lloyd

by

Rolin

path£
STRIBUTORSg^BSS

Picture

N e iv v

January

4 , 19 1v

23.

Wade

In

"We

fought

'em. Why,
like bunnies

Cfmer/m

'em

cleanly.

tell you

the whole

"MADE

IN

will do it for me
while they were

I can't begin to
It's too

story.

though.

I was

taking it. Come

unusual

in camp
on, folks!

Sis! Get

Dad, you're coming,
This

big.

AMERICA"

Let's go an' see it.
wraps.

routed

when we got goin' they'ran
with a prairie fire at their

But, say, 'Mom'

heels.

We

'Mom's'

too."

series will

get the whole family in
the habit of attending
your

Eight Episodes. One
Released Each Week.
-ti LlisKoJ

and Di^ril>irAed

CORPOIVATlOJV

f ihru'

theatre REGULARLY

[Produced
OPERATION
[With
the CO'
OF THE
GOVERNMENT THRU
THE
DIVISION
orriLMS

Produced and Directed
by Mr. Ashley Miller.
byikWW

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

HODKINSOtf

24

Motion

Picture

KINSON

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertiser*

News

25
January

4 , 1 ry 1 ?

1

St«ii#i#incf
ZENA

KEEFE
WITH

Chester
Barnel
DIRECTED
MIT
Edwin

L

Hollijwood

DISTRIBUTED

WW

HOMONSON

afire

BY

CORPORATION

l^xdiaxiqe,

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU va'ue.
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Motion
UNITED

Picture

News

STATES

GOVERNMENT

"Big-city"
crowds
FOUR
UNDER
"
S,
AG
FL
the 3d U. S.
Official War Film, has now
scored memorable successes in
many of the finest picture
houses of America!
In New

York, for instance,

" Under Four Flags" played
to " standing room only " at
both the Rialto and the
Rivoli Theatres, the week of
November 17th.
Even with this liberal presentation, the New York populace clamored for more —
with the result that Mr.
Rothapfel upset Rialto-Rivoli
tradition and arranged for a
return engagement, beginning
the week of December 1st,
with remarkable success.

acclaim
"UNDER
FOUR
FLAGS"
Liberty
Theatre.
Kansas City —
In Washington, " Under
week of December 8th.
Four Flags " opened the new
Metropolitan Theatre, the
Odeon Theatre, St. Louis — week
of December 8th.
week of November 23d, and
Walnut Theatre, Cincinnati — week
came back, by popular reof December 8th.
quest, for a second run, the
week of December 16th. It
Strand Theatre, Dayton — week of
December 8th.
packed the house to the doors
both times.
This dramatic war film has
also played conspicuously successful engagements at the
following picture houses:
Circle Theatre, Indianapolis — week
of December 1st.
Stanley Theatre.
Philadelphia — >
week of December i6th.
Shea's Hippodrome. Buffalo — week
of December 15th.
Playhouse. Chicago — two weeks beginning December 2d.

NDER FOUR FLAGS
goes over the top with
characteristic American bang,"
One New York critic expressed

"
a
as
it.

1 Everybody- wants to see the pictures that feature so vividly the
closing scenes of the world war.
Don't fail to book this authentic
official United States Government
War Feature for an early showing.
The rental has been figured on a
basis that permits of showing at
regular admission prices.
Released in five reels.

Distributed through the WORLD
FILM CORPORATION
FOR CALIFORNIA
FOR
MICHIGAN
except
Sol. L. Lesser,
Michigan War Preparedness Board, Lansing,
State Council of Defense, San Francisco.
Mich, (except Detroit and Wayne County).
COMMITTEE
ON PUBLIC INFORMATION
t GEORGE
CJREEL, CHAIRMJAN
Throughlthef Division of Films, Charles S. Hart, Director, Washington, D. C.
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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GOLDWYN:
Built

In

the

Solid

During

ifistoru

of

Great
the

the

Worst
World

Name
Crisis
♦

*

-

THE Goldwyn organization is two years old. It was conceived
and launched in the middle of the world war when it required
courage to tempt the fates by seeking to build a new wideworld mechanism.
Today it is powerful and constantly expanding its reach into the world's far places.
The industry at large is puzzled by the growth and increasing
importance of Goldwyn. But no customer of Goldwyn — domestic
or foreign — or no internal factor in Goldwyn itself is puzzled for
a moment over the success of the name and the organization.
Goldwyn has achieved the expected ; has done what it set out to
do; and intends in the future to achieve its present objectives.
We have built soundly and cleanly. Within the organization
there have been ideals and men with ideals to execute them. We
have had the vision to see beyond a week, a month or a year and
to discern the shifting currents in an industry where the tides
turn quickly.
This is a clean nation whose people, no matter how fickle they
may seem at times, like and demand the better things. Time
and again in two years we could have catered to tastes of the
moment and been rated shrewd and successful for doing so. But
we have preferred to shoot straight at the mark, to build cumulative confidence on the firm, sound bases of integrity and quality.
Such a policy must be founded upon patience; upon willingness
to work and wait. Goldwyn has proved rather than professed its
friendship and serviceability to the exhibitors of the country.
We have been from the start an independent organization, seeking friends but shunning alliances of all kinds that would hamper
or restrict our freedom.
We have been untouched by the changes in the industry; have
defied or escaped the predictions and forecasts. We have avoided
bluster and sought to create a feeling of dependability in the
minds of those we serve and desire to serve. And we feel that we
have the finest group of stars associated with any one company
name in the industry and that we are making, dramatically and
technically, the best pictures available in the entire market.
More than 6,000 individual exhibitor-customers give added
strength to our belief.

GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish. President
Edgar Selwvn. Vice President
New York City
1G East 42 nd Street

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!
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r

Im

Goincf

Land

News

C&oldw

West

of the

Picture

To

Great

the
Out-

doors Where TheyBi
Two-Fisted

Huskies

Picture Tom Moore, an idle
son of the idle rich, banished
in shame from his home,
beating his way towards the
sunset, facing life anew in
the bad town of Twin Bridges
where they instantly elect
him sheriff. This is the beromantic

ginning of a swiftly-moving,
story

TOM

MOORE

in
Co

TVest,

By WiLlard Mack
A flashing, captivating

success

Yovmk
Directed

as a star

in "Just For Tonight" and "Thirty A
Week," Tom Moore now outdoes all of his
previous screen work and has a surprise
picture of love and adventure in the Great
West.
It's a winner.

by

Man
Harry

BeaumonJr

Advertise this to your patrons with lines
like these : " A tenderfoot conquers a town
and wins the girl of his dreams." "They
said he couldn't make good, so he showed
'em." Released everywhere for the holidavs on Dec. 29.

GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel GoLDFrSH. President
Edgar Selwvn. Vice President
16 East 4-2 »dt Street
New York City
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Tour
of

Own

Louis

From

Opinions
Bennison

Those

Reports

/^JOLDWYN
is not isgoing
how hefine
Louis Bennison
; how to
suretellof you
success
is.
We are going to let others tell you — the great
critics of the country over whose opinions we
have no control:
SEATTLE TIMES: Welcome to our city, Louis
Bennison. You have
thousands of well-wishers out front.

CHICAGO

NEWS:

He is

irresistible; Bennison's
comedy is rich and true.
All of you are certain to
like him.

BOSTON GLOBE: There is
no one on stage or screen
quite like him.

TORONTO MAIL: No one
should miss seeing Louis
Bennison — he's a corker.

ST. LOUIS TIMES: That
rare specimen; an actor
in the best sense of the
word.

CLEVELAND NEWS: An
absolutely new type of

ATLANTA
JOURNAL:
Louis Bennison brings a
fascinating personality
to the screen.

S. F. CHRONICLE: Bennison is the stuff of which
the real big stars are
made.

Betgwood
LOUIS

Film

humorist — that's what
Bennison is.

Company

presents :

BENNISON

in CHb , JoHnnV
!
By Wilson. J3ayley
Directed by ' Ira M.Lowry
And Goldwyn is the exclusive distributor of the
Louis Bennison Star Series of six productions. See
"Oh, Johnny!" at your nearest
First release December 22.

Gk>ldwyn

GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish: President
16 East 4-2„</ Street ,
New, York City

advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS "

office.
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Motion
EDIES

CAPITOL

4aron

Picture

Jones

Smilina

Is

Bill

Callina

Parsons

Names.
T^HE powerful Chicago amusement magnate says:
"I know why 'Smiling Bill' Parsons has caught on
so quickly with his Capitol
showman and a wise one
screen comedies."

Comedies. He's a good
He's the Ziegfeld of

Which means that "Smiling Bill" Parsons seeks and
finds the loveliest girls in sunny California and surrounds himself with them in Capitol Comedies.
Beautiful girls and plenty
nettes; tall girls, medium

of them — blondes, brugirls, plump girls and

willowy girls — a Jt>ald comedian with a twinkle in his
eyes and a joyous smile. Those are the identifying
marks of

PARSONS

^

capitol

Comedies
Every Second Monday

26 a Year

Fountain pen in hand, walk in quickly to the nearest
Goldwyn office and sign up for:
December

29

January 12:
January 26 :
February 9 :

"Poor Innocent"
"You Know What
"The Big Idea"
"Have Another"

If you can't get in personally
They are worth the toll.
GOLDWYN

I Mean"

write, wire or phone.

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish., PmridmU

16 East 4-2 ho^ Street

New

York City

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News
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Ford
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EBUCATIOMAL

New

Year's

Releases

Ike
of
Educat
ional

Weekly

PICTURE
great Government's operation of the national postal
system; thethisvital
drama of human communication; the linking up of
absent ones with their homes; the conduct of our many-billioned
volume of internal trade and foreign commerce through the medium of
the mails. You will see this fascinating fact-drama in the Ford Educational
Weekly's January 12 release:
"What

Uncle Sam

Will Do For 2 Cents. "

Millions of Americans listened to the gloomy tales of critics and disloyalists that our Liberty Motors were a failure; were enveloped in plotting
and scandal. Suddenly an official report revealed their splendid success.
Now, lease
in depicts
motion pictures, the Ford Educational Weekly's January 19 re-

"The Truth About

the Liberty Motor. "

How many grown persons or children know how the paper on the walls
of their homes is made; how the patterns are made and imprinted; the
articles used in the making of the paper? A most interesting fact story
of an every-day article seen by millions of eyes is pictured in Ford Educational Weekly's January 26 release under the catchy title

"Hang

It All!" The Story of Wallpaper.

Everyone has read in the newspapers for months about the great Ho*
Island shipyards near Philadelphia. The biggest problem that Woodrow
Wilson took with him to the Peace Conference was "the freedom of the
seas." Here in motion pictures you are permitted to see the construction
of our nation's great mercantile fleet in the February 2 Ford Educational
Weekly release :
"Carrying Old Glory to the Seven Seas. "
Did you know that Canada has named a mountain after a woman whose
place is established forever in the history of civilization— Edith Cavell
the martyred nurse who was slain by the Germans? In Ford Educational
W eekly's February 9 release you will be shown the beauties of

"Canada's

Mountain

of Tears."

Effective with the New Year Goldwyn is the exclusive distributor of this
greatest of all screen educationals. A fortune is spent upon the
n
of this remarkable weekly which, now playing in 3,000 theatres,productio
will soon
be seen in 7,000 theatres of the nation for each and every issue. Ask your
nearest Goldwyn office for details or consult the nearest of the
10,500
Ford Motor Company sales agents who will take your application and
deliver it to Goldwyn.

GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Samuel Goldfish. Pros- 1 Went
New York City
16 East 4-2 »J Street

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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Motion

MAURICE

TOURNEUR
Announce

AUSTRALIA

Picture

PRODUCTIONS

the Sale of

AND

NEW

ZEALAND

To

AUSTRALASIAN
Millard
729

Johnson,

Seventh

FILMS,

Inc.

Representative

Avenue,

New

York

City

For
The

Film World's

Most

Unusual

Picture

11

CC

WOMAN

Directed

by

Negotiations

MAURICE
now

pending

TOURNEUR
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assisted

director
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He

hadn't
been
making
money
on
" specials"
Then he booked Romance of Tarzan, 2 days at
$225.00
Contrary to his usual procedure he spent on advertising . 106.00
His show

cost
He took in

$808.00

Less expenses

2
And

now

he

days'

Profit

knows

Also — he says " Romance

Y[OU

CAN

DO

$331.00

it

331.00

$477.00
pays

to

advertise

of Tarzan " is a great picture

IT

TOO!

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News 1 "
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Will you let him reap the golden harvest
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the world's
wickedest
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passionately
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Hence
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demand
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Hence the people acclaim the powerful emotionalism of THEDA
BARA.

Hence

they enthuse

over

the virile, rug-

ged honesty of WILLIAM
Hence

their very

silent suffering
Plays

to

more

than

special

souls

respond

of EVELYN

please

the

people,

that, plays

talents

FARNUM.

also

to the

NESBIT.
yes;
to

but,

fit the

of the players!

"THE

That's what
PICTURES

has made
STANDARD
the best paying group of

productions

in the

world

STANDARD

Evelyn
Nesbit in
WOMAN WHO GAVE"
Theda Bara in
•THE SHE-DEVIL"
Evelyn Nesbit in

"1 WANT TO FORGET"
William Farnum in

!

"FOR
That's
Profit
Book

the Fox

PICTURES

FREEDOM"

Idea!

by this opportunity:
STANDARD

PICTURES

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

now!
Look at the " News! "
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THE

GREAT

This

Million

Dollar
of

Group

Pictures

is another expression of the Fox Idea
that the way to win public approval
is to give the people the pictures most
of them want to see. These nine great
productions, the pick of the biggest
successes William Fox has produced in
the past five years, give definite, positive assurance of affording to exhibitors everywhere throughout the world
FAMOUS
PROVED
CERTAINTY

5

STARS
WINNERS
OF

PROFITS.

The work of revising, re-editing, retitling these pictures has been under
way for many months. They are perfect as to action and richness of production— perfect in every detail from
a box office standpoint. They could
not be duplicated today for many times
their original cost and could not be released at the prices asked except in a
blanket contract group. Book them now!

M

Here They Are— Waiting to Smash
All Your H ouse Records!
William Farnum in FIGHTING BLOOD
Theda Bara in THE SERPENT
REGENERATION
William Farnum in THE BROKEN LAW
Theda Bara in UNDER TWO FLAGS
INFIDELITY (Dr. Ramew
Valeska Suratt in THE SOUL OF BROADWAY
Theda Bara in THE DARLING OF PARIS
William Farnum in HOODMAN

F
O
X
FILM CORPORATION

BLIND*

Released as a Group —
Played One a Week,
Starting Dec. 29
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PRODUCED
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MAJESTY

THE
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JOY OF
CHARM

OF
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ROTHACKER

MOUNTAINS—

THE REAL OUTDOORS—
OF THE PEOPLE

OF THE WILD COUNTRYUNUSUAL ONE REEL PRODUCTIONS,
SUPERBLY

PHOTOGRAPHED

BEAUTIFULLY

AND

TINTED-

CURRENT

RELEASES-

"FLAT
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"BAD
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MEN
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"A

AND
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GOOD
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"HITTING
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PINES"

PIKE"
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"TEETOTALERS,
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LAND"
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FEET"

ROMANCE"
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BILLIE
THE
Made

MUTUAL

RHODES

GIRL

OF

MY

DREAMS

%van affiliated release "
by the NATIONAL FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Released December^
Twenty Second

Ma&bylhe NATIONAL FILM CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
I Released December

SESSUE
UAYAKAWA
7 BONDS

OF

HONOR

Madebi/ HAWORTH
PICTURES CORPORATION
Released January
Mneleentks.

WILLIAM

DESMOND

''"'LI FES A FUNKY
PROPJanizary
OSITIO
N"
Made by JESSE D. HAMPTOH. Released
Twelfths
Nowpteymy
EXHIBITORS MUTUAL

MARTIN JOHNSON'S CANNIBALS
DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION

KQBERTSOKl -EAS
COLE COMPANY
OFTHESOUTHS
BANKERS and EXPORTERS
FOR. THE PRODUCERS
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The

Best
In

Advertised

Serial

America

Acres of 24-Sheet Stands liberally plastered throughout most all the
principal cities (see design above feature the popular Star FRANCIS
FORD with Mae Gaston and Rosemary Theby to the delight of
millions of fans.

State

Right

Buyers — Here's
rs
in
Yea

the

Best

Buy

All the Trade Papers have carried advertising of "The SILENT MYSTERY"
weeks. We have sown the ground for you — ycurs the future harvest.
Look over the Territory Sold
) MERIT FILM CORPORAGreater
126N. W.Y. 46th
Northern New
New York
Jersey ^TION,
C. Street,
FILM COMEastern Pennsylvania )\ ARROW
PANY,
Southern New Jersey ( 1235 Vine Street,
J
Philadelphia, Pa.
EXHIBITORS'
UTING CORP.. DISTRIBEastern Canada
221 Yonge Street,
Western Canada
Toronto, Canada
-\ SUPER-FILM
Maryland
ATTRACDelaware
District of Columb a / TIONS,
Sidney INC.,
B. Lust, Pres.
1209
E
Street,
N. W.
Virginia
Washington, D. C.
North Carolina
Louisiana
R. DEAN CRAVER,
Tennessee
Charlotte, N. C.
Mississippi

for

PENN FILM SERVICE,
Western Pennsylvania \ Matthew Teplitz, Pres.
938 Penn Ave.,
West Virginia
)
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Georgia
\
FIRST
NATIONAL EXFlorida
Alabama
fINHIBITORS'
146 MariettaCIRCUIT,
St.,
Atlanta, Ga.
South Carolina
Northern
Indiana Illinois
Wisconsin

BEER. C.HIVE
EXCHANGE.
Cropper,
Pres.,
Chicago, 111.

Maine
New Hampshire
Vermont
Massachusetts
Connecticut
Rhode Island

SILENT MYSTERY
.CORP. OF N. E.,
Boston, Mass.

We have just completed the preparation of the finest Pressbook and other
advertising accessories ever issued to exploit a serial. If you want to get
this for your territory, write, wire, phone or call. All inquiries answered
in the order of their receipt.
HILLER

&
WILK,
Inc.
Selling Agents
912 Longacre Building
42d & Broadway

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

New York
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THE

FUNNIEST

MAN

BILLY

ON

EARTH

WEST

COMEDIES
BIGGER
BRIGHTER
FUNNIER

Released Through the Following Exchanges:
INTERSTATE FILMS, INC.,
729 Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE,
207 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago, 111
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE,
109 W. Maryland Street, Indianapolis, Ind.
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE,
174 Second Street, Milwaukee, Wis.
R. D. MARSON ATTRACTION CO.,
26 Piedmont Street, Boston, Mass.
MASTERPIECE FILM ATTRACTIONS,
1235 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
QUALITY FILM CORPORATION,
414 Ferry Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
E. & H. FILM DISTRIBUTING CO.,
73 Walton Street, Atlanta, Ga.
FONTENELLE FEATURE FILM CO.,
1504 Harney Street, Omaha, Neb.
SIDNEY B. LUST, INC.,
1209 E. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
SOUTHWESTERN FILM CORP,
1911i^ Commerce Street, Dallas, Texas.
SOUTHWESTERN FILM CORP.,
608 Canal Street, New Orleans, La.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO.,
316 Sloan Building, Cleveland, Ohio.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO.,
•
Elizabeth and John R Streets, Detroit, Mich.
STANDARD FILM SERVICE CO.,
Film Exchange Building,
Seventh and Main Streets, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Foreign Distributors:
POPULAR PLAY AND PLAYERS,
220 West 48th Street, New York City.

W

Billy

Bulls Eye Film Corporation
NEW YORK
729 SEVENTH AVENUE

West
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!
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England
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Message
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"We may cherish, I believe, well-founded hopes,
standing and sympathy are being forged between
we are coming to recognize, as never before
inseparable

A

STORY

from, the welfare of all."

OF

ENGLAND

ALL

By

BE

MEN

the

Famous

Author

PROGRESS

We are open to buy or work on commission in United
Kingdom any American Films. Highest results assured.
Bankers' references.

40 Deansgate,
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See
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it the welfare of each is dependent on, and

ORE

AND

U*E
DSEPH

DURING

THE

WAR

LIARS

HOCKING

Progress

A

Films

Frank E. Spring announces
that his representative is on
his way to America with prints
of above films, rights for disposal or will exchange for British or European rights of American films.

CO., LTD.
don and

British

Liverpool

Address

communications

Tim

Coop

c/o, Motion Picture News
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more beautiful the
screen productionsGrow
of child life can not be imagined
The kiddies Too!
like them because
they echo all of their own every day joys and sorrows and appeal to childish fancies. And the grown-ups
like them just as well because these feature plays take them straight back to the days of the old swimmin
hole and the rag doll. Full of pathos and whimsical humor, they are just the thing for the holiday season
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The

Price

THERE is a feature article in this issue of Motion
Picture News that reminds us of an editorial subject that has been frequently suggested by friends
in the producing ranks.
" What's the Price? " is the heading of the article,
which you will find on Page 73. In interesting manner it
1 sets forth the exchange man 's viewpoint towards the booking methods of a large percentage of exhibitors.
In a way it is an effective answer to the complaints of
many theatre men regarding the quality of the general run
I of their attractions — though, it does not reply to the ex! hibitor who put quality above price in booking, and still
find room for complaint.
The writer of the article declares that it is the continual ' ' What 's the Price ? ' ' slogan of so many exhibitors
that hampers the production of really big attractions and
puts a premium on mediocre pictures.
What he says should start an interesting exhibitor discussion on the editorial subject we have in mind.
%r 4f $k ^fc ^ 9
What

Determines

the Price

You Pay?
is the subject — What method of calculaTHERE
tion does the average exhibitor follow to determine
the price he can afford to pay for any particular
picture or individual star?
Whatever the method, one of our producer friends tells
us that it works an injustice to the unusually big star and
the extra strong Special.
There are a select few stars, he says, whose box office
value is limited only by the size of the theatre playing
them. He adds that there are always a few Specials on
the market which fall in the same class.
Then he goes on to his point — either the exhibitors are
not paying enough for these sure-fire attractions, or they
are paying too much for the average run of their
bookings.
It sums up — the great difference in the drawing power
of the sure-fire offering and the average one overbalances
the difference in rental paid.
Is our producer friend right ?
He would probably admit that the " select few " of
which he speaks get close to their real rental price. The
manufacturer usually sees to that when he discovers a
sure-fire attraction on his hands.
So the point at which he seems to be aiming is— too
much is paid by the exhibitor for his average attractions.
As against which another producer told us that the
rental price on a pretty good quality of program attractions when averaged up for the entire country and all
classes of theatres barely reached the munificent sum of
ten dollars.
What is the answer?

You
Rentals

Pay
and

the Big

Fellows

" High Rentals " was the
ago when
T a onyear
ABOUphrase
s lips
everyone'
Motion Picture News
learned in its investigations that the big exhibitors
of the country give little time to worrying over the rental
question.
The class of men who make up the Motion Picture
News Advisory Board will roar at the drop of the hat
about the class of advertising aids supplied with productions, about the quality of the market's offerings. But
their opinions on the subject of rentals can be summed
up in the statement :
" Give us the attraction — a good picture plus good
advertising aids — and we'll pay the price. It's pictures,
not price, with us."
We'd like to hear the ideas of all exhibitors on this
rental problem.
Is your method of determining the price that of merely
cutting in half the exchange man's first figure and then,
finally, splitting the difference ?
Or do you carefully calculate the possible box office
returns and then pay just so much — and that much —
as your books show you can afford to pay ?
Or do you let the big attractions pass because their
rentals
offerings are
? so much higher than your day-in-and-day-out
What 's your opinion of the general problem of picture
rentals, anyhow?
######
Another " Suggested Editorial ' '
is a subject for an editorial that has been
HERE
suggested to us on an average of once a month
for two years. The speaker is usually a state
rights man or an exchange man :
' ' Why don 't you take up the question of closed towns, ' '
he asks. " The cities and sections that are controlled by
one man or where two or three exhibitors have, an undercover pool to keep prices down? "
The particular friend of the moment then goes on to
show us how from twenty to forty per cent of the rightful earnings of a big production are lost to the manufacturer by the cut-rating he suffers in the ' ' closed towns. ' '
And still further goes our friend to show how this, on
the one hand, hurts the exhibitors in other sections where
competition exists, and how it hamstrings the manufacturer who would spend real money on his productions.
Then we ask our friend, ' ' What shall we do about it ? "
He says, ' ' Write an editorial. ' '
Shall we tell the man who is fortunate enough to control all the theatres in a town that he is naughty-naughty
(Continued on next page)
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to pay the lowest prices for his subjects that the exchanges will accept?
Shall we dare to hope that he will then ' ' get religion ' '
and greet the next visiting salesman with the declaration,
"I'm going to pay you twice as much for your program
as I have in the past. I know I'm foolish because you
can't sell anywhere else in this town. But I read an editorial in the News and I've seen the error of my ways.
Haven't you some short subjects I can pay you real money
for — instead of demanding them in the bargain as I used
to ? Have a couple of cigars. ' '
Shall we?
Or shall we tell our producer friend that he is supposed
to be a business man ; that there is a business method to
meet every business problem — if a business man goes at it.

The

Sunday

Question

in New

York

THERE'S little need for alarm over the fact that a
division of the Supreme Court in New York State
has denied the petition of David Cohen, a Binghamton exhibitor, to make permanent an injunction
against his local police interfering with Sunday performances.
Contrary to opinion in some quarters this is not a
test case,
and has not the backing of New York's organized exhibitors.
With two conflicting decisions of the Supreme Court
regarding Sunday openings in New York on the records,
and the only further court prospect a doubtful appeal
to the higher court, the State League is wisely satisfied
to refrain from court actions. With the laws as they
stand on the statute books now there could be little hope
in carrying the case to the Court of Appeals.
The State League has plans of its own to secure justice
on the Sunday question. A Court of Appeals decision
against us would smash these plans to smithereens.
It's a wise moment to refrain from bungling. Let the
State League work out its own course.
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Few

Odds

and Ends

William Keefe— We have Pete Milne's authority for it, thougl
that they all call him "Bill" — is in town from Los Angele:
Bill, who is David Griffith's production manager, made quite a
impression on us as we talked over a lunch table this week.
Harry Carr, of the Los Angeles Times and the Mack Senne
Beauty Shop, left for Los Angeles on Monday after a visit t
New us.York on business. Harry repeated Bill's performanc
with
Samuel Goldfish left New York for Los Angeles a few weel
ago, but never arrived. Samuel Goldwyn is expected to sta
for New York from Los Angeles within a few weeks.
Sydney Cohen and quite a number of New York State exhib
tors
guests at the inauguration of " Al " Smith as Go^
ernor will
nextbe Wednesday.
Eugene Richards, of New Orleans, is in town for a view £
the White Way.
Myron Selznick and " Selznick Productions " have broke
loose on Broadway with a big electric sign announcing Olh
Thomas as the star.
William A. Johnston returns to these parts within a fe
days after some few weeks resting in the Southern clime.
After a week's stay, Watterson Roth acker jumped the Cei
tury for Chicago last Saturday. Arrived in time to send us
cheery Merry Christmas telegram.
Santa Claus made a present of a package of tonsilitis to ot
justly famed Frances Klein this week and Motion Picture New
office hasn't been the same place since Monday.

Columns

WE

^ Operators, musicians, studio employees, men
in all branches of film work who have been in the
service of their country may avail themselves

<I In addition to these free ads all the facilities
of Motion Picture News are " At the Service
of the Service Men."
Call on us.

New

JOE BRANDT has a new job. After rea
ing the announcement we can't give y&
a very definite idea of what the job is, bo
our own experience tells us that some
where in the Universal organization ther
has developed the need of a ninety horse
power executive mind, with the observa
tion powers of a microscope, and a dii
taste for remaining in any one spot longe
than one-sixtieth of a second. That's th
new he
job has
Joe held
Brandt
the sam
one
on has.
variousIt'soccasionsbut the externals change. This time it i
a roving commission to co-ordinate a
branches of the organization into a ma
chine co-operating one hundred per cea
with the exhibitor. From the days of th
Universal's Union square offices Jo
Brandt has held about every job there i
around that organization — and now it's gc
so bad they have to create brand new one
for him. Well, he's the boy who ca
handle 'em — new or old.

^ The classified columns of Motion Picture
News are open free of charge to service men
now returning to civilian life and seeking to
resume their activities in film ranks.

of this opportunity to run " Situation Wanted "
advertisements without cost.

in

Picture

'He Has
Evoluted
Into a

Corporation"

had intended to break a big nev
story here. We wanted to tell yc
about the MacManus Corporation. It's
existence ; that we know. Perhaps that
news enough. We had hoped to give yc
the details, but the past two weeks ha^
been busy ones, and the trip to West Fo
ty-seventh street suffered a continual pos
ponement. And as for getting the detai
out of genial Eddie — why Houdi
couldnt be more mysterious. So we mu
content ourselves with the bare announc
ment that the same Edward MacManus. wl
invented serial exploitation, who directi
Hearst's film activities for so long, ai
who had considerable to do with son
Pathe serials that enjoyed considerat
success, is now — The MacManus CorJ
ration.
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W.
W.
Irwin
Joins
Famous
Players-Lasky
rence A. Urbach, Arthur James, P. Allen
Becomes a Vice-President. Director and Member of Executive
Parsons, Harry Raver, William E. Ravnor,
Committee of Zukor Organization — No Executives Displaced
Mr. and Earl
Mrs. J.William
Mitchell,
Hudson L.
and Sherrill,
Joe Lee.' Pell
Many exhibitors from all parts of the
FOLLOWING closely on the heels of his recent resignation as general
United States sent cards of Christmas and
manager of Vitagraph's distributing organization came the announcement on Thursday of this week that Walter W. Irwin will this week be New Year's greetings. Mr. and Mrs. L.
H. Grandjean, of the Saenger Amusement
elected a vice-president, director and member of the executive committee of the
Co., New Orleans ; Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
B. Taylor, of Buffalo ; Paul Gray, of the
With the announcement comes the assurance that none of the executives
Dayton theatre, Dayton; A. G. Stotte, of
now in charge of production and distribution of Paramount" and Artcraft pic- the Strand theatre, Omaha; Harold B.
tures will be displaced by the addition of the new member to the organization.
Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo ; A.
The office of first vice-president is held by Jesse L. Lasky, while Walter E.
J. Moeller, of the Theatre de Luxe, Detroit, were among the theatre men.
Greene was elected to a vice-presidency some time ago.
From the Pacific Coast Ed. Rosenbaum,
Mr. Irwin s Statement
H. H. Van Loan, Pat Dowling, Le Roy
Mr. Irwin supplemented the announceStone, of William S. Hart's company ; Mrs.
ment by a brief statement as follows : " It
Nellie
Anderson, Mr. and Mrs.' Tom J.
is very gratifying to me to become associGeraghty, Mary Anderson, and others sent
ated with the other executives of the
greetings.
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. From
Others on the New York side of the
conferences with them and from the thorcontinent were Anthony P. Kelly, Louise
ough examination I have been privileged
and Edgar Lewis, Arthur Oliver, Lillian
to make I am more convinced than ever
Hall, Charles Maigne, Willard Bradley and
of the present and future strength and
George N. Atkinson. The Riley theatre at
leadership of the organization. This fact,
Doland, South Dakota, also sent greetings.
as well as the broad and progressive spirit
As usual there were a number of novelof the operation, resulting in perfect coties among the cards received. Pell
ordination, persuaded me to cancel plans
Mitchell, editor of the Mutual Weekly,
for my own company. It will be a real
felt a comic urge upon him a few days
pleasure for me to take up my duties at
before Christmas and penned a lot of lines
an early date."
that made everyone from the editor to
The personnel of the executive committhe office boy laugh. Fred Schaefer, of
tee of the Famous Players-Lasky CorporaGeneral Film, thought a card would look,
tion, with the addition of the new memmuch
better if decorated with a full length
ber, includes Messrs. Adolph Zukor, presipicture of Fred Schaefer and acted acdent; Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president:
Arthur S. Friend, treasurer; Emil E.
cordingly. Harry Raver said " May HapShauer, assistant treasurer; Elek J. Ludpiness
Fill
Your Screen."
Walter W. Irwin, Recently of Vitagraph, Has
From Luxemburg,
Europe, came word
vigh, secretary; Ralph Kohn, assistant secBecome
Associated
with
Famous
Players-Lasky
from George Gould, formerly of the
retary; Walter E. Greene and Walter W.
Motion Picture News staff. He was
Irwin, vice-presidents.
headed for the Rhine. And from Pearl
Mr. Irwin has made a unique position
Harbor, Hawaii, Ben Grimm found time
for himself in the motion picture industry
We Thank You "—Staff of
Motion Picture News
to drop a card between flights in the air.
since he took active control of the distribution of the Vitagraph productions in May,
Greetings that were particularly welcome arrived from First National, Bill
1915. Subsequently, in September of the
Rudolph and W. H. Productions.
following year, Mr. Irwin devised the THE feeling of good will which members
methods of distribution of the V-L-S-E orof all departments of the Motion Picganization.
ture trade entertain toward Motion PicAt the present time Air. Irwin is chairture News is measured every year anew
Frank Keeney Completes
man of the executive committee of the by the scores of holiday greetings that
Two New Theatres
National Association of the Motion Picreach the office through the mails and over
The
two new theatres that Frank A.
ture Industry. In trade discussions and
the wires. As each year rolls by the list
conferences in which the future of the of well wishers grows larger, and while
Keeney has had under construction are
now practically completed and will be ready
industry as a whole has been the subject
it may seem somewhat vain to dwell on
for occupancy about February 1.
during the past three years, Mr. Irwin has
our list of friends in type, Motion Picture
always been a participant and an enthusiAccording to Ray C. Owens, general
News cannot but help feeling justly proud
astic worker.
manager of the Keeney enterprises, these
of its veritable army of comrades throughout the country.
theatres are located at Kingston, N. Y.,
and Williamsport, Pa., and each represents
Among those whose season's greetings
Hal Reid Is Engaged by
r. capacity of 2,500. The new houses are
are on our desk at this writing are represaid to attain the ultimate in advanced theUniversal Film
sentatives ofthe exhibiting, the producing,
atre construction, and the furnishings are
the acting, the writing and the directing
Hal Reid, father of Wallace Reid and
said to be of lavish appointment.
ends
of
the
business.
Those
who
used
the
one of the best-known film and stage play
A policy has not been decided upon as
writers, has been engaged by Universal as
wires
to express
their messages
were and
'D.
W. Griffith,
S. Barrett
McCormick
yet, but the houses may play high-class
a " special idea man."
William S. Hart.
pictures, with an augmented orchestra and
Mr. and
Reid's
experience
in the film field is
pipe organ, similar to the New York
wide
of varied
character.
Cards were received from the following
Strand. On the other hand the usual
He has at different times been scenario
individuals : Jackie Saunders, Fred B.
Keeney policy of vaudeville and photoplays
Warren, Captain Joseph Morrison, Vivian
editor for Vitagraph, Paramount-Artcraft
at " pop " prices may be maintained.
and Universal, and is also the author of M. Moses, Dolores Cassinelli, R. W. BareA number of other sites are announced as
more, Theodore C. Deitrich, T. O. Elton" Human Hearts" and over a hundred different stage successes.
being considered by Mr. Keeney.
head, Francis Carroll, C. L. Yearsley, Law-
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S. Goldfish
Becomes
S. Goldwyn
ing of his name by a man in his thirties
Head of Goldwyn Pictures Gets Perwho has made his name count in an impormission from Court to Adopt
tant industry is a matter not to be acted on
Name Which He Coined for
hastily, so for the past twelve months Mr.
His Organization
Goldfish has watched his new identity make
C AMUEL GOLDFISH, of Goldwyn Picinroads upon his old identity. Not until
tures, is no longer Samuel Goldfish.
a day or two before he departed for his
Under an order of Supreme Court Justice
Thomas F. Donnelly he has been authormid-winter
to thethecompany's
studios did trip
he make
decision, California
and news
ized to adopt as his legal name for the
future Samuel Goldwyn, which is the name
of Justice Donnelly's approval of the
change was conveyed to him by telegraph
he coined two years ago when he organfrom Gabriel L. Hess, general counsel for
ized the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
Goldwyn, in the following message :
Behind this change of a name lies an
" Samuel Goldfish is dead. Long live
interesting story. When in 1916 Mr. Goldfish and Edgar and Archibald Selwyn orSamuel
"
This isGoldwyn
a step !that
is rarely taken by a
ganized a new motion picture producing
man
who
has
reached
the elevation of busiorganization they cast about for a name
ness success such as Mr. Goldfish has atthat would blend their identities and wound
tained, but here again the screen itself will
up by contributing one syllable of each of
be called upon to perform a news function
their names to the word " Gold-wyn."
and engulf in oblivion one of the best
Through the medium of the screen their
known personalities ever identified with the
company's
output
soon
reached
out
to
the
ends of the earth.
industry. Beginning with the Goldwyn
Pictures releases for the New Year and
Within a few weeks after the formation
thereafter screen patrons will , see the
of the company inquiries addressed to the
president and chief executive officer of the
words " Samuel Goldwyn presents " whatever Goldwyn picture is being shown, and
company began to arrive from foreign lands
and invariably they were addressed to the billboards of the country on which picture are widely exploited will carry the new
"' Samuel Goldwyn." This error also found
name, as well as any and all advertising
its parallel in the United States, and for the
of the Goldwyn Pictures and Goldwyn Distwo years of the company's existence fully
tributing corporations.
l^alf of the mail intended for Samuel GoldThe fact that this can be done and blot
fish has been marked or typed " Samuel
out a name that for ten years has figured
Goldwyn."
The recurrence
of this
confusion of identities
soon convinced
Samuel
on a large scale in two industries and
Goldfish that in building Goldwyn Pictures
simultaneously substitute therefor a mythical name that became a fact is but another
Corporation he had created a friendly
Frankenstein that was destined to swallow
example of the potency of the motion picture and the screens on which they are
up the man who had conceived it.
shown.
Under ordinary circumstances the chang-

"S
nd Writes
Upfroman
TamartaLane
Boston
d
Criticizing Industry's Attitude
During First Influenza Scare
WRITING from the Fellsway theatre,
Medford, Mass., Tamar Lane shows
that handling a playhouse has not dulled
the point of his pen.
The letter follows :
Fellsway Theatre. Medford, Mass.
Dec. 20th, 1918
Editor,
MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
Dear Ed.:
With the influenza epidemic returning in
many parts of the country and a new shut-down
threatening the theatres, it is about time that
the picture industry came to its senses and took
some steps to protect its interests, instead of
standing by in clammy silence while the business
is being subjected to the rawest kind of unfair
treatment at the hands of the various local and
state authorities. During the last shut-down the
exhibitors and exchanges, at least in this district,
were dead from the heels up. They had no more
spirit than a dried up Egyptian mummy and
submitted to the closing of their businesses without a whimper. As is the case with all troubles
of the picture industry, there was no organization,
no getting together of interests.
This time — in the event of the epidemic returning— things
have gota blow
to befrom
different
dustry will receive
which orit the
will inbe
some time recovering. The closing of the theatres during the last scare was an outrage and
a flagrant case of discrimination. The picture
men were fools to stand for it. Even to the
extent of defying the authorities they should have
refused to close unless other businesses were
closed. It is not so much a matter of being
closed which is so galling; it is the being singled

The theatrical
businesses.
other been
Fight!"
He
out amonghasallalways
called upon
the firstSays
business
for benefits, donations, free advertising and every
other kind of charity, and the first to be taxed,
abused and closed by the very individuals it has
helped. The theatre men have just as much
regard for the health and welfare of the public
as anyone else, and if the authorities believe that
places in* which crowds gather are helping to
perare they
thewillingdisease,
spread fectly
they close
whentheatres
but the
to close,then
demand that every club, store, saloon, restaurant,
etc., where any large number of persons gather
be also forced to close. It is the rankest kind
of injustice to close the theatres and then allow
these other places to remain open. It is the
purest kind of nonsense to infer that theatres
and that
disease
help spread
honest
if any restauthat stores,
I think
rants, etc. dothenot.
health official were asked, he would be forced to
admit that the large department stores and
quick lunches where food is exposed on the
counters are a far greater agent in spreading the
disease than the theatres. If it is such a serious
affair that the livelihood and investments of the
fifth largest industry must be jeopardized then
it is serious enough for the public to submit to
a little inconvenience.
If the theatres and exchanges are going to
die
— and isthat's
what shut-down
will happen
to many
of them
if there
another
— then
let them
die
fighting.
It doesn't
cost men
any more.
The leading
theatre and
exchange
in every
district
should get together and appoint a committee to
present their case clearly and forcefully before
the
proper toauthorities.
the
authorities
worry aboutYouthe can't
pictureexpect
business
if the picture men won't worry about it themselves.
Close
one business,
close all "andshould
the my
demand
of "the
picture
I am bedoing
best
to rally the exchangemen and exhibitors of New
England so that they will get a square deal from
the authorities should the epidemic again
threaten their business.
Very truly yours,
TAMAR LANE.

Fox Takes Two More
Soldiers Back
In pursuance with the Fox Film Corporation's policy of re-employing men who
left the organization to enter war service,
two more Fox men returned to their former positions last week.
Sam Dembow, Jr., formerly Fox branch
manager at Atlanta, Ga., who was discharged from the army last week, has resumed management of the Atlanta exchange, succeeding F. G. Marchman. Burt
C Phillips, who left the Exhibitors' Service Bureau to accept a commission as lieutenant in the Signal Corps, returned this
week as photographer in the bureau.
Last week George Dembow, formerly
branch manager at Philadelphia, resumed
his old position, having been honorably discharged from the army after winning a
lieutenant's commission.
Irving Maas, for the last several months
head of the requisition department in the
Fox home office, has been transferred to
Chicago as assistant manager of the Chicago exchange. He is succeeded in the
requisition department in the home office
by W. E. Sennett.
Colorgraph Laboratory Is
Ready for Business
After many years of experimenting and
development by Arturo Hermandez-Mejia,
the art of making color films by the colorgraph process is now declared ready for
the public.
The Colorgraph Laboratory has been incorporated and is installed at New
Rochelle, N. Y., and the price of this color
work is declared to be the same as black
and white films to the distributors — about
5 cents a foot.
The inventors and promoters claim that
natural color pictures with the color on the
films without any filters on the projectors,
by means of double-coated film, is here
now and they declare that the process is
commercially practical.
Nine years of hard work and the expending of thousands of dollars is said to
have been injected to procure the final results. The company gives notice that its
process is thoroughly covered by patents
and that all imitators will be vigorously
prosecuted.
Former

Exhibitor

Honored

for Daring in France
F. E. Kindley, formerly active in work
of
MotionhasPicture
League
of the
America,
writtenExhibitors'
a letter to
Lee
ica.
Ochs of United Picture Theatres of AmerMr. Ochs says that Mr. Kindley is now
Captain F. E. Kindley, commanding officer
Seventeenth Aero Squadron, American Expeditionary Forces in France, and has a record of IV/2 Huns in the air. having been
awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross by
the King of England and recommended for
the Distinguished Service Cross with an
oak leaf.
He writes Mr. Ochs that American pictures have registered heavily " over there."
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Influenza

Evil

Subsides

Considerably
value of closing was to gain time for sleep,
and somebody asked, 'Why Philadelphia'?
" The thought of these students of public health perhaps can best be summed up
that the most effective methods of control
of epidemics and disease is public health
education. Why then should the motion
picture houses, the most effective agency
at the command of the community, be compelled in nearly every instance to be the
first to close their doors?'
Had Rochester Scared
The influenza threatened to do a comeback in Rochester, N. Y., last week, when
the number of new cases rose above the
" Dr. Price, in reviewing the matters
200 mark for several days, a figure that
presented at this conference, and especially
as to the control of this disease, states,
was nearly equal to the October mark
when the city was under quarantine.
' It was in the discussion of these quesVeiled warnings came from the offices of
tions that the total bankruptcy of the presthe health authorities that it might be
ent health administration of the country
appeared in full light and was admitted
necessary to put the lid again on theatres
unless the situation showed marked imover and over again.'
provement. At the intimation of such a
" The discussion of any epidemic or
plague of this nature involving the whole
catastrophe, moving picture men prepared
country presents itself along two lines,
is believed that their altito fight,
first, individual attention ; and second,
tude hadand
muchit to do with preventing the
community health control.
health officials from putting their threat
into execution. It was an open secret that
" It is under this second heading that
the theatrical men were chiefly responsible
we as an industry can be of such constructive help and support. We should be for having the ban lifted before, and there
able to compel the authorities to recognize
is reason to believe that they exerted a
our assistance, so that instead of closing
considerable influence in keeping it off alour doors and destroying our activities and
together the second time.
investments, they will rather realize the
the end of the week the disease had
By
importance of giving motion picture houses
showed a falling off once again and the
every consideration, so that it will only
officials announced that they believed that
occur as a last resort that these theatres
it was under control and no further cause
will be obliged to close down.
for alarm existed. It was said that the
form
of the disease now going around is
Schools of Theatres
much milder than the first, as further evi" Boards of Health, apparently cannot
dence of which is the fact that the death
be made to understand that motion picture
rate remains much smaller than before,
houses can be made schools and centers
for the instruction of the community in notwithstanding that the number of cases
at times lately reached a high figure.
such emergencies as the present.
Investigation revealed the fact that some
" It is not the intention here to outline
of
the picture men were preparing to
specific programs to be effective throughlaunch a publicity campaign of their own
out the moving picture trade, but simply
to direct attention to the unscientific and
if the closing ban was invoked again, and
ruinous methods adopted in closing motion
that they had statements from prominent
medical men to the effect that the disease
picture theatres on the slightest provocation, when, as a matter of fact, they should
was not conveyed by public assemblies but
be used as a most potent factor in social
by actual contact with victims. Plenty
onlymedical
of
men have gone on record as
control and commmunity work, through
the facilities they offer for instruction,
gatherban 'on
the effect
thatlittle
declaring
combating the
on public
ings has had
education and general dissemination of
of the
intention
the
disease, and it was
scientific medical thought.
exhibitors to advertise this fact in the
testimony
of the various
and"The
health
commissioners
at their officers
recent
hope that public pressure would keep the
theatres open here.
great convention as to the efficacy of the
While the disease is expected to hang
closing of theatres and motion picture
on
to some extent all winter, there is
houses was conspicuous in the lack of any
thought to be no further likelihood of a
unanimity in the conclusions arrived at.
closing order.
" It was pointed out that Detroit without a closing ordinance had suffered less
Milwaukee Sees the Light
than Buffalo where nearly all the doors
The influenza lid has been tilted by the
were closed. And in Philadelphia and
Health Department for the holidays and
many other cities the disease increased
theatre men do not expect to see it go
very greatly after the closing orders were
The removal of the input in effect. Great emphasis was laid, back onfluenzaagain.
ban which has practically throttled
however, on this point that the closing of show business in Milwaukee for the past
recreation facilities was ineffectual withtwo weeks was ordered off by the health
out the simultaneous closing of stores and
commissioner as a sort of a Christmas
other industrial establishments.
present for Milwaukee, Tuesday.
(Continued on next page)
" Dr. Robertson maintained that the

Past Week Sees Several Changes for the Better and Few for the
Worse — Milwaukee Rejoices at Tilting of the Lid —
Rochester Fearful
influenza bugaboo, which has for some months been pursuing exTHE
hibitors and others within the motion picture industry, seems to have
lost most of its powers to cause excitement within the ranks. Christmas
week saw a number of changes for the better in the situation, and very few
for the worse. Milwaukee is one of the cities in which it is believed the influenza evil has abated until the theatres need be troubled no longer.
Rochester became alarmed just before Christmas at prospects of the scourge
returning to close the theatres, and motion picture houses prepared to combat
such a turn of affairs.
Comment by Olsen
R. B. Olsen of General Film Company's
legal department, in commenting upon
drastic bans put upon picture houses during the influenza epidemic, expresses the
thought that a vital point has been overlooked in the official discussion of measures. He thinks it has been overlooked
as well by the film interests. Mr. Olsen
makes rather a constructive suggestion
from the viewpoint of the motion picture
trade in that he presents arguments for
a different official attitude which might be
; secured through a careful consideration
of the usefulness of theatres at a time like
! the present. Mr. Olsen to Motion Picture News said :
" The film industry has been all too
slothful in awakening to a consciousness
that it is more than a mere sub-division
of theatres and general amusements, when
in fact it is a dynamic force for social
welfare. It is conceded by others to have
r several aspects.
" Federal and state authorities, commissions and legislators, when revenue is to
be raised, classify the industry as an
it amusement only, and more or less nonK essential. When bonds are to be sold and
; money raised it is considered as a con(? venience. When
a plague or epidemic
is scare spreads through the land its doors
are the first to be closed. And in certain
s. instances authorities have gone to the exlo tent of using this great industry as a
fe. means of traffic control, with absolutely no
Its consideration for the good and welfare of
nt; the institution as such.
;|y " In our recent experience of the influenza, without any notice in many instances unwarranted regulations were im11 posed costing the industry millions of dolJ I lars. This scare is again being re-echoed
and again the moving picture industry is
the first that is being obliged to close its
or!jdoors; Should Prove Our Help
wr-

" This in face of the admitted mystery
regarding the disease. At the recent meet' ing in Chicago of the American Public
' Health Association, Colonel V. C. Vaughan
E*; of Ann Arbor states, ' The saddest part
of my life was when I witnessed the hun» dreds of deaths of the soldiers in the army
ifl camps and did not know what to do. At
: that moment I decided never again to prate
it about the great achievements of medical
science and to humbly admit our dense
i j ignorance of this case.'
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Motion
Insurance Policies Gifts
irom Rothacker

Watterson R. Rothacker, of the Rothacker
Film Laboratories, Chicago, 111., established a precedent this Christmas season
when he presented everyone of his employees with a life insurance policy. The
amounts of the policies varied with the
terms of service of the employees, those
receiving the largest amounts who had
worked for the company the greatest
length of time. No one was neglected in
the entire plant, the general gift being presented to department heads and office boys
alike.
Mr. Rothacker has long had this idea in
mind and believes that if generally followed out by all the companies in the trade,
the business would be established on a
sounder basis. " The individual feeling of
safety and solidarity it brings to each person receiving the policy," he said, " goes a
long way toward bettering a business spirit
of enthusiasm and cooperation between
■employer and employee."
Mr. Rothacker's studio and laboratories
entail the services of a large number of
-employees. The gift of a policy to each
one, therefore, is considered an undertaking of no small proportions and monetary
•outlay.
Plunkett

Made Manager
Strand

of

Moe Mark, president of the Micthel H.
Mark Realty Corporation, owners of the
Strand theatre, announces that the post of
managing director of the Strand, recently
made vacant through the untimely death of
Harold Edel, will be filled by Joseph L.
Plunkett. Mr. Plunkett was associated for
a number of years with Liebler & Co. and
George C. Tyler, handling most of their
biggest productions, including the " Garden
of Allah," "Joseph and His Brethren," and
he was also the manager of the Century
theatre for two years. He has been manager for Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Kyrle Bellew, Arnold Daly, Eleanor Robson and
other prominent stars. He also managed
the Children's theatre, which was located
atop the Century Roof. Mr. Plunkett entered the motion picture field three years
ago, and has, during that time, produced
numerous comedies and features, the last
one being " The Cavell Case."
Buffalo

Theatre Managers
Elect Officers

Ira M. Mosher, manager of the Palace
theatre, has been elected president of the
Buffalo Theatrical Managers' Association.
Other officers named for the ensuing year
are: Vice-president, J. H. Michael of the
Academy and Regent; secretary and counsel, Valentine E. 6'Grady; treasurer, Harold B. Franklin of Shea's Hippodrome.
The board of directors for 1919 will be
John R. Oishei of the Teck, Dr. Peter C.
Cornell of the Majestic, Harold B. Franklin, M. Slotkin of the Olympic, Earl L.
Crabb of the Strand, Ira M. Mosher and
William Graham of the Garden.

Picture

Department of Labor
Co-Operation

Baby Marie Osborne, the diminutive Pathe star
who came to New York from Los Angeles to
witness the home coming of the American
fleet December 26

Baby Marie Perambulates Across
Continent
She's in New York now, and not even
the Woolworth Building is safe from her
antics.
Just before Christmas, Baby Marie Osborne abducted her Pa and determined that
she would pay her first visit to New York.
She was determined to find out if Santa
Claus ever operated east of Jersey City.
Santa does. The Christmas previous
was spent in Los Angeles and " Little
Mary Sunshine " received enough presents
to comfortably fill a Ford car.
Her first Christmas day in Gotham
brought her enough presents to uncomfortably crowd a Packard machine.
Baby Marie is just as full of pranks off
the screen as she is in the film. As this
is her first visit East she is busy comparing New York City with the West.
When quizzed by a representative of Motion Picture News as to whether New
York compared favorably with the Far
West, she carelessly sat on the representative's new derby hat and nonchalantly
pulled three buttons off his overcoat.
But at the same time she still thinks that
the Grand Canyon of the Colorado contains more natural beauty than the Subway Canyon in Times Square.
The little Pathe star arrived in New
York with her father December 18, having
made the long journey from Los Angeles
expressly to witness the home-coming of
the American Fleet on December 26.
This was Marie's first trip to New
York, and she was immensely excited over
the tall buildings and other New York
sights she had only seen previously in the
magazines.
As soon as she and Papa Osborne were
established at the Hotel Claridge she insisted that she be taken to the Pathe Home
Office. Little Marie soon found out that
everyone knew her. The elevator boy who
carried her up to the eleventh floor of the
Pathe Uifices, at 25 West Forty-fifth street,
called her by name, and the outer office
Pathe employees greeted the tiny star with
open arms, and she was escorted at once
into the office of Mr. Paul Brunet, vicepresident and general manager.

News
Asks

David K. Niles, chief, motion picture section, Department of Labor, has sent the
following request to the motion picture producers. Itexplains itself:
" The Department of Labor is very anxious to stimulate productions in order that
we may find employment for our returning
soldiers. The situation is critical and Secretary Wilson feels that a good deal can be
done by stimulating the building of homes.
I am, therefore, sending you copy for trailers which I trust you can and will use in
connection with your releases.
" Let me call your special attention to the
trailer on building roads. We are very
anxious to create enough public sentiment
so that we may be able to build roads and
public
ment. works in order to furnish employ" Thanking you for your co-operation in
the past, we remain,
"(Signed) David K. Niles.
" Chief, Motion Picture Section."
Aliens Will Erect a New
Theatre at Ottawa
Jule and J. J. Allen of Toronto have
announced the completion of arrangements
for the erection of an immense moving
picture theatre in Ottawa, the Canadian
Capital.
The new theatre will seat 2,500, and
work will be started at an early date, it
is stated.
Phil Kauffman, general manager of the
Monarch Film Company, Limited. Toronto,
which is also controlled by the Aliens,
was in Ottawa on December 9 and 10 in
connection with the new theatre matter.
The Aliens already control the Regent
Theatre, said to be one of the finest moving picture theatres in Ottawa.
Influenza Evil Subsides
Considerably
(Continued from preceding page)
The theatres will be allowed to play to
their full capacity, children will again be
admitted and the only restriction will be
against crowds in the lobbies waiting for
the shows. These will be absolutely prohibited.
The fifty per cent restriction as to capacity inaugurated by the Health Department so as to allow the theatres to remain
open has cut very seriously into the receipts as the weather during the past few
weeks has been splendid, and all of the
down-town houses were forced to turn
away hundreds nightly.
If weather conditions continue at all
good theatre owners look for a tremendous
Christmas week as the public has been
practically kept away from the theatres by
the fifty per cent capacity order.
Even dancing will again be permitted in
Milwaukee, though all dancers will be required to wear masks. The fact that the
ban has been lifted from dancing is taken
as an indication that there will be no attempt made to put the ban back on again
unless conditions take a turn for the worst.
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E. Smith

Advocates

an

Enemy Import Tariff
A world wide penalty tariff of 25 per
cent on all imports from any enemy country, collectable at each port of entry of all
Allied and neutral nations, to be paid
towards the defraying of the Teutonic indemnities, isthe suggestion made by letter
to Hon. David Lloyd George, Premier of
Great Britain, by Albert E. Smith, president of the Vitagraph Company.
Similar letters have also been sent President Wilson and the various premiers attending the Peace Conference.
In his letter Mr. Smith points out these
advantages which may result from a standing penalty tariff on Teutonic goods : First,
it will provide a means for these nations
to earn their just fines, and be an answer
to such pleading as that of Turkey to the
effect that they are bankrupt; second, it
will offset the advantages in commercial
;ompetition which always come to nations
dependent on cheap labor, and therefore
:heap raw materials ; third, it will be an
object lesson, as long as the League of
Nations applies the penalty, to the war
nakers, especially the German empire, and
tfill be the most effective punishment of
:he guilty, in so much as the physical penilty may be visited on a few only, whereas
he commercial chastisement will be
igainst the nations, who after all have been
he wrongdoers, and will hit them in their
nost tender spot.
Willard

Mack

Goes

West

for Goldwyn
Rumors that YYillard Mack would probibly discontinue his work in connection
vith Goldwyn pictures were set at rest this
veek when it was announced from the
West Coast that Pauline Frederick and
vlr. Mack, her husband, were expected to
irrive in Los Angeles soon after January 1,
o resume their Goldwyn work. Samuel
joldwyn announced that Mr. Mack would
ikely have an important place in the
cenario department.
Madge Kennedy has reached the Coast
nd expects to begin production work
! hortly.
, Geraldine Farrar is scheduled to visit the
for Goldwyn
picture work in March,
j'oast
ccording
to Mr. Goldwyn.
Adolph

Zukor Leaves for
Los
Angeles
v I
Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous
layers-Lasky Corporation, left New York
3r California. This is his annual midinter business trip to the West Coast, and
2 will spend three or four weeks there
id then return to his New York office.
Mr. Zukor stopped over at. Chicago for
few days and spent Christmas there with
Natives. On the West Coast he will visit
te various producing organizations and
>nsult with D. W. Griffith, Thomas H.
ice, Cecil B. DeMille, Frank Garbutt,
ack Sennett and other heads of producg units affiliated with the Famous
!ayers-Lasky Corporation.
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Ranks
Affiliated
Quits
Cohen
President of New York State League
brances of our meeting at the inception of
the Affiliated, I am,
Declares Differences Over Poli" Very truly yours,
cies Force Him to Leave
Directorate
" (Signed) Sydney S. Cohen."
Mr. Cohen, when questioned regarding
SYDNEY S. COHEN, president of the
his resignation, said that the letter spoke
New York State League of Exhibitors,
for itself.
and one of the organizers of the original
" I have nothing to add to it," he des'
n,
Affiliated
Distributor
clared, "save that I am still deeply interweek announced
that he Corporatio
had tendered this
his
ested in the idea of co-operative booking.
resignation as Chairman of the Board of
It is the biggest thought which has come
Directors of the units associated with that
into the industry within the past year, if
organization to the directors associated
carried out for the purpose of helping the
with him in the original formation of the
corporation.
Differences over matters of policy and
exhibitor."
Mae Marsh Keeps Her
changes in the manner of the formation of
the organization are given by Mr. Cohen
Marriage Secret
as the reasons for his withdrawal.
Mae Marsh is married, it became known
Mr. Cohen's letter to the directors of in Los Angeles on Tuesday, December 17.
the Affiliated follows :
She was married in New York on September 21 to Louis Lee Armes, a former New
" To the Board of Directors of the AffiliYork
newspaper man, and now in the
ated Distributors' Corporation :
service of the United States Navy. He is
" Gentlemen :
in California on leave, and he expects to
return to New York after the holidays. Mr.
" I herewith tender you my resignation
as Chairman of the Board of Directors of and Mrs. Armes have taken a home on
the units associated with the Affiliated Dis- Crenshaw avenue in Los Angeles. Following the wedding in New York and a brief
tributors' Corporation.
secret honeymoon the couple came to Los
" Changes in the plan of organization
and operation of this corporation, which
Angeles, where Miss Marsh planned to rein my opinion are so vital as to completely
sume her motion picture work. Since her
arrival in the West, however, she has been
nullify the original purpose of the cooperative movement as formulated at the ill with influenza, and is just now confirst meeting of the Board of Directors,
valescing. When the rumor began to gain
are responsible for my decision.
currency that the famous film star was a
" I have delayed several months presentbride, a battery of newspaper men went to
ing this resignation in order to allow the the home on Crenshaw avenue and asked
fullest opportunity for the development of direct questions.
our original plan of co-operative booking,
" It was nobody's business but our own,"
which, as I understood it, was for an exsaid Mr. Ames in a genial way. "We just
hibitors' counsel, in which the voice of
wanted to keep it to ourselves for awhile."
the exhibitor was to be the dominant and
Mr. Ames was engaged in newscontrolling factor.
paper work in Los Angeles several years
" Recent developments, however, have
ago, being in the advertising department of
convinced me that the organization is getthe Morning Tribune.
ting farther away, instead of nearer, from
the purposes and plans formulated at its
A. S. Aronson, of Canada,
inception by the fifteen exhibitor members
of the Board of Directors, and in justice to
Joins Goldwyn
myself and to the confidence which you reGoldwyn Distributing Corporation anposed in me by selecting me as your chairnounces that early in January A. S. Aronman, I have no other alternative than to
son, a motion picture executive known to
terminate further identity with the cormany exhibitors of the United States and
Canada, resigns as general manager of Reporation.
" I feel that this confidence imposed a
gal Films, Ltd., of Canada, and joins the
sacred responsibility upon me to see to it, Goldwyn organization.
insofar as it was within my power to do
Mr. Aronson will be the resident execuso, that our original co-operative idea
tive head of one of Goldwyn's most imshould be carried out to the letter, and
portant divisions, consisting of four offailing, by reason of the changes in the
fices serving some of the principal exhibiorganization, the opportunity to fulfill this
tors of the nation. For the last three or
responsibility, I must disclaim any further
four
years Mr. Aronson has been associresponsibility.
ated with N. L. Nathanson in the large distribution and theatre-owning enterprises of
" Furthermore, the demands and obligations imposed upon me as President of the Regal Organization, with home offices
in Toronto and branches in six cities of
the New York State League of Motion
Picture Exhibitors are such that I can no
the Dominion.
longer risk any embarrassment which that
Prior to going to Canada he was associated with the World Film Organization
body might suffer through the failure of
in New York. From the early days of
anyone to rightly understand my position
with relation to any booking movement.
Goldwyn he has been a friend of the
Goldwyn Organization, and his capacities
" With sincere appreciation for the confidence which you were good enough to have led to his now coming into the comextend me, and with pleasant remempany.
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Universal

Motion

Cites

Joe Brandt Steps in and Accomplishes
Much and Gets Full Share of
Credit — Built Up Exchanges
AROUND the Universal offices, at 1,600
Broadway, U. S. A., and in the various Universal exchanges throughout the
country, it would seem that Joe Brandt
is the wonder man of the age. Although
he is not grabbing any of the front page
space in the papers usually allotted to the
President, he is nevertheless, to quote the
press
agent, makinga new
" someturn
speed."
In announcing
which Mr.
Brandt's endeavors have taken, in behalf
of Universal, that organization this week
released a few words of appreciation for
him as follows :
" When difficulties and perplexities, new
or old, arise in the course of events in the
Universal offices a cry is immediately
raised for the assistance and services and
counsel of Joe Brandt. And Brandt manages to respond. Emergencies find him invariably manning the breach. ' Brandt
can do it ' and ' Brandt will do it ' are
two familiar expressions among the Universal forces — in New York, in Universal
City out on the Coast and in all the country that intervenes. All the faith, too, that
they imply is justified, for no less familiar
is the phrase, ' Brandt did it.'
" A year ago, to cite a single instance.
Brandt was called upon to take general
charge of all the Universal exchanges.
The hard task of systematizing exchange
policies and operations, of following exchange activities through all their multitudinous details and phases, of directing
exchange effort, of meeting and even of
anticipating exchange requirements — these
matters were all placed in Brandt's hands.
And — ' Brandt did it ! ' He did everything
there \\Jas to be done ; he did it quietly,
efficiently, thoroughly. He did it all despite the fact that during the twelve
months affairs were complicated by a
dozen different emergencies never before
encountered.
" This work is finished. Universal exchanges, as a result of Brandt's year of
patient labor, stand today as models which
exchange managers of other producing and
distributing firms seek to emulate.
" And now Brandt turns to a new field.
He has been called upon to undertake another difficult task — and a bigger task. Beginning with the first of the new year,
Universal's assistant treasurer — for Brandt
occupies that office as well — will devote
himself to the promotion of the greatest
cooperative system ever established in the
history of motion picture exploitation. All
of Universal's numerous departments will
be coordinated in the new campaign.
" His work, nation-wide in scope, will
take Universal's assistant treasurer on frequent and extended tours of the exchanges.
Brandt will carry the campaign direct to all
the leading cities and all the leading newspapers. The entire campaign, in all its details, involving the most advanced step thus
far undertaken by any film producing company, will rest completely in Brandt's
hands. Not a little of his time, too, will
be spent in the studios at Universal City,

"Wonder"

Man
where he will have much to do with the
selection of serial scenarios particularly
and with other essential phases of production.
" Mr. Brandt's assumption of these new
duties means a most substantial step forward for Universal. It means, to state the
matter briefly, increased cooperation for
the exhibitor — the development of a new
field of exploitation, and, what is of equal
importance, its development in the thorough, vigorous, effective manner that is
characteristic of Brandt.
" In his new capacity, the title of assistant treasurer still attaches to Brandt's
name and, while he is putting his new
policies into execution, he will continue, as
heretofore, to discharge the duties of that
important executive office as well."
J. W.

Allen

Is Paramount

Exchange Systematizer
J. W. Allen, special representative — Department of Distribution of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, who earlier in
the season thoroughly systematized the
Cincinnati Exchange of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, proceeded from
Cincinnati to Cleveland and there repeated
the process of systemization and selling.
During his stay in Cleveland he sold
service first-run in the following cities :
Cleveland, Akron, Youngstown, Marion,
Bucyrus and Sandusky, Ohio, and in numerous smaller localities and many suburban accounts in the larger cities.
While in the Cleveland Exchange, he
thoroughly systematized this branch in accordance with plans originated by Mr. W.
E. Greene, managing director, and Mr. Al
Lichtman. general manager, of the Department of Distribution.
Mr. Geo. W. Erdmann was appointed
manager of the Cleveland Exchange by
Mr. Allen. Mr. Erdmann has had a long
experience in film exchange management
and is proving a capable manager at the
Cleveland Exchange.
Western
Press Agents
Storm New York
Western press agents of filmdom had a
"good showing" on Broadway last week.
No less than four publicity men from the
confines of Hollywood disported about the
once-again white way and viewed the tall
buildings in wonderment.
They were Harry Carr. who puts pieces
in the papers about Mack Sennett and his
Paramount comedies — and who takes the
stills of those bathing girls — W. E. Keefe,
who is not an out-and-out press agent, his
title being Production Manager for D. W
Griffith, but who supervises the publicity
work of that organization ; Carl Robinson, formerly publicity man for Charles
Chaplin and now an ex-lieutenant ; and
Ken O'Hara, who used to send out stories
about well known film players.
Messrs. Carr and Keefe came on from
California together. Robinson has just
been honorably discharged from the army,
as has O'Hara.

Picture

News

Salesmen at Detroit Have
Annual Dinner
The first annual salesmen's dinner under
the auspices of the Board of Motion Picture Exchange Managers of the Detroit
Board of Commerce was held Friday evening, December 20th, at the Detroit Board
of Commerce. It wa " attended by about
one hundred exchange managers, assistant
managers and film salesmen, the purpose
and object being to thoroughly discuss and
understand the new trade rules which the
association is putting into effect on the first
of the new year. The dinner was at 7
o'clock, the business session following.
There were a number of musical numbers.
J. E. Flynn, president of the Detroit organization, presided, and among the out-oftown guests were W. F. Barrett, vice-president of the Canadian Board of Motion Picture Exchange Managers, and J. R. Johnson, treasurer of the Cleveland Board of
-Motion Picture Exchange Managers. Each
speaker reviewed the progress of organization work in his respective territory and
expressed themselves as being highly in favor of the work being done by the Detroit
association.
The complete program was as
follows :
Introductory address, J. E. Flynn, president ;" Transportation Charges." by H. K.
Moss, manager Triangle Distributing Corporation "; Payments," by J. M. Duncan,
manager of Vitagraph ; " Contracts," by M.
S. Bailey, manager Fox Film Corporation;
" Changes in Bookings," by James Friedman, office manager Universal Film ExInc. ; " Holding
by F.Inc.;
W.
Gebhardt.change,manager
Pathe Film,"
Exchange,
" An Industry or a Game? " by Robert Cotton, manager World Film Corporation ;
" Cleveland Organization." by J. R. Johnson, Cleveland, Ohio ; " The Problems of
Booking," by G. Knox Haddow. assistant
manager Famous Players-Lasky Corporation ;"' The Salesman's Perspective," by L.
C. McConnell. special representative. World
Film Corporation ; " The Industry in Canada," by W. F. Barrett, Toronto.
During the coming year the Detroit
Board of Motion Picture Exchange Managers will adopt stringent and drastic measures covering their business dealings with
exhibitors, and they absolutely insist that
exhibitors live up to all terms of contracts
which they sign.
So nersuccessful
was has
the first
salesmen's
that the board
decided
to makedin-it
an annual affair to take place during December.
A great deal of the credi" for the success of the meeting was due to Harry Abbott, manager of the Detroit office of
the Educational Distributing Corporation,,
chairman of the entertainment committee. .
Oklahoma
Hold

Exhibitors

to

Special Meeting

A special
meeting the
zation of Oklahoma
has Exhibitors'
been called Organiby the
Executive Board for Oklahoma City at the
Hotel Lee Huckins, January 6-7.
The Oklahoma legislature will meet earlj I
in January, and this meeting of exhibitor; I
meeting.
will take the place of the regular Februarj I
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' Rothacker

Starts Membership Campaign
For the purpose of enlisting new members from the Pacific Coast section, Waterson R. Rothacker, president of Rothacker
I Film Manufacturing Company, Chicago,
and chairman of the membership committee, National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, has started a campaign
, during the course of which he expects to
interest every company in that section that
is not now identified with the association.
Mr. Rothacker will leave for the Coast
next week to make the preliminary arrangements for the campaign. Plans are now
completed for a meeting of all the executive heads of the producing companies in
Los Angeles.
Mr. Rothacker will be aided in this work
by Adolph Zukor, Samuel Goldwyn, David
Wark Griffith, Jesse L. Lasky, Frank W.
Garbutt, Winfield R. Sheehan, William Sistron, Joseph W. Engel and others who are
active in the councils of the organization.
Walter J. Reynolds, secretary of the Producers' Association of Los Angeles, will, it
\< expected, assist in the movement.
Adolph Zukor is the ranking vice-president and acting president of the organization, as well as a director and chairman of
the Producers' Division. David W. Griffith
is a director and is chairman of the National Censorship Committee. Samuel
Goldwyn and W. R. Sheehan are members
of the board of directors and executive
committee. These men expect to be on the
coast at the time.
Nearly all of the large producing companies in the motion picture business are now
represented among the membership of the
Association, and there remains only a few
that have not come in. The Producers' Division of the Association now numbers
among its members the following: Arrow
, Film Corporation, Astra Film Corporation,
Baumer Films, Inc., Biograph Company.
Wm. A. Brady Picture Plays Company, the
i Bray Studios, Inc., Charter Features Corporation, Corona Cinema Company, Crafts, man Film Laboratories, Crystal Film Com1 pany,
Educational
Film Corporation,
1 Eclipse Film
Laboratories, Erbograph
1 Company, Evans Film Company, Famous
' Players
Film Corporation,Film
GaumontCompany,
Company, Fox
Goldwyn
Pictures
Corporation, Thomas H. Ince, Kalem Company, L-KO Motion Picture Corporation,
Paragon Films, Inc., Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
Harry Rapf, Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company, Select Pictures Corporation,
Selig Polyscope Company, Mack Sennett
Comedies, Norma Talmadge Film Company, Universal Film Manufacturing Company, Triangle Film Corporation, Christie
Film Company, Vitagraph Company of
America, Wharton
Releasing Company,
and World Film Corporation.
General Makes Changes
Frank E. Samuels, a well-known motion
picture man of New York City, who was
formerly General Film Company manager
in Philadelphia, has been appointed a
traveling auditor for that company. His
work for the present will be on the Pacific
Coast.
»

W.

J. Clark

Locates
in New
York
der which exhibitors own and control the
William J. Clark, President ExhibiExhibitors' Mutual Distributing organizators' Mutual Distributing Cortion.
poration, toDirect Activities
" As the most substantial factor in the
from Metropolis
business it was but natural that he should
WILLIAM J. CLARK, president of the seek to enter the field of distribution. The
Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing CorAffiliated idea worked out so splendidly
poration and vice-president of Affiliated
that we decided to carry it one step furDistributors' Corporation, has resigned as ther.
president of the City Commission of Grand
" There seems to be an impression withRapids, Mich., to come to New York and
in the industry that the Affiliated acquired
direct the activities of Exhibitors' Mutual.
the
ownership of the Mutual Film CorMr. Clark became president of Exhibiporation and converted it into the Exhibitors' Mutual upon the recent reorganization
tors' Mutual Distributing Corporation.
of the Mutual Film Corporation, when a
This is completely untrue.
group of exhibitors was announced as hav" Affiliated Distributors' Corporation and
ing acquired the ownership and control of
the Mutual exchanges.
Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing Corporation are distinct and separate organizaHe resigned almost immediately as prestions, and while they are and will continue
ident of the Municipal Commission of the
City of Grand Rapids in the middle of his to be closely allied, they are and will remain independent. Affiliated has contracttwo-year term, to take over the direction
ed with Exhibitors' Mutual to handle its
of the Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing
releases through its exchanges, but AffiliatCorporation, which, under its new control,
ed productions will be sold under the Affilhas announced the regular release of a oneiated plan by the various exhibitor booking
feature production a week.
He entered the field of distribution as corporations which are allied with it.
vice-president and general manager of the
" The Exhibitors' Mutual is a co-operative organization in that its ownership is
Affiliated Distributors' Corporation, which
was organized last spring.
in the hands of exhibitors, but it will continue under exhibitor ownership to sell and
Early in November it was announced
distribute pictures under the exchange systhat exhibitor interests had acquired contem.
trol of the Mutual exchanges to further
" It will go further, in maintaining an
carry out plans for an exhibitor owned, exhibitor controlled distributing organization.
exhibitors' advisory board, which will decide upon the policies of the company and
" The exhibitor is the most substantial
advise
upon productions released through
factor in the motion picture business," declared Mr. Clark in discussing the plan units exchanges."
Official

Commends

Director of Publicity of Liberty Loans
for Treasury Department Praises
Motion Picture Interests
I N his address before the Advertising
•I Club of New York, in which he reviewed in detail the publicity and advertising campaigns of which he was in charge,
Frank R. Wilson, director of publicity of
the Liberty loans for the United States
Treasury Department, gave the motion picture industry a large share of the credit for
the success of the Fourth Liberty Loan.
" One of the most effective and unique
contributions to the Fourth Liberty Loan
campaign was made by the motion picture
industry," said Mr. Wilson. " We sent requests to thirty-five of the leading stars to
produce short films of about 500 feet in
length. From each of these negatives we
made 112 prints, giving us a total of nearly
five thousand prints which were distributed
through the channels of the motion picture
exchanges so that each one of the 17,000
motion picture theatres in the United States
was able to present a new Liberty Loan appeal each third night during the campaign.
" The only cost to the Government was
the actual manufacturing cost of the prints,
or about $20,000. The stars and producers
actually spent more than $200,000 in producing these films, and their contribution, if
the salaries of stars were taken into con-

the

Industry

sideration, would have exceeded one million
dollars. Through this film co-operation on
the part of the motion picture industry we
were able to provide animated appeals to
the ten million persons who nightly visit
motion picture theatres, at a cost per theatre of $4 for the entire campaign, or $1 per
Mr. per
Wilson
referred several times to
week
theatre."
Adolph Zukor, president of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, who, as chairman
of the Fourth Liberty Loan committee of
the National Association of the Motion
Picture Industry, labored for the success of
the plan of co-operation evolved by the
committee.
Projection Association to
Have Dance
A dance under the auspices of the International Projection Association will be held
at the Burland Casino, Saturday night,
January 18th, Westchester and Prospect
avenues, New York City.
All city officials who have any connection
directly or indirectly in motion pictures are
also expected to be present. Many screen
stars have already accepted the invitation
to be present, according to report, and Prof.
Henry M. Kielgast's Jazz Band will start
the noise making about 7:30 p. m.
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Washington
Prosperity
Normal
conditions. And whoever heard of a growV. P. Whitaker of Select .Says Outing city that was not prosperous?
look Is Excellent in Nation's
"
The
ending of the war does not end
Capital for Continued Good
the busy days for the capital of the United
Business
States — and the Mecca of world progress.
DURING a visit to Select Pictures' home
Washington will continue to have thouoffice, V. P. Whitaker, manager of
sands and thousands of visitors annually
Select's Washington branch, spoke enthose very classes who seek and demand
couragingly ofthe outlook for business in of
the best in amusement.
the future at the nation's capital and de"With a population which even in nornied some of the rumors of backsliding
mal times has a higher percentage of leisconditions which recently have become curure than that of any other American city,
rent.
the war and postwar traffic at the nation's
" Despite the fact that thousands of war
capital emphasizes this condition. There
workers have left Washington during the
need be no fear that business in Washingpast month and are leaving every few days,
ton will collapse. Amusement enterprises
the city is still above its normal population.
there
are on a firm footing and have an
This will remain true for so long a time
honest and assured future.
to come that it seems foolish for anyone
to state that conditions in Washington will
" The opening of three new picture theatres of the higher type within the last
recede to a prewar basis.
two months is another indication of the
" Washington has been badly overcrowded— so badly overcrowded that life in firm belief in the continuance of Washington's prosperity as embraced by the three
the city was distinctly an uncomfortable
existence. The cutting down of some of controlling factors in amusement enterprises there. I refer to the new downtown
the larger emergency departments has only
theatres just opened by H. M. Crandall.
slightly relieved this congestion. .WashingMarcus Loew and Tom Moore.
ton, asmall sized city, which has often been
spoken of as an overgrown town, finds its
" It is generally expected that the openpopulation covering thousands of citizens
ing of these splendid and most modern themore than its physical accommodations
atres in Washington's shopping district will
were designed for.
exert a profound influence for better picture theatres throughout the entire dis" For years the city must grow and extend in order to try to overcome these
Goldwyn in Los Angeles
Announces Plans
Samuel Goldwyn, president of Goldwyn
Company, arrived in Los Angeles and immediately made some important announcement relative to Goldwyn plans and about
the industry generally. He was accompanied to the West Coast by S. L. Rothaphfel,
hibitor. perhaps the world's best-known exFewer, but still better, Goldwyn pictures
are to be made in the future, Mr. Goldwyn
said. Goldwyn pictures have been steadily
improving both in quality and popularity
during the past twelve months, he said.
The new plans of the company will give
much longer time for production, with the
result that greater care will be exercised
in the making of pictures.
There will be a general organization of
film interests along the line of more carefully planned production, and while it is
possible Goldwyn may reduce its output
of pictures, it intends to increase its list of
stars, Mr. Goldwyn said. In verification of
this statement he announced that, while en
route to the Pacific Coast, he signed Will
Rogers, well known in musical comedy and
vaudeville, who will appear in special Goldwyn productions.
The signing of Rogers was unique. Mr.
Goldwyn met the vaudeville star in Cleveland, where he was appearing in the " Follies." He will come West as soon as his
engagement is completed.
He will bring with him his wife and
children and, according to his present plans,
he will make his home in Long Angeles for
an indefinite period. His contract, it is
jindcrstood, will cover several years.

Winneld R. Sheehan Havtrict."
ing Successful Trip
Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager of
the Fox Film Corporation, arrived in Los
Angeles for a stay of ten days. Mr. Sheehan's trip is made for two reasons — to
study conditions throughout the country
while en route, and to get closer in touch
with conditions at the Hollywood producing plant, with the view of increasing the
number of producing organizations in the
West.
" The Fox Film Corporation is making
plans for 1919 to be the biggest of its
career, for we have gathered by my trip
touching Chicago, Seattle, Portland, San
Francisco, and intermediate points, the general opinion that business for the theatre will be materially improved now that
hostilities are ended," said Mr. Sheehan.
" The foreign market for American-made
films will be greater in the next year than
ever before, due to peace in Europe. Russia and China offer a great field for our
company, and during the year I expect
there will be an intellectual awakening and
that will create great business for the film
industry
this ofcountry."
Definite ofplans
the Fox Company were
not announced by Mr. Sheehan, but he
emphasized the fact the future would see
more productions made at the Hollywood
studios of the company.
He is decidedly enthusiastic about conditions even in the face of tremendous
losses caused by epidemics and feels positive that industrial conditions, which have
materially increased the earning power of
American people, will result in greater
business for film theatres everywhere.
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Territories on " Woman
Reported Selling

1

Maurice Tourneur's production, " Woman," is smashing all records in the remarkable way the various territories are selling, not only throughout this country, but
throughout the world, according to Hilkr
and Wilk.
S. L. Rothapfel, managing director of the
New York Rivoli and Rialto theatres, while
en route to the coast, is reported to have
appeared before a big convention of exhibitors in Cleveland and earnestly a-ked
them to aid the advancement of the photoplay by playing Mr. Tourneur's production,
" Woman."
He had already announced, even before
" Woman " had scored at his Rivoli theatre,
that
production marked a new advance
in thethephotoplay.
So impressed were Morrison, Beverstock
& Co. of Cleveland that, immediately after
Mr. Rothapfel's address, they purchased
the Ohio territory for " Woman." Paragon, Inc., of Boston, has taken the New
England territory, and the Independent
Sales Corporation with offices at 130 West
46th Street, New York, has purchased the
New York State territory.
Frank Gerson. Inc.. also with offices at
130 West 46th Street, has taken northern
New Jersey, the First National Exhibitors
Exchange of Pittsburgh has taken westerr
Pennsylvania and West Virginia, and Toir
Moore, the Washington exhibitor, purchased the District of Columbia, Maryland
Delaware and Virginia.
R. M. Savini, of 63 Walton Street, Atlanta, Ga., has North Carolina. South Caro
lina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Ten
nessee, and the Arthur S. Hyman Attrac
tions. of Detroit, have Michigan.
Hiller & Wilk, selling agents, report tha
the foreign territories are being disposec
of as rapidly as the domestic ones. Al
ready " Woman " has been purchased fo I
Australia, the entire Far East, the Scan
dinavian countries. France, Switzerland
A rgentina, Paraguay, Uruguay and Mexicc
Lubin

Recovers

from

Major Operation
Herbert Lubin. of the S-L Production I
and for some time identified with the Saw I
yer-Lubin enterprises, has recovered froil
an operation performed at Dr. Stern I
Sanatarium and left that institution th I
week for his home to rest before takin i
up his duties with the S-L Production I
Mr. Lubin will leave shortly for Pali
Beach where he will recuperate. Durir A
Mr. Lubin's absence Mr. Sawyer will si
pervise the work of placing the S-L PrcB
ductions' latest picture, starring E. K. Lit H
coin.
Director Has Been Long
Amusements

i

Harry Revier, director of *' What Sh:
We Do with Him?" the McClure-Wor
special, has long been engaged in t
amusement business. Before entering m
tion pictures he had a number of vauc
ville and theatrical enterprises.

I
I
I
I
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been no progress for two or three years.
Co-operation Between Producers and Exhibitors Is Keynote of The producers have accomplished great
things. Wonderful theatres have been
Weekly Luncheon in Los Angeles — Rex Beach Also
built, but the relation between the exhibitor
Speaks — Rothapfel Avoids Politics
and the distributor is in a dangerous and
CO-OPERATION between producers and exhibitors was the keynote of chaotic condition. Unless these two eleaddresses made to Los Angeles exhibitors and film exchange men by
ments get on a basis that is on the level
with each other, all we have done to create
S. L. Rothapfel of the Rialto and Rivoli theatres, New York 5 Samuel
an industry will be lost.
Goldwyn, president of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, and Rex Beach, the
" In other cities there are meetings of
author, at the regular weekly luncheon of the Theatre Owners' Association in
exhibitors for the purpose' of gaining conLos Angeles, Wednesday, December 18th.
trol to fix the prices of motion picture renAll of the speakers voiced the opinion the industry is in a chaotic conditals. An exhibitor will say to the branch
tion, due to war, epidemic, and accompanying stringencies, together with fail- manager : ' I will pay you $25 a day for
ure on the part of the exhibitors and producers to co-operate, and lack of introyour
and that
I will
do.' This
duction of better presentation.
is
verypicture,
dangerous,
for iswe allhave
learned
that
the producer cannot dominate the field,
Faces Great Crisis
neither can the exhibitor. What would
happen if tha producer had to meet these
Build
Show
Around
Feature
"The motion picture industry is facing
prices all over? Conditions now are not
the greatest crisis of its career, due to ex" At the Rialto and Rivoli theatres we
as good for the producer as they were five
isting conditions, and the exhibitors and
build our performances around the feature,
the business at large being in a rut which
years ago. Then the average rental price
making the feature incidental. In some
was $50 per day, and it is less than that
will be difficult to get out of," Mr. Rothapnow.
instances we have saved it by the surfel told the gathering of almost one hunrounding bill." Mr. Rothapfel quoted
" What we have got to do is to put truth
dred and fifty when introduced by Presifigures concerning results at his theatre.
into the motion picture industry. Now it is
dent Frank MacDonald. " Exhibitors, exThe record business, he said, was last Suna good deal like the clothing merchant of
change men and producers are all in this
the East Side in New York. He would ask
day, when " Arizona," the Douglas Fairrut. The industry is in a chaos of uncerbanks-Artcraf t, played to $4,650. He urged
$100 for an overcoat he would finally sell
tainty, panic, war, epidemic and hard times.
the theatre men to co-operate with their
for half or less. A film salesman of many
You, the exhibitors, must make the change.
Efforts have been made to dominate the staff. ' "I pay' my orchestra leader $25,000
concerns now asks a price, and takes what
per year. My chief operator $5,000 per
he can get. This industry, the fourth of
motion picture industry, but all have failed.
year. The average operator $55 per week,
The producer first, and now the exhibitor.
the nation, will go just like every other
all others in proportion." Before he industry that does not build good will, and
It can't be done, for the industry is too big. and
concluded Mr. Rothapfel sent a bombshell
we can best do that by being honest, for it
Dire failure will result if it should be acinto the assembly by giving his reasons for
complished.
is a certainty there must be only truth in
resigning from the First National Exhibthis business, or it will fail. I see the mis" Every theatre man must make his theitors' Association.
atre an institution, and not depend upon
takes of my organization, and they apply to
the attraction for this week to draw the
" J. D. Williams, the manager of the the industry. We must stop cheap publicpeople. He must build around his feature,
First National," he said, " has sent broadity. The trade papers must tell only the
cast the statement that I am against the
creating an atmosphere and balancing the
star to prevent them from getting greater
truth,
eliminate
' bull ' andnow,
' bunk.'
Half ofandit is
bunk in the
all publicity
and
program so that it will be good every week
prices, and that this was the reason that I so the exhibitor and the public do not know
in the year. The Rialto and Rivoli theatres
which half to believe.
resigned. This statement is untrue. I reto me are greater than any picture or star
fuse to play politics with my theatres, for
or story. Yet the picture is the foundation
Exhibitor to Make Stars
1 consider them institutions, and they come
— the groundwork of the institution. Some
have told me my music is greater than the first. There are to be no intrigues or poli" Greater co-operation must be given.
tics with them. Doug., Mary and Charlie
pictures. You must add originality to your
The exhibitor must help to create new
are
institutions.
The
stars
are
necessary
program, for it has been proven the fallacy
stars. The Triangle did pioneering in this
for pictures. They earn every cent they
of the showman of yesterday and today
field, and they got all but money. The exget, and are worth more to the film indushibitors did not help. In most instances
was and is ' Give the public what it wants.'
try
than
they
receive
because
they
are
when a celebrity is introduced to the screen,
This can't be done, because the public does
artists and they have lifted the plane of the
if there is indication of failure at the end
not know what it wants. Many exhibitors
of today are like a fellow outside a door
of one or two days, the average exhibitor
industry."
with a plate waiting for someone to drop
In conclusion Mr. Rothapfel urged all exwill be ready to cancel. They are not givhibitors to go into their offices and pull
something in it— the exhibitors want the
ing the producer backing to build new personalities for the screen. The Triangle
producers to give them each week a picture
down the blinds. " Get acquainted with
with a star and story that will create a yourselves, think for yourselves, and add
men were told when Douglas Fairbanks
following. The producers cannot do this, for something to your theatre that will make it first came out, ' King Baggot will get me
distinctive and a credit to motion pictures.
there are not enough good pictures made
more money than Fairbanks,' but the TriMy ambition in life is to build something
by all producers to give a given exhibitor
angle had faith in Fairbanks, and the exthat will live after I am gone, and that is
hibitors are now profiting by their expenses.
as many good pictures as he would need.
Take the best pictures you can get, build
why I give my theatres the attention I do." The picture industry is in a very unhealthy
your program with whatever other good
condition. It is living on untruths and
material you can secure, thus adding an
vanity, and I will give $10,CO0 to anyone
Goldwyn Urges Co-operation
who will prove to me that any of the big
atmosphere, and you will make of your
"
There
must
be
a
get
together
between
theatre an institution. You do not have to the exhibitors and producer, and the lat- producing organizations have paid a divihave wonderful marble palaces with golden
dend in the past two years. This is parter's distributing organizations, or our indomes and rich draperies to do this, for
dustry, the fourth largest in the world, is
tially due to increases in cost. Cameramen
were making $50 a month, and now they
it has been demonstrated that a good showdoomed to failure," is the statement made
man can create an atmosphere in a barn.
are receiving $200. Directors were paid
by Samuel Goldwyn.
The most important is to have the environ$250 per week, and now getting from $800
" On this trip with Mr. Rothapfel I have
learned a great deal, and it is the greatest
ment for your feature, and to do this you
to $1,000. They are earning it, for they
must not let the remainder of your show
thing I have done since I entered the pic- have added to the business.
(Continued on next page)
ture world. I have discovered there has
go fishing.
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TheMr.LosRothapfel
Angeles may
Theatre
Owners'
Association
L. Rothapfel
their recent
tripright,
to theis coast.
Mr. Goldwyn
and
be seen
standing
at the reardinner
with tendered
their backsSamuel
to theGoldwyn
wall. Inandthe S.front
line trench,on second
from the
J. C. Jessen,
West Coast
representative of MOTION PICTURE NEWS
Owners Dine Rothapfel
and Goldwyn
(Continued from preceding page)
" The motion picture is the greatest art
in the world. It stopped the war by ten
years, and President Wilson says we kept
up the morale of our Allies by showing pictures of United States preparation to
counteract the German propaganda. Such
a great industry as this, I think should get
together. There should be less beating
down of prices, and more co-operation
given to help the producers. Some exhibitors have said, ' make fewer pictures,
and better ones,' but if the producers did
that, the daily change theatre could not
live. The producers are making the best
pictures they possibly can, and if the banks
are to aid us as they have in the past, we
must have undivided support by the exhibitors. We must get better stories, for you
would starve on the present stories if it
were not that the stories are greater. If
you use good pictures without expensive
stars, but have ones that have good stories,
you are helping the producer, for today it
is the star must have a good story, and a
good cast to be successful. Many exhibitors kid themselves by placing signs
over their doors which mean nothing.
Must Think Deeper
" Exhibitors must be deeper thinkers in
the future. They must come to realize
that every' time a good picture is made, the
industry is bettered. When I saw Griffith's
' The Greatest Thing In Life,' I was
pleased, for he had bettered the industry,
and thereby improved my circumstances.
When Farrar was first brought onto the
screen, I think the greatest benefit was
given the industry up to that time. Her

' Carmen ' brought the carriage trade that
no other star could bring. So I say, cooperate with the producer and his distributors. We want to live and we want you to
After Rex Beach had learned there was
dissension between the exhibitors and dislive."
tributors or producers, he laughingly suggested the author dominate the industry
and thereby bring peace. " I want to correct a mis-apprehension," Mr. Beach said,
" regarding the author. All were thought
of as alien enemies by the industry at large,
but one or two producers have come to
think of us as not guilty of treason. The
author belongs to the industry as much as
any other part, for the picture is nothing
more than an illustrateed story. A magnificent production cannot be made with a
poor story, nor a good story made with
poor production. We must get into the
industry more of the better authors who
are now writing stories for the press.
" Some exhibitors have voiced the
opinion
that warThere
pictures
are ' cold.'
is a mistake.
are going
to be This
war
pictures as long as you and I live. They
will not be the same as those we have had,
but this World war has been so great that
it cannot be forgotten. There will be waitings of all kinds, and there are bound to
be plays and pictures. The war has a million phases, and there are as many dramas
as there are men who went and women
who stayed at home."
While en route to Los Angeles, Messrs.
Rothapfel and Goldwyn stopped at several
of the most important cities, their itinerary
including Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Seattle, Portland and San
Francisco. In many of these places Mr.
Rothapfel has spoken to exhibitors

Jewel Branch Managers
Hold Conference
Exchange managers for Jewel Productions, Inc., held a three-day conference this
week at the New York offices. The managers were called East by H. M. Nerman,
sales manager for Jewel, for the purpose
of important business conferences, and to
witness the premier of Dorothy Phillips
starring vehicle, " The Heart of Humanity," which opened at the Broadway theatre
this week. Those present were : Joseph
Schnitzer, divisional manager for the Central States, with headquarters at Indianapolis V.
; R. Carrick of the Philadelphia
exchange, J. H. " Curley " Calvert of the
Omaha exchange, S. J. Goldman of the
Chicago exchange, Sam Cohen of the Albany exchange, and Manager Spry of the
Boston Jewel department.
Carl Laemmle. president of Universal,
entertained the visiting managers at dinner
Xmas eve.

Pat Kearney Transferred
West Coast

to

Pat Kearney, formerly editor of Progress-Advance, the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation's house organ, has been transferred to the West Coast studios in Hollywood. Mr. Kearney entered the film
business several years ago as reviewer for
the Motion Picture Mail, since which time
he has been connected with publicity de-,
partments of several big companies.
His work on Progress-Advance has
attracted much attention and he goes west
with the best wishes of all his many
friends.
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Rowland
Takes
President of Screen Classics and Metro

Shot
Also Thinks

at
Pictures

Should Be Fewer

and Better — Maxwell Karger Discusses
Future of Screen Drama
RICHARD A. ROWLAND, president of Metro Pictures Corporation
and Screen Classics, Inc., and Maxwell Karger, director general of
Metro All Star Series pictures, this week added their Yuletide statements to those which have already been published regarding the future of the
silent drama. Mr. Rowland took occasion to heartily condemn the star system
as it is pursued by various of the larger companies, and asserted that the time
is here for fewer productions, but better ones. Mr. Karger is of the opinion
that foreign directors have added much to the development of the American
screen drama.
In his arrangement of the star policy, Mr. Rowland insists in his announcement that the only way a film company can succeed in running its own business
is to get away from the star milestone around the neck. " This," he declared.
"" is precisely what Metro and Screen Classics have done."
Keep People Away
Mr. Rowland further declared that many
pictures being made today keep the people
away from the motion picture theatres, instead of drawing them in. He uses this
as an argument for fewer and better films.
In announcing the policy of his company
Air. Rowland sets forth that fewer productions, but bigger ones, with stress laid
upon the attraction value, will be the policy pursued during the coming season.
He says that in almost all instances, with
the exception of Nazimova, it has been
demonstrated to him that the production
has made the star rather than the star
the production, and that it is now time
for the manufacturers of pictures to run
their own business in their own way, so
that the business can be conducted at a
Hale Hamilton, Metro Star
profit.
Mr. Rowland said : " In our opinion the for the public that will not ultimately kill
the industry.
time has come when motion pictures must
cease to be a game and become a business.
" Countless numbers of pictures are beRegardless of what others may do we have
ing produced today which are driving peodetermined, after careful thought and a
ple away from the theatres and the entire
full analysis of the situation, upon a defi- industry is suffering from it, suffering to
nite program of activity. This, briefly, emso great an extent that these pictures conbraces apolicy of fewer productions, with
stitute the handwriting on the wall, and
bigger and better ones based on the play whether other producers and distributors
value and an excellence of production, a in the industry heed this warning or not
running of our own business at our own
we purpose lo do it.
dictation, stepping out of any competitive
" Our productions will be made with
bidding for billion dollar stars, and de- reference to the play, the cast, the scenavoting ourselves solely to the making of
rios, the directors, the title men and the
studio equipment, for we believe that we
as many great, big pictures as our production units are capable of turning out, and
have built up a wonderful organization
no more.
which will provide the finest kind of pictures. It is toward this end that we have
" We know what is going on in the
field, we know that no money is being made
been working, and recent events have crystalized our determination into doing what
out of the so-called programs, and very
little out of the star attractions. We knowmay be regarded as racial steps.
that usually three or four productions
Great Strides Forward
make a star, rather than a star making the
Maxwell Karger, director general of
productions.
Metro All-Star Series Pictures and Screen
As Strong as the Stars
Classics, Inc., super-productions in the first
" The only chance a film company has statement he has made within a year, says
for running its own business is to
that the motion picture within the twelve
away from the star milestone around the months has made greater strides in an
neck, because under the present conditions
artistic direction than in any two previous
the so-called business organization can onlyget years. Public taste has improved, he
points out, and the producer, quick to note
be held to be* as strong as the stars make
it. In order to right this condition it is this improvement, has striven to satisfy it.
necessary to turn the method of operation
" From the standpoint of art," Mr. Karupside down, so that the companies shall
ger says, " motion pictures have advanced
be permitted to spend their own money
amazingly. They are better in every way.
m their own way to provide productions
They are better because the public is be-

Star
System
coming more sophisticated and therefore
more critical. The public taste has improved and the producer, quick to note this
improvement, strives to satisfy it.
" One of the most helpful things in the
artistic development of American screen
productions has been the influence of the
foreign director. He came to us steeped
in the artistic traditions of the old world.
He knew his old masters.
" On the other hand, the American director had a strong sense of drama and a
technique thoroughly original and well
adapted to our style of pictures. For instance, the " close-up " was his, the American "foreground shot " and " the cut
back." He had something to learn, however, in his composition. Here the foreigner excelled. He could film scenes that
looked like great paintings.
" And it didn't take long for the American director to adopt and apply the foreigner's bag of tricks. All of which has
helped the photoplay in this country.
Room for Improvement
" The public is demanding an increasingly higher grade," said the director genthem. eral. "And it's increasingly hard to find
" There has been a great advance," he
said, " in the staging of photoplays. Our
technical work is better. We are building
settings with more attention to detail than
ever before and quite regardless of the cost.
We are going to the ultimate extreme to
insure authenticity and the illusion of absolute reality. And, of course, in California we can get virtually any natural setting that could be required.
" There still remains one important
phase of picture making that offers the
widest field for improvement. That is the
writing of sub-titles. Much has been done
to better them, but they are still a long
way from perfection.
" The sub-title and the spoken title frequently will spell success or failure for a
production. This is especially true of comedies. It is not so difficult to write dramatic titles, although even these require
the greatest care and continuity of ideas.
The motion picture industry has its arms
flung wide to receive the man who can
write light, subtly clever titles to link up
the kaleidoscopic and fleeting action of a
Within the past twelve months Mr. Karger has not only selected the stories, plays
comedy."
and books for over 90 Metro and Screen
Classics, Inc., productions, in addition to
many other manuscripts for future use of
these companies, but has supervised the
casting, general work, cutting and assembling of the pictures. Between times he
wrote the novel, " The Great Victory, Wilson or the Kaiser, The Fall of the Hohenzollerns," from which the Screen Classics,
Inc., picture was made. This Marshal
Foch of pictures is truly a human dynamo.
Box Office Reports
on Page 161
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On the Quinn Letter

Give

Us

ervice
[Editor's
to the this
letter-writing
controversy
started
by theNote
J. —A. Two
Quinncontributions
letter are presented
week. Curiously,
both
writers disagree with the wail that " there are no good pictures " and set
out to point dominating
outneed,the
real
trouble
in
their
opinion.
"
Service
"
is
the
preaccording to the interesting letter which follows, from
C. W. Goodwin, of San Francisco, who adds to his signature the additional
information, " One of the Army of ' Ima Small Exhibitor.' "]
December 16, 1918.
Editor, Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh avenue,
New York City, N. Y.
Dear Sir:
There is one important factor that stands out as preeminent in
the discussions in your valued columns by the prominent men of
their respective crafts in the film industry, and may be interpreted
as a remarkable coincidence in that they all AGREE there is something wrong, but disagree as to just where this evil exists and the
remedy to be applied to remove it.
On the one side of this controversy we have the prominent producer, who is supplying the exhibitor with a product of exceptional
merit and has surrounded this department with a corps of efficient
and popular stars, directors, artists and writers, and spares no expense and effort to secure proper and available material for the full
development of their respective talents and arts. On the other side
we have the prominent exhibitor who has erected and equipped an
establishment that is practically perfection, and is furnishing his
clientele with every convenience and comfort that money can buy
or intelligence can devise in order that they may enjoy to the fullest
their evening's entertainment.
Generally speaking, and referring to the better class of producers
and exhibitors, and by whose efforts the final judgment of the
standard of the industry rests, THERE IS NOTHING WRONG
WITH PRODUCTION; THERE IS NOTHING WRONG
WITH EXHIBITING; THERE IS NOTHING WRONG WITH
THE PATIENT AND AMUSEMENT-LOVING PUBLIC, who
are pouring their millions into the coffers of the industry, taking
into consideration, however, that while one can please all of the
public some of the time and some of the public all of the time, it
is humanly impossible to please all of the people all of the time.
But that there is something wrong — radically wrong — it is
AGREED, and it did not need this discussion and difference of
opinion to convince us of the fact. That has been apparent for
some time. Apparent by the general feeling of discontent, dissatisfaction and unrest among exhibitors generally. Evidenced
by the glaring evils of promoting, speculation and profiteering
that has become intimately associated with the industry, as well
as the astonishing fact that several organizations that are to be
considered as active competitors have entered the field of late
and each have adopted different policies as a basis for the conduct of their operations.
"DISTRIBUTION," gentlemen; there is where the evil exists;
there is where the remedy should be applied. Neglected, misguided and misdirected distribution. Anxiously waiting and longing for its helpmate and associate, " SERVICE," and without
which no enterprise or industry can hope to attain that peak to
which it naturally aspires and to which we as pardners and loyal
industry can attain, " SUPREMACY "
know ofthethefilmworld.
enthusiasts
in
the industries
Not that service as may be defined as the product or service of a
company; not that service that might be illustrated by an act of
courtesy or politeness and which is not only received and as a
natural course expected in other lines of business endeavor, but, if

Picture

News

necessary, demanded. But "SERVICE" in all that the name implies that
;
indefinable something that is at all times apparent and
in evidence and still is not discernible. That centralizing influence that is instrumental in the opening of and continuance of an
account, and tends to cement that cordial relationship of loyalty
and friendship absolutely essential in the business conduct of buyer
and seller. That vital and important factor that is of inestimable
value to both exhibitor and producer and still, in a monetary sense,
costs either nothing.
" DISTRIBUTION," there is where the evil exists, and which
YOU, Mr. Producer, introduced at the very inception of the industry. YOU who are not only encouraging, but actually inviting,
additional evils. YOU who are making no apparent effort to remove them, but by the very methods by which you are operating are
promoting their growth. We fully appreciate what you are giving
us in the way of meritorious productions, admire you for and congratulate you on what you are doing in this branch of the industry;
but WAKE UP, brush the cobwebs of obscurity from your vision,
get a shovel — a steam shovel would be quicker and more effective —
and remove those evidences of evil and incompetency that are
gnawing at the very vitals of the various organizations. Wh«.t
are you doing to offset the glaring evidence of overproduction '
What preparations are YOU making in the way of fortifying your
organization against the advent of England and France, and possibly other foreign countries, all of whom are to be considered
as serious competitors in the importing and exporting of film. Step
crying over spilled milk.. Quit wailing "LET GEORGE DO IT."
Tomorrow is another day. The sun is shining brightly, the birds
are chirping merrily, the flowers are blooming gloriously, and
YOU are SLEEPING SOUNDLY. WAKE UP! GET BUSY!
The evils are apparent, their location is evident, and the remedies
are simple and easy.
Respectfully,
C. W. Goodwin.
Larkin Theatre,
San Francisco, California.

"Plenty Good Ones; Too Many
Editor, Motion Picture News,
New York City.

Mediocre Ones"

Dear Sir :
I read with all interest the discussion regarding the kind of pictures and venture to add my opinion to the stream flowing through
the News.
I cannot agree with some of my brother exhibitors. As far as I
am concerned, while I have to rely on my own judgment in buyin.;.
I intend and use every endeavor to get the kind of pictures my
patrons like — not what may suit me. I am at the door when my
audiences leave and I hear what they say.
I do not consider that strict adherence to plausibility is essential.
For instance, one writer speaks of " A Romance of the Redwoods "
as bad because of the ending not being plausible. I played this
picture, and the " punch " at the end — the new situation, the unusual idea — made it go over big. The same way with " The Hell
Hound of Alaska." The unusual ending — the " punch " I speak
of — made it go over here.
What I object to more than anything else is the easy running,
average love story — the kind the office girl can write — with no originality, no "punch" — the kind that makes you feel that you ha\e
wasted an evening reading a Laura Jean Libby novel. There are
so many of them, too — why, the Lord only knows. They may be
put on with a good cast and with all imaginable scenic excellence,
but just the same they are no good, in my opinion.
Take a picture like " The Spreading Dawn " and you have the
love interest — plenty of it, but you also have the unusual, and your
audience goes away enthusiastic about the picture. There are many
more. " Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm," " The Fair Barbarian."
" Ruggles of Red Gap," for instance — all of them gave splendid
satisfaction to my audiences — and, as far as I am concerned, that is
all I want.
There are plenty of good pictures — but so many more mediocre
ones. We do not need more production, but we do need the junking of half, or more than half, of the films on the market.
But a discussion such as you have inaugurated cannot help doing
(Continued on iwxt page)
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By C. J. BRYANT
Manager New Orleans Exchange
First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, Inc.

will it cost me?"
tOW Canmuch
any exhibitor deny that this is not the first question he asks of a film salesman when he is approached for
a booking? It is an expensive question. It has cost hundreds of
exhibitors thousands of dollars. It is a luxury of the first water,
tax free. It is the parent of countless " for rent " signs, and it
has cost the public almost as heavily as it has the theatre owners.
Invariably, certain exhibitors in this and many other territories
will say, when they are told the rental price of a production, " too
much." They do not arrive at that conclusion through reasoning.
Possibly, once, in the long ago, they did stop to reason out the
earning possibilities of a release based on its rental price, and
decided that too much money was asked by an exchange. Now,
however, it has become a habit. And they say it automatically.
The fellows who exercise this pretty little nicety as a business
expression would get a terrible jolt if any one, and particularly
an exchange manager, told them that it was a razor edged knife
that is slowly but surely slitting their commercial throats.
Nor is the " how much " habit typical of small exhibitors exclusively. Itapplies equally to many of the large theatre operators. But the harm in it is greatest for the small town exhibitor. In the larger cities the possibilities of patronage from a
transient location will often influence an exhibitor in his judgment of a rental price. But in the smaller towns, with only their
regular patrons to depend upon, the exhibitors show decided tendencies toward playing safe by booking cheap features, and this
at the expense of large profits.
This is not an argument for higher rentals. No exchange with
the interest and welfare of exhibitors sincerely at heart — and the
modern branch manager knows that the good will of exhibitors
in his territory is his greatest asset — will purposely attempt to
overcharge an exhibitor for a production. But the exchange executive does know, as a rule, the approximate earning capacity of
his subjects, and the rental prices are graded according to age
based upon the needed maximum gross rental receipts.
Exhibitors can book features for as low as $5 a day. Perhaps
they make $10 or $15 profit at this price. The subjects which they
can buy for so low a figure cannot be exceptional, nor are the
prints apt to be in good condition.
As against this, let us presume that an exhibitor who has been
using this class of film is prevailed upon to book a production
which costs him $70 for two days. His house will seat four hundred people. His average admission price is ten cents. The local
population is about four thousand. This picture is really better
than average. It can be rated by him as a good special attraction.
Its quality merits an increase in the admission price. But the exhibitor does not figure on the quality of it as the reason for
boosting the admission. That rental of $35 is the necessity for
charging his patrons more. The item of screen quality is relegated to second place. So the admission is boosted to fifteen
cents. He adds to his expense by investing about $15 in newspaper advertising, window cards and possibly two twenty-four
sheet stands.
This gives him a total investment of $85 for two days, with a
population of four thousand to draw from to fill four hundred
seats at fifteen cents.
The first day's receipts aggregate $90, or the equivalent of six
((j

hundred paid admissions. He is in possession of a profit of $5,
or about one-half of what he would nominally make on the day
with a $5 picture, with his service and advertising charges for
two days taken care of. Whatever he does on the second day
will be profit. The production has entertainment value, and overnight there is some talk about it by people who were patrons on the
first day. The result is that on the second matinee and night,
allowing one show in the afternoon and two complete shows at
night, he plays two capacity houses, or eight hundred admissions
at fifteen cents. Deducting nominal house overhead of $29 a
day for two days, he makes a net profit of approximately $85.
Of course this is theory, to an extent, but it has been done, and
is being done, by exhibitors who are awake to possibilities, and
who do not substitute " how much " for " what can I do to put
Perhaps an exhibitor cannot do this on an average of more
than
once a week, but he can so manipulate his bookings for the
it
over."
remaining time that he protects himself against outright losses
which would eat too deeply into his profits on better-than-ordinary
attractions.
Mention higher rentals to some exhibitors, and they immediately
declare that they will have to boost their prices to get it back.
And that, they swear, is impossible. Their patrons won't stand
for it. But they do seem to be convinced that their patrons will
tolerate a consistent program of ordinary or less than ordinary
productions, just because the exhibitor can buy them cheaply, and
cannot lose much if he does lose at all.
The motion picture public is changing in its attitude toward
the screen. It wants better and bigger pictures. For evidence of
this witness the results of many of the big specials released within
the last year by the various distributing concerns. These specials
invariably played to higher admissions. But they gave the public
a value in proportion to the increased prices they paid to see them.
The successful, growing independent exchanges of today have a
purchasing policy which contains an example of method that exhibitors could adopt to their own advantage. When an independent exchange is offered a feature for its territory the first
consideration is not the price, but the quality of the picture. Will
it be a box office success? Can exhibitors book it to a profit?
Will it appeal to the public? Has it got any particular screen
value? With these elements to its credit, it constitutes a "good
buy." Then conies the question of price. The exchange manager knows pretty well what he can realize in gross rentals from
his territory. Accordingly, he knows to within a few dollars of
what he can afford to pay for it, and be sure of a profit.
The exhibitor who reasons out his booking problems along
similar lines will rarely pick a "lemon." But when his judgment
of a picture is derived from the rental price asked of him, he is
almost always certain to miss his target.
It is not entirely a proposition of merit in a production which
makes money for the exhibitor. A release must have quality to
warrant a good rental, but when the exhibitor expects his patrons
to flock to his box office in droves with no encouragement other
than the fact — about which they know nothing and care less —
that he is paying a better than usual price for the picture, he
rarely makes anything like a good profit.
The really successful showman, to my mind, is the man who
can take the average picture, tear its story to pieces, analyze it,
study it from all angles, and then pull out of it the things which
he knows will most appeal to his patrons, and then let that information or "dope" be the basis of his advertising and publicity campaign. He seldom loses money on a booking. Perhaps
there is only one scene or situation in the picture with the kind of
action or screen material most preferred by his patrons. But he
digs in, finds that one situation, and plays it up to the maximum.
He does not need to promise anything wonderful. He does not
risk public confidence by using a lot of adjectives and superlatives. knows
He simplywill
" merchandises
" the picture from an angle
which he
appeal.
And this fellow never asks " how much."
"Plenty Good
Ones; from
Too preceding
Many Mediocre
Ones
(Continued
page)
good. If it will help the exhibitor develop a little backbone and
quit quietly taking what is handed him, it will be worth while.
Truly yours,
The Badger Theatre,
W. D. Martin.
Neillsville, Wisconsin.
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to do their part by the
HEN we were cornw
Toronto
Paper Over
the Top
newspaper that affords
them the right sort of
situation in Kansas City a
treatment, there would be
couple of weeks ago we
Daily News Gives an Excellent Example of What
no trouble. But this is
pointed out the large
Can Be Done by Getting the
number of theatres that
impracticable
in most
Smaller Ones In
advertise regularly, both
cases, and therefore the
burden necessarily falls
daily and Sunday, and
upon the newspaper, and it is largely due to the intelligence with
found that there were thirty-one out of fifty that were using onr
of the newspapers. But it remains for our sister country to the which the paper carries out this work that success or failure comes.
We are insistent that accounts of motion picture doings are a
north to beat this record, for we have just received from Toronto
part of the news of the day. We believe that with the millions
newspapers showing fifty-one out of a total of seventy houses
using space.
that are attending the photoplays more people are interested in
Once before we called attention in these pages to the splendid
the silent drama than iny any other one thing — far more than in
Photoplay Calendar that was published each Saturday by the baseball, prize-fighting, the sports, or even fashions, because in all
Toronto Daily News, but now it has grown marvelously until it of these things there is a class appeal and in the motion picture
all but fills a solid page, as the reproduction opposite shows, it there is the big, popular urge. Therefore it is up to the newspaper to take the initiative, not alone because of the advertising
is probably the best example of the directory style of advertising
revenue that will come in, but because it is filling one of the misthat can be found anywhere, and we haven't the slightest doubt
that this is a valuable feature to the newspaper as well as a
sions that it ought to fill in covering the territory so far as mohighly profitable arrangement for the theatres.
tion pictures are concerned. // cannot be a hundred per cent newspaper that fails to do this.
Toronto is a city of 376,538 and is ranked as an excellent motion picture center. There is only one Sunday newspaper published
We haven't the slightest doubt that when the special advertising
man that the Toronto News put on this work started out he was
there, the advertising centering, therefore, in the Saturday afternoon editions. The theatres themselves are not allowed to show
met by the excuse from fully fifty per cent of the theatres that
they could not afford to advertise. They pointed out to him that
on Sundays. The News has begun its hearty co-operation with
they had a strictly neighborhood appeal, that they were getting
the motion picture houses since this series of articles was started,
all the people that they could get and that they could not afford
and we must say that the newspaper and the theatres have bo'h
to spend money in the hope of competing in the slightest degree
shown how well co-operation will work out when there is sin
cerity of purpose on both sides.
with the larger houses. We are not in the confidence of that advertising solicitor, but we know that was the experience we had
Forty-nine theatres are represented in this Photoplay Calendar
when we undertook similar work for a newspaper. But it is a
in the Saturday issue and in smaller space every other day during
peculiar thing that, once you get these neighborhood managers in
the
week.
and Shea's
Hippodrome
space.
But Loew's
the theatres
that advertise
under use
the separate
reduced display
rate in the habit of advertising, they remain steady customers of the
the Calendar are not given representation either in the reading
paper — that is, the men who are showing real showmanship and
matter or in engraving. It would add very much to the interest of who are trying to keep their theatres up to the notch.
One trouble that the newspaper has with these exhibitors has
the readers of the News for the paper to devote at least a page <:f
matter to general photoplay news in the Saturday issue. It would
been proven in a number of cities. To get advantage of the special rate it is necessary for the papers to ask for a contract for a
be impracticable to give notices of any length to the theatres
using the Calendar, but the aim should be to print matter of genspecific term. After a couple of weeks' advertising the theatre
manager imagines that there have been no results and he decides to
eral interest that will help all of the houses.
There are only sixteen downtown theatres in Toronto, and that drop out, regardless of his contract, and the easiest way to him
appears to be to fail to send in his advertising copy. Of course,
means that the bulk of them have to appeal to the neighborhood.
We have touched on this neighborhood appeal so often that rep_the newspaper is justified in such cases in printing "special featition now would be out of the question except that here is such
ture bill " or any other generality that it desires and expecting to
collect on the account. And it can. There is one New York
a splendid opportunity to show how the plan does work. And
remember that we keep repeating the statements that we make here
newspaper today that made similar contracts and that is carrying
because we want you to take these articles to your newspaper and
some twenty or thirty theatres that do not send in their programs. Of course, the newspaper is within its rights.
urge them to give you the same sort of co-operation that the
We keep repeating:
leading papers in other cities are affording. You have here evidence that it pays a newspaper to go after the smaller houses as
Co-operation is real when it comes from both sides with a
ivhole heart.
well as the big downtown theatres.
Naturally, the newspapers are wont to depend on the advertising
You may as well realise that to do the biggest amount of busiof the big theatres to support their motion picture departments. They
ness that you have to advertise, no matter where your theatre is
located.
figure that these houses have their own advertising writers, that
they lay out their space allotments well in advance and that the
And the nezvspaper has to realize that the only zcay it can make
advertising worth zvhile to the theatre is for it to take the lead,
newspapers will not have to worry about either soliciting the busito assume the guidance and to furnish the sort of serz-ice that
ness or collecting the bills.' Unquestionably that is the main reason
why most newspapers do not make any serious effort to get the
makes advertising all the more essential.
Now the plan that is followed by the Toronto News consists
neighborhood managers. And it is also too true that many managers of the smaller houses are so lax in their business methods
in printing the chart in the Saturday issue. This gives the bill
for the entire week. In addition to this, there appears daily in the
that they forget about sending in their changes of copy and also
paper advertisements of each of the theatres for the specific days.
that quite a few of them don't remember when their checks are due
The writer of these articles has been through the newspaper
These run five agate lines deep and are devoted mainly to the
game. He has seen motion picture advertising from the point of feature attraction, giving the name of the theatre, its location,
view of the exhibitor and that of the publisher of the paper. And
the star and the title of the picture. And while we are touching
it is only when real co-operation comes that there can be real re- on the daily co-operation of the star we want to call your attention to the manner in which this is handled. Two full columns
sults achieved. If there were real local organizations of exhib(Continued on page 78)
itors in each community and they would band together and agree
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At the tap and the first page of the lower row are from the Saturday edition of the Toronto Daily News, while the one in the lower
right hand corner shows how motion pictures are handled on other days
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laid his regular booking on the shelf and
(Continued from page 76)
are devoted to the combination of the readput on the special. Naturally the advering matter and the advertising. The reading
tisement of that day carried the announcement of the regular booking.
matter does not consist of reading notices
This man had said that advertising did
for the theatres, but general news of the
industry. It would be impossible to give a not pay him. Quite by chance it happened
few lines to each theatre, and therefore the to be that very Thursday night that we
paper does the proper thing in making this called on him to try to straighten matters
matter of interest to all motion picture
up. He was as mad as a hornet. " Look
goers. We are sure that these columns
what
you've done,"
cried.here
" I've
had
are looked for each day by thousands of two hundred
angry he
patrons
tonight
Toronto people.
because your paper advertised that picture
But, to return to the remarks about the and I have something else booked." Our
newspaper had kept the faith wtifa him,
" chart " and daily advertising plan. The
newspaper should supply blanks to the had done the best it could under the circumstances when he failed to send in his
theatres, covering a full week, in which
may be filled in the attractions for the bookings. He had canceled the star that
different days. This should be mailed far was due to appear that night because he
enough in advance so that the material will thought that the special was a bigger attraction, yet he had hundreds kicking bebe at hand for the " chart," and from this
the photoplay editor, or the advertising
cause they did not get a chance to see the
man who is handling this matter, can
star that they had come to see. Our only
readily make up the advertisements for the answer could be :
different days. The newspaper cannot ex" And you
pay to advertise?say
Where that
did it
alldoesn't
these people
get
pect the smaller theatres to send in their
advertising daily. We know that they the idea that so and so was to appear at
won't do this, but if the whole thing is in your theatre? Do you think our paper
the newspaper office in ample time the brought them ? " And that was the end.
trouble is solved, and only in the case of a That manager is advertising today and you
last minute change in bill is the exhibitor
couldn't keep him out of the newspapers
even required to use the telephone.
if you stood at the business office window
with
an axe.
In handling this sort of business the
And so we say to the smaller theatres,
newspaper must realize that it is dealing
with men who have not advertised before,
to you who have never advertised : Make
who are not familiar with either the pulling
up your mind that you are going to give
power of advertising or the mechanics of it a real trial. Furnish your newspaper
it. If the newspaper can get a theatre to with your matter in ample time. Because
advertise for a couple of months, it is you do not see your receipts doubled the
pretty sure to have a steady customer ; but first week, don't come to the conclusions
it is unfortunate that some of them, after that the only thing to do is to try to duck
the bargain. Keep on coming back day
having signed the contract, will try to drop
out before they are well started. And we
after day and you are as sure to find that
want to say right here that we would not
advertising pays you as you are that the
advise any theatre to advertise merely for sun is going to be around about somewhere before the week is out.
a couple of weeks, or even a couple of
months. It is the cumulative power of adAnd to the newspaper we say : Here you
vertising that counts. We may well agree
have
a man who doesn't know all about
with you that you have been advertising for the advertising
game. Probably these five
a couple of months and that you have been
agate
lines
a
day
don't mean much to you,
unable to see the direct benefits of it. Natmut always remember that you are deurally, it is hard to say to that exhibitor
veloping a potential big advertiser. Althat he has to keep this up to get the full
ways remember that it is worth your while
results, but it is nevertheless true, and the to go out of the way to show him, and
newspaper man who is going to handle this that the little things that you know how
matter correctly has to be diplomat enough
to do will work for his interest and make
to get his contract and then get it lived
for him permanent prosperity and a steady
up to.
customer for you. And remember, too,
that there is a big news interest in these
The writer had a noteworthy experience
announcements — that this motion picture
of this sort with one of the larger neighdirectory is going to make your newspaper
borhood theatres in a certain city. The
a necessity in thousands of homes.
manager of this house signed a contract
for six months and after a couple of
These remarks are inspired by the showweeks he stopped sending in his program.
ing of the Toronto News. It has certainly
A last moment call on the phone for his gone far. When we first printed its directory there were only a few theatres
copy for the "chart" brought the information that advertising was not paying
represented and now the majority are in.
him and that he had decided to drop out.
We haven't the slightest doubt that these
Naturally this was not permitted and so are
going to increase, and certainly those
we did the next best thing and called up
theatres that do not come in are overlookthe various exchanges and so secured the
ing a big opportunity. We would like to
bookings of this theatre for the coming
see the example of the Star followed in
most of the cities. It shows what can be
week. They were correct as they stood,
done.
but at the last moment he had a chance
Go thou and do likewise.
to get a special attraction for a Thursday,
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STRAND

IN THIS ISSU£

THE HELL CAT. THE SHERIFF:
UNDER THE GREENWOOD TREE. ARIZONA
Saturday Evening Post style of covers
used by the Strand
Attractive Program Helps
Offset the Lack of
Newspaper

Aid

DOWN in New Orleans, where the newspapers once did more for the photoplay than in nearly any other city in the
country, the dailies have apparently taken
the other track and among other things
have recently doubled the price on motion
picture advertising. One of the results
has been that the theatres have correspondingly reduced the space that they had been
using and are depending largely on other
exploitation media.
Strand theatre, one of the handsomest
houses in the country and the gem in the
constellation of Saenger Amusement Company enterprises, is putting much of this
weight on the program. It is now printing weekly a twenty page 6x9 booklet,
which not only contains the two bills for
the week, but announces coming attractions.
There is also gossip about the pictures and
the players and a puzzle corner that results
in the program being preserved. Advertising more than pays for the publication.
Recently the Strand abandoned the policy
of using a standard cover and now it employs on the front cover the picture of
some star who is to be seen the following
week. In the case of the one reproduced
here the Saturday Evening Post effect has
been secured with the Charles Ray picture.
The Caruso-Chaplin number carried the
pictures of both of these players, one behind the other, and also got the Post style.
While theatres in the larger cities realize
that they have to do newspaper advertising to reach the public, programs do help
a great deal when they are properly gotten
up. In the case of the Strand there is
something that is attractive in appearance
and something that will be kept.
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Making

the

Box

Office

a

Real

Asset

Stage displays at Shea's Hippodrome celebrating the surrender of the German fleet and the victory of the Allies
By Harold B. Franklin
of the town " in the ticket dispensary, but patrons come because they " prefer " your
it is necessary to have " the jolly good
theatre. Courtesy is an asset that no thefellow-' (male or female) there. A "smile
Manager, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
atre can afford to be without. Every emIT is a peculiar fact that in building a with every ticket " is as good a premium
theatre the box office is one of the last as any exhibitor can give. Some theatres
ploye should be proud of " their theatre."
and it is a good plan to make your emthings thought of. The motion picture
employ ticket sellers who seem ready to
ployes feel that they are as much a part
theatre evolved a new idea when the box
bite the nose off every one who comes to of the theatre as you are. This sense of
office was placed in the middle of the the box office. The longer these "joy kill- responsibility creates a desire to assist.
lobby, almost on the street. It has a psyLet your box office attendant be a model
ers " remain the quicker the bankruptcy
chological effect on the public. It makes
petition will be filed.
for the rest of the staff. Your cashier
Some time ago K. C. B.. a famous writer
should feel that it is up to him or her to
sure of tothehesitate.
patron — don't give him much
chance
on one of the metropolitan dailies, was
show the way. A good cashier will never
inspired to write a verse, because the " guy " patrons, give flippant answers nor
Don't let your box office attendant be cashier
at the Rialto theatre smiled and
grouchy, slouchy, irritable or mean temlaugh at the mistake of the patron. The
pered. It is here the patron gets his first said " Thank You " when he bought a cashier will try especially to please the
ticket.
introduction to your theatre. Exhibitors
grouch. It is an easy thing to please those
will find it well worth while to start their
At Shea's Hippodrome the cashier is able that are generally always satisfied.
patrons into the theatre feeling in good
to give the patron almost any information
Mr. Exhibitor or manager should realize
humor and with a smile. One of the best
that it is his own fault if patrons go away
desired. She has a copy of the time schedule and can tell anyone just when any
displeased. No one blames the cashier or
ways to do this is to have the " smile producer " in the box office. Whether just particular picture will begin. Two box of- usher. Everything that is done in your
mere men or a suffragette, the one who
fices are used on " big days " causing as theatre merely reflects your ability for the
sells the ticket should have as his or her little inconvenience
as possible to the public in purchasing tickets.
No doubt, patrons are often very trying,
motto, "' Keep them Smiling." There is
nothing that brings forth the old grouch
The motion picture theatre has really but it is good business to meet that class
quicker than a dispute at the box office, paved the way for a courteous box office.
with unfailing patience. Beand if one takes place and the patron side In the so-called legitimate theatre, little if of people
cause
the
patron
is irritable does not jusof the argument really does come into your
any courtesy is shown the patron. It is job. tify you to imitate him.
show, it is a good bet that he is not going as though one were buying a railroad
A good cashier can make the patron feel
to like it, no matter how good. Exhibitors
that he or she is going to have the most
ticket. The " treasurer " in most instances
should insist on having sunny dispositions
acts as though he were condescending to enjoyable time imaginable, and vice versa.
in the box office.
sell one ticket.
" Are the seats in the orchestra 30
(Continued on page 86)
It is a good thing to know that your
It is not necessarv to have " the belle

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHTBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
WUlard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
Samuel L. Rothapfel. Rialto and Rlvoli theatres, New York.
Thomas
E. T.Orleans.
Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
Lowell.D. Soriero, Park theatre, Boston, and Strand theatres,
C. A. Lick, New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
Edw. L. Hyman, Film Director, U. 8. Liberty Theatres, New York.
F. L. Newman,
Royal Strand
and Regent'
theatres,
Herbert
J. Thacber,
theatre,
Salina, Kansas
Kan. City, Ho.
E.
Loew's Standard
Stillman theatre,
theatre, Cleveland.
Cleveland.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
Mrs.Mandlehatim,
Joseph Grossman,
Ralph Ruffner, Rialto theatre, Butte.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount Theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
H. C. Horater, Alhatnbra theatre, Toledo.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt Lake.
Mark Gates, Dayton Theatre, Dayton, O.
Sam W. B. Colin, Spokane.
S. Barret McCormlck, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
E. J. Myrick, Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrlck theatre, St. Paul.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre, Hood River, Ore.
M. W. McGee, Detroit.
H.
L. Percy, Rialto Theatre, Medford, Ore.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
P. E.Seattle.
Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Colombia theatres,
Sid Lawrence, Majestic Gardens, Grand Rapids.
Chas. G. Branham, Strand theatre, Minneapolis.
Eugene
H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Charles C. Perry, Liberty theatre. Camp Cody, Texas.
Sidney
Granman's
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial Theatres, Jackson, Mich.
K. C. H. Grauman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House,
Cal.
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RECENTLY under the heading of "It
Can't Be Done " we printed a discussion of advertising, or rather trying to advertise, two feature pictures equally. We
took Providence, R. I., as our text and had
some things to say about all of the theatres
there. Since then we printed a specimen

rg'uson
w.th Eugene
O'Brien
p
"Under the Greenwood Tree
you would erpeot a woman to do— the unexpected.
VIVIAN M ARTIN Bmch "FwttY" ArtackU
-thijhsjuftHii
m wun „
■ 1 COMIWn-Wtant Or DaO»> l'<T<e t"H
display lrom uic iirand theatre ot mat
city showing much improvement, and here
is another one that is far better yet. In
fact, it is just about an ideal advertisement so far as covering the field is concerned.
Now most managers would have advertised this as a " grand triple bill " or something of the sort, but Manager Charles H.
Williams did the one proper thing to do
and picked out the one picture to play up
strong and let the others come along as
incidental. Now the Strand is appealing
to a high class patronage and there is tone
to every line of this display.
There are clever selling arguments on
each picture. It couldn't be surpassed in
the space — nine inches across three columns.
Fighting is over; cut out the camouflage.

GEORGE J. SCHADE, owner of the
Schade theatre, Sandusky, O., is always pulling something different. This
Worst Epidemic Ever Known Sweeping The
Country From Coast To Coast; Contagious
None Can Escape It; incurably But Not Fatal
aymntome
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face,hasof emitmeasures
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from
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hour
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Lachentlis.
There arephysicians
no two casesas half. ' You can't escape It- Yon
alike
and seaAmerican
have atthe Charlie
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much
overcontemporarlea.
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were aawillsoonknowasthatyouyou laugh
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physicians
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to
- i Incurable, with eery row fatalities. Schade Theatre
ginning tomorrow.for three days, be-
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was the sort of a stunt that he used with
the showing of the new Chaplin picture,
" Shoulder Arms." Now the " flu " had
hit his city hard, and the theatres had been
closed so that the greater trend of the
conversation was about the " flu." Now
you know how, while the epidemic was
raging, you read all of the patent medicine
advertisements and wondered if they were
really a sure cure. And you also are familiar
with the type of patent medicine advertisements in which the medicine people try to
imitate the text reading matter of the paper.
So following this style Mr. Schade proceeded to insert a series of these humorous
talks, all with the " flu " as the background
and never mentioning the Chaplin picture
until the very end. It must have gotten
lots of laughs and have brought business.
This was in addition to the regular and
generous display advertising which the
Schade did daily.
A " diamond in the rough " would never
stop a crowd in front of a jewelry store.

SAVOY theatre, Syracuse, N. Y., ceruse of "inGoldwyn
tainly overdoesWethe believe
theatres"
in this display.
t
making prominen the name of the producer where the name means something,
but there is no reason in the world to over-

GOLDWYNAGOLDWYN
GOLDWYN
*
VOY
S
G
G
O
0
L
L Stop! Look! Listen!
D
D
W Geraldine Farrar W
Y Metropolitan Opera
Primaat the
DonnaSavoyand Great Screen NY
Favorite
N
To-day — Monday — Tuesday
G
G
In the Dynamic Wiliard Mack Story
0
0
L
L
D
D
"The
Hell
W
Arc en can Songbird's
GreatestCat"
Triumph w
Y
And It's a Goldwyn Picture *
Savoy Current Events To-day N
N
GOLDWYN GOLDWYN GOLDWYN
do it, as is the case here. When the theatre used the line " It's a Goldwyn picture "
it did properly, but the repetition of the
word in the border leaves the impression
on the -average reader that this is about
the only thing to etimmend Geraldine Farrar in " The Hell Cat."
If you will read over this display you
will see that this display deliberately ignores every selling point of the picture,
with the exception of the statement that
Miss Farrar is a star of the Metropolitan.
Advertisements of this character leave the
impression upon us that the man who
wrote them did not stop to take the trouble
of finding out what the pictures were
about, of putting over the selling appeal.
And if you do not know first what the appeal of the picture is, you certainly are not
going to be able to put up much of an
argument to the public.

AtTHIS work
lanta, Ga.,ofis the
one Tudor
of thetheatre,
very best
ns
specime
that we have seen, except for
one little thing. We would certainly have
omitted the bottle of liquor, the poker
chips and the cards at the bottom of the
display. Now it does not feature prominently and it is apparent that the designer
display.
merely brought these in to round out the
You must remember that there is a certain element in every community that objects to pictures in which they believe that
drinking and gambling are featured, and
this is not the case with " Three Mounted
Men." These details were not needed to
carry out the spirit of the production, because this had already been mighty well
done. In drawing advertisements and in
writing them it is always well to bear in
mind something that we keep repeating to
you : " Put in your display everything that
is essential and then stop." Of course,
there is always a temptation to add just
a few flourishes to round things or to fill
a particular little nook, but when you start
to doing more than you ought to do there
is generally trouble ahead.
The display is 13j4 inches across four
columns.
Advertising is as essential to your success as the barrage was to our boys " Over

the StandnoteOhio,
weand,
after
WEEK ard
theatre,week
Clevel
doing
nt,"
things
"
differe
which
means
that
the
There."
s of the Sunday newspapers there
reader
are always watching for the displays.
This one. 11 inches across four columns,
is one of the most striking that we have
seen in a long time and will certainly get
the attention of everyone. It belongs in
the " curiosity arousing " class, but it is
sement.
" adverti
teaser
a "star
means
by noname
ntly
The
of the
is played
sufficie
strong to attract her special following, and
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Especially since this was a return engagement of " Shoulder Arms," we believe that
the theatre did perfectly right in playing
up the name of the bride to the limit. And
for almost the first time since we have
been studying the advertising of Albany
theatres we find the bill for the last half
of the week given exactly the sort of display that it should have. We hope that
I l^t^aY MOOELS Co
the Clinton Square is going to keep up
g
*"""&LuciIle£eJambon~
this good work. Albany theatres as a
whole need this excellent example.
Motto for the new year — To-day ana
" every day."

. *\ I M<ad#e ,
*p. »
Keiffiedy
mKMil
Q Mr feci
-7
Li cicly
then the reproduction of the poster of the
"Merry Models" is going to bring all of
those who want to find out what the picture is about to the theatre. And the best
part about this is that the advertisement is
fully borne out by the production, and the
theatre cannot be accused of using anything of the fake to get the people. This
is one grave danger of any of the freak
advertising, for the temptation is strong to
step a little over the limits of fact, and this
should never be done, not even by suggestion.
It's not the weatfter — probably the atmosphere.
AS

we have pointed out in these columns
on a number of occasions the advertising of the Albany theatres is generally
poor, because of the fact that most of the
theatres insist on displaying the attractions
for the whole week with equal emphasis,
the result generally being a confusing display without punch. Therefore we hail
with unusual interest this one of the Clinton Square theatre, which occupies 9 inches
across six columns.
For the main display the Clinton Square
has used a portion of a double-page advertisement, which appeared in the December 17 issue of the News. This includes
the picture of Mildred Harris at the left,
but in the place of a second picture of her
at the right there has been substituted, and
quite properly, a picture of the comedian.
The Most Talked About
Giri in America „

ORPHEUM theatre, Cleveland, Ohio,
did the right thing in not sacrificing
the selling argument of " The Woman
Who Gave," even in order to use striking
cuts, and at the same time it has left
plenty of white space around the lettering. We would have played the name of
E.9TL1ST
°TNORTH
EUCLID
ORPMEU/A
TtOAT
ALL WECK
William. Fox
InlyiiNfiBii
"ike WOMAN
WHO
traded her youth
and beauty fordJide.
\ht endured
■» » •
BUT
she wouldbrutality
not be shamed
in the eyes of her son. • « •
E'
CAV
the star stronger than the title in this case,
especially since the face of Miss Nesbit is
so small in the cut. But it is very evident
that the designer of this display knew that
the character of the story was the appeal
that the picture had to his patrons, and
when that is taken into consideration it
can be seen why a merely pretty picture
was sacrificed and instead there was used
a scene cut.
And there is a point that is to be remembered right here. Never use a scene
cut unless you explain its meaning with the
selling argument. Most scene cuts supplied are unfortunately mighty poor, and
the exhibitor who cannot afford to have
his own made will be safer in using a
straight picture of the star. Naturally to
bring out the character of the production,
as well as the star's name, is the ideal arrangement.
Instead of merely making a resolution ,
get resolution to be a progressive.

QRROWED^CLOTHESv
CHARLIEBruleCHAPUK
and Gnu u-i H.. Gf«t<.t Co««iy "SHOULDER ARMS'
TheBWSSSSmWortd',
THIS Their
WEEK 1 — Mono.
REX BEACH'S
LAUGHING BILL HYDE"
^ONJf^AREJHEATRE

W'E

distinctly do not like any advertisement that is misleading. It is unfortunate that many of the producers have set
examples that have been followed by the
exhibitors in putting into their advertising

HUOJOM'J SYMPHONY
FIVE 5«>™" hoih«« hmuhcj
—
OrtmG THURSDAY
1 MAHIE WAXCAMP
22 LURE THE
TONGUES of
CIRCUS
FLAMES *
some thing that does not appear at all in
the picture. Now while the reduction is
very great here, the scene at the right of
this display shows a naked woman seated
on a rock at the edge of a pool. As far
as the symbolism is concerned, this is all
right, but there are a lot of people who are
going to be left with the impression that is
a part of the picture. Some of them are
going to stay away on that account, and
others who do go are going to be disappointed because the clothesless female is
not shown on the screen.
Artistically this display is all that could
be asked, but we believe the Holman theatre, Montreal, would have gotten bigger
business if it had really gone into the selling argument of this picture. One of
these was the all-star cast, and that pulling
power has been entirely sacrificed. Space
used is 8*4 inches across four columns.
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A Little Simple Indexing Will
Save You a Lot of Trouble
ITHIN the past week we
have received five inquiries
w
which have been answered
in the columns of the
NEWS, Bureau,
either in
Exhibitors'
Service
the the
Complete
Plan
Book or in the Music Department in
the past month. Two of these took
the trouble to wire for the material.
We are mighty glad to accord this
or any other
service,
these ex-a
hibitors would
save but
themselves
great deal of trouble by indexing all
of the material on pictures that they
are going to show and then they
will have the material at hand. The
Complete Plan Book contains an index each week and to this you can
add any other material.
Don't be merely content with reading these pages, but make them work
for you today, next week and next
month. You can either clip and file
the material or index it in a book,
and then it will be right at your hand
when you need it.
Get system in your theatre. It
costsbusiness.
little and it's a great insurance
for
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Seeing

Ot'ialto

\Y /HEN Samuel L. Rotliapfcl came into
" his own two theatres the middle of
this week he must have felt that there was
a Vuletide greeting for himself, for never
had the Christmas spirit entered more fully
into two presentations than those that are
being offered this week at the Rialto and
Rivoli. And we are not saying this hecause at each of these houses there is a
special number to mark the Natal Day.
It is the entire spirit that runs through the
bills which carries the full sentiment.
But there is another thing that impresses
in passing on these two presentations and
that is the point one must have the pictures themselves before the spirit of any
presentation can be put over. At the Rivoli
there is not a laugh in " Eye for Eye " and
at the Rialto " Little Miss Hoover" is supposed to be funny, but we have the difference between a convincing production at
the former house and an artificial affair at
the latter. One may not carry so main
laughs away from the Rivoli as one does
from the Rialto, but certainly there is a
more contented, more Christmassy spirit in
the heart.
"Dance of the Hours" from "La Giocondfa " is the brilliant overture at the
Rialto. While the opera itself is a tragedy
the spirit of frivolity runs through the
selection. The music pictures the time of
dawn, the day, the evening and the night
and the splendid lighting effects of the
Rialto are used to carry the idea through,
the overture opening with the lights down,
in blue, and then coming up, then dimming
into red for the evening and finally a
golden burst at the end. We went to the
Rialto at a time that we have never been
before. Another had been leading the orchestra until this overture and then Dr.
Riesenfeld took the baton. And, oh, what
a difference !
" Vacation Land " is the scenic that follows. "Siegfried Idyll " is the music that
helps it out the best it can. Then comes
the over-pleasing Rialto male quartet. With
the lights dimmed and the organ only playing the curtains part and at the left one
sees a country home and at the right a cottage with the city in the background and
the snow- covering the ground; the Holiday spirit in relief as the quartet sings
" Holy Night, Peaceful Night."
Rialto Animated opens with a series of
Gaumont naval pictures, first showing the
port guards on parade in San Francisco
then the naval pageant for the Southern
Commercial congress and then the visit of
Secretary Franklin D. Hoosevelt to Paris.
First we have " Trumpet and Drum " march
and then "Jack Tar" march from the hornpipe and then " Our Boys Across the Sea."
Hearst-Pathe shows pictures of the engine
that help speed up the transports with
" Pierrot and Pierrette " No. 3 and then
come Hearst-Pathe pictures of cutting big
trees near Portland, Ore., with " Mountain
Music " accompanying. From the same
source there come pictures of aeroplanes
being speeded up for the across the ocean
flight at Rockaway, N. Y.. with " Master
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OLD
Man// Records Broken by the
Newest Rotliapfcl House
thatbuttheit
to a belie
hard
seemstheat
ITRivoli
re is
yearveold,
ning
with Sunis a fact, and begin
day, December 29, the first anniversary of the house will be celebrated. That bill will also mark the
return of S. L. Rothapfel from a
's tour. of the country to the
month
Pacific Coast
Within the year the Rivoli has
established a wonderful record. It
has been responsible for efforts in
stage settings and lighting effects
that have even surpassed those that
were possible at the Rialto. Many
of the year's
ductions havemost
been successful
shown at prothis
theatre and for the first time in history of motion picture choral effects
have been used with male and female choruses.
At the Rivoli Mr. Rothapfel has
shown how a thoroughly delightful
bill can be presented without one
of the so-called feature pictures. He
has presented several of these programs that have left the audiences
clamoring for more such arrangements. In fact there have been
many novelties tried from time to
time in the arrangement of the programs and the general public now
always looks for something new and
distinctive at this theatre.
And during the year this theatre
has done its part in winning the war.
It is here that the greater number
of war features have been shown and
the propaganda of patriotism has
been carried to its fullest limit. Not
only that, but, together with the
Rialto, it has played a big part in
the Liberty Loans, Red Cross, and
other drives.
It's been a big, happy year for the
Rivoli !— and here's to many more of
them

Builder." used for this and Gaumont pictry. tures of the airships that aided this counHearst-Pathe then shows pictures of Secretary Baker awarding the D. S. C. medal
to the chief of staff and " Invincible
Eagle" is used for this and the following
Gaumont pictures of " Pushing on to Potsdam." King George decorating American
soldiers. With Gaumont pictures of the
mothers at Columbia, S. C, preparing to
welcome their boys home for Christmas we
have "When You Come Back" and finally
we/iiave as an added feature Screen Telegram pictures of the arrival of President
Wilson at Brest. There has never been
greater cheering ever known at a New
York theatre than these that greet the
President, the long lines of doughboys and

News

jfihtkapfel

Gen. Pershing. It is a riot of enthusiasm
that marks this ending of the Animated.
"Tabatiere" (the Musix Box) is the
Christmas fantasy that follows. With the
Byzantine setting used as the background
we have a boy and girl doing a clever dance
to the music of the music box. All the
lights are in red for this with a Christmas
tree
stage. in full lights at either side of the
" Impish Elves" is the theme for "Little
Miss Hoover," the Marguerite Clark feature which is noteworthy for the very noticeable wigs that several of the characters
wear. The theme is introduced immediately after the opening, which calls for
" Swedish Processional March." " Old Love
Story" is also used several times and for
the wind-up of the picture. There is a patriotic touch added with the meeting at the
grange
" Battle trombone,
Cry of Freedom
is
used hall
withwhentrumpets,
piccolo"
and drums.
Selections from " Going LTp " supply the
second orchestral number and then comes
the hilarious Fox Sunshine comedy, A
Son of a Hun," which gives the audiences
enough laughs to last for several holidays.
The musical selections are : " Hunting the
Hun," " Hunkatin," " In the Land of Wedding Bells," '* Frou Frou." " Hop Along,"
" Hurry" No. 4, "Fighting Tommies" and
"Alma. Where Do You Live?"
The ballet music from " The Queen of
Sheba " gives the orchestra at the Rivoli an
opportunity to do its best with the overture. The number is joyous throughout
and sets the audience in easy anticipation
of the pleasures of the remainder of the
bill. There is no scenic at the Rivoli this
week, its usual position on the bill being
occupied by the Animated.
With trumpets and roll of drums this
opens with the Official War Review No. 27
which starts with scene with the American
army in Siberia. The music for this is
" Polonaise " until we are introduced to
Consul Caldwell when it changes to
" Honor to Our Nation." W ith the review
of the troops by Gen. Graves we have
" Stars and Stripes Forever " and as the
American flag crosses in front of the
camera the audience shows that the spirit
of victory is still with us. There is added
to the War Review this week one of the
French official pictures, and certainly one
of the most remarkable that has ever been
made. This shows the work of the French
patrolling fleet and first we have the battleships and cruisers and then remarkable
scenes of the tiny destroyers in the heavy
seas. There are times when it appears that
they have been engulfed by the great waves
breaking over them. It brings evidenced
thrills from the audience at every moment
and then get a big hand at the end. " March
Heroique
" is the the
music.beautiful Christmas
Then comes
pantomime which Dr. Riesenfeld prepared
for this occasion. John Wenger, who has
been responsible for so many of the wonderfully artistic stage settings at the two
houses again shows his hand in this crea-
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At the left is a scene from the Christmas fantasy written by Dr. Riescnfeld and presented at the Rivoli. The figure of the doll from
case at the extreme left is not shown.
the ofright
is a to
scene
Tabatiere,"
Christmas
special offering at the Rialto. The
picturesAtfail,
course,
bringfrom
out "the
wonderfulthelighting
effects.
forms the task. The music is in keeping
tion. The curtains part very slowly, showwith the character of the comedy, but ining the interior of a home with the fireWITH
THE
NEW
place and hanging stocking at the right and
terpreted very liberally so as to get the full
two little children sleeping in a big chair
YEAR
comedy
effect.
The selections are " Los
nearby. The cuckoo clock strikes twelve
Banderilas," " Carmen," " La Guape," an
and then sleighbells are heard and a few
Let's All Agree to Help the
agitato, then " Carmen " again. " Granada "
Other Felloiv More
seconds later San enters through the fireand the trio from the " Carmen " march at
place. From the side of the stage he then
the' end. It is a case showing how the
'HERE'S
one
mighty
good
classic music can be fitted to a burlesque
brings out two huge boxes, placing one at
resolution
that
you
can
make
and add wonders to the pleasures of the
the right and the other at the left. Next
T with the coming of the New
audiences.
he wakes the little girl and opening one of
Year, and that is to help the
the boxes (at the left) he brings out a doll
Since the first of these articles appeared
other fellow — the exhibitors of the
and this young woman then does the doll
here we have been talking to you of the
whole country as a whole all the
dance with the mechanical imitations that
more. And you can help them by
value of music to the motion picture thehave been seen before. Then the little boy
contributing accounts of things that
atre. Many managers have answered that
you are doing to these pages.
is awakened and he is presented with the
they could not afford it, and in his talks to
During the past twelve months
Harlequin which does a second dance. Then
you Mr. Rothapfel has continued to urge
there have appeared many articles
the two do a dance together with the chilthat if you can do not more than to have
by the greatest exhibitors in the
dren and Santa cavorting about the stage
a good piano player to pay especial attencountry
in
these
pages.
Included
in
with them. At the close we have the chiltion to the music. And if you doubters
the list have been S. L. Rothapfel,
dren going back to sleep, with the toys in
who thing that these expenditures are not
S. Barret McCormick, Harold B.
their boxes and the cuckoo sounding one
vital to your house and not creative of
Franklin, Eugene H. Roth, H. M.
Thomas, Edward L. Hyman, Frank
greater business could sit through either of
o'clock as Santa disappears and the reinL. Newman, and so many others
deer bells again ring out. It gets a wealth
the bills at the two houses this week you
that any pretense of a complete list
would be convinced.
of applause from the audiences.
would be a formidable undertaking.
There is a wonderful score, mostly of
For the Christmas spirit is not imparted
These big men of the industry
Oriental music, with Nazimova in " Eye for
have taken time from their other
by the pictures — not even by the special
Christmas numbers at the two houses — but
Eye," a feature that gets a great burst of
duties, have added extra hours to
applause at the end. Forty-one selections
by the music. And, at that, the music is
their day's work to contribute to
not selected for the Christmas idea, but
these pages. At least you can do as
are used with Keifert's "Love Song" as
much as they have done.
the theme. " Danse Orientale " is used for
with the one dominant idea of giving joythe introduction and then after one of the
And your ideas are valuable and
ous harmony. And it docs that, so well
we distinctly do want them.
numbered selections is brought back again
that we felt just like a woman who walked
when Hassouna is shown with her little
out of the Rivoli just in front of us, saysister. Some of the other selections eming to her companion: "I certainly feel
of the box office reports come in reporting
ployed are " Perses," a varied number of
like
'
Peace on earth and good-will to man '
that a picture that we had seen at the
the Oriental " . selections, "Faust Ballet"
after seeing such a presentation." .
Xo 7, " Among the Arabs," " March
Rialto
or Rivolithatis we
" poor
" we have
one
conclusion
ourselves
reach only
and
With the exception of " Eye for Eye " we
Araba," " Medusa Valse " and " Song of
do not consider any of the offerings at the
that is " no music " and that half of the
India." The theme is introduced toward
two houses out of the usual for interest.
enjoyment for the audience was therefore
the latter part of the picture one strain beBut the music made the bills what they arer
ing introduced with the flash-back title of omitted. Melody belongs with the true soul
gave them the tone, imparted the wholeof every picture worth while.
" I'll Tell You Why " when the captain
hearted enjoyment that was evident on the
explains how the girl saved his life. Many
There is another variation of the genfaces
of
everyone as they left the two
eral arrangement of the programs at the
of the selections used belong to the numtheatres.
bered group and this is another instance of
Rothapfel houses with the omission of the
Years ago we heard Mr. Rothapfel adwhere the splendid Rothapfel music library
second orchestra number and the substituvocate this musical presentation of pictures. .
comes in strong. With the splendid selection
of
the
Rialto
quartet
singing
"
Ring
tions of music that he has available there
We heard an audience of leading exhibitorsOut,
Bellsa of
ThenSweet
comes
MuttPeace."
and Jeff animated
can be almost any mood pictured on the
laughthe atsubject.
him, comment
that heIf was
" crazy"'
on
And now?
anyone
docs
screen brought closer to the hearts of the
cartoon, " A Lot of Bull," which shows the
not
appreciate
the.
importance
of
the
music
audience with the musical settings that are
unlucky efforts of the professional matathey arc — well, a ■mental expert will not pay
dors and then of Mutt to conquer the
given.
a visit in vain.
And, with that the case, when we see one
savage animals and the way that Jeff per-
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Theatre

That Rival Those
CHANCES are ninety-nine out of a hundred that when you give these advertisements afirst glance you will conclude
that they are work of some leading theatre
in one of the biggest cities of the country.
And you would be right in coming to that
conclusion, basing your opinion purely on
the merit of the displays.
But they come from a city with 12,000
population — Medford, Oregon, where in the
Rialto theatre there is an institution that
deserves to rank with the best in the country because it has made itself so. It is
under the management of H. L. Percy and
A. J. Moran and you have already read
in these pages many of the excellent things
that house is doing.
These designs are first laid out by Mr.
Percy, who then turns them over to a
young woman who does the finished work
He comments that he feels that he is
lucky to be able to get the services of
such an artist in so small a city as Medford and he is quite correct in that, but
the trouble is that most managers simply
jump at the conclusion that they cannotget such work done and really make no
efforts to learn what are the possibilities
of their communities.
Two of the displays illustrated here are
entirely hand drawn and the other is a
combination, that is, half tone and line
work. As it is reproduced the background
shows in gray, but really this came out in
white as it was used in the newspaper
The two line displays are absolutely original in their conception, while in the
" Panthea " one a striking head of Norma
Talmadge together with a scene picture
from the Bill Parsons picture is employed
with a smaller drawing between.
In connection with " Laughing Bill
Hyde " Mr. Moran points out that he cut
out the line recommended for use, " Drama

Makes
of the

Displays
Biggest

Centers

Picture

News

Detroit Theatre Ties Up with
Newspaper on Amateur
Motion Pictures

A N exhibitor in a city where some firm
is located that makes motion pictures
—and that means practically all the largecities— may profit from the plan that was
followed at the Washington theatre in
Detroit last week.

Mtih&h dim/
and
?- J-

Half tone cut-outs
the basis of this
artisticform
display
of Redemption,'' and then asks: "Where
do
they get of
thatsentiment
stuff anyhow?"
Which is
a reflection
that we expressed
in the November 30 issue in commenting
on a display of the Republic theatre, Jacksonville, Fla. You may remember that we
said at that time : " With all due regard
to everyone who had anything to do with
this, we believe that the line ' tremendous
drama of redemption ' means mighty little. The way that it is used here and with
nothing more to it is likely to scare a lot
of people away from the theatre. There
are a lot of hoi polloi who will conclude
that themselves
this is ' high tobrow
theydown
will
hie
the ' stuff
next and
house

The occasion was the showing of " The
Mysterious Mr. Browning," a " made-inDetroit " feature, produced by the Nelson
company, with a cast that included Edna
Mason, Paul Panzer and Walter Miller
1 his picture was made some months ago
by the Nelson people but never released.
The Nelson company, heretofore, had been
doing commercial work.
To arouse local interest, A. L. Weeks,
dramatic editor of the Detroit News, was
induced to write a scenario for a two-reel
comedy. All the exterior scenes were
made in advance, but a few interiors were
left to the last and these were filmed at
the Washington during the week. Amateurs took all the roles in the piece. The
week following the competed comedy was
shown. As part of the comedy was staged
in a newspaper office — the News — with
editors
and brought
reporters forth
" acting
it naturally
a lotforof nothing,"
publicity
that otherwise would never have been secured.
Another plan was tried out at the Orpheum in Detroit several weeks ago. A
few scenes in a short comedy were staged
at each performance, the whole being put
on as a vaudeville act. Hundreds of aspirants entered. At each performance the
camera was pointed at the audience. It
is said that the camera sometimes was
minus film, but enough was used at some
shows to provide a reel that was put on
the second week.

the street." But we would have used here
the line " When in danger he always

This is entirely hand drawn and carries
much personality

In the case of " The Road to France "
much
of the teaser idea has been followed,
smiled."
there being nothing said about the character of the picture, the exhibitor preferring to let the idea of the transport prevail. And so with "Panthea" the main
punch is put over with the picture of Miss
Talmadge.
We want to call attention to one thing
in all of these displays and that is nothing induces the Rialto to alter the name
plate that it uses. Big or little, every theatre should follow that policy.
Yes, it does cost more to do advertising
of the character that is employed by the
Medford house. But that it pays in the
long run in any live community is evidenced bythe example of the Rialto, which
makes itself stand out among the smaller
city houses of the country by just such
things as this. And you can be convinced
that when a theatre stands out this way
before the whole world that it must have
a position in its own community that banishes any fear of possible competition.

"Outing

Other
pFeatures >
"VLU»«e
Fatty
mmd
Arbuchle
Chester'Send*: 1

Only the ship appeal of this picture is
brought out
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Dignity

with

a

Kick

in

By S. Barret McCormick
Managing Director, Circle Theatre,
Indianapolis
<<p\IGNITY,"
said the asadvertising
JL-' of the Mastodon
he erased man
the
words "A virile story of the early west"
from his layout sheet and substituted the
line Silent Marley. He was hell with a 44
but he loved with a heart that was 22
karat. " Dignity is only valuable when we
forget we've got it."
Every advertiser wants dignity in his
copy but it takes more than a Prince Albert and a silk hat to make an imposing
figure. A clothing dummy properly draped
looks like a gentleman, but it takes red
blood and eyes that see humanity and a
soul that we don't see but feel to make
us forget the clothes and want to grasp the
hand of the distinguished one.
In amusement advertising what we need
is dignity — plus. The plus in the case being white gloves with a punch enclosed.
Or dignity with a kick.
Of all the kinds of merchandise upon
the market, none equals amusement merchandise for the diversity of methods required in its selling. Each subject is in itself a distinct sales problem, and as a result no matter how firmly established an
advertising policy may be in each separate
attraction it must carry some distinguishing
mark whereby the public can see a new
personality behind the shell of the word
Entertainment.
One can look at a dinner menu all day
and not feel a gastronomic pang, but when
the waiter whispers, " That so and so is
very delicious today, the favorite dish prepared by their famous chef, arjd oh la la
it melts in your mouth," we most always
undergo a change of interest. The menu
has lost none of its dignity, it has simply
been glorified by imagination and good
salesmanship.
So in amusement advertising, it is the
human touch that really counts. It's the
thing
hearts,'oneither
on the
most that
gentlestrikes
note our
or plays
the strings
of our cruder emotions that affects us. It
is not undignified to refer to Abraham
Lincoln as " Honest Abe," nor is it uncouth to say " Over the top and give 'em

Introducing a player and selling his
individuality

She Was a DevU
in Her Own Home Town!

Mabel

Normand

"PECK'S BAD GIRL
jimmi
Plage'sto txs atanxaV*
•Mllthat
bomb semi TM ■lKXJLU TOBAT
LOUISE KARIONBLA
Today—
Last Wednesday
Tines
NAZIMOVA

Personality of the play given before one
enters the theatre
hell." We lose dignity in advertising only
when we cease to be human in our printed
characterizations.
The great war, so far as America was
concerned, was won by advertising and
sentiment. Every service flag was the symbol of sentiment, the same sentiment that
makes people laugh or cry with other people whether their joys and sorrows be real
or make believe, and no one can deny that
the advertising lacked salesmanship.
Who could forget the poster with the
blood smeared boots and the simple message "Keep these off the U. S. A."
Dignified, yes ; dignity with a kick. Motion Picture News is reproducing with
this several specimens of recent advertising of the Circle theatre which may prove
interesting as examples of what was
striven for in the pursuit of dignified advertising with the human note or selling
punch left in.
In our " Under Four Flags " campaign
the basis of dignity, even loftiness, was carried throughout, the foundation of which
was laid in the opening advertisements
with copy that strove to glorify the
achievements Qf America and her Allies,
but with the succeeding and intensive copy
that followed a more vivid appeal to the
imagination was used. Individual subjects in the picture were selected and made
the attraction, each treated in the most
picturesque manner. For instance, one of
the advertisements picturing the pursuit of
a submarine by the chasers was captioned
" dropping ash cans on a Sub." Perhaps
it was not dignified to call Uncle Sam's
depth bombs "Ash Cans," but that was

At Zero Hour with
McCormick

It
their name so far as the men who used
them are concerned, and besides, it was a
great deal more vivid to the reader.
Exaggeration is a vital factor in remembering things. An ash can full of dynamite is more picturesque than a depth bomb
full of T N T. When we think of shooting irons, they are never as small as a revolver.
The theory in exploiting " Pecks Bad
Girl " was that if one was to laugh at the
picture why not begin with the advertising,
at least begin to feel the personality of the
play before one entered the theatre.
Fred Stone, in " The Goat," presented
the usual problems of introducing a new
player, and selling his individuality to the
public at the same time. " Mr. and Mrs.
Public meet Mr. Stone " might have been
a very dignified manner of introducing
him, but if " Jack o' Lantern " dropped
down through the roof to the tune of
Falling Dishes and tossed a lariat around
the necks of his new acquaintances, he
would probably be remembered better. So
figuratively, that was the manner in which
his first appearance on the Circle screen
was made.
" Danger " Signs Are Used by
Los Angeles Theatre
In advance of his showing of the Universal Special feature, Mae Murray, in
" Danger — Go Slow," Matthew Bridge,
manager of the Symphony theatre, Los
Angeles, posted red and yellow signs all
over the city, with the result that the
general public got the impression that these
had something to do with the influenza,
and the health officials were kept busy
answering telephone calls about them.
It was then that Manager Bridge came
out and announced what they were all
about.

dignityhere is added to
Charm of the player
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San Francisco Paper Goes Further in Cooperating with
Motion Pictures
A X OTHER step forward toward co*» operation with the theatres has been
taken by the San Francisco Chronicle,
which was the first of the papers of that
city to recognize the widespread interest
in the motion picture.
In addition to the Sunday page, which
includes an attractive layout giving scenes
in productions at the first run houses, the
Chronicle is now carrying signed reviews
of the principal pictures in its Monday
edition. There is another layout five columns wide carried on this, giving pictures
of the stars.
This is unquestionably an important feature of a newspaper. The people of every
city want to read real reviews of the photoplays, for they know, even if the majority of the newspapers have not yet
realized the fact, that most high-class motion pictures of today are even more ambitious and more costly than stage productions, and have every right to as much
attention.
We are sure, from our experience, that
this policy is going to make new readers
for the Chronicle ; certainly it is going to
prove one of the best circulation holders
that can possibly be adopted. The public
will soon find which paper is affording the
real photoplay material, and we hope that
the theatres will not fail to do their part
in their programs, if not on the screens
themselves, in calling attention to this excellent work of the Chronicle.
There is one improvement that we might
suggest, and that is to carry the motion
picture advertising on the same page as
these reviews. If they were grouped there
under such a heading as " Motion Picture
Directory" it would be an added convenience to the public. That is only a matter
of mechanics, and it ought to be easy
enough to arrange it.
" Little Italy " Built for Caruso
Presentation
The initial Caruso was given an elaborate presentation at Grauman's Theatre,
Los Angeles, where a sixty-foot setting,
three stories high, showing a portion of
Little Italy in an American city was the
background for a troop of forty singers,
which included a sextette that sang selections from " Lucia."
Signor Carlos Bravo was the soloist, and
the numbers included selections from " I
Pagliacci."
Sid Grauman, who personally planned
the operatic setting, saw to it that no details were lacking. Singers occupied fireescape balconies on either side of the setting, and on one end of the mammoth set
was a barber shop, while at the other was
the sign of spaghetti. The overture consisted of excerpts from " I Pagliacci " by
the forty-piece symphony orchestra under
the direction of Max Weil, who recently
came to Grauman's after a long engagement at the Circle Theatre at Indianapolis.
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Motion Picture Attractions
J Warr-n Ktmgu tod Lot | Bib Bwie.
Nobit and \- t Mildred Hiiti (Mr*. CkltU Wuaoo.
Chaplin). toeMar featured
«f "Borrowed
CloOtea."
pitturt .[
al theai tber
Portoiaappealed
at tr* yeMrr
acren I Make
asn f B<W»e
w»r da j * i
play thu week al the Trvoli- day
drama. "Ttvce X Gordo*." | Theater atreea.

San Francisco Chronivle gives reviews of the first run motion pictures in each Monday's
issue, making an attractive feature. It's worth much to the theatres
turn such monies, if the cash balance
shows any over money. It gives your theHE
RAISED,
TOO
atre an enviable reputation for honesty.
Do
not
tolerate any short-change artists.
George Carpenter Finds It a
.Make sure that honesty is the slogan in
Good Time to Stabilize
your box office, not only for the protection
of yourself — but for your patron. A box
s ngon been
nine
week
account
of the
for
office that needs watching is an unnecesclosed
havi
R
AFTE
a
uenz
tres
infl
the thea
of Salt
sary evil.
Telephone courtesy is an important
Lake 9. Cityrge
reopened on
December Geo
E. Carpenter,
branch of the box office. A courteous telemanager of the Paramount-Empress,
phone reply is a big thing. Give each
thought that this was a good time to
patron detail attention. A time schedule
raise the prices to the level required
of the theatre should be on hand together
to show a profit and so when the
with such information that is ilikely to be
house was ready to greet visitors
asked pertaining to the features. A lost
again there was a scale upward.
and
But during the shut down the
thing.found bureau should be available. It
shows the patron you are doing the right
house had been redecorated, repainted and new seats installed while
an addition to the musical possibiliCourtesy is a lubricant that makes the
ties was made with a big new unit
wheels
of trade go round. It is a big
orchestra organ. This is in addition
to the regular orchestra of the house.
factor in giving your theatre a " personManagers, who have been closed
for a long period and have taken advantage of the chance to improve
Filming Murder Trial Scores Big
their theatres, are not likely to have
Hit in Buffalo
trouble in advancing admission fees
slightly. The shut-down has inHow well it pays to use local events in the
ality."
creased the demand for motion picnews weekly, especially where the exhibitures.
tor has the co-operation of a daily newspaper, has again been shown in Buffalo.
Readers of the Motiox Picture News are
Mahijig the Box Office Real Asset
familiar with the story of the Strand theato the Theatre
tre, Buffalo Evening News camera car,
(Continued from page 79)
which covers all local events of importance.
One of the recent big sensations around
cents?" I heard a man ask a cashier at a
Buffalo has been the trial (at Geneseo, a
prominent Broadway picture theatre.
" Can't you read the sign, gee whiz ! " neighboring town) of Mrs. Gladys Webwas the answer, and the cashier continued
ster, on the charge of killing her fatherin-law. This case had attracted much atto The
chew man
a piece
of
Wrigley's.
very properly moved along,
tention in the Buffalo papers, and so Maneither through embarrassment or indignaager Earl L. Crabb. of the Strand, contion.
ceived the idea of " covering " the trial
Frequently the patron will leave change
with motion pictures. He was able to get
at the box office. It is good business to reall of the principals.
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Foyer of Shea's Hippodrome decorated for the holidays
Harold
Franklin's
Clausandspirit
fully B.carried
out special stage settings for the zveek zvith the Santa
day or season, while in stage settings, exhibitors will find a wealth of material.
" Special trailers can effectively deliver
Franklin Gives Splendid Example of the Way
the Christmas or other message and can be
easily adapted for any occasion. On LinTo Celebrate the Holidays in a Picture House
coln's birthday, a photograph of the great
Emancipator with his Gettysburg speech
nificent rendition of the hymn, " Come All
How to put the " Christmassy " atmois not only timely but instructive. Washsphere into the theatre during the YuleYe Faithful," which is ended in a climax
tide season is strikingly illustrated at of tremendous power, inspiring those with
ington's birthday can be picturized in a
its simplicity and grandeur. It is the first similar manner wtih the Father of his
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, this week,
time
that
the
big
orchestra
has
ever
played
country
Crossing
the Delaware, reproduced
where Manager Harold B. Franklin has
as a theme for a stage setting, which was
put forth his best with the result that all anything of a " churchy " nature during
Buffalo is talking about the decorations
the unveiling of a setting, but from the ef- used
last effect.
year at Shea"s Hippodrome with
excellent
fect produced it is to be hoped that Mr.
and the musical settings given the feature
Franklin will try it again — perhaps at
" The holiday spirit should prevail
picture, which is " The Hell Cat," featurEaster tide or some other time when it throughout the theatre. One of the most
ing Geraldine Farrar.
important branches of the Liberty loan
One senses the holiday atmosphere the would be appropriate. After the hymn
moment he enters the Hippodrome doors
publicity was the Features Bureau, one of
was played the orchestra gave an admirwhose functions was to create a carnival
able interpretation of the selection from
and steps into the lobby of the theatre,
for there on all sides and overhead he the grand opera, " Mignon," by Thomas,
atmosphere. In New York thousands of
sees hanging in graceful clusters and
which is also an ideal holiday number. As flags created the Avenue of the Allies. If
the bill is changed the last half of the the Liberty loan committees deemed it
strands, evergreens and holly wreaths, and
week, and as Mr. Franklin was desirous
necessary to create an atmosphere so as
just to the right at the bottom of the esto reach the multitudes, it should be quite
calator, alarge Christmas tree has been
of continuing the atmosphere, the orchesnatural for the exhibitor to emulate this
erected, brilliantly lighted with small intra at intermission played the " Hallelujah
candescent bulbs and decorated with at- Chorus " from " The Messiah,'' and the
tractive Yuletide fittings.
" At Easter time we have found it quiteselections from " Babes in Toyland," by plan.
The interior of the big house is also Victor Herbert. The big Christmas tree
effective to use a large white cross illuminated with white frosted electric lights,
filled with the decorations appropriate to proved a delight with the children and
lowered frorh the top of the stage into a
the season, holly wreaths and red poin- mothers who heard of the setting brought
setta predominating, but in the stage set- their children to see Santa Claus. and the setting of lillies. At Thanksgiving time
we used a mammoth turkey, painted in
ting one finds the biggest feature of the tree and Mr. Franklin thus won many new
vivid colors for the stage setting. For
friends — and patrons.
whole Yuletide theme, and this is undoubtIn discussing seasonal atmosphere in a New Year's one could use old Father
edly the best of the timely and seasonal
theatre with the Motion Picture News
Time throwing away his uniform and arms
variety that Mr. Franklin has so far preand welcoming little 1919 into an era of
sented for the divertisement of his pa- representative, Mr. Franklin said :
trons. This setting is a huge Christmas
" There are many effective means at the peace and good will among mankind.
card visualized, showing Santa Claus in command of every exhibitor to produce a
" There is really no end to the material
available for putting atmosphere into the
timely atmosphere around his presentation
life size dipping into his big bag for prestheatre
at special occasions, and exhibitors
and theatre during the various holidays of
ents, while towering over him is a mammoth Christmas tree, illuminated with 200 the year. First there is the front and the will find it well worth while when they do
lobby which can always be attractively
put on special dress, that it is the best obsmall'electric lights and the various decotainable. Anything cheap spoils the effect.
rations that usually go with the tree. Fly- decorated appropriate to the occasion, and
Do not overdress, however, the more
ing over the tree are cherubim. When
those theatres that use cut flowers can exlighted with the vari-colored lights thrown
pression easily by the selection of the simple the better. Many times an over-disupon it from the sides and top of the blooms that go with the season or holiday,
play has just the opposite effect from that
stage the effect is a most striking one.
Thanksgiving, chrysanthemum ; Easter, the desired.
In the smaller openings of the stage Mr.
" Patrons at Shea's Hippodrome expect
lily ; Christmas, poinsetta, holly, everus to do something special on the various
Frauklin has reproduced " home scenes,"
green,
etc.
;
McKinley's
birthday,
the
carholidays and we try not to disappoint
nation and so on. Posters and frames
warm lights shining from the windows of
the houses. But it is during the unveiling
should also suggest the season. At Shea's
of these attractive settings that the big ef- Hippodrome,
not only does the design sugfect is launched, for just as the curtains
gest the season, but the colors are also
The old adage of " every man to his ouii
taste" is all right enough for individuals,
are drawn aside, a " grand " chimes solo, an aid in the atmosphere desired.
but you want to make your theatre suited
accompanied by the full 30-piece Hippo" The advertising in the newspaper also
drome orchestration blazes forth in a maghelps in getting the atmosphere of the holi- tothem."
everyone's taste.
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Some of the most striking stage settings are being used by Eugene H. Roth at his magnificent California theatre. This shows one that
icas used during the rendering of selections from " Oh, Look." This set, under subdued lighting effects, principally red, blue and amber,
brings out detail that is lost in the above photo. The curtain rose with all stage lights, borders and foots in blue, with the help of eight
fifteen hundred Watt flare-lamps with blue gelatines. The fountain was spotted from center stage, in amber, bringing out details and
illuminating the water, which ensues from the base of statue and from six fish and frogs located on (he sides. The entire fountain
was made of plaster paris, and zvas in four sections on rollers, and is easily moved. The base of the fountain consists of very heavy
water-proof canvas. The back transparent drop zvas illuminated with red and blue lamps, giving a sunset effect, and the entire set is
flooded from the balcony front zvith red reflectors
Griffith Himself

Stages

Prologue

for

rr Greatest Thing in Life'7 in Los Angeles
PREMIER of "The Greatest Thing in black out stage). (Three drums, gradual
lighting of stage, appearance of boy and
Life," Monday, December 16th, was a
"first night" that may be described as
girl).
Griffithesque. The ovation given the proFirst voice : "Ah, the search for love
ducer following the appearance of the subeternal
that is theofgreatest
thing indance
life." :
The — followers
the modern
title, The
"
End," was as enthusiastic, if
Miss Claire Seymour and Rudolfo de
not more so, than any previous ones this
Valentina.
producer has experienced in Los Angeles.
For eight minutes the applause and calls
' The followers of the ultra jazz music.
Rhea Haines and Norman McNeil.
continued from the audience of three thou(Three drums; black out stage). (Three
sand at Clune's Auditorium.
drums; four soldiers appear).
This presentation, the second of this picture in the country (this film having been
First voice : " Heroes from the battle
first shown in Milwaukee), was personally
field of Europe — England, France, Italy
and these United States. Duty, heroism,
supervised by Mr. Griffith and his studio
sacrifice and brotherhood (soldiers have
staff. The film is preceded by an original
arms
about each other), ah, that is the
prologue
by Mr.
Griffith, titled
" Voices,"
which creates
an atmosphere
for the
film.
greatest
in life."
The prologue opens with a dark stage,
(Three thing
drums;
black out stage; three
drums, lights).
which is slowly brightened. Out of the
The dancers from the Land of Shadows.
hazy background comes a voice:
" The Greatest Thing in Life — what is ster.
Six sprites, headed by Miss Carol Dempthe greatest thing in life?"
First voice : " What are these that
Second voice : " I haven't the slightest
dance? They are the spirits of fancy from
idea."
the land of nowhere. They are opening
First voice: "The greatest thing in life
is— is — is (soft music) wait — wait — wait,
doors of dreams and the curtains of imaghere come the singers and dancers, they
ination (dancers advance). Now we shall
know what life is. Light hearts of the
come down the road to the land of the
silver sheet (shadows), at the end of the
world — music, dancing, wine, women, life
road ; yes, at the end of the road, there is
itself — that is the greatest thing in life."
The singer of the street, tenor solo by the greatest thing in life." (Shadows.)
Sheldon Balinger (three drums, soft music,
" Hush — silence — there is not a sound in

the land of the silver sheet (shadows),
and the kind of shadows reigns in eternal
silence." (Dark stage.)
" But our story, who shall tell our story
—title
the ofshadows,
picture.) shadows, shadows." (Main
In thewaspresentation
" Voices,"
Griffith
assisted by of
George
Fawcett Mr.as
stage director ; Adolphe Lestina and Louis
Gottschalk.
scorearranged
for " Voices,"
as
well as theMusical
film, was
by Mr.
Gottschalk.
Critics are divided with respect to
whether or not a prologue so elaborate is
needed for a Griffith picture. Some claim
their first impression was that Mr. Griffith did not believe his picture sufficiently
strong, and added the prologue to improve
the picture, but after seeing the film felt it
was a mistake to give the prologue even
though the film itself runs but an hour and
a half. The prologue required almost
thirty minutes. It is the universal opinion
that the prologue was a very pleasant feature of the presentation, and the enthusiastic manner in which it was received by
the big audience of first nighters was proof
of their appreciation. All believe the film
would be a big success without the prologue.
The photographic effects of this film give
it a distinctive feature.
The close-ups,
made by Mr. Griffith's new stereoscopic ,
process, give to the screen pictures that
have the appearance of paintings.
The color scheme for the theatre front
and lobby brings to the public the studio
violet rays. Purple lights are used.
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Front and back of " T
Putting

Personality

Into

Lobby

imanity " lobby display at the Broadway
Displays

Demonstrated by Kashin at the Broadway
A T the Broadway theatre this week
But if you have been following the disf» Maurice A. Kashin is demonstrating
plays at the Broadway you will have seen
that the first object of Kashin is to get
the way to put personality — the human
element — into a lobby display. The pic- your idea, and then he starts in to put the
ture that is being shown is the big Alia
selling argument of the picture over. A
flash in the pan display will stop the peoHolubar special " Hearts of Humanity."
The showing of this picture was started
ple with the pure curiosity appeal, but it
with Christmas week, and therefore the
does not get them to buy tickets unless the
holiday spirit was combined in the display.
personality is put into the display and the
Looking at the entrance to the theatre
appeal is made distinctly human.
from the street the main thing that caught
At the back of the lobby there was a
striking painting representing a mother,
the eye were the holiday-decorated anwith babe in her arms, and set in a huge
nouncementscolumns,
and the 'two but
wreaths
holly
just above the
the ofinterior
heart, with children coming toward her
from all sides across the poppy fields of
of the display was so striking that it literFrance. This was surrounded by a gold
ally dragged people in off the street to
mat set in a gold frame and topped by a
study the full details. That is one of the
strong points about all of these displays
rich red silk canopy that concealed the
that Kashin makes. Most designers of lights which flooded the picture. At the extreme right was the selling argument :
lobby displays seek to put over one big
idea, to get the snap attention and to at- " Story of a Love That Passeth All Untempt to make that impress.
On one side of the lobby there was a
derstanding."
large picture of Dorothy Phillips, the star,
and another hand-painted design carrying
out the love theme. These were both
heavily draped with rich textures, while
the Cupid idea was carried out in the frieze.
On the opposite there was a similar arrangement, with the full programme given
in the center, a scene from the picture at
cither side, all brought out strikingly. Now
you will note just a little thing here in
talking about personality — even in the
poster giving the full programme a picture
of Miss Phillips is used. Why? Because
this is a picture with a strong woman appeal. It was necessary to get the woman
into every portion of the display, for it is
that which grips the heart.
Another thing that commends this display is the dignity of it. There is a reason aside from mere desire to attract attention why the air of magnificence was
given to the whole exploitation — because the
impression sought was that this was not one
of the unusual productions, but a big thing
Personality of the star reflected on the side out of the ordinary. There was no need to
walls
resort to anything of the sensational when

Big figures of Missdisplays
Phillips used in all the
once this impression was created. In this
case the " freak " would have lessened the
There is personality in every picture, and
appeal.
that is the message that you want to carryin your displays. Kashin has certainly
done it well in this case. There is heart
appeal and there is class written through
every portion of this work.
OmahaPlan
Theatres
"Skip JRom;"
During Try
Influenza
In order to give the fullest co-operation
in the fight to prevent the spread of influenza anovel plan has been adopted by
the theatres of Omaha, which have inaugurated the " ship row " plan. In other
words, patrons are allowed to occupy only
alternate rows, the others being kept vacant to prevent ill effects from coughing.
One of the results has been that the houses
have not been able to care for their
Managers of the Omaha theatres impatrons.
posed this regulation on themselves. Des
Moines, Iowa, is following the same plan.
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Nazimova
Forsakes
The
Stage
Star Will Devote All Time During
New Year to the Screen — Six
Scheduled by Rowland and
Karger
MME. NAZIMOVA will devote all of
her time during the new year to her
wc5fk before the camera, she announced to
the press this week. Her schedule for the
coming year calls for six feature pictures,
and it is announced complete arrangements
for these six super-features to he completed by the star within the coming year
have been made by Richard A. Rowland
and Maxwell Karger, who present the
Nazimova productions. The star will cooperate with Messrs. Rowland and Karger
in all her productions.
The pictures will be produced in California, where the star has gone, accompanied byher director, Albert Capellani, his
staff of assistants, Henri Menessier, her art
director, and her company of players and
cameramen.
The first of Mme. Nazimova's new year
productions will be " The Red Lantern,"
from the novel by Edith Wherry. The
Nazimova, Screen Classics Star
settings for this feature are mainly
Chinese. To get absolute authenticity to and signed agreements for the two succeedthe settings, costumes, racial customs and
ing Nazimova productions, " 'Ception
Shoals " and " The Red Lantern," which
" atmosphere " in general, research work
he
will
show as soon as they are released.
has been done in the libraries of New York
Another new big motion picture house to
and Los Angeles by M. Henri Menessier
and his staff of artists. June Mathis, in use " Eye For Eye " as an opening bill is
Moore's theatre in Washington. D. C. In
collaboration with M. Capellani, made the
Philadelphia it played at the Stanley and
adaptation from the novel.
Arcadia theatres, on Market street.
With the beginning of Mme. Nazimova's
Among other large picture houses which
newest picture, the cutting and assembling
have booked it for special runs are the
of her last production, " 'Ception Shoals,"
Liberty, Kansas City; Merrill, Milwaukee;
will have been completed. The star apClemmer, Seattle ; Strand, San Francisco ;
pears in the opening scenes in the character
of Faith, the young mother of Eve. It Alhambra, Toledo ; Isis, Richmond ; Wizard, Baltimore ; Parkway. Baltimore ;
presents a decided contrast to her role in
Goodwin, Newark ; Park. Boston ; Dome,
" Eye For Eye,'' her latest picture.
Youngstown ; Madison, Detroit ; Madison,
In " Eye For Eye " she wears the colorPittsburgh ; Alhambra. Cleveland ; Mall,
garb of
Orient.of Ina Paris
" Revelation
she ful
wore
the the
costumes
grizette" Cleveland ; Knickerbocker, Nashville ; New
Garrick. St. Paul ; New Garrick. Minneand the modern apparel of a fashionable
apolis, and Liberty, Portland.
woman, as well as boys' clothes. In " Toys
In
Chicago
" Eye For Eye " is scheduled
of Fate " she was a gypsy. But in " 'Cepto play over Asher Brothers' circuit of
tion Shoals " her dresses are of quaint
theatres.
simplicity. The scenes were taken in and
around the town of Gloucester, Mass.
Reports of the success attending the Big Bookings Reported on
presentation of Nazimova's last picture to
Houdini Serial
be released, " Eye For Eye," throughout
Among the big contracts just made by
the country continues to come to the offices of Richard A. Rowland and Maxwell
B. A. Rolfe Productions, of Philadelphia,
Karger. The reports, whether from the are for the first run of " The Master Mystery " at the Regent theatre, one of the
South, East, North or West, read " ' Eye
finest picture houses in Philadelphia, and
For Eye ' is a big box office attraction."
Fred Miller, president and general manthe Grand Opera House, one of Philaager of the new California theatre in Los
delphia's largest vaudeville houses.
Angeles, booked it for his house for the
The Regent will show its first serial picweek of December 30 — New Year's week —
ture in " The Master Mystery."

wmmkWHmmmmm
Vitagraph
Releases Wei]
Ahead of Schedule
With the first two Morey Star Series
releases before the public, Vitagraph announces as ready the third Morey feature!
to be released February 3rd. Tbe fourtl
and fifth Morey features have left tbi
assembling rooms. This leaves tbe -ta I
tbree
schedule.pictures ahead of tbe relca-ini
The "on time-' reputation gained br
Vitagraph with its releases of Star Serie
five-reel features has elicited congratula
tions from exhibitors throughout th
country, according to Vitagraph execw
lives. The other Star Series production
featuring Earle Williams, Alice J oven
Gladys Leslie, Corinne Griffith and Bessil
Love have been on time to the flot and i |
some instances ahead of schedule.
Prior to the opening of the present seaj
son, the Vitagraph Company announced
year's releases in advance. An Earle Wi I
liams feature marked the beginning anl
then followed regularly the first release
under the new plan of Gladys Leslie. Har
ry T. Morey, Alice Joyce, Corinne Griffit
and Bessie Love. " Serials and comedu
as well as features, are coming along «
well," said a Vitagraph executive, "th1
the schedule we a«nounced in Septemtxl
is an absolutely established fact and w:J
be maintained."
Service — Boys — Service
M. J. Frisch, branch manager of t|
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc. D.
Moines, according to reports, has given
splendid
exhibition
of When
what Universal
" servicil
means
to the
exhibitor.
" The Surrender of the German Fleel
came out an exhibitor at Cedar Rapi
hearing that Mr. Frisch would have prill
of the one-reel on Dec. 16 decided aft!
show hours that he wanted the film if
the three days succeeding the arrival I
the print at Des Moines. He telephonl
but did not get an answer. The call »|
transferred
to office,
Manager
Frisch'sthe home
a jj
he went to the
prepared
film, aj
had it in Cedar Rapids so that tbe exhi
tor was able to show the film a day ahti
of his competitors.
Paula

Blackton

Starts NeJ

Country Life Stories
In response to scores of requests said
have been received from exhibitors ;
" fans " for more of the Paula Black
Country Life stories, Mrs. Blackton I
decided to make a second series of th
pictures.
" The Littlest Scout." starring Cha
Stuart Blackton. is scheduled as the f
of the new series.
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Four

New

Named
th
cowboys. by
Indians and Pa
Mexicans
of e
the type
aul Brunet, Vice-President and General Manager, Announces
dear, since the very first days of pictures,
That Pathe Intends to Maintain Serial Record
to the heart of the fans.
Ruth Roland, the second of* the Pathe
k "T OT only to maintain, but to eclipse its previous serial record, is the
duo of serial stars, will also be prominent
declared intention of Pathe Exchanges, Inc., for the year 1919.
in the Pathe serial program for 1919. She
. ^1 Since the appearance of its initial serial, " The Perils of Pauline,"
is now at work at the Astra Studios at
[starring Pearl White, Pathe claims that it has led in the serial field, and
Glendale, Cal., on a fifteen episode serial
announces that during the ensuing twelve months no less than four of the modtentativelyarecalled
"TheReeves,
Long Arm."
The
bin continued features will be released.
authors
Arthur
the famous
General Manager Paul Brunet asserts that it is no more than proper that
author
the "Craig Kennedy" stories, and
Charles ofLogue.
Pearl White should also be the star in the Pathe serial which inaugurates the
Immediately at the conclusion of work
•ear 1919, and therefore the first episode of " The Lightning Raider " is scheduled for January 5.
on "The Lightning Raider" Pearl White
will start work on a new serial by a
I With a record of producing twenty-four serials, Pathe officials feel that the
famous author. This serial is as yet unname " Pathe " on a serial is a guarantee to the exhibitors and the public that
named but it will be a typical Pearl White
Jhere will be a real sustaining story, skillfully directed, and with regular serial
production.
;tars supported by a capable and typical serial cast.
' The Lightning Raider"
[ Many exhibitors who have seen some of
[he episodes of "The Lightning Raider"
ironounce it Pathe's best serial to date.
Managers of the various exchanges
throughout the country who have seen
feveral of the episodes are also declared to
he highly enthused and according to retorts the advance bookings have assumed
remendous proportions.
1 When the script of "The Lightning
t£aider" was accepted for production it is
Uated that every executive of Pathe, and
l\stra, the producing company, has worked
hard with the main idea of making it one
bf the very best serials ever produced.
1 Bertram Millhauser and George B. Seitz,
(he authors, are said to have conceived
|:very action with the same thought in mind
|ind it is said that Miss White and the
members of- her company have played their
oles throughout with this sime idea always
>efore them.
After the serial was completed and the
release date set, Pathe officials took another
!>tep forward in evidencing their supreme
'ronfidence in the new serial, by inauguratng a publicity and advertising plan which
Httempts to place serials upon a new basis
!n the public mind.
3ig Advertising Campaign
They have evolved a constructive campaign calculated to educate the better class
pf picture patrons to the serial idea. It is
paid to have been exceedingly difficult because of a reported deep set opposition of
piany exhibitors against serials.
I Serials have been tried in many of the
pest theatres and have not come up to expectations as a drawing card, according to
report. Pathe takes the stand that some of
j:hese serials did not deserve any better fate
but hold that the real serial with class will
pppeal to the better clientele anywhere anytime.
Consequently the Pathe organization has
nstituted the first publicity campaign,
iirected to the general public, ever under:aken on behalf of a serial.
The Saturday Evening Post with its two
nillion circulation and ten million readers,
s unquestionably the best high class advertising medium in America, and Pathe's
:ampaign, embracing a number of double

Serials

Alma Rubens Will Head
Her Own Company
Alma Rubens will head her own company, which was recently formed by
Charles Greenberg and Franklyn Hutton,
controllers of the Brunton Studios in Los
Angeles.
The Robertson-Cole Company will control the world's rights of all Alma Rubens'
pictures, and are to distribute these subjects in the United States and Canada
through
the Exhibitors'
Mutual.
Miss Rubens
will be remembered
for the
work she did in support of William S.
Hart, as well as in " Reggie Mixes In,"
" Master of His Home " and " Gown of
Destiny," in which she was featured.
Her first picture has already been chosen.
It is " Diana of the Green Van," by Leona
Dalyrimple. While Miss Rubens is already
at work on this production, the release date
has not been set, but it is believed it will
be ready late in January.
Fannie Ward, Pathe Star
page displays, will cost many thousands of
dollars.
"This expenditure is concrete proof that
Pathe believes in "The Lightning Raider's"
power to create a vast new army of Serial
fans of the better class of picture patrons.
The first of these advertisements appeared
Dec. 28th and will be followed by a similar
display the following week, and others at
frequent intervals."
Compson and Larkin
On February 2nd Pathe will release the
initial Episode of an Eight Chapter Serial
entitled "The Terror of the Range" and
featuring Betty Compson and George Larkin. This Serial is also said to be the result of a preconceived, and well thought
out plan on the part of Pathe executives
who believe that the demand for " westerns " has never abated to a full degree,
but rather moves in cycles. In other
words, every so often there is a call for a
good Western subject.
"The Terror of the Range" is a Western
Serial, by W. A. S. Douglas and Lucien
Hubbard. It was produced by Diando and
directed by Stuart Paton. Its story, revolving around a famous western bandit, is
located on the border line between Mexico
and the United States. It is peopled with

" Cavell

Case " Reported

Big Hit in South
Information received from T. O. Tuttle,
branch manager of Select Pictures' Atlanta Exchange, shows that Select's special, "The Cavell Case," is pulling strong
in Southern territory. One message from
Mr. Tuttle concerning business at the Criterion theatre in Atlanta said :
" The Cavell Case opened in Atlanta
Monday, December 2, playing to splendid
patronage at matinee and capacity business
in evening. Tuesday capacity matinee and
turn away business in evening. Receipts
have increased daily, interest grows
stronger and a record-breaking week is
anticipated."
Former Triangle Star
Home from War
Wallace MacDonald, former Triangle
star and during several months of the war
a corporal in the Canadian army, dropped
in on the executives of the New York
office of Triangle Distributing Corporation
and announced his intentions of leaving for
California soon to take up again his duties
before the camera.
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Scenes from " Made in America," an unusual subject produced and directed by Ashley Miller and distributed by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
Athletic

'Em
ship
had
succeeded by Gets
using real advance-man
Circus
and Road Show Showman
Stuff Applied
Practical
methods
in arousing an unusual amount of
interest.
to Publicizing Anita Stewart's
First Mayer Production
The production was shown under the direction of Joseph Lee, sales manager for
MORE than two hundred exhibitors
came to Milwaukee, and more than
Anita Stewart Productions. After its presentation Mr. Lee told the exhibitors of
five hundred to Minneapolis, from adjoining sections of the respective States, as the the
story.advertising possibilities for them in the
result of practical showmanship methods
The second showing was held at the
of circus and roadshow advance-men, apStrand theatre, Minneapolis, on Monday,
plied to the showing of the special feature
December 16. More than five hundred exattraction, " Virtuous Wives," Anita Stewhibitors from the Minnesota territory gave
art's first production, under the direction
of Louis B. Mayers, and distributed by the an indication of their confidence in its boxoffice value. After this showing, E. R.
First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
Pierson, manager of the First National
The plan fostered by Mr. Mayer, producer of " Virtuous Wives," consists of Exchange, in Minneapolis, sent the following wire to Mr. Mayer :
special campaign work, whose responsibility it is to co-operate with the local
" Heartiest congratulations on ' Virtuous
branch managers of First National exWives.' You have indeed a triumph in dechanges to create interest among exhibilivering amasterpiece as your initial eftors in each territory and induce them to
attend the trade showing at the exchange
Leon J. Rubenstein and Rudie Cameron
center. Following him comes a second
have already made arrangements for a special presentation of the production in PittsMayer representative, with the " show."
fort."burg on December 29, and a showing in
The first of thirty of these trade showings was held in Milwaukee on Friday,
Philadelphia on January 6. The actual release dates in both these cities have been
December 13. Despite the handicap of
set back, so that the pre-release showings
"Black" Friday, more than two hundred
exhibitors were present, with umbrellas
in each place can be carried out.
and rain coats for protection from a seMr. Mayer will return to his office Monvere rain storm. William H. Leahy, direcday, and the eastern troupe will then continue its work.
tor of publicity for Stewart productions,
Universal Gets Two
UNIVERSAL has obtained from the
Argosy Films Company the negatives
for " The Craving," featuring Francis
Ford, and " After the War," starring
Grace Cunard. According to the announcement both films will be released the
second week of January — the Cunard film
released as a Universal special attraction.
The purchase and early release of these
features will necessitate, it is announced,
the postponing of the release dates on
" The Light of Victory," featuring Monroe Salisbury, and " Roped," featuring
Harry Carey. The latter is reviewed this
week in Motion Picture News.
Francis Ford is the author and producer
of " The Craving," as well as the star of
the production. The story of the film re-

Film

Company

Incorporated
The Athletic Feature Film Corporation,
with offices in Chicago, has filed incorporation papers in111.,
theandCounty
Clerk's
office, Springfield,
announce
its
intention of devoting its efforts toward the
production of feature sport films, one reel
to be released each month. All branches
of the sport world, will be covered in these
pictures, it is announced. The first release
is announced as ready for the exhibitor and
will be placed on the market in January.
John H. Herman, formerly connected
with the Selig Polyscope Company and a
prominent sportsman. William Froman,
sports writer, hold the majority stock in the
corporation. G. O. Ballin, is treasurer.
Miss Cassinelli Gives

Place

to Fashions
Dolores Cassinelli, co-starred with E. K.
Lincoln in Leonce Perret's " Lafayette. We
Come " and a feminine star in the same
producer's " Stars of Glory," predicts that
" fashions will play a predominating part
in the coming year's film productions."

From
Argosy
Films
lates the rivalry between two scientists, an
American and a Hindu.
"After the War" tells a story of a
woman's love and sacrifices during the invasion of France and Belgium. The picture contains no battle scenes.

Mutt
and andJeff's
Latest CarThe
latest Mutt
Jeff Animated
toon release, " Here and There," shows
Mutt and Jeff, the first animated pen-andink characters to introduce a travelogue in
motion pictures, in Mexico.
In Egg Harbor, N. J., where they show
the habits of the egg plant, and in
Australia, where they meet a flock of boxing kangoroos.

Mitchell Lewis, Select Star, in
the Yukon "

1 The Code of
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Vitagraph Secures Bud
Fisher Photoplay
Captain Bud Fisher has turned his
imagination to the screen. The cartoonist
of Mutt and Jeff has just completed his
first photoplay, a comedy of errors, entitled The
"
Adventure Shop," for Vitagraph.
The comedy is issued as a Star Series
release, with Corinne Griffith in the stellar
role. Kenneth Webb directed the production.
" The Adventure Shop " is a story of an
ennuied society girl's effort to derive a
new thrill from life. She becomes obsessed with the idea that a lot of fun
could be derived from inducting anyone in
search of excitement into the mysteries of
the underworld.
Of course, her underworld would be
[ pseudo, and her compatriots in crime
i would be her social associates. A bevy of
j young men are constantly hanging about
I her, willing and anxious to do her every
: bidding.
In support of Miss Griffith is a cast, including Walter McGrail, Robert Gaillard,
Warren Chandler, Priestley Morrison,
Freeman Wood and Fred Smith.

" Danger, Go Slow," Is the Name of Mae Murray's Most Recent Production from Universal

S-L Pictures Makes. Foreign Arrangements
AN announcement of importance rela- to have been greatly overlooked by several
tive to distribution in foreign markets
producers who have neglected to bear in
was made this week by Arthur H. Sawyer
ket.
mind the requirements of the foreign marand Herbert Lubin, organizers of the
Arthur H. Sawyer, who is personally
newly formed producing organization
directing the activities of the large studio
bearing the brand name " S-L Pictures,"
which presents E. K. Lincoln as its prinforce working under Ralph Ince, is particularly gratified at the arrangements
cipal star.
Arrangements have been consummated
made with J. Frank Brockliss, Inc., for
between this organization and Sydney Garthe handling of " S-L Pictures " abroad,
rett, president of J. Frank Brockliss, Inc.. and
will endeavor to carry out to the fullest extent possible the various suggestions
whereby the latter will have entire charge
of the distribution in all countries exmade by Mr. Garrett from time to time.
clusive of the United States and Canada
for the series of Lincoln features, the first
Department to Coast
of which is now in course of production
under the direction of Ralph Ince.
The scenario department of the Robertson-Cole Company has been moved to the
The contract was made only after the
coast in order tc effect a closer co-operamoving spirits of " S-L Pictures " had
tion by this department with the producers.
completed an exhaustive study of the variJohn M. Blackwood, for many years a
ous companies handling screen productions
for export.
newspaper
man andtheatre
for tw'elve
manager the Belasco
of Losyears
Angeles,
For what is said to be probably the first
and
more
recently
with
the
Thos.
H.
Ince
time in the history of film export, an individual and special series of ads will be scenario department, is in charge of this
designed to precede the introduction of department.
" S-L Pictures " in countries outside of the
United States and Canada.
Special publicity stories prepared for
translation in various languages and written from the viewpoint of the different
nationalities will be furnished the promotion department of J. Frank Brockliss,
Inc. Arrangements have also been made
whereby the efforts of the publicity departments of Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin
and Mr. Garrett will be co-ordinated at
all times, always keeping in mind the foreign point of view.
Further than this, and at the personal
request of Mr. Garrett, the series of pictures starring E. K. Lincoln and directed
by Ralph Ince, will be so made that the
various scenes will hold a sustained interest to all audiences throughout the world.
Felix F. Feist, the new vice-president of the
Richard Turner, in "tribuMade
in
America,"
DisThis is a particular point which is said
ted by Hodkinson
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation

Elsie Ferguson Commences
New Arte raft
Elsie Ferguson has commenced work, under the direction of Emile Chautard, on
a new Artcraft picture at the Fifty-sixth
Street studio of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, adapted from the story
recently published in the Saturday Evening
Post called
"The Salt
the Earth,"
by
George
Weston.
Eve ofUnsell
did the
scenario. It is announced that Miss Ferguson and her company will be taken far
South for location work, probably to Savannah, Ga.
Miss Ferguson has had little rest between
productions for the past several months,
having completed " Under the Greenwood
Tree," " His Parisian Wife," and " The
Marriage Price," the last named of which
has just been completed under the tentative title, " For Sale." All were directed
by Mr. Chautard. Miss Ferguson's next
picture in order of release is " His Parisian Wife," which is scheduled for January 19. This story is by Eve Unsell.
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The Superiority Claimed for S'mplex
Is Declared
to BeCompany
Daily Demonstrated in This Modern
Plant of Lenses
the Precision
Machine
Spoor Process Employed
for United
Films
ceptional
service
to
be
obtained
through
nt of United Pic, espreside
J• A.tureBERST
Theatr
of America, Inc., has distribution from a centralized point.
Through this new method of processing
just signed a long term contract with the
film, which is reported to have been so
Spoor-Thompson Laboratories to process
thoroughly tested and tried out that its
tion's
all of , hiswhich
corpora
by theingnewof
method
calls
for films
the process
results are declared to be absolutely certain, the entire length of the film is said
many hundreds of thousands of feet of
film each week.
to be uniformly developed with a high
Mr. Berst, who was for many years vice- standard of quality and without the varipresident and general manager of Pathe,
ance in quality resulting from the developing in short lengths.
is said to be one of the few film executives who have a thorough understanding
By processing the film in one thousandfoot lengths, only two splices are necesand comprehensive knowledge of the labsary to the reel, thus greatly prolonging
oratory end of the business. He is dethe life of the film. The developing procclared to have made a thorough and exess is controlled automatically for temhaustive study of the Spoor-Thompson
perature and humidity, so regardless of
process and examined with great care the
weather, manufacture continues under, the
result of the work under this new system.
same conditions the year round, which fact
Before entering into the contract Mr.
Berst had to convince himself that under
makes each print a duplicate of the origthis processing method he could obtain a inal.
Overprinting of sectional parts is said
higher quality of positive prints, as well
as more equable and unform work
to be entirely impossible under this systhroughout than under any of the old system, and they claim an absolute conformtems.
ity in quality which renders the finished
print a highly artistic product.
He also had to be convinced of the exEducational's Director
GEORGE D. WRIGHT, the Educational's director of Mexican Topicals, has
been summoned to Mexico City and will go
about the middle of January. While there
he will present two pictures he made for
the natives, " Aspects of Modern Mexico "
and " The Virgin of Guadalupe."
In advance of his going, Mr. Wright requested executives of the American industry to get in touch with him and present in
detail their idea of the proper protective
legislation to safeguard the marketing of
American films in Mexico. It is Mr.
Wright's intention to submit to President
Carranza the draft of a bill to prohibit
duping.
Vice-President Mermons of the Educational is now said to be receiving from
exhibitor circuits and individuals throughout the United States a large number of

Summoned
to Mexico
inquiries concerning the release date and
terms of his six-part fiction spectacle, " The
Key to Power.'' featuring Claire Adams
and Hugh Thompson.
Following up the first of the new BruceEducational winter series, " The Wanderer
and the Whozitt," the Educational Films
Corporation presents the Western traveler's
next scenic study entitled " The River Gray
andOffered
the River
Green."
in Xew
York pre-release early
in January, it will be supplied to the regular
Educational houses a little later in the
month.
Robert C. Bruce offers an entirely different theme in '* The River Gray and the
River Green," it being in essence a poetic
story of river personality. He has completed the laboratory assembly and titling of
his new series of twenty pictures.

Picture

Fairbanks
Pictograph

News

in Bray

Motion picture fans who have seen
Douglas Fairbanks in action in his Artcraft pictures will see him in an entirely
new light in the December 29 release of
the Paramount-Bray Pictograph, " The
Magazine
on the
Screen." in this issue of
The screen
is utilized
the Pictograph to teach careless pedestrians
a graphic and valuable lesson. The Bray
Studios, Inc., have taken for illustration a
number of those kinds of accidents which
occur most frequently and have picturized
them with the hope that they may serve
to make people more careful and so save
needless suffering and misery.
In this release also the history of the
woman's skirt is said to be traced in a
most amusing and interesting way. From
the days when the ladies wore them with
hoops in their folds they are seen to gradually diminish in circumference.
Leighton Budd presents a cartoon which
endeavors to settle the problem of what is
to be done with the Kaiser.
Fred

Stone's Late Artcraft
Circus Picture

According to advance notices from Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, those
who go "' Under the Top." with Fred Stone
in his latest Artcraft picture, scheduled for
release January 12th, are going to witness
a series of actionable episodes fully as
peppery as those witnessed in the acrobatic
comedian's " The Goat."
Many of the episodes in "Under the
Top " are founded on Stone's early life,
when he was an acrobatic clown in a circus.
It introduces him as a village youth, with
aspirations toward working under the ' Big
Donald Crisp directed and Henry Kotani
was camera man. Ella Hall is the heroine
and Pansy O'Neill, Lester LeMay, James
Cruze. Guy Oliver. Charles Ogle and Xoah
Beery have important parts.
Top."

Fred Stone Will Again Be an Artcraft Star in
■' Under the Top," a Circus Story
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photoplay, " The Terror of the Range."
newthecontinued
in a at
Larkin,
and George serial
Compson
BettyArm,"
bets.be Atseeneither
four serial
Pathe'sRoland
Astra Studio in Glendale, Cal., while Pearl White
production
now toinappear
a Reeve-Logue
The areLong
in "end
will next
Ruth
is already claiming new honors in " The Lightning Raider "
Sennett Beauty Plays Lead
with Washburn
The Western studios of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation announces that
Mary Thurman, the Sennett - Comedy
beauty, has been engaged to play a feminine lead in the forthcoming Paramount
production,
'' Poorbe Boob,''
Washburn will
starred. in which Bryant
Miss Thurman recently left the Sennett
studios, entering the dramatic field of the
screen.
.Miss was
Thurman"s
first ago.
appearance
on
the screen
three years
Wanda Hawley will again be leading
woman for Bryant Washburn in this prouction.
The next Paramount picture in which
Bryant Wrashburn will be seen is " The
Way of a Man with a Mlaid," to be released December 29. The story was written by Ida M. Evans and was picturized by
Edith Kennedy. The Evans stories have
gained popularity in The Saturday Evening
Post. Miss Kennedy has numerous Paramount successes to her credit, including
'■ Jane Goes a Wooing,'' starring Vivian
Martin, and " The Cruise of the Make Believes," Lila Lee's first Paramount picture.
Donald Crisp directed the photoplay.
Vitagraph Announces List
for Week January 6
The Vitagraph program of releases for
the week of January 6th has been scheduled as follows :
Vitagraph Star Series Release, Five
Parts, "The Adventure Shop" featuring
Corinne Griffith. Written by Bud Fisher.
Directed by Kenneth Webb.
Serial, Two Parts, " The Span of Terror," Episode 12 of " The Iron Test," fea:uring Antonio Moneno and Carol Holloway. Written by Albert E. Smith and
Cyrus Townsend Brady. Directed by R.
N. Bradbury.
Big " Y " Special Comedy, Two Parts,
' Beauty and Booty," featuring " Slim "
Summerville and Maude Emery.
Donavan Out of Hospital
Frank Donovan, comedy director, has
>een removed from Bellevue Hospital,
vhere he has been confined for several
•veeks, to the New Victoria Hotel, and
■xpects to be able soon to resume his duties
is director. Mr. Donovan was suffering
rom a nervous breakdown.

U. S. Series
Opens
Auspiciously
New
Official Pictures Released in the Field Hospital Corps by showing how
the first-aid detail goes forward behind the
Two-Reel Subjects Every Two
fighting line, how wounded men are resW eeks (lives Promise of Imcued and taken to advanced dressing stamediate Success
tions by stretcher bearers, given first treatment, then passed on to the field hospital
THE new Government series of pictures,
and
finally
to a place of safety.
the general
each with
covering
a single title
phase"U.of S.theSeries,"
world
The second picture of the series, "Wings
war, with details of how America handled
of Victory," is set for release January 6.
the stupendous task of bearing its part of
It is the story of the air programme of the
United States ; how it was prepared and
the burden in the conflict, gives promise of
how it was carried out. It shows
meeting with immediate success, both with
the exhibitors and the public, according to
America's achievements in building planes
and training aviators for the gigantic efreport.
fort of defeating the Huns; the story of
The facts, figures and interesting scenes
given in the pictures are said to be of a motor, plane and coming ace, and how the
three were aligned that America might
kind that meet the demand of the public at
fill the skies of France with swift fighters.
this time, giving information that has been
The two reelers of the U. S. A. Series
withheld up to the present time on acwill be released at the rate of one every
count of the exigencies of war.
two weeks, allowing exhibitors ample time
It was to meet this demand of the public,
to book them for a showing in rotation.
to give full-pictured information on the
marvelous achievements of the Nation in
The third picture of the series, '* Horses
the war that the Government prepared the
of War," shows how the horse still holds
series.
his place of honor on the field of battle.
The release of the first picture of the
" Making a Nation Fit " is the fourth release, giving views of how the Government
series
"If
Your
Soldier's
Hit"
was
on
December 23.
proceeded to make fighting men out of
men of sedentary habits, how they were
"If Your Soldier's Hit" illustrates the hardened
for battle and made fit.
efficiency- of the Medical Detachment and
Fox

Announces

Dates

for

Mix Re-Issues
The five Tom Mix two-reel comedies to
be released as re-issues by William Fox
have been completed, it is announced, and
they will be released in conjunction with
the Fox-Lehrman Comedies.
The first Tom Mix subject will be
" Hearts and Saddles," which will be released January 12. This will be followed
by a Fox-Lehrman Sunshine Comedy, " Oh,
What a Knight ! " The second Tom Mix
comedy will be " A Roman Cowboy," to be
followed a week later by a Sunshine Comedy, ''A Lady Bell Hop's Secret." The
next will be " Six Cylinder Love," after
which will come " His Musical Sneeze," another Henry Lehrman creation. Tom Mix
in " A Soft Tenderfoot " will be followed
by a Sunshine Comedy, and the fifth Tom
MixThesubject
" Tom and Jerry
Fox will
Filmbe Corporation
statesMix."
that
it has prepared new one and three-sheets
and other publicity and advertising devices
for these offerings.

Houdini in a Scene from " The Master Mystery," the Rolfe Serial
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Six Features

Walter E. Greene, managing director of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in charge of
distribution, and Al Lichtman, general manager of the distribution department

Picture

News

for January

Universal Program
Universal announces six features for release in January.
" The Wildcat of Paris," featuring Priscilla Dean, which had a pre-release showing ending December 21 at the Broadway
theatre, is scheduled as the initial special
attraction of the New Year. This will be
followed by Violet Mersereau's latest feature, " The Nature Girl," written and directed by O. A. C. Lund. " The Craving,"
featuring Francis Ford, will follow " The
Nature Girl " on the release schedule, and
Harry Carey's " Roped." a special attraction, comes next. " Roped " was adapted
for the screen from Eugene B. Lewis'
original
story is" AhisMatrimonial
Neva Gerber
female lead. Cleanup."
Carmel Myers is featured in " Who Will
Marry
"Roped."
This filmMe?"
play iswhich
adaptedfollows
from the
story,
" The Beautiful Mongrel." Thurston Hall
is leading man.
Ruth Clifford in " The Game's Up,"
adapted
story January
" Home James
" is
scheduledfrom
for the
release
27. Elsie
Jane Wilson directed.
It is expected that Jewel Productions,
"leased
The Heart
of Humanity " will be rein January.
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"Democracy — The Silver
in Six Reels
j
have Lining"
had their foundation
Morgan,
Frank
E.
Spring
presents
realities of the moment.
^^/■ITH story and direction by Sidneyj
what is announced as a six reel drama of
Frank E. Spring, managing director of
Progress Films of London, announces that
our own times and entitled, " Democracy —
The Silver Lining."
" Democracy — The Silver Lining " was proWorld rights are controlled by Progress
duced in England and made for the entire world to see.
Coming Vitagraph Serial Is
Film Company, Ltd., of 101 Wardour
Street, London, England. The cast inHalf Finished
cludes Wyndham Guise, Alice De Winton,
Blackton Starts Work on
Word comes from the west that " Tl
Frank Dane, Alice O'Brien, Jack Andrews,
Mrs. Hubert Willis, Alice Russon and
Man of Might," latest of Vitagraph serials
"A
House
Divided
"
Bruce Gordon.
is making rapid progress. Already
Having successfully launched " The
half-way mark has been passed as regard
Common
Cause,"
his
Vitagraph
special,
The story of " Democracy " is described
as not so much of the great war as of and " Life's Greatest Problem," the labor actual filming of episodes, and the sixth
picture, which he has placed for booking
those home influences and events which
episode
rooms. has just came out of the finishing
have so changed the aspect of Great Britby
the Independent
and
distribution
throughSales'
the Corporation
Film Clearing
Altogether there are fifteen episodes in
ain's life during the many years of her
House,
J.
Stuart
Blackton
has
begun
his this serial, which is promised to prove an
great trial.
The feature shows that before the world
next superfeature, titled "A House Di- epic of action, by William Duncan, the
upheaval that country was apparently prosstar. Like Vitagraph's preceding serials.
This is to be an elaborated picture ver" The Man of Might " is from the pens of
perous and happy, dealing justly with her
sion of Ruth Holt Boucicault's novel, titled Albert
neighbors, and, depending upon the valor of
Bradv. E. Smith and Cyrus Townsend
The Substance of His House."
her soldiers and sailors, had slowly but " vided."
surely drifted into a position of false security.
The film portrays how the great nation
awoke when the blow fell and how rich
and poor adapted themselves to the changed
conditions. The story deals with the life of
a country squire possessed of his old fashioned belief in " The sacred rights of
property" and the relation of himself and
family with some of the tenants of his
estate.
" This property is mine and I can do
what I want with it," declares the squire
as he pulled down several cottages to improve the view from the north wing of
his house.
" There is no room for us in the country," said the strong young man of the
soil to his sister, and they went to London.
And then the war, which brought them
both degradation and ruin. How the war
influenced the various characters in the
story, bringing together those so far apart,
and how the necessities of the times
moulded the life of the nation, is shown
Bessie Barriscale and Alma Rubens,
starsDistributing
whose pictures
will be released through the Exhibitors'
in a series of incidents which are said to
Mutual
Corporation
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aucy Constance Talmadge
in " A Lady's Name,"
Select Picture
4 Past
Eighteen Months,
Gratifying " — Ince
" The past eighteen months of photo-play
jroduction,"
H. Ince,
iving his O. said
K. toThomas
a few final
detailsafter
for
is new $250,000 picture studio at Cul:r City, are gratifying.
" The forty productions made under my
jpervision and released under the Paralount banner have received generous
faise from theatre managers and critics
iiroughout the country.
Picture making
firing the period just passed has been
jandicapped in many ways. In working
1 an old studio and cramped quarters a
peat deal of energy has been consumed
vercoming existing difficulties to bring
roductions up to the standard.
In the
:w studios which will be occupied about
liiuary 1, we will have plenty of room
id even- modern equipment for efficiency
id speed. Cleanliness, comfort and convenience will have the psychological effect
t eliciting better work from every person
mnected with the making of pictures.
" However during the months to come
Ke message from the Ince studios will be
lie of good cheer — even- picture will have
story, one that will grip and hold the
•ectator, but they will leave him in a
•irit of satisfaction, a realization that he
is been entertained and feels better for
e time he has spent before the screen."
Male

Goose Joins Cast of
Madge Kennedy
Rumplestilzen cannot be denied a promint place in the cast of Madge Kennedy's
west
picture, " Day Dreams,"
CosmoGoldwyn
Hamilton.
Rumpie is only a goose, but in the playis a prince of the sea that a wicked
iry has transformed into the simple bird,
le Goldwyn press agent declares that
impie does some wonderful things in
i pay Dreams," and that is why Primrose
' Uadge Kennedy) is always at his side
tting and feeding him and always lending
willing ear to his tales of woe.
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Wanted— "Nothing
But
boarded the
steamer Truth"
at Quarantine on
Executive of Gaumont Company Tells
Monday night, two nights before the
of the Fairness and Unfairness
steamer arrived, and had the film ready
of Some Publicity
for the customs inspectors before the boat
docked the next day. There were maViy
AN gives
executive
of Gaumont
Companyan interesting
statement
in the thousands of mail parcels on the steamer,
following interview on the fairness and
and, aside from the fact that editing this
unfairness of publicity:
picture on shipboard was a physical im" The Gaumont Company," he said, " has
possibility, every person in the United
never been guilty of exaggeration in its States of ordinary
intelligence knows that
advertisements or in the publicity matter
Uncle Sam does not allow even such imit sends to the newspapers and trade paportant personages as editors of news reels
pers. Its publicity writers have instructo meddle with his mail. Such press mattions that no statement must ever be made
ter as this article does the industry infiwhich is not in every way authenticated
nitely more harm than good.
by fact.
"
The
Gaumont Company did not charter
" That all film producing companies are
a tug and send its news editor to board the
not so careful that nothing but the truth
at the quarantine station. But it
shall appear in their press matter was evi- Adriatic
denced in an article in a recent issue of a did have a hustling representative on hand
when the ship docked Thursday morning.
trade paper. One of the most important
And as soon as the postal and customs
news events of the year was the surrender
authorities turned over the picture to the
of the German High Seas Fleet on NovemGaumont representative, in a proper, legal
ber 21. Motion pictures of this surrender
and
due-course sort of way, it was rushed
were shipped from England on the steamship Adriatic. Naturally, exhibitors on this to the laboratories at Flushing, and in a
very short time finished prints were being
side of the water were anxious to show
this great historical event, and rivalry be- appreciated by Broadway spectators.
tween the news forces of the companies
" The first exhibition of the surrender
of the German fleet in the United States
which specialize in such pictures was keen.
and Canada is only one of many big news
The entire trade now knows that the Gaumont Company scored another big ' scoop ' ' scoops ' which the Gaumont Company has
with its one-reel special, ' Driven From the been able to pull, because of the fact that
its news-gathering force is composed of
Seas,' which was shown on Broadway, complete and fully titled, the night of the day experienced newspaper men. These
the film arrived in the United States, fully ' scoops ' include the Eastland disaster, the
a day ahead of others.
subway cave-in a few years ago, the Black
Tom explosion and the Halifax horror,
" The publicity article in question, howwhich was shown on Broadway several
ever, which was evidently printed before
the film actually arrived, told how the days before competitors received their
news editor of a competing company
negative."
Wide
Variety in World's
January Program
WORLD
PICTURES announces a continuity were written by Clara S. Bewide variety of both stars and pic- ranger. Travers Vale directed.
The final release for the month is a
tures for its January program of releases.
In the list is found the third Government
Louise Huff production, and it is schedwar picture, " Under Four Flags," which
uled for January 27. The title is " Heart
of Gold." Lucy Sarver wrote the story
had such successful runs at Rothapfel's
and the scenario was prepared by Clara
Rivoli and Rialto theatres during their
initial presentation in New York City.
S. Beranger. Johnny Hines, Anthony
This number is scheduled for the week of Merlo and Marion Barney are the principals. Travers Vale directed.
January 6th.
First on the January program comes
" What Love Forgives," starring Barbara
Castleton and Johnny Hines, with Muriel
Ostriche and John Bowers prominently
casted. The story was written by Gardner Hunting, scenarioized by George D.
Proctor and directed by Henry Vekroff.
It is scheduled for release January 6.
January 13, " Love in a Hurry," starring
Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley, is
released. This attraction is a picturization
of The Saturday Evening Post serial, "A
Huge, Black, One-Eyed Man." written by
Kenyon Gambier. Wallace C. Clifton did
the scenario and Dell Henderson directed.
George MacQuarrie, Albert Hart and Kid
Broad have prominent roles.
Scheduled for release on January 20 is
" The Bluffer," starring June Flvidge.
Miss Elvidge is supported by George MacEdna Britton, a new vampire of the screen who
Quarrie, Muriel Ostriche, Irving Cumplays an important role in support of Houdini
mings and Frank Mayo. The story and
in the B. A. Rolfe fifteen-episode serial
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Taylor Cites Co-operative
Spirit in Nebraska
C. W. Taylor, branch manager of Seleci
Pictures' Omaha exchange, brought to th«
attention of his home office an example ol
co-operation between tradesman and exhibitor that is worth passing along to othei
exhibitors who read this paper.
The point of co-operation in questioi
concerns Constance Talmadge's recent pic
ture,
Leffingwell's
Boots," inwhich
was
billed" Mrs.
at the
Strand theatre
Omaha
Realizing the many possibilities of getting
this attraction over to the public. Manage.
Stolte, of the Strand, got in touch with th<
proprietor of Omaha's most exclusive «ho<
shop and arranged a deal whereby thi
proprietor placed a pair of embroidere<
slippers in his show window, supplemente<
by pictures of Constance Talmadge, with ;
sign reading: "These Are the Boots — Sethe Play at the Strand This Week."
Mme.

THREE major facts we have learned
during the last year which indicate
very clearly and, to my mind, conclusively
that the cinema industry is entering on a
new phase, a phase of greater prosperity
than it has ever enjoyed before. Briefly,
it means, first, better pictures, and secondly,
bigger exhibitor profits.
The first important fact we have discovered is that the motion picture is not
merely an amusement and a luxury but a
necessity. Primarily we believed that the
Government declared it one of the essential industries because of the power it contributed tokeeping up the morale not only
of the soldier at the front but of those
he had left behind him to supply him with
the sinews of war. (One day, for instance,
the Secretary of War made an emergency
demand upon the industry for no less than
2,500,000 feet of film for immediate shipment to France).
But subsequently wc found out that the
cinema's contribution to victory was much
greater and more important than even we
had any idea of. Incredible as it may
sound, I believe I can show you that at
one time — the darkest period- in the whole
war, when nothing but disasters crowded
the front pages of the papers, when everybody felt pessimistic — it was American film
that actually helped to save the day.
It was the American picture that gave
the lie to Hun propaganda at the crucial
time in Europe. They showed the English
and French people, hundreds of thousands
of soldiers in the camps drilling, munition
factories turning out shells in unheard of
quantities, gigantic shipyards covering
miles of ground and launching a ship a
day.
Now we come to the second important
fart that the past year's events have es-

tablished, for it grows out of the first.
And that is : the industry is founded on
rock bottom. Otherwise we never should
have been able to weather the storm we
have just passed through. The influenza
epidemic coming, as it did in wartime,
when we never dreamed that victory would
happen so soon, when the whole country
was geared up for the struggle, hit us the
worst blow in the history of the cinema,
the W'Orst blow, I am confident, that we
shall ever have to endure. We never could
have come through the war, let alone the
epidemic, if the motion picture had not
proved its essentiality.
As I I look
over the
fewmonths
first ofback
all wonder
how past
on earth
we ever came through it and then I realize
how the very fact that we have come
through it safely proves that our prospects
are assured.
Indeed the ordeal we have had to undergo has strengthened us. Let me point
to just one indication: did you ever before
see everybody getting together as they did
during the influenza crisis? We have
learned that throat-cutting does not pay,
that the policy of dog-eat-dog is just as
fatal in the cinema industry as anywhere
else. We have also learned that we can
get together — a possibility that hitherto
nobody believed in.
An Error Corrected
Due to a typographical error, the sale of
the serial. " The Demon Shadow." being a
re-issue revised from "The Twenty-Million-Dollar Mystery." was accredited to
the Specialty Film Company of Dallas,
Tex., for the Southeastern States.
"The Demon Shadow" was sold to the
Sipe Film Company, Atlanta, Ga., for this
territory.

Blache

Has

Diffi

culty with Title
Mme. Alice Blache, the French director
ess, is experiencing misfortune in select
ing a title for her production, starrinj
Dolores Cassinelli with Albert Roscot
according to announcement made by he
this week. She states that she has selected
at least, twenty titles, all of which hav
been "already applied for" at the copyright bureau, Washington. Leonce Perrel
who supervised the production, has sug
gested a title and Mme. Blache is await
ing word from Washington, as to its or
iginality. An announcement of title, per
sonnel of cast and nature of story, will b
made later, she says.
Desmond's

First Ready

January 12th
William Desmond's first starring \€
bide, produced by Jesse D. Hamptoi
"Life's a Funny Proposition," for distri
bution
Exhibitors'
Mutual,
is an .
nouncedthrough
for release
January
12. Louis
Lovely is leading lady to Mr. Desmon<
J. Belasco, John Steppling, B. Du Yau
Vera Doris, Lillie Sylvester, Joe Franz an
John
cast. McGregor are seen in the supportini
Thomas X. Heflfron directed the produi.
tion. Mr. HefTron has to his credit suc>
productions as " The Planter," starrin
Tyrone Power. " Mountain Dew " an
others.
E.

K. Lincoln Likes S-I
Production Methods
E. K. Lincoln especially engaged as st£
of the newly formed organization bearir
the brand name " S-L Pictures," declan
that he is greatly delighted with the pn
duction methods pursued in the making (
his initial starring vehicle, now under WJ
at the Sawyer-Lubin Studios in Xew Yor
"I have been particularly gratified wfl
the expert knowledge of production mattei
and studio detail displayed during the mal
ing of the first S-L Picture by Ralph In<
and Arthur H. Sawyer," he said.

January
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Blackton and Kelly Form
Producing Team
J. Stuart Blackton and Anthony Paul
. Kelly, author of one of Broadway's biggest
successes, " Three Faces East," and one of
Ithe
screen's
most gifted
writers,
formed
a permanent
production
team have
and
will work together on Commodore Blackton's screen productions.
" A House Divided " is the third consecutive Blackton production coming from
the pen of Mr. Kelly. It was Mr. Kelly
who adapted for screen production the
version of J. Hartley Manners' and Major
i Ian Hay Beith's " The Common Cause."
]" Life's Greatest Problem," first titled
"Safe For Democracy," the first Blackton
.production, was an original work of Mr.
Kelly.
" A House Divided," Commodore Blackton's latest work, now under production,
was adapted for screen presentation by Mr.
IKelly from Ruth Holt Boucicault's novel,
" The Substance of His House."
Mr. Blackton states that his association
with Mr. Kelly is in line with his policy to
present the best available in story and
:script as well as in production, and Mr.
Kelly's arrangement with the producer assures him a capable presentation of his
[stories and scenarios.
The five leading players in Commodore
Blackton's " The Common Cause " have
Ifbeen selected again to interpret the leading
'roles in " A House Divided." They are
Herbert Rawlinson, Sylvia Breamer, Lawfrence Grossmith and Charles and Violet
'Blackton.
Mestayer, Author and Star,
of Late Triangle
" Wife or Country," Triangle's release
for the last week in December, has for its
star Harry Mestayer, who is also accredited with the authorship. Gretchen Lederer
is given the leading feminine role. Gloria
Swanson and Jack Richardson are cast
prominently. E. Mason Hopper directed
ind Clyde R. Cook did the camera work.
Mr. Mastayer's best known works as
'star and leading man on the Triangle program are incorporated in the screen versions of " The House of a Thousand Candles " and " Stop Thief." In " Wife or
Country " he has the role of a successful
ittorney who falls a victim to drink and is
■edeemed by the woman he loves.
Harry Carey's "Roped" for
January Release
Harry Carey's first release on Univeral's 1919 program,
attractions,
cheduled for release inspecial
January, is titled
Roped," and has just been completed at
Jniversal City. "Roped" is an adaptaion from Eugene B. Lewis's work, "A
tatrimonial Lean-Up," and was produced
nder the direction of Jack Ford. Harry
as the role of a cowpuncher who gets
rto all sorts of matrimonial entangleients; Neva Gerber has the principal
Jtninine role. Others in the cast are J.
arrell MacDonald, Arthur Shirley and
lolly McConnell.

Exhibitors
Firm
C. C. Pettijohn Declares That Confidence of Exhibitors Facing Economic Readjustment Is Most
Encouraging Indication
uT^HE motion picture business is face
*■
to face with an economic readjustment as radical as that which confronts
every other American industry, and the
best, the most interesting, and the most encouraging indication of impending changes
is the confidence of the exhibitor in the

Says
Pettijohn
advantage to themselves through co-operation with the owners of smaller theatres.
" The exhibitor is through with the order
of things which forced him to put into his
theatre pictures he didn't want, pictures his
audiences didn't want,, in order that he
might play the pictures that he wanted to
play. They are determined as never before to buy their product on the sounder
economic principle of buying what they
want and what they can retail to advantage.

This is the statement of C. C. Pettijohn,
business."
general counsel of the Exhibitors' Mutual
Distributing Corporation and Affiliated
Distributors' Corporation, who has just returned to New York from a trip to Chicago, Omaha, Denver, Los Angeles, San
Francisco and Salt Lake City.
He interviewed exhibitors in all these
important mid-west and far west centers
and brought back a message of optimism
and encouragement over the conditions he
found and the expressions he heard.
" The exhibitor is looking for a new order of things," said Mr'. Pettijohn. " He
is expecting a reconstruction of the business in this coming era of industrial reconstruction, areconstruction which will
place the picture business on a sounder
economic basis than it has ever been.
" In this period of expectancy within
the industry the exhibitor, the owner of the
big house, the owner of the circuit as well
as what we call ' the little fellow,' is keenly
interested in every move among distributors and producers. I never before saw so
much enthusiasm and interest evidenced by
the men who sell the product to the consumer.
" The ' big fellows ' are as much interested as the ' little fellows,' for they are
realizing, as they never realized before, the

" The exhibitor is determined to come
into his own, and he is so thoroughly determined that he will take matters into his
own hands unless he can very quickly wipe
out the conditions under which he has been,
as he feels, oppressed in the past.
" Everywhere that the epidemic had been
I found exhibitors had put in the period of
suspension into the improvement of their
theatres and to me this seemed one of the
most hopeful signs of the times. The box
office is the backbone of the business.
When there is confidence there the industry has much reason to be hopeful, and
there is, certainly and surely, confidence in
the future of this business at the box office.
''Many theatres have emerged from the
period of darkness completely renovated,
many partially rebuilt, and nearly every
one of them with new electric lights and a
lot more electric lights than ever shone
there before.
" Fundamentally the prosperity of this
business is built on the confidence of the
exhibitor in the business, and the exhibitor
has confidence to-dav, more than he ever
Mr. Pettijohn expects to remain at the
New York offices until after the holidays,
when he will make another extended trip
into the field.

had."
Producing Alaskan
Drama
organization formed to produce the works
MONTE KATTERJOHN "comes
of the author.
across" with another story of the
The author has studied every detail of
Alaskan country. "Hearts of the Stampede" is the title and he' announces that it life in Alaska and is probably better fitted
to write of the life there than any other
is now under production by his own company. The personnel of the cast is not
aUthori. Speaking of his vehture, Mr.
announced but Mr. Katterjohn promises
Katterjohn said:
full details concerning story and produc" While I am setting rather a high goal,
tion in an early issue.
I am fully determined that ' Hearts of the
Stampede ' produced by my own company,
The author is one of the screen's most
must in every way eclipse my other two
popular writers of life in Alaska, his "Flame
successes along these lines. Those of my
of the Yukon" having be'en pronounced by- associates who have already seen the new
critics to be the best Alaskan story since
story have announced themselves as highlyRex Beach's " The Spoilers " was shown.
pleased with it, and all are impatient for the
"The Flame" followed as another Alaskan
drama to the credit of the author and then
actual inauguration of production activihis " Carmen of the Klondike," all three of
these deepicting in a most virile manner,
life in the Alaskan country. The last
Farnum Commences Next
named
best work.is considered Mr. Katterjohn's
Fox Production
Now comes his announcement that he
William Farnum started this week on
has under production " Hearts of the Stam" The
Charm," temporarily titled,
ties."Lucky
at the
William Fox studios in Fort Lee,
pede," also an Alaskan picture, said to conunder the direction of Richard Stanton.
tain possibilities for screen presentation,
that excel those offered by his past sucThe story was written especially for Mr.
cesses. This picture will be the first of the
Farnum by George V. Hobart, the playKatterjohn Film Productions, a producing
wright.
Katterjohn
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1918

Was

Year

J. Stuart Blackton Rounds Out Twenty-one Years of Film Producing
and 1 918 Was Banner Year
TWENTY-ONE years ago J. Stuart
Blackton began his career as a film
producer by making motion pictures on the
roof of a building in New York. His
success since those pioneer days, when he
helped found the Vitagraph Company and
did much to make the moving picture the
artistic success it is today, is a part of the
history of the industry itself.
It was in 1897 that Commodore Blackton
directed his first motion picture, a " production" fifty feet in length, showing a
Spanish flag fluttering in the breeze with
the hand of the producer rising slowly
into the picture, tearing down that flag and
hauling up in its place the Stars and
Stripes. At that time the Spanish-American War was on, and the little film is
said to have aroused wild enthusiasm
wherever shown.
A writer on the publicity staff of Blackton Productions declares that it is a significant fact, in view of this initial achievement, that to Commodore Blackton goes
credit for the production of the first preparedness propaganda picture dealing with
the more recent conflict.
" This was ' The Battle Cry of Liberty,' "
he continued, " which was followed by his
' Womanhood, the Glory of the Nation,'
one of the first military and industrial mobilization pictures made.
" If was but natural, then, that the list
of his super-productions should also include
a picture which is at once unusual screen
entertainment and a pictorial record of incidents in the world war, of the work of
every implement used in waging the battles.
" This is ' The Common Cause,' ' the war
play
with a laugh,
a thrill
and a throb,'
the
outstanding
Blackton
achievement
of the
year 1918, a year which has been a banner
one in his career, having recorded several
of his greatest successes and established
him as an independent producer, the president and director-general of Blackton Productions, Inc., with business offices in New
York and personal studios in Brooklyn."
Early in the year Commodore Blackton,
who was then affiliated with the Famous
Players-Lasky company, having several
months previous severed his active association as a Vitagraph producer, retaining
his financial interest in the company, made
his first production trip to California.
There he produced " Wild Youth " and
" Missing," the last two of his series of
Paramount pictures. He then returned to
New York to acquire the screen rights of
" The Common Cause," the play by J.
Hartley Manners and Major Ian Hay
Beith, which he was commissioned to film
under the auspices of the British-Canadian
Recruiting Mission.
The reception accorded " The Common
Cause " by the trade press reviewers on its
recent private showing at the Rialto theatre
and its success as reported by Vitagraph
exchanges distributing the picture are described as matters of current film history.
" The Common Cause " cast consists of

of

Achievement

Herbert Rawlinson, Sylvia Breamer, Lawrence Grossmith, Huntly Gordon, Mile.
Marcel and the Blackton " kiddies," while
the allegorical prologue and epilogue introduce Julia Arthur, whose first work before
the camera was said to be for this picture;
Marjorie Rambeau, Irene Castle, Violet
Heming and Effie Shannon.
Before its release Commodore Blackton
presented " Safe For Democracy," which
he produced from the labor question story
written by Anthony P. Kelly. It was featured at the Rivoli during the week of
November 3, and has been re-titled " Life's
Greatest Problem," and with " The Littlest
Scout," a new Paula Blackton Country Life
story, it is being booked by the Independent
Sales Corporation and distributed through
the Film Clearing House.
"A House Divided" is the first Blackton
production for 1919. It has just been
started and will occupy the producer's time
for some days after the New Year. Regarding the distribution destiny of this picture and the productions underlined to follow it, no announcement has been made,
but those in the know state Commodore
Blackton is formulating plans for yet another big special timely release to make his
1919 even more prosperous and gratifying
than 1918.
" Educational

Will

Sup-

Propaganda
" The motionplant
picture
industry "will in
1919 turn from the propaganda picture to
educational films," says Leonce Perret, the
French director. "I myself would not
care to make any more film productions
with a propaganda nature. ' Lafayette We
Come ' has been a very splendid propaganda feature, and I hope ' Stars of Glory,'
the victory film which I have just completed, will meet with approval. But now
the war is over and we need no further
propaganda films. I feel sure the motion
picture industry, very anxious to conquer,
new territories, will to a certain extent
devote its energies to educational films
during the new year. I should not at all
be surprised if the Government took up
the idea of educational motion pictures in
schools seriously in the coming year."
Peggy Pearse Engaged
Sunshine Comedies

for

Peggy Pearse, who has been appearing
in recent Mack Sennett comedies, has becomeshine
a member
Henry Lehrman's SunComedies of
company.
Miss Pearse was one of the members of
the L-Ko company at the time that Mr.
Lehrman was at the head of it. She went
with Sennett after Mr. Lehrman sold his
interests and remained with that producer
until she accepted an offer to return to the
Lehrman fold.
She has just started work on her first
Sunshine Comedy in which she appears in
support of Jack Cooper and Leo White,
who are working under the direction of
Reggie Morris.

Picture

N ewsi

Brentwood Analyzes What
Public Demands
In selecting the story of " The Turn
in the Road " for feature production the
Brentwood Film Corporation reasoned that
the public demand in pictures has undermonths.gone a very marked change during recent
In place of unreal sex problems, sensationalism or spectacular effects, they feel
that there is now a steadily increasing call
for the real and true both in comedy and
in drama.
" The Turn in the Road " is described
as a picture of bright humor, deep heart
interest and realism. It raises problems
which are familiar to most American families and it is said to offer solutions which
are sound, cheering and uplifting. The
plot is laid in eastern cities and the story
and direction are by King W. Vidor.

Chester

Barnett Supporting
Zena Keefe

Arden Photoplays, Inc., first production,
" The Challenge Accepted," stars Zena
Keefe, with Chester Barnett in the leading
male role. Mr. Barnett has supported
some of the screen's leading stars, among
them Vivian Martin. Clara Kimball Young,
Pearl White, Alice Brady, Norma Talmadge, Gladys Hulette and Bessie Love.
With the exception of one instance he has
played the part of the hero, the exception
being
the Alice
part ofBrady.
the villain in "The Rack,"
starring
" The Challenge Accepted " was directed
by Edwin L. Hollywood and is distributed
by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation through
Pathe.
Fairbanks Picture Opens
New Theatre
"Arizona," Douglas Fairbanks latest Art-j
craft picture, was the opening attraction at
Miller Theatre Company new house in Los,
Angeles. The California Theatre, last J
week. The California has a seating capacity of 2,500. Mr. Fairbanks presented
the management with a cactus plant in
place of the conventional floral pieec.
It was a Fairbanks that opened the Rivoli
and Rialto in New York, the Strand in
New Orleans. An Artcraft production,
Cecil B. Demille's "The Woman God Forgot," starring Geraldine Farrar, that opened
the Kinema, Los Angeles and a William S.
Hart feature opened the Grauman.
Eddie

Polo

Makes

Many

Personal Appearances
Manager McAleer of the Universal exchange at Pittsburgh received the following telegram from Manager G. J. Schweitzer of the Century theatre, Pittsburgh,
whichcess there.
tell partially of Eddie Polo's suc" The World's yours. Early arrival of
Polo saved brass rails, chairs, doors.
Stopped ticket sale at seven. Demonstration a duplicate of Victory Day. Appreciate your earnest endeavors to avoid disappointment."
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Official War
Booked

Pictures

Are

Heavily

"America's Answer," the second official
United States War Picture which was
shown for the first time officially, in New
York in July, after which official presentations were made in a number of the principal cities, has played in 1819 theatres and
contracts are made for its exhibition in
3204 other theatres, it is announced by
Division of Films. Contracts are now
being made at the rate of 150 or 200 each
week, the announcement reads.
: "This booking record is positive proof of
the equitable and profitable points of the
3overnment proportionate plan of charges
for the film," said one of the executives
'and is also a sure indication of the desire
>f the public to witness this message of
jeneral Pershing, taken at the time that
\merica was in the midst of war."
The great demand being voiced by both
he public and exhibitors for "Under Four
?lags," the third Official War Picture, indicates that it will immensely outplay
i America's
Answer"of and
is expected
)Oth the Division
Filmsit and
the Worldby
yi\m that the picture will be shown in over
|i000 theatres. World Film are releasing
these pictures.
May

Allison Girl Sleuth in
Newest Metro

May Allison learns sleuthing by corespondence in her newest Metro starring
chicle, " Peggy Does Her Darndest," now
its third week of production at the Me1 studios in Hollywood. Peggy becomes
Sherlock Holmes in skirts after lessons
mail from the School of Detectivity.
Her new role in " Peggy Does Her
>arndest," which follows " In for Thirty
>ays," and " The Testing of Mildred
lildred Vane," gives Miss Allison exceponal scope for a display of dazzling
eminine attire.
Robert Ellis appears opposite Miss Allion in the role of a young Englishman who
rings his family jewels to America. Roselary Theby plays the older sister. Others
1 the cast, selected by Director General
Haxwell Karger, are Wilton Taylor, Dick
'.osson, Sylvia Ashton and Ernest MorriDn, a little colored actor who has the part
f " Snowball " Snow. The story, by
oyal Brown, was scenarioized by George
Baker, who is also directing the star.

Var Review Shows Troops
in Vladivostok
Official War Review No. 27, released
rough Pathe, December 30, will give the
st scenes shown of the operations of
e American army in Siberia.
Views are given of the great naval barcks at Vladivostok, where eight thound American soldiers were quartered;
iile warehouses along the shore are
own to be crammed with war materials
d munitions, saved by the Allies from
lhng into the hands of the Huns.
Dughboys are seen guarding treasures of
pper, wool, tin, rubber and wire.

A Dramatic Moment in Vitagraph's Blue
Ribbon
Corinne
GriffithFeature, " The Adventure Shop," Featuring
Screened

Great

Vitagraph Releases " The Lion and
the Mouse," Charles Frohman's
Stage Success, February 10
A GREAT stage success is transferred
to the screen, a book which has
proven unusually successful, especially
with women readers, is converted into a
cinema play, and four original scripts portrayed sums up Vitagraph's offerings for
the last two weeks in January and for
February in toto.
The first of these is " The Lion and the
Mouse," the play that, in its stage version,
was written by Charles Klein and presented by Charles Frohman.
The release schedule in full, just issued,
is as follows : January 20, Earle Williams
in " The Highest Trump " ; January 27,
Gladys Leslie in "Fortune's Child"; February 3, Harry T. Morey in " Silent
Strength " ; February 10, Alice Joyce in
"The Lion and the Mouse "; February 17,
Corinne Griffith in " The Girl Question " ;
February 24, Bessie Love in " The Wishing RingJoyce
Man." plays the role of Shirely
Alice
Rossmore in " The Lion and the Mouse "
and adds another characterization to her
long galaxy. In her support are Conrad
Nagel, Anders Randolf, Henry Hallam,
W. T. Carlton, Mona Kingsley, Jane Jennings, Mary Carr and Templar Saxe.
The book play on the list is " The Wishing Ring Man," based on the book of that
name by Margaret Widdemer, and is described as just the kind that Bessie Love
knows so well how to act. David Smith is
directing it.
Earle Williams figures not only as the
star of " The Highest Trump " but is one
of the authors as well. With H. H. VanLoan he constructed this play and the story
is said to be most ingenious. Grace Darmond plays the heroine and James Young
directs the picture.
Harry T. Morey stars in " Silent
Strength." In one of the scenes Morey,
in a dual role, is seen in a fistic encounter

Stage
Success
with himself, is felled by his double and
sprawls the length of the picture at the
feet of the victorious double.
" Fortune's Child," gives Gladys Leslie
grateful opportunities. Miriam Miles,
Denton Vane, Kempton Greene and Stanley Walpole are among Miss Leslie's cast.
The play was written by Lawrence McCloskey and directed by Joseph Gleason.
" The Girl Question " deals with the
close-range psychological studies of
woman on part of a young novelist, and
stars Corinne Griffith.
Salvation Army Picture Is
Well Under Way
The production dealing with the work
of the Salvation Army, both at home and
abroad, during war times and in days of
peace, is now well under way at the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation's Hollywood studios, under the direction of Edward Jose.
Eugene O'Brien, Ruby de Remer, and
Catherine Calvert appear in three of the
important roles, while Commander Evangeline Booth of the Salvation Army will
make special appearance in scenes to be
taken in New York after the work in California is completed.

" The

Virginian," Starring
Dustin Farnum

" The Virginian," starring Dustin Farnum, is announced as the current release
on
Famous
Corporation's
Success SeriesPlayers-Lasky
program. It is scheduled
for release December 29.
" The Virginian " is a screen version of
Owen' Wister's celebrated novel of the
same name. Mr. Farnum is supported in
this production by Winifred Kingston, Billy
Elmer, Frank Campeau, Monroe Salisbury,
Anita King, Sydney Deane, Hosea Steelman, H. B. Carpenter, Dick La Reno and
Jack Johnston.
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Lila Lee

A scene from the Select special, " The Midnight Patrol," produced by Thomas H. Ince

Stoermer

Sees

Author of " Honor System " Offers
Own
Production.
" The Tidal
Wave," on Open Market —
Predicts Strong Demand
WILLIAM STOERMER, author of
" The Honor System " and producer
of " The Tidal Wave." which he is offering now on the independent market, speaks
in the following interview most optimistically for the future in the states rights
field. Here's what he has to say :
" Optimist that I am, I confess myself
amazed at the extent, geographically and
financially, that the states rights field holds
at this moment in the picture market. My
surprisecutingfollows
the campaign
at this moment
to let I'm
the prosepublic
know what my new picture, ' The Tidal
Wave,' is about. The states rights field
isn't new to me. But there's a new big
jazz
market,
the ringing
down inthe the
curtain
on theandbig it's
tragedy
abroad
that's given the market its new drive.
" There's scarcely a states rights block
on the map that isn't indicated several
times in the answers my trade advertising
have generated. And the prices that are

a

Bright
Future
sugested in some of the inquiries prove
again that the film field is a by-path of
Wall street for producers who can deliver
the goods.
"'The Tidal Wave' is a big subject just
now riding the crest of public interest. It
is real artistic substance, and all the force
of pictures of big effects that any large
special production nowadays must possess
to lift it out of the programme class. No
expert who sees it will gainsay this.
" The story was inspired by Robert
Louis Stevenson's observation."
" The play begins at about the moment
of the Chateau Thierry impact. The war
had kept the lovers separated four years.
Involuntarily the girl becomes a factor of
big import in the cataclysm. Secret agents
of the Whilhelmstrasse environ her. The
conspirators aiming at the new alignments
of the map after the ambitions of Berlin
become the girl's neighbors. The eruptions, upheavals in Berlin, Vienna. Moscow', Paris, New York, Rome, and the big,
high spots of Russia, are all part of the
drama and are all shown with the actual
uprisings in those countries caught by the

Starts Fifth Paramount Picture
Lila Lee, youngest of Paramount stars,
left New York Sunday for Hollywood,
Cat., after spending a vacation of more
than two months with her guardians, Mr.
and Mrs. Gus Edwards. A three-day stop
was made at Chicago, where the little star
passed Christmas Day.
Upon her arrival in Hollywood Miss Lee
will start work on her fifth Paramount
picture, which will be an adaptation of
Grace Miller White's popular and delightful
story, " Judy
Rogue's
Harbor.'' The
director
has notof yet
been chosen.
Prior to her coming East for her vacation Miss Lee had completed four pictures
without a week's rest. Two of these yet
remain to be released, " The Secret Garden " and " Puppy Love." The first named
of these, an adaptation of the popular
novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett, will be
released January 12. Miss Lee is considered an ideal type of girl for a story by
this noted authoress, who created " Little
Lord Fauntleroy." Marion Fairfax wrote
the scenario. G. Butler Clonebough directed and Henry Kotani was photographer.
Lou
Howland
assisted in the
direction.
Farnum

to Florida for Next
Fox Picture
Richard Stanton, directing William Farnum in the Fox production temporarily
titled " Lucky Charm." will take the company to Florida after Christmas for the
filming of exterior scenes. Edward Sedgewick.
assistant,
to
Miami Mr.
to Stanton's
find locations,
and has
he gone
will be
followed by Edward Bach, chief carpenter of the William Fox forces. A Hindu
city is to be built and many of the scenes
will be filmed in and around the Everglades. Work has been begun on a set
representing a Hindu temple. Mr. Stanton will have about 1.000 persons working
for him in Florida. He intends to take at
least 100 extras from New York.
In addition to a company of 1,000 persons, Mr. Stanton will use a large number
of animals of the jungle, as the story has
its setting in the wilds of India.

camera."
Edward
Small Agent for Artie City Studio
Mr. Small announces that there is at the
IN the heart of the Adirondacks, at Port
disposal of the producer a complete zoo of
Henry, close to the shores of Laketrained animals, including Russian bears,
Champlain, Artie City has been created
timber wolves, educated horses, police
and fashioned into one of the most complete and modern motion picture studios in dogs, Eskimo dogs. Michael Schliesser,
known for his work of this nature in
the country, according to an announcement
motion pictures, has charge of the zoo.
made, this week, by Edward Small, Inc.,
The studio has a floor space of 80x190
sole agents, for the rental of the studio.
feet and is equipped with all the modern
Artie City has been erected primarily for
improvements in lighting effects and
the use of independent producers desiring
scenerv. It is eight hours from New
to rent a studio surrounded by exterior
York.
scenes bringing before the camera the
countries of the Yukon, the lumber camp,
Siberian, Lapland, Russian, Eskimo and
typical western scenes. The studio, it is
said, has all the facilities of the Artie
Additional Producers' News
region and the region in which it is located
on Page 112
has been termed Nature's Wonder Spot.
In addition to all this natural beauty,

Popularity of Travel Series
Verified
According to exhibitors who have made
bookings on the Burlingham Travel Pictures, distributed on the General Film
Company's program by the William L
Sherry Service, this series has received the
approvaldence, R.of
ProviI., the
has public.
booked aKeith's
series of
ten
subjects for a run of a week each, and the
Stillman, Cleveland, has signed up for the
entire series. Recent bookings by the
Lyceum. Leavenworth. Kansas : the Cort,
Atlantic City ; the St. Regis, Trenton : the
Elk, Mahoney City, Pa. : the Colonial. St
Joseph, Mo., and the Apollo. Everett,
Wash., are recorded. Current subjects in
the Burlingham Series had week runs^H
the Stanley and Arcadia theatres in Phila4
delphia.
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LIARDLY beforej the scheduled release
* *date of the first issue of THE THREE
BIG GUNS OF THE NEWS REEL FIELD
had arrived, more than 500 of the foremost
theatres in and around New York alone
have booked these three supreme news
reels, each week.
Follow the lead of the wisest Showmen
in the business. Take immediate advantage of the tremendous pulling power of
these reels by virtue of the big advertising
and publicity campaign just beginning
behind THE BIG THREE. Note who have
booked them. ENTIRE Marcus Loew circuit. Entire Fox Circuit. Entire Moss
circuit. New York Strand. New York
Rialto. Brooklyn Breevort, and ALL the
other leading theatres. Mean anything
to you?
Book thruor your
nearest Universal
communicate
with theExchange

UNIVER/AL

CUPPENT

EVENT5

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

UNIVERSAL
FILM Co.MN'FG
CO.
Largest Film Manufacturing
in the Universe
CARL LAEMMLE, President
1600 Broadway
New York
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Three scenes from " Ruling Passions," the picture purchased by Select, which will be released as a Special production

do work before Passions
the camera which is "said
Select
Gets
" Ruling
Abraham S. Schomer's Production to to be impressive for its sincerity. And the
Be Handled as Special Attraction
others in the cast are as satisfactory in
by Select Pictures Corporation
their respective roles.
"'Ruling Passions' comes as a refreshing
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
note in this day of turgid and passionate
announces the acquisition of Abraham
dramas," said a Select official. " Exhibitors
S. Schomer's latest photoplay, " Ruling can
recommend the picture to their patrons
Passions." The picture will be released
with the feeling that there is much to
exclusively through the twenty-one Select
exchanges in the United States, and will praise in it and nothing at which the most
be handled as a Select special attraction.
captious can carp."
" Ruling Passions " is the latest work of
the man who gave to the public " The
W. W. Hodkinson Denies
Yellow Passport," " Today " and " The Inner Man." It is declared that the genius
Current Rumor
of Mr. Schomer encompasses the ability
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation anto write and produce plays upon the speaknounces that Kerrigan features are reing stage and write and produce photoplays
leased in the United States by the W. W.
upon the screen as well.
Hodkinson Corporation, and not by RobIn this manner " The Yellow Passport,"
ertson-Cole Company, and will be so refirst presented by him upon the Yiddish
leased for the next eighteen months.
stage, was afterwards made a successful
\V. H. Seely, of Robertson-Cole Comptotoplay. " Today," which Air. Schomer
pany, in a letter to Hodkinson Corporation,
wrote for the speaking stage, made a hit
on Broadway when presented with Emily
wrote : " We regret exceedingly that such
an impression should have gone abroad
Stevens in the role of the woman who
and caused you any embarrassment. We
could not stand the sting of poverty, and
hasten to assure you, however, that we
this also was later presented on the screen,
have no part in this matter whatever; that
with Florence Reed as its star.
" The Inner Man " Mr. Schomer also we have even refrained from advertising
presented first on the speaking stage, it the Kerrigan pictures in the foreign territory which we control since we entered
having been one of the Broadway presentations of a season or two ago.
into our contract with the Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing Corporation and the AfThe photoplay " Ruling Passions " presents an original story which has been both
filiated Distributors' Corporation. A carewritten and directed personally by Abraham
ful perusal of our publicity and announceS. Schomer. It is described as a story
ment of our releases will verify our statement that there has heen no announcement
which is characterized throughout by good
emanating from us. which could have beer
feeling and good fellowship.
misconstrued in the manner indicated in
There is said to be nothing morbid or
your letter.
disagreeable about this picture. It portrays a man who is embittered with life,
" In disclaiming any responsibility for
and the audience can understand why he is this impression we are obliged to say that
embittered.
we do it regretfully, for we like the Kerrigan pictures and would be glad if we
The late Edwin Arden is co-featured in
" Ruling Passions " with Julia Dean. Both
had them."

Good

Reports on Blackton's
" Common Cause "
" The Common Cause," J. Stuart Blackton's late production, releasing as a Yitagraph special, is " hitting on all six cylinders," according to exhibitor reports to
Vitagraph. At the Park theatre, in Boston,
the picture met with every success, and in
Des Moines, Iowa, the same result was
had, according to wires received at the
Vitagraph offices from these points.
From Portland, Ore., points in Florida,
Canada, Chicago, where it opened at ihe
new Riviera theatre; in the South, at the
Rialto in Nashville, and the Walnut in
Louisville — all report favorably.
In Pittsfield, at the Union Square ; Sandusky, Ohio, at the Star; New London,
Conn., at the Empire; Woonsocket, R. I,
at Smith's : and DuBois. Pa., at the Empire— exhibitors have praised it.
Herbert Rawlinson has the leading male
part, Sylvia Breamer is prominently cast,
and Julia Arthur, Marjorie Rambeau. Effie
Shannon, Violet Heming, Irene Ca>tle, i
Huntley Gordon, Lawrence Grossmith,
Charles and Violet Blackton, Mile. Marcel
and Philip Van Loan are seen.

" Cheating Cheaters " in the
Cutting Room
All the scenes for Clara Kimball Young's
latest taken
picture,
Cheaters."
have
been
and "theCheating
film is now
in the hands
of the cutter and titler. according to an
announcement
by Select Pictures'
Corporation. The December
release of
Miss
Young's Select Star Series. " The Road I
Through the Dark," is now before the
public in the first-run houses.
It is announced that this is the first time
that the star has been ahead of her schedule since the organization of the Select
Pictures' Corporation.
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Goldwyn Eulogizes Ford
Educational Weekly
One of the chief advantages from the .
exhibitors' standpoint of the Ford Educational Weekly, it is pointed out by Goldwyn, is its comprehensive "covering" of
the feature angle of the news of the day,
and they claim that it has the advantage
over a film news weekly of being able to
devote an entire reel to a single subject,
much as a Sunday newspaper could expand an interesting topic for its weekly
magazine in a manner which lack of space
in the daily issue would forbid.
What Goldwyn terms as two remarkable
instances of this are offered in the first few
issues of the Ford Educational Weekly to
be released by Goldwyn. While the first
newspapers are feapages of the nation's
turing the report of the investigation of
shipbuilding at Hog Island, the world's
largest shipbuilding plant, the weekly offers "Carrying Old Glory to the Seven
te exSeas," an interesting, up-to-the-minu
position of Hog Island activities.
In this the fabricating of a great merchant ship is followed from the laying of
the keel through the launching and finishing. "Carrying Old Glory to the Seven
Seas" is declared to be the first comprehensive cinema-portrayal of a work that
did much to help the United States and the
Allies win the war.
"The Truth About the Liberty Motor"
is another case in point. In the last few
days the newspapers have published bits of
the interesting story of how this wonderful airplane engine was conceived and how
quantity production* was attained with a
speed which amazed Allied engineer-.

Maxwell Karger Receives
Greatest Gift
Maxwell Karger already can see outward
and visible signs of his Christmas gift. The
three big stages of the new Metro studios
on Romaine street, Hollywood, are finished
to the extent that four companies are at
work on them.
Stars' dressing rooms have been whipped
into shape to shelter those particular and
discerning luminaries of the screen, and
the dressing rooms of the lesser lights are
also habitable.
The administration building is said to
have been going up like a mushroom — almost overnight — and it was promised for
occupancy by Christmas Eve.
Joseph W. Engel, Metro treasurer, now
in the West, is in direct charge of the
studio construction. His immediate aides
are Clifford P. Butler, studio auditor, and
Ralph C. Godfrey, of the technical staff.
Universal Changes Title of
Clifford Feature
The title of Ruth Clifford's latest picture
on the Universal program has been announced as changed from "Home, James"
to " The Game's Up." Elsie Jane Wilson
directed. The adaptation was made from
a story by Gladys Johnson. Al Ray,
brother of Charles Ray, has the leading
male role.

Roosevelt

Picture

First National
Exhibitors' Circuit
Will Distribute Roosevelt Picture, According to F. L.
Collins of McClure

THE first official announcement in regard to the Roosevelt picture comes
this week from the office of Frederick L.
Collins, head of the McClure motion picture and publishing interests, and personal
representative of Colonel Roosevelt in motion picture matters.
His statement declares that the picture is
finished and will be released through the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit.
William Nigh, who made " My Four
Years in Germany," with Ambassador Gerard, was in personal charge of the large
directing and producing staff that completed the Roosevelt picture.
" It was not an easy thing," states Mr.
Collins, "to select just the right director
for the Roosevelt picture, for the story of
the production contains almost every element to tax the skill of a producer, including kid-stuff, western scenes, fist fights,
cowboy stunts, behind-the-scenes, Washington effects, the atmosphere of the White
House and Sagamore Hill, and right-downto-the-minute war pictures embodying the
experiences
of Colonel Roosevelt's heroic
sons.
" Theualize aman
could T.successfully
scene who
in which
R. knocks visout
a bad man in a wild-west saloon might not
be able to do justice to the German Ambassador'sinstormytheinterview
with or
President Roosevelt
White House,
the
intimate scenes of extreme delicacy sur:
rounding the work of the Roosevelt boys
at the front.

Is

Finished

" And I had to have a man who was acceptable to the Colonel and who could
work with him. It takes a good man to
direct' Colonel Roosevelt!
" William Nigh appealed to me most
strongly, not alone because of his varied
experiences and his success with Ambassador Gerard, but because he seems to be
one of the few men who have discovered
the secret of making distinguished men and
important public characters seem real on
the screen.
" William Nigh is a student of detail
and a master of make-up. He spent hours
in seeing that his characters look the part,
and has surrounded his distinguished principal with authoritative portraits of the men
who have been making history in this re" Colonel Roosevelt has given Mr. Nigh
unusual opportunities to study the family
public.
life of the Roosevelts at Oyster Bay, and,
as promised in his earlier statement, is cooperating with me in every way to make
thisColonel
pictureRoosevelt
a great success."
is not making this picture for personal profit, but has distinctly
stated that all the royalties received by him
are to be devoted to the Red Cross and
other war charities, and it is for this purpose that he commissioned Mr. Collins to
present a picture version of his life and
works.
The picture portrays the experiences of
Colonel Roosevelt at various stages of his
career, but it is said to be in no sense a
dry autobiographical or historical picture.
It is said that the authors have steered
clear of all controversial or political subjects, so that this picture will have entertainment value for the movie patrons.

Joyce
Klein's Famous
Drama
•las LIONCompleting
»THE
AND THE MOUSE,"
pears as Mrs. Ryder, and Mary Carr, William H. Burton and Templar Saxe appear
a screen version of Charles Klein's
successful stage drama of a few years ago,
in the other principal roles. Those who
is nearing completion at the Vitagraph
have seen Miss Joyce's work in the role
studio, according to announcement by the of
Shirley Rossmore, express the opinion
Vitagraph Company. Alice Joyce is the that she surpasses her triumphal interprestar and the production is being made
tation of Mary Turner in Vitagraph's prounder the direction of Tom Terriss. Vitaduction of " Within the Law."
graph announces it for release on February
10th. " The Lion and the Mouse " is
considered by critics and the public at large
" Made in America " Preto be the late Charles Klein's best work
sents Strong Cast
for the American stage.
The star feminine role, that of Shirley
''Made in America," the Ashley Miller,
Rossmore, is interpreted by Miss Joyce,
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation's new
and word comes from the Vitagraph studio
patriotic series of pictures, in eight epifrom those who have seen flashes of the
sodes, presents Richard Turner in the leadscreen version that the star has never had
ing male role of John Evers, who wins distinction for bravery in the war. Lillian
a more sympathetic role or one that emLawrence has the role of Mrs. Evers. Miss
phasizes her rare dramatic qualities as
that of Shirley Rossmore.
Lawrence is favorably known on the speakConrad Nagel, who has done some clever
ing stage, having appeared in " Along
work for the silent drama, has the role
Came Ruth," " His Majesty, Bunker Bean '*
of Jefferson Ryder. Anders Randolf,
and " Nothing But the Truth " — Broadway
successes. Edward Burns has the part of
known for his cleverly interpreted villianous and straight dramatic roles, has Jimmy Evers. Mr. Burns is one of the
the role of John Burkett Ryder.
screen's youngest actors and was seen
lately with Elsie Ferguson in her late picHenry Hallam impersonates Judge Rossmore, T. W. Carlton is given the role of
ture "Under the Greenwood Tree." " Made
Senator Roberts, Mona Kingsley has the
in America " was produced under the direction of Mr. Miller.
part of Kate Roberts, Jane Jennings ap-
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How
Simplex
Met
Lens
Shortage
The manufacture of lenses is a business
A Human Interest Story of Industrial
entirely apart from that of machine manuAchievement During the World
facture. Many to whom Mr. Porter conWar of Nations
fided his plans tried to dissuade him from
PRIOR to the entry of our country into taking this step. They pointed out the unthe war the majority of the supply of
familiar channels, the intricacies to be enlenses used on motion picture projectors
countered and numerous other things, all
was distributed between three of the leadof which would have discouraged a less
ing optical concerns in the country. With
determined man.
the declaration of war there began an imHis first step was to secure the services
mediate checking up by the Government of of the best optical expert available. A
all manufacturers who were engaged in $25,000 plant was equipped at Morris Park,
the producing of things e.-scntial to the
L. I. The very latest machines used in
Government.
lens-making were installed. Several speOne of the industries that received parcial machines containing exclusive featicular attention was the optical business.
tures were especially built by the Precision
The sudden Government demand for hi'/h.Machine Company and the finest brains of
grade binoculars'for army, navy and aerothe lens industry were engaged, with inplane use proved an overwhelming load
structions to turn out lenses which carried
on the manufacturers.
with them the same high quality that has
One of the first steps taken by the Govbrought the Simplex machine to the front.
ernment was to assure itself priority rights
It had been customary, in receiving the
to the major portion of the output of these
regular supply of commercial lenses at the
plants — leaving very little to be distributed
Simplex factory, to subject them to certhrough the commercial trade, of which the
tain tests in order to maintain the Simprojection lens was only a small part. So
plex standard before including them in the
great was the Government demand for opequipment. This testing process resulted
tical glasses that " four-minute speakers " in a remarkable number of rejections.
all over the country urged their theatre
With this in mind, the Simplex lens facaudiences to loan whatever glasses they
tory turned over for examination the first
might have to Uncle Sam. Newspapers
dozen lenses some weeks ago and, upon
and posters were also used as mediums foi
being tested out and examined by optical
the same purpose.
experts, were declared to be superior to
This sudden and wholly unlooked-for de- the commercial lenses now in use, each of
mand had a telling effect upon the motion
them measuring up to the standard.
picture industry. The manufacturer of
There was apparent greater focal depth,
projectors was specially hard hit — to send
brighter
illumination and a universal defiout new equipments without lenses would
nition distributed evenly over the field,
be impractical causing untold incon- » proving that by combining skill with utvenience, and in many cases would require
most care regular uniformity of perfecthe exhibitor opening a new house to use
tion can be carried out in the making of
a different-size picture from that for which
projection lenses.
his screen and stage had been designed
The Precision Machine Company is to
for.
be congratulated on their progressives >s
This shortage forced many exhibitors to and they are pleased to announce that they
change their screen size at once rather
will, as soon as the production warrants,
than waiting till later, thus adding another
offer the new lens to the trade, including
weight to the overburdened lens business.
competitors in the machine-building
Machine manufacturers scoured the their
line.
country through their various distributors
for all available lenses. Notices were issued to conserve the dealers' supply of
projection lenses by only selling in cases
Kerrigan's First Picture for
the New Year
of utmost necessity. At the Government's
request the manufacturers of projectors
" The J.Drifters,"
J. Warren
Kerrigan's
newest
D. Hampton
feature, will
be the
agreed to restrict the purchasing of lenses
with equipment to three sizes — four, five, first picture to be released on the Hodkinand six inches on projectors and sixteen,
son programme for the new year. It was
written by Kenneth B. Clarke, produced
twenty and twenty-four inches on stereopticon lenses.
under direction of J. D. Hampton. FolOne of the optical concerns, who were
lowing this, the star will appear in "Come
under contract to supply the Precision MaAgain, Smith,'' a modern-day comedy,
chine Company with lenses, had a good
written by John H. Blackwood.
portion of their output taken over by the
Government. They were free, however, to
supply the projection lenses according to
their contract, but with little thought of
Brady's "Stolen Orders"
Pronounced Magnet
the machine man and the exhibitor they
suddenly stopped making projection lenses
William A. Brady's " Stolen Orders,"
entirely and left the Simplex high and dry which was an opening attraction at Loew's
new
two million dollar Metropolitan thea— and here is where the proverbial fartre in Brooklyn, has duplicated its success
sightedness and characteristic ability to
handle big situations stood Mr. Edwin S. in the other theatres of the Loew Circuit,
it is declared.
Porter, vice-president of the Precision
It is described as an exceptionally well
Machine Company, in good stead.
He decided to manufacture his own
executed melodrama, with a story that
thrills and holds.
lenses.

Motion

Picture

News

Select's " Police " Picture
" Cops " Approval
Select's Thomas H. Ince special production, "The Midnight Patrol," has received
the stamp of approval from the police
forces in all centres where the picture has
been shown, according to letters received
from these sections by Select Pictures.
T. O. Turtle,
branch
manager of Select's
Atlanta
Exchange,
writes:
The Midnight Patrol ' is a picture in
which the policeman is an important figure,
and it is believed by general sales manager Woody that the exhibitor's strongest
advertising point is in interesting the police
of his town. In Nashville, Tennessee, the
police department became so enthusiastic
over this benefit proposition that they
bought the picture themselves and arranged
for its exhibition through W. H. Wassman, manager of the Knickerbocker theatre, having Mr. Wassman guarantee the
rental price of the picture.
" In no instance where we have been
able to discuss the matter with the officials
of the Police Department and have them
see the picture, have we failed to secure
their co-operation and assistance."
Rapf

Production Availnble
in All Sectioiw
The Independent Sales' C< 'rporation,!
handling the distribution of Harry kapf'sj
production, " Wanted for Murder," through
the Film Clearing House exchange*, announces that show dates on the production*
are now open and can be obtained at any
of the Film Clearing House depots now in
operation in Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo. Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas. Denver,
Detroit, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
St. Louis, San Francisco and Seattle. . |
"Wanted for Murder" was purchased by
Frank Hall for the Independent Sales'
Corporation after its run at the Broadway theatre.
Smith

Designs

Help

for

Lip-Readers
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph
Company, has designed a method whereby
the motion picture and the talking machine
will be so combined as to make possible
the
reading"
by means
of
the teaching
screen. ofMr."lipSmith
believes
that this
will be valuable in illustrating the problems of the teachers now depending on
personal illustration in demonstrating the
position of the mouth in sounding vowels
and consonants.
E. K. Lincoln Recovers
from Accident
E. K. Lincoln, who suffered an injury to
his eye recently, while at work in S-L
Production's first independent production,
under the direction of Ralph Ince. reported
at the studio this week to take up his part
in the star role of this production, having
fully recovered from his accident. Grace
Darling and Clara Joel have the principal
feminine roles, opposite Mr. Lincoln.
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Norma Talmadge's Latest
an Indian Picture
Norma Talmadge's latest, " The Heart of
Wetona," adapted to the screen from David
Belasco's Broadway success, will be Miss
Talmadge's first New Year's offering to
the public.
" The Heart of Wetona " is a story of
the Great Northwest and has for its heroine an Indian girl, the daughter of an Indian chief. Wetona becomes the wife of
an Indian agent. It presents a typical story
of the West, with cowboys and Indians
predominating the cast.
Director Sid Franklin was in charge of
production and it is said that he has turned
out an Indian drama that surpasses anything ever done along this line for the
screen. Miss Talmadge as the half-breed
Indian girl does some of her best acting,
it is said by those who have seen flashes
of the picture. It has not been announced
when the picture will be released, but in all
probability it will be given to the exhibitor some time in January.
Viola Dana

Starts Work

on

" Diana Ardway "
Viola Dana has started work at the Metro studios in Hollywood in a modern
screen comedy drama, " Diana Ardway,"
the West
little star's
to bethere
madefrom
on
the
Coast first
after picture
her return
the East.
" Diana Ardway " affords Miss Dana
another of those piquant roles in which
she is so much at home. It is a screen
version of the novel by Van Zo Post and
was scenarioized by John H. Collins.
Milton Sills, featured player in " The
Honor System " and numerous other
screen productions, plays opposite Miss
Dana in the leading male role of Paul
Warden, the dramatist. Herbert Blache is
directing, and the entire production, is
under the supervision of Maxwell Karger,
director general.
John Arnold, who photographed the
dainty star in all of her recent Metro pictures, isagain her camera man.
Arbuckle Starts Work
His New Studio

in

Roscoe " Fatty " Arbuckle, after a brief
rest, is preparing to start work in his new
studio on Alessandro street, Hollywood,
upon his next Paramount-Arbuckle comedy, which follows " Camping Out," his
latest offering, which was released December 29. The new picture will be distinctly different from any of his recent
films.
B. B. Features Completes
First Barriscale
Bessie Barriscale's first production 'All
of a Sudden Norma" made by her own
company, the B. B. Features, Inc., for distribution through the Exhibitors' Mutual
will be released on January Fifth.
This is the first of eight pictures in which
Miss Barriscale will be presented during
the coming year.

Fox
Has
Sixteen
for January
New Year Will Find William Fox
num, and another Theda Bara super-production, "Under Two Flags."
Prepared with Wide Variety of
January will see the inauguration of the
Standard Brand — All But
former Tom Mix two-reel comedy sucOne Represented
ces esFive
.•
of these successes, in reedited and revised form, will be issued
every other week, beginning January 12, so
that the January releases in this group will
be " Hearts and Saddles," and "A Roman
One Fox-Lehrman Sunshine Comedy
will be issued — " Oh, What a Knight ! "
Cowboy."
Four Mutt and Jeff animated Cartoons will
be released in January. They are " The
Lion Tamers," " Here and There," " The
Hula Cabaret " and " Dog-gone Tough

Peggy Pearce, Henry Lehrman Sunshine
Comedies
YV/'ILLIAM FOX announces a wide
VV variety of features in the list of releases of the January programme. All but
one of the William Fox brands will be
represented in the list of sixteen pictures
for the first month of the new year.
Under the Standard Pictures' group two
pictures
be released;
"The
staged bywill
J. Gordon
Edwards,
and Light,"
telling
the story of " the wickedest woman in
Paris," and " Woman, Woman ! " starring
Evelyn Nesbit. This picture is an adaptation of a novel, " On Desert Altars," written by Norma Lorimer, and was staged by
Kenean Buel.
A Tom Mix subject and a Gladys Brockwell subject will be released under the Victory Pictures' group. The Tom Mix picture is " Treat 'Em Rough," which won
commendation from the trade. This picture was directed by Lynn F. Reynolds
and was made on a ranch at Prescott, Ariz.
One of the scenes shows Tom Mix "bulldogging " the leading steer in a stampede
of cattle.
" The Call of the Soul " is the title of
Miss Brockwell's January release. It was
directed by Edward J. LeSaint. Motherlove is said to be the dominant theme.
The two Excel pictures to be released
are "Smiles," featuring Jane and Katherine
Lee, and " The Girl With No Regrets," in
which Peggy Hyland is starred. " Smiles "
was written by Ralph H. Spence and Albert Glassmire, and was directed by Arvid
E. Gillstrom, who directed the Lee children in two of their most recent pictures,
"Swat the Spy!" and "Tell It to the
In " The Girl With No Regrets " Miss
Marines."
Hyland
will appear in the role of a young
girl who, through no fault of her own,
becames entangled with a band of crooks.
Harry Millarde directed.
Four of the William Fox Great Nine, a
group of former successes that have been
revised and retitled. will be released in
January. These are " The Serpent,"
featuring Theda Bara ; " Regeneration,"
" The Broken Law," starring William Far-

" Dolly's Vacation " Heads
Pathe Bill December 29
Luck."
The Pathe program for December 29 is
headed by Baby Marie Osborne, the child
star in " Dolly's Vacation," a young-andold story by Mrs. George Griffin Lee, proBertram.duced by Diando and directed by William
Little Sambo is the able assistant of
" Little Mary Sunshine," and there is a
cast comprising Jack Connolly, Bob Gray,
Bert Wilson and Howard McKenzie.
" Wolves of Kultur," the patriotic serial,
featuring Leah Baird, presents a characteristic episode in No. 12, called
" The Tower of Tears." A drop into the
waters of Au Sable Chasm is one of the
several happenings in this instalment.
Harold Lloyd, assisted by Bebe Daniels
and " Snub " Pollard, goes through some
funny adventures in the Rolin Comedy,
" She Loves Me Not."
Post Travel Series, No. 25, gives many
instructive views of unusual locations and
life in Japan.
Official War Review, No. 27, shows in a
comprehensive fashion the activities of the
armies of England, France, Italy and
America just before the cessation of hostilities, and is said to create the same
amount of tense interest.
" Out of the Shadow " Is
Next Frederick
A Paramount release of January 5 which
is expected to prove of more than passing
interest to exhibitors and motion picture
fans is " Out of the Shadow," in which
Pauline Frederick plays the stellar role.
This is an adaptation of " The Shadow
of the Rope," a novel by E. W. Hornung,
author
of " Raffles."
Wyndham
Standing appears in the
leading male role. In the role of Severino is Syn. de Conde. Others in the supporting cast are Ronald Byram, Jack W.
Johnson, William Gross, Emma Campbell,
Nancy Hathaway, Agnes Wakefield, Henry
Heaton, William T. Hayes, Catherine
Thomas,, W. Harcourt and Harry Kosher.
Eve Unsell prepared the scenario from
which the production was directed by
Emile Chautard in his usual faultless
style.
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" Hearts
of Humani
ty
Granville,
Harold "
JanesOpens
and King Gray.
Jewel's Late ( )ffering. Starring DorFrank Lawrence and Viola Mallory. edited
othy Phillips, Opens to Rig Houses ■ and cut the negative. Sergeant Sidney
at Broadway — Praised by Critics
Flowers of the Canadian Army assisted Director Holubar with the technical direction
"LJEARTS OF HUMANITY," Jewel's
* A latest production starring Dorothy
of
the
photo-drama.
Phillips, was given its initial presentation
The principal players featured are
at the Broadway theatre last Sunday. FriDorothy Phillips, William Stowell, Mrs.
day night at 11.30 a trade showing was
Margaret Mann, Eric von Stroheim, Robgiven. The production was given three
ert Anderson, who won fame as " M'sieu
exhibitions on the opening day and evening,
Cuckoo " in " Hearts of the World " ; Lloyd
and each performance found the Broadway
house crowded.
Hughes and Frank Braidwood. Pat O'MalAt the evening performances, the star, ley is seen as Clancy, an Irish- American,
and ' Walt Whitman is cast as Father
Miss Phillips, and her husband, Allen
Michael, prior of the Canadian woodland
settlement.
Holubar, who directed " Hearts of Humanity," were present and were presented
New York press critics commented, in
in person to the audiences. This marked
part, as follows :
Miss Phillips' first personal appearance beYork Times — " There is no doubt
fore a Broadway audience, and she was re- ofNew
that. . . . Allen Holubar; who diceived with applause. The Broadway orrected it,did his work with independent inchestra furnished the music, and it is said
telligence, care and skill that make ' The
that this presentation was the most enthusiastically received of any production that Heart of Humanity ' a distinct achievement
has played the Broadway house in a long, of motion picture operation. . . ."
New York Tribune — " Miss Phillips does
long time.
as fine work right here as we have ever
It is announced that the picture was
eleven months in the course of production.
seen upon the screen."
New York World — " It is of utmost inIt is said that another month will elapse
terest, with stirring action, vivid battle
before the advertising campaign which has
scenes, variety of incident, and the combeen planned by Jewel Productions for this
bination of humor and sentiment that is
feature will have been completed. More
always
sought
after, whether on stage, or
than 300,000 feet of film were taken in the
course
of " shooting " this picture, it is
announced.
Morning Telegraph — " ' The Heart of
screen." ' scores as a production, deftly
Humanity
Universal executives maintain that " The
pictured, cleverly sub-titled and artistically
Heart of Humanity " is not only the biggest Universal production, but a drama
conceived."
New York Mail — " Promises to have a
with a more impressive, broader scope than
any yet seen on the screen.
long Broadway run. . . ."
The scenario was prepared by Mr. HoluNew petent,
Yorkdirection
Evening
Sun and
— " Cast
is comexcellent
photography,
bar and Olga Scholl and the entire production was photographed in California, near
particularly the nocturnal battle scenes,
Universal City, by three cameramen, Fred
superb."
Keenan
"The
INTEREST in the
plans of Midnight
Frank Keenan,
already outlined, to become an independent producer, is expected to be deepened upon the presentation of " The Midnight Stage," an Extra Selected Star
Photoplay, released by Pathe on January 12.
Mr. Keenan has declared that he will risk
his professional reputation and the fortune
which has been placed at his disposal to
make the very best pictures from the best
stories obtainable and cast by the best
talent.
"The Midnight Stage," he says, may be
regarded as a promise of what may be expected when he turns to the new enterprise.
It is his last picture also in which he is
merely the star, and he declares that so
far it is the best of all the screen successes
in which he has been starred, not even excepting The
"
Bells,"York.
pre-released at the
Rialto theatre.
New
Like "The Bells." "The Midnight
Stage " was one of the plays that gave
Henry Irving fame, and the over-full
measure of interpretation and intimate
quality that Mr. Keenan renders to it on
the screen is declared to be due to the fact
that much of his measure of fame as r.n

Express"
January
actor
is due to his stage
portrayal of 12
the
star characters in these plays.
" The Midnight Stage " is an adaptation
of the original French play, "The Lyons
Mail," which has been considered a classic
of dual character work, and was arranged
for the screen by Jack Cunningham, who,
instead of adhering to the French story and
the 1776 period, transferred the plot and
the locale to California in the sixties.
In this manner there has been retained,
it is asserted, all of the splendid craftsmanship of the original, while the story
comes forth as a truly American drama laid
in the period of the most picturesque and
romantic period of the great West.
Mr. Keenan plays the dual role of John
Lynch, the upright, chivalrous Southerner,
and Bige Rivers, road agent.
He considers it one of his greatest roles,
as the doubling gives him a splendid opportunity to show distinctive versatility.
The supporting cast consists of Mignon
Anderson as Mary Lynch, and Maude
George portrays Nita. Others in the cast
are Charles Gunn, Joseph J. Dowling.
Thomas Guise. Wadsworth Harris and
Ernest C. Warde. the director.

Picture

News

" Scarlet Trail " Opens to
Crowded House
"The Scarlet Trail," a propaganda picture, depicting the evil sexual indiscretions,
produced by B. S. Moss, had its premiere
at the 39th Street Theatre, last week. The
screen version was inspired by Charles
Larned Robinson's document, "Don't Take
A Chance" which was distributed throughout the ranks of the Army and Navy because of its value as a morality document,
by the Y. M. C. A., and other welfare
organizations. It is a plea to children and
parents to avoid the indiscretions of the
sexes. The American Defense Society
(Social and Hygene Dept.) has endorsed
"The Scarlet Trail" as a worthy medium
by which the public may be enlightened and
prepared to defend its future as a race.
The story is a romantic episode concerning two young people who have led clean
lives, are betrothed and because of a taint
inherited by the boy from his father, are
prevented from realizing the future they
had planned. Beth Ivins and Vincent Coleman have the principal roles.
Arrangements
for Handling Advance Deposits
The Exhibitors Mutual Film Corporation
announces that it has completed banking
arrangements for handling advance deposits
made by exhibitors. The Robertson-Cole
Company, bankers and importers, which
has arranged with the Exhibitors Mutual
organization to distribute all its film purchases, also, becomes the banker for the
exhibitors. Accounts have been opened in
each city containing an Exhibitors Mutual
exchange, and as soon as the advance
money is received, it is deposited to the
credit of the Robertson-Cole Company,
who become guarantors that service w ill be
rendered or money refunded.
Ohio

Theatre Opens with
General Program
The Cincinnati office of General Film
Company sends word that the opening of
the Clifford Theatre, in Urbana, O.. on
Christmas Day, represented a general proClifford,gram. The new house is conducted bv Billy
"Out Of The Night" starring Catherine
Calvert, a Wm. L. Sherry Service, six-reel
feature ; "The Historic Fourth of July in
Paris," an American Red Cross patriotic
one-reeler : and "Nearly a Slacker," a Rainbow Comedy in one reel.
The Clifford Theatre is Urbana's newest
house and has a seating capacity of 1200.
Shows Re-Making Faces
One of the new films released by the
American Red Cross Bureau of Pictures
considered the most unique of the series
prepared for theatre use, is called " New
The for
whole
Faces
Old."reel is devoted to showing
exactly how wounded soldiers of the Allies are receiving special treatment to enable them confidently to mingle again with
friends and family after they have been
badly disfiiiured.

January

J. Corbctt Will Star
for Universal
Universal executives are elated over the
signing of James J. Corbett to appear in
future Universal productions.
They have been casting about for a male
star for several weeks and in Mr. Corbett they claim to have the combination
of a capable actor and a well-known character.
Mr. Corbett made his theatrical debut
about twenty-four years ago when, under
the management of William A. Brady he
was featured in " Gentleman Jack," " The
Naval Cadet " and " The Adventurer."
Later under the direction of Henry B.
Harris he was featured in a George Bernard Shaw play, "Cashier Byron's Profession," and after a run of the Shaw vehicle
he was featured in " Facing the Music," an
English farce, '" Pals," " The Burglar and
the Lady," " Around New York in Eighty
Minutes," a musical comedy.
At different times Mr. Corbett appeared
on Broadway in vaudeville and stock, and
he also toured the country for several seasons with a vaudeville sketch.
James
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Producer

Represented

William

Selig

Library
Bought
now find their works prominently disRobertson-Cole Company Purchases
played on the screen.
Four Hundred Plays and Stories
The previous advertising a good book
from Comprehensive Collection of Col. Selig
has had naturally gives the picturized version an added value. A list of popular
OUR hundred books, plays and stories
works is considered one of the most valued
have been purchased by the Robertsonassets a motion picture company can posCole Company from William Selig. This
collection is known as the Selig library
sess. The Robertson-Cole Company's acquisition of the Selig library is declared
and is described as containing works by
to
have
given
them material such as no
some of the biggest authors in this counother company has had when starting in
try and England.
the film business.
Mr. Selig's first announcement that he
had secured the picture rights on a great
Among the list is a story by S. Barrett
McCormick. the well-known exhibitor of
number of literary works by the bestknown authors in the country, was many
Indianapolis, Ind. Other authors whose
names are familiar throughout the country
years ago.
are Earl D. Biggers, Rupert Hughes,
This necessitated contracts with publishers of magazines, authors and playwrights,
O'Henry, Montagu Glass, Porter Emerson
Brown, C. G. D. Roberts, Henry Irving
not only on their past works, but on some
of the material they intended turning out.
Dodge, Eugene Wood, Epes Winthrop
In picking these books and plays they
Sargent, Freeman Tilden, Ray L. McCardell, Charles Belmont Davis, E. Phillips
were chosen for their popularity and because their construction would readily
Oppenheim, William Anthony McGuire,
lend itself to motion pictures.
Opie Reed, Louis Joseph Vane, Randall
Since then fiction works have been used
Parrish, Ella Wheeler Wilcox, Will M.
extensively in pictures, and authors whose
Hough,
James
Curwood, Sir Gilbert Parker
and Oliver
Eva Unsell.
names were confined to books and plays

Strongly on Broadway
For the second time in as many weeks,
Paramount and Artcraft productions enjoyed presentation at three motion picture
theatres on Broadway.
At the Rialto the chief attraction was
William S. Hart in his new Artcraft picture, "Branding Broadway"; at the
Strand, Vivian Martin in " Mirandy
Smiles," a Paramount production, while at
the Rivoli was Douglas Fairbanks in the
Artcraft version of Augustus Thomas'
" Arizona."
In addition the Rialto presented the
Paramount-Mack Sennett comedy, " Hide
and Seek, Detectives," with Ben Turpin,
Charlie Lynn and Marie Prevost ; James
Montgomery Flagg was seen as the star in
" Perfectly Fiendish Flanagan," the newest
Paramount-Flagg comedy, at the Strand,
and the Rivoli was showing " The Greatest
Gift," Hamish MacLaurin's Red Cross picture, produced at Famous Players-Lasky
Studios.

THElatest
seventh
episode of
Francis
Ford's
independent
serial
production,
" The Silent Mystery," is nearing completion, according to information received
from the New York offices of the Silent
Mystery Corporation.
With this
nouncement comes the information
that anall
of the Eastern territory has been sold to
state rights' buyers, and that the foreign
rights are under consideration. Canada,
East and West, is also reported as being
sold. Hiller and Wilk are handling the
foreign territory. Louis Burston is the
producer.
The list of the territory sold and the
buyer follows : Greater New York and
Northern New Jersey to the Merit Film
Corporation, New York ; Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey, Arrow
Film Company, Philadelphia ; Western and

Maclntyre Compiles
Unique Record
Robert B. Maclntyre, casting director
for World Pictures, announces the completion of a record of the career of all the
principal screen actors. The purpose of
this record is to furnish him at a moment's
notice the names and capabilities of the
actors that he thinks are the proper types
for productions. The record embraces the
names, addresses, telephone numbers and
the line of parts for which they have shown
themselves best fitted; what productions
and under what management they have
made their biggest success ; a description
of the range of their roles; how they photographed on exteriors as compared with
interiors ; the salaries they demand, and
such other matters of valuable information
as to afford the casting director all information that only can be secured by
personal interview.

Educational Distributes vertising
" Photoplay's"
(Films
will consist of sixty-foot
trailers
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Mr. and Mrs.
offered to exhibitors the week preceding
Sydney Drew, John Emerson, Anita
the
showings.
Loos and other star players and writers
will be among the star releases of the
The trailer will have a flash of at least
Educational Films Corporation beginning
one of the stars to be picturized, reading
the second week in January. Obviously
a page of illustrations from Photoplay
these folk aren't booked in feature prowhich
when touched by a fairy's wand will
ductions, but in journalistic reports of their
come
home and studio activities.
tion. to life and show the figures in moJames R. Quirk, publisher of Photoplay
E. W. Hammons, Vice-President and
Magazine, is said to have caught 'em off General
Manager of the Educational, closed
their guard in unposed attitudes and selfthe contract for this series just before the
directed personal doings and snapped 'em
new year dawned and said that as long
in the Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement.
as his organization had successfully disThe Educational will distribute one
tributed Coal, Nature, Wild Animals,
World Potentates, American Soldiers and
Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement
each month. Each one is described as a Fighting Navy, that Douglas Fairbanks,
the Drews, and other stars to appear in the
thousand-foot intimate portrayal of worldnew series would add honors to his list.
famous screen stars. A novel form of ad-

Canada

and

East

Sold

on

the

Ford

Serial

Eastern Canada, Exhibitors' Distributing
Corporation, Toronto, Can. ; Maryland,
Delaware, District of Columbia, Virginia
and North Carolina, Super-Films Attractions, Washington, D. C. ; Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia, Penn Film
Service, Pittsburgh ; Georgia, Florida, Alabama and South Carolina to first National
Exhibitors' Circuit, Atlanta, Ga. ; Tennessee, Louisiana and Mississippi, R. Dean
Craver, Charlotte, No. C. ; Northern Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin, Bee-Hive Exchange, Chicago, 111. ; Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island, Silent Mystery Corporation, Boston, Mass.
Mae Gaston and Rosemary Theby have
the principal feminine roles opposite Mr.
Kelley.
Ford, who has the featured role of Phil
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"The

Specials
Get
the Money
An Interview With Harry Garson
met the requirements and we augmented
L_J ARRY GARSON made a whirlwind
A * trip to New York from Los Angeles
the efforts of these three by a well-balanced cast. Then of course everything was
and after a brief but exceedingly busy
in our favor. We had the director, Marthree-day stop was off again for the West
shall Neilan, who w:ith myself happens to
Coast with only a short stop-over at Detroit, arranged for his return trip.
be the * We ' in this production.
" I am leaving New York tomorrow
" Exhibitor-Distributor-Producer " pronight and will be in Los Angeles to witperly
describes
Mr.
Garson's
many
activities. He is still interested in two theatres
ness the premiere of ' The Unpardonable
in Detroit, and also a couple of film exSin ' at Chine's Auditorium. I predict that
changes, but his main interest at this time
it will be a big eye-opener and will demonstrate that it is one of the very few big
is in piloting the Clara Kimball Young
Film Corporation and the Blanche Sweet
feature productions of the year.
Productions.
" Besides being a great believer in the
The erection of a large modern studio
open market idea for exhibitors in bookin Los Angeles will be started within two
ing film I am also a great believer in the
weeks and Mr. Garson expects that it will open market idea of producing film," he
be completed within a few months.
went on. " In other words I believe that
when you have the ideal combination of
This trip back to New York was planned
story-star-director-cast, you can absolutely
for November 1, but the influenza epidemic
halted the producing of the final scenes in depend on producing a picture that is far
away and above the ordinary program fea" The Unpardonable Sin," and Mr. Garson
had to fairly move heaven and earth to ture.
secure the necessary permission from the
" While we are not disposing of terrihealth authorities in Los Angeles to entorial rights on ' The Unpardonable Sin ' I
able him to complete the production.
still believe that many of the regular motion
picture theatres about the country are
The Unpardonable Sin " stars Blanche
beginning to realize that they can charge
Sweet, supported by Walter Beery and
Matt Moore. Marshall Neilan directed the a bigger admission price on a superior production and that the public will gladly
production which was originally intended
for an eight-reel picture and then announced as a nine-reel production.
pay" Iit.know of several instances to prove
Mr. Garson informed a representative of this. There was an exhibitor on the outMotion Picture News that in spite of an
skirts of Detroit who paid a tremendous
immense amount of cutting the production
rental for a big special production and
now runs a full ten reels and is brimful
raised his price from the regular fifteen
of action in every foot of it.
cents admission to fifty cents admission.
When Marshall Neilan completes the di" He packed them in so thoroughly that
he had to play two days return on this
recting of Mary Pickford in "Daddy
same production. The people will pay
Longlegs
will again direct a special
production" he
in conjunction
more for a special picture. In the days
with Mr. Garson, but Mr. Garson does not desire to of the opera houses before the pictures semake public at this time just who the star
cured such a stronghold on the public
will be nor will he announce the title of fancy, the opera house manager charged
the story.
ten-twenty-thirty cents admissions for the
repertoire shows and a dollar top for the
" The Unpardonable Sin " is not a war
picture, and Mr. Garson goes on record
one-night Stair and Havlin shows, and
as saying that the big so-called spectacular
then managed to secure from two to three
production, with hundreds of people, is a dollars top when a big Klaw and Erlanger
show appeared.
thing of the past, and that it does not present the appeal that a powerful story
" That's the answer and the quicker the
backed by a good star supported by a motion picture exhibitors realize this the
strong cast and capably directed, will bring
sooner will they encourage the producers
to the screen.
to attempt the limit in high-class picture
" I believe that the motion picture patrons are absolutely tired and sick of the
production."
so-called big battle scenes portraying thousands of people. When we selected ' The
Hale Hamilton Stars in
Unpardonable Sin,' by Major Rupert
Hughes, we knew that we had a powerful
story. It ran serially through the Red
" Johnny on the Spot "
Book and was widely read.
Hale Hamilton, newest star in the Metro galaxy, is provided with another
" Then Harper published it in book form
and it received a tremendous circulation
comedy
drama
" Johnny
on thebySpot."
by
Shannon
Fife,in and
scenarioized
June
then and is still going strong," continued
Mathis,
which
is
now
being
filmed at the
Mr. Garson. " Although Blanche Sweet
Metro studios in Hollywood.
has been away from pictures for eighteen
Louise Lovely has been engaged by
months we wanted her for this particular
dual part and we secured her. There was
Maxwell Karger, director general, as Hama good combination. An excellent story
ilton's leading woman in the role of Anne
T ravers. Harry L. Franklin is directing
:ind a well-known star.
the
production,
" To support a star you must have a Arthur Martinelli.with the photography by
good cast. Walter Beery and Matt Moore

Motion

Picture

News

Claims "Infatuation'*
Pathe
May Break All Records
Reports declared to be pouring into the
Pathe home office from the various branch
offices indicate that the Gaby Deslys feature "Infatuation " is in a fair way to
break all records for feature bookings in
the Pathe office.
The advertising value of a star like Gaby
Deslys has been aptly demonstrated to the
exhibitors who have announced the picture,
according to Pathe officials.
Among the theatres reported to have
booked
Infatuation
are the "following
: " within the past week
Alcazar theatre, Birmingham, Ala. ; Alcazar theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn. ; Queen
theatre, Knoxville, Tenn. ; Alcazar theatre,
Chicago, III.; Central Park theatre. Chicago, 111.; Olympia theatre. New York
City; Adelphi theatre. New York City;
Seventy-seventh Street theatre. New York
City; Regent theatre. New York City;
Keeney'stheatre,
theatre,
Brooklyn.
; Brevoorts
Brooklyn,
X. X.
Y. ; Y.Hopkins
theatre, New York City ; Proctor's theatre,
Mt. Vernon, N. Y. ; Empire theatre, Portland, Me.; Columbia theatre, Dayton. Ohio;
Virginian theatre, Charleston, W. Va.a
American theatre. Enid, Okla. ; Third
Street theatre, Easton. Pa.; Strand theatre,
Allentown. Pa. ; Moore s Rialto theatre
(New), Washington, D. C. ; Parkway theatre, Baltimore, Md. ; Palace theatre, Newport News, Va. ; Strand theatre, Evansville, Ind. ; American theatre, Terre Haute,
Ind. ; U. S. Photoplay theatre, Paterson,
N. J.; Paramount theatre, Newark. X. JA
Superba theatre, Raleigh. X. C. ; Drohens
theatre, Dunkirk. X. Y.
Fox's Extravaganza Scoring Success
William Fox extravaganzas, " Fan Fan "
and " Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves,"
are scoring big successes throughout the
country, according to a statement frcm the
Fox Film Corporation. These two pictures combine popular stories with settings
of artistic beauty. They are the first extravaganzas tobe issued in film form.
Bookings show that during the Christmas holidays " Fan Fan " and " Ali Baba
and
the Fortyof Thieves
'" will week,
repeat when
their
achievement
Thanksgiving
they played to crowded houses all over the
country. Several theatres have arranged
special children's matinees during the
weeks
when they
show Harry
Fan Fan
" and
"Ali Baba."
In Boston,
E Campbell. Xew England district manager for the
Fox Film Corporation, made arrangements
with the superintendent of schools whereby all the children in the Boston public
school system were notified of the pictures'
and special prices for children
wereshowing
advertised.
" A Kaiser There Was "
" A Kaiser There Was " is one of Universal^ special comedy releases for the
new year. It will be released about the
first week in January. It is in two reels
and features Billy Armstrong and Eva
Xovak.
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Gaumont News to Issue
West Coast Edition
The Gaumont Company announces that
starting January 5, 1919, it will issue special Pacific Coast editions of its independent news reels, the Gaumont News and
Gaumont Graphic. These will be edited by
Mr. Eugene W. Castle, who has been associated with the Gaumont News Service
for more than five years, and they consider
Mr. Castle one of the best cinematographers that ever turned a crank, and also
a newspaper man of long experience, which
they feel will guarantee that these Pacific
Coast editions will live up to the reputation of the Gaumont news reels in other
parts of the world.
The Gaumont laboratories in the East
have been noted for the quality of the negatives they turn out and for the rapidity
with which they have prints of news events
ready for the screen.
In the past, however, distance has prevented Pacific Coast theatres from screening these events as promptly as theatres
in the East, but arrangements have now
been perfected which will enable western
theatres to screen events which have happened in the adjacent states before the
negative could reach New York.
During the war Mr. Castle has been a
sergeant and publicity promoter in the U.
S. Marine Corps. His address in future
will be care of the San Francisco Bulletin,
California. A capable corps of cameramen,
including many who have been connected
with the Gaumont News Service in the
past, will be maintained in every part of
the West, and they will report directly to
Mr. Castle.
Zion

Films Starts First
Production
Work on the first Sholem Aleichem
picture by the Zion Films, Inc., of No.
1400 Broadway, will begin the first of the
year. Sholem Aleichem is known as the
Jewish Mark Twain. Because of the epidemic work was delayed for several weeks.
For the first picture the company has
selected " Eva," one of the best of all the
writings of the Jewish humorist.
The Zion Films have also completed
plans to produce a six-reel feature called
"The Rebirth of a People," by Pinsky,
the Yiddish dramatist.
The picture will
depict the realization of a 5000-year dream
by ^ the Jews of the re-establishment of
their native land, Palestine.
The first Sholem Aleichem picture,
" Eva," which will be in two reels, will be
given a Broadway showing, it is announced. The cast for the first will be
announced later.

Houdini

Serial to Open at
Toronto
N. J. Nathanson, managing director of
Regal Films, Ltd., which controls the
Canadian rights to "The Master Mystery,"
the fifteen-episode super-serial starring
Houdini, the handcuff king, announces that
the first showing of the serial in his territory will be held in Montreal on January
5th and in Toronto on January 6th.
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ries and articles
for publication, and in
Shoulder"
French
Producer,
Arrived Recently
"From
Speaks
Osso
conjunction with one of the largest feain This Country, Comments on
ture syndicates in the business wrote to the
Current Production
feature editors on the newspapers they
served, and again we found that fiction
based upon anecdotes avoiding a noticeable propaganda were eagerly devoured. ,
" In addition to the above we wrote to
exhibitors in various parts of the country. The replies checked up with an idea
back in my head. A good story, well acted,
with good photography and properly produced, must be successful whether it be
war or any other subject, and is bound to
please an audience anywhere in the world.
" The two films referred to at the beginning of this article, Allan Holubar's
' Hearts of Humanity ' and Leonce Perret's ' Stars of Glory,' two productions
bearing on the war, yet each of a distinctly different type, are the two best films I
have seen in a vear.
" It is the best thing Leonce Perret has
done. It is an after-the-war story which
will please and is on the whole a glowing
tribute to America's Stars of Glorv."
Claim

Adolphe Osso, a Recent ducingEntry
Field Into the ProA DOLPHE OSSO, the French producer, who arrived in this country
some months ago, has a number of pertinent phrases to place before the motion
picture public, which have merit. He says :
" Of the numerous films that were completed last week, I saw two, one of which
was
in
sense atribute
'War toFilm.'
The
other wasevery
a pictorial
the heroes
of the great Victory. At any rate, both,
to my mind, seemed to be the kind of subjects concerning which there has been
much said.
" Immediately after the signing of the
armistice, I had my doubts as to the future of the 'war films.' The diverse predictions were confusing and so I decided
to do a little of my own probing and investigating. With lh; affairs and management of three producing concerns to
worry about, and the organization of a
fourth now under way, it was vitally
necessary for me to get the dope on the
' war film' straight in my own mind.
" A great,
big question-mark
up
before
the exhibitor
and hoveredloomed
over the
' war films." The only thing that could be
done we did, and that was to tap the public pulse and determine its wants.
" A direct canvass of every book-publishing house was made to determine what
their experience with war-books had
brought to light. In every instance it was
a book relating to the war that was the
best seller.
" We solicited the newspaper syndicates
furnishing the newspapers with feature sto-

Ideal Press Sheet on

" Wanted for Murder "
Frank Hall, of the Independent Sales
Corporation, claims that their press sheet
on "Wanted for Murder" is exactly what
the exhibitors want and is designed to be
of great practical use.
The lower half of the sheet is said to
be devoted to press stories and reproductions of advertising accessories other than
In addition to this are " Suggested
posters.
Stunts," practical and novel ideas that can
be used and which do not cost fortunes, it
is said. Also the music cue sheet and
" gagfor" lines
that can be used as " teasers "
or
the programme.
The cuts of the slides and posters also
indicate that the Independent Sales Corporation has abolished the routine ideas.
Arrows'
" After-the-War
Picture Completed

"

" The Profiteer," an " after-the-war "
drama, Arrow Film Corporation's late independent production, starring Alma HanIon and Jack Sherrill, is announced ready
for the
buyers.
The production is instate
six rights'
reels and
was produced
un
der the direction of J. K. Holbrook. The
story deals with certain phases of profiteering. The production was commended the
day the Armistice was signed and completed in four weeks, Arrow announces.
An elaborate array of advertising matter has been prepared, consisting of 11 x
14 and 22 x 28 photo enlargements in sepia
and in colors ; two styles of one-sheets,
two styles of three-sheets and one style
six-sheet. Art slides, art drawings and a
press book has been prepared also.
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Picture

News

Houses Will Plav
Solidly

"Wanted

for Murder''

Announcement come from the offices
of the Independent Sales' Corporation,
which recently acquired the Harry Rapf
production " Wanted for Murder," after it
had just completed a successful presentation at the Broadway theatre, that Marcus
Loew has booked this picture for all of
his theatres.
The importance and significance of this
engagement at the Loew theatres to exhibitors isconsidered apparent, as the Independent Sales' Corporation officials figure that it means countless columns of advertising and publicity in all the Greater
New York dailies and the biggest kind of
a " splash " on the thousands of billboards
used by the Loew theatres.
These are expected to be seen by people
from every quarter of the globe who go
to make up New York's great floating population, and with the eyes of all civilized
peoples focused at this time on the peace
proceedings in Europe.
Houdini liberating himself once again. This is from an ep sode of the B. A. Rolfe serial featuring
the famous escape artist and entitled " The Master Mystery "
Houdini
Serial in Majority of Territories
W., Toronto. Foreign sales are being
WITH the closing of contracts recently for the sale of the territory of conducted by Export & Import Film Co.,
Illinois and Indiana and the opening of 729 Seventh avenue. New York City.
the New York exchange the greater part
A number of these exchanges have alof the country is now being covered by
ready released the serial, while the remainder will begin to release about the twelfth
exchanges handling " The Waster Mysof January. The most gratifying reports
B. A. Rolfe's
serial tery,"
produced
for fifteen
Octagonepisode
Films,superInc.. of the success of " The Master Mystery "
in which Houdini, the handcuff king, are coming from exchanges in the terrimakes his screen debut.
tories where the picture is being shown.
The territory of Delaware, Maryland.
Rolfe Productions of Atlanta, with offices at 65]/2 Walton street, Atlanta, Ga., Virginia and the District of Columbia will
be handled through Rolfe Productions of
is booking in the states of North Carolina,
Mississippi, Louisiana, Georgia, Florida.
Washington, D. C.
Alabama and Tennessee.
The contract between this company and
Rolfe Productions of New England lo- Octagon Films, Inc., controlling the serial,
has just been signed.
cated at 48 Piedmont street, Boston, has
the New England district, embracing
A. Dressner is at the head of Rolfe Productions of Washington, D. C, which has
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island.
its offices at 420 Ninth street, N. \W.
Washington.
Rolfe Productions of Pittsburgh, 412
Ferrvr street, Pittsburgh, is looking after
Western Pennsylvania, while Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey
contracts are being made by Rolfe Productions of Philadelphia, 1233 Vine street,
Philadelphia. Rolfe Productions of Northern New Jersey, with offices at 729 Seventh avenue. New York City, is covering
Northern New Jersey.
The Southwestern territory, including
the States of Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas, isbeing booked out of the exchange
of the Rolfe Productions of Dallas.
Illinois and Indiana is handled by Celebrated Players Film Corp., 207 South Wabash avenue, Chicago; while New York
City and State is controlled by the F.ffano
Film Exchange, formerly of 1600 Broadway, but now under the management of
Carey Wilson, with offices at 729 Seventh
avenue, New York City.
Canadian rights are held by Regal Films,
Harry Garson. Who Pilots Clara Kimball
Ltd., who have six branches in Canada.
Young Productions and Starred Blanche Sweet,
Its home offices are at 21 Adelaide street
Pays a Flying Visit to New York

James

R. Sheehan

with

James Vincent
James Vincent, whose first production,
" The Spirit of Lafayette," is soon to be
given a public showing, brings with him
into the film field James R. Sheehan.
Vincent and Sheehan have been " pals "
for twenty years, in fact, since their boyhood days in Springfield, Mass. While
Vincent has been identified with the picture
industry" for the past ten years, Mr. Sheehan has been associated with P. F. Shea
in the management of his circuit of theatres as his general manager for the same
period.
James Mott Hallowell, former Assistant
Attorney General of Massachusetts and the
author of " The Spirit of Lafayette," which
is being picturized by James Vincent, made
a flying trip to New York last week to
view the taking of some of the important
scenes in the production.
Ivan

Abramson

Busy

on

" Echo of Youth "
At the Biograph Studio. Ivan Abramson is at work on a new production for
the Graphic Film Corporation, under the
title of " The Echo of Youth."
The cast includes Charles Richman. Leah
Baird, Pearl Shepard, Marie Shotwell.
Tack McLean, William Bcchtel, Peggy
Shanor and Philip Van Loan, and the release date is scheduled for some time in
January.
" The Hidden Truth " Due
for Broadway Run
" The Hidden Truth," with Anna Case
as the star, which was recently completed
by the International Film Service Co.. Inc.,
and to which the Select Picture Corporation have secured the distributing rights,
is scheduled for a Broadway run some
ment.
time in January, according to announce-

January
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Madge

Kennedy Joins
Coast Colony
Madge Kennedy has joined the group of
•Goldwyn stars at work in the big new studios of the company at Culver City.. Cal.
Tom Moore, Mae Marsh and Mabel Nor\mand preceded her to the Coast in the
order named, leaving only Geraldine Farrar
and Pauline Frederick of the presently engaged stars to follow. Miss Frederick is
•at work in the old Biograph studio, the
Bronx, on her first Goldwyn picture, and
Miss Farrar is busy with her opera engagements. She will not go west until
spring.
Madge Kennedy has never before had
the pleasure of working in motion pictures in California. Her screen experience
is limited to appearances in the old Goldwyn studio at Fort Lee. where she began
her cinema activities a little more than a
year ago.

n
Vacatiot
f Dolly's Commen

" Elicits

The private showings of "Dolly's Vacation," starring
Babyby Marie
and
which was
released
Pathe Osborne,
on December
29, have elicited warm praise from literary
critics, especially those interested in the
study of child life.
Mary Edith Butler, author of " The Rose
Behind the Wall." calls it " a magically
stimulating draught from the very fountain
youth." Arthur Gray, magazine writer
of George
and expert on child psychology, after
having witnessed Baby at work in the
Diando studio says that the little star is, in
many ways, a remarkable youngster, combining all of the freshness and charm of
youth with a certain touch of maturity,
which is irresistible in its appeal.

Elaine Hammerstein in Harry Rapf's " Wanted
for Murder," Distributer!
Sales Corp.bv the Independent

United
Officials
Are
Gratified
for production with Dustin Farnum, the
A Glance Over the Past Year Finds
first being the Zane Grey work, which is
United
Well
Prepared, Says
Official of United Pictures
to be followed by Roger Pocock's ' A Man
in the Open,' announced for release in
OFFICIALS of the United Pictures
February. Reports that have come in adTheatres of America, Inc., attest by
vance from the Pacific Coast promise
their statements to the Motion Picture
splendidly for this picture. ' Square
News, during the last week of the old Shootin' Dan' is the basis of the story for
the
third United Farnum production,
year, that they have reasons to feel gratified because of the splendid results attained
which, like ' A Man in the Open,' is to
by their organization during the year 1918.
come from the Brunton studios. Los AnAs an executive of the organization puts
geles, where it will receive the supervision
it:
of Robert Brunton in person.
"With the passing of 1918 officials of
" At the same studios Kitty Gordon's
United Picture Theatres of America, Inc.,
first United superfeature has been completed and is set for release January 26.
survey with marked gratification the splendid results obtained during the comparaThis is ' Adele,' based on Adele Bleaneau's
tively short period that has elapsed since
romance, ' The Nurse's Story,' which has
its foundation and incorporation; it has
been made into screen form by Jack Cunsucceeded in achieving, in the brief space
ningham, and directed by Wallace Worsley.
" Miss Gordon's second United vehicle is
of a few months, such weighty and important measure of success as has not been
now well under way. This is as yet withduplicated by any other.
out definite title, but is known to be a
" United, which is an exhibitor-owned
drama of society life, with a certain underworld flavor as contrast. The story is
and exhibitor-controlled organization, has
for its essential and fundamental basis the based on a play by William Anthony McGuire.
securing through production or by direct
purchase the best features obtainable.
" The close of the year has seen the comSuch strides has United made in its progpletion of another United Star's first
ress towards its ultimate goal that the
screen
play,
Florence
Reed's. ProThis
close of the year sees its first output ready
comes from namely
the studios
of Tribune
for release with the new year. Dustin
ductions, Inc. The title of the piece is not
announced as vet.
Farnum's first United vehicle, '' The Light
" United's outlook for 1919 is thus reof Western Stars," has received trade
showings in the large centres, such as New
plete with confidence. With more than a
York. Pittsburgh, Chicago and other cities,
score of releases forthcoming from the
and has elicited enthusiastic praise for its stars already announced there are indicastrength of story, swift action and the
tions that before another year has elapsed
virile and convincing artistry of the star.
the ultimate aim of fifty-two releases per
" A series of eight superpictures are set annum will be an accomplished fact."
Rapf Emphasizes
Music
Value to Picture
HARRY RAPF, who has produced a by Mr. Bradford for the production of
great many excellent pictures and be- ' Wanted For Murder.'
fore entering the film industry was re" This is one of the best scores that I
sponsible for many high class vaudeville
have had the privilege of hearing. It is
acts, considers the music one of the essenlight, melodious and in itself an entertaintials to any successful production, whether
ment to the public.
it be a vaudeville act or a motion picture.
" Music is as important to a picture as
Repeating a question put to him by Mothe right projection, and it is up to the
tion Picture News, Mr. Rapf, whose latest exhibitor to encourage the producer to give
production, "Wanted For Murder," has as much time to a correct musical score
just completed a successful run at the as he does to producing the picture; but
Broadway theatre in New York, and is producers feel that the exhibitor does not.
now being distributed by the Film Clearing
as a rule, give the musical accompaniment
House, said :
to a picture any attention whatsoever.
" Does the exhibitor realize the impor" I hope that the exhibitors throughout
tance of the musical score to a picture?
the country who book this production will
The comparisons are just the same in ref- take advantage of using this score. In my
erence to a libretto of a play. If a lib- opinion, the entertainment is such a treat
retto of a play was presented without the that the public will appreciate it in the
musical score, the charm and the swing and
the pep would not be there.
same manner that I do.'"
" The same holds good with a picture.
How often do we go into a theatre and
hear the musical accompaniment which is " The Belle of New York "
Ready for Showing
not in keeping with the picture, and makes
it seem draggy?
With the titling completed, " The Belle
" Unfortunately, it is only in the big of New York," Marion Davies' next Select
houses that really a picture is presented
release, is ready for showing and makes
with the proper company, and after that
on the screens of the counthe pictures are played any old way. I its appearance
try about the sixth of January. This pichave gone to a great deal of pains and
ture is conceded to be the young . star's
trouble to ha\ e a musical score arranged
most pretentious effort.
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Tom Mix this week finished production
on his latest Western screen effort, entitledFakin'
"
for God." Kathleen Connors is his leading lady and Edward LeSaint is the director. It is a unique story
where Mix appears in the difficult role of
a minister in a Western frontier. His
latest picture, " Fame and Fortune," only
recently released, is this week playing at
the Kinema Theatre. Los Angeles. Mix
made a personal appearance at the theatre
Tuesday night.
Frank Lloyd, who has been directing
William Farnum productions for William
Fox, will next week start production on a
picture in which Gladys Brockwell will
be the star. The subject has not been
titled.
Jane and Katherine Lee resumed work
this week on their newest picture,
" Smiles," which has been held up because
of the illness of Katherine. It is a semiwar story. Avid Gillstrom is the director.
It is expected now that the picture will be
finished next week.

Hale Hamilton was awarded the distinction of appearing in the first scenes
photographed this week on the new open
stage at the Metro plant at Romaine, Cahuenga and Cole avenues. The event occurred atternoon,
exactly
2 :30
Monday
afDecember
17.o'clock
The title
of his
picture is "Johnny on the Spot," and is
being directed by Harry S. Franklin.
Production work on Viola Dana's new
picture, " Diana Ardway," continued this
week. The picture is about half finished.
Because of the part Miss Dana plays in
the picture she has been dubbed the " baby
vampire of the studio." Milton Sills is
her leading man and Herbert Blache is her
director.
May Allison this week finished production on " Peggy Does Her Darnedest," a
comedy drama filmed under the direction
of George D. Baker. Robert Ellis plays
the male lead. It is said to be one of
the funniest plays in which Miss Allison
has appeared. Active preparations have
begun on her next picture, which, it is
believed, may be called " The Isle of Intrigue."
Bert Lytell, who recently returned from
an army training camp in Texas, will start
production next Monday on a play titled
" The Blind Man's Eyes." John Ince
will be the director. It will be a story of
the old melodrama type, it is understood,

Motion

THE
WEEK
REVIEW

IN

erous scale continued at the
UCTION on a very genPROD
principal studios this week
Perhaps the Metro plant is
es in Hollyone of the Madame
busiest plac
wood.
Nazimova is in the
midst of her superproduction, " The
Red Lantern," and a huge set, one of
the largest ever constructed on the
Metro lot, was placed at her disposal
this week.
The Goldwyn companies at the
Triangle studios at Culver City continue producing, and at the Ince
plant in Los Angeles production
work continues uninterruptedly.
Shirley Mason, Ethel Clayton,
Bryant Washburn and other stars
are busy with production work at
the Famous Players-Lasky studios,
and with the return of Cecil B. De
Mille this week further activity is
forecast for the future. The Lee
children returned to work at the Fox
studios, and Gladys Brockwell will
next week begin a new picture under
the direction of Frank Lloyd.
Charley Chaplin has decided to
call
" Sunnyside."
It is his
now next
aboutpicture
half finished.
Production continues at the Brunton
studios, and Frank Keenan expects
to begin work on his next picture,
or the first production on his new
contract with Pathe, within about
ten days.
Activity on the Universal lot has
not abated. Three recent completed
productions were being cut and titled
this week, while production continued on two feature dramas, one
two-reel Western and a serial.

in which Mr. Lytell will be given every
opportunity to demonstrate his dramatic
ability.
Ray Smallwood, chief of the Metro photographic department, arrived in Los Angeles this week from New York. He immediately assumed command of the photographic activities at the Metro plant in
Hollywood.
^drdmcrunt^tcrdft
Ethel Clayton, Paramount star, was the
guest ' of Fort MacArthur, at San Pedro,
this week during the filming of scenes in
her new picture at the fort. Miss Clayton's latest screen effort is called " Private Pettigrew's Girl," and Monte Blue is
her leading man. There are a number
of army scenes in the picture. George
Melford is the director. He expects to
complete the production next week.

Picture

News

W allace Reid will begin production soon
on a new picture, with Ann Little and
Theodore Roberts appearing in the supporting cast. The title of the subject has
not been selected, but the theme will revolve around automobiles and how they
ligure in the daily life of the modern man
and woman. James Cruz will be the director.
Bryant Washburn this week finished his
newest Paramount picture, " The Poor
Boob?" Wanda Hawley is his leading
lady in the new production. Mary Thurman, who won fame in many Sennett comedies, has an important part in the picture,
which is a comedy drama. Arrangements
are being made to start production on a
new picture at an early date.
Shirley Mason continued production this
week on her new picture, which is being
produced at the Morosco studios under
the direction of Walter Edwards. Forest
Stanley is her leading man. He gained
national prominence when he played the
lead in " The Bird of Paradise " on the
legitimate
finished. stage. The picture is about half
Vivian Martin left this week for Coronado, where she will spend the holidays
with her mother.
She expects to start
work on a new picture shortly after Christmas.

A new ten-reel production made under
the direction of Allen J. Holubar. starring
Dorothy Phillips, has been definitely titled
" The Heart of Humanity." The supporting cast consists of Robert Anderson, who
played '* Monsieur. Cuckoo " in D. W. Griffith's "Hearts of the W orld," William
Stowell, Walt W hitman. Sergt. Sidney R.
Flowers.
Lee Moran, Universal comedian, is reported this week as having contracted the
fashionable influenza malady. It is insisted that Moran's case is not serious.
The press agent at Universal City says
Moran contracted the disease after he had
just finished a burlesque comedy on the
influenza situation.
Production continues on Mary MacLaren's latest filmplay, "Whose Widow?"
It is a six-reel special feature being produced under the direction of Ida May
Park. Frank Mayo plays the male lead.
Work on the Universal play, " Cherries
are Ripe," starring Edith Roberts, has been
postponed because of the illness of Billy
Mason,
Roberts'
leading Itman.
has
beenMiss
ill with
influenza.
is saidMason
that
Universal considered the advisability of
retaking the production with a new male
(Continued on page 165)
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Dec.
Dec.
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Bluebird Photoplays
2. Tongues of Flame (Walcarap)
9. Set Free (Edith Roberts)
16. She Hired a Husband (Priscilla
Dean)
23. The Sea Flower (Juanita Hansen) . .
30. The Cabaret Girl (Ruth Clifford)...
6. The Nature Girl (Mersereau)

Exhibitors'
Nov. 17. Lafayette
We ComeMutual
(Lincoln and
Cassinelli)
Nov. 17. The Daredevil (Gail Kane)
Dec. IS. Martin Johnson's " Cannibals of the
Dec. 22. TheSouthGirlSeas of"
My Dreams (Billie
Rhodes)
Dec. 29. And a Still, Small Voice (Walthall)
Jan. 5. All of a Sudden Norma (Barriscale)
Jan. 12. Life's
a Funny Proposition (Wm.
Desmond)
Jan. 19. Bonds -of Honor (Sessue Hayakawa)
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Dec. 1. Sporting Life (Paramount-Artcraft
Special)
Dec. 1. Under the Greenwood Tree (Ferguson-Artcraft)
Dec. 1. Fuss and Feathers (Bennett-InceParamount)
Dec. 8. The Greatest Thing in Life (GriffithArtcraft)
Dec. 8 Arizona (Fairbanks-Artcraft)
Dec. 8. Too Many Millions (Wallace ReidParamount)
Dec. IS. Branding Broadway (Hart-Artcraft)
Dec.
15. Good
The Squaw
Man (Shirley
(De Mille's)
Dec 15.
Bye Bill
Mason-Paramount)
Dec. 22. String Beans (Charles Ray-Paramount)
Dec. 22. Quicksand (Dorothy Dalton-Paramount)
Dec. 22. The Mystery Girl (Ethel ClaytonParamount)
Dec. 29. Little Miss Hoover (Marguerite
Clark-Paramount)
Dec. 29. The Hope Chest (Dorothy GishParamount)
Dec. 29. The Way of a Man with a Maid
(Bryant Washburn-Paramount) ....
SUCCESS SERIES (Reissues)
Dec. 1. Caprice (Mary Pickford).
Dec. 8. The Goose Girl (Marguerite Clark).
Dec. 15. The Eternal City (Pauline Frederick).
Dec. 22. The Old Homestead (Special).
Dec. 29. The Virginian (Dustin Farnum).

5
5
5
5
5
5
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
Ambasador Gerard's " My Four Years in Germany."
" Italy's Flaming Front
" (Italian Official War
Pictures)
" Pershing's Crusaders."
"Shoulder
Arms"of Tarzan."
(Charlie Chaplin).
I The Romance
Nov. 25. "The Panther Woman" (Petrova) S
Fox Film Corporation
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
Nov. 17. Fan Fan
Nov. 24. AH Baba
and thePICTURES
Forty Thieves
TIMELY
Nov. 24. Why I Would Not Marry?
Dec. 8. FOX
EverySTANDARD
Mother's Son
PICTURES
Dec. 1. The She Devil (Theda Bara)
Dec. IS. I Want to Forget (Evelyn Nesbit)..
Dec. 29. For Freedom (Willam Farnum)
Jan. 12. The Light (Theda Bara)
Jan. 26. Woman! Woman! (Evelyn Nesbit)..
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Theda Bara in " Cleopatra."
William Farnum in " Les Miserables."
Annette Kellerman
in " A PICTURES
Daughter of the Gods."
VICTORY
Dec. 8. The
Strange Woman (Gladys Brockwell)
Dec. 22. I'll Say So (George Walsh)
Jan. 19.5. The
Treat Call
'Em ofRough
(Tom(Brockwell)
Mix) . . .
Jan.
thePICTURES
Soul
EXCEL
Dec. 1. Virginia
Pearson in " Buchanan's
Wi
fe"
Dec. 15. Caught in the Act (Peggy
Hyland)
Tra-.
Zone (Madlaine
Danger
Dec. 29. The
verse)
Jan. 12. Smiles (Jane and Katherine Lee)....
Jan. 26. The Girl with no Regrets (Peggy
Hyland)
THE GREAT NINE
Dec. 29. William Farnum in " Fighting Blood."

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

5. Theda Bara in " The Serpent."
12. "The Regeneration."
19. William Farnum in " The Broken Law."
26.2. Theda
Bara in (Dr.
" Under
Two Flags."
"Infidelity"
Rameau).
9. Valeska Suratt in " The Soul of Broad16. Theda Bara in " The Darling of Paris."
23. William Farnum in " Hoodman Blind."
General Film Company
AUTHORS'
PHOTOPLAYS
way."
Her Moment
(Anna Luther)
7 D
Hanover film company
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D
llonster of Fate
DUPLEX FILMS. INC.
Shame (Zena Keefe)
7 D
COSMOFOTOFILM
Hypocrites (Elizabeth Risdon)
6 D
EXPORT AND IMPOK1 FILM CO. (Inc.)
Whv— The Bolsheviki
5 D
OAKDALE PRODUCTIONS
The Locked Heart (Gloria Joy)
5 D
No Children Wanted (Gloria Joy)
5 D
Miss Mischief-Maker (Gloria Joy)
5 D
The Midnight Burglar (Gloria Joy)
S D
Little Miss Grown-Up (Gloria Joy)
5 D
Wanted, a Brother (Gloria Joy)
S D
COSMOFOTOFILM, INC.
I Believe
6 D
AM. FEAT. FILM CORP.
Hearts of Love
6 D
MAXWELL PRODUCTIONS
The Married Virgin
7 D
Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
GOLDWYN STAR SERIES
Nov. 17. Thirty a Week (Tom Moore) 5 C D
Nov. 24. A Perfect 36 (Mabel Normand) S C
Dec. 1. The Hell Cat (Geraldine Farrar) . .
Dec. 8. A Perfect Lady (Madge Kennedy). 5 C D
Dec. 15. Too Fat to Fight (by Rex Beach). 6
Dec. 22. The Racing Strain (Mae Marsh).. 5
Dec. 29. Go West, Young Man (Tom Moore). 5
Jan. 12. Day Dreams (Madge Kennedy)
5
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
For the Freedom of the East (Betzwood) . . .7 D
Rex Beach's Heart of the Sunset
7 D
Blue Blood
' 6 D
Honor's
Cross
7
D7
Social Ambition
The Manx-Man
7
For the Freedom of the World
7
BENNISON STAR SERIES
Dec. 22. Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison) 5
Jan. — . High Pockets (Louis Bennison) .... 5
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
(Paralta Plays)
Oct. 7. Whatever the Cost (King
—
(J. D. Hampton)
Nov. 25. Three X Gordon (Kerrigan)
—
The Drifters (J. Warren Kerrigan). —
(Lillian Walker)
Sept. 23. Embarrassment of Riches (Walker) —
(Bessie Barriscale)
Sept 30. The Heart of Rachael (Barriscale).. —
Two-Gun(Louise
Betty Glaum)
(Bessie Barriscale) . —
Dec. 2. Goddess of Lost Lake (Glaum)
—
(Arden)
Dec. 23. The Challenge Accepted (Zena
Keefe)
5 D
Jewel Productions, Inc.
The Price of a Good Time.
The Grand Passion.
The Doctor and the Woman.
The
the Beast of Berlin.
A SoulKaiser,
for Sale.
For Husbands Only.
Nov. 4. The Yellow Dog
6
Nov. 18. Borrowed Clothes (Mildred Harris) 6
Perfection Pictures
(GEORGE KLEINE SYSTEM)
Sept. — Conquered Hearts
—
Sept. — Behind the Lines in Italy
—
Aug. 26. Triple Trouble" (Chaplin)
—
Metro Pictures Corporation
Dec. 2. The Testing of Mildred Vane (May
Allison)
5
Dec. 9. Hitting the High Spots (Bert Lytell) 5
Dec. 16. Svlvia on a Spree (Emmy Wehlen) 5
Dec. 23. The Poor Rich Man (Bushman and
Bayne)
5

Dec. 30. Her Inspiration (May Allison) 5
Jan. 6. The Spender (Lytell)
S
Jan. 13. The Gold Cure (Dana)
5
Jan. 20. The Divorcee (Ethel Barrymore) . . . 5
Jan. 27. In For Thirty Days (Allison) 5
(SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS)
My man
Own United States (Arnold Daly), Froh- I
The Million Dollar Dollies (Dolly Sisters),
Emerald
5
To Hell With the Kaiser (Lawrence Grant,
Olive Tell), Screen Classics, Inc
The Great Victory, Wilson or the Kaiser, The
Fall of the Hohenzollerns
NAZIMOVA'S PRODUCTIONS
Revelation (Nazimova)
7
Toys of Fate (Nazimova)
7
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
7
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Dec. 1. Milady
o' the Beanstalk (Baby Marie
Osborne-Diando)
5 C D
Dec. 1. Infatuation (Gaby Deslys) 6 D
Dec. 1. All the World to Nothing (Russell)
Dec. — Wives and Other Wives (Mary
Miles Minter) American
Dec. — FairAmerican
Enough (Margarita Fisher)
Dec. — When
a Man
Rides Alone (William
Russell)
American
Dec. IS. The Narrow Path (Fannie WardAstra)
5 D
Dec. 29. Dolly's
(Baby MarieS C D
Osborne)Vacation
Diando
Jan. 12. The Midnight Stage (Frank Keenan).5 D
Select Pictures
Nov. — Her Great Chance (Alice Brady).
Nov. — TheKimball
Road Young).
Through the Dark (Clara
Nov. — The Cavell Case (Select Special).
Nov. — The Midnight Patrol (Select Special).
Dec.
Lady's
Name (Constance
Talmadge).
Brady).
Dec. —— AHeart
of Wetona
(Norma Talmadge).
Dec. — In the Hollow of Her Hand (Alice
Dec. — Code of the Yukon (Mitchell Lewis).
Dec. — The Midnight Patrol (Special).
William L. Sherry Service
Aug. 11. Out of the Night
6
Aug. 18. Inn of the Blue Moon
6
Nov. 18. Marriage
5
Triangle Distributing Corporation
(Subject to change without notice)
Dec. 8.1. The
Love'sSilent
Pay Rider
Day (Rosemary
Theby) . 55
Dec.
(Roy Stewart)
Dec. 15. Irish Eyes (Pauline Starke)
S
Dec. 22. Crown Jewels (Claire Anderson) S
Dec. 29. Wife or Country (Gloria Swanson) . . 5
Universal Productions
Dec. 2. Vanity Pool (Mary MacLaren)
5
Dec. 16. Danger, Go Slow (Mae Murray).... 6
Dec. 30. The Wildcat of Paris (Priscilla Dean) 6
Vitagraph
V-L-S-E (Bessie
2. The
Dawn of Understanding
Love)
Williams)
Dec. 9. The
Man Who Wouldn't TeU (Earle
Dec. 16. TheLes
Belovedlie
Imposter
) (Gladys
Dec. 23. Hoarded Assets (Harry Morey) . . . .
Dec. 30.6 The
The Adventure
Captain's Shop
Captain
(Alice Griffith)
Joyce)
Jan.
(Corinne
Jan. 13 The Enchanted Barn (Bessie Love)
Jan. 20 The Highest Trump (Earle Williams)
Jan. 27 Fortune's Child (Gladys Leslie)
World Pictures
Dec. 2. Hitting the Trail (Blackwell-Greeley)
Dec. 9. The Man of Bronze (Stone)
Dec. 16. The Zero Hour (Elvidge)
Dec. 23. The Love Net (Madge Evans)
Dec. 30. The Sea Waif (Louise Huff)
Jan. 6. What Love Forgives (Castleton) . . . .
Jan. 6. Under Four Flags (Official U. S.) . .
Jan.
13. The
Love Bluffer
in a Hurry
(Blackwell-Greeley)
Jan. 20.
(Elvidge)
Jan.
Gordon)....
Feb. 27.3. Mandarin's
The Rough Gold
Neck (Kitty
(Montagu
Love)..
Feb. 10. Heart of Gold (Louise Huff)
Dec.

5
S
5
S
S
5
5
55
55
5
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
The Gunfighter.
Arrow Film Corporation
Export and Import Film Co.
The Square Deal
Man.
Birth of Democracy.
The Deemster.
The
WolfeDesert
Lowry.Man.
Why the Bolsheviki?
Eyes
of
the
World.
Ramona.
Film Market, Inc.
The Good Bad Douglas
Man. Fairbanks
Persuasive Peggy.
Today.
(CORRA
BEACH
PICTURES)
Reggie
Mixes
In.
Flirting with Fate.
The Mad Lover.
What Becomes of the Children.
The
Half Breed.
(M. H. HOFFMAN PRODUCTION)
The
Manhattan
Madness
RightWoman's
Off the Law.
Bat.
Suspicion.
American
Aristocracy.
The Struggle Everlasting.
(W. N. SELIG PRODUCTIONS)
The
Matrimamac.
The Accidental Honeymoon.
The City of Purple Dreams.
The Americano.
,
Million Dollar Mystery (Revised Edition).
Who Shall Take My Life?
Frank Keenan
The Finger of Justice.
Beware of Strangers.
The Thoroughbred.
The Garden of Allah.
Atlantic Distributing Corporation
The Spoilers (reissue).
Jim
Grimsby's
The Sins
Ye Do.Boy.
Nine-tenths of the Law (Mitchell Lewis). .6 reels
(GATHEM FILM NOVELTIES)
Bride of Hate.
The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelen).7 reels
The Star-Spangled(Illustrates
Banner the song).... 500 ft. The
Drab.
Norma Talmadge
Bear State Film Company
Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean
Children in the House.
The Vigilantes.
(Illustrates the song).... 500 ft.
Going Straight.
The Battle Cry of Freedom
Big Productions Film Corp.
(Illustrates the song) . . . .500 ft. The
The Social
Devil's Secretary.
Needle.
VICTORIA FEATURE FILMS
Fifty Fifty.
The Sunset Princess (Marjorie Daws).
The GirliStTV
I Left Behind
R°me a Me
m jI Two subjects same reel
Ivan Feature Productions
Future Productions — One reel every four weeks,
Christie Film Company
two subjects.
One Law for Both (Rita Jolivet, Vincent
One-Reel Comedy Issued Weekly
(CAPT.
BESLEY
EXPEDITION)
Serrano,
Leah Baird, Pedro De CorThe Amazon Jungle.
Nov. 25.2. Two's
Company.
doba, James Morrison)
7 reels)
Dec.
All Mixed
Up.
The Wonderland of Peru.
Babbling
Tongues
(Grace Valentine, James
(CAPT. SCOTT ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION)
Dec.
9.
Johnny-Go-Get-'Em.
Morrison,
Arthur
Donaldson)
7 reds
Dec. 16. Peggy Mixes In.
The Undying Story of Captain Scott.
Married in Name Only (Gretchen Hartman,
Dec. 23. Pearls and a Peach.
Animal Life in the Antarctic.
Milton
Sills,
Marie
Shotwell)
6
reel*
Dec. 30. Know Thy Wife.
(TOM BRET COMEDIES)
Sins of Ambition (Barbara Castleton, WilJan. 6. Five Hundred or Bust.
His Vinegar Bath (one reel).
fred
Lucas,
Leah
Baird,
James
MorTwin Bed Rooms (one reel).
rison) 7red*
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Why Not Marry (one reel).
Human
(Mollie
King)
Charlotte, in The Frozen Warning.
In Preparation — one every other week.
Life or Clay
Honor
(Leah
Baird, James 5 red*
Spanuth's Original
Morrison, Violet Palmer, Edward
everyVod-a-Vil
two weeks)Movies (Released
Foursquare Pictures
Mackey)
6500 ft
The
Sin
Woman
(Irene
Fenwick,
Clifford
Bruce.
Coronet Film Corporation
Reine Davies).
Jester
Comedies
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
March — The Recruit (Twede Dan)
2 pars
The
Sinister
(Edgar(Jane
Lewis's
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
Her Bar
Fighting
Chance
Grey).production).
April — His Golden Romance (Twede Dan) 2 parts
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
Madame Sherry (Gertrude McCoy).
Birdland Studies.
May
—
All
"Fur"
Her
(Twede
Dan)..
2 pan*
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy).
June — The Wrong Flat (Twede Dan).. 2 part*
Horticultural Phenomena.
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon).
July —— Oh
It's What
a Greata Day
Life (Twede
(Twede Dan)..
Dan).. 22 Dam
part*
One Hour (Zena Keefe and Alan Hale).
Cosmofotofilm Company
Aug.
A Trip
Through China.
and).
Oct.
—
Ain't
It
So?
(Twede
Dan)
2
carts
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels
The Fringe of Society (Milton Sills, Ruth RolNov. — Camouflage (Twede Dan) 2 parts
Liberty Hall
4 reels
Dec. — He Wins (Twede Dan)
2 parts
The Black Spot
4 reels
The Cast-Off (Bessie Barriscale).
Victoria Cross
4 reels
The
Submarine
Eye.
His Vindication
5 reels
Renowned Pictures Corporation
Whither Thou Goest.
The Public Defender
6 reds
Should She Obey?
The Hypocrites
6 reels
Naked
Hands
5 reds
Men.
Crest Pictures
Mother Love and the Law
7 reds
Frohman Amusement Corp.
Lust of the Ages
6 reels
In
Treason's
Grasp
5
The Grain of Dust
6 reels
Should She Obey?
7 reds
reds
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith
Frank
J.
Seng
Jack Sherrill, Helen Arnold, Mane
Doll Van Film Corp. (Chicago)
Shotwell and Robert Conness) 6 reels
(In Mad
Illinois,
Parentage
7 reds
Conquest of Canaan
5 reels
The
Lover.Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
God's Man
9 reels
Public Defender.
My
Own
United
States
(through
Metro).
U.
S.
Exhibitors'
Booking
Corp.
Carmen o the Klondike.
Just a Woman (Charlotte Walker).
The Grain o Dust.
Gaumont Co.
The
Crucible
of Life (Grace D'Armond).
Hearts of the World.
The
Hand
of
Vengeance
Men Cain,
(Charlotte
etc). Walker, Anna Lehr, Robert
The Crucible of Life.
Nine-tenths of the Law.
General Enterprises, Inc.
ThoseGrant).
Who Pay (Bessie Barriscale).
The Belgian.
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) 6 parts
The Belgian (Walker Whiteside. Valenti**
The
Zeppelin's
Last
Raid.
The
Warrior
(Maciste)
(McClure)
7
parts
Those Who Pay.
The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)..6 parts
The Zeppelin's Last Raid.
Just a Woman.
Ernest Shipman
Jesse J. Goldburg
Doo Lee Film Co., Inc., N. Y.
The Lady of the Dugout
6 parts
SCRANTON PHOTOPLAY VORP.
TheCrime
first ofofthetheHour
Al Jennings Outlaw Stories.
State
May 6. Cheerful Liars.
The
6
pans
May
13.
Fate
and
Fortune.
The Woman Who Dared
7 acts
Produced by United Films Corporation.
May 20. Parson Pepp.
The Libertine
6 acts
Mother,
I
Need
You
6.
parts
May 27. The Ring and the Ringer.
Babbling Tongues
7 acts
First Release of the Lloyd Carleton Productions.
RIALTO FILM CORPORATION
Married in Name Only
6 acts
The
Isle
of
Intrigue
6
parts
Her Bargain
6 acts
Second Francis Ford Release.
Apr. 15. My Husband's Friend.
A Man's Law
5 acts
The Coast Guard Patrol
7 parts
D.
W.
Griffith
Human Clay
S acts
By Nell Shipman.
Hearts of the World.
One Law for Both
8 acts
A Nugget in the Rough
5 psrts
Sins of Ambition
7 acts
The Tiger of the Sea
6 parts
Hiller
&
Wilk,
Inc.
A Slacker's Heart
7 arts
Nell Shipman.
Cleopatra
5 arts
(Pictures handled in the Open Market)
TheBy Haunted
House
2 parti
The Lonesome Trail
5 acts
First Release of Edwin Frazee Comedies —
" Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman."
Mothers of Liberty
6 arts
Monthly
Franchise.
"
The
Battle
of
Gettysburg."
GAUMONT
" The Wrath of the Gods."
Jim's Folks
1 red
Gaumont " News " released every Tuesday.
Bill Stinger Patriotic Poem Plays — Monthly
"" Sporting
Woman." Life."
Franchise.
Gaumount "Released
Graohic one
" released
everv
Friday
a month.
Berlin Via. America
6 parts
"TheHART,
Silent FAIRBANKS.
Mystery" (Serial).
Tune — Fabulous Fortune Fumblers 2 acts
KEENAN AND
Starring Francis Ford.
TALMADGE
RE-ISSUES
The
Daughter
of
the
Don
July — Fred's Fictitious Foundling 2 acts
William S. Hart
Aug. — Freda's Fighting Father
2 acts
The Patriot.
Josh Binnev Comedies
Sept. — Fattv's Fast Fliver
2 acts
(FEATURING FUNNY FATTY FILBERT)
Captive God.
Oct. — Freda's Frivilous Finance 2 acts
The Dawnmaker.
Tuly — Freda's Fighting Father 2 reds
M. S. Epstin
The Return of Draw Egan.
Aug. — Fatty's Fast Flivver
2 reds
Pavmond L. DitmarV M The Depths of the ^«
The
Devil's
Double.
Sept.
— Fattv's
Frivolousreleases
Fiancee
2 reels
Truthful Tulliver.
(More
Independent
on page 126)
in a series of four ">arts

January

4, 1 9 1 9

Short

Sit

Burlingham Travel Pictures
Released by Sherry Service
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp.
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal).
The Pilatus Railway.
Allied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland.
Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
Robert C. Bruce Scenics Released in the Fall
and Winter of 1918-1919
1. The Tides of Yesterday.
2.
Be Tender.
3. 'Tis
TalesTough
of theto Tall
Timber.
4. A Wee Bit Odd.
5. The Wanderer and the Whoozitt.
6. The River Gray and the River Green.
7. The Restless Three.
8. Sundown.
9. Separate Trails.
10. Frozen Thrills.
11.
12. The
ScenicLonesome
Succotash.Pup.
13. The Wolf of the Tetons.
14. Nature — Rest and Motion.
15. Horizon Hunters.
16. The High Horse.
17.
The Pale
*
18. Nature
— HotPackandTrain.
Cold.
19. Men Met in the Mountains.
20. Before Breakfast.
Exhibitors'
Mutual
STRAND COMEDIES
Dec. 4. Dan Cupid, M. D
1
Dec. 11. Beans for Two
1
Dec. Field)
29. They Did and They Didn't (Elinor 1
ROTHACKER OUTDOORS
Nov. 17. Black Feet and Flat Heads
1
Nov. 24. Bad Men and Good Scenery
1
Dec. 1. Peaks, Parks and Pines
1
Dec. 8. A Maori Romance
1
Dec. IS. Vacation Land
1
Dec. 29. High and Hungry
Famous
Players-Lasky
Corp.
PARAMOUNT
FLAGG COMEDIES
Dec.
8.
Independence
B'
Gosh
Dec. 22. Perfectly Fiendish Flanagan 22 CC
PARAMOUNT
BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Dec. 1. Industries of Our New Possessions.
Dec. 8. Faithfulness of the Fourfooters.
Dec. IS. How Museum Groups Are Made.
Dec. 22. Silent Gun of the Future.
Dec. 29. The Vanishing Skirts.
PARAMOUNT BURTON HOLMES
TRAVELOGUES
Dec. 1. Inson.
Dec. 15.8. Two
Ends Tommies.
of the Rope.
Dec.
Turbaned
Dec. 22. Gorge of Pagsangen.
Dec. 29. Two Cities of Old Cathay.
PARAMOUNT
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Nov. 24. The Sheriff.
PARAMOUNT MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Dec. 1. Her First Mistake, 2.
Dec. IS. Hide and Seek, Detectives, 2.
Dec. 29. The Village Chestnut.
Ford Educational Weekly
GREIVER DISTRIBUTING CORP. AND
STATE RIGHTS
One Reel Each
115. Work or Fight.
116. Niagara Falls.
117. Mile in the Sky.
118. America Swim!
119. The Milky Way.
120. The Red Cross Cares for the Wounded.
121. On Foot with Our Army and Navy.
Fox Sunshine Comedies
July 28. A Tight Squeeze
2 C
Aug. 25. The Diver's Last Kiss
Septpress
22. Roaring Lions on the Midnight ExNov. 17. Mongrels
2 C
Dec.
15. The
Fatal Marriage
Dec. 29.
The Son
of a Hun
Fox Film Corporation
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
Dec. 1. Pot Luck in the Army
Dec. 8. The New Champion
.Dec. 15. Hitting the High Spots
Dec. 22. The Draft Board.
IJan.
Dec. 29.
Throwing
the Bull.
5. The
Lion Tamer.
I Ian. 12. Here and There.
General Film Company
BROADWAY STJiR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
[The Marquis and Miss Sally (Patricia Palm-

er, William Lester)
2 D
Springtime a la Carte (.Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
A Bird of Bagdad (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
Transients in Arcadia (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2 D
Tobin's
(Agnes Ayres.
A RamblePalmin Aphasia
(EdwardEdward
Earle, Earle).
Agnes 2 C
Ayres)
2 C
(WOLFVILLE TALES)
Faro Nell, Lookout (Patricia Palmer, Bob
Burns)
2 D
Dismissal of Silver Phil (Patricia Palmer,
Bob Burns)
2 D
The Coming of Faro Nell (Patricia Palmer,
Bob Burns)
2 D
Winning
of the Burns)
Mocking Bird (Carol Hallo- 2 D
way, Robert
The Jest of Talky Jones (Carol Holloway,
William Lester)
2 D
The Widow triciaDangerous
(Hattie
Buskirk, Pa- 2 D
Palmer, Robert
Burns)
The erer)
Wooing of Riley (Kate Price, Otto Led- 2 D
The Heir of the Broken O (R. N. Bradbury,
Patricia Palmer)
2 D
The Rose of Wolfville (Patricia Palmer, C. E.
NHatton)
2D
BLUE RIDGE DRAMAS
(Ned Finley)
The
ReturnLaw
of O'Garry
22 DD
Mountain
The Raiders of Sunset Gap
2 D
O'Garry
22 DD
The
Man Rides
from Alone
Nowhere
ESSANAY
GEORGE ADE FABLES
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Our Little Nell
1 C
Check Your Hat. Sir
1 C
Wild Aley of Piccadilly
1 C
All Stuck Up
1 C
The Lie That Failed
1 C
The Jazbo Sheriff
1 C
SNAKEVILLE COMEDIES
(One reel each)
Sophie's
Legacy.
Sophie Gets
Stung.
Slippery Slim, Diplomat.
Slippery Slim and the Claim Agent.
Slippery
Slim'sin Stratagem.
A Hot Time
Snakeville.
A Snakeville Epidemic.
Snakeville's New Sheriff.
Sophie's Birthday
Party. SCENICS
ESSANAY
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising
1 8c.
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Canada 1 Sc.
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
A Romance of Rails and Power
1 Sc.
Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de
Chelley
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 C
In the Park
1 C
Work
2 C
K Woman
2 C
The Tramp
2 C
His New Job
2 C
A Night Out
2 C
JAXON FILM CORP.
"A SERIAL
DAUGHTER
OF
UNCLE
SAM
"
(Jane Vance, Wm. Sorelle) 12
Episodei
1 D
JAXON COMEDIES
What Occurred on the Beach
1 C
An
All-Fools'
Affair
11 CC
Beating
Him toDayIt
Forced Into Matrimony
l C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Love of Bob
2 C-D
Dog vs. Dog
2 C-D
A Boy Built City
2 C-D
The Three Fives
2 C-D
Kid Politics
2 C-D
A Boy Built City
2 C-D
The Case of Bennie
t C-D
CLOVER COMEDIES
From Caterpillar to Butterfiy
1 C
A Widow's Camouflage
1 C
Love's Lucky EBONY
Day
1 C
COMEDIES
Busted Romance
1 C
Spooks
1 C
The Bully
1 C
The Janitor
Mercy,
the Mummy
Mumbled
A Reckless
Rover
11 CC
Are Working Girls Safe?
1 C
The Comeback of Barnacle Bill
1 C
Some Baby
l C
Good Luck in Old Clothes
1 C

When You Hit. Hit Hard
1C
A Black-and-Tan Mix-up
l C
Fixing the Fakir
1C
When INTERSTATE
You're Scared, FILM
Run
l
C
COMPANY
The Event)
Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21 (War2000 ft.
PROGRESSIVE FILM
On a Fox Farm
(Educational)
1 reel
CRYSTAL
FILM CO.
Romeo and Juliet
2 C
CRYSTAL COMEDIES
(Pearl White, William
Estelle Browning)
Deland, Don Barclay,
What She Did to Her Husband, Almost
Lucky
i c
What's in the Trunk?
1 C
Reuben's Romance
1 C
The Lady Detective, His Wedding Day....l C
Troubled Waters
lC
Her Necklace, His Hoodoo Day
1 C
HIGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
Billie in Society (Ray Hughes)
2 t
Buneo Billy (Billy West)
2 C
Billy in Harness (Billy West)
2 C
Bombs and Bull (Billy West)
2 C
OFFICIAL WAR PICTURES
(Committee on Information)
Our Bridge of Ships
2 Sc.
SCRANTONIA PHOTOPLAY CORP.
Parson Pepp
i C
Fang's FateAMERICAN
and Fortune
1 C
RED CROSS
The Historic Fourth of July in Paris 1 Sc.
Soothing the Heart of Italy
l Patr.
Of No Use to Germany
i Patr.
Kiddies of No Man's Land
1 Patr.
The Helping Hand of Sicily
l Patr.
Rebuilding Broken Lives
l Patr.
First Aid on the Piave
l Patr.
Victorious Serbia
l Patr
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Nearly a Slacker
(Lillian
Vera-Eddie
Booldon)
i c
My Lady's don)
Slipper (Lillian Vera-Eddie Boul- i c
Some Judge (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)..l C
How She Hated Men (Lillian Vera-Eddie
Boulden)
i c
The Camouflaged Baby (Lillian Vera-Boulden)
i c
The Pipe of Peace (Lillian Vera-Eddie
Boulden)
i c
Hooverizing (Lillian Vera-Eddie Boulden) ..! 1 C
Goldwyn Distributing Corp.
CAPITOL COMEDIES
(Featuring
"Smiling Bill" Parsons) 2 reels
Nov. 17. Pink Pajamas
Dec. 1. Proposing Bill
2 reels
Dec. IS. The Jelly Fish
2 reels
Dec. 29. Poor Innocent
2 reels
Jan. 12. You Know What I Mean
2 reels
Jan. 26. The Big Idea
2 reels
Feb. 9. Have Another
2 reels
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Cents. Uncle Sam Will Do For Two
Jan. 13. What
Jan. 20. The Truth About the Liberty Motor.
Jan. 27. Hang it All.
Feb. 3. Carrying Old Glory to the Seven Seas.
Feb. 10. Canada's
Mountain of Tears.
Born. "The
Feb. 17. Where
Spirit That Won" was
Feb. 24. Rough Stuff.
King Bee Comedies
June 1. Bright and Early
2 reel*
June 15. Straight and Narrow
2 reels
George Kleine System
MONTGOMERY FLAGG'S COMEDIES
" GIRLS YOU KNOW "
May 8. The Starter
Edison
May 22. The Spoiled Girl
June 5. The Lonesome
Girl
ESSANAY
June 7. Broncho Billy's Grit.
Tune 21.
14. Broncho
Billy'sandTruethe Love.
Tune
Broncho Billy
Western Girls.
June 28. Broncho Billy Wins Out.
July 5. Broncho Billy Trapped.
Tuly 12. Broncho Billv Rewarded.
Sept. 1. Broncho Billy and the Claim Jumper.
Sept.
8. Broncho
Billy Outlaw.
and the Sheriff's Office
Sept. 15.
Broncho Billy,
Sept. 22. The Accusation of Broncho Billy.
Sept. 29. Broncho Billy's Double Escape.
LINCOLN-PARKER
WORLD
TRAVELOGUE"
Mar. 1. Peru, The Land
of Incas,
No. 1.
Mar. 8. Pern, The Land of Incas, No. 2.
Mar. 15. Peru. The Land of Tncas, No. 3.
Mar. 22. Peru. The Land of Incas. No. 4.
Apr. 29. P'ru
and Scenes Around Lake Titicara,
Bolivia.
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Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Pathe News released
each Wednesday and
Saturday
Official War Review released every Monday
Sept. 29. Getaway (C had wick- Astra ), 2d...
Oct. 6. Triumph of Transportation (Leggett Gruen)
1 Ed.
Dec. 22. The Fortunes of Corinne (Gloria
(Joy)
2 CD.
Jan. S. I Want to Be a Lady (Gloria Joy) 2 CD.
ROLIN COMEDIES
One Reel a Week
Nov. 24. An Enemy of Soap (Toto)
Dec.
'Em Rave Along
(Lloyd)
Dec. 1.8. Hear
Just Rambling
(Laurel)
Dec. IS. Take a Chance (Lloyd)
Dec. 22. Check Your Baggage (Toto)
Dec. 29. She Loves Me Not (Lloyd)
Jan. 5. Do You Love Your Wife? (Laurel)
Jan. 12. Wanted 5,000 (Lloyd)
POST TRAVEL SERIES
Nov. 24. Sumatra
Dec. 1. Java
Dec. 8. Celebes
Dec. 15. Borneo
Dec. 22. Singapore
Dec. 29. Japan of Today
Jan. 5. Japan of Today (2)
Jan. 12. Shanghai
THE FAR FLUNG BATTLE LINE
Sept. 29. British Picture
Oct. 6. French Colonial Troops
Oct. 13. Far Flying Battle Line
Oct. 20. France's Dusky Warriors
Oct.
Naval inAirFrance
Power
Nov. 27.3. Britain's
Polish Troops
Nov. 10. British Tropos in Italy
Nov. 17. British Flying Ships
WINNING THE WAR SERIES
Dec. 1. Winning the War
1 Topical
Dec. 8. Feeding Our Fighters 1 Topical
Dec. 15. Liberty's Triumph (War Special)
BRITAIN'S BULWARKS
(Official Government Pictures — One reel each)
July 7. No. 9, King George and Queen
Mary Witness the Black Arts of War...
July 14. No. 10, With the Policemen of the
Allies on the North Sea
July Western
21. No. Front
11, The Canadians on the
July 28. No. 12, The Canadians 2at Vimy
Ridge
"HANDS UP" (ASTRA)
(Serial) Two and three reels each
(Featuring Ruth Roland and George Cheseboro).
Oct. 6. Eighth Episode, The Fatal Jewels.
Oct. 13. Ninth Episode, A Leap Through Space.
Oct. 20. Tenth Episode, The Sun Message.
Oct. 27. Eleventh Episode, The Stranger from
the Sea.
Nov. 3. Twelfth Episode, The Silver Book.
Nov. 10. Thirteenth Episode, Third and Last
Warning.
Nov. cree.
17. Fourteenth Episode, The Orach's DeNov. 24. Fifteenth Episode, The Celectial Messenger.
WOLVES OF KULTUR (WESTERN
PHOTOPLAYS, INC.)
(Serial, Two Reels Each)
Leah Baird, Sheldon Lewis, Charles Hutchison.
Oct. 13. First Episode, The Torture Trap.
Oct. 20. Second Episode. The Iron Chair.
Oct. 27. Third Episode, Trapping Traitors.
Nov. 3. Fourth Episode, The Ride to Death.
Nov. 10. Fifth Episode, Through the Flames.
Nov. 17. Sixth Episode, Trails of Treachery.
Nov. 24. Seventh Episode, The Leap of Despair.
Dec. 1. Eighth Episode, In the Hands of the
Huns.
Dec. 8. Ninth Episode, The Precipice of Death.
Dec. 15. Tenth Episode, When Woman Wars.
Dec. 22. Eleventh
Earth. Episode, Betwixt Heaven and
Dec. 29. Twelfth Episode, The Tower of Tears.
Jan. 12. Fourteenth Episode, The Code of Hate.
THE LIGHTNING RAIDER
(Astra Serial,
Pearl White,
WarnerTwo-Reel
Oland, Episodes,
Henry Gsell)
Jan. 5. First Episode, The Ebony Block... 3
Jan. 12. Second Episode, The Counterplot.
Triangle
Distributing
TRIANGLE
COMEDIES Corp.
Mar. 3. A Discord in A Flat
1 C
Mar. 3. His Hidden Shame
1C
Mar. 10. Wires and Worries
1 C
Mar. 10. She Didn't Do It
1C
KEYSTONE RELEASES
May 19. Newspaper
Clippings
(Francis
McDonald, Claire Anderson)
2 C
May 26. Are Wives Unreasonable? (Ed.
Brady, Claire Anderson) 2 C
June t. The Poor Fish (Ed Brady, Claire
Anderson)
2 C
June 9. Flapjacks (Geo. Hernandez, Josie
Sedgwick, F. McQuarrie) t C
Tune Depp,
16. Isn't
it Warm?
(Bill Dyer, Harry 2 C
Claire
McDowell)
June 23. Cupid and the Cop
2 C
June 30. Pearls Without Price
2 C
Universal Film Company
Jan. 8. A Kaiser There Was (all star cast)
Master Comedy
2
Dec. 23. Over the Rhine with Charlie
Cartoon 1 R

Motion
L-KOTwoCOMEDIES
Reels;
Sept.
A Pullman Blunder (Harry BribbonMae 18.Emery).
Sept.vak).
25. Hello Trouble (Babe Hardy-Eva NoOct. 2. Nuts and Noodles (Eva Novak-Charlis).
Nov. Smith).
20. Scars and Bars (Helen Lynch-Dick
Nov. 27. Painless Love (Babe Hardy).
Dec. Eva4. King
Novak).of the Kitchen (Harry GribbonDec.
11.
RoughCabbage
on Husbands
(Sterling-Mann).
Dec. Alice
18. The
Queen (Century
Comedy).
Howell.
Dec. 25. Work or Fight (Gribbon-Novak).
Jan. 1. Klever Kiddies.
NESTOR COMEDIES
Reel) (Pat Rooney(.
Sept. 16. Pat Turns(One
Detective
Sept. 23. The Slow Express (Victor Potel).
Sept. 30. Parted from His Bride (Kerrigan).
Oct. 7. His Royal Nibs (Comedy Cast).
Nov. 18. The Love Craze (Florence Lawrence).
Nov. 25. The Fickle Blacksmith (Sedgwick).
Dec. 2. There and Back (comedy cast).
Dec.
Let's Beautiful
Fight (Wilson-Gerber).
Dec. 16.9. The
Liar (Wilson-Gerber).
Dec. 30. It's Great to Be Crazy.
Jan. 6. Them Eyes (Wilson-Gerber).
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Sept. 7. The Flame of the West (Cleo Madison; 2 D
Sept. 14. Danger Ahead (Helen Gibson) 2 D
Sept. 21. The Human Tiger (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 D
Sept. 23. Under False Pretenses (Helen
Gibson)
1 D
Sept. 30. All for Gold (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 D
Oct. 12. The Fast Mail (Helen Gibson) 2 D
Nov. 18. The Husband Hunter (Neal Hart).. 2 C
Nov. 30. The Dead Shot (Helen Gibson) 2 C
Dec. 7. The Silent Sentinel (Helen Gibson) 2 D
Dec. 14. Captured Alive (Helen Gibson)....
Dec. 21. The Robber (Helen Gibson)
Dec. 28. Wolves of the Range (Helen Gibson)
Jan. 4. The Secret Peril (Helen Gibson).
Jan. 11. Rosalind at the Gate (Stonehouse).
HEARST NEWS
Released Every Tuesday
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY
Released Every Wednesday
SCREEN TELEGRAM
Released Every Thursday
UNIVERSAL
SCKKEN MAGAZINE
Released Every Saturday
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS
Released Every Sunday
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
(One reel each)
Aug.
5.
Don't
Shoot
Aug. 12. Give Her Gas
Aug. 19. Damaged Goods
Aug. 26. Housecleaning Horrors
Sept. 2. The Extra Bridegroom
Sept. 16. Nearly a Chaperone
Sept. 23. Please Hit Me
Sept. 30. Frenzied Film
Oct. 7. The Price of a Rotten time
let. 14. Nailed at the Plate
Nov. 18. Why Worry?
Nov. 25. Maid Wanted
Dec. 2. Guilty
Dec. 16.9. Camping
Don't Weaken
Dec.
Out
Dec. 23. Swat the Flirt
Dec. 30. Straight Crooks
Jan. 6. How's YourSERIALS
Husband?
"THETwoLION'S
CLAWS"
Reels Each
( Marie Walcamp)
July 15. Sixteenth Episode, The Jungle Pool.
July 22. Seventeenth Episode (The Danger Pit).
July 29. Eighteenth Episode CTriumpM
"THE(TwoBRASS
"
Reels BULLET
Each)
(Juanita Hansen, Jack Mulhall)
Aug. 19. Third Episode (Locked in the Tower).
Aug. 26. Fourth Episode (Smoked Out).
Sept. 2. Fifth Episode (The Mock Bride).
Sept. 9. Sixth
moon). Episode (A Dangerous HoneySept. 16. Seventh Episode (The Depth Bomb).
Sept. 23. Eighth Episode (The Magnetic Bug).
Sept. 30. Ninth Episode (The Room of Flame).
Oct. 7. Tenth Episode (A New Peril).
Oct. 14. Eleventh Episode (Evil Waters).
Oct. 21. Twelfth Episode (Caught by Wireless).
Oct. 28. Thirteenth
Episode ($500 Reward).
Life).
Nov. 4. Fourteenth
Episode (On Trial for His
Nov. 11. Fifteenth Episode (On the Shadow).
Nov. 18. Sixteenth Episode (The Noose).
Nov. 25. Seventeenth Episode (The Avenger).
Dec. 2. Eighteenth
(The Amazing
Confession). Episode
THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS
(Two Reels Each)
Nov. 18. First Episode (The Big Tent).
Nov. 25.
Second Episode
Episode (The Giant's
Dec.
2. Third
Back). Leap).
Cuff). Episode (Beaten
Dec. 9. Fourth
(The Message on the
Dec. 16. Fifth Episode (The Lip Reader).
Dec. 23. Sixth Episode (The Aerial Disaster).
Dec. 30. Seventh
Elephant).Episode (The Charge of the

Picture

News

Jan. 6. Eighth Episode (The Human Ladder).
FIGHTING
FOR FREEDOM
(ONE REEL
EACH WEEK
Oct. 14. Third
Episode (Sensational Capture oi
Bagdad).
Nov. 18. Fourth
(Thrilling Feats of the
Royal Episode
Flying Corps).
Nov. 25. Fifth
ages). Episode (Repairing War's RavDec. 2. Sixth
Episode
and African
Workers
Trailing(Chinese
the Hun).
BuUdogs).
Dec. 9. Seventh Vita
Episode
graph(Britain's Battling
BIG V COMEDIES
Aug. 5. Dunces and Dangers.
Aug.
Aug. 12.
19. Shines
Dukes and
and Monkey-Shines.
Dollars.
Aug. 26. Flappers and Friskies.
Sept. 2. Mutts and Motors.
Sept. 9. Capers and Crooks.
Sept. 16. Wild Women and Wild Waves
Sept. 23. Stripes and Stars.
Sept. 30. Hula-Hulas and Hocus-Pocns.
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Sept. 23. Huns and Hyphens (Semon) 2 C
Sept. 30. Roofs and Riots
Oct. 7. Bears and
Men
Oct. 14. Chumps and Bad
Cops
. ..2 C
Nov. 18. Frauds and Frenzies .....2
C
Nov. 25. Submarine and Simps
...2 C
Dec.
2.
Humbugs
and
Husbands.............
2
Dec. 9. Daring and Dynamite
2
Dec. 16. Farms and Fumbles
2
Frank WEB
Glendon)
THK (Hedda
WOMANNova,INJ. THE
(Senai)'
July 1. TheEpisode).
Hidden
Menace (Thirteenth
July 8. The Crash of Fate (Fourteenth Episode).
July 15. Out of the Web (Fifteenth Episode)
A FIGHT
FOR MILLIONS (Serial)
(William
Duncan,
Edith Johnson, Joe Ryan)
July 15. The Snare (First Episode).
July 22. Flames of Peril (Second Episode).
July 29. The Secret Stockade (Third Episode).
Aug. 5. TheEpisode).
Precipice of Horror (Fourth
Aug. 12. The Path of Thrills (Fifth Episode).
Aug. 19. The Spell of Evil (Sixth Episode).
Aug. 26. The
Gorge of Destruction (Seventh
Episode).
Sept. 2. In the Clutches (Eighth Episode).
Sept. 9. The Escape (Ninth Episode).
Sept. 16. The Secret Tunnel (Tenth Episode).
Sept. 23. The Noose of Death (Eleventh Episode).
Sept. 30. The Tide of Disaster (Twelfth Episode).
Oct. sode).
7. The Engine of Terror (Thirteenth EpiOct. sode).
14. The Decoy (Fourteenth Episode).
Oct. 21. The Sealed Envelope (Fifteenth EpiTHE IRON TEST (Serial)
(Antonio Moreno, Carol Holloway)
Oct. 21. The Ring of Fire (First Episode).
Oct. 28. The Van of Disaster (Second Episode).
Nov.
4. The
Blade of(Fourth
Hate Episode).
(Third Episode).
Nov. 11.
The Noose
Nov.
18.
The
Tide
of
Death
(Fifth
Nov. 25. Fiery Fate (Sixth Episode).Episode).
Dec. 2. The Whirling Trap (Seventh Episode).
Dec. 9. The Man Eater (Eighth Episode).
Dec.
16. The
of Lost
HopeEpisode).
(Ninth Episode).
Dec. 23.
In thePit Coils
(Tenth
Episode).
Dec. 30. The Red Mask's Prey (Eleventh
DREW COMEDIES
(Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
July 22. The Cub and the Daisy Chain
July 29. Their Agreement
Aug. 12.5. Diplomatic
Miss Sticky-Moufie-Kiss
Aug.
Henry
Aug. 19. By Might of His Right
Aug. 26. The Professional Patient
Sept. 2. Mr. Blink of Bohemia
Sept. 9. A Lady in the Library
Independent Releases
(Continued from page 124)
CORONA
CINEMA
COMPANY PRODUCTIONS.
Mother,
I Need You
6 reels
UNITED FILM CORPORATION
Crime of the Hour
7 reels
W. H. Productions Co.
William S. Hart as Two Gun Man in " The
Bargain "
6 reels
William S. Hart in " The Bandit and the
Preacher "
5 reels
William S. Hart in " The Hell Hound of
Alaska "
5 recti
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart productions.
Satan's Pawn (Bessie Barriscale).
Romayne Superfilm Company
Me and Gott or "The Awakening of America,"
6 reab
Edward Warren Productions, Inc.
Souls Redeemed.
Weavers of Life.
Western Import Co.
Mickey (Mabel Nonaand).
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Your 1919 success depends upon the very
picture you put on the screen and this
is controlled by the machine in your
booth.
Start the year right with
the 100% Efficiency Equipment.
MOTIOGRAPH

DE

LUXE"

i
Read letter from Mr. Roth, who is one of the greatest
Motion Picture Managing Directors the world has
known
Edward H. Kemp, Pacific Coast Representative
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Company
November 27, 1918.
833 Market Street
San Francisco, California
My dear Mr. Kemp :
On November first of this year was tbe first anniversary of the California Theatre. Unfortunately, the influenza
epidemic found our theatres in San Francisco closed, but this gave us an opportunity of looking into the various departments of our theatre, and in this particular I feel it a duty to advise you, as the representative of the Motiograph Company,
that the Motiograph you installed here at our opening has served us every day continuously operating thirteen hours daily
without having had the slightest delay by reason of any faulty mechanism, the only expense that we have incurred for one
year for the maintenance of- same was the replacement of a couple of belts, the total amount of which was fifty cents.
I know that you will be proud of this record. During the year we have entertained a great number of visitors in our
operating room, and not alone the laymen, but exhibitors and members of the moving picture industries of other branches,
who were very much impressed — not alone in the classy lines of the Motiograph itself, but of the magnificent picture that
was thrown on our screen, which throw is exactly one hundred and four feet, on a screen twenty feet and six inches by
twenty-four feet and six inches. The simplicity of the mechanism of the Motiograph has never caused any of the extra
operators called in from time to time on the relief shifts the slightest embarrassment in immediately mastering its operation.
After
having Theatre,
used the it Motiograph
eight that
years
in our
a year's
in our
California
goes withoutforsaying
I feel
that Portola
a great Theatre,
part of and
our after
success
is dueusein asa described
measure toabove
the
efficiency of the Projecting Department, and, as a result, I want you to know that to-day I can consistently endorse the
Motiograph with the full knowledge that it is there 100%.
Yerv sincerely yours,
CALIFORNIA THEATRE,
EUGENE H. ROTH.
Managing Director.
W rite for literature
THE
564 W.

ENTERPRISE
Randolph

Street

OPTICAL

MFG.

COMPANY
Chicago,

111.

January
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other technical professions, it will be necessary for each
member of that profession to develop and maintain a high
standard of ability.

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analysed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
Technical Editor

What

Do

You

Think?

THE letter which follows contains an expression of
opinion which I have heard very often and one in
which there is no little truth. Conditions in the
projection rooms of many theatres could be improved, in
act made passable, without any expenditure whatsoever —
t is a clear case with many of, " What's the use of taking
rare of that which does not belong to me? I'll get a job
omewhere else when I get tired of this one."
We would like to have a broad expression of opinion
)n this subject. The more publicity is given to it the
ooner the conditions will be improved.
One of the places where the greatest good can be done
s at headquarters of the Locals. Here is where more of
he boys gather than in any one place. What is being
lone?
WESTINGHOUSE

ELECTRIC & MANUFACTURING COMPANY

Los Angeles, Cal., December 14, 1918.
Ir. E. K. Gillett, Editor,
Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
)ear Sir :
Although I am only interested indirectly in the Motion
'icture Industry, being a salesman for the Westinghouse
Jectric Company, I am anxious to see what results you
■ill obtain from your prize contest amongst the operators,
or I presume your idea in starting such a contest was
) stimulate interest and bring out some constructive ideas.
It has always seemed strange to me that operators, at
iast the majority of them, do not seem to realize that if
leir profession is going to compare favorably with some

You have lately inaugurated the term " projectionist "
to be used instead of " operator." If you are going to
use a new term, it seems to me you should have it understood that the term " projectionist " implies one who is
a well-informed and capable man.
My observations for the past three years would lead
me to believe that the difference between a " projectionist "
and an " operator " could be illustrated as follows, and I
feel certain that your observations over a wider range will
confirm at least some of my opinions.
You have no doubt gone into many projection rooms
where every piece of apparatus operated smoothly, quietly,
and efficiently, there was a place for everything and everything was in its place, every precaution was taken to
eliminate fire hazards, the man in charge was able to meet
any emergency that might arise without calling for help,
and would be willing and able to answer any intelligent
question asked in good faith. Such man would in my
estimation be a " projectionist,"
Contrast such a case with many more that you and all
of us have seen, where the apparatus is often cramped
into entirely too small working space, wires hanging all
over the walls and ceiling, the projection machines running noisily, the picture on the "screen not what it should
be because of lack of attention to many details, and if
something did go wrong it would mean disaster. The man
in charge of such projection room is not entitled to the
same classification as mentioned in the preceding paraThe projectionist is really interested in producing the
graph.
very best possible results he can for his employer and has
ability and backbone enough to be able to show Mr. Theatre Owner that it takes the" best workmanship and apparatus to produce the best results. The operator lacks
both ability and initiative and is willing to go along in
the same old rut, and just so long as he is willing just so
long will he stay there.
In discussing this viewpoint with several of the " boys "
there are those who will immediately say, " It can't be
done because the boss won't stand the expense." Now, if
such were really the case, I would feel that the Motion
Picture Industry would certainly retrograde, not progress,
and I am sure that anyone would have a hard time convincing me that the theatre-going public is not becoming
better educated each day and demanding the best projection as well as programs, and if the boss is not progressive enough to know that bettering these conditions
will be a real asset for his theatre business he needs some
education, and if such education cannot be acquired under
reasonable circumstances the aspiring projectionist might
better seek employment elsewhere, as he would never get
out of the rut there.
It is neither necessary nor prudent for a projectionist
to feel that he cannot make any improvements without
spending a great deal of money. I distinctly remember
a certain theatre where the average conditions largely prevailed. Then followed a change in operators. The new
man started in during his spare moments to make little
improvements here and there. All loose wires and unnecessary switches were removed from the walls, care was
given to the optical system and other details, a better picture was produced with less current consumption, and the
ventilation of the projection room was improved. Soon
everything was neat, clean and quiet. Even the other
" boys " around town commented favorably tipon the im(Conlinued on page 135)
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Conducted
The Function

of the Condenser

by Alfred

in Projection

Apparatus
By Dr. Herman Kellner
(A paper read at the meeting -vf Hhe Society of Motion Picture
Engineers, Cleveland, O.,' November 20, 1918.)
{Continued from last week)
IN the following two tables the losses by reflection absorption
are given for a Fresnel lens, which is spherically corrected,
has only 2 reflecting surfaces, less glass path, but higher angles of
incidence in the outer zones. The. average glass path is here the
same for all zones and equals 10 mm.
Fresnel Lens
Absorption Coefficient 1.3% per cm.
Loss
Distance of
in%
Loss in % by Loss in % by
Sum
of
center of zone
reflection on
absorption
in
losses
from
surface.
and length of
in %
zones.
optical axis
path
in
lens
in mm.
in mm.
1 2
(10.0)
7.1
9.7
1.2
4.3 4.1
2.8
1.1
12
10.5
(10.0)
22.0
4.8 4.5
29.8
37.6

Distance of
center of zone
from
optical axis
mi mm.

(10.0)
1.2
(10.0)
1.2
9.0 4.5
-12.2
per
cent.
Total Loss-

6.0 4.5

11.7
14.7

1

2

7.1

4.3 2.9

22.0

4.8 3.9

29.8

6.0 4.3

37.1

9.0 4.3

(10.0)
3.8
3.5
(10.0)
(10.0)
3.7
(10.0)

3.3
5.0

Absorption Coefficient 3.9% per cm.
Loss in % by Loss in % by
Sum
of
reflection on
absorption
surface.
losses
and length of
in %
path
in in
mm.lens

LIUR/

Loss
in %
zones.

12.0

in
1.4

12.8
14.0

3.4
3.9

16.9

5.8

Total Loss- -14.5 per cent.
3.6 • glass mirror as used
The loss of light on a concave silvered
behind the light source is caused
(a) by the reflection of the in and out going ray on the outside surface, which amounts to about 8 per cent.
(fc5) by reflection on the silver film, which varies considerably
with the quality of silvering, 10 per cent, being an average figure,
and
(cf by the absorption in the glass, which, amounts to from 1
to 4 per cent, for a mirror of 5mm. thickness. These figures add
up to a total loss of about 20 per cent, orf the mirror. If photometric measurements show in general a greater loss up to 50 per
cent, in commercial mirrors, the reason may be .found in most
cases in the poor silvering and bad condition of the surface.
In the case of a double condenser about 73 to 80 per cent, of

Newt

Qixestiorts
Answered/

S. Cory

the light contained in the angle 2 reaches the image of the source
after having passed through the condenser. Of the 80 per cent
which in the most favorable case is reflected by a spherical mirror
20 to 27 per cent, is lost in traversing the condenser, so that the
total amount which reaches the image of the source equals 80,
64 per cent, in the best case, 1.44 times the amount contained in
the angle. If the higher figure for the loss in the condenser is
taken, the total is reduced to 73, 58 per cent, or 1.31 times the
amount contained in the angle 2.
In the case of a single condenser the corresponding figures wit
be 1.58 and 1.53.
The question may now be raised, what is the best result obtainable atthe present state of the art and in what directions ma)
improvements be made?
We found the following factors to be of influence upon the
efficiency of the condenser system:
(1) Radiation from the source not collected by the optical system and, therefore, lost ;
(2) Spherical aberration of the condenser;
(3) Chromatic aberration of the condenser;
(4)
actionof (I)
the aperture-plate, on accoun"
of the Diaphragming
rectangular shape
the ofopening;
(5) Diaphragming action (II) of the aperture-plate, depending
upon its location when the light-source is not point shaped ;
(6) Absorption and reflection.
Of these the influence ot (3) and (6) can be briefly dealt with
Chromatic aberration causes no loss of light in a properly designer
system, while the loss by absorption and reflection, which amount
to from 12 to 15 per cent, in single lens condenser and to 20 pe
cent, in doublets, is absolutely unavoidable.
The loss due to the rectangular shape of the stencil, diaphragm
ing action (I), cannot be avoided even by employing an optical!}
perfect condenser and a point-shaped source, and so there onr.
remain for consideration the utilization of the radiation not inter
cepted by the condenser lens, the spherical aberration and th
diaphragming action (II) of the aperture-plate when the source iI
not point shaped.
Attempts to utilize the radiation not collected by the condense
lens were made many years ago. About the year 1840 Pro!
Petzval described a construction which I feel should be given th
publicity it deserves, because it marks about the limit of what ca
be accomplished in this direction. I was not able to refer t
Petzval's original description, and had to use a diagram publishe
in Hugo Schroeder's " Elemente der Photographischen Optik.
There is no explanation given of the diagram, and if the folio*
ing should not do justice to the construction, I have to apologii
to Prof. Petzval. In Fig. 12 is the source, placed in the cent*
of curvature of a hemispherical mirror which throws all the ligl
radiating in the direction away from the condenser back into tl|
source. At its equator the hemispherical mirror is joined coax
ally to a paraboloid, which collects the rays of the solid angle j
and sends them in a direction nearly parallel to the optical ax
towards the condenser lens which forms an image of the soORfl
at . All the light radiation within the solid angle
passes, afttl
reflection by the mirror, through the condenser lens to the imat
point
, while the light radiating in the remaining solid angle
passes through the condenser lens directly forming another imaf
of the source at . The drawback of the construction lies i
the technical difficulty of producing a perfect paraboloid and joii
ing the
two fact
mirrors
so that
no shadow
is cast arewithin
the cone,
also
in the
that two
images
of the source
produced.
A par;3" '
boloid with a badly formed surface, or a decentration of the r*
mirrors, is apt to cause uneven distribution of light in the coi
(Continued on page 132)
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projection with alternatPERFECT
* ing current as well as direct current
can be obtained by using the WESTINGHOUSE
MAZDA
TAMP
for motion
picture projection.
The light is absolutely steady, and produces aclear bright picture which is more
pleasing to the eyes of the audience than the
hard, chalky white glare of the arc light.
Furthermore,
MAZDA

the WESTINGHOUSE

LAMP

may

be operated

quarter to one-half the current
an arc for equivalent results.

on one-

required

by

This lamp is the ideal light source for
motion picture machines in the small and
average theatre, and also in churches,
schools, clubs and auditoriums.
Write for descriptive matter showing
the many advantages of these lamps and
explaining how they can be applied to your
present equipment.

Westinghouse

Lamp

Co.

165 Broadway, New York
Sales Offices and Warerhouses Throughout the Country Guaranteed by the Name
For Canada — Canadian Westinghouse Co., Limited, Hamilton, Ont.

WESTINGHOUSE

MAZDA
For

Motion

LAMPS
Picture

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Projection
Listen to them!
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The Function

of the Condenser

THE

patented.
In 1917 the General Electric Co. secured a patent on a modification of this arrangement, limiting it to a parallel coil grid fila
ment, the area of the spaces between the coils being equal to th«
effective light-emitting area of the grid coils, which is the fonr
now so frequently used.
As mentioned above the gain by the use of the mirror behind |
source amounts to 50 to 80 per cent.
The influence of the spherical aberration can be offset by plac
ing the stencil near the condenser, which is equivalent to a lantern
slide arrangement in reduced size. While the condenser coul<
be of the most common kind, it would be necessary to place thi
source nearer the condenser than has so far been feasible — at leas
with light-sources of considerable area, and there would, more
over, be no loss due to the diaphragming action (II) of the aper
ture-plate. The condenser could not, however, be of the Fresne
type, since in this case the circles separating the zones would b
projected into the image as shadows.
A condenser without spherical aberration has the advantag
that the stencil may he placed anywhere in the cone, excepting
(Continued on page 135)
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used as a motion picture condenser, exists probably not even
on paper. The spherical aberration can be partly avoided, although inspection of Mr. Jenkins' diagram shows uneven distribution in the light beam. The effect of the great angle intercepted
by the paraboloid is mostly offset by the loss of light on account
of the very unfavorable angles under which the light is reflected,
especially in the outer parts of the reflector. The centering oi
such a combination upon a common optical axis is not at all an
easy matter, and any lack of precise centering will cause a onesided, uneven, distribution of light.
The spherical mirror behind the source is undoubtedly a valuable addition. It dates back to the early days of the magic lantern
I used it in 1908 in an apparatus for the projection of compass
readings on ships, in combination with an incandescent lamp. Tht
filaments in these lamps, which were made by the WestinghoUK
Electric Co., were of grid form, and resembled a very steep
" M " with rounded corners over which the image superimposec
itself like a " W," so that no screening of the image by the sourc<
took place except in one point at each bend. The device wa:

in Projection

Apparatus
(Continued from page 130)
even when the stencil is located near the lens. This apparatus
may work well when used for lantern-slide projection, but is
hardly suitable for motion picture projection. Whether its efficiency is greatly superior to a good condenser made up of lenses
in the usual way is somewhat doubtful, if we consider the loss
by reflection on the parabolic mirror, and the fact that the greater
part of the radiation is reflected by the hemisphere, and then
reflected by the parabolic mirror, and therefore will suffer this
reflection loss twice.
Because of its similarity to Petzval's construction, we may mention here another one, which was quite in vogue as an automobileheadlight a few years ago, and which is almost identical with the
proposal made by Mr. Jenkins at the Rochester meeting in April,
1918. It contains (Fig. 12) a small condenser in whose focal point
the source is placed and the usual arrangement of the concave
mirror. The angle taken in by the condenser, which is, at
least doubled by the mirror, geometrically speaking, amounts to
about 50 degrees. This is thrown forward by the condenser as
a beam of parallel rays. A paraboloidal reflector is joined coaxially to the spherical mirror, so that its focal point coincides with
the focal point of the lens and the center of curvature of the
spherical mirror. This paraboloid intercepts the greater part of
the radiation which is not used by the lens and spherical mirror,
and, like the condenser lens, projects it forward as parallel beam.
By adding a condenser lens of the diameter of the reflector, an
image can be formed of the source not far from the condenser,
and the combination be used for projection work. A similar effect can be produced by moving the source and the center of the
spherical mirror outside of the paraboloid and the condenser.
The shape of the reflector should, however, be ellipsoidal in this
case, to prevent spherical aberration, which on account of the
large angles of incidence near the margin of the reflector, may
reach enormous amounts. The combination produces one image
of the source, only when the focal points of the condenser and
paraboloid coincide, and the efficiency of this construction, whcr
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CURRENT

PROJECTION

COLUMBIA-SILVERTIP
COMBINATION

The Coluinbia-Silvertip combination gives a light source that fills the bill in every particular. The Silvertip is a
quality product that has been tried and tested by the*experts of the motion picture industry. It has received the stamp
of approval of the best operators in the country and is standard.
The Columbia-Silvertip combination gives :
1. High current carrying capacity. The Silvertip is heavily plated, making it capable of carrying the heavy currents used in projection without harmful heating.
2. A strong, flexible light. The arc can be varied at the will of the operator, according to the density of the film
within a reasonable limit of the rated amperage of the combination used. No two films are of the same density, and
therefore, true artistic presentation of a picture requires a flexible light source.
Note: Silverfips are for direct current only
piuiiuiiuiiiuiuinuiM
For Alternating

Current

Projection

I WHITE A. C. SPECIAL CARBONS GIVE A Pl'RE WHITE LIGHT
|
OF HIGH INTENSITY AND FLICKERLESS ILLUMINATION.
|
No change of api>aratus
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WRITE TODAY FOR OUR CIRCULARS.
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Phrasing
|UST as the intelligent reading of a literary composition depends
A chiefly upon two things, accentuation and punctuation, so does
husical phrasing depend on the relative strength of the sounds
tnd upon their connection with or separation from each other.
\ is this close relationship of language to music which makes
ieir union in vocal music possible and appropriate, and accordigly when music is allied to words it is necessary that the
msical accents should coincide with those of the text, while
le separation of the various phrases agrees with the division
f the text into separate lines or sentences.
In instrumental
msic, although the same principles underlie its construction,
lere is no such definite guide as that afforded by the sense of
le words in a song, and the phrasing must therefore be the
:sult of a just appreciation on the part of the performer of the
meral sense of the music and of the observance of certain marks
which phrasing is indicated.
If we now consider more closely the causes and consequences
a variety in the strength of the notes of a phrase, we notice
the first place the necessity for an accent on the first note
every bar, and in certain rhythms on other parts of the bar
so. There are certain irregular forms of accent occasionally
quired by phrasing which it is essential to notice.
In rapid passages, when there are many notes in a bar, it is
ten necessary to introduce more accents than the ordinary
lythm requires, and the number and frequency of the accents
till depend upon the number of changes of harmony upon which
le passage is founded. Thus, for example, the first bar of a
Imposition may require seven accents while the first two bars
ay receive the ordinary rhythmic accent on the first note of
eh group, and the fourth bar may represent a different harmony,
if it should not change again, accents may be altered.
A composition when written must be offered in recognized
mpos, but a composer's conception of how it should be played
clearly marked by the suggestions in musical terms. Unfornately the average musician believes that he is better able to
irase the work than the composer himself, resulting in a mascre of a genius' conception. Needless to state, it is always the
ception which strongly proves the rule, and the only permissible
ception for disregard of marked phrasing on a composition is
aerein it is being performed in conjunction with a film and
equently this is essential.
Discretion, however, should be used not to take liberties with
well-known composition, because a musical member of the
dience might be acquainted with the work, and not realizing
at it was for the benefit of the picture, would blame the musician
r incompetency and negligence. As a matter of fact, although
eviously we have advocated that license is permissable at times
changing the phrasing, the musician also must realize that
ere is such a wealth of material today offered in conjunction
th the film that such latitude is unnecessary and it is really
ly a parsimonious leader who in the language of modern days is
getting away with things," because he loves the almighty dollar
much. This is the calibre of man who is more frequently
rasing, really not because of his musical ability, but merely
:rificing musical ideas for the benefit of his pocket book.
The Editor.
A

New

Xmas

Cantata

NEW Xmas cantata, entitled "The Dream of Mary," has just
V been published by H. W. Gray Co., of 2 West 45th Street,
;w York. It is a morality for solo voices, chorus, children's
Jrus, and congregation with organ or orchestra accompaniment,
e words are by John Jay Chapman and the music by Horatio
rker.
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The text is taken from a play by John Jay Chapman, entitled
" Christmas Once More." The play can be given by children or
adults, the cantata following, or the cantata can be performed
as a separate work. Dr. Parker's church music is too well known
to need any comment. " The Dream of Mary " is simple in style
and can- be performed by any average choir or chorus. It contains several choruses for the children and melodies in which
the congregation can take part. The solos are all within the
range of an average voice, but full of interest.
The latest innovation in the film palaces throughout the country
is community singing, and as the holidays are approaching we
considered it an opportune time to bring this cantata before the
attention of our readers. It could be used most appropriately
and effectively either at Christmas or Easter in the theatres where
community singing has been introduced during the performance.

MusicalReview

of Latest

Compositons

1 — " The Girl Behind the Gun Waltz." By Ivan Caryll. Con' taining the melodies of the three big hits: "There's Light
in Your Eyes," " Some Day Waiting Will End " and " There's
Life in the Old Dog Yet. (Chappell & Co., Ltd., 185 Madison
Ave., N. Y.)
2— "The Girl Behind the Gun One-Step." By Ivan Caryll.
Containing the three big one-step hits: " Back to the Dear
Old Trenches," " I Like It " and " The Girl Behind the Man
Behind the Gun." (Chappell & Co.)
— " Kisses."
Valse D'Amour by J. S. Zamecnik. The
melodious waltz hit. A sensation wherever played. A
melody that everybody will whistle and sing. It's hauntinglingering. (Sam Fox Pub. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.)
— " Battle of the Marne." (Descriptive) By Gaston Borch.
Here is a wonderfully effective number which every leader
will wish to program, and which will surely be thoroughly
appreciated by your audiences. It is a battle scene episode
which portrays in a most thrilling and vivid manner the heroism of France when it made its memorable stand on the Marne.
It never fails to arouse the greatest enthusiasm not only for
its descriptive power but also for its remarkably fine musical
conception. (Carl Fischer, Cooper Sq., N. Y.)
— " Good-Bye, France." One-step. Sergt. Irving Berlin's
" Welcome Home " Song. (Waterson, Berlin & Snyder
Co., Strand Theatre Bldg., N. Y.)
6—" Kentucky Dream." Waltz by the writers of " Indianola," S. R. Henry and D. Onivas. The sweetness of
its melody, the simplicity of its arrangement and its splendid
rhythm
for dancing
"Kentucky
" waltz
into
immediate
favor.have(J. carried
W. Stern
& Co., Dream
102^ W.
38th
St., N. Y.)
— " The Rose of ' No Man's Land.' " One-step by Caddigan
& Brennan. Tremendous success — A glorious tribute to
the Greatest Mother in the World — the Red Cross Nurse.
(Feist Edition, 237 W. 40th St., N. Y.)
8—" Mummy Mine." The Oriental Fox Trot Hit of the year.
One of the most wonderful tones ever published. (Sherman, Clay & Co., San Francisco.)
— " Victorious Democracy." Grand Fantaisie Triomphale,
By Gaston Borch. It was inspired by America's glorious
ideals and the immortal words of President Wilson " To
make the world safe for democracy." Amid the rumble of
war and the tramp, tramp, of moving troops, is heard the
answering sympathy from America, suggested by patriotic
excerpts in symphonic form. Then comes the cry of tortured
(Continued on next page)
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Eelgium, the mobilization of France and Great Britain, and
finally America's entrance, typified by the glorious " Star
Spangled Banner," in which is interwoven the "Marseillaise,"
leading to a thrilling and dramatic finale. This masterful
composition from the pen of this famous genius will remain
as everlasting as American ideals. (Belwin, Inc., 701 7th
Ave., N. Y.)
1 A — " Tackin' 'Em Down."
Fox trot. A toe-warmer for
I \J dancers— already a big hit. (J. H. Remick, 227 W.
46th St., N. Y.)
1 1 — " Out of the East." Oriental Fox-trot. You no doubt
• ' have played hundreds of Fox-trots but you've never
played anything to compare with " Out of the East" It is
Oriental in theme and characteristic enough to hold the attention of all who hear it. It's a wonderful dance number, and
we have been told by numerous Jazz Band Leaders along
Broadway that it is a sensation with them nightly. Make a
hit with your audience by playing it. They'll go wild over it.
(J. H. Remick & Co.)
LATEST

MUSIC

CUES

" THE MAN OF BRONZE "
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler.
| The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1 Theme: "My Paradise" (Characteristic
Moderate* Ballad), by
Zamecnik
| 1— Theme (2 minutes), at Screening.
| 2 — " Graciousness " (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Smith (3 minI utes), until — T: "Just received our checks for."
| 3 — Theme (1 minute), until — S: When Mary joins John.
1 4— " Mexicana " (Characteristic), by Herbert (1 minute), until — T:
| " Lano, a cattle town."
|
S — "Hurry
No. 26," by Minot (1 minute), until — S: When Mexican
| kicks
dog.
| 6 — "Birds and Butterflies" (Intermezzo Capricioso), by Vely (2
I minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Will you permit me to make?"
I 7 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "I shall call my
| statue" (train effects).
f 8 — "A Midsummer Wooing" (Andante Moderato), by Rolfe (3
| minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Lack of rain spells ruin."
| 9 — " Interrogation " (Intermezzo Moderato), by Rolfe (3 minutes
| and 45 seconds), until — T: " Favorable reports have induced."
1 10 — " Nocturne No. 13 " (Lento Con Appassionato), by Chopin (3
| minutes), until — T: "With the passing days."
| 11 — " Serenata " (Slow and Graceful), by Chopin (3 minutes and
I| 30
seconds), until — T: "When my furniture comes" (train effects,
telephone-bell).
| 12 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (4 minutes), until — T: " I
1 have come to take you home" (train effects).
|
— " Hunkatin
by Levy
| 15 13seconds),
until —" S:(Half-Tone
As scene One
fadesStep),
to dance
hall. (1 minute and
I 14 — "Capricious Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (2 min| utes), until — T: " Lawton's gal didn't come."
I 15 — " Dramatic Tension," by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds),
| until — T : " On his way to what was to."
|
— "AgitatountilNo.
by Minot (fire
(1 minute
I 45 16seconds),
— S:69"When(Allegro
John Agitato),
sprinkles gasoline
effects). and
|
17
—
"
Adagietto
"
(From
Symphonette
Suite),
by
Berge
(5 minutes
| and 15 seconds), until — S: As scene fades to Mary.
|
18 — " Dramatic
No. 38,"embraces
by Minot
| seconds),
until — S:Agitato
When Valdez
Mary. (1 minute and 30
| 19 — " Unspoken Words " (Andante Moderato), by Moore (3 min| utes), until — T: "Good night."
I 20 — "Pine Trees and Shadows" (Andante Cantabile), by Moore (3
| minutes), until — T: "Her dream of becoming a — "
| 21 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "I knew we would find you."
| 22 — "French Serenade" (Andantino Grazioso), by Grieg (3 minI utes), until — T: "The next week brings important."
I 23 — "Butterfly" (Allegro Grazioso), by Grieg (2 minutes and 45
| seconds), until — T: "A stranger in Lano."
1 24 — " Furioso No. 11," by Kiefert (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
1 until — T: "If that man loved me as" (shots).
| 25 — Theme (1 minute), until — S: When Mary is shot.
1 26—" Babillage " (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Castillo (3 minutes
I and 45 seconds), until — T: "I didn't know what he."
I 27 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "I don't under| stand I promised " — until *****
END.
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" THE
TESTING
MILDRED
VANE "
Specially
Selected andOFCompiled
by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Babillage" (Characteristic Allegretto Moderato), by
Castillo
1— Screening.
" Dramatic Tension," by Levy (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until
— at
2 — " Hunkatin " (Popular One Step), by Levy (2 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "The first ball of the debutante."
3 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "You know
you're
corking." (Intermezzo Moderato), by Deppen (2 minutes and
4— "Eleanor"
45 seconds), until — T: "The debutante a success."
5 — "Bleeding Hearts" (Andante Sentimento), by Levy (1 minute
and6 — 45"Birds
seconds), until
— T: "But(Intermezzo
environmentCapricioso),
is stronger."by Vely (3
Butterflies"
minutes and 30andseconds),
until — S: When Albert
calls.
7 — —" SDramatic
Levy (3 minutes and 45 seconds),
until
: When Recitative,"
Vane reads by
letters.
8 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T: "Don't you see it isn't my."
9 — " Mysterioso Dramatique No. 54," by Borch (2 minutes), until —
T: "That will be best."
10 — "Andante Pathetique No. 10," by Berge (1 minute and 45
seconds), until — T: "The parting."
11 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: "Two is company."
12 — "Rustle of Spring" (Heavy Dramatic), by Sinding (3 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: " Pardon me, it is my diary."
13 — " Mysterioso Dramatico No. 22," by Borch (2 minutes and
30 seconds), until — S: When Mildred telephones (telephone-bell).
14 — "Rustling Leaves" (Dramatic Emotion), by Koehler (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Scourged by the lashes of."
15 — " Mysterioso Dramatique No. 54," by Borch (3 minutes), until
— T: " He's a weird proposition."
16 — " Ein Marchen (Dramatic Fantasy), by Bach (3 minutes
and 45 seconds), until — T: "Is it my father?"
17 — "Dramatic Finale" (Agitato Appassionato), by Smith (4 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: " If you will take this note."
— " Dramatic
No. 36," by Andino (2 minutes), until —
T: 18 "The
flight" Tension
(auto effects).
19 — "Dramatic Tension No. 9," by Andino (2 minutes), until — S:
When Hernandez enters Vane's room.
20 — "Hurry"
(Half-Reel
Hurry), by Levy (3 minutes), until — T:
" Don't
let him come
near me."
21 — "Furioso" (Half-Reel Harry), by Levy (3 minutes), until — T:
" Her father don't care."
22 — "Agitato No. 69" (Allegro Agitato), by Minot (2 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "Vane must go to America" (china crash).
23 — toTheme
minute and 45 END.
seconds), until — T: "You will never
have
— until (1 *****
" LITTLE WOMEN "
(William A. Brady-Paramount)
1 — Overture, " Home Memories " (1 minute and 30 seconds), at
Opening.
2 — "Capricious Annette" (Jo Theme A), by Borch (1 minute and
45 seconds), until — Jo, the tom-boy of the family.
3 — "Visions" (Brooke Theme), by Buse (1 minute and 15 seconds),
until — Laurie, the boy friend of
4— " Heavy Mysterioso," by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds), until —
" Come, Amy, rehearse."
5— "Ever of Thee" (No. 11 of Twelve English Songs — Mother
Theme), (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — When Jo rubs arm.
6— " Gruesome Mysterioso No. 31," by Borch (1 minute and 30
seconds), until — The evening performance.
7 — No. 11 and 12 (from The Thistle Selection), (1 minute and 30
seconds),
— " Methought
8 — No. until
13 (from
The ThistleI heard."
Selection, (1 minute and 15 seconds),
until — " I wish your friend Mr. Baer."
9
—
No.
14
(from
The
Thistle
Selection
the Leal"), 1
minute and 45 seconds), until — When
Hannah— "Land
brings o'
in letter.
10 — Nos. 15 and 17 (from The Thistle Selection), (2 minutes),
until — Laurie's grandfather.
11 — Eccentric Comedy Theme (Aunt March Theme), by Roberts (1
minute and 15 seconds), until — Miss March, the crabbed old.
12 — "Andante
Pathetique No. 10," by Berge (45 seconds), until —
When
Jo enters hairdresser.
13
—
Repeat
Aunt
March enters house. March Theme (30 seconds), until — When Aunt
14 — " Andante Pathetique No. 23," by Borch (1 minute and 15
seconds), until — When scene fades to Jo.
15 — Repeat Aunt March Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until —
" Well, here's the money you."
16 — "May
(Jo Theme
by Borch (3 minutes and 30
seconds),
untilDreams"
— When scene
changes B),
to Jo.
17 — Repeat " Land o' the Leal " (1 minute), until — Jo before mirror.
18 — Repeat Mother Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — Next
morning.
19 — fades.
" Bocherini," by Menuett (30 seconds), until — When hospital
scene
20
—
Dramatic
24," by Borch (45 seconds), until —
When "scene
fades Andante
to hospitalNo.again.
21
—
"
Home,
Sweet
Home
"
(1
minute and 30 seconds), until — A few
weeks later.

BARXOLA*

You are not gambling your money when you buy THE BARTOLA
because it is the best paying investment you can make. ■
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" THE LOVE NET "
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Birds and Butterflies"
Paul Vely(Capricioso Intermezzo), by
1 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), at Screening.
2 — Selection of Old Time Sea Songs or " Pirates of Penzance,"
Selection by Sullivan (3 minutes), until — T: "Three of us boys."
3 — " Capricious Annette " (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (2 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: " If you lick any often."
4— Theme (3 minutes), until — T: "I wish you belonged to me."
5— "Moods" (Valse Sentimentale), by Holly (3 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: "Jim Henley, who boasted."
6
— "Memories"
Crespi
(1 minute and 45
seconds),
until — S: (Andante
When Mrs.Cantabile),
Gaythornebycalls
on Barnes.
7— " Graciousness " (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Smith (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Sell out or I'll force you."
8 — " Thoughts
" (Andante
Triste),arrives
by Crespi
seconds),
until — S:
When postman
(whistle).(2 minutes and 15
9 — "The Black Rose" (Allegretto Brillante), by Thomas (1 minute
and 30 seconds), until — T: "Trouble never comes singly."
10 — " Perpetual Motion " (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (1 minute
and 15 seconds), until — T: "I allers counted on the boy's."
11 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "Please, maam, I'd like to help."
12 — "Andante Pathetique," by Borch (2 minutes), until — T: "In
the early morning the quest."
13 — "Suzanne" (Allegro), by Rolfe (4 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T: "Here's where John Harding."
14 — " Pathetic Andante," by Berge (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "We don't spend a cent more."
15 — " Impish Elves " (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (3 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: "The scenes of his youth."
1<5 —— "T:Iris"Reminiscence."
" (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Reynard (2 minutes),
until
17 — " Danse Fantastique " (Intermezzo Fantastique), by Reynard
(3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Fortune has turned against
18 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "You will have
me."
to put every."
19 —— "S Savannah
" (Characteristic
until
: When Patty
greets guests.Allegretto), by Rosey (45 seconds),
20 — " Bleeding Hearts " (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "I wouldn't be so stuck up."
21 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Just as soon
as I'm big."
22 — " Babillage " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Castillo (3 minutes),
until — T: "My quest of the latch string."
23 — "My Paradise" (Moderato Ballad), by Zamecnik (4 minutes),
until — T: "No, don't quit, we'll take."
24 — "Jealous
(Moderato Jones
Expressivo),
by Zamecnik (2 minutes), until — S: Moon"
When Smuggler
calls Patty.
25
—
"
Rondo
"
(Excerpts
Beethoven
Sonata
Pathetique),
by Berge
(2 minutes), until — S: When Patty enters boat.
26 — "Turbulence" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "After dark."
27 —— "S Gruesome
Mysterioso,"
Borch (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until
: When Barnes
scuttles byboat.
28
—
Theme
(1
minute),
until
—
T:
"Beyond the far mysterious rim"
—until *****
END.

" IN THE HOLLOW OF HER HAND "
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler.
I The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1 Theme: "May Dreams" (Moderato Caprice), by Gaston Borch
1 1 — "Dramatic Fantasia" (Mysterious), by Bach (1 minute and 15
I seconds), until — T: "Burton's Inn."
= 2 — Continue to action (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "This
1 is Challis Wrandall."
1 3 — "Sinister Theme," by Vely (35 seconds), until — T: "In the
= night's desolation."
I 4— Continue to action (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Are
1 you looking for me? "
I 5 — " Last Spring " (Dramatic), by Grieg (1 minute and 45 seconds),
I until — T: "It was early morning."
— " Dramatic
" from Wrandall
" Eva," byhasMassenet
(3 minutes and
f| 5 6seconds),
until —Prelude
T: "Challis
been murdered."
I 7— " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (3 minutes and 10 seconds),
| until — T: " My name is Hetty."
I 8— Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: " I am Mrs. Challis
I Wrandall."
I g — Tragic Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until —
| T: "A year passed quickly."
I 10 — " Sleeping Rose " (Valse Lente), by Borch (2 minutes and 30
I seconds), until — T: "You are some sticker."
1 11 — "Intermezzo" (Moderato), by Huerter (3 minutes and 40
| seconds), until — T: "In a nearby cottage."
I 12 — " Melody " (Moderato), by Friml (4 minutes and 25 seconds),
1 until — T: " I believe I have it."
= 13 — " Serenade " (Moderato), by Drdla (3 minutes and 40 seconds),
I until — T: "The gathering storm."
| 14 — Prelude to "King Manfred" (Dramatic), by Reinecke (2 min1 utes and 45 seconds), until — T: "When evening came."
I 15 — Theme, ff (4 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "Brandon, I
| posed for that picture."
| 16 — "After Sunset" (4/4 Dramatic Moderato), by Pryor (2 minutes
| and 35 seconds), until — T: "You dare not refuse."
| 17 — "Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (55 seconds), until — T: "The
| judgment, hour."
| 18 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes and 45 seconds),
1 until— T: "I killed Challis."
I 19— Theme (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until * * * * END.
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condenser of the Fresnel type with which the location of the
stencil near the condenser has to be avoided, because of the
shadows cast by the rings between the zones.
If the light source is point shaped, no diaphragming action (II)
by the aperture-plate will occur wherever the latter may be placed,
but diaphragming action (II), by the aperture-plate, will occur
as soon as the light-source has an extended area, and as soon as
the stencil is placed at some distance from the condenser.
A condenser with spherical aberration, combined as usual with
an extended source, is the least efficient combination, because of
the position of the stencil necessitated by the uneven illumination
of the cone, and the resultant diaphragming action (II) of the
aperture-plate.
Bearing in mind that the concave mirror renders the same service in all cases, that the condenser which is composed of the
smallest number of elements is preferable, and that the stencil
is located in the smallest section of the cone where it will be
evenly illuminated, we sum up the different possibilities in the
order of their efficiency.
(1) Small ordinary condenser, light-source not too large and
located near the condenser, stencil near the condenser, large projection lens.
Practical difficulties : The light source. Faults none.
(2) Just as good : Large sperically corrected condenser, pointshaped source at usual distance from condenser, stencil located
some distance away from condenser, small projection lens.
Practical difficulties : The light source — Faults : None.
(3) Spherically corrected condenser, stencil located some distance away from condenser, large projection lens.
Practical difficulties : None — Faults : loss by diaphragming action
(II) of the aperture-plate.
(4) Large ordinary condenser, extended light-source at usual
distance from condenser, stencil located some distance away from
condenser, large projection lens.
Practical difficulties : None — Faults : loss by spherical aberration
and diaphragming action (II) of the aperture-plate.
The nearer point shaped the light-source, the lower the quality
of projection lens which may be used.
What Do You Think?
(Continued from page 129)
provements and I'll venture that all of these didn't cost
the management $15. The manager appreciated the interest shown in his welfare and when this projectionist
was able to convince the manager that the installation of
a motor generator set would give them better D. C. voltage
regulation as well as effect a saving of at least $25 a
month, the set was installed, and no howl went up about
the expense either, because his statements were vindicated.
Incidentally the same projectionist now has what I believe
to be the best-paying position in this city, his new projection room was properly equipped from the start and
he produces results for the most exacting.
Such is my idea of constructive co-operation between
the projectionist and the theatre owner, and I feel it is a
field of big opportunity. Similar results can and eventually
will be obtained in practically every theatre. I know of
one city where they have established high standards in
90 per cent of the theatres, and they don't burn the curtain
up doing it either. It is my opinion that the right kind
of projectinoists can bring about the desired results in
95 per cent of the theatres if they will all get vitally interested in producing them. Their success will be their
own reward and I wish them well.
I have often wondered what some others might think
of my views on this subject and I assure you I will appreciate receiving your comments.
Respectfully yours,
WHAT

DO YOU

(Signed)
THINK?.

H. T. O'Brien.
E. K. GlLLETT.
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IranJ&forteK
Automatically supplies only such voltage at arccurrent
requires.
No waste of
in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland .Ohio, US. A

" THE HELL CAT "
(Goldwyn-Geraldine Farrar)
Specially Selected and Levy
Compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes to a reel (1,000 ft.)
Levy (Andantino Sentimento) by
Love Theme: "Bleeding Hearts"
Hell Cat Theme:

Unless You Have The
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The Estey Theatre
Pipe Organ for interpretation ofthe
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The Accessory Department
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Dramatic Recitative '

(Heavy Dramatic) by

1— "Wild and Woolly" (Western Allegro), by Minot (1 minute and
25 2 —second's),
until — Theme
T: " Panchita
O'Brien."until — T: "Named far and
"Hell Catr"
(35 seconds),
3 — "La Paloma " (Spanish Serenade), by Yradrei (25 seconds),
until
— T:
"Daniel
running."
Note
— Vocal
Solo O'Brien
and Guitar
Accompaniment.
wide."
4— Continue to action (55 seconds), until — T: "Jack Webb, sheriff."
5 — "Birds and Butterflies" (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Levy (3
minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: " Four more dead sheep."
6 — "Hell Cat" Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "Big Jim Dyke."
7 — Continue to action (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: " Dyke,
there's been found."
8 — " Agitato Appassionato," by Borch (1 minute and 50 seconds),
until — T: "Jim Dyke's outfit."
9 — "Indian Love Song" (Characteristic), by Herbert (55 seconds),
until — T: "The drunken flaming passion."
10 — Continue ff (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "Yore shore
running
a chance."
11 — "Appassionato
No. 40," by Borch (55 seconds), until — T:
" While at the O'Brien ranch."
12 — "Sinister Theme" (Dramatic), by Vely (2 minutes and 50
seconds),
until — T:
cowardly
13 — Continue
ff (1"You
minute
and curs."
5 seconds), until — T: "Before
Panchita
could getshots.
word."
Note — Watch
14 — "Turbulence" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (3 minutes and 25
seconds), until — T: " Hello, Panchita, is the old man."
15 — " Hell Cat" Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: "Love
and16 —duty."
" Hurry " (Half-Reel Hurry), by Levy, to action pp or ff (1
minute and 40 seconds), until — T: " You will' be careful."
17 — Love Theme (1 minute and 56 seconds), until — T: " I'm looking
through
field giass."Hurry " (for general use), by Levy (4 minutes and
18 — " Half-Reel
55 seconds), until — T: " Do you think I knew."
19 — Continue pp (45 seconds), until — T: "While the sheriff rode."
20 —— "Half-Reel
" (for general use), by Levy (3 minutes),
until
S : Fade out Furioso
of fire scene.
Note — Watch shots.
21 — Continue pp (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "You've
gone
far."King" (Dramatic Agitato), by Schubert (2 minutes and
22 — too" Erl
40 seconds), until — S: Close-up of Jim on table.
23 — " Heart Wounds " (Dramatic Pathetic), by Grieg (2 minutes and
10 seconds), until — T: "And the ranch house burned."
24 — Continue ff (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "Why that
" Tragic Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until —
girl25"—here."
T:
You're a fool to fight me."
26 — chita"Hell
in cellar.Cat" Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — S: Pan27 —— "S Dramatic
until
: Panchita Tension,"
getting out byof Levy
cellar. (3 minutes and 50 seconds),
28 — " Hell Cat " Theme (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: " The
primitive
jealousy."
29 — " Indian
Mysterioso," by Levy (1 minute and 55 seconds),
until — T: "'Bout time that Dyke."
30 — Continue ff (30 seconds), until — T: "Dawn."
31 — "Rustle of Spring" (Heavy Dramatic), by Sinding (2 minutes
and 50 seconds), until — T: " Sheep girl she say you get her."
32 — Continue pp (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: " He murmy father."
33 — dered
Love
Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until • • • END.
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" RULING PASSIONS "
Revenge Theme: "Dramatic Tension" (Characteristic) by
John Shepherd
Love Theme: "Birds and Butterflies" (Intermezzo Capricioso)
by Paul Vely
Mercy Theme: "BleedingSol.Hearts"
P. Levy(Andante Sentimento), by
In order to correctly and musically interpret this picture the four
above themes should be employed.
1 — Revenge Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: " Prologue."
2 — Tacet (20 seconds), until — T: "Hate."
3 — Hate Theme (30 seconds), until — T: "Love."
4— Love Theme (35 seconds), until — T: "Revenge."
5 — Revenge Theme (35 seconds), until — T: "Mercy."
6 — Mercy Theme (40 seconds), until — T: "The play."
7 — —" SHeartwounds
until
: View grind (Dramatic),
organ player.by Grieg (1 minute and 20 seconds),
8 — Imitation
grind organ (35 seconds), until — T: "Something
matter
with the ofman."
9 — Hate Theme (5 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "Please don't
leave him."
10 — " My Paradise " (Moderato Melodious), by Zamecnik (4 minute*
and 10 seconds), until — S: Family with furniture on sidewalk.
11 — Revenge Theme (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: " It'* ■
little over two years."
12 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (4 minutes), until — T: "Aler,
my poor dear friend."
13 — "Love Fancies" (Moderato Intermezzo), by J. S. Zamecnik (3
minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "That same week."
14 — "One Fleeting Hour (Moderato Melodious), by Lee (1 minute
and 50 seconds), until — T: "In less than a year."
15 — " Valse Moderne " (Valse Lento), by Rosey (35 seconds),
until
T: "Countess
Duboroff
to appear."
16 —— Tacet
(50 seconds),
until —isS:ready
Countess
begins to dance.
17 — " Dance of the Hours," by Ponchielli (about 16 bars), (25 seconds),
until
—
T:
"That
summer
Mr.
Walton."
18 — Love Theme (40 seconds), until — S: Interior of office.
19 — " Babillage (Allegretto), by Castillo (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "Mr. Walton sent his car."
20 — "Sleeping Rose" (Valse Lento), by Borch (2 minutes and 35
seconds), until — T: "And daily she commenced."
21 — "I Gathered a Rose" (Andante), by Lee (2 minutes and 55
seconds), until — T: "Is that how you keep."
22 — Hate Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "And the
iollowing day."
23 — Continue pp (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: " Don't forget
you are engaged."
24 — "Tragic Theme" (Dramatic), by Vely (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "After a short time."
25 — Continue pp (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: " It didn't
take very long."
26
bars (25
of "seconds),
Wedding until
March,"
27 —— 8Tacet
— S: followed
Exterior byscene in street.
28 — " Legende " (9/8 Moderato), by Friml (4 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "Pardon me, Mr. Walton."
29 — "Jealous Moon" (Melodious Moderato), by Zamecnik (1 minute
and 55 seconds), until — T: "Alex Vernon is down and out."
30 — Hate Theme (45 seconds), until — S: Nurse entering Walton'*
room.
31 — Mercy Theme (2 minutes), until — S: Grind organ in view.
32 — Imitation of grind organ (50 seconds), until — S: Fade-out of
grind organ.
— "In Love"
Andante),
55 33seconds),
until — (Characteristic
S: Woman writing
letter. by Friml (2 minutes and
34
—
"
Dramatic
Tension,"
by
Levy
(2 minutes and 35 seconds),
until — S : Nurse playing piano.
35 — Piano improvising to action (20 seconds), until — T: "A week
later."
36 — "Melody" (Moderato), by Kretschmer (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — Theme
T: "When you are near."
37 — Love
nouncing Mr. Vernon.(2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — S: Valet an38 — Revenge Theme (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until — S: Vision of
nurse appearing to Walton.
39 — Mercy Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " I underand it was."Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until • • • END.
40 — stLove

" THE RACING STRAIN "
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1 — "Southern Pastimes" (Medley Overture), by Catlin (1 minute
and 20 seconds), until — T: "A Red Cross raffle."
2 — Continue to action (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "Old
Dan once a slave."
3 — Continue pp (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: " Lieut.
Gregory Haines."
4 — "Swing Song" (6/8 Moderato), by Barns (2 minutes and 50
seconds), until — T: "Jack Schuyler, who coughs."
5 — Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "The study hour."
6 — " La Colombe (Moderato Intermezzo), by Gounod (1 minute
and 45 seconds), until — T: "Johnny Tweed, once a jockey."
7— " Pathetic Andante," by Vely (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "As the summer days pass."
8 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Big Jim plays
two games."
9 — "Sparklets" (Intermezzo Moderato), by Miles (3 minutes and
20 seconds), until — T: "I have a surprise for you."
10 — " Dramatic Suspense" (Moderato Quasi Andante), by M. Winkler (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: "The De Luce country
home."
11 — "Valse Moderne " (Valse Lento), by Rosey (2 minutes and 50
seconds), until — T: "Colonel,
am next
goingcolumn)
to bet."
(ContinuedI in
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(Continued from preceding column)
12 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (2 minutes), until — T: " How
can —a Theme
girl sleep?
"
(3 minutes
and 5 seconds), until — S: De Luce sees girl
on 13bench.
14 — " Sinister Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until —
T: "I shall never forgive myself."
1516 —— Continue
(35 seconds),
until — T:(1 "I've
lovedseconds),
you."
" Dramaticpp Agitato,"
by Hough
minutealways
and 40
until — T : " Fearful of bloodshed."
17 — "Sweet Ponderings " (Andante Moderato), by Langey (1 minute
and 55 seconds), until — T: "Back in their New York hotel."
18 — "Serenade" (Andante Moderato), by Drdla (2 minutes and 5
seconds),
until — T: "Torpedo
the by
horse."
19 — " Intermezzo
(2/4 Presto),
Arenski (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "Timing the morning work out."
20 — " Galop No. 7," by Minot, to action pp or ff (2 minutes and 5
seconds),
until — Elves
T: "Oh,
Daddy, you
don't know."
21 — " Impish
" (Allegretto
Intermezzo),
by Borch (1 minute
and 35 seconds), until — T: "During the Saratoga racing season."
22 — Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "The night before
23 — " Gruesome Mysterioso," by Borch (3 minutes and 10 seconds),
until race."
— T: "Where's the man that ordered."
the
24 — " Agitato Appassionato," by Borch (1 minute and 35 seconds),
until
T: " Not pponlyandthat."
25 —— Continue
slow (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T:
" The handicap."
26 — "Aces High" (Aviation March), by Roberts (1 minute and 20
seconds),
until — effect
T: "Saddles
27 — Produce
of ringingup."bell, followed by
28 — Tacet (20 seconds), until — T: "The call to the post."
29 — "Stand Pat" (March), by Roberts (1 minute and 25 seconds),
until — T : " At the post."
30 — "Stampede"
(Galop), by Simon, pp (30 seconds), until — T:
" They're
off."
31 — Continue ff (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "Southern
32 — Continue
Honor
wins." pp (40 seconds), until — T: "Oh, Daddy, I almost
33 — " Capricious Annette " (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (1 minute
and 35 seconds), until — T: "Lucille, aren't you even."
3435 —— Theme,
ff (1Away
minuteWithanda 10Smile
seconds),
until —Song),
T: "Sailing
time."
forgot."
" Send Me
" (Popular
(50 seconds),
until *****
END.

" HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS "
(Bert Lytell-Metro)
" Grave " (Allegro Molto), by Berge (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
at 1 —Screening.
2 — "Allegro Agitato No. 8," by Andino (1 minute and 15 seconds),
until3 —— "Waltz
S: As scene
fades to(Waltz
mine (horses'
hoofs,byshots).
Moderne"
Moderato),
Rosey (2 minutes),
until
—
T:
"And
Rockefeller's
pile."
4— " Military Tactics" (an American Bugle March), by Rosey (2
minutes),
until — T: "A
young engineer
dark."
5 — "Marionette"
(Characteristic
Brightthe Moderato),
by Arndt (3
minutes), until — T: "But please, Alice, your mother" (water effects).
6 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Mama's strong
" Mexicans " (Characteristic), by Herbert (3 minutes and 30
for7 —Harold."
seconds),
until —SpyT: " " (Original
In Tropico,Descriptive
the town Mysterioso),
nearest."
8 — " Crafty
by Borch (1
minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "A rebel chief who hides his."
9 — "Agitato No. 6," by Kiefert (1 minute), until — T: "A daughter
(Allegretto Intermezzo), by Castillo (3 minutes
of 10the— "Babillage"
poor."
and 30 seconds), until — T: "The Balboa Oil Concession" (shots).
11 — " March Bizzarre," by Simo (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until —
T: "The Federal Governor of the."
— " Furioso
by Kiefe
S: 12When
Blake No.
sees 11,"
notice
(shots).(2 minutes and 15 seconds), until —
13 — " Alborada " (Caprice Espagnola), by Andino (2 minutes and
45 seconds), until — S: When bandit leaves.
14 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — S: When Mexicans
give Bob present.
— " Hurry
26," auto
by Minot
T: 15"His
Lie" No.
(shots,
effects).(1 minute and 30 seconds), until —
16
—
"Tragic
Theme,"
by
Vely
minute and 30 seconds), until —
S : When scene fades to Randolph (1home.
17 — "Perpetual Motion" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes),
until — T: "An exciting Christmas."
18 — " Mountaineer's March " (Mountain Music Suit), by Borch (2
minutes
and 30and
seconds),
— T: "To Allegro),
the next by
President
19 — "Wild
Wooly until
" (Western
Minot of(2 Mexico."
minutes
hoofs).
and 45 seconds), until — T: "The Gringo has his concession (horses'
20 — "Agitato No. 37," by Andino (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — S : When bandits approach water wagon.
21 — " La Belle Argentino " (Mexican Tango), by Roberts (2 minutes), until — S: As scene fades to Mexican fiesta.
22 — "Agitato
No. 49,"(shots).
by Shepherd (1 minute), until — S: When
orchestra
stops playing
23 — " Mountaineer's Dance " (Mountain Music Suite), by Borch (1
minute and 15 seconds), until — S: When Bob watches dancers.
24 — " Furioso No. 60," by Shepherd (1 minute and 45 seconds),
until — T: "The Gringo is among us" (shots).
25 — "Agitato No. 69" (Allegro Agitato), by Minot (1 minute and
30 seconds), until — S: When Bob dives in water.
26
— Theme
(1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "In spite of her
grief"
(auto effects).
27 — "Hurry No. 33," by Minot (1 minute), until — S: When boy
greets
Bob.
28 — "Furioso"
(HalfjReel Agitato), by Levy (3 minutes and 30
seconds),
— S: telephone-bell).
When Bob enters Harold's apartment (glass
crash, auto until
effects,
29 — "Hurry" (Half-Reel Hurry), by Levy (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "He no go to wedding" (auto effects).
30 — Organ only for entire wedding ceremony (3 minutes), until — SWhen choir enters church — until *****
END.
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of Organic Developing Agents
By H. T. Clarke
(A Communication
from the Research Laboratory of the
Eastman Kodak Co.)
FROM the time that the European war cut off the supply of
foreign organic chemicals to this country two distinct activities have been apparent in the photographic developing agent
trade ; on the one hand, the efforts of manufacturing concerns to
produce the most necessary substances, like hydroquinone and salt
of p-aminophenol, and on the other the less commendable manipulations of the purveyors df bogus and adulterated developing
agents. For the control of both these activities chemists are
necessary— to check the purity of the genuine products and expose the composition of the false. Moreover, in many cases developing agents are submitted under fancy names, and it is necessary to identify the substances they contain.
The work of the analyst thus falls into three classes— the separation and identification of genuine developing agents, the quantitative determination of such substances, and the identification of
the materials employed /or adulteration or substitution.
The following scheme for the identification of the commoner
developing agents is drawn up to meet the first; a few suggestions
for quantitative work follow, but owing to the enormous number
and variety of adulterants no attempt can be made to indicate all
of the methods employed for their detection and estimation, which
in any case are subject to the methods of routine analysis.
Qualitative Methods — Group Tests
Taking 0.1 gm. of sample —
I— Insoluble in 5 ccs. of cold water:
p-Hydroxyphenylglycine.
II — Soluble in ccs. of ether :
Hydroquinone
Chlorohydroquinone
Catechol
Pyrogallol
III — Soluble in 5 ccs. of alcohol :
p-Aminophenol base
p-Aminophenol hydrochloride
5-Amino-2-cresol hydrochloride
2.4-Diaminophenol hydrochloride
p-Dimethylaminophenol oxalate
Ilia — Insoluble in alcohol :
p-Aminophenol sulphate
t 5-Amino-2-cresol sulphate
p-Methylaminophenol sulphate
p-Dimethylaminophenol sulphate
o-Methylaminophenol sulphate
p-Phenylenediamine hydrochloride
Qualitative Methods — Distinguishing Tests
A — Test aqueous solutions with litmus :
Neutral or only faintly acid, Group II, Groups III and Ilia
give markedly acid solutions (with the exception of pure paminophenol base). Test aqueous solutions for chloride, sulphate, oxalate and other common anions.
B — Treat 0.1 gm. in cc. hot water, with one or two drops of 10
per cent, codium carbonate solution; let mixture stand a few
minutes to cool :
Group I— p. Hydroxyphenylglycine.
Dissolve with effervescence; very little change on standing.
Group II — Hydroquinone, Chlorohydroquinone, and Catechol. No effervescence; solution darkens slowly on standing.
Pyrogallol. No effervescence; solution darkens rapidly on
standing.
Groups III and Ilia — All cause effervescence except pure
p-aminophenol base.

Crystalline precipitates formed on cooling; salts of p-aminophenol, 5-amino, 2-cresol and o-methylaminophenol.
No precipitate on cooling; salts -of 2.4-diaminophenol, pmethylaminophenol, p-dimenthylaminophenol, and p-phenylenediamine.
C — To 0.1 gm. of sample in 2 cc. of water add a few drops of
10 per cent, ferric' chloride solution:
Group 1 — p-Hydroxyphenylglycine gives no color reaction
in the cold ; odor of quinone on boiling.
Group II — Hydroquinone gives dark greenish precipitate of
quinhydrone ia the cold ; strong odor of quinone on boiling.
Chlorohydroquinone gives reddish-brown coloration in the
cold ; odor resembling that of quinone on boiling.
Catechol gives a green coloration with one drop of ferric
chloride; with excess, a nearly black precipitate is formed; no
odor is produced on boiling.
Pyrogallol gives intense reddish-brown coloration in the
cold ; no odor on boiling.
Groups III and Ilia — Salts of p-aminophenol and 5-amino2-cresol give purple colorations in the cold ; odors of quinone
on boiling, and the purple colors are not destroyed.
p-Methylaminophenol sulphate behaves similarly, except that
the purple coloration is developed more slowly.
Salts of p-dimethylaminophenol gives no color in the cold ;
the solution darkens on boiling, with formation of quinone
odor.
With 2.4 diaminophenol hydrochloride an intense red color
is developed in the cold ; no odor is produced on boiling.
With o-methylaminophenol sulphate a dark purple color is
produced, turning to red-brown on standing, or more rapidly
on warming; no odor is produced on boiling.
With p-phenylenediamine hydrochloride a deep green color
is developed, followed immediately by a dull purple ; on boiling the color changes to a dull reddish brown, and the odor of
quinone is produced.
D — To 0.1 gm. of sample in 1 cc. of water add 2 ccs. of 5 per
cent, silver nitrate solution :
Group 1— p-Hydroxyphenyglycine in suspension causes a
black deposit in the cold, which on boiling instantly becomes
light brown, while the liquid rapidly acquires a purple color.
Group II — Hydroquinone gives a silky white precipitate in
the cold, the odor of quinone is developed on boiling.
Chlorohydroquinone scarcely reduces silver nitrate in the
cold, but rapidly on boiling.
Catechol slowly reduces the reagent in the cold; no characteristic color or odor developed on boiling.
Pyrogallol causes instant reduction in the cold, giving a
brown precipitate; no odor produced on boiling.
Groups III and Ilia — Salts of p-aminophenol. p-methylaminophonel, and 5-amino-2-cresol give purple colorations,
with quinone-like odors on boiling.
Salts of p-dimethylaminophenol give no color in the cold ;
on boiling a brownish red color and the odor of quinone are
developed.
2.4 diaminophenol hydrochloride yields an intense red color;
no odor on boiling.
o-Methylaminophenol sulphate gives a yellowish-brown color
in the cold, becoming reddish brown on heating; no odor developed on boiling.
p-Phenylenediamine-hydrochloride yields in the cold a transitory pale green color, followed instantly by a deep purple ; no
color change and no odor on boiling.
Specific Texts
Two reactions which should be performed with every developing agent are acetylation and benzoylation.
In acetylation the substance is mixed with about three times its
{Continued on page 140)
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Colorgraph
Laboratory
INCORPORATED
New

Rochelle,

N.

Y.

by
Motion

Natural

Color Films

Pictures

for
Use in Any

Color

Photography

Projector

This company is pleased to announce to the Motion Picture trade that, after many years of experimenting and constant application to laboratory tests and development by Mr. Arturo Hernandez-Mejia and many
thousands of dollars spent by his associates, the art of making color films by the colorgraph process
IS

NOW

READY

FOR

THE

PUBLIC

Natural color pictures with the color on the films, without any filters on the projector, by means of
double-coated film, is here now, and the process is commercially practical and the cost is no more than
black and white films. The many difficult problems of its early history have been solved by us — registration,
satisfactory coloring and brilliancy are now simple laboratory inexpensive operations. Hernandez-Mejia
first made films colored on both sides from color separation negatives in 191 1, and he has been ever since
constantly improving the process, applying it to all kinds of negatives, those of two-color, three-color, fourcolor and six-color separation, and he finds that, as he stated in his original patent application in 1912, any
(two or more) separated image negative is suitable for his process. This simplifies the work materially, as
no special camera is necessary so long as color screens are used in taking.
While imitation is the sincerest form of flattery, and while we appreciate the compliment paid us by
imitators who, at this eleventh hour, try to come in and reap the benefit of our nine years of hard work
and many thousands of dollars spent in experimental work, we cannot allow them to do so without asserting
our rights, and therefore
WE

HEREBY

GIVE

NOTICE

to the Motion Picture trade, distributors and exhibitors, that we are sole licensees under the HernandezMejia patent No. 1,174,144, applied for in 1912 and granted and issued in 1916 as a divisional application,
patent No. 1,282,829, and other patents allowed and pending. That we will institute legal proceedings in
each case of infringement of our patented process, that is to say, taking negatives through color screens and
printing them on films coated on both sides, in register, as per one patent, or out of register, as per the
other, or any form of film coated on both sides and colored on both sides, which'infringes.
1
After January first we will announce our weekly release, and the price to distributors, domestic and
foreign, will be the same as black and white films, about
Six

Cents

a Foot

depending on the price of raw stock, so insist on being
assured that color films offered you are genuine

Double-Coated
uimni

Colorgraph

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.

Films
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Canton,

Canton,
looking

China,

Illinois,

movie

to

fans are

at pictures made

on

EASTMAN
FILM

The

demand

for the clearest

pictures possible is world

wide.

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

GOERZ
Goerz Kino Hypar F:3.5
Never before in history has the motion picture industry been
so vitally important as it is today. Cameramen cannot afford
to experiment, they must obtain results. The GOERZ KINO
HYPAR P :3.5 has stood every studio and field test and it produces results. It\ is made in 1%, 2, 2% and 3 inch focus and
may be fitted to nearly every standard camera on the market.
Used with our GOERZ VIGNETTING DEVICES, the GOERZ
KINO HYPAR leaves nothing to be desired. Call at our office
or send for our latest descriptive matter.
C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
317J East 34th Street, New York City

HEAR
YE!

Why accept a lesser degree of DEVELOPING and
PRINTING ability than is offered in the EVANS
SERVICE ?
Our superiority is unquestioned ; desire to serve you, genuine ;
ability to satisfy you, positive and guaranteed by our reputation.
EVANS
FILM MFG. CO.
416-24 West 216th Street
New York City
Telephone: St. Nicholas 3443-44

of Organic Developing
(Continued from page 138)

N e iv s

Agents

weight of acetic anhydride, together, if the developing agent be a
salt of a base with an equal weight of anhydrous sodium acetate,
and the mixture gently boiled for a few instants over a flame.
After the mass has cooled about ten volumes of water are added,
and the separated solid filtered off and recrystallized from alcohol
or similar solvent.
In benzoylation (Schotten-Baumann process) the substance is
mixed with about four times its weight of benzoyl chloride, and
an excess of 10 per cent, caustic soda solution added, whereupon
the mixture is vigorously shaken in a stoppered tube, cooling if
necessary, and occasionally releasing any excess pressure by opening the stopper. Shaking must be continued until the irritating
odor of the benzoyl chloride has disappeared. Care must be taken
that an excess of alkali is present at the end of the reaction. The
separated - solid is then filtered off, washed with water, and recrystallized from acetone or other suitable
solvent.
The derivatives thus produced possess characteristic melting
points,
their aid.so that an identification can be definitely established by
The following are specific properties of the developing substances and of their acetyl, benzoyl, and other derivatives:
Group 1— p-Hydroxyphenylgylcine dissolves readily in dilute
sodium carbonate, sodium hydroxide, sodium sulphite, or ammonia ;also in dilute mineral acids, but not in dilute acetic acid.
When pure it crystallizes in colorless leaflets, melting indistinctly
with decomposition above 200°.
Group II — The four substances described in this group all form
bright yellow water-soluble compounds with sulphurous acid (or
sodium bisulphite and dilute acid).
Hydroquinone crystallizes readily from water in colorless
needles melting at 169 degs. It boils at 285 degs. The vapor is
almost odorless. It is insoluble in benzene. Quinhydrone, precipitated bya cold acid solution of ferric chloride, or of potassium
bichromate, melts at 171 degs. Quinone formed by the action of
an excess of acid bichromate melts at 116 degs. The diacetyl
derivative melts at 123 degs; the dibenzoyl derivative melts at 199
degs.
Chlorohydroquinone is too soluble in water to crystallize from
aqueous solution. It dissolves readily in warm benzene. It melts
at 106 degs. and boils at 263 degs. The vapor has a distinct phenolic odor. The diacetyl derivative melts at 99 degs. Chloroquinone
produced by oxidizing with acid bichromate melts at 57 degs.
Catechol forms feathery needles which melt at 104 degs. and
boil at 245 degs., and are extremely soluble in water. It is readily
soluble in hot benzene, sparingly in cold. It possesses an odor
resembling that of pyrogallol. On treatment with bromine in carbon tetrachloride solution, hydrogen bromide is evolved, and a
tetrabromo derivative melting at 192 degs. is produced. The
diacetyl derivative melts at 63 degs. ; the dibenzoyl derivative melts
at 84 degs.
Pyrogallol is extremely soluble in water. It is slightly soluble
in hot benzene, almost insoluble in cold. It melts at 133 degs.
and boils at 293 degs. It possesses a peculiar and characteristic
odor. Its aqueous solution gives, a blue precipitate with ferrou?
(Continued on next page)

"NEWMAN"
HEAR
YE!

Picture

Frames,
Eaxels,
Rail a, Grilles,
Signs,
Choppers,
Kick Plates,
Door Bars

BRASS FRAM
A FEW ES
REASONS
AND RAILS
why
"
NEWMAN
"
METAL
FRAMES
chosen by all the big circuits and besthave
classbeenof
theatres.
1 — Because the constant exposure to all sorts
nf weather conditions cannot affect " NSW.
MAN " NON-CORROSIVE
METAL FRAMES.
2 — Because of their richness in beauty and
design, they liven the entrance and render the
lobby more Inviting than any other kind of
frames.
3 — Because they will outlast a dozen wood
frames. They are practically un- wear-oat-able.
INSISTWHEN
ON THE
NAME FRAMES
" NEWMAN "
BUYING
Write for lfev> 1918 Catalog
THE NEWMAN MFG. CO.
Established 18SS
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone,
Rialto Theatre Bldg.. Montreal. Canada
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, CsJ.
H manufacture tkt r'ramel in tariuut faMM viit-Ji donrtrtquir* SdUUss
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Agents

sulphate. The triacetyl derivative melts at 161 degs., the tribenzoyl
derivative melts at 89 degs.
Groups III and Ilia — p-Aminophenol and its salts. The free
base crystallizes from water in leaflets, melting with decomposition at 184 degs., soluble in about 100 parts of cold water. It
is moderately soluble in hot alcohol, sparingly in ether. The
hydrochloride crystallizes in prisms, and is sparingly soluble in
concentrated hydrocloric acid. The sulphate, crystallizing in
fine needles, is less soluble in cold water than the hydrochloride,
but the hydrochloride is precipitated from an aqueous solution of
the sulphate on adding concentrated hydrochloric acid. On adding
to a cold slightly acid solution an excess of sodium acetate and
then a few drops of benzaldehyde, the pale yellow benzylidene
derivative is soon precipitated, which crystallizes from methyl alcohol in needles melting at 183 degs. The diacetyl derivative melts
at 150 degs.; the dibenzoyl derivative melts at 234 degs.
5-Amino-2-cresol and its salts resemble p-aminophenol and its
corresponding salts very closely in solubility and chemical behavior. The free base crystallizes from water in flat needles
melting with decomposition at 176 degs. The hydrochloride
crystallizes either in needles, or, less frequently, in leaflets. The
sulphate crystallizes in fine needles. On oxidation with acid bichromate ityields toluquinone, melting at 68 degs. The benzylidene derivative is markedly less soluble than benzylidene-paminophenol in methyl alcohol, from which it crystallizes in leaflets melting at 208 degs. . The diacetyl derivative melts at 103
degs.; on gentle hydrolysis with alkali' it yields the monacetyl
derivative melting at 179 degs. The dibenzoyl derivative melts
at 194 degs.
2.4rDiaminophenol is met with only as the hydrochloride. The
free base is not precipitated from solution on addition of sodium
carbonate ; the neutralized solution darkens very rapidly in air.
The hydrochloride is sparingly soluble in concentrated hydrochloric acid. Attempts to prepare a benzylidene derivative lead

Of

to a smeary yellow product. The triacetyl derivative melts at
180 degs.'; the tribenzoyl derivative melts at 231 degs.
p-Methylaminophenol is met with only as the sulphate which
crystallizes in fine needles. The free base is fairly readily soluble
in cold water, but can be obtained on neutralizing a cold saturated
solution of the sulphate with sodium carbonate, it melts at 85
degs., and is extremely soluble in ether. On allowing a solution
in an excess of sodium hydroxide to stand in air, a dark color
rapidly develops, accompanied by a characteristic odor not unlike
that of a trace of pyridine. On adding sodium nitrate solution
in slight excess to a solution acidified with sulphuric acid, the
sparingly soluble nitroso derivative separates in colorless needles
melting at 135 degs. The perfectly pure monomethyl compound
yields to benzylidene derivative on treatment with sodium acetate
and benzaldehyde, but technical samples are rarely entirely free
from salts of p-aminophenol, which is converted by benzaldehyde
into the insoluble benzylidene p-aminophenol. A good technical
sample should be completely soluble in three parts of concentrated
hydrochloric acid. The diacetyl derivative is insoluble in cold
water, and melts at 97 degs. ; on gentle hydrolysis by warming
with dilute alkali, this is converted in the mono-acetyl compound
soluble in alkali and precipitated by acid, which melts at 240 degs.
The dibenzoyl derivative melts at 173 degs.
p-Dimethylaminophenol. — The sulphate crystallizes in hexagonal
tablets, which are extremely soluble in water. The oxalate is
moderately soluble in water and alcohol ; it melts at 187 to 191
degs. The free base is fairly readily soluble in cold water; it
melts at 75 degs., and is extremely soluble in ether. On allowing
a solution in sodium hydroxide to stand in air, the same dark
color and pyridine-like odor are developed as with the. monomethyl compound. On adding sodium nitrate to a solution in
dilute acid, a reddish-brown coloration is formed, with evolution
of gas. On adding a saturated solution of potassium ferrocyanide
to a fairly concentrated solution in dilute sulphuric acid, a white
crystalline precipitate of the acid ferrocyanide soon separates.
It forms an acetyl derivative melting at 78 degs., and a benzoyl
derivative (soluble in dilute acid) which melts at 158 degs.
{Continued on page 142)

Mutual

Interest

It has frequently happened that important
business has been lost to a motion picture laboratory because its Staff Experts were apparently too
busy to give proper consideration to the tentative
plans of a prospective patron.
The Staff Experts of the Republic Laboratories,
acting on the assumption that the business of any
one
seeking
information is always
to be worth while, are eager to
listen attentively to its presentation
and to render an opinion and assistance in accordance with their experience with modern laboratory problems in similar cases.
Perhaps our Staff Experts
can serve you Right Now

REPUBLIC

LABORATORIES,

729 SEVENTH

AVENUE,
NEW
Telephone Bryant 7190

YORK

Inc.
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SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one lias fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We are exclusive distributors of the SIMPLEX Machines. We repair all
makes of machines aud sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1329 Vine Street, Phihladelphia, Pa.

PERFECTED

PROJECTION

THE

mechanism of thj DeVry Portable Motion Picture Projector is so wonderfully simple as to commend itself instantly to tbe amateur operator, while it combines all the
necessary qualities of perfected projection to delight the appreciation of the professional.
Adopted by the United States Government in all Departments where motion
pictures are used, aud by the American
Red Cross, at home and abroad. Used
also in all Y. M. C. A. work, on transports, at home and " over there."
Write today for our Catalogue HS.
The DeVry Corporation
109y2 North Wells Street
Chicago,
U. S. A.

Picture

News

{Continued from preceeding page)
o-Methylaminophenol.— The sulphate crystallizes in stout needles,
which are extremely soluble in water; the free base, which is
slightly soluble in cold water, but readily so in hot water, crystallizes in leaflets, melting at 96 degs. It dissolves in alkali, forming
a solution, which slowly darkens to a dull green color on standing in air, giving a pyridine-like odor, but more slowly than the
para compound. The free base and its sulphate are completely
soluble in three parts of concentrated hydrochloric acid. On adding sodium nitrate to a solution in dilute acid, the nitrous compound isprecipitated in colorless leaflets, which melt with decomposition about 130 degs. after darkening from 120 degs. onwards
(the melting point is rather indistinct, and depends upon the
rapidity with which the bath is heated). The derivative obtained
on acetylation is a liquid which dissolves in cold water; on gentle
hydrolysis, by warming with dilute alkali it yields the monoacetyl
compound (soluble in alkali and precipitated by acids), which melts
at 150 degs. The dibenzoyl derivative melts at 113 degs.
p-Phenylenediamine.— The hydrochloride crystallizes in leaflets,
which are readily soluble in water. The free base, melting at 140
degs., is moderately soluble in cold water and sparingly in ether.
On adding to a cold dilute solution an excess of sodium acetate,
and then a few drops of benzaldehyde, the pale yellow dibenzylidene derivative is precipitated, this crystallizes from methyl alcohol, in which it forms a bright yellow solution, in thin leaflets
melting at 138 degs. Both the diacetyl and dibenzoyl derivatives
melt at temperature too high for convenient measurement.
miiiMiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiuiMim
" GO WEST, YOUNG MAN "
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Paul Vely
Theme: "Birds and Butterflies"
(Capricioso Intermezzo), by
1 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "A storm that has
2 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (2 minutes), until — T: " Dick's
mother,
who." pp (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: " I am going
3 — Continue
tobe4 en
myself." (Moderato), by Kretschmer (40 seconds), until — T:
—clothe
"Melody"
" The." vague longing."
5 — Continue to action (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "The
great
6— —"adventure."
Caprice," with."
by Rubinstein (2 minutes and 40 seconds),
until
T:Valse"Darkness
7— -"Hurry
No. 2," by Simon (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S:
Interior
of bedroom.
8 — "Sorrow Theme," by Roberts (45 seconds), until — T: "Dawn
bringing
the first."
9
" Comedy
T: —"Of
course Allegro,"
you can." by Berg (1 minute and 45 seconds), until —
10 — " Impish Elves " (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (1 minute
andNote55 — seconds),
until —tchistle,
T: "A also
change
in favor."
Watch train
railroad
effect*.
11 — Repeat "Comedy Allegro" (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
T:Note
"Then
came
the
long
weary."
— Railroad effects.
12 — "Stampede,"
Interior
of restaurant.by Simon (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S:
Note — Watch shots.
13 — "Valse Divine" (Moderato), by Rosey (4 minutes and 20
seconds), until — T: "Dandy Jim Blake.
14 — "Sinister Theme," by Vely (2 minutes), until — T: "The
Crimins
Ranch."Song" (Moderato), by Puerner (1 minute and 25
15 — "Love
seconds), until — T: "The next forenoon."
16 — " Western Allegro," by Winkler (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
until — T: "That afternoon seeking."
17 — Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "Calling to18 — "Savannah" (Popular One Step), by Rosey (3 minutes and 25
gether the."
seconds),
until — T:
Pardner,
you'll have."
19 — "Agitato
No. " 69,"
by Minot
(50 seconds), until — T: "Can
youNoteride— Watch
a horse."shots.
20 — "Forest Whispers" (Characteristic Moderato), by Losey (45
seconds), until — T: "The outlaws headquarters."
21 — Continue to action (1 minute) until — T: "The new sheriff."
22 —— "S:Allegro
AgitatotheNo.girl.
8, by Andino (1 minute and 5 seconds),
until
Dick meets
23 — Theme (4 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "A warning
from
hills." " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Castillo (1 minute
24 — the
" Babillage
and25 —45"Three
seconds),
until — (Allegro
T: "TheIntermezzo),
lid is about."
Graces"
by Herman (3 minutes
and 10 seconds), until — T: "With murder in his heart."
26 — " Heavy Mysterioso," by Levy (2 minutes and 50 seconds),
until — T: "A new posse of the better."
27 —— "T:Half-Reel
until
"Thereshots.
isHurry,"
a rich." by Levy (6 minutes and 10 seconds),
Note
— Watch
28
pp (25 (Moderato).
seconds), untilby— T:Huerter
"A new(3 regime
29 —— Continue
"Intermezzo"
minutesunder."
and 5
seconds), until — T: " I have an important."
30 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until * * * * END.
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Compiled

Pictures

Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews— covering pictures shown too
early to be included in The Complete Plan Book— readers will
under this heading each week the reviews of short feaalso find
tures and serial episodes.]
"When a Man Rides Alone"
(American — Five Reels — Released Jan. 19)
WILLIAM RUSSELL has never been seen in an offering in
which the action is so rapid as it is in " When a Man Rides
Alone." The first thing that attracts your attention is the magnificent rugged country that forms the background of the opening scene, which, with the picturesque hills and lofty mountains
in the distance, forms a sight that is extremely enchanting. It
actually looks like a painting, adding no little to the entertaining
value of the story. Throughout the entire length of the photoin the selection of the locations. play the same artistic taste is shown
The story deals with Mexican outlaws and the Texas Rangers,
in which a love affair between the hero, the Chief of the Rangers,
and a Spanish senorita, the proud daughter of proud ancestors,
is logically interwoven. The humanitarian motives of the Americans, even when dealing with Mexican brigands, are adequately
depicted, thus winning your sympathy for the hero and, eventually,
the heroine.
With a little more care on the editing, a one hundred per cent
picture would have been the result. The nature of the theme, of
course, presupposes plenty of shooting and some killings, therefore it is better suitable for those audiences who like the western
type of photoplays. — P. S. Harrison.
" The Scarlet Trail "
(B. S. Moss — Directed by John S. Lawrence)
((THE SCARLET TRAIL," running at the 39th Street TheA atre, is a social tragedy, in the nature of a propaganda
picture, having for its pertinent message, the effects of indiscretions between the sexes. And its moral lesson is driven home
without the slightest offensiveness, either in action or sub-title.
" The Scarlet Trail " is a G and L Features' production and
was staged under the direction of John S. Lawrence, from a
story written by himself, as inspired by the booklet, " Don't Take
A Chance " written by Charles Earned Robinson. The picture
has the approval of The American Defense Society, Social
Hygiene Division, and other organizations of a like nature.
The chief point to be remembered about this offering is, that
it has been produced clean, without the slightest tint of offensiveness, and withal, its message is carried without a chance for
doubt as to its meaning. It brings out the fact, in its teaching
on the screen, that " the sins of the parents are visited on the
children." A boy and a girl, sweethearts from childhood, are

Jjook

Jlan

by Peter

Milne

in Advance

taken as the chief characters. Arriving at the age of majority
he proposes marriage. Prior to the wedding, he learns that he
is not fit to become the husband of any woman because of a taint
in his blood, inherited from his father whose younger days were
spent in debauchery and indiscretion. Being refused by the army
doctors, for enlistment, and receiving the information that there
was no cure for his affliction, he commits suicide.
The fact that the boy was refused enlistment in the Army because of this affliction, is a bit farfetched to meet the demands of
the scenarioist, for it is generally known that men were not refused on this or kindred grounds. The picture has been staged
simply with no attempt at extravagance in production. The
photography, in spots, is not of the best but in general, it runs
with clearness. Some of the interior lightings were bad.
Beth Ivins, Vincent Coleman and Helen Chapman are seen in
the principal roles. The picture is in five reels. It is offered on
the open market and if well advertised, should make money. The
exhibitor should bring out in the advertising the fact that it
deals with the effects of sexual indiscretions and that it has been
approved by American Defense Society. It is in five reels. — Joe
L. Kelley.

" Wife or Country "
(Triangle — Five Reels — Released Dec. 29)
THE principal thing this picture does is to bring the hero into
a tight situation. He is obliged to decide between loyalty to
his country or to his German wife who serves the land of her
birth in the capacity of a spy.
Although his wife loves him sincerely, she does the bidding, of
the German spies under penalty of exposure. Eventually the
husband finds her out, but, being under moral obligation to her,
because her influence had pulled him out of the low level to which
he had sunk through drink, he is at a loss what to do. She,
however, relieves him of all difficulty by taking poison. The husloves. band thus becomes free to marry the heroine, the girl he sincerely
As a quality, this is just an average picture. The nucleus of the
story is substantial, but its development into a plot is weak. Noncritical audiences perhaps, will derive a great deal of enjoyment
out of it; the critical ones, on the contrary, may be inclined to
pick it to pieces. — P. S. Harrison.
AUTHORS
Recognized photoplay and fiction writers may place their
synopses mission
with
our Manuscript
Sales to
Department for subby personal
representation
Southern California.
Commission
basis. the producers of
Unrecognized
writers may
obtain Plan
competent
constructive
advice and help through
the Palmer
and Advisory
Bureau.
Write for our free explanatory booklet.
PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
596 I. \V. Hellman Building
Los Angeles, Cat
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WANT
Second

TO

FORGET"—

Picture

Mews

FOX

Nesbit Vehicle Is Ordinary Spy Melodrama

EVELYN JNESBIT'S second Fox picture shows her as a dancer who aids the cause of the United
States by spying on the country's enemies within.
The structure is exceedingly simple, nor has it
been enhanced by any subtlety of treatment or by any realistic characterization.
It is a melodrama, pure and simple, so much the latter, in fact, that it is slightly disappointing.
It is somewhat of a surprise that a vehicle of more substance was not selected for the star. Mi»s
Nesbit's name may, of course, be counted on to bring in the passerby.
In " I Want to Forget," Russell Thaw appears in two short scenes for purposes of billing, while
Henry Clive and Alphonse Ethier give conventional though suitable interpretations of hero and heavy.
Length, 5 reels. — Released Dec. 15. — Peter Milne.
SUGGESTIONS
ADVERTISING CUTS:— Three double and six
THE CAST
single-column advertising cuts have been preThe star is, of course, the big asset in conVarda Deering
Evelyn Nesbit
pared for this production.
nection with the exploitation of this feature.
SCENE CUTS: — There are nine two-column and
The
Chauffeur's
Son
Russell
When you bill her along with her son you have
Lieutenant
John Little
Long
Henry Thaw
Clive
two one-column cuts for use in illustrating your
a
combination
that will instantly attract attenAugust Von Grossman
Alphonz Ethier
newspaper stories. Three of these are striking
tion. Whether it will be advisable to herald the
Helgar
William R. Dunn
poses
of
star.
production
as
the
melodrama it is, only the
Cordelia Deering
Jane Jennings
SPECIAL CUTS AND MATS:— The stories
individual exhibitor spy
knows.
Written and Directed by James Kirkwood.
furnished in the press sheet on this production
We
wish
to
call
particular
attention to the
have been written with care and the publicity
mats provided for illustration of the stories
department has made a new departure in special
THE STORY
in
the
press
sheet.
They
are
a
new
departure and
illustrating them with specially drawn line cuts.
consist of clever little drawings humorously sugMats ot these can be secured by the exhibitor
Varda Deering creates a sensation in America
gesting
the
content
of
the
stories.
Editors of
for use in his program or local newspapers.
with her dancing. She meets Lieutenant John
newspapers
will, no
glad toupreceive
and
They will help materially to brighten up any
Long of the United States Army who is soon
use these mats.
Theydoubt,
will bebrighten
any page
captivated by her. But Long can not understand
considerably.
Be
sure
to
get
hold
of
the
press
why Varda persists in receiving the attention of SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
book on " I Want to Forget."
page.
August Von Grossman, a man suspected by the
Secret Service. Little does he know that Von
Grossman had known Varda in Vienna where she
had served the interests of the Austrian governmenttemptsprevious
He interests
now atto force tohertheto world
again war.
serve the
of the enemy but Varda refuses. The United
States is her nation! But this power that Von
Grossman wields over Varda causes a breach between her and Long. He leaves her finally.
Varda is approached by an agent of the U. S.
Secret Service who is aware of her loyalty and
her acquaintance with Von Grossman. He propretend
to accept
the spy's
terms
and so,poses thatin sheturn,
spy on
him. This
hazardous
game Varda undertakes with enthusiasm and
before and
long hasshe discovered
has installed
in the ofspy's
home
the herself
combination
his
safe.
She
discovers
that
the
Austrian's
chauffeur
is also in the service of the United States
and
before
long the Lieutenant, too, comes to her
assistance.
In a climax of great power Varda and her
aides break into the safe, procure the information
sought and then escapes from the house in an
automobile. The spies, pursuing in another
machine, are killed by an express train. Theii
when Varda
tells her story the American Lieutenant understands.
AD TALK
Evelyn Nesbit and her son, Russell Thaw, will
be the players to be seen at the
theatre
on
of
week when " I Want to
Forget," a Fox picture, is shown for the first
time ture
in proves
this tocity.
picbe aMiss
spy Nesbit's
story of second
a most Fox
thrilling
calibre in which a woman for the time being
sacrifices her love that she may better serve the
interests of the United States. Others in the
cast assembled to support the star are Henry
Clive as the hero, Alphonz Ethier as a German
spy and William R. Dunn and Jane Jennings in
prominent parts.
I Want Kirkwood,
to Forget "onewasofwritten
and directed
by" James
the ablest
men in
his profession. He has taken a simple plot and
has developed it with no small degree of ingenuity. In addition he has afforded Miss Nesbit
many opportunities to display the emotional
ability that is hers and besides has given her a
role that permits the wearing of a number of
gorgeous gowns.
We feel sure that patrons of the
theatre
not want star
to miss
I Want
to Forget."
Such
awillcelebrated
in a "play
of such
great dramatic
intensity is worth going a long way to see.
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
six-sheet ; one twenty-four-sheet.
LOBBY
DISPLAY:— Ten 8x10 black and
white; ten 11 x 14 black and white; three
22 x 28 colored.

Good
THERE'S N0
m*ks8

News
or Bad
?
I*
I
kl
I •«
Evelyn
Nesbit
in

I Want
to
Forget
With her son. Russell Thaw
A WILLIAM
FOX Production

Name of theatre, dates and list of ether attractions may be inserted
in this space. The Fox advertising cuts always leave the exhibitor
ample room for further announcements and those provided on this
production are no exception to the rule.

Two-Column Ad Cut
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LIGHTNING

RAIDER"—

PATHE

SERIAL

Pathe s Best Serial Bet — THE Best Serial Bet
6 iF I 1HE LIGHTNING RAIDER " was commented upon in full in a previous issue. It was acclaimed
the best serial that Pathe had ever produced, the best in the entire field for that matter. Nor
do second and third thoughts alter this opinion in the slightest.
Bertram Milhauser and George B. Seitz. respectively author and director, have utilized every single
foot of film in each episode.
Of wasted action there is none and the mental and physical fencing of the
opposing factions in the story is of the most absorbing kind.
Incidentally there is more of this mental
conflict than there is usually to be found in a serial. As handled here it is just as thrilling as physical
action.
Pearl White, the star, is seen to excellent advantage, while Warner Oland and Henry Gsell, the former well known as a serial villain, are most prominent among the supporting cast. — Length, 2 reels an
episode. — Released weekly. — Peter Milne.
proven most exciting in all the numbers which
THE CAST
entire
have gone before and promises to give rise to
entire serial).
serial. Also banner in five colors for
The Lightning Raider
Pearl White
many a thrillinsr situation in the future. Warner
LOBBY DISPLAY: — Eight photographs and a
Thomas Norton
Henry Gsell
Oland
as
Wu
Fang
and
Henry
Gsell
as
Norton
Wu Fang
Warner Oland
title card for each episode; 22 x 28 sepia photo
continue in support of the star.
Hop Sing
Frank Redman
of star; sodes.
22 Alsox 28
sceneof for
and (black
third epia set
six first
photos
and
The Wasp
William Burt
In addition to the feature the management of
By Bertram Milhauser and George B. Seitz.
white)
of
star,
one
portrait
of
Warner
Oland,
the
theatre will offer another episode
one of Henry Gsell.
Scenarios by Mr. Milhauser.
in
the devotees
thrilling serial.
" ThethisLightning
Directed by Mr. Seitz.
NEWSPAPER CUTS: — Three one-column of
Serial
pronounce
the mostRaider."
enterstar;
one half-column
taining of all continued pictures. Pearl White is
SYNOPSIS
of
star;oneonetwo-column
one-columnof ofstar;
Warner
Oland; one
seen to excellent advantage in the title role.
one-column of Henry Gsell. (Mats provided on
(First Episode)
She appears as a girl who robs for the love of
all
but
half-column).
Two-column
scene cuts
it. replacing her booty when the game is played.
"The covered
Lightning
Raider" vase
(Pearlfrom
White),
is dis- The
are
provided
on
the first three episodes.
robbing a priceless
a museum.
plot which concerns the struggle of Wu Fane
Cartoon
cut
of
star.
(Warner Oland) and his henchmen on one side
In escaping from the police she leaps into Thomas
NEWSPAPER AD CUTS :— One-column teaser
and Lightning and Norton (Henry Gsell) on
Norton's
to say
slug;
three one-column
mortised for(all
type;
three
for type).
the
least,car.
but The
the gentleman
Raider is isso surprised,
pretty that
he the other, for possession of an ebony block is contwo-column
and one three-column
mortised
stantly
thrilling.
doesn't
object.
Thrusting
the
vase
in
his
hand
and, without his notice, relieving him of his
SLIDES: — Colored star slide for entire serial;
pocket book, she jumps from the car as it slows
Episode No.
of " The Lightning
colored teaser slide for entire serial; colored
down
Raider " entitled
will be shown
scene slide on each episode.
beaten. and darts into an alley. The police are
at the
theatre on
of ADVANCE
TRAILER: — A trailer showing many
The next morning Lightning comes for the vase
week in addition to the feature already
of the thrills and stunts in the serial has been
and to restore the purse. As she enters the
announced. Further thrills arising from the
prepared. This will be supplied exhibitors free
house she notices Hod Sing, an underworld habistruggle for the ebony block are promised while
of charge
to run It
a week
beforegettheup first
epiPearl White continues a stunning figure in the
tue, leaving it. So when Norton attempts to lecsode is booked.
will help
interest
ture her for her crimes she retorts that he principal role.
in the picture.
shouldn't
associate
Sing,
the safe
servant
SUGGESTIONS
of Wu Fang.
With with
a cry Hop
he goes
to his
and
SYNOPSIS
You know the value of serials and of Pearl
discovers that a precious ebony block is missing.
(Second
Episode)
White. You have a ready-made audience from
He tells Lightning the story of how this block
her
past successes
Escaping returns
from Wuto Norton
Fang's trap
clever trick
came ousinto
his father's
the established
house inofthis
Pathelineto and
back you
you have
up.
Lightning
with bythea block.
But
inerferences
of Wupossession
Fang. despite the varias she is about to hand it to him the wily ChinaLightning resolves to get it for Norton, whom
Try,
however,
to
get
a
broader
appeal
into
your
man
again
steps
in
and.
at
the
point
of
a
gun.
advertising of this serial. Minus a mysterious
she likes. She visits Wu Fang and a clever bat- demands it back. He then bows his way out and
character and built on lines that are quite logtle of wits ensues. Lightning knows all his tricks
when on the street consigns the block to an aide.
ical ydu ought to be able to attract a more
and finally gains possession of the precious block,
As Lightning and Norton dash after him he turns
intelligent type of audience than you have to
but as she Starrs to leave, two hands protrude
and smiles, excuses himself and says that he is serials in the past.
through an aperture in the wall and seize her
Remember that Pathe is helping you along by
by the throat.
week-ending at a party on the Hudson.
a national billboard advertising campaign and
Lightning and Norton contrive to be there.
Wu Fang gives the block to the host. Scarthat it is taking space in the Saturday Evening
AD TALK
Post to talk about the serial. With this as a
borough, believing it will be safe with him. But
(First Episode)
Lightning discovers him carrying on a clandestine
starter
you Raider."
ought to beGetablethem
to clean
up onand" The
On
of
week, the manageaffair
with
another
of
the
guests
and
demands
the
Lightning
coming
the
ment of the
theatre will offer
(Continued on page 158)
block as the price for her silence. Because of his
treachery Wu Fang murders Scarborough. The
Pathe's latest serial featuring Pearl White and
police
arrive.
A
search
for
the
block
is
made,
entitledreels
" The
Lightning
Though
only
three
in length,
this Raider."
single chapter
is given
Lightning secretes it in the folds of Wu
featured prominence on the bill because of its but
Fang's gown.
very unusual character. Pathe has made a new
The
day at the police station while Wu
departure in serial production with respect to Fang isnext
trying to alibi himself an old drunken
woman
enters.
After an argument with the po"character
The Lightning
Raider."
The
old
mysterious
is abolished, physical thrills do not conlice she is dismissed, but then they discover the
stitute al of the action, mental conflict is raised
block
has
vanished.
They give pursuit, but Lightto a place of real importance.
(for the old woman was none other than she)
During the trade showing of the picture in eludesning them
once
again.
New York critics and hardened members of the
motion picture business were enthusiastic in their
SYNOPSIS
comment on this film. And we feel sure that pa(Third Episode)
trons of the
theatre will enjoy it just
as heartily. The story concerns the struggle of
Unless Lightning returns the block to him Wu
two opposing factions for an ebony block of great
Fang threatens to throw Norton to an octopus
that thrives in the water beneath his den.
value. Pearl White is seen to stunning advantage as the Lightning Raider while Warner Oland,
Lightning attempts to outwit him by having a
king of serial villains, and Henry Gsell, who
substitute made, but is unsuccessful. In the
meantime the man to whom she entrusted the
seems destined to hold a similar position among
serial heroes, are chief in her support. Followblock ha's proved traitor and turned it over to
ing the exhibition of the three reel introductory
" The ningWasp,"
Light-—
a
two-reel episode will be shown each week
rushes to another
Wu Fangunderworld
with this king.
information
1 thereafter.
and followed by her gang of trusties. A hot
fight ensues, in which one Chinaman at least is
thrown through the trap door into the tentacles of
PRESS NOTICES FOR SUCCEEDING
the octopus. Just as they are about to overcome
EPISODES
all
the Chinaman's
one theof open
themtrap.
seizes
Pearl White will be seen in another episode
Lightning
and hurls hergang,
toward
of
"
The
Lightning
Raider,"
the
newest
Pathe
serial at the
theatre on
of
ADVERTISING AIDS
Criticsentertaining
and fans ofhaveall pronounced thisweek.
the most
the PAPER: — One one-sheet (one each episode); one
wonderful serials produced by the Pathe Company.
three-sheet (on each episode) : one six-sheet
The struggle for the mysterious ebony block has
(on each episode) ; one twenty-four-sheet (for
Cut of Pearl White — one-columa
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"THE

HEART

OF

WETONA"—

Picture

News

SELECT

" The Best Norma Talmadge Yet,'9 Says Reviewer
THIS is the picture you have been waiting for. Barring the " Social Secretary," a picture entirely
different in theme, produced in the old days, " The Heart of Wetona " surpasses anything Norma
Talmadge has ever done.
The fundamental idea of the plot is of an extremely delicate nature— a young man wrongs an innocent Indian girl bv false promises of marriage. It is that of the 6tage plav, by George Scarborough, upon
which the picture has been based, and which has made a great success. Although the screen has a different effect upon a person, as the picture has been handled carefully and in a most refined manner, it robs
it of all offensiveness. Excepting those among vou who have made it a rule to avoid anv picture based on
the sex question, vou can't afford to overlook this attraction. — Length, 6,265 feet. — P. S. Harrison.
Hardin, who really loves Wetona but has never
ADVERTISING AIDS
THE CAST
told her so, decides to marry her in order to save
_ . .
M
Wetona
Ouannah! Chief of theComancheT.Tred Huntley PAPER:_Two one-sheets; two three-sheets ; one
Jf^X™*™??*™
W*toSI hYs'since
?n»h nnvW^dian Agem
Thnma. Meighan ™-5£&n?ne ""enty-fou^heet (•« scenes of
T^lY^Z^^JyVZl
Pa^DaTidV^
one-column
; two two-column
1
sne 1S again maae nappy'
one half-; jgW'iStf
(production);
three-column
one
Vea ElTc^I-Two
Uwane Edler
PrincessCharles
Nauma
Comanche
Jack
column;
one
one-column;
one
two-column
T _ _ __
Nipo
White Facie (star).
SUGGESTIONS
Passequa
Black Wolf LOBBY
DISPLAY :— Nine 8x10 black and
It takes little more than Norma Talmadge*!
Eaf,e- •
Black Lizard white scenes and title card; seven 11 x 14 col- name
t0 establish her successfully in any picture
Bv George Scarborough,
ored
scenes
and
title
card;
two
22
x
28
honbut
with the case o{ this_ her iatest picture, you
Scenario hv Marv Murillo.
zontal flats colored scenes; one 22 x 28 star
have a wonderful title to work with as well,
greeted
hv Svdnev
A Franklin.
portrait,ANDcolored
upri EhCUE
t (stock)
« Xhe three
Heart years
of Wetona>"
as aitp]ay,
only aa great
little
Photographed
by David
Abel.
SLIDE
MUSIC
SHEET.
over
oId And
was issuch
„
~
„
_
success
that
it
is
still
fresh
in
the
minds
of
the
CATCH LINES
THE STORY
public. It was a real box office success. You
Norma
Talmadge
in
the
most
brilliant
role
of
Wetona,
the
daughter
of
Quannah,
chief
of
a
won't
be
cheating
when
you
tell
your
patrons
her career.
tribe of the Comaches, is chosen to act as vestal
this and if your patrons belong to the intelligent
virgin at a Corn Dance to be given in conclass they will immediately recall the stage
A picturization of the celebrated Belasco staee nection with some ancient rites that the tribe success,
success which ran an entire year in New York IS contemplating holding. She refuses to accept
If you care to go further into the merits of the
the offer, saying that she is not fit to bring food
star you might mention the fact that in her last
How the love and trust of an Indian maiden to the Holy Spirit. She tells her father that no
picture she appeared as a half-caste Chinese girl
was betrayed bv a man of the white rare how g'rl that has loved the way she has is worthy of and that in this one she appears as an Indian
her love and trust was restored by another man such an honor. Her father is amazed. For the
half-breed. This will serve to accentuate the
of the white race.
first time he realizes that his daughter is not the
wide range of the actress and will attract addikind of a gy-1 she ought to be. Wetona's mother
tional attention. Look over the supporting cast.
Wetona married Hardin without love in her was a white woman and in accordance with her
In it you will find a number of prominent names,
heart— but in time she grew to know that he dying wish Wetona has been brought up as a The players may be popular particularly in your
was a man worth loving.
white
girl.
She
tells
her
father
that
her
lover
is
locality.
If they areadvertising
don't passcould
them beup.gotten up
a white man but will not tell him his name.
Some distinctive
It was not until Wetona saw that Tonv meant Quannah decides to find out who he is and then
by making the entire background of your ad a
to betrav her husband's friendship that she lost ki" him. Wetona g-oes to John Hardin, agent
heart. On this in letters of white against the
her love for him — and found a true love
of the reservation, to beg him to save the life black background run your wording. The same
of her lover.
style of advertisements might be gotten up for
Norma Talmadge's greatest success — a brilliant While they are talking, Quannah enters and
throw-aways, or for use in special signs or paintcharacterization
— wonderful support — a thoroughly thinks that Hardin is his daughter's lover.
ings in front of your house,
artistic production.
the
starNormaof Select pictures
will he seen at the
theatre on
of
week
in a pictur^zation of thp famous Belasco stage
success.
"The Talmadge
Heart of Wetona." as the
Tn th:s
nrodaughter
M:ss
ductior
and
a white mother
chieftain bvappears
of an Indian

$WK^BKBSBBKiil^S^SBBSSSBttKk

H^^^^^B

the
and sacrifice which
that isMiss
unfolded
.;. ' ;
makesdrama
one ofof love
the strongest
Taljf-L^HBSf
madee has appeared in her inlong
and brilliant P Hf
iiiiirn niiT
career
on the
It is interesting to "Ote
PBB£BBB|
.Af-;^j^y^T*>tvil^aW^WHfc,^al
in nass:"g
thatscreen.
in her last picture. " The ForjpBB£|i'
^BjLj,jBjBk BJ
hidden City," Miss Talmadce appeared as a ha'f- jp^^HH^H'^^HHBjflHHB.
^CBP^"
^^BBBXjcBl
caste Chinese
girl — and
with more thanwi'lmoderate
BBBM^BMBBt8"Jil''?
' TP '
success
as patrons
of the
readilv
testify.
as an Indian maiden Miss Talmad?e
*BEIr^BJ
adds stillNowfurther
tono her
Sw^Bt&BBjRjBJ
There is apparently
role fame
that isandtoo renu
difficult —tation.
:. :/
ether in actinc demands or the intricate
of
|W
JBVflBBJBBBBBB
makeup — for Miss Talmadge to undertake and to
H PBBBBBjSjPISjji »^lih^81|t%~~ undertake with success.
,jillBBBR8|i*
""^?BJ
Followers
of the
will remember
that
^BBBBBJ||<;
:jjjiNIP^':'
j^^yHPv^||.
4 jjfc ^B
on the
sta^e the
roletheatre
of Wetona
was assu
med
^<!^6^
bv Lenore Ulrich, an actress who gave a nobble
S.
^^^^^^^^^^KK^fflKf^
^cMS^j^lK^^^^^^^f^^
^^^r^^^
- ;^^^J
performance.
It must have taken not a
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^UP^9f^^B^^^^^^g^^^BP^ - „ ^' N^B^Sfe^BJ
amount of courage for Miss Talmadge to follow pjBBjHHjHHB'
iijMF'~ ' iHS^^SSK^M^^T^'^
Tfwcifr ^BJ
in th» illustrious footsteps of such an jrcomPBBBHHBHBrl
'^^■BV'-r — '^i^PrT^upBJHR)' '
vv: ^BB^.-^BB?-!
nlished actress, but at anv rate her rendition of
II BB^S<3^^ S ' $*»BBMe
v- %n«vHB^Tpi'?
'V* '^B
the role is such that it calls for none but the
IPll^^^^L'' ^BPIs^"- ^ '• l''^!«By'^^>N: --■ -v Y
highest nraise. She makes of the Indian rirl, yPW^
. . %iBf Mp — *JV"-^, • ^■'aBBa' <
*W *\ > ■ ]- •
whose simple idea of love brings a tragedy into
%W
NORMA
<WWi *
BBl| ; ^
*yt/X.'»>'1:A- '-C*"' 1 |
her
and human Incharacter,
one M t»|
w\^BB*"^
' •^c^BR
i& ^BW&^BJBBjLa-l^
A'' V *': Wt.i
that lifewill anlongappealing
be remembered.
her sunnort
I ALrluinpc
AUUC
ftlBBf
appear Thomas Meighan as Hardi"
G'ndden 0
1N
P BBl| '-^I^BJp ^» ,Bj"^W JW» t •
Tames as the weakling and Fred Huntley as
"THE
#^BR'x~' ; V '31 *
^BbM' :^BBb' ^' $W$^Kt£^&
Quannah,
Tnd'an chieftain.
mWk HEART
OF Mm^KB^~"^
"
IBBt" -:4»BBi
^L>«Bk V ' ^^f*^BBB
George the
Scarborough
wrote the original plav.
»»/iTTnwA"
"■" ~BbJ4'
ttwBBts^^BBJ^^
^ ^"■•^BJf > §
Tt was done into scenario form bv Marv Murillo F% " ^ I ^
_>^BBBJr'*"- ■"v-',JWfctM'^K-T
ig*W ^Vr.#^^lrBB' IP
and directed bv S. A. Franklin, one of the few
/0,<WKK*\J=^===*fT\\ "
-,T '*'*^- ■'^■''-■f
real artists
of the scene.
producingTheybusiness.
His work
mm^m^m^M^'^'-'-SEI_ECT(H>I)PICTURES|
WMmSMJM^m*-..
shows
in
every
are
realistically
v"
"/yM
'
—
i
=y«j^=
^
handled and show an eve for artistry and draaaatlc
•f
the affect
screeai that
story.materially enhances the value Twe-column scene cut among those furnished on this production through all Select exchange!
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"THE

CABARET

GIRL"—

The Title Tells the Whole

BLUEBIRD

Story

SHE is a country girl, and when told she possesses a voice that, if properly cultivated, might make her
a famous prima donna, she goes to the city to study. She obtains a job in a cabaret and meets the
wealthv young man she once met in the woods back home. They renew friendship and become
engaged; and although the father sides with him. the mother is opposed to her boy marrying a cabaret
eirl. By plaving upon her emotions, the mother induces the heroine to break the engagement with her
boy. From this point and on, you might just as well get up and go home, because you know how the
story will end.
If there was anything else needed to crown a trite plot filled with inconsistencies, it would be the
villain's attack of the heroine: and we are served with one. Of course, it is prearranged that the hero
be there in time to save her.
No fault can be found with the direction. The locations are artistic. The title may help to draw
in some houses. — Released Dec. 30. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
the attack of Balvini. He insists then that she
THE STORY
THE CAST
come to him as his wife and Ann, seeing that
Ted's love is real, accepts him.
Ann Reid
Ruth Clifford
Ann Reid, soloist in a village choir, is convinced of her ability to become an opera singer
Dollw
Carmen Phillips
bv the laudations of the townsfolk. She takes her
Ted Vane
Ashton Dearho't
SUGGESTIONS
savings and goes to New Vork. but after several
Ba'vini
Harry V. Meter
Again has the Bluebird Company provided the
trv-outs she finds herself unsuccessful. Her
Story hy Hone luring.
exhibitor with a catchy title with this current
money gone, she sobs her verv eyes out in the seScenario bv Rex Taylor.
production. It is a title which lends itself well
clusion of her room. But she is overheard by to
Produced by Douglas Gerrard.
all sorts of advertising. It is to be hoped
Dolly, a cigarette girl, who lives in the adioinine
that the exhibitor takes advantage of these titles
ro"m. Dol'v holds a position at Balvini's cabaret
which
the Bluebird people put on their producand
urges Ann
to v'sit there
and
tions. The majority of them attract and offer
CATCH LINES
see whether
the manager
can findthea next
place day
for her.
the
exhibitor
opportunity to dress up his
Ann takes this step as a last resort and secures a advertising in athedistinctive
way, in a way which
pos-'tion.
In
wh-'ch
a
cabaret
girl
becomes
the
bride
of
a
young man of social position.
carries
out
the
idea
suggested in the title and
Here she meets Ted Vane son of aristocratic
which pulls patronage.
parents,
who
saw
her
once
before
in
her
home
She played the Dart of a woman of the world to village. He falls in love with her. forgetting all
To dwell on the various advertising that could
destroy his love for her.
be done in your newspapers with this title is
about his isprevious
flirtation
with Dollv.
D~"
rather
futile. In the press sheet you will find
however,
not
iealous.
inasmuch
as
she
is
very
How a girl who sane in a village choir became
illustrated a two-column ad cut which is well
fond of Ann and sh° he'os the affair on. W""
gotten
up and will offer you additional ideas.
the sensation of New York's night life.
Ted's mother
it sheof isthehorror
His
In our opinion you should play up this title in
father
takes a hears
saner ofview
matterstruck.
and visits
Ruth Clifford, formerly co-star with Monroe Salvour copy even above the name of the star.
Ann.
Impressed
wi*h
her
refinement
he
asks
her
in many Bluebird pictures, is seen as star
Print under it some sort of an argument to awaken
tn attend a week-end oartv in the countrv. Mrs.
in this isbury
picture.
interest in the story — if desired accentuate the
Vane stil' rebels at the thought of accepting Ann
unusualness of the story — its daring side. This
as
a
daughter-in-law
and
tells
her
that
:f
Ted
marFrom 'eader of the choir in the village church
dressed
with a picture of the star, taken from a
ries her it wil' mean his undoing. As a resu't
to ANewromance
York'sof cabaret
queen.
still or drawn by your artist, in some striking
Ann disgusts
Ted by assuming the part of a pose
the cabaret.
woman
of the world.
from the picture should awaken interest.
Her actions are written uo bv a society reporter
" The tunities
Cabaret
also front
offers with
your special
opporto dress Girl
up " your
and Ba'vini exults in the nubli^itv it brings his
ADVERTISING AIDS
paintings. Some snappy drawings bringing out
p'ace. But after Ann has left Ted discovers the
whole p'ot and "=trai°'htwav goes in search of the the cabaret atmosphere of the picture would be
PAPER: — Two one-sheets: two three-sheets and
girl he loves. He finds her stalwartly resisting
two six-sheets are furnished on this production.
appropriate.
LOBBY DISPLAY :— A selection of scene and
star stills in the usual standard sizes is provided
o" this nrodurtion. while a title card is proved with each set to complete the disolav.
CUTS: — There is a single-column cut of Miss
Clifford (special for this production 1 . A twoco'umn cut 'scene) which mav he used for
either
text two-column
pages is alsoadvertising
orov'ded.
Ther* advertising
is also a orpood
cut (4I/4x61. containing figure of star in cha'acter
with some atgood
display
mat oftogether
tWs is ava'lab'»
twentv
rents.type. A
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
AD TALK
Ruth Clifford, star of " Midnight MaHness."
" Fires of successes,
Youth." and
in many Monroe
Salisbury
comesco-star
to the
thea
t
r
e
.
presenting
"The
Cabaret Girl."
her latest Bluebird drama.
In her newest picture. Miss Clifford has one of
the most vital roles of her career, that of a village
singer whose ambition leads her to New York,
whose love for a gilded youth of the smart set is
so great she renounces her affection when the consideration of his happiness is brought up. a--l
whose own happiness is secured when the youth
she
renounced
returns
to her
his undying love,
marries
her. and, assuring her of
Both as the countrv wildflower. transplanted to
fields where she has been told she might rise to
unprecedented heights and as the wor'dly rose
thorned with barbs of sophistication. Miss Clifford is wholly satisfying, the sincerity of her characterization of Ann Reid standing out from the
capable
ensemble as the central pearl in
a chain histrionic
of minor gems.
In Miss Clifford's support will be seen Ashton
Dearholt,
who plavs
the cabaret
admirer; Harry
V. Ted
Meter,Vane,
as Balvini.
the girl's
cafe
vulture: Jack Nelsen, as the country pastor dazzled byasNew
Phillips
the York's
cigarette"high
girl. life," and Carmen

T&u&z
Clifford
IN DOUG LA'S GSRttoRDS PRODUC TK>N DE LUXE
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CABARET

G/RL"

Two-column scene cut. Note absence of brand name
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"THE

SPENDER"—

Excellent Comedy

Backed

by Wholesome

Picture

News

METRO
Philosophy

AS

stated in the issue of December 28, " The Spender " is one of the cleanest comedy-dramas ever
put upon the market.
It is full of laughs that alternate with a batch of smiles and a few tears
caused by the delightful philosophy that permeates the story. It tells of the manner in which a
crabbed old business man was brought to a full realization of his unhappiness by the scathing denunciation of his nephew and how, under the chaperonage of the nephew, he found happiness in enjoying himself and in bringing happiness to others.
Exhibitors will make no mistake in booking " The Spender." Metro compares it with " Skinner's
Dress Suit," a comparison that is quite justifiable. The writer in the advance review compared it with
" Lightnin' " in character, a play which is a hit because of its rare combination of comedy and human
characterization. The two successes with which it has been compared are real successes! So think about
" The Spender."
Bert Lytell is the star and he performs well indeed. Thomas Jefferson as the man rejuvenated gives
a notable characterization. — Length, 5 reels. — Released Jan. 6. — Peter Milne.
THE STORJf
THE CAST
SUGGESTIONS
Dick Bisbee
Bert Lytell
T. W. Bisbee, millionaire factory owner, is
In much.
our opinion
cannot
boostin this
picture
too
As
hasyoubeen
stated
the review,
T. W. Bisbee
Thomas Jefferson
known
by his
employees
asthrough
" TighthisWad."
He
Stetson
William V. Mong
the type of entertainment it orders has been tried
has
earned
this
reputation
stinginess,
Helen Stetson
Mary Anderson
and little
provenof —itbut
at the
time today.
there isTheall
nis perpetual frown — his one desire to gather riches
too
on the
screensameor stage
Elmer Robbins
Clarence Burton
unto himself. His nephew, Dick, who works as
story
is
one
which
lent
itself
admirably
well to
Adventuress
Rosemary Theby
alonger.
clerk inHe thereads
office,
standolditman.
any
the screen and which was beautifully handled.
By Frederick Orrin Bartlett.
off finally
a lecturecan't
to the
In
your
advertising
try
to
bring
out
the
fact
Scenario by George D. Baker and A. G. calls
a spade a spade and T. W. a mercenary old
(Continued on page 159)
Kenyon.
wretch, then leaves the office in considerable
Directed by Charles Swickard.
anger.man, living
Stetson,
the fear
senior
clerk, his
an job,
old gentlePhotographed by Robert B. Kurrle.
in daily
of losing
invites
him to live at his house until he finds work. And
Dick accepts
whenThathe night
lavs while
eyes the
on three
Stetson's
daughter,
Helen.
are
ADVERTISING AIDS
enjoying
a
home
dinner
T.
W.
sits
in
his
office
and thinks.
PAPER:
— Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; two
In the morning he decides that his nephew was
six-sheets.
right — he decides to seek happiness because with
LOBBY
— Photographs
are provided
all his money he does not possess it. He sends
in 8x10 DISPLAY:
sepia; 11x14
sepia and 22x28
colored.
These include star photographs and scenes from
for Dick
and hires
him First
as his
" chaperone."
And
Dick takes
the job.
he moves
T. W.
the production. Title and synopsis cards are
from the musty old hotel in which he has long
also provided to complete this display.
lived
to
a
brand
new
one.
Then
he
orders
him
CUTS AND MATS:— One-half, one and two-colnew clothes, a shave and a hair-cut and a maniumn star cuts of Bert Lytell are available on
cure.
By
the
time
he
is
through
T.
W.
looks
this production as on all with the same star.
twenty years younger and feels it. Then they
The one-column will be found reproduced on
repair to tleman
dinner
incidentally,
the manager
old genthis page. These cuts are designed that they
sees hiswhere,
supposedly
trusted
may be used in advertisements or news stories.
Robbins, in company with a dark siren. He beSLIDE" AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
gins to feel uneasy about his safe.
And well
he might,
soontheafter
attempts to break
into itforwith
ideaRobbins
of casting
suspicion on Dick. He is apprehended, however,
AD TALK
and has
duly learned
thrashed allby this
the time.
young man
himself.
W.
He has
watchedT.
It is seldom that the management of the
Dick
with
Stetson
and
the
girl
and
in
time he
theatre goes out of its way to specially recomfinds just what true happiness means. On his
mend a feature. The use of superlatives is always
birthday Stetson finds himself appointed manager
dangerous, particularly in the theatrical business.
the concern and Dick is taken into partnership.
But
the case Bert
of " The
Metroto of
And in payment of this T. W. demands a home
picturewithfeaturing
LytellSpender,"
which the
comes
dinner cooked by Helen.
the
on
of
week
an
exception
mustonebe ofmade.
" The human
Spenderphoto" is
beyond
a doubt
the most
plays ever produced. It ranks in the same class
CATCH LINES
with "patrons
Skinner's
Suit,"as abeing
picture
many
will Dress
remember
one ofwhich
the
T. W. Bisbee had millions, but could find no
best of this type.
on theOrrin
" Saturday
Evening
Post " story
happiness
in the
deposit finally
vaults.cameSee to" him.
The
by Based
Frederick
Bartlett,
its principal
Spender " and
howsafe
happiness
acters are an ancient
factory owner,
a man charwho
has amassed a fortune through stint and oppresBisbee's initials were T. W. and he was known
sion of his employees, and his nephew Dick, a behind
his back as Tight Wad. One day hi;
young man with a heart. How Dick influences
nephew called him that to his face. T. W. startec
the older man to assume a different outlook on
thinking
and the manner in which he realized hii
life, to move from a shabby hotel where he sees
only the backyard of the city to a place where
thoughts
is happily pictured in " The Spender.'
he views the trees in the parks, makes a picture
full of sure comedy and a homely philosophy
One of those pictures that combines real comwhich everyone will recognize. The usual eleedy with a wholesome philosophy, an outlook on
ments of the picture play are not to be found in
life
that improves us all.
" The Spender." It is no wild tale of a young
man bucking big business, it is no crude melodrama— it is a human picture, properly presented
T. W. Bisbee lived in a hotel that was falling
and realistically enacted.
Bert Lytell appears as the young man and
in
froma decay.
was rich,
but didn't
careButto
Thomas Jefferson as the old factory owner. Both
spend
cent — onHehimself
or anyone
else.
these players give clever performances, the lat- his nephew cured him in the most enjoyable way
ter's being one of the best characterizations of you can imagine.
his long career before the camera. Mary Anderson, William V. Mong, Clarence Burton and
Rosemary Theby are seen in the supporting roles.
The tale of a modern Scrooge — of a man who
BERT
LYTELL
Don't forget the dates,
. found happiness in bringing happiness into the
"miss.
The Spender " is a picture you can't afford to lives of others. As real and as fascinating as
Star
cut
for
all
publicity uses
Dicken's immortal tale of Christmas time.
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THING

IN

LIFE"—

artcraft

Griffith Strikes Human Note Again — Characters All Real
EDWARD
LIVINGSTON, American snob, finds himself trapped in a shell hole with a negro. For
over two days they squat there and the negro finally gives his last drop of water to his " comrade." Edward begins to learn. They see their chance to escape, but a machine gun bullet strikes
down the dark-skinned fellow.
He falls in Edward's arms, dying, calling for a kiss from his mammy.
Edward, his eyes dim with tears, presses his lips to the black cheek, that the dying man may have his
moment's happiness.
This is an incident in Griffith's " The Greatest Thing in Life." It is only an incident, but it stands
out as typifying the character of the whole production. The producer has taken a New York snob and
made a man of him in the crucible of war.
Like all of Griffith's work, his latest is human. Edward Livingston is a man of flesh ana1 blood and
so are the other characters.
They are real in character, real in action.
The love story the producer tells is marked by simplicity, again by a note of reality! It is pretty
and beautiful, as all his stories are. Robert Harron as Livingston, Lillian Gish as the girl and David
Butler as the Frenchman enact the three principal roles. Harron's performance is, as usual, a thing of
1
the utmost pleasure.
Yes, there is the war stuff in " The Greatest Th ing in Life " — very good it is, too. But don't shy
clear of the picture because of this. The war is employed as an implement in the telling of the story,
the story is not subordinated as is too often the case.
Production details are all excellent. Bitzer's photographic work is always to be commended. Settings and scenes are appropriate to the smallest detail. " The Greatest Thing in Life " is big simply because it is real. — Released in December. — Peter Milne.
France, and his state becomes so serious that the
THE CAST
SUGGESTIONS
doctor advises a trip there. But lack of funds
Jeanette Peret
Lillian Gish
Here you have a picture that brings in the
prevents. Edward overhears the story and
Leo Peret, her Father
Adolphe Lestina
war — a picture that your public is pretty sure to
anonymously provides the money. So the Perets
Edward Livingston
Robert Harron
like no matter how they have expressed themestablish themselves in a little village on the
Mons. le Bebe
David Butler
selves on other war pictures. And of course you
Marne
and
all
is
well
until
an
accident
sustained
American Soldier
Elmo Lincoln
know
the answer — it is because it is human. And
by the father makes his stay there indefinite.
German Officer
Edward Piel
it
is
the
human picture that always appeals, no
Edward can't stand being separated for long
matter what its subject matter. For that reason
Jeanette's Aunt
Kate Bruce
from Jeanette and he follows. Again he can't
get
the
human
note in onyour
on this
Mile.
Peaches
"Peaches"
Jackson
fathomfavor
her.on Hea hulking
can't understand
why she
(Continued
pageadvertising
150)
D. W. Griffith production.
with
French farmer
who looks
eats
garlic — a very commonplace fellow, while he
AD TALK
offers her love, poetry, everything, but a human
A D. W. Griffith picture is always a just cause
being.
Edwardand ishefarhasfrom
human.
He doesn't
love children
no spirit
of comradeship.
for enthusiasm. And it is with no small measure
And finally, after another quarrel, he goes back
of this emotion that the management of the
to America and leaves Jeanette with her farmer.
theatre announces that his latest opus
And then the war breaks and for three whole years
entitled
"
The
Greatest
Thing
in
Life
"
will
be
the
farmer is a soldier.
seen here on
next
for a run
Edward lands in the French trenches quite near
of
days. Like Mr. Griffith's preceding
the
Marne village. He has learned much since
pictures,
Thinga in
Life of" the
is a war.
war
the day he donned a uniform. And he keeps
story
— or " toThebe Greatest
more exact
story
on learning. He knows what brotherhood means,
But Mr. Griffith employs the war in an entirely
between the high and the low, the white and the
different manner than any other motion picture
black. The village comes under fire and the
director. He does not chant a hymn of fate
farmer is wounded. Jeanette cares for him. Her
from reel
No. 1 until
" Thehe End
flashed
father is hurt by a bursting shell and Jeanette is
across
the screen.
Nor does
paint" theis horrors
obliged to take up his duties as spy. Operating
in equally horrid colors. To him the war is but
an implement in the advancement of a human
on a self
hidden
is astounded
herconnectedphone
with she
Edward.
And ittois find
he who
story. As well might he take a huge forest
fire, a titanic ocean disaster as {he war. It is heads a detachment that comes to the rescue of
a means to an end. It is not the featured part
the village at the last moment. The farmer, enof the film.
deavoring to protect Jeanette, her father and aunt
from the Germans, is mortally wounded. He dies
In
"
The
Greatest
Thing
in
Life
"
he
has
taken
a New York snob and molded him into a man by
in
girl's arms,
" it ais real
better
AndtheEdward
comes saying
out of that
the fire
manso."to
passing him through the giant furnace of war.
claim Jeanette.
This, briefly
is
the
theme
:
When
Edward
Livingston reaches the trenches he has fixed ideas as
to class and as to race — he is a prude in his living
CATCH LINES
—women
he doesn't
children toandhavethinks
How a snob was made over into a man in the
should like
be pleased
him that
around.ail
colossal
furnace
of war.
And when Edward Livingston comes out of the
trenches he is a man.
Of course there is a love story told in the
Robert inHarron
LillianlaidGish,
Griffith's
best
usual Griffith manner — the prettiest manner of players,
a humanand story
against
the backthe screen. The central figure of the romance
ground
of
the
great
war.
is Lillian Gish — while the man, the snob, is
Robert Harron. Don't forget the date of " The
GRIFFITH
" The andGreatest
Thing story
in Lifeever
" istoldtheonmost
human
the sweetest
the
Greatest
in Life."
To missever
it issettobefore
miss
silversheet.
one
of theThing
greatest
entertainments
the public.
What is the Greatest Thing in Life? You will
THE STORY
The Greatest
find
the answer in theatre.
D. W. Griffith's
latest picture
at
the
Is it Love?
Is it
presents
Jeanette Peret is the daughter of a Frenchman
(1
Fellowship
?
who keeps a cigar store in Greenwich Village,
New York. Every day to the store there comes
Edward Livingston, a scion of wealth, who has
Jeanette thought the Greatest Thing in Life
was her first love. Edward thought the Greatest
fallen in love with Jeanette despite himseif. He
Thing
in Life;
Thing in Life himself — both found a broader outcan't quite fathom the young lady, and one day
AnOne-column
ADTCBAFT adPicture
look through
the fires of war — and both found the
cut
callsall.herOlda "Leo
poorPeret
simp,"longs
which
doesn't land,
like
Greatest
Thing.
at
for she
his native
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"EVERY

MOTHER'S

R. A. Walsh Strikes Sincere Human

SON"—

Picture

News

FOX

Note Even in War Picture

' ' XT

VERY M0THER'S S0N" an R- A« Walsh Picture, has to do with the war, the draft, an AmeriA can liero's adventure and romance inside the German lines, and lastly a mother's struggle with
herself during the stressing times that her three sons are called to the colors. Mr. Walsh's
drama is without doubt the most logical and human of war pictures, with the exception of Griffith's various ventures into this field. The director has dwelt on his characters — has made them human, he has confined his drama to situations that deal with his personalities. He has left out the Kaiser, his crew and the
hymn of hate, atrocities and the like. These elements of propaganda, so amateurishly employed in nine
cases out of ten, are absent.
In their places are substituted the realities of true character.

As a result it is likely that " Every Mother's Son " will prove enjoyable. The exhibitor should put
the soft pedal on the war stuff and try to find some original means of bringing out
the human note that is
sounded again and again throughout the picture's duration. He has ample material to work with in the
sustained characterization of Charlotte Walker in the role of the mother and, in fact, in all the supporting
performances.
" Every Mother's Son " is not R. A. Walsh's greatest picture, but the war, which has proved the
nemesis of so many directors, has not clouded his reason and his ability to mirror human characters on the
screen. — Length, 5 reels. — Released December. — Peter Milne.
THE STORY
THE CAST
SCENE CUTS:— There are six scene cuts in twocolumn size and two in one-column size proThe story concerns a typical American family
An American Mother
Charlotte Walker
vided on this production. All serve to accentu—
husband,
wife
and
three
sons.
When
the
war
An American Father (45) Percy Standing
breans the eldest son unhesitatingly answers his
ateonethe " exception,
mother " character
of thea boat
pictureloadwithof
Eldest Son (24)
Edwin Stanley
but
which shows
country's call and is one of the first to reach
refugees.
Second Son (21)
Ray Howard
foreign soil. The mother bids him goodbye with
Third Son (18)
Gareth Hughes
a smile, though her heart is breaking. And very
ADVERTISING CUTS :— Included in the adverA Daughter of France
Corone Paynter
soon afterwards the next son. Smiling Bill, gets
tising material available on this production are
Lieut. Von Sterbling Bernard Thornton
his chance
—
and
accepts
it.
The
day
of
his
detwo three-column cuts containing good scenes
Directed by Raoul A. Walsh.
parture the father receives word that the first son
backed up by some telling arguments regarding
is reported missing. He keeps this from his wife
the picture. A variety of advertisements are
SUGGESTIONS
until after Smiling Bill has gone. Then her heart
also suggested in the Fox press sheet. There
Drive nection
home
the
"
mother
love
"
idea
in
conbreaks.
She
resoives
that
her
youngest
shall
not
is
also another three-column of a different charwith all advertising that you do on this
be taken from her — and when she receives word
acter which serves to bring out the patriotic
picture. If you follow this course you will be that
Smiling Bill has been seriously wounded in
note
ofhome
the picture.
two and a one serve to
striking a note that is universal and one that will
drive
this same A idea.
action — her resolve becomes a passionate conviction.
carry an appeal to all who read your advertiseSLIDE
AND
MUSIC
CUE
SHEET.
The first son, taken a prisoner, escapes by a
ments. If you think it advisable you can menruse
and
is
protected
behind
the
German
lines
by
tion
the
fact
that
it
is
a
story
of
the
"
18
to
45
"
draft law.
French girl, true daughter ot her country.
Charlotte Walker, who is seen in the role of the aSmiling
Bill recovers from his wounds in a base
"THE GREATEST THING IN
mother, is a well-known actress of the stage and
hospital.
But the mother still clings to her
is no stranger to followers of the screen. Feature
youngest.
When
the
eighteen-to-forty-five
draft
law goes into effect she hurries him off to their
the fact that it is she who is playing the mother —
don't let them think that she is cast in the part
home by the sea. There the outraged father
(Continued from page 149)
of a young girl. This role awarded her in this
comes, bound that his son shall not prove a
coward.
In
the
midst
of
a
heated
argument
picture is suited
to
her
and
she
handles
it
exsubject.
the greatesteffects,
war piccellently: Percy Standing, Edwin Stanley and
refugees from a torpedoed ship come through the
ture ever —Don't
battle play
scenesit —asspectacular
etc.
Gareth Hughes are also well-known figures of the
town. They are given a place of rest in the Tell them
plainly that it is the story of a snob
stage and screen.
house — and then the mother sends her third son
who found himself after having passed through
the crucible of the war. Tell" them also that it
withconverts
a smile.her.Intimate contact with suffering
—offthis
AD TALK
LIFE
is the charming romance
of a man and a maid —
And
she
is
rewarded,
for
on
Christmas
day
all
leave
battle stuff out of your advertising —
The story of a mother's love is the basis of her sons return. The eldest, promoted to the forget the
it.
the film, a"gementEvery
Mother's
Son,"
which
the
manrank of Captain, brings home a wife — the French
If you succeed in bringing out this dominant
of the
note the rest will take care of itself. Of course
of
week.theatre
Thiswillis present
said to on
be girl who saved him irom the Germans. Smiling
.bill returns safe and sound and the youngest
you
have Griffith, Bobby Harron and Lillian Gish
one of the most exquisite portrayals of mother
character ever brought to the film and that it gains a leave of absence from his ship.
—names
names that
that you
mean can
muchnotin afford
the picture
worldby.
—
to pass
will prove of interest to all our patrons the mana
g
e
m
e
n
t
o
f
the
theatre
feels
absolutely
Griffith's
work
is
always
of
the
best
and
in
this
CATCH LINES
certain. R. A. Walsh, who wrote and produced
picture Harron and Miss Gish give sterling perPlay up David Butler too. His work
the picture for William Fox, who is releasing it,
A
story
of
mother
love — the greatest love in here is highlyformances.commendable.
the world.
took as his central character a typical American
mother — a mother blessed with three sons, the
If you care to relate incidents of the picture
tell them about the snob and the negro in the
youngest seventeen years of age. Their happiness
pictureis that
mother's
is complete — their income moderate — their home
trenches
togetherIt— is
an one
episode
warA that
ended shows
— the the
hardest
part part
of allin— the
the on
beautiful.
this 'page.
of therelated
most elsewhere
touching
remaining
in
an
empty
home
—
waiting
—
waiting.
And then the war clouds gather and the eldest
passages in all the film and might also serve to
illustrate if you are in the habit of decorating
son is called to the colors of his country. Soon
The drama that was enacted in every American
your theatre with special paintings.
home at the outbreak of the war.
after the next goes and soon after this the mother
receives word that her first-born is missing from
his detachment and that her second has been seriThe from
thrilling
story prison
of an camp
American
ously wounded in action. She has sent these
escape
a German
and hissoldier's
break
ADVERTISING AIDS
sons away with a forced smile on her lips — she
for liberty through the German lines.
had hoped that they would return safe and sound.
PAPER:
—
Two
one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
And then comes the draft law calling all men
None who remained at home were decorated
six-sheet; one twenty-four-sheet; stock twentyto
register
between
the
ages
of
eighteen
and
fortyfor
heroic
conduct
—
but
each
and
every
mother
five! Shall her third son go? Shall he, too, be of each and every soldier is decorated in the heart
four-sheet (Griffith) ; rotogravure one-sheet.
sacrificed to the war god? So runs the mother
of the nation.
LOBBY
DISPLAY :— Eight 8x10 black and
mind. The manner in which she is brought to
white; eight 11x14 sepia; one 22 x 28 sepia; I
see the light, forms one of the most striking
and
eight
by ten photos of producer and stars.
Charlotte
Walker's
portrayal
of
the
American
climaxes that ever capped a film story. It is a mother ranks with the best characterizations conCUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Pive I
climax not to be missed.
tributed to the screen.
one-column
; three two-column ; two threeAnd then the sons return — all of them — return
column.
to her on Christmas day! It is an ending that
ADVERTISING LAYOUTS:— The usual one. I
ADVERTISING AIDS
will bring tears of gladness to the eyes of all.
two and three-column advertising layouts I
Charlotte Walker is seen to splendid advantage
available
Paramount
pic- I
as the mother, while Percy Standing as the PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
tures
are onto all
be Artcraft
found at and
exchanges
handling
six-sheet;
one
twenty-four-sheet.
father, Edwin Stanley, Ray Howard and Gareth
LOBBY
DISPLAY:— Ten 8x10 black and
this production. They contain descriptive I
Hughes as the sons, Corone Paynter as a French
scenes and written arguments.
white; ten 11x14 black and white; three
girl and Bernard Thornton as an enemy officer
22 x 28 colored.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
complete the cast.
I
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"THE

HOPE

CHEST"—

A Human
YOUR

PARAMOUNT

Little Story That Will Please

patrons will enjoy this offering, because it is based on a sympathy -winning theme, that

of a daughter's great devotion to her father.
There is nothing big about the story; it is just a
page from the book of life; but the splendid portrayal of the heroine's role makes the picture
entertaining.
Dorothy Gish is " there."
The plot introduces the heroine as the daughter of a vaudeville artist. She works at a candy store
as a waitress. The young son of the proprietor, who has a particular liking for pretty faces, becomes
fascinated with her. She at first scorns him, making him understand he is in the wrong premises; but
when he assures her of his sincerity, she becomes his wife. The family is shocked when informed that
the son married an unknown girl, and at every instance they show her their displeasure. Angered by
their continual insults and by an insinuation as to her character, she leaves and goes back to her father.
The husband follows her there, expresses his regrets for ever doubting her, and they become reconciled.
The hero's father appears shortly, shakes hands with the heroine's father and congratulates him for having a daughter who could make a man out of his so
As the heroine's father, Mr. Fawcett is realistic and very pleasing. The direction also deserves
good mention. — Released Dec. 29. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
Sheila Moore
Dorothy Gish
Lew Moore, her father George Fawcett
Tom Ballantyne Richard Barthelmess
Ballantyne, Sr
Sam de Grasse
Mrs. Ballantyne
Kate V. Toncray
Ethel Hoyt
Carol Dempster
Stoughton Lounsbury Bertram Grassby
By Mark Lee Luther.
Scenario by W. M. Stearns.
Directed by Elmer Clifton.
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
six-sheet; rotogravure one-sheet. A one and a
three are poses of star in character ; rest of
the paper brings out humorous side of the
story.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 8x10 black and
white eight 11x14 sepia; one 22x28 sepia; and
eight by ten photos of star.
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five
one-column ; three two-column ; two three-column. The scenes selected for cut reproduction
i are
light in character, including even the poses
of star.
STOCK CUTS AND MATS OF STAR:— Five
one-column; three two-column; two threecolumn.
ADVERTISING LAYOUTS:— The arguments in
the one, two and three-column advertising layI outs provided on this production designate its
light character. The cuts are illustrative.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
AD TALK
Dorothy Gish, the delightful little star whose
first Paramount appearance was marked with great
success in " The Little Disturber " and who rose
to nation-wide prominence in Griffith's great picof the World,"
be the featuredof
player ture,at"Hearts
the
theatrewillon
week in a picture entitled " The Hope
Chest
and inbearing
the Paramount
Miss "Gish,
this picture,
takes thetrade-mark.
role of a
'daughter of an old vaudeville actor who is obliged
:o seek her own living after her father comes
iome minus his job and minus any appreciable
imount of the long green.
After being flatly turned down by a vaudeville
nanager because she gives the worst performance
le has seen in years, Sheila, this being the young
ady's name,
employment
in a large
|itore.
She isseeks
accepted
as a waitress
and iscandy
geting
along
nicely
until
she
meets
the
proprietor's
;on, just out of college and just out of his swadIling clothes when it comes to love. However,
ove at first sight proves stronger than good sense
—and so they are married.
The young
complain
—
toudly.
Sheila isgentleman's
taken in by parents
the family,
but her
lusband is put out. Sheila's father-in-law inward.own Things
10roduces
right her
for as
her.his Her
father simply
always won't
took
mother name and succeeded in passing her off
s someone else's daughter and now her father-inaw
her!everyone
However,a Sheila
breaks
•ut won't
in timerecognize
and gives
piece of
her
lind, whereupon hubby wakes up and realizes that
e has a wife that demands attention. He proeeds to find her and offer her this essential thing.

THE STORY
Sheila
Moore
is
of an
ville actor known inthethedaughter
profession
as old
Lew vaudePam.
One day, when the young lady returns to the
fiat, she discovers her father out of work and out
of funds. But optimistically she sets out to an
agency
work on
four-a-day.
Unluckily for toher,secure
however,
the thebooking
manager
tells
her that her work is positively the worst he has
ever seen. The vaudeville career is blasted before it ever got a chance to grow into its infancy.
Undaunted, Sheila tries again, this time in the
candy store of one Ballantyne. The costume of
the girls at work there attracts her. She applies
for a jobmanceand
it. And
shortlyinto
afterwards
makes gets
a sudden
entrance
her life ro-in
the good-looking person of Tom Ballantyne, Jr.
Tom attempts to make an acquaintance, but
finds himself sweetly rebuffed. Nothing daunted,
he keeps on trying, and the upshot of his efforts
is that Sheila ends by marrying him.
Mr. and Mrs. Ballantyne, Sr., have something
to say on this subject. Tom meets with parental
anger and ends by leaving home. Sheila remains
behind
and poses
the Ballantyne's
None
whom she
meets asknows
that she isward.
a married
woman. A clandestine visit to the hall where her
father is putting on his act and an encounter with
Lounsbury,
Tom's friend,
climax.
She
is discovered
visiting precipitates
her father, a and
the
Lounsbury fellow takes her in his arms to be
discovered by Tom. Thereupon Sheila tells all
the Ballantyne family what she thinks of them in
language
something
the luscious
raspberry.
She returns
home akin
and tothen
Tom wakes
up to
the fact that he has some wife. He gives pursuit and need it be said that he is finally successful in placating the fiery and somewhat Irish
temper of Sheila.
CATCH LINES
Dorothy Gish, whose delightful performance in
" Hearts of the World " is still a lingering memory in another Paramount photoplay supported by
George Fawcett and Richard Barthelmess.
If it hadn't been for Sheila Moore's Irish probably her domestic venture would have ended in
disaster. Wit saved her. See how in " The
Hope
Chest."
Sheila
Moore married the candy manufacturer's son because he asked her. How she learned
to love him — and he to love her — forms a delightful story. See it pictured in " The Hope Chest."
There were a good many longings in Sheila
Moore's
Hope sheChest
— but she never dared hope
for
the prize
drew.
SUGGESTIONS
Dorothy
Gish aisfine
suchpersonality,
a distinctivethatactress,
possessed of such
she really
deserves
to
have
the
word
"
star
"
written
before her name — and after it, too. You cannot
dwell
on her performance
Griffith'sas
" Heartstoo ofmuch
the World."
This shouldinremain
sort of a standing line in your advertising of her
pictures.
For the
older Miss
" Hearts
the World In"
gets the more
popular
Gish ofbecomes.
this and succeeding Paramount pictures starring

Miss Gish creates roles of a novel type and you
should -dwell on her unconventionality. In preyour advertising
copy try
get this
novelty paring
of her
characterization
intoto your
pictures
and your
wording.
WithGeorge
respectFawcett
to " The
Hope Chest
also
have
to mention.
He "tooyouplayed
an
important
role
in
"
Hearts
of
the
World
and has gained considerable popularity with mo-"
tion Barthelmess,
picture goers the
throughout
the country.
ard
leading man,
has been Richseen
with Marguerite Clark and other well known stars.

Means matrimony, of course
— "The Hope Chest." But
don't think the marriage is
the end. Not when the husband's family are rich snobs
and the girl a common waitress! But she teaches them
some lessons in democracy
before she gets through.
Come and see her do it.
(One-column ad cut)
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News

BLUEBIRD

Exteriors Delight to the Eye

THIS offering may be classed as just above the average. The plot is not out of the ordinary; but it
has been so constructed as to unfold itself steadily, thus holding the interest of the spectator
fairly tense to the end.
The story has some sympathetic appeal. The feeling it leaves in you is that of compassion for the
heroine; also that of pity for her father, who becomes deranged on account of the death of his wife.
He later recovers his reason and is joined by his now grown daughter.
Some of the situations are fairly thrilling. Some others could have been made such, had they been
handled logically; for instance, it seems rather incredible that the hero could have so easily beaten the
Mexicans, in their own country, and rescued the heroine and her father. As the picture, on the whole,
is fairly entertaining, however, the critical spectator may be inclined to overlook such conflicts with
logic.
Most of the scenes have been taken outdoors. The dense growth of blooming trees and the lakes
form a picturesque background that is very enchanting. They add to the entertaining qualities of the
picture.
It is a clean offering. — Released Jan. 6. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
THE STORY
Dolores Winthrop
Mersereau
On a little island south of the equator Dolores
Spencer Crosby Violet
Donald
Stuart
PLANBOOK
Winthrop, a girl in whose veins flows American
Don Pedro
Frank Wonderlee
blood, lives in care of Blanca De Castro, a woman
±ila"c.a
Senorita de Cordoba
of
mystery.
Many
times
Dolores
asks
why
the
SERVICE
Written and directed by O. A. C. Lund
house she lives in was never finished and why
she must always remain on the island, but Blanca
refuses to tell her. On the mainland only a short
CATCH LINES
Book is the most complete
distance from the secluded island in the little vilViolet Mersereau in the role of an unsophistiureredNews
Motion
lage there, the house is known as the property of
everPict
offe
the Plan
exTHEservice
cated girl of a little island in the southern Ator.
the
"mad
American."
This
man,
Dolores'
father,
hibit
l
a
n
t
i
c
—
mystery
lives on the mainland and disappears occasionally,
it ! story of the highest suspense
— don t amiss
Motion Picture News was the first
returning always with very valuable rough diamonds.
trade
paper to bring such a service
As the Nature Girl Miss Mersereau adds a
Don Pedro, an unscrupulous fellow, determines
to the field.
va uable characterization to her long list of notto learn the whereabouts of the diamond mine
that he may become rich. He learns that he may
The old days of the review here —
camera.able achievements before the motion picture
find out the locality of the mine on the Winthrop
the synopsis there — the ad talk someisland and he makes the journey there. But Don
where else — those old days are no
She was known as the daughter of the " mad
Pedro's plans
run also
as smoothly
he anmore.
ticipated. Ondothe not
island
is Spenceras Crosby,
American
"
by
the
natives
of
the
little
town
of
In
the
Complete Plan Book yon
O Compo. A dreadful fate
of New York, a fellow whose hobby is the huntover her until
the appearance of Spencer hung
ing of bugs. He meets Dolores, and the two fall
have it all in one place.
Crosby!
See
the
in
love.
startling story told in Violet Mersereau's latest
Bluebird, " The Nature Girl."
Blanca that
madhasAmerican
is Pedro
ill on tells
the mainland
and the
that" he
sent him"
for the plans of the diamond mine. She refuses
The heroine had never been in a city, never
to believe him. The two fight and Blanca is
been in a country town, had never seen a show,
fatally wounded. Foiled in one respect, Pedro
or the movies, or had an ice-cream soda, or determines
to make off with Dolores, but Crosby
enjoyed the company of other
young
people.
comes to the rescue. As Blanca dies she reveals
is the oddest heroine that ever stepped across She
screen— a Nature Girl. But you will have theto to the girl her parentage and tells her to seek
her father on the mainland. Spencer goes with
admit that Violet Mersereau makes her one of the
her to the town, where they find the old fellow.
most adorable. See her in " The Nature Girl "
They manage to restore his reason by dwelling on
past
AD TALK
with events
Crosby. of his life. Pedro is killed in a fight
Violet Mersereau, who has so often made appearances on the screen of the
ADVERTISING AIDS
will be seen in her latest picture, " The theatre
Nature
PAPER:
—
Two
one-sheets; two three-sheets; two
Girl
'
at
that
house
on
0f
six-sheets.
week. This is a Bluebird
and offers
Miss Mersereau the thoroughlyphotoplay
congenial role of a
DISPLAY: — A selection of stills in the
girl, reared in ignorance
her parentage on a LOBBY
various standard sizes are available at all Bluelittle island south of the ofequator.
Many
times
bird
exchanges. These include portraits of star
does Dolores (Miss Mersereau) inquire of her
and scenes from the production and may be
guardian, Blanca, the reason for her seclusion
used
for
their original purpose — lobby display —
there, but she never receives any satisfactory
or for the making of special cuts to advertise
answer. The mystery that surrounds the unthe
picture.
A title card is provided with each
finished house in which she lives and the infreset.
quent
of
a
"
mad
American
"
to
the
island
visits
CUTS: — Cuts on this production include the one
is left unexplained.
and two-column stock star cuts; one and twoMiss Mersereau appears to particularly appealcolumn cuts of star special for this production
ing advantage in this role. She has grasped the
and two-column scene cuts special for this procharacter with a true understanding and appreduction.
ciation and makes of Dolores an unsophisticated,
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
sweet, young Nature Girl. How romance comes
to her finally and how, through a series of thrilling events that almost result tragically, she discovers the identity of her parents and the cause
SUGGESTIONS
of her seclusion on the far away island, are inYou have Violet Mersereau in a distinctly novel
cidents
make
"The
Nature
Girl"
thorwhich
oughly worthy the attention of all. To miss this
character to advertise in this production. Try
particularly novel picture is to miss one of the to drive home this character — its unusualness, its
best
pictures
the
management
of
the
unconventionality.
Dolores is a girl who has
theatre has offered.
been brought up without any idea of the world
Miss Mersereau is supported by a competent
outside — without any idea of the existence of
cast that includes Donald Stuart, Senorita de Corthings that the ordinary mortal thinks nothing
Violet NATURE
Merser>eau
in
oi. Drive home this fact. Introduce her in your
doba, Frank Wonderlee and others. The story
"THE
GITZV
and direction are the work of Oscar A. C. Lund,
advertising
copy and
as acommonplaces
girl to whom ofthe everyday
conventional luxuries
one
of
the
oldest
directors,
in
point
of
service,
One-Column Cut
in the motion picture business.
life are unknown.
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Fact and Fiction Combined

VICTORY"in a Screen Classic s War History

EXTENSIVELY reviewed in last week's issue, " The Great Victory " presents a panorama of the war
from the start to the finish, a panorama in which the fertile brain of a scenario writer never missed
a chance to enhance a fact by taking a dramatic perspective on horror.
Included in the film are views concerning the sinking oi the Lusitania, the execution of Edith Cavell
and the deportation of Belgian citizens. As a piece of construction " The Great Victory " stands as one
of the best war films brought forth by the various companies during the period when propaganda of this
shape was a necessary and welcome thing. Today, in retrospect, it is rather harrowing — with its scenes
of murder, crucifixion and attendant atrocities.
Henry Kolker's Kaiser is a bold study of the much despised Hohenzollern. Frederick Truesdell as
President Wilson benefits by some similarity of feature and gives a sincere performance. How the public
will accept him in the intimacy of his cabinet meetings and welcoming French envoys is something of a
question. — Length, 5 reels. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
Special slides, special heralds, special litho
THE STORY
winaow cards and music cue sheets also availWoodrow Wilson
Frederick Truesdell
The picture opens with scenes surrounding the
able at all exchanges handling production.
Kaiser Wilhelm
Henry Kolker
birth ot Woodrow Wilson. These are paralleled
Genera] Von Bissing
Joseph Kilgour
with
those
surrounding
the
birth
of
the
ex-Kaiser.
CATCH LINES
The difference between the ideals and customs of
Edith Cavell
Margaret McWade
Captain Ober
Earl Schenck
A dramatic history of the war from the time
the democracy of the United States and the authe
And Members of President Wilson's Cabinet,
the opening
Kaiser. gun was fired until the abdication of
scenes. tocracy of Prussia is clearly brought out by these
of
the Kaiser's
court, German soldiers, Belgian
citizens,
etc.
The action then skips to the outbreak of the
By Maxwell Karger.
world war. The Kaiser is shown in all his arroThe story of the greatest victory the world has
Autocracy.
Scenario by June Mathis and A. S. Le Vino.
ever known — the Victory of Democracy over
calling uponthe his
generals
actionrule— for
Directed by Charles Miller.
them toganceconquer
world
that heformay
it.
Photographed by George Hollister.
The assassination at Sarajevo furnished the spark
Supervision of Maxwell Karger.
to start the conflagration. Soon afterwards the theIncluding
execution theof most
Edith tragic
Cavell. episode of the war —
Kaiser s gray hordes are passing through Belgium,
SUGGESTIONS
leaving a pillaged trail behind them.
rapid succession now come the trapping and
After you exactly
see " The
Victorywrites
" youa will
Of the three titles given for this production it theIn execution
why Great
the Kaiser
big
of Nurse Edith Cavell by the Ger- understand
would be most advantageous to lay greatest stress
X after h s name now.
man
military governor of Belgium, Von Bissing;
on the first, "The Great Victory." Either this or
the deportation of Belgian citizens to Germany,
for second choice the last, " The Fall of the Hotne country s women and the destructhat tells why it's Wilson today and
tion of itsof property.
give the idea
thatwarit —is the rape
notThethestory
Kr.iser.
ahenzollerns."
picture that These
looks two
in retrospect
on the
The
commander
of the submarine that sank the
that it is not a belated picture of the war. The
is given a royal welcome at court, and
The most amazing interpretation of the Kaiser
truth is that the production is in the manner of a Lus.tania
so are the captains of other undehsea craft who
ever seen given by Henry Kolker.
pictorial history of the war — a history amply en- follow
out
the
terrible
orders
of
Von
Tirpitz.
hanced by fiction to be sure — but a history neverThe circumstances under which Woodrow WilButdenttheWilson,dayat oftheretribution
at hand.States,
Presi-is
theless. This might seem to be your cue. Let
son was born and reared established him as the
head of theis United
the people know that it tells the story of the war
no
longer
able
to
stand
for
atrocity
after
atrocity,
ideal leadertocracy.of William
humanity
in its fight
against aufrom
Hohenzollern
was brought
up
drama theof beginning
the war. to the end — that it is not a and soon afterwards the German troops notice in a contrasting
environment. That is why today
that they are facing a new, a fresh and a deterThe
picture
shows
the
Cavell
case,
the
sinking
mined force in the field. They are defeated. The
he is a man without a country. See the dramatic
of the Lusitania and various atrocit.es. Whether
Kaiser is alarmed and, seeing all power slipping
or not to accentuate these incidents is a matter
narratives
in "with
The a Great
Victory " that drive
fact home
big punch.
from his hands, seeks to place the blame for his this
that the exhibitor himself should carefully convarious atrocious crimes on his military and naval
sider. Indications are, however, that the public
advisers. He is forced to abdicate and to flee
is attracted little by recount of such picture fare.
into Holland. And then comes President WilSo, to our notion, it will be best for you to play
son's George
departure from
the United
Statesthe onPeace
the
up either one of the titles suggested and tell them
transport
Washington
to attend
that it is a dramatic history of the war.
Conference
AD TALK
ADVERTISING AIDS
The management of the
theatre has
secured an unusual picture for exhibition on
PAPER: — Four one-sheets; three three-sheets;
two six-sheets; one twenty-four sheet. All paof
week. This is entitled " The
Great toryVictory,"
and is,warin from
a way,thea time
pictorial
per bears all three titles, " The Great Victory,"
of the European
that histhe
" Wilson or the Kaiser," and " The Fall of the
first gun was fired until the abdication of the
Hohenzollerns." The majority of the paper
Kaiser. It is no usual war picture. " The Great
serves to bring
the "figure
victory " idea. Sam
The
twenty-four
showsouinlarge
Victory " presents
one piece
of melodrama
with
a nut cracker
his hands. ofTheUncle
nut is the
manufactured
and laidno against
the war
as a backKaiser. One six has head of Wilson and Kaiser
ground. It is made up of historical data, amplifrom photographs), with comparative reading
fied from time to time for dramatic purposes by
matter beneath. The rest of the paper also
bits of fiction, but generally adhering to the truth,
brings out this victory spirit, although some of
truth that in many cases is stranger and more
startling than fiction.
it contains
individual
scenes and
fromEdith
the production, such as
Van Bissing
Cavell,
Pictured in
The GreattheVictory
" are andscenes
the Kaiser and his mother, a domestic scene
concerning
the " trapping,
mock trial
the
execution of Edith Cavell, the British nurse who
concerning the birth of the President, etc.
heroically went to her death. Then there are
LOBBY DISPLAY: — A special hand colored
lobby display is available on this production, as
scenes connected with the deportation of Belgian
on all Screen Classics numbers. Extra photos
citizens, scenes concerning the various atrocities
in black and white are also obtainable in a large
committed on the helpless citizens of Belgium by
the relentless German military machine.
size and CUTS:
in 8x10— There
s'ze. are four two-column
The picture ends with the abdication of the SCENE
Kaiser toand
departure for
scene cuts
and and
four Kaiser,
s'ngle-column.
France
attendPresident
the PeaceWilson's
Conference.
Shows
Wilson
another One
Kaiserdouble
and
A remarkable cast was assembled to enact the
mother, another scene connected with Edith
Cavell case, the last scenes connected with birth
various roles. Standing out from the rest is the
of the President. The single columns are scenes
portrayal of President Wilson rendered by Fredfrom the narrative and a pose of Kolker as the
erick Truesdell and the contrasting characterizaKaiser.
tion of the Kaiser given by that sterling actor
Henry Kolker. Both of these players give per- ADVERTISING CUTS:— One four-column, one
•THE GREAT VICTORYformances that fairly startle the observer. The
three-column;
twocontain
two-column;
single-col— WILSON OB THE KAISER? —
umn. These all
the threeonetitles
of the
picture was produced under the direction of
THE FALL OF THE HOHENZOLLEENS.
Charles Miller, one of the ablest directors in the
picture, have black backgrounds and serve to
business of picture production. He has turned
bring inouttwotheof "them
victory(from
" element.
out a film that you cannot afford to miss.
used
photograph).Wilson is
Single-column cut
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This One Should
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News

AMERICAN

Get Over with IS on-Critical Audiences

a production as well as an entertainment, " Fair Enough " is equal to an average program offering.
Apparently, the intention originally was to make the picture a light comedy-drama of the romantic type, but enough supposedly serious but really illogical element has been introduced in it to

mar it.
The principal idea of the plot is the parents' desire that the heroine, their daughter, shall marry a
society young man, irrespective of the fact that he is an idiot; but, in the end, she marries a policeman,
who later turns out to be the son of a millionaire.
In some of the situations, the heroine is able to arouse some sympathy; for instance, those showing
her taking a bunch of poor children to the beach, thus giving them an opportunity to enjoy themselves.
But the scenes showing the heroine knocking down a little newsboy; a close up view of him with the
blood smeared all over one side of his face; the hospital with the crippled children, are anything but
entertaining. They are rather depressing, as hardly anybody derives any enjoyment in seeing such
sights in real life, not to say in pictures.
This offering perhaps will give average satisfaction to non-critical audiences. — Released Dec. 29. —
Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
research work on modern slang. It appeals to her
is only one suggestion for you. Dig up a few
more and go to it.
more
strongly
thanthis" trees
" orshe" diamonds."
Due
Ann Dickson
Margarita Fisher
to
her
study
of
classic
heralds
Freddie
With respect might
to " Fair
original
Mrs. Ellen Dickson
Eugenie Forde
advertisements
be Enough
worded "in some
slang.
You
Pierson, her mother's selection for a son-in-law,
Jas. Dickson, Esq
Alfred Hollingsworth
have ample
cause
for
this
as
the
heroine
is
intro-If
as a " little structure with a misplaced eyebrow."
Madame Ohnet
Alice Knowland
duced
as
an
ardent
student
of
modern
slang.
However,
she
tolerates
the
fellow's
presence,
inFrederick Pierson
Harry McCoy
asmuch as he offers diversion.
you could arrange a snappy, catchy announcement
Carey Phelan
Jack Mower
One day she takes him automobiling to show
couched in such language you would have a piece
"Happy"
Flanigan
Bull
Montana
her
the
sights
of
the
city
and
accidentally
knocks
of copy that would stand out from the rest of the
Chief of Police
J. Farrell McDonald
down
a
little
newsboy.
While
his
injuries
are
page.
Of course this is a method to be followed
By J. Anthony Roche.
slight, Ann inflicts a deep wound in the heart of
merely on this production. Here you have an
Scenario by Elizabeth Mahoney.
Policeman
Carey
Phelan.
About
Carey
there
is
a
excuse
for using it and if you have been employDirected by Edward Sloman.
tale. He was formerly a newsboy himself, but
ing straight dignified phrasing in the past the
later
had
grown
to
be
a
millionaire.
In
company
change
would attract attention.
ADVERTISING AIDS
withhadhisgrown
pal "tired
Happyof wasting
" Flanigan,
an ex-gunman,
he
his time
and money
PAPER:
—
One
one-sheet;
one
three-sheet;
one
six-sheet. '
and had joined the force. So Carey Phelan was
a millionaire policeman, a most extraordinary
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Eight 11 x 14 scene stills
and
title
card.
22
x
28
of
scene
and
22
x
28
of
star.
FILE THESE
PAGES
person.
In time he gains his opportunity to meet Ann,
when she gives an outing for the newsboys. Her
CUTS : — There are one-column star cuts of Marparents follow her to the beach and, not being
garita Fisher suitable for use in dressing advertisements or for use in the text columns of
able to find her, drive away in her car. Ann
hibitor, found yourself with
later takes another car for herself and lands in
newspapers or house programs.
you,ed Mr.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
the station house as the result. Mother and
show
all book
and Exno
n have
Wyour ofte
HO
father also wind up there, due to some mishap or
s matter or advertising
pres
another and the Chief of Police, a wise old fellow,
rding the
rial
AD TALK
mate
on
hand
rega
proceeds to hold the outraged Dicksons in jail
feature of that show?
Ann Dickson was the daughter of a couple who
while the prize member of the force and Ann
had made their pile only after a hard struggle.
Motion Picture News is so bound
steal out to get married.
Consequently when the money came to them, each
that the plan book may be removed
pursued his or her own set course. With Pa
from the magazine and filed.
CATCH LINES
Dickson it was watching the ball players cavort
about the diamond, with Ma Dickson it was huntPa liked baseball and Ma was ever on a search
Thus handled they make a coming up branches to tack on the family tree which
a family tree that never existed. Ann, the
plete and ever-valuable source of
she discovered was a necessary incumbrance if for
daughter
of
the
house,
was
an
enthusiastic
stureference for the busy exhibitor.
one was to do society in the right way. Both
dent
of
slang!
Some
combination!
And
then
Pa and Ma wanted Ann to shape her career acwhen the policeman-lover started to mix in
cording to theirs. But neither " diamonds " nor
things! Some romance!
" trees The
" appealing
the young
lady.
majority very
of herstrongly
time wasto spent
in reAnn chucked the society lizard for a millionsearch work on modern slang. This was her
aire-policeman! Can you blame her? All policepassion even as baseball and social position were
men are delightful, but when one that is also a
the respective vices of Pa and Ma.
millionaire comes along — well.
The humorous
complications
Ann's peculiar
energies
carved for
her are all that
delightfully
shown
When Ann was speeding along in her automoin
"
Fair
Enough,"
the
feature
that
will hold theof
screen at the
theatre on
bile she didn't notice an accident at all. But as
she passed one corner — she left the broken, manweek and for
days thereafter. Margarita Fisher is seen as the star of
gled heart of a traffic cop lying within his breast.
this picture and there is no denying the fact that
Freddie, a gentleman with a misplaced eyebrow,
her performance here adds still further laurels to
discovered that his rival in love was a policeman
her already honor-crowded brow. Her performand he withdrew from the lists. The law was
ances incomedy-dramas
" Beauty toareLetstill" and
other oflatetheAmerican
memories
most
dead agin' him, so what could the poor fellow do?
pleasant
sort fitting
and it isindeed
said that
" Fair with
Enough
SUGGESTIONS
is a picture
to match
these"
previous successes of hers.
The character of the past Margarita FisherThe author of the piece is J. Anthony Roche,
American comedy-dramas should give you a good
while Edward Sloman produced the picture. In
line ona type
" Fairwhich
Enough."
It isseems
of the
same light
the cast appear Jack Mower. Harry McCoy,
type,
the public
in exactly
the
Eugenie Forde, Alfred Hollingsworth, Alice
right frame of mind to accept. In fact all of the
Knowland,
Bull
Montana
and
J.
Farrell
McAmerican pictures are taking a turn for the
Donald.
lighter these days. Are you popularizing this
brand? Are you advertising it so that when a
THE STORY
patron reads the name American he will instincThe Dicksons acquire wealth but no social
tively think of light comedy? Such a course is
by no means a bad one to follow and you have
prestige. Mrs. Dickson searches about for a family tree with which to break into social circles,
good material to work with for the productions of
the three American stars, Mary Miles Minter,
but receives small encouragement from her husWilliam Russell and Margarita Fisher are not
band, who much prefers watching a baseball game
to hunting twigs on a mythical tree. Ann, the
productions to be ashamed of. Use a line such
as " The American Brand Stands for the Best in
daughter of the house, doesn't favor either one
One-Sheet Poster
of her parents' pastimes. Her days are spent in
Comedy Drama " on all your advertising. This
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"ROPED"—

UNIVERSAL

Harry Carey Should

SPECIAL

Please Every One in This Production

IF your patrons are acquainted with Harry Carep and his work you will have no trouble in drawing
them in with this picture; if they are not, here is an opportunity for you to introduce him to them.
In w Roped," you have a picture that will come near pleasing every one of those who will see it,
because the two elements that can always be counted upon to form the foundation of good story, pathos
and clean, wholesome comedy, are blended intelligently in it in liberal quantities.
The pathos arises from the love of a father for his baby son; he is forbidden by his aristocratic
mother-in-law to even have a glance at him, so he steals into the room unperceived at night in order to
satisfy his loving heart ; while the comedy is caused by the visiting cowboys to his home in New York.
The director deserves a great deal of credit for his ability to handle his characters realistically in
such difficult roles as are demanded by the peculiar nature of the story. The star is convincing, at no
time becoming unnatural.
Being a clean picture, it should appeal to all audiences.
An extensive review was published in advance section, issue of Dec. 16, on page 2981. — Released
Jan. 13. — Length, 6 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
SUGGESTIONS
" Roped."
it takes
a number
THE CAST
of
original From
twists here
and onturns
that such
to enumerate
If
you
have
been
playing the Harry Carey picCheyenne
Harry
Harry
Carey
them all would be to spoil the picture.
Aileen
Neva Gerber
tures,
your work
on aadvertising
Ropedsuccesses.
" conThe star receives ample support from Neva
sists
first
of
recalling
few of his "past
Mrs. Judson-Brown Molly McConnell
Gerber as the girl, from Molly McConnell as Mrs.
From all reports Carey is quite a favorite and if
Ferdie Van Duzen
Arthur Shirley
Judson-Brown
and
from
Arthur
Shirley
and
J.
your people like him make use of his past picButler
J. Farrell McDonald
Farrell McDonald in other parts of importance.
turesinin advertising
" Roped
comedyBy Eugene B. Lewis.
drama
which the this.
westerner
comes" isto a the
East.
Jack
Ford,
responsible
for
all
of
Harry
Carey's
Scenario by Mr. Lewis.
recent pictures, directed this one, while its author
You can play this angle of the story up, too. Tell
Directed by Jack Ford.
is Eugene B. Lewis, one of the ablest men writing
them how the man from the West entered New
pictures today.
York society and taught it a thing or two. This
is an angle that will appeal to most pictureTHE STORY
goers,
whether they be from the East or the
ADVERTISING
AIDS
Cheyenne Harry, owner of the Broken Bow
West.
Everyone seems to enjoy the story or the
PAPER:
—
Two
one-sheets;
two
three-sheets;
two
ranch, lets his boys know that he needs a housesix~sh & c t s
picture
wherein the man from the West " shows "
ke per to run the inside of the place. For a joke
the
East.
LOBBY DISPLAY :— A selection of scenes and
the fellows insert an advertisement in an eaststar stills in the usual standard sizes are offered
ern paper — asking for a wife for their boss.
CATCH LINES
on this production. They are furnished firstly
Aileen Judson-Brown, a society girl, is forced by
He advertised for a housekeeper and found a
for
a lobby display, but the exhibitor will also
her bankrupt mother to answer the advertisement.
find certain of them suitable for the making of wife.*
Romance is in the air and Harry departs eastspecial
In which Cheyenne Harry enters the matrimoward, meets Aileen, falls in love with her and
each set.cuts. A title card is furnished with
nial lists and comes out a winner — but his task
marries her. The marriage puts Mrs. Judsonis
a hundred per cent, harder than the annual
CUTS: — There is the two-column scene cut reBrown's
financesas ona society
a firm lion,
basis, shebut casts
havingaboutno
produced on this page, while cuts of Harry
use
for Harry
roundup.
In which a vain society woman all but ruins
Carey are provided in the usual one and twofor some means to bring on a divorce — and alithe married life of her daughter.
column sizes. These are suitable for reproducmony. Ferdie Van Duzen, a man of repute, both
tion in the text or advertising pages of your
high and ill, offers her the logical means.
newspaper.
Harry Carey goes east and teaches society a
After a year a child blesses the lives of the
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
thing or two about manners that it never knew.
young people and all goes well until one day.
the mother spirits the baby away and informs
Harry has
that noit more
is dead.
that
Aileen
love forShehimadds,
and also,
then tells
her daughter that her husband has grown tired
of her. Harry departs for the West in sorrow.
But the butler of the Judson-Brown establishment,
having a heart and knowing the truth, wires
Harry to come back and look around. Escorted
by his cowboys Harry returns, locates the baby
and hears the whole story from the lips of the
nurse, bribed by Mrs. Judson-Brown to take
charge of it.
Furthermore,
also findsherthatthatAileen
still
loves
him and Harry
he informs
he still
loves her — is crazy about her, in fact. Mrs. Judson-Brown meets defeat square in the face, for
Harry and his wife and the baby leave for the
West — and she has no one to plot about and with.
Broken Bow Ranch finally gets its housekeeper.
AD TALK
Harry Carey, that genial portrayer of western
roles, will return to the
theatre on
of
week in his latest Universal
special
feature
entitled
"
Roped."
brings riagethequest cowboy
the effete he
eastfinds
on" Roped
a mar-"
and the to
entanglement
himself
in after his marriage into a society family, is at
times humorous and at other times dramatic to
an unusually high degree. As the owner of
Broken Bow ranch Harry thinks he needs a
housekeeper and lets this idea fall to some of
his men. They decide that his need shall be
granted, and in a spirit of fun place an advertisement in an eastern newspaper for, not only
a housekeeper, but a wife !
Mrs. Judson-Brown,
one
the best
of society's
leaders,
tobarrassed,bereads this
sure,advertisement
but ofquite
financially
and forces emher
daughter, Aileen, to answer it, with the result
that Harry comes east, meets the charming young
lady, falls in love and marries her. This is all
Two-Column Scene Cut
we are going to tell you regarding the plot of
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News

PARAMOUNT

Miss Clark's Charm in a Pleasing Setting
spirit of food propaganda, not in an educational, but in an entertaining form, prevails throughout this contribution.

Moved by the President's appeal to the country for more food products, the heroine decides to go
chicken raising. At the farm she meets a man and they fall in love; but not knowing he is an incapacitated army officer, she scorns him as a slacker. Incidentally she saves him from being tarred and feathered by the farmers.
In the end, she learns his real identity.
The most amusing part of this offering is at its beginning — in the scenes showing the heroine at the
store bargaining for chickens. For instance, the heroine wants to buy ten egg-laying chickens but no
rooster, because, as she says, as a rule, they are too troublesome. By insisting that it is customary to sell
a rooster along with the chickens, however, the proprietor induces her to buy one; but she nearly faints
when told the price is one thousand dollars, while that of the chickens, only five dollars per head.
The excellent entertaining qualities developed at the beginning of the picture are not maintained
throughout. Had they been maintained, this attraction would have pushed even " Miss George Washington " to the background. The charms of Miss Clark, however, and the additional, though not as funny,
chicken jokes, place this picture in the " a little above the average" class. — Released Dec. 29. — Length,
5 reek. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
Nancy Craddock
Marguerite Clark
Major
Baldwin
Eugene Hickman
O'Brien
MatthewAdam
Berry
Alfred
Col. William Craddock Forrest Baldwin
Major J. Craddock
Hal Reid
Polly Beadsley
Frances Kaye
Bud
John Tansey
S.las Beasley
J. M. Mason
Kastus
J. J. Williams
By Maria Thompson Davies.
Scenario by Adrian Gil-Spear.
Directed by John S. Robertson.
AD TALK
Throughout the war, prominent society women
of wealth
standing,
not dis-of
dain to doandtheirhighbitsocial
to render
the did
struggles
democracy against autocratic militarism successful. Among these was Nancy Craddock, a
charming young woman of Washington, D. C,
who adopted as her slogan the motto, " eggs will
win
war" in
andbehalf
who ofwent
on a farm
raisedthechickens
American
troops andin
France.
In herwillnewbe photoplay,
Little Miss Hoover,"
which
shown at " the
theatre
r.ext
, Marguerite Clark appears as
Nancy, and it is said to be one of her most
artistic creations. As stated, the story deals with
a Washington society girl, who resolves to do
her bit toward winning the war by enlisting in
the army of the Food Administration. Accordbuysbeautiful
a pedigreed
Leghorn
rooster ingly,
andshe six
Leghorn White
hens and
goes
farming. In the course of her efforts she reunites her grandfather with her grand-uncle who
~had fought
on opposite
in the
War,
■changes
a fading
Marylandsidesestate
into Civil
a modern
win-the-war farm, gets rid of a suitor to whom
she has promised herself, annexes a gentleman
whom she has grown to love and makes everybody happy.
John S. Robertson directed Miss Clark and
they went to Washington for the first scenes,
which have the streets of the Capital City and
the White House for their background. The
leading manscreen
is Eugene
prominent
players.O'Brien, one of the most
THE STORY
Nancy Craddock, a beautiful society girl of
Washington, decides to enlist in the army of the
Food Administration, and raise chickens on the
thatand" eggs
will chickens
win the war."
atheory
rooster
several
and goesShetobuys
the
farm of her uncle at Riverfield, Md., against the
jj.oiests of Matthew Berry whom she has agreed
to marryform. Heonis rejected
conditionbythat
dons a khaki
the heexamining
board uniand
decides to follow her to the country. Even Adam
Baldwin, a gentleman farmer, is appointed Commis ioner of Agriculture for the Harpeth District
where
Craddock's
farm tois study
locatedconditions
and he
goes to Uncle
that district
incognito
there. Baldwin has seen Nancy in Washington
and he admires her.
As Nancy and her grandfather, Colonel William Craddock. leave Washington by one road,

Baldwin leaves it by another. Both reach the
same
goal — Uncle
farm — by
and the
Baldwin
recommends
that Craddock's
it be purchased
government for an experimental station. As a hired
man on the farm he skillfully begins the work
of reclaiming Harpeth Valley and Nancy is his
enthusiastic assistant. Berry comes to the farm
and urges Nancy to marry him, but she puts him
off. Baldwin believes she loves Berry and placing a note in a chicken nest he leaves the farm.
Berry is finally accepted in the army whereupon Nancy agrees to wed him at an early date.
Meanwhile Berry meets Polly and falls in love
with her. Nancy loves Baldwin and one day
when Berry and Polly are nearly drowned when
the bridge over which they are driving in their
automobile collapses, she sees Berry kiss Polly.
Baldwin appears and when Berry announces
his
Polly, wedding
Nancy falls
arms love
and for
a double
follows.into Baldwin's
CATCH LINES
Eggs helped to win the war to be sure — so did
all food, motion pictures, ships, steam engines —
even soldiers. But eggs, be it said, were not used
as artillery!
Marguerite
as acontroller
discipleof ofthe Herbert
Hoover!
CouldClark
the food
United
States
—
beg
pardon,
of
the
United
World
—
a more able or a more delightful assistant? have
We
think not. But see for yourself in " Little Miss
In which
Miss that
Clarkis inaugurates
back-to-theHoover."
farm
movement
successful ina backing
the
army of the United States.
A chicken doesn't have to be a chanticleer to
be
" Golden
See "a Little
and a how
every Bird."
egg meant
blow Miss
for theHoover
Allies."
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
six-sheet. Paper is somewhat neutral in character, bringing
neithernature.
the comedy
moments
nor those
of a outserious
To look
at it
makes the observer guess.
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Eight 8x10 black and
white; eight 11x14 sepia; one 22 x 28 sepia;
8x10 photos of star.
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five
one-column;
threeillustrated
two-column;
column. Scenes
in thesetwocutsthreeare
somewhat similar in character to those that
furnished the paper designs.
STOCK CUTS AND MATS OF STAR:— Five
one-column; three two-column; two threecolumn.
•
ADVERTISING LAYOUTS: — Advertising cuts
are in one, two and three-column sizes, illustrated and containing pertinent arguments regarding MUSIC
production. CUE SHEET.
SLIDE AND
SUGGESTIONS
"
Marguerite
Clark
comedy
should be your slogan infor a this
picture.of war
Theretimeare"

few producers who have recognized the comedy
angle that the domestic situation at home offered
during the conduct of the war. It is prettily
broughtmake
out the
in "most
Littleof it.
MissIn Hoover
and have
you
should
addition" you
a goodplies atitle
to
work
with.
It's
a
title
that
imcomedy at the start and the prominent
display of it will get people thinking. The fact
that the paper and cuts will effect the observer
in practically the same way is, perhaps, a help
to the exhibitor. At first glance it seems as if
the producers might have sought to bring out
the character of the production in the advertising
aids offered the exhibitor but since the title is
one of those which will make people turn and
look it may be that it is just as well that the
paper and cuts carry out the same idea.
Miss Clark is a popular star and her leading
man in this picture. Eugene O'Brien, through
his
Talmadge and
his year's
recent association
appearance with
with Norma
Elsie Ferguson,
has
gained considerable popularity on his own account. It would be a good idea to mention his
name in the billing of the production.
ADOLPH ZUKOR
presents

Marguerite

k

Clar

little

Miss Hoover

One-Column Ad Cut
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"THE

UNLESS

POOR

RICH

MAN"—

METRO

Bushman and Bayne in a Rather Sluggish Comedy-Drama
admirers of Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne are admirers of their looks alone, they

will be somewhat disappointed in " The Poor Rich Man," a current Metro feature starring this
team.
It presents the story of the rich young man making good when suddenly thrown on his
own resources and his romance with a girl from the West.
The plot, it must be confessed, is rather obvious from start to finish. The spectator's mind, if it
possesses the slightest agility, will ever keep in advance of the action as it is pictured on the screen. And
the natural consequence of this is that real interest in the development of the story is lost.
There are evidences in the subtitles that the title writer attempted to bolster up the offering by words.
These generally introduce slang and show an effort to be funny, an effort which is more often futile than
successful. The leads perform in their usual style and receive support from Stuart Holmes as the villain
and Jules Cowles in a comedy part — a part that, considering the ability of the actor, should have been
brought into greater prominence. — Length 5 reels. — Released Dec. 23. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
Vantyne Carter
Francis X. Bushman
Arizona Brown
Beverly Bayne
Teddy Carter
Stuart Holmes
Edith Trentoni
Sally Crute
"Pecos" Bill Brown
William Frederic
James Carter
C. J. Williams
Hobo
Julius Cowles
Wrestler
Louis R. Wolheim
By Elain Sterne.
Scenario by A. S. Le Vino.
Directed by Charles J. Brabin.
Photographed by Frank J. William*.
CATCH LINES
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne in the
first picture since their marriage.
A comedy of high society that would make an
aching tooth feel mean.

I
I
j
1
|

Vantyne Carter didn't know whether he was a
poor rich tomanbe or
man — rather
quandary
in awithricha poor
few millions
in thea
bank, isn't it? The answer is revealed in " The
Poor Rich Man," now at the
theatre.
Francisin X.romantic
Bushman
and with
Beverly
Bayne,
unequaled
drama,
Stuart
Holmes,
theVantyne
heaviest Carter
of all had
villains.
his name and soft hands
to handicap him in the world of finance — also a
villainous cousin. But he made a game play for
success. You will enjoy watching him in The
Poor Rich Man."

AD TALK
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne will
make their first appearance on the screen of the
theatre since their marriage when
" The Poor Rich Man " is shown for the first
time in this city on
of
week.
"which
The we
PoorfeelRich
is a comedy
and Itone
sure Man
our "patrons
will enjoy.
one of those light society comedies that the
Bushmans have proven themselves adept in in the
1 past. The co-stars appear to brilliant advantage
in a picture
series has
of amusing
and beautiful
scenes.its
1I The
been tastefully
staged and
! comedy covers a wide range of novel events and
1 incidents.
" The his
Poorfather
Rich— anxious
Man " isovera fellow
so named
because
the whereabouts
of
his
son's
brain,
decides
to
play
dead
while and see whether the young man canforgeta
along on his own resources. Consequently he
: has his obituary scattered broadcast and instructs
' to
his make
lawyermoney
to instruct
that country
he will estate
have
out of ahisrunsondown
else forfeit his title to the fortune. And to make
the idea even more intricate the ortune will
1 make
revert good.
to a nephew, providing the son doesn't
Well, Vantyne, the fellow's name it is, turns the
Iramshackled estate into a summer resort on the
Iorder of a circus. Society, always eager for someI thing different, comes in droves and Vantyne balances up a nice bank account with each succeeding
day. But the nephew, having considerable inter1 est in the fortune himself, gets busy with the
villainy.
Howfinancial
he all world
but spoils
career in the
makes Vantyne's
thoroughly mad
in1 teresting comedy — sprinkled with drama. Stuart
Holmes
villainizes
perfectly,
but
not
as
well
as
Vantyne heroizes.

SUGGESTIONS
Advertise
this
the appeared
first picture
that Bushman and Bayne ishave
in since
their
marriage. You will create new interest in the
stars if you pursue this course. You might print
your advertisements in the form of a wedding
announcement with an " at home " line at the
bottom, giving the name of your theatre, dates
of exhibition and hours of performances. This
form of advertising
could also
be used for circularization
of your regular
patrons.
The
picture
is
a
romantic
comedy-drama,
witha
the accent all on the comedy. Play it up as
comedy of high society. Outside of your stars
you haveof the
Stuartscreen
Holmes,
probably the best known
villain
to advertise.
THE STORY
Vantyne Carter is the indigent son of a very
rich father. He rises at noon, does a bit of boxing with his pet trainer, for little reason other
than to amuse himself and enters upon the social swing until sunrise, otherwise known as bed
time. Ted Carter, his cousin, leads (on the surface) a perfectly respectable life in order to gain
the favorCarter
of Vantyne's
father disturbed
— James Carter.
The
senior
is very much
particularly
when Vantyne knocks the library ceiling down
his neck when throwing the valet over his shoulder in the room above. He decides to play a little trick on son and nephew together, to determine whether they are made of jelly or grit. He
departs on a hunting trip with his lawyer and then
—news
a fewof days
later — sends the lawyer back with
his death.
There comes the will. The whole fortune is
to go to Vantyne, providing he can take the
old Carter country place and make money out
of it. If he fails the gold goes to Teddy. So
Vantyne looks the country place over. It is rather
a dilapidated affair in charge of one Hobo, who
sleeps with the chickens and the ducks and the
cattle. But inspired by Arizona Brown (we forgot to mention her, foolishly, for she happens to
be the heroine of the story and from the West)
he turns the place into a freak hotel and attracts
a large gathering of social hangers-on. Business looks bright, but Teddy, he receiving hi =
inspiration from a conniving actress, comes out
and raises havoc.
He succeeds in pulling a jewel robbery and
causing
kitchen
help into sogo doing.
on strike
least
the the
actress
succeeds
So,— ator theat
end of the
time,hasVantyne's
venture
failure.
But allotted
the lawyer
been looking
on — isolda
Carter returns from the dead to praise his son and
see his nephew thrown in the river.
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; two
six-sheets. Stars prominent in all.
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Photographs are provided
in 8x10 sepia; 11x14 sepia and 22x28 colored.
These include star photographs and scenes from
production.
To complete
lobbywith
display
sis and title card
are furnished
each synopset.
CUTS AND MATS: — One and two-column and
thumb-nail cuts of the stars are provided for
use in either text or advertising pages of newspapers. These are the same cuts and mats furnished on all Bushman-Bayne pictures. They
are specially made so as to suit any kind of
publicity or advertising the exhibitor may care
to undertake.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.

REPRINTS

n
by Which Motio
Completed NTS
Been
ARRANG
re News WillHave
Be Able
PictuEME
to Furnish Reprints of pages
in The Complete Plan Book to Manufacturers atActual Cost.
They Make a Most Valuable Aid
to Every Exhibitor Booking Your
Picture.

BEVERLY

BAYNE

Similar one-column cuts of Bushman procurable
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Motion

"THE

CAPTAIN'S

CAPTAIN

Picture

News

"—VITAGRAPH

Popular Alice Joyce in an Average Story
I WOULDN'T say that your patrons will go wild over this feature, but as most of them like to see Alice
Joyce, it may be safely said that they will be satisfied with " The Captain's Captain."
The story runs along a smooth course, without causing any undue excitement.
Miss Joyce pleases,
but let us hope that she will get more opportunities to show such sterling ability as she did in " Everybody's Girl."
Released January 6th. — Length, 5 reels.
THE CAST
CATCH LINES
Also bri"g out *he f=»ct that the picture is an
Louise Grayling
Alice Joyce Alice Joyce in the first comedy ph.
role of her ?£»piaJ.,0r"
Jamer « A" C°°Per
Abe— Storekeeper
titled Cap ^n ^fl^
Costello career with Vitagra
MauriceDonaldson
Tapp
Lawford Silt.
providing
make,with
pointwhoyou aremight
Another
g
Arthur
Abram
hisscreen you
familiar
to those
. . cater
.
,
.
,,
Enlalie Tensen , . ,
r.„„ Hallnn
ToVh U3UUP
Perrv Standing In whlch an old store-keeper plays pirate with tory, is that Maurice Costello, formerly one of
Aunt 'Euphenia'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.julia Swayne Gordon reSults almost fataI to his own wel1 being' the leading stars in the picture business, returns
per
Coo
By James byA.Tom
Directed
Terriss.
which by.
a making
society agirl
seeksof tohim.
reclaim Cape }°
ea ,he
ingscreen
man- after a lonE absence, as Miss Joyce's.
CodIn uncle
pirate
THE STORY
She fell in love with a fisherman and he turned "THE LIGHTNING RAIDER"
a little
is a lazy,
to bem„„,.;,.„
a millionaire.
oldCaptain
fraud. Abe
He ofkeeps
the fishing
generalvillage,
store there
and outtut.-i,.
r„„..n~>„ ,.„..,,,.„ .~ ,u~ a~~~~ serial will (Continued
do the rest from
of itspage
own 145)accord. And
is regarded as nil by the townsfolk. , The old Marks Maurice Costello s return to the screen. don,t forg£t about advertising it after the first
gentleman chafes considerably under his reputa- n„
... K„„0.„j
■• . .
two or three episodes. Always carry a line, at
tion
and,
to
win
the
center
of
the
stage,
tells
wild
™?
,r£aPhta
l\*
adJ
t°tr
™
« vour toC°PV-the Asituation
good planthatwould
tales about an imaginary brother for whom he »™
that he had to make good by assuming b£least- about ilatte„tlon
the
claims the title of pirate. Nightly he regales his ^ V-ft
Th* "' t„lhea I""1!*
ere humorous preceding episode closed down on. B s0 doi
listeners
with
stories
of
Cap'n
Am'zon
adventures
at
nrs*
b«t
tney
took
a
near-tragic
turn.
£Qu
wou*d
£ecreate
the
interest.
y
on the high seas, and nightly the gullible fisher
folk drink in his wild yarns. Am'zon grows into
ADVERTISING
rtTrn iimtc
a reality in their minds.
PAPER:— One
one-sheet; oneAIDS
three-sheet; one
CAILH
LIN Lb
Louise Grayling, Cap n Abe s niece who has six-sheet
Acclaimed the best of Pathe's many excellent
run away from a straight-laced aunt in the city LOBBY DISPLAY:— Two 22 x 28 colored pho- serials— it possesses a quality in plot and treatto take
refuge with him, hears all these stories t
ei ht llxl4 black and white photos and ment that lifts it way above the rest,
and
is convinced
that they contain not one iota title card 8 x 10 photos of star are aiso proof truth. She confronts her uncle with the accu- yided for the making of speciai cuts or for Pearl White is seen as the Lightning Raider—
sation that all his yarns are false. Unprepared, use in lobby {raming; sx7 black and white an underworld queen who robs for the sport of it
his
defense breaksthatcompletely
is photos
are provided
for the exhibitor for use —her
your serial,
sport— don't miss a single
forced
the storydown
of Amandzonhe are
in preparing
special cuts
episode sport
of thisis great
creaturesto ofadmit
his long restful
imagination. In jest, CUTS:— There is the two-column scene cut reLouise suggests that Cap n Abe make good his produced on this page. Star cuts are provided When Lightning struck she never missed— see
stories by disappearing for a while and then in both on£ and two-column sizes. There is her activities in every episode of the marvelous
returning
as Am'zon
als0 a AND
one-column
of starSHEE
in character. T.
Pathe serial, " The Lightning Raider."
She is amazed
and amused when he proceeds SLIDE
MUSICcut CUE
to follow out her plan. The ruse works fairly
There is Pearl White, who needs no introducwell
withuptheall assistance
It islive
she upwho
OTT/^i-i?CT'¥rkiVTO
tion—
Oland,
king to
of hold
serialthevillains,
and
bolsters
his alibis of
andLouise.
makes him
to
SUGOtS
1 1UINS
Henry Warner
Gsell, who
promises
same posihis role. All goes well until some wrecked East Alice Joyce has usually been associated with tion among serial heroes.
Indians arrive in the village. They hear tales of dramatic roles. In " The Captain's Captain " she
the pirate chief and become convinced that he is takes a light role. Bring out this in your adver- Just like old circus days, only better — " somethe sameyearsonebefore.
who robbed vow
and desecrated
. tising. Followers of the star will be eager to see miss
thing one
doingmoment.
every minute " — it's up to you not to
temple
must their
die.
The situation thus They
suddenly that
grownhe serious
it her in a different type of role.
remains for Louise to extricate Uncle Abe from
danger which menaces him. And this she does
with the assistance of a stranger, one Lawford
Tapp, and thereupon hangs a romance.
AD TALK
Alice Joyce will appear in " The Captain's
Captain " atweek
the
theatre
on picture.of
in her latest
Vitagraph
Special interest is attached to her appearance in
this picture inasmuch as it marks her debut as
a comedienne. In the past Miss Joyce has appeared largely in heavy dramatic roles. Here,
however, she is seen as a young society girl who
comes to live with her old uncle, a store keeper
in a fishing village. The old gentleman, Uncle
Abe, making a final bid for fame among the
townsfolk has long regaled them with stories of
an imaginary pirate brother whom he calls
Am'zon and who, he tells them, has for many
years
ing. sailed the seven seas plundering and pilagWhen Louise Grayling (Miss Joyce) hears
these
wild right
tales construction
of her uncle's
puts the
on she
themimmediately
and calls
the
old fellow's
He isadmits
unabletheto falsehood
hold out
a defense
beforebluff.
her and
of the whole story. In a spirit of fun Louise
insists that he must go away for a while and then
reappear as his "brother" and, to her surprise,
Cap'n Abe
with thisandplan.
the with
joke
almost
endedfallsin ina tragedy
how How
Louise,
the assistance of the man she loves, manages
to extricate the old man from his dangerous position forms a concluding series of episodes that are
highly sustaining.
Miss
a delightful
performance
her new Joyce
role. gives
It is also
interesting
to note thatin
Maurice Costello reappears on the screen after
quite an absence in the part opposite hers.
Arthur Donaldson, as Uncle Abe, contributes a
rare characterization while other important parts
are taken by Percy Standing, Eulalie Jensen and
Julia Swayne Gordon.

ALICE JOYCE
in Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature
CAPTAIN'SsceneCAPTAIN"
cut
,;*THETwo-column

January
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"WHAT

LOVE

Interesting ivith Good

FORGIVES"—
Comedy

WORLD

Titles, But Not Well Balanced

A

RATHER confused mind is left after the imprint of " What Love Forgives." A subtitle, " That's
a girl whom I once wronged," a few companions of a like tone, a story presenting a good underlying theme that is developed at times with skill and at other times quite baldly, some exceptional comedy by Johnny Hines and some exceedingly funny subtitles, subtitles that are funny because
of their exact appropriateness; these things stand out.
Briefly, it is an interesting picture, but not well balanced. The director could have been a little more
subtle and his picture would have registered to better advantage in every scene. Even as the subject
stands it manages to hold the interest and, if it does pull a few unintentional laughs, they don't mar the entertainment irreparably.
Barbara Castleton and Johnny Hines are the featured players, although John Bowers and Muriel
Ostriche have the principal roles. — Length, 5 reels. — Released Jan. 6. — Peter Milne.
a peculiar trick of Fate has decreed that the
THE STORY
THE CAST
named stars, Barbara Castleton and Johnny
David Knox Endicott is musically inclined and
Helen Haynes
Barbara Castleton
Hines, should be relegated to second positions
when he enters college he has two songs to his
Jonathan Hall
John Hines
while John Bowers and Muriel Ostriche appear
David Knox Endicott
John Bowers
credit,
one
entitled
"
What
Love
Forgives
"
and
the
most prominently. It is left for the exhibitor
David, the boy
Bobbie Connelly
another,
" Holding
With When
Helen,"a musical
that is to decide which of the teams he must feature.
very
popular
with Hands
the boys.
You
might use the poem which inspired the
David's
Mother
Florence
Coventry
show comes to town headed by Dorothy Deal.
Dorothy Deal
Muriel Ostriche
author, as part of your advertising. Here it is:
Arthur Haynes
Joe Smiley
Hall,
Dave's
room
mate
plans
a
little
surprise
"
'Tis
not what I give you dear heart,
for his pal. The boys attend in a body and soon
Not what you give to me.
Dorothy's
Friend
Hazel Coates
after the show starts it is announced that Dorothy
Directed Girl
by Henry
Vekroff.
That proves our love a thing apart
Photographed by Sol. Polito.
From other loves we see:
Deal will sing
" HoldingHe Hands
with toHelen,"
accompanied by David.
is loathe
do so but
Story by Gardner Hunting.
It's not by sacrificing all
Scenario by George D. Proctor.
is forced agement
to bybelieveshisthat
friends.
Afterwards
the
manYou prove that your love lives,
if David can be persuaded
But, when I flinch, or fail or fall,
to do the same thing every night the show will
CATCH LINES
It's — what your love forgives." •
be a big hit in the town. He arranges a party
David Knox Endicott wrote a song entitled
and
Dorothy
is
elected
to
persuade
David
to
ac" Whatguided
Love hisForgives
" and the theme of the
cept the proposition. David drinks a little too
song
whole life.
much and hardly knows what he is doing.
"THE SPENDER"
(Continued
from page 148)
The
next morning he receives his watch from
A pretty romance between Barbara Castleton
Dorothy with a supposedly tearful note explaining
that
it
is
a
picture in which real, honest-to-goodand John Bowers, comedy aplenty from Johnny
that
she
has
gone
away
to
drown
the
shame
and
Hines and clever acting from Muriel Ostriche in sorrow he caused. Dave is horror-struck. Dorness, enjoyable philosophy is mingled with comedy that will surely get the laughs. It is needless
the role of the musical comedy girl — don't miss
othy,
in
reality,
goes
away
to
marry
Arthur
to warn against advertising it as a lurid story.
" What Love Forgives."
Haynes, an old gentleman much infatuated with
Bring
reality, its closeness to life and you
her. He takes her home and introduces her to will getouttheitsright
people into your house.
How far will love go toward forgiveness?
his daughter, Helen, but there is not much
" The Spender " is based on a " Saturday Evedomestic happiness in evidence. In the meantime
The
story
of
a
man
who
suffered
from
too
ning Post " registered
story by aFrederick
Orrin Bartlett,
Dave has met Helen and together they get up a one which
much conscience !
distinct success
on the
musical act and go on Chautauqua. Dave, howprinted page. While to advertise it as a " Saturever, is constantly worried over Dorothy. He
Evening many
Post " other
story features
will distinguish
none
ADVERTISING AIDS
believes himself terribly to blame. Back in the
at allday from
on the itmarket
college town Dorothy finds him and attempts
today
at
first
glance,
there
may
be
many
who
PAPER:
—
One
six-sheet;
two
three-sheets;
two
one-sheets.
black-mail.
Helen,
now Dave's
wife, Dave
learnsfortheit will recall the human quality of this particular
whole
story and
is inclined
to blame
piece
of
fiction.
If
you
care
to
you
might
use
in
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Two 22 x 28 colored photoall until she sees Dorothy and then she blames
graphs; eight 11x14 colored photographs; and
your advertising some particular part of the story
her and forgives her husband.
eight 8x10 black and white.
that has an appeal all its own. This often makes
CUTS AND MATS: — There are the usual two
the best advertising.
SUGGESTIONS
Your star here is Bert Lytell, a rising player
three-column and one double-column scene cuts
on this production while the advertising cuts
A good title has been provided in this film and
and
a likable
Jo*
are in the same sizes as on all World pictures;
ferson
to play one.
up. You
He also
gives have
one Thomas
of the best
one
which
has
more
than
ordinary
advertising
two one-column and one two-column.
characterizations
of
his
long
career.
possibilities.
As
regards
the
stars
in
the
picture
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
AD TALK
" WhatBarbara
Love Castleton
Forgives,"with
a World
picture
starring
an exceptional
cast including John Bowers, Johnny Hines and
Mauriel Ostriche, will be seen at the
theatre on
of
week. This is
said to be one of the strongest of recent Wor d
pictures dealing with the eternal triangle problem
in a new and startling manner. Miss Castleton
is seen in the role of a young woman of culture
and refinement who is possessed of a good singing voice. She meets David Knox Endicott, a
man who in college, had written a number of
successful songs. Owing to the fact that her
father's fortune has been swept away Helen
accepts
proposition with
to gethim.up a musical
act
and David's
go on Chautauqua
David iswardnessaand inmantimeofthehonesty
musicalandteamstraightforbecomes
man and wife. But the clouds gather. When the
act plays at the old college town, Dorothy Deal,
a musical comedy actress confronts Dave with
the threat that she will expose his affair with
her unless he pay her to keep silent. And Helen
overhears this threat. She is astounded. Her
first impulse is to blame her husband for the
whole affair but when she sees the other woman
her eyes are opened. In a climax of great power
she
denounces the actress and forgives her
husband.
To
Whattreats
Loveof Forgives
" is toWorld
miss picone
of themiss
few "real
the season.
tures has given us a number of powerful dramas
in the past but it may safely be said that " What
Love
is one The
of theleading
strongest
that give
has
come Forgives
from its "studio.
players
performances of exceptional worth.
Two-column cut provided at World exchanges
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Motion

"CROWN

JEWELS"—

Critics May

Picture

News

TRIANGLE

Find Fault ivith Direction of This

JEWEL robberies, attempted or accomplished, in the past, have furnished the foundation for some
strong pictures. It is a theme that, provided the idea is somewhat original and the structure complicated but clear, can always be depended upon to hold the attention and entertain. This is true
on one condition — it must be directed so convincingly that no improbabilities may jar the spectator. In
this one respect, " Crown Jewels " suffers, as some of the situations are so impossible that it robs the critical picturegoer of the entertainment he is entitled to. The non-critical will no doubt find a great deal
of enjoyment in it, as the picture contains quite a few thrilling scenes; his interest also will be held fairly
well.
The chief plot of the story is a fictitious kingdom. Having been impoverished, its head sends the
crown jewels to America to be sold, so that the hard times may be tided over. In America, an attempt
made to steal the jewels is frustrated by the daughter of the messenger, a nobleman. A love affair results between the heroine and the son of a banker who helped her.
Barring the name, nothing else of the kingdom nor any of its people are shown. Thus the feature of costumes, which in the past has proved so detrimental to the drawing qualities of picture^, iavoided.
The picture is clean. — Released Dec. 15. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
CUTS AND MATS:-There are three cuts furCATCH LINES
THE CAST
^^S™*^^*^
Madame Levine played society to obtain posAnderson
Claire
Li»le
De
Diana
Madame Levine
Lillian Langdon
session of a monarch s crown jewels, but her are aBdramatic /cene with star and he whjle
Kenneth Grey
J™ Bennett
path was blocked by the qu.ck wit and daring the other is pose of Joe Bennett, leading man.
Baron Strickland
Frank Leigh
ot a trench girl.
The two.column is reproduced on this page.
Maxwell Grey
•■■ "eo- ^earce
These cuts may be used for text or advertising
Yarnet
Billy Musgrave a story that has all the romantic glamour of a
columns.
Lupino
H- N- Dudgeon
novel by McCutcheon or McGrath.
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Photographs in sepia are
By
Robert
Hill.
x 14 andin 22attractive
x 28 sizes.
Directed by Roy Clements.
A dramatic struggle for possession of the jewels provided
same sets inare11 available
tints atThea
Scenario by Robert Hill.
belonging to one of.
Europe's crowned heads. SLIDE.
price slightly in advance of the sepia sets.
A picture of mystery, romance and adventure —
THE STORY
SUGGESTIONS
with excitemen
filled, tois athereal brim
Picture Jewels
one of the small European tn » Crown
of uuc
The
ine Roval
Koyai head
neau oi
thriller.
„, t.
... ■
,
kingdoms which face revolution arranges to
•>
Play this
up as a story of.
romance and. advensecretly transport, by means of a trusted agent, ^ An(Je star o{ Thg price { A
ture and feature Claire Anderson. These are the
the most
valuable
the crown Jewels
to Amerand „ The
Parasol," in a picture
""J? UPrealanyselhne
P0>nts toryoua have
for you
can t
ica.
Through
Baronof MricKiana,
iviauame
^ thrill„ ing
e-uropean
tottering
sympatny
^
adventure
keeps
trace
of
the
jewels
and,
with
a
crooked
6
kingdom
these
days,
particularly
if
the
kingdom
organization, awaits their arrival.
iriYFRTKTNr A ms
be °* &e mythical variety. Miss Anderson has
Madame Levine pursuades Diana De Lille, a
.lutiiniioiwr j\iud
been successful in a number of previous Triangle
French refugee, to pose as her daughter, playing PAPER: — One one-sheet; one th ree-sheet ; one releases. Mention these in your advertising, parupon Diana's sympathies and
sentiments.
The six-sheet.
ticularly if you have played them,
at the Ritz
to society
become additions
two soonHot
el.
,
Carlton
son of the wealthy
Young Kenneth Grey,
whose friendship Madame
banker, Maxwell Grey,
cultivates, falls in love with Diana and the
Levine
latter confides her suspicions to him.
Kenneth meets the boat bringing the crown
jewels and
followedthebyworkings
Madameof Madame
Levine s
■■'■F'
agents.
Dianaisdiscovers
Levine's
plot
and
is
made
a
prisoner
by
her.
Diana is released and makes for the rendezvous
of the criminals but is pleasantly surprised to find
that the king's messenger has outwitted the criminals through Kenneth Grey's activity.
AD TALK
Her popularity thoroughly established by her
appearances in such Triangle features as " The
Price of Applause," " The Mask," and " The
Gray Parasol,"
her admirers
no
doubt
turn out atohost
see ofClaire
Anderson will
in her
latest
production,
" Crown
This Triangle
dainty and
vivacious
little Jewels."
lady of the
screen is given boundless opportunity to make
full use of all her talents in this thrilling drama.
The theme is a departure from so many of the
recent productions viewed by picture fans and
should be a welcome novelty.
As Diana De Lille, a French refugee, who has
escaped to this country from the clutches of the
Germans, Claire Anderson finds herself in the
employ of an unscrupulous society woman,
Madame Levine, who, together with two criminal
associates, is playing a big game. The game is
nothing less than a plan to obtain possession of
the crown jewels of a European monarch. The
latter has his weather-eye open to the political
changes in his country and foresees the time
when he will be deposed and be forced to fall
back on what resources come to hand.
How Diana De Lille outwits her cunning and
crafty employer; how a beautiful romance springs
from her association with Madame Levine, and
CLAIRE AjNTD^PSON AND JOE BeKTNETT
-T-ZV
how the crown jewels are brought safely to their
destination make a beautiful and thrilling roTRIAKTG1.E
PLAY
*
C-R-OWINf
jE^NnSl_,S
"
mance which all will want to see on
Two-column scene cut
nights at the
theatre.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The
following
also contains
our reviewer's
in apublish
brief single
givessummarizing
the commentsa of
exhibitorsof who
have shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinion
opinions.encompassed
And we also
a finalline
lineandfairly
consensus
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released previous to September 22, 1918.
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
\LI BABA (FOX EXTRAVAGANZA) (NOV. 24)
DEC. 7 DANGER— GO SLOW
(UNIV.-SPEC.) MAE MURRAY
(DEC. 9)
(Six Parts)
DEC. 21
' Not only entertaining but is an excellent production." — M. P. News.
" Heart interest and suspense plentiful here." — M . P. News.
\LL NIGHT (BLUEBIRD) CARMEL MYERS (NOV. 25) NOV. 2
DAUGHTER
OF
THE
OLD
SOUTH,
A
(PARAMOUNT)
FREDout WORLD
of the ordinary
comedy drama
that satisfies."
— M. (DEC.
P. News.1)
ERICK (NOV. 25)
OCT. 26
\LL" AnTHE
TO NOTHING
(PATHE)
RUSSELL
(Six Parts)
NOV. 30
" A well produced tale of the ' wronged girl.' "- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not much of a picture." "Average business."
' Far below the regular William Russell standard."- — M. P. News.
" Only fair picture to average bzusiness." " Weak production for
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair picture with average drawing powers."
Pauline Fredericks." " Very, very poor. If you value your Pauline
\ND A STILL SMALL VOICE (RBSN-COLE) WALTHALL (DEC.
23) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
Frederick business, skip this one sure."
Consensus — " Just a fair picture with ordinary drawing powers."
Walthall satisfactory in dravta built on old lines." — M. P. News.
UNDERSTANDING,
THE (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE
VPPEARANCE OF EVIL, THE (WORLD) ELVIDGE (OCT. 7) .OCT. S DAWNLOVE OF (DEC.
2)
DEC. T
" Excellent suspense runs straight through." — M. P. News.
" Romantic story of the days of '49 with steady action in plot." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment
— " Average
picture four(DEC.
days."8)
\RIZONA
(ARTCRAFT)
FAIRBANKS
DEC. 28
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business."
' Fairbanks slips a cog, but production should please." — M. P. News.
JATTLING JANE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY GISH(OCT. 6) .OCT. 19 DEUCE DUNCAN (TRIANGLE) DESMOND (NOV. 24) NOV. 30
"Fans
strong for Westerns
will like THE
this." —(HODKINSON)
M. P. News.
" Story above average, plot lacks body; intelligent handling." — M. P.
EMBARRASSMENT
OF RICHES,
WALKER
News." 23)
(SEPT.
OCT. 5
News."
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a fair attraction." " Very poor picture.
" A clean picture that should please star's followers." — M. P. News.
Nothing to it." " Good picture and star is bound to become popular
EVERYBODY'S
GIRL
(VITAGRAPH)
JOYCE
(NOV.
18)
OCT.
26
if cast right." " A splendid story and picture to a small audience."
" A corking good picture; should have universal appeal." — M. P. News.
Consensus
—
"
Fair
picture
with
ordinary
drawing
powers."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Good
picture,
big
business
two
days.
"
PleasiEHIND THE LINES IN ITALY (KLEINE) (OCT. 7)
OCT. 5
(Six Parts)
ing picture, big business third day." " Average business." "Average
" Interesting
film
and
shows
what
Italians
are
doing
in
industrial
way."
— M. P. News.
Consesnus — " Excellent picture with very good drawing powers."
EYE business."
FOR AN EYE (METRO SCREEN CLASSICS) NAZIMOVA
Exhibitor Comment — "On second and last week, average business; pic(DEC. 8) (Seven Parts)
NOV. 30
ture good educational, attracting big percentage of Italians."
" Ace high for artistry and star is good." — M. P. News.
SELLS, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (NOV. 17)
OCT. S
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business four days."
" News.
This shows Keenan in the strongest character of his career." — M. P.
FAME AND FORTUNE (FOX) TOM MIX (NOV. 24)
SEPT. 7
" // they like Westerns they'll like this." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very heavy. Will require a good comedy to
Exhibitor Comment — " Good all around entertainment. Star does good
get this over." " This picture will not go over."
work." " Great. Mix has got Hart beat by a mile as a money getter
Consensus —IMPOSTER
" Heavy picture
average LESLIE
drawing power."
iELOVED
(VITAwithGRAPH)
f DEC. 16).. DEC. 21
at
the box " office."
Consensus
Excellent
picture with strong
powers." NOV. 30
" Light one
with THE
fine photography
and goodBRADY
scenes.' (SEPT.
— M. P.16).News.
EXTRAVAGANZA)
(NOV.drawing
17)
:ETTER
HALF,
(SELECT) ALICE
SEPT. 28 FAN FAN —(FOX
" The THOUSAND
chief asset of this
is artistry." HALE
— M. P. HAMILTON
News.
" Star in dual role of average picture." — M. P. News.
FIVE
AN contribution
HOUR
(METRO)
Exhibitor
" Draggy.
Brady here.
does not
(NOV. 5)
DEC. 7
from dualComment
or twin — sister
parts sheIf isAlice
all through
Not get
up toaway
the
News.know the ending all the time; subtitles hold back action." — M. P.
" You
mark."
>EYOND THE LAW (EMMETT
DEC. 22
DEC. 14
(Six DALTON)
Parts)
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a fair picture to average business." " Just
a good —program
"
Entertaining
picturization
of
the
Dalton
Brothers'
story."
—
M.
P.
News.
Consensus
"CITY,
Fair picture."
picture
with averageNORMA
drawing TALMADGE
powers."
iORDER RAIDERS, THE (PATHE) COMPSON (OCT. 6) OCT. S FORBIDDEN
THE (SELECT)
(SEPT.
"Exhibitor
A winnerComment
for those
who
favor
melodramas."
—
M.
P.
News.
23)
(Seven
Parts)
OCT. 26
— " Fair Western."
" One of star's best, combining art and entertainment." — M. P. News.
ORDER WIRELESS, THE (ARTCRAFT) HART (OCT. 6)... OCT. 12
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Average
business
four
days."
"
Splendid
pro" This picture will surely add to star's popularity." — M. P. News.
duction. Star well
liked.
Big Strong
businessstory.
four days."
" Beautiful
pro-at
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, bad business, ' Flu ' ban just lifted."
duction.
Wonderful
acting.
Stood
them
in
line
" Excellent, received great applause." " The best Hart picture in
every
show
for
three
days."
"
Extra
big
business."
"
Very
good,
some time." " Best Hart for a long time. Pleased all."
well directed, good photography. Big business seven days." " First
Consensus — ■"CLOTHES
Excellent picture
with HARRIS
big drawing(NOV.
power."18)
part unreal." "Big business."
ORROWED
(JEWEL)
NOV. 2
(Six Parts)
Consensus
" Fine production
with big drawing
power in(DEC.
most sections."
FUSS AND —FEATHERS
(PARAMOUNT)
BENNETT
1) DEC. 14
'Director Comment
Lois Weber
again picture.
with thisBigproduction."
" A clean offering that should appeal to all." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " scores
Very good
business." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Average
business."
IRANDING BROADWAY (ARTCRAFT) HART (DEC. IS) DEC. 7 GIRL OF MY DREAMS (ROB.-COLE) RHODES (DEC 15) DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
News. keeps you guessing in subject which is bound to go." — M. P.
" Star
" Billie Rhodes registers to advantage." — M. P. News.
UCHANAN'S WIFE (FOX) PEARSON (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14 GIRL OF TODAY, THE (VITA) GRIFFITH (SEPT. 23) SEPT. 28
" VirginiaINPearson
in highly
production."
M. P. News DEC. 28
"An excellent spy melodrama with many thrills?' — M. P. News.
AUGHT
THE ACT
(FOX)dramatic
HYLAND
(DEC. —5)
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, big business." " Average busi" Rather spare plot and not well treated." — M. P. News.
HALLENGE ACCEPTED, THE (HODK.) KEEFE (DEC. 23). DEC. 21
Consensus
" Fine picture FRED
with good
drawing
powers."
GOAT, THE — (ARTCRAFT)
STONE
(SEPT.
22)
OCT. 12
Nothing here to coax laugh or cause tear." — M. P. News.
OME ON IN (PARAMOUNT) SHIRLEY MASON (SEPT. 23). OCT. S
" Star is good but story not suitable for him." — M. P. News.
Half
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Booked
for
a
week
but
only
ran
it
three
days.
News. of feature is a scream and the other half a thriller." — M. *>
Rotten.
may be good on Broadway but every place is not Broadness." way."He
"
Bad
picture
and
very
poor
business."
Average
business
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Very
good
picture
but
poor
business."
"
G«~*
picture to poor business." " Good."
three
" Drew big but Stone did not come up to expectations."
" Poordays."
business."
Consensus" — ' A pleasing, entertaining picture with average drawi*~
r.
Consensus
—
"
Poor
picture for star with such apparent drawing possiwe
po
ODE OF THE YUKON (SELECT) LEWIS (DEC. 23) DEC. 21
GODDESS OF LOST LAKE, THE (HOD; GLAUM (OCT. 14). SEPT. 19
„ n ..
(Six Parts)
Outdoor scer.ity tavtt lh>s. Plot built on revenge." — M. P. News.
Abilities."
clevn attraction that should have a wide appeal." — M. P. News.
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PLAN BOOS
(Seven Parts) RGTS) (NOV. 17).. OCT 21
GOOD-BYE BILL (PARAM'NT) MASON-TRUEX (DEC. IS) DEC. 21 KAISER'S FINISH, THE (WARNERS-ST.
" Laugh at the Kaiser's expense; film padded some." — M. P. News.
News.
" Intelligently
produced ' Kaiser ' subject with a new twist." — M. P.
GRAY PARASOL, THE (TRIANGLE; ANDERSON (SEPT. 29) . OCT. 19
" A spy subject that should give satisfaction." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent production." " Big business." " Big
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor picture to poor business."
GROUCH, THE (WORLD) MONTAGU LOVE (NOV. 25) .... NOV. 16
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing powers."
" Average
News. entertainment with good stars and adequate settings." — M. P.
KEY business."
TO POWER, THE (EDUCATIONAL) (DEC. 22;
DEC 1'
(Six Parts)
Exhibitor Comment — " Wonderful scenic effects."
" Human touches make this interesting." — SI. P. News.
GYPSY TRAIL, THE (PARAMOUNT) WASHBURN (NOV. 17) . NOV. 2 KINGDOM
OF YOUTH, THE (GOLDW) KENNEDY (SEPT. OCT.
23) IS
" It will please but the star is somewhat lost." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture." " Very good." " ' Gypsy Trail '
Splendid
attraction,
artistic,
wholesome
entertainment
for
any
audiwas played in stock in the city and was unsatisfactory as a play."
ence."— M. P. News.
" Only fair."
Exhibitor Comment — " Not so good as some she has made." " Big
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture with good drawing power."
business for seven days." " Fine picture and patrons liked it." " Big
HEART OF RACHAEL, THE (HOD) BARRISCALE (OCT. 14). OCT. 12
business." " Well liked." " Extra good. Big business with strong
" Good
News. story based on popular book and star makes it excellent." — M. P.
opposition."
pleasing
drama. on Although
Madgeas Kennedy is starred" Very
we did
all ourcomedy
advertising
Tom Moore
leadExhibitor Comment — "A too per cent production. Box office as well
ing man and got the business." " Very good. Goldwyn's pictures
as
patrons."
can't
be
beat."
"
High-class
light
picture."
"
Average
business."
HELL CAT, THE (GOLDWYN) FARRAR (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
Consensus — " Fine production with very good drawing powers."
(Six Parts)
KING OF DIAMONDS, THE (VITAGRAPH) MOREY (OCT. 14). NOV. J
" Melodrama showing skillful treatment m every scene." — M. P. News.
"
A strong feature of great dramatic intensity." — U. P. News.
HER COUNTRY FIRST (PARAMOUNT) MARTIN (Sept. 22). SEPT. 14
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair." " Average business."
" A Comedy indulging in too much superficial patriotism." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture with average drawing powers."
KISS OR KILL (UNIVERSAL SPEC.) RAWLINSON (NOV.18).OCT. IS
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good picture." " Good average patriotic
picture well liked." "People tired of war stuff." "Average business."
" News.
Thrills abound in this ' crook ' play intelligently produced." — M. P.
Consensus — " A good picture with average drawing powers."
HER GREAT CHANCE (SELECT) ALICE BRADY (NOV. 17).. NOV. 2
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture. Priscilla Dean has pinned her
hair back and wc now put our official ' O. K.' on her as a star."
" Human characters put this over for a hit." — M. P. News.
" Very good. Priscilla Dean is a comer. In fact, she is here."
Exhibitor Comment — " Big to average business three days."
HIDDEN FIRES (GOLDWYN) MAE MARSH (OCT. 7) NOV. 16
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing powers."
KULTUR
(FOX) GLADYS BROCKWELL (SEPT. 22)
SEPT. V
" Star
News. in dual role which should please the whole country." — M. P.
(Six Parts)
Exhibitor Comment — " Mae Marsh's best characterization." " Best
" Extremely dramatic pre-war intrigue with tragic ending." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Brockwell great in this picture and was going
Marsh
" Good."in a long time." " Very good picture." " Very fine offering."
good until * Flu ' hit hard and all theatres closed." " A good picture,
pleased." " Very good but drew poor." " Good title. Star not
Consensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
HIS BONDED WIFE (METRO) EMMY WEHLEN (NOV. 18) . NOV. 23
Consensus
— " Satisfactory picture with very good drawing powers."
" Average dramatic offering that depends on plot." — M. P. News.
LADY'S NAME, A (SELECT) C. TALMADGE (DEC. 9)
DEC. 2t
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent; pleased patrons in high-class downtown house three days."
" Polite comedy of this popular star's type." — M. P. News.
HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS (METRO) LYTELL (DEC. 9). DEC. 21 LAFAYETTE,
WE
COME
(AFFILIATED)
E.
K.
LINCOLN.
.NOV.
23
popular."
(Six Parts)
" Comedy near the end saves this picture." — M. P. News.
HITTING THE TRAIL (WORLD) BLACKWELL (DEC. 2)... NOV. 30
" Perret production will no doubt have universal appeal." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This with ' Mirandy Smiles ' did not draw them.
" Melodrama
with unusually realistic underworld atmosphere." — M. P.
News.
War
stuff is dead.
Picture fair."
" Fair thepicture,
but attendance
disappointing.
Presume
publicdirection
is tired and
of cast
war
Exhibitor Comment — " An average program picture."
HOARDED ASSETS (VITA.) MOREY-BLYTHE (DEC. 23)... DEC. 28
Consensus — " Good picture with fair drawing power."
" Morey will please in this one; diversified story."- — M. P. News.
LAUGHING BILL HYDE (GOLDWYN) ROGERS (SEPT 30). OCT. !
Exhibitor Comment — " Such pictures would put industry out of busisubjects."
ness in a short time."
" Star's
film debut looks like genuine success." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Went good until ' Flu ' hit the city, then it was
HOBBS IN A HURRY (AM-PATHE)
(Six Parts)RUSSELL (OCT. 6).... OCT. 12
all off." " Good story, star, direction, photoplay, and best of all,
good business." " Will Rogers is great. Subtitles worth price of ad" This one is above the average and full of entertainment." — M. P. News.
mis ion." Very
"
good, but for some unknown reason business took
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business two days." " Splendid pica slump the second day." " ' Flu ' scare still on. People not going
ture, average business."
Very good." " Big business."
to shows. Picture well liked. Should draw big business." "Big
Consensus — " Fine picture with good drawing powers."
business seven days." " Poor business." " Very good picture. Poor
HUGON, THE MIGHTY (BLUEBIRD) SALISBURY (NOV. 18). OCT. 26
" Will give splendid satisfaction with star in sympathetic role in Northtitle, failed
to draw."
Consensus
— " Fine
production with very good drawing power."
west story." — M. P. News.
LAW OF THE NORTH, THE (PARA) RAY (SEPT. 23) SEPT. 21
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Business fair."
" Literally speaking, this is a carnival of blood." — M. P. News.
I'LL SAY SO (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (DEC. 22).. NOV. 16
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture good. Star all right but would do better
" Walsh
M. P. fans
News. will like it but it contains no other appealing elements. —
in Hoosier parts." " Average business three days." " After doctorINFATUATION (PATHE) GABY DESLYS (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
ing it made a good picture." " Pleasant story with strong characteristics." "Sjlendid production but story did not please Ray's fol
(Six Parts)
"
Has
good
possibilities
in
Gaby's
name."
—
M.
P.
News.
IRISH EYES (TRIANGLE) STARKE (DEC. 15)
DEC. 21
Consensus — " Not a pleasing picture but has fair drawing powers."
LIGHT OF THE WESTERN STARS, THE (UNITED) DUSTIN
" Opinion may
vary in regardA to(PATHE)
this as entertainment."
P. News.
lowing." (JAN. 5)
JAPANESE
NIGHTINGALE,
WARD (SEPT.— M.22)..
SEPT. 7
FARNUM
OCT. 2t
" An artistic production of a good story."- — M. P. News.
" Works MISS
up wellGROWN-UP
in rugged outdoor
atmosphere."
—(NOV.
M. P. 18)
News. OCT. IS
LITTLE
(GENERAL)
JOY
Exhibitor Comment — " Beautiful settings, good story, but epidemic killed
business." " Big business two days." " Outside of settings, poor.
"Picture
P. News.is not up to star's past performances. Story handicaps." — M...
Failed to nlease." " Fair Picture. Poor business."
Exhibitor
Comment — " Nice kid. Average business."
Consensus
—
'Good
production
with
fair
drawina
powers."
JOHANNA ENLISTS (ARTCRAFT) PICKFORD (SEPT. 29). .SEPT. 14 LITTLE ORPHANT
ANNIE (PIONEER) COLEEN MOORE (DEC.
" This
sure
fire
light
comedy
should
please
all
without
distinction.
—
M.
22) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
P. News.
"
They
don't
make
them
more touching than this one." — M, P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Gee, but this picture took my patrons like Uncle
LOVE
NET,
THE
(WORLD)
MADGE
EVANS
(DEC.
30).
.
.DEC.
21
Sam is going to take Berlin and the Kaiser. Some picture and some
" Star in storv of childhood and second childhood." — M. P. News.
Mary." " It pleased. Box office was pleased." ' Pickford never
LOVE'S
PAY-DAY
(Triangle)
MORRISON-THEBY
(DEC.
1)
.
.DEC.
7
made a better one." "Characteristic, Pickford at her best. Went
" Characters
fail to win sympathy but production work is good." — M. P.
over big." " Big business for seven days." " This is better than the
News.
average Pickford and well liked, but not big as to receipts." AverLURE OF LUXURY, THE (BLUEBIRD) CLIFFORD (OCT. 7). OCT. IS
age business three days; influenza." " Best Pickford for some time.
Business light account influenza scare. Quarantine just raised."
" Intelligent acting of star sai'ing an average feature program offering."
" Star still big favorite and picture pleased." " Extra big card,
P. News. WIFE,
ExhibitorTHEComment
days."
MAKE— M.BELIEVE
(PARA)— " Average
BURKE business
(NOV. two
17)..NOV.S
pleased them all." " Stood up fine for a week and well liked."
" Mary pleased her following." " Extra big three days."
"
Fairly
good
picture
with
steady
action
and
good
scenes."
—
M.
P.
News.
Consensus
" Most excellent
productionTOMwithMOORE
wonderful(SEPT.
drawing16).power."
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business five days." " Just a pleasing
JUST
FOR —TONIGHT
(GOLDWYN)
SEPT. 28
little picture. Billie Burke a well-liked star." " A very satisfactory
" Romantic comedy which should satisfy everyone, but nothing extraordinary."— M. P. News.
" SatisfactoryRANGE,
picture THE
with averaae
powers."6). OCT. IS
MANConsensus
FROM — FUNERAL
(PARA) drawing
REID (OCT.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very fair picture. Star still to be made." " Fair
story."
"
Pleasing
picture.
Drew
fair
for
two
days."
"
Tom
will
"
Illogical
and
unconvincing
melodrama.
'
—
If.
P.
News.
work out into a comer. Picture nothing wonderful, but pleased.
Exhibitor
— " this
Did Reid
not have
house
and with
many a oflighter
our
picture."Comment
patrons
did not like
picturea asfullwell
as some
Well
and beautifully
good."
Fair.
Got a staged
big opening
night but photographed."
dropped the second" Very
night.
Tom "Moore
plot." " Very good picture."
has done better than this." " Tom Moore coming strong. Ladies
Consensus
— " Fair picture
with ordinary
drawina(DEC.
power."
MAN
OF BRONZE,
THE (WORLD)
STONE
9) . .DEC. 21
like him. " Fine picture." " Big business." " Very pleasing."
Consensus
—
"
Satisfactory
picture
with
averaae
drawing
powers."
"
Another
Stone
picture
presenting
appealino
story."
— Af. P. News.
JUST SYLVIA (WORLD) BARBARA CASTLETON (NOV. 18). OCT. 19
Exhibitor Comment — "Average business." "Very good. Pleasing. Busi" A comedy drama that sums up as average." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture only fair. Average business."
ness hurt
1 flu.'picture
"
Consensus
— "byGood
with average drawing powers."
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, MANTLE OF CHARITY, THE (PATHE) FISHER (NOV. 17). OCT. 12
" A good clean farce that should please everyone." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture." " Very fine picture to big busines ." "Very good comedy drama. Done good business for three
days during epidemic." " Poor business for comedies here."
Consensus — " Good picture with good drawing powers."
MAN WHO WOULDN'T TELL (VITA) WILLIAMS (DEC. 9) DEC. 14
" Here's a spy subject ihat should deliver goods." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing picture."
" Pleased immensely."
" Extra big business."
Consensus — " Fine picture with good drawing powers."
MARRIAGE (SHERRY-GENERAL)
CALVERT (NOV. 18). ..NOV. 16
" ANews.
good clean picture that holds the interest and entertains." — M. P.
MARRIAGES ARE MADE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (OCT. 13). OCT. 26
" A good thrill tn a ' Spy ' melodrama of average value."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture." " Poor picture to poor
business." " Fair picture. Star has little drawing power."
Consensus — " Fair picture with average drawing powers."
MATING, THE (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE (OCT. 7).. OCT. 12
" Star's
M. P. pleasing
News. personality and good cast make this entertaining." —
Exhibitor Comment — "Average to poor business." "Average business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture with average drawing powers."
MILADY O' THE BEANSTALK (PATHE) OSBORNE (DEC.l).NOV. 23
" Diando's little star wanders through five reels of ' film.' " — M. P. News.
MIRANDY SMILES (PARAMOUNT) MARTIN (NOV. 25) . . .NOV. 9
" Star upholds tradition by making another good one." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Highly entertaining. Good." " Average busiV
ness." " Just fair. Big business."
Consensus — " Good picture with good drawing powers."
MISS AMBITION (VITAGRAPH) GRIFFITH (NOV. 25) . . .NOV. 30
" Lacks heart appeal although plot action is steady." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Average business."
MONEY ISN'T EVERYTHING (PATHE) FISHER (SEPT. 28) .SEPT. 28
" Absurd, but joyfulness will please your audience." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture lacks punch. Good business first day,
top notch second day — Saturday and Sunday — when public will patronizeany
'
old picture.' Fisher too old for these ' peaches and
cream ' holes. Her work in ' The Devil's Assistant ' has not been
equaled since. Better try another along those lines." " Good."
" Good picture."
Consensus — " A light picture with just fair drawing qualities."
MY COUSIN (ARTCRAFT) ENRICO CARUSO (NOV. 17) DEC. 7
" Caruso is an instant success and the story is good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Utterly impossible." " No drawing power at
all. Very good picture." " Star not acceptable as motion picture
actor
public."may " be
Booked
week,York
tookbutit not
off after
run weak
four
days. toCaruso
good for
for aNew
for such
stories." " Awful picture. Very poor business."
Consensus — Ordinary picture with just fair drawing powers."
MYSTERY GIRL, THE (PARAMOUNT) CLAYTON (DEC. 27). DEC. 7
" One for the imagination with lots of real entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to average business."
NARROW PATH, THE (PATHE) FANNIE WARD (DEC. 15).. DEC. 7
" News.
One of the ' wronged girls' kind with no appeal to emotions." — M. P.
ONCE TO EVERY MAN (FROHMAN) SHERRILL (DEC. 29). DEC. 21
(Six Parts)
' Starts and ends in fight with many punches between." — M. P. News.
ONE WOMAN, THE (SELECT) (NOV. 16)
NOV. J9
(Six Parts)
"Exhibitor
ProductionComment
excellent;
entertainment
on politics."
— M .theme
P. News.of
— " Good
picture. depends
Excellent
cast. The
the story
'
Free
Love
'
will
kill
it
for
some
exhibitors."
"
Big
business seven days."
Consensus — " Excellent Production with good drawing powers."
ON THE JUMP (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (OCT. 6)
OCT. 19
(Six Parts)
" Clean picture with acrobatic stunts that thrill." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big. A crackerjack to open up with after
epidemic." " Star unusually good drawing card but fell down this
time." " Pleased. Big business." " Average business." " Average."
Consensus — " A production of fast action and star that draws them in."
PALS FIRST (SCR. CLA.-METRO) LOCKWOOD (OCT. 13).. OCT. 5
" Best
M. P.Lockwood
News. offering in a long time. Everybody will like it." —
Exhibitor Comment — " A real knockout, biggest-business we ever had and
a classy picture." " One of the very best." " Very good. Will
repeat."well" Played
big business."
" A very
picture,
liked. two-day
Did notreturn
draw.to People
will not stand
for good
dead
stars." " Fine picture, deserves a big crowd." " Average business."
Consensus — " Most excellent production with wonderful drawing power."
PERFECT LADY, A (GOLDWYN) KENNEDY (DEC. 8) DEC. 14
" Star blends
tear and the smile
delightNORMAND
fullv." — M. (NOV.
P. News17)..
PERFECT
36, Athe(GOLDWYN)
MABEL
Exhibitor Comment — " Censors spoiled this for Pennsylvania." " Average business." " Extra big to big business seven straight days."
Consensus — " Fine picture with very good drawing powers."
PRETENDER, THE (TRIANGLE) WM. DESMOND (OCT. 13). OCT. 2*
Star registers good in clean Western picture." — M. P. News.
PRIVATE PEAT (ARTCRAFT) HAROLD R. PEAT (OCT. 13). OCT. 26
Faithful
News. treatment of a famous book should put this over." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Out of the ordinary." " Bad business. People care nothing for war pictures now." " Pleased but
patrons were a little disappointed." " Patrons walked out on this."
Poor. Public doesn't seem to want war pictures after the war.
Poor business seven days." " Peat scores here, but business wasn't
big. Why?
Just before Christmas." " Only fair. Director only
fair. Peat not so good. War pictures not in demand."
i Consensus — "Good production with good drawing powers."
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PRODIGAL WIFE (SCREENCRAFT) BOLAND (DEC. 22).. DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Sex play considered
remarkableDORO.
by interviewer."
P. News.
QUICKSAND
(PARAMOUNT)
DALTON — M.
(DEC.
22).. DEC. 28
" Reviewer thinks picture was wrecked at the start." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
" Fair(FOX)
picture."
RAINBOW
TRAIL, —THE
WILLIAM FARNUM (OCT.13).OCT. 5
(Six Parts)
" Farnum
Sage.' "- —scores
M. P. again
News. in Zane Grey sequel to ' Riders of the Purple
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture, to great business." " Not as good
as 1 Purple Sage.' Over 1,000 feet of repeat scenes from ' Riders of
the Purple Sage.' Advertising issued is very misleading. Farnum
saves it." " Here is a real star in a real production." " Average
business." Wonderful picture. Book it if you have to borrow
Consensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
RECKONING DAY, THE (TRIANGLE) BENNETT (NOV. 17). NOV. 2
money." action to this tale of those familiar German spies." — M. P.
" News.
Snappy
RETURN OF MARY, THE (METRO) ALLISON (SEPT. 23).. OCT. 12
News.quality of this program offering does not exceed average." — M. P.
" The
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business three days." " Pretty love
story but May Allison will never make a star." " Very good." " Above
average." " Very little entertaining value."
Consensus — " Just fair as a picture with just about average drawing
ROAD THROUGH THE DARK (SELECT) YOUNG (NOV. 25) DEC. 21
" Moral question raised in story that looks worthy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business."
ROADpowers."
TO FRANCE, THE (WORLD)
BLACKWELL (Oct. 14). OCT. 12
(Seven Parts)
" Absurd melodrama but title should draw the crowds in." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Other than patriotic sentiment this picture has
not
to recommend."
An ordinary
goodmuch
shipbuilding
scenes. " Would
have melodrama
been betterwithin some
five extra
reels.
Business so-so." " Great, went over big, first show after ' Flu ' ban
was lifted." " Lacks interest, no story, ordinary. Patrons displeased."
Consensus — " Just a fair picture with good drawing power in some secROMANCE OF TARZAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) ELMO LINCOLN (OCT. 13)
NOV. 2
" Loads
of action and thrills make this fitting sequel to ' Tarzan of the
Apes.'
tions." " — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business seven days." " Fair picture.
Did not go as well as ' Tarzan.' " " ' Flu ' killed business." " Big
Consensus
Excellent THE
production
with big(PATHE)
drawing powers."
ROSEMARY
HEIGHTS
MINTER (OCT.
business."— "CLIMBS
13)
OCT. 26
" Good
dramatic
story
which
should
give
splendid
satisfaction."
— M. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture to big business." " Fine picture.
Poor business. ' Flu ' scare."
Consensus
— " Fine picture
with good drawing
power." (NOV. 17). OCT. 12
RULING PASSIONS
(SCHOMER-ST.
RGT.) DEAN
" Touching
moments
and
excellent
handling
make
P. News.
, this a winner." — M.
SEA FLOWER, THE (BLUEBIRD) HANSEN (DEC. 23) DEC. 21
wild romance
of the SouthLOUISE
Sea Islands."
M. P. News.
SEA" A WAIF,
THE (WORLD)
HUFF — (DEC.
30) DEC. 28
"
Love
story
made
sustaining
by
skillful
handling."
M. P. News.
SECRET STRINGS (METRO) OLIVE TELL (OCT. — 7)
OCT. 26
News.
" Interesting
plot. A crook story that should not fail to please." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very pleasing and intensely interesting picture." "Good picture. Star is new. Business is bad." " Good program— picture."
Crackerjack
picture."
Consensus
" Fine "picture
with
drawing powers."
SET FREE (BLUEBIRD)
EDITHgood ROBERTS
(DEC. 16) NOV. 16
" Light romantic drama with lots of entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
SHE DEVIL, THE (FOX) THEDA BARA (DEC. 1)
NOV. 9
(Six Parts)
" This story is not suited to Bara's style." — M. P. News.
— " Poorest(BLUEBIRD)
Theda Bara DEAN
picture yet."
SHEExhibitor
HIRED Comment
A HUSBAND
(DEC. 2) . .NOV. 16
News. is not up to star's mark but should please generally." — M. P.
" Subject
SHOULDER ARMS (FIRST NATIONAL) CHAPLIN (OCT. 20). NOV. 2
(Three Reels)
News. plus a timely subject. What more can you ask?" — M. P.
"Chaplin
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business seven days." " Extra big
business for one week." " Extra big business." " Extra big."
" Extra big business." " Record business." " Extra big business
two toweeks."
yet." Business
" Not hisalways
best.poor
Great
drawing
card.
Got
hand it" toBestCharlie.
before
Christmas,
but big —with
this."picture with tremendous drawing powers."
Consensus
" Great
SILENT
RIDER,
THE (TRIANGLE) STEWART (DEC. 1)..DEC. 14
"
Roy
Steiuart
returns
and scoresA again."
— M. CLAYTON
P. News. (SEPT. 30)
SOUL WITHOUT WINDOWS,
(WORLD)
(Six Parts)
SEPT. 28
News.above average World features. Should appeal to all." — M. P.
" Far
Exhibitor Comment — " Another ioo per cent picture in four-day run."
" A fine picture entitled to do more business."
Consensus
— " Excellent picture
with drawingMYERS
powers (SEPT.
above the23).averaae."
SOCIETY SENSATION,
A (BLUEBIRD)
SEPT. 28
" ANews.
clean light romance comedy that should please generally." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Dandy picture. Big after ' Flu.' " " Average
business— during
Flu.' " with good drawing powers."
Consensus
" Fine ' picture
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SPORTING LIFE (TOURNEUR-ARTCRAFT)
(DEC. 1) SEPT. 28
(Seven Parts)
"Exhibitor
A powerfulComment
film classic
with satisfactory."
all tense dramatic" Poor
elements."
— M. P. News.
— " Very
business."
Consensus
—
"
Satisfactory
picture
with
good
drawing
powers."
SQUAW MAN, THE (ARTCRAFT) DEXTER (DEC. 15) NOV. 16
(Six Parts)
" This should please and also draw very well." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor WOMAN,
Comment — THE
" Great.(FOX)
ExtraBROCKWELL
big business." (DEC. 8). ..OCT. 12
STRANGE
(Six Parts)
" A lengthy discussion on Free Love versus Marriage." — M. P. News.
ExhibitorBEANS
Comment(PARAMOUNT)
— " Very good RAY
production
entertainment."DEC. 21
STRING
(DEC. and22)
"
Ray
fans
will
welcome
this
interesting
one."
—
M.
P. News.13).. OCT. 19
SUCH A LITTLE PIRATE (PARAMOUNT) LEE (OCT.
" Story on old theme not suited for star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Awful stuff. Never get Lila Lee over with such
bad ones." " Only fair picture, average business."
Consensus
" Just(FOX)
fair asJANE
a picture
fair LEE
drawing(SEPT.
powers."
SWAT
THE — SPY
AND with
KATH.
29) . .OCT. 12
" Usual
practical
jokes
of
Lee
children
turned
to
patriotic
effect." —
M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Big to average business in four
days' run." " The Lee kiddies know how to make 'em laugh."
"Pleased immensely." "Average business two days." "Good kid
picture but Lee kids didn't draw."
ConsensusON— "A Very
pleasing
picture with
good average
SYLVIA
SPREE
(METRO)
WEHLEN
(DEC. drawing
16) power."
DEC. 28
"
She
glimpses
a
'
fast
'
life
that
is
extravagant
anyway."
— M.23)P.. SEPT.
News. 21
TALK OF THE TOWN, THE (UNIV.) PHILLIPS (SEPT.
(Six Parts)
" Good
— M. treatment
P. News. puts over unusual subject to splendid entertainment."
Exhibitor
Comment
" Fair business
firstextreme,
day, better
second,
excellent
third day.
Good— story.
Daring in
carried
through
succes ful y by Phillips' clever acting and gowning of picture." " Very
good." " Average to big business in seven days." " Good picture.
Big Bum: ' Flu.'" "Average business." "Average business." "A
good picture, but failed to draw."
Consensus — " A most excellent production with very strong drawing
cowers."
TELL IT TO THE MARINES (FOX) LEES (NOV. 17)
NOV. 23
" IfNews.
your patrons like the Lee Kids this one will please them." — M. P.
Exhibitor OFComment
Good(MUTUAL)
for kids only."
TEMPLE
DUSK,— "THE
HAYAKAWA (OCT. 13) . OCT. 5
" Plot
News.is good. Picture is emotional but rather gruesome." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, average -business." " Everyone
pleased."— " Good picture with satisfactory drawing power."
Consensus
TESTING OF
MILDRED VANE (METRO) ALLISON (Dec. 2) DEC. 14
"
A
movie." — M. TOM
P. News.
THIRTYwellA built
WEEKtypical
(GOLDWYN)
MOORE (NOV. 17).. OCT. 26
" This
News clean, wholesome entertainment should please everybody." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Tom is a comer all right. Good picture, satisfied all and did fine business for a new star." " Broke record. Seven
days." " Very fine. Pleased all."
Consensus
— " Excellent
with big CAREY
drawing (OCT.
powers."7).. OCT. 12
THREE MOUNTED
MENproduction
(UNIVERSAL)
(Six Parts)
" This
picture will surely please anybody who loves Western plays."
— M.clean
P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
" Fine Western, good
story." (NOV. 17). .NOV. 9
THREE X GORDON — (HODKINSON)
KERRIGAN
" Comedy
appeal." —and
M. action
P. News.in clean picture which should have a universal
TOGETHER (BLUEBIRD) VIOLET MERSEREAU (OCT. 14). OCT. 19
" A pleasing heart interest drama with star in dual role. — M. P. News.
Comment
— " Average
TO Exhibitor
HIM THAT
HATH
(WORLD)business."
LOVE (SEPT. 23)
SEPT. 21
(Six Parts)
"
Old
melodramatic
stuff
with
nothing
new
in
treatment."
—
M.
P.
News. 16
TONGUES OF FLAME (BLUEBIRD) WALCAMP (DEC. 2).. NOV.
" Interesting
story
and
heart
appeal
should
help
put
this
over."
—
M. P.
News.
TOO FAT TO FIGHT (GOLDWYN) McINTYRE (DEC. IS).. DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
a fat man (PARAMOUNT)
but they'll vote forREID
this one."
— M.8)P. News.
TOO"Nobody
MANY loves
MILLIONS
(DEC.
NOV. 16
" Too much talking and posing in this picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Good picture. Average
business."
Consensus
" Fair picture
with GOODRICH
average drawing
powers."
TREASON —(MUTUAL)
EDNA
(SEPT.
29)
OCT. 19
" Average feature with a good title and action aplenty." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
" Poor business, after
' Flu.' "
Consensus — " Fairly satisfactory picture with drawing powers in many
TWO sections."
GUN BETTY (HODKINSON) BARRISCALE (DEC. 16). DEC. 14
" Bessie FOUR
Barriscalc
pleases(WORLD)
in a ' Different
' role." — M. (NOV.
P. News.
UNDER
FLAGS
GOVERNMENT
17) NOV. 30
(Seven Parts)
" Improvement over previous Government pictures." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Wonderful picture. Extra big business seven
days." U. " S.A films,
picturebutthattheevery
theatre
" Bestall ofof theit.
three
weeklies
haveshould
shown play."
practically
Business fair, but one of these is enough."
Consensus
Powerful production
extra big drawing
powers."
UNDER
THE— " GREENWOOD
TREEwith(ARTCRAFT)
FERGUSON
(DEC. 1)
NOV. 16
" This
News.one does not come up to the talents of Miss Ferguson." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — <" Guod strong picture. Extra big business."
-" Poor business
" j, Zthree
i)%rttir*days."
aeMtfJfc nuevana AtraAsiina bOTAlcrx."
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UNEXPECTED PLACES (METRO) BERT LYTELL (SEPT. 30) OCT. 12
" A clean unbelievable story with entertaining qualities." — M. P. Newt.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased unusually."
" Fine picture pleased
patrons." "Average business." "Our first drop on a Lytell picture."
Consensus
—
"
Satisfactory
picture
with
good
drawing
powers."
VANITY POOL, THE (UNIVERSAL)
(Six Parts)MAC LAREN (DEC. 2; . NOV. i
News.
" Scandals and intrigues. Will go different in various sections." — M. P.
Exhibitor AComment
— " Great
picture toGLORIA
big business."
WANTED,
BROTHER
(GENERAL)
JOY (NOV. 17) NOV.2
N ews. is the best of the series in which this little star appears." — M. P.
" This
WHATEVER THE COST (HODK.) ANITA KING (OCT. 7) . . .OCT. 11
" Fair
News. feature program picture lacking real human appeal." — M. P.
WHEN DO WE EAT? (PARAMOUNT) BENNETT (OCT. 13). NOV. 9
" A pleasing little picture that is clean." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business for two days." " Very weak.
Skip this one." " Average business." " Fine little picture. Star
is ' there.' People came out." " Poor."
Consensus
— " Ordinary
ordinary
WHY I WOULD
NOT picture
MARRY with(FOX)
NOV.drawing
24powers." DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
— M. entertaining
P. News. and not so spicy as title would lead you to think." I
" Very
WILD HONEY (DE LUXE) DORIS KENYON (DEC. 22).. .DEC. 21
(Six Parts)
" A different
sort of Western
star."(DEC.
— M. P.15)...
News.DEC. 14
WIVES
AND OTHER
WIVES with
(AM.)a striking
MINTER
One
of
the
star's
best
yet."
—
M.
P.
News.
WOLVES OF KULTUR (PATHE) LEAH BAIRD (OCT. 13).. OCT. 26
(Two-Reel Episodes)
— M. two
P. News.
" First
episodes show sensationalism both physical and mental."
WOMAN (TOURNEUR) STATE RIGHTS (NOV. 3)
NOV. 23
(Seven Parts)
" Surely OFartistic,
but may A be(PARA.)
over their
heads." — If.(SEPT.
P. News.
WOMAN
IMPULSE,
CAVALIERI
29) . SEPT. 29
" A weak story that does not give the star a chance." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a picture, that's all. She never got me
five cents. Always lost money on her pictures." " Public does not
care for star. Has no drawing power." " Only fair." " Artistic
but draggy. Worst Saturday in many a day." " Slow in starting,
but pleased
at that."
Consensus
— " Less
than average story with less than average drawing
WOMAn'wHO
GAVE, THE
(FOX) NESBIT
(NOV.placing
17)their NOV.
" Wildly
melodramatic
with producers
undoubtedly
faith
on the star."
— M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
wild
'
meller,'
but
at
that
the
best
picture
Miss Nesbit has had. Got the business and satisfied public so no
kick coming. Photography and settings fine."
WOMEN'S WEAPONS (PARAMOUNT) CLAYTON (NOV. 25) NOV. 16
" Plot is sure to go over as it contains heart interest." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not much of a picture." " Very bad picture to
poor business." " Average business." " Very good."
Consensus
— " FairTHEpicture
with ordinary
drawing
powers."
YELLOW DOG,
(JEWEL)
BIG CAST
(OCT.
14)
SEPT. 28
(Six Parts)
" Pleasing
and amusing
a catchy title." — M.(NOV.
P. News.
YOUR
FIGHTING
NAVYwith(EDUCATIONAL)
25) SEPT. 21
"Not
Dry.
Absorbs
your
interest
until
the
end."
—
P. News. DEC. 14
ZERO HOUR, THE (WORLD) ELVIDGE (DEC. M.
23)
"An involved offering dealing with fake clairvoyants." — M. P. News.
FLASHBACKS
Individual Opinions on Earlier Releases Received During
the Past Week
"Service Star" (Goldwyn) — "Poor business."
"A Pair of Cupids" (Metro) — "Bushman not liked any more.""
""Cleopatra"
Pay Me " (Jewel)
— " —Average
business."'
(Bara-Fox)
"Big business."
"Venus Model" (Goldwyn) — "Average business."
" Carmen of the Klondike " — " Just average business."
" Man Hunt " (World) — " Big business."
" Nine-Tenths of the Law " — " Average."
" The Plunderer " (Fox) — " Poor business."
"" Empty
" Average."'
Riddle Pockets
Gawne "" —(Artcraft)
— " Average business."
" Birth of a Nation " — " Extra big business."
" Over the Top " (Vitagraph) — " Big b.usiness."
" Babs' Matinee Idol " — " Not up to other ' Babs ' productions."'
"Her Man " (Pathe)— " Slow."
" Glorious Adventure " (Goldwyn) — " Henley can't direct Marsh "
" Light Within " — f Another one that set us 'way back."
"" Smashing
Through
" Some
poor spots. Went over good."
Honor's Cross
" — "" —Poor
photography."
"Peck's Bad Girl" (Goldwyn) — "These are the 'plays that Mabel Norappear in."— " Average."
" VelvetmandHandshould
" (Universal)
" De Luxe Annie " (Select) — " Average business."
"" Joan
Big business
this.'*
Heartsof ofPlattsburgh
the World v " —(Goldwyn)
" Extra —big business
two on
days."
" The Better Half " — " Average business."
" Grain of Dust " — " Big business two days."
" The Burden of Proof " — " Good picture, big business."
" Mr. Logan, U. S. A." — " Average business."
" Opportunity " — " Very pleasing."
of Clothesline
" One of Mary's best."
"" Amarilly
Hidden Pearls
" — " Good,Alley
well —pleased."
" Bunker Bean " — " Very good. Some pleased, others not."
"The Hun Within" — "Good 'meller,' but passed after November 1 1."
" On Trial " — " Milwaukee copy good. Wonderful picture."
" Resurrection " — " Poor Pauline."
"' ' Ubuiu]
Desert Wooing
. MarafiCA— "1 'Patrons
1 1 A liked
i- ...... this."
~
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(Continued from page 122)
lead, MaSon was so ill at one time. But
as he is improving, production has merely
been postponed, and in the menatime Miss
Roberts is doing her holiday shopping.
Allan Watt, until recently a captain in
the United States army and husband of
the late Myrtle Gonzales, the film star, has
resumed work at Universal as assistant
director with Douglas Gerrard. He has
been aiding in the production of " Sealed
Orders," the new Fritzi Brunette feature.
Production work on " Raggedy Ann,"
Priscilla Dean's next photoplay at the Universal plant, will begin probably next week.
It is a story by Charles Tyler, which appeared in Detective Stories and has been
purchased by Universal. The scenario was
prepared by Harvey Gates. Ted Browning
will direct Miss Dean in the play.
" The Wild Girl," Carmel Myers' latest
screen production, was finished this week
under the direction of Paul Powell. Miss
Myers'selected.
next starring vehicle has not yet
been
Harry Carey this week resumed work at
the Universal lot, his newest play being
"The Outcast of Poker Flat." He had
been on a month's vacation. The new vehicle for Mr. Carey was originally adapted
from Bret Harte's story, "The Luck of
Roaring Camp." The scenario was written
by H. Tipton Steck. Jack Ford is the
director.
Three recently completed productions at
the Universal plant are being cut and titled
this week. Scenes are being shot for two
six-reel dramas, one two-reel Western and
a serial. Production has also been temporarily delayed by the illness of a leading
man on another five-reel subject. Two
comedies were completed by the LyonsMoran Comedy Company. The three plays
in process of editing are " The Gutter
Rose," starring Priscilla Dean and produced by Ted Browning; "Pirate Gold,"

Carmel

Myers in Universal's
Marry Me? "

" Who Will

Coast

Studios

Old Mexico. According to the press agent,
Farnum went to Southern California points
in search of the elusive duck, and the duck
moving on into Mexico, Farnum went to
Mexico also. It is not known how many
ducks were bagged by the star.

Anna C. Nilsson, appearing opposite Bryant
Washburn in the Paramount production, "Venus
in the East "
with Monroe Salisbury, and directed by
Rupert Julian, and " The Wild Girl," with
Carmel Myers, made under the direction
of Paul Powell. " Brass Knocks " and
" The Would-Be-Goods " are the two
Lyons-Moran comedies finished. J. P.
MacGowan is shooting on the second episode of " The Fifth Ace," the new Universal serial starring Marie Walcamp.
" Hoot " Gibson, husband of Helen Gibson, the star of " Captured Alive," is expected to return to Los Angeles next week,
as he expects to be honorably discharged
from the army at Camp Dix, N. J., this
week. He left a position in stock at Universal to enlist in the tank corps, and it is
expected he will again take up acting in
Western subjects at the Universal lot.

Chaplin's Latest
Charlie Chaplin's latest screen effort,
production on which is now in progress,
has been titled " Sunnyside." There is no
special reason for the title, it was announced at the studio this week, and the
nature of the comedy will not be known
until the picture is completed. The picture is about half finished.
Charlie Chaplin this week announced
that he has engaged Albert Austin, who
formerly played with the comedian in
vaudeville in England and France, to appear in important parts in future Chaplin
productions. He will also assist Chaplin
in production.
Loyal Underwood, who played the German officer
" Shoulder
Arms,"
has been
ill inthisChaplin's
week with
influenza.
He
did not suffer a very severe attack.
New Billie Rhodes
Production work was started this week
on the fourth Billie Rhodes de luxe feature at the National studios. The scenario
was prepared from the original play by
Mrs. George Ingleton. It has not been
titled. It will be produced under the
direction of Francis J. Grandon, who recently arrived in Los Angeles from New
York. Melbourne McDowell, who played
the Black Jack role in " The Flame of
the Yukon." together with Cullen Landis,
will appear in the play. Landis has been
playing the male lead with Miss Rhodes
for about one year.
Beginning work three weeks ago, the
new 175-foot stage and office building at
the National studios were this week nearing completion. The new improvements
are being erected on what was once the
beautiful gardens surrounding the home of
Senator Cole. The former executive offices
will become the headquarters of the directors and scenario staff.

Y or ska Expected Back
Madame Yorska, who recently went to
NTew York, is expected to return to Los
Angeles before January 1, it was announced at the Brunton studios this week.
It is understood that she will begin production on a new play immediately after
the first of the year.
Frank Keenan this week selected a story
for his first vehicle for Pathe, under the
new contract recently concluded by him
with that company, and Jack Cunningham
is preparing the continuity. He will begin
production within about two weeks. Ernest Warde will be his director. The play
will be a highly dramatic selection.
J. A. Berst, president of the United Pictures Corporation, will arrive in Los Angeles the latter part of this week. Production by two United companies that have
been idle for some time will begin immediately upon his arrival on the West Coast.
It is understood that Mr. Berst will remain
on the Pacific Coast indefinitely.
Dustin Farnum is back at the Brunton
studios this week after a 320-mile trip into

Emmy Wehlen, in " Picture
Sylvia on a Spree," Metro-

Motion
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News of Metro
Madame Nazimova continues to hold the
center of interest a. the Metro studios.
Production on her massive screen interpretation of " The Red Lantern," a Chinese play of the Boxer uprising, continued
this week on a huge scale. The picture
is being produced for Nazimova Productions under the personal supervision of
Maxwell Karger. The novel was written
by Edith Wherry and was scenarioized by
June Mathis and Albert Capellani, and is
being filmed under Mr. Capellani's direction. The Chinese set in which she has
been working this week consists of eight
rooms. It represents a Mission School in
Pekin at the time of the Boxer trouble.
There is a school room, a chapel and organ and other suites in keeping with the
general plot of the story. It is said to be
the largest set ever erected on the Metro
lot. Madame Nazimova plays the role of
Mahlee, a Chinese girl. In fact, she appears in a dual role, the daughter of an
English father and Chinese mother, and
as Blanche Sackville, daughter of a British
army officer. Others taking important
parts in the production with her are Frank
Currier, Darrell Foss and Noah Beery.
Among other sets to be erected on the
lot will be a reproduction of the Chinese
wall, a gigantic Chinese street scene, a
22-foot statue of Buddah. It is expected
that five weeks will be required in which
to finish the production.
Hart Finishes One
William S. Hart, after several weeks of
production, this week finished his latest

Western, " Breed of Men." Seena Owen
plays the opposite lead. The picture was
directed by Mr. Hart. The story of the
play briefly centers in Arizona, where Hart
plays the part of a sheriff who had originally been elected to be the tool of a
wealthy rancher, who was also a rustler
of sheep and cattle. Hart, however, refuses to be a tool, and when the wealthy
rancher goes to Chicago to market his
cattle, Hart, as the sheriff, follows the man
to the Illinois metropolis. After visiting
in
the stockyards
to the
Chicago
mansion, heandgoesthere
in rancher's
his own
home in the heart of a great city, ropes
the man for whom he was expected to be
a tool, and takes him back to Arizona to
face the wrath of outraged ranchers. Hart
is said to give one of his best interpretations in this picture. He is now working
on a new story, but production on it will
be deferred until after the holidays.
Miss Talmadge III
Constance Talmadge, Select star who
was planning to begin production on a
new picture next week, was stricken with
influenza Sunday, and on Monday she had
the distinction of being the first wellknown star to be quarantined under the
new health regulations now in effect in
Los Angeles. According to the new city
ordinance influenza victims must remain
in quarantine for a period of seven days
after the patient has been pronounced out
of danger by the attending physician. Miss
Talmadge does not now expect to start
production until after the holidays.
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Father Lee Moran claims his
Fair and frosty.
Rex Beach is here.
new daughter
Sammy Goldfish was in town. floor
walking ashasn't
yet. required any
Late arrival: Jimmie McKay.
George Fisher is out of the
and was seen wearing his
Madge Kennedy's come west. army,
Ben Wilson's gone to New new tortoise shell glasses.
York.
will shortly be
G. L. Tucker is a new w. c. seenBry.as Washl'urn
" The Poor
Boob," all of
filmer.
which irritates
his friends.
Bessie
Barriscale's
insured
for
Le
Roy
Stone
took
a day off
half a million.
this week from the Hart studio
Showman Laureate Rothapfel and
honed his editing shears.
paid our town a visit.
Doug. Gerrard contemplates
Charley
Whittaker's
having the mustache he reared
write
for M.
Tourneur. in town, to while
abed with the Flu. mowed
A noted sculptor has invited
Monroe Salisbury to pose.
off.
Wark Griffith has made another Henry Lehrman was seen wearpicture that the people like.
ing a yellow leather overcoat.
Bill Hart is playing Santa
Claus these days to many kiddies. This is none of Walraven's copy.
Darrell
who'ssheet
goingwithto
50 Mae Marsh is married. Well, romp
on Foss,
the silver
here's at you, Louis Lee Armes. Xazimova, is in town this week.
They say Frank Lloyd is goLytell's
is getting
normalhair
condition
after
self. ing to produce pictures for him- backBertto the
that unkindnest cut of all by the
Winny Sheehan is in our midst. army
barber.
He 'lows business will be better.
C. Spencer Chaplin made an- There are so many new faces
other scene this week for his next in filmdom that many of the old
comedy.
timers feel a little strange and out
Tom Walsh is back from Aus- of place.
tralia with an Irish smile of un- Rumors have it that Doug.
usual proportion.
Fairbanks will be a Goldwyn star,
Blanche Sweet is reported to but
HOOKUM has not had time
be buying several trunks full of to verify
this early report.
Broadway finery.
Harry toGarson
a midnight
51
Snyder
says
his
press
copy
is
matinee
a fewgave
of the
elite at
so hot he has to serve it in blue
folders.
Grauman's and they gave " CheatWilliam Parsons denied the reing Cheaters " the double O.
portsidedthatthreehisinches.
waist measure sub- Many of our townsfolk have
spent a busy week, just I'ecause
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they
didn't
timely early.
warn,ng and
do take
their our
shopping
Tom Ince is going to have a
housewarming about Christmas
timfi at the new studio. It is expected a good time will be had
by Theall. ninety-seventh title selected
for Allan Ho'.ubar's ten-reel Universal, and reported to be the acceptable one, is " The Heart oi
Smiles, Sol Wurtzel, Fox studio
Humanity."
manager,
avers is a misnomer, for
the
for
they next
have Lee
had kiddies'
the hivespicture,
and Flu.
'neverything since the picture was
named.
Harry Beaumont, the Goldwyn
dir.,
Hazel have
Day,joined
formerhands.
Essanay and
ingenue,
They were wedded Sunday, two
days after Friday, the 13th, and
have been congratulated time and
time again.
Dusty Farnum went a-hunting,
and the naughty ducks flew over
into Mexico, but not having a
passport
himself
or dog, trip
he
came
homeforfrom
the hunting
without the ducks, all of which is
claimed to be an alibi par excellent.
Tom Ince's pul'licity departnent pulled a raw one on HOOKI'M this week. Last week their
" live lines of the lot " came in
carbon copy form. This week the
same copy came on mimeograph
sheets. The only difference was
that
yellow Janitor,
paper wascarry
substituted
for white.
out the
waste basket.

Picture

News

Reports to the Fox Film Corporation indicate
that every
of "month
The Prussian
Cur "These
has
been
booked print
for the
of January.
try.
bookings, the report reads, cover the entire counMack Sennett, producer of Paramount Comedies, in viewing the outlook for the coming year,
stated that artificial drama was rapidly dying out
and
that
the motion pictures to come will have a
lot of action.
" seeswhile
nothing
but a clear
skyDouglas
and fairFairbanks
sailing ahead,
his retrospective
glance over the past year gave him no cause for
dissatisfaction."
William S. Hart says of the old year: " I count
the year just gone one of my most successful."
Vivian Martin is planning a vacation at Coronado, Ca!. She recently completed " Little Comrade " for the Paramount program. Miss Martin's next
" Jane Goes
sceduled
for release,
release January
5th. A-Wooing," is
Harry Warwick, who played the part of King
George of England in the William Fox photobiography of General Pershing, " The Land of the
Free," ofsold
week from the
steps
the Red
New Cross
York buttons
PuHic last
Library.
Joseph Dowling, who plays Dr. Curtis in
': Adele," has appeared in support of Booth, Barrett, McCul'.ough,stars.
Fanny Davenport and other
well remembered
Kitty Gordon is a member of the Arcadia
Aviation Corps, California, and recently made a
flight in a battle plane, it is reported.
Ernest G. Warde, directing Dustin Farrium in
United Picture Theatres, Inc., superfeatures, is
a son of Frederick Warde, the famous tragedian.
Prominent in the cast which supports Kitty
Gordon in her forthcoming United Picture Theaters. Inc.. superfeatures now in course of production at the Brunton Studios, Los Angeles, are
Mahlon Hamilton and Lawson Butt.
The forthcoming Alice Brady feature to be released by Select Pictures Corporation during December was written by George Barr McCutcheon.
It is " In the Hollow of Her Hand." This is
the second of Alice Brady's pictures in which
Char'es Maigne both directed and prepared the
scenario.
Xiles Welch is doing a picture with Shirley
Mason for Paramount. He is seen in the leading
male role with Vivian Martin in " Jane Goes
A- Zena
Wooing."
Keefe, star of the Hodkinson Service releasetoplay
. "Thedirected
Challange
Accepted."
an Arden began
phoby Edwin
L. Hollvwood,
her screen career as a child with Vitagraph, and
when only fourteen years old was leading lady
for Earle Williams.
" The Divorcee " is the latest Metro play in
which Ethel Barrymore will be seen. It was
adapted from the successful plav, " Lady Frederick." written by W. Somerset Maugham.
Viola
has Metro
just completed
The Gold
Cure
" atDana
the new
studios in "Hollywood,
Cal.
May Allison's latest picture for Metro is " In
for
Thirty
now under
production at
Metro's
West Days,"
Coast studios
in Hollywood.
Johnarrived
Ince, inwhoLos will
direct last
Bertweek.
Lytell, Metro'
star,
Angeles
Hamilton,
newest Allstar,StarwhoSeries
has
justHalebegun
work onMetro's
his second
feature,
"
Johnny-on-the-Spot,"
written
by
Shannon Fife, and adapted by June Mathis, has toured
the world at the head of his own stock company.
Bert Lytell, Metro star, is actor, author, orator
and rancher.
" The Wishing Ring Man " is to be Bessie
Love's next picture in Yitagraph's Star Series.
It will l« Miss Love's third Vitagraph release.
Her director is David Smith. " The Wishing
Ringis based
Man "onisa tostory
be released
on* February
It
by Margaret
Widdemer.24th.
Florence Billings, who will be seen in the part
of Vilma Le Brett in the Screen Classics, Inc.,
new
superfeature,
Must Pay,"
is a scenario
writer "asWhy
well Germany
as an actress.
Vitagraph announces rapid progress in the
filming
Bushman-Bayne
written
by Albertof E.theSmith,
president of special
\ itagraph,
and
Cyrus Townsend Brady.
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Exhibitors Plan Organized Campaign to
Legalize Sunday Shows in Indiana
THE first steps in the fight to legalize Sunday shows in
Indiana was taken Monday, December 23rd, at a meeting
of prominent State exhibitors with C. C. Pettijohn of New
York City and Frank Rembush of Shelbyville, at the headquarters of the Indiana Exhibitors' League in the Lyric Building, in Indianapolis.
Plans for the raising of a fund with which to carry oni
lobbying activities in the State House when the new Legislature convenes was the principal matter under discussion.
During the last Legislature an attempt was made to pass a
bill legalizing Sunday shows in Indiana, which got as far as
Governor Goodrich for his signature, when it was found that
the bill had been tampered with during its progress from the
Legislature to the Governor's office, and it failed to get the
Governor's signature. .
Governor Goodrich is known to favor the legalizing of Sunday shows and it is felt that the main body of both branches
of the Legislature are in sympathy with the theatre men, and
for this reason it is felt the time is opportune to put the same
bill, shorn of its objectionable features, through.
However, there promises to be a battle royal over the bill
in Indianapolis where the Church Federation and the W. C.
T. U. have already taken steps to voice their protest against
any move on the part of the theatres to satisfy the craving of
the public for amusement on Sunday.
Then, too, the situation promises to be further fogged by
the two largest legitimate houses in the capital city, who have
announced their intention of opening with Sunday shows
December 29th, just a week before the Legislature convenes.
For the past year picture and vaudeville theatres have operated Sunday shows without interference from city or state
authorities, it being the idea of the governing bodies that
certain forms of amusement were needed to satisfy the patrons of these houses, who generally are of the class that does
not patronize the more expensive theatres.
Competition, however, for Sunday business has become so
keen that a number of the picture theatres have begun their
programs as early as 8:00 Sunday morning, and run wide
open throughout the day. This tendency has alarmed the
church people, who appointed a committee to wait on Mayor
Charles W. Jewett, of Indianapolis, in an attempt to curtail
the number of shows and at the same time to forestall any
attempt on the part of the legitimate houses to open.
In response to their request, Mayor Jewett has promised to
stop the performances at both the Murat and English's.
Just what the ultimate result of the December 23rd meeting
will be remains to be seen.
■IIIIM
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Des

Moines Capital Organizes Concern
Produce on West Coast

to

A $40,000 moving picture company called the New Art Film
Corporation, has been formed in Des Moines, with
George D. Watters as general manager.
Organized to produce motion pictures, the concern will also
lease, buy or sell theatres, or buy, lease or distribute film.
The board of directors includes E. H. Hoyt, state treasurer;
Senator Leslie Francis; Ford Howell, secretary-treasurer of
the Midland Lyceum Bureau; A. J. Starr, president of the
Central Auto Supply Company, and E. F. Bailey, president of
the Glasgow Woolen Mills.
Work on the first picture will begin the latter part of January. All production will be in a Los Angeles studio leased
by the company, which recently housed the Clara Kimball
Young forces during the filming of two features.
Mr. Watters has been manager and publicity representative
for Elbert & Getchell, local theatre men who operate the
Princess Stock Company, the Empress (vaudeville), the Berchel (road house), and the Unique (moving picture house).
He has directed a number of musical shows, including th*e
season of musical stock which starred Roger Gray and Louise
Allen.
" We have a new thing," said Mr. Watters, " and one that
we feel must be a sure success, but we don't want to
say too much till we've made good.
" There is a great future for the successful independent producer. In 1918 no less than four large independent distributing organizations have been formed, all buying film on the
open market. One of these, the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit, is represented in Des Moines by A. H. Blank.
" The day of the independent producer is here. It is our
intention to produce features that are different. We have a
number of brand new ideas we intend to use.
" The men associated with the New Art Film Corporation
are all Iowa men and most of the capital stock has already
been subscribed. We have arranged for an outlet for our
G. D. Watters tendered his resignation to Elbert & Getchell
production."
several
weeks ago, to leave for Los Angeles Jan. 1, accompanied by Mrs. Watters and George D. Watters III.
The choice of a director is still to be made. Several men of
national reputation are said to be under consideration.
It is said that the position has been offered Frederick Sullivan, who directed the Princess Stock Company until it was
ordered to close Dec. 21, because of the " flu " ban and decreased business.
Mr. Sullivan was general director for Thanhouser five years,
until they went out of business, and kept eleven producing
companies going at once
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he does not share the limelight as prominently as his two
partners, Mr. Linick is the " power behind the throne " and
the McAdoo of the "J., L. & S." administration.
The " J., L. & S." news gatherer also claims distinction for
his firm as the owners of Chicago's oldest as well as newest
theatre. Their McVicker's Theatre, built in 1858, recently
celebrated its sixtieth anniversary, and upon its boards once
trod Booth, Barrett, Forrect, Mary Anderson and others of
historic world prominence in the drama.
Thus the opening of the new Randolph brings remembrances.
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Theatres
Ban

in Influenza

WHILE

Elgin theatres were closed on account of the influenza epidemic, a champion of their privileges arose
in Rev. E. Dean Ellenwood, Universalist Minister.
At his church, for the evening of Sunday, November 17, a
" war " lecture by a celebrated California educator was booked.
A great mass meeting was planned for the Congregational
church to have a prominent Chicago judge for attraction.
The promoters of the mass meeting claimed they had secured special permission for the meeting from local health
officials, for at the time the ban was being only gradually lifted
from public gatherings.
Came the Universalist preacher with announcement that he
had cancelled his meeting, refusing to take unfair advantage
of the theatres, still under the ban. He announced his belief
that churches should not be allowed to offer Sunday evening
attractions until theatres were permitted to reopen. As a result, the mass meeting was cancelled and the town silent as
a tomb, so far as its entertainment part was concerned, on the
last Sunday night of its quarantine.
New

Randolph Joins Jones, Linick
Schaeffer Chain

&

WITH the announcement of the approaching opening next
Saturday of the new Randolph Theatre, Messrs. Jones,
Linick & Schaeffer's meteoric progress as purveyors of amusement in this locality is again brought to the fore. Their Boswell, writing of their past, present and future, brings many
interesting truths to light. To begin with, Jones, Linick &
Schaeffer may justly wear the crown as pioneers in the motion
picture business in Chicago and in this state. On Christmas
Eve, 1905, they opened the first motion picture house in this
state on State street, where Browning King Co. now operates
a store. The firm has built more theatres in Chicago than
any other firm. It was " J., L. & S." who erected the Lyceum,
Crystal, Century, Plaza, Wilson Avenue, Star, Willard, American, Lexington, Orpheum, Bijou Dream, Lyric, Rialto, and
the new Randolph. That is a reputation of which to be proud.
The Orpheum has become known the world over as the greatest "money maker " in Chicago. The Rialto has been acknowledged one of America's finest playhouses. It was erected
two years ago at a cost of $600,000.
Jones, Linick & Schaeffer have also become known as film
distributors. They opened the Central Film Co., four years
ago, and that firm is now one of the most prominent film
distributing concerns in the Middle West. Aaron J. Jones
is also the directing head of the local Goldwyn corporation,
and is also the local genius of the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit. Aaron Jones is also the head of the Marcus Loew
Western Booking Agency, and Peter J. Schaeffer has, among
his other duties, the presidency of the Exhibitors' Branch of
the National Motion Picture Industry and the presidency of
the Allied Amusements Assn. Adolph Linick is mostly concerned with the financing of those various activities, and while
/

du Lac Business Improving Slowly
HP HE managers of the Fond du Lac moving picture houses,
A all of whom have been hard hit by the seven weeks' ban on
picture shows, followed by several weeks of anxiety lest the
lid might be clamped down again, are cheered up a bit — not
a whole lot, but some.
Business is gradually improving. Manager Vollert, of the
Idea and the Henry Boyle, declares it is so; Manager Smith
of the Bijou confirms the good news; while Manager Ainsworth of the Orpheum adds a whole-hearted Methodist
" Amen! "
" We can scarcely notice it," says Manager Smith of the
Bijou, " but it's there. Here's hoping the tide has turned for

A Newsy

Week

in Detroit

good."
WHEN THE MAJESTIC THEATRE is taken over by
Henry Guthard on December 29, two former Majestic favorites, Henry Santrey and J. Ward Hutton, will again appear
in the organization. Mr. Santrey is a very popular soloist,
while Mr. Hutton has a wide reputation as an orchestra leader.
Mr. Hutton was at the Majestic for more than three years,
while Mr. Santrey sang there for two years. Both have this
season been at the Regent, another picture house that now
goes into vaudeville. M. W. McGee, managing director of the
Majestic, will remain there for several weeks to start Mr.
Guthard off. Mr. McGee's successor has not yet been named.
FEW CHANGES are reported in the staffs of the various
Detroit exchanges. Frank Stuart, with the General Film Co.,
has become assistant manager of the Fox exchange, under
M. S. Bailey. Will Baker, formerly with Goldwyn, St. Louis,
is now handling Universal special features out of the Detroit
Universal exchange. Earl V. Hennessey, formerly with Goldwyn, has become city salesman for United.
TWO IMPORTANT RULINGS affecting every exhibitor in
the state have just been made. The Board of Motion Picture Exchange Managers have decided to send no C. O. D.
shipments, starting January 1. Exhibitors must have their
checks in the exchange before film will be shipped. The Post
Office Department also has decided to accept no C. O. D.
parcel post packages addressed to the film exchanges. This
is because many exhibitors who have a fancied grievance
against an exchange have sent back film with C. O. D.'s attached, attempting in different instances either to collect deposits or to take a rebate on pictures that have not brought
them the business they expected. The exchange men now
want the Post Office Department to make the same ruling on
express shipments.
The new organization of exchange managers expect tc
institute several other reforms within a short time. Some
of their plans were discussed at a dinner at the Board of Commerce last Friday night, December 20.
The new Regent Theatre, Bay City, has been leased b>
James Steele. Mr. Steele now operates the Washington anc
Wenonah theatres in Bay City and the Lincoln Square, Detroit
Jake Sullivan has been named by Fred De Lodder as house
manager of the Del-The Theatre, succeeding the late Charles
J. Nevison. Mr. Sullivan was formerly manager of the Co
lonial Theatre here.
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CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S popularity increased by leaps and
bounds in Dubuque ever since he cast his lot with First
National. " A Dog's Life," shown here both at the Grand and
Majestic theatres some months ago, firmly established his
reputation as the greatest comedian in picturedom. The second
of the million dollar pictures, " Shoulder Arms," was shown
at the Grand and Majestic on the same days of the same week,
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, December 16, 17 and 18, to
crowded houses at both theatres. The Majestic had booked
the picture for an earlier date, but through some mistake at
the exchanges, the picture was delayed until the above dates.
The managers of the Majestic and Grand were a bit afraid as
to the business they would do, but their fears were groundless
for each theatre did an excellent business. As a comedy
"Shoulder Arms" is the best ever; the trench scenes are the
funniest things the celebrated comedian has ever done. The
Majestic ran " Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves " with the
Fox Kiddies, in connection with the Chaplin picture, while the
Grand had the official American Red Cross film, " Of No Use
to Germany."

3

STATES

HERBERT RAWLINSON'S brilliant "Come Through" was
the attraction at the Family theatre Wednesday, December 11.
Manager Yount advertised the picture as being a show only
for those who liked excitement. A great many of the North
End people were of an excitable nature, for the theatre was
packed the entire evening. On Thursday evening " Thais,"
featuring the world-famed Mary Garden, was shown to large
and appreciative audiences.
"THE

EYES OF THE WORLD" opened a four-days' engagement at the Grand on Monday, December 9, and played
to large houses the first night and average to big houses the
following nights. Everyone who saw the picture liked it;
they complained, however, because the cast of characters was
not given. As a whole, the picture was quite satisfactory.
LOUISE GLAUM, that fascinating star of the shadow stage,
played at the Liberty theatre on Thursday, December 12, in
" An Alien Enemy." Miss Glaum had the benefit of a pleasing
story and a good supporting cast, headed by Thurston Hall.
This seven-reel classic was shown at the usual prices.

ON Sunday, December 15, the Grand offered ".The Shooting
of Dan McGrew " with Edmund Breese. As a strong, wholesome drama this photoplay could not be surpassed: the acting
was splendid, and the settings truly wonderful. Plays like
this are always in demand. The Grand had good business in
the afternoon, while at the evening performance the house
was packed from top to bottom.
)

" LET'S GET A DIVORCE," starring Billie Burke, attracted
good houses Friday and Saturday, December 13 and 14 at the
Princess theatre. Miss Billie is a butterfly sort of a creature
who has the ability to please a theatre's patrons, no matter
what kind of a play she has. One of her fans remarked, " I
don't go to see a story; its Billie Burke I want to see," and
that seems to be the attitude of nearly every one who comes
to see her pictures.

THE DREAMLAND put on " Caught in the Act " with dainty
Peggy Hyland, for the Sunday, December 15, program. The
picture was also shown on Monday. Miss Hyland is rapidly
coming to the front as a comedian; she is becoming a fine
drawing power. A very good crowd attended every show.

A NEW star, Colleen Moore, made her appearance in Dubuque, Friday, December 13, in " A Hoosier Romance." Little
Miss Moore is a player of personality. Everyone who saw her
picture liked it and are awaiting with interest her next offering.

" LAWLESS LOVE," with Jewel Carmen, was shown at the
Liberty theatre Sunday, December 15. Jewel Carmen fans
were there in full force, and from all reports the picture made
a very favorable impression on them.

^'i: i:

THE PRINCESS starred Enid Bennett in "The Marriage
Ring" on Sunday, December 15. Miss Bennett was as entertaining as ever in this production; her leading man, Jack Holt,
gave a most refreshing characterization of the young American sugar planter. The Hawaiian settings were admirable;
one could see that the director of the picture had an eye
for detail. A good Sunday crowd witnessed this picture, and
the average report was that it was an unusually good
entertainment.

, COMING

1
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ON Wednesday, December 11, the Liberty presented that
excellent actor Henry Walthall, supported by Mary Charleson,
In " Humdrum Brown." Walthall's acting was good in this
picture, but it could not compare with some of his earlier
ilms; however, the story was very interesting, and it seemed
to please the theatre's patrons.
clever children, ane and Katherine Lee, were presented at the Liberty theatre, Wednesday and Thursday,
December 11 and 12, in "Doing Their Bit." William Fox
idvertised these children as the most talented entertainers on
he screen, and he isn't far from wrong, for they are capital
:omedians and can make even the gloomiest people laugh.
|^nd they draw a crowd that makes an exhibitor happy, when:ver they are shown.
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REBECCA OF SUNNYBROOK FARM," with Mary Pickord, was shown at the Princess theatre Wednesday and
Thursday of this week. Judging from the attendance,
Dubuquers considered this picture one of Mary's best, notwithstanding the fact that it had been shown here two or
hree times in the past year.
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PICTURE NEWS

in

Chicago

" THE FINGER OF JUSTICE " sponsored by the Rev. Paul
Smith, which ran three days recently at the Orchestra Hall,
Chicago, gave its last day's receipts to the Frances Juvenile
Home. Dr. Smith related his personal experiences at each
performance. The picture shows the fight to cleanse the city
of San Francisco of vice.
THE MILITARY TRAINING CAMPS ASSN. is exhibiting
a series of films showing the awkward squad and the finished
product. They will be used as part of the instruction to be
given at Camp Pershing, a citizen training camp to be opened
January 6.
FRED AIKEN, manager of the Select Pictures' Chicago
office, says that the biggest thing that they have at this time
is the Edith Cavell picture featuring Julia Arthur. His next
bet is Thomas Dixon's " The One Woman," which is now
running through the Ascher Bros, and Lubliner and Trinz
Circuit, having just closed a big run of seven days at the.
Blahan and Katz houses — three days at the Central Park and
four days at the Riviera.

That —

tures obtainable, selecting its features from the Goldwyn,
Select, Paramount and Fox releases. The interior decoration
of the Randolph is a marvelous thing of beauty, representing
an indoor Venetian garden, the mural paintings being the
largest every executed. The performance is continuous from
8 A. M. to midnight. Every comfort possible and an unexcelled ventilation should make the Randolph a delightful habit
I. L. LESSERMAN of the Universal Chicago office has a
visitor in the person of Jerome Abrams of the New York
organization who will be in Chicago for the next month.
BLAKE & KLEBER from the Universal Manufacturing Co.,
New York office, are in Chicago in the interest of the onereel picture entitled " Careless America," which is given to all
exhibitors free of charge, expect to be here till about the first
of the year. They will then continue their trip, making every
large city in the United States.
LUBINER & TRINZ will open their new theatre, the Wilson
on West Madison Street, Chicago, Saturday, December 21st

"IN WRONG" is the title of Jack Pickford's new picture to
be made with his own company, and which will be released
through the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, according to
Aaron J. Jones.

•'OVER THE RHINE WITH CHARLIE" and the tworeel comedy " A Kaiser There Was," both made by the Universal Co., are reported by the Chicago office to be going
like wildfire in this territory.

THE UNIVERSAL CHICAGO OFFICE has the distinction
of being the first exchange to furnish the Chicago exhibitors
with a picture showing the surrender of the German Fleet,
beating the others by forty-eight hours.

SID GOLDMAN, the Chicago manager of the Jewel office,
is to pay New York a few days' visit on business. As Sid
has been having a great deal of trouble with one of his eyes
lately, let us hope that the bright lights of the Great White
Way will not put the other one on the blink.

AARON J. JONES announces that he has just signed an
exclusive contract for all the Sidney Drew comedies for McVicker's theatre, where they will be shown each week beginning in January, in conjunction with the usual continuous
vaudeville program.

JOE FRIEDMAN, he of the Celebrated Players organization,
Chicago office, says that the Houdini serial will open at the
Boston, one of Chicago's loop theatres, about January 1st,
and will play Ascher Bros, and Lubiner and Trinz circuit

HARRY LEVEY, manager of the Industrial Department of
the Universal organization in New York, is expected in Chicago for a few days on business.

C. C. WHELAN, late of the George Kleine Chicago forces
and one of the oldest men in the film business in Chicago,
is now located with the United Pictures Theatres, Chicago
branch, under the wing of C. W. Bunn.

THE JEWEL PRODUCTION, " When a Girl Loves," featuring Mildred Harris, has gone into the Casino for a week's run.
THE ORPHEUM THEATRE will have on Sunday and Monday, Alice Joyce in her new Vitagraph picture, " The Captain's
Captain." On Tuesday and Wednesday Evelyn Nesbit will
be seen in a Fox picture called " I Want to Forget." Thursday and Friday Marguerite Clark will occupy the Orpheum
screen in " Little Miss Hoover." The last day of the week
and the first two days of the following week will find " Sportscreen.ing Life," a Paramount Special, decorating the Orpheum
FRED HARTMAN, late of the Ascher Bros, organization,
has gone back to give his personal attention to his theatre,
the Aristo, which Mr. Hartman has owned for a number of
years.
THE " BIRTH OF A RACE " will be moved from the Blackstone to the Playhouse. The management expects to have a
New York showing at an early date.
ANDREW KARZAS of the Woodlawn theatre, since his
return from West Baden, has been kept busy looking over new
N
productions.
THE RANDOLPH THEATRE, Jones, Linick & Schaefer's
magnificent new picture playhouse on Randolph Street, between State and Dearborn, opened its doors to the Christmas
throngs last week. It will play the very finest first run pic-

MANAGER BOSTICK of the Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee,
has been a Chicago visitor, and is said to be flirting with a
United Pictures Theatres contract.
CRESS SMITH of the Metro Chicago office has just made a
flying trip to New York on important business- It looks like
some good news on his return.
JOE FRIEDMAN of the Celebrated Players. Chicago, has
appeared in the movies, being shown in a recent Gaumont
Weekly, feeding his feathered pets, about 200 in number, who
congregate outside of his windows daily waiting for their
morning's morning.
MR. J. A. BERST of the United Picture Theatres Co., is
making a trip to the coast in the interest of negotiations that
have been opened with a number of important stars and
directors.
J. S. MEDNIKOW of the Celebrated Players exchange has
just returned from Indianapolis, where he showed the Houdini
serial to the exhibitors of that city and surrounding territory
and reports big prospects.
C. SANFORD HARRISON, the genial manager of the Bear
State Film Co., producers of the Vigilantes, has just returned
from a successful trip to Minneapolis, where he closed the
negotiations for the handling of the Vigilantes with the Elliott
Film Corp., for Minnesota and North and South Dakota.
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and
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THE first motion picture to arrive in America showing the
complete details of the surrender of the German fleet will be
shown this week at the Circle theatre. The pictures arrived
in Indianapolis late Saturday night having been brought to
this city by a special messenger from the Universal Studios
in New York City where the original negatives arrived only
a few days ago by special boat from the scene of the surrender. The film is a complete panorama of the entire spectacle connected with the turning over of the German fleet to
Admirals Sims and Beatty, King George and other officers of
the Allies. This picture, with Fred Stone in "The Goat,"
gives the Circle an exceptionally strong program for the week.
MOTION

PICTURE THEATRES in Indianapolis are experiencing aphenomenal run of business, and if the run continues through December as it has during the past two weeks,
a new high record for patronage will be established. Practically every house in Indianapolis is holding waiting lines at
the evening shows. Out through the state, however, conditions are not up to normal. The " flu " epidemic showed a
satisfactory decrease in Indiana last week, according to the
state health board. Reports from thirty-two counties gave
a total of 1,142 new cases, a decrease in practically every
county. Henry, Johnson, Grant, Elkhart, Daviess, Clay, Gibson, Wells and Tipton counties reported the greatest number
of new cases. It is in these counties that practically all houses
are closed. In Terre Haute, however, where the theatre
managers took a decided stand against the health board orders
the situation has not changed greatly and business has not
reached the profitable stage.
MISS MARVIN GREENE, organist at the Isis theatre in
Indianapolis, has been transferred to the Alhambra theatre to
succeed Professor Crane, who played the organ there ever
since the erection of the theatre. Both the Isis and Alhambra
are operated by Barton and Olson, proprietors of the Central
Amusement Company.
J. I. SCHNITZER, central states manager for the Universal
Film Exchanges, Inc., left Indianapolis last night for Cleveland, where he will hold a meeting of the state managers.
The question of how to help the exhibitor recuperate his
losses of the last three months during the raging of the " flu "
epidemic will be the biggest problem the managers will have
to discuss, according to Mr. Schnitzer.
THE CRYSTAL THEATRE at Portland, Ind., under the
management of W. Walter Swheir, is no longer a jitney
house. Admission prices have been raised to 10 and 15 cents-.
CHARLES KOCH, owner of the Best and Apollo theatres in
Indianapolis, has disposed of his interests in the Apollo to
Max Patton. This house is located at Southeast and McCarty
streets.
THE COLONIAL THEATRE, Indianapolis, a first-run
house under the management of Bingham and Cohen, has
bought the series rights of the Mrs. Chaplin pictures from
the Universal.
i
A. C. KOHTZ, of Houston, is the latest salesman to join the
staff of the World Film Indianapolis office. He will not go
on the road for two or three weeks.
J. G. CONNER, Indiana representative for the Division of
Films, Committee on Public Information, will sever his government connections this week. He has not made public his
plans. Mr. Conner, who made his office with the World
Film Corporation in Indianapolis, was for more than four
years and a half in charge of the Indianapolis office of the
Mutual Film Corporation, and during that time made scores
of friends among exhibitors in the state. He was instrumental
in organizing the Film Exchange Managers Branch of the
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Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce, and until his connection
with Government activities, headed the organization as
chairman.
C. M. SPRAY, of Bluffton, Indiana, has taken over the Bluffton Opera House, formerly operated under the management
of the Gayety Theatre Company of that city. Mr. Spray will
change the policy of the house and put in vaudeville and
high-class feature pictures and serials.
ACCORDING to H. M. White, manager of the Indianapolis
office of the World, the World has booked " America's
Answer " solid in Indiana. Bookings have been begun by
this office on " Under Four Flags."
THE Indianapolis office of the Fox Film Corporation has sold
the Annette Kellermann feature, " Queen of the Sea," to the
Circle theatre for the week of Decembr 29. S. Barret McCormick, managing director of the Circle, is planning an extensive setting to accompany this picture.
THE COLONIAL and Regent theatres will show "The
Prussian Cur " this next week.
J. D. GRAINGER, district manager for the Fox Film Corporation, who visited Indianapolis this last week, declared
that the business conditions in Indianapolis were phenomenal,
and because of this fact Indianapolis was standing out on
the theatrical map. He said that conditions in other cities
the size of Indianapolis were not to be compared with the
business done in the Hoosier capital city.

Late

News

of Fon

du Lac

WHILE the " flu " ban has not been put on again in Fond du
Lac, it might as well be, in the opinion of Manager Smith of the
Bijou. Mr. Smith declares that there has been no improvement in business of late, in fact, the anxiety about the " flu " has
hit the moving picture houses a hard blow. Right now at
holiday times when the people are thinking more about Christmas shopping than pictures the moving picture houses expect
to suffer loss of patronage, but the 1918 holiday season is setting a new record in the way of a low ebb. As a result, the
moving picture managers are, for the most part, just marking
time, waiting for a rift in the clouds.
MANAGER VOLLERT of the Idea, is usually an optimist.
Today he is in a quandary as to whether he should continue
such or not. The Idea in normal times has a steady patronage and there is no red ink on the balance sheet. The " flu "
however, ac-cording to Manager Vollert, has hit the Idea along
with the rest of the motion picture houses, conditions having
been going from bad to worse. On the theory that the darkest
hour is the one just preceding day the managers of the Fond
du Lac moving picture houses are hoping that the light is
about to appear.
"THE motion picture houses are the healthiest places in Fond
du Lac," declared Manager Wm. E. Ainsworth of the Orpheum.
"Just to prove it," he continued, "I checked over the staff
and working forces in all of them and what do you think I
found? Not a case of " flu." With the rest of the city in a state
of anxiety and suspense, with everybody chary about attending
picture shows, not a member of our organization has fallen
victim of this disease. Pretty clean slate for the picture
houses, I'll say."
MILDRED HARRIS (Mrs. Charley Chaplin) in "Borrowed
Clothes" drew only ordinary business at the Orpheum Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Dec. 12, 13 and 14, due to " flu " conditions. Those who saw the picture voted it better than "For
Husbands Only" which did an enormous business at the same
house a few weeks ago.
MANAGER Ainsworth has booked Mary Pickford in "Amarilly of Clothesline Alley" for the Orpheum Christmas week.
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of Springfield

THE SAVOY runs along doing a money-making business
every day, which tickles Louis Kerasotes very much. On
Sunday, December 15, the Savoy had " A Fight For Millions,"
a two-reel Helen Gibson feature, and an L-Ko comedy; Monday, "The Triumph of the Weak," with Alice Joyce; Tuesday,
"A Modern Lorelei"; Wednesday, thirteenth episode of "The
Brass Bullet" and other features; Thursday, Fritzi Brunette
in "Playthings"; Friday, fifth chapter of "The Iron Test"
and two features; Saturday, "A Slacker's Heart."
"TOO FAT TO FIGHT," Goldwyn-Rex Beach production,
came to the Gaiety Sunday, December 22, for three days. Mrs.
Charlie Chaplin came on Christmas Day for four days in her
latest Jewel, " Borrowed Clothes." This was Miss Harris's,
or rather Mrs. Chaplin's first appearance at the Gaiety since
becoming a star. On the previous Christmas Day she was
seen in " The Cold Deck " with W. S. Hart, playing a minor
role, which shows how quickly stars can climb in the films.
EDDIE POLO continues a prime favorite in this city, drawing heavily at the Royal on Sunday, December 15, with the
second chapter of " The Lure of the Circus." " The Yellow
Dog " was the attraction on December 16 and 17; on December
19 " Find the Woman," a Vitagraph; December 20, " A Hoosier
Romance"; December 21, Jane and Katherine Lee in "Doing
Their Bit," a Fox play. On Saturday, December 22, the Royal
had another special Jewel feature scheduled.
THE LYRIC has not yet renewed its contract with Select
pictures. Ed Maisel planned a great treat for his patrons
Christmas. Asked what he has in store, Ed only smiled and
said it will be something good and worth while.
HARRY LOPER did so well with "Cleopatra" on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, December 12, 13 and 14, that he
secured permission to hold it over for Sunday and Monday,
figuring that he could do more with it than his regular show.
His contention proved correct, for the two extra days were
also profitable. " Cleopatra " was shown in this city at the
Chatterton last winter during the big blizzard and zero
weather, and was only fairly attended. The prices were also
high. As the great majority of picture fans had not seen the
spectacle, and had heard a lot about it, they pushed the turnstiles at the Lyric around in a lively manner. The picture
sidetracked for the extra days on " Cleopatra " was " Caught
in the Act," with Peggy Hyland. Alice Joyce in " To the
Highest Bidder " was the Lyric attraction on December 15
and 16.Bara.
Following this was " When a Woman Sins," with
Theda
WALLACE REID in " Too Many Millions," a Strand comedy
and Bray Pictograph, came to the Vaudette, December 19,
20 and 21. Dorothy Gish followed for four days in " The
Hope Chest."
THE influenza situation appears to be clearing up rapidly in
Springfield and there seems no chance to put the ban on the
second time. At this writing Peoria is still closed. Another
thing that is going to help the showmen in the city is the
ending of the interurban strike, which was in effect for eleven
days, and cost this city a barrel of money.
GUS KERASOTES admitted all soldiers and sailors in uniform free to the Royal during the engagement of " The
Yellow Dog."
THE CAPITOL is running along nicely, doing splendidly
with " Hands Up " every Sunday, and making money with
Triangle, Goldwyn, Select and special features. " The Lightning Raiders," new Pathe serial, will have its first showing
at the Capitol on January 5.
BEN ROVIN, of the Amuse-U, says he pins his faith on
William Farnum always.
On Sunday, December 15, the
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Amuse-U had " A Soldier's Oath " with popular bill, and
Ben cleaned up. Other Farnum pictures booked are " The
Conqueror," " The Heart of a Lion," " The Bondman," and
" Rough and Ready." Theda Bara pictures coming to the
Amuse-U include "The Two Orphans" and "The Clemenceau Case." Manager Rovin announces that he will show
" The Zeppelin's Last Raid " very shortly.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS came within an ace of breaking
the Gaiety box-office record with " Arizona," on Sunday, December 15. The high mark was made by Fairbanks and
Chaplin last summer, and last Sunday's figures were the closest
to come to the banner day. " Arizona " made a hit with
Gaiety patrons, it being a departure from his usual line of
work. " Sleuths," a corking good Sennett comedy, was also
on the bill. For the last half of the week, December 19-21,
the Gaiety has Madge Kennedy in " A Perfect Lady," and
" Rough on Husbands," an L-Ko comedy.
CHARLES RAY had in "String Beans" the best play since
" The Pinch Hitter." At least that was the opinion of the
crowds which attended the Vaudette for four days, starting
December 15. Folks here like to see him in "rube" parts,
and enjoy his acting immensely. With a Fatty Arbuckle
comedy and Burton Holmes Travelogue, the Vaudette had an
excellent bill, and did well thereby.
GUS KERASOTES has had a run of hard luck at the Royal
lately. " Crashing Through to Berlin " fell down badly, and
Gus lost money on it. Folks do not want war pictures now,
at least the last few war pictures shown here were very poorly
attended.
MISS NELLIE BROWNE DUFF, special feature writer on
The Illinois State Journal, is leaving this city the last week
of December to try her fortunes in the film world. Miss Duff
was for some time on the staff of the Vitagraph company, and
wrote other numerous scenarios for Selig. The young lady
expects to go to California. Miss Duff will undoubtedly make
good on the coast, for she has unusual ability, and understands the art of photoplay writing thoroughly. Her latest
story will be published in the February number of Cosmopolitan.
THE GAIETY had a whale of a week with W. S. Hart in
" Branding Broadway " and Charlie Chaplin in " Shoulder
Arms," the first four days, and Geraldine Farrar in " The Hell
Cat " and " Choose Your Exit," a Fox comedy, for the last
half.
DORA

RODRIGUEZ, a pretty miss who has been with Universal for some time, made a personal appearance at the
Vaudette on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, December 12, 13
and 14. The bill for the same three days was " The Way of
a Man With a Maid," featuring Bryant Washburn and Wanda
Hawley, and the usual Strand comedy and Pictograph.
MANAGER WATTS, of the Vaudette, has booked "The
Surrender of the German Fleet," a Jewel special for Thursday.
Friday and Saturday, December 19, 20 and 21.
NAZIMOVA enjoyed four days of fine patronage at the
Princess in " Eye For Eye." For the last half of the same
week Elaine Hammerstein in " Her Man " was the attraction.
FRANK KEENAN in "The Bells" is playing a three-day
engagement at the Princess, December 15, 16 and 17. " Why
I18 Would
Marry," a Fox special, will come on December
for twoNotdays.
DR. B. L. RENFRO has sold the Empress theatre, the largest
and finest neighborhood house in Springfield, to Mr. Buer. of
St. Louis. It is understood that the new owner will make
extensive improvements immediately, the only fault with the
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playhouse being that at times it is not large enough to handle
the crowds. Dick Diamond, former owner, who sold it to Dr.
Renfro, is planning on returning to the film business and expects to make his plans known shortly.
ERNEST LANGE, for many years leader of the Majestic
theatre orchestra, but absent from this city since last summer,
has returned to his old position. Majestic patrons will find
this cause for rejoicement, for Lange is a wizard at conducting.
EARL

ENOS, local showman, has been helping at the Majestic box office during the absence of Miss Bessie Ware, who
is down with the " flu."
What

Detroit

Is Doing

THE MAJESTIC THEATRE, Detroit, has been leased by
Henry Guthard, one of the board of directors. Mr. Guthard,
it is announced, intends to operate it as a first-class house.
M. W. McGee, managing director, has been asked to remain
by Mr. Guthard but has not yet accepted.
THE REGENT THEATRE, under the direction of C. H.
Miles, which has been offering pictures exclusively, is to return
to vaudeville in two weeks. Feature films will be shown as an
added attraction, the program consisting of six acts of vaudeville and pictures. The Orpheum will be bopked in conjunction with the Regent by the Loew circuit, Mr. Miles controlling both houses.
MICHIGAN'S "flu" situation is exceedingly serious. The
state board of health has announced at Lansing that Spanish
influenza is considered an epidemic and the daily reports show
a constant increase of cases. Soldiers at the cantonment at
Battle Creek have been forbidden to visit the cities of Grand
Rapids, Jackson, Lansing, Flint, Kalamazoo, Saginaw and Bay
City until further notice. Theatres in about 15 cities in the
state are closed and a Red Cross survey shows many more
cases than have officially been reported. Detroit's health
officer says he can see no reason for closing the Detroit playhouses and if such an order is sent out from Lansing, legal
action will be taken in the courts, through injunction proceedings to prevent the houses being closed unless everything
else is closed down.
Fischer

a Live Wire

Manager

Who

" Gets

the Price"
PHOTOPLAY PRICES in Milwaukee are constantly on
the increase, and leading the procession in the way of
increased prices is the Alhambra Theatre, under the management of George Fischer. Only recently this house advanced
its prices to 25 cents, with the result that patronage increased.
Now, despite the fact that the flu ban is still on and that the
theatres are allowed to play but to 50 per cent of their capacity,
Manager Fischer announces that commencing Sunday he will
advance his admission prices to 22 cents and 33 cents, including
war tax.
The Alhambra's first real advance in admission price was
made shortly after the war tax went into effect. Taking the
bull by the horns, Mr. Fischer not only advanced his admission price, but unlike many other photoplay managers, instead
of apologizing for the war tax, boldly announced that the
admission fee was 17 cents, including the war tax in the price
of admission. This created quite a sensation in local film
circles, but resulted in increased business for the Alhambra.
" The public will pay any reasonable price for photoplays
as long as you deliver the goods," said Mr. Fischer in commenting on his most recent increase in price. " Too many
managers make the mistake of being afraid of their public
and apologizing for any increase that may be necessary, thereby making the public suspicious that the value of the entertainment does not warrant the increase. Your show is just
what you make it worth, and if you are charging a 10-cent
admission fee the public naturally figures you are giving them
a 10-cent show and no more."
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Aaron

J. Jones
Ralph
Xmas Makes
a Happy
One Kettering's

AARON J. JONES, in behalf of his firm, Jones, Linick &
Schaeffer, has presented Ralph T. Kettering with a most
bounteous Christmas remembrance.
Kettering has been the general representative of the Jones,
Linick & Schaeffer organization, handling all their advertising
and publicity, covering their chain of moving picture and
vaudeville houses for the past six years, and to show the
appreciation of his firm, Mr. Jones presented him with an
increase of $1,300 per year in his salary — some Christmas,
Ralph!
That amount added to Mr. Kettering's present handsome remuneration makes the gentleman one of the highest salaried
men in the business.
In addition to his connection with Jones, Linick & Schaeffer,
Kettering has a handsome income from the outside, from plays
and sketches that are being used on the speaking stage all
over the country.
He has to his credit five full sized plays and over two hundred vaudeville sketches — Some Boy! Some Income! — and he
.deserves it all.
What

Racine

Is Doing

" EYE FOR EYE " is coming to the Rialto again, with the
great movie star Nazimova. Thousands of people were turned
away at the Rialto last week when this great production was
presented here last week, so the management got a return
engagement. It was first intended for the Palace, the other
Friedman owned house, but Mr. Blumberg feels confident that
he will have as much success this as last time.
RACINE talent was in evidence at this theatre the last time
" Eye for Eye " was shown here, when Caroline Parker delighted thousands of local fans with a real Egyptian dance
which she did for about five minutes between shows.
"ARIZONA," featuring Douglas Fairbanks, will also be shown
at the Rialto this week. Fairbanks has gained a wonderful
popularity with Racine fans, and the theatre that plays him is
always certain of getting a good attendance.
THE PALACE has reduced its admission prices. The afternoon and evening admission is again 10c. for adults and 5c.
for children, war tax excluded. The management is confident
that by todoing
a bigthemajority
the Rialto.
city's fans
be
enticed
attendthiseither
Palace orof the
Herbwill
Rawlinson will be seen here in " The Man Trap " this week.
THE RIALTO undoubtedly is offering the public the biggest
thing in filmdom. The large orchestra at this theatre, composed of ten master musicians will soon be increased by two
or three new members, making an orchestra of over a dozen
pieces. Manager Blumberg says, " In business, one must put
something in if he intends to get something out," and he has
therefore made this the policy of his house.
Galena

Opens After Ban December 15 to
Tremendous Business
THE influenza ban was lifted in Galena, 111., during the
week of December 15, and on Thursday, December 19th,
the Dreamland Theatre opened its doors.
To use the manager's own words, they " came back with
a smile, ready to welcome the picture hungry people with a
photoplay that was surely a winner, ' The Road Through the
Dark,' with Clara Kimball Young."
They started out with a fine program, and are keeping the
good work up by scheduling the following plays to be shown
before January 1st: " The Burden of Proof," with Marion
E>avies; "Sauce for the Goose," with Constance Talmadge;
"The City of Dim Faces," a Sessue Hayakawa offering;
"Friend Husband," starring Madge Kennedy; " Huck and
Tom," with Jack Pickford; " One Dollar Bid," with Jack Warren Kerrigan; "The Safety Curtain," featuring Norma Talmadge, and " Madam Jealousy,' with Pauline Frederick.
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IN BOOKING as a special added attraction the Kilty Band
of Canada for Christmas week at the Alhambra Theatre,
Manager George Fischer has inaugurated a new departure
in photoplay bookings that is being watched with a great
deal of interest by Middle West theatre owners.
This organization has played Milwaukee numerous times
previously, but always at $1 or $2 top and has a splendid
reputation among local music lovers.
Mr. Fischer expects not only to attract a big attendance
from photoplay fans, but from Milwaukee's music lovers. The
band will blend splendidly with the photoplay attractions.
This is said to be the first of a series of special offerings
of this sort that Manager Fischer has secured and which are
expected to make his theatre most popular with Milwaukee's
theatre going public.
The new scale of prices will be inaugurated Sunday, December 22, as a part of the Peace Christmas celebration. A
splendid show has been booked for this week, including the
famous Kilty Band from Canada, which has been added as a
special attraction to a program that contains Bryant Washburn in " Gypsy Trail " and Fatty Arbuckle in " The Sheriff."
EARL RICE, son of M. Rice, manager of the State Theatre,
and prior to his enlistment manager of the Magnate Theatre,
has returned from Waco, Texas, where he has been on duty
in the quartermaster's department.
" VIRTUOUS WIVES " opens a week's engagement at the
Alhambra Theatre January 12, its first Milwaukee run. Following this release the next Milwaukee release of the First
National Exhibitors will be Charlie Chaplin, in " Sunny Side,"
also slated for the Alhambra. According to Jack Fitzgerald,
manager of the First National Exhibitors, everything points
to a wonderful reception for this newest Chaplin.
WILLIAM A. ASCHMANN, manager of the Milwaukee branch
of Pathe, has long harbored the belief that the most advantageous thing that could happen in local film circles would
be to get motion picture men and newspaper people together
at some sort of a jollification, in order to promote a spirit of
fraternalism. In order to db this he invited scribes and film
men to a supper in the banquet hall of Charlie Toy's Chinese
restaurant Monday. When the bandbox movie house, the Toy,
closed on the first floor at 11 o'clock, the company trooped
in to see a pre-view of Gaby Deslys' " Infatuation."
STEALING A MARCH on less progressive exhibitors, Ralph
Wettstein, local manager of Paramount and Artcraft, who
books the Toy Theatre here, had motion pictures taken
of the recent White Elephant Sale. They are being shown
at the Toy and are getting over big with the prominent Milwaukee women who pushed the big patriotic affair to its
successful conclusion.
MAKING THE ROUNDS of the movie desks in Milwaukee
newspaper offices one day last week was W. H. Leahy, publicity manager for Anita Stewart productions. He arranged
a private showing of the star's " come-back " picture, " Virtuous Wives," which proved a riot with the movie critics
here. The showing was held at the Alhambra on December 13FRANK COOK, manager of the Princess, has contracted for
the first run of Goldwyn pictures, expecting to run two the
second week in January. Mabel Normand, in " Peck's Bad
Girl," will hold the screen there the first half of the week
with Madge Kennedy following in " A Perfect Lady," the last
half. Mr. Cook's resolve to book the Goldwyn program followed close on Samuel Goldfish's visit to Milwaukee.
JOHN KENT, for a year manager of Milwaukee's Mutual
exchange, has been transferred to the Cincinnati office of that
company. George Malone of Minneapolis succeeds Mr. Kent,
having already assumed his new duties. Mr. Kent left for
Ohio Wednesday.
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TOM SAXE, owner of the Alhambra and Princess theatres
and controller of the activities of the First National Exhibitors
in several states, is in New York attending a conference of the
organization.
A VISITOR received with open arms in Milwaukee's film
colony during the past week was Charles C. Perry, who was
mustered out of the service, ranking a captain. Before entering the service Mr. Perry was manager of the Strand Theatre,
coming from the New Garrick in St. Paul. After waking Milwaukee up to the fact that it had in the Strand a first-class
house, he assumed charge of the Buffalo Theatre at Camp
Upton, Long Island, later going to Camp Cody, Deming, New
Mexico, where he directed the activities of the Liberty Theatre.
Mr. Perry in the future will be located in Chicago.
HENRY P. DICKSON, the man who had the leading part
in the Triangle picture, " The Man That Made Good," came
into Milwaukee this week with his big burlesque review. He
says he prefers burlesque to motion pictures.
"Kiddies

Made

Happy"

FRED McQUIGG, the head of the Chicago American's movie
department, who originated the idea of " Go-to-Movie
Week " at this time of the year in Chicago, added a three-day
frolic for the kiddies to his endeavors this year, and announced
that Thursday, Friday and Monday, December 26, 27 and 30,
of his Go-to-Movie Week, Christmas to New Year's, made by
the Chicago theatre managers the official days for giving
Christmas movie joy to thousands of youngsters from the city
homes and asylums.
On those days the fastest of the comedies, with Fatty,
Charlie and Teddy — the Sennett dog — were shown, and feature
pictures with Lila Lee, Marguerite Clark, Vivian Martin, Mary
Pickford and Mary Miles Minter for the girls, and Bill Hart
and Doug Fairbanks for the boys, were booked in honor of
the small guests of the days.
Ascher Bros.'s long string of theatres and Lubliner & Trinz's
chain of picture palaces are planning special entertainments
for the youngsters.
Film

Flashes

from

Flint

RAYMOND A. COOK, director of the orchestra in the
Palace theatre, vaudeville and pictures, for the last year and a
half and for several seasons previous in the same capacity in
other Flint theatres controlled by Col. W. S.- Butterfield, has
transferred his activities to the Orpheum theatre where almost
the entire orchestra from the Palace has been engaged as a
permanent attraction, it is understood. Manager Garfield is
featuring the orchestra of six pieces very strong in his
advertising.
"THE WOMAN THE GERMANS SHOT" was held over
from an advertised run of three days for two additional days
at the Palace theatre during the week of December 9. The
theatre played to big business all during the extended
engagement.
SOME excellent advertising was obtained by Manager Frank
H. Butterfield of the Palace for the showing of Charlie Chaplin's "Shoulder Arms " during the four days beginning December 22. Manager Butterfield secured a window in a large
department store building in the heart of the business district
that was being remodeled after a fire. In this window he
placed a life-sized figure of Chaplin as the doughboy, making
the figure from a three-sheet poster which he cut out and
mounted on beaverboard with an easel to make it stand erect.
This figure was draped with all sorts of kitchen tinware, a
large mouse-trap and many of the contraptions which are a
part of Charlie's trench equipment in " Shoulder Arms." This,
coupled with an announcement on a one-sheet card of the reopening of the Palace after the recent fire attracted the attention of hundreds passing the store during the week previous
to the opening of the attraction at the Palace.
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Ince

Celebrates

Xmas

THOMAS H. INCE, the famous moving picture producer,
enters another epoch of his career Christmas when he and
his companies will occupy the new $250,000 studio just completed at Culver City.
It is just eighteen months since Mr. Ince severed his connection with the Triangle Film Corporation and bade farewell
to Culver City for temporary working quarters at the old Biograph studio in Los Angeles. During his occupancy of these
temporary quarters he has made some very notable successes
of the screen, and during that period he' has been working
under a severe handicap.
Mr. Ince's producing record during the past eighteen months
follows:
Charles Ray Pictures—" The Son of His Father," " His
Mother's Boy," "The Hired Man," "The Family Skeleton,"
" His Own Home Town," "Playing the Game," "The Law of
the North," "The Claws of the Hun," "A Nine O'Clock
Town," " String Beans," " The Sheriff's Son," " The Girl
Dodger," " Greased Lightning," " The Busher."
Dorothy Dalton Pictures — " The Price Mark," " Love Letters," "Flare-Up Sal," "Love Me," "Tyrant Fear," "The
Mating of Marcella," " The Kaiser's Shadow," " Green Eyes,"
Vive La France," " Hard Boiled," " Extravagance," " The Accursed Town."
Enid Bennett Pictures — " Keys of the Righteous," " Naughty,
Naughty," " The Biggest Show on Earth," " The Desert Wooing," "The Vamp," "The Marriage Ring," "When Do We
Eat? " " Fuss and Feathers," " Coals of Fire," " Happy Though
Married," " Partners Three," " Nemesis."
Specials — All-star cast in " The Midnight Patrol " and Henry
Walthall in "False Faces."
The new studio at Culver City is the last word in convenience and equipment. It has a large capacity. Back in a
modern picture home, Mr. Ince assures the public an output
of pictures that will set a new standard for patrons of the
screen.
..Thomas H. Ince, the noted producer of motion pictures,
photographed the wives and sweethearts of Los Angeles soldiers Sunday, December 8, and the film will be rushed abroad
to show the men over there that their loved ones at home rejoice in their victory and are anxiously awaiting their return.
Previously Mr. Ince photographed " Miles of Smiles " at San
Diego, San Francisco and other cities.
Enid Bennett has completed work on " Partner.s Three " at
H

With

New

Studio

the Thomas H. Ince studios and has started work on a picture
the story of which was written by John Lynch. The working
title is " Nemesis." It is being directed by Fred Niblo, under
the supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
A remarkable illustration of the art in juggling lights will
be seen in " The Busher," a photoplay on which Charles Ray
is now working. One scene in this shows an old-fashioned
basket social, during which the baskets were sold while the
silhouette of the owner was thrown on a large white screen,
the figure being on the opposite side of the sheet. The photography shows the bidders as they vie for the honor of having
the woman on the other side as a partner. Of course the
humor of the situation is that the hero, Charles Ray, gets
fooled by a big hair ribbon.
Dorothy Dalton is hard at work on " The Accursed Town,"
a story by C. Gardner Sullivan, which promises to be one of
the most remarkable pictures presented for many months by
Thomas H. Ince. It is a highly dramatic story and Miss Dalton has been surrounded by a remarkable cast, including Tully
Marshall, Thomas Holding, Joseph Swickhart and many others.
Some remarkable types will also be seen in some of the
Western scenes.
" The Accursed Town," a Thomas H. Ince photoplay now
being filmed with Dorothy Dalton in the principal part, will
have an historic value to film people. An entire village has
been built at Inceville, the producer's first plant on the coast.
This will be destroyed by fire for a big scene. Other scenes
are being taken at the old Biograph Studio in Los Angeles,
temporary quarters, and still other scenes at the latest Ince
studio at Culver City, just being completed at a cost of $250,000.
The constant reminder of what science has done for the
story telling art has worked its way under the skin of Charles
Ray, the Thomas H. Ince wonder boy. He therefore has
championed the cause of the writer and insists that the story
teller has done more for science than science has done for the
story teller.
Kale-Alta

Now

Becomes

Alta Co.

THE successful slide company at San Francisco, conducted
by B. O. Youngman, and heretofore known as the KaleAlta Slide Company, is in the future to be known as the Alta
Slide Company. This company has just completed a number
of important orders and is famed for rapid service.
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Theatres

CARL RAY, manager of the Garden theatre, formerly Miller's,
announted this week that Theda Bara in " When a Woman
Sins " had had a successful run of two weeks at his theatre.
SAMUEL WESLEY, salesman for the M. and R. features,
is a victim of influenza this week. He is expected to be out
again within a few days, however.
GUY GUNDERSON, in charge of the Kleine office, which
was recently removed to the General Film offices, has been
ill this week with influenza. J. A. Quinn, Kleine booker, is
also ill with influenza.
THE WILLIAM FOX SUPERPICTURE, "The Queen of
the Sea," starring Annette Kellerman, will be shown at the
Kinema theatre Christmas week, beginning December 22.
Elaborate preparations for putting the picture over in a big
way are being made, according to Branch Manager M. A.
Walsh of the Fox exchange. Tom Mix and his newest production, Fame
"
and Fortune," will be the attraction at the
Kinema theatre next week. Mr. Mix will make personal
appearances.
DAVID BERSHON, Universal branch manager, this week
explained why in his opinion Universal specials and Bluebird
subjects are playing to unusual business, although many theatres with well-known stars on their programs have reported
business below normal. " It's the titles, the nature of our
stories and the general appeal of the subject," Mr. Bershon
said. " Under the present conditions the exhibitor must have
productions that have big advertising possibilities. Stories of
timely and unusual value are now proving great drawing cards.
Stories of the usual standard during normal times got the
business, but it takes more than an ordinary story to do if now.
Universal specials and Bluebirds lend themselves easily to a
good advertising campaign, and because of the high class of
the stories, the thrill of their titles, the exhibitors seem to be
more successful in playing productions of this kind than in
playing a big star."
W. J. QUINN, Universal salesman, visited a number of California coast cities this week and returned with seventeen new
contracts in his pocket. Branch Manager David Bershon said
that under the circumstances it was a good week's work.
DAVID BERSHON, branch manager of Universal, received
a wire this week from General Salesmanager Burman, of the
Jewel Productions office in New York, that special ,prints of
the " Universal scoop " on the surrender of the German fleet
were being rushed from Chicago to Los Angeles by special
messenger. Mr. Burman said in his telegram that Universal
hoped to get this big news feature on the screens of the country at least one week ahead of any other news release in the
United States.
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THE METRO PICTURE, "Pals First," in which the lat
Harold Lockwood is the star, played to capacity business las
week at Clune's Broadway theatre, according to a report mad
by the theatre management to Metro's branch manager, A. B
Lamb. " The unusual attendance coming at a time when thi
theatres were reporting a business below normal, was a fin>
tribute to the popularity of the late star," Mr. Lamb said.
ROY L. TURNER, for three years with Metro and durin(
the last year a' special salesman, has been made manager o
the Mutual Exhibitors' Booking Corporation in the Los An
geles territory, which corporation will control Mutual affiliate<
releases in this section. He was selected from four applicants
it is said. Branch Manager A. B. Lamb, of Metro, paid a higl
tribute to Mr. Turner's ability and predicts that he will b
eminently successful in his new position.
W. W. WHITSON, proprietor of the Plaza theatre at Sai
Diego, was a visitor in Los Angeles this week. He told o
the experiences that have fallen to San Diego theatre owner
during the past few weeks as a result of influenza. San Dieg<
closed completely for four days last week, and when the re
opening order was issued it was accompanied by another orde
that everybody appearing on the streets or in public shoul<
wear masks. Mr. Whitson says the latter order is being en
forced to the letter.
J. G. KNAPP, proprietor of the Temple theatre at San Ber
nardino, this week purchased the Strand theatre at San Ber
nardino from Mrs. Ethel H. Curtis, according to word receivd
by various managers on film row. The Strand is one of th
leading houses of San Bernardino.
L. WINGHAM, Los Angeles salesman for Mutual, has bee:
made branch manager of the Mutual exchange at Portlanc
He left this week for his new post of duty. His promotion wa
fully merited, according to the tribute paid to his service
and efficiency with the Mutual exchange by Branch Manage
A. B. Patton. His successor has not as yet been selected.
THE FIRST PRINTS of Martin Johnson's "Cannibals o
the South Seas " arrived at the Los Angeles Mutual exchang
this week. A preview of the subject will be given next weel
It has not been determined what theatre will get the first nr.
of these remarkable pictures in Los Angeles, Branch Manage
Patton said.
JAMES COOK, an exhibitor of El Centro, Cal., was again
visitor in Los Angeles this week.
THE LAUGHLIN THEATRE at Long Beach has booke
Goldwyn's " Laughing Bill Hyde " for a ten days' run, accord
ing to announcement by Branch Manager Ben Fish.

EARL SINKS, Universal salesman, went to Arizona last week
and this week he kept the Los Angeles, exchange busy filling
Arizona contracts. Branch Manager David Bershon estimates
that while 40 per cent of the theatres in Arizona are still
closed that Universal is doing at least 80 per cent of its normal
business in that territory.

THE MORENCI CLUB, of Morenci, Ariz., recently gav
a private showing of the Goldwyn picture, " Joan of PlattJ
burg." The picture made such a hit with the club that Man
ager Martin has rebooked the picture. The letter praisin
the subject was received this week by Branch Manager Be
Fish.

DWIGHT HILL, booker at the Metro
week made salesmanager of the exchange
Turner, who was made manager of the
Booking Corporation for the Los Angeles
is one of the best known bookers in this

HARVEY GAUSMAN, Goldwyn special salesman, this wee
visited various California coast cities, including Santa Barbar;
San Louis Obispo and San Diego, reporting an excellen
business.

exchange, was this
to succeed Roy L.
Exhibitors' Mutual
territory. Mr. Hill
territory.
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What

Butte

Film

Men

Are Doing

GIL HEYFRON, for years heavily interested in the Missoula
Amusement Company, controlling all the theatres in that city,
has disposed of his stock and plans locating elsewhere in the
state in the show business. Mr. Heyfron is now on the coast.
Gil proved his managerial ability, being a live wire and awake
to every development in the film world and theatre game.
BEN F. COLLIER has resigned as manager of the Babcock
at Billings and has a responsible job with the United Picture
Theatre Corporation, recently organized to apply a new principle in the film game. Mr. Collier reports many leading
Montana theatres taking a favorable view of the new plan
and becoming members of the corporation. A private showing to showmen of " The Light of Western Stars," with Dustin Farnum in the leading role, was given in Butte this week.
F. O. BOEDECKER, proprietor of the Lyric theatre, Bozeman, was in Butte on business the past week.
HENRY THOMAS is the new manager of the Bijou, Isis and
Empress theatres in Missoula, houses owned by the Missoula
Amusement Company. Mr. Thomas recently purchased the
interests of Gilbert Heyfron. He is one of the substantial
citizens of the university city.
GEORGE BOURKE of the Universal Film Exchange, Butte,
ihas received the 1,000-foot film showing the surrender of the
jgreat German high seas fleet. The first house in the state to
show it was the American, Butte.
—
IN THE OPINION of Mr. .Bourke the entire state will be
open by the first of the year. Influenza is showing improvement all over Montana. In Butte the record this week went
as low as eight new cases in a day.
jALTHOUGH the American theatre was " dark " the management has of late been lighting up its large electric sign. Under
the name of the theatre, in bright, red electric letters, appear
the words, "Germ proof; ventilated." Manager of Publicity
Raliegh has taken a lead in impressing on the public his
theory that a well ventilated and thoroughly fumigated show
ihouse is as healthy and sanitary as the great outdoors.
MANAGER E. MARSHALL TAYLOR of the Ansonia has
been attracting the attention of the public the past few days
by brightly lighting up the lobby and front of the theatre.
In fact the outward signs were all in one direction — a show
must be going on within. However, on nearing the lobby
ne's eyes quickly glimpsed a neat sign and a cordial invitaion as follows, " Step in the lobby and look at the pictures."
On both sides of the spacious lobby are dozens of pictures
advertising Goldwyn features just booked for the Ansonia.
^arge portraits of Mae Marsh, Pauline Frederick, Tom Moore,
Madge Kennedy, Geraldine Farrar and Mabel Normand appear.
The idea costs a little electric light, but is certainly impressing
on Butte show goers that Goldwyn stars and plays will soon
appear at the Ansonia and that the manager has not gone fishing and given up all hope of ever again entertaining the Butte
oublic.
WHILE theatres and cabarets were closed in Butte there was
Dne form of amusement that was " mopping up " and which
lad not brought down upon its head the displeasure of the
lealth authorities. It was ice skating. The big rink here is
he Holland, owned and managed by Jim Byrne, widely known
is Butte's " ice king." Starting Dec. 16, Mr. Byrne put on
in ice carnival with band music every night. Thousands of
irtists on the steels attended and the event proved the big
uccess of the history of ice rinks in the Montana metropolis.
Byrne knows how to run his outdoor amusement emporium
ind the public has shown its appreciation by liberal patronage,
-lowever,
with bethecutopening
vill of course
down- of theatres, attendance at the rink
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R. R. NAVE, manager of the Triangle office in Seattle, has
been receiving compliments from his friends on Film Row.
The reason for these compliments are the manner in which
he has been conducting his office. Three members of the
force became sick at the same time, but there was no hitch
in the conduct of the business. Nave did the " 3 in 1 " act,
with the assistance of Mr. Tracy and Miss C. Olness.
MANAGER MORAN of the Rialto, Tfcedford, Ore., was a
recent visitor on Film Row.
THE MANAGER who will be in the Seattle and Northwest
Select office after Manager Hicks has been sent to Ohio has
not been announced to date.
OWING to the " flu " epidemic that has re-closed 40 per cent
of the Northwest territory, many of the exchanges on Film
Row now have called in their salesmen. Jack Lannon, of the
Greater Features Company, however, has put two more out.
They are Lieut. Ben Shearer, who before enlisting as a private
was selling machines for the Rialto Theatre Supply Co., of
Minneapolis, Minn., and Mr. Frank Burgett, a well known film
salesman who three years ago handled " Where Are My Children " for Paramount.
D. B. LEDERMAN, a special representative of the Universal
Film Co., has been in Seattle superintending a new system in
the Seattle office, which he recently installed through the U. S.
THE SURRENDER of the German fleet to the allies will
soon be shown on the screen, as the Universal camera happened to be there at the time of surrender. This will be a
Jewel production. King George, Admirals Beatty and Sims
and the German high seas fleet commander will all be in the
picture.
THE CLEMMER has done big business for one solid week
with Nazimova in " An Eye for an Eye." Carl Stearn, Northwest manager for Metro, who placed the picture, announces
that he has also placed it at the Liberty, Portland, Ore., and
that he is receiving many calls for the film.
A. B. CLELAND, Goldwyn representative, returned to Seattle
headquarters long enough to attend the now famous Goldwyn
luncheon given in honor of President Goldfish of the Goldwyn
corporation and Mr. Rothapfel of the Rialto and Rivoli of
New York.
A. H. HUOT, formerly booker for Select, has been appointed
Northwest manager for the Independent Sales Corporation
and the Film Clearing House. Mr. Huot has opened offices on
Film Row, 2012 Third avenue, Seattle. The first picture for
release is " Her Own Mind," starring Evelyn Nesbit, and the
second will be J. Stuart Blackton's " Life's Greatest Problem,"
starring Mitchell Lewis and Ruby De Remiere. The first big
feature which the Independent Sales Corporation will release,
and which did well on Broadway, New York, is " Wanted for
Murder." D. J. Chatkin is Pacific coast manager for these
corporations, with offices in San Francisco, Cal.
SEATTLE THEATRE MEN recently got together to see
how they could help amuse the soldiers who come over from
Camp Lewis- They inaugurated the " theatre privilege,"
which simply means that all a soldier need do is to go to one
of the service officers at the Soldiers' and Sailors' Club and
ask for a ticket to any of the following houses: The Clemmer,
Little Theatre, Colonial, Rex, Levy's Orpheum, Oak-, Palace
Hip, and Pantages. The uniform men thus have a wide range
of houses to choose from. The only requirement is that they
pay the war tax. No restrictions are reserved as to hours or
seating capacity at any one time in discrimination against the
soldier. The managers of the houses have been thanked by
the leaders in the community who are endeavoring to make
things pleasant for the men in uniform who come to Seattle.
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UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
Successor to California Film Exchange
DAVID BERSHON, MANAGER.
Distributors of Universal, Jewel and Lois Weber Productions, Blue Bird Photoplays, Century and
Lyons & Moran Comedies
822 S. OLIVE ST.
LOUIS HYMAN
Manager
ALL STAR FEATURE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
514 West Eighth Street

VITAGRAPH
Southern California and
Arizona
W. H. HEPBURN, Branch Manager
Knickerbocker Building
643 S. Olive Street

Used Theatre
WAN
TT AllTFH
1
Chair8j Motion
Picture Projectors, and everything pertaining to motion
pictures.
Buying from us
saves you 25 to 50 per cent.
MOVIE EMPORIUM
Caimy Brothers, 752 So. Olive St.

J. SLIPPER & COMPANY
PICTURE MACHINES
Simplex,
Motiograph,
Minusa
Screens Baird
Hertner Transverters
Theatre Supplies
728 So. Olive Street
Send for Catalog

"Flu" Goes and Strike Comes in Butte
TROUBLES of the showmen of Butte did not end with the
lifting of the epidemic shutdown on December 17. Instead
they seemed but to multiply. When the ban was lifted things
took on a roseate hue. But not to last long.
During the closedown the musicians demanded higher salaries. This was refused by the showmen, with the exception
of Manager Belmont *bf the Empress, where stock Holds forth.
On the day the ban was lifted for the second time. December
17, the Moving Picture Operators' Union declared a sympathetic strike to aid the musicians- That further complicated
matters for the theatremen who had determined to get along
without orchestra music in the event that the musicians stood
pat on their demand for higher pay.
During the afternoon but one picture house in the city was
running, the American, where Owner Frank T. Bailey stepped
into the booth, after peeling off his coat, and turned the crank.
Mr. Bailey ran a theatre in Butte when it was not at all una manager or owner to run his own projection'
machine ethical
at fortimes.
The entire trouble came to a head at a conference of owners,
managers,
and musicians
held atwere
5 o'clock.
Thea
outcome of operators
the conference
was that horns
locked for
fight to the finish. Neither side would give an inch.
So theatres opened with managers operating the picture machines and with no musicians, not even a lone pianist on the
job. All the non-organized help was on duty, however.
The Empress, Dick Sutton's house, acceded to the demands
of the musicians and is running as usual with stock. The
People's, where Hip vaudeville is booked, and the Pantages
house opened later in the week.
William S. Hart came with a smile, minus the music from
the pit, at the Rialto, appearing in " Branding Broadway."
There was a big jam when the doors opened at 7:30.
Constance Talmadge brought cheer in the delightful play
" Sauce for the Goose " at the American, where huge business
was recorded. At the Ansonia Mary MacLaren was seen in
her great picture, " Vanity Fair."
Influenza Has Spokane Worried
ONE Spokane theatre has announced its intention of closing
its doors within two weeks, and others are announcing
their intention to close unless the modified influenza ban is
lifted. Petitions have been circulated by a number of Spokane
business men, including theatre men, asking the board of health
to remove the influenza ban and substitute for it a quarantine
of all influenza cases. Under the modified influenza ban, theatres are permitted to run at half capacity, with every other
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row of seats barricaded, and to close between the hours of 5
and 6:30 to thoroughly ventilate their houses. Manager C. E.
Stilwell of the Casino, Class A and Rex says he is losing money
every day and that unless definite information as to when they
will be allowed to show to full capacity is given the houses
will be closed.
The health board has announced that the ban will not be
lifted before January 6, and not then unless conditions warrant
This prohibits the motion picture houses and other theatres
running at full capacity Christmas, New Year's Eve and New
Year's Day, big nights under normal conditions. Obviously
this is the contingency feared
by the board of health. Every
effort has been made by the board throughout the influenza
epidemic to prevent the congregation of people in big crowds.
When apprised of the petitions, Dr. J. B. Anderson, health
officer, said they would have as much effect on him as watei
on a duck's back, and he had every intention of standing pat
so far as the ban is concerned.
Sheehan a Portland Visitor
TV/ INFIELD SHEEHAN, general manager of the Fox Film
W
Corporation, who is on a tour of the United States tfl
study the motion picture industry, was in Portland Wednesday.
Mr. Sheehan said that he found business in Portland in
better condition and more prosperous than any other city he
has yet visited.
" J. J. Parker of the Majestic, E. B. Armstrong of the
Strand and John A. Jennings of the Sunset are as progressive
managers as will be found in the United States," he said. " The
managers of other Portland houses are the equal in originality
of any I have found in the East."
Mr. Sheehan was in conference with Mr. Parker and Mr.
Armstrong about their programs for 1919. The Strand will
present many Western plays from the Fox corporation, among
them being pictures by Tom Mix, the newest and greatest
light in the Western screen drama.
L. C. WINGHAM, former manager of the Mutual Film Cor-*
poration at the Los Angeles office, is in Portland and in charge
of the Mutual exchange. H. H. Brownell, former manager of
the Portland office, has been promoted to the Seattle office. '
Theodore Johnson, formerly of the Mutual exchange in this
city, who has been with the Mutual exchange at Salt Lake
City, has returned to Portland after a year's absence-

Clemmer Booked Up Well Ahead
DR. HOWARD S. CLEMMER of the Clemmer theatre ha3 . |
bookings that will take Clemmer patrons up to the fourth
anniversary, February 22, 1919, with almost no holes in the i
dates. There are several relatively new stars in the lot and
many of the be3t of the recent special releases, including several Cecil B. De Mille offerings. Dates and bookings are as
follows: December 22, Constance Talmadge in " The Shuttle;"
December 25, Wallace Reid in " The Man from Funeral
Range;" December 29, Ethel Clayton in "Women's Weapons;" January 1, Cecil B. De Mille's "Till I Come Back to
You:" January 5, Vivian Martin in "Miranda Smiles:" January 8, Private Peat in " Private Peat; " January 11, Marguerite
Clark in "Uncle Tom's Cabin;" January 15, Dorothy Gish in
"The Hope Chest;" January 19, Ethel Clayton in "The Mystery Girl; " January 22, open; February 1, Marguerite Clark in
"Little Miss Hoover;" February 22, D. W. Griffith's "Romance of Happy Valley."
Paramount

in Five Downtown

L. A. Houses

HARRY BALLANCE, branch manager of the ParamountArtcraft exchange in Los Angeles, announced this week
with much gratification and many smiles that the ParamountArtcraft program will be represented in no fewer than five
downtown theatres during the week beginning December 22.
The program consists of the following: Clune's Auditorium.
D. W. Griffith's "The Greatest Thing in Life;" Kinema. Enid
Bennett in "When Do We Eat;" Grauman's, Lila Lee in
" Such a Little Pirate; " California, Douglas Fairbanks in
"Arizona;" Clune's Broadway, Wallace Reid in "The Man
from Funeral Ridge;" Marguerite Clark in "Out of a Clear
Sky," at the Palace.
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PROMISE that the Tivoli theatre, San Francisco, will expand
its present popularity in a new managerial policy, is made by
Fred Dahnken, president of the T. & D. circuit of picture
theatres of which the Tivoli is the center. Two important
items in the plans contemplated have just been announced by
Dahnken. He has signed up Uda Waldrop, one of the most
noted of the Pacific coast musicians, who has just returned
from New York, where he maintained his reputation as a
musical and artistic genius.
During the brief stay of Messrs. Goldfish and Rothapfel
Mr. Dahnken consulted with the two magnates on the plans
under contemplation for the radical reconstruction of the interior of the Tivoli for the purpose of better, more commodious
and more luxurious entertainment of motion picture patrons.
A new lighting scheme will also be installed. It is from
one of Mr. Rathapfel's theatres, the Rivoli, that Ura Waldrop
was secured and where he was featured as the organist. He
will now be featured as the Tivoli organist and will perform
on the Robert-Morton type of organ which was installed in
that house by the American Photo Player Co. Waldrop was
one of the soloists on the great exposition organ at the Panama
Pacific exposition, and he was also an honored guest organist
at the San Diego exposition.
INSTRUCTIONS IN GARDENING shown by motion picture are now ready to be distributed to the schools of California by the University Extension Division. " Making of the
Home Gardens " is the title of the film in four parts. Eleven
reels of 750 feet each are used in the work. The developing,
printing and all laboratory work on these films was done by
the Duhem Motion Picture Manufacturing Co. This company
is making additions to its plants of several new machines for
exclusive laboratory work, and is now one of the best equipped
places of its kind in the city.
THE SHADOW OF INFLUENZA is again hanging over the
heads of the exhibitors and exchange men of this section. The
proposition of re-enacting the mask law in this city is taking
form and it is expected that next Thursday, December 19,
that the supervisors will agree to pass the law again. As it
will take five days before the law becomes mandatory this
will give the business men a chance to conclude their Christmas trade unhampered. It is not anticipated that the theatres
of this city will be closed again, but the enforced wearing of
masks will have a serious effect upon attendance- In some
sections of the state local authorities are again closing the
theatres. The most serious case of this kind so far reported
is Fresno, where all theatres were closed on December 17.
Some smaller places have also closed their show houses.
WINNIE SHEEHAN, general manager of Fox Film Corpo»ation, was a visitor to San Francisco this week. He reports
that the company has on hand a number of superior pictures
for release next year. Mr. Sheehan came to San Francisco
from 'the Northwest and went thence to Los Angeles. He will
return east by way of Texas, New Orleans, Atlanta and Washington, and expects to sail for Europe from New York on
January 20.
HARRY OASTLER and his wife, of the American theatre,
Winnemucca, Nevada, is in San Francisco for the holidays.
RUTH J. KEELER, several years cashier for the George
Kleine
System, Film
has succeeded
Miss Josie O'Connell as cashier
of
trie General
Co.
JOHN MORPHET, auditor of the General Film Co., who has
been visiting San Francisco, left this week for Los Angeles,
from which city he returns to his home by way of Dallas, Tex.
ED REDLICH, formerly with the Metro at Seattle, has become associated with the Fox in San Francisco.
PETE HANLON, manager of the Strand theatre at Mare
Island, was in San Francisco this week.
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EARLY THIS WEEK Bruce Johnson of the T. & D. circuit
was laid up with a severe cold. So far it is believed that he
has not been stricken with influenza.
C. C. KAUFMANN of Colusa was a visitor to film row this
week. Mr. Kaufmann lias been building a new house in Colusa
to be called the Gem. He reports that good progress has
been made in the building and that he expects to open the new
theatre about the second week in January.
Promotion of Newton Levi
NEWTON E. LEVI, who for the past two years has been
branch manager of the Mutual Film Corporation, now
known as the Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corporation, and
for two years previously connected with the company in another capacity, has just received notice that he has been promoted to the position of Western division manager, to succeed
J. H. Merrick, who goes to the home office in an executive
capacity.
The headquarters of the corporation have been previously at
Los Angeles, but as the division has been increased in size
to take in the territory from Denver west, Mr. Levi decided
to establish his headquarters in San Francisco. Besides the
branch office at San Francisco the new division manager now
has branches at Denver, Los Angeles, Seattle and Portland
under his jurisdiction.
Opening of Phoenix Strand an Event
A LARGE delegation of Los Angeles film exchange managers will go to Phoenix, Ariz., during Christmas week
to attend the opening of the new Strand theatre in Phoenix
under the management of Rickards and Nace. Aside from the
opening ceremonies a special luncheon will be provided for
the exchange men. The party from Los Angeles will be
headed by David Bershon, of the Universal exchange, and
Harry Ballance, of the Paramount-Artcraft exchange. Others
who are planning to make the trip are A. B. Lamb, Metro; T.
E. Hancock, World; A. R. P2tton, Mutual; W. E. Knotts, First
National Exhibitors; Ben Fish, Goldwyn; W. H. Hepburn,
Vitagraph; C. J. Marley, and B. E. Loper, Select.
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Los Angeles and Fresno; W. W. Beatty, Liberty theatre, San
WE. HICKS, owner of the Cabrillo Theatre, has cornJose; Samuel H. Levin, owner and manager of the Coliseum
• pleted the installation of a new organ which places the
house in the front rank on the Pacific coast. The Robert
theatre, and Joseph Bauer, of the Wigwam.
Mr. Rothapfel told the luncheon guests that San Francisco
Morton Company of Van Nuys, Cal., put in seven weeks —
has taken a lead during the past three years in improving
mainly
day the
workinstallation
during theofperiod^
of closing
" flu a"
scare — in
the organ.
Mr.during
Hicksthemade
motion picture presentations. " Do not adopt the policy ot
selection of pipes which he believed best suited to his house,
' giving the public what it wants,' " said Mr. Rothapfel.
and it can be said that the organ fits completely with the
" Neither you nor the public is apt to know what it wants.
acoustic properties of the Cabrillo.
Give the people, rather, what you think they want and make
them like it because of the artistic presentation and musical
The organ has 61 stops, about 40 of which afe on the musical
accompaniment. Establish a character to your theatre and the
side and the remainder regulate the traps and sound effects.
public will come to ,your entertainment rather than to the
The pipes are arranged on either side of the house, flanking
the screen, the tallest pipe being 22 feet.
manager who depends upon spasmodic sensational features-"
Mr. Goldwyn also spoke briefly. He declared that producers
A 3-h.p. motor is used to run the blower for the organ, and
and exhibitors are widely at variance. He said, however, that
connected with the motor is a generator for making the low
the domination of either will jeopardize the industry. He
voltage for the electrical contacts. Either the organ or the
photoplayer can be operated by roll from the pit or by hand
urged co-operation and mutual recognition of obstacles.
from a console, thus giving the house a double-header in the
matter of music. In case the regular organist may be off duty,
the relief, though not a pipe organ player, can still furnish
A Luncheon Also in Portland
music for the pictures. Generally the photoplayer is used for
SAMUEL GOLDWYN, president of the Goldwyn Picture
the comedy films and the pipe organ for the features. Through
Corporation, and Samuel Rothapfel, manager of the Rivoli
this double equipment a contrast in music is afforded.
and Rialto theatres of New York, were Portland visitors
Two Powers 6-B projectors have also been installed in the
Thursday, December 12th.
Cabrillo. A motor-driven ticket machine is another recent
A luncheon was given Thursday noon at the Benson Hotel
addition, this being built to order. Manager Hicks has always
in honor of them, at which a number of the most prominent
used the automatic machines in his ticket booths. Changes
exhibitors and film exchange men were presenthave been made in his lighting apparatus so that he has a dual
Mr. Goldwyn spoke informally, in which he urged that a
system for meeting any emergency.
closer bond of understanding should exist between the proA feature of the Cabrillo in which Manager Hicks especially
ducer and the exhibitor. He stated that the object of his visit
prides himself is the ventilating system which he installed
when he erected the building four years ago and which gives a to Portland and to the other cities which he has visited, is
to become acquainted with the exhibitors and to get their
complete change of air throughout the house every 46 seconds.
viewpoint on conditions.
This has been proven by tests made by the health department,
Among the motion picture men present at the luncheon were
and the system has been the subject of study by classes from
Ed Myrick, manager of the Columbia theatre; John Stille,
San Diego High School. The fresh air comes in at the ceiling
manager of People's and Star theatres; W. J. Parker, manager
and goes out at the floor, reversing the general idea of venof the Majestic theatre; Frank Lacey, assistant manager of
tilating. From tests it has been found that when the house
the Majestic; John Jennings, manager of the Sunset theatre;
is packed the air comes within one cubic centimeter of carbon
H. C. Stevens; G. T. Holtzclaw, manager of the Circle theatre;
dioxide td the 10,000 parts air of being as pure as the air on
the streets of San Diego, and San Diego claims, by reason of and Messrs. Graper, Warstock and Ayers, representing the
suburban houses. Out-of-town men present were Messrs.
its geographical location, to have as pure air as any city in the
world.
Goldwyn, Rothapfel, Bernardo and Brownell.
Manager Hicks believes he has established a record in the
line of launching young women of his staff upon matrimonial
careers, no less than eleven having become brides during the
San Diego News and Notes
five and a half years he has been located in San Diego, these
going mainly from his ticket booth, although he has lost one
or two organists through the work of Cupid.
Miss Betty Cheeley is his present chief organist, and she is ALL of the motion picture houses resumed business Tuesday,
an artist in her profession, being an expert pipe organist.
Dec. 10, with the exception of the Hillcrest, upon the raising
She gets wonderful effects by hand and even more wonderful
of the quarantine which had closed all places of amusement,
effects from the roll.
churches, schools and business houses, except those dispensing
E. A. Jonas, formerly chief electrician at the Cabrillo, who
necessities of life, for the previous week. A new ordinance
went into the" service of Uncle Sam during the draft, is exwas enacted by the city council Monday, taking effect at midpected to return to his post about the first of the year.
night and continuing for nine days, requiring universal wearing of gauze masks, but opening up all the places which haJ
been under the ban. Consequently the audiences at the various
houses since that time have shown seas of masked faces.
Around the Circuit with Goldwyn and
Every one has entered heartily into the enforcement of the
Rothapfel
ordinance in the hope of stamping out the influenza in time
for the holiday trade. The number of cases reported since
SAMUEL GOLDWYN, president of the Goldwyn Film Corporation and Samuel Rothap.fel, managing director of the the wearing of the mask became obligatory has steadily
Rialto and Rivoli theatres in New York, spent a short time in dropped daily.
San Francisco on the 14th instant. Mr. Goldwyn stopped over
here on his way to visit the new studio recently acquired in AFTER BEING CLOSED for some weeks, permission was
Los Angeles, while Mr. Rothapfel is accompanying him on a granted Dec. 12 for the Sunshine and Kearny theatres at Camp
pleasure trip. On invitation of G. C. Parsons, manager of the
Kearny to reopen, but the soldier patrons must wear masks.
Goldwyn San Francisco exchange, a select number of local
Soldiers visiting San Diego, however, from the camp are not
motion picture men met the two visitors at a luncheon at allowed to visit the city show houses.
Tait's cafe. Among those present, besides the guests of honor
and the host, were: M. L. Markowitz, owner, and Leo Wienber, manager, of the Strand theatre; C. W- Midgley, American
GROGG'S THEATRE at Bakersfield, Cal., has booked for an
theatre, Oakland; Bruce Johnson, T. & D. circuit, operating
early
showing " Romance of Tarzan." sequel to " Tarzan of the
Tivoli theatre; Oliver Kehrlein, Kinema theatres, Oakland,
Apes," a First National release.
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Doings

of Denver

Film

Men

THE

INFLUENZA SITUATION shows considerable improvement this week. Out of approximately 325 theatres ih
Denver territory, 85, or 38 per cent, are now open for business.
So far as patronage is concerned the business is coming back
slowly and it is very spotted. Curtis street houses in Denver
report business 60 per cent of normal, and New Mexico exhibitors report an average patronage of 50 to 60 per cent.
The latter average will hold good for all territory tributary
to Denver, except for the Black Hills district. Theatres in
South Dakota are practically all closed.
Conditions in northern Colorado and in Wyoming show but
little improvement. Cheyenne, Douglas and Lander are closed,
as is Greeley and Fort Collins. The following important points
in Colorado are open: Boulder, Pueblo, Colorado Springs,
Trinidad, Grand Junction, Montrose and Salida. Clovis and
Deming, both important New Mexico towns, are open. Many
houses in Nebraska have closed for the second or third time.
JOSEPH BARNETT and H. E. Sherman of the Barnett
Amusement Company at Albuquerque have been in Denver
several days this week visiting old friends and arranging new
service.
J. O. TAYLOR of the Gem theatre at Durango also visited
Denver exchanges this week.
THE PROPERTY of the Mountain and Plains Theatre Supply Company was sold to the highest cash bidder by the bankruptcy court in Denver a few days ago. The business will
open shortly under new management. For the reason that
the court has not formally confirmed the sale, no further announcement can be made until the next issue.
IRA C. FOSTER
Denver visitor.

of the Colonial theatre, Pueblo, was a recent

THOMAS WICKHAM has resigned as road salesman for
Pathe and has returned to his former home at Oklahoma City.
DENVER MANAGERS of film exchanges are co-operating,
as they have in connection with all war activities, with the Red
Cross in the distribution of slides which are being exhibited
in the interest of their Christmas roll call.
H. A. KYLER, the popular salesman for Supreme Photo Plays
Corporation, is out again after three weeks' serious illness.
He contracted influenza, which later developed into double
pneumonia. His life was despaired of for several days and
his friends are rejoicing in his recovery.
THE FIRST NATIONAL gave a trade showing at the Broadway theatre a few days ago of " Virtuous Wives," featuring
Anita Stewart. The picture was well received.
T. Y. HENRY of General extends the following Christmas
greeting: "Forgive us our Christmas as we forgive," etc..
SALINAS and Santa Cruz are playing a return date on the
" Spanish flu." The second engagement is not as popular as
the first one, however the theatres are closed again.
MANAGER FRANK VESLEY of the Brown, Salinas, installed in his theatre a new heating system, warm air being
blown into all parts of the theatre openings covered with
allied flags. A half dozen small fans placed facing the audience are causing much talk. These fans are covered with
artificial flowers hiding a floral cone filled every other day
with carnation perfume. When in operation all the flags wave
and the breeze everywhere is very pleasing.
MONTEREY, Pacific Grove, Hollister and Watsonville are
again wearing masks.
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ALL STAR FEATURES DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
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" THE CRUCIBLE OF LIFE "
" RAFFLES "
" BILLY WEST COMEDIES "
" GAUMONT NEWS " and " GRAPHIC "
" TIMELY TOPICS " from Literary Digest
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NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, Inc.,
Music Rolls Exchanged — Supplies of All Kinds
134 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California
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GEORGE KLEINE
SYSTEM
H. F. MOORE
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at
GENERAL FILM CO.
255 Golden Gate Avenue
BRECK PHOTOPLAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Distributors of
Simplex Projectors
Theatre Equipment and Supplies
NATIONAL CARBONS
98 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco

M. H. LEWIS

G*. A. METCALFE
Distributor

Branch Manager

POWER'S MACHINES
SPEER CARBONS
117 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, Cal.

Paramount- Artcraft

S. F. Film Clearing House in New Home
THE INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION and the
Film Clearing House, Inc., have moved into the quarters
formerly occupied by the George Kleine System, at 183 Golden
Gate Avenue.
It is reported that Sol Lesser, who will arrive home from
Washington and New York this week, will bring some important contracts for the control of exceptional pictures to b<r.
released during the early weeks of next year.
W. A.' Crank, who is one of the well-known film men of the
West, having held posts at all the important cities on the
coast, has been appointed manager of the Exhibitors Mutual
Distributing Corporation. Mr. Crank will come to San Francisco from Los Angeles, where he has recently been employed.
Sergeant Major Phil Weinstein, formerly booker for the
Metro Pictures Corporation, San Francisco, is now with the
Division Mail Department at the headquarters of the 40th
Division, American Expeditionary Forces in France. He
writes that he has received no intimation when he may expect
to be returned to his home.
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Directed by HARLEy KNOLES
Scenario by Anne Maxwell
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Technical Director George Kelsoiv
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A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News !
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Making

Promises —

"1T7HEN the Famous Players-Lasky Cor* ▼ poration announced that it would
produce a series of Paramount-Artcraft
Specials it promised that each of these
productions would indeed be specials in
every sense of the word.

'
i « special

-weTn^111 wished by
wc
« TJisWOS01^

and

Keeping

Sir®

Them

will and added business for the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.
Egg

So, in turn, are the Paramount-Artcraft
Specials building good will and added
business for the theatres that show them.

Because the promise was made by an
" The Silver King " will increase your
institution in which the exhibitors had
profits and your prestige.
confidence, hundreds booked these SpeBut you must advertise it sincerely.
cials before they had seen even one of the
Give it your personal indorsement. We
pictures.
suggest that you use " When we say it's a
The Paramount-Artcraft Specials have
Special we speak Webster's language," in
made good. They are Specials.
your advertising.
A promise well kept always increases
It's a promise that you will back up
confidence and Paramount-Artcraft Spewith a 100% performance, with William
cials are helping greatly to build good
Faversham in " The Silver King."
Scenario by
" The Silver ™at •ijfiiSf.^iiS.
King" «r a s
Burns Manwritten by
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION ft
Irving.tle. Directed
Henry Arthur
by George
Jones.

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS '
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"You

Can Get What

You Really Want"

Hp HAT'S Jane's creed.
She believed that if she
A " w anted " hard enough, she would get what she
wanted.
She wanted money, and she got it. She wanted a rich
beau and she got him. She wanted an ideal husband
and — Lo ! The ideal husband appeared !
There is a big grain of thought for YOU in Jane's creed.
What you get with " Jane Goes A-Wooing " will be in
direct proportion to how badly you want it.
If you want to " collect " badly enough, you'll boom.
boost and advertise as if the entire success of your house
depended on the success of " Jane Goes A -Wooing."
And you WILL collect.
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Scenario by.
. Eve Unsell
Directed by Emi'le Chautard,
A Screen presentation
oP a Pamous
mystery
Story
wrote

by

the

man

*HaFFIes"

who
'

>

:'^^a-! FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION li'l^li^

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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Motion

STAR

Picture

SERIES

Features

of

Consistent

Excellence,

Offering the Utmost in Story, Production and Box^Office Power
ALICE

JOYCE

FEATURES

"EVERYBODY'S GIRL"
From the Famous Story, "Brickdust Row."
By O. HENRY
"THE A CAPTAIN'S
Delightful Cape CAPTAIN"
Cod Romance from the
book, "Cap'n Abe, Storekeeper."
By JAMES A. COOPER
EARLE WILLIAMS FEATURES
"THE A MAN
WOULDN'T
Stirring WHO
Secret Service
Drama.

TELL"

"THE A HIGHEST
TRUMP"
Melodramatic Romance
of Both Sides of
the Atlantic.
BESSIE LOVE FEATURES
"THE DAWN OF UNDERSTANDING"
Adapted
from "The Judgment of Bolinas
Plain
."
By BRET HARTE
(Produced by Charles Frohman as "SUE,"
starring Annie Russell.")
"THE ENCHANTED BARN"
Fromnovel
Graceof the
Livingston
Lutz's widely read
same title.
HARRY

T. MOREY

FEATURES

"THE A KING
OF DIAMONDS"
Highly Unusual
Drama of Vengeance and
the Power of Love.
"HOARDED ASSETS"
: 'From the Scribner's Magazine Story of the
same title.
By RAYMOND S. SPEARS
GLADYS

LESLIE

FEATURES

"THE TheMATING"
Drama of a Girl Who Found Love in
an Unexpected Place.
"THE A BELOVED
IMPOSTOR"
Love Drama of Sunshine
and Shadow.
COR1NNE

GRIFFITH

FEATURES

"MISS AMBITION"
"The Story of a Girl Who Climbed the Social
Ladder and then went back — for Love.
"THE A ADVENTURE
Zestful and Different SHOP"
Romance.
By BUD FISHER

H
V
1T
A
Gr
R
if
A
fi
P
th
H
Albe
rt E-G
Smith
Pres
iden
t
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VITAGRARH
SERIALS
VITAGRAPH
Last Word

and
SERIALS

COMEDIES
are the very

in Melodramatic

Thrills

The Success of
"THE

FIGHTING

"VENGEANCE
"THE

AND

WOMAN

TRAIL"

THE

WOMAN"

IN THE

WEB"

and
"A FIGHT

FOR

MILLIONS"

is a matter of box-office history
AND THE RECORDS THAT THEY MADE
BEING SURPASSED BY

ARE NOW

"THE IRON TEST"
Featuring ANTONIO MORENO and CAROL HOLLOWAY

COMING
WILLIAM DUNCAN
IN
"THE

MAN

OF

MIGHT"

Supported by an all-star cast including
Edith Johnson and Joe Ryan
By ALBERT E. SMITH and CYRUS TOWNSEND

The
BIG

"V"

New

BRADY

Vitagraph

SPECIAL

COMEDIES

are creating a sensation everywhere for clean
original fun
ONETWO-REELER

RELEASED

EACH

CAROL
HOLLOWAY

WEEK

Featuring LARRY SEMON, MONTGOMERY and ROCK
and other screen laugh makers whose names bring
box office patronage.

VITAGRAPH
Albert

E- Smith J^rosidont *
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

J
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News

EXHIBITORS
May

Now

Book

the

Famous

TOM

Comedy-Dramas

Two

Reel

MIX

at

the

Following

Exchanges

CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA & NEVADA
All Star Feature Film Co., Inc. (Sol Lesser, Pres.)
Los Angeles and San Francisco, Calif.
MICHIGAN
Strand Features,
201 Film Exchange Building, Detroit, Mich.

OHIO AND KENTUCKY
Masterpiece Film Attractions (Sol L. Lesser & Leon
D. Netter), Cleveland and Cincinnati, Ohio.
EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA & SOUTHERN NEW
JERSEY
Masterpiece Film Attractions,
1235 Vine St., Philadelphia, Pa.
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA & WEST VIRGINIA
Quality Film Corp.,
414 Ferry St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

NORTH & SOUTH CAROLINA, GEORGIA,
NESSEE, ALABAMA & FLORIDA
Savini Films, Inc.,
63 Walton St., Atlanta, Ga.

DELAWARE, MARYLAND, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, VIRGINIA
Baltimore State Rights Co., Inc.,
412 E. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md.
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
Frank Gersten, Inc.,
126 West 46th St., New York City, N. Y.
IOWA, NEBRASKA
Sterling Film Co.,
1417 Farnam St., Omaha, Neb.

TEXAS, OKLAHOMA, ARKANSAS
Southwestern Film Corp.,
19111/2 Commerce St., Dallas, Texas.
KANSAS, MISSOURI & SOUTHERN ILL.
Philip Goldstone,
1417 Farnam St., Omaha, Neb.

STATE
If your

RIGHT

territory

is not

TEN-

BUYERS
listed,

ACT

communicate

QUICK!
at

once

with

EXCLUSIVE

FEATURES,
126 West
Phone

46th

Street

Bryant 6436

1
NEW

YORK

N. Y.

Scene from " Twisted Trails "
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Jlnd
nim

TfieuMade
Sheriff!

/^AN you imagine popular Tom
Moore playing the role of a soft,
idle waster who is forced out of his
home by his angry father? Can you
picture him as a dishwasher in a
Western

saloon -restaurant;

arriv-

ing in a "Bad Town" just as it is
being "shot up" by Western bad
men? Can you picture Tom Moore's
surprise as well as your own at seeing him elected Sheriff to capture
a noted outlaw, arresting his own
father and winning the girl of his
heart? Whether you can or not,
you are going to do a big business
with
Samuel

Goldwyrte

presentation

of*

TOM

MGDRE
tn.

Go

^fest.YranA

By WMcu-d

Mack

Man

Directed by^^Harry

Beaumont

This is the third successive big "hit" by this popular young fellow
who was made a star by Goldwyn because the exhibitors of the country
demanded him; because his name draws patronage out of the ordinary
every time it goes up. in the electric lights and lobby frames. Released
everywhere December 29.
GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION
SAMUEL GOLDWYN President
EDGAR Selwyn. Vice President
16 East 4-2 nJL Street
New York City
The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.

Motion
F01U>

<l/pre's

ike

Goldwyn

Ford

WESTERN UNION
TELEGRAM
1»U DBC tl
IBC 20
Oil* 1AJSUI BUBOm 0»

AL TELEGRAPH - COMMERCIAL CABLES
■J TELEGRAM
1918 no it u at rw,
A T31 6* UIU3 CITT HO
OODVTB
16 B 4£ STDI3TRIBOT
tm YOBXIBS BYCOKPB
aiTg
DSHDPLBAM
TP STOCK
FPRUO
3KJTD fORD
TBB COBTBACT
PADS 0CIB8
BIS
BICHAHD B08BBT BOB

WESTER

."WEEKLY
EDUCATIONAL

Ifesponse
Distribution

to
of

ino
fhe

cWoMy.

Educational

HOBS PDBD ttpbwrittkb
COHTfUCT BUBI9
IUT
nBUB8
cobttucto
TIU.otbbtittjtb
BB* SUPPLYPiPARPiTBS
30 03 QOIWYJ

Picture

^HE test of success in any business is
contract orders. Accustomed as Goldwyn
is to volume of business with the best exhibitors of the nation, we confess our surprise
not over the tremendous number of incoming contracts for The Ford Educational
Weekly under Goldwyn distribution but at
the rapidity with which exhibitors are being
signed.
The adjacent reproductions of telegrams
from several Goldwyn offices evidences
the instant demand for the most powerful,
vital, carefully -prepared and costly educational production in the entire motion picture industry.
Behind

The Ford Educational Weekly are

the vast physical and financial resources of
Henry Ford; the imagination of Henry
Ford; the same persistent, restless energies
that have made Henry Ford the mightiest
industrial leader of our generation.

UNION

Aftlfl rt 90- IITCA 1«B DSC 18 a » Oft
GOLDBT1 16 KAST 4£d 3TRSBT in TOfil
Oct
or msoISBDooitbjcts
an THAI
supplyTDDTBoi
08STUHT
UOSX PRISTS
ALLOTSD CBICAOO

1919 WO tO U. A 31
■I0B DSC 19

As a preliminary announcement of bookings under contract, Goldwyn is pleased to
announce the signing of contracts for The
Ford Educational W eekly with every Marcus
Loew theatre in Greater New York— representing the largest volume of public patronage annually and the greatest daily average
of patronage done by any one amusement
ownership in the entire industry. Have
you signed a contract for your theatre.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
SAMUEL^GOLDWYM President
16 East 42„c<' Street New York City

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Easterner,

Westerner,

Cowboy,

Bandit!

\ LL in one personality — the fascinating, lovable personality of Louis Bennison,
who, this week, begins an assuredly successful career on the screens of the
world.
He isn't a "type" actor; isn't a gunman; isn't fated or destined to do the
things that other stars have done.
He is offered under Star series contract for six
productions, distributed through Goldwyn, and will be seen first in
Betz.wood

Film. Company's

LOUIS

presentation

of

BEMMISON

m
Oley
K,
By Wilson
Bay
Directed by Ira M. Lowry
Johnn
y
!

Here you have the star of the great stage hit, "Johnny Get Your Gun," in a
romantic melodrama that will duplicate for him before new audiences the success
he scored in the large cities and small towns of the nation. If you haven't signed
your Bennison Star Series contract you had better get it in quickly. "Oh, Johnny!"
is released December 22.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuei Goldwyn President
16 East 4-2 „</ Street New York City

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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Motion

Another

Zone

Picture

News

Great

Grey

Picture

GOLDWYN
its
exclusive announces
rights to the
American and foreign distribution of another big
"punch" drama by the tremendously popular author of
"The Light of Western Stars,"
"Riders of the Purple Sage,"
"The Great U. P. Trail," a
production which at its New
York Strand pre-release was
hailed as "the strongest action drama of the year."
We announce for release
nationally on January 19,
and ready now for booking
in all Goldwyn offices

^BORDER

<S*tarriny
LEGION

BLANCHE
and
HOBART

Directed
from Zane Grey's famous novel that has
had an American sale alone in excess of
700,000 copies.*

was the unusual

BATES

BOSWORTH

by 7. Hayes Banter

comment

of the N. Y. Sun.

And theN. Y. Herald said : "Crowded houses
at the Strand have thoroughly enjoyed this
big and well -told story."

4 'This is the best picture shown at the Strand
for months," said the N. Y. Mail. "Has
the so-called super-productions beaten a
mile, said the N. Y. Review.
"Here

is a picture with few screen equals,"

Ask your nearest Goldwyn manager for a
contract and booking date quickly. All the
prints are going to be working soon and
constantly for a long time ahead; so get
your playing dates now.

GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Golpwym
New York City
16 East 4-2 „</ Street

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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CAPITOL

yfOMEDIES

a
and
s,
k
n
a
n
^J
ar!
NewYe
nappy

'CMILING

BILL"

PARSONS

and the

^

Goldwyn organization, the exclusive distributors of Capitol Comedies
for the United States and the entire
world, extend their thanks and every
seasonable wish at the New Year to
the 3,000 exhibitors
who are playing

in this country

SmiWBffl

PARSONS
in

CAPITOL
I26_a Year

QpMEDIES
Every Second Monday

illMl

All of us are quite certain that due
to the popularity of the star, the
humor
iff!

and cleanliness of his productions, that the year 1919 will see

Capitol Comedies played simultaneously in at least 5,000 theatres and
that they will continue to maintain
and increase their quality and appeal
to the public which
comed them.

GOLDWYN

so quickly wel-

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
New York City
16 East 4-2>«/ Street

A magazine's Recess Is measured by its advertising. Look at the " News I
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Motion

ONETIME

THE

TREMENDOUS

HARRY
OF

THE

RAPF'S

BIG

ADVERTISING
SPECTACULAR
S. JAY

ARE

- T/VVVT
NOW

_

VALUE

OF

PRODUCTION

KAUFMAN

DRAMA

HAMMERSTEIN

Is Attracting

the

Attention

Live

Showmen

THEY

News

KAISER

SENSATIONAL

ELAINE

Picture

of

Everywhere

BOOKING

ALL

BOOKINGS

INDEPENDENT

r LACED

SALES

Bi

CORPORATION

REPRESENTATIVES IN EVERY TERRITORY
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertiser!
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SEEN

IN
( From

KANSAS

the New

York Herald )

Mr. J. W. Duree Believes Man
" WANTED

FOR

MURDER

"

Stopped at His House

If it were not the world's good luck that Mr. J. W. Duree
has a camera eye at each corner of his head — corner, mind
you — and a fountain pen which simply drips red ink it is
probable that the present whereabouts of the unspeakable
Bill Hohenzollern would be smeared with mystery. The fact
is that the one-time Kaiser, long believed to be fretting in
Holland, is now travelling south through Kansas, whistling
through his teeth and talking Irish.
Within the last few days there has been presented at a
Broadway theatre a motion picture entitled " Wanted for
Murder." It has to do with the Kaiser and his ten million
homicides, and the advertisements for the production, which
have been circulated far and wide through the medium of the
newspapers, are as follows :
WANTED FOR MURDER
DESCRIPTION
Height
5 ft. 10 in.
Weight
191 pounds
Iron gray mustache, turned upward. Withered left
arm. Wanted for
Atrocities Against Humanity.
REPORT TO AUTHORITIES
The press agent who wrote that advertisement probably
never once considered the fact that Mr. J. W. Duree, who
resides south by southeast of Rural Free Delivery Box 74,
at Perry, Kans., reads the papers and keeps his eyes and ears
ajar. However, Mr. Duree works while the universe sleeps,
apparently, and having caught the warning in his teeth, so to
speak, he sent the following letter to the Herald :
" Editor of New York Herald :
" Dear Sir — A man answering to this description stayed all
night at our house just a week before Thanksgiving. He
was going through the country begging for money. And all
we got out of him was that he was going South. He said he
was sixty-two years old, and talked Irish. Please turn this
over to the proper authorities. Very truly,
"MR. J. W. DUREE.
" R. F. D. Box 74, Perry, Kan."
The authorities were notified and the bloodhounds have
been mailed to Mr. Duree.

WHEN

DO

YOU

DISTRIBUTED

FILM

PLAY

IT?

THROUGH

CLEARING
HOUSE,
Inc
EXCHANGES IN EVERY TERRITORY
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising. Look at the " News !

NOW

■TVf/iVl
in the scintillating Pathe serial

THE

LIGHTNING

RAIDER

The best serial Pathe has turned outlays the Motion Picture News; "Without doubt The
Lightning Raider is the best serial Pathe has ever turned out, judging by the promise of the
first three episodes. And this is giving the serial the highest recommendation possible... If
the excellent pace is kept up Pathe may well set back and claim the best serial of the day and
the past day... Pathe has always led the field in serial production . The accumulative result of
ese years of specialization is The Lightning Raider!" Peter Milne in Motion Picture News, Dec.21st.
Every Reviewer Says This Serial Has Hit High 0 in Excellence!
Produced by Astra - Written by G.B.Seik and B.Millhauser
ected byG.B.Seitz^
PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS
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How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.

Motion

Pathe

—

in

Picture

News

News

the

best

houses

everywhere.

Why

?

Because

history

been

through

of

sable: Because

The

only

one

Twice

it has

a

set

excellence.

film

reel

it has

indispen-

to be

of

long

years

eight

found

a standard

ih

feature.

Week

Be iure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Aheqican
.

Film Company

Inc.

Pi'eStervf?.

HADGADITA

FISHED

in

An

American

By J. ANTHONY

ROACH

fr Flying A" Picture
afi"
Snon
Directed by EDWARD SLOMAN

A five reel comedy'drama

that you can advertise

strongly. It's light and frothy — has a special appeal
for the younger folk — and zips along to a sur^
prising climax that will set them all laughing.
Margarita Fisher never had a more hoydenish role.
Other Fisher subjects now booking:
"Money Isn't Everything"
"The Mantle of Charity"

AMERICAN

Produced by
FILM COMPANY, Inc.

Distribted by PATHE

1>

Motion

Ee sure to mention "'MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertiser*
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This
the

picture

collection

records

and

the

in

as

courage,
of

heroism

and

Photographed

tide

form
and

a

page

offered

tribute

to

and

AMERICAN
with

ARMIES.

Compiled

in Collaboration

the

turned.

erriciency

the

ALLIED

Written

the

was

lasting

a

at

in co-operation

SOLDIERS
the

war

of

authentic

when

dedicated

to America

result

taken

documents

history,

the

of

time

whole

These

the

views

momentous
of

is

with

by

Paul

Military

Capellani
Experts

by the Cinematographic
of the French Army

Division

Communicate with: —
E. RATISBONNE
Delegate of the Cinematographic Division of the French Army
729 7th Avenue, New York City
Bryant 1574

Be sure to mention ' MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

/nDNSTAN

Scenario by Julia Crawford Ivers
Directed b? WALTER

EDWARDS

From tKe
story1 by'
:OSMO
HAMILTON
v?nick Kas been appealing
serially in Green Book Magazine

^PICTURES

Special

Attraction

Anna

CASE
J.11

>EN

UTH

In this, her first appearance on the screen, Anna
Case, "The American Beauty!' of grand opera stars,
is seen in an American story of financial and social
Scenario by S. M. Weller
Directed tr? JULIUS STEGER
Produced by International Blm Service Co., Inc.
MiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiHinmiinniiiMiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiHiMiiMiiiif;

BOOK

Theda

NOV

Bara

siren supreme of the screen,
portraying the tremendous role
of the wickedest woman of all
times.
Salome
<1

\

now available to exhibitors for
the biggest box office triumph
in the history of motion pictures. Book it today I

V

FOX
FILM CORPORATION
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Motion

MOST PEOPLE KNOW
WHAT THEY WANTGIVE IT TO THEM

Picture

BOOK FOX FILMSTHEY ARE WHAT
MOST PEOPLE WANT

Fox

Films

Democracy
When

President

abroad

Fox

him

Abroad
Wilson

Pictures

on the George

Though

an

—

went

went

with

Washington.

American

President

as a stranger in Paris, Fox Picures were well known
there.
They

had

preceded

the

Execu-

tive to Europe by three years —
had
long been
favorites
in
London
and
Continent.
No

the

steamship

leaves

the

whether

nooks
dwell,

port

that

of

world

does

How About Comedy?
// costs William Fox $1,500,000 a
year to make SUNSHINE COMEDIES. This cost is greater than
that of all other comedies combined!
And there is full quality Value developed
for every dollar expended — which may
be one reason why SUNSHINE
COMEDIES are the best two-reelers
of any sort ever produced. See them
and book them!
THE FATAL MARRIAGE
THE SUN OF A HUN
OH! WHAT A KNIGHT
BELL-HOP'S

SECRET

their

York,
South

remotest

where

not

bear

men
a

con-

Pictures.

of

the

placed

approval

Universal

on

appeal

whole
the

the

wide

stamp
Fox

is the

nating characteristic

of

Idea.

predomiof

Fox

Pictures.
They

are

the

great

international

pictures — the exponents of that
universal democracy to which the
hearts

of

men

everywhere

respond.
They

FOX
FILM CORPORATION

people
have

the

corners

the

express

New

or

signment ofFox
The

of

for Africa,

Asia,

and

capitals

carrying

bound

America,

A LADY

News

tell the

stories

common

to

all humanity — the great heart
interest and human interest stories
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "
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BOOK FOX FILMS 7
THEY ARE WHAT
MOST PEOPLE WANT

MOST PEOPLE KNOW
WHAT THEY WANTGIVE IT TO THEM

Fox

A

World

that

Films

Trib

ute

are reflected in the
ence of all mankind.

They

are big, powerful,

action

vigorous,

pictures

— drama

keyed

to life

*

— romance

that

rings true

—comedy

that

makes

laugh

experi-

on

both

the

world

sides

— that's the reason William Fox
has developed a foreign business
unparalleled in
mercial history

American

com-

— that's the reason Fox Branch
Offices cinch closer and
closer
their ever-strengthening grip upon
the nations of the earth.
London,

Paris,

Madrid,

Rome,

Christiania,

Pretoria,

Zanzibar,

Janeiro,

— these

Buenos

and

a

Morocco,

Calcutta,

bourne, Hong Kong,
de

Petrograd,

Mel-

Tokio,

Rio

Aires

hundred

other

capitals of civilization pay
tribute to the Fox Idea!

daily

Mankind
is united in making
Films a world institution.

Fox

Can

you

afford

the eventual

to

delay

recognition

and
Book

stand

between

your

Jane and Katherine Lee in
SMILES
Hyland
THE GIRLPeggy
WITH
NO inREGRETS

theatre

profits?
Fox

Pictures

Releases

Etelyn Nesbit in
WOMAN, WOMAN!
Tom Mix in
TREAT 'EM ROUGH
Gladys Brocliwell in
THE CALL OF THE SOUL

of superisuc-

New

The quality represented by the Fox
Idea — the quality that has made Fox
Pictures world famous — will be found
in\these January releases:
Theda Bara in
THE LIGHT

longer

ority which this international
cess attests?
Why

Some

now!

Be sere to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Motion

Picture

News

"a

Here's the combination you are looking for:
Big productions of proved value, featuring

I

■ft*
B

GIVE

YOUR

popular stars.
The Great Nine are the pick of the best box
office producers William Fox has made in the
last three years.
Their value is not a matter of assertion — it

THEATRE

A

CHANCE!
Book

The

Great

Nine !

has been demonstrated repeatedly — the pictures are recognized throughout the trade as
big money
able list:

makers.

William Farnum
Theda

Look

over the remark-

in FIGHTING

Bara in THE

BLOOD

SERPENT

REGENERATION
William

Farnum

Theda

in THE

Bara in UNDER

INFIDELITY
THE
Theda

BROKEN
TWO

LAW

FLAGS

(Dr. Rameau)

Valeska Suratt in
SOUL OF BROADWAY

Bara in THE

William Farnum

DARLING

OF PARIS

in HOODMAN

BLIND

Each of these nine productions runs 4500 feet. Each
has been re -edited, re -titled and re -printed. Each is
a modern masterpiece.
—together, THE GREAT NINE constitute a library
of film classics — the most complete and perfect series
of pictures ever released in one group!
Such productions should command big prices. But
it is as much a part of the Fox Idea to afford unusual
opportunities to the exhibitor as it is to provide him
with unusual quality.
The time has come for a clean-up! Book THE
GREAT NINE today and give the people a chance
to spend their money!

O
FILM

X

CORPORATION

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Revision of THE

GREAT

NINE

has been

the most comprehensive and complete work
of the sort ever undertaken.
It has been in progress nearly six months,
occupying the time of a large staff of experts
under the personal direction of William Fox.
Every unessential action, every foot of film
that did not contribute directly to intensifying interest in the stories, has been eliminated.
They meet every demand
iate American audience.

of a critical, up-to-

The productions virtually have been made
>ver. They are 1919 editions of popular
iuccesses.
They are new
—new to ninety per cent, of the picture
>atronizing public. When they were first
hown attendance at motion picture theatres
/as only a small part of the attendance today.
'robably no one person in your city has seen all of
'he Great Nine.
Tot one person in one thousand has seen four of the
ine pictures.
Tot more than ten persons in one hundred have seen
le of the productions, though the total who have
:en all of them may, even at that rate, have exuded 90,000,000.

A

MILLION-

DOLLAR

3 far as the exhibitor is concerned — so far as profits
. *e concerned — every one of THE GREAT NINE is
" i potential as if it had had its first release only
;sterday!

GROUP

■■ ich an opportunity never can come again!
ook THE GREAT NINE today!

Book

O
FILM

OF

PICTURES!
The

Great

Nine !

X

CORPORATION
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PLAYED
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A

YOU

SERIAL

WHY

YOU

HAVE

NEVER

BEFORE

SHOULD

IS

NOT

NO

BOOK

HOUDINI

in

-8ph

IheMasterMyste

ry

Written by Arthur B. Reeve and Charles A. Logue
Directed by Burton King

£T
IT'S NEW=THE
SCREEN
HAS
NEVER
^USHOWN
THE
FEATS
HOUDINI
DOES

£T

IT'S

^UOF

BIG=A
FIFTEEN

HOLDING

MAMMOTH
TWO-REEL

SERIES
BREATH-

FEATURES

£T
IT
DRAWS=IT
STARS
^1%AND
ONLY
HOUDINI

THE

ONE

SERIAL=IT'S
A
THAN
MORE
ITS
gT
PLUS
SUPER-SERIAL,
^A

OCTAGON
B.

A.

ROLFE

Executive Offices :

-

FILMS,

INC.

PRODUCTIONS

-

18 East 41st Street, New York City

THEY

PUT

LIGHTS

IN

HOUDINI'S
FRONT

OF

VILLE THEATRES

HE

PUT

BROKE

HIS

HE'LL

BREAK

IN

IN

BIGGEST

OVER

THE

ELECTRIC
VAUDEWORLD

RECORDS

FRONT

YOUR

BOOK

OF

YOUR

THEATRE

RECORDS

THROUGH

NORTHERN
NEW
JERSEY
729 Seventh Avenue, New York Gty

ROLFE
PRODUCTIONS
OF
NEW
ENGLAND
48 Piedmont Street
Boston, Mas*.

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
OF
DALLAS
191 IH Commerce St., Dallas, Texas

EFFANO FILM EXCHANGE
CAREY WILSON, Man-ger
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
OF
ATLANTA

CELEBRATED
PLAYERS
FILM
CORPORATION

65l/z Walton Street

207 S. Wabash Street

ROLFE

PRODUCTIONS

OF

Atlanta, Ga.

ROLFE
PRODUCTIONS
OF
PHILADELPHIA
1235 Vine Street

Philadelphia, Pa

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
OF
PITTSBURGH
412 Ferry Street

Pittsburgh, Pa.

OCTAGON
B.

THE

ALL

THEIR

NAME

NAME

A.

Executive Offices :

ROLFE

Chicago, 111.

CANADIAN
RIGHTS
REGAL
FILMS, LTD.
21 Adelaide Street, W., Toronto, Out.
FOREIGN
RIGHTS
EXPORT and IMPORT FILM CO.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York Cttg

FILMS,

INC.

PRODUCTIONS
18 East 41st Street, New York City
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ANNOUNCEMENT!

Rumors

and assertions to the contrary notwithstanding

CLARA

KIMBALL

YOUNG

is bound by contract which does not expire until August 31, 1 92 1 ,
to render her exclusive services to the

C. K. Y. FILM

CORPORATION

and all her pictures are distributed exclusively through

SELECT

and both Companies

PICTURES

CORPORATION

hereby give public notice that they will maintain

their rights and protect their interests. Any
will result in immediate

interference therewith

proceedings for an injunction.

C. K. Y. FILM

CORPORATION

485 Fifth Avenue, New
SELECT

PICTURES

York City

CORPORATION

729 Seventh Avenue, New

Yon are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

York City

Motion

PHOTOPLAY

SCREEN

"The

MAGAZINE

SUPPLEMENT

Stars

FIFTEEN

—OFF
AND

as They

MINUTES

FAVORITE

Produced

Picture

PICTURE

OF

Are"
YOUR

PLAYERS

THE SCREEN, AT HOME
BEHIND
THE SCENES

and Released by Kind Permission of the Programme Companies With Which You Are Booking Daily

Thousands

of Exhibitors — Tens of Thousands

of Fans — Have

Asked PHOTOPLAY
MAGAZINE
to make immediately available these attractive Motion Pictures of the Stars in their Every-Dav
Lives.
Mr. James R. Quirk, Publisher of PHOTOPLAY, begs leave to
announce that he has signed contracts with the EDUCATIONAL
FILMS CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
whereby EVERY
THEATRE
IN AMERICA
CAN NOW
SHOW THEM

ON
AT

AND

ALL

AFTER

EDUCATIONAL

DUCKTIONAL

729

JANUARY

^AVENUE

flLMS

15tK

EXCHANGES

G3RPORAT1QN

NEW

YORK,
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PHOTOPLAY

SUPPLEMENT

SCREEN
"The

MAGAZINE

Stars

as

They

"

Are"

WORLD'S GREATEST
ATTRACTIONS
-NOT IN THEIR JUSTLY POPULAR
FEATURE PRODUCTIONS, BUT MEETING YOU INTIMATELY FACE TO FACE

A Great Business Getter — GivesYYou
All the
m
Famous
Stars
as Fasci ating Personalities

ONE

ONE -THOUSAND -FOOT

REEL

JANUARY
RED
DOUGLAS

LETTER

FAIRBANKS,

JOHN

EMERSON,

"Ask

for 'STARS

MONTH

15tK
RELEASE

MR. AND MRS. SYDNEY

ANITA
AS

PER

LOOS,

THEY

MANY

ARE'

DREW,
OTHERS

at Same

Ex-

changes Where You Get Bruce Scenics, Ditmars'
Living Book of Nature,' International Comedies, etc."

DucAnoNAL

Films

Corporation

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "
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►JDUTHJW
^THE
CANNIBALS

JOHNSONS
MARTIN
SESSUE
HAYAKAWA
* BONDS
7T73<2<=> by
HAWOGTH

OF
HONOR"
PICTURES CORPORATION

BILLIE

RHODES

in "THE
GIBL
made by NATIONAL
HENRY
'""AND
made by

B.

OF CORPORATION
MY
DREAMS'
FILM
OF AMERICAWALTHALL,

A STILL
SMALL OF VOICE'
NATIONAL
FILM CORPORATION
AMERICAROBERTSONCOLE EXPORTERS
COMPANY
BANKERS and
FOR* THE PRODUCERS
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MUTUAL

WILLIAM

DESMONP

*
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AFUNNY
made
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January

by

JESSE

PROPOSITION
D. HAMPTOM

ROBERTSONCOLE EXPORTERS
COMPANY
BANKERS and
FOR* THE PRODUCERS
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A

woman
MOTION

wrote

PICTURE

one

of

these

N e iv

Reviews=

NEW

NEWS.

Picture

YORK

TIMES.

Emerging from the forest of litigation over the ques
tion of who should have control of her services, Anit;

To say that the Strand audience that greeted Anita
Stewart's return to the screen December 29th at the
Strand enjoyed " Virtuous Wives " would be putting the
facts mildly. From the very introduction, an introduction in the way of a scene between Father Time and a
baby who talks of the career before her as a sophisticated
debutante might, it was well entertained and well rewarded for its collective struggle for seats.
Miss Stewart is delightful to look upon and measures
up to requirements in the leading role, while Conway
Tearle, Mrs. De Wolf Hopper and Edwin Arden give
superlative support.

Stewart returned to the screen yesterday in " Yirtuou;
Wives " at the Strand. Miss Stewart is a most atractiv(
person, with sufficient ability to express moods and mean
ings intelligently. And in " Virtuous Wives " she is ex
cellently supported by Conway Tearle, Mrs. De Wol
Hopper and Edwin Arden. Also, George Loane Tucker
who directed the production, deserves credit for extraor
dinary workmanship.

EXHIBITORS' TRADE REVIEW.
A great deal/of time has been spent on the production,
and the result makes this apparent, for there are no jarring notes and no lapses in the excellence. We left the
Strand Theatre after viewing the picture with a keen
desire to see it again. Anita Stewart is a delectable morsel as Amy Forrester. Conway Tearle is splendid as the
husband ; Mrs. De Wolf Hopper is a vivid Irma, and
Edwin Arden as Delabane gives a polished performance.

" Virtuous Wives " has a theme of aggravating appea
to feminine interest. It is an adoption of Owen John
son's story by the same name, enacted by a cast of capabl<
players, including Edwin Arden. Conway Tearle, Mrs. D
Wolf Hopper, William Boyd, Virginia Norden and other
of equal strength. Miss Stewart plays the part of Aim
Forrester, whose domestic troubles as the wife of Andre\
Forrester, a social Bolsheviki. have provided thousand
of women with word pictures of their own personal wife'^
problems. " Virtuous Wives " is a picture of exceptioninterest, splendidly directed with obvious attention t(
minute detail. The photography, too. is excellent.

MOVING

PICTURE

THE

WORLD.

THE

" Virtuous Wives " is elaborately produced and extremely well acted. The story is a pungent satire on
society. Anita Stewart makes Amy Forrester one of the
best drawn characters in her gallery of fair women. The
supporting company is a distinguished one.
Many

MORNING

Exhibitors

Anita

are

TELEGRAPH.

WORLD.

The quick action and variety of incidents in the stor;
lend themselves well to the screen, and it makes a goo(
movie. Miss Stewart's acting was excellent. Others wh<
acted for the film were Conway Tearle, Edwin Ardei
Mrs. De Wolf Hopper and William Boyd.
extending

their

Stewart
in Owen Johnson's

"Virtuous
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTUREWives"
NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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The
is
EVERY

Gaumont

War
Over!

Graphic
EVERY FRIDAY

TUESDAY

Everyone knows what a success these independent
news-reels were during the war. Competitors
have had hard traveling to keep in sight of us.

Gaumont
Put

FiVst

on

the

Scoops
News

the

Screen

Peace finds Gaumont branches re-established
in every country. This means even better
news-reels than those which set the pace in 1918
The
THE

NEWS

War

is

Over!

REELS OF REAL
are distributed by

NEWS

THE

ATLANTA, GA.
Savini Films, Inc.
Georgia, Eastern Florida, Northern Alabama, Tennessee and
North Carolina
BOSTON, MASS.
Gordon-Mayer
New EnglandFilm
StatesCorp'n
CHARLOTTE, N. C.
Eltabran Film Co.
North Carolina
CHICAGO, ILL.
Celebrated Players Film
Northern andCorp'n
Central Illinois,
Southern Wisconsiyi and Northern Counties of Indiana
CLEVELAND, O.
Superior Service Co.
Northern Ohio
DALLAS, TEX.
R. D. Lewis Film Co.
Texas and Arkansas

BEST INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES
DENVER, COLO.
NEW HAVEN, CONN.
First Nat'l Exhibitors' Circuit
Gordon-Mayer
Film Corp'n
Colorado, Wyoming
and
New
Connecticut
Mexico
NEW
ORLEANS,
LA.
DETROIT, MICH.
Pearce Films
Metropolitan Co.
Louisiana, and
Mississippi,
Michigan
Alabama
Western Southern
Florida
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
R. D. Lewis Film Co.
Doll-Van
Corp'nCounIndiana
{exceptFilm
Northern
Arkansas and Oklahoma
ties) ana Southeastern Illinois
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Electric Theatre Supply Co.
W. B. Towne Photoplay Co.
Kansas and Western Missouri
EasternandPennsylvania
1~th
Par.)
Southern New(toJersey
LOS ANGELES, CAL.
PITTSBURGH, PA.
All Star Feature
Exchange
Inc. Distributors,
First National
Exhibitors'
Southern California and Arizona
Western Pennsylvania {from
11th Par.) and West Virginia
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
ST. LOCIS. MO.
Associated Theatres, Inc.
W. B. Towne Photoplay Co.
Minnesota, Ioica, Northern Wisconsin, NorthDakota
Dakota and South
Missouri and
Southwestern
Illinois

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
FirstUtahNat'l
Circuit
and Exhibitors'
Southern Idaho
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
All Star Feature
Inc. Distributors,
California and Nevada
SEATTLE, WASH.
Northwestern Consolidated
Washington,
Oregon,
Northern
Filmand
Corp'n
Idaho
Montana
SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Doo-Lee Film Co.
New York State (North of
Counties)and Sullivan
Dutchess, Ulster
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Super-Film Attractions, Inc.
Delaware, Maryland. Virginia
and the District of Columbia

and

M. H. HOFFMAN, 729 Seventh Ave., New York City
For Greater Neic York. Long Island, the Counties of Dutchess, New
Jersey
Orange,
Putnam, Rockland, Sullivan, Ulster and. Westchester, and Northern

Qaumont
Co.
FLUSHING, N. Y.
Branches and wide-awake correspondents everywhere

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.'
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AN ANNOUNCEMENT

CLARA

KIMBALL

1 WAVE

YOUNG

THIS DAY SERVED

NOTICE

UPON THE C-K-y. FILM CORPORATION
OF THE TERMINATION OF ALL CONTRACT
RELATIONS
AND

BETWEEN

MYSELF,

THAT COMPANY

BECAUSE

OF SEVERAL

FLAGRANT VIOLATIONS1 OF THE
TERMS OF THE AGREEMENT, UNDER,
WHICH MOTION PICTURES HAVE
HERETOFORE

BEEN

PRODUCED

FOR,

DISTRIBUTION THROUGH
THESELECT
PICTURES CORPORATION.

"CHEATING- CHEATERS" WHICH
1
HAVE
JUST COMPLETED
WILL
BE THE

LAST PICTURE

DISTRIBUTED

UNDER THE
FORMER.
ARRANGrEMENT.

EX1STING-

signed:CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG.

S
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Mates to tfceeat

Motion
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DIRECT
m
m

FROM
39th

ST.

THEATRE

j

N. Y.

TO

|

A

CAPACITY
BUSINESS

A

MESSAGE

TO

ALL

HUMANITY

n the frank exposition of a father's
Presented in a story of youth and love wherei
we act now and quickly
transgression'depicts the evils that threaten our future race unless
READ WHAT THE N. Y. CRITICS THINK OF IT:
" The oroducer has excluded anything that might be repulsive. The subject should be
N. Y. Times
driven home with hammer blows of reality."
" A very frank statement of fact with regard to the evils that follow unclean living. It
N. Y. American
can be seen to profit by old and young alike— its message is to all humanity.
N. Y. Tribune
"The subject was brought before the public when 'Damaged Goods' was put on the
Scarlet Trail' shows to the brain
"They say children never listen to advice! 'Thetell."
N. Y. Evg. Journal screen."
through the eye that which the tongue is ashamed to
(Louella O Parsons) '"The Scarlet Trail' is a story founded on social hygiene and
N. Y. Telegraph
much like ' Damaged Goods,' though it is very much better done than the pictunzation ot
Brieux's play."
"Discloses the suffering incurred by youthful indiscretion and aims at punty among
young men and women for the welfare of the coming race." Goods ' in that it advances the
N. Y. Evg. Telegram
" It is a warning fashioned somewhat after ' Damaged
dangers of contamination and is propaganda for the leading of pure lives.
M. P. News
" It's pertinent message-the effects of indiscretion between the sexes. Its moral lesson
is driven home without the slisht offensiveness. It has been produced clean.
the presenta" ' The Scarlet Trail ' is free from the nauseating details apt to accompany
Wid's Daily
to
tion of a subiect of the kind. . . . It should be beneficial in that ,t points a warning
youth and never by any inference, makes vice attractive.

N. Y. Herald

G. &

729 Seventh Avenue,
L. FEATURES,
, Gen. Mgr.
HOUSE
N. R. GREAT

New
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News

No 2.
January 11, 1919
The

Week

in the Film World

FEATURES
THAT ADVERTISING QUESTION
DEALING IN PERSONALITIES
" GO TO IT, BILL "
WHAT DOES THE NEW YEAR MEAN TO YOU?
FOCUSING ATTENTION ON PRICE TAGS
MAKING YOUR DISPLAYS PULL
SEEING THE RIALTO AND RIVOLI WITH ROTHAPFEL
REVIEWS IN COMPLETE PLAN BOOK
NEW BOX OFFICE REPORTS
NEWS OF THE WEEK
Public Likes Real War Scenes
Simplex Describes New Shutter
Ohio Wants Liberty on the Sabbath
Famous Players Cheers Fleet
Fox Exchange Man Meets Death in France
Influenza Fades With the old Year
Controversy Develops Over C. K. Y. Features../
Miscellaneous News
Division of Films Shows a Profit
Live News of the Producers
In the Independent Field
News of the Programs
In and Out West Coast Studios
:
Complete Plan Book
Hollywood Hookum

Newsy

Announcements

240
295
306

OF SERVICE TO EXHIBITORS
Exhibitors' Service Bureau
What the Producers Have to Say
News of Independent Producers
Releases, Current and Coming
"The Heart of Humanity" Special Service Section
Equipment Section
Music Department
Advance Reviews
Complete Plan Book Reviews
Box Office Reports and Plan Book Index

234
246
263
267
275
283
291
295
296
306

226
226
227
228
228
229
230
231
233
246
263
280
282
295
310

COMPLETE PLAN BOOK
Pictures Reviewed in Advance
"For Freedom" (Fox)
"Virtuous Wives" (First National)
"In the Hollow of Her Hand" (Select)
"When a Man Rides Alone" (American)
" The Way of a Man with a Maid " (Paramount)
"Wife or Country" (Triangle)
"Love in a Hurry" (World)
"The Adventure Shop" (Vitagraph)
"After the War" (Argosy)
"The Midnight Stage" (Pathe)
Index to Plan Book and Exhibitors' Box Office Reports
Index, Reports and "Flashbacks" (Concluded)

295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
309

223
224
225
231
232
234

of the Week

An Clothes"
Opinion on Mrs. Charlie Chaplin in " Borrowed 170
" Little
" to Be Released Soon as Paramount- 171
ArtcraftWomen
Special
An from
InsideWalter
Tip on Greene
William Faversham in " The Silver King,"
172-73
Vivian
Martin
Presented
in
"Jane
Goes
A-Wooing
"
Pauline Frederick Again Presented on Paramount Program.. 174
175
Vitagraph's
Current and
BlueSerial
RibbonEpisode
Feature
176
Its Latest Comedy
177
The Two-Reel Tom Mix Reissues from Exclusive Features,
Inc
178
TomWillard
Moore Mack
in " Go West, Young Man," a Picture by 179
Response to Goldwyn Distribution of Ford Educational
Weekly
180
Goldwyn Presents the Betzwood Feature with Louis Bennison, Entitled "Oh, Johnny!"
181
Goldwyn
Border Legion " with 182
Blanche Will
BatesDistribute
and Hobart" TheBosworth
Bill Parsons and His Goldwyn Comedies
183
"Wanted for Murder" and Its Advertising Possibilities. . 184-85
" Battle
of Chateau-Thierry " Presented by French Pictorial 193
Service
Pathe's
Greatest
187-88
Official War ReviewSerial,
Still "The
FollowsLightning
Our Two Raider"
Million Soldiers
in Europe
189
Pathe News Has Eight Years' Reputation Back of It
190
" Fair
Enough
"
Is
Margarita
Fisher-American
Comedy
of High Type
191
Hodkinson
Presents Zeena Keefe in " The Challenge
Accepted "
192
Wm. A. Johnston, Pres. and Editor.

at a Glance

Found

in the Ad-Pages

" Stars of Glory," with E. K. Lincoln and Dolores Casinelli . 186
Selznick Next Presents Constance Talmadge in '' Who
Cares? " a Cosmo Hamilton Story of Green Book
Fame
194-95
Julius
Steger's
" The Hidden Truth," Starring Anna.....196-97
Case,
a Select
Picture
Two Pages that Every Exhibitor Should Read — Message
from Fox
198-99
Fox's Great Nine
200-01
Fox's
"
Salome,"
with
Theda
Bara,
Offered
All
Exhibitors
.
202-03
McClure Pictures Present the Roosevelt Production 204
The Houdini Serial from B. A. Rolfe
205-06
An Announcement from Select Pictures
207
Anita Stewart's First Independent Production, " Virtuous
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Advertising

IT would seem that the article we recently published
by John H. Kunsky on the sort of national advertising
which helps the exhibitor and the sort which does not,
struck a sore spot on the anatomy of many exhibitors.
We didn't think Mr. Burleson's second class mails had
carried that issue of the News more than a few miles before our mails sizzled with a letter from L. H. Grandjean,
of the Saenger Amusement Corporation, which backed
Brother Kunsky up to the limit and then went a bit
further.
And this week ! " Go to it, Bill ! " writes Herbert Weil,
of Port Huron, Mich., who then goes on to explode some
red hot opinions of his own.
He says some interesting things. For example : That
Kunsky's advertising of a picture in Detroit does him
more good than all the two million circulation magazine
splashes.
To which he adds,
picture I get aboard
mand he creates."
All in all, we think
many exhibitors have
them. Come on and

" When Kunsky comes out big on a
quick and profit by the surplus dewe have struck a subject on which
decided views. We expect to hear
shoot !

And Bill is " Going to It
top of these proofs that the question of producer
advertising to help the exhibitor is a live subject,
comes word from William A. Johnston, president
and editor of Motion Picture News.
The boss has been away for two months, trailing the
genus exhibitor to his lair, meeting him face to face, hearing his growls, kicks — and boosts.
He's coming back loaded to the hilt with some of the
most valuable reading matter you will find in a trade paper
in the coming year.
And on the Kunsky and Saenger articles he says :
" Those stories have touched one of the most pertinent
questions of the moment. Everywhere I go I find exhi■ _ >> bitors discussing it. Their views will make corking reading.
So we hereby announce that, starting next week, William
A. Johnston will " go to it " on the subject of manufacturer advertising to the fans.

ON

And you know what it means when W. A. J. " goes to
it." There isn't a coming issue of Motion Picture News
that you can miss without losing some of the valuable
" field stuff " gathered in the course of his two months on
the firing line.

Question
Ohio

WHILE

Should

Be

Aided

of manufacon the
weturersare
aid tospeaking
of a
are reminded
we subject
exhibitors

news story in this week's issue. It doesn't concern help in the exploitation of pictures but it is linked
with " manufacturer aid."
Ohio's exhibitors have for a year been fighting a slow
and losing battle with advocates of Sunday closing. One
by one, towns have been grasped in the clutch of the reformers, and one day a week has been taken off the exchanges' rental books, and the best day in the week "off
the exhibitor's calendar.
The situation is becoming critical. Over a hundred
towns are now affected and a few more victories for the
cranks will leave things at a serious pass.
The Ohio Screen League was organized by the theatre
men solely for the purpose of fighting for open Sunday
legislation. It was prepared to do its own share of the
financing, but felt assured of the support of the National
Association.
Now, we understand, that support has been withdrawn.
The exhibitors are to be left to fight their own battle.
They are meeting the situation gamely and preparing to
do so.
But the whole proposition is wrong — ridiculous and
suicidal.
It is important to one individual exhibitor if his town
authorities order him closed on Sunday — but it is vital to
every producer if a hundred towns are closed on Sunday.
The exhibitor's struggle is over when his local fight is
lost.
The producer's worries only begin when a hundred towns
are closed — for a hundred will beget another hundred, and
two hundred a State.
And then we'll howl and squeal and wail " Let's do
The exhibitors of Ohio — and other States — must be
something."
helped in their Sunday battles. Not alone for the sake of
helping the exhibitor, but for the manufacturer's own
need.
There isn't a distributor in the business in a position to
withstand the cutting of a few more rental dates from his
list by arbitrary Sunday closing.
The National Association has a sad habit of ceasing to
function for long and weary periods and then commencing
to function in a panic-stricken helter-skelter manner.
It's got so that we take it for granted, with a complacent, who
"
cares " smugness.
Would we greet with equal satisfaction a State-wide
Sunday closing in Ohio?
(Continued on next page)
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That Question of "Pooling 99
a few of the producers we met during the
OUITE
week used our editorial note in the last issue
on the subject of exhibitor pools as the subject
of conversation.
It would seem that the cities controlled by one organization and the sections where exhibitors have " unwritten
agreements " constitute a real threat to distributors.
One producer told us of an organization which had this
season signed up for everything worth having, then when
its competition had made other arrangements cancelled
half the contracts.
This particular organization is accused of being one of
the most ruthless users of its strength in controlling its
territory.
But the incident referred to would seem to point more
to the necessity of a form of motion picture contract that
would really bind than to the evils of " pooling."
And this moral is double-edged — for there are also
distributors whose hands are not clean of contract abuse.
Forcing Things to a Fight
manufacturers discovered during the recent
THE
influenza epidemic ' that in times of emergency
they could really get together and act in concert.
There is every prospect then that in sections where exhibitors are especially rough-shod in their methods of
taking advantage of a lack of competition they are only
forcing things to the point of a fight. The case we have
referred to above is only one of a number that are sore
spots with many producers — so it wouldn't be a far stretch
of the imagination to find these gentlemen meeting ex"
hibitor pools
" with producer " pools."
Which ought to bring on a merry war in some parts
of the well-known U. S.
Then supposing it were followed in different localities
by an exhibitor pool against any organization that showed
flagrant disregard of the obligations of its contract!
Perhaps the result would be the devising of a motion
picture contract that " contracted."
The

Influenza

Deal ing

•He

LteheadsWay
to Money
'

in

Picture

News

ersonalities

YY/
suppose
we a shouldn't
»» Ephoto
without
companionrun
one this
of
A H. Sawyer.
For Sawyer and Lubin have become as
inseparable in film language as the Gold
Dust Twins in the household.
But this column only allows one photograph— so just imagine, every time we
say " Herbert Lubin " that we mean " Lubin and Sawyer," and every time we say
A. H. Sawyer that we mentally add " and
When the Canadian market looked its
darkest on the books of the distributors
we used to hear on Times Square, " But
there's
Lubin." one outfit up there who can make
money
— Lubin-Sawyer."
When for
the your
state pictures
rights market
looked its
worst about a year ago Sawyer and Lubin
came along with General Enterprises and
showed that there was money there if you
knew how to go at it.
So now we are watching S-L Pictures
to see if Sawyer and Lubin can once more
show the way to where the money lies.

A Few Odds and Ends
J. D. Williams is reported as an early visitor to the Citv of
Angels.

Gilbert Hamilton — pioneer of pioneers— arrived in New York
on Thursday. Brought with him two productions and ambitious
plans for the starring of Neal Hart.
Grant Carpenter, who did good work for the industry on the
" work or fight " regulations, dropped into New York on Monday. Then we discovered that the Californian had been in Washington for these many months. Mystery.
The serious illness of his wife caused John Flinn, of Famous
Players-Lasky to leave Los Angeles for New York on Thursday only a few hours after his arrival there.
Got more details about the MacManus Corporation. Correct
address is 6 West 47th street. Offices the classiest suite we have
seen in five years of fillum lay-outs. Business? Dunno, but two
independent producers telephoned the day we were visiting.

Aftermath

in Canada some sections are finding that the
influenza aftermath means a new set of rules regarding the hours for theatre opening and closing.
Theatres in Edmonton formerly on an " II toll continuous "policy
M. from I P. M. till S
n P. run
tillfuture
P. inM. the
then 6will
P. M. and
The idea being that the old idea gave the exhibitors
no opportunity to properly air and ventilate their theatres.
Out in Indiana there are towns and cities which find
that the influenza aftermath means renewed agitation on
the part of the Sunday closing cranks. It was so easy
to order the theatres closed during the epidemic period
that the reformers are emboldened.
What is the influenza aftermath in your town ?
Look out for it.
Be sure that there is no lingering suspicion regarding
the sanitary condition of your house; no continuance of
the idea that the picture theatre is something to be closed
at .the first sign of emergency.
Subtle missionary work — in your advertising, your
house .atmosphere, your own manner — will do the trick.
Don't neglect it.
!ll!lllil!llll!lll!!!l!lllll!l!ll[|llllll!!llirilll
UP
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BENNY SCHULBERG happened to be
in the office the day the news of the
new Abrams-Schulberg organization broke.
Says Fred Beecroft to Benny Schulberg:
" Benny, I don't know of any one in the
game who could start ' on his own ' with
more good wishes than you will have."
Sayshe Benny
to Fred : " That's nice."
And
almost blushed.
Say we to all of you : " That's de-

as
a . Him
Know
Regular

Fellow"

We could give you a multitude of " reasons why " but we'll pick one that may
seem insignificant but which speaks a
served."
volume in this fillum life — Benny Schulberg never you
got so
big that he couldn't be
seen when
called.
Back to the Twenty-sixth street days
when Benny was combining scenarios and
publicity we remember calling on him.
And on through the days of his rise in the
Zukor organization. And always he has
been the
same accessible, " regular fellow," Benny.
Here's to him ! "
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It,

Bill!"
So Says a Michigan

Exhibitor

of Our

Articles on Advertising
[Editor's Note — Out in Port Huron, Michigan, Herbert L.
Weil is known more sonorously as " Herbert L. Weil, Theatrical
Enterprises." And the three theatres he controls, the Majestic,
Maxine and Family, have a combined seating capacity of 2,800.
That's enough to show you that ivhen Herbert L. Weil talks
blunt, hard facts — he says something worth reading.]
Mr. Win.
Motion
New
Dear Bill

A. Johnston, Pres. & Editor,
Picture News,
York City.
:
Shake !
I have long been tempted to write you and express my sentiments pro and con about certain picture propaganda which has
been advocated, discussed, cussed and epitomized in your highly
valuable publication.
Out in the wilds of Michigan you know we like to see a publication which has some backbone and when one starts something
why one should finish it. That's what we like about the Motion'
Picture News, and we have long been tempted to write and express our appreciation of your policies and the highly efficient
manner in which they are executed.
For instance, we read every line about what our fellow exhibitor, John H. Kunsky of Detroit, said about the apparent waste
in the industry today, and the pursuant shameful manner in
which money is spent by some distributors in national exploitation of their products.
And mind you the more that we dissected that article, tore it
to bits and disseminated every paragraph, the more convinced
were we that Mr. Kunsky was right with a capital " R."
It is the growing tendency of some distributors to advertise
themselves above their stars. No man in the world is greater than
the theatre which he operates. His patrons do not come to his
theatre to see him, although his presence albeit gives them a feeling of welcome when he is seen about the place with a smile for
all and a glad hand wherever one can be given.
It's all right, we admit, for the Gillette Safety Razor folk to
advertise the Gillette with all the power at their command.
However, it does not make an iota of difference what Mr. Gillette is doing. And perhaps, not ninety-nine out of one hundred
people can tell you where the razor is manufactured. However,
when one thinks of a safety razor one just naturally lets his mind
revert to the name Gillette.
The same holds true of Pear's soap and perhaps a hundred
other products which have had a national campaign of advertising in back of them.
So much for soap and razors, and now for pictures.
It has always been my contention that if the amount of money
now being expended for advertising by certain producers in some
of our national magazines were apportioned among the newspapers throughout the United States in cities where their stars
were shown, that much greater results would ensue. I seriously
doubt whether an eight-thousand-dollar page advertisement in one
of our two-million circulation magazines does one penny's worth
of good as far as direct results to the exhibitor are concerned.
That's why there is even greater need of further cooperation

between the producer and exhibitor, especially now when the industry isin its comparative infancy.
Take Port Huron for a concrete example. Here is a perfectly
busy and prosperous little city of some 25,000 inhabitants, and
yours truly has the town sewed up like Marshal Foch had Hindenburg on the hip. I am spending with one concern at least
$25,000.00 a year for service. In fact, I am what the stereotyped
press agent would term a one hundred per cent exhibitor.
Yet at the same time this particular producing company will
spend millions of dollars annually to advertise its score or more
units while not one penny comes this way to bring the good folk
to my theatres.
If some plan were adopted whereby a certain sum would be
spent annually in the locality where these particular stars were
shown, it would make a much greater hit with the exhibitor. In
other words, if my investment with this particular concern
amounts to $25,000 annually, then I feel that I am entitled to
more local cooperation than a press book, slide, and music cue.
Our daily newspaper here has a circulation of 13,000 each day.
I burn up space like a mail express burns up anthracite, but I'll
bet a cooky to a dollar that it isn't any alluring announcement in
a magazine which may circulate freely in the State that brings
the motion picture populace into my theatres.
No, siree ! It isn't in the book no more than you can get an
elephant into a chicken coop.
Mr. Kunsky points out in his article that the remainder of the
theatres in Michigan are guided more or less by what goes on in
Detroit as respects the advertising given certain pictures and certain stars. Port Huron is in such close proximity to Detroit that
this in a measure is true. If Mr. Kunsky elects to put a certain
star into his beautiful Madison theatre, then I lose no time in
getting right on to his trail and book that same star for appearance here within a week or two after, and in this way I benefit
from the money which he has spent to exploit his program for
that particular week. But it's not any million dollar magazine
bait that brings the shekels into my coffers.
Well, we could harp about this subject all day, Bill, and burn
up a lot of otherwise valuable space (you must forgive us, we
were once a newspaper man), but we'll live in the hope that
some of these producers will see the error of their ways and
get into direct touch with the small town exhibitor. Let him
share in some of the fortunes which are being grossly misspent
to advertise their product.
The best suggestion in this connection would be a get-together
love feast of some producers and certain exhibitors from various
portions of the country, and out of this something intelligent
1 might be sprung which would do more real good than a thousand
communications of this kind. Let this be held in New York, as
we all like to see the bright lights at least twice a year.
More power to you, Bill, and your perfectly good magazine.
I wouldn't do without reading it each week for a million, and
my sincere good wishes are also extended to your able editorial
staff.
Yours for the success of the Fourth Estate, and the motion
picture industry!
Herbert L. Weil.
Several

New

Theatres Are Projected
INDIANA
Chicago and local capital has acquired a downtown site in South
Bend and will erect a new theatre to be known as the Blackstone,
with a seating capacity of 2,600, according to J. Handelsman of
the W. W. Kimball Company and Charles E. Potts of the Inland
Steel Mills of Indiana Harbor.
J. W. Johnson announced that he would erect a new theatre on
North Main street in Kokomo with a large seating capacity and
thoroughly modern, to be completed by August 15.
NEW YORK
At Fort Plain the former Diefendorf building will be razed and
the site will be occupied by a motion picture theatre, according to
George R. Chriss and Fred Weakley.
"On the corner of Flatbush and Rogers avenues, Brooklyn, a
new theatre will be erected by Jules Realty Company, with a seating capacity of 2,100.
The Zenith Amusement Company will erect a three story theatre
on the Rockaway boulevard near Namecke avenue, on Long Island,
at an estimated cost of $100,000.
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Community Section of Films Division
Helps
Bring
Thousands Into
Theatres — Sends
Out Letters Broadcast
WHATEVER may be the fate of the
fiction picture with a warlike theme,
official records of actual facts, as exemplified in the releases of the Division of
Films of the Committee on Public Information, are said to be in greater demand
than ever.
According to reports at hand, the Community Section of the Division of Films
is daily proving its value as an agent in
reaching a large class who seldom or
never go to picture houses, but who, when
officially notified of the showing of a Government film welcome the opportunity of
seeing it.
The Community Section, though at the
request of exhibitors addresses personal
letters to many individuals, and concerns
itself mainly with individuals as representative of and influential with large organizations. These include principals of
schools, clergymen, presidents of clubs,
and heads of industrial concerns with large
bodies of employees. In New York and
other large cities the houses showing
" America's Answer " have won splendid
support from the public schools, due to the
letters sent to principals by the Community
Section in advance of the showings in
their respective neighborhoods. These
serve as an introduction for the exhibitor
when he personally visits the schools.
Several houses in New York have showed
the picture to thousands of children each.
Inquiries are constantly reaching the Di-

Simplex

War
Scenes
vision of Films from school heads and
clergymen as to where the Government
pictures of which they have seen newspaper and magazine announcement are being shown. Such persons are in every
case referred to their local theatres and
the suggestion made that the manager be
asked to show the pictures. Many actual
bookings have resulted from this.

Exhibitors who have run " America's
Answer" recently or who are planning to
run it in the near future will be interested
to learn that advertising matter on " Under Four Flags " has gone to every organization or individual circularized on showings of " America's Answer " since December 1. Thus, while reminiscent interest in
the picture is still lively, expectation is
aroused concerning the new, picture. The
letters that will follow, as actual bookings of " Under Four Flags " are announced, drive home the point that the
screen will picture perhaps for the last
time a phase of history that, if the faith
and concerted effort of mankind can avail,
will never be repeated.
Publicity's worth is, in the last analysis,
measured by the box office. The splendid
success attained thus far by the pre-release
showings
and and
the
fact that of
such" Under
theatresFouras Flags,"
the Rivoli
Plaza in New York, and the Metropolitan
in Washington, is testimouy to what intelligent exploitation, on the part of the exhibitor backed by Government invitation
can do to attract a class of patronage that
has long held aloof, but that is rapidly
learning that motion pictures are worthy
of respect and continued support.

Describes
New
Shutter
years
ago
at
the
old
Eden
Musee in New
Expert from Precision Machine ComYork City.
pany Explains Various Phases of
" The new 'Extra-lite ' gives added screen
Important
Projection Maillumination, this being accomplished by the
chine Adjunct
fact that none of the blades of the ' ExtraUPON learning that a newly invented
lite ' are solid or opaque, thereby cutting
shutter had been installed in Simplex
off light by passing; but the cut-off blades
projectors, Motion Picture News secured
are so designed that neither the light nor
an interview with a Simplex expert anent
the picture itself is at any time out off by
the evolution of the shutter.
the shutter blades.
" One point of the projection machine
" It is the purpose of the Precision Mathat has always received considerable atchine Company to equip their machines in
tention from the projectionist is the shutfuture with the ' Extra-lite.'
ter," he stated. " Many forms of shutters
" This new shutter has been so designed
have been tried out since the inception of that
it is of universal use and can be atthe cinematograph. In the early days this
tached to any projector, new or old, using
blade was placed inside the machine, so
the outside shutter construction. We will
that it operated between the film and the
later take this new shutter up from the
lens.
scientific point of view and will give light
" The disadvantages, however, of the inmeasurements,
etc."will be outlined in the
side shutter became apparent and efforts
This treatment
were made to eliminate the troubles thus
Projection Department of Motion Picture
caused.
News.
" From the very beginning the designers
of the Simplex projector have always kept
Gets Stewart Films
before them the necessity of combining
perfect optical with perfect mechanical
It has been announced that Shea's Hippoprinciples. At a time when many other
drome in Buffalo, N. Y., has contracted for
machines were using the inside shutters,
all the Anita Stewart productions and will
Messrs. Porter and Cannock, the designers
present " Virtuous Wives " as the first atof the Simplex, were using the outside
traction of the lot. It was booked to begin
shutter on their first machine, nineteen
January 5.
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Inter-Ocean Gives Dinner
to Employees
Among the social affairs of the Yuletide
season none was a greater success than the
dinner and vaudeville performance given
on December 28 by President Paul H.
Cromelin and officials of Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation to employes of the organization- The dinner was given at Healy's
Jungle
AmongRoom.
those present at the affair, which
was semi-private, were : President and
Mrs. Paul H. Cromelin, George W. Newgass, vice-president ; Frederick Neuman,
secretary and treasurer; Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Herzog, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Neuman, Mr. Millard Ellison, Mr. and Mrs. M.
S. Epstin, Mr. and Mrs. Alan Lowens, Mr.
George Curtis, Mr. and Mrs. Brookes, Mr.
Henry Gladstone, Mr- Mayer Schlesinger,
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene H. Kaufman, Mr. J.
L. Kempner, Mr. and Mrs. Robert A. Foster, Mr. Gus Schlesinger, Mr. Louis Brock,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Adler, Mr. and Mrs. Al.
Hartlieb, Mr. and Mrs. Martin G. Cohn,
Mr- G. Loulo, Mr. and Mrs. Penzer, Mr.
Eisenberg, Miss E. Hart, Miss I. Schulhof,
Miss L. Schulhof, Miss L Epstein, Miss V.
Benson, Miss P. Cohn, Miss C. Quirk, Miss
M. Brodsky, Miss M. Bornstein, Miss ML
Bonwit, Miss P. Scherer, Miss May, Miss
H. Miller, Miss S. Rosenblum, Miss Hahn,
Mr. M. Moran, Mr. Or,
O'Brien, Mr. and Mrs.
Blumberg and others.
Speeches were barred, but M- S. Epstin
gave a burlesque account of the rise of the
Inter-Ocean, and a song was delivered by
the diners to the following words :—
PACK UP YOUR FILMS IN YOUR
OLD TIN CAN,
DON'T TALK BUSINESS TONIGHT.
By Quirk and Adler.
Stolen from " Pack Up Your Troubles in
Your
Bag." by Eugene Heavins !
The Old
theftKitsuggested
Kaufman.
Pack up your films in your old tin can, and
smile, smile, smile ;
You're one of Inter-Ocean's happy crowd;
smile, boys, that's the style.
What's the use of worrying? " P. H. C "
says 'tain't worth while;
Pack up your films in your old tin can, and
smile, smile, smile.
On December 24 the employes of InterOcean presented Mr. Cromelin with a gold
watch.
Alberta Operators
Classification

Get

Starting with January 1 the operators of
the Province of Alberta were classified according to experience and ability under the
direction of Howard Douglas, chief film
censor for Alberta. Arrangements were
made for examinations and the operators
are to be placed in one of three classes,
according to their showing. Operators in
small centres will be restricted to the third
class only, it is understood, and if they
move to a larger town or city they will be
required to undergo another examination.
Mr. Douglas announced that the aim of
the board of censors is to improve projection in Alberta.

January
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Ohio
Wants
Liberty
on
Towns in Indiana Also Feel Pressure of Radicals Who Would
Like to See Sunday Pictureless — Exhibitors Expected
to Rally Round the Flag
agitation against Sunday motion pictures in Ohio seems to have
THE
oozed down through Cincinnati and across the Suspension Bridge into
an edge of Kentucky and along the river into Indiana. According to
latest reports, both Ohio and Indiana exhibitors are awakening to the fact that
a serious menace confronts them in the shape of propaganda against Sunday
shows. One correspondent declares this propaganda is being carried on by
radicals who have had their attention drawn from the liquor question.
Feeling that the " booze babble " has reached a climax and is slidjng down
to where it needs nothing more than a parting kick, the agitators are jumping
onto Sunday pictures with both feet. And just as lively, the exhibitors intend
to protect their interests, according to reports.
Rally Round the Flag
Every motion picture theatre in Ohio is
TRY
US OUT!
expected to do its bit toward helping along
the good work of legalizing the Sunday
If You Have Served Your Counpicture show in the state. There have been
try Let Us Serve You
one hundred towns in Ohio, during the past
year, which have had to close on Sunday,
because legally, the Sunday picture has no
at what
repe's
ITin us
said
lastto week
issue weof
PERM
Motion Picture News, and to
standing. These towns have been closing
gradually, and the fact of their closing did
express gratification because
the khaki-clad boys are beginning to
not attract much attention, until those who
take advantage of our offer:
were interested in obtaining favorable legThe classified columns of Motion
islation began the task of collecting the eviPicture News are open free of charge
dence necessary to arouse the exhibitors to
to service men now returning to
definite action. It was early last June that
civilian life and seeking to resume
a general meeting of exhibitors from all
their activities in film ranks.
sections of the state was called in ColumOperators, musicians, studio embus. At that meeting the Ohio Screen
ployees, men in all branches of film
work
who have been in the service
League was formed. This league has no
other duties than to act in connection with
of their country may avail themselves of this opportunity to run
the Sunday movement. Henry H. Lustig,
" Situation
without
cost.Wanted " advertisements
president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League of Ohio, was appointed president,
In addition to these free ads all
and Fred Desberg, also of Cleveland, was
the facilities of Motion Picture News
appointed secretary.
are " At the Service of the Service
Men." Call on us.
For the past four tnonths these two officers have been active in arousing the exhibitors of Ohio to the dangers that beset
them, by failing to provide proper legislaSmall Sums Wanted
tion in favor of the Sunday show. It was
the expectation of the Ohio Screen League
" This is a very small sum," Mr. Desberg
to have the moral and financial support of
went on to explain,
" in comparison
to the
the National Association of the Motion
seriousness
of the menace
that confronts
Picture Industry, in the conduct of the
the industry at the present time. Do you
campaign, but recent events have occurred
realize that the fear of closing on Sunday
which make it necessary for Ohio to paddle
hangs like a Damascus blade over our
its own canoe into safe waters.
heads continually? Whenever we, as an
At the last meeting of the Motion Picindustry, take exception to some civic ordinance, we have not the power to voice
ture Exhibitors' League, Mr. Desberg made
an announcement of what has already been
our objections. Why? Because the first
accomplished, and what is further expected
thing that will be told us is to accede to
of the exhibitors in the territory affected
all demands or we will be closed up on
by this legislation. " In lieu of the fact,"
Sunday. I don't know how you feel about
it, but at the Mall and Alhambra theatres,
Mr. Desberg told them, " that the support
of the national association is withdrawn,
in which I am heavily interested, we do
it will be necessary for Ohio to raise all 30 per cent, of our business on Sunday.
the funds required to bring this campaign
We can't afford to be closed on that day.
to a successful issue. We need money to One Sunday's receipts will re-coup every
exhibitor for the amount of the tax he is
do this. And in order to get money, every
asked to put into this campaign fund.
theatre in the State is to be taxed pro rata,
according to the number of seats in his
" There's another way of looking at this
house. Downtown houses will pay twenty
proposition," Desberg continued. " Some
cents a seat, and suburban houses will pay
are prone to say, ' what's the use
ten cents a seat. One-fourth of this is exhibitors
of stirring up something when there's no
payable upon the signing of the subscripattempt to close us up now? ' That's all
tion, one-fourth on the first of January,
very well, but you never know when someand the remainder of the sum due to be
one will come along and close you up. It's
in their power to do so, just as long as
paid by the first of February.

the

Sabbath

the Sunday movie is illegal in Ohio. This
tax which we are asking you to pay now,
you should look at as an insurance payment. You pay it to procure protection.
When you pay fire insurance you do so to
protect yourself in case of fire, not because
you expect to have a fire in your house.
You pay this amount, not because you look
for interference but to prevent anyone
from
at any
time." into
The interfering
State of Ohio
has future
been divided
districts, and representatives have been apto seethatevery
district, topointedsee
he isexhibitor'
doing his in
bit, each
and
contributing his share toward relieving the
industryfronts itof
the greatest menace that contoday.
Indiana Uses Influenza Scare
Radicals in Indiana, now that their attention has been drawn from the liquor
question, are attacking the moving picture
houses on several scores and asking legislation to curtail the programs of the theatre houses. Through the northern part
of the State is this most evident, where
a certain class of people are loudly clamoring for a Sunday closing act and are using the influenza epidemic as a club.
Returns from the theatres in this section of the country during the past two
months have been meagre and in most
cases below operating expenses. Many
managers have been forced out of business
when the bans were placed on their industry for the second time in five weeks.
Many have been running on the ragged
edge of the ledger account and could not
afford a forced suspension of business.
This new cloud on the horizon has taken
the heart out of many of the smaller theatre owners who have counted on their
Saturday and Sunday business to even up
the week. Film men declare that the industry cannot stand such a blow at any
time, but coming on the heels of poor business itis a calamity.
The effect of the law would be simply
this: all moving picture theatres throughout the northern part of the State, if not
the entire State, would be forced to close
their houses on Sunday. They would not
be allowed to run either an afternoon
matinee nor an evening performance.
Abrams and Schulberg
Leave for Coast
Hiram Abrams and B. P. Schulberg,
whose plan to establish their own organization was recently announced in Motion
Picture News, left New York last week
for California to adopt the first physical
steps toward that end. It was at first
planned for Mr. Schulberg to remain in
New York while Mr. Abrams was in California, but this course was changed due
to exceptionally rapid telegraphic progress
of the preliminary measures which they
have already undertaken. They will remain in California for about three weeks,
returning to New York, when it is expected that they will make a definite announcement.
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Famous

Cheers
the Fleet
about the good time their more lucky mates
Makes " Gobs " Happy by Presenting
were having ashore- Arrangements for the
Big Stars in Latest Productions — " big show " were made by Mr. Greene himWalter Greene Originates
self, who called upon Lieut. Horace D.
the Idea
Clark, on board the flagship Pennsylvania,
the officer in charge of the entertainment
WALTER E. GREENE, vice-president
of the fleet while it is here. Lieut. Clark
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation incharge of distribution, prepared
accepted the offer with thanks and expressed enthusiasm at the opportunity of
the biggest single " booking " for one evenseeing American stars in American picing when he arranged a " show " of 161
tures, their motion picture entertainment on
reels of film for the " gobs " aboard the
battleships in the Hudson River who were
board ship for the past six months having
consisted of foreign-made films.
unable to come ashore on New Year's Eve.
Only the latest Paramount and Artcraft
Each of the twenty-three ships in the Hudson River carrying projection machines and
pictures
booked
for River,
the New
Year's
facilities for showing motion pictures was
Eve show were
on the
Hudson
presenting
the
work
of
the
following
stars
and
progiven a complete screen entertainment, in-(
ducers : Douglas Fairbanks, Thomas H.
eluding a five or six reel feature production and a two-reel comedy. On each ship Ince, William S. Hart, D. W. Griffith,
" Fatty " Arbuckle and Mack Sennett. The
the show was first given in the officers'
salon and then relayed to the gun deck,
battleships that were supplied with the picwhere it was presented to the men.
tures are : Flagship Pennsylvania, MisThe idea of giving the entire fleet a mosouri, Wisconsin, Kearsarge, Maine, Illinois, Alabama, Indiana, Iowa, Wyoming.
tion picture show on New Year's Eve, esArkansas, Texas, New York, Utah, Nevpecially to " gobs " who had to stay on
board, was originated by Mr. Greene, who
ada, Oklahoma, Arizona, New Mexico,
offered to supply the films to the fleet free
Mississippi, Florida, Solace, Vestal and
Bridge.
of charge so as to make the boys forget

Manager William L. Woodin, of the
Keystone Opera House, in Towanda, Pa.,
has announced his intention of building
next summer a $30,000 motion picture theatre in that city.
Manager Woodin is known as " the little
Rothapfel of Pennsylvania."
Camera Follows President
From the time that President Wilson
reached Europe to the moment of his return he will be followed wherever he goes
by " movie " men.
Charles S. Hart, director of the Division
of Films of the Committee on Public Information, isnow in Europe completing
arrangements for this huge task of filming
every detail of the Peace Conference.

STARTING
New

Sews

Players

Woodin
Plans
a New
Towanda Theatre

Happy

Picture

RIGHT

Year Made

Hap-

pier by" Those Kind Words"
YEAR wishes
NEW
HAPPY
rained down upon us in bigger
quantities this year than ever
before — and we are sure the
quality meant more also than usual.
And just to help us start the New
Year right, H. Evans, South Wales
manager
of Butcher's
Film sent
Service,
Ltd., Cardiff,
South Wales,
the
following letter:
" Allturegood
to Motion
News. Itwishes
is SOME
book, Picand
something is missing when it does
notA turn
up."the letter was given over
part of
to the studio directory.

Sickness

Handicaps
versal City

Uni-

Rumor had it just before the New Year
was ushered in, that LTniversal had ceased
production activity on the Coast. In part,
this is true, as the influenza has attacked
the Coast colony with all its old vigor and
as a result some of Universal stars, Director MacGowan, practically the entire accounting staff and many of the scenario
department of Universal are disabled by the
epidemic. This information came from the
New York office of Universal, R. H. Cochrane speaking for the company when asked
to verify the rumor.
Mr. Cochrane said that the epidemic
which is most severe on the Coast at this
time, had impeded production activity at
Universal City, but that production had by
no means ceased. Some of the companies,
including the Harry Carey company, Eddie
Lyons and Lee Moran's comedy company,
had ceased production owing to the illness
of the stars. He said that Mr. Carey
would resume work the first week in January and the Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran
company permit.
as soon Director
as the stars'
conditionsin
would
MacGowan
charge of the Universal serial, " Lure of
the Circus," is ill with the influenza, but
Mr. Cochrane said that the work would go
on under the direction of another.
Destroyed by Fire
Manager James Moxley of the Regent
theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, teceived a wire
on December 27 that the print of " Under
the Greenwood Tree," which was due to be
shown at the Regent on December 30 and
31 and January 1, had been destroyed by
fire
at Toronto.
" Woman's
was
substituted
for the
destroyedWeapon
picture " until
-tained.
a new print of the latter could be ob-

Charles Manfre, former Fox manager at Omaha,
killed in action in France
Fox

Exchange Man Meets
Death in France
Believed to have been the only American
film exchange manager to meet death in
the service of his country, Charles Manfre, former Fox Film Corporation exchange manager at Omaha, was killed in
action October 26, according to official notification from the War Department, received this week by relatives in Kansas
City. No
details
circumstances of his
deathregarding
have beenthe
received.
Mr. Manfre, who was one of the
youngest exchange managers in the busienafter America's
ness,
tranceenlisted
into theshortly
war, despite
the fact that
he was the main support of an invalid
grandmother, two young brothers and a
sister. After the usual period in cantonment in this country he was sent to France
as a member of the 89th Division. Letters received from him while he was in
the American training area on the Western
Front expressed eagerness to get into action and do his share toward bringing an
end to the misery yhich had held the
world in its grip for years. That a bullet
found him a few days before that miserywas ended by the armistice is an especially
poignant feature of his death.
As soon as William Fox learned that
Mr. Manfre had been killed he wired to
his representatives in Omaha and Kansas
City to make all arrangements necessary
for the immediate comfort of Mr. Manfre's dependents. At the same time he sent
a letter exuressing his sympathy enclosing
a substantial check for the family.
Pathe Booker Reported
Saved from Ship
Louis Samuelson, at one time a booker
in the Seattle branch of Pathe Exchange,
Inc., thought to have been lost in the burnDumaru in mid-Paingcific,
of the
after a steamship
lapse of several days has been
reported among the survivors. He was in a
third boatload, containing fourteen men,
which landed near Manila.
" Mr. Samuelson shipped on the steamer
Dumaru, which left San Francisco with a
load
of dynamite
O- Lukan,
managerandof gasolene,"
the Seattlewrote
branch,L.
in telling the story to the home office.
" Somewhere in mid-ocean between the
Island of Guam and the Philippine Islands
the ship was hit by a typhoon and struck
by lightning.

January
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Pyle Enthuses Over the
New Year
Charles C. Pyle, general sales agent of
the Bartola Musical Instrument Company,
returned to Chicago recently from the factory at Oshkosh, Wis., very much enthused
over the prospects for the coming year.
Among other things Mr. Pyle stated that
the sales of the Bartola for 1918 surpassed
the business that had been anticipated.
-Mr- Pyle has information that there will
be more new theatres during the coming
year than have been constructed within the
three years past. He has just had an interview with C. Howard Crane, the famous
Detroit architect, who is now working on
twenty-one plans for theatres in the United
States. Mr. Crane has an added force and
is working night and day to keep up with
the work, and in anticipation of this building the Bartola Musical Instrument Company have decided to extend their selling
force and will add six high class traveling
representatives.
Mr. Pyle is now working out an entirely
new elaborate catalogue which will be
something different than any company has
ever used before and will be ready to mail
by the middle of January.
Ottawa

Wants

a Film

Exchange
The suggestion has been made by an
Ottawa newspaper that a film exchange be
established in the Canadian capital, particularly in view of the unfortunate delays in
the arrival of film shipments from Montreal
and Toronto. Several times recently boxes
of reels did not reach Ottawa exhibitors
until long after shows were scheduled to
start on either Mondays or Thursdays
and the theatres have lost considerable
money, not to say anything about dissatisfaction among patrons.
Ottawa has almost twenty theatres, while
there are many houses in centres of the
Ottawa Valley district, but the city is only
some 120 miles from Montreal, where all
Canadian film exchanges have offices.
Keep

the " Smokes " Going
Across to Them
S. L. Harris, manager of the Olympic
theatre, Portsmouth, Va., who has been a
regular remitter to " Our Boys in France
Tobacco Fund," has just sent another
check for $5.70 collected at his theatre.
This continued effort, even though the armistice has been declared, will be appreciated by the boys over there. There are
over a million of them, and it looks as if
they would be there for some time, and
they want a smoke just as much as they
did during the actual fighting.

Business Picking Up!
The Big Feature Rights Corporation of
Louisville, Ky., has found business so
heavy that it has had to put another traveling representative in the field. H. A. Matthews has been appointed to cover western
Kentucky. Nathan Schaffner is in the field
for eastern Kentucky and George Starkey.
Jr.. for Tennessee.

INFLUENZA
Improvement

FADES

WITH

OLD

YEAR

Noted in All Sections of the Country Where
Epidemic Had Left Mark

IF Kid New Year were an exhibitor, there is little doubt that the thing at
which he rejoiced most upon coming into the midst of a happy world
on January 1 was the fact that the influenza epidemic was reported as
" goingallout
with the
year." has been reported as more favorable.
From
sections
the old
situation
In Spokane, Wash., where the health officials had denied a petition asking
the lifting of the ban on public gatherings, the motion picture theatres were
permitted to run full capacity on New Year's Day. This followed a request
that theatres use only alternate rows for audiences. The influenza is reported at low ebb in Spokane and surrounding territory, and no further
restrictions are expected.
An account from San Francisco said in part that the influenza situation
in the state showed an improvement and all danger of the closing of the
San Francisco motion picture theatres was passed. Even the masks which
have been much in evidence were voted abandoned. Sacramento also did
away with masks.
There are indications that the chief outcome of the recent epidemic in
Canada will be the shortening of the hours during which motion pictures can
be shown. It is said most Canadian exhibitors welcome this move.

John Keiley Is a Father
John " Jack " Keiley, film editor with B.
A. Rolfe Productions, which made the
Houdini serial " The Master Mystery,"
was receiving congratulations last week
upon the arrival of a son at his home.
The youngster was named Harold
George, after Mr. Keiley's two brothers,
who are in France with the American Expeditionary Forces. Harold Keiley is with
Company A, 305th Artillery, while George
is with the 52d Pioneers.
—
f
Nathan Goes West
Al. Nathan announced this week that he
is resigning from the management of the
Symphony theatre. Mr. Nathan will leave
for Indianapolis to assume a similar capacity is one of the theatres there. No
one has been appointed to succeed Mr.
Nathan at the Symphony as yet, it is said.

ASS'N
NOTIFIES
Schaefer Gives Official Resignation ofLeague
mber
ter,Dece
dent 31,
R J.date
Peter
Schaeof
presi
of
UNDE
'
itors
re
on
the
Moti
Pictu
Exhib
League of America, sent the
following communication to the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry:
Gentlemen:
I have presented the matter of
obtaining 50 per cent representation
in your Association to our Directors,
and have informed them that at a
meeting, held December 10th at the
offices of the Association, you failed
to have a quorum necessary to take
action upon our request.
Our directors are unanimous, and
desire to inform you of such, and
that we, hereby, tender you the resignation of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
fromMotion
the National
Association ofLeaguethe
Picture
Industry. Said resignation to take
effect immediately.

Special Show for Canadian
Employees
The Dominion theatre, Ottawa, Ontario,
conducted a special midnight show on NewYear's Eve as a benefit for all employes of
the theatre for loss of wages during the
recent epidemic. The Ottawa theatres were
closed for practically six weeks. The sale
of tickets was undertaken by the employes
and the price was 50 cents per ticket. The
theatre was crowded for the event. A
number of special features were presented,
while numerous vaudeville acts offered
their services for the occasion. Manager
W. J. Hanitch donated the use of the theatre. The total proceeds went to the employes.
Pathe

Sends

Haskett

to

Boston Office
H. D. Haskett, assistant manager of the
Cleveland Pathe Exchange, has been transferred to the Boston office of the Pathe
FilmCleveland
Corporation.
Haskett's
position
the
office has
been filled
by Paulin
Tessier, who has recently returned to town
after being discharged from military service. Tessier says it feels like home to be
back with Pathe, as he was associated with
that concern for several years prior to his
joining the army, first as assistant manager
in Cleveland and later as manager for the
Pathe Exchange in Albany.
Ohio

Censor Board Member Reappointed Again

Maude Murray Miller, Columbus, chairman of the Ohio Board of Censors, has
been reappointed a member of that board
for three years by the Industrial Commission with the approval and consent of Governor James M. Cox.
When the censorship bill became a law
in May, 1913, Mrs. Miller was the first
member appointed by Governor Cox on
that board. She served through that administration and through the administration of Governor Willis.
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Baby

Controversy Develops
D UMORS of a coming battle over the
A^ productions took definite shape on
advertisements in the trade publications.
The C. K. Y. Co. says:
" In respect to the statements of differences between Clara Kimball Young and the C. K. Y.
Film Corporation, which has been producing Miss
Young's pictures since July, 1917, and particularly
in regard to the announcement from Harry I.
Garson that the last picture which Miss Young
will make for C. K. Y. Film Corporation is
" Cheating Cheaters," the sensational comedy
drama announced for release by Select Pictures
Corporation, and only recently completed at Los
Angeles, C. K. Y. Film Corporation authorized
the following statement:
" In conjunction with Select Pictures Corporation, which has by contract the exclusive right of
distribution of all of our pictures, we have today inserted in all of the trade papers a public
announcement warning against any interference
with our contractual rights and interests under
the contract between Clara Kimball Young and
ourselves, by which we obtained Miss Young's
exclusive perosnal services for a period of years
ending August 31, 1921. The insertion of this
advertisement was made necessary by statements
popularly attributed to Mr. Harry I. Garson, who
has therefore served as Miss Young's personal
representative, pursuant to a clause in her contract with us, which gave her the right to nominate such a representative. We have no knowledge as to whether Mr. Garson was really authorized by her to make the statements attributed to
him, and in truth are inclined to believe that
Miss Young really intends to live up to the very
letter of the entire spirit of her agreement with us.
In view, however, of the fact that a notice
reached us signed ' Clara Kimball Young, by
Harry I. Garson,' supporting the other statements popularly attributed to him, to the effect
that Miss Young was to leave our employ, we
conceived that in fairness to the other producers
andannouncement
distributors ofof the
motionwaspicture
an
the facts
in order.industry,
"
'
We
believe
that
the
time
has
the
motion picture industry when every come
respectin will
be shown not only by producers and distributors,
but by exhibitors as well, to existing contractual
relations between producing organizations and
their stars, and accordingly, anticipate no difficulty
in the present situation. We believe we can
safely forecast the continuance by Miss Young
of her work in our studios, and the continuance
of our ability to deliver her pictures for distribution to Select Pictures Corporation until the
contract between Miss Young and ourselves expires, on the 31st day of August, 1921.' "

Over C. K. Y. Features
distribution of future Clara Kimball Young
Friday with the insertion by both sides of
The following statements were then issued:
The Other Side:
W. G. Rudolph, New York representative for
Harry Garson and Clara Kimball Young, made
this announcement:
sent by
Clara
Kimball Young to"The
the C.statement
K. Y. Corporation
and
published
in
your
advertising
columns
is flat
and final.
" The torneyofficial
by Miss Young's
aton the notice
C. K. served
Y. Corporation
states her
case plainly and clearly. We are prepared for a
fight to the finish on those grounds. The atletter
:
" '" C.' 485
K. torney's
Y.Fifth
Filmfollows
Corporation,
Avenue,
' Gentlemen
: N. Y.
" '"New
York City,
' I hereby
you notice
thatand
I have
elected
to " and
do nowgivehereby
rescind
cancel
the
certain contract entered into between us under
date of July 12, 1917, whereby you engaged and
employed me to render exclusive services in the
portrayal in motion picture productions of leading roles or characterizations for the period beginning July 16, 1917, and ending August 21, 1921.
"
My reason
taking this vital
actionandis flagrant
because
you ' have
wilfullyfor committed
breaches of the terms of this contract by your
refusal, upon demand, to pay to me the several
sums of money, now aggregating in excess of at
least the sum of $25,000, to which I am rightfully
entitled and which are now and for some time
past have been due and payable to me, under
the terms and provisions of our agreement, for
services performed by me thereunder for and on
your
behalf.false construction and interpretation
" ' The
which youvember 18,have
by upon
your letter
of No1918, sought
to place
this contract
clearly evinces an intention on your part to no
longer be bound by the plain terms of the
written agreement entered into between us on
July ' Your
12, 1917.
action at this time in demanding that
I accept aspretationbinding
upon myself
false ofinterof our contract
which this
neither
the
parties thereto had in contemplation at the date
of its execution, nor at any other time during the
period under,
of more
year'sto operation
there-of
amounts onthan
youra part
a repudiation
our written agreement and also to an attempt to
coerce me into submitting to a contract whose
terms have never been assented to by me and
whose provisions are inequitable and unfair.
" ' tionI,of therefore,
you notice
of theus terminaall contractgiverelations
between
and demand that an accounting be forthwith had of all
moneys to which I am now or may hereafter be
entitled to receive byYours
reasontruly,
thereof.
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG.
By Harry
Garson, in fact.
Her I Attorney
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG,
By Harry I. Garson,
Her Personal Representative under provisions of
Paragraph Sixteen of Contract dated July

Marie

Picture
Osborne

News
Tours

Big Cities for Pathe
Organization
Baby Marie Osborne, the diminutive
Pathe star, upon the expiration of her holiday visit to New York, started on a " sentimental journey to friend," which will include twenty-four cities between the Atlantic and the Pacific. At the end of the journey Leon T. Osborne will begin independent production of these juvenile pictures,
which, within a short time, have firmly established her as a star both at home and in
foreign lands. The volume of letters sent
to her by both children and grown-ups
keeps a private secretary busy answering
them and mailing photographs.
The sentimental journey includes Boston, Newark, Philadelphia, Washington,
Pittsburgh, Buffalo, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Detroit, Indianapolis, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Minneapolis, Des Moines, St. Louis, Kansas City, Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake, SpoTcane, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco and
Los Angeles.

Four New7 Companies Have
Recently Incorporated
Four new companies in the motion picture industry have recently incorporated.
At Chicago, 111., Athletic Feature Film
Corporation has been incorporated with
$10,000 capital by John A. Verhoever, 6017
St. Lawrence avenue.
Pearl Theatre Company has been incorporated with $2,500 capital by R. F. Blash,
Charles H. Kellerman and Ruth L. Kellerman, of Highland Park, 111.
Gold Coin Motion Picture Company has
been incorporated with $100,000 capital by
M. Resnicoff, S. M. Goldin, M. May, 782
Prospect place, Brooklyn, with New York
charter.
At Philadelphia, Pa., the Ideal Amusement Company has been incorporated with
$2,000 capital by F. R. Hansell, 4333 Chestnut street. Incorporator purposes to conduct amusement places of all kinds.

12, 1918.'"
F. W. Thring of Australia
Arrives in Los Angeles
F. W. Thring, representing J. C. Williamson, Ltd., arrived in Los Angeles and
spent seevral days there with Samuel Goldwyn negotiating a renewal of a contract
for exclusive marketing of Goldwyn releases in the Antipodes.
The Williamson interests consist principally of theatrical enterprises, having a
number of theatres where speaking drama
is given. In addition to this they have four
exchanges in Australia.
Speaking of likes and dislikes of the
Australian audiences, Mr. Thring emphasized the fact that presentation of pictures
tried in Australia in a limited way had
proven unsuccessful.
" Our patrons do not want their vaudeville and music mixed with pictures, nor
do they want pictures mixed with vaude-

ville and musical numbers. We have after
several years of experimenting found very
satisfactory
and dislikes. solution of our people's likes
" We open our Paramount theatre in
Melbourne at 11 o'clock and run continuously until 6, with program consisting of
one feature, a gazette, and comedy, charging five to twenty-five cents. The music at
these performances consists only of that
from the piano.
" At 8 o'clock we begin our evening performance and the price for this is ten to
sixty cents. The program includes two features of five reels each, comedy and a gazette, or weekly, as you call them here.
" The evening show has music furnished
by a ten-piece orchestra. The reason possibly for the success of our evening program is that there is no night life in Australia and patrons of the theatre come
downtown solely to attend the theatre."

OH, THANKS!
And the Same to You
early this year and lasted long.
ed
g thegree
agess ofstart
Amon
messting
good
DAY
HOLI
cheer to reach Motion Picture
News after Father Time had sounded
the knell of 1918 were some from
every branch of the industry. Cards
came from
Al Lichtman,
Frank
Mayo,

Bertram Chas. Bracken,
G. C. Heebner,
Colonial theatre, Orange, Cal.
In our issue of last week we published apartial list of names of those
from whom we received Christmas
greetings.
To each and every one within the
industry, we heartily wish you the
best that 1919 has to offer.
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Standard Slide Employes
Dined by Corporation
A holiday dinner was tendered the employes of the Standard Slide Corporation
and the press by the officers of the company Saturday evening, December 28, at
the Cafe Boulevard, New York City. It
was one of those affairs that brought fellow-workers and executives closer together and showed that perfect harmony
and co-operation had existed in making the
Standard Slide Corporation a successful
organization.
A rather novel form of entertainment
was given and afforded a great deal of
pleasure to all those present. Every number on the entertainment program was
rendered by the employes and they received
rounds of applause for their good work.
A new feature in song slides was introduced and consisted of a number of handcolored slides with the words of the composition inserted on the slide illustrating
the action.
Among the speakers of the evening were
J. H. Hallberg, who spoke on the subjects
of improvement and inventions, which were
very interesting; J. Robert Rubin, attorney
for the corporation, told how, through the
untiring efforts and hard work of Joseph
Confal, the four slide companies were
brought together as one; H. A. Rosenberg
spoke along the same line; Joseph Confal,
as toastmaster, had a good word for every
speaker as he introduced them.
Others that made addresses were Al.
Greenland, Xat Cherin, David Harris,
Thomas G. W iley, Sam Spedon and Mrs.
Mitchell Harris.
Taking into consideration that two officers of the Standard Slide Corporation
started out in the slide business some six
or seven years ago in a one-room office
and today conduct business in a five-story
building, the wonderful strides that have
been made can be appreciated. A booklet
with the title, " A Little Journey to Slide
Lane," was distributed to the guests. It
takes one through the offices, salesrooms
and workrooms and describes the whole
process of slide making.
The officers of the Standard Slide Corporation are H. L. Edwards, president; J.
H. Hallberg, vice-president ; rl. A. Rosenberg, vice-president; Nat Cherin, treasurer; Joseph F. Confall, secretary and general manager, and J. Robert Rubin, attorney.
Aliens Get Another
Toronto House
Messrs. Jule and J. J. Allen have acquired still another theatre in Toronto, the
latest being the Queen's Royal Theatre,
Yonge street and St. Clair avenue. The
name of the house has been changed to Allen's Royal theatre. It is located in the
north end of the city and has been successful during its career of several years.
The Aliens now own or control three
houses in Toronto and are building two
new palaces on Bloor street and Danforth
avenue. The number of theatres which
they control, own or are building in the
Dominion is now near the forty mark, it is
declared.
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Harold B. Franklin Has Some Instructive Thoughts Here for
Every Exhibitor in the Country
By Harold B. Franklin
Manager, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
new year will probably see more PROGRESSIVE changes in
THE motion
pictures than ever before. The motion picture has emerged
from the war period a full-fledged industry, recognized by the Government and by the people as an important part of their daily habits.
It should be the aim of every exhibitor to deserve the patronage of the
stand for high
shouldrepresentative
1919 "theatre
for " your
theatre Make
great American
of
of quality.
standardYour
and a rigid public.
ideals
the highest ideals.
Exhibitors should stop merely exhibiting! The up-to-date exhibitor
" produces " his entertainment. It is the way you present your pictures
that gives distinction. Anyone can hire an operator to put a picture on the
screen. It is the atmosphere with which you surround your picture that
makes it stand out. The successful exhibitor will see to it that his theatre
sets the pace. Quality in pictures is the first essential. The producers and
stars realize more than ever that true merit is the order of the day. To get
a quality show people go to a quality theatre.
^ ^npHE never
proper
presentation
of the
photo
drama," isnature
a subject
will
be finished,
because
of the
enterprising
of thethat
motion
A
picture business. We have made progress by leaps and bounds
in the last few years and the end of the new year will probably
introduce new ideas and methods of presentation that will make some of
our present enrtertainments appear antiquated.
The exhibitor is facing what will probably be the most prosperous year
in our industry, and there is every indication that good business will be the
rule in every theatre that has a good opinion of itself — and deserves it.
The orchestra or organ is one of the big assets of the modern motion
picture theatre. Good music that synchronizes with the action on the screen
will give your pictures a new meaning. It is therefore worthy of the best
effort on the part of the exhibitor. The best talent is available for this class
of work and it is economy to secure the very best musicians in your locality.
FOR those theatres that have stage room, " stage settings " offer an
inexpensive
Shea's
we haveis developed
this
innovation todiversion.
such an At
extent
thatHippodrome
a special setting
prepared each
week. They offer a splendid background for a special musical number
or overture and can be patriotic or timely in nature.
Commencing next week, we will introduce at Shea's Hippodrome reproductions of theto world's
famous the
paintings
in stage-setting
In that
way
we will bring
our audiences
best there
is in art, and form.
enhanced
by color
effects and appropriate music, we expect it will prove a novelty that will not
only be good to look at but also have an educational value.

Exhibitor

Enthuses

Over

" Cannibal " Pictures
Martin Johnson's picture of the " Cannibals of the South Seas," was said to be
such a success in the showing of the first
five reels at the Plaza theatre, New York,
that Manager Milton Gosdorfer booked
the second five reels, showing for eight
days later.
" I took on the Cannibal picture in order
to relieve the monotony of story pictures,"
said Mr. Gosdorfer. " I figured that if
I could do ordinary business it would
suit my purposes. I got a real surprise
when I found wre were doing an immense
business.
" I had the notion it was a feature to
give people information, but when they
talked excitedly about the adventures
among cannibals and the close flirtation
with death which Martin Johnson and his
fearless little wife carried on through
weeks among the Solomon Islands, I got
Complete Plan Book on Page 295
wise."

" Made in America " Cast
Is Made Known
In eight
" Made doughboy
in America
shows
how episodes,
the American
was"
trained within a period of less than a year
to win battles against the super-trained and
Satan-inspired warrior of Prussia.
The play is cast with the following:
Richard Turner, Edward Burns, Philip
Sanford, Brian Darley, Lillian Lawrence,
Florida Kingsley and Emily Merceau have
the most important parts, while the rest of
the cast, some 40,000 in number, is made
up of American soldiers.
" Made in America " was produced and
directed by Mr. Ashley Miller and is published and distributed by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation through Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Stars Entertain

Soldiers

New Year's Day at the Pershing Club
for United States and Allied Officers, corner of Madison avenue, at Forty-fourth
street, New York City, was " Motion Picture Day." Stars provided entertainment.
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"VY/HAT'S the Price?" a most excelW lent article, which appeared in the
columns of the Motion Picture News of
January 4 issue, and to which attention was
directed by the editor, contains so much
truth and common sense that it should not
be passed over lightly, said Frank Hall,
president of the Independent Sales Corporation.
As exhibitor and distributor, may I not
take the liberty to openly discuss several
of the points brought out in " What's the
Price?" some of which I heartily advocate
from one standpoint and, contrawise, take
exceptions to some from the other angle.
I quite agree with the writer that the
" How much " habit, which is prevalent
among exhibitors in every section, has a
decided tendency to retard the progress of
the industry instead of advancing it. Too
many of us are prone to look at an attraction from the price angle instead of from
the show angle and the quality of amusement the picture might contain.
If the rental price is absurdly low, some
of the small town exhibitors act on the advice set down in the old adage which says
something about " not looking a gift horse
in the mouth." In other words, the exhibitor feels that as long as he is paying practically nothing for a film, he should not be
at all squeamish about the quality of entertainment, rather the lack of quality, in the
film.
Believing he is going to do so much business, regardless, he doesn't care what his
patrons might think, with a result that his
opposition, who is ever on the alert, slips
in a special at a fancy price, and does a
rattling big business. The difference in
profits of the two houses may not vary five
dollars, but it goes without saying, the man
who gives the better quality is the one who
is building for the future.
But should he overstep the mark and pay
"too much," the danger of lost dollars
overbalances the lost patronage of his competitor, and sooner or later the sheriff will
get him, too.
I have learned from exhibitors in small
towns, towns of four to ten thousand population, that when they book some special
production at a price 'way above their regular program stuff, and raise their admissions, their patrons complain and claim
they are being "gypped" just because the
picture may be a little better than the usual
run — the public does not stop to consider
an advanced rental, house capacity or drawing population.
On the other hand, exhibitors also claim,
even though they do a rattling good business on a special production at advanced
prices, the reaction sets in the following
day and the falling off of receipts balances
up an average week.
Of course, there are exceptions to this
rule. I am speaking now of the many
so-called specials that are being foisted
upon the unsuspecting exhibitor, who is
made to believe they are really great by
the exorbitant prices asked. The wise exhibitor, though, is the one who asks " how

on

Some

Price

Tags

of His Views

little " instead of " how much," for the
scale of prices many salesmen have is so
elastic that they can make them fit most
arguments.
That's wherein the danger lies — trying to
judge quality by price, and thinking because
you have brought a salesman down from
$50 a day to $15 that you have put one
over — the truth of the matter is you have
bought a product at ten dollars more than
it's worth.
How much better it is for both salesman
and exhibitor to have fixed prices — prices
that can't be juggled, equitable prices to
both exhibitor and distributor, permitting
each to make a fair profit. Add to this the
confidence inspired by the quality of the
film, and you have the ideal proposition for
all concerned.
It was with this thought in mind, protecting the exhibitor against raising prices
on films of more than ordinary merit, that
I worked out my ten-twenty-thirty plan,
figuring that giving the exhibitors something truly worth while at a price they
could well afford, that the inducement offered would double the number of playing
days for any one film, which would more
than offset the difference in the lower
rental.
When I launched this fixed-price plan for
a series of special productions I was confident of its success. Since announcing the
first four pictures in this series, Evelyn
Nesbit and Russell Thaw in " Her Mistake," J.Stuart Blackton's "Life's Greatest
Problem," Bacon-Backer's " A Woman's
Experience," and J. Stuart Blackton's
"' The Littlest Scout," the exhibitors
throughout the country were quick to recognize the caliber of the 10-20-30 attractions,
close than
of ourconvinced
first month's
business andI atamthemore
that
it is not " how much " or " how little," but
the staple price for quality films that will
prove the exhibitors' salvation and the
greatest boon to the industry.
Occasionally some super-productions may
come along, such as the " Birth of a Nation," Intolerance,"
"
"Wanted for Murder,'" "My Four Years in Germany," " A
Romance of the Air," etc., and being bonafide special attractions require special
treatment. They are booked under special
contracts, are advertised specially, presented in a special way, and special prices arranged commensurate with the attraction.
Any exhibitor is justified in playing these
extra specials and advancing his admission
price, for they come so few and far between that his patrons welcome the truly
big meritorious productions and are glad
to pay the fare. Instead of reacting against
their box-offices the days immediately following, itinvariably acts as a stimulant, for
it brings back to his theatre patrons who
have slipped away to the other house or
those who have lost the habit of attending
regularly.
Having already pointed out the danger
of advancing prices simply because the exhibitor had to pay more in rental, it is
easily apparent wherein the difference lies —

Sees Bright Future
for Industryj
According to E. M. Porter, general
manager of the Simplex Company, who has
returned to New York from a tour of observation inthe East and Middle West, the
outlook for the motion picture industry is
unusually bright, notwithstanding indications of present business stagnation in certain parts of the country.
Mr. Porter's predictions regarding the
coming prosperity wave are based on a
thorough study of conditions in the machine end of the business. He canvassed
the situation in detail with the distributors
who dispose of Simplex products, men who
are known as acute observers of conditions
in their particular territories. In some instances these distributors were inclined to
be pessimistic as regards their business today, but even they had to admit the ultimate upward tendency of business now in
sight in their own localities.
His conclusions from the interviews with
all of these men are that an era of unprecedented prosperity in the film business is
not far off. The indications in accessory
and supply quarters, he believes, point to a
favorable reaction of general business on
the picture industry as a whole.
Film Board

of Trade

for

Minneapolis
C. W. Stonbaugh, Minneapolis, announces that the Minneapolis Film Board
of Trade, an organization for the purpose
of creating a better understanding generally between the local exchanges and the exhibitors, has been formed in that city.
The organization is incorporated under the j
State laws of Minnesota.
The following officers were elected : E.
A. Eschmann, president : E. R. Pearson,
vice-president ; W. C. Lestico, secretary ;
Benjamin Goldman, counsel; Ben Friedman, treasurer.
The members comprise the managers of ,
the following film corporations : Paramount-Artcraft, American Film Mfg. Co.,
Hodkinson Film Corp., Friedman Film
Corp., Pathe Exchange, Inc., Standard
Film Corp., Goldwyn Distributing Corp.,
B. N. Judell, Inc., First National Exhibitors' Circuit of the Northwest, VitagraphLubin-Selig-Essanay, Inc., Metro Pictures,
Inc., General Film Co., Universal Film Co., 1
Mutual Film Corp., Select Pictures Corp.,
Triangle Distributing Corp., Westcott
Film Corp., World Film Corp.
price does not control — but quality does,
and accordingly an exhibitor is only justified in advancing his admissions when he
has a really big extra attraction to offer, a
production that has been put to the actual
box-office test and proved its worth on
merit alone and not accepted as a superfeature on the wild ravings of some press
agent, the bunk some salesman may offer
or the lurid advertisements of the producer.
In the latter case I believe the exhibitor
is wholly warranted in asking " how
much " or " what's the price."
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Hasty in Letter
Carroll E. King of Leesburg, Ohio, has
asked Motion Picture News to publish the
following letter, which he has written and
which needs no comment :
" In simple justice to the officials of the
First National Exhibitors' Circuit Company
I ask that you please print the following:
" In the November 30 issue of the News
there appeared a letter which I wrote to the
editor regarding the First National-Pickford deal. The paper had my permission
to print this letter and they did so. In it
I rather severely criticised the officials of
the First National for, first, paying any
star this amount of money; second, doing
so without the knowledge of the franchise
holders, and, third, making the facts concerning this deal public at a time when the
war tax revision was the vital subject of
the hour. I also feared that it might result
in other stars inflating their values.
"As is generally the case, all the phases
of a big deal do not appear on the surface,
and when I had time to delve more deeply
into the matter and obtain information in
full I found that I had misjudged the gentlemen responsible for this great achievement. They made the deal in full accordance with their authority and in so doing
secured
a " scoop
" for the
Firstintended
National.to
The manner
in which
it is
handle the Pickford productions is a positive guarantee of pictures that will far and
away excell anything Miss Pickford has yet
■done, and, as is the case with Chaplin, there
will be no rush to produce a given number
of pictures. Every phase of the production
■will be handled properly, carefully, and
with proper attention to detail. The announcement that has been made as to the
•vehicles means that every Pickford production will be an instantaneous hit, for the
•combination is unapproachable.
"As the tax worry is now seemingly
■drawing to a close, and as the stars are beginning to realize that it is a 50-50 case of
star and vehicle, those two matters need
not worry the exhibitor. So I therefore
feel that it is only right that I publicly admit that I was hasty in my judgment.
"We sometimes criticise our friends
more freely than our enemies, and the First
National is most assuredly the exhibitors'
friend, for it IS THE EXHIBITOR."
Jake Wells

to Entertain

Soldiers in Virginia
Richmond, Va. — Acting upon a letter
sent to all of the resident managers of
local theatres, Jake Wells has agreed to do
his part in assisting State Labor Commissioner Hirshberg, who is now formulating
plans for the entertainment of the disabled
soldiers stationed at U. S. A. General Hospital No. 22, at Westhampton, just West
of the city.
Mr. Wells, who controls the five largest
theatres here, has consented to admit the
wounded fighters between 11 a. m. and 5
p. m., during which time the 'theatres show
to only average crowds.
The Bluebird theatre, under the management of Thorpe & Klein, has also
agreed to assist in entertaining the unfortunate boys from " over there."

Division
of Films
Charles S. Hart Gives Interview in
Europe
Showing
That United
States Organization Has
Surplus on Hand

Shows
a Profit
being shown everywhere and barring
clauses were things of the past as far as
we were concerned, which meant a 75 per
cent, bigger distribution for our pictures.
" Now, if this paid — and the exhibitor
admitted he made money on the Government pictures — why should it not be done
with other films? I am not a film man, but
it does strike me that the system in force
means a fearful waste, for I understand
that the average American picture onlygets a 25 per cent distribution."
Houdini Serial to Open
Keith Circuit

Charles S. Hart, of the Division of Films,
Committee on Public Information
FOR the British trade journals Charles
S. Hart gave out an interview which
shows that the Division of Films of the
Committee on Public Information has
made good financially besides spreading
useful propaganda.
" The way the United States motion picture organization has been built up in so
short a time is nothing less than a miracle,
and it is especially interesting to note that
the department received from the United
States Treasury on commencement an appropriation of $10,000," said Mr. Hart,
"' and that today the organization has in
hand a big surplus of money, so that the
idea has been successful financially as well
as from the propaganda point of view. The
Division of Films was created but one year
ago.
" I knew nothing about films then," said
Mr. Hart, " but was chosen for the post because Iobviously had an independent attitude, and not being commercially interested in films could not be accused of having an axe to grind. The work has been
tremendously interesting and in some ways
I shall be sorry to leave it, as I propose
doing next June.
" The department will then be finished
with war activities and my part will have
been played. What the future of the Department will be I can hardly say at the
moment. I do not think it will be run to
further commerce or to exploit commercial
pictures by the United States Government.
" One thing that struck me as very curious when I first came along was the difficulties of film distribution. I found that if
one house showed a film, that same picture
could not be shown at another house for
miles. This seemed all wrong to me, and
we set about changing things.
" I believed it was purely prejudice and
that the exhibitors would gain rather than
lose by showing the same picture. Starting on this system our pictures were soon

on

The Houdini serial will open in NewYork on Jan. 6„ instead of Dec. 30, as originally announced. The change in date was
made at the request of the United Booking
Offices, who are playing the serial first run
for three and four days in sixteen Keith
and Proctor theatres in New York City
and State.
Among the Keith and Proctor houses to
play " The Master Mystery " are Proctor's
Fifth Avenue, Twenty-third Street, Fiftyeighth Street, 125th Street, and Harlem
Opera House, all in New York City; Proctor's Mt. Vernon, Proctor's Yonkers, Proctor's Port Chester, Proctor's Albany, Proctor's Troy, Proctor's Schenectady, Keith's
Greenpoint, Brooklyn, and Keith's Prospect, Brooklyn.
N. J. Nathanson, president of Regal
Films, Ltd., which controls the Canadian
rights to B. A. Rolf e's super-serial " The
Master Mystery," starring Houdini, announces that a special trade showing of
the early episodes of the picture was held
at the Regent Theatre, Toronto, on December 27. Special music by the Regent
orchestra of twenty-two pieces was furnished. The Regent is one of Canada's
largest and finest picture houses. The serial will be released in Montreal on Jan.
5 and in Toronto on Jan. 6. Regal Films
controls six exchanges in Canada, located
in Toronto, Montreal, St. John, Winnipeg,
Calgary and Vancouver. The home offices
are in Toronto.

Calgary
Interests Form '
Association
Moving picture theatre interests of Calgary have organized a federation which is
known as the Calgary Theatrical Association, and it is aimed to perfect an organization the scope of which will eventually
cover the whole of Western Canada.
The Calgary association was organized
on December 19 at a meeting attended by
exhibitors, managers, exchange representatives, moving picture projection machine
operators, musicians and stage employes.
Steps were taken at the meeting to encourage the formation of similar local associations in other cities of the Western
Provinces, and if active co-operation can
be secured the scope of the association
will be extended, under a broader name, to
take in all moving picture interests west of
the Great Lakes. It is also hoped that a
Dominion-wide organization may eventually be formed.
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And w:hen you go to
make
that little speech
^^OU following
who have
been
these arMaking
Your
Displays Pull
ticles have no doubt seen
have with you your clipDuluth Newspapers Handicap Good Advertising
that good advertising appings from the Motion
Picture News, a whole
With Blackest of Types and Truly
pears to be contagious — ■
bunch
of
the clippings of
that in a city where one
" Mourning " Borders
the most attractive . tyT>e
t h e a t e r's advertising is
advertisements that are
good it will not be long
shown there and show the business manager of the newspaper
until that of the average is much raised. But of course the thewhat you mean. Show them what other newspapers are doing,
atre itself hasn't everything to do this with, for-the equipment of
and you might say to them that the faces they are using in their
the newspaper office has^ to be up to the limes or the best results
cannot be secured.
displays remind men who know things about advertising of Civil
War days so far as type faces are concerned.
For instance, take the page from the Duluth, Minn. NewsIt is a remarkable thing that among the displays on the page
Tribune which is reproduced on the page opposite. It is hard to
that we have reproduced there are only thirteen lines of type
imagine advertising that is more unattractive than this — a mess of
that are not set either in some form of Gothic or in a machine
black type and exceedingly' heavy rules. In every case, except
black face type.
that of the Zelda theatre, the designers of the displays or the
compositors have used every possible bit of the space.
There are only nine lines in Italic.
And turning through the other pages of this paper one finds
With the exception of a couple of lines in Cheltenham Bold
that the general advertising is all of the same type, that black type
Condensed all of the display belongs to the Gothic family. A
rules for the news heads as well as for all of the advertising.
mighty fine showing for a newspaper in a city that is given a
And with the newspaper office insisting on furnishing nothing but
census population of 89,331. From the typographical appearance
this Gothic type and enclosing everything in these mourning
of the paper we would be more apt to conclude that this was an
borders it is hard to criticise the theatres for the result.
issue
county.of the weekly Gazette, the leading weekly of Buncombe
Such advertising as this gets the least possible pulling power
because of the sameness and unattractiveness. We cannot imagine
We believe in newspapers and we believe that most of them will
why anyone should read these displays unless they felt that it listen to reason when properly approached, but in cases like Duluth
when they refuse to do anything that will encourage you to use
was a part of their day's work. In such cases the amount of space
that is occupied is going to have mighty little to do with the
bigger space the only thing to do is to CUT DOWN the amount
results that come in. A mere mass of type amounts to about as
of space that you are using. That will generally be found a most
much in three inches double column as it does in a full page if effective argument. If the paper is not willing to invest some
money with the prospect of your pulling more business with
the type.
display isn't going to be anything more than the aforesaid mass
of
better advertising, there is not much hope for it.
In justification for the Duluth exhibitors we want to say here
Few papers will be willing to buy distinctive borders for you
that several of them have told us that they have the greatest
unless you agree to use a certain amount of space in the course
difficulty in getting any decent cuts from their local exchanges.
of a year, but we would highly recommend to theatres in cities
where the newspaper has a monotype machine getting the matrices
They add that they don't think they should go to the expense of
having them made. One exhibitor complains that he rarely gets
for two or three distinctive borders and having a bunch of these
cast up. These matrices can be rented for a small sum and
the very cut that he asks for, but that he generally gets " someretained only during the time that the casting is in progress. Your
thing else." It is
true that
the are
samecases
complaint
from exhibitors
in only
other too
sections.
There
in whichcomes
the
newspaper can explain this to you in detail.
New York general offices have spent a large amount of money
Borders, and distinctive borders, are essential. If one of the
in preparing these displays and where the exchange fails to keep
Duluth theatres had a distinctive border, light-faced type and
them on hand. Evidently, these exchanges are fearing to have
attractive cut, it could make a display stand out in the midst of
the others like a house afire.
the loss of the unused or unsold matter charged against them.
The exhibitor has two remedies for this : either he should agree
There is no investment that a motion picture theatre manager
to take all of the cuts on the various productions or he should
can make that will yield so enormous a return as a name plate
send a letter direct to the main office when he fails to get the
for his theatre. They are inexpensive and last for years — because
matter that he wants.
you never want to change once you have adopted a peculiar style
Most of the Duluth theatres have well-written advertisements,
and slogan. We would advise every manager to get the services
and there the praise stops. What Duluth needs is:
of a good artist to make the design, and this need only be made
Use of distinctive types and borders, or, at least, the getting
once, and then have these name plates made in the sizes that you
away from the heavy black effects.
use in your displays, one, two, three columns and upwards as
Cuts that mean something.
you require. You need have only one cut made for each size for
Distinctive name plates for the theatres.
every newspaper that has a stereotyping department can furnish
Naturally, the theatre does not care to go to the expense of puryou with as many reproductions as you need.
chasing outright the types that he wants to use. It is expensive
Name plate and a distinctive border makes the display stand out,
and unfair. If we were among the exhibitors of Duluth we would
makes it individual, calls attention to your advertisement at once,
go to the fellow managers and get them a unit on the proposition
and, more than that, gives CLASS to the theatre.
and after that we would go to the newspapers and say :
Now as to the matter of cuts. Taking the whole field into consideration, what can you get?
" We have shown that we believe in advertising. We know that
it pays, but we lose half of the effectiveness because your comFirst, generally there are available from the producers, stock
positors set all of our displays up in the same type so that they
cuts at least in one-column sizes of the stars that are regularly
result in the appearance of a series of handbills. If we have other
making pictures for that company. If the theatre cannot afford
faces we will be encouraged to use more space because all of us
to do any more, we would advise them strongly to BUY one of
each star that they regularly play.
will be trying to achieve THE most attractive, the best businessgetting display in the paper. By giving us all the same thing as
Many of these are very bad, we'll admit, but that is a point
you are doing now you offer no encouragement for personality
that you will have to decide for yourself. Most of them are so
(Continued on page 236)
in displays."
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Theatres Seem Content with the "Old Stuff" in Duluth Displays
to heavy borders, almost ignore cuts and lose nine-tenths of the
Note the wax that these theatres all use forms
force ofof Gothic
a reallytype,
goodresort
display. See article opposite
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Bad Type Effects and Old
Style Borders Mar
Duluth Display
(Continued from page 234)
lettered that it is hard to use them for any
but one attraction, but often the careful
use of the printing office saw will eliminate
this lettering without really hurting the cut
itself.
But better than that, we would prefer to
get a striking picture of each star and have
made from this one and two-column cuts
(you will seldom need larger, no matter
how much space you use). These should
be cut-outs and we would have the work
well done, with the view of using them
often. Then we would have a file system
in the theatre, wrap each cut so that it will
not become scratched and then put it away
for use the next time you play a picture
with the same star.
Most of the Duluth theatres that advertise appear to play attractions at least two
days and we believe that it would pay all
of these theatres to spend a little money
on the engraving for each picture — that is,
to have cuts made that bear on the particular picture and that are good for only
one use. But always avoid scene pictures
unless they really mean something. A
character picture is always stronger. That
shows the star in the particular role he
plays in that picture and it gives an intimate
touch that is always valuable.
While Duluth is being used only as a
text for these remarks, let us turn back to
the displays. There are only three cuts
used. The one of Fritzi Brunette is
about as bad as it could be, evidently a
makeshift arrangement sawed out of a layout and with more background than anything else. The one of Tom Moore is
better but it does not fit into the picture.
Whoever made the selection of the picture
made a bad one, for in this Tom looks like
he had a grouch on against the world while
his sunniness is the thing that makes him
so enjoyable in photoplays. The entire
center display on " Hearts of the World "
was supplied by the producers.
Rex and Zelda theatres have the two best
displays on the page that we have reproduced, the latter being the much better in
leaving a large amount of white space.
But can you imagine what a dominating
effect the Zelda could have secured had it
employed a smashing cut of Alice Brady,
preferably in her role in " The Better
Half " and have then taken about twice as
much space and have placed this in the
upper left hand corner, with a distinctive
rule border breaking into it and then using
a distinctive name plate in the lower right
hand corner with the rule breaking the
same way and then have set the body of
the display is some lighter and attractive
type?done
We'll
that theatres
if the Zelda
had
thisstake
and athelotother
had
held to their present type of advertising it
would have done twice the business that it
actually did do — even if the film had to
be held over to accommodate the crowds.
The situation in Duluth appears to be the
same as the situation in most cities of the
same sort. The newspaper doesn't want

to go to the expense of buying any other
type. The exhibitor possibly reads some
criticism of the typing of his displays and
goes to the newspaper to ask for different
type, and is given a " No " and then says.
"What's the use? I'll have to do the best
I can with what I have on hand."
But we have already pointed out some
of the things that can be done. But the
main thing is for the showman to try to do
everything he can before he throws up his
hands.
And then let him do something for himself.
■Don't conclude that you cannot afford to
pay for cuts, at least along one of the plans
we have suggested.
Don't hesitate to make an investment in
special borders and nameplates.
Remember that it should be your object
to make your theatre THE theatre of the
city. Possibly you believe that it is now,
but if you are not willing to invest a little
in giving it a REAL chance, your confidence is notfaith
veryinstrong
and you haven't
an abiding
the future.
Let's improve our advertising. Let's get
away from what the other fellow is doing.
It is so easy, so comparatively inexpensive
that it can be done and every time you and
your competitor and the other fellows improve your displays you are making more
business all the way around. That's no
theory; it has been proven wherever it has
been tried.
Unusual Exploitation Aids on
" Virtuous Wives "
Departure in the usual style of the
press sheet is marked in the exhibitor aid
that has just been issued by the First
National Exhibitors Circuit on the first
of the Anita Stewart pictures, " Virtuous
As usual the various styles of newsWives."

paper stories are supplied and then the
entire
duced. layout of paper available is proBut the chief thing that attracts attention is the varied styles of advertising
ready for use in cut or mat form. Not only
are the complete advertisements furnished
with nothing to insert except the name
of the theatre and the date of showing,
but the component parts of these displays are supplied separately so that the
exhibitor can largely design his own displays. Cuts of the star for either newspapers or advertising use are provided in
all sizes ranging from two columns to
thumbnails. There are also thumbnails
of four of the chief supporting members
of the cast. The exhibitor certainly has a
wealth of material with which to work.
Cut-Outs Used with Fine Effect in
Louisville Theatre
A SIMPLE, inexpensive and effective
way of advertising Charlie Chaplin
in " Shoulder Arms " was used in Louisville, Ky.. during the engagement of the
Chaplin picture at the Strand theatre and
at B. F. Keith's National. It was devised
by Joe Goldberg, assistant manager, and
George Starkey, Jr., traveling representation. tive of the Big Feature Rights CorporaA " cut out " from the three-sheet lithograph was backed with cardboard presenting the valiant warrior true to life, or
rather to the screen. He was then fitted
out with full " field equipment," including
mouse trap, wash pan, grater, bake pans,
tin cup and egg beater, etc.
Thus arrayed, Charlie stood guard in
the lobby or in front of the theatre. The
effectiveness of the exhibit was demonstrated by the comment that was heard at
the theatre and by the reports that were
spread about it.
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LET'S REVIEW
IT
What Was the Best Thing You
Did During 1918?
her Time
up anoter
year
number
on
d. has
er
blackboar
No chal
mattked
OLDthe Fath
what your resolutions may be
for the New Year, sit down and reflect
what were the good things and what
were the unprofitable ones that you
did during the past year. Most of
you have experienced ill luck with
the war and with the influenza epidemic, but did you take time to cast

With this setting Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo, celebrated New Year's
Patriotic
When

and

Franklin

Carnival

Spirits

Celebrates

Are

Combined

Opening of New
Year
The Sammie was in uniform the night the
writer visited the Hippodrome.
TheDouglas
New Year's
feature
was leading
" Arizona,"
with
Fairbanks
in the
role,

YEAR , was ushered in at Sheas'
NEWHippodrome
Buffalo, in gala form last
week. The stage setting was one of patriotic as well as carnival spirit, depicting
the New Year in the figure of a new-born
and for this production an elaborate muchild, in part of the uniform of Uncle Sam,
sical setting was arranged by Harold B.
Franklin and Conductor Moultin.
crossing the globe from France to the good
old U. S. AOne of the noticeable features of Hippodrome music programs is that there is
In back of the life-size figure hung hunnever any resort to hackneyed agitatos
dreds of serpentine strings of pure white,
during the presentation of a feature. In
giving the " follies " atmosphere, and on
the background a series of colored light
dramatic moments there is always some
cloud effects were thrown.
standard work used; it is never the same
Over the whole scene a revolving snow
old " 10-20-30 Hearts and Flowers stuff."
slides through its flaky drops. When the
Some of the numbers noticed on the prosetting was unveiled, the big, 31-piece
gram were such little gems as " A Little
symphony orchestra played " Auld Lang
Story," by Zimmerman, and " Piroutte," by
Syne," giving a very striking effect. This
Finck, and " A Curious Story," by Winkler.
piece was followed by the selection from
The opening number was " Suite from
The Follies of 1918." The added man in the South." The Christmas tree which was
in the center of the stage during Yuletide
the orchestra is a doughboy who has returned from France and has taken his old . week was moved to one of the smaller
post in the Hippodrome orchestra as 'cellist.
openings in the stage New Year's week and

up How
then? much value has the Exhibitors Service Bureau been to you during the past year? We feel sure that
its value is a certain thing, but how
much have you availed yourself of
it? And how much in your turn
have you helped other exhibitors by
recording your ideas «in this department? The invitations certainly have
been frequent enough and certainly
the MOTION PICTURE NEWS
has shown its willingness to give
every line of the space that has been
required toward recording those
ideas.
But let us forget what you failed
to send and turn over the inky leaf
to a nice clean one. We want more
of your ideas registered here during
this annal of 1919. We would like to
ask you, each one of you, to sit down
and write what is the best thing that
you did during the past year. You
have some good idea that is of value
to others.
And resolve that you will send the
MOTION PICTURE NEWS during
this year an account of all that you
do for the progress of the industry.
It'll help you, too.

again illuminated with its hundreds of
bulbs, enhancing the beauty of the center
setting. A special trailer wishing the Hippodrome patrons a happy New Year was
run at the end of the program.
This week Manager Franklin is introducing a novelty in stage settings, reproducing
the first of a series of famous paintings.
The center of the stage is converted into
a large golden frame, and one of the Works
of art has been reproduced for Hippodrome patrons. Motion Picture News will
show its readers the setting and tell about
the idea in the next issue-

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
WlUard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
Samuel L. Rothapfel, Rial to and Rivoli theatres, New York.
E. V.Orleans.
Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
Thomas
Lowell.D. Soriero, Park theatre, Boston, and Strand theatres.
C.
A.
Lick,
New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
HaroldL. B.Hyman,
Franklin,
Hippodrome,
Buffalo.Theatres, New Tork.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Edw.
FilmShea's
Director,
C. 8. Liberty
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
E. Mandlebaum,
Loew's Standard
StiUman theatre,
theatre, Cleveland.
Cleveland
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
Mrs.
Joseph Grossman,
Ralph Ruffner, Rialto theatre, Butte.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount Theatre, Lewlston, Idaho.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
GeorgeYV. E.B. Carpenter,
Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt Lake.
Mark Gates, Dayton Theatre, Dayton, O.
Sam
Cohn, Spokane.
S. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
E.
J.
Myrick,
Liberty
theatre,
Ore. Ore.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre, Po'-tland,
Hood River,
M. W. McGee, Detroit.
H. L. Percy, Rialto Theatre, Medford, Ore.
A. J. MoeUer, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
P. E.Seattle.
Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Columbia theatres,
Sid Lawrence, Majestic Gardens, Grand Rapids.
Chas. G. Branham, Strand theatre, Minneapolis.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Leo A. Landan, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Charles C. Perry, Liberty theatre, Camp Cody, Texas.
Sidney
Granman's
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial Theatres, Jackson, Mich.
\. C. H. Gruuman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House,
Cat.
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GEORGE WALSH is a bright and
breezy fellow in his pictures, and the
theatre is justified in getting a little bit
gay in advertising such a picture as " I'll
Say So."
TheintoRialto
theatre,
San picture
Francisco, entered
the spirit
of the
well in this display which occupies nine
inches across three columns.
#
RIALTO
BEGINNING SUNDAY
"Try^GetMarried
It YourselfJn
YourB.VD's"
GEOMEWALSH
A WWlwind Story of SO
a Ch»p Who
Made
ComeY Prepared to"LaoghSA
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ut a. a.
p. a. Daily, iim a B-i lii,-,
lias, MLrial ~-JX
aaa
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T
raoaraa ataDMeaOarta
ut * P- n — -JUJ Baa* u< tac Fattyta»
TUctm."
WaiaT ta "TO Saj Sa." la ta» cart, ta aaajuoi

" Try it yourself — Get married in your
B. V. D.'s " would ordinarily be rather
strong, but in this case the personality of
the star is working for you, and it will go
over in good shape. The Rialto would have
improved this display a great deal by reducing the size of the type for the hours
of the showing and making the line " Come
prepared to laugh " stand out as one of
the big selling lines of the offering. As
the display now stands there is too much
of the black face machine type all together.
The question about the new leader of
the orchestra would have stood out all
the more if it had been set in an entirely
different style of type from the remainder
of the display. It is separated to a certain
extent, but it should have been made an
entirely different point from anything else
in the advertisement.
The Kaiser's done for; now wipe out the
clown quince around your theatre.
BUTTERFLY THEATRE, Milwaukee,
gets a might}- good recommendation
for the " Surrender of the German Fleet "
by reproducing in its display a news story
that appeared in the Milwaukee Journal
READ THIS NEWS tTEAi I* YESTERDAYS JOCKNA--

- •

V
--

EXTRA !
EXTRA
EXTRAMobee! Pktor*.
^ Complete
of Moil! Re«uaA*We
GERMAN NaVY^URRENDER!
-m
W rtie RmiIi Till Sari (V S**
fltWBicG
5*™
S. Tie.Hidr.rl.
S— ito* Eto V . - »- = - 5 v" '
Also WALLACE REID in

te^l^piilliTilT

EES

and
Ours*
the preceding day. Five and a half inches
across four columns, just the depth of the
item in question, is used and all of the
other reading matter points to facts contained in the item.
In other words the Butterfly is selling
this picture on what the paper had already
said about it. Certainly such advertising
prevents any one from getting the opinion
that there is anything of the fake about
the picture, and we feel sure that far more
people came to witness this film than would
have come had the theatre merely contented itself with using a bunch of adjectives and superlatives.
It is a regrettable truth that there has
been so much faking in motion picture advertising— and often because the exhibitor
doesn't know for himself what the picture
contains — that it is necessary to resort to
this guarantee style of advertising when
there comes along a genuine picture of a
great event like this.

pip

TOWN
You can't buy a two-pound roast and expect to entertain a dozen people at dinner;
neither can you spend a couple of dollars
for
advertising and then expect to fill your
theatre.
ITCincinnati
wasn't very
long ago
theatres,
whichthatarethese
underthree
the
same ownership, were running their displays all together, in other words a sort
of syndicate advertising. Many times we
have expressed the opinion that this is not
a good thing to do. In the first place one
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BILLIE BURKE
-THE MAKE-BELIEVE WIFE."
ALICE BRADY ■ HP Mm CMMt"

loses the opportunity to make the appeal
on each picture, and also there is an element in eveiy community that to a certain
extent resents anything that savors of the
trust.
Using only 5l/2 inches across three colums the Walnut, Strand and Family theatres are now able to get distinctive displays, and aside from the fact that these
are printed together there is nothing to
indicate the same ownership. Distinctive
name plates and borders are used for each
one and for displays that do not use halftone effects we cannot find a better arrangement in the same space. The arrangement has the effect of making each
display sell its own picture, and we firmly
believe that each house will get more business as the result of the arrangement.

flirt Time at
These Pncej

THERE
the slightest
doubt that
the
physicalisn't
appeal
of a beautiful
woman
is strong in motion picture advertising,
provided it is done in a way that will give
offense to no one. Mere vulgarity will
keep more people from your theatre than
it will bring, but a touch of spice will
create interest.
The display of the Symphony Theatre.
Los Angeles, used a picture of Dorothy
Phillips that unquestionably attracts attention, but still there is nothing about it that
should offend any one. The figure of Miss
Phillips, of course, dominates the display
and there are only a few lines of selling
argument with " Alan Holubar's indictment of wives who play with fire." However this was a return showing of the picture and therefore it had probably been
advertised well enough with the first offering and the management really had to get
attention only to the name of the star
and the title of the picture to get the
crowds again. Thirteen inches across three
columns is used.
never "sold" a man —
or Aa loud
blatantwaistcoat
ad a theatre.
MAJESTIC
THEATRE.
Portland, effects
Ore.,
achieves one
of the cleverest
in black, white and half tone in this teninch triple column display on J. Warren
Kerrigan in " A Burglar for a Night"
Evidently there is a big number of Kerrigan fans in Portland, and it was just the
proper thing to bring his face and name
out prominently, as was done. But we
are glad to see that the theatre did not
sacrifice the selling argument, for this is
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the game m&ltes this a real Kerrigan picture — "no
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embraced even if the type is smaller. This
selling argument is confined to telling the
sort of a character that Kerrigan plays
in this offering. And there is nothing of
the superlative, no group of adjectives to
camouflage.
This theatre has adopted an excellent
plan in giving the musical program. At
the opposite side there is an announcement
of the pictures of the surrender of the
German battle fleet, this evidently having
come in after the main display had been
prepared.
At least don't "kid" yourself.
IN the ordinary advertisement we would
say that this contained far too much
reading matter. There are two reasons
why we do not say it in this case, one because there is such a striking illustration
Ardent Nazimova, Emotionalist Supreme
—And
With
the Wilda Play
PassionsThatofSurges
a Cataract!

— the Great
NAZIMOVA

Toys of Fate"
LOUISE MARIONELA, Dance, of the Orient
*v "UNDER
TODAY-SATURDAY
U.I Tubs*
FOUR
FLAGS"
:.; ;;\v:r:;.:';'_
yr»¥»»»»»»»«»f
Tomorrow.
Monday iTuesday
and Wednesday

used that it at once gets the attention and
then because the matter is written by S.
Barret McCormick and written so that it
will hold the attention.
You will note that he has played the
name of the star and the title of the picture up strong in the very center of the
display. If it had been possible for any
one to miss the striking half tone at the
side this type display would get them. But
added to this he starts off his display by
talking about the actress herself and about
the character of the production. Before
you know it you have read into the display
and by this time you have become so fascinated that you continue to the end. This
is simply a case of class in the advertisement. If you had simply a lot of bunk
not only would no one " wade through "
the matter, as they would have to do, but
they would soon learn that you have nothing worth while to tell them. Don't be
afraid to use matter when you know what
you are using, but for heaven's sake stop
merely filling space with mere type !
Give more attention to the attitude of
your people as they go out, and there will
be less danger of yourself passing out.
HERE'S
case of a liberal
for thetheadvertisement
of the display,
Strand
theatre, Atlanta, Ga., occupied IIV2 inches
BY .SPECIAL. CONTRACT
PRfJENM A
m
BEACH
SHOWING
°: hisc PRE-RELEASE
0MEDY5ENSATI0N
'FA
T/I

some more intimate matter about the picture. We believe that the theatre overlo ked abet when it failed to call attention
to the fact that this story was connected
with Y. M. C. A. work. Certainly there
was a chance to bring people into the
theatre who rarely come. Also the fact
that Mclntyre is a noted comedian of the
speaking stage was also omitted. It is
a case of a display that gets the attention
but that fails to convince after the attention is gained.
You can sell most pictures only for a cerrun, but you have to sell your theatre
everytainday.
WE'LL
thatmain
the thing
name toof play
D. W.
Griffithadmit
is the
up
in one of his productions, and there was
excellent copy suggested by Famous Players-Lasky used in the selling arguments
of this production, but we believe that
some of the appeal was lost when the Ma-
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across four columns, which fails
to get
to the heart of the picture. It seems to
us that here is a case where the theatre
wanted to use a lot of impressive statements instead of letting the picture, or
rather the charm of the picture, carry the
selling argument. We don't exactly know
the reason for the two lines " By special
contract " and " Pre-release showing." According to the records we have this was
not a pre-release showing, and we rather
expect every theatre to make a contract
before it shows any picture.
The figure of Mclntyre in uniform might
mean anything from a regular soldier down
and while the selling lines at the bottom
are fairly good, if they were coupled with

jestic Theatre, Columbus, O., failed to play
up the names of Lillian Gish and Robert
Harron.
At the time that we printed a Special
Service Section on this picture we called
attention to the selling argument in the list
of Griffith successes, just as they are used
here. But we would have gone further
and have put something more of the human
appeal in the display. Now you may have
the greatest orchestra in the world, but
if you are content in merely giving performances and not striking the human note
you are not going to have the greatest
patronage. And so in this case it was
perfectly right to get the Griffith idea dominant, but there is not any reason why the
human element should not have left its
impress. A couple of paragraphs added
would have got much more effect.
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. D ACK from his trip across the country,
*-* S. L. Rothapfel is putting new pep
into the bills at the Rialto and Rivoli theatres this week, with the holiday element remaining dominant. Everyone ought to enjoy
a
"happy
new year" after seeing the
two presentations.
Especially striking is the arrangement
at the Rivoli. Things have literally been
" shaken up." As a matter of fast it might
be called a bill of surprises, and if one ignored looking at the program there would
be something startling happening almost
every moment. But months ago we told
you that audiences have been accustomed
to such things at those two theatres ; they
expect to be surprised, but they are never
jarred.
" Bacchanale," from "Samson and Delilah," is the overture at the Rivoli, and this
is played with remarkable lighting effects
on the new settings. These effects are
pinkish, running into green for the stage
curtain. The main dome is in pink with
the proscenium arch in deep red, affording
a pleasing contrast. There is so much color
to the musical offering that it is most fitting that it should be carried out in the
lighting. It is remarkable how closely
lights and music are associated in their effect upon audiences.
Now, here comes Novelty No. 1. The
lights are dimmed down and with the orchestra bathed in we have a few bars of
" Aloe Ohe" played, and then there go up
graudally on either side of the curtain
slowly flaring effects, giving a red cast to
the theatre, and these continue through the
titles of the picture that follows, Prizma
natural color photographs of " Kilauea, the
Hawaiian Volcano." During the music,
which includes " Salambo " played twice
throughis and
then " Orgies
there
a constant
rumble of
of the
the Spirit,"
drums,
giving the effect of the erupting volcano.
The pictures themselves are most peculiar,
with the molten metal showing in the genuine colors and all of the shades in the
smoke and lakes of lava. The weirdness
of the music adds a great deal to the enjoyment of the pictures.
With a harp cadenza as the introduction
the curtains then part, revealing one of the
brilliant John Wenger settings, which represents an artist's studio with the slanting
skylight and typical furnishings of a studio.
There is one dim hanging light. Here Alberto Bachmann, violin soloist, plays "Souvenir."
There is a lot of novelty in the Animated
this week, too. To the music of " Cleopatra March " and then " Give a Little
Credit to the Navy," we have a New Year
card from the Rivoli and then a birthday
cake with a single candle, for this week
marks the first anniversary of the newest
of the Rothapfel houses. Then there follows a picture of the front of the theatre
at
night
with the " Victory " display showing.
Then come pictures especially taken for
the
Rivoli,
that can
claim" Washington's
to be among theSkymostPatrol,"
novel
that have been produced. There are all
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Yet a Theatre is Being Put
Over to Big Business
motion thin
picturofe athea
did
nspletre
do y you
WHAT
out ink the woods
literall
where there is not even a
town organization, doing big business, playing many of the pictures
for the first run in the section, and
packing the houses with almost every
performance?
It is a remarkable story that shows
the possibilities of the motion picture industry for it shows how the
manager of a theatre in any country
town can increase his business if he
is willing to spend a little money
and do some hard work. This story
will worth
appear watching
in next for.
week's issue.
It's
Now as further evidence of what
theatres in the smaller cities can do
turn to page 243 of this issue and
read the story of the way that L. L.
Willey put over a Rothapfel-McCormick campaign and presentation
in the city of Rochester, N. H., and
how he cleaned up with it.
Let's hear from more of you small
city exhibitors.

sorts of peculiar effects given — for instance,
the Washington Monument seeming to
bend this way and that, according as to
how the aeroplane inclined itself. At one
time it seems that the machine is about to
dash into the monument. The audience is
kept constantly laughing with the antics
that the landscape seems to make. " Queen
of
the Air " is the music during these pictures.
What great care is taken at the Rothapfel
houses in seeing that every reproduction is
just right, and the ingenuity that is called
forth is shown here in reproducing the
sounds of the aeroplane, which, of course,
come from the gas explosions in the engine. Joseph La Rose, production manager, has arranged a device which produces
a stream of tiny explosions which is an absolutely perfect reproduction. This device
consists of an air compressor, a valve system for the
rapid release
of
air and
a control
system ofby" bursts
which " the
speed and intensity can be controlled. This
shading of the sound as the airship appears
to be close or in the distance, of course, is
wonderful, and the device is so valuable
that Mr. La Rose has patented it.
And then another novelty, It is furnished by Will Rogers, who made himself
one of the favorites of the Rivoli when his
picture, " Laughing Bill Hyde," appeared
there. First we have a characteristic picture of Rogers and then the opening words,
" I am going to try to horn in on that anniversary of Rothapfel's with a few remarks on the peace ship," and then follow a
series of sentences that keep the audience
in an uproar. An agitato is used here.

Vcbthapfel
With an American flag flying at the front
of the camera then come Gaumont pictures
of the welcome to the American fleet. The
ships steam immediately before the camera
and the fighting men draw the frantic applause of the audiences. Then there are |
views of Secretary Daniels reviewing the
fleet and the " Mayflower " then takes us |
on review of the ships. It is really better
than a trip through the river, and the people all over the country may be sure that
they are going to be just about as intimately acquainted with the homecoming
warships as are New Yorkers themselves.
"Red, White and Blue," "Jack Tar
March " and " Give a Little Credit to the
Navy " are the selections used during the
showing of these pictures, and then comes
a drum roll, and to the tune of " Semper
Fidelis " we have pictures of the sailors in
their parade on Fifth avenue. We saw this
parade and we must admit that when we
saw these pictures at the Rivoli the sailors
got a whole lot more applause than they
did on their actual march. It simply shows
how presentations like those at the Rothapfel theatres have conduced to arousing
the patriotism of audiences.
Then there enters one more of the many
novelties. Current Events furnished a picture with the title " Strike Up the Band,
Here Comes a Sailor," and then, with the
camera operating immediately in front of
them, we have a ship's company of marching "gobs." " Here Comes a Sailor " is the
music used, with a trumpet solo used
through it.

The lights do not come up at the end of
the Animated as usually, but the sound of
muted horns is heard, and with the orchestra bathed in a dim blue someone begins to
sing, " When Yankee Doodle Learns to
Parley Vous." It is Albert Pellaton, who
is seated in the orchestra, and you should
see the audience as a whole craning its
neck in an effort to find out who is doing
the singing. Since the number does not appear on the program it is all the more of a
surprise. There is only one verse of this
and then we have again the muted horns
and the curtains part with another clever
stage setting showing a balcony effect with
a huge moon in the centre and then four
girls, two attired as sailors and two as
Dutch maidens, dance "March of the
Toys," fromrenders
" Babesthein selection.
Toyland," Pupils
while the
orchestra
of
the
ers. Albertieri School are the clever dancThen comes a screamingly funny Mutt
and Jeff
" Thefrom
Lion the
Tamer,"
and
there
arecartoon,
imitations
orchestra
that add greatly to the merriment- The audience is in an uproar during the showing
of the picture.
This is followed by the sextette from
" Lucia di Lammermoor," which is rendered by a notable group of singers — Madeline D'Espinoy, Gertrude Eider. Martin
Brefel. Francesco Tamburello. Vincente
Ballester and Albert Pellaton. It is probablv the most ambitious musical number
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ever put on in a motion picture theatre
and the audiences show their appreciation
with the great volume of applause. And
for one of the few times in the history of
the Rothapfel houses the curtains part
again for the recognition from the sexte te. •
" Chant Sans Paroles " is the theme for
the feature, " The Squaw Man." It is
played first with the title, " The Girl That
Marries," and then is repeated during the
picture rather oftener than the theme is
generally used at the two theatres. Most
of the music is of the Rothapfel numbered
selections, the Indian strain being heard
quite often. " In the Meadows'" is the
closing selection.
And this winds up the presentation except for the organ solo. A fitting bill it is
to mark the birthday of the Rivoli, a theatre that has set a new mark for all who
want to increase the popularity of the motion picture to follow.
" Poet and Peasant " is the overture at
the Rialto, which is played with the lights
all in gold. Then follows one of the most
wonderful scenic pictures that we have
ever seen, " The Storm," an Educational
Films study of seascapes. There views of
warships at sea in the rough weather, then
of the surf pounding on the rocks — in
shoi t, it is a poem of the sea, every inch of
it delightfully pleasing. It gets unusual
applause. Organ music accompanied the
picture.
With the lights all gold James Harrod
then comes from between the stage curtains and sings " In Dublin's Fair City "
and " Dear Old Pal of Mine."
Rialto Animated opens with Gaumont
pictures of San Francisco welcoming the
soldiers returning from Camp Lewis, and
then some Pathe scenes of the arrival of
Col. Whittesley of the " Lost Battalion " in
Boston, and for both of these the music is
"We Are Coming." Current Events then
shows some of the Christmas presents that
were intended for the Kaiser, showing the
big gun trials at Aberdeen, Md., during
which " The Last Stand " is played- Then
follows a novelty entitled " Going Some,"
these being pictures of one of the cars of a
roller coaster taken from another one.
There are all sorts of peculiar effects secured here and the audience is in a constant
the music.roar throughout. " The Vixen " is
Current Events then shows views of Miss
Rose Tolley, the "four-months-old athlete," and there are a lot more laughs here.
" Children's Suite " is the accompaniment,
and then some Rialto pictures of the latest
thing in Cheyenne dances, with " Russian
Rag' being played. Culled from the official war review are pictures of " soldiers
of the eternal snows," the Alpini, with a
mysterioso used. These are followed by
Pathe pictures of the welcome to the returning fleet. There are some wonderful
hits here, and " El Capitan," which is
played twice through here, adds to the applause which greets the vessels and then
the sailors marching on Fifth avenue.
There is almost a record for enthusiasm

established here, only to be broken a few
seconds later when we have Current Events
pictures of President Wilson in Paris and
being cheered by the enthusiastic. " Here
They Come " is the music.
After Miss Gladys Rice sings " My Son "
we have the feature, Charles Ray in
" String Beans." " Jimmy Valentine " is
the theme for Ray and " Jeanette " for the
we haveand" Tales
by
theThen
orchestra
there from
followsHoffman
one of " the
girl.
funniest' comedies that Mack Sennett ever
made, " The Village Chestnut." The music
here adds much to the enjoyment of the
picture. All the scenes are laid in the village school, and at the opening we have
" School Days," followed by " I Can't Do
That Sum." Then come " Following the
Girl," " Porcupine Patrol " and " Curse of
an Aching Heart," played with an exaggerated effect that gets a lot of laughter.
" Star Gazer," " When I'm Alone " and
"Oh, Harry," follow with " Curse of an
Aching Heart " repeated and " Over the
Top
" and " You Bet " winding up the
showing.
It's a mighty happy bill all the way
through and certainly just the sort of a one
for the holiday season. And in spite of the
weather during the week finding a seat at
either one of the theatres was mighty hard
work.
Yes, the holiday spirit is in both of the
presentations, but the best thing about it is
that the followers of the two theatres know
that they can safely expect everything to
be done just right and at the right time,
and therefore they never miss occasions
such as this, marking holidays or special
celebrations.
There's a whole lot of getting your public in that frame of mind. Thafs the thing
that keeps the box office busy.
Many people fail to see the cloud's silver
lining
enough.because they fail to look "up" long

Moore Gives Theatre for U. S.
Showing of " New

Glory

Old " December 29,
Sunday for
morning,
Moore's new Rialto theatre, Washington, the handsomest structure of its
kind in the National Capital and one of
the most magnificent photoplay houses in
the United States, was turned over to the
officials of the District of Columbia government for an exclusive first-time-inAmerica showing of " New Glory for
Old," a cinematographic record of the activities of a fighting division of the United
States Army from the time of its mobilization in this country to its review by General Pershing after months in the thick
of the fighting on the western front.
The showing was under the direct personal supervision of Major Raymond Pullman, chief of the Metropolitan Police
Force of Washington, with whom the officers of Moore's Theatres Corporation cooperated. The private showing was at
10:30 a. m., and was attended by all of
the district department heads, their families, friends, assistants and invited guests,
including many distinguished representatives of the capital's official, business and
social life.
In compliment to the members of the
District Government, Mr. Moore added to
the program the latest Charlie Chaplin
release, " Shoulder Arms," a perfect travesty on the life seriously depicted in " New
Glory for Old," and the full force of the
Rialto Symphony Orchestra, an organization of solo artists that has created a sensation in Washington musical circles and
established new standards of musical accompaniment inthe theatre.
" New Glory for Old " was filmed by
official Signal Corps operators and forms
one of the most valuable historical records
extant.
OX
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1'honograph zi'indow display on "Mickey " and how theatre used 24 sheet on its drop curtain the preceding week
Dayton Theatre Shifts Bill
Change to Get Benefit
of Holidays

24-Sheet on Drop Curtain in
Theatre Helps "Mickey"
Exploitation
EVERY

use was made of music in advertisingMickey
"
" during its recent
run
at
Proctor's
Fifth
Avenue
where it is said to have made
a new theatre,
record
for a motion picture. W. H. Quaid, the
manager, announces that never before in
the four years that he has been the manager of the theatre has he shown a picture
of more than two reels, but adds, " any
time that you have another ' Mickey ' call
upon me and wou will find a willing exhibitor."
The campaign on this picture was started
a week before the showing and introduced
-some novel features. Use was made of the
song of the same name, a slide of this being
xun, the orchestra playing the music and
then a singer rendering the song after each
performance. In addition to this a talking
machine was placed in the lobby and there
the records were played while a number of
ushers sold copies of the song. " Mickey "
was certainly impressed upon everyone for
the full week before the opening of the
•engagement.
There was another unusual plan followed
during the preceding week by the use of
24-sheet with the theatre date stand alongside on a drop curtain- This was lowered
after each performance and at the same
time a woman employe of the theatre appeared and made the announcement that
this was one of the big scenes in the feature and that during the making of it Mabel
Normand was almost killed. Directly to
this use of the poster the management attributes the unusual word-of-mouth advertising that was given the picture, the lobby
attendants reporting that it was almost the
sole topic of conversation among those
leaving the theatre.
Music stores handling the various phonograph and piano player records of
" Mickey " in the neighborhood co-operated. One striking window display was afforded by the Fifth Avenue Columbia
Graphophone Company. This consisted of
an immense picture of Miss Normand, a
number of the records of the song, and
then a display card announcing the showing
of the picture at the Fifth Avenue theatre.

Dayton theatre got the Christmas spirit into
this display and
addedpower
to the picture's
drawing
Exchange Helps Overcome Law
Reducing Admissions
What co-operation of an exchange is
worth has just been proven in the case of
Williamsburg, Ky., where the city council
recently passed an ordinance forbidding
local theatre managers from charging more
than ten cents admission to a motion picture show.
However, one of the managers had arranged with the Big Feature Rights Corporation of Louisville, owners of the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit franchise for
that
territory,
show was
" Joan
but when
this to
action
takenthebyWoman,"
the city
council he advised Lee Goldberg, the exchange manager, that he would be unable
to show the picture. Instead of arguing
the matter, Mr. Goldberg wrote a letter
to the council pointing out that if such a
law were enforced it would result in Williamsburg failing to see the best of motion
pictures, and that the exhibitors would
have to show the cheaper grade film. Evidently the letter had its effect, for the
next day in came the order to ship " Joan
the Woman."

AS usual thing the Dayton theatre, Dayton, O., changes its bill on Thursdays,
but, of course, this year both Christmas
and Xew Year came on Wednesday and the
management figured that it could get a
greater volume of business by putting on
new attractions on those days instead of
waiting twenty-four hours later to make
the changes. It was the only house in
Dayton to fall for this idea and the result
was a large increase in business.
Holiday spirit was carried through all
of the advertising for that week, and the
theatre used large space in the newspapers
to announce this change in the bill. The
three column, ten inch, display which is reproduced here on " The Greatest Thing in
Life " could not have been better. None
of the selling argument of the picture itself was lost and in addition the pictures
of Lillian Gish and Robert Harron were
placed on the Christmas tree, the whole
thing surmounted by a star bearing the title
and under this decorations asking other
questions. D. W. Griffith was represented
as a Santa Claus bringing good things to
the Dayton.
It was not long ago that we urged that
every theatre manager use the inspiration
of special occasions to bring new business.
The Davton is surelv doina: intellicentlv.
This Manager Makes Stage
Attractions Help
When Ziegfeld's " Follies " played it annual two weeks' engagement at the Detroit
Opera House, Manager Phil Gleichman, of
the Broadway Strand, decided to link up
the production with his presentation of
Billie Burke in " The Make-Believe Wife,"
Miss Burke being Mrs. Ziegfeld in private
life. An invitation was extended to the
members of the company to attend the
Monday matinee, and more than sixty took
advantage
see the wife of inthethe" boss
in pictures.to Announcements
daily"
papers that the company would visit the
theatre naturally crowded the house, and
this the week before Christmas, which is
usually quiet.
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How Manager Willey of the Colonial, Rochester, N. H., used a 24 sheet for his big decoration and then staged a special prelude to
" The Romance of Tarzan "—all in a city of 8.000" R.-M." the Tarzan sequel. When he had
in the sticks ' themselves once upon a time.
finished his list contained twelve items.
"""THAT
Rothapfel-McCormick
stuff
in
A Motion Picture News is fine readSay, I just said something! I'm going to The following is an exact copy of the
ing, but it doesn't do us fellows in the
original :
try and give this town an R.-M. show."
small towns any good. They've got the
"An R.-M. Show"
" Three weeks' advance advertising.
chance in a big city like New York or Inmean, an R.-M. show?"
dianapolis todo things. The materials are
you
do
"What
" SpecialProgram
ad copy forforthetheColonial.
' Vest Pocket '
" A real Rothapfel-McCormick presenMonthly
there to work with. What have we got
"
A
half
-page
smash
ad
on
the first page
tation of a special feature."
here? There isn't a decent twenty-four
" You'll queer yourself and spend a lot of the Rochester Courier.
sheet stand in town. As for music, we
" An order to the First National Exhibiof money for nothing. There's not a thing
can't afford more than two or three pieces.
for you to' work with. You've got only
tors' Circuit exchange in Boston for a speBesides the town wouldn't know how to
six hundred seats. You couldn't begin to
cial supply of posters, slides and photoappreciate any splash like a big orchestra
cover expenses with that capacity. What'd
or these here stage settings and vocal num" Three home made slides to run one
graphs.
bers that Rothapfel and McCormick are
" Icharge
don't ?know.
Depends upon the cost,
"
week in advance of showing and to be
you
the film rental, and what I want as a profit.
always using."
alternated with stock slides from the exchange.
The complainant was an exhibitor in
[ can figure that out later."
Rochester, N. H. His audience was L. L.
" Aw, you make me tired. Anybody
" One dozen specially painted window
Willey, part owner and manager of the Cowould think this town was just waiting
cards for local display.
lonial Theatre of Rochester.
to jump when you snap your fingers. They
" A street parade with men dressed as
" Perhaps you're right," answered Willey.
sailors, a tiger, a lion and an ape.
don't appreciate any special stunts."
" There are eight thousand people here. I
" All right, old timer.. Perhaps your dope
" House to house distribution of special
wonder what they would do if they saw
is correct. But any way I am going to
heralds and bills two days before the
something that resembled a metropolitan
showing. Distribution in shops, factories
satisfy myself. I've booked ' The Romance
presentation of a special feature producof Tarzan ' for Thursday, December 19. and stores the day of the showing.
tion. Iwonder "
I'm going to apply the R.-M.. principle of
" A band concert in front of the theatre
showmanship to it and see what happens.
" And I'll tell you," interrupted his visiat 6:30 as the announcement of the betor. "They'd refuse to pay the increased
ginning of the night show.
the expense."
prices you would have to charge to get AndThehang
Colonial
theatre is situated at the
back your costs. Besides what have you
" A prologue at 7 o'clock, with a specorner of Main and Arrow Streets in
cially written descriptive overture to follow
got here in Rochester to work with? Gee
Rochester. Its average daily patronage is
the dialogue and action written by myself.
whiz, there isn't a scene painter in town.
approximately the equivalent of one full
" ' The Romance of Tarzan ' with an
May be Pearl Balfour, who drew that carhouse, or six hundred admissions. The
eight-piece orchestral accompaniment.
toon for the Courier, could draw pictures
town is eighteen miles northwest of Ports" A twenty-four-sheet stand in front of
mouth, and has for its chief commercial
for a set. I said ' may be.' "
activities
the
manufacture
of
woolen
goods,
" I was thinking of that," Willey continmade twelve things Willey was to
theThat
theatre."
ued. "I've often wondered if we smallboots, shoes and bricks.
town exhibitors are not too much inclined
do to testof his
theory that
the " can
R.-M."be
Used Aids of the Neivs
methods
presenting
pictures
to close our eyes and say ' it can't be
adapted
to
small
towns
if
the
exhibitors
Willey's
first
move
in
carrying
out
his
done,' without trying to find out if it can
are capable of modifications necessary to
intention of actually " presenting " was to
be done. We haven't got all of the things
the difference in facilities available.
spend an entire morning in studying his
that Rothapfel and McCormick have, but
file of Motion Picture News. He read
they didn't always have a staff of artists,
Got Half the Front Page
carefully the " Seeing Rialto and Rivoli
an orchestra leader to work out special
Willey's next step was to go to the office
with Rothapfel " departments in several isscores, a big lobby, a stage equipped with
of the Rochester Courier.
sues
and
the
S.
Barret
McCormick
"
Zero
every known mechanical facility, an elec" I want to run a half-page ad on the
Hour " articles on advertising motion pictrical expert to work out lighting effects,
tures. He made notes as he read and
first
page,"be hedone,"
said. the advertising departstudied of the things he proposed to do to
" Can't
and all that sort of thing. They were ' out
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L. L. Willey
ment told him. " Every inch of space we
can devote to advertising on the first page
is under contract to the merchants. And
they use it every week."
Willey.
" I'll be
in "a All
littleright,"
while said
and sign
the order
for backthat
half-page position."
True to his word in thirty minutes he
returned.
" Here's a form of space release signed
by every merchant who has a contract for
front-page position," he said. " They're
going to loan their space to me."
" How did you do it? " gaped the advertising department.
" Told them about the fine show I was
going to put on. Said I had to have this
space to advertise it, or I couldn't get
enough business to make it pay me. Told
them I'd have to use their space or cancel
the show. And they want to see the show."
With this safely arranged for, and realizing the effect it would have on the
Courier's readers to see a half page ad —
the largest ever used in that paper with a
front-page position to announce a feature
production — Willey felt that things really
could be done if only they were attempted.
Encouraged he plunged headlong in the
problem of stage setting, prologue, band
concert and special music for the overture
and the picture. He sought the leader of
the local - band.
Engaged an Orchestra
" I want to engage twelve of the twenty
musicians in the band," he explained. " A
dozen will make just as much noise and
music as twenty, and I can save the extra
cost for the entire band."
"Which ones do you want?" asked the
leader.
" I want the best of the twenty. You
make the selections. There's to be a band
concert in front of the Colonial at 6:30
on Thursday flight, December 19."
" Gee, that'll be great ! Can I ask the
wife and kids to come down? We haven't
had a public band concert in months."
Then came the difficulties of selecting the
cast for the prologue and equipping them
with costumes. This looked like an impossible task.
" I'll bet Rothapfel or McCormick could

do it," Willey decided, " and there's no
reason why I can't. There is some way.
It's up to me to find it."
Making the Best of It
The sailors' costumes were imported
from Portsmouth. The savages were
garbed in woolen union suits, darkened
with applications of brown paint, while the
local board of censors was eliminated from
consideration by the judicious use of platted grass and shredded cornstalks suspended from their waists in lieu of loin clothes.
The lion skin was an overalls and jumper
cleverly sewn together and painted. The
lion's head was built and painted by Willey. He also supervised the creation of
the tiger and ape.
Tarzan was played by the biggest man
Willey could find in town. With a lot of
persevering search he unearthed a longhaired wig for the ape man, and the rest
of the costume was easy. The girl was
attired in modern dress.
Then came the stage setting, and with it
the lighting problem. Willey had previously
painted twelve special display cards which
he had placed in windows of the leading
retail stores. After purchasing additional
brushes at a hardware store, he created
a back drop, painting in a mountain range
with a lake on the foreground.
" I was a little bit doubtful about the
costumes for the characters in the prologue, particularly of the effect under a
full lighted stage. So I decided that dimmers were not only an act of wisdom, but
essential to give the proper effect. I called
in a local electrician to assist me in wiring
for the additional lighting effects I wanted."
What the "Talking " Did
December 19 finally arrived. The halfpage ad appeared in the Courier for December 13. The " hoodoo " number didn't
worry Willey in the least in any possible
relation to the effect of the copy. The
parade was held just at dusk, with the
nvelve-piece band in the lead in the march
through the business district and principal
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LONIAL THEATRE. Thursday. December 19. — I
/ t had never been done before, but Willey
got the merchants to release this half page
space to him
residential streets. Then came the band
concert at 6:30, with the streets in front
of the Colonial jammed with curious people. It was a typical old-time minstrel
stunt and it worked as perfectly and thoroughly as the first time it was ever tried
by Lew . Dockstader or Primrose and
Thatcher. The unusual costumes of the
characters in the prologue helped to intensify the curiosity. Directly over the lobby,
and well illuminated, was the twenty-four
sheet stand.
The matinee business had returned a
gross of $89, at 11 and 15 cents. The night
price had been raised from 18 cents to
28 cents. It was evident to Willey that
the matinee patrons had been talking during the supper hour.
At
exactly seats
7 o'clock
every oneandofthere
the
six hundred
was occupied,
was a crowd out in front which could fill
the house twice more. And then the prologue began. On the twenty-four foot
stage, with twelve feet of depth, this is
what Exhibitor Willey produced as the
prologue :
" Stage dark : Tarzan is awakened by a
lion's roar in the distance. Then a rumble
of thunder, followed by lightning. Animals run about on stage as storm is at its
height (use real water from a pipe perforated with small holes, catching water
in an oiled cloth stretched on stage). Tarzan fights with the lion and kills him. It
stops raining and the moon rises on back
drop. Tarzan hears his love calling (introduced a song here sung off stage by
a feminine voice). The cannibals rush
across stage to right exit, seize girl and
drag her to center. Tarzan fights with one
of the big blacks and slays him. The second cannibal flees in terror. Two sailors
enter and give chase to him. The girl
runs to Tarzan's arms. Stage dims out
and picture is projected. Note — By using
dimmed stage it took off the crudeness of

He used specially painted cards for the
window displays

The applause which greeted this pro(Continued on page 245)
the animals."
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Here's a Big City Smash
in a Little One
(Continued from page 244)
logue satisfied Willey that Rochesterians
were mentally equipped to appreciate an
R.-M. show. It had won great approbation at the matinees, but nothing to compare with the pleasure manifested by the
night audience.
The eight-piece orchestra, especially selected and engaged for the occasion, played
through the score which Willey had pre-

Yuletide Novelty at the Circle
Put in a Quaint Old
English Setting
By Davis Hampton
TTHE silver song of Christmas morning
* chimes floating out as though from
lofty spires and answered by the mellow
voices of a distant brass quartette softly
playing " Holy Night," with a quaint, little old English setting with its wayside
inn and snow-covered street and buildings,
and the gently falling snow making the
old fashioned street lights seem to blink
was the introduction to " Ye Merry Yuletide Voices," the Circle theatre's Christmas
week novelty produced by S. Barrett McCormick.
The production introduced a double
quartette of mixed voices in the songs and
carols of Christmas time. The old town
watchman with flickering lantern making
his nightly rounds, formed the opening
picture as the curtain rose on the picturesque screen.
Then in the distance the voices of the
first caroler was heard singing, " Good
Christian Men Rejoice," and as he made
His entrance lights begun to show in the
tavern windows and girls peeped out to
get a glimpse of the serenader, and join
in the songs of gladness. Others came
down the roadway.
All were costumed in the period of the
latter eighteenth century, and the scene
was typical of the Christmas morning carolers of that time. Assembled they sang
numerous of the old Christmas songs to
the accompaniment of brass quartette and
orchestra, while the snow fell softly over
them, then as the lights begun to show the
breaking of dawn the lone caroler having
gathered together a quartette, moved on
down the street to continue the serenading
and the curtain fell with the woman's
voices singing " God Rest You Merrie
Gentlemen."
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We Are Anxious to See What
You Are Doing With It
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THER
programs and announcements,
especially in the smaller cities.
We are going to write some articles
about these with a view to standardizing and improving the work — in
other words we are going to try to
make it easier for you.
We would like to see, if possible,
the program or the house organ of
every theatre in the United States.
Of course that is impossible for
many managers will read this, conclude that it is a pretty fair idea and
then fail to mail in a copy of the
product that they are putting out.
Producers are now willing to do
much more than they have been doing in cooperating with you, but they
want to know more nearly exactly
what you want. They are depending
on us to tell them.
So won't you mail us in a copy of
your program TODAY? Better
still if you put us on your regular
mailing list. You may find that it
will bring you as much business as
the average copy to a patron.

Saenger Amusement Company
Holds Annual Banquet
Christmas night the Saenger Amusement
Company held its seventh annual banquet
in New Orleans, it being attended by the
various officials of the company and its
representatives in Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Mississippi and Florida, where the
company controls about fifty theatres.
Speeches were made by E. V. Richards,
Jr., general manager, and various other
officials. One sad event of the past years,
the death of D. L. Cornelius, manager of
the Strand in New Orleans, was recalled.

" I used a violin, cello, flute, cornet, claripared.net, trombone, piano and drums as the best
combination for the musical effects I wanted," he explained.
The results of his effort are best told by
Mr. Willey himself :
" ' The Romance of Tarzan ' went on
after an atmosphere had been created for
it. The audiences seemed to take a deeper
interest in the picture than in any I have
previously shown. The orchestra played
well and the novelty of eight pieces won
a lot of comment.
" All in all, I have satisfied myself that
an exhibitor, even in a town of eight thousand inhabitants, can put on R.-M. shows
not once, but repeatedly, if only he uses
a little originality and has the courage and
energy to make the best of what he has
to work with.
"At the bottom of my list of twelve
ideas for this R.-M. performance I have
added the strongest endorsement their principles of showmanship can have, whether
they are practiced in New York, Indianapolis, Rochester, N. H., or Dundee, 111.
"The thirteenth item on my list reads:
' Record breaking business. Paid admissions 1,871. Almost fifty per cent more
than any average special feature day. Production splendid. Weather good. Remarks— Re — suits M — agnificent."
" Wanted
for Murder " Brings
Response from Kansas
How farto itgoisispossible
for a astory
" stuntthat"
campaign
shown by
has just been printed in the New York
Herald. Readers of the Motion Picture
News will recall that two weeks ago we
printed a full account of the manner in
which Maurice A. Kashin exploited
" Wanted for Murder," which he showed
for a week at the Broadway. A portion
of this campaign consisted of posters on
the order of those usually used in offering
rewards for criminals, and under the caption "Wanted for Murder " there was given a description of the kaiser.
And now he has been heard from in
Kansas " going south." The Herald has
received this letter from J. W. Duree,
rural free delivery box 74, Perry, Kan. :
" Editor of ' New York Herald' :
" Dear Sir — A man answering to this description stayed all night at our house just a week
before Thanksgiving. He was going through the
country begging for money. And all we got out
of him was that he was going South. He said he
was sixty-two
old,proper
and
Irish. Please
truly,talked
turn
this over years
to "theVery
authorities.
"MR. J. W. DUREE.
" R. F. D. Box 74, Perry, Kan."
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Goldwyn
Gets
Legion"
Production Stars Blanche
Bates and"Border
worth, with Eugene Strong, Russell Simpson,
Horace
Morgan,
all of whom show a
Hobart Bosworth in Zane Grey
profound knowledge of the rugged West
Story — Western Drama of
as Zane Grey pictured it. Prominent
Action
among the scenes that make " The Border
EXHIBITORS who have had success
Legion " stand out is the sensational holdup of a pony express carrying a fortune
with special productions released
in the metal that men fought and died for
through Goldwyn should learn with interest that Goldwyn Distributing Corporation
in the days of '49. Nothing more realistic
has ever been photographed for the screen,
has acquired rights to "The Border
Goldwyn claims.
Legion," made by T. Hays Hunter from
the story by Zane Grey. In it Blanche
Vieing with that incident is the mad dash
of Blanche Bates and the sweetheart she
Bates, one of America's stars of the stage,
makes her screen bow. The production
has redeemed to escape from the border
stars her and Hobart Bosworth, long a legion, a band of outlaws which has
distinguished figure on the screen.
claimed both of them as its own. In their
flight on horseback Eugene Strong, the
" The Border Legion " is said to be a
sweetheart,
falls from his steed and tumphotoplay masterpiece of action, brilliantly
bles down an embankment. Here Miss
done by a cast of artists of the first water.
Bates performs the perilous feat of crawlNew York praised it recently on its preing down the gulch and helping her commiere presentation at the Strand theatre,
panion to clamber to the roadway, 150 feet
the press and public being a unit in comabove.
mending The
"
Border Legion."
It is not a war picture, as Zane Grey's
followers are aware, but a western drama
Nazimova
Busv Filming
that should appeal to every class of pic" The Red Lantern "
turegoer — a true-to-life reproduction of incidents in the Rocky Mountain region
Nazimova has finished the mission scenes
when bandits held full sway. Mining
in the newest Nazimova Production, " The
camps in full swing, lairs of the bandits
Red Lantern," in which the Russian star
and the homes and ranches they prey
is presented by Richard A. Rowland and
Maxwell Karger.
upon — all have a place in " The Border
The colossal Chinese production now beLegion."
But through the smoke of battle being filmed at the Nazimova studios in
tween the outlaws and law-abiding citiHollywood is the story of an Eurasian
zens there runs a tale of love and romance
girl's supreme sacrifice, limned against a
in which Blanche Bates and Hobart Bosbackground of the Boxer uprising in Pekin
worth show at their best, the performance
in August, 1900, which was quelled By
of the stage star recalling her portrayal
Allied military forces.
Albert Capellani is directing the producin "The Girl of the Golden West,"
which first won her public approbation as
tion and collaborated with June Mathis in
a Belasco star.
adapting Edith Wherry's novel to the
screen.
Miss Bates shares honors with Bos-

Goldwyn Pictures Is to Present Madge Kennedy in " Day Dreams." bv

Cosmo Hamilton.

Picture

Releases

New

News

Kino-

grams Series
It was announced this week by World
Pictures that Kinograms, a twice-a-week
news reel, will begin circulation February
1. This new screen reel, it is said, will be
produced by the newly organized Kinogram
Publishing Corporation and will be distributed through the exchange system of
World Film Corporation.
Kinograms is announced by its producers
and distributors as a reel to carry news and
features of international scope and interest,
built upon a policy of quality production
aimed at service to the higher class theatres. The camera staff of Kinograms has
representatives in all important centres and
a number of men on special missions in the
United States.
Important foreign connections of established trade significance are already available to Kinograms through Charles Urban,
who is a director of the Kinogram Publishing Corporation. Mr. Urban has put
at the disposal of the company his entire
foreign organization, which is of twentythree years' standing and reaching to every
corner of the globe. The distributor is
represented in the official list of the new
concern by Ricord Gradwell, one of the
directors.
The edttorial staff of Kinograms is
headed by Ray L. Hall; Terry Ramsaye is
associate editor. Charles Urban, of the
corporation, will, of course, contribute his
skill and craftsmanship in pictures in the
make-up of Kinograms. He will work in
close
association with Mr. Hall and Mr.
Ramsaye.
" Kinograms begins with a remarkable
array of film sources and an editorial staff
which seems to us to be a guaranty of superior quality and consistent sustained
merit," observed Mr. Gradwell, vice-president, who is especially concerned with the
work of distribution and relations with the
theatre customers of the new release.

It is said to Give Her Ability Ample Chance for Display
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Double

Out of a Social Discussion

About the Motion Picture Industry — Nine Features
Leaped Out in the Lead
HE best way to ascertain whether an exhibitor had a satisfactory
breakfast," said an official of the Fox Film Corporation this week
to a representative of Motion Picture News, " is to ask : ' How's
business ? ' "
The answer in nine cases out of ten, according to the Fox official, reflects
more strongly the condition of digestion than of the actual business situation.
And it was this that led the Motion Picture News representative into a conversation that told how a social discussion of early successes suggested to Mr.
Fox the idea of having a record compiled of his productions that had been successful at.the box office.
m
Business Picking Up
" How's business ? " always is a question
any way, of today, or this week, or this
month. It does not indicate progress, or
the lack of it.
To accomplish that purpose, perspective
must be obtained. The way to discover
whether progress is being made is to compare present conditions, for instance, with
those of two or three years ago.
As applied to motion pictures, such a
comparison will show that business has
more than doubled. This fact has been
very strikingly illustrated recently in the
course of an investigation made by William
Fox in connection with releases of pictures on which Mr. Fox founded his present business.
A social discussion of early successes
suggested to Mr. Fox the idea of having
a record compiled of his productions that
had been most successful at the box office.
Figures, of course, were not available on
exhibitors' profits, but there were various
ways, from the producers' books, of determining just which pictures the exhibitor
had found most generally profitable.
It was the intention at the outset merely
to determine accurately what type of pictures had been most profitable to every one
concerned — to make a concrete analysis
from business experience of the big winners— with a view to the possible establishment of definite guiding principles. Analytical work of this sort is in progress all
the time, of course, in big producing organizationsand
;
while some of it fails to
develop concrete facts, a great deal of it
does result in benefit both to producers and
to exhibitors.
Nine in the Lead
An analysis of the data prepared for Mr.
Fox showed that nine productions were
manifest leaders among those released in
the earlier period of his business career.
These nine stood out unmistakably — every
one had been a winner wherever it had
been shown. Repeat bookings and extension of dates proved this conclusively.
Naturally, from this study grew the suggestion that these nine productions be revised, re-printed and again offered to exhibitors. They included some of the best
dramatic work of stars who since have
won international reputation. They were
pictures that could not be duplicated today for less than a million dollars, but
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engagement by 100 per cent of the theatregoing
Out public.
of this study and analysis of trade
conditions several years ago has come
" The Great Nine," pictures said to be
the most compact and thoroughly revised
series ever put on the market. A complete staff of trained workers, it is claimed,
has been engaged for nearly six months in
re-editing the films.
The series includes three pictures each
featuring Theda Bara and William Farnum, one featuring Valeska Suratt and
two having all-star casts.
The features are released weekly, but
on a group basis, commencing with William Farnum in " Fighting Blood." Second is Theda Bara in " The Serpent," considered by many her greatest picture.
Third is R. A. Walsh's " Regeneration " ;
fourth, William Farnum in " The Broken
Law"; fifth, Theda Bara in "Under Two
Flags"; sixth, "Infidelity"; seventh,
Valeska Suratt in " The Soul of Broadway " ; eighth, Theda Bara in " The Darling of Paris " ; ninth, William Farnum in
" Hoodman Blind."
These features are re-edited, shortened
to 4,500 feet and newly printed. They are
in reality, the Fox office announces, 1919
editions of the greatest demonstrated film
successes. It is felt that older patrons
will flock to them because of their known
and recognized value, and that thousands
who never have seen them will applaud
their showing at this time.

Garson to Shuttle
1 Harrv0
Back East Again
Not a Holdup! Merely William Fox Pinning
a Red Cross ButtonHis Onto
After witnessing the premiere of
Star William Farnum,
the Garson-Neilan production, starring
Blanche Sweet in " The Unpardonable
which, because all the costly preliminary
Sin," at Clune's Auditorium in Los Anwork had been done, and that cost regeles, Harry Garson will again cross the
American continent for the East.
turned with interest, could now be released
at prices which would insure big profits
The ten-reel production of "The Unto exhibitors.
pardonable Sin " will then have its New
Then, some one raised the question about
York premiere probably early in Februarythe number of persons who had seen the
Several New York theatres have been
pictures. And out of a careful study of
under consideration by Mr. Garson for
some time, but he has not as yet made his
the situation came the fact that the productions, although already big winners,
choice, it is said.
While in Los Angeles during January,
would be virtually new pictures to a large
part of hibitor
thetoday.average audience of the exMr. Garson will give a great deal of his
time and attention to the preliminary work
The facts, as shown by careful investiof building the new studio, which is exgation, were thus summarized in a statepected to be completed this spring.
ment which Mr. Fox issued to his associficeates
s : and the managers of his branch of- May Allison Finishes Her
Old Pictures Now New
" In two years motion picture audiences
in this country have increased 100 per cent,
so that today pictures which were released
two years ago are entirely new to fifty
per cent of the theatregoers."
This estimate, of course, is conservative,
because it is based on the presumption
that all of those who attended motion picture theatres two years ago saw these nine
productions. But exhibitors will concede
that no picture ever is seen in an ordinary

" Peggy " Picture
May Allison has finished work in her
newest starring vehicle, " Peggy Does Her
Darndest," in which she was directed by
George D. Baker under the personal supervision of Maxwell Karger, director general, at Metro's west coast studios in
Hollywood.
" Peggy Does Her Darndest," which follows "In For Thirty Days " and " Her Inspiration," was adapted by Director Baker
from the Red Book story by Royal Brown
and photographed by William E. Fildew.
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L. Sherry Gives His Opinion

WHAT

is to be the future trend of motion picture production, speaking in
the more or less immediate sense?
I confess a certain diffidence in discussing this aspect of the picture industry, for
the more intimately one becomes associated
with film production and distribution, the
less inclined one becomes to dogmatic
preachment concerning its whys and wherefores.
My views, therefore, as to the probable
trend of public demand in pictorial drama
for the coming year are given merely for
what they arc worth as opinions of an
individual intimately associated with the industry, whose interest it is to observe the
signs of the times as accurately as may be.
To begin with I think there is no dearth
of good dramatic material on the market,
and that the complaint we hear of a scarcity of worthy scripts is due rather to the
narrowness of the channel through which
such offerings are forced by preconception
and prejudice on the part of producers
and directors than to any general inutility
of the material offered. I do not refer in
this to the volunteer contributor whose
name is legion and whose product is for
the most part of doubtful value, but to
that great and growing class of professional
writers for the screen whose more intimate
mixing in the councils of the producers is
essential, in my belief, to the sound development of film drama.
For the present at least, and I think
for a long time to come, we have done
with the war plot and its inevitables of
spy, diplomatic intrigue, Red Cross nurse
and gunpowder. The American people
have had the war brought to their own
doors in severe actuality and today we have
with us too many thousands of wounded
and crippled men who fought the nation's
battles in France, to find much glamor in
fictional presentments of such great events
as Cantigny, Chateau Thierry or the other
bloody fields of France and Flanders on
which Americans fought and died.
In fact, not only is the war drama passe
but picture fans are more and more inclined to look askance at the pictorially
tragic in whatever guise. The heartrending story will always maintain a certain
vogue, I take it, since a large element in
*Jie population is wont to take its pleasures
sadly, but if I am any judge of the immediate need of the studio it is for comedy
drama of the sort that depends for its
appeal upon natural strong situation and
plot complication rather than upon any
mechanical claptrap.
We in this country are in the throes of
a tremendous nervous reaction following
the Hohenzollern holocaust. We have
scrimped and saved and worried and wondered at the amazing intrigues of our enemies on and off the screen. The national
revulsion is toward a lighter, happier vein.
We have been surfeited with sadness. Now
we crave something that will set us
laughing.
So it strikes me that the arodur.er who
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Commerce Department
Thanks Universal
Harry Levey, manager of the industrial
department, Universal, is in receipt of a
letter from the Department of Commerce,
Washington, D. C, thanking him for his
co-operation with that department in stimulating ademand in foreign countries for
American-made
goods. The letter in part
follows :
" We will turn our entire organization
over to you to help in your work of acquainting other countries with Americanmade goods and manufacturing methods
through motion pictures." Mr. Levey pointed out that Canada had successfully employed the screen in calling attention to the
Dominion's great resources and predicted
that shortly after peace was officially certified the motion picture will be used by all
the great manufacturing countries to promote the sale of their wares. He emphasized that the United States, the home of
the motion picture, should at once take
steps to exploit our export products. He
said that Universal's industrial department
has for months been working along these
lines with this contingency in view, and replied that he would be glad to place Universal's fund of special knowledge and
other resources at the disposal of Washington.

W. L. Sherry, of Sherry Service
is fortunate enough to procure comedydrama, of the sort that moves in swift
transition from grave to gay, will find himself for some time in a position to tickle
the public palate most profitably.
The present tendency toward pictorial
presentment of famous books and plays of
the talking stage is one that has certain
distinct drawbacks. There are so many
instances in which the interest of a popular
book depends almost wholly on its dialogue,
and in which actual dramatic situation and
climax are quite rare, at least from the
pictorial viewpoint.
The resultant picture play is too often
utterly alien to the book story, its connection therewith being confined to the
title and author's name, which carry with
them undeniable advertising value, but
which do not compensate for the disappointment, not to say disgust of those, who,
being familiar with the book story are
quite unable to follow its pictorial version.
I am reminded, in this connection, of two
recent instances in which large sums of
money were paid by producing corporations
for the rights to a pair of popular novels.
These, having been duly done into scenarios
by high-priced writers at an additional
heavy cost, at last found their way into
the hands of directors who began production with misgivings that proved quite
justified.
These unfortunate directors found themselves confronted with the necessity for
improvising practically every situation right
on the studio floor — situations, forced and
unnatural from the very method of their
creation — having nothing to do with the
book story. In fact they destroyed whatever original resemblance to the book may
have existed in the scenario writer's manu-

" Sis Hopkins " Rings True
to Life
An old-fashioned country' store plays a
prominent part in " Sis Hopkins," the Goldwyn picture, starring Mabel Normand. It
is such an emporium as can be found
nowadays only in the smallest villages, and
it is such a place that New Harmony is.
Down to the smallest detail, the store is
a replica of the kind everyone knows.
Hams and gingham, soap and shoes, mackerel and bay rum crowd the shelves and
floor. Needless to say, a large stock of
" kisses "
and molasses
lollipops
stickincandy,
are
the glass
showcases.
Miss Normand
said that not since " Joan of Plattsburg '
had she enjoyed herself so much. Most
people remember the army canteen, around
which important scenes in the comedydrama were played. And the same thing
the stock of sweets in "Sis
happened
former
Hopkins play.
" tothat befell other candies in the
Director Clarence G. Badger and his assistant had their hands full — or rather. Miss
Normand had her hands full — of candy.
script. It is needless to say that both productions are foredoomed to failure in case
they are ever released, which I regard as
unlikely contingency, because previews have
made the fact evident that they are as
empty of merit as a brace of addled eggs.
To insure a greater measure of certainty
in the success of film plays it seems to me
that greater care must be exercised in the
future in selecting vehicles. Spending large
sums of money on the production of books
and plays that do not possess intrinsic picturability, merely to make available the
name and fame of the author, is a folly that
has hpsn too frequently perpetrated.
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J as. V. Bryson Returns to
Minneapolis Universal
James V. Bryson has just returned to
the Minneapolis Universal exchange as
manager after an absence of several years,
during which time he has been in the theatre equipment business and in the state
rights field.
Mr. Bryson was Universal's first manager at Minneapolis in the days when competition in the film business was as scarce
as a moderate salaried star nowadays, and
there are few men who have a larger
acquaintance among Northwest exhibitors
than the incoming executive.
After leaving the Minneapolis exchange
three years ago Mr. Bryson became manager of the Los Angeles Universal office,
returning to the Flour City a year later
to take over the Northwest Theatre Equipment Co., in which he had a financial
interest.
After conducting this business for a
year Mr. Bryson sold his interest to the
United Theatre Equipment Co. and entered the state rights field with "20,000
Leagues Under the Sea."
Brabin

Works on New Wm.
Fox Picture
Charles Brabin, in point of service one
of the oldest directors in the field today,
is at present working on a Fox picture
from one of his own stories. It is described as resembling in some ways his
three-reel
Edison
" Thecomment
Stoning,"at
which
caused
muchpicture,
favorable
the time of its release several years ago.
Mr. Brabin's long experience in the field
of picture production has established him
as one of the most reliable directors of the
day. Critics pointed out that his two most
recent features, " Buchanan's Wife," with
Virginia Pearson, and " The Poor Rich
Man," with Francis Bushman and Beverly
Bayne, were endowed with productions of
a distinctly superior order apart from whatever merit their stories possessed.

Bessie Love, winsome
forcesstar of the Vitagraph

H. H. Hicks, Manager of the Select Offices at Cincinnati, and Albert W. Eden,
• appointed to the Branch at Seattle, Wash.
Select
Makes
Exchange
Shifts
In
Albert
W.
Eden,
who
has assumed
Harry H. Hicks Transferred from
management of the Seattle office, Select
Seattle to Cincinnati — Albert
feels that it has obtained one of the most
Eden Goes to the West —
valuable
men who has ever specialized in
Business Bigger
Pacific Coast salesmanship. For the past
TWO changes in its sales force are
and up to the time of his joinchronicled in the announcement by four ingyears,
the Select forces, Mr. Eden has been
Select Pictures Corporation of the transfer
with Fox Film Corporation, and latterly
of Harry H. Hicks, until recently branch
has
rolled up a splendid record as that
executive in the Seattle territory, to Le
firm's branch manager for the Pacific
Northwest.
manager
Select's Cincinnati's
and the of
concurrent
announcementbranch,
that
Albert W. Eden has become Select's branch
manager at Seattle.
Changes Announced in
Mr. Hicks' assumption of the management of the Cincinnati territory marks one
Pathe Sales Forces
more advance in the rapid progress which
S. C. Jacques is now manager of the
has been made by this young branch execuPathe Cincinnati exchange, succeeding the
tive ever since he cast his lot with Select,
late
F. B. Chase, who was a victim of inat the organization of that corporation. Mr.
fluenza.
Hicks started, at the beginning, as manager
Mr. Jacques was promoted from the
of Select's
Angeles
branch.
few
ranks. Before his promotion he was city
months
later Los
he was
in control
of theA more
salesman in Pathe's Cincinnati exchange,
important San Francisco exchange. Last
receiving his training under both Mr.
October he took another step forward and
Wessling, formerly the exchange manager
another trip northward on the Pacific
Coast and established headquarters in and now district manager, and Mr. Chase.
His appointment as manager is in line with
Seattle, with control of the large Seattle
territory.
Mr. Brunet's policy of advancement for
Now Mr. Hicks has advanced again and those men in the Pathe organization.
Paul H. Tessier, who started in the Pathe
lias been given the administration of the
organization as a salesman with the Cinlarge and rich territory of which Cincinnati
cinnati branch and was afterward manis the administrative center. Select's busiager of the Pathe Albany office, is back
ness in Cincinnati is in a most promising
with Pathe after several months with ancondition, and the nomination of Mr. Hicks
otherexchange.
company, and is now in the Cleveto be Select's manager at that post is in
land
the nature of another promotion for this
man, who in scarcely eighteen months has
earned these several promotions with
Select.
Third Perret-Cassinelli PicPending his arrival at Cincinnati shortly
ture Finished
after the New Year, Mr. Hicks is making
The
third
Perret
Production, starring
a brief visit to the home office, having arDolores Cassinelli, has just been completed
rived in New York for a series of conferences with General Manager Arthur S.
and has been named " A Soul Adrift."
Kane. Select officials feel that Harry Hicks
It was produced under the supervision
of Leonce Perret and was directed by
will make as brilliant a success of the Cincinnati territory as he has of the three
Mme. Alice Blache, Who has announced
Pacific Coast branches over which he has
that she will at once commence the cutting
previously had charts.
and titlin.i of the production.
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Moments in " The Heart of Humanity," Universal special production, that hint at the general excellence of the picture
Universal

Sends James J. Corbett to Coast
way theatrical star for over a score of
Universale new
T,
JAMES J. CORBET
star, has started a westward movement
years and has had some exceptional vehicles, including George Bernard Shaw's
among the big U's film players and executives by leaving for California studios
play, " Cashiel Byron's Profession." Mr.
Corbett has played in stock, in drama, light
Sunday, Dec. 29.
Mr. Corbett, accompanied by his wife,
drama, comedy and musical comedy productions on the stage in addition to acting
left New York on the Twentieth Century
Sunday last and arriving at Universal City in vaudeville, and his nickname " Gentleon Jan. 6 he will begin work on a serial
man Jim " is as much used in Australia,
Europe and Africa as it is in America,
immediately. To date the title for the
Corbett serial has not been decided upon,
where his personal acquaintances number
many thousands.
nor has the star's director or his leading
According to Mr. Corbett his one great
woman as yet been chosen, but these deambition in the film field is to provide
tails will be completed before Mr. Corphotoplay fans with some athletic stunts
bett's arrival on the production lot.
that are new, scientific and plausible. UniIn speaking
of Mr.
serial
Universal executives maintain that the serial
versal executives
have Corbett's
secured an
unusual
Mr. Corbett is to be featured in will give
story and have added many touches that
him ample opportunity to use the skill that
will provide the well-known dramatic star
has made him the greatest exponent of
and boxer with plenty to do for about
eighteen weeks. Universalites believe that
self-defense and of boxing the world has
known.
in Mr. Corbett they not only have a star
whose reputation is world wide, but a man
of physical fitness and dramatic talents
well known, and who will have to learn but
Pathe's Patriotic Serial in
little in order to do his best work before
Washington
the camera. Mr. Corbett has been a Broad" Wolves of Kultur," Pathe's patriotic
serial, is doing good business in Washington, D. C, according to reports made by
E. R. Champion, Pathe's branch manager
there. Mr. Champion paid a visit to the
New Offices of the Pathe last week and
reported most encouragingly on the success
of the serial in the Capital City. The thirteenth episode of " Wolves of Kultur " —
" The Huns' Death Trap " — is scheduled
for release January 5th.

the picture for the week of Dec. 29, the
release date.
Tony Sudekum, head of the Crescent
Amusement Company in Nashville, was so
impressed with the " Broadside " sent out
by
the trade,
First that
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit
to the
he ordered
a supply
of
them for his patrons.
C. C. Stewart, Manager

of

Octagon Films
C. C. Stewart has been appointed general
manager of the Octagon Films, Inc., which
is handling B. A. Rolfe's serial, " The Master
starringmanager
Houdini.of Mr.
Stewart hasMystery,"
been house
the Rialto
and Rivoli theatres. New York, since their
opening. Prior to that time he was manager of the Knickerbocker and the Princess theatres.

Miss

James J. Corbett, Now
Plavera Universal Featured

Talmadge Gets New
Press Agent
Beulah Livingstone, well known in the
ranks of women press agents within the
motion picture industry, has succeeded
Frank V. Bruner as press representative of
the Norma Talmadge Company. She assumed her new duties January 1, making
her headquarters at the Talmadge studio
at 318 East Forty-eighth street, New York.
Miss Livingstone's most recent connection was as personal representative of Olga
Petrova.

Chattanooga Books Anita
Stewart Film
Frank H. Dowler, Jr., general manager
of the Signal Amusement Company at
Chattanooga, Tenn., has the distinction of
being the first exhibitor in Kentucky and
Tennessee
to run
" Virtuous
" with
Anita Stewart
as the
star. HeWires,
has secured

Vivian Martin is a charming stenographer in
" Jane Goes a Wooing," Paramount Feature

January
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Hamilton Brings Films to
New York
Gilbert P. Hamilton, of Hamilton and
Kern, motion picture specialists of the
West Coast, was in New York last week
at the Hotel Astor, having brought to the
metropolis two productions for the market.
One of the features is a five-reel Western, with Ben Wilson in the chief role. In
the cast are Neva Gerber, Rosemary Theby,
Murdock McQuarrie, George Nichols and
others. It was directed by Ray Clements.
The other picture is a feature starring
Neal Hart, one of the most popular of
Western types. Hart is generally referred
to as a " college bred cowboy " who has
been through the mill from start to finish,
and lives the parts for which he is cast.
An announcement concerning the star
reads :
" There is hardly a man in pictures who
has had a more interesting career than Neal
Hart. During the Spanish- American War
he served on the U. S. cruiser Panther.
Later he acted as guide for the professors
of the Smithsonian Institute of Washington, D. C, during the exploration of the
Spanish Diggins country in Wyoming.
" Neal Hart went into the pictures for
the love of the work, and, with his knowledge of the West, it wasn't long before the
managers realized this very essential necessity in the production of Western pictures.
" Neal Hart is one of the really Western
men who put the real West into Western
pictures."
Stanley Returns to
Screen
Forrest Stanley, who formerly appeared
on the screen as a Paramount star in Morosco-Pallas subjects, and who portrayed
the leading male role in " The Bird of
Paradiseunder
" on the
the Paramount
stage, will return
the
screen
banner.to Mr.
Stanley has been appearing on the stage
for the past two years. He has been engaged to play opposite Shirley Mason in
her second Paramount picture directed by
Walter Edwards.

Brunet's
Plans
Paul Brunet, President of Pathe, Outlines Plans for " The Eyes of the
World "•— The News Reel

Helene Chadwick in Pathe's " Caleb Piper's

Forrest

Norma TalmadgeSelect
in " Picture
The Forbidden City,"

PAUL BRUNET, president of Pathe,
gives in the following interview an
interesting history ofGirlthe" News Reel and
tells of Pathe's plans along these lines for
the coming year :
" Some of the biggest chapters in the
history of nations will be written in Europe
during the coming year and to accurately
and adequately record them Pathe has
completed and has now in operation a
plan which will leave no important detail
unrecorded by the camera in the service
of the Pathe News. Our field organization in the Orient has been augmented
and some of the best men of the service
have been detailed there to perfect the
general plan.
" South America has been covered from
the Isthmus of Panama to the Straits of
Magellan. And with the exclusively organized Pathe service in the United States
and Canada, there is no portion of the
habitable globe the eyes of the Pathe News
cameras will not see.
" When the Pathe Journal was started
in France twelve years ago, wide-visioned
men saw at once that here was a strong
and disseminating medium that must have
a tremendous influence on the future.
" Charles Pathe has taken a plaything
and made it one of the great forces of
the world. And I firmly advance the
prophecy that, in years to come the newscinema will be a world medium, speaking
in a universal tongue and appealing to
and instructing hundreds of millions of
men.
" France has the Pathe Journal, England has the Gazette, Italy the Journal

for News
Reels
and the United States and Canada the
Pathe News, which started August 1, 1911,
as the Pathe Weekly. When four years
ago it was changed to a daily, it became
the Pathe News. The first issue of the
news cinema as a regular, fixed service
was the Pathe Gazette in England in 1908.
The Pathe Weekly, later the News, was
the first organized news cinema in America and was started on August 1, 1911.
No one who has talked with exhibitors
in all parts of the country can fail to recognize the prestige the Pathe News has and
the general recognition of its interest and
high quality. The prestige that has impressed the entire business steadily has increased since the very beginning of the
Pathe news cinema.
" At the outbreak of the . war many of
the foreign cameramen of Pathe were
mobilized, including Mr. Machin, formerly
photographic
of ' L'lllustration
Messrs.
Maes reporter
and Richman,
respectively' ;
manager and assistant manager of the
French Pathe Journal, and makers of the
first news reel that was ever shown in the
world; Mr. Stucker, who is one of the
oldest professionals in the taking of pictures. It is he who photographed the first
film containing sensational events that ever
appeared on the market. Mr. Ercole, who,
in the month of August, 1914, was sent to
Russia by Pathe, and Sergeant Camille
Legrand, another of the experts detailed
to the Orient, who recently passed through
New York on his way eastward, is on
Pathe's list.
" Here in the United States and Canada
the Pathe News is represented by as capable men, trained by long service in covering big happenings. The dean of, them is
Albert Richard, who has been with Pathe
News from the beginning. The coming
year to Pathe News in America will be
one of both good cheer and promise and
confidence of new and wider achievement."
Comedy

Prevails

in Gold-

wyn and" Oh,
Johnny is "said to
Comedy
not melodrama
be the prevailing note of " Oh, Johnny !
the Betzwood Film Company's picture, in
which Louis Bennison makes his screen
debut. It is released through Goldwyn.
Even the crooks are said to be not of the
sort that are seen in melodrama. They are
humorous crooks, who cannot resist giving
vent to their comic sense even when they
are plying their ubiquitous profession. In
short, they are thoroughly Gilbertian
thieves.
They have obtained employment at the
large country house of the Van Pelt Butlers, who were once well-to-do people, but
have become reduced by poverty to all
sorts of parasitic devices in order to keep
up appearances. They get in by blackmailing the spurious Earl of Barncastle, whc
is staying at the Butlers' in order to try
to marry the pretty and wealthy youne
niece of the Butlers. In this spurious Earl
the crooks recognize a former confederate
of theirs, who broke jail in South Africa
at the same time they did.
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H. J. Klutho advances this assonville,
one argument
why producers
establish themselves at Jacksononly a short
way from should
New York

Florida
The

as

a

Reasons

Producing

Centre

Why,

<*DECAUSE producers can retain their
D offices in New York and yet be in
personal contact with their companies in
28 hours. It costs less to produce pictures
in Jacksonville than anywhere else.
" Because studio rents are lower and electricity is less expensive by half than in
New York or Los Angeles.
" Because props are less expensive and
materials used in a studio cost less.
" As to location — Florida has not even
been scratched on the surface. The beauty
spots of nature are marvelous and beautiful, but must be located.
" The trouble with Jacksonville has been
that most Northern companies have used it
as a matter of convenience. It has been a
stopping-off place only to be visited in case
of emergency. When snow and ice and
zero weather has the North in its grip, you
producers, all of you, realize you must
have outdoor scenes. You have heard of
Palm Beach and New Year dips in the
brimy deep and of the wealth and fashion parading the walks and byways of
the east coast of Florida. The director and
principal actors see where a little pleasure
might be mixed with work ; even the
" prop " man has visions of mixing with
notables — and the company goes to Florida.
No preparations made for accommodations
of its members except probably its principals, no studio space, no locations, no props,
no nothing!
" It is in just such a condition that the
company lands in Jacksonville. Jacksonville is the largest city in Florida and is
Florida's gateway. In order to go to the
east or west coast of Florida you must
go through Jacksonville. It has an atmosphere of cosmopolitan life; has fifteenstory office buildings and one-story nigger

by H. J. Klutho
huts and between that, mostly any kind of
a background any story may require. It
has large docks and a river wider than
the Hudson. Its surrounding country has
locations marvelous and beautiful. A clever
scenario writer can adjust his story accordingly. In the winter it is crowded with
visitors from the North.
" As stated above, the company lands
here unprepared. The principals find accom odations atthe large hotels, but the
smaller fry have to look around for board
during the tourist season and accept inferior accommodations. This is discouragement number one.
" Probably the sky is overcast, but it is
not anywhere near the freezing point. It
is .clear enough for good photography.
But the sun isn't shining just then — discouragement number two.
" Locations are not to be had on an
hour's notice because they have not yet
been explored as in Los Angeles, where
every location man knows every location.
You will have to look for what you want
— discouragement number three.
" Extras are not as numerous as in New
York or Los Angeles — discouragement
number four.
" I could count up a few more, but what's
the use? The company becomes discouraged
because it wasn't managed right. It didn't
land right. No modern business concern
would handle business in such a childish
manner. A lot of money is spent before
the company gets down to business. That
is bad isn't it?
"If a company considers coming to Florida it should send an intelligent keen observer, who will gather in all data and
make all arrangements so that when the
company lands it can be located with com-
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fort. No individual is contented if he hasn't
a comfortable place to sleep and eat after
a day's labor. I have known of some well
known producers and directors, principally
directors, fly all to pieces because they
could not be accommodated at one of the
principal hotels, although no notice was
given of their arrival, or if notice was
given, it was at the last moment. Another
" cussed " out the whole State because a
few hours auto ride did not produce for
him a location he desired. Another because
he couldn't find an overshot water wheel in
a flat country, although one could have
been constructed at little expense. Another
because the sky was overcast the day after
he arrived and so on.
" Some few winters ago a few important
companies came down and were very disappointed they could not lease an artificially
lighted studio. Why should they be? Not
one of the large modern companies has
ever spent enough money to put up a modern studio, either in or outdoors. They
haven't spent one dollar here, whereas millions have been spent in California.
" The few Northern companies that have
spent a trifle here many years ago have
gone out of business and the studios they
did build are mere makeshifts as compared
with
Angeles.
had a studios
Griffith inor Los
an Ince.
The We
only haven't
people
that have put their money in studio accommodations are Jacksonville people with a
purpose of investment, of course, but also
to give better accommodations to visiting
companies and induce them to stay. I have
put $50,000 in a studio myself — built a large
outdoor stage of unique construction and
have a fully equipped Cooper-Hewitt lighted
studio. But up to now it has not been appreciated by the Northern companies.
Some far-sighted producer will some day
realize this, bring his company down for
the entire winter months and make pictures
for a great deal less money than can possibly be done in New York or Los Angeles.
" Here is a bit of advice to producers. If
you want to make pictures with good photography md backgrounds during the winter months, and you want to do it at the
least possible expense, some three or four
companies get together and spend just onefourth the amount usually spent on the
West Coast, on a few modern studios here ;
bring your companies down and you will
find how soon prop houses, costumers and
extras will follow in your trail.

Katherine Lee utilizes a Mack Sennett smile in
the Fox productionalsoof appears
" Smiles," in which Jane

January

i i,

i 9 i9

Pathe Salesmen Guests
Dinner

at

Manager W. E. Raynor and his salesmen of Pathe's New York office were the
hostsber ofrecently
Reisenweber's
to a numthe homeat office
force. Dinner
was
served.
Branch Manager W. E. Raynor wai
toastmaster and short talks were given by
all of the men from the home office and
a number of the New York branch salesmen. The home office men who were present as the guests of the exchange were
Vice-President and General Manager Paul
Brunet, Sales Manager, Fred C. Quimby,
Comptroller W. C. Smith, Tom North, editor of the Pathe Sun, and P. A. Parsons
and Frank V. Bruner of the publicity department.
The hosts were W. E. Raynor, branch
manager ; William Marsh, cashier ; A. S.
Abeles, representing the Hodkinson Features ;John Dacey, Leo Braun, R. W.
Horn, Harry Lyons, J. W. Weinberg, Max
Westebbe, William Westfeldt, Bert Sanford, Milton Kronacher, Jack Sokoloff and
B. F. Johnson of the Pathe sales force
and William Hollander and Mark Nathan
of the American.
The occasion was in celebration of the
success of the Pearl White serial, " The
Lightning Raider."
Long

Run for Theda Bara
Production
M. A. Walsh, Los Angeles, manager for
William Fox, reports that " When a
W oman Sins," the Theda Bara super-production, has met with such success during
a six days' showing at the Garden Theatre
that it has been decided by the management to extend the engagement seven days.
This makes a thirteen days' run for the
Theda Bara feature at this Los Angeles
house.
Thirteen is going to be a mighty luckynumber for the Garden, writes Mr. Walsh,
with the box-office returns that he reports
are piling in for this attraction.

BALBAN & KATZ, proprietors of the
big new Riviera Theatre in Chicago
have nothing but the highest praise for J.
Stuart Blackton's production, " The ComHeremon isCause."
their wire on results there, which
reached the Vitagraph home office :
" Congratulations on your production
' Common Cause.' We opened at Riviera
Theatre December 19 for four days' run.
Greatest picture we have yet shown, proving to be biggest success of the season.
We welcome more productions equal to

New Theatre in Baltimore is one of the
many important houses that has just acquired The
"
Common Cause " rights for
several days' showing.
Fundamentally strong in its authorship,
with the story the result of collaboration
by J. Hartley Manners and Ian Hay Beith,
and put in scenario form by Anthony Paul
Kelly, " The Common Cause " gave Mr.
Blackton a big, timely theme to work with.
In Herbert Rawlinson and Sylvia Breamer the producer declares he found the
ideal leads.

Booking orders since then have been
pouring into the exchanges in ever-growing
proportions,
to Vitagraph offithis." cials, the firstaccording
week easily approximating
the expected quota. But in the past week
that record has been more than doubled.
The experience- of every theatre showing
" The Common Cause " is declared to have
been similar to that of the Riviera. The

Rumor
Speculates Upon
Plans of Sherry
There are many rumors anent the forthcoming activities of William L. Sherry as
the offices at 729 Seventh avenue, New
York, have taken on an unusually busy appearance.
While Mr. Sherry would not give out
any statements anent the plans said to be
developing he intimated that he would possibly have an announcement to make within
a few weeks.
The Sherry Service is now distributed
through all the General Exchanges except
in New York City where the Sherry ofces handle their features direct.
Field Men

Present

Watch

to A. S. Kirkpatrick
To mark his second anniversary as a
member of the executive office force of the
Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing Corporation, members of the field force and home
office staff presented A. S. Kirkpatrick, assistant general manager, with a beautiful
white-gold diamond-studded watch on December 23. The presentation was made
at Mr. Kirkpatrick's home in Chicago,
where he was ill, by S. J. Rollo, sales
manager, S. T. Stephens, general supervisor, and O. R. Hanson, exchange supervisor. It was a testimonial of confidence
from every branch in the organization.
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It is
The super-production of " Salome," in which William
Bara,haswasstarred
stagedMiss
by J.
picturesFoxin presents
which theTheda
producer
BaraGordon Edwards.

" Salome
" Ready
for Exhibitors
still playing ' Salome ' as a special attracWilliam Fox Will Release " Salome,"
tion with remarkable returns, the exhibitors
Starring Theda Bara, on an Indeshould have the advantage of the use of
pendent
Basis to All Exthis feature now, rather than at a later
hibitors

FROM the Fox Film Corporation comes
The many inquiries as to its date of rethe announcement that the big produclease and the already fine business of
tion of " Salome," starring Theda Bara, is " Salome " as a feature attraction, connow available to all exhibitors on an indevinces the Fox office that this early release
pendent basis and for a rental.
can date.''
go far to make up in box office receipts
The Fox statement declares that : " This
for the influenza losses of the past two
pageant-drama, which we consider the months.
greatest of Miss Bara's feature productions,
Other features, such as William Farwas shown only last October at the Fortyfourth Street theatre in New York and by . num's " Les Miserables " and the R. A.
special road companies in the principal
Walsh drama of prison reform, " The
theatres of other cities.
Honor System," went to the exhibitor after
establishing their drawing power in leading
" Its success was instant and of such proportions as to cause the Fox office to feel dramatic houses of the country; they piled
that it will be even a bigger gold mine for up, and still are piling up, large profits to
the exhibitor, according to Fox officials.
the local exhibitor than ' Cleopatra.'
This system proved most successful, for
" The early release of ' Salome ' is due in
part to the wish of William Fox to make a the country-wide prestige thus established
. New Year's gift to the exhibitors of the and the great amount of special advertising
it was possible to achieve with increased
country. Following the influenza epidemic
admission charges brought to the exhibitor
and the closing of hostilities, these are unusual times, and Mr. Fox feels that, al- capacity houses at double and sometimes
triple the old box office prices, it is claimed.
though a score of road companies weie

Story,
Camp
r LEWIS
Lumbe
has commenced
LL
MITCHE
his second production as Select Series
star on the Select Pictures program.
" Children of Banishment " is the title of
Mr. Lewis' second Select picture. It is
a screen adaptation from Francis William
Sullivan's novel of the great outdoors and
is under the direction of Noval MacGreggor.
For the locale of " Children of Banishment," Mr. Lewis has selected the site of
a lumber company in the Yosemite Valley,
which is the only lumber company operating within the limits of the Yosemite National Park Reserve. The only entrance
and exit to the camp leads up and down
the longest and steepest incline railroad in
the world. It is 8,000 feet from the base
of the mountain to the camp location. The
elevation is more than 3,000 feet, varying
at times from 78 to 87 degrees. Before
the lumber company would allow Mr. Lewis

he most elaborate-

Universal Sends King to
Cuban Office
Charles R. King, office manager of the
New York Universal exchange the past
six months, will leave shortly for Havana,
where he will assume charge of the Cuban
exchange and theatre, succeeding Mr. Lichtig, who has been transferred to Rio de
Janiero.
The there
need of
Mr. King's
diate presence
is urgent
and heimmewill
leave as soon as he is able to procure his
passport and other necessary papers, for
the ban on travelling has not been entirely
lifted through the signing of the armistice.
The Havana exchange controls all Universal activities in Cuba and Mr. King is
planning an extensive campaign in connection with his new duties. His forceful
personality will be an asset in this, as will
his enthusiasm for this new venture.
This will not be Mr. King's first trip to
Cuba. He served in the navy during the
Spanish- American war and took part in
many of the stirring events which mark
that epoch in American history, and to him
also goes the distinction of being the first
man to raise the American flag on Morro
Castle, Havana.

orLewis'
the members Second
of his company Select
to use the
road they were obliged to sign slips assuming all responsibility in case of accident.
In this primitive lumber camp the actors
rise at six in the morning, breakfast at
seven in the company cook-house and are
on location at eight, in order to make the
most of the light on the shortest days of
the year.
" Children of Banishment " is said to
afford Mr. Lewis a part that surpasses his
virile characterization of Poleon in Rex
Beach's " The Barrier."
" Silver King," January 12
The Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
announces that it will release the Paramount-Artcraft special, " The Silver King,"
on January 12 instead of Thomas H. Ince's
" The False Faces," also a special, which
was originally scheduled for that date. The
Ince picture will be released in February.

The
" youth " in the center is Viola Dana.
Metro star, in " The Gold Cure "

January

11,1919

Herbert Brenon Engages
Marie Doro
Herbert Brenon, who has been in New
York a few weeks completing new production arrangements, has signed Marie Doro
for a series of productions, and sailed for
England last week to begin work.
This arrangement is termed unique in
the history of picture-making, and is due
primarily to the rumor that English producers have been pessimistic concerning the
possibility of entering successfully the
American market, and are said to have offered Mr. Brenon unusual inducements to
establish a standard for British pictures.
That Mr. Brenon was able to enlist the
services of Miss Doro in the enterprise is
due to the fact that she is reported as
anxious to break away from the traditions
which have surrounded American methods
of production.
Also, it is said, she cherishes the warmest
regard for England, as her stage successes
there have been quite as notable as in
America.
Miss Doro has appeared in such successes
as " Oliver Twist," " The White Pearl "
and " The Wood Nymph," and it was not
until Mr. Brenon broached his plan for
productions in England that she became
again interested in picture art.
Dana's New Role Modern
Diana of the Chase
A modern Diana of the chase is Viola
Dana in her newest Metro starring vehicle, Diana
"
Ardway," now under production at the Metro studios in Hollywood, directed by Herbert Blache under
the personal supervision of Maxwell Karger, director general.
In the case of this Diana the chase is the
pursuit of a man, and Miss Dana shows
what a " baby vamp " can do when it
comes to winning the love of a playwright
who never thought he'd love any woman.
Miss Dana's newest vehicle follows
" The Gold Cure," " The Flower of Dusk"
and " Opportunity."

Wm. Desmond is presented by Jesse D. Hampton in " Life's a Funny Proposition," released
by Exhibitors' Mutual

Picture

Pronounced
Distinctive
war machine has been shown completely
" Made in America " in Eight Oneand with continuity of action. We believe
Reel Episodes
Said to Differ
that it is the first authoritative motion picfrom All Its Predecessors
ture review of the making of the American
of liberty.
soldier
and the creation of America's armies

C. E. Shurtleff, of W. W. Hodkinson, Inc.

ASHLEY MILLER'S " Made in America " picture in eight one-reel instalments is declared by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation to be decidedly different.
It will be distributed by Hodkinson through
the Pathe exchanges and i£ heralded as
presenting the war incidents from an entirely new angle.
" ' Made in- America ' is a story with no
little dramatic interest and great historical
value," declared a Hodkinson official. " It
is the first time that the great achievement
of this peace-loving nation which transformed its peaceful millions into a mighty

" In producing this motion picture, Mr.
Miller has had the cordial endorsement and
co-operation of the Government and it will
be preserved at Washington as part of the
Government records of the great war.
" Mr. Miller and his staff spent several
weeks in one of the largest training camps
in the world, where, with the co-operation
of the military authorities, he was enabled
to follow every phase of the training of
the soldier. The special permission of Secretary Baker enabled him to go everywhere,
see everything and record incidents with
the camera which no motion picture director has ever before filmed.
" Nearly for million American soldiers
have passed through the experiences shown
so vividly in ' Made in America,' and to
each of them it will be a record of his personal experiences. To many millions more
of
the
folks,presenting
' Made in
America
will be a home
revelation,
many
angles '
of camp life and training of which the
average civilian has little or no conception.
" ' Made in America ' tells a story that
will never grow old, and time will only
increase its value to the American people.
There have been many photoplays shown,
abounding in battle scenes and carnage.
Diplomatic intrigue and German spies have
embellished melodramatic plots.
" With ' Made in America ' Ashley Miller,
one of the foremost moving picture directors in this country, joins the ranks of
producers. He has embellished it with his
artistry and has produced a series of pictures which are remarkable as examples
of the highest types of photoplay art."

Exhibitors-Mutual
Offices in New
York
the Mutual Film Corporation under the
GENERAL
offices of the Exhibitors
Mutual Distributing Corporation are name of Exhibitors Mutual Distributing
now on Broadway, .New York City.
Corporation.
Forty hours after desks were closed at
The moving of the various departments
to New York was effected under the directhe old " Mutual " headquarters, 220 South
State Street, Chicago, they were reopened
tion of A. S. Kirkpatrick, Assistant Genand business resumed without interruption
eral Manager of the company. Mr. Kirkat 1,600 Broadway, New York City.
patrick and his staff of department heads
The shift of the executive offices of one
arrived in New York on Sunday.
of the largest distributing organizations
was effected without a hitch, and special
Prizma Master Pictures
express cars moved the office equipment
in record time.
Handled by World
It was Saturday noon, December 28th,
After a premier showing at the Rivoli
Theatre in New York, Prizma Master Picthat business stopped at the Chicago headtures began distributing its product through
quarters and at nine o'clock Monday morning, December 30, the offices were reopened
the exchanges of the World Film Corporation.
and in operation in New York.
S. L. Rothapfel declares that Prizma
Quarters had been arranged in advance
on the fourth floor of the Mecca Building,
Pictures has finally reached the goal for
1,600 Broadway. The Broadway side of which the public has waited. He is quoted
the floor will henceforth be the executive
as saying that he is gladly paying the
highest price he has ever paid for a single
offices.
The
New
York
exchange
is
loing. cated on the tenth floor of the same buildreel to give his patrons their first view
of what he considers the greatest attainDecision to remove the headquarters of
ment since the inception of the motion picture art.
the company from Chicago to New York
was reached by the new officers of the corThe first release is " Eilaues Volcano,
poration soon after the reorganization of the Hell Hole of Hawaii."
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Producing Director Created Three
Special Photoplays During 1918
— Hiller and Wilk Market
Productions
UNDAUNTED by threatening and ominous war conditions, Maurice Tourneur elected early in 1918 to organize
Maurice Tourneur Productions.
This was after he had first demonstrated
his directing abilities through giving to the
screen several productions which were depended upon to give him the proper hold
upon the fancies of exhibitors and film
fans.
In rapid succession he had directed Maurice Maeterlinck's " The Blue Bird " ; the
"Prunella" with Marguerite Clark; the
four Elsie Ferguson pictures, " Barbary
Sheep," " The Rise of Jenny Cushing,"
"Rose of the World" and "A Doll's
House" ; some of Mary Pickford's vehicles,
including " A Poor Little Rich Girl," and
that melodrama, " The Whip."
These are a few of the big photoplays
Maurice Tourneur had created since he
came to America early in 1914.
But Mr. Tourneur felt that only as an
independent producer could he achieve his
ideals. So the Maurice Tourneur Productions was organized.
He decided first to produce the famous
Drury Lane melodrama, " Sporting Life."
Following out his firm belief in the story
and not the star, he gathered around him
a cast which was essentially a non-star
one. Indeed, he selected two young women, practically unknown, Constance and
Faire Binney, to play the leading feminine
roles.
All of which brings to mind the statement that Mr. Tourneur discovered such
stars as Vivian Martin, Doris Kenyon and
Robert Warwick, and that, under his direction, Elsie Ferguson was launched upon
her screen career. Mr. Tourneur is
credited with possessing that quality necessary to a great director — the ability to find
and develop latent talent.
" Sporting Life " proved to be a success
so great that the Famous Players-Lasky

for

Tourneur

Corporation broke a precedent and purchased the production for special release.
This was considered another proof of the
merit of the Tourneur system. Many
critics pronounced " Sporting Life " one
of the greatest melodramas ever presented
on the screen.
From " Sporting Life," Mr. Tourneur
turned to an entirely different type of production. Witness his quick shifts from
the sex analysis of " Barbary Sheep " to
the poetic whimsey of " Prunella," from
the symbolism of " The Blue Bird " to the
out and out melodrama of " Sporting
" Woman " was Mr. Tourneur's second
production. Here the producer was working with an idea that had been developing
inLife."
his mind for years. But none of the
commercial producers had been willing to
take a chance with it. Fearlessly the producer development
went ahead. Briefly,
" Woman
traces the
of feminity
through"
the ages, showing her destructive and constructive, her degrading and updifting influence upon history.
The Rivoli
premiere
" Womanto be
" atonetheofNewYork
was ofdeclared
the
real triumphs of the screen year.
With thedecided
premiere
of " Woman
" Mr.
Tourneur
to release
the offering
through the open market. Hiller and Wilk
treble his productions.
Mr. Tourneur turned to melodrama
again and produced the late Jacques Futrelle's romance, " My Lady's Garter " as
his third production. The exploitation of
this big detective mystery drama will
shortly be launched. However, " My
Lady's Garter " is said to be even greater
than " Sporting Life."
Upon the recent completion of " My
Lady's Garter," Mr. Tourneur decided to
go to the coast for the winter. This to
gain a bigger canvas upon which to work,
for he had always felt limited in the
East. Mr. Tourneur took over a portion
of the Goldwyn Culver City studios,
closed his Fort Lee studios, and departed
for the coast with his staff.

Goldwyn
Rounds
Out
Frederick Feature
SEVERAL surprises are said to be in
nates plot ; the most thrilling episodes happen as a direct result of the conflict of the
store, both for the public and the provarious characters instead of the characters
fession, in the first picture made by Pauline Frederick for the Goldwyn Corporabeing twisted around mechanically to conform with the exigencies of the plot. In
tion. The title of the play is not yet announced, but the story is founded on a other words, the people in the play are
play by one of the best known and most
real human beings and not the wire-pulled
experienced dramatists in America, a play puppets that sometimes cavort on the
screen.
that was successfully produced on Broadway last September.
Under the able direction of Hobart HenThe screen version was made by Willard
ley work on this picture is now almost
Mack. He also acts an important role in completed. The release date and the title
will be announced shortly.
it, the first leading character he has done
with Miss Frederick since they were married. It is not the part of the hero, however, as Mr. Mack is essentially a character actor.
"
as to" beProp
Baby
n baby
Belgia
A Belgian
is said
the most
While the play is an unusually vivid and
important property used in making the
swiftly moving drama, full of action and
story of " Life's a Funny Proposition,"
excitement, it does not belong to the ordiWilliam Desmond's latest picture, which
nary type of screen melodrama. It is a was made by Jesse D. Hampton for redrama of character in that character domilease through the Exhibitors' Mutual.

Gold

Coin

Picture

News

M.

Com-

P.

pany Is Formed
New York

in

A company to produce features from
five reels upward has just been formed and
incorporated in New York state. M. Resnicoff is president and treasurer, Sidney M.
secretary.
Goldin is vice-president, and M. May is
The Board of Directors of the new producing corporation includes Frank M.
Wandell of Wandell and Wandell, 261
Broadway, New York City, and James A.
Farrell of James A. Farrell Real Estate
Company, 826 Nostrand avenue, Brooklyn.
Sidney M. Goldin besides being vicepresident is also the director-general, and
he has produced features for Universal as
early as 1913, it is said, when three-reelers
were in vogue. Mr. Goldin has been associated with G. M. Anderson and Carl
Laemmle, and produced "The Robbers,"
Schiller's masterpiece.
" Petrosino " and " Bleeding Hearts " are
some of his earlier productions which many
of the old-time exhibitors may recollect.
He will begin his first production for the
newly organized Gold Coin Company about
February 1, and it is reported that a studio
lease has already been secured for a period
of three years.
A seven-part drama of psychological and
timely interest is heralded as the first production to be offered, and it is reported
that two well-known Broadway stars have
already been engaged by Mr- Goldin.
President

Wilson

Selects 8

Bray Subjects
Charles Hart, director of the Division
of Films, Committee on Public Information, cabled from France this week for
eight cartoons from the Bray Studios, Inc.
The shipments were ordered to be given
immediate attention.
It is announced that these cartoons were
ordered after selection by President Wilson, who expressed his desire of showing
them to his guests as evidence of the work
of America's artists in caricature work
for reproduction on the screen.
J. R. Bray, president of Bray Studios,
Inc., has made series of cartoons bearing
upon the war, and it is said these subjects
carry a powerful " punch." The President
is said to have chosen eight of these subjects.Fox to Film in Florida
William Fox announces that the next
Theda Bara production will be filmed in
Florida. Miss Bara, Director J. Gordon
Edwards and the entire company will leave
shortly for the South to start work on
" Creation's Tears," as the new picture is
titled.
The story is by Neje Hopkins, author of
" The She-Devil," and the scenario by
Adrian
Johnson- It has a South Sea
Island setting,
Miss Bara will play a princess of one
of the islands, and the tale, said to be intensely dramatic, deals with her infatuation
for a handsome young missionary.
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Ooh ! Look what Santa Claus brought Wm. S.
Hart, or is Bill playing
ster?Santa to some youngBaron Dewitz Establishes
Salon Cinemarama
Baron Hrolf Dewitz, Danish regisseur,
has installed at Ul/2 West 37th Street, New
York City, what he terms a " Salon Cinemarama."
The " Cinemarama " is heralded as a
new type of motion picture, only one of
which will be produced annually. This is
a new development, according to the Baron,
and differs sharply from the commercial
form of motion pictures in that all the
fine arts are incorporated in the making
of it in contradistinction to the so-called
factory made picture.
There will be no studio or plant. The
Salon will take the place of both studio and
plant and also serve as an office. No stars
are to be exploited by Baron Dewitz, as
he believes that the business of selling stars
is fallacious.
The first scenario is ready and is described as a real play of dramatic force
interspersed by spectacular effects of a
novel and artistic order.
The announced policy of the Salon is not
to offer its product for sale. Cinemarama
are not made to sell. The Salon will exhibit its product in^ a manner adequate to
its own policies and ideals, according to
announcement.
Chas. A. Taylor Finishes
State Rights Feature
The big feature which has been under
production for several weeks at the Charles
A. Taylor studios in Edendale, California,
in which Mr. Taylor, the old melodrama
man, is presenting a new star as yet unnamed, has been finished, and is now
undergoing the final treatment in the cutting room.
It was made for the state rights market.
A national prize contest is just about to
be launched, for the purpose of having
the public name the " Mystery Girl " who
is featured in the production.
A total of $5,000 is to be divided among
the winners of the contest.

Film
Gets
Library
Co-operation
reaching the thousands who have read
Unique Exploitation Among Libraries
Louisa M. Alcott's famous story.
for "Little Women" Has
The following letter from Mary P. WigAchieved
Results Says
gin, librarian of the Danbury, Conn., PubParamount- Artcraft
lic Library,, is described as indicative of
ESULTS obtained in the unique cothe co-operation the libraries are giving
operative exploitation campaign, conthe exhibitors as the result of the exducted by the Famous Players-Lasky Corploitation campaign :
poration on behalf of " Little Women,"
"
We
have
already put in orders for
the Paramount-Artcraft Special have been
some new copies of the book in order to
unusually satisfactory, according to a
meet the demand that the production of
Famous Players-Lasky official.
the film version is sure to create, and will
The thousands of special letters sent
do all that we can, as a public institution
to the librarians, school teachers, minisand through personal influence, to arouse
ters and others interested in motion picinterest in the picture. It is certain of
tures, are said to have obtained for the
success,
however,
its ownafter
merits."
exhibitors showing this photoplay an unThis letter
was onwritten
a consulusual amount of co-operation, making it
tation with the manager of the Empress
one of the most successful box-office attheatre of Danbury, with whom the Dantractions released by Paramount-Artcraft
bury Library is co-operating.
in many months.
Henry M. Gill, librarian of the New
Although no reply was requested, it is
Orleans Public Library, is another leadstated that many librarians have notified
ing librarian who is lending his support
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
to the exploitation campaign launched for
that they would be glad to co-operate in
" Little Women " by the Famous Playersevery way possible to make the showing of
Lasky
lows Corporation. His letter is as fol" Little Women " in their community a
great success.
Many of the librarians are said to be
" I shall be pleased to give all the lioffering the use of their bulletin boards
brary publicity I can to the fact that ' Little
to the exhibitors in making announcements
Women ' will soon be produced as a moving
picture. I congratulate you upon the
of the coming of "Little Women," and
are co-operating with the exhibitors in
choice of such an excellent subject."
Pathe

Adds

Luster

Artistic and Commodious Quarters
Installed for Exchange in Plaza
Hotel Building — B ranch
Managed by Dustin
<<rT'HE new home of the St. Louis branch
of Pathe Exchange, Inc., is a splendid Christmas and New Year present to
us," remarked E. W. Dustin, chief of the
branch, as he looked about the imposing
quarters at No. 3308 Lindell Avenue.
"Every employe is just as proud of the
office as Paul Brunet, our Vice-President
and General Manager, who has sent us
heartiest of greetings, and they realize
fully that any other organization to outdo
Pathe in equalling this exchange, will have
to design a building of special structure;
and then they would not have a thirty-foot
ceiling.
"When completed, it will be without
question, the most commodious and artistically arranged cinema centre in the
United
States." were originally intended
The premises
for a lavishly appointed cafe, but owing to
objections on the part of one of the heirs
and owner it never has been occupied. The
"salon," as it is called, occupies about the
center of the Plaza Hotel building, is very
spacious with a thirty-foot ceiling from
which depend six chandeliers.
In the center of the floor space is a
fountain, about thirty feet in circumference, with a double basin at the top of
which is a Grecian mythological carving in
marble, representing water nymphs at play.
The fountain is the work of a Venetian
sculptor and is a " copy " of an original by

in

St.

Louis

Canova. A school of gold fish can be
seen in the depths of the lower basin, and,
when the fountain is illuminated presents
a very beautiful sight.
One enters the main entrance on Lindell
Avenue, and immediately gets the impression of a banking institution, it is said. On
the left, a stairway leads up to the balcony where are located the City Salesman's desk, the Hodkinson and American
representatives.
the right Department,
is the Manager's
and
theOn Booking
and,office
passing
down the railing, one arrives at the Stenographic and Accounting Departments.
Thence, on and turning to the left, the
visitor arrives at the Poster Department,
separated from the other portion of the
building by a brass railing.
Turning to the right one can see the
Shipping Department and the large especially constructed film vault, — capacity 5000
reels.
"One Woman"
Shows
Worth as Propaganda
Although Select Pictures' special attraction,The
"
One Woman," was not
originally intended as official propaganda,
there is every reason to believe that it will
serve as a strong element in combating the
dangerous influence that everywhere is
tearing at the sacredness of the marriage
tie, as exemplified in the recent orders of
Russian Soviets establishing the so-called
Bolsheviki free love bureaus throughout
the former Russian Empire.
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Roscoe Arbuckle Starts on
Another Comedy

"Camping Out," the Paramount- Arbuckle
comedy released January 5, has come up
to the standard set by Arbuckle himself,
according to report.
He is now comfortably located in his
new studio and has already started on
another comedy which he believes will
show something
distinct
novelty. in the way of a new and
Winifred Westover, a talented ingenue,
who has played with numerous companies
and was seen in several Fine Arts Pictures as star, has been engaged to play the
feminine lead in the new comedy.
Three

Favorites
S and

A scene which has become familiar to all since we went into the war to win.
" Why Germany Must Pay," a Screen Classics film
Darmond

Signs

Grace
Darmond,
Former Leading
Woman
for Earle Williams,
Leaves Vitagraph — Jesse D.
Hampton to Star Her
WORD came from the Coast, this week,
announcing that Grace Darmond has
severed her relations with the Vitagraph
Western forces and will commence work
immediately in a series of special features
to be produced by Jesse D. Hampton.
Miss Darmond is the latest star to come
under the direction of Mr. Hampton.
Miss Darmond has been leading woman
for Earle Williams on the Vitagraph program. When Mr. Williams was sent to
the Western studios of Vitagraph, nearly
a year ago, Miss Darmond was selected
from Vitagraph's leading women, then at
its Eastern studios in Brooklyn, to play
opposite the star. Since then she has been
seen in all of Mr. Williams' pictures.
Before taking up work before the
camera, Miss Darmond saw several seasons with the leading stock companies,
playing the leading feminine roles in
"House of a Thousand Candles," "A
Black Sheep " " A Texas Steer " and
others. She began her screen career with
Selig, supporting Tyrone Power, Otis Harlan and Harry Mestayer in the " Black
Orchid." She was later seen in Astra productions including " Absolute Black " and
"The Shielding Shadow" Sanger and
Jordan featured her in " When Duty
Calls " and she was seen in the leading
feminine role of Technicolor's " The Gulf
Between." Since then Miss Darmond has
been seen opposite Mr. Williams in all his
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon features.
Miss Darmonc is a decided blonde, one
of the screen's best horsewomen and during her career on the screen has been given

With

This one is in

Hampton

in First

L Film

S and L Productions' first picture, now
under production under the direction of
Ralph Ince, will present three popular stars
in the leading roles — E. K. Lincoln, Clara
Joel and Grace Darling. Mr. Lincoln is an
old favorite, Miss Darling will be remembered for her trans-continental trip for
Hearst-Selig Weekly, and Miss Joel for her
vamping " in " Business Before Pleasure."
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin,
sponsors of S and L Productions, announce
that the first production will be ready for
showing shortly.

the highest praise by the critics and the
public for her work. Mr. Hampton with
whom she has signed to appear as star
in a series of special productions, is known
throughout the length and breadth of
movieland for his activities in the production line. His most recent production is
" Life's A Funny Proposition," starring
William Desmond, releasing on the Exhibitors Distributing Corporation's program. It is understood that Mr. Hampton
will commence work immediately on Miss
Darmond's first starring vehicle under the
Hampton banner. Further announcement
will be made as to the personnel of the
cast, nature of story and direction.

Directed by Chaudet
" The Girl of My Dreams," starring
Billie Rhodes, which was made by the
National Film Corporation of America for
the Affiliated Distributing Corporation, to
be released
through
tual, was directed
by the
LouisExhibitors'
M. ChaudetMuMr. Chaudet has long been associated
with motion pictures, and for the past few
years has been devoting his entire time to
directing. His early career included several years with the Belasco Stock Com-

Nat

pany.

Spitzer Plans
Release

Weekly

First

Rhodes

Feature

is

Nat Spitzer, general manager of the
Bull's
recently
went toEyetheFilm
coastCorporation,
and leased who
a studio
on
Gordon Street of Fred Balshofer, now has
two companies at work and plans a weekly
release of subjects featuring Gale Henry
and a fortnightly release of comedies starring Billy West. Charles Parrott has been
engaged to serve as director general of the
company and William Seiter will direct one
of the companies. It is the intention of Mr.
Seiter to continue selling the Billy West
comedies to independent exchanges, and
he will also market the other comedies in
the same manner.
Ovey Denies Report
The statement recently sent out that
George Ovey had been engaged by Henry
Lehrman to appear in Sunshine Comedies
is denied by the comedian, who was forHorsley.merly featured in Cub Comedies by David

Lois Weber, Directing Anita Stewart in a
Production for Distribution Through First
National
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Louise Glaum, in her latest screen drama,
" Sahara," now completed
Two

Reel U. S. A. Series

Attracting Attention
The Government new two reelers, the
U. S. A. Series, each dealing with some
important phase of the world war in connection with the participation of the United
States, is declared to be attracting widespread attention among exhibitors, and is
said to be proving a box office attraction
of high value.
The first of the series, " If Your Soldier's Hit," was released December 23,
throughout the country. This picture illustrates the efficiency of the American
Medical Detachment and the work of the
Field Hospital Corps, showing the various
details of how the wounded are rescued
on the firing line and taken to advanced
dressing stations, thence to the field hospital and finally to the base hospital.
The second picture of the series, " Wings
of Victory," released January 6, is the
full and complete story of the air program
of the United States.
Tarzan Romance Does
Well in South
The Majestic Amusement Company of
Memphis, Tenn., which has taken over the
Lyric Theatre, formerly the Klaw & Erlanger Theatre, in the Tennessee city, wanted a special attraction to mark the Christmas day opening of the house under its
new management and system. Accordingly
Mr. R. C. Tarlton, the president, and C. F.
Bridges, the secretary and treasurer of the
company, called up the Big Feature Rights
Corporation in Louisville, Ky., over the long
distance telephone and booked " The Romance of Tarzan " for five days, beginning
Christmas day. This company controls the
six leading picture houses of Memphis,
and the success they had with " Tarzan
of the Apes " causes them to feel certain
of the results they will get from " The Romance of Tarzan."
At the Lyric, Messrs. Bridges and Tarlton will run pictures and stock alternately,
showing only the big special productions.

Gaumont

Pell Mitchell, Editor of Gaumont
News, Receives Interesting Letter
from Former Cameraman
PELL MITCHELL, editor of Gaumont
News and Graphic, is in receipt of a
letter from a former cameraman on the
staff of the Gaumont News Service, now a
lieutenant in the Signal Corps — Lieut. Leon
H. Caverly. Lieutenant Caverly was the
first American photographer to be sent to
France. His letter to Mr. Mitchell follows :
" Just a few lines to wish you a Merry
Christmas, in hopes it will reach you in
time; now that the war is finished I find
things pretty dull, not that I do not have
anything to do, for so long as we keep
headed for Germany there is much good
material for both movies and stills. When
will we get home? is the question we are
all asking and find no answer. I have little hopes of seeing the good old U. S. A.
before next June or July ; possibly not
then. At that time I will drop in on
you and give you all the news covering
the many months I have been away. I
was the first photographer to reach France,
but I certainly hope that some other holds
the record when it comes to going back.
" During my stay over here I have seen
the photo unit grow from a few men to

Man

at

Front

a department, having nearly five hundred
men engaged in the work of recording
Uncle Sam's share in the World's War.
It has all been a great experience to me,
besides the satisfaction of having in a very
small way done my bit, so am not sorry
I came over. During the drive at St.
Mihiel I lost my assistant still-photographer, he being the first to be killed
within the photo unit. Since then one
other was blown to atoms and several injured, so you see we can claim to being
soldiers as far as danger is concerned.
" How much the public at home have
seen, owing to censorship, I have no way
of knowing, but I do know that there is
little pertaining to warfare that has not
been shot by both movie and stills.
" Recently I was promoted to Corps
Photographer, and as such have charge of
all photo units within the corps. Have
been recommended for a captaincy, so
hope to return wearing two bars instead
of one. It is a great game and I like it.
When I get back will be in the market for
an honest-to-goodness job. As I have
complete outfits for both movies and stills
of my own, hope to land something that
will allow me to travel — Japan, India or
South America preferred. Any tip you
can give me will be greatly appreciated."

"Cannibals of South Seas" for Indianapolis
to mark a new record for the Circle, with
picture, "CanON'S
JOHNS
MARTIN nibals
of the South Seas," will atthe exception of "The Birth of a Natract the attention of patrons of the welltion," and one or two others of the same
known Circle theatre of Indianapolis for
calibre, and has brought added confidence
two weeks, commencing January 12.
to officialstributorof
Exhibitors'
Mutual,
diss ofthetheCannibal
feature,
that they
Announcement of this unusually long
were
correct
in
their
opinion
that
the
film
booking has created no little comment
would draw big.
among exhibitors, owing to the prestige enjoyed by S. Barret McCormick, manager
The nature of the picture offers a special sort of advertising. When used conof the Circle, as his selections and adversecutively for two weeks it raises several
tising methods have attracted considerable
points. That Mr. McCormick will utilize
notice.
them successively is not doubted, but the
This present booking achievement is said
manner
teresting. in which he does it will prove inHe will be stimulated in putting over the
final installment by the fact that these
reels contain the incidents connected with
the capture of Martin Johnson and his
young wite by the vicious Nagapate.
Massive

This Ape, Breaking the Bars of His Cell, Has
a Prominent PartUniversal
in " The Serial
Lure of the Circus,"

Sets for First

S and L Film
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin,
organizers of the S. and L. Pictures, and
who have under production the first of the
series of productions to be made by this
organization under the direction of Ralph
Ince, declare the outstanding feature of
the picture is the elaborate settings which
have been furnished the star, E. K. Lincoln. Charles Chapman, an expert technical director, supervised this phase of the
production.
The picture is nearing completion at the
Bacon-Backer studios, 38th Street. Mr.
Ince is personally supervising the direction.
Announcements concerning the release date
will be made shortly.
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Kansas Society Seeks Kane
as President
ing 1919 and ending January 29, 1920. To
A UNIQUE compliment has been paid
to Arthur S. Kane, who is General
Mr. Kane was given a choice of the two
terms. It must be explained that January
Manager of Select Pictures Corporation.
29 is the calendar date upon which the
It is not in his capacity as an executive
territory of Kansas was admitted into the
of one of the important firms in the moUnion as a state, and therefore the annual
tion picture industry that Mr. Kane has
dinner of the Kansas Society is always
been favored, but in his qualification as
a prominent son of Kansas. For the dis- celebrated upon this date. Over this dintinction received has been conferred by the
ner presides the president whose term exKansas Society of New York, of which
pires with that function. Having in mind
body until recently Arthur S. Kane was
the possibilities of a dinner in this present
not a member. It was, therefore, peculiarJanuary, when two-thirds of the world is
ly pleasing and gratifying to him to have
feeling its happiest over the consummation
a committee from the society officially inof
a peace long desired, Mr. Kane chose
form him of its desire to number him
the unexpired term rather than the forthamong its members and of its intention,
coming year of presidencj'. He has therecontingent upon his willingness, to create
fore been elected president of the Kansas
him its president.
Society, and will preside over its annual
There had arisen in the Kansas Society
banquet on next January 29. The banquet
a vacancy in the president's chair due to
will be held at the Hotel McAlpin and will
the death of its incumbent. It was necesnumber among its more than one hundred
sary to elect a president for the unexpired
guests many persons of distinction in
term, ending January 20, 1919 — with an
social, business and political circles.
eye also to the presidency incumbent durWill Film Exploits
CARLE E. CARLTON, Crest Pictures
Corporation, announces that arrangements are under way for the production
of a sequel to his serial, "A Romance of
the Air," featuring Lieut. Bert Hall, the
American Ace. The subject matter of the
contemplated production will be the adventures of Col. Whittesley's "Lost Battalion." Lieut. Hall, according to the announcement, will be featured in this production, also and Mr. Carlton expects to
have the services of Lieut. Col. William
Thaw, also an American Ace.
Mr. Carlton left for Chicago to make
final arrangements for the production. Before leaving he said :
" There are war pictures and war pictures. By this I mean those pictures which
merely portray a repetition of battle scenes,
or those which show the glorification of
the noble deeds of our soldiers and the
brave exploits of America and her Allies.
" War pictures with a real plot will reSpecial

Composition

LEONCE PERRET, producer of " Stars
of Glory," a patriotic drama, starring
E. K. Lincoln and Dolores Cassinelli, has
engaged Henry S. Gerstle, prominent composer of music, to prepare a special orchestration to accompany the showing of
this feature. The announcement of the
initial showing of this production has been
delayed on this account, Mr. Perret announces.
He announces that the complete orchestration has been completed but that he is
desirous of having a composition that will
be equally as effective in the smaller theatres, which haven't the facilities for putting on the complete composition.
Air. Gerstle, the composer, whose works
include some of the most successful classic
selections, was inspired by the production
to compose a march which he has named
" Theincluded
March this
of the
of Glory." He
has
in Stars
the orchestration
for
the film. The score will be suitable for

of " Lost Battalion"
main as popular as ever. The more so
because thousands of boys are now coming
home every week and the talk in home
circles for some time to come will be personal war adventures. This means added
publicity for the war pictures, or better, for
the pictures with a war atmosphere or a
war background.
" I feel so strongly on the subject that
I am arranging to have a picture made on
the subject of Col. Whittlesley's "Lost
Battalion." For this picture I expect again
to have the co-operation and assistance
of Lieut. Bert Hall and also, very likely,
Lieut. Col. William Thaw.
" As for ' A Romance of the Air,' this
picture at its initial showing at the Rivoli
Theatre played to the biggest receipts of
any feature picture shown there for the
previous three months, and this fact alone
should prove conclusively my assertions
cited above."
for
of composed
Glory
rendition" byStars
an orchestra
of any"
number of instruments and includes a
special piano and organ score for use in
theatres where only the organ or piano is
used. He hopes to complete the music in
about a week, meanwhile Adolphe Osso is
proceeding with the arrangements for the
initial showing of " Stars of Glory," the
details of which will be announced shortly.

" Sahara," Starring Glaum,
Is Nearly Finished
" Sahara," the first of the Louise Glaum
feature productions is rapidly nearing completion. According to those associated in
the making of it, including the star, and
C. Gardner Sullivan, " Sahara " will be thr
photo-dramatic sensation of the new year.
The important dramatic role opposite
Miss Glaum is taken by Matt Moore, of
the family of film stars.

Picture

News

Exhibitors Highly Praise
Universal Serial
New Jersey exhibitors are enthu-ia-tic
about Eddie Polo's latest Universal serial,
" The Lure of the Circus," according to
reports received at the New York offices.
Among the many commendatory letters
received by Joe Brandt the past week were
the following :
Universal Film Mfg. Co.,
Gentlemen :
Just a few words in reference to your serial,
"1 The
Lure well
of thesatisfied
Circus."withI wish
that
am very
same toandstate
I must
say that from a box ofhee view it certainly has
got me some real money. Thanks for your advice in booking
attraction, as I have never
run serials
before.this
Yours truly,
LOUIS BOLLINGER,
Summit-Hippodrome,
West Hoboken, N. J.
Universal Film Mfg. Co.,
Gentlemen :
of " have
The done
Lure
of Wethe have
Circusplayed
" withthree
Eddieepisodes
Polo and
the biggest business with it, as an attraction, we
have ever done with a serial. We sincerely
hope you will ' Yours
follow very
this truly,
picture up with one
as great an attraction.
Fulton theatre.
Union Hill. X. J.
JOHNManager.
M. SQUIRES,
First Run

Houses

Get Ford

Weekly Subject
The appeal and the heavy exploitation of
the Ford Educational Weekly and its previous popularity under former independent
distribution in 3,000 theatres are now causing under Golduyn distribution its installation in the largest theatres of the nation,
it is announced.
Important first runs reported in the last
week include
Jones, Linick
& Schaefer's
Orpheum
and Randolph
theatres,
Chicago ;
the entire Ascher Brothers' chain of twelve
theatrestheatre
in Chicago;
dollar
in Los Graumann's
Angeles, the millionlargest
picture institution on the Pacific Coast ; the
twenty-four metropolitan district Marcus
Loew theatres in Greater New York, and
the Clemmer theatre, Seattle, and several
hundred other theatres whose ownerships
dustry.
rank at the top in the motion picture in-

" Salome " Registers Also
in Smaller Theatres
At Port Richmond, on Staten Island, the
Empire theatre was one of the first to book
" Salome." It played the big Theda Bara
super-production two days, following which
Messrs. Allen Brothers and Peyser wrote
to the Fox offices in New York :
Salome ' was a clean up from every
angle ; capacity houses on both days — which
is unusual here — and satisfied patrons, who
came to us unsolicited and told how much
they enjoyed this attraction. So many are
clamoring for a repeat booking that we
will have to give you a return. Two-day
pictures in our town are usually losing
propositions,
but ' Salomewho' was
different.
Our
brother exhibitors
do not
book
this beautiful feature for any particular
reason are doing themselves and their
patrons an injustice."
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Cecil B. Dc

Mille

Back

in

Los Angeles
Cecil B. De Mille, director general of the
Famous Players-Lasky studios, returned to
Los Angeles after a short stay in New
York. He was accompanied to the Pacific
Coast by William C. De Mille, the playwright, and Edgar Selwyn, producer and
playwright.
" While in New York Mr. Selwyn told
me of the plot of a play he was writing for
the stage," said Mr. De Mille. " ' You're
wrong,' I said to him, ' that play is not for
the stage at all — it is for my next Artcraft
production.'
" So I kidnaped Selwyn and that is why
be came to Los Angeles with me. He had
agreed with me that the plot was for the
Artcraft program before our conversation
bad ended.
" He boarded the train with
and enall
the way westward on the train weus,were
gaged in making the story into a photoplay. This does not mean that Mr. Selwyn,
who puts the ' wyn ' in Goldwyn, has severed his relation with that concern, nor
that he has given up his stage work, but
merely that he has written a wonderful
story which I am most anxious to produce."
Relative to the many rumors that the De
Milles were about to sever their connections with the Famous Players-Lasky Company, Mr. De Mille said :
" That story was made out of whole
cloth. Our relations have always been absolutely harmonious. You may brand any
statements to the effect that my brother and
.myself are leaving the organization as absolutely false."
Concerning his activities while in the
East, Mr. De Mille said he had purchased
the photoplay rights to two big stage successes which will be produced for Artcraft, one of them to be produced probstory. ably following the filming of Mr. Selwyn's
Mr. De Mille also said that the trip East
had opened his eyes to the future possibilities ofthe industry. " In the five years
that I have been producing," he said, " I
have never found conditions more satisfactory, nor promising a more brilliant future for the entire industry. I am also
overjoyed to be back in sunshiny California."
Zena

Keefe Star of First
Arden Picture
Zena Keefe, who at the age of fourteen
was playing the ingenue role opposite
Earle Williams in Vitagraph pictures, is
the star of Arden Photoplays, Inc., first
production, " The Challenge Accepted,"
distributed through the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation. Edwin L. Hollywood, who
received his training under James Young,
directed. Chester Barnett, who has been
leading man for many of the screen's best
female stars, is leading man for Miss
Keefe.
John Hopkins has the role of the villain.
Sidney D^Albrook is given the role of the
disgruntled soldier. Warren Cook,
Charles Eldridge, Joel Day and Russell
Simpson are others appearing in important roles in " The Challenge Accepted."

l"
" Specia
Versus
'' Now that England,
France, Italy,
and
Machin
Sydney GarretteSays Made
He Has Ideal
other leading foreign countries are about
" Specialin "S for
to resume the manufacture of their own
and Foreign
L Series Market
films, a spirit of friendly competition must
SYDNEY GARRETT, president of J. arise between these countries and America.
Frank Brockliss, Inc., who purchased,
From now on the efforts of producers in
the United States should be concentrated in
recently, the exclusive foreign selling rights
to the series of special productions of the
the filming of pictures which from the
standpoint of author, star, director and
S and L Productions, of which Arthur H.
Sawyer and Herbert Lubin are sponsors,
story can be properly classed as ' specials.'
" Purchasers in foreign markets, as well
associates this transaction with " an ausas exhibitors, must look more and more
picious beginning for the introduction
to this country for the source of their film
abroad of big features that can be honestly
supply. Due to the peculiar circumstances
referred to as ' specials,' " as he so aptly
existent through the war, America has
Mr.it.Garrett continued :
made a real place for her films abroad.
puts
" Directed by Ralph Ince, starring E. K. The popularity of her stars in certain countries equals that which they enjoy at home.
Lincoln and produced from the best available plays, books and original scenarios, I America is in an enviable position as regards the foreign market for motion picam of the opinion that ' S-L Pictures '
tures. In order to fully understand and
will do much towards making motion picture audiences in foreign countries realize
appreciate the requirements of the foreign
market, Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin held
the vast difference between the machineseveral conferences between their organmade program feature and the out-of-the
ization and my own before turning the
ordinary offerings. I am more than pleased
crank on the inaugural picture. It would
at the deal recently consummated between
Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin and myself
be well for all makers of American pictures to follow out this idea when conwhich gives me an opportunity to distribute
sidering the necessities of foreign film
their series of ' specials ' in countries exbuyers. They should make a special effort
clusive of the United States and Canada,
inasmuch as it comes at a time when the to give their pictures an international apconditions of the foreign market are
peal by utilizing only those stories which
peculiar, to say the least.
will prove of interest to all nationalities."
Independent
Announces
Release
Schedule
House
system
of
offices
throughout the
BACON-BACKER FILM CORPORAtion announces that its production of country, is taken to indicate that J. Stuart
Blackton and the Bacon-Backer Film Cor"A Woman's Experience," starring Mary
poration were quick to recognize the opBoland, which enjoyed a prerelease showportunity offered independent producers to
ing at the Rialto in New York, will be
distributed as the third attraction of the find an immediate market for their productions without burdening themselves
Ten-Twenty-Thirty series by the Indepenwith
the
tremendous
expense and attendent Sales' Corporation through the Film
Clearing House.
dant worries of exploitation and distribution.
" Life's Greatest Problem," the J. Stuart Blackton production, written by AnThe first release under the " Tenthony Paul Kelly, and featuring Mitchell
Twenty-Thirty" policy was Evelyn Nesbit
Lewis, was the second attraction of this and her son Russell Thaw in Julius
series ; and " The Littlest Scout," Paula
Steger's production,' " Her Mistake."
Blackton's five-part story of country life,
Although the Independent Sales' Corstarring little Charles Blackton, is schedporation will confine the physical distribution of its pictures exclusively to the Film
uled as the fourth attraction in the TenClearing House, it by no means follows
Twenty-Thirty series.
that the latter corporation will confine its
The placing of these productions with
operations exclusively to the attractions of
the Independent Sales' Corporation, which
distributes through the Film Clearing
the Independent Sales' Corporation.
Ford Serial Gets Advertising Campaign
efforts to be convincing in narrating the
LOUIS BURSTON, the producer, and
Hiller & Wilk, Inc., selling agents of possibilities of what has been termed by
those who have seen it " a corking good
" The Silent Mystery," the new Francis
Ford serial in fifteen episodes, are in the
midst of an extensive advertising camThe twenty-four
sheet embodies the atmystery
drama."
mosphere, tone and tempo of the serial.
paign in the interest of this serial.
It transmits instantly to one the sense of
Every city of note in the country is being
mystery and creepy awe with which the
" covered " with a wide variety of paper,
picture is replete. As one big litho man
ranging from the twenty-four sheet down
to the one sheet. A generous trade paper
putTheit the
otherandday,
" thepraised
stuff is
critics
press
it there."
highly.
campaign is under way, and no medium
through which this serial can be brought
Mr. Burston stated, in speaking of the rebefore the exhibitors and public has been
views, that
"
they couldn't have been more
overlooked in the producer's and agent's
satisfactory if I had written them myself."

Motion
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of Essanay Film Mfg. Co.
WHILE the past year has proved more
or less unsatisfactory to the motion
picture industry, yet in no way has it been
fatal, and I am convinced that the trade as
a whole will quickly recover from any ill
effects suffered. In my estimation the
coming year will bring with it a new prosperity.
The war and a national epidemic added
their share of troubles to internal conditions that were in themselves in a transitory stage. But the motion picture industry was not the only one to suffer from
the external causes, and I am sure that this
was borne with a complete understanding
and a patriotic zeal by all producers, distributors and exhibitors. It would not be
seemly for us to complain at any slackening
of business, with our boys fighting in
France, and I believe that any sacrifices
that were entailed by those in the motion
picture business were cheerfully accepted.
Now that the war is over, however, I
believe that the new year will open up with
an excellent prospect for all concerns operating on a sound business basis. There
has been no lessening in the demand of the
public for good pictures, and I do not believe that there ever will be. The motion
picture business is a real and distinct art,
just as is that of the stage, and has come
to stay for all time.
Not that I think there will not be many
•changes in the system of producing and
distributing pictures. These changes have
been going on all the time and now are
still more rapidly formulating. By changes
I mean the getting away from the more or
less lax system of former years and down
to solid business principles. The motion
picture business developed so rapidly that
the conditions that surrounded it were in
many ways unavoidable.
Now that competition has become so
keen, and public taste more critical, an
economy in operation must eventualize. I
do not mean economy in the sense of
cheaper pictures, rather the opposite. Pictures must be better and fewer. The
market has been flooded with mediocre or
inferior pictures and I do not believe
there will be any place for these in the
future. The cost of producing such pictures can be eliminated entirely.
Just as much will be spent in the making
of good pictures as ever, and possibly more,
but not wasted. Every manufacturer
knows that there have been scores of little
leakages in their studios, but these are
gradually being wiped out.
Tiiis economy on broad lines will come
through more carefully developed plans in
all work of production, a concentration of
distributing systems, and a centralization
of processing work.
Personally, I am particularly interested
in the latter as I know to a certainty that
thrrough the Spoor-Thompson laboratory
method of processing films, I have obtained

something that the trade has been seeking
for years.
The need for a centralized shipping point
has long been recognized. Chicago is a
terminal point for every railroad of importance in the country and what is more
natural than that the distribution of positive prints should be made from this city.
This opens the possibility of doing away
with much of the delay and excessive cost
of shipping due to congested traffic and
high express rates.
Also has there been a great need for
uniform and equable processing of all parts
of the film. Under the old methods of
processing in short lengths various parts
of a reel were developed unequally, the
development being dependent on the judgment of the human eye of more than one
person, which was bound to vary. Under
the new method of developing film in one
thousand foot lengths all variance is done
away with.
And when the new method of developing
not only produces a higher quality of positive prints, but at the same time actually
reduces the cost by a very substantial
amount, it is bound to be adopted.
But in all phases of the industry economy
is setting in, although as I have stated it is
an economy by eliminating waste and not
at all through the cheapening of the pictures.

Biggest Troop Ship
The former " Vaterland," now the " Leviathan," isthe biggest troopship in the
world, and number 39 of the Gaumont
News, released December 17, shows the
return to New York of this monster ship
with 10,000 Americans troops on board.
That number of the News also contains
effective photographs of the Southern
Commercial Congress Convention in Baltimore, which was featured by a great
naval pageant.
Other subjects in that issue show exSecretary of the Treasury William G. McAdoo, turning over his office to his successor, Hon. Carter Glass ; Governor Manning of South Carolina, and his charming
wife, parents of six sons fighting for the
Allies ; the battle cruiser " North Carolina," first of our warships equipped for
bringing troops home, and many other
topical subjects.
Smallwood in Charge
Metro Laboratory

of

Ray Smallwood, chief of Metro's photographic department, has arrived in California from New York, and under Maxwell Karger, director general, has assumed
charge of all the camera and laboratory
work
wood. at the company's new plant in HollyHe found five companies at work on the
new stages, but is using the old laboratories for the present, as the new ones are
not yet completed.
Mr. Smallwood will be joined by his
wife after the holidays and they 'will take"
one of the justly-famed Hollywood bungalows.

"Lightning
Raider"
AFTER months of preparation and the
utilization of every method of exploitation known to the picture industry
Pathe's new Serial "The Lightning Raider"
with Pearl White as the star, was launched.
On January 5th the first Episode entitled
"The Ebony Block" was released simultaneously inevery city in the United States,
and will be continued for fifteen weeks
at each theatre.
Pathe Exchange, Inc., believes that "The
Lightning Raider" is not only the best Serial ithas ever put out but that this picture
reaches the top notch of motion picture
serial achievement. This opinion is said
to have been voiced by experts and printed
by a majority of the trade reviewers who
have seen advance showings.
When Exhibitors start "The Lightning
Raider" they are expected to reap the benefit of the great exploitation campaign on
this Serial and the interest already
aroused is said to be sufficient to crowd
their theatres every day this Serial is
shown.
The name of Pearl White as star of a
Serial is declared to be enough in itself to
pack any theatre, but Pathe claims that it
has not been satisfied to sit back and depend upon the drawing power of a popular
star.
The first advertising campaign for a
Serial ever instituted in the Saturday Eve-

Serial
ning
Post with Is
its tenLaunched
million readers, is
now running and backing up "The Lightning Raider" simultaneously with a tremendous billing campaign embracing every
center of population in the United States.
In consequence Pathe officials assert,
there is no doubt but that ready made
audiences were awaiting the Exhibitor
when he released the first Episode of this
Serial on January 5th.
The cast
"TheWhite
Lightning
Raider"
addition
to ofMiss
includes
Warnerin
Oland the screen villain who has been in
many previous Pathe Serials as a bad man
including "The Fatal Ring" with Pearl
White and "Patria" with Mrs. Vernon
Castle.
Hatch

Gets Territory from
Pioneer
Frank Hatch, Pittsburgh, announces that
he has purchased the Pennsylvania. West
Virginia and southern New Jersey rights
to the Pioneer Film Corporation's production of " Wives of Men." The Pioneer
Film Corporation reports good business in
other territories where this picture has
been shown.
Pioneer reports good sales on its production Little
"
Orphan Annie," adapted
from the work of James Whitcomb Riley,
the Hoosier poet.
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United

The

Picture

of " Teddy " Presented in
McClure's Special

Calvert's Fourth Keeney
Release Ready
" Marriage for Convenience " is the title
of Frank A. Keeney Enterprises' latest
production, starring Catherine Calvert. It
is now ready for release. It will be distributed in the territory composing New
York, Northern New Jersey and Western
Connecticut by the William L. Sherry Service exchanges* in these territories, and
throughout the other domestic territory
through the exchanges of the General Film
Company.
A recent private showing of " Marriage
for Convenience " was given this week.
Prominent exchange men and exhibitors
from the immediate neighborhood attended,
pronouncing the picture one of Miss Calvert's best. The star portrays the character of a Southern society belle. The
story was written by E. Lloyd Sheldon,
scenarioized by Bennet Musson and produced under the direction of Sidney 01cott. This is Miss Calvert's fourth starring vehicle under the Keeney management.
Leonce

Perret Moves
Pathe Studio

To

"A Soul Adrift," the third of the Perret Productions to be produced by Leonce
Perret, in which Dolores Cassinelli is the
star, has been completed at the Metro
Studio and Mr. Perret and his entire
staff have moved to the Pathe Studio,
where they will commence shooting " The
ThirteenthDelva
Chair"
immediately,
with Mile.
Yvonne
as the
star.
Cameraman Alfred Ortlieb, Technical
Director John Birkel and " Utility Georgette" as Miss Duchesne, Mr. Perret's
secretary, has come to be known as " all
go with Mr. Perret."

Features

Dustin Farnum and Kitty Gordon's
First,
Booked
at Ziegfeld's,
Chicago, for Indefinite Run
DEFINITE announcement of release
dates of its star features, " The Light
of Western Stars," with Dustin Farnum,
and " Adele," with Kitty Gordon, is followed by the announcement from United
Picture Theatres of America, Inc., that
contracts for bookings on these features
were signed this week by J. A. Berst Organization, whereby " The Light of Western Stars " will enter upon an indefinite
run at the Ziegfeld theatre, Chicago, commencing January 28. Supplementary to
the national billboard campaign of United,
exploiting its stars, a billing campaign has
been started in Chicago in connection with
this engagement at the Ziegfeld. " A Man
in the Open " will be Dustin Farnum's
next picture, following " The Light of
Western Stars." " It is more than the
equal of any production I ever appeared
in," is the star's opinion. A private presentation was given at the Brunton
Studios last week. Ernest G. Warde directed. Fred Myton made the adaptation. Mr. Farnum is supported by Lamar
Johnston, Claire Du Brae, Joseph Dowling,
Irene Rich and Herschel Mayall in the
principal roles. The lighting effects in
" A Man in the Open " are said to be entirely new to the screen.
President Berst has not yet selected a
main title for Kitty Gordon's feature to
follow " Adele." It is stated at the Brunton Studios, Los Angeles, where the production was recently completed, that this
six-reel drama is unusual as to story, acting and scenic investiture. " It is the best
picture I have ever made," was the statement from Director Wallace Worsley.

Warner

Film

Play
Chicago
Miss Gordon has the role of a woman
whose sole interest lies in material things,
fun and frivolity and the shallowness of
her social life. How her husband leads
her to a realization that love and service
means more than her hitherto frivolous
pursuits, and how a clergyman makes a
great sacrifice to bring about the desired
change of thought are incidents in this
story of plot and counter-plot, love and
hate and self-sacrifice.
During the action of the play Miss Gordon appears, it is reported, in twenty different gowns. William Anthony McGuire
wrote the play.
Miss Gordon is supported by Mahlon
Hamilton, M. Lawson Butt and Kate
Price.
Florence Reed's first United feature recently completed by Tribune Productions,
Inc., and which is set for release after the
Gordon and Farnum initial vehicles, is in
process of cutting and titling. No announcement has yet been made of the title. Concurrently with her stay on Broadway, Miss Reed has commenced work upon the second of the six super-pictures she
is under contract to star in for United.
Discussing the source of supply of firstclass material in the nature of strong plots
and comedy-dramas suitable for Florence
Reed, Dustin Farnum and Kitty Gordon,
and in response to inquiries from prospective contributors, President J. A. Berst issues this statement:
" It is useless to send hackneyed plots.
What we desire is material to suit our
stars, original plays or book plays presenting high-class plots along new and
original lines. What we want for Farnum
are strong, unusual plays of the West
along the lines of " The Light of Western Stars " and " A Man in the Open."

Reports

on "The Kaiser's
reports
EXHIBIT
that it is making big
Finish "ORindicate
profits for theatres in representative communities in every section of the country.
A. Warner, in charge of territorial sales
for the eight-part special state right's production, has a number of telegrams and
letters from exhibitors describing the results of local showings.
Tony Sudekum, president of the Crescent Amusement Company of Nashville,
Tenn., wired : " ' The Kaiser's Finish ' is
a great picture. In fact it is the best war
picture we have so far played."
Mr. Lytle, manager of the Empire Theatre, San Antonio, Tex., declared that for
him the picture was a " clean up," playing
to tremendous business during its entire
engagement there.
Hendley Brothers, of the Vogue Theatre,
Columbus, Ga., wrote that they used it to
meet extremely strong competition, and
did an exceptional business.

Exhibitor Success
Mr. Depkin, manager of the Wizard
Theatre, Baltimore, Md., had the front of
his theatre repaired the day after it opened.
Crowds fighting to get in had to be dispersed by the local police, but the lobby
was wrecked before they were stopped in
their efforts to rush the ticket takers.
Walter Johnson, manager of the Parkway Theatre, Roseland, 111., wired Harry
Weiss, manager of the Central Film Company, of Chicago, that " The Kaiser's Finish " paid him a big net profit on a two
days' run.
Books

First Nationals

Leo Keiler, president of the Arcade Theatre Company, in Paducah, who was in
Louisville, Ky., recently, closed with the
Big Feature Rights Corporation for practically all the pictures of the First National
Exhibitors' Circuit.
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Extended
Runs
With Bi»- Advertising Campaign Back
of It. " Mickey " Making Big
Success, Reports W. H.
EXTENDED-RUN bookings and the
scope of these bookings on W. H. Productions Company's " Mickey," featuring
Mabel Normand, are concrete examples of
the success which this picture is having
throughout the sections of the country
where it has been booked.
Reports from territories where "Mickey"
has already been played state that it is
breaking box-office records and that it is
proving the greatest success and most
popular picture that has ever been shown
in that locality. Unsolicited letters are
received daily by the exchanges handling
this picture praising the splendid results
" Mickey
turn dates." has brought and asking for re" Mickey " has either played or been
booked in some of the laregst and best
theatres in the country. The Loew houses
in New York City have seventy days' booking. It is having a second run in the
Proctor houses. The following theatres
have booked it for a week's run : Regent,
Paterson, N. J. ; Victoria, Harrisburg, Pa. ;
Majestic, Erie, Pa.; Lyceum and Plaza,
Bayonne, N. J. ; Rialto theatre, Washington, D. C. ; Trent, Trenton, N. J. ; Empire
New Brunswick, N. J. ; Merrill, Milwaukee,
Wis. ; Mishler, Altoona, Pa. ; Keith's Boston theatre, Boston; Strand, Hartford,
Conn. ; Strand, Lynn, Mass. ; Orpheum,
Maiden, Mass.; Strand, Worcester, Mass.
The Strand of Newark, N. J., ran "Mickey"
for two weeks, breaking all records, it was
reported.

Motion

onWisconsin
"Mickey"
The
Film Corporation, of
Milwaukee,
which
is
handling
Mickey of"
in the Wisconsin territory,
is in "receipt
the following letter from the manager of
the Merrill theatre, Milwaukee: " It is with
great pleasure that we can inform you that
we did over $5,400 on a 15c. admission price,
which is remarkable, and you know the
newspapers were carrying full page ads,
warning the public to keep out of the
theatres on account of the ' flu.' "
The manager of the Eighty-first Street
theatre wrote: "We played it ("Mickey")
four days and it did a splendid business
each day. On Sunday it broke all records."
The advertising campaign that has been
waged in support of "Mickey" is unique
in that it does not cost the exhibitor any
money to take advantage of the campaign.
The exhibitor has at his disposal, free of
charge, window displays on the main streets
of his town, by the leading five and ten
cent stores, Columbia graphophone dealers, Aeolian and Vocalian dealers, and the
other music dealers. Through their headquarters in this city these stores are notified when " Mickey" will be played in their
locality, so that prior to the showing they
arrange window displays and co-operate
generally with the exhibitor.
Supplementing all their advertising matter, W. H. Productions Co. are furnishing
to the salesmen and to the exhibitors, a
short sales talk, outlining in detail every
angle of the publicity campaign. For the
second run man, and for subsequent runs,
a sales talk is also furnished, pointing out
the benefits to be reaped from the advertising and publicity already planted in the
town as preliminary work.

Rolfe
Injects
Showman's
Ideas
which occur in the early part of the third
Is Said to Have Removed Only Obepisode through the repetition of some of
jection Some Exhibitors Hold
the action from the second installment.
Against
Serials — " Master
Another instance of the element of showMystery" Books Well
manship brought into the serial is shown
THE element of showmanship, which B. by the manner in which each episode is
A. Rolfe contends must be a guiding
brought to a close. As an example, one
consideration to every producer in his acepisode pictures Houdini falling into the
tivities, issaid to be conspicuously evident
clutches of his enemy's emissaries, who,
after binding him in an electric chair, leave
in the editing and cutting of " The Master
one of their number to turn on the current
Mystery," the Rolfe super-serial starring
Houdini, the handcuff king.
while the others hurry away to capture
Exhibitors who have objected to serial
Houdini's confederates. The action of the
productions on the ground that the stories
episode shows Houdini squirming violently
in them are difficult to follow will no
in the death chair in an effort to free himself ;then the scene is cut and the action
doubt discover that "The Master Mystery"
has been so intelligently put together that
changes to a close-up of the hand of the
it can be followed as easily as the most
emissary slowly moving upward toward the
carefully cut feature.
electric switch. As the hand nears the
switch the iris begins to close and only an
The first episode of " The Master Mysinstant before the fingers touch the switch
tery "tells the basis of the plot in a brief
but comprehensive foreword before the
the scene ends.
action is begun. Each episode thereafter
begins with a short, illuminating synopsis
Vinnie Burns, Now
of the plot already shown, followed by
June Daye, well known as a leading
pictures duplicating the final action of the
woman and screen star for Lubin, Bioprevious episode. Thus, if a film follower
graph, Crystal and other companies, has
has missed two episodes, for instance, he
can easily pick up not only the thread of changed her name to Vinnie Burns, which
the story from the short synopsis at the is her legal name. Miss Burns is playing
beginning of the third episode, but also
a prominent part in Doris Kenyon's latest
understand the meaning of the big scene?
release, " Wild Honey."

Catherine

Picture

News

Calvert, in " Marriage for Convenience," Directed by Sidney Olcott

Sawyer and Lubin Get
Exclusive Scenes
Arthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin,
S and L Productions, are accredited with
a " sure enough " photo " scoop," by S and
L publicity director. These gentlemen
quietly stepped into the Ritz-Carlton Hotel
on the evening of December 28 and
" scooped " several thousand feet of exclusive scenes of the ball given by the elite
of New York for the benefit of the Free
Milk For France Fund in the Grand Ballroom. Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin had made
previous arrangements for the exclusive
picture rights to this affair.
Six Sun-Light Arc Lights were installed
in the Ritz-Carlton under the direction of
Mr. Sawyer and six cameras were used
to " shoot " the scenes. E. K. Lincoln, star
of the S and L Productions series, Clara
Joel and Grace Darling appeared in several
of these scenes which will be used in the
forthcoming feature, now under production, starring Mr. Lincoln.
Arrangements were made prior to the
picturizing of the ball at the Ritz-Carlton
by Mr. Sawyer to make a complete separate film of the event, appropriately cut
and titled, to be sent as a souvenir of the
occasion to Marshal Foch and his wife in
France.
Fleet's Welcome " Shot " by
Gaumont
Gaumont's December 26th release of
Gaumont's Graphic presents a wide variety
of interesting war notes, chief among
which is the welcome accorded our fleet
in New York harbor by Secretary- of the
Navy Daniels. The bluejackets are shown
marching up Fifth Avenue in review before the Secretary and Admiral Mayo.
Other subjects are: Intimate views of
Lafayette's birthplace, which has been
turned into a home for war orphans.
" With Our Boys in France " is the title
which introduces scenes of the Sammies
pushing on to Potsdam. King Victor
Emanuel
is shown reviewing American and
Italian troops.
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Educational

Releases

Its

"Homecoming" Film
The educational Films Corporation of
America will release on January 31 a tworeel picture entitled " Bringing the Boys
Back ture
Home."
inspiration
of the piccame in aTheletter
from Charles
M.
Schwab : " To keep the boys properly
clothed and fed ' over there,' we need ships.
To bring the boys back home, we need
more ships. In helping us to build these
ships now, labor has an opportunity to do
its full patriotic duty by the men who offered their lives to their country."
Writing under date of November 30
Mr. Schwab's angle was his need of 50,000
more shipbuilders to construct the returning transports. More than half the American Expeditionary Forces went by foreignowned vessels. They will come back by
United States owned ships. And this supplying of the ships to bring 'em back was
and is the job of the workers at Hog
Island, which the picture records.
Herbert E. Hancock made it from an
original scenario for the Young Men's
Christian Association, and the Y. M. C. A.
has chosen Educational as the medium of
release. Whilst its primal inspiration was
to help labor recruiting, events of the last
sixty days have given it an universal interest. Mr. Hancock is the official director
of the association's motion picture bureau.
He is the producer of the Y. M. C. A.'s
popular " Around the Clock " series.
Louisville

Sees

" The

Kaiser's Finish "
Macauley's Theatre, Louisville, Ky., has
booked " The Kaiser's Finish " for a week's
run, according to Lee Goldberg, manager
of the Big Feature Rights Corporation,
which has purchased the territorial rights
for Kentucky and Tennessee and will advertise the production to as great an extent as they would a big road attraction.
Extra twenty-four sheet stands, a number of special stunts, and an unusually
large amount of paid newspaper space will
be included in the campaign.

THE

INDEPENDENT

Territorial Sales Reported

EIELD
During

TICKER

the Past
Week
Territory

Buyer
Production
Greater New York, Northern
Healthograms (K. W. S.
Distributing Co.), N. Y.. M. H. Hoffmann, New York New Jersev.
Healthograms (K. W. S. Sol Lesser, All Star Fea- .California, Arizona, Nevada,
tures, San Francisco
Distributing Co.), N. Y..
Eastern Pennsylvania, SouthHealthograms (K. W. S.
Distributing Co.), N. Y. . Electric Theatre Supply Co. ern New Jersey. .
Pyramid Comedies (Series),
York State, Northern
Pyramid Comedies, Inc.), Exhibitors Booking Com- New
New York.
New York
pany, New York
Pyramid Comedies (Series),
Pyramid Comedies, Inc.), Standard Film Service,
Cleveland, O
New York
Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan.
Pyramid Comedies (Series),
Pyramid Comedies, Inc.), R. D. Marson Attractions
New York
New England States.
Company, Boston
Pyramid Comedies (Series),
Pyramid Comedies, Inc.),
Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
New York
Savini Films, Inc., Atlanta . Tennessee, South Carolina.
Pyramid Comedies (Series),
Pyramid Comedies, Inc.), Standard Film Exchange, Western Pennsylvania,
New York
Pittsburgh
West Virginia.
Pyramid Comedies (Series),
Pyramid Comedies, Inc.), Masterpiece Film Attrac- Eastern Pennsylvania,
New York
,
Southern New Jersey.
tions, Philadelphia
Pennsylvania, West Virginia,
"Wives of Men" (Pioneer
Southern New Jersey.
Film Corp.)
, Frank Hatch, Pittsburgh..

Inquiries

Concerning

AND LUBIN, orMESSRS. SAWYER
ganizers of the S. and L. Pictures,
who have under production the first of
the series of features starring E. K. Lincoln, report that exhibitors throughout the
country, are showing a keen interest in the
star's series. Testimony to this is given
by the numerous inquiries that are coming
daily to the offices of S. and L. Pictures.
Announcement as to the distributing
plans or the date of release of the first
S. and L. feature have not been made, but
Mr. Lubin gives a hint as to the interest

First

and

L

Film

that is being shown in the forthcoming Lincoln feature in the following interview:
" While the E. K. Lincoln special has
not been completed, innumerable inquiries
from every section of the United States
have been received relative to the distribution of the first production. Some of
the biggest buyers of state rights in the
field, together with one or two distributing
organizations which handle the best features of the market, have expressed the
desire to make sales arrangements before
the S. and L. picture is finished. This
indicates the confidence of the entire market in the recently formed organization.
" Several of the leading exhibitors of the
country whose houses present only the biggest features, have written me expressing
a desire to be the first to present E. K.
Lincoln in the series of productions of
which he is the star. They are unanimous
in the belief that a feature bearing the
name of Ralph Ince as director insures its
excellence to the public from every angle.
A detailed account of our plans as to distribution, subject matter of first production
and all other details will be given soon."
"The

Grace Darling and E. K. Lincoln Are Co-Players in S-L Productions

S

Echo

of Youth"

Nears

Completion
" The Echo of Youth," the new picture
Ivan Abramson has written and is now
directing for the Graphic Film Corporation
at the Biograph studio, is forging rapidly
ahead and the photographic end of it will
be completed in about three weeks.
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Motion
Managers

Supply
a Demand,
Says
Hiller
President of Hiller and Wilk Declares
Good Picture Material Is Scarce
— In Position to Know Public Wants
THAT with the air filled with rumors
of amalgamations and combines the
real test of showmanship of the industry
lies in the state rights field, is the opinion
of L. L. Hiller, president of Hiler and
Wilk, Inc.
" It is our aim," explained Mr. Hiller,
" to supply a demand, not to foist on the
market a picture that the producer happens
to think is good. To do this we like to
begin our supervision of the picture, not
when it is ready for the market, but even
before it is produced. That is to say we
consult with the director on the choice of
his play or scenario and on the general
outline of the production. By doing this
we are able to advertise a picture before
it is made, while it is being made, and
after it is completed. As a result, the picture is 80 per cent sold before it leaves
the studio. In fact by watching the public
demand for certain big stories and stage
successes, the word of a reliable broker
L. L. Hiller, President of Hiller and Wilk, Inc.
will sell the picture upon the mere announcement of its title and director.
" The only reason that our business is special publicity, not to bunco the public
not twice as large as it is at present is into believing that it is good, but to draw
that we cannot find enough pictures of
full attention to its merits and points of
quality, pictures that we are willing to give interest. In other words, it must be hanour full endorsement.
dled pretty much the way a stage play is
" It is physically impossible for a director
to make more than four to six good big presented.
" The state right market has had a lot
special features a year. Motion pictures
are an artistic and not a mercantile product.
of abuse. It has been used as the ' quick
clean-up ' field for mediocre pictures, put
You cannot order them turned out by the
out by persons who simply want to make
wholesale.
a little money quickly and easily, without
" Because we are in close touch with the
regard for their future standing in the
marketing conditions all over the country
industry.
A death of worth-while producwe are in a position to say what the
tions and over-advertising of the poor ones
public wants. When we undertook to hanare the two evils of the market.
Silent a Mystery,'
we
did dle
notthe serial
set out' The
to create
demand for
" Too many pictures represent what the
a serial. We saw the opening for serials
producers want. Too few represent what
and then supplied the right pictures.
the public wants. Too many directors feel
called upon to film stories that any motion
" The big special production finds its best
market in the state right field. Placed on
picture patron could tell them are not sala program it is lost. It never receives
able. We hear a lot of talk about applying
business principles to the motion picture
proper exploitation. But to win recogniindustry. The fundamental business printion, it must ' be advertised and presented
in a showmanship way. It must receive
ciple is to give the public what it wants.

FOR
-Duplex

SALE

Directory

Printers

-Bell & Howell Perforators
3—
all in first-class
condition.
3
Address —
PRINTER
M. P. News

Picture
Named

News

for Sales

Corporation
Frank Hall, president of Independent I
Sales Corporation, announces that the cor- I
poration has secured the services of the }'
following-named men as branch managers j
of its various units throughout the country: y
Carl
De Seay,
; A. L. Ehrgott,
Boston,
Mass. Atlanta,
; C. P. Ga.
Saunders,
Buffalo, '
N. Y. ; F. J. Flaherty, Chicago; Thorton
Eckert, Cincinnati; Charles E. Sherwin,
Cleveland; W. L. Merrill, Dallas, Tex.; ji
L. E. Schaeffer, Denver, Colo.; W. A.
Haynes, Detroit, Mich. ; H. F. Brink, !
Kansas City, Mo.; H. J. Roberts, Los I
Angeles; R. K. Evans, Minneapolis; P. E. j
Meyer, New York City ; J. F. Hennessy,
Philadelphia; F. C. Burhans, Pittsburgh;!
E. S. Flynn, St. Louis, Mo. ; D. J. Chatkin, .
San Francisco, and A. H. Huot, Seattle,
Wash. Lynn S. Card is general sales manager. These men will maintain their offices !
in that of the Film Clearing House, located 1
in every film centre throughout the country.
First Tom

Mix

Re-Issue

in

January
The first release of the series of sixteen
Tom Mix two-reel comedy dramas to be
released as re-issues by Exclusive Features,
Inc., is " Twisted Trails." Following
•' Twisted Trails " " The Man Within " will
be released on January 7th, and then for
the following fourteen weeks one of the
two-reelers will be placed on the market
weekly. These two-reel Tom Mix comedy
dramas being released by Exclusive Features were made under the direction of
Col. Selig, and it is through a special arrangement with him that Exclusive has
been able to place them on the market.
Miss

Kenyon Completes
Latest Picture

The
final on
scenes
for Luxe
Doris Pictures,
Kenyon;s Inc.,
latest picture
the De
program are now being taken under the
direction of J. Searle Dawley at the Biograph
studios.
Miss Kenyon's
latestadapted
story
was written
by Vingie
E. Roe and
for screen presentation by Louis Joseph
Vance. The story appeared in the October
issue of the Metropolitan Magazine.

of

New

Theatres

ALABAMA
A new $40,000 theatre will be erected in Florence by D. M.
Pixlcy of Little Rook, Ark., according to announcement. Another
theatre is also scheduled for Florence by M. A. Lightman.
C ALIFORM A
A concrete foundation 75 x 200 feet is already under way for
the new theatre at Long Beach. The house will be two story and
seat 1,300.
Another new theatre is announced for Los Angeles by D. f.
Grauman. It will be erected in the heart of the citv and seat 3,500.
ILLINOIS
Hence Johnson is erecting a theatre on a 27 x 70 foot site at
Cisne. to be leased to M. E. Long.

January

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
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Bluebird Photoplays
2. Tongues of Flame (Walcamp)
9. Set Free (Edith Roberts)
16. She Hired a Husband (Priscilla
Dean)
23. The Sea Flower (Juanita Hansen) . .
30. The Cabaret Girl (Ruth Clifford)...
6. The Nature Girl (Mersereau)

Exhibitors' Mutual
Dec. IS. Martin
South Johnson's
Seas " " Cannibals of the
Dec. 22. The Girl of My Dreams (Billie
Rhodes)
Dec. 29. And a Still, Small Voice (Walthall)
Jan. 5. All of a Sudden Norma (Barriscale)
Jan. 12. Life's
a Funny Proposition (Wm.
Desmond)
Jan. 19. Bonds of Honor (Sessue Hayakawa)
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Dec. 1. Sporting Life (Paramount-Artcraft
Special)
Dec. 1. Under the Greenwood Tree (Ferguson-Artcraft)
Dec. 1. Fuss and Feathers (Bennett-InceParamount)
Dec. 8. The Greatest Thing in Life (GriffithArtcraft)
Dec. 8 Arizona (Fairbanks-Artcraft)
Dec. 8. Too Many Millions (Wallace ReidParamount)
Dec. 15. Branding Broadway (Hart-Artcraft)
Dec.
IS. Good
The Squaw
Man (Shirley
(De Mille's)
Dec 15.
Bye Bill
Mason-Paramount)
Dec. 22. String Beans (Charles Ray-Paramount)
Dec. 22. Quicksand
(Dorothy Dalton-Paramount)
Dec. 22. The
Mystery
Girl (Ethel ClaytonParamount)
Dec. 29. Little
Miss
Hoover (Marguerite
Clark-Paramount)
Dec. 29. The
Hope Chest (Dorothy GishParamount)
Dec. 29. The Way of a Man with a Maid
(Bryant Washburn-Paramount) . . . .
SUCCESS SERIES (Reissues)
Dec. 1. Caprice (Mary Pickford).
Dec. 8. The Goose Girl (Marguerite Clark).
Dec. IS. The Eternal City (Pauline Frederick).
Dec. 22. The Old Homestead (Special).
Dec. 29. The Virginian (Dustin Farnum).

Feb.
5
S
5
5
5
S
5
5
5
5
5
5

First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
Ambasador Gerard's " My Four Years in Germany."
Italy's Flaming Front
" (Italian Official War
Pictures)
„" _
Pershing's Crusaders."
Shoulder Arms " (Charlie Chaplin).
The Romance
of Tarzan."
Nov. 25. "The Panther Woman" (Petrova) S
Fox Film Corporation
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
Nov. 17. Fan Fan
Nov.24. Ali Baba
and thePICTURES
Forty Thieves..'.'.'.'
TIMELY
Nov. 24. Why I Would Not Marry?
Uec. 15. Every Mother's Son
FOX STANDARD PICTURES
n °- ,1- Th,e She Devil (Theda Bara)
n
I Want t0 Forget (Evelyn Nesbit) . .
?*C- A9" JfLor Freedom (Willam Farnum) .....
{an11£he
L'ShtWoman!
(Theda Bara)
Jan. 26. Woman!
(Evelyn Nesbit).
£ ££e Man Hunter (William Farnum).
e™i-„Xke
Slren's
Song
(Theda
Bara)
PRODUCTIONS EXTRA
ORDIN
ARY
Theda Bara in " Cleopatra."
William Farnum in " Les Miserables."
Annette Kellerman in " A Daughter of the Gods."
o ™. VICTORY PICTURES
n
Dec. 8. The^Strange Woman (Gladys BrockDec.
22. IreaVEm
I'll Say So' (George'(Tom
Walsh)Mix)
.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' .'
Tan" 19.
Jan.
The Call ofRouSh
the Soul (Brockwe
ll) . . .
Ith if" x^cknand- Pluc,k (Geo- Wa,sh>
Mar" 16.
i« Tough
x 6 u°min?
the Law
Mar.
Luck °Tf
Jones
(Geo. (Tom
Walsh)Mi*>
URES
L PICT
v- EXCE
D«- 1., Virgin
ia Pearso
Dec.
n
in
" Buchanan's
Wife"

Uec.
':
"Hyia'nd)
Danger
ne TraAct (Peggy
the Zone
(Madlai
in e)
vers
ThUgn
20 The
Dec' 29.

e s"Lee) '.'..'.
Tmiler-ri(Jane-a
26 The^Gi
Jan.
Jan 26.
withund noferin
Regret
(Peggy

9. The Love Auction (Virginia Pearson)
THE GREAT NINE
29. William Farnum in " Fighting Blood."
5. Theda Bara in " The Serpent."
12. " The Regeneration."
19. William Farnum in " The Broken Law."
26.2. Theda
Bara in(Dr.
" Under
Two Flags."
"Infidelity"
Rameau).
9. Valeska Suratt in " The Soul of Broad16. Theda Bara in " The Darling of Paris."
23. William Farnum in " Hoodman Blind."
General Film Company
way."
AUTHORS'
PHOTOPLAYS
Her Moment
(Anna Luther)
7 D
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D
Monster of Fate
DUPLEX FILMS, INC.
Shame (Zena Keefe)
1 D
COSMOFOTOFILM
Hypocrites (Elizabeth Risdon)
6 D
EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO. (Inc.)
Why — The Bolsheviki
5 D
OAKDALE PRODUCTIONS
The Locked Heart (Gloria Joy)
5 D
No Children Wanted (Gloria Joy)
5 D
Miss Mischief-Maker (Gloria Joy)
5 D
The Midnight Burglar (Gloria toy) 5 D
Little Miss Grown-Up (Gloria Joy)
5 D
Wanted, a Brother (Gloria Jov)
5 D
COSMOFOTOFILM, INC.
I Believe
6 D
AM. FEAT. FILM CORP.
Hearts of Love
6 D
MAXWELL PRODUCTIONS
The Married Virgin
7 D
Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
GOLDWYN STAR SERTES
Dec. 1. The Hell Cat (Geraldine Farrar)..
Dec. 8. A Perfect Lady (Madge Kennedy).5 C D
Dec. 15. Too Fat to Fight (by Rex Beach} . 6
Dec. 22. The Racing Strain (Mae Marsh) . . 5
Dec. 29. Go West, Young Man (Tom Moore). 5
Jan. 12. Day Dreams (Madge Kennedy)
5
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
For the Freedom of the East (Betzwood) . . .7 D
Rex
Heart of the Sunset
Blue Beach's
Blood
67 DD
Honor's
Cross
7 D7
Social Ambition
The Manx-Man
7
For the Freedom of the World
7
BENNISON STAR SERIES
Dec. 22. Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison) 5
Jan. — . High Pockets (Louis Bennison).... 5
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
(Paralta Plavs)
Oct. 7. Whatever the Cost (King
—
(J. D. Hampton)
Nov. 25. Three X Gordon (Kerrigan)
—
The Drifters
Warren Kerrigan). —
(Lillian(J.Walker)
Sept. 23. Embarrassment
of Riches (Walker) —
(Bessie Barriscale)
Sept. 30. The Heart of Rachael (Barriscale) . . —
Two-Gun(Louise
Betty Glaum)
(Bessie Barriscale) . —
Dec. 2. Goddess of Lost Lake (Glaum)
—
(Arden)
Dec. 23. The Challenge Accepted (Zena
Keefe)
5 D
Jewel Productions, Inc.
The Price of a Good Time.
The Grand Passion.
The Doctor and the Woman.
The
the Beast of Berlin.
A SoulKaiser,
for Sale.
For Husbands Only.
Nov. 4. The Yellow Dog
6
Nov. 18. Borrowed Clothes (Mildred Harris) 6
Perfection Pictures
(GEORGE KLEINE SYSTEM)
Sept. — Conquered Hearts
—
Sept. — Behind the Lines in Italy
—
Aug. 26. Triple Trouble" (ChapUn)
—
Metro Pictures Corporation
Dec. 2. The
Testing of Mildred Vane (May s
Allison)
Dec. 9. Hitting the High Spots (Bert Lytell) 5
Dec. 16. Sylvia on a Spree (Emmy Wehlen) 5
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

Dec. 23. The Poor Rich Man (Bushman and
Bayne)
5
Dec. 30. Her Inspiration (May Allison) 5
Jan. 6. The Spender (Lytell)
5
Jan. 13. The Gold Cure (Dana)
5
Jan. 20. The Divorcee (Ethel Barrymore) . . . 5
Jan. 27. In For Thirty Days (Allison) 5
(SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS)
My man
Own United States (Arnold Daly), Froh- t
The Million Dollar Dollies (Dolly Sisters),
Emerald
S
To Hell With the Kaiser (Lawrence Grant,
Olive Tell), Screen Classics, Inc
The Great Victory, Wilson or the Kaiser, The
Fall of the Hohenzollerns
NAZIMOVA'S PRODUCTIONS
Revelation (Nazimova)
7
Toys of Fate (Nazimova)
7
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
7
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Dec. 1. Milady
o' the Beanstalk (Baby Marie
Osborne-Diando)
5 C D
Dec. 1. Infatuation (Gaby Deslys) 6 D
Dec. 1. All the World to Nothing (Russell)
Dec. — Wives and Other Wives (Mary
Miles Minter) American
Dec. — FairAmerican
Enough (Margarita Fisher)
Dec. — When
a Man
Rides Alone (William
Russell)
American
Dec. IS. The Narrow Path (Fannie WardAstra)
S D
Dec. 29. Dolly's
(Baby Marie5 C D
Osborne)Vacation
Diando
Jan. 12. The Midnight Stage (Frank Keenan).5 D
Select Pictures
Brady).
Dec. — A Lady's Name (Constance Talmadge).
Dec. — Heart of Wetona (Norma Talmadge).
Dec. — In the Hollow of Her Hand (Alice
Dec. — Code of the Yukon (Mitchell Lewis).
Dec. — The Midnight Patrol (Special).
William L. Sherry Service
Aug. 11. Out of the Night
Aug. 18.
18. Marr
Inn of the Blue Moon
Nov.
iage

6
6
5

Triangle Distributing Corporation
(Subject to change without notice)
Dec. 1. Love's Pay Day (Rosemary Theby) . 5
Dec.
8. The Silent Rider (Roy Stewart) 5
Dec. IS. Irish Eyes (Pauline Starke)
5
Dec. 22. Crown Jewels
Anderson) 5
Dec. 29. Wife or Country(Claire
(Gloria Swanson) . . 5
United Picture Theatres
Jan. S. TheFar
Light ofnum
Western )
Stars (Dustin 5
Jan. 26. Adele (Kitty Gordon) . . . .
Universal Productions
Dec. 2. Vanity Pool (Mary MacLaren)
Dec. 16. Danger, Go Slow (Mae Murray) 56
Dec. 30. The Wildcat
of Paris
Vitagr
aph (Priscilla Dean) 6

Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

27. The Enchanted Barn (Bessie Love)
3. The Highest Trump (Earle Williams)
10. Fortune's
Child (Gladys Leslie).. .
17.
Silent Strength
(Harry T. Morey)
AliceLion
Jo
24. The
andyc
thee)
Mouse (Special —
Lo
ve
Mar.
)
Wishing
«»■10. The
I,he GirI
QuestionRing
(Corinne
Man Griffith)
(Bessie

World Pictures
Dec. 2.
Dec. 9. Hitting the Trail (Blackwell-Greeley)
Dec. 16. The Man of Bronze (Stone)
Dec. 23. The Love Net
(Madge Evans)
Dec. 30.
.
The Zero
Hour (Louise
(Elvidge)
Sea Waif
Huff) '"
What
Love
Forgives
(Castleton)
Jan. 6. Under Four Flags (Official
U. S.)
Jan. 6.
Jan. 13. £?ve,in
The Bluffer
(Elv
idge)
£
H"rT
(Blackwell-Greeley)
Mandarin's Gold (Kitty Gordon)
Feb. 20.
Jan.
Jan.
27.3.
HeartRough
Feb. 10. The
of Gold
Huff)
Neck(Louise
(Montagu
Love)..'.'.

5
5
5
S5
5
5
5
5
5
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Motion

Picture

News

nn

■ .. ■
For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
The Gunfighter.
The Square Deal Man.
Arrow Film Corporation
Export and Import Film Co.
Birth of Democracy.
The
The Deemster.
WolfeDesert
Lowry.Man.
Eyes of the World.
Why the Bolsheviki?
Ramona.
The Good Bad Douglas
Man. Fairbanks
Film Market, Inc.
Persuasive Peggy.
Today.
(CORRA
BEACH
PICTURES)
Flirting
with Fate.
Reggie Mixes
In.
The Mad Lover.
What Becomes of the Children.
The
Half Breed.
(M.
H.
HOFFMAN
PRODUCTION)
The
Woman's
Law.
Manhattan
Madness
Right OS the Bat.
American Aristocracy.
Suspicion.
The Struggle Everlasting.
(W. N. SELIG PRODUCTIONS)
The Matrimaniac.
The Accidental Honeymoon.
The
City
of
Purple
Dreams.
The Americano.
Million Dollar Mystery (Revised Edition).
Who Shall Take My Life?
Frank Keenan
Beware of Strangers.
The Finger ot Justice.
The Thoroughbred.
The Garden of Allah.
Atlantic Distributing Corporation
The Spoilers (reissue).
Jim Sins
Grimsby's
The
Ye Do.Boy.
Nine-tenths of the Law (Mitchell Lewis). .6 reels
(GATHEM FILM NOVELTIES)
Bride of Hate.
The Star-Spangled(Illustrates
Banner the song).... 500 ft. The
The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelen).7 reels
Drab.
Norma Talmadge
Bear State Film Company
Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean
Children in the House.
The Vigilantes.
(Illustrates the song).... 500 ft.
Going Straight.
The Battle Cry of Freedom
Big Productions Film Corp.
(Illustrates the song).... 500 ft. The
The Social
Devil's Secretary.
Needle.
VICTORIA FEATURE FILMS
Fifty Fifty.
The Sunset Princess (Marjorie Daws).
Ivan Feature Productions
Future Te'ft
Productions — One reel every four weeks,
reel
T^Girfl
Christie Film Company
two subjects.BehTnd Me } Tw° Ejects same
One Law for Both (Rita Jolivet, Vincent
One-Reel Comedy Issued Weekly
(CAPT.
BESLEY
EXPEDITION)
Serrano, Leah Baird, Pedro De CorThe Amazon Jungle.
Nov.
Company.
doba, James Morrison)
7 reels
The Wonderland of Peru.
Dec. 25.2. Two's
All Mixed
Up.
Babbling
Tongues (Grace Valentine, James
(CAPT.
SCOTT
ANTARCTIC
EXPEDITION)
Dec.
9.
Johnny-Go-Get-'Em.
Morrison,
Arthur
Donaldson)
7 reels
Dec. 16. Peggy Mixes In.
The Undying Story of Captain Scott.
Married in Name Only (Gretchen Hartman,
Dec. 23. Pearls and a Peach.
Animal Life in the Antarctic.
Milton
Sills,
Marie
Shotwell)
6
reels
Dec. 30. Know Thy Wife.
(TOM BRET COMEDIES)
Sins of Ambition (Barbara Castleton, WilHis Vinegar Bath (one reel).
Jan. 6. Five Hundred or Bust.
fred Lucas, Leah Baird, James Mor- rison) 7reels
Twin Bed Rooms (one reel).
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Why Not Marry (one reel).
Human
Clay
(Mollie King)
5 reels
Charlotte, in The Frozen Warning.
In Preparation — one every other week.
Life or Honor (Leah Baird, James
Spanuth's Original
Vod-a-Vil
Movies
(Released
Morrison,
Violet
Palmer,
Edward
every two weeks)
Foursquare Pictures
Mackey)
6500 ft
The Sin Woman Reine
(Irene Davies).
Fenwick, Clifford Brace,
Coronet Film Corporation
Jester Comedies
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
The
Sinister
(Edgar(Jane
Lewis's
March — The Recruit (Twede Dan)
2 para
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
Her Bar
Fighting
Chance
Grey).production).
April — His Golden Romance (Twede Dan) 2 parts
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
Madame
Sherry
(Gertrude
McCoy).
Birdland Studies.
May — All "Fur" Her (Twede Dan).. 2 parts
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy).
Horticultural Phenomena.
June — The Wrong Flat (Twede Dan).. I parts
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon).
One
Hour
(Zena
Keefe
and
Alan
Hale).
July
It's What
a Greata Day
Life (Twede
(Twede Dan)..
Dan).. 22 Dira
parts
Cosmofotofilm Company
Aug. —— Oh
A Trip
Through China.
and).
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels
Oct.
—
Ain't
It
So?
(Twede
Dan)
2
parts
The
Fringe
of
Society
(Milton
Sills,
Ruth
RolNov. — Camouflage (Twede Dan) 2 parts
Liberty Hall
4 reels
Dec. — He Wins (Twede Dan)
2 parts
The Black Spot
4 reels
The Cast-Off (Bessie Barriscale).
Victoria Cross
4 reels
The Submarine Eye.
His Vindication
5 reels
Whither Thou Goest.
Renowned Pictures Corporation
The Hypocrites
6 reels
The Public Defender
6 reels
Should She Obey?
Naked Hands
5 reels
Men.
Crest Pictures
Mother Love and the Law
7 reels
Frohman Amusement Corp.
Lust of the Ages
6 reels
In
Treason's
Grasp
The Grain of Dust
6 reels
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith
Should
She Obey?
75 reels
reels
Frank J. Seng
Jack
Sherrill,
Helen
Arnold,
Marie
Doll Van Film Corp. (Chicago)
Shotwell and Robert Conness) 6 reels
Conquest of Canaan
5 reels
(In Mad
Illinois,
Parentage
7 reels
The
Lover.Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
God's Man
9 reels
Public Defender.
My Own United States (through Metro).
U.
S.
Exhibitors'
Booking
Corp.
Carmen o the Klondike.
Just a Woman (Charlotte Walker).
The Grain o Dust.
Gaumont Co.
Hearts of the World.
The
Crucible
of Life (Grace D'Armond).
The Hand of Vengeance
Men Cain,
(Charlotte
The Crucible of Life.
etc). Walker, Anna Lehr, Robert
Nine-tenths of the Law.
General
Enterprises,
Inc.
Those Who Pay (Bessie Barriscale).
The Belgian.
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) 6 parts
The Grant).
Belgian (Walker Whiteside. Valentins
The
Warrior
(Maciste)
(McClure)
7
parts
The
Zeppelin's
Last
Raid.
Those Who Pay.
The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)..6 parts
The Zeppelin's Last Raid.
Just a Woman.
Ernest Shipman
Jesse J. Goldburg
Doo Lee Film Co., Inc., N. Y.
SCRANTON PHOTOPLAY VORP.
The Lady of the Dugout
6 parts
State
The first of the Al Jennings Outlaw Stories.
May 6. Cheerful Liars.
The
Crime
of
the
Hour
6
parts
May
13.
Fate
and
Fortune.
The Woman Who Dared
7 acts
Produced by United Films Corporation.
May 20. Parson Pepp.
The Libertine
6 acts
Mother,
I
Need
You
6.
parts
May
27.
The
Ring
and
the
Ringer.
Babbling Tongues
7 acts
RIALTO FILM CORPORATION
First Release of the Lloyd Carleton Productions.
Married in Name Only
6 acts
TheSecond
Isle of
Intrigue
6 parts
Her Bargain
6 acts
Francis
Ford Release.
Apr. 15. My Husband's Friend.
A Man's Law
5 acts
The
Coast
Guard
Patrol
7 parts
D.
W.
Griffith
Human
By Nell Shipman.
Hearts of the World.
One Law Clay
for Both
85 acts
acts
A
Nugget
in
the
Rough
5
parts
Sins of Ambition
7 acts
The Tiger of the Sea
6 parts
Hiller & Wilk, Inc.
ACleopatra
Slacker's Heart
75 acts
By
Nell
Shipman.
acts
(Pictures handled in the Open Market)
The Haunted House
2 parts
The Lonesome Trail
5 acts
First Release of Edwin Frazee Comedies —
" Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman."
Mothers of Liberty
6 acts
Monthly
Franchise.
"
The
Battle
of
Gettysburg."
GAUMONT
" The Wrath of the Gods."
Jim's
Folks
1 reel
Gaumont " News " released every Tuesday.
"" Woman."
Sporting Life."
BillFranchise.
Stinger Patriotic Poem Plays — Monthlj
Gaumount "Released
Graphic one
" released
everv
Friday.
a month.
Berlin
Via. Francis
America
6 parts
"The Silent Mystery" (Serial).
Starring
Ford.
HART, FAIRBANKS, KEENAN AND
June — Fabulous Fortune Fumblers 2 acts
The Daughter of the Don
TALMADGE RE-ISSUES
July — Fred's Fictitious Foundling 2 acts
William S. Hart
Aug. — Freda's Fighting Father
2 acts
The Patriot.
Josh Binney Comedies
Sept. — Fatty's Fast Fliver
2 acts
Captive God.
(FEATURING FUNNY FATTY FILBERT)
Oct. — Freda's Frivilous Finance 2 acts
The Dawnmaker.
July — Freda's Fighting Father 2 reels
M. S. Epstin
The Return of Draw Egan.
Aue. —— Fattv's
Fatty's Frivolous
Fast Flivver
reels
The
Devil's
Double.
Sep'
Fiancee
22 reels
Raymond L. inDitmars*
"
The
Depths
of
the
Sea."
Truthful Tulliver.
a series of four parts.
(More Independent
releases
on page 270)

January
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Burlingham Travel Pictures
Released by Sherry Service
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp.
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal).
The Pilatus Railway.
Allied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland.
Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
Robert C. Bruce Scenics Released in the Fall
and Winter of 1918-1919
1. The Tides of Yesterday.
2.3. 'Tis
Be Tender.
TalesTough
of theto Tall
Timber.
4. A Wee Bit Odd.
5. The Wanderer and the Whoozitt.
6. The River Gray and the River Green.
7. The Restless Three.
8. Sundown.
9. Separate Trails.
10. Frozen Thrills.
11.
12. The
ScenicLonesome
Succotash.Pup.
13. The Wolf of the Tetons.
14. Nature
and Motion.
15.
Horizon— Rest
Hunters.
16. The High Horse.
17. The Pale Pack Train.
18. Nature — Hot and Cold.
19. Men Met in the Mountains.
20. Before Breakfast.
Exhibitors'
Mutual
STRAND COMEDIES
Dec. 4. Dan Cupid, M. D
Dec. 11. Beans for Two
Dec. Field)
29. They Did and They Didn't (Elinor
Jan. 5. Accidental Heroes (Elinor Field) . . .
ROTHACKER OUTDOORS
Dec. 1. Peaks, Parks and Pines
Dec. 8. A Maori Romance
Dec. IS. Vacation Land
Dec. 29. High and Hungry
Jan. 5. Teetotalers, Tea and Totem Poles... 1
Famous
Players-La
sky Corp.
PARAMOUNT
FLAGG COMEDIES
Dec.
8.
Independence
B'
Gosh
Dec. 22. Perfectly Fiendish Flanagan 22 CC
PARAMOUNT
BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Dec. 1. Industries of Our New Possessions.
Dec. 8. Faithfulness of the Fourfooters.
Dec. IS. How Museum Groups Are Made.
Dec. 22. Silent Gun of the Future.
Dec. 29. The Vanishing Skirts.
PARAMOUNT BURTON HOLMES
TRAVELOGUES
Dec. 1. Inson.
Dec.
8.
Two
Ends
of the Rope.
Dec. IS. Turbaned Tommies.
Dec. 22. Gorge of Pagsangen.
Dec. 29. Two Cities of Old Cathay.
PARAMOUNT
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Nov. 24. The Sheriff.
"ARAMOUNT
MACK
SENNETT
COMEDIES
Dec. 1. Her First Mistake,
2.
Dec. IS. Hide and Seek, Detectives, 2.
Dec. 29. The Village Chestnut.
Greiver Distributing Corp.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
One Reel Each
115. Work or Fight.
116. Niagara Falls.
117. Mile in the Sky.
118. America Swim!
119. The Milky Way.
120. The Red Cross Cares for the Wounded.
121. On Foot with Our Army and Navy.
Fox Film Corporation
SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Sept.press
22. Roaring Lions on the Midnight ExNov. 17. Mongrels
. . ..2 C
Dec. IS. The Fatal Marriage
Dec. 29. The Son of a Hun
Jan. 12. Tom Mix in Hearts and Saddles.... 2
Jan. 19. Oh, What a Knight
2
Jan. 26. Tom Mix in A Roman Cowboy
2
Feb.
2.
A
Lady
Bell-Hop's
Secret
2
Feb. 9. Tom Mix in Six-Cylinder Love
2
Feb.
16. His Musical Sneeze
2
Feb. 23. Tom Mix in A Soft Tenderfoo
t
2
Mar. 9. Tom Mix in Tom and Jerry Mix... 2
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
Dec.
Pot Luck in the Army
Dec. 8.1. The
New Champion
Dec. IS. Hitting the High Spo
ts
Dec. ??. The Draft Board.
Dec. 29. Throwing the Bull.
, Jan. S. The Lion Tamer.
: Tan. 12. Here and There.
I Jan. 19. The Hula Cabaret
Jan. 26. Dog-gone Tough Luck

Feb. 2. Landing an Heiress
Feb. 9. The Bearded Lady
Feb. 16. 5,000 Miles on a Gallon of Gas
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Marquis
Miss Sally (Patricia Palm- 2 D
er, William andLester)
Springtime a la Carte (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
A Bird of Bagdad (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
Transients in Arcadia (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
Tobin's
Palm
(Agnes
Ayres,
Edward
Earle).
A Ramble in Aphasia (Edward Earle, Agnes 2 C
Ayres)
2 C
(WOLFVILLE TALES)
Faro Nell, Lookout (Patricia Palmer, Bob
Burns)
2D
Dismissal of Silver Phil (Patricia Palmer,
Bob Burns)
2 D
The Coming of Faro Nell (Patricia Palmer,
Bob Burns)
2 D
Winning
of the Burns)
Mocking Bird (Carol Hallo- 2 D
way, Robert
The Jest of Talky Jones (Carol Holloway,
William Lester)
2 D
The Widow triciaDangerous
(Hattie
Buskirk, Pa- 2 D
Palmer, Robert
Burns)
The erer)
Wooing of Riley (Kate Price, Otto Led- 2D
The Heir of the Broken O (R. N. Bradbury,
Patricia Palmer)
2 D
The Rose of WolfviUe (Patricia Palmer, C. E.
NHatton)
2D
BLUE RIDGE DRAMAS
(Ned Finley)
The
ReturnLaw
of O'Garry
Mountain
22 DD
The Raiders of Sunset Gap
2 D
O'Garry
22 DD
The
Man Rides
from Alone
Nowhere
ESSANAY
GEORGE ADE FABLES
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Our Little Nell
1 C
Check Your Hat. Sir
1 C
Wild Algy of Piccadilly
1 C
All Stack Up
1 C
The Lie That Failed
1 C
The Jaxbo Sheriff
1 C
SNAKEVILLE COMEDIES
(One reel each)
Sophie's Legacy.
Sophie Gets Stung.
Slippery Slim, Diplomat.
Slippery Slim and the Claim Agent.
Slippery
Slim'sin Stratagem.
A Hot Time
Snakeville.
A Snakeville Epidemic.
Snakeville's New Sheriff.
Sophie's Birthday
Party. SCENICS
ESSANAY
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising
1 Sc.
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Can- ada 1 Sc.
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
A Romance of Rails and Power
1 Sc.
Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de
Chelley
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 C
Tn the Park
1 C
Work
2 C
A Woman
2 C
The Tramp
2 C
His New Job
2 C
A Night Out.
2 C
JAXON FILM CORP.
" A SERIAL
DAUGHTER
OF UNCLE
SAM 12"
(Jane Vance,
Wm. Sorelle)
Epiiodea
1 D
JAXON COMEDIES
What Occurred on the Beach
1 C
An
All- Fools'
Affair
11 CC
Beating
Him toDayIt
Forced Into Matrimony
1 C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Love of Bob
2 C-D
Dog vs. Dog
2 C-D
A Boy Built City
2 C-D
The Three Fives
2 C-D
Kid Politics
2 C-D
A Boy Built City
2 C-D
The Case of Bennie
S C-D
CLOVER COMEDIES
From Caterpillar to Butterfly
1 C
A Widow's Camouflage
1 C
Love's Lucky EBONY
Day
1 C
COMEDIES
Busted Romance
1 C
Snooks
1 T
The Bully
1 C
The Janitor

Mercy, the Mummy Mumbled
1 C
A Keckless Rover
1 C
Are Working Girls Safe?
1 C
The Comeback of Barnacle Bill
1 C
Some Baby
1C
Good Luck in Old Clothes
1C
When You Hit, Hit Hard
1 C
A Black-and-Tan Mix-up
1 C
Fixing the Fakir
1 C
When INTERSTATE
You're Scared, FILM
Run
1 C
COMPANY
The Event)
Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21 (War2000 ft
PROGRESSIVE FILM
On a Fox Farm (Educational)
1 reel
CRYSTAL FILM CO.
Romeo and Juliet
2 C
CRYSTAL COMEDIES
(Pearl White, William
Estelle Browning)
Deland, Don Barclay,
What She Did to Her Husband, Almost
Lacky
1 C
What's in the Trunk?
1 C
Reuben's Romance
1 C
The Lady Detective, His Wedding Day 1 C
Troubled Waters
1 C
Her Necklace, His Hoodoo Day
1 C
HIGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
Billie
Society
'(Ray
Hughes)
22 bC
Buneo inBilly
(Billy
West)
Billy in Harness (Billy West)
2 C
Bombs and Bull (Billy West)
2 C
OFFICIAL WAR PICTURES
(Committee on Information)
Our Bridge of Ships
2 Sc.
SCRANTONIA PHOTOPLAY CORP.
Parson Pepp
1 C
Fang's FateAMERICAN
and Fortune
1 C
RED CROSS
The Historic Fourth of July in Paris 1 Sc.
Soothing the Heart of Italy
1 Patr.
Of No Use to Germany
1 Patr.
Kiddies
of
No
Man's
Land
Patr.
The Helping Hand of Sicily
11 Patr.
Rebuilding Broken Lives
1 Patr.
First Aid on the Piave
1 Patr.
Victorious Serbia
1 Patr.
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Nearly a Slacker
(Lillian
Vera-Eddie
Bouldon)
1 C
My Lady's don)
Slipper (Lillian Vera-Eddie Boul- 1 C
Some Judge (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)..l C
How She Hated Men (Lillian Vera-Eddie
Boulden)
1 C
The den)
Camouflaged Baby (Lillian Vera-Boul- 1 C
The Boulden)
Pipe of Peace (Lillian Vera-Eddie 1 C
Hooverizing (Lillian Vera-Eddie Boulden)... 1 C
Goldwyn Distributing Corp.
CAPITOL COMEDIES
(Featuring
Bill " Parsons) 2 reels
Dec. 1. Proposing" Smiling
Bill
Dec. 29.
15. The
Jelly
Fish...'
2 reels
Poor Innocent
Jan. 12. You Know What I Mean
2 reels
Jan. 26. The Big Idea
2 reels
Feb. 9. Have Another
2 reels
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Jan. 13. What
Uncle
Sam
Will
Do
For
Two
Cents.
Jan. 20. The Truth About the Liberty Motor.
Jan. 27. Hang it All.
Feb. 3. Carrying Old Glory to the Seven Seas.
Feb. 10. Canada's Mountain of Tears.
Born. "The Spirit That Won" was
Feb. 17. Where
Feb. 24. Rough Stuff.
King Bee Comedies
June 1. Bright and Early
2 reels
June 15. Straight and Narrow
2 reels
George Kleine System
MONTGOMERY FLAGG'S COMEDIES
" GIRLSESSANAY
YOU KNOW "
June 7. Broncho Billy's Grit.
.Tone
14. Broncho
Billy'sandTruethe Love.
June 21.
Broncho Billy
Western Girls.
June 28. Broncho Billy Wins Out.
July 5. Broncho Billy Trapped.
July 12. Broncho Billy Rewarded.
Sept. 1. Broncho Billy and the Claim Jumper.
Sept.
8. Broncho
Billy Outlaw.
and the Sheriff's Office.
Sept. 15.
Broncho Billy,
Sept. 22. The Accusation of Broncho Billy.
Sept. 29. Broncho Billy's
Double TRAVELOGUE
Escape.
LINCOLN-PARKER
WORLD
Mar.
1.
Peru,
The
Land
of
Tncas,
Mar. 8. Peru, The Land of Incas, No.
No. 1.2.
Mar. 15. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. 3.
Mar. 22. Peru. The Land of Incas. No. 4.
Apr. 29. Peru and Scenes Around Lake Titicacs,
Bolivia.
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Motion

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Pathe News released
each Wednesday and
Saturday
Official War Review released every Monday
Pathe Review (Educational) released every Sunday
Sept. 29. Getaway (Chadwick-Astra), 2d...
Oct. 6. Triumph of Transportation (Leggett Gruen)
1 Ed.
Dec. 22. The Fortunes of Corinne (Gloria
(Joy)
.
2 CD.
Jan. 5. I Want to Be a Lady (Gloria Joy) 2 CD.
Jan. 19. Corinne Come Here (Gloria Joy). 2 CD.
ROLIN COMEDIES
One Reel a Week
Nov. 24. An Enemy of Soap (Toto)
Dec.
'Em Rave Along
(Lloyd)
Dec. 1.8. Hear
Just Rambling
(Laurel)
Dec. 15. Take a Chance (Lloyd)
Dec. 22. Check Your Baggage (Toto)
Dec. 29. She Loves Me Not (Lloyd)
Jan. S. Do You Love Your Wife? (Laurel)
Jan. 12. Wanted 5,000 (Lloyd)
Jan. 19. Love's
Scream
(Goulding)..
POST Young
TRAVEL
SERIES
Nov. 24. Sumatra
Dec. 1. Java
Dec. 8. Celebes
Dec. 15. Borneo
Dec. 22. Singapore
Dec. 29. Japan of Today
Jan. 5. Japan of Today (2)
Jan. 12. Shanghai
THE FAR FLUNG BATTLE LINE
Sept. 29. British Picture
Oct. 6. French Colonial Troops
Oct. 13. Far Flying Battle Line
Oct. 20. France's Dusky Warriors
Oct.
Naval inAirFrance
Power
Nov. 27.3. Britain's
Polish Troops
Nov. 10. British Tropos in Italy
Nov. 17. British Flying Ships
WINNING THE WAR SERIES
Dec. 1. Winning the War
1 Topical
Dec. 8. Feeding Our Fighters 1 Topical
Dec. 15. Liberty's Triumph (War Special)
"HANDS UP" (ASTRA)
(Serial) Two and three reels each
(Featuring Ruth Roland and George Cheseboro).
Oct. 6. Eighth Episode, The Fatal Jewels.
Oct. 13. Ninth Episode, A Leap Through Space.
Oct. 20. Tenth Episode, The Sun Message.
Oct. 27. Eleventh Episode, The Stranger from
the Sea.
Nov. 3. Twelfth Episode, The Silver Book.
Nov. 10. Thirteenth Episode, Third and Last
Warning.
Nov. cree.
17. Fourteenth Episode, The Orach's DeNov. 24. Fifteenth Episode, The Celectial Messenger.
WOLVES OF KULTUR (WESTERN
PHOTOPLAYS, INC.)
(Serial, Two Reels Each)
Leah Baird, Sheldon Lewis, Charles Hutchison.
Oct. 13. First Episode, The Torture Trap.
Oct. 20. Second Episode, The Iron Chair.
Oct. 27. Third Episode, Trapping Traitors.
Nov. 3. Fourth Episode, The Ride to Death.
Nov. 10. Fifth Episode, Through the Flames.
Nov. 17. Sixth Episode, Trails of Treachery.
Nov. 24. Seventh Episode, The Leap of Despair.
Dec. 1. Eighth
Huns. Episode, In the Hands of the
Dec. 8. Ninth Episode, The Precipice of Death.
Dec. 15. Tenth Episode, When Woman Wars.
Dec. 22. Eleventh
Earth. Episode, Betwixt Heaven and
Dec. 29. Twelfth Episode, The Tower of Tears.
Jan. 12. Fourteenth Episode, The Code of Hate.
Jan. 19. Fifteenth
triotism. Episode. The Reward of PaTHE LIGHTNING RAIDER
(Astra Serial,
Pearl White,
WarnerTwo-Reel
Oland, Episodes,
Henry Gsell)
Jan. 5. First Episode, The Ebony Block... 3
Jan. 12. Second Episode, The Counterplot.
Jan. 19. Third Episode. Underworld Terrors.
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Mar. 3. A Discord in A Plat
Mar. 3. His Hidden Shame
Mar. 10. Wives and Worries
Mar. 10. She Didn't Do It
KEYSTONE RELEASES
May 19. Newspaper
Clippings
(Francis McDonald, Claire
Anderson)
May 26. Are Wives Unreasonable? (Ed.
Brady, Claire Anderson)
June t. The Poor Fish (Ed Brady, Claire
Anderson)
June 9. Flapjacks (Geo. Hernandez, Josie
Sedgwick, F. McQuarrie)
Tune Depp,
16. Isn't
it Warm?
(Bill Dyer, Harry
Claire
McDowell)
une 23. Cupid and the Cop
1une 30. Pearls Without Price

1
1
1
1

C
C
C
C

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Universal Film Company
Jan. 8. A Kaiser There Was (all star cast)
Master Comedy
2
Dec. 23. Over the Rhine with Charlie
Cartoon 1 R

L-KO COMEDIES
Two Reels)
Sept.
18.
A
Pullman
Blunder (Harry B ribbonMae Emery).
vak).
Sept. 25. Hello Trouble (Babe Hardy-Eva NoOct. 2. Nuts and Noodles (Eva Novak-Charlis).
Nov. Smith).
20. Scars and Bars (Helen Lynch-Dick
Nov. 27. Painless Love (Babe Hardy).
Dec. Eva4. Novak).
King of the Kitchen (Harry GribbonDec. 11. Rough on Husbands (Sterling-Mann).
Dec. Alice
18. The
Cabbage Queen (Century Comedy).
Howell.
Dec. 25. Work or Fight (Gribbon-Novak).
Jan. 1. Klever Kiddies.
NESTOR COMEDIES
Reel) (Pat Rooney(.
Sept. 16. Pat Turns(One
Detective
Sept. 23. The Slow Express (Victor Potel).
Sept. 30. Parted from His Bride (Kerrigan).
Oct. 7. His Royal Nibs (Comedy Cast).
Nov. 18. The Love Craze (Florence Lawrence).
Nov. 25. The Fickle Blacksmith (Sedgwick).
Dec. 2. There and Back (comedy cast).
Dec.
Let's Beautiful
Fight (Wilson-Gerber).
Dec. 16.9. The
Liar (Wilson-Gerber).
Dec. 30. It's Great to Be Crazy.
Jan. 6. Them Eyes (Wilson-Gerber).
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Sept. 7. The Flame of the West (Cleo Mad- ison) 2 D
Sept. 14. Danger Ahead (Helen Gibson) 2 D
Sept. 21. The Human Tiger (Eileen Sedgwick) 2D
Sept. 23. Under False Pretenses (Helen
Gibson)
1 D
Sept. 30. All for Gold (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 D
Oct. 12. The Fast Mail (Helen Gibson) 2 D
Nov.18. The Husband Hunter (Neal Hart).. 2 C
Nov. 30. The Dead Shot (Helen Gibson) 2 C
Dec. 7. The Silent Sentinel (Helen Gibson) 2 D
Dec. 14. Captured Alive (Helen Gibson)
Dec. 21. The Robber (Helen Gibson)
Dec. 28. Wolves of the Range (Helen Gibson)
Jan. 4. The Secret iPeril (Helen Gibson).
Jan. 11. Rosalind at the Gate (Stonehouse).
HEARST NEWS
Released Every Tuesday
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY
Released Every Wednesday
SCREEN TELEGRAM
Released Every Thursday
UNIVERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE
Released Every Saturday
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS
Released Every Sunday
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
(One reel each)
Aug.
5. Don't
Shoot
Aug. 12.
Give Her
Gas
Aug. 19. Damaged Goods
Aug. 26. Housecleaning Horrors
Sept. 2. The Extra Bridegroom
Sept. 16. Nearly a Chaperone
Sept. 23. Please Hit Me
Sept. 30. Frenzied Film
Oct. 7. The Price of a Rotten time
Oct. 14. Nailed at the Plate
Nov. 18. Why Worry?
Nov. 25. Maid Wanted
Dec. 2. Guilty
Dec.
Don't Weaken
Dec. 16.9. Camping
Out
Dec. 23. Swat the Flirt
Dec. 30. Straight Crooks
Jan. 6. How's YourSERIALS
Husband?
"THE LION'S CLAWS"
Two Reels Each
(Marie Walcamp)
July 15. Sixteenth Episode, The Jungle Pool.
July 22. Seventeenth Episode (The Danger Pit).
July 29. Eighteenth Episode CTriumph}"THE BRASS BULLET"
(Two Reels Each)
(Juanita Hansen, Jack Mulhall)
Aug. 19. Third Episode (Locked in the Tower).
Aug. 26. Fourth Episode (Smoked Out).
Sept. 2. Fifth Episode (The Mock Bride).
moon).Episode (A Dangerous HoneySept. 9. Sixth
Sept. 16. Seventh Episode (The Depth Bomb).
Sept. 23. Eighth Episode (The Magnetic Bug).
Sept. 30. Ninth Episode (The Room of Flame).
Oct. 7. Tenth Episode (A New Peril).
Oct. 14. Eleventh Episode (Evil Waters).
Oct. 21. Twelfth Episode (Caught by Wireless).
Oct, 28. Thirteenth
Episode ($500 Reward).
Life).
Nov. 4. Fourteenth
Episode (On Trial for His
Nov. 11. Fifteenth Episode (On the Shadow).
Nov. 18. Sixteenth Episode (The Noose).
Nov. 25. Seventeenth Episode (The Avenger).
Dec. 2. Eighteenth
Confession). Episode (The Amazing
THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS
(Two Reels Each)
Nov. 18. First Episode (The Big Tent).
Nov. 25.
Second Episode
Episode (The Giant's
Dec.
2. Third
Back). Leap).
Cuff). Episode (Beaten
Dec. 9. Fourth
(The Message on the
Dec. 16. Fifth Episode (The Lip Reader).
Dec. 23. Sixth Episode (The Aerial Disaster).
Dec. 30. Seventh
Elephant).Episode (The Charge of the

Picture

News

Jan. 6. Eighth Episode (The Human Ladder).
FIGHTING
FOR FREEDOM
(ONE REEL
EACH WEEK
Oct. 14. Third
Episode
(Sensational
Capture of
Bagdad).
Nov. 18. Fourth Episode (Thrilling Feats of the
Royal Flying Corps).
Nov. 25. Fifth Episode (Repairing War's Ravages). Episode (Chinese and African
Dec. 2. Sixth
Workers
Trailing the Hun).
BuUdogs).Episode (Britain's Battling
Dec. 9. Seventh
Vitagraph
BIG V COMEDIES
Aug. 5. Dunces and Dangers.
Aug.
12.
Shines
Aug. 19. Dukes and
and Monkey-Shines.
Dollars.
Aug. 26. Flappers and Friskies.
Sept. 2. Mutts and Motors.
Sept. 9. Capers and Crooks.
Sept. 16. Wild Women and Wild Waves.
Sept. 23. Stripes and Stars.
Sept. 30. Hula-Hulas and Hocus-Pocus.
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Sept. 23. Huns and Hyphens (Semon) 2 C
Sept. 30. Roofs and Riots
Oct. 7. Bears and Bad Men
Oct. 14. Chumps and Cops
2 C
Nov. 18. Frauds and Frenzies
2 C
Nov. 25. Submarine and Simps
2 C
Dec. 2. Humbugs and Husbands
2
Dec. 9. Daring and Dynamite
2
Dec. 16. Farms and Fumbles
2
Dec. 23. Pluck and Plotters
2 C
Dec. 30. Bums and Borders
2 C
Jan. 6. Beauty and Booty
2 C
A FIGHT FOR MILLIONS (Serial)
(William Duncan, Edith Johnson, Joe Ryan)
July 15. The Snare (First Episode). July 22. Flames of Peril (Second Episode).
July 29. The Secret Stockade (Third Episode).
Aug. 5. TheEpisode).
Precipice of Horror (Fourth
Aug. 12. The Path of Thrills (Fifth Episode).
Aug. 19. The Spell of Evil (Sixth Episode).
Aug. 26. The
Gorge of Destruction (Seventh
Episode).
Sept. 2. In the Clutches (Eighth Episode).
Sept. 9. The Escape (Ninth Episode).
Sept. 16. The Secret Tunnel (Tenth Episode).
Sept. 23. The Noose of Death (Eleventh Episode).
Sept 30. The Tide of Disaster (Twelfth Episode).
Oct. sode).
7. The Engine of Terror (Thirteenth EpiOct. sode).
14. The Decoy (Fourteenth Episode).
Oct. 21. The Sealed Envelope (Fifteenth EpiTHE IRON TEST (Serial)
(Antonio Moreno, Carol Holloway)
Oct. 21. The Ring of Fire (First Episode).
Oct. 28. The Van of Disaster (Second Episode)
Nov.
4. The
Blade of(Fourth
Hate Episode).
(Third Episode).
Nov. 11.
The Noose
Nov. 18. The Tide of Death (Fifth Episode).
Nov. 25. Fiery Fate (Sixth Episode).
Dec. 2. The Whirling Trap (Seventh Episode).
Dec. 9. The Man Eater (Eighth Episode).
Dec. 16. The Pit of Lost Hope (Ninth Episode).
Dec. 23. In the Coils (Tenth Episode).
Dec. 30. TheEpisode).
Red Mask's Prey (Eleventh
Jan. 6. The Span of Terror (Twelfth Episode).
Jan. 13. Hanging Peril (Thirteenth Episode).
Jan. 20. Desperate Odds (Fourteenth Episode).
Jan. 27. RidingDREW
with Death
(Fifteenth Episode).
COMEDIES
(Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
July 22. The Cub and the Daisy Chain
July 29. Their Agreement
Aug. 12.5. Diplomatic
Miss Sticky-Moufie-Kiss
Aug.
Henry
Aug. 19. By Might of His Right.
Aug. 26. The Professional Patient
Sept. 2. Mr. Blink of Bohemia
Sept. 9. A Lady in the Library
Independent^
Releases
(Continued from page
268)
CORONA
CINEMA
COMPANY PRODUC
TIONS.
Mother,UNITED
I Need FILM
You
CORPORATION 6 reels
Crime of the Hour
7 reels
W. H. Productions Co.
William S. Hart as Two Gun Man in " The
Bargain
"
William
S. Hart
in " The Bandit and the 6 reels
Preacher "
5 reels
William S. Hart in "The Hell Hound of
Alaska "
5 reels
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart productions
Satan's Pawn (Bessie Barriscale).
Romayne Superfilm Company
Me und Gott or "The Awakening of America,"
reels
Edward Warren Productions, 6 Inc.
Souls Redeemed.
Weavers of Life.
Western Import Co.
Mickey (Mabel Nonnand).
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THIS

picture would not have been understandable without the great war
that has just come to an end. In that
sense it is a war picture. It is a war picture in the sense that it includes many
battle scenes, that it pictures the suffering
from the desire of the Hun for world
domination. But with that said " The
Heart of Humanity " ceases to be a war
picture and comes the great idyllic picture
poem of the spirit that made nations sacrifice their hundreds of sons that a better
world might be born.
You have all the elements here to gain
the sympathy of every person in your entire sections, for it is a great love that
dominates the whole picture, the love of
mother for her sons and theirs for her, of
the love for country, of the love for little
children, of the love of men for women —
the purest, best elements in life standing
out as its great theme. We have remarked
that this picture could not have been understood without the conflict, for now we
have seen tilings that we have never
dreamed of happening and we have emotions laid bare that were before only half
suspected.
Therefore you want to first thoroughly
understand what " The Heart of Humanity" is about and then if you want to get
the most possible out of -it you want to
go to it with a big splash, but at the same
time with the dignified, human energy that
will carry it through for you. // you are
simply content to treat this as an ordinary
war picture you mill lose an opportunity
to not only get new dollars into your box
office, but to make new patrons.

YY/ E are calling especial attention in this
" * Special Service Section to the musical score. It is one of the things that you
want to watch. When you have a feature
that is gripping at the heartstrings all the
time a great deal of the power of your
presentation will rest in your music. And
therefore we advise you, as the first thing
that you do after arranging your booking
is to start your orchestra, your organist or
whatever musicians you have to work on
their rehearsals. The better the music
with this offering, the greater impression
you are going to leave on your audiences,
the greater investment this production is
going to prove in bringing new patrons
to your house.
Put everything that you do with this
picture on the very highest plane. Go out
and do things with it that you have never
done with any other picture and we believe
that the result will be that you will do
more with all pictures hereafter.
Keep away from anything that is cheap
and trite.

New

Says—
"Great!"
ciemly alluring to induce hard working prop1 1
10 atay upOP till
after midnight,
buth«vi"THE
HEART
b«n
the
exception*!HUMANITY"
picture, overflowing
(or mu«
the Broadway
Theatre
audience wetthatpacked
never tomined
* thrillby nortn
.kippedTELEGRAPH.
'4 dramatic ijluatien." — NEW
YORK

"The Heart
of OFHumanity"
— N. Y. JOURNAL
THE HEART
HUMANITY'
thrilli "
"Spcoluori thrilled toit.",— N. V. HER AID
"Acrouton."—
diitinct HEW
ncoiovornerit
of
motion
YORK TIMES. picturr
"Poncfamnt nnturpaii
"Our adW it GO"—NEW
SEE 'THE
HUMANITY.'
YORK HEAJtT
TRIBUNEOF
BROADWAY
Tbearrr — BROADWAY
tut St.
CONTINUOUS
10 A. M 10itM,dnit>.
Broadway advertises newspaper verdicts
Let the " stunt " stay at the other fellow's
house. Don't let it come near yours.
Talk the picture, frankly, sincerely. Tell
as much about it as you can. You need not
be afraid of giving anything away or losing
anything of the pulling power. In fact the
more heart interest that you get into your
exploitation means a great deal not only for
the opening business, but for the acceleration of word of mouth advertising.
And why?
POSSIBLY
they they
haven't
to New
your
city yet, but
are gotten
here in
York, men walking the streets, hobbling
about in uniform, with a leg missing or
an arm gone or a Hun sabre wound across
their faces. Men and women rush forward to greet them — for they are our
heroes. And there are other heroes who
have paid the supreme price and who are
dreaming under the poppy fields of Flanders and the devastated lands of France.
And there are thousands of mothers and
brothers and fathers and sweethearts and
sisters in this country who grieve for them,
but not without a thrill in the heart, not
without something better coming into their
souls, not without a thankfulness that,
after all, we have been permitted to have
a part in the Glorious Victory of the God
of Hosts.
This picture tells you and your folk who
have a golden star on their service flag
they can smile up at the heavens knowing
that you have given a sacrifice that mean's
enduring life — that they have died that the

heart of humanity might beat on.
You are appealing to the love of those
that will never be seen here again. You
will be appealing to our love and admiration of those who have come back maimed.
In short you will be appealing to the best
in every heart, and so your exploitation
should be built on the level of nobility.
WHILE cialitService
is noSections
provinceto ofpass
theseon Spethe
quality of the pictures themselves, but
rather to show you how to make the most
out of them, you have a remarkable opportunity in the wonderful notices that have
been accorded " The Heart of Humanity "
in the New York daily papers. In fact,
they have been so strong that the" advertising section in this issue has been pracsaid. tically confined to what these papers have
After the preliminary advertising at the
Broadway theatre the campaign was practically confined to quoting extracts from
the local papers, and we would strongly
advise you to use these in some of your
advertising, though we would first get over
the actual appeal of the offering. Then
make an especial effort to get the newspapers to review this and use these opinions for your later displays.
Use a line :
" Sweetwater agrees with New
York. Here's what the New York
Then quote some of them, and follow
this with :
papers
"And said:"
Sweetwater says:"
With your local opinions following.
MOST peal
of thatyou
exhibitors
apDorothy
Phillipsknow
has the
in your
communities. Her name should be used
very prominently in your displays, but you
should not be content with merely her
name and the title of the picture.
Some of the New York papers have declared that this picture places Alan Holubar in the first rank of the producers of
the
but we of
wouldn't
bankname
too
much country,
on the meaning
the simple
of any director in your own section.
There is a very strong cast, including
well known names, and there are thousands
and thousands of people used in this offering, with spectacular effects, striking battle scenes and some of the most striking
night fighting and aeroplane shots that
have been shown in pictures.
All of these things are points to be
brought out, but remember that all about
you
in your own home town there .is
humanity.
So appeal to its HEART.
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Scene zvhere Nanette stabs herself on the entrance of her husband, whom she believes to be the Hun ivho had sought to attack her, and
her decoration by a French general

Love
Appeal
of a New
Sort
In
This
Picture
people,
the
sons
going
about
their
work,
later
Jules
is
killed
and with each one of
BEFORE you start in to exploit this picthese notices to the mother we see the
the Angelus, the faith in God, and the
ture we would advise you very strongly
happiness of them. And back from his heart growing stronger under her wonderto put yourself into the " after the war "
ful sacrifices. But Nanette in hearing from
trip to the bigger world comes John, the
spirit. We really believe that the fact hosoldest of the five brothers and betrothed
tilities have stopped will 'give you a better
her
husband the story of " the refugee chilto Nanette. But with him is a traveler
grip on the story and will aid you in doing
dren shattered in mind and body," she
hears the call of humanity from the fields
whom he has met, Oscar Strang, apparently
more intelligent advertising than if you
of
Belgium
and France. Her heart is torn
a
young
naturalist,
but
of
the
sensuous
were content to treat this merely as a war
between the duty to her child and to the
German type, whom we will meet later.
production.
children of the world, and we are shown
There is a touch of the spirit of him reWe repeat that the war is only the setvealed when Nanette is praying at her little by a deft piece of direction — the mere scene
ling for this offering, even though it would
shrine in the forest and Strang comes, with
of her own child nursing eagerly at a bothave been impossible without our realizatle— that she is able to leave him to the
lust writ on him, and tells her that there
tion of the great conflict and its meaning.
care of her grandmother.
It is not an excuse for the war, but a
is no power but might.
Spring comes and John claims Nanette
typification of the spirit that made Belgium
And " over there," after a brief meeting
with her husband, we are shown her as a
resist the Huns at Liege and Namur, that
as his bride, but she is still in her wedRed Cross worker inspiring scenes that
sent every son of France into the fight,
ding gown and the villagers are celebrating
bring the handkerchiefs out of the woman
when a courier dashes in with the news
that inspired Britain to her every resource
in front of you and the man next to you.
that Britain has gone to war to defend the
and that brought us into the field with nothJust after her arrival, though unknown
sanctity of Belgium. But there is nothing
ing to fight for but— HUMANITY.
of the slacker among the sons of the to her, John, who is an aviator, is brought
Before we were in the war the greater
down by the Germans and placed in a
part of your audiences applauded the Widow Patricia. Paul, Jules and Maurice
soldiers of the Allied countries who were
rush forward to enlist. John holds for a prison just at the rear of the trenches. In
the meantime Louis, the fourth of the
shown in the news weeklies and in such
time his bride in his arms and then goes
brothers to pay the supreme sacrifice, falls
other pictures that were being produced at to do his duty, Nanette's smiles of enthat time. When the American eagle spread
couragement yielding only now and then
through
the Huns.a treacherous " kamerad " trick of
her wings to sail at the Boches the spirit to her tears. Louis, the youngest, is persuaded much against his will to remain at
grew to one of frantic enthusiasm. We
TPHEN starts the great Hun advance —
gloried in the deeds that they were per- home with his mother to protect her.
* Hack Paris. They shell the village in
forming, we thrilled with martial pride, we
which Nanette is working with the lonely
gloated with the heroes.
of Humanity"
the second week's
But the war is over and it has been left AT runthe ofbeginnuag
"Heart of
at the children. The town is caught in a barrage. There are dramatic scenes as she
Broadway the New York Times devoted
for that relaxation to bring out the reason
seeks to rescue the children, and as the
for it, to tune our hearts to the throbs of its Sunday column on the motion picture
most of them are driven away to safety
them, to realize that we have not won a to comment an the few titles and the splenshe remembers that one has been forgotten
did manner in which Director Holubar had
mere material victory, a conquering of a
and goes into the shattered building for
people, a transcendent battle flag, but that
set incident against incident without any
the baby. Then the Huns come and with
we and our allies have given the blood of necessity of explanation. And so now we
are taken to the battlefields of France. We
our peoples for HUMANITY.
them Strang, who has meantime been revealed to us as a Prussian, Lieut, von.
see Maurice dying in a shell hole where
he is serving with his brother, but the Eberhard. He finds Nanette alone with
AND the story of this picture is as simthe child and sees an opportunity to satiple as the faith that knew no hesi- grief is assuaged to a degree when there
ate the lust aroused when he saw the girl
In a village in the heart of the Canadian
comes a child to Nanette to replace the
in
the
Canadian woods. A terrific struggle
forests lived the Widow Patricia and her
son. The mother's heart of humanity is follows.
He is annoyed by the crying of
five sons, one of them away from her
beating with the spirit of the higher things.
at the time. And there was Nanette, the
Then Louis, the lad, goes not that he the child that Nanette has come back to
may avenge the chath of his brother, but rescue and hurls it to its death.
beautiful young American niece and ward
of the good Father Michael, beloved of all that he may take his place — for humanity.
" Like the string of a fine violin." Nathe parish, whose living saint he was.
In the snow-clad mountains of Italy this
nette's reason suddenly snaps, but she has
youngster gets his fatal wound and a little the cunning to elude the Prussian for the
We are shown the simple lives of these
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At the left Nanette as a Red Cross worker, in the center accosted by the Hun at her shrine in the forest and at the right her return
to Canada and her little son
moment, though he is battering at the
door, and while she is praying to the
Mother Mary he sees a danger which she
holds in readiness to kill herself to prevent
dishonor when the door shall have been
burst through.
But in the meantime John has escaped.
Arrayed in German uniform and armed
with a slain Hun's rifle he arrives just in
time to be sent by a dying Red Cross nurse
to the relief of her sister, whom John does
not know to be Nanette. There follows
a bitter fight with the Germans. He wins,
comes upon the Prussian trying to break
the door through, and himself smashes the
entrance only to have Nanette, thinking
him the loathed Prussian, drive the dagger
into her bosom.
But she recovers. As she lies in the
hospital being decorated by a French officer
the Americans come. Back to her Canadian home she goes. She is greeted by
the cheering natives, but they fade from
her eyes, for the sight of her own — her boy
— is before her. And then comes peace
and victory. The great heart of humanity
has gone out to the stricken world and
has won. There is an allegorical scene
where we see the Christmas feast, and the
four dead brothers in their flag-bedecked
seats of honor at the table — just a moment
of it— and the old mother.
We have devoted much space here to
the telling of the story, because the understanding of it is essential, but we would
strongly recommend that the exhibitors
who are to show this picture read the full
story published
in the' special plan book
issued
by Jewel Productions.

1 I 'HERE are many striking scene pictures
with this offering that bring out the
spirit of it, and we would especially recommend the use of those in which Miss
Phillips appears. But to get the most out
of the offering we believe that more ought
to be said. In fact, this is a picture with
which you can afford to take twice your

even the sufferings of the victims of the
PLAY

IT

STRONG

itorg
exhib
tisin
go dto advis
unusuealtheadver
WE towoul
both in the newspapers and
on billboards with this picture, but the straight legitimate sort
of
nt" tisin
"stuadver
stuff.g, and none of the
There is press book issued on this
production which we especially recommend to every exhibitor because
it gives a complete idea of the way
to bill this.
Accessories include half, one, three
six and 24 sheets and window cards,
herald, slides, etc. There are special ads in one, two and three column sizes, a stock cut of the star
and sets of 11 x 14 and 22 x 28 scene
pictures from the production.
Every exhibitor intending to show
this should get in touch with his exchange at once.
ordinary space — use a striking half tone
and then employ a somewhat extended selling talk.
One striking one is contained in one of
the few titles in the offering. It reads:
uLove can never lose its own.
'; Love is the mentor of all creation.
" Love is that golden link which unites
the sweethearts of the world.
" Love sends the soldier to fight and die
for his country.
'' Love of the mother for her children
binds the throne of God to his footstool
upon the earth.
" These and greater loves than these are
centered in
"The Heart of Humanity."
Here is another selling talk that we
would recommend :
" Do you know that the story of the great
war is not merely the story of the bursting
shells, the gallant charges over the top, or

" It is a story of LOVE — of the love of
the mother who was willing to give all of
her sons.
" Of love of the boys who died with a
smile on their faces with the thought that
they
had paid their duty to their country
Hun?"
and that they had done honor to her that
bore
" Ofthem
the— love that persuaded a bride to
give her husband to the conflict and then
to hear the call of the children of all humanity crying aloud and go to them that
she might cheer their persecuted little soul
and wipe away their tears with smiles —
" Of a love that moved all true men, that
stirred the heart of motherhood, that gave
the nobleness of our women —
" You have an idea of how the war was
won, for your heart, too, has beaten to the
noble strain. You have an idea, but you
have yet to see it pictured —
" In ' the Heart of Humanity.' "
RIGHT now there are a lot of pictures
that you are told to play as victory
pictures. We wouldn't advise that direct
angle on this one. We would prefer to
play it as showing the reason why victory
had to come to our arms — because we
fought for humanity.
We wouldn't say that this as a heartappealing picture, for the title should carry
that; but we would outline it enough to
show that fact without the bald statement.
Here are some shorter lines that carry the
same meaning:
" ' It is God who calls my sons to
save humanity,' said the Canadian
mother, and four of them gave their
lives. And yet her heart was glad because she knew that they still lived,
that they had fallen on the battlefield, but that they lived forever in
the heart(Continued
of humanity."
on next page)
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At the left is a three-sheet, in the center a six-sheet and at the right design for both a one-sheet and window cards

Music

and

Dignity
Are
Highly
whole
score
is
the
one
used
each time the
UNQUESTIONABLY one of the bignews comes to the mother of the death of
gest things in putting over a great
picture is the music. At the Rialto and
one of her sons. Here the dirge from
the Rivoli, S. L. Rothapfel never puts on
" Robespierre " is used, and on the third
an unusual production until hours have
bar
a trumpet,
muted, a sounds
" Taps,"
at the
same moment
bell tolls.
It isand
an
been spent in the orchestration. D. W.
effect that brings tears to every eye.
Griffith never lets one of his pictures go
out without a carefully prepared score.
For the mother theme H. T. Burleigh's
And the same man who prepared the
" Little Mother of Mine," which was introduced in this country by John McCormusic for " The Greatest Thing in Life "
mack. There is a large amount of clever
has not only arranged that for " The Heart
child stuff in the picture, and here we have
of Humanity," but he has himself conducted the orchestra with it at the Broadsuch selections as " The Slumber Boat,"
way theatre. He is James C. Bradford.
"
Sleep, Little Baby of Mine," Brahms'
Exhibitors will do well to put emphasis on
"'Lullaby" and " Poupee Valsante." For
the lighter war scenes there are some of
this score printed on another page. It's
the best-known selections that have come
worth while engaging extra men for your
orchestra with this production. We can
out of the war. One original composition
strongly recommend this as one of the best
playednardisHamblen,
" Roses
Barwhichof isMemory,"
used as theby eldest
scores that we have heard played.
son
is
seen
looking
at
the
photograph
of
As a prelude Victor Herbert's " Love
his wife and baby.
Theme " is used running into the introduction of the picture. From thence on
Among the final numbers is " March of
the first thousand feet had Canada as
the Allies," by Mr. Bradford.
the local, and here the musical setting is
KEEP anything of the freakish out of
principally French - Canadian. Walton's
your lobby. You do not need any" Call of the Angelus " is effectively used
during the Angelus scenes. There is a
thing of this sort to get the business. Use
pictures of Miss Phillips, cut-outs of the
tragic number, with mystery predominating for the scene at the shrine between
24 sheets and striking pictures of this
Nanette and the German, the intermezzo
sort. In the January 4 issue we printed
the complete lobby display that is being
from " Goyescas." With the announcement of the war the orchestra crashed inused at the Broadway theatres and we
to the andanto grandioso movement from
could suggest none more in keeping with
the picture than this one. Here the love
the "II Guarany" overture.
idea was kept dominant with Cupid effects and pictures of Miss Phillips with her
SUCCEEDING scenes leading up to the
actual battle called for much skill in arms outstretched and hosts of little children coming to her through the poppy
the musical setting, and there is an intricate series of descriptive numbers used.
fields of Flanders. Rich hangings were
Most of this music is of the very miliused
at the sides. These give "class" to
the display.
tant character, but it has been so carefully
If you use the circular letter plan write
arranged that we would advise the exhibitor from changing any of the selections.
a dignified letter to the patrons, telling
One of the most effective numbers in the
them what this picture is about. Do not

Important

Here

use the question form asking " what you
would do," but go ahead and outline the
story. The people will appreciate your
calling attention to this special offering.
Yon don't have to make the slightest attempt to take them.
Put this offering on a high plane ana
then go to it as a real special.
(Continued from page 277)
You will know that there is a greater
call in the world than self, mere
glory, or even the pride in country —
the call of Humanity that moved the
world's heart to battle, and to
VICTORY."
WE towouldn't
that with
is likely
confuse do
thisanything
production
any
other picture that has come out of the
war or with the war as a background.
We would make the point stand out exactly what it is. And we would take advantage of the fact that the advertising
that will come after you have shown this
for the first time will probably be most
powerful advertising — the word of mouth.
Hit it a big wallop at first and then follow
up with the opinions.
For the shorter matter call this :
" The love story of the war."
" If you do not know why mothers
gave their sons willingly, why wives
sent their men into battle with a
blessing, why the brave men met
death with a grin, you will know
after
seeing
" The
war this
was picture."
the chant of civilization, the victory the triumph song
of humanity. ^ ou will understand
why after you have seen this picture."
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Music Cue Sheet
on at "The
Humanity9
By J as. C. Bradford
(As played
the Broadway Heart
theatre under of
the personal
conductorship of Mr. Bradford.)
Selection.
Tempo.
No. M in. (T) Title or (D) Description.
1
4/4 Allegro con fuoco
At Screening
The
"
Love
Theme
" — Herbert (From Beginning)
2 T.T. The Heart of Canada
Laurentian Echoes — Laurendeau
4/4 Allegro deciso
3
2/4 Lento espressivo
Call of the Angelus — Walton (With Chimes)
The Hour of the Angelus
D. Angelus Stops Ringing
4 D.
Tarentella — Bohm
6/8 Allegro assai
S
6/8 Allegretto grazioso
Canoe Appears on Lake
Au Bois D'Un Ruisseau — Boisdeffre
6 D. John Leaves Canoe
4/4 Moderato
By
the
Saskatchewan
—
Caryll
(Stop
for
Grace,
then continue)
D. John and Nanette Meet at Tree. .
4/4 Lento espressivo
...'The " Adeste
Love Theme"
Herbert(Organ
(From and
LentoChimes
espressivo)
8 T. To
4/4 Moderato
the Little Shrine
Fideles —— Hymn
Solo)
9 T. Strength Needs No
4/4 Moderato
An
Undersea
Tragedy
— Lake
10 T. The Birds Sang Out
French Canadian Airs — Harris
4/4 Allegretto
Dans Des Serpents — Arends (20 measures)
Rider Appears on Horse
2/4 Allegro vivo
War
II Guarany — Gomes (10 measures)
/4 Andante grandioso, marcato
Call for Volunteers
...Laurentian March — Laurendeau (Play trio in 4/4 Lento)
2/4 Tempo di Marcia
You Should Use Your Influence. .
..Land of the Maole — Laurendeau (Play trio in 4/4 Lento)
2/4
Tempo
di
March
15 T. Maidens Gave Their Sweethearts.
4/4 Moderato
God Bring You Safely to Our Arms Again — Shaw
(Con —Sordini)
16 T. Through the Whole Course
Battle of the Marne
Borch
4/4
Allegro
moderato
17 T. While Loved Ones at Home
3/4
Andantino
....Marche
Heroique
—
Saint
Saens
(Start
with
Andantino)
18 D. Battle Continues Again
4/4
Allegro
Battle
Agitato
—
Borch
6/8 Lullaby
19 T.
Through Guidance and Love.
The Slumber Boat — Gaynor
20 D. And
Mother Receives Letter
Traps — Tolling Bell— Muffled Drum
4/4 Lento
21 D. Mother Leans Against Door
3/4
Andante
*
Little
Mother
of
Mine
— Burleigh (Con Sordini)
22 T. A Year Passed
Fanfare E Marcia Reale — Italian (16 measures)
4/4 Marcia
23 D. Interior of Home
Boy
of
Mine
—
Ball
(Drummer follow action)
6/8
Moderato
espressivo
24 D. Boy in Mud Trench
4/4 Moderato
Indianola — Henry (Fox-Trot)
25 D. John
Writing
Letter
to
Wife
4/4
Andante
moderato
Roses
of Memory — Hamblen
26
Louder and Louder
4/4 Moderato
Joan Amour
of Arc— —Benoist
Berlin
27
Into a Chaos of Sorrow
Premier
4/4
Andantino
28 T. Idle Moments
6/8
Tempo
di
Marcia
Take
Me
Back
to
Dear
Old
Blighty-^Godfrev
29 D. Child Riding Broom
Poupee Valsante — Poldini (Dolly dances)
3/4 Tempo di Valse
30 D. Mother
Receives Letter
3/4 Andante
*Little Mother of Mine — Burleigh
31 D. Flash Back to Trench
2/4
Tempo
di
Marcia
Pack*TheUp"Love
Your Theme"
Troubles-— —^Herbert
Powell
12 T. Even in Turmoil of War
4/4
Lento
espressivo
13 T. And to the Call of Humanity
2/4 Tempo di Marcia
' For the Freedom of the World — Zamecnik
14 T. Easter Sunday
4/4 Allegro Vivace
Furioso — Rollinson
?5 T. To a Young Irish American
6/8 Tempo di Marcia
Military
Scene —— Wagner
O'Hara
36 T. The Allied Artillery
6/4
Allegro
con
brio
The
Flying
Dutchman
S7 T.
by the Wounded
4/4
Moderato
Chanson
Triste
—
-Tschaikowsky
!8 D. Called
German Attacks Annette
4/4 Allegro
Furioso No. 1— Langey
!9 T. And Into the Night
2/2 Allegro
Le Roi(Con
D'yssoYdini)
— Lalo
40 D. Boy Bayonetted
3/4
Andante
"Little
Mother
of
Mine
—
Burleigh
11 D. Battle Continues
Battle
of
Ypres
—
Borch
2/2
Allegro
Moderato
6/8 Lullaby
the Dark Days
T.D. Through
Sleep Little Babv of Mine — Denee
Mother Received Letter
4/4
Lento
Taps
—
Tolling
Bell—
Muffled
Drum
T. And
in a German Prison
■ 4/4 Andante serioso
Kunihild — Kistler
T. Then Came Last Big Drive
4/4
Maestoso
Exhibitors'
March
—
Andino
T. The Slender Line
4/4 Allegro
47 D. Boy Shot bv Prince
3/4 Andante
Hurry
No. 4— Minot
'Little Mother of Mine
— Burleigh
(Con (Battle')
sordini)
48 D. Battle Continues
4/4 Agitato
Battle Music — Reisenfeld
49 D. Prince Attacks Annette
6/8 Allegro
Francesca
Di
Rimini
—
Tschaikowskv
50 T. Snapped Like a String
Valse Triste — Sibelius (Start at Letter C)
3/4 Lento
51 D. Doll Shot from Annette's Hand....
4/4 Allegro molto appassionato
Prometheus — Beethoven
52 T. Then
Came Yanks
4/4
Allegro
impetuoso
Robespierre — LitofF
53 D. Mother Knitting
3/4
Andante
*Little
Mother
of Mine — Burleigh
54 T. Home ! Home ! Home !
2/4
Allegretto
Air
De Ballet — Borch
55 T. Christmas
4/4 Allegro Moderato
Hark, the Herald Angels Sing — Mendelssohn
56 D. Officers' Quarters
2/4
Marcia
We'll
Never
Let
the
Old
Flag
Fall—
(Refrain)
57. D. Officer Goes to Piano
6/8 Marcia
Good Luck Sam — MerrillKelly
(Piano
Solo)
58 D. Flags Appear
2/4 Marcia
a. Italy (Garibaldi, 8 measures)
b. France (Marsellaise, 4 measures)
c. Canada (Maple Leaf, 8 measures)
d. U. S. (Yankee Doodle, all)
59 D. John and Annette Home.
4/4 Lento espressivo
*The " Love Theme " — Herbert
Repeated selections. Note — The love theme is from " The Fall of a Nation," by Victor Herbert.
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Coming,
Greene

Motion

^Program
Names

Month Brings Two Paramount- Artcraft Specials and One Each
from DeMille and GriffithBrady Film Included
IN announcing the January release schedule of Paramount and Artcraft features
Walter E. Greene, managing director of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, in
charge of distribution, calls attention to
the release of two Paramount- Artcraft
Specials, a D. W. Griffith Artcraft production and a Cecil B. DeMille Artcraft production and declares that this makes it one
of the most notable single month's outputs
in the history of the organization.
William A. Brady's picturization of
Louisa M. Alcott's "Little Women," directed by Harley Knoles and filmed in and
about the old Alcott home at Concord,
Mass., was released as a Paramount-Artcraft Special January 5. Before its purchase by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation this picture had already enjoyed
a week's run at the Strand Theatre, New
York, and was reported as enthusiastically
received.
The same day Pauline Frederick reappeared on the Paramount schedule in
"Out of the Shadow," adapted from Ernest
W. Hornung's story, " The Shadow of the
Rope." Eve Unsell wrote the scenario and
the picture wag directed by Emile Chautard.
The third picture released on the 5th
was "Jane Goes A- Wooing," a Paramount
production with Vivian Martin as the star.
The story and scenario are by Edith Kennedy and George Melford directed.
On January 12 Fred Stone will be seen
in his second Artcraft picture, "Under the
Top," a story of circus life by John
Emerson and Anita Loos with scenario by
Gardner Hunting. Donald Crisp was the
director.
"The Silver King," the Paramount-Art«%raft Special in which William Faversham
is starred, with Barbara Castleton as leading woman, is also released on that date.
This production, directed by George Irving, is a picturization of the famous melodrama by Henry Arthur Jones and Henry
Herman in which Wilson Barrett was the
original star. The scenario is the work of
Burns Mantle. The same day is scheduled
"The Secret Garden," Lila Lee's third
Paramount picture which is an adaptation
by Marion Fairfax of Frances Hodgson
Burnett's novel. G. Butler Clonebough
was the director.
"His Parisian Wife," Elsie Ferguson's
newest Artcraft picture, by Eve Unsell, is
scheduled for January 19. Emile Chautard
directed. "The Dub," by Edgar Franklin,
with scenario by Will M. Ritchey, is Wallace Reid's new Paramount vehicle scheduled for the same day. The direction was
by James Cruze. John Barrymore, in the
second of his present series of Paramount
pictures, also appears the same day. The
picture was directed by John S. Robertson

Offerings*

January

Films

Picture

GoldwynNames Seven
Ford Weeklies
Prints of the first five releases of the
Ford Educational Weekly are in all Goldwyn offices and are ready for trade showings and for pre-releases wherever desired.
These releases, at the rate of one each
week, are as follows : January 13, " What
Uncle Sam Will Do For Two Cents," the
fascinating story of the Post Office Department; January 20, "The Truth About the
Liberty Motor," a pictorial record of the
production of the Government's war-time
airplane engines; January 27, "Hang It
All !" the unusual picturization of the making of wall paper ; February 3, " Carrying
Old
to the
the
work Glory
of the
greatSeven
Hog Seas,"
Islandshowing
shipyards;
February 10, " Canada's Mountain of
Tears," a picturization of Mt. Edith Cavell;
February 17, " Where ' The Spirit Thar
Won ' Was Born," a Washington's Birthday release, showing historic Philadelphia,
Valley Forge and Mt. Vernon ; February
24, " Rough Stuff," a picturization of the
carborundum industry.

" Fighting Through
Scheduled
Lila Lee is next presented by Paramount in
" The Secret Garden "
and is an adaptation by Charles Whittaker
of Max Marcin and Roy Atwell's play,
" Here Comes the Bride."
The 26th witnesses the release of D. W.
Griffith's Artcraft production, "A Romance
of Happy Valley," described by the producer as "a page from the book of life."
A cast including Lillian Gish, Robert Harron and George Fawcett, is featured. The
same day Cecil B. DeMille's Artcraft picture, "Don't Change Your Husband," is
released. This is by Jeanie Macpherson
and is a sequel to "Old Wives for New,"
and presents an all-star cast. Wallace Irwin's Saturday Evening Post story, "Venus
in the East," scenarioized by Gardner
Hunting and directed by Donald Crisp,
is the other release for the 26th. Bryant
Washburn is the star of this Paramount
picture and the support includes Anna Q.
Nilsson ajid Margery Wilson.
Hodkinson Changes Name
of Picture
" Fighting Through," it is announced by
the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, is the
new title given " The American Spirit,"
starring E. K. Lincoln and produced, directed and written by William Christy Cabanne. leased
" Fighting
ThroughService
" will through
be reon Hodkinson
Pathe Exchange, Inc., on January 27th.
The story is that of a young Southerner
who has been taught by his Confederate
grandfather to hate the North as an enemy
country. This attitude is disapproved of,
but tolerated, by .his friends until a certain
episode in his life that makes him appear
in the role of a coward before his fiancee.
He then faces social ostracism, but manfully fights through overwhelming difficulties and gloriously redeems himself.

News

" Is

" Fighting Through " is a William Christy Cabanne production starring E. K. Lincoln and for distribution on January 27
by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
through Pathe Exchange, Inc. Mr. Cabanne is also responsible for the direction
and story of " Fighting Through," which
is a red-blooded story of love and adventure.
Lots Have Read It
Famous Players-Lasky estimate that ten
million persons have read " The Hope
Chest " in the United States alone. Mark
Lee Luther was the author and in the
Paramount production released December
29 Dorothy Gish is the star.
A big patronage for the picture is anticipated by the New Art Film Company.

A Scene from " The Man of Might," the New
Vitagraph Serial Starring William Duncan

January
Paramount
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Current

Short Subjects
Famousof short
Players-Lasky
Corporation's
schedule
subject releases
for the
month of January includes a wide variety.
January 5 includes the newest Paramount-Arbuckle comedy, " Camping Out,"
and also the Paramount-Bray Pictograph,
the subjects being "Training War Birds,"
" A Trip to the Leeward Islands " and a
" Bobby Bumps " cartoon by Earl Hurd.
The Paramount-Burton Holmes Travelogue
is " In a Manila Wrapper."
January 12 the Mack-Sennett's " Cupid's
Day Off," with Ben Turpin, Charlie Lynn
and Alice Lake. The Paramount-Bray
Pictograph has " Sugar Growing in the
West Indies," " Individual Oil Wells " and
a cartoon. The subject of the Travelogue
is " In the Cane Fields of Calamba."
January 17 there is a Paramount-James
Montgomery Flagg comedy " Impropaganda," Olin Howland and Eleanor Masters being featured. On this date Burton
Holmes introduces " Celestial Contrasts,"
while the Pictograph offers more " Travels
in the West Indies," and another subject
in the series of " Perilous Occupations."
Charlie Murray, Bert Roach, Marie Prevost and Phyllis Haver are the featured
players in the Paramount-Mack Sennett
comedy, " Never Too Old," which is released January
26. Travelogue
" Canning Scenery
the Burton
Holmes
subject "foris
that date, while the Paramount-Bray Pictograph will feature " The Passing of the
Cannibal," " Training Women for Canteen
Work" and a Hurd cartoon.
In addition to these short subjects the
following features will be released in the
Success series : January 5, " The Traveling
Salesman," with Frank Mclntyre and Doris
Kenyon in the leading role ; William Farnum in "The Sign of the Cross;" Dustin
Farnum in " Captain Courtesy," and Mary
Pickford in " The Dawn of a Tomorrow."
New Year's Schedule on
Vitagraph Program
Vitagraph announces its releases for the
week of December 30th, as follows: The
Blue Ribbon features, in five parts, are
" The Captain's Captain," featuring Alice
Joyce, from the story, " Cap'n Abe, Storekeeper," byJames A. Cooper; Tom Terriss directed. The second episode of " The
Iron Test," " The Red Mask's Prey," featuring Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway, and a Big " V " special comedy, in
two parts. " Bums and Boarders," featuring Earl Montgomery and Joe Rock.

" Smiling " George Walsh
in " I'll Say So "
William Fox's current Victory Picture,
starring George Walsh, is titled " I'll Say
So"; and, it is said, that in this offering
" Smiling " George interpolates more pep
and enthusiasm than in any other work of
his for the screen. The author, George
Spence, has provided a cript, brim full of
typical Walsh stunts, and the former college athletic hits the high spots of daredeviltry before the camera.

the screen,
novel ofMUST
W historical
PAY,"witha
GERMANY
"\X/HY
an all-star cast, is Screen Classics, Inc.'s
latest announced patriotic feature to be
completed, following " The Great Victory,"
" Wilson or the Kaiser," " The Fall of the
Hohenzollerns."
It will be exclusively distributed by
Metro Pictures Corporation, starting some
time in January.
The picture is described as a depiction
of the crimes of Prussianism against humanity, Maxwell Karger's story being
adapted by June Mathis and A. S. Le Vino.
Charles Miller, who had the direction of
" The Great Victory," directed the latest
production.
Accuracy as to costuming, the events
screened and the likenesses of world famous statesmen, soldiers and other celebrated men who have figured in the war
has been carried out in the smallest detail
and incident in this spectacle, according to
its sponsors.
The story of " Why Germany Must Pay "
is based on indemnity, the background of
the war being used to bring home to every
one
is uppermost in the mind of the
worldwhat
today.
A young Alsatian, Conrad Le Brett, is
forced to fight at the beginning of the war
on the side of Germany, though his soul
Serial

Heads

Pathe

revolts at the hideous acts of brutality of
the Huns.
Wounded, he is sent to the Brussels hospital, where that noble soul, Nurse Cavell,
tries to save the lives of the men of all
nations. She is shot by the command of
Von Bissing for aiding an American girl
to escape from his advances.
Conrad goes home on furlough, to find
that his little sister, Vilma, has suffered at
the hands of a Prussian officer in the enforcement of the Kaiser's proclamation. He
escapes to America, and returns with the
lads in khaki to avenge his sister and
assist in the glorious fight against might.
The climax of the story is described as
unexpected and thrilling.
Creighton Hale plays the young Alsatian.
Vilma, his sister in the play, is played by
Florence Billings, a talented ingenue. E. J.
Connelly, the character actor, who starred
in George Ade's " Colonel Covington " and
other Broadway plays, gives the interpretation of Le Brett's grandfather. Frank
Currier, Henry Kolker, Joseph Kilgour,
Earl Schenck, Margaret McWade and H.
C. Carvill are seen in the roles particularly
adapted to their talents.
The picture is said to not merely chronicle past events of the war, with its moving
fiction skilfully interwoven, but foreshadows what they expect will take place
at the Peace Conference.

Program
for New
Year
Lady."
In
this
offering
little
Miss
Joy imTHE outstanding
feature5thof isPathe's
program for January
its serial,
personates amature liliputian.
The Rolin comedy presented during New
" The Lightning Raider," featuring Pearl
White. The episode serving as the New
Year's week shows Stan Laurel, the EngYear's offering is titled " The Ebony
lish comedian, in " Do You Love Your
Block." Paul Brunet, vice-president and
general manager of Pathe, describes it to Wife?" The comedy has been endorsed
by the National Association of American
be " the culmination of all that is best in Housewives.
serial drama on the screen." Warner
The Post Travel Series No. 26 gives inOland is in chief support of Miss White
in the serial.
timate views of modern Japan. The Official War Review No. 28 deals with the
During the same week Pathe offers the
little comedienne, Gloria Joy, in one of her activities of the American, French, English
two-reel comedies, " I Want To Be a and Italian armies.

THEY'RE
OFF
AGAIN!
Jimmy Aubrey, one of the first stars to
appear in Vitagraph Big-V comedies in the
Los Angeles studios of the Vitagraph company, has returned and will resume his
work with Vitagraph. He will produce under the direction of J. A. Howe. With
the arrival of Aubrey on the Pacific coast,
three Big-V companies will soon be at
work at the Vitagraph studios.
" The Enchanted Barn," a Bessie Love
subject for Vitagraph, was finished under
the direction of David Smith. J. Frank
Glendon is her leading man. Work will
be started immediately on her next picture, itis said, which will be titled, " Her
Wishing Ring Man." It will be a comedy
drama, the nature of which has not been
made public, except from what one may
infer from the title.
W illiam Duncan has begun production
on the eighth episode of the " Man of
Might," the big serial he is filming for
Vitagraph, and incidentally in which he is
the star. Also R. M. Bradbury has reached
the thirteenth episode of " The Iron Test,"
another Vitagraph serial, starring Antonio
Moreno and Carol Holloway.
Earle Williams has completed his newest
picture for Vitagraph under the direction
of James Young. It was originally called
" The Aviator's Honeymoon," but its releasing title will be " The American Ace."
Grace Darmond was his leading lady. Director Young announces that it is one of
the best pictures he has produced.

The new Ince studios at Culver City will
be formally opened on Jan. 1, according to
announcement this week by Thomas H.
Ince. On Jan. 4 a special opening ceremony will be held, in which the mayors of
four adjacent cities — that is, including Culver City, Los Angeles, Santa Monica and
Venice — will take a part. Mr. Ince will
be master of ceremonies. Following the
formal opening, which will take place in
the afternoon, a big dance will be held on
the new studio's floors on the night of
Jan. 4, which are 75 feet by 180 feet.
In connection with the day's events one
of the streets near the studios will be rechristened, it is announced, and will thereafter be known as Ince boulevard.
Lieut. Al Wilson, aviator stationed at the
Government Balloon School at Arcadia, will
fly to the studios from the balloon camp
and during the afternoon he will describe
circles in the air over Culver City, spelling
out the name Ince. The city officials of

Production Work Slows Down
Hail Holidays

to

for
ations
prepar
the ysgeneral
IN holida
production
work
at the
various studios was not so brisk.
" The Coming of the Law," with
Tom Mix in the leading role, was
completed at the Fox studios.
Madge Kennedy, who arrived recently in Los Angeles, began production of her first picture for Goldwyn in the west during her present
trip to the coast. Reginald Barker
has begun the filming of Rex Beach's
latest
Brand," on
and a Tom
Moore story,
started" The
production
new
play that is yet unnamed.
Jimmy Aubrey arrived from the
East and will begin immediately the
production of Vitagraph-Big V coms. "The Enchanted
Barn," with
Bessie edieLove,
was completed,
and
Miss Love will soon begin production on a new picture called " Her
Wishing
Ring Man."
The producing
forces at the Lasky
studios reported more or less inactivity, and no new productions were
begun or old ones finished at the
Universal plant
The approaching holidays caused
a slackening of production at other
smaller studios, it was reported.
Culver City have fashioned a huge key,
and this will be presented to Mr. Ince
sonic time during the day. It will represent
the keys to the city and a welcome from the
city to Mr. Ince to once more return to
the vicinity to produce his pictures.
Charles Ray has finished production on
his new picture for Thomas H. Ince, titled
temporarily " The Busher," and he will be
one of the Ince players to begin a new
picture when the Ince working forces begin production at the new Culver City
studios. The play just finished by Ray
is a baseball story, and while it is now
called " The Busher " the title may be
changed when the subject is released to
the exhibitor.
Dorothy Dalton, Ince star, has finished
her latest picture, " The Accursed Town,"
under the direction of Victor}' Schertzinger. The story is a heavy drama and
was written by C. Gardner Sullivan. Miss
Dalton also plans to start a new production at the Ince Culver City studios.
Additional Coast Studio
News

on Page 310

G%2r StzbdicySDoinQS*.
Winfield Shcehan, general manager for
William Fox, who has been in Los Angeles'
about ten days, announced this week that
he will return to New York the first of the
Xew Year. He plans to leave Los Angeles
on Jan. 1. Before departing for the East
Mr. Sheehan said he would doubtless make
some important announcements.
" The Coming of the Law," a Tom Mix
production for William Fox, which was
directed by Mix. was finished this week.
In one of the final scenes Mix leaped from
a horse and badly sprained a leg. This
makes the third or fourth time that Mix
has figured in an accident this year.
Information that William Farnum will
return to Los Angeles in February was
received at the Fox studios in Hollywood
this week. Mr. Farnum is in Florida work-"
ing on his present production.

C<7iere

and

Uteres

The rumor that has been in circulation
in Los Angeles that Olive Thomas, former
Triangle star, had signed a contract with
Select, was confirmed by Jack Pickford,
her husband, who is now producing at the
Brunton studios. Mr. Pickford said that
Miss Thomas' new contract stipulated a
salary of $2,500 a month. He said further
that she will in all probability produce her
pictures for Select in the west. At the
present time she is in New York seriously
ill with influenza.
The first picture that Alma Rubens will
produce under her new Roberts-Cole contract will be " Diana of the Green Yaji.r
This is said to be the $10,000 prize story
written by Leona Dalrymple. Miss Rubens recently left the hospital.
S. L. Rothapfel, of the Rialto and Rivoli
of New York, has returned to the eastern
metropolis. He came west with Samuel
Goldfish, president of Goldwyn, and was
here about a week.
The D. W. Griffith production, " The
Fall of Babylon," one of his superproductions, will be shown at Clune's Auditorium
at the conclusion of his present play, " The
Greatest Thing
Life,"
according
to an-In
nouncementinfrom the
Griffith
studios.
the meantime the master producer is mapping plans for a new production on which
he will begin work at an early date.
Production on " Boots," the latest vehicle in which Dorothy Gish is being
starred, continues and the play is now
about half finished. Richard Barthelmess
plays the male lead.
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the " coop " in which he has been caged. Fresh air is
what he wants and nothing can hold him.
What does all this mean ?
r. It means the exhibitor is not getting efficiency.
2. The results on the screen are not what they should be.
3. His equipment is not being properly cared for.
4. He has a disgruntled member of his staff who may
cause trouble.
5. He is losing patronage. His receipts are falling off.
".Spend money to get money " — is the motto which these
members of our industry should tack up on the wall opposite their favorite resting place. It is not a case of " throwing
goodthe
money
for keeping
equipment
which
is worthA
while in
first after
place bad,"
is worth
up at
all times.

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the meclianical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
Alfred S. Cory
Technical Editor

What

About

Your

Projection

Room?

THE!" following questions were asked of me a day or
two ago by a man of broad experience in the equipment end of the motion picture industry. He had
read Mr. O'Brien's letter published in this page in the January 4, 1918, issue and had been much interested:
" Do you realize the true situation and the actual conditions which exist throtighout the territories which I have
been covering for the past few years ? Do you realize that
the projectionist is not the only man who will not stay in
the projection room any longer than is absolutely necessary? Do you realize that in a large percentage of the
theatres the managers absolutely refuse to even enter the
projection rooms under any circumstances? saying, 'Jim
has entire charge ; see him. I'm too busy.' This is a pure
case of shame — passing the buck to a man whom he is hiring to produce that which he sells to the public and yet he
is ignorant, or claims to be, of the conditions under which
this man, Jim, works."
This is a shame, yet the lack of ventilation, the lack of
conveniences, the overlooking of repairs, the cramped
space in which to work and the thousands and one other
things which should be taken care of by our theatre men
are overlooked with a shrug of the shoulders and a — " Ask
Jim." This is not the case in the majority of houses, but
the percentage in which it is, is large enough to make us,
and should make the industry as a whole, sit up and take
notice.
In certain cities the conditions under which a man is
allowed to work have been laid down, so that the extreme
disadvantages are not possible, yet, even with these local
laws they could be entirely eliminated. The projectionist
knows that he must work for a certain number of hours
each day for the house in order to draw his money. When
the last film is off the projector and ready to go back to the
exchange he is through. He has absolutely no desire to
stay around and experiment on improvements or clean up

theatre
which the
is capable
can possible.
only be at"
its
best when
result on ofthemaking
screen money
is the best
On the same basis a man to do his best cannot be continually bothered with indigestion or some other ailment
equally wearing on the nerves. This means that a projectionist inorder to do his best must have air, cleanliness,
good tools and encouragment from the man for which he
works and this can not be given if the theatre man does not
take pride in his projection room.
Don't misunderstand me — I do not mean that the small
house with from seven hundred seats down should have a
" double room and bath " for the operator. I do mean,
however, that the projection room which is in the house,
whether it is reached by a ladder or a carpeted stairway,
should be in the very best condition possible. It is said
that certain dimensions should be a minimum, but in old
houses this is impossible and should not cause any worry.
There are two things, however, which should be in every
projection room no matter how large or how small, how
old or how new if good screen results are desired:
1. Complete and modern equipment or at least
thoroughly repaired and renovated mechanisms.
2. An up-to-date and adequate ventilating plant.
The first should be the pride of the theatre man. It
means his bread and butter. It can be bragged about. It
can be advertised. It will bring the people into the house.
It may mean purchases. It may mean merely repairs and
replacements. Ask your projectionist today what he needs
to make his projection room an up-to-date work shop
where he can turn out the results.
In the second place, a ventilating system should be enforced by law. No theatre man has the right to ask a
human being to work in a room where he refuses to go himself. It may be hot — you can't eliminate heat, but the
authorities can eliminate the drawing into the projection
room of stale air from the auditorium. They can force
the theatre man to draw out the dust, smoke and gases
which emanate from most projectors and is kicked up from
the floor of projection rooms. They can force cleanliness
by inspecting and they should do it and every theatre man
in the country knows they should.
I went into a moderate size house not long ago where
the projection room was small— almost cramped — two projectors, amotor generator set, rewind and other devices.
The walls had two coats of paint, battleship gray. The
cement floor was painted. The tools were hung on the
wall in a rack. Smoke stacks had been set in the lamp
house and ran into the ventilating pipe with a fan continually sucking out the vitiated air. An air inlet entered
the room at one corner continually blowing in fresh air,
which was drawn from the roof by a suction fan. Glass
was placed over the ports to keep out the auditorium air.
The room was warm, but a pleasant place in which to work
and the projectionist was happy, and what is more the picture on the screen was elegant. The theatre was and is
prosperous.
How is your projection ?

E. K. Gillett.
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skids which form a foundation for the boxing. The machine
Motor Generators for Series Arc Operation
should, if possible, be left attached to these skids until it has
been conveyed to the location which it is to finally occupy. It is
THE direct current arc is more efficient for projection purposes
than the alternating current arc; it is steadier (has less preferable that all wiring should be done before the boxing is
removed from the machine as the boxing will be effective in
tendency to flicker) and is practically noiseless. It is unquestionkeeping the machine clean.
ably the best arc for projection purposes in those theatres having
As soon as the machine is unboxed tl\e name-plate should be
large seating capacity with the more difficult problems of projection to solve.
inspected to see that the volts, cycles and phases marked on the
Investigation shows that sixty per cent of the moving picture
name-plate of the motor agree with those of the circuit on which
theatres are so located that only alternating current is available.
the machine is used. The name-plate of the generator marking
Therefore, in order that these theatres may have direct current
also indicates the volts and amperes which the generator is designed to deliver, and this rating should agree with that specified
for the projection lamps, apparatus for changing the alternating
current to direct current is necessary. The improvement in the in the order. It should be remembered that the direct current arc
picture resulting from the use of the direct current arc warrants
for motion picture projection requires less current than the alternating current arc, 25 to 35 amperes at 55 volts being usual for
the additional investment necessary to effect the change.
the direct current arc corresponding to 40 to 60 amperes at 35
The change to direct current is not only desirable but should
be made in such a manner that the losses will be reduced to a volts for the alternating current arc.
The motor generator should be run only on circuits where the
minimum. An arc operating from a constant voltage source of
direct current requires a steadying resistance in series with it, variation of either frequency or voltage from normal does not
exceed 5 per cent. Where both frequency and voltage vary, the
and the use of a steadying resistance, no matter how small, results
in a dead loss.
sum of the variations must not exceed 8 per cent.
If for any reason the generator or motor must be taken from
What is commonly known as a motor-generator set is two mathe base in order to install the motor generator, great care must
chines, a generator and a motor, coupled together and mounted
on a common base.
be exercised that the machines are properly lined up to give a
The sets are shipped completely assembled and require only uniform air gap when the motor generator is reassembled. If
this is not done bearing trouble will occur, due to the set beingproper installation, filling of the bearings with oil and proper
motor generator connection to the supply and lamp circuits be- out of line. Dowel pins are provided on the generator end. To"
fore putting in service. It should be understood that these are
remove these hold the squared head of the pin with a^wrench and
special machines, for use only on picture projection arcs, and cantighten up the nut, which will pull out the pin. Be careful that
any liners found under the feet are carefully replaced in their
not be used for ordinary constant voltage purposes.
proper place. Should the coupling be taken apart, it must be
The complete equipment consists of the motor generator proper,
assembled carefully, making sure that the halvesWIRING
fit properly.
two short circuiting switches, one for each picture machine, and
the panel
on which is
mounted the instruments and
view FROM
The wiring should be sufLINE
field control rheostat. All
BACK OF BOfiiRO
ficient size so that the line
3
Phase
Swire
single phase outfits are
drop from the machine to the
equipped with proper starter;
lamp will not exceed one volt,
for the larger multi-phase
or 2 per cent of the voltage
outfits a starting compenwhen the machine is deliversator is furnished.
ing full load current to the
INSTALLATION
lamp.
too small
used theIf lamp
will bea wire
robbedis
FUSES
The motor generator
of some of its voltage and
should be installed in a clean,
dry, well ventilated location,
give poor light.
and, if possible, near to the
FUSES
The lamp side of these
lamps which it is to operate.
machine does not require
Oftentimes a small room adjoining the projection room
fuses, as the generators are
so constructed that they will
is provided for the motor
generator, but in some cases
protect themselves against
overload current when the
where such arrangement
arcs are short circuited.
cannot be made the machine
is installed in the basement
INITIAL STARTING
of the theatre. Inaccessible
Before starting the set see
locations should be avoided,
that it is perfectly clean and
as such locations will result
that the brushes move freely
in their holders and make
in the machines being neglected, allowed to become
good contact
dirty and perhaps damaged.
mutator. Inwith
case the
of comball
bearing or ring type bearing,
It is not necessary to provide foundations for these
oil according to instruction
motor generators, but the
tag on mechanism.
floor on which they are placed
Be sure that the oil wells
should be firm and free from
are clean and filled. These
vibration.
machines have overflow
The machines are shipped
Wiring Diagram for Series Arc
gauges with hinged caps. The
clamped to a pair of wooden
oil wells should be filled
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through the overflow gauges rather than through the hinged covers
in the bearings. This method will prevent waste and annoyance
from overfilling of the oil reservoirs.
The thin oil furnished for the moving picture machines, sewing
machine oil and similar light oil are not heavy enough. It is better
to purchase a can of " light dynamo oil " and keep it for the motor
generator.
See that the armature turns freely in the bearings, and that the
machine is level.
Make sure that all connections are tight and agree with the
diagram of connections for the outfit supplied.
When starting up see that the armature starts to rotate in the
direction marked on the coupling. The direction of rotation of
two-phase motors can be reversed by interchanging to line leads of
the same phase.
In the case of
single and threephase motors it
is only necessary
to interchange
any two line
leads
of the
motor.
Immediately
after starting,
see that the oil
rings revolve
freely and carry
the oil up to the
shaft. Always
keep the oil at
the proper level No. 2 — Horizontal Type Motor General Series Arc.
Made by General Electric Company
in the well— that
is, nearly to the
lip of the overflow gauge.
OPERATION
In starting up the motor generator have the switches at the
lamps open. If a single-phase outfit, close the main-line switch
and move the starting arm on the starting box from the " off "
position to the split segment, which will introduce the necessary
starting coils to cause armature to start to rotate. When the
armature has attained nearly full speed, the starting arm should
be moved quickly over to the last
segment, where it is held by a latch
controlled by a relay magnet. If the
voltage fails the relay magnet will
release the latch, allowing the starting arm to automatically return to
the
motor." off " position, stopping the
The arm of the starting box should
never be left in starting position
longer than one minute; usually
much less time will suffice.
When the power companies do not
require the use of starting compensators in connection with the two
and three-phase outfits they should
No. 3Horizontal
— Control Type
Panel for
be equipped with double throw starting switches, which have only one
side fused. When starting up, the
switch should first be closed to the unfused side. When the speed
of the armature is up to normal the switch should be quickly
changed to the running side (fused side).
To start up a motor generator where a starting compensator is
used see that compensator arm is in the " off " position and close
the main switch ; the compensator arm should be thrown into the
starting position with a quick, firm thrust and held there until the
machine comes up to speed (about 20 or 30 seconds), and then,
with one quick, firm movement, the arm should be pulled over
into the running position, where it is held by a lever engaging
with the low-voltage release mechanism.
Never in any case should the motor be started by " touching " —
that is, by throwing the starting arm into the starting position and
quickly pulling it out a number of times. Such plan of " touching "
does not make the rush of current at starting less, but, on the
contrary, it produces a number of successive rushes in place of
the one which it has been attempted to avoid and, what is often a
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more serious matter, causes the contact fingers to be so badlyburned that it is necessary to replace them.
To stop the machine open the main switch. The compensator
arm should automatically return to the " off " position on the
opening of the main switch. If it does not, throw it over to the
" off " position by hand.
STARTING FIRST LAMP
When the speed of the machines is up to normal and the starting
box or switch is in running position and the rheostat handle set as
marked by the white arrow, short circuit the one lamp by means
of its short circuiting switch. Then close the lamp switch and
bring the carbons together so that they barely touch ; then separate them about & of an inch, gradually increasing the separation
as carbons heat up until proper length of arc is reached. The
direct current arc should be from A to H of an inch long, or
about twice as long as an alternating current arc. Adjust the
generator field rheostat until the proper amount of current is
flowing.
If carbons are held together too long the machine voltage will
be automatically reduced to zero, so that the arc will not have
sufficient voltage and will therefore break when carbons are separated. Should this occur, keep carbons apart about 10 seconds
until machine voltage
can automatically build
up again ; then strike
the arc as directed
above.
The switchboard panel,
having instruments
mounted on it along
with the field rheostat,
is very useful and the
proper current can at all
times be accurately
maintained. As the machine warms up, the
handle of the rheostat
may have to be moved
one or two buttons from
the mark to maintain
the desired voltage and
current.
If the circuits are all
connected as shown in
the diagram, the polarity
should be indicated, the
upper carbon
positive. Shouldbeing
the upper
No. 4— Vertical Type Motor Generator
Series Arc. Made by Hertner Electric Co.
carbon be negative and
*
the instrument on the
all
that
See
trouble must be corrected.
panel read backward, the
connections are made as indicated on the diagram.
The polarity must come correct if the connections are made in
accordance with the diagram of connections and
the armature of the set rotates in the direction
marked on the coupling.
STARTING THE SECOND LAMP
To start the second lamp bring the carbons
together to close the circuit, close the lamp
switch and open the short-circuiting switch.
This puts the two lamps in series, the current
from the first lamp flowing through the second
lamp. The arc at the second lamp is adjusted
in
the regular manner while both lamps are
burning.
When ready to change over from one lamp
to the other bring the carbons of the first lamp
together and close its short-circuiting switch, No. 5 Type
— Control
continuing the projection on the second lamp. Panel Vertical
It has been found in practice that the following scheme gives the most satisfactory results.
A minute or two before the end of a reel of film is reached brinsj
the carbons of the second lamp together, close its line switch and
open its short-circuiting switch. The current for the first lamp
flowing through the carbons of the second lamp causes the tips
of the carbons of the second lamp to heat up to a white heat at the
tips without actually drawing an arc. Since the tips of the car-
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bons are heated up by this scheme, a normal arc is easily and
quickly secured when it is time to change over to this second lamp.
Care must be taken that the two lamps are not both burning
any longer than is necessary, as the motor generator is not intended
to carry both lamps continuously. The ammeter on the panel will
show the current flowing through the arc when either one or both
lamps are burning; the voltage is automatically increased by the
machine to compensate for the increased drop due to the second
lamp, and the current is held practically constant.
CARE AND CLEANLINESS
It is important that all parts of the machine be kept scrupulously
clean. Oil should not be allowed to collect either on the machine
or on the floor about it, and the machine should, as far as possible, be kept free from dust. When the coils of a machine are
allowed to become dirty and oil soaked it reduces their insulation
strength and eventually causes them to burn out. A small hand
bellows will be found convenient for removing dust from the armature windings.
BEARINGS
The oil wells should occasionally be cleaned and new oil supplied.
They should be filled through the side filling hole and not through
the top of the bearing, for if filled from the top the oil is likely
to flow out through the ends of the bearings into the windings.
Only good grades of oil, free from dust and sediment, should
be used, for poor oil containing sediment will greatly shorten the
life of the bearings. Immediately after starting see that the oil
rings revolve freely and carry the oil up to the top of the shaft.
Keep the oil at the proper level in the well — that is, nearly to the
lip of the overflow gauge. As soon as the bearing linings become
so worn that the rotor is in danger of rubbing against the stator,
a new set of linings should be inserted. To remove the bearings,
take out the set screws in the bearing housing, lift the oil rings and
drive out the bearings with a wooden block of the same diameter
as the bearings. The bearings are a light driving fit in the housing
and must be handled carefully. When repair bearings are supplied
for the alternating current motor the set screw depression is already in the bearing, but the direct current generator bearings,
which regulate the end play, are supplied without being previously
spotted. They must be spotted before being put in place, using a
tfe-inch drill, and spot drilling for the tip of the set screw the
same distance from the end of the bearing as in the bearing replaced.
COMMUTATOR AND BRUSHES
It is very important that the brushes make perfect contact with
the commutator, and to secure good contact it is important that
both brushes and commutator be kept clean and free from carbon
dust and dirt.
To secure proper commutation and proper operation the brushes
COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY production.
Uniform SUPERIOR QUALITY such as only
EXPERTS
with scientific supervision can produce.
SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
knowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it.
Empire
City Film Lab., Inc
345 West 40th St., New York City
Bryant 5437
Bet. 8th & 9th Aves.

Picture

must occupy the correct position on the commutator. This proper
position of the brush yoke has been determined at the factory
while the machine was on test and is indicated by corresponding
chisel marks on brush yoke and frame. It is very important that
these marks, indicated by white lead, should be in line to secure
satisfactory operation of the machine.
If the brush-holders should become loosened or moved in any
way, they must be carefully reset so that they make the proper
angle with the commutator. They must also be spaced around the
commutator so that the distance from tip to tip of the brushes is
exactly the same. Care should be taken that the brush-holders
are securely fastened at an even height inch above the commutator.
When replacing worn down brushes the new ones should be
fitted to the commutator by means of fine sandpaper, carefully
pulled under the brush in the direction of rotation, being held
tight to the contour of the commutator. It is recommended that
one extra set of brushes be kept on hand to save time in replacing.
They will, however, not be needed until the original brushes have
worn down to approximately % >nch long.
The brushes furnished on the motor generator are of the proper
grade to give the best results, and only brushes furnished by this
company should be used.
If brushes are inspected once a week and all gum cleaned away
from the brushes so that they move freely in the brush-holders,
much longer life of brushes and commutator will result. If the
pressure is too heavy the wear of both commutator and brushes
is excessive. If the pressure is too light the contact is not properly
made between brushes and commutator and sparking may result
The proper pressure of the springs on the brushes is sufficient to
insure good contact between brushes and commutator.
A dirty commutator can be best cleaned by rubbing with a clean
cloth saturated with kerosene or machine oil. To keep the commutator in good condition wipe it from time to time with a piece
of canvas lightly coated with sperm or machine oil. Lubricant
of any kind should be used sparingly.
If the commutator begins to cause trouble at any time due to
roughness it should be given immediate attention. Any delay will
aggravate the case and may result in undue sparking, heating and
consequent troubles. The roughness may be removed by polishing
the commutator with a piece of very fine sandpaper by pressing
it against the surface of the commutator with a block of wood
shaped to- the curvature of the commutator face. In using the
sandpaper (emery cloth should never be used) it should be moved
back and forth along the surface parallel to the shaft to prevent
grooving the face of commutator. When sanding is finished, the
commutator surface and brush faces must be wiped carefully to
remove any copper dust and grit which may have abhered to
them.
If the commutator has been allowed to become very rough, it
may be necessary to grind it down to a true surface, using a
small piece of fine sandstone. In using this it should be steadied
against the brush-holder (properly protected) or other steady
rest. Brushes should be lifted from the commutator while grinding it. After grinding, polish with fine sandpaper.
If the above treatment does not remedy the trouble it will be
necessary to tighten the commutator segments and turn down the
commutator. The commutator should be trued by taking off the
lightest cut possible, using a sharp tool and high cutting speed
Following the operation of turning down the commutator, thf
mica between the bars should be carefully cut below the surf act
bars. Next remove the tool marks from the surface of the commutator with a very fine sandpaper and then blow all the coppei
dust and chips from in and round the commutator bars, making i
final inspection to see that in no place does the copper dust Oi
chips bridge over the mica from one bar to the next.
Theperiod
truingofofservice
the commutator
'should
required
onlycared
afterfo ;
long
if the machine
has bebeen
properly
and should be done only by some one familiar with such work.
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Write today for descriptive folders. Read
the unbiased opinions of operators
Place an order now with your Supply House

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

"The

Carbons with a Guarantee"
Manufactured by

SPEER

If you are interested In securing better results and more prompt
service In the DEVELOPING and PRINTING of your producyou will both.
be interested to know that EVANS is In a positiontions
to assure
We combine modern facilities with years of experience, which
together with the personal interest taken in the work we do
assure you of the utmost satisfaction.
EVANS
FILM MFG. CO.
New York City
416-24 West 216th' Street
Telephone: St. Nicholas 3443-44

CAMERAMEN,
LABORATORY-MEN
PRODUCERS, and EXPERIMENTERS
Let the
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Motion
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of
Picture

News

Solve Your Problems
Submit your questions to the
EDITOR OF THE CAMERA DEPT.

CARBON
ST. MARYS,
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SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We are exclusive distributors of the SIMPLEX Machines. We repair all
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1329 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

-PERFECTED
The

PROJECTION—
DeVry

portable projector embodying scientific principles of construction, is ideal for use in screening film, and in small town
A theatres
where no dependable light current exists.
Operates on either alternating or direct
current, takett standard size reels and
film, throws pictures up to 12 feet in
diameter, and is so light that it can with
ease be carried from place to place.
Write today for a catalog fully describing its application to your work.
The DeVry Corporation
1252 Marianna St.
Chicago,
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ILLNESS

The Picture Making Department of Motion Picture News is absent this week, owing to the illness
of Alfred S. Cory, who edits the department.

News

9

New York
resdy.-

The
Motor-Generator
that produces
Perfect Arcs
You Should Have One
You can make u perfeB Jitsolve with tr J-arc TransYerter
The Hertner Electric & Mfg. Co.
1908 Weil 1 14lb Sl, Cleveland, Ohio
Exclusive Canadian Distributor*
PERKINS ELECTRIC CO.
Head Office:
Montreal, Can>

AN

ANNOUNCEMENT

Our activities for the past year have been
nearly ioo per cent, devoted to war production
of vital importance to the government, compelling us to discontinue regular manufacture
in practically all of our lines.
The cessation of hostilities has now enabled
us to begin the readjustment to a peace production basis. While this adjustment must be
gradual, we are pressing it with all possible
speed in order to satisfy the requirements of
our normal trade at an early date.
We appreciate the patience and understanding with which our patrons have reacted to the
situation and trust they may continue to exercise such consideration until our manufacturing. ing facilities are once more on a pre-war foot-

Write forRebuilt
our list
of Guaranteed
Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
COMPANY
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302
Mailers Avenue
Building
5 So. Wabash
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers in Motiograph, Standard
and Simplex Moving Picture Machines, National Carbons, Minusa
Screens
Theatre. and Everything for the
WE SELL ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

LE FILM
The Greatest Weekly Trade
Paper of AND THE
MOTION PICTURES
STAGE PRINTED
IN PARIS
1157 Broadway New York
Telephone Bryant 5602
26 RUE
DU DELTA, PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO,
BUENOS AIRES
Subscription, One Year. 16.00
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thou-la
sand
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recorded
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60% In postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTOR! CO.
80 Fifth Avenue, New York
Phone. S227 Chelsea
Addressing Multigraphing
Printing
N'W Typexcriting
Dalai You Umw The
Automaticket System
You Arc fasiaf! Money

Bausch & Ipmb Optical (o
669 ST. PAUL STREET Chicago
ROCHESTER. N.V
Washington
San Francisco
New York
Leading American Makers of Microscopes, Projection Apparatus (Balopticons) , Photographic Lenses, Ophthalmic
Lenses and Instruments, Range Finders and Gun Sights for
Army and Xavy, Searchlight Reflectors, Binoculars and
Other High-Grade Optical Products

1733 Broadway, New York
WANTED — Immediately 4 to 1
studio arc lights, also Williamao
Printer. Must be in first-class oi
der and at a fair price. State cor
dition, price wanted and all othc
details.
Quick action
desired. Ac
dress
National
St. Louis,
Mo. Film Publicity Co
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the Motion Picture Theatre
AN American organ is a free-reed instrument similar in its call them by the names of the organ stops which they are intended
to imitate; e. g. diapason, principal, hautboy, gamba, flute, etc.
general construction to the harmonium, but with some imTwo recent improvements in the American organ should be
portant differences. In the first place the reeds in the American
organ are considerably smaller and more curved and twisted than
mentioned — the automatic swell, and the vox humana. The former consists of a pneumatic lever which gradually opens shutters
in the harmonium, and there is a wider space left at the side of
the reed for it to vibrate, the result being that the tone is more
placed above the reeds, the lever being set in motion by the pressure of wind from the bellows. The greater the pressure, the wider
uniform in power, and that the expression stop when used produces much less effect. The curvature of the reeds also makes
the shutters open, and when the pressure is decreased they close
again by their own weight. In this way an effect is produced
the tone softer. In the American organ moreover the wind-channel or cavity under which the vibrators are fixed is always the
somewhat similar, though far inferior, to that of the expression
exact length of the reed, whereas in the harmonium it is varied
stop on the harmonium. The vox humana is another mechanical
according to the quality of tone required, being shorter for a contrivance. In this a fan is placed just behind the sound-board
of the instrument, and being made to revolve rapidly by means
more reedy tone and longer for a more fluty one. Another point
of difference in the two instruments is that in the harmonium
of the pressure of wind, its revolutions meet the waves of sound
ihe wind is forced outward through the reeds, whereas in the coming from the reeds, and impart to them a slightly tremulous,
American organ, by reversing the action of the bellows, it is or vibrating quality.
The principle of the American organ was first discovered about
drawn inwards. The advantages of the American organ as com1835 by a workman in the factory of M. Alexandre, the most
pared with the harmonium are that the blowing is easier, the expression stop not being generally used, and that the tone is of a celebrated harmonium-maker of Paris. M. Alexandre constructed
more organ-like quality, and therefore peculiarly adapted for a few instruments on this plan, but being dissatisfied with them
sacred music; on the other hand, it is inferior in having much
because of their want of expressive power, he soon ceased to make
less variety of tone, and not nearly so much power of expression.
them. The workman subsequently wtnt to America, carrying his
invention with him. The instruments first made in America were
These instruments are sometimes made with two manuals;
in the most complete specimens the upper manual is usually furknown as "Melodeons," or "Melodiums," and with various imnished with one set of reeds of eight-feet and one of four-feet
provements suggested by experience, was first introduced by
pitch, and the lower manual with one of eight- and one of sixteenMessrs. Mason and Hamlin of Boston, about the year 1860. Since
feet, those on the upper manual being also voiced more softly for
that time, it has obtained considerable popularity both in American and in this country.
the purposes of accompaniment. A mechanical coupling action is
also provided by which the whole power of the instrument can be
A variety of the American organ was introduced in 1874 by
obtained from the lower row of keys. Pedals, similar to organ
Messrs. Alexandre under the name of the "Alexandre Organ."
pedals, arc also occasionally added and provided with reeds of
In this instrument, instead of the single channel placed above
sixteen- and eight-feet pitch. The names given to the stops vary
the reeds there are two, one opening out of the other. The effect
with different makers ; the plan most usually adopted being to of this alteration is to give a quality of tone like flute-stops.
Review

in

of Latest

— " Waters of Venice," by Albert Von Tilzer. It is acknowledged as the most remarkable dance and concert waltz of
the decade and is unique in its adaptability to dance or concert
work. (Artmusic Co., 145 W. 45th St., New York.)
O — 'Belgium Waltz" (Valse Beige), by Michael Massart.
" A dance master work from the pen of this gifted foreign
composer. A tribute to plucky little Belgium. (Chappell &
Co., 185 Madison Ave., New York.)
Q — "No Conversation Fox-Trot," by Charles Previn. Dance
with phenomenal success into " The Girl Behind the Gun "
by Donald Brian and Cissy Sewell. Already a New York hit.
This Fox-Trot will be the joy of the jazz-hound and a treat
to trotters. It's a ripping dancing number with perfect
rhythm. Will be to fox-trots what " Missouri Waltz " is to
waltzes. (Chappell & Co.)
A— "I've Got the Blue Ridge Blues "—Fox-Trot.
One of
' the greatest dance numbers ever published. (J. C. Remick, 227 W. 46th St., New York.)
£ — " Valse Pathetique," by M. L. Lake. A ravishing slow
-* waltz containing every melodic and effective qualification
necessary for achieving thorough and complete popular success. The number consists of a languid, dreamy, first strain,
| splendidly contrasted by a bright and catchy second theme,
and a plaintive trio, developing a stirring climax, together
with the recurrence of the earlier pathetic strain, bringing the
valse to a very effective close. (Carl Fischer, Cooper Square,
New York.)
f\~"Mr.
A Balkan
Episode
" — Characteristic,
by R. Gruenwald.
Gruenwald
has no
superior as a composer
of char-

Compositions
acteristic music; and, besides, it is exceedingly practical. This
Mass.)
also is a good photoplay number. (Oliver Ditson Co., Boston,

— " Victory Waltz," by Sidney Baynes, composer of " Destiny." This famous composer's name if affixed to any
composition immediately leaves no doubt as to its merit.
(Boston Music Co., 26 West St., Boston.)
— " Dream of the Ball " — a new " Joyce " waltz. Valse intermezzo by Archibald Joyce, composer of the celebrated
" Dreaming," " Charming," " Passing of Salome." (Leo. Feist,
237 W. 40th St., New York.)
9—" I Ain't Got Weary Yet "—Fox-Trot by Percy Wenrich.
The new gang song by the authors of " Where Do We
Go from Here, Boys? " (Feist Edition.)
1A — " Birds and Butterflies," by Paul Vely. A dainty interv mezzo capricioso, depicting the very essence of springtime and flowers, with the delightful humming of the birds
of the air. (Belwin, Inc., 701 Seventh Ave., New York.)
1 1 — " Hunkatin " — the only characteristic original and amusing Half-Tone Intermezzo One-Step ever published.
Written by that well-known and reputable musician, Sol P.
Levy. (Belwin, Inc.)
1 O— "Watch, Hope and Wait, Little Girl" — is one of the
I £ biggest Fox-Trot hits of the day and all leaders will be
featuring it shortly. (Broadway Music Corp., 145 W. 45th
St., New York.)
1 O— "My Pavo Real Girl "—Fox-Trot by Ben Black. That
I J beautiful melody with the Spanish flavor just off the
press, in new dance arrangement.
(Feist edition.)
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Schirmer

Novelties

I 'HE house of G. Schirmer, whose publications are well known
* all over the world, have just issued a series of new numbers
for piano solo which are original and are of great value to all those
who are striving to musically interpret the film correctly.
1. " Aubade Printaniere," a molto allegro composition of a
light character, portraying the spring morning with the chattering
of birds.
2. " Danse Gracieuse," a moderate grazioso movement, exceptionally well written and most appropriate for scenes of a light
character.
3. " Mountain Mood," by Christiaan Kriens. A composition
by this composer always means a novelty of exceptional musical
merit. The number is slightly difficult but a very interesting and
clever one for the pianoforte.
4. "From My Garden," a suite of five summer idyls, by Rudolf
Friml, entitled " Muriel," " Memories," " Lotus-Blossoms." " Fireflies "and " Solitude."
5. " Courtesies," another interesting composition by Rudolf
Friml which even surpasses his famous "Melody" and "Intermezzo." The first movement is a moderato grazioso of a light
■character, the second being an andante of a melodious character.
6. " Scattering Leaves," an allegro giocoso portraying the rustle
of scattering leaves of an Autumn forest.

"NEWMAN"
AND OurRAILS
Read What Josiah BRASS
Pearce & FRAMES
Sons Say About
Goods
GentlemenNow
that
you
have
complete
'
equipment
In
new
Bfl theatres here in New Orleans and Ho iston. Texas, our
we want
tothe take
this
means
of
expressing
to
you
our
appreciation
manner in which we have don" business with you also aso'
to the character of your goods. ou have, without exception,
filled our orders just as promptly as we could ever expect and
probably quicker than we had anticipated, and the fact of
your having supplied us with brass frames and various other
equipment In our fifteen theatres Is evidence that we are
pleased with your goods, for they are the most attractive,
durable and practical that we have as yet found.
We wish you good Youra
luck inverythe truly.
prosecution of your work.
JOSIAH PEARCE & SONS,
J, E. PEARCE
N«>w Orleans, La.
The Newman
Mfg. Co.
Write for our Latest Catalogue
Established 1882
717-19
Sycamore
Street,
Cincinnati,
Ohio
Frames, Easels,
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago. Illinois
Ral s, Grilles Signs Canadian Representative — J T. Malone. Rialto Theatre Bldg.
Choppers, Kick
Montreal, Canada
Plates, Door Bars
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe. San Francisco. Cal
We manufacture the frames in various finishes which do not require polishing.
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7. " Jeannette," by Hugo Riescnfeld. It is beyond any doubt
that Hugo Riesenfeld, the musical director of the Rialto and
Rivoli orchestras of New York City, is' a musician who is capable
of writing a good number and who has experience enough to
write only such numbers as would be in demand by every motion
picture piano player in the world. The number is a characteristic
caprice and exceptionally well arranged, embodying a wealth of
music.
8. " Meditation," by George Drumm. A large introduction followed by an andante cantabile of exceptional tonal beauty, the
third movement being a three-fourths larghetto, finishing with an
andante climax, is a number which is of great value to organists
in portraying scenes of sacred or pathetic character.
New

Vandersloot

Publications

1

T-1 HE editor of these columns is in receipt of several new publi1 cations by Vandersloot Music Company, and after tryin?
them out, finds that they are of exceptional value to the motion
picture musician. As the purpose of this department is to help
leaders in acquiring the most appropriate music for their use, the
editor considers it his duty to inform all musicians of the following excellent compositions:
1. "SLIDING SID." — An excellent one-step of comedy character with original trombone work.
2. "WHEN I DREAM ABOUT THAT SOUTHERN HOME
OF MINE." — A song most appropriate for love scenes and for
creating an atmosphere around the old Southern plantations.
3. "YANKEE BOY." — An up-to-date patriotic composition
which gives evidence of becoming one of the most popular songs
issued during the war.
4. "COMMANDER-IN-CHIEF."— A 6/8 military' march of
brilliant rhythm written by a composer of international reputation,
Mr. F. H. Losey.
5. "IN THE SHADOW OF THE DESERT PALM."— A
typical Oriental ballad, composed by Mr. Will E. Dulmage and
words by E. J. Meyers.
6. "NONA." — A melodious waltz song most appropriate for
garden and reception scenes.
7. "GENERAL PERSHING." — A march song composed by
Carl D. Vandersloot; a composition of brilliant military snap portraying the vim of our famous General.
8. "THE FIGHT IS ON."— A 6/8 march of military character
with a very snappy and well arranged trio, most appropriate for
military scenes, weeklies and tropical reviews.
OF THE
E.

WHERE

E.

FULTON
CHICAGO

THE

CO.

SPECIALTIES

MOVING

AND

PICTURE ACCESSORIES
Are Manufactured
Comprising the best and most scientific made, for use in the Moving Picture
Theatre, and for projection of pictures, such as Enclosed Fireproof Rewinds
(approved
by Underwriters'
(2 sizes).
styles), Carbon
Stripping Flanges,
Wire TerminalsLaboratories),
(2 kinds). Bench
Carbon Rewinds
Savers (2
Adapters, Ticket Holders (2 styles), Special Tool Kit, Oil Filter, Slide Writer
Stencil, Slide Writing Compound, Colored Slide Inks, Film Shipping Cases (made
according to I. C. C. specifications), Film Carrying Cases — Metal (Suit Case and
Square styles). Safety Waste Cans, Stereopticon Color Wheels, Approved Film
Boxes,tors,Film
Humidors,being
Exit added
Signs, to.Film Cement, Perfumes, Perfume Disseminaand continually
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR <FULC0> GOODS

THE
BARTO
L»A>
There is no Theatre too large for a Bartola Musical Instrument. We also have them
for the smallest Theatre. Write for catalogue.
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Factory, Oshkosh, Wis
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YAKIMA THEATRE
At Yakima, Washington, where the Estey Theatre Organ
heJps to entertain the crowds that co/ne every night.

DON'T

YOU

WANT

THE
BEST
MUSIC?
The public taste for better music is developing fast. It's getting to be the new
factor in motion picture success. Many first-run, high-class theatres are installing
THE

ESTEY

THEATRE

ORGAN

It is used exclusively by some of the largest theatres. It is undoubtedly the best
music for motion picture theatres.
If you would go to several of the Metropolitan theatres using the Estey Pipe Organ,
or to some theatre near you, you would see why they have made the improvement. We
will be glad to send you the names of these theatres.
It can be built to fit any theatre, large or small. Without cost to you we will send
an expert to look at your theatre, tell you what kind of an organ you could use best, and
give you an estimate of the cost.
Write or use the wires.
THE

ESTEY

ORGAN

COMPANY,

BRATTLEBORO,

VERMONT

You can hear the Estey Organ at any of these branches:
Studios in New York, 11 West 49th Street; Philadelphia, 1701 Walnut Street;
Boston, 120 Boylston Street; Los Angeles, 633 South Hill Street

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!
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" TO FAT TO FIGHT "
(Goldwyn-Official)
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme:

"Babillage"

(Characteristic Allegretto Intermezzo)
by Castillo
1 — " Melody " (Moderato), by Friml (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "Come with us to the."
2 — "A La Mode" (Popular One-step), by Rosey (1 minute and 30
seconds), until — T: "Dimples loved sweet things."
3 — " Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo Capricioso), by Vely (t
minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "When I think of what."
4— Continue pp (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "There was
always."
5 — Continue ff (45 seconds), until — S: Close-up of phonograph record.
6— "I Didn't Raise My Boy to Be a Soldier" (Popular Song) (2
minutes),
T: "It's
worst moment."
Note — Tountilbe— played
on the
phonograph.
7 — "Aces High" (Characteristic Aeroplane March), by Roberts
(40 seconds), until — T: "And on the other side."
8 — Continue ff (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: " It makes my
blood boil."
9 — "I Didn't
Boy isto stopped.
Be a Soldier" (Popular So«g) (35
seconds),
until — Raise
S: TheMydance
Note — To be played on phonograph.
10 — Continue to action (45 seconds), until — S: Man stops phonograph.
11 — Tacet (20 seconds), until — T: "The day had come."
12 — "Slimy Viper" (Mysterious Tone Picture), by Borch (30
seconds), until — T: " Dared us to come in."
13 — " Over the Top, Boys " (American Patriotic March), by Berg
(1 14—
minute
and March
30 seconds),
T: "Like
country, Dimples."
Popular
to actionuntil(2— minutes
and his
35 seconds),
until — T:
" I've joined the Red Cross."
15 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — S: Dimples on scale.
16 — " Sliding Jim " (A Comic Trombone Sneeze) (1 minute and 20
seconds), until — T: " Freddy found a way."
17 — "Military Tactics (Popular One-step), by Rosey (30 seconds),
until — T: " But malicious nature."
18 — "Phyllis"
by Deppen (2 minutes and SO
seconds),
until — S:(Concert
Dimples Waltz),
leaves restaurant.
19 — " Sparklets " (Moderato Intermezzo), by Miles (1 minute and
20 seconds), until — S: Close-up of Pershing's portrait.
20 — "Melody" (Moderato), by Kretschmer (4 minutes and 10
seconds), until — T: "Mr. Brewster came home."
21 — Theme (4 minutes), until — T: "War had lately banished."
"Frills anduntilFurbelows"
Crespi (1 minute
and22 —5 seconds),
— S: Interior(Rondo
of Y. Rococo),
M. C. A. by
office.
23 — Intermezzo (Characteristic), by Pierne (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — S: Girl talking to young officer.
24— "Chanson D'Amour" (Melodious Moderato), by Saar (2 minute*
and 35 seconds), until — T: "The Pots Dam Gang."
25 — "Over There" (Popular Song), (25 seconds), until — T: " Th»
soil of France."
26 — Continue to action (35 seconds), until — T: "Untouched as yet
"
27 — "Last
Spring" (Dramatic-Pathetic), by Grieg (2 minutes and
by
35 seconds), until — T: " To the ' Y ' man."
28 — " Oh, How I Hate to Get Up in the Morning" (Popular Song),
(45 seconds), until — T: "Anything wrong at home."
29 — "Quietude" (Melody), by Gregh (35 seconds), until — T: "At
the front there are."
30 —— "Joyous
Gaston Borch (2 minutes and 40 seconds),
until
S : Scene Allegro,"
of Frenchby village.
31
—
"Tragic
Theme,"
by
Vely
(1 minute and 35 seconds), until — S:
Exterior of Y. M. C. A.
32 — Continue pp. (35 seconds), until — S: Battle scene.
33 — " Military Hurry," by Levy (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until —
T: Note
" By— morning
the advanced."
Battle effects.
34 — "Bleeding Hearts" (Andante Sentimento), by Levy (2 minaret
and 55 seconds), until — T: " It was several days."
35 — "Tears" (Andante), by Zamecnik (1 minute and 10 seconds),
until — T: " Hospital hunting."
36 — Tacet (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "Hail, Hail, tha
Gang's."
Note — Just produce effect of aeroplane propellers and watch
explosions.
37 — "Hail, Hail, the Gang's All Here" (1 minute and 20 seconds),
until
— T:
"For conspicuous
Note
— Effects
of aeroplanegallantry."
propellers and explosions.
38 — "Over the Top Boys," by Berg (50 seconds), until — T: "Oh,
Dimples,
I never
J9 — Theme
ff (45knew."
seconds), until * • • • * END.

Sousa's

New

March

JOHN PHILIP SOUSA has just written a new march, "When
the Boys Come Sailing Home," the lyric of which was written
by his daughter Helen. There is a saucy humor in the song and
the kind of graceful melody which only Lieutenant Sousa knows
how to make popular. There is every assurance that all the bands
in the Fifth Avenue parades will soon be playing it as a stepquickener, and it is likely to become a dangerous rival to the
famous and much-loved "Stars and Stripes Forever."
Harold Flammer, the publisher, has dressed the piano score in
becoming garments of Victory.

Picture

News

" HER P.MISTAKE
"
Levy
I Theme: "Bleeding Hearts" (Andantino Sentimento), by Sol.
| 1 — "Whispering Flowers" (Characteristic), by Blon (55 seconds),
| until — T: " Rose Hale, Evelyn Nesbit."
I 2 — Continue to action (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "Ralph
II Van3 — Cort
on hisWhispers
vacation."
" Forest
" (Characteristic Moderato), by Losey (4
|I minutes
and
50
seconds),
your swell
4— " Dramatic Recitative,"untilby— T:Levy"Who's
(1 minute
and 5friend?"
seconds),
|I until5^——"Hurry"
T: " Mind(Half-Reel
your business."
Hurry),
by
Levy
(55
seconds),
until — S:
I After the fight
I 6 — Continue pp (2 minutes), until — T: "Good-hearted just like."
1 7 — Theme (50 seconds), until — T: "The Van Cort summer home."
| 8 — " Babillage " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Castillo (2 minutes),
| until
T: "Rose,
believing until
herself."
|
9 — —Theme
(35 seconds),
— T: "Ralph's prolonged absence."
I 10 — " Impish Elves " (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (1 minute
| and 35 seconds), until — T: "Within a few weeks."
| 11 — ' Gondoliera " (Melodious Moderato), by Saar (2 minutes and
1 5 seconds), until — T: "The supreme tie of friendship."
I 12 — Theme (3 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: "Ralph has
I 13 — " Valse Moderne," by Rosey (1 minute and 35 seconds), until —
|| Tretu
:14"rned
the poet."
|
— And
"."Melody
" (Moderato), by Friml (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
1 until — T : " Ralph preferred the solitude."
I 15 — Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "That golden
| 16 — "Last Spring" (Dramatic Melody), by Grieg (3 minutes and
1 25 seconds), until — T: " Mr. Hale, your daughter."
= 17 — Continue to action (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "A
later." You Say Good-Bye" (Parting Song), by Levy (1
11 few
"Because
da18y.—"days
II minute
45 seconds),
untileffects.
— T: "And the passing years."
Note —and
Watch
for railroad
1 19 — Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: " Deceitfulness
1 20 — " The Vampire " (Dramatic), by Levy (2 minutes and 55
1| seconds),
until — T:" (Dramatic
" Why didn't
you bring."
Melo4y),
by Drigo (3 minutes and 15
is 21the— ."" Serenade
11 seconds),
until — T: "Her father's forebodings.'
| 22 — Continue pp (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "Reluctantly
I
23 — attends."
" Golden Youth " (Valse Lente), by Rosey (2 minutes and 35
I Rose
I seconds), until — T: "Rose visits Viola."
f 24—" Tragic Theme," by Vely (4 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
I T: "Auntie, get our things."
| 25 — " Lento Allegro " (from Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3
| minutes
and 30Song"
seconds),
until — T: by"Rose
without
of time."
|
26 — >" Love
(Dramatic),
Flegier
(4 loss
minutes
and 20
I seconds), until — T: "Let this be our lesson."
I 27 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "The only tie which keeps."
| 28 — "Baby Sweetheart" (6,8 Allegretto), by Corri (1 minute and
|| 5 29seconds),
— T: "The
bitter Romance),
pangs of." by Borch (2 minutes
— "May until
Dreams"
(Moderato
and 5 seconds), until — T: " Mother here's daddy."
30— Theme (50 seconds), until *****
END.
" SYLVIA ON A SPREE "
(Emmy Wehlen-Metro)
Theme: "Kentucky Dream" (Characteristic Valse Moderato1.
by S. R. Henry and D. Onivas
1— —"Badinage"
until
At Screening. (Capricious Moderato), by Herbert (3 minutes),
2 — " Capricious Annette " (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (2 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: "You know my husband. Judge."
3 — "Kentucky Dream" (Characteristic Valse Moderato), Theme, by
Henry and Onivas (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Hush,
4— "Kathleen" (Valse Lento), by Berg (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
Mademoiselle."
until
T: "At the
Hotel Beethoven
Spendmore."Sonata Pathetique), by Berge (1
5 — —"Rondo"
(Excerpts
minute and 15 seconds), until — S: When dog barks (dog barking).
6 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: " Can't I offer you
7— "Suzanne"
a cup
of tea? " (Allegro Intermezzo), by Rolfe (3 minutes), until —
T: 8—"Mr.
and the other."
" Au Fairpont
Fait " (Allegretto
Con Spirit), by Ewing (2 minutes and
45 seconds), until — T: "Ye gods, a mash note."
9 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Sylvia. I want
Barcarole " (Summer Idyll), by Buse (3 minutes and 30 secyou10 —to "onds),
meet."
until — T: Elves"
" If you're
going toIntermezzo^,
make love."by Borch (3 minutes
11 — "Impish
(Winsome
and12 —30"Petals"
seconds), (Moderato
until — T: "Don't
worry,
will all blow."
Intermezzo), by itRaymond
(2 minutes and
45 13seconds),
until
—
T:
"Then
it's
settled."
— "Sleeping Rose" (Valse Lento), by Borch (2 minutes and 15
seconds),
until — T:" (Half
"They Tone
all do
14 — " Hunkatin
One it."
Step), by Levy (2 minutes and •
45 15seconds),
until
—
T:
"The
stage
is
set for
Sylvia's."
— "Valse Divine" (Valse Moderato).
by Rosey
(2 minutes), unt 1
— T: " Tieer skins and everything."
16
—
"
Patrol
Orientate
"
(Characteristic),
by
Kiefert
(30 seconds),
until — S : When Oriental dancer appears.
17 — "Joy of Youth" (Moderato Intermezzo), by Raymond (2 minand 30 seconds), (Allegro
until — T: Agitato),
" Don't you
dare look
at that." and 15
18 —utes"Turbulence"
by Borch
(3 minutes
seconds), until — S: When boys dress as policemen (glass crash).
19 — "Agitato No. 69" (Allegro Agitato), by Minot (2 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "Young woman. I'm going to let»"
20 — "Dramatic Narrative." by Pement (3 minutes), until — T: "In
the21 —grasp
of the law."
" Scherzetto
" (From Symphonette- Suite), by Berge (2 minutes
"You'll recognize her. she's very."
until — T: until
seconds),
and22 —30Theme
(2
minutes),
—until *****
END. — T: "The following evening cured
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Everything

the Showman

Gmpkte

Jeeds

on CveryJicture

Jlan
Compiled

Pictures

Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown too
early to be included in The Complete Plan Book— readers will
also find under this heading each week the reviews of short features and serial episodes.]
" The Heart of Humanity,"
Phillips
(Jewel — 9 Reels.

with Dorothy

Directed by Allen Holubar)

often asked : " What is a good picture ? "
question
THEPerhaps
bestbeenanswer that could be given, as it applies
the has
to the dramatic sort of subjects, would be, " The one that is
built upon a story of current interest representing life as it is,
and appeals to the deeper emotions." " The Heart of Humanity "
is based on these fundamental principles.
It is true that it is a picture based on a war story; and, as the
war has ended and the necessity for stimulating our will towards
victory has ceased to exist, it can no more, nor can any such
stories, be classed as being of " current interest."
But you cannot judge this production by the ordinary five-reel
war picture standard, for the reason that it has been produced
on so enormous a scale, that it lifts itself bodily out of that class.
Besides, there is another reason why you should judge it differently it
: will give satisfaction commensurate with its magnitude :Firstly, because the human element prevails throughout the
entire length of the story, affecting the emotions, not here and
there, but continuously; secondly, because every situation, every
incident, whether intended to produce artistic, spectacular, thrilling, or whatever other effects, has been put there to promote
the one main object — to stir the emotions and awaken the sympathy; and lastly, because the players, as well as the material
factors, have been handled by the director so masterly, that, had
this drama occurred in life, it would have been enacted no more
realistically.
The first three reels are devoted to describing the serene life of
a picturesque Canadian village. A family of six, consisting of a
mother and five sons ; also the good Father and his niece, betrothed to the eldest son, form the central figures. Content and
happiness reign over the whole village. On the day the couple
is married, war breaks out. All five brothers answer the call to
arms. ' The rest of the story deals with the war in France, and
theTheyoung
there asin a the
Redextreme.
Cross nurse.
war wife's
scenes going
are realistic
In some of the
battles, tanks, flame-throwers, scouting and bombing airplanes,
machine guns, hand grenades, guns of large and small caliber, and
almost every known instrument of destruction is used at the same
time, to back up row after row of men going " over the top " ;
and in the midst of the din of the battle, the whizzing bullets,
and the bursting shells, the sight of each falling hero urging his
next comrade to " carry on ! " causes an electric current to run
through your body. The mimic warfare is so realistic that you
become a participant, rejoicing at every achievement Qf the

Released

Jjodc
by Peter

Milne

in Advance

friendly troops, and suffering in common with them at each temporary setback. Now and then a scene is " cut in," showing the
mother back home bravely bearing the loss of each son, without so much as a tear. Her heroism fills your heart with admiration; and you feel compassion for her loss. Really, the spirit
that has made victory possible dwells in this picture.
There are strong spots in it, but at no time are they gruesome,
hardly a drop of blood being shown. The desired object sought
— to expose German barbarism — has been attained without the
use of any repelling close-up scenes.
The comedy element has not been overlooked. It does not occur very often ; but when it does occur, it is in harmony with the
other elements, causing hearty laughs.
The work of Miss Phillips is sincere and convincing, therefore
it needs special commmendation. So does that of Eric Von Stroheim, who, as the German officer, is extremely realistic. Mrs.
Margaret Mann, as the mother, is splendid. Mr. Stowell is a
very good hero.
On the whole, this production is an achievement, of which any
director should feel proud. — P. S. Harrison.

" Kilauea Volcano "
(Prizma — One Reel — Released Through World)
AN / exhibitor who believes he knows the last word in scenics
and who has not seen this initial release of the Prizma
Natural Color pictures, had better turn over a new leaf and indulge in another thought. That single reeler will cause just about
twice as much comment as a five-reel feature because it introduces a natural color process that is surely an artistic success
whereas the subject chosen to be so photographed is of vast interest in itself. The Kilauea Volcano, known as the Hell Hole
of Hawaii, a huge, bubbling pot of molten lava and flame, ever
seething and ever forming new and weird figures, makes a striking, almost awe-inspiring display when photographed in its natural colors. Jets and spouts of flame are seen intermingled with
the shifting mass of lava.
It is a wonderful sight — this reel — from its opening to its close
and any and all exhibitors would do well to book it and give it
the benefit of advertising. It. is well edited and the titles show
intelligence and occasional bits of humor that make a rare combination.— Peter Milne.
AUTHORS
Recognized photoplay and fiction writers may place their
synopses with our Manuscript Sales Department for subby personal Commission
representation
Southern mission
California.
basis.to the producers of
Unrecognized writers may obtain competent constructiTe advice and help through the Palmer Plan and Advisory Bureau.
Write for our free explanatory booklet,
PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
696 I. W. HeUman B nil dine
Los Angeles, OeJ.
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"FOR
Farnum

FREEDOM"—

Picture Looks

Like Good

Picture

X eu

FOX

Stories Are Scarce

JUDGING from this picture, one comes to the conclusion that there is scarcity of stories, a condition
which is hardly attributable to the producers for its existence. It stands to reason that William
Fox, who is willing to pay a big salary for the star, will not stop short of any expense in securing
the right kind of a story for Mr. Farnum; and, as long as human skill has not developed to the point of
writing new successes each time, you have to accept the occasional weak ones as they come.
"For Freedom" does not come up to the standard of Mr. Farnum's late contributions. Although
he is given the human part, his sacrifice to save others is beyond logic. It is improbable that, however
good at heart a person may be, he will go to such extremes in real life, as does the hero of this story; but
the star's real, not imaginary, winning personality, will help, I am sure, to pull it over, especially among
the Farnum fans. They will be willing to excuse the inconsistencies, as long as he is the hero, and as
long as he does no small trick to deprive him of their sympathy. The patriotic element will also help a
great deal.
In view of the perfection of the studio-made battle scenes, a little better care should have been exercised in staging the trench fighting in the last two reels. Weak ones cannot escape the searching eye of the
present day spectator, because there are too many good ones produced nowadays, with which to compare
them.
The picture is clean. — Length, 6 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE STORY
THE CAST
Robert Wayne
William Farnum
Robert Wayne is a highly honored citizen of a
Herbert Osborne
C. Albertson
small, yet rich, manufacturing town. His sister,
Mary Fenton
Ruby De Remer
Edith, is the wife of Herbert Osborne, one of the
Edith Osborne
Anna Lehr
principal
stockholders in a company which a big
Howard Stratton
Herbert Frank
trust is attempting to buy out. Stratton, a representative of the trust, appears in the town in
"Bull"
Harris
G.
Raymond
Nye
The Weazel
John Slaven
an attempt to put the deal through. He sees that
David Sterling
Marc Robbins
it
is
useless
to attempt to work through Osborne
Story by E. Lloyd Sheldon and Florence
so he lays his plan through Edith. The day
Margolies.
before
the
stockholders
are to vote, Osborne is
Staged by Frank Lloyd.
called away. He leaves his proxy in the power
Photographed by Billy Foster.
of Wayne. Stratton lures Edith to an inn some
distance from the town, then leaves her and
ADVERTISING AIDS
notifies Wayne of her predicament over the
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
'phone.theWayne
hastens
rescue the
her company
and so
misses
meeting.
As to
a result,
six-sheet ; one twenty-four-sheet.
passes into the hands of the trust.
LOBBY
DISPLAY : — Ten 8x10 black and
white; ten 11 x 14 black and white; three 22 x 28
Stratton has warned Edith not to talk, threatcolored.
ening her with production of her letters to him.
Wayne goes to get these letters in the city and,
SCENE CUTS: — Seven two-column; four onecolumn. These are a wide variety of dramatic
in the struggle with Stratton, the black-mailer
scenes from the picture, any one of which is is killed. Keeping his silence and assuming
suitable for reproduction in newspaper or another name, Wayne goes to prison. When the
war breaks out he asks for parole with the stipuprogram.
lation that he will enlist. Previous to his departure
ADVERTISING CUTS:— Five two-column; four
[or Europe he meets Mary Fenton, a Red Cross
one-column. These cuts are generally designed
worker, and falls in love. At the front, Wayne
with the idea of omitting the war atmosphere.
acquitsrade ishimself
in rescuing
The note of self-sacrifice is the dominating one
himself heroically,
so severelyandwounded
that a hecom-is
in the majority.
invalided home.
He attends a reception given at the Fenton
AD TALK
in celebration
of Germany's
He
Originality of plot, excellent treatment and home
proposes
to Mary and
she accepts,surrender.
but the first
acting of an unusually high quality are elements
person who
to hear
the
news
is
David
Sterling,
Mary's
which the picturegoer has in store for him in uncle,
granted Wayne his parole. He objects.
" For Freedom,"
a featureon
in which William
Edith refuses to allow her brother to sacrifice
presents
William Farnum
of Fox
himself further in her behalf and confesses all,
week at the
theatre. In " For Free- thus exonerating him.
dom " the authors, E. Lloyd Sheldon and Flodence
Margolies, intook
for totheir
theme Antheinteresting
convict's
viewpoint
regard
the war.
slant on the world struggle, to be sure. Should
SUGGESTIONS
a man, convicted of a crime under the laws of
If desired, you can advertise this as a drama
his state, be allowed to fight under the colors on
the field of battle? Or should he be kept idle in
a man's
sacrifice
sister'sof sake,
or as ina
picture
which
raises forthehisstatus
a convict
prison? This is the predicament which faces of
war
time.
While,
if
the
first
course
is
followed,
Robert inWayne
in authors
" For Freedom,"
and their
the you will run no danger of losing patronage that
manner
which the
have developed
might fight clear of war stuff, it is quite apstory around him makes a photoplay of absorbparent that the latter angle is the most original.
ing quality.
It is hardly necessary to add that William
So far as we can recall, there have been no pictures taking up the spirit of patriotism from this
Farnum makes of this role one of the biggest
and strongest of his wonderful career before the slant. Its originality, therefore, is a thing that
will stand out if you properly advertise it. With
camera. As may readily be seen, the part makes
for big emotional opportunities and these the war as a background, any story can get over,
actor grasps with all the varied ability that is providing that story is human, and if you bring
out this convict idea with respect to the war you
at his command. His characterization develops
into one which compares favorably with his Jean will doubtless attract considerable attention. The
catch lines have been written for you with this
Valjean in the picturization of Victor Hugo's
idea in view. Get all the punch into your adverfamous "sembledLes
Miserables."
And
Mr.
Fox
asatruly fine supporting cast for the star.
tising that is possible and you will be able to get
considerable by working Farnum up in this role.
Included in it are two well-known leading women,
Farnum, it is unnecessary to add, is a fine
Ruby De
Remer
and
Anna
Lehr,
while
G.
Raymond Nye, Marc Robbins, Herbert Frank, C. attraction in himself. You also have Ruby De
Albertson and John Slaven take other important
Remer and Anna Lehr, two well-known leading
parts.
in theFrank
supporting
Don'twho
neglect
them. And
Lloyd, cast.
a director
has
The film was produced under the direction of women,
Frank Lloyd, a guarantee of its sure dramatic
many big successes to his credit, should be mentioned in all billing.
quality and faithful realism as to all details.

CATCH LINES
A film which raises the question as to a convict's his
status incountry
time ofonwar.
be allowed
to serve
the Should
field of hehonor?
Robert Wayne served a prison term for a crime
committed
his sister's honor.
war came inhedefense
asked ofopportunity
to serveWhen
his
country! A convict on the field of honor!
part
of William
Robert Farnum's
Wayne, a characterization
man convicted ofof themurder
but paroled that he might fight for his country,
ranks with his always-remembered Jean Valjean
in " Les Miserables."
He was a war hero — but an ex-convict! Did
this make any difference to Mary Fenton, who
loved him? Was her love for a cross of honor
man to be dimmed because of his term behind
prison William
bars? Farnum
See " For
which
is atFreedom
his best." — a play in
William Farnum supported by two noted leading women — Ruby De Remer and Anna Lehr —
"notForafford
Freedom
" is a dramatic photoplay you can
to miss.

William

Farnum,

star of " For Freedom "
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"VIRTUOUS

WIVES"—

Lavish Production

Marks

FIRST

Anita Stewart's Return

NATIONAL
to Screen

TO

say that the audience that greeted Anita Stewart's return to the screen Dec. 29 at the
Strand enjoyed " Virtuous Wives " would be putting the facts mildly. From the very introduction, an introduction in the way of a scene between Father Time and a baby who talks of the
career before her as a sophisticated debutante might, it was well entertained and well rewarded for its
collective struggle for seats. This introduction which causes a laugh and creates an eager interest for
what is to follow, exemplifies the interesting manner in which George Loane Tucker has treated Owen
Johnson's story from beginning to end.
It is a story of sophisticated society, a society that persists in skating over the thinnest ice. And
while Mr. Johnson's plot is too fluffy to be worth much in a dramatic way, under the hand of Mr. Tucker,
the peregrinations of Amy Forrester in society take on a fascination that holds the interest admirably well.
The film has been lavishly produced, revealing a combined sense of artistry and extravaganza that
is always enjoyable. Miss Stewart is delightful to look upon and measures up to requirements in the
leading role, Avhile Conway Tearle, Mrs. De Wolf Hopper and Edwin Arden give superlative support. —
Peter Milne.
THE CAST
Adapted
fromthe Owen
Johnson'sMagazine
great —serial
titletheis,best
without
one
the picture's
best, if not
that exception,
has ever been
which
ran in
Cosmopolitan
pre- of The
Amy Forrester
Anita Stewart
pared for the screen and directed by George
Andrew Forrester (Her Husband) . Conway Tearle
placed
on
a
film.
Loane Tucker, one of the foremost directors of
The story ran for ten months in the CosmoIrma Delabarre Mrs. DeWolf Hopper
the day — it is a picture in which a sense of
Magazine. one of the best known writers
Maurice Delabarre (Her Husband) .. Edwin Arden
artistry
and
a
sense
of
extravaganza
constantly
Owen politan
Johnson,
Monte Bracken
William Boyd
vie for first honors.
of the day, is its author.
Mrs. Teake, Sr
Virginia Norden
George Loane Tucker, one of , the best known
Mrs. Teake, Jr
Katharine Lewis
directors of the day, adapted and directed it.
The story of two women who had too much
Jap Laracy
Captain Mortimer
Such well-known celebrities as Conway Tearle,
money — a near tragedy awoke each to a real sense
Tubby Vandergrift
Harold Gwynn
Mrs. De Wolf Hopper. Edwin Arden and William
of love and honor — a sense of what a real home
Kitty Lightbody
Gwen Williams
meant.
Miss Rushin
Lucille Clayton
Boyd
in Miss
Stewart's
support.
The appear
production
is as
lavish as
any ever seen
By Owen Johnson.
on the screen in a subject of this sort.
THE STORY
Scenario by George Loane Tucker.
The
story,
dealing
with
high
society,
presents
Amy Forrester, who has been one of the lead- a fascinating phase of it.
Directed by George Loane Tucker.
Produced by Louis B. Mayer.
ing debutantes, is the wife of Andrew Forrester,
First
National
has
supplied
the
exhibitor
with
a man who, for twenty years, has known little an excellent press sheet and excellent advertisbut hard work. They have settled in a modest
AD TALK
ing
material
for
all
branches
of
exploitation.
apartment of fourteen rooms and three baths and
Get hold (Continued
of it. And onthenpage
go the
The attraction for the week of
at Andrew sees near the time when he can devote
305) limit!
the
theatre is considered something of more attention to the wife he loves. But enter
an event in photodramatic history. It is called
the Delabarres who alter the face of the situation slightly. Maurice Delabarre is a steel
" Virtuous Wives " and many patrons will remember it aslifeOwen
famous
serial story
anxious
absorb
companyof
society
whichJohnson's
ran in the
Cosmopolitan
Mag-of magnate,
and
bring
him intoto his
own Forrester's
firm at a salary
azine only a short while ago. The film is notable fifty thousand
a year. Andrew is inclined to rest
for this story it possesses alone, but when one
content with his twenty-five thousand yearly income so Maurice hits through Amy. He invites
stops toto consider
Anitaof Stewart's
return
the screenthat
\ afterit marks
an absence
nearly a the Forresters to spend file week-end at his
year, the full importance of the picture may
country
which, if it were in the old world,
readily be grasped. Miss Stewart, the heroine of would beestate
called a castle.
so many successful Vitagraph pictures of the past,
Mrs.
Irma
Delabarre
is a woman who delights
returns to screendom as a First National star —
in flirting with the type of man usually referred to
a colleague of Charlie Chaplin, it might be as a "lounge lizard." But Andrew looks upon
added, in order to establish the importance and
her as a model of feminine perfection. As a
standing of the name of First National.
consequence
he decides
offer
become toa accept
social Delabarre's
factor of equal
In " wife
Virtuous
" she
has during
the rolean ofen-a that Amy may
young
who Wives
occupies
herself
importance to Irma. But to accept the offer he
forced period of separation from her husband by is obliged to go West and spend a year in the
flirting with the various men who surround her mines.
And while he is away Amy follows Irma's
as so many satellites. It is merely innocent, " vir- footsteps and takes up the practice of being a
t
u
o
u
s
"
flirting,
as
Irma
Delabarre,
her
model
and
"
virtuous
wife can
" ; that
is, flirting
pattern, takes particular, pains to tell her. No men as she
without
taking with
any as
of many
them
harm will come of it. But some harm does come.
seriously.
She
incurs
Irma's
jealousy
because
she
And it comes chiefly because the husband in the steals her pet, Monte Bracken, and, notified,
case happens to be a sane, hard-headed man. We
Andrew returns post haste to denounce his wife.
are not going to attempt to tell this fascinating
He finds her considerably changed, a butterstory in detail. It is told so well on the screen
fly, content to bask in the adoration of many,
that
we
feel
certain
none
of
our
patrons
will
miss
almost
to the exclusion of accepting the sincere
the chance to see it.
love he offers. Andrew discovers the true
Miss Stewart appears radiant in the principal
character of Irma and also wakes up to the fact
role and is supported excellently by Conway
he hasn't paid
sufficient
to histowife.
He announces
to her
that heattention
will return
the
Tearle, Mrs. DeWolf Hopper, Edwin Arden and that
William Boyd. The film was given an excepWest in an hour and that if she will she may go
tionally
lavish
production
by
George
Loane
with
him.
But
unforeseen
events
interfere.
The
-Amys terror was genuineTucker.
Delabarres'
in a swiftly
motor boat
<£§J lierhusband had just entered.
control. As boyhe climbs
is carried
over and
the loses
lake
Amy hears his cries and goes in her craft to his
CATCH LINES
rescue. The boy is obliged to jump into the
water to save himself and is rescued by Amy.
Marking Miss Stewart's return to the screen —
a production lavish and startling in every detail —
N ear death'sof door,
results between
in the
reformation
Irma his
and condition
a reconciliation
the story of a society that delights in skating her
Anita
and her husband.
Stewar
over
the
thinnest
ice
—
it's
THE
story
of
the
year
In Owen Johnsons two million edition t
— don't miss it.
And soon afterwards Amy arrives in the West,
determined that she shall again rest in the arms
What is virtue in a wife? Amy Forrester and of a real man — her husband.
,t story oJ married life in Nev'&fc Society
Irma Delabarre thought they had found it. But
it took something bigger than they expected to
SUGGESTIONS
bring them to a real sense of honest virtue.
To enumerate the advertising possibilities conAnita Stewart is charming in the role of the
tained in this feature would require considerable
young wife who lets the adoration of many take things
space
— : more than allowed here. Remember these
Virtuous Mves"
the place of the love of one — her support is
brilliant from first to last, including, as it does,
It
is
Anita
Stewart's
first
picture
in
a
year
Conway Tearle,
and
return.that she has a large following waiting her
Three-sheet poster
Arden and WilliamMrs.
Boyd.DeWolf Hopper, Edwin
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Picture

News

SELECT

All Things Unite to Make This an Alice Brady Triumph
BRADY has appeared in many pictures modeled as a setting for her emotional acting, but

it remains for " In the Hollow of Her Hand " to establish a mark that for sheer suitability and
highly dramatic and sustained action, stands considerably above that reached by all previous pictures. And this is due to the facts that as well as being an ideal vehicle for the star it is a drama treated
with the utmost skill from all angles.
The George Barr McCutcheon story, which forms the basis of the action, was handled with a degree
of sure dramatic perspective and refreshing originality by Charles Maigne, who arranged and directed
the picture. He starts off with a situation that immediately arouses curiosity and with each successive
development of the story he has deepened and broadened this curiosity, so that when the body of the action is reached, the interest is at its utmost height.
A reading of the synopsis will show the novel angle from which the story has been treated. Of the
cast, much of praise can be said. Miss Brady's performance is highly sustained and always effective.
Myrtle Stedman gives a characterization that is sure and telling. Percy Marmont is a hero of a vastly interesting and " different " type. The settings are superb and show some artistic shots, while Leo Rossi's
camera work has much to commend it. — Length, 5 reels. — Peter Milne.
that she marry him or stand to be exposed in
THE STORY
THE CAST
her affair with Wrandall. .But a detective
Sara
Wrandall
is
summoned
to
a
road
house
Hetty Castleton
Alice Brady
employed by the senior Wrandall saves Sara the
some distance from the city to identify the body
trouble. He believes he has found the woman
Sara Wrandall
Myrtle Stedman
of her dead husband. The summons comes as a who
Mrs. Wrandall
Mrs. Louise Clark
committed the murder. He believes she is
great
shock
to
her
and
so
too
does
the
news
she
Leslie Wrandall
A. J. Herbert
Sara. Hetty, however, tells the truth and her
own story of the manner in which Wrandall led
hears
regarding
late Mr.the Wrandall's
Mr. Wrandall, Sr
Harold Entwistle
It appears
that hetheentered
place with escapade.
a woman
her to believe he was unmarried. The Wrandall
Brandon Booth
Percy Marmont
and that later he had been found dead and the
family are shocked but believe Hetty in the right.
By George Barr McCutcheon.
woman gone. Sara starts back to the city in They
leave Sara alone while Hetty finds comfort
Scenario by Charles Maigne.
her car and while crossing a bridge notices
and
love in the arms of Brandon Booth.
Directed by Charles Maigne.
another
woman,
her
clothes
torn,
her
hair
disPhotographed by Leo Rossi.
arranged, her eyes wild. Intuitively she knows
SUGGESTIONS
that she is the other woman. She takes her in
her
machine
and drives her back to the city. She
CATCH LINES
Are
you
getting
benefit of Alice Brady's
that she is Hetty Castleton, a woman of great stage success,the" For
Ever
After?weeks
" This
Hetty Castleton was employed merely as a learns
play
has
run
in
New
York
for many
and
English
birth.
Sara
invites
her
to
make
her
was her home with her and Hetty accepts, even knowing
— itlove
Wrandall
is
of
the
type
that
attracts
the
visitor.
There
bylifeSara
of torevenge
pawn
came
of a man — but
the
ruin
mission
that
Sara
was
the
wife
of
Wrandall.
may
be
those
from
your
town
who
have
seen
her
and found a better way.
in this piece. Try carrying a line to the effect
Wrandall had come from a family of prudes
that
she
is
starring
in
this
play
in
New
York.
and Sara plans a bitter revenge. She succeeds
A story of the enternal triangle with a different
The results may not be measured perceptibly at
in throwing Hetty and young Leslie Wrandall
twist — it will make you sit tight through its sheer much
the box office, but at least you will have the
other'sbutcompany.
man
dramatic force and its startling developments.
satisfaction of lending dignity to your advertising
becomesin each
infatuated
his love The
is notyoung
returned.
by
so doing.
It
is
Brandon
Booth,
an
artist,
whom
she
loves.
Prepared for the screen and directed by Charles
Booth is a man who instinctively understands and
With the case of " In the Hollow of Her
Maigne, one of the leading artists of the day.
his admiration and love for her know no bounds.
Hand " you have a sfong, intense dramatic story
to play up (Continued
to the limit.
has 301)
been originally
on Itpage
Alice Brady has had many an emotional role Much to Sara's chagrin Hetty turns Leslie down.
but she has never appeared to such advantage as Her temper getting the better of her she insists
in
" In the Hollow
McCutcheon
story. of Her Hand," a George Barr
Sara Wrandall held Hetty Castleton in the
Hollow of Her Hand until Hetty saw that her
silence meant tragedy — then she spoke and her
words startled and thrilled.
AD TALK
of Her Hand," a Select picHollow
" Inturethe
starring Alice Brady, will be the piece de
on
bill was
theatre's
resistance ofoftheweek. This
production
popular George Barr
made from a story by the version
of the eternal
McCutcheon and presents a
treatoriginal
is, to say theandleast,
thatAs scenarioized
triangle ment.
by inCharles
directed
story
the
director,
new
Brady's
Miss
Maigne,
takes on a sure dramatic quality, a sustaining
Mr.
force that the spectator will find irresistible.
no conventionalis
who follows His
is a directorproduction.
Maigne of
product
picture
school
of treatoriginality
always marked
the
to derive
inborn ability
ment. He has bytherefreshing
and " In the
all sorts " ofhe material
most from
surpassed all
quite
has
Hand
Her
of
Hollow
former efforts.
toability is directed
Miss Brady'sendsemotional
of the
indeed in her portrayal English
ward worthy
the young
character of Hetty Castleton,
woman who, finding herself the innocent victim
Nor is her supportof a man's deceit, kills him.
Stedman
ing cast of any mean ability. Myrtle
role as the wife of the murhas anderedimportant
man who introduces Hetty into his itfamily
with the hope of revenge and she handles with
the skill of the trained artist that she is.thePercy
man
Booth,
Marmont as the artist, Brandon
Hetty, creates another
who understands and loves characters
which
with
one of this easy, pleasing
picturegoers are so familiar.
of handsome
The picture is laid in a variety both
interiors
and pretty settings, this applying icto work
of Leo
and exteriors. The photograph
Rossi is to be referred to only in words of the
highest praise.

Two-Column Scene Cut
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"WHEN

WILLIAM

A

1

MAN

RIDES

ALONE"—

AMERICAN

A Rapid Action Western for William Russell's Latest
RUSSELL has never been seen in an offering in which the action is so rapid as it is in

" When a Man Rides Alone."
The first thing that attracts your attention is the magnificent
rugged country that forms the background of the opening scene, which, with the picturesque
hills and the lofty mountains in the distance, form a sight that is extremely enchanting.
It actually looks
like painting, adding no little to the entertaining values.
Throughout the entire length of the photoplay,
the same artistic taste is shown in the selection of the locations.
The story deals with Mexican outlaws and Texas Rangers, in which a love affair between the hero,
the Chief of the Rangers, and a Spanish senorita, the proud daughter of proud ancestors, is logically interwoven. The humanitarian motives of the Americans, even when dealing with Mexican brigands, are
adequately depicted, thus winning your sympathy for the hero and eventually for the heroine.
With a little more care on the editing a one hundred per cent picture would have been the result.
The nature of the theme, of course, presupposes plenty of shooting and some killings, therefore, it is
better suitable for those audiences that like the Western type of photoplays. — Released through Pathe,
Jan. 19. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
William Sykes, "Captain Bonfire "..Wm. Russell
"The
Vulture"
Carl Warrenton
Stockdale
Guadalupe
Moreno
Lule
By Stephen Fox.
Directed by Henry King.
Produced by American.
Released by Pathe.
CATCH LINES
William Russell in the western photoplay
dealing with the Texas Rangers and their enemies. A magnificently strong story by Stephen
Fox — a writer who has given of his best to the
screen.
The bandits posed as Mexican gentlemen before an old gentleman of the range. He fought
with them against the gallant Texas Rangers
until he discovered the truth. Then he turned
into the right path and threw all his weight in
the scales on the side of Justice.
See William Russell as William Sykes, chief
of the Texas Rangers — his greatest outdoor role —
a part in which he appears to singular advantage
—actor
a real
part —with
a part
couldfighting
undertake
such which
success.no other
AD TALK
Williaim Russell will be seen as the star of
" Whenture which
a Man
Alone,"
will Rides
hold the
place theof American
honor on feathe
theatre's bill on
of
week.
is Mr. Russell's
done forThis
the American
company, latest
and, asphotoplay
advance
reports indicate, it is a western picture of a far
from ordinary character. The men in this story,
the Rangers of Texas, of which WiUi am Sykes
(William Russell) is their chief, are men who
lead the most obscure of lives along the ranges,
through the forest reservations of the west and
on the border lines between the United States
and Mexico. The daily routine in their lives
consists of adventures that would make startling
reading if ever published, but so remote are they
from all forces of civilization that seldom do)
any printed
of theirpage.
exploits reach the public through
the
Stephen Fox, author of " When a Man Rides
Alone," has taken one of these " daily routhe life
a Texas ofRanger
and has
writtentines " inaround
it aofphotoplay
a quality
puts the great majority of western pictures that
well
in the shade. The adventures of William Sykes,
who is obliged to fight a band of outlaws who
have convinced a respectable Mexican gentleman
and his daughter that they are law abiding citizens form the nucleus of the action. A mere
outline, however, cannot do justice to Mr.
Fox's
complete work. It must be seen to be
appreciated.
Mr. Russell appears to splendid advantage as
Sy kes, and his supporting cast, recruited from
the best in the ranks of the American stock comton. pany, includes Carl Stockdale and Lule Warren-

THE STORY
William
Sykes,
known isasassigned
" Captain
Bonfire
of the Texas Rangers,
to the
duty"
of guarding a mule-back shipment of high grade
ore and becomes involved in a fearful mixup
with a band of outlaws. They waylay the shipment Indian fashion and the Rangers are nearly
put out of the running altogether. Sykes himself is sore pressed, but with his few remaining
followers gives pursuit of the bandits.
The robbers take refuge at the hacienda of an
old gentleman Mexican ranger of proud Spanish ancestry. He opens his doors to them on
hearing their story that they are pursued by enemies of the commonwealth of Mexico. Thus,
posing as peaceful miners and ranchers, they
gain the freedom of his home.
Later the marauders sally forth from the ranch
to do battle with the Rangers. They invite the
Mexican gentleman and his daughter to hold
their enemies at bay while they escape to a wild
mountain region, known only to them. The Mexican is successful in keeping the Rangers off
until the others have escaped, but soon after he
discovers his mistake when he meets William
Sykes.
The daughter, who had previously attempted
to kill him and who had become almost hysterical in protecting those whom she believed to be
her true countrymen, sees the worth of the man
she had fought, and all her hate turns into admiration, respect and love for him.
As a consequence the Mexican gentleman and
his daughter ally themselves with the Rangers,
and before the story has ended Sykes and hi^
followers have succeeded in bringing the bandits
to justice, chief among them their leader, known
as " The Vulture."
SUGGESTIONS
It is to be hoped that the exhibitor is cashing
in on the William Russell personality and the
high class brand of pictures that the American
company is releasing with him as the star. Boxoffice reports generally indicate that he is ever
rising in the popularity of the public, in some
localities even outdrawing other much more
highly publicized stars. If this is the case in
certain localities it is certain that he has th4
" goods an
" and
that,lucrative
if properly
exploited,for heexhibwill
become
equally
proposition
itors in other parts of the country.
Recently Mr. Russell has been confining his efforts to comedy and in this line of production he
has gained an even greater reputation. In
" Whenverts to the
a Man
however,
rewesternRides
typeAlone,"
of photoplay
and he
scores
a distinct success.
In advertising this picture bring out the fact
that the star plays the role of a Texas Ranger,
a character always attractive and appealing with
the great majority of photoplay patrons. Play
up the attractiveness of the settings, dwell on
the fact that the action is out-of-doors from first
to last and that the bigness of the play is noH
limited to the four walls of any confining building. Get thisitsimpression
of the
bigness,
its strength,
artistry and
its picture's
unusualness
into
your advertising copy. And this you can very
well do, particularly when the title is considered,

a title which creates an atmosphere of bigness all
of its own.
Ta suggest the story, or an incident of it, is
always a good plan. Try it on this picture too.
vertising.
It is one which lends itself to this sort of adADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER:
six-sheet.— One one-sheet; one three-sheet; one
LOBBY
sceneonestillsin
and titleDISPLAY
card. 22:—x Eight
28 of 11x14
scene and
same size of star.
CUTS: — There are one-column and thumb-nail
cuts tureofas onWilliam
RussellRussell
provided
on thisThese
picall William
releases.
are suitable for use either in dressing advertisements or for text columns of newspapers
or for program announcements.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
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PARA-

Here's Good Example of " Better Story " We Hear About
IN the midst of all the red hot arguments and the endless discussions about how to get better stories,
and consequently better pictures, it would be well for us to turn our eyes to such offerings as this
one. Perhaps we could get some lessons from it. It is not always the big, complicated story that
makes the best picture; the simple one, that which has been taken from real life — its better side, has furnished many a good one.. There is plenty of material there.
"The Way of a Man With a Maid" is a simple but human story, presented in a human way. It
is about a young clerk working for twenty-one dollars a week. He is in love with a girl, but his small
salary can't go far. His desire to have her, however, gives him determination to conquer all obstacles.
His pluck wins him the position of a manager, eventually marrying the girl.
There is plenty of clean, wholesome comedy all the way through the picture; not the kind that will
make you roar from laughter, but the kind that penetrates all the way through. You can't help loving
the characters, because they are just human. There is not one incident, not one of the humorous situations that could not or have not happened in real life.
A pleasing feature is also the fact that the hero and the heroine are lovers no older than to be real
and natural.
On the whole, it is a delightful
THE CAST
Arthur McArney, a Shipping Clerk
Bryant Washburn
Elsa Owenson, a Stenographer. . .Wanda Hawley
Bick
Olsen,
Arthur's
Friend
Fred Goodwins
Hallett, an Office Manager Clarence
Geldart
Sankey, a Broker
Jay Dwiggins
Gladys
Bessie Eyton
Bill
Billy Elmer
Elsa's
Father
James Neill
By Ida
M. Evans.
Scenario by Edith M. Kennedy.
Directed by Donald Crisp.
SUGGESTIONS
Play
this
as
the
comedy woman,
it is andWanda
don't Hawley.
neglect
your star nor his leading
Anything that will suggest the romance of the
young man who endeavors to set a fast pace on
his small character, will suffice to build advertising around. In this character lies your appeal.
As it is altogether human and as the author has
treated her man in a logical, convincing and
appealing
you have considerable material
with
which way
to work.
The story is taken from the Saturday Evening
Post and while this fact alone does not suffice
for any great spread of advertising, you might
arrange some original copy by securing an issue
of the paper in which the story appeared, using
this as a background for your ad copy.
AD TALK
Comedy of a superlative order will be offered
in
" Theto Way
Mantheatre
with aon Maid," which
comes
the of
week,
with Bryant Washburn as theof
star. Yes, this is one of those good old-fashioned
comedies in which romance and humoa are delightfully intermingled. You who have been
crying for pictures of this sort, you who have
been kicking about the superfluity of war pictures
and of spy pictures and of pictures which deal
with life so all-fired, gosh-dinged seriously, take
heed. For you " The Way of a Man with a
Maidput" was
Hereandyouto have
chance—
to
aside made.
dull care
laughyour
outright
the German spy is relegated to his niche in the
deep and dark recess of some dungeon where he
most assuredly belongs.
As for Bryant Washburn, you have already
met
him through
recent "Skinner
The Gypsy
Trail by"
and through
those hisdelightful
pictures
which he achieved his present fame and popularity. In " as
The a Way
a Mandraws
with down
a Maidthe"
he appears
clerkof who
princely sum of twenty and one dollars per each
and every seven days. A fair salary for a start,
to be sure, but not so very fair when its possessor insists on taking ten-dollar taxi rides and
more or less expensive dances and supper parties
with a pretty and blonde stenographer! Just how
this young clerk manages to increase his income
until he is able to steal the blonde lady away
from a fat broker who admires her greatly, makes
vastly interesting and funny entertainment.
And when we tell you that Wanda Hawley is
the
stenographer,
how much more entertaining the
outlook
is !

offering. — Released Dec. 29. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
ADVERTISING AIDS
THE STORY
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
Arthur McArney is a shipping clerk receiving
six-sheet; one rotogravure one-sheet. With the
the handsome salary of twenty-one dollars a week.
exception of one of the ones, which is a straight
Arthur would like very much to be a man-aboutportrait of the star, all paper tends to bring out
town but he finds it rather a hard proposition
light
character of production.
when the content of his weekly pay envelope
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 8x10 black and
comes into view. One night, however, he prowhite;
eight 11x14 sepia; one 22 x 28 sepia;
ceeds to step out with Olsen, a friend from a
and 8x10 photos of star.
rival firm. While out, which is in the Purple
AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five
Gondola restaurant, he meets Elsa Owenson, a CUTS
one-column; three two-column; two threebeautiful blonde stenographer and he is smitten
column. Cuts also accentuate light character
right at the start. Elsa is profusely courted by
of production.
Sankey, a fat and wealthy broker. But on this STOCK
CUTS AND MATS OF STAR:— Five
particular night Arthur wins out and takes Elsa
one-column ; three two-column ; two threehome. The taxi fare is a matter of ten dollars
column.
and considering that Arthur only has four and ADVERTISING
LAYOUTS (MATS):— The
a watch the chauffeur must needs be satisfied.
one, two and three-column advertising layouts
But thereafter Arthur has trouble in being a
available
on
all
Paramount pictures may be
rival with Sankey. The night life sets a pace that
secured on this production. The pictures and
is too great for him. And furthermore his job
arguments
designate the comedy character of the easily
production.
demands
and 'a little
night work
and then,attention
which seriously
interferes
with now
his
pleasure. Then one day Sankey calls him a SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
" three-dollar-a-week clerk with run down heels."
While dancing, Arthur glances in the mirror and
sees
run-down
doesn'tthehavethreeto
feel inhis his
pocket heels.
to makeAndsurehe about
dollars. As a consequence he mortgages himself
for
two hundred
of salary
a complete
new dollars'
outfit. worth
The first
night and
he buys
goes
to put it on he is called to work by his boss.
But that very night he receives a promotion in
position and in salary — a nice new salary of four
thousand
year — soSankey
later that
he goes
to isthecrooked
party,
finds
Elsa, a informs
his tie
and escorts his wife-to-be home in a ten-dollar
taxi ride that he can pay for.
CATCH LINES
The way of this particular man with this particular maid was summed up in his effort to lead
a five-thousand-a-year life on a twenty-one-dollara-week salary! Rather hard lines but he managed
it and came through with colors flying at the
finish.
Mr. Young Man, have you ever been caught
with a ten-dollar tax bill staring you in the face
and only three dollars hiding in your pocket?
Probably
have.
We've allThebeentrouble
hall-room
boys
at oneyoutime
or another.
with
Arthur McArney was that this was his perpetual
state of affairs. See " The Way of a Man with
a Maidaround
" andin enjoy
been
a long the
time.best comedy that has
Bryant Washburn as the young clerk who atto be a Wanda
banker's Hawley
rival onas twenty-one
dollars atemptsweek!
the young
lady who causes this bold step. Could there be
a more delightful combination? And need we tell
you what becomes of the banker?
The banker said that his heels were run down.
Arthur bought a new pair of shoes and then told
the
banker
lauched
last.that his tie wasn't straight. And he

Jesse L. Lasky
|$if youVe got the price '
-*
IN
Bryant pr
Washburn
esents '
'The Way Of A Man

d"
With A Mai
CJ\w2moitntC£>ictw&
^ One-column
ad cut
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COUNTRY"—

A Good

TRIANGLE

Idea, But an Ordinary Picture

principal thing this picture does is to bring the hero to a tight situation. He has to decide between loyalty to his country or to his German wife, who is a spy.
Although his wife loves him sincerely, she does the bidding of the German spies under penalty of
exposure. Eventually the husband finds her out, but, being under moral obligation to her, because her
influence had pulled him out of the low level he had sunk by drink, he is at a loss what to do; but she
puts him out of the difficulty by drinking poison. He thus becomes free to marry the heroine, the girl he
sincerely loves.
As a quality, this is just an average program picture. The nucleus of the story is substantial, but its
development into a plot is weak. Non-critical audiences, perhaps, will derive a great deal of enjoyment
out of it; the critical ones, on the contrary, may be inclined to pick it to pieces. — Released Dec. 29. —
Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE

THE CAST
Dale Barker
Harry Mestayer
Dr. Meyer Stahl
Jack Richardson
Gretchen Barker
Gretchen Lederer
Sylvia Hamilton
Gloria Swanson
Jack Holiday
Charles West
By Harry Mestayer.
Directed by E. Mason Hopper.
Photographed by Clyde R. Cook.
CATCH LINES
In which a man struggles to decide between
duty to his country and a gratitude and sympathy for the woman who caused his regeneration— a story of absorbing quality.
Harry Mestayer, the popular stage and screen
star, seen in the leading role, is also author of
" Wife or Country."
An all-star cast of Triangle players, including
Harryson andMestayer,
Gretchen Gloria
Lederer.Swanson, Jack RichardWhen it came to choosing between wife and
country. Dale Barker was torn by a tumult of
emotions — should he turn the woman who made a
man of him over to the government authorities
because she was an enemy agent? Happily a
kindly Fate intervened and made its own decitheatre. sion. See this absorbing drama at the
In which a man struggles between patriotism
and love. Which triumphed? You know when
we tell you the man was an American. But see
" Wife
" — a spy play with something
big
backor ofCountry
it.
AD TALK
The predicament that faced Dale Barker was
just this: His wife, Gretchen, had been proven a
member of a band of German spies, operating to
undermine the efficiency of the United States
Government. Clearly his duty to his country demanded that he turn her over to the authorities.
But something withheld him from taking this
course. It was not love. Dale did not love
Gretchen. In fact he never had loved her in all
his married life with her. He had taken her as
his wife out of a sense of sympathy and gratitude, for it had been she who literally lifted him
up from the gutter where drink had brought him.
So on the one side urged patriotism; on the other
ademanded
mingled its
feeling
shareofofgratitude
attention. and sympathy that
How Dale Barker was relieved of making this
decision by an unseen series of circumstances is
graphically depicted in the latest Triangle play,
" Wife or
which comesweek
to the
theatre
onCountry," of
for a run of
;
days.
This
struggle
conflicting
emotions makes a drama of admirableof quality,
one
which makes
the
ordinary
spy
play
melt
into comparative insignificance.
Special interest is attached to " Wife or Country " because
of thestar,
appearance
of leading
Harry Mestayer, the Broadway
both in the
male
part and as author of the story. Gretchen Lederer, Gloria Swanson, Jack Richardson and
Charlesplayer
West well
are interpreting
seen in Mr. the
Mestayer's
support,
each
role offered
his
respective talents by the author, and star. The
picture was directed by E. Mason Hopper.

THE STORY
Gretchen Barker, wife of Dale Barker, an attorney, has become enmeshed with German
spies in the United States through circumstances
not in her power to prevent. Her fear of discovery grows when Dale gives up his law practice
and assists the government in running down
agents of the enemy. And her fear is augmented
by jealousy. She sees the growing fondness of
her husband for his secretary, Sylvia Hamilton.
Gratitude and sympathy, more than love, hold
Dale to his wife, for it was she who made a man
of him after drink had done its worst to break
him. Sylvia, rather than widen the breach between her
husbandjealousy
and wife,
leavesthe Dale's
Gretchen,
getting
better service.
of her,
secures
her
a
position
in
Dr.
Stahl's
office.
Stahl,
head of the German agents, frames it up to appear
that she is a spy and causes her arrest.
But Sylvia has had her eyes opened through
her
Stahl's she
office.
the
Secretduties
Serviceininterferes
well And
realizeswhen
that she
can prove her innocence by turning over a list
of Stahl'sshe" clients
however,
does not" to
wishtheto authorities.
do, for among This,
the
persons listed is Gretchen Barker. But despite
her efforts the list comes to Dale's notice. He is
shocked
regarding
disclosures
concerning his wife.
He is the
swayed
first by made
his clear
duty
to his country, which would mean turning his
wife over to the government and a sense of gratitude for her.
Gretchen, however, solves the whole problem.
She realizes that her husband really loves Sylvia
and, despising herself and wanting to see the
man happy, she takes poison. After a lapse of
time Sylvia and Dale find happiness in their true
love for one another.

"IN THE(Continued
HOLLOWfrom OFpageHER298) HAND"
treated and you can promise an evening of entertainment of an unusually sustaining order.
Play ofMiss
Brady's performance up well, for it is
one
her best.
You will find Myrtle Stedman in the supporting
cast and playing an important role. Use her
name, as the old timers will remember her frequent also
appearances
in the mention.
Morosco pictures. Percy
Marmont
deserves
You could arrange some attractive advertisements by carrying out the suggestion of the title
in
copy. The
a woman's
for
the your
background
wouldpalmsuit,of with
just thehandlettering across it. Or you might find a picture of
Miss Brady among the stills in a pose of fear.
This could be worked into the ad so it would
appear
if she stood in the hollow of the other
woman's ashand.
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER: — One one-sheet; one three-sheet; one
six-sheet (scenes of
one one-sheet;
one three-sheet (star,production);
personal, special for this
star portrait
(double
24-sheet
one
;
production)
special for this production).
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Nine 8x10 black and white
scenes and title card; seven 11x14 colored scenes
and title card; two 22x28 horizontal flats colored scenes; one 22x28 of star upright colored
(stock).
ELECTROS :— -Two one-column (star special for
this production and scene) ; two two-column
(scene); one three-column (scene). Star cuts
of M iss Brady also furnished in three sizes.

ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER:
—
One
one-sheet; one three-sheet; one
six-sheet.
CUTS AND MATS:— Three scene cuts are provided on this production, a two-column between
Swanson, Richardson and Mestayer, a one between
another
tween Mestayer
Mestayer and
and Swanson
Lederer.andThese
are beall
suitable for the text pages of newspapers and
may also be used to dress advertisements. For
this use the one-columns are better suited than
the two.
LOBBY DISPLAY: — Photographs in sepia are
provided in 11x14 and 22x28 sizes. The same
pictures can be secured in attractive tints at a
price slightly in advance of the others.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
SUGGESTIONS
Your selling argument for this picture rests in
the struggle of the man to decide between wife
and country. Triangle has provided you with a
title that sums up the entire substance of the
punch of the play and any additional lines that
you may use should dwell on this same fact. This
is an angle that has not been seen in the spy
plays and you can play it up as original and
truly dramatic material.
If you have been playing, the Triangle proright along
stress angle,
on the itcastis for,
inggram
it from
the lay
Triangle
all judgstar.
Gloria
Swanson
has
appeared
in
many
five-reelers
as a star in her own right. Jack Richardson and
Gretchen Lederer are well known and Harry
Mestayer, a recent Triangle acquisition, is a well
known Broadway player. You can get an original
angle in your advertising by mentioning the fact
that he also wrote the story.

Habey Mestayer & Gretchen Ledekee
One-column scene cut
/y Triangle Play" Wife OrCquntby''
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Picture

WORLD

Nice Romance Set Against Background of Sane Spy Drama
drama, laid against a background of spies and their plotting, Carlyle Blackwell and
romantic
this
IN
It was derived from the Saturday Evening Post story, " The
Evelyn Greeley appear to advantage.
Huge, Black, One-Eyed Man," by Kenyon Gambier, and tells of a young American who sought
German spies in England, the while he himself is suspected of being one of them.
It must be said in defense of the picture, however, that the spy angle has been convincingly treated
and contains none of the crude melodramatic tricks that we so often find in such pictures. In addition,
the romance of the young people provides a charming story that is set in backgrounds of field, forest and
stream that are a rare delight to the eye and which provide a convincing. English country-side atmosphere.
The hero's identity is kept a secret through th e greater part of the film and an appreciable vein of
suspense is secured through this practice. — Length, 5 reels. — Released Jan. 13. — Peter Milne.
THE STORY
THE CAST
SUGGESTIONS
The hero's character is the one for you to paly
Charles Conant
Carlyle Blackwell
In theradingyear
1916,
one
Charles
Conant,
masqueas a muleteer, approaches the shores of
Lady Joan Templar
Evelyn Greeley
can get intosome
good "lines
mystery
" advertising by referring
the catch
elsewhere
on
England on a transport after having danced at- up. You
Lady
(her mother) ..George
Isabel MacQuarrie
O'Madigan
tendance on the four-footed creatures for over this ingpage.
By using
one
ofcanthese
or asome
wordGeorgeDartridge
Templar
on
a
similar
order
you
create
good
deal
John Murr
William Bechtel
three
wearyCharles
weeks.to The
of England
interests
suchcoast
an line
extent
that he of interest for this leading male part that BlackShorty
Kid Broad
well plays. This is your strong point regarding
searches out its beauteous spots with a field glass, the
Captain
Dick Collies
production. To pass it up would be to pass
Gardener
Louis Grizel
thereby incurring the wrath and suspicion of the up the
captain. When he gets ashore Charles attempts
vides main
you. selling argument that the plot proBecret Service Men
Barrington and Dewey
to
enlist,
but
refuses
to
give
his
birthplace
as
From the Saturday Evening Post story, " A
Of
course
you have Carlyle Blackwell and
Ontario, Canada, when it is in reality, a sunny
Huge,
Evelynprominent
Greeley, ina World
starringpictures
combination
has
bier. Black One-Eyed Man," by Kenyon Gamspot in Virginia. The Captain of the vessel
been
during that
the last
spreads the report that he is a likely spy and he
Scenario by Wallace C. Clifton.
year.
If
you
have
played
their
previous
picDirected by Dell Henderson.
is watched and hounded. But Lady Joan Temtures, the majority of them very fine comedies
plar, who has at least a half portion of American
Photographed by Lucien Tanguay.
blood in her veins, comes to his rescue. She as you will remember, refer to them in your advertising owill
f " Love
in a another
Hurry."enjoyable
The title
helps
him
evade
her
cousin,
George
Templar,
the
promise
offer-of
CATCH LINES
county constable, and gives him employment on this ingrelease
from these two players.
her
estate
as
gamekeeper.
You might also use the fact that the picture
Was he a spy — was he just a fool — or was he
Charles Conant acts very suspicious. He
playing for something beyond the vision of the hasBut
much to do with hands on the Templar estate, is an adaptation from a Saturday Evening Post
various residents of the English seacoast village?
story entitled, " The Huge. Black One-Eyed
who are very plainly plotting against England,
Charles Conant, American millionaire, has them
Man," the
by Kenyon
but these activities are not the ones which arouse
forget
original Gambier.
title, and However,
with profit,youasmight
it is
all guessing in " Love in a Hurry " and unless we
the
antagonism
of
George.
The
fact
is
he
sees
rather
ungainly
and
long
and
mightto give
immiss our guess he'll have you guessing, too.
a growing love between Lady Joan and the young
pression that you were attempting
foist the
a fairy
story on your public.
The latest Carlyle Blackwell-Evelyn Greeley ro- American. However, when the constable becomes
mantic drama — a delightful adaptation of a de- unmanageable at large Charles imprisons him in
ADVERTISING AIDS
lightful Saturday Evening Post story.
his hut and then goes quietly about his work.
The spies are intent upon smuggling a valuable
PAPER:
— One six-sheet; two three-sheets; two
one-sheets.
Directed by Dell Henderson, the man who gave
amount of titanium on board a German submarine
and believe that Charles has been sent to help
us
" The Road tocomedies.
France " and all the recent
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Two 22x28 colored; eight
Blackwell-Greeley
them. At the last moment, need it be said, that
11x14 colored; eight 8x10 black and white.
CUTS AND MATS: — The advertising cuts on
Charles whips handcuffs on all of them? It deThe German spies accepted him as one of them
this
production include the usual two-column
velops
that
he
is
the
son
of
a
large
titanium
op— the British Secret Service men put their O. K.
(reproduced
on this page)
two single-colerator in America and that while managing his
on
him
—
Lady
Joan
accepted
him
as
a
real
man.
umn cuts containing
scenes and
between
Blackwell
mines in Peru inadvertently sold a supply to the
Who was Charles Conant? Was he an American
and Greeley. The scene cuts are three in nummillionaire, a mere muleteer, a German spy, a Germans. His trip to England was to retrieve it
ber,
one
two-column
and
two
three-column,
and capture the spies. And of course Lady Joan
British operative? All these questions puzzled
these containing scenes between the stars ot
the natives of the English seacoast town where
gives Charles her promise before he sails to join
an interesting character.
he landed one day like a bolt from the blue.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
the Lafayette Squadron in France.
AD TALK
The
theatre will present the latest
World Film of
release, week.
" Love This
in ais Hurry,"
the currenton
picture featuring Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn
Greeley and was adapted from the Saturday Evening Post story, " The Huge, Black One-Eyed
Man,"
by Kenyon
Gambier.
Saturday
Post stories
have been
converted
into Evening
pictures
with considerable frequency of late, but it must
be confessed that seldom has a plot of such suspense, mystery and charm been transposed from
its pages to the celluloid reels. It tells the story
of a young American who shipped as a muleteer
on a transport carrying a large number of mules
to England. When he lands on the other side he
is suspected as a spy, particularly as he takes great
pains to avoid the authorities.
Lady Joan Templar, a young woman who has
an American mother, helps him out of various of
his difficulties
positionFrom
of gamekeeper on her and
estategives
nearhimthe a town.
here
on the plot takes on additional interest, an interest fraught with many scenes of mystery and
romance. How the American proves himself loyal
to the cause of the Allies by cleverly tricking a
band of enemy spies bent on securing a valuable
shipment of titanium and how he wins out in
the lists of love over a rather stubborn English
constable provides an entertainment of the most
engrossing sort
Mr. Blackwell and Miss Greeley appear to atatractive advantage in the principal roles and receive adequate support from such well known
players
as George
MacQuarrie,
Isabel Wallace
O'Madigan,C.
Kid Broad
and William
Bechtel.
Clifton wrote the continuity from the Post story,
while Dell Henderson directed the picture.
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ADVENTURE

SHOP"—

Better Than Average Is the Reviewer

VITAGRAPH

s Opinion

THE

novelty of the plot and the entire construction of the story along mysterious lines, so that it may
keep one guessing as to what is going to happen next, makes this picture interesting, absorbing and
entertaining.
The story deals with the desire of the heroine to run an Adventure Shop, in which fictitious underworld characters, kidnapers, anarchists and cutthroats would figure prominently, and where excitement
could be had for the ordering and paying for the cost.

In order to cure his son of the " adventure craze " which had absorbed his thoughts, a wealthy manufacturer secretly engages the services of the heroine, for the purpose of having her give him enough excitement tolast him for life ; but after the first installment, the hero becomes wise to the scheme. He then
turns the tables on all of them, including his own father, by staging his own fake kidnaping, in the end
marrying the heroine.
The photography and the interior and exterior settings are up to the Vitagraph standard.
The picture is clean and may be classed as above the average program contribution. — Released Jan.
6. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
havesome
es- he
overhasthe known
oppressors.
he tellsallPhyllis~that
PhvllU Rlalr*
r„.;... r.riffith result
tabhshedof athisbored
placesociety
in an clique.
effort toThey
extract
about Then
her scheme
along and
Wnh„« Pntti' Vr
Waltpr Mr f^ra il adventure out of their rather prosaic lives. So that he decided to do a little fooling on his own
I Pntt« 4r
w,; „ rhan/f-r when JosePhus lands in the great city and takes account. Phyllis is disappointed that he isn't
lohn
MontPom'ere
a taxl he ridesother
alonethan
not-P,hyllis
for lon&felake'
Forthea voung
bravebv lad
his
Franklin
Hubert PrT^tlev
Robert Morrison
GaYllard w°man'Jnone
leader the
courage
as*ingshe herthought,
to marrybuthimheanaproves
relieving
R,,H
wuw
Robert
Gaillard
0f
the
adventuresome
social
set,
propels
herself
into
his
father
of
the
check.
nir.TYli v.,. iri^-«.u w.i.k
the cab a rush and starts to moan out a
Directed by Kenneth Webb.
story
lost Green
and fashion
the othe
r
half ofofa aprecious
note,Gullabaloo
much in the
of
4 nVTRTlSlNf A Tn^
CTTppFSTTONS
a distracted "serial" heroine.
„at„*t>
«
V£^l
^ ALUS
aui^^aiiwrvp
Apparently
Josephus
"falls"
for
the
game
PAPER:
—
One
one three-sheet; one
A glance at the synopsis will suffice to show and thereafter he becomes a partner in all of ^^"krone-sheet;
cm.v
,
the novel angle of this photoplay, which will be Phyllis' activities to retrieve her treasure Much
LOBBY DISPLAY: — Two 22x28 colored;
eight
a fine one to play up. The unusualness of the to her chagrin, however he always succeeds in 11x14 black and white and title card; 8x10
story and the appearance of Corinne Griffith in putting one over on her colleagues. Josephus,
photos of star.
the leading part would, no doubt, suffice as mag- the " boob " from the country, turns out to be The star Pn°tos may be used for special lobby
nets of strength enough to draw patronage. quite a spry lad after all They finally trap framing or for making special cuts. A selecWiththetheexhibitor
case of "has
The theAdventure
send for
his tofather'
fifty into
thousand
tion furnished
of 5x7 black
^ purpose,
white scene stills are
ever,
advantageShop,"
of a howwell him
dollarandransom
check
throwanda ascare
him also
for this
known name to play up as author Bud Fisher,
But Josephus has been on the alert. He also
CUTS: — There is the two-column scene cut procreator of " Mutt and Jeff " in still and animated
has his " gang," and when his father arrives duced on this page, together with a onecartoonhim form,
wrotefor he" Theis a Adventure
Play
up well,
well known Shop."
figure with the check it is Josephus who has triumphed
(Continued on page 304)
throughout the land. If you can get a local newspaper artist to draw figures of his two wellknown characters advising readers to see " The
Adventure
Shop,"
use them
in your
advertisements
and you will
instantly
attract
attention.
You might also secure a Mutt and Jeff comedy for exhibition on the same day with the feature. This would give you the benefit of an
" Allin Fisher
" bill, something
that that
you could
up
your advertising,
something
would play
undoubtedly attract a good deal of attention.
AD TALK
Corinne Griffith, the girl of many charms, will
appear as star in the latest Vitagraph picture,
" Thethe
Adventure theatre
Shop," on
which will of
be shown
at
week. This picture tells the story of a country "boob " (that is, a fellow supposedly a
"boob"),
comesto tofallNew
York a forgroup
adven-of
ture. He who
happens
in with
society folk led by Phyllis Blake which has
grown tired of its prosaic existence. They have
banded themselves together into a clique known
as the Adventure Shop. Posing as a gang of
underworlders they proceed to pick on Josephus
Blake. But Josephus turns out to be a wise
bird after all and turns the tables on them in
a manner both amusing and thrilling.
Special interest is attached to " The Adventure
Shop " in world
that it asintroduces
Bud Mr.
FisherFisher
to theis
photoplay
an author.
known the world over as the creator of " Mutt
and daily
Jeff," comic
those funny
who amuse
us on
the
page. fellows
And their
activities
on
the screen have also made thousands laugh. " The
Adventure Shop " is Mr. Fisher's first venture
into the field of scenario writing. That he has
met with success is not at all astonishing, considering his well developed talent along other
creative lines.
THE STORY
Josephus Potts, Jr., yearns for a visit to New
York and although his father is unwilling at
first that he should make
the trip, finally consents, having been
by his
partner that no harm promised
shall come to thebusiness
callow
youth. The partner has made it clear that
will steer Josephus to a place known as Thehe
Adventure Shop. The Adventure Shop is the

CORINNE GRIFFITH
in Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature
"THE
ADVENTURE
Two-column
scene cutSHOP"
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"AFTER

THE

WAR"—

Timely Subject Possessing Unusual
6 4

Picture

Sews

ARGOSY

Advertising Possibilities

A FTER THE WAR " is one of the strongest dramatic offerings seen of late, the direction in particular being praiseworthy. The story contains situations of both a heart-interest and thrilling
/A
nature, but the dominating element in the entire production is one of mystery. As this element contains a big popular appeal it is only natural to conclude that 4i After the War " will present this
appeal to the popular mind.
The suspense which author and director have injected into the story due to their well developed constructive sense is also one of the main elements of the production. The observer must possess an unusually keen mind to foretell any of the action of the story. As a consequence interest is kept at a really
considerable height throughout.
The plot has its beginnings in the war, but the major portion of the action takes place, as the title implies, after the war is over.
The picture is quite bold in conception and treatment, but i9 handled well and the exhibitor will
note, after glancing at the synopsis, that its advertising possibilities are unusual. — Length, 5 reels. —
States Rights.
THE CAST
itideawould
a good her
planin toallfollow
the producer's
and bemention
advertising
matter.
At the outbreak of the war between Italy and
The Italian Girl
Grace Cunard
You might mention some of the Universal serials
ent
rs liveSTOcont
ian
Austria, two loveTHE
in
an
Ital
Miss Cunard supported by an all-star cast.
she
has
appeared
in
if
you
think
this
will
serve
RY"all the rest of the
village near the border. Like
Directed by Joseph De Grasse.
to place her more firmly in the minds of your
young men of the town he is called to the colors,
audience.
g behind. The border town falls
the girl remainin
CATCH LINES
A War"
full service
was 23published
on
" After
into the hands of the Austrians and the Italian
the
inNEWS.
the section
November
issueonof page
MOTION
She had a child that she loathed and it kept natives come under the yoke of the enemy. DurPICTURE
This begins
3097.
her from marriage with the man she loved bees
mish
ng
one
ing
of
the
skir
the
you
hero
is
The exhibitor who desires to get the full benefit
cause a Hun was its father. And when her suitor taken prisoner by the Austrians and is sentenced
of
the
picture
can
turn
to
this
issue
of
the
NEWS
still begged for her hand the Hun returned and
to be executed. The heroine learns of the situafor
suggestions
to exploitation that are too
showed himself the same creature that he was
tion and going to the enemy commander pleads
numerous
to giveas here.
during the war.
for his life. He agrees to spare it providing the
girl submit herself to him. She agrees to this
After the war scores of women of France and
proposition and the young man is freed. Unaware
Belgium and Italy have tragic cause to remember
"THE ADVENTURE SHOP"
of
the sacrifice the girl has made he is inclined
the Hun. And what of their children, fathered
(Continued from page 303)
to man
feeld. grateful toward the German officer in
by force of these Huns.' What will be the com
column
scene of star. Line cuts of star
answer
lips And
to thewhatmenof who
Several years late, the war ended, at a recep(sketch) sizes.
are also provided in one and twocourted from
them the
beforewomen's
the war.'
the
tion
in
the
Italian
Embassy
in
Washington,
a
column
men who loved them and returned to find them
famous prima donna is announced. Just before
SLIDE
AND
MUSIC CUE SHEET.
victims of the Huns' horror?
taking up bassador
herand faints.
song sheShe,
seesthethe girl
German
Amfrom
the
CATCH LINES
Grace Cunard, heroine of many brilliant
Italian village, recalls him as the German officer.
serials, in the role of a woman of Italy who suffers The
Italian commissioner, none other than the
Corinne Griffith, the beautiful young Vitagraph
from Hun brutality long after the guns have soldier of the days gone by, seeks out the singer,
star, in a photODlay of thrills and laughs —
quieted.
but she avoids him. Even when he calls at her
apartment she refuses to see him. When later, amazingly fast action— delightful romance.
The shadow of the Hun fell between her and
he demands to know the cause of her attitude
complete happiness even after the war was done.
toward him she relates the whole story of the
Should
the
stain
ot
the
past
spread
over
her
whole
manner
in which she won him his freedom years
life?
before.
The
German
ambassador calls, seeking to reAD TALK
new the acquaintance. He is followed by his
suspicious
wife.
The Italian woman explains all
"Afterthatthe theWar"management
is the title
the timely to them and shows
them her child as evidence.
picture
of ofthe
The
ambassador
is then shot and killed by his
theatre will present on
of
wife. She seeks possession of the child and the
week. This is a special release of the Argosy
mother grants it and with this, hero and heroine
Film company and has as its theme a situation
are united once again.
that the author has conjured up as possibly
occurring in official Washington after the war and
ADVERTISING AIDS
readjustment period has been passed over. The
story is graced with a number of powerful
—
Paper
striking
twenty-fourdramatic climaxes, not the least of which is the PAPER:
sheet containingincludes
picturesa of
six leading
charscene in which the famous prima donna reveals
acters and good wording. The ones, threes and
the six furnished on the production serve to
to her life-long suitor that she gained him his
freedom from Austria years before by submitting
suggest lightly the character of the production.
herself to the German commander of the army
The suggestions given are calculated to arouse
of Italian occupation.
curiosity in the observer, a thing which, coupled
This is the final climax of a story that fairly
with the significance of the title, they will, no
runs over with intense situations and incidents.
doubt, succeed in doing.
It opens in a peaceful Italian village just before
LOBBY DISPLAY:— A colored lobby display
the outbreak of the European war. The hero
containing scenes and star stills in the various
and heroine are happy together in a little border
sizes, is furnished.
— The advertising cuts (two of which are
town
when while
war's shebugles
soundbehind.
he goesWithto CUTS:
join hisbutcolors
remains
reproduced below) feature the title.
the town in the hands of the enemy the hero is SCENE CUTS: — These were in work when this
brought in a prisoner and sentenced to be
page was written but care has been taken to
executed. The girl, in her great love for him,
select representative
fromthethestar,
producpleads with the German commander of the
tion. Cuts of Gracescenes
Cunard,
also
Austrian forces to release the soldier and this
available.
he
agrees
to
do
providing
she
yields
herself
to
him.
When the scene shifts to the national capital
are numerous
selling arguments which
t SUGGESTIONS
of this country, the film takes on additional inter- youThere
can bring
forth
in connection
withonethewhich
exest when the three principal characters are introp
l
o
i
t
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
this
feature.
title is
duced in the light of peace. The German officer arouses curiosity at the startIts and
if
you
use
one
is now ambassador, the girl is a famous prima
of the catch lines provided on this page, which
donna, the soldier an attache of the Italian
ministry. Grace Cunard appears in th# role of gives just a suggestion of the story, you will
succeed
raising
the patron's
an
the woman who gave in this startling production
unusuallyin high
degree.
Play upcuriosity
the titleto big
and she is surrounded by a cast of all-star
follow on with one of these catch lines or
calibre. The picture was produced under the and
one of some similar nature.
direction of Joseph De, Grasse.
Grace Cunard, the star, has a following
Specimen one-column advertisement
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THE

MIDNIGHT
Powerful

STAGE—

Western, with Keenan

PATHE

in Dual Role

FRANK KEENAN contributes two powerful characterizations to " The Midnight Stage," a western in
which he appears both as good man and bad man.
The plot centers around a stage holdup committed bythe latter for which the former is held as perpetrator.
Mr. Keenan's acting in both roles is forceful and highly sustained as is his every appearance. The
two parts he contrasts sharply, playing with a quiet and dignified reserve as the easy going rancher and
with tornado-like outbursts in the role of the drink-sodden, evil tempered bad man, a bad man without
even one redeeming characteristic.
The action of the story is rapid and the plot never is confusing, merits which must be laid to the
credit of Jack Cunningham, author and scenarioist. The atmosphere which Director Ernest Warde has
instilled into the various scenes is notable for its bold realism and convincing effect. Mr. Keenan receives
exceptional support from a cast that includes Joseph Dowling, Thomas Guise, Mignon Anderson, Maude
George and Mr. Warde. — Length, 5 reels. — Released Jan. 12. — Peter Milne.
a faithful hanger-on of Rivers, discovers the real
THE CAST
SUGGESTIONS
bandit hiding in a loft in the town. He, howJohn Lynch )
.Frank
Keenan
You
can
not
boost
Keenan's
portrayal
of
the
ever, discovers her and makes her prisoner. Her
I Big Rivers J
dual role too much and in this lies your most
cries bring assistance, and though it comes too
Mary Lynch
Mignon Anderson
valuable advertising angle. Pathe provides the late
to
save her life, the muddle is finally cleared.
I Harvey James
Charles Gunn
exhibitor with a two-column cut of the star showLynch is freed and in time to prove the Nemesis
Mita
Maude George
ing him in both characters. If you do not use of
Rivers.
this fix up an ad in similar style. For instance,
I, Boggs
'Rat" McGrough Richard
Ernest C.La Warde
Reno
you might, from looking through the stills, find
Pasquale
Arthur Allardt
him in poses of both characters. Use these on
CATCH LINES
Elias Lynch
Thomas Guise
either side of your advertising copy with your
Frank
Keenan
in asuccessful
dual role —career
the most
powertitle
and
argument
in
the
center.
ful picture of his
before
the
• loe
'Twisted"
Tuttle
Joseph
J. Dowling
Statler
Wadsworth
Harris
This
is
a
western
picture
—
a
common
variety,
camera
—
he
is
the
good
man
and
the
bad
man
in
By Jack Cunningham.
of course, but it is no common picture. Strive
a
western
play
that
teems
with
action
from
beDirected by Ernest C. Warde.
to bring out in any and all advertising that you
gin ing to end.
do that it is of great dramatic strength. You can
Produced by Anderson-Brunton Company.
use superlatives in your copy to bring this fact
Big pantsRivers,
with and
two robbed
aides, itkilled
occuout.
Superlatives
are
sometimes
justified.
They
of the stage
of a the
shipment
ADVERTISING AIDS
are
here.
For
"
The
Midnight
Stage
"
is
strong
of
gold
valued
at
several
thousands
of
dollars
—
and thedramatic
John Lynch, his double, was accused of the
PAPER: — One one-sheet; two three-sheets; one
on
screen. to a degree that is seldom matched
heinous
crime
and,
after
a
quick
trial
and
consix-sheet; one twenty-four-sheet. The one, one
If you bring this out, together with honorable
viction, was led out to pay the penalty. But at
three and the six show Keenan in heavy charthat moment the gathered inhabitants of the town
acter in scenes of striking dramatic quality.
mention
playingthatof will
the dual
role, You
you
have toanKeenan's
advertisement
attract.
The other three and the twenty-four show star will
might also incorporate in your copy a few lines of El Monte heard a woman's scream and a shot
as good character in more peaceful scenes.
telling the important situation of the play, i.e., from a room above one of the dance halls —
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 11x14 photos and
Mr. Keenan contributes two of the greatest pertitle card (colored); 22 x 28 colored scenes;
the accusing
for lines
River's
crime.
You
might
find one ofof Lynch
the catch
suitable
for this.
22 x 28 star.
s ofhis career hold-up
to " ThemanMidnight
If you care for an unusual line of advertising
—he
is theformancevillainous
and theStage
easy-"
^UTS: — There are two styles of one-column cuts
copy you could word an ad something on this
of star (one stock cut, other in heavy character
goinguationrancher
—
see
the
tremendously
effective
sitwhich the resemblance of the two men
order, " It always takes the young folks and a
from
is also a from
twocolumnthiscut production).
of Keenan in There
both characters
brings about. Strong!! Well, rather!
lot
of
romance
to
put
a
picture
over,
eh?
That's
a mistaken idea. For instance the
thethis production. These can be used for either
. advertising or news column purposes.
atre is offering ' The Midnight Stage.' Frank
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
Keenan
is
the
star
in
this
offering
and
he
doesn't
make love. True, his daughter does in a few
scenes, but he is the leading character of the
" VIRTUOUS WIVES "
AD TALK
picture — twice the leading character, for he plays
(Continued from page 297)
a
dual
role!
And
he
is
supported
by
a
lot
of
Frank Keenan, than whom there is no better
old-timers,
Joseph
J.
Dowling,
Thomas
Guise,
ADVERTISING AIDS
haracter actor on the screen today, appears in Dick La Reno, Ernest Warde! Takes the young
PAPER: — Three one-sheets (two production and
is
latest
Pa|he
picture,
"
The
Midnight
Stage,"
folks
to
put
over
a
story,
eh?
Well,
see
'
The
t the
theatre on
of
one stock of star) ; two three-sheets ; one sixMidnight Stage ' and watch their seniors turn
sheet and one twenty-four-sheet. All paper is
veek.a dual
In " role,
The playing
Midnightboth
Stagea "badMr.manKeenan
ias
of a the trick without their assistance."
striking. The ones having good word argunost pronounced type and a good fellow who,
ments besides pictures. The twenty-four is parTHE STORY
ticularly good, containing head of star in center,
■ecause
likeness,
is accused ofgiven
the by
other's
rimes. ofThehis two
characterizations
the
on left rescue scene and on right dramatic
John Lynch, a Virginian, dwells near the town
scene.
tar are widely divergent in both conception and
of El Monte in the late sixties, and though he
xecution. Mr. Keenan gives a wonderful per- runs a ranch, earns his living as a gambler in ADVERTISING CUTS:— The noticeable thing
jrmance as the bad man, a performance marked
about the advertising cuts provided on this proof the
cafes.
y tempestuous outbursts of rage and cruelty one
friends
with town's
everyone
in theLynch
town.is aThekindly
only man;
man
duction is that by procuring a selection of them
Irhich the actor conveys with remarkable force.
who pretends antagonism toward him is his father,
the exhibitor may work out his own advertisUs the peaceful, easy going rancher, he gives a Elias, whose pride is hurt because his son is a
ing
copy.
Thus,exchange,
with the he
cuts isfurnished
by theto
haracterization notable for its repression, sin- gambler. Elias makes his home with " Twisted "
First National
not obliged
erity and genuineness.
adhere to any set form of advertising but can,
Tuttle, an old fellow who runs an inn half way
between the main stations made by the stage.
by combining several of the cuts, dress his
Quite frankly, "The Midnight Stage" is Mr.
copy originally. Included in these cuts are
leenan's
Whenas an
Lynch's James,
daughter,
Mary,of loves
and is loved by
ominatingpicture.
personality
his actor
appearswithin such
a duala Harvey
foreman
the ranch.
a
four-column strip of star, Mrs. Hopper and
ale the result may easily be seen. But the plot
Roving the mountains surrounding El Monte is
Edwin
two-column cut(same
style); fourf the picture of which Jack Cunningham, the Rivers, the double of Lynch, and a bad man of
column Arden;
black background
announcing
star,
the blackest character. He is hated, though
ell-known scenarist is author, is one of excellent
production and author; a one and two-column
jspense and sustaining interest. Mr. Cunningfeared, by all men and women with whom he
(same
style)
;
and
a
four-column
of
Tearle
in
comes in contact. Strange enough. Nita, a dance
am has worked on all of Mr. Keenan's recent
dress toric
clothes
ictures and has performed his services so skill- hall girl, who has been the victim of Rivers and
costume. with star and Boyd in prehiswho later was befriended by Lynch, is the only
illy that he is now the star's exclusive writer.
The regular advertising cuts include one
one who notices the resemblance of the two men.
twelve-inch
deep two-column cut and one sixIllived
"Thea story
Midnight
Stage"
of great
powerMr.andCunningham
developed itcon-in
Rivers, in company with two other ruffians,
inch
tising.three-column. Five line cuts with French
holds up the stage, murders the driver, the
i <cellent taste. There is no confusion in respect
captions
are
also supplied for teaser adver> the two characters while the force of the entire
custodian of the gold box and the passengers and
ory,
particularly
in
its
climax
scenes,
is
reSCENE
CUTS:
—
One-column (star and Arden);
repairs
to
Tuttle's
place
to
divide
the
loot.
Both
markable.
Tuttle and Elias believe him to be Lynch and
one-column (star) ; two two-column (scene) ;
Ernest Warde, a director of no little ability, after his departure make all haste to the town to
one
three-column
(scene) ; one two-column
aged the production and has instilled in it an spread the news. Lynch is arrested and brought
(star);
oneof three-column
(star).
Also thumbmosphere of realism — of the real old West that to trial. Because he rode out to see his father
nail
cuts
star,
Tearle,
Mrs. Hopper,
Arden
and Boyd.
praiseworthy indeed. Among those who ap- on the very day of the holdup he convicts him:ar in support of the star are Joseph J. Dowling,
self of the crime. He is about to be lead away
Other accessories include complete lobby disto be hanged when —
play, rotogravure herald, lobby painting of star
homas
Guise, and
Mignon
Anderson,
Maude" George,
harles Gunn
Mr. Warde
himself.
Nita, who has suspected and followed the Rat,
by Kassell furnished in 30 x 40 and 40 x 60...
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EXHIBITORS'
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Picture

News

and

REPORTS

EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The
following
also contains
our reviewer's
in apublish
brief single
givessummarizing
the commentsa of
exhibitorsof who
have shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinion
opinions.encompassed
And we also
a finalline
lineandfairly
consensus
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released previous to September 29, 1918.
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
ALI BABA (FOX EXTRAVAGANZA) (NOV. 24)
DEC. 7 CHALLENGE ACCEPTED. THE (HODK.) KEEFE (DEC. 23). DEC. 21
" Not only entertaining but is an excellent production." — M. P. News.
" Nothing here to coax laugh or cause tear." — if. P. News.
ALL NIGHT (BLUEBIRD) CARMEL MYERS (NOV. 25) NOV. 2
CAPTAIN'S
CAPTAIN, THE (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE (JAN. 6). JAN. 4
" An out of the ordinary comedy drama that satisfies." — M. P. News.
ALL THE WORLD TO NOTHING (PATHE) RUSSELL (DEC. 1)
Alice Joyce
average story."
— M. (DEC.
P. News.
CODEPopular
OF THE
YUKONin an(SELECT)
LEWIS
23) DEC. 21
(Six Parts)
NOV. 30
(Six
Parts)
" Far below the regular William Russell standard." — M. P. News.
" Outdoor scenery loves this. Plot built on revenge." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair picture with average drawing powers."
AND A STILL SMALL VOICE (RBSN-COLE) WALTHALL (DEC.
CROWN JEWELS (TRIANGLE) ANDERSON (DEC. 15) JAN. 4
23) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
Critics may find fault with direction of this." — M. P. News.
" Walthall satisfactory in drama built on old lines." — M. P. News.
GO SLOW
(UNIV.-SPEC.) MAE MURRAY
(DEC. 9)
APPEARANCE OF EVIL, THE (WORLD) ELVIDGE (OCT. 7) . OCT. S DANGER—
(Six Parts)
DEC. 21
" Excellent suspense runs straight through." — M. P. News.
"
Heart
interest
and
suspense
plentiful
here."
—
M.
P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average picture four days."
OF THE OLD SOUTH, A (PARAMOUNT) FREDARIZONA (ARTCRAFT) FAIRBANKS (DEC. 8)
DEC. 28 DAUGHTER ERICK
(NOV. 25)
OCT. 26
" Fairbanks slips a cog, but production should please." — M. P. News.
"
A
well
produced
tale
of
the
'
wronged
girl.'
"
—
if.
P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew big for Christmas week.
Good but
Exhibitor Comment — " Not much of a picture." " Average business."
not his best." " Big to average business. ' Flu ' masks on every
" Only fair picture to average bzusiness." " Weak production for
one." " Great. Fairbanks' best picture."
Pauline Fredericks." "Very, very poor. If you value your Pauline
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing possibilities."
Frederick business, skip this one sure."
BATTLING JANE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY GISH (OCT. 6) . OCT. 19
Consensus — " Just a fair picture with ordinary drawing powers."
DAWN
OF UNDERSTANDING,
THE (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE
" Story above average, plot lacks body; intelligent handling." — M. P.
LOVE (DEC. 2)
DEC. 7
News."
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a fair attraction." " Very poor picture.
" Romantic story of the days of '49 with steady action in plot." — if. P.
Nothing to it." " Good picture and star is bound to become popular
if cast right." "A splendid story and picture to a small audience."
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business."
" Poor business." " Dorothy scored in this one." " Very good picDEUCE DUNCAN (TRIANGLE) DESMOND (NOV. 24) NOV. 30
" Fans strong for Westerns
will like THE
this." —(HODKINSON)
M. P. News.
ture." — " Fair picture with ordinary drawing powers."
Consensus
EMBARRASSMENT
OF RICHES,
WALKER
News." 23)
BEHIND THE LINES IN ITALY (KLEINE) (OCT. 7)
OCT. S
(SEPT.
OCT. S
(Six Parts)
" A clean picture that should please star's followers." — M. P. News.
" Interesting
film and shows what Italians are doing in industrial way."
— M. P. News.
EVERYBODY'S GIRL (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE (NOV. 18) OCT. 26
"Exhibitor
A corkingComment
good picture;
have big
universal
if. P." News.
Exhibitor Comment — "On second and last week, average business; pic— " Goodshould
picture,
businessappeal."
two —days.
Pleasture good educational, attracting big percentage of Italians."
ing picture, big
business
business."program
"Average
BELLS, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (NOV. 17)
OCT. S
business."
" Will
pleasethirdany day."
audience."Average Pleasing
pic" News.
This shows Keenan tn the strongest character of his career." — M. P.
ture. Satisfied. Average business."
Consesnus — " Excellent picture with very good drawing powers."
EYE FOR AN EYE (METRO SCREEN CLASSICS) NAZIMOVA
Exhibitor Comment — " Very heavy. Will require a good comedy to
get this over." " This picture will not go over."
(DEC. 8) (Seven Parts)
...NOV. 30
Consensus — " Heavy picture with average drawing power."
" Ace high for artistry and star is good." — M. P. News.
BELOVED IMPOSTER (VITAGRAPH) LESLIE (DEC. 16).. DEC. 21
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business four days." " One of the best
money-makers on screen." " Big production. Did not draw as well
" Light one with fine photography and good scenes. — M. P. News.
BEYOND THE LAW (EMMETT
DEC. 22
DEC. 14
as it should.
First time
we everwith
showed
Nazimova."'
(Six DALTON)
Parts)
Consensus
— " Excellent
production
big drawing
powers."
"
Entertaining
picturization
of
the
Dalton
Brothers'
storv."
—
M.
P.
News.
EVERY
MOTHER'S
SON
(FOX)
(DEC.
8)
JAN. 4
BORDER RAIDERS, THE (PATHE) COMPSON (OCT. 6) OCT. S
" Director strikes sincere human note even in war picture." — M.P. Sews.
"Exhibitor
A winnerComment
for those
who
favor
melodramas."
—
M.
P.
News.
FAIR
ENOUGH
(AMERICAN)
FISHER
(DEC.
29)
JAN.
4
— " Fair Western."
" This should get over with non-critical audiences." — if. P. News.
BORDER WIRELESS, THE (ARTCRAFT) HART (OCT. 6)... OCT. 12 FAME
AND
FORTUNE
(FOX)
TOM
MIX
(NOV.
24)
SEPT.
7
" This picture will surely add to star's popularity." — M. P. News.
" If they like Westerns they'll like this." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, bad business, ' Flu ' ban just lifted."
Exhibitor Comment — " Good all around entertainment. Star does good
" Excellent, received great applause." " The best Hart picture in
work." " Great. Mix has got Hart beat by a mile as a money getter
some time." " Best Hart for a long time. Pleased all." " We can
at the box office." " A crackerjack western with thrills galore. Kept
always bank on Hart. Lots came back second time." " One of
Hart's best. Did good business."
everyone
a too pitch."
Consensus — "atExcellent
picture with strong drawing powers."
Consensus — "CLOTHES
Excellent picture
with HARRIS
big drawing(NOV.
power."18)
BORROWED
(JEWEL)
NOV. 2 FAN FAN (FOX EXTRAVAGANZA)
(NOV. 17)
NOV. 30
(Six Parts)
" The THOUSAND
chief asset of this
is artistry." HALE
— M. P. HAMILTON
Xeus.
FIVE
AN contribution
HOUR
(METRO)
" Director Lois Weber scores again with this production." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Big business." " Opened
(NOV. 5)
DEC. 7
great in spite of ' Flu ' restrictions of children under 18 and 2 hours'
" You
News.know the ending all the time; subtitles hold back action." — M. P.
shut down for ventilation." " Extra big business and big through
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a fair picture to average business." " Just
week." — " Excellent production with big drawing powers."
Consensus
BRANDING
BROADWAY (ARTCRAFT) HART (DEC. IS) DEC. 7
a good —program
Consensus
" Fair picture."
picture with average drawing powers."
" Star
News. keeps you guessing in subject which is bound to go." — if. P.
FUSS AND FEATHERS (PARAMOUNT) BENNETT (DEC. 1) DEC. 14
" A clean offering that should appeal to all." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Some Picture." " Very Good Hart." " DifExhibitor Comment — " Average business."
ferent from usual run of Hart pictures and made a big hit."
GIRL OF MY DREAMS (ROB.-COLE) RHODES (DEC 15) DEC. 14
Consensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
BUCHANAN'S WIFE (FOX) PEARSON (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Virginia GIRL,
PearsonTHE
tn highly
dramatic production."
P. News
" Billie Rhodes
registers
advantage."
P. News.
CABARET
(BLUEBIRD)
CLIFFORD — M(DEC.
30).. JAN. 4 GODDESS
OF LOST
LAKE,to THE
(HOD)— M.
GLAUM
(OCT. 14). SEPT. 19
"
The
title
tells
the
whole
story."
—
if.
P.
News.
"
A
clean
attraction
that
should
havt
a
ttnde
appeal."
— M. P. News.
CAUGHT IN THE ACT (FOX) HYLAND (DEC. 5)
DEC. 28
GOOD-BYE BILL (PARAM'NT) MASON-TRUEX (DEC. 15) DEC. 21
" Rather spare plot and not well treated." — if. P. News.
" Lauah at the Kaiser's expense ■ Aim padded tome." — if. P. News.
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GRAY PARASOL, THE (TRIANGLE) ANDERSON (SEPT. 29) . OCT. 19 KING OF DIAMONDS, THE (VITAGRAPH) MOREY (OCT. 14).NOV. 2
A strong feature of great dramatic intensity." — M. P. News.
" A spy subject that should give satisfaction." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair." " Average business."
Exhibitor THE
Comment
— " Poor MONTAGU
picture to poor
GROUCH,
(WORLD)
LOVEbusiness."
(NOV. 25).. ..NOV. 16
Consensus
— " Good
picture withSPEC.)
averageRAWLINSON
drawing powers."
KISS OR KILL
(UNIVERSAL
(NOV.18).OCT. 19
" Average
News. entertainment with good stars and adequate settings." — M. P.
" Thrills
News. abound in this ' crook ' play intelligently produced." — M. P.
Exhibitor ture.
Comment
— " unusual
Wonderfulplot.scenicExcellent
effects." photography
" Good program
picStrong and
and good
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture. Priscilla Dean has pinned her
hair back and we now put our official ' O. K.' on her as a star."
sets. Drew very well for week before Christmas."
" Very good. Pricilla Dean is a comer. In fact, she is here."
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture
with
oood
drawing
powers."
GREATEST THING IN LIFE (ARTCRAFT) L. GISH (DEC. 8). JAN. 8
" Extra big business two days."
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing powers."
" Griffith strikes hu/nan note again — characters all real." — M. P. News.
LADY'S NAME, A (SELECT) C. TALMADGE (DEC. 9)
DEC. 28
Exhibitor Comment — " A remarkably good feature. One of Griffith's
" Polite comedyWE ofCOME
this popular
star's type." —E. M.K. P.LINCOLN.
News.
best Wonderful
war scenes."CLASSICS) (JAN. 6)
(AFFILIATED)
.NOV. 23
GREATveryVICTORY,
THE (SCREEN
JAN. 4 LAFAYETTE,
(Six Parts)
" Fact TRAIL,
and fiction
in a war history."
— M. P. (NOV.
News. 17). NOV. 2
GYPSY
THEcombined
(PARAMOUNT)
WASHBURN
" Perret production will no doubt have universal appeal." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
This
with
' Mirandy Smiles ' did not draw them.
" It will please but the star is somewhat lost." — M. P. News.
War
stuff is dead.
Picture fair."
" Fair thepicture,
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture." " Very good." " ' Gypsy Trail '
but
attendance
disappointing.
Presume
publicdirection
is tired and
of cast
war
was played in stock in the city and was unsatisfactory as a play."
" Only fair." " Believe title hurt business."
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture
with
fair
drawing
power."
Consensus
" SatisfactoryTHEpicture
with BARRISCALE
good drawing power."
HEART
OF —RACHAEL,
(HOD)
(OCT. 14). OCT. 12 LAUGHING
subjects." BILL HYDE (GOLDWYN) ROGERS (SEPT 30). OCT. 5
" Star's film debut looks like genuine success." — M. P. News.
" Good
News. story based on popular book and star makes it excellent." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Went good until ' Flu ' hit the city, then it was
all off." " Good story, star, direction, photoplay, and best of all,
Exhibitor Comment — " A ioo per cent production. Box office as well
good business." "Will Rogers is great. Subtitles worth price of adHELLas patrons."
CAT, THE (GOLDWYN) FARRAR (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
mis ion." Very
"
good, but for some unknown reason business took
(Six Parts)
a slump the second day." " ' Flu ' scare still on. People not going
to shows. Picture well liked. Should draw big business." "Big
" Melodrama showing skillful treatment in every scene." — M. P. News.
business seven days." " Poor business." " Very good picture. Poor
Exhibitor Comment- — " Good picture. In fact better than any of her
previous attempts. ' Flu ' kept attendance down." " Very Good."
title, failed
to draw."
Consensus
" Fine
production with
very THE
good drawing
power."DUSTIN
Good picture
with good
drawing
powers."
OF — THE
WESTERN
STARS,
(UNITED)
HERConsensus
GREAT— "CHANCE
(SELECT)
ALICE
BRADY
(NOV. 17).. NOV. 2 LIGHT
FARNUM
(JAN.
5)
OCT. 26
" Human characters put this over for a hit." — M. P. News.
" Works MISS
up wellGROWN-UP
in rugged outdoor
atmosphere."
M. P. 18)
News. OCT. 19
Exhibitor FIRES
Comment(GOLDWYN)
— " Big to average
days."
(GENERAL)
JOY —(NOV.
HIDDEN
MAE business
MARSH three
(OCT.
7) NOV. 16 LITTLE
" Picture
" Star
P. News.is not up to star's past performances. Story handicaps." — M. . .
News. in dual role which should please the whole country." — M. P.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Nice(PARAMOUNT)
kid. Average business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Mae Marsh's best characterization." " Best
LITTLE MISS
HOOVER
CLARK (DEC. 29). JAN. 4
Marsh
time." business."
" Very good picture." " Very fine offering."
" Miss Clark's charm in a pleasing setting." — M. P. News.
" Good."in a "long
Average
LITTLE
ORPHANT
ANNIE
(PIONEER)
COLEEN
MOORE (DEC.
Excellent(METRO)
productionEMMY
with strong
drawing(NOV.
powers."
22) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
HISConsensus
BONDED— " WIFE
WEHLEN
18). NOV. 23
" TheyNET,
don't THE
make (WORLD)
them more MADGE
touching than
this (DEC.
one." — M.
P. DEC.
News. 21
" Average dramatic offering that depends on plot." — M. P. News.
LOVE
EVANS
30)...
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent; pleased patrons in high-class down" Star in story of childhood and second childhood." — M. P. News.
town
house
three
days."
HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS (METRO) LYTELL (DEC. 9). DEC. 21
LOVE'S PAY-DAY (Triangle) MORRISON-THEBY (DEC. 1)..DEC. 7
" Characters
fail to win sympathy but production work is good." — M. P.
" Comedy near the end saves this picture." — M. P. News.
News.
Exhibitor THE
Comment
— " Excellent
Pleased patrons."
OF LUXURY, THE (BLUEBIRD) CLIFFORD (OCT. 7). OCT. 12
HITTING
TRAIL
(WORLD; picture.
BLACKWELL
(DEC. 2)... NOV. 30 LURE— M.
P. News.
" Intelligent
acting of star saving an average feature program offering."
" Melodrama
with unusually realistic underworld atmosphere." — M. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business two days."
Exhibitor Comment — " An average program picture."
" Big business."
HOARDED ASSETS (VITA.) MOREY-BLYTHE (DEC. 23)... DEC. 28
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
with average
drawing
powers."
" Morey will please in this one; diversified story." — M. P. News.
MAKE
BELIEVE
WIFE, picture
THE (PARA)
BURKE
(NOV.
17).. NOV. 9
Exhibitor
— " Such pictures would put industry out of business in aComment
short time."
" Fairly good picture with steady action and good scenes." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Average
business
five
days."
"
Just
a pleasing
HOBBS IN A HURRY (AM-PATHE)
(Six Parts)RUSSELL (OCT. 6) OCT. 12
little picture. Billie Burke a well-liked star." " A very satisfactory
picture."
"
Splendid
picture."
"
Fair."
" This one is above the average and full of entertainment." — M. P. News.
" SatisfactoryRANGE,
picture THE
with average drawing powers."
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business two days." " Splendid picMANConsensus
FROM — FUNERAL
(PARA) REID (OCT. 6). OCT. 19
ture, average business." "Very good." "Big business."
" Illogical and unconvincing melodrama?' — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Fine picture with good drawing powers."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Did Reid
not have
HOPE CHEST, THE (PARAMOUNT) D. GISH (DEC. 29) JAN. 4
and many
our
with a oflighter
as some
picturea asfullwellhouse
patrons did not like this
" A human
story that
will please." SALISBURY
— M. P. News.(NOV. 18). OCT. 26
plot." " Very good picture." " Good cast put over average picHUGON,
THE Itttle
MIGHTY
(BLUEBIRD)
" Will give splendid satisfaction with star in sympathetic role in Northto—win."
Consensus
" Fair picture
with ordinary
drawing(DEC.
power."
— M. —P." News.
MAN
OF tureBRONZE,
THE (WORLD)
STONE
9)
DEC. 21
Exhibitorwest story."
Comment
Good picture. Business fair."
"
Another
Stone
picture
presenting
appealing
story."
— M. P. News.
I'LL SAY SO (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (DEC. 22)
NOV. 16
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"Average
business."
"Very
good.
Pleasing. Busi" Walsh
fans will like it but it contains no other appealing elements. —
M. P. News.
nessOFhurt
' flu.'picture
"
Consensus
— "byCHARITY,
Good
with (PATHE)
average drawing
powers."
INFATUATION (PATHE) GABY
DESLYS
(DEC.
1)
DEC
14
MANTLE
THE
FISHER (NOV. 17). OCT. 12
(Six Parts)
"Exhibitor
A good clean farce that should please everyone." — M. P. News.
" Has EYES
good possibilities
in Gaby's
name." (DEC.
— M. P.IS)
News.
Comment — " Good picture." " Very fine picture to big busiIRISH
(TRIANGLE)
STARKE
DEC. 21
nes ." Very
"
good comedy drama. Done good business
Opinion may vary in regard to this as entertainment." — M. P. News
I WANT TO FORGET (FOX) NESBIT (DEC. 15)
days during epidemic." " Poor business for comedies here."for three
JAN. 4
Consensus — " Good picture with good drawing powers."
" Second Nesbit vehicle is ordinary spy melodrama." — M P News
MAN WHO WOULDN'T TELL (VITA) WILLIAMS (DEC. 9) DEC. 14
JOHANNA
ENLISTS
(ARTCRAFT)
PICKFORD
(SEPT.'
29) . .SEPT.
14
" Here's a spy subject that should deliver goods." — M. P. News.
" This
sure
fire
Itght
comedy
should
please
all
without
distinction.
—
M.
P._ News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing picture."
" Pleased immensely."
" Extra —big Fine
business."
"with
People
tired
of warpowers."
pictures."
Exhibitor Comment — " Gee, but this picture took my patrons like Uncle
Consensus
picture
good
drawing
Sam is going to take Berlin and the Kaiser. Some picture and some
MARRIAGE (SHERRY-GENERAL) CALVERT (NOV. 18)... NOV 16
Mary." " It pleased. Box office was pleased." " Pickford never
made a better one." " Characteristic. Pickford
" ANews.
good clean picture that holds the interest and entertains." — M. P.
best. Went
over big. 'Big business for seven days." " Thisat isherbetter
than
the
MARRIAGES
ARE MADE (FOX; PEGGY HYLAND (OCT. 13). OCT. 26
average Pickford and well liked, but not big as to receipts." " Average business three days; influenza." "Best Pickford for some time.
A good thrill in a ' Spy ' melodrama of average value." — M. P. News.
Business light account influenza
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture." " Poor picture to poor
scare. Quarantine just raised."
Star still big favorite and picture pleased." " Extra big card,
business." " Fair picture. Star has little drawing power."
Consensus — "Fair picture
pleased them all." " Stood up fine for
with average drawing powers."
a week and well liked "
MATING, THE (VITAGRAPH)
GLADYS LESLIE (OCT: 7).. OCT. 12
Mary pleased her following." " Extra big three days."
"Stars
pleasing
personality
and good cast make this entertaining" —
■.rh^^V/^i
—
"
Most
excellent
production
with
wonderful
drawing
power."
M. P. News.
JUST SYLVIA (WORLD) BARBARA CASTLETON (NOV. 18) OCT. 19
A comedy drama that sums up as average." — M. P. News
Exhibitor Comment — "Average to poor business." "Average business."
Consensus — "Satisfactory picture with average drawing powers"
^A,oibA,,?.r i-.°.mra.ent— "Picture only fair. Average business."
KAISER'S
FINISH,
THE
(WARNERS-ST.
RGTS)
(NOV.
17)..
OCT
26
M?.:^ADX
(PATHE)
„ t . „.
.
.
(Seven Parts)
Dtando ,°',.THE
s little starBEANSTALK
wanders through
five reelsOSBORNE
of ' film.' "(DEC.l).NOV.
— M. P News 23
MIRANDY
Intelligently
SMILES (PARAMOUNT) MARTIN (NOV. 25)... NOV 9
produced ' Kaiser ' subject with a new twist." — M P
News.
Star upholds tradition by making another good one." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Exhibitor Comment — " Highly entertaining. Good." " Average busibusiness. Comment — " Excellent production." " Big business." " Bie
ness.
JTust fair. Big business."
Consensus — Good picture with aood drawing powers."
T,Pv""!^"^,?iL""f'"
with big drawing powers."
TCEY
TO POWER, THE production
MISS AMBITION (VITAGRAPH) GRIFFITH (NOV. 25)... NOV. 30
(EDUCATIONAL) (DEC. 22) . . . . DEC 14
„ Human
„
.
(Six Parts)
Lacks heart appeal although plot action is steady." — M. P. News.
touches make this interesting." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Average business."
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MY COUSIN (ARTCRAFT) ENRICO CARUSO (NOV. 17) DEC. "
" Caruso is an instant success and the story is good." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Utterly impossible." " No drawing power at
all. Very good picture." " Star not acceptable as motion picture
actor
public."may " be
Booked
week,York
tookbutit not
off after
run weak
four
days. toCaruso
good for
for aNew
for such
stories."but simply
"Awful could
picture.
business."
heavy
not getVery
them good
in. Pulled
it off "Advertised
second day.
Awful."
" Disappointed."
" Picture fair. Business terrible."
" Glad he is only making one more." " Poor business."
Consensus — Ordinary picture with just fair drawing powers."
MYSTERY GIRL, THE (PARAMOUNT) CLAYTON (DEC. 27). DEC. 7
" One for the imagination with lots of real entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to average business."
NARROW PATH, THE (PATHE) FANNIE WARD (DEC. IS).. DEC. 7
" One
News. of the ' wronged girls' kind with no appeal to emotions." — M. P.
NATURE GIRL, THE (BLUEBIRD) MESERAU (JAN. 6).... JAN. 4
" Above the average — exteriors delight to the eye." — M. P. News.
ONCE TO EVERY MAN (FROHMAN) SHERRILL (DEC. 29). DEC. 21
(Six Parts)
" Starts and ends in fight with many punches between." — Af. P. News.
ONE WOMAN, THE (SELECT) (NOV. 16)
NOV. SO
(Six Parts)
" Production excellent; entertainment depends on politics." — AT . P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Excellent cast. The theme of
the story ' Free Love ' will kill it for some exhibitors." " Big business seven days."
Consensus — " Excellent Production with good drawing powers."
ON THE JUMP (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (OCT. 6)
OCT. 19
(Six Parts)
" Clean picture with acrobatic stunts that thrill." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big. A crackerjack to open up with after
epidemic." " Star unusually good drawing card but fell down this
time."
Big business."
" Fourth" Pleased.
Liberty Loan
Propaganda."" Average business." " Average."
Consensus — " A production of fast action and star that draws them in."
PALS FIRST (SCR. C LA. -METRO) LOCKWOOD (OCT. 13).. OCT. 5
" Best
Af. P.Lockwood
News. offering in a long time. Everybody will like it." —
Exhibitor Comment — " A real knockout, biggest business we ever had and
a classy picture." " One of the very best." " Very good. Will
repeat."well" Played
big business."
A very
picture,
liked. two-day
Did notreturn
draw.to People
will not stand
for good
dead
stars." "Fine picture, deserves a big crowd." "Average business."
Consensus — " Most excellent production with wonderful drawing power."
PERFECT LADY, A (GOLDWYN) KENNEDY (DEC. 8) DEC. 14
" Star blends the tear and the smile delightfully." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business solid week." " Excellent."
Consensus — " Excellent picture with fine drawing powers."
PERFECT 36, A (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (NOV. 17)..
Exhibitor Comment — " Censors spoiled this for Pennsylvania." "Average business." " Extra big to big business seven stranght days."
" Fair. Story weak."
Consensus — " Fine picture with very good drawing powers."
POOR RICH MAN (METRO) BUSHMAN-BAYNE (DEC. 28).. JAN. 4
" Two stars in a rather sluggish comedy-drama."- — Af. P. News.
PRETENDER, THE (TRIANGLE) WM. DESMOND (OCT. 13). OCT. 2C
" Star registers good in clean Western picture." — M. P. News.
PRIVATE PEAT (ARTCRAFT) HAROLD R. PEAT (OCT. 13) .OCT. 28
" Faithful
News. treatment of a famous book should put thts over." — Af. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Out of the ordinary." " Bad business. People care nothing for war pictures now." " Pleased but
patrons were a little disappointed." Patrons walked out on this."
" Poor. Public doesn't seem to want war pictures after the war.
Poor business seven days." " Peat scores here, but business wasn't
big. Why? Just before Christmas." "Only fair. Director only
fair. Peat not so good. War pictures not in demand."
Consensus — " Good production with good drawing powers."
PRODIGAL WIFE (SCREENCRAFT) BOLAND (DEC. 22).. DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Sex play considered remarkable by interviewer." — Af. P. News.
QUICKSAND (PARAMOUNT) DORO. DALTON (DEC. 22).. DEC. 28
" Reviewer thinks picture was wrecked at the start." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
picture."
RAINBOW
TRAIL, —THE" Fair
(FOX)
WILLIAM FARNUM (OCT.13).OCT. 5
(Six Parts)
" Farnum scores again in Zone Grey sequel to ' Riders of the Purple
Sage.' " — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture, to great business." " Not as good
as ' Purple Sage.' Over 1,000 feet of repeat scenes from ' Riders of
the Purple Sage.' Advertising issued is very misleading. Farnum
saves it." " Here is a real star in a real production." " Average
business." Wonderful picture. Book it if you have to borrow
money." — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
Consensus
RECKONING DAY, THE (TRIANGLE) BENNETT (NOV. 17). NOV. 2
" News.
Snappy aition to this tale of those familiar German spies." — Af. P.
ROAD THROUGH THE DARK (SELECT) YOUNG (NOV. 25) DEC. 21
" Moral question raised in story that looks worthy." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business."
ROAD TO FRANCE, THE (WORLD) BLACKWELL (Oct. 14). OCT. 12
(Seven Parts)
" Absurd melodrama but title should draw the crowds in." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Other than patriotic sentiment this picture has
not
to recommend."
An ordinary
goodmuch
shipbuilding
scenes. " Would
have melodrama
been betterwithin some
five extra
reels.
Business so-so." " Great, went over big, first show after ' Flu ' ban
was lifted." " Lacks interest, no story, ordinary. Patrons displeased."
Consensus — " Just a fair picture with good drawing power in some sections."
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ROMANCE OF TARZAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) ELMO LINCOLN (OCT. 13)
NOV. 2
" Loads
Apes.' "of— action
Af. P. and
News.thrills make this fitting sequel to ' Tarzan of the
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business seven days." " Fair picture.
Did not go as well as ' Tarzan.' " " ' Flu ' killed business." " Big
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing powers."
ROPED
(UNIVERSAL SPECIAL)
CAREY (JAN. 18)
JAN. ♦
business."
(Six Parts)
" Star should please everybody in this production." — Af. P. News.
ROSEMARY CLIMBS THE HEIGHTS (PATHE). MINTER (OCT.
13)
OCT. 26
News. dramatic story which should give splendid satisfaction." — M. P.
" Good
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture to big business." " Fine picture.
Poor business. ' Flu ' scare."
Consensus — " Fine picture with good drawing power."
RULING PASSIONS (SCHOMER-ST. RGT.) DEAN (NOV. 17). OCT. 12
" Touching
P. News. moments and excellent handling make this a winner." — M.
SEA WAIF, THE (WORLD) LOUISE HUFF (DEC. 30) DEC. 28
" Love STRINGS
story made (METRO)
sustaining OLIVE
by skillful
handling."
M. P. News.
SECRET
TELL
(OCT. — 7)
OCT. 26
News.
" Interesting
plot. A crook story that should not fail to please." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very pleasing and intensely interesting picture." Good
"
picture. Star is new. Business is bad." " Good program picture." " Crackerjack picture."
Consensus
—
"
Fine
picture with
good ROBERTS
drawing powers."
SET FREE (BLUEBIRD)
EDITH
(DEC. 16) NOV. 16
" Light romantic drama with lots of entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Average."
Consensus
Fair picture
averageBARA
drawing
powers."
SHE
DEVIL,— " THE
(FOX) with
THEDA
(DEC.
1)
NOV. 9
(Six Parts)
" This story is not suited to Bora's style." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poorest Theda Bara picture yet." " Rotten
direction made Bara silly. More like this and Bara will be dead."
Consensus
picture with(BLUEBIRD)
good drawing DEAN
powers."(DEC. 2).. NOV. 16
SHE HIRED— "AFair
HUSBAND
" Subject
News. is not up to star's mark but should please generally." — M. P.
SHOULDER ARMS (FIRST NATIONAL) CHAPLIN (OCT. 20) . NOV. 2
(Three Reels)
News. plus a timely subject. What more can you askf " — M. P.
"Chaplin
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business seven days." " Extra big
business for ene week." Extra big business." " Extra big."
" Extra big business." " Record business." " Extra big business
two toweeks."
yet." Business
" Not hisalways
best.poor
Great
drawing
card.
Got
hand it" toBest
Charlie.
before
Christmas,
but big —with
this."picture with tremendous drawing powers."
Consensus
" Great
SILENT
RIDER,
THE (TRIANGLE) STEWART (DEC. 1)..DEC. 14
Stewart returns
and scoresA again."
— M. CLAYTON
P. News. (SEPT. 38)
SOULRoy WITHOUT
WINDOWS.
(WORLD)
(Six Parts)
SEPT. 28
News.above average World features. Should appeal to all." — M. P.
" Far
Exhibitor Comment — " Another too per cent picture in four-day run."
" A fine picture entitled to do more business." " Big business Monday and— Tuesday."
Consensus
" Excellent
pictureBERT
with drawing
the average."
SPENDER,
THE
(METRO)
LYTELLpowers
(JAN.above6)
JAN. 4
"
Excellent
comedy
backed
by
wholesome
philosophy."
—
If.
P.
News.
SPORTING LIFE (TOURNEUR-ARTCRAFT)
(DEC. 1) SEPT. 28
(Seven Parts)
" A powerful film classic with all tense dramatic elements." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very satisfactory." " Poor business." " Good."
ConsensusMAN,
— " Satisfactory
picture withDEXTER
good drawing
SQUAW
THE (ARTCRAFT)
(DEC.powers."
IS) NOV. 16
(Six Parts)
" This should please and also draw very well." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great. Extra big business." " Positively one
of the best all-round pictures we have ever played."
Consensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
STRANGE WOMAN, THE (FOX) BROCKWELL (DEC. 8)... OCT. 12
(Six Parts)
" A lengthy discussion on Free Love versus Marriage." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good production and entertainment."
" Gladys Brockwell's best since ' The Devil'-s Wheel.' Pleased all
Consensus
— " Fine(PARAMOUNT)
production with RAY
good drawing
powers."
STRING BEANS
(DEC. 22)
DEC. 21
"
Ray
fans
will
welcome
this
interesting
one."
—
M.
P. News.13).. OCT. 19
patrons."
SUCH A LITTLE PIRATE (PARAMOUNT) LEE (OCT.
" Story on old theme not suited for star." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Awful stuff. Never get Lila Lee over with such
bad ones." " Only fair picture, average business." " Nice picture
but terible business. No drawing power to it."
Consensus
" Just(FOX)
fair asJANE
a picture
fair drawing
powers."
SWAT THE — SPY
AND with
KATH.
LEE (SEPT.
29) . . OCT. 12
Af. P. practical
News. jokes of Lee children turned to patriotic effect." —
" Usual
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Big to average business in four
days' run." " The Lee kiddies know how to make 'em laugh."
" Pleased immensely."
" Average business two days." " Good kid
picture but Lee kids didn't draw."
Consensus
—
"
Very
pleasing
picture with
good average
SYLVIA ON A SPREE (METRO)
WEHLEN
(DEC. drawing
16) power."
DEC. 28
"
She
glimpses
a
'
fast
'
life
that
is
extravagant,
anyway."
— Af. P. NOV.
News. 23
TELL IT TO THE MARINES (FOX) LEES (NOV. 17)
News.
" your patrons like the Lee Kids this one will please them." — Af. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good for kids only." " A few children laughed.
Lee kids do verv little in this picture."
Consensus — Fair picture with average drawing powers."
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TEMPLE OF DUSK, THE (MUTUAL) HAYAKAWA (OCT. 13) . OCT. 5 WOMAN OF IMPULSE, A (PARA.) CAVALIERI (SEPT. 29) . SEPT. 28
" A weak story that does not give the star a chance." — M. P. News.
" Plot
News.is good. Picture is emotional but rather gruesome." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a picture, that's all. She never got me
five cents. Always lost money on her pictures." " Public does not
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, average business." " Everyone
care for star. Has no drawing power." " Only fair." " Artistic
pleased." " One of his best. Splendid direction. Good locations.
but draggy. Worst Saturday in many a day." " Slow in starting,
Very pleasing." " Good, very good. The Jap does excellent work
in th's Dicture."
but pleased at that." " Good picture."
Consensus
— " Less than average story with less than average drawing
Consensus — " Good picture with satisfactory drawing power."
TESTING OF MILDRED VANE (METRO) ALLISON (Dec. 2) DEC. 14 WOMAN WHO GAVE, THE (FOX) NESBIT (NOV. 17) NOV.
" A wellA built
typical
movie." — M. TOM
P. News.
" Wildly melodramatic with producers undoubtedly placing their faith
THIRTY
WEEK
(GOLDWYN)
MOORE (NOV. 17).. OCT. 26
on the star." — M. P. News.
,
" T.his
clean,
wholesome
entertainment
should please everybody." — M. P.
News
Exhibitor
Comment
—had." A Got
wild the
' meller,'
butandat satisfied
that the public
best picture
Miss
Nesbit
has
business
so no
Exhibitor Comment — " Tom is a comer all right. Good picture, satispower."
kick
coming. Photography and settings fine."
fied all and did fine business for a new star." " Broke record. Seven
WOMEN'S WEAPONS (PARAMOUNT) CLAYTON (NOV. 25) NOV. 16
days." " Very fine. Pleased all." " Tom Moore getting better all
" Plot is sure to go over as it contains heart interest." — M. P. News.
the time. Business held up big on one of worst days of the year."
Exhibitor Comment — " Not much of a picture." " Very bad picture to
"A clean, classy picture, to extra big business."
poor business." " Average business." " Very good." " Best busiConsensus — " Excellent production with big drawing powers."
ness yet on Ethel Clayton." " Average picture."
THREE MOUNTED MEN (UNIVERSAL) CAREY (OCT. 7).. OCT. 12
Consensus
— " FairTHEpicture
with ordinary
drawing
powers."
(Six Parts)
YELLOW DOG,
(JEWEL)
BIG CAST
(OCT.
14)
SEPT. 28
(Six
Parts)
" This
clean
picture
will
surely
please
anybody
who
loves
Western
plays."
— M. P. News.
" Pleasing
and amusing
a catchy title." — M.(NOV.
P. News.
FIGHTING
NAVYwith(EDUCATIONAL)
25) SEPT. 21
Exhibitor
Comment — (HODKINSON)
" Fine Western, good
story." (NOV. 17).. NOV. 9 YOUR
THREE
X GORDON
KERRIGAN
"
Not
Dry.
Absorbs
your
interest
until
the
end."
—
M.
P. News. DEC. 14
" Comedy and action in clean picture which should have a universal
ZERO
HOUR,
THE
(WORLD)
ELVIDGE
(DEC.
23)
appeal. — M. P. News.
"An
involved
offering
dealing
with
fake
clairvoyants."
—
M. P. News.
TOGETHER (BLUEBIRD) VIOLET MERSEREAU (OCT. 14). OCT. 19
" A pleasing heart interest drama with star in dual role. — M. P. News.
FLASHBACKS
Exhibitor OF
Comment
— " Average
business."WALCAMP (DEC. 2).. NOV. 16
TONGUES
FLAME
(BLUEBIRD)
" Interesting
story
and
heart
appeal
should help put this over." — M. P.
Individual Opinions on Earlier Releases Received During
News.
the Past Week
TOO FAT TO FIGHT (GOLDWYN) McINTYRE (DEC. 15).. DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Her Better Half " (Select) — " Average business."
" Nobody loves a fat man but they'll vote for this one." — M. P. News.
" Shark Monroe " — " Not Hart's best, but good."
Exhibitor
Comment
— stuff
" OnlyHead."
fair. Mclntyre not as good as ' Traveling
" Ghost of the Rancho "- — " Original, good and entertaining."
Salesman.'
War
"
Mother's Boy " — " Not up to Ray's standard."
TOO MANY MILLIONS (PARAMOUNT) REID (DEC. 8) NOV. 16
"A
Pair of Silk Stockings" (Select) — "A clever piece."
" Too much talking and posing in this picture." — M. P. News.
"
Cactus Crandall " (Triangle) — " Splendid western."
Exhibitor Comment — "Average business." "Good picture. Average
"
Soldiers
of Chance " (Vitagraph) — " Did not get over good here."
business." " Good." " Average business."
" High Stakes." — " Too deep. Not understood."
Consensus
—
-"
Fair
picture
with
average
drawing
powers."
"
Missing
"
(Artcraft) — " Went over good but seemed draggy."
TREASON (MUTUAL) EDNA GOODRICH (SEPT. 29)
OCT. 19
"" Song
of
Songs
" (Artcraft)
— "good
Ferguson's
best."
" Average feature with a good title and action aplenty." — M. P. News.
First
Law
"
(Pathe)
— " Very
offering."
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
" Poor business, after
" Soap Girl " (Vitagraph) — " Light entertainment."
" Golden Fleece " (Triangle) — " Not heavy but good."
Consensus — " Fairly satisfactory picture with drawing powers in many
" Firefly of France " — " Reid's best to date."
sections."
"
Her Man " (Pathe) — " Swell picture."
TWO GUN BETTY (HODKINSON) BARRISCALE (DEC. 16). DEC. 14
"
Woman and Wife " — " Alice Brady does not draw here."
"
Bessie
Barriscale
pleases
in
a
'
Different
'
role."
—
M.
P.
News.
"
Friend Husband "- — " Splendid picture. Pleased everybody."
UNDER FOUR FLAGS (WORLD) GOVERNMENT (NOV. 17) NOV. 30
" Turn of the Wheel " — " Ordinary production."
(Seven Parts)
" American Buds " — " One of Lee Kids' best."
" Improvement over previous Government pictures." — M. P. News.
" The Source " — " Not up to Wallace Reid's standard."
Exhibitor Comment — " Wonderful picture. Extra big business seven
" Kildare of Storm " (Metro) — " Star not Hked. Did not draw."
days." U. " S.A films,
picturebutthattheevery
theatre
" Bestall ofof the
" Modern Love " (Universal) — " Just a fair picture."
three
weeklies
haveshould
shown play."
practically
it.
"
Over the Top " — •" Good. Poor business account of ' Flu.' Too high
Business fair, but one of these is enough."
Consensus
Powerful production
extra big drawing
powers."
" Little Miss No-Account " — " Old Vitagraph, but good."
UNDER
THE— " GREENWOOD
TREEwith(ARTCRAFT)
FERGUSON
" Magda " (Select) — " Select always good."
(DEC. 1)
:
NOV. 16
" The Life Mask " (Petrova) — " Favorite star. Good."
" This
News.one does not come up to the talents of Miss Ferguson." — M. P.
" America's Answer " — " Just a news picture."
priced."
"
The Other Man " (Vitagraph) — " Old picture, but very good."
Exhibitor Comment — f Good strong picture.
Extra big business."
" Cecilia of the Pink Roses " — " Very pleasing."
" Poor business three days."
"
Bound
in Morocco " — '■' Extra big business three days."
Consensus — " Good
picture(METRO)
with average
powers."
UNEXPECTED
PLACES
BERTdrawing
LYTELL
(SEPT. 30) OCT. 12
" Eyes of Julia Deep " (American) — " Big business two days."
"Vive
La
France" (Paramount) — "Extra big business two days."
" A clean unbelievable story with entertaining qualities." — M. P. News.
" Playing the Game " (Paramount) — " Big business three days."
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased unusually."
" Fine picture pleased
"
Hoosier
Romance
" (Mutual) — " Average business two days."
patrons." " Average business." " Our first drop on a Lytell picture."
" Out of a Clear Sky " (Paramount) — " Extra big to big business."
Consensus
—
"
Satisfactory
picture
with
good
drawing
powers."
"
On
the
Quiet
"
—
Average business."
VANITY POOL, THE (UNIVERSAL) MAC LAREN (DEC. 2). NOV. 9
" Less than Kin " — " Big business two days."
(Six Parts)
" He Comes Up Smiling " — " Extra big three days."
" Scandals
News. and intrigues. Will go different in various sections." — M. P.
" Kaiser's Shadow " — Big business two days."
" Firefly of France " — " Big business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture to big business." " Big business."
" Let's Get a Divorce " — " Big business."
" Good Aproduction
strong drawing
powers."JOY (NOV. 17) .NOV. 2
" Claws of the Hun " — " Big business."
WANTED,
BROTHERwith (GENERAL)
GLORIA
"
Good Bad Man " — " Average re-issue."
" This
News.is the best of the series in which this little star appears." — M. P.
" Midnight Patrol " (Select Special) — " Too much killing."
WHATEVER THE COST (HODK.) ANITA KING (OCT. 7)... OCT. 19
" Wolves of the Border " — " Average."
" The Devil's Playground " — " Good feature. Not as bad as the name
" Fair
News.feature program picture lacking real human appeal." — M. P.
indicate." Fool" (Universal) — "Not Harry Carey's best."
WHAT LOVE FORGIVES (WORLD) CASTLETON (JAN. 6). JAN. 4 would
"A Woman's
" America's Answer " — " Extra big business three days."
"
Interesting
with
good
comedy
titles
but
not
well
balanced."
—
M.P.News.
WHEN DO WE EAT? (PARAMOUNT) BENNETT (OCT. 13). NOV. 9
" Riddle Gawne " (Artcraft) — " Big business two days."
" Biggest Show on Earth " (Paramount) — " Big business."
" A pleasing little picture that is clean." — M. P. News.
"
Toys of Fate " (Nazimova) — " Big to average business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business for two days." " Very weak.
" Peck's Bad Girl " — " Average business."
Skip this one." " Average business." " Fine little picture. Star
"
Blue Blood " (Goldwyn) — " Average business two days."
is ' there.' People came out." " Poor."
" Hearts of the World " (Griffith) — " Wonderful picture. Poor business
Consensus
— " Ordinary
ordinary
powers." DEC. 14
WHY
I WOULD
NOT picture
MARRY with(FOX)
NOV.drawing
24
account
(Six Parts)
" Birthof of' Flu.'
a Nation " (Griffith) — " Popular prices did well."
" Social Ambition " — " Good story of its kind."
" Very
— M. entertaining
P. News. and not so spicy as title would lead you to think."
" Just for Tonight " — " Too much holiday shopping. Good picture."
" Girl from Bohemia " (Pathe) — " Average business."
Exhibitor
Comment
" Great title.
picture." (DEC. 22) . ..DEC. 21
WILD
HONEY
(DE— LUXE)
DORIS Good
KENYON
" Cactus Crandall " (Triangle) — " Average for business."
(Six Parts)
" He Comes Up Smiling " (Artcraft) — " Average to poor business. ' Flu.'
" Come On In " — " Poor business two days. ' Flu.'
A
different
sort
of
Western
with
a
striking
star."
—
M.
P.
News.
WIVES AND OTHER WIVES (AM.) MINTER (DEC. IS)... DEC. 14
" The Hun Within " — " Poor business. ' Flu.' Enough said."
" Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots " (Select) — " Constance Talmadge comedies
" One of OF
the KULTUR
star's best yet."
— M. P.LEAH
News. BAIRD (OCT. 13).. OCT. 26
WOLVES
(PATHE)
do
here."Blackmailer " (World) — " Pleasing picture."
(Two-Reel Episodes)
" not
The draw
Beloved
"
Good
Night
Paul " (Select) — " Good picture."
" First
two
episodes
show
sensationalism
both
physical
and
mental."
—M. P. News.
" The Whip " — " Thrilling, pleasing picture."
WOMAN (TOURNEUR) STATE RIGHTS (NOV. 3)
NOV. 23
"
Kildare
of
Storm
" (Metro) — " Pleasing picture."
(Seven Parts)
" Queen of the Sea " (Fox) — "Great disappointment to patrons."
" The Great Love " (Griffith) — Good picture but poor business."
" Surely artistic, but may be over their heads." — M. P. News.
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(Continued from page 282)
A studio showing of Dustin Farnum's
latest picture, " A Man in the Open," was
given at the Brunton studios when members of the cast and directing force and
all others connected with the production
were present. The picture was produced
under the direction of Ernest C. Warde,
and Irene Rich is Mr. Farnum's leading
lady. Others appearing in the cast are
Claire DuBrey, Lamar Johnstone, Herschel
Mayall and Joseph J. Dowling. It is a
western story with a few eastern scenes.
The picture has been edited and the first
prints were shipped east on Tuesday this
week.
Sessue Hayakawa, the Japanese star, who
has been ill with influenza, has returned to
the Brunton studios. He expects to begin
production on a new subject after Jan. 1,
it is announced. Hayakawa was confined
to his home several weeks.
George Fisher, leading man for Bessie
Barriscale and other stars who have been
producing at the Brunton studios, and who
has been in the service at Camp Kearny,
has been honorably discharged. He was
given a rousing welcome when he visited
the Brunton studios last Monday.

11, 1919

Sunny Christmas.
Showman Laureate Rothapfel
has left our village.
Gene Pallette has. taken off his
aviating suit.
Mary Miles Minter was in town
from Santa Barbara.
Monte Katterjohn is paying the
bright lights a visit.
Harry Garson has desterted our
town for a week or two.
Captain Walter Long is back
in our midst, again a civilian.
hasn't finished unBill Hart
wrapping Christmas packages yet.
Bill Russell, of Santa Barbara,
O. O. Christtown the
our Day.
gave mas
.
.
Samuel Goldfish announces the
ent of Will Rogers to the
engagem
local
press.
Al Cohn threatens to have his
mustache removed so that it may
start the New Year right.
No word has been received
from Bill Keefe since he went to
the wicked city of New York.
Winnie Sheehan has been such
a busy man at the Fox studio
sincetimehis toarrival
aad
eat. that he hasn't
Bessie Love was seen doing
our Broadway in a wonderful new
limousine, which reminds us that
Christmas was upon us.
Tom Ince is going to open
that new studio on January 1 and
there are hints that a good time
will be had by all.
Christmas cards have so flooded
HOOKUM'S mail, that publicity
copy was given
little
consideration. Thanksvery
for the
checks,
the smokes and Bevo.
Bill Farnum; we hear, is to
come ture
west
to make months
a picduringagain
the summer
so that he may be close to Catalina
ful. where the finnies are plenti-

Studios

Alma Rubens, Who Heads Her Own Company.
World Rights Controlled by Robertson-Cole

Dollywoofc
JAN.

Coast

IDookum

NEWS
Scientists who have made careful investigations and surveys of
atmospheric conditions pervading
Los Angeles on the evening of
December
24, make
a report
ing that the
peculiar
odor findwas
not due to any volcanic action,
but rather was caused by great
numbers of suits of evening
clothes being out for an airing.
Moth balls, they claim, do smell
up soup and fish.
Information from George Proctor brings the glad news that
Charley Fuir was not court martialed for flirting with the Colonel's wife, for the Colonel did
not tillearn
untwo a. ofm.Charley's
Novembercapers
11, and
the armistice had then been
signed, all of which leads one to
the
that for
Charley
will
writeconclusion
a melodrama
the silver
HOOKUM MOVES!
HOOKUM editorial sanctums
has moved to a new location at
618 Wright and Callender Building, just down the hall from our
esteemed contemporary and the
wqll known firm of Dick Willis
and Gus Inglis, to say nothing of
the National Projecting Machine
Company
enterprise
Ed.
RobertsandandtheMiles
Overholtof
which is IT, being our close
neighbors. HOOKUM feels sure
it will improve the neighborhood
and add dignity
to the general for
atmosphere and surroundings,
we hate ourselves as does no one
else.customers
We cordially
all our
old
to callinvite
and see
the
new wall paper and will be glad
for all the new customers to drop
in on us, but not at tea time.
Here's a thrill for you — our new
motto: " If we please, tell others;
if not, tell us."

MORE

NEWS

sheet in which he can feature
himself as a buck private.
A. Hull Shirk is occupying the
chair of director of publicity at
Lasky Studio, and Pat Kearney
is on the rattler between here and
New York to take up the work of
wearing out
well McGaffey
known Un-is
derwoodthe
key. K.
now looking for new ideas, he
having been transferred to the
Lasky scenario department where
he mayhoods andchronicle
the desire.
falsefiction heallmay
Congratulations to all of you, and
a New Year that is busy.
NEW YEAR RESOLUTIONS!
shall make at least
oneChaplin:
scene a Iweek.
Dusty Farnum : No more westfor I don't
the islicker.
Bill erns,Hart:
The like
shroud
put
away with the moth balls.
Monroe Salisbury : Never will
I wear a bear again.
Eddiemy hair
Lyonson : the
I shall
partside. quit
Aling Christie
: I will
speed up
the laughs.
G. : I'll personally edit my
ownD. subjects.
Lois Weber: No more flowers
shall be planted at my studio.
Bill Parsons : A new brand of
smiles will I create each week,
Billyes.Duncan: A little more life
yes,
insurance.
Lee not
Moran:
shall
causeWalking
me to the
lose floor
my
temper.
Bry. Washburn : Life is seridrama.ous, therefore no more comedy
Exchangemen : Higher rentals.
Exhibitors : Lower rentals.
Producers : Smaller salaries.
The Public: Something new,
please.

Picture

News

Kennedy Starts Work
Madge Kennedy began work Monday on
her first Goldwyn production since arriving
on the Pacific coast. The picture has not
been titled, but it will be filmed under the
direction of Clarence G. Badger. John
Bowers will be her leading man. The story
is unique in that it calls for virtually every
character of importance to play a dual
role. Among some of the well-known
players who have players in the cast is
Tully Marshall.
Reginald Barker has begun work on Rex
Beach's new photoplay for Goldwyn, which
will be called " The Brand." Kay Laurell,
who has been playing in Zeigfeld's Follies,
will have an important role in the production. Other members of the cast are Robert McKim, formerly with Thomas H. Ince,
and Russell Simpson, remembered for his
excellent characterization in " The Barrier." In fact, Mr. Simpson came west to
play in the great picture at the special request of Mr. Beach, it is said.
Mabel Normand, who has been dangerously ill with influenza, was reported this
week as much improved. She is expected
to begin production on a new picture shortly after the first of the year. Mae Marsh,
who suffered a relapse with influenza shortly after she arrived in Los Angeles from
New York, was reported this week as much
better. She will doubtless be on the lot
after Jan. I.
Tom Moore, Goldwyn star, this week began production on a new picture which is
yet unnamed. He is working under the
direction of Harry Beaumont. Seena Owen
is his leading lady in the new play. Sidney Ainsworth, of Chicago, well known to
theatre goers for many seasons, came west
to play in this production.
Chaplin Entertains
Charlie Chaplin entertained with a special Christmas dinner at his home in
Laughlin Park Christmas eve many of his
studio friends and' acquaintances, the dinner being given in special compliment to
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Chaplin. Mrs. Charlie
Chaplin, otherwise known to screen fans
as Mildred Harris, assisted her famous
husband in the entertainment. Mrs. Alf
Reeves, wife of the studio manager of
the Chaplin studios, was a guest of honor
also. Mrs. Reeves has just returned from
London, where she waited nearly two years
to get a passport to the United States. The
boat that brought her to New York passed
the George Washington, the vessel that
carried President Wilson to Europe.
Noble Brown, former casting director at
the Chaplin studios, who has been in the
naval service, is back at the Chaplin studios.
Charlie Chaplin's newest comedy, " Sunnyside," is about two-thirds finished, it was
announced this week at the Chaplin studios.
Sergt. Johnny Douglas, former secretary
to Mabel Normand, who has been in the
service in France, has written to friends
at the Chaplin studios that he expects to
be back in the United States within a few
weeks. Douglas is one of the best-known
people in the Los Angeles film colony. He
recently originated a phrase that has become aby-word in the studios, as follows:
"If my mail does not catch me in France
I will get it in general delivery in Berlin."
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Springfield Newspaper Carries Health AdverFond du Lac Recovers from "Jinx"
tisement Against Theatres
THE " jinx " has been beaten out in Fond du Lac. The
moving picture business is coming back into its own. The
ONE of the Springfield, 111., papers has been carrying a large
holiday spirit did it.
display advertisement directed to the managers of the
This is the judgment of the managers of the moving picture
theatres in which the health department says it has been notihouses. It is voiced by Manager Ainsworth of the Orpheum,
fied that the theatres were admitting " coughers and sneezers "
and threatening to take away the license of the theatre that
confirmed by Manager Vollert of the Idea and the Henry
does not live up to the regulations.
Boyle and conceded by Manager Smith of the Bijou.
It seems that a letter to the theatre owners would have done
The streets that were thronged with holiday shoppers before
just about as well without agitating the town again. Every
Christmas have been filled with motion picture fans wending
theatre manager there is doing his best to live up to the rules,
their way theatreward Christmas Day and since. The Christand if a person coughs or sneezes inside the playhouse there
mas business turned the tide and it looked like old times to see
is no way to prevent it.
capacity houses and to find people actually being turned away.
It looks as though the commission was looking for a little
Manager Ainsworth of the Orpheum, who is always optimispublicity. At the present writing the influenza epidemic has
tic even when the clouds are darkest, is sure the worst is over
passed in Springfield, and but few cases are reported daily.
and that the picture fans who have been denying themselves
It is a well-known fact that many physicians have been
on account of the " flu " will now make up for lost time.
glossly negligent in the matter of reporting cases when th©
disease was bad. But every time the health commission thinks
" We did a splendid business Christmas day and night,"
said Manager Ainsworth. "We did capacity business in the it is about time for another scare, it whips the theatre owners.
afternoon and at night actually turned them away. I could
hardly believe it — had to pinch myself to see if I was awake —
but it was all right, the old time crowds were there and I Christmas Snow at Elgin Ties Up Traffic
guess they'll keep coming. Of course we had a splendid suband Hurts Theatres
ject, Thomas H. Ince's Dorothy Dalton in " The Kaiser's
CHRISTMAS
EVE'Suponsnow
andtheatre
blow and
tie-up
traffic
Shadow." It took fine. What is more, business was good
had its influence
Elgin
crowds
and ofreduced
throughout the week. It looks as if we had put the ' jinx ' out
them
to
a
minimum.
of business. Anyhow I propose to put on good programs and
Gloom did not perch himself on the box offices for long,
go to it."
however, for all through the Christmas week and in the early
Manager Vollert of the Idea shares in Mr. Ainsworth's
new year patronage took a most exhiliarating spurt.
optimism. " Idea patrons have apparently forgotten all about
In the first place, it was Christmas time and time behooving
the ' flu '," Mr. Vollert declared in discussing his Christmas
the town to make holiday. There were guests to be enterbusiness. " The fact of the matter is," he continued, " the
tained, young people home from college and vacations in faccrowds are coming back and it looks now as if we will be pertories.
mitted to round out the Old Year and begin the New Year in
In the second place, a brief smallpox epidemic was dying
a way that will give us new courage and, incidentally, some
out
at a most propitous time. The epidemic, for all its briefprofit.
ness, proved more help than hindrance. It drove thoughts of
influenza and fear of contagion, uppermost in minds for so
" We have been noting steady gains at the Idea for a week
but it was left for Christmas Day to break all records for atlong, back so far that it was forgotten when the smallpox
tendance since the people began to sneeze and the health
scare died out. In consequence Elgin managers watched the
authorities felt impelled to clamp on the lid. I predict that
pleasure of the biggest holiday houses in the history of the
business will soon be normal again. At least I am hoping it moving picture in Elgin.
Merchants reported the biggest shopping trade in years and
will. We need it. The ' flu ' has surely had us guessing and
this had bearing on the show houses, bringing in shoppers
we will be glad to forget the experience."
for rest in afternoon and evening.
Manager Smith of the Bijou is of a similar mind. " Our
" Flu " fear had not been long enough departed to inspire
Christmas day and night business was fine," said Mr. Smith.
the customary widespread interference of private parties and
" And business has kept up right well since Christmas. Unless
meetings, so the pictures were practically without rivals over
the cold weather hits us I think we will be able to make up
all the holidays.
for what we have lost. At any event the outlook is promising."
■lllllllIilllllllllllllllllllllllllllM^
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a year, about Yuletide, Aaron Jones unbosoms himself of some very interesting views on the New Year.
Approached yesterday in the luxurious sanctum from whence
flows blessings in the form of entertainment for the masses,
Mr. Jones hid himself behind a big black cigar — almost as big
as the " little Napoleon " himself, and spouted facts.
" The building of new theatres has come to a standstill and
during the year about to begin there will be little or no activity
in this direction. This may be reasoned from numerous angles,
the most important of which is the excessive prohibitive cost
of construction. Then again the new franchise arrangement
which is sure to be instituted by picture interests is going to
limit the erection of new theatres for picture purposes."
And herein Mr. Jones predicts something that is most important.
" There is a general movement to franchise houses among
picture distributors in a like manner and method of legitimate
producers, such as Klaw & Erlanger and Shuberts. This
means protection for the theatre owner and manager in service.
The man with the franchise gets the pictures and therefore it
would be dangerous and futile for any opposition interest to
build a new theatre."
Mr. Jones shifted his cigar to the other side of his mouth
and smiled.
" Pessimists were howling last year about the sure and sudden demise of the picture business. If you will remember, I
looked for a big successful year. The proof of the pudding is
the eating. Ask picture managers, manufacturers, distributors
and others what 1918 meant to them. It was the biggest year
pictures ever had. It marked the growth of Goldwyn, the First
National Circuit and the independent producer and star.
Those who made bad pictures had a bad year. Those who
made good pictures made a fortune. And, mark me well, next
year will bring a better class and higher grade of pictures than
we have had heretofore.
" Nineteen nineteen will be a great year for amusements."
News

of the Week

in Detroit

THE INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION, releasing
through the new Film Clearing House in Detroit, offered its
first $10, $20, $30 per day release, Evelyn Nesbit in " Her
Mistake," at the Colonial last week. It was well received.
The releases for the next two months are Mitchell Lewis in
" Life's Greatest Problem," and Mary Boland in " A Woman's
Experience." The Colonial has taken the first run, Drury Lane
second and Liberty third, while some fifty other houses in
city and state are already contracted. J. Russell Brett and
Charles H. Powell have joined the sales force. Powell was
with Fox.
(Continued on page 5)

R. E. Seery,

Manager

of the Chicago Office of First National
Exhibitors' Circuit

Gathered

in Green

Bay

WILLIAM S. HART played in "Blue Blazes Rawden," a
Paramount
in thewasOrpheum
28
and 29. Thefilm,
picture
one of theatre
the bestDecember
in which 2*6,
this27,star
has been seen here this season.
NORMA TALMADGE was an attraction at the Grand theatre
December 26, 27, 28 and 29 in the Select film, " The Forbidden
"THREE MOUNTED MEN," a Universal picture, with
Harry Carey in the leading role, was presented at the Royal
theatre December 26.
City."
FRANK McINTYRE of the Goldwyn corporation was the attraction December 27 and 28 in the Colonial theatre in the film,
" Too Fat to Fight," by Rex Beach. The picture is a mirthprovoker.
HERBERT
RAWLINSON
played
in " Smashing
Universal picture,
at the Royal
theatre,
December Through."
27 and 28.a
BESSIE BARRISCALE
appeared
December
23, in the Colonial
theatre.in " The Heart of Rachel."
ROY STEWART was screened in the Triangle picture, " By
Proxy." a western play, at the Royal theatre, December 23.
EDNA GOODRICH, supported by David Paul, was seen in
the Grand
Select film,
" Her Husband's Honor," December 23-24. in
the
theatre.
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MANAGER AINSWORTH of the Orpheum always had a
warm spot in his heart for the little folks. He has put or,
children's matinees without number and they have invariably
been winners. His latest was a six-cent matinee on New Year's
day for the boys and girls with Mary Pickford in " Amarilly
in Clothesline Alley." It was some picture and some crowd.
THE ORPHEUM rounded out the old year successfully with
Shirley Mason and Ernest Truex in " Come On In." This was
the program for Monday and Tuesday, December 30 and 31.
THE FOLLOWING WEEK will be opened with Dorothy
Gish in " Battling Jane," running three days, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, January 7, 8 and 9.

MANAGER SMITH of the Bijou has booked Lila Lee in hep
second picture, " Such a Little Pirate," for the second week
in January.
IT WAS WALLACE REID in " Less than Kin " that helped
Manager Smith of the Bijou break the " Flu " jinx on Christmas Day. The matinee and evening audiences tested the
capacity of the house and the patrons were all delighted with
the picture.
Frank

Vanston of Elgin May Purchase
Theatre at St. Charles
KNOWLEDGE that Frank Vanston, former manager of the
Temple, Elgin, is " smelling 'round " for a new location
in a picture house purchase, leads his friends to believe he is
soon to be back into the business.

Critics

There is rumor, that Mr. Vanston does not deny, that he is
considering purchase of the Strand theatre, St. Charles, now
owned and operated by Manager Gus Cook of the Temple,
Dundee.
Vanston reports that he has been looking over the ground
at St. Charles and believes that there is a future in the moving
picture business there. The deal has not been closed, however.
There is possibility that Mr. Vanston may not re-enter business until his two sons, who assisted him in management of
the Temple, are returned from service. Their enlisting in the
Army was the principal reason for his sale of the Temple last
July to Manager William P. Fay.
Mr. Vanston has been temporarily retired from business
since the sale of the Temple in attempt to recuperate from
the strenuousness of the theatre life for several years before
that
Yuletide Marks Anniversary of Chicago's
First Motion Picture Theatre and

MANAGER AINSWORTH has booked "Carmen of Klondike " for the Orpheum the last week in January.

The

Opening of Its Newest
IT is a matter of note that Chicago's first motion picture
theatre and Chicago's newest motion picture theatre were
both opened during the Christmas holidays. On Christmas
Eve, 1905, Jones, Linick & Schaefer opened the first motion
picture theatre in Chicago, on State Street, between Monroe
and Adams. Upon the Eve of Yuletide, this same firm, Jones,
Linick & Schaefer, are to open Chicago's newest motion picture theatre, the Randolph, on Randolph Street, between State
and Dearborn. Things have changed since 1905. These days,
two single reels of less than two thousand feet in all were
shown for a price of ten cents. Nowadays, modern picture
entertainment never consists of less than five reels and generally eight or nine. True the admission price has increased
slightly, but nothing in comparison with the increased cost of
operation. The manager of Chicago's first motion picture
theatre is still a theatre manager of Chicago. He is Norman
Field, and at present is managing the Rialto theatre on State
Street. He has promised to attend the opening of the new
Randolph next Monday.
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RICHARD R. NEHLS, general manager of the American
Film Co., Inc., left the Chicago office, 6227-35 Broadway, on
Thursday, December 26, for the studio at Santa Barbara, California, where he will remain for some two months overseeing
many contemplated improvements in the studio and its equipment. While there, Mr. Nehls will select a new studio manager it is understood, as the present manager who has been
in charge of the studio for many years resigns on January 1
to take up another line of activity.
CHAS. C. PETTIJOHN, general counsel for the Affiliated
Exhibitors Mutual is spending a few days in Chicago.
COLVIN BROWN arrived back in Chicago just before
Christmas after a few weeks in New York looking fine.
S. S. HUTCHINSON, President of the American Film Company, Inc., sailed from New York on December 21 for London
where he goes to effect new distribution arrangements in the
British Isles. He expects also to visit Paris before returning
and is looking forward to meeting his son Hobart, who is attached to General Pershing's staff and has applied for a furlough for the purpose of visiting his father whom he has not
seen since his enlistment, more than a year ago. Mr. Hutchinson while in London will make his headquarters at the offices
of the American Film Company (London), Ltd., 89-91 Wardour Street, London, England.
IRVING MACK, the genial and up-to-the-minute publicity
man of the Universal Chicago Office, and his charming wife,
wished their friends a Merry Christmas and a Happy New
Year in a very artistic manner. Judging from the wording of
the card, Irving must have been the author.
CHAS. PACCINI, owner of the Majestic and Butterfly Theatres, Kenosha, Wisconsin, has decided to build two more new
houses in Kenosha, one located in the business district, and
one on the west side.
SID GOLDMAN, manager of the Chicago office of the Jewel
Productions, has just returned from New York full of enthusiasm over the possibilities of their new picture, " Hearts
of Humanity," which Goldman claims stands shoulder to
shoulder with " Hearts of the World."
BARNEY ROSENTHAL, manager of the Universal St. Louis
Office, has been spending a few days in Chicago — could there
be anything in the rumor that he contemplates matrimony ?
CHAS. C. PYLE just got back from Oshkosh where he was in
conference with Mr. W. G. Maxey, President of the Bartola
Musical Instrument Company, regarding their next year's
policy, which will be to enlarge their business materially.

Chicago

That —

Illinois, has been called to Newport, Ky., on account of the
death of his sister, a victim of the influenza.

THE "FLU" BAN has been lifted at La Salle, Streater,
Peoria, and Mandota. E. J. Degenhardt, owner of the Princess
Theatre at Mendota, Illinois, reports that his son is seriously
ill with the influenza.
THE PALACE THEATRE at Mendota has been forced to
close again on account of poor business.
F. A. VAN HUSEN, who has been the manager of the U. T. E.
in Omaha is to take the management of the Chicago office,
January 1. His assistant .is to be George Rogers who, prior
to his enlistment in the Army, was the Minneapolis manager
of the
the U.
T. E. Both gentlemen are well and favorably known
in
trade.
W. L. HILL, publicity manager of the Famous-Players
Chicago office, is enthusiastic over innovations which will be
of great help to exhibitors, which will be started at the Chicago
office after January 1.
R. C. CROPPER, of the Hee Hive Chicago Office, says that
their reel, " Topics of the Day," is cleaning up and being used
as a regular feature by the following leading theatres: The
new Randolph, Orpheum, Rose, Alcazar, Boston, Band Box,
Riviera, Central Park, Woodlawn, and the entire circuits of
both Lubliner and Trinz, and Ascher Bros.
MRS. ETHEL FLECKLES ALBERTS, niece of Morris
Fleckles, president of the Screen Craft Film Company, died
of the influenza.
J. A. LISEY, Manager of the Majestic Theatre, Rochelle, 111.,
is leaving for the Coast on a vacation.
W. R. SKATES, recently of the Paramount Chicago office, is
confined to his home with the influenza.
WHEN DEE ROBINSON of the Apollo Theatre at Peoria,
111., brought a mandamus suit against the city of Peoria compelling them to put a strict quarantine on the city of Peoria
it took the city officials just twenty minutes to declare the
" Flu " ban off. Mr. Robinson, together with fourteen theatre
managers, had everything closed tight but the street cars, and
they happened to be on a strike. In the daily papers of Peoria,
the mayor of the town over his signature made a public
declaration that the moving picture theatre was not a breeder
of the " Flu " germ.
MR. AND MRS. WM. OLSON of the Orpheum Theatre at
Galesburg, Illinois, were the hosts at a dinner given Mr. Harry
Weiss of the Central Film Company on Sunday, December 15.

THE RECENT trolley strike which tied up all the inter-urban
lines in southern Illinois hurt the moving picture theatres
more than the recent " Flu " attack.

R. M. KINGSLAND, owner of two motion picture theatres
at Canton, Illinois, is not expected to live, complication of influenza and other diseases.

NATE ERBER, formerly of the Lincoln Square Theatre at
Decatur, 111., is now manager of the Strand Theatre at Ft.
Wayne, Indiana.

THE NEXT TIME that one of Health Commissioner Robertson's men instruct a theatre management what to do it would
be well for them to watch their step. The Woodlawn theatre's
recent experience proves that at all times the management of
a theatre should treat the city officials courteously. Last Sunday night when an inspector pointed it out to an attache of
the theatre that no attention was being made to live up to the
Health rules, he was told to " go ahead with his complaint,"
which the gentleman proceeded to do, and the house was
closed. After a conference with the Health Department, the
house was permitted to open. The Influenza rules, however,
are to be strictly enforced hereafter.

MR. E. SCHWARTZ of the E. S. Film Service has just recovered from an attack of the "Flu."
LAWRENCE W ATKINS, owner of a movinc picture theatre
at Petersburg, Illinois, is reported seriously ill with an attack
of the "Flu."
THE CONDOLENCE of the entire industry has been tendered to Eugene Billy Hamburg, former picture frame man,
who lost his wife, who was a victim of influenza.
BIRCH WORMOLD

of the Marquette Theatre of La Salle,

T. J. RAYE has bought the Princess theatre of Kankakee, 111.,
and rechristened it the Chateau.
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the crowds, too, average houses on Friday and capacity houses
on Saturday.
With

Dubuque

Exhibitors

\ " THE BIRD OF PREY," with Gladys Brockwell, played at
I the Dreamland theatre on Wednesday and Thursday, December 1& and 19. This picture was shown at the Liberty theatre
i several weeks ago to good houses, and it drew equally well at
I the Dreamland this week. Miss Brockwell is an artist whose
work is extremely pleasing.
THREE popular Universal stars, Dorothy Phillips, Lon
Chaney and William Stowell, appeared at the Family theatre
on Wednesday, December 18, in that thrilling westerner,
" Pay Me." This was the first time Family fans had seen this
trio for several months, and accordingly they were well
received.
LOUISE GLAUM, formerly the "Peacock Woman" of the
screen, but now an actress of great emotional ability, noted for
the sympathetic roles she portrays, was presented at the Grand
Thursday and Friday, December 10 and 20, in " Wedlock."
This is Miss Glaum's third Paralta play, and it surpasses any
other work of this kind she has ever done. Throughout the
entire picture Miss Glaum's attractive personality is the dominant feature; her audience is in sympathy with her from the
start to the finish. Everyone who saw this photoplay pronounced itfine. During its engagement it drew full houses
at all performances.
METRO'S beautiful star, Olive Tell, appeared for two days
at the Dreamland theatre, December 20 and 21, in " Secret
Strings." Of all the photoplays in which Miss Tell has played,
this last one made the most favorable impression on Dreamland patrons, for it was a picture brim full of excitement,,
good settings and clever acting — a suitable vehicle for the
charming Metro player.
" ALIAS MARY BROWN," with Pauline Starke, was as good
a detective story as one could wish to see. The talented
Pauline had the advantage of a very good supporting cast,
headed by Casson Ferguson. The picture was well liked by
Liberty fans.
MRS. CHARLIE CHAPLIN made her debut at the Family
theatre Friday, December 20, in " The Price of a Good Time."
Mildred Harris was on the way to greatness when she married
the screen's foremost comedian, and from the way her pictures
are taking since her marriage, her rise will be meteoric.
PATHE'S rising comedian, Bryant Washburn, was shown at
the Liberty theatre Saturday, December 21, in the long
awaited, much advertised " Twenty One." In the opinion
of Liberty fans, Bryant was just great, and almost everyone
who saw the picture declared that they had seen a most satisfactory picture. Consequently, when the next Bryant Washburn feature is shown at the Liberty, Manager Wilbur will be
sure of a good house.
"THE SONG OF SONGS," with Elsie Ferguson, was the
Saturday attraction at the Family theatre last week. A typical Elsie Ferguson audience attended — an appreciative, good
picture loving audience, who fully appreciated the ability *of
the famous star. A well known picture fan, in commenting on
the picture, said: "One of the reasons why so many people
come to see Elsie Ferguson productions is because all of her
plays have most attractive titles. They suggest romance, they
appeal to the imagination, they have a most musical sound.
Any of them— ' Barbary Sheep,' 'The Rose of the World,'
' Under the Greenwood Tree ' and ' The Song of Songs '— appeal to our sense of the beautiful, and we attend expecting to
see a picture worthy of the title. Nor are we seldom disappointed."
FOR two days George M. Cohan reigned supreme at the
Princess theatre in the well known story, " Hit the Trail Holliday." George was immense, and so was the picture. It drew

MARGUERITE CLARK, the star who never grows old or
tiresome, played at the Family theatre Sunday, December 22,
in ' Bab's Matinee Idol." The last of the Bab series was witnessed with regret, for never before had Miss Clark portrayed
a character so appealing, so deliciously funny. Every one of
the series was good, clean comedies, and what is also important, they were plays quite out of the ordinary and original —
something that cannot be said of the majority of photoplays.
MEMORIAL services for Dubuque boys who fell in the service of their country held the boards at the Grand Sunday
afternoon, December 22, but in the evening " A Burglar for a
Night," with J. Warren Kerrigan, was shown. People who
were accustomed to taking in picture shows on Sunday afternoon flocked to the theatre in the evening, and combined with
the usual Sunday evening crowd, they fairly swarmed in the
theatre. The Grand seats eleven jhundred, but with all its
seating capacity, a great number of people could not be accommodated. The picture was held over for Monday, and it attracted asplendid week day house.
THE DREAMLAND also had a red letter day on Sunday,
December 22. George Walsh was the star at that theatre,
and his picture, " I'll Say So," was a winner. The picture drew
better than great — to use the words of Manager Boyle, it was
the second best business he had done since the opening of his
theatre. That is saying a lot for a picture, for the Dreamland
has had some mighty big houses. Walsh is undoubtedly the
best drawing card on the Fox program — his popularity here
is even greater than that of Fairbanks.
SUNDAY was a great day for stars at every theatre in Du-i
buque. The Family had that supreme actress, Marguerite
Clark, in "Bab's Matinee Idol"; the Liberty presented Tom
Mix in "Mr. Logan, U. S. A."; the Dreamland had George
Walsh in "I'll Say So"; the Grand, "A Burglar for a Night,"
with J. Warren Kerrigan, and the Princess featured Sessue
Hayakawa in " The White Man's Law."
SPEAKING of Fox stars, Tom Mix is another player of that
company who is a business getter. Dreamland and Liberty
patrons have a high opinion of him and show it by always seeing that his pictures are well attended. One of his late vehicles, "Mr. Logan, U. S. A.," shown at the Liberty theatre
December 22, was enthusiastically received — in fact, many considered ithis best play. Of course there was a good attendance in the afternoon, and in the evening the house was the
same as on any night when a Mix feature is shown — packed,
and then some.
"FOR HUSBANDS ONLY," starring Mrs. Charlie Chaplin,
came to Dubuque Tuesday and Christmas Day. The picture
was heralded in by extensive billboard, poster and newspaper
advertising. The name of the star was, of course, the thing
that was advertised — Mildred Harris was lost sight of almost
altogether, and a new star, Mrs. Charlie Chaplin, took her
place. If the wife of the great comedian is advertised much
longer on this scale she will depose Mrs. Vernon Castle from
her place of being the most advertised woman in the world.
The picture, " For Husbands Only," was really good, and Mrs.
Chaplin's acting was of real merit.
CONSTANCE TALMADGE was presented at the Princess
theatre Monday and Tuesday, December 23 and 24, in " Good
Night, Paul," a first class comedy drama, well suited to the'
personality of a first class star like Miss Talmadge. This picture drew better than average houses.
(Continued from page 3)
SAFE ROBBERS bored their way into the strong box of the
Woodward Theatre Co. in the Breitmeyer building and got
about $3,000 in cash and Liberty bonds.
HARRY SOMERVILLE is no longer manager of the Drury
Lane, having resigned. He is succeeded by R._ Perry, former
city salesman for Metro.
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is back at the Majestic after her ill-

office Sunday.
business at the Royal, where a new chapter is shown
each

THE theatre managers expected the biggest week of the year,
starting Christmas Day. Some fine programs were booked,
and everything made ready to accommodate the flood of
patrons that made for the playhouses immediately after the
Christmas dinner.

MANAGER MAISEL of the Capitol gave a Christmas present to every child that attended the Capitol on Christmas Eve.
And there surely was a large crowd present.

MISS BESSIE WARE
ness.

THE LYRIC enjoyed five prosperous days with Theda Bara's
" Cleopatra." Manager Loper was well satisfied with the boxoffice reports on this engagement. Alice Joyce followed for
two days in " To the Highest Bidder," and although the picture was a " repeater " it did very well. Theda Bara came,
back in " When a Woman Sins," on Thursday, Friday and,
Saturday, December 19, 20 and 21, and pleased her admirers
and the exhibitor.
THE PRINCESS did not do so well with Frank Keenan in
" The Bells." This Pathe play was shown for three days,
starting December 15. " Why I Would Not Marry," William
Fox's special feature, did well for two days following Keenan,
and Warren Kerrigan did nicely for two days with " Three X
Gordon."
" THE YELLOW DOG " proved one of the most unprofitable pictures ever shown at the Royal. Manager Kerasotes
was very much disappointed with the business done, although
the film has a good drawing record.
ROBERT RIORDAN, brother of George S. Riordan, manager of the Majestic theatre, died in Chicago December 20.
THE CAPITOL reports that business is most satisfactory.
Triangle first run pictures, Select and Goldwyn repeats, and
special productions go to make up the programs that Manager
Maisel gives his patrons. Fox, Arbuckle, Sennett and Keystone comedies are used with the above named features.
MANAGER KUNZ, of the Princess, is reported as expecting
to bring back Nazimova in " Eye for Eye." This picture was
shown for four days about two weeks ago and did not do the
business the production warranted.
MISS NELLIE BROWNE DUFF, feature writer on the Illinois State Journal, left for Los Angeles on Friday, December 27. Miss Duff is going to try her fortunes in the scenario business, having had much experience along this line.
She was formerly at the Vitagraph studios, and contributed
many scenarios to Selig when that company was one of the
big producing concerns. Miss Duff has many friends among
the film people in the California city, and will no doubt be(
right at home. At this writing it is expected that she will be
connected with the Universal Film Company.
THE GAIETY has booked "Wives of Men," the Doll-Van
state rights feature, for four days, starting New Year's Day.
A peculiar coincidence is that Miss Reed was the star at the
Gaiety on last New Year's, appearing in " Today," also a DollVan production. The same thing applied to Mildred Harris.
Miss Harris was here Christmas Day this year in " Borrowed
Clothes," and last year in " The Cold Deck " with W. S. Hart.
" UNDER THE GREENWOOD TREE," Artcraft play with
Elsie the
Ferguson,
and at
" Fatty
" Arbuckle
in " Camping
were
attractions
the Gaiety
on Sunday,
Monday Out,"
and
Tuesday, December 29, 30 and 31.
" HEARTS OF THE WORLD " will come to the Chatterton
some time during January, Manager Cave not yet having decided on the dates.
EDDIE POLO
/

in " The Lure of the Circus " is doing a land-

DOROTHY GISH was a riot at the Vaudette for three days
in " The Hope Chest." Miss Gish has improved steadily in
the past year, and since they discovered in " Hearts of the
World " that she is a natural comedienne she threatens to become one of the real big stars. " The Hope Chest " was shown
at the Vaudette on December 22, 23 and 24; Vivian Martin,
followed on Christmas Day for a four days' run in " Jane Goes
A- Wooing."

"THE STRANGE WOMAN," Fox production with Gladys
Brockwell, made a great hit at the Lyric on December 22 and
23. Manager Loper advertised the picture heavily and made
profit of it. Earle Williams in "The Man Who Wouldn't
Tell " followed " The Strange Woman " for two days, and the
last three days of the week will go to Annette Kellermann in
" Queen of the Sea."
USUALLY the week before Christmas is dull in the theatrical and film business in Springfield, but this year such was
not the case. Due to the large numbers of returning soldiers
and sailors, patronage was about normal, and every manager
in the city was very much pleased.
"THE CRUCIBLE OF LIFE," a special production, did
very well at the Princess for three days, starting December
22. Ethel Clayton in " A Soul Without Windows " is booked
for December 25 and 26, and on December 27 and 28 Lewis
Stone will be seen in " The Man of Bronze."
THE AMUSE-U is making lots of money these days, and
Fox pictures are used almost exclusively. Manager Ben Rovin
is strong for William Farnum and Theda Bara, and never
fails to pull big business when he has these stars. George
Walsh also does well every time he plays the Amuse-U.
ERNEST LANGE, director of the Majestic theatre orchestra,
was married to Miss Louise Lawrence, of Decatur, on Wednesday, December 18, at the bride's home in Decatur. Mr. Lange
has just assumed the leadership of the Majestic orchestra
again, after being absent since last summer.
HARRY WEISS, who represents the First National Exhibitors' out of Chicago, was in this city trying to place the new
Mary Pickford productions. He called on W. W. Watts of
the Gaiety and Vaudette, who thought the price asked was
much too high, and at last report Mr. Weiss said he had
practically closed with Finn and Heiman to place the pictures
in at the Majestic.
THE poorest business Douglas Fairbanks has even done
since becoming a big star was that on Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, December 16, 17 and 18, at the Gaiety in "Ari-i
zona." Manager Thornton is at a loss to account for the poor
trade. Perhaps the " flu " had something to do with it, perhaps is was the Christmas shopping, and it may be that Springfield is beginning to tire of " Doug."
CHARLES RAY Jiad four very good days at the Vaudette
in "String Beans," starting Sunday, December 15. Patrons
thought it was one of Ray's best pictures. For the last half
of the same week, Manager Watts had Wallace Reid in " Too
Many Millions," and Universal's pictures showing the surrender of the German fleet. The fleet films pulled extra business, so the Vaudette finished the week before Christmas in
good shape.
GEORGE PEHHLMAN, former advertising man for the
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Lyric, writes from " over there " that he may be soon " over
here."

A TRIANGLE FEATURE, "The Mystery of Mr. Walton,"
was shown Saturday, January 4, with a Keystone comedy.

GEORGE WALSH in " I'll Say So " was the attraction at
the Lyric for Sunday and Monday, December 29 and 30. For
New Year's Day, and the three days following, Manager
Loper has secured Anita Stev/art in " Virtuous Wives," her
first production releases by the First National Exhibitors.

EXCELLENT patronage at the Crystal greeted the Christmas
Day showing there of Enid Bennett in " The Biggest Show on
Earth." Episode No. 3 of " Hands Up " and a Fatty Arbuckle
comedy completed the bill. There were both matinee and
night performances to big houses. For Christmas Eve program the Crystal offered Pauline Frederick in " The Resurrection," with the War Review, No. 11. Weather of storm
and wind reduced the patronage to small proportions. Other
pictures of Christmas week included Vivian Martin in " The
Petticoat Pilot," Mary Warren in " The Vortex " and Roy
Stewart in " The Boss of the Lazy Y." Comedies were Billy
West in " The Pest," and Fatty Arbuckle in " Fatty and the
Broadway Stars."
PROFESSIONAL and personal friends of Manager and Mrs.
William B. Newman, the former of the Grand, Elgin, smiled
when they opened their Christmas mail and found greetings
in the form of attractive cards bearing cut of the photograph
of the junior manager, John Wade Newman, baby son of the
two.

MANAGER LOUIS KERASOTES says business is good at
the Savoy and that he finished one of the best years the
theatre has ever had.
DAUNTLESS GUS KERASOTES, who watches over the
Royal, says "The Lure of the Circus" is the best serial ha
has ever shown. Gus shows the Eddie Polo picture on Sundays, and the boys do flock to see him. For 'the week of
December 23-30, the Royal has booked: Monday, " Hearts or
Diamonds"; Tuesday, Sir Johnstone Forbes-Robertson in
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back"; Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, " The Kaiser's Finish," the Warner special
feature;
Saturday, " Other Men's Daughters," a Fox production.
THE LYRIC has not yet signed for Select Pictures. Harry
Loper says the price has been boosted out of sight, and that,
he cannot see his way to pay the new figure asked. In the
meantime the service is out of the city altogether on first run
stuff.
THE new management of the Empress reports business as
being very good. Alterations and improvements are expected
to begin as soon as the weather permits.
THE CAPITOL announces the first chapter of " The Lightning Raider " for Sunday, January 5, 1919. Pearl White has
long been the big star on Washington street.
THE year now closing has seen the five-cent theatre raise
to ten cents, and the ten-cent houses increase admission from
ten to fifteen and twenty. Every manager is positive that(
there never will be a decrease — that the five and ten cent day
has gone forever.

I

Interesting Items
)

of Elgin

SUNDAY AFTERNOON matinee showings of pictures for
children, with particular attention paid to selection to suit
juvenile taste, are innovations at the Crystal theatre, Dundee,
with the New Year. The plan meets requests from parents
for Sunday afternoon shows that will enable them to take
children then instead of in the evening, and of patrons who
find evening attendance impossible, but afternoon patronage
possible. The first, matinee featured a Katzenjammer Kids
picture, " Up in the Air," Margery Wilson in " The Law of
the Great Northwest," and an Eddie Lyons and Lee Moran
comedy.
MANAGER GUS COOK of the Crystal has also booked the
famed Blue Ribbon features for Saturday and Sunday specials.
The first of these will be shown January 11.
JACK PICKFORD in the Paramount picture production of
" His Majesty, Bunker Bean," led the bill at the Crystal the
first week in the new year. This was shown New Year's
Eve with the Allied Official War Review, No. 12.
CARMEL MYERS in " The Marriage Lie " featured the bill
on New Year's Day. Other showings were Episode No. 4
of the western serial, " Hands Up," and the comedy, " Bruin
Trouble." There was a matinee performance at 2:30.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS in " Say, Young Fellow," led the
Friday bill. Other offering was Chester Conkling in the Keystone comedy, " Bucking Society."

MARGARITA
in " The
Mantle
Charity,"
pleased immenselyFISHER^
as Christmas
Day show
at theof Star.
PICTURE PATRONS had choice of "Mr. Fix-It," with
Douglas Fairbanks at the Grand, William Farnum in " The
Rainbow Trail," at the Orpheum and J. Warren Kerrigan and
Lois Wilson in " Three X Gordon," at the Temple.
OTHER PICTURES of Christmas week at the Grand included
Sessue Hayakawa in " The Bravest Way," the Pathe Weekly
and Weekly War Review and Pauline Frederick in " Her
Final Reckoning."
THE D. W. GRIFFITH production, " The Great Love," with
" The Birth of a Nation " cast, was offered at the Grand January 2, 3 and 4. The picture was shown at popular prices, the
first venture of the sort in history of war pictures. The Cecil
B. de Mille production of " Old Wives for New " featured the
bill on Monday and Tuesday, December 30 and 31. There
was vaudeville there Sunday and on New Year's Day.
" PARENTAGE " opened the Christmas week bill on Monday
at the Orpheum. Other pictures of the week were Clara Kimball Young in " The Claw," Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn
Greeley in " By Hook or Crook."
PAULINE STARK in " Irish Eyes," Priscilla Dean in " She
Hired a Husband," Vod-a-Vil Movies, Lyons and Moran in
" Maid Wanted," Eddie Polo in " The Lure of the Circus."
Fatty Arbuckle in " Fatty and the Bathing Beauties," " A
Ramble in Aphasia," and the Universal Animated Weekly were
Christmas week offerings at the Temple.
THE STAR offered in the last week of the year Theda Bara
in " Under the Yoke," Gladys Leslie in " The Little Runaway,"
Sidney Drew in " By the World Forgot," Charlie Chaplin in
" The Pawnshop," the last episode of " The Fight for Millions," and the comedy, " Painless Love." For New Year's
Day the Star offered Harold Lockwood in " Pals First." On
the Saturday previous it showed G. M. Anderson in " Red
Blood and Yellow," George Walsh in " I'll Say So " was shown
.Sunday and Monday, the Tuesday feature was Betty Compson
in " Border Raiders," Friday came William S. Hart in " The
Narrow Trail " and on Saturday Peggy Hyland in " Caught
in the Act."
STARS MOST POPULAR with the patrons of the Orpheum
sent the old year flying in last days of 1918 at that play-,
house. The bills included showing of Carlyle Blackwell and
Evelyn Greeley in " By Hook or Crook," Shirley Mason in
" Cy Whittaker's Ward," Constance Talmadge in " The Lesson," William Farnum in " Riders of the Purple Sage " and
June Elvidge in " The Appearance of Evil."
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Albert Eden

Communications Pertaining to "West Coast" Section Should Be Sent to Our
REPRESENTATIVE
Telephone Pico 280, f 466i 429 SO. FIGUEROA

of Seattle Transfers
to Select

from

Fox

ALBERT W. EDEN, for four years to a day Northwest
manager of the Fox Film Corporation, with headquarters
in Seattle, severed his connections with this firm to take charge
of the Seattle branch of the Select Pictures.
He has been succeeded by K. L. Burk, who will act as district and local manager for Fox. Mr. Burk is well known in
the territory, comprising the states of Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and Montana, which comprises his territory, as he has
been doing business in them for the past four years.
Arrangements for his taking up the management of the
Northwest district were made with Mr. W. Sheehan, when
he recently paid a visit to the Seattle office.
Mr. Eden has made a great success in the motion picture;
industry, and his numerous friends are extending him their
sincere wishes in his new endeavors, and all are glad to hear
that he is to remain on the coast for some little time at least.
His present duties with Select Pictures Corporation will
require him to remain in the Northwest for the present, as
Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana are handled out of
the Seattle office, and he is contemplating making a trip over
the entire territory and visiting each exhibitor in person and
renewing old acquaintances.
Mr. Eden put on one of his " Eden Drives " directly after
Christmas and received results immediately. In an interview
Mr. Eden said that he believes he has made a change for the
better and is glad to be connected with such men as Mr.
Woody and A. S. Kane, but sorry he must leave his old friends
at the Fox office.
The twenty-five employees of the Seattle Fox office presented Mr. Eden with an elaborate Elks emblem as a token of
appreciation, and all joined in extending him their heartiest
and best wishes for the future.
Wingham Goes to Portland for Mutual
LC. WINGHAM, former manager of the Mutual Film Cor• poration, at the Los Angeles office, is in Portland, and in
charge of the Mutual exchange. H. H. Brownell, former manager of the Portland office, has been promoted to the Seattle
office. Theodore Johnson, formerly of the Mutual exchange
of this city, who has been with the Mutual exchange at Salt
Lake City, has returned to Portland after a year's absence.

David

Bershon Gets Thanks
Washington

from

DAVID

BERSHON, branch manager of the Universal exchange, this week received a letter from M. L. McBride,
at Washington, acting chairman of the War Department Commission on Training Camp Activities, thanking him for his
work in providing films for outdoor entertainment at Camp
Kearny, Cal., recently, when the influenza quarantine order
had closed all indoor entertainment at the camp. The letter
is as follows:
" My Dear Mr. Bershon: Mr. Sargent of the Liberty theatre
at Camp Kearny called my attention to the matter of film
service used in Camp Kearny during the quarantine period of
seven weeks. I want to take this opportunity to express the
appreciation of the War Department Commission on Training
Camp Activities for the fine way in which you responded to
the call when the camp so badly needed entertainment.
" Your generous contributions of film certainly were appreciated by the men in the camp, as well as the management.
Mr. Sargent writes that the film service was a definite aid to
the morale during the quarantine period at Camp Kearny."
When Mr. Sargent called for these films he had no funds
with which to defray the expense, according to his letter to
Mr. Bershon. But Bershon immediately got in touch with
Harry Ballance, manager of the Paramount exchange; A. B.
Lamb, Metro; Louis Hyman, All Star Features; A. R. Patton,
Mutual; T. E. Hancock, World Film; Ben Fish, Goldwyn;
Guy Gunderson, Kleine, and with the co-operation of these
managers a splendid show was furnished the camp every day
during the seven weeks' quarantine.
Comique

Film

Leases Part of Sennett
Studio
A LARGE portion of the Mack Sennett studio located on
the opposite side of Allesandro Street from his main
plant, has been leased to the Comique Film Corporation, and
Roscoe Arbuckle is now at work there on a subject titled
" Love." It was at this studio that Arbuckle first worked in
pictures, and whether or not he believes the old environment
better than that at studios where he has been working has not
been said, but Lou Anger, the general manager of production,
is authority for the statement that they have everything at
their command to make even funnier comedies than ever before.
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Nevado — Oregon — Utah — Washington — Wyoming
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INFLUENZA continued to invade the ranks of the General
Film office force this week. Herbert Lentz, manager of the
United offices, which are quartered with General Film, became
ill with influenza, and Steve Blaschly, of the Kleine office,
which is also a part of the General Film, was attacked by the
malady. Guy Gunderson, manager of the Kleine office, was
reported improving this week, and J. A. Quinn, Kleine booker,
who was ill last week, is back on the job.
TWO General Film pictures are being exhibited this week in
downtown theatres. They are " Marriage," at the Alhambra,
and " Conquered Hearts," at the Victory.
C. E. ELLIOTT, special representative of Select, who arrived
in Los Angeles recently from Chicago, said this week that he
expects business conditions to improve fully 100 per cent, after
the first of the year. He made the statement after a careful
survey of replies received from exhibitors in the territory who
had been queried on the subject.
W. S. RAND, district manager of General Film, returned to
Los Angeles this week following a six days' visit to San Francisco. He says that exhibitors in the northern city are more
optimistic than in several weeks, but adds that a month or
more must elapse before business is again normal on the
Pacific Coast.
JOHN MORPHET, of New York, traveling auditor for General Film, was a visitor in Los Angeles last week. He expects
to go from here to San Francisco and Portland before returning [East. He said he had no predictions to make as to the
immediate future of the industry.
THE first print of the new Screencraft service of M. & R.
Features Company, " The Prodigal Woman," starring Mary
,Boland, was received at the M. & R. exchange this week.
Others that are to follow are " When Men Betray," with Mabel
Julia Scott, and " Ashes of Hope," with James K. Hackett,
according to announcement by Branch Manager Howard
Stubbins.
"THE CODE OF THE YUKON," starring Mitchell Lewis,
a Select picture, was received in Los Angeles this week by the
Select exchange. A private preview of the picture was given,
and B. E. Loper, branch manager, is so enthusiastic about the
picture he predicts for it a record business in this territory.
CONSTANCE TALMADGE, Select star, was reported this
week as recovering from influenza. She was attacked by the
malady last week, and was one of the first picture stars to be
quarantined under the new health regulations recently adopted
by the Los Angeles City Council.
WORD was received in Los Angeles this week by Cranch
Manager C. J. Marley of the Triangle exchange that S. A.
Lynch, president of the Triangle Distributing Corporation, is
ill with influenza in New York. It will be recalled that S. W.
Lynch, vice-president of the corporation, and brother to S. A.
Lynch, died of influenza in San Francisco several weeks ago.
J. R. CAVENESS, proprietor of the Plaza theatre, at Phoenix, in a letter to the Triangle exchange this week, reported
that business in Arizona is improving.
C. J. MARLEY, branch manager of the Triangle exchange,
will leave the latter part of this week for Arizona, where he
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will call on a number of exhibitors using the Triangle service
He will be on the road about two weeks.
IN discussing the ten, twenty and thirty idea of the Film Clear
ing House, Branch Manager Roberts said this week that th<
first release on this plan in Los Angeles would be Evelyr
Nesbit's play, " Her Mistake." It is a six-reel production
The ten, twenty, thirty idea classifies theatres into threi
classes, known as A, B and C. The highest rental to any Clas:
A theatre will be $30 a day, the rental to Class B houses wil
be $20, and on Class C theatres will be $10. The second re
lease in Los Angeles on this plan will be J. Stuart Blackton':
production, " Life's Greatest Problem," which has had a nil
at the Rivoli theatre in New York. The third release will bi
" A Woman's Experience," with Mary Boland as the star.
C. J. MARLEY, branch manager of the Triangle exchange
this week mailed the annual Christmas greeting from himsel
and office force to the exhibitors of the Los Angeles terri
tory. It is an artistic card done in white and green with thi
Triangle trade-mark in the upper left hand corner. After th«
words, " The Season's Greetings," the following signatures ar
attached: Miss N. Atkinson, cashier; Dave Robertson, booker
Miss F. Longo, stenographer; Arthur Ringer, shipping clerk
Miss D. St. George, inspector; Miss G. Matt, inspector; C. J
Marley, manager.
E. L. FRANK, proprietor of the Oasis theatre at Ajo, Ari
zona, was a visitor in Los Angeles last week lining up book
ings.
THE first prints
Common Cause,"
Lost Angeles. A
last Saturday, and
derful picture.

of J. Stuart Blackton's superpicture, " The
have arrived at the Vitagraph exchange h
private preview of the production was givei
all exhibitors present pronounced it a won

ANNOUNCEMENT was made this week by Branch Man
ager H. J. Roberts, of the Film Clearing House, that Loui
W. Thompson, formerly with Paramount, will handle exclu
sively all special releases in Los Angeles, beginning abou
January 15 with " Wanted for Murder," a story of the ex
Kaiser. Mr. Thompson is well known to the exhibitors ii
the Los Angeles territory.
CONFIRMATION that Norma Talmadge has been signed b;
the First National Exhibitors' Circuit was made in Los An
geles. Miss Talmadge has attached her signature to a two
year contract that stipulates that she must make not fewe
than twelve pictures during the two-year period, and no mor
than twenty pictures. She will begin production as soon a
her contract with Select Pictures expires. It is announce*
here that she has four more pictures to produce for Select
It is not known here whether she will produce in New York o
Los Angeles when her new contract becomes effective.

W. H. HEPBURN, branch manager of the Vitagraph e>
change, this week returned from a trip through Southern Cal I
fornia. While at Taft he secured contracts for the showin I
of Blue Ribbon features and Big V two reel comedies at th I
C. & C. theatre, which is under the management of A. 1 1
Cunnard.

EARL SINKS, special salesman for Universal, as soon as h I
was advised that the Universal news reel of the " Surrende
of the German Fleet " had been received in Los Angeles, n I
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ported immediately the following bookings for the reel from
Arizona towns: American theatre, Phoenix; Menhennett, at
Mesa; Goodwin Opera House, at Tempe; Rex theatre, at Superba; Lyric, at Miami; Martin theatre, at Globe.
DAVID

BERSHON, branch manager of the Universal exchange, this week received a wire from the home office in New
York that Universal intends soon to star James J. Corbett in a
series of Universal productions. Corbett is nationally known
as former world's champion heavyweight pugilist, and for a
number of years he has been appearing on the legitimate stage.
THE UNIVERSAL new reel of the " Surrender of the German Fleet " received its first showing in Los Angeles at the
Superba theatre Tuesday, December 17, at 5:30 p. m. David
Bershon, Universal branch manager, announces that this time
was ahead of all other news reels of the same subject, competitors not being able to show the picture earlier than 6:30 p.
m., Wednesday, December 18. Three Universal prints were received in Los Angeles. One was shown at the Superba, one
at the Laughlin theatre in Long Beach and one at the Plaza
theatre in San Diego.
THE STRAND theatre at Phoenix, under the management of
Rickards and Nave, opened Monday night, December 23, a few
days ahead of the original schedule. The delegation of film
exchange managers in Los Angeles that planned to attend the
opening did not make the trip, but special dedication exercises will be held later, at which the exchange men will be the
honor guests. At these exercises also the Strand will unveil
its magnificent organ, which was not ready at the opening last
Monday.
S. MOOS, salesman for Universal, visited San Bernardino,
Riverside, Redlands and other Southern California towns last
week and reported an excellent business, although in many
placees the public, he said, had not regained confidence since
the beginning of the influenza epidemic and is yet inclined to
remain away from theatres.

What

They

Do

in Seattle

FILM ROW sincerely regrets the loss of one of its most
popular
salesmen, with
Joe Baum,
who recently
of the
flu."
He was connected
the Universal
office indied
Seattle
for "some
time. Members of the row expressed their sympathy by sending letters or telegrams to members of his family in Portland,
where the funeral services took place.
MRS. KENNY, formerly connected with the George Kleine
System in Seattle, is now bookkeeper and cashier of the Northtion. west offices of the Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing CorporaH. H. BROWNELL, formerly with the Exhibitors' Mutual
Distributing Corporation in Portland, Ore., is now manager of
the Northwest territory with .headquarters in Seattle. L. W.
Wingham of Los Angeles, Cal., will be in charge of the Portland office.
C. J. FEATHERSTONE, who was connected with the Famous
Players-Lasky Company in Seattle before he was helping to
water the motor truck for Uncle Sam in California, has received an honorable discharge and has returned to help with
the booking with this same concern.
LYOD MORGAN, owner of the Marysvill theatre, Marys/ille, Wash., recently took a flying trip to the Goldwyn offices
n Seattle to see Mr. McCormick and make some contracts for
pictures.
THE CLEMMER theatre's new slogan is, " Home of Goldwyn Pictures." The first Goldwyn picture they showed this
/ear
was. " Laughing Bill Hyde," which went over with a big
success.
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EXHIBITORS FILM EXCHANGE
INCORPORATED
Member of First National Exhibitors Circuit
NOW BOOKING
SHOULDER ARMS
A DOG'S LIFE
MY FOUR YEARS IN GERMANY
TARZAN OF THE APES
ROMANCE OF TARZAN
PERSHING'S CRUSADERS
THE STILL ALARM
ITALY'S FLAMING FRONT
RAFFLES, Etc., Etc.
COMING !
ANITA STEWART SUPERFEATURES
MARY PICKFORD SUPERPICTURES
1200 FOURTH AVE., SEATTLE, WASH.
F. V. FISHER, Manager
SEATTLE, WASH.
on Third Year
— Now Battingr=^£E
600%
GREATER Starting
FEATURES
COMPANY
Short Reel Subjects
Also Features
JACK LANNON, Owner
MORTON L. BROWN of the Yesler theatre, who has been
laid up for a short time, is back on the street again.
THE
MISSION,
Georgetown
one of
Seattle'sby most
prominent
residence
movies, isdistrict,
now being
managed
Mr.
Woodhouse, who bought it from A. G. Lind.
C. D. BASON has sold his Sumner theatre, Sumner, Wash.,
to H. M. Bird, formerly of British Columbia.
THEODORE W. RADTKE, proprietor of the City theatre,
Mansfield, Wash., paid a visit to Railroad Nave, Northwest
manager for Triarlgle, and some of the other exchange managers on Film Row.
Portland

Manager

Runs

Theatre

Until Four

A. M., Making "Owl" Record
THE motion picture has invaded the night life of Portland,
G. T. Holtzclaw of the Circle theatre, Fourth and Washington streets, startling blase film patrons by running his show
until 4 a. m., when the best owl record to date has been the
midnight matinee of New Year's Eve.
Friday, December 13, was the day, or rather night, Portlanders were greeted with the show novelty. It started off
well and practically pays expenses, at the same time giving
the theatre much advertising that is invaluable.
One operator, one ticket seller, one door-tender, plus an
added light bill, just about sums up the extra cost of operation.
Mr. Holtzclaw, who made a tour of the theatres of the
United States last fall, has jumped his admission figures from
five cents straight to ten-cent matinees and fifteen-cent evenings and Sundays in less than a year and eliminated the daily
change in favor of as long as four-day screenings.
He showed " Cleopatra " at twenty cents, which is recognized as a big undertaking for a house only a few weeks removed from five cents. Now he's adopted the policy of showing all picture for not more than two days, and is running
Paramount-Artcraft almost exclusively.
Musicians

Gain

Concessions

in Butte

THE musicians' union won in its fight for higher pay after
a short tussle with the theatre managers.
However, it might be called a compromise, in that the new
scale does not become effective until the fourth week in
January.
This will permit the theatres to get going in full swing following the setback resulting from influenza and the consequent
shutdowns.
The new scale will be $4 for three hours' work evenings, and
if two hours are put in afternoons the pay will be $6. Leaders,
of course, get more, and all of them in Butte get considerable
above the scale.
,
The moving picture operators have also all gone back tjo
work after striking in sympathy with the musicians. After
two days' turmoil the trouble was adjusted.
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UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
Successor to California Film Exchange
DAVID BERSHON, MANAGER.
Distributors of Universal, Jewel and Lois Weber Productions, Blue Bird Photoplays, Century and
Lyons & Moran Comedies
822 S. OLIVE ST.
LOUIS HYMAN
Manager
ALL STAR FEATURE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
514 West Eighth Street

VITAGRAPH
Southern California and
Arizona
W. H. HEPBURN, Branch Manager
Knickerbocker Building
643 S. Olive Street

Used Theatre
WAN
" AilTFH
1 LU Chairs, Motion
Picture Projectors, and everything pertaining to motion
Buying from us
pictures.
saves you 25 to 50 per cent.
MOVIE EMPORIUM
Calmy Brothers, 752 So. Olive St.

J. SLIPPER & COMPANY
PICTURE MACHINES
Simplex,
Motiograph,
Minusa
Screens Baird
Hertner Transverters
Theatre Supplies
728 So. Olive Street
Send for Catalog

Wearing

of Mask Defeated by One Vote in
Sacramento
FRANK C. MILLER of the Victor theatre, Sacramento, was
one of the San Francisco visitors this week. Mr. Miller
says that the " flare-up " of the influenza taken in connection
with the Holiday season has made business very dull in his
city.
However the citizens managed to defeat the effort made by
the
city administration
the wearing
of theand
" fluthe" mask.
Sacramento
is the seat to
of force
the State
Government
State
Board of Health had vigirously declared against the mask.Notwithstanding this stand the city board tried to have the
supervisors pass the ordinance. The matter came to a vote
on December 17 and was defeated by one vote. Mr. Miller
says now that San Francisco has taken the same stand and he
believes that the theatres of Sacramento will remain open and
the attendance will not be discouraged by the constant sight
of the mask.
For next year he is confident a harvest waits the Sacramento show houses. The legislature meets there in January
and this always brings a number of people to the city, and also
the home coming of the men enlisted from his city will help
to swell the theatres' attendance.
California Women

San

Houses

Vindicated for Befriending Soldiers
RECENTLY when influenza began to invade Southern California the Army authorities at the Government Balloon
School at Arcadia issued an order restricting the visits of men
at the camp to towns within the vicinity of the post. Th'e
town of Arcadia has a motion picture theatre about 100 yards
from the post managed and operated by a woman. Hearing
of the camp restrictions the owner of the house threw open
the doors of her theatre and put on a performance for the
soldiers free qf charge and admitted no one but soldiers, paying all running expenses out of her own pocket, according to a
report later printed in the Arcadian Observer, the official
newspaper of the camp.
The civil authorities of Arcadia next day summoned the
woman into court " to show reason why she should not be
punished for the breaking of a city ordinance." The soldiers
in camp were incensed at the action and the Arcadian Observer started a fight on the Arcadia officials that later caused
them to release the woman. She had given the entertainment,
the Observer pointed out, as an act of kindness and patriotism.
There was general rejoicing in camp when she was released
and vindicated.
S
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JAMES merlyM.with BLACK, more familiarly known as " Jimmie," forthe Silver Strand theatre in Coronado, has been
advanced to the management of the Broadway in this city, another of the houses of the Broadway Amusement company.
Mrs. B. B. Gooch is directing the destinies of the Silver Strand.

GOOD news to local amusement house managers is the order
which has been issued at Camp Kearny permitting officers and
men to attend the San Diego theatres, provided they wear
masks as provided under the emergency ordinance which has
been in effect since December 9. It was planned to lift the
mask regulation on the 18th but the time was extended to the
23rd, and it is possible that, after Christmas, it may again be in
force.

ETHEL CLAYTON, Paramount star, visited Camp Kearny
December 20 to take part in a big scene for a picture to be
called " Private Pettigrew's Girl," in which she has the title
role. The men in camp were invited to participate in the scene
which showed the star singing " Over There " at a camp entertainment. George Melford directed, with Paul Perry at the
camera. Monte Blue, the leading man, Charles Gerard and
James Mason were among the other members of the company
who came down for the filming of the scene.
FOR the showing of " The Japanese Nightingale," featuring
Fannie Ward, at the Superba, manager W. E. Jones arranged
one of the most attractive lobby displays which has been seen
here in a long time. Festoons of cherry blossoms, Chinese lanterns, tinkling Japanese wind-bells, the sell of insense, the artistic Japanese lamps and the girl ushers in their neat kimonos,
all added to the Oriental effect. For his holiday decorations
manager Jones went to the mountains for holly and other seasonable coloring. Colored lights, cotton snow-balls and
sleigh-bells, hung about the lobby, gave easterners an impression that they might need their muffs and neck-scarfs, but
San Diego's winter climate runs true to its record and the
usual eastern winter apparel is put in the discard here.
MANAGER RUSSELL ROGERS of the Plaza was receiving
congratulations all the week on getting the first showing here
of the scenes of the surrender of the German fleet off the coast
of Great Britain. His audiences included many bluejackets and
men in khaki who wanted to see on the screen the greatest surrender in history, in which their more fortunate fellows in the
service had such a privileged part recently. Nazimova in " The
Revelation " was the other big feature of the week at the
Plaz
a.
THE ISIS theatre, which is not often used these days, was
opened for a week's showing of " The Lady of the Dugout,"
the big picture featuring Al and Frank Jennings, the exbandits, with Al Jennings appearing in person at each performance. Julian Eltinge, with his company of artists, appeared at the Isis December 21 and 22.
Miss

Jo Donnelly Pilots Feature
Montana

Through

JV/I ISS
DONNELLY,
the only woman film representa•IV!
tive JO
on the
road in the Northwest
at this time, is in Butte
making arrangements for the showing of her states' rights
feature, " The Fall of the Barbary Coast," in that city.
She recently played to- big business at the Grand, Great
Falls. This picture was formerly known as " The Finger of
Justice," was renamed, as the new title was figured to have
more pulling power. In fact, it has demonstrated that ability,
it is said. Miss Donnelly has been in the film game four years
and is delighted with it.
She makes her headquarters in Seattle, where she was with
the first Fox exchange. There she is known as the " Queen
Bee," due to her connection with the King Bee exchange.
" The theatre men in Montana are just fine to me," she said
" and I am in love with the picture business. Everybody treats
me lovely and I look for my present feature to go big in this
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Condensed

A. N. BOWLES, American representative in San Francisco,
has recovered from an attack of pneumonia and is back again
at his desk at the Pathe headquarters.
HORACE A. BOUSHEY, former general manager of Essanay,
Chicago, is in San Francisco temporarily, it is said, although
there are reports he may make this city his future home.
CHAS. KELLS, formerly auditor of the General Film Co.,
has been appointed successor of Robert Green as booker at the
Pathe exchange.
THE BELLE theatre, Livermore, Cal., has passed from the
hands of G. A. Bush to H. E. Crosby. The local exchanges
are congratulating themselves on the acquisition of Mr. Crosby,
who is of the type of exhibitor who is on the best of terms
with the exchanges and at the same time keeps in close touch
with the taste of his patrons. At one time he managed a theatre in Los Angeles and later controlled three at Oxnard, Cal.
As one of the exchange managers put it Mr. Crosby is a " reel "
manager. Mr. Crosby visited San Francisco early this week,
and showed some of his metal by the classy pictures he ordered for his theatre.
GLENN HURST, of Hurst Bros., managers of the Grand theatre, Reno, was a visitor to San Francisco this week. Mr.
Hurst was indignant when one of the attaches of a film exchange addressed him by the initials " W. R." " And besides,"
he wound up his kick, " I don't spell my last name that way,
either."
.
CHARLES MUELHMAN, the new manager of the Fox Film
Corporation in San Francisco, is going after business in a
lively style, and expects to write the name " Fox " all over the
State. He has just appointed three new salesmen who will
help him to round up the exhibitors everywhere. These new
men are: J. L. Mulhauser, formerly with the George Kleine
System and the Select Pictures Corporation; E. R. Redlick,
formerly with the Fox Corporation in the northwest, and
Howard Butler, formerly with the Fox in Denver. «
THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO. reports that news
has reached the San Francisco headquarters that a photoplayer
has been sold to the Olympic theatre at Amarillo, Tex.
THE HAYWARDS theatre, Haywards, Cal., has just installed
a photoplayer of the American Photo Player Co.
SOL LESSER, who returned from the east last week, announces that he bought the rights of the photoplay " Mickey,"
starring Mabel Normand. The picture was made by Mack
Sennett and in Mr. Lesser's opinion it will rank with " Tillie's
Romance." He also secured the rights of the " Spreading
Eagle," one of the propaganda plays endorsed by the Government. Mr. Lesser is expecting to take on the " Billy West
Comedies " for this territory.

IRVING LESSER, the brother of Sol Lesser, who was formerly with the Los Angeles office of the All Star, and who is
still in the U. S. Navy, is visiting San Francisco on furlough.
He has nothing to say as to his prospects for an early discharge from service.

LESLIE McCABE, of the Liberty theatre, Coalinga, Cal., accompanied byhis wife, is spending the Holidays in San Francisco.

THE San Francisco theatres had good crowds for the Holiday
season, and attractive shows were on at all the big houses.
The Imperial presented Chas. Ray in " String Beans." For
three days the Imperial ran " The Surrender of the German
Fleet " All this week the same picture was the principal attraction atthe Alhambra. The Portola had Douglas Fairbanks
m " He Comes Up Smiling." The Rialto starred George Walsh
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in " I'll Say So." The California had " The Road Through the
Dark," with Clara Kimball Young, while the Tivoli had two
leads, Mae March in " Hidden Fires," and Olive Tell in
" Secret Strings."
Spokane

News

Condensed

LARRY TRIMBLE, director of the Washington Motion Picture corp'oration, is now in Los Angeles, according to word received by his Spokane friends. Before taking up his directing
again, he is busy writing a story based on the poems of Robert
W. Service, the " Canadian Kipling." Mr. Trimble began his
career as a writer of stories and he has literary talent of high
order. It was his writing ability that landed him in pictures.
After the publication of a series of his stories about the lumber camps, and fishing villages of his native state, Maine, the
Doubleday-Page Company gave him an assignment to visit
the Vitagraph studios and do a series of articles on the people
who made the movies — a subject which was then relatively
untouched. The lure of it caught Trimble and he submitted
one of his Maine stories and it was accepted. Nobody then at
the studios knew anything about directing a story of the lumber camps and Mr. Trimble was commissioned to do the work
and he has been at it ever since.
SPOKANE has a particular interest in the Wallace Reid picture, which began at the Clemmer Christmas day. It is a
Famous Players-Lasky version of " Broken Threads." The
author of " Broken Threads " is Ernest Wilkes, former part
owner of the Wilkes Stock Company, which played an engagement at the American theatre in the season of 1915-16. Mr.
Wilkes played in several roles himself that season and spent
most of the winter in Spokane. If opinions of experts are
worth anything then " The Man from Funeral Range," the
picturization by Monte Katterjohn of Ernest Wilkes' play,
" Broken Threads," is certain to become one of Wallace Reid's
most popular pictures. Mr. Reid says he is delighted w^th the
photoplay and that it gives him a characterization of which
any screen player may well feel proud.
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W INFIELD - KERNER COMPANY
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Manufacturers of Actinic Ray
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of Portland

NORTHWEST film folk were shocked to hear of the sudden
death of Joseph H. Baum, familiarly known as " Joe " Baum,
at Seattle, Wash., on December 17. He died of influenza after
an illness of only a few days. Joe Baum was one of the most
popular film men in the territory, being associated with the
industry for nearly five years, and more recently with Universal at Portland and Seattle, as salesman and service expert.
Sol Baum, Northwest Universal manager, was with his
brother at the end. A mother, Mrs. M. Baum, and a sister,
Miss Emma Baum, also survive him.
A. H. McDONALD, the Eugene, Ore., film exhibition chief,
has jumped into the limelight as the advocate of two months'
pay for all discharged soldiers and sailors. He has had a number of slides made and plans to have them run in every theatre
in the country, forcing Congress to do as Canada does, take
care of its men to the extent of two extra months' pay. The
three slides to the set are: "Are not our soldiers entitled to
more than a summary discharge after winning the war? "
" Canada gives her sons two months' extra pay. With all our
wealth can we afford to do less? " " Of course every patriotic
citizen agrees with us,iSO will you write to your Congressman
or Senator today? "
THE Allied Nations Official War Review brought joy to one
Portland family last week, Mrs. Earl Wuvzweiler being startled
into excited animation one afternoon at the Majestic theatre
by seeing her husband, bigger than life, in a squad of Yanks
in France. Manager Lacey ran the reel off several times for
Mrs. Wuvzweiler and other relatives and then clipped a few
feet of Friend Hubby out of the picture as a Christmas gift to
the wife.
THE STAR THEATRE,
W. W. Bonner.

Estacada, has been re-opened by

HARRY HUNTER, assistant manager of Famous PlayersLasky, has just returned from a Southern Oregon trip. He reports that the picture exhibition game is gradually coming back
to normal, although the fear of a revisitation of the dread
" flu " keeps many away from the theatres.

Dougla* Fairbanks brought out his best smile with which to greet S. L.
Rothapfel when the latter reached the Coast. John Fairbanks and
Robert P. Fairbanks are shown at the right
In and

Around

Denver

GABY DESLYS was booked as a special Christmas attraction
at the Princess theatre and drew good crowds. The subject
was very appropriate, as the principal scenes were laid on
Christmas E^ve.
THE

ISIS has booked the Ford Weekly, beginning in January, when General takes over the distribution.

MRS. JACK SCOTT has resumed her duties as cashier at
the Princess theatre, following four weeks' illness with influenza.
SERGEANT "BOB" RYAN, formerly with Mutual and
World, now in service at Camp Funston, is spending the holidays with his parents and his many Denver friends.

C. M. HILL, Famous Players-Lasky manager in Oregon, was
confined to his home for eight days with the " flu." However,
he's back on the job preaching the doctrine of ParamountArtcraft.

GUY PARFET, who has been traveling in Western territory
for several years, will start on his initial road trip for Pathe
on January 2.

MIKE ROSENBERG, of the De Luxe Film Corp., was in
Portland recently. Louie, his brother and Portland manager,
is on a tour of the territory.

MANAGER GILMORE of the United Pictures Theatres of
America has just received their first advertising matter and is
busily engaged in arranging circuits for initial releases in
Denver territory. " The Light of Western Stars " is booked
for
over two months solid and extending through January and
February.

THE

PEOPLES THEATRE, Scio, Ore., has been discontinued. Bad business, influenza responsible.

E. E. LEWIS has sold the Grand theatre, Sheridan, Ore., to
W. E. Dodge.
THE

GLOBE and Rolfe theatres, Albany, Ore., are now under the active management of C. F. Hill, formerly Goldwyn
exchange manager for the Northwest.

JAMES H. CASSELL, motion picture editor of The Oregonian,
is back at his desk after a few months in the Tank Corps. He
got as far East as Camp Colt, Camp Dix, and New York, and
while in the Metropolis for a day piloted a squad of " Treat
'Em Rough " boys to the Fox Fort Lee studio to see Evelyn
Nesbit at work on a picture. Gus Metzger, Jewel's New York
manager, and Arthur Gulick, Universal's publicity chief, framed
the studio trip 2nd Metzger, former Northwest Universal exchange manager, placed his car at the disposal of the boys.
ABRAHAM NELSON, former treasurer of the Majestic Theatre Corp., Portland, has been mustered out of the service —
aircraft production — and is back for the film game again.

UNITED PICTURES now has three salesmen under the
jurisdiction of the Denver headquarters. C. F. Parr is covering Salt Lake territory, J. H. Eberle is visiting exhibitors in
Eastern Colorado and Kansas, and W. C. Wiethoff is back
from lining up a number of Nebraska exhibitors.
L. CHAMBERS, assistant manager of United, closed several
good contracts during Mr. Gilmore's absence in New Mexico.
The latter states that jfter covering all Denver territory very
thoroughly
he isevery
very theatre
optimistic
for United's
future.
believed now that
in Denver
territory
will Itbe isopen
by January 15.
IRVING EHRENSOFT is back from a long trip covering
Southern Colorado, all of Wyoming and El Paso, Texas, and
reports successful bookings of Supreme features.
W. L. GULLETT of Goldwyn has recovered from a severe
attack of influenza. He left December 26 for a sity days' visit
with Wyoming and Montana exhibitors.
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Flickers on the Screens

DAVE WOLFSON, manager of the American, Billings, spent
a few days in Butte this week on business.
THEATRES in Billings played to standing room only the
fore part ofsthe week and business is shaping up in nice form,
according to George Bourke of the local Universal exchange.
" The showmen got a pretty hard jolt from the ' flu,' " he said,
" but with the passing of the holiday dullness things should
run along smoothly again."
BUSINESS is gradually pieking up at Butte theatres, report
local managers. " Our box-office receipts are far ahead of
what they were after the first days of the reopening periad,"
said A. C. Raleigh of the American. A. A. Bruce, who managed the Rialto during the absence of Ralph Ruffner, had a
similar report and did nice business.
The return of soldiers just mustered out of the service is
beginning to make itself felt at theatre box-offices here. With
the coming of prohibition on January 1 in Montana and the
passing of the " flu," in addition to the return of the boys,
things are beginning to take on a roseate hue fo*Jocal houses.
MEL WILSON, well known road man of the Famous PlayersLasky Salt Lake Exchange, is back in Butte after a tour of
Montana. He reports business picking up, although still suffering from the epidemic inroads.
C. W. ECKHARDT, manager of the Marlowe at Helena, was
a Butte visitor the past week.
Polo

Receives
Warm
Denver

Welcome

7

Directory of San Francisco

of Butte

WILLIS T. LUSHER, former head booker at the local Paramount-Artcraft exchange, is now with Uncle Sam's army in
Siberia. Letters from him state that he expects to soon be,
returned to the good old U. S. A.

Eddie

COAST

in

DENVER " movie " fans went wild Christmas week over
the visit of Eddie Polo. He is well known in Denver as
a former circus acrobat of the first grade, but never created
half the enthusiasm among show patrons as he did during his
recent visit on Denver's Great White Way, when he addressed
delighted audiences at several theatres as the star in the popular Universal serial, " The Lure of the Circus."
He was the guest while here of Edward Armstrong, manager
for Universal, and D. C. Webber of the Webber theatre. He
was well received at all the theatres, especially the Strand, the
Webber and the Ogden.
Eddie left Denver for Butte and a trip to the Northwest
Pacific, and expects to wind up at Universal City in a few
weeks for a start in his next serial, " Who Am I? "
On the eve of his departure for Butte, Polo was presented
with a handsome silver loving cup at the Universal exchange.
It bore the following inscription: "To Eddie Polo from Eddie
Armstrong and Universal Exchange Employees, Denver,
Colorado, December 27, 1918." He was highly pleased with
the gift and also with his cordial reception in Denver.
San Francisco Theatre Managers See " Gas "
Masks Abolished by Board Vote
an improvement
T HE " flu " situation in this Stateof shows
thethe San Francisco
and all danger of the closing
tres now seems to be passed. The matter of resuming the
wearing of masks came up before the supervisors last Friday
and the enabling act was voted down.x
A remarkable matter in connection with the vote was that
the principal fight against masks was not made by the theatres,
or other business men, but by a large number of women, who
attended the meeting as citizens and not as representatives of
any sect, creed, society or business organization.

Exchanges

191 Golden Gate Avenue
514 West Eighth Street
San Francisco
Los Angeles
SOL. L. LESSER, President
ALL STAR FEATURES DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
Official Distributors
U. S. War Features
'PERSHING'S CRUSADERS
' AMERICA'S ANSWER "
' OFFICIAL WAR REVIEW
' OUR BRIDGE OF SHIPS "

OUR

SPECIAL

SUPER
Include

FEATURES

1 THE STRUGGLE EVER' INTOLERANCE "
' THE STILL ALARM "
THE ACCIDENTAL
HONEYLASTING "
' NINE-TENTHS OF THE LAW
' THE GRAIN OF DUST "
' THE CRUCIBLE OF LIFE "
' RAFFLES MO N " "
' BILLY WEST COMEDIES "
" GAUMONT NEWS 1
and
" GRAPHIC
Digest"
" TIMELY TOPICS ' from Literary
TURNER

and DAHNKEN
BRANCH OF

FIRST

NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, Inc.,
Music Rolls Exchanged — Supplies of All Kinds
134 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California
Best Slides and
Film for every

purposeSLIDE
24 HOUR
SERVICE
ALTA
SLIDE CO.
1028 Market St. 61 G. G. Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO.
SOMETHING
NEW
/ AND , COMING
' 730 So. Olive St.
Los Angeles
/M\
107 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco
\R/

GEORGE KLEINE
SYSTEM
H. F. MOORE
Representative
at
GENERAL FILM CO.
255 Golden Gate Avenue
BRECK PHOTOPLAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Distributors op
Simplex Projectors
Theatre Equipment and Supplies
NATIONAL CARBONS
98 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco

G. A. METCALFE— Distributor

POWER'S MACHINES— SPEER CARBONS
1 1 7. Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
' This is really the first decisive stand women have taken
against any measure since the vote has been accorded to them.
Their success is making some of the old-time politicians sit
up and take notice.
Dr. Hassler, head of the Board of Health, who a few days
ago was threatening to take " drastic action " if the mask
was not adopted again, now says that the health situation is
such that it will not be necessary for him to move further in
the matter.
The theatre men now breath more freely in San Francisco
and it is expected that by the first of the year the State will
be wide open again as far as running theatres is concerned
Already several towns which closed their theatres, to a great
extent on the alarmist news coming from the San Francisco
Board of Health, have reopened or are about to reopen.
Notable among these is Fresno, which opens again on
Christmas Day, and San Jose which reopens on December
24. It is believed there will be few closed houses in this section of California by the beginning of the next week.
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This picture needs no caption other than to say that it is the new studio of a certain comedian who makes certain comedies for a certain large program
Vladivostok,

Siberia, to Have Complete U. S.
Film Laboratory
MISS JEANNETTE C. HARVEY, private secretary to
Chas. S. Hart, United States Director of the Division of
Films, arrived in San Francisco this week accompanying two
baggage carloads of laboratory supplies which have been sent
to Vladivostok, Siberia. Miss Harvey says a complete laboratory will be established at Vladivostok, where not only the
films sent from America can be cared for and repaired, but
also where films taken in Siberia can be developed and printed.
The whole work is part of the propaganda put out by the
United States Government in the interests of the Czechoslovak people, who are striving for peace in distracted Russia.
The motion picture laboratory supplies which Miss Harvey
brought to this city were forwarded to their destination on
the transport Courageous, which sailed on the 20th inst. for
the Siberian port.
Harvey and
is accompanied
by herin mother
on this
h'er visit
SanMissFrancisco
both have fallen
love with
sectionto
of the State.
Entire

Village Burned

for Ince Film

\Y7 HAT is declared to be the biggest fire scene ever staged
W for a photoplay has just been filmed by Thomas H. Ince
at Inceville for a dramatic scene in " The Accursed Town," a
C. Gardner Sullivan story in which Dorothy Dalton is featured, supported by Thomas Holding, Tully Marshall, Joseph
Swickard and other well-known screen players.
An entire village was built at a cost of $20,000, it is said.
The street with its solid structures was about two blocks long.
This was thoroughly saturated with oil, and when the match
was touched seven cameramen ground out scenes from different angles. About five hundred people participated in the
panic scenes, and the principal players pictured dramatic incidents between the blazing walls of fire.
The village was built near the scene used once before when
a western city was burned for " Hell's Hinges," in which
William S. Hart was featured. Mr. Ince profited by his experience before and believes in his new conflagration he has the
most spectacular fire ever transferred to the celluloid.

Joe Merrick

Returns

to Chicago

for Mutual

JOE MERRICK, who has been West Coast supervisor for
the Mutual Exchanges, returned last Saturday to Chicago
where he will be attached to the Chicago office in the future.
Before returning to the Middle West he had just completed
a swing around the circuit, not only in the Western territory,
but in the Middle West as well. He believes that business
will resume its normal trend after the first of the year. Before
Merrick left for Chicago Newton E. Levi, of San Francisco,
was appointed western supervisor for Mutual, and William
Crank, of the San Francisco Metro exchange, was made
branch manager of the San Francisco Mutual office. Frank
Wingham, of Los Angeles, was appointed branch manager of
the Mutual exchange at Portland, and D. S. Mitchell, with the
Los Angeles Vitagraph office, was selected as salesman at the
Mutual exchange to succeed Wingham. With the general
shake-up on the Mutual exchanges in the West, Mr. Merrick
predicted greater efficiency in the organization in the future.
A. R. Patton, branch manager of the Los Angeles Mutual
exchange, will remain in that position, and he announced this
week that new contracts are being signed by his office in
large numbers.
Harry T. Nolan Takes Over Assets of
Mountain-Plains Theatre Supply Company
HARRY

T. NOLAN has taken over the assets of the Mountain-Plains Theatre Supply Company at Denver, which
was suspended about two months ago following the death of
its manager, Mr. Joplin.
The stock and fixtures invoice about $40,000. Under the
management of J. J. Morgan, who has been associated with
Swanson and Nolan for several years and who was also assistant to Manager Joplin.
The new concern is now open for business at the former
location, 1514-18 Welton street, and will be known as the Theatre Supply Company. They have the exclusive agency in
Denver territory for Simplex machines and will carry a full
and complete line of theatre accessories.
They will cater especially to the trade in this territory,
Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico, Utah, Montana, Nebraska
and Western Kansas.
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Exhibitors

See
D.W.
Artcraft Picture
Opinion

Tell

Why

Crowds

Griffith's
"The
Is Box Office Knockout,

of Showmen — A Genuine

Stormed

Greatest
Consensus of

$2.00 Production

GRIFFITH'S " The Greatest Thing in Life," his newest Artcraft
Picture, is proving to be one of those rare productions that pile up new
* box office records in city and village alike.
It is leaving in its wake enthusiastic patrons shouting again the praises
of D. W. Griffith, and smiling exhibitors with greatly enlarged bank accounts.

DW.

" War Stuff " Aids Business
The tremendous business done by exhibitors with D. W. Griffith's latest Artcraft
Production, " The Greatest Thing in Life,"
seems to show that the " Victory " feature
of the story helps greatly to produce better
business.
\Y. F. Dagon, the Vaudette Amusement
Company,
111., says
The
fact that it Springfield,
is a war picture
did :not " hurt
our business, but rather increased it. ' The
Greatest Thing in Life ' was one of the
finest pictures that we have ever shown
and our patrons were most lavish in their
praise."
" It being a war picture undoubtedly increased its drawing power considerably,"
according to a statement from Carr &
Schad, Inc., of Reading, Pa.
S. Trinz reports that " The Greatest
Thing in Life' did very well at the Covent Garden theatre in Chicago. " As a
rule," he says, " war stuff does not appeal
to his audiences, but this D. W. Griffith
production was not affected by this state
of affairs. I consider it an excellent picture, high-class, artistic and well done."
Runs

for Four

Weeks

at

Chine's Auditorium
Clune's Auditorium theatre, in Los Angeles, according to W. H. Clune, found
the popularity of D. W. Griffith's "The
Greatest Thing in Life," was so enormous
that it was necessary to extend the run for
four weeks.
" Our turn-away has been so great," Mr.
Clune states, " that we had to double our

the drawing power of "The
Greatest
in Life," and
as to how Thing
they exploited
this details
D. W.
Griffith - Artcraft production. All
this information is of great value to
the exhibitor who has not yet shown
picture.
regular program by giving two shows both
New Year's Eve and New Year's Night,
all this with the competition of many inviting counter attractions. ' The Greatest
Thing in Life' has captured the public's
favor and builds daily despite the fact that
our 3,500 seating capacity is continuously
packed and our prices the highest in the
city, with over seven hundred 75-cent
seats and the balance at 50 and 25 cents."
It is not only in the large cities that
" The Greatest Thing in Life " is breaking
records. The Florence theatre, in Elk
Point, South
Dakota,
reports in: his
" D.latest
W.
Griffith,
the master
director,

'

"The Greatest Thing in Life" is a
genuine $2.00 attraction and, because their
patrons realize that a D. W. Griffith picture has entertainment value many times
that of an ordinary moving picture, scores
of exhibitors doubled their prices for the
run of " The Greatest Thing in Life."
And at increased prices the theatres did
turn away business.

,N this page are given comments from exhibitors upon

O

What About "War Scenes?"
Exhibitors who have not yet shown " The
Greatest
in Life "made
will be
particularly
interested Thing
in comments
to the
Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation regarding the
war angle and its effect upon attendance.
The war scenes in " The Greatest Thing
in Life " did not detract one iota from its
box office value. Rather, according to many
exhibitors, it helped bring larger crowds.
A 52.00 Attraction

big masterpiece, ' The Greatest Thing in
Life,' has produced a wonderful picture
which will go down in history as one of his
bestCharles
efforts."Fecher, the Lexington theatre,
Chicago, reports capacity business.
J. D. Weiner, manager of the Ziegfeld
theatre, in Chicago, says : " The Greatest
Thing in Life" adds another pure water
pearl to the string of successful Artcraft
releases. It is an unqualified success from
start to finish. Never has an audience at
the Ziegfeld theatre been more unanimous
in its expression of satisfaction than was
manifest at this exhibition."
The Jewel theatre, Sioux Falls, S. Dak.,
wires the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation : " ' Greatest Thing in Life ' went over
big three days. Pleased all classes. Morning papers started a contest offering $10.00
for the best 200-word letter on ' What is the
greatest thing in life?'"
How
They Advertised
Griffith Production
The Strand Theatre Company in BirminghAla.,
am,'
aroused Birmingham's curiosity before the showing of D. W. Griffith's The
"
Greatest Thing in Life " with
a very successful contest in the Birmingham News for the best essays upon
the subject "What is the greatest thing in,
life?" The Strand theatre furnished the

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Thing

Doors

in

to

Life"

QUICK
COMMENTS
Brief summaries of what exhibitors
think about the latest D. W . GriffithArtcraft Picture
" Popularity so enormous we were forced
to continue
for the Los
fourthAngeles.
week."
W. H. Clune,
"Even better than ' The Great Love.' "
George Fischer, Alhambra Theatre, Milwaukee.
" Unqualified
success."
J. Chicago.
D. Weiner, Ziegfeld Theatre,
"Superb."
Harold B. Franklin, Shea Hippodrome Co., Buffalo.
" Best Griffith Picture Yet."
T. B. Baylies, Olympia Theatre,
New Bedford, Mass.
" Excellent buy for any theatre."
H. A. Kincey, Strand Theatre
Co., Birmingham.
" Capacity business."
Chas. Fecher, Lexington Theatre, Chicago.
" Will bring business wherever shown."
J. Kuhn,atre,Loew's
Cleveland. Stillman The" Excellent."
A. Trinz, Covent Garden Theatre, Chicago.
" One of the most satisfactory we have
Carr & Schad, Reading, Pa.
ever shown."
" Will build patronage for any house
luckyW.enough
to showGaiety
it." Theatre
E. Dagon,
Co., Springfield, 111.
" The week's business more than surJos.passedL.our expectations."
Plunkett, Managing DiThe Strand Theatre,
New Yorkrector,City.
free tickets which were given as prizes to
the winners.
In its newspaper advertising the Strand
theatre emphasized the fact that it was a
D. W. Griffith production.
J. Kuhn, manager of Loew's Stillman, in
Cleveland, exploited " The Greatest Thing
in Life," as " D. W. Griffith's contribution
to Victory." His entire lobby was displayed with all the Allied flags. These
were clustered and held by an American
shield
the previous
word " Victory."
Aboutbearing
ten days
to the showing
of " The Greatest Thing in Life," Mr.
Kuhn ran teaser ads. in the newspapers asking "What is the greatest thing in life?"
" Of the many thousands of patrons who
have viewed this picture I have heard
nothing
praise,"that
Mr. itKuhn
says. big
"I
am quitebutsatisfied
will bring
business wherever shown, for it is timely,
excellent entertainment and made by one
of the greatest producers in the motion
picture
to-day."
T. B. ranks
Baylies,
manager of the Olympia
theatre, New Bedford, Mass., advertised
" The Greatest Thing in Life " as " the
Great Victory Picture — a true lesson of
the war."(Continued
Mr. Baylies
" I personally
on says
next: page)
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Critics

Say

the

Griffith's

CRITICAL

Greatest

Thing

in

Life

Picture

News

is

W.

D.

"The
Greatest
Thing
in Life"
Judgment Pronounced by Dramatic Writers on Artcraft

FLASHES

The newspaper men and ivomen say
just what they think about D. W.
Griffith
Archie Bell, Cleveland News, says:
"'The Greatest Thing in Life' is a
Griffith film, not just a motion picture."
The Indianapolis Star says:
" Mr. Griffith is the one genius of the
film — he stands supreme and alone."
The Washington, D. C, Herald says:
" With all due respect to his rivals, Mr.
Griffith has demonstrated his claim to
the sole and only right to make a picture
that will go on the big time and stay
there at $2.00."
The New York Sun says:
" Again Griffith comes out on top.
' The Greatest Thing in Life ' sets a
higher mark in realism."
The Philadelphia Public Ledger says:
" ' The Greatest Thing in Life ' is the
greatest thing in life."
Mae Tinnee, Chicago Journal, says:
" The picture is masterly in production."
Antony Anderson, in the Los Angeles
Times, says:
'"The Greatest
Thing Griffith
in Life'stands
is a
wonderful
achievement.
supreme."
T. E. Oliphant, New York Mail, says:
" ' The Greatest Thing in Life ' contains what is probably the greatest and
most thrilling scene ever shown on
screen or stage."
The New York American says:
"D. W. Griffith — head and shoulders
above any other creator of films."
Louella Parsons, in the New York Telegraph, says:
" In ' The Greatest Thing in Life ' D.
W. Griffith scores another success."

Picture Distributed by Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
IF a great majority of the newspaper critics agree that a motion picture contains unusual entertainment value, the exhibitor is safe in assuming that
it is worth booking for an extended run and that it will make good in
added box-office receipts as well as
New York Evening Journal says:
with its patrons.
" In ' The Greatest Thing in Life,' David
But when every critic, whether in New
Wark Griffith, acknowledged as the suYork, Los Angeles, Keokuk, Iowa or
preme master of screencraft, has done it
Gallup, New Mexico, stands right up and
again. His second Artcraft production unshouts from the columns of his newspaper
doubtedly hits the mark. The big audience
that he has found the most extraordinary
motion picture that he has seen in many a at the Strand, gripped by the action of the
play, seemed dazed for a while by the very
day — then every exhibitor knows that the
thing for him to do is to rush right down to bigness of the theme, then burst into storms
of prolonged applause which left no doubt
the exchange just as fast as he can go and
as to its verdict. Attempted by any other
try to book that production for as many
days as he can get it.
producer it would have meant ruin."
Mae Tinee, in the Chicago Journal, says:
The Market Tips
"
Mr. Griffith weaves a poignant and
The dramatic criticisms of the newstender story, high-lighted with humor and
papers are genuine market tips to exhibisoftened by touches of the most human
tors. The average dramatic critic is an expert in picking flaws. When he goes to a sort of pathos. He does these things so
well ! The picture is masterly in producmotion picture theatre he has his mind
made up in advance that what he is goPhiladelphia Evening Bulletin says :
ing to see is not quite as good entertain" Dramas may come and dramas may go,
ment as the manager of the theatre has
but none is likely to exceed in human appromised.
Remarkable indeed is the outburst of
peal Mr. Griffith's, ' The Greatest Thing in
praise from the dramatic critics for D, W.
Life ' — a superb example of the new phototion."
Griffith's latest Artcraft production, " The
New York Sun says :
Greatest Thing in Life." They have found
that the promises were not half strong
art."
" ' The graphic
Greatest
Thing in Life ' is remarkenough.
able for its realism and signally effective
The trade paper experts have proclaimed
strokes of pathos. Again Griffith comes
" The Greatest Thing in Life " as a genuout on top. ' The Greatest Thing in Life 1
ine Griffith production in everything that
setsPhiladelphia
a higher mark
in realism."
the expression means. The newspaper
Enquirer
says:
critics, usually even more severe, have
"
'
The
Greatest
Thing
in Life ' is quite
joined in the unanimous praise given to up to the lofty Griffith standard.
It is a
the latest triumph of this screen genius.
thrilling story. Whatever other producers
achieve along these lines Mr. Griffith always contrives to come along and go them
The Verdict of the Jury —
Dramatic Critics
New York World says:
one better."
The New York American says :
" ' The Greatest Thing in Life,' produced
" Mr. Griffith, head and shoulders above
by
Mr. Griffith, has all the wealth of setany other creator of films, can make pictures that satisfy Americans. His ' The
Greatest Thing in Life ' is Artcraf t's very
finest picture of recent issue. It gives forth
such a vital stirring picture as only this
master producer has been able to present.
The drama ends with the boy saying : ' I
love you.' The girl answers : ' Yes, I know
you do.' And because she loves him, you
see, that's the greatest thing in life."
Exhibitors Tell of Their
Successes
(Continued from preceding page)
consider it the best Griffith picture we have
yet had, an artistic picture in every sense
of the word and one that will stand for
some
time asA. a Schwahn,
master-piece."
Herman
general manager,
the Eau Claire (Wis.) Theatre Co., wires

Newting York
Herald says:
and realism."
" Nothing in the photographic art has
ever been more subtly impressive in the art
of pantomime than in this Griffith picture."
Philadelphia Public Ledger says :
" ' The Greatest Thing in Life ' exhibits
the usual Griffith skill in supervision, wonderful photography and exquisite lighting."
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation :
" Accept our heartiest congratulations on
Griffith's ' Greatest Thing in Life.' Any
exhibitor who is asleep at the switch and
fails to grab this quick will have something
to regret, as I consider it one of D. W.
Griffith's best — a one hundred per cent, sure
fire home run attraction and entitled to extended runs everywhere. We advertised
this as a D. W. Griffith special, and after
oyr initial showing mouth-to-mouth advertising was all that was necessary."
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Adolph

j^f the

world

Zukor

put

up

presents

a
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screen

and

said

to you, "Now
prove
that support
the
moving
picture
is worthy
of the
we have

One it,"
of the
given
show
there to
he
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productions
prove

SILVER

By Henry Arthur Jones

your

you
point

would
would

KING"

Scenario by Burns Mantle

Directed by George Irving

\t FAMOUS
r LASKY
ADOLPH ZUKOR PLAYERS
Prts JESSE L LASKY
Pres. CECILCORPORATION
B DE MULE DrrgdarOwnU
'"NEW VktYORK.
J
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DOROTHY
GISH,
Hearts of the World'

^he Hun Within

DOROTHY

GISH

The

Hope

Chest

From the book by Mark Lee Luther. Adapted by M. M. Stearns.
Directed by Elmer Clifton. Photographed by John Leezer.
Every
to

New

Her

Release

Drawing

Adds
Power

JJOROTHY
no'longer
big star." GISH
She ishas
arrived. "a coming
Probably no star has so rapidly built up a
substantial following of moving picture
patrons.
Each new Dorothy Gish picture is an event
in your community.
You're anxious to see "The Hope Chest,"
aren't you?
So are your patrons.
Wondering whether it's as good as the
others? Wonder no longer. It emphatically IS!
and now^in?
"TH
E
HOP

E

PW8y.
"V"^- '* FAMOUS
ADOLPH ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pre*. JESSE LLASKT-LASKY
IV» JVb CECILCORPORATION
B DE MOLE Ih

CHE

ST
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Jesse

LA

L,. L,aSiy.r

, fi-e^&^t^

LILA

The

Secret

LEE

Garden

^[CpaiumountCf>kturo
By Frances Hodgson Burnett. Scenario by Marion Fairfax.
Directed by Gustav Clonebaugh.

The
A

Best

Lila

Lee

Story

Yet

THRILLING
tale of love and mystery,
with all the daintiness and charm that

Lila Lee gives to her
"The Secret Garden."

productions— that's

It was made from a story by Frances Hodgson
Burnett, famous as the author of a number of novels
that have been turned into successful moving pictures.
Lila Lee is rapidly making more friends for every
exhibitor who shows her pictures.

I I
31 I1

% FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION \l_
ADOLPH ZUKOR/Vvj JESSE L.IASKY Vkw JVpi CECIL B. DE MULE DirvSrJti

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.
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Motion

(Jesrs'e L,. L,asfk_y presents
FRED
/

STONE

Under

A

the

Top
Picture

By John Emerson and Anita Loos.
Crisp
Scenario by Gardner Hunting.
Directed by -Donald

"Fred
T) RAISES

Stone's Best"
galore are coming in for

*- Fred Stone in " Under

B

the Top."

It's a rattling good circus picture, with
Fred Stone justifying in every foot of film
I

his title of " The world's greatest acrobatic comedian." ,
" Fred Stone's best," the New York Herald
says. " Much better than ' The Goat,' " says the
New York Tribune. " John Emerson and Anita
Loos have made a lively and skillful scenario,"
says the New York Sun. " Story of laughter
and thrills," the New York Telegraph says.
See it yourself. Then give it the strong
exploitation it deserves.
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
ADOLPH ZUKOR/Yv*
JESsK LUSK1-TASKY
i\*Prvt CECILCORPORATION
B DE M1LLE D>
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ITAGRAPH

STAR

SERIES

Features

of

Consistent

Excellence,

Offering the Utmost in Story, Production and Box-Office Power
ALICE

JOYCE

FEATURES

"EVERYBODY'S GIRL"
From the Famous Story, "Brickdust Row."
By O. HENRY
"THE

CAPTAIN'S CAPTAIN"
A Delightful Cape Cod Romance from the
book, "Cap'n Abe, Storekeeper."
By JAMES A. COOPER
WILLIAMS FEATURES

EARLE

"THE A MAN
WOULDN'T
Stirring WHO
Secret Service
Drama.

TELL"

"THE A HIGHEST
TRUMP"
Melodramatic Romance
of Both Sides of
the Atlantic.
BESSIE

LOVE

FEATURES

"THE

DAWN OF UNDERSTANDING"
Adapted
from
"The Judgment of Bolinas
Pla
in.
"
By BRET HARTE
(Produced by Charles Frohman as "SUE,"
starring Annie Russell.")

"THE

ENCHANTED BARN"
Fromnovel
Graceof the
Livingston
Lutz's widely read
same title.

HARRY

T. MOREY

FEATURES

"THE A KING
OF DIAMONDS"
Highly Unusual
Drama of Vengeance and
the Power of Love.
"HOARDED ASSETS"
From the Scribner's Magazine Story of the
same title.
By RAYMOND S. SPEARS
GLADYS
"THE

LESLIE

FEATURES

MATING"
The Drama of a Girl Who Found Love in
an Unexpected Place.

"THE A BELOVED
IMPOSTOR"
Love Drama of Sunshine
and Shadow.
CORINNE

GRIFFITH

FEATURES

"MISS TheAMBITION"
Story of a Girl Who Climbed the Social
Ladder and then went back — for Love.
"THE A ADVENTURE
Zestful and Different SHOP"
Romance.
By BUD FISHER

VITAGRAPH
Albert E- Smith

president

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS
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This

Is

No.3

of the 12 Big Special Productions
—

at the Fixed Rental

Prices of

. ..^

$10

-

$20
PER
DAY

DAULM.
GDCATcrT

-

$30

DOTTED?

ruccrsr

since "tdilbx

HADEING

No. 1.
Julius Steger's Greatest
Evelyn Nesbit and Her Son

No.

2.

4.

in

"HER
MISTAKE"
The Sensational J. Stuart Blackton Superfeature:

"LIFE'S
No.

Achievement:
Russell Thaw

-

The

GREATEST
Starring Mitchell
Sensational

Isabel

Frank

Ostrander's

PROBLEM"
Lewis

Reicher

Production

World-Famous

of

Novel:

"SUSPENSE"
Starring Mollie King
All Exceptional Show Propositions with Extraordinary Advertising Angles and Recognized Box Office Value
Bookings Placed by
Distributed Through
Independent

Sales Corporation
Film Clearing House, Inc.
Covering Every Territory
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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WHO

("They

SAID

The Marcus
Loew
Want
Don't

Theatres
War

"Cleaning Up" With Harry
Timely Sensation

Are
Pictures?"

Rapi's

WANTED

FOR

i

MURDER

Starring
ELAINE HAMME RSTEIN
(The Famous Daughter of the Famous Father)
Record Breaking Crowds are Packing the Big Loew Houses and
Showing the Wildest Enthusiasm Ever Created by a Picture
WANTED
s without

doubt

the most

tremendous

FOR
success

Bookings Placed by

MURDER
the show

business

has ever known

Distributed Through

NDEPENDENT
SALES
CORP.
FILM CLEARING
The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS."
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Man

and

Dream

Came

H

Picture

the

Girl

ffie

Motion

the

That

True

ERE are the proper elements
of Romance.

With -„them has been blended a
delightful comedy-drama packed
tight with lively adventure.
And

the star of a thousand surprises; the screen heroine of the
unusual; the personality that

changed the picture public's taste
from the day of her first great
success in "Baby
Samuel
r

Mine."
Goldwyn.

It

la

dg

T&

nn

ed

if

Jiy Cosmo

Directed by Clarence G. Badger

Hamilton

The most amazing thing about Madge Kennedy is .that $he is always talked
about — by critics, exhibitors and the public who frequent the theatres. Her
success and her drawing power were instantaneous. ^This^newest story,
"Day Dreams," will greatly increase her popularity. Released everywhere
January 12.
GOLDWYN

PICTURES

CORPORATION

SAMUEL GOLDWYN President
EdGAJ^Selwym." Vice Tresident
16 East 4-2 nd. Street
New York City
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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1
ere

Is

A

Smashing

Melodrama

A story
of the lawless
of mad, breathless
riding and "dareThat
WillWest;
"Save
The
Day
deviltry; of outlaw courage and physical encounter; of gunplay
between bandits and posses in the dead of night — and a big love
story that makes the entire drama more human.
You, as an exhibitor, demand punch. Here it is, in what is rated
unanimously by the New York critics and the New York Strand
Theatre

as "the

big action-drama

Z/LKE

of the year."

GREY'S1

Powerful

Starring
^BORDER
Blanche
ana Hobart

S'toru

LEGTOM

Bates
Bosworth

'Directed by T. HAYES HUNTER
It takes a really big and powerful production in these days to be
ranked with "The Spoilers" for virilety and force. The exclusive
world -distribution has been taken over by Goldwyn because of the unusual power of the "The
GOLDWYN

Border Legion." Released everywhere
DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn frvtident
16 East 4-2 »d Street New York City

You axe wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

Jan. 19.

Motion

fhe

Picture

N ew s

Success
Predicted!

TT'S fine to see a new star come through
big with his first picture; make good
on all the things that the producer and
outsiders have said about him in advance; win praise even greater than
his own managers dare to accord him.
AW of these things have been achieved in
the first

B(*iz.wood
Film. Company's^
presentation
af

LOU

IS

BEMMISON

in
OH,Joliittvy
By Wils-on Bayley

Directed by Ira M Lowry

Here are but a few of the enthusiastic comments of the Philadelphia critics
reviewing the premiere of this new star and his first production at the Victoria
Theatre :
PHILA. LEDGER: A personality that is going
to win popularity immediately is revealed by
Louis Bennison in " Oh,- Johnny!"

PHILA. PRESS: Louis Bennison has a western
comedy drama that is put of the common
run of such stories... a big success.

PHILA.

PHILA. RECORD: Louis Bennison duplicates
his stage success in "Oh, Johnny!" He will
win great popularity in stories full of fun
and action like this one.

NORTH AMERICAN: Thank goodness, an off-the-beaten-track western drama ;
a rattling good story with a lot of comedy
and a star who wins your immediate liking.

Goldwyn is the exclusive distributor of the Louis Bennison Star Series of six
productions, which are now being booked in the best houses of the nation.
His second production is " Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U " and the third is
44 Speedy Meade," a story as fast as its title. See them at your nearest Goldwyn office.

GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Gold"wyn President
16 East 4-2 mc/ Street New York City_

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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CAPITOL

CXou

(lOMEDIES

NeverHave

to Hour

Smilina

Ml

toApoloaize
w
Audh encesjor

Bill

Pa
arsons

MOST
screen comedies for many years were made on
the principle that also governed the producers
of burlesque in devising their entertainments.

II
P
11!
,.J
II

They were laughable — if you didn't mind having your
wife and children mingle blushes with their laughter.
The American picture-going public doesn't
blush; doesn't want to be fed the risque.

want

to

"Smiling Bill" Parsons has always recognized the healthy, sane tastes of the nation's fine average of people.
He knows that women and children constitute the vast
majority of picture-theatre patrons. It is a fine insurance that you have against the intrusion of smut into
your theatre when you book

'^P

ARS

m CAPITOL
26 a Year

ON

^pM
EDI
Every
Second
Monday
ES

He is playing in 3,100 theatres now and soon will be
playing in close to 5,000 houses because he has been approved and indorsed by the best class of picture patrons
as being healthful and happy; likable and clean and
wholesome.

■II
Hi

More

money is spent in the production of Capitol Comedies to insure their quality than exhibitors are ever
accustomed to seeing spent except in longer and more
ambitious productions. They are kept up to the Goldwyn standard.
G0LDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
President
Samuel Goldwyn
New York City
16 East 4-2 nJ Street

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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KDUCAIIONAI,
WEEKLY

Successful

~a

America

dominating

%rd

theme

Educational

As

It

of

Is

the

Weekly

k MERICANS love success.
We are a people of big
imaginations, mental daring and huge ambitions.
We like to see the inside of things; to see the great
industries and industrial leaders; to watch things in the
making.
The hunger for information accounts for a great deal
of the success of The Ford Educational Weekly.
This powerful screen supplement, issued weekly and
backed by the reputation and prestige of Henry Ford
himself, is a record of things as they are in the greatest
Nation the world has ever known.

qfieTORD

EDUCATIONAL

is the one national magazine of the screen booked and
played in theatres large and small; carefully edited;
carefully guarded against the entry and intrusion of
improper

material.

It answers the unending questions of the American

people;

the questions: "Who?" "How?" "Why?" "Where?"
Under its exclusive Goldwyn distribution the scope of
this important cinema publication will be greater than
ever before in the four years of its previous success.
See these releases in your nearest Goldwyn office:
FITZPATBICK
an 3Chicago
Mcelroy
Sole Representatives
FORD MOTOR, CO.
M.otiorv Picture
Laboratories

Jan. 12
Jan. 26
19
Feb
Jan.

2

Feb. 9:

"What Uncle Sam Will Do For 2 Cents."
"The Truth About the Liberty Motor."
"Hang It All!" The story of wall paper.
"Carrying Old Glory to the Seven Seas." The story of
Hog Island shipyards.
Canada's "Mountain of Tears." Mt. Edith Cavell.

GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn Prtisic/ent
New York City
16 East 42>k/ Street

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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BLENDING
WITH THE

"3L

EVERY HUMAN
EMOTION
HEICHTH OF SCREEN
SKILL

/OUL

By" Leonce Perret — Directed
By*
Mine. Alice E>lache -Under
The
Supervision,

OjP

Leonce

Perret

ASHES and DYING EMBERS
GREAT LOVE ARE FANNED INTO

OF A
FLAME

AND REKINDLED A NEW BY THE CON"
STANCX
FAITHFULNESS
AND(£>CoDEVOTION

OF<A

WOMAN

(£>•<£>•<£>•<£>.

w

Lobby

of the Liberty Theatre,

Collins
three

brought

Collins

a

this lobby

display

bad

on the first day we broke

Specials
Must

like
be
to

The

painter

•

across

CLTld

it

pCLld

big

writes:

Our receipts were double
on which we did not do anything
was

scene

E. N. Collins, Manager

states

to make

Mr.

Electra, Texas.

"The

those with "Tarzan
of the Apes"
but regular advertising and altho the weather
our house

Romance

specially
get

maximum

record for attendance.

of

Tarzan"

advertised
results

Advertising
competition
is open
until
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Feb.

Is

Extra. Selected

Photoplay
^^)Reenan
k(
an
Fr
Y

drama
us
endo
Trem
says the
Moving
Picturelic
Worldeffec
of t"

Frank

keenan

in the extra selected
THE

photoplay

MIDNIGHT

STAGE

"It conveys shocks without limit.... Has tremendous dramatic effect
Played with unusual force and the whole story rises to an unforgettable
climax... Keenan's dual role highest type of acting ability'.' AAP. World, Jan. II
Produced by Anderson Br union Co. Directed by Ernest Warde. Scenario by Jack Cunning ham
PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

HENRI

KRAUSS

the Jean Valjean
Pathe's
famous "Les Mise rabies
m the ofpoem
in pictures
A

VAGABOND

OF

FRANCE

adapted from the work of Jean Richepin of the French Academy
Have ybu Played The Following Pathe Features? If not ask Hie
manager of your nearest Pathe exchange to show them to you!
Fannie Ward in "The Narrow Path "Gaby Oeslys in "Infatuation;
Frank Keen an in'The Bells'; Fannie Ward in "A^ Japanese Nightingaleand Elaine Hammerstein in "Her Man'.'
PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

January

18,1919
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====
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show

Lloyd

comedies

Ask

year-

shows

by

Rolin

PATHE
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Motion

Picture

"Gee, Mom, this is great! Why, there's John Evers
bidding his mother, sister and brother good bye in
the hostess house the day before his regiment 'broke
camp' for overseas. Look sharp, now!

Bet you'll see

me in one of the scenes pretty soon."
So said Lieut. Smith as he sat in the cosy little playhouse
flanked on either side by his nearest and dearest kin.
Mr. Exhibitor : There are millions
of soldiers like Lieut. Smith who
have a deep personal interest in
"MADE
[N AMERICA"
and there are millions more of the
home folk, to whom it will be a revelation.
YOU who book this wonder'Series, crowded with human
interest, will add strength to your program; and you will
also encourage the whole family to attend your theatre regularly.
Eight Remarkable Episodes
One Released Each Week
PUBLISHED AND DISTRIBUTED
W.

W.

HODKINSON
Through

BY THE

CORPORATION

Pathe Exchange, Inc.

*
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

PRODUCED
BY ASHLEY
MIUISWTTH
ATION
OF TUXRT1H
CO-OPT
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THROUGH
THE DIVISION
Or FIT-MS

News

If

FIGHTING

THROUGH

A

Swiftly

Storyr
fisted
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fighter

hattle

_odds

WW-

of

Moving

and

&

against
for

Love

HODKINSON

CORPORATION
througVPathe

Exchange
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PICTURES

CLAM

KIMBALL
And

Her

Own

DUNG
Company

the screen version of the celebrated stage play
of the same name by Max Marcin, directed
b>) Allan Dwan, from a scenario by Kathryn
Stuart, and acted by a brilliant cast including
Anna Q. Nilsson, Jack Holt, Tully Marshall,
Edwin Stevens, Ma^me Kelso, Frank Campeau
and others

n

_

BOOK

A

Iht

I-

HVf

oNG
WI
ing Cle
all
OUTDRA
it in
patra— equ
s
ar
dou
cul
specta
tremen
sing it in
s—
pas
ect
sur
eff
dramatic

power

and

ap-

THEDA
BARA
Directed by J. GORDON EDWARDS
peal. who directed Cleopatra.

INDIVIDUAL

RENTAL

ALL

EXCHANGES

r. -.- •

FOX

BASIS

Biggest feature film
— biggest chance for
up. Head off your
tion while there is
BOOK

SALOME

of season
big cleancompetitime.
NOW

FOX
FILM CORPORATION

!

»0M
E3 ' ^
r am®!

BOOK

A

GREATER
production than Cleopatra in

box office value — stronger
in human appeal and in
character portrayal.
SALOME
the vampire whose intrigues wrecked
a Kingdom
The female Nero — wickedest
woman of all history in a
setting of regal magnificence !
SALOME
m

MEANS

PROFIT

FOX
FILM CORPORATION

am

IT TP-DAY
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PEOPLE

KNOW

V

1 A

WHAT THEY "WANT- H
f|^^
«^
GIVE IT TO THEM
jV^S

DRESIDENT
A

figure

read
and

about
other

by

William
this

What
Never

has

one

are
Fox

is

Big

than
This

second

Timely

! Book

been

graphically exposed — never
have the present methods of
German propaganda been more
accurately shown — than by
CAPTAIN
HORST
VON
DER

GOLTZ, confessed plotter, who personally appears in
the great R. A.WALSH
drama

before

great

leader,

democracy — how
America
forged to the front as a champion in the greatest of human
causes. Every theme of this
picture is a subject of hourly
discussion.
Book it now !

to

him

in

characters

in

Pictures.

Profit

pictures

We

now

!

Fought

Every American had a friend,
relative or employee in the war.
No letters today are read with
as great interest as those from
France. How Our Boys fought
— how they won the battle of
Sedan — these are some of the
thrilling scenes

in RICHARD

STANTON'S

mighty

THE

LAND
OF

THE

FREE

THE
PRUSSIAN
CUR
Here also is clearly shown how
President Wilson laid the foundation for his world appeal for

peo-

ever

How
more

FOX FILMS-

biggest

More

only

these

Fought

Kultur

BOOK

News

THEY ARE WHAT
MOST PEOPLE WANT

the

affairs.

him

man.

,

IWl
^ JT1

dominating

popularity

We

world

statesmen

prominence,
two

in

about

any

■

WILSON

today

ple are reading

— .

Picture

and

drama

here, too, is told with

all

the power of a dramatic masterpiece the absorbing story of the
remarkable career of GENERAL PERSHING,who many
editors predict will be our next
President. This is a picture
centering on a great popular
idol — a real box office producer !

FOX
FILM CORPORATION
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virile
vital

dramas

meeting
action —

affairs

Ride
Book
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into
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success

profits
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BOOK

that

appeal

vigorous,
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are
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scored

drawing

wherever
of

FOX FILMS-

THEY PEOPLE
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MOST
WANT

stories

that

crest

shown.

the

wave!

now!

Woman's
Problems
A heart interest picture that has
the punch and power that bring
a flood of sympathetic tears — a
story with tremendous appeal to
women everywhere — smashing
climaxes and daring situations
accurately reflecting real life —
that's

,

in heart

human

pictures

_■

^ |M
1
■ ^»

demand

absorbing,

larger

these

—

—

■ B

today's

of life —

whirlwind

larger

B A I—

^TM
^^K^
WM

timely
—

a

m^

RICHARD
STANTON'S modern social drama
WHY
I
•
WOULD
NOT
MARRY

Woman's

Sacrifice

The greatest story of motherlove ever filmed — a production
that strikes a mighty chord of
popular appeal — a drama that
forges ahead into that new time
which is to rise from the ruins of
R. A. WALSH'S
the present—
greatest
achievement in dramatic construction
EVERY
SON
MOTHER'S
This tremendous story is based

Five complete plays have been
packed into one to make this

on the greatest passion known

great production — twenty-five
reels cut to five reels of contin-

to the human race — the love of
a mother for her children. It

uous action. It's a play that lays
bare the inequalities of marriage and paves the way for an
easy run to big profits ! Book
it today !

is replete with deepest pathos,
marvelous dramatic power and
unprecedented

money-making

possibilities. Join the procession ! Book it now !

FOX
FILM CORPORATION
A magazine's success is measured by its advertising. Look at the " News! "
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Picture

Mews

SUE
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rHONOR

PICTURES
CORPORATION

3Qe teased
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EXHIBITORS

19 &

HUM
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What

GOVERNMENT

★

STATES

★

UNITED

exhibitors

*

say

about

FLAGS"
FOUR
"UNDER
The Government's Great Victory Picture

Exhibitor Comment:
"Wonderful picture. Extra Big Business." "A picture that every
theatre should play" M. P. Xews.
Consensus:
"Powerful production with extra big drawing powers"
Letters

from

Prominent

Exhibitors

RIALTO and RIVOLI
New York
Let me reiterate my declaration that
aside from its patriotic and historical
values, "Under Four Flags" is perhaps
the most important picture of the great
war, as viewed from a box-office angle.
Its success in a simultaneous run at
the Rialto and Rivoli, to a week of capacity business, and its return after the
lapse of a week, for a second week at the
Rivoli, is now a matter of motion picture history. This presentation of the
picture, entirely without precedent, was
certainly a strong test of the drawing
power of the production.
"Under Four Flags" is listed high
among our important successes at the
Rialto and Rivoli.
S. F. Rothapfel
SHEA'S

HIPPODROME
Buffalo

Because "Under Four Flags" is a war
film, we thought that possibly the public
would not be interested, on account of
present-day conditions. We did more
than capacity each day of the showing

who

gave

M. P. Xews.
official presentations

of the picture. The writer cannot endorse the production too strongly, either
from the point of interest it holds or as
to box-office value. It lends itself to
presentation and exploitation as no
other production can.
"Under Four Flags" is a box-office
attraction of the highest order.
Harold B. Franklin
METROPOLITAN
THEATRE
Washington, D. C.
"Under Four Flags" played here as
the opener for the Metropolitan and
was a tremendous success and in a large
measure responsible for the immediate
popularity ot the house. It was rebooked by public demand. The exhibitor who overlooks booking these remark
able government pictures makes the
biggest mistake of his life, because he
not alone co-operates with his Government, but he does a business at his boxoffice which will make him wish for a
Government picture every day, if he
could get it.
Harrv Crandall
OFFICIAL

U. S. WAR

of the picture

STANLEY THEATRE
Philadelphia
"Under Four Flags" was conceded by
the newspapers to be the best war picture ever produced. Patrons were lavish
in their praise and patronage. I am sure
the Division of Films will have very little
trouble in placing this picture in the
representative theatres throughout the
United States.
Frank W. Buhler
CIRCLE THEATRE
Indianapolis
The remarkable success of the official
presentation
"Under
Four Flags"
at
the Circle is ofample
testimonial
to the
wonderful drawing power of the picture
and its absorbing interest to the public.
The present.' tion here was one of the
outstanding achievements of this theatre, while from a box-office standpoint
it has a value that cannot be too highly
recommended. The picture itself is an
artistic achievement that merits the
unanimour
praise it has received on
all sides.
S. Barret McCormick

PICTURES

The Official War Review — (Weekly)— Pathe
P,
. , ^
.
ersning s Crusaders — First National Exhibitors

film
Available through
America's Answer Corporation,
excepttheforWorld
California
T_
_
Sol. L. Lesser, State Council of Defense,
Under r our r lags ForSan Michigan
Francisco.

Our

U. S. A. Series

Bridge of Ships — General Film Corporation

Lansing.through
(Except
and Wayne
County,
WorldDetroit
Film Corporation.)

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC INFORMATION, George Creel, Chairman
Through the Division of Films, Charles S. Hart, Director, Washington, D. C.
The Bureau of fV ar Photographs

The Bureau of War Expositions — presented by the United States and Allied Governments

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.
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Motion

the:

Dramatic

drawing

poweir

Critics of the big American

look at Motion

Pictures

until the advent

Dailies

Picture

of

Refused

to

of " MACISTE

"

in d'Annunsio's " Cabiria," in 191 4, w hen they Sat Up and
Took Notice. As a result " Maciste " played to Over a
Million Dollars.

" Maciste " was the first Star for which the Public Paid
$2.00 to see. No man, woman or child has ever forgotten
him. His Distinctive Personality made him a figure in
Picturedom unequaled in Popularity and Drawing Power
by anyone,

past or present.

In " The Warrior " he achieved New Triumphs, sweeping
the country like wild-fire. Every man who had to do with
this Production made money, and plenty of it. " The
rior "is still producing splendid returns.

War-

" THE
LIBERATOR
" is the Biggest Film " Maciste "
has done. A year and a Fortune were spent in its making.
Its Twelve Episodes will satisfy " Maciste-hungry
for Twelve weeks of Big Money Business.

" Fans

Rifkin, of Boston, made a killing with " The Warrior " and
will Quadruple his earnings with " THE
LIBERATOR."
Others are keeping pace in the scramble for Territory.

YOU

CAN'T

MISS

FIRE

WITH

"MACISTE"

Ec sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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The

Soldier-Hero,-

O'annunzio's Discovery
whose hercuianean exploits

inCABIMand

THE

WARRIOR

Amazed

the

World

MACISTE
- Once

Believed

Comes

ic
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in

immm
TO 6LADDEN
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Millions

Worship

FULLY

andTHRILL

at his Shrine

PROTECTED

NORTH AMERICAN
RIGHTS OWNED BY
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nMKKT
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CD
KAYCK

COUNTRIES
INC.

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS.'
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Picture

News

DESMOND
LIFE/

A FUNNY
PROPOSITION
Katie bu JESSE D. HAMPTON
Released <Janua?y

HENDY

B.

AITHAII
BESSIE
AND
BAMSCALE
JTT
ALL

OF

VOICE
/MALL
Mac/elu/ National Film
corporation of America

A

7?ov0

/UDDEN
NORMA
Made by B.B.FEATURES
INCORPORATED
HovO available
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RHODES,

MS'
fi lmOFDREA
nal MY
natioOF
MadeTHEbu
J GIRL
CORPORATION
AMERICA
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A
in- /TILL
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CANNIBALS
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^^SOUTH

S
SEAS

available

SESSUE

HAYAKAWA

""BONDS OF HONOR"
/afetf<?^HAWORTH PICTURES CORPORATION

by
ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY
BANKERS and EXPORTERS
FOR THE PRODUCERS
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

OCTAGON

B.

A. ROLFE
Executive Offices :

FILMS, INC.

PRODUCTIONS

18 East 41st St., New York City

YOU
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A

OPPORTUNITY

REAL
WITH

HOUDINI

THE

NAME

SPELLS

"THE

HOUDINI

BIG

MONEY

MASTER

REPRESENTS

MYSTERY"
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ATTAINMENT
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SERIALS

IS

BIG-

FIVE-REEL

FEATURE

IT
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BET

IN

PICTURES

OCTAGON
B.

A.

ROLFE

Executive Offices:

FILMS,

INC.

PRODUCTIONS
18 East 41st Street, New

York City
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As

"WOMAN"

Booking

To

For

the FIRST

TIME

in the history of

BALTIMORE,
the two

The

are to show

leading

MD.

first run

theatres

and

The

PARKWAY

NEW

the same production, " day and date," for an entire week,
and this honor has been accorded to

MAURICE

TOURNEUR'S

PRODUCTION

"WOMAN"
The date for this unusual event is the week of January 13th

" Woman " distributed in Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia, and Virginia,
by the First National Exhibitors' Exchange — B. C. Cunningham, Mgr.,
Washington, D. C.
TERRITORIES

SELLING

PROGRESSIVE
WAITING

RAPIDLY

BUYERS
FOR

"WOMAN"

ARE

OTHERS

BEFORE

TO

AND
NOT

GET

ACTING

For information regarding available territories apply to
MAURICE

TOURNEUR
Selling Agents, HILLER

PRODUCTIONS
& WILK,

INC.

Longacre Bldg., 42nd and Broadway
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EXHIBITORS

Book

the greatest one- and two-reel
RE-ISSUES
PROVEN

subjects ever offered

OF

BOX

OFFICE

ATTRACTIONS
With Great Stars, in Great Stories

Bee

Produced by Great Director

15

Kay

Columbia

15

Kay
Bee
Union
Two-Reel Western Dramas
Directed by Thos. H. Ince

28

Keystone

28

Keystone
Eagle
Single-Reel Comedies
Produced by Mack Sennett

Liberty

Re-edited, Reconstructed and Re-titled with New,
Paper and Lobby DisplayReleased Through

W.

H.

Best Independent

PRODUCTIONS

71 West

23rd

Street

STATE

RIGHT

BUYERS

Exchanges

COMPANY
New

:-a

Attractive

York,

N. Y.

few territories still open
KEYSTONE
LIBERTY FILMS

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the "News!

Motion

F*cts
OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT

RECORDS

BY NEW SUBTITLES-VIVIDLY

^

AND MARINE

"SERGEANT MOSS
GILL, severely
wounded in action.
Took ' command of
his platoon after his
chief was shot. With
great courage led his
men into action and
handled them with
skill until wounded
three times by enemy
machine gun fire."

(Sergt. Moss Gill is the
sharpshooter in THE
UNBELIEVER who
,reads his bible in the
•trenches between pot
shots at the enemy.)

NOTE:

From

who

CORPS REPORTS

DESCRIBE THE WORK

was

this

made,

the Marines
fought

NOTE : From Official
Government Records
"CAPTAIN

honor.

78th, 79th, 80th
Companies,

about

1000

men,

in this

appear

picture.
Colonel A. S. McLemore,

been out of the hospital a short time,
after being gassed,
when he was wounded in the shoulder
from shrapnel at

of

Headquarters, U. S. Marine Corps,'
Washington,
information: gives the* following
"At the Battle of Belleau Wood
these companies suffered casualties inkilled and wounded amounting to nearly 80 per cent.
"Many of those who escaped
wounds .were cited for bravery.
"Since that time these men
participated with credit in other

JAMES

F.RORKE, 5th Regiment Marines, had

and

96th

battles."
Official Government

TO THE FILM

OF THESE DEVIL-DOGS OVER THERE

at Belleau Wood and Chateau Thierry with undying
glory and

ADDED

production

took part have

The

News

4bout

(SIINCE
'NOTE: From Official' r
Government Records

Picture

Belleau

Wood."

(Capt. Rorke is th<
"O'Shaugnessy"
o
THE UNBELIEVEI
who receives the las
rites on the battlefiek
from a Rabbi.)

Records

"MAJOR HOLCOMB was recommended for conspicuous bravery in the face
of the enemy: — In command of Second Battalion, which captured .town of
Bouresche, and r esisted strong counterattack on June 7th, showed rare ability
as leader of troops, and inspired his men to unceasing efforts by devotion to
duty and fearlessness in the face of heavy machine gun and artillery fire."
i(Major Holcomb

appears in charge of a detachment

of Marines in THE

UNBELIEVER

€>3 E. Adams
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The

Unbeliever

Quebec, Dec. 6th 1918.
George Kleine System,
Mr . f> . G orman ,
V on t real, Que.
Pear Mr. Gorman: In connection with the playing or
"The Unbeliever" at my house on December 2-3-4, It lo
with much pleasure that I write you. this note to advise.you of the unqualified success which attended the
showing of this production.
With the end of the war,
I was a bit afraid that the picture would have ldst
its effectiveness and as we had some pretty tough
opposition:- Fairbanks at the Auditorium, reopening
of vaudeville season at Olympia, Clara Kimball Young
at the Empire etc., I was not any too confident that
the thing would go over.
However,, I advertised it as well as
I could, especially playing up Karguerite Ccurtot as
a French Canadian in the French press, and ve had a
bumper house the first night, which was beaten by $40.00
the second, the third measuring up to the others. The
Quebec public is very critical on war pictures and aa
it wont over here with a bang, I am sure that it will
make money for any house in Canada if properly handled.
We heard only praise from the publ ic , and even the
Military men whc attended were highly pleased, though
of course, they pointed out one or two little inconsistencis.
I can safely say that THE UNBELIEVER
could have run the whole week ta big business and take
this opportunity to thank you for the co- ope ration of
yourself and I't. Mitchell.
Best regards,
Yours truly,
(Signed) J. Ledden,
Manager ,
Victoria. Theatre..
I am only sorry that eve»y man,
woman, and child in the city did not get to view
this wonderful picture.
,
my estimation it is a far bette:
after- the-war" "In
picture than it was before, while
we were still fighting. . Many of my patrons preferred it to HEARTS OF THE V70RLD, and I endorse
it heartily."

Mr. H. H. Holdridge, Zenith Theatre,
Shenandoah, Iowa.

"This is to say that we played THE
UNBELIEVER in our High School, Saturday night,
and we were very much pleased with it.
"It is a picture that every man,
woman and child should see. The fact that the
war has closed does not detract from its value
In fact, if there had been no war, the lessons
it teaches are all important."
Mr. C. JT. Wilier,
Principal of the Labette County High School,
Altaraont, Kansas.

KLEINE
Chicago, 111.
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU isnore advertising.
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0.
CAMPAIGN

A million fans demanded it — Francis Ford leads and directs it — its
producers have prepared an advertising campaign that will jar the
Exhibitors into a realization of the FACTS— that "THE SILENT
MYSTERY" is an S. R. O. Production endorsed enthusiastically by all
the Trade Reviewers without exception.
The handsomest Press Book ever issued; ready prepared ads; lobby
displays; SPECIAL PAPER FOR EACH EPISODE; banners, slides and
every conceivable helpful advertising prop is READY.
Some

Choice
Here

Territory

is a Partial

Left
List of Territories

Greater New York
Norfhern New Jersey
MERIT FILM CORPORATION,
46th Street, N. Y. C

126 W.

Eastern Pennsylvania
Southern New Jersey
ARROW
FILM
COMPANY.
1235 Vine
Street, Philadelphia. Pa.
Eastern Canada
Western Canada
EXHIBITORS'
DISTRIBUTING
221 Yonge Street,
Toronto, CanadaCORP..
Maryland
Delaware
District of Columbia
Virginia
North Carolina
SUPER-FILM ATTRACTIONS. INC., 1209
E Street, N. W.. Washington. D. C

pi

FRANCIS FORD
9he SILENT MYSTERY
" SNARED"

912

Longacre

Closed:

Ohio
SILENT MYSTERY CO. OF OHIO.. Herman Garfield. Rep. 405land,Sincere
Bldg., CleveOhio
Western Pennsylvania
West Virginia
PENN FILM SERVICE. 938 Penn Ave.,
Pittsburgh. Pa.
Georgia Alabama
Florida
South Carolina
FIRST NATIONAL
CUIT, 146 Marietta EXHIBITORS'
St., Atlanta, Ga.CIRNorthern Illinois Indiana
Wisconsin
BEE HIVE EXCHANGE. 207 So. Wabash
Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Maine
Hew Hampshire
Vermont Massachusetts
Connecticut Rhode Island
SILENT
MYSTERY
CORP.
OF N. E.
48 Piedmont St.. Boston. Mass.

Louisiana
Tennessee
Mississippi
Texas Oklahoma Arkansas
SOUTHWESTERN FILM SERVICE, 1911*4
Commerce St.. Dallas, Texas
R. DEAN CRAVER, Charlotte, N. C.
SOME
FOREIGN
RIGHTS STILL OPEN
Wire, write, phone or call. All applications answered in the order of their receipt. Get
on this ground floor opportunity A OB".
HILLER
& WILK,
Inc.
Selling Agents
New
Building
42d
and BroadwayBe sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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325
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of France"
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Western

Dramas

Win

Patrons

Red blooded stories of the open spaces, God's Great Out-of-Doors, with
its wonderful scenery ; its rugged men, sometimes lawless, but always
human;

its women,

free and

untrammeled

by the conventions

society; with the dramatic

action of feudist battles, where

their disputes with

or
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Are

the

Pictures

wants better pictures.
public
THE This
declaration has been made so often that one
feels at a loss how to make it immediately emphatic.
It could be said :
— that pictures are losing their hold upon the public.
— that in many important cities vaudeville is beating pictures as a public amusement.
— that the picture industry is letting slip that which has
kept it afloat despite its economic leaks — namely, its large
and eager buying public.
The situation is serious. A few producers know it ; the
vast number of people engaged in the making of pictures
io not.

And they won't realize the big fact till they open their
;yes, get completely out of their present orbits, and, waving
iside all other considerations, get into, really into, the mind
:)f the American picture public as it views present day pic|ures.
Consider a concrete instance.
There's one city in the South to-day, a stirring city of
hree hundred thousand people, where the best program
pictures are not being shown at a profit and where vaude•ille is packing its doors. Sincere attempts, backed by gen- .
rous failed.
advertising, to " put over " a first-class picture house
tave
| Granted that the city is partly wrong; granted that the
•icture theatres are wrong ; the fact remains that the main
vrong must rest with the pictures.
******
The Picture is the Beginning and End
THIS city presents an extreme situation. But in
other Southern cities vaudeville is going big, and
picture houses look empty by contrast. And worse
till, their audiences are yawning over our most pretentious
hoto-dramas. In smaller cities and towns, where there is
0 rival amusement, pictures adequately advertised are
etting by. As a small-town exhibitor recently pointed out
1 these pages, he has plenty of good pictures to choose
"om ; and he, for one, sees no cause for any hue and cry
fter better pictures. And where picture competition has
een regulated or eliminated conditions are extremely acjptable. But these are no criterions.
The main issue is the question — are pictures holding
leir own? Are they progressing as the public demand
'ogresses?
Are they able to meet other amusement comitition ?
The outlook is disquieting.
The vaudeville houses with their big bills and their slom of much for little money are meeting picture-house

Right?

prices and adding first-run features to their pretentious
vaudeville bill.
But it is apparent to any close observer that people are
going to see vaudeville, not pictures. It is not fair to say
they are going in spite of the pictures; but the very great
majority at least are not going because of the pictures.
And it is also apparent, to any close observer, that in the
rival picture houses, even when all seats are filled because
of big names and big promises, the audience is not satisfactorily entertained. Many pictures get by. They please
in spots ; they please fairly well as a whole. But they don't
grip; they don't produce word of mouth advertising; they
are not, in short, upholding and certainly not adding to the
picture-going public.
What is wrong ?
There are many big and little factors. The subject adiryts of large and grave discussion.
******
Back

to the

Old

Truth

is over-production. We
of course,
THEwillmain
pictures until we have fewer
have better
not trouble,
ones. That is certain. And we will not have fewer
and better pictures until distribution is reordered to admit
of the profitable production of fewer and better pictures,
and, as must always be added, until the public is gradually
weaned away from its habitual expectation of frequent
changes and made to support larger runs.
The fault with the photodrama to-day — to get right at
the root of the matter — is that it is machine-made.
The bulk of our-product to-day is literally canned photodrama — the inevitable result of an over-speeded, overstrained industry, based upon too little creative genius.
In order not to seem to theorize let me give, again, a fact
illustration.
The

Comedy

Saving

the Day

IN a prominent Southern city I saw, in two successive
weeks, two remarkably promising bills. They comprised— one each week — two of our most pretentious
and widely heralded photodramas, to which were added,
one week, Chaplin's " Shoulder Arms," and the next, Arbuckle's "The Sheriff." This picture theatre, I might
add, is forced to present such bills because of vaudeville
competition. Its orchestra and house accommodations,
too, are away ahead of the best that vaudeville has ever
aimed at anywhere.
The fact is that each week — and a point was made of
watching the audience night after night — the photodrama
fell down and the comedy went over big. The audience sat
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
passive through one and tense, interested, highly entertained through the other.
Why?
Simply because Chaplin and Arbuckle are creating, originating screen entertainment. They are introducing new
business. They are constructing — for, by and with the
motion picture.
* . a(c -3|s * $ *
Some

Create — Others

Use Patterns
as are photographic patterns — for the
THE mostphotodram
part mere illustrations of stage plays, books
and stories which may have been written for the
screen, but which don't arrive on the screen ; which do not
grip, hold and inspire as they could be made to do through
the written or spoken word.
Stars are types ; they don't act.
Every effort seems to be made but the basic one — of
telling a story as the screen can tell it, of making the screen
speak out in the screen's own peculiar art of expression.
Great names are used — of personages, books and plays.
Exteriors and settings are beautiful. Photography is faultless. Sub-titles are good. There is continuity. Extreme
efforts are made to put over the " punch " by dragging in
sensationalism. But just the same the audience — and
often it is passively pleased and admiring — leaves with the
impression that it has only witnessed a lifeless photographic
treatment of another art.
Picturization of best seller novels leaves one with the
impression that the text pages have merely .been illustrated and the story unfolded in this way. One feels that
the producer — once he had gathered together with much
expense and commendable judgment and enterprise the
play or book, the star, cast and other important essentials,
shouted, " Now, all let go ! Hurry up with the camera and
let's see what we get."
Not a Hammer — An Alarm Clock
is too much effort at transference to the
THERE
screen and too little of basic, fresh construction
for the art of expression peculiar to the picture.
There is much to be said upon the very important situation, and we shall try and say it from time to time — also to
deal with the advertising of the picture which is of equal
importance.
This is not intended as a criticism of pictures, but rather
as a statement of fact as to their reception by the public,
taking into full account the exigencies of the business today and the hardships they impose upon the able and wellintentioned producer, who knows the foregoing facts as
well as we do. And there are notable exceptions to which
the general criticism of the machine-made picture does not
apply. There are producers, moreover, who are persistently turning out such pictures.
There are some egotistical eyes, however, that may well
be opened. If they want confirmation, let them look at
their pictures along with the public.
Rothapfel Resigns
APROPOS of the present need of better photodramas
it is significant that time and again the New York
Times chooses to ignore the feature offerings at
the Rivoli, Strand and Rialto. and to refer prominently
to the short subjects on the various programs.
Very often the New York papers make a feature not
•of the pictures themselves but of their manner of presentation, of the entertainment, in other words, of which pictures are only a part.
,

The man who originated this kind of motion picture
presentation, who has constantly developed and consistently maintained its excellence — who in short put the motion picture on Broadway as a high class entertainment
is, as everyone knows, S. L. Rothapfel.
And now, with great surprise and equal regret we learn
of
Mr. Rivoli
Rothapfel's
sudden
resignation of his directorship
of the
and Rialto
theatres.
We are hoping that the
not be the motion picture's
such will be the case. The
a better friend nor has it

Rivoli's and Rialto's loss will
loss. We can't conceive that
motion picture has never had
ever felt a more courageous,

******
sympathetic, uplifting
influence than Mr. Rothapfel's.
Watch

Washington

the War that, in our opinion,
right after
said,leaders
of thought throughout the world
the
would rely greatly upon the motion picture to
steer humanity safely through the great period of social
and economic adjustment now facing us.
And we now learn that just this is the thought and
plan of the administration at Washington.
The plan is a sane and sound one.
Washington will not attempt to make pictures, nor issue
dictums, nor introduce the slightest evidence of Governmental red tape. Relying wholly upon our producing ability and facilities. Secretary Lane, we understand, with
the aid of at least one very able writer, will suggest those
ideas best to be followed and some that are obviously
to be avoided, and then throw the weight of all available
support back of those pictures which exemplify American ideals of life and progress.
******
WE

Wild

Rumors

VEX a hotel lobby and enough prominent film
men — and rumors of mergers arise like ducks in
the spring. We had them in New York in December, and now they are floating out of Los Angeles.
Our opinion of present day mergers and mergers for a
long time to come coincides exactly with that of one
level-headed manufacturer in New York who says : " There
ain't no such animal." and who gives two reasons either
one of which makes all others unnecessary.
For the benefit of the rather large territory outside of
Times Square. New York, and the Hotel Alexandria.
Los Angeles — for the exhibitors and exchangemen who are
constantly uneasy and who wonder why the devil all thej
pot boiling is going on anyway, we can say with as goodi
security as we know of : " There are no mergers, present,]
or in the making." ******
Gi

The

Star

Question

with an eye to the sound ecolargely
SPEAKINGnomics of the
wholeandindustry, we would like to obtrude this thought upon the industrial powers thai
be : " Think less of stars."
Or we might put it this way : Think of stars as boxoffice attraction all you care to, but don't think of suspend
ing the whole industry from a half dozen of them. Dont
make a few personages the main assets of an industry that
takes in a million dollars cash a day at the box-office.
Make pictures ; make public interest ; make world marketsmake
;
tangible values.
An industry, fifth in size, needs a mighty big and solic
and enduring foundation.
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Personalities
If we have answered a certain question
once in the last six months we have answered ita hundred times.
And we have discovered who is the
least known advertising manager in the
business.

FRANK HALL doesn't break into " Personalities "this issue because we happened to meet him during the week. We
didn't.
He lands here because in conversations
with independent producers we heard his
name
come
'S funn
y ! up so often.
The Film Clearing House limped along
for many weeks like a flivver with water
in its gas.
Then the engine seemed to go dead entirely.
'He
Woke 'em
Up with
Film Clearing
House"

And then Frank Hall stepped in. Now
he's got 'em all talking.
All because Frank Hall is a fillum man,
and a fillum man knows that, no matter
how good your proposition may sound or
may be — in this game the beginning and
the end is the PICTURE.
He went out after— PICTURES.
He got— PICTURES.
He got a sensational winner to lead off
with — " Wanted for Murder."
No longer does the Film Clearing House
give you the impression of a man sitting
between two pat hands, drawing four
cards — and daring to HOPE!

Mixing the News with the Rumors
Harry Reichenbach has signed contracts to handle the tradeexploitation on the Macauley League of Nations spectacle
" Humanity." Things will start to pop in a few weeks.

Theodore O. Eltonhead is now selling " Publicity, Exploitation
and Promotion" from his own offices in rooms 1524-5 and 6 of
the Aeolean Building.
The rumor came out of Los Angeles on Wednesday that Jesse
Lasky had resigned from F. P. Lasky Corp. Then all was silence.

" ' Gratulations
Joe, and
Here's Looking
for Some
Speed"

HERE'S a hand of congratulation to
Joe Plunkett.
carried
Along
ent we've
the news with
as managing
appointmelse
of hiseveryone
director of New York's Strand.
But we can't miss, the opportunity of
putting
our in" black
Good and
Luckwhite,
to you,
down here
whereJoethe"
proofreader and others have to read it.
We like Joe Plunkett.
We like him for his open-hearted, boyish
smile.
We are with the man who smiles the
clean, free and easy smile of a boy.
And we are always willing to bet on
the man who
thusiasm intocarries
a big ajob.boy's heart and enSo we are betting with Joe Plunkett on
his big job.
Just to show that we are not gambling
much he starts with some corking advertising on the Fred Stone picture.
Thereby opening his campaign with the
strategy of a Foch.
For, aside from such producer, created
advertisements as Universal and Paramount have given New York, and the campaigns the long-run Specials have received,
Gotham's picture advertising has long been
in a position to learn from — ■
S. Barrett McCormick, Harold Franklin,
George Carpenter, Jensen and Von Herberg, and some few others.

The question is — " Who does the Vita-

'The

Answer to
Well Known
Vitagraph's
Advertising"

graph
The advertising?"
answer is — " Paul Lazarus."
And he has been doing it over a long
stretch of the calendar. But evidently
Paul is too busy turning out clean, effective advertising copy and exhibitor aids
to make his identity known on Fillum
Row.
So we wish to announce to the world
that Paul Lazarus, in addition to being a
regular, hundred per cent fellow, is an
all-wool thoroughbred advertising and promotion man — not an over-night product.
Paul is a graduate of the Cosmopolitan
and Hearst organization. You need say
no more. Unless you wish to add that
Paul knows pictures and the selling of
pictures as well as he once knew the sellins: of " Over a Million Circulation."

Just a Few Odds and Ends
The Ohio Screen League's meeting at the Hotel Astor makes
peppery reading. You'll find it on page 365.
Some of the classiest trade advertising seen yet will emerge
irom the S-L offices in a week or so. Somebody tipped us to
watch for their inserts.
He wanted a drink. Didn't have the price. Told us his story
" Oh, well, beggars can't
a philosophic
finished with
andboozers."
be
His name
is Freddieshrug,
Schader.

YY ! E hereby announce a Grand, Sumptuelled
W ous,
Prize
Contest.Nonpareil, Super-Unexc
Open to all readers of this page who recover.
The prize — a franchise in any one of the
fifty-seven Mergers consummated in the
last fifty-seven days.
h is this on our imWhose mediatephotograp
left?
Give us the answer and you get the

'His

Photographs
Don't Look
Like He
Owns 'Em"

"—
through
ingfiling
Rummag
other day,
— the" morgue
cabinet our
pardon,
beg
prize.
It.
we found
The caption on the back says " Harry
—Never
!
Reichenbach."
But
be. Harry that we know ?
This itthecan't
debonair
The subject of this daguerrotype appears scared.
In fact,
he seems frightened stiff.
He looks like a press agent in the hereafter.
And what in hel-iotrope could scare
Harry Reichenbach?
It can't be Harry.
Tell us who it is and you get the prize.
Or — if it is Harry —
You get the prize if you tell us —
What creation of God, man or the
Kaiser,
could SCARE HARRY REICHENBACH?
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INFLUENZA

VISITS

MARY

PICKFORD

Other Picture Folks Also Reported III
WITH

the renewed activities of the influenza evil, many motion picture people have fallen ill, Mary Pickford being among the most recent. While the star's temperature January 8 and 9 was reported to
be 103, it was declared by her mother and physician that her condition is not alarming. Newspaper accounts of Miss Pickford's illness declared
she was resting well, and immediate improvement was expected.
Others who have been reported ill of the influenza are Allen Holubar, of
Universal; Victor Scheitzinger, Ince director; M. Sistrom, manager of Universal City, and Mrs. Sistrom.
The number of influenza cases has greatly increased, and agitation for
" closed towns " is again rife. The Board of Health of Los Angeles was on
January 9 considering the advisability of closing. Motion picture men intend to fight for complete quarantine for a week if closing of the theatres
is threatened.
Mrs. Carl Laemmle, wife of the head of Universal, was also reported ill
of influenza this week.

Picture

News

Fred G. Sliter Returns
Mexico City

to

Fred
Mutual
office,
service

G. Sliter, former manager of the
Film Corporation, New York City
for the last few months of his
with A. S. Kirkpatrick's picked organization, has returned from Mexico City
where he was sent by the Committee on
Public Information, Foreign Section, with
aMexico.
title of Foreign Film Commissioner to

Mr. Sliter was ordered to Mexico to
open a United States Film Exchange for
the purpose of creating a demand and offering for proper distribution Americanmade subjects throughout the Mexican
Republic, released through the Committee
on Public Information, Mexico City office.
Immediately on the signing of the armistice Government plans for dealing with the
Mexican situation underwent important
changes and Sliter had no sooner installed
himself in his new offices at Mexico City
than he received orders to return to New
York for instructions. It is now understood that the plans for film service
through American Government agency in
Mexico will be abandoned and that Mr.
Buffalo
Undergoes
Lively
Week
Sliter will return to Mexico this week
holding
the
center
of
interest
in
Buffalo
at
Machine Operators Get New Presiwith
orders to dismantle the exchange
dent and Rumors Have It a New
present,
the city's
two Elmwood
big halls, Music
Broadway
there and close up its business.
Auditorium
and the
hall
Theatre
Will Be Built—
being filled with war exhibits. Motion
" I cannot say that I shall be sorry to
Meyers Back from War
pictures of the war are being shown in get away from Mexico," said Sliter in disconnection with the show. Among the
ACCORDING to latest reports from
cussing his future plans. " Mexico is in an
amazing state of unrest and the contrasts
Buffalo, N. Y., the past week has been
subjects are "Along the Crimson Gash of
an unusually live one in film circles in the Western Front," " Scenes of Chateau
are violent. For instance, there are thousands of starving human beings in Mexico
that city.
Thierry," " Gen. Foch in Action," " The
City, which is one of the most beautiful
Henry de Verneuil has been re-elected
Unconquerable
Spirit,"
and
war
scenes
on
president of the Moving Picture Machine
cities on this continent, so far as my obthe western front and in Palestine. Difservation goes. While more than half the
Operators of Buffalo for the ensuing year.
ferent pictures of this sort are shown every
Other officers named are : Walter
population is in rags and tatters and sufday. Secretary of War Baker opened the
exhibit Saturday.
fering from hunger, millionaires by the
Matchette, vice-president ; Mike Diller,
score are to be encountered rushing about
financial secretary and treasurer; recording
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, the Parathe broad boulevards in imported motor
secretary, Elmer Bugman, and business
mount-Artcraft stars, were in Buffalo last
representative, DeWitt Martin.
cars of the most expensive makes. Theweek at the Teck theatre in " Keep Her
atres and base ball parks are prosperous.
Ray Meyers, a member of the CommerSmiling."
is beingof presented withThe
the production
screen connection
the
cial editorial staff, who has been doing Y.
" So far as the motion picture business
stars being played up big.
M. C. A. publicity work in the Southern
is concerned, leaving Governmental interManager Earl L. Crabb of the Strand
ests out of the question, it seems to be
camps, has returned to Buffalo and in adtheatre is departing from his usual policy
dition to his newspaper work is taking
pretty badly scrambled. There is a demand
care of the publicity for the Elmwood
this week by presenting Florence Reed in for certain American-made productions,
theatre. Mr. Meyers was formerly press
"Wives of Men," for the entire week. It and there is a good deal of American film
being shown in Mexico, but most of it is
agent for Edward L. Hyman, former manis very seldom that* the Strand shows a
ager of the Victoria theatre and a member
picture more than four days. Week runs
pirated stuff, being smuggled across the
of the Motion Picture News Advisory
border from all appearances at ease, in
on any picture are a novelty in Buffalo.
Board.
which the parties having the film in their
There is a rumor in town that local
possession boast about being so successful
Brunton Studios Greet Kid
financial interests are planning the erection
in reaching Mexico with some of AmerNew Year
of a big theatre, hotel and newspaper
ica's best productions. This works a
serious handicap to the honest buyer, who
plant in Main street, taking in the entire
The most pretentious celebration of the
block from W. Eagle to Niagara streets.
has absolutely no protection. Up until the
West Coast Film Colony, to commemorate
armistice was signed every sort of German
The building, it is understood, will be
the arrival of 1919, was that given by Robert Brunton at his commercial studios on
sympathy film was available for the asking
about 15 stories high and cost in the neighand there is no use trying to make out
Melrose avenue. The ten-acre grounds
borhood of $10,000,000. Trouble in obthat the American productions were very
taining options on property involved, is were brilliantly illuminated by colored
holding up the proposition at present, it is lights, but the center of attraction was the
unpopular in Mr. Caranza's country."
said.
mammoth glass stage recently erected,
which,
for
the
evening,
had
been
converted
Anna L. Harlow, editor of the women's
Not Real Rapf Feature
into a beautiful dance hall. Two orchestras
department of the Courier, has departed
for New York City to sail for France,
played continuously and the host. Mr.
According to a report from David Snapwhere she will be associated with the Comper, an exhibitor of Perth Amboy, N. J.,
Brunton, personally presided at the Westmunity Motion Picture Bureau. This
ern bar, where all kinds of refreshments
certain parties are circulating a picture
Bureau, with headquarters in New York,
were served from eight until three A. M. in that territory which they claim to be
has for its president Warren Dunham
Suitable cafe accommodations were given.
" Wanted for Murder."
Foster. Its work is the distribution of
The glass stage was perhaps the most
The picture is not the genuine Harry
motion pictures to the soldiers and sailors
elegant bar room setting scene at Western
of the United States and Allies.
Rapf feature, " Wanted for Murder,"
studios, and was built under the personal
which is contrplled exclusively by the Insupervision
of
Mr.
Brunton.
dependent Sales Corporation.
The Government's big War Exposition is
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Rothapfel

Leaves

the

Rialto
and
Rivoli
Career a Brilliant One
Quits with Friendly Feeling for Company to Take Up " Project of
So February 1 is to mark another epoch
Significance
-Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, Musical Director,
of
the career of the world's premier exNamed as His Successor
hibitor, who is probably known to more
people than any person connected with the
industry, dating back to the days when he
February first, Samuel L. Rothapfel will cease to be managing
ON
started the exhibition of motion pictures
director of the Rialto and Rivoli theatres, which were especially built
in a room back of a saloon in the mining
for him and which he planned and has directed from their opening.
town of Forest City, Pa., where he atAnnouncement of his resignation caused more excitement in New York
tracted the attention of the whole motion
motion picture circles than any event in months and the brief formal statement
picture world by his methods. After that
which Mr. Rothapfel issues stating merely that he had resigned and was
he became connected with the Keith and
parting company with the other owners on the friendliest terms failed to satisfy
Proctor circuit and then with Henry Fair,
the curiosity of the film colony.
installing motion pictures on the Orpheum
circuit.
Neither has Mr. Rothapfel indicated what will be his future connections,
But it was at the Alhambra, Milwaukee,
but those closest to him believe that the next of his activities will be in London
that he had an opportunity to launch the
or Paris, or both, where he has for some time had a desire to conduct motion
first of his big idea, with which he was
pictures on the same scale, or greater, than at the two New York houses. Defibrimful, years ahead of his time. It was
nite announcement of his plans are expected within a few weeks. Dr. Hugo
there that he made the first big presentaRiesenfeld, musical director of the two houses, is announced as his successor.
tion in the history of the photoplay — " The
His Formal Statement
Fall of Troy" — in two reels. Here he had
an orchestra and a fountain on the stage.
In announcing his resignation, Mr.
From there he went to the Lyric, MinneRothapfel made this formal statement:
apolis— a house that was losing money —
" I am leaving this connection to take up
and
undertook
to buck the five- and tenthe preliminaries in a project of significance
cent houses, which gave acts of vaudeville
and with a greater claim upon my attenand five reels of pictures with ten- and
tion, the nature of which I cannot discuss
twenty-cent admissions. But there it was
in detail at this time. There will be more
that
he had his opportunity in the presentato sav later.
tion of Sarah Bernhardt's " Queen Eliza" I am leaving the Rialto and Rivoli with
beth," placing an orchestra on the stage
the best of feeling and in pleasant personal
and putting the picture on with special
relations with the owners. The organiscenic and lighting effects.
zation which I have built will go on with
Called to New York
the work. I shall always feel a deep perIt was from Minneapolis that he heard
sonal interest in the welfare of these theathe
call to New York, and here he took
tres which I have ' fathered ' on Broadcharge of the Regent theatre, 110th street
and Lenox avenue. Shortly after coming
way."
On the day following his announcement
the board of directors of the two houses
here he amazed New York with his presenissued the following announcement :
tation of " The Fall of Pompeii." It was
at the Regent that a musical director was
" Mr. Rothapfel is leaving to take up
introduced,
this one being Carl Edouarde.
activities in another field of motion picture
After this he took the Strand, when it was
endeavor, and the good will of the instituopened on April 19, 1914, and after leavtions follow him."
ing there made a tour of the country for
" Hugo Riesenfeld, now musical dithe Mutual, speaking to exhibitors in the
rector for the two theatres, has been with
principal cities and spreading the gospel of
the organization since the opening of the
Rialto theatre. He will continue a close
better exhibition methods. Next he starpersonal supervision of the musical phases
tled the industry by taking the Knickerof the entertainment and will continue to
bocker, alegitimate house, and turning it
Samuel
L.
Rothapfel
conduct the orchestra as before.
into pictures and giving exhibitions something in the order of those at the Rialto
fort to make both the theatres the greatest
" The policy of the theatres will continue
and Rivoli to-day.
to be that of the highest attainable quality
of successes. He has had only brief vacaThen came the Rialto. It was built esin motion picture and musical production."
tions each year, most of these being occupecially for him, with his advanced ideas
Close friends of Mr. Rothapfel say that
pied in talking to exhibitors on his trips
of
music
and lighting incorporated. This
his resignation was caused by the fact that
across the country, and recently he has
he felt that he had done all that he could
was opened April 21, 1916, and was held
often
expressed
the
sentiment
that
he
"
was
to be the final word in motion pictures,
do at the two houses, and that he did not
and so it remained until the Rivoli came
want his activities to be handicapped by
Willing to Aid Others
purely business reasons. The two houses
along, built by the same company, and intired."
corporating more and newer ideas of Mr.
He will remain at his post until the first
being owned by a corporation had the first
Rothapfel. It has just celebrated its first
of February, and it will probably be the
duty to do in making money, and they have
birthday, having opened January 8, 1918.
first of April before he will actively beboth shown large profits, so that after putMr. Rothapfel has been given the full
gin work on his new projects. In the
ting them on their feet the managing dimeantime he authorizes the Motion Picrector felt that he had done his full duty
credit for the " daylight projection " of motion pictures, which means the elimination
ture News to announce that during the
and that to remain in a position with any
of the dark theatre, the incorporation of
limitations on his activities would be untwo
months
he
is
supposed
to
be
"
restfair to himself.
real interpretative music into the motion
ing "his services will be available for brief
picture presentation, the use of lighting
stretches to any theatre owner who deMr. Rothapfel has had a big burden on
effects, the introduction of overtures and
his hands since the opening of the Rivoli,
sires the benefit of his " on-the-ground " other musical numbers and, practically,
advice. In other words, he is willing to
which has just celebrated its first annievery step forward that has been taken in
versary. He has always been a tireless
spend this time in extending his policies
the presentation of pictures.
worker, never taking time or sleep into and practices of showmanship to the rest
(Continued on page 368)
•consideration, and he has spared no ef- of the country.
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One of the greatest concentrations of Vitagraph enthusiasm that has ever been photographed.
to January 4

Picture

News

The convention covered the period from January 2

Vitagraph
Forces
Hold
Meeting
graph Company of this Convention cannot
Convention Called by Albert E. Smith
be overestimated and the interchange of,
Covers Three Days — All Branch
ideas is certain to result in a more intenManagers Come — New Picsive co-operative effort between the protures Exhibited
ducing and the distributing ends than has
heretofore been known in any organization
THE first week of the new year witin the film business.
nessed a concentration of Vitagraph
Mr. Smith was enabled to get at first
enthusiasm and energy in New York City
that was unique, not only in Vitagraph
hand the reports of his Branch Managers
from every center of the country and they
history, but that probably will be more farwere able to get from Mr. Smith, at first
reaching in its results than any similar
gathering the industry has known.
hand, his plans and projects for the comAlbert E. Smith, president of the Vitaing year.
John M. Quinn, who recently became
graph Company, called to New York all
General Manager of the Vitagraph Sales
of the Branch Managers and Division
Managers of his organization and held a
Organization met each one of his lieutenants personally, told them what he counted
three-day convention, at which the out-ofon in the way of accomplishment from the
town representatives of the Vitagraph
Company conferred with the executives of
Sales Organization and received their asthe Home Office and the officials of the
surances that 1919 was going to be the
Vitagraph Studios.
biggest year in the history of the company.
The convention began on Thursday
All of Vitagraph's Branch Managers
were present : Geo. R. Allison, C. W.
morning, January 2, at the Hotel McAlpin,
when John M. Quinn, General Manager of
Swain. F. E. Tarbell, J. R. Johnson, C. L.
Kendall, J. H. Bayley, A. G. Edwards, J.
the Vitagraph Sales Organization called
M. Duncan, F. F. Nine, W. H. Hepburn,
the first business meeting to order with a
hundred per cent attendance from every
E. S. Holmes, J. A. Gagnier, Frank P.
Brvan, Joseph Partridge, L. A. Getzler,
branch of the big Vitagraph Organization.
J. S. Hebrew, F. W. Redfield, E. B. Quive,
The entire day was spent in a business sesF. A. Wagner, D. E. Boswell, L. M. Cobbs,
sion and was followed by a banquet at the
R. Romney, F. F. Hartich, W. F. Barrett,
Hotel McAlpin on Thursday evening,
which. Mr. Smith gave to his sales force
E. Wilson, and A. M. Wilbur, being the
twenty-six Vitagraph Exchange Managers
and his studio heads, thus bringing tofrom the important centers in the United
gether both branches of his organization in
States and Canada.
a happy gathering.
On Friday, the Branch Managers visited
Mr. Smith's
attending
the
convention
withstudio
him staff
included
Wilfrid
the Vitagraph Studio in Brooklyn in a body
and after a tour of the big plant, meeting
North, production manager ; R. A. Reader,
business manager ; Eugene Mullin of the
the stars and directors, they went into a
business session.
Scenario Department and Frank Loomis,
studio manager.
Returning to New York Friday evening,
the entire gathering met in the projection
Mr. Quinn headed the Home Office deleroom at the Vitagraph Home Office and
gation which included A. W. Goff, assistant
about twenty reels of new Vitagraph
general manager; E. Augar, division manager ;T. W. Chatburn, division manager ;
product was screened for the first time.
Paul N. Lazarus, advertising and publicity
All day Saturday was occupied by the
final business meeting at the Hotel Mcdirector; J. Lawton Kendrick, sales promotion manager ; A. I. Siegel. head of the
Alpin and Saturday afternoon the Convention adjourned, the Branch Managers
purchasing department, and Richard Hildreth, chief auditor of the company.
returning immediately to their exchange.
In addition to all of the foregoing the
The immense importance to the Vita-

Company
Storey Joins
Screen

Review

A. D. V. " Alphabet " Storey has resigned as publicity manager of the William
Fox Circuit of Theatres to devote himself
to the field of educational pictures, having
been elected President of the Screen Review Company
and also
of Boys'
Life Productions, with offices
at 1493
Broadway.
The Screen Review Company will distribute the output of Boys' Life Productions, authorized producers of motion pictures for the Boy Scouts of America.
The first production will be a single reel
news-educational weekly screen magazine,
" Boys' Life Screen Review," deriving its
title from " Boys' Life," the official
monthly magazine of the Boy Scouts of
America. This will be followed by
Juvenile features, comedies and serials and
also a companion release, " Girls' Life
Screen Review," for regular theatres.
Brink

Sells Exhibitor's
Mutual Interest
H. A. Brink of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
has sold his interest in the Distributors'
Mutual Film corporation and the Affiliated
Distributors'
to he
L. may
A. Cornelius of the corporation
same city that
give

his entire time to other interests. Cornelius takes his place on the directorate,
and President William J. Clark of Grand
Rapids becomes general manager. Clark
now is in New York where he has taken
charge of the office. The financing of the
organization is in charge of L. A. Geistert.
formerly member of a Grand Rapids stockbrokers' firm, who also is in New York.
other guests at the banquet on Thursday
night included Commodore J. Stuart
Blackton, Cyrus Townsend Brady, Sergt.
Arthur Guy Empey, James P. Hurd,
George Randolph Chester, Harry T. Morey,
Dwight Cleveland, J. B. French, M. HenryHoury, George Balsdon, Jr., William
Wright, Walter Bunyon, Tom Mills.
Joseph
Gleason,
DonandBartlett,
Tom Terriss, Graham
Baker
Philip Lang.
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Sunday
Fight
One Hundred Towns Closed
Desberg Stages Hotel Astor Meeting That Gives Hope — National
-Mr. Weinig explained during the course
Association Backward, But Producers Independently
of the meeting that, at the present time,
Offer Help
there are approximately one hundred cities
and towns in Ohio with their theatres
FRED DESBERG, Cleveland exhibitor and president of the Ohio Screen
closed on Sunday. Citing a concrete exLeague, arrived in New York last Tuesday with a chip on his shoulder.
ample of the loss to producers because of
Fred staged a meeting at the Hotel Astor, with the intention of finding
this, Mr. Weinig assumed that the theatres
in these cities and towns would take bookout whether the producers and distributors were going to help Ohio's exhibitors
in lighting the Sunday closing law in that State or leave the theatre owners to
ings to the amount of $25 per Sunday.
do their own battling.
At this rate, allowing for only one theatre
in each city or town, the producers would
The meeting was given a fair attendance — though there were a few notable
lose $25,000 each Sunday during the year,
bv tlieir absence. But results were achieved.
or $130,000 a year. And in some of these
William A. Brady pledged the sum of $500 on condition that all other producers would contribute a pro rata share. Mr. Brady was followed by C. C. places, he explained, there are as many as
six theatres, so that the estimate, he concludes, isthe minimum.
Pettijohn, who pledged $500 for the Affiliated Exhibitors, the Exhibitors' Mutual and Robertson Cole, which concerns Mr. Pettijohn represented at the meet" According to these figures," Mr.
ing. E. J. Hudson, representing First National, assured the meeting that the
Weinig continued, " the producers lose a
First National would act in accordance with other producers. William L.
vast amount of money but are not anywhere near as embarrassed as some of the
Sherry's representative pledged a like sum as did Lee Ochs, representing the
exhibitors whose best days are Sundays.
L'nited Pictures
Inc.even
As this
we go
to press
is evident the meeting has
brought
a measureTheatres,
of success
early
in the itstage.
And I will state here," he continued. " that
many of the owners will have to close their
Association Not Interested
doors entirely unless the obstacle is reoperate with the Ohio exhibitors in amendMr. Desberg explained in his opening
moved— and that obstacle is the Ohio law
ing
the
Ohio
law
as
it
now
reads
in
referremarks that conditions in Ohio regarding
affecting Sunday closing.
ence to the closing of amusements or
the Sunday-closing movement were such
Sunday, William A. Brady entered the
" We propose to have the law amended
> as to demand the immediate attention of
meeting and defended the Association
so as to read that the penalty attached to
those opposing the closing of theatres on
against what he considered selfishness on
its violation shall affect only those theatres
Sunday. He added that such information
the part of the Ohioians in criticising the
that open their doors in the forenoon. If
was more in the nature of an introduction
this amendment can be obtained, it will
Association's
procrastination
and
indifference in the matter.
than real " news," as the agitation had
practically
eliminate all obstacles tor there
been prevalent for some time, the present
is no theatre that wants to open on Sunday
meeting serving as a step forward toward
Brady Gives Opinion
morning. As the law now reads, it forbids
the goal sought, not as the initial step.
the exhibition of pictures on Sunday.
"
Do
you
know,"
said
Mr.
Brady,
adHe explained that the movement which he
dressing
himself
to
Mr.
Weinig,
"
that
" It should be borne in mind that a
represented was started last June and that
theatre which can open on Sunday pays
during the three years of the Association's
nothing definite had been accomplished
existence the exhibitors of the country
more for rental during the week. It is only
during the intervening months because,
haven't contributed one nickle toward its about eight years ago that Columbus was
during all of that time, he had been enclosed on Sunday for about ten weeks and
support? Do you realize," he continued,
deavoringnot
"
primarily to get the co" that if the Association were to take up
you all remember that half of the theatres
operation of the National Association, but
this cause in conjunction with the exclosed their doors entirely.
to get its proper authority to come out in
hibitors of Ohio, that every other State in
the middle of the road and give him a the Union would seek the same help under
" By February we expect to have the
definite answer as to its (the Association)
the same conditions and that it would be entire State of Ohio thoroughly canvassed
on
this subject and by the end of the month
attitude — whether it would work in conimpossible for the Association to stand
we
can show results. Having decided to
junction with or sit passively by and look
the strain, financially. If the Sundaymy own satisfaction that the National Asclosing question could be settled once and
on."
sociation does not mean to support us in
Following these explanatory remarks, in for all in every State in the Union, the
this matter, we will approach the producers
the way of an introduction, Mr. Desberg
Association could not contribute the
quoted from a letter, written during the
amount asked.
individually
I haven't
doubt
that
each
one will and
see the
matter asa we
in Ohio
month of December, by Adolph Zukor in
"
Mr.
Ohio,"
he
said,
continued
his
adsee
it,
and
work
with
us
accordingly.
The
answer to a letter written by Mr. Desberg
dress to the speaker preceding him,
Ohio exhibitors have decided that $12,000
asking for the Association's attitude in
is needed to make this fight. It may not
the matter of co-operation and financial " you're just thinking of the State of Ohio —
I'm walking in the middle of the road.
— if not, the balance will be rebated to the
assistance. He said, following the quotaNot until the exhibitors of the country get
donors. This is a producers' fight as well
tion from Mr. Zukor's letter, that he could
together and form a responsible, countryconstrue the Association's answer in but
as
the exhibitors, as I have shown."
wide organization, will you be able to get
one way, and that is that it (the AssociaRepresentative film men in attendance
tion) had no intentions of co-operating
results,in —this
untilmatter.
then, you're wasting your
were : Charles Stewart, representing Octime
with the movement, or in his opinion, did
tagon Film Company; Lee Ochs, United
he believe that there existed, in anything
Picture Theatres, Inc.; C. C. Pettijohn,
" I'm here, gentlemen, in the capacity of
accept name, such an organization as the
William A. Brady, with no other interests
representing Exhibitors' Mutual, Affiliated
National Association, for he explained,
Distributors and Robertson-Cole ; E. W.
concerned. These are my own personal
Hammons, Educational Film Corporation ;
'hat
the the
letter
which
I
have
just
read
implies
opinions.Personally,
I
am
in
favor
of
the
Association does not know where
movement and to show you that I am, I William A. Brady, representing his own
t stands itself, for the writer explicitly
producing company; Earl Hudson, reprepledge $500 toward the cause, providing the
Hates that he could not get either pro or
senting First National ; Hiller and Wilks,
other producers give a pro rata share. I
:on action from the Association which he
representing Maurice Tourneur and Lewis
produce probably two or three pictures a
epresented."
year, and I give $500. The fellow that
Innerarity, representing Pathe. All assured
While Mr. Desberg was explaining the
the Ohioians that they felt sure that the
produces 100 pictures a year should give
etter referred to and following the renarks of John W. Weinig, who explained
five or ten thousand dollars — that's what f companies they represented would contribute their share.
vhy the National Association should comean by my pro rata share."
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Distribution

"
the "Special'
n E.of
Versio
By
K. Lincoln
My
D
Star of S-L Pictures
URING the past year a class of pic- channels through which I can see possibilities for a type of screen acting which I
come into prominence and this producer
have had in mind for several years, but before this have never had the opportunity
and that producer have stated why they
considered this or that picture a Special.
to put in effect.
Advertising campaigns have been carried
" The first S. and L. production, now nearon in a big way and the watchword of the
ing completion is the best evidence that I
can offer to substantiate the belief that I
campaign has been Special. The trade has
have held since my first talk with Messrs.
been given the producers' definition of this
Sawyer and Lubin and that is, that these
class of pictures but the star of the production has been content to accept the
gentlemen have my ideal of a Special picSpecial without comment.
ture. It has everything to deserve that
title. The personnel of my supporting cast
" Herbert Lubin and Arthur H. Sawyer,
is one element that works to this end. The
sponsors for the S-L Productions, of which
members have been chosen with respect to
Ralph Ince is director general, are now
completing the first of a series of new
their ability as screen artists. Miss Clara
special productions. I have been before
Joel,
seen in the ' Vamp ' role of ' Business
the public, on the screen, for a number of
Before Pleasure ' last season, will prove a
years and have had the good fortune to veritable find, and Miss Grace Darling, another member of the feminine support, is
star in many big photodramas. Prior to
known to every screen fan. Even the
signing with the Sawyer-Lubin combination, to star in S-L Productions, I made a minor roles of rny first production, are incomplete survey of the possibilities in the
terpreted byartists in their line. And back
field of those producers making specials.
of me and my support is a wonderful story,
During this time I had occasion to talk
full of possibilities, presenting not alone
with the big producers of both the East
one big thrill or scene which usually sufand West and received various offers for
fices to place a production in the class of
my services. I went with Messrs Sawyer
Specials, but five big scenes, each one conand Lubin because I saw in their plans the
taining athrill big enough to elicit more
than usual comment.
real ' Special.'
" I was offered excellent contracts by
" For special reasons, Messrs. Sawyer
other producing concerns, program and in- and Lubin are withholding details as to
dependent, but Sawyer and Lubin offered
this production but I can safely say that
it's the biggest in which I have ever worked
the opportunity for something ' big.' First
of all, these men had the co-operation of and one of which I am proud for having
Ralph Ince, whom I regard as one of our
appeared as the star. I expect big things
best directors and a man responsible for
from the S and L combination and I presome of the biggest feature films in the
dict one of the biggest series of Specials
past few years.
ever placed on the market, when the S-L
" The first script that will be produced
Productions' product gets before the pubwith myself as the star presents to me new
lic in the near future."

Manitoba

Berst
Assists
Ohio
Exhibitors
President United Pictures Theatres decreased since the introduction of the motion picture.
Supports
Ohio
Exhibitors in
" Nor is this anything but logical. Take
Efforts to Defeat Sunday
away a great, extensive form of popular
recration and innocent amusement and you
Closing Measure
automatically leave a big idle gap that
WHEN J. A. BERST heard of the must be filled, and WILL be filled somemeeting at the Hotel Astor in New
how— if not innocently, then otherwise.
York City, and called by Messrs. Desberg
" That is my claim, that a law which secures for the people a temperate, orderly,
and Winnig, representing the exhibitors
instructive form of recreative amusement
of Ohio, he urged that they be given every
to which the public has grown habituated
support.
The fight is for a just and salutary law
and
which fills the oft quoted ' long felt
that will not close the Ohio theatres on
want,' is a good law, a just law, and any
law that seeks to do the opposite — namely
Sunday. Mr. Berst stated that he considered the motion picture theatres a most
close the picture theatres, is inimical to
vital force of public benefit to the state of the best interests of the public.
Ohio.
" The passing of a law that will keep
" It has been shown on the clear evi- open for the public good the publicly desired means of diversion in the State of
dence of cold facts, figures and statistics,
Ohio will prove a salutary example to
that no other single lay agency has been
of more influence or proved so powerful
other States, and I unhesitatingly and earand effective an instrument in the betterurge not
membersnestlyto
use only
every United's
effort toexhibitorsupport
ing of Sunday conditions than has the unhampered operation of motion picture the- Messrs. Desberg and Winnig in their great
fight for their fellows, but every exhibitor,
atres, declared Mr. Berst.
" Vice, gambling, intoxication and their producer and distributor, not merely in
Ohio, but throughout the country, and that
many undesirable accompaniments are
shown statistically to have tremendously
without delay."

Holds Annual Banquet
The annual banquet of the Manito
Motion Picture Exhibitors' Associati
was held at the St. Charles Cafe, Wim
peg, on Tuesday, December 31, with a lar
attendance of members and others. T
association took advantage of the oct
sion to present President R. Kershaw w
a handsome diamond-setted gold lock
suitably engraved. Every theatre in \\
nipeg was represented at the dinner wh
was the most successful event of its ki
held since the start of the war in 1914.
The Manitoba association enjoys pr
tically 100 per cent membership through'
the City of Winnipeg.
Announcement was made that a spec
committee of the organization had b<
able to effect a satisfactory arrangem
with the motion picture projection mach
operators so that a threatened strike
Christmas time had been averted. W
only a few exceptions, all chief operat
are
paid$25$35perperweek.
week and assista
are now
earning
President Kershaw has found splen • I
response throughout the whole Province i
his move to extend the activities of 'organization outside of Winnipeg, 5
protec '•
an exhibitors'
have sense
to even,aim is— in
league
of the word.

UNIVERSAL exchanges throughout tfa
country are going to surprise their at
hibitor customers, who in turn can aston
ish the general public with the announce
ment that David Belasco has again becom
an actor and temporarily laid aside his pre
ducing mantle to please the committe
from
War comes
Relief.befor
But the
thisStage
time Women's
Mr. Belasco
the public via the screen, and according t
announcements from Universal offices thi
is the screen debut of the famous produce
of legitimate attractions.
The Stage Women's Society selecte
Universal exchanges to do the distributin
for their two-reel " feature " known ;
" A Star Over Night."
Prominent in the cast supporting M
Belasco are Edward Martindel, Bruce Mi
Rae, Hamilton Revelle, Elizabeth Risdoi
Hilda Spong, Gladys Morris, Kathlee
Nesbitt, and Mrs. Kate Rothschild.
Daniel Frohman has also pledged h
support
for the
Stage
Women'stheWar
Reli(
Committee,
which
contained
followir
well-known women : Rachel Crother
Louise Closser Hale, Mary H. Kirkpatric
Mrs. Shelley Hull, and Jessie Bonstelle.
The series as a whole consists of tweh
complete two-reel photoplays. Some a;
comedies, some are dramas. Five, so fa
have been completed and have been place
in the hands of Carl Laemmle, president (
the Universal, to be made ready for di
tribution.
In one of the productions, tentative
known as " Fighting Mad," will be se<
Maclyn Arbuckle, Percy Haswell, J.
McGraw and Dana de Harte.
Associatio
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in

Special

Coast
Session
Then came the contract with Louis B.
Executfve Board Called Into Extraordinary Session on West
Mayer, of Boston, who is producing the
Anita Stewart special features for First
Coast — Rumors Are Rife Anent Several Important PropNational. The results to date from
ositions and Astonishing Announcements May Be
" Shoulder Arms," Chaplin's second Circuit
Soon Forthcoming
release,
and on
" Virtuous
first
of
the Anita
Stewart
specials,Wives,"
is declared
iLANS pending for future activities of First National Exhibitors' Circuit
to give added emphasis to the basic soundhave resulted in the holding of an extraordinary session of the Board
ness of the independent booking policy.
of Directors, at the Hotel Alexandria, Los Angeles, California.
With these facts as a sufficient assurance
Los Angeles was selected as the place of meeting in compliment to the
of the feasibility of its plans, First NaPacific Coast directors of the Circuit. At the last regular meeting in 1918
tional then entered into an agreement with
Mary
Pickford for the exhibition of her
the board promised T. L. Tally, the Circuit's franchise holder in Los Angeles,
pictures after the termination of her conthat the next meeting of the directors, whether it was a regular or a special
tract with Paramount Pictures Corporasession, would be held in that city.
tion. The next step was a similar contract
In addition to action on matters which resulted in the decision to hold a
with Jack Pickford, and the most recent
special meeting, the directors prepared their annual report in readiness for
activity was the arrangement which will
the meeting of First National stockholders, which will be held in March.
give to exhibitor members of the Circuit
exhibition rights to the Norma Talmadge
iVo Consolidation
productions when her present releasing arrangement expires.
It was admitted by several of the direcIN
NEW
QUARTERS
tors, before they started for the West
In the absence of J. D. Williams and
Coast, that one purpose of the special meetHarry Schwalbe, manager and secretaryLos Angeles Office of Motion
ing was to decide several important proptreasurer, respectively, the general office
Picture News Changed
ositions which have been submitted to the
of the Circuit is without any positive information ofthe exact nature of the things
Circuit, involving a considerable extenwhich
necessitated
the West Coast session,
s
card
sion of its scope in distributing and exhibYear
t
New
en,
sent
out
by
J.
C.
Jess
Coas
the
G
AMON esentative
but it was admitted that the meeting was
iting special feature attractions. The direpr
of MOTION
rectors declined to say, in advance of the
PICTURE NEWS, was one
called suddenly and as the result of demeeting, exactly what these propositions
announcing that his offices beginvelopments within the last few weeks of
were.
ning with the first of the new year
plans formulated by the executive officers
would " not be where they were befor further solidifying production sources.
, The only definite denial that was made
The directors who met in Los Angeles
of rumors concerning the nature of the
Effective January 1, 1919, the new
plans to be brought before the Board
were
Robert Lieber of Indianapolis, preoffices of MOTION PICTURE
sident of the Circuit ; Harry Schwalbe,
related to the report that First National
fore." in Los Angeles are located
NEWS
of the Stanley Eastbaum Corporawould consider the alleged offers of a conat 618 Wright and Callender Buildtion of Philadelphia, who is secretarysolidation with Goldwyn Pictures Corporaing. The removal was made from
treasurer; J. B. Williams, Circuit manager;
tion or Paramount-Artcraft.
429 South Figueroa street.
E. H. Hulsey of Dallas, Tex. ; Aaron J.
The new telephone number is Pico
" A consolidation of exchanges would
780.
Jones, of Jones, Linick & Schaefer, Chinot properly be within the province of
cago J.
; G. VonHerberg, of Jensen & Von
Begin the New Year right by rethe Board of Directors to decide or disHerberg, Seattle, Portland and Butte; T.
membering the address and telecuss," said a member of the Board. " The
phone number — and if we can be of
L. Tally of Los Angeles ; Walter Hayes
First National exchanges are independently
of
the Mitchell M. Mark Theatres Corservice
to
you
in
any
way
don't
forowned by the franchise holder. First Naname.get that SERVICE is our middle
poration, New York.
tional is not a distributing concern. It is
Accompanying Mr. Williams on his trip
an organization of prominent exhibitors,
from New York to Los Angeles were Daunited for the purpose of buying producvid P. Howells, whose export firm has the
tions for exhibition in their own theatres
the individual franchise holders, who are
and for the creation of an open market
foreign
rights to all First National atexchange owners by necessity rather than
tractions with the exception of the Chaplin
booking policy for all exhibitors."
desire. We control and operate theatres
comedies, and Ralph H. Clark, manager
The corporate charter of the Circuit proand we wanted big feature productions
vides that its activities shall be restricted
under contract to our houses without the of the New York exchange of the Circuit.
solely and exclusively to the exhibition
liability of losing them through unfair
and rental of motion pictures. This is rental
Canada Expects to Lose
practices and without the necessity
pointed out as an answer to the reports
Heatless Days
of
'
indemnity
contracts
'
in
addition
to
that First National would enter the prothe
top
prices
for
those
we
want."
With
delightful
weather prevailing all
ducing field as a supplement to the proThe report which the Board of Directors
during December and the prospect of conductions of Charlie Chaplin, Mary Picktinued fine weather in January, together
ford, Anita Stewart, Jack Pickford and prepared for the annual meeting of
stockholders will record a progress within
with the fact that the possibility of a coal
Norma Talmadge.
the last year which is said to have been
famine in Canada has been lessened con" There
been repeated
siderably since the cessation of hostilities,
said
one ofhave
the exhibitor
officialsrumors,"
of the without parallel in motion picture history
for phenomenal growth and shortness of intimation has been made by various offiCircuit, " to the effect that First National
time.
cials in the Dominion that there is little
was producing pictures, or about to proor no likelihood of the enforcement of
During the twelve months just ended
duce them. Our organization cannot prothe Circuit is said to have developed from
duce pictures, nor can it have any interest
" heatless days " north of the international
what was looked upon as an experiment
•boundary line. Thus one worry has been
in a producing company. When the Cirlifted from the minds of Canadian exhibiand a speculation into one of the foremost
cuit was formed we took particular pains
to have our charter so read that the orconcerns in the industry. The contract
tors who had, however, completed arrangements several weeks ago to conserve the
ganization would be confined entirely to with Charlie Chaplin for eight comedies
consumption of coal in various ways and
at what was characterized generally in the
its two functions of distribution and exhibition.
to divide up available supplies of hard coal
trade as " an extravagant and ridiculous
if called upon to do so by Government
price,"
was
the
first
definite
step
forward
"And, in fact, distribution is incidental
authorities.
and is more properly the responsibility of which attracted universal attention.
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LaemmlePlacesReturned
Cripples
Laemmle explained, " It is not enough that
Universal Head Suggests That Rewe should just provide our returning solturned Soldiers Be Put in Inspecdier workers with their old positions.
tion Departments — Coopera" Universal has been of great assistance
tion with Government
to the Government during the war and
Needed
there is greater need for real, direct coEMPLOYMENT of crippled soldiers in
operation with the Government now than
film inspection departments is sugbefore," the executive added, " therefore
gested by Carl Laemmle, president of the
I hope that other producing and distributUniversal Film Co., in a letter sent to all
ing organizations will/join us in giving emfilm producers and distributors recently.
ployment to these plucky heroes who have
Film companies have already stated that
sacrificed so much for the cause of dethey will willingly restore all soldier
workers to their former positions but Mr.
Universal film exchange managers all
mocracy."
Laemmle is of the opinion that the indusover the country have been asked to send
try can go a step further by offering emto Mr. Laemmle at once reports on the
ployment to the men who received leg
work of their inspection departments so
wounds necessitating amputation, upon
that an idea of just how many crippled
their discharge from service.
soldiers could be employed by the company
. A bureau to provide vocational training
might
be obtained..
for armless and legless soldiers and to
Mr.
Laemmle has pointed out that work
secure for them employment that will not
of film inspecting does not necessitate the
tax their strength is being "considered by use of the limbs in any way, that it will not
Government officials at Washington at the
tax the strength of the employe and will
present time but so far no definite plans
pay him a salary in excess of that in other
have been announced. The Universal's
lines of work.
offer to provide positions for crippled
soldiers was forwarded to the surgeon
An official of the governmental employment service, with casualty figures as
general of the Army January 6 and President Laemmle is of the opinion that if his guide, has stated that in all probability
the number of crippled soldiers will reach
other distributors adopt his ideas that the
several thousand, thus it can be seen that
film industry can lend valuable assistance
to Government officials who have found
if the film industry can provide employment for several hundred of these men
difficulty in solving the soldier employment
that the problem of providing work for
problem.
these men, will be partially solved, lessen" The film industry can provide positions
ing the Government's burden corniderablv.
for hundreds of legless soldiers," Mr.

Governor
Scores
Pennsylvania
Executive Declares
Market Should Be Closed to Certain Class — Commends Films
as Educative Medium
THE prominence of the motion picture in
the State of Pennsylvania was brought
to the front last week in the annual message of the retiring governor of Pennsylvania, Martin G. Brumbaugh, at the opening session of the Legislature in Harrisburg, January 7.
In his message, the retiring governor
declared that the present Board of Censors
of Motion Pictures has " effectively prevented nauseous and immoral scenes," yet,
nevertheless, the Governor believes the Act
of May 15, 1915, under which the board
operates, should be made more exacting.
He declares that the small minority of
" conscienceless and greedy immorals "
should by law be denied " the privilege to
market their unclean wares."
The Governor's entire reference to motion picture censors is as follows :
" MOVING PICTURE CENSORS
" The Act of May 15, 1915, placed the
censorship of all moving picture exhibits
under careful and effective supervision.To the credit of the courts and the conscience of our people every attempt to display nauseous and immoral scenes has been
stoutly resisted and effectively prevented.
The judgment of the present Board of
Censors has 'been sustained. Our stand-

Lax
Censoring
ards are more protective of morals than
those of the National law. The majority
of the producers of these films have been
careful and considerate. Some, however,
have with blatant insistence endeavored to
make money by displaying indecent and
unfit scenes. They have been prevented.
The law should not be made less but more
exacting and some conscienceless and
greedy immorals should be by law denied
the privilege to market their unclean ware.
The moving picture film is a great educator
of the masses. These places are of
measureless value to our people if always
they give exhibitions that are clean and
wholesome. If a scene isn't fit to be displayed in a home it is not fit to be displayed
in public.
" The attempt to evade by law the fire
prevention laws of this Commonwealth on
the part of owners of some moving picture houses was stoutly resisted and met
prompt executive disapproval."
The Governor's contention that the display of immoral scenes have been prevented by the present Pennsylvania board
fo censors does not coincide with the findings of the Harrisburg Ministerial Association which recently conducted an exhaustive examination of several hundred
film shows and decided that fully 75 per
cent
of the condition
plays were
" bad,''
this alleged
in part
uponblaming
what
Governor Brumbaugh seems to regard as
an entirely effective plan of censorship.

N e w s

Griffith Names His New
Production
David Wark Griffith has made his first
announcement concerning the picture on
which he has been devoting considerable
time since he returned from France more
than a year ago. This has been given the
final title of " The Fall of Babylon." and
was given its international premier at
Clune's Auditorium on the evening of
January 13, following a four-week< run of
Griffith's " The Greatest Thing in Life."
The material for this picture was taken
at the same time Mr. Griffith filmed the
Babylonian epoch of " Intolerance." and
carries the famous story which is partially
shown in the previous Griffith release. This
subject brings to a very pleasant culmination the romance of the mountain girl and
the shepherd boy which was terminated in
" Intolerance" by the death of the girl who
died from an arrow wound. This role, it
will be remembered, introduced Constance
Talmadge in her first big part for the
screen.
This film contains an altogether different
story from the one which was made a part
of " Intolerance." and will contain altogether different scenes throughout.
Lieutenant

Hoffman Returns from France
Lieut. Dore Hoffman, who was assistant
to Albert E. Smith at the Vitagraph studio
in Brooklyn before he joined the army in
the summer of 1917 and went "across," is
hack in the United States, nursing an injury received in the fighting.
Lieut. Hoffman returned aboard the
transport Northern Pacific, which stranded
off Fire Island, and from which the returning soldiers were rescued in rough weather.
To the newspapers Lieut. Hoffman told
an interesting story of his European stay,
and also the stranding of the troopship.
Lieut. Hoffman felt sufficiently strong to
attempt a visit to the Vitagraph studio one
day last week, and there he was heartily
welcomed by Albert E. Smith and many
other friends.
Rothapfel Leaves Rialto
and Rivoli
( Continued from page 363)
It was only ten days ago that he returned from another trip across the country during which he addressed exhibitors
in many leading cities. During the time
that America was at war he rendered important service to the Government, being
at one time a lieutenant in the U. S. Marines and making pictures for that corps
as well as presenting them in his theatres.
He was selected by the Division of Films
to make the first presentations of
" America's Answer " and " Under Four
It is for his musical presentations that
he is probably the best known, and to this
he gave his earnest and personal attention.
Although he cannot read music he has
Flags."directed the orchestras at the two
often
houses and has arranged the complete
scores for the biggest of pictures. He has
skill, too, as a producer of pictures.
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of the present companies now
Denver
Draws
Schmall's severalSpotlight
Robertson-Cole Representative Insists That Several Cities Are
working will continue, but it will reduce
the number of producing units slightly.
Burdened by Deplorable Distribution Conditions — Exhibitors
Besides the Dorothy Phillips, Priscilla
Turn Down Fair Rental Prices
Dean, Monroe Salisbury, Ruth Clifford
and Mary MacLaren units, there will be
EXISTING conditions in several leading cities are exceedingly deplorable,
two companies making two-reel subjects
at least from the distributors' viewpoint, according to Isaac Schmall,
under the direction of Jack Dillon and
special representative of the Robertson-Cole Company of 1600 BroadHarry Harvey, and three-serial companies
wav, New York, whose product is being distributed through the Exhibitorsheaded by Marie Walcamp, Eddie Polo
Mutual, and who left Denver for Omaha Friday following a visit of several
and James J. Corbett, who arrived at the
studios this week. The Lyons & Moran
days with Manager Cassidy of the Denver exchange. These deplorable conditions, which he declares are especially flagrant in Denver, can and should be
Company, making Star comedies, will continue with their one new single-reel comedy
met by a remedy which he has outlined.
each week.
Mr. Schmall declares that a fair rental price for pictures can not be obtained from the first run houses of Denver, owing to what he insists is a combination tokeep the rentals down to practically nothing.
Quirk Reel Makes Debut
Exhibitors Are United
on Broadway
could
meet
and
overcome
every
obstacle
" After a careful survey of the situation
that stands in the way of the prices for
The first number of James R. Quirk's PhoIin Denver," said Mr. Schmall, "I have
toplay Magazine Screen Supplement was
pictures to the exhibitor.
found deplorable conditions in Denver —
pre-released by the New York Rialto week
"
I
would
suggest
that
every
such
board
from the distributor's point of view. I
of January 12, and three days later was
of trade should have a standing commithave found conditions to be such that sevtee whose duty would be to pass upon all available for immediate showing througheral of the exhibitors have united for the
out the country from the sixteen branch
pictures and fix a first-run maximum and
purpose of dictating the price of pictures
exchanges of the Educational Films Corminimum
price
to
the
local
exhibitor.
The
through greedy methods and unfair comporation. Vice-President Hammons of
manager of any local exchange could then,
petition.
the
Educational
will have twenty prints in
when occasion demanded, notify all exwork immediately, and the number of
■ " The exhibitors I refer to practically
hibitors and managers of other exchanges
control all of the first-class motion picture
these will be increased in accordance with
that he would give a trade screening of
cheatres in Denver. During the course of
such picture at a certain time and place,
the many hundreds of exhibitors' requests
ny interview with them, first-class producthat have poured into the Photoplay Magaand
that
the
committee
would
be
present
to
tions and superfeatures were offered to
azine office and the office of the Educadetermine its maximum and minimum selltional.
hem at a fair rental price — a price that
ing
price.
A
national
board
of
trade
to
.vould enable them to make money. They
promote the interests of these local boards
" The Stars as They Are," as the series
"ame back with a counter proposition, ofis alternatively named, admits the motion
and for purposes of appeal might also be
:ering a ridiculous figure for the purchase
advisable.
picture spectator into the innermost secrets
:)f those pictures and calmly stated that if
of studio production, together with inti"
I
do
not
mean
to
infer
that
the
pro1 he price was not agreeable or acceptable
mate views of the home life of public
ducer companies and the distributing com: ve could not get a booking at any firstfavorites. In the first number are Douglas
panies should take advantage of the ex::lass house. In addition to that, if the
Fairbanks, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew,
hibitors in fixing a maximum or minimum
)ictures were booked with them for the
Mary Miles Minter, Montagu Love, Mary
upon
the
price
of
a
picture,
because
after
heatres which they control, it must be
all most of us are desirous of working
Charleson, John Emerson, James Kirkvith the understanding that the booking
harmoniously with the exhibitors, in order
wood, Anita Loos and others. The specvas exclusive for their houses and withtator is transported to the beautiful misethat they as well as the distributors and
>ut a second run.
en scene of a California studio, the workproducing companies may derive a fair
revenue from their respective productions.
ings are explained, and the secret of mak" The very thought of such a proposition
3 outrageous, to say the least.
" Until the conditions which I have outing a " double exposure " is laid bare. The
finale of this novel one-reeler satirizes in
lined are remedied, unscrupulous exhibi" Such a condition as this can only be
animated cartoon the foibles of the sotors will continue these methods to dictate
emedied by the distributing and produclg companies. But I have found that
the prices of pictures, and they will have
called " movie pest."
le distributing and producing companies,
the distributors as well as the producers
irough their various exchange branches,
at their mercy."
Stage Claims David
Jt
each other's
throats, so
speak,that
thusI
ermitting
the condition
of toaffairs
Universal Follows New
ave above outlined.
Powell's Services
Coast Policy
Followers of David Powell's career on
lx Cities Are Named
the screen will be interested to know that
The Universal Company has started the
he has returned to the stage for a period,
new
year
by
the
adoption
of
a
new
policy
" During my survey of various im>rtant
cities, beginning with Philadelphia,
playing opposite Emily Stevens in Arthur
at the studios of Universal City, which will
cause considerable decrease in the number
Hopkins'
" The marked
Gentile success
Wife."
"ashington, Atlanta, New Orleans, DalMr. Powellproduction,
has met with
s and Oklahoma City, I have invariably
of subjects produced there. At the present
•und almost similar conditions; not so
time sufficient films have been completed to in his various screen appearances, having
onounced, however, as in Denver, owing
played leads to many of the stars of the
meet the requirements of Universal rethe few first-class theatres here.
leases up until in May or the early part of day. His last film appearance was with
June, and this, combined with the change
Alice Brady in Select's " Her Great
"As a solution
the difficulties
the
tuation which I of
Chance." He has also been seen with
of releases to one a week instead of more,
have indicated as ofexistElsie Ferguson and Catherine Calvert
reduced the amount of production work
g in Denver and other large cities, I beamong others.
necessary. The Super Productions made
| ve that all distributors and producers
ust get together as a unit behind the
Mr. Powell has no intention of deserting
by the Universal Company will no doubt
rious film boards of trade in all of the
be released under the Jewel trade mark,
the screen but the offer made him by Mr.
iding centres of population. These local
while all others will go on the regular
Hopkins was one of a particularly attractive nature.
ards, to be reorganized on broader lines,
program.
The new policy provides that
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New
Pittsburgh
Exchange
Blows
Up
Immediately
upon
the
report
of
the fire
Reports Place Dead at Twenty, with
over
the
long
distance
telephone
action
was
Over a Score Others Injured —
taken to reestablish the exchange that it
Exhibitors
Mutual Suffers
might be in operation Wednesday mornHeaviest Loss
ing. Buffalo and Philadelphia were called
upon to furnish prints to supply the bookAX explosion, followed by fire, in the
film exchange building at 804 Penn
ings scheduled for Wednesday and Thursday. With the booker unconscious and
avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa., late in the evening
the records of the booking department deof January 7, resulted in twenty deaths
stroyed itwas impossible to locate a single
and scores of injuries, according to reports
print of film in the Pittsburgh territory
from that city on January 8. Between
the night of the fire but before morning
fifteen and twenty persons, mostly women
executive office records had supplied the
and girls, were killed, it is estimated. Ten
information, and the schedule of bookings
of the bodies had been recovered January
8, with firemen still at work in the debris.
for the next few days prepared. " It is impossible to estimate accurately our loss in
Many other bodies were reported under
the remains of the wrecked structure.
the Pittsburgh fire," said A. S. Kirkpatrick,
Part of the building was occupied by the
assistant general manager of Exhibitors'
Mutual, " until our records are completely
Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing Corporation, and the loss to that organization is
said to be exceptionally high. Business
checked."
has not been suspended, however, and a
Fairbanks Sells War Savnew exchange has been put into operation
at 121 Fourth avenue.
ings Stamps
No cause for the explosion has been adDouglas Fairbanks has been placed in
vanced. Persons who were nearby when
charge of a Flying Squadron of five hunthe blast shook the district say that prior
dred of the best commercial salesmen in
to the upheaval a dense cloud of black
Los Angeles to put some " ginger " into
smoke poured from the lower floor.
their limit pledge campaign for War SavLess than six hours after the Pittsburgh
ings Stamps.
Imbued with the internationally famous
exchange of the Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing Corporation on the third floor of
Fairbanks' " pep " these W. S. S. salesmen recruited from the star talent of
the building had been wiped out a new exchange was in operation at 121 Fourth
Southern
California's commercial circles,
avenue.
are going out after enough $1,000 limit
pledges to make up the enormous deficit
With every employe of the exchange except the branch manager in the hospital,
which Los Angeles is facing in her War
Savings Stamps quota.
every foot of film in the vaults burned up
and the records of the branch destroyed, a
new office was outfitted in the early evening
and new film began pouring in from
Roosevelt in Screen TeleBuffalo and Philadelphia. At 11 o'clock
the morning of the fire a lease had been
gram Reel
signed for new Pittsburgh quarters, so that
The most recent pictures of Col. Theowhen the exchange was wiped out new
dore Roosevelt who succumbed at his
offices, fully equipped with vaults, were
Oyster Bay home January 6 are said to be
available immediately. Posters and other
shown in the Screen Telegram, No. 2,
advertising accessories were on their way
which is released January 9. In addition
to Pittsburgh with the film and at 11
the reel contains views of President Wilo'clock Tuesday evening four hundred
son's visit to the former battlefront in
reels of film with accessories were in the
France and his review of American troops,
new exchange. A new salesman had been
also scenes showing the arrival of the
hired during the day and he was dispatched
Cruiser North Carolina with marines who
to the new exchange to help William H.
were wounded at Chateau Thierry, picRippard, the branch manager, reorganize
tures of the revolution in Austria and a
for business and at midnight Joe L. Merreproduction of the new Liberty button
rick, the new assistant sales manager of
which will be given to each soldier who did
Exhibitors' Mutual, arrived from New
his bit " Over There."
York to take charge of the situation.
Of the employes of the exchange three
were seriously injured : Charles L. CasMcClure Respects Roosesanave, salesman, leg broken and back
velt's Memory
seriously injured; Miss Clara Berger,
poster clerk, leg broken ; Miss Retta A.
The New York offices of McClure PicBerger, booker, unconscious from internal
tures closed and suspended all business on
injuries.
Wednesday, January 8. This was the reThe less seriously injured are: Emily
sult of an order issued by Frederick L.
Ley, Ruth M. Meiers, Edward Petri, Marie
Collins, president of the company, who
Schmidt, Harry S. Spang, Russell Taylor,
took this means of expressing the comA. Balavage, Fred Lacey, Howard Burket.
pany's respect for the late Colonel TheoTwo members of the exchange force
dore Roosevelt. The former President's
life
was
made the basis of a photoplay to
were reported missing early in the evening
but they were located later in a hospital
be distributed through the McClure company. This was completed only a short
by Manager Rippard. It was feared that
time before his death.
rthey had been burned to death.

York League Grieves
for Roosevelt
New York State Local No. 1 of the
Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of
America, on January 7 adopted the following resolution by a rising vote:
" Whereas, We learn with profound regret of the sad loss sustained by this nation
in the death of Theodore Roosevelt, one
of its former presidents and most beloved
sons, therefore be it
" Resolved, That this organization go on
record expressing the sympathy of its
members to the bereaved widow and family of our late lamented and beloved expresident, Theodore Roosevelt, and that all
the members of this organization be and
they hereby are requested, as tribute to
the memory of the said Theodore Roosevelt,
at half
mast and
the National
emblem place
on their
theatres
as a further

mark of respect, this the annual meeting of
our organization stands adjourned for one
week, and that a copy of this resolution
duly authenticated,
be forwarded to the bereaved family.
Motion Picture
Exhibitors'
League,
New York
State Local
No. 1,
J. Manheim, President.
William H. Parsons Comes
East on Business
William H. ("Smiling Bill") Parsons,
president of the National Film Corporation
of America and star in and creator of
Capitol Comedies, has evidently entered
the lists against Samuel Goldwyn for
the sustained long-distance commutation
record between New York and the Pacific
Coast. Bill is back in the East on business, and by the journey has added another lap to his total of round-trips against
the mark set years ago, when Mr. Goldwyn,
then Samuel Goldfish, flitted from coast
to coast with the unvaried monotony of the
man who makes the 8.25 every morning
and the 5.15 every night. This is Mr.
Parsons' third trip to the metropolis in
less than as many months.
BusinessAndbrings
" here,
of
course.
if he" Smiling
closes aBilldeal
he has
under consideration a little cross-continent
jaunt of 3,000 miles will become as nothing. Mr. Parsons proposes to take his
comedy company on a picture-making tour
of the world, visiting even.- country that
makes more than a spot on the map and
making a Capitol Comedy in each.
Ottawa

Fans

Ask

for Re-

peat Pictures
Finding that a number
of local moving
picture enthusiasts desired to see several
special pictures after they had been presented, the Imperial theatre, Ottawa, Ontario,
decidedweek
to conduct
a " Repeat
during the
of January
20. Week
Three"
productions have been rebooked for the occasion, including " My Four Years in Germany," "The Passing of the Third Floor
Back " and " Masks and Faces." The latter is an English picture, with an all-star
cast. Each of the three releases were
booked for two days of the week.
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Association
Tells
What
It Did
During
Feels Positive That Its Efforts Have Made It Vital Part of Picture Industry
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Year

ACCORDING to a report issued this week by the National
" At election time a campaign was instituted to obtain the sentiments of the candidates of both parties for the U. S. Senate
Association of the Motion Picture Industry, the work accomplished by that body during the year just past has been of such
and House of Representatives. The response to this campaign
a nature as to firmly establish it as a necessary and vital part of
was exceedingly gratifying and served to indicate the importance
the great and growing industry.
with which the motion picture is looked upon by the national
The announcement said, in part : "As a result of condilegislators. tions that have arisen during the course of the year threatening
" One of the most practical and conclusive demonstrations of
the extreme value of the National Association to the industry
the very life of the motion picture business and placing an onerous
occurred
in October when the entire country was swept by the
burden on every company connected with it, the National Association has acted as the centre around which all of the activities epidemic of Spanish Influenza. Because of the Association ninetyof the industry have been focussed, and have been the means of five per cent, of the distributors and producers were enabled to
solidifying and stabilizing the business to such an extent that it get together for the purpose of taking concerted action for the
benefit of the entire industry. At a time when disaster was
is now enabled to present a united front to any form of disaster or oppression that may arise.
staring them in the face, owing to the fact that over eighty per
cent, of the theatres of the country were closed, they were
" Early in the year a membership campaign was inaugurated
and, as a result of continuous effort covering the entire year,
enabled, through the Association organization, to act as a single
many new members were added to the association. One of the body and take those precautionary measures which would equalize the burden.
important accomplishments of the association during the year,
and one that not only saved the industry thousands of dollars,
" An active part was taken by a committee of the Association
but which called forth the enthusiastic praise of the War Indusin the War Emergency and Reconstruction Conference of the
tries Board, was the adoption, as a result of the activities of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, held at Atlantic
association of the revised regulations of the Interstate ComCity early in December. Resolutions were introduced condemning
merce Commission relative to the shipment of films in interstate
the censorship of motion pictures and likewise in opposition to
commerce. The new regulations provided for the elimination of the continued life of the Division of Films of the Committee on
the tin containers, thus bringing about an enormous saving of Public Information and the active competition of the Government
money to the industry and conservation of metal to the Govin the motion picture business now that the armistice has been
ernment. The association was also instrumental in having the
signed.
time when the new shipping cases were to come into use post*' Early in the year a campaign was instituted at the behest of
poned for six months on account of the scarcity of metal and
Herbert C. Hoover for the conservation of food. A series of
the inability of the exchanges to procure the new cases.
slides was prepared containing all of the requests of the Food
Administration for wheatless and meatless days and these slides
" Early in the year it was decided that two expositions were
to be held, one in New York in February and the second in were thoroughly distributed throughout the United States. Mr.
Boston in July. Owing to the necessity for fuel conservation
Hoover was the first high administrative official of the Washington
the February exposition was postponed and later it was found
Government to realize the value of the motion picture screen for
necessary to also postpone the Boston show. It was then depropaganda purposes.
cided to hold one exposition in New York in October, in order
" The next official to request the assistance of the industry
to provide a means for wiping out the obligations that had been
through the Association was Secretary of the Treasury William
incurred by the postponement at the last minute of the other
G. McAdoo, who required assistance in the Second Liberty Loan
two expositions.
and following that the War Savings Stamp Campaign. In both
" In the spring of the year a strenuous attempt was made to instances slides were prepared and distributed throughout the
theatres of the country.
pass a local option Sunday opening bill through the New York
Legislature. After much difficult work the measure passed the
" At about this time numerous complaints were being received
Assembly, and in the Senate was referred to the Codes Comrelative to the quality and character of the pictures that were
mittee, a majority of whose members were in favor of it. being supplied to the cantonments and battleships by an outside
bureau which had an exclusive contract for this work. Under
Likewise it was ascertained that if it could be brought on the
the direction of P. A. Powers a committee of the Association
floor of the Senate it was sure of passage. Governor Whitman,
worked out a minimum schedule of prices, barely sufficient to
however, was instrumental in keeping the bill buried in a committee of the whole, and the legislature adjourned without it cover the cost of handling, whereby all of the latest pictures were
being acted upon by the upper body. This campaign will be made available for showings in the cantonments and battleships.
continued this year.
" In order that the industry might be thoroughly organized for
the war work which the Government was continuously calling
" In September, at a convention of the American Exhibitors'
Association, President Brady was instrumental in amalgamatupon it to perform, Wm. A. Brady, as president of the Association,
ing the two national exhibitor organizations into one body, to and as the direct representative of Presidenet Wilson, appointed
be known as the National Association of the Motion Picture
a National War Council consisting of prominent exhibitors in
every State in the Union. The work performed by these gentleIndustry, Exhibitors' Branch. This action was subject to the
approval of the board of directors of the association, as the . men has brought forth constant praise from the Government
officials.
exhibitors demanded fifty per cent, representation on the Board
of Directors and all committees.
Following the Third Liberty Loan, an intensive campaign
was entered into for the benefit of the Red Cross. Under the
" Later when this question was brought before the Board it was
decided that the matter be placed before a meeting of the entire
leadership of Wm. Fox, Chairman of the Allied Theatrical Motion
Association to be called for that purpose. At this .meeting a Picture and Entertainments Committee, the co-operation of the
quorum failed to appear and Peter J. Schaefer announced that
National Association was confined to the soliciting of subscripunder the conditions the exhibitors would withdraw from the
tions from the employees in the motion picture business. Over
$89,000 was collected, the largest total of any industrial team of
Association. Mr. Brady also announced that he would present
his resignation as president forthwith to the executive committee.
any industry in the United States.
" During the summer extensive conferences were entered into
" During the year there has been considerable activity seeking
with representatives of the War Trade Board, resulting in the
to curtail and eliminate the prevalency of film thefts. Several
conferences were held with District Attorney Swann of New York
adoption of regulations governing the exportation of motion pictures to foreign countries. Credit is due to Paul H. Cromelin
City and a committee of the Association, with Walter W. Irwin
for the efficacious manner in which he labored as chairman of
as chairman and has accomplished much meritorious work along
these lines. Several indictments have been obtained by the Grand
the Association committee and for the results accomplished."
Additional accomplishments were also noted by the association.
Jury and the offenders are now out on bail awaiting trial.
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The one paper that is
THERE'S lots of smoke
making a real showing in
in Pittsburgh, hut
Ad
Smoke
Light in Pittsburg
(nighty little of it comes
carrying motion picture
One Newspaper Well Represented in Advertising,
advertising is the Press,
from the motion picture
for it carries the displays
But It Has a Great Opportunity
advertising or from the
to Go Much Further
co-operation of the newsduring the week of fortyone houses and shows a
papers. For a city of
more than a half million
desire to give cooperait is far from what could he desired. But there is one thing in
tion. As it has the largest circulation of any of the papers it seemto have the best opportunity, though it still has quite a ways to
Pittsburgh, and that is opportunity for a newspaper that wants
to try to get out and develop the motion picture advertising and
go- in getting out a real Sunday department.
at the same time to give the public the news of the photoplay
Let us look them over. The Leader devotes its Sunday deto cut a mighty wide swath from now on.
partment practically to reading notices and the fact that this paper
One paper stands out as trying to do things in the way of adis giving something away on account of advertising is emphavertising, but it is not giving the right sort of co-operation, and
sized by setting this matter in solid nonpareil — a very small type
most of the Pittsburgh exhibitors need stirring up on the displays
and mighty hard to read. There is a four-column layout on the
that they are using. With the certain exception of one house
first run attractions which is mighty badly printed in the copie>
and the possible exception of two others, there seems to be no
of the paper that we have looked over. On a second page there
effort put forward for GOOD advertising.
is additional matter in better type and about a third of a column
But in order to view the situation there fairly one must underof " Food for Film Fans " — good stuff for what there is of it.
stand that Pittsburgh is a city that some years ago took in all the
Easily the most attractive advertisement that either it or any
possible territory that it could annex. There are more than the of the other Pittsburgh papers carries is that of the Liberty. We
ordinary neighborhoods within the municipal limits. For in- do no like the method of advertising the attractions for the fir>t
stance, the section that is known as East Liberty corresponds to half of the week and the last half equally, but this may be exwhat would be Harlem in New York, and there are five theatres
cused by the fact that the Liberty might be called a neighborhood theatre and because for the first half of the week it plays
that are first run and which compete in bookings with the downtown houses.
the same attraction ; generally, as the Grand, a downtown house.
There are about one hundred and twenty-five theatres in It generally uses the largest space in the Sunday papers, the ones
the city proper. There are eleven downtown houses and the
illustrated this week being almost seven inches double column.
rest are neighborhood. We have a peculiar sitnation with
The Grand advertises its full bill and gets a mighty crowded
the Grand Opera House, a downtown theatre, which runs
effect. We think that the same amount of lettering in larger space
pictures at the same time as the Liberty in Easl Liberty. The
would add more to the display. Note how the display of the
Liberty next door stands out in contrast.
next
downtown
house,
Loew's
Lyceum,
combination
picture
and vaudeville, also runs films simultaneously with East Liberty
Loew's has the biggest space this week with a very crude drawhouses.
ing that will be passed up by most readers and fails to bring out
Another downtown theatre is the Olympic which has a first
prominently the name of the theatre or the title of the production.
run but will not use pictures simulaneously with East Liberty,
Olympic uses 2 inches and the Minerva 2Yj, both advertising bills
and which is reported to have changed its prices and policies
for a week's run while the Columbia uses 2 inches double on
several times during the past year. The other downtown houses
a twice a week change, the Regent 3 on a triple change and the
with first run are the Columbia which runs pictures for either
Lyric 1 inch triple on a three time change.
a week or makes two changes within that time and the Minerva
By the way, there are no Sunday showings in Pittsburgh.
Turning to the Sunday Gazette-Times we find practically the
which
varies
from
changing
three
times
weekly
to
a
week's
run.
The Cameraphone changes daily running repeats on the nther
same advertising and here a six-column layout with the reading
theatres.
notices again set in the small type. There are a few real news
Grand Opera House seats 2,500, the Lyceum 3.500, the Olympic
items on the page and a few items under the heading of " ReeloL500 and the rest of the downtown theatres average about 600.
grams."
_
j
In East Liberty the Liberty seats 1.500 the Regent 1,000, the
During the week the Gazette-Times carries a 2lA double colCameraphone 1,000 and the Alhambra 600. Syndicate ownerumn announcement of the seven Rowland and Clark theatres, 1
inch double column for the Grand and two inches single for the
ship is not great in Pittsburgh, being practically confined to Rowland and Clark, who own the Liberty, Regent, Strand, Plaza, BelOlympic.
mar, Arsenal and Rowland and to the Harry Davis interests with
Again in the Sunday Dispatch we find the same advertising
the Grand and several other theatres.
with the layout here arranged across three columns but deep. It
Now before we go any further let's take a look at the newsis the only Pittsburgh paper in which we find the motion picture
papers. Here they are together with the circulation as given by editor
signing his name. Here the notices are in more readable
the Lord and Thomas newspaper directory :
type but we fail to find any real news of the photoplay.
Chronicle, Afternoon (88,374).
During the week it carries the same advertising as the GazetteDespatch, Morning (59,296) and Sunday (59,652).
Times with the addition of half inches, single, from the Columbia.
Gazette-Times, Morning (79,853) and Sunday (85.881).
Minerva and Downtown Cameraphone.
Leader, Afternoon (78,365) and Sunday (78,365).
The Post certainly lets one of its advertisers " get away with
Post, Morning Daily (65,243) and Sunday (96,445).
murder" by allowing the display of the Lyceum to occupy a
Press, Afternoon (116,015) and Sunday (125,004).
position right next to the layout, so indicating that this is news
Sun, Afternoon (65.795).
matter. The reading notices here are again in small type and
It will be seen that there are five papers with Sunday editions,
there is not one news item on the page. Eight houses advertise
only two less than New York City. This is a bad thing for the here. During the week sixteen theatres are represented.
exhibitors. There are too many theatres to expect most of the
Now we come to the Press which follows what seems to be
exhibitors to use all of the media. The one thing that most of the rule with the Pittsburgh dailies in the type that it uses for
them can do is to pick out one paper and devote the money they
the reading notices and with a layout that stands out poorly in
have to spend to this and try to get that paper to afford the utmost
Twelve theatres are reprehave received.
the copies that we (Contiinicd
cooperation.
on page 374)
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Artistic
Work
Conspicuous
by Its
Absence
Through
These Pages
At the top left and center are two pages from the Pittsburgh Sunday Leader and at right from Saturday Chronicle-Telegraph. Left
center is from the Sunday Press and in center a iveekday edition showing directory. Right from Sunday Gazette-Times. Lower left
from the Sunday Dispatch, center from the Sunday Post and right from Saturday Sun
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Picture

N e iv s

Harry Pomeroy, manager of the Holman Theatre, Montreal, Canada, believes in carrying one general effect through his lobby displays.
For instance, in " Winner Takes All" he has used the Scotch idea with the central figure a Highlander and all the draperies in plaids,
Note that with "A Society Sensation" the idea of the stripes or house
ribbon effects is carried th rough down to the one sheets in front of the
Little Smoke

Shown

in Pittsburg

with Only One Paper
(Continued from page 372)
sented in the advertising.
But it is during the week that the Press
gets away with a real motion picture
directory, for then it carries the announcements of the forty-one theatres. And during the week it devotes some cooperation
to the motion picture by giving a few
inches to " Gossip of the Movie Fans," intersting matter, of which there should be
more in the Sunday issue.
The Chronicle-Telegraph has thirteen
theatres represented and the 5mm comes
along with eighteen.
Now just one observation right here.
Pittsburgh is a heavy advertising town.
Most of the Sunday issues are very thick
and they carry a large amount of revenueproducing displays. It is a great temptation in such a case for the newspapers to
look upon the comparatively small amount
of space used by the motion picture houses
as amounting to little, for they figure that
where a department store uses a page or
two and asks for nothing there is no
reason why they should devote a lot of
free space to a group of advertisers who
do not use a total of a page.
Pittsburgh has a large industrial population, a population that is highly interested in the motion picture. A great share
of its people are those who earn their living by manual labor — for we are leaving
the well-known Pittsburgh millionaire of
which Broadway chorus girls hear so
much out of the calculation — and they are
interested largely in the popular sort of
entertainment which is afforded by the
photoplay. There should be a whole lot
greater interest given to the newspaper
that would conduct a real photoplay department daily and Sunday. The Press has
made a real start with the advantage of
its larger circulation but it has not gone
far enough. In a less degree than the
other papers of the city it indicates an

Advertising

Offering Real Promise
attitude to the motion picture of something
that
way. has to be covered — in some sort of a
We would advise the motion picture
owners of Pittsburgh to attempt to center
their efforts on this paper, and to get a
realization that just as much earnest attention paid to the motion picture as to
the sporting page will be appreciated by
the public. And how much effort the
Press has given to lining up all of the advertisers we do not know, but it has
evidently been earnest in this for it makes
a mighty good showing.
The average exhibitor cannot afford to
use all of the Pittsburgh papers and therefore he will have to center on the best
of them and in the average manufacturing town the afternoon paper is the best
medium.
Now if the Pittsburgh exhibitors as a
body would go to the Press and express
their appreciation of what the paper is doing so far and then ask it to do a little
more we believe that it would find the
sheet willing to cooperate. By giving even
short space to the motion picture during
the week, it shows a realization of the
interest.
What the Press ought to do is this :
Continue to run an attractive layout in
the Sunday issues with reading notices for
the first run, advertising theatres, but set
these in type that will not hurt the eye and
give each of them a news heading that
will
take off
of sayingout: "because
Here's
something
thatthewe curse
are handing
we have to do it. And then devote three
or four columns each Sunday to real news
of the photoplay. Carry say a couple of
news stories with top heads and then a
couple of columns of gossip of the players
illustrated with half column cuts.
And then on Tuesdays it should devote
a couple of columns to reviews of the first
run pictures. The fact that several the-

atres use the same pictures would make
this much easier. And the immense number of neighborhood theatres would make
this all the more interesting to the patrons
city.
of all of those theatres through the greater
We believe that if this was done the motion picture directory that the Press carries would show a considerable increase.
We know that the larger houses would beable to increase their space, as they should
do in the paper that is supporting them
the best.
We fear that the main thing that is the
matter with Pittsburgh all around is
ROUTINE. Some of the theatres appear
to think that once they have prepared a
display they would give it to all the newspapers. And the newspapers conclude that
in exchange they owe it their duty to give
athing
certain
of space — almost
to amount
the attractions.
And itanyis old"
air
carried out in pure ROUTINE form.
Pittsburgh newspapers need PEP in
their motion picture departments. Wherr
there is more of it there will be a greater
response from the theatres. For as a matter of fact almost even-thing in connection with newspapers and the photoplay
appears
to be done half-heartedly in the
smokv citv.

Toronto Newspaper Plans Contest
for Would-Be Players
The Toronto Daily News, which prints
the biggest photoplay calendar of any
newspaper on the continent and whichranks with the livest of motion picture
departments, has just started a contest in
connection with Famous Players-Lasky
through which it offers young men and
women a chance for try-outs at the Los
Angeles studios of the company at a salary
of $35 a week. In making the announcement the paper calls attention to the fact
that Mary Pickford was a Toronto girt
and that she started in motion pictures at
$5 a dav.
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Hundred
Per
Cent
Shown"Out
In the Woods"
af~\\JT in the woods" of Arkansas
there is a theatre that would do
THEATRE
credit to many of the bigger cities of
OUR
HOLIDAY
the country. It is a theatre that charges
PARSONS.Manager
BAUXITE JACKBEAUTIFUL——
top prices for motion pictures and plays
PROGRAMME i
to packed houses. It is a theatre that
KrMt CHRISTMAS
^-fllG
FEATURE Wednesday.
J.JGHTS-9
"I he Shooting SlJPijRD. W. GRIFFITH'S Masterpiece
t>ec. 25
uses page advertisements, though there is
Monday, December 2% Taesday, Dece ober 24
no newspaper published in the village
HEARTS OF Tif lORLD
ELKO COMipY "Vj i Years ia Qennany"
where it is located. You cannot find the
i Charlie
Voice Siiii'Chaplin
Wi"
name of the town on any of the available
Sympoooy
Fall
Of
Da*
McGrew"
"Dizzy Heights"
Rammiei & Raton
maps of the State, yet it often plays firstOrcheitra
10 Reels 15 & 35
run on pictures for that whole section.
5
REELS"
15
Si
35
9
REELS
10
and
25
It seems impossible that such should be
Saturday. Dec. 28
TThur$d«y, Dec. 26 25
a true statement of facts, but it is. The
Friday, PRIZES
December 27
SHOWS
THE
name of the theatre is the Bauxite, it is
The Unbeliever "THE BAR^iiiR" Flower of Dust
ONLY
located in Bauxite and is the property of
Mutt and Jeff
the company that owns the big Bauxite
Chomp, and Chaocei
7 Reels 15 & 35
mines midway between Little Rock and
j.8 Worries
2:15
REELSand15WebbJet
and 35 7 REELS 15 and 35
$1,000
Hot Springs.
Wednesday, Jan, 1
Monday, Dec. 30 Tuesday, December 31
Gen. J. R. Gibbons runs his property
For Due
VOICE. ON THE WIRE Happy Mew Year
from the point of view of the welfare of
7:15 DEC.
21
ELKO COMEDY
his employees as well as merely making
" Opportunity:" Charlie Chaplin Charlie Chaplin
The Kaiser's Finish"
PRICES: bt Ti-BSS RESERVED SEATS ON SALE!
VrtACKAPB COMEDY 25 — PRIZES — 25 'Shoulder Arms"
money. Through the co-operative plan fol:
.
.
.
Btun
Drag
Store
lowed house rent is very low, electricity
tm s£at& .{ ,sris-j=r jzz as BENTON
BAUXITE
- at Theatre
II REELS 15 & 35
9- REELS • 15 & 35
MAJE
ORDERS...PROMPTLY
FILLED
costs practically nothing and every family
5
REELSl0-25
gets medical services and treatment in a
splendid hospital at a total cost of $1 a
month. From these facts it would seem
Bauxite theatre uses double page spread to advertise one attraction and the next week's bill
that the well-known H. C. L. is unknown
in Bauxite.
the house was packed.
is reached through the publicity campaign,
But Mr. Parson does not depend alone
General Gibbons realized that to keep
which also includes page advertisements in
on those employed by the mining company
the only available newspaper.
the employees satisfied and to prevent them
for his patronage ; he literally goes out
There is not even a country weekly
from going away to the cities he had to
into the highways and byways and gets the
give them amusement, and so he started
printed in Bauxite, but there is the Benton
business. Regular circus methods are
in to build the very best of motion picture
Courier published in the neighboring town
used in the billing. When the first orders
and this covers the entire county. When
houses. As we have said, it's " right
for paper came into the exchange with
Mr. Parsons opened up he decided that he
out in the woods,", but it is at the same
which he was going to do business, the
time the amusement centre of that section.
wanted big space, and so he began using
manager thought that there was an insane
Although it cost $26,000, it has been a
pages and has kept at it ever since. It
man out in the village of Bauxite. But
paying proposition since the day of its
is probably the only country town theatre
the
order
was
repeated
with
each
picture,
opening, seats 900 and has a stage on
in the country that does this. When he
and when the traveling film salesman called
which any of the legitimate road attracplayed
" Hearts of the World," on Decemtions may be played.
around he found that Parsons was postber 21, he used a double-page spread, and
Jack Parsons, who has been known for
ingtionevery
for 20 miles in each direcwith the worst night of the year, the Saturfrom road
Bauxite.
years in the theatrical business, is the
day before Christmas and after a threemanager of this novel theatre, found that
Every week programs are sent out to a day rain, with the roads deep with mud,
the profit from running the house for three
he reports excellent business.
mailing list of 1,800, which is kept caredays a week was as great as for six, and
fully corrected, and the result is the theatre
There is one additional method of exgets business from as far as 42 miles away.
so the theatre is accordingly operated only
ploitation used, and that consists of perhalf the time. Only the highest class feasonal talks that Mr. Parsons makes to
One of the reasons for this is that practures and comedies are shown and the adtically every farmer in that section owns
his audience telling them of coming promission is25 and 35 cents. Even higher
ductions. He makes it a point to appear
his " flivver," and night after night they
prices are charged on big specials, the
bring in their families and friends to see
on the stage at every performance, and
the photoplays that Parsons is offering.
in this way he is able to impress upon
recent showing of "Hearts of the World"
(Continued on page 380)
Every possible patron in the whole section
•calling for some of the seats at $1.50— and

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
Samuel L. Rothapfel.
WLUard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
B. V.Orleans.
Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
Thomas
Lowell.D. Soriero, Park theatre, Boston, and Strand theatres.
C.
A.
Lick,
New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Edw. L. Hyman, Film Director, U. 8. Liberty Theatres, New York.
Herbert
J.
Thacher,
Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
E. Mandlebanm, Loew's Stlllman theatre, Cleveland.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
Mrs."
Joseph
Gressman,
Standard
theatre,
Cleveland.
Ralph
Rnffner,
Rialto
theatre, Butte.
George J. Schade, Sehade theatre, Sandusky.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount Theatre, Lewis ton, Idaho.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre. Salt Lake.
Mark Gates, Dayton Theatre, Dayton, O.
Sam W. B. Colin, Spokane.
S. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
E. J. Myrick, Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre. Hood River, Ore.
M. W. McGee, Detroit.
H. L. Percy, Rialto Theatre, Medford, Ore.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
P. E.Seattle.
Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Colombia theatres,
Sid Lawrence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Chas. G. Branham, Majestic theatre, Detroit.
Eugene
H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Charles C. Perry, Liberty theatre, Camp Cody, Texas.
Sidney
Grauman's
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial Theatres, Jackson, Mich.
\. C. H. Grauman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House,
Cal.
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IN the use of half-tones one needs to be
* careful to get them large enough to attract attention, especially if your newspaper is only an average one so far as
printing results are concerned. Now here
is a display occupying nearly a quarter of
a page that is well laid out, but which suffers by the fact that the half-tones are

"CLEOPATRA"

Strand

and

inches. All in all, the displays show a willingness to do things that is seldom indicated in a city of 21,000.
The display of the Princess theatre would
have been considered improved by the use
of a nameplate and the Strand would have
been bettered by running the border into
a slightly differently arranged nameplate
so as to avoid the boxed-off effect, which
is never good when it can be avoided. We
would have also left a little more while
space between the type and the borders.
One of the cuts supplied by First National
was used with the Chaplin ad. The balance
in the Chaplin advertisement is good and
even in this comparatively small space the
Princess has not failed to give at least a
couple of words of selling argument with
the comedy and on the Margarita Fisher
feature shown on the same bill.
The Marguerite Clark display was not
large enough to allow the use of a cut and
if the theatre had used one it would have
had to be one of those abominable thumbnail affairs that are a mere waste of space.
We don't get the reason for quoting the
name of Norma Talmadge in the final line

of the Marguerite Clark display. Probably that was a mistake of the printer.

It's a good author who remembers his
resolutions.

Don't be afraid to " throw her into high "
with your advertising policy for the new

Showing TODAY
MARGUERITE
CLARK
Typhoon
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In Whichproachad
MIh CB •rkof
Sky"
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NeVa— Bi» VANDComedy
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ORGAN
1
"NORMA TALMADGE" TOMORROW

News

Ours*

A ■#h^^,^. *
^
small and come out very poorly. At the
top at the left is a crowd picture which,
in its original form in the newspaper, carries no message because of the faint printing. The same is true of the figures of
Cleopatra and Antony in the lower lefthand corner.
Here is a case of advertisement being
admirably conceived but suffering greatly
in the mechanics, and that is something
that you have to bear in mind all of the
time. On plate paper, with good ink effects, this would have been a stunner. As
the display of the Strand appeared in the
Birmingham, Ala., papers, it lost a whole
lot of the pull.

STRAND and Princess theatres, Meridian, Miss., are under the same management and the belief in advertising is
-•trong there. These two displays are taken
from a Monday issue and show that the
two houses do not let a day get by without
telling people about the pictures. The
Marguerite Clark ad is three and onequarter inches double and the Chaplin, four

Picture

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN

"SHOULDER
Ri> Soeom) MJfion Dollar Comtdv
Peiitiytly a Riot
BEAUTIFUL
AR
MS"
Margarita Fisher
IN
"IMPOSSIBLE SUSAN"
Ab Experiment In Lore
PRINCESS StartlngTomorrow

year.
MRS. CHARLES CHAPLIN (Mildred
Harris) seems to be offering exhibitors as a whole more encouragement to
advertise than any star now before the
public. There have been many cases of
uniformly good advertising that have resulted from the various pictures in which
she is appearing and it has been interesting
to study the different twists that exhibitors
in various sections have given the exploitation.
Casino theatre, Chicago, is right up with
the very best advertisers, considering the
fact that the high rates of the newspapers
make the use of small space compulsory.
In advertising " W hen a Girl Loves,'' the
Casino has employed six and one-half
inches across two columns and has devoted
the
entireIf argument
" Mrs.
herself.
this is thetofirst
time Chaplin
that this"
has been done in Chicago it is good work,
but if not, there should have been some

\I
UJ&t you' 17bo
SEEN
NEWHER, YET ?

CHAPLIN
Hare 700
her
knowyet?whatDo 1youb c
look* like? I* iIm
HARRLT
talented, charming
JtODf,
it the?
the most talked of 5ee for your»etf
Star in the World.
the
who woo
the torgirl
wealthiest
in the world acfor
mancwlOLy'WEBER
Shell charm you.
WHB^
A
too, BB thu new
',G
production
IRLUQV—~
aore^aj>play,
d aee"When
photo
Igc
Ctrl Love*."
_Be

;MreGrtARLIE
Here vs your
CTjnnce tos«>
MILDRED

selling talk based on the picture itself. W e
don't like any display that fails entirely to
indicate the character of the offering.
There is a certain amount of the " Show
Me " spirit in the make-up of everyone and
the advertiser should realize this.
When there's a reason an excuse is never
needed.
.."TOO Fat to Fight" seems to have led
A many exhibitors to do unusually good
advertising, and none of these will attract
attention quicker than this quarter-page display of the Standard theatre, Cleveland.
Ohio. The black background sets it off
against the other displays in the >ame
paper and the illustration is confined to
the head of Mclntyre, his name, the title
of the picture and the name of Rex Beach.
Thus the main facts are set forth and
then the small space at the bottom is devoted to the selling argument and here we
are told something about Mclntyre and
given an idea of the humor of the picture,
together with the fact that the story was
published in the January issue of a magIj[>YvU?rv\vu

Frank.

%

McIntyre

"Too Fat To Fight "
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^What

jCvirerWirest
areDoinq^
that it could give would be a wrong impression. The space would have been much
better occupied in saying something about
".«!r' YOUR OLD FRIEND .-^ J
the character of the picture instead of dealing merely in generalities. The designer
^vFRANKMdNTYRE
would then have had space to get his type
|
effects instead of crowding things up in
less than an inch space at the bottom.
s
h'
ac
Re
"Tx
ooBeFa
Advertising zvill make money grow on
t
your theatre tree.
Fight"
to Holder
"l-T Thelane
Sensation ol Detroit? :
METROPOLITAN THEATRE, Cleveland, O., has put out one of the best
C«n>oU*. t«na *t Mm
of the series of splendid displays which
azine. This latter line should not be
have come from the Mrs. Charles Chaplin campaign. This quarter of a page has
omitted from any advertising of this piceverything that it needs except an added
ture because the magazine has thousands of
line for the selling talk on the picture,
readers who will want to see the story
but we have called your attention many
transferred to the screen. As a matter of
times to the fact that the Cleveland theatres
fact, a current story in a magazine is likely
to bring more business to the theatre than
would the fact that the picture was made
from some novel, because of the difference
in the circulation.
Here is another bright and breezy one
from the Washington theatre, Detroit,
using a picture of the girl on one side of
the three-column, five-inch display and
Mclntyre on the other. The selling arguments are carried in very small type in the
upper corners of the display, but we think
that the Washington made a mistake in not
referring to this as a magazine story instead
of merely calling it Rex Beach's new
comedy.
"Dreamland" is certainly a good name
for some theatres — the sort that invite sleep.
have had many occasions to praise the
work of the Eckel theatre, Syracuse,
N. Y. in these pages, but here is a display
that we distinctly do not like. We believe
that the theatre makes a mistake in using
.the national flag or national emblem without the utmost justification and here is a
case where there seems to be none except
for the fact that Fairbanks — as are most
of our stars — is an American.
There is no reason for using the background of the American shield for Fairbanks or any other star. It is meaningless
in the first place and the only impression

^"The Heart
2UMAM5

From the Famous Stage Play by George Scatbrougb
Here ib Norma Talmadge 's final phcrfoplay
for
a mostwoinotable year in
the the
careeryewof 1918—
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eteady.of
sure achievement,
ai na
Ve
to
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by
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1Rrat
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p>y. Itweek.
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intejeatmg
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itis aMissmore
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But in every other way it is all that a
display should be. The Indian blanket
design has been incorporated into the bride
and the name of the star is played strong
with the display going ahead to review the
success of Miss Talmadge during the year,
followed with the statement that this is her
final and best photoplay of 1918. It is certainly going to convince every Talmadge
admirer and then reach out and get a lot
of others who are interested in seeing good
motion pictures generally.
For a novelty we like the name of the
theatre near the center of the display, which
occupies eleven inches across three columns.

WE

ECKEL

The UtHtr of — 5 DAYS
Comfort and Conrteiy BEG. TO-DAY

WE'VE
follow the general style of giving the
name of the star and the name of the
picture and then using some striking photograph or sketch to illustrate it.
Here the Metropolitan has used a picture
of Mildred Harris as she appears in " Borrowed Clothes." We think that there
would have been a considerably stronger
appeal if the display itself had said that
the star appears as a bride in this picture
and to connect up the events in the picture with the romance of real life.

That "can't" feeling scares the dimes
into the other fellow's box office.

Tbo P«n MttUr ol Serm Ooaodr — lot D*ddt of Them AH
A"- InDOUGL
ANKS
Hit L*U*t ud AS
Pndttvtir HliFAIRB
OmtHt ARTCRAJT
Plrtara
"HE COMES UP SMILING"

VV7ITH the exception of one thing, here
™ is a display that stands out with the
very best. The one thing that we don't
like is the illustration at the bottom of the
display. In the first place the picture at
the right doesn't look anything like Norma
Talmadge and the whole effect of the girl
with the pistol and the man wearing the
cap peering at her is lost because there is
nothing to show what it is all about. We
repeat : Meaningless cuts are worse than
none at all.

HELPED

But the Motion Picture House
Has Still a Big Part to Play

that the photoplay has helped
st doubt
the slighte
cThe manufa
RE theisn'twar.
THEwin
turers and the distributors
have done their part and the exhibitors have been willing to go the limit
in co-operating with the Government.
But we will still have a big part to
do — not much longer with propaganda, but our duty to the people —
in giving them real amusement. And
to do this you should strive to immelody.prove the quality of your offerings,
to round out your bills, to add the
Further than that, you want to add
the cheerful tone to your theatre.
The boys are coming back — some of
them won't. But everyone wants to
be cheerful these days. Put the
SMILE IDEA through your house
and keep it there. Go over your service and see if you can't give your
patrons just a little cheerier welcome.
A smile will help you a whole lot
along the golden road.
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A T the Rivoli this week there is pre** sentcd the most remarkable and most
brilliant setting of entire bill around a feature that we have ever known, for it is
done with a skill that shows Rothapfel at
his best. And though he had just weathered through :m attack of the "Flu" he
found the opportunity to make the presentation one of novelty.
It is with such a bill as this that there
should be no program. There is so much
more enjoyment when one does not even
anticipate what is going to happen, and
that is one of the pleasures of the Rialto
and Rivoli for even with a program in
front of you you never know the interpretation that is going to be placed on a number. But you can be sure of one thing and
that is the atmosphere will be created and
maintained.
Now with the exception of the Animated
everything on this bill hinges right on the
feature. Norma Talmadge in "The Heart
of Wetona," and therefore a different
treatment has been given the Animated
so that it will not come in as a jarring
note amid the remainder of the setting.
It would make a break that would take
away something from the spirit of the entire offering and so this week it has been
placed first on the bill. Watch the treatment :
With the house entirely dark the curtains go up barely revealing the orchestra
and then with a roll of drums the musicians lights go up to blue with a reddish
cast on the curtains and the orchestra
bathed in red and after a few bars of
music, while we are wondering what is
going to happen we have the "Rivoli Pictorial Edited by Rothapfel" as the title
tells us. The first pictures are of President Wilson's trip abroad and these are
the official ones which far surpass any of
the others of the same event, because all
the facilities of the ship were granted the
men who made these for the Official War
Review.
We have first pictures of the George
Washington steaming out of New York
harbor with all the whistle effects of the
harbor craft, shots of the battleship Pennsylvania leading, airships flying overhead
and then without any title being used we
get the first glimpse of the President and
the audience breaks into tremendous applause. Following this are scenes of the
ship rolling in the storm, evidently taken
from the battleship, pictures of the lifeboat drill, splendid shots of the crew of
the vessel with the President, then dropping depth bombs and finally the American
fleet coming out to meet the ship.
Now there has been an unusual musical
arrangement here by counterpointing
"Hail,
Hailthethemore
Gang's
All numbers.
Here" several
times with
serious
The
picture opens with "American Patrol" and
then there follow through "Columbia the
Gem of the Ocean," sixteen bars of
"Dixie," "Hail Columbia," the first strain
of "Before the Mast," and then come in
four bars of "Hail, Hail." the orchestra

and

OFziroli

with

WE'LL
MISS HIM
Rothapfel Has Been One of the
Features of this Department

thisy issue
r part
anothe
Nhave
II
ly of
probab
alread
read you
the
announcement that after the- 1st
of February S. L. Rothapfel will
no longer be managing director of
the Rialto and Rivoli, his resignation
taking effect on that day.
So the heading on this page can
appear but three times more. It will
be like parting with an old friend,
for " Seeing the Rialto With Rothapfel " was made a regular feature of
this department shortly after the
launching
of thenearly
Exhibitors'
Bureau. For
a year Service
and a
half
lar. it has been greeting you reguYou will miss Rothapfel and the
way he presents pictures. It is going
to be a genuine loss to the film world
and to exhibitors in general. We
will continue to print accounts of the
prerentations at the two houses, but
they cannot be the same because
there is one word that belongs with
Rialto and Rivoli — and that is Rothapfel.
It has been a pleasure to write
these article-, with Rothapfel. He
has never been too busy to take infinite pain^ to explain everything, he
ha~ permitted the writer of these
articles privileges at the theatres that
no other person has had, and you
have had an inside look at his methods that could come from no other
source.
loss.
Rothapfel's resignation is a real

returning to "Before the Mast," playing
this through from the beginning and following with "Our Jackies," then another
break with "Hail, Hail," this time played
through and then "Our Boys Across the
Sea" for the greeting to the President, and
"To
Paris. Victory," used with his arrival in
Current Events then presents pictures
of the arrival of King Victor of Italy in
Paris and included here are shots of the
call of President and Mrs. Wilson on Poincare and here we have a few shots of Gen.
Foch. Gaumont follows with pictures of
the visit of Foch, Clemenceau, Orlando
and other notables to London and during
all of these pictures "Pomp and Circumstance" is used. Current Events brings
from Akron, O. "Riding the elephants of
the air," interesting pictures of the big war
balloons and here the music in the first
part of "In the Clouds." From the same
source come striking pictures of the Great
Northern shore off Fire Island, including
some of the events in the rescue and the
capsizing of one of the life boats. Beethoven's "The Storm" is aptly used here.
The weekly comes to an end with a burst
of applause w'ith Gaumont'-; "Tanks of
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victory," the most remarkable picture of
these big and little fellows that we have
ment.
seen. "Le Cid" is the stirring accompaniThen comes the overture which consists
in selections from Victor Herbert's "Natoma," one of the few made-in-America
grand operas. The orchestra is in blue
here with the settings in pink and green
effects. There is no pause at the end of
the overture for the curtains part and
there is immediately projected on the
screen Prizma color pictures of the Blackfoot country entitled "The Land of the
Great Spirit." There are some wonderful
cloud effects shown here and the pictures
of the naked redmen riding in the river
get a big hand from the audience. The
colors are strikingly brought out in these
pictures and much is added to them by the
especially prepared score which is used,
composed of a series of Indian effects.
A few more bars of music and then the
curtains part again revealing Chief Red
Eagle of the Blackfeet Indians standing
on a pedestal, in the foreground with the
mountains stretching away behind him.
This setting by John Wenger is a triumph
in art work. Then the chief gives his "Incantation toManitou" and the four wings,
facing in first one direction and then the
other as he utters the Indian words. Immediately at the end of this the feature
is started.
"Girl of the Golden West" is the theme
for the feature and this is brought in immediately following
the Invocation."
Much
of the music
consists
of the Rothapfel
numbered selections which have been carefully switched about to form the perfect
setting and bring out all of the charm of
the picture. "Song of Sorrow." "Indian
War Cry," Tomas' "Indian Lament," "Melancolie," "Midsummer" and "The Moon
Drops Low" are some of the other numbers.
The Indian spirit is further carried
through the bill with a clever cartoon entitled "Quannah's Family Tree," Quannah
being one of the chief characters in the
feature and the subtitle of the comedy further telling us that this is Cartoonist Felton's report on Wetona's family. It gets
many laughs after the tense feature and
performs the Rothapfel purpose of "seeing 'em away laughing." "Passing of the
Red Man" is the music.
In fact, it is remarkable that this notable
presentation of a picture should call forth
such praise from the New York daily papers on the same week that there came
the announcement that Mr. Rothapfel had
resigned from the managing directorship
of the two houses. Without suspecting
that there teas anything in the air the paper, between the lines, paid a tribute to
the Rothapfel genius in the presentation
of photoplays.
And again at the Rialto this week there
is another thing that marks the Rothapfel
resignation week. That is the return of
Mr. and Mrs. Drew to the screen in the
first of their Paramount-released pictures.
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It will be remembered that Mr. Rothapfel
always made regular features of the Drew
comedies at the Rialto and that when they
announced that they would go to the speaking stage he started a movement to keep
them on the screen although it did not
prevent their venture into the legitimate
drama. But they come back to the Rialto
this week and the Rialto fans greet them
as their own.
"Southern Rhapsody" is the overture at
the Rialto this week, the number being
made up largely from the work of Stephen
Foster. It is played with the lights all in
gold.
Then came one of the splendid Robert
C. Bruce scenics, "The River Gray and the
River Green." It pictures the two rivers
from their sources until their meeting and
their flowing together along toward the
ocean. One of these is called a sorrowful
river, with its sluggish course, and the
other a joyful one, leaping cliffs and fighting its way along. There is one especially
fine shot which shows a placid river in the
foreground and the same stream tumbling
from a huge cliff in the background, and
another where the two rivers, now one,
take their final big jump on their way to
the coast. "Vativa" is the music.
With the lights in red Miss Gladys Rice
then appears from between the curtains
and
" The inLast
Summer."
She sings
is dressed
whiteRoseandofcarries
one
red rose in her hand. There was not a
sound in the house, not even a cough, when
we heard the selection rendered, a tribute
to the singer.
Rialto Animated opens with Current
Events pictures of Gov. Smith and Former
Gov. Whitman reviewing the inaugural
parade in Albany while "Diplomat March"
is used. Then follow striking Pathe views
of the steamship Northern Pacific ashore
with the Beethoven storm music used.
From the same source come pictures of
the American tanks at Camp Polk, N. C.
There is a big laugh with the antics of the
"mud hen" and with the sub-title "She's
a Ford." "Hail, Hail the Gang's All Here"
helps the pictures along.
Gaumont then presents pictures of the
British mystery ship "Suffolk Coast" showing her first as a harmless "tramp" and
then with her guns in action ready to sink
a U-boat. From Gaumont, too, come pictures of the last of the U-boats surrendering to the British. "Rule Britannia" overture is used for both of these pictures. "On
the Flanders Coast" are the final pictures
showing the way that the British bottled
up Zeebrugge as proven by pictures made
since the end of the war and here the
maestoso of the same selection is used,
giving a crashing finish to the Animated.
With the lighting in red and before the
Byzantine setting Vicente Ballester then
1sings the "Figaro Aria" from "The Barber
of Seville" most effectively.
Dorothy Gish in "The Hope Chest" is
the feature and for this Arndt's " Toots "
s the theme.
This is rendered in various forms.
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//oit' Detroit theatre advertised its " Rube " week
Once
with
the
title
it is rendered as a "That
violin Has
solo No
and End"
then
Charles Ray Picture Used as
with the start of the honeymoon we have
it played on piccolo and flute, again with
" Rube Week " Basis by
Detroit Theatre
the title "Whistling to Keep" on the piccolo
alone and then going into the full orcheswith thewhen
title Sheila
"Back to
Her around
Ragtime,"
and trathen
looks
we
a plain case
of thinking — of
have a pause and the theme on the bas- HERE
takingis advantage
of opportunity.
soon. Still later in the picture with the
When
Managing
Director
Gleichsecond shot of the girl in bed we get it man of the Broadway Strand, Phil
Detroit, sat
on the violin and at the end with bassoon
in the projection room and saw Charles
and drums. There is a large amount of
Ray in " String Beans" and then a little
popular music used during the picture inlater looked over the Mack Sennett comcluding I" Want a Doll," " Causerie,"
edy, "TheandVillage
Chestnut,"
came
an idea
that was
to have there
a regular
" Twilight Sketches," " Lullaby," " Gabri" rube " week at his theatre.
elle," " Saint Malo," " Flattery," and
"Cherry Blossom."
He did this by naming the leader of the
Selections from "Flo Flo" form the secorchestra " Farmer " and then referring
ond orchestral number and then we have
to theso. quartet
as tone
the " was
Village
the Drew comedy which is introduced with
and
the rural
givenQuartette
to every"
portion of the bill. Then he proceeded
"Auld Lang Syne" played slowly. There
to carry this idea out in his advertising
is a novel introduction with the "verse"
that K. C. B. wrote in the New York Amerwhich consisted in typical farm decoraican announcing the return of the Couple
tions andfirst
a halftone
Raya incasec\cra'"»
to the screen, and this in itself gets a big
In the
place itofwas
of
monizing a bill throughout and of tak.i<->
hand. With the title "Wedding Bells" we
advantage of the opportunity 10 make it
have "The Land of the Wedding Bells"
and after that the theme, "Sympathy" is appear that the Broadway Strand - had
gathered together these various features
introduced. This is followed by "Gianina
Mia" from "Firefly," played on the piano
especially
" Rubewas*' large
week.audi-It
worked
welltoandgive
the aresult
and one violin and then Mendelssohn's
ences for it is said that no Detroit theatre
"Wedding March" started on the piano
alone and gradually taken over by the full has ever gotten any more word of mouth
advertising than was accorded this one.
orchestra. There is a clever title with "The
curtain is now lowered to note passing of
Shoe Store and Theatre Both
three weeks" and here "On the 5:15" is
used, followed by " This is the Life," " The
Benefit from This
Wedding of Sunshine " and the theme.
Co-operation of a merchant and a theatre
With the title "Neath the Spell" "Undermanager was shown when Arthur C. Stolte
neath the Sky " is used, and then " Honeyshowed " Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots " at the
moon." At the moment that the fat friend
Strand theatre, Omaha. He induced the
enters the door we have " I'm Sorry I owner of the most exclusive shoe shop
Made You Cry " followed by " Sympathy "
to place in the window a pair of emand the " Hot Time " used to a big laugh
broidered slippers, together with a picture
when the bride gets the letter from the
of Constance Talmadge and a card readother woman and " Sympathy " played
ing "These are the boots — see the play at
through twice at the end.
the Strand this week." Mr. Stolte, ira
It is a most effective arrangement of turn, arranged a stand in 'his lobby on
the music and sends everyone away in a which he placed slippers and then gave thestore credit for the display.
mighty good humor.
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This

Akron

Paper

Gives

Its Theatres

K e to S

Real

Cooperation and Its Readers Real News Items
SOME weeks since we reproduced a page
industry and up-to-the-minute stories regarding the actors who have made this
from one of the Akron, Ohio, newspapers, the Beacon-Journal, and comgreat industry what it is to-day.
mented on the large amount of advertis" That the Press never has and never
ing represented there and the very small
will gauge the amount of reading matter
amount of co-operation on the part of the
according to the amount of money spent in
newspaper, which gave only a few sticks
this newspaper for advertising a photoof type and all under the heading " From
play.
Press Agents."
"That the Press believes the public is enAt the time we said in the very opening
titled to know what's doing in the movies,
and to this end we give space in the news
paragraph : " We are making this comment purely on the sheet that we have recolumns even though the houses presenting
produced ** * because we have not had
the films do not spend a penny with us.
time to investigate what all of the Akron
" That for timely news and art in the
newspapers
are doing
as a habit."
And
movie world the Press is always on the
now
comes along
the Akron
Press, which
we did not even mention by name, declaring that these strictures do not apply to it.
And though we didn't say they did, we are
mighty glad to show the papers that are
really trying to do things.
So Mrs. Grace A. Curtiss, motion picture editor of the Press, writes us that
every exhibitor in Akron knows :
"That the Press asks for advance bookings of films, so we can have half-tones
made for certain attractions — at our own
expense.
"That the Press never has and never will
run theatre news under the heading ' What
Press Agents say.'
"That the Press stands back of statements regarding photoplays and acts on the
legitimate stage, criticising them according
to our own judgment, be they good, bad or
indifferent.
"That the Press always has devoted liberal space to photoplay reviews, dealing
with the current week's offerings, pictures to come and pictures in the making.
"That the Press endeavors to give to its
readers an insight into the motion picture

Theatre

Built

"Out

Mrs. Curtiss further explains that since
the Government put the limit on the
amount of white paper to be used, the
motion picture department had to suffer
along with the rest of the paper, and she
intimates
job." that with ihe lifting of the ban
the photoplay department will be restored
to its previous size.
The issue of the Press that comes to us
is for Friday, December 13, and shows
seven full columns of motion picture advertising, and on the opposite page about
three and a half columns on interesting
matter about motion pictures. Most of this
is devoted to reviews of local offerings,
but there are a couple of attractive cuts
and then considerable short gossip aboui
the players.
Certainly, the Press deserves credit for
the liberal policy that it is pursuing, and
for that reason we hasten to correct any
false impression that may have been intimated by an article which was supposed to
cover only what the Beacon-Journal was
failing to do.

in the Woods"
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Exploitation Will Pay House in Small Towns
a great picture and then giving them a
(Continued from page 375)
piece of junk. If I did that they would not
them the worth of some unusual attracbe
coming back to my theatre day after
tion.
day. I try to get the very best pictures
One of the reasons for the success of and then tell the people the truth about
Mr. Parsons is that he is never " cheap " in them. The people in the small town and
the way that he puts on attractions. He
in the country know whom they can trust.
says :
Every picture I have is not a world beater ;
" I have been for twenty years in the
but my patrons know that I am trying to
show business, from a circus to picture
get the very best, and that if one falls
below the standard now and then it is not
shows, and I have never made a dollar
with a cheap show. Careful observation
As a matter of fact, the case of the
has taught me that the real money getters
Bauxite
my fault."theatre is worthy of a great
always spent money to make money. Even
the distributors did not take me seriously
amount of study. It proves that the manat first when I asked for real service, but
ager in the smaller town can develop the
now I am offered all the big features, and
trade around him and make money, provided he has the right sort of a house and
we take most of them, for General Gibbons wants nothing but the best for his
is willing to show good pictures instead
employees, and they get it.
of merely getting out of it the cheapest
way he can. The automobile has added
" I believe the money is there for anywonderfully to the possibilities of the
one who will take a chance. The time has
country-town theatre, but the manager
long since passed when you can fool the
must be willing to exploit the pictures and
public, especially the small-town public.
keep his standards up if he is going to
They have more time to read the magabuild up this trade.
zines and they are consequently more critiWe would like to hear from others who
cal and harder to please. You cannot fool
are scoring successes along this line.
these people by telling them that you have

"WtoERARHS"
if
:.ofJ Attraction ss»
Strand Theatre, Louisville, used a cut-out
of Chaplin and then fitted him up with real
impedimenta
Theatre Arranges Call Board for
Railroad Men
For years it has been the practise of
many theatres to keep in the box office
the locations of the seats of physicians who
may be attending the theatre so that they
can be reached immediately in case of
emergency calls. But the Majestic theatre.
Grand Junction, Colo., has gone a step further and now invites railroad and professional men to write their names on a
bulletin board in the lobby. Then an usher
shows them to seats and comes back and
writes the location on the board so that
these people can be easily reached when
they are needed. Grand Junction, as its
name indicates, is a considerable railroad
center, and this arrangement is a convenience to many who are liable to be called
out on " runs " at any moment. Now instead of having to spend their evenings at
home they can go to the theatre.
Picture Theatre Plans Helps in
Buy-at-Home Campaign
How a motion picture theatre can help
in a local campaign has just been evidenced
by the Sexton, Great Falls, Mont. Recently the merchants of Great Falls launched a
movement to have the people of the section
buy at home instead of patronizing the mail
order houses. Manager Will Steege saw
a plan to aid and so he offered free admission to his theatre to every boy and girl
under sixteen who would present a mail
order catalog. Three hours after the campaign was launched the theatre was packed
and about all the mail order catalogs in that
section of the country were in the possession of the theatre and on their way to destruction.
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Clever and " Different " Display
Used by N. Y. Theatre
for " Mickey "
a unique
display on " Mickey "
111A ERE
that iswas
employed
by the Majestic
theatre, New York City, in advance and
during the three-day showing of the production at that theatre. This house is located at 184th street and St. Nicholas avenue and is one of the largest theatres on
Washington Heights.
Manager Brandon made the display out
of
three letters
40 by 60
withof " the
Mickey
in large
at pictures
the bottom
fore-"
ground, while in the background there was
cut out of the character backed up by a
W estern scene which helped to make the
whole thing stand out so that it attracted
the attention. The. copy on the board
read :
" No photoplay has yet been produced so
filled with adventure and thrills as
' Mickey.' Every human emotion, every
element of life, Mabel Normand portrays
with such genuine artistry, expressed with
a This
sincerity
before equaled."
was never
in addition
to the campaign

Striking display of Majestic Theatre, New York City, on "Mickey"
Many

Window

Displays

Help

Exploit

44 Mickey " For Moore's New
Rialto Theatre
frames, 34 x 44 inches in size, were in the
MOORE'S new Rialto theatre, Washingmajority of cases utilized as a nucleus for
ton, D. C, a house which by its novel
arrangement and exquisite beauty has
inviting the public's attaken a place among the great successes in window tentiondisplays
to the " Mickey " musical score.
theatrical history in America, established
When the Rialto opened on Sunday afnew attendance records in the National
ternoon, December 29, there was a line at
Capital the week of December 29, when the
the box-office that extended for something
major feature of a bill that embraced a over a full city square, with prospective
purchasers of tickets two and sometimes
variety of impressive attractions, both picthree abreast. This demand for seats in
torial and musical, was " Mickey, '' Mack
Sennett's most pretentious contribution to a house that accommodates 2,000 spectators
the screen, with Mabel Xormand starred.
on one floor continued throughout the run
In paving the way for this engagement,
of Mickey," even the 11 o'clock morning
shows playing to capacity. A particularly
special newspaper advertising was begun
eloquent commentary on the insistence of
in all Washington daily publications ten
days in advance of the showing of the pic- the theatregoing population of W ashington
that they see this camera subject is found
ture. This preliminary campaign was kept
in the fact that on three days of the week
distinct from the running advertisements
the picture ran a cold, drizzling rain fell
of the Rialto's current attractions, thereby
eliminating all danger of confusion of
without ceasing. Despite the inclemency
dates in the public mind. A further means
of the weather the trusty box-office line
of publicity was found in the willingness
never broke — as may be observed from the
accompanying photograph taken at 11.30
of department and music stores to co-operate in exploiting the film feature under a a.m. in a rainstorm.
reciprocal arrangement that accorded them
As added attractions with the " Mickey "
the benefit of announcement in the Moore
film were run the Rialto's review of curtheatres of the establishments in which
rent events, " The Battle of the Leviathans," a natural color study of the unthe song " Mickey " and the phonograph
records could be purchased.
fathomed ocean depths, and the special
Special decorative frames briefly stating
views of President Wilson's arrival first
the name of the attraction, the place of its at Brest, then in Paris. 1 '
exhibition and date of the engagement,
Much effectiveness was lent the climacteric scenes af the Sennett production by
and containing photographic inserts of
scenes from the picture were displayed in the skilfully arranged and perfectly synprominent downtown
windows. These
chronized^ orchestra score, interpreted by
.7'.5: VHIfrii; 1
i • ■ . ' •: .«•:«••

planned by H. J. Shepherd, of W. H. Productions, in connection with the use of
copies of the song, " Mickey," photograph
and player piano records. Several of the
phonograph stores in the Washington
Heights co-operated by giving window displays, the song was sung and played in the
theatre and copies of it distributed. Mr.
Shepherd's
unusual
plan is helping to break
records
in many
cities.
the Rialto Symphony Orchestra of thirty
solo artists under the conductorship of Mr.
Daniel Breeskin, brother of Elias Breeskin,
the famous concert violinist. As a special
number, the orchestra rendered the familture.iar and always enjoyable " Zampa " overThe Rialto in quality of productions,
manner of presentation and superiority of
musical setting — amplified by the large
Austin pipe organ — has established a
totally new and entirely unprecedented
standard of photoplay entertainment in
Washington.
Oriental Stage Settings for
" Salome " at St. Louis
When " Salome " was shown at Fox's
Liberty theatre, St. Louis, a special presentation was given it by Manager Louis K.
Sidney, who is stirring St. Louis by the
manner that he exhibits the offerings at
the Liberty. He was formerly manager of
the Jamaica, at Jamaica, N. Y.
As the curtain arose at the " Salome "
presentation there was revealed a magnificent setting of oriental splendor, lights
in red and blue bathing the stage. There
was a throne of white and gold on which
half reclined a young lady dancer garbed
as " Salome," with two Nubian slaves in
attendance. At this point the soloist in
oriental costume rendered Puccini's " Myr
Bedouin Girl," and at the conclusion the
dancer gave her interpretation of the
" Salome " dance. The overture, played by
the Liberty orchestra of twenty-five, was
selections from the opera.
■ •
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Branham's Success Wins Him
of Splendid Majestic
CHARLES G. BRANHAM of Minneapolis isthe new manager of the Majestic theatre, Detroit, succeeding M. W.
McGee, who resigned some weeks ago but
who has remained at the post pending the
selection of. his successor. The Majestic
is the finest theatre in Detroit and owned
by a stock company.
For over a year Mr. Branham has been
manager of the Strand theatre, Minneapolis, and attracted country-wide attention
by the success he made of the house as
long as it was independent. It is said that
he was considered the greatest success as
a manager known in the section for years.
When the Strand was purchased by Finkelstein and Rubin it became one of the
syndicate and so lost its individuality, and
it was expected at the time that Mr. Branham would not remain, yet he did so as
manager of the Strand and publicity manager for another one of the syndicate
houses.
In taking over the Majestic, the friends
of Mr. Branham expect him to make good
from the start, but he is going to have a
fast pace to follow in that set by Mr. McGee, who is another of the leading managers of the country. The Majestic is a
splendid house affording all the facilities
for the presentation of pictures with full
effects, while the fine orchestra has kept
a high musical standard. In most cities the
Majestic would be considered a neighborhood house, for it is far from the business
center of the city, but it appeals successfully to the whole city.
Henry Guthard, one of the directors of
the Majestic company, is the new lessee of
the house, the directors themselves having
turned the property over to him. It is
Franklin

Shows

Management
Theatre in Detroit

AT

Picture

News

MIDNIGHT

Think a Little About Your
Business Before You
Go to Bed

s: and a prosperous
one, write
itor,
ONE " exhib
It was
eighteen months
ago that I read an editorial
in the NEWS about the manager
who was not content with counting
up his cash and then turning in for
the night. If I remember it right,
you urged the exhibitor to think a
little after
ceipts away.he had put the day's re" I have been trying to do this. My
show is over shortly after 11, and an
hour later I am at home. Then I
grab for the old slippers, light a
cigar,, pick out the easiest chair and
reach for my copy of the NEWS.
Often I read a few lines only and
THINK what I can do along the
same lines or with the same picture.
" Sometimes I fall asleep. But I
have found out this: The night that
I don't fall asleep I make a whole
lot more on the picture. I like to
read other's ideas. They spur mine.
That's the reason why I am trying
to send you all my little ones.
They're not much, but maybe they'll
make
the not
othergiving
fellow you
think."
We're
the^name,
but
you
don't
need
it
to THINK—
and then to write us.
Charles G. Branham
reported that Mr. McGee did not find
things altogether to his liking so long as
he had to deal with the board of directors
on every occasion.
Both Mr. Branham and Mr. McGee are
members of the Advisory Board of the
Exhibitors Service Bureau.

Possibilities

of Motion

Four
Flags
" Offering
WITH Pictures
a giant airplaneWith
circling w
overUnder
the flags,
including
the national
emblems of
city dropping pamphlets, with 10,000 the allied nations and Old Glory. Surletters sent to every school, commercial
rounding the pillars of the " porte cochere "
enterprise and club, with an extensive
were bulletins attractively lettered.
newspaper advertising campaign and with
The presentation of the picture itself
a beautifully decorated front and lobby as was a memorable one, the musical setting
well as interior, Manager Harold B. Frankconsisting of seventy-one different numbers, and it was in this connection that
lin of Sheas' Hippodrome introduced the
Mr. Franklin introduced a new idea. Said
latest official government film, " Under
he : Why use a lot of war music with
Four Flags," to Buffalo.
a picture filled with heart interest and
The propaganda from the clouds was
the opening gun, fired two days before the at times real humor?
opening date. The idea was original in
To bring out these features, Mr. Franklin selected appropriate melodies wherever
Buffalo and was talked about everywhere.
Two government aviators attached to the possible. In the scenes showing the doughlocal Curtiss flying field loaded a machine
boys "shooting crap " he used " Everywith pamphlets boosting the picture, and
body's Doin' It Now." In some of the
soaring through the skies over the resi- peace celebration scenes the orchestra
dential and business sections of the city played " There'll Be a Hot Time," while
dropped their messages, bringing home to during the scenes of the ruined cities and
Buffalo folk some real war atmosphere.
finishing with the title " And This Was
Supplementing this stunt, Mr. Franklin
the House of God," the only musical accompaniment used was a solo violin and
sent letters broadcast throughout the city
announcing the coming of the war picture
harp, playing
" Ave
Maria,"never
by Gounod.
According
to Mr.
Franklin,
yet had
and the opportunity it gave for the study
audiences
applauded
during
the
picture the
of real conditions over there as well as
appropriateness of a musical setting, but
bringing to town some real action stuff.
The front of the theatre was a mass of they applauded this one, and enthusiastic-

ally. It was a wonderful effect and put
over the otherwise uninteresting scenes
with a punch. In one of the battle scenes,
the only accompaniment used was that
given by four tympani in various pitches,
producing a continuous rumble, which was
also very effective.
Another idea introduced was the vocal
solo given by a prominent local singer at
one spot in the picture. The song was " The
Rose of No Man's Land," and the song
began at the title " Waiting for Transportation "and closing with the scene showing
the Red Cross nurse. The song was synchronized perfectly with the action, and a
verse and one chorus was sung.
Throughout the presentation there was
little heavy music. Songs that the home
folks were familiar with predominated, and
in the French scenes the famous marching
song of La Belle France, " Madelon," was
played with wonderful effect. There was
" My Doughboy," " Pack Up Your Troubles in Your Old Kitbag," " When You
Come Back," " Tipperary," and others.
For the stage setting Mr. Franklin rethe four size.
figuresThese
of thesoldiers
allied soldiers in produced
heroic
of
Italy, Britain, France and America were
so mammoth that they dominated everything when the curtains were drawn back
unveiling them. And then as the orchestra
played the national hymns of the four
nations, the flags of the various countries
were lowered behind each fighter, working
up to a tremendous climax when the big
thirty-piece orchestra boomed forth a special arrangement of " The Star Spangled
Banner," by the conductor of the orchestra,
Alfred A. Moulton. Applause literally
shook the house. The setting was unusually appropriate.
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WHO'S
SLOWING
DOWN?
Has the 'Flu Scared You ? Its
the Time to Do Things

Special setting at Shea's Hippodrome reproducing Whistler's famous painting, " Mother"
Celebrated

Paintings

Reproduced

in

Displays by Franklin Score Hit
music and proper lighting expect to strike
" It is a wonderful thing, a mother ;
Other folks can love you,
a popular chord.
But only your mother understands.
" Everyone enjoys looking at good paintShe works for you,
ings and everyone likes to hear good music
Looks after you,
— here we have a combination of the two.
Loves you,
Almost every great event has found exForgives you anything you may do,
pression through some famous painting.
Understands you, and then the
What is more appropriate than the combination of a good painting with a good
Only thing bad she ever does to you
motion picture. It is not only restful to
Is to die and leave you."
look at a picture in color* after looking at
the screen through the average motion picA3 these lines by Baroness von Hutten
ture program, but it is distinctly novel.
faded from the screen at Shea's HipEvery
good painting tells a story, taking
podrome, the big velvet curtains were
the audience into the realms of fancy, the
drawn aside disclosing in a large golden
glory of battle, the pomp of ceremony or
frame Whistler's painting of his mother, a the events of everyday life.
splendid reproduction of the original and
" Paintings not only represent good art,
well-known art classic. The setting is first
but present subjects that interest because
shown in silhouette followed by a blending
they meet our fullest human sympathies.
of soft lights to bring out the fine coloring
The love of art is universal.
of the painting.
" We do not propose to show reproducDuring the unveiling of the setting, the
tions of paintings solely as the subject
Hippodrome symphony orchestra played
matter for our stage settings but when oc" Caprice Viennoise," by Kriesler, an encasion demands, we will present settings
trancing melody ideally expressing the attypical of the feature being shown, to symmosphere of the picture. The audience
bolize holidays and we feel that our
literally shook the house with applause,
patrons
will appreciate the gallery of art
showing their appreciation of the first of a
that we propose to bring to Shea's Hipnew series of stage settings to be intropodrome as an added attraction, not forgetduced by Manager Harold B. Franklin, a
ting that in motion pictures, the feature
series that will reproduce in heroic size
and attraction is uppermost.
some of the art treasures of the old and
new world and which are expected to meet
with even more favor than the many patri- " Little Women " Characters Are
Introduced in Prologue
otic reproductions offered in the past. So
well have these settings been received
William A. Brady's Paramount- Artcraft
that a large staff of artists is constantly
picture, " Little Women," received a unique
introduction to Los Angeles motion picture
kept busy in developing Mr. Franklin's
creations.
fans at Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles,
In discussing this new series of settings
every afternoon and night this week. Before the screen story is flashed on the
with the Motion Picture News representative, Mr. Franklin said :
canvas a typical down east country home
scene is given to the audience. The light" We propose to bring to our audiences
ing effects are wonderful, giving one the
the great masterpieces and with the splenimpression of a crimson sunset on a cold
did atmosphere created by appropriate

?
aged you fromsevera
doing thingses
discourFlu " scarel theatr
the " are
HAS There
from which we used to get
from time to time accounts of presentations, advertising campaigns
and the like. And since the old
Spanish epidemic has come along we
haven't heard from several of them.
Right now the motion picture theatre has the greatest opportunity of
its existence. Instead of getting cold
feet and breaking out with the perspiration of alarm, now is the time
to put on every ounce of energy and
go to it as you have never done before.
There are lots of opportunity in
current productions. There are many
changing conditions in various sections. There has never been a time
when there was more need for the
showmen to THINK. We want you
to think; we want you to get out and
do things, and then we want you to
let us know what you are doing.
The fellow who is failing to do
them needs your help. And this is a
forum for such a record. Let us hear
THIS WEEK.
winter's day. Real, live people appear before the footlights, and on the porch of
the refined old country place they make
merry as they did in the days of '63. The
little party consists of dances of antebellum days, melodies of '61, violin solos
and four dancers in minuet. The stage introduction isso pleasing that the audience
unconsciously entertains a personal acquaintance with the characters of the play
when they begin later to appear on the
screen.
Theatre and Paper Get Together
on Subscription Plan
Manager J. M. Black, of the Broadway
theatre, San Diego, Cal., took advantage of
an unusual chance to get newspaper cooperation through an agreement he made
with the Evening Sun, whereby every person who subscribes to the paper during that
month is given a free seat at the theatre.
The arrangement applies to all the pictures that are shown during January. It
was required only that the receipts of the
newspaper for a month's subscription be
presented and the war tax paid. Then the
receipt was stamped by the theatre to prevent it being used again.
The tickets were good any time, any
show, day or night, Sunday or weekday.
The first picture shown under the new
program was " Mirandy Smiles," featuring
Vivian Martin, and she wired the Broadfay management her pleasure in being selected for the occasion. The telegram was
reproduced in the Sun, with Miss Martin's picture. The Sun camera man snapped
the first line-up at the box-office, made up
mainly of the Sun's newsboys, who wished
to get in on the free-ticket offer.
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Fox
Analyzes
1919
William
Fox
Predicts
That the
"Westerns" Will Come BackStrong This Year and Cites
Tom Mix Productions

WHAT type of pictures will be the
vogue in the early part of the reconstruction period following the war?
W ill it be comedy or drama or some particular type of these such as melodrama
or Western plays?
According to many exhibitors the last
named type will be one of the forms of
the photoplay most in demand. The argument is that our returned soldiers will both
directly and indirectly influence public
demand.
There are more than 2,500,000 of these
boys coming back to their homes, and it is
argued that their army life and participation in world affairs will for some time,
whether consciously or not, influence their
choice of pictures.
These boys, according to one point of
view, will demand productions that are
virile, and that deal with men and women
who really do worthwhile things. Moreover, it is contended, the unusual development of Western productions, exclusive of
soldier influence, points strongly to a great
vogue for this class of production.
In the early days of the motion picture
no theme had quite so strong a hold as one
with cowboy heroes. Cleverness of plot
and characterization were secondary in importance to the big thrill of rapid action.
Audiences were satisfied with the thrill of
a leathered-trousered hero galloping madly
across the plain in pursuit of the fleeing
villain, or his calm holdup with a single
six-shooter of a bar-room filled with " bad
men."
An added reason for the great popularity of the cowboy hero is obvious.
Screen patrons who have been viewing
battlefields and submarine attacks for sev-

Film

Vogue

Picture

News

Bessie Eyton Only Woman
in Lewis Picture
Bessie Eyton is the only woman appearing in Select Pictures' forthcoming release,
"Children of Banishment," starring Mitchell
Le\vi>. The other principal supporting
roles are taken by Herbert Hayes, Arthur
Morrison and Tom Bates.
Miss Eyton is Mr. Lewis' leading woman
in this production. She will be remembered for her work in Selig productions
for several years, and for her roles, Helen
Chester in " The Spoilers," and Virginia
Carvel in " The Crisis." Mr. Hayes had a
successful stage career with James K.
Hackett, and has played leads with Theda
Bara, Mary Miles Minter and May Allison. His last work was in Helen Kellar's
picture. Arthur Morrison and Tom Bate>
are both well known on the screen. Mr.
Morrison was with Mr. Lewis in " The
Code of the Yukon." and Mr. Bates' best
known work was in "The Garden of Allah " and " The Spoilers."

Evelyn Nesbit and her son, Russell, are presented by William Fox in " Woman, Woman "
eral years find in motion pictures of the
great West the same bigness of action.
William Fox believes that there was
evidence of this great favor in the popular
success, even while the war was in progress,
of such features as William Farnum's
" Riders of the Purple Sage " made from
Zane Grey's novel of the Utah plains and
mountains.
" Tom Mix has had a meteoric rise in a
very few years as a photoplay actor," said
Mr. Fox. " His remarkable popularity is
riding the very crest of the wave of demand for fine, virile Western plays just as
announcement is made of the release of his
second Victory
Picture,
'Em ranch
Rough,'at
which
was filmed
on ' aTreat
large

Fairbanks Engages Condon
Douglas Fairbanks has engaged Frank
Condon, of Saturday Evening Post fame,
as special scenario writer.
Condon's success as an author of fiction
stories attracted the attention of the Artcraft actor-producer, who feels that he has
been particularly fortunate to make satisfactory arrangements with the writer of
" This Way Out." " By Request " and
" Blue Monday." which recently appeared in
the Saturday Evening Post.
Condon just completed a series of five
stories scheduled for early publication in
Collier's Magazine.

Prescott, Arizona."

First

National Gets The
Roosevelt Picture
and
production
in the United States and Cansecretary
HARRY SCHWALBE,
ada.
treasurer of the First Xational ExhibW illiam Nigh, the director, will be reitors' Circuit, and Frederick L. Collins,
membered for his work in connection with
publisher
of
McC
lure's
Magazine
and
president of McClure Productions, closed a the directorial work on the Gerard picture,
deal this week whereby the First Xational
" My Four Years in Germany,"' also distributed byFirst National. Harry M. Warwill distribute " The Fighting Roosevelts,"
showing the important events in the life
ner, who assisted Mr. Nigh in the production of the Gerard picture, was manager
of Theodore Roosevelt and his sons, in the
of production during the filming of the
United States and Canada. The picture
Roosevelt picture. The picture is founded
was completed recently under the direction of William Nigh.
on the ex-President's books and writings.
The deal was closed by these parties, fol- As announced before, all royalties accruing
to Mr. Roosevelt from the sale of this prolowing aprivate showing for the officials
duction, will be donated to the Red Cross
of the First National, and it is said that
and kindred war charities, designated by
First National paid the highest price ever
recorded for the distributing rights to a him.

Violet Mersereau. Universal featured player
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Theda

Bara and Tom

Mix Co-Stars!

Yep, in " The She-Devil! "

"

O
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Mes
The Only Neivs on This Page Is in That
Top Line, But What

a Cyclone It Will Start!

[Editor's Mote: Last week we -caught a publicity department
actually suppressing ( .') a publicity story. Horrors! And all
because of a star's contract! More horrors! ! We couldn't stand
for that — so we grabbed the news story, put it right up at the top
of this page in bold italics, and below we go on to give you a
more or less imaginary account of the mess it is going to start in
the neighborhood of the Fox 46th street offices.]

THIS story is going to start an alibi afternoon in the William
Fox offices over on West Forty-sixth street.
It will happen in about this wise:
First, the telephone bell in the little outer office on the sixth floor
where Jack Leo and Miss WEINBERGER hold forth will yawp
menacingly.
Miss WEINBERGER will say "Hello," sweetly; then—
" This is Miss Bara ! I would like to speak to Mr. Fox ! "
Mr. Fox. having read this issue of The News, will be out.
A little later the bell on the desk of James E. MacBride will
tingle nervously.
" Mac," a voice will say, " this is Mr. Fox. Where in
did
The News get that 'She-Devil' story it printed today?"
" I'm trying to find out myself, Mr. Fox," will be the alibi. " It's
news to me ! "
The next time the telephone rings Jay A. Gove will be on one
end of the wire :
" Why, I haven't the slightest idea," Gove will be explaining to
MacBride. " I certainly instructed every one in this department
that no mention was to be made of that incident. It hasn't gone
out in any of our copy."
Before the end of the day every one from Herman Robbins,
acting general manager in the absence of W. R. Sheehan, down to
the office boy in Gove's department, will have entered his little
alibi, " friendly emissaries " will have visited the office of the
Motion Picture News on a gumshoe mission — and then the incident will pass into film history.
So this is the story of how the Fox Exhibitors' Service Bureau
(nee publicity department) tried to suppress a real publicity story
and was scooped by a trade magazine.
And these "are the facts :
Miss Theda Bara has a contract with William Fox calling for
something more or less than a million a year compensation.
This contract, according to the best of our information and belief,
contains a lot of ifs, ands and buts about the place Miss Bara
shall hold in publicity in the Motion Picture News and other
publications, and chiefly a clause — of which Fox representatives
today denied having knowledge — prohibiting mention of Miss
Bara's name in connection with that of any other actor whomsoever— good, bad or indifferent. _
Naturally, this guaranteed exclusiveness results in the suppression of numerous stories which energetic publicity folks might
otherwise capitalize to the credit of themselves, the renown of
Fox and the great benefit of 15,000-odd exhibitors. Parenthetically, this is probably the only publicity suppression contract in
existence.
One of the stories so suppressed concerns an incident that is

Tom Mix is the driver and Theda Bara is a passenger — inside

herewith appropriately illustrated. (Never mind, Gove, where
we found the still photograph from which the cut is made!)
It appears that in the Theda Bara picture (beg pardon, superproduction!) titled "The She-Devil," there are two stars. And
that's the reason we are telling the story — because exhibitors
ought to have the benefit of the advertising this fact justifies —
advertising which one of the stars' contracts prevents them from
getting.
It will be recalled that in " The She-Devil " there is a very
perilous stage coach stunt in which Theda Bara,
escaping from
bandits, makes a wild and woolly ride down a mountain side —
the sort of ride for which limousining in Los Angeles is not
exactly proper preparation.
When Miss Bara was told about this stunt, according to our
California informant, she came right down on the proposition
with all the force of stardom and her number fours.
Then came Fame and Fortune to the aid of Director J. Gordon
Edwards.
Why, yes, Miss Bara would take a chance on the ride, for the
sake of saving the picture, if Tom Mix would drive the coach.
Is there anything Tom Mix won't do — once? If there is, dithought of it yet ; and this certainly was not the
occasion rectors
forhaven't
refusal.
Desired details are lacking regarding that ride — but fortunately
film evidence isn't. According to this testimony Mr. Mix went
down hill in his customary loose manner, rounding curves on two
wheels or less and tempting Fate just as if he was the star of
the play instead of merely a super who daren't even be mentioned
in the cast. Tom Mix, as most exhibitors know, has his own
ideas about how to put punch into a scene, and there is no doubt
that on this occasion the chap who rides smilingly through glass
windows, jumps a-horseback from second story balconies into
automobiles, and plays other little jokes like that on Death, lived
right up to his reputation as " the man who never fakes."
Before the real star of the play, who figured principally as a
jumping jack in this scene, had fully recovered, John Boyle, the
cameraman, had posed the coach, its driver and occupant for a
still photograph— a long shot, of course. And a magnifying glass
applied to this evidence affords our proof of the truth of Tom
Mix's gallantry.
After reading this over twice the writer thought it would be
only fair to give the Fox authorities a chance to make a
statement.
The telephone again :
" Mr. MacBride, this is the Motion Picture News. Is it true
that Miss Theda Bara has a contract with Mr. Fox which prohibits you from mentioning her in a story in which any other
star or actor is mentioned?"
"It's news to me!" said MacBride, without even a smile in
his well known voice.
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Considers " The Prussian
Cur " Very Timely
With the Peace Conference about to
open, and the proposed League of Nations
as the paramount topic of news and editorial comment, exhibitors are finding in
" The Prussian Cur," it is announced by the
Fox Film Corporation, a popularity even
greater than when the outcome of the world
struggle still was in doubt.
" The Prussian Cur," the Fox officials
emphasize, deals with the diplomacy which
precipitated the war, and the vast Prussian
system of propaganda and crime by which
it was hoped to intimidate America.
One effect of the League of Nations,
as announced by President Wilson, would
be to stamp out all secret diplomacy with
its resultant elaborate systems of spying
and plotting against the peace of the world.
Hancock
Stan Laurel creates most of the fun in " Do YouJanuary
Love Your
5 Wife? " a Pathe-Rolin comedy released

Pathe
Serial
'Round
The
Odeon theatre,
Canton, World
Ohio ; Empress
" The Lightning Raider " Serial Retheatre,
Tulsa,
Okla.
ported as Being Booked in Every
Dreamland theatre, Oklahoma City,
Country Where Movies Exist
Okla. ; Princess theatre, Ft. Smith, Ark. ;
REPORTS from the head offices of
Keystone theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.; HipPathe Exchanges, Inc., announced as
podrome theatre, Reading, Pa. ; Comerreceived from Pathe's thirty Branch Offices
ford theatre, Scranton, Pa.; Pastime thein the United States, from Canada, Japan,
atre, Pensacola, Fla. ; Strand theatre,
the East Indian Islands, Africa, South
Orange, Tex. ; Comus theatre, Tupelo,
America, in fact every spot on the globe
Miss. ; Comet theatre, Roanoke, Va. ;
where the cinema reigns, indicate that the
Bijou theatre, Petersburg, Va. ; Columbia
theatre, Norfolk, Va. ; Lyceum theatre,
bookings on " The Lightning Raider "
serial are pouring into the Home Office.
Leavenworth, Kan. ; World in Motion,
Paul Brunet, Vice-President and GenKansas City, Mo. ; Photorium theatre,
eral Manager of Pathe, believes that " The
Kansas City, Mo.; Barnett Amusement
Lightning Raider " will break every record
Co., Albuquerque, N. M. ; Palace theatre,
in the history of the firm for volume of
Trinidad, Colo. ; Colonial theatre, Pueblo.
business and also for popularity with the
Colo.; Olympic theatre, Sioux City, la.;
picture public.
Alhambra theatre, Omaha, Neb. ; Queen
Among the better known theatres that
theatre, Omaha, Neb.
Palm theatre, Indianapolis. Ind. ; My
have booked " The Lightning Raider "
within the past week are : Champion,
theatre, Indianapolis, Ind. ; Oriental theBirmingham, Ala.; Odeon No. 1, Birmingatre, Indianapolis, Ind. ; Lyric theatre,
ham, Ala. ; Signal Amusement Co., ChatCedar Rapids, la. ; Family theatre, Des
tanooga, Tenn.; Alcazar theatre, El Paso,
Moines, Iowa ; Amuzu theatre, Des
Tex.; the Texas, Houston, Tex.; Dixie
Moines, Iowa ; Colonial theatre, Newark.
theatre, Galveston, Tex.; Fisher theatre,
N. J. ; Savoy theatre, Newark, N. J. ;
Danville, 111. ; Gold theatre, Chicago, 111. ; Proctors theatre, Elizabeth, N. J. ;
Jefferson theatre, Ft. Wayne, Ind. ; New
Superba theatre, Raleigh, N. C. ; Elmont
Grand theatre, Minneapolis, Minn. ; New
theatre,
Winston-Salem, N. C. ; Broadway
Grand theatre, Duluth, Minn. ; New
theatre, Gastonia, N. C. ; Star theatre,
Palace theatre, St. Paul, Minn. ; Fulton
Ithaca, N. Y. ; Plaza theatre, Buffalo, N.
theatre, West New York, N. J.; Star theY.; Fillmore Palace, Buffalo, N. Y. ;
atre, New York City; Folly theatre, BrookWhitehouse theatre, Milwaukee, Wis. ;
lyn, N. Y. ; Crystal theatre, Worcester,
Milwaukee, Wis. ; GreenMass. ; Fox theatre, Springfield, Mass. ; Park fieldtheatre,
theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.
Kincade theatre, Quincy, Mass..
Retina theatre, St. Louis, Mo.; E. T.
Use Massive Interior Set
Washington, St. Louis, Mo.; Olympia theWhat is believed to be the largest and
atre, St. Louis, Mo. ; Lyceum theatre, Ammost massive and at the same time, one of
sterdam, N. Y. ; Arcadia theatre, Syracuse,
the most elaborate and artistic interior
N. Y. ; Hippodrome theatre, Gloversville,
N. Y. ; Majestic theatre, Johnstown, Pa.;
settings ever constructed for motion picture purposes was built and photographed
Novelty theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Palace
theatre, Charleroi, Pa.; Appollo theatre,
for a number of the scenes in " The Great
Dayton, Ohio ; Knickerbocker theatre,
Romance."
This is the Screen Classics, Inc., producColumbus, Ohio; Woodward theatre, Cintion, starring Harold Lockwood, which
cinnati, Ohio; Priscilla theatre, Toledo,
Ohio ; Norwood theatre, Cleveland, Ohio ; Metro is releasing this month.

Resigns

Y.

M.

C. A. to Produce Pictures
Herbert E. Hancock, Director of the
-Motion Picture Bureau of the Y. M. C. A.,
has resigned from that post to accept the
position of Managing Director for a new
producing company soon to make its debut
in the motion picture field.
Mr. Hancock's final act for the Y. M.
C. A. was to produce a special feature taking in the shipbuilding activities at Hog
Island, which is to be released through the
exchanges of the Educational Films Corporation ofAmerica on January 31.
The film is entitled " Bringing The Boys
Back Home " and besides showing the
benefits received by the skilled worker, is
said to carry a human interest story
throughout which centers around a shipbuilder, his wife and his baby.

Arthur S. Friend, Treasurer of the Famous
Players-Lasky
One of the
Most Active Corporation,
Heads of Thatand Organization

January
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Select Pictures Has Announced Three of Its Best Known Stars in New Productions. Constance Talmadge Is Presented in " Who Cares," Marion
Davies Is Said to Be Charming in " The Belle of New York." and Clara Kimball Young Is Expected to Reap New Honors in " Cheating Cheaters "
Report

Strong Appeal

in

" Made in America "
The producers of " Made in America,"
distributed by the W. W. Hodkinson plan
through the Pathe exchanges, claim that
the appeal is not only to the four million
soldiers but also to the home folks who
have heard much of America's wonderful
training system ; enough to sharpen their
appetites for the screen production dealing
with the subject in its entirety and with
the basic idea of giving to the American
people an adequate and satisfying picture
story of the training of the American
soldier.
There are patriotic organizations in
every community to whose members
" Made in America " is expected to have
a strong appeal. It bears the official endorsement of some of the strongest organizations in the country and it is expected that they will urge their local
branches to give " Made in America " cordial support.
Universal Star Spends
Busv Week
Eddie Polo, Universal serial star, continued his tour of the principal cities of
the country through Christmas week,
spending three days in Indianapolis and
three more in Kansas City.
At the Indiana metropolis Mr. Polo appeared at eight theatres. He appeared in
person at the Manhattan, Gem, Sanders,
Idle Hour, Two Johns, Castle, Jewel and
Senate theatres.
Kansas City had made preparations to
provide the star of " The Lure of the Circus " with a royal reception and he was to
appear at eighteen theatres.

Select Specials in Many
First Run
Houses
REPORTS received by Select Pictures
theatre in Baltimore, Fay's theatre in
Corporation from its various exchanges
Providence, Palace in Philadelphia, Colonial in Reading, all of the Commerford
throughout the country are said to showtheatres
in Pennsylvania, the Newark
that two of this company's special attractheatre in Newark, N. J., and in all of the
tions, "The One Woman"' and "'The Cavell
Case," the latter in which Julia Arthur is big Turner and Donnken houses in the
Frisco and Oakland districts on the West
seen as the woman the Germans shot, are
Coast.
in big demand by first run houses in the
most important cities.
H. L. Knappen, Branch Manager of Select's San Francisco Exchange, reports
"The One Woman." which was Select's
first special of the season, has been booked
that "The One Woman" is doing a big
solid over the entire Poli circuit in New
business in all of the Coast cities, while
England, including such important centers
glowing accounts from other Branch Manas Bridgeport, New Haven, Hartford.
agers are said to be a daily occurrence.
One theatre manager, Charles Freeman,
Waterbury, Springfield and Worcester.
of the Regent in Newcastle, Penn., sent
It has also been booked for all of Marthe following wire to Leo F. Levison,
cus Loew's New York theatres, and in addition will be seen at Lou de Hoff's New
Branch Manager of Select's Pittsburgh Extheatre in Baltimore, Tom Moore's Strand
change : "Congratulations on 'The One
Woman' . . . Best picture ever seen."
in Washington, Guv Wonders' Wilson

Egyptian Rights
Are
"/^LEOPATRA"
in Egypt, sounds
like
' a return engagement for the vampire
of the land of the Pyramids. " Queen of
the Sea " in India and in South America.
Film features in Siberia. Busv days for

Personnel of Barriscale's
Supporting Cast
In " All of a Sudden, Norma," Bessie
Barriscale's latest starring vehicle on the
Exhibitors' Mutual program, she is suppotted by three popular screen favorites
and two of the popular juvenile type. Melbourne McDowell, Frank Leigh and Joseph J. Dowling are the members of the
first group, and Albert Colby and R. Henry
Theda Bara, in the Act of Vamping Caesar
Grey are the members of the second. *• in the William Fox Production of " Cleopatra "

Sold in
for
exhibitors
far "Cleopatra"
New Zealand are indicated.
These are a few bits of news received
recently by William Fox from foreign representatives ofthe Fox Film Corporation.
There is a touch of romance in the announcement that the production, " Cleopatra," has been sold by William Fox for
Egypt, where it will be shown to audiences
< >n the very ground where the greatest
vampire queen of all history lived and
ruled.
" Cleopatra," Fox officials state, is one of
the biggest box office successes in the history of the Fox Film Corporation. They
say that it has already been shown in over
4,000 theatres in the United States, and its
popularity with exhibitors is declared to be
increasing daily.
Both " Cleopatra " and " Salome " now
are on the open market for exhibitors
everywhere.
The Fox Film Corporation announces
that the Annette Kellerman feature,
" Queen of the Sea," has just been leased
for exhibition in India and in the Dutch
East Indies. It also has been sold to South
America as a special attraction, where it
will be exhibited simultaneously in Chile,
Peru, Brazil, Argentine and Uruguay.
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Billboard
Campaign
Vitagraph Plans Big Exploitation for
Its Coining Serial, " The Man of
Might," Featuring
William
Duncan
D LANS announced by the Vitagraph
A Company tend to show that this company will intensively exploit the coming
serial starring William Duncan and to be
known as " The Man of .Might." Billboards will be used extensively.
It is claimed by Vitagraph officials that
several of the early episodes have already
been showed to many exhibitors throughout the country and that the results have
been that the coming serial is already
booked widely.
Vitagraph exchange* managers in the
many territories are reported as being more
enthused over their booking success on
*' The Man of Might " than on any of the
past Vitagraph serials.
Quite a record was claimed for bookings
on " The Fighting Trail " but it is declared that already the advance bookings
on the new Duncan serial has exceeded
all of the most optimistic expectations.
Forty-nine theatres that have never
previously run serials of any kind are said
to be on the route sheet for the new one.
William Duncan, the star of " The Man
of Might," is reported as being tremendously taken up with the possibilities of
his latest effort and predicts that it will
exceed all past serials by many city blocks.
Stunts, surprises and tense situations are
said to follow one another in astonishing
rapidity and the many climaxes are calculated to bring them back every time.
With " The Fighting Trail," " Vengeance
and the Woman." " The Woman in the
Web," " A Fight for Millions " and " The
Iron Test " already playing throughout the
country, Vitagraph is confident that " The
"Little PLAYERS-LASKY
Women" announces
Has
FAMOUS
that thousands of special letters sent to
the leading educators of the country has

Lila Lee is presented by Jesse L. Lasky
" The Secret Garden," Paramount film

for

a

Serial

Alice Joyce, whose latest appearance on the
Vitagraph program is in " The Captain's
Man of Might" will rind
notable wel" aserial
Captain the
come, as they consider
trail has
been blazed with the Vitagraph trademark
and also feel that William Duncan has
a big following.
*' The Man of Might '* was written by
Albert E. Smith and Cyrus Townsend
Brady, the authors of the previous Vitagraph serials. William Duncan not only
stars in it, but he directs it as well. His
chief support in the cast is Edith Johnson
and Joe Ryan.
The following episode titles give some
indication of the action that may be expected to run through the fifteen episodes
of the production : The Riven Flag. The
Leap Through Space, The Creeping Death.
The Gripping Hand, The Human Shield,
The Height of Torment. Into the Trap,
The One Chance. The Crashing Horror,
Double Crossed, The Ship of .Dread, The
Volcano's Prey, The Floor of Despair,
The Living Catapult. The Rescue.
a
Novel
Exploitation
resulted
in many offers
of co-operation in
assuring the success of the local exhibitions
of the William A. Brady picturizati'on of
Louisa M. Alcott's famous novel, " Little
In many cities, it is said, special student
Women."
matinees are being arranged for the benefit
of the young people who have read the
novel, and in all cases school teachers are
co-operating heartily with the exhibitors, as
is said to be indicated by the great number
of enthusiastic letters received from school
teachers and others who appreciate the
great educational and instructive value of
the story of the four " Little Women."
The following letter from M. L. Brittain.
state superintendent of the Georgia Department of Education, is declared to be indicative of the support given the ParamountArtcraft Special by educators:
" It is a pleasure to know that Louisa M.
Alcott's ' Little Women ' will soon appear
as a Paramount-Artcraft Special. As a boy
I fell under the charm of the book and
have never recovered from the fascination.
I feel sure that a motion picture of such
high value will receive the encouragement
it deserves from the public, the educational
public in particular."

Picture

News

Set Installed for

Brady Picture
What is declared to be one of the most
expensive and elaborate sets for motion
picture work ever built, was the one installed in Alice Brady's studio on West
56th street, reproducing the main lobby of
the Traymore in Atlantic City for one of
the scenes in the picture which Alice Brady
is making to succeed "The Indestructible
Wife." her Select Series attraction announced for late JanuaryIt is being directed by Charles Maigne,
and several location shots on this picture
were made in Atlantic City.
Owing to the fact that Miss Brady is
obliged to be in Xew York every evening
for her regular performance in 'Forever
After" at the Playhouse, and the inconvenience of transporting the large number
of "extras," for the interior scenes, Director Maigne found it necessary to call
for a reproduction of the Traymore lobby
be built in Miss Brady's Xew York
to
studio.
Likes

Universal

Feature

The success of Universal's recent news
scoop, " The Surrender of the German
Fleet," at Salt Lake City, Utah, is noted in
the following letter from the ParamountEmpress theatre there. The letter follows :
Universal Film Exchanges. Inc.,
Salt Lake, Utah.
Gentlemen :
am enclosing
checkFrom
for " The Surrender
ai
the IGerman
Fleet."
viewpoint
consider
this subject
filled the every
bill.
_ I
Permit me to congratulate you on your untiring
efforts which resulted in our getting this film
twentv-four hours ahead of any other version,
therebv acquiring prestige and most unmercifully
utilizing the advertising of others who promised
a " scoop
when " business
the public
in Coming
this time
at score
did to
as itprints
is all shot to pieces after being closed for nine
" flu " ban. The
solid weeks on account of theFleet"
doubly
Germanbrought the was
Surrender forof itthe
welcome.
certainly
business.
Yoursmoretruly,congratulations.
Once
GEO. E. CARPENTER. Manager,
Paramount-Empress Theatre.
Salt Lake City, Utah.

Mildred Moore, the New Leading Lady for
Eddie Lyons and Lee Artists
Moran, Universal Comedy

January
" The
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Turn in the Road
Has Premiere

"

Brentwood Film Corporation's initial
production, " The Turn in the Road," had
its first public showing at Quinn's Rialto
theatre at Los Angeles, following a preview given during the regular program
hours at the theatre during the preceding
week, at which time all patrons were given
cards on which to fill in a criticism concerning the story, cast, direction and to
give general remarks concerning their
opinion of the film.
It was upon the opinions voiced on these
cards by patrons of the theatre that the
film which is to be sold by State rights was
booked at Quinn's theatre.
This initial production of a new company is classed as one of a serious type,
with many opportunities for emotional acting and equally as many for lighter scenes
to reduce the tensions of the drama. It is
based upon a very simple theme, but it is
said that the suspense has been sustained
fully in the direction and the preparation
of the story by King W. Vidor.

" Shoulder Arms " Plays
Many Return Dates
The success of the Charlie Chaplin picture "Shoulder Arms " is demonstrated by
the reports that Louisville, Nashville, Chattanooga and Knoxville have had it for three
engagements, says First National.
In Louisville it ran a week at the Strand
theatre and a week at B. F. Keith's National, and was brought back to the National for another week. In Nashville,
Tony Sudekum, head of the Crescent
Amusement Co., presented " Shoulder
Arms " for two engagements at the Princess theatre and has booked it for another
showing at his houses.
The Signal Amusement Co., Frank Ff.
Dowler, Jr., manager, ran it in Chattanooga and Knoxille.

Arthur S. Kane, of tion
Select Pictures Corpora-

Joseph Schnitzer, general sales manager of exchanges, and H. M. Berman, general manager of
exchanges, both of whom are with Universal

Universal
Makes
Arrival of 1919 Brings a Reorganization of Various Departments of
the Home Offices
THE coming of 1919 has brought a reorganization of various departments
at the home office of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Co., it has been announced.
H. M. Berman, for the past eighteen
months sales manager for Jewel Productions, Inc., has been appointed general
manager of Universal Exchanges and in
addition to directing the work of the distributing branches he will maintain his
executive capacity with Jewel productions.
Mr. Berman, while at the head of the
distributing organization of Jewel Productions, is reported to have made a big success, of these films. Much of the success
of " The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin " and
" Crashing Through to Berlin " has been
credited
to Mr.ability.
Berman's untiring efforts
and executive
Several years in the exchange business
at Kansas City and trips around the country on which he has met many exhibitors
and exchangemen is considered to have
made Mr. Berman particularly fit for the
post he has been assigned to.
Joseph Schnitzer, Central States district
manager for Universal with the Indianapolis, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit and
Buffalo exchanges under his jurisdiction
has been appointed general sales manager
and will supervise the distribution of Universal features, short reel dramas, and
comedies.
The addition of Mr. Schnitzer to the
executive staff at New York is said to bring
into the office one of the oldest exchangemen in the country, and a man whose broad
knowledge of conditions confronting exchanges and exhibitors means much to
Universal.
Mr. Schnitzer became an exchangeman in
1807, opening the Des Moines office for the
Pittsburgh Calcium Light & Film Co.
Later he went to the Mullen Film Service
at Minneapolis, thence to Syracuse and

Many
Changes
New York City, where he sold the first
films not controlled by the old Motion
Pictures Patents Co. Mr. Schnitzer was
prominent in the fight against this company
and later opened an exchange at Toledo for
P. A. Powers.
When this exchange was sold in 1912,
Mr. Schnitzer became manager of the Central Film Co. office at Indianapolis, another
Powers holding, and remained at this post
until Universal took over the office when
he was made district manager for the Central states.
Ralph Abbett remains as manager of the
Indianapolis exchange. Xo successor to
Mr. Schnitzer as district manager has as
yet been appointed.
Joe Brandt, remains assistant treasurer
of Universal and will also have specific
charge of serials and news reels. Mr.
Brandt will not only look after the distribution and exploitation of serials, but will also
keep in close touch with those producing
serials. He is now in Universal City.
In building up its sales organization Universal has not overlooked its publicity
department. Tarkington Baker, head of
the department has added to his New York
staff, Margaret Oettinger, formerly with
the "Hearts of the World" company;
Elizabeth Benneche Peterson, formerly with
World and Paralta, J. L. Johnston of the
Minneapolis Universal exchange.
Also on a recent tour of exchanges he
appointed divisional publicity men. These
men and the exchanges with which they are
connected are : Irving Mack, ' Chicago ;
Maurice Engel, St. Louis: Dean Collins,
Portland; F. T. Grenell, Detroit: H. R.
Kaull, Kansas City; S. W. Hippler, Buffalo; George II. K. Mitford, Toronto;
James H. Cummings, Cleveland : B. A.
Mansfield, Pittsburgh, H. T. Pebbles, New
Orleans and Stuart Gould. Omaha.

Complete Plan Book
on Page 447
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Perm. Censor Board Shocks
Billie Rhodes
The first shock that came to Billie Rhodes
as a first-run star was the report of the
Pennsylvania State Board of Censors' view
of her " Girl of My Dreams." There are
said to be some rather attractive scenes in
the first reel of the picture, and Miss
Rhodes, as a wild sort of a mountain girl,
takes an occasional dip in a secluded pool
known only to her director and camera
man.
The plot depends quite largely on a surreptitiously photographing of the girl in
the pool by a man who is subsequently
proud to be her father. In one scene, her
brother steals her clothes and she pulls his
overalls off, then puts them on and chases
him up a hill. When they get home there
is another case of double and triple ex-

A near-fighting

moment

in " The

Fighting
Roosevelts.'
Exhibitors
Circuit

being

distributed

by First National

"The
Fightin
Roosev
IX the last year
of his life,g Colonel
Roosc elts"
a Harvard Film
man and Mr.
Collins, who
also
Comple
ted
graduated from Harvard, was one of the
■I velt gave permission to Frederick L. Collins, president of McClure Productions,
Colonel's most devoted admirers and supInc., to make a film based on his life, works
porters.
and war activities of himself and his sons.
Since Mr. Collins entered motion pictures
This picture, including the final suggesit had been one of his great dreams to film
tions made by the Colonel, has been comthe life of Colonel Roosevelt, and the fact
that the picture has been completed and
pleted under ihe title " The Fighting
Roosevelts " and viewed and approved by available as a lasting memorial to the Colthe relatives and close friends appointed
onel is a source of deep gratification to the
by the Colonel to see the production.
producer.
Thus the film world is able to pass on to
Charles Hanson Towne, Managing Edifuture generations a complete and authentor of McClure's, a close friend of Colonel
tic biography of the ex-President.
Roosevelt, was instrumental in securing
Not only is his life record declared to
from the Colonel and his family the
be written in celluloid, but also most of the
authoritative data upon which the film is
outstanding dramatic features of his career
based. Porter Emerson Browne, the novelist and dramatist, who worked with Mr.
are said to find expression in the pictures.
The making of the film was considered
Collins on the scenario, was also a close
of more than commercial importance to
friend of Colonel Roosevelt. William Nigh
Mr. Collins and those who were associated
directed the production and First National
Exhibitors Circuit will distribute it.
with him in its production. Roosevelt was

However, while there are some excellent
posure. of Billie Rhodes, Frankie Bailey and
views
Kitty Gordon, the flashes are said to be
so handled as to give no offense, except,
perhaps,
of
Censors.to the Pennsylvania State Board
Hayakawa's
Latest Released January 10
Exhibitors' Mutual announces Sessue
Hayakawa's " Bonds of Honor " will be released January 10. The Japanese actor
presents the characters of the twin sons
of a nobleman of the land of flowers and
tea and strict codes of honor. One of the
sons is austere and strong, the other is
weak and wayward. In the two characters are all the phases of Japanese nature.
Mr. Hayakawa is supported by his Oriental
wife, Tsuri Aoki, and two Japanese youngsters.
Renovating Studio
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation's
Fifty-sixth street studio is undergoing extensive repairs. The old floors are being
replaced by cement floors and the office
room will be enlarged a:id renovated.

Charlotte Walker Popular
in Fox Picture
According to Fox Film Corporation, exhibitors throughout the country are reporting favorably on R. A. Walsh's production, "Every Mother's Son," starring
Charlotte Walker. The exhibitors report
that Miss Walker is making the same success in the silent drama as she made on
the stage when she was seen in those popular successes, " The Warrens of Virginia," The
"
Trail of the Lonesome Pine "
and " The Woman."
Clark Starts New Feature
Marguerite Clark has commenced work
in the Fifty-sixth Street studios of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation on a
new Paramount production, the working
title of which is "A Honeymoon for
Three." John Robertson is Miss Clark's
director and Hugh Ford has directed several of the scerc .

Harold Lockwood, in " The Great Romance," Screen Classics. Inc., Production

January
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Carmel Myers Is the Universal Star Presented in " Who Will Marry Me? "
Houdini

Serial to Show
Sing

at

Sing

B. A. Rolfe's serial, " The Master Mystery," starring Houdini, the handcuff king,
will be shown to the inmates of Sing Sing
Prison, under the auspices of the Mutual
Welfare League, it is announced by the
Octagon Films, Inc. The first episode will
be shown the first week in February. Each
Tuesday thereafter an episode will be
shown until the serial has been run.

June

Mathis' Record for
Ten W eeks
During her ten weeks as head of the
scenario department of Metro*s West Coast
studios, June Mathis has completed three
continuities, one of seven reels and the
other two, five ; has titled six productions
and in-between-times done research work
and her Xmas shopping. She claims this
as the record for writing for the screen
dur.ng the period of ten weeks.

Pearl

White

Is Star of " The Lightning
Raider," Pathe Serial

Here Are Two Shots That Impress Strongly

War
Film Vogue Just Started, Says Laemmle
"T HERE has been some talk among a battles of humanity. The actions, the brave
deeds accredited to these two million men
A few exhibitors that ' war stuff ' was
'through,'" said Carl Laemmle, president
will not only never be forgotten but wilt
of Universal Film Manufacturing Company.
provide stories for innumerable photoplays,
magazines, and newspapers and every one
" It seems this gossip started when a few
of these stories will interest a mighty good
over-enthusiastic people heard that Gerpercentage of the hundred million people
many had signed the armistice which closed
that remained at home and helped win the
the actual fighting in France and Belgium,
and in theeir excitement forgot that the war
' over here.'
was such a wondrous, important event in war" Though
the gigantic guns of autocracy
and
democracy have been silent for over
world history that the people of the globe
a month, does it sound at all plausible that
would never lose interest in it, though
the events of the greatest war will ever
actual fighting had stopped.
cease
world to
? interest the people of the civilized
Is the
war begun.
picture ' through '? Hardly.
It "has
barely
" The entire world has been given an
" A trip across Am?r:ca from one end
opportunity
to know what war means — the
to another, dozens of talks with leading
men who went to fight and the people who
exhibitors, exchangeme.i and producers,
fought at home with their dollars, their
convince the writer that the war film will
conservation and their sacrifices. It seems
only reasonable to assume that the world
never be ' through.'
"Of America's 102,000,000 population,
will never grow tired or lose interest in the
two million went to France to fight the
war picture."
A Word
About
Johnson's Cannibal
Film
that the first comers brought one for every
WHAT one of the prominent exhibitors
three
with
them.
of New York thinks of Martin Johnson's feature film, " Cannibals of the South
" Exhibitors when showing the final installment should be sure to emphasize the
Seas," depicting adventures among the
cannibals of the South Sea Isles, is manifact that it is distinctly different from the
fested in the following statement made by first, so as to insure the return of the
Mr. Gosdorfer, manager of the Plaza the- visitors of the earlier showing. I sucatre, Madison avenue and Fifty-ninth
ceeded fully in making this distinction by
announcement at the first showing, as
street,
one
of
the
best
"
stands
"
in
NewYork. Mr. Gosdorfer made the statement
scon as I saw how strong it was going,
after realizing a noticeable increase in inviting my patrons to see the remaining
business without extra effort in the adverreels and indicating that they contained in
tising lines. He ran the first five reels of addition to many new angles the films
this subject in December, and the last five taken by Mr. Johnson while he and his
wife were actually in the hands of the
reels,: two weeks later. Here's what he
said
ferocious Nagapate just before their rescue by the British. I also emphasized the
" We did such an immense business at
the first showing, and I received so many
' final installment ' phrase in my cards."
Robertson-Cole Company are handling
inquiries from patrons that I went after
the distributing rights to Mr. Johnson's
the second bunch at once. When you're
picture and reports equally encouraging reshowing to crowded houses it's impossible
ports from other exhibitors in different
to keep track of your patrons, but I believe Igot back every last person who saw
parts of the country who have run " Canthe first group, and the receipts showed
nibals of the South Seas."
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So Contends Winfield R. Sheehan,
General Manager of the Fox Film
Corporation, on a Trade Tour

T-1 HAT the German military authorities
*■ had realized the all-powerful influence
of motion pictures upon the popular mind,
is the contention of Winfield R. Sheehan,
general manager, of the Fox Film Corporation, who is on a tour of the Fox
offices throughout the United States, preparatory to a long visit abroad in the interest of his company.
Mr. Sheehan made his statement in a interview at Portland, Ore., and hacked it
with data which had come to his knowledge
and which at the time was turned over to
the Government. The advent of peace now
makes it possible to give to the public this
additional information of Prussian plotting.
" Early in 1918," explained Mr. Sheehan,
" there was formed in Berlin a corporation,
with capital stock of $25,000,000, which not
only had the approval of the high military command, but was virtually under its
direction, since the corporation was to have
been subsidized by the Government.
" We discovered through our foreign representatives that Germany had already sent
films by submarine into Spain, and that
these had been taken to Mexico and South
America. Others were sent to the neutral
northern countries. It is not unlikely that
propaganda films formed an item of the
cargo of the submarine ' Deutschland '
when its sudden appearance at Baltimore
caused a worldwide sensation.
" Thousands of pictures were to be
spread through the conquered nations after
the
war. science
' Kulturand' was
their keynote.
German
art to
andbe German
standards of morals were to be preached under
various forms to the people of the Allies.
" The Kaiser and his ring," explained Mr.
Sheehan, " did not awaken fully to the vast
possibilities of the motion picture until their
fall was approaching, and as the hammer
blows of General Foch increased during

Picture

" Thirteenth Chair
Picturized

News

99 to Be

Bayard Veiller"s successful melodrama
will be produced for screen presentation by
the Acme Pictures Corporation, recently
formed. The personnel of the new organization was not given in the announcement.
Leonce Perret has been engaged to direct
the production and Yvonne Uelva will assume the role of Helen O'Xeil.
" The Thirteenth Chair " was one of the
most successful stage productions running
on Broadway last season. Mr. Veiller, the
dramatist, is one of the best-known writers
for the stage and has given to the theatre
some of its best works.
Complete details as to the personnel of
the supporting cast, as well as details as to
production and method of distribution, are
promised shortly.
Medicine

Virginia Kappe, in Henry Lehrman Sunshine
Comedies for William Fox
the summer the autocrats had other things
to interest them.
'" That American producers and exhibitors were not slow to meet any attempt at
Prussian propaganda is proven by the release of many patriotic subjects and photoplay stories based on all that is the opposite
of Prussian Kultur and its barbarities.
" In ' The Prussian Cur,'' William Fox
placed before the public an expose of German intrigue from the days of Wilhelm I.
" The wide booking of this feature and
its big box office returns everywhere can
be translated into terms of thousands of
Americans who through it are familiar with
the cleverness and the insidiousness of the
German diplomatic machinery under the
Empire. That this machinery for evil has
not even yet ceased operation is the opinion of many Government officials."

First Anna
Case Picture Is a Select Special
tion from the International Film Service
"-THE HID'DEX TRUTH," in whic
Company, Inc., and will be released as a
*■ Anna Case, prima donna of gran
Select Special.
opera and popular concert singer, makes
her first appearance as screen star, has
This makes the fifth big special to be announced by Select Pictures this season.
been acquired by Select Pictures CorporaMiss Case, the star of " The Hidden
Truth," is widely known in opera circle^
and is one of the Metropolitan Opera Company's favorite prima donnas. This production marks her first appearance on the
screen. She is supported in " The Hidden
Truth " by Charles Richman, who costarred with Anna Q. Xilsson in Select's
Special,York
" Over
There." Heandis Miss
seen Case
as a
New
manufacturer
has the role of a Western girl who comes
to Xew York and becomes a leader in society. Others in support of Miss Case are
Forrest Robinson, Grace Reals, John
Charles, Thomas McGrane, Fred G. Hearn,
Frank Wonderly, Madelyn Clare, William
Black, and D. L. Don. S. M. Weller prepared the scenario. The production was
Mitchell Lewis, New Select Star Whose
made under the direction of Julius Steger.
Popularity Is Said to Be Growing

Show

Prominent

in Hamilton's Next
Hale Hamilton's second starring vehicle
under the Metro banner, " Johnny on the
Spot," written by Shannon Fife and scenarioized by June Mathis, and now in the
course of production at the Metro West
Coast studios, under the direction of Harry
L. Franklin, supervised by Maxwell Karger,
director general, gives in replica, the oldfashioned " medicine show " as one of its
brightest comedy touches. Louise Lovely
is
Hamilton's
Others
in Mr.
the cast
are Lilieleading
Leslie, woman.
Ruth Orlamond,
Phila McCullough, E. X. Wallack and Xeal
Hardin. Hardee Kirkland. as Dr. Barnabas Bunyon, heads the medicine show, and
Oral Humphreys and Fred Warren arc the
two ballyhoo men.
Lewis

Promises

Plenty of

Action
Mitchell Lewis reports from the Yosemite
Valley, where he is making " Children of
Banishment," for the Select Pictures program, that the production is well under way
and
promises plenty
" pep " andA action
the production
when offinished.
fist fightin
is said to be the feature of the picture, the
action of which is laid in a lumber camp.
" Mitch " is opposed in the fight by Arthur
Morrison, who was seen in the role of Faro
Tolford in " Code of the Yukon," Mr.
Lewis' last picture.

Winsome Vivian Martin. Paramount Star

January
Notes
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of the Studios

Many of the scenes of " Peggy Does Her
Darndest," a Metro production starring May
Allison,
wereAngeles,
" shot "it in
an exclusive
jewelry
store in Los
is reported
by Metro.
Bryant Washburn, whose next Paramount picture, "Thefor Way
a Man with
scheduled
releaseof December
29th, ahasMaid,"
finishedis
the
production
of
"
Venus
in
the
East
"
and
started on a new picture, as yet untitled, at has
the
Lasky studio at Hollywood. Donald Crisp is
again directing.

Big

First

Runs

J. Stuart Blackton's Production, " The
Common Cause." Distributed by
Vitagraph.
Cites Unusual
Bookings

Settings for Mme. Nazimova's next production,
" The Red Lantern," are laid in the Orient.
" Blame It on the Ford " is the title of a forthcoming L'niversal comedy.
Carmel
at UniversalMyers
City. is completing " The Wild Girl "
" Whose Widow? " is the tentative title for
Mary MacLaren's next Universal special attrac
tion.
Ethel Clayton, whose next Paramount appearance will be
" The
Mystery
released
December
22d,in has
started
work Girl,"
at Hollywood
with Director George Melford on " Private Pettigrew's
Girl,"Postby story.
Dana Burnet, from the Saturday Evening
The first of the eight productions in which
Henry B. Walthall will be presented by the National Film Company of America, " And a Still,
Small Voice," was inspired by Mary Baker
Eddy's work, " Science and .Health."
Sig Faller, Chicago exhibitor, has booked Clara
Kimball Young's current attraction, " The Road
Through the Dark," for two weeks.
The thrills and climaxes in Pathe's patriotic
serial,
Kultur,"
featuring
are said" Wolves
to reachof their
highest
point Leah
in the Baird,
eleventh episode, entitled " Betwixt Heaven and
Earth," scheduled for release December 2'iA.
The
of Kipling's is shown in ."•.o. J.A
of
the Singapore
Post
cember
22d. Travel Series, released by Parh<- l)e
After rector
a three
with influenza
Douglas weeks'
Gerrad illness
has resumed
work Dion
Fritzi Brunette's latest film story, " Sealed
Orders."
Carlyle Moore, author of " Stop Thief," and
co-author of this season's Broadway success,
*'■ The Unknown Purple," is assisting Clarence G.
Badger in the production of Mabel Normand's
forthcoming Goldwyn picture, " Sis Hopkins."
Seena Owen will play a modern society girl
in Los
Tom Angeles.
Moore's second Goldwyn picture made
in
Robert McKin, identified with Thomas H. Ince
pictures for five years, will make his first appearance under other management in Rex Beach's
newtheproduction,
" The inBrand."
now under way
at
Goldwyn studios
Los Angeles.

Myron Selznick, Who Has Formed His Own
Producing Organization

Warren Chandler,
in ' ThePicture
Adventure Shop,"
Vitagraph
ACCORDING to reports received at the
main offices of Vitagraph from its
various exchanges the Blackton production
of " The Common Cause " is scheduled for
a solid booking record.
Many first-run runs already made in most
of the larger citie sare cited as having been
enormously successful. A Vitagraph official
said that despite the hundreds of bookings
on " The Common Cause " that have been
in the Vitagraph Company's hands for a
number of weeks past, the actual showing
of the picture by the different theatres in
the big majority of cases is not scheduled
until about the middle of January.
At no time has there been the desire on
the part of the Vitagraph Company to
sacrifice the proper exploitation of the pic-

for
Vitagraph
ture or an adequate length of run for an
immediate presentation.
In other words, where a theatre found
it possible to allow only two or three days
for a showing in January, the Vitagraph
Company co-operated with the exhibitor
and accommodated its booking arrangements so that " The Common Cause " might
be launched in each community with the
greatest possible return to the exhibitor, it
is said.
For this reason, despite the heavy business already written up on " The Common
Cause," the month of January will see
" The Common Cause " in leading theatres
from one end of the country to the other,
and the bookings reported as already on the
company's books promise a steady showing
of the picture way into the spring.
The noteworthy cast which J. Stuart
Blackton assembled for " The Common
Cause " is heralded as one of the greatest
assemblages of dramatic talent any one
screen production has ever boasted.
Herbert Rawlinson and Sylvia Breamer
head this company of artists and in their
support are Lawrence Grossmith, Charles
and Violet Blackton, Huntley Gordon,
Philip Van Loan, Mile. Marcel and Louis
Dean.
In addition, the prologue and epilogue
boast the names of Julia Arthur, Marjorie
Rambeau, Irene Castle, Effie Shannon and
Violet Heming.
Added to these are the names of J.
Hartley Manners and Ian Hay Beith as the
authors of the story, and Anthony Paul
Kelly as the maker of the scenario.
This gathering of talent, both dramatic
and literary, welded together by the hand of
J. Stuart Blackton, is taken to promise that
" The Common Cause " will be one of the
outstanding theatre successes of 1919.

Selznick Pictures Brand
Re-appears Again
THE Selznick name on motion pictures
work on production already has been startdisappeared more than a year ago
ed in California.
when Lewis J. Selznick became president
The head of the new Selznick Pictures
of Select Pictures Corporation, which took
Corporation is said to be well equipped for
over the stars and productions of Selznick
his enterprise. He held the position of
Pictures.
purchasing agent in the former Selznick
This did not meet with the approval of organization, and this brought him into
close touch with all departments.
Mr. Selznick's son, and it is now announced
that Myron Selznick has just organized
He learned the inside of the business
Selznick Pictures Corporation and promthoroughly, being constantly coached by his
ises that within a very short time the name
father. Having mastered all intricate deSelznick will be a familiar one on the
tails, he accepted the position of studio
screen again.
manager for the Nosma Talmadge Film
In certain respects, the policy which
Corporation, and made a close study of
Myron Selznick has adopted is the same
productions.
as that of his father. Selznick Pictures
took Clara Kimball Young, Herbert BreNehls Visits West Coast
ncn, Norma Talmadge, Constance Talmadge, and Alice Brady off programs and
General business and production affairs
exploited them as Select Pictures stars.
of the American Film Company, called
R. R. Nehls, general manager for the corIn istheOlive
same Thomas,
way, Myron
star
whoseSelznick's
work in first
the
poration, to the big coast studios, the dayafter Christmas.
Triangle programs is declared to have made
thousands of admirers for her. Following
While at Santa Barbara, Mr. Nehls will
look over plans and sites for interesting
his father's methods, Myron will present
this star in a series of productions heralded
changes to be made early in the spring.
It is expected that Mr. Nehls will extend
to be far in advance of any of her previous
efforts.
his trip to the Pacific coast film country and
With Charles Giblyn as director general,
" Flying A " studios, until late in February.
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" Carefully
Cites
Universal Officials Define What the
Often Repeated Term " Carefully
Selected Cast " Means
UNIVERSAL executives and critics were
giving a definition of what the statement, "A carefully selected cast," means,
referring to Allen Holubar's " The Heart
of Humanity," a Jewel production which
was then in its second week at the Broadway theatre, New York.
It has been pointed out that " The Heart
of Humanity " was over eleven months in
the course of preparation for the screen and
it may be added that almost one month was
necessary to obtain the particular types
Director Holubar insisted upon having.
Dorothy Phillips, the star of the production, was first chosen and her work in the
big Jewel feature is taken to prove she is
able to enact the role with ease and complete understanding.
As Nanette, Miss Phillips has not only
won much praise of her work but she
maintains that she never has had a part
that she liked so well.
Walt Whitman, who enacts the role of
Father Michael, prior of the small Canadian village, critics assert, was never seen
to better advantage than in " The Heart
of Humanity."
As Lieut, von Eberhard, Hunnish commander, Erich von Stroheim is seen. Mr.
von Stroheim's work in " The Heart of
Humanity " is said to surpass any of his
previous efforts.
Robert Anderson, who became known to
film lovers due to his work in "Hearts of
the World " as " M'sieu Cuckoo " is seen as
the second son of the widow Patricia in
" The Heart of Humanity."
Margaret Mann, a woman with a son in
France and who, though she had never
seen a motion picture camera, possessed
the possibilities that Mr. Holubar was seeking as a screen mother, is very evident in
" The Heart of Humanity."

Stage of Women
NEWS
more than's
ordinaryWar
interest
lies in the announcement of a series of
two-reel subjects shortly to be released on
one of the large programs by the Stage
Women's War Relief, a society formed by
patriotic women of the stage and screen at
the outset of the war for the promotion of
the comfort of our soldiers and the war
sufferers of Europe. This series will consist of twelve subjects, five of which are
already completed, and the entire proceeds
will go into the coffers of the War Relief
fund. It is to be distinctly understood that
these pictures are in no way related to the
war as to contents. It is merely that they
were produced for a war charity.
These two-reel subjects will bring to the
screen the greatest celebrities of the stage,
so that each one of them may well be said
as containing an all-star cast. For instance,
" A Star Over Night " will feature David
Belasco surrounded by a cast in which
Bruce McRae, Hamilton Revelle, Edward
Martindel, Hilda Spong, Elizabeth Risdon,
Gladys Morris and Cathleen Nesbit appear,
while in "An Honorable Cad" such popu-

Motion

Selected

Cast"

Marie Walcamp Is Presented uy Universal in
a New Serial Called " The Red G!ove "
The selection of the children for the
Belgian Red Cross scenes required over a
week. Director Holubar and several assistants made numerous personal visits to
the poorer sections of Los Angeles before
they could get the types of children they
desired for the big drama. It took much
pains and patience to develop these young
inexperienced children into screen types
but the results of this care and patience are
evident.
William Stowell, who plays the hero,
John Patricia, in " The Heart of Humanity," was selected only after some deliberation and all of the extras that appeared in
the trench scenes were engaged only after
careful examination.
Relief Films Screened
lar members of the stage profession as
Shelley Hull, Edmund Breese, Phoebe
Foster, Julia Dean, Mrs. William Farnum
and Mme. Yvette Guilbert appear in the
principal roles.
These players and those appearing in the
other subjects donated their services to the
cause for which the pictures were made.
The other three already completed are
Cyrile
Maude
in " Winning
with Violet
Heming,
Frederick His
Lloyd,Wife,"
Mrs.
Sam Harris, David Bispham, Lila Rhodes
and Mrs. Louise Closser Hale in other roles
of
import ;John
" Fighting
Mad,''Dana
with deMaclyn
Arbuckle.
McGraw.
Hart
(well-known aviator), George A. Stilwell
and William Elliott all featured ; Nance
O'Neil in " The Mad Woman," supported
by Tyrone Power, Alfred Hickman. Mildred Holland, Paul Gilmore. Mme. Mathilde
Cottrelly, Ben Grauer, Mme. Thamara
Scvirskaya and the Russian Cathedral
Quartette,
in thewere
play, adapted
" Redemption."
All thesenow
pictures
for the
screen by Calder Johnstone and directed
by George Terwilliger, two of the leading

Picture

News

men in their respective branches of the
business of picture production. Each was
selected for their special fitness for their
positions over a large list of applicants.
Mr. Johnstone's work as scenarist with
several of the western producing companies
is well known while Mr. Terwilliger, after
a career as screen writer, beginning with
D. W. Griffith, shortly afterwards gained
prominence as a director.
It was no easy undertaking that Messrs.
Johnstone and Terwilliger tackled. The
majority of the players in the pictures were,
and still are, playing in Broadway productions and it was difficult to find a time
suitable for all for the work of picture
production. It was accomplished, however,
and all the players who volunteered their
services have nothing but praise for the
men who pushed the undertaking through.
Mr. Terwilliger was highly praised by
David Belasco who loaned his Belasco
theatre, its settings, props and lighting
equipment for the cause. In his picture all
the details of producing a Belasco play are
brought to the screen.
All the other work was done in the
Estee Studio, New York City, of which
Eugene Spitz is owner and active head. It
was under his supervision that the rather
vast undertaking was made possible.
The Relief
executives
of the ofStage
Women'son
War
are desirous
impressing
the exhibiting public the value of these
two-reel subjects. Produced by such excellently equipped men and offering casts
fairly staggering with celebrities, they see
nothing that will prevent success or court
failure. Prominent men in the industry
who have seen the first five releases have
spoken favorably of them, one company
official even going so far as to state that
they are the best two-reel pictures ever produced, this in regard to production and not
taking into consideration the advertising
possibilities embodied in the casts.
Next week Mr. Terwilliger will probably
begin production on the sixth subject with
Ruth Chatterton as the lead. Practically
every Broadway star of note is scheduled
for appearance in the pictures that will
follow and each one of the series will offer
the same type of all-star cast.

Discussing Enemy Positions to Be Observed, in
" Under Four Flags."
a U. S. Divisioi "*
Films Picture
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Polo Back on West Coast
Eddie Polo, Universal serial star, is back
at Universal City after a tour of the country which has taken him over two months.
Polo completed his itinerary at Denver New
Year's day and arrived in Universal City
two days later, anxious to begin work on a
new serial.
Polo's return brings three serial stars to
Universal City for new vehicles. Marie
Walcamp is working on " The Red Glove,"
James J. Corbett is ready for the initial
episode of his serial and Polo's vehicle will
be ready in a few days. It is reported that
Mr. Polo brought back with him two trunks
rilled with loving cups presented by admirers in various cities and his apartment
in
Hollywood
now resembles a jeweler's
window.
Fort Me Arthur

Receives

Ethel Clayton
In filming Ethel Clayton's latest Paramount picture, " Private Pettigrev/s Girl,"
George Melford, who directed, took Miss
Clayton and company to Fort McArthur
to get the proper military atmosphere. Following the shooting of the scenes, the commander of the fort presented Miss Clayton
and her leading man, Monte Blue, each
with a cake.
" Private Pettigrew's Girl " is adapted
from a Saturday Evening Post story, by
Dana Burnet. Will M. Ritchey made the
adaptation. Lou Howland was assistant
director and Paul Perry photographed.
Reel Tells About

Announces"Great
Screen Classics Will Soon Release
Another Harold Lockwood Production from Finis Fox Story

Russia

The popular theory that Russia is altogether aland of snow and riots meets quite
a refutation in the new Red Cross reel
entitled " Russia a World Problem," at
General Film exchanges.
This reel was photographed during the
recent tour of the American Red Cross
Commission to Russia, by Lieutenant Harold Wyckoff who was recently dispatched
again to accompany the American troops
which entered Russia through Archangel.

William Fox presents Theda Bara in " The
Light," her newest picture

George D. Baker, Metro Director de Luxe
"""THE GREAT ROMANCE" has been
A titled and assembled and will soon
be released as a Screen Classics, according to announcements emanating from
Metro offices.
Supporting Harold Lockwood in that
production appear Ruby de Remer, Frank
Currier, Louis Stern, Joseph Granby,
Helen Lindroth, Morgan Thorpe, J. P.
Laffey, Franklyn Hanna and Clare Grenville.

Those
who have had a glimpseCast
of scenes
Romance"
from the picture assert that the star never
appeared to greater advantage. The production was made under the direction of
Henry Otto. The story is by Finis Fox.
In recognition especially of her excellent
work with Mr. Lockwood in another
Screen Classics, Inc. production, Miss de
Remer had been engaged to play opposite
him. She was also the heroine in Mr.
Lockwood's " Pals First," adapted from
the
stageDodd,
play ' of
the same
name byPerry
Lee
Wilson
founded
on Francis
Elliott's novel.
Another important member of the cast,
Frank Currier, has appeared in many
previous Metro releases. He was seen
most recently in " To Hell With the
Kaiser," featuring Lawrence Grant, " Opportunity," which starred Viola Dana; in
support of May Allison in " A Successful
Adventure " and " Social Hypocrites ; in
two Nazimova productions, " Toys of
Fate " and " Revelation " ; and in " The
BrassBeverly
Check,"Bayne.
with Francis X. Bushman
and
It was the director of this latest Lockwood picture, Henry Otto, who gave
Joseph Granby his first real opportunity
to show his merit on the screen. The two
worked together before in " The Man
from
Nowhere."
Recent
productions in which Mr. Granby
was seen are " Peck's Bad Girl," with
Mabel Normand ; " The Awakening," with
Montague
Love ; and
Black Monk."as
Helen Lindroth
may " The
be remembered
one of the company of Kalem players who
journeyed to the Holy Land, there to film
" From the Manger to the Cross " amid
the original scenes.

New
Pathe Review Beautified by Coloring
to admiration and wonder at the miracles
<<IN announcing the advent of Pathe Re* view on January 19 I feel the pride of of the cinema. As fittingly has been said,
being associated with a great constructive,
these groups of artistic and educational
achievements give the motion picture a new
educational movement, which will make for
and overwhelming stature and more than
progress and general enlightenment," says
ever before establishes it as the greatest inMr. Paul Brunet, vice-president and genstructor, the unequaled medium of human
eral manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
thought
and
the record of its stupendous,
" Here the motion picture is fulfilling some
adventuring achievements.
of the inspired vision of President Wilson
in his Shadow Lawn talk to the representa" I can say, with absolute certainty, that
the Pathe Review is the greatest popular
tives of the Motion Picture Industry.
educational feature ever issued."
" The Review, as a definite factor, establishes a new era in screen entertainment;
and so unusual is what we have to offer
that I am moved to say it is a wonderland
•series, in which the best talent in science
and art is employed. It is a constant revelation of the world of the invisible and
of the most beautiful things that the orj
dinary eye may not behold ; of enchanted
journeys to unusual destinations, glorified
by the rainbow ; of unsuspected mysteries
of ordinary things ; of the secrets of the
wild, sly creatures of the forest, and the
4*nizens of streams and the shadowy
abysses of the ocean — and, through the mechanical eye that gazes with understanding
into the realm of the infinitely small, it
gives an astounding glimpse of the very beginning of the life of moving things.
" Even the most unresponsive person, on
George R. Meeker, General Sales Manager,
World Pictures
beholding this magical procession, is moved
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Ann Little, Paramount leading woman, is back
at the studio prepared to start working again.
She has had a long rest recovering from a slight
indisposition.
Roscoe and
" Fatty
" Arbuckle
now Paramountfinished in
cutting
assembling
his islatest
Arbuckle
comedy,
studio people
declare" Camping
is a perfectOut,"
riot. which the

Louise Lovely and JayWhich
Belasco
Are Prominent
the CastWilliam
of " Life's
a Funny Proposition," in
Exhibitors'
Mutual inPresents
Desmond
Selwyn
Writes
One
for De
Mille
pleasanl
and
will
continue
if
my vision of
Director General of Famous Playersthe future is clear. Any statement that
Lasky
to Produce
Story by
either Mr. Lasky, my brother or myself
Edgar Selwyn — Denies Rumor
are leaving the organization may be
of Resignation
branded as absolutely false.
CECIL B. DeMILLE, director general,
" While I was East, I procured the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
screen rights to two big Broadway sucarrived in Los Angeles this week after a
cesses for Famous Players-Lasky Corpobrief business trip to New York. His
ration. These two stage successes will be
brother, William C. De Mille, made the adapted to the screen and produced under
trip with him, and together they did a my direction for the Artcraft program,
after I have finished the production of Mr.
scenario for one of Mr. De Mille's forthcoming Artcraft productions. This was
Selwyn's story. I had a most successful
accomplished on the trip from Los
trip and am now prepared to get in the
Angeles to New York. Returning to Los
harness
and ' shoot ' pictures."
With again
this announcement
comes word
Angeles, Director De Mille was accomthat
Edward
Jose
is
progressing
rapidly
protheatrical
panied by Edgar Selwyn,
ducer and playwright, whose outline of a with the scenes for Famous Playersplot for an intended stage production,
Lasky's Salvation Army picture. After
sounded so good to Mr. De Mille that, several unavoidable delays, Mr. Jose says
using Mr. De Mille's own words, " I kid- that he is " hard at it."
napped Mr. Selwyn, plot and all, and on
Bryant Washburn is almost finished with
our trip West we laid the foundation for, " The Poor Boob," directed by Donald
what in my opinion, will be one of the Crisp, and will resume work at once on a
new comedy drama. Ethel Clayton is dogreatest pictures of my career as director."
" I will start work on the picture immeing the army camps and forts around the
diately," continued Mr. De Mille, and I coast on her new picture for Paramount.
sincerely believe that Mr. Selwyn's idea is " Private Pettigrew's Girl," with George
going to materialize on the screen, in the Melford at the helm. She has made scenes
surprise of my career as director for the at Fort McArthur and at Camp Kearny
silent drama. Mr. Selwyn's interest in this as well as some theatrical episodes at the
matter doesn't mean that he has severed
Majestic theatre. Los Angeles, and at the
connections with his other interests, but it studio, where a complete musical comedy
does mean that he has written a wonderwas staged. Monte Blue is leading man.
ful story which I am more than anxious
to see in pantomime.
" I was more than surprised to find such
flourishing conditions prevailing in the in- "Breed of Men," Bill Hart's
dustry on my trip East. During my five
Next Artcraft
years of producing activities, I have never
William S. Hart's latest Artcraft picexperienced such promising conditions or
conditions more indicative of future sucture, "Breed of Men," on the Artcraft
program for the early part of this month,
cesses.
was written by J. G. Hawks, who has done
" The rumors that have been circulated
so many Western dramas for the star. It
in the West pointing to Jesse L. Lasky's
and my resignations from active interest in was produced under the direction of Mr.
Hart. Bill has the role of a sheriff-to-be
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
of a little town in Arizona and it is said
are entirely without foundation and absolutely false. Our relations with the other
to be the pride of all the star's Western
pictures.
executive heads have always been most

Sam Wood, who acts as assistant to C. B. De
Mille,
latter's
resumption
of work,
assistingpending
EdwardtheJose
on the
big Salvation
Armyis
picture.
Raymond Hatton is playing an eccentric
" Uriah Heep " sort of part in Bryant Washburn's newHatton
Paramount
The Poor
As usual,
has apicture,
makeup " that
excitesBoob."
comment from everyone on the lot and which is said
to serve as an almost perfect disguise.
" Breed of Men " is the title selected for William S. Hart's
The against
star, asa alanddaredevil
Western
sheriff, latest.
pits himself
shark.
Fred Stone's second Artcraft picture, " Under
the
Top,"by which
released
12, was
written
Anita will
Loosbe and
JohnJanuary
Emerson,
and
is said to be the story of Stone's early life.
More ininteresting
of " Japan
Todaywhich
" is
shown
No. 26 of news
the Post
Travel ofSeries
was released by Pathe January 5. It is described
as an ideal educational, and shows how Nippon
has become a great industrial center.
Donald Crisp, who directed Washburn in " The
Way of a Man with a Maid," a Paramount release
ofBoob,"
December
piloting bythe Margaret
star through " The
which 29,wasis written
and
Hunting.
Zellah Covington
and scenarioized byMayo
Gardner
" Out of starring
the Shadow,"
newest Paramount
production
Pauline theFrederick,
which was
released January 5, has a setting which is an
City.
exact reproduction of Part 1, Court of General
Sessions, in Criminal Courts Building, New York
A magazine story written by May Edginton
has been chosen as the next William Fox Excel
Picture for Virginia Pearson. It is entitled " He
That Is Without Sin."
Town and Country Films, Inc., has just completed the sixth of its series of ParamountJames Montgomery Flagg comedies, " Impropaganda,"
with Olin Howland and Eleanor
Masters featured.
Borneo, one of the largest islands in the world,
is the subject of the 23rd of the Post Travel
Series, released l-y Pathe December 15.
Rosemary Theby is again in a Metro cast, and
in
support ofa May
in " Peggy
Does Herat
Darndest,"
new Allison
production,
just starting
Metro's west coast studios in Hollywood.
Kenneth Webb, the Vitagraph director, is now
directingready Corinne
Griffith.
albeen completed
and One
it isfeature
commonhas talk
about the studio that it is said to be quite the
best thing Miss Griffith has ever done.
Mae Marsh is accorded brilliant support in her
newest Goldwyn Picture, " The Racing Strain,"
by
Charwate,
author " ofandGeraldine
Farrar's
" TheTexTurn
of the Wheel
of " Peck's
Bad
Girl " and " A Perfect 36."
" The inCaptain's
second
offering
the AliceCaptain,"
Joyce Starwhich
Series,is the
Vitagraph,
is scheduled for release on December 30th. Supporting Miss Joyce are Arthur Donaldson, Percy
Standing,
Swayne Gordon, Eulalie Jensen
and
MauriceJulia
Costello.
" Over the Rhine with Charlie " is the title_ of
a new one-reel special comedy released by Universal and made by Pat Sullivan.
In Elsie
Ferguson's
Artcraft
" The
Marriage
Price," newest
which was
filmedpicture,
under
the tentative title, " For Sale." Zelda Crosby,
long associated with the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, will t« seen in a part.
Maria Thompson Daviess, one of the best
known of contemporary American novelists, is the
author of
" The adapted
Golden Bird."
story forwhich
Adrian
Gil-Spear
to the ascreen
the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation and which,
released
December
the title,
" Little
Miss Hoover,
serves29thas under
a starring
vehicle
for
Marguerite Clark.
" Every commercial organization is as strong
as its sales force, and the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation has undoubtedly a model organization of distribution."— Walter E. Green.
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Artistic Sets Appear

in

Success" inEverywoman
the direction of a "vaudeville
fragment, "Everywoman," first brought
W'orthof William
the skill over
recognition
ington,
who topresided
the making of
Sessue Hayakawa's latest picture, " Bonds
of Honor," which was produced by the
Haworth Picture Corporation to be distributed bythe Exhibitors' Mutual.
Mr. Worthington's genius for artistic and
suggestive detail, which first attracted attention in " Everywoman," is given full
scope in making the Japanese sets of this
picture.
Bessie Barriscale Burgles
in Latest Picture
A bit of burglary is accomplished by
Bessie Barriscale in her late production,
" All of a Sudden Norma." She prefers a
little safer means of descending the outside wall than the usual improvised rope
made of bed sheets.
A rope and tackle of the standard type
is employed, with Albert Colby, playing the
part of Cuthbert Van Zelt, at the end of
it.
" All of a Sudden Norma " was made by
the B. B. Features, Inc., and will be distributed bythe 'Exhibitors' Mutual.
Grace

Cunard

Featured

Grace Cunard is featured in " After the
W ar," a Universal Special Attraction, released January 13. This feature replaces
" Roped," featuring Harry Carey, the
marketing date of which has been postponed.
" After the War " is adapted from a story
by Kingsley Benedict, Universal character
actor and has been produced by Joseph
DeGrasse. The film play tells a story of
how love lifted a woman and man out of
despondency over a woman's sacrifice to
save her lover from being executed during
the war.

J
One of the rare views of Tom Mix when he is
not cow-boying for William Fox

" After the War " Is a Universal Special Attraction of Which Much Is Expected
Pauline

Frederick
to
the
West
In making the screen version, Willard
Goldwyn Star Finished First GoldMack has grasped this advantage for all
wyn and Then Leaves for Culver
it is worth. Consequently, the character
City Studios, Near Los
which
Miss Frederick impersonates is deAngeles
clared to be ever more real and understandHAVING completed her first picture for
able than she was in the acted play. The
Goldwyn under the direction of story has become much more human, much
Hobart Henley, Pauline Frederick is on her
more plausible and the motives much simway to the Goldwyn studios at Culver City,
pler and more logical.
near Los Angeles. She left with her husThe
play is announced as having a genuband, Willard Mack, to make a series of
ine social value or historic significance, full
several photoplays in Southern California.
of the American spirit, which is typified by
Air. Mack was busy almost until trainthe character of the girl played by Miss
Frederick herself.
time, acting in his play " The Big Chance,"
in which he made an unquestioned success
both as author and actor. In fact he left
the cast barely twelve hours before leaving
Bara's Current Release
for the coast.
" The Light "
.Miss Frederick's contract with Goldwyn
is said to be the first under which she has
Theda Bara's current release on Fox
had such intimate co-operation with her
Standard Pictures' program is titled " The
husband in her work. Air. Mack has been
Light," produced under the direction of J.
in the cast of one of her previous plays
Gordon Edwards. The plot action centers
around the character of r, woman known
but never until the picture just finished did
he collaborate to the extent of writing the as " the wickedest woman in Paris," whose
scenario, playing the most important male
regeneration comes about through the efrole and assisting in the details of direction.
forts of 3-i artist who gets the inspiration
At the Goldwyn studios in California
for >.y. eatest work, a painting of the
Miss Frederick and Mr. Mack will work
Madcuva, from her. The action is laid
in Paris and Director Edwards trok his
together all the time. He is taking several
manuscripts with him and has already
company to New Orleans for T.ithentic
French settings.
begun polishing the scenario of Miss Frederick's next picture. His functions in the
Goldwyn scenario department will be adChet Franklin to Resume
visory and constructive.
The first Pauline Frederick picture that
Work on Coast
Goldwyn will release shortly is promised to
Director
Chet M. Franklin, brother of
be the most novel and interesting of all
those in which she has been seen, both
Sidney Franklin, director for Norma Talmadge, spent the Holidays in New York,
pictorially and dramatically.
It was made from a successful Broadway
prior to leaving for Los Angeles to start
work after an absence of several months
play written by one of the four most experienced American dramatists. But it is in the army, where he and his assistant,
expected to be even better on the screen,
Nate C. Watt, have been making instrucbecause the story is one that can be depicted
tion pictures for the United States Government. Mr. Franklin and Mr. Watt
ever so much more vividly and completely
Army.
by the camera than the limitations of the were both discharged recently from the
spoken drama would permit.
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The " working party " of " Made in America," produced and directed by Ashley Miller and
Distributed by W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
" Under
Four Flags "
<tl TNDER FOUR FLAGS," the Govern^ recent
ment'srelease
Victoryof the
picture,
whichof is
the
most
Division
Films
of the Committee on Public Information,
is highly praised by exhibitors, according
to letters sent to the offices of the Division
of Films following the presentation in the
several cities.
Commenting on the success of the picture in New York in its runs at the Rialto
and Rivoli, S. F. Rothapfel wrote: "'Under Four Flags ' is listed among our important successes at the two theatres. The
capacity business for a simultaneous run
in both houses was entirely without precedent and is a matter of motion picture
history."
Harold B. Franklin, manager of Shea's
Hippodrome, Buffalo, wrote : " The writer
cannot endorse the production too strongly,
cither from the point of interest it holds
or as to box-office value. ' Under Four
Flags ' is a box-office attraction of the
highest order."
Barrett S. McCormick, manager of the
Circle theatre, Indianapolis ; Frank W. Bu-

Having
Big Success
ler, manager of the Stanley, Philadelphia ;
Harry Crandall, of the Metropolitan,
Washington, D. C, and the management
of the principal picture houses in St. Louis,
Cincinnati, Dayton and other cities all
praised this production.
An official of the Division of Films said :
" From the remarkable success and proven
drawing power of ' Under Four Flags,' it
is perhaps plain to all exhibitors that the
public is still more than anxious to witness
war pictures of this kind. A number of
prominent men of the industry have recently written articles on the question of
war pictures, unanimously agreeing that
they are still in demand with the public
and have a drawing power second to no
other kind of attraction. It is certain that
this great Government picture, that lends
itself so readily to presentation and exploitation, stands in a class alone among war
" Under Four Flags " was released
pictures."the World Film Corporation Janthrough
uary 6with the co-operation of the Division
of Films.

Exhibitors' Mutual
Cites January
Releases
THE Exhibitors' Mutual, in addition to portunity to exhibit his skill as the depictheir four regular releases, will offer a tor of two entirely differently roles in
special on January 26, written and di" Bonds of Honor," for release January 19.
directed by Ralph Ince for the Affiliated
One of the twin brothers he presents is
Distributing Corporation. It is called
wayward and lacking the courage necessary to expiate with his life a crime by
" The Eleventh
Commandment," starring
Lucille
Lee Stewart.
which he has tarnished the honor of his
Among the other stars of the January
family, the other is austere and self-saclist is Bessie Barriscale, who brings her
rificing. The latter character, slow-movfamiliar zest to the role of an amateur
ing and somber until forced by dramatic
pressure to swift action.
lady Raffles in " All of a Sudden Norma,"
for release January 5.
In " Hoop-La," Billie Rhodes has a
In the offering of January 12, William
boisterous, rollicking medium as a circus
girl. This picture will be issued January
Desmond, as the star of " Life's a Funny
26. It was produced by the National Film
Proposition," has a problem on his hands
to know what to do with a spare Belgian
Corporation of America and is released
baby wished on him under compromising
through the Affiliated Distributing Corpocircumstances.
ration and distributed by Exhibitors Mutual exchanges.
Sassue Hayakawa has an excellent op-

Picture

C. Cabanne

News

Talks

on

" Fighting Through "
W. Christy Cabanne, who is the producer, director and author of " Fighting
Through," a story of adventure, for distribution on January 27 by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation through the Pathe
exchanges, is a native of the South. He
received his education at the Culver Military Academy and his early career was
spent in the United States navy.
Mr. Cabanne's idea for the story of
" Fighting Through," which is built around
the South of today, was not one of those
sudden inspirations. Rather it was an idea
born of observation during his navel service. Says Mr. Cabanne :
" My service in the United States Navy
proved to me that the North and South
divided and reunited by the sword of war
was the biggest theme an American author
could write upon. The theme of a reunited
North and South seems fraught with
splendid possibilities. Nearly always when
an author of the stage or screen goes
South for his locale, he serves us a dish of
Civil War, frequently dragged in, hashed
and
stale re-hashed
and musty. until the subject has grown
" Now, as a Southerner, I think we ought,
except in a psychologic sense, to get away
from that overworked, romantic Civil War
period. It seems that everybody began to
love us Southerners after we were de" Fighting
Throughrole" of
presents
Lincoln in the difficult
a hero E.whoK. must
sacrifice some of the audience's sympathy
infeated."
the beginning, only to regain it gloriously
in the end.

"Quality Before Quantity"
Is Blackton Slogan
It is the opinion of J. Stuart Blackton
that one of the slogans of the motion picture industry for 1919 should be " quality
before quantity," this to insure the artistic
success and consequent propriety which
should attend the business during this first
after-war year.
" The question of quality vs. quantity in
production is, in my opinion," said Mr.
Blackton, " the basis of the reconstruction
which the industry is now undergoing. It
is the aim of every producer to make better pictures. He realizes that the day when
he could rely on ' any old film ' to get the
money and satisfy the ' fan ' has passed.
" The trade press has helped change the
v'ewpoint of the spectator and exhibitor
alike, and their sense of observation and
comparison has done the rest."
Shows Transport Aground
The story of the wreck on Fire Islanc
bar of the Army transport Northern Pacific
is told in detail by the Pathe News, two o!
w hose camera men were early on the scen<
after the ship went aground.
It is a big feature, thrilling with intereS
as the work of rescue is under way, th'
great sweep of the tumbling, winter sea
with the disabled giant pounding on th
sands, which hold her fast.
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At the left is " Smiling Bill " Parsons as he looks in ' You Know What I Mean," a Capitol comedy distributed by Goldwyn.
in his picture, " Have Another "

J
screen
s screen
Benmson
fhe vehicle
The
of Louis
Oh
Johnny
," Bennison's
Is Shown
Goldwyn
Order
s the
More
UNDER the Goldwyn
auspices,
Ford
production, " Oh, Johnny ! " was shown for
Educational
Weekly
form the present
the first time at a week's pre-release run
outlook will soon be working 250 single
in the big Victoria theatre, Philadelphia.
reel prints of each weekly release, this
It is declared that the star's cinema debut
being a greater number of prints of a
drew from critics and public the same
praise accorded his work in the stage play.
sustained weekly release than has ever before been used in the history of the motion
" Oh. Johnny ! " was produced by the
Betzwood Film Company, of Philadelphia,
picture industry, according to reports from
the Goldwyn offices.
and is released through Goldwyn.
Pre-release of " What Uncle Sam Will
Do
for Two Cents," the first issue of the
Clara Whipple Writes Story
Ford Educational Weekly through the
Goldwyn organization, was held in various
for Hayakawa
parts of America for the week beginning
Clara Whipple, who has been seen on
January 5, and the especial timeliness of this
both stage and screen, has turned author.
pictorial record of the operations of our
Sessue Hayakawa's latest picture, " Bonds
Federal postoffice department at a moment
of Honor," produced by Haworth Picture
Corporation for release through Exhibitors'
Mutual, is an adaptation from a story by
Miss Whipple. It deals with German in- "Common
Cause" Gets
trigue in Japan.
.
production
N'Swhich
BLACKTO
J• STUART
is being
"The Common Cause,"
released through Vitagraph, is rolling up
big new bookings to an extent that promises to make this production an early record breaker, according to Vitagraph.
Among the bookings recorded at the
Home Office this week were Poli's New
England Circuit and B. S. Moss's Greater
New York houses. These bookings are
considered all the more noteworthy because
they are said to have resulted from successful runs of the picture at various theatres throughout the country.
W. A. Trus of the Strand theatre, Hartford, Conn., after running "The Common
Cause," wired the Vitagraph Home Office
as follows :
"Common Cause playing to capacity business despite inclement weather. Production enthusiastically received. Pleasing
patrons immensely. Superior to any of

Do You Recognize Doris Kenyon in Her Boots
and Overalls? Her Latest Picture Is Called
" Twilight "

your
released."
The specials
Riviera yet
theatre
in Chicago sent this
wire to the Vitagraph Home Office :
"Congratulations on your production
'The Common Cause.' We opened at Riviera theatre December nineteenth for four

At the right is a moment

a miw
when
the entire
public ly
knows that
domestic
Ford
Week
Prints
postage will return to two cents an ounce
is said to have made the initial picture
challenge interest everywhere.
The Stanley Company of Philadelphia,
representing the Mastbaum motion picture
exhibiting interests, was the largest organization to sign a blanket contract for the
Ford Educational Weekly during the past
few days. Fifty seven contracts represented the initial booking for this organization, representing that number of houses.
The Comerford chain of theatres in the
Wilkes-Barre, Scranton, region of Pennsylvania likewise signed their contracts with
the Goldwyn Philadelphia office.

Big
Bookings
days run.Circuit
Greatest picture
we have yet
shown. Proving to be biggest success of
the season. We welcome more productions
The toNew
equal
this."theatre in Baltimore is reported by Vitagraph as having rolled up
a record with it and the beautiful new
Brevoort theatre in Brooklyn closed the
first week of the New Year with enormous
business on this production, it is also
stated.

Marie Walcamp's Work Is
Hazardous Occupation
Marie Walcamp, whose daring work in
the serials, " The Red Ace " and " The
Lion's Claw" will be remembered, has just
finished the fifth episode of the new Universal serial, " The Red Glove."
Miss Walcamp's path through the cinema
field is declared to have been beset by
dangers. Vastly different from her musical
comedy career has been her headlong pursuit of excitement and danger, is said to
be evinced by her daring in the motion picture serials she has starred in.
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Select's Five for January — Four
Adaptations from Former Stage
Hits — One Presents Opera
Star
SELECT'S calendar of releases for the
first month of the new year, singles out
five productions, one of which is a Select
Special. All five productions are headed by
acknowledged stars of filmland and four of
the productions are adaptations from " best
sellers " in the way of entertainment.
" Cheating Cheaters," a big stage hit of
last season, has been photodramatized with
Clara Kimball Young in the featured role.
"Who Cares?" Cosmo Hamilton popular
serial story which appeared in the Green
Book, has been adapted to the screen by
Julia Crawford Ivers, and Constance Talmadge is seen in the featured role. " The
Belle of New York," a Broadway hit of
many years ago has been adapted to the
screen and presents Marion Davies in the
featured role. " The Indestructible Wife,"
with Alice Brady featured, is adapted from
a stage success of two years ago.
Anna Case's picture, " The Hidden
Truth," which has been announced as a
January release, marks this star's first
appearance on the screen, after many years
of success on operatic and concert stage.
In " The Hidden Truth " Miss Case is seen
as the orphan of a western mining camp,
who through various circumstances, and a
hidden truth, becomes the wife of a wealthy
eastern manufacturer. The picture was
directed by Julius Steger and the scenario
was written by S. M. Weller.
"Who Cares?" Constance Talmadge's
January attraction, in which she is presented by Lewis J. Selznick, is another of
Cosmo Hamilton's powerful dramas, and,
like " Scandal," provides Miss Talmadge
with a congenial role. It is a story of
smart, rapid city life, in which the reader,
or rather, the spectator, is carried from the
quiet of a small country town to the pulsating life of a great city, and later back to
the little rural village. Miss Talmadge's
leading man in " Who Cares? " is Harrison
Ford. Walter Edwards directed the picture.
Clara Kimball Young comes to the screen
in January in Max Marcin's big stage succes , "Cheating Cheaters." Anna Q. Nilsson, who recently starred in Select's special,
" Over There," Jack Holt, Tully Marshall,
Mayme Kelso and other popular artists
appear in support. " Cheating Cheaters,"
was directed by Allan Dwan. It tells the
story of a clever girl who becomes one of a
band of famous crooks. In the end the
cheaters are cheated in their own way.
Alice Brady's January picture "The Indestructible Wife," a screen adaptation of
Frederic and Fanny Hatton's stage play of
two seasons ago. With this picture Charles
Maigne reaches the third of the " BradyMaigne " productions for which Mr.
Maigne has written the scenarios and also
directed.
January will also bring to the screen
Marion Davies in her third Select picture,
" The Belle of New York," a screen version
by Eugene Walter's famous stage play of

All

Popularized

W.

Picture

Brooks

News

Will Serve

Producing Companies
William W. Brooks, who has been identified with the motion picture business for
the past ten years as manager, producer
and director, has been doing Government
work since the United States entered the
war and recently resigned his Government
position to go back to active work in the
movies under the name of William W.
Brooks Co., 1465 Broadway, Suite 402.
The directors,
company'scameramen
intentions and
are supporting
to furnish
stars,
casts for all producing companies. Mr.
Brooks is extremely optimistic, stating the
productions of this coming year will outpreviousbusiness.
year's productions in the
motionclass anypicture
Contracts have been and are being closed,
it is said, with stars and screen artists of
international reputation : and negotiations
are now declared to be under way for the
placing of several women stars.
Negotiations have already been opened
with several companies, it is stated, to secure Miss Beulah Poynter, the stage and
screen star.

Constance Talmadge,
the Charming Young
Select Actress Whose Recent Pictures Have
Given Her an Enviable Place in Stardom
twenty years ago by Hugh Morton and
Gustave Kerker. During the past two decades "The Belle of New York," which was
originally produced at the Casino Theatre
in New York, has been played in a dozen
different languages, and at the present time
is enjoying another revival in London. In
the screen version Miss Davies is seen as
the Salvation Army lass, who later becomes
the belle of the town. Julius Steger
directed the picture and Garfield Thompson
wrote the scenario.
"The

Hushed

Hour"

Plays

Social Scene

for " The

" The Counterplot " is
the title of the
Lightning Raider "
second episode of Pearl White's new Pathe
serial, " The Lightning Raider," and it enables Miss White, as the Raider, to shine
in the most exclusive social circles of New
York in her efforts to secure the dreaded
ebony block which Wu Fang has taken
from her.
After securing the ebony block from Wu
Fang in his underground den, Lightning
and Tom Norton again lose it as Wu Fang
follows
themto give
to Tom's
forces them
it up atapartment
the point ofanda
revolver.

Grauman's Los Angeles
Harry Garson's production of " The
Hushed Hour," starring Blanche Sweet,
plays Grauman's theatre at Los Angeles
just two weeks ahead of the Garson-Neilan
ten-reel production of " The Unpardonable
Sin," also starring Blanche Sweet.
The latter production will play Chine's
Auditorium at Los Angeles early in February, and then Mr. Garson will hurry East
to attend to the Broadway premiere of
" The Unpardonable Sin."
Mr. Garson's New York representative
said that there was nothing further to add
to Clara nation
Kimball
published
resigfrom the Young's
C. K. Y.
Corporation,
which has been releasing her pictures
through Select Pictures, except that her
resignation was absolute and final.
Mollie King to Face the
Camera Again
Mollie King, now headlining at the Century Grove, and formerly star in vaudeville
and on the screen, is considering four offers to return to the screen, it is announced
this week. It is said that she will sign
with one of the larger companies. She
will not leave the Century Grove, but will
combine the two.

Clara Beranger.Current
Author Release
of " The Bluffer." a
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Gaby Deslys, Star of Pathe's " Infatuation "
Japanese Officials Study
U. S. Film Producing
Accompanied by Marquis T. Mayeda and
Y. Yonemura, Baron Minora Hirata, former Japanese Ambassador lo Russia, is in
the United States studying- film production,
distribution and exhibition by request of
his government.
The film industry in Japan has presented
such unusual means of educating the Nipponese that the government is putting out
features and short educational subjects to
disseminate democratic ideals as propaganda.
Immediately after arriving on the Pacific Coast the Nipponese went to Universal
City, Cal., where they spent several days
visiting the studios, meeting the players
and obtaining data on film production.
Mary MacLaren and Harry Carey acted
as escorts for the party, and after considerable persuasion the baron and marquis consented to pose for several hundred feet of
moving pictures with the stars.
After leaving Universal City the delegation visited various Western cities studybig distribution and exhibiting conditions.
Baron Hirata stated that there is a great
demand for American films in Japan, and
that in Yokahama, Tokio, Nagasaki and
Port Arthur the film theatres played to
capacity all of the time regardless of what
was shown.
Talmadge Enlarges Studio
The Norma Talmadge Film Corporation
has purchased the six-story red-brick building at 324 East Forty-eighth Street, adjoining the Norma Talmadge studios at 318
East Forty-eighth, and work will shortly
be started to convert this flat-house building into a new wing of the studios.
When the renovations are completed, the
Norma Talmadge studios will have a frontage of one hundred and twenty-five feet,
which means that this star is to own the
largest of any of the downtown motion
picture studios in New York City.
This purchase, with the large expenses
which must necessarily ensue in making the
alterations, putting in additional fixtures,
apparatus, etc., is another move on Joseph
M. Schenck's part which is quite in accordance with his determined policy to give
Miss Talmadge even bigger pictures and
better productions than ever.

Keefe
Champions
Longer
Runs
where it was exhibited despite the fact
Draws Comparison Between Runs in
that the rule of the Strand is a weekly
Los Angeles and New York —
change. A picture in a special house has
Griffith to Put Four More
a hard time of it here unless it be elaborate
Through Paramount
enough to warrant higher prices. But in a
popular priced picture house, one with a
WILLIAM ductions
KEEFE,
manager
of
profor D. W. Griffith, paid his name and reputation such as possessed by
first visit to New York City during the last the Strand a meritorious picture could go
for more than one week and show a bigger
three weeks, during which time he was concerned in settling various details of the profit. It is this condition of picture presentation that I sincerely hope we are comproducer's
business
here.News
'During
his stay
here Motion
Picture
secured
his
ing to in the future. It narrows down to
opinion on picture presentation in various
theMr.
old Keefe
cry of also
'Longer
parts of the country which is of particular
spokeRuns.'"
interestingly on
interest considering that it comes from
what
he
believed
to
be the new age of picsuch a reliable source.
tures. Producers
"
in general have got to
Mr. Keefe is of the opinion that motion
get around to giving the public a higher
picture theatre managers of New York
grade of picture than they have during the
fail to reap the full profit possible in a
year," he said. " If pictures are to
feature production, particularly the first past
assume their proper place they must be imrun houses of Broadway, the Rialto,
proved. It is an intellectual age in which
Strand and Rivoli. Speaking with respect
we live, an age in which the average mind
is versed on a variety of different affairs,
to Mr. Griffith's latest production, " The
political, international, domestic, literary
Greatest Thing in Life," Mr. Keefe said:
" In Los Angeles this picture opened at and entertainment. The war has caused
this rise and it is up to the producer to
Chine's Auditorium and has already played
there for a period of four weeks and to
crowded houses. Here in New York it keep up with his public."
Mr.ent Keefe
W. Griffith's
presplayed at the Stand for one week and to
contract said
calledthatforD. four
more pictures
excellent
business
Now why
to be distributed through the Paramountthe run have
beenalso.
extended
hereshouldn't
so that
Artcraft organization.
both the management of the theatre and
the producer might profit?"
The interviewer suggested to Mr. Keefe
that the scarcity of spoken plays in Los
Theatre Used as Studio
Angeles as compared to New York caused
the difference in the length of the runs.
Through the courtesy of James K. Hack" That, of course, deserves consideration,"
ett, lessee of the Criterion theatre, New
he continued, " but so does the size of this York City, and Messrs. Smith and Golden,
city as compared with that of Los Angeles.
managers of " Three Wise Fools," the
Its number of playhouses is greater, far play
now running at that theatre, J. Stuart
greater, but so is its population. I think
Blackton was permitted to use the house
that the relative sizes and the relative numand a setting from the play for theatre
ber of theatres in each city about balance
scenes in his new feature, " A House Dithings
" The up."
point I want to make clear is this.
A picture such as ' The Greatest Thing in
Life,' or any other good feature picture
for that matter, earns more first run money
vided."
in Los Angeles than it does in New York.
Certainly there is a flaw in the proceedings
somewhere." In proportion there are as
many picture fans in New York as there
are in the Western city, disregarding plays,
vaudeville and burlesque altogether. Why,
then, should a New York presentation be
limited to a week while a Los Angeles presentation may run four, five or six weeks,
its natural run?
" The Rivoli management demonstrated
the strength of this argument," continued
Mr. Keefe, " when it rebooked " Under
Four Flags " for a week after it had already played at both the Rothapfel houses.
The Strand established a precedent in its
history when it retained Charlie Chaplin's
" Shoulder Arms " for a second week,
though, to be sure, this was only three reels.
These were two unusual pictures, to be
sure, but no more unusual than this latest
of Mr. Griffith's productions. I claim that
this offering would have made something
of a record for a picture of its length in a
special house, but that is beyond the point.
It should have been retained at the theatre

Ruth

Clifford

Is Presented by Bluebird in
" The Cabaret Girl "
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Coming*
Seven

Program

Announced

Offerings*
by

Vitagraph

" Lion and the Mouse," First New
Year's
Special — Releases to
March ioth
— 12 Companies
Working
FEBRUARY 24 will mark the release of
Vitagraph's first special for the new
year. " The Lion and the Mouse," a screen
version of Charles Klein's famous stage
success, with Alice Joyce in the featured
role, will be given to the public on that
date.
Others on the Vitagraph program for the
first three months of the year are "The
Enchanted Barn," starring Bessie Love, for
January 27; "The Highest Trump," with
Earle Williams, February 3 ; " Fortune's
Child," featuring Gladys Leslie, February
10; "Silent Strength," starring Harry
Morey, February 17 ; " The Girl Question,"
with Corinne Griffith, March 3, and " The
Wishing Ring Man," with Bessie Love,
March 10. Vitagraph announces that there
are twelve companies finishing productions
for future release.
" The Enchanted Barn " presents Bessie
Love in the role of a plucky little stenographer in a big city to provide her invalid
mother with a house in the country. She
discovers a barn that is more elegant than
their cramped city home, and her rental of
this structure touches the heart of the rich
owner's and
son,daughter.
who makes life happy for
mother
" The Wishing Ring Man," with the same
star in the leading role, is now in process
of production.
The Earle Williams offering, " The
Highest Trump," according to reports, contains some of the most fetching aerial
scenes ever filmed. The story deals with
the adventures of an American " ace " with
love and duty in an entertaining clash.
In " Fortune's Child," Gladys Leslie appears as a waif whose belief in fairy tales
leads her into strange adventures.
Harry T. Morey's new production, " Silent Strength," is said to be the most unusual
play in which Mr. Morey has ever appeared. The story is one of self-sacrifice
on the part of a cousin whose relative, his
living image, weds the girl he loves through
deceit.
Corinne Griffith is now finishing her latest picture, " The Girl Question." It tells
of the coldly critical studies of woman on
the part of a young novelist, who chooses
a fashion shop girl as a model.
Five of the twelve companies now at
work in Vitagraph's Eastern and Western
studios are feature organizations, headed
by Earle Williams, Harry T. Morey,
Corinne Griffith, Bessie Love and Gladys
Leslie. Two are working at the Hollywood studios — Earle Williams and Bessie
Love companies.
Two special companies are busy on superproductions, one being the Alice Joyce picture, "The Lion and the Mouse," and the
other the Bushman-Bayne
company, in

Picture

at the Front

News
in Red

Cross Film
The mothers and relatives of the two
million American boys who landed in
France to end the reign of Kaiserism will
find interesting snap shots of the boys on
their way home in the new American Red
Cross single-reel picture entitled, " Homeward Bound," a General Film release.
This picture presents the customary experience of the average soldier ordered
home. It is said to teem with humor and
displays the half sentimental regard for
France which imbued American fighters.
It begins with scenes of the last of the
great Red Cross warehouses on the American front and the winding up affairs of the
last of the long link of hospitals built by
the American Red Cross, in the wake of
America's advancing arms.
And it portrays the departure of several
hundred Red Cross ambulance drivers who
had survived the perils of nearly four years
on the battle fronts of Europe.
U. S. A. Series Releases

Bessie Love in a scene from " The Enchanted
Barn," a forthcomingfeature
Vitagraph Blue Ribbon
their first Vitagraph offering. There are
two serial companies at work, the William
Duncan aggregation, in which the directorstar is supported by an all-star cast, including Edith Johnson and Joe Ryan, and the
Antonio Moreno-Carol Holloway company.
Both of these are on the Pacific Coast.
Larry Semon, Montgomery and Rock, and
Jimmy Aubrey are at work on comedy productions.
Interesting Views

Promised

by Holmes
What may be expected from the forthcoming Paramount-Burton Holmes travel
pictures, may be derived from the following 'information concerning the activities
of Mr. Holmes in England, France and
Italy, during the past several months. He
has visited the aviation fields, military
cooking schools, war dog schools, experimental grounds for tanks ; he has filmed
the activities of the English navy in Irish
and English waters, the war activities of
English women, as chauffeurs, conductors,
police, mail carriers, munition workers and
Y. M. C. A. workers.
"The
Camping
" Arrives
experiences Out
of the
unfortunate
Roscoe Arbuckle while camping out next
door to the tent of a beautiful young wife
who has deserted her husband, just as
Fatty has left his wife, are said to be excruciatingly funny in " Camping Out," the
Paramount-Arbuckle picture released January 5.
Catalina Island affords a wonderful background for the picture, with the mountains
and the sea and the quaint streets of
Avalon.

Third Two-Reeler
" Horses of War," the third two-reeler
of the U. S. A. Series, presented by the
Division of Films of the Committee on
Public Information and handled by the
World Film Corporation, will be released
January 20, following the first two pictures,
" If Your Soldier's Hit " and " Wings of
Victory," released December 23 and January 6, respectively.
The third picture of the series shows
how the horse still holds his place of honor
on the field of battle.
War Reviews Interesting
Continued interesting scenes of the
Americans at the front are shown in Official
War Review Xo. 29, released January 12.
Red Cross workers are seen offering
comforts and small luxuries to the doughboys.

Millicent Released
Fisher, by inW. "W.Fighting
HodkinsonThrough,"
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Cecil B. DeMille, Director General of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation
Paramount

Describes

Lat-

est Bray Pictograph
In describing the Paramount-Bray Pictograph released January 12, it is stated that
the beauties of the bays and mountains
about Leeward Islands is wonderful to contemplate.
These islands are supposed to be the
landing place of Columbus, and the picture shows that the natives appear to be
a mixture of white, black and Indian blood.
Because a barrel is the best suited shipping package to send supplies to our boys
in France, the demand for barrels has
taxed the facilities of the barrel-making
plants to the utmost.
This issue of " the magazine on the
screenmade.
" shows how all the different parts
are
Keenan Values the Story
That a good story is essential to a picture's full contention
measure of of
success
always
been the
Frankhas Keenan,
America's character actor, whose latest
starring medium, " The Midnight Stage,"
was released by Pathe January 12.
In fact, he has held that the story is the
entire thing; that the most skillful setting
and the best art of the actor avail nothing
with material that is structurally bad.
Star Introduces

Fashions

Two of the high spots in " Who Cares? "
Constance Talmadge's Select Picture for
January, in which she is presented by
Lewis J. Selznick, are said to be a fashionable display of surf costumes and a brilliant cafe scene copied from one of the
most famous places in America.
The beach scenes in ''Who Cares?" are
numerous, and in them Miss Talmadge introduces several decidedly modish bathing
costumes.
Lehrman-Fox Released
"Her First Knight," the latest Sunshine
Comedy to be made under the personal
supervision of Henry Lehrman and directed by Fred Fishback will be released
by the Fox Film Corporation on January
19. The picture is described as a typical
Henry Lehrman production.

completed production, " The
THEGreatlastRomance,"
made by the late
Harold Lockwood before his death, will be
released on the Screen Classics, Inc., program, this month, according to an announcement made by Richard A. Rowland,
president of Metro. "The Great Romance" was the last of the four big. features completed by the late Metro star for
the Screen Classics, Inc., program. " Pals
First " was the first of these, released some
months ago, and according to reports received at the Metro offices it has met with
unprecedented success.
At the time of his death Mr. Lockwood
was working on the fifth production for
Screen Classics. Mr. Rowland announces
that this production will be finished and
promises a surprise in the original ending
for which he states plans have been made.
The title has not been announced. About
three-fourths of this production had been
Keenan

Heads

Pathe

FRANK

KEENAN heads the Pathe program January 13 in " The Midnight
Stage." an adaptation to far Western setting of " The Lyons Mail," one of the favorite dramas of the late Henry Irving,
and in which Mr. Keenan made a stage
success.
It is released as a Pathe Extra Selected
Star Photoplay and is directed by Ernest C.
Warde and interpreted by a special cast,
including Mignon Anderson, Maude George,
Charles Gunn, Joseph J. Dowling Thomas
Guise, Wadsworth Harris and Ernest C.
Warde.
Episode No. 2 of " The Lightning
Raider," the Pearl White serial, is called
" The Counterplot " and sustains the
promise of the first installment in swift
action.
Harold have
Lloyd,
Bebe Daniels
" Snub in"
Pollard
a riotously
happyandmedium
the Rolin comedy, "Wanted 5,000."
" Wolves of Kultur," featuring Leah
Baird, with Sheldon Lewis and Charles

taken at the
time of that
the he
star's
Rowland
announces
has death.
decided Mr.to
release all of the productions made by Mr.
Lockwood before his death.
" The Great Romance " presents the late
star in the role of a clean, energetic young
American with democratic principles, who
believes himself an American until he is
informed that he owes allegiance to a foreign country and that his return to his
native land is demanded. He consents to
go when he learns that his sweetheart has
been forced to go. While there he becomes
the center of a series of exploits by a revolutionary element. After the death of the
king he is proclaimed heir to the throne.
In the supporting cast are seen Ruby de
Remer, Joseph Granby, Frank Currier,
Helen Lindroth, Claire Granville, Louis
Stern, Franklyn Hanna, and J. P. Laffey.
Finis Fox wrote the story and Henry Otto
directed.

Program of January 13
Hutchison, reaches its fourteenth episode
in " The Code of Hate."
The Post Travel Series No. 27 deals with
well contrasting views of Shanghai, the
chief port of China. With this release
the series comes to an end.
Official War Review No. 29 offers liberal
" shots," showing the activities of the four
Allies' armies and is full of action and excitement.
Screen

Magazine Appeals
to the Women
Universal Screen Magazine, No. 98, just
released, has, its editors claim, a particular
appeal to the women folk who follow films.
A prominent eastern exponent of wrestling, boxing and fencing for women demonstrates the finer points of the sciences.
Zalud, the designer of fashion, also shows
women how many kinds of ribbons may
be effectively used in various garments of
milady's wardrobe.
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Showmanship
Says
Rolfe
"
We
could
have
obtained
stars for a
Producer of Houdini's Serial. " The
serial, but showmanship prompted us to
Master
Mystery,"
Urges Real
select Houdini. That showmanship in films
Showmanship in Exploiting
pays has been proved. The Houdini serial
Motion Pictures
is booking heavily and at higher prices.
BA. ROLFE, who produced the new
" I f there is more showmanship in film
production there will he less complaint
• Houdini serial, " The Master Mystery,"
for Octagon Films, Inc., is a firm believer
about good pictures not bringing in exin injecting showmanship in the production
of motion pictures.
pected returns."
" It is not enough for a producer to
make good pictures," Mr. Rolfe says :
"Echo of Youth" Titled
" the producer must make pictures which
This month will witness another Ivan
are not only good, hut which have the
Abramson production, which he is now
quality of showmanship in them. Showmanship is that element which for any
completing for the Graphic Film Corporanumber of well-defined reasons makes an
tion under the title of " The Echo of
article of entertainment readily salable.
Youth." The photographic end of it is
finished and he is now busily engaged in
" Putting Houdini with his feats of escape
cutting and titling the product.
from restraint into films, for instance, was
Charles Richman heads the cast with
showmanship. Houdini stands alone in
Pearl Shepard, Marie Shotwell, Leah
his line of work — the peer of all escapeBaird, Jack McLean William Bechtel,
tologists without a rival even in the offing.
Peggy Shaynor and Phillip Van Loan as
" Though for many years he appeared
associate players.
as a headliner in the big-time vaudeville
A private showing for a few invited
houses in the largest cities all over the
guests
is promised and shortly after that
world, Houdini is known not only in every
the picture will be released to the public.
congested center, but in every town and
village. To - Houdini ' out of a perplexing situation has become a popular simile
for journalists, statesmen and laymen.
Queen Mary Appears in
Houdini's name in such a connection apEnglish Film
pears in the congressional records and has
Queen Mary of Great Britain appears in
been used by war correspondents in their
dispatches.
the English-made film. " Women Who
Win," according to an announcement
" There is a peculiar public curiosity
surrounding a mystiher. Perhaps it is made by T. H. Davison, film agent, Lonbecause of a desire to discover how a
don, who is handling the world selling
rights to this production. It is in six reels
mystifier's
tricks,
if
tricks
they
be,
are
done. Whatever the reason, the facts are
and will be given a London trade showing
some time in March.
as mentioned.

3AR0LFE
PRESENTS

to

In
' Marr'age
Convenience,"
by
Sidney
Olcott, for
Catherine
Calvert Directed
Is the Star
" The Scarlet Trail " Has
Many Endorsements
After completing an engagement af the
big Shubert house at Thirty-ninth and
Broadway, New York City, permitting the
newspaper and trade journal reviewers as
well as many thousands of others to view
it, " The Scarlet Trail " is said to have been
in receipt of many offers from territorial
buyers.
According to a statement issued by X. R.
Greathouse, general manager of this concern, nothing definite has been reached as
yet
regarding
marketing
" The
Scarlet
Trail." the
It may
be sold ofoutright,
road-showed, or state righted.
" The Scarlet Trail " is based on the book
" Don't Take a Chance." by Charles Earned
Robinson, and is endorsed by the Social
Hygiene Division of the American Defense
Society. It is described as a daring and
startling treatise on sex indiscretion.

MASTER
MYSTERY
A SUPER-SERIAL

D.StritJ^tedPRODUCTIONS
by ^^^P
BAROLFfc

A Twenty-Four-Sheet Poster on " The Master Mystery

B. A. Rolfe Serial, in Which Harry Houdini Is Starred
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Territorial Sales Reported During
Production
Buyer
" Mickey " (W. H. Produc- Supreme Photoplays ProPittsburgh
lions), New York
duction
Series of 15 2-reel Union
Brand Kay Bee Western
Dramas and series of 15
2-reel Columbia Brand
Kay
Bee Western
Dramas (W. H. Produc- Masterpiece Film Attractions
tions, Philadelphia
Series of 15 2-reel Columbia Brand
Kay
Bee
Western Dramas
W. High, Baltimore

E. K. Lincoln, Star of S-L Productions, the
New Sawyer-Lubin Enterprise
Three

Circuits Book Houdini Serial
Rolfe Productions of Philadelphia, controlling the rights to " The Master
Mystery " in eastern Pennsylvania and
southern New Jersey, contracted last week
for the exhibition of the Houdini serial
in that territory, with three of the most
important circuits — the Stanley Booking
Company, the Nixon and Nirdlinger houses,
and the Commerford Amusement Company.
The Stanley Company will play " The
Master Mystery " in thirteen houses :
Regent, Savoy, Family, Great Northern,
Ruby, Auditorium, Imperial, Rialto, Alhambra, Glove and Cross Keys, all in Philadelphia; the Colonial in Atlantic City and the
Empress in Mauch Chunk. The runs are
for one, two and three days. It is said that
this is the first time that a serial has been
booked in the Regent.
The Nixon and Nirdlinger interests will
play the serial in fifteen houses for runs
ranging from one to six days. Some houses
in which it has been booked are the Grand
Opera House for six days; Colonial, three
days, and the Riboli, two days. All of these
houses are m Philadelphia.
The Commerford Amusement Company
will show each episode of the serial for
fifteen days in its houses, which are located
in Wilkes Barre and Scranton.
Many Interesting Subjects
in Gaumont Reel
Gaumont Graphic Number 41, released
January 2, shows French and Italian statesmen in London for Peace Conference preliminaries, British mystery ship, final surrender of Germany's last U-boat, Yankees
fishing in Potsdam, debris of blown-up
bridges and other chaos wrought by retreating Germans, and the various activities
of the American Army of Occupation in
Germany.
The bursting dam which destroyed village at Edgewick, Wash., the arrival of the
Japanese peace delegates at San Francisco,
and the transport Northern Pacific beached
.off Fire Island.

TICKEK

Territory
the Past
Week

Ohio.

Eastern NewPennsylvania,
Jersey.
Southern
Delaware,
District of Maryland,
Columbia, Virginia.

United
Starts the New
Year With
Three
the star the strongest role he has thus far
THE present month marks the beginning
of the regular releases on the United
handled for the screen. It contains striking scenes of the Great Northwest. Those
Pictures Theatres, Inc., program. " The
Light of the Western Stars," starring Duspresent at the private presentation of "A
tin Farnum, serving as the initial offering.
Man In The Open " are said to have
praised this offering highly.
W ith this
release
President
Berst's
organization, actively enters the production and
distributing field. The period of organization has resulted in the acquisition of three
stars, Dustin Farnum, Kitty Gordon and
Florence Reed and the completion of three
productions, featuring these stars.
*' The Light of Western Stars " released
this week is to be followed immediately by
the first Kitty Gordon United feature
" Adele," an adaptation of Adele Bleneau's
' The Nurse's Story.' For February Dustin Farnum's second vehicle " A Man In
The Open " and Florence Reed's latest
picture are scheduled. Kitty Gordon's
second picture is approaching completion
and work has already been put in hand on
Dustin Farnum's third release temporarily
entitled " Square Shootin' Dan," while
" Platonic Love " is announced as the title
of Miss Gordon's third offering.
The roster of first run theatres housing
United releases numbers strong the Ziegf eld
theatre, Chicago, where " The Light of
Western Stars " has an indefinite run, the
Lubliner and Trinz theatres, together with
eleven theatres of the Fitzpatric & McElroy
chain. Others on the United list are the
new California- Alambra, Los Angeles ;
Crandall's new Metropolitan, Washington,
D. C. ; Temple theatre, Toledo ; Miles theatre, Detroit ; the Harris theatres, Pittsburg ; Turned & Dahnken's Tivoli, San
Francisco ; the Stanley houses, Philadelphia; New Theatre, Baltimore; Clinton
Square, Albany ; Strand theatres, Syracuse
and Buffalo ; the Harris theatre, Cleveland ;
People's, Portland, Ore. ; Family, Strand
and Walnut, Cincinnati ; Frankel theatre,
Des Moines ; Washington theatre, Dallas ;
and the Poli chain in New England. A
special pre-release presentation of the Farnum screen play was that of the 81st street
engagement in New York last 'Cveek.
At a special showing last week of " A
Man In The Open," the Dustin Farnum
second United feature, before a representative body of United members and other
exhibitors, the opinion is said to have been
expressed that this six reel offering affords

Middle West Circuit Signs
for United Pictures
The Chicago office of United Picture
theatres, Inc., reports the signing of contracts with the Fitzpatrick and McElroy
chain of theatres in parts of Michigan,
Wisconsin and Illinois. Eleven of this
chain of theatres are reported to have
signed for the exhibition of United product,
including the Michigan, Pantheon & Lakeside, Covent Garden, Knickerbocker, Biograph, Paramount, Wilson, Vitagraph,
Pershing and W est End theatres, Chicago.

Beth Ivins, in " TheFeature
Scarlet Trail," G. & L.
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Bringing the Boys Back Home," distributed by Educational, is a story of ships. The girl in the story is called Miss Triangle
Cromelin Reveals Secret of
New "Maciste" Production to Old Customers
His Change to Films
COMPLYING with the requests of many
the display of "Maciste's" personality and
The secret is out. Paul H. Cromelin of
prowess. It is described as a modern story
of his old customers who were responsible for the success of "Cabiria" and "The
and does not deal with the late war, al- Inter-Ocean revealed this week why he
though all the male principals are said to resigned the vice presidency of the ColumWarrior" in which "Maciste," the powerbe enlisted officers and soldiers in the
ful Italian star appeared, Harry Raver,
bia Phonograph Company to become a
motion picture exporter. The occasion was
Italian army, obtaining leaves of absence
who presented the first "Maciste" production in America at two dollars-top and dewith great difficulty to play their parts in the presentation of a gold watch by the
clares that he did a gross business in three
employees of the Inter-Ocean to their
the picture.
years of upwards of a million dollars, has
president on Tuesday, December 24, in
"Cabiria" and "Warrior" players are
commemoration of his second Christmas in
decided to place his third production at
said to be
in "Maciste's"
that office. Gus Schlesinger, of the Sales
the disposal of those of the former exporting prominent
cast, numbering
more than supone
changes who feel they should have an opdepartment, made the presentation speech
thousand. "The Liberator" is twenty-four
and Mr. Cromelin replied:
portunity of realizing on their previous in- thousand feet long and was produced afvestment the full measure of prestige creter an original story by Agnes Fletcher
" This reminds me of another occasion
Bain. It will be released in installment
fourteen years ago when following the
ated in America by "Maciste."
of two reels each, covering twelve weeks.
"The Liberator" is the new vehicle for
St. Louis Exposition, the staff of the Columbia Phonograph Company presented me
with a watch. It was by way of recognition
of our success in St. Louis, where we had
taken more awards for the Columbia
"Suspense
" Is
Independent's
Fourth
10-20-30
AFTER
Bacon-Backer
elected
to market
fourth special production for distribution
Phonograph than our chief competitors rethroughout the United States on the
their picture, " A Woman's Expeceived. We were very' happy about this
rience," through the Independent, J. Stuart
10-20-30
series,
will
be
Frank
Reicher's
outcome
and I am sure that all of us were
Blackton announced that the Paula Blackfeature, " Suspense," adapted from the
convinced that of all modern devices for
novel
of
the
same
title
by
Isabel
Ostrander,
ton's Country Life special, " The Littlest
the entertainment of the masses, the inScout," would be released by the same
who wrotestories.
" The Flying Man " and other
detective
vention we were exploiting was the greatest
company.
This makes two of Commodore BlackFrank Reicher, one of the best known
and none had greater faith in the phonograph that day than myself.
directors in the industry, who made twentyton's productions, the first being " Life's
two pictures for Jesse Lasky, and directed
" If anyone would have told me then that
Greatest Problem," to go to the exhibitors
a decade later I would be enlisted with
on this fixed price plan.
others for various producing companies,
another invention for public entertainment,
Frank Hall, president of the Independent
now makes his appearance in the film field
Sales Corporation, now announces that the
as an independent producer.
and that I would consider it a more wonderful invention, and with greater educational possibilities, I would have told the
speaker that he was making a foolish prediction.
" Still, hardly three years after that
gathering in the Columbia office so similar
to this, I was interested in the screen and
the pictures that flickered forth upon it.
And with the years this interest grew until
I finally found myself voyaging to London
as the Edison Motion Picture manager there
and my return with its consequent enlistment with the late Henry T. Brock at InterThe
Ocean
place
third
West
which

A Smashing Billboard Display on Times Square, New York, Which Attracts the Attention of
Many Thousands Daily

presentation
followed." of the gold watch took
in the main business offices on the
floor of Inter-Ocean Building, 218
42nd street, New York City. After
there was a dinner, herewith illustrated, tendered
the reciprocal,
employees you
at Healy's-'
Restaurant,
— sortto of
see —
where the phonograph business was further
forgotten.
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Big Moments in the First Sawyer-Lubin Feature Starring E. K. Lincoln.
Says South

Is Strong

for

" Kaiser's Finish "
Lee Goldberg, manager of the Big Feature Rights Corporation, of Louisville, Ky.,
reports exceptionally heavy bookings on
" The Kaiser's Finish," as the result of the
experience of first-run accounts in his territory with the eight-reel State Rights
special.
Among the exhibitors who have contracted to show it at early dates are : J. P.
Masters, Princess theatre, Bowling Green,
Ky. ; John B. Stout, Stout's theatre, Danville, Ky. ; W. J. Romans, of the Opera
House, Lancaster, Ky. ; Thatcher & Waddle, Gem theatre, Somerset, Ky. ; W. J.
Silvertooth, Princess theatre, Fayetteville,
Tenn. ; J. M. Boyd, Dixie theatre, Lewisburg, Tenn. ; J. N. Fisher, Lyric theatre,
Versailles, Ky. ; R. L. Sparks, Savoy theatre, Nicholasville, Ky. ; The Harrodsburg
Amusement Co., Harrodsburg, Ky., and
the management of the Fifth Avenue theatre, Nashville, Tenn.

" Wanted for Murder
On Loew Circuit

"

Harry Rapf's latest Independent production, "Wanted
Murder,"
this week
at all for
of the
Marcus was
Loewpresented
houses
in Greater New York. According to reports it was received by crowded houses.
At several of the theatres Elaine Hammerstein, star of the production, appeared in
person, giving a short informal talk.
Frank Hall, president of the Independent
Sales Corporation, which company is booking "Wanted for Murder " and distributing througli the eighteen units of the Film
Clearing House, Inc., now announces that
Miss Hammerstein may also make personal
appearances in some of the other large
cities during the run of the picture. As
Miss Hammerstein's contract for such appearances isnecessarily a limited one, owing to other production engagements, she
will only be able to play a few of the
leading theatres in the cities of the East
which have booked " Wanted for Murder."

Houdini

In the Cast Are Grace Darling and Clara Joel. Ralph Ince Did the Directing
Film

Is

in

CELEBRATED Players Film Corporation, 207 South Wabash street, Chicago, controlling " The Master Mystery "
in Illinois and Indiana, and Exhibitors'
Film Exchange, 420 Ninth street, N. W.,
Washington, booking Delaware, Maryland,
Virginia and the District of Columbia, announce their release dates for the new
Houdini serial as December 29 and 30,
respectively.
Other territorial releases of the picture
in the latter part of December cover Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey, controlled by the Arrow Film Exchange, 1235 Vine street, Philadelphia, December 30, and Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia, handled by Rolfe Productions of Pittsburgh, December 19-21.
January releases will be : New York
City and State, controlled by Effano Film
Exchange, 729 Seventh avenue, New York,
January 5 ; Canada, controlled by Regal

Additional

Territories

Films, Ltd., 21 Adelaide street, W.,
Toronto, January 5-6. In New York the
serial will open simultaneously at sixteen
Keith and Proctor houses.
Territories which are already playing
the serial include the New England States,
controlled by Rolfe Productions of New
England; Southern States, booked by
Rolfe Productions of Atlanta ; Northern
New Jersey, handled by Rolfe Productions
of Northern New Jersey ; Southwestern
States, booked by Rolfe Productions of
Dallas.

Company Organized
Alpha Pictures, Inc., with offices at 126
West Forty-sixth street, announces its
entrance into the distributing field on the
independent market. Its initial offering
will be announced later.
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These Happy Diners Are Gathered About the Festive Board
Territory

Sold on Tom Mix
Re-Issues
Announcement is made by the Exclusive
Features, Inc., handling the Tom Mix tworeel comedy dramas, reissued on the independent market, that the following territory was disposed of during the past
week: North and South California, Georgia, Tennessee, Alabama and Florida to
Savini Films, Inc., of Atlanta; Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey to
Masterpiece Film Attractions, of Philadelphia Western
;
Pennsylvania and West Virginia to Quality Film Corporation of Pittsburg; Michigan to Strand Features of
Detroit; Delaware, Maryland, District of
Columbia and Virginia to Masterpiece
Film Attractions of Philadelphia ; Northern
New Jersey to Frank Gersten, Inc., of New
York City; Iowa and Nebraska to Sterling
Film Corporation of Omaha ; Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas to Southwestern
Film Corp., of Dallas ; Eastern Missouri,
Southern Illinois, Western Missouri and
Kansas to Phil Goldstone. Kansas City.

Elaine Hammerstein, in " Wanted for
Murder," a Harry Rapf Production

Picture

News

Spread by the Standard Slide Corporation on December 28

Titles for Houdini

Serial

Selected
Episode titles chosen for B. A. Rolfe's
super-serial, " The Master Mystery," of
which Houdini is the star, are as follows:
Episode I, "The Living Death"; Episode
2, " The Iron Terror ; Episode 3, " The
Water Peril " ; Episode 4, " The Test " ;
Episode 5, "The Chemist's Shop"; Episode 6, "The Mad Genius''; Episode 7,
" Barbed Wire " ; Episode 8, " The Challenge " ; Episode 9, " The Madagascan
Madness"; Episode 10, "The Binding
Ring"; Episode 11, "The Net"; Episode
12, " The Death Noose " ; Episode 13, " The
Flash of Death"; Episode 14, "The
Tangled Web"; Episode 15, "Bound At

Allison

and Lytell Start on
New Pictures
May Allison will follow up her recent
Metro pictures by appearing next on the
screen in " The Isle of Intrigue," an adaptation of Isabel Ostrander's novel of love
and adventure. Work on the production
is now in process in the Metro studios in
Hollywood.
Another popular novel, " The Blind
Man's Eyes," by William McHarg and Edwin Balmer, forms the basis of a recently
begun feature starring Bert Lytell. who
recently completed " The Spender," his first
training
camp.
screen appearance
after leaving the officers'
Rifkin

Last."

Gets 44 Maciste " for
New England
Herman Rifkin, proprietor of the Eastern Feature Film Co.. of Boston, is holder
of the New England franchise for " Maciste "in " The Warrior," and many other
specials.
He has just signed contracts with Harry

Raver for the Italian star's newest vehicle.
" The Liberator."

Houdini, the Handcuff King, in the B. A. Rolfe
Serial, " The Master Mystery "

Do'.ores

Cassinelli, Star of Leonce Perret'*
" Stars of Glory "

January
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Thomas H. Ince moved all his producing
units from the studios on Georgia street
Tuesday, December 31, to his new $1,000,000
studios at Culver City. Although the telephone company had not installed his telephones on January 1, this did not prevent
Mr. Ince from getting the joyful news to
the outside world.
The new plant is said to be one of the
finest, if not the finest, in the world. It is
modern in every particular and built along
the lines specified by Mr. Ince after many
years of experience in the producing game.
At least three companies will begin production work at the new studios immediately. They will be headed by Charles Ray,
Dorothy Dalton and Enid Bennett.
Special exercises celebrating the entrance
into the new plant were held, in which
prominent citizens from Los Angeles, Santa
Monica, Venice and Culver City participated. A grand dance was given on the
large
open
New Year'sback
night.
Mr. Ince stages
was welcomed
to Culver
City by a special delegation of citizens
headed by the mayor of the city. It has
been more than one year since he left that
community, having been the presiding
genius in production work at the Triangle
Studios, now being used by the Goldwyn
producing forces.

KJor Studio- 3Domgs^
Winfield Sheehan, general manager of
the Fox Film Corporation, who is in Los
Angeles on an indefinite visit to the Fox
studios in Hollywood, was very ill this
week. He was confined to his rooms at
the Los Angeles Athletic Club, and although it was rumored that he had influenza, this was denied by Mr. Sheehan.
He said he was suffering from a severe
attack of the grippe. However, the fact
that he was confined to his bed did not
prevent his reviewing two Tom Mix recent
productions, " The Coming of the Law "
and " Faking for God." A special projection room was fixed up adjoinnig Mr.
Sheehan's
and where
the pictures
thrown
on room,
the screen
he couldwere
see
them from his bed. He pronounced both
productions as being highly satisfactory.
He expects to be out again within a few
days.
Jane and Katherine Lee, the two Fox
kiddies, received a Christmas remembrance
this week from Theda Bara, who is producing in the East. Coming as it did on
the heels of persistent rumors in Los Angeles— about a fourth of a series of such

Jibout J/straJ^/d^er?
Viola Dana is in the middle of her newest
film subject, " Diana Ardway." It is exthis picture
the nextpectedten
days. will be completed within
" Johnny on the Spot," in which Hale
Hamilton is being starred, will be finished
early next
leading
lady. week. Louise Lovely is his

In " For Farnum
Freedom,"Hasa One
Fox Standard
Picture,
William
of the Strongest
Roles of His Career — Worthy, It Is Said, to
Rank With His Jean Valjean in " Les
Miserables
rumors — that Miss
Bara " was dead from
influenza, the Lee kiddies exclaimed ; " Now
I guess we know that Miss Bara is not
dead." The children have just finished
their most recent production, " Smiles,"
made under the direction of Avid Gillstrom.
Peggy Hyland recently began work on a
new picture for William Fox entitled " The
First Man." It will be filmed under the
direction of Lynn Reynolds. Among some
of the most prominent people who have
been selected for the cast are George
Nichols, George Hermandez and Charles
LeMoyne. The male lead will be played
by Pell Trenton.
Tom Mix enjoyed the distinction recently
of finishing two productions at the same
time. They were " The Coming of the
Law " and Faking for God." The first
picture was produced under his own direction, production work on it having been
temporarily halted when Mix succumbed
for a few days to the now fashionable
malady of influenza. When he was able to
resume picture making he started in to
produce " Faking for God " with Edward
J. LeSaint handling the megaphone. The
whole process of production was so manipulated that both pictures went to the cutter
this week. Later they were whipped into
shape for a personal review by Winfield
Sheehan at his room at the Los Angeles
Athletic Club, where he has been ill for
several days. Mix will begin filming a new
subject within a week, it is announced,
under the direction of Frank Lloyd.

Edith Wherry, author of " The Red Lantern," the title of Madame Nazimova's great
production now under way at the Metro
studios, was a visitor on the Metro lot this
week. She was present Tuesday when a
number of Chinese scenes in the play were
filmed, and later she told Madame Nazimova that the characterizations were being
properly interpreted. She was shown about
the studios, it being her first visit to a show
place of this kind.
May Allison has started production on
" The Island of Intrigue," her newest
screen vehicle. The story was originally
written by Isabel Ostrander, and the scenario was prepared by A. S. Levino. Henry
Otto is the director, having arrived in the
West a few weeks ago. It will be remembered that Mr. Otto directed a number of
Metro pictures two years ago when Miss
Allison was co-starring with Harold Lockwood. The new story selected for Miss
Allison is combination of romance, mystery
and comedy. A girl is kidnapped and taken
to an island, where she is held for ransom.
The story gains momentum and action
when the girl is finally rescued by the hero
in a small boat. A number of these scenes
will be filmed next week at Santa Cruz
Island near Santa Barbara. Jack Mower
is to play the male lead in this picture.
Bert Lytell is now working in his new
picture,
" ThelastBlind
Man's The
Eyes."
tion started
Monday.
play Producis from
the novel by William McHarg, and John
Ince is the director. Naomi Childers, who
was leading lady for Harold Lockwood in
his two last pictures' before his death, is
to play the feminine lead in this production.
The story starts with a courtroom scene.
A set depicting this action was created at
the Metro plant last week and in it the first
scenes of the picture were filmed.

Paramount -Jfrtcm ft
Adolph Zukor, president of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation arrived in Los
Angeles Sunday on his annual winter visit
to the West Coast studios, and at once held
a number of conferences with Cecil B. De
Mille, David Wark Griffith, Thomas H.
Ince, Mack Sennett and Douglas Fairbanks
(Continued on page 410)
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(Continued from preceding page)
relative to the production activities of the
corporation during the New Yoar.
Air. Zukor while en route to the Pacific
Coast stopped at Chicago, St. Louis and
Denver, where he received first hand infornation relative to future business conditions
in the Middle West. When he arrived in
Los Angeles he was very optimistic and
announced that in his opinion the year 1919
will see a tremendous wave of prosperity
sweep over the film industry. He said that
business conditions would not only get back
to normal, but with finer productions being
placed on the market — productions of
greater artistic as well as dramatic value —
reaching the exhibitor, the public would
become even greater devotees of the movies
than in the " better days " of the past.
Mr. Zukor was head of the film men's
committee that at the beginning of the
influenza epidemic decided to advance releasing dates on all pictures for a period
of five weeks. He said this plan had
worked out admirably well, and that it was
through this arrangement that 'the exchanges were enabled to resume their
bookings on a normal basis when the influenza ban was lifted throughout the
various cities of the United States.
He was accompanied to the Pacific coast
by John C. Flynn, director of advertising
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
While in Los Angeles Mr. Flynn outlined
a few plans for a greater idea and a
broader scope of advertising during the
year of 1919. Mr. Flynn also held a num-
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A. Zukor's in town.
Bright
fair for NewisYear's
George andFitzmaurice
doing
Broadway.
Our Flu. patients are much
better this week.
And Universal City is again
calm and peaceful.
Hiram Abrams is coming West
to start something.
They say Walter Wright has
started a film company.
Captain Walter Long is again
a member of the fillum colony.
Nick Duneau did not celebrate
New Year's by having his hair
cut.
Tom Mix was the bartender at
the Ad Club Ball and proved his
name was right.
Daniel F. Whitcomb is charged
with writing another photopla>
for Little Gloria Joy.
Dal Clawson has recovered
from the Flu. and is again shooting film for that well known directoress — Lois Weber.
Francis Ford had a wrestle
with a lion this week, but was
induced to quit fighting before he
killed the poor beast.
Lieutenant Carl Robinson, formerly P. A. for Charley Chaplin,
glories in being canned from his
most
recent
job in the training
camp.
Monroe Salisbury has been doing one-night stands and telling
the audiences where he appears
with
his pictures how the fillums
are made.

Studios

Tom Moore in Goldwyn's " Go West, Young
Man " — Tom Is Apparently Enjoying the West
ber of conferences with Adam Hull Shirk,
new director of publicity for the West
Coast studios of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
Mr. Zukor will remain on the Pacific
Coast about two weeks he said. He added
that before he leaves Los Angeles he may
have some important announcements to
make, such announcements to be made as a
result of conferences with various producing heads of the organization. While here
he stopped at the Hotel Alexandria.
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Rudolfo Di Valentina continues Babylon," and tips off that the
of the wild boy and the
the merry dance in Griffith's romance
prologue to " The Greatest Thing mountain girl culminates in a
in Life," him
and attheevery
big program.
audience happy event.
applauds
Bevo Junction did not look
Samuel Goldfish is no more, good to some of the members of
HOOKUM learns by wireless. our set for a New Year's celebraand so they sought and
Instead, he is now Samuel found tion,other
haunts. Roscoe
Goldwyn, thanks to Judge Thomas Arbuckle
took a party to San
F. Donnelly of the New York
Francisco
and
engaged a large
Supreme Court.
The 143rd Artillery arrived in portion
Tavern. of Mrs. St. Francis'
San Francisco the day before
Bill Wing has over-worked his
New up
Year's,
and her
Maryboys.
Pickford
went
to meet
Yes. Oliver
again, and the speaking
stage
shortly to have a satire
she's the mother of that regiment. on theis motion
picture industry
Julian Eltinge is knocking the
" isShooting
Stars."
Bevo Junction dust off his wear- titled
McCoy
producing
this forHarry"
our
ing apparel this week, and hitting
and many celebrities of
the rattler for a tour in vaude- folks,
filmdom
will
be
heard
to
say
their
ville with his own company.
say
shortly.at the Majestic theatre
Wallace Worsley, when interviewed recently, re-asserted the
industry has stepped out of its 'Bill William
S. Hart loves
his
he demonstrated
it this
infancy, and the next day Wallace art, andwhen
he had his head
completed another Kitty Gordon week
shaved to appear as an inmate of
picture.
penal institution where he wore
Earl Williams has been flying astripes.
Yes, they got Bill in a
down at Rockwell Field for " The place where he felt at home once,
American
Ace
"
and
it
may
be
that
is,
while
he was acting, and
truthfully said he too loves his
did the convict walk just like
art, for he went right up and he
an
old
life
termer,
of which
braved a thousand air pockets proves his versatilityallagain.
All
and as many feet.
of this happened at the town of
And again the grandeur of Folsom, California, and then Bill
Babylon is to be flickered before
entire gang, includthe American public. David and ingthe
Gene Allen, celebrated New
Wark calls this " The Fall of Year's eve at San Francisco.
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A New Year's greeting for Samuel
Goldfish, president of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, was announcement from
the New York Supreme Court that his
application that his name be changed to
Samuel Goldwyn had been looked upon
favorably, and that his name hereafter is
not Samuel Goldfish but Samuel Goldwyn.
Announcement of the change in the name
came in the form of a telegram on Tuesday, December 31. The decision making
the change was handed down by Supreme
Justice Thomas F. Donnelly. Mr. Goldwyn
announces that he will be on the Pacific
Coast possibly until January 15.
Madge Kennedy has begun production on
a new picture under the direction of Clarence G. Badger, the title of which has not
been announced. It will be a comedy
drama.
The Tom Moore company has completed
the newest picture starring Mr. Moore, but
its releasing title has not been selected. It
is a comedy drama, and was produced under
the direction of Harry Beaumont. Seena
Owen is Mr. Moore's leading lady. It required about three weeks to film the story.
Madlane Traverse has begun production
on her second Fox picture since arriving on
the Pacific coast. Its title has not been
announced. Harry Millarde is the director.
Wallace Reid, who is playing the lead in
an automobile story being produced under
the direction of James Cruz for the Paramount program, was called upon this week
to do some trick automobile riding. The
about half finished. Ann
production
Little
is his isleading lady.
Mae Marsh has recovered from her illness, which consisted of a relapse from influenza after she had arrived in Los Angeles from New York a few weeks ago,
and she will resume production on January
13. Larry Trimble will be her director.

in " Wife or Country." a
Gretchen Lederer
Triangle Picture

January
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Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

Bluebird Photoplays
16. She Hired a Husband (Priscilla
Dean)
23. The Sea Flower (Juanita Hansen)..
30. The Cabaret Girl (Ruth Clifford)...
6. The Nature Girl (Mersereau)

5
5
5
5

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Exhibitors' Mutual
IS. Martin Johnson's " Cannibals of the
South
22. The GirlSeas of"
My Dreams (Billie
Rhodes)
29. And a Still, SmaU Voice (Walthall)
5. All of a Sudden Norma (Barriscale)
12. Life's
a Funny Proposition (Wm.
Desmond)
19. Bonds of Honor (Sessue Hayakawa)

5
5
5
5
5
5

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Jan. 12. Under the Top (Stone-Artc.)
Jan. 12. The Silver King (Para. -Arte. -Spec. ) .
Jan. 12. The Secret Garden (Lee-Para.)
Jan. 19. His Parisian Wife (Ferguson-Artc.) .
Jan. 19. The Dub (Reid-Para.)
Jan. 19. Here
Comes the Bride (J. BarrymorePara.)
Jan. 26. The Romance of Happy Valley (D.
W. Griffith-Artc.) \
Jan. 28. Don't
Change Your Husband (De
Mille-Artc.)
Jan. 26. Venus in the East (Washburn-Para.)
SUCCESS SERIES (Reissues)
Jan. S. The Traveling Salesman (Special) . . .
Jan. 12. TheFar
Sign num
of the Cross (Wm.
)
Jan. 19. Captain Courtesy (Dustin Farnum)..
Jan. 26. Dawn of a Tomorrow (Mary Pickford)
First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
Ambasador Gerard's " My Four Years in Germany."
" Italy's Flaming Front
" (Italian Official War
Pictures)
" Pershing's Crasaders."
*' Shoulder Arms " (Charlie Chaplin).
" The Romance of Tarzan."
Nov. 25. " The Panther Woman " (Petrova) 5
Fox Film Corporation
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
Nov. 17. Fan Fan
Nov.24. Ali Baba
and thePICTURES
Forty Thieves..."..
TIMELY
Nov. 24. Why I Would Not Marry?
Dec. IS. Every Mother's Son
FOX STANDARD PICTURES
Dec. 1. The She Devil (Theda Bara)
Dec. IS. I Want to Forget (Evelyn Nesbit)..
Dec. 29. For Freedom (Willam Farnum)
Jan. 12. The Light (Theda Bara)
Jan. 26. Woman! Woman! (Evelyn Nesbit)..
Feb. 9. The Man Hunter (William Farnum)
Feb. 23. The Siren's Song (Theda Bara)
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Theda Bara in " Cleopatra."
William Farnum in " Les Miserables."
Annette Kellerman
in " A PICTURES
Daughter of the Gods."
VICTORY
Dec. 8. The
Strange
Woman
(Gladys Brockwell)
Dec. 22.
I'll Say'EmSo Rough
(George(Tom
Walsh)...'.'.'.""
Jan.
5. Treat
Mix) . . .
Jan. 19. The Call
of the Soul
(Brockwell)
Feb. 2. Luck and Pluck (Geo. Walsh)
Feb. 16. The Coming of the Law (Tom Mix)
Mar. 2. The EXCEL
ForbiddenPICTURES
Room (Brockwell)
Dec. 1. Virginia
Pearson
Wife " in " Buchanan's
Dec. IS. Caught in the Act (Peggy Hyland) .
Dec. 29. The
Danger Zone (Madlaine Traverse)
Jan. 12. Smiles (Jane and Katherine Lee)..!.
Jan. 26. The
Girl with
no Regrets
Hyl
and
) (Peggy
Feb. 9. The Love
Auction
THE GREAT (Virginia
NINE Pearson)
Dec. 29. William Farnum in " Fighting Blood."
Jan. S. Theda Bara in " The Serpent."
Jan. 12. " The Regeneration."
Jan. 19. William Farnum in " The Broken Law."
Jan. 26. Theda Bara in " Under Two Flags."
Feb. 2. "Infidelity" (Dr. Rameau).
Feb. 9. Valeska Suratt in "The Soul of Broadway."Bara in " The Darling of Paris."
Feb. 16. Theda
Feb. 23. William Farnum in " Hoodman Blind."

General Film Company
AUTHORS'
PHOTOPLAYS
Her Moment
(Anna Luther)
7 D
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D
Monster of Fate
DUPLEX FILMS, INC.
Shame (Zena Keefe)
7 D
COSMOFOTOFILM
Hypocrites (Elizabeth Risdon)
6 D
EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO. (Inc.)
Why — The Bolsheviki
5 D
OAKDALE PRODUCTIONS
The Locked Heart (Gloria Joy)
5 D
No Children Wanted (Gloria Joy)
5 D
Miss Mischief-Maker (Gloria Joy)
5 D
The Midnight Burglar (Gloria toy) 5 D
Little Miss Grown-Up (Gloria Joy)
5 D
Wanted, a Brother (Gloria Joy)
5 D
COSMOFOTOFILM, INC.
I Believe
6 D
AM. FEAT. FILM CORP.
Hearts of Love
6 D
MAXWELL PRODUCTIONS
The Married Virgin
7 D
Goldwyn Pictures Corp.
GOLDWYN STAR SERIES
Dec. 1. The Hell Cat (Geraldine Farrar)..
Dec. 8. A Perfect Lady (Madge Kennedy). 5 C D
Dec. 15. Too Fat to Fight (by Rex Beach). 6
Dec. 22. The Racing Strain (Mae Marsh).. 5
Dec. 29. Go West, Young Man (Tom Moore). 5
Jan. 12. Day Dreams (Madge Kennedy)
5
Jan. 26. Shadows (Geraldine Farrar)
6
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
For the Freedom of the East (Betzwood) . . .7 D
Rex
Heart of the Sunset
Blue Beach's
Blood
67 DD
Honor's
Cross
j D7
Social Ambition
The Manx-Man
7
For the Freedom of the World
7
BENNISON STAR SERIES
Dec. 22. Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison) 5
Jan. — . Sandy
Burke of the U-Bar-U (Louis 5
Bennison)
Jan. — . High Pockets (Louis Bennison) 5
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
(Paralta Plays)
Oct. 7. Whatever the Cost (King
—
(J. D. Hampton)
Nov. 25. Three X Gordon (Kerrigan)
—
The Drifters (J. Warren Kerrigan). —
(Lillian Walker)
Sept. 23. Embarrassment
of Riches (Walker) —
(Bessie Barriscale)
Sept. 30. The Heart of Rachael (Barriscale).. —
Two-Gun(Louise
Betty Glaum)
(Bessie Barriscale) . —
Dec. 2. Goddess of Lost Lake (Glaum)
—
(Arden)
Dec. 23. The Challenge Accepted (Zena
Keefe)
.
. 5 D
Independent
Sales Corporation
FILM CLEARING
HOUSE
Her Mistake (Julius Steger).
Wanted for Murder (Harry Rapf).
Life's Greatest Problem (J. Stuart Blackton).
A Woman'sin the
Experience
Romance
Air (Crest(Bacon-Backer).
Pictures Corp.).
Littlest Scout (J. Stuart Blackton).
Jewel Productions, Inc.
The Price of a Good Time.
The Grand Passion.
The Doctor and the Woman.
The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin.
A Soul for Sale.
For Husbands Only.
Nov. 4. The Yellow Dog
6
Nov. 18. Borrowed Clothes (Mildred Harris) 6
Perfection Pictures
(GEORGE KLEINE SYSTEM)
Sept. — Conquered Hearts
Sept. — Behind the Lines in Italy
Aug. 26. Triple Trouble " (Chaplin)
—
Metro Pictures Corporation
Dec. 2. The
Testing of Mildred Vane (May 5
Allison)
Dec.
9. Sylvia
Hitting onthe a High
(BertWehlen)
Lytel'lj 55
Dec. 16.
SpreeSpots
(Emmy

Dec. 23. The Poor Rich Man (Bushman and
Bayne)
5
Dec. 30. Her Inspiration (May Allison) 5
Jan. 6. The Spender (Lytell)
5
Jan. 13. The Gold Cure (Dana)
5
Jan. 20. The Divorcee (Ethel Barrymore) . . . 5
Jan. 27. In For Thirty Days (Allison) 5
(SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS)
My man
Own United States (Arnold Daly), Froh- t
The Million Dollar Dollies (Dolly Sisters),
Emerald
j
To Hell With the Kaiser (Lawrence Grant,
Olive Tell), Screen Classics, Inc
The Great Victory, Wilson or the Kaiser, The
Fall of the Hohenzollerns
NAZIMOVA'S PRODUCTIONS
Revelation (Nazimova)
7
Toys of Fate (Nazimova)
7
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
7
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Dec. 1. Milady
o' the Beanstalk (Baby Marie
Osborne-Diando)
5 C D
Dec. 1. Infatuation (Gaby Deslys) 6 D
Dec. 1. All the World to Nothing (Russell)
Dec. — Wives and Other Wives (Mary
Miles Minter) American
Dec. — FairAme
Enoughric
(Margarita
an Fisher)
Dec. — When
a
Man
Rides
Alone (William
Russell) American
Dec. 15. The Narrow Path (Fannie WardAstra)
s D
Dec. 29. Dolly's
(Baby Marie5 C D
Osborne)Vacation
Diando
Jan. 12. The Midnight Stage (Frank Keenan).5 D
Jan. 26. A Krauss)
Vagabond of France (Henri 4 X)
Select Pictures
Brady).
Dec.
Lady's Name (Constance Talmadge).
Dec. —— AHeart
of Wetona (Norma Talmadge).
Dec. — In the Hollow of Her Hand
(Alice
Dec. — Code of the Yukon (Mitchell Lewis).
Dec. — The Midnight Patrol (Special).
William L. Sherry Service
Aug. 11. Out of the Night
e
Aug.
18. Ma
Inn of rr
the Blue Moon
6
Nov. 18.
iage
5
Triangle Distributing Corporation
(Subject to change without notice)
Dec.
8.
Silent
(Roy Stewart)
.
nCi' The
£uVeX
(Rosemary
Dec. 15.
Irish Eyes Rider
(Pauline
StarkTheby)
e) . 55
Dec.
Country(Claire
(GloriaAnderson)....
f?eC- 29.
™- Wife
,9,rrwnor Jewels
Swanson) . . 5
United Picture Theatres
Jan. 5. The Light of Western Stars (Dustin
Farnum)
c
Jan. 26. Unive
Adele rsal
(Kitty Gordon)..!.'."..'.".'.';.*;
Productions
Dec. 2. Vanity Pool (Mary MacLaren)
5
Dec.
Wildcat
of
Paris
rTC- 30.
11- The
D1an^,r\Go
S,ow
(Mae
Murray)....
(Priscilla
Dean)
6
Vitagraph

Jan. 27. The Enchanted Barn (Bessie Love)
,n' £he Hiehest Trump (Earle Williams)
£e£?ortunSs
ChiIdthe(Gladys
Alice Joyce)
Heb.
24.
and
MouseT.Leslie)....
(Special—
I I- V; The
SuentTLion
.Streneth
(Harry
Morey) . .
War. 10. TheLove)
Wishing Ring Man (Bessie
M3r" in' ££C
Question (Corinne 'Griffith)
World Pictures
Dec. 9.2. Hitting
Dec.
the Trail (Blackwell-Greeley)
Man of Bronze
(Stone).
Dec. 16. The
Dec. 23. The Zero Hour (Elvidge)
Dec. 30.
The Love
Net
(Madge
Evans)
'
Jhe
Sea
(Louise(Cast
Huff)
What
LoveWaif
Forgive
leton)
Jan. 6. Under Four Flags s(Officia
l
U.
S
)
Jan. 6. L?ve in a Hurry (Blackwell-Greeley)
Bluffer (Elvidge)...
Jan. 13. The
Feb. 27.
3. Mandarin's Gold (Kitty Gordon)
20.
Jan.
Feb. 10. Heart of Gold (Louise Huff).
The Rough Neck (Montagu Love) ' '

5
5
5
555
5
55
5
5
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News
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
The Gunfighter.
The Square
Deal
Export and Import Film Co.
Arrow
Film
Corporation
The
Desert
Man. Man.
The Deemster.
Birth of Democracy.
Wolfe
Lowry.
Why the Bolsheviki?
Eyes
Ramona.of the World. n
The Good Bad Douglas
Man. Fairbanks
Film Market, Inc.
Persuasive Peggy.
Today.
Reggie
Mixes
In.
(CORRA BEACH PICTURES)
Flirting with Fate.
The Mad Lover.
What Becomes of the Children.
The Half Breed.
The
Woman's
Law.
(M.
H.
HOFFMAN
PRODUCTION)
Manhattan Madness
Right Off the Bat.
Suspicion.
American Aristocracy.
The Struggle Everlasting.
(W.
N.
SELIG
PRODUCTIONS)
The
Matrimaniac.
The Accidental Honeymoon.
The City of Purple Dreams.
The Americano.
Million Dollar Mystery (Revised Edition).
Who
Shall
Take
My
Life?
Frank Keenan
The Finger of Justice.
Beware of Strangers.
The Thoroughbred.
The Garden of Allah.
Atlantic Distributing Corporation
The Spoilers (reissue).
Jim
Grimsby's
The Sins
Ye Do.Boy.
Nine-tenths of the Law (Mitchell Lewis).. 6 reels
(GATHEM FILM NOVELTIES)
Bride of Hate.
The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelen).7 reels
The Star-Spangled Banner
The
Drab.
(Illustrates the song) . . . .500 ft.
Norma Talmadge
Bear State Film Company
Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean
Children in the House.
The Vigilantes.
(Illustrates the song).... 500 ft.
Going Straight.
The Battle Cry of Freedom
Big Productions Film Corp.
The Social
Devil's Secretary.
Needle.
(Illustrates the song).... 500 ft. The
VICTORIA FEATURE FILMS
Home, Sweet Home
> - s„hiert<: same reel
Fifty Fifty.
The Sunset Princess (Marjorie Daws).
reel
s same
su°Jectfour
1 wo every
Ivan Feature Productions
Me Jreel
weeks,
Product
Future
Behind
Left ions
Girl
The
Christie Film Company
. — One
two Isubjects
One Law for Both (Rita Jolivet, Vincen.
One-Reel Comedy Issued Weekly
(CAPT. BESLEY EXPEDITION)
Serrano, Leah Baird, Pedro De CorThe Amazon Jungle.
Nov. 25.2. Two's
Company.
doba, James Morrison)
7 reel*
Dec.
All Mixed
Up.
The Wonderland of Peru.
Babbling
Tongues (Grace Valentine, James
(CAPT.
SCOTT
ANTARCTIC
EXPEDITION)
Dec.
9.
Johnny-Go-Get-'Em.
Morrison,
Arthur
Donaldson)
7 reel*
Dec.
16. Peggy
The
of Captain Scott.
Married in Name Only (Gretchen Hartman,
Dec. 23.
Pearls Mixes
and a In.
Peach.
AnimalUndying
Life inStory
the Antarctic.
Milton
Sills,
Marie
Shotwell)
6
reel*
Dec. 30. Know Thy Wife.
(TOM BRET COMEDIES)
Sins of Ambition (Barbara Castle ton, WilJan. 6. Five Hundred or Bust.
His Vinegar Bath (one reel).
fred Lucas, Leah Baird, James Mor- rison) 7reeit
Twin Bed Rooms (one reel).
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Why Not Marry (one reel).
Human
Clay
(Mollie
King)
Charlotte, in The Frozen Warning.
In Preparation — one every other week.
Life or Honor
(Leah
Baird, James 5 reels
Spanuth's Original
Morrison, Violet Palmer, Edward
everyVod-a-Vil
two weeks)Movies (Released
Foursquare Pictures
Mackey)
6500 ft.
The Sin Woman Reine
(Irene Davies).
Fenwick, Clifford Bruce,
Coronet Film Corporation
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
Jester Comedies
The
Sinister
(Edgar(Jane
Lewis's
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
March — The Recruit (Twede Dan)
2 part*
Her Bar
Fighting
Chance
Grey).production).
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
April — His Golden Romance (Twede Dan) 2 parti
Madame Sherry (Gertrude McCoy).
Birdland Studies.
May — All "Fur" Her (Twede Dan).. 2 parts
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy).
Horticultural Phenomena.
June — The Wrong Flat (Twede Dan).. J part*
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon).
July
It's What
a Greata Day
Life (Twede
(Twede Dan)..
Dan).. 22 Darts
parts
One
Hour
(Zena
Keefe
and
Alan
Hale).
Cosmofotofilm Company
Aug. —— Oh
A Trip Through China.
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels
Oct.
—
Ain't
It
So?
(Twede
Dan)
2
parts
and).
The Fringe of Society (Milton Sills. Ruth RolLiberty Hall
4 reels
Nov. — Camouflage (Twede Dan) 2 parts
The Black Spot
4 reels
Dec. — He Wins (Twede Dan)
2 parts
The Cast-Off (Bessie Barriscale).
Victoria Cross
4 reels
The Submarine Eye.
His Vindication
5 reels
Renowned
Pictures
Corporation
Whither
Thou
Goest.
The Hypocrites
6 reels
The Public Defender
6 reels
Should She Obey?
Naked Hands
5 reels
Crest Pictures
Men.
Mother Love and the Law
7 reels
Lust of the Ages
6 reels
Frohmarj Amusement Corp.
In Treason's
Grasp
57 reels
The Grain of Dust
6 reels
Should
She Obey?
reels
The Witching Hour (C. Aubrey Smith
Frank J. Seng
Jack
Sherrill,
Helen
Arnold,
Marie
Doll Van Film Corp. (Chicago)
Shotwell and Robert Conness) 6 reels
(In Illinois, Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
Conquest of Canaan
5 reels
Parentage
7 reels
The Mad Lover.
God's Man
9 reels
Public Defender.
My
Own
United
States
(through
Metro).
U.
Exhibitors'
Booking Corp.
Carmen o the Klondike.
Just aS.Woman
(Charlotte Walker).
The Grain o Dust.
Gaumont Co.
Hearts of the World.
The
Crucible
of
Life
(Grace
D'Armond).
The Hand of Vengeance
Men Cain,
(Charlotte
The Crucible of Life.
etc). Walker, Anna Lehr, Robert
Nine-tenths of the Law.
General Enterprises, Inc.
ThoseGrant).
Who Pay (Bessie Barriscale).
The Belgian.
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) 6 parts
The Belgian (Walker Whiteside, Valentin*
The
Warrior
(Maciste)
(McClure)
7
parts
The
Zeppelin's
Last
Raid.
Those Who Pay.
The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole) . .6 parts
Just a Woman.
The Zeppelin's Last Raid.
Ernest Shipman
Jesse J. Goldburg
Doo Lee Film Co., Inc., N. Y.
SCRANTON PHOTOPLAY VORP.
The Lady of the Dugout
6 parts
The first of the Al Jennings Outlaw Stories.
State
May 6. Cheerful Liars.
The
Crime
of
the
Hour
6 parts
May 13. Fate and Fortune.
The Woman Who Dared
7 acts
Produced by United Films Corporation.
May 20. Parson Pepp.
The Libertine
6 acts
Mother,
I
Need
You
6.
parts
May 27.RIALTO
The RingFILM
and the
Ringer.
Babbling Tongues
7 acts
CORPORATION
First Release of the Lloyd Carleton Productions.
Married in Name Only
6 acts
The
Isle
of
Intrigue
6
parts
Her Bargain
6 acts
Apr. 15 My Husband's Friend.
Second Francis Ford Release.
A Man's Law
5 acts
The
Coast
Guard
Patrol
7
parts
D.
W.
Griffith
Human Clay
5 acts
By Nell Shipman.
Hearts of the World.
One Law for Both
8 acts
A
Nugget
in
the
Rough
5
parts
Sins of Ambition
7 acts
The Tiger of the Sea
6 parts
Hiller & Wilk, Inc.
ACleopatra
Slacker's Heart
75 acts
By Haunted
Nell Shipman.
acts
(Pictures
handled
in
the
Open
Market)
The
House
2 parts
The Lonesome Trail
S acts
First Release of Edwin Frazee Comedies —
" Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman."
Mothers of Liberty
6 acts
Monthly
Franchise.
"
The
Battle
of
Gettysburg."
GAUMONT
" The Wrath of the Gods."
Jim's
Folks
1 reel
Gaumont " News " released every Tuesday.
BillFranchise.
Stinger Patriotic Poem Plays — Monthly
"" Woman."
Sporting Life."
Gaumount "Released
Graphic one
" released
everv
Friday.
a month.
Berlin Via. America
6 parts
"TheHART,
Silent FAIRBANKS.
Mystery" (Serial).
KEENAN AND
June — Fabulous Fortune Fumblers 2 acts
Starring Francis Ford.
The
Daughter
of
the
Don
TALMADGE
RE-ISSUES
July — Fred's Fictitious Foundling 2 acts
William S. Hart
Aug. — Freda's Fighting Father
2 acts
The Patriot.
Josh Binnev Comedies
Sept. — Fatty's Fast Fliver
2 acts
Captive God.
(FEATURING FUNNY FATTY FILBERT)
Oct. — Freda's Frivilous Finance 2 acts
The Dawnmaker.
Tuly — Freda's Fighting Father 2 reels
M. S. Epstin
The Return of Draw Egan.
Aug. — Fatty's Fast Flivver
2 reel*
The
Devil's
Double.
Raymond L. inDitmars'
"
The
Depths
of
the
Sea.'
Sept.
— Fattv's
Frivolousreleases
Fiancee
2 reel*
Truthful
Tulliver.
a series of four parts.
(More
Independent
on page 414)
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Burlingham Travel Pictures
Released by Sherry Service
racing Death on the Blumlisalp.
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal) .
The Pilatus Railway.
Allied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland.
Scrambles in the High Alps.
The Riviera of Lake Leman.
Lovely Lucerne.
The Gornergrat Railway.
Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
Robert C. Bruce Scenics Released in the Fall
and Winter of 1918-1919
1. The Tides of Yesterday.
2.3. 'Tis
Be Tender.
TalesTough
of theto Tall
Timber.
4. A Wee Bit Odd.
5. The Wanderer and the Whoozitt.
6. The River Gray and the River Green.
7. The Restless Three.
8. Sundown.
9. Separate Trails.
10. Frozen Thrills.
11.
12. The
ScenicLonesome
Succotash.Pup.
13. The Wolf of the Tetons.
14. Nature — Rest and Motion.
15. Horizon Hunters.
16. The High Horse.
17. The Pale Pack Train.
18. Nature — Hot and Cold.
19. Men Met in the Mountains.
20. Before Breakfast.
Exhibitors'
Mutual
STRAND COMEDIES
Dec. 4. Dan Cupid, M. D
1
Dec. 11. Beans for Two
1
Dec. Field)
29. They Did and They Didn't (Elinor 1
Jan. 5. Accidental Heroes (Elinor Field) ... 1
Jan. 12. Some Mother (Elinor Field)
ROTHACKER OUTDOORS
Dec. 1. Peaks, Parks and Pines
1
Dec. 8. A Maori Romance
1
Dec. IS. Vacation Land
1
Dec. 29. High and Hungry
Jan. 5. Teetotalers, Tea and Totem Poles... 1
Jan. 12. Geesers and Geysers
Famous
Players-Lasky
Corp.
PARAMOUNT
FLAGG COMEDIES
Dec.
8.
Independence
B'
Gosh
Dec. 22. Perfectly Fiendish Flanagan 22 CC
PARAMOUNT
BRAY PI CTO GRAPHS
Dec. 1. Industries of Our New Possessions.
Dec. 8. Faithfulness of the Fourfooters.
Dec. IS. How Museum Groups Are Made.
Dec. 22. Silent Gun of the Future.
Dec. 29. The Vanishing Skirts.
PARAMOUNT BURTON HOLMES
TRAVELOGUES
Dec. 1. Inson.
Dec.
Two Ends Tommies.
of the Rope.
Dec. 15.8. Turbaned
Dec. 22. Gorge of Pagsangen.
Dec. 29. Two Cities of Old Cathay.
PARAMOUNT
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Nov. 24. The Sheriff.
PARAMOUNT MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Dec. 1. Her First Mistake, 2.
Dec. IS. Hide and Seek, Detectives, 2.
Dec. 29. The Village Chestnut.
Greiver Distributing Corp.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
One Reel Each
US. Work or Fight.
116. Niagara Falls.
117.
Mile in the
Sky.
118. America
Swim!
119. The Milky Way.
120. The Red Cross Cares for the Wounded.
121. On Foot with Our Army and Navy.
Fox Film Corporation
SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Sept. 22. Roaring Lions on the Midnight Express
Nov. 17. Mongrels
2 C
Dec. IS. The Fatal Marriage
Dec. 29. The Son of a Hun
Jan. 12. Tom Mix in Hearts and Saddles 2
Jan. 19. Oh, What a Knight
2
Jan. 26. Tom Mix in A Roman Cowboy
2
Feb.
2.
A
Lady
Bell-Hop's
Secret
2
Feb. 9. Tom Mix in Six-Cylinder Love
2
Feb. 16. His Musical Sneeze
2
Feb. 23. Tom Mix in A Soft Tenderfoot 2
Mar. 9. Tom Mix in Tom and Jerry Mix... 2
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOON;Dec. 1. Pot Luck in the Army
Dec. 8. The New Champion
Dec. 15. Hitting
High Spots
Dec. 22. The DrafttheBoard.
Dec. 29. Throwing the Bull.
Jan. 5. The Lion Tamer.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

12. Here and There.
19. The Hula Cabaret
26.2. Landing
Dog-gone anTough
Luck
Heiress
9. The Bearded Lady
16. 5,000 Miles on a Gallon of Gas.
General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Marquis
Miss Sally (Patricia Palm- 2 D
er, William andLester)
Springtime a la Carte (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
A Bird of Bagdad (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
Transients in Arcadia (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
Tobin's
Palm
(Agnes
Ayres,
Edward
Earle).
2
A Ramble in Aphasia (Edward Earle, Agnes C
Ayres)
2 C
(WOLFVILLE TALES)
Faro Nell, Lookout (Patricia Palmer, Bob
Burns)
2D
Dismissal of Silver Phil (Patricia Palmer,
Bob Burns)
2 D
The Coming of Faro Nell (Patricia Palmer,
Bob Bums)
2 D
Winning
of the Burns)
Mocking Bird (Carol Hallo- 2 D
way, Robert
The Jest of Talky Jones (Carol Holloway,
William Lester)
2 D
The Widow triciaDangerous
(Hattie
Buskirk, Pa- 2 D
Palmer, Robert
Burns)
The Wooing of Riley (Kate Price, Otto Lederer)
2 D
The Heir of the Broken O (R. N. Bradbury,
Patricia Palmer)
2 D
The Rose of Wolfville (Patricia Palmer, C. E.
NHatton)
2D
BLUE RIDGE DRAMAS
(Ned Finley)
The
ReturnLaw
of O'Garry
Mountain
22 DD
The Raiders of Sunset Gap
2 D
O'Garry
The
Man Rides
from Alone
Nowhere
22 DD
ESSANAY
GEORGE ADE FABLES
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Our Little Nell
1 C
Check Your Hat, Sir
1 C
Wild Algy of Piccadilly
I C
All Stuck Up
1 C
The Lie That Failed
1C
The Jaxbo Sheriff
1C
SNAKEVILLE COMEDIES
(One reel each)
Sophie's
Legacy.
Sophie Gets
Stung.
Slippery Slim, Diplomat.
Slippery Slim and the Claim Agent.
Slippery
Slim'sin Stratagem.
A Hot Time
Snakeville.
A Snakeville Epidemic.
Snakeville's New Sheriff.
Sophie's Birthday
Party. SCENICS
ESSANAY
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising
1 8c
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Can- ada 1 Sc
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
A Romance of Rails and Power
1 Sc.
Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de
Chelley
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By
the Sea
11 CC
In the
Park
Work
2 C
A Woman
2 C
The Tramp
2 C
His New Job
2 C
A Night Out
2 C
JAXON FILM CORP.
" A DAUGHTER
OF UNCLE
SAM "
SERIAL (Jane Vance, Wm. Sorelle) 12
Episodes
1 D
JAXON COMEDIES
What Occurred on the Beach
1 C
An
All-Fools'
Affair
Beating
Him toDayIt
11 CC
Forced Into Matrimony
1C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Love of Bob
2 C-D
Dog vs. Dog
2 C-D
A Boy Built City
2 C-D
The Three Fivea
2 C-D
Kid Politics
2 C-D
A Boy Built City
2 C-D
The Case of Bennie
t C-D
CLOVER COMEDIES
From Caterpillar to Butterfly
1 C
A Widow's Camouflage
1 C
Love's Lucky EBONY
Day
1 C
COMEDIES
Rusted Romance
1 C
Soooks
1 C
The Bully
I C

111
SUULBU

The Janitor
the Mummy
Mumbled
AMercy,
Reckless
Rover
11 CC
Are Working Girls Safe?
1 C
The Comeback of Barnacle Bill
1 C
Some Baby
1 C
Good Luck in Old Clothes
1 C
When You Hit, Hit Hard
I C
A Black-and-Tan Mix-up
l C
Fixing the Fakir
l C
When INTERSTATE
You're Scared, FILM
Run
i Q
COMPANY
The Event)
Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21 (War2000 ft.
PROGRESSIVE FILM
On a Fox Farm (Educational)
1 reel
CRYSTAL FILM CO.
Romeo and Juliet
2 C
CRYSTAL COMEDIES
(Pearl White, William
Estelle Browning)
Deland, Don Barclay,
What She Did to Her Husband, Almost
Lucky
l C
What's in the Trunk?
1 C
Reuben's
The Lady Romance
Detective, His Wedding Day 11 CC
Troubled Waters
\ C
Her Necklace, His Hoodoo Day
1 C
HIGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
Billie in Society (Ray Hughes)
2 C
Buneo Billy (Billy West)
2 C
Billy in Harness (Billy West)
2 C
Bombs and BuU (Billy West)
2 C
OFFICIAL WAR PICTURES
(Committee on Information)
Our Bridge of Ships
2 Sc.
SCRANTONIA PHOTOPLAY CORP.
Parson Pepp
1 C
Fang's FateAMERICAN
and Fortune
1 C
RED CROSS
The Historic Fourth of July in Paris 1 Sc.
Soothing the Heart of Italy
1 Patr.
Of No Use to Germany
l Patr.
Kiddies of No Man's Land
1 Patr.
The Helping Hand of Sicily
1 Patr.
Rebuilding Broken Lives...- 1 Patr.
First Aid on the Piave
1 Patr.
Victorious Serbia
1 Patr.
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Nearly a Slacker (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
1 C
My Lady's don)
Slipper (Lillian Vera-Eddie Boul- 1 C
Some Judge (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)..l C
How She Hated Men (Lillian Vera-Eddie
Boulden)
l C
The Camouflaged Baby (Lillian Vera-Boulden)
l C
The Boulden)
Pipe of Peace (Lillian Vera-Eddie l C
Hooverizing (Lillian Vera-Eddie Boulden)... 1 C
Goldwvn Distributing Corp.
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Bill" Parsons) 2 reels
Dec. (Featuring
1. Proposing"Smiling
Bill
Dec. 15. The Jelly Fish
2 reels
Dec. 29. Poor Innocent
2 reels
Jan. 12. You Know What I Mean
2 reels
Jan. 26. The Big Idea
2 reels
Feb. 9. Have Another
2 reels
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Jan. 13. What
Uncle
Sam
Will
Do
For
Two
Cents.
Jan. 20. The Truth About the Liberty Motor.
Jan. 27. Hang it All.
Feb. 3. Carrying Old Glory to the Seven Seas.
Feb. 10. Canada's Mountain of Tears.
Born. "The Spirit That Won" was
Feb. 17. Where
Feb. 24. Rough Stuff.
King Bee Comedies
June 1. Bright and Early
2 reels
June 15. Straight and Narrow
2 reels
George Kleine System
MONTGOMERY FLAGG'S COMEDIES
" GIRLSESSANAY
YOU KNOW "
June 7. Broncho Billy's Grit.
June
14. Broncho
Billy'sandTruethe Love.
June 21.
Broncho Billy
Western Girls.
June 28. Broncho Billy Wins Out.
July 5. Broncho Billy Trapped.
July 12. Broncho Billy Rewarded.
Sept. 1. Broncho Billy and the Claim Jumper.
Sept. 15.
8. Broncho
Billy Outlaw.
and the Sheriff's Office.
Sept.
Broncho BUly,
Sept. 22. The Accusation of Broncho Billy.
Sept.
29. Broncho Billy's
Double TRAVELOGUE
Escape.
LINCOLN-PARKER
WORLD
Mar. 1. Peru, The Land of Incaa. No. 1.
Mar. 8. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. 2.
Mar. 15. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. S.
Mar. 22. Peru. The Land of Incas, No. 4.
Apr. 29. Peru and Scenes Around Lake Titicaca
Bolivia.

Motion
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Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Pathe News released
each Wednesday and
Saturday
Official War Review released every Monday
Pathe Review (Educational) released every Sunday
Sept. 29. Getaway (Chadwick-Astra), 2d...
Oct. 6. Triumph of Transportation (Leggett Gruen)
1 Ed.
Dec. 22. The Fortunes of Corinne (Gloria
2 CD.
(Jo
Be y)
a Lady (Gloria Joy) 2 CD.
Jan. 5. I Want toCome
Here (Gloria Joy). 2 CD.
Jan. 19. Corinne
ROLIN COMEDIES
One Reel a Week
Nov. 24. An Enemy of Soap (Toto)
Dec. 1. Hear 'Em Rave (Lloyd)
Dec. 8. Just Rambling Along (Laurel)
Dec. IS. Take a Chance (Lloyd)
Dec. 22. Check Your Baggage (Toto)
Dec. 29. She Loves Me Not (Lloyd)
(Laurel)
Love Your Wife?........
Jan 5. Do You 5,000
(Lloyd).....
Jan. 12. Wanted
(Goulding)..
Young Scream
Jan. 19. Love's
POST TRAVEL SERIES
Goig! Gone! (Lloyd)
Going!
26.
Jan.
Nov. 24. Sumatra
Dec. 1. Java
Dec. 8. Celebes
Dec. IS. Borneo
Dec. 22. Singapore
Dec. 29. Japan of Today
Jan. S. Japan of Today (2)
Jan. 12. Shanghai
THE FAR FLUNG BATTLE LINE
Sept. 29. British Picture s
Oct. 6. French Colonial Troop
Oct. 13. Far Flying Battle Line
rs
Oct. 20. France's Dusky Warrio
Power
Naval inAirFranc
Oct. 27.3. Britain's
e
Polish Troops
Nov.
Nov. 10. British Tropos in Italy
Nov. 17. British Flying Ships
WINNING THE WAR SERIES .
1 Topical
the War
Dec. 1. Winning Our
Fighters. ....... 1 Topical
Dec. 8. Feeding
Special)
(War
h
Triump
Liberty's
15.
Dec.
"HANDS UP" (ASTRA)
each
reels
(Serial) Two and threeGeorge Cheseboro).
and
(Featuring Ruth Roland
Eleventh Episode. The Stranger from
27. Sea.
Oct. the
Silver Book,
Nov. 3. Twelfth Episode, The Third
and Last
Nov. 10. Thirteenth
Warning. Episode,
s DeOrach
The
Nov. 17. Fourteenth Episode,
Nov.""'
senger.Fifteenth Episode, The Celectial Mes(WESTERN PHOTOWOLVES OF KULTUR
PLAYS, INC.)
(Serial, Two Reels Each)
n.
Sheldon Lewis, Charles Hutchiso
Leah Baird,
Trap.
Oct. 13. First Episode, TheTheTorture
Iron Chair.
Oct. 20. Second Episode, Trapping
Oct. 27. Third Episode, The Ride Traitors.
to Death.
Episode,
Nov 3. FourthEpisode,
Through the Flames.
Nov. 10. Fifth
Treachery.
Nov. 17. Sixth Episode, Trails ofLeap
of Despair.
The
Nov. 24. Seventh Episode, In
the Hands of the
Episode,
Dec. 1. Eighth
Huns.
.. ,_ ,
of Death.
Dec. 8. Ninth Episode, The Precipice
Woman Wars.
Dec. 15. Tenth Episode, WhenBetwixt
and
Heaven
Episode,
Dec. 22. Eleventh
Earth.
, „,
Tears.
of
Tower
The
Episode,
Dec. 29. Twelfth
Jan. 12. Fourteenth Episode, The Code of Hate.
Jan. 19. Fifteenth
triotism. Episode. The Reward of PaTHE LIGHTNING RAIDER
Pearl White,
(Astra Serial,
WarnerTwo-Reel
Oland, Episodes,
Henry Gsell)
Block... 3
Episode, TheTheEbony
Jan. 5. First
Counterplot.
Jan 12. Second Episode,
Terrors.
Underworld Doors
19. Third Episode.
Jan. 26.
of
Fourth Episode, Through
Ian.
Steel
2
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Mar. 3. A Discord in A Flat
Mar. 3. His Hidden Shame
Mar. 10. Wive* and Worries
Mar. 10. She Didn't Do It
KEYSTONE RELEASES
(Prancia McClippings
Newspaper
May 19. Donald,
Claire
Anderson)
May 26. Are Wives Unreasonable? (Ed.
Brady, Claire Anderson)
June t. Anderson)
The Poor Fish (Ed Brady, Claire
June 9. Flapjacks (Geo. Hernandez, Josie
Sedgwick, F. McQuarrie)
Tune 16. Isn't it Warm? (Bill Dyer, Harry
Depp, Claire McDowell)
June 23. Cupid and the Cop
June 30. Pearls Without Price

1
1
1
1

C
C
C
C

2
2
2
*
2
2
2

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Universal Film Company
Jan. 8. A Kaiser There Was (all star cast)
Master Comedy
2
Dec. 23. Over the Rhine with Charlie
Cartoon 1 R

L-KO
COMEDIES
Two Reels)
Sept.
A Pullman Blunder (Harry BribbonMae 18.Emery).
Sept.vak).
25. Hello Trouble (Babe Hardy-Eva NoOct. 2. Nuts and Noodles (Eva Novak-Charlis).
Nov. Smith).
20. Scars and Bars (Helen Lynch-Dick
Nov. 27. Painless Love (Babe Hardy).
Dec. Eva4. Novak).
King of the Kitchen (Harry GribbonDec. 11. Rough on Husbands (Sterling-Mann).
Dec. Alice
18. The
Cabbage Queen (Century Comedy).
Howell.
Dec.
25.
Work
Fight (Gribbon-Novak).
Jan. 1. Klever or
Kiddies.
NESTOR COMEDIES
(One Reel)
Sept. 16. Pat Turns Detective (Pat Rooney(.
Sept. 23. The Slow Express (Victor Potel).
Sept. 30. Parted from His Bride (Kerrigan).
Oct. 7. His Royal Nibs (Comedy Cast).
Nov. 18. The Love Craze (Florence Lawrence).
Nov. 25. The Fickle Blacksmith (Sedgwick).
Dec. 2. There and Back (comedy cast).
Dec.
Let's Beautiful
Fight (Wilson-Gerber).
Dec. 16.9. The
Liar (Wilson-Gerber).
Dec. 30. It's Great to Be Crazy.
Jan. 6. Them Eyes (Wilson-Gerber).
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Sept. 7. The Flame of the West (Cleo Madison) 2D
Sept. 14. Danger Ahead (Helen Gibson) 2 D
Sept. 21. The Human Tiger (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 D
Sept, 23. Under False Pretenses (Helen
Gibson)
1 D
Sept, 30. All for Gold (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 D
Oct. 12. The Fast Mail (Helen Gibson) 2 D
Nov.18. The Husband Hunter (Neal Hart).. 2 C
Nov. 30. The Dead Shot (Helen Gibson) 2 C
Dec. 7. The Silent Sentinel (Helen Gibson) 2 D
Dec. 14. Captured Alive (Helen Gibson)
Dec. 21. The Robber (Helen Gibson)
Dec. 28. Wolves of the Range (Helen Gibson)
Jan. 4. The Secret Peril (Helen Gibson).
Jan. 11. Rosalind at the Gate (Stonehouse).
HEARST NEWS
Released Every Tuesday
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY
Released Every Wednesday
SCREEN TELEGRAM
Released Every Thursday
UNIVERSAL SC KEEN MAUAZINE
Released Every Saturday
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS
Released Every Sunday
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
(One reel each)
Aug.
Shoot
Aug. 12.5. Don't
Give Her
Gas
Aug. 19. Damaged Goods
Aug. 26. Housecleaning Horrors
Sept. 2. The Extra Bridegroom
Sept. 16. Nearly a Chaperone
Sept. 23. Please Hit Me
Sept.
Frenzied
Oct. 30.
7. The
Price Film
of a Rotten time
Oct. 14. Nailed at the Plate
Nov. 18. Why Worry?
Nov. 25. Maid Wanted
Dec. 2. Guilty
Dec. 16.9. Camping
Don't Weaken
Dec.
Out
Dec. 23. Swat the Flirt
Dec. 30. Straight Crooks
Jan. 6. How's YourSERIALS
Husband?
"THETwoLION'S
CLAWS"
Reels Each
(Marie Walcamp)
July 15. Sixteenth Episode, The Jungle Pool.
July 22. Seventeenth Episode (The Danger Pit).
July 29. Eighteenth Episode CTriumphV
"THE BRASS BULLET "
(Two Reels Each)
(Juanita Hansen, Jack Mulhall)
Aug. 19. Third Episode (Locked in the Tower).
Aug. 26. Fourth Episode (Smoked Out).
Sept. 2. Fifth Episode (The Mock Bride).
moon).Episode (A Dangerous HoneySept. 9. Sixth
Sept. 16. Seventh Episode (The Depth Bomb).
Sept. 23. Eighth Episode (The Magnetic Bug).
Sept. 30. Ninth Episode (The Room of Flame).
Oct. 7. Tenth Episode (A New Peril).
Oct. 14. Eleventh Episode (Evil Waters).
Oct. 21. Twelfth Episode (Caught by Wireless).
Oct. 28. Thirteenth
Episode ($500 Reward).
Life).
Nov. 4. Fourteenth
Episode (On Trial for His
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

11. Fifteenth Episode (On the Shadow).
18. Sixteenth Episode (The Noose).
25. Seventeenth Episode (The Avenger).
2. Eighteenth
Confession). Episode (The Amazing
THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS
(Two Reels Each)
18. First Episode (The Big Tent).
25.
Second Episode
Episode (The Giant's
2. Third
Back). Leap).
Cuff). Episode (Beaten
9. Fourth
(The Message on the
16. Fifth Episode (The Lip Reader).
23. Sixth Episode (The Aerial Disaster).
30. Seventh
Elephant).Episode (The Charge of the
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Jan. 6. Eighth Episode (The Human Ladder).
FIGHTING
FOR FREEDOM
(ONE REEL
EACH WEEK
Bagdad).
Oct 14. Third
Episode (Sensational Capture of
Nov. 18. Fourth
(Thrilling Feats of the
Royal Episode
Flying Corps).
Nov. 25. Fifth
(Repairing War's Ravages). Episode
Dec. 2. Sixth
Episode
(Chinese
and African
Workers
Trailing
the Hun).
BuUdogs).
Dec. 9. Seventh Vita
Episode
graph(Britain's Battling
BIG V COMEDIES
Aug. 5. Dunces and Dangers.
Aug.
12.
Shines
Aug. 19. Dukes and
and Monkey-Shines.
Dollars.
Aug. 26. Flappers and Friskies.
Sept. 2. Mutts and Motors.
Sept. 9. Capers and Crooks.
Sept. 16. Wild Women and Wild Waves.
Sept. 23. Stripes and Stars.
Sept. 30. Hula-Hulas and Hocus-Pocus.
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Sept. 23. Huns and Hyphens (Semon) 2 C
Sept. 30. Roofs and Riots
Oct. 7. Bears and Bad Men
Oct. 14. Chumps and Cops
I C
Nov. 18. Frauds and Frenzies
2 C
Nov. 25. Submarine and Simps
2 C
Dec. 2. Humbugs and Husbands
2
Dec. 9. Daring and Dynamite
2
Dec. 16. Farms and Fumbles
2
Dec. 23. Pluck and Plotters
2 C
Dec. 30. Bums and Borders
2 C
Jan. 6. Beauty and Booty
2 C
A FIGHT
FOR Edith
MILLIONS
(William
Duncan,
Johnson, (Serial)
Joe Ryan)
July 15. The Snare (First Episode).
July 22. Flames of Peril (Second Episode).
July 29. The Secret Stockade (Third Episode).
Aug. 5. TheEpisode).
Precipice of Horror (Fourth
Aug. 12. The Path of Thrills (Fifth Episode).
Aug. 19. The Spell of Evil (Sixth Episode).
Aug. 26. The Gorge of Destruction (Seventh
Episode).
Sept. 2. In the Clutches (Eighth Episode).
Sept, 9. The Escape (Ninth Episode).
Sept. 16. The Secret Tunnel (Tenth Episode).
Sept. 23. The Noose of Death (Eleventh Episode).
Sept.sode).
30. The Tide of Disaster (Twelfth Episode).
Oct. 7. The Engine of Terror (Thirteenth EpiOct. sode).
14. The Decoy (Fourteenth Episode).
Oct. 21. The Sealed Envelope (Fifteenth EpiTHE IRON TEST (Serial)
(Antonio Moreno, Carol Holloway)
Oct. 21. The Ring of Fire (First Episode).
Oct. 28. The Van of Disaster (Second Episode).
Nov. 4. The Blade of Hate (Third Episode).
Nov. 11. The Noose (Fourth Episode).
Nov. 18. The Tide of Death (Fifth Episode).
Nov. 25. Fiery Fate (Sixth Episode).
Dec. 2. The Whirling Trap (Seventh Episode).
Dec. 9. The Man Eater (Eighth Episode).
Dec. 16. The Pit of Lost Hope (Ninth Episode).
Dec. 23. In the Coils (Tenth Episode).
Dec. 30. TheEpisode).
Red Mask's Prey (Eleventh
Jan. 6. The Span of Terror (Twelfth Episode).
Jan. 13. Hanging Peril (Thirteenth Episode).
Jan. 20. Desperate Odds (Fourteenth Episode).
Jan. 27. RidingDREW
with Death
(Fifteenth Episode).
COMEDIES
(Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
July 22. The Cub and the Daisy Chain
July 29. Their Agreement
Aug.
Miss Sticky-Moufie-Kiss
Aug. 12.5. Diplomatic
Henry
Aug. 19. By Might of His Right.
Aug. 26. The Professional Patient
Sept, 2. Mr. Blink of Bohemia
Sept. 9. A Lady in the Library
Independent
(Continued fromReleases
page 412)
CORONA
CINEMA
COMPANY PRODUCTIONS.
Mother,
I Need You
6 reels
UNITED FILM CORPORATION
Crime of the Hour
7 reeli
W. H. Productions Co.
William
S. Hart as Two Gun Man in " The 6 reels
Bargain"
William S. Hart in " The Bandit and the
Preacher "
5 reels
William S. Hart in " The Hell Hound of
Alaska"
5 reels
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart productions.
Satan's Pawn (Bessie Barriscale).
Romayne Superfilm Company
Me und Gott or "The Awakening of America,"
6 reels
Edward Warren Productions, Inc.
Souls Redeemed.
Weavers of Life.
Western Import Co.
Mickey (Mabel Normand).
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Newest

Theatre
icy of the new California
T has been dedicated a
theatre.
Miller's California Is Open
new house of marvelous
1 may
never speak
again, but I will be here »
beauty and comfort. MillPicture Palace Referred to as "America's Foremost Photo
at all times attending to
er's California theatre in
play Edifice" — Fred A. Miller and Harry Leonhardt
your wants and catering
Los Angeles, was opened
Build It Along New Lines
to your wishes.
to the public on Christmas Eve, 1918.
With the formal openThis theatre of great proportion was built upon the theory that
ing of this edifice to the amusement-seeking and beauty-loving
public, I wish to set a milestone in the artistic presentation of the
motion pictures are here to stay, and everything placed within the
house, as well as the arrangements throughout, are designed to fit best in photodrama.
the needs of proper presentation of photoplay with suitable music
It is my desire to have you leave your cloak of care at the
portal
: to arrange you at your ease, and then, by genius and
and environments. The ad writer styles it " America's Foremost
thought, carry you along with the players on the screen — have you
Photoplay Edifice," and this cannot be classed as the over-enthusishare their joys and sorrovvs, and leave with a little deeper
astic utterings of a copywriter, for the theatre's creators have
knowledge, a better thought and a sense of rest, relaxation and
been daring in their work and the house contains many features
that are strikingly new in photoplay theatre construction.
enjoyment.
Messrs. Fred A. Miller and Harry Leonhardt are responsible for
Only by providing you with happiness and giving you satisfaction can this structure endure. Therefore I will be governed by
this magnificent institution. Both are well known in amusement
your likes and dislikes. It is your place of entertainment and I
circles. Mr. Miller, who is president and general manager of the
am eager to anticipate your desires.
Miller Amusement Company, the operators, left a wholesale hardIn establishing this milestone in the history of the silent art
ware business in the central west, of which he was proprietor,
you will note that I have cast aside the traditional stage and
almost six years ago, to go to Los Angeles and enter the amusement field. In 1912 following a very successful business career,
proscenium. In its original conception the proscenium and sides
of the stage were used to conceal the activities of the players when
he built an 800-seat theatre, a block farther from the business
not engaged in a scene. Then the popularity of the screen was
section of Los Angeles than the New California, and made it a
established — but the stage was still retained to guard against the
success despite the fact that everyone in the theatre business pre-' time
when that popularity should wane and a return to the spoken
dieted failure because the house was located " way off of Broadway." He attributes his success to persistently advertising. He is word became necessary. Fear of that no longer exists, and this
beautiful edifice has been erected in a sincere and deep-found
the man who first used big space regularly in Los Angeles newsbelief in the enduring future of the photoplay.
papers. His slogan, " Make Miller's a Weekly Habit " became
known to everyone, and many became addicted. More than two
The Camera — (at this time the massive drapes at the left of
years ago he acquired the Alhambra theatre of 900 seats, and the
the stage parted and there appeared a mammoth lens of the camera, through which were seen the director and cameraman at
same stick-to-it-tive-ness with printers' ink has put this house over
the top. Early in the world war, Mr. Miller saw the possibilities
work) is your all-seeing eye — it shows you the squalor of the
slums and the palace of the prince. Through it, the mysteries and beauties
of war pictures, and the Alhambra became the war picture theatre of Los
Angeles. When the California was nearing completion, he disposed of of the world are disclosed to you. Night and day a vast army is toiling
to lay these treasures at your feet. At no time will I show you anything
Miller's
nowto has
matters so
but the best.
can
give theatre,
all of hisandtime
the his
new business
house, although
he arranged
continues that
to ownhe
the Alhambra.
The photoplay's
the drapes
the right
parted
tableau
representingsister
Musicart —was(here
shown.
A largeat Lyre
formed
the and
framea
Harry
Leonhardt,
vice-president,
is
a
showman
of
twenty-seven
years'
for this and through the stringed section were several girls dressed in
experience in America and Europe, having been connected with
Keith and Proctor in the management of their largest houses,
Grecian costumes and representing the pleasure that music brings to people
and later identified with the United Booking Office. His entrance
of all ages.) — is Music, whose haunting melodies, exquisite catches, glorious
into the motion picture field was made when he became general western
marches and majestic choruses bring satisfaction and inspiration to the
whole world. With music we can convey the emotions of those on the
representative for the Fox Film Corporation following two years in this
screen to those in the audience. It will be my. ambition to present, by the
capacity, during which time his territory was enlarged to include Chicago
best
musicians, the masterpieces of the composers.
and all west. He became one of the best known film men of the country.
Beautiful voices will entertain you, and scenes of realism and color
When the Goldwyn Company was organized he was selected to supervise
harmonies
will greet your eye.
the exchanges in the territory west of Chicago. He became interested with
As this edifice is dedicated to the photoplay and its allied arts, its opening
Fred Miller in the California theatre project, and shortly after this gave
up his position with Goldwyn that he might devote all of his time to at this time is still a greater dedication to a glorious and honorable victory —
supervising the building of this photoplay edifice.
to a true and lasting peace and to the future of a more united and enduring
Bart Bertelson.
AMERICA this theatre is erected as a humble monument.
The third executive of Miller Amusement Company
who is secretary and treasurer. Mr. Bertelson was formerly identified
When " Policy " disappeared, Nicola Donatelli, director of music, made
with theatres in the Northhis appearance
and conducted the orchestra.
The
west, and up until the time
next number given was
he took sition,
up he was
his present
poselections from Carmen,
associated
arranged by Donatelli.
with James Clemmer, of
This opened
withbya prethe Clemmer theatre, Seatlude followed
the
tle, as associate manager.
Spanish dance. As a finale
Although
the
younger
of
all the gems of Carmen
the three officers of the
were included. California
company, he has had a
theatre world visions for
wide experience.
this program consisted of
The program
of the California announces
that
the Educational Film CorFred Miller and Harry
poration's release, " The
Leonhardt
present
a musi-in
Tale releases
of the Tall
Timber."
cal photoplay
spectacle
All
of this
comnine units by W. A.
pany have been contracted
Bishop, who is managing
for
by
this
theatre
director. The dedication
The California Animated
News is furnished by the
program was one of parUniversal
Film Exchange,
ticular merit, beginning
with a lighting spectacle
the dedication
containing
somenumber
particularly
titled " Dawn," particiattractive news pictorials.
pated in by the mamThe California mixed
moth orchestra, at the conquartette
sangby theArthur
new
clusion of which a mythcomposition
ical personage proclaiming
himself peared
"Policy"
which
has been
dedicated
Kay titled
" California,"
in the center ap-of
to the new theatre.
the stage and made a
statement of what could be
Following the projection
of the title of the Artcraft
expectedatre.atKenneth
the McGaffey
new thesubject,ring "Douglas
Arizona,"
starFairbanks,
is responsible for this feathe stage was blacked out
ture of the was
program.
The
statement
as follows:
and
two
semi-prologues
Fred A. Miller, president and general
Harry Leonhardt, vice-president and
were given. The first,
manager of the company operating the
" The Desert," consists of
" I AM POLICY "
associate
manager
of palace,
Los Angeles'
New
California
Theatre
in Los
a cyclorama the full width
navest motion
picture
ivhich
Kind friends — Hear me
(Continued on page 430)
was recently opened
Angeles
— I am " Policy " — " Pol-
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Original
Designing
Shows
Numerous
Plans Require Long Period for Working Out to Almost Absolute Perfection
IN the building of Miller's California theatre, the architect, contractor and sub-contractors were brought face to face with
many problems, some of which seemed insurmountable at times,
but in all instances the barriers were overcome and the desired
effects were secured.
The initial plans for this new Los Angeles theatre were drawn
about eighteen months ago and as much time was taken for the
planning as was needed for the construction. When Managing
Director Fred A. Miller and his associate, Harry Leonhardt, first
conceived the idea of building, they engaged the services of
A. B. Rosenthal. Before any work was done on the planning it
was decided that everything pertaining to the theatre should be
original in design and so devised to harmonize into one whole,
that
be perfection
in theatre'
construction
and Eighth,
decoration.
Thewould
site selected
on South
Main street
just below
was
not one that was particularly suited for theatre construction. The
street at this point is not parallel with the street west of it, and
consequently the lot is wider at the rear, it being 100x93 and
168 feet deep.
The interior and exterior arc of modern Italian Renaissance
style of architecture, and the outstanding features of the construction are the fact that balcony and roof are self-supporting,
and that the entire stage, fifty-four feet wide with proscenium
arch thirty feet high, may be seen from every seat in the auditorium and balcony. The entire picture may be seen by a person standing in any of the doors leading to the auditorium from
the foyer. The projection room is located directly in the center
at the back of the auditorium.
The front of the building is the entire width of the lot, eighty
feet, and has exits on each side eight feet wide leading to the
sidewalk. The center of the building is taken up by the lobby
eighteen feet deep and thirty-eight feet wide. On either side of
this are small storerooms 14x28 feet. In the center of the lobby
is the general box office fitted with three windows, while on the
right wall is the reserved seat box office of sufficient size for four
ticket sellers. Entrance to the foyer is gained through four double
and tw.o single doors panelled with plate glass that extends from
a foot above the floor line to within six inches of the top. The
main foyer is 28 x 40 feet with tile flooring harmonizing with the
general color scheme, and an oriental rug 18 x 24 feet in size.
Above this is a well in the mezzanine floor promenade, twenty
feet square, and above this in the mezzanine ceiling is a dome
fitted with lighting effects which gives one the impression of
looking up into the sky. In the afternoon it has the warm glow
of the sun, and at night the pale blue of starlight.
from the front' are
ten feet
side Back
on either
foyer feet
Off the twelve
stairways,
in width.
of this is an inner foyer
which leads from the main one to the sides of the building.
There are two wide entrances to the main auditorium and one
from each side of the foyer, alsp from each end of the inner
foyer. Drinking fountains have been conveniently placed midway between the entrances to the auditorium. The stairway
consists of but ten steps, and then one enters upon a circular
ramp which by a slow incline leads to the mezzanine floor level.
From the back center of the mezzanine floor is an incline to
within fifteen feet of the front of the balcony joining there with
the lower balcony cross aisle. At the front of the mezzanine
floor foyer is a large waiting room. This is 18x38 feet. On
one side of this is the ladies' parlor with telephones, dressing
tables, etc. On the other side is a nursery where children of
the patrons may be left in charge of nurses. There is also a
smoking room on this side. Stairways lead from right and left
of the mezzanine floor to the second cross aisle of the balcony.
On the third floor (top), are located the offices of the theatre,
and also a private projection room fitted that it may be used
for rehearsal. Here also are installed complete equipment of the
Filmusic Company for the timing of musical program for the
picture. The instruments include the musicue meter and a
synchron-o-meter.
The auditorium is 104 feet in length from the entrance off the
foyer to the orchestra pit. At the entrance end it is eighty-two
feet wide and tapers gradually to a width of sixty-six feet. The
balcony is 103 feet in length and extends from immediately under

Picture

News

Merits

the street side of the foyer to within about twenty-five feet of
the stage. The auditorium has aisles at the side and also others
extending from the foyer to the orchestra pit placing the house
in three sections.
The loge seats are located in the first fifty feet of the balcony.
There are three rows in front of the first cross aisle, and ten
above the cross aisle. These seats are all leather upholstered and
very large and comfortable, each one requiring a space of 24 x 46
inches. The other seats of the house used on the main floor and
in the upper balcony require space 20 x 36 inches.
The orchestra pit extends across the entire stage end of the
building, and is of sufficient size for forty musicians. It is sunk ji
below the main floor, and has three levels so that all of the
musicians are in plain view of the audience. The consol of the i
Robert Morton orchestral organ is on one side of the center at
the back of the orchestra pit, and on the other is a grand piano. 1
The antiquated fire laws of Los Angeles have materially affected
the construction of this theatre. One law requires that every I
building in which there are entertainments, there shall be a fire- I
wall between the portion of the building where stagecraft is i
practiced and that occupied by the audience. To comply with this .
law a small fire wall is built on each side of the building and
the remainder of the stage is separated from the audience by
what is said to be the largest asbestos curtain in any motion picture theatre in the world. The proscenium arch is fifty-four feet
wide and thirty feet in height in the center. A portion of the .
elliptical orchestra pit extends back of the stage line, and when
the large asbestos curtain is in place on the stage, it drops
through a grand stairway, fourteen feet in width leading down
to the center of the stage. On each side of the grand stairway
is a baluster crowned with beautiful lighting ornaments.
A I
banister extends from these balusters, circular shape to the front
of the stage, and then to the walls on either side. The sides of
the stage have been used for placing the many parts of the*
mammoth Robert Morton organ. A sixty-five-foot gridiron affords all room necessary for the scores of drops used in the
different stage settings. There are two screens with almost a
score of drapery drops.
Another antiquated law provides there shall be five feet of
space in front of the projection room which shall not be occupied
by people, so that " in case any film should catch fire it cannot
fall upon the people." This causes a loss of about thirty seats.
The self-supporting ceiling is a marvel in architectural beauty
and construction engineering. It is the largest of its kind in the
country, extending as it does, the full length and width of the
building, eighty feet in the front and gradually sloping back to a
sixty-six foot width in the rear or stage end. This is spoken of
as a vaulted ceiling shaped into eight bays. At each of these
bays are three ventilators which have the appearance of ceiling
ornaments.
On each side of the building from about the middle and ex- ,
tending to the back end are courts connected with the main floor
by three sets of doors and with the balcony by wide iron stairways. This gives the house four exits on each side from the rear, i
and practically half of the front as that portion of the building
is enclosed by doors. The ceiling in the center of the building is
fifty feet in height, and the bottom of the balcony is eighteen j
feet above the floor level directly underneath.
The builders of the theatre are the Winters Construction Com- I
pany, a Los Angeles firm. The work was begun on February 10
of this year, and is the first theatre to be built by what is termed
the unit system. Construction work along this plan made possible J
the planning of the separate portions of the building as the work I
was carried on. First the front of the theatre building was |erected, and the work of finishing it was then taken up while
the auditorium was being built. This made possible a speedier
work and the use of scaffolding for finishing and decorating asl
well as construction work, requiring a small amount of labor inr
this respect. There is a basement under the stage only, the remainder of the floor being laid upon the ground.
The balcony was thoroughly tested for the inspection department of the Los Angeles Building Commission, when 200 pounds
{Continued on page 430)
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Music Holds Prime Position at California
FULLY appreciating that fifty per cent of a motion picture theatre program
depends upon proper atmosphere created by suitable incidental music,
Messrs. Miller and Leonhardt in planning the California theatre paid
marked attention to arranging for necessary music. During the five years
Mr. Miller has conducted a motion picture theatre in Los Angeles, he had
previously purchased five instruments from the American Photo Player
Company through their district manager H. F. Charles, and when he first
considered the building and opening of a new theatre he gave attention
to adequate musical equipment.
PlaiiB for the theatre were submitted to the Robert-Morton Organ division of the American Photo Player Company, and the greatest organ this
company has ever made was planned and built. With this purchase Mr.
Miller increases the amount of money he has spent with this firm to $127,000.
The Robert-Morton Organ of the California theatre required more than
six months for the making, and after being thoroughly tested at the
factory, was then brought to the theatre where six weeks were required for
its installation, under the supervision of R. W. Williams, superintendent of
the factory, who is responsible for many of its superior qualifications.
The system
California's
admirable
features.
It has ofa having
douHe
touch
whichorgan
gives has
the many
organist
the power
in operation
four hands and four feet, inasmuch as the pressure on a key or pedal to
half position gives one tone, and if placed the remaining distance will give
another. The organ contains every instrument used by a fifty-piece symphony orchestra, in addition to the pipes of the organ proper, has
electric action and is unified throughout. Particular attention has been
given to securing a high wind pressure and twenty-five inches is possible.
The organ
pipes
are thirty-two
and of sufficient size forhasa large
man to.
crawlthatthrough.
Others feet
used inarelength,
even smaller
than
a lead pencil. The organ is fitted with five sets of swell shutters so constructed as to be sound proof when closed.
They open singly, alternately, or all instantaneously making possible
the softest tones desired, or placing a thunderous blast within the power
of the organist. The designers of this organ have developed the characteristic tone of each set of pipes to the fullest extent, mindful of the fact
that each set of pipes must be used not only by itself but combined
with one or all the other sets in the organ under certain conditions. It
will
noticed thatistheverycrescendo
from the and
softest
the in
fullitpower
of thet'e instrument
much smoother
has tones
fewer togaps
than
instruments built on other principles. The instrument possesses the character of the full natural organ tone, and upon this foundation the brilliant
string and reed effects are elaborated to produce an instrument of the
wonderful flexibility and power of a symphony orchestra.
The remarkably quick and silent shutter action — the ingenious system of
double touch — the arrangement of the different traps and musical effects
and the combination of piston action are original features appreciated by
the skilled operator.
The musical programs of the house are in charge of Nicola Donatelli,
the musical director, and Ray Hastings and L. H. Clark are the organists.
Abraham Rosen is vocal director, and J. Mulieri is concert master. The
orchestra is made up of musicians from all parts of the world, brought
together by the musical director. The members of the orchestra are : G.
Romandy,
U. Sistarelli,
F. Grover, Chas.
S. Bergman,
Letvak, S. Wolf-F.
stahl,
S. Gelberg,
R. S.R. Martinez,
Miller, Ph.
O. Hundhammer,
Grofe, R. Durand, M. Koopman, C. Cheifetz, W. Rehor, Jos. Giampaolo, G.
Iuvone, E. Mancusi, Jos. Perri, G. Maselli. L. Nobile, Geo. Vieira, Rocco
Donatelli, A. DeGregoriis, O. Lucci, R. Plantamura, C. Margadonna, L.

Picture

Xicola Donatelli, at the left, is leader of the orchestra at the new
California Theatre. Ray Hastings is organist
Donatelli, G. W. Cadwell, F. Viola, and Nettie Pometti.
To give their musicians all aid possible, the management investigated
every known device on the market today, and then selected an equipment
made by Filmusic Studios, 1729 Highland avenue, Los Angeles. This
equipment includes music synchronizing devices which have been named
Musicue Meters and Synchron-o-meters. These are automatic, and the
dials on the desk of the orchestra leader and the consol of the RobertMorton organ constantly keep them informed of the speed of the film, and
indicate when to change from one musical theme to another, that the
music may synchronize with the picture.
The Filmusic Studios, who prepare orchestral scores, music roll scores,
music cue sheets and manufacture picture rolls as well as rolls for all
player pianos, has been contracted for by the California management to
prepare musical scores exclusively for this theatre. The scores will be
composed of original compositions and others taken from the big musical
litTary at the studios maintained. The Filmusic people are specialists in
every phase of music presentation for theatres of all types.
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Harmonious

Decorations Make California
Distinctive
THE decorative and furnishing scheme of the California theatre, worked
out by Messrs. Miller and Leonhardt and the heads of the decoration
department of Barker Brothers home furnishing establishment of Los
Angeles, is one of harmony throughout. It gives to the theatre a distinction, as the whole scheme is an original one. Particular attention has
been given to the most minute details, with the result that wherever you
look vou are reminded that the builders have been very thoughtful with
respect to everything pertaining to the furnishing and decorating.
To make the theatre a restful and decidedly inviting place has been the
intention of all concerned, and with this idea in view they selected soft
tones that are restful to the eye and appeal to the lovers of the artistic.
At the same time great care has been taken that nothing be placed in the
theatre what will detract in the least from the stage, music, presentation
and effects. Above all the theatre is homelike and lovable, and patrons
will find many new and interesting features in the decorations.
The lobty
walls of marble
attractive
framesintofortheannouncements of attractions,
and hascontain
massiveseveral
oak doors
leading
theatre.
The ceiling of the lobby gives the first intimation of the color scheme, this
being of silver leaf brightened by indirect reflected lighting. The draperies
behind the plate glass of the doors are of almost the same shade. The
foyer gives further indication of the soft colorings by its delicate velvet
and silk draperies of greyish blue shades. Across the back wall is a mammoth French mirror with panels on either side. In the center surrounded
by tiling of the same shades is a Saruk rug, 18 x 24 feet, that carries out
the soft colorings of the wall decorations and foyer fixtures. Standing in
the center, one can look through a well in the mezzanine floor to a
luminous sky-like dome, lighting effects of which give it the shades and
colorings to resemble sunlight, moonlight, twilight, and are changed
according to the time of day.
The walls along the stairway and ramp leading to the mezzanine floor
are effectively decorated with velvet paper of an old ivory and gold over
ato very
This paperscheme
was especially
designed
fit in light
with grey-blue
the generalbackground.
color and decorative
of the theatre.
But two colors with many tints of each have been used in the decoration
of the walls and domes of the auditorium, with the exception of now and
then a very slight incidental dash of color to emphasize the softness of the
blues and greys. The keynote of the auditorium coloring is soft and hazy
^rreys and blues. Barker Brothers, the decorators, here attempted to color
so as to remind one of a pleasant dream or a quiet sky at twilight. Mellow
shades of grey, rose and dull autumn yellow are used, all of which are
high lighted delicately with gold leaf. The coloring accentuates the modest
tint of the walls and doois, redeeming the color scheme from monotony
and yet preserving restfulness.
The promenade and waiting rooms, on the mezzanine floor, decorative
plan follows the general scheme of the foyer. Along the mezzanine floor
and ramp balustrade are growing flowers which will be symbolic of the
•different
the year. ofDuring
the openingCalifornia
week ofclimate
the theatre.
Christmas seasons
flowersofemblematic
the wonderful
were
effectively used.
The furnishings from Barker Brothers for the waiting and rest rooms
are the personification of luxury and elegance. Very liberal provision has
been made for the comfort of the women and children, and the tone of
elegance
extended
of the rooms.
theatre.TheIvory
and
blue
with has
silkenI'een
drapery
walls toarethese
used portions
in the waiting
dressing
room
is
in
grey
and
lavender
and
the
nursery
is
brightened
with
design
that will be attractive to the children.
The carpets of the stairways and aisles are of old gold with a stripe of
-old
rose
at carpet
each side.
The mezzanine
floorharmonizes
and ramps with
to the
seats
have
velvet
of subdued
design that
the loge
draperies
and walls.
A very effective feature of the wall decoration is the large tapestry
panel on either side near the stage end. Screened lights reflect upon these
panels, bringing out the delicate shades and silver.
A sacrifice of 400 seats has been made by the management in order that
greater comfort may be given to the patrons. When originally planned the
theatre was to have more than 2.500 seats, but this number was reduced to
a trifle less than 2,100. The change was due to the installation of large
upholstered lounge chairs, numbering 400, which are placed in the front
of the balcony and constitute the loge seats. Each of these seats requires
a space 24 x 46 inches. The other seats of the theatre are leather upholstered, twenty inches in width, and requiring a space thirty-six inches long.
Seats were manufactured by the American Seating Company.
The theatre throughout has a tone of dignity. The draperies are either
of velvet or silk, and in most instances are of special weave to meet the
requirements
of thecarried
generalout.decorative scheme the firm of Barker Brothers
has so effectively
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The skill of Barker artists was engaged to create an
original distinctive and beautiful scheme, and the resources
of the Barker facilities were depended upon to carry out
the complete furnishing project. The success attained
speaks for itself.
When Best Results are Desired, and Something of Unusual Charm is Sought, it is Logical that the Ability of
BARKER'S Staff Should be Called Upon.
The wide scope of our experience, our extensive stocks
of superior merchandise, the competency of our experts and specialists, and the complete character of our
organization, makes it possible for us to successfully care
for ANY contract — from the decorating and furnishing of
the most sumptious theater, hotel, club, or mansion, to the
outfitting of modest homes, or the equipment of any office
or business establishment.

The House of Complete and Competent Home Furnishing Service. Los Angeles Home of Berkey d- Gay
Furniture and Other Dependable Makes
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Mezzanine floor promenade and ramp to loge seats, iviih zvell to
foyer and skylight
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Picture

New.

The circular ramp to the mezzanine floor, leading from the foyer. To the right is an excellent view of the mezzanine floor waiting
room
The

Psychology

of a Smile

How William Parsons Became Known as " Smiling Bill"
BACK of the selection of the executives of the California
theatre of Capitol Comedies featuring Bill Parsons that are
released by Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, is an interesting
story that touches upon the psychology of the smile. A number
of years ago William Parsons entered the insurance field, and in
a short time became one of the most prominent salesmen and
sales managers of the country. He increased his forces until
he had several thousand men in his employ, and every one became
successful. Early in his business career Mr. Parsons learned that
a man with a smile, who attempted to make his personality pleasing, was far more successful than the one who did not. He had
applied the psychology of the smile in his own work, and he
taught it to all of his men and they became hail fellows well
met who were welcomed on every hand.
When " Smiling Bill " Parsons considered the creation of comedies, his first decision was that they should radiate happiness
from beginning to end, and carry a smile wherever possible, for
he knew that one smile would create another, and the one smile
on the screen would therefore create hundreds within the audience.
In other words, Parsons' belief is that a smile is contagious and
the best epidemic for the world is one of smiles.
Fred A. Miller, general manager, and Harry Leonhardt, associate manager of the California, decided that regardless eft what
else was on their program, it should end with a picture of such
character as would " send them away with a smile.

Nursery just off zvaiting room on the mezzanine floor

California

Books

Program

to Next

August

CONTRACTS now made by officers of the California Theatre
Company provide program for the coming year or more,
solid bookings having been made until the latter part of August,
1919.
Most of the weekly programs will include Paramount and
Artcraft subjects, but in addition to these Nazimova productions
distributed by Metro Film Corporation and Geraldine Farrar
star series by Goldwyn Pictures Corporation will be shown.
The management prior to the opening had contracted for the
following through the Los Angeles exchange of the Famous
Players-Lasky
" Arizona
was the openingCorporation
bill, and :is Douglas
the only Fairbanks
Fairbanks inpicture
to be"
shown at the theatre according to present bookings. Following
this will come the Artcraft Special Maurice Tourneur's Production of " Sporting Life." William S. Hart will be seen at the
theatre in eight Artcraft subjects during the year. All three
Artcraft films starring Fred Stone are to be shown here together
with seven Paramount starring Ethel Clayton ; eight starring
Shirley Mason, in addition to two other Artcraft Specials and
one film starring Caruso.
Present contracts provide for the next three Xazimova productions, but no date has been fixed for their showing. Geraldine
Farrar will make four appearances on the California screen in
as many Goldwyn releases. Messrs. Miller and Leonhardt have
also contracted for the United Picture Theatres of America releases which include such stars as Dustin Farnum, Kitty Gordon
and Florence Reed. The present subjects under contract are
"Light of Western .Stars" and "A Man in the Open-' starring
Farnum ; " Adele " and " Platonic Love " with Miss Gordon, and
subjects yet to be named which have Miss Reed as star.
The California news weekly will be made of selections from
the releases of the Hearst News Universal Weeklies, contracts
for the exclusive use of these films having been made with the
management by Dave Bershon manager of the Los Angeles Universal exchange. The weekly feature of the program is to be
made one of the important units of the California's program, and
particular attention is being given to this department by the
management.
The Travelogue unit of the program will be made up of releases of the Educational Film Corporation, handled in the Southern California territory by the M. & R. Feature Film exchange
of Los Angeles and San Francisco. Contracts for the first run
of these has been made by the management, and the dedication
programshowed
includedscenes
the one
titled " Tale
of the forests.
Tall Timbers
which
in California
Redwood
Other"
travelogues contracted for showing at this theatre are the Burlingham Travel Series.
The comedy of the California theatre program will be furnished
by the Goldwyn Distributing Corporation exchange, and consists
of Capitol Comedies featuring " Smiling Bill " Parsons.
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"Smilinc/Wl

"PARSONS
T OS ANGELES' biggest screen institution— a
"
tribute to the persistence and ability of F. A.
Miller, a brilliant showman — has booked and will

present from the day it opens its doors "Smiling
Bill" Parsons in Capitol Comedies.
One

by one, as the new

motion

pictures theatres

open in cities large and small yo*u find that their
wise owners have booked Capitol Comedies
There

are at this moment

3,100 theatres

in the

United

States presenting and featuring these wholesome, lively, laughable comedies — most of them
regretting that there are only 26 a year when they
would like to offer 52.
"Smiling Bill" Parsons has grown upon the people
of America on merit; his popularity is valid, real
and deserved. Once in a house, he sticks. He stays
there because the exhibitor never has to guess at
his popularity or his values to the program.
Audiences talk about
and ask for him.

him,

like him,

praise him

It is a great pleasure to Mr. Parsons and the Goldwyn organization, his exclusive distributors, to have
the Capitol Comedies increase their appeal in Los
Angeles in the beautiful new California Theatre,
which is destined to be one of the conspicuous
theatre successes of the Pacific Coast.

GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
16 East A-Znd Street
New York City

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS
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A view from the balcony, showing the orchestra chairs and the
curtain. Steps leading to the stage are in the center of the pit
Stage Cited as Example of "Last Word" in
Picture Presentation
AS the California theatre was built and designed especially
for the presentation of the photodrama and kindred subjects,
every possible thing has been done to install equipment and effects
that will improve the presentation of the picture with no thought
of ever reconstructing or altering the house for the presentation
of any other kind of amusement, and so there are innovations
found on the stage that emphasize the cinema art, and give it
distinction from any other form of amusement.
When the stage was conceived by the early Greeks, pillars were
placed at each side of the platform so that people of the audience
would know when the performer was playing, for at such time
as he was always between the pillars. This stage conception has
continued down to the present day with but few alterations ;
the one being that the pillars have been replaced in theatres by
a proscenium arch, making possible the hiding of the players at
the sides when they are off stage. The California would have
done away with the proscenium arch altogether inasmuch as the
players for this theatre are but shadows, had it not been for the
fire laws which provide that an auditorium must be divided from
the portion of the building where stagecraft is practiced. The
proscenium arch of the California can hardly be classed as such,
for it is so draped that it becomes a part of a cyclorama which
begins back in the auditorium fifteen feet behind the front seats
and extends around the entire presentation end of the theatre, the
walls harmonizing into one whole are played upon by many
different hues of light. The finish of the walls and the main
drapes of the stage when the large asbestos curtain is raised is
practically the same. At each side of the auditorium where the
presentation cyclorama begins are batteries of huge lights used
for flooding the orchestra pit and stage. Each lamp is fitted
with five different colors. These, as well as the side lights in the
proscenium arch proper, are hidden by massive velvet curtains of
the same color as the walls. The stage proper and orchestra
pit is divided by a mammoth asbestos curtain thirty-six feet high
and fifty-five feet in width which was furnished and installed by
the Edwin H. Flagg Scenic Company of Los Angeles and San
Francisco which firm made all scenic effects for the theatre.
This curtain is the largest of any motion picture theatre, and
exceeded only in this country by that at the Hippodrome theatre,
New York. When this large curtain is raised the ingenuity of
the designers in so cleverly arranging the presentation end of
the theatre is appreciated by the spectator, for then it is that the
grey cyclorama is complete. The audience is seemingly placed
closer to the presentation and effects used and made a part of
the stage portrayals. This gives a feeling of intimacy with the
entertainment features projected or given by the orchestra.
The asbestos curtain has the appearance of a silken portiere,
regardless of the fact it is a theatre curtain of solid asbestos
fibre woven into steel wire and re-enforced with iron pipes. The
gridiron of the stage is of sufficient height to make possible the
lifting of this curtain thirty-six feet into a loft of steel and con-
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crete, and so evenly is it counterbalanced that operation by a
child is possible. The curtain and frame is suspended by five
steel cables operating over large ball-bearing sheaves, it ascending in slides seventy-two feet in length each 4x8 inches in depth
and made by quarter-inch boiler plate.
The painted decorations on the curtain, executed in the studios
of the Flagg Company, in Los Angeles, are alternate broad vertical stripes in gray tones, harmonizing with the interior scheme,
and across the bottom is a conventional design of golden poppies
intertwined in a Greek fret ornament. Back of this curtain are
the mechanical and scenic appliances with which the atmospheric,
operatic, dramatic and spectacular productions will be staged, in
addition to the latest and most complete cinematographic exhi
bitions. for all of which the entire country has been scoured, t
make the California the ultra theatre perfect.
Huge pylons of gold block off the three alcoves where seen
from the pictures will be shown. Back of these, futurist hang
ings mask and divide different features. In the center opening
reproduction of a palace interior is shown when occasion call
for an interior of this nature, and it is so arranged that massive
chandeliers can be illuminated and have the appearance of exaggerating the perspective. Around the back of the stage are
various cyclorama drops which will act as the background for
other scenes that will be changed each week. The opening week
one of these scenes represents the lens of a motion picture camera
with a novel iris effect showing actual people as they are seen
through the finding lens. Another is a heroic harp with an entire
Grecian setting of set drops and netted drops back of the strings.
The cloth of gold drawn curtains over the picture screen are
embellished with butterflies embroidered with jewels.
The lighting of the stage makes possible the changing to many
different hues and tints, there being every solid color of the rainbow represented in the thousand of globes used in foot, border
and bank lights above.
The stage, while much shallower than that for the spoken drama
or musical comedy, is of sufficient depth to accommodate as many
as thirty drops, and the stage equipment is sufficient.
The screen is hidden from view by a beautiful golden drop on
which are projected the main title. The designing of this curtain
makes possible a new effect causing the picture to sparkle with a
glow similar to that of phosphorescence. The stage is equipped
with two screens each 24x32 feet in size, and were prepared by
William Hafemann and were made by the nitro silver painting
process on canvas.
The stage, and all pertaining to that end of the building, was
prepared under the supervision of W. A. Bishop who is managing
director of the theatre and supervises the presentation. He was
formerly identified with New York houses, and has had a wide
experience in the show world having been identified with some
of the greatest producers and theatre men of the country.

Front of auditorium shozcing tapestry panel
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Members of the Los Angeles Film Exchange Board of Trade
photographed in the lobby. Posed exclusively for Motion Picture
News
Managing

Director

Bishop

Devises Lighting

System
ADDING materially to the restful features of the California
theatre is a lighting system devised along plans originated
by Managing Director W. A. Bishop, who is in charge of presentation, and has effects
given 'for
the screen
past sixandmonths
to working
new and pleasing
auditorium.
There outis
not a single light within the auditorium in view of the audience, the indirect system having been most effectively installed.
The main illumination of the auditorium is from 50,000 candle
power lights placed in wall pockets designed in the shape
of Horns of Plenty, out of which appear flowers and fruits,
making them symbolic of California. The light rays strike upon
the ceiling and is shed to all portions of the house outside of the
orchestra pit. A semi-indirect lighting system is used in lobby,
foyer, and all portions of the mezzanine floor. The vestibule
is a blaze of white lights with two large fixtures. The foyer
is in genuine ivory, with old ivory in relief work. The main
lighting fixtures are at the foot of the grand stairways. These
have ivory glass with cupids looking down from above. There
are long fixtures hung by silk cord covered stems, and the light
is sufficient and reflected by devices of particular beauty.
Throughout the auditorium and stage as well as the dome under
the mezzanine well are fitted with reflectors manufactured by the
National X-Ray Company. These together with all lighting fixtures were installed by the Forve-Pettibone Company of Los
Angeles. This company is responsible for the creation of the
lighting fixtures and materially aided the California executives in
perfecting their lighting system. The lighting effects for the
stage are described in an article treating that feature of the
California separately.

' Ready for business."

The lobby of the new California Theatre

Picture

News

Los Angelos Welcomes Newest Theatre
(Continued from page 421 )
of the sixty-five- foot proscenium opening, upon which were placed
various lighting effects of the stage to illustrate dawn, day,
twilight and night. The second was named "The Patio" and
showed a scene emblematic of conditions in Arizona. The closing
number of the program was the Bill Parsons Comedy, " Bill's
Opportunity," distributed by the Goldwyn Corporation.
The many friends of the several men identified with the theatre
sent floral offerings which occupied prominent places in the lobby,
foyer and the promenade of the mezzanine floor.
Besides the men mentioned above, the staff of the new theatre
consists of the following: R. H. Poole, assistant house manager;
Xicola Donatelli, musical manager; Ray Hastings, L. H. Clarke,
organists; Abraham Rosen, vocal director; Roy Miller, director
of publicity; Norman K. Wistler, stage manager; H. G. Robinson,
-taff artist; Frank Hardill, chief projectionist; Temple Company,
i ustumers.
The program of the California will be changed every Monday,
and there will be continuous performances from eleven fifteen
A. M. to eleven thirty P. W. daily. Six programs will be given
daily. All will include the orchestra, soloist, musical numbers,
special color harmony and scenic effects, except those starting at
eleven fifteen and six o'clock. The prices for matinees are fifteen,
twenty-five and thirty-five cents, and for evenings, Sundays and
holidays, fifteen, twenty-five, thirty-five and loges fifty cents.
Original Designing Shows Numerous
(Continued from page 422)

Merits

of dead weight was placed upon every square foot of the balcony. When this weight was there, there was a deflection of
less than three-eighths of an inch which was considered by all
engineers consulted as normal. The weighting was done by the
placing of bags of cement upon the balcony floor. A better idea
of the size of the undertaking can be gained by the figures showing the amount of material used which were compiled by Mr.
Hawkins of the Winter Construction Company. They are as
follows: Lumber, 671,838 square feet; 274 coils of wire; 196
kegs of nails, 300,990 pounds of steel, 19,200 bags of cement, 242
tons of crushed rock, 15,000 yards of sand, and 1,700 bags of
plaster. There was a payroll of $54,000 on the building.
The sub-contractors were Arden Building Material Company,
Bleecker-Nelson Company, sheet metal and marque ; S. C. Brown,
plumbing; E. S. Cederberg, masonry; Hammond Lumber Company; Charles H. Fortune, ventilating; Llewellyn Iron Works,
re-enforced steel ; Pioneer Water Proofing and Roof Company ;
Standard Ornamental Iron Company; Southwestern Portland
Cement Company; Simons Brick Company, and Watkins Art
Stone Company. F. J. Twaits was engineer, G. F. Hill, general
superintendent of construction, and Raymond G. Osborne was in
charge of testing. A. B. Rosenthal, the architect, was constantly
at the theatre during the construction and designed everything
used within the building.
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View of the machines used in the modern projection room of the California Theatre. At the right is a
the projection booths in the center of the auditorium
Particular

Attention
Given
to Planning
Projection Room
TO insure the proper projection of pictures, and to facilitate in
the lighting effects needed for presentation features, particular attention has been given to the planning of the projection
room located on the main floor at the rear of the auditorium.
The projection department occupies a solid concrete room nearly
four feet above the floor level of the auditorium. Frank Hardill,
who has been with Fred A. Miller for more than five years, is in
charge, and to him was left the responsibility of planning the

ELECTRICAL
AND

SIGNS,

BORDER

STAGE

LIGHTS

Furnished by
ELECTRICAL

PRODUCTS

CORPORATION

941 West 16th Street

Los Angeles

We call particular attention to the Interchangeable Electrical
sign across the front, the miniature marquise signs furnished
in Circassian Walnut, and the Interchangeable Flexlume letters
on Front of Marqnise.

Heat Comfort
The Clow "GASTEAM"
Radiator
No .la ^ it O]
\To Smoke
No Boiler
Just light a match and
have STEAM HEAT
WHEN AND WHERE
YOU WANT IT.
Easilystalled
andwithoutquickly
tearing inup
Uoors or walls.
Call strate
andthem let
me
demonto you or write
for
logue.particulars and cataE. F. HAMMEI;
Southern California
Representative
730 South Olive St.
Los Angeles
Phone 61624

Picture

News

iew from the stage, showing

interior and selecting equipment. Hardill is assisted by Ed. Davis.
The projection room has two late Powers model machines furnished by the Pacific Amusement Supply Company of Los Angeles,
and besides a dissolving stereopticon, two spotlights have been
especially made to fit the needs of the theatre. All special wires
of direct current are run to the theatre from a nearby station, the
service feed being on " 00 " wire to the 6x4 switchboard. The
machine switches are of 100 amp. capacity, and the feed to the
projection machine is on a number two wire. The resistance coils
are placed in a separate fireproof room. The switchboard is 4x6
feet, and very conveniently located. This contains volt and amp
meter, and all necessary devices. The motors of the projecting
machines are connected with cutter-hammer field rheostats which
make possible regulation of the speed of the machine. The dowsers of the projecting machines are operated by a wire which
goes from the lamp house to the floor, and is connected with the
other machine by means of pipes. This does away with all overhead wires or cord. Each machine is fitted with an adjustable
overhead desk lamp bracket and the projection room equipment
provides necessary work bench and tools, including a Hooker
automatic rewinding device which has fireproof storage place for
all reels used during one program. The projection department is
ventilated by two sets of fans, one that pumps fresh air in and
an exhaust fan.

and Furnishes the Heating:
Arrangement
nt of the new California theatre was
arrangeme
heating
THE
planned and furnished by E. F. Hammel of 730 South Olive
street, Los Angeles, Southern California agent for the James B.
Clow & Sons "Gastcam" system of heating. The entire heating
scheme is admirably worked out by the adaptability of this system, in which each radiator is a complete plant in itself. It requires no furnace to be taken care of, consequently no basement
or janitor is necessary. The only connection is with the gas pipe,
each radiator being partially filled with water, the replenishing
of which need only be done from three to four times a year and
takes but a minute or two. The gas is automatically controlled
by the steam pressure in the radiator, while in appearance they
are identical with the regulation type of steam radiator. The
is one of its principal
great elasticity of the "Gasteam" system
features, in that any one or more of the units may be used as
demands require, heating any part or parts of a building, but
without the necessity, as in the case of a furnace, of burning
more fuel than is required to heat simply the desired space. Once
lighted the radiators require no attention and can be turned off
instantly and lighted equally as easy. Their very elasticity, econ- .
omy and ease in operation makes this system of heating ideally
adapted to the home or office of any kind of building, just as much
so, as to this magnificent new theatre building.
(Continued on page 433)
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Musician
Chair Furnished
Type of Box Chair Furnished
New California Theatre, Los
Many Leading Theatres
Angeles, Cal.

Grand stairway leading from either side of foyer to mezzanine floor

Signs Particularly Attractive and Show
Quality of Theatre and Program
THE attractive appearance of the front of the theatre has been
greatly enhanced by the addition of electric signs equally
attractive. Across the top at the front of the building is one
of the largest signs erected by an coast theatre, the main portion
of which is the single word, " California." All of this is in
white with white lights. An idea of its size can be gained from
the dimensions of the single letter " C " which is fourteen feet
in height. Back of the word " California " is a cluster of California poppies which at night are seen to grow, and the buds
open. The sign requires more than a thousand lights in opal,
jgreen, gold, orange and white. This was built by the Tucker
Electric Sign System, and outside dimensions are 35 x 60 feet.
The Electrical Products Corporation installed most of the electrical work of the theatre including border, foot, overhead and
proscenium arch lights. This same firm also installed the interchangeable sign in the front of the lobby which is furnished in
Circassian walnut, as well as the miniature signs on each end of
the marquise which were installed after the photograph in this
section was taken. These spell the words " Miller's California
Theatre."
The front of the theatre aside from the semi-indirect lights at
the four sectional pillars of the marquise is lighted by reflectors
that are hidden across the street. The great volume of light
projected by these make the front of the theatre very attractive
at night, and are so arranged that it may be flooded with different
hues automatically.
Hammel

Plans and Furnishes Heating
Arrangement
(Continued from page 432)
In the basement at the stage end of the building is the intake
for the ventilating system. This is connected with mushrooms
placed over every third seat and fresh ventilated and washed air
s pumped into the building by a mammoth fan. There are ten
arge ornamental exhaust vents in the ceiling. Claim is made
Dy the installing ventilating engineer that the air at the theatre
s changed every three minutes.

GREETINGS
Motion

Picture News

extends

to the

operators of the New California heartiest
wishes for a prosperous year.

m
Prominent Theatres equipped with our Musician Chairs: g
|§
Central Park Theatre
Chicago, 111.
M
Rialto Theatre
New York, N. Y.
m
Strand Theatre
New York, N. Y.
=
Rivoli Theatre
New York, N. Y.
=
Symphony Theatre
New York, N. Y.
Strand Theatre
Newark, N. J. «
Sanger Amusement Co
New Orleans, La.
JACOB & JOSEF KOHN, INC.
M
Manufacturers of Bentwood and Special Furniture
§§
25-27 West 32d Street
1410-18 S. Wabash Avenue B
m
NEW YORK, N. Y.
CHICAGO, ILL.
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FLAGG

SCENERY
Exceptionally successful productions for Miller's California,
Grauman's, Kinema, and nearly all others in Los Angeles. Ruth
St. Denis, Julian Eltinge, Rialto, Pantages and Orpheums, San
Francisco, Oakland and the West, attest to our supremacy in
meeting your requirements.
EXPERTS

-I- FACILITIES =

S. C.

BROWN

PLUMBING
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&

RESULTS

CO.

HEATING

17th Street

Los Angeles, Cal.
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Every one using the "De Luxe"
equipment is talking
it.
Read what a Berkeley, California, Theatre says:
" Gentlemen :
Six months

have

elapsed

un-

about

since purchasing

two of your ' Motiograph De Luxe Model '
projecting machines, and I want to say at
this time that they have given us 100 percent
satisfaction.
The picture projected by them at our Lorin
Theatre is second to none in that it is flickerless, clear and as steady as a rock.
I speak from experience when I state that
the machines run smooth and noiseless, as I
do relief work now and then, and I look forward to that time with a great deal of
pleasure.
There is also a great saving in carbons

by

being able to trim two full lengths of carbons at one time, top and bottom.
To be candid, I believe the Motiograph De
Luxe is the best projector on the market
today.
Yours
Beach

very truly,

Krahn

Per Will

Amusement
F. Krahn

Co., Inc.,
(Signed),

SecV-Treas."
Write for literature
ENTERPRISE

564

W.

Randolph

OPTICAL

MFG.

Street

COMPANY

Chicago,

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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friends and then quietly retires from the business, realizing that special width film, all his own, is of no value. It
is an impossible game.
Had he had a small width film standard which he could
have used and which was used by others he might still be
in business, for he would then have been able to sell his
projectors and feel that a film supply was available, for
there are quantities of film in the new standard which is
available.
Why use any width other than the " Professional Standard?"
cus ion : The following are some of the reasons given in dis-

f
Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions ; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
| furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
| questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
j E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
| Alfred S. Cory
Technical Editor
|
|
|
|

Narrow

Width

Film

THE question as to the adoption of a narrow width
film standard by the Society of Motion Picture
Engineers seems to be, for some reason, rather in
doubt in the minds of some of those interested in the Motion Picture industry.
At the meeting of the
Society held in Rochester in April, 1918, a
resolution was passed
adopting a narrow width
standard, dimensions of
which are given . here- .07/ ^
with.
At a meeting of the
Society held, in Cleveland in November, 1918,
the matter of reconsidering the action taKen at
the . Rochester meeting
was discussed, but upon
vote of the Society it
was decided finally that
the special standard
should stand.
It may be well to go
into the questions which
prompted the Society in
taking the action
When a man comes
into the industry and is
desirous of producing a
small projector, he at
once casts about for advice and help as to the film gauge
which he should use. He dreams monopoly: — he dreams
untold riches — he squanders his money and that of his

1. Because the film expense must be cut as low as possible, due to small rentals and the fact that the bookings
for film of this type, from its very nature, are slow in coming in. It is a long-time investment as compared with
Professional Film."
2. The competition between the Home Field and the
Theatre Field must be cut to a minimum. The small projector makes theatre patrons. The use of the larger standard on small projectors might tend to competition, not only
through film supply in the exchanges outside the theatres,
but also increase the competition for patrons between the
theatre and the semi-public gathering place.
3. It is desirous that outside the theatre pictures should
be able to be shown without a booth. In order to do this
non-inflamm,able film must be used. The passing of laws
that all film manufactured must be non-inflammable is beyond belief, but the passing of a law that the " Narrow
Width Standard " should be entirely non-inflammable is
possible, for in doing this the opposition of the " entertainment film interests " would not be met.
4. The standard adopted allows of the printing by a
simple optical reduction process of all the old negatives on
the " narrow width standard," which means added revenue
to the Film Companies and an increased library for small
projector use at a considerable reduction of raw stock
cost.
5. It means one film width which differs from the " Professional Standard " instead of as many different widths
as there are machines.
6. It means a broader use of motion pictures, for with
the reduction in cost of apparatus and the assurance of a
film supply, motion pictures can be used in rural districts
before small audiences where they* are not used to-day, because itis impractical.
The point was clearly made that the Society does not .
recommend the manufacturers of the small projectors to
adopt this " narrow-width film " as the one -to be used on
their' projectors. The ." Professional Standard " can be
used at any time, but the Society, does request that one or
the other be used and insisted' on b'v"the industry.
Some of those, present felt very strongly that this was
the solution to the educational problem and would do
away with all opposition on the part of the Theatre Interests to the use of motion pictures in churches, schools and
other semi-public places.
Whether or not the ideas of the Society work out or not
remains to be seen. At the present time the manufacturers
of small projectors are using both standards with considerable success and are equally insistent that their own
judgment is correct.

E. K. GILLETT.
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Motor

Generators for Series Arc Operation

(Continued from page 288 of last zucek's issue)
The brushes should be removed from the holders and wiped off
occasionally so that they will not become gummy and stick in
the boxes. When brushes are dirty they will not make proper
contact with the commutator, and sparking will result. It is a
good plan to take the brushes out of the boxes once a week and
carefully clean them. Do not take the pigtails loose from the
brush-holders and be sure to place the brushes back in the boxes
in their original position, for if they arc turned around they will
not fit the commutator surface. The brushes should have a smooth,
unscratched surface, free from deposit of copper.
(b) Uneven Wearing of the Commutator.
Uneven wearing of the commutator will sometimes result in
the mica protruding slightly above the commutator surface. In
this case the commutator should be trued up as described above.
There should be a slight endwise movement of the armature,
about -tV inch, which will cause the brushes to wear evenly across
the face of the commutator and prevent their wearing grooves
in the commutator face.
(c) Wrong Spring Pressure on the Brushes.
There should be just sufficient pressure on the brush springs to
insure good contact between brushes and commutator.
(d) Open or Short Circuit in Armature.
This trouble will most often occur near where the armature
winding is connected to the ^commutator and results generally
from a bruise in handling or some foreign body getting caught in
the armature, or from a chip caught when commutator is being
turned or repaired. If an open circuit, the trouble is very apparent,
since the long, heavy spark accompanying it generally eats away
the mica between the segments on each side of the break and
thus shows its location. A short circuit in the armature will show
at once by the excessive heating and perhaps smoking of the coil
or coils short circuited, and if the operation is continued the machine will be burned out. Where trouble of this kind is suspected
the necessity of prompt attention by an electrician is obvious.
(e) Overload.
If considerably more current is being taken by the lamp than the
machine is designed for, sparking may result. See that the machine is not excessively overloaded.
(f) Brushes in Wrong Position.
If the brushes are left jn the same position as when the machine
is received, trouble will not occur from this cause. If brushes are
ever moved or changed, see that they are put back wher« they belong and that marks on brush yoke and bearing housing agree.
MACHINE MAKES EXCESSIVE NOISE
This is most often due to a weak floor or to the machine not
setting firm and level. If the noise seems to be in the machine
itself and nothing can be observed out of place, send lor an
electrician, as the trouble may be serious.
Sometimes the noise made by the motor generator when running
can be heard in the theatre, where it is objectionable. Since these
sets do not require holding-down bolts or special foundation, this
noise can be overcome by setting the machine in a shallow box
containing an inch or two of sawdust or mineral wool, or by putting
several thicknesses of heavy linoleum or sheet cork under it.
Any electrical machine will make a certain amount of noise
when running. Some locations where there are reflecting walls
or vestibule may magnify this noise until it is objectionable. If
possible the locations should be given a try-out before the machine is permanently installed.

BEARINGS RUN HOT
The first rule when a bearing runs hot is to see that the oil
well is filled with good clean oil and that the oil rings run freely,
carrying the oil to the shaft. If the bearing runs hot on a new machine shut down and wash out the bearing with kerosene. Trouble
is probably due to dirt that has accumulated in shipment. If the
bearing has been running along satisfactorily and suddenly gets
hot, flood the well with clean oil, leaving the drain cock open and
pouring in the clean oil while machine is running to free the bearing from dirt. A change to a different grade of oil, either heavier
or lighter, will often correct a bearing trouble of this kind. Never
use water to cool a bearing; it may get into the insulation of the
windings and cause a worse trouble. A machine with clean oil of
the proper grade never gives trouble from hot bearings.
REPAIRS
When repair parts are needed it is poor economy to try to get
along without them. Brushes and bearings for these machines can
be shipped promptly and will always be of correct size and quality.
In ordering repair parts (new brushes, new bearings or other part
of machine) for one of these motor generators, bear in mind that
the serial number and name-plate readings of the machine should
be placed on the order.
CONNECTIONS
All connections on the machine and all bolts and nuts should
be inspected and carefully tightened up. The carbon jaws and
connections on the lamp should also be kept clean and tight. When
clamping the carbons in their holders it is necessary to use considerable pressure on the clamp to insure a good contact. A poor
contact at this point will not only result in a poor light, but will
also seriously damage the carbon-holder, due to the high resistance
of the poor contact. Loose contacts are a continual source of
trouble.
TROUBLES
All motor generators are carefully inspected in the factory and
tested on a projection arc lamp under actual operating conditions
(as near as they can be secured in a factory), so that when received by the customer they are all ready to be set up and run.
Every effort is made that the machines shall give perfect satisfaction to the manager and operator.
If trouble is experienced do not blame the machine until you
are certain that the trouble does not lie either in some other part
of the equipment or in some unusual local condition.
MACHINE DOES XOT START
If the machine does not start when the switch is closed, first
examine the fuses and make sure that the current is on at the
switch terminals. It sometimes happens that a single fuse has
blown on a three-phase three-wire outfit, in which case the motor
generator will run as a single-phase machine, but if stopped will
not start again until the blown fuse has been replaced if a singlethrow switch be used. However, if a double-throw starting switch
be used, the motor generator will be started up on the unfused
side, therefore the missing fuse must be detected by the operation
of the machine while running. If a fuse is missing it can usually
be detected by the unusual noise made by the machine while running, by the motor end heating excessively and, more particularly. ,
by change in speed with change in load and general unsteadiness )
of the arc. If a fuse be blown it should be replaced at once, for/
it may save the burning out of the motor.
SPARKING AT THE BRUSHES
When a >-icious sparking develops under the brushes of the ,
motor generator it is an indication that something is wrong. The
most usual causes are :
(a) Dirt on the Commutator or Brushes.
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Give Perfect Alternating Current Projection
advance of modern motion picture photography has exerted a marked influence on modern projection. The
is
• his light
source onwith
The following
must be fulfilled by the light source
thatselecting
the picture
projected
the great
screencare.
be pleasing
to the requirements
eye.
1. The light must be such that the finest variations of high lights and shadows shall be perfectly recorded on
screen and every object depicted in perfect detail.
2. ditiThe
flexibility must be great enough to compensate for the varying densities of Alms made under different conons of lighting.
The White A. C. Special Carbons fulfill these requirements iu every particular. They give a strong, pure white light of
high intensity which brings out the gradation of tone in the picture, noiseless and flickerless operation, and a rugged light
source not affected by any slight changes in voltage.
The
exhibitor
in order
the

Silvertips for Direct Current
j SILVERTIPS
TURES

COMBINE SATISFACTORILY THE FEAOF STEADY ARC AND MAXIMUM
BRILLIANCY.

WRITE TODAY
NATIONAL
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dangerous unsightly surface that's keeping your
theatre in the second class —
no dirt or trouble — Evening
shows can go on just the same
while the work is being done.

// you're building don't consider anything but " Classiks " for Ceiling,
Sidewalls and proscenium arch.
Our big design Catalog on request — write now
The Berger Mfg. Co., Canton, Ohio
Branches: Boston, New York, Philadelphia, /CJy
Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapolis, San Francisco. (B)
Export Dept. ■ Berger Bldg., New York City.
U. S. A.
rBEHCEl )
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Automatically supplies only such voltage at arccurrent
requires.
No watte ol
in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC « MFG. CO.
>V. 114th St., Cleveland, Ohio, US. A
Unless You lhivc The
Automaticket System
You Are Ix>sing Money
1733 Broadway, New York
Write /orRebuilt
our list
of Guaranteed
Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
COMPANY
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302
Mailers Avenue
Building
5 So. Wabash
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers In Motiograph, Standard
and Simplex Moving Picture Machines, National Carbons, Minusa
Screens
Theatre. and Everything for the
WE SELL ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

Because people
want better music, we are making
hundreds of Estey
Theatre Organs.
THE ESTEY ORGAN CO.
Brattleboro, Vt.
See our page ad in the
February 8th issue of the
Motion
Picture News

Offset Projection
Will C. Smith
We have had so many inquiries concerning the location of
the projection room and the distortion which results if the
line of throw is other than perpendicular to the screen surface
at the center of the picture that rce have decided to reprint
the follozving article prepared for the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers by Mr. Will C. Smith of the Nicholas Power
Company and printed in the Transactions of the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers, under date of October, 1917. The
cuts give graphic illustrations of the Keystone effect brought
about by placing the projection in other than the perpendicular
position. This is of the greatest importance to all prospective
theatre builders and contains data which should be accessible
to all those in the trade.
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FORoSALE
—i
One brand new National Cash Register Ticket Selling
-Machine. Model No. 310, at a sacrifive. Carr and Schad. Inc.. Reading. Pa.

The Argus Lamp & Appliance Co.
"One or the Argus Enterprises"

When a projecting machine is set in any other position than
directly opposite the center of the picture screen, in other words,
when the projecting machine is "offset" from the center of the
screen, certain highly undesirable effects are produced in the
picture. These undesirable effects are of two kinds, first, blurring of certain edges of the picture and, second, distortion of the
objects appearing on the screen.
Taking up the first of these effects, blurring of the edges, this
is seen to be due to the fact that one edge of the screen is further
from the lens than the other edge, and, consequently, if any
chosen part of the picture is " focused " clearly on the screen
other parts of the picture must, of necessity, be " out of focus."
When the "offset" of the projecting machine from the screen
center is not great than, say, 5 to 10° then the blurring effect
is not particularly noticeable, but when, as in some theatres
in present use, the angle is as great as 35 it is utterly impossible
to produce a clear picture of any attractive size.
{Continued on page 444)

Watch for Our Ad in Next Issue !

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatre*, es
changes, state rights owners, publicity mediums and producers.
lected as to territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes were
recorded In our list last year. Its use means a saving to you of rnwr
30 to 60% In postage, etc.
"\T 195
Y CO. i>f
DIRECTOR
PICTURE
MOTION
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Phone. JUT Chelsea
Addressing Multigraphing Printing Typewriting

LE FILM
ready." Trade
The Greatest Weekly
Paper of
MOTION PICTURES AND THE
STAGE PRINTED
IN PARIS
1457 Broadway New York
Telephone Bryant 5602
26 RUE
DU DELTA. PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO,
BUENOS AIRES
Subscription. One Year. S6.00
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Write today for descriptive folders. Read
the unbiased opinions of operators
Place an order now with your Supply House

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

"The

Carbons with a Guarantee"
Manufactured by

ELER

CARBON
ST. MARYS,
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TO
THIS
If you would have your DEVELOPING and PRINTING done in
the most expert manner, have EVANS do it for you.
We have one of the most modernly equipped plants in the world
for doing this particular line of work, employ the most skilled
operators in every department, and all work is safeguarded In the
most careful manner to assure you of the bast possible results.

—
HE PERFECTED
minute attention given PROJECTION
to each detail of its construction
T enables us to say that
Perfected Projection is assured with The DeVry Portable Projector.
It is entirely self-contained, smaller and lighter thaB a suitcase,
takes standard size reels and film, attaches to any light socket,
operates at the touch of a button and is
ideal for use wherever it is not practical
to use the standard size machines.
Write today for a complete catalog
The DeVry Corporation
1252 Marianna Street

EVANS
FILM MFG. CO.
416-24 West 216th St.
New York City
Telephone St. Nicholas 3443-3444

"NEWMAN"
BRASS
FRAMES
RAILS
Read what
C. A. Morrison
of TheAND
Princess
Theatre, Hartford, Conn., says about Newman Quality:
Gentlemen :
We have purchased quite a number of Brass Frames and
|Poster
Easels, Frames
together olwith
Ticket Rail and Three-Sheet Brass
yourBrass
Company.
All of these goods reached us In perfect condition and the
quality was the best. I have told several other managers In
the city of your goods and In several Instances orders have been
sent
you — all customer.
of which goes to show that your best advertiser
is a satisfied
PRINCESS THEATRE CO., Inc.
C. A. Morrison, Mgr.
Hartford, Conn.
INSIST ON THE NAME "NEWMAN" WHEN BUYING FRAME
Write for New 1918 Catalog
The Newman
Mfg. Company
ESTABLISHED
IS82
717-19VV. Washington
Sycamore Street,
Ohio
68
Street, Cincinnati,
Chicago, Illinois
Frames, Easels,
Rails, Grilles,
Canadian
Representative—
J.
T.
Malone,
Slftna,
Choppers
Theatre Bldg.. Montreal. Canada Rlalto
Kick Plates,
Door Bars Pacific Coast
— G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco. Cal
We manufacture the frames in various finishes which do not require polishing.

COMPANY
PA.

Chicago,

V>EX

I1L

SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We are exclusive distributors of the SIMPLEX Machines. We repair all
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1339 Vine Street, Phihladelphia, Pa.

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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instrument, constructed for the purpose of enabling composers to indicate the exact pace at which they wish their
works to be performed.
The great masters of the earlier schools left the Tempi of their
compositions entirely to the discretion of the executant. In doin^
this they incurred no risk whatever of misconception; for until
the close of the 16th century and even later, the composer was
almost always a singer in the choir for which he wrote; and his
relations with his fellow-choristers were infinitely closer than
those existing between a modern composer and the orchestra
under his control. But the change of style introduced by Claudia
Monteverde, added to the impulse given to instrumental music
and vocal music with instrumental accompaniments after the beginning of the 17th century, changed these relations very materially. The invention of the Opera brought new ideas into the
field. The individuality of the composer began gradually to thro<.v
the characteristics of the "School" into the background; F.nd
musicians, no longer guided by traditional laws, soon became alive
to the necessity for giving some sort of direction as to the manner in which their pieces were to be sung or played. Hence arose
the employment of such words as Grave, Allegro, Adagio, and
other terms of like import, which have remained in common use
to the present day. As the resources of modern art became fully
developed, even these directions were found to be insufficient for
their intended purpose. A hundred different varieties of Allegro
were possible. How was it possible to indicate to the performer
which of these the composer intended him to adopt? The
number of technical terms was multiplied indefinitely; but it was
clear that none were sufficiently explicit to remove the difficulty;
and at a very early period the use of the pendulum was suggested
as the only rational means of solving it.
To Etienne Loulie belongs the credit of having first turned this
idea to practical account. In a work entitled " Elemens ou principes de Musique,
dans an
un instrument,
nouvel order"
1696, Amsterdam, 1698), he mis
describes
called(Paris,
a Chronometer,
formed of a bullet suspended to a cord, and provided with means
for lengthening or shortening the latter at pleasure, in such a
manner as to indicate seventy-two different degrees of velocity.
This was a good beginning, but nevertheless this machine did not
become generally known. Other inventors and musicians, among
them Joseph Sauveur, Cabory, Pelletier and others too numerous
to mention, both in France and Germany, gave serious thought
and attention to a satisfactory pendulum or time-beater. In 1813,
Weber advocated the use of a pendulum formed by a small bullet
attached to the end of a string. Beethoven became interested
also, and Henry Smart in 1821 made a further improvement,
but the satisfactory pendulum or metronome, as we call it, had
not been discovered.
All these inventions failed, however, more or less completely,
through the inconvenience caused by the length of the pendulum
necessary to produce beats of even moderate slowness. In order
to perform sixty oscillations in a minute, a pendulum must, in
our latitude, be 39.2 inches long. One long enough to execute
forty would be difficult to manage. This difficulty, which had
long been recognized as a bar to further improvement, was
eventually removed through the ingenuity of a celebrated
mechanist named W'inkel, an inhabitant of Amsterdam, who first
entertained the idea of constructing a metronome upon a system
before untried, involving the use of a certain kind of doublependulum, the motions of which are governed by mathematical
laws of extreme complexity; though practically considered, the
principle is simple.
Johann Nepomuk Maelzel, an accomplished musician and a
mechanic of European reputation, had long meditated an im-
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provement upon Stockel's machine, another inventor of a timebeating instrument; and succeeded about this time in producing
a species of so-called " Chronometer," which fairly satisfied Salieri,
Weigl, and even Beethoven himself. Fortified by the approval of
these high authorities, he determined to bring out his invention in
London. Meanwhile, he exhibited it, in company with other mechanical curiosities, in a traveling museum, which he carried about
with him from city to city, through some of the principal countries of Europe. Among other place-, he visited Amsterdam, where
he saw W inkel's instrument. Struck with the superiority of the
double-pendulum to the principle adopted in his own time-keeper,
he at once offered to purchase the invention. W'inkel declined to
cede his rights; but Maelzel, having now learned all he wanted to
know, proceeded to Paris, patented the double-pendulum in his
own name, and in 1816 set up the first metronome manufactory
on record.
Winkel afterwards obtained possession of one of the Paris instruments, established its identity with his own, and took advantage of Maelzel's return to Holland to submit his case to the
" Niederlandische Akademie " for decision. A commission was
appointed to investigate its merits; and as it was proved that the
graduated scale was the only part of the instrument really originated by Maelzel, a formal judgment was recorded in Winkel's
favor — too late, however, to do him full justice, for to this day
his share in the work is, by common consent, suppressed, and
Maelzel is universally regarded as the inventor of the instrument
which bears his name.
The Editor.
Artmusic

Inc.

Novelties

TWO very interesting compositions have been published by Artmusic, Inc., one entitled " Waters of Venice," and the other
" Forever Is a Long, Long Time." Both numbers are of exceptional musical merit and of great value not only to those playing
for pictures, but also for concert purposes.
" Waters of Venice " is a waltz lento movement, composed by
Albert Von Tilzer, opening with an eight-bar introduction, seguing
into a melodious movement of thirty-two bars, and finishing with
a pathetic refrain, surpassing the best ever written.
The second song, " Forever Is a Long, Long Time," is an expressive melodious ballad by Albert Von Tilzer and is most appropriate for pathetic situations and also for love themes and parting
scenes.
Any further information regarding these two numbers will be
gladly furnished to our readers upon request.

Help

the

French

Musicians

T"1 HE American Friends of Musicians in France announce tha
*■ they have sent $30,000 to France in the last eleven months
that during this time fourteen branches have been formed ii
different cities of the United States to work in the same caus
and under the same name. These branches" send their contribu
tions through the parent organization in New York, which it
turn sends to Paris through Blair Fairchild, its Pari
representative.
It is the hope of the president, Walter Damrosch; die chair
man, Airs. George M. Tuttle; and the executive committee tha
the year 1919 will result in even larger contributions to this great!
(Continued on next page)
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needed work. The need in France is greater than ever since peace
has come. The conditions in the cities of the north evacuated by
the Germans pass all description ; the actual physical privations are
unimaginable. These must be met. Also the young mobilized
musicians now gradually being released from military service are
exhausted from four years of war. Many of them are shell
shocked; all of them wearied physically and mentally. They
have need of a period of rest — of a time to gather themselves,
together to find new positions and to practice again their instrument, or to find — if not a musical career again — something to
provide bread and butter for their families. In addition to this,
many musicians have lost the use of their fingers in this war and
must re-make their existence. There are all sorts of conditions
to be met, and the next year is an important one in the history
of our work.

LATEST

MUSIC

CUES

41 CHEATING CHEATERS "
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler
Sinister Theme: "Sinister Theme" (Dramatic), by Paul Vely
Love Theme: "Love Theme
(Melodious Andante), by Abbott Lee
1— " Valse Lente," by Schuette (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until —
T: "A neighboring estate has recently."
2 — " Grazielle " (Valse Italienne), by Kretschmer (1 minute and 55
seconds), until — T: " I'd like to see a flat foot."
3 — "Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (40 seconds), until — T : "Tom
Palmer is in love."
4— "Galop No. 7," by Minot (1 minute), until — T: "Please wear it
just5 — for."
Continue pp (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "I am here
too."
6— " Mysterioso Dramatico," by Borch (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T : " I am leary of the girl."
7 — Sinister Theme (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "The
Palmers will be in."
8 — " Intermezzo Pittoresque " (Characteristic), by Kocian (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "Wishing that she might."
9 — Love Theme (45 seconds), until — T: "Holmes, the chief."
10 — " Gondoliera " (Moderato), by Saar (40 seconds), until — T:
" Five o'clock and all is well."
11 — Tacet (40 seconds), until — S: Girl playing piano.
12 — Piano Solo improvise to action (35 seconds), until — T: "Mrs.
Palmer."
13 — "Valse Divine," by Rosey (3 minutes and 20 seconds), until —
T: 14 "Of
course,
— Lovebutler.
Themewe (1cannot
minutehope."
and 45 seconds), until — S: Flashback to
drunken
15 — "Concert Waltz" (Characteristic), by Durand (3 minutes and
35 seconds), until — T: "After dinner."
16 — " Valse Moderne," by Rosey (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until
— T:
I hate Solo
to give
you up."to action (1 minute and 15 seconds),
17 — "Piano
improvise
until — T: "You left this on your dresser."
18 — Sinister Theme (4 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "Will
you excuse me? "
19 — " Mysterioso Dramatique," by Borch (2 minutes an d45 seconds), until — T: "Luck is with us."
20 — " Gruesome Mysterioso," by Borch (2 minutes and 25 seconds),
until — T : " Phil, you and I get."
21 —— "T Mysterioso
Borch (2 minutes and 10 seconds),
until
: " While atDramatico,"
the Palmer byhouse."
22 — " Heavy Mysterioso," by Levy (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T: "We'll get her later."
23 — " Dramatic Tension No. 1 " (Heavy), by Ascher (2 minutes and
25 seconds), until — T: "So you turned us down."
24 — Sinister Theme (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "Call
police headquarters."
25 — " Ein Maerchen " (Heavy Mysterioso, Dramatic Fantasia), by
minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: "Some day you may be
aBach
real (2butler."
26 — " Gavotte and Musette " (Characteristic Allegretto), by Raff
(2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "The private office of the."
27 — your
Love confession."
Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Will you
write
28 — Continue ff (25 seconds), until *****
END.

DAY DREAMS "
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler
i The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
i
Theme: "Petit Ballet" (Pizzicato Moderato), by Berge
1 i — "Whispering Flower" (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Blon (3
I minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "George Graham, a contractor."
1 2 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (1 minute and 30 seconds),
11 until
T : " A playground,
where." Intermezzo), by Borch (1 minute
3 — —"Impish
Elves" (Winsome
I| and4 — 10
seconds),
until
—
T:
interest that
Theme (2. minutes and "An
15 seconds),
until —has."
T: " Out of a red
II and5 — golden."
" May Dreams " (Moderato Romance), by Borch (3 minutes and
II 55 6seconds),
until"— (Moderato),
T: "Stirred byas Miles
he never."
— " Sparklets
(3 minutes and 35 seconds),
I until — T : " Then came a wonderful day."
I 7 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (1 minute and 50 seconds),
I until — T: "With the unreal winning."
| 8 — Continue fi (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "All through
I the ages."
•
i 9 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: " My mortal name is."
I io — " Valse Caprice " (Valse Lento), by Kiefert (2 minutes and 5
I1 seconds),
until —andT: Butterflies"
"It's a damned
shame."
11 — "Birds
(Capricioso
Intermezzo), by Vely (1
I1 minute
and
30
seconds),
until
—
T:
"Putting
her happy until
day — dreams."
12 — Piano solo improvise to action (35 seconds),
S: Girl
1 leaves piano.
| 13 — Continue pp (30 seconds), until — T: "In the happy day."
| 14 — Theme (3 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "We are all going."
| 15 — Continue pp (40 seconds), until — T: "The old folks feeling."
| 16 — " Poppyland " (Intermezzo), by Kiefert (1 minute and 45 secI onds),
until — T: to" Over
waters."
1
17 — Continue
action the (1 enchanted'
minute and
15 seconds), until — T:
I " Pirates."
I 18 — Continue ff (25 seconds), until — T: "Into the broad."
| 19 — " La Comedienne " (Characteristic), by Hosmer (2 minutes and
1 45 seconds), until — T: "I can't go ahead."
| 20 — Continue pp (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "According to
| the plan."
| 21 — "Visions" (Intermezzo Characteristic), by Buse (1 minute and
| 30 seconds), until — T: "It was all according."
| 22 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: "I've arranged a dinner."
| 23 — Continue ff (50 seconds), until — T: "The curtain raises."
| 24 — " Concert Waltz " (Characteristic), by Durand (5 minutes and
|I 35 25seconds),
— (40
T: seconds),
"Now my until
dream
Continueuntil
— T: will."
" Many*****
days and months."
I 26 —— Theme
(1 ppminute
and 10 seconds),
until
END.
Review of Latest Compositions
— " Spirit of America," by J. S. Zamecnik.
A new patriotic
patrol written in true patrol style. Played with great success by Sousa's Band and other leading organizations. Be
sure and get this one. (Sam Fox Edition.)
— " Fancy Free." The new musical comedy success, also
" Sinbad," the latest Winter Garden extravaganza, are published by (G. Schirmer.)
3—" I'm Sorry I Made You Cry "—by Clesi. The latest Fox
Trot and Waltz of the famous (Leo Feist Edition.)
— " American Bells," a fine patriotic march. (Cramers
Edition, Frederick, Md.)
— " Homage of a Nation," by Chavez. A grand memorial
march published by (Oliver Ditson.)
— " Moonlight Blues," by Homer Deane.
A weird and
fascinating melody. (McKinley Music Co.)
— Oriental Nights."
A beautiful dreamy and melodious
Waltz. (J. W. Stern Edition.)
— " Carry On." General Pershing's March by M. L. Lake.
At this time there is a great need of good, sound substantial marches of character and inspiration. " Carry On " is just
what you have been looking for. The greatest military march
hit of the season.
— " Dear Kiss." Waltz by Ager. A very melodious and
popular Waltz and a most valuable addition to the library
of any musician. (Leo Feist Edition.)
1 A —The Cinema Music Co., Columbia Theatre Bldg., N. Y.
■ ^ City, will mail you free Violin Thematics of their famous
Photoplay Edition upon request.

THE
BARTO
L»A>
We will build a Bar tola musical instrument to fit your theatre. Send us size
of your theatre.
A
CHAS- C FYLE' General Sales Agent. 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis.
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(Continued from page 440)
The second of the ill effects of "offset" projection, the distortion of the objects shown, is due to the fact that the light beam
coming from the projection machine to the screen is cone shaped
and grows rapidly larger in area as the screen is approached.
Consequently, if a section is taken through such a light cone at
an angle, then, since one edge of the section plane cuts a narrower part of the beam than the other edge, it follpws that one
edge of the picture will be larger than the other; and further,
since the further «the cutting section is taken from the lens the
larger the projection is, it follows that the same object moving
to different positions in the picture will undergo a change in size.
Considering now a special case, which is perhaps the most
common case of "offset projection," let us consider that the projecting machine is placed in the balcony of a theatre directly
in line with the center of the screen on the stage but considerD)Y&rfoZOO/
Offset Projection
Effect on Pic tuhe
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ably above it. Then the light cone will come 5down
to the screen
3'
and strike at an angle and the following undesirable
effects will
be apparent: ,
1. The top and bottom of the picture will be blurred while the
middle will be clear.
2. A body moving from the top to the bottom of the picture
will become considerably larger.
3. All vertical objects will be large at the bottom and small at
the top — for instance, a man will have big feet and a small head.
4. All objects will be abnormally tall.
When the projecting machine is horizontally in line with the
center of the screen, but a considerable distance to one side or
the other of it, then the same distortions are present in the picture, but with some difference, as follows :
1. The sides of the picture will be blurred while the middle
will be clear.
2. A body moving from orre side to the other of the picture
will become larger or smaller.
3. All horizontal objects will be larger at one end than at the
other.
4. All objects will be abnormally long.
In some theatres the projecting machine is offset both horizontally and vertically, in which case the picture shows evidence
of both kinds of distortion described in the special case above.
There have been certain attempts made to correct the bad
effects of "offset projection" but, owing to the fact that offset
projection is basically wrong, these methods have proved far
from successful. These plate corrective methods consist in :
1. Filing the aperture of the projecting machine, and thus giving
the light cone a distorted shape previous to its reaching the screen
— the result of this distortion and the natural distortion being
neutral and thus having a picture with a correct border line. But,
it should be noted that this method does not in any way correct
the distortion actually within the border.
2. Showing a small picture high upon the screen. The disadvantage of this method is apparent.
3. Tipping the screen one way or the other. This method makes
the picture hard on the eyes of the audience and is, consequently,
little used.
In conclusion it may be stated that there is at the present time
only one way of preventing the ill effects of " offset projection r
and that is to eliminate the "offset," in other words, to place the
projecting machine perpendicular to the center of the screen.
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New Riviera in Chicago Prospers Outside the
Loop Section
THE new Riviera theatre, located at Broadway and Lawrence
and operated by Messrs. Balaban and Katz, is one of the most
jeautiful and completely equipped in Chicago. It is situated in the
ligh-class residence and commercial center of the north side, about
;ix miles from the Loop.
The program presented at the Riviera is of the Balaban & Katz
;tandard, consisting of photodrama, symphonic music and soloists
)f well known merit, in surroundings which in themselves attract
>atrons to their theatre.
The Riviera is entered through an outer lobby of great height
lluminated with crystal fixtures. The side walls are paneled to
i height of ten feet with imported marble, above which is a pilaster
und column treatment in French Caen stone extremely effective
n its proportion and color.
Passing into the inner lobby, stairs on either side rise to the
i >alcony foyer, and one is here impressed by the height and
, paciousness increased by the colonnade above, opening to the
nezzanine foyer. Caen stone walls are contrasted with the dull
;reen border of the art marble floor, the warm grey of the marble
' tairs and the dull gold in which the pilasters and cornices above
Iire brought out. Through arched openings on both sides, one
jlescends to the women's and men's retiring rooms, the former in
ate French Renaissance and the latter with a heavy beamed
| eiling, red tile floor, English style. Here one also finds the
nursery equipped as a playroom, with a maid in attendance, the
onvenience of which is obvious.
The inner lobby opens into the lower foyer serving the lower
jloor. Since the axis of the auditorium is at right angles to that
jif the lobbies, this broad foyer sweeps away into a grand curve,
; nd its damask panels, mirrored pilasters and harmonious lamps
end a pleasing and elegant effect.
From the inner lobby, one ascends to the mezzanine foyer or the
;rand promenade, the architecture of which is adapted from two
'f the most famous playhouses in Europe, erected in the seveneenth century and still regarded as architectural gems for their
eauty and proportion. The effect of a luxurious drawing room is
iere achieved with its marble fireplace, its brocaded divans and
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chairs, its south wall alternated with French beveled mirrors and
silk damask panels and its north wall made up of arched openings
looking out upon the house. Through these openings an excellent
view of the splendid dome in the under side of the balcony is
obtained. This dome is illuminated by concealed reflectors and
colored lamps at its base, so that, seated in the grand promenade,
one can watch the play of colors on the ornamented surface of
the dome, colors ranging from deep purple to delicate rose and
soft amber. This dome gives a sense of spaciousness and height
to the portion of the main floor beneath the balcony that is often
lacking and a sense of width and openness to the promenade and
includes those seated on the first floor in the musicales held on
the mezzanine foyer every afternoon before the program is given.
The walls of the auditorium under the balcony are treated with
silk panels on which arc painted figures of dancing girls. These

View from center, back, of auditorium of Riveria Theatre in Chicago, showing the stage
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are effectively illuminated by concealed lights in back of exquisitely
colored draperies festooned at the sides and above. Above the
balcony the side walls become three arched penetrations with
nedallions and lunettes adorned with mural paintings.
The main ceiling and that under the balcony are all illuminated
with concealed coves and the sounding board, arches over proscenium box recesses and curves of proscenium arch are perforated
and have concealed colored lights behind them.

Tastcf itlncss in finishings is shown in this viez
Riveria Theatre. Chicago
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Perhaps the most striking feature of the hou^e is the arrangement of orchestra and stage. The building is so designed as to
permit its being converted into a legitimate theatre with full stage
at any time in the future and advantage of this fact has been taken
in the recessing of most of the orchestra behind the proscenium
arch line, and the development of a curved colonnade with surmounting dome on the stage.
Between the columns one looks out upon Italian scenes softly
lighted from above the dome, the screen in the center being
covered with warm silk hangings appliqued with silver. These
curtains pull slowly apart and the picture projected comes out in
full brilliancy on the screen. Orchestra and soloist may be illuminated with changing colors, may be in cold moonlight or warm
red or soft rose, thrown from above the dome. In fact, the Riviera
lioasts of the most complete electrical and mechanical equipment in
Chicago, the lighting effects having a wide range of brilliancy and
color and may be varied to suit the feeling of the production.
The ventilation is thoroughly modern and fully meets the rigid
requirements of the city of Chicago as well as providing for a
cooling system which will, in the heat of the summer, always give
a temperature in the theatre of 70 degrees.
The building stands on an irregular plot of ground about 150
feet square, with stores and lofts on the Broadway side; the auditorium itself, with its rear foyers, being 150 feet long and 90 feet'
wide, contains upward of 2,000 seats.
The architects are C. W. and George L. Rapp who also designed
the Central Park theatre for Balaban & Katz, one of the most
palatial homes of the photodrama,
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Everything,
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Qmpkte

Jfeeck on &eryJ?cture3?eleasecL

Jan
Compiled

Pictures

Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown too
early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers will
also find under this heading each week the reviews of short features and serial episodes.]
" The Game Is Up," with Ruth Clifford
(Bluebird — Jan. 20. Directed by Elsie Jane Wilson)
THIS picture ought to create a fun- riot, especially where the
houses may happen to be full. It is simply a scream. Rapid
action of plot, interest, suspense, comedy, and many other elements
are intelligently blended in a romantic story. The result is a clean
and highly enjoyable entertainment.
The desire of a young girl to appear prosperous forms the basis
of the plot. The story first introduces a young man, the only
nephew and prospective heir. Before the uncle's departure on a
month's trip, he is enjoined to stop dissipating and to reform;
otherwise, he will be cut off without a cent. So the young man
decides to mend his manners.
The heroine writes her chum that she gained fame as an artist,
that she knows the elite of the town, and that she owns an automobile. On her way to Honolulu, her friend stops to see her for
a few hours.
Before her arrival, the heroine approaches the young man of
the story, and taking him for a chauffeur, bargains with him for
a five-hour engagement. The novelty of the situation induces him
to accept the bargain. He is ordered to take her to the station,
where she meets her friend at the arrival of the train. She
takes her to a tea house.
the will
visiting
friend's
and the
announces
thatShortly
the boat
not leave
for achaperon
week. Soarrives
she asks
heroine
to accommodate them for that time. This unexpected turn of
affairs places the heroine in a tight situation, and compels her to
nake a clean breast to the supposed chauffeur. Without divulging
lis identity, he places the apartments of his uncle at her disposal,
raring as an excuse that, since his employer is to be away for
11 month, there will be no harm done in the move.
It takes too much space to describe the funny situations that
irise from this point forward. Suffice it to say that, toward the
, :nd, the uncle and the butler are arrested as burglars and hand:uffed together. The police is also called in the fray. In the
:nd, the hero marries the heroine, thus proving to his uncle
hat he has made good.
P. S. Harrison.
with Grace Davidson
44 Suspicion,
(M. H. Hoffman— State Rights— 5 Reels)
P HE evils of society gossip form the foundation of this atl traction. Picture stories have been written upon this theme
everal times in the past, but this one differs from those by this
iuch — that the leading characters give no justified cause for the
ossip, their moral conduct being above reproach ; they are simply
he victims of scandal mongers. This fact makes you throw

JJodc
by Peter

Milne

in Advance

your sympathy on their side. That is exactly what every picture
is seeking to accomplish.
The nephew, a young man, is seen in company with the wife
of his uncle, a doctor, too often. Their innocent friendship sets
the tongues of the scandal mongers in motion. The good-hearted
doctor has too much faith in his nephew and business partner
to believe the stories, but eventually his good judgment is affected.
He becomes suspicious.
A strange noise coming from his wife's room causes him to
rush in. He arrives in time to see the figure of a man jumping
off the balcony. He is sure it is his nephew. The young man
as well as his wife are shocked.
Next morning a detective, detailed by the government to watch
the doctor's home, to whose care it placed certain plans, arrives
and tells the doctor that the night before he had caught a German
spy running away from the house. This explains all and proves
the doctor's suspicions groundless. He then asks forgiveness.
This picture was run at the Broadway theatre several weeks
ago and was reviewed by several of the trade papers as it was
shown. There were some bad points in the last one and onehalf reel, making the doctor appear weak-minded. Certain suggestions were made then to Mr. M. H. Hoffman which were
accepted in good spirit. As now re-edited, the picture shows a
vast improvement. On the whole it is a clean picture and full
of human sympathy. It is above the average program offering.— P. S. Harrison.
Pathe

News

No. 102

THIS number of Pathe News, shown to the reviewers by special invitation, contains about one hundred and fifty feet of
" Bird-Eye " views of New York City, taken from a huge Capros.
aeroplane. It is, without question, the first time that so clear
views of the biggest city in the world have been taken. The Metropolitan, Municipal and Woolworth buildings are shown very cleprly.
They appear as huge poles, projecting above the rest of the buildings. The harbor, with the Statue of Liberty, is also plainly shown.
This feat was accomplished by the Pathe cameramen, Karl W.
Sasold and H. D. Blauvelt, carried in a Government triple-propeller
Caproni, the last word in aeroplane construction, piloted by Capt.
Edward L. Williams, Jr., one of the most daring men in the Government service. It should prove of interest to the people of the
country in general, especially to those who have never visited New
York. — P. S. Harrison.
AUTHORS
Recognized photoplay and fiction writers may place their
synopses with our Manuscript Sales Department for subby personal Commission
representation
Southern mission
California.
basis.to the producers of
Unrecognized
writers
may
obtain
competent
constructiTe
advice and help through the Palmer Plan and Advisory
Bureau.
Write for our free explanatory booklet.
PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
596 I. W. Heliman Building
Los Angeles, OaL
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"THE
Holds

CRAVING"—
Suspense

Clear Through;

Picture

N e ws

BLUEBIRD

Staging Well Done

THE

chief merits of this contribution are: Ability to hold the spectator in suspense; good acting and
intelligent directing; remarkable trick photography, accomplished by accurate double exposure
Diminutive figures of women are seen to dance in a champagne glass, set before a lifesize person
also to climb in and out of a bottle, and many other tricks.
The theme of the story is a battle of two minds for supremacy; the one is a Hindoo scientist; th(
other, an American. In order to accomplish his end, the former works upon a past weakness — craving
for drink — of the latter. To this he is assisted by a young woman, held under his control. For a tim<
he succeeds, as he makes the American scientist once more abandon himself to drink. The latter L
about to give up as beaten, but a vision strengthens him into resisting. He renews the fight, and by th<
aid of the young lady, he wins out.
Although the picture deals almost exclusively with drink, it does not produce the same effect sucl
cases usually do to some picturegoers. It is not used simply to show that some one is drunk, but to fur
nish the cause for the struggle between the two minds; and as the picture has been handled realistically
it interests well.
As an entertainment, opinion may vary: Those who believe in the control of the body by the mim
will think this is the only sensible picture ever made; those who don't, may he divided — some of then
will like it, some of them will not. — Released, Jan. 13. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
ticularly careful of it, as it gives promise of provtween the minds of the two men — a struggle a
ing of value to his government. There arrives in fierce as any physical combat could possibly b«
Carroll Wayles
Francis Ford
America Ala Kasarib, a scientist from East India,
Wayles is defeated and before he has the oppoi
Beulah Grey
Mae Gaston
anxious to get possession of the formula for his
tun.ty to regain himself, Ala Kasarib has mad
Ala Kasarib
Peter Gerald
own selfish ends. With him is Beulah, an English
off with the precious formula. Wayles then lost
Dick Wayles
Duke Worne
girl,
whose
father,
a
British
army
officer,
left
her
all control of himself, takes to drinking an
Mrs. Wayles
Jean Hathaway
in charge of Ala Kasarib when he died. A. a
finally, as a means of regeneration, reaches tb
Story by Francis Ford.
battlefields of Europe. Afterwards, when he n
Scenario by Francis Ford.
Kasarib makesand a finds
pointthisof ancultivating
Wayles'
acquaintance
easy
task
indeed,
gains his old self and realizes what has happenei
Directed by Francis Ford and Jack Ford.
he goes to Ala Kasarib and a fight takes plac
when
he discovers the American's affection for
his
ward.
The East Indian is killed by the explosion «
CATCH LINES
One day Ala Kasarib invites Wayles to take
the
material prepared from the formula. His sel
He fought against a craving for drink and
a drink, but is refused. Wayles then tells the
respect restored, Wayies then feels free to as
East Indian that he once was a victim of alcohol
conquered, only to have the man he made of himBeulah
to become his wife.
turnedcalled
again his
intofriend.
a beast by the perfidy of and only by the utmost force of will did he raise
a manself he
himself from the gutter where it had laid h m.
SUGGESTIONS
In a series of graphic descriptions he makes this
Play up the photographic novelties of this pi
Containing some of the most remarkable photopoint
clear
to
his
auditor.
ture. The delirium of a drunkard is shown ;
graphic illusions ever cast on the screen.
Unable determ.nes
to secure possession
formula.
A"a
a series of startling camera exposures. Besid'
Kasarib
to conquerof the
Wayies
through
being an amazing feat from its technical Stan
Written and produced by Francis Ford, the
a battle of wills. In his laboratory he sets to
(Continued on page 456)
man responsible for so many of the excellent
work
on
him
and
a
terrific
struggle
ensues
beUniversal serials. Mr. Ford also appears in the
leading role and creates a remarkable character.
In which a beautiful girl is made the instrument of a man's destruction.
Here's
the sort
fightofthat
have will
never—
seen before.
It isofa afight
willyouagainst
two minds struggling with one another for conscreen.quest— most amazing feat ever attempted on the
AD TALK
Novelties are always a welcome thing in the
world of pictures and for this reason, if for no
other, patrons of the
theatre will probably welcome
the showing
Craving," a
Bluebird
photoplay,
on of " The of
week. This picture contains some of the most
remarkable photographic work yet revealed and at
the same time it tells a story of sure dramatic
strength and strong appeal. The photographic
work mentioned is introduced when the principal
character, Wayles, relates to another the struggle
he had in freeing himself from the tentacles of
drink. By means of a series of remarkable exposures this part of the picture is made absolutely startling, so realistic is it in effect.
However, it is. perhaps, unfair to devote all
space to description of these scenes when the
complete whole is so meritorious. It was written
and directed by Francis Ford in collaboration
with his brother, Jack. Mr. Ford has been responsible for some of the best serials turned out
by the Universal Company and is an old favorite
with picture followers who saw his one, two,
three and five-reel subjects on this program. Mr.
Ford has many fine things to his credit but none
so finethat
as "isThe
Craving,"
which introduces so
much
original
and novel.
He also takes the leading part in the picture
while he is surrounded by a competent supporting cast headed by Mae Gaston and Peter Gerald.
THE STORY
AN ACTUAL SCENE from fte sensational screen production
Carroll Wayles, a scientist, has developed a
Two-column cut
formula for a powerful explosive. He is par-
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"THE

DANGER

Melodrama

ZONE"—

Sheds Sensationalism,

FOX

But Little Realism

HE DANGER ZONE " is a melodrama from head to foot. It is the sort whose chief trait is not
realism, but sensationalism.
The theme is of the questionable sort. At the opening, the picture shows the lover quitting the
heroine because he becomes tired of her. He goes to Europe ; she gains fame as a prima donna. Eventually
she marries a rich widower who has a grown daughter.
In time, the villain returns, and finding his former sweetheart at the height of her glory, attempts to
renew their old relations.
She scorns him.
At a reception, he meets the step-daughter. He makes loves to her, eventually getting her promise to
marry him; but when the heroine learns of the plans, she spoils them.
In order to get even, the villain commences to blackmail her under threat of exposure. Several times
he gets into her room by climbing the wall. During one of these intrusions, a struggle ensues in which she
stabs and kills him. Owing to circumstantial evidence, the crime is fastened upon the step-daughter.
She is about to be convicted, when the heroine confesses. The husband is shocked and refuses to have
anything to do with her.
Moved by her truthful statements, the jury exonerates her. Her sincerity wins her back the affections of her husband, a reconciliation taking place.
The picture is hardly fit for family patronage. — Released Dec. 29. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
into one of the strongest photodramas of the
THE CAST
CATCH LINES
Lola Dupre
Madlaine Traverse
times
" The Danger
Zone."
The story of a woman who dared to face the
" A inWoman's
Honor Is
Her Life " — thus spoke
Senator Fitzmaurice Thomas Holding
world with the secret of her past exposed — all
Lola Dupre. grand opera singer and wife of the
Marie, his daughter
Fritzie Ridgeway
distinguished
Senator
Fitzmaurice,
when brought
that
an
innocent
girl
might
be
saved
from
a
similar tragedy.
Philip Whitney
Edward Cecil
to court to stand trial for the murder of Philip
Story by Marshall Bruce Bennington.
Whitney. " A woman's honor is her life — that's
Scenario
Denison
Staged bybyFrank
Beat.Clift and Adrian Johnson.
why
I killed
Would
the jury
acquit her?
A jury of twelve men acquitted her in the face
See the
answerhim."
in this
powerful
photoplay.
Photography
by
Harry
Gersted
and
J.
Dev
of
self-confessed
story
of
murder!
Why?
There
(Continued on page 457)
Jennings.
is only one answer to that question. See it made
THE STORY
Lola Dupre, a great opera singer, weds Senator
Fitzmaurice, without revealing her past life, in
which Philip Whitney, a good-for-nothing, figured
prominently. Philip demands money from her or
DID YOU EVER DREAD
threatens exposure, and for a time Lola accedes
to his demands. Whitney makes love to FitzTO PICK UPTHE PHONE?
maurice's
daughter,
but ishiswarned
off toby
Lola. Despite
her heMarie,
continues
advances
ward the girl and wins her affection. They plan
to elope. On the night of a reception they are
SO DID THIS YOUNG WOMAN*
awaiting
Lola she
goesistothere
her
room in Marie's
search ofappearance.
her and while
BUT IS WASNT THE CALL SHE
Whitney comes in and attacks her. A furious
FEARED IT WAS.
struggle ensues, in which the man is killed.
Lola leaves the room and returns to the recepIT'S A BREATHLESS MOMENT
tion. Marie finds Whitney's body on the floor
and is horror-struck. And it so happens that a
THOUGH UNTIL YOU SEE
guest discovers her bending over the body with a
dagger in her hand. Lola, however, frees her
HER. SMILE
from all suspicion by telling the truth about the
murder. She is brought to trial and, though she
confesses of the murder before the jury, it acquits
her on her plea that "a woman's honor is her
life."
She returns
her life
homeaway
and from
she and
Fitzmaurice
begin atonew
the
shs.dow of Whitney.
AD TALK
A photoplay of unusual dramatic force and of
a lavishness in production and scenic investiture
seldom seen will be shown at the
theatre on
of
week in " The
WILLIAM
FOX presents
Danger
Zone,"
a
William
Fox
picture
featuring
the emotional artiste Madlaine Traverse. Miss
ONE
OF
AMERICAS
MOST
BEAUTIFUL ACTRESSES
Traverse is one of the newer Fox luminaries, but
ifability
anything
remained
to
be
proven
regarding
her
to portray character, it finds an answer in
MADLAINE
TRAVERSE
" The Danger
Zone." The
in its
essentials,
concerns
the familiar
figurestory,
of the
woman
with
a past, but in treatment and climax it far differs
from the ordinary photoplay of this nature.
Miss Traverse appears as Lola Dupre, a noted
opera singer who marries a prominent senator
without revealing to him her past, a past too inShe
Danger
Zone
timately connected with one Philip Whitney, a
NOW
BEING SHOWN
good-for-nothing. How this past rises up to mock
her happiness and how she dares to speak out
with the truth when an innocent girl becomes involved makes a series of powerful dramatic incidents. Miss Traverse performs rarely in the role
Two-Column Advertising Cut among accessories provided on " The Danger
of chief importance, while she is brilliantly supZone." This space for theatre name.
ported
by
Thomas
Holding,
Fritzi
Ridgeway
and Edward Cecil.
" The Bennington
Danger Zoneand" was
written bybyMarshall
Bruce
scenarioized
Adrian
Johnson
and Dennison Clift.
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"A

VAGABOND
French-Made

OF

Picture Shows

Motion

FRANCE"—
Padding;

Picture

News

PATHE

Titles Need Improving

IF this offering is in any way representative of the French product, our producers, then, have not the
monopoly on suggestive pictures; and as far as padding is concerned, I think the French have it all
over them.
The four reels could have easily been put into less than two.
The sole object of this contribution is to show that the lure of the Open Road, as one of the subtitles
states, is strong within the Vagabond (Hobo). The hero, a hobo, works a day or so, whenever he feels
like it. During one of those spells, he gets a job on a farm. He meets a woman who gets stuck on him.
The usual consequences follow.
The lure of the road seizes him again and he leaves.
Twenty years later he returns to find that he has a grown up son. The latter is stuck on the boss's
daughter, but her father wouldn't have him for a son-in-law. She takes sick and is about to die when the
hobo is asked to cure her. He suggests marriage with his son. After much hesitation, the father consents.
The lure of the road again 9eizes the hobo and he le aves.
Two-thirds of the subtitles could have been left out; of the balance, half of them could have been
written in plain every day English, instead of the literal translation from the French. It would be quite
an improvement.
The part of the hobo is played by the famous Henri Krauss, who appeared as Jean Valjean in the
French version of " Les Miserables." — Released Jan. 26. — Length, 4 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
attracted by this sort of entertainment. Percooped up in the same place all their lives. whereOn
THE CAST
sonally. we think those who entertain that opinion
one ol h's journeys he enters a village
The Vaeabonri
Pierre fa-rnTr
' i."
-.-..M. Henri Krauss Pierre, a sheep farmer, is distracted because a
are wrong. Even a gangster can be moved to
tears by a simple little verse and the toughest
out among his stock, threatenbroken
disease
/aiser M. Charlier ing
\P fields
• S the
Toinon a wr>rl,»scr ,n
to has
destroy
it. And the Vagabond who has
specimens have been seen poring over it. So
bring out this poetic side of the picture. Tell
and
sheep
the
cures
travels
his
in
much
Francois a fill. t u Mme- Charlotta Barbier learned
Toinet the Vnn
M- Anthonin saves Pierre from poverty. He is then offered the
them of the Vagabond who heard the Call of the
Open Road and answered. There are a lot of
M- Colsy managership of the farm, but he refuses. The
m't'"A
From the ™
Richepin
Chemineau,"
by
Jean
Call
of
the
Open
Road
is
upon
him.
people
wouldwill
be be
attracted
by thatbylinesome
alone.as
remembered
HenriwhoKrauss
Even the entreaties of Toinon, a girl who works
Directed hv H • v
u oy nenn Krauss.
in the nelds and wh0m hehe must
has learned
to
love,
Jean
Valjean
in
Pathe's
"
Les
Miserables
"
anddo
might
it
reissued
reecntly
was
picture
this
as
go again. And
will not stay him. Off
tact
the
out
bring
it. Also
mention
for you
grief is great, for she had given herself
"1 oinon's
Arrvo
4DVFRTTSTW.t r-iixiioii^ij, AIDS
to
the Vagabond.
that
the to
picture
was made in France and that it
PAPER: — One one-sheet- two thrpp h .
And after twenty years the Vagabond again reshows us a sunny, cheery France, away from the
six-sheet; one twenty-Vour-sheet
All
°"e turns to the village. He sees the populace jeering
strife and hell of the battlefield. The France
serves to bring out poetic character rff Paper and stor,lng a young man who is under the inthe picturegoer of today knows is shell-torn and
t 'A0?. ln aPPealing style.
Produc- fluence of liquor. He helps him to a nearby barn
wasted. If you can bring out this contrast in
i- OB B Y DISPLAY: — Eight
1 j and then learns that this young man, Toinet, is your advertising you will find that it will attract
photos and title card • 22 x 28 cnlnrVri colored his son. Toinon had married Francois, a tiller of
a good many people. They will be curious for
22x28 of star.
u urea scenes; the soi, who had given her boy a name and had
this reason alone.
CUTS: — One-column and thumbnail nits loved him as his own. But Pierre, the farmer,
supplied the exhibitor for use in rfr»==;^„ 3re knowing the truth of Toinet's parentage had readvertisements or for program or b™™„p?
fused him Permission to marry his daughter, _
announcements.
6
newspaper Aline.
Vagabond
learnshe all
to Pierre,Thetelling
him that
can this
cureandmengoesas
to the
consent
must
he
that
and
sheep
as
we"
AH tatf
1ALK.
marriage that the young people may be happy.
On ■
0f
wept tho m
And Pierre, believing the Vagabond possessed of
of the
theatre will present ^rul^^ some great insight that is denied him, gives his
bond of France," a Pathe Dirf-nre^f p
u Vaga_ consent. So all is happy again and off goes the
ufacture starring the noted hL: £.rench man- Vagabond on the Open Road, leaving behind all
made
a
name
for
himself
in
this
count^ttV,Z those hc loves and who love him.
his masterly portrayal of I^n v,r
^ through
hers
Fat
visualization of Victor H„^" « ?ljean
The Vagabond of Frincf" is t^hMoT^"
CATCH LINES
fronmbthl
as " as
different/'°asPd1fferent
See the sunny,
smilingof France
and
refreshingbCI ,d.escribed
7 release
night from day as tomorrow—
the France
which of
theyesterday
poets singby sun
3
P
rain in a desert parched see
it
reflected
from
the
screen
in
a
story
posts,sessing all the poetry of life and living. " A
rh.r,. ° ■ a p°em , Le Chemineau," its central Vagabond of France " will be here when pictures
e— Henri Krauss, the
gonstarring
tomorrow byareand
o£Produced
s
with E
= a wanderer
who goes
from town
to town
asjs
is
s for
& rJLf r£
hi
ind word
all -and
with a question in
distinguished French artist who was seen before
s— " ■"was produced in that
's " LesofMi
hVVrt i,- ?deParture
after it which
breaks
A Vagabond
France
r&her in" Pathe
ss ^rreturn ^^
",„;.ms
twentytt
years kj
later to smooth dear land across the water. It shows the old
oyer trie roughen surfaces of a romance in which France— the France of sunny fields, pretty little
n.fal f ngure?' makes a picture of admirable farms and lanes awinding. If you miss it you
quality one that is indeed as poetic as the will be passing up one of the real treats the
iS'"^Krauss
°" Whl,ch
is basedscreen has to offer.
M.
also 11
produced
the picture. All that
tne poets have sung of sunny France is seen in The Call of the Open Road was upon the Vaganis work. There are some beautiful garden spots bond — neither Love nor Home could stay him —
tnere, peaceful villages, pretty little farms a and though he broke hearts he never remained
t ranee totally unlike that which we have been behind— the Lure of the Open Called Him.
seeing m the war weeklies— a France of yesterday
and tomorrow. We feel sure that in presenting After twenty years he returned to the town
this picture to our patrons we are offering a of his romance. He saw the villagers jeering a
genuine treat, for it has in it the appeal that only young man who was under the influence of liquor,
a true poet could give it.
Hehis helped
him home and discovered that he was
own son!

SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
THE STORY
It is the Lure of the Open Road and the freeCTirrraTTfiv
dom of endless wandering that lures the Vaga3UljtrlL311Ul>3e
bond. Of Dull Care he knows nothing, but goes Strive to bring out the poetic appeal that lies
from town to town ever enjoying himself and in this picture. There may be some among
wondering at the sorrows of those who stay exhibitors who think that the public is not

HE]^ KRAUSS
A VAGABOND « FRANCE
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SILVER
Melodrama

KING
That

"—Paramount-

Offers Much

Chance

Artcraft

for Criticism

44fT^HE

SILVER KING" is a melodrama of the sort that demands much of your credulity. Perhaps spectators who derive their pleasure from sensational situations, irrespective of whether
they are based on realism or not, may enjoy the picture; discriminating ones, however, will
find much in it to criticize. For instance: It is improbable that the crooks, while in their hiding place,

would be dividing their loot with the windows uncovered. Of course, this is done for the story's convenience, but it is not realism. Much reliance is also placed on the element of chance as well as the overheard conversation.
As a production, it possesses no extraordinary merits that may recommend it to a searching eye.
The racing scenes are too amateurish to escape notice, in view of the fact that too many good ones have
been produced in the last several years. They app ear either as " dupes " or as having been printed out
of an old negative.
The weakest point in the whole structure, however, is the fact that the leading characters get the
worst of it throughout the picture, only to be rewarded towards the end.
The hero is made to believe
he has committed a murder.
Under this impression, he goes away to escape justice. His wife, the heroine.
rets the news of her husband's death in the wreck of the train he has boarded, ignorant of the fact
he had jumped from it previously. She is dispossessed of all property to pay her husband's debts, and
lives in poverty. While her child is sick, she is about to be evicted from the house for failure to pay the
rent, when her husband returns, once more wealthy, bringing the much belated happiness. By chance
he detects the real murderers, thus exonerating himself. — Released Jan. 12. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S.
Harrison.
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five
horse loses and Denver is left penniless. AfterTHE CAST
one-column;
three
wards Ware, in the guise of a good fellow, plies
column. As is
the two-column;
case with the two
paper,threethe
Wilfred Denver, a Country Squire
Denver
with
liquor
and
then
takes
him
home
in
William Faversham
cuts
on
this
production
serve
to
bring
out the
an intoxicated condition to his wife and two
Nellie Denver, his Wife
Barbara Castleton
strong dramatic quality of the production.
children.
Here
he
gloats
over
the
ruin
he
has
Cissie Denver, their Daughter Nadia Gray
CUTS AND MATS OF STAR:— Five onewrought to Mrs. Denver but, unknown to him,
Neddie Denver, their Son Lawrence Johnson
column ; three two-column ; two three-column.
Denver's
now reviving
brain catches
the and
driftfol-of ADVERTISING
Jaikes, a Family Servant John Sutherland
LAYOUTS:— The usual one,
the
conversation.
He procures
a revolver
two
and three-column advertisements are availlows
Ware
to
his
home
with
intent
to
kill.
Herbert Skinner, the " Spider Warburton
"
Gamble
able
for
exhibitors
who desire ready-made
In
the
meantime,
burglars
have
broken
into
exploitation aids.
Olive
Helen Meyers
Ware's
home
andpounce
are rifling
the safe
when
Denvera
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
Geoffrey
Ware,
Denver's
Enemy.
John
Sunderland
appears.
They
on
him
and
administer
Baxter, of Scotland Yard
Daniel Pennell
good dose of chloroform. When Ware enters a
SUGGESTIONS
moment later he struggles with the thugs and is
Henry Corkett, Ware's Clerk
Cecil Yapp
shot
and killed. Then when Denver revives and
Elijah
Coombes,
a
Crook
William
O'Day
Cripps
Louis Hendricks
If you have any dramatic organizations in your
sees
the
dead
body
of
his
enemy
stretched
on
the
Bilcher
Robert Ayrton
city be sure to circularize them with respect to
floor he believes that he committed the crime.
(Continued on page 452)
By Henry Arthur Jones.
He bids farewell to his wife and children and
Scenario by Burns Mantle.
makes for the coast in a train. Disguised in the
Directed by George Irving.
ADOLPH
ZUKOR PRESENTS
clothes of a seaman, he jumps off the train which,
AD TALK
only a few minutes later, is wrecked. His
apparent death is thus established. Denver goes
to the United States and amasses a fortune. He
A picture of unusual interest and one which
William
we feel confident that all our patrons will desire
returns to England under an assumed name in
time to save his family from poverty.
to
see
is
"
The
Silver
King,"
starring
William
He gets a clue of the real murderer of Ware
Faversham, which will be shown at the
and finds himself innocent and freed of all shadow
theatre on
of
week. Here the
Faversham
of crime when Corkett, a former servant of
picturegoer is offered a great star in a great play,
and by great, we mean exactly what we say. If Ware's, confesses to having seen the whole
we
weren't andso say
modest
wouldstarelaborate
on that
episode.
statement
the we
greatest
in the greatest
CATCH LINES
play,
for
both
Faversham
and
"
The
Silver
King
"
William Faversham, noted actor — " The Silver
have been seen and admired by thousands of King,"
noted
— don't miss
people on both sides of the Atlantic.
nation. Such aplay
combination
has this
neverrare
beencombiseen
Mr. Faversham is an actor of note. An Englishon the screen before. You will find it full worthy
man by birth, he made his debut on the London
of
the
trouble
you
take
in
getting
into
the
theatre.
stage in 1885 and his first American appearance
in 1887. Since that time he has risen to a
Wilfred Denver came to, his brain in a cloud.
position of enviable importance on the stage.
He hadtorecollected
to Ware's
The
Silver
King
"
was
written
by
Henry
intent
kill him. going
He had
taken ahouse
pistolwith
for
Arthur Jones and remains as one of the best
this purpose. And suddenly he discovered himof
this
noted
playwright's
works.
As
adapted
for
lying on him
the floor
of Ware's
library
Wareor
the screen by Burns Mantle, well-known dramatic
lay selfbeside
dead!
Was he
the and
killer
critic, and produced under the direction of George
wasn't he?
Irving, one of the leaders in the art, the picture
stands asit. a material testimonial of the brains that
created
King,"
by HenryIt Arthur
Jones,
the" The
noted Silver
English
playwright.
is one of
the
The story is rich in suspense, color and
of this dramatist's works and reveals a
originality and Mr. Faversham, in the role of best
strikingly
original
plot
treated
in
highly
skilled
fashion.
the English squire who flees to America, believing
himself guilty of murder, creates a screen character that will live long. Barbara Castleton apADVERTISING AIDS
pears in the opposite role while a selected cast
The Silver King
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
of competent film players lends support. " The
six-sheet; one twenty-four-sheet; rotogravure
Silver King
" will be shown on
. Don't
forget
the dates.
one-sheet. One of the one-sheets is portrait of
star. The rest of the paper is made up of
scenes from the production which serve to
THE STORY
bring out the strong dramatic character of the
^ tfammount-GHcra^t
production.
Star'spositions
name and
playpaper.
name are
Because Wilfred
By Henry Arthur Jones
given prominent
on all
an English country
squire, was successfulDenver,
in gaining
Scenario by Burns Mantle
hand of a LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 8x10 black and
girl, Geoffrey Ware nurses a revengetheagainst
Directed byatGeoree Irving
white photographs; eight 11x14 sepia photoGaining his confidence, he prevails upon himhim.to
Speci
graphs;
one
22
x
28
sepia;
8x10
photographs
of star.
bet his all on a certain horse, and of course the
Star cut for all publicity uses
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"THE
Viola Dana's

GOLD

Cleverness

and Much

CURE"
Foolishness

—

Make

Picture

News

METRO
This a Continual

Laugh

4£ f I ^ HE GOLD CURE "■ — whatever the title means we have not the slightest notion — is the sort of
picture that makes one delightfully irresponsible.
It is so crowded with " foolishment " and
offers Viola Dana such a wide opportunity to show her ability as a comedienne — an opportunity that she grasps to its fullest extent — that one is just obliged to sit back and he-haw after the manner
of the mule.
Personally we have never seen such a clever impersonation of a male inebriate given by a woman —
for that matter we have never seen any at all — that is so down-right funny and altogether void of that
which is offensive. In clothes too large for her and with the benefit of hidden wires Miss Dana swings
around in a fashion that intoxicates the spectator with laughter.
As for the plot it means little and amounts to less. But here after all is one of those pictvires that
manages to catch the spectator in just the right frame of mind, whatever that frame of mind happen> to
be. It is as indescribable as a crazy-quilt, but as amusing as they can possibly make 'em. — Length, 5 reels.
— Released Jan. 13. — Peter Milne.
THE STORY
THE CAST
Annice Paish
Viola Dana
Annice Paish discovers to her sorrow that one
Michael Darcy
William B. Davidson
" THE SILVER KL\G "
of her acquaintances has walked off with the
Vance Dunton
John McGowan
only eligible man in Plainville as her husband.
(Continued prom page 451)
Dr. Rodney Paish
Howard Hall
The
situation
takes
on
a
serious
aspect
when
she
Edna Lawson
Elsie MacLeod
looks ahead and sees herself doomed to lead a
this
production.
Yon might also get their enCord, the Detective
Fred Jones
single life unless she take some action. So action
dorsement of the production and so broaden
Michael Connors
Franklyn Hanna
she
does
take
and
that
hurriedly.
Her
first
move
The Gardener
Ed Mack
your appeal
in peopleHowever,
who do the
not mere
ordiis to strew the automobile road with tacks. Then
narily go to tothetakepictures.
she sits in the ditch and awaits developments.
The
Gardener's Wife George
Julia Dowling
Hurley
Dr. Dumbbell
display
of
Faversham's
name
and
the
name
These
occur
embodied
in
the
manly
form
of
Vance
the play will attract this portion of the public.of
Story by Alexine Heyland, originally published
Duncan. Vance is speeding along the road at
And for that matter, it should attract all sorts
a
merry
clip
when
one
of
the
tacks
finds
its
mark
in Directed
the Woman's
Home
Companion.
of people. Faversham has been before the
and adapted by John H. Collins.
and as a consequence he is stretched on the
public so long and the play has so often been
Photographed by John Arnold.
ground head.
with a broken leg, a broken arm and a
produced that the names are instantly recognizable
broken
Produced under the personal supervision of
Maxwell Karger.
as great.
Of course Annice is much perturbed and she
takes the young fellow to her home with the
You might
scenario
writer play
afterupthatBurns
of theMantle's
author name
himself.as
CATCH LINES
assistance of Cord, a detective who had been folHe is well known with the theatre public of the
lowing Vance from the city. Cord insists that
Viola
Dana's
characterization
will
live
as
one
United
States
through
his
articles
contributed
to
of
Vancewhatis anot," booze
comedian,
a rum
to the
the rarest
screen. pieces of comedy ever contributed
magazines.bination of talent
There united
has seldom
been
such a comand
and that
his Uncle
Mikehound
wants"
in
the
production
of
a
him confined in a sanitarium. All this Annice
single picture. It certainly can stand a lot of
Here is a picture which just defies you to pull
refuses
to
believe,
but
then
Uncle
Mike
appears
advertising
from
this
viewpoint.
a long face. You can come prepared to frown,
on the scene himself and proves to be a very
reasonable sort of a fellow and very young. The
butyour
you'll
in
face.go away with a few smile wrinkles
detective, however, kidnaps Vance and has him
placed in an asylum for the cure of drink and
Annice strewed tacks all over the road in the
the bringing on of insanity. Annice gets him out
hope that an eligible young man would come
of the fix by disguising herself as a little inalong and get a punctured tire and a heart. He
ebriate and then getting the keeper of the place
got the former and a few broken limbs — and
under guard. Afterwards another Uncle Mike
Annice got her wish only in a way she never
comes into view and tells the detective just what
expected.
he thinks of him for following the wrong man.
And Annice becomes Mrs. Uncle Mike, while her
" The Evils of Drink Exposed " — has rather a friend, Edna, becomes Mrs. Vance Duncan.
lurid sound, hasn't it? But in " The Gold
" younewwillviewpoint.
see some The
of them
from
ADVERTISING AIDS
aCuretotally
pictureexposed
is so thoroughly amusing that it will live long in your
PAPER:
—
Two
one-sheets; two three-sheets; two
memory.
six-sheets.
AD TALK
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Photographs are provided
in 8x10 sepia; 11x14 sepia and 22x28 colored.
Viola Dana will appear at the —
These include star photographs and production
atre on
of
week in her latscenes.vided toTitle
and this
synopsis
cards are also proest Metro
" The asGold
Cure." girl
In ofthisa
complete
display.
subject
the picture,
star appears
a lovelorn
thelittle country village who strews the turnpike
CUTS AND MATS:— Star cuts of Miss Dana
provided in one-half one and two-column sizes,
with
tacks,heart
hoping
some eligibleJustyoung
tire and
will that
be punctured.
whatman's
this
the one-column will be found reproduced on this
little act of scattering tacks over macadam leads
page. These cuts are designed so that they
may be used either in press story or advertiseto
all Dana
amusingly
in " The that
Gold is Cure,"
and isMiss
gives told
a performance
really
ment.
way out of the ordinary. During one phase of SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
the
pictureNowshetheis ordinary
obliged toactress
dress is,
up asin a men's
clothes.
rule,
not at all likable so attired. She attempts to
SUGGESTIONS
be clever and is not, and she thinks her disguise
is really perfect when the only one it would fool
Play
up
Miss
Dana's
it isin one
of the cleverest she
has performance,
ever given us.as If,
the
would be a blind man.
stills,
you
can
find
a
picture
of
her
in
her
comMiss
Dana's
performance,
however,
is
rich
in
edy
make-up
by
all
means
use
this
in
your
adcomedy. She is well aware of the ridiculous idea
vertising copy. At any rate play up her acting.
of it all and when attired as a member of the
"ItThe
Gold Cure
is a ofpicture
that youbutcanwithal
kid.
opposite sex she plays the role for its comedy and
is frankly
an "affair
foolishness,
for its full worth. But more than this. While
amusing from one end to the other. The director
she assumes this role she is obliged to enter an
" playedture." Follow
with out
it and
picasylum where they make a practice of curing
the really
same kidded
line in his
yourownadverdrunkards, and to gain an entrance she feigns just
tising.
Have
a
little
fun
with
the
picture
youraroleslight
" hang-over
as itnotwere.
She plays trace
this
excellently
and "with
the slightest
self. Don't
altogethermoreseriously
and usual
then,
perhaps,
youtakewillit attract
than the
of offense. In fact during this series of scenes
amount of attention.
she does some of the cleverest comedy work that
it has ever been our privilege to present on the
You might mention for the benefit of your
screen of the
theatre.
feminine patrons
that by" The
GoldHeyland
Cure " which
is an
adaptation
of a story
Alexine
VIOLA
In "McGowan,
The Gold Bill
Cure Davidson
" the starand
is supported
One-column DANA
star cut
John
others. by
appeared in The Woman's Home Companion.
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"THE

BLUFFER'—

WORLD

An Expose of Society's Seamy Side That Is Thoroughly Entertaining
THIS is probably the best picture in which June Elvidge has appeared of late and this for the simple
reason that the part of Sybil, a young woman who endeavors to bluff her way through society on
her reputation, is well suited her. This exceptional character, the story in which she is the center
of attraction, and the continuity were created by Clara S. Beranger, long one of the World staff writers.
It is by all odds one of the cleverest scripts of Miss Beranger's many clever ones. Her story has an original twist, it is developed surely and her treatment of the central character, so well brought into expression
by the star, is such that it attracts more than a modicum of sympathy.
The story narrows down to a relation of events concerning society's seamy side that is thoroughly fascinating. What theme that deals with incident beyond the range of vision possessed by the ordinary mortal
is not, for that matter? The story has been set in a variety of settings, all of them suitable, while the few
exteriors are pretty.
Miss Elvidge is supported by a strong cast of World players that includes Frank Mayo, George MacQuarrie, Irving Cummings, Muriel Ostriche and Jack Davidson. — Length, 5 reels. — Released Jan. 20. —
Peter Milne.
THE STORY
THE CAST
Sybil's life has begun to appear before her in all
its
sordidness
and responsible
Moran's sweet
daughter
Sybil's
father
dies,
leaving
her
without
a
cent.
Sybil
June Elvidge
has
been partly
for young
this awakening
Reared in luxury and unequipped to work her
and
the
same
Richard
Vaughan,
who
has
reapRichard Vaughan
Irving Cummings
way through life, she seeks advice from Richard
Wallace Duncan
Frank Mayo
peared, accomplishes the rest. Duncan, however,
Vaughan,
her
late
father's
partner.
Richard,
behas
become
a
regular
reprobate
and
plunges
in
John
Moran
George
MacQuarrie
cause his partner had betrayed him with a big
Grace Moran
Muriel Ostriche
various shady deals. Moran, soured by his failure
bluff and because he is bitter toward his memMrs. Slade
Elizabeth Garrison
to
win
Sybil
attacks
her,
but
is
restrained
by
ory, caustically advises Sybil to bluff her way
Simon Alexander
Louis Grisel
Vaughan. Then Moran and Duncan fight and
along as her father had done. This idea strikes
the result is the death of the worthless husband.
Edmond Curtiss
Jack Davidson
her
as
worthy
of
consideration
and
shortly
afterAnd
Vaughan, seeing that he is to blame for the
The Valet
Jack Raymond
wards, with her credit reinforced by a loan-shark,
whole catastrophe because of his suggestion to
Story and Continuity by Clara S. Beranger.
she
plunges
into
a
whirl
of
society
life
with
the
Sybil, takes her away to begin a new life.
Directed by Travers Vale.
idea of catching a rich husband. There comes
Photographed by Philip Hatkin.
into her life Wallace Duncan, once a millionaire,
ADVERTISING AIDS
but now utterly bankrupt, who is playing the
PAPER:
— One six-sheet; two three-sheets; two
same game of bluff with the idea of securing a
one-sheets.
rich wife. And so the two are married and on
CATCH LINES
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Two 22 x28 colored photothe honeymoon they make the sad discovery that
Sybil bluffed her way through life successfully
they have no money.
graphs;
and
white.eight 11x14 colored ; eight 8x10 black
until John Moran called for a show down. He
So they decide to bluff again, and this time
CUTS AND MATS:— There are the usual one
they work at cards and secure some money
didn't
mind
a
bluff,
but
he
despised
a
cheat!
and two-column ad cuts, one ofalsowhich
Sybil had gone a step too far. See what it led
is reprothrough
friendlymillionaire
" games offrom
bridge.
Then
supplies
two
duced on this page. World
appears little
John "Moran,
the West,
to in " The Bluffer."
three-column and one double- column scene cuts
desirous of breaking into society. He is so
in which the principals are prominent in drafascinated with Sybil that he plays right into
Sybil plunged in society without a penny. It their
matic flashes from the pictur e.
hands. Finally he discovers their financial
was her idea to pick a rich husband. Wallace
to secure
condition and their bluff and takes them west with
STAR CUTS:— The exhibitor isMissable Elvidge
Duncan, once a millionaire and reputed rich,
in
two
three-column cuts with
him
as
paid
social
acquaintances.
He
believes
plunged in society without a penny. It was his
domestic scenes at her home
that some day Sybil will submit to him. But
idea to pick a rich wife! Fate willed that Sybil
and Wallace should marry. Their life was far
from being perfectly happy. But see their interesting domestic career in " The Bluffer."
Sybil had always gotten away with a bluff because no one had ever called for a show down,
but when this call came she was not ready to
meet it. See what happened in the dramatic
:limax of " The Bluffer."
AD TALK
"The
Bluffer,"
a
picture starringtheatre
June
Elvidge, will be seenWorld
at the
5n "
of
week. As the title
mphes the central character of this picture is a
woman who goes through life with a false front
—a bluffer. Sybil, a young woman reared in luxlry and wealth, is suddenly cast on her own reUources; she decides to trade on her reputation in
•ociety and bluff it out with the idea of securing
i rich husband. But fate wills that she should
•ecure a husband in exactly the same financial
ondition as herself. It is on their honeymoon
hat discovers
the couple takes stock of its united finances
.nd
the horrid truth. And then husband
md
wife,
ome more.despising each other, go on and bluff
The complicatio that arise from the game
nese two make ofns life
are many and
nd of the utmost interest. June Elvidge dramatic
appears
o splendid advantage in the leading part.
The
° i „ her wel1 and she PlaVs »* with spirit,
•rank
Mayo
is
the
husband,
while
in
a
large
cast
rving Cummings,
George MacQuarrie and Muriel
Jstriche
are prominent.
written, and
prepared
he"The
screenBluffer"
by ClarawasBeranger
one of
the for
tays of the World scenario department for amainime bhe is one of the best equipped writerslongin
he business, as " The Bluffer " very well proves,
'nder the direction of Travers Vale the picture
'as given a
h and realistic
'nue the scenesthoroug
are particularly pretty. production,

WORLD

PICTURES

JUNE
in The
"

present

ELVIDGE
Bluffer

Supported by
GEOfiGE Mi^QUMC^MlMfLOSTDlCIiE
ICV1NG CUMMlNG5<ffldimfRlvlM)
Story and Scenario by Clara S Beranger
Directed by Trovers Vale
Two-column ad cut
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" JANE

GOES

A-WOOING

Care Given in Producing

Picture

News

"—PARAMOUNT

It, But Story Is Not Unusual

MUCH
care has been given the production end of this picture.
The dresses worn by the women are
pretty, and the interior settings are elaborate.
As an entertainment, however, it is not much
above the average, because of the weak story. The sympathy, for one thing, is badly divided;
too many of the characters lay claim to it, causing a constant switching.
The logic, for another, i- wanting; no one will believe that a person will throw millions away, just to show a good heart.
It is not in
human nature.
The acting of Miss Martin, added to her natural charms, will, no doubt, help to entertain picture
goers, especially her followers; but it would be of more advantage if she could be supplied with heart
appealing stories.
The plot presents the heroine as a stenographer of limited means. She is willed her employer's entire
fortune. The nephew is cut off without a cent. Out of pity for him, and because she thinks she loves him,
she makes it appear that the fortune is his, but is disappointed to find him unsteady in love. In the end,
she tears the will and goes back to her sweetheart who always loved her faithfully.
The picture is clean and will satisfy fairly well. Released Jan. 5. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
Niles Welch, Casson Ferguson and Spottiswoode
Miss Martin's
in this
Jane Neill
Vivian Martin Aitken
picture. areAllchief
thingsin considered,
it issupport
quite apparent
Monty Lyman
Niles Welch that none but the best of talent was expended
,.
Micky
Donovan
Casson
Ferguson
on
it.
*•**"'
iljm^^
David Lyman
Spottiswoode Aitken
f
Mrs. Arliss
Helen Dunbar
tutt ctodv
f
^TlE5^
V — ^3
Nr.
a
Arliss
Byrdine
Zuber
I
HI
STORl
#
^■jljk
g ** <
^rmon
Clyde Benson jane Neil| is
competent stenographer •
uBfM^Bk
^ \k
The Twins
McKenzie Twins with a penchant a forfairly
chewing
gum
and
building
'^4—
JSPfk,
AvVii
<fe> ' '
Derondo
Herbert Standing castles in the air. As is so often the case with
^S&r.
/
By
Edith byM. George
Kennedy.
dreamers,
she neglects
whichthatis Micky
beau- (O^ ^ -o7
Jr ^9^** A1
*^
Directed
Melford.
tiful and lying
right at toherseefeet.that Not
j
— ■"•
Photographed by Paul Perry.
Donovan, keeper of the " White House " lunch
W
^S^k " — j&£J J^^^.
cart
is exactly
beautiful
he does
'-^B^i'
offer Jane
a beautiful
love. himself,
However.but Jane
puts V M.^Wi^ki
lyl
aAUVi^KlloliNG
r»T^i?T>rrTCTi\T/^ AlUb
\ iii
mm
^he
seeks
10
improve
her
finances
that
l\
^V^"^^
1*4
iHpi
'
may the
better
the twins
she
U\A/\lfk.
JFEJI
»^
_
,
,
issheobliged
to care
for. provide
So she for
secures
a position
\- 'mt £if
PAPER
: Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one as stenographer to David Lyman, an eccentric jf^
.♦"
six-sheet;
one rotogravure one-sheet. o]d millionaire, a nervous wreck, who is bound to
/
LOBBY
DISPLAY: — eight
Eight 11x14
8x10 sepia;
black and
American
play before
he passes
* mm**
white photographs;
one write
on to the
othergreat
worlds.
His ideas
are taking
shape
22 x 28 sepia; also 8 x 10 photos of star. in the form of a morality play and it is to
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION:— Five transcribe his thoughts that Jane is hired.
Tone q nrptf\7 StPfljailC, A pi Clly blCH
s heir, Monty
two three- , She meets the oId, gentleman
one-column; three two-column;
by
pursued
much
gad-about,
young
a
Lyman,
to
serve
paper,
the
cuts, like
column. out The
bring
the sweet, appealing character of the a society girl named Nita, who likes his prosnOTflnhpr
has One
ugiapiiLi, u"^immediate interest in
Pects- andMonty
should be used wherever pos- Jane
and
production
sible
she intakes
him, anbut before long Monty's
STOCK
CUTS three
AND MATS
ON STAR
SSr^a'k^
°bjeCt
in
— tO
one-column;
two-column;
two :-Five
three,eaving his fortune t0 Jane.
y
column.
jane doesn't exactly know what to do with
it.
maiTV
ITlOneV.
Yet,
ADVERTISING LAYOUTS:— The usual series
It isn't hers, she thinks. But to see whether
'
J
of one, two and three-column advertising layMonty will get to work she pretends that she is
,
,' • i
outs furnished
on all on
Paramount
and Artcraft
fully
set onof keeping
Monty
Wiien tile TlCn, yOUllg;
pictures
are available
this production.
a success
working it.at And
all and
endsdoesn't
up by make
proSLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
posing to Jane. And then all of a sudden Jane
Ann11n
cfi*> lnuPC
thinks
of Micky
his realto love
for
/\pOUO
S/JC 1UVC&,
her. What
a manDonovan
he is and
compared
Monty!
So she tears up her will and goes back to the
"DODS" She tUFtlS
" V
se"
Hou
White
"
AD TALK
dOWIl COld!
him
CATCH LINES
Vivian Martin will be presented in her latest
Paramount picture entitled ;'Jane Goes a-Woo- Vivian Martin in a picture of smiles and tears
T,
M.U.J^Jtl
ing' at ^kr^hVisths"dretoonbe^n7Tr
thl -VWT">
Vi™?
M?rtin >icture- in
How could she do it !
sal^
nult
always
1S
has
Martin
Miss
which
in
pictures
prettiest
appeared in her long career of pretty pictures.
It was written for her particular talents by Edith Written by Edith M. Kennedy, one of the most
M. Kennedy, one of the most accomplished accomplished scenarists in the art. Her work
J ESSE L. L.ASKY
scenarists in the business. When one stops to here is visible in every one of the pretty scenes
presents
consider
the
wide
latitude
of
her
work,
it
is
no
that
go
to
make
up
the
complete
photoplay.
\
7*
'
\/t f\-m»-r-*-*\
wonder that she is able to write such downright
W
II I'lrfll 1
delightful s little pictures.
Many of Constance y; ; Martin, the charming young Paramount flf IU1I 1 M%MM.
Talmadge
scenarios
her name,
while^,,I„_supported
leading men, „,
The Cruiserecent
of the
Make bore
Believes,
in which
T7„, „,,<,«..by--jtwowi well-known
= - w.>i-v,
m
~ • „ IN
_ n*i»\/\<«</^
. «
Lila
Lee,
Paramount's
new
star
appeared,
was
an
Casson
^euson
and
Niles
Welch.
eA2/M?
SOGS
3
W001H§
original story of hers. " Mirandy Smiles," Miss
&
Martin's immediately previous Paramount picture,
SUGGESTIONS
was also written by Miss Kennedy. And now it's
/J<~7 i^fMltunOUm^^UtuK
"Jane
one through
of the best
MisshasMartin's
for every
picture Storv
i/»
The Goes
picturea-Wooing,"
was guided
the yet.
various in Play
whichup she
appeared.name She
has appealed
and scenario by
stages
of
production
by
George
Melford,
a
director
strongly
to
a
certain
type
of
picturegoer
and
3,0
^
who has had even a wider experience than Miss her name is regarded as something of a synonym
Edith
Kennedy
Kennedy.
His handling of the pretty star is for this character of entertainment. If it is not
evident in the fact that the photoplay is one of so regarded and her pictures are successful in
Directed bv George Melford
real polish
Added Perry,
to his good
it is up
you to Ferguson
make it so and
regarded.
*
3
work,
therefrom isfirstthatto last.
of Paul
the yourMisshouse
Martin
has to Casson
Niles
photographer, to be considered. The camera man Welch, both well-known leading men, in her supis always an important cog in the production port, while Edith M. Kennedy, author, and
machine and Mr. Perry's work is never anything George Melford, director, represent the best in
One-column ad cut
their respective branches of the business.
but the best.
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"HER

INSPIRATION"—
May

Allison in Average Romantic

METRO.

Drama

GEORGE

D. BAKER and Tom J. Geraghty collaborated on the story and scenario, " Her Inspiration," which serves as a starring vehicle for May Allison on the Metro program. The writers
cannot claim originality in either subject matter or plot construction, but they can lay claim to having furnished an ideal Allison play — the kind she did so well in when co-starring with the late Harold
Lockwood. It is light as to dramatic strength, with no " heavy " moments interpolated and very little
tenseness to make you grip your seats, but there is a real surprise in the climax which leaves you more than
satisfied with the five reels of screen drama.
Either one or both of the authors made a bad br eak in the story's continuity for at about the beginning of the fourth reel the story ends for all intents and purposes. It is at this time that hero and heroine
embrace and avow their love for each other. Herb ert Heyes as the young playwright is a bit too anxious
at times to " act." Charles Elder, Allen D. Sears and Jack Brammall, handle character parts with cleverness, reviewer recalls some clever work by Mr. Heyes opposite Jewel Carmen. His work in this picture
is not in the same class. With few exceptions, the action is laid in the open and the cameraman has.
" shot " some beautiful exteriors.
Robert Thornby directed. William E. Fildew photographed. The production was made under the
supervision of Mr. Baker, manager
THE CAST
Kate Kendall
May Allison
Harold Montagu
Herbert Heyes
Curt Moots
Charles Edler
Big Hank
Allen D. Sears
Looney Lige
Jack Brammall
Story and Scenario by George D. Baker and
Tom J. Geraghty.
Directed by Robert Thornby.
Photographed by William E. Fildew.
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER:
—
Two
one-sheets; two three-sheets; two
six-sheets.
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Photographs are provided
in 8x10 sepia; 11x14 sepia and 22x28
colored. These include a selection of scenes
from the production as well as star photographs.
A title and synopsis card are provided with
each set to complete the display.
CUTS AND MATS:— One-half, one and twocolumn star cuts of May Allison are furnished
to help in exploiting this production. These
are the same as those provided on all Metro
pictures with this star and serve with equally
good
stories.effect in either advertising matter or news
Metro also has on hand cuts of Miss Allison
done byareLambert
Gunther, and
a well-known
artist.
These
in silhouette
are particularly
striking as to likeness and effect. A reproduction appears on this page.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
AD TALK
A light romantic drama with plenty of comedy
touches and a good comedy twist for a finish will
be seen at the
theatre when the latest
Metro
May
Allison feature,
is shown" Her
on Inspiration,"
of starring week.
This was written for Miss Allison by Tom J.
Geraghty and George D. Baker and is one of the
most enjoyable pictures turned out by this
prolific pair. Miss Allison appears as pretty as
ever in the role of Kate Kendall while others who
contribute to the good of the picture are Herbert
Heyes, Allen Sears, Charles Edler and Jack
Brammall.
" Her Inspiration
" starts Deceiving
off with hisHarold
Montagu,
a young playwright,
most
recent work of art back from the hands of the
manager with the opinion that it lacks atmosphere.
He is told that, seeing it is a story of Kentucky
moonshiners, he had better go to the Kentucky
mountains instead of bar-rooms for his atmosphere,
it being more invigorating in the southern locality.
So offthat
he Kate
goes. Kendall,
Now, ofan course
didn't
know
actress,Harold
had — but
oh
shucks!
We
promised
not
to
tell.
It's
such
interesting little secret, though, that it persistsan
on trying to leak out every once in a while.
However, now that we've gone this far without
lettingit the
great American
in on itgive
we'llit
keep
to ourselves
and letpublic
the screen
away, which it does in a much prettier fashion
that we know of. " Her Inspiration " is pretty
and clever and nice. You'll like it.

of productions of Metro's West Coast studios. — Joseph L. Kelley.
THE STORY
Every once in a while a picture comes along
that is so delightful it touches a spot long left
Harold Montagu, a young playwright, is told
untouched. That's how this picture acts on one.
by the manager that his latest opus lacks proper
through.
You'll laugh and smile and guess all the way
atmosphere and as it is a moonshine story,
Harold takes himself off to the Kentucky mountains, there to meet the originals of the counterparts in his play. He becomes acquainted with
such denizens of the mountains as Curt Moots,
SUGGESTIONS
Big Hank and Looney Lige — and last, but not
by any manner of means least, with Kate Kendall
This
film
doesn't
strikingly
— a wild mountain crew all of them — just the right
original that you canofferdo you
in ananything
advertising
way.
people to contribute to Harold that atmosphere he
needs to put his play over.
Our
advice
is
to
"
play
"
with
it
in
your
ad copy.
Use
light
language
in
speaking
of
it
and
make
Of course the moonshiners regard him sussure to score the fact that it is a light romantic
piciously, particularly Big Hank, who sees him
comedy-drama with a surprise finish. Feature
making progress in a romance with Kate and
Miss Allison, and if you can get hold of one of
doesn't terpret
likeeveryhim
all. Big
Hank tries
to in-of the cuts reproduced on this page use it as a
moveat made
by Harold
as that
center
for your copy. It is so well done that
a revenue officer. The others, however, accept
it will surely attract attention.
him for what he is. Looney Lige, a half-witted
and self-constituted guardian of Kate, nurses a
hatred for Big Hank that is augmented into a
fury when he sees him trying to kiss the girl.
He threatens to go for the revenue officers and
give away the secrets of the illicit still.
Soon after, twelve revenue officers arrive.
Harold, not knowing who they are, directs them
to the hiding place of the moonshiners. Big Hank
sees him and decides that he must hang. He is
only prevented by the arrival of Looney Lige at
the head of the band of officers. After this,
Harold decides that he has atmosphere enough
and that he must return to the city, because it
would never do to marry an uncouth girl of the
mountains, no matter how much he loved her. As
he is watching the rehearsal of his play the manager requests that he meet the leading lady —
Kate Kendall who, strange enough, was also seeking atmosphere!
CATCH LINES
May Allison in a new Metro picture that is
a thoroughly enjoyable combination of romance,
drama and comedy. It's infectious, it is, and if
you don't
something will be radically
wrong
with like
your it,system.
The tainsplaywright
to the
Kentucky
for atmospherewent
for his
moonshine
play.mounHe
didn't figure on the leading lady going down and
living
the part ofas a such
raw, was
unlettered
" gal that
" andit
her performance
so realistic
completely took him in. And then after that he »
took hermanticincomedy
as ofhisthewife.
You'll enjoy this romountains.
He thought she was unversed — utterly unversed
— no education — no knowledge of clothes — no
experience
— but that was only because she —wasno a anything
good actress!

MAY ALLISOU
New type of star cut provided by Metro
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"UNDER

THE

TOP

"—

Picture

News

ARTCRAFT

Fred Stone s Neiv Artcraft Stands up Better Than

His First

ONE

can't tell whether the dream idea has been thought of when the story was first written or after
the picture was completed. Whatever the case, it has been made clever use of; as, underneath
this cover, several unpardonable sins against the laws of logic have been committed. The continuity, inthe other hand, is badly cut up; this is a fault which could have very easily been remedied in
editing. For instance, about six hours are required to travel the distance of twenty-five miles on an automobile, with no excuse whatever to offer for such a delay.
The story belongs to the dime-novel class. It spreads in all directions, eventually managing to get together; but, in spite of all these shortcomings, the picture will entertain certain classes of people, especially the children, because an entire circus is used to stage it. This affords the star an opportunity to

perform some acrobatic stunts, although, at times, they are forced. A little " pruning " could help a
great deal.
The star is given a booby part, but it is hard for him to convince any one that he is a country fellow.
He looks too polished.
The picture is clean. As an entertainment it is a little better than
Released Jan. 12. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
be
it known, is a gentleman of the light fingered
THE CAST
fraternity.
Jimmie Jones, a house painter Fred Stone
Jimmie, however, enters a protest, a protest
Pansy O'Neill, a circus girl
Ella Hall
which Pansy rather likes. However, the guardTerry
O'Neill,a former
her father
Lester Le May
ians, on learning
plot, toputforce
in an
Lotta Crust,
ring performer
pearance again. Itof isLotta's
their plan
her ap-to
Sylvia Ashton
marry one of them — either one, for all they care
"JayFoxy
"
Stillmore,
her
son
James
Cruze
about
is
getting
complete
control
of
the
circus.
Trimmer
Guy Oliver
To put this plan through they hypnotize Pansy,
Otto B. Shott
Charles Ogle
but Jimmie again interferes. He secures the
Professor De Como, a hypnotist Noah Beery
marriage
license and plans to keep it until three
Justice of the Peace
J. Cummings
o'clock
in out
the ofafternoon,
the time
for Pansy
to
come
the trance.
The set
guardians
let
Mrs.
Jones,
Jimmie's
mother
Jane
Wolff
The Wardrobe Lady
Julia N. Stark
out
the
cry
of
"
Hey,
Rube
"
—
the
circus
riot call
In Prologue
—
when
they
discover
that
Jimmie
has
gone
off
Jimmie Jones, a boy born with aGordon
laugh Griffith
with the license, and as a result the canvasmen
pursue the house painter all over the circus tents.
Little Mary O'Neill, a circus girlAlthea Worthley
He manages to evade them all by using the trapezehis
and the
slackandwiresletsandhimself
at threebe o'clock
By John Emerson and Anita Loos.
quits
antics
captured.he
Scenario by Gardner Hunting.
When
Pansy
learns
of
her
guardians'
she
Directed by Donald Crisp.
calls upon the hands to drive them out — plot
and she,
of
course,
is
happy
with
Jimmie.
AD TALK
Fred Stone, the acrobatic comedian, who scored
CATCH LINES
such a success at the
theatre in his
More comedy and more acrobatics from Fred
Stone!
You
remember
him only a short while
first Artcraft photoplay,
" The week
Goat,"in will
return
on
of
his second
back
in
"
The
Goat."
He
a picture
dio then. Here he invades ainvaded
circus and
puts itstuon
picture, a story of circus life, entitled " Under
the
Top."
is town
seen inby the
house
its feet and marries the little lady that owns it.
painter
in a Helittle
the role
nameof ofa Three
And speaking the circus! Well, Fred Stone is a
Forks and from childhood he has loved Pansy
complete three-ringer himself.
O'Neifl,
a girlAnd
of the
that yearly
to
the town.
one circus
time when
it makescomes
the
"Hey, Rube! " — the circus riot call. And out
town Jimmie (Mr. Stone) discovers that Pansy
into the
ring dashed
has inherited the circus from her father. And
eted marriage
license Jimmie
in his Jones
hand. with
Aftera covhim
then enters plenty of villainy and Jimmie has a
came
an
angry
pack
of
circus
hands!
But three
Jimhard time of it protecting little Pansy from the
mie
was
bound
to
keep
that
license
until
various attempts made to marry her off to those
o'clock, and keep it he did, even though he had to
desiring control of the circus.
jump horses, swing on a trapeze and walk slack
Of course Jimmie and Pansy emerge from the
wires. Jimmie did some acrobatics and why
conflict safe and sound when it is all over, but
shouldn't
he, for he's none other than Fred
not before the observer has been given a few
Stone!
thrills. These are provided both by the story
itself and the opportunities that the star so
Written by John Emerson and Anita Loos, the
daringly takes to perform stunts. At one time
pair that gave us some of the best of Douglas
when he is being chased hither and yon all over
Fairbanks' pictures.
the tents during the progress of the show he
performs on the wires, the trapeze, uses the
ADVERTISING AIDS
spring board to leap over the backs of horses and
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
elephants
and
delights
the
audience
in
the
picsix-sheet; one 24-sheet; rotogravure one-sheet.
ture who believe him part of the performance.
One three, the six and the twenty-four serve to
In
fact
"
Under
the
Top
"
is
a
delightful
mixture
bring outduction andcomedy
acrobatic
character
of comedy, acrobatics and human interest.
show star
in hazardous
poses.of proMr. Stone's vehicle was written by John EmerLOBBY
DISPLAY
:—
Eight
8x10
black and
son and Anita Loos, while Ella Hall, James Cruze,
white; eight 11x14 sepia; one 22x28 sepia;
Sylvia Ashton,
Guy
Oliver
and
Charles
Ogle
con8x10
photos
of
star.
tribute support of a sterling quality.
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five
one-column;
three the
two-column;
three-colTHE STORY
These sound
comedy notetwothroughout.
Jimmie Jones, who was born with a smile, is a STOCK umn.CUTS
AND
MATS
OF
STAR:—
Five
house painter in the little town of Three Forks.
one-column;
three two-column; two threeWhen he was a boy and the circus came to town
column.
he fell
in love
withcircus,
Pansy andO'Neill,
LAYOUTS:— The two and the
the
owner
of the
years daughter
later whenof ADVERTISING
three-column ads serve to accentuate comedy
the show again makes the town, Jimmie renews
note
in
pictures
and arguments. The body of
the acquaintance and the romance. But there is
the one-oclumn is reproduced on this page.
villainy afoot. Pansy has inherited the circus at SLIDE
AND
MUSIC
CUE SHEET:— Slide is
her father's death and her two rascally guardians,
same design as mix-sheet.
with foul play in mind, leave the little lady with
Lotta Crust, a former performer of the ring, who
SUGGESTIONS
lives in Three Forks. Lotta has a well formuYou have a big name to plug in connection
lated plot of her own, by which she plans to
marry Pansy to her very flashy son Foxy, who,
with this production. Accentuate the star's abil-

" The Goat."
ity as an acrobatic comedian. You can go the
limit on this angie. for it is in stuff like that he
shines. Dress all your ad copy up with a circus
background or any design that brings out the
atmosphere
circus will
forget the namesof ofthe Emerson
and suffice.
Loos in Don't
your billing. Here is a pair that has been responsible for
some of there.
Fairbarks'
they laurels
aren't
stopping
They successes,
are adding but
to their
with each succeeding day. Recently they have
been identified
Shirley
Mason-Ernest
Truex
pictures. with
You the
might
mention
these, as
they are said to have been successes in most all
localities.
Ella Hall, opposite Stone in this picture, was
once 3 Bluebird star. She is well known and
yiu might profit by making mention of her name
also.
"THE CRAVING"
(Continued from page 448)
point,
the
product
of thisconsisting,
drunkard'sas brain
is byof
no means uninteresting,
it does,
lots of pretty women.
Get this over to your
If you live in a town where there is a wet-dry
patrons.
fight
going on and you care to ally yourself with
the drys they will, no doubt, be eager to support
this production as being propaganda for their
side. There is no preachment in it, to be sure,
but this makes it all the more valuable to them.
Jesse L.Lasky
Fred

Stone
presents

An ARTCRAFT Picture
One-column ad cut

January
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"THE

A YOUNG

CALL

OF

THE

SOUL"—

FOX

" Wronged Girl " Story, with Few Moments That Appeal
hospital doctor and a young nurse go picnicing. The latter falls from a rock and hurts

herself. She faints. Here's where the " wronged girl " stuff comes in.
The doctor joins a polar expedition. While in the North Seas, the leader is injured and is compelled to return to the States. The heroine, who in the mean time has given birth to a child, is called to
nurse him. He falls in love with her, and, after a persistent wooing, they marry. She tells him nothing of
the child.
The doctor, who was left in charge of the expedition, now returns broken in health. He is welcomed
by the former leader, and is asked to remain in his home until he regains his health.
The child contracts pneumonia and the mother is called in a hurry. Remorse stricken for the wrong
he had done to her, and seeking for a chance to atone, the doctor begs to be allowed to attend the case.
Missing his wife, the husband learns where she went and follows her there. He is shocked and demands to know. She tells him all. Angered, he returns to the house to wreak vengeance on the doctor.
The latter explains that she is innocent; thereupon, he returns to his wife and asks forgiveness. In the
mean time, the doctor kills himself.
The story is improbable and the kind not fit for family patronage. Towards the last part of the story,
some of the situations are heart appealing, but I doubt whether they can impart good taste to so repulsive
a theme for many a picture goer. — Released Jan. 19. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
susand knowing
with
SUGGESTIONS
E..i,,„ n«.m,„„ THE CAST
r-i j t> i ii
pects remorse
something,
tells him thattheMcClintock
whole story,
Dr Clavton
Gladys Brockwell
This is a plcture that lends itself well to that exonerating Barbara of all blame and adding that
Neil MrTlininMr
William acott
sort Df advertising in which you tell part of the she has never loved any man but her husband.
The l\i,,r«
tnanes Llary
story up to some strong dramatic climax and And McClintock takes his wife and her son back
Thl R^hl
y
Yeamans Titus
then leave the rest to the imagination. This is to his home.
n„
Cy Caswe11
one of the most effective ways
of advertising,
whether it be a play, book or a motion picture.
n'h
Warin h,, n» ^
ion
connect
in
so
d°
before
;t
tried
haven,t
y°u
If
t q ■*
£f J.t LeSaint.
Ky Edward
nir^ by
D.rected
with .. Xhe CaU of the Soul
A g]ance
thg TflTT
TUVCt'
A P F <N
A A-Lik-J.I_i AP -iWJT.LiO
to findat one
synopsis will give you the opportunity
PArrpu t ,vrc
of these crises, if you are not able to see the T x OW nftcn Visv* vnn Mr TTv
CATCH
LINES of many emotional
picture yourself before its exhibition at your I II ~nibltor,
"\ °lte"tound
n3V,e yourselt
yOU> ™\r- With
^
Gladys Brockwell
in a role
theatre.
opportunities.
enjoy real
for it XX your
and no
that
amounts Ifto you
something
— a acting
story inthata story
you
it Play
one ofup theMissbestBrockwell's
she has yetperformance,
given the screen,
nrp„ show
rr.ai.t-rall booked
_ arluprticino<ji duyci using
picas uiauci
it is said. Her popularity is increasing with each
the theatre—
leave
you
as
soon
as
forget
don't
see this brilliant actress in " The Call of the
release and as she is one of the best in her art material
On hand
regarding the
Soul."
she deserves real featured prominence.
feature of that show?
Miss Brockwell has given us many great perADVERTISING AIDS
Motion Picture News is so bound
be removed
may filed,
b°ok and
that
one
three-sheets;
two
one-sheets;
Two
—
:
PAPER
« T^'pal,
"krbaTa^Demin*
Pomayaf
magazine
the Plan
from thue
one atwenty-four-s
six-sheet;
rhJ^t.r^lLn
oth J characterization
a^v other
surnames
Scu " ofsurpasses
the
ine
ocui
any
t ^ddv
fitcdt
v . t> o i n ui i jheet.
i_ ■ ,
she has contributed to the screen.
L°u?Y
DIPL.AY
blackwhite
and photowhite z^^^^^^^^^.^^^^^^^
^^^^^
14 black °and
ten 117 x ,e,\!,X
photographs;
The story of a Woman and Two Men— a story
- M3?1™ :r$Z%e 22 l 28 colored Photographs.
"
TITtT
nHVPFR
7niVT?
1HL DAJMGtK ZUJNE "
SCENE CUTS:— There are a variety of one and
that presents a living, sustaining series of thrilling incidents-a story that you will
never
forget.
two-column
production
cuts
furnished
with
this
(Continued
«W)
irom page 449)
continued from
majority of them containing scenes
the consequence
picture,
Soul"
the t3°uL
of the
Call 0t
Don't fail to see "The6 Ca"
of
dramatic
from the picture. Star
ADVERTISING AIDS
It was the Call of the Soul that excluded
cuts in one and two-column sizes are also avail- PAPER :— Two one-sheets ; two three-sheets ; one
tragedy
from ofthethelives
of Barbara
a&v™ti*\k£* CUTS:—
wri^k One andA. two-column
,
six-sheet.DISPLAY:— Ten 8x10 black and white
band, a man
strictest
principles.and her husADVERTISING
LOBBY
exhibitor
connection with
a*uf£lll"!ts use™t?„in h!,ve(,bteen
prf.pa/,ed
for, *he photographs;
the exploita22x28 colored ten 11x14 black and white; three
AD TALK
tion of this production.
PRODUCTION CUTS:— Five two-column and
Call will
of the
Soul," atwiththe Gladys BrockSLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
Two ofdramatic
the doubles
poses
well"The
as star,
be shown
theoffourstar,one-column.
the others being
scenes.are Three
atre on
of
week. This is an
THE STORY
of the singles are scenes, other pose.
unusual picture in many respects for, although it
Barbara Deming, a nurse, and Dr. Clayton, ADVERTISING CUTS :— Two two-column ; two
treats of a story well known in the worlds of
visit an island on a picnic and are marooned one-column. These contain well written and
hction and p.ctures, it is developed so realistically
there. The rowboat is carried away by the tide striking arguments, as is the case with all Fox
tn!LW1-; ."I recourse to any °f the established
Clayton builds a fire in a cave but until Barbara advertising cut.
tricks
it takes resplendent
on a novel inaspect.
Miss part
Brock-of
falls
with isa reviving
slight injury
she iswill
not Thegested
Pr<psadssheet
alsoexhibitor,
contains a variety of sugwell appears
the stellar
enter andAs meets
Clavton
her he
struck
for the
one^ Dtming> ^"T
MisS Br°ckwell is by her beauty and appeal anS^assionately k[sses SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET,
here lr»™ ?♦ emotlonai "tresses and her work
her. When morning comes he has a thousand
er^^^.^c
forced VJL
1 P-rTe the P01"'1" a Particularly
pardons to offer for what he has done but the
SUGGESTIONS
William "^'I; ,1, ne, suPP°rt/he rec-e'ves frorn
very sight of hjm ;s repugnant t0 her Later Madlaine Traverse is a star new to the Fox
,h ™|„ „ aM„-, 2r0Cr°-r
Charles Clary as
they are rescued and soon afterwards Clayton banner and by way of introducing her to your
ceptioSw
leaves
to joinWhile
the heArctic
of Neil public
you occasion.
might makeCircularize
the showing
" The Tallhi^h „[ order,u c i >. . ii "S r r.an t £X"
McClintock.
is awayexpedition
Barbara becomes
a special
all something
your regularof
Demi™ who
t!i,.
j !
0 c Barbara
a mother. She puts the child in charge of a patrons, telling of her making her bow under the
Clavton at a lilt
k.
•S8' °r u7
" woman she trusts. She loves the boy dearly. Fox management and, particularly to your women
were aware of ITL*" ",eIther ^th5 two
McClintock breaks down on the trip and re- patrons, bring out the character of the story,
offers To marrv htr hL f 0I,ng- Thc6 ,d°fBr
turns- leaving Clayton in charge.
Barbara is Dwell also on the emotional ability of the actress,
causes her to hat .thAL J5?',™. of f"lmg
assigned as his nurse and he falls in love with Follow this plan out in your newspaper adveris born to her » Nh» i^e/y s'ght of him. A son
her. She loves him but thinks him too hard. tising and in any special advertising you may
a^rr Ttt ma„
tvT,hm
secret. fnend
Later
But hisin exterior
time she would
learns indicate
that he and
is notshesomarries
rough do
in your
to do
ofheDrm°rC Lavton's
K. ' aninflntlma*e
as
pictures
for lobby.
Fox, andMiss
you Traverse
might as iswell
startmoreoff
outline of the heainnmn« »e seen from this mere
him. Later Clayton returns and is invited to with a splash if you intend to book her future
promises ; a aenm.fment ? ,1 % PlCt(W th*l 1
the McClintock home to rest up. One night productions. You will benefit, without a doubt.
th,s
"prom's.
is SSll w„f,SfiluS
is asked
the bedside
her child.
" event " " inyour
a case
climax
here i however
,ih 1 U♦ x "i°ie- A£d 1 Barbara
He is sick
with a tofeverClayton ofattends
him ifIt you
is in dowaymake
of " anintroducing
publicliketo this,
the
th ! bes : nfeces oTl^Z^i
?\ t0 SP°a
°f and SWS there is liltle hope. But when Barbara new player and the result will be that in future
the
thuL
eV" °
at tells
the
boy
that
she
is
his
mother
he
brightens
when
you
bill
her,
people
will
know
what
to
up and regains his health. Clayton, still stricken expect.
/
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabeticallynating
as anthe issue
index ofto Motion
The Complete
for contained
this period,thenaming
picture", the producer, the star, the release date, and desigPicture Plan
NewsBook
which
originalthereview.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors who
have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released previous to October 6, 1918.
PLAN BOOK
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
BRANDING BROADWAY (ARTCRAFT) HART (DEC. IS) DEC. 7
ADVENTURE SHOP, THE (VITAGRAPH) GRIFFITH (JAN. 6). JAN. 11
News. keeps you guessing in subject which is bound to go." — Af. P.
" Better than an average picture." — M. P. Nevis.
" Star
AFTER THE WAR (ARGOSY) CUNARD (JAN 26)
JAN. 11
Exhibitor
Comment — " Some Picture." " Very Good Hart." " Dif"Timely subject possessing unusual advertising possibilities." — M. P. News.
ferent from usual run of Hart pictures and made a big hit."
Consensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
ALI BABA (FOX EXTRAVAGANZA) (NOV. 24)
DEC. 7
BUCHANAN'S WIFE (FOX) PEARSON (DEC. 1)
DEC. 1'
" Not only entertaining but is an excellent production." — M. P. News.
" Virginia Pearson in highly dramatic production." — M. P. News.
ALL NIGHT (BLUEBIRD) CARMEL MYERS (NOV. 25) NOV. 2 CABARET
GIRL, THE (BLUEBIRD) CLIFFORD (DEC. 30) . .JAN. •
"An out of the ordinary comedy drama that satisfies." — M. P. News.
" The title tells the whole story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Crackerjack. Big business." " Average picture."
CAPTAIN'S
CAPTAIN, THE (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE (JAN. 6). JAN. •
Consensus — " Fine picture with good drawing powers."
"
Popular
Alice
an average
story." (DEC.
— M. P.5)
News.
ALL THE WORLD TO NOTHING (PATHE) RUSSELL (DEC. 1)
CAUGHT IN THE Joyce
ACT in(FOX)
HYLAND
DEC. 2:
(Six Parts)
NOV. 30
" Rather spare plot and not well treated." — M. P. News.
" Far below the regular William Russell standard." — M. P. News.
CAVELL
CASE,
THE
(SELECT)
JULIA
ARTHUR
(NOV.
24)....
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair picture with average drawing powers."
" Big business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Very Good." " Poor business as ' flu ' ban
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture with average drawing powers."
CODE
OF THE YUKON (SELECT)
AND A STILL SMALL VOICE (RBSN-COLE) WALTHALL (DEC.
(Six Parts)LEWIS (DEC. 23) DEC. 2
interfered."
23) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
" Outdoor scenery loves this. Plot built on revenge." — M. P. News.
" Walthall satisfactory in drama built on old lines." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased average." " Santschi holds this up. A
APPEARANCE OF EVIL, THE (WORLD) ELVIDGE (OCT. 7) . OCT. 5
" Excellent suspense runs straight through." — M. P. News.
good drama,
not scenic." picture with average drawing powers."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
Exhibitor Comment — " Average picture four days."
COMMON CAUSE, THE (BLACKTON-VITA) (JAN. 5)
DEC. 7-1
ARIZONA (ARTCRAFT) FAIRBANKS (DEC. 8)
DEC. 28
News.
" Contains
all elements necessary to pleasing entertainment." — M. P.
" Fairbanks Comment
slips a cog,
please." week.
— M. P. Good
News. but
Exhibitor
— but
Drewproduction
big for should
Christmas
Exhibitor Comment — " Best war picture we have run or seen yet
not his best." " Big to average business. ' Flu ' masks on every
one." " Great. Fairbanks' best picture." " We established a record
Drew big business and pleased all."
CROWN JEWELS (TRIANGLE) ANDERSON (DEC. 15) JAN.
for New Year's Day." " Big business."
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing possibilities."
"
Critics
find fault with direction of this." — II. P. News.
BATTLING JANE (PARAMOUNT) DOROTHY GISH(OCT. 6) . OCT. 19 DANGER— may
GO
SLOW (UNIV.-SPEC.) MAE MURRAY
(DEC. 9)
" Story above average, plot lacks body; intelligent handling." — M. P.
(Six Parts)
DEC. 2
" Heart interest and suspense plentiful here." — II. P. NewsNews." Comment — " Just a fair attraction." " Very poor picture.
Exhibitor
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased big."
Nothing to it." " Good picture and star is bound to become popular
if cast right." "A splendid story and picture to a small audience."
DAUGHTER OF THE OLD SOUTH, A (PARAMOUNT) FRED" Poor business." " Dorothy scored in this one." " Very good picERICK (NOV. 25)
OCT.:
" A well produced tale of the ' wronged girl.' " — M. P. News.
Consensus
— " Fair picture with ordinary drawing powers."
ture."
Exhibitor Comment — " Not much of a picture." " Average business."
BEHIND THE LINES IN ITALY (KLEINE) (OCT. 7)
OCT. 5
" Only fair picture to average bzusiness." " Weak production for
(Six Parts)
Pauline Fredericks." " Very, very poor. If you value your Pauline
Frederick
business, skip this one sure." " Poor Pauline. This is
" Interesting
film
and
shows
what
Italians
are
doing
in
industrial
way."
— M. P. News.
just the —kind
audiences
Exhibitor Comment — " On second and last week, average business; picConsensus
" Just
a fair don't
picturewant."
with ordinary drawing powers."
ture good educational, attracting big percentage of Italians."
DAWN
OF
UNDERSTANDING,
THE (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE
BELLS, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (NOV. 17)
OCT. 5
LOVE (DEC. 2)
DEC.
" News.
This shows Keenan m the strongest character of his career." — M. P.
" Romantic story of the days of '49 with steady action in plot." — Id. P.
Exhibitor Comment—" Very heavy. Will require a good comedy to
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business."
get this over." " This picture will not go over."
DEUCE DUNCAN (TRIANGLE) DESMOND (NOV. 24) NOV.
Consensus — " Heavy picture with average drawing power."
BELOVED IMPOSTER (VITAGRAPH) LESLIE (DEC. 16).. DEC. 21
" Fans strong for Westerns will like this." — M. P. News.
News."
" Light one with fine photography and good scenes.' — M. P. News.
GIRL (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE (NOV. 18) OCT.
BEYOND THE LAW (EMMETT DALTON) DEC. 22
DEC. 14 EVERYBODY'S
"Exhibitor
A corkingComment
good picturej
have big
universal
M. P." News.
(Six Parts)
— " Goodshould
picture,
businessappeal."
two —days.
Pleas" Entertaining picturization of the Dalton Brothers' story." — M. P. News.
ing
picture,
big
business
third
day."
"
Average
business."
" Average
business." " Will please any audience." Pleasing program
picBORDER RAIDERS, THE (PATHE) COMPSON (OCT. 6) OCT. 5
ture. Satisfied. Average business." " Good comments from my
" A winner for those who favor melodramas." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair Western."
Consensus — " Excellent picture with very good drawing powers."
BORDER WIRELESS, THE (ARTCRAFT) HART (OCT. 6)... OCT. 12
EYE FOR AN EYE (METRO SCREEN CLASSICS) NAZIMOVA
" This picture will surely add to star's popularity." — M. P. News.
(DEC. 8) (Seven Parts)
NOV.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, bad business, ' Flu 1 ban just lifted."
" Excellent, received great applause." " The best Hart picture in
" Acepatrons."
high for artistry and star is good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business four days." " One of the best
some time. " Best Hart for a long time. Pleased all." " We can
money-makers on screen." " Big production. Did not draw as well
always bank on Hart. Lots came back second time." " One of
as it should. First time we ever showed Nazimova." " Not as good
Hart's best. Did good business."
as ' Revelation,' but good picture and drew well. Star drew here."
Consensus — " Excellent picture with big drawing power."
BORROWED CLOTHES (JEWEL) HARRIS (NOV. 18) NOV. 2
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing powers."
(Six Parts)
EVERY MOTHER'S SON (FOX) (DEC. 8)
JAN
" Director Lois Weber scores again with this production." — M. P. News.
" Director strikes sincere human note even in war picture." — M.P. News
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Big business." " Opened
FAIR
ENOUGH
(AMERICAN)
FISHER
(DEC.
29)
JAN
spiteforof ventilation."
' Flu ' restrictions
of children
under and
18 and
hours'
" This should get over with non-critical audiences." — Af. P. News.
' great
shut in
down
" Extra
big business
big 2through
Exhibitor Comment — ■*' Very good. Big business." " Good."
Consensus
Consensus — " Good picture with good drawing powers."
week." — " Excellent production unth big drawing powers.
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FAME AND FORTUNE (FOX) TOM MIX (NOV. 24)
SEPT. 7 HOPE CHEST, THE (PARAMOUNT) D. GISH (DEC. 29) JAN. 4
" A human little story that will please." — M. P. News.
" // they like Westerns they'll like this." — M. P. News.
HUGON, THE MIGHTY (BLUEBIRD) SALISBURY (NOV. 18). OCT. 26
I Exhibitor Comment — " Good all around entertainment. Star does good
work." " Great. Mix has got Hart beat by a mile as a money getter
"
Will give splendid satisfaction with star tn sympathetic role in Northat the box office." " A crackerjack western with thrills galore. Kept
west story." — M. P. News.
everyone at a top pitch." " Mix a winner. Good."
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Business fair." " Poor business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture with strong drawing powers."
Consensus
picture with fair drawing powers."
FAN FAN (FOX EXTRAVAGANZA)
(NOV. 17)
NOV. 30 I'LL SAY —SO" Satisfactory
(FOX) GEORGE WALSH (DEC. 22)
NOV. 16
" The chief asset of this contribution is artistry." — M. P. News.
" Walsh
fans
will
like
it
but
it contains no other appealing elements. —
M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Beautiful
production
and
pleased.
Did
not
draw
as picture is suited for juvenile audiences. About one a year will do
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
" — M. P.
INFATUATION (PATHE) GABY DESLYS (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
these."
! [FIVE for THOUSAND
AN HOUR
(METRO)
HALE HAMILTON
(Six Parts)
(NOV.
5)
DEC. "
possibilitiesOF in HER
Gaby's HAND
name." —(SELECT)
M. P. News.BRADY (DEC.
" You
IN " Has
THE good
HOLLOW
News.know the ending all the time; subtitles hold back action"
29)
JAN. 11
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a fair picture to average business
" All things unite to make this Brady triumph."- — M. P. News.
a good program picture."
IRISH
EYES
(TRIANGLE)
STARKE
(DEC.
15)
DEC.
21
Consensus — " Fair picture with average drawing powers."
FOR FREEDOM (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (DEC. 29). .JAN.
"
Opinion
may
vary
in
regard
to
this
as
entertainment."
—
M.
P.
News.
Just 11
I WANT TO FORGET (FOX) NESBIT (DEC. 15)
JAN. 4
(Six Parts)
" Second Nesbit vehicle is ordinary spy melodrama."- — -M. P. News.
" Picture
like good (PARAMOUNT)
stories were scarce."
— M. P. News.
FUSS
AND looks
FEATHERS
BENNETT
(DEC. 1) DEC. 14 JUST SYLVIA (WORLD) BARBARA CASTLETON (NOV. 18). OCT. 19
"A clean ofjering that should cppenl to all." — M. P. News.
" A comedy drama that sums up as average." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Very mediocre to poor
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture only fair. Average business."
business." " Only fair."
KAISER'S
FINISH, THE (WARNERS-ST.
(Seven Parts) RGTS) (NOV. 17).. OCT. 26
Consensus
—
"
Fair
picture
with
fair
drawing
powers."
GIRL OF MY DREAMS (ROB.-COLE) RHODES (DEC IS) DEC. 14
"
Intelligently
produced
'
Kaiser
' subject with a new twist." — M. P.
(Six Parts)
News.
"
Billie
Rhodes
registers
to
advantage."
—
M.
P.
News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Excellent
production." " Big business." " Big
GODDESS OF LOST LAKE, THE (HOD) GLAUM (OCT. 14). SEPT. 19
" A clean attraction that should have a wide appeal." — M. P. News.
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
production
with big drawing powers."
GOOD-BYE BILL (PARAM'NT) MASON-TRUEX (DEC. 15) DEC. 21
KEY business."
TO POWER, THE (EDUCATIONAL) (DEC. 22)
DEC. 14
"Laugh at the Kaiser's expense; film padded some." — M. P. News.
(Six Parts)
Exhibitor Comment
' picture toL.poor
" Human touches make this interesting." — M. P. News.
GREATEST
THING —IN•" Very
LIFE ' poor
(ARTCRAFT)
GISHbusiness."
(DEC. 8). JAN. 8
KING OF DIAMONDS, THE (VITAGRAPH) MOREY (OCT. 14). NOV. 2
" Griffith strikes human note again — characters all real."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — •" A remarkably good feature. One of Griffith's
" A strong feature of great dramatic intensity." — M. P. News.
very best. Wonderful war scenes." " Extra big business for seven
Exhibitor Comment — Only fair." " Average business." " Average
days." — " Excellent production with tremendous drawing powers."
Consensus
Consensus
— " Good
picture withSPEC.)
averageRAWLINSON
drawing powers."
GREAT VICTORY, THE (SCREEN CLASSICS) (JAN. 6)
JAN. 4 KISS
OR KILL
(UNIVERSAL
(NOV.18).OCT. 19
"
Fact
and
fiction
combined
in
a
war
history."
—
M.
P.
News.
"
Thrills
abound
in
this
'
crook
'
play
intelligently
produced." — M. P.
News.
GROUCH, THE (WORLD) MONTAGU LOVE (NOV. 25) NOV. 16
picture."
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture. Priscilla Dean has pinned her
" Average
News. entertainment with good stars and adequate settings." — M. P.
hair back and we now put our official ' O. K.' on her as a star."
Exhibitor ture.
Comment
—
"
Wonderful
scenic
effects."
"
Good
program
pic" Very good. Pricilla Dean is a comer. In fact, she is here."
Strong and unusual plot. Excellent photography and good
" Extra big business two days."
Consensus — -" Excellent production with big drawing powers."
sets. Drew very well for week before Christmas."
LADY'S
NAME, A (SELECT) C. TALMADGE (DEC. 9)
DEC. 28
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture
with
aood
drawing
powers."
GYPSY TRAIL, THE (PARAMOUNT) WASHBURN (NOV. 17) .NOV. 2
" Polite comedy of this popular star's type." — M. P. News.
" It will please but the star is somewhat lost." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— " Pleased
big."
LAFAYETTE,
WE COME
(AFFILIATED)
E. K. LINCOLN. .NOV. 23
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture." " Very good." " ' Gypsy Trail '
(Six Parts)
was played in stock in the city and was unsatisfactory as a play."
" Only fair." " Believe title hurt business."
" Ferret production will no doubt have universal appeal." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This with ' Mirandy Smiles ' did not draw them.
Consensus
" SatisfactoryTHEpicture
with BARRISCALE
good drawing power."
HEART
OF —RACHAEL,
(HOD)
(OCT. 14). OCT. 12
War attendance
stuff is dead.
Picture fair."
" Fair thepicture,
but
disappointing.
Presume
publicdirection
is tired and
of cast
war
" Good
News. story based on popular book and star makes it excellent." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " A ioo per cent production. Box office as well
Consensus
" Good WESTERN
picture with STARS,
fair drawina
LIGHT
OF— THE
THE power."
(UNITED) DUSTIN
'
as patrons."
subjects." (JAN. 5)
HEART OF WETONA, THE (SELECT) N. TALMADGE (JAN. 5) JAN. 4
FARNUM
OCT. 26
" The best Norma Talmadge yet."- — -M. P. News.
" Works MISS
up wellGROWN-UP
in rugged outdoor
atmosphere."M. P. 18)....
News. OCT. 19
LITTLE
(GENERAL)
JOY —(NOV.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Extra
big
business."
HELL CAT, THE (GOLDWYN) FARRAR (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
" Picture
P. News.is not up to star's past performances. Story handicaps." — M. . .
(Six Parts)
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Nice(PARAMOUNT)
kid. Average business."
" Melodrama showing skillful treatment in every scene." — M. P. News.
LITTLE MISS
HOOVER
CLARK (DEC. 29). JAN. 4
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. In fact better than any of her
" Miss Clark's charm in a pleasing setting." — M. P. News.
previous attempts. ' Flu ' kept attendance down." " Very Good."
Exhibitor Comment — " Star well liked, but play only mildly interest" More like this and Farrar will head the list. It has a story. Business capacity."
ing." "Poor business." " Not much."
Good picture
with good
drawing
powers."
ConsensusORPHANT
— " Fair picture
good drawingCOLEEN
powers." MOORE (DEC.
HERConsensus
GREAT— "CHANCE
(SELECT)
ALICE
BRADY
(NOV. 17).. NOV. 2 LITTLE
ANNIEwith(PIONEER)
22)
(Six
Parts)
DEC. 21
" Human characters put this over for a hit." — M. P. News.
" ThevIN don't
make them
more touching
than this (JAN.
one." —13)
M. P. JAN.
News. 11
Exhibitor Comment — " Big to average business three days." " Average
LOVE
A HURRY
(WORLD)
BLACKWELL
business."
• HIDDEN
ConsensusFIRES
— " Good(GOLDWYN)
picture with MAE
good drawing
powers."
"
Nice
romance
against
background
of
sane
spy
drama."
—
M.
P.
News.
LOVE NET, THE (WORLD) MADGE EVANS (DEC. 30)... DEC. 21
MARSH (OCT. 7) NOV. 16
" Star in storv of childhood and second childhood." — M. P. News.
" Star
News. in dual role which should please the whole country." — M. P.
LOVE'S PAY-DAY (Triangle) MORRISON-THEBY (DEC. 1)..DEC. 7
Exhibitor Comment — " Mae Marsh's best characterization." " Best
" Characters
fail to win sympathy but production work is good." — M. P.
News.
Marsh in a long time." " Very good picture." " Very fine offering."
LURE OF LUXURY, THE (BLUEBIRD) CLIFFORD (OCT. 7). OCT. 12
" Good." " Average business." " Very good."
— M. P. News.
Excellent(METRO)
productionEMMY
with strono
drawing(NOV.
powers18)." NOV. 23
" Intelligent
acting of star saving an average feature program offering."
HISConsensus
BONDED— " WIFE
WEHLEN
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business two days."
" Average dramatic offering that depends on plot." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent; pleased patrons in high-class down" Big business."
town house three days."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
picture (PARA)
with average
drawing
powers."
MAKE
BELIEVE
WIFE, THE
BURKE
(NOV.
17).. NOV. 9
HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS (METRO) LYTELL (DEC. 9). DEC. 21
Comedy near the end saves this picture." — M. P. News.
"
Fairly
good
picture
with
steady
action
and
good
scenes."
— M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture. Pleased patrons. " We never
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business five days." " Just a pleasing
showed a picture that pleased more. A wonderful picture."
little picture. Billie Burke a well-liked star." " A very satisfactory
picture." " Splendid picture." " Fair." " Very good. Right kind
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
picture
with
strong
drawing
powers."
HITTING THE TRAIL (WORLD) BLACKWELL (DEC. 2)... NOV. 30
of stuff. — Very
pleasing."picture with average drawing powers."
Consensus
" Satisfactory
" Melodrama
with unusually realistic underworld atmosphere." — M. P.
News.
MAN FROM FUNERAL
RANGE. THE (PARA) REID (OCT. 6). OCT. 19
Exhibitor Comment — " An average program picture."
" Illogical and unconvincing melodrama. ' — M. P. News.
HOARDED ASSETS (VITA.) MOREY-BLYTHE (DEC. 23)... DEC. 28
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Did
not have
fullwell
house
and with
many a oflighter
our
patrons did not like this Reid
picturea as
as some
"Morey will please in this one; diversified story." — M. P. News.
plot."
"
Very
good
picture."
"
Good
cast
put
over
average
picExhibitor
Comment
—
"
Such
pictures
would
put
industry
out
of
business in a short time."
ture to win." " Very good."
HOBBS IN A HURRY (AM-PATHE) RUSSELL (OCT. 6) OCT. 12
Consensus^-"
Fair picture
with ordinarySTONE
drawinn(DEC.
fower."
MAN
OF BRONZE,
THE (WORLD)
9)
DEC. 21
„ .
(Six Parts)
■ C-l- one S a^ove the overage and full of entertainment." — M. P. News.
"Exhibitor
Another Comment
Stone picture
presenting
appealing
story."
—
M.
P._
News.
— "Average business." "Very good. Pleasing. BusiExhibitor Comment — " Average business two days." " Splendid picture, average
"Very good." "Big business."
Consensus
— Ftnebusiness."
picture with good drawing powers."
ness hurt
' flu.'picture
"
Consensus
— "byGood
with average drawing powers."
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MANTLE OF CHARITY, THE (PATHE) FISHER (NOV. 17). OCT. 12
" A good clean farce that should please everyone." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — ■" Good picture." " Very fine picture to big busines ." "Very good comedy drama. Done good business for three
days during epidemic." " Poor business for comedies here."
Consensus — ■" Good picture with good drawing powers."
MAN WHO WOULDN'T TELL (VITA) WILLIAMS (DEC. 9) DEC. 14
" Here's a spy subject that should deliver goods.'' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing picture."
" Pleased immensely."
" Extra big business." " People tired of war pictures." " Very good.
Big business." " Poor business."
Consensus — " Fine picture with good drawing powers."
MARRIAGE (SHERRY-GENERAL) CALVERT (NOV. 18)... NOV. 16
" News.
A good clean picture that holds the interest and entertains." — M. P.
MARRIAGES ARE MADE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (OCT. 13). OCT. 26
" A good thrill tn a ' Spy ' melodrama of average value." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture." " Poor picture to poor
business." " Fair picture. Star has little drawing power." " Not
much force."
Consensus — " Fair picture with average drawing powers."
MATING, THE (VITAGRAPH) GLADYS LESLIE (OCT. 7).. OCT. 12
" Star's
M. P. pleasing
News. personality and good cast make this entertaining." —
Exhibitor Comment — "Average to poor business." "Average business."
Consensus — STAGE,
" Satisfactory
average drawing
powers."JAN. 11
MIDNIGHT
THE picture
(PATHE)withKEENAN
(JAN. 12)
" Powerful Western with Keenan in dual role." — M. P. News.
MILADY O' THE BEANSTALK (PATHE) OSBORNE (DEC.l). NOV. 23
" Diando's little
star wanders
through five MARTIN
reels of ' film.'
News. 9
MIRANDY
SMILES
(PARAMOUNT)
(NOV.— M.25) P.. . .NOV.
" Star upholds tradition by making another good one." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Highly entertaining. Good." " Average busines ." "Just fair. Eig business." " Entertaining picture. Clean.
Nice picture. Average business." " Average business."
Consensus
— " Good (VITAGRAPH)
picture with goodGRIFFITH
dravnnt) powers."
MISS
AMBITION
(NOV. 25)... NOV. 30
" Lacks heart appeal although plot action is steady." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Fair
picture.
Average
business."
MY COUSIN (ARTCRAFT) ENRICO CARUSO (NOV. 17) DEC. 7
" Caruso is an instant success and the story is good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Utterly impossible." " No drawing power at
all. Very good picture." " Star not acceptable as motion picture
actor
public."may " be
Booked
week,York
tookbutit not
off after
run weak
four
days. toCaruso
good for
for aNew
for such
stories."
"
Awful
picture.
Very
good
business."
"
Advertised
heavy but simply could not get them in. Pulled it off second day.
Awful."
" Disappointed."
" Picture fair. Business terrible."
" Glad he is only making one more." " Poor business." " Took it
off second day. Another case of stage success, screen fliver."
Consensus —GIRL,
Ordinary
with just fair
drawing powers."
MYSTERY
THE picture
(PARAMOUNT)
CLAYTON
(DEC. 27). DEC. 7
" One for the imagination with lots of real entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to average business." " Poor busines ." "Very good. Big business."
Consensus PATH,
— " GoodTHEpicture
with good
drawingWARD
powers."(DEC. 15).. DEC. 7
NARROW
(PATHE)
FANNIE
"One
News. of the ' wronged girls' kind with no appeal to emotions." — M. P.
NATURE GIRL, THE (BLUEBIRD) MESERAU (JAN. 6) JAN. 4
" Above
averageMAN
— exteriors
delight toSHERRILL
the eye." — (DEC.
M. P. News.
ONCE
TO the
EVERY
(FROHMAN)
29). DEC. 21
(Six Parts)
" Starts
and endsTHE
in fight
with many(NOV.
punches
between." — M. P. NOV.
News. SO
ONE
WOMAN,
(SELECT)
16)
(Six Parts)
"Exhibitor
ProductionComment
excellent;
entertainment
on politics."
— M. theme
P. News.of
— Good
picture. depends
Excellent
cast. The
the story ' Free Love ' will kill it for some exhibitors." " Big business seven days."
Consensus
— " Excellent
with good (OCT.
drawing6)
powers." OCT. 19
ON THE JUMP
(FOX) Production
GEORGE WALSH
(Six Parts)
" Clean picture with acrobatic stunts that thrill." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big. A crackerjack to open up with after
epidemic." " Star unusually good drawing card but fell down this
time." " Pleased. Big business." " Average business." " Average."
" Fourth Liberty Loan Propaganda."
" Best Walsh yet."
Consensus — " A production of fast action and star that draws them in."
PALS FIRST (SCR. CLA. -METRO) LOCKWOOD (OCT. 13).. OCT. 5
" Best
M. P.Lockwood
News. offering in a long time. Everybody will like it." —
Exhibitor Comment — " A real knockout, biggest business we ever had and
a classy picture." " One of the very best." " Very good. Will
repeat."well" Played
big business."
" A very
picture,
liked. two-day
Did notreturn
draw.to People
will not stand
for good
dead
stars." " Fine picture, deserves a big crowd." " Average business."
" Fine picture. Big business."
Consensus —LADY,
" Most A excellent
productionKENNEDY
with wonderful
PERFECT
(GOLDWYN)
(DEC.drawing
8) power."
DEC. 14
" Star blends the tear and the smile delightfully." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business solid week." " Excellent." " Well
made picture, but star rather mis-cast. Madge does not kack like
a burlesque queen."
Consensus
picture with
fine drawing
powers."
PERFECT —36." AExcellent
(GOLDWYN)
MABEL
NORMAND
(NOV. 17)..
Exhibitor Comment — " Censors spoiled this for Pennsylvania." " Average business." " Extra big to big business seven stranght days."
Fair. Story weak." " Just the kind of a picture they want to see
Mabel Normand in. Went over big to extra big business." " Big
business; played with 'Shoulder Arms.'"
Consensus — " Fine picture with very good drawing powers."
POOR RICH MAN (METRO) BUSHMAN-BAYNE (DEC. 28).. JAN. 4
" Two stars inTHE
a rather
sluggish comedy-drama."
— M. (OCT.
P. News.
PRETENDER,
(TRIANGLE)
WM. DESMOND
13). OCT. 2C
" Star registers good in clean Western picture." — M. P. News.
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PRIVATE PEAT (ARTCRAFT) HAROLD R. PEAT (OCT. 13). OCT. 2(
" Faithful treatment of a famous book should put this over." — M. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Out of the ordinary." " Bad business. People care nothing for war pictures now." " Pleased but
patrons were a little disappointed." " Patrons walked out on this."
Poor. Public doesn't seem to want war pictures after the war.
Poor business seven days." " Peat scores here, but business wasn't
big.
Christmas."
fair. Director only
fair. Why?
Peat notJustso before
good. War
pictures "Only
not in demand."
Consensus — " Good production with good drawing powers."
PRODIGAL WIFE (SCREENCRAFT)
(Six Parts)BOLAND (DEC. 22).. DEC 1
" Sex play considered remarkable by interviewer." — M. P. News.
QUICKSAND (PARAMOUNT) DORO. DALTON (DEC. 22).. DEC. 2
" Reviewer thinks picture was wrecked at the start." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture." " Fairly good dramatic story.
Held its interest and apparently satisfied."
Consensus — " Average picture with average drawing power."
RAINBOW TRAIL, THE (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (OCT.13).OCT
(Six Parts)
" Farnum
Sage.' " —scores
M. P. again
News. in Zane Grey sequel to ' Riders of the Purple
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture, to great business." " Not as good
as ' Purple Sage.' Over 1,000 feet of repeat scenes from ' Riders of
the Purple Sage.' Advertising issued is very misleading. Farnum
saves it." " Here is a real star in a real production." " Average
business." Wonderful picture. Book it if you have to borrow
money." " Well liked. Would have done more business but ' flu '
hurt." " Fine. Drew big."
Consensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
RECKONING DAY, THE (TRIANGLE) BENNETT (NOV. 17). NOV.
" Snappy
News. action to this tale of those familiar German spies." — M. P.
Exhibitor
Comment —THE
" Average
ROAD THROUGH
DARK business."
(SELECT) YOUNG (NOV. 25) DEC. 2
" Moral question raised in story that looks worthy." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " Very good. Big business."
" Fairly good. Would have been better without war stuff."
Consensus — " Good production with strong drawing powers."
ROAD TO FRANCE, THE (WORLD) BLACKWELL (Oct. 14). OCT. 1
(Seven Parts)
" Absurd melodrama but title should draw the crowds in." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Other than patriotic sentiment this picture has
not
to recommend."
An ordinary
goodmuch
shipbuilding
scenes. " Would
have melodrama
been betterwithin some
five extra
reels.
Business so-so." " Great, went over big, first show after ' Flu ' ban
was lifted." " Lacks interest, no story, ordinary. Patrons displeased."
Consensus — " Just a fair picture with good drawing power in some secROMANCE OF TARZAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) ELMO LINCOLN (OCT. 13)
NOV.
" Loads
Apes.' "of— action
M. P. and
News.thrills make this fitting sequel to ' Tarzan of the
tions." Comment — " Extra big business seven days." " Fair picture.
Exhibitor
Did not go as well as ' Tarzan.' " " ' Flu ' killed business." " Big
Consensus
— " Excellent production
big drawing
ROPED
(UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL) with
CAREY
(JAN. powers."
18)
JAN.
business."
(Six Parts)
" Star shouldCLIMBS
please everybody
in this production."
31. P. News.
ROSEMARY
THE HEIGHTS
(PATHE) — MINTER
(OCT.
13)
OCT. :
News. dramatic story which should give splendid satisfaction." — M. P.
" Good
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine picture to big business." " Fine picture.
Poor business.
Flu ' scare."
Consensus
— " Fine 'picture
with good drawing
power." (NOV. 17). OCT.
RULING PASSIONS
(SCHOMER-ST.
RGT.) DEAN
" Touching
moments
and
excellent
handling
make
this a winner." — ii.
P. News.
SEA WAIF, THE (WORLD) LOUISE HUFF (DEC. 30) DEC.
" Love STRINGS
story made (METRO)
sustaining OLIVE
by skillful
handling."
M. P. News.
SECRET
TELL
(OCT. — 7)
OCT.
News.
" Interesting
plot. A crook story that should not fail to please." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very pleasing and intensely interesting picture." "Good picture. Star is new. Business is bad." " Good program picture." " Crackerjack picture."
Consensus — " Fine picture with good drawing powers."
SET FREE (BLUEBIRD) EDITH ROBERTS (DEC. 16)., ..NOV.
" Light romantic drama with lots of entertainment." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Average."
Fair picture
averageBARA
drawing
powers."
SHEConsensus
DEVIL,— " THE
(FOX) with
THEDA
(DEC.
1)
NOV
(Six Parts)
" This story is not suited to Bora's style." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poorest Theda Bara picture yet." " Rotten
direction made Bara
silly.withMore
this andpowers."
Bara will be dead."
Consensus
picture
goodlikedrawing
SHE HIRED— "AFair
HUSBAND
(BLUEBIRD)
DEAN (DEC. 2).. NOV.
" Subject is not up to star's mark but should please generally." — M. P.
SHOULDER ARMS (FIRST NATIONAL) CHAPLIN (OCT. 20). NOV
(Three Reels)
News. plus a timely subject. What more can you ask?" — M. P
"Chaplin
Exhibitor Comment — "Extra big business seven days." " Extra big
one week."
" Extrabusiness."
big business."
Extrabusiness
big.'
"business
Extra bigfor business."
" Record
" Extra " big
two
weeks."
"
Best
yet."
"
Not
his
best.
Great
drawing
card.
Got to hand it to Charlie. Business always poor before Christmas,
but big —with
this."picture with tremendous drawing powers."
Consensus
" Great
SILENT RIDER,
THE (TRIANGLE) STEWART (DEC. 1)..DEC.
" Roy Stewart returns and scores again." — M. P. News.
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SPENDER, THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL (JAN. 6)
JAN. 4
" Excellent comedy backed by wholesome philosophy." — M. P. News.
SPORTING LIFE (TOURNEUR-ARTCRAFT)
(DEC. 1) SEPT. 28
(Seven Parts)
" A powerful film classic with all tense dramatic elements." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very satisfactory." " Poor business." " Good."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture with good drawing powers."
SQUAW MAN. THE (ARTCRAFT) DEXTER (DEC. IS) NOV. 16
(Six Parts)
" This should please and also draw very well." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great. Extra big business." " Positively one
of the best all-round pictures we have ever played."
Consensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
STRANGE WOMAN, THE (FOX) BROCKWELL (DEC. 8)... OCT. 12
(Six Parts)
"A
lengthy
discussion
on
Free
Love versus
Marriage."
M. P. News.^
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good
production
and —entertainment."
" Gladys BrockwelPs best since ' The Devil's Wheel.' Pleased all
patrons." " No pulling power, but best Brockwell picture for many
months." " The best thing Brockwell has ever done. Big business."
Consensus — " Fine production with good drawing powers."
STRING BEANS (PARAMOUNT) RAY (DEC. 22)
DEC. 21
" Ray fans will welcome this interesting one." — M. P. News.
SUCH A LITTLE PIRATE (PARAMOUNT) LEE (OCT. 13).. OCT. 19
" Story on old theme not suited for star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Commenl
"Awful stuff. Never get Lila Lee over with such
bad ones." " Only fair picture, average business." " Nice picture
but terible business. No drawing power to it."
Consensus — "Just fair as a picture with fair drawing powers."
SYLVIA ON A SPREE (METRO) WEHLEN (DEC. 16) DEC. 28
" She glimpses a ' fast ' life that is extravagant, anyway." — M. P. News.
TELL IT TO THE MARINES (FOX) LEES (NOV. 17)
NOV. 23
" //Newt.
your patrons like the Lee Kids this one will please them." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good for kids only." " A few children laughed.
Lee kids do very little in this picture." " Extra big business."
ConsensusOF— Fair
picture
average drawing
powers."(OCT. 13) . OCT. 5
TEMPLE
DUSK.
THEwith
(MUTUAL)
HAYAKAWA
" Plot
is
good.
Picture
is
emotional
but
rather
gruesome." — M. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, average business." " Everyone
pleased." " One of his best. Splendid direction. Good locations.
Very pleasing." " Good, very good. The Jap does excellent work
in th's picture."
Consensus
— " MILDRED
Good pictureVANE
with satisfactory
drawing power."
TESTING OF
(METRO) ALLISON
(Dec. 2) DEC. 14
" A well built typical movie;" — M . P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Best Allison has done."
" Pleased. Big
business."
Consensus — " Good picture with good drawing powers."
THIRTY A WEEK (GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (NOV. 17).. OCT. 26
" This
News clean, wholesome entertainment should please everybody." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Tom is a comer all right. Good picture, satisfied all and did fine business for a new star." " Broke record. Seven
days." " Very fine. Pleased all." " Tom Moore getting better all
the time. Business held up big on one of worst days of the year."
" A clean, classy picture, to extra big business." " Very pleasing.
Big business." " Average business." •
Consensus
— Excellent
with big CAREY
drawing powers."
THREE MOUNTED
MENproduction
(UNIVERSAL)
(OCT. 7).. OCT. 12
(Six Parts)
" This
picture will surely please anybody who loves Western plays."
— M.clean
P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fine Western, good story." " Good picture.
Big business."
Consensus
— " Fxcellent(HODKINSON)
picture with strong
drawing (NOV.
powers."17).. NOV. 9
THREE
X GORDON
KERRIGAN
" appeal."
Comedy —and
action
in
clean
picture
which
should
have a universal
M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Big
business."
TOGETHER (BLUEBIRD) VIOLET MERSEREAU (OCT. 14). OCT. 19
" A pleasing heart interest drama with star in dual role. — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — -" Average business." " Very good."
Consensus
picture,
with good drawing
powers."(DEC. 2).. NOV. 16
TONGUES —OF" Good
FLAME
(BLUEBIRD)
WALCAMP
" Interesting
story and heart appeal should help put this over." — M. P.
News.
TOO FAT TO FIGHT (GOLDWYN) McINTYRE (DEC. 15).. DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Nobody loves a fat man but they'll vote for this one." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
" OnlyHead."
fair. Mclntyre not as good as ' Traveling
Salesman.'Comment
War — stuff
TOO MANY MILLIONS (PARAMOUNT) REID (DEC. 8) NOV. 16
" Too much talking and posing in this picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Good picture. Average
business." " Good." " Average business."
" Fair (HODKINSON)
picture with average
drawing powers."
TWOConsensus
GUN —BETTY
BARRISCALE
(DEC. 16). DEC. 14
Bessie
Barnscale
pleases
in
a
'
Different
' role." — M. (NOV.
P. News.
UNDER FOUR FLAGS (WORLD)
GOVERNMENT
17) NOV. 30
(Seven Parts)
Improvement over previous Government pictures." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Wonderful picture. Extra big business seven
days."
picturebutthattheevery
theatre
" Bestall ofof theit.
three U. " S.A films,
weeklies
haveshould
shown play."
practically
Business fair, but one of these is enough."
Consensus
Powerful production
extra big drawing
powers."
UNDER
THE— " GREENWOOD
TREEwith(ARTCRAFT)
FERGUSON
(DEC 1)
NOV. 16
This
News.one does not come up to the talents of Miss Ferguson." — M. P.
Exhibitor
Commentthree
— " Good
Poor business
days." strong
" Poorpicture.
business." Extra big business."
Consensus — " Good picture with average drawing powers."
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VANITY POOL, THE (UNIVERSAL) MAC LAREN (DEC. 2). NOV. 9
(Six Parts)
" Scandals
News. and intrigues. Will go different in various sections." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture to big business." " Big business."
" Good production
with strong
drawing powers."
VIRTUOUS
WIVES (FIRST
NATIONAL)
STEWART (JAN. S).JAN. 11
"
Lavish
production
marks
star's
return
to screen."
P. News.
WANTED, A BROTHER (GENERAL) GLORIA
JOY— M.
(NOV.
17) . NOV. 2
" This
News. is the best of the series in which this little star appears." — M. P.
WAY OF A MAN WITH A MAID, THE (PARA) WASHBURN
(DEC. 29)
JAN. 11
" Good example of the ' better story ' we hear about." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— Only
fair." ANITA KING (OCT. 7)... OCT. 19
WHATEVER
THE COST
(HODK.)
News. feature program picture lacking real human appeal." — M. P.
" Fair
WHAT LOVE FORGIVES (WORLD) CASTLETON (JAN. 6). JAN. 4
" Interesting
good comedy
but not well balanced."
— M.P.News.
WHEN
A MANwith RIDES
ALONE titles(AMERICAN)
RUSSELL
(JAN.
19)
JAN. 11
" RapidDO action
Western(PARAMOUNT)
is William Russell's
latest."- —(OCT.
M. P.13).
News.
WHEN
WE EAT?
BENNETT
NOV. 9
" A pleasing little picture that is clean." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business for two days." " Very weak.
Skip this one." " Average business." " Fine little picture. Star
is ' there.' People came out." " Poor." " Not often with this class
of offering." " Enid Bennett deserves better stories than this."
Consensus
— " Ordinary
ordinary
WHY
I WOULD
NOT picture
MARRY with(FOX)
NOV.drawing
24powers." DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
— M. entertaining
P. News. and not so spicy as title would lead you to think."
" Very
Exhibitor
Comment — " (TRIANGLE)
Great title. Good
picture." (DEC. 29).. JAN. 11
WIFE OR COUNTRY
MESTAYER
"
A
good
idea,
but
an
ordinary
picture."
—
M. P. News.
WILD HONEY (DE LUXE) DORIS KENYON
(DEC. 22).. .DEC. 21
(Six Parts)
" A different
sort of Western
a striking
star."(DEC.
— M. P.IS)...
News.DEC. 14
WIVES
AND OTHER
WIVES with
(AM.)
MINTER
One of the star's best yet." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Fine business. Weather
Consensus
Fine picture(PATHE)
with veryLEAH
good BAIRD
drawing (OCT.
powers."13).. OCT. 26
WOLVES OF— " KULTUR
(Two-Reel Episodes)
— M. two
P. News.
" First
episodes show sensationalism both physical and mental."
WOMAN (TOURNEUR) STATE RIGHTS (NOV. 3)
NOV. 23
(Seven Parts)
" Surely
artistic,GAVE,
but may
over their
heads." —(NOV.
M. P. 17)
News. ..NOV.
bad."WHO
WOMAN
THEbe (FOX)
NESBIT
" on
Wildly
melodramatic
with
producers
undoubtedly
placing
their faith
the star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
A
wild
'
meller,'
but
at
that
the
best
Miss Nesbit has had. Got ti e business and satisfied public picture
so no
kick
Photography
and settingsCLAYTON
fine."
WOMEN;Scoming.
WEAPONS
(PARAMOUNT)
(NOV. 25) NOV. 16
" Plot is sure to go over as it contains heart interest." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not much of a picture." " Very bad picture to
poor business." " Average business." " Very good." " Best business yet on Ethel Clayton." " Average picture." " Certainly brought
them out. Good picture. Big opposition."
Consensus
— " FairTHEpicture
with ordinary
drawing powers."
YELLOW DOG,
(JEWEL)
(SixBIG
Parts)CAST (OCT. 14) SEPT. 28
" Pleasing
and amusing
a catchy title." — M.(NOV.
P. News.
YOUR
FIGHTING
NAVYwith(EDUCATIONAL)
25) SEPT. 21
"Not
Dry.
Absorbs
your
interest
until
the
end."
—
P. News. DEC. 14
ZERO HOUR, THE (WORLD) ELVIDGE (DEC. M.
23)
" An involved offering dealing with fake clairvoyants." — M. P. News.
FLASHBACKS
Individual Opinions on Earlier Releases Received During
the Past Week
" Revelation " (Nazimova) — " Very good picture. Star made a hit."
" Lest We Forget " — " Repeat. Wonderful picture. Extra big business
after
"
"Up' Flu.'
Romance
Road" — "Good comedy drama. No draggy spots. Good
business three davs."
''
The
Girl
from
" (Castle-Pathe) — " Fair program offering.
Average business for Bohemia
three days."
"More Trouble " (Pathe) — Good picture. Great acting. Keenan great.
Good
business."
" Manx
Man " — " Good picture but out of tune with public sentiment
at "present."
Passing of the Third Floor Back " — " Poor picture to average business."
" Social Secretary " — " Talmadge going big."
" Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots " (Select) — Good picture. Average business."
" Come Through " (Jewel) — " Very good."
" Friend Husband " (Goldwyn) — " Excellent picture to average business."
" A Law Unto Herself " (Paralta) — " Good picture."
" Heart of the Wilds " (Paramount) — " Only Fair."
" Life Or Honor " (Ivan) — " Seven reels, but interesting right up to the
" Bread " (Universal) — " Good. Mary MacLaren gets the money for
"
Return of Mary " (Allison-Metro) — '* Poor business account of ' Flu.' "
finish."
Woman Who Sins " (Fox-Bara) — " No business. Not liked."
us ""here."
The Claws of the Hun " (Paramount) — " Pleased after war."
"Back to the Woods" (Goldwyn) — "Not a good word for it."
" Friend Husband " — " Great entertainment."
"More Trouble" (Pathe)— "Good."
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AUGUSTINE

HOTEL
MAGNOLIA
One block from the famous
All latest improvements inPonce de Leon Hotel.
cluding elevator, electric
lights, steam heat, etc.
Accommodations for 300
MUSIC twice daily, dancguests.
ing every night.
50 rooms with private bath.
Beautiful shaded lawns sur20 suites with private bath.
round Hotel.
75 rooms with hot and cold
American and European
running water.
Rates Reasonable
plan.
PALMER

&

MacDOWELL,

FOR

Proprietors

SALE

14,000 feet (negative

and

print) Snappy American
and Aviation Scenes.

one

positive

Army,

Address all communications
care of Motion Picture News.

Navy

J. O. T.,

of

New

Theatres

ALABAMA
A. A. Lightman has secured the lease of several lots on Court
street in Florence and will erect a $40,000 theatre.
CALIFORNIA
Howe and Merrill are making such rapid progress on the
interior decorations of their new Loring theatre at Riverside that
the opening will take place late in January.
INDIANA
Ironton will soon have a new theatre erected by Col. H. L.
Marting and Dr. A. Clarke Lowry on Third street adjacent to.
ihe Hotel Marting.
Handsome Theatre for Marietta, Ohio
MARIETTA, O., is to have a handsome new theatre to take
the place of the Hippodrome, which was destroyed by fire
early in the fall. At present the roof of the new house has been
completed, and it is expected that the house, which will seat 1,300,
will be ready for opening early in the spring. It will be equipped
with a large stage, pipe organ and orchestra and will represent
an investment of $100,000.
It is owned by the C. & M. Amusement Company. This company also owns the Putnam in Marietta, and the Strand and Colonial in Cambridge, Ohio. O. F. Sybert is managing director
of the group of houses.
Goldwyn Equipped to Handle Others
ANNOUNCEMENT has been made that the Foreign Sales
Department of the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation is now
equipped to extend its facilities to other producers, and also to
act in this country for responsible foreign organizations.
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Theatres
Recover
Car Strike

From

Street

THE drawing power of motion picture theatres was amply
demonstrated in Milwaukee New Year's Day when street
car employees went on a strike.
After experiencing decided handicaps in business due to two
previous influenza epidemics Milwaukee managers were far
from jovial over the newest jinx. The carmen went on strike
at six o'clock the morning of New Year's Day, so that the
midnight shows on New Year's Eve were packed.
Though no cars were running, and taxicabs were" at a premium, the afternoon business at the motion picture houses
wor normal for a holiday. Scores walked miles to the downtown theatres, and though the night business fell off some,
nevertheless a good number refused to allow a lack of street
cars to keep_ them from seeing their screen favorites.
By the next morning, however, the strike had been called
off, but not before theatre managers had begun to think of
taking legal action to avoid further financial loss.
If the strike had been prolonged it is possible that a sympathetic strike of electrical workers would have been called
which would have resulted in all electric power being cut off,
completely crippling the theatres.
Mae

Marsh's

Husband Well Known in
Grand Rapids
LOUIS L. ARMS, who is reported to have been married to
Mae Marsh, motion picture star, recently, is very well
known in Grand Rapids where he spent most of his life and
where he was employed on Grand Rapids newspapers.
Arms broke into the newspaper game in the Furniture City,
his first position being as assistant sporting editor of the
Herald.
He was a member of the Central High School football team
and made a name in local and state sporting circles as pitcher
for various amateur and semi-professional baseball teams.
Later he was sporting editor of the Grand Rapids Press and
secretary of the Michigan State League of Professional baseball clubs, organized by E. W. Dickerson, now president of the
Western League.
Arms left Grand Rapids several years ago, going to Los
Angeles where he engaged in the business of selling automobiles.
Later he worked for San Francisco and St. Louis, Mo., newspapers, then going into the newspaper field in New York and
later becoming press agent for the Goldwyn people.
His father died several years ago, but his mother and sister
still reside in Grand Rapids.
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Detroit

Exhibitors

Take

Exception

to

Exchange Men's Rulings
DETROIT exhibitors and the local exchanges are in the
midst of a merry scrap over the new rules of the Board
of Motion Picture Exchange Managers which require that all
pictures must be paid for before any films leave the exchange.
The exhibitors held a mass meeting Friday noon at the
Hotel
session. Tuller and Saturday the exchange managers went into
The exhibitors declare that the exchanges have no right to
demand a deposit on pictures if they must be paid for in advance anyway and that the exchanges are always late in sending out their invoices.
Geo. W. Trendle of the Kunsky chain of houses has issued
an open letter in which he wants new rules instituted by the
exchanges giving the houses the right to cancel a picture if
all the regular advertising matter, such as paper, heralds, etc.,
is not available two weeks in advance of the date of showing
and permitting the exhibitor to charge for cuts and other advertising when the exchange fails to have the matter shown
in the press book on the release.
He also holds exchanges are liable for damages when they
fail to ship on. time or for the failure of films to arrive.
Many of the exhibitors have offered to co-operate with the
exchanges and none, as yet, have failed to make their advance
payments, it is reported.
Mrs. Chaplin Makes Hit in Dubuque
THE last month of 1918 witnessed the sensational rise, in
Dubuque, of Mrs. Charlie Chaplin, nee Mildred Harris.
Before her marriage her pictures drew fairly well here, but
they did not set the whole city to talking.
Then Jewel Productions Co. took advantage of her marriage
to Charlie Chaplin, and they certainly struck a bonzana when
they dropped her maiden name and advertised her as Mrs.
Charlie Chaplin.
Marrying at a time when the famous comedian is at the
height of his popularity, his wife has the advantage of a
million dollar name — a name that attracts like none other.
Mrs. Chaplin really deserved her rise in the film world, for
she is a hard working little body and her acting in " For Husbapds
Onlyformer
" and pictures.
" Borrowed Clothes " shows an improvement
over her
Dubuquers enjoy her pictures and according to the manager
of the Grand, " Mrs. Charlie Chaplin has come to stay."
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Springfield Newspaper Criticizes Health Department's Attitude Toward Theatres
THE handling of the influenza situation in Springfield has
been so badly managed that one of the papers, The
Springfield News-Record, printed the following editorial on
December 26:
Common
Sense and
" Flu "
This community
has endured
withtheremarkable
patience the
inefficient, ineffective but sensational administration of the
Superintendent of the City Health department. For some
months now we have watched the attempt to quarantine the
places of business where there were no cases of influenza and
the almost complete failure to quarantine homes where there
were cases.
But patience has ceased to be a virtue. The prevalence of
influenza is a condition that is likely to continue all winter and
we should prepare to treat it in a sensible manner.
In the morning newspapers, a few days ago, a threatening
advertisement was inserted by the Superintendent of Health.
He said that some theatres had been admitting persons who
were coughing and sneezing and that if they continued to do
this they would be closed.
Could anything be more ridiculous?
How is a theatre manager ' to know whether a patron has a
cough by looking him in the eye as he passes through the door,
and how can he tell whether or not the ticket holder will
sneeze while he is in the place?
This is characteristic of the entire administration of Dr.
Campbell. He would close up business houses, but permit
people to assemble at will in the homes, and not even make
an effort to prevent any number of persons from calling on
influenza patients.
When he closed the churches he closed only those of certain
denominations, at first, and permitted other denominations to
hold services. When he closed the theatres he did not close
other places where there was just as much opportunity for the
spread of the disease.
He is a man of moods.
What is needed is a sane, commonsense consideration of
the problem. People with influenza should be kept at home.
The placards on every store in town warning against coughers
and sneezers should be torn down, for they do no good, and
placards should be placed on every home where there is influenza, for these would do good by keeping healthy persons
away.
James J. Corbett Passes Through Chicago
JAMES J. CORBETT, former heavyweight champion of the
world, passed through Chicago recently on his way to
California, where he is to act for the movies for the Universal
Film Company.
" Gentleman Jim " and his wife and a large chow dog stopped
at the Congress Annex, where Jim had something to say regarding his plans for the next twenty weeks that he is scheduled to act for the silver screen. Among the things he raid
were:
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" I'm going into pictures. Within a fortnight I'll be domiciled at Universal City under the Universal management, playing heroes' roles in Universal serials. I am asking for one
thing — I'm amenable to direction and all that, and I'll do what
I r.m told to do, and I'll do it to the best of my ability — but
I'm asking for one thing. I want Universal to put me in one
of those mix-up free-for-all fights. I want the director to
bring out as many stalwart huskies as he cares to assemb e.
't hen let them come on as thick and fast as they can. I went
to show how a man who knovvs the science of that 'roped
arena ' -will meet them. That will be a fight worth seeing — it
will be a fight worth remembering. It will be a new sort of
fight, too, for motion picture spectators to witness. And it
won't be tame. It will be the hottest sort of a fight that ever
set itself on record on the screen."
Jim Corbett rises to remark that some fights as he observes
them on the screen are not all they might be, nor yet, indeed,
all that they should be. And it may be conceded that " Gentleman Jim " is something of an authority on fights.
" I'm not talking about the screen's reproductions of fights
in what the sporting editor calls the ' roped arena.' Those,
of course, are set combats, surrounded with the u;.ual formalitic. ties of the ling. They are always interesting — always drama" Fm referj-ing specifically to those rough-and-tumble and
stand-up-and-knock-down affairs in which the hero and the
hero's friends — if he doesn't happen to be utterly and completely alone — meet the parties of the second part and open
hostilities. Oh, and they're exciting, these fights. They're
mighty exciting. But when I see them I find myself wondering what some fighter who knows how to couple science — the
science of that ' roped arena ' — with brute strength would be
Advices
able
to do." from Universal City say briefly and succinctly,
pointedly and flatly that " Gentleman Jim " does not voice his
wish in vain. "He shall have," they say, "piecisely what he
asks for — and a lot of it."
What

Milwaukee

Is Doing

BABY MARIE OSBORNE had some reception in Milwaukee
because of the planr. laid out by Manager George Fischer of
the Alhambra theatre, where the little star appeared in person
January 9. Baby Marie made four appearances, twice during
the afternoon and again in the evening. Thursday morning
she visited Milwaukee Orphan asylums. She was guest of
honor at a children's party given in the Alhambra's big playroom at which 40 of Milwaukee's prominent children were
present. On the day of her appearance an added feature to the
program of " Little Women " was " Dolly's Vacation " in which
Baby Marie stars. At each performance a reception was held
on the Alhambra stage. With Baby Marie, was her father,
Leon Osborne, and William Aschman, manager of the Milwaukee Pathe exchange.
ORGAN recitals are becoming very popular with Milwaukee
motion picture fans. Two theatres, the Alhambra, managed
by George Fischer and the Toy theatre under the direction of
Ralph Wettstein. have played up their organ solo:;. Wett;tein
has engaged an orchestra, directed by Glen R. Crum, wellknown middle west director, and has installed a new $10,000
organ. At the Alhambra last week considerable applause was
won by Walter Rowley playing the Raymond Overture on the
organ with accompaniment by the Kiltie Band.
A SPLENDID touch in the presentation of " The Squaw
Man " at the Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee, was secured by
Manager Leo Landau, who engaged a singer and a dancer to
appear between performances. The Butterfly does not -boast
of
a large Landau
'stage having
strip in front
the screen.
Manager
placedjusta awigwam
at oneof side
and hadButa
tripod and kettle at the other. The two performers appeared
in Indian costume and one did an Indian dance. While both
were finishing their numbers at the side of the stage with a
red spot on them the film was started on the screen. By the
time the action of the photoplay had commenced the spot had
faded out on the two women, an abrupt break was avoided and
a' pleasant effect obtained.
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in Detroit

WHILE visiting his home in Detroit last week Harry I. Garson announced the opening date for Blanche Sweet in " The
Unpardonable Sin " will be February 2 at the Globe theatre,
New York, though the first showing is scheduled for Clune's
theatre, Los Angeles, the week of January 13. Mr. Garson
declared that no arrangements have yet been made for the
distributing of the Clara Kimball Young pictures after " Cheating Cheaters." He returned to Los Angeles.
CAPT. J. O. BROOKS, formerly of the Fox sales force, Detroit, and more recently manager of the Liberty theatre at
Camp Sherman, Ohio, has been transferred to the management of the Liberty theatre at Camp Custer, Battle Creek.
HARRY SOMERVILLE, former manager of the Drury Lane
theatre, Detroit, is now booking manager of the Koppin circuit.
JOE FERTE, former film salesman, who hzs been a soloist
at the Majestic theatre, has joined the Goldwyn exchange
force. "
THE MAJESTIC THEATRE has returned to. its former scale
of prices, 25 and 50 cents. It is reported that the business
under the new management of Henry J. Guthard has gone upward, as Mr. Guthard has adopted a liberal advertising policy.
M. W. McGEE, former managing director of the Majestic,
announces that he has accepted an offer of Frederick Ingersoll
to be general manager of the Belle Isle Coliseum Company,
which operates a park and other amusement enterprises in DeConey
Island. Mr.
Ingersoll also owns a large
interest troit's
in ownthe
Knickerbocker
theatre.
A NEW $12,000 Hope- Jones organ has been ordered for the
Bijou, Mt. Clemens, by Robert Pelletier.
EDDIE FONTAINE,
January 15.
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FOR " The Romance of Tarzan " John Niebes, owner of the
Dawn theatre, decorated the lobby, spending more than $50
in creating a jungle effect. As the Dawn is a theatre way out
on Detroit's East Side, his enterprise attracted much attention
from his patrons. The lobby was decorated a week in advance
of the showing of the picture, and the increased receipts, he
declared, more than paid for the money and energy expended
in advertising it.
ALL of Michigan will probably be wide open again within the
next week, so far as the " flu " is concerned. Health reports
show a constant decrease in cases reported and deaths.
Dubuque Exhibitors Had Successful Year
THE year of 1918 was a fairly successful one for Dubuque
exhibitors. Last January business started out with a rush,
and continued good in spite of the war tax and, in some cases,
the raising of admission, for the first six months of the year.
Around the middle of July the infantile paralysis epidemic
caused the closing of the theatres for nearly a month. After
they were re-opened, business boomed and exhibitors looked
forward to a splendid fall season, when, in October, the town
was quarantined on account of Spanish influenza.
Undaunted by this second quarantine the local exhibitors set
out to retrieve business. Theatres were thoroughly disinfected, some were redecorated, inside and out and all were
given a thorough airing and cleaning. The houses in order,
they turned their attention to their pictures. Programs were
revised, and unpopular star contracts dropped; pictures were
shown that appealed to the general public.
Their efforts were rewarded, for during the last month and
a half of 1918 none of the theatres could complain of the business. All had average, and some better than average, houses
on week days, while on Sunday, capacity houses were the rule.
Considering the exhibitors added expenses, the quarantines,
the increased cost of labor, the year's business compared very
favorably with that of other years. With the exception of the
Princess whose report was " great business during the entire
year," the Dubuque theatres declared the 1918 business " average.

Paramount booker, is to be married on
A MASTER SERIAL PRODUCTION
With a Thrill to Every Foot

HENRY S. KOPPIN of the Woodward Theatre Company is
letting contracts for a new theatre at Gratiot avenue and
Beaubien street. It will seat 1,700, according to Howard Crane,
architect.
R. H. RAMSEY has been promoted by Manager Ross of the
Paramount exchange to city salesman. Mr. Ramsey has been
stationed in the Toledo branch office.
FRED DE LODDER, proprietor of the Del— The theatre, has
leased the Your theatre for a term of ten years, taking possession in two weeks. Mr. De Lodder, it is said, will soon
take over some other houses.

FRANCIS
Mae

ARTHUR S. HYMAN has purchased the Michigan rights to =
the Tourneur production of " Woman."
g

The

andin Rosemary

Silent

Theby

Mystery

JL5 episodes of Thrills — Excitement — Wild
Animals — Mystery — Novelty — Suspense
— Creepiness and Wild Action. Proclaimed
In all critics as one of the best serials ever

C. H. MILES, owner of the Regen,t and Orpheum theatres,
Detroit, has come out as an advocate of higher prices.
" Everything is going up, so why not the prices of admission,"
he says. " We pay more for pictures, for musicians, stage
help, ushers and advertising. In other lines of business the
consumer pays for this increase; the retailer just passes it on.
We are not making the percentage of profit that we should
and we will not until the exhibitors get together."

A FREE SHOW for the poor children of the West Side given
by Arthur D. Baehr of the Crystal theatre, Detroit, on the day
after Christmas brought a letter of commendation from the
Police Department and others from various charity officials.
Mr. Baehr gave a special morning show with " Treasure
Island " and a Sunshine comedy and also distributed photographs of the Lee children. More than 1,000 youngsters
marched to the theatre escorted by a squadron of forty
mounted policemen.
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WILBUR GILL has been added to the sales forces of the
Universal Chicago office. Another evidence that Carl
Laemmle always remember old friends.
J. D. WILLIAMS, the general manager of the First National,
New York, stopped off in Chicago on his way to the Coast.
SID GOLDMAN is a busy man looking for a downtown theatre to exploit the forthcoming Jewel superproduction
" Hearts of Humanity."
MISS FINAN of the Central Film Company office force is
back at her desk after four weeks of the " flu."
JOE BRANDT of the Universal Film Company — don't know
what his job is, but it is " some job " — will spend a day or so
with the Chicago organization on his way to the Coast.
NATE ASCHER, Aaron Jones, A. H. Blank, Max Goldstein,
Hy Abrams, Adolph Zukor and J. D. Williams left for Los
Angeles on January 3, to be gone about two weeks — from
where we sit it looks like a battle for stars.
HENRY WEISS and R. C. Seery of the Central Film Company and First National Chicago office, went to see " Business
Before Pleasure " and learned a lot, and claim that they will
be able to use it to good advantage in their new 1919 sales
talk.
I. L. LESSERMAN, manager of the Universal Chicago office
— he of the ever-present smile — is on the jump putting over
three big guns, "Hearst News," " Universal Current Events "
and " Screen Telegram."
MARTIN SAXE of the Lublimer and Trinz forces has been
mustered out of the army and is back on the old job again.
BUSINESS is booming and exhibitors are availing themselves
of the excellent facilities offered in the new quarters of the
Famous Players in Chicago. Those arranging their bookings
recently were H. R. Byerly of the Colonial theatre, Logansport, Ind. ; I. F. Bennett of the Lincoln Square theatre, Decatur, 111.; Samuel Greenbaum of the Garden theatre, Davenport, Iowa; Paul Miller of the Spencer Square theatre, Rock
Island, 111.; H. J. Samish of the A-Muse-U theatre, Clinton,
Iowa; J. Reuben of the Princess theatre. Joliet, 111.; George
Fisher of the Alhambra theatre, Milwaukee, Wis., and C. E.
Irvin of the Irvin theatre, Bloomington, 111.
H. E. HARTLEY of the Hartley theatre, East Chicago, has
been in Chicago arranging his bookings for 1919.
MRS. H. W. CADORAT of the La Petite theatre is laying
plans for a big January business and is a thorough believer in
the theory that " A mile a minute is good time, but a smile a
minute gets more action."
ADOLPH

"ZUKOR, president of the Paramount-Artcraft organization; E. E. Shauer, assistant treasurer, and John C.
Flinn, director of publicity and advertising, were Chicago visitors recently. Mr. Zukor, accompanied by Mr. Flinn, left for
the Pacific Coast, where they will confer with the producers
of pictures on questions of great importance in connection
with their 1919 productions. Many big things are under way.
NATE ASCHER, head of the Ascher Bros, organization,
made a first-class Santa Claus, as is attested to by all of their
employees. Now that Max Ascher has been released from the
army and Harry Ascher is entirely recovered from the effects
of his recent operation and back on the job, the elder brother.
Nate, accompanied by Mrs. Ascher, can make their Coast trip.
HARRY SAUERS, operator of the Majestic theatre, Rochelle,
111., died recently of the influenza.
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THE PALACE THEATRE at Mendota has been forced to
close again on account of poor business.
C. A. FOX, formerly on the sales force of the Central Film
Company, is reported as having arrived at Tampico, Mexico,
being the first man to navigate the Chicago River, the Illinois,
Rock and Mississippi Rivers on the Great Lakes to Ocean
Waterway. Mr. Fox has inaugurated a motorboat express
service
between the United States and Mexico across the Gulf
Stream.
_____
HARRY WILLARD, one of Chicago's oldest film men, recently associated with the Fox Chicago office, is now with the
Metro exchange handling their screen classics under the able
direction of Cress Smith.
THE ACORN SIGN SHOP has just opened at 809 Mailers
Building and is in charge of A. S. Ward, who is considered to
be one of the best sign writers for theatres in this part of the
country. The Acorn Sign Shop will specialize in banners and
artistic cards for lobby displays and is already meeting with
marked success.
MAX LEVY, until recently of the Metro Chicago office
handling screen classics, is now connected with the Celebrated
Players.
REX LAWHEAD has been appointed general representative
of the Crest Picture Corporation. Their first production, " A
Romance of the Air," featuring Lieutenant Bert Hall of the
Lafayette Esquadrille and Edith Day will be handled through
the Clearing House, Inc. Miss Day is now starring in " Going
Up," a musical comedy playing at Cohan's Grand Opera
House, Chicago. There will be a pre-release showing of the
picture at a loop-theatre, Lieut. Hall to appear and relate his
thrilling experiences while " over there." Carl E. Carlton,
president of the company, has xeturned to New York after
spending a week in this territory.
D. M. VANDERWALKER of the Doll-Van Company expects
to do big things in 1919 and is going to snap up all the large
pictures he can get. The gentleman figures that this wDl be
a banner year and productive of prosperity for all engaged in
the picture business.
MRS. HENRY LEVOYE of the Orpheum theatre, Bradley,
111., has been in Chicago arranging her January booking and
laying plans for a big advertising drive. If Mrs. Levoye sticks
to the same determination and pep displayed while in Chicago
there will not be much doubt about a good year for the theatre. ,
" CARELESS AMERICA," the propaganda picture furnished
free to exhibitors by the Universal Film Company, is already
booked for approximately five hundred play dates in Chicago.
It will have its premiere at the Riviera theatre Monday, January 6, at which time Peter M. Hoffman, chairman of the
Safety First Committee, will make an address.
C. C. NELSON, formerly of the Colonial theatre. Galesburg,
111., died at Phoenix, Ariz., where he went for his health.
MANAGER FAY of the Temple theatre claims that he more
than tripled his receipts on the opening night of " The Lure
of the Circus," featuring Eddie Polo.
J. B. ROSS, JR., born December 22, Christmas present to
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ross of the Garden theatre, Canton. 111.
Everyone well and happy. Papa excited because baby is pacified when shown a roll of tickets.
WE have had in our midst since the first of the year J G.
Hurby, Dalton, 111.; J. A. Lisey, Rochelle, 111.: G. A. Pettingen, Centralia, 111., and A. Sigfried of Decatur.
(Continued on page 7.)
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THE programs at Dubuque theatres on Christmas day were
exceptionally good. The Princess had Alice Brady in " The
Whirlpool," a feature well suited to the brilliant star; the
Family also had an Alice Brady picture " The Knife." The
Dreamland presented June Elvidge in " Joan of the Woods,"
and the Grand showed " For Husbands Only " with Mrs.
Charlie Chaplin. The program at the Liberty theatre was
" Rose of Paradise " with Bessie Barriscale.
THE three days after Christmas are supposed to be the best
days of the theatres, at least in Dubuque. Thursday, Friday
and Saturday were great days. Every theatre did a rushing
business.
MARY MACLAREN in " Vanity Pool " was shown at the
Grand Thursday and Friday, December 26 and 27. Miss MacLaren had a very suitable part; her acting was most convincing. The other star members of the cast, Anna Nilsson, Marin
Sais, Thomas Holding and Franklyn Farnum, were very good
in their respective roles.
ON Thursday, December 26, the Family presented Mabel Normand in " Dodging a Million," an uproarious comedy of youth.
It was one of Miss Normand's snappiest plays; a laugh from
start to finish. Tom Moore as the leading man headed an
excellent supporting cast.
" WE CAN'T HAVE EVERYTHING," a highly interesting
photoplay adapted from the novel* by Rupert Hughes, was
shown at the Princess Friday and Saturday, December 27 and
28. The stars, Kathlyn Williams and Elliott Dexter, were well
received. This picture drew very good houses both days.
THE DREAMLAND presented Anna Nilsson and Franklyn
Farnum in " In Judgment Of " on Thursday, December 26.
These stars did some fine team work — are well suited to each
other. Everyone who saw this play liked it.
ROY STEWART was the attraction at the Liberty theatre
Friday, December 27, in " Paying His Debt," a western melodrama in five acts. The picture was favorably received.
EMMY WEHLEN was the star at the Dreamland theatre
Friday and Saturday, December 27 and 28. Miss Wehlen was
exquisite and her acting was up to her usual standard. The
play " His Bonded Wife " drew exceptionally well.
AS a special attraction, the Family theatre presented " Even
As You and I " on Friday evening, December 27. There were
but two shows that evening, the first at 7 p. m. and the last
at 8:45.
"THE MIDNIGHT BURGLAR" with the newest screen
kiddie Gloria Joy, was presented at the Liberty theatre Saturday evening. A large Saturday crowd witnessed this picture.
ARTHUR MOYER, a former employee of the Dreamland
theatre, died last week from a severe attack of influenza.
THE FAMILY, following closely on the heels of the Princess,
presented that clever player, Gorge M. Cohan in " Hit the
Trail Holliday." Cohan drew splendidly, for he has been in
high favor at the Family ever since the showing of his first
picture " Broadway Jones."
ON Sunday, the Family presented Ann Pennington in " Sunshine Nan," a light, pleasing comedy drama, well suited to the
piquant personality of the tiny star.
"BUCHANAN'S WIFE" starring Virginia Pearson, and
shown at the Dreamland theatre Sunday and Monday, December 29 and 30, was perhaps, the most unexpected play produced
by Fox this year. It was also, sensational to a degree. Miss
Pearson handled her role in a capable and satisfactory manner.
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JACK PICKFORD and Louise Huff proved to be good draw,
ing cards at the Princess theatre Sunday, December 29, where
they appeared in " Mile a Minute Kendall." Jack will soon be
as popular as his sister Mary, at least in this city, for he is a
player of a type that cannot help but attract. Louise Huff
makes a charming co-star and her popularity here is surprising.
THE GRAND'S Sunday attraction was " The Source " with
Wallace Reid. Mr. Reid's very good acting was enhanced by
that of his leading lady, Ann Little, who is an actress of no
mean ability. Capacity houses both afternoon and evening
bespoke the popularity of these players.
GLADYS
BROCKWELL
was picture
the star drew
at the a Liberty
'theatre
Sunday, December
29. The
good matinee
crowd, and full houses in the evening.
WONDERFUL Norma Talmadge was starred at the Family
theatre Tuesday, December 31 in " Ghosts of Yesterday." As
the little seamstress, Ruth Grahame, Miss Talmadge did one of
the best bits in her career, and her work as Jeanne La Fleur
was above reproach. Many actresses have essayed dual roles,
but none of them have done it in as convincing a manner as
this talented actress. This picture made a favorable impression on Family patrons.
THE second United States official war picture " America's
Answer," was shown at the Grand Monday and Tuesday, December 30 and 31. This story of America's first year in the
world war was one of the best war films ever shown in Dubuque.
THE COZY theatre at Dyersville, la., had three excellent
holiday specials. On Sunday, December 22, Theda Bara was
starred in " Under the Yoke." The Christmas Day program
was " The Blindness of Divorce " and on New Year's Day,
William Farnum was shown in " The Rainbow Trail."
THE Christmas Day program at the Star theatre at Decorah,
la. was " Infatuation " featuring Gaby Deslys. The story was
indeed, most appropriate for the action began and ended on
Christmas day. The musical comedy scenes made a big hit
with the Star patrons.
THE BLENDE theatre at Benton, Wis., has a new slogan
" Pictures Worth Seeing " and the manager is living up to his
slogan by showing very good programs. The pictures are not
the very latest, but they are features with some of the best
stars in picturedom. On Friday, December 27, Wallace Reid
was shown in " Nan of Music Mountain"; Mae Margh was the
star on New Year's day in " Polly of the Circus " and on January 10 " A Man Without a Country " was presented.
THE GRAND theatre at Anamose had Pauline Frederick in
" Jealousy " for the Saturday, December 28 feature. In connection with this picture a Mack Sennett comedy " Saucy
Madeline " and an educational reel was shown. The Grand
had a special orchestra for this occasion.
Flint Exhibitors

Are Optimistic

OPTIMISM reigns among the motion picture theatre men
of Flint. There is no doubt that the industry is coming
back into its own. After weeks of hard sledding on account
of the influenza epidemic and the effects of the war when business was anything but good, the theatres are again entertaining large audiences and there is a general air of prosperity
about the playhouses.
C. Edgar Momand, manager of the Garden theatre, voices
his optimism in the following statement:
" The motion picture theatre has survived the gloomiest period in the history of the silent art.
" The year just closed has been the most prosperous one the
Garden has enjoyed notwithstanding the war tax, seat tax, film
footage -tax and all the other taxes wnich we have had to meet.
Film production itself has shown decided improvement, more
worth-while films having been offered the public during the
last year than in several of the preceding years."
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CHRISTMAS DAY was a big one at all local theatres, though
the weather turned out very bad. It started to snow along in
the afternoon, which was almost a rain, and this probably
kept many from the playhouses. The Gaiety had wonderful
business with Mrs. Charlie Chaplin in "Borrowed Clothes";
so had the Vaudette with Vivian Martin in " Jane Goes aWooing"; the Lyric did extremely well with Earle Williams
in " The Man Who Wouldn't Tell," and the Princess was
busy all afternoon and evening with Ethel Clayton in " A
Soul Without Windows"; The Royal, Capitol, Amuse-U,
Savoy, Empress, North End Circle and Pekin theatres all
booked extra good bills, and report the day as financially
satisfactory.
ANNETTE KELLERMANN in " Queen of the Sea " played
three days at the Lyric, December 26, 27 and 28, at increased
admission prices and cleaned up nicely. The consensus of
opinion was that " Queen of the Sea " is a better picture than
" Neptune's Daughter " or " A Daughter of the Gods."
DOROTHY GISH scored heavily at the Vaudette for three
days preceding Christmas in " The Hope Chest." If this
young woman keeps on doing such fine things as " Battling
Jane," "The Hope Chest," and "The Hun Within," she will
take a place among the big ones.
W. W. WATTS, owner of the Gaiety and Vaudette theatres,
has booked the Film Clearing House, Inc., specials, and will
use them at both his theatres.
BEN ROVIN, of the Amuse-U, says he wishes he could get
enough William Farnum pictures to play one every day in
the year. His patrons are wild over the big star, and every
time Ben has a Farnum play they nearly break down the
doors in getting in. " The Heart of a Lion," " The Conqueror," The
"
Bondman," " Brave and Bold," and other
Farnum plays have been on lately, and each time the receipts
get bigger.
THE CAPITOL showed the first chapter of " The Lightning
Raider," Pathe serial with Pearl White, Sunday, January 5.
Miss White is the best liked star with Capitol crowds.
" TOO FAT TO FIGHT " did well for three days at the
Gaiety, the days preceding Christmas, and Manager Thornton
is convinced that were it not for the holiday shopping the
picture would have made a new attendance mark. " Hick
Manhattan
was heads
on theofsame
it
was over " the
some.bill and went over big, although
" WIVES OF MEN," Doll-Van special production with Florence Reed and Frank Mills, came to the Gaiety on New Year's
Day for four days' stay. Miss Reed is a great favorite in this
city, although she has appeared in but few pictures. Should
she decide to become permanently identified with the cinema
there is no doubt of her popularity with film fans. Frank Mills
is also a local favorite.
" THE CRUCIBLE OF LIFE," with Grace Darmond, played
to three days big business at the Princess on December 22,
23 and 24. Patrons voted it a splendid photoplay from first to
last.
Stone
" The Man
Bronze " also pleased
PrincessLewis
crowds
on in
December
27 andof 28.
THE bill for the week of December 29- January 4 at the Princess was as follows: Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, "Wild
Honey," a Keeney picture with Doris Kenyon; Wednesday
and Thursday, Gaby Deslys in " Infatuation," a Pathe special
release; Friday and Saturday, Fannie Ward in "The Bravest
Way," a Pathe play.
ELSIE FERGUSON played to tremendous patronage at the
Gaiety on Sunday, December 29, in " Under the Greenwood
Tree." While this picture was not the star's best, it pleased
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all. One of the reasons why it pleased the women was because Eugene O'Brien was in the cast. This young man is
very popular here, due to his fine work in so many pictures
with Norma Talmadge. Films showing " President Wilson's
arrival in France," and " Painless Love," a two reel comedy,
were also on the bill with Miss Ferguson. " Fatty " Arbuckle
in " Camping Out " was advertised as coming for Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, December 29, 30 and 31, but Manager Thornton was notified on Saturday that the print had not reached
Chicago from New York.
THE VAUDETTE did well with Ethel Clayton in "The
Mystery Girl," on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, December 29,
30 and 31. Starting New Year's Day, and playing the rest of
the
was " Fuss and Feathers," Ince production, with
Enid week,
Bennett.
AFTER an absence of many months, Anita Stewart will be
seen . in this city at the Lyric in her new production, " Virtuous
Wives." Miss Stewart has thousands of admirers here who
will rejoice that she has " come back " and the Lyric is sure to
have four wonderful days with the pretty actress.
ALICE JOYCE in "The Captain's Captain," a Vitagraph play,
was the Lyric attraction on Tuesday, December 31. One of
the features of this play was the appearance of several old
timers in the productions with Miss Joyce. These included
Arthur Donaldson, Maurice Costello and Julia Swayne Gordon.
" I'LL SAY SO," George Walsh's latest Fox production, threw
Walsh admirers into the seventh heaven of delight at the Lyric
on Sunday and Monday, December 29 and 30.
GUS KERASOTES had three big days with " The Kaiser's
Finish," which started its run Christmas Day. Gus said that
this was one of the best plays he has shown this year.
THE CHATTERTON is negotiating for "The Birth of a
Race," the big photoplay that has been playing at the Blackstone theatre, Chicago, for the past month. It is understood
that this picture will be sent on tour the same as was " The
Birth of a Nation," with a big orchestra, and a crew of workmen. Just when it will be seen in Springfield has not yet been
decided.
THE MAJESTIC is doing better each week with " A Fight
for Millions." Gaumont Weekly and Allied Official War Review are used to open the shew every week.
THE ROYAL has booked " America's Answer " and " Under
Four Flags," to be shown some time during January. Eddie
Polo continues to pack the Royal every Sunday with " The
Lure of the Circus." On Monday, December 30, the Royal
had Margarita Fisher in " The Primitive Woman": Tuesday,
"The Beloved Impostor" with Gladys Leslie; Wednesday,
"The Beloved Blackmailer"; Thursday, a new Vitagraph picture; Friday, "Lawless Love," a Fox production, and Saturday, a Bluebird offering.
THE

SAVOY showed " The Vigilantes." the Hampton special production, for Monday, January 6. For the week of December 29- January 4, the Savoy showed the following attractions: Sunday, " A Fight for Millions " and Helen Gibson in s
two reel drama; Monday, "The Little Runaway," with Edward Earle and Gladys Leslie; Wednesday, fifteenth chapter
of " The Brass Bullet," and Lyons-Moran comedy and Universal Weekly; Thursday, "Fires of Youth," with Ruth Clifford ;Friday, "The Iron Test" and other attractions; Satur
day, " Mother Love and the Law," with Dolly Ledgerwooc
Matters.
THE LYRIC played Madeline Traverse in " The Dange
Zone " Sunday and Monday, January 5 and 6: Harry Morey ii
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" Hoarded Assets " on January 7 and 8, and William Farnum
in " The Rainbow Trail," sequel to " Rider of the Purple Sage "
on January 9, 10 and 11.
THE VAUDETTE had Pauline Frederick in " Out of the
Shadow " for four days, starting January 5, and Wallace Reid
in " The Dub " for the three days following:
THE GAIETY had Fred Stone in " Under the Top," for four
days, starting January 5, and Mae Marsh was seen in " The
Racing Strain," Goldwyn picture, for the three succeeding
days.
Late News

of Fond
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STATES

count of the " flu " and proposed to go the limit in the way
of big pictures.
MANAGER AINSWORTH of the Orpheum has booked
Louisa M. Alcott's " Little Women " for the latter part of February. In'the event the weather at that time is unfavorable
he may gave it a later date.
ORPHEUM patrons were pleased with the two Dorothys —
Dorothy Gish and Dorothy Phillips — during the week beginning Monday, January 6. The former was seen to advantage
in " Battling Jane," while the latter made friends the last three
days of the week in " The Talk of the Town."

du Lac
In and

FRANK MINCKLER has tendered his resignation as violinist
at the Orpheum effective on January 16 and will go to Centerville, Iowa, where he has accepted a position at an increased
salary. Mr. Minckler has made many friends among the Orpheum patrons and their best wishes will follow him to his
new home. Manager Ainsworth has made a requisition for
Sergt. Arthur Hastings, who was violinist at the Orpheum
when he was drafted into service and who is now at Camp
Custer. It is expected that Sergt. Hastings will be able to
reach Fond du.Lac in time to take up his duties when Mr.
Minckler leaves.
"THE

BIJOU has had the best holiday business in its history," declared Manager Smith the day following New Year's.
" I am inclined to believe," he added, " that the ' flu ' situation
which gave us such a black eye for several weeks was indirectly responsible for this record holiday patronage. Ordinarily there are many counter attractions in the way of
dances during the holidays. This year the Board of Health
refused to lift the ban on public dances and as a result the
moving picture houses got these crowds."
"THE HUN WITHIN," booked as a special New Year's feature at the Bijou by Manager Smith, met the fullest expectations of the management in the way of business and delighted
the patrons. Large audiences attended both afternoon and
evening performances.
ELSIE FERGUSON in "The Danger Mark," an Artcraft
picture, was given a cordial welcome at the Bijou Thursday,
Friday and Saturday, January 2, 3 and 4, in spite of the fact
that the picture started on the coldest night of the winter.

Around

Grand

Rapids

THE LYRIC theatre, of which J. S. David is proprietor, presents a pleasing appearance, both as to interior and exterior,
David taking advantage of a recent closing order due to the
influenza epidemic, to remodel and refinish the theatre.
THE COLONIAL theatre which has been conducted by
George C. Nichols for a number of years, has been remodeled
and will be occupied by a serve self grocery, Nichols having
given up the theatre business at this location. He will still
conduct the Isis, the Superba and other motion picture theatrical enterprises in Grand Rapids.
WITH the lifting of the second closing order caused by the
severe epidemic of Spanish influenza which visited Grand
Rapids, Mich., during the latter part of 1918, exhibitors of the
Furniture City are looking forward to a rather more prosperous business in 1919. The second closing did not affect the
picture houses to the extent of the first order which closed the
theatres entirely, the second order merely barring children
under 16 years of age from the motion picture theaters.
They

Say in Chicago That —
(Continued from page 4.)
THE advance showing of " The Wildcat of Paris," featuring
Priscilla Dean, jammed the exhibition room of the Universal
Chicago exchange. The consensus of opinion was that the
picture would prove a big money getter.

MANAGER SMITH of the Bijou has booked Marguerite
Clark in "Uncle Tom's Cabin" for February 13, 14 and 15.
This is in fact a re-booking made necessary by reason of the
"itsfluoriginal
" ban, dates.
which made it impossible to show this picture on

A STEP forward has been taken in the matter of better pictures with the formation of a permanent parent organization
of the Better Photoplay League of America. The purpose of
the league is to aid in the development of better pictures — to
stamp out all unclean and degrading pictures. James R. Quirk
was selected president, Hiram Greene vice-president, and Mrs.
Nina Barlow, a prominent worker in the Red Cross Ambulance Corps, secretary and treasurer.

THE DAVISON THEATRE, at Waupun, opened on Thursday, January 2, after having been closed five weeks on account
of the " flu " ban. The picture selected for the opening was
Mary Pickford in " Melissa." The Davison had arranged an
unusually attractive program for its patrons during the month
of December, but everything had to be cancelled.

" THE BREED OF A MAN," featuring Wm. S. Hart, is coming. Many of the scenes of this picture were taken in Chicago
about two months ago, which will make it particularly interesting to all " fans " of the Central States.

" WE set a new record for business at the Idea on New Year's
Day," declared Manager O. J. Vollert. " It really looked like
old times. I guess we have finally gotten the ' flu ' germs on
the run."
MANAGER VOLLERT of the Henry Boyle booked "The
Shepherd of the Hills " for a three days' run, Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, January 17, 18 and 19. He put on an aggressive
advertising campaign, including large copy for the newspapers
and lots of billboard work.

NAZIMOVA in " Eye for Eye " is to be the attraction at the
Henry Boyle in the near future. In announcing the appearance of "The
of the
ahd "Eye for Eye"
Manager VollertShepherd
declared that he Hills"
had no further fears
on ac-

NOW that cold weather is here, Harry Weiss is going South
after business. Working southern territory in the winter and
northern territory in the summer keeps the doctors away.
Harry leaves for two weeks on January 6.
A. TEITEL, the well-known film renovator, is now cleaning
all of the " Hearts of the World " prints for the Mid-West
Amusement Company, located in the City Hall Square Bldg.,
Chicago.
J. S. GRAUMAN, branch ^nanager of Milwaukee Metro exchange, offered on New Year's Eve a cash prize of $5 to the
first salesman securing a Screen Classics contract in 1919. F.
M. DeLorenzo was the lucky boy, securing a contract at 9:10
a. m., January 2, on " The Great Victory " from Fred Sieger
of the Regent theatre.
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FLU-TRIED, war-tried, tax-tried moving picture show managers start the New Year in Elgin determined to make the next
twelve months the most significant in local filmdom history.
When troubles finally ceased chasing one another in the late
year, business took a spurt over the holiday season and gave
prospect of a year of reconstruction that must offer improvement in economic situation that will relieve commercial depression, they believe. There is hope of building and remodeling, of improvements in service and convenience and in other
v/ays, with the hindrances gradually being lifted nationally
and locally. There is hope of progress in the motion picture
world that will make for better local conditions and win over
that small part of the public still indifferent to the amusement
offerings of the screen. The best holiday record in history is
registered here. Open weather until the day before Christmas
helped trade. Special offerings kept it through the cold and
zero weather and made it cheerful prospect for the future.
D. W. GRIFFITH'S " The Great Love " was the offering at
the drand theatre January 2, 3 and 4. Manager Newman offered it at popular prices and, despite below zero weather,
played it to big matinee and night crowds. Patrons were considerably pleased with it.
EDWIN S. CLIFFORD, for the past twelve years connected
with Elgin newspapers, has been added to the staff of the Exhibitors' Herald. He left the employ of the Elgin Daily Courier, where he has been an exceptionally valued member of the
editorial staff for the past nine years, Saturday, January 4, and
began duties in Chicago the following Wednesday. Mr. Clifford will continue to make his home in Elgin, commuting for
a while, at least. His brother, George Clifford, recently left
the Exhibitors' Herald to take a position with Swift & Co.
DUSTIN FARNUM, in "The Light of the Western Stars,"
the Zane Grey hit, is promised Star patrons by Manager
Crocker for late January.
MARY PICKFORD'S "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm,"
shown at the Grand a year ago, at the request of hundreds
missing it then or wishing to see it again, was brought back to
Elgin January 7 and 8 by Manager Crocker, of the Star. Mary
Pickford enthusiasts still cherish recollections of it as the most
appealing Pickford picture, and there have been repeated requests for its return.
WILLIAM RUSSELL, in " All the World to Nothing," opened
the new week at the Star, January 5 and 6. The Thursday picture was Lillian Walker in " The Embarrassment of Riches."
Harry Morey in the Vitagraph blue ribbon feature, " Hoarded
Assets," was shown Saturday.
THE bill at the Orpheum for the week beginning January 5
included: June Elvidge, in " The Appearance of Evil;" Emmy
Wehlen, in "His Bonded Wife;" Alice Brady, in "The Whirlpool," and Ethel Clayton, in " A Soul Without Windows."
" STELLA MARIS," the popular Pickford picture, was the feature at the Crystal theatre, Dundee, January 14. " The Zeppelin's Last Raid " is offered for January 2.
PROGRAM for the week of January 7 at the Crystal included
showing of Wallace Reid in "Things We Love;" the Bluebird
feature, "A Mother's Secret;" Episode 5 of the serial, " Hands
Up;" the comedy, " It Can't Be Done;" Florence Reed in "Today," Earle Williams in " The Soul Master," the comedy,
"Dubs and Dry Goods;" Gladys Leslie in "The Wooing of
Princess Pat," the comedy, " Telephones and Troubles," and
the Sunday children's matinee special, " Happy Hooligan "
comedy.
THE TEMPLE held " open house " to soldiers and sailors on
the afternoon and evening of New Year's Day, admitting free
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men in uniform. The picture was Mae Murray in " Danger —
Go
ances.Slow," and it showed to 1,500 people at the two performSTAR patrons of New Year's Day shows liked the Harold
Lockwood offering, " Pals First."
THE ORPHEUM showed "Riders of the Purple Sage" to
good evening crowds that day, difficulties between the exchange and local management holding up the pictures so that
there was no afternoon show.
AT 25 and 15 cents admission Manager Fay, of the Temple,
offered " The Kaiser's Finish " the afternoon and evening of
Saturday, January 4. Previous offerings of that week included
Juanita Hansen in " The Sea Flower " and Monroe Salisbury
in " The Winner Takes All."
FOR the first " whole " week in the new year the Grand offered Wallace Reid in " Believe Me, Xantippe," on Monday
and Tuesday; Enid Bennett in " A Desert Wooing," on
Wednesday and Thursday, and Constance Talmadge in " Sauce
for the Goose."
" THE FIGHT FOR MILLIONS," a most popular serial, had
its final chapter showing at the Star the last week of the year.
The new serial, Pearl White in " The Lightning Raider," began
Friday, January 10.
Film

Flashes

from

Flint

" THE GREAT LOVE," which was shown at the Garden theatre as the special feature for New Year's and the next two
days while not coming up to expectations as a drawing card,
did a very fair business during the three days.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS in " Bound in Morocco," was the
special featured attraction at the Palace theatre during the four
days, beginning January 5r It was a return engagement of this
film, but was heavily featured in the advertising, being given
preference over the five acts of vaudeville.
THEDA BARA in " When a Woman Sins," was the attraction
at the Strand during the three days, beginning January 6.
EVERY
woman
who could
as a " perfect
offered free
admission
to the measure
Orpheumup theatre
January 365 "andwas6
to see the picture of that title with Mabel Normand.
"VIRTUOUS WIVES" at the Garden, and "Eye for Eye"
at the Orpheum, are two pictures that are to be given heavy
advertising campaigns. Both are booked for early appearances.
" The One Woman " is another picture soon to be shown at
the Orpheum.
Fond

du

Lac

Children

Adore

Pickford

MARY PICKFORD'S popularity with Young America was
demonstrated anew on New Year's Day when a six-cent
matinee at the Orpheum at Fond du Lac made it necessary to
put on more than three performances, making a continuous
run from one o'clock till five-thirty.
During this time 888 picture fans, all but fifty of them being
children, enjoyed that delightful comedy, " Amarilly in Clothesline Alley." This was 200 better than any previous matinee
attendance.
The seating capacity of the Orpheum is 300. This was the
beginning of a successful three days' run, the attendance being
good in spite of the cold wave that sent the mercury to 17
below.
In this connection it is interesting to note that many of the
patrons considered " Amarilly in Clothesline Alley "
Orpheum
better
than Miss Pickford's other success, " Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm."
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Butte Exhibitor Favors Short Subjects
Motion Picture "Fund" Organized —
Mary Pickford Honorary President
THE ANSONIA at Butte is running a serial, "The Lure of
the Circus." To advertise the event a big cut-out of Eddie
THE Motion Picture War Service Association, in its old
Polo, 12 feet high, and in bright colors, is placed on display in
form, is now a thjng of the past, and most of the moneys
the lobby, with bright electric lights playing on it. It is made
held, outside of certain disbursements and expenses, will be
of compo-board and shows Polo holding a big sign with the
returned to the donors. In its place has arisen a Motion Pictitle of the play written thereon.
ture Fund, not yet named. This fund will take care of old and
" I think that the average theatregoer will agree with me
indigent Photoplayers, and perform other charitable and necesthat the short productions of the Universal can be used to
sary functions.
/
wonderful advantage as fillers," said Mr. Taylor. " The Bison
or Western series I find especially attractive.
One of the objects of the War Service Association was to
build and dedicate a large hospital for wounded and sick sol" The titles are always the best and the paper is the kind
that makes the passerby stop and take a second look. Often
diers to the Government, but certain difficulties with the Government made this impossible. It is quite possible that the
that is followed by a call at the box office.
new Fund will consider the erection of a Motion Picture Home
" The Universal comedies and weeklies also come in mighty
in or near Los Angeles.
handy for the small exhibitor and always present something
At a meeting held to disband the Association and create a interesting. I try to arrange my program, with the aid of
fillers, so as to give variety and spice to the bill.
new Fund, Frank E. Woods, Supervising Director at the Vine
" A heavy drama calls for a good comedy, while a weekly
Street Famous-Lasky studios, was asked by the members present to act as Provisional President and Organizer of the new
always interests and a western puts some " pep " and life into
Fund, his name being put forward by David W. Griffith and
unanimously agreed to by all those present. Mr. Woods
Taylor believes in the use of printer's ink and features
theMr.bill."
new
stories to arouse the curiosity of the showgoer to the
agreed on the condition that Miss Mary Pickford act as
point of attendance, if possible.
" Honorary President," and Miss Mary said she would.
Woods suggested that those present donate to the new
Fund, and David W. Griffith, Mary Pickford, William S. Hart,
Metro's Administration Building at HollyDustin Farnum, Mack Sennett and Douglas Fairbanks each
wood Is Nearly Completed
subscribed five hundred dollars on the spot.
Frank E. Woods is a splendid selection for the role of THE administration building of the new Metro studios, at
Romaine street and Cahuenga avenue, Hollywood, fs keepOrganized. He is one of those quiet men who do things, and
ing pace with the speed that marked the construction of the
he possesses the confidence and respect of every one connected
three big stages, on which five companiees have been at work
with the profession.
since* December 9.
The new Fund, whatever its name will be, should prove a
The future quarters of Maxwell Karger, director general, and
credit to the Industry.
the entire Metro production staff under him will occupy a
building virtually a block long.
The building has been roofed and shingled. Interior walls
Director Sloman Leaves Santa Barbara
are being lathed and plastered and the large window sashes
fixed into place. Joseph W. Engel, Metro treasurer, who is
r\ IRECTOR ED SLOMAN will soon complete the feature
directing the building operation, assisted by C. P. Butler,
L/ in which Margarita Fisher is star, and his engagement
with the American Company will have terminated.
studio auditor and R. C. Godfrey of the technical staff, had
He and Mrs. Sloman will have a passing regret at leaving
hoped to see the building ready for occupancy by Christmas.
Frequent rain, however, retarded the work a bit and as a
so many good friends behind them at Santa Barbara, but as
result it will probably be January 18, before Mr. Karger and
Sloman says, " Santa Barbara is only a hundred mile ride from
his organization take possession of their new quarters.
Los Angeles after all."
New
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C. A. McVICKER, special salesman of the Paramount-Artcraft exchange in Los Angeles, has gone to Arizona where he
will spend two weeks calling on the exhibitors in that territory. Mr. McVicker returned from Arizona last week, where
he reported business as much improved.

B. E. LOPER, branch manager of Select, made a special trip
to San Diego at the end of a recent week for the purpose of
lining
west. up some new business for Select in the City of the South-

H. J. SILER, proprietor of the Gale theatre at Whittier, was
a visitor at the Paramount-Artcraft exchange in Los Angeles
recently.

" THE MIDNIGHT STAGE," one of Frank Keenan's productions for Pathe, was given a pre-view in Los Angeles and the
exhibitors present pronounced it a corking production. The
picture is to be released in this territory at an early date,
Branch Manager Tate announced.

" ARIZONA," Douglas Fairbanks' picture, which opened the
new palatial California theatre, continued at that house for
another week. The announcement was made by Harry
Ballance, branch manager of Paramount-Artcraft exchange.
The new Los Angeles house since its opening has been drawing capacity audiences.
W. H. HEPBURN, branch manager of the Vitagraph exchange, Los Angeles, left for New York, where he attended
a meeting of all Vitagraph branch managers, called together
for a mid-winter conference by officers of the home office. Mr.
Hepburn expected to be in the East until about January 15.
A PRE-VIEW of Tom Moore's picture, " Go West Young
Man," was given recently by the Goldwyn exchange. It will
be released in Los Angeles at an early date.
HAROLD NEIDES, who has been very successful as a booker
for the Goldwyn exchange, has been appointed by branch manager Ben Fish as special road representative, and made his
initial trip through the California territory recently. Neides
has the best wishes of the Goldwyn forces in his new adventure.
BERNARD FISH, special road representative of Goldwyn,
left recently for a two weeks' trip to Arizona. He expected
to bag much new business, now that the theatres are virtually
all open again in that territory.
JOHN CARNAKIS, proprietor of the C. & C. theatre at
Bakersfield, Cal., was in Los Angeles recently and booked a
number of pictures from the Metro and Triangle exchanges.
He says that business is improving in Bakersfield and he looks
for a profitable year in 1919.
MR. AND MRS. J. P. PENPRASE, who operate the Star
theatre at Elsinore, were recent visitors at the Triangle exchange. They announce that they are renovating their house
for the new year, and as a result purchased much new equip-'
ment while in Los Angeles.
W. H. KUHN, manager of the Triangle exchange at Salt
Lake, visited relatives in Los Angeles during the holidays. He
said the Utah territory was slowly reopening, and he expected
that by January 10 the quarantine in that state would be lifted
entirely.
W. E. KNOTTS,'
branch manager
of the
Exhibitors Circuit exchange,
was ill the
latterFirst
partNational
of a recent
week. He had a slight attack of influenza.
J. A. BUSH, of the Broadway Amusement company of San
Diego, was a visitor in Los Angeles last week. He called on
the Mutual, Metro, Universal, World and Select exchanges.
GUY DOUTHWAITE, well known Oxnard exhibitor, was in
Los Angeles during the holidays calling on the exchanges.

R. O. PROCTOR, Western division manager of Pathe, has
been visiting in San Francisco and Seattle. He will return to
Los Angeles by way of Salt Lake. He writes to the Los Angeles exchange that business conditions generally in the Northwest are rapidly improving.
J. M. MORPHET, traveling auditor of General Film Company,
left Los Angeles for Dallas, Texas, after a visit of several days
in the film capital.
GUY GUNDERSON, manager of the Kleine System, which
now has its offices with General Film, has survived an attack
of influenza and is back at his desk on film row. H. M. Lentz,
of the United Exchange, is back in harness again after a battle
with influenza.
F. E. SAMUELS, special representative of General Film on
the Pacific Coast, is in Los Angeles for an indefinite visit. He
announces that the film business, especially from the exhibitors'
point of view, will begin to steadily improve with the coming
of the New Year.
" NINE-TENTHS OF THE LAW," All-Star Features release, starring Mitchell Lewis, will be shown at Clune's Broadway theatre at an early date, according to Louis Hyman,
branch manager of the All-Star exchange. Mr. Hyman also
announces that All-Star has purchased the rights to " Five
Nights," taken from the book written by Victoria Cross and
author of " Life's Shop Window."
" TOPICS OF THE DAY," from the Literary Digest, released
in the Los Angeles territory by All-Star, are making a great
hit at Grauman's theatre, it is announced. " Topics of the
Day " have increased in popularity since the end of the war.
W. S. RAND, division manager of General Film, and H. W.
Smidt, branch manager, went to San Diego last week where
they called on a number of San Diego exhibitors.
CHARLES MEIGHAN, formerly manager of the Peoples
Amusement company at Portland and former president of the
Oregon Exhibitors' association, is in Los Angeles for an indefinite stay, where it is said that he intends to purchase a
home.
LOUIS HYMAN, branch manager of the All-Star Features
Distributors, announced that his company has secured the
rights to " Mickey," Mabel Normand's production. He said
that Sol Lesser, head of All-Star Features, will doubtless make
a road show of the production, which, it is said, cost $250,000
to produce.
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" UNDER FOUR FLAGS," the third, and possibly last, official Government war film, was booked for a week's run at the
Alhambra theatre beginning Sunday, December 29. This picture shows the Allies in the final drive that caused Germany
to sue for peace. The prices at the Alhambra during the run of
the picture have been advanced to 25 cents, 35 cents and 50
cents.

Heard

In Los Angeles

Town

"THE CABARET GIRL," with Ruth Clifford, was booked
for a week's run at the Symphony theatre, beginning January
5. It is a Universal production.
F. VAN MOURICK, owner of the Airdome and Lyric theatres
at Phoenix, has leased these houses to J. Panis, beginning
January 1, according to word received by David Bershon,
branch manager of the Universal exchange, and C. J. Marley,
manager of the Triangle exchange. Both Universal and Triangle pictures have been booked for the Airdome and Lyric
under their new management.
GEORGE MAUK, of the Phoenix Amusement company, called
at the Mutual exchange and signed a number of pictures for
the new year.
H. J. COHEN, special representative of the New York Metro
offices, was in Los Angeles a few days en route to San Francisco. He returned here later for a few days, when he will
again go North, visiting Seattle and Portland, and from Portland he will visit Salt Lake and Denver. Mr. Cohen was
radiating sunshine while in Los Angeles, being one of the
most optimistic film men who have visited the West Coast this
winter. He believes that with the beginning of the New Year
the people throughout the United States will forget there was
an influenza epidemic, »and with the coming of peace, the motion picture business will not only resume its normal trend,
but that it will be even better this coming year than in many
seasons past.
NEWS pictures of the arrival of the 143rd Field Artillery, a
California unit and composed mainly of Los Angeles men, in
New York a few days ago were shown at the Superba theatre.
This is a Hearst Universal reel. Because of the popularity of
the regiment, the film was featured in the theatre's advertising,
and large crowds attended the theatre to see the boys who
have just returned from " over there."
DAVID

BERSHON, branch manager of the Universal exchange, went to San Francisco to spend New Year's day. He
returned to Los Angeles the middle of the week.
" THE WILD CAT OF PARIS," featuring Priscilla Dean, a
Universal production, was shown at the Superba theatre during
the week beginning January 12. A pre-view of the picture was
shown in Los Angeles and it was pronounced by the exhibitors,
viewing it, as one of the best Universal productions released
recently.
PHIL LEVY, formerly president of the Montana State Exhibitors' League and owner of a string of theatres in Montana,
has disposed of his interests in that state and has come to Los
Angeles to make his home, it became known here. He is one
of the best known theatre men in the West. He operated theatres in Missoula, Butte and Helena.
A BIG feature at Grauman's theatre for the week beginning
Monday, December 30, was news films of the arrival of President Wilson at Brest, France, and in Paris, secured by the
Hearst Universal. The negative of this film was not developed
in New York but was rushed to Los Angeles^ so that quicker
time could be made in getting the subject on the screen, Branch
Manager David Bershon, of the Universal exchange, announced. Afull page was utilized in the Los Angeles Examiner, Sunday, December 29, telling of the arrangement by which
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the Hearst News will hereafter be released through Universal
exchanges. Another full page advertisement in the same paper was printed Monday, December 30, naming all the exhibitors in this territory who have signed for this news feature.
" HOPE CHEST," Paramount picture, in which Dorothy Gish
is the star, was the special attraction at Clune's Broadway theatre recently. Other downtown theatres in Los Angeles booking P2ramount-Artcraft pictures for the same week, also, were
Clune's Auditorium with D. W. Griffith's " The Greatest Thing
in Life," and the California with " Arizona," Douglas Fairbanks.
FOREST McMANUS, formerly shipping clerk at the Metro
exchange, and who was one of the many film exchange employes in Los Angeles to enter the service, has been discharged
from the army and is back at the Metro exchange as booking
clerk. Mr. McManus was in training at Camp Kearny, Linda
Vista, Cal. Dwight L. Hill has been advanced to the position
as special salesman for Metro, according to announcement
Monday by branch manager A. B. Lamb.
Influenza

Fluctuates

Through

Oregon

THE

influenza situation in Oregon fluctuates like a stock
ticker on one of those mad days of bared teeth and the
bulls and the bears locked in conflict.
One day film distributors are joyous, the next discouraged,
but despite the sudden closing of Salem, the capital, on December 30, the consensus of opinion among distributors is that
the worst is over for film interests, and that but for a feeling
of hysteria 4n some places the record of one-third of the towns
of the state closed would be reduced to no more than ten per
cent.
" There is no reason for the new scare," asserts C. M. Hill,
manager for Famous Players-Lasky. People ate heartily on
Christmas, caught cold as a result of the cold weather and
physical congestion, and then decided to clamp the lid down

tighter
than ever."
Pendleton,
Oregon, was closed last week, as was La Grand,
but the latter town was immediately opened again. Baker,
another Eastern Oregon town, is open, while Walla Walla, in
Washington, and Astoria, at the mouth of the Columbia River,
are also on the open list.
is open,
but citizens
forced to wear " flu " masks
andMedford
the theatre
business
is at a are
standstill.
Idaho is in particularly bad shape, few towns permitting theatres to operate.
It is estimated that 50 of the 150 theatres in the state are
closed.
Portland, having adopted quarantine, seems to have the
situation well in hand and there seems no danger of a recrudescence that would force the second closing of theatres, as
has happened in so many Oregon towns.
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& Supply
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UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
Successor to California Film Exchange
DAVID BERSHON, MANAGER.
Distributors of Universal, Jewel and Lois Weber Productions, Blue Bird Photoplays, Century and
Lyons 8s Moran Comedies
822 S. OLIVE ST.
LOUIS HYMAN
Manager
ALL STAR FEATURE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
514 West Eighth Street

VITAGRAPH
Southern California and
Arizona
W. H. HEPBURN, Branch Manager
Knickerbocker Building
643 S. Olive Street

Used Theatre
WAN
" "nTFH
1 LL' Chairs, Motion
Picture Projectors, and everything pertaining to motion
Buying from us
pictures.
saves you 25 to 50 per cent.
MOVIE EMPORIUM
Calmy Brothers, 752 So. Olive St.

J. SLIPPER & COMPANY
PICTURE MACHINES
Simplex,
Motiograph,
Minusa
Screens Baird
Hertner Transverters
Theatre Supplies
728 So. Olive Street
Send for Catalog

Fairbanks

Leads Latest W. S. S. Drive Aided
by 500 Salesmen
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, the Artcraft star in charge of a
flying squadron of 500 of the best salesmen the business
houses of Los Angeles can produce, opened a Limit Pledge
Campaign for War Savings Stamps.
If there was anyone in Southern California who had $1,000
hidden away in an old sock, or tied up in an old handkerchief,
or held out to spend for anything besides War Savings Stamps,
they took it out in the back yard and buried it, or it was
doomed.
The campaign was opened with a big meeting for the salesmen only. G. A. Davidson, California State Director of the
National War Savings Committee presided and chairman
Motley H. Flint, for Los Angeles city and county, was in
charge of arrangements for the big meeting. John T. McBean,
assistant State director, was also one of the speakers of the
evening.
But Manager Douglas Fairbanks was the star performer, and
outlined his plan of the campaign to get every man, woman
and child in the city who could afford it — and some who
couldn't — to buy the limit of War Savings Stamps.
Exhibitors and Distributors Encouraged over Improved Outlook
EXHIBITORS and distributors are much encouraged over
the improvement in the general situation in Denver territory within the past two weeks. Curtis street houses have
come back to a full normal business and all enjoyed an exceptionally good patronage during Christmas week. Manager
Talbot, of the America, states that their receipts for the week
were larger by 20 per cent, as compared with the corresponding week of 1917.
In territory tributary to Denver from 75 to 80 per cent, of
the theatres are now open. While this is very gratifying, it is
also stated that practically all of these houses are showing to
small audiences regardless of the merits of the attraction. They
must realize that they are facing the same experience as other
locations throughout the country, where the return to normal
process has been slow and gradual.
Curtis street exhibitors in Denver say they fully agree with
the fellow that said life was one
thing after another. A
few of them had actually begun to again enjoy the experience
of playing to packed houses, when they were given another
hard jolt.
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The Curtis street managers will for a long time remember
the night of Thursday, January 2. Early that evening hundreds of workers who had been nursing their anger for several
weeks because the street railway company had advanced the
carfare from 5 to 7 cents and an additional penny for transfers,
decided to stage a real old-fashioned western protest.
This protest required much action, and there was plenty of
it. When the workers left the factories in the outlying districts and boarded the cars, by agreement they tendered the
nickel
refused. fare allowed by the company's franchise, which was
When ordered off the cars they promptly ejected the conductor and motorman on many cars, took full possession and
run the cars to the downtown loop district and abandoned
them. Every street for many blocks in the business section
was filled with empty cars and all traffic was suspended between 7o'clock and midnight.
Fully 10,000 workers took part in the demonstrations, which
consisted of cutting trolley ropes, removing fenders and putting the compressed air arrangement on each car out of commission.
Theatres did no business at all because of the excitement
and for the further reason that the people in the residence section who do not own automobiles could not come downtown.
The loss to Curtis street houses was approximately $3,000.
One enterprising exchange manager had pictures taken, but
they
have not been developed. It was " some wild night " for
Denver.

Mt.

Vernon, Washington, Exhibitor
Out Against Health Official

Wins

JUST because a man lives in a small town is no reason that
he has no nerve. In fact, it takes nerve to live there. In
awaybig unless
town you
like were
New aYork
spy. or London, you're not noticed any
Welle anyway this is about R. K. Dunham, his movie, " The
Rex," the town of Mount Vernon, Wash., the "Flu" and his
nerve.
The first time the " flu " hit the state, The Rex was closed for
five weeks by the city fathers.
As soon as the order was given to re-open, the inspired city
health officer thought he would close the show again.
This didn't please Dunham a bit. He thought it was a little
too much, so he employed two attorneys, took them up to the
city council, put his cards on the table and won the case.
Now the show is going full blast and others in other towns
are sorry
they
did Northwest
try this before.
tirely lifted
in the
states. The " flu " ban is not enIdaho is undoubtedly the worst as some of the health officers
have said that they will not let a show house open unless every
case is wiped out forever.

Denver

Albert Capellani,
Nazimova's
Mme. Capellani
and Their
Children
in FrontDirector,
of Theirwith
California
Home
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All the News

of Portland

" THE THEATRE BEAUTIFUL " is a title the Liberty theatre of Portland, Ore., is earning among Northwest motion
picture men, such decorative effects as that which greets the
public during the holiday season being responsible for such a
reputation.
E. J. MYRICK, manager of the theatre, has always devoted
much of his time to the beautifying of the photoplay house by
the lavish use of flowers and plants, and this season, in preparation for the holidays and particularly the annual Children's
Festival, he had achieved a result that has elicited many expres ions of commendation.
FOR Christmas Manager Myrick banked the foyer fountain
solid with a mass of real poinsettas, cedar and holly, used
holly, ferns, etc., lavishly in wreaths and stringers, and gave
the big stage Yuletide flavor with Christmas trees, special
lights, and other pleasing effects.
J. J. PARKER of the Majestic theatre, Portland, and a squad
of film men from the Northwest, including Jean Perry of Setion. lect, invaded San Francisco for the big New Year's celebraART KOLSTAD of Hood River, Ore., was in Portland recently. He reports that business at his Liberty theatre was
not back on a pre-" flu " basis but coming strong.

"VIRTUOUS WIVES," the Anita Stewart picture, was given
an elaborate trade showing in Portland on the morning of December 28. Portland in this instance beat New York on
pre-release showing, and First National officials presented the
production just as it will be shown in the better theatres
throughout the country.
MANAGER HOLTZCLAW of the Circle theatre not only
staged a midnight matinee on New Year's Eve, but he pulled
off a " Milkman's Matinee " at 2:30 a. m.

COAST
local Pathe employe is unanimous in declaring Proctor a real
fellow and is anxious to see him soon and often.
" WHEN A GIRL LOVES," with Mildred Harris Chaplin in
day.
the star role, was a first-run attraction at the Rivoli New Year's
JOHN MacMEEKIN is out on a long trip covering all of
Wyoming and the Black Hills circuit, lining up on the " Lure
of the Circus."
JOE YEAGER, who operates the Rex at Raton and the Rex
and Isis at Trinidad, was a recent Denver visitor. He came to
arrange service following the lifting of the " floo " ban at those
places.
EARL NYE, manager for the Carl Ray Amusement Company,
at Cheyenne, visited local exchanges last week.
S. I. SHAFFER has sold the Crystal theatre at Mitchell, Neb.,
to Harry Rodell. The latter formerly managed the Orpheum,
at Scott's Bluff. He will now operate his Mitchell house and
also the Ideal, at Morrill, Neb.
MANAGER CASSIDY, of the Exhibitors-Mutual, recently returned from Trinidad, where he placed all of the new Robertson-Cole productions with R. W. Davis, of the Palace theatre.
Mr. Cassidy announces ten extra special productions for this
year, among which are several choice offerings.
F. E. HINKLEY, a former well-known local exhibitor, has reopened the Bronx theatre, in South Denver. He is using
Metro, Mutual and Triangle service.
E. P. BRIGGS, local manager for the American Film Company, has on exhibition at Pathe headquarters a fine collection
of oil paintings of three leading stars. They are life-sized pictures of Margarita Fisher, Mary Miles Minter and William
Russell. They must be seen to be appreciated. They will be
disposed of to exhibitors at actual cost.

THE Portland theatres made merry on New* Year's Eve with
several surprise celebrations that contributed much to the
" dry " state festivities.

DUHEM
MOTION

FOR New Year's Week the Sunset theatre introduced a
musical combination called " Sunset Theatre Victory Joy Jazz
Band." The combination made a tremendous hit, particularly
when Owner John A. Jennings offered an all-comedy bill for
the band to work on.

Films

Doings

of Denver

Film

Men

DISTRICT MANAGER RALPH O. PROCTOR, of Pathe's
western division, has been spending several days in Denver as
the guest of Local Manager Ward E. Scott. He "blew in"
from Spokane on his way to Salt Lake City for a visit with
Manager W. A. Cawkins. He was accompanied by Mrs. Cawkms. While in Denver they entertained Mr. Proctor's mother,
who came from Chicago to enjoy New Year's dinner with her
children. Incidentally Mr. Proctor knows the picture business
from A to Z and has " done time " in every branch of its three
divisions, including ownership and operation of theatres. Every

Made

MFG.

CO.

to Order

EXPERT DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND COLORING
CAMERA OUT-FITS AND RAW FILM SUPPLIED
CAMERA MEN
SENT ANYWHERE

THE Paramount re-issue of " The Virginian " broke all Sunday records for the Globe theatre, the Dustin Farnum picture
drawing huge crowds to the Portland photoplay house on December 29.

C. M. HILL, manager for Famous Players-Artcraft in Oregon,
has decided to remain with that concern, turning down the
offer of another big concern after a talk with Herman Wobber,
who was in Portland last week.
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They

Do

in Seattle

EUGENE

LEVY of Levy's Orpheum rounded up all his employees on Christmas and all the members of his musical
comedy company and tendered them a surprise dinner. While
the principals and chorus girls, still in their war paint, were
thus enjoying a feast in a restaurant, the patrons of the house
were entertained with motion pictures.

J. VON HERBERG, manager of the Greater Theatres Company and a director of the First National, has returned from his
trip to New York, where he attended a First National meeting. On his return he gave the Police Relief Fund $150 as a
New Year's present. Von Herberg in an accompanying letter
expressed appreciation of the capable manner in which the
members of the force have handled the crowds at the Liberty,
Coliseum,
Mission and Strand theatres during the year of
1918.
PAUL E. JUDKINS, formerly shipper in the Goldwyn office,
has returned from England, where he helped protect her coast
for six months.
MR. PECK, who before going to Camp Lewis was a salesman
out of the Triangle office in Seattle, was given a ten-day furlough and naturally spent a great part of his time on " Fillum
MANAGER LANGERMAN of the New Grand, Portland,
Oft., was a visitor on the row for a couple of days looking
over
some 1919 specials.
Row."
L. A. TODD, a well-known hustler along Film Row, is now
out " amongst them " with the Four Square Pictures. He is
well known in this territory and is sure to bring in a bunch of
contracts.
SEI MUKOI, who one year ago sold out the Circuit and Electric theatres in Seattle and took a trip to Japan, has returned
to Seattle. The first thing he did after landing from the boat
was to run up to Film Row and pay his respects to R. R. Nave,
Northwest manager of Triangle.
"THE CAPTURE OF THE GERMAN FLEET," a Universal scoop, has done a marvelous business at the Colonial,
Seattle.
THE movies in and around Seattle are still discussing the aavice and talk given them by Goldwyn and Rothap.fel when
they were in Seattle. Their advice has been taken in many
instances, for some theatres that pay much attention to house
decorations, ventilation, etc., have begun to keep their houses
in better shapes.
DURING the holiday season the local houses did exceptionally
well. All of the larger ones were elaborately decorated and
their orchestras played special pieces. The Coliseum, which
showed " Caruso, My Cousin," employed a well-known local
tenor to sing " I Pagliacci " at each performance.
Many Christmas Events At Portland
H
A T the Liberty theatre, in Portland, Oregon, more than
jj[
three thousand kiddies from orphanages, homes of wealth
g§ and homes of poverty were entertained by Manager Myrick
SB
in a Christmas Festival on the morning of December 24.
The Globe theatre was another Portland photoplay house to
=
minister to the children and Manager Marquard staged a speIH cial Children's Matinee to more than one thousand youngsters
8J§ from 11 to 1 o'clock.
John Stille, manager of the People's theatre, was the recim
pient of a beautiful token of good will from the employees of
the company Christmas morning when they presented him
| with a magnificent solid gold match box with diamond setting
suitably engraved.
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Flickers on the Screens

THE WEST COAST

of Butte

WILLIAM R. CUTTS, associated with Frank Bailey in the
old Montana Film exchange ten years ago and active in Butte
theatre circles, has just returned to the city from Vancouver
Barracks, Wash., where he has been with the Air Service,
Spruce Department. He had the rank of captain, graduating
from the second officers' training camp at the Presidio in 1917.
However, " getting to Europe " he found a difficult thing, much
to his regret, as he wanted to see active service.
BUSINESS is picking up with the Ansonia Amusement Company houses, according to the general manager, Merle Davis.
' The bill headed by ' Odiva and the Sea Lions ' started out
with the biggest Saturday since I took the management of
the house," he said.
EDDIE POLO, himself, starring in the Universal serial, " The
Lure of the Circus," was in Butte Monday, December 30,
A-hen the first two episodes were shown at the Ansonia theitre. He made a big hit and many hundreds of Butte young
people swarmed about him. Polo will appear at a number of
he leading cities to help advertise the big serial.
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Directory of San Francisco

191 Golden Gate Avenue
514 West Eighth Street
San Francisco
Los Angeles
SOL. L. LESSER, President
ALL STAR FEATURES DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
Official Distributors
U. S. War Features
•' PERSHING'S CRUSADERS "
AMERICA'S ANSWER"
** OFFICIAL WAR REVIEW "
OUR BRIDGE OF SHIPS 1
OUR

SPECIAL

SUPER FEATURES
Include
1 THE STRUGGLE EVER" INTOLERANCE "
" THE STILL ALARM "
THE ACCIDENTAL
HONEY
LASTING "
" NINE-TENTHS OF THE LAW "
' THE GRAIN OF DUST "
" THE CRUCIBLE OF LIFE "
" BILLY WEST COMEDIES"
1 RAFFLES
MOON " "
" GAUMONT NEWS " and " GRAPHIC "
" TIMELY TOPICS " from Littrary Digest
TURNER

i. B. MEYERS, manager of the new American house, now
>eing built at Harlowton, was united in marriage December
16 at Lewistown, Mont., the bride being Miss Marie Will.
5HIL LEVY, former local showman and president of the
Montana State Exhibitors' League, left this week for Los Angles, where he will make his future home, with his wife. He
las disposed of his theatre and other interests in Butte.
^HE licensed sale of intoxicants came to an end in Montana
he night of December 30, and Butte, the grand headquarters
f Field Marshal Barleycorn through all the years since silver
nd copper were first, found here, is now ranked among the
ry cities of the nation. Showmen report good business since
he demise of Bourbon and his allies and the expectation is
hat prohibition will increase box office receipts at theatres
round 25 per cent. However, it is too soon to draw any conlusions here as yet.
'LAYING Metro, Goldwyn and Vitagraph as its headliners
nd using Universal fillers is the combination that is proving
success at the Ansonia theatre. According to the manager,
.. Marshall Taylor, business is steadily climbing and is much
etter than it has been in months.

Exchanges

and DAHNKEN
BRANCH OF

FIRST

NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, Inc.,
Music Rolls Exchanged — Supplies of All Kinds
134 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California
Best Slides and
Film for every

24 HOUR
purposeSLIDE
SERVICE
ALTA
SLIDE CO.
1028 Market St. 61 G. G. Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO.
/M\
SOMETHING
NEW
R/ . COMING
/\AND
' 730 So. Olive St.
Los Angeles
107 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco

GEORGE KLEINE
SYSTEM
H. F. MOORE
Rbpebsbntativb
at
GENERAL FILM CO.
255 Golden Gate Avenue
BRECK PHOTOPLAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Distributors of
Simplex Projectors
Theatre Equipment and Supplies
NATIONAL CARBONS
98 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco

G. A. METCALFE— Distributor
•id Chaplin Wakes Up San Francisco With
New Scheme to Get Leading Woman

POWER'S MACHINES— SPEER CARBONS
117 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

'ID CHAPLIN, brother of the famous Charlie, has started
something in San Francisco and only time will tell how it
going to finish. Sid arrived in San Francisco this week and
ive out an interview with a local paper in which he announced
at he had come to San Francisco, to look for a pretty girl to
scome his leading lady. Los Angeles was unable to furnish
e type of girl that Sid is looking for, but he has seen her on
e streets of San Francisco and now he wants pretty girls
ith movie aspirations to send in their photographs to M. H.
ohn, president of the Consolidated Film Corporation, 90
ilden Gate Avenue. Afterwards Chaplin will select a numr of them for personal interview. Two years ago, Sid says,
3 brother Charlie discovered his leading lady, Edna Purince in this city, and he hopes to be equally successful as he
Ids that San Francisco is the home of America's most beauti1 girls. The interview appearing in a morning paper caused
mething of a flurry among the fair sex, and a stream of
otographs started at once in the direction of 90 Golden Gate.
' afternoon of the day of the published interview pretty feet
gan to wear a path in the pavement leading to the Consolited Film headquarters. The girls evidently believed that a

personal visit would bring quicker results than a mere photograph. Mr. Kohn was kept busy all afternoon telling the fair
ones that Mr. Chaplin would not see them until after he had
looked upon their photographs. Police protection may be
needed by tomorrow to protect Film headquarters, for by that
time the news will have reached every film struck girl in the
city, and, as there has been no census of the feminine population of San Francisco since 1910, it would not be fair to the
hopes of Los Angeles as to the results of the next census to
hazard a guess regarding the number of applicants there will
be after that position by tomorrow. It so happened that
the local Pathe had advertised for a girl to inspect films and
about 150 applications applied for the position. Mr. E. O.
Child, manager of the local exchange, says that he had not
heard that Sid needed a leading lady until the rush of applicants
had left his establishment. Otherwise he would have been very
happy to have sent up the 149 girls that he could not place as
inspectors. It may be interesting to learn how Sid will come
out in his search, but at present it may only be said that the
end it not yet.
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New
Paramount
andreleased
Artcraft January
Pictures
in
Listed in order of their
release
Consult the local
theatres' newspaper
advertisements for dates
of showing.
Paramount
Pauline Frederick in
"Out of the Shadow"
Vivian Martin in
Lila Lee"Jane
in Goes-a-WTooing"
"The Secret Garden"
Reld in "The
WallaceBarrymore
John
in Dub"
"Here Comes the Bride"
Bryant "Venus
Washburn
in the inEast"
Paramount -Art craft
"Little Specials
Women" (from
1 ouisa M. Alcott's famous
Sooti, a Wm. A. Brady Production
"The Silver King" starring
William Faversham
Artcraft
Fred Stone in
"Under the Top"
Elsie Ferguson in
"His Parisian Wife"
Romance
D. W.tion • "The
Griffith's
Produc-of

HERE'S
WHERE!
have discovered
people
of
number
A GREAT
ing a fine motion picture before
seeing it ! a way of knowIt's like a conjuring trick, simple when you know how.
They have discovered that the greatest concern in the business,
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, makes the cream of all
the different types of pictures.
— that these are always advertised and listed under the names
Paramount or Artcraft.
— that they are the vehicles for the skill and genius of practically all the foremost stars, directors, writers, photographers,
painters, craftsmen, etc.
— and that through the nation-wide distributing facilities of
this great organization, millions of people in over ten thousand
theatres see Paramount and Artcraft Pictures.
Pictures so marked, they have found, always take you out of
yourself.
"Paramount" and "Artcraft" are handy names to identify in
two huge groups,- the best pictures made. Check it up for
yourself.

^aramoimi^

Cecil B.tionDeMUle's
Produc"Don't Change
Your
Happy Valley"
Comedies
Paramount-Arbuckle
Out"
ck-Sen
ng nett
"Campi
yunt-Ma
Paramo
Husband"
Comed
OH"
sDay
"Never
Too
Old"
"Cupid'
s
Comedie
Paramount-Flagg Comedy
Mr. and Mrs."Improp
Sidneyaganda"
Drew
in Paramount-Drew Comedies
Paramount-Bray
PictoOne each weeK
graphParamount-Burton
Holmes Travel Pictures
One each week

Uricra£i

These two trade-marks are the sure
way
identifying
Paramount
"
tu
icof
tion
and Artcraft
— and (p
the theatres
thatre
shows them.
MoPictures
8 FAMOUS
CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pres. JESSE L.- <~N£W
IASKY-LASKY
ViceYORPres.tO CECIL
*B DE MILLE Director JGeneral

"FOREMOST STARS. SUPERBLY DIRECTED, IN CLEAN MOTION PICTURES'

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them I
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Jesse

L,

Lesley

WALLACE

THE

Picture

News

„ pi-ese*vU

REID

DUB

e
pictur
mmm
By Edgar ^
Franklin (^a
Scenario
bymtC
Will Ritchie
Directed by James Cruze
Want To See A Good Rough House ?
A LIVELY MESS that is all good nature on the surface, but
dead-serious underneath?
A gang of " gentlemen thieves " notice that " Wally " jumps at
the bursting of a paper bag. They think he's " yellow " and
hire him to do a " bluff job " for them.
They picked a Kansas cyclone. He just romps home with the
money and a girl for good measure — and he gets home CLEAN.
You never saw such a scrappy boy in your life!

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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ADOLPH

JOHN

ZUKOR

Presents

BARRYMORE

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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Motion

I. i f j[ 1

Picture

If
Adolph

Zukor

presents

ELSIE

FERGUSON
in
His

Parisian

Vife

An ADTCBAFT
Picture
By Eve Unsell
Directed by Emile Chautard
They

Said

She

Was

She Came
From
a
HIS parents thought that his newly
found wife was a questionable
person because she came from
" naughty " Paris. She helped to confirm their opinion when she appeared
in a rather extreme gown.
But there was nothing questionable
FAMOUS

Naughty

Because

"Naughty
Town"
about her except her judgment in accepting his parents at their self-assessed value. The time came though —
You can always leave it to Elsie
Ferguson to furnish a smashing climax. There's one in " His Parisian
Wife " that you ought to see.

PLAYERS "LASKY CORPORATION

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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To

Exhibitors

Griffith's

Who

Book

Artcraft

D.

W.

Pictures

IT is necessary for the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation to
withhold until release date the complete synopsis of D. W.
The

Griffith's Artcraft Picture, "A Romance of Happy Valley."
denouement of this extraordinary play is, I believe, a situation entirely new to the drama of stage or screen. The privileged

few of us who have seen "A Romance of Happy Valley"
believe sincerely that it probably is the tensest scene, the strongest
in heart interest that Mr. Griffith ever has done.
Because
is anxious
attempt

of the novelty of this situation, Mr. Griffith naturally

to protect it from any unscrupulous

to take it for their own

persons who

use before

might

the release of "A

Romance of Happy Valley."
To help first run exhibitors, however, Mr. Griffiith has permitted us to communicate in confidence a complete synopsis of
the story to the managers
Players-Lasky
These

of the exchanges

managers

have

been

instructed

After the first run showings,

in strict

Valley"

arrange their exploitation

of the plot of "A

will be established.

January

are entitled

of course there will be no further

need for secrecy as then the ownership

Angeles,

to divulge

story to first run exhibitors who

to know the entire plot — that they may
accordingly.

Los

Famous

Corporation.

secrecy the complete

of Happy

of the

ADOLPH

13, 1919.

FAMOUS PLAYERS
-LASKY
CORPORATION
<— NEW
YORIO
ADOLPH ZVIKOKPres. JESSE L.LASKY Vice Pres. CECIL B. DE MULE Dinctorjenerul

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

Romance
ZUKOR.

Motion

2-Reel

and figures that had to
pACTS
be kept more or less " under
are

cover " until the war was won
now available to the public.
The

United

States Government
and

is now

ready to

show' through

the Division

of Films,

a series of two-reel

3— "Making

release to be made

every

two

weeks.

shows

also how

fitness program

Fit"

this war-time

physical

can be employed

with

benefit in peace-time.
4— "Horses

of War"

Despite the rapid development

of the

motor car for military purposes, the horse
proved

an indispensable factor in the

Allied scheme

of victory. A

glorious

chapter of war history.

The first film of the series
1— "If Your Soldier's Hit,"
released December 23rd,

5— "The

shows in complete detail the progress of
the wounded soldier from battlefield
through Field Hospital to Base Hospital

Bath

of Bullets"

This picture shows the part machine
guns, hand-grenades, trench-mortars, and
the artillery in general play in modern
war — thrilling close-ups of how these
destructive forces do their deadly work.

and recuperation.
other films in the U. S. A.

Series are as follows:
2— "Wings
A

the Nation

The story of how America took raw
civilian material and converted it into

patriotic films,

each featuring one phase of the war,

The

Films

A-l marine and military stuff. The film

has prepared

one

Official

News

Series"

A.

S.

U.

Picture

6— "The

of Victory"

story of American

$12,000,000,000!

achievement

in

the air — from the planning of the famous
Liberty Motor to the day's work of an
American Ace on the Western Front.

Available
through
FOR CALIFORNIA

the

WORLD

Sol. L. Lesser,
State Council of Defense, San Francisco.

COMMITTEE

Storm

of Steel"

This film shows how

the guns and munitions, for which
money

this

was spent, were made. The Ordnance Department has a rattling good

story to tell.

FILM
CORPORATION,
except
FOR MICHIGAN
Michigan War Preparedness Board, Lansing.
(Except Detroit and Wayne County,
through World Film Corporation.)

ON PUBLIC INFORMATION, George Creel, Chairman
DIVISION OF FILMS, Charles S. Hart, Director

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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VITAGRAPHJ

Albert

E.

Smith

presents

LOVE
Love

Directed
David

by

Smith

Here is a sunlight picture —
one that will make your patrons
better and happier for having
seen it.
It is a famous book.
patrons know this. )

(Your

It makes a better picture.
(They will know this.)
H u mo r— drama — suspense —
action — human appeal — it has
all of these — with just now and
then a catch in the throat.
It's the kind of a feature that
will get them in — and then
send them away delighted

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.

Motion

Picture

N

W^Tidvise every exhibrtoi^wlio has the Geraldine
Farrar Star Series Goldwyn productions under
contract to give his nearest Goldwyn manager
increased playing time on this production.
"Shadows" is the
Farrar production
Eastern
and
exciting days
dramatic

biggest and most unusual
ever made. . It is "a story of
Alaskan
story of nights;'"
a womana stirring,
swirled
perilously close to the flame: of the Yukon.
Millions of this great star's American and world
admirers will be amazed and delighted to see
her in the role of an.Alaskan dance hall girl.

As in her other powerful Goldwvn productions;
"The Turn of the Wheel" and "The Hell-Cat,"
she is supported in "Shadows" by a notable
cast including Milton Sills as the hero-husband ;
Tom Santschi as the miner-villain and
Frederick Truesdell. And there is the power of
direction that you; canLaJways_count_on_from
ReginaldJBarkerj
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
SAMUEL GowwvttJPresident)
EdGAR^Selwvk Vice President
16 East 4-2«c/ Street New York City
" MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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By Millard,
Directed
in

The *^^ve-minute-wlmtTe^ has blown
on the steamer that is ito take the last
passengers * * o u t s i d e '1V before winter
closes in upon the frozen Yukon.
During this five minutes in the room
of an Alaskan saloon -dance hall a
hunted, desperate woman forces to a
terrible' climax the drama that casts
its dark shadows .upon her later life
and happiness.,
This woman
is Cora Lamont — never
before has Geraldine Farrar had such a
role on stage or screen.
The

Reginald

Shadows

man

before
role^

is Jack

has^Tom

McGoff— and

Santschi

had

never
such

ai

Willard

Mack. knows

Mack
By

Barker

the mad,

fevered,,

quick -on -the -trigger gold country—
and he knows big drama that makes the
pulses leap. "Shadows"

in such a picture.,

Prints of this exceptional production
have been sent to all Goldwyn offices
and we advise exhibitors to ask our
managers for an immediate screening*
for no one can see this without giving
it more playing days.
"The Turn of the Wheel" and "The
Hell Cat" justified everything we saidi
about them for drawing power.
"Shadows"
power.
series?

GOLDWYN PICTURES
Samuel Goldwyn President
Edgar
16 East 4-2 ««/ Street
We have secured good advertisers to talk

has just doubleithe

Have

you

CORPORATION .
Selwyn, Vice President
New York City |
to YOU, Listen to than I

booked

the

pulling
Farrar1
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Motion

Bandit
Brave
Heart

and

Picture

Benefactor^

Heart

and

Soft

I

people of Boston, or Haines
GOOD
Falls or Petaluma — or any of the
other 10,000 towns — meet smiling,
devil-may-care Sandy Burke just in
from the range with trouble packed in
his holsters and love and kindness
packed in his heart.
Sandy Burke and his mud -covered sorrel
sticking up a stage to support an accidental
orphan and win the girl of his own dreams.
Sandy Burke of the winning smile; Sandy
Burke with romance in his eyes and sniffing
danger from afar. You are lucky to have
the chance to see
Betxwood
Film Company
presentation
op

fs

is

Ipu

Bennison

U-Bar<fde
Burke
Sandy
Directed by Ira MLowry
By J. Allan Dunn
1
1'
You may know how rarely actors praise other actors. Therefore it will
interest you to know what famous Will Rogers says about Louis Bennison.
Here is what he telegraphed us from Detroit: "When Lou walks before the
camera you have the cowboy as he is; not the movie cowboy but the real
one. He's a winner."
There

are six Louis Bennison

Star Series Betzwood

productions

distributed

exclusively by Goldwyn and "Oh, Johnny!", the first release last month,
immediately found exhibitor and public favor all over the country.
"Sandy Burke"
Goldwyn otfice.

is announced

GOLDWYN

for release in February.

See it at your

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
SAMUKL Goi.DWYN President

16 East 4-*Z„c/ Street New York City
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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(ylSolid

Chain
Booking
for ihelntire
Poli

Circuit

Worcester, Springfield, New Havenv
Hartford, New Britain, Meriden.
Bridgeport, Scranton and Wilkes^
Barre — from New England to Pensylvania, the Poli
patrons willsee
what the New
York Strand
Theatre

management has pronounced "the
greatest action drama of this year.**
Booked by M. K ash in, the new
exhibitor personality on Broadway
at the Broadway Theatre as the first
picture in the Symphony Theatre
when that house also came under
his direction.
The basic secrets of any really big
and successful production are a great
story made with strength and skill
by a big director. With these assets
the stars have a chance to show
their fullest values.

Powerful StoryS'
GREY
7ANE

qhe

BORDER
Starring

Blanche
and Hobart

Bos

LEGION

Bates
worth

"Directed by
T.HAYES HUNTER
is a remarkable, powerful story of the lawless West; a story of the West or romance
action; a story with "bite" and thrill in it. Filled with feats of daring horsemanship
gun-play; of reckless, bold adventure; stirring raids and romance and with the leading
portrayed by two of the best known names in American amusements. On every hand
acknowledged that Goldwyn in obtaining the exclusive distribution of this production
found one of the big winners of the year.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn Prvsufent
New York City
16 East 42 «c/ Street
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU. Listen to them!

and
and
roles
it is
has

Motion

CAPITOL

Nudge

Picture

(SPMEDIES

Each

Other

"Oh,Iook!

and

There

Say

Goes

"Smiling
BiU* PARSONS'!
IN every city and town in America where
"Smiling Bill" Parsons goes on his travels, to
make a picture or to steal away for a rest, he
finds that his reputation tips him off to the
populace.
This is the penalty of popularity and the greatest
distribution in the motion picture industry —
the Goldwyn distribution.
"I saw you last night at the Temple," says the
waiter at the breakfast table. "I like your picture
this week at the Tivoli?" says the coat room maid.
"Gosh, if it isn't Smiling Bill Parsons," exclaims
the chauffeur. Hundreds of times a day this is
repeated.
Creditable, clean, happy and worth-while comedies, 3,000 individual theatre contracts obtained
by Goldwyn with the best houses
there's the answer.

of the nation —

Everything that Goldwyn touches is successful —
but we are very careful about what we touch and
indorse.
Capitol Comedies are worth and deserve the best
efforts of a great organization. They have earned
their place in exhibitor and public liking on
quality and merit.
There are 26 Capitol Comedies a year — one every
second Monday and the chief regret of the exhibitors who play them is that we do not have 52
of them, or one a week. Exhibitors advertise them
regularly saying:
"This

Week:

Smiling

Bill Parson

in a Capitol

Comedy."
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
President
Samuel Goldwyn
New York City
16 East 42„«/ Street

i to m*ntiofi " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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"WEEKLY
EDUCATIONAL

America's
Booked
FOW

Biggest
First Runs"
Jhrouah
Goldwyn
the

EDUCATIONAL

WEEKLY

LAST week's trade papers printed more than 300 names —
in their news reports^of theatres signing during that
period with Goldwyn to show The Ford Educational
Weekly. We shall continue to announce each week as news
the wholesale booking of this fine attraction that represervice. sents one of Henry
But we wonder

Ford's great conceptions of public

whether,

in the vast number

of names

announced and to be announced, you will notice the powerful and nationally known first runs that are presenting
The Ford Educational Weekly to their patrons?
The famous Stanley and the Mastbaum chain in Philadelphia; the Jones, Linick and Schaefer and Ascher Bros,
chains in Chicago; the popular Majestic, Detroit; the Clemmer, Seattle; Alhambra, Toledo; Liberty, Youngstown; the
million-dollar Graumann, Los Angeles; the entire Marcus
Loew New York chain of theatres.
The Colonial, Buffalo; Parkway, Baltimore; Modern and
Beacon, Boston; Strand, Rochester; Orpheum, Fort Wayne;
Strand, Ithaca; Isis, Denver; Apollo, Omaha; Rialto, Minneapolis; Muse, Omaha; St. Regis, Trenton; American,
Norfolk.

fitzpatbick
ChMcelroy
icago
Sole Bepreseniatives
FORD MOTOR CQ
.Motion. Picture
Laboratories

All the "big names" connected with the exhibition of
motion pictures in this country are associating themselves
with this attraction, assuring it under the Goldwyn
distribution a bigger patronage and a greater quality patronage than it has had in the four years of its continuous
and highly successful career as the stable educational of
the industry.

GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
New York City
16 East 4-2™/ Street

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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1,012,076

The

Largest

the

Jammed

Number
Bookings

of

Placed

Paid

Picture

News

Loew

Admission?

By

CORP.
SALES
INDEPENDENT
advertisers
to
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Houses

v?r

ro^s.

in

the

Last

History

of

Week

Aacted

the

Distributed

FILM

to

The

Great

See

Thedfr^

Loew

Circuit

Through

CLEARING
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Picture

News

Km

This
=^

Is

No.

i of the 12 Big Special Productions

3

No. 1.
Julius Steger's Greatest
Evelyn Nesbit and Her Son

No.

"LIFE'S
The

mm
mm

M.
"A

-

Prices

$30

Achievement:
Russell Thaw

in

"HER
MISTAKE"
The Sensational J. Stuart Blackton Superfeature:

2.

No. 3.

at the Fixed Rental

DAY
- PER
$20

$10

4

GREATEST
Starring Mitchell
Great

Bacon-Backer

Potter's

Dramatic

WOMAN'S

PROBLEM"
Lewis
Production

of Paul

Masterpiece

EXPERIENCE"

Starring Mary Boland
All Exceptional Show Propositions with extraordinary Advertising Angles and Recognized Box Office Value
Bookings Placed by
Distributed Through
Independent

Sales Corporation
Film Clearing House, Inc.
Covering Every Territory

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

of

somite
MYRON
SELZNICK
announces

© Alfred Cheney Johnson
Olive
In a

series

of

Thomas
eight

pictures

yearly

CORPORATION
President and General Manager
MYRON SELZNICK
Director General
CHARLES GIBLYN
Executive Offices
501 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

Studio
LOS ANGELES
CAL.

MYRON

SELZN1CK
presents

Alfred Cheney Johnson

Olive

"UP

Thomas
in

STAIRS
AND
DOWN"
From the successful play by
Frederic and Fanny Hauon

Direction

CHARLES

CORPORATION
executive Offices
501 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

GIBLYN

Studio
LOS ANGELES
CAL.

A new standard of serial excellence
is created in Pattie s latest serial

PEARL

WHITE

t/<tmiiki/<

D

a «w«->n

THE
New in strength of story ; in direction;
in thrills; in acting; in production.
for proof read the reviews!
Produced by Astra
Directed by Geo B.SeiU
Untie* by G. B.SeiU and B. MillKuuser
PA!
HE
DISTRIBUTORS

V

I

25, 19*9

"When

I don't

disappointed,

good

the

see

no

I'm
how

matter

may

program

Bathe

ft

be!"

News

. lido***! *

61'

o{ 0«i»e' w

Ter90o» ^ r*^

^5

XT*}"1'
<• exert*'

There

Are

Twice

Millions

A

Like

Him

Week

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.
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Motion

Picture

New

WILLIAM

RUSSELL

'""Wfcen
a WaFLYI
n N GRid
esA
AN AMERICAN"
A" PICTU
R Elone"
By STEPHEN

FOX

Directed by HENRY

A stirring story of the Mexican border
with William Russell enacting the role
of a Texas Ranger. If your audiences
like photoplays

of the red-blooded

— stories of thrill and

sort

action, spiced

with a bit of Romance — you'll surely
want to play this feature.
Current William Russell Successes:
"Hobbs in a Hurry"
"All the World to Nothing"

KING

1r
fit

IOC

WHY?

did

this

man

to

rope

have
and

tie

his

young

-wife

Here

angle

your
to

is an

?

for

advertising

your

patroiw

-- ~

I ^Fi

F^ffflVVPICTURES

jjresen

Alice

~bs

Brady

Indestructible

Wife
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Motion

Picture

Chicago
MINER
FOR CHICAGO PEOPLE
^fr off

gg^g A CHICAGO NEWSPAPER

LEADS

The

IN MOTION

Washington

PICTURE

Press, an independent

following figures on Motion
for December, 1918:

Picture

You

REACH
must

audit bureau, publishes the

Directory

Herald and Examiner
Tribune
American
News
Journal
Post

TO

ADVERTISING

CHICAGO

advertise in the Movie

advertising

42,679 lines
36,705
22,452
19,407
14,753
11,654

"MOVIE"
Directory

GOERS

of the Herald-Exam-

iner. By so doing, you will get the benefit of a genuine
operation unusual in the newspaper

in Chicago

service and co-

field, and you will be in the " right

company."

SERVING

THE

"TRADE"

Producers are given the benefit of our extensive and favorable acquaintance with Chicago exhibitors. This proves of service to them in
many concrete ways.
Exhibitors are given every help in the preparation of copy, and constant attention is paid to their other needs and desires.
If you are interested in reaching the " movie " goers of the great
amusement-seeking city of Chicago, you must surely take advantage of
the advertising columns of the Herald and Examiner. Further information gladly given.
Just write, phone or call.
Chicago
INER
Her^HI
* CHICAGO NDMPAPm "^S^AnTD jjffi F« CHICAGO PflTIT"
Motion Picture Dept.
Hearst Building

■■■III

Chicago

News

WeVe

Got

Color-

in

Motion

Pictures

The Almighty didn't stop at Black and White! He gave
restful color variations to things and gave us eyes to see
them. But
To

reproduce

those hundreds

ing Pictures he left for man
And

We

of Color

to do.

Have

contrasts in Mov-

It was

a man's

Done

Job.
It!

Vivid — Pulsating Color
Delicate — Subdued Hues and Shades
The Shimmer and Sheen to Silks and Satins
The depth
The flesh Tints
The color
The marvelous

and " Feel " to Rich Velvets and hangings
of a beautiful woman
of her Hair as it really is
hues to flowers and Nature's other beauties
All in the Positive Print

Projected
any

on

any

attachments,

machine
at

without

regular

ARTCOLOR — scientifically Correct
of dyes.
In preparation for release — Dramatic
Fashions, Educational subjects.

speed

without

the use

features, Comedies,

The Movie Appetite has needed a Stimulus —
The original Dish has been hashed over long
enough.
A Brand New Recipe Is Craved—
ARTCOLOR

ARTCOLOR
1600

SOLVES

IT

PICTURES
COMPANY,
Louis J. Dittmar, President

BROADWAY

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

NEW

YORK

Listen to them!

Inc.
CITY

EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

GRACE

"w

ha

t

EVERY

J

WOMAN

Made

by JE$SE

D.HAMPTON

WANTS"
PARTS
SIX

SPECIAL,
Cast
Stanley

Forrest

Luda<r
Wilfred
nt
Tena
Barbar
t aGra^by
Ber
H e d d a

N o va

PerCy dhallanOer
Mildred Reardon
DeVall
William.
Nary

Warren.

ROBERTSOH- COLE COMJW
BANKERS' and EXPORTER
FOR> THE PROPUCERJ

EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

Exhibitor

Successful

*r*v

Know
that

M

A

KT

I

N

N'S
JOHNSO
BALS
"CANNI

of

the

South

Seas"

is the greatest business tonic of the year, a picture that permitthe widest latitude of promotion work, gets them out of the rut of th$
regular drama— and packs their houses.

By

successful

Rivoli Theatre, New

exhibitors

York City

Graumann's Theatre, Los Angeles
Circle Theatre, Indianapolis
Alhambra Theatre. Milwaukee, Wis.
New Garrick Theatre, Minneapolis
Colonial Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Royal Theatre, Des Moines, la.
Apollo Theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Alcazar Theatre, Birmingham, Ala.
Broadway Theatre, Charlotte, S. C.
Royal Theatre, Little fkock, Ark.
,Orpheum, Soo St. Marie, Mich.
Plaza Theatre, New

York City

Turner and Dahnken's Circuit

we

mean

Tivoii Theatre, San Francisco
Liberty Theatre, Seattle, Wash.
Massey Hall, Toronto, Canada
Regent Theatre, Toronto, Canada
Majestic Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich.
Orpheum Theatre, Akron, Ohio.
Victoria Theatre, Philadelphia
Halsey Theatre, Brooklyn
Garden Theatre, Charleston, N. C.
Hippodrome, Ft. Worth, Texas
New Royal, North Bay, Mich.
Strand Theatre, Canton, Ohio,
Doric Theatre, Kansas City
of six houses in California

Released by

EXHIBITORS
DISTRIBUTING

MUTUAL

CORPORATION

Robertson Cole Company
Bankers and Exporters
For vthe Producer

Motion
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Picture

f

and

info

CHRISTIE
*9
COMEDIES

ijjg

Popu/ar

"BOBBT
mak&s
fan. 20

LHtle

his

VERNON
rcappeartmce

in

a rollicking

come&*
farce
Ifiood
Gracious

Bobbys
Fdremoj*ir
J§55>A
Wpendent
Exchanges
i&ftlSTfeHLMea

— ..... „„,,*»-i<l
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THE

ZION

FILMS,

Inc.

Presents
For

the

Picture

Loving

Public

the

Best

Writings

of

/

SHOLEM

ALECHEM

THE

MARK

JEWISH

TWAIN

These stories have been written and scenarioized by the late renowned

humorist

SHOLEM
ALECHEM,
whose works have been read by Jews and
Gentiles all over the world. This entire series will be released in rotation.
Release

dates will be announced

later.

ATTENTION!!!
State

rights buyers.

1400 BROADWAY

Write,

wire,

or phone

for your

ZION
FILMS,
Inc.
Knickerbocker Theatre Building
Greeley 3992

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.

NEW

territory

YORK

CITY

I■

Motion
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This
the

picture

collection

records

and

the

in

as

courage,

heroism

o f

SOLDIERS
the

war

and

Photographed

form
and

a

tide

page

offered

tribute

erriciency

to

ana

AMERICAN
with

ARMIES.

Compiled

in Collaboration

the

turned.

in co-operation

ALLIED

Written

at

the

was

a lasting

the

of

authentic

when

dedicated

to America

result

taken

documents

history,

the

of

time

whole

These

the

views

momentous
of

is

with

by

Paul

Military

Capellani
Experts

by the Cinematographic
of the French Army

Division

Communicate with: —
E. RATISBONNE
Delegate of the Cinematographic Division of the French Army
729 7th Avenue, New York CityBryant 1574

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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FRANK

One

1912

time

E.

Editor

Director

1913-17.
David
at

W.

Mirror.

Kinemacolor.

and

a

Griffith

Reliance,

Triangle

Dramatic

with

Four

WOODS

half

at

Majestic
Studios

years

with

Biograph,

later

and
as

Fine

Arts-

Manager

of

Productions.

1917-18.
Famous
St.

One

and

a

half

Players -Lasky

Studios

Paramount

as

Supervising

years
at

with
Vine

the

Director

of

Productions.

Personal Representatives
Willis & Inglis, Los Angeles
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Creighton Hale
ana an All

Maxwell Karger
Director General
Screen Classics^*

Every

PAY
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Cast*
magazine

the most

andA-SieVino

Directed

bp Chas -Killer

amazing

of subject-It

ame^ctcsagr^i^dramaaswellasa

is

redindictment*

METRO
PICTURES
CQRPOILATION
EXCLUSIVE

June

Mathis

Waiving

talked

by

DISTRIBUTORS

METROML
only

StarSeriesProductions

standardized

QJtey

are

Jineclean

new

pictures

bettering

absorbing

*

recordfor
• *

is

BARRYMORE
in the

THE

their own

world

entertainment

^JJwnewest

ETHEL

in the

are the

smart play

DIVORCEE

Cpovn ^orLgLnalplayTadyJreder^k''J>y
Somerset Maugham,
<J Directed by Berber tBlacke-Scevuirio byJumMatfa'sandM
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J? ^
Q
-MAXWELL JCAHGER ,Dwector general-
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Motion

SOL

3

=AND

HE

=FUNNY
=WHEN

KNOWS
FILMS

HE

THE

WEST

Billy

SEES

THEM

NEW

COMEDIES

through the following exchanges

ALL STAR UTORS,
FEATURE
DISTRIBINC.,
191 Golden Gate Ave.,
San Francisco, Cal.
(NTERSTATE FILMS, INC..
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York, N. Y.
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE,
207 South Wabash Avenue,
Chicago, 111.
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE,
109 W.Indianapolis,
Maryland Street,
Ind.
BEE-HIVE EXCHANGE,
174 Second Street,
Milwaukee, Wis.
R. CO.,
D. MARSON ATTRACTION
26 Piedmont Street,
Boston, Mass.
MASTERPIECE
FILM ATTRACTIONS,
123S Vine Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
QUALITY
FILM CORPORA414 Ferry Street,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
E. CO.,
& H. TION,- FILM DISTRIBUTING
73 Walton Street,
Atlanta, Ga.
FONTENELLE
FEATURE FILM
CO.,
1504 Harney Street,
Omaha, Neb.

^

'EM

STATES

FOR

Released

News

LESSER

BOUGHT

BILLY

Picture

SIDNEY B. LUST, INC.,
1209 E. Street, N. W.,
Washington, D. C.
TION,
EQUITABLE FILM CORPORA928 Main Street,
Kansas City, Mo.
SOUTHWESTERN FILM CORP..
191 1 ^ Commerce Street,
Dallas, Texas.
STANDARD
FILM SERVICE
CO.. 316 Sloan Building.
Cleveland, Ohio.
STANDARD
FILM SERVICE
CO..
Elizabeth and John R. Street.
Detroit, Mich.
CO.,
STANDARD
FILM SERVICE
Film Exchange Building,
SeventhCincinnati,
and Main Ohio.
Street,
B. N. JUDELL, INC.,
Film Exchange Building,
Minneapolis, Minn.
LTD.,
CANADIAN
FILM SERVICE.
311 Orpheum Building,
Vancouver, B. C.
Foreign Distributors:
POPULAR PLAY & PLAYERS.
220 West
New 48th
YorkStreet,
City.

Bulls Eye Film Corporation
729 SEVENTH AVENUE
NEW YORK

West
Be sure to mention *' MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

The
Heritage
of the Screen
Fighting
An Authorized Film VersionRcosGvelts
of the Life and Works of
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt

Colonel

had

two

when
his

Roosevelt

he

gave

name

filming

That

and

of

his

and

They

are

Distributors

and

explained
three

to

lent
the

objects

you'll

clearly

view

Roosevelts"

worthy

credit

simply
next

consent

Fighting

were

him

in

reputation

"The

they

do

objects

and
on

pages

agree

The
Heritage

of the Screen
An Authorized Film Version of the Life and Works of
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt
Fighting Rcosevolts"

The]

first

reason

Roosevelt

went

Theodore
Roosevelt
Americans.

was

why
in

ever

Colonel

for

this

striving

film-

to make

better

He was never above employing a popular means to that
end. When he was convinced his life story would make a
bully Photoplay,
"a

with plenty of punch

film folks will enjoy"
and which would also breathe
he said

"Go

ahead —
He

but

cooperated

no

faking"
{He

If it entertains

More clearly than
achieved.

Distributors

never could stand a fakir^
passed on the scenario,

to approv e the finished produc-

you,

you

Makes

And

his gospel of Americanism,

with the producer,

and one of his last acts was
tion.

and thrills galore

remember,

before,

" The

see

red—
white
and

his purpose

will have

greatest fiction is truth."

blue

been

The
Heritage
of the Screen

This

was

his

second

reason

All profits whatsoever accruing to
me personally until all the men are
returned to their homes from the war,,
from the production of this scenario,
will "be given "by me to the Red Cross
and possioly other war organizations.
Exactly to the extent that the
Motion Picture Public approves these
pictures,
it will help to provide addifront .

tional means for

"backing

the

men

at

the

(Signed)

He

wanted

his

contribution

profits

to

to

prove

a worthy

charity.

See Next

Distributors

Page

jj

The
Heritage
of the Screen
Fighting
An Authorized FilmwrsionRcosevQlts
of the Life and Works of
Colonel Theodore Roosevelt

High

rentals

will

"The
Fighting
Because —

be

paid

for

Roosevelts"

In meeting Colonel Roosevelt's demand that the production
be one with which his name might be associated without
discredit,

Director
and

William

exposed

(of which

Nigh

over

spent

40,000

five
feet

months
of

film

but six reels are used).

This required a heavy investment which the producer,
Frederick L. Collins, cheerfully met in order that Colonel
Roosevelt's

wishes might

be fulfilled.

That the production was approved by Colonel Roosevelt —
one of his last acts — should be sufficient guarantee to exhibitors that the picture is really worth while.

There

are

awaiting

100,000,000
this

Americans

Heritage

of

the

eagerly
Screen

The space Newspapers have been giving Roosevelt's
and acts should convince of the public's interest.

An

Distributors

Extraordinary

life

Attraction

HouDirti

PUTTING
WAS

A

HOUDINI
MASTER

IN

FILMS

STROKE

OF

SHOWMANSHIP

£T
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DO
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^BEWILDERING

THE

HOUDINI

STUNTS

£T

PICTURE

NO

OR

^WAS
"THE

gT

AS

A

^UTHE

EVER

COULD

MASTER

BE

MADE
LIKE

MYSTERY"

SHOWMAN

YOU

VALUE

SOMETHING

OF

KNOW

NEW

gT
HERE'S
YOUR
OPPORTUNITY
^BOOK
THE
HOUDINI
SERIAL

OCTAGON
B. A. ROLFE
Executive OfSces :

"FILMS, INC
PRODUCTIONS
18 East 41st St., New York City

HOUDINI

AS

A

VAUDEVILLE

PACKED
EVERY
AS

A

HEADLINER

DIFFERENT

HE

THEATRE

WEEK

A

FILM

YOUR

STAR

THEATRE

FOR

HE

WILL

FIFTEEN

PACK
WEEKS

NORTHERN
NEW JERSEY
729 Seventh Avenue, New York Gtg

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
OF
NEW
ENGLAND
48 Piedmont Street
Boston, Mass.

ROLFE
OF

EFFANO FILM EXCHANGE
CAREY WILSON, Manager

ROLFE

PRODUCTIONS

OF

PRODUCTIONS
DALLAS

\9\VA Commerce St., Dallas, Texas

729 Seventh Avenue, New York Gty

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
OF
ATLANTA

CELEBRATED
PLAYERS
FILM
CORPORATION
207 S. Wabash Street
Chicago, HL

65'A Walton Street

Atlanta, Ga.

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
OF
PHILADELPHIA
1235 Vine Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
OF
PITTSBURGH
412 Ferry Street

Pittsburgh, Pa.

EXHIBITORS
FILM
EXCHANGE
A. DRESNER, General Manager
420 Ninth St., N. W.
Wash., D. C.

OCTAGON
B.

A.

ROLFE

Executive Offices:

CANADIAN
RIGHTS
REGAL
FILMS, LTD.
21 Adelaide Street, W., Toronto, Ont.
FOREIGN

RIGHTS.

EXPORT and IMPORT FILM CO.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York Gtg
M
I D
- W
E S T
DISTRIBUTING
CO.
RALPH WETTSTEIN, Manager
Milwaukee, Wi*.
Tog Building

FILMS, INC
PRODUCTIONS

18 East 41st Street, New York Gtg
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tf none
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2082 V
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Telegram
Blue
Day Letter
Nile
Night Message
NL
Night Letter
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is indicated Otherby the
symbol appearing after the check. NEWCOMB CARLTON, PRESIDENT
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-IMPRE

WOMAN,

WOMAN!

Another
FOX

Clean-up
for

EXHIBITORS

""JpHERE
has been
a record
of filrr
success never
comparable
to that
of
EVELYN

NESBIT

This fast-forging favorite leaped into leadership with her very first picture. Her seconc
production emphasized her_tremendous
ing power — her immense
WOMAN,
will remove

draw-

popularity.
WOMAN!
the

last lingering

doubt that this supreme artist—
this conscientious actress — ha:
come to stay. Book STANDARE
PICTURES now and ride to sue
cess on the wave of Evelyn Nesbi
popularity!

FOX
FILM CORPORATION

riuman

Interest

Is Basis of

NESBIT

PICTURES

^

rJT'HE TIME to show the greatest success
in your history is now, and the picture is
WOMAN,

WOMAN!

It is a production full of tense moments,
human

of

experience and, above all, of womanly
charm. Sin, temptation, love, youth, ambition— these are the keynotes.
EVELYN

NESBIT

lives in this play from happy girlhood to a stormy womanhood in
which she makes
the supreme
sacrifice for her husband.
It is
the role of the Sphinx Woman—
a chapter from human nature
that spells profits!

FOX
FILM CORPORATION

the Springtime of Jher
Life and Popularity.
Book
PEGGY

HYLAND
Now

in the great New
"The

York stage success
Girl

Powerfully Dramatic RStory
of Escape
eofgCrime
No
rets'
With
From Environment
Directed by HARRY
EXCEL

MILLARDE

PICTURES

FOX
FILM CORPORATION

Smiles

that

Cost

a Million

a Year
William Fox and Henry Lehrman have
introduced a new element in comedy production— the element of quality.
Hungry lions, pretty* girls, situations that
bring the laughs — these are some oj the
jactors that have made these two-reelers cost
more than many five-reel dramas.
Henry Lehrman s
SUNSHINE
COMEDIES
have proved, for thousands of exhibitors
throughout the world, one of their most
productive and satisfactory features.
You can obtain* evidence o) this right in
your home territory through any William
Fox branch office. Do it now — today !
FOX
FILM CORPORATION
k\*U/,/,
V

\

v

DANCE OF
J"EVEN
VEILJ"
IN THE
HEROD^T
J U D GMENT
HALL
WITH

THEDA

B8li

s*as

r

BARA

SAL

OME

INDIVIDUAL

BASIS

- ALL

FOX

EXCHANGES

T RUN EXHIBITORS*
FIRS
REPORTS PROVE

SURPASSING
OFFICE

BOX

RECORDS

OF

CLEOPATRA
DIRECTED
J.GORDON

BY
EDWARDS

FOX
FILM CORPORATION

mm

mm
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M o t ion

DAVID

G. FISCHER
Announce

THE

SMASHING

Picture

N e

PRODUCTIONS

For Early Presentation

PHOTODRAMATIC

REVELATION

u
THE

LAW

OF

NATURE

(Seven Parts)
Written In Collaboration With And Upon Facts Furnished By
CONGRESSMAN

RICHMOND

PEARSON

HOBSON

and produced under the personal direction of
David

G. Fischer

THE LAW
OF NATURE' " was designed to instruct as well as entertain and DEALS
WITH
A SUBJECT
THAT
IS NOW
AGITATING
THE

LEGISLATIVE

AND

FINDS

ITS

BODIES

INFLUENCE

Method
DAVID

OF
IN

EVERY
EVERY

of Distribution
G.

W. J. Reid, Pres.

STATE

IN

THE

UNION

HOME

IN

THE

LAND.

Announced

Later

FISCHER
PRODUCTIONS
Selwyn Building
229 West 42nd Street
New York, N. Y.

David G. Fischer, Dir. Gen.

Arrow Film Corporation, Exclusive Sales Representatives, Times Building, New York, N. Y.
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?

?
WHY
You

should

contract

Specials

Reel

iTwo

Released

Capital
1—
2—
3—
4—
5—

Your
They
They
They
Your

Film

for

by the

Company,

patrons want them.
made you money in the old days.
will make you money now.
offer variety — the spice of life.
patrons are tired of the many-reel
Stars are featured

Inc

film.

in
Sensational Westerns
Thrilling Railroad Plays
Side Splitting Comedies
Crook and Detective Plays
IEmotional Dramas

HEAL

[ALL PICTURES
BOOKINGS
RELEASES
Branches

FULL

BEGIN
START

OF

Beautiful,

AND

MONDAY,
MONDAY,

being established

of the United

PEP

JANUARY|20thH
FEBRUARY

3rd]

in the principal cities

States and

compelling

PUNCHES

and

Canadal
sensational

[one, three and six sheets
Co m munica
Capital

Film

teim m ed ia telyjvith
Company,

Inc.

Executivejoffices
MERCHANTS
BANK BUILDING
Indianapolis, Ind.]
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1

ANITA STEWART

The Star

THE

LOUIS B. MAYER

The Director

The Producer

PLEASURE

Having

LOIS WEBER

IS

MINE!!

passed victoriously the stress and tremendous

pressure

of launching my initial release, Anita Stewart in " Virtuous Wives,"
let me turn for a moment to what I feel is one of the genuine pleasures
of my career: It is— to announce the advent in my organization of

I embrace this opportunity to express to the trade my admiration
of Miss Weber's Genius. As an exhibitor I (and you, too) have had
practical demonstration of her achievements, and the box-office is the
last analysis — the acid test! In this, her record stands!
To combine with Miss Stewart's capabilities the high standard
of Miss Weber's screen art, assures the trade of at least a maintenance
of the record-breaking class of my first release. To me it means the
realization of my ideals in production — and- 1 am an exacting taskmaster!
And the first release of this magnificent director-star combination is the key to my enthusiasm — it is

"A
MIDNIGHT
ROMANCE
from the pen of the clever Marion Orth, whose work you know —
and what a cast — /
— But wait — my policy is to show you ! I did and I WILL !
LOUIS B. MAYER
2 West 45th St., N. Y.
Anita Stewart

Productions,

Inc.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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NATIONAL ADVERTISING (WM. A. JOHNSTON) 525
SPEAKING EDITORIALLY
526
DEALING IN PERSONALITIES
527
PUT WELCOME ON YOUR SCREENS
528
TWO
SIDES—
WHO'S
RIGHT?
536-37
HOW NEW YORK STAGES THE SHOW
546
SPECIAL SERVICE SECTION
579
CLASSIFIED ADS FOR SOLDIERS
586
REVIEWS IN COMPLETE PLAN BOOK
599
NEW BOX OFFICE REPORTS
615
NEWS

OF THE

WEEK

"Big
Five"Troubles
in Mammoth
Influenza
the WestCombination
Coast
Arizona Exhibitors Win Out in Test Case
Association Helps Fight the Evil
Miscellaneous News of Interest
Cooper Scores Canadian Tariff
War Pictures Still in Demand
Films Division Answers Resolutions
A. M. P. A. Hear de Montluzin
Fairbanks Does Government Series
Brief Bits of News
Live News of the Producers
In the Independent Field
Glances at the Program
In and Out the West Coast Studios
Hollywood Hookum
Complete Plan Book

Newsy

Announcements

529
530
531
531
532
533
534
535
538
538
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552
570
568
584
585
599

at a Glance

OF SERVICE TO EXHIBITORS
Exhibitors'
Service Bureau
What
the Producers
Have to Say
News of the Independent Producers
Universal Special Service Section
Equipment Service Section
Music Department
Advance Reviews
Reviews in Complete Plan Book
Box Office Reports and Plan Book Index
Releases, Current and Coming

540
552
570
579
587
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599
600
615
619

COMPLETE PLAN BOOK
Pictures Reviewed in Advance
599
"The Divorcee" (Metro)
600
"The Light" (Fox)
601
"Day Dreams" (Goldwyn)
602
"The Secret Garden" (Paramount)
603
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Cares?" Must
(Select)
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605
"The Game Is Up" (Bluebird)
606
"The Dub" (Paramount)
607
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608
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609
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611
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612
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614
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An Opinion on Mrs. Charlie Chaplin in " Borrowed
Leonce Perret's Picturization of the Famous Melodrama,
"The Thirleenth Chair"
520
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Value of the Paramount-Artcraft Trademark 466
467
Artcolor Pictures Company Brings New Series of Natural
Color Pictures to Field
493
Wallace Reid's Latest is "The Dub"
468
Robertson-Cole
494-95
John Barrymore Presented in "Here Comes the Bride "...469
HisStory
Parisian Wife " with Elsie Ferguson from an Original 470
Bobby Vernon Is Out of the Navy and Back in Christie
Comedies
496
Adolph Zukor Tells of Original Denouement of Griffith's " A
The Stories of the Late Jewish Humorist Filmed by Zion..497
Romance
of
Happy
Valley
"
and
Precautions
Taken
to
The
Chicago
Herald-Examiner
Leads
Its
Field
in
Motion
Guard It
471
Picture Advertising
492
U. S. A. Series, Bearing Official Stamp, Released through
World Film in Most Localities
472
" The Battle
of Chateau
Thierry " Offered by E. Ratisbonne . 499
498
Frank
E.
Woods
—
His
Career
Vitagraph's Latest Blue Ribbon Feature
473
Metro's
"Why
Germany
Must
Pay"
500
Geraldine
Farrar's
Next
Goldwyn
Production 474-75
Is
"Shadows"
EthelFeature
Barrymore's Best Is " The Divorce," Current Metro 501
Louis Bennison's Second Feature Is "Sandy Burke" 476
Billy
West
and His New Series of Comedies
502
Goldwyn
distributes
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Legion"
477
The Popularity of Bill Parsons
478
First National on the Roosevelt Production 503-04-05-06
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National
When

Exhibitors

Shouted
versus

Advertising
"Hooray" — The
the Newspaper

El XHIBITORS threw their hats into the air over the
article on national advertising, published recently
* in the News and signed by John H. Kunsky, First
National Exchange of Michigan.
And they cheered lustily over the address made recently
by Ralph Ruffner before the film advertising men in New
York.
The writer was in the field at the time and heard these
expressions first hand. Approval was unanimous. It is
safe to say that one thousand leading exhibitors — men who
are advertising right along — would wholeheartedly O. K.
each of these statements without a single reservation.
All of which would indicate that exhibitors to-day are
not getting from the manufacturer the advertising cooperation they want — that something, indeed, is radically
wrong.
The matter is of great importance.
Better advertsing is as big and vital a factor as better
pictures.
These are the two factors upon which rest, in greatest
degree, the present and future stability of this business.
We are fully aware of the present obstacles in the way
of better advertising.
Demand

Overshadows Handicaps
THE rapid production of pictures — necessitating the
preparation of advertising campaign books before
the picture has been seen — results, of course, in machine-made advertisings advertising turned out like grist
from a hopper, dealing similarly and superficially and altogether unsympathetically with all kinds of pictures, whatever their difference in quality and appeal.
Secondly, many exchanges won't co-operate, despite the
earnest effort of the home office to establish an advertising
contact with the exhibitor.
And, thirdly, many exhibitors don't appreciate fully the
value of advertising.
But the point is this : Advertising the picture to the public is so necessary, it is so fundamental to the industry's
success, that the present routine of production and distribution will have to be reordered to permit of better advertising.
And this reordering will happen. Demand for it will
bring it about because this demand is more insistent than
the obstacles now in its way. »
We have contended — and we know — that some day pictures will be the most heavily and widely advertised com-

National

Medium

modity in the world. At that time, and only then, will the
industry have the stability its potential size demands —
namely, when it has secured a stable hold upon the great
picture-going public.
This development will take time and patience. But there
are ways in which it may be greatly hastened.
And the first step is to understand clearly just what the
national advertising of pictures means.
* * * *
The

"Why"

of National

Advertising

way.c to-day is fifty million
thispubli
in re
tial it
us appr
pictu
potenoach
The
strong — or more.
No other commodity, nationally advertised, has nearly
so many possible customers. Therefore, first of all, we
can't expect to reach all the public with one national medium, or a dozen or so, or with a selected string of newspapers— as is done with other advertising campaigns.
Secondly, the picture, unlike any other commodity, cannot be standardized; unlike an automobile, or a safety
razor, or a package of breakfast food, you cannot make
fifty-two pictures just alike in quality. Therefore you cannot employ general publicity as general publicity is used
with other nationally advertised products to create steady,
year-around customers.
Thirdly, the distribution of pictures is utterly unlike the
distribution of any other nationally advertised commodity.
Other commodities stay on the dealer's shelves ; pictures
don't. After you have decided to buy a safety razor —
through advertising — you know you can buy it at the nearest drug store at your own convenience. But with pictures, ifyou waited a few days, you might have to chase
one from New York to Chicago.
Fourthly, the advertising of pictures, unlike any other
nationally advertised commodity, goes hand in hand, and
should, with editorial news matter, designed to cater to and
maintain a news interest in the greatest of all public amusements.
LET

f Hit

Directly — Through

Newspapers

How can fifty millions of people be reached ?
Through newspapers.
Not a limited string of
rs
pe
teug: h all good newspapers everywhere.
newspa to, cabupit tuth
laro
ber, the public is fifty millions strong.
em,
ReSmO
(Continued on next page)
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Will we not produce this year at least twelve photoplays
(Continued from preceding page)
capable each of an average of four weeks on Broadway ?
How can you best advertise a product whose quality and
And in this connection arises the interesting question :
appeal differ with each release?
Will the new Capitol theatre, at Broadway and 51st Street,
Through newspapers which can take and publish advertisements within twenty-four hours.
decide
open its
wedge with this longer-run policy? Isn't
the timeto about
ripe?
How can you fit advertising to the peculiar distribution
* * * *
of pictures ; how can you advertise them where they are
when they are?
The Star Combination
Thrdugh newspapers, or through billboards provided
they tell where and when the picture is playing.
IMMEDIATELY following our appeal last week for
better pictures as against the machine-made kind,
How can you secure that simultaneous news matter,
comes, with coincidence, the momentous announcewhich if properly done is of such force in maintaining pubment that Griffith, Pickford, Fairbanks, Hart and Chaplic interest in pictures as an entertainer?
* * * *
lin have united to produce and distribute pictures " to
protect the great motion picture public — from machineWhich Medium
Can Cooperate?
made entertainment."
We believe strongly, and reiterate that some advanceonly, where the news matter
ers
newspap
THROUGH
ment in picture making is highly imperative: and we
can be timed with the appearances — the definitely
believe that it will be made on a general scale.
stated appearances — of the pictures. Not through
Whether it has to come from the stars, remains to be
one newspaper, mind you, selected because of an agency
seen.
Stars are prime factors in motion picture enterers,
rating, but through all good newspap
because the setainment, but they are not by any means the only faclection of one is certain to destroy the editorial cooperation of all the others.
tors. And we don't believe they will be the only factors.
Again, whether this advancement will be made by
To sum up then : To reach so great a public, greater by
far than that of any other advertised commodity ; to tell these particular stars, producing under new conditions
as against present ones, remains also to be seen. That
this public about pictures which must be described indiwill, obviously, depend upon what these new producvidually, and to advertise successfully a product whose
ing conditions are; and also, as importantly, what the
life at any given point is from one to seven days, you must,
distributing
arrangements will be, which can take care,
if you are after national advertising, make newspapers, all
with all around profit and satisfaction, of these new
good newspapers, the very backbone of your campaign.
kinds of productions. The exhibitor would undoubtedly
The selection of newspapers in this huge campaign
welcome the privilege of booking what he wants withshould be made largely by the exhibitor.
The exhibitor should have some hand in the preparation
out taking what he doesn't want.
A great deal remains to be seen: and this discussion
of copy, or at least the selection of copy, best fitted to his
had best wait until the industry is assured that the star
sectional public.
union, as definitely announced to us by telegraph, is an
The exhibitor, we believe, will gladly put his dollar
accepted fact.
against the manufacturer's dollar in support of such na£ ife :|c $
tional advertising.
* * * *
Big and Little Pictures
Longer Runs in New York
prophesies that there will be a big
exhibitor
AN demand
this year for independent releases.
at
weeks
two
ran
"
Arms
Shoulder
"
IN'S
CHAPL
the Strand and eight weeks at the Broadway. It
Of course he refers to what are termed " speis now admitted that the picture could have run
cials,"
office appeal.meaning independent releases of exceptional box
much longer at the Broadway. It is even claimed that
Other exhibitors indicate a somewhat sudden and large
should Chaplin produce four such pictures a year, or three,
demand for two reel subjects. This is interesting, indeed,
that each could run continuously and successfully till the
in view of the fact that feature dramas are supposed to
next appeared.
have thrown the old two-reel length into the discard.
Week runs have been a settled policy at the big BroadThen, we all know, of the fast rising popularity of
way picture houses since the Strand opened in an era of
the one-reel subject, the scenic, neAvs reel and short
frequent changes and made an immediate success with
length novelty in general. The demand for these sub" The Spoilers "of week runs on Broadway.
jects is particularly strong in the leading and largest
The argument against longer runs has been that these
theatres.
big photoplay houses have definite clienteles which must
What does it all mean?
not be disturbed. When the Rivoli opened with all seats
filled and no falling off at the Rialto, Mr. Rothapfel felt
Simply this, it would seem: that program features
will have to be better made. They will have to be based
that his former clientele had decided to go twice a week
upon stories necessitating five reels and not upon stories
instead of once. This idea of the more or less regular attendance of a definite clientele and the fear of losing it is, which the public wrould rather see in two reels. Five
reel subjects, despite the fact that for three years they
of course, the very same factor that has always militated
against longer runs. It seems to apply to New York as it have made up the backbone of theatre programs, will no
does throughout the field. The same fear was in vogue, in longer attract the public just because they are five reels
fact; when the Strand first broke the ice with its week
*
long.
runs. There are some photoplay houses to-day, however,
Hence the exhibitor's anxiety for open dates and indewhich are not afraid to extend the runs — and do so sucpendent productions of big size and quality: and hence
the demand for short subjects to strengthen a program
ces ful y— of these features to which Broadway only al- that
too often is weak in the middle.
lows aweek.
" The Heart of Humanity " is now in its third week at
the Broadway, and apparently able to run several weeks
longer.
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Personalities

Mixing the News with the Rumors
" Doc " Wii.latt is back again on the Rialto. Asked how he
found Florida's sunny clime, he replied, " It ain't."
To keep in style H. Pathe Lehrman went and got the " flu."
Everything reported O. K. now.
Just for the sake of an argument — read " Two Sides — Who's
Right? " on the page following this popular one. It's a peppery
slam-bang battle over our old friends the High-Salaried Stars.
Either side of the argument will make you sore as a bat, while the
other angle tvill have you shouting " Them's my sentiments." And
isn't that the sort of reading matter you want?
Lieutenant Bernard Fineman is back — after a long engagement with the justly famed Treat-'Em-Rough Boys. He is once
more Paramounting. Welcome home, regular feller.
Hard luck just trails us. On our desk a note that Betty
Shannon — more formally, Mrs. Perry Ramsaye — dropped in to
say howdy while we were out.
John H. Tibbetts, British chief for Inter-Ocean, is expected in
these parts any day.
Any exhibitor who misses the live ivire idea on page 536 has no
one but himself to blame. He certainly can't blame us for we are
telling you here that it is the idea of the year. Comes from W . C.
Patterson, manager of the Criterion, Atlanta, Ga. Tells of results
he is having helping soldiers to get jobs. Suggests making the
screen a national employment agency. Simply done, too. He tells
you how. Go to it— boys.
Our sympathy is extended to Louis Reid, managing editor of
The Mirror, on the loss of his recently-born baby, a victim of the
influenza. _
Joe Reddy, formerly of The Telegraph, is back in our midst,
wearing Uncle Sam's khaki, carrying an honorable discharge and
receiving a royal welcome.
James Quirk, of Photoplay, was a visitor to The News office
this week. All smiles and cheer after looking over Earl Harrisons' reports on the Screen Supplement bookings.
W. G. Rudolph, eastern representative for Harry Garson, will
be on his way to Los Angeles when this appears. Important
'conferences in the wind.

" His
Ideas
Can Put 'em
Over "

REMEMBER Kalem's "Midnight at
Maxim's " ? Just an ordinary picture,
but it cleaned up a fortune because the
hicks fell over each other to see what a
real devilish Broadway cabaret was like.
Two men had prints of the picture in
Australia. One played it as " a fillum," and
it fell flat. The other changed the title for
local consumption to something about the
" Revels in a London Night Club," circused
his advertising, dressed his lobby with
all the pretty gal pictures available — and
made a record rivaling any of the later
big specials.
The one fellow had " show trains."
And he still has them. The proof being
that C. L. Yearsley, who had gone from
America to Australia, was brought back
again by J. D. Williams to preside as advertising manager of First National.
Yes, C. L. Yearsley was the man who
displayed " show brains."
And C. L. Yearsley is the man — still displaying show
"
brains."

He
Likes
to Keep Busy
Right Along"

"W/TNNIE SHEEHAN is laid up with
W was
rheumatism."
Such
the burning text of a telegram
from our Pacific Coast offices this week.
We know what caused it.
The war is over — and William Fox
hasn't engaged in a charity drive for close
to three months. Winnie has nothing but
his motion picture worries on his mind
just now. We'll bet he has at least an
hour of free time in every twenty-four.
'Stoomuch — for a dynamo of energy like
Winnie Sheehan. War or no war, William
Fox will have to dig up some more charity
drives so Winnie can get back to the old
schedule of forty-eight hours' work in
every twenty-four.
Maybe a campaign for Indigent Trade
Paper Editors, or, after July 1, for Homeless Picture Reviewers.
Something must be done.

Just a Few Odds and Ends
Harry Reichenbach is another fillum person scheduled for a
trip to Los Angeles. Oiling the machinery for the exploitation of
the MacCauley League of Nations special.
H. A. Spanuth, of Commonwealth Pictures, Chicago, was seen
on the White Way on Wednesday.
It wasn't much of a week for rumors. With all the big fillum
boys out in Los Angeles we were given a real rest in New York —
but, oh boy, what a rumor factory the Alexandria must liave been.
We'll bet that Los Angeles heard of more near-mergers and almost
star shiftings in the last two weeks than it ordinarily does in a year.
Astarvation.
few of the wild ones drifted East, but quickly died of neglect and
Earl Gulick wants his name mentioned on this page. He won't
get
it until
So there
! the bill-posters learn to advertise in trade papers.
Received a cheery line from Ed. Rosenbaum, Jr., now out on
the Coast for Fox. Funny how these former Broadway hounds
all pull that " grand and glorious California " stuff.
Had a chat with Arturo Hermandez-Mejia, inventor of the
new Colorgraph — soon to reach the market. Real color with
regular projectors is the proposition. Keep your eyes on it.

'The most interesting news story of the week concerns the fight of
Arizona exhibitors against the attempt of authorities to close their
houses because of the "flu." One court has upheld their claims, declaring enforced closing discriminatory. Now the State authorities
propose to carry the fight further. A convention of exhibitors, with
Los story.
Angeles exchanges represented, is scheduled. Page 531 carries
the
But out of all the Los Angeles rumors came the one big, smashing story of the year — the " Big Five." Pickford, Fairbanks,
Chaplin, binGriffith
and! Hart in on'e producing and distributing comation ! Oh, boy
George Blaisdell is now the editor of the Moving Picture
Motion Picture
World.
World ! 'Gratulations, George ! 'Gratulations,
World Film and United Pictures are talking business, we hear.
It's a great life if you don't trip up on a merger.
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W. C. Patterson, of the Criterion, Atlanta, Georgia, Comes
Across

with

a Bang-Up

Idea — Go

to This

One

Quick!

WE

can't imagine a picture trade paper without an Exhibitors' Advisory Board.
There are
thirty-six live showmen on the Motion Picture News contributing staff, each one of
them working as diligently and unselfishly for our readers as any member of our office
organization.

Just to prove it. Here's a bang-up idea received this week from Contributing Editor W. C.
Patterson — manager of the big new Criterion Theatre, Atlanta, Ga. — that every showman in the
country can hop to quickly with sure-fire results. Let Mr. Patterson speak:

^X^VEAR
MR. JOHNSTON:
The idea suggested itself to me that the exhibitors in Motion Picture
m News Family could be of great aid to soldiers that are being discharged from the service in securing positions. This is especially true of the houses that are near cantonments.
" Here at the Criterion we have tried the matter out a bit and have been successful to the extent of
securing jobs for three discharged soldiers in this one week. We worked it by first running a slide reading:
Attention: Discharged
Help

You

Address,

Secure
Age

and

Soldiers!

a Position.
Occupation

The Criterion Will
Leave

Your

Name,

at the Box

Office.

" Several soldiers took advantage of the offer and when we had secured this material we ran such
slides as the following at the beginning and end of each pertormance:

The

Following

Discharged

Traveling
Work:
chanic — Carpenter.

Soldiers Need

Salesman — Auto

Me-

Inquire at Box Office

We

Are

Trying

tions for Several
diers.

to

Secure

Discharged

PosiSol-

If You Need Help Call Us Up

" The general idea of the whole thing is to make the theatres an employment
country. — W. C. Patterson."

agency throughout the

ALIVE !— Hop to this quick ! Don't hesitate because you are not near a cantonment,
or there are not many returned soldiers in your town now. Go to it now — for the moral
Let the mothers, fathers, sisters and sweethearts of the boys in%
effect on your patrons.
khaki know that your theatre is ready to go the limit to help the Victory Boys.

MAN

The big question of the hour is — A Job For Every Soldier. If every exhibitor reader in
Motion Picture News Family grabs this idea on the run the motion picture will go up sky-high
in the public's estimation.
And you and your theatre? Say — you'll be the most popular man in town. Go to it boys
— and just to prove to us our contention that News readers are the Live Ones — drop us a postal
telling us what you have done and any further suggestions you care to make.

January
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"Big
Five"
Pickford, Fairbanks,
Griffith,in
Hart
Million in Bonds Preparatory to
duction and Distribution — Will

529

Mammoth
Al Woods play. It is said that Miss
and Chaplin Put Up Half Combination
Young may be found in the final line-up
Organization of Own Proof Much
the United
of theArtists'
interestAssociation.
of the week was
Fulfill Present Contracts
centered in the attempts to sign Douglas
LOS ANGELES {Special to Motion Picture News). — The seething
Fairbanks, whose contract with Famous
rumor caldron has burst — and right plunk in the center of the picture
Players-Lasky is so near its termination.
arena has landed the United Artists' Association.
Adolph Zukor, Samuel Goldwyn and First
National were among the bidders before
That title being the temporary name adopted by the " Big Five " of picture
production — Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, William S. Hart, Charles
the
United Artists' proposition spilled all
the beans.
Chaplin and David Griffith — organized to form their own producing and distributing machinery.
Rumors current here hint that the fine hand of Hiram Adams and Benjamin
Schulberg is seen in the new organization and that these prominent film men
Mayer Plans Trip to the
will be later announced as the distribution executives for the " Big Five."
Coast
■
Louis B. Mayer, who has just launched
Backed by Real Money
Anita Stewart in her first production,
on behalf of the " Big Five " on WednesThe new combination of all the top-rung
day evening:
producers is backed by a half million in
" Virtuous Wives," is planning a trip to
surety bonds, each of the units having put
the Pacific Coast very soon. The object
" A new combination of motion picture
stars and producers was formed yesterof the trip is twofold, first to rest up after
up one hundred thousand dollars as seday, and we, the undersigned — in furthercurity that they would go through with
a strenuous campaign, and second to get a
ance of the artistic welfare of the motion
any moves taken by the United Artists'
closeup
picture industry, believing we can better
Association.
tion ofof
LoisStewart's
Weber. work under the direcserve
the
great
and
growing
industry
of
It is believed in Los Angeles that the
Speaking of the proposed trip, Mayer
organization as now formed will be but picture production have decided to unite
declared:
"Of course (he explained), I
the nucleus of still further ambitious ef- our work into one association, and after
really need a rest, for between my theatres,
finish of existing contracts which are now
forts. It is hinted that other big stars
my exchanges
my during
producing,
I've cerwill be included before the organization is rapidly drawing to a close to release our
tainly had to goandsome
the past
few
combined productions through our own
definitely perfected, the eventual formation
organizations.
months.
top and
of that
old its
' flueffects
' got
assuring one release each week.
me for a On
while,
it hasthe left
Another camp of doubters has arisen
" This new organization is to embrace
on
me.
But
I
can
frankly
say
that
my
the very best actors and producers in the
out here who declare that too much faith
real
reason
in
making
the
trip
at
this
time
motion picture business — headed by the
should not be put in the ultimate carrying
is to keep in touch with the production of
following well-known stars : Mary Pickout of the " Big Five's " plans as now
the Stewart productions under the direcford,
Douglas
Fairbanks,
William
S.
Hart,
tion of Lois Weber. You know since
scheduled.
These " doubting
see in the combination
an idealThomases
means of" Charley Chaplin and D. W. Griffith Proarranging
with Miss Weber to direct, I
ductions, all of whom have proven their
effecting producing efficiency, but at the
have as yet had no opportunity of seeing
ability
to
make
productions
of
value
both
same time dictating to distributing organiher and expressing personally the satiszations already in existence, and in the artistically and financially.
faction I feel in securing her to direct
past anxious to contract for the services
" We believe this is necessary to protect
Miss
Stewart's
— and I might add my own
the
exhibitor
and
the
industry
itself,
thus
of various members of the " Big Five."
enabling the exhibitor to book only pic- destinies — in the producing field. All my
negotiations with Miss Weber leading up
tures that he wishes to play and not force
Started Monday — Closed Wednesday
upon him (when he is booking films to to the signing of our contract, were carThe plans for the new organization are
ried on by wire, as she was on the coast
said to have originated at a meeting in please his audiences) other program films
and could not come east, and it was not
which he does not desire. Believing that
Griffith's Studio, on Monday, culminating
possible for me to jump out there at the
as servants of the people we can best serve
in an agreement reached at Syd Chaplin's
home on Tuesday evening. The official the people.
" We also think that this step is posi' statement was issued on Wednesday evening.
tively and absolutely necessary to protect
that great motion picture public from the
Spokesmen for the combination are emImportant Changes Noted
threatening combinations and trusts that
phatic in their declaration that a complete
in Denver Theatres
new distribution organization will be would force upon them mediocre productime."
An
important change in the personnel of
formed and that the members will probtions and machine-made entertainment."
ably cooperate in one producing plant.
Merger Talk Forced It
the Theatre Operating Company, of DenCoincident with the statement that the
Repeated reports that First National and
ver, Colo., is announced. Messrs. L. B.
members of the new merger will fulfill all Famous Players-Lasky were about to Brown and A. F. Meghan have relinquished
! present contracts came the following in- merge is given as the immediate cause for all connection with the Princess and Rialto
theatres on Curtis street.
action of the five members. Adolph Zu' formation about those contracts : Douglas
These two theatres are now operated by
kor, Samuel Goldwyn and Winnie Sheehan
Fairbanks will complete his present agreeH. E. Ellison and George Greaves, and
ment with Famous Players-Lasky in Febare among the film men who held conferences with First National directors dur- the Strand, the Isis and the Rivoli will be
ruary Hart's
;
contract ends in July ; Griffith has two more pictures to be delivered
operated by Mr. Brown and Mr. Meghan.
ing
the
convention
of the latter just conFor some time past all five theatres have
to Artcraft; Pickford is contracted for cluded.
been conducted by the Theatre Operating
No statement regarding various rumors
three productions to First National; Chaplin must deliver six more.
was issued by the First National directors
Company, which resulted in a greater strain
It is probable that David Griffith will be at the close of their sessions. They first upon Mr. Ellison than he could physically
endure. This is understood to be the prin»
elected president of the amalgamation of transacted business pertaining to franchise
talent as soon as a definite name has been adjustments and then are said to have
cipal reason for the change.
selected and the schedule calls for. the considered several stars. They comMr. Greaves' time and attention is largely
election of officers.
pleted their work on Thursday, then leav- occupied in connection with the Moore &
Greaves Amusement Company, which
ing for the East.
The Official Statement
operates a chain of theatres in Colorado
Clara Kimball Young has arranged to and
Wyoming.
Following is the official statement issued
produce " Eyes of Youth," the successful
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Influenza

Motion

Troubles

Many Studios Partially Crippled Yet
and Theatre Owners Fear Another
Closing of Los Angeles Houses
ACCORDING to reports from the West
Coast the epidemic of influenza manifests itself spasmodically even at this late
date, and it is stated that a great many
members of the film colony are ill, and that
there is hardly a studio in Los Angeles
that does not have one or more employees
absent because of influenza.
The main topic at the weekly luncheons
of the Theatre Owners of Southern California is the prospects of the theatres
again being closed because of the reported
increase in the number of persons ill with
influenza.
Only recently, Chairman F. R. MacDonald called to the attention of the exhibitors
the action taken by the City Administration in calling a special meeting of the advisory committee of the Board of Health
which up to that time had not made reports or recommendations as to what policy should be proceeded with by the Board
of Health to eradicate the epidemic of the
disease.
Chairman MacDonald made a suggestion
that every effort should be made by the
exhibitors to prevent a repetition of the
recent closing of theatres, and also that
an effort be made to educate the people
with respect to the sanitary conditions existing in the theatres.
The closing of theatres recently, MacDonald held, has caused many to believe
the places of amusement were breeders of
disease germs. To best carry on such
work as this, he suggested the publication
of a small newspaper that would give the
program of all theatres to be distributed
as programs by all theatres in the city.
The plan met with approval of many of
the theatre owners.
Judge Willis Brown, maker of the boy
films released by General, was guest of
honor at one of the meetings, and gave
his views of what the people wanted to
see on the screen. He claimed that they
dislike treachery, and the triangle is more
than threadbare". His experiences as a
Chautauqua speaker for eight years, he
stated, brought him to the conclusion that
everyone wants to see life, and life portrayed with an underlying theme of joy
and love. In other words, he believes that
stories of youth are what the adults, as
well as the youth desire.
W. B. Tuteur, president of the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' Association of Kansas
City, and owner of the Troost and Empire
theatres in that city, who spent a month in
Los Angeles, was also a guest at the
weekly luncheon recently, and spoke of
the experiences of Kansas City theatre
men in battling with the influenza epidemic
and street-car strikes there.
When announcement was made recently
that Mary Pickford was ill with the disease, her illness became the most talked of
subject at all studios. Frequent bulletins
were issued, and newspapers were con-:
stantly in touch with the mother of perhaps the best known screen actress.
Others prominent in filmdom who were

West

Coast

reported as ill with the disease were Winny Sheehan, general manager of the Fox
Film Corporation, who went to Los Angeles to spend two weeks before going
to Europe; Lou Seiler, assistant general
manager; Henry Lehrman, vice-president
and director general of Sunshine Comedies, Inc. ; Ham Beall, head of the Universal City publicity department, and Mark
Larkin,
publicity writer for Mary Pickford.
E. J. LeSaint, Fox director, returned to
the studios for work after an absence of
two weeks, and Mabel Normand is now
said to be able to resume work in " Sis
Hopkins."
THAT

JOB!

Give It to a Victory Boy and
Win Two Ways
a manto
for soon
— arehaveyouto get
going
job you
THAT
give it to a soldier or sailor?
Are you going to win two
ways — by giving yourself a cheery
patriotic feeling and by getting a
man who has proven his worth?
Motion Picture News has thrown
its classified columns open free of
charge to men discharged from the
service seeking to re-establish themselves in the picture industry.
And we thus give you a chance to
make good — with yourself and for
yourself.
Turn to Page 586 and read the
Classified Ads. Some corking good
men are represented in that column
this week. Perhaps just the man you
want.
Don't forget — Page 586.

Adolph

Zukor Confers in
Los Angeles
Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, is reported
busily engaged in conferences with Cecil
B. De Mille, D. W. Griffith, Douglas Fairbanks, Thomas H. Ince, Mack Sennett and
other allied producers for Paramount and
Artcraft, at the California studios. This
is Mr. Zukor's regular winter trip to the
Coast.
" I visited a number of cities on my way
to the Coast," said Mr. Zukor, " and found
that conditions in the industry are improving generally following the period of uncertainty during the recent epidemic. This
is subsiding everywhere, I found, and business is picking up generally. The future,
as Mr.
I see
it, isduring
most the
reassuring."
Zukor,
early days of the
influenza scare, was chairman of the committee which arranged for the cessation of
releasing activities for a period of five
weeks and thus saved the industry from
chaos.
During his stay on the Coast plans for
the big productions during the year to come
are being discussed by Mr. Zukor and his
associates, but no definite arrangements
have as yet been announced.

Picture

News

Fred

C. Quimby Recovers
from Influenza
Fred C. Quimby, general sales manager
of Pathe Exchanges, Inc., has practically
recovered from the attack of influenza
which has confined him to his home for
some time. Mr. Quimby has had more than
his share of bad luck lately, as Mrs. Quimby was seriously ill from the same disease
for some weeks, and just as she was able
to be about he was stricken.
However, his physicians pronounced his
case a mild one, and he expects to be back
on the job in a few days and busy at his
task of speeding up the sale of the Pathe
product.
Richmond Hopes to Keep
Houses Open
With a daily average of only fifty new
cases of influenza, with two or three deaths,
the motion picture men of Richmond, Va.,
are still hopeful that the new cases will
continue at a minimum rate so as to prevent the health officers from issuing a
repetition of the October orders, which
closed all the theatres, schools and churches.
Some people in Richmond have contended
that the public places were reopened too
soon.
In Petersburg the restrictions on motion
picture theatres preventing children under
sixteen years of age attending performances were removed January 13.
Los Angeles Mav Close for
Full Week
According to reports from Los Angeles.
January 16, the Los Angeles City Council
threatens to pass an ordinance closing
everything, on account of the influenza
scourge, for the period of a week. The
ordinance would, of course, exclude necessary business, but the theatres would not
come under this heading.
The influenza situation on the Coast is
getting back to where it was during the
previous closed period, according to reports.
Mary

Pickford
Steadily Recovers

It was reported by wire from the West
Coast, January 16, that Mary Pickford is
recovering from her recent attack of influenza, and will shortly attempt to take
up her studio work. The studio is closed
for three weeks, delaying the production
of " Daddy Long-Legs."
Miss Pickford's brother, Jack, has been
ill at a Los Angeles hospital, but is reported out of danger.

" Flu " Record on Closing
in Illinois Town
At Arenzville, 111., they feel that they
have established the long distance record
for keeping close because of the recent
influenza scare.
The theatre there was closed on October
8, 1918, and remained closed until January
11,
days.1919, a total of three months and three
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Arizona

Exhibitors

Win

ESTERN exhibitors have won the first victory
on record in connection with the forced closing
of theatres due to the influenza epidemic.
Sitting in Superior Court on January 11,
Judge Stanford of Arizona rendered a sweeping decision in favor of J. E. Rickards, of the Strand Theatre,
and C. A. Dickerson, of the Coumbia Theatre, both of
Phoenix, in their appeal from Justice Court where both
had been fined fifty dollars each for opening their
theatres in opposition to the specially enacted ordinance prohibiting motion picture theatres running during the second influenza epidemic.
The case was decided on the plea of the defendants'
attorneys that the ordinance was discriminatory and
unconstitutional. Judge Stanford, in reviewing the
testimony, said it was the most flagrant case of discrimination ever brought before him, and held that
there was no evidence to show that theatres were any
more responsible for the second epidemic than the
crowded stores, badly ventilated churches or other
public places not included in the ordinance. He

Mrs. Carl Laemmle
Pneumonia

Out

in

Test

Case

scored the City Attorney and advised that he draft an
ordinance covering all public places as well as stores
and other spots where crowds gather if he wishes, but
added that he did not think the means justified the end.
The theatres in question are now open, and hundreds
of patrons have sent congratulations. No attempt has
been made to enforce other closing measures in Phoenix, but Globe, Miama and other mining centers are
fighting the same kind of battle with the Phoenix decision as their guide. Many spots in the west have
wired for a certified copy of the ruling.
According to late reports, the theatre owners have
called a meeting for January 20 at Phoenix to organize and prevent legislation detrimental to film interests.
All Los Angeles exchanges which supply Arizona territory expect to be represented at the convention, and
eighty per cent of the theatre owners intend to be
present.
Illness and deaths from the third influenza epidemic
have alarmed the country, but theatres have profited by
the past and intend to stick together for mutual benefit
in the future.

Dies of

Recha Stern Laemmle, wife of Carl
Laemmle, president of the Universal Film
Manufacturing Co., following a short illness, succumbed Monday morning, January
13, at the family residence, New York City.
Mrs. Laemmle contracted influenza shortly
after New Years' Day and despite efforts
of physicians pneumonia, which caused her
death, developed.
Mrs. Laemmle is survived by two children, Rosabelle, aged seventeen, and Julius,
aged eleven. Funeral services were held
from the Laemmle home, 378 West End
avenue, Wednesday morning, January 15,
and as a tribute of respect to the memory
of Mrs. Laemmle employes in Universal
exchanges all over the world suspended
work for a period of five minutes. Employes of Universal exchanges subscribed
to a fund to purchase flowers, but at the
request of the family the fund was turned
over to a charitable organization, for which
Mrs. Laemmle was a devoted worker. Mrs.
Laemmle was forty-three years of age.
Winnipeg Exhibitors Help
the Employees
The exhibitors of Winnipeg, Man., met
the Manitoba Cabinet in an important conference on January 7 for the purpose of
presenting an alternative plan for the reimbursing oftheatre employes of Winnipeg
for loss of wages due to the influenza
epidemic.
The Manitoba Government had planned
to grant a rebate of the Amusement Tax
to the exhibitors so that the latter could
make special grants to employes in lieu of
wages. The theatre managers have presented another plan to the Government.
No statement was issued by either side
following the conference, which lasted upwards of an hour. Intimation was made,
however, that the whole matter will be referred finally to the Manitoba Legislature.

Association

Helps

Reports Indicate Exhibitors Appreciate Aid in Educational Campaign
to Keep Houses Open While
Influenza
Is Being
Routed
A CCORDING to reports, the country** wide campaign of education instituted by the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry agitating in favor
of keeping the motion picture theatres
open as a means of combating the epidemic
of influenza the sustaining of public
morale and the prevention of panic has
been received with favor and enthusiasm
by the exhibitors of the country.
The material sent out by the Association, consisting of a copy of a letter by Dr.
Royal S. Copeland, Health Commissioner
of New York City, a reprint of a long article in a New York daily paper, a chart and
statistics provided by the United States
Department of Commerce showing, the
comparatively small death rate of New
York where the theatres remained open
and the high death rate of the other firstclass cities where the theatres were closed,
tilled the requirements of the exhibitors to
impress their local health authorities with
the utter futility of closing down the motion picture theatres as a means of combating the epidemic.
The fact that the Spanish Influenza is a
comparatively new disease, especially to this
generation, left public health officials very
much undecided as to the best means of
combating it. In a condition of demoralized panic and feeling the necessity of doing something as a means of counteracting critical public opinion they picked upon
the motion picture theatres.
That this procedure was utterly wrong
and ineffective was conclusively proved by
the experience of Dr. Copeland in New
York, where the theatres were kept open
and the death rate was next to the lowest
of any first-class city in the United States.

to]Fight
Evil
The publication and circularization of
this letter and the material that was sent
with it by the National Association has
had the effect of convincing other public
health officials throughout the country that
the well-ventilated sanitary motion picture
theatre, if kept open, is one of the greatest
and strongest forces that can be employed
to combat the plague, sustain the public
morale and prevent panic.
That the exhibitors of the country have
been greatly benefited by the work which
the National Association has done in this
respect is evidenced by the numerous telegrams and letters that have been received
from all over the United States requesting additional copies of the material which
was sent out.
In many cases live-wire exhibitors realizing the importance of this material have
worked in intimate co-operation with their
local papers and have succeeded in having
all of this material reprinted.
The Saenger Amusement Company of
New Orleans were so impressed with the
value of the material sent them that they
immediately wrote requesting that the
same material be sent to a long list of
theatres in that State which they enclosed.
' The Northwest Film Board of Trade
of Seattle, Wash., telegraphed to the
World Film Corporation a request for
500 copies of Dr. Copeland' s letter, as well
as 500 copies of the article reprinted from
the New York Times, with a view to
spreading the information contained in
them throughout their territory.

Ventilation Ordinance
An ordinance aimed to secure ventilation in motion picture theatres, and other
places where large numbers of people
gather, was considered last week by the
Council Committee on Public Buildings of
Richmond, Va. Action was deferred in
order to hear from property-owners.
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Rothacker Makes Surv ey in
Los Angeles
Watterson Rothacker of the Rothacker
Film Manufacturing Company of Chicago,
visited Los Angeles last week to make a
thorough survey of the motion picture industry condition there with a view of establishing branch
a
of his big Chicago plant
on the Coast to take care of the negative
and trial print making for patrons of his
plant.
" It is my desire to establish a laboratory
out here that will give proper attention to
negative and trial prints. Our laboratory
experience has shown us that the industryneeds such an institution," declared Mr.
Rothacker. " Most producing companies
treat their negatives as step-sons, and because of this, laboratories making the release prints are given a great deal of
trouble with incomplete or badly mixed
continuity. It is a strenuous task for the
release print making laboratory to serve its
patrons as we desire to serve them.
a laboratory
at theservice
producing
we" With
can establish
a better
and city
one
that will insure work that is more prompt,
and be of far greater service to our patrons. Since coming to the Coast I have
visited many of the laboratories, but as yet
have made no definite plans with respect to
the West Coast laboratory for my company."
Mr. Rothacker went to the Coast with
members of the First National Exhibitors'
Association, and plans to spend a week or
ten days among the producing studios.
West

Coast Film Men Back
from Service
Many former members of the West Coast
film colony who have been in the war service are returning to Los Angeles each week.
During the past week Wallace MacDonald,
who has been with the Canadian troops,
has returned to Los Angeles. Frank E.
Lowry, who was with the 32nd Regiment
Heavy Artillery, has also returned.
Eddie Gribbon is back from the navy, as
is also Paul Dowling, now doing publicity
for Jack Pickford. Carlyle Robinson, former publicity writer for Charles Chaplin,
received a commission as second lieutenant,
and reached the port of embarkation before
the armistice was signed, and has since
been mustered out and is back in Los Angeles.
Actors' Ball Looms Big
The Actors' Ball, which is scheduled for
February 7 at Webster Hall, New York,
promises to be one of the biggest affairs
of the kind during the season. It is pointed
out that because balls have been a scarcity
owing to war conditions, this one should
go down in players' history as a great
event. All Broadway is eagerly awaiting
the date.
The Actors' Ball this year is given in
farewell to the Dixieland Jazz Band, Bee
Palmer and a number of artists sailing for
London to join the de Courville shows.
The fact that the ball is under the personal direction of Frank Hale insures its
success.

Motion

Picture

News

Quinn

Lieut. B. P. Fineman, of the Tank Corps, U. S.
A., now back with Famous Players-Lasky
Few

Changes

in War Revenue Bill
The Senate and the House conferees on
the war revenue bill agreed January 14 in
Washington on tax rates on luxuries, semiluxuries, amusement admissions and club
dues. Virtually all of the Senate's rates
on luxuries and semi-luxuries were accepted by the House conferees. Chairman
Simmons of the Senate managers said :
" As the rates affect the motion picture
theatres of the country very little, exhibitors are not expected to show much interest in the action. Under the agreement
the amusement admission tax will be 1 cent
on each 10 cents up to 30 cents and 2
cents on each dime paid in excess of 30
cents. As the majority of motion picture
theatres do not go above the 30-cent rate,
there will be no difference in that quarter.
The 50-cent tickets, however, will demand
a 7-cent tax in the future, in comparison
with the 5-cent tax of the past. Dollar
tickets
will exact
The House
rate aof17-cent
2 centstax."
on each 10
cents paid for admissions to roof gardens,
cabarets and similar establishments was
adopted, as was the House rate of 25 per
cent, instead of the Senate rate of 10 per
cent, on theatre boxes.
It is estimated that about $75,000,000 in
revenue will be derived annually from
amusement admissions under the conference agreement.
Utah

Theatre Managers
Elect Officers
At the annual meeting of the Utah
Theatre Managers' Association held at Salt
Lake City the following officers were
elected : Frank Newman, Pantages theatre,
president ; M. H. Hanaeur, Broadway theatre, and George L. Mayne, vice-presidents ;
George E. Carpenter, secretary; M. E.
Mehesey, treasurer.
Meetings are to be held on the first and
third Fridays of each month at the Commercial Club, and an effort will be made
to include every exhibitor in the State.

Heads Cooperative
Association
Glenn Harper, secretary of the Theatre
Owners' Association of Los Angeles,
wired Motion Picture News under date
of January 14 that the Motion Picture Cooperative Association was organized in
that city January 13, with J. A. Quinn as
president and director general.
The following committee has been
formed from among the endorsers of Mr.
Quinn's plan : F. P. Fay, R. D. List and
D. D. Sayer, financial advisers ; Mary
Pickford, Frank Garbut, D. W. Griffith,
Thomas H. Ince, Douglas Fairbanks,
Charles Chaplin, Mack Sennet and Smith
of Vitagraph, producer advisers; exhibitors' advisory board is composed of presidents of various exhibitor leagues of the
United States and Canada; Rex Beach,
Rob Wagner. Harry Garr and other
writers are on the literary advisory board;
Fannie Florence
Ward, George
Mabelplayers
Normand,
Turner'Beban,
and other
include the artists' advisory' board.
Mabel Condon, King Victor, Gus Inglis,
casting advisory board; Frank Beal, Maurice Tourneur, D. W. Griffith, Thomas H.
Ince, Lois Weber and others, directors' advisory-; David Bershon, Charles Marley,
R. E. Walsh, distributors; Philip Rosin,
Dal Clawson, Eugene Gaudio, cameramen;
James G. Sprecher, Mark Larkin. S. P.
Trood, advertising and exploitation.
E. M. Nutting is statistician and manager of the exhibitors' service bureau.
Gives

Luncheon to Drews
in Buffalo
Manager R. C. Fox, of the Buffalo (N.
Y.) Paramount-Artcraft Exchange, January 3, gave a luncheon of 100 covers in the
ballroom of the Hotel Statler, in honor of
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew. The guests
included local exhibitors and their wives,
members of the press and a few friends.
At the close of the luncheon the first
Paramount-Artcraft comedy, featuring the
Drews, was screened for the entertainment
of the guests, who were unanimous in their
praise of the work of the stars.
Following the luncheon many of the
guests were taken in automobiles to the
Elmwood theatre, where Mr. Fox gave a
trade showing of Louisa M. Olcott's
famous story " Little Women," the stage
dramatization of which was made by Marion De Forest, dramatic critic of the
Buffalo Express. Harold B. Franklin,
manager
of Sheas' that
Hippodrome,
announced
at the luncheon
his theatre
would
show all the new Drew comedies.
American

Studios

Lose

J. who
R. for
Crone
J. R. Crone,
more than a year
has been general manager of the American
studios at Santa Barbara, has tendered his
resignation and will enter the automobile
business at Sacramento.
R. R. Nehls, general manager of the
American, is at the Coast, and will personally manage the studio until a successor of
Crone has been named.
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Service

Men

Now

Back with Fox
Two more Fox employes returned to the
employ of William Fox last week. This is
in line with the William Fox policy of taking back all men of the Fox Film Corporation who left the organization to enter the
army.
Leon Bamberger, formerly head of the
contract department, who entered the army
last September and was sent to Camp
Greene, S. C, has been honorably discharged and is once more in the Fox fold.
Another to return is Sergeant M. G.
Felder, formerly of the Fox Film Corporation's New York exchange, who enlisted in
September, 1917. He was sent to Camp
Upton, where he was placed in charge of
motion picture entertainment at the camp
theatre.
Later he was transferred to the photographic division, 48th Service Company,
Signal Corps, where he served as personnel
officer. Discharged last month, Sergeant
Felder is now back at the New York exchange.
Mrs. J. F. Coufal Dies
Mrs. Joseph F. Coufal, wife of Joseph
F. Coufal, secretary and general manager,
Standard Slide Company, died January 8,
at her late home, Forest Hills, L. I., after a
short illness. Funeral services were held
at the late residence Saturday. Burial was
in Evergreen Cemetery, Brooklyn.
Mr. Coufal is well known to the trade
and his many friends express their deep
sorrow in his loss.
More British Films
Following up the agitation for more
British or Canadian pictures, the Pathe interests have placed a special representative in Toronto to chronicle all news events
of importance in and around Toronto for
the Pathe Weeklies. The man who is
covering the Toronto territory is Blaine
Irish.

CAN

WE

HELP?

That Soldier Friend Who Needs
a Job — We'll Run His
Ad Free
if you
— ice
for the
S been
YOUR
have
in aski
the ngserv
of
Uncle Sam. That's Motion Picture News Classified Ad. Department.
Just send us your ad. — we'll run it
free.
Operators, musicians, studio workers— those employed in all lines of
motion picture work may take advantage of this opportunity. If you
know of a soldier or sailor who seeks
avice.
position, tell him of this free serOr—
If you have a job open — give it to
aonVictory
Boy. You'll find their ads.
Page 586.

Cooper
Scores
Canadian
Tariffs
that
the
majority
of
companies
operating in
Manager of General Film Company at Canada are under their parent companies
in the
United States and all moving pictures that are
Montreal Would Assist Governbrought to Canada come from the United States;
being manufactured there. There are no producments in Settling Film Tax
ing companies
of moving picture film in the
Dominion
of Canada.
Knowing,
as
you do, that moving pictures
the
COOPER, general manager of
TS.
must be advertised, you will probably realize that
• General Film Company at Montreal,
advertising
must
be brought in on every picture
recently called the attention of the United
comprising lithographed posters, photos, press
matters,
slides,
etc.
States Tariff Commission at Washington,
On this advertising we are required to pay
D. C.j to many evils that might be corrected
15 cents per pound, and in addition to the 15
anent the importation and exportation of cents per pound, T/2 per cent on the invoiced
value, unless perchance the shipment is made by
film by both the United States and Canada.
mail. Then we are not required to pay the 7l/2
per cent and are only charged the IS cents per
The following communication was reThe moving picture business is not understood
ceived by Mr. Cooper in reply and was
many and a fact that must be borne in mindi
pound.
signed by F. W. Taussig, Chairman of the by
is
that moving pictures are not a commodity or
United States Tariff Commission :
a regular stock of merchandise. Their life is
very ingshort
and accompany
the same applies
that must
them. to the advertis" We are in receipt by reference of the
Moving
pictures
are
not
sold in Canada. They
Division of Customs of the Treasury Deare rented, and as they are constantly working
partment of your letter of December 6th, they are depreciating in value. Their earning
power and physical durability are depreciated just
in regard to the duty on moving picture
that much. The best simile one might give is
films imported into Canada.
to liken them to a railroad ticket which, as the
journey
is completed, constantly
" The Tariff Commission is collecting in- becomes oflesstheinpassenger
value and at the end of the trip
nothing
is
left
of
the
ticket
but a piece of paper
formation tobe included in the Tariff Inand in the majority of cases even this is taken up.
formation Catalogue, which is described on
The viewpoint of the Canadian Government is
page 11 of our First Annual Report, a copy
one which will eventually crowd out a deserving
industry from their country and one which is
of which is enclosed. The information connecessary for the welfare and expansion of the
tained in the catalogue will be for the use
Dominion as a whole. The people must have
amusement
and there is no source of supply for
of Congress when it again considers tariff pictures except
the States and England; a very
few come from England.
legislation.
The population of this country is scarcely
" A catalogue will be prepared for movmore than that of New York City and the teras large as the United States. Moving
ing picture films, and we shall be glad to pictureritory isstudios
cannot be attracted to this
receive from you any information which
country, even though the scenery is naturally
adapted, owing to the severely cold seasons,
sparsely settled territories and the scarcity of raw
you think is pertinent."
There is no talent to be secured that
Mr. Cooper's very illuminating reply fol- materials.
would
make manufacturing and producing moving
lows, and may be the means of enlightening
pictures a success in Canada.
To get back to the subject of duty, as an
the powers-that-be in the two governments
example of how unfair the allotment is. Take,
affected and goes into this important subfor instance, a one-reel subject (by this I mean
one reel of moving picture film which is a story
ject very deeply and intelligently.
complete in itself, containing about 1,000 feet)
and
against
compareall a offive,
or seven-reel
subject
whichthisrequired
thesesix reels
to make
Montreal, Canada, January 8, 1919.
a
complete
drama
containing
five,
six
or seven
Mr. F. W. TAUSSIG,
thousand feet. The duty on both the examples
Chairman,
cited above is at the same rate (3 cents per -foot),
United States Tariff Commission,
although the earning value is far out of proporWashington, D. C, U. S. A.
tion. The little one-reel subject will probably
earn, for example, $50, just equal to the cost of
Dear Sir:
duty, the first time it is run, the five, six or sevenreel subject will undoubtedly earn about $1,000
It gives me great pleasure to acknowledge
the first time it is run, yet the same rate of duty
your favor of January 4, which enclosed the First
must
be paid on each, regardless of earning value.
Annual Report of the United States Tariff Commission.
For this reason I say that moving pictures are
not
a
commodity and cannot be governed by laws
My letter of December 6, with reference to the
which handle merchandise. They must be given
duty on moving pictures imported into Canada
freer play and must be encouraged and not rewas
prompted
by the
we areby not
acting
in fairness
to each
otherfactas that
countries
enforcing
tarded by costs that are entirely disproportioned.
such a duty as now exists.
Then again, moving pictures are subject to
condemnation
in Canada. Commodities are not.
It is mission
verywill issue
interesting
learn that Catalogue
the Coma TarifftoInformation
After paying two or three hundred dollars in
and I certainly hope any information I give you
duty it is very disappointing to have the Board
below will be of some service to you in putting
of Censors in Canada refuse to allow the picture
to be shown for this or that reason. Some times
the propersideringfacts
before Congress
when itas isI conwe are able to get the duty back and some times
Tariff Legislation.
Knowing,
do,
we are not. Many cases result in a large loss.
that you are interested in getting all details
Duty is only one of the burdens placed on our
possible
I
have
taken
it
on
myself
to
write
to
the various manufacturers of moving pictures,
industry in Canada. It might be well in preasking that they furnish you with any additional
paring your Catalogue of Information on Tariffs
facts that I may have omitted.
to mention that although the business is not comThe facts of the case governing the importing
petitive between the United States and Canada
of films into Canada are as follows :
it is taxed to the utmost. We have property tax,
For some time past, and up until a period of license tax, business tax, tax on reels, censor tax,
about eight months ago, moving picture film was
corporation tax, income tax and now they are
taxed at the rate of 25 per cent and T/z per cent
putting on a Provincial Tax for the right of doing
of the invoiced value.
business in the Province.
Although I am not familiar at the present time
As you know, such conditions cannot exist
with the manufacturing cost of moving picture
for ever. During the period of the war we have
film in the United States I can say with a fair
all
amount of accuracy that the cost is around 4 and helped
now thatwith
thereas islittle
to be complaint
a revision asandpossible
a new
basis established, I want to take this opportunity
cents ever,
per require
foot.thatThethisCanadian
authorities,
howbe invoiced at 8 cents
to present the facts to you in the hope that
per foot. So much for that. The rate looks
through
will be ablebasis
to re-adjust
wrongfamiliar
but there
ourselvesthis
andmedium
have anwe equitable
of tariff
not
with. may be governing facts I am
between
the
United
States
and
Canada.
With
As I was saying above, about eight months ago
reference
to
moving
pictures,
I
trust
this
will
the Canadian Government attempted to place a be free trade.
duty of 5 cents per foot on all moving pictures
Thanking
you
for
your
very
courteous
letter
Iandam,hoping to have the privilege of hearing from
coming into Canada. This, you see, would be
at the rate of over 125 per cent of the manuyou again on this subject at no distant date,
facturing cost. Such a duty was prohibitive and
Yours very truly,
only for the prompt action of the companies
operating here, we would have been forced to
General Film Company (Canada), Limited,
pay
T. S. COOPER,
reducethisthe amount.
amount toHowever,
3 cents perwefootwere able to
General Manager.
Just at this point it is best to explain to you
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War

Still in
Demand
shown
to
good
business,
so it would seem
According to Dennis J. Sullivan of
that they are still in demand and will be as
the Division of Films the Public
long as the stories are good and the proDesires More War Subjects
ductions have the proper artistic merits.
ANOTHER man prominent in the film
industry has come forward with the
" And I can say positively from daily observation and close touch with the subject,
declaration that the people want war pic- that the real war pictures, those of the
tures.
Government showing scenes in France and
Dennis J. Sullivan makes the statement
the participation of the United States in
this time and he is the Manager of Dothe war, the several pictures released by
mestic Distribution of the Division of
the Division of Films of the Committee on
Films of the Committee on Public InforPublic Information, are still in great demation.
mand. This is evidenced every day by
While it is stated that Mr. Sullivan is
not particularly interested at this time in statistical reports on bookings. ' America's
Answer ' the second official war picture has
forming a prognosis of the popularity of
fictional war dramas on the screen, he is already hung up an enviable record for
bookings and they are coming in now at
said to be in one of the best possible posithe rate of one hundred and fifty a week.
tions to know the pulse of the public on
" The Domestic Distribution Department
real war action1 pictures such as those
of the Division of Films is much gratified
taken by the United States Signal Corps
with the manner in which bookings are
photographers in France, such pictures as
coming in for the third official war picture,
" America's Answer " and " Under Four
the Government's great victory film,
Flags."
On the subject of war pictures, Mr.
' Under Four Flags.' Although it was released only January 6th, the bookings are
Sullivan writes : " I have noted that there
has been much discussion in the industry
coming in at rapid rate. This is due in a
large measure to the remarkable success
on the subject of the popularity or nonreported of the presentation in a number
popularity just at this time of war pictures.
of the principal picture theatres of the
It might be worthy of comment, so far as
-•howings.and from a number of pre-release
war fictional dramas are concerned, that
country
they are still being booked and still being
" The

Pictures

Heart of Humanity
Press Book Out

"

The press book on " The Heart of
Humanity " is completed by the publicity
department of Universal and is said to
have a great array of novel and unique
suggestions.
One page is devoted to a complete description of the film and the object of its
producer, and another points out to the
exhibitor the many human touches,
punches and angles of the film to the
exhibitor. Two pages of different general
advance stories for the press follow and
the
reviews
of Gotham's leading critics
are also
included.
A page of notes for use in the press
the week prior to the showing of the film
and another for use the week of the showing follow, and two pages of special feature stories are added so that the exhibitor may have a wealth of good material
for his editors.

Chandler Thanks Laemmle
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal
Film Co., has just received a letter from
J. A. C. Chandler, chief of the Division of
Rehabilitation, Federal Board of Vocational Education, Washington, D. C,
thanking him for his offer to take into
Universal film inspection departments soldiers who have lost one or both legs in
the war.
Mr. Chandler praised the spirit in which
the offer was made and stated that if other
film companies would adopt Mr. Laemmle's
ideas that a difficult problem would be partially solved.

" Lion

and the Mouse " Is
Completed
" The Lion and the Mouse," starring
Alice Joyce, and based on the Klein drama
of the same name, has just been completed,
according to announcement from the Vitagraph offices and will be released February
24 through all Vitagraph exchanges.
This special production was made under
the personal supervision of Albert E. Smith,
president of the Vitagraph Company, and
is said to represent one of the biggest
money investments this company has ever
made on any single production.

A

JOB

WANTED!

For a Soldier or a Sailor — Have
You One to Give ?

this
Newstment
Ad.re Depar
ClassinfiedPictu
THEof Motio
week contains the advertisements of several recently discharged soldiers and sailors seeking
to return to their old occupations.
There's a cameraman who should
be a corking aide to any director —
after service with the Marines in
France and in aviation photography.
There's a young advertising man
with all - around experience that
should make him invaluable to any
advertising executive.
There's — but, they have all been in
Uncle Sam's service. That says a
lot!
Turn to Page 586 now and see
what man in the list is to be your
man.

Miss

Picture

Hammerstein

N ew\
Giver

Hearty Reception
While Elaine Hammerstein was makin,'
personal
Loew'sHarry
LoweF
East Side appearances
theatres, lastat week,
Diggs, publicity director for Independen
Sales Corporation, which is handling Harr
Rapf's " Wanted for Murder," showini
last week on the Loew Circuit, charters
a Packard limousine, and gave chase, witl
members of the trade press present. Mr
Diggs wanted to convince the copy writer
that the accounts of Miss Hammerstein':
reception at the various Loew house
where she appeared on the screen in thi
featured role of " Wanted for Murder,'
that the adjectives he employed were al
merited.
And so they were. The limousine caugh
up with Miss Hammerstein as she wa:
alighting
from her
front East
of Loew':
DeKalb theatre
on car
the inLower
Side
And it seemed as though all New Yort
were there to receive her. The house man
ager of the DeKalb informed us tha
earlier in the evening, he had to call th<
police to disperse the crowd that had gathered in front of the doors, and we believ(
him. Mr. Diggs said that in every instance, Miss Hammerstein was given jussuch a reception, and that " Wanted foi
Murder " was received by packed house;
over the Loew Circuit.
Lillian Hall, one of the members o:
Miss Hammerstein's supporting cast, ir
" Wanted for Murder " accompanied th<
party
and wasvisited.
given aThe
hearty
the theatres
tradereception
press wa;a'
represented by Agnes Agnew, of the Telegraph, Helen Rockwell of the Trade Reviae and J. L. Kelly of the News. Ham
Rapf , who produced " Wanted for Murder,"ofaccompanied
Misshouses.
Hammerstein or
her tour
the Loew
Bert Barnett Buys Ohio on
Houdini Serial
Houdini Serial rights for the State of
Ohio has just been purchased by Bert Barnett. He is now at the Winton Hotel, at
Cleveland, and arranging to open an office
in both Cleveland and Cincinnati.
The Barnetts controlled the last Paramount franchise purchased by the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and operated
territory.
for a great main- years in the Minneapolis
Bert Barnett is expected to bring in the
same efficiency in handling the Houdini Serial for Ohio as he displayed so successfully through the many years he maanged
the Paramount offices.
$10,000 Films Burned
New Orleans

in

Films to the value of $10,000 were destroyed in a fire in the vault of the Metre
and First National Film exchanges, New
Orleans, which are both under the management of C. James Briant. Prints of Nazimova, Chaplin, Bushman and Bayne and
other big features were destroyed. Spontaneous combustion was given as the cause.
The films were in concrete vaults.
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Division

Answers

Acknowledges Excellent Work Done by Motion Picture Interests
■ — Declares No Profits Have Been Made, But Government
Division Supports Itself — Department Not Separate
THE Joint Committee on Motion Picture Activities of the United States
Government and Allied Organizations, composed of representatives of
all Governmental and Allied agencies engaged in motion picture work,
has, through its executive committee, issued a reply to the resolutions concerning the film activities of the Government which were presented by representatives of the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry at the War
Emergency and Reconstruction Congress recently held at Atlantic City.
This reply is supplemental to that already issued by the Committee on Public Information, and declares that although no profits have been made, the
Division has been self-supporting.
Letter to Committee
by one branch of the Government is meant
The letter is as follows : " Messrs. Walto cover, as far as possible, the expenses
ter \Y. Irwin, John C. Flinn, William C.
both of handling by that branch and of
Smith and Frederick H. Elliott, representproduction and other incidental expenses
ing the executive committee of the Naby other branches. The Division of films
tional Association of the Motion Picture
is acting not as an independent unit, but
Industry, New York City.
as an integral part of the Government
service. Any financial return to the
" Gentlemen : Copies of the resolution
Treasury from the product distributed by
prepared and presented by you at the rethis division should therefore be credited
cent War Emergency and Reconstruction
Congress and of the reply of December 12 against the expenses not alone of the Division of Films, but also of all other branches
from Marcus A. Beeman, Acting Director,
of the service concerned.
Division of Films, Committee on Public
Information, have been referred for conPays for Itself
sideration tothe Joint Committee on Mo" At a time when the appalling cost of
tion Picture Activities of the United
war has placed a greatly increased financial
States Government and Allied Organizaburden upon the Government and people
tions, composed of representatives from
of
the United States, it should be gratifythe Department of State, War, Navy, the
ing to us all as American citizens that
Treasury, the Interior, Agriculture, Comthrough
efficient management in the Divimerce and Labor, and the United States
sion of Films, the distribution of motion
Food, Fuel and Railroad Administrations
pictures produced by the Government for
and the American Red Cross.
the purpose of keeping the public informed
of events, combating German propaganda,
" In view of the fact that the films disincreasing and conserving food supplies,
tributed by the Committee on Public Information are produced by these other
and in other ways helping toward victory
branches of the Government and Allied
and permanent peace, has been made to
organizations, that the services performed
pay for itself and also to contribute toward
by the motion picture industry for several
the cost of production.
of these branches during the existing
" The joint committee takes this opemergency are regarded as a preamble to
portunity of adding its acknowledgment to
your resolutions, and that a portion of the
the acknowledgments already made by the
resolutions themselves refer to distribuPresident and the members of his Cabinet
tion by the Government in its entirety, it of the excellent assistance given by your
is felt that these resolutions came within
industry to the Government in its time of
the purview of the Joint Committee, as
need, so well summarized in your resoluwell as the Division of Films. The Joint
tions, and to express the hope that the
Committee has therefore, after due delibmutual co-operation already established
eration, authorized its executive committee
may continue through the crucial period of
reconstruction and thereafter.
to make the following statement on behalf
of its members :
Very truly yours,
David K. Niles,
" The monetary' returns for the rental of
Don Carlos Ellis,
Government films by the Committee on
Rufus Steele,
Public Information, to which your resoluCapt. C. Roy Dickinson.
tions refer, cannot be properly regarded
as profits since such returns are by law
"Executivemittee Committee
of the Activities
Joint Com-of
on Motion Picture
covered into the common fund in the
United States Treasury, where they offset
in part not only the cost of the production,
editing and distribution of films by the
Division of Films, but the much greater
cost of production incurred by other
branches, notably the Signal Corps of the
Army.
" Obviously,
in formulating
resolutions your committee
failed tothetake
into
consideration the fact that original production constitutes a large part of the cost
of film and that the rental charge made

the United States Government and Allied Organizations.''
Invites Rembusch to
Canada
Announcement has been made by James
Travis, of Toronto. Eastern Canadian manager, of the Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing Corporation, that he has invited Frank
Rembusch, of Indianapolis, to visit the leading cities of eastern Canada.

Resolutions
Prospective Buyer of The535.
atre Runs Amuck
Tendered a check for $120 on the Liberty
Trust Company, of Boston, in payment of
three months' rent in advance for office
space; stated that he was the representative of the Boston Producing Company
which made a practice of buying run-down
motion pictures and selling them after making them look like new; made deals with
contractors for prospective renovations on
theatres supposedly optioned to him ; gave
a check for $250 as option money for the
theatre at 107th street and Third avenue,
New York city; stated that last big theatre
deal had just been completed in Cleveland.
These are a few of the many things
Harry C. Cameron did according to Gus
Balzer, a real estate man, at 500 West
239th street, New York city.
But the climax was reserved to the last.
Mr. Cameron disappeared. Both checks
came back marked " no funds," and there
has been no white-washing done on thetheatre.
Mr. Balzer describes the missing "promoter "as answering to the name of Harry
C. Cameron early in January, and that he
was about 45 years of age and of slight
build, with mixed gray hair and smooth
shaved, with dark complexion and an extremely slight impediment in his speech.
" Not that he couldn't talk fast enough,"
said Mr. Balzer, who gave Motion Picture News the information so that its vast
army of exhibitor readers might guard itmoter.self against probable visits from the pro-

Seven Episode

Serial Is

Ready for Release
The new Diando serial, " The Terror
of the Range," featuring Betty Compson
and George Larkin, will be released February 3, and is expected to be a welcome
Western one.
This Pathe serial is in seven episodes
and is from a scenario by Lucien Hubbard
and directed by Stuart Patron.
It is described as a typical Western
story, with its locale in the picturesque
Sierra Nevada mountains and is peopled
with the cowboy, Indian and Mexican
characters so dear to the lovers of
" Westerns."
Short Notes of Buffalo
The Becker Theatre Supply Company of
Buffalo is now in new quarters at 184
Franklin street. Al. Becker is manager.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Chaplin programs
are all the vogue in Buffalo at the present
time.
Manager
Crabb
the holidays
Strand'
theatre
and Earl
Mrs. L.
Crabb
spentof the
with relatives in Detroit.
Baby Marie Osborne, Pathe star, was the
cently.
guest of Buffalo motion picture " fans " re-
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Two

Sides

the risk of being handed the monaker of Judas lscariot,
Benedict Arnold the writer proposes to jump on deck.
Holding no brief for the manufacturer and distributor,
nevertheless he asks, is it not time to take a survey of the currents
into which the exhibitor's bark is drifting? Gaily have the
majority been listening to the voice of the siren that promises
fair sailing, with the big stars as passengers and a cargo of
profits, everybody happy and basking in the sunbeams of the
millennium.
Avast there shipmates, the dope is great stuff but there are
rocks ahead to say nothing of a bold gay gang of buccaneer stars
on the offing. That big reef straight ahead is charted as Finance,
the big rock to port is known as Distribution, the several smaller
ones to starboard poking their heads through the breakers of
Rentals are known as Experience.
With the knowledge that the exhibitor abhors allegorical plots
let us get down to brass tacks :
A big star in the film firmament has recently left the chief
organization of manufacturers and distributors. A great agitation
has been felt throughout the field that has produced a nation-wide
discussion among exhibitors and manufacturers.
On the level now: Has not the company with which this star
has been associated made, as a general result, the best pictures
possible to create with this star? Have they not thrown their
entire studios open to her and unstintingly spent unheard of sums
of money to obtain scenarios for her, especially adapted to her
personality?
This company in turn, has the reputation of the greatest development of any distribution agency in the business, one that
took years and brains to build up. This great star's films have
been
rented hasto ever
more attained.
theatres than the production of any star's
attractions
To digress, the one big wail of our brotherhood has been and
is that the rentals are too high, prohibitive in fact. Furthermore,
■we all agree that admission prives have reached the top notch.
Enters a competitive organization into the field. Its spokesmen paint a luring picture but admit that the distribution end of
the proposition is somewhat sketchy. This organization promises
to pay this star more for each picture than the company which
made her could obtain from her pictures after attaining the intensive development they have attained and after seemingly having
charged the exhibitor a maximum of rentals possible.
Once more enters the gay and festive word painter who leads
us to believe that the organization which has signed her is
actually going to reduce the film rentals on this star to many of
the larger houses throughout the country. This can only mean
one thing: having paid the star more per picture than her
productions have produced to date, they must secure more income
from her pictures. If they reduce the film rentals from the
larger houses, it means that the film rentals must be increased to
the smaller houses. The law of compensation cannot otherwise
work out that result.
It is a matter of simple arithmetic that any exhibitor can work
out for himself; but let's get back to the story.
The company that formerly had this star long since determined
the value of the star to the industry. It refused to pay a larger
amount for her pictures than the traffic of the industry would
bear. It is common knowledge that the biggest company in the
field of manufacture and distribution has not paid a dividend for
eighteen months. In the face of these conditions a star is offered
greater salary!
If under conditions already set forth her productions have not
produced a profit how in the name of the pink-toed prophet can
Friend Exhibitor expect to get by?
To my mind this policy of paying greater values for a production than right business methods have proven should be paid
simply means that in the end it will make a first-class bandit out
of every star of drawing power in the entire industry. It will
be impossible to employ performers unless they are given virtually every cent of the income their productions derive.
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By George E. Carpenter
Manager, Paramount-Empress Theatre, Salt Lake City
The company that lost this star has been waging an incessaii
battle for five years against the incompetent manufacturer wh
is producing a type of picture that disappoints the public, thu
damaging the house that has good attractions and thus eliminai!
ing to a considerable extent the confidence on the part of thi
public in the fact that they can go into a picture house and sei
a good production, something worth while every time.
Now some of us propose to tear down all this constructive wor
and raise a Frankenstein in the form of Mr. Get-It-All-Stai
In other words : Does the average exhibitor of the nation war
to see one organization obtain all the leading stars, paying ther
more than the income from the field represents and thus creat
the condition we are all fighting whereby the amount of mediocr
and cheap films will be increased and the amount of good draw
ing cards decreased, thus losing the good will of the public tha
the best manufacturers and distributors have so long endeavore
to build up through consistently creating and presenting photo
plays of such type that would please the greatest portion of th
time ?
We exhibitors owe a lot to the little group of honest-to-goodnes
producers at the top of the pile. Honest now, is it not better t<
support an organization which bats 85 per cent good pictures an<
which refuses to pay a star more than intensive development o
the field and the highest rentals possible will obtain, and no
support an organization whose policy is founded on the de
structive basis of only employing stars whose drawing power i
of the highest after other manufacturers and producers have buil
them up to their present drawing power?
Of course Friend Exhibitor can " show 'em where to head in,'
and in so doing eliminate the majority of intelligent manufac
turers who are striving to create new material for the trade. Bu
after all, what good will saddling the trade with a bunch o:
bandit stars accomplish?
,
The writer is neither a prophet or the son of a prophet but al
he can see is chaos for the industry ahead. Already there an
signs that the new organization is putting its wares up for auctior
to the highest bidder.
Higher salaries for stars and cheaper rentals! It is against al
laws of film mathematics.
For the sake of argument, and the argument hews to the line
let us suppose that an organization has signed up ten of th<
world's leading stars at, say, an average of $750,000 per picture
Fine and dandy, the world is ours ! The contract stipulates thai
the price of the first picture must be paid in advance. Along
comes Mr. Star, gets his check for the picture and starts to work
He makes two pictures and by the time he is at work on thf
third he has been paid somebody's money to the amount of rwc
cold millions and a quarter. The returns from the first picture
have not yet commenced to come in to any alarming extent because the big exhibitor's rentals have been cut and the little
fellow's raised and the distribution scheme not worked down tc
the most intensive system possible. Multiply that by ten to cover
the ten stars — oh, what's the use !
We all know what happened to the Kaiser when he tried to
capture the world.
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By E. R. Pearson
Manager First National Exhibitors' Circuit Exchange, Minneapolis
HERE can be no increase in the quality of screen productions
until the industry corrects the one great fault that is almost
solely responsible for its lack of progress.
Motion picture artistry has not advanced appreciably in the
ast year. It could not. The giant forces of economic unsoundness have been tugging mightily at it, pulling and straining with
tremendous strength to retard its advancement, to' impede it
tlong the only path it can travel to merit continuance of public
avor.
The industry has been a brightly hued circus wagon, with
notive elements hitched fast to either end. Up in front, in the
larness of universal favor and economical appreciation, has been
he public, urging progress with the strength of its collective
ickles and dimes and quarters. Behind, in the collar and hames
pf inefficiency, and heaving on the tugs of perverted vision, has
>een the great form of Fault, in whose language the expression
giddap " is pronounced " get the sucker."
Distribution, as it has been carried on for many months, is the
reat obstacle to any improvement in the standards of story and
irection. A great deal has been said, and much has been written
bout the absolute need of increased quality in screen production
: the industry is to preserve its place in public favor. All manner
f warnings have been sounded about the ultimate result if proucers do not intensify the quality of their handicraft. Any form
jf progressive activity, any semblance of ambition and initiative
tat require action to consummate, costs money. And the fact is,
le producers are not getting the money. Unless they raid a
ank, or " get a sucker," they are without resources. They are
■ot getting finances out of the exhibitors. They can't !
'And the pity of it is that the exhibitor, in the great majority, is
illing to give it to them for quality, if Distribution again !
And the public is willing to pay good nickles and dimes and
aarters to the exhbitors to give to the distributors to give to
ie producers for quality productions, if Distribution again!
Why can Lyman H. Howe go into many towns in the Northest with ten or twelve reels of motion pictures, and play enigements of from one day to a week to big business?
Why is vaudeville walking away with public favor and supanting motion pictures in some of the larger cities?
Because Lyman H. Howe is not obliged to buy a lot of junk
even ordinary film to get what he considers corking good
■otage; because the vaudeville circuit booking offices are not
mpelled to book three buck-and-wing " family time " acts to
t the big headliners. They are privileged to contract with acts
at they know will please the public. They are not compelled to
m and cram a mess of dog town amusement down the public's
roat as a prelude, chaser or salad to the big meal of quality
tertainment.
Yell about the industry going to the dogs! Kick and wail at
e producer ! Call the exhibitors boneheads and ivory domes !
lap at the public for being a lot' of damned fools who want a
liar for a dime, and who don't know picture values ! Go ahead !
it it isn't getting the business anywhere.
1 Let's take one concrete example of the long present fog that

Risht?
has beclouded the idustry. A moaning wail went up to the skies
recently when First National signed Mary Pickford at what was
described as a tremendous sum per production. She is not overpaid, and I can prove it, even at the figure she is to receive. I
could cite a dozen other capable stars and producers who are
underpaid, and who always will be, so long as the generally
accepted methods of distribution exist. They'll never get any
farther than they are now. They can't. They need money to
extend
themselves,
and they're
not getting
it. They
They
are hedged
round with
a dangerous
protective
system,can't.
so perfect
that if the Kaiser had a similar one for himself he could tell the
world to sit on its tail. Some of our best and most capable stars
and producers are beautifully protected against their own best
interests — profits to invest in progress.
But much
I started
make other
an example
of Missexchanges
Pickford.areI doing
don't
know
aboutto what
First National
with her productions, but I do know that here in the Northwest
several hundred exhibitors who have not shown her pictures for
many months have asked this office for prices. And they will
book. " Daddy Longlegs " will play to more theatres out of the
Minneapolis office by one hundred per cent than any release she
ever made on a program. That is why First National can pay
her an alleged big sum for a picture. That is why she now
receives enough money for every picture to make effort for
greater quality not only a big incentive, but a profitable one. The
same conditions apply to Chaplin. He has never done better work
than he has in the last year. His standards have jumped tremendously. And the public and the exhibitors are making it
possible for him to afford the time, patience and money that it
costs to build up quality, just because he changed his releasing
arrangement and opened up almost fifty per cent of a field which
he had never before profited from.
Take the contract system restriction off the exhibitor. Relieve
him of the necessity of running mediocre film as the penalty for
the successes. Stop telling him what he can book and what he
cannot book. Let each producer, each star, stand on his or her
own individual merits. Give the public and the exhibitors the opportunity to show their preferences. The capable stars and producers will remain, and they will be able to advance their art
because the theatres now closed to them through the arbitrary
dictums of the program contract system will welcome them on
an independent releasing basis, and give them the rentals which
spell the difference between costs and profits.
The public wants better pictures. The exhibitor wants to give the
public better pictures. The sincere producers and stars with ability
are competent to keep pace with public demand — in fact, I say they
can lead it— if they have the money to work with. And they
can get it, with ninety per cent distribution, yes, even with seventyfive per cent distribution. A quality picture, offered to exhibitors
without strings or the necessity of booking six or a dozen ordinary releases, will play to seventy-five per cent of the houses
in the country. Roughly speaking, there are approximately thirteen thousand theatres. Give them an average of $15.00 a day for
a six-reel special with merit. Seventy-five per cent distribution
would return a gross income of approximately $146,000. How
many of the big quality specials released on programs have earned
anywhere near that sum? Mighty few, if any. Instead, they
have received gross rentals of from $50,000 to $75,000 with production cost mighty near to the $50,000 mark.
Why don't the big producing-distributing companies take the
curse off the industry? Are they so loaded down with contracts
for the exclusive services of second-rate and third-rate producers
and near-stars that they don't dare offer them to the field on
merit? Slowly, but surely, they are squeezing the neck of the
goose that lays the golden eggs. Already the faithful, patient,
willing old bird is gasping for breath.
Make it possible for merit and ability to receive the moneyed
tributes awaiting them, and we will have an improvement in
production that will enable the industry to hold its own against
any form of amusement competition.
A great deal of money is wasted every week that should go into
(Continued on page 538)
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General Sales Manager, Poster Advertising Company, Speaks of
Poster Advertising at A. M.
P. A. Meeting at WalPA. PARSONS,lick's
president of the As• sociated Motion Picture Advertisers,
Inc., presided at the meeting held by the
Association at Wallick's Hotel, January 2,
and heard a lively discussion on the subjest of poster advertising. Albert dc Montluzin, general sales manager, Poster Advertising Company, Inc., New York, was
introduced by Paul Lazarus, advertising
director for Vitagraph, as the principal
speaker.
Mr. de Montluzin says, in part:
" The value of the 24-sheet, 6-sheet or
1-sheet stand is measured only by the message placed upon it. The best location procurable is not worth a dollar if the message flared before the eye of the public
is not one of commanding force. The
poster man himself has improved the physical side of the business.
" The advertiser is not keeping pace with
this advance if he is not improving the
quality of his message commensurately.
The poster message must be strong and
simple. Apply the law of elimination to
the limit. Never approve a sketch until
you have asked yourself the question :

de

Montluzin

'What's wrong with it?' And find out
what is wrong with it before it is put
up,A forletter
afterwards
it willRuffner,
be too late."
from Ralph
manager
of the Rialto theatre, Butte, Mont., was
read by Mr. Parsons, in which Mr. Ruffner
expresses appreciation for the reception
given him a short time ago when he was in
New York and addressed the Association.
He wrote : " May I ask that you convey
to the members of the A. M. P. A. the
deep gratitude I feel over their kingly good
fellowship extended to my humble self on
the occasion of my recent visit? The boys
may all be Easterners, but the atmosphere
was so cordially Western in spirit that I
felt ' all-fired ' at home. We cannot get
along without the loyal assistance of the
gentlemen who compose your membership
any more than you can get along without
the exhibitor, and how much better we
can work and direct our individual efforts
when we understand the problems which
confront both sides! If I gained nothing
more on my trip, I established the conviction that my troubles in the past were due
almost entirely to faulty distribution — that
the stuff had been turned out by you gentlemen, but had become lost in the channels of faulty distribution, and for that
you cannot be held responsible. A whole
handful of good things to every last man
on the ship, now and always."

Doug"
is First
Doing
less otherGov't
things which mustSeries
be done the
Artcraft
Star Completing
of
War Department has established this
Series of Pictures for Morale
Morale Division for educational purposes.
Division of Army — All His
The pictures I am to make are to be shown
Time Given
throughout this country, as well as abroad,
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS is completing
wherever there is need for the particular
the first of a series of pictures for the lesson they make plain.
Government in connection with its work
" The Government established four printhrough the Morale Division, of which
ciples for my guidance and told me to get
Brigadier-General Munson is head, and the
busy.
These principles are ' purity of purCommittee on Training Camp Activities, of
pose,'cheerfulness,'
'
' steadfastness ' and
which Raymond D. Fosdick is chairman, it
'
willingness
to
sacrifice.'
That's what my
is announced by Famous Players-Lasky
pictures for the Government will repreCorporation. Mr. Fairbanks is now at work
on the final scenes for the first picture
of this series and expects to have it completed within a short time. He announces
Operators'
that he has dropped all other work and is Chicago
in TimeStrike
sent." Is Averted
devoting all his time to the Government.
A strike of six hundred motion picture
" After I finished the Fourth Liberty
operators called to start January 12, which
Loan," he said, " the Government asked me
closed all motion picture theto make a series of pictures for use in would atreshave
in Chicago, has been averted by a
arousing the men, women and children of
wage compromise.
the nation to the opportunities and duties
The operators had asked $1.25 per hour.
war has brought.
They accepted a scale of 90 cents an hour
" Presently we will have with us upward
with a minimum weekly guarantee of $30.
of two million men in the prime of life The agreement was signed shortly after the
and the pink of condition, in whom war
operators had served notice of a strike.
has developed a habit of thinking and an
appreciation of the use and beauty of team
Strand Shows Roosevelt
work. The adventure from which they are
The Strand theatre in New York City
returning will incline them to the new adventures opening up everywhere. We've
will
show "version
The Fighting
an
authorized
of the Roosevelts,"
life and works
got to feed the world for the next two
years. We've got to supply most of the of the late Colonel Roosevelt, made by
material and a good deal of the man power
McClure and distributed by First National
for restoration of ruined France and BelExhibitors' Circuit.
Carl Edouarde will conduct the symgium.
We've
got
to
be
the
leaders,
and
we can.
phony orchestra, which will play Victor
Herbert's " American Fantasie."
" And so to be ready for all these count-
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H. Rudolph Leaves
the West Coast
With the intention of helping Me
Garson and Neillan exploit the pren
of their ten-reel production stai
BlancheCitySweet,
W. 16
H. for
Rudolph
left '.
York
January
Los Angel
" The Unpardonable Sin " is sched
to open at the Kinema theatre there .
ruary 2 for a run before it is brought
for its Broadway run in New York.
Mr. Rudolph, who is eastern repn
tive for Harry Garson, announced
Franz Lehar, the famous composer
" The Merry Widow," had prepared
special music score for " The Unpan
able Sin " and that no other expense
been spared in giving the production
proper atmosphere.
Second

KeenanWay
Film
Under

N

The first production of the second F
Keenan series for Pathe has been pu
production and is at present known tu
the
working was
titlewritten
of " Emanuel
continuity
by JackBlake."
Cunn
ham from the story by F. X. James,
the direction is by Ernest Warde, who
Charles Kaufman as cameraman. The
tire cast includes Joe McManus,
Kirkland, Barney Sherry, Jack Br
W. V. Mong, Joseph Dowling and Jo:
Ray, while Kathleen Kirkham is the I
ing woman and Lois Wilson takes the h
ing ingenue part.

"Who's Right?"
(Continued from page 537)
production. Efficiency, system and com I
sense business principles would divert this 1
to profit. The industry is dignified by the a:
tion of many capable, intelligent people. But j
do not seem to recognize the obvious. The; ;
not reason
to a solution. Instead, I
reason
up to down
a theory.
Take off the lid of abusive practices; kick c
obstacles of program contracts and the " clin |
vine " tactics for putting over mcompt .1
" stars " and inferior productions, out of t
path own
of progress;
its
merits ; let
takeevery
the production
millstone rest
of ■t
" these go with it " clause off the necks of c
capable; give the exhibitors a chance to re 1
the judgment and likes and dislikes of i I
patrons in their bookings; make it possible I
the public to contribute its willing suppor 3
quality without choking it with inferiority as«
indemnity. Declare for the open market onef
picture that is made, and you will get pro{ i
and improvement in production.
I would like to see MOTION PICTl I
NEWS obtain a symposium of opinion fro t
hundred or more exhibitors, representative :
every class and size of theatre, on their i •
of
ways and
for improving
in *duction.
I domeans
not mean
opinions quality
or suggest
for technical improvement, but rather, a ger I
improvement along lines that are in keeping 1
the obvious demands of their respective h 8
clienteles.
The comments I have made here, and ■
opinions that I have expressed, are not alone '
own. They have been voiced by many exhib »
in the Minneapolis territory who feel a real I
cern over the future. To epitomize, I asked •
of them recently why he did not book a cei i
particularly successful feature released thrt I
the exchange of one of the program concerr
*' Because," he answered, " I would havi >
contract for twelve others to get it, and not ■
of the other twelve is worth a dollar to •
Could I get the one I want, and which you I
gest, I could afford to pay a big rental, anc ■
The money."
star and producer responsible for that !
make
production
lost booking.
possibly $25Multiply
as the *centage of thereby
that one
instance by two or three thousand, and it is '
difficult areto unable
understand
why
the capable
viduals
to reap
the pictures.
profits
essentia i >the making
of bigger,
better

muary
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SUPREMACY

CJThe
With

the

Manufacturer

last four issues of Motion Picture News carried 60 more pages of

advertising

than

the same

issues of

any other trade publication.

When

a distributing

corporation

cently asked its twenty-six
With

the

Exchange

for Motion

<I More
News
the

Exhibitor

exchange

managers their choice of trade journals the vote was almost unanimous

II

With

re-

'

Picture

copies

of

News.

Motion

Picture

are read and filed by exhibitors

than of all other trade publications
put together, and any true test will
prove this.
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Hyman

Gets Column

"oronto Theatres Advertise
Heavily
The Daily News of Toronto, Ontario,
roke its record for the number of local
leatres using space in its amusement seeon on Saturday, January 4, when fiftyx houses used forty lines of space each
i the Photoplay Calendar. The Calendar
roke into a second page for the occasion,
his does not include the several local
audeville theatres which also used inividual space.
Youngster

Pearl White

in

Newspaper
I Arthur S. Hyman, of the Arthur S.
■ yman Attractions, of Detroit, is apirently very popular in Michigan, judgg by the columns of space the local newsipers give him when he visits town.
An Ishpeming newspaper of recent date
ive Mr. Hyman a full column, scare
,;ads and all. On his present tour of the
tate, Mr. Hyman is booking " Woman,"
le Tourneur picture.

Plays Lead

" Life's a Funny Proposition," Exhibitrs' Mutual release starring William Deslond, presents in an important supporting
laracter role little two-year-old Ernest
farrion. He has the part of a Belgian
aby and'lead
is credited
haracter
of the cast.with carrying the

■■a

Peggy Hyland, star of William Fox Excel Pictures, is now at work in " The Girl With No
Regrets,"
Fox'sMeter,
Hollywood
Charles
Clary, Harryat von
Beverly studio.
Travos, William
Ellingford, Gene Burr, Betty Shade, Jack Nelson
and Gordon Zacksville are in support.
Harry Millarde is directing.
Jean Acker, formerly one of the best known
feminine leads in the profession, has returned to
the films as member of George Walsh's company,
whichprogram.
is filming " Tough Luck Jones " for the
Fox
" The False Faces," with Henry B. Walthall
in the ducedleading
role H.of Ince
" The which
Lone was
Wolf released
" proby Thomas
January
12,
as
a
Paramount-Artcraft
Special,
promises to be the most mysterious of mystery
pictures, according to reports from Paramount.
Irvin Willat directed. It is adapted from Louis
Joseph Vance's novel.
Denman Thompson's popular old play, " The
Old
Homestead,"
which Paramount
transferred
the screen
and presented
with a notable
cast toa
few years ago, is announced by the Famous
PlayersLasky Corporation as the current Success
Series release.
The late Paramount-James Montgomery Flagg
comedy is " Perfectly Fiendish Flanagan," or
"Town
The and
Hart Country
'of the Dreadful
West,"
by
Films, Inc.
The produced
author plays
the leadinglineations role,
a
take-off
on
the
Western
deof William S. Hart.
George Walsh, William Fox star, is at work
on' a new Victory picture, under the direction
of Edward Dillon. The working title is " Jinx
Jones," byfromRaymond
an original
story and
written
L. Schrock.
Thisscenario
is the
second
picture
Mr.
Walsh
has
made
under the
direction of Mr. Dillon.
In response to a request from David K. Niles,
Chief of thepartment Motion
S. Deof Labor, Picture
calling Section,
attentionU. to
the
seriousness of the food situation in America and
the
rest of thehasworld,
the to
Famous
Players-Lasky
Corporation
attached
one hundred
of its
prints now in circulation trailers prepared ly the
United States Food Administration.

Completes

Last

Episode of Serial
Pearl White completed the final episode
of Pathe's "The Lightning Raider" last
week. Following a two or three weeks'
rest, Miss White will commence work on
another serial. Miss White's director,
George B. Seitz, and Warner Oland, William Burt and Frank Redman, members
of her supporting cast, will also rest. Miss
White will spend her vacation on her Long
Island estate, recently purchased.
Dorothy Vamps a Deacon
Dorothy Dalton will be soon seen in
her latest Ince-Paramount picture, " Hard
Eoiled," in which it is stated she vamps a
deacon.
The story, by John Lynch, was scenarioized by R. Cecil Smith and the picture will
be released
February
Missat Dalton's
following picture
will be2.made
the new Ince
studios at Culver City under the working
title of " The Accursed Town."
" Cupid's Day Off " Is
Sennett's Latest
Mack Sennett's latest comedy for release
on the Paramount-Mack Sennett program
this week is titled, " Cupid's Day Off." This
two-reeler is said to accomplish all that
its makers intended it should, providing a
good, full twenty-five minutes of wild and
furious fun. Ben Turpin, Charlie Lynn,
Alice Lake and Tom Kennedy are in it.
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paper, this being eleven
M'CORinches across five columns,
ET has
RR
S • BA
CK
Personality Plus Shown
Here
MI
just
and carrying another
completed a campaign on
striking picture of the
S. Barret McCormick Puts Over a
Anita Stewart in " Virtustar and another scene
Remarkable
Campaign
on
ous Wives " that stands
from the picture as the
out in our estimation as
main design, with another
"Virtuous Wives"
one of the best on record
one of the clever designs
anywhere.
It embraces
at the bottom showing a young woman in a much abbreviated
everything in the way of attractiveness and selling power that
bathing suit with a man seated on a pile playing a guitar and ancould be asked for. A first glance at the illustrations on the oppoother in the background evidently much shocked by her attire
site page will show the splendid use that he has made of halftones, and though the reproductions are too small to be read in and then we have the lines, "Virtuous wives, household pete,
detail the entire reading matter is prepared in the same attractive
handier and no more danger than a Pekingese." Of course, after
reading those lines the patron will want to know what all this is
style, so that the public is really led to read it without the conabout and then he will read the remainder of it. And McCormick
sciousness that this is an advertisement.
This campaign illustrates one thing very forcibly and that is has gone the limit here and has set a considerable part of the display in AGATE type. But the point is that he has made the whole
that it pays to keep up your advertising during the entire run
display so attractive that it cannot- be gotten away from.
of the picture. Though Mr. McCormick did not use as large space
But the campaign on this picture actually started the Thursday
all during the week as he did in advance of the opening of the
engagement, he did use big space and he did make each one of his before the showing when nine inches across four columns were
displays as attractive as possible. He probably used more different
used with the caption, "Is virtue a lost art?" And then there
was a selling talk, but the secret of the campaign was given away
pictures of Miss Stewart and more scenes from the production
than have ever been used in any other exploitation of a single with two italic lines, reading, " The play serves to return to the
picture. There was not a chance in the world for the interest in screen one of its most beloved and charming personalities, Miss
the picture to die down. In short, the showing of this picture was
Anita Stewart." That's it, PERSONALITY. And personality is
the big dominant thing all through the displays.
kept the big, dominant thing in the mind of every reader of the
Indianapolis papers.
On Friday the displays were seven inches, three columns, and
just as convincing.
In another way that the exploitation is striking is the appeal
McCormick has made special arrangements with the Star, the
that has been made to both sexes. Evidently Mr. McCormick
set out to bring out the appeal to the women the strongest, but he only Sunday paper by which he is able to carry his display in
colors on the last page of the dramatic section. This gives the
got just enough of the bright and breezy stuff into the reading
matter to make the men want to see the picture. For instance, on
paper a chance to print the front page of the same section in
colors and so make the layouts and lettering of the news matter
the Saturday before the opening of the engagement he used twelve
the more attractive. On the opposite page we have illustrated
inches, four columns in the afternoon Times. This carried a striking picture of Miss Stewart and then a scene at the upper left the display as it appeared in the paper, though of course the colors are missing and we have also shown the black plate. Red
with a fanciful design in the lower right hand corner and the
was used around the border and in the white space between the
sentence, " No woman really appreciates a man until the other
rules and to give coloring to the picture of Miss Stewart. This
woman catches him in her noose," and then the drawing shows
a chorus girl on a hobby horse lassoing the husband. The entire
display was captioned, " When the man who pays the rent comes
home," and then it went ahead to tell a portion of the story. The
display is captioned " An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, a man
object of this advertisement was to give full information about
for a man."
And then here is the selling argument that follows, set in small
the picture.
type, which in most cases we would call too much, but which is
You will note that the name of Miss Stewart is used in surso interesting that it will be read, as we have observed without
prisingly small type, but the illustrations have been made so domthe consciousness that it is a selling talk :
inant that there is no requirement for mere type display here.
The fact that the picture was made from the novel by Owen John" The old Mosaic law has been improved upon by our modern
society.
son and the members of the supporting cast are brought out in
a few lines.
" It now includes a new rule for revenge, ' If a wife steal another
Having had the benefit of the smashing opening and the three
wife's lover, then steal that wife's husband.'
" The ' set ' to which Mrs. Forrester and Mrs. Delabarre be- days preceding advertising, and also counting on the effect of
the reviews to appear in the Monday issued there was smaller
longed was that ultra modern, jaded society of New York's four
hundred, where, as Owen Johnson says, in his most widely read
space used on that day, nine inches across three columns, but
book, ' Marriage is simply a legalized excuse for couples to cir- here again the same artist was shown in the preparation of the
display. There is a full-length picture of Miss Stewart, and still
culate in society.'
" As a result the modern wife has her score or more of admirers,
another scene from the production and at the bottom of the disshe flirts quite openly, skates on thin ice, skirts the risky precipice
play there is a clever line : " There are two kinds of women — the
and satisfies her acquired thirst for sensation and admiration and
parlor furniture variety and the kitchen cabinet." The rest of the
display consists of excerpts from the story. In another display
calls herself a ' Virtuous Wife.'
" Amy Forrester and her husband were devoted to each other,
the same day the word " Judas " was used for the catch line and
again there were pictures from the film and of the star. And
almost so much so that they hardly belonged in the ' set.' But,
then here are the lines :
of course, eventually the husband became money mad and the wife
socially mad and Forrester went away for a year to amass a flirting.
" Mrs. Delabarre had taught Mrs. Forrester the gentle art of
fortune.
" ' I must work, you do the playing for both of us,' " he said. " I
won't be jealous.
" And Amy plunged into her campaign of social conquest and
heart snatching.
" But, oh ! When the man who pays the rent comes home."
On the same day a different display was used in the morning

"ButDelabarre
the pupillost
soonher became
more admirer.
expert than the teacher, and
Mrs.
chief male
" Of course both of them were ' Virtuous Wives,' that is, according to the code of the ultra-modern ' set ' in which they moved —
" — but, when a woman is defeated at her own game she is very
likely to want to change the rules."
(Continued on page 542)
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Stewart,

Illustrated

Many

Ways

in

This

Big

Campaign

Left, a Thursday advertisement, nine inches, four columns; then Friday, 3x7, and Monday of same size

At left, a Wednesday display eleven inches, four columns; another Monday, 3x9, and a Saturday, 4 x 12

left, another Saturday advertisement ; then the Sunday ad in colors and at right the black

key plate for the same display
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In His Exploitation of rr Virtuous Wives "
{Continued from page 540)
Wit,
On Wednesday he came back with large
space again, the display being remindful
of one used on the previous Saturday. In
i ' I ISA
other words, here was the middle of the
week at hand. Many of the theatres were
\ > (a •
changing their bill, but the Circle was not.
Therefore, the obz'ious thing for the Circle
Anita Stewart
to do was to dominate the Wednesday
"Virluou.h Wi.ei"
papers just as much as if lie had a new
offering. By doing so the impression was
left that here was the one picture of the
is
week that the patron could not well afford
to miss.
Most exhibitors in cases like this would
n
be well content to make the Sunday splash
put over the picture and they would expect
before the opening this started the
to do big business all of the week on the Friday
interest. It was seven inches four columns
strength of their Sunday advertising. And

This five inches three
columns was used on
Tuesday
merely taking chances. He wants to sell
the picture to the most possible people, and
there is not the slightest doubt in our
minds that this is the sort of advertising
that pays the best. It is not waste in any
way. It is really insurance for your theatre, keeping its seats full.
This same sort of advertising, with the
space varying, was kept up to the very last
day of the picture. The personality of
Miss Stewart was kept dominant in all of
these through the many different and striking pictures of her that were used ; and
there was personality in all of the selling
talk, of the intimate chatty nature, that
we can well imagine one had already seen

This was employed Wednesday during the
engagement in the afternoon paper

News

All
JUST

probably they would have done a big business, but the McCormick plan of advertising does not bank on things like this, on

Picture

the picture reading these day after day
because of the interest in them.
There is one other thing to be remembered in every campaign on an individual
picture. You are not running your theatre
for today or merely this week, but you are
running it as an institution, and the main
thing that you want to do is to convince
the public that you have the one theatre
of the community and that the pictures
that are worth showing you show. If you
simply made that statement and kept repeating itno one would believe you. But
when your advertising, day after day, carries this message by inference, because
your advertising is dominating the field,
that can be the one impression left on
everyone.

ASK

US

We'll Be Glad to Help You on
Any Picture

bought
an exhibitor who a had
had letter from
weekal we" for
THIS
a run at his
a " speci
house. He complained that he
did not get from the exchange the
matter that he had been promised.
He asked us for the material with
which to do his advertising. What
was the operation?
A phonetoldcallus— about
and the
answered
the man
stuff who
that
he had prepared and had sent to the
exchanges. Then we got the exchange on the long-distance wire and
asked the manager why this exhibitor had not received the matter
that he had ordered. There was no
coherent answer. He had sent
" something else."
The exhibitor is willing to pay
twice
as bring
much him
for extra
a real money,
" special,"
that will
but
he wants to have the chance to put it
over. hindHe
him. has to have the steam beOn many pictures we have printed
special service sections and their
wide use is evidenced. But whether
we have printed one of these or not,
we are mighty glad to help you out
in exploiting the picture that you
have bought, even if the man who
sold
it to you should have done that
service.

Kashin " Entertains " Patrons on
Taking New Theatre
Maurice A. Kashin, who is so well
known to exhibitors for the lobby display
work that has been recorded in the Motion Picture News, and who has attracted
new attention as the manager of the Broadway theatre, has just taken over the direction of the Symphony, Broadway and
95th street.
For his opening bill he has " The Border Legion " and made it a real special
occasion. He was able to secure the personal appearance of Miss Blanche Bates,
the star of the picture, and he capitalized
that to the fullest. To a carefully selected
mailing list he sent out letters signed by
Miss Bates which read :
" I would greatly value your opinion of
my first photoplay at the Symphony theatre on Friday afternoon. Tea will be
served in the Boudoir from three till five,
and you may then let me know what you
think of ' The Border Legion,' w:hich is
my vehicle and is adapted from Zane
Grey's novel of the same name. Incidental y, Imight also say that I will address the audience from the stage in the
evening
at 8:30."
Hundreds
of women were the guests of
Miss Bates in the afternoon, and over the
tea cups she heard many nice things said
of herself and the production, the first motion picture in which she has appeared. In
the evening thousands packed the theatre.

When the Ad Masque ball zcas given Sew
Year's Eve at Shrine Auditorium in Los
Angeles under the auspices of the Los
Angeles Advertising Club, the first prise
winner Zi'as a representation of "Daddy
Long Legs," a Mary Pick'ford picture nov
being filmed, was entered by t'tc Los Anger
Exhibi-by
S'ational
First was
the stunt
les exchange
tors' Circuit.ofThe
arranged
LaziTcncc Weingarten, publicity man for
First Xational exchange, and Mark Larkin,
publicity representative for Miss Pickford
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Franklin

Calls

For

Better

Film

Stories

By Harold B. Franklin
Manager, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
THERE is considerable criticism amongst
exhibitors and others that photoplay
stories are not what they should be. Experience has shown that the producer cannot
"
manufacture
the
same as a commercial" good
article.photoplays
Good stories
are built on ideas, ideals and emotions.
They cannot be manufactured by formula.
Most of our features are not the glow of
inspiration, but eagerness to set a pace ,in
quantity.
Hence, while some of these features have
decided merit, the great majority does not
measure up to expectations. They are
without the spirit that works from within.
These pictures that are fairly hurled at us
by the hurrying laboratories are merely
echoes from some familiar theme or plot.
They are like a machine — each made from
the same castings.
The same need for new material existed
years ago in every form of literature and
drama. It cannot be expected that evenpicture that is produced should be successful. The chief trouble is that the producer is inclined to lead exhibitors to believe that every feature he produces is a
winner. A glance at the advertising of the
manufacturers clearly shows this tendency
of exaggerating the value of some of their
offerings. Naturally the exhibitor is disappointed when he sees the result.
There is a common opinion that the motion picture industry has reached the stage
where manufacturers are producing more
features than can be consumed. If the
manufacturer will produce less features, he
will have more time to develop his productions and the result will be more satisfactory. The great success of Griffith,
Chaplin and a few others shows conclusively that if the producer takes more time
in the making of a picture the result is
likely to be more satisfactory. Eventually
such a policy would mean longer runs.
What we need in the motion picture industry more than anything else is an infusion of new red blood amongst our
scenario writers. Is anything being done to
encourage creative genius amongst writers?
Do producers go outside of the "chosen
few '* for material. Is it not true that the

Franklin pictures sinking of U-boat in Xorth Sea
producer depends entirely too much on the
staff scenario writer? Why not develop a
field amongst scenario writers?
We have our novelists and playwrights
who have won. fame in their profession.
How many scenario writers have we that
are actually famous ? It is natural that the
" staff scenario writer " is likely to become
mecfianical. The fusing together of a certain number of situations does not make
a good photoplay.
It is natural that good material would
be scarce as long as ten to sixteen new
features are released each week.
However, we must look upon our present
output of stories as a forerunner for better things, while at the same time, judging
from the progress made in recent years,
we can value the present output for their
superiority over much that preceded them.
Pastor Drops Sermons for Sunday
Night Picture Shoivs
Noel J. Breed, pastor of the First Congregational Church at Grand Rapids, Wis.,

found the moving picture theatre a serious
rival for his Sunday evening sermons. But
the Rev. Breed was not to be outdone !
" If people are determined to go to movies,
the best I can do is to furnish good ones
for them," he reasoned. Accordingly, he
closed his usual Sunday morning sermon a
month ago with the statement that his congregation could all come round to the local
opera house that evening and see a movie
show ; no admission charged. His congregation was there en masse, with a liberal
addition of other movie fans, and the Rev.
Breed has inaugurated a custom that
promises to be kept up through the winter
months. His first two pictures were " The
Sign Invisible " and " The Passing of the
Third Floor Back," booked from the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit. Milwaukee.
Last week H. J. Fitzgerald, manager of
the Milwaukee branch, received the following letter, written by the Rev. Breed :
" Have the new Mary Pickford productionsDaddy
'
Long-Legs ' and ' Pollyana '
been released yet? If so, what arrangements could we make to secure them?

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
Samuel L. Rothapfel.
E. T.Orleans.
Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
lbumae
Lowell.D. Sorlero, Park theatre, Boston, and Strand theatres,
C. A. Lick, New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
» tMandlebaum,
I~ Hyman, Film Director, V. 8. Liberty Theatres, New York.
B.
Loew'g
StUlman
theatre,
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
Cleveland.
Mrs. Joseph Grossman,
theatre, Cleveland.
Ralph Ruffner, Rlalto theatre, Butte.
George J. Schade, SchadeStandard
theatre,
Sandusky.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount Theatre, Lewis ton, Idaho.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
George
Paramount-Empress theatre. Salt Lake.
Mark Gates, Dayton Theatre, Dayton, O.
Sam W. B.B. Carpenter,
Colin, Spokane.
8. Barret HcCormick, Circle theatre,
Indianapolis
.
E. J. Myrick, Liberty theatre, Po>-tIand, Ore.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre. Hood River, Ore.
A. J. Hoeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
H. L. Percy, Rlalto Theatre, Medford, Ore.
Sid Lawrence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
P.
E.Seattle.
Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Columbia theatres,
Chas. G. Branham, Majestic theatre, Detroit.
I. e., A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Charles C. Perry, Strand Theatre, Minneapolis.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
W. 8. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial Theatres, Jackson, Mich.
Sidney
Grauman's
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
WUlard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
A. C. H. Grauman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House,
Cal.
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OUT in San Diego, Cal., C. J. Quinn,
manager of the Pickwick theatre, is
setting a strong pace for a city of medium
size. He is devoting most of his attention to
the exploitation of Fox productions and belieyes in putting a wallop into his displays,
and he is doing this by using considerable
space and striking half-tones. He knows,

and
Oztrs*
the space dropped to four inches double
column, but the line effect was retained and
there was only a few words of reading
matter, but the essential things were said.
In the case of the one that we are reproducing, there could be nothing stronger
than the sentence : " It fairly brought them
to Use
their offeeta yesterday
at the
Pickwick."name
name plate
or general
design would improve the displays of the
Pickwick and make them all the more distinctive, but still this is a house to be
watched for its good work.
The difference between a gamble and an
investment is the guidance of common
sense and the success of others.

The
CA1LLAUX

CASE

PICKWICK
STARTING TODAY, for ONE WEEK

of course, that it costs him a little more to
get these cuts especially made, but the results have been justifying the expense, and
certainly his advertising stands out as dominating the pages of the San Diego papers
that we have seen.
This quarter of a page on " The Caillaux
Case " appeared in the Sunday papers. Mr.
Quinn writes that his instructions were not
carefully prepared by the printer, but still
it is a mighty good display, and one that
is so unusual that it can well be followed
by others. He had made a striking cut of
the head of Madaline Traverse, who has
the role of Mme. Caillaux, and then he lists
the cast in this international drama. Then
there is a statement signed by William Fox
telling the character of the picture. As a
general rule we are opposed to the use of
a bunch of small type, but we believe that
this is a display that will be fully read because of the display given by the city and
the title and the attractive arrangement of
the remainder of the matter.
In the advertising during the run of the
picture the same style cut was used, but

The most startlingly
dramatic thing in
many a day
CAILLAUX
CASE
It fairly brought
them to their feet
, yesterday at the
PICKWICK

makes alAtlanta,ofGa.,
theatre,
TUDOR most
every portion
this quarter
page display bring business to the theatre,
though there is a minimum of words used.
Yet the one bad thing about it is the
temptation to get a little too fancy, which
results in the name of the star failing to
stand out as it should. As a matter of
fact, it is about the last thing that you
will see. It would have been better to
have used a little more space and to have
used the name of Priscilla Dean in white
on the black background with the expres"THE TUDOR
u/f-p'.f o Motion pic rwi/

> i <

m

\: liF!'VFXCLliyiVE SHOWING M KRfE^J TREGRAM
sion,stronger.
"The amazing actress," brought out
the
There have been two good selling lines
employed here with " A little spice, lots of
love and a thousand thrills,' 'and then
" She purr — she scratch ; but, mon Dieu.
how she love ! " Down in one corner is
another added inducement with " Paris to
theThis
verydisplay
life."
we would not
to experiment
half-tone. In
is very poor.

has come out well here, but
advise the average exhibitor
with black and white and
most newspapers the result

// there is no "heart" in your advertising, you can't expect much of a thrilling
response.
STRAND theatre. Altoona, Pa., could have
improved considerably on this display
on " The Accidental Honeymoon " by a better choice of type. As it stands it appears
to us to be a mere mass of matter. We

STRAND
EVERY DAT A GOOD PHOTOPLAY
Robert Warwick
AND
ElaiM KamiMrsleli
THE
IN
Accidental

Moon
A tingling Joy Picture that sparkles and bubbles
with romance. A story that wili please and fascinate from its beginning. It is notHoneya sob story,J»s no
war-stuff, but a delightful comedy drama.
FOX THRILLS
FOX FUN
CURRENT NEWS
"LADIES FIRST"
Music That Fits The Picture*
Monday
New Tear's
JUST
A
SYLVIA
Perfect36
cannot understand the selection of th<
faces for the names of the two stars unles:
the printer simply used the first thing tha
he got his hands on. At least why th<
names of the two players should be in dif
ferent styles, unless the printer simpl;
figured that one was longer than the other
we do not know.
In this case we would have much pre
ferred to have sunk the cut in the lowe
right hand corner and then have used
Ben Day border breaking into the cut a
top and left. Alongside this could hav
been given the announcements of the re
mainder of the bill and the offerings fo
the next two days. Then there would hav
been space across the two columns to hav
featured the names of the stars and th
title of the picture without breaking th
word " Honey-Moon " as it is done. It ap
pears to us to be largely a case of wher
it
the printer,"
and the printe
didwasit in" left
the to
easiest
way.
Let's all think IX and FOR 1919 now.
EXHIBITORS can generally pick t
mighty good ideas for use in the
newspapers by watching the advertisLn
done by the producers in the Motion Pk
ture
but it is
doesn't
that a
of thisNews,
advertising
good follow
for newspap*
use.
Here is a case where the Muse theatr
Omaha, got mighty little pulling pow<
with six inches double column. It repn
duced a Goldwyn page calling attention 1
the criticisms of some of the New Y01
papers on " A Perfect Lady." That w.
all very lovely but the theatre failed to g
anything striking into the display tellii
what it was about. The script line "Aother Madge Kennedy Success " wouldr
get much attention and then the title <
the picture itself is so small — about 10 poi
— that it would be passed over by tl
average reader.
The display is "dainty "' and artistic, b
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Do you really
enjoy pictures
good en-— >
tertainment—good
good able
musicsurroundings?
— in cozy,If comfortyou do,
you won't overlook this!
TODAY
MourUy
Tandy
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New Year'*
"AD Baba'.'
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NEW YORK
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Ladj" VtOULD
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Muse Incomparable Music —
Robert Cuscaden and
his R«e artists
what you want to get in your displays is
the selling punch right off the reel. Cer.tainly the attractive title of this picture and
(the name of the star, and preferably a picture of her should have been played up as
fully as the space at hand permitted.

There is one thing that we do not like
and that is the use of the superlative. We
have never yet seen a case where its employment did not work to the weakening
of the argument. " The Mortgaged Wife "
may possible be the " most sensational
photoplay ever screened," and you may be
using the expression in all good faith, but
if for no other reason, you don't know
what you have coming still, and there is no
use in going the limit of language just because that is the temptation of the moment.
Holman theatre, Montreal, has made a
good use of the reproduction of the
" Mortgage
umn display." in this nine-inch, three-col-

BRADY
—IN —
the jump HALF
THE BETTER
It's snappy —THEN
and fast— right
, from
Your old friend
HANDS
UP
is back and going strong beginning right iswhere
big rock
aboutit leftto off—
drop that
on
pretty Ruth Roland— remember
-AND—
Knowles American Symphony
orchestra and Parks, organist
are still furnishing the best
music in Butte— You can tell
that to the world! It is at the
AMERICAN, of Course!

Generalities in your advertising usually
mean that you do not know yourself what
you are talking about.
DAYTON theatre, Dayton, O., reports
that Lila Lee scored a big hit there in
her first offering, and that it is for that
reason that practically all of the space in
the announcement of her second offering
was devoted to her personality. We regret
that the half-tone did not print better, as

The time to get that smile into your theatre's business is NOW.
THIS is a mighty good "teaser" display. Far the larger part of the people who read this will fail to get an idea
of what the picture is about, but the most
af them will go to the theatre to find out.
It tells you just enough — that a husband
mortgages his wife and then, practically,
nvites you to come to the theatre to learn
,vhy he did it and how the experiment
.vorks.

ALICE

THEODORE ROBERTS HARRISON FOR.D

Anyone K.novo Where 735 Peckam Block Is.'
THIS is a rather unusual display and was
used by the- American theatre, Butte,
Montana,
immediately
after the
" flu " itbanis
on the theatres
was lifted.
Because
different it will attract attention, though wc
wouldn't advise the use of such except for
the purpose of getting away on a new trick
once in a while.
Perhaps it is excusable on account of the
fact that the ban that had been on the theatres had been lifted, but all of this type
doesn't tell a thing about the Alice Brady
picture. In fact, it is a bunch of generalities until one gets down to the announcement that " Hands Up," the serial, will be
resumed at the point where it was broken
off when the closing order came.
But the display does deserve commendation for one thing, and that is the use of
white space, which made it stand out so
that no one who looked at the page could
get away from it, even if they never suspected itof being a motion picture advertisement. We do not believe in sinking the
name of the theatre as has been done here.
WHAT

HE

DOES

This Exhibitor Believes in Gett-

of t-M.000-

there would have been much better effect,
for with the heavy border that is employed
there is something of the too black effect.
But the Dayton did well to bring out the
personality element strong and to take full
advantage of what she did with her first
picture. It is mighty important to figure in
every element in your exploitation, and
certainly none is more important than the
appeal of the star herself.
There is just enough of the story of the
picture told to supply a selling talk and
then the spirit of the picture is carried
through the designed matter at the bottom
with a pirate ship in the offing and pirates
on shore burying their treasure. No one
will miss reading the whole thing.

ing Most Out of Service

reTION PICTURE NEWS MOthe office
of the
staffinto
the walked
OME of cently
of a prominent exhibitor. On
his desk there was a stack of copies
of the issues for the various weeks,
and inserted in most of them were
The visitor asked what
yellow slips.
these meant.
"They represent your Special Service Sections. I don't want to miss
any of the ideas that are recorded
there, and I keep them before me all
the time," was the reply.
There is another Special Service
Section this week — and another next
week.
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THEY certainly put a lot of music in the
Animated at the Rialto this week.
W hen we saw the offering, Dr. Riesenfeld,
who has succeeded Mr. Rothapfel as the
director of the two theatres, was not in
charge of the orchestra, and so we missed
some of the touches that he always gives
with his baton. But to those who want to
put on news events and want to get them
over with a hurrah, there is something in
this arrangement that is mighty worth following.
"La Forza del Destino " is the overture.
This work of Verdi's is one of the favorites at the two theatres and it has never
been rendered more brilliantly. It is followed by a couple of subjects from the
Educational Film libraries, including " The
Woods of Paris" with some particularly
striking shots and then some pictures of
Dutch kiddies in their wooden shoes.
There is a laugh almost every minute with
the latter subject. A gavotte is first used
and then " Mignon " until the picture of
the Holland children, when the orchestra
turns into " In Holland."
With the lights all in red, Miss Annie
Rosner then sings " Love Is Divine." She
is dressed in white, and right here we want
to make a little suggestion to exhibitors.
The other day we walked into another theatre where there was a soloist who had
been probably paid a large sum for her
appearance. But she was manifestly COSTUMED. She had on her all the plate
glass that Pittsburgh has turned out for
years, and she was " dressed up to go to a
party." There was a gasp at first, but after
that there was nothi"g more than plain
resignation. They applauded, but they did
not mean it.
// you are going to have soloists keep
their appearance pleasing but simple. If
tone of them keeps on moving around to
show her diamond tiara or her wonderful
ring, get one of your best stage hands to
take it away from her before she appears
■again. People in the audience do not want
to be reminded of what other people have
when they go to a motion picture presentation. They want amusement without your
saying to them: "Here this is. Now come
■and admire it." And the simple dress that
most of the soloists at the Rialto and Rivoli wear make their songs all the more
■convincing.
J
Then follows the Animated. It opens
with Gaumont pictures of Mary Pickford
welcoming her own regiment home. There
is vigorous applause as she kisses one of
them, and the khaki dress that she wears
for the role brings a lot of comment from
the women sitting alongside. From the
same source come pictures of Gen. McClernand being honored in San Francisco,
with the poilus marching in review to the
applause of the crowds and the audience,
and during all of this " King Cotton
March " is used. Then the music switches
to " Oui, Oui, Marie," with Gaumont pictures of the poilus watching our fighters
of fire at work. And straight after that
come pictures from the same source of the
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Net

Syt<z^esv
the
STiou
Woolly
stuff. " following through for the stu
Pathe then comes along with pictm
WORTH
WATCHING
showing that we want all the sports ba
again, with horse-racing being i
There's a Different Heading
newed in Los Angeles, and the ir
Here, But the Accounts
sic for this
is " of
Saddleback,"
Will Continue
Gaumont
pictures
the Russiwi
Commission visiting Mt. Wilson C
head sowith
e thebeen
servatory, where we have " Xocturm
whichthisyouissuhave
faWITH
Now here comes the punch, with Englam
miliar, "Seeing the Rialto
" mighty welcome to Wilson," as the ti
l,"
With
ard. Roth
has gone and
intoRivo
thelidisc
Lastapfe
week
tells us. First we have " Sons of Britau
l
we told you that Mr. Rothapfe had
played by the full orchestra, and then
resigned as managing director of the
the
title, " This Bedlam of Greeting," t
ly
two houses. Original this was to
music switches to " We'll Never Let t
take effect on February 1, but he
decided that he would surrender the
Old Flag Fall," with "Yankee Doodli
double post at once. He has been
followed through, and then " We'll Xev
succeeded by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld,
Let the Old Flag Fall," the chorus beti
used to the finish, coming in for the fill
musical director of the two theatres.
Accounts of the presentations at
bigEdouardo
punch. Albano, baritone, then sin
the Rialto and Rivoli will continue to
appear here. We will have the same
the prologue from " I Pagliacci " with t
lights in red, and then follows the featu
facilities for giving the complete accounts of the presentations as we
Pauline Frederick in " Out of the Sha
formerly had, and these will continue
ows,"
another one of those tense pictur
to be available to exhibitors only
" Romance " is used for the opening, a
through the MOTION PICTURE
then after an effective pause we ha
NEWS. We have been told many
times that these accounts of New
Rachmaninoff's " Melody," with " Elegei'
York presentations are of great value
at the title " Won't You Look." Some
to exhibitors through the country,
the other music used includes " In t
and so they will be made a permaShade," " Fleur de Lis," " Silence of t
nent feature.
Night," " Festival Dance," and " Va
Some further announcement will
Doris." " Contemplation " is the theD
be made next week.
but it is only used twice, once with the ti
The Passing
Day," and man.
then With
with tt
fadeout
of the newspaper
fire in Cleveland, and here an agitato helps
title, " The End of a Perfect Day," we ha
the chorus of that favorite used.
along the effects.
Then we have the scene changing to
With the lights all gold we have Brahr
Kelly Field, Texas, where we have the
" Hungarian Dances," and then folio
most wonderful pictures of airships that
"' A Photoplay Magazine Little Journey
Filmland," which has been produced
we have ever seen. There are literally hunJames R. Quirk, editor of Photoplay Mt
dreds of them flying in all sorts of formaazine, and which is being released throu
tions, and while the smaller but exact reEducational Films. First we have shots
production of the sputtering motor behind
the beautiful American Films studios
the scenes gives the sounding of the moSanta
Barbara, and then we are taken
tors, the orchestra plays " Give a Little
side and get a lot of pictures of the pi:
Credit to the Navy," a rollicking song, for
about sixteen bars, and then follows
ers, including Mary Miles Minter, w
smiles just as well at the Photoplay camt
through with the effects, with the musicians silent, except for the rumbles of the
as she does when she is making featur
drums.
Then we are brought back closer to X
From the Rialto library, a place where
York to the Fort Lee, X. J., studios, wh<
Montague Love is the chief character p
they gather together and save little bits
of pictures until the time for their use is sented to our gaze. Then we have pictu
of Air. and Mrs. Sydney Drew, showi
ripe, there come scenes with " Alkali Ike
how they write and produce their pictui
at Glacier Lake," and here we have the
and after that we are taken back to
organ carrying the music in adagio. Current Events then supplied pictures of the
Coast and get Fairbanks, Anita Loos a
skating carnival in Chicago with a couple
John Emerson before us all at once.
of mighty nice looking girls doing some
Then we go to the wonderful Rothacl
wonderful stunts, and here we have
studios in Chicago, where so many of
pictures that you see and show are put
" Heart and Hands," the orchestra starting this slowly and working it up to rapid
their final touches, and here we are sho
movement according to the action. From
Current Events then come pictures of the
just
way are
thatcompletely
the "doubledisillusioi
stuff"
made.the We
boys at Camp Devens enjoying coasting
with the same man talking to himself
analyzed and shown how it is done.
and we get a lot of laughs to " Furore
But there is a cartoon at the end t
Galop." Then Gaumont comes along
with pictures from Camp Logan,
pleases us more than anything that we h;
Texas, of the wild west show staged by witnessed in many a day, and that is
the soldiers, and here we have eight bars
the fellow who insists on reading the tit
of " Hail, America " used with " Wild and
There had been a very fat old gentlen
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Jl/eur york's* Way*
'itting next to us, with a young wife by
uis side. She undoubtedly had a whole
ot better eyesight than he, but he had inlisted on reading everything that had appeared on the screen until this one came.
Then he was STRANGELY silent. We
would recommend booking this picture if
\'or no other reason than to close up the
•oys who make half of your people miserable.
With the orchestra bathed in blue the
verture at the Rivoli this week is the
Second Hungarian Rhapsody." The
ighting effects are well worked here with
he colors becoming pink toward the end
nd then blending into purple, and finally
0 gold. Then follows another one of
Jrizma color pictures, this one recording
trip to Catalina Island. All of the colors
f the rocks, the land and the sea are perectly portrayed in this, and there are some
triking shots of the fish and fauna of the
ea that get exclamations from the au• ience. " Ballet Music " is used here.
Then follows David Mendoza, violinist,
laying "Meditation"
from '"Thais."
'lere the lights are all down with only the
;pot on the soloist who stands in the director's box.
Rivoli Animated opens with the Official
jjVar Review, the first scenes showing the
Zing of Italy reviewing the Americans
..ho have been fighting on their front and
he marching men get a huge amount of
' pplause. " Spirit of Pageantry " is the
1 pening selection and there follows
hrough " Italian Royal March " and then
Garibaldi March." Following this are
triking pictures of three divisions of the
onreican army in France being caught in
galling fire. You see shells exploding
II around the advancing men, and at one
oint it seems that a group of them has
jeen
layedwiped
with out.
these. "Battle of Ypres " is
Then there is interposed one of the very
mny Mutt and Jeff cartoons, " The Hula
abaret," and here the selections are
Kuka Ula," " Russian Rag," and then as
Iie prize fight begins it turns to " Azeo
, lan."
1 Then we come back to the war and have
Belgium's Day of Days," with the entry
the King and Queen into Brussels. The
'st picture is of a statue that has been
rved in secret during the German ocipation to celebrate just such an occasion.
Brabaconne " is used" here, and then with
ctures of the wrecked Yser canal and
e marching soldiers. " Plattsburg
arch" is used. Next we have the King
I his white charger entering the city and
viewing the troops, and " Brabaconne " is
;ain used with " Entrance of the Guards "
ing played for the Belgians. Then when
e title comes telling us that here are imortal poilus the introduction and trio of
La Pere de la Victoire " are played by the
II orchestra. The next title introduces
to "The ladies from
Highlanders,
d with the orchestra hell,"
giving the bagpipe
d drum effects. " The Campbells Are
iming " is used. Finally there are
America's Own," and the audience, of

course, goes wild with enthusiasm while
" Over There " helps along the enthusiasm.
After a few bars from the organ the
curtains then part revealing one of the
John Wenger settings that has been used
before. In the center there is a very long
window and at either side a Madonna medallion with two hanging red lights. Miss
Gladys Rice is in white, and a harpist to
the left. " The Rosary " is the number,
the curtains closing just as the final notes
are dying away. Harp and organ carry the
accompaniment.
Most of the music for the feature, " The
Silver King," consists of numbered selections. "Merry Egland " is the opening
number and this is followed by " Morris
Selections from " The Three Twins "
form
Dance."the second orchestra number and
then we have a clever Christie comedy,
" Five Hundred or Bust," featuring Earl
Rodney and Ethel Lynne. It gets a lot of
laughs after the tense feature.
Three Des Moines Theatres Give
Kiddies Xmas Treat
Abe Frankle, managing director of the
Rialto, Casino and Majestic theatres, Des
Moines, was host to some five thousand
children of the city at the three theatres
Christmas Day. Admission free between
the hours of 9 a. m. and noon. Such
extra matinees cost the theatre little and
they are reported very valuable in stirring
up new interest among the youngsters

Special Lobby

Display Made

by Universal for " Hearts
of Humanity "
PART of the big advertising campaign
on " The Heart of Humanity " being prepared by Universal is the making
of special lobby display frames holding
photos of scenes from the production and
portraits of the principal players.
The special lobby frame is of stained oak
and stands over seven feet high and has a
width of about nine and a half feet. The
center panel of the big frame is shaped like
a heart, a heart design painted red containing atitle card and portraits of Dorothy
Phillips, star of the production ; Robert
Anderson, Erich von Stroheim, William
Stowell and Margaret Mann. Below these
portraits, arranged in a painted background
of poppies, are three 11 x 14 openings for
still photos of scenes from the photoplay.
The right and left panels contain four 11 -x
14 scene photos and each panel is topped
by a title board of semi-circular design.
The photos that make up the standard
lobby been
set on
"The from
Heartoverof two
Humanity"
have
selected
hundred
photos which express in the best possible
way the basis theme of the film drama.
A large number of these special frames
have been ordered and within a short time
all Universal exchanges will be able to provide exhibitors with them at a reasonable
rental.
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Eighty -five 24-Sheets Used in Ad
vertising Kansas
Dustin City
Farnum in

Richards and Flynn used the full set of posters and pictures in making this lobby display
on " The Light of the Western Stars," with Dustin Farnum
This

Exhibitor

Refused

Stills to Interfere
\/AGARIES of prescntday railroad
i transportation, as they affect the
prompt delivery of mail, last week necessitated quick and unusual action on the
part of the publicity department of Moore's
Theatres' Corporation in Washington.
The Sunday theatrical sections of the
Washington papers print on Friday night,
which obviously makes necessary the submission of Sunday advertising copy prior
to that time. The week's booking at
Moore's new Rialto theatre, which it was
especially desirous to give unusual display, was " Woman," Maurice Tourncur's
spectacle. Of press photographs there
were none in the Capital. Long-distance
telephone communication with New York
established the fact that 30 " stills " had
been mailed days in advance of the proposed run of the picture. There was
nothing to do, apparently, but await the
pleasure of Mr. Burleson's uniformed bearers of the written and printed word.
When Friday morning arrived and the
anxiously awaited pictures of one of the
most gloriously artistic features the screen
has known, did not, action became imperative.
As a last resort the first reel of the film
was placed upon rewinders and minute examination of the Garden of Eden scenes
was made before a high-power lungsden
light. When a sufficiently sharp piece of
film, with the figures concerned in the
episode centered, was found, three frames
were clipped and rushed to an expert inenlargement. After several unsuccessful
efforts the photographer succeeded in running the film view — J^-inch by 1-inch, up
to a 5-inch by 7-inch size — in which the detail of the oicture was fairly well pre-

to Allow

Missing

With His Advertising
served. A contact print was immediately
made, rushed to a retoucher and then
passed along to the art department of the
Washington Post, where another expert
prepared the copy for reproduction to
proper dimensions for a three-column ad.
allowing space for a distinctive border.
The cut was delivered by the engravers
after the ad. was set and the page of the
paper on which it was carried made up.
but the forms had not been locked, nor
mats
thrown, withwith
the aresult
that "Woman"
was advertised
three-column
cut
of the Garden of Eden episode in all four
of the Washington papers.
The success of this more or less involved
method of acquiring photographic copy of
an important and significant scene in a
picture
complete.abounding in artistic " shots " was
Big Exploitation Is Given
" Wanted for Murder "
In
exploiting
"Wauled
Murder"
the
Old Mill theatre,
Dallas, For
Texas,
followed
pretty closely the plan that was originated
by M. Kashin when he showed the picture
at the Broadway, New York City. From
the top of the highest buildings in the business district there were distributed thousands of circulars bearing pictures of the
Kaiser and the title of the picture. Then
further thousands of paper bags bearing
the title were used in grocery stores and
fruitstands.
In addition to this the Old Mill carried
one-line advertisements reading " Who Is
Wanted for Murder?" on every page of
the Dallas newspapers and then plastered
the whole town with posters.

EIGHTY-FIVE 24-sheet stands wer
used by Richards and Flynn in adver
tising the showing of Dustin Farnum ii
" The Light of the Western Stars," at thi
Twelfth Street theatre, Kansas City, Mo
Large advertising was used in the loca
papers to announce the picture and th»
lobby display was devoted to a completi
set of stills and a number of large picl
tures of the star.
Besides owning the franchise for th-|
First National pictures in western Mis|
souri, the company has not acquired thi
right to all of the product of United Pic
ture theatres and intends to give the prod)
uct of both of the distributors a full week*!
run at the Twelfth Street. Immediatel;!
after opening with this Dustin Farnum pic
ture, Mr. Richards wired : " We opene*
Sunday with Dustin Farnum in ' The Lighl
of the Western Stars ' to capacity busines:1
despite bad weather and the street ca
strike. It is the most pleasing picture tha
weThere
have is
evera wide
played."
lobby in the Twelft
Street and this is used to the iimit t
boost the current offerings, but the man
agement makes it a point never to resot
to anything of the freakish, but to attemr
to exploit each offering on its merits. S
in the case of this offering a six sheet wa
used at either side and attached to th
pillas were frames carrying scenes fror
the film. On the inner walls were larg
pictures of the star, and another one wa
placed on an oval frame, studded wit
electric lights. This made it stand ot
very strikingly. A twenty-four sheet wa
used projected across the sidewalk.
It is worthy of note that this theatre i
probably the only one in the country tha
has a clock in the lobby instead of th
regulation affair alongside the screen. Yo
know for yourself how you get the idea o
looking at certain clocks as you walk alon
the street, whether you are really anxiou
to know the time or not. Richards an
Flynn believe in the policy of encourag
ing people to look into their lobby, an
it has been their experience that a bi
share of those who pass the house give
"attention
glance atto the
" and
then give the:
the time
lobby
display.
Postcards Help Tie l p with
National Advertising
Famous Players-Artcraft has started
new plan with postcard reproductions c
one of the advertisements that it used i
the Saturday Evening Post, title, " Yc
Wouldn't Know the Old Town Now
There is room left on the postal for ar
announcement that the theatre to whic
these are supplied may make. It is sui
gested that this makes an excellent tie-t
of the theatre with the national adverti
ing of the producers.
// youall can
eight days in your wtek
ideas,
the put
better.
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of the striking 40 by 60 paintings supplied to advertise "Mickey" in theatre lobbies
that keep up the interest. The patrons look
Star Paintings of Mabel Normand
Praised
for this just the same as they expect to be
handed a program when they enter the theatre. He reports that he does a lesser
by Exhibitors as Aiding in Boosting Picture
amount of business on star pictures than
EXHIBITORS who have been complain" I got a smashing effect out of it. The
usual when he is using some player of
display literally stopped traffic in front of whom he has no collection of photographs.
ing about the poor quality of the matmy house and soon there was a line in
ter which they are offered for their lobby
Many of the producers are providing
front of the ticket window. That was all
displays will have to make an exception
stock
one-sheets of the stars, and these
in the case of " Mickey." Here there is a very nice, but that display came down just should be preserved by the theatre manas soon as I had had time to see the picture
real chance offered to portray the charms
just as carefully as he does the first
of Mabel Normand through a series of 40 through. Why? Because the scene that dollar agerthat
took in, which you probably
x 60 and 30 x 40 paintings of the star and
I had taken the trouble to bring out so have framedhe and
hanging over your desk.
strikingly was not in the picture at all. It
~cenes for the picture. Three of the latter
Simply because you are not showing this
are illustrated here.
may have been there the way that the story- same star today or next week there is no
These enlarged pictures work a great
was written, but it had been cut out later.
reason why you should cast aside a chance
I should not have been caught in this trap,
deal better for display purposes in keeping
make money in the future. One live
with the dignity of the theatre than do the for I have seen that a great majority of- the to
exhibitor estimates that ten per cent of his
ordinary printed matter. Two of these are
advance ' stories ' of the pictures are far increased business has come from the
figures
of Miss
boy'sfrom
clothes
from the finished product."
" Morgue " that he maintains. He never
and another
is a Normand
silhouette inscene
the different
Where you have a star production it is throws
anything away that he thinks he
picture, while still others illustrate some
wise to play up the pictures of her promican use again. His collection started with
of the most interesting moments in the
nently. In these pages we have suggested
one of the series of drawers that are used
several times that it is well for exhibitors
offering. Theatres that have used these
small stores for carrying their thread
have reported that they attracted unusual
to save every photograph of players that by
stock and with which you were familiar
mention.
they get and then to arrange attractive dis- in the country emporium days. Now the
plays on each one. With a nucleus of half
Most exhibitors cannot go to the ex"Morgue" occupies the whole of a room
pense or the trouble of designing distinctive
a dozen pictures of the players, which can
28 x 27 feet.
lobby displays for each picture. In the be added to with cut-outs of the star in
Several of the companies are now arrangirst place, the most of them do not get a roles that she plays later, you can generally
ing to provide lobby displays on each of
cause a lot of comment. One exhibitor,
:hance to see the production in advance
jf its actual showing, and any display that who has been in the business only a little their big pictures, and the example set by
W. H. Productions with " Mickey " is
.vould be made would have to be largely over two years, has as many as three hunlikely to encourage this. Such theatres as
dred pictures of some of the players. He
designed from the account of the producreports that unusual attenhas carefully saved the star pictures that Keith'stion wasBoston
ion that they get in the publicity matter.
attracted with these paintings.
\n idea of what , can happen is voiced in have been sent him and he always buys outhis letter, from which the names are
right the stills on each offering and pre)mitted :
serves these after he has made use of them
" Rubberneck Wagon " and Music
in
the
newspaper
and his lobby.
San Francisco Novelty
" Never again ! I have just had my first
;xperience with designing a lobby display,
Rialto theatre, San Francisco, is giving
For instance, in the case of Mary Pickford he has illustrations showing how she its patrons a novelty since the appointment
t cost me fifty dollars, and I wouldn't kick
1 bit about that, for it certainly did its work
has appeared in every role during the last of J. Harry Lewis is leader of the orind brought me increased business, but the couple of years. These are cut out from
chestra. This novelty is called " Smiles on
rouble about it was that it left every one
the scenes and mounted on gray cardboard,
Wagon." Slides are thrown
and under each one is hand lettering giving aonRubberneck
)f my patrons sore and is going to keep
the screen showing scenes about the
ne explaining for the next six months. I the name of the character and the title of city, while the orchestra plays appropriate
lad the so-called plan book that was is- the picture. These frames stand in the
music. For instance, during some Chinaued by the company, read over the story
same place regularly, and, as the exhibitor
town scenes Chinese airs were used, and
md then carefully built the display around
in question changes his bill three times a
pictures
of Fisherman's
vhat I thought was the big scene.
week, there is a succession in the displays
a rollicking
sea tune. Wharf brought out
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Morning

Symphony

Great Success at
C UNDAY morning musical concerts in
a motion picture theatre are something
new, but they have just been started at
the California theatre, San Francisco, and
the idea of Eugene H. Roth, the managing director of that house and the Portola,
appears to be a great hit if one may judge
from the columns of newspaper space that
the accounts have received.
The California has one of the finest orchestras inthe country and every effort has
been made to develop it to the fullest. It is
under the direction of Herman Heller and
includes 55 musicians, making it the largest
musical organization playing in any motion picture house in the world. The first
program included " Sakuntala Overture,"
" Peer Gynt Suite," Liszt's " Second Rhapsody," Herbert's " Algeria " and "War
March of the Presiests " on the organ.
Here are some extracts from the article about the first concert, as written by
Walter Anthony, in the Chronicle, where
he gave three columns of space to the
concert in the course of two days :
" A New Year's gift it was to the people of San Francisco by the management
of the California theatre, where there is
resident in the person of Manager Eugene
H. Roth a fixed conviction that the people of San Francisco want symphony in its
best manifestations at a price commensurate with the meagerest income and offered in an environment of comfort, luxury
and acoustical kindliness.
" So yesterday morning's concert was
given, and pleased smiles wreathed the
managerial countenance of the California
and its capable musical director.
" The affair was a success. Though but
brief notice had been given the public concerning the concert, the audience was large.
Next
Sunday,
if it doesn't
at the
doors of the theatre
at 11.30clamor
in numbers
to fill the big building to overflowing, it
will be because there isn't the appreciation
for good music in town that we are pleased
right now to believe there is.
" One takes the playing of this organization for granted. The members of the
orchestra are trained and carefully ^elected
instrumentalists, accustomed to symphony
in its most pretentious moods. * * *
" It is a genuine pleasure to speak of
the acoustical advantages of the California
theatre, though there is irony in the
thought that so excellently designed a
building should be devoted mainly to the
silence of pictures. We have not heard a
symphony orchestra in San Francisco so
congenially located as is the one now to
be heard every Sunday morning at the
California. Sharpness without echo, clarity
without shrilliness, carrying power without
undue endurance of tone and a resonance
to respond to the different timbre of the
various orchestral choirs are qualities bestowed on the composite tone by the nice
architectural adjustments of the California
theatre's proportions.
" The California theatre's symphony orchestra, the management and the director,
Herman Heller, merit the best wishes for
a prosperous new year — their faith and
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BOLD

Dont Stop Because You Have
Had a Few Days Bad Luck

ved
receiwho
exhib
fromhs anago
lette
asaid:
weitor,
E r mont
THRE
" I have been following your
advice and have been advertising for
two weeks. I cannot see where it has
brought me any business. I am sending you some of my advertising, and
I want to know what is the matter."
There were some ways that his advertising could be improved and we
wrote him a letter about it— as we
are ready to do with any exhibitor.
But the main thing that we told him
was
weeks.to forget all about the two
Once upon a time the man who is
writing these pages was an advertising man on a newspaper, and he
shocked an exhibitor very much by
refusing to accept purely occasional
advertising on the ground that the
man was wasting money. We told
him that he could not get results
from this sort of stuff. It's true.
Don't advertise one day and expect
them to stream into your theatre
that evening. They wont. You have
to keep your message up day by day.
How many years ago did you first
hear of Ivory Soap?

enterprise justify the hope that San Francisco will not be defeated by this fine and
economical opportunity to enjoy the menu
of music's best."
Such things as this go far toward making a motion picture theatre a civic institution. We haven't the slightest doubt that
it will bring a lot of people to the California regularly who have not been anything of motion picture fans and that it
will send them away with a higher opinion
of the photoplay.
Music is one of the biggest elements in
popularizing the success of the picture,
because there is a chance for music that is
not accorded even the average stage production. Certainly it has been one of
the secrets of the success of Samuel L.
Rothapfel and managers everywhere during the past year have been putting more
and more emphasis on this phase of their
program.
Merely better pictures do not get more
people into your theatre. You have to go
something beyond this, and managers who
do not think that they can afford to have
an orchestra will do well to figure out the
Roth plan and see if they cannot add to
their revenue with such concerts as he is
giving at the California, even if yours has
to be on a limited scale and with but a
few musicians.
It is likely to make your theatre the
theatre of the section.
Praise and flattery are as different as
they are spelled.

Charles C. Perry, manager Strand theatre,
Minneapolis
Charles C. Perry Back from
Liberty Theatres, Runs
Minneapolis Strand
Charles C. Perry, who was manager of
the Strand theatre, Milwaukee, until he
left that position to aid the War Department Commission on Training Camp Activities, has been appointed manager of the
Strand, in Minneapolis, and has assumed
that post. Mr. Perry has been managing
the Liberty theatre at Camp Cody, Texas,
for a number of months. Mr. Perry succeeds Charles G. Branham, who has gone
to Detroit to take charge of the Majestic
theatre in that city, succeeding M. W.
McGee, who has left the motion picture
field to manage the Belle Isle Coliseum
Company which operates twenty-five park
amusement enterprises.
Tivo Pages Used to Advertise
News in Newspaper
Full page advertising was devoted to
Hearst News and Universal Screen Telegram, news weeklies, in the Los Angeles
Examiner on Sunday, December 29. The
feature of the copy showed a huge battle
ship from which the muzzles of three gigantic guns pointed, and the advertisement
was entitled " Three Big Guns of the
Screen." The display was signed *' the only
tri-weekly news film sen-ice in the world,
issued by the International Film Company,
Inc., and released by the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company." This page was
followed by another page in which some of
the scenes in the news reel were reproduced
on the page of the newspaper.
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At left, New Year stage setting at the Circle, and one with "Hawaiian Melodies'
waters and carrying a Yankee fighter back
waiian girl, while at her feet were grouped
to his home. The effectiveness of the
three native men, and together they sang
Ci Home Coming " Used for 1919
scene lay in its simple and direct appeal to
the plaintive melodies of the islands.
the heart.
New Year's Celebration
by McCormick
Another very striking stage picture is be- This Teaser Advertisement
ing used this week as a setting for vocal
number. It shows a forest of straight
Brought People to the Theatre
young trees against a deep blue background
Manager Jules Rosenthal of the Majestic
By Davis Hampton
with really gorgeous light effects. In order
theatre, Dubuque, la., is constantly using
Among the many tableaux and scenes
to secure the realism wanted for his scene
new advertising methods, but one of the
1 presented at the Circle theatre, IndianapoMr. McCormick had over fifty trees cut
best that he has employed came with the
J lis. to celebrate special events and to mark
down and transplanted to the Circle stage
showing of Mildred Harris (Mrs. Charles
holidays and historic days perhaps none
period. They were then painted in silver
has been more effective than S Barret McChaplin) in " Borrowed Clothes." He
and with changing lights made a startling
played this picture on Thursday, Friday
Cormick's 1919 New Year's tableaux eneffect.
and Saturday, but the Sunday previous he
titled,The
"
Home Coming."
inserted a display in the papers reading :
" Hawaiian Melodies " was another song
The scene was one symbolic of peace and
and scenic picture recently offered at the
" Shame on you, Charlie ! What do you
'pictured the new year as a great golden
Circle and which formed a beautiful scene
think of a million-dollar comedian, Char, ship with a huge white sail bending before
stop. This pictured a night on the islands,
lie Chaplin, to allow his charming young
■ the winds and steered by a tiny and beautiwith a bright moon casting its glow over
ful cherub racing away from the troubled
wife
appear at the Majestic in " Borrowed
the sea stop. On a large rack sat a HaMAYBE

SO

But This Exhibitor Found

Clothes?"
He

Wasn't Too Busy
THERE came into the office the
other day a letter postmarked
a town that you probably
never heard about. Here's the
way it read:
" I've been taking the NEWS for a
long time and I have been reading
your splendid suggestions, thought
that they were mighty good, and
then forgot them. I was " too busy "
to give them real attention. Last
week I failed to get any material on
a production that I had booked, and
I spent 60 cents in sending you a
wire. I got it. You saved my life."
do that
that, hebutasked
we gave
himWe thedidn't
service
for.
And this is the sort of service that is
ready for you at any time, in any
quantity, and no matter how much
trouble it makes.
We try to keep busy, but we are
never TOO BUSY to grab the hands
of the clock and hold them back
while we attend to what you want.
Just try and see! The only expense isthe postage stamp that your
home postoffice cancels.
Here is S. Barret McCormick writing one of his advertising articles for the News
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Beeman
Joins
Robertson-Cole
Former Assistant Director General of
the Government Division of Films
to Open Office in London
ROBERTSON-COLE COMPANY gave
another indication of its world-wide
activity in films when it announced that
the services of one of the Government's
war film experts had been secured as
European manager for the Division of
Films of the Robertson-Cole Company
with headquarters in London.
Marcus A. Beeman, former assistant director general of the Division of Films of
the Committee of Public Information, is
the man selected. He will leave for London January 29 on the " Coronia " and
open the office early in February.
Robertson-Cole Company's list of stars
signed up for the last two months for distribution throughout the world, as well as
in the United States and Canada through
the Exhibitors' Mutual, has entailed such
an increase in foreign business as to require the opening of the London office.
For nearly a year the firm has marketed
a large number of independent productions
in foreign countries. A tremendous imA
petus to this business comes with the addition to the offering of such names as
Henry B. Walthall, Billie Rhodes, Bessie
Flora Parker, who, with her husband, Carter de
Barriscale, William Desmond, Sessue
Haven, will appear in a series of two-reel comedies for "through
Smiling Exhibitors
Bill " Parsons
Hayakawa, Carter De Haven and H. B.
Mutualand released
Warner.
advance into Russia by disseminating acMr. Beeman is deemed particularly fitted
curate information among the Russian infor the work by his experience in the Divihabitants to counteract the far-reaching
sion of Films, a large part of the activity
propaganda
of lies carried on by the Gerof which centered in foreign educational
mans.
work in support of our doughboys,
especially in the two neutral countries,
Films showing the industrial and miliHolland and Switzerland, where the battle
tary effort of the Americans were scatwith the Hun for the winning of public
tered through the territories about Archopinion was waged with great success.
angel and Vladivostok to convince the peoIn addition the committee supported the
ple of America's true part in the war.

Serial
Values Locale in New
Vitagraph
URGING the necessity of providing the limb has many times been placed in jeopardy according to statements.
proper background for every scene in
Vitagraph feels that when it announces
its many serials, Vitagraph announces that
it takes particular pride in the locale arthat " The Man of Might " is a world beater that it means something to the fans.
ranged and provided for the many changing scenes in its newest serial now being
" The Fighting Trail," " Vengeance and
completed.
the Woman," and " A Fight for Millions "
have all been filled with thrills, say Vita"The Man of Might" stars William
Duncan and is in fifteen episodes. In
graph officials, and " The Man of Might "
will go them one better.
search of the proper locations, it is said
that the company has been taken through
many picturesque sections of Southern CalA. S. Kane Visits Boston
ifornia, Lower Mexico, the Arizona desert,
and as far north as San Francisco.
Charlesexchange,
S. Rogers,received
managera of
It is declared that Vitagraph has insisted
Boston
visitSelect's
from
Arthur S. Kane, general manager, who,
that Mr. Duncan spare no expense in securing the true backgrounds and banish all after spending two days in going over the
increases in business for this territory, reof the so-called trickery. The fights are
turned to his New York headauarters.
said to be fast and furious and life and
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News

Elsie Ferguson Goes South
for Exteriors
ELie Ferguson, accompanied by her
director, Emile Chautard, Assistant Director Al Lena, Jacques Bizeul, cameraman;'
Wyhdham
Standing, leading man, and
other pany
members
com-a,
have gone of
to Miss
Miami,Ferguson's
Fla., to film
number of exteriors for the new Artcraft
picture,
" The
SaltSouth
of theabout
Earth."
They
will
remain
in the
two weeks
Miss Ferguson's recently completed Artcraft picture, "His Parisian Wife," b>!
Eve Unsell, will be released next week. It
was directed by Mr. Chautard. Miss Fer-i
guson plays the part of Faunette, a gir
reporter in Paris, who weds Martin Wes!
ley, a Boston lawyer, after a brief court- 1
ship.
She isparents.
received Fauvette
with coldness
hi;'
Puritanical
finallybygoes
to New York, writes a novel and win;
fame and later is reunited with her hus
band. David Powell appears opposite th«
star. Courtenay Foote. Frank Losee, Cor;
Williams, Captain Charles and Loui;
Grizel are others in support.

" Every Mother's Son " Is
" Standard " Release
William Fox announces that the R. A
Walsh production of " Every Mother'
Son," one of the Fox " Big Timely " pic
tures,
ruary. will be given to the exhibitors as :
regular " Standard " release early in Feb
The featured player is Charlotte Wal
ker and Mr. Fox announces that by in
eluding the strongest attractions as regu
lar Standard picture releases he is givin;
the exhibitors an excellent opportunity t
cash in strong.

Nazimova,whostar
of " Out
Mathis,
adapted
it, andof the Fos " : Jun
who directed itAlbert Capellani
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Lloyd-Pathe

Bookings

Climb
Steadily
to protesting assault from some quarters,
Company Begins National Survey to Analyze Increasing PopuI nevertheless will have the temerity to
larity of Comedy Star — Improvement of Subjects Is
say that they, to a certain degree, conMain Point in View — Criticism Invited
serve definite standards of real art."
PATHE this week announced that the bookings of the Harold Lloyd
Two "Hals" Make Good
comedies have shown such an unusual increase during the last few
Hal Roach is still under thirty and was
months, and exhibitor comment has been so highly favorable, that Pathe
born in Elmira, N. Y. Harold Lloyd is
has started through its branches a census as to the number of theatres at which
twenty-five and Pawnee County, Neb.,
claims him as one of her famous favorite
the comedies are booked on standing orders, the estimated number of days that
sons. The conjunction of these two
comedies are shown in certain territories, the number of persons who see them
Harolds has brought a mutual reward of
and all individual newspaper and exhibitor comment that can be collected.
fame and success and the story of the
The move, it is made known, is in preparation for a country-wide drive in founding of the Rolin Company and the
promotion of these one-reel features. The aim is to secure as much helpful
hardships that nearly overcame it, until,
criticism as possible to show which particular features are most admired in the by a last despairing effort it became strong
comedies.
again, makes one of the romances of the
motion picture industry. Mr. Roach, now
Ask for Frank Opinion
president and general director, personally
with all of the palpable absurdities so satirIt will also be the aim of Pathe to ascerized as to create a constant source of
supervises the making of the comedies and
merriment. Not a few individuals and
' tain if the work of the players individually
he is especially proud of the fact that he
or the method of handling situations is organizations interested in the betterment
personally selected and trained Harold
: best liked. The most frank criticism will
of the motion picture, as regards the story
Lloyd, Bebe Daniels, Snub Pollard and
be invited to aid in the further improveother
members of the cast.
and the faithful picturing of life, have
ment of what Vice-President and General
Roach was a mail carrier in Alaska when
commended Mr. Roach for this innovation,
Manager Paul Brunet of Pathe Exchange,
which, they indicate, will bring about a he actually got frozen feet and quit the
Inc., considers to be one of the excepreform
in the use of wild-eyed impossible
North for the congenial climate of Calitionally good things of the year. For, he melodrama
fornia. From the time he obtained a job
by showing how utterly absurd
declares, the Rolin Film Company, in it is.
as
an
extra
in a Western picture his progfashioning the comedies featuring Harold
" This is a most effective method," comress
was
rapid
and he was soon an assisLloyd, with Bebe Daniels and "Snub"
ments George Arthur Gray, magazine
tant director. Later, with friends, he
Pollard, has contributed an entirely new
formed
the
Rolin
Company and produced
writer and reviewer, " for by it you may
comedy spirit, an evolution from the broad,
literally laugh the blatant, old stuff off the
several
pictures,
for
which he received no
coarse and oftentimes messy slapstick
screen. The villainy villain and the angelic
return on account of the successive failpioneer work. It is clean, wholesome, not
heroine have passed their usefulness on the
ures of the distributing companies. He
offensive to good taste, and while it is
speaking
stage
—
they
are
discarded
puppets
finally
determined to put all the funny
'broad in its farcical treatment, it is still — and there is no reason at all why they
stunts 'he could think of — crazy, whimsical
clever in its satire upon men and things.
should persist on the screen.
and daring — into one picture, which he
Mr. Brunet is apt to attribute the in" Hal Roach and Harold Lloyd are really
called " Just Nuts " and sent it to Pathe
creasing success of the Lloyd comedies to
active reformers in their happy, irresponon speculation.
'the fact that they are a clever mixture of
sible, carefree way and should earn the
What might have been his slapstick
•the new and old and while holding those
gratitude of the entire country in thus
swansong proved to be a pean of triumph,
who delight in the humor of strenuous
holding up the distorted mirror of frantic
and of salvation. Pathe asked for more
work, are at the same time gaining thoumelodrama to the eyes of the world. These
pictures, and to continue further operation,
sands of new friends by the clean comedy
travesties I consider not only farce comedy
Roach enlisted the interest of Dwight
and burlesque idea which is the expression
of the highest degree, but some of the Whiting, well-known resident of Los Anof the new order of things. As proof of most delightful satire I have ever seen
geles, who acquired a one-third interest in
this widespread appreciation, it is signifieither on the screen or the stage, or that
the company. Mr. W hiting organized the
cant that the Strand theatre, New York
I have ever read, not even excepting
business on a sound basis and made W. H.
City, signed for the largest amount ever
Doane his assistant. Messrs. Whiting and
K.
Jerome's
delightful
'
Stageland.'
paid for a one-reel feature when it ob- Jerome
Therefore, these Lloyd comedies have a Roach later became sole owners of the
:ained for the week of January 4, the
distinct, individual place in motion pic- concern when Dan Linthcum, the third
Lloyd comedy, " Wanted 5,000," which Hal
tures— and though I may lay myself open
partner, jointly sold them his interests.
Roach, president and general director of
he Rolin Company declares is a good
;ample of them all. Samuel L. Rothapfel
ecently featured " Take a Chance " at the
lialto theatre, New York, and the Lloyd
:omedies have an enormous following in
he New York circuits of Marcus Loew,
Yilliam Fox and Moss and Stoll.
Mr. Roach, in sanguine anticipation of
ust such a favorable development, has, in
lis own words, " bed-rocked these smilelams, with hilarious Harold," which is
is characteristic comment on the fact that
he Rolin Company, up to the present, has
■reduced and delivered to Pathe a suffiient number of Lloyd comedies to supply
he program for the entire year.
leform in the Drama Seen
The conspicuous element in this producion is the burlesue on melodramas as
opularly accepted in the motion picture,
Harols Lloyd, Bebe Daniels and " Snub " Pollard, the winning trio in Pathe-Rolin comedies
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John Barrymore is starred by expected
Famous toPlayers-Lasky
" Here Comes the Bride," which is
create unusualin interest
New

Directors

Famous
Players-Lasky Announces
Screen
Rights Purchased for
Pour Stage Plays to Be Produced at Once
BESIDES obtaining screen rights for
four stage plays, Jesse L. Lasky, first
vice-president of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation, in charge of production, has secured three new directors.
George Fitzmaurice, Kenneth Webb and
Irvin Willat have been engaged as directors and the screen rights have been secured for " Come Out of the Kitchen,"
" Girls," " The Witness for the Defense,"
and " The Malefactor."
Mr. Fitzmaurice has directed a great
many successful films during the last five
years, and at the head of his own organization he produced the Astra pictures for
Pathe release.
Among the most successful of his many
productions are " Innocent," " Common
Clay," " The Japanese Nightingale," and
starring Fannie Ward, and his many screen
presentations of Al Wood's plays, particuReed. larly "New York," starring Florence
His first direction under Famous PlayersLasky auspices will be Elsie Ferguson in
" The Witness for the Defense," from the
play by Alfred Edward Woodley Mason,

and
Plays Added
and in which Ethel Barrymore starred during its New York stage presentation in
1911.
Kenneth Webb directed the O. Henry
pictures. He will stage Eastern made films
for Paramount in the very near future.
Irvin Willat will produce, in the Famous Players-Lasky Western studios, a
Lila Lee subject, "Judy of Rogues' Harbor," which is an adaptation of a novel by
Grace Miller White.
Mr. Willat is well known as a director
and one of his latest was " The False
Faces," an Ince production released as a
Paramount-Artcraft Special and which
starred Henry B. Walthal.
Of the plays recently secured, " Come
Out of the Kitchen " is a comedy by A. E.
Thomas, founded on the novel of the same
name by Alice Duer Miller and produced
on the stage by Henry Miller and Ruth
Chatterton and Bruce McRae.
" Girls " as a stage play was a Clyde
Fitch farce, and " The Malefactor " is
from the book written by E. Phillips Oppenheim and published in 1916.
This story was bought for John Barrymore and is said to suit his style admirably. In both the East and West studios
the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
report great activities.

Sample" Extra" Introduces World
News
Reel
AS a sample copy of what the news reel tories at 71 West Twenty-third street, New
York
City,
show
that
the
editorial
rooms
will look like when it is released regularly an " extra " is being issued by are operated in the same building and as
this is the only outfit on Manhattan Island
World Film Corporation and all the exthey figure that quicker service will be the
changes will have it to show by Febresult.
ruary 1.
. Charles Urban, Ray L. Hall and Terry
The advanced extra sample contains pictures from the local field and abroad, and,
Ramsaye make up the executive and editorial staff of the Kinogram and all this
according to description, several remarkable news scenes are shown from the
information is featured in the first sample
Italian Alps.
or introductory copy published as the
It is said that a part of this first reel
" Extra."
is devoted to a description of the title
The name " Kino " means motion pictures in probably the largest part of the
and typographical make-up and this new
news reel distributed by World exchanges
globe,
it is cablegram.
said, and " Gram " is taken
boldly from
will be called " Kinograms."
Exhibitor shows are set for Feb. 1.
Views of the Kinogram concern's labora-

Picture

News

Merrick Now Assistant
Sales Manager
Joe Merrick, prominent exchangeman on
the Pacific Coast, has been promoted from
Pacific Coast supervisor to assistant sales
manager of the Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing Corporation and transferred to
New York, Exhibitors' Mutual announces.
Mr. Merrick came East with the removal
of the executive offices of Exhibitors'
Mutual from Chicago to New York City
and has begun his duties in the new Mutual
general offices at 1600 Broadway.
Joe, as he is called by his many friends,
is a pioneer in the industry. His connections date back twelve years. His experience covers all angles of the business — exhibition, distribution and production.
Mr. Merrick started at Missoula, Mont.,
where he was the owner of three theatres,
the Isis, the Bijou and the Grand. After
five years as an exhibitor he entered distribution as a member of the staff of the
old General Film Company, in Portland,
Seattle and San Francisco. He was connected successively with Blue Bird and
Universal, leaving the latter to enter the
service of the Mutual Film Corporation,
first as branch manager at Seattle and then
as branch manager at Los Angeles. During his long service as branch manager
of the Mutual Los Angeles office he built
up a wide acquaintance with the studio
folks and there are few stars, and few
minor actors who do not know him well
enough to call him " Joe."
Lauds Faversham Cast
Famous Players-Lasky takes great pride
in the cast which it gave William Faversham in the fifth of its Paramount-Artcraft
specials released January 12.
" The Silver King " stars William Faversham, and Barbara Castleton is the leading woman. Others prominent in the cast
are John Sunderland. Warburton Gamble,
Daniel Pennell, Cecil Yapp and William
O'Day.
Irving
directedstage
the play
picture,
which isGeorge
from the
original
by
Henry Arthur Jones and scenarioized by
Burns Mantle.

Edith Roberts
GuardProduction
in " Sue of the
South." Stands
a Universal

January
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Select

Establishes

New

Sales
Record
weeks out of six has been very gratifying
Declares High Mark Has Been Passed in Five Out of Last Six
to everyone concerned in the business of
Consecutives Weeks — Branch Managers Work Hard for
supplying Select Pictures to the country.
A consistent series of record-breaking
Results — Starts Year Satisfied
weeks, one after another, maintained in the
manner that the Select record was mainACCORDING to an announcement which this week came from the publicity department of Select Pictures, most remarkable results have been
tained during the six weeks just closed,
can mean but one thing; that the product
attained by that corporation in the matter of business done by the comthat Select was offering to the exhibitors
pany, as a whole, throughout the United States in the period extending from
was in demand, first, for the purpose of
the last week in November until the week ending January 4, inclusive. The
announcement declares that in five of the six weeks mentioned net film rentals
attracting patrons back to the picture theabroke all previous records of Select. That this was accomplished in the face
tres, and, second, for the purpose of holding this patronage once it was obtained.
of the fact that during these six weeks about 1,200 towns having theatres were
The records secured also imply the most
closed on account of the epidemic is considered remarkable by officials of the
sincere of compliments to the alertness and
company.
ability of the members of Select's sales
organization — that compliment which is
Select's achievement is considered so noteworthy by members of the organization they felt it would prove of interest to the industry to make an announcebest expressed in results. Select is parment.
ticularly proud that at a time when officials
of other large companies are openly comKane Gets on the Job
plaining that their business is off 15 or 20
It will be recalled that when the influenza
per cent, due to the abnormal conditions
epidemic caused a shutdown throughout
obtaining by reason of partly closed territhe country, the large producing companies
tory, the demand for Select attractions has
and distributing organizations got together
been
so
strong that the company's business
and agreed that it would be wise not to
has
to a higher mark than ever before
in itsrisen
history.
release new productions during a certain
period of weeks. How conditions gradually righted themselves in various disAnita Stewart Would Form
tricts here and there throughout the country, how the theatres opened up, one by
Soldier Organization
one, all this has become film history.
Arthur S. Kane, general manager of
Anita Stewart, star of Louis B. Mayer's
Select, was ambitious that the sales force
production of " Virtuous Wives," has
started
a movement for the organization
of his company should get on its toes
of
a
body
similar to the Grand Army of
quickly and during the entire closed period
the Republic. A letter written recently by
was bending every effort to this end, being
Miss Stewart to Secretary of War Baker,
enthusiastically backed by Select's branch
explains
Miss Stewart's suggestions. The
Alice
Brady
Is
Presented
by
Select
Pictures
managers in the twenty-one cities in which
letter ddressed to Mr. Baker, follows in
in " The Indestructable Wife "
the company maintains exchanges. It has
been already recorded how Select staged
mas holidays, and with the fact in their
" May I be permitted to offer a suggesminds that this was their very last chance
a " Re-open with Select " campaign and
part
:tion concern a matter which I cannot but
achieved results in getting managers of
to again break a record in 1918, Select's
believe
will meet with your hearty apentire force, from branch manager to road
houses everywhere to use some Select feaproval. Irefer to an organization of our
ture as the attraction with which to resalesman, concentrated upon doing an eyeSoldiers
of Freedom similar to our gloropen their houses after the dark period.
opening business. And so the week endious Grand Army of the Republic.
Branches strained in their efforts to get
ing December 28 broke all records pre" Perhaps the starting of such an oropening dates. The argument was used
viously established by Select.
ganization before all our boys are back
that managers could find no surer way of
from
overseas
may seem a bit premature,
Good
Work
Appreciated
winning back their patrons after a long
but how much easier it would be now while
Select
officials
were
naturally
especially
period during which they had got out of
the nucleus of our splendid army is still
elated at this achievement, and General
the habit of coming to the playhouses than
together, than to wait until it is scattered
by offering them Select Pictures. The very
Manager Kane sent congratulatory teleto the four corners of the country. And
first week after the general resumption of
grams to the various branches, acknowlwhat a fine thing it would be for the boys
edging the wonderful work done and voicbusiness, the week ending November 30,
still in service to find on their return, the
ing the home office's appreciation of it. A movement well under way. That a mighty
Select's net film rentals broke all records
established prior to the shutdown.
day or two later, however, Mr. Kane fol- organization of World War Veterans will
lowed this with a letter to branches in
some day be formed is a certainty, but a
Books Houses to Keep
which he said : " During the year we have
word from you now would hasten it, and
But having got into the houses, Select
got to do greatly increased hustling to keep
prevent countless delays later on.
out of our own way, or the shadow. of the
was determined to stay in them, and efforts
were concentrated to this end. And so
closing
envelop
the week ending December 7 broke the
Evidentlyweeks
this of
fear 1918
was will
in the
minds us.''
of
" Ravished Armenia " Has
record established by the week ending
the branch managers. Having attained the
Its Premiere
November 30. And again, for the third
peak, were they to rest in the shadow on
consecutive week, that ending December
the other side during 1919? Determined
" Ravished Armenia," the new eight-reel
that 1919 should not be threatened in this
production directed by Oscar Apfel in the
14, broke the record of the prior week.
The week ending December 21 was the
Selig studios, had its premiere at the Mamanner,
Select's and
twenty-one
branches
did themselves
in another
burstoutof
jestic theatre in Los Angeles the week
week before Christmas, and it was hardly
beginning January 19th.
to be expected that this would prove a
speed shattered at once, in the first week
The story was adapted from a serial
of the new year, the record established
record-breaking week. Nevertheless, the
which ran in the Hearst publications, and
with the last week of the old. Net film
net film rentals secured by Select that week
are said to have compared very favorably
Irving Cummings is seen in the leading
rentals for the week ending January 4—
role with Aurora Martignian. The film
in amount with some of the past weeks
the last report to be received — are dewill provide funds for the Armenian War
of the period prior to the shutdown.
clared to be the greatest in Select's history.
Relief Association.
Taking advantage of the week of ChristThis sequence of five record-breaking
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Erie

Viola Dana is completing " Diana
comedy on
for the
Metro.
Hamilton is busy on the
West Ardway,"
Coast on a" Johnny
Spot Hale
"

Fourth
Nazimova
Is Completed
close, capable co-operation.
Metro Will Distribute " Out of the
This production was adapted from the
Fog," a Nazimova Production,
Beginning Early in February
stage
Shoals." by isH. said
Austinto
Adams,play,and" Ception
Mme. Nazimova
WHAT
is announced as a vital and
have scored a great triumph when she appowerfully absorbing drama of life
peared in the stage production at the
along the New England coast will be disThirty-ninth Street theatre in New York
City.
tributed early next month by Metro exchanges.
In the supporting cast Charles Bryant
It is the fourth of the special Nazimova
appears as Phillip Blake and Henry Harman as Job Coffin. The balance of the cast
productions presented by Richard A. Rowis declared to have been selected with
land and Maxwell Kargcr and entitled
every
care and includes Nancy Palmer as
" Out of the Fog."
Maude Standish, George \Y. Davis as her
They consider Nazimova's attraction on
husband, T. Morse Koupal, Charles
the screen seems to be cumulative and getSmiley, Tom Blake, Hugh Jeffrey, Dorothy
ting greater every day. Both Mr. Rowland and Mr. Karger cite what they deSmoller, J. O'Connor, Harry Weiss, Ada
Scovill, Marie Gynt and Lydia Wellmore.
clare to be her tremendous success in " Eye
The production was under the personal
for Eye," and also " Toys of Fate " and
" Revelation."
supervision of Maxwell Kargcr and NaziMetro officials declare that the new promova's versatility is said to be artistically
demonstrated in her portrayal of Faith, Job
ruction of " Out of the Fog " will surpass
her past successes and that it is finer and
Coffin's unhappy sister, and again as Eve,
her oddly reared daughter.
superior from every standpoint.
Joe Coffin is the grim keeper of a lonely
It is stated that the filming of the lighthouse scenes was done at the very place
surf-swept lighthouse off the Massachusetts coast and there are said to be many
the story calls for and that all the realism
was injected by Director Albert Capellani
thrilling scenes as well as intensely dramatic moments in this production.
and Eugene Gaudio, the cameraman, by

Theatre Magnates
Visit New York
O. A. Potter and G. E. Newton, owners
of the Majestic and Columbia theatres at
Erie, Pa., spent several days in New York
City last week arranging bookings and
securing some necessary accessories.
Incidently while paying a call on Motion
Picture News anent some very enlightening articles they had read on picture projection they told of the success of their
recent opening of the Columbia at Erie
after it had burned to the ground last May.
The Columbia was immediately rebuilt
and then the " flu " epidemic arrived as it
was ready to be opened. However, when
it was opened with a 1,200 seating capacity
it did a " turn 'em away
November at10, admissio
business
n prices, matinee
twenty cents and evening thirty cents.
Messrs. Potter and Newton said that the
Majestic seats 1,700 with admission prices
of fifteen and twenty-five cents. Paramount and Select and open market for the
big specials is the policy of both houses
and they have only one competitor in pictures in Erie — the Strand.
A full orchestra and pipe organ is installed at both the Majestic and Columbia
theatres.
Capitol

Film

Contracts

for

Laboratory Work
Ike Schlank, president of the Capitol
Film Company, Inc., of Indianapolis, Ind.,
has contracted with the Spoor-Thompson
Laboratories for the developing of film for
all pictures released by that company. Capitol Film has now started the release of
pictures. Spoor-Thompson announces that
this is the second big contract secured
within the last two weeks, the first having
been signed by J. A. Berst for processing
all of the film of the United Picture Theatres of America.

Many
Popular Favorites in Houdini
Serial
SUPPORTING Houdini, the Handcuff
Miss Marsh's name has been featured in
pictures, as has that of Miss StoneKing, featured in " The Master Mys- many
house. For five years Miss Stonehouse
tery," the fifteen-episode serial, produced
was an Essanay star. She was also a
by B. A. Rolfe and distributed by Octagon
Bluebird star for a year and a half and
Films, Inc., are seen popular stage and
screen favorites.
a Triangle star for eight months. Edna
Houdini brings to the screen for the Britton, in a vampire role, has established
first time not only an elaboration of those a reputation by work in Lew Field's shows
feats of escape from restraint which earned and Winter Garden productions. She was
for him the title of "the handcuff king"
and made his name a household byword all
over the world, but a line of stunts he has
never done before. Appearing with Houdini are Margaret Marsh, Ruth Stonehouse,
Edna Britton, William Pike, Charles Graham, Floyd Buckley and Jack Burnes.

also the acts
star inof vaudeville.
several of B. A. Rolfe's
musical
William Pike and Charles A. Graham
both have had many years experience on
the legitimate stage. Jack Burnes and
Floyd Buckley are known for their character impersonations in serials.

J. D. Williams, of Circuit
First National Exhibitors'

January
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Episodes in " If Your Soldier's Hit," in the U. S. A. Series handled by the U. S. Division of Films, Committee on Public Information
Select Buys Norma Talmadge Pictures
It was announced this week by Select
Pictures that it has acquired by purchase
exclusive ownership in all Norma Talmadge pictures. This includes not only all
past pictures made for Select, but all
Norma Talmadge subjects to be released
during 1919.
It is cited that this action has been taken
by the Select Company in order to protect
the exhibitors who hold contracts calling
for the delivery of Norma Talmadge features. Itis felt that this purchase by Select
of the Norma Talmadge pictures will entirely remove any doubt in the minds of
exhibitors as to the ability of Select Pictures Corporation to deliver Norma Talmadge pictures without interruption until
1920. Not only will Select be able to deliver to its customers all Talmadge productions during the current year, but these are
declared to be the only Talmadge pictures
which can be put out during the period
named.
May

Allison Starts on New
Metro Picture
May Allison, under the direction of
Henry Otto, has commenced work on her
next starring vehicle for the Metro program, The
"
Island of Intrigue," adapted
from Isabel Ostrander's novel of the same
title by A. S. Le Vino. "The Island of
Intrigue " will follow " Peggy Does Her
Darndest " on the Metro program. It is
being produced under the personal supervision of Marshall Karger, director general. The scenario calls for a number of
exterior " shots." For these the company
will go to Santa Cruz.
Exhibitors' Mutual Active
Frank MacQuarrie, supporting Billie
Rhodes in her Exhibitor's Mutual release,
" The Girl of My Dreams," was for many
years in support of Nance O'Neill and
Henry Miller on the legitimate stage.
Leo Pierson is also in the Rhodes cast
and has appeared formerly in many Orient
and South Sea Island pictures. Others in
the cast are Golda Mawden, Jane Keckley,
Benj amin Suslow, Lamar Johnston and
Jack Macdonald.

U.
S. A. Series"
Good
of the Makes
best of the series, showing
the tre" Horses of War " Released January
mendous
part
played
by
the
horse in mod20 Through World Film — Fourth
ern warfare in spite of the tremendous
Will Follow on February 3
utilization of the motor in connection with
TP HAT the American public is tremend*■ ously interested in the intimate de- trucks, tractors, lorries and tanks.
tails of many secrets concerning the parThe first picture of the series, " If Your
ticipation of the United States in the Soldier's Hit," was released December 23d,
and is sharing the popularity of the other
world war, secrets that were closely
guarded until the armistice was signed, is various fiilms released by the Government.
evidenced by the popularity of the U. S. It tells the story of the American Medical
Detachment and Field Hospital Corps,
A. Series of two-reelers, produced by the showing the rescue of wounded men from
Government and released by the Division
the battle field and how they are treated
of Films of the Commtitee on Public Inat the first dressing stations and removed
formation through the World Film Corto the hospitals, taking them right through
poration. In answer to public demand
the entire hospital system to convalescence.
expressed on many sides the Government
The second picture of the series, " Wings
had the films made by Signal Corps Photographers. They show many phases of of Victory," which was released January
the war that are of great importance in 6th, is following close in the footsteps of
larity.first release of the series and gives
connection with the participation of the the
Nation in the conflict. By reason of the promise of meeting with the same popudemand for the pictures they have proven
Following the release program of the
popular with exhibitors and are regarded
U. S. A. Scries, the Government will reas of high box office value.
base the fourth picture February 3d.
The third picture of the series, " Horses
Making a Nation Fit " is the title of
of War,-' is now ready for release and will this
two-reeler, showing how the men of
be available at World Film Exchanges,
the
Nation were made fit for war.
January 20. This picture is said to be one

Promotions

Announced

TTOLLOWING a re-organization a few
* weeks ago in the Universal offices the
Sales Department announces two more promotions, through H. M. Berman, general
manager of exchanges.
Gus A. Metzger, for the past half year
manager of the Jewel exchange in New
York City, has been made district manager
for the Universal exchanges located west
of the Rocky Mountains.
These exchanges which come under Mr.
Metzger's supervision are located in Denver, Salt Lake, Butte, Spokane, Seattle,
Portland, San Francisco, and Los Angeles.
According to further announcements Hal
Hodes, formerly with Vitagraph and
Kalem previous to entering the service of
Universal in a publicity capacity, is now
assistant general manager of all Universal
exchanges.
Mr. Hodes is said to have made a great
success in exploiting Jewel productions.

for Universal Men
During the absence of Joe Brandt, who
is now in Universal City, Cal., Mrs. M.
F. Todd, his assistant, and Blanche Wallach, his secretary, will do a good share
of the work required to properly exploit
the serials and news reels distributed by
Universal.
J. A. C. Chandler, Chief of the Division
of Rehabilitation, Federal Board for Vocational Education, in a letter to Carl
Laemmle, commended the Universal executive for his patriotic spirit in providing
positions for soldiers who had lost one or
both legs.
The Inspection Departments of President Laemmle's various film exchanges are
said to be open for these heroes and those
who have in charge the caring for wounded
and crippled soldiers expressed themselves as being very appreciative of the
Universal's co-operation in such a laudable
work.
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Haven

and Parker

News
Join

" Smiling Bill " Parsons
Carter De Haven, musical comedy and
film star, and Flora Parker, his wife, have
been signed by " Smiiing Bill " Parsons for
a series of two-reel comedies built on the
newly-wed idea. The two De Haven
babies will be permanent features of the
cast.
Through the Robertson-Cole Company
Mr. Parsons has arranged for distribution of these
new comedies by Exhibitors'
Mutual
exchanges.
The initial subject will be released in
March and one two-reeler a month thereafter for thirteen months. Carter De
Haven was with Weber and Fields in the
old days and for many seasons thereafter
he appeared on the stage of the leading
vaudeville theatres.
The brand name will be " Feature Comedies "and Mr. Parsons promises that they
will be real features in every sense of the
word.

Vitagraph Claims an All-Star Cast for the William Duncan Production Called " The
Might," a Fifteen-Episode Serial

Man of

Billboard
Campaign
For
Serial
has
taught
exhibitors
to
expect
in its chapVitagraph
Announces
That Plans
ter-plays.
Have Been Completed for Intense
Duncan carries his nerve with him and
Exploitation on " The Man
risks his neck time after time in each episode. For example, in the fifth episode,
of Might " Serial
he drives an automobile at better than
NEW twenty-four sheets carrying heroic
figures in groups showing William
sixty miles an hour against a pile of railDuncan in a furious fight with one of the
road ties that are blocking the road.
The machine bounds over the ties and
villains while the heroine looks on helplessly, tied to a mast of the ship, shows that
one of the occupants is thrown out over a
Vitagraph is prepared to launch its bill- distance of over twenty feet and in landboard campaign featuring William Duncan
ing, the two rear wheels of the machine
are seen to snap off. There is absolutely
in the newest serial, " The Man of Might."
no trick in this scene, for Duncan and his
The atmosphere surrounding the situation gives the opportunity for some woncompany took big chances in the filming
derful color work and as striking a 24- of it and the screen records faithfully how
sheet as has graced the boards of the cour
cldse they came to a disastrous accident.
try for many a long day is promised.
Duncan's company is well beyond the
Beginning with " The Fighting Trail " half-way mark in its production of " The
and through every serial thereafter, VitaMan of Might," and the entire serial will
graph has made its billboard campaigns the
probably be filmed by the time the first
pivot on which its serial exploitations have
episode is released throughout the country.
turned.
These 24-shects have girdled the contiBoston Film Club Lauds
nent in campaign after campaign, and the
every-growing success of Vitagraph serials
Post Scenics
is the best reason in the world for the conAfter the Boston Film Club witnessed
tinuation of the billboard campaigns.
William Duncan is the star of " The
the Post Scenic films, " Come, Watch With
Man of Might," which was written by Me the Passing Night," and " When NaAlbert E. Smith and Cyrus Townsend
ture Smiles," at the Temple theatre, the
members passed a resolution advising every
Brady, and Duncan also directs the production. He is supported by a star cast
exhibitor in New England to carry at least
which includes Edith Johnson and Joe one Post Scenic on their program.
Ryan, and the hundreds upon hundreds
Mrs. J. Wentworth Brackett, president
of thousands who have seen this trio in of the club, wrote to the Post Film Company, Inc., of New York City, as follows :
Duncan's last serial, " A Fight for Mil" Your nature films are the most marvellions " are expected to feel the compelling
impulse to hustle to their favorite theatre
ous productions we have ever o*en on or
off the stage or screen. Your films seem
when they cast their eyes upon the new 24sheet.
surpass
nature."
company
announces that it may proWhile Duncan's fights are much in evi- to The
duce a multiple reel picture to take the
dence throughout the fifteen episodes of
" The Man of Might," each episode is place of a regular feature on the program
loaded with the kind of thrills Vitagraph
in connection with the single reel scenics

Says
" The
Big good
Six pictures
" Scores
Reports
show that
never
grow old. At least that is the way the Fox
officials view it as they point to hundreds
of theatres which they declare are scoring
heavily
playing
" The Big Six."
These byare
the productions
which Mr.
Fox considered brought the stars in the
limelight and was their big success of the
day. Three of them feature Theda Bara
and three of the " big six " star William
Farnum.
Mr. Farnum is seen in " The Plunderer,"
" The Bondman " and " The Soldier's
Oath," while Miss Bara is seen in " The
Two Orphans," " A Fool There Was " and
" The Clemenceau Case."
Cecil B. De
New

Mille Starts on
Picture

Edgar Selwyn's play, which was obtained by Famous Players-Lasky for screen
purposes before being produced on the
stage, is now being filmed under the personal direction of Cecil B. DeMille.
The script was prepared by Mr. Sehvyn
and William C. DeMille and the picture
will be released after the director's latest,
" Don't Change Your Husband," scheduled
for January- 26.

Bessie

Love,

in Pathe's
Corners "

" Carolyn

of the

January
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Theda Bara occupies the center in " The Serpent," and at the right is a
At the left is a moment in " The Prussian Cur," Fox feature.
from "The Land of the Free"
Baltimore Exhibitors Are
Hosts to Drews
When Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew played
Baltimore in their stage production of
f Keep Her Smiling," the motion picture
exhibitors there hastily planned a reception and dinner for them.
The pleasant surprise was conceived by
the local Paramount exchange manager
and the banquet was held in the grand
ball room of the Hotel Belvedere.
When the coffee was served a camouflaged screen was discovered at one end
of the ball room and " Romance and
Rings,"
the banner
first Drew
the
Paramount
was comedy
run offunder
in two
reels.
This was followed by the second subject,
" Once a Mason," and it is said that the
many exhibitors present gave Mr. and Mrs.
Drew a tremendous ovation. It is declared
that the exhibitors present all hastened to
book these Drew comedies at once and that
pleasure was combined with business on
this particular night.

Practice
In
Plan
Booking
New
not advance in a corresponding degree in
New Angle in Booking Is Evolved
booking methods and showmanship?
and Discussed by Manager of
" I mean that, under the old booking
New York Fox Exchange
methods,
with anto attraction
like ' Salome
MANY new angles of booking feature
it is impossible
take advantage
of that '
pictures have been discussed during
important
factor,
cumulative
publicity.
For
the past twelve months and Manager Louis
Rosenbluh of the New York exchange of the laws of competition are upset — more
people will want to see such a film than
William Fox has advanced several new
ideas in the following interview issued by can possibly crowd into one picture house
in any town or city for the limited number
the Fox offices.
of days of the usual picture showing.
" The nationally known feature photo" If a single house wished to meet the
play," said Mr. Rosenbluh, " should bring
demand it would have to run the film inabout a new angle in booking and in picdefinitely. No single house will do this
ture showmanship. In the matter of bookbecause their regular patrons demand a
ing the old methods lead to an immense
change
program
leastdays.
once a week —
loss of possible profits to both exhibitor
in most ofhouses
everyat few
and producer. It has long been the theory
" You can see what happens under the
that I am now putting in practice with the
customary plans, where a leading exhibitor
booking of ' Salome ' in my New York
is given an exclusive showing for his town
territory. It is working out to marked ador neighborhood, with the idea that he
vantage both to the exhibitor and to my
company.
thus is going to secure a maximum boxoffice return for himself and for the pro" I contend that great features should be
ducer. He runs the feature for three or
shown at the same time in all the houses
four days, or a week. He gets his regular
of a town or neighborhood where the ad- patrons and some of the general outside
St. Louis Exhibitor Books
mission price is the same. Think of the
public — as many as his mailing list and incumulative
weight of the combined pubdividual billboards and advertising can
" Virtuous Wives "
licity
of
five
or
six
houses
—
of
all
their
reach.
He
reaps a good profit, sits back
S. J. Baker, manager of the St. Louis
mailing lists, of all their advertisements, of
branch of First National Exhibitors' Cirsatisfied
and
goes on with his new reword-of-mouth praise by their reguleases.
cuit, announces that he has just closed a all the
lar patrons !
contract with Mrs. J. C. Cornelius, owner
" But what about the feature whose pos" Not a person who could read or see or
sibilities in his town have hardly been
of the downtown Lyric and Royal theatres
hear but would make an effort to see the
touched?
Shall it be shelved? Because
and the West End Lyric in St. Louis, for
feature thus exploited. Its attraction
all First National releases.
of the low admission prices of picture
would overwhelm everything else in sight;
The West End Lyric is reported to be a it would crowd every theatre; it would
houses, practically the entire population of
very successful neighborhood house and
win for screen entertainment thousands of that town or section are possible patrons
maintains admission prices of fifteen and
for the feature. Something is wrong —
new patrons. The picture houses would
twenty-five cents. " Virtuous Wives," starreap its benefits for months to come.
ring Anita Stewart, is the first feature
somewhere."
" In the first place, the production of
under the new contract.
Houdini Serial Scores at
such spectacles as ' Salome ' form a new
precedent in the amusement business. BeWashington, D. C.
fore the advent of motion pictures no such
Alice Brady Progresses
sums ever were spent on a production —
According to A. Dresner, manager of ExAlice Brady, the stage-screen star, has
no theatrical entertainment could spend uphibitors' Film Exchange at Washington,
wards of $100,000 on a single attraction
passed her 157th performance on BroadD. C, the Houdini Serial produced by B. A.
Rolfe, broke all records at the Virginia
and hope to get it back — much less show
way in the stage production of " Forever
theatre there.
a profit; $50,000 was a remarkable expenAfter," which is now at the Playhouse.
This is the first serial that ever played
Reglardless of her legitimate venture, Miss
diture to be widely heralded by the press
the Virginia theatre and this is considered
Brady is continuing in pictures, and the agents.
New York public sees her either way it
" Motion pictures have advanced far be- as significant of the immense drawing posdesires — or both.
yond that in expenditure — why should we
sibilities of " The Master Mystery."
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Motion
Grace

Pearl White paused heraftergas-cart.
finishingMiss
her White
work the
eveningof toa Pathe
let the serial
photographer " shoot "
is inother
the midst

Pearl

White

Heads
Boy
Cadets
be two Pearl White units of the American
Pathe's Serial Queen Is Honorary
Cadets and one Pathe unit. In one secPresident
and Commander in
tion of Brooklyn where there is a company
Chief of the American
of Cadets the boys called on the owner
Cadets
of the principal theatre and by showing
him how they were prepared to work up
THE military organization known as the
business for him, induced him to play the
American Cadets is reported to have
units in all the principal cities of the
serial.
United States and Pearl White is not only
This same situation is declared to prevail in all parts of the country and Pathe
their honorary president but is commanderin-chief, according to reports emanating
officials urge the exhibitors not to overlook the value of these boys as business
from Pathe headquarters.
boosters.
If an exhibitor is visited by a delegation of these Cadets and requested to run
Some of the boys are said to take such
an interest in seeing the serial success" The Lightning Raider " serial featuring
their chief, and he refuses to do so the
fully launched in their particular terriPathe officials fear what the results
tory that they are prepared to make a house
to house canvass in behalf of Pearl White
may be.
if necessary.
For it is stated that all the members arc
dead anxious to see their commander-inThe third episode of " The Lightning
chief, not only in this latest serial, but at
Raider " scheduled for release January 29,
any and all times, and various units of the
and entitled " Underworld Terrors," is
American Cadets are said to be instituting
said to be more exciting than either of the
previous episodes; is expected to take the
a campaign to see that " The Lightning
audience through a maze of intrigue that
Raider " is shown in every theatre that
happens to occupy a site near any of the
is thrilling, and centers around the LightCadet units.
ning Raider and her arch enemy, Wu
Fang, the Chinese criminal.
In New York City there are reported to

Mae Marsh Completes "Bondage
of Barbara"
BARBARA GRAY is a cashier for a father's safe to make the needed haul to
pay his own obligations and that he had
lumber company in a small town and
the sole support of her wayward brother.
dropped Tony's scarf pin near the safe to
Mae Marsh appears as Barbara Gray in fasten the blame of the theft upon him.
On the night of the robbery, Barbara,
the Goldwyn production, released Febsearching for her brother, had entered her
ruary 2,which was written by Burk Symon
office, and, discovering the looted safe and
and is entitled " The Bondage of Barbara."
her brother's scarf pin, believed Tony
a "boy"
becomes
who
girl
plucky
a
As
to save her brother from prison Miss
guilty of the theft.
Marsh is said to give one of the most appealing performances of her career.
Minter Commences
Tony, the brother, hoping to raise quick
Another
funds to take him to New York, stakes —
and loses — his money in a gambling den
Mary Miles Minter has just started another picture at Santa Barbara and the
operated by " Slick " Simmons.
American studios are said to be continuJack Newton, the dissolute son of the
ally humming with great activity.
president of Newton & Company is heavLloyd Ingraham has directed her in
ily indebted to " Slick." Luck is against
him and he makes a dupe of Tony. Feign" Rosemary Climbs the Heights," " Wives
and Other Wives," and " My Lady of Mising interest in the boy's welfare, he offers
him1 a loan. Tony accepts and goes to
chance," already, which latter may be renamed, and officials of the American Film
New York, where he gets a job as taxi
driver.
Company pronounce these features to be
Tony is unaware that Jack robbed his splendid offerings.

Picture

News

Darmond
Announced in Six Reel
Drama

Jesse D. Hampton announces that Grace
Darmond will be seen in a six-reel drama
entitled " What Every Woman Wants,"
and that by special arrangement with Robertson-Cole itwill be distributed through
Exhibitors' Mutual exchanges.
Grace Darmond is described as possessing that rare combination of beautiful
blond hair and dark eyes. It is declared
that Mr. Hampton has spared neither time
or expense in making the picture equal to
the title in every respect and that the title
has already evoked many favorable comments, as having great box-office value.
Wilfred Lucas, Forrest Stanley, Bert
Grassby and Barbara Tennant support
Miss Darmond and others in the cast are
Percy Challenger, Mildred Reardon, William De Vail, Mary Warren and the Russian actress, Hedda Nova.
Houdini Serial Opens
Keith Circuit

on

" The Master Mystery " serial, with
Houdini starred, opened in New York,
January 6, when the first episode was shown I
in the Keith and Proctor houses. The
opening was to have been December 30,
but a postponement was had at the instance of the United Booking Office. Sixteen of the Keith and Proctor theatres are
playing the serial, each one for a three or
four days' run.
New7 Quarters in St. Louis
First National Exhibitors' Exchange in
St. Louis has moved to much larger quarters at 617 North Grand avenue and now
has ten persons attached to the office, it
is reported.
S. J. Baker, manager, reports that business is mounting forward in leaps and
bounds.

A. Ziehm,

manager of Goldwyn's foreign
department

January

25,
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First

Olive Thomas, who is to star in Myron Selznick
pictures
Dittmar Presents Sample of
Color Process
After five years of experimentation, the
initial experiments having been made by
Kinemacolor in 1913, the Artcolor Pictures
Company, of which Louis J. Dittmar is
president, have produced a series of pictures following the color process as perfected by W. Francis Fox and A. C. Waddingham, of England.
Chemical action on emulsion produces
the coloring. There are no dyes or coloring used and the color appears both in texture and fabrics. A two reel comedy drama
which had undergone Artcolor's process
was shown to a representative of the News
and if it is an example of all Artcolor productions it should meet with immediate
favor. The colors are, as far as the eye
can detect, perfect. There is no evidence
of a blend in the colors, excepting where
such is expected. The complexion of the
characters stands out in all naturalness and
the black and white effects would defy improvement.
The picture can be operated on any machine without additional attachments. Mr.
Dittmar states that the capacity of his
plant is now about ten thousand feet daily.
This is to be increased. Mr. Dittmar has a
two-reel comedy-drama and a six-reed subject ready for release and will give a private showing of this subject in the near
future.
Otto Directs May Allison
Henry Otto directed May Allison two
years ago when she was co-starring with
Harold Lockwood in " The River of Romance "and " Mister 44."
He is now at the Metro studios at Hollywood and will direct Miss Allison again.
The first picture will be "The Island of
Intrigue," adapted by A. S. Le Vino from
the novel by Isabel Ostrander and produced under the personal supervision of
Maxwell Karger, director general.

Selznick-

Olive

Thomas

Now

Titled

<<T TP STAIRS AND DOWN" is the
title of the first picture to be produced by the Selznick Pictures Corporation
starring Olive Thomas, and work is already said to be started in the Pacific
Coast studios with the production scheduled
for release in March.
Although the marketing arrangement has
not been announced the company is said to
be in receipt of many applications for franchises for the series of eight productions
featuring Miss Thomas and scheduled to
appear six weeks apart.
Charles Giblyn, director general, is in
personal charge of the productions and
Myron Selznick, president and general
manager of the company arrived at Los
Angeles last week for a stay of several
months, it is said.
" Up Stairs and Down " is based upon

the play by Frederic and Fanny Hatton,
which was produced by Oliver Morosco
in New York last season and described as
one of his biggest hits.
It is a society comedy-drama and is said
to deal with the romance believed to exist
everywhere above and below stairs.
Selznick Pictures policy will be known
by the keynote struck with this first production, according to the officials, and they
consider that as their star has shown her
talents many times in society roles, she has
shown that she is ideally fitted by a very
chic personality.
Believing also that the widest appeal is
always found in the stories that possess
great dramatic emotion, lightened by frequent comedy touches, Director Giblyn is
said to be securing several stories along
that line.

Reports on Tourneur's
ACCORDING to reports received at the
offices of Hiller and Wilk, Inc., which
firm is handling the sales for Maurice
Tourneur's production " Woman," the picture is meeting with unusual success. The
picture started a week's engagement Monday at both the Parkway and New theatres, Baltimore, and it is said that it is
the first time that the two leading theatres
of Baltimore have booked the same picture simultaneously.
The booking was made through Boyd
Cunningham, manager of the First National Exhibitors' Exchange, of Washington, D. C, which controls the right to
" Woman " for Maryland, Delaware, District of Columbia and Virginia.
Bookings have been reported by the following exchanges who are ordering additional prints to take care of the demand
for dates : Frank Gerston, New York, controlling Northern New Jersey ; Independent Sales Corporation, New York, controlling New York ; Paragon Pictures Corporation, Boston, Mass., controlling New
England States ; Arthur S. Hyman Attractions, Detroit, controlling Michigan ; R. M.
Savini, Atlanta, controlling Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Tennessee, North and South
Carolina.

Product
The Detroition,"Wo
critics, in man"
reviewing
" Woman " on the occasion of its initial
showing in Michigan at the Colonial theatre, Detroit, were unanimous in the opinion that it is an epoch-maker in film
history.

" A

Romance of the Air "
Scores at Boston
General Sales Manager L. S. Card of
the Independent Sales Corporation phoned
the home office in New York that the
Boston exchange was simply swamped
with bookings for the Carle E. Carleton
production, " A Romance of the Air," starring Bert Hall, an American Ace who
is making personal appearances with the
feature.
Manager Plimpton of the Tremont theatre at Boston is declared to have stated
that this feature was breaking all records
there. Lieut. Bert Hall wired Frank Hall,
general manager of Independent Sales Corporation, asfollows :
" Boston critics unanimously acclaim ' A
Romance of the Air ' the most thrilling serial
production,
as much Thaw
as three
to
interviewsdevoting
and criticisms.
and columns
myself
guests of honor at special banquet for Allied
Aviators and Radio Operators at Boston City
Club Thursday night."

V. K. Whipple, staff cameraman of the International Film Service, whose reel goes through
Universal, photographed President Wilson with the A. E. F. on Christmas Day
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Motion
Norma

Cites Many
Theatres
FROM the many Fox exchanges throughout the country it is reported that the
William Fox production of " Cleopatra,"
starring Theda Bara, is being rapidly
booked in practically all the leading picture
theatres.
Eighteen Milwaukee theatres have contracted with C. W. Eckhardt, Fox District manager with headquarters in Chishowing. cago, for a thirty-days' consecutive
F. G. Hartwick, manager of the Strand
at Pawtucket, R. L, has booked the feature for a three-day run and is extensively
advertising it.
The Standard Amusement Company operate the Palace theatre at Newport News,
Va., and will send " Cleopatra " out as a
road attraction augmented by a large orchestra, according to B. P. Rogers, Fox
branch manager at Washington, D. C.
In St. Louis, the New Central, in the
downtown district, operated by William
Sievers, has booked the " Super-production " for a seven-day run.
J. C. Christopher, of the Jewel theatre
at San Antonio, Texas, booked " Cleo-

Booking "Cleopatra"
patra " for a three-day run, which makes
the third run for that city.
In the portedmany
dates theatre
being re-at
is the "repeat"
Wonderland

Holiday Declared for
SPECIAL preparations are under way to
greet the opening of the new Thomas
H. Ince studio at Culver City, it is announced by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. The opening of the new $250,000
studio, which is announced for the near
future, will be marked by spectacular demonstrations of an unusual order.
The day on which the studio where Paramount and Artcraft pictures will be produced, is thrown open will be filled with
celebrations and festivals of various sorts.
A general holiday, with all schools closed,
has been declared for Culver City. During the day the mayors of four cities —
Culver, Los Angeles, Ocean Park and
Venice — have arranged to visit the studio
and present to Mr. Ince some fitting token
of esteem.
The street which runs on the north side
of the studio has been officially named

Opening
Ince Studio
Ince Boulevard. The city has already
passed an ordinance for paving and lighting this roadway.
The new Ince plant is located on Washington Boulevard, the main thoroughfare
running from Los Angeles through Culver
City and on to the ocean resort towns of
Venice and Santa Monica. The administration building occupies an imposing site
and in architecture is in the style of an
incidental building of the plant. During
the festival day this building will be open
for public inspection. In the evening spectacular display of fireworks is planned.
This will be staged in the mountains at
the rear of the studio. Al Wilson, the
famous aviator, will be present and will
drop rockets from his machine. Dancing
and a general carnival will take place on
the big stages during the evening. These
stages are 75 feet wide and 180 feet long.

Hunter

Initial Paramount-Drew
Comedy February 2
Walter E. Greene, vice-president in
charge of distribution for Famous PlayersLasky, announces that the first ParamountDrew Comedy will be released February 2
and one a month thereafter.
" Romance and Rings," written by Emma
Anderson Whitman for the V. B. K. Film
Corporation, is the title of the first release
which brings back to the screen Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Drew.
They direct and produce one two-reel
comedy subject every four weeks besides
playing continuously on the legitimate stage.
After a long run in New York with their
stage play " Keep Him Smiling," they
opened in Chicago, January 13 at the Garrick theatre.
Their second Paramount-Drew Comedy,
released in March, is entitled " Once a
Mason," by Albert Payson Terhune.

Bennett Representing Independent Sales
Frank Hall, president of the Independent
Sales Corporation, announces that Hunter
Bennett, known to the exhibitors throughout the country, has become identified with
the above mentioned concern and the Film
Clearing House, which company has the
physical distribution of all pictures booked
by the Independent Sales Corporation. Mr.
Bennett will be special representative to
all the units throughout the country. For
a number of years Mr. Bennett acted in
a like capacity for the World Film Corporation and the Mutual, during which time
he covered every section of the United
States and learned from them first-hand
the conditions they have to meet.
Mr. Bennett is now on a trip covering
the entire country and besides visiting all
the Film Clearing House units, will see
personally many exhibitors.

Lorain, Ohio, which has booked the attraction for a three-day run and which means
the second showing in that town, according to branch manager of the Cleveland
Fox exchange.
Mrs. Wayne Foohy, of the Empire theatre at Lima, Ohio, has also booked the
Theda Bara picture after it had already
played the Opera House there as a road
attraction.
Reports from the Pacific Coast are said
to be coming in fast. The Strand at
Pasadena, operated by J. M. Root, will
show " Cleopatra " for an extended run.
A four-day run is arranged by A. Sottile, manager of the Pastime theatre at
Charleston, S. C, after it had already
played
the town.
" Cleopatra
had
originally
playedAlthough
Springfield,
111., as a"
road attraction it has just been booked by
H. T. Loper's Lyric theatre there for a
three-day run, according to the Fox exchange at Chicago, 111.

Picture

Talmadge

News

to Ap-

pear in Walter's Play
The screen rights to Eugene Walter's
stage drama, " Nancy," which ran successfully for two seasons at the Hudson theatre, have been purchased by The Norma
Talmadge Film Corporation. The title
role which was presented on the stage by
Charlotte Walker, will be portrayed by
Miss Talmadge in the screen version, production of which will be commenced immediately following " The Probation
Wife," now in the cutting room. " The
Probation Wife " will be released following "The Heart of Wetona," which had its
initial New York showing at the Rivoli
theatre last week.
Owing to the illness of Chester Withey,
and the absence of Sidney Franklin, who,
with his assistant, Ward Lascells, has gone
to Los Angeles by special consent of
Joseph M. Schenck (to whom he is under
contract to alternate with Mr. Withey in
the direction of Norma Talmadge productions) in order to direct Mary Pickford in one picture only, it is likely that
" Nancy Lee " will be the picture selected
for Robert Leonard to direct. Miss Talmadge's new leading man and other members of the cast are now being selected and
will be announced soon.
Penser

to Take

Charge

of

Laboratory Work
Charles Penser, one of the best known
laboratory experts in the film industry, has
been engaged by the Independent Sales
Corporation to take complete charge of its
laboratory work. During the past two
years Mr. Penser has had charge of reediting and the laboratory work in connection with the Whartons and Goldwyn.
Independent Sales announces that all
prints and negatives of the 10-20-30 series
and the other specials handled by it will
have the personal attention of Mr. Penser.
Mr. Penser has inaugurated a system
whereby each unit of the Film Clearing
House, which company has the exclusive
distribution of all pictures booked by the
Independent Sales Corporation, will be
supplied immediately with any scenes or
parts that might be damaged or ripped out
in the projection rooms of exhibitors,
which means exhibitors will always get full
reels on all the Independent pictures.
Release

Date Advanced
Kerrigan

for

" Come Again Smith," starring J. Warren Kerrigan in the J. D. Hampton production released by W. W. Hodkinson
service through Pathe exchanges, will be
released February 10 instead of the week
previous as originally announced, according to advices this week.
The picture was directed by E. Mason
Hopper under the personal supervision of
Jesse D. Hampton from an original play
by John H. Blackwood. Lois Wilson is
the leading women and the cast also includes Winnifred Greenwood, H. A. Barrows, William Conklin, Giarles French
and Walter Perry.

January

Many

25,
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Inquiries

Concern-

" A Man with His Money,"
Tom Moore's Latest
Goldwyn
Tom Moore's
latest pictureannounces
is nearly that
completed
and is

Trail"
ing "Scarlet
N. R. Greathouse,
general
manager of
the G and L Features, Inc., handling " The
Scarlet Trail," a propaganda picture, exposing asocial evil, reports that many inquiries have been received at the G and L
offices, 729 Seventh avenue, from exhibitors asking about bookings. " The Scarlet
Trail " completed a successful run at Shubert's Thirty-ninth Street theatre. The
story was written by and the production
made under the direction of John S. Lawrence with Beth Ivans, Vincent Coleman,
Margaret Blanc and John Costello in the
principal roles. It will be distributed
through the offices of the G and L Features,
Inc.
Pathe Films for Wilson
When President Wilson returns on the
George Washington from his trip abroad
he will have the privilege of seeing a
great many Pathe film offerings, according
to a statement issued from Pathe Exchanges, Inc.
The Committee on Entertainment aboard
the George Washington has already made
a special request to the Pathe Company,
and as the President is known to be an
ardent picture fan he will be shown four
of the latest numbers of Pathe News and
some Harold Lloyd comedies.
Two features, Frank Keenan in " The
Midnight Stage," and Babie Marie Osborne
in " Dolly's Vacation," will also be shown
to the President and his large and distinguished party.
Katterjohn Makes Casting
a Feature
The feature of the four special productions announced by Monte M. Katterjohn
will be his particularly announced hobby of
providing each story with a perfect cast.
" Hearts of the Stampede " will be the
first one completed, and it is stated that
great interest has already been aroused
among exhibitors who have played such
of his former productions as "The Fian>e
of the Yukon " and " Carmen of the Klondike."
Mr. Katterjohn expressed himself as
confident that when he announces the entire cast that will appear in his first of the
four productions scheduled it will deeply
and intensely interest every exhibitor.
Elaine Hammerstein

Under

Rapf Management
Elaine Hammerstein will remain under
the management of Harry Rapf for a series
of special productions, according to an announcement made by Mr. Rapf this week.
Miss Hammerstein has appeared in several
productions for Mr. Rapf. Under his management she supported Robert Warwick in
the " Argyle Case," " The Mad Lover " and
" The Accidental Honeymoon." Following
these engagements she was starred in
" Her Man " and the " Co-respondent,"
and her last work was in Mr. Rapf's production, "Wanted for Murder," now
showing first runs.

entitled " A Man with His Money," written by Frederic S. Isham.
Harry Beaumont directs it and the cast
includes Seena Owen, Sydney Ainsworth,
Claire Du Brey, Kate Lester, Sydney Deane,
Edwin Sturgis, Clare Gersia and Bobbie
Bolder.
Mr. Moore is said to have a very likable part and the story is pronounced a
wholesome consistent comedy drama. When
his girl breaks with him because of his
fondness for the cup that cheers he becomes a street demonstrator of popular
songs and sings ballads with such touching
titles as " Don't Let Your Heart Grow
Cold," and " What's the Matter with
Extremely laughable scenes are said to
run all through the film.
Mother."
A tumultuousVitagraph-Duncan
moment in " Theserial
Man of Might,"
Spanuth in New York on
, New Enterprise
H. A. Spanuth, of Chicago, has arrived
in New York and will soon open offices to
attend to the marketing of his vode-vil
movies, a single reel novelty which the
trade in the Middle West has accepted
eagerly according to report. Mr. Spanuth
will be remembered as the producer of the
picture " The Frozen Warning," in which
Charlotte, the famous skater, was starred.
His new enterprise consists of a weekly
reel featuring a number of vaudeville acts.
It has gone well in several of the large Chicago houses and Mr. Spanuth is enthusiastic regarding its prospects here in the
East.
Universal to Enlarge Its
Industrial Department
Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal Film Company, has ordered an enlargement of the industrial forces of the
organization during 1919. In its first year
the industrial department under the direction of Harry Lovey has made such rapid
strides that Mr. Laemmle is appointing
special industrial representatives among
Universal exchanges all over the country.
Among the most recent productions prepared by the industrial department is
" Keep the Home Fires Burning," produced
under the supervision of the American Defence Society.
Bert Lytell Starts Work
Newest Metro

Osso Completing Distributing Arrangements
Adolphe Osso reports that following the
private, showing of Leonce Perret's " Stars
of Glory" to a representative body of releasing organizations, he is now completing
plans for the release of this picture, the
plans for and the medium through which it
will be released to be announced later.
" Stars of Glory " is Leonce Perret's latest independent production. E. K. Lincoln and Dolores Cassinelli are the featured members of the cast. The story was
written and the picture produced by Mr.
Perret, and he reports that all who have
seen it have praised it as an " after-thewar " story of merit. The picture opens
with the signing of the armistice and the
cessation of hostilities, followed by a series
of adventure with the love element playing
a prominent part.
Connelly in Character Role
with Nazimova
Edward J. Connelly, whose characterization of Rasputin in Herbert Brenon's " The
Fall of the Romanoffs," placed him in rank
with the screen's best character men, left
last week for the Coast to assume the
principal character role in Mme. Nazimova's latest production, " The Red Lantern," presented by Richard A. Rowland
and Maxwell Karger. Mr. Connelly was
in the support of Nazimova in her screen
production, " Toys of Fate," and on the
spraking stage supported the Russian star
in New York in a series of Ibsen plays at
the Plymouth theatre.

on

" The Blind Man's Eyes " is the title of
the newest Metro which Bert Lytell has
started at Hollywood and which is his first
picture since he was mustered out of the
officers' training camp.
" Faith " and " The Spender " were finished just before Mr. Lytell tried for a
lieutenant's commission last October.

Pearson Gets New Studios
Virginia Pearson Photoplays, Inc., has
taken over the Thanhouser Studios at New
Rochelle, according to Louis S. Meyer,
president of her company.
The director general, John B. O'Brien,
announces
Misselaborate
Pearson's that
next she
picture
will
be thethatmost
has
ever appeared in.
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Heart of Humanity
in Three Cities

"

Beginning January 26 for an indefinite
run, " The Heart of Humanity," Allen
Holubar's Jewel production, will open at
Loew's Palace theatre. Washington, D. C,
at Loew's Hippodrome theatre, Baltimore,
and at the Stillman theatre, Cleveland. Each
of these showings will be patterned after
the premier at the Broadway theatre, New
York. Negotiations for showings in other
large cities of the country are pending and
it is expected that the picture will be shown
in Chicago, St. Louis, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and Indianapolis. The Marcus Loew circuit of New
York and Brooklyn theatres has contracted
for " follow-up " showings of " The Heart
of Humanity " in all houses. Arrangements are also being made for its presentation in Canada.
Captain
The

Roosevelt
pictureto thecalledPresidency.
" The Fighting
the Colonel
McKinley
The filmRoosevelts,"
is distributedshowsby First
National succeeding

Gets

First

National

Lee L. Goldberg, Louisville Exchange
Manager, Successful in Landing
Several Big Bookings in
Kentucky
GODFREY KOTZEN, manager of the
Lyric theatre at Covington, Ky., is one
of the many exhibitors that contracted for
First National attractions when Lec L.
Goldberg, manager of the Big Feature
Rights exchange at Louisville, visited him
on his recent trade jaunt.
Mr. Kotzen booked "The Romance of
Tarzan," " Italy's Flaming Front," " The
Passing of the Third Floor Back" and
" The Panther Woman." He had been so
delighted by the results he secured on
" Shoulder Arms," according to report, that
he again secured it for a repeat engagement
of three days.
J. Frankel, manager of the Temple theatre at Newport, Ky., besides booking
"Virtuous Wives" and the Petrova 'pictures, will also play a repeat date on
" Shoulder Arms."
In addition to managing the Temple
and Hippodrome at Newport, Mr. Frankel
is also manager of the Alhambra, a large
down town Cincinnati theatre. Lec Goldberg, who has the Kentucky and Tennessee franchise for all First National attractions, reported many new bookings fcnd
called attention to the tremendous increases in bookings as compared to a
year ago.
Pete Smith of the Avenel theatre at
Bellevue, booked all the First National
attractions that he had not already played,
and is said to have a standing order for
all First National attractions as fast as
they are released.
Another theatre in Covington will have
First National attractions. Mrs. Meyers
of the Family theatre there has booked all
second runs after Manager Kotzen has
plaved then fir***

Contracts

Mr. Goldberg also reports that Latonia
and Dayton theatre managers are very
enthusiastic over First National attractions,
and altogether he points with pride to
wbat he terms the natural trend of the
exhibitors towards hirst National productions.
According to Manager Goldberg it is
many times easier to book big features
like " Virtuous Wives " and " The Romance of Tarzan " than it is to sell the
ordinar> run of program pictures.
Select Film

Gets Four
Parts

Bailev

to Exploit

" Wanted for Murder "
Capt. Harry A. Bailey has been engaged
by the Independent Sales Corporation as
its special representative to cover the country in the interest of Harry Rapf's production, "Wanted for Murder," Frank Hall,
its president, announces.
Capt. Bailey, recently released from the
army, was for a number of years associated
with the Anderson and Ziegler interests
and later with the New York Hippodrome,
and for the past eight years was associated
with the Keith interests as manager of the
Alhambra and Colonial theatres.
Mr. Hall announces that Capt. Bailey will
give his services to the exhibitor free of
charge, and that he has some new advertising angles that have never been followed in exploiting a picture.

Star

Clara Kimball Young's forthcoming Select picture, " Cheating Cheaters," with
practically four stars in its personnel — Miss
Young, Anna Q. Nilsson, Tully Marshall
and Jack Holt — contains, according to the
announcement made by Select Pictures Corporation, many star bits which lend this attraction distinctive
a
atmosphere; and while
it is true that for this reason " Cheating
Cheaters " might easily have been scheduled
for release as a special attraction, it is, nevertheless, being retained by Select as the
second in Miss Young's Second Star Series.
In " Cheating Cheaters" Miss Young has
the dual, or rather, triple role of a clever
secret service operative. As the story
opens she is seen?
Miss
Britton,
Find role
"
Edna Britton,
who has athe" vampire
in " The Master Mystery," starring Houdini, is designated as a " find " by B. A.
Rolfe, who produced the serial. This
marks Miss Britton's initial appearance in
the silent drama, and it is said that her
work stands out with all the prominence of
a seasoned star. Prior to this she had been
in musical comedy and in the Winter Garden productions.

Ruth

Roland Starts New
Pathe Serial
Ruth Roland has commenced work on
the first episode of her new serial for the
Pathe program, according to an announcement from Pathe Exchange, Inc. The
serial
is
being made by Astra at its Glendale studio.
This serial was to have been started some
weeks ago but Miss Roland's illness necessitated a postponement. The original title
of the serial which is to be in fifteen
episodes was " The Long Arm," but this
will probably be changed. Pathe announce;.
The story is by Arthur B. Reeve and
Charles Logue and will be directed by
Louis J. Gasnier. Pathe expects to release this serial some time in the early
spring.
Hugo Ballin Writes Story
The next production starring Madge
Kennedy will be from a story by Hugo
Ballin, art director for Goldwyn. The title
or release date has not been announced.
Nearly every one of the cast is said to
be provided with a dual role, and the
theme is described as a modern fantasy.
It is directed by Clarence C. Badger.
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Paramount-Flagg Company Moves to Florida
To be favored with the sunshine so
essential to film footage, the entire organization of Town and Country Films, Inc.,
has moved to Jacksonville, Fla., for a fourweeks' stay.
By that time the company expects to
finish filming the three scripts which were
taken South. This is the company that
produces the James Montgomery Flagg
Comedies for Famous Players-Lasky.
The Florida party consisted of Mr. and
Mrs. James Montgomery Flagg, Jack
Eaton, Mr. and Mrs. Saul Harrison, Harry
Gripp, Olin Howland, Beatrice Tremaine,
Dorothy Fitch, Joe Burke, James Harris,
Harry Squire and Charlie Smith.
The first production to be started in
Florida is entitled " Beresford of the
Boboons.''
Host to Trustees of
Defense Society
Harry Levey, manager of Universal's Industrial Films Department, gave a private
showing of " Keep the Home Fires Burning" January 11 to the trustees of the
American Defense Society and their
friends.
This five-reel feature was produced
under the supervision of the Society and
will be distributed for the purpose of
demonstrating the unanimous co-operation
of both capital and labor in war activities.
Some of those who attended the showing were Charles Stewart Davison, Chairman Board of Trustees ; Richard M. Hurd,
George Ethridge. Luther B. Little, Robert
C. Sands, ex-Senator George Agnew,
Charles Larned Robinson, Francis Tilgman, L. M. Goldstein, Charles E. Manniere and Charles Craig.

On His Recent Trip West Winfield Sheehan, General Manager of Fox Film Corporation, Was
Initiated Into the Mysteries of " Reaching
Chuck " asfor Spread
by theCupTom Mix Outfit. Mr. Sheehan Is
the Coffee

Levey

New

Selznick

Offices

at

501 Fifth Avenue
At 501 Fifth Avenue, New York City,
the headquarters of the recently organized
Selznick Pictures Corporation headed by
Myron Selznick, is being installed.
Randolph Bartlett will be in charge of the
Publicity and was formerly press agent for
Lewis J. Selznick, leaving that company
at the time Select was organized.
President Myron Selznick announces
from Los Angeles that production work
has already been started there with Charles
Giblyn as director general and Olive
Thomas as the first star under the Selznick
banner.
Select Names Talmadge
Production
" Who Cares? " has been named by Select
Pictures as the January attraction in which
Constance Talmadge is the star. With her
in this production is Harrison Ford, who
appeared with her in " Good Night, Paul "
and other Select features. The director is
Walter Edwards, who has directed many of
Miss Talmadge's subjects.
" Who Cares ? " has been filmed from the
story by Cosmo Hamilton.

Points

of Expert Lithographing
tures has developed to such a point that
WALTER E. GREEXE, vice-president
only the best will please, and it is natural
of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, in charge of distribution, points out,
that only the finest lithographic advertising will attract. An excellent picture may
in the following interview, the advantage
be killed by poor lithographic daubs.
of expert workmanship on posters and
" The policy of Famous Players-Laskv
lithographic work, prepared for FamousCorporation is and has always been to obPlayers-Lasky :
tain the best work of the best artists avail" Coincident with the improvement in
able in the designing and production of
motion pictures during the last few years,
has come a demand for better and more
lithographs to advertise Paramount and
Artcraft pictures, with the result that adstriking poster paper to advertise these movertising paper on these productions ranks
tion pictures, with the result that today
these outdoor advertisements offer to the
today as the finest that is displayed out of
doors for any class of amusement or enpublic some of the best examples of decotertainment. Every step in the production
rative art to be found outside the grent
of a lithograph is taken most carefully.
galleries. The public taste for motion picMetro

to

Value

Names

Both

Dana

VI OLA DAXA was provided with a
splendid cast for her " Diana Ardway" and Hale Hamilton has a strong aggregation to support him in " Johnny-onthe-Spot," according to announcements.
Both of these productions are now being completed at the Hollywood studios
in California, which studios recently
erected by Metro are said to have cost
$1,000,000.
Milton Sills, who played the leading male
role in " The Honor System," is Miss
Dana's leading man through the courtesy
of Goldwyn.
Frank Currier, Floyd Hughes, George
Details Are
Promised
LUBIN
AND
MESSRS. SAWYER
promise full details concerning their
first S. and L. special, starring E. K. Lincoln, within the next few weeks.
" Our purpose in not divulging the various particulars regarding the story which
forms the subject of the film starring E. K.
Lincoln and directed by Ralph Ince, has
been twofold. After a study of the usual
publicity campaign accorded a production
while it is in the making and during its distribution process, I have discovered that
all of the available ammunition in this line

and

Hamilton

Casts

King, Lilie Leslie and Alice Knowland also
appearto inbe the
cast of
soon
released
as "a Diana
Metro Ardway,"
All-Star
Series Production.
With Hale Hamilton in " Johnny-on-theSpot " Louise Lovely appears as leading
woman. Harry E. Franklin directs this
picture and thinks that it will eclipse Mr.
Hamilton's recent release of " Five ThousIn andsupport
an Hour." of Mr. Hamilton and Miss
Lovely are Lilie Leslie, Ruth Orlamond,
Edward Connelly. Philo McCullough,
Hardee Kirkland. Fred Warren, Neal Hardin and Oral Humphreys.
for Lincoln Special
is usually exhausted long before the picture is completed. The result is that much
valuable publicity is lost. The facts are
cold by the time the film reaches the exhibitor.
" The second and very important reason
is because of the nature of the story and
its world-wide appeal. We have purposely
kept this information back in order that
when the details concerning the story are
released they will come in the nature of
a startling surprise.
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"Nothing- Escapes Pathe News," Says Brunet
u\l OTHING is 'Exclusive' from Pathe
sive ' pictures had been obtained of the
grounding of the big transport outside New
■I ^ News," declared Paul Brunet, viceYork harbor with 2,500 soldiers on board.
president and general manager of Pathe
Exchanges, Inc. He stated that he wished
On the same day the Pathe cameramen
were at Fire Island, and the graphic scenes
to take exceptions to a film news agency
of the grounded transport were reproduced
announcing as "exclusive" subjects that
that very same night upon the screens of
have been covered thoroughly in current
issues of Pathe News.
the principal New York theatres.
" The same advertisement of ' exclusive '
" Pathe News covers the entire field very
pictures was published at the time of the
thoroughly," said Mr. Brunet. " Our camsurrender of the German Fleet, and later,
eramen go everywhere there is any happening of importance, and not a single big when President Wilson arrived at Brest.
And yet Pathe News had covered these
news event in any part of the world escapes their attention.
events in a thorough manner."
Mr. Brunet concluded by urging that pic" The record of Pathe should be sufficient guarantee that no other film news
ture patrons and exhibitors look at the
Pathe News before they believe any of the
agency cau secure news that is not thoroughly covered by Pathe.
recently or prospective forthcoming announcements of " exclusive " pictures, and
" Only recently the manufacturer of anthey will find it in Pathe.
other news reel announced that ' excluFilm Said to Appeal
THE eight one-reel episodes bearing the
general title of " Made in America "
are said to possess qualities that will appeal strongly to the returned war heroes.
The series is published and distributed by
th/e W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
through Pathe Exchanges, Inc.
These pictures are described as a closeup intimate story of the life of the American soldier, and are said to afford sidelights upon the great world conflict that
open up a new world to millions to whom
the life of a soldier has always been as a
closed book.
It is asserted by the Hodkinson officials
that no complete and authoritative picture
of life in the American training camp has
ever been undertaken and that " Made in
America " has a splendid realism and

to Returned
Soldiers
wealth of picturization that will appeal
with peculiar force at this time.
This is held to be particularly true when
so many thousands of soldiers are returning to civil life from training camps and
overseas duty.
Each episode is described as being full
of great pictorial interest and presents
with great variety and wonderful realism
the many phases through which the young
draftee passed in his development into a
first-class fighting man.
The fact that many re-united families
are now hearing or soon to hear the stories
of the soldiers' life in camp and field, replete with personal experiences of the returned heroes, is counted upon heavily to
bring them into the theatre to see the
stories enacted upon the screen.

Press Book
Is Finished for Phillips Picture
«THE HEART OF HUMANITY" is musical director of the Broadway theatre
•*• now ready for an intense exploitation
in New York. The various styles of posters are displayed in the form of cuts and
by all exhibitors, as the Universal publicity
one page is devoted to matter that can be
department has just completed the press
book on this nine-reel production of Allan
used a week prior to the showing and another page displays matter which can be
Holubar starring Dorothy Phillips.
used in the newspapers the week of the
And the premiere showing of this Jewel
showing.
production at the Broadway theatre in New
York brought forth some advertising ideas
that were considered very keenly by the
Aechtler and Farrell Form
Universal men, and it is announced that an
New Firm
extremely nevel and unique campaign will
augment the pulling powers of this producMajor Film, Incorporated, with offices
tion when it was regularly released a at 10 Piedmont Street, Boston, capitalized
few weeks hence.
at $90,000, has been incorporated under the
laws of Massachusetts. E. J. Farrell is
Members of the Universal family declare
president
and general manager and W. W.
that " The Heart of Humanity " is one of
Aechtler is treasurer and secretary.
the three greatest films in history and
Both Mr. Aechtler and Mr. Farrell are
worthy of the most elaborate press book
of advertising aids that it is possible to well known in the New England district.
Mr. Farrell has been connected with the
compile.
picture business, in various capacities, for
Many of the advertising suggestions coneleven years and was formerly exchange
tained in the special service section promanager for General Film, Pathe Exchange
duced by Motion Picture News a few
weeks ago will no doubt be utilized by the
and Select Pictures. Mr. Aechtler forexhibitors who book this production, and
merly owned the Winthrop, Revere, Peabody and Cambridge theatres in the New
a great many of these same valuable ideas
England district. He sold his interests two
have found their way in the new press
book just completed by the Universal staff. years ago to form the Major Films Company. The new firm will be in the market
One page contains the musical score esfor all independent productions.
neciaily arranged by James C. Bradford,

Picture

News

Additional Prints on Rapf
Productions
" The Struggle Everlasting," Harry
Rapf's production starring Florence Reed,
is going big in New England, according to
reports from Herman Rifkin, Eastern Feature Films Company, who is handling this
production in this territory. Mr. Rifkin
has ordered additional prints, reports Mr.
Rapf. Mr. Rapf reports, also, that Harry
Grelle, independent distributor in the Pittsburgh territory, has ordered additional
prints
on
The Accidental
featuring "Robert
Warwick Honeymoon,"
and Elaine
Hammerstein. " The Accidental Honeymoon" is also a Rapf production, produced
under the direction of Leonce Perret.

" Gentleman

" Jim's Serial,

" The Midnight Man"
James J. Corbett's Universal serial which
was started last week at Universal City is
titled " The Midnight Man." Work has
been begun by Universal's publicity and advertising departments and a " booster "
campaign for " Gentleman " Jim's first serial. No release date for the first episode
of the serial, which will be completed this
week, has been set.
C. A. Metzger Goes West
C. A. Metzger, formerly an exhibitor in
Portland and for many years manager of
Universal exchanges at Portland, Spokane
and Seattle, and later manager of the
Jewel exchange in New York City, has
been made district manager of the Unitains. versal exchanges west of the Rocky mounHe left New York to make a tour of
the Pacific Coast exchanges now under his
supervision.
Poland Joins American
Four original comedy dramas will be
furnished to the American Film Company
by Joseph Franklin Poland, fiction writer
of Santa Barbara, Cal., it is announced.
Mr. Poland is reported to have already
many photoplay features showing, among
them being " The Mating of Marcella,"
" The Girl Question," " Set Free," " Love's
Law."' and " Wild Primrose."
Mabel Normand Recovers
Attacked by influenza, Mabel Normand
has nicely recovered, according to reports
from the Goldwyn studios, and is now back
at Culver City, Cal., and active in completing the screen version of " Sis Hoplease. kins," which will be her next Goldwyn reBurton, Publicity Manager
Henry K. Burton has been appointed
divisional publicity manager for Universal
exchanges at Indianapolis. Cincinnati and
Louisville, it is announced. Mr. Burton,
well known in Central States newspaper
circles, will make his headquarters at the
Indianapolis exchange.
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Gaumont

Completes "Satan
Earth " the Gaumont
After weeks on
of preparation
Company has completed what is said to be
in artistic photo-drama, " Satan on Earth,"
which it terms a " photo-novelty." Like all
jaumont productions, this feature will be
distributed through states-right exchanges.
It is anticipated that exhibitors will hail
.vith delight, for it is claimed that it will
nake any program a success, no matter
vhat the other pictures on the program
nay be.
( Starting with the downfall of Lucifer,
|:he struggles the Devil has made for the
Itiastery of the world up to the present day
ire clearly shown. The natural barriers
which the Great Creator placed to keep
ISatan in a restricted portion of the earth
[ire shown by pictures and animation. The
Srst republic, the Roman Empire ; its pa:rician nobility in the days of the Caesars ;
jihe
spread of
civilizing
democracy
to the
Westward,
anditsthe
resistance
to it offered
by older civilizations to the eastward; the
classic dances which beguiled the rulers of
Palestine; the bacchanalian banquets when
Cleopatra ruled ; with these and many other
)ig scenes which defy description, this
irama is spectacularly begun.
Territories Sold Fast for
Mix Films
It is announced that Exclusive Features,
Inc., of 126 West Forty-sixth street, New
^ork City, has sold the rights to the series
}f sixteen Tom Mix two-reel comedydramas for Greater New York and New
York State territory to Inter-State Films.
Inc., of 729 Seventh avenue.
The Interstate Company is now receiving bookings for this series of two reelers
and reports that exhibitors are not slow to
take advantage of the opportunity offered
to build up their programs by means of
these " big, little features."
The rights for the State of Wisconsin
nave been sold to the Mid- West Distributng Company. The offices and exchange of
this company are located in the Toy Building, Milwaukee, Wis., where Mr. Ralph A.
VVettstein is the general manager.

Raver Plans to Intensely
Exploit Maciste
Maciste will be intensely exploited by
Harry Raver, who announces the compleion of his arrangements for the lithographic posters to be used for " Maciste "
n his new serial production, " The LiberUor."
The line comprises forty-eight styles.
More than two hundred tons of paper will
>e used to fill the order.
Mr. Raver has always been an advocate
3f fine posters and is particularly happy
when the subject matter at hand permits
3f making up a large variety of styles,
<t is not unusual that in the case of The
Liberator he believes in going the limit.
One sheet, three sheets, six sheets and
wenty-four sheets will be used exclusively.
The Riverside Press, with its modern, twosheet
Jrder. presses, will execute Raver's big

Extended

Runs

on

" Cannibals of the South Seas " Reported to Have Duplicated New
York Run in Many Other
Cities
EXHIBITORS MUTUAL DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION is receiving reports from its many exchanges
throughout the country, and announce
that Martin Johnson's pictures, " Cannibals
of the South Seas," are scoring extended
runs in many other cities that equal the
New York run.
The officials express no surprise at this,
as they consider the pictures so refreshingly original that box-office records were
expected to be broken by a film that had
such advertising possibilities.
In New York City, the Plaza, Symphony,
Concourse, Dyckman, Adion and Annex
theatres enjoyed the advantage that the
Rothapfel exploitation had given the pictures, and many Brooklyn theatres also
reaped the benefits of this augmented exploitation.
Among the leading Brooklyn theatres
that took advantage of this added exploitation campaign and are said to have showed
the Cannibal pictures with, immense results
are the Halsey and Park, and the Park
theatre at Corona, Long Island; the Palace
at Passaic, the Pastime at Union Hill, the

Johnson

Film

Colonial at West Hoboken, the Star at
Newburgh and the Playhouse at Mount
Vernon, all in the vicinity of the New
York City theatres.
The Stanley theatre of Philadelphia
made the largest booking with Exhibitors'
Mutual for Martin Johnson's " Cannibals
of the South Seas." The Stanley Corporation played the pictures in eight houses
in
Philadelphia
from, three to five days
each.
In Minneapolis and St. Paul the Rubin
and Finkelstein interests booked the pictures for many of their handsome theatres, and the A. J. Small circuit in Canada booked the pictures at first sight.
Washington, D. C, will also see the
Martin Johnson pictures at the Tom Moore
theatres, and the Cannibals were shown at
the Circle theatre in Indianapolis beginning
January 12.
The Exhibitors' Mutual point with pride
at the great number of first class down
town theatres that have booked the pictures, and cite among others the Doric at
Kansas City, Washington and Crystal at
Dallas, Miles at Detroit, Majestic at Grand
Rapids, Alhambra at Milwaukee, Orpheum
at Akron, Royal at Des Moines, Strand at
Canton, Alcazar at Birminghom, Ala., and
the Broadway theatre at Charlotte, N. C.

Developments
Mature
in Industrial Films
GREAT strides have been made in the be popularized via the screen.
development of industrial films and
" These films are of such general interest and brimful of information, that many
Universal prides itself on its Industrial
exhibitors ask for return dates. Now that
Department
under direction of Harry
Levey.
Mr. Laemmle has greatly enlarged the reIt is announced that President Laemmle
sources of my department I expect this
has ordered that a special representative
year
will
see the by
so-called
industrial 'aspic-a
be placed in each Universal exchange
ture recognized
every ' exhibitor
necessary part of his program.
throughout the entire country to give personal attention to this branch of the work.
" Just consider how flat, stale and unprofitable the popular magazines would be
" While industrial films have been made
without
the
pages in the back carrying atfor many years by free lances," said Harry
tractive business announcements so artistiLevey, " the Universal is the first big company to make such a big success of the
cally illustrated," continued Mr. Levey.
" The screen has followed in the footso-called ' commercial-educative ' picture.
" These films are all named ' industrials '
steps of current literature and these ' inand are specially booked and we weave an
dustrial 'pictures have an artistic appeal
as well as entertaining value and these facts
interesting photoplay around each subject
so that the manufacturer's product might
are rapidly becoming known."
Valuable Co-operation
WHEN the newspapers co-operate with
the theatres it is considered a very
strong combination and an incident of this
is noted in Omaha by the Fox Film Corporation.
In the Sunday edition of the Omaha
News, " The Journal Junior " section is
made up of contributions by the youngsters. When the editor wanted a prize
offered that would be of special value to
his young readers in solving puzzles, etc.,
Manager Robert Shirley of the Muse theatre volunteered to supply the prize.
A special showing of the Fox extravaganza, AH
" Baba and the Forty Thieves,"
was arranged for the prize winners, who
were admitted to their own private party
at the theatre one Saturday morning.

Is Noted
in Omaha
It is said that the applause was tremendous when the tale of the " Arabian
Knights," which William Fox brought to
the screen, was shown to them.
Manager Shirley not only delighted the
younglent press
people
and received
of excelcomment
through athelotnewspaper,
but the army of youngsters that witnessed
the production were enthusiastic advertisers by word-of-mouth.
The value to the newspaper was also
said to have been great and it is reported
that the youthful readers are more eager
than ever before to solve these instructive
riddles, etc., that may possibly bring them
a free ticket as a prize to see some motion
picture that will interest them as much as
" Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves " did.
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Offerings*

February
GoldwynsNumberFour
Marsh, Normand, Frederick and a
Rex Beach Production Is Scheduled for Release During
That Month
ON

February 2 Mae Marsh will appear
in " The Bondage of Barbara," by
Burke Symon, directed by Emmett J.
Flynn. " Sis Hopkins," starring Mabel
Normand, will be released by Goldwyn
February 9, and Pauline Frederick will
star in the release of February 16, directed
by Hobart Henley.
Rex Beach's drama of the Yukon, " The
Brand," featuring Kay Laurell and Russell Simpson and directed by Reginald Barker, will be the fourth Goldwyn release for
February and will make its appearance on
the 23rd.
Goldwyn is keeping secret the name and
authorship of Pauline Frederick's first
starring vehicle under its banner with the
intention of presenting the production as
a surprise. Suffice it to say, it is based on
one of the successful Broadway plays of
the last year and was written by two of
America's foremost dramatists.
It is described as a play that affords its
star opportunities for achievements hitherto unexcelled.
"The Bondage of Barbara" is from the
pen of Burke Symon, for many years stage
director for David Belasco. It tells the
story of a girl who becomes a boy to clear
the honor of a wayward brother led astray
by the son of the rich. In its dramatic
possibilities it is a remarkable vehicle for
Miss Marsh.
Miss Marsh's leading man is Matt
Moore, brother of the famous Tom, now
a Goldwyn star. Matt Moore makes his
first Goldwyn appearance in " The Bondage of Barbara." Others in the capable
cast are Arthur Housman, Jack McLean,
Edwin Sturgis and Henry Hallam.
" Sis Hopkins " is Mabel Normand's
newest vehicle, completion of which was
Vitagraph
Names
Co
FOR the six weeks consecutive beginning
January 13, the Vitagraph Company announces that the two-reel comedies released
each week under the brand known as " Big
V Special Comedies " are exceptionally big
laugh producers.
The schedule shows that " Boobs and
Bumps," featuring Walter Hall and Don
Barclay, was released January 13, and
" Traps and Tangles," featuring Larry Semon, was scheduled for release in the following week.
Releases of the following four weeks are
as follows : January 27. " Footballs and
Frauds," featuring "Slim" Summerville ;
February 3, " Love and Lather," featuring
Earl Montgomery and Joe Rock ; February
10, " Soapsuds and Sapheads," featuring
James Aubrey; February 17, "Stamps and
Scandal," fea'--ring Larry Scmon.

Picture
of Happy

News
Val-

ley "Griffith's Third
D. W. Griffith's third production for release on the Artmraft program is titled " A
Romance "of Happy Valley," scheduled for
release January 29. Unlike his preceding
pictures, there is no touch of war in this
production. Practically the same cast that
was seen on " Hearts of the World," appear in this production — Lillian Gish, Robert Harron, George Fawcett, Kate Bruce,
George Nichols, Bertram Grassby, Porter
Strong. Adolphe Lostim, Lydia Titus, Andrew Arbuckle and Frances Parks.
The action of the story is laid in the
South and its characters are quaint Southerners. Robert Harron has the role of aboarding-house keeper and Lillian Gish
that of a neighbor's daughter. The two
fall in love but he, longing for the sights
of New York, leaves. His return after
eight years finds his sweetheart waiting.
It is said that Mr. Griffith has a real surprise and clever mystery in the climax.
" The

Geraldine Farrar, in " Shadows," Goldwyn
picture
interrupted by the star's illness of California's "prevailing" — Spanish influenza.
Every one knows the vehicle Rose Melville made famous on every stage, big and
small, throughout the land. Miss Normand
is supported by John Powers as leading
man, and by Sam de Grasse, Thomas Jefferson, Nicholas Cogley and Eugenie Ford.
Prominent in the cast of the Pauline
Frederick play are Willard Mack, Wyndham
Young.Standing, Jere Austin and Tammany
"The Brand" tells the story of the love'
of Alice Andrews for two men, one who
throws her off after she has served his
purpose, the other of whom really loves
her. She goes to the Klondike in a gold
rush with Bob Barclay, a small time vaudeville actor, yielding to his promise of marriage.
nedies

for

Six

Weeks

D iring the recent convention of Vitagraph branch managers, held in New York,
it is reported that all the exchange managers testified that these two-reel Vitagraph
comedies released every week were great
trade builders and in growing demand
daily.
With the initial release of these " Big
V " Comedies September 16, there has been
one released every week since, and the
Vitagraph now has three companies at Hollywood, Cal., producing them on schedule
time.
Larry Semon heads one of the companies
and also plays the leads and directs.
The second company features Earl Montgomery and Joe Rock and is under the direction of Gilbert Pratt. The third company is directed by J. A. Howe and features James Aubrev.

Better 'Ole " February 16
The Strand theatre in New York City
has secured the first booking on " The
Better 'Ole," or "The Romance of Old
Bill," according to World Pictures, which
will distribute this picture by special arrangement with Charles B. Cochrane, who
produced the play in England.
This is the screen adaptation of Bruce
Bairnsfather's cartoons assisted by Arthur
Elliott, directed by George Pierson and
made by the Welsh Pierson Films.
The stage play is now reported to be
showing to capacity houses at the Cort theatre in New York and the World Pictures
feel that the Bairns father vogue means
much for the success of the picture
throughout the country.
Drews

in Advance

Showing

" Romance and Rings " is the first of
the series of two-reel Drew comedies released on the Paramount program and at
the advance showing held at the Rialto
theatre in New York City Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Drew made a personal appearance.
They were filling an engagement at Baltimore of their stage production. " Keep
Her Smiling," but made a special trip on
Sunday, January 5, when the Rialto showing started and then travelled to Buffalo
where their
company opened on the following Monday.
It is declared that the applause lasted
nearly eight minutes when they made their
personal appearance at the Rialto and
Paramount officials believe that the Drew
comedies will make a strong feature for
their program.
" Breed of Men " Finished
William S. Hart has just completed
" Breed of Men " and the Ince star appears
as " Careless Carmody " who goes broke
and afoot in cowland.
This Artcraft will be released February 2.
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Barrymore

Appears

in " The Divorcee "
An adaptation of what is described as
•one of her most striking stage successes ;
" Lady Frederick " serves as the screen
vehicle which stars Ethel Barrymore in the
Metro release of January 20.
The play was by W. Somerset Mangham,
the English playwright and the scenario was
prepared by June Mathis and Katherine
Kavanaugh. Maxwell Karger directly
supervised the making of the film and the
camera work was by George K. Hollister.
Miss Barrymore's leading man is E. J.
Ratcliffe, H. E. Herbert, Naomi Childers,
John Goldsworthy, Maud Turner Gordon,
Harold Entwhistle, Eugene Strong and
Ricca Allen. For the filming of the casino
scenes P. Thad Volkman, who, assisted by
Mr. Blache, staged " The Divorcee," had
the play enacted on one of the great
private estates in the east.
International News Man
Follows President
President Wilson was closely followed
in France by V. K. Whipple of the Inter■ational News, according to report, and
his success in getting exceptional scenes is
said to be demonstrated in the news released by Universal last week.
The Screen Telegram is said to show
i^rhat is claimed to be the first pictures to
*c sent from Austria-Hungary since America declared war.
In Universal Current Events the funeral
ctremony of Theodore Roosevelt is shown.
This was released January 12. The English Tommies at San Francisco embarking
it>r Siberia is also one of the many subjects shown.
" Enchanted Barn " Ready
for Release
January 27 is the release date set by
Vitagraph for Bessie Love's second fea, "TheL. Enchanted
Barn," written by
Grace tureH.
Lutz.
It was filmed at the Hollywood studio
and directed by David Smith. Supporting
Miss Love are J. Frank Glendon, Otto Le lderer, Joseph Singleton, William T.
Horns, Frank Butterworth, Ella Wolbert,
Darbey A. Walker and Jane Hathaway.
Vitagraph heralds this as the ideal play
for Bessie Love, and pronounces it full of
the joy of children, with a wealth of exquisite photography and rich with little re"il
life touches.
Universal Releases " 100 "
Number 100 was the Universal News
Screen Magazine released January 11 and
six subjects of decidedly different characters are portrayed, according to editor
Jock Cohn.
Our ancestors are pictured with the aid
of wax by Dwight Franklin ; a study of
babies; the service flag of Isaac Simms, a
Southern patriot who had fifteen boys in
Uncle Sam's service; activities of American women in Italy during the war ; paragraphs from prominent newspapers, and
Willie Hopkin's mud modeling comprise
the varied subjects offered.

Star
All
Four
and
Classic
Two
for Germany against his own personal
Metro Names Six Productions to Be fight
inclinations.
Released During Month of FebIn support of Mr. Hale and Miss Billings
are E. J. Connelly, Frank Currier, Henry
First "Faith" Is
ruary—Lytell's
Kolker, Joseph Kilgour, Earl Schenck,
Margaret McWade and H. C. Carvill.
Harold Lockwood is said to be seen at
his very best in the second Screen Classics
offering for February, " The Great Romance." Henry Otto staged the production, which was written especially for
Mr. Lockwood by Finis Fox. The supporting cast included Ruby de Remer,
Frank Currier, Joseph Granby, Louis
Stern, Helen Lindroth, Franklyn Hanna,
Morgan Thorpe, J. P. Laffey, and Clara
Grcnville.
Bert Lytell's picture in Metro's All Star
series is " Faith " aitd is from the story by
Richard Washburn Child, scenario by
George D. Baker and A. G. Kenyon.
Edythe
leading
woman and Chapman
the cast is
alsoLytell's
includes
Rosemary
Theby, Edwin Stevens, Nancy Chase, while
the direction was by Charles Swickard,
with Robert B. Kurrle at the camera.
" As the Sun Went Down," with Edith
Story appearing as Colonel Billy of Rattlesnake Gulch in the mining days of '49, has
Lewis Cody in the role of Faro Bill. The
May Allison, Star in Metro Pictures
picture is from the stage play adapted by
George Baker, directed by E. Mason HopBERT LYTELL in "Faith" is released
by the Metro February 3, and during
per, photographed by William Thompson,
that month there will be three more Metro
and with the following support : Harry S.
All Star Series and two Screen Classics
Northrup, William Brunton, Alfred Holsubjects to be offered through the various
lingsworth, E. A. Turner, Frances BurnMetro exchanges.
ham, Za Su Pitts, F. E. Spooner, Vera
Lewis, and George W. Berrell.
" As the Sun Went Down " stars Edith
Storey and is released February 10, while
Hamilton
"Johnny
on the woman
Spot"
a week later Hale Hamilton appears in hasHale
Louise
Lovelyin as
his leading
" Johnny on the Spot." The All Star series
release for February 24 is " Peggy Does
Her role.
Darndcst," with May Allison in the
title
The Screen Classics schedule for February reveals " Why Germany Must Pay "
and old
" The
Great Romance," starring HarLockwood.
Maxwell Karger, director general of
Metro, wrote in novel form the story of
" Why Germany Must Pay," and June
Mathis with A. S. Le Vino prepared the
scenario. Charles Miller directed it, with
Creighton Hale and Florence Billings in
the leading parts.
Edith Cavell, the martyred nurse, is one
of the characters, and she nurses the Alsatian forced at the outbreak of the war to

and supporter by Phil McCullough, Ruth
Orlamond, Edward J. Connellv, Hardee
Kirkland, Lilie Leslie, E. N. Wallack, Neal
Hardin, Oral Humphreys, and Fred Warren. This is said to afford Mr. Hamilton
great opportunities. Harry L. Franklin
directed " Johnny on the Spot," and it was
scenarioized
Fife's story. by June Mathis from Shannon
" Peggy Does Her Darndest " is the title
of the picture which stars May Allison
and is released February 24. Rosemary
Theby and Robert Ellis are prominent in
the cast, which includes Wilton Taylor,
Dick Rosson, Sylvia Ashton and Ernest
Morrison, a little colored boy. The scenario was by George Baker, founded upon
Royal Brown's story in " The Red Book."

Three Universals During Next Two
Weeks
UNIVERSALE program for the last Carmel Myers.
two weeks of this month shows a fea" Roped " relates in a semi-humorous way
ture portion of melodramas and light coma story of the married life of a millionaire Western ranch owner and his beautiedy drama.
ful young wife. It shows what happens
The January 20 release presents Ruth
Clifford in " The Game's Up," a story of to the mother-in-law with social ambitions,
who after arranging the wedding seeks to
how fortune smiles on an ambitious young
run things her own way.
art student when she is forced to make
good. Al Ray, cousin of Charles Ray, is
"Who Will Marry Me?" featuring
Miss Myers, is a story of how love finally
seen as Miss Clifford's male lead. Elsie
finds a way to bring true happiness to an
Jane Wilson directed. The week of JanuItalian girl and her wealthy husband who
ary 27 will see the release of a Universal
has married her when intoxicated but who,
special attraction featuring Harry Carey
and entitled " Roped," and a program pic- insisting that he is a thoroughbred decides
to develop the girl to his standards.
ture. "Who Will Marry Me?" featuring
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Houdini

Serial

Beginning January 6 " The Master
Mystery
Sixteen
Keith "and Started
Proctor in
Theatres
in Gotham
THE fondest expectations of the producers, exchangeman and distributor,
were said to be exceeded when B. A.
Rolfe's serial, "The Master Mystery,"
starring Houdini, opened with its first episode in the Keith and Proctor theatres in
New York City and state.
To say that the opening was auspicious
is to use terms which do not adequately
describe the true facts, according to the
officials who declare it was a tremendous
success — a veritable triumph— -an occasion
that once more justified the opinion so
often expressed that the Houdini serial
will go down in film history as marking a
new epoch in serial productions.
What happened at Proctor's theatre,
Yonkers, is said to illustrate just how well
the serial opened. Seating three thousand,
the policy of Proctor's, Yonkers, is to play
one show nightly. Thursday night, the
opening day for the Houdini serial, the
house was packed to its utmost capacity.
Friday night, at 7:50, ten minutes before the show began, the theatre was literally jammed to the doors. Not only was
every available seat occupied but standees
were present to the utmost limit of the
law's allowance.
Outside a veritable mob had gathered,
vainly trying to gain admission. Three
thousand people were in the crowd that
was turned away, it was estimated.
As a solution to the problem of accom-

Hits

oJ^ield

New

York

Edna Britton is a vampire in " The Master
Mystery," Rolfe serial distributed by Octagon
modating the disappointed throng, the
house management decided upon a radical
course — in accordance with which it was
immediately announced that two shows
would be given on Saturday night, the
first at 6 :30 and the second at 9 :00 p. m.
Thus far what is declared to be the first
time in the history of the house the Keith
and Proctor policy of one show a night
was broken — a significant compliment to
Houdini in " The Master Mystery."

Berst to Close Big Deals on Trip to Coast
THREE feminine stars and one male
expressed the opinion that "A Man in the
star are said to figure among the prosOpen," the next Farnum feature, would
pective deals to be consummated by J. A.
surpass in strength of story, excellence of
acting, and beauty of photography any
Berst, president of United Picture Theavehicle in which Dustin Farnum has thus
tres of America, Inc., on his trip to California. Mr. Berst left for the Coast this
far appeared.
Plans for the unification of the branch
week. The production of two ten-reel feasystem and constructive discussion of more
tures is said to be among the projects contemplated by Mr. Berst. For one of the
intensive co-operative action among the
stories Mr. Berst said that $20,000 is asked.
managers were outlined and discussed. Mr.
Berst is reported to have intimated that
Mr. Berst stopped off en route at Chicago, where he presided at a special confollowing his trip to Los Angeles an announcement ofimportance to their work as
vention of United branch managers operating in the central division of United
managers, and affecting the material they
would be enabled to offer to exhibitors
territory. The gathering included Managers C. W. Bunn, David G. Rodgers,
might be looked for. Milton Goldsmith,
Milton Simon, Floyd Lewis, C. W. Harden,
treasurer and general counsel for the
S. C. Bestar, of the Chicago, Minneapolis,
United, accompanies Mr. Berst on the trip.
Indianapolis, St. Louis, Kansas City and
Omaha United offices respectively, and
" The Still Alarm "
E. J. O'Donnell, the central divisional manPioneer Film Corporation reports enager.
couraging accounts of the success of its
Statistical reports were presented to
President Berst on the successful reception
production, " The Still Alarm," in all sections of the country. It reports that this
of this Farnum feature in the various first
run theatres of the central division and fig- production has run in every motion picture
theatre in Newark, N. J., a record to be
ures pointing to the success of " The Light proud of, it claims.
of Western Stars "• were driven. Mr. Berst

Picture

News

" Live
Wires " in Gaumont's Late Reels
Gaumont Company in its late Graphic
release, No. 42, shows the simple ceremonies which marked the burial of Theodore Roosevelt last week. Glimpses of
prominent public characters, including William H. Taft, ex-President, are given in
this connection.
Included in the " live " news of this number of the Graphic are pictorial accounts
of King George and the Prince of Wales
reviewing English heroes in Hyde Park,
London ; American Red Cross Society assisting war orphans in Marseilles, France;
Harry Ludwig winning the Bulletin's
Eight Annual Cross City Race in San Francisco and visiting French soldiers; downtown fire in Cleveland ; annual carnival,
Pasadena; Mary Pickford's adopted
heroes; the new head of the Mormon
Church ; scenes at Camp Logan, Texas, and
views of Samuel L. Rothapfel and the Rivoli and Rialto theatres, the management
of which he has recently resigned. ^
Gaumont News, No. 42, released Tuesday, shows characteristic poses of the late
Theodore Roosevelt ; an installment of
" flying for Uncle Sam " ; Baron Makimo,
Japanese peace delegate, and Secretary
Daniels; views in Paris and scenes of the
big transport Northern Pacific, grounded
off Fire Island.

" The Unpardonable Sin \
for Kinema Theatre
It is the Kinema theatre at Los Angeles
that will house the premiere of the Garson
and Neillan production in ten reels starring Blanche Sweet.
The opening date for what is expected
to be an extended run is February 3 and
" The Unpardonable Sin " will then be
brought to New York City for a Broadway
engagement.
At the Kinema theatre the admission
prices
see the
will beto$1.50
top. Blanche Sweet production

Yvonne Delva. in " The Thirteenth Chair," directed by Leonce Perm for Acme Pictures

January

25,
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Billy West's second release through Bull's Eye
Film Corp. is called " A Rolling Stone "
Middle West Reports Good
on West Comedies
Billy West's latest comedies, made under
the direction of the Bull's Eye Film Corporation, are meeting with big success, according to reports received by officials of
the Bull's Eye Company. An official of
the company in commenting upon the reports received from the Middle West said
concerning the popularity of the comedian
and his comedies, said : " Reports from
the Fontenelle Feature Film Company in
Omaha,
Neb., indicating
Billyahead
West'sof
new comedies
are far andthataway
anything he has previously done. Out in
the West film men look on the Omaha territory as the straw that indicates the way
the wind is blowing. If the producer can
show Omaha anything, he's got the goods
that will sell, and sell big. It is a matter
of pride with us, therefore, to know that
out in that big territory they think so well
of the new Billy West comedies.
" Billy West has completed two pictures since his attack of influenza, and in
the judgment of his director, and the comedian himself, he is doing a far better line
of comedy ' stunts' just now than previously. The news from Omaha is reflected in
messages we have received from practically all of the exchanges releasing the new
Billy West comedies. Chicago, Boston,
Atlanta, Philadelphia and the big New
York territory, report excellent business.
Priest Reports Good on
Selig Production
Robert W. Priest, president of the Film
Market, Inc., reports keen interest in the
two William Selig productions, " The City
of Purple Dreams," and " Who Shall Take
My Life?" which the Film Market is handling for the Selig interests. Mr. Priest
also states that numerous inquiries have
been received by the Film Market with reference to the reissued rights to " The
Spoilers," also a Selig production. He said
that every independent buyer who handled
it, is ready to purchase again.

INDEPENDENT

FIELD

TICKER

Territory
Territorial Sales Reported During the Past
Week
Production
Buyer
''Struggle Everlasting" and
" Accidental Honeymoon" (Harry Rapf Production, N. Y.)
Alexander
Wall, New Orleans
■ Louisiana, Arkansas, Okla" Struggle Everlasting " and
" Accidental Honeyhoma, Texas.
moon" (Harry Rapf Pro.Iowa, Nebraska.
duction, N. Y.)
Phil Goldstone, Omaha.
"The City of Purple
y
Dreams " and " Who
ShaU
Take
My
Life"
(Film Market, Inc.,
N. Y.)
Bernard Cooke, Pittsburgh. West Virginia, Western
Pennsylvania.
" The Star Spangled Banner," "Columbia, the
Gem of the Ocean," " The
Battle Cry of Freedom,"
" Home, Sweet Home "
and "The Girl I Left
Behind Me" (The Film
Market, Inc., N. Y.) Southeastern Pictures CorSeries of 2-reel Kay Bee
poration, Atlanta North and South Carolina,
Columbia Brand Western
Georgia, Florida.
Dramas (W. H. Productions, N. Y.)
Southeastern Pictures CorSeries of 2-reel Kay Bee
poration, Atlanta North and South Carolina,
Columbia Brand Western
Georgia, Florida, AlaDramas (W. H. Producbama, Tennessee.
tions, N. Y.)
Masterpiece Film AttracSeries of 2-reel Kay Bee
tions. Philadelphia .Eastern Pennsylvania, SouthColumbia Brand Western
ern New Jersey.
Dramas (W. H. Productions, N. Y.)
Magnet Film Exchange,
New York
Series of 2-reel Kay Bee
Greater New York, south of
Columbia Brand Western
Westchester Co.
Dramas (W. H. Productions, N. Y.)
Strand Features, Detroit Michigan.
Series of 2-reel Kay Bee
Columbia Brand Western
Dramas (W. H. Productions, N. Y.)
.Maryland, Delaware, District
W. High, Baltimore.
of Columbia, Virginia.
Series of 15 2-reel Kay Bee
Union Brand Western
Comedy Re-Issues (W.
H. Productions, N. Y.I..
Film AttracSeries of 15 2-reel Kay Bee Masterpiece
Southtions, Philadelphia...... Eastern ernPennsylvania,
New Jersey.
Union Brand Western
Comedy Re-Issues (W.
H. Productions, N. Y.) . . Magnet Film Exchange,
New York
, Greater New York, south of
Series of 15 2-reel Kay Bee
Union Brand Western
Westchester Co.
Comedy Re-Issues (W.
H. Productions, N. Y.).. Standard Film Service Co.,
Ohio, Kentucky, Michigan.
Series of 15 2-reel Kay Bee
Cleveland, O
Union Brand Western
Comedy Re-Issues (W.
H. Productions, N. Y.) . . W. High, Baltimroe.
, Maryland, Delaware, District
of Columbia, Virginia.
Series of 28 1-reel Keystone
Eagle Brand Comedy ReIssues (W. H. Productions, N. Y.)
, Southeastern Pictures CorSeries of 28 1-reel Keystone
poration, Atlanta North and South Carolina.
Eagle Brand Comedy ReIssues (W. H. Productions, N. Y.)
Criterion Film Service, Atlanta
Series of 28 1-reel Keystone
Georgia,
Alabama, Florida,
Tennessee.
Eagle Brand Comedy ReIssues (W. H. Productions, N. Y.)
Magnet Film Exchange,
New York
Greater New York, south of
Westchester Co.
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Lee Gives Results of Trade
Showings

DAVID G. FISCHER, David G.Fischer
Productions, Inc., gave a specially
arranged showing for his anti-alcohol feature, "The Law of Nature," at Wurlitzer
Hall, Monday afternoon. The picture is
in eight reels. The story was written by
Mr. Fischer in collaboration with Captain
Richmond Pearson Hobson, ex-Congressman from Alabama. Mr. Fischer also
directed. Vincent Coleman and Dixie Lee
appear in the leading roles, Frances
NeMeyer and Harold Salter have principal
roles. Stanley C. Mason photographed.
Mr. Fischer will present " The Law of
Nature," first in legitimate theatres booked
as a legitimate attraction. Following its
showing in regular playhouses, the feature
will be sold on a state rights basis for the
several territories.
Mr. Fischer, who has recently opened
offices in the Selwyn Theatre Building in
West Forty-second street, has been promi-

nently identified with the motion picture
industry for several years in the capacities
of director, actor and producer. He was
with the American Film Company three
years as co-star with J. Warren Kerrigan
and directed. He directed the first picture
of the company. He then joined Essanay
and remained six months with this company as a director. He was director-general of Premier for one year and with the
American Commercial Film Company for
one year. He was stage manager for Virginia Harned, Julia Marlow and other stars.
He was for three years a stage director of
stock companies and one and one-half years
as director-general of the United Play
Company. He is the author of the dramatization of " Lavender and Old Lace,"
which won an enormous success ; and " The
Master's Violin," " John Rawn," " The
Purchase Price," " Immigrants," " The
Stronger Love " and " To-morrow."

"Romance
of Air" Crowds
Theatre
An idea ofBoston
the success that
marked the
TNDEPENDENT SALES CORPORA1 TION, which is handling the bookings
opening in Boston is taken from the telegram received by Frank Hall, president of
for Carle E. Carlton's serial production,
the Independent Sales Corporation, from
" A Romance of the Air," featuring Lieut.
Manager Franklin F. Plimpton, of the TreBert Hall, announces that the picture's
mont Temple theatre, as follows:
opening at the Tremont Temple theatre,
" ' Romance of the Air ' complete knockone of Boston's largest theatres, reports
out at Tremont house. Sold out ; big
that an overcrowded house greeted the
crowd clamoring for admission. Indicaopening of the four weeks' engagement.
tion it will break all records. Lieut. Hall
From the reports received this week, Inthe hero of the hour ; special guest of
dependent Sales Corporation announces
Boston City Club. Many notables present
that it will extend the engagement to an
congratulations.
indefinite run of considerably more than
"(Signed) Franklin F. Plimpton."
the original four weeks to meet the tremendous demand for seats.
Contracted for Sixteen
Hall,
Americanof "Ace,"
and
oneLieut.
of the
twothesurvivors
the famous
D. L. Williamson, of the Lyric theatre.
Jackson, Tenn.. has contracted with the
Lafayette Escadrille, is personally appearing at each performance of his picturized
Big Feature Rights Corporation for sixteen pictures, one to run every other week,
story, which was adapted from his book,
and he has secured the advertising for all.
" En L'Air."

Joseph F. Lee, exploitation manager tor
Louis B. Mayer, now on the Coast giving
special trade showing of Mr. Mayer's
production, " Virtuous Wives," starring
Anita Stewart, reports from Los Angeles
that the last of the 25 or more special trade
showings of " Virtuous Wives " was heW
at Tally's Broadway theatre, Sunday, January 5. " That it was a success is putting
it mildly," Joe wrote. "T. L. Tally had
provided a short concert by an augmented
orchestra which he had engaged for the
run of ' Virtuous Wives.' The entire motion picture colony was present — stars,
property men, directors, actors, and extra
men.
" When I arrived in Los Angeles I had
given thirteen trade showings in thirteen
of the largest cities. Being a little superstitious Iwas naturally interested in how
the thirteenth showing would turn out, and,
frankly, the thirteenth was the biggest success of them all. I found the exhibitors
wide awake, eager and ready to attend.
The Denver Post said of one of these
showings : ' For a number of years it has
been the custom in the movies to hurry
finished products to New York and there
show each picture to a small audience of
reviewers and managers. The verdict of
these people was taken as final by many
exhibitors through the country and on their
word the pictures were booked. Manytimes there arose a wide difference of opinion and things that pleased the experts in
New York were far from interesting to
the audiences in Kankakee. The system
was, as all systems, rich in merits but also
at fault in many ways. Mr. Louis B.
Mayer, president and general manager of
the Anita Stewart Productions, decided
that a new system was necessary and has
already put into effect the following new
innovation : Instead of asking the few New
York managers and local critics to pass
judgment, he is giving private runs in all
larger cities and inviting exhibitors and reviewers to view " Virtuous Wives." ' "

Alma
" The

Hanlon and Jack Sherrill in
Profiteer,"
Produced by Arrow
Film Corporation

January

25,
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Jack Weinberg, Secy, sive
andFeatures
Treasurer of ExcluLesser Gets Three States for
West Comedies
Wilton Cohen, president of the Bulls Eye
Film Corporation at 729 Seventh avenue,
New York, announced that Sol Lesser had
just closed a contract with him to distribute
the new Billy West comedies for California, Nevada and Arizona.
Before returning to San Francisco Mr.
Lesser said : " I am in the market for the
very best features obtainable in all lines of
photoplay offerings, and in adding the new
Billy West comedies to my list of bookings
I an convinced that I am doing my patrons
and myself a big favor. I feel assured that
Billy West is at his best now, and has never
done anything to compare with this new
series, and for this reason I am more than
pleased to add these features to my attractions.
"There are comedies in profusion. The
difficult thing is to wade in and dig out the
best. I have overstayed.my original schedule of this trip for several reasons, one of
the reasons being that I desired to investigate the market for comedies as thoroughly
as I could before deciding upon my bookingsi
" I know conditions in my territory from
careful analysis, and first-hand investigation
from all angles, and I have found it is inadvisable tooffer my patrons anything but
the fcest in comedies."
All Star Cast for Late
World Picture
World Pictures has under production at
its Fort Lee studio " The Price of Doubt,"
in which Montagu Love, June Elvidge,
Evelyn Greeley, George MacQuarrie, Jack
Drumier and Johnnie Hines will be
starred. The scenario was written by
Wallace Clifton and Harry O. Hoyt, under the direction of Charles Sarver,
scenario editor of World Pictures. Del
Henderson is directing.
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Advertising
So States Louis Burston in
to Advertising Matter on
Ford's " The Silent
tery "—Ford
Posters"Pep"

Reflec
tsbold the
anced,
and effective
specimen ty
of the
Quali
Referring
art
of
poster
making.
In
the
lobby
display
Francis
or on a billboard it simply can't escape
Mysnotice. And above all it is a poster surcharged with the feeling of action. Our
in
best illustrators are those who are able to
endow their drawings with the vital eleREFERRING to the elaborate advertisment of action. How often do you see a
ing campaign which has been set on
foot by Louis Burston, as producer, and
poster imbued with the atmosphere of dyHiller and Wilk, Inc., as selling agents, of
namic action? 'The Silent Mystery' onesheet and three-sheet have it— in superand for Francis Ford's fifteen episode seabundance.
rial, "The Silent Mystery," Mr. Burston
" The artist has given the public an eyehas the following to say of the minute defull of box-office itch.
tail work in the design of the posters and
the dramatic action that has been expressed
" Prominent on the list is a press book
by the artist in his work of bringing out
with ' pepy ' copy, written by men who
know their business — who know what magthe ria"l : catchy " lines and action of the senetizes the editorial eye and what doesn't.
The slides and banners are out of the ordi" No expense or effort has been spared
nary— different from the hackneyed stuff.
in turning out a brand of paper that will
The generous display of ready prepared
fully reflect the quality of the article we
advertising cuts which we have gotten up
have to offer. 'The Silent Mystery' is evidence a decided and really successful atsuper-burdened with Ford ' pep,' Ford
tempt to invest them with originality and
' punch,' and Ford mystery, and it was the
determination of me and Hiller & Wilk,
character
well on
as 'any
punch.'
They should
stand outas well
newspaper
page.
Inc., to crowd the most compelling
' The Silent Mystery ' player cuts and
possible suggestion of all of these elements
lobby display are fully in keeping — in the
in our advertising literature — particularly
matter of distinctive character — with the
the posters.
other advertising features which we have
" A striking evidence of the success we
mentioned and are calculated to attract
have achieved in this direction is the onesheet for lobby display. It is a fine, balstrongly."

Novelty
Campaign
for Lincoln
graph
of
Lincoln,
in the character which
Syndication of Stories Bearing on
he
depicts
in
the
play.
This photograph,
First Production
and Novel
done on glass, will be of varied colors.
Lobby Displays, Planned by
As the patron of the theatre watches the
picture it changes both in color and pose.
Sawyer and Lubin
As a special aid to the exhibitor, a booklet
ARRANGEMENTS have been completis now being made, carrying a story of
ed by Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin, sponthe first S-L Production, together with
sors for the S-L Productions, presenting
useful information concerning Lincoln.
E. K. Lincoln as star, to syndicate a series
This booklet will be profusely illustrated
of stories through the various newspaper
with cartoons of the star and scenes from
syndicates throughout the country, said
the play, done by a well-known artist. All
stories to have an important bearing on
the production in which Mr. Lincoln will of the material mentioned will be handled
directly by their New York office.
first appear in the series of S-L Specials
under the direction of Ralph Ince. The
papers, it is announced, have been selected
as to location and circulation, so as to most
effectively cover the territories in which
they are published. During the exploitation of the first Lincoln feature, Messrs.
Sawyer and Lubin will establish a special
department in one of the popular motion
picture " fan " magazines. The department
will
coln. be conducted personally by E. K. LinWith this feature as the dominant note,
Sawyer and Lubin venture the assertion
that they will have inaugurated the most
extensive personal advertising campaign
yet employed to exploit the star of any
production. During the time that Mr. Lincoln's first production is being exploited,
the star's pictures will appear on available
covers of leading magazines.
In the lobby display several novelties
have been provided. Paintings in colors
done by Clarence Underwood, magazine
illustrator, will be available. A distinct
novelty has also been prepared in the form
Elaine through
Hammerstein,
in " Wanted
for Murder,"
Independent
Sales Corp.
of an illuminated frame containing a photo-
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Waking
Inter-Ocean Sees Up
Producers
Organize
Capital
Film
Company
ials, three of these being offered weekly.
Indianapolis Capital Has Organized
The subjects will cover the whole field of
Company to Handle Two-Reel
motion picture expression — comedies, WestSpecials and Ike Schlank Is
erns, crook and detective plays, emotional
President
dramas, beautiful scenic subjects, in fact,
in the whole category of cinema
THE CAPITAL FILM COMPANY, re- everything
cently organized, has headquarters in art.
the Merchants Bank building in Indian" We will feature the two-reel specials,"
apolis and Ike Schlank has been elected the
said President Schlank, " because we befirst president.
lieve itgoes back to the days when everyCapitalized at $250,000 it is said to have
body in the industry made lots of money.
started its distribution auspiciously and the
We believe the two-reel subjects offer the
officers announce that the organization of wide variety that the human heart demands
branches is nearly completed. There will — quick, changing appeal to the intellect
and the emotion of the man in the seat.
be twenty-five of such centers, all of which
will be in operation in a few weeks it is
" We believe that a new day is here and
declared.
that the motion picture patron wants new
" We will be ready to book January 27 stuff — the kind he used to rave over when
and
to begin
releasing February 3," the movies was a passion with him, some
said ready
President
Schlank.
fewTheyears
ago."Film Company is building a
Capital
Behind the Capital Film Company are
declared to be some of the best practical
big organization. The organization will
cover the whole United States and parts
motion picture men in the game and some
of Canada to bring about, according to
of the shrewdest capitalists in the Middle
West. These men are said to be bent on
President Schlank, the perfect distribution
making the Capital Film Company one of of these two-reel subjects, so that the exthe big powers in the industry.
hibitor will get the quickest and best service.
The company will release two-reel spec"A
Soul Adrift" Is Third Perret Picture
mutual friendship and then as quickly into
AN original story written by Leonce
love. Having occasion to visit his old
Perret and entitled "A Soul Adrift,"
affords the vehicle for the third Perret pro- haunts in the big city back East the man
duction.
comes again under the influence of his old
Mme. Alice Blache directed it and
heroine learns of his real identity and recent escapades.
Dolores Cassinelli is the star, with Albert
There are said to be several dramatic
Boscoe as leading man. No definite announcement has been made as to any dis- moments when she tries to learn his attitude towards her and in the end she lacks
tributing arrangements, although it is
stated that the production will be shown
the courage to go back to her home in the
small Western town and takes up a stage
at a leading New York theatre in the near
future.
career as a means of support.
The story has to do with the obstacles
She acquires the stunning city polish
and hardships encountered by a young girl which she is convinced her former lover
because of her constancy for the man she would admire and also quickly mounts to
loves. It is said to contain many dramatic
stardom behind the footlights.
thrills and appealingly romantic.
When he finally discovers that his
The leading man appears as a prominent
former country sweetheart is the great
society artist who forsakes his customary
haunts and settles in a small Western vil- actress he pleads for her forgiveness and
after several scenes, which are described
lage under an assumed name.
as intensely dramatic, the twain are reHe meets the heroine there and their acunited.
quaintance develops rapidly into a strong
United |Announces Title of First Reed Film
plays a dual role, two generations, a comFLORENCE
first picture
of the
bination which is said to afford her many
six she hasREED'S
contracted
to deliver
to
emotional opportunities.
United Picture Theatres of America is enA private showing in New York is said
titled "The Call of the Heart," according
to President J. A. Berst.
to have brought forth enthusiastic laudatory comments from the representaWilliam Desmond plays opposite to Miss
tive United exhibitor-members who witReed and others prominent in her support
nes ed it.
are Alec Francis, George Stevens and MarUnited
officials point with pride to the
celle Roussillon. The picture was procast surrounding Florence Reed in her
duced for the United by Tribune Productions, Inc., and is in six reels, directed by
initial United offering, " The Call of the
John M. Stahl, and will be released late
Heart." Wrilliam Desmond, himself a star
of many current screen attractions, is dein February by the United through the
clared to bear an artistic reputation second
various United representatives in the General Film Exchanges throughout the counto none, and George Stevens' ability is said
to have been proved in many important
tryproductions.
He was formerly with Henry
The story is described as being very
Irving, and afterwards with the A. M.
novel and startling with the action taking
place in Paris and New York. Miss Reed Palmer stock company.

An Inter-Ocean official said this week
that American producers, big and small,
were becoming educated to the requirements of the foreign market. That market
no longer represented a mere after thought
to the producer, in his opinion.
" Once upon a time," stated this man,
" the export field was of minor consideration to the average producer. He selected
his local distribution very carefully, but the
great market beyond did not matter.
" At that time he was just as likely to
show his product to Exporter Smith as Exporter Jones, or to forget his appointments
with both and show the film to Exporter
Brown, because he happened to meet Brown
on the street at the last minute. Foreign
distribution was often decided upon in
hotel lobbies or bars.
" But the reputable exporters, like InterOcean, have educated the producer, and
perhaps successfully. At least, the producer studies the export market as carefully as he does the home one. He does
not hawk his pictures about among the exporters. He knows that they are just as
opposed to hawking as are the better class
American distributors.
" And he knows what class of film will
go in the foreign markets, and is guided by
this knowledge in making his picture.
" That is to say, the producer tries to
get international appeal into his product
As long as he succeeds in achieving this,
this American industry does not have to
fear losing its hold on the foreign market"

"
" Reclaim
Gets Inc.,
Alpha
Alpha Pictures,
recently ed
incorporated to handle independent productions,
with offices at 126 West Forty-sixth Street,
purchased this week through Chester Beecroft the Harry MacRae Webster production "Reclaimed," featuring Mabel Juliene
Scott and Xiles Welch.
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LOUIS BURSTON
FRANCIS
gfeSlLENT

FORD
MYSTERY

"SNARED"
A Sample of the One-Sheets Used
on "Wilk
The
Silent Mystery," Handled by Hitler and
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THERE should be none of the so-called
" specialization " on " Roped," the newest Harry Carey production, because here
is unquestionably a picture that will appeal
to everyone in your audiences. Therefore
you can safely go to it by advertising this
as a real special and devoting more attention to it than you do to the ordinary
picture, because, unless there is something
wrong with your exploitation, you can bank
on bigger business than you usually get,
and on more pleased patrons.
Recently Harry Carey has appeared in
a number of successes and we would capitalize his popularity, but at the same time
we would build a big share of the advertising on the character of the story. We
would tell the people that it is a virile,
genuine comedy-drama that keeps you
laughing most of the time, but that now
and then brings a little grip upon the
heart and that unfolds a story that is full
of startling developments to the very end.
You can safely call this a typically American picture.
We would strongly advise against getting
too serious with this picture. Comedy is
only the background and there is a strong
story with plenty of thrills, but most of
your people want to laugh these days and
we would certainly not overlook the chance
of making that appeal dominate everything.
We would feature Harry and his flock of
cowboys, but we would be sure to point
out that most of the story has to deal with
their experiences in the " high society " of
the east and their difficulties with evening
dress.
HERE is the story. Cheyenne Harry
is a millionaire ranch owner, but he
is sadly in need of a housekeeper and
voices that need to his group of cowboys,
who decide that what Harry really needs
is a wife, and so they write in his name
to a matrimonial agency, which results in
his name and requests being placed in the
matrimonial journal. A copy of this falls
into the hands of a group of New York
society folk while they are dining at a
fashionable hotel and one of the girls,
Aileen Judson-Brown, decides to answer it
as a joke, saying that she is a beautiful,
but poor New York girl who understands
housekeeping and who is longing to marry
Cheyenne.
Little realizing that he is being made the
butt of a joke, Harry takes the first train
to New York and there starts the comedy
element strong with the uneducated cowboy in the stamping ground of fashion.
Aileen's mother has but one desire in life
and that is to marry her daughter to a rich
man, and at first she refuses to receive
the uncouth westerner, but when she learns
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"Roped

with the girl and fails to understand that
she is marrying him solely on account of
her mother's desire for wealth.
Instead of returning to his ranch, he fits
up a mansion for his wife and her mother
in New York and then developments come
thick and fast. The Judson-Browns continue their society pace, and Harry is
relegated to the background, though there
are many amusing scenes at the expense of
Cheyenne. Ferdie Van Duzen, a poor but
high-society bounder, continues to pay atconsent. tention to Aileen, and with her mother's

One column stock cut of Neva Gerber for
advertising or newspaper use
that a New York bank will honor his check
for three millions and when she is also
faced with alternative of paying a huge
amount that she owes the hotel or getting
out into the cold without a cent to her
name, she consents to " sell " her daughter
to the westerner, who is actually in love
Half this Kids mine -the other
half I in Qottt* to borrow"

jj
ROPE
kpicture of a Man Who wf Bigger f/ian hit Word Wor/une
II E histhought,
whenbaby,
he hadhe
il
wife and
YOUR THEATRE
couldplekeep
'em,
but
some
peowho didn't
took
NAME, PRICES,
them both
away —likeforhima while.
Come, see how things boiled
ETC.. HERE
till
Harry
Carey
got
them
back.
Ifs a picture of real life.
One of the two-column ready made displays available at Universal offices

DUT the months go by and a little Harry
comes. Here the deception of the
mother-in-law becomes the greater. She
lies to the girl when she asks for her husband when the baby is born, and then lies
to Harry telling him that his wife is delirious and cannot see him, and bars him
from the baby. But here another element
enters in the apparently dignified English
butler, one of the cleverest characters that
you ever saw on the screen, who shows
Cheyenne how to see his own baby, and
there follow several touching scenes that
will bring a suggestion of a tear to everyone in your audiences.
About this time we have a switchback to
the cattle ranch with the rival owner plotting to blow up the source of Cheyenne's
water supply and get possession of his
50,000 head of cattle. The "boys" from
the ranch discover the plot, but they decide that instead of sending a wire they
had better go in person and since they
have heard of the arrival of a " son and
heir " they decide to go in person not only
with the notification, but these " wise men
of the west " come bearing presents for
the young Harry. They come in full dress,
but with their sombreros, one of them very
drunk, and there are plenty of laughs to
be featured here. Of course the highbrowed mother-in-law is terribly shocked,
especially when they break up a perfectly
good society party, but the little wife here
first shows her first affection by welcoming
her husband's friends.
Y< UT at the same time there comes a
realization to Cheyenne that he and his
wife belong on different paths that will
never meet and with the danger that
threatens his interests on the ranch he goes
back with the boys, without a farewell.
He is in time to frustrate the efforts of
the villain — but this is one point to remember—that the thrills in this picture are
secondary to the heart interest and humor.
Then we have some scenes back in the
east with the girl wife being told by her
mother that her baby has died and has
been buried while she was away at a house
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These stills bring out the love and comedy interest, at either side showing Carey and Neva Gerber, who plays his wife, and in the center
the baby around whom much of the story centers
party, and we have the first direct evidence
of her love. The mother tells her that she
wired
Harry noof interest
the child's
but thatis
he showed
anddeath,
a divorce
being arranged when the butler, a loyal
and human friend of the ranchman, wires
him that strange things are happening.
takes in
the the
" eight-thirty
HisCheyenne
first moment
house is totrain.''
look
for the baby. He finds the covered baby
bed and the other things draped in white.
The mother-in-law tells him that the child
is dead and that the mother is away. But
the butler comes with the information that
he does not believe that the child is dead
and with the warning to find the nurse.
And just at that moment Harry overhears
the mother-in-law and the lawyer plotting
the divorce. His spirit has risen against
her on other occasions, but now he drives
her from the house and the skulking
lawyer with her. He sends a wire to the
boys "back home" and with the butler
goes to look for the nurse.
Several weeks elapse, but they find her
and she confessed the plot of the mother

and restores the child. It happens, very
conveniently, that Aileen, her mother, Van
Dusen and others are to be members of
a slumming party in the section where the
child had been found, that night, and here
is staged one of the final scenes, and a
very dramatic one. When Van Dusen sees
them enter, he bribes the resort keepers to
put Harry
and the
butler " and
out "wins
if they
start
anything.
He appears
his
wife back, for she really loves him, and
when a sneer comes from Van Dusen he
knocks him out and then the gangsters start.
There is a clever touch with the butler
telephoning the cowboys and their leaving
their beds in their shirt-tails and joining
in the fight. And there is no doubt about
how it ends.
Aileen is now reconciled to her husband
fully, but she does not know that the child
is alive until almost the very end — and
after that on the ranch comes the real
honeymoon.
repeat : Keep the comedy element
w Estrong
in your exploitation.

Music
Cue Sheet on "Roped
No. IMin.
A (T) Title or (D) Description.
1 IH
At Screening
2 I A T. Anything to Help a Pal
T. Mrs. Brown and Eileen
3
4 i'A T.
Cheyenne
S 31« T. At End of Journey
6
T. Say, This Guy Is a Bum
7 i'AA T. Arizona and Fifth Avenue Meet....
T. Married
8 31-4
9 VA T. Cheyenne Had One Enemy
10
T.
Into Months
Butler Lapsed
Enters
11 2lYi D. Weeks
12
T. In Arizona
13 W T. Like a Thief in the Night
14 m T. Night After Night
15 3iA T. The Wise Men of the West
16 l A T. Show These Men
17 l A I). Boys Enter with Toys
18
T. As Night Wore On
19 2VA D. Boys at Door with Toys
T. Next Morning
20
Leavin' for Arizona
21 254
VA T.
W*
T. I'm
Fifty Thousand Head of Cattle
22
T. In
the Meantime
23
2 T. Did I Hear You?
24 2H
1). Cheyenne Leaves Room
25
Into the Lower Section
26 2W T.
T.
Is My Baby Alive?
27
28 31J4 T. After a Fruitless Baby Search
Hits Man
29 1*4 D.
D. Cheyenne
Cheyenne and Eileen Enter Home.
30

Tempo.
2-4 Allegretto
4-4 Moderato
3-42-4Valse
Lente
Allegro
6-8 Allegretto
4-4 Moderato
4-4
2-4 Moderato
Allegro
2-4 Lullaby
Allegro
6-8
4-42-4 Allegretto
Allegro
4-4 Moderato
3-44-4ValseLente
2-4 Moderato
Allegro
6-8 Allegro
4-4 Moderato
4-4 Moderato
3-4 Tempo
di Valse
2-4 Allegro
2-4 Vivace
2- 4 Andantino
3-6-8
4 Moderato
Lullaby
4- 4 Moderato
4-4 Moderato
4-42-4 Moderato
Allegro
4-4 Moderato

And then the heart interest.
You may safely go ahead with picture
on the theory that everyone will like it.
There is not the slightest thing in it to
offend; there is no trace of the salacious
and no hint of the problem drama.
For the reason that many people will
judge from the title and from the fact that
Carey has generally been seen in cowboy
pictures that this is a Westerner, we would
go a little further and explain that this is
a story of a millionaire cattleman who
comes out of the West and marries an Eastern society girl with a grasping mother —
that he is literally roped into matrimony.
Feature the cowboys in their dress suits,
their coming with their offerings to the
heir and their part in supplying the happy
solution.
You know from experience that a picture
that holds the attention, but at the same
time keeps the people laughing and sends
them away from the house in a good
humor is the sort of a picture that creates
the greatest amount of word-of-mouth
advertising for you.

By

James C. Bradford
Selection.
Huttamo — Ancliffe (Intermezzo)
Matrimonial Fox Trot— Wells
Charming — Joyce
Sinbad — Romberg (One-Step)
Hobbeldhoy — Olson
Sometime — Friml (Fox-Trot)
*Mary — Frey (New) (Theme)
Bov of Mine — Caruso (One-Step)
Hurry, No. 26 — Minot
Sleep Little
Mine— Denee
Frivolous
Patrol —Baby
AIbi of(Characteristic)
Hurry. No. 2 — Labgey
Mighty
Lak a Garden—
Rose — Nevin
if other's
Frey
Rocking the Boat — Frey (New) (Fox-Trot)
Bob^Kaplan (One-Step)
Hail, I Hail,
AllMeHere—
Lake
Hear the
You Gang's
Calling
— (Theme)
Marshall
*Mary
— Frey
Smiles and Kisses — Ancliffe
Follow the Girl — Romberg (One-Step)
Hurry, No. 33 — Minot
To a Wild Rose — MacDowell
Dramatic Tension — Borch
Slumber Boat — Gaynor
Calicoco — Frey (Fox-Trot)
'Mighty
Lak Tension
a Rose —— Nevin
Dramatic
Borch
Furioso,
No.
Keifert
*Mary— Frey1 1 —(Theme)
Repeated Selections.
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At left, Carey, his bride and the mother-in-laiv ; in the center, the butler, who has such a big part, and at the right the six cozvboys who
supply so much of the laughter

Invite

Laughs

and

THERE

have been a lot of opinions contributed to these pages about the sort
of pictures that people want to see these
days. They have pretty well agreed that
these want to incorporate into pure American lively action and plenty of humor. They
have said that there is called for love interest, with something doing all the time
and a happy ending, with the right side
winning out.
So you can regard " Roped " as an after
the war picture so far as appealing to your
patrons, but, for the Love of Mike, do not
make any reference to the war in your exploitation on this one. The minute you do
someone with jump to the conclusion that
you are trying to hide some ordinary war
picture behind the sort of frontier camouflage that they are selling for junk "in
France and Belgium and even in Bingen
along the Rhine these days. There isn't a
hint in the picture that there ever was a
war, except with mothers-in-law.
When you start in to exploit this picture forget that the war ever existed except that it gives you an opportunity to
clean up. Don't let an element of it get
into anything that you write or say. Do
not even be tempted into saying that the
spirit that Harry Carey and his cowboys
show exemplified the spirit that enabled
America to turn the tide of the Hun horror. Forget the battle stuff, talk about the
You don't have to label an American
these days. Neither do you have to label
a " truly American " offering.

A FTER having seen this production our
** advice is going to be different from
most that you have received with an unusual offering and that it to put this on a
SURPRISE basis. The main thing that
! you, as an exhibitor, desire, is to bring
I new patrons to your theatre and to send
I them away with the desire to come to your
• house again. Therefore your first duty is
to get them into the house FOR THE
FIRST TIME.
SURPRISE them with what a motion
picture can do.

Thrills Both
With
This
Picture
There are pictures on which you can
current offering. What every good showarouse a certain amount of curiosity by a
man is trying to do is to sell TODAY'S
show, but there is no reason why you can" teaser " campaign and get them to come
not make another appeal with the coming
to solve the mystery. You might be able
one if you do it intelligently.
to do it with this picture, but we distinctly
But we do believe that this is a picture
wouldn't.
that gives the chance to make NEIV
We would appeal directly to the desire
of the public to laugh and to thrill a little friends for your theater and it is for that
at the same time.
reason that we suggest the contrast in your
advertising.
We would start the campaign well in advance of the showing of the picture, at
Very frankly, we cannot conceive of a
series of events like those pictured in
least a week with a first run and then dropping down according to the length of time
" Roped " ever really happening, but his is
an offering for pure enjoyment and that
that you intend to use " Roped." We
will never lead to the cold contrast of unwouldn't use anything like a teaser, but
we would get to straight-away statement.
reality.
Samuel them
L. Rothapfel's
one they
big
idea was to
leave
laughing when
Suppose the current picture is a comedydrama. Then let us say :
left his theatre. He figured that they
would come back again if they had had a
" Come and laugh at this one, and if you
like to laugh we believe that you will come
good time in gazing at his screen.
And they will, and if you make people
back Monday and laugh even the more
who have never before had a good time in
with Harry Carey and his wild west cowboys in dress suits as they appear in your house look for more, you have a first
mortgage on the first patron that it is up
' Roped.'
If you" have a tense production say
to you to foreclose.
something like this, of course changed to
meet the character of the offering:
WE basis,haveto just
" Here are the thrills and the heart
whichmentioned
we will the
refersurprise
again.
throbs, but when you see Harry Carey in Now use this on those who fail to come at
' Roped ' Thursday your heart will grip just all, or who come at very great intervals.
as hard, but you will punctuate every throb
Write : them a letter something on this
order
with a chuckle."
" I know a lot of motion pictures are tireF course you would be foolish to say
some. Iknow that when you see the averO anything that will tend to knock your
age Western drama advertised you expect
to see the cowboys riding over the plains,
shooting up everything in sight, with the
HARRY
CAREY
it tie big, human comedy photodrama
hero stringing into the barroom with his
two guns in his hands and winning the gal
that he wants or righting some ' terrible

Three column mat and advertising cut

" Harry Carey is the prince of the Western actors, but yon won't find anything of
wrong.'
the ' shooting stuff ' in this picture. You'll
find a few ' flashes back ' into the West, but
there's most of this played out in New York.
I'd like to have you come and see this one.
If you can tell ten minutes before the end
how it is going to turn out we'll give you
a pass for a year — provided, and provided — ■
" That you haven't laughed eighteen dol-
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,<4f f/te /e/t w oh? 0/ f/te one-sheets, in the center a six-sheet and at the right one of the three-sheets
too pleasant impressions around. We, and
a million times at his expense, and you will
lars worth for your ten cents admission."
And then across this to the letters going
the rest of us, don't care to be reminded of
laugh with them, but your face will break
it, but we like to get the bright side of the
into a smile of perfect bliss when you see
to the " regulars " we would use a rubber
world before us again.
stamp, saying :
the
Carey
ropes of' motherin-lawwayandthattiesHarry
her to
the 'rock
fashion
" Here's a copy of a letter that we have
while he takes his bride and baby back into
just sent the people of Sweetwater, who say
THEN
the babyabout
element.
alwaysthere's
something
a babyThere's
in a
they don't like motion pictures."
theAnd
big this
West one
— and
: happiness."
picture
that
gets
close
to
you.
We'd
not
PROBABLY that is not surprise in the
" Harry shore was a galloot from the make this too strong in the advertising exway that you have meant it at your
plains. But he had three million plunks
cept that we'd make it a point to use a pictheatre and in your exploitation. You have
ture of Carey with the kid in his arms in
in the bank and the socially ambitious
been content with the old stuff of asking
the advertising whether you use the ready
mother found it out. And so when he came
the patrons :
made sort furnished by Universal exto answer her daughter's kidding accept" Suppose you had been roped into marance of his offer of marriage she accepted
changes or design your own. We've reriage for your money and had found an
him for the coin. She kept him from his
ferred to the baby in both of the suggestions that we have given, but if you want
unscrupulous mother-in-law, etc."
wife and from the baby that came and from
In the first place, this is the worst form
to make it the more direct in your displays,
the boys from the ranch that came bearing
of exploitation. Most of it is distinctly
gifts to the son and heir. She and her
and you want to shorten up the other apoffensive to the people to whom it is adpeals, use some of these :
'
lounge
lizard
friend
'
were
clever
for
dres ed. In the next instance it is the ordiawhile, but one of them got a broken jaw
" He was barred from bis baby,
nary method. We would rather take the
and both of them went to the police stasurprise method of daring them to come
tion, while Harry took the cooing kid and
and hetoidolized
didn't
know
what
do withit.it He
when
it cried.
and refuse to laugh, except that directlythe
happy
wife to his home in the West.
stated it is too crude.
But
he
knew
how
to
find
it
again
You'll probably remember all those things
when
his
mother-in-law
said
that
it
often
so
told
been
after you've seen the picture and stopped
BUT the public has
was dead and he knew how to win
that " here is the funniest thing that
laughing."
ever happened " that such a statement will
our opinion we have well passed the back the mother with it."
be passed up as the ordinary " brag." So INtime
" Six woolly cowboys, all in a row,
when you should dismiss a really
tell them why.
hunting for a baby, how should they
strong
picture
with
a
few
lines
and
let
it
And there is no reason why the heart apgo at that. We have also well passed the know? But father was a wiser
peal cannot be put over at the same time
time when we have been able to get away
rancher, tipped upon the dope and
that the fun is being used as a magnet.
with the use of a lot of superlatives and
he got the kid back, while loungie
There is one thing that you should carry
adjectives. Therefore the selling talk is
into your advertising and that is the fact
needed.
that you can talk about the punches, but it
" What does a cowboy know about
got the ' rope.' "
is mighty hard to explain the comedy
If going
you put
on the
this average
picture business,
"cold" you
are
to
get
but
a
baby? If you can't answer that
events in the few lines that you ought to
you will have the advertising plus of then what do seven cowboys know
about a baby? But though they
use in your newspaper space. Let's let the
pleased patrons.
comedy come in either by inference or in
So
then
why
not
start
out
your
business
a direct statement from the exhibitor himmay know a lot at first they don't
by promising the people in so many words
self. Here are a few selling talks that we
take long to get next, and you'll see
that they will be PLEASED with this of- here
would suggest :
what a ' roped ' husband of the
" He wanted a housekeeper and he sure
daughter of a scheming Easterner
fering? Instead of promising " tremenneeded one. His cowboy friends decided
dous" things, why not promise actual
pleasure? That is why people seek the found out and how he won."
that he needed a wife and they framed one
" Say, friends, you've heard a lot
motion picture theatres.
up on him. But back in New York there
about fighting for the freedom of the
Make a straight appeal to the emotions,
was the innocent daughter of a scheming
mother and the girl thought that it was a but make the straightest appeal to the world recently, but you want to see
how these cowboys fought for a baby.
enjoyment angle. There are a lot of your
mighty good joke to write him. He came,
And there are twenty laughs for
patrons who have some pangs in the heart
and the scheming mother bought him, but
she sought only his money. They laughed
from the war. The " flu " hasn't left any
every yelp from the kid."
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HarruCareu
SPECIAL PRODUCTION

a. &•
ROPED
Directed by JaikFord

*

This 24-sheet will also prove valuable in providing large cut-outs of Carey for lobby displays

This
is Not
a away"Western",
So a Forget
That
Angle
will cause talk by having designed
huge
WE
would strongly
advise getting
WE full
would
youpicture
not to intellyour
the
from the usual Western idea in reproduction of the marriage license from
storyadvise
of the
that obtains in your state and then have it newspaper stories, for one of the strong
any lobby display that you make. It will
filled in with the names of Carey and
get a wrong idea of the picture in the
points of it comes from the unexpected
minds of most of your patrons and will be Aileen Judson-Brown. Surround this with
turning that the story takes. We have
a coil of rope as if a lasso has been thrown
misleading. Harry Carey himself should
already suggested some phrases for the
be featured strongly, and it is good stuff
over the whole thing. For the remainder
advertising that give some idea og the
to use cut outs of him as he appears in his of your display use cut outs of Carey and
picture, but we would not take away any
big black hat.
if possible get a number of cut outs of a
of the enjoyment of the story by revealing
the whole thing.
You can make an effective display that
very young baby.

COMEDY

SETTING

You Don't Need It for Relief,
But It Will Please Them
t inWHILE there is tens"e hear
terest in " Roped, the comailing
edy isment.
theMoreprev
than half eleof
the time during the showing of this
picture the audiences will be laughing, but there is no reason why they
should not be given a full comedy
evening.
We would suggest that you have
your orchestra play selections from
"Pretty
" as thescenic
overture
and
then use Baby
a Western
feature,
preferably one that shows the mountains and gives the spirit of the wild
grandeur of the open country.
If you use vocal or instrumental
selections, we would suggest those
with either the light comic opera element or the mother love interest.
"oneMother
Machreevoice,
" would
for a single
and ifbeyoua good
care
to put on a tableau effect you can use
the " Sandman " song, played by a
couple of children with a girl singing the verses.
A Lyons-Moran comedy or a slapstick will go well as winding up the
bill.

CAREY has appeared recently in a number of mighty strong pictures and you
should couple that fact up in all of your
exploitation. " Hell Bent," " Straight
Shooting " and " Three Mounted Men "
are some of the biggest things that he has
done in the past year and we would certainly mention them.
It isn't often that we get a chance to
commend a story in press sheets, but there
is an unusually good one here about the
way that Carey got into pictures. It gets
away from the purely press agent bunk
and you may be able to get your newspaper to use it as a feature story on the
motion picture page. Illustrate this with
one of the pictures showing Carey with the
baby in his arms and the appeal will be
all the greater.
Neva Gerber undoubtedly has a considerable following in your section and we
would play up her name only secondary
to the star. There is a stock cut of her
available for your advertising as well as
one of Carey. Miss Gerber has appeared
with some of the biggest companies and
especially well known is her long connection with American films.
Arthur Shirley has a prominent part in
the story and one of the best characterizations that a recent picture has given is supplied by J. Farrell McDonald as the butler.
Molly McConnell who plays the mother is
also well known.

FOR
LONGER
RUN
Your Method of Handling This
Picture Means a Lot to You
actor and
Roped is" ais popu
" EY
a good
Y, butCAR
title
if you
are content lar
to
HARR
rely simply on those facts you
are not going to get the business out
of this picture that you should. If
you have been running Harry Carey
pictures for two days, you have a
chance to put this one on for six,
PROVIDED you put over the exation.
ploit
Elsewhere
in these pages we have
suggested plans for advertising,
lobby displays and the like. To supplement this there is an attractive
assortment of paper including two
1-sheets, two 3-sheets, a 6-sheet and
a 24-sheet, some of which is illustrated on this page. Much of it is
suitable for cut-outs.
For the lobby there is a set of 8x
10 stills and another 11x14.
For newspaper use there are one,
two and three column advertising
cuts and mats and the same sizes in
scene pictures, while there are single
column cuts of the star and of the
leading woman, Neva Gerber.
Slides are also available at all Universal exchanges.

AGAIN
Thomas H. Ince and his staff of moving
picture makers are this week installed in
their new home at Culver City, and three
companies have already begun production
at the new studios. The new plant has
attracted much attention since it was completed. The administration building is of
large colonial type, built after the style of
the venerable residence of George Washington at Mt. Vernon. It has an expansive
front yard, dotted with a variety of fruit
trees and many flowers and much foliage.
In the rear of the administration building
stretch the spacious studios and stages,
claimed to be the most thoroughly equipped
motion picture plant in the world. It is
said that the two stages are the largest in
existence. The Ince property extends back
to the Baldwin hills, and on this wide
stretch of land will be constructed exteriors.
Dorothy Dalton's first picture to be taken
on the stages at the new Ince studios will
be a comedy drama in which she is given
the character of a traveling saleswoman.
The picture will be directed by Otto Hoffman. Victor Schertzinger, who has been
directing Miss Dalton, has been ill with
influenza. It is expected, however, that
when this picture is completed he will direct
Miss Dalton's next photoplay. Miss Dalton is supported by Donald MacLean,
Edwin Stevens and a strong cast. The
story was written by John Lynch.
Enid Bennett's new play called " Nemesis " was written by John Lynch, and
is being directed by Fred Niblo. Miss Bennett appears in the play as a sculptress in
love with a painter who lives next door. A
wealthy patron of their arts becomes the
villain. Miss Bennett is supported by Xiles
Welch.

Rupert Julian has started work on a
six-reel superproduction for Universal
titled " The Fire Flingers." The story
was taken from William J. Ncidig's Saturday Evening Post story. Julian will play
the feature role. He has a fine supporting
cast including Fay Tincher, Margaret
Green, Charles Hill Mailes, Will Jeffries
and Clyde Fillmore.
" The Outcast of Poker Flat " company
left Universal City last week for a trip to
Truckee, Cal., to film some snow scenes.
The party was headed by Director Jack
Ford, and others who went along were
Harry Carey, Gloria Hope and Jo Harris.
It is a Bret Harte story, and every effort
is being put forth by the Universal director

IN

ACTION

Holidays Leave Studios Full
of Pep and Production
Moves Forward

shelf
er year,
the ction
for anoth
ays onprodu
the holid
WITHat
the various studios this
week was once more in full
swing. Two new productions were
begun at the Fox studios, with Tom
Mix and Madaline Traverse as the
stars. In the meantime Katherine
and Jane Lee finished their newest
s."
re, " Smile
pictu
Bryant
Washburn
has started a
new picture at the Lasky studios
called " The Poor Boob," while
Wallace Reid is moving swiftly in
the production of his automobile
subject, which has not as yet been
titled. Cecil B. DeMille is about
ready to begin work on Edgar Selwyn's story that was written for the
stage, but which has been adapted
to the screen.
Earl Williams is beginning a new
picture at the Vitagraph plant, having finished " The Highest Ace," an
aviation picture. Three Ince companies are now busy at work at the
new Ince studios at Culver City.
They are the Charles Ray, Enid
Bennett and Dorothy Dalton comJames J. Corbett has arrived at the
panies.
Universal studios and has started
work on an eighteen-part serial
written by James Home. Production on Priscilla Dean's latest filmplay,"
was production
begun, and
Rupert Raggedy
Julian Ann,"
continues
on " The Fire Flingers." Director
Jack Ford and a company of players have gone to Truckee, Cal.. to
film some snow scenes in " The Outcast of Poker activities
Flat."
Production
continue unabated at the Goldwyn studios,
where Mabel Normand, Tom Moore,
Madge Kennedy and Mae Marsh are
at work, while Rex Beach's new
story, " The Brand," is being rapidly
made ready for the screen.
to make the film as nearly perfect, or as
nearly to Bret Harte's interpretation, as
possible.
" Raggedy Ann " is the title of Priscilla
Dean's new Universal story, which was
written by Charles W. Tyler. The scenario
was prepared by Harvey Gates. Ted
Browning is the director.
J. P. McGowan has begun production on
the third episode of the new Marie Walcamp serial, " The Red Glove." The play
was adapted from " The Fifth Ace," a novel
written by Douglas Grant. Yvette Mitchell, ingenue, who has played in a number
of Universal pictures, has an important part.

o^ar ftud7cr3Dozngs^\
Two new companies began work recently
at the Fox studios, making five in all shooting at the present time. Madlaine Traverse
began a new production to be called " Madame Rouge," with Harry Millarde as her
director. Tom Mix is starting on a new
vehicle of the Western type, called " The
Highgraders." Edward Le Saint continues
as his director. His leading woman will be
Teddy Sampson. The leading man for
Miss Traverse is Herbert Hayes. Teddy
Sampson is a New York girl. She began
her stage career in vaudeville, then went
into comic opera, and has been in pictures
several years. Other members of the cast
are Sid Jordon, Jack Nelson, Harry Lounsdale, Robert Dunbar, Hattie Buskirk and
Hattie Clark. The cameraman is Friend
F. Baker. The story was written by William Macleod Raine. The final scenes of
Jane and Katherine Lee's new picture,
" Smiles," were shot this week. Arvid
Gillstrom was the director.
Jane and Katherine Lee, the Fox kiddies,
seem to be very popular with the " boys
over there." They receive a large number
of letters from across the seas every week.
The missive that came to hand this week
and which impressed them most was from
F. M. Ford, 29th Motion Picture Company. Ford wrote : " I received a letter
from you about the middle of October, as
we were right in the middle of the big attack. IreadSheehan,
it with mygeneral
gas mask
on." for
Winfield
manager
the Fox Film Corporation, who was taken
ill at the Los Angeles Athletic Club, was
able to get out in the Southern California
sunshine for a few hours last week. He
expects to be able to return to his office
at the studios this week. He has not announced just when he will return to New
York. W hile he was confined to his bed
two of Tom Mix's latest pictures were
thrown on a screen for him from a special
fitted projection room.

Jfbout

Jfetrafflayer?

After much preparation Metro began
work of filming " The Way of the Strong,"
a program production, in which Anna Q.
Nilsson will be featured with a strong cast.
The story was taken from the novel by
Ridgwell Cullum, and the scenario was
prepared by Finis Fox. Among those who
will appear in the cast with Miss Nilsson
will be Joe King, leading man : Harry S.
Northrup, as the heavy, and little Irene
Yeager, who will play the part of a fiveyear old boy. The picture will be directed
by Edwin Carewe. Miss Nilsson will be
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called upon to play a dual role, that of
a sister and half-sister. " The Way of the
Strong" is a story that has for its locale
a beginning on the Yukon, in the Northwest, in which the scenes later shift down
the coast to Seattle. The company left
Wednesday for Truckee, Cal., to film some
snow scenes.
>t " Diana
Dana's
latestat
screen
effortArdway,"
for MetroViola
will be
finished
the Metro studios this week. Plans for her
next picture have not been announced.
May Allison, who has started work on her
newest vehicle for Metro called " The Island of Intrigue," left this week with her
I and
company
a twoIslands,
week's where
stay attheCatalina
SantaforCruz
desert
[ isle scenes in the play will be filmed. The
! photoplay is being produced under the
j direction of Henry Otto. The company chartered the private yacht Pehr of Colonel
1 Cornell of Avalon, Catalina Island, and the
party will cruise around Catalina Island
j several days before going to Santa Cruz
, Island.
Bert Lytell's new picture for Metro,
i" Blind Man's Eyes," is about half completed. A number of scenes were filmed
this week in a Pullman car at the studio,
and the company will next week flash some
exterior views from a moving train at some
point in Southern California. The production is being made under the direction
of John Ince.
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There was an explosion of films in the
vaults of the District Film Corporation at
912 South Olive street Tuesday, January
•8, resulting in a fire that caused considerable damage. The explosion is said to have
ioccurred while film examiners were holding
,the celluloid. No one was injured.
Earl Mclnroy, who claims to have
Ibrought a well known actress, Gloria Ray,
ifrom England to star in his productions,
1this week filed suit for damages in the
superior courts of Los Angeles against the
'Pekin Feature Film Corporation. He sued
for $30,000.
Hallam Burr, known in the films as Hal
Cooley, is a married man. He became a
Ibenedict on December 24, or the day before
IChristmas. The bride is Miss Elizabeth
Bates, of Columbus, Ga. Burr is playing
a leading juvenile role in Mary Pickford's
production, " Daddy Long Legs."
Pauline Frederick, one of the Goldvvyn
stars, arrived in Los Angeles the latter part
of last week, and will almost immediately
begin production on a new picture under
the direction of Hobart Henley. It will be
her second subject for the Goldwyn company. Mr. Henley arrived Tuesday, and
he began preparations immediately for
filming the new Frederick production. The
nature of the play, except that it will be a
jstrong dramatic subject, has not been an|nounced.
' Mabel Normand, who is back at work at
Ithe Goldwyn studios after a siege of influenza, will complete production of "Sis
j Hopkins
nounced. " at a very early date, it is an-

Alec B. Francis, who has been appearing
in prominent parts in Goldwyn pictures for
about a year, produced in the East, has
arrived in Los Angeles. He will continue
to take prominent parts in Goldwyn productions, itis announced.
Mrs. Alfred Reeves, wife of Alfred
Reeves, manager of the Charlie Chaplin
studios, has arrived in Los Angeles from
New- York, after an uneventful voyage
across from England. She came across on
the steamer Adriatic, and she announced
that very few civilians were on the sailing
list. Besides her husband, she was met at
the station by Mr. and Mrs. Syd Chaplin.
Mrs. Reeves was known to vaudeville patrons as Amy Minister, the soubrette in the
act, "A Night in an English Music Hall,"
produced by Alf Reeves, in which Charlie
Chaplin first came into prominent notice in
the United States.
Many Costume Changes
In " The Wishing Ring Man," starring
Bessie Love, the little Vitagraph star

makes seventeen complete changes of costume. The picture is a five-reel production requiring one hour and fifteen minutes to pass through the picture machine.
Now if you will get out your paper and
pencil and do a little figuring, you will
discover that Miss Love changes her dress
every four and a half minutes. Emulation
of such would
a display
of " pep
by slow
dressers
call forth
the " thanks
of
all men who like to get to the theatre
on time.
If the first Jimmie Aubrey comedy is
one-half as funny on the screen as the
situations appeared to observers at Vitagraph's West Coast studio as Director
Howe puts the scenario comedian through
his fantistic scenes, it will prove a laughter-luring offering long to be remembered
by picture patrons and the men who count
up the receipts in the theaters. Many of
the situations in the new comedy require
expensive sets and mechanical aids that
have taxed the ingenuity of Vitagraph's
technical staff. The comedy, it is promised, will be a revelation in this respect.
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NEWS

Continuously sunny.
Hob. Henley's
in town.is coming
Pauline
Fredericks
west.
Bill Hart is back from Folsom
Wally
Reid is now wearing
prison.
Sunkist hair.
Charley
Chaplin made another
scene
this week.
Assistant M.P.D.A. have head
quarters at the Hayward Hotel
George Melford was heard di
recting at the Lasky studio this
week.
Bill Russell was seen in town
Tuesday evening from Santa Barbara.
Bill Keefe threatens to desert
New York and return to Los
Angeles.
Julius Stern came with his golf
clubs Monday, and 'lows to play
Billie Ritchie fell down fourteen
steps in a hotel scene and broke —
agolf.
pair of cigars.
M.P.D.A. are still considering the date for their annual ball
— maybe the Fourth of July.
Charley Christie, looking
through a 1919 periscope, sees a
great future for the film industry.
Anita Stewart stepped into the
limelight
Tally's
week puband
made
her atfirst
Los this
Angeles
lic appearance.
Dick Willis has issued his fourteen unit claiming
program
1919 and
acpeace his
on for
earth,
more service
for
clients.
Billy West came near drowning
in an attic
Bull's
studios
when atthetheflow
fromEyea
three-inch
the mouth. hose hit him square in
Doug. Fairbanks is working
again after five scenario writers
hashed him up a story. It
starts in New York and ends in
the West.
A buyer for an eastern museum mistook
Butt's
gasoline
bus W.forLawson
a mastodon
Cootie, and was about to make
a purchase
his
mistake. when he discovered
Lee Moran AND WIFE, and
the God-parents, Eddie Lyons
AND WIFE,
attended
the christening services
of Mary
Jane
Moran, the same being January 4.
When a federal airplane was
seen hovering over the Sunshine
Comedy lot one day this week,

someors competitive
were trying to comedy
get somedirectnew
ideas.
Wedgwood
Nowell
has
a
corner
on Princes. He did an Italian
prince in " The Velvet Hand,"
a German
Adele,"
and
now is prince
cast forina "mythical
prince inture, "Diana
Alma Rubens'
picof thefirstGreen

JAN.

Jack Cunningham
going to sueIt
a local
sheet on two isaccounts.
isSwamp."
said he claimed he could write
best on an empty stomach. Since
Jack has not had an invitation
to lunch, and furthermore he can
prove Guy Price first heard the
story at the bazaar of Bagdad
2,000 years B. C.
Optimistic Note : The Fox Studio Flu Club added a new member this week in the person of
Henry Lehrmann. The other
members are Winny Sheehan
Dave Morrisey, Ed LeSaint
Scotty Dunlap, Tom Mix, Glady:
Brockwell, Friend Baker, and
about pearseverybody
whose name apon the payroll.
Henry Lehrman, while ill with
the flu, conceived the idea of
boosting
Los known
Angelesas and
izing a club
the organL. A.
B.,
"
B
"
being
for
Hereafter every member boosters.
will say
"L. A." instead of " Hello " or
" hurrah
" or our
" What
the city
,"
and
therefore
neighboring
is to be advertised by the word
of mouth, probably widely, owing to the mouth.
The warriors are coming home.
Lieutenant Carl Robinson has
come back to our midst. B j
Ed Durling is again in his office
at the Alexandria each evening.
Pat Dowling has permitted Uncle
Sam's
to drop
a notch
two in name
quality,
and Sam
Comlyoi
has allowed the artillery to go to
the dogs. The aviation branch of
the service
shortly
be represented by thatwilldaring
young
eagle.
Ken.
O'Hara,
who
is
giving
home town in Brooklyn the O. his
O
before returning to his favorite
haunts in the Western filmdom.
Our town is over-run with filr
magnates, exhibitors from other
than the tank towns, and hid
brow stuff concerning our industry is being purveyed every time
two meet. In fact, our town
never saw the like before. " The}

MORE

NEWS

Fred Fishback made the claim
say
" andexpressions,
" I just heard,"
favorite
and all are
the
rumors that formerly flitted between Forty-second street and
1600 Broadway have been brought
out and turned loose among the
flu germs of Los Angeles. Old
Lady Rumor
is workingwith
over-a
and is threatened
nervoustime, collapse.
When such film magnates as
compose the First National, and
A. Zukor, J. Brandt, S. Goldfish,
Goldwyn, Walt. Rothacker, Harry
Warner, Hi. Abrams and Ben
Schulberg choose to meet in our
town, or even come here at the
same time, due notice should be
given through
the public
advance
that one
of our press
almostin
daily peanut or prune parades
couldner,be
staged
fitting
manbut now
that inthey
are here,
they'll find our citizens ready to
put on the gala attire and bid
them ernhearty
welcome.
The westspirit cannot
be downed,
for
as to hospitality it is more than
Southern.
Notes of the trip:
II. Blank, of Des Moines, found
a wonderful site for a theatre on
the main street of Lammy Junction, New Mexico, after spending twenty-four
hours there.on in
Harry
front of Schwalbe
the gang came
to pave the
way for a good meeting.
As pinochle players, Nate
Asher, Bob Leiber, A. Jones and
Walt Hays won all the medals
en route, J. H. Junsky being umpire, while Wat Rothacker and
Dave faceHowells
scratched
surof the industry
by the
building
a half dozen new laboratories and
promoting
an even dozen new
fillum
companies.
E. Hulsey, of Dallas ; Claude
Jensen, Seattle; Fred Dahnken,
Frisco, the
and guests
J. D. Williams
are
among
of our city,
and Tom Tally, as host, is busier
than that old hen with one chick.
J. D. Williams gave a Navajo
blanket party at Albuquerque.
Walt Hays would have staged a
pow wow en route, using regular
Indians, refused
had it not
been that
the
Indians
to work,
it being
the Sabbath.
He
therefore
discovered some light houses in the
mountains that served as beacon
lights for straying cowboys.
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[Where advertiser is to be addressed
in care of Motion Picture News send
all replies to the office of publication, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
City.]
SITUATIONS

WANTED

ADVERTISING— Wanted, position handling advertising for photoplay concern or
in responsible position directly under advertising manager. Have had extensive
experience writing ad copy as well as
practical newspaper and theatrical experience, press agenting large middle
western houses. Am 23 years old. Address J.M. M., Motion Picture News.
STUDIO WORK — Position wanted by man
who can qualify as assistant director,
technical director, casting director, studio
manager. Has had special experience on
serials. Formerly with Pathe and Astra
studios as general utility and assistant
director to Louis Gasnier and Donald
MacKenzie. Just completed fifteen
months' service in U. S. N. R. F . Address Studio, Motion Picture News.
OPERATOR — Just discharged from service.
Competent operator and electrician. Five
years'
experience;
references.
anywhere.
Salary best
yourof limit.
State Go
all
first. Address Wisconsin, Motion Picture News. H. J. Brackendor, 209 South
Central Avenue, Marshfield, Wis.
PHOTOGRAPHER — Commercial photographer, 23 years of age, seeks opportunity to enter photographic end of motion pictures. Have had over six years'
practical photographic experience. Canadian born, educated in England and Belgium, speak French. Not afraid of working hard. What I seek is the start and
chance to learn. Address Montreal,
Motion Picture News.
PUBLICITY— Who has a position for a
young man, honorably discharged from
the army? Previous to signing up with
Uncle Sam I had been engaged in newspaper work and magazine writing. I am
desirous of securing a position doing publicity or advertising work. Address L. J.
B., Motion Picture News.
CAMERAMAN — Just completed six months'
work with Marines Aviation Corps in
France and Belgium. Formerly connected with Pathe, Goldwyn, Metro.
Over twenty years in photographic business. Address B. J. Mitchell, Motion
Picture News.

SOLDIERS'
SERVICE
Your Want Ad. Inserted Free
marks the inauguraTHIS week
of Motion Picture ntNews'
tion
Classified Ad Departme
for
returned soldiers in search of
positions.
Men in khaki seeking
places are invited to let us publish
their ads without charge.
Producers, exhibitors and others
needing men will find the ones they
want here.

" Large Sum of Money Does Not
Insure
Good
Stories " — Cites
" Birth of Nation " and " The
Heart of
Humanity " as
Examples

New York editor reNENT
A PROMIcently
criticized the picture producers
for buying mediocre stories and refusing to
pay good authors a good price for their
wares. Carl Laemmle, president of Universal Film, in answer to the critic's statement that " if producers would pay enough
for stories they would be able to get the
best writers to give them more manuscripts," said : " Most assuredly you know
whereof you write, but the big point of
it is that mere spending of large sums
of money does not necessarily insure good
stories.
" Universal is scouring the world for
good stories all of the time. We have
asked the very best authors to write especially for the screen. We have indicated
our complete willingness to pay the price;
but the results have not always been good.
" Our greatest trouble lies not in being
asked too much money by good authors
for good stories, but rather in being asked
too much money for mediocre stories.
The mere fact that we might tack a big
author's name to a mediocre story does not
interest us at all. You as an experienced
critic would be first to tear to pieces some
of the stories that have been submitted to
us at high prices just because they bore
the name of a famous writer. For a long
time we have . attempted to concentrate,
first, on the story. We have not cared
where the story came from, whether from
known or unknown writers. In fact, some
of the best have come from writers we
never heard of. We held fast to the policy
that ' the play's the thing,' and we were
laughed at for our pains.

" In theory I agree heartily with you, but
in practice here is what happens : Let one
company produce a rattling good story
without a star and let a second company
produce a poor story with a big star, and
ninety out of a hundred critics will dismiss
the first one with clever contempt and
dwell for half a column or so on the picture
containing the star, overlooking the poor
quality of the story and helping the star
to twinkle.
" As far as price is concerned, I do not
believe Mr. Griffith had to pay a fortune
for ' The Birth of a Nation,' and I am sure
we did not for ' The Heart of Humanity,'
yet I believe these are two of the best, if
not the two very best, stories that were
ever put on the screen."
Warner Joins Hampton
H. B. Warner returns to the screen world
as the result of a contract signed wit!
Jesse D. Hampton and will appear in <
series of " strong man " features directer
by Mr. Hampton in the Brunton studios.
Through an arrangement with Robertson-Cole, the Exhibitors' Mutual exthe country will dischanges
throughoutpictures.
tribute the Warner
Mr. Warner withdrew from the s
Partners,'
" Sleeping under
York, production
New screen
in first
play his
and
Mr
Hampton's management will be " The Mai
W ho Turned White."

Hopper Directs Kerrigar
J. Warren Kerrigan, the Jesse D. Hamp
ton star, is now directed by E. Masoi
Hopper. " Come Again Smith," to be rs
leased February 10, is described as a ligh
comedy with a touch of melodramati'
spice.
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation handle
the picture through Pathe exchanges.
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Motion

(Equipment Service)

The
Better

Essential

Satisfaction

This notice is addressed to the minority of our
subscribers who do not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free
to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing
direct to our advertisers; in fact, you do not do
enough of it for your own good, but we do want you
to get the proper goods to fit your needs.
'There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy
to write each company separately; therefore we are
offering our co-operation, which means that you
will receive full information on any subject which
you may designate by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the goods in which you are
interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded
to reputable manufacturers, even though the goods
on which you wish information are not advertised
in the "News." 1. Arc Controllers
2. Advertising Novelties
3. Brass Rails
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6.
7. Camera
Carbons Lenses
8. Chairs
9. Chair Upholstery
10. Change Making Machines
11. Condensers
12. Converters and Transformers
13. Developing and Printing
14. Developing Materials
15.
16. Developing
DisinfectantsTanks
and Perfumes
17. Economizers and Rheostats
18. Electric Signs
19. Elevators and Escalators
20. Exterior Lighting
21. Film Cabinets
22. Film Carriers
23. Film Cleaners
24. Film Dyes
25. Film Stock
26. Fire Extinguishers
27. Floral Decorations
28. Gas Engines
29. Heating
30. Heralds
31. Interior lighting
32. Interior Telephones
33. Lithographs
34. Lobby Display
35. Mazda Projection Lamps
36. Metal Ceilings
37. Motors
38. Mural Paintings
39. Musical Instruments
40. Paints
41. Perforating Machines
42. Printing Machines
43. Programs
44. Projection Booths
45. Projection Lenses
46. Projection Machines
47. Projection Machines (Home)
48. Reels
49. Rewinders
50. Safety Exit Locks
51. Screens
52. Slides
53. Stage Settings
54. Studio Lights
55. Ticket Selling Machines
56. Ticket Taking Machines
57. Uniforms
58. Ventilating and Fans
59. Vacuum Cleaners
Gentlemen: Please send me descriptive matter on the subjects marked
in the above lists.
Name.
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Write today for descriptive folders. Read
the unbiased opinions of operators
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Q Alfred S« Cory passed away Saturday, January eleventh, after a short illness. He was
thirty-four years of age, and is survived by his wife, father and sister.
(]( Mr. Cory, who was Technical Editor of Motion Picture News, was one of the leading
authorities in the optical and projectic n branches of motion pictures. His one object in life
was to place before the readers of Motion Picture News all the authentic information obtainable for the advancement of the motion picture industry and the better education of those
engaged in it.
Q His articles, while highly technical, were couched in such simple language that his meaning
was always clear. He had no use for those who tried to make a secret of their information,
always claiming that any improvement in mechanics and science should have the widest
publicity. A careful review of his writings will show that no new process was left unexplained, no inquiry left unanswered in an intelligent and understandable manner.
Q To those who had the privilege of his personal acquaintance, his loss will be sincerely felt.
He numbered among his friends most of the greatest scientists and leaders in the photographic
and optical world today.
G[ It is with the sincerejt regret and deep personal sorrow that Motion Picture News
chronicles the sad news of the loss of so valued a worker and so esteemed a colleague.
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EVERY projectionist should know not only how to operate a
motion picture machine, but he should be thoroughly familiar
with the details of each piece of apparatus and the function thereof, which comprises the equipment which intimately deals with
the final result on the screen. It is a well-known fact that unless

Westinghouse Motor Generator Set

Typical Illustration of a Westinghouse Motor-Generator Set in^a
Motion Picture Booth, Showing Foundation for Motor Generator
Mot /on Picture
Machine No. 1.

Motion
Machine Picture
A/o.X.

Schematic Connections for Ttvo-Light Motion Picture Equipment

any piece of apparatus is properly installed and properly taken
care of, the results intended by the designer and by the manufacturer will not be obtained. In other words, unless proper care
is exercised in installing and caring for equipment, a new installation is purely a waste of money and it is very often these conditions which result in owners refusing to buy and projectionists
refusing to recommend the consideration of installation of equipment which will give better results and at less operating costs.
When a new equipment is purchased there are several pointers
that the man in charge of the installation will do well to observe.
It will mean better service at once, and a longer life for the equipment and less repairing in the long run.
Care should be taken in unpacking to protect the various units
from damage. The blocking between the generator and motor
should not be removed until the set is finally mounted. The booth
should be dry, clean, well ventilated, and of liberal dimensions,

Westinghousc SK Generator Frame irith Field Windings Complete

*
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generator to the circuits in the booth for the projecting machines.
When only one machine is in operation this cable will conduct the
current for one arc only, say 50 amperes. During the changeover period two arcs will be in operation at one time, and therefore this cable will be subjected to a double load, namely, 100 amperes. If the cable size is too small, an excessive drop in voltage
will be produced when the second arc is started and operated.
This drop in voltage will be indicated by a sudden decrease in

Westinghouse SK Armature
and all equipment should be located so as to facilitate inspection
and cleaning and operating.
The foundation for the motor-generator set should receive careful attention. The bed-plate should preferably be elevated above
the floor and to prevent vibration being transmitted to the supports
of the floor or the walls the upper part of the base should be
constructed of sound and vibration absorbing material (see Fig. 3).
The top platform should be level.
If the motor-generator and accessories cannot be installed in
the booth itself (which is highly desirable) they should be placed
as near as possible to the booth.
The accompanying Fig. 1, furnished by the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, presents an excellent guide for
the schematic diagram of connections of their motor-generator
equipment for motion picture service.
The method of wiring and connecting motor-generator sets
depends upon the type of motor installed. Complete detailed
directions are available in instruction books supplied with the
equipment.
Fuses in the starting circuit should carry four or five times
full load current. If fuses are used in the running circuit they
should carry current in excess of current indicated on the nameplate. Circuit-breakers, when used in the running circuit, should
be adjusted to open the circuit with provision for overload capacities.
The wiring for the circuit of each direct-current or alternatingcurrent motor should be of such a capacity that the speed of the
motor will not be appreciably affected by the line voltage drop
at any load which the motor may be called upon to develop.
Although it is desirable for many reasons to have the motorgenerator and accessories installed in or near the booth, in many
instances, the motor-generator has been mounted in the basement
of the theatre at a considerable distance from the booth. Under
these circumstances a long run of cable is required to connect the

Westinghouse Type CS Motor Frame, Showing Windings

Rotor for Westinghouse Polyphase Type, CS Motor
illumination from the other arc, thereby producing a less brilliant
picture on the screen. To keep this undesirable effect at a reason- " 1
able minimum it is necessary to use sufficiently large cable for
the main circuit, which must conduct the current for both projection machines. The size of cable required depends upon the length
and the current required by each arc. The following table No. 1
gives this data in concrete form.
TABLE No. 1
Size of wire required,
Length, in feet, of
circuit which must
B. and S. Gauge or Circular Mills.
Rating of Generator in Amperes
carry current for
70 or 72
55
both arc lamps.
36.7 or 40
No.90 2
No. 3
10
No. 6
6
5
2
20
N.o. 3
30
4
6
3
2
40
2
5
3
4
2
1
50
0
1
3
1
00
60
2
1
2
00
70
2
80
0
00
00
90
0
l
00
100
000
0000
00
110
000
0000
000
00
250000
000
0
120
250000 CM
0000
000
000
130
0000
000
140
300000
00
150
250000 CM 300000
0000
250000
0000
000
00
160
0000
350000
300000
300000
170
180
0000
300000
305000
400000
400000
000
250000 CM 300000
190
0000
250000
300000
000
200
250000
210
250000
400000
0000
450000
300000
0000
350000
220
450000
0000
300000
350000
230
0000
400000
240
300000
450000
250
400000
250000 CM 300000
500000
400000
500000
350000
250000
260
270
350000
450000
250000
550000
550000
450000
350000
280
250000
290
350000
250000
450000
550000
250000
350000
300
550000
The column headed " Length in feet of circuit which must carry
current for both arc lights " represents the distance from the
generator terminals to the generator switch, or to the point where
the circuit, which must carry current for both lamps, branches
or divides into separate circuits, one for each lamp. The distance
must be measured along the route of the wiring or conduit.
The cable connecting each projecting machine to the main circuit
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Compensarcs

Ballast Resistor
need only be of sufficient capacity to conduct the current required
by the arc, regardless of the voltage drop up to 20 volts in this
cable because it is necessary to have about 25 volts drop between
the main current and each arc. This necessary drop is usually
obtained by a grid resistance known as a ballast resistor. Therefore, if the cable voltage drop for the lamp circuit is appreciable,
a portion of the ballast resistor may be cut out of the circuit to
compensate.
With these facts in mind and by perusal of Table 1, it is obvious
that if the motor-generator must be mounted a great disatnce
from the booth it will be less expensive in many instances to make
the main circuit not over 30 feet long, and then branch into two
independent circuits one for each projection machine. In every'
instance each ballast resistor should be mounted reasonably near
its corresponding projection machine because it is necessary to
run two cables or wires from the resistor to the machine.
If an, alternating current is used for an emergency service all
wiring and switches, which are used for carrying this current
to each lamp, should be made of sufficient capacity to carry the
alternating current, bearing in mind the fact that, in order to
produce the same volume, or candle-power, of light, the alternating
current (measured in amperes) must be approximately three
times as great as the direct current ordinarily used.
COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY production.
Uniform SUPERIOR QUALITY such as only
EXPERTS
with scientific supervision can produce.
SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
knowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it.

NEVER

DISAPPOINT

YV
L\J
l
VVUr
^<
W
fPhMTO

220
J^
Film

News

in Multiple

Question — We are informed that we can take our two Compensarcs (both identical) and hook them up in multiple, thereby
getting from them double the output of one singly. In other
words, by wiring them in multiple, putting the switches on each,
on say, the 40 Amp. mark — we will get from them ffl Amps.
Is this correct? If so, is it practical? Is this too much amperage
to use for a throw of 95 ft. to give a good clear picture about
13 x 16 ft.
W hat effect would this increased heat have on the usual condensers? What size carbons would be best to use — all this — on
A.C. 110V. 60 cycles.
Answer — In answer to your letter of January 1 relative to
multiple operation of 110 volt, 60 cycle A.C. Compensarc, the
operation is as follows :
In cases where more than 60 amperes of current is desirable in
connection with your picture projection, two A.C. Compensarcs
connected as shown in the attached sketch can be used to give
entirely satisfactory service. Two standard A.C. Compensarcs connected in this manner can be used to give a maximum of 120
amperes at the lamp. Eight values of current ranging between
30 and 120 amperes inclusive can be secured by this connection.
<? 9
To Fuse
Slock Amo
LtMt Smitch
A C CoMtWSA IPC
Lamp

line
9 V

DIAGRAM OF CONNECTIONS FOR USE OF TWO
A. C. COMPENSARCS IN MULTIPLE
You will find, however, that it is quite difficult to control the A.C
Arc in your projection machine when you exceed 90 amperes, as
the noise is quite excessive and the heat intense. The increased
heat of the 90 ampere arc over that of your 60 ampere arc should
not be great enough to crack your condensers unless the carbons
are placed extremely close, and for this operation we would
recommend a %" lower carbon, and
upper carbon.
You should be able to obtain sufficient light for all practical
purposes by using about 80 amperes.
— PERFECTED
PROJECTION —
THE countries leading theatres are using the DeVry
Portable Projector for pre-viewirig film, and reaping
the reward of their foresight by increasing patronage.
Let us show you how you, too, can
profit by its use — no obligations —
write to
The DeVry Corporation
1252 Marianna Street
Chicago,
in.

Empire
City Film Lab., Inc
345 West 40th St., New York City
Bryant 5437
Bet. 8th & 9th Aves.
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That this confidence
placed isshown
the screen.

is not mis-

by the results on

C. D. Struble, manager oj Yale Theatre Supply Co. in Kansas City, Mo.
New Simplex Distributor in Kansas City
IN the Yale Theatre Supply Company, second floor Scheidley
Building, Kansas City, Mo., the Simplex Company, 317 East
Thirty-fourth street, New York, N. Y., has added to its list of
distributors a concern which is expected to greatly increase the
present -large sale of its machines in Kansas, Western Missouri,
Northern Arkansas and Oklahoma.
The Yale Company has unusual facilities for the disposal of
Simplex products in that territory, and is under the management
of C. D. Struble, who is well known and recognized as one of the
most capable men in the film circles of the Middle West. He has
been engaged in the film and machine business in the Kansas City
territory continuously since April, 1907. For three years, from
1908-1911, he was the manager of the Monarch Film Exchange
in Oklahoma City; for two years, the branch manager of the
General Film Company in Kansas City, and during the year of
1917, in charge of the Triangle Exchange, Kansas City.
The Yale Company will carry a large stock of Simplex projectors and parts for replacements, and has added a projection
room for the convenience of film manufacturers in screening
their pictures for the benefit of local exhibitors.
An extensive advertising and publicity campaign will be
conducted by the Simplex office at New York in conjunction with
the Yale Theatre Supply Company, and it is expected that the
inauguration of a new and effective sales plan will be productive
of unusual results in that territory.
" As Mr. Struble is personally known to nearly all of the
exhibitors in his territory and has made a close study of local
conditions," says E. M. Porter, general manager of the Simplex
Company, " it is safe to predict that the Yale Theatre Supply
Company will do a business of large proportions."

Pictures are judged by the results which depend as much
upon the ability and experience of the DEVELOPER and
PRINTER as it does upon the one who takes them.
EVANS' reputation, tial
experience
and for
responsibility
are essento best results
you.
EVANS
FILM MFG. CO.
416-24 West 216th St.
New York City
Telephone St. Nicholas 3443-3444

I dcntifiable by theonwords
the film"Eastman"
margin and "Kodak"

EASTMAN
KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

SELF CENTERING CARBON
ADAPTER
FOR SILVER TIP AND
HOLD ARC CARBONS
50 Cents
In stock and sold by
UNITED THEATRE EQUIP. CORP.
Boston
Cincinnati
New York
Detroit
Philadelphia Minneapolis
Pittsburgh
Omaha
Chicago
Cleveland
Kansas City
CARSONruLco

Manufactured
E. E.
FULTON byCO.
3204 CarroU Avenue CHICAGO

SOUTHERN THEATRE EQUIP. CO.
Atlanta, Ga.
Dallas, Texas
PERKINS Toronto
ELECTRIC Winnipeg
CO.
Montreal
INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.
NEW YORK
ST. LOUIS THEATRE SUPPLY CO.
ERKER BROTHERS OPTICAL CO.
St. Louis, Mo.
In All Foreign Countries

SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We are exclusive distributors of the SIMPLEX Machines. We repair all
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1339 Vine Street, Phihladelphia, Pa.
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American

Society

of Authors,

Musical Editor,
" Motion
Picture
News,"
729 Seventh
Avenue.
New York City.
Dear Sir:
Will you kindly send to me a list of music publishers whose music can
* the
be played
theatre
withoutComposers
my havingandto Publishers?
obtain a music license from
SocietyinofmyMusic
Authors,
An early reply will be greatly appreciated.
Respectfully yours,
CHAS. A. REITMEYER,
Mgr. Plaza theatre,
Freeport, L. I.
* Nother
replyexhibitors
to our correspondent's
inquiry,
there may we
be
who are also seeking
the and
same asinformation,
herewith append a complete list in alphabetical form of those publishers who are not members of the American Society and whose
music for that reason can be performed free of the tax now being
collected by the American Society of Authors, Composers and
Publishers.
Belwin, Inc., 701 Seventh Ave., New York City; S. M. Berg,
47th St. and Broadway, New York City; Carrie Jacobs Bond,
Chicago, 111. ; Boston Music Co., 26 West St., Boston, Mass. ;
Boosey & Co., 9 East 17th St., New York City; Cinema Music
Co., Columbia Theatre Bldg., New York City; Craig & Co., 145
North Clark St., Chicago, 111. ; Church, Paxson & Co., 1369 Broadway, New York City; Oliver, Ditson, 150 Tremont St., Boston.
Mass. ; Carl Fischer, Cooper Square, New York City ; Sam Fox
Publishing Co., The Arcade, Cleveland, Ohio; Bernard Granville,
145 W. 45th St., New York City; Inter-City Music Co., 663 Coney
Island Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. ; Walter Jacobs, 8 Bosworth St.,
Boston, Mass. ; Ross Jungnickle, 171 W. 78th St., New York City ;
Kendis & Brockman. 145 W. 45th St., New York City; Joseph

Review

of Latest M

] — The following hits from " Oh Look " the famous musical
comedy success by Carroll and McCarthy are now published and obtainable from McCarthy and Fischer, Inc., 148
W. 45th St., New York City.
1 — I'm Always Chasing Rainbows, Fox Trot
2— Typical, Topical Tunes, Fox Trot.
3— A Kiss for Cinderella, Fox Trot.

2— "U. S. Field Artillery March " — J. P. Sousa- A fit companion to " Stars and Stripes Forever," the best Military
March published in years. (Carl Fischer Edition.)
3—" The Volunteers March "— J. P. Sousa. The great " ShipBuilding " March Played at the New York Hippodrome
with a Band of 300, directed by Lieut. J. P. Sousa. (Carl
Fischer edition.)
" Furioso for ' Storm ' Scenes," by Sol. P. Levy. A Furioso
lasting for Sy2 minutes without repeats. (Cinema Music
Co., Columbia Theatre Bldg., New York City.
" Spirit of America," by J. S. Zamecnik.
A new patriotic
patrol, written in true patrol style, played with great success by Sousa's Band and other leading organizations. Be sure
and get this one. (Sam Fox Edition.)
" Dear Kiss Waltz," by Ager. A very melodious and popular Waltz and a most valuable addition to the library of
any musician. (Leo Feist Edition.)
The following extracts from " Sinbad," the Winter Garden's latest extravaganza, are now ready for orchestra, and
published by G. Schirmer.

Composers

and

i inn A

Publishers

Morris, 145 W. 45th St., New York City; McCarty & Fischer,
140 W. 45th St., New York City; McKinley Music Co., 145 W.
45th St., New York City; Al. Piantadosi, 1531 Broadway, New
York City; Penn Music Co., 145 W. 45th St., New York City;
J. K. Remick, 219 W. 46th St., New York City; Maurice Richmond,
145 W. 45th St., New York City; Will Rossiter, Chicago, II!.;
George Rosey, 24 E. 21st St., New York Citv; G. Schirmer, 3 E.
43d St., New York City; Ed Schuberth, 11 E. 22d St., New York
City ; Southern California Music Co., 332 S. Broadway, Los Angeles, CaL; Harry Von Tilzer, 226 W. 46th St., New York City.
The American Society is a body of musicians, publishers and
composers who claim the copyright privilege of restricting the
public performance of their compositions, but to those who wish to
publicly perform their copyrights they demand a tax or fee. To
the motion picture industry this is based upon the seating capacity
of the theatre.
To those exhibitors who believe that this tax is oppressive, and
in order to keep free of legal action, it is essential that the selection of music performed in their theatres are restricted to the
;ibove mentioned catalogues, because these publishers arc not members of the American Society of Authors, Composers and Pubhshers, and they further believe that when they receive payment
for the copies of their music that the privilege of free public
performance goes with it.
To those of our readers who are not paying the tax of the
American Society, we would advise them that ignorance of the law
is no protection or defense from breaking of same. It is, therefore,
suggested tint a manager or his musician have it clearly stated
when purchasing music, even from these publishers, that the rights
of public performance are not restricted and prohibited.
The Editors.

Compositions
1— Fox Trot introducing the Rag Lady of Bagdad and
Bagdad.
2 — Fox Trot, introducing Badalumbo and A Thousand
and One Arabian Nights.
3 — Ancestors.
One Step, introducing I Hail from Cairo and Our
A— Selection.
Stern Makes

a Special Offer

MUSICIANS' particular attention is drawn to the very special
and interesting offer made by the well-known house of
Jos. W. Stern & Co., through Behvui, Inc., 701 Seventh Ave., City.
Amongst the many listed will be found " Indianola," the song
and fox-trot by S. R. Henry (composer of By Heck) and D.
Onivas which is making a sweeping national hit. This number,
together with " Gypsy Pep," is offered for 25c.
The music of the extraordinarily successful play " Chu, Chin
Chow " is also listed in this special offer. The selection consists
of all the song hits of the play. They are beautifully arranged
so that any one number can be separately played or the selection
performed as a whole.
A jury of noted musical authorities has pronounced a sentence
of
success on " Kentucky Dream " Waltz by S. R. Henry
and life-long
D. Onivas.
These numbers together with the rest mentioned would be very
welcome additions to the library of motion picture pianists and
musical directors.
The editor of these columns is informed by Messrs. Stern &
Co. that this offer is only for a limited time.
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\Berlin Resigns from Waterson, Berlin & Snyder
|I RVING BERLIN, the popular and famous composer of production and musical song numbers, severed his connections with
Ithe music publishing firm of Waterson, Berlin & Snyder, after
[being associated with them for nearly twelve years.
Mr. Berlin's first well-known hit was " Alexander's Ragtime
IBand," and to him is attributed such popular hits as "Yacki,
Hula, Hicka, Dula," " When I Lost You," " My Bird of Paradise."
Among his later numbers are " Good-bye, France," " Tell that to
Ithe Marines," "I Can Always Find a Little Sunshine in the
M. C. A."
|Y.During
the etc.
war Mr. Berlin enlisted in the army, and while in
camp wrote the dialog, lyrics and music of " Yip, Yip, Yaphank,"
the biggest musical comedy hit of Broadway this season. Among
the several song hits, one that took the country by storm is " Oh,
How I Hate to Get Up in the Morning." " Mandy," " Send a Lot
of Jazz Bands Over There," " Ragtime Razor Brigade," " Ding
iDong" and "Dream on Little Soldier Boy" are among the rest
jof the excellent numbers in the show.
Mr. Berlin will devote his time to free lancing, and it is rumored
I that for the present he will arrange to place his production
numbers with T. B. Harms & Co., New York City.
LATEST

MUSIC

CUES

" FIVE THOUSAND AN HOUR "
(Bert Lytell-Metro)
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft)
Theme: "Birds and Moderato),
Butterflies"by (Characteristic
Capricious
Vely
1— Theme (3 minutes), at Screening.
2 — " Babillage " (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Castillo (3 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "Ashley Loring, his attorney."
3 — "Sachem" (Characteristic Allegro Moderato), by Rosey (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Jim Callaton." (Auto effects.)
Allegro(Race
" (Characteristic),
— 4S:— "AtComedy
the races.
track scene.) by Berg (45 seconds), until
5 — " Capricious Annette " (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (1 minute
and 45 seconds), until — T: " Mrs. Polly Parsons, wealthy."
6— Theme (1 minute), until — T: "Who is the American beauty?"
7 — "Hurry
(1 minute
When
Johnnie No.
takes33,"
dog. Minot
(Bugle
call.) and 15 seconds), until— S :
8— utes
"Aand 30
La seconds),
Mode" (French-American
Step), by Rosey (2 minuntil — S: At end One
of race.
9 — Theme (45 seconds), until — T: " I have just decided, Miss."
10 — "Impish Elves" (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (1 minute
and 30 seconds), until — T: "All right, an option."
11 — "Joy of Youth" (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Raymond (2
minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Don't forget the fireworks."
12 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Mr. John I.
Gamble." (Visiting card.)
13 — " Hunkatin " (Popular Half-Tone One Step), by Levy (2 minutes), until — T: "You promised to keep tally."
14— ^" Sparklets " (Characteristic Allegretto Intermezzo), by Miles
(3 minutes), until — T: "I'll raise the money for you."
— "Rondo"
(2 15minutes),
until (Excerpts
— T: "NotBeethoven
sufficient Sonata
funds." Pathetique), by Berge
16 — " Petals " (Moderato Intermezzo), by Raymond (3 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "How much was that check?" (Telephone
effects.)
17 — "Suzanne" (Moderato Ballet Mezzo), by Rolfe (3 minutes and
45 18seconds),
— T: "I until
just —betS: you
— Theme until
(2 minutes),
Cupidfiveat hundred."
switchboard.
19 — " Basket of Roses " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Albers (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: " Mr. Boyce, you and Johnny."
20 — "A Garden Dance" (Moderato Allegretto), by Vargas (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: " And you thought I was that?"
21 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Aw, what's the
use, she does." (Telephone-bell.)
22 — "Cupid's Frolic" (Characteristic Bright Intermezzo), by Miles
(1 minute), until — T: " Gresham, the cost of living."
23— " Hurry No. 3" (Half-Reel
desire." by Levy (3 minutes),
until — T: "Elemental decency and aHurry),
24 — " Au Fait" (Allegretto Moderato), by Ewing (1 minute and 39
seconds), until — T: "Come to papa, my long lost."
25 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — S: As office scene
fades — until *****
END.

THE

" THE HIDDEN TRUTH "
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.) I
1 Theme: "Because You bySaySol Goodbye"
P. Levy (a Farewell Ballad), f
|
Westernof Moderato,"
§ — S1 —: "Interior
barroom. by Redla (1 minute and 2S seconds), until
2 — " Savannah " (Popular One Step), by Rosey (3 minutes and IS
II seconds),
"A strange
3 — Themeuntil(1— T:minute
and 30 figure."
seconds), until — T: "When I get
I
Note—
To
be
produced
as
vocal
solo with piano accompaniment.
| through
4— "A fixing."
La Mode" (Popular One Step), by Rosey (1 minute and 10
I1 seconds),
— T: "In
New York."
5—" LoveuntilSong"
(Moderato),
by Puerner (3 minutes and 10 sec|| onds),
until
—
T:
"To
catch
the Eastern." Intermezzo), by Losey (1
6—" Forest Whispers" (Characteristic
1| minute
and 35 seconds),
until — T:
"Taylor's
aunt, (1who."
7— " Sleeping
Rose " (Valse
Lento),
by Borch
minute and 5
\§ seconds),
until
—
T:
"The
easy
mark
from."
8— Theme (20 seconds), until — S: Crowd applauding.
1 Note — -To be played as vocal solo with piano accompaniment.
1 9 — " Hunkatin " (Half Tone One Step), by Levy (55 seconds),
11 until
— T:
Easternasmining
Note
— To"The
be played
piano bird."
solo.
| 10 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (2 minutes and 25 seconds),
§1 until
—
T:
"Helen's
heart
goes
out."
11 — "Sorrow Theme," by Roberts (1 minute and 30 seconds), until
I — T: "None o' that baby stuff."
i 12 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (1 minute and 45 seconds),
1 until — T: "Who did this?"
I Note — Watch shot.
I 13 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
I until — T: "Myrtle's spirit lingering."
| 14 — Continue pp (55 seconds), until — T: "With a glowing first
1 15 — "Melody" (Moderato), by Huerter (2 minutes and 55 seconds),
I until — T : " They will keep her."
1
— ."Theme
minute and
20 seconds),
— T: accompaniment.
"Reed's cunningly."
I| rep16Note
— To be(1 played
as vocal
solo withuntilpiano
ort
X 17 — " Among the Roses " (Melody Moderato), by Lake (50 seconds),
|| until
T: "Taking
destiny (2into."
18 —— Continue
to action
minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: Mr.
I Taylor reading letter.
1 19 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (4 minutes and 20 seconds),
i until — T : " What will be."
| 20 — " Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo Capricoso), by Vely (1
I minute
and 45 (40seconds),
— T:— S:"The
magicapplauding.
beauty."
I
21 — Theme
seconds),untiluntil
Guests
I Note — To be played as vocal solo with piano accompaniment.
1 22 — "Ballerina's Vision" (Valse Lente), by Braham (1 minute and
1 55 seconds), until — T: "And in the silent hours."
| 23 — "After Sunset" (Dramatic Moderato), by Pryor (2 minutes and
; 25 seconds), until — T: "Elated at the first."
I 24 — Continue pp (40 seconds), until — T: "The risk of losing."
|
Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "Reed returns
1 with25 —facts."
I 26 — " Dramatic Fantasia," by Bach (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
I until — T: "Next morning."
| 27 — " Prelude " (Dramatic), by Rachmaninoff) (3 minutes and 50
I seconds), until — T: "Playing the game safe."
| 28 — " Dreams of Devotion " (Dramatic), by Langey (2 minutes and
1I 35 29seconds),
until Hearts"
— T: "The
horribleSentimento),
revelation." by Levy (2 minutes
— "Bleeding
(Andante
I and 30 seconds), until — T: "The purchase of the mine."
I 30— " Agitato Appassionato," by Borch (1 minute and 50 seconds),
= until — T : " I want you to forgive me."
| 31 — Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until * * * • END.
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Photo player Organ Installed at Washington
AN
American photoplayer organ has been installed in the
New Navy, at Washington, D. C, offering an attraction for
patronage building that is self supporting.
Irving Sneeden presides at the instrument, attractively accompanying the pictures.
Advertise
Here
to Get
That

BART

We have a new idea for music in your theatre.
k
your request
f^jfl%^

|
I
|
\
§
|
§
I

Results
Please

Write forRebuilt
our list
of Guaranteed
Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
COMPANY
Largest Exclusive
Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Building
5 So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers In Monograph, Standard
and Simplex
Moving
Picture
Machines, National
Carbons,
Minusa
Screens
Theatre. and Everything for the
WE SELL ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

OLA.
Our representative will call at

CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, III.

Factory, Oshkosh, Wis
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Germ

Traps
Than

<

Traps

The "Flu" epidemic — still prevalent in some sections — has emphasized the necessity of a high
standard of sanitation in picture
houses.

The public demand, reflected in the cash receipts, is for
conditions that safeguard health.
Germs lurk in leather seat cushions. Fabrikoid cushions are absolutely sanitary and thoroughly
cleanable. They do not absorb
and hold perspiration, grease, dust
and other germ breeding foreign
matter. You can have sanitary efficiency at a great saving over
leather. Let us tell you where to
buy Fabrikoid theater seats.

DU PONT FABRIKOID COMPANY
Wilmington, Delaware
Canadian Office and Factory: New Toronto, Canada

"NEWMAN"

Picture

News

"Specially
THE Selected
INDESTRUCTIBLE
and Compiled by M.WIFE
Winkler"
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft) I
Paul Vely
Theme: "Birds and Butterflies
" (Capricious Intermezzo), by f

Worse
Fire

Motion

BRASS FRAMES AND RAILS
Mr. Exhibitor :—
Don't you realize that not alone does
" NEWMAN " stand for QUALITY, but also
ORIGINALITY?
We are Originators of every conceivable
style of frame In which to properly display
POSTERS AND PHOT08.
YOU will eventually use brass frames.
WHY not now?
Get our Latest Catalogue.
It is yours for the asking.

The Newman
Mfg. Co.
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Established 1882
Canadian
Representative
— J. T. Canada
Malone, Rlalto
Prunes, Easels,
Theatre
Bldg.,
Montreal,
Bails, Grill*, Signs,
Pacific Coast — G. A Metcalfe.
San Francisco. Cal.
Choppers, Kick
Corner Cnlt Hinged Frames
Plates, Door Bars
nufaituve the fran
i ai-iou finishes which do not require jjolishit
Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exand producers, semediums
publicity
rights owners,
lected changes,
as to stateterritory,
class, stc
Twenty
thousand changes were
recorded In our list last year. Its use means a saving to you of from
SO to 64% In postage, etc.
TVT196
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
Phone.
1127
Chelsea
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Printing
Typewriting
Addressing Multigraphing
WANTED to buy a Mason & Hamlin, or an
Estey organ, two manual and pedal motor driven.
Pitch must be 440. State net cash price and condition.
Address
UNITED FILM COMPANY
By T. L. Kearse
Charleston, W. Va.

1 — " Impish Elves " (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (3 minutes I
until — T: "Miss Julia Keith."
seconds),
and2 — 40"The
Vampire"
(Dramatic), by Levy (2 minutes and 25 sec- ■
"She's coming."
until — T: Allegro,"
onds),
3 — "Comedy
by Berg (3 minutes), until — T: "Three I
lively
horses." Graces" (Allegro Intermezzo), by Herman (2 minutes i
4— "Three
and 30 seconds), until — T: "Jim Ordway."
5 — " Pathetic Andante," by Levy (1 minute and 55 seconds), until !
S: Interior of ladies' dressing room.
6— Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "Meanwhile i
7— Continue to action (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Have !
Charlotte."
the
poniesNo. ready."
8— polo
" Galop
7," by Minot, to action pp or ff (2 minutes and 15 I
seconds), until — T: " I've ripped the bottom off."
9 — "Sweet Jasmine" (Allegretto), by Bendix (3 minutes and 5 I
seconds), until — T: "You will have to come often."
10 — Continue pp (35 seconds), until — T: "Two o'clock."
11 — " Scherzetto " (from Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes |
and12 —30 " seconds),
— T: "Five o'clock."
Les Sylphesuntil
Valse),
and 20 seconds),
until" — (Impromptu
S: Interior of
room. by Bachman (2 minutes i
13 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: "A week passed."
14 — "Gavotte and Musette" (Allegro), by Raff (3 minutes and IS }
seconds), until — T: "You're the first woman."
15 — "May Dreams" (Moderato Romance), by Borch (2 minutes |
and 10 seconds), until — T: "You don't play fair."
16 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (4 minutes and 10 seconds), \
until — T : " Thank heavens, I have you."
17 — " Aragonaise " from " Le Cid " (Allegro), by Massenet (3 I
minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "The cook and the butler."
18 — " Babillage " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Castillo (3 minutes I
and 30 seconds), until — T: "Jim is going to kidnap you."
19 — " Capricious Annette " (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (3 min- |
utes and 40 seconds), until — T: "You two run along."
20 — " Illusion Intermezzo " (Allegretto Moderato), by Bustanoby §
(1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "Shakespeare with modern."
21 — Continue pp (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: "As usual, |
Charlotte had."
I
22 — " Reve D'Amour " (Allegretto), by Zamecnik (4 minutes and §
5 seconds), until — T: "Oh, Toots, I believe."
23 — " Allegro Agitato No. 1," by Kiefert (2 minutes and 35 seconds), i
until
T: "Oh,ff Jim!
Jim! don't
ever." until » * • • END. I
24 —— Theme
(2 minutes
and 5you
seconds),
" THE ZERO HOUR "
(Tune and
Elvidge-World)
Specially Selected
Compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme A: "Love Theme" (Melodious
Moderato), by Abbott
Lee
Theme B: "The Crafty Spy" (Original Descriptive Mysterioso), by Borch
1 — Theme A (2 minutes and 45 seconds), at Screening.
2 — " Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo Capricioso), by Vely (3
minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "In the city Micah Parrish."
3 — "The Golden Youth" (Valse Lento), by Rosey (3 minutes and
30 seconds), until — T: "You know you couldn't afford."
45—— Theme
(3 minutes),
until — T: "Brand's
den of by
mysticism."
" ForestB Whispers
" (Morceau
Characteristic),
Losey (2
minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "This fifty dollars I have lost."
(Letter.)
6— " A Summer Dream" (Morceau Characteristic), by Flath (3
minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: " I know a wonderful man who."
(Telephone-bell.)
7— In Cupid's Net " (Andantino Amoroso), by Armand (3 minuntil — T: "My
lady, by
yourBerg
husband
has." and 45 seconds),
8 — " utes),
Kathleen"
(ValsedearLento),
(3 minutes
until — T: "You are always croaking about."
9 — Theme B (2 minutes), until — S: When Bruce sees Brand's card.
10 — "Agitato No. 49," by Shepherd (2 minutes), until — S: When
police
11 — 'enter.
Spring Flowers " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Wood (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: When girls return home.
12 — " Bowl of Pansies " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Reynard (4
minutes),
until —Waltz
T: " "Several
later." by Rosey (2 minutes and
13 — " Divine
(Valse days
Moderato),
30 seconds), until — T: "You are a wonderful soul."
14 — Theme A (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "On the following morning." Sans Paroles" (Allegretto Grazioso), by Tschai15 — "Chanson
kowsky (3 minutes), until — S: As scene fades to Evelyn.
16 — " Sleeping Rose " (Valse Lento), by Botch (3 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: " I fell for you hard the first."
17 — "Perpetual Motion" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (1 minute),
until — T: "Inside information."
18 — Theme A (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " It's all right,
19 — " Bleeding Hearts " (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (3 minutes), until — T: " Having discovered Fanny's."
20— " Hurry No. 33," by Minot (30 seconds), until — T: "On the
way to the church." (Automobile effects.)
21 — "Scherzetto" (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge (2 minutes
andboys."
30 seconds), until — T: "With the passing days."
22 — " Dramatic Tension No. 9," by Andino (2 minutes and 45
seconds),
untilB— (4T: minutes),
" It's jailuntil
for— your
father."
23 — Theme
S: When
Evelyn appears to Bruce.
24 — "Agitato No. 69" (Allegro Agitato), by Minot (1 minute and
15 25seconds),
until — T: " Darling,
you more
— Theme
untilI —love
S: When
Brandnow."
and chauffeur
leave—
until *A * (45* seconds),
• * END.
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(Continued from preceding column)
until — S : Exterior near house.
20
Themeto (40
seconds),
until — and
T: "Violet
is frequently."
21 —— Love
Continue
action
(1 minute
35 seconds),
until — T:
" Bronson sends his attorney."
22 — Tacet (35 seconds), until — T: "Jack is ambitious."
23 — " A Simple Little Girl " (4/4 Moderato, from the original show),
by G. Kerker (50 seconds), until — T: "At the fashionable Art Club."
24— " Pizzicato " (Petite Ballet), by Berge (1 minute and 20 seconds), until —Theme
T: " Our
guest of honor."
song.
25 — Love
(15 seconds),
until — S: Violet singing.
26 — Continue to action (20 seconds), until — S: Violet finishes her
27 — Repeat "Pizzicato," by Berge (1 minute), until — T: "Let us
drink
host."Tympany Roll, ff, followed by Love Theme (1 minute
28 — toOpenour with
and 35 seconds), until — T: " I won't let you go."
29 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (1 minute and 10 seconds),
until — T: " I don't know what."
30
Hall.— Continue pp (20 seconds), until — S: Interior of Salvation Army
31 — Salvation Army Theme (55 seconds), until — T: "Deceived in
friendship."
32 — Continue to action (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "UnViolet."Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes and 5 seconds),
33 —able"to find
Dramatic
until — T: "The underworld."
34 — ".Sinister Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until —
T: "Let us sing the hymn."
35 — Salvation Army Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T>
" Let me thank you."
Note — To be played as an oroan solo.
36— " Bleeding Hearts" (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — S: Interior of barroom.
Repeat Sinister Theme (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — S:
The37 —fight.
38 — Continue ff (15 seconds), until — T: "He's jest drunk."
39 — Love Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "Violet
tenderly
40 — "A guides."
La Ballorina " (Valse Lente), by Brahms (1 minute and
5 41seconds),
until — Narrative,"
T: " My poor
father's (1life."
— " Dramatic
by Pement
minute and 35 seconds),
until
—
T:
"Harding
makes
his
report."
42 — "To Spring" (6/4 Dramatic), by Grieg (1 minute and 10
seconds),
until — pp
T: "Love
is so strange."
43 — Continue
(30 seconds),
until — S: Father entering room.
44 — Tympany Roll, ff, followed by
4546 — Tacet
(about_10 seconds), until — T: ' A damn fine mess."
" Dramatic
until — T: "Jack, Recitative," by Levy (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
47 — Love Theme there
(1 minute
40 seconds), until — T: " I love you,
is no andpassion.''
48.— Continue ff (15 seconds), until *****
END.

" THE

BELLE OF NEW YORK "
(Marion Davies-Select)
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Love Theme: "Teach Me How to Kiss" (Song)
Salvation Army Theme: "They All Follow Me" (Song)
Note — Both themes are extracts from the original music written for
the play " The Belle of New York," by G. Kerker.
1— Love Theme (35 seconds), until — T: "In the humble home of."
2 — Continue to action (45 seconds), until — T: "The treasure of
his heart."
3 — "May Dreams" (Moderato Romance), by Borch (1 minute and
10 seconds), until — T: "In the Bronson home."
" Serenadeuntil" —(4/4
Dramatic Moderato),
(1 minute and
10 4—seconds),
S: Flashback
to Marion byandWidor
her father.
5 — Cqntinue to action (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — S: Marion
playing piano.
6— Love Theme (45 seconds), until — T: "The master of big
business."
Note accompaniment.
— To be played ' Andante Sentimento " as vocal solo with
piano
7 — "Lento Allegro" (from Symphonette Suite), by Berge (4 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: " I hope you'll do better."
8— Love Theme (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: " Bronson
protects his ruthless."
9 — "Dramatic
Tension
No. 9," by Andino (50 seconds), until — T:
" Meanwhile
in New
York."
10
—
"Impish
Elves"
(Winsome
Intermezzo),
by Borch
and 25 seconds), until — S: Flashback
to Bronson's
office. (1 minute
11
—
"
Dramatic
Recitative,"
by
Levy
(1
minute
and
45 seconds),
until — T: "Father is grateful."
12
—
Repeat
"Impish
Elves"
(35
seconds),
until
—
S:
Flashback
to
Bronson's office.
13
—
"Tragic
Theme,"
by
Vely
(1
minute
and
40
seconds),
until
—
T: " Remembering her beloved."
14 — "Prelude" (Heavy Dramatic), by Rachmaninoff (2 minutes
and 50 seconds), until — T: "At the Club the experts."
— " She (50
is theseconds),
Belle of until
New— York
" (Song
original show),
by 15Kerker
T: "The
worldfromof the
tinsel."
16
—
"
We'll
Dance
in
the
Moonlight
"
(2/4
Allegretto
Songuntil
from—
the End
original
show), by G. Kerker (2 minutes and 25 seconds),
S:
of song.
17 — Tacet (45 seconds), until — S: Second number, of show.
— "La
Belle(2 Parisienne
" (6/8
show),
Third number
until —theS: original
seconds), from
50 Moderato,
minutes and
Kerker
G.
by18show.
of
19 — " Hunkatin " (Half-Tone One Step), by Levy (35 seconds),
(Continued in next column)
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PerfeA Light Control
At the will of the Operator
THE amperage can readily be
regulated to light or dark
pictures as easily as turning gas
up or down.
At the same time, the voltage
lowers and raises automatically in
proportion
of the arc to the changing length
The Transverter injures a perfect
arc, a steady, bright, white light and
more
withoutartistic
waste ofprojection
current. of pictures
You can make d PerfeS dissolve with two-arc Transverter
The Hertner Electric Si Mfg. Co.
1908 West I14tb St., Cleveland, O.

" THE BELOVED IMPOSTER "
(Gladys Leslie- Vitagraph)
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft. J
Theme: "Capricious Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch
1 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), at Screening.
2 — " Pathetic Andante," by Vely (1 minute and 30 seconds), until —
T: "Dick Mentor, an idealist."
3 — "Perpetual Motion" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (1 minute and
30 seconds), until — S: When Dick leaves cottage. (Auto effects'.)
4— "fires
Furioso
11," effects,
by Kiefert
Dick
shot. No.(Train
shot.) (45 seconds), until — S: When
5 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (1 minute), until — T: "And
I can't stand this."
6— Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "Hugh was just one of the — "
7 — "Joy of Youth" (Moderato Intermezzo), by Raymond (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Mammy, you're getting so."
8 — " Indianola " (Characteristic Fox Trot;, by Henry & Onivas (3
minutes), until — T: "I have never seen him, auntie."
9 — " Birds and Butterflies " (Intermezzo Capricioso), by Vely (3
minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "The next day Betty made a trip."
10 — " Kentucky Dreams " (Valse Moderato), by Henry & Onivas
(3 minutes), until — T: " Dick Mentor, all unsuspecting."
11 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: "That's the first time I have."
12 — "Hunkatin" (Half-Tone One Step), by Levy (2 minutes and
30 seconds), until — T: "Coquetry must be born in."
13 — " Impish Elves " (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (3 minutes),
until — T: "As the days slipped by, Dick."
14 — "Those Draftin' Blue" (Characteristic Fox-trot), (2 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: " Na-a-a you think yourself."
15 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "All's fair in
war16 —and" Aubets."
Fait" (Allegretto), by Ewing (3 minutes), until — T:
" There it is and it looks just."
17 — "The Black Rose" (Allegretto Brilliant), by Thomas (3 minutes), until — T: "And on the trip home Betty."
18 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "You've been a lovely little."
19 — " Babillage " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Castillo (4 minutes),
until — T: "We just saw Hugh."
20 — "Bleeding Hearts" (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (1 minute
and 30 seconds), until — S: When Dick sees Betty.
21 — " Vivo Finale " (Symphonette Suite), by Berge (3 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "And I'll sit behind as your."
22 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T : " Before you leave this room."
23 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "Oh, no, I have played and
jested " — until * * * * * END.

The Argus Lamp & Appliance Co"One of the Argus Enterprises"
■iiiDiniuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiipiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Watch for Our Ad in Next Issue !

Mr. Harry Lyons of 1 Hyde Park
Street, London, England, wishes to
get Into direct communication with
the principals of the rumored combinetres,foras purchase
Cinema
Theahe has a ofmost
Important
group for sale. Mr. Lyons Is the
negotiator
of a large variety
number Theatres
of purchases of Theatres,
and sites generally.

See the Estey
Theatre Organ,
hear it and talk
with the owner.
Shall
we send
names:
THE ESTEY ORGAN CO.
Brattlcboro. Vt.
See our page ad In the
February 8th Issue of the
Motion
Pictubk News
UNIVERSAL
Equipped
with
Motion
''You
jet thePicture
picture
Camera
end
get awtyfellow
beforela
the other
bi kke * jiar.a. u*
240
K. Chicago
Ontaria
Street.
J25 Fifth Ave.
New York
ready."
LE FILM
The Greatest Weekly Trade
Paper of AND THE
MOTION PICTURES
STAGE PRINTED
IN PARIS
1457 Broadway New York
Telephone Bryant 5602
26 RUE
DU DELTA, PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO,
BUENOS AIRES
Subscription. One Year. 16.00
UbIcm You lluvf The
Automaticket System
You Arc Ixising Money
1733 Broadway, New York
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Everything,

the Showman

Jfeeds on SveryTictureJteleased

o

Compiled

Pictures

Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown too
early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers will
also find under this heading each week the reviews of short features and serial episodes.]
" Bringing the Boys Home "
(Educational Films Corp. Released Jan. 31 — 2 Reels)
THIS picture has been produced by the Motion Picture Department of the Y. M. C. A. National War Work Council, with the
purpose of showing what that organization is doing for the shipworkers in the yards, and how it is turning some derelicts into
useful men. These activities of theirs are interwoven with many
scenes of the Hog Island Ship Yards, such as the mile and
a half shipways with some fifty-odd ships under construction,
that are to bring the boys home from overseas ; the police and fire
protection ; the housing and caring of the workers and their families, and many incidents of their daily lives.
The scenes are so placed as to form a simple narrative ; the
heroine of the story is Miss Mineta Timayo, a member of the
Women's Auxiliary of the Y. M. C. A. The different incidents
appear as she saw them in a personal visit to the yards. It is
an interesting and instructive picture. Those of you who may
contract to run it will receive the full support of your local Y. M.
C. A. — P. S. Harrison.
" Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement "
(Educational Films Corporation.
Jan. 15. — One Reel)
THIS picture has been produced by James R. Quirk, publisher of
the Photoplay Magazine, and deals exclusively with stars and
their activities at the studios. It is the purpose of Mr. Quirk to
produce one a month to be released through the Educational
Films Corporation the 15th of each month. This number contains
incidents of the American Studios in Santa Barbara, California,
showing Mary Miles Minter and her former director, James
Kirkwood; the Drews at work in their Long Island home; the
million dollar smile of Douglas Fairbanks ; Montagu Love and
some other screen celebrities. At the tail end of the reel a cartoon is attached.
" The Law of Nature "
(Fischer Productions — Screen time, 2 hours)
'T'HE great trouble with this offering is its lack of unity of
*■ thought. The reading matter at the start makes the spectator
believe that it is a picture based on an anti-drink theme ; considerable part of the first reel is allegorical, tending to strengthen
such theory; but shortly after the main story is introduced, it
wanders away from the main idea and becomes a vice subject;
after a while, it picks up the threads of an interrupted love affair,
introduced at the beginning, resulting in the marriage of the hero
to the heroine; immediately after the wedding, again it switches

by Peter

Milne

in Advance

into a bona-fide melodrama, with its murders and deaths and
"flames" and joy-rides, and all that go with pictures of such type.
As the picture now stands, it is more a vice melodrama than
an anti-liquor. In fact, it is a combination of several stories,
hardly any one of them predominating, least of all the crusade
against drink; and whatever scenes have been interposed to drive
home the results of the drink evil to the spectator, they are
forced and appear to have been put there arbitrarily.
Had the author stuck to the idea first conceived, perhaps he
would have produced a picture suitable for propaganda against
drink; it would have undoubtedly been suitable for private showings in halls, with the co-operation of the different temperance
societies ; as it now stands, it is hardly fit for either such purpose,
or to be shown in theatres catering to steady patronage. — P. S.
Harrison.
" Wanted— $5,000 "
(Rolin-Pathe— One Reel)
AROLD LLOYD again. This time in a version of the old
H accident policy comedy in which the young enthusiast tries
to inflict bodily harm on himself that he may collect the premium
and marry the girl. The plot is familiar in all its windings and,
while itsuredfails
measure
to the
best of Lloyd's work, rest asthat it to
is not
devoidup of
laughs.

WANTED;

Complete

Laboratory

Standard

Goods

Equipment
in A-No.

1

Condition,
Address — Motion Picture News
220 S. State St., Chicago

j

AUTHORS
Recognized photoplay and fiction writers may place their
synopses with our Manuscript Sales Department for subby personal Commission
representation
Southern mission
California.
basis.to the producers of
Unrecognized
writers
may
obtain
competent
constructive
advice and help through the Palmer Plan and Advisory
Bureau.
Write for our free explanatory booklet.
PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
596 I. W. Hnllmun Building
Los Anjrelee, CaL
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"THE

DIVORCEE"

Ethel Barrymore
WE

—

Picture

N e wM

METRO

in a Brilliant Screen Achievement

never really enjoyed Ethel Barrymore on the screen before her appearance in " The Divorcee*
She seemed to be miscast and her beautiful voice was missed.
Here, however, she appears to

splendid advantage in an adaptation of Somerset Maugham's
part to which she brings all exacted requirements.

play. "Lady

Frederick." and in a

" The Divorcee " is a picture that deals with the lives of people high in Englieh society and it mirrors
these lives faithfully. We hesitate to think of the burlesque which many producers would have mad«' of
it. But Herbert Blache's direction, Miss Barrymore" s performance and tho^e contributed by H. E. Herbert. E. J. Ratcliffe. Naomi Childers, Joseph Kilgour, Maud Turner Gordon and Eugene Strong have
made it the polite, high comedy-drama that it is.
Here, indeed, is a picture that i* brilliant. It will bear exhibition before an audience of the highest
intelligence and will be appreciated by all. The subtitles are delightfully witty, Miss Barrymore is supexl
and the plot is so clever in conception and development that earh succeeding scene lavs further stress on
the picture's merit. — Length. 5 reels. — Released Ja n. 20. — Peter Milne.
THE STORY
If you have played previous pictures featuriafj)
THE CAST
M:ss Barrymore do not hes tate about calling tba*
Lady Frederick Berolles, the former Betsy
Lady Frederick Berolles Ethel Barrymore
her
best. It is head and shoulders above anything
Lord Frederick Berolles E. J. Rate! ffe O'Hara, married Lord Berolles to help her
else she has done. The part fits her and the pbB/i
Sir Paradine Fuldes
H. E. Herbert
impoverished family. Lord Berolles turns out
fits
her. Metro has also given you a good titlcJ
Kitty Beresford
Naomi Childers
to be a brute and on one occasion publicly insults
believing that its advertising possibilities ale
her when Sir Paradine Fuldes, Lady Frederick s greater
Horace Beresford
John Goldsworthy
than those contained in the original title.'
Robert Montgomery
Joseph Kilgour
one-time suitor, is seen in company with her.
This is correct, but while you cater to the better)
Lady Mereston
Maud Turner Gordon
That same night Lady Frederick receives word
class
patrons
be sure to carry a sub-line in all
Lord Mereston
Harold Entwhistle
from her sister, Kitty Beresford, that she has
advertising calling attention to the original title
Young Lord Mereston
Eugene Strong
along
with
the
name of the author.
been
obliged
to
visit
the
rooms
of
Robert'
MontMadam Claude
Ricca Allen
gomery,
possessor
of secrets
ofreach
Kitty's
indiscreet
past
that
she
does
not
wish
to
her
husband,
From W. Somerset Maugham's play, '* Lady
Horace Beresford. Lady Frederick goes to the
Frederick."
rescue, and as luck would have it, Horace also
Scenario by June Mathis and Katharine
calls.
There is a tell-tale scarf lying on a chair
Kavanaugh.
Directed by Herbert Blache.
that
he recognizes
his wife's.
But Thus
Lady
Frederick
appears andas claims
it as hers.
Photographed by George Hollister.
does she sacrifice her own reputation for her
Supervision of Maxwell Karger.
sister's.
A divorce
A number
of yearssoonlaterfollows.
Lady Frederick is at
Monte Carlo in rather reduced circumstances but
CATCH LINES
still
making
the
best
of
it.
The young Lord
A high drama of English society — one in which
Mereston is seen much with her and finally his
Ethel Barrymore. surrounded by a splendid cast,
mother
sends
for
her
brother,
none other than
appears to exquisite advantage. If you like wit
Sir Paradine, to settle matters. So, to Monte
and subtlety and real acting all set in a play that
is downright clever from beginning to end then
Carlo the
comes
learn
truthLady
of theFrederick's
situation. old
He suitor,
soon dis-to
you'll like " The Divorcee."
covers that Lady Frederick does not love the
young lord and he also discovers that he himself
is again in love with her. Lady Mereston insults
sacrificed
her reputation
savewas
her tosister's
andSheever
afterwards,
it seemed,to she
have
Lady Frederick and she is about to produce letthis act thrown in her face by people who did
ters to show
of a Mereston
fellow herdeclares
"sainted"
husband
was what
whensortLord
his
not
The Divorcee
is a story only
of a high regard
nobleunderstand.
and clever "woman
to whom happiness
and admiration for his late father.
came after many trials.
Again Lady Frederick sacrifices herself and soon
after disillusions Lord Mereston by permitting
Here indeed is the real Ethel Barrymore — the him to watch her " make up." Lord Mereston
delightful actress of the speaking stage equally
straightway realizes the difference in ages and
though his infatuation for Lady Frederick takes
as delightful in the silent drama — and the play,
flight
his admiration for her increases. But Lady
one
of Somerset
provides a setting
Frederick becomes his aunt, for Sir Paradine finds
as delightful
as theMaugham's,
star.
he can't live alone any longer.
ADVERTISING AIDS
AD TALK
PAPER:
—
Two
one-sheets: two three-sheets; two
"
The
Divorcee,"
a
Metro
picture
starring
six-sheets.
Ethel Barrymore, will be the piece de resistance
DISPLAY: — Photographs are provided
of the
theatre's bill on
of LOBBY
in 8x10 sepia: 11x14 sepia and 22x28
week. This is by all odds one of the
colored. These include star photographs and
most brilliant and clever society dramas that the
management has ever offered. Taken from W.
production scenes. Title and synopsis cards
are also provided to complete this display.
Somerset Maugham's play, " Lady Frederick," it CUTS
AND MATS:— Star cuts of Miss Barrydeals affair
with ofthisa man
lady'smuch
cleverness
solving
the
love
younger inthat
she, the
more are provided in one-half and one-column
affair happening to be his love for her. This
sizes, the one-column being reproduced on this
constitutes the body of the action, although there
page. These cuts are so designed that they
are many other situations of a force and subtlety
may be used in either press stories or advertisements.
that everyone will appreciate.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET among other
"
The
Divorcee
"
is
one
of
those
high
society
accessories provided at all Metro exchanges.
dramas that once were in great vogue on the
stage. They deal with clever people, people who
use brains in act and speech and are. conseSUGGESTIONS
quently, the most fascinating form of dramatic
fare. Under the skillful direction of Herbert
Here is a picture that gives you a wonderful
Blache the Maugham play was converted into
to appeal to the better class of picturea picture that matches itself creditably beside the chance
goers. You have a well-known play. " Lady
original.
Frederick,"
which and
the featuring
picture is one
based,of bythea
As for Miss Barrymore. it may safely be said
well-known onauthor
that never before has she appeared to such
renowned stars of the stage today. Use dignified
exquisite advantage on the stage. The part of phrasing in your advertising. State facts and
Lady Frederick she carries with all the ease and
let it go at that. You can safely call the picture
grace with which her career on the stage has brilliant arid witty and clever, but, personally,
equipped her. In support appear E. J. Ratcliffe,
we wouldn't
go better
into any
further
for
H. E. Herbert, Naomi Childers, Joseph Kilgour,
audiences
of the
class.
Just description
state the facts,
the star, the author and the play and mention
Eugene Strong and John Goldsworthy, all players
ETHEL BARRYMORE
some of the support, as the cast embraces a
of exceptional ability and well suited to carry
number of well-known names.
One-column star cut
the important roles of the Maugham play.
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"THE

LIGHT"—

Star Has Best Story in a Good

FOX

While ; of Vampire

Type

It is interesting
story of this picture is much better than any furnished the star for sometime.
clean.
is
sort,
vampire
the
of
and, though
Although some parts of it are improbable, and some of the situations awkward, still Theda Bara
It wins sympathy because the herofans should be pleased with it, as the story appeals to the emotions.
ine is shown as trying to do good — serve her country.
The role given the heroine is that of a notorious Parisian vampire, whose beauty and heartlessness
has sent many a man to the grave; but she becomes tired of that life, her only wish being to become a Red
Cross Nurse and thus serve France. Her past, however, is a bar to her ambitions! She is rejected each
time she applies.
Toward the end of the story she redeems herself by nursing a blinded soldier, once a famous artist
who had sought her for his model. The real light of love now shines in her heart and she marries the
soldier.— Released Jan. 12.— Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
sees all around him have their effect. He leaves
Etienne, a sculptor, who has long watched her
THE CAST
Blanchette with the man she loves and goes out
from afar, asks -lier to pose for his Madonna.
Blanchette Dumonde
Theda Bara Something about her haunts him, he says. Cha- into the world, taking the blame for the murder of
bin, in a rage, refuses in her behalf. But this Auchat on his own shoulders.
Chabin
Eugene Ormonde
Etienne Desechette
Robert Walker
appeal to Blanchette has awakened a latent
Auchat
George Renevant
virtue. She goes to a hospital and seeks to enlist
SUGGESTIONS
as a nurse. But when the authorities learn her
Jeanette
Florence Martin
Bring out in all advertising and publicity that
name she is ordered out of the place.
this is a story in which a siren is regenerated
By Arthur Reed and Bret Page.
So Blanchette
plunges
a riot
of selfpersonal sacrifice in the great war. Any
Scenario by Adrian Johnson and Charles
pleasure.
She throws
overagain
Chabinin for
Auchat,
an through
argument
written on these lines, together with the
Kenyon.
Apache
dancer.
They
flee
from
Chabin's
wrath
Direction J. Gordon Edwards.
Theda Bara is the star of the productogether and plan to live in a cottage a short way fact that
tion, should bring good returns. Whether or not
from the city. But at the railroad station the exhibitor
is in the habit of using the ad cuts
Blanchette
sees
a
trainload
of
returning
soldiers
CATCH LINES
supplied by manufacturers it would be a good idea
and among
them
Etienne,
now
blinded.
She
desecure the press book on this production. The
serts Auchat and takes charge of the man who to
Theda Bara as the siren of Paris — a woman
illustrated advertising cuts are particularly good
wicked amid a city that sacrifices its all in the first awakened within her a true feeling. When
and
if you prefer to write your own copy,
passes
his hand
facehimhe some even
cause of right — a woman regenerated through the Etienne her
valuable suggestions will be found in this
identity
and over
asks Blanchette's
her to pose for
medium of the World War — without doubt her realizes
again. This time she consents.
greatest picture.
The title offers ample opportunity for a clever
Auchat in a jealous rage comes to the cottage book.
with the purpose of killing Etienne. Blanchette, play on words and for appropriate advertising.
defending
Etienne, kills
Auchat. HeChabin
ap- The fact that the woman is brought " into the
" The Light " came to Blanchette Dumonde,
pears on purposes
of revenge.
takesalso
in the
light
or " togives
see athesuggestion
light " through
known as " the wickedest woman in Paris " situation
of the" story
in itself.the events
at a glance and then a change comes
through self-sacrifice and suffering in the time of over
(Continued
on
page
609)
him.
The
war
and
personal
sacrifice
that
he
the world's great hour of trial.
A role in which Theda Bara appears resplenthe awickedest
womanawakes
in Paris,
simpledent— known
request asfrom
strange man
withina
the breast of Blanchette Dumonde a desire to
serve others and her country.
THE

" The Light To
" isseea itproduction
candlepower.
is to seeofoneillimitable
of the
season's
brilliant
offerings.
Theda Bara is
the brightest ray in the entireAndproduction.
AD TALK
Theda Bara, the inimitable Fox star, will be
seen at the
theatre on
of
week in her latest super-production ened "The Light."
Her newest
finds
her as titlBlanchette
Dumonde,
known picture
as the wickedest woman in all Paris, because she continues
to play while all others concentrate their efforts in
prosecuting the war to a successful finish. How
the real soul in her is awakened and how she
brings others to see the light as well as herself
forms a photoplay of absorbing interest.
Nothing
The Light
evermeans
been
done
beforejust
on like
the "screen.
It "is has
by no
a war story, but a story in which several persons
find a regeneration through the medium of the
great conflict. Miss Bara appears to splendid
advantage as the woman of the world. It is a
part which fits her peculiar style of playing admirably well and the transition she undergoes
is brought out with sincerity on the part of the
actress. Eugene Ormonde, Robert Walker, George
Renevant and Florence Martin give of their best
in the star's support.
" The Reed
Lightand" was
for Miss
Bara Edby
Arthur
Bret written
Page, while
J. Gordon
wards,
director
on all her ofrecent
picMissin Bara's
tures,
charge
of
the
production
this
one
was
also.
THE STORY
Blanchette Dumonde, who continues on a life
of riotous gayety while all Paris bends its efforts
to winning the war, is known as the wickedest
woman in the city. As the consort of Chabin
she is a familiar sight in all the cafes. One day
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Motion

"DAY

DREAMS"—

One of the REAL

AS

Picture

News

GOLDWYN

Artistic Offerings; Cast Excellent

an artistic piece of work, " Day Dreams " has few equals.
Beautiful outdoor scenery, splendid
interior settings, fine photography, good cast, excellent acting, consistent directing, and other
features have been successfully interwoven in a light story; and as all these factors are combined with
the charms of Miss Kennedy, they make a delightful picture.
The plot is a combination half fairy tale and half modern story. The heroine is introduced as a goose
girl, possessing great imaginative powers. She thinks that a large male goose of her flock is a former
Knight, and that some day he will come and seek her. A concrete engineer falls in love with her, but she
will not have him because she is waiting for her Knight.
He hires a young man to impersonate the
Knight, so that, by disillusioning her later, to make her marry him. His plans miscarry, as, after the
disillusionment, she marries the fictitious Knight.
Released Jan. 12. — Length, 4,560 feet. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
ADVERTISING AIDS
white knight with the alternative that his brother
Primrose
Madge Kennedy
PAPER:— There are one-sheets, threes, a six and be cast in jail Reluctantly at first Dan takes up
Dan
John
awelltwenty-four
provided one-sheet
on this production,
as stantly
tnis ml?s!on'.
he sees Primrose
inGeorgeO'Hara
Graham
Jere Bowers
Austin
as a rotogravure
of an unusual
falls in DUt
love.when
To Primrose,
his white herobes
Grandfather Burn
Alec B. Francis
quality.
and spirited charger are the realization of her
Grandmother Burn
Grace Henderson
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Photographs are provided dreams and she, too, falls in love with him.
Housekeeper
Marcia Harris
in three sizes: 8x10, 11x14, and 22x28.
(jraham forces Dan to bring Primrose to hisRumplestilzen
Himself
PRODUCTION CUTS:— Two two-column; three estate *
wav off- an estate that be has
one-column. All but one of the singles denote converted into a veritable fairyland castle. It is
By Cosmo Hamilton.
the romantic character of the production. The his plan to foster the love of Primrose and Dan
Directed by Clarence G. Badger.
two double columns show star with John un*" such time as he sha11 see fit to introduce
Photographed by Marcel Le Picard.
Bowers.
a bogus vampire, one who will claim relationship
ADVERTISING CUTS:— Two two-column; two W1 th Dan and so disillusion the girl for all time.
,_
_
_
one-column. These are gotten up in the usual f ut Pnmrose learns this plan accidentally. Her
CATCH LINES
attractive Goldwyn style and all but the shallow falrv castl« comes near toppling down over her
himself
hasn't Dan
after inall,reality?
Bowers. on One
show starcutswithis John
one-column
tu.
jr„mc
A,„
w
h»
<riri
E\,,r„
Every girl has her day dreams. The one that
f h two.coiumn
reproduced
this aears-whlteButkr»gbt
Such proved
is Primrose'sPnmrose gloried m most was the one that
h other £ cosiderably deeper
hne °f reasoning and Graham finds that he has
all his plot.
also lost the girl, forniT^n^mT^mTr
housPe organ,
company's^
thefecial
Theeives
H^nffVn
herm,n
advertise,1H lift
H^wocastle
three-column
his
inn the
hills,W^ri^nd
there
make
her
„Goldwinner,
. Proof °fj ar*hE
h,r his
ttl
tw. ton ri
Mil.
Princess! And the dream of Primrose came true
P/'pa r55„£grTJ P&X r.°$tfS2%
SUGGESTIONS
—a disgruntled suitor brought it about!
MUSll LUt,
you haye a star ^ a particulariy popuiar
so be sure to see
this picture,
in
women
with
STrtBY
TTTF
" Day Dreams " is a story of when dreams come
lath olUKI
that all your regular
patrons- are circularized,
true — it was written specially for Miss Kennedy Primrose tends the ducks and geese on her " Day Dreams " is also a picture that will apby Cosmo Hamilton and it is a romance ideal grandparents' farm, but her heart is never exactly peal specially to the women in your audience,
fromWhite
first to
last. and
It's the
a modern
but it has
accord with
more and
or less
Address
to them.
In all
its
Knight
maiden story,
who tended
the in
Primrose
is a this
dreamer
her prosaic
thoughtsexistence.
are al- copy
bringyourout advertising
the romanticfirstly
quality
of the picture
ducks and the geese — the girl who dreamed and ways drifting afar conjuring unto her a white in catch-lines or arguments. This is the domidreamed.
knight who some day will come and make her his nating note in the picture and one that should
princess and carry her back to his castle. Of sell it.
A romance as thrilling as any ever told in the course a matter-of-fact man such as George Gra- Pay particular attention to your music with reArabian Nights — a romance laid in a modern set- ham couldn't be expected to have any sympathy spect to this picture. Sentimental love songsting, but possessing all the poetry of a story of with Primrose's idea, particularly as he is in love should make up the musical program and include
olden
days.
Madge Kennedy in " Day Dreams " with
he seesto the
win PrimDayprevious
Dreams."
might ofhaveis a real
treat.
rose isher,to but
endeavor
makeonly
her way
dreamto come
true. among
a soloistthese
sing "this
to theYoushowing
the
In the village lives an author, also a dreamer, picture.
" Day Dreams " a picture that is different writ- over whom Graham possesses a certain power John Bowers is quite popular as a leading man.
the last
pictures
Worldopposite
appeared
havingwhile
and emIt's Mary
A for Pickford
once worked
brotherfunds.
because his
for' " Miss
ten
he has inplayed
the year,
So Danfor OhimHara,
certain
bezzled
" and
Virtue 'HamBlindness byof Cosmo
The Kennedy
author of
ilton specially
dreamer of the town, is forced into playing a and other well known stars. Goldwyn.
other well known stories.
AD TALK
Madge Kennedy, the irresistible Goldwyn star,
will be seen in her latest picture entitled " Day
Dreams " at the
theatre on
of
week. This is an entirely new type
of photoplay,
quite
apart
from
the farce
edies in which the star has generally
been comseen
heretofore and provides her with the role of
Primrose, a young girl who spends her time
Picture"
dreaming of a White Knight who will come some
day and carry her off to his castle across the sea.
How of
Primrose's
dreamsThere
are isrealized
the
basis
the picture.
a plot forms
instituted
by one Graham, who covets her, which takes
shape
employs Itanis author,
O'Hara,
to
pose when
as thehe knight.
his plan Dan
to encourage
the love affair between the two and then shock
the girl into a revulsion of feeling by introducing
a dark and not at all appealing past into Dan
O'Hara's career.
Romance deftly plied by Cupid prevents the
culmination of this plot and all ends happily
for the lovers. Graham discovers to his anger
that he has only succeeded in finding Primrose
a husband, other than himself. This unique story
was written specially for Miss Kennedy by Cosmo
Hamilton, the well known fiction writer. It is
quite
apartInalso
Hamilton's
of
work.
factfrom
it is Mr.
something
apart usual
from line
the
usual cut-and-dried type of photoplay and with
MisswellKennedy's
is
assured. delightful presence its success
John Bowers appears in support of the star,
while others who appear are Alec Francis, Jere
Austin, Grace Henderson and Marcia Harris. The
picture was produced under the direction of
Two-tolumn ad cut with space left for additional
of thesubjects
cut on the bill. Name of theatre goes at top
Clarence Badger.
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SECRET

GARDEN"—

Plenty of Action, But Not the Happy

PARAMOUNT
Type for Star

!

THIS

picture is an improvement over " Such a Little Pirate," Lila Lee's last contribution, but it cannot yet be said that it hits the right spot. There is plenty of action in the plot, while the outdoor
scenery is beautiful and the photography good; but all these merits can hardly make up for the
lack of heart interest.
Some of the main incidents of the story, on the other hand, will prove anything
but entertaining to a great many picturegoers.
For instance, shortly after the opening, cholera is shown as having broken out; the father and the
mother of the heroine die of the epidemic. Even the removing of a covered body is shown, apparently
for realism. Of course the story calls for an orphaned heroine, but the means chosen to make her such
are repelling, especially during these days.
Again, one of the important characters is a cripple. The spectator, of course, in the course of the
story learns that he is not one, the character having been made to think so by his scheming uncle ; but the
effect on the audience is the same as if he were one. In books or in real life, such sufferers seldom fail
to awaken sympathy; but in pictures they usually have a depressing effect.
Excepting at the close of the picture, there is hardly a happy situation shown — the uncle even tries
to kill his nephew by putting deadly germs into the nephew's medicine ; but whatever little happiness is
shown there, it is hardly able to offset depression and bring cheer. — Released Jan. 12. — Length, 5 reels.
— P. S. Harrison.
human, sweet and appealing character, one
THE CAST
a heavy brace to straighten his back, when in awhose
insistent optimism turns the tide in a home
reality
it
saps
his
vitality.
The
doctor's
brutal
Mary Lenox
Lila Lee
where
intrigue and hate seemed to have the upper
hand.
actions are motivated by a desire to get rid of
Archibald Craven
Spottiswoode Aitken
Colin that he may secure the Craven fortune.
Dr. Warren Craven, his brother. . Clarence Geldart
One night Mary hears Colin groaning and, going
Colin Craven
Dick Rosson
to
his room, she removes the brace. He then
" The Secret Garden " is quite worthy to be
Mrs. Medlock
Fay Holderness
sleeps quietly. She is severely reprimanded by screen.
termed the
of the
Martha Sowerby
Ann Malone
By "theLittle
same Lord
author,Fauntleroy
Frances "Hodgson
the
doctor
and
the
housekeeper
for
her
action.
Dickon Sowerby
Paul Willis
Burnett, it possesses all the grace of appeal and
Back of the Craven home lies a garden sur- the
Mrs. Sowerby
Lucille Ward
wholesome sentiment of this popular work of
rounded by a wall. It has remained locked to
Colin Weatherstaff
Craven's Nurse
Mae
all since the death of Craven's wife. Martha, a fiction. Seeing is believing — so see.
Ben
JamesWilson
Neil]
maid
and Mary's
only friend,
tells her
story.
Surgeon Harding
Seymour Hastings
One day
Mary braves
the wrath
of this
the entire
SUGGESTIONS
Mrs. Lenox
Mile. Dion
Craven household and gives the gardener instrucIt would seem that the best way to advertise
Captain Lenox
Larry Steers
tions
to
make
the
place
beautiful
again.
In
time,
Indian Servant
Forrest Seabury
Lila Lee is as the " youngest Paramount star "
Colin grows to trust Mary and at her suggestion
Ayah
Miss Guwha
he casts off the brace and finds that he can walk
or " the youngest star playing romantic roles."
From the novel by Frances Hodgson Burnett.
perfectly well without it. The doctor sees that These lines, with reference to her career as
Scenario by Marion Fairfax.
should serve to stamp her as a distinct personality.
he is losing ground in his plot and decides to get " Cuddles,"
Directed by G. Butler Clonebaugh.
rid of Colin quickly. He poisons his drinking
Photographed by Henry Kotani.
In
advertising
The isSecret
Garden " don't
fail
water but is seen by both Mary and his intended
mention that " it
an adaptation
of Mrs.
victim. Mary, realizing the seriousness of the to
AD TALK
Burnett's
novel
and
that
she
is
the
author
of
situation, goes across a vast bog for help. She
" Little Lord(Continued
Fauntleroy."
This605)early book of
is sucked into the mud but Colin arrives in time
on page
Lee,onParamount's
seenLilaagain
the screen ofyoungest
the star, will
theatrebe to save her.
Then Archibald Craven, who had been away,
on
of
week in her third photoreturns and learns the whole story. The doctor
play done for this company, entitled " The Secret
sees
his game is up and beats a hasty retreat.
Garden."
is an Frances
adaptation
of a novel
that popularThiswriter,
Hodgson
Burnett,by Colin is now healthy and his father's faith in
best remembered as the creator of " Little Lord
humanity is restored. Three years later Mary is
army.
the bride of Colin — a lieutenant in the British
Fauntleroy." With respect to " The Secret
Gardenlovable
" Mrs.characters
Burnett has
created
her
most
in the
persononeof ofMary
Lenox, the orphaned little girl from India, who,
ADVERTISING AIDS
in the English home of old Archibald Craven,
manages to institute happiness and love where
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
once reigned hate and intrigue. It is this role
six-sheet; one rotogravure one-sheet. A one,
a three and the six contain interesting scenes
which Lila Lee portrays and it is probably the
superior
of
her
two
previous
picture
characterifrom the production, particularly well reprozations.
traits ofduced.
star.The other pieces of paper are porThis youngevenstar's
ability
not into
to bepictures.
lightly
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 8x10 black and
considered
before
her was
advent
white photographs; eight 11x14 sepia; one
Many patrons still remember her as " Cuddles "
of vaudeville fame. It was in the varieties that
22 x 28 sepia; and 8x10 photographs of star.
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five
Jesse L. Lasky discovered her and immediately
saw that she possessed that ready talent and
one-column; three two-column; two threecolumn. All are light scenes or poses of star
mobility of expression that help to make stars of
the screen. As a consequence her name soon
suffice to bring out the character of the production.
decorated a Paramount contract and soon after
STOCK CUTS AND MATS OF STAR:— Five
followed " The Cruise of the Make-Believes " and
one-column
; three two-column ; two threeSuch a Little Pirate." Now in "The Secret
column.
Garden," the new star seems fairly to cap her ADVERTISING
LAYOUTS :— One threeshort
but
still-growing
career
with
a
performance
as appealing as any could wish.
column ; one two-column ; one one-column.
G. Butler Clonebaugh, long time a stage
The
three-column
has
somecontain
good pictures
" suspenseand"
wording, while the others
^'Lfctor, makes his bow as a picture director on
JESSE L. LASKY PRESENTS
arguments in lighter vein, better bringing out
The Secret Garden." His work shows a
the dominating note of the production.
mastery
of
technique
that
immediately
places
him
with the best of his brother artists.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET also provided. Press book contains variety of stories
THE STORY
and exploitation ideas for the exhibitor.
Ill A
Li
Maryin Lenox,
of a British army
CATCH LINES
officer
India, isdaughter
left an orphan and friendless
in
when a plague sweeps the country. She is sent
Lilapicture
Lee, Paramount's
youngest
in her
10
England Craven,
to live with her appointed guardian,
third
for this company
— in itstar,
she creates
The Secret Garden
Archibald
a crabbed
a charming character that you will long remember.
who
has soured on the world sinceoldthegentleman
death of his
wife. His son, Colin, a weakling, is constantly
By Frances Hodgson Burnett, author of many
made
weaker by Dr. Warren Craven, his fiction successes including " Little Lord FauntleOne-column ad cut
uncle. the
The doctor insists that his nephew wear
^ Cpam/nou/i/C^ictwV'
roy." In Mary Lenox, Mrs. Burnett has shaped
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"WHO

CARES?"

Story of Light, Pleasing Sort; Should

—

Picture

News

SELECT

Be Enjoyed

by All

YOUR

patrons ought to enjoy this picture in spite of the fact that, in places, it may tax their imagination heavily. It will do so particularly at the close of the picture, where a jealous rival has lured
the heroine into his apartments, and, pointing a gun at her, threatens to shoot, unless she agrees
to marry him.
Brain fever is resorted to, causing the villain to collapse, thus avoiding a calamity.
The story is of the light, pleasing variety; it is a romantic drama; although the heroine is shown as
playing with fire, nohody gets burned. It at no time goes far enough to cause any objections even by the
most discriminating picture goer.
Miss Talmadge's charms are in evidence throughout; which, combined with her acting, help decidedly to pull over the weak story.
The usual artistry marks also this contribution, while the interior settings, outdoor scenery and the

photography are of the usual excellence. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
her neglect dawned upon her. But what was
THE CAST
Martin by
to take
her totheherfriend
friend's
home andin of
the city.suadesBut
a chance
is away
she to do? The answer forms the startling climax
Joan Ludlow
Constance Talmadge
Joan
finds
herself
obliged
to
trust
in
Martin.
to
" Who Cares? " now on view at the
Mrs. Ludlow
California Truman
Martin takes up this trust by marrying the young
theatre.
Mr. Ludlow
Spottiswoode Aitken
lady,
although
Joan
has
not
the
slightest
idea
of
Martin Grey
Harrison Ford
the obligations of a wife.
Talmadge, the charming young star
Gilbert Palgrave
Donald MacDonald
Some time later we find that Joan has adopted of Constance
" other
A Lady's
Name,"
" A plays
Pair ofa Silk
Stockings
Alice Palgrave
Beverly Randolph
as
her
slogan
"
Who
Cares?
"
and
she
continues
and
Select
comedies
totally
different"
Toodles
Claire Anderson
to live up to it with a vengeance. She enters
type
of
role
in
this
adaptation
of
Cosmo
HamilMrs. Hosack
Gerard Alexander
into the social whirl and forgets all about Martin.
ton's latest novel.
Howard Oldershaw
J. Morris Foster
Days
often
pass
and
she
sees
none
of
him.
And
Harry Oldershaw
J. Parks Jones
Martin turns elsewhere for the attention he craves,
Irene
Dorothy Haggar
She " lived
to
the
slogan
"boomWho
finding it in the person of Toodles, a chorus girl. Cares?
—back
but according
sheherfound
that
her
actions
Butler
Tom Bates
So Joan falls an easy victim to the by no means
eranged
at
and
she.
after
all,
was
the
wholesome attention of Gilbert Palgrave, who hap- first to care. But when she cared she found
By Cosmo Hamilton.
pens to be the husband of her best friend.
Scenario by Julia Crawford Ivers.
that her husband did not.
Directed by Walter Edwards.
grandmother
asks Inhertheto evening
return
forWhen
a visitJoan's
she readily
accepts.
Photographed by James C. Van Trees.
Joan thought that she could bully her way
she decides
to
look
at
Martin's
house
and
is
oughly shocked when she discovers himthor-in through life, but found to her sorrow that life
was
bigger drama
bully than
she. York
" Whosociety
Cares?life"
ADVERTISING AIDS
is a aspirited
of New
Toodles' arms.decides
So backto she
the cityto and,
heartbroken,
playgoestheto game
the written
by the ever-skillful Cosmo Hamilton.
PAPER: — Two one-sheets (scene of production
limit.
It
is
Martin
himself
who
comes
to
her
and star special for this production) ; two
when Palgrave is threatening her with a
three-sheets
(scenes) ; one six-sheet (scene) ; rescue
revolver because she resents his advances. This
SUGGESTIONS
one
24-sheet (scene).
brings husband and wife toPlay up the name of the star as big as you can,
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Nine 8x10 black and white near-catastrophe
gether
again
and
all
ends
happily.
scenes and title card; seven 11x14 colored scenes
for her past Select productions have certainly
skyrocketed her to stardom. Mention some of
and title card; two 22x28 horizontal "flats"
CATCH LINES
her latter work that you have shown at your
colored
scenes;
one
22x28
colored
star
portrait
(stock).
house and then draw a comparison between them
adoptedintoasthehersocial
mottoworld
" Whowithout
Cares? re-" and the present picture. Her former pictures have
CUTS (ELECTROS) :— Two one-column (pro- andJoanplunged
wholly comedy — this is a drama of New York
duction) ; two two-column (production) ; one
gard or thought for her husband. Then when, in been
society life. Bring this out as extravagantly as
her hour of need, she went to him and found
three-column (production) ; one half-column
possible in all advertising.
(star)
;
one
one-column
(star)
;
one
two-column
him
with
Toodles,
a
chorus
girl,
the
full
enormity
(star).
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
AD TALK
Constance Talmadge, who has been seen at
the
so many enjoyable
comedies of latetheatre
returnsin on
of light
week in a picture somewhat different in character
and one which gives this charming young actress
full opportunity to display that versatility which
has caused her rapid rise to stardom during the
past
" is of
the a name
the
pictureyear.
and "it Who
is an Cares?
adaptation
novel ofwhich
ran recently in the Green Book Magazine. Cosmo
Hamilton is its author. Probably more than any
other writer Mr. Hamilton fairly revels in portraying New York's
life, itsof general
compared
with high
the virtue
a few ofshallowness
its inmates.as
In
"
Who
Cares?
"
he
has
evolved
a story
startling originality, of a daring quality
and ofof
a spirited treatment that sets the picture distinctly
in a class by itself.
Miss Talmadge in the role of the young wife
who
as her her
mottohusband
" Who only
Cares?to " seek
and who
totallyadopts
disregards
him
when in trouble and find him driven into the
arms of another woman through her neglect, creates a character that is real in every act. Harrison Ford again aappears
as the performance,
star's leading while
man
and contributes
most effective
the support is of a high order from first to last.
Julia Crawford Ivers prepared the scenes from
the Hamilton novel while it was produced under
the direction of Walter Edwards, a man equally
at home in handling comedy or drama, as this
latest of his efforts well exemplifies.
THE STORY
Joan Ludlow lives with her grandparents in the
country and has rather a bad time of it, inasmuch
as
the about
old folks
anyoneMartin
young Grey
and
happy
the can't
place.tolerate
She meets
who comes to live next door and the two develop
a lively interest in each other. When her grandparents discover this they forbid Joan to see any
more of him. This is the last straw and Joan per-
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"WHY

Gt

German

Lr

• RMANY

1D /A
1
A V"

SCREEN
CLASSICS

MUS^

Atrocities Again, with a Good

Romantic

Interest

IF anyone is in doubt as to the various reasons why Germany must pay such doubt must vanish after a
Once again are rape and pillage paraded forth on the screen, once
thorough look at this picture.
again is Edith Cavell the center of an episode (this time quite a different series of events causes her
death than in " The Great Victory ") and once again is there a hero who well avenges the wrongs done to
his own family.
This time the hero is an Alsatian, forced into the German army. His heart is with France, however,
and his escape to America, his romance with Congressman Gordon's daughter and his second entrance
into the conflict as an American soldier form a series of interesting events.
If the exhibitor finds his public still eager for the war picture then Why Germany Must Pay," well
made and bold in every way as it is, should fill the bill.
Creighton Hale, Helen Ferguson and Florence Billings have the principal roles and play them with
a sincerity that is impressive to say the least. — Length, 5 reels. — Peter Milne.
Have you ever seen a wild beast — a beast gone
THE STORY
THE CAST
mad with blood lust? If you have not you do
not know what the armies in France saved this
Conrad Le Brett
Creighton Haie
Conrad
Le
Brett,
an
Alsatian,
returns
from
Vilma, his sister
Florence Billings
his period of enforced service in the German
country
" WhythisGermany
Must that
Pay leaves
" will
help you from.
to realize
in a manner
Paul Le Brett
E. J. Connelly
army, bitter against the military power that has
no room for argument.
Amy Gordon
Helen Ferguson
torn
his
native
state
from
France.
He
is
enthuWilliam Gordon, her father Frank Currier
siastically greeted by Viima, his sister, and his
Conrad Le Brett was an Alsatian and therefore
Edith Cavell
Margaret McWade
father. They, too, loathe the yoke of Prussianism
forced into the German army at the outbreak of
General
von
Bissing
Joseph
Kilgour
to which Alsace-Lorraine is subjected. Conrad
Lieutenant Ober
Earl Schenck
the
war. But his soul revolted at the degeneracy
gaily casts
his uniform
aside,thebutgreat
his joy
isandshortof the Hun leaders. He returned home on leave
Elaine, a Belgian woman
Florence Short
lived,
for
soon
after
comes
war
the
and found his father dead, his sister dying in
By Maxwell Karger.
young Alsatian is summoned to his German
Scenario by June Mathis and A. S. Le Vino.
unspeakableshores
horror.
managed
reach
regiment.
American
and Finally
in the hearmy
of the toUnited
Directed by Charles Miller.
A
year
of
fighting,
of
witnessing
the
brutality
States
he
made
one
man
pay—
see
his
adventures
Photographed by G:orge K. Hollister.
of his masters and his companions in arms has
Supervision of Maxwell Karger.
turned Conrad completely against Germany. If and you'll see " Why Germany Must Pay."
ever he entertained the slightest regard for the
Creighton Hall, Helen Ferguson, Florence
nation
it vanishes when he sees his officers herd
ADVERTISING AIDS
Billings, Frank Currier, Margaret McWade, Earl
young women together and paw over them as if Schenck
and Joseph Kilgour are the principals
they
were
cattle,
when
he
sees
churches
desecrated
PAPER: — Three one-sheets; three three-sheets;
in the great cast that enacts the roles of " Why
and babies Once
torn hefromattempts
their mother's
arms
and
three six-sheets; one twenty-four-sheet; special
murdered.
to
protect
a
woman
lithograph window card. Most of the paper
Germany Must Pay."
with a child in her arms. She tan not understand
accentuates,
either by ofdirect
scenes or by sugit when she looks at the uniform he wears and
gestion, the brutality
the Hun.
"THE(Continued
SECRET
GARDEP?
"
PRODUCTION CUTS:— Four two-column; four cowers away from him. Her young son sees this
from page
603)
through the window and shoots, severely woundsingle-column. Like the paper, the majority
hers
had
an
immense
circulation
and
the
mere
of these cuts serve to bring out the brutality
He ingishim. taken to a hospital on Belgium soil where
mention of the name will recall it to your public.
of the enemy. Two contain scenes of love and
Edith
Cavell
is
in
charge
and
where
friend
and
peace.
You
might^term
pictureif the
"desire
Little toLord
foe are treated alike. Conrad meets Amy Gordon,
ADVERTISING CUTS:— Two two-column; one
Fauntelroy
" of with
thethisthe
screen
tie
an American nurse, and the two fall in love. She
up
this success
presentyoupicture.
three-column; one four-column. These cuts
tells
him
if
he
but
can
escape
to
the
United
are gotten up on the same style as " The Great
Copies
of
"
The
Secret
Garden
"
might
States,
her
father,
Congressman
Gordon,
will
help
secured and arranged in one of the deep lobbybe
" advertising
Three isof featured
them showin him. This Conrad determines to do. When he frames.
One or two of these opened to interestaVictory
girl ravaged.
Title cuts.
of picture
leaves the hospital he is sent home on leave.
all cases with telling arguments.
ing pages would attract attention. Use the stills,
There
a
tragedy
awaits
him.
His
sister
has
been
provided
liberally, as they are pretty and serve
LOBBY DISPLAY:— The lobby display fur- ravaged by Lieutenant Ober of the German army,
to bring out
the character of the production to an
nished on this production is hand colored as his father murdered. Vilna soon dies and leaves
excellent
degree.
on all Screen Classic productions. PhotoConrad alone.
graphs are furnished in large and small size
His escape to America is a success and later
and
each title
set. and synopsis card are provided with
we find him working for the American Secret
Service
and making love to Amy, who has
Other accessories provided on this production
returned. When the United States enters the
are
sheet.novel slides, special heralds and music cue
war. President Wilson grants Conrad citizenship
that he may fight, and in one of the first American battles Conrad has the satisfaction of coming
AD TALK
face to face with Lieutenant Ober, whom he
makes short work of. Soon after the war ends
A striking arraignment of autocratic Germany
and Conrad returns to an eager Amy.
is given in the Screen Classics production, " Why
Germany
Must
Pay,"
which
will
be
shown
at
the
theatre on
of
week. To drive home and make effective their
SUGGESTIONS
argument the producers have told the story of
the Le Bretts, a peaceful family of AlsaceDisplay the title prominently in all advertising.
Lorraine on whom the Prussian hand falls heavily.
Say in your copy that it is a striking arraignConrad, forced into the German army, returns
ment of Germany's
in the ofwara and
told
after witnessing a year of horror, determined to graphically
through crimes
the medium
personal
story regarding an Alsatian family who loved
take his father and sister into neutral country
and from there flee to America where he has
France. All posters, cuts, etc. supplied on this
friends. The spectacle that greets him on his production designate the character of the producreturn, however, puts such a plan to rout. His
tion, without room for doubt. This sort of story
will appeal to a great many people at this date,
father hasbybeen
murderedofficer.
and his sister lies dying,
ravaged
a German
so
use
this paper plentifully and follow up this
Eventually Conrad reaches the United States
display with a liberal use of the cuts provided.
where he works in the Secret Service and is of
Look over the cast. You will probably find
great value to the government. When the war
therein a number of names with which your
starts he is enabled to enter the army through
audiences
Don't
political friends and to his satisfaction
he has the names
for, are
afteracquainted.
all, a big title
oftenneglect
needs tothesebe
backed by a few familiar faces.
opportunity of meeting the self-same German
officer who The
caused
his sister's
death,
on the
battlefield.
war done,
he returns
to America
and to the girl he loves.
CATCH LINES
Creighton Hale, Helen Ferguson, Florence
Billings, Frank Currier, Margaret McWade and
To
see
it
is
to
see why Germany Must Pay!
Earl Schenck
are the principal players in th;s
WHY GERMANY MUST PAY
dramatic
narrative
of the war. Patriotism must
not end with the war and it is the duty of all
An
indictment
of
Germany's
crimes
that
will
sound throughout the ages.
Scene cut
true patriots to see " Why Germany Must Pay."
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IS
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News

BLUEBIRD

Pictures in This Class Are Rarity These Days
GOOD
pictures, as this one is, are at premium nowadays; and it takes, I presume, a great deal of
hunting on your part to find them. If this one chances to fall to your lot, it should please you
greatly.
" The Game Is Up " is full of clean and wholesome entertainment from start to finish; and what is
more, it is suitable for any theatre, whether catering to the high or to the low brows. All the picture
requires is a patron with ability to laugh; it will do the rest.
This attraction belongs to the farce class, where the complicated situations, when intelligently arranged and directed, seldom, if ever, fail to prove a source of enjoyment.
The plot is built around a heroine who pretends to her friend she is wealthy and owns an automobile and knows the best people of the town; how she is able to meet the situation and prove her word has
been treated extensively in advance review published on page 447 of issue Jan. 18. — Released Jan. 20. —
Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
ADVERTISING AIDS
THE STORY
It all started when Constance thought Peter PAPER:
— Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; two
six-sheets.
Peter Neyland
Al. Ray
Neyland, a chauffeur, and his automobile for
Constance Elliott
Ruth Clifford
public hire. Peter entered into the game enthuWinnie Colburn
Mildred Lee
LOBBY DISPLAY:— A variety of stiUs from the
production and star photographs in the various
McQuade
Harry Holden
tical y for Connie
was apretty
didn'tbank.let
on at all siasthat
he had
millionand inhe the
standard sizes are furnished on this production.
Mrs. Hyland
Margaret Cullington
Connie wanted the car to put through a bluff
Title
synopsisdisplay.
card are provided with each
Ted Latham
Clifford Gray
set toandcomplete
on her friend, Winnie, from the home town.
P. Van Ressler Neyland
John Cossar
Connie, with artistic ambitions, had come to the CUTS AND MATS: — Stock one and two-column
By Gladys E. Johnson.
city to sell her paintings but found that the art
Scenario by Catherine Carr.
cuts of Miss Clifford are available with which
Directed by Elsie Jane Wilson.
market
didn't sitHowever,
up and takehernotice
the manner
to advertise this production. Scene cuts are
she expected.
lettersin back
home
also
furnished in two-column size while an ad
had told of her success, for Connie was quite
mat (two-column)
also provided.
proud, and before Winnie the bluff had to be SLIDE
CATCH LINES
AND MUSICis CUE
SHEET included in
list of other accessories.
-t
Peter posed as a chauffeur and gladly loaned
She thought him a chauffeur, when in reality putSo through.
he was a millionaire. But he hired himself and
his car and his services. However, toward the
end of the day they met Mrs. Hyland, also from
his car for the day because she was the prettiest
girl he had ever seen. And then she asked him
the home town, who persuaded Winnie to stay
SUGGESTIONS
for his apartment! And he handed that over to
a fewanydayshouse,
— at Connie's
not
Bring out all the comedy note in all advertising
her and two other ladies! Rather obliging of on
having
it was house.
rather Connie
a difficult
this production. Make your ad copy bright
him, wasn't it? There is a barrel full of fun in proposition for her to face but Peter came to the on
and snappy, relate the start of the story and stop
rescue again with his bachelor apartments.
" The onGame
at a point that will arouse the curiosity. Look
name
it. Is Up," and that barrel has your
over the catch lines on this page. Some of them
McQuade,andhisa valet,
dispatched
Connie's
clothes
hurriedwasexcursion
on for
Peter's
part
be suitable for such use. Feature Ruth
put cover.
pipes and tobacco and other tell-tale things may
A Bluebird comedy in which a girl mistakes a to
Clifford prominently and use her pictures in your
millionaire for a chauffeur and — he lets her get
ad copy. She is a good looking star and has
Mrs. Hyland demanded to meet celebrities
away with it! There are complications galore in andThenMcQuade
was again pressed into service as gained considerable popularity by her frequent
this
farce
—
complications
that
keep
you
guessing
appearances
in Bluebird
pictures.
and laughing up to the last moment.
ain polo
friend, joined
All the people
connected
with the production
the player.
game andTedfellLatham,
in love Peter's
with Winnie.
What
of this picture, that is, author, scenarist and
was more likely to happen than a dual wedding?
director,
were
women.
You
might
be able to get
She had to make good her bluff before the Nothing; and truth to tell, that's what did happen
some additional publicity out of that fact.
home town folks. She had said she was a sucafter
Connie's
game
was
up.
cessful artist and owned an automobile — but
where was she to get the auto? She would hire
one! The trouble and the fun and the romance
started when she hired one from a millionaire and
took him along as chauffeur! It's all shown in
" The you
Gamecan IsnotUp."
theatre, a
farce
affordat tothe
miss.
AD TALK
"
The
Game
Is
Up,"Bluebird
a sprightly
little farce
comedy bearing the
trademark
and
featuring Ruth Clifford, will be the attraction at
the
theatre on
of
week. This story has as its central character,
one Constance Elliott, a girl from the country
who came to the city with ambitions to take the
world of art by storm. Like so many other
country girls, she fell down rather hard and
when her friend, Winnie, came to town she was
having a difficult time making both ends meet.
And the trouble was that in all her letters home
she had told Winnie and the rest of her friends
what a wonderful success she was! She was a
bluffer and now had to make good her bluff.
So she decided that she must have a car and
a chauffeur, and thereon hangs the tale. She
approached Peter Neyland, who happened to have
a million in the bank and who happened to be
sitting idly in his car at the moment. Constance
thought him a public chauffeur and his car for
hire! And Peter accepted it all in good fun
because Constance was pretty. From here on
the humorous complications in " The Game Is
Up " runhasthick
and fast.
The with
author,
Johnson,
developed
her story
not aGladys
little
originality and skill and as a result the spectator
is kept in a state of laughter and suspense from
beginning to end.
Miss Clifford appears radiant in the principal
part,
whi'eGray,
Al. Ray,
MildredCullington
Lee, HarryandHolden,
Clifford
Margaret
John
Cossar are in support. The film was produced
under the direction of Elsie Jane Wilson.
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"THE

DUB"—

Well Produced

PARAMOUNT

and Entertaining Farce of Crook Sort

4 {fT^HE

DUB " is a thoroughly enjoyable picture.
Both from a production point of view as well as
from an entertaining, it is by far the best Wallace Reid feature released for a long time. It
belong to the farce type rather than to comedy; and as it has been handled intelligently, you
should not be afraid to advertise it strong.
The story is of the high class crook sort, in which the hero, the heroine and one other character are
the only honest persons.
The opening of the picture is novel and attracts the interest. It shows three partners in a quarrel,
exchanging " cuss words." The cause of the quarrel is the fact that the two partners who have the brains
and the experience attempt to take advantage of their third member, who has furnished the money.
One hero is brought into the story by being hired by the attorney of the one crook partner to recover
an option unjustly taken away by the other crook member, after the dissolution of the partnership. The
house is guarded closely, but he succeeds in getting into and taking away the paper. Incidentally he saves
the heroine who is kept there as a prisoner for the purpose of being robbed of her estate.
The picture is clean and should delight any audience. — Released Jan. 19. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S.
Harrison.
THE STORY
THE CAST
John Craig, the head of a small construction
John
Craig,
"the
Dub"
Wallace
Reid
company, takes a stroll in the park. He is
George Markham, a Broker Charles Ogle
worried about several things, among them how to
Frederick Blatch, his Partner Ralph Lewis
get eight hundred dollars that he may finish a
Phineas Driggs, a Lawyer Raymond Hatton
Burley Hadden, an Attorney Winter Hall job and also by the fact that he left a box of
dynamite
on his office desk. Suppose this box
Enid
Drayton,
Markham's Ward Nina
Byron
should fall to the floor. Where would his conRobbins,
a Butler
Guy Oliver
struction
company be then? Then pop, went a
James
O'Connor
Bill, a Burglar H. M.Billy
Elmer
paper
a boy's
It wasofonly
a littlebagbangbetween
but John
Craighands!
had visions
his
By Edgar Franklin.
Scenario by Will M. Ritchey.
office sailing skyward. He started running and
landed plump in the arms of Burley Haddon, an
Directed by James Cruze.
attorney without a conscience and not a very
good judge of human nature either.
CATCH LINES
Haddon took the panting youth as a dub and
Pop ! It was only a little boy bursting a immediately
saw in him the man he was looking
paper bag but John Craig thought it was dynamite
for.
home of George Markham lay an
and that it had blown his business office to the option Inonthea mine
Haddon wanted to put
skies. He started running and landed plump in up a bluff at tryingthat
to get. Believing Craig a
the arms of adventure and romance. Some
dub and believing also that he would be thrown
mysteryi
See it all in "The Dub," now
out of the Markham home if he requested adat the too! theatre.
mit ance, he promised him a thousand dollars and
sent him forth. The thousand looked good to
You'll find comedy, romance and adventure
Craig and the job looked easy.
and mysteryenjoyable
in " Thepicture
Dub."in Itwhich
is theWallace
mest
But beyond the doors of the Markham house
thoroughly
lay adventure of which Craig never dreamed. To
Reid has appeared.
begin with, there was a very pretty girl, Enid
Drayton,
Haddon's
virtuallyswindled.
kept a prisoner
They thought him a dub and the right man to by
the man
and ward,
periodically
Craig
Maybe he did look like
do
provedafter
a man
smelled a rat as soon as he entered and did not
The dub's
crooksjob.
wereButthehe dubs,
all, offorbrains.
they give
up the job the way Haddon had confidently
one. But — this same
flew to cover when the supposed dub got started.
expected. In fact, he did not give up until he
Wallace
latest picture,
Dub," is one had proved that both Haddon and Markham were
dub of a kid rescues a
of excitingReid's
adventure,
mystery " The
and romance.
crooked and that Enid needed a new guardian
in
the
person
of
a
husband
—
John
Craig.
girl's
fortune
from two
Written by Edgar Franklin, one of the foremost
"shark"
brokers,
a
writers of the day.
ADVERTISING AIDS
crooked
lawyer
and
a
AD TALK
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
six-sheet. Paper brings out the mystery
A comedy-drama in which romance, adventure
full-grown
burglar.
quality of the production.
and mystery are the dominating elements is pre- LOBBY
DISPLAY:— Eight 8x10 black and
Come and see all the
sented in "beTheshown
Dub,"
starring Wallace
white photos; eight 11x14 sepia; one 22x28
which will
at the
theatreReid,
on
excitement!
sepia;
8x10
photographs of star.
of
week. Mr. Reid is equally CUTS AND MATS
ON PRODUCTION :— Five
at home while portraying a role in either comedy
one-column; three two-column; two threeor melodrama and he has been seen in some
column.
excellent pictures of both kinds. It remains for STOCK
CUTS AND MATS OF STAR:— Five
"InTheit Dub
" to giveas him
ideal arole,
however.
one-column;
three two-column; two threeJESSE L. LASKY*
he appears
JohntheCraig,
young
concolumn.
tractor who is in dire need of eight hundred
ADVERTISING
LAYOUTS:— The one, two and
dollars in order to finish a job. Chance directs
three-column advertising layouts available on
him to an unscrupulous attorney who is looking
Wallace
all Paramount pictures are supplied on this
for a "only
dub." disclosed
Just why
wants a dubscreen.
is a
production.
secret
on hethe
SLIDE
AND
MUSIC
CUE
SHEET
are
among
Suffice it to say here that he mistakes our hero
other accessories provided.
for this sort of a person and it is a big mistake
to make, for Craig unravels a long mystery, shows
SUGGESTIONS
the lawyer and his partner up as the criminals
The star and the mysterious, adventurous
are and wins for himself a wife — and money
—theybesides.
character of the story are apparently the strong
points to bring out in all advertising done on this
Dub best
" wasof written
by Edgar
Franklin,
one" The
of the
contemporary
writers.
His production. Reid has attained real popularity as
The
Dub
a star and should be well featured. The story
stories often appear in the Saturday Evening
Post and other popular fiction magazines. Will has some good points which you can play up and
so
get
the
mysterious
note
into
your
advertising.
M.
for "The
Dub,"
whileRitchey
Jamessupplied
Cruze, the
who scenario
has made
a wonderful
d
Edgar Franklin is one of the most popular
authors of the day while many of his works
record
Rei
directed. in the pictures as a character man,
have been put on the screen and with success.
uv
Cpick
mount
Cfhra
^
Use his name in all advertising. James Cruze,
Nina Byron, Charles Ogle, Raymond Hatton,
By Edgar
Franklin
Scenario
by Will
Ritchey
Winter Hall, Guy Oliver and Billy Elmer appear
the director, gained a reputation as a Lasky
character
actor
previous
to
his
debut
as
a
'" support of the star, portraying the various
Directed by James Cruze
no doubt his name will be rememdifficult roles with an individual ability that is directorbered and
One-column ad cut
by many.
of an unusually high order.
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"THE

ENCHANTED

BARN"—

Picture

News

VITAGRAPH

Has All Good Points Necessary to Interesting Picture
YOU

will not have to hide your face from your patrons while playing this picture. If, in the future,
every Bessie Love contribution measures up with this one in quality, you should have no kick
coming.

" The Enchanted Barn " possesses such merits as are necessary to a good picture. Besides being heart
appealing, it offers some thrills; the interest, on the other hand, is held well from the beginning to the end.
The heroine wins your sympathy right from the start. She is a young stenographer, who think> the
world of her mother and little brothers. Her one desire is to get a home in the country, where her sick
mother can have plenty of fresh air. She rents a b arn which, with her little savings, she transforms into
a nice little home.
In the course of the story, she gets acquainted with the son of the millionaire owner of the barn. Feeling grateful for the reasonable rent he charges her, she loses no time in notifying him of a scheme which
some sharks were hatching to defraud his father of a large sum of money. In the end, they become engaged, with the consent of her lover's father.
The picture is clean and should please any audience. — Released Jan. 27. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S.
Harrison.
tne elder Graham becomes interested in the little
THE STORY
THE CAST
Shirley Hollister
Bessie Love Shirley Hollister, a private secretary, manages
E^Sidne^on
the'same^lane" Utde'ncidSX
Sidney Graham
J. Frank Glendon
to make both ends meet for her mother and
™ cur ,U^he whil ^ whi?h firmly stamp this
John Barnard
Joe Singleton
younger brothers and s.sters-and herself. Her
oSSon
on
her
mind
length howeve™ when
Walter Graham
WiUiam T. Home
ambition is to be able to rent a cottage in the |££ °n i° kidnapped bv Ateovernrrfe'nt
e^es wmle
George
Hollister
Frank
Butterworth
suburbs
so
that
the
kidd.es
may
have
the
oppor™
r£J
r
ies
S
nt
»K«
Sow
S
Mrs. Hollister
Ella Wolbert
tun.ty to play out of doors. One day she makes
„hen ^he U rescued bv Sidney she
forms an
Harley Hollister
Darbey A. Walker
an excursion to the country and finds a large
"ltogether
different opinTon-with
Mrs. Walter Graham
Jene Hathaway
stone barn that has never been occupied
WUh \ht
1 assistance
totfi$?"'himseff ' °p,m0nrwwso
house andup
a hunts
awaiting
there
standing
to bealong
seemserected
Lutz.
By Grace byH. David
Directed
Smith.
be
side
of
it.
Shirley
the owner of the place, Sidney Graham, a young
LATCH LINES
ADVERTISING AIDS
™an of wealth and asks him to rent it to her. She iived in a barn and a prince Charming
Shf "gerly tells him her reasons for wanting it was her landlord— one of the prettiest romances
One one-sheet ■ one three-sheer one
PAPFR.iv*w7
one"sneet' one ""-Msneet. °ne
and
Sidney
immediately he,r
takes
an interest
in
of
screen atset the
forth in ' Thetheatre.
Enchanted Barn,"
nowtherunning
buther.on
barn.discovers
have
a TeJnlt. As.day
photocolored
28
DISPLAY ' Two 22 x
nRRYY Ulit'l'Ai
TLOBB
vrz,
the
she andH herle\sfamily
move the
in she
graphs; eight 11 x 14 black, andj co'"..cu
white photos
tha{ jt has faeen fitte(J up ,jke a Uttl(. bungalow
and title card; 8 x 10 photographs ot star. inside with all the comforts that she never thought
This particular barn had hot water, steam heat.
The star photographs are provided tor use in she cou]d haye
Quiu naturaIly her gratitude
telephone connections— all modern improvements,
the making of special lobby displays or special toward Sidney takes the form of love.
as they say in the real estate field— and in this
cuts. stills
A selection of 5x7 black and white Later, Shirley overhears crooks plotting to barn Shirley Hollister found that the owner had
scene
are also furnished tor this purpose. swindle her employer and Sidney's father. By
also installed a bit of love which he expected his
CUTS:— There is a two-column scene cut repro- taking a f£w short.hand notes she manages to tenant to care for— you'll find a thoroughly pleasduced
on thisOnepage,andandtwo-column
a one-columnlineot cuts
star ot
in prevent— the catastrophe from taking place. Then
ing romance in " The Enchanted Barn."
character.
star
are also procurable at all Vitagraph
exchanges.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
SUGGESTIONS
Mention
some
BessietheLove's
previous
pictures in connectionof with
advertising
of this
feature.
Accentuate
the
fact
that
it
is
a
romance
^■■SBBaifc^" :
and also tell that there are kiddies in the story.
Miss Love made her Fine Arts reputation by
appearing in pictures with the famous group of
Fine Arts kiddies. Let them know that this
feature is kin to the former subjects in which she
achieved such great success.
AD TALK
Bessie Love, the young Vitagraph star, will be
seen at the
theatre on
of
,«Hpv" 'tT'MK
week in her latest photoplay, " The
Hi
Enchanted Barn." This story is the work of
Grace H. Lutz. an author well equipped to proplot
for Miss
Love's well
charming
talentsvide theas
the setting
picture
indicates. It tells
the storyhere
of apresented
little stenographer
who managed to eke out a living for her mother
and young brothers and sisters in the city. It
is her ambition, however, to move her charges
to the country where the kiddies may romp in
the open and with the view of finding a place,
she goes out to the suburbs.
Here she finds an empty barn, much to her
liking, and seeks out the owner, determined to
rent it. The owner proves to be a young man
of wealth and high social standing who immediately takes an interest in the girl and not only
rents her the place (cheaply) but fixes it up with
all modern improvements. The romance which
is introduced at this stage of the story is one of
the prettiest ever seen on the films, while it is
brought to a close with a climax of sudden and
thrilling power.
Surrounding Miss Love in this production are
TJTTQQTTr T HVTT
J. Frank Glendon, Joe Singleton, William T.
. _
,
^ ,
Home, Frank Butterworth, Darbey A. Walker
in Vitagraph Blue Ribbon Feature
and
Jean
Hathaway.
Other
productions
on
the
"THFFNTH\XTED
B\RN"
bill of the
theatre for the same dates
are
Two-column scene cut
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SCREEN
"THE

GREA1

E": ROMANC
Romance and Adventure Story Laid in Beautiful Setting
THIS is one of those mythical kingdom stories that is brought well up to the minute when the hero
throws his title to the four winds and declares for a democracy. With the late Harold Lockwood as

star and Ruby de Reiner appearing in the opposite role — a delightful pair of leads — the romantic
qualities of the plot have been excellently realized and of romantic qualities the story has an abundance
that furnishes it with a sure appeal particularly before a young audience.
Finis Fox, the author, has paid more attention to his love story than to plot development and at times
there is an absence of a real sustaining interest. However, the whole is done after such a pretty fashion
— the backgrounds remind one of another mythical land, so beautiful are they and so exquisitely photographed— that every foot of film is enjoyable.
The acting of the leads is meritorious, while the support furnished is of an entirely acceptable order.
— Length, 6 reels. — Peter Milne.
THE STORY
THE CAST
Rupert Danza
Harold Lockwood
Rupert
Danza,
student at Columbia University,
Althea Hanway
Ruby de Remer
"THE LIGHT"
is one day approached by a gentleman of title,
Prince Boris
Joseph Granby
calling
upon
him
to return to his native kingdom
(Continued from page 601)
King Rudolph
Frank Currier
of
Rugaria
and
settle
its
political
destinies.
The
John P. Hanway
Franklyn Hanna
ideais doesn't
to in
Rupert
in the least
for
Mrs. Hanway
Clare Grenville
he
a staunchappeal
believer
the principles
of freeADVERTISING AIDS
Olga Marie
Helen Lindroth
dom
and
democracy
as
embodied
in
the
United
By Finis Fox.
States.
However,
when
he
learns
that
the
only
PAPER:
—
Two
one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
Directed by Henry Otto.
girl, Althea Hanway, has been kidnapped by her
six-sheet; one 24-sheet.
Photographed by Rudolph Bergquist.
mother
and
father
and
conveyed
Rugaria-wards
in
Supervised by Edwin Carewe.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Ten 8x10 black and white
order to marry a title — the title being Prince
Produced by Yerke Film Corporation.
photos;
Boris — he sits up and takes notice and, to make
colored. ten 11x14 black and white; three 22x28
the
story
short,
arrives
in
Rugaria
on
the
very
CATCH LINES
next steamer.
ON PRODUCTION:— Seven two-column;
Arrived there, he learns that his mission is CUTS
A romance of a mythical kingdom that becomes
four one-column. These cuts bring out both
to lead a band of revolutionists against King
up-to-date and turns into a democracy — a wonderthe
"
wicked " and the " virtuous " side of the
Rudolph,
a
monarch
who.
like
many
others
of
ful love story with ample thrilling adventure and
production,
with poses.
Miss Bara prominent in an
his time, has proven a rank failure at operating
scenes of an exquisitely beautiful character.
array
of striking
a government. This makes it all particularly
Rupert Danza believed — and gloried in his interesting when Rupert considers that Althea is STOCK CUTS OF STAR:— Cuts of Miss Bara in
belief — that he was a citizen of the United States.
stock
Fox exchanges include one and twobeing pushed off on the king's son by her very
columnat poses.
So one day when he was told that he was revovain parents. However, Althea's heart is with
lutionary leader of the kingdom of Rugaria he Rupert altogether and when Rupert gets in touch
CUTS:— Five two-column; four
suffered something of a shock. But it was his with her — osculating touch, to be correct — she ADVERTISING
one-column. These all contain scenes in which
again vows that she will never marry Prince
duty
to
go
and
settle
Rugaria's
destinies
—
and
as
star
is
prominent,
together with convincing word
he was a man with advanced ideas, he turned it Boris
and
is Rupert's
is farthatfromshe being
displeased.and only his.
arguments regarding the story and production.
into a democracy. See this lively story of Rupert
Then
things
happen.
An
anarchist
takes
a
adventure and romance at the
theatre.
CUTSpress
ANDsheetMATS:—
stories proshot at the king and brings him to his bed as SPECIALvided in the
on this The
production
are
Harold Lockwood with Ruby de Remer as his a result. A countess makes the confession that
illustrated with special one-column line cuts
leading lady! A wonderful romantic team in a Rupert is the real heir to the throne, having
(most
of
them
in
humorous
style).
Mats
of
been kidnapped when a child, by the revoluwonderful romantic story. See " The Great
theselivencan upbe a obtained
andpage.
will help considerably
tionists, and sent to America to absorb deto
photoplay
Romance
"
and
be
transported
away
from
a
mocracy. So, King Rudolph dies and Rupert —
prosaic existence for an hour and a quarter.
quite naturally — renounces the throne, although
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
he
does
permit
the people
to his
electwife.him PresiRugaria isn't on the European map but it's in
dent,
while
he
elects
Althea
as
" The Great
Romance,"
whichthrows
is more
to out
the
point.
Furthermore,
Rugaria
its king
the back door and takes a President in through
ADVERTISING AIDS
the front entrance. It is a wonderful story of
romance, adventure and thrills with Harold LockPAPER: — Three one-sheets; three three-sheets;
wood
and
Ruby
de
Remer,
a
delightful
team,
as
the lovers.
one six-sheet; one twenty-four-sheet.
LOBBY DISPLAY :— There are 8x10 scene
photos
and 22 x 28 star photos in colors; 11 xl4
AD TALK
black and whites are also furnished. Title and
synopsis
card are provided with each display.
" The duction
Greatfeaturing
Romance,"
a Screen Classics
Harold Lockwood,
will be prothe PRODUCTION
CUTS:— There are four oneattraction at the
theatre on
of
column and four two-column scene cuts availweek. Written by Finis Fox, the story
able on this production, all giving idea of
of this picture is laid, for the most part, in one
romantic, adventurous character of production.
of those mythical European kingdoms, ideal ADVERTISING CUTS: — One one-column; two
localities for romance. And be sure that this
two-column; one three-column and one foursix-reeler contains a romance of the most rocolumn.
mantic type. It is a romance between Boris
Other advertising accessories on this producDanza, a young man reared in the United States
tion include special lithograph window cards,
and believing himself a citizen thereof, who sudspecial
heralds and plain heralds, slides and
denly finds the leadership of a band of revolumusic cue sheet.
tionists in the kingdom of Rugaria thrust upon
him, and Althea Hanway, the pretty daughter of
SUGGESTIONS
an
whose Boris,
moth'er a isworthless
desirous
of American
marrying millionaire
her to Prince
weakling
who
is
heir
apparent
to
the
throne
of
Refrain
from
mentioningIt Harold
Rugaria.
death in any advertising.
would beLockwood's
crude to
make capital of such a thing, and furthermore,
Given these three characters at the outset, Mr.
Fox has piloted them through a story of advensuch wouldn't
a thing make
would capital.
tend to The
keep suggestion
people awayof
ture, thrills and romance that takes us back to you
the days when McGrath and McCutcheon were
from the theatre. Play up the picture as an
in their prime in writing this sort of fiction. Mr. up-to-date romance of a mythical European kingLockwood and his charming leading lady,
dom and bring out its up-to-dateness by adding
de Remer, make an ideal pair of lovers, Ruby
while that the kingdom turns into a democracy before
Joseph Granby is sufficiently villainous as the the picture is over.
Stress the beauty of the various exteriors in
Prince. The picture has been laid in gardens
and
spots of the most delijhtful sort. The the production and bring out the abundant
HAROLD LOCKWOOD in
settingrural
fits the story to a degree that only goes to romantic qualities of the story, mentioning the
enhance the romantic and adventurous qualities
star
and
Ruby
de
Remer
as
being
an
ideal
team
of the plot.
to portray tisements
people
this sort.
Some reference
good adver-to
"THE GREAT ROMANCE"
The picture was produced under the direction
could beof gotten
up with
the fact that one live American administered the
of Henry Otto, while Frank Currier, Franklyn
Hanna, Clare Grenville and Helen Lindroth lend right dope to a decaying European kingdom so
One-column scene cut. Cuts also furnished in
two-column size
the principals adequate support.
that it sat up and became a democracy.
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Motion

THE

FREEDOM

OF

THE

EAST"—

Picture

News

goldwyn

Has Features to Exploit That Should Put It Over
an entertainment, this is only an average program offering; but it possesses certain features which,
if properly exploited, may help those of you who expect to play it to draw the crowds. Its Chinese
atmosphere is one of them; the Chinese leading woman, the only such star on the screen just now.
is another; the fact that Americans and Chinamen join hands in defeating the German plans that were to
cause China to side with Germany is still another.
AS

The'heroine of the story is a Chinese Princess, head of a secret organization whose purpose is to make
China a Republic. It is opposed to German "kultur"; the hero, an American, head of the Embassy's
secret service department.
The heroine helps the hero secure evidence of the German intrigue.
The " wronged girl " stuff, which, in the past, has been one of the main features in this sort of stories,
has been left out of this one. The story holds the interest well. — Length, 6 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
Kenyon leaves for Washington and Von RichtLOBBY DISPLAY :— 8x10, 11x14 and 23x28, colTHE CAST
man books passage on the same steamer. Prinored photographs are available in this produccess Tsu also goes along disguised as a servant.
The Girl Who Saved Civilization. .Lady Tsen Mei
tion.
In
Washington
Secretary of State is absent,
The Viceroy Who Loved German Gold
PRODUCTION CUTS: — Two two-column; three so Von Richtmantheplans
a daring coup. He sends
Lai Mon Kim
one-column. All cuts have Chinese star in
word
that
the
Secretary
has returned and is
The Spider of Berlin Herbert Horton Pattee
prominence.
The American Whom Tsu Min Loved
ready to see Kenyon. Kenyon goes to his office
ADVERTISING
CUTS:
—
Two
two-column;
two
Robert Elliott
one-column. These are dressed in the usual and there is surprised by Von Richtman's henchThe Prince Whose Sacrifice Won
Through the quick wit of Princess Tsu,
effective Goldwyn style. The exhibitor may ob- however,man.the
Germans are again put to rout and
Benj. Hendricks, Jr.
tain a deep or shallow cut in either of the
The American Anchor in China Neil Moran
when the Secretary appears he congratulates the
sizes.
Chinse girl on her pluck and daring. The plot
Conceived and Directed by Ira M. Lowry.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET among other Kang.
finally foiled. Princess Tsu returns to her native
Photographed by David Calcagni.
accessories provided at all Goldwyn exchanges.
land, there to join hands in marriage with Prince
THE STORY
SUGGESTIONS
Princess
Tsu,
in
surge the principles of
Your strong advertising point with regard to democracy, is leaderwhom
of a secret Chinese clique
CATCH LINES
this production would seem to be the fact that to
combat the Hun propaganda in her native land.
"it features a Chinese star for the first time. If Franz von Richtman, head of the enemy spy sysFeaturing Lady Tsen Mei, the first and only
Chinese star in motion pictures.
ybu lay stress on her acting ability, calling attenplots withthatPrincess
Tsu's organize
uncle, thea Viceroy,
tion to her success in vaudeville and on the con- to thetem, effect
if the latter
Chinese
gests stage you will attract attention with this army to join forces with the Huns in Siberia,
Showing the manner in which German intrigue
announcement.
he will be made ruler of all China. A written in China and Siberia was frustrated through the.
Siberia and Allied activities there are coming
patriotic activities of a Chinese Princess and a
agreement
passes
between
the
two.
Princess
Tsu
member of the American Secret Service.
greatly into prominence these days. You can find overhears this plot and informs Robert Kenyon,
&£v>sf/ap>r' stories almost every day regarding the head of the American Secret Service in China, of
Conceived and directed by Ira M. Lowry, of
its existence. Through her services he procures
wwy" £8e*r'cfr?.
8perfctions Cash
in this
where the war
the Betzwood Film Corporation, producers of
WB
in country,
on this publicity.
Lift
agreement long enough to have it photographed,
a°rtaWBe¥J ofnfhe stories and place them in your the
" For the Freedom of the World."
purposing to send a copy on to the authorities
Washington.
tahbysj|£apes j-along with the stills. They will at Princess
A thrilling incident of the wresting of Siberia
Tsu grows to love Kenyon through
from the grasp of the Huns and their tools.
.l,vT?jpr:the Jpreeaom of the East is a picture her constant association with him. Prince Kang,
fffiatjtends ltsetit .well to special house settings
who
has
been
betrothed
to
the
Princess
since
inIn which the Americans foil the German plot to
fancy, is jealous of the American and tells the
ancTfob.bj' decorations. The exhibitor knows himuse Chinese soldiers for their own vicious purPrincess that he is engaged to marry an American
self to twhat
extent'
he
may
go
in
lobby
decoraions. If the
pictufe'ls
kept on for
a run of into
any
girl. Her pride hurt, Princess Tsu determines to
poses in Siberia.
length of
tiirH3fcel
SUOhinese
atmosphere
turn against Kenyon and as a result she informs
The East — China — had to combat German inand your stage settings. Chi- Von Richtman that he has a photograph of the
display
lobby
your nese
costumes on usher.»-or performers; the burn- agreement. As Von Richtman is about to make
trigue much as did the West. " For the Freeing-of lilteilb'ii, reTf.r^-gtgyrIoTTg the various ways
domtense
of the
" is aa picture
inof the information, however, Princess Tsu's
action East
in which
Chinese fraught
Princesswith
prove*
inftAiili Hit lliiuulggjfa Uc"dressed V for the use
love ings
of andcountry
triumphs
over
her
personal
feelthe
savior
of her country in its hour of need.
she saves the day for Kenyon.
occasion...'..". 3| l—
"V"!L i
AI) TALK
U rlusual in every respect is ** Ear the
of (the East," which will be shown
at the
— week.
theatre «n
of Company and
by the Bet.'.wood Film
:ht:j,i ;h Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
tufe lias as its star Lady Tsen Mei, a
a: ;-♦.<•, noted in this country both on
cett and vaudeville stages. The offering
sht appears is a picture dealing with
intrigue in China and the manner in
wap (thwarted through the activities of
Tsu
'(Lady Secret
Mei) Service.
and a representattvi j J
American
Outside of the novelty of seeing a Cmrtesfc star
on the screen patrons will be well rewarded by
the contents of the plot itself. Ira M. Lowry, who
conceived and directed the production, . b*ilt a
particularly strong story around the activities of
the spies who sought an alliance with Chjni that
the Hun campaign in Siberia might be a .sufccess.
The plot is frustrated by the loyal Chines^ girl
and the American only after the severest ;,ordeals.
The principals at one time leave China,- oh the
same
boat,of arriving
later inuntil
Washington^
the battle
wits continues
at last ttte Jvhere
of right is triumphant.
j
The star receives adequate support frorf
in
a large
vonsv >rl) )o vJus
wellwtu£L.anj.far
as some actors
of theniimnfr.nf
American fluent
stage,
arlJ Juo gnnd fans t
nam
,yoJ«is sdj
lo ssijtl,
n
riB gnisd
TamsH
3b ydi.
m°2 .r>ar,.,fiijrtlJ,tt,.3lflt«S!
four, containing portraits of the five leading 3d} b»13t;
rvs^sb £ ol sqob
....
. t
nssqoiua
WODplajkj. Ar!3rotogre«ur,ean<»e- o? mei!' -i!
oltl;aitipvid^Joa-ow:
„, fehHMMta
man »d i«8t Tiarith mortise for list of other pictures
sheet is also
.y^s-iromsb s
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THE

SHADOW

"—PARAMOUNT

Pauline Frederick Strikes Good One After Several Months
IT should be a pleasure to those of you who hold a contract for the Pauline Frederick series to know
that, after several weak releases, one will at last reach you that shows a possibility of pleasing the
majority of your patrons.
To begin with, " Out of the Shadow" is a clean picture; and in spite of
some slips in the handling, it should satisfy, because of the interesting story. It is a strong melodrama,
with all gruesome features, such as usually go with this type of photoplays, entirely eliminated.
The heroine is ushered on the screen as being tried for the murder of her husband. Unwilling to
convict a woman, the jury acquits her, in spite of the circumstantial evidence. But she is not satisfied
with the acquittal, because the people still consider her guilty, although she is innocent; so her one aim in
life is to clear her name.
In the course of the story she finds the real murderer; he is a young protege of hers, who was brooding over the mistreatment the heroine received the hands of her husband. He killed him while his mind
was affected during the first stages of a severe illness.
Eventually, she marries a philanthropist who took an interest in her, and who believed in her innocence.— Released Jan. 5. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE STORY
THE CAST
Ruth Minchin
Pauline Frederick
Ruth
is
wedded
her unhappy
dead father's
business
Richard Steel
Wyndham Standing
partner and leads atovery
life, inasmuch
Edward Langholm
Ronald Byram
as
he
is
addicted
to
drink
and
is
exceedingly
Rev. Woodgate
William Gross
brutal at times. In the same apartment house
Mrs. Woodgate
Emma Campbell
lives Paolo Severino, a pianist, who finds it hard
Mrs. Vanables
Nancy Hathaway
to
get not
along.
Minchin, ground
Ruth's onhusband,
he has
the slightest
which tothough
base
Richard
Steel's Aunt
AgnesW. Wakefield
Gabriel Minchin
Jack
Johnson
his
suspicions,
accuses
his
wife
of
an
affair with
Severino
Syn De Conde
this
man
and,
in
a
fit
of
temper,
strikes
her
to
District Attorney
Henry Heaton
the floor. Ruth resolves to leave her husband,
Lawyer
William T. Hayes
and taking her things, departs. Severino returns
to the Minchin apartment and finds the master of
Ruth's
Maid
Catherine
Thomas
Chief Detective
W. Harcourt
the house in a drunken stupor. He awakens him.
Abel, a Tramp
Harry Kosher
Pistols
lies dead.are produced and duly fired and Minchin
From
"
The
Shadow
of
the
Rope,"
by
E.
W.
Hornung.
The police get on the trail and believe Ruth
Scenario by Eve Unsell.
guilty. At the trial she is acquitted, owing to
Directed by Emile Chautard.
lack of evidence against her. Steel, a city official
and Langholm, a reporter, believe her innocent
ADVERTISING AIDS
and determine to find the guilty party. Steel
sends
her to the country in charge of the WoodPAPER :— Two one-sheets ; two three-sheets ; one
gates, where, under an assumed name, she lives
six-sheet; one twenty-four-sheet; one rotoa life free from disagreeable publicity. In time,
gravure one-sheet. The six-sheet is the most
Ruth and Steel grow to love each other. A
sensational of all the paper on this production.
that comes through the village recognizes
The rest contains poses and scenes from pro- tramp
Steel as a man who committed murder in Ausduction
which
designates
no
particular
type
of
drama.
tralia. Because Minchin came from there
Langholm believes that Steel murdered Minchin.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 8x10 black and
Steel
is
arrested
and brought to trial. Minchin
white photographs; eight 11 x 14 sepia; one
refuses to defend himself.
22 x 28 sepia; 8x10 photographs of star.
Then Ruth suddenly remembers Severino and
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five
ADOLPH
NE ZUKOR
seeking him out plies him with questions. He
one-column;
three two-column; two threecolumn.
LI
breaks down and confesses to the murder. Steel
U
A
is liberated and when Ruth begs his forgiveness
STOCK CUTS AND MATS ON STAR:— Five he
takes her in his arms.
one-column ; three two-column ; two threecolumn.
ADVERTISING LAYOUTS:— One one-column;
one two-column ; one three-column.
SUGGESTIONS
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
JL
IN
Play up the author of this production besides
AD TALK
the name of the star. He is a well-known writer
Frederick
Pauline Frederick, the superlative emotional
of fiction and if you mention the " Raffles "
"Out Of The Shadow "
actress will be seen at the
theatre on stories you will surely recall him to your public.
" Out subject
of the and
Shadow
"advertising
is, in every
sense,
a
of
week in her latest Para^ 'CpammountCf>kiur»
serious
your
had
best
be
mount photoplay success entitled " Out of the dignified and in keeping with the character of
Shadow."
This
picture
offers
Miss
Frederick
a
i
Foundedof the
on Rope"
the production. If you are in the habit of followrole in which her exceptional ability as a dramatic
The
Shadow
By Edward
A. Hornung
ing outtisingthecopy suggestion
of
the
title
in
your
adveractress is offered full play. Critics who have seen
you have a good opportunity to do
Scenario 6y Eve Unsell
the picture already, are unanimous in acclaiming
so with respect to this production.
it the best of her recent pictures, both in regard
Directed bi> Emile Chautard
tothatherit performance
intense dramatic story
sets forth onandthe thecelluloid.
TJERE is one of those
CATCH LINES
" Out of the Shadow " is based on E. W.
Hornung's
novel,
"
The
Shadow
of
the
Rope,"
By
E.
W.
Hornung.
famous
as
the
author
of
and is one of the most sustaining plots that this
which great
move love
you -dramas
to your resents
prolific English author has ever created. Miss
" Raffles " and the " Stingaree " series. In " Out
p
of the inShadow
"
he
has
furnished
the
star
a
Frederick is seen as Ruth Minchin, the wife of a vehicle
very
heart
—
the
tragedy
of
man who becomes more like an animal than a full play. which her varied capabilities are allowed
the girl who P
married for
human being when under the influence of liquor.
A man whom Minchin insults, murders him one
protection, not love, and
lived an unhappy life with her husband
night while he lies in a drunken stupor, and be- andRuth
afterwards found she needhis violent death relieved her from bondage
cause of a recent quarrel with her husband, Ruth
more than it caused her sorrow. But in time,
is suspected of the deed. But she is not coned protection from her husa true love came to her and then she grew to
victed, owing to a lack of evidence.
band. And through it all
the man she adored, of the murder of her
How the real murderer is found, forms the suspect
husband!
Could
this
be
true?
The
answer
is
flits
the romantic figure of
basis of the rest of the action of this story and
gives rise to a number of dramatic situations of revealed in " Out of the Shadow."
a pale musician who murthe utmost force and intensity. Miss Frederick
ders for love's sake.
is surrounded by a distinguished cast of screen
i
Pauline
Frederick's
latest
screen
triumph
—
a
drama in which her emotional ability is taxed
players, including Wyndham Standing, Ronald
Byram, William J. Gross, Jack Johnson and Syn to the utmost and in which she rises to the
De Conde. The picture was adapted for the demands of every situation with a firmness and
One-column ad cut. Cuts dressed similarly
convictionclimax.
of purpose that makes every scene a
screen byof Eve
and produced under the dramatic
direction
EmileUnsell
Chautard.
furnished in two and three-column siiee
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"HEART
Romance

OF

with Comedy

GOLD"—
Touches

Picture

News

WORLD

and Plenty of Suspense

HERE

is a romance with plenty of comedy thr own in, with an original story handled in expert fashion so that the fullest amount of suspense i9 derived from it. 4i Heart of Gold," written hy Lucy
Sarver and scenarioized by Clara Beranger, tells the story of a girl who designed a gown and all
but had her just profits stolen from her by a modiste who is designing in other directions.
The picture is possessed of a strong feminine interest, and well it might be considering its source, but
the comedy in it and the love story furnish it with an appeal that is well nigh universal. Louise Huff is
particularly attractive as the girl, while Johnny Hines on the opposite end of the romance injects plenty of
his inimitable brand of comedy.
The picture was furnished with a realistic production and the support is good. A few flashes show
some of the latest gowns on pretty models and while more or less apart from the story proper, they can
easily stand on their own merits. — Length, 5 reels. — Released Feb. 10. — Peter Milne.
THE STORY
CATCH LINES
THE CAST
Annie
Wilkes,
messenger
girl
in
the
dress-mak"
Heart
of
Gold
" wasprizetheoffered
designforthat
Annie Wilkes
Louise Huff
ing establishment of Madame Estelle, has a well the five thousand dollar
the won
best
developed artistic sense which leads her to enter
May Weatherbee
Grace Barton
costume
for
women
during
war-time.
But
the
a
contest
for
the
best
gown
to
be
worn
by
women
award
went
to
the
grasping
Madame
Estelle
and
Madame Estelle
Marion Barney during the war. A prize of five thousand dollars
not
the
rightful
owner,
Annie
Wilkes.
See
her
Mike Monahan
John Hines
is offered. Annie submits her design on Madame
struggles to gain recognition against almost overJack Levinsky
Robert Fischer
whelming forces.
Estelle's note
without when
attaching
nameis
thereto.
As apaper
consequence
her her
design
Collins
Anthony Merlo
adjudged the best Madame Estelle takes all the
Pretty
hard
lines to design a costume that wins
credit. Annie is obliged to sit by and watch
Madame Estelle's husband William Williams
five thousand dollar prize and then see another
her reap the golden harvest that comes as a result awalk
Fleurette of the Follies Peggy Vaughan
away with it,
it? Annie
Wilkes
had
of her effort. But finally unable to bear it longer this experience.
Her isn't
employe*,
Madame
Estelle,
Don Dargent
Louis Rheinhardt
she goes to her employer and tells her her story.
refused her recognition and gobbled ail the pubFurious,
Madame
Estelle
discharges
her.
licity herself. How Annie finally won out forms
Story by Lucy Sarver.
Annie then gives her original copy of the design
series of highly sustaining and interesting
Scenario by Clara S. Beranger.
to Mike Monahan, her sweetheart, who takes it aevents.
to a lawyer, in whom he places explicit confidence.
Directed by Travers Vale.
The lawyer, however, proves a double-crosser, for
Louise Huff is there to provide the element of
Photographed by Philip Hatkin.
he takes the design to Madame Estelle and by the heart
interest — Johnny Hines is there to provide
use of a little gentle blackmail gets taken into the element
of comedy
(andtwoit'stogether
some comedy,
partnership with the costumer. The lawyer suc- too. and original),
and the
provide
ceeds in keeping the lovers apart with promises
the romantic interest. Where are they? At the
SUGGESTIONS
to each that everything will come out all right.
Annie then gets a position with Collins, another a corker. theatre in "The Heart of Gold"; it's
is a' goodnamely,
team toLouise
play Huff
up in and
advertising
designer. To him she tells her story and he atthisThere
production,
Johnny
tempts totoset
things thearight
for coupled
her. Butwith
her the
inADVERTISING AIDS
Hines. The former is well known and Hines'
ability
produce
design
comedy
deserves
him
a
position
of
co-star
in
the
PAPER:
—
One
six-sheet; two three-sheets; two
one-sheets.
smartness
of Madame
Estelle's lawyer
billing.
failure. Finally
utterly exasperated
Annie produce
goes to
LOBBY
DISPLAY:—
Two 22 x 28 colored photoMadame
Estelle
and
attempts
to
steal
her
check.
You can interest your women patrons in this
graphs; eight 11 x 14 colored: eight 8 x 10 black
feature by telling them that a contest for a The
police
are called
andButAnnie
goes Monahan
to jail —
and
white.
under
an
assumed
name.
now
Mike
war-gown is part of the action. Bring out that wakes up and before long he has proven the CUTS AND MATS:— There are the usual one
several models appear wearing the latest styles.
crookedness of Madame Estelle and her lawyer.
and two-column ad cuts, one of which is reproAll that needs to be done is to locate Annie, and
duced on this page. World exchanges also
If you care for the often-advised co-operative
have on hand two three-column and one doubleadvertising you might have a modiste display this, is shortly accomplished. Final proof is then
column
scene cuts illustrative of the story to a
some
of
the
stills
from
the
production
in
the
offered ataslasttocomes
Madame
Estelle's
window.
Annie
into her
own. duplicity and
good degree.
AD TALK
"
Heart
of
Gold
the title of the
Worldon
picture to be shown" atis the
theatre
;
of
week.
In
this
offering
Louise Huff is starred, supported by the everhumorous Johnny Hines, and from advance reports patrons of the
theatre may justly
expect a real treat in this picture. It is quite
different from the usual story of the screen, having as its leading character a messenger girl in
aartistic
modiste's
well developed
sense ofof five
the
leadsshop.
her toA compete
for a prize
thousand dollars offered for the best gown to be
worn by women during war time. But as luck
would have it she sends in her design on her
employer's
without to signing
her
name.
Whennotethe paper
prize and
is awarded
her design
therefore she is prevented from reaping her just
profits by the grasping Madame Estelle who
claims the design as her own.
How this tangle is straightened out and how
the girl comes into her own, forms a series of
very interesting events in which Miss Huff and
Mr. Hines appear to attractive advantage. Miss
Huff has never appeared in such a winsome and
appealing light while the comedy injected by Mr.
Hines, a natural comedian, if there ever was one,
gives the film an additional interest that is invaluable.
of Goldby" Clara
was written
by LucyThisSarver
and" Heart
scenarioized
S. Beranger.
has
proven a combination well equipped indeed to
produce a picture possessing an unusual interest
before feminine patrons. We are certain that
they all
this five-reeler
— so will
one, forwill
thatenjoy
matter.
It is unusual
and everyit is
human — a combination of two elements hard to
beat on the modern screen.

Two-column cut on hand at all World Film Exchanges
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FOR

THIRTY

An Obvious

Comedy,

DAYS"—

But One Which

METRO

Gets the Laughs

LUTHER REED, author of " In For Thirty Days," dug up an old town law which permitted the hire
of convicts to citizens at twenty cents a day and based a comedy upon it. The convict is Helen
Corning, a young woman who delights in speeding and who lands in jail as a result.
The employer in this instance is an author.
The humorous complications which follow can be imagined.
The very premise on which the author builds his structure gives its entire content away at the start
and there is little sustaining quality about the picture as a result. However, the comedy situations that
rise from the peculiar relationship of the leads are manifold, originally handled and, supported as they
are by humorous subtitles, manage to keep the laughs coming in regular order.
A well developed sense of humor runs throughout the picture and unless we miss a guess it belongs to
Tom Geraghty, one of the adaptors. This sense is to be found in the subtitles and in the various ridiculous gags of the action.
May Allison is attractive as the star. Robert Ellis is a likeable hero and Bull Montana a curious convict.— Length, 5 reels. — Released Jan. 27. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
Helen Corning
May Allison
Brett Page
Robert Ellis
Mrs. Corning
Maym Kelso
Count Dronsky
Rex Cherryman
Judge Carroll.,
Jay Dwiggins
Homer Brown
George Berrell
"Hot Stove" Kelly
Bull Montana
By Lieut. Luther A. Reed.
Scenario
by
Tom
J.
Geraghty
and
George D.
Baker.
Directed by Webster Cullison.
Photographed by William E. Fildew.
Supervision of George D. Baker.
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER:
—
Two
one-sheets; two three-sheets; two
six-sheets.
LOBBY DISPLAY.— Photographs are provided
in 8 x 10 sepia, 11 x 14 sepia and 22 x 28 colored.
These include a selection of scenes from the
production as well as photographs of star. A
title and synopsis card are provided with each
set to complete the display.
CUTS AND MATS : — One-half and one-column
star cuts of Miss Allison are obtainable with
which to advertise this production. These are
made so that they may be employed in dressing
advertisements or for the text columns of a
newspaper.
The silhouette cuts of Miss Allison are also
available at all Metro exchanges.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
AD TALK
One of the sprightliest little comedies of the
season will be shown at the
theatre on
—
of
week in " In for Thirty
Days," a Metro picture in which May Allison is
starred.
for Thirty
Days took
" wasaswritten
by
Lieutenant" InLuther
Reed, who
the basis
of his story a long-forgotten law of an old
southern town which permits the hiring of convicts out to citizens at the rate of twenty cents a
day. There is, to be sure, nothing so funny
about that law at first glance, but hearken.
Helen Corning, rich, pretty and with a will all
her own upsets the judge of the county seat while
she is speeding about in her roadster. The judge
is wrathy, particularly because during the upsetting process a few dozen eggs were scrambled
all over his countenance. So into the cooler she
goes for thirty days.
Then comes along Brett Page, an author with
a sense of humor. Helen had previously upset
him while he was wandering comfortably along
the road in his flivver. Now, perhaps, the comedy
begins to dawn! Yes, Brett Page hires Helen
at twenty cents a day and forces her to go to
work for him in his kitchen! The rest of this
story can best be imagined, or better yet, seen
on the screen of the
theatre. Miss
Allison is thoroughly delightful in the principal
role while Robert Ellis, in the opposite
part, gives
a pleasing performance.
The picture was made under the direction of
Webster Cullison while Maym Kelso, Rex CherryDwiggins,
Berrell and Bull
Montanaman, Jaycomplete
the George
cast.

THE STORY
Helen Corning, the pretty daughter of a rich
widow, delights in speeding about the roads of
a little sleepy southern town. At one time she
upsets a young author, Brett Page, who is crawling peacefully along in his flivver and then again
she
a wheeleggs
of Judge
boardclips
and off
scrambles
all overCarroll's
his face buckas a
result. Now Judge Carroll has very strict ideas
about the proper places to scramble eggs. And
his bearded countenance is not included in this
list. Very wrathy indeed is the judge and he
casts Helen in jail for thirty days and refuses
to grant bail to her frantic mother and her suitor,
Count Dronsky.
In this little southern town there is a law to
the effect that a citizen may hire out a convict at
the rate of twenty cents a day. So when Brett
Page comes along the next morning, he remembers his flivver episode and hires Helen. Helen
resists, but to no avail. And, ensconced in Brett
Page's kitchen,
she
breaks
various
pieces ofif
crockery
to nomust.
avail.But
Sheas must
she eats but
and also
eat she
each work
of the
thirty days passes Helen reaches a better frame
of mind. Brett Page is quite nice, after all and,
to tell the truth, he thinks the same about her.
So Helen efforts
looks towith
disfavor
continued
release
her. on her mother's
Eventually
"
Hot
Stove
"
employedstate.to
kidnap her and take her Kelly
into isanother
"hold
Hot herStove
"
decides
to
kidnap
her
himselfto and
for ransom but Mr. Page comes
the
rescue in the nick of time. He arranges for a
hasty wedding but Mrs. Corning again interferes.
They are pursued and nothing remains for the
lovers to do but get married in the flivver while
Mrs. Coming and Count Dronsky vainly trail
behind them.

SUGGESTIONS
Here is a comedy that will stand a lot of
comedy advertising. Quote the law on which
the author has based his story and follow it up
with the humorous consequences derived from it
in the picture. Look over the catch lines. They
were written on this basis. But anything that
suggests the original and humorous character of
the production will suffice.
You might
the author's
nently. He isfeature
not well
known, name
to be promisure,
although his name has appeared on several Metro
productions. But you will arouse some interest
in that he is a lieutenant. At the same time the
title prevents anyone from thinking that his work
is in any way a war picture.
If in the stills you can find a good head of
the star, one of Robert Ellis, one of Jay
Dwiggins and one of Bull Montana, you could
arrange these in the four corners of an advertisement with appropriately humorous captions.
All are distinct types and with the two last
mentioned you would create a comedy interest
that would be quite unusual.

CATCH LINES
Helen Corning was an heiress, yet she was
placed in a position where she was forced to
work for Brett Page at a salary of twenty cents
a day! And Helen was a girl of high temper!
Yes indeed, Mr. Page lost some of his best
crockery but after all he won a wife! Who was
she? That's the secret that only the conclusion
of " In for Thirty Days " will reveal !
Judge Carroll would have forgiven Helen if
she had only knocked off the wheel of his buckboard, but by a peculiar trick of fate a basket
of eggs landed on his countenance, and thoroughly
scrambled themselves there! That was unforgivable, so Helen, heiress that she was, went to
jail for thirty days — and found romance!
May Allison was never so delightful than in
" In forCorning,
Thirty Days."
She appears
as an heiress.
Helen
and peculiar
circumstances
bring
Brett Page, an author, into a position to hire
her as servant girl for thirty days. But before
the time is up he decides that he needs a wife
more than a servant and Helen helps in the decision. See this charming, romantic comedy at
the
theatre.

MAY

ALLISON

One-columnstarcut cuts
at Metro
exchanges.
are also
provided Silhouette
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"THE

HEART

OF

HUMANITY"—

A War Subject That Should

Draw

Larger Crowds

Picture

News

JEWEL

Each Day

DON'T be afraid to book this picture, whatever your personal opinion of war subjects may be; if you miss it,
you will lose a good bet. If there ever was a picture made that would come near pleasing 100 per cent, of
the audiences, this is surely the one. It is a picture which, like " The Birth of a Nation," should live forever; it should give as good a satisfaction ten years from now as it will to-day, because of the tremendous power
it exerts upon the human sympathies. While an exhibitor, I have known people to attend one performance every
day when "The Birth of a Nation" was shown, return engagements included; many a picturegoer will undoubtedly do the same thing on " The Heart of Humanity."
Love of mother and sons, wife and husband, woman and orphaned children, love of country, and almost every
element of the better side of human life that is known to exist and that appeals to the deeper emotions, has been
interwoven in the plot.
Being a Canadian story, it should find excellent reception in Great Britain and all her possessions. In view
of the agitation that has been aroused by some overardent Canadian patriots right now, the prints that are to be
sent there have been so edited as to exclude any possibility of any objection whatever.
On account of the falling low in quality of the regular program offerings, this attraction should be welcomed
by every one of you; but it deserves longer runs, as the longer it is played, the larger the crowds will grow. It is
one of those that will make people go out of their way to praise it; it also offers a chance for raising the prices.
For extensive review see page 295, issue of Jan. 11. — Length, 9 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
Nanette
Dorothy Phillips
John Patricia
William Stowell
Paul Patricia
Robert Anderson
Jules Patricia
Lloyd Hughes
Maurice Patricia
Frank Braidwood
Louis Patricia
George Hackathorn
The Widow Patricia
Margaret Mann
Father Michael
Walt Whitman
Clancy,
an
Irish-American
Lieut, von Eberhard Erich Pat
von O'Malley
Stroheim
Also ilian3,000
Soldiers,
Marines,
Refugees,
Civs, etc.
By Allen Holubar and Olga Scholl.
Production by Allen Holubar.
AD TALK
What many critics consider the greatest picture
of
" The Heart
of Humanity,"
willthebe war,
shownentitled
at the
theatre
next week
and the manner in which the public has taken
to this subject in other cities augers well for its
extended run here. Allen Holubar wrote and
produced this masterpiece, while Dorothy Phillips,
one of the noted emotional actresses on the screen,
appears in the part of most importance. The
picture, unlike the majority of .war subjects
passed off on the public, has a deep under-current, a theme of absorbing interest, a theme well
summed up in the title, " The Heart of Humanity."
To go into a description of all the details of
the action would be making a futile attempt at
painting
" The
Heart ofso Humanity
is
so big the
and lily.
so real,
it contains
many cross"
currents of human interest and human love that
it fairly beggars description. One may, however,
dwell on the individual performances and the
art of the director briefly. Miss Phillips portrays the role of Nanette, a Canadian girl who
follows her husband to the front as a Red Cross
nurse, with all that marked ability which has
brought her to the front rank of picture actresses.
William Stowell, as the husband, gives another
sterling performance, while Robert Anderson, one
of the principal players in " Hearts of the World,"
Pat
O'Malley,
MargaretGeorge
Mann, Hackathorn
Walt Whitman,
George
Braidwood,
and
Gloria Joy complete the cast of principals.
All the individual performances, however, are,
in some respects, at least, directly traceable to
Mr. Holubar for their merit. His is a work that
will live for all time. In " The Heart of
Humanity
he has proven himself a director of
the highest" order.
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER: — One twenty-four-sheet; three onesheets; three three-sheets; one six-sheet. The
twenty-four
is particularly
head
of
Dorothy Phillips
in large good,
heart showing
over a windswept bacl ground of desolate battlefield. One
of the one-sheets and the window cards are
made from the same design. All paper is unstrong, the " heart
" of instances.
the title being
used as usually
a background
in many
LOBBY
DISPLAY:—
The
same
display
on all Jewel productions can be secured available
on this
picture.

CUTS: — A large assortment of scene and advertising cuts are at present in work. A variety
of each class is promised so that the exhibitor
may get the most from this unusual production.
A comprehensive music cue sheet by James
C. Bradford is furnished.
THE STORY
The wedding of John and Nanette in a little
town of the Canadian Rockies takes place the
very day that war is declared and John, with his
three brothers, are among the first to volunteer.
Maurice and Jules, two of the brothers, are killed
in the first offensive, but Patricia, the mother,
finds some ray of light in her sorrow when
Nanette's baby is born. Shortly afterwards
Louis, John's youngest brother, goes to the front.
John's
lay stress
miserable
conditionletters
of thealways
orphaned
childrenon intheFrance
and
Belgium
and
Nanette's
heart
goes
out
to them.
When her own child has past his second
year,
she feels it her duty to leave him and join in
the work on the battlefields and behind the lines.
In a convent in Flanders she takes charge of
the
nation's
orphaned
in that
In the
meantime
Paulchildren
and Louis,
the district.
widow
Patricia's
other
sons,
fall
in
battle.
John,heart
the
aviator, is the only one left but the mother
is comforted in that they died for humanity. The
last German offensive begins and the Allied line
is bent back. Strange, a Prussian officer leads
his detachment through the town in which
Nanette is serving. Without regard for her Red
Cross uniform he brutally attacks her. She
resists furiously, at length losing her mind but
still retaining a superhuman strength to fight.
John, who has been taken prisoner, escapes
from the German lines in the uniform of an
enemy
save Nanette
as the soldier.
Prussian Hehas arrives
batteredto down
the doorjustof
the room in which she has secluded herself.
Killing the brute, he rushes in to save her but
she, believing
him anthere
enemy,
plunges
dagger
her
bosom. But
is still
life aand
underin
medical care, Nanette revives. She is persuaded
to return to her home where she finds her boy
and Patricia fondly awaiting her. And shortly
afterwards, the war done, John returns, a famous
hero of the air. Peace had come and the Heart
of Humanity throbbed with a new Hope for
Mankind.
SUGGESTIONS
To go into detailed suggestions as to the advertising of this production
wouldYoube will
too find
exten-a
sive a proposition
to do here.
special insert on this production in the January
11 issue of MOTION PICTURE NEWS. This
is complete and places before the exhibitor many
valuable suggestions as well as " don'ts " for
the picture's exploitation.
The point that we wish to bring out here is
" The
of Humanity,"
a war
picture,at
ifthatthere
everHeart
was one,
played to big
business
the Broadway theatre, and still is playing, and
all the public is acquainted with the fact that it
is a war picture. This would seem to prove that
a picture will get over on one condition — that it is

good. So don't be afraid of telling your public
just
what you've
It's the MERIT
that counts,
not thegot.
CHARACTER
of the ofcon-it
tents.
CATCH LINES
If you do not know why mothers gave their
sons willingly, why wives sent their men into
battle with a blessing, why brave men met death
with a smile, you will know after seeing " The
Heart of Humanity."
The war was the chant of civilization, the
victory the triumphant song of humanity. You
will understand why after seeing this production.
" It is God who calls my sons to save husaid the lives.
Canadian
fourwasof
them gavemanity,"their
And mother,
yet herandheart
glad because she knew that they still lived, that
they had fallen on the battlefield, but that they
lived forever in the Heart of Humanity.
You will know that there is a greater call in
the world than self, mere glory, or even pride in
country — it is the call of Humanity that moved
the world's heart to battle and to Victory.

Dorothy Phillips, star of " The Heart of
Humanity "
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following
also contains
our reviewer's
in apublish
brief single
givessummarizing
the commentsa of
exhibitorsofwho
haveThe
shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinion
opinions.encompassed
And we also
a finalline
lineandfairly
consensus
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released previous to October 13, 1918.
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
ADVENTURE SHOP, THE (VITAGRAPH) GRIFFITH (JAN. 6).JAN. 11
COMMON
CAUSE,
THE
(
B
LAC
KTONVITA)
(JAN.
5)
DEC. 7-14
News.
" Contains
all elements necessary to pleasing entertainment." — Af. P.
" BetterTHE
than WAR
an average
picture."CUNARD
— M. P. News.
AFTER
(ARGOSY)
(JAN 26)
JAN. 11
Exhibitor Comment — " Best war picture we have run or seen yet.
unusual advertising
ALI"Timely
BABAsubject
(FOXpossessing
EXTRAVAGANZA)
(NOV.possibilities."
24)— M. P. News.
DEC. 7
Drew bigTHE
business
and pleased FRANCIS
all."
CRAVING,
(BLUEBIRD)
FORD (JAN. 13).. JAN. 18
"
Not
only
entertaining
but
is
on
excellent
production."
—
M.
P.
News.
ALL NIGHT (BLUEBIRD) CARMEL MYERS (NOV. 25) NOV. 2
"
Holds
suspense
clear
through.
Staging
well
— Af IS)
. P. News.JAN. 4
CROWN JEWELS (TRIANGLE) ANDERSON done."
(DEC.
" An out of the ordinary comedy drama that satisfies." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — Crackerjack. Big business." " Average picture."
"
Critics
may
find
fault
with
direction
of
this."
—
M.
P.
News.
DANGER—
GO SLOW
(UNIV.-SPEC.) MAE MURRAY
(DEC.
" Fine picture
with good drawing
(Six Parts)
DEC.9) 21
ALLConsensus
THE —WORLD
TO NOTHING
(PATHE)powers."
RUSSELL (DEC. 1)
(Six Parts)
NOV. 30
" Heart interest and suspense plentiful here." — M. P. News.
" Far below the regular William Russell standard." — M. P. News.
ExhibitorZONE,
CommentTHE
— ■" (FOX)
Pleased TRAVERSE
big."
DANGER
(DEC. 29)
JAN. 18
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair picture with average drawing powers."
"
Melodrama
sheds
sensationalism,
but littleA realism."
— Af. P. News.
" Big business."
DAUGHTER
OF
THE
OLD
SOUTH,
(PARAMOUNT)
FREDConsensus
— " Satisfactory
picture (RBSN-COLE)
with average drawing
powers." (DEC.
ERICK (NOV. 2S)
OCT. 26
AND
A STILL
SMALL VOICE
WALTHALL
23) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
" A well produced tale of the ' wronged girl.' " — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment- — " Not much of a picture." " Average business."
" Walthall (ARTCRAFT)
satisfactory in FAIRBANKS
drama built on (DEC.
old lines."
— M. P. News.
ARIZONA
8)
DEC. 28
" Only fair picture to average bzusiness." " Weak production for
Pauline Fredericks." " Very, very poor. If you value your Pauline
" Fairbanks slips a cog, but production should please." — M. P. News.
Frederick business, skip this one sure." " Poor Pauline. This is
Exhibitor Comment — " Drew big for Christmas week. Good but
not his best." " Big to average business. ' Flu ' masks on every
just the —kind
audiences
Consensus
Just
a fair don't
picturewant."
withTHEordinary
drawing powers."
one."
Great. Day."
Fairbanks'
picture."" Without
" We established
DAWN
OF " UNDERSTANDING,
(VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE
for
New " Year's
" Bigbest
business."
a doubt atherecord
most
LOVE
(DEC.
2)
DEC. 7
satisfactory Fairbanks picture we have played in a long time."
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
production
with
big
drawing
possibilities."
"
Romantic
story
of
the
days
of
'49
with
steady
action
in
plot."
—
Af.
P.
BELLS, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (NOV. 17)
OCT. 5
Exhibitor
Comment (TRIANGLE)
— " Poor business."
" News.
This shows Keenan tn the strongest character of his career." — AT. P.
DEUCE
DUNCAN
DESMOND (NOV. 24) NOV. 30
" Fans strong for Westerns will like this." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very heavy. Will require a good comedy to
EVERYBODY'S
GIRL (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE (NOV. 18) OCT. 26
get this over." " This picture will not go over." " Average business."
Consensus
—
"
Heavy
picture
with
average
drawing
power."
"Exhibitor
A News."
corkingComment
good picture^
have big
universal
Af. P." News.
BELOVED IMPOSTER (VITAGRAPH) LESLIE f DEC. 16).. DEC. 21
— -" Goodshould
picture,
businessappeal."
two —days.
Pleasing
picture,
big
business
third
day."
"
Average
business."
" Average
"
Light
one
with
fine
photography
and
good
scenes.
—
M.
P.
News.
BEYOND THE LAW (EMMETT
DALTON)
DEC.
22
DEC.
14
business."
"
Will
please
any
audience."
Pleasing
program
pic(Six Parts)
ture. Satisfied. Average business." " Good comments from my
" Entertaining
Dalton Brothers'
— M. P. News.
BLUFFER,
THE picturisation
(WORLD) of theELVIDGE
(JAN. story."
20)
JAN. 18
picture with
very good
drawing powers."
EYEConsensus
FOR —AN" Excellent
EYE (METRO
SCREEN
CLASSICS)
NAZIMOVA
An
Af. Pexpose
News.of society's seamy side that is thoroughly entertaining."- —
(DEC. 8) (Seven Parts)
NOV. 30
patrons."
BORROWED CLOTHES (JEWEL) HARRIS (NOV. 18)
NOV. 2
"
Ace
high
for
artistry
and
star
is
good."
—
M.
P.
News.
(Six Parts)
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business four days." " One of the best
money-makers on screen." " Big production. Did not draw as well
" Director Lois Weber scores again with this production." — Af. P. News.
as it should. First time we ever showed Nazimova." " Not as good
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Big business." " Opened
great in spite of ' Flu ' restrictions of children under 18 and 2 hours'
as ' Revelation,' but good picture and drew well. Star drew here."
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing powers."
shut down for ventilation." " Extra big business and big through
EVERY MOTHER'S SON (FOX) (DEC. 8)
JAN. 4
week." " Great. Broke house records for three days."
" Director strikes sincere human note even in war picture." — M.P. News.
Consensus — BROADWAY
" Excellent production
with bigHART
drawing
powers."
JAN. 4
BRANDING
(ARTCRAFT)
(DEC.
IS) DEC. 7 FAIR ENOUGH (AMERICAN) FISHER (DEC. 29)
" This should get over with non-critical audiences." — Af. P. News.
" Star
News. keeps you guessing in subject which is bound to go." — Af. P.
Exhibitor Comment
■" Very with
good.goodBigdrawing
business."
" Good."
Consensus
" Good —picture
powers."
Exhibitor Comment — " Some Picture." " Very Good Hart." " DifFAME AND — FORTUNE
(FOX) TOM
MIX (NOV.
24)
SEPT. 7
ferent from usual run of Hart pictures and made a big hit." " Hart
made
hit
in
new
role.
Some
didn't
like
it
a
bit."
"
The
public
didn't
"
If
they
like
Westerns
they'll
like
this."
—
Af.
P.
News.
like this af all."
Exhibitor Comment — " Good all around entertainmfnt. Star does good
work." " Great. Mix has got Hart beat by a mile as a money getter
Consensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
BUCHANAN'S WIFE (FOX) PEARSON (DEC. 1)
at the box office." " A crackerjack western with thrills galore. Kept
DEC.
14
Virginia Pearson in highly dramatic production." — M. P. News.
everyone at a top pitch." " Mix a winner. Good."
Consensus
" Excellent
picture with strong
powers." NOV. 30
Exhibitor tuComment
—lust
" Average
FAN
FAN —(FOX
EXTRAVAGANZA)
(NOV.drawing
17)
re." Picture
"
fair." business." " Wonderful dramatic pic" The chief asset of this contribution is artistry." — Af. P. News.
Consensus — " Fine picture with very good drawing powers."
Exhibitor
pleased.
CABARET GIRL, THE (BLUEBIRD) CLIFFORD (DEC. 30) . JAN. 4
as pictureComment
is suited— "forBeautiful
juvenile production
audiences. andAbout
one a Did
yearnotwilldrawdo
" The title tells the whole story." — Af. P. News.
CALL OF THE SOUL, THE (FOX) BROCKWELL) (JAN. 19) JAN. 18
FIVE°r
THOUSAND
AN HOUR
(METRO)
HALE HAMILTON
(NOV.
5)
DEC. 7
Wronged Girl ' story with few moments that appeal." — Af. P. News.
CAPTAIN'S CAPTAIN, THE (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE (JAN. 6). JAN. 4
" You
know the ending all the time; subtitles hold back action." — Af. P.
N
ews.
" Popular Alice Joyce in an average story." — M. P. News.
CAUGHT IN THE ACT (FOX) HYLAND (DEC. S)
DEC. 28
Exhibitor Comment—" Just a fair picture to average business." " Just
" Rather spare plot and not well treated." — Af. P. News.
a good —program
picture."
Consensus
" Fair(FOX)
pictureWILLIAM
with averaoeFARNUM
drawing powers."
CAVELL CASE, THE (SELECT) JULIA ARTHUR (NOV. 24)...
FOR FREEDOM
(DEC. 29) JAN. 11
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Very
Good."
"
Poor
business
as
'
flu
'
ban
(Six
Parts)
interfered."
"
Picture
looks
like
good
stories
were
scarce."
—
M.
CODE OF THE YUKON (SELECT) LEWIS (DEC. 23) DEC. 21
FUSS AND FEATHERS (PARAMOUNT) BENNETTP. News.
(DEC. 1) DEC. 14
„
(Six Parts)
"
A
clean
offering
that
should
cppenl
to
all."
—
M.
P.
Neivs.
Outdoor scenery loves this. Plot built on revenge." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Average business." "Very mediocre to poor
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased average." " Santschi holds this up. A
business." " Only fair." Fair production. Got by, but can't brag
good drama, not scenic."
about it." " Average picture. Star well liked. Held up fairly well."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture with average drawing powers."
Consensus — " Fair picture with fair drawing powers."
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GIRL OF MY DREAMS (ROB.-COLE) RHODES (DEC IS) DEC. 14
KAISER'S FINISH, THE (WARNERS-ST.
(Seven Parts) RGTS) (NOV. 17).. OCT. 26
(Six Parts)
" Billie Rhodes registers to adva<-'.are." — M. P. News.
"Intelligently
produced
'Kaiser'
subject with a new twist." — M.P.
N ews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great. Patrons pleased. Billie Rhodes scored
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent production." " Big business." " Big
GODDESS
big." OF LOST LAKE, THE (HOD) GLAUM (OCT. 14). SEPT. 19
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing powers."
"
A
clftn
attraction
that
should
hav?
a
ivtde
appeal."
—
M.
P.
News.
KEY business."
TO POWER, THE (EDUCATIONAL) (DEC. 22)
DEC. 14
GOLD CURE, THE (METRO) DANA (JAN. 13)
JAN. 18
(Six Parts)
" Star's
P. News.cleverness and much foolishness makes continued laugh." — M.
" Human touches make this interesting." — il. P. News.
KING OF DIAMONDS, THE (VITAGRAPH) MOREY (OCT. 14). NOV. 2
GOOD-BYE BILL (PARAM'NT) MASON-TRUEX (DEC. 15) DEC. 21
" Laugh at the Kaiser's expense; film padded some." — M. P. News.
" A strong feature of great dramatic intensity." — SI. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very ' poor.' picture to poor business." " Worst
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair." " Average business." " Average
picture." " Good picture. The best one that Vitagraph has turned
ever. Patrons kicked about this one. Dodge it if you can."
Consensus — " Ordinary picture with fair drawing powers."
out in months."
GREATEST THING IN LIFE (ARTCRAFT) L. GISH (DEC. 8). JAN. 8
Consensus
— " Good picture with average drawing powers."
KISS OR KILL (UNIVERSAL SPEC.) RAWLINSON (NOV.18).OCT. 19
" Griffith strikes human note again — characters all real." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A remarkably good feature. One of Griffith's
" Thrills
News. abound in this ' crook ' play intelligently produced." — M. P.
very best. Wonderful war scenes." " Extra big business for seven
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture. Priscilla Dean has pinned her
days." " Well liked by all. Play it if you can." " Bad weather,
poor business."
.
hair back and we now put our official ' O. K.' on her as a star."
Consensus — " Excellent production with tremendous drawing powers."
" Very good. Pricilla Dean is a comer. In fact, she is here."
" Extra big business two days."
GREAT VICTORY, THE (SCREEN CLASSICS) (JAN. 6)
JAN. 4
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing powers."
" Fact and fiction combined in a war history." — M. P. News.
LADY'S NAME, A (SELECT) C. TALMADGE (DEC. 9)
DEC. 28
GROUCH, THE (WORLD) MONTAGU LOVE (NOV. 25) NOV. 16
" Polite comedy of this popular star's type." — M. P. News.
" Average
News. entertainment with good stars and adequate settings." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased big."
LAFAYETTE, WE COME (AFFILIATED) E. K. LINCOLN .. NOV. 23
Exhibitor ture.
Comment
— " unusual
Wonderfulplot.
scenicExcellent
effects."photography
" Good program
picStrong and
and good
(Six Parts)
sets. Drew very well for week before Christmas."
" Perret production will no doubt have universal appeal." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This with ' Mirandy Smiles ' did not draw them.
Consensus
— " Good
with aood drawing
powers."(NOV. 17). NOV. 2
GYPSY
TRAIL,
THE picture
(PARAMOUNT)
WASHBURN
War
stuff is dead.
Picture fair."
" Fair thepicture,
but attendance
disappointing.
Presume
publicdirection
is tired and
of cast
war
" will please but the star is somewhat lost." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture." " Very good." " ' Gypsy Trail '
Consensus
" Good WESTERN
picture with STARS,
fair drawing
was played in stock in the city and was unsatisfactory as a play."
LIGHT
OF— THE
THE power."
(UNITED) DUSTIN
" Only fair." " Believe title hurt business."
subjects."
FARNUM
(JAN. S)
OCT. 26
Consensus
—
"
Satisfactory
picture
with
good
drawing
power."
HEART OF RACHAEL, THE (HOD) BARRISCALE (OCT. 14). OCT. 12
"
Works
up
well
in
rugged
outdoor
atmosphere."
—
M.
P.
News.
LITTLE MISS GROWN-UP (GENERAL) JOY (NOV. 18).... OCT. 19
" Good
News. story based on popular book and star makes it excellent." — M. P.
"Picture
P. News.is not up to star's past performances. Story handicaps." — M. ..
Exhibitor Comment — " A ioo per cent production. Box office as well
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Nice(PARAMOUNT)
kid. Average business."
as
patrons."
HOOVER
CLARK (DEC. 29). JAN. 4
HEART OF WETONA, THE (SELECT) N. TALMADGE (JAN. 5) JAN. 4 LITTLE MISS
" Miss Clark's charm in a pleasing setting." — M. P. News.
" The best Norma Talmadge yet." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Extra
big
business."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
-"
Star
well
liked,
but
play only mildly interestHELL CAT, THE (GOLDWYN)(Six FARRAR
(DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
ing." "Poor business." " Not much." " Only fair. When will
Parts)
they give Marguerite Clark a decent story? " " Opened extra big, then
" Melodrama showing skillful treatment in every scene." — M. P. News.
to average— "and
big on seventh
day." powers."
Consensus
Fairclosed
picture
good drawing
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. In fact better than any of her
LITTLE
ORPHANT
ANNIEwith(PIONEER)
COLEEN MOORE (DEC.
previous attempts. ' Flu ' kept attendance down." " Very Good."
22) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
" More like this and Farrar will head the list. It has a story. Busi" TheyIN don't
make them
more touchino
than this (JAN.
one." —13)
M. P. JAN.
News. 11
ness capacity." " Big business four days."
LOVE
A
HURRY
(WORLD)
BLACKWELL
Good picture
with good
drawing
powers."
HERConsensus
GREAT— "CHANCE
(SELECT)
ALICE
BRADY
(NOV. 17).. NOV. 2
"Nice
romance
against
background
of
sane
spy
drama."
—
M.
P.
News. 21
LOVE NET, THE (WORLD) MADGE EVANS (DEC. 30)... DEC.
" Human characters put this over for a hit." — M. P. News.
" Star in story of childhood and second childhood." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big to average business three days." " Average
LOVE'S PAY-DAY (Triangle) MORRISON-THEBY (DEC. 1)..DEC. 7
business."
— " Good picture
with ALLISON
good drawing(DEC.
powers."
" Characters
fail to' win sympathy but production work is good." — M. P.
News.
HERConsensus
INSPIRATION
(METRO)
30)
JAN. 18
MAKE BELIEVE WIFE, THE (PARA) BURKE (NOV. 17).. NOV. 9
Allison WIFE
in average
romanticEMMY
drama."WEHLEN
— M. P. News.
HIS" May
BONDED
(METRO)
(NOV. 18). NOV. 23
" Fairiy good picture with steady action and good scenes." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business five days." " Just a pleasing
" Average dramatic offering that depends on plot." — M. P. News.
little picture. Billie Burke a well-liked star." " A very satisfactory
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent; pleased patrons in high-class downpicture." " Splendid picture." " Fair." " Very good. Right kind
town
house
three
days."
HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS (METRO) LYTELL (DEC. 9). DEC. 21
of stuff. — "Very
pleasing."picture with average drawing powers."
Consensus
Satisfactory
" Comedy near the end saves this picture." — M. P. News.
MAN OF BRONZE,
THE (WORLD) STONE (DEC. 9)
DEC. 21
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture. Pleased patrons. " We never
showed a picture that pleased more. A wonderful picture."
" Another Stone picture presenting appealing story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Average business." "Very good. Pleasing. BusiConsensus THE
— " Excellent
picture with BLACKWELL
strong drawing (DEC.
powers."2)... NOV. 30
HITTING
TRAIL (WORLD)
Consensus
— "byCHARITY,
Good
with (PATHE)
averaae drawing
nessOFhurt
' flu.'picture
" THE
" Melodrama
with
unusually
realistic
underworld
atmosphere."
—
M.
P.
News.
MANTLE
FISHERpowers."
(NOV. 17). OCT. 12
Exhibitor Comment — " An average program picture."
"
A
good
clean
farce
that
should
please
everyone."
—
M.
P. News.
HOARDED ASSETS (VITA.) MOREY-BLYTHE (DEC. 23)... DEC. 28
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture." " Very fine picture to big busin
e
s
.
"
"
Very
good
comedy
drama.
Done
good
business
for three
" Morey will please in this one; diversified story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Such pictures would put industry out of busidays during epidemic." " Poor business for comedies here."
ness
in
a
short
time."
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture
with
aood
drawing
powers."
HOPE CHEST, THE (PARAMOUNT) D. GISH (DEC. 29) JAN. 4 MAN WHO WOULDN'T TELL (VITA) WILLIAMS (DEC. 9) DEC. 14
" A human
story that
will please." SALISBURY
— M. P. News. (NOV. 18) .OCT. 26
" Here's a spy subject that should deliver goods." — M. P. S7ews.
HUGON,
THE little
MIGHTY
(BLUEBIRD)
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing picture." " Pleased immensely."
" Extra big business." " People tired of war pictures." " Very good.
" Will give splendid satisfaction with star in sympathetic role in Northwest story." — M. P. News.
Big business." " Poor business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Business fair." " Poor business."
Consensus
Fine picture with good drawing
MARRIAGE — "(SHERRY-GENERAL)
CALVERTpowers."
(NOV. 18)... NOV. 16
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture with fair drawing powers."
I'LL SAY SO (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (DEC. 22)
NOV. 16
" ANtews.
good clean picture that holds the interest and entertains." — M. P.
" Walsh
fans
will
like
it
but
it
contains
no
other
appealing
elements.
—
M. P. News.
MARRIAGES ARE MADE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND (OCT. 13). OCT. 26
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Average
business."
"
Big
business."
"
Cleaned
" A good thrill in a ' Spy ' melodrama of average value." — M. P. News.
m>. Broke our house records."
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture." " Poor picture to poor
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture
with
strong
drawing
powers."
business." " Fair picture. Star has little drawing power." " Not
INFATUATION (PATHE) GABY DESLYS (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
Consensus
— " Fair picture with average drawing penvers."
much force."
" Has good possibilities in Gaby's name." — M. P. News.
MIDNIGHT
STAGE,
(PATHE)in 'dual
KEENAN
"
Powerful
Western THE
with Keenan
role." — (JAN.
M. P. 12)
News. JAN. 11
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Very
fine.
Delightful."
IN THE HOLLOW OF HER HAND
(SELECT) BRADY (DEC.
O' THE BEANSTALK (PATHE) OSBORNE (DEC.l). NOV. 23
29)
JAN. 11 MILADY
" Diando's little
star wanders
througji five MARTIN
reels of ' film.'
" — M.25) P.. . .NOV.
News. 9
MIRANDY
SMILES
(PARAMOUNT)
(NOV.
" All things
to make thisSTARKE
Brady triumph."
M. P. News. DEC. 21
IRISH
EYES unite
(TRIANGLE)
(DEC. —15)
"
Star
upholds
tradition
by
making
another
good
one."
—
M.
P.
News.
" OpinionTOmayFORGET
vary in (FOX)
reoard toNESBIT
this as (DEC.
entertainment."
— M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Highly entertaining Good." " Average busiI WANT
15)
JAN. 4
ness." "Just fair. Big business." "Entertaining picture. Clean.
" Second Nesbit vehicle is ordinary spv melodrama." — M. P. News.
Nice picture. Average business." " Average business." " Big busiJANE GOES A:WOOING (PARAMOUNT). MARTIN (JAN. 5). JAN. 18
ness
three
" CareSYLVIA
given in(WORLD)
producing BARBARA
it but storyCASTLETON
is not unusual."
— M. 18).
P. OCT.
News. 19
Consensus
— "days."
Good (VITAGRAPH)
picture with goodGRIFFITH
drawing Powers."
JUST
(NOV.
MISS
AMBITION
(NOV. 25)... NOV. 30
" A comedy drama that sums up as average." — M. P. News.
" Lacks heart appeal although plot action is steady." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture only fair. Average business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Average business."
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MY COUSIN (ARTCRAFT) ENRICO CARUSO (NOV. 17).... DEC. 7 ROAD TO FRANCE, THE (WORLD) BLACKWELL (Oct. 14). OCT. 12
(Seven Parts)
" Caruso is an instant success and the story is good." — Af. P. News.
" Absurd melodrama but title should draw the crowds in." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Utterly impossible." " No drawing power at
Exhibitor Comment — " Other than patriotic sentiment this picture has
all. Very good picture." " Star not acceptable as motion picture
not
to recommend."
An ordinary
actor
public."may " be
Booked
week,York
tookbutit not
off after
run weak
four
goodmuch
shipbuilding
scenes. " Would
have melodrama
been betterwithin some
five extra
reels.
days. toCaruso
good for
for aNew
for such
Business
so-so."
"
Great,
went
over
big,
first
show
after
'
Flu
'
ban
stories."
"Awful
picture.
Very
good
business."
"Advertised
heavy but simply could not get them in. Pulled it off second day.
was lifted." " Lacks interest, no story, ordinary. Patrons displeased."
Consensus — " Just a fair picture with good drawing power in some secAwful."
" Disappointed."
" Picture fair. Business terrible."
" Glad he is only making one more." " Poor business." " Took it
ROMANCE OF TARZAN, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) ELMO LINoff second day. Another case of stage success, screen fliver." " AverCOLN (OCT. 13)
NOV. 2
age business seven davs."
" Loads
of action and thrills make this fitting sequel to ' Tarzan of the
Consensus — Ordinary picture with just fair drawing powers."
Apes.'
MYSTERY GIRL, THE (PARAMOUNT) CLAYTON (DEC. 27). DEC. 7
tions." " — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business seven days." " Fair picture.
" One for the imagination with lots of real entertainment." — M. P. News.
Did not go as well as 'Tarzan.'"
"'Flu' killed business." " Big
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to average business." " Poor busibusiness." " Big first three days, average three and finished big."
nes ." Very
"
good. Big business." " Hard to understand. Star
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
production
with
bio drawing
good. Badly put together. O. K. after one and a half reels."
ROPED (UNIVERSAL SPECIAL)
CAREY
(JAN. powers."
18)
JAN. 4
(Six Parts)
Consensus — " Good picture with good drawing powers."
NARROW PATH, THE (PATHE) FANNIE WARD (DEC. IS).. DEC. 7
" Star shouldCLIMBS
please everybody
in this production."
M. P. News.
ROSEMARY
THE HEIGHTS
(PATHE) — MINTER
(OCT.
" One
News. of the ' wronged girls' kind wtth no appeal to emotions." — Af. P.
,13)
OCT. 26
NATURE GIRL, THE (BLUEBIRD) MESERAU (JAN. 6) JAN. 4
" News.
Good dramatic story which should give splendid satisfaction." — Af. P.
"
Above
the
average
—
exteriors
delight
to
the
eye."
—
Af.
P.
News.
ONCE TO EVERY MAN (FROHMAN) SHERRILL (DEC. 29). DEC. 21
Exhibitor
Comment ' —Flu" Fine
picture" Give
to bigus business."
" Fine
(Six Parts)
Poor business.
' scare."
lots more like
this. picture.
It is
" Starts and ends in fight with many punches between." — Af. P. News.
a
genuine
treat."
Consensus
—
"
Fine
picture
with
good
drawing
power."
ONE WOMAN, THE (SELECT)
NOV. J9 RULING PASSIONS (SCHOMER-ST. RGT.) DEAN (NOV. 17). OCT. 12
(Six ("NOV.
Parts) 16)
" Touching
"Production excellent; entertainment depends on politics." — M. P. News.
P. News. moments and excellent handling make this a winner." — Af.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Excellent cast. The theme of
SEA
WAIF, THE (WORLD) LOUISE HUFF (DEC. 30) DEC. 28
the story
ness seven' Free
days."Love ' will kill it for some exhibitors." " Big busi" Love
made sustaining
by skillful
handling."
— Af.16)
P. News.
SET
FREEstory(BLUEBIRD)
EDITH
ROBERTS
(DEC.
NOV. 16
Consensus
— " (SCR.
ExcellentCLA.Production
good drawing(OCT.
powers."
PALS
FIRST
-METRO) with
LOCKWOOD
13).. OCT. 5
" Light romantic drama with lots of entertainment." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment— " Average business." "Average."
" Best
Af. P.Lockwood
News. offering in a long time. Everybody will like it." —
Consensus — " Fair picture with average drawing powers."
SHE DEVIL, THE (FOX) THEDA BARA (DEC. 1)
NOV. 9
Exhibitor Comment — " A real knockout, biggest business we ever had and
(Six Parts)
a classy picture." " One of the very best." " Very good. Will
repeat."
"
Playec
two-day
return
to
big
business."
A
very
good
"
This
story
is
not
suited
to
Bara's
style."
—
Af.
P.
News.
picture, well liked. Did not draw. People will not stand for dead
Exhibitor Comment — " Poorest Theda Bara picture yet." " Rotten
stars." " Fine picture, deserves a big crowd." " Average business."
direction made Bara silly. More like this and Bara will be dead."
" Fine picture. Big business." " Wonderful. A great picture."
Consensus — " Fair picture with good drawing powers."
Consensus — " Most excellent production wtth wonderful drawing power."
SHE
HIRED A HUSBAND (BLUEBIRD) DEAN (DEC. 2).. NOV. 16
PERFECT LADY, A (GOLDWYN) KENNEDY (DEC. 8) DEC. 14
News. is not up to star's mark but should please generally." — Af. P.
"
Subject
" Star blends the tear and the smile delightfully." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor
Commentbut— "star
Big rather
businessmis-cast.
solid week."
SHOULDER ARMS (FIRST NATIONAL)
made picture,
Madge" Excellent."
does not look" Well
like
(Three Reels) CHAPLIN (OCT. 20). NOV. 2
a burlesque queen." " A delightful story. Give us more like this."
News.
Chaplin
plus
a
timely
subject.
What more can you oskf " — Af. P.
" Extra big business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture with fine drawing powers."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Extra
big
business
seven days." " Extra big
PERFECT 36, A (GOLDWYN) MABEL NORMAND (NOV. 17)..
business for one week." " Extra big business." " Extra big."
Exhibitor Comment — " Censors spoiled this for Pennsylvania." " Aver" Extra big business." " Record business." " Extra big business
age business." " Extra big to big business seven straight days."
two toweeks."
yet." Business
" Not hisalways
best.poor
Great
drawing
card.
Got
hand it" toBest
Charlie.
before
Christmas,
" Fair. Story weak." " Just the kind of a picture they want to see
Mabel Normand in. Went over big to extra big business." " Big
but big with this." " Third run to capacity. Enough said."
business; played with ' Shoulder Arms.' " " The poorest picture we
Consensus — " Great picture with tremendous drawing powers."
ever screened.
SILENT RIDER, THE (TRIANGLE) STEWART (DEC. 1)..DEC. 14
could
do without."Took it off the first day." " One Goldwyn star we
Roy Stewart returns and scores again." — Af. P. News.
Consensus — " Fair picture with good drawing powers."
POOR RICH MAN (METRO) BUSHMAN-BAYNE (DEC. 28) . .JAN. 4 SILVER KING, THE (PARA-ARTC.) FAVERSHAM (JAN. 12). JAN. 18
"Melodrama that offers much chance for criticism." — Af. P. News.
" Two stars inTHE
a rather
sluggish comedy-drama."
— Af. (OCT.
P. News.
PRETENDER,
(TRIANGLE)
WM. DESMOND
13). OCT. 26
SPENDER. THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL (JAN. 6)
JAN. 4
"
Star
registers
good
tn
clean
Western
picture."
—
Af.
P.
News.
" Excellent LIFE
comedy(TOURNEUR-ARTCRAFT)
backed by wholesome philosophy."— 1)
Af. P. SEPT.
News. 28
PRIVATE PEAT (ARTCRAFT) HAROLD R. PEAT (OCT. 13). OCT. 26 SPORTING
(DEC.
(Seven Parts)
" Faithful
News. treatment of a famous book should put this over." — Af. P.
" A powerful film classic with all tense dramatic elements." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Out of the ordinary." " Bad busiExhibitor —Comment
— " Verypicture
satisfactory."
Poor business."
" Good."
ness. People care nothing for war pictures now." " Pleased but
Consensus
withDEXTER
good "drawing
powers."
SQUAW
MAN," Satisfactory
THE (ARTCRAFT)
(DEC.
IS)
NOV. 16
patrons were a little disappointed." " Patrons walked out on this."
(Six Parts)
" Poor. Public doesn't seem to want war pictures after the war.
Poor business seven days." " Peat scores here, but business wasn't
" This should please and also draw very well." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great. Extra big business." " Positively one
big.
before War
Christmas."
"Only
fair. Director only
fair. Why?
Peat notJustso good.
pictures not
in demand."
of the best all-round pictures we have ever played."
Consensus WOMAN,
— " Excellent
with strong drawing
Consensus
—
"
Good
production
with
good
drawing
powers."
PRODIGAL WIFE (SCREENCRAFT) BOLAND (DEC. 22).. DEC. 14 STRANGE
THEproduction
(FOX) BROCKWELL
(DEC.powers."
8)... OCT. 12
(Six Parts)
(Six Parts)
"
Sex
play
considered
remarkable
by
interviewer."
—
Af.
P.
News.
" A lengthy discussion on Free Love versus Marriage." — Af. P. News.
QUICKSAND (PARAMOUNT) DORO. DALTON (DEC. 22).. DEC. 28
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good production and entertainment."
" Gladys Brockwell's best since ' The Devil's Wheel.' Pleased all
" Reviewer thinks picture was wrecked at the start." — Af. P. News.
patrons." " No pulling power, but best Brockwell picture for many
Exhibitor
Comment—"
Fair
picture."
"
Fairly
good
dramatic
story.
Held its interest and apparently satisfied."
months." " The best thing Brockwell has ever done. Big business."
Consensus —TRAIL,
" Average
average drawing
" Great. Packed them. Star is wonderful in this. Everybody liked it."
RAINBOW
THEpicture
(FOX) with
WILLIAM
FARNUMpower."
(OCT.13).OCT. 5
ConsensusBEANS
— " Fine(PARAMOUNT)
production with RAY
good drawing
powers."
(Six Parts)
STRING
(DEC. 22)
DEC. 21
"
Ray
fans
will
welcome
this
interesting
one."
—
Af.
P. News.
" Farnum
scores
again
in
Zane
Grey
sequel
to
'
Riders
of
the
Purple
Sage.' " — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Ray in just the sort of role that suits him.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture, to great business." '* Not as good
Certainly pleased." " Fair. Story light. Direction saved it."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
with good drawing
powers."
as 'Purple Sage.' Over 1,000 feet of repeat scenes from 'Riders of
SUCH
A LITTLE
PIRATE picture
(PARAMOUNT)
LEE (OCT.
13).. OCT. 19
the Purple Sage.' Advertising issued is very misleading. Farnum
" Story on old theme not suited for star." — Af. P. News.
saves it." " Here is a real star in a real production." " Average
Exhibitor Comment — " Awful stuff. Never get Lila Lee over with such
business."
Wonderful
Bookdone
it if
have tobut borrow
money." "_ Well
liked. picture.
Would have
moreyoubusiness
' flu '
bad ones." " Only fair picture, average business." " Nice picture
hurt." "Fine. Drew big." "Good story. Well done. Business
but terrible business. No drawing power to it."
fair.
Star
holds
his
own."
"
Fine.
Capacity
for
three
days."
"
Fine
Consensus
fair as(METRO)
a picture WEHLEN
with fair drawing
SYLVIA ON— "Just
A SPREE
(DEC. powers."
16) DEC. 28
picture. Needs these repeat scenes."
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
production
with
"
She
glimpses
a
'fast'
life
that
is
extravagant,
anyway."
— Af. P. News.
strong
drawing
powers."
RECKONING DAY, THE (TRIANGLE) BENNETT (NOV. 17). NOV. 2
Exhibitor nesComment
—
"
Just
an
average
picture.
Pleasing.
Big busi." "Like all Metros. Pleased."
Snappy
News. action to this tale of those familiar German spies." — Af. P.
Consensus
—
"
Fine
picture
with
good
drawing
powers."
TELL IT TO THE MARINES (FOX) LEES (NOV. 17)
NOV. 23
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
News.
ROAD THROUGH THE DARK (SELECT) YOUNG (NOV. 25) DEC. 21
"
If
your
patrons
like
the
Lee
Kids
this
one
will
please
them."
—
Af. P.
Moral question raised in story that looks worthy." — M. P. News.
E* nibitor Comment — " Big business." " Very good. Big business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Good for kids only." " A few children laughed.
Fairly good. Would have been better without war stuff." " Average
Lee kids do very little in this picture." " Extra big business." " Clever
business."
Consensus — ■" Fair picture with average drawing powers."
Consensus — " Good production with strong drawing powers."
picture."
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PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
TEMPLE OF DUSK, THE (MUTUAL) HAYAKAWA (OCT. 13). OCT. 5
" Plot
Mews.is good. Picture is emotional but rather gruesome." — M< P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, average business." " Everyone
pleased." " One of his best. Splendid direction. Good locations.
Very pleasing." "Good, very Rood. The Jap does excellent work
in this picture." " Well liked. Would draw if conditions were right."
Consensus
— " MILDRED
Good pictureVANE
with satisfactory
drawing power."
TESTING OF
(.METRO) ALLISON
(Dec. 2) DEC. 14
" A well built typical movie." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Coaiment — " Best Allison has done." " Pleased. Big
business."
ConsensusA —WEEK
" Good (GOLDWYN)
picture with good
powers."
THIRTY
TOMdrawing
MOORE
(NOV. 17).. OCT. 26
" This
News clean, wholesome entertainment should please everybody." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Tom is a comer all right. Good picture, satisfied all and did fine business for a new star." " Broke record. Seven
days." " Very fine. Pleased all." " Tom Moore getting better all
the time. Business held up big on one of worst days of the year."
" A clean, classy picture, to extra big business."
Very pleasing.
Big business."
Average business."
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
production
with
big
drawing
powers/*
THREE X GORDON (HODKINSON) KERRIGAN (NOV. 17).. NOV. 9
" Comedy
appeal." —and
M. action
P. News.in clean picture which should have a universal
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Big VIOLET
business." MERSEREAU (OCT. 14). OCT. 19
TOGETHER (BLUEBIRD)
" A pleasing heart interest drama with star in dual role. — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — ■" Average business." " Very good."
C*nsensut —OF" Good
picture,
with good drawing
powers."(DEC. 2).. NOV. 16
TONGUES
FLAME
(BLUEBIRD)
WALCAMP
" Interesting
story and heart appeal should help put this over." — M. P.
News.
TOO FAT TO FIGHT (GOLDWYN) McINTYRE (DEC. 15).. DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Nobody loves a fat man but they'll vote for this one." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
" Onlydead."
fair. Mclntyre not as good as ' Traveling
War — stuff
TOO Salesman.'
MANY MILLIONS
(PARAMOUNT) REID (DEC. 8) NOV. 16
" Too much talking and posing in this picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Good picture. Average
business." " Good." " Average business." " Opened extra big and
closed extr* big with big business during five intervening days."
" Fair (HODKINSON)
picture xvith average
drawing powers."
TWOConsensus
GUN —BETTY
BARRISCALE
(DEC. 16). DEC. 14
" Bessie FOUR
Barriscale
pleases(WORLD)
in a ' Different
' role." — M. (NOV.
P. News.
UNDER
FLAGS
GOVERNMENT
17) NOV. 30
(Seven Parts)
" Improvement over previous Government pictures." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Wonderful picture. Extra big business seven
days."
picturebutthattheevery
theatre
" Bestall ofof theit.
three U. " S.A films,
weeklies
haveshould
shown play."
practically
Business fair, but one of these is enough."
Consensus
Powerful production
extra big drawing
powers."
UNDER
THE— " GREENWOOD
TREEwith(ARTCRAFT)
FERGUSON
(DEC. 1)
<
NOV. 16.
" This
News.one does not come up to the talents of Miss Ferguson." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good strong picture. Extra big business."
" Poor business three days." Poor business." " Average business
three days."
Consensus
Good (ARTCRAFT)
picture with average
UNDER THE— " TOP
FRED drawing
STONE powers."
(JAN. 12)... JAN. 18
" Star's nev> Artcraft stands up better than his first." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— " Fair Apicture.
Average
business."
VAGABOND
OF FRANCE,
(PATHE)
KRAUSS
(JAN. 26).. JAN. 18
(Four Parts)
"French-mt.de
picture
shows
padding.
Titles
need
improving."
— M.P.News.
VANITY POOL, THE (UNIVERSAL) MAC LAREN (DEC.
2). NOV. 9
(Six Parts)
" Scandals
News. and intrigues. Will go different in various sections." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture to big business." " Big business."
" Good production
with strong
drawing powers."
VIRTUOUS
WIVES (FIRST
NATIONAL)
STEWART (JAN. 5).JAN. 11
" Lavish productitn marks star's return to screen." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
— " Extra
big businessGLORIA
seven days."
WANTED,
A BROTHER
(GENERAL)
JOY (NOV. 17) . NOV. 2
" This
is
the
best
of
the
series
in
which
this
little star appears." — M. P.
News.
WAY OF A MAN WITH A MAID, THE (PARA) WASHBURN
(DEC. 29)
JAN. 11
" Good example of the ' better story ' we hear about." — it. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Only (WORLD)
fair."
WHAT
LOVE
FORGIVES
CASTLETON (JAN. 6). JAN. 4
"
Interesting
with
oood
comedv
but not well balanced."
— M.P.News.
WHEN A MAN RIDES ALONE titles(AMERICAN)
RUSSELL
(JAN.
19)
JAN. 11
" RapidDO action
Western(PARAMOUNT)
is William Russell's
latest." —(OCT.
M. P. 13).
News.
WHEN
WE EAT?
BENNETT
NOV. 9
" A pleasing little picture that is clean." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business for two days." " Very weak.
Skip this one." " Average business." " Fine little picture. Star
is ' there.' People came out." " Poor." " Not often with this class
of offering."
Enid Bennett deserves better stories than this."
" Bad weather. Average business."
Consensus
—
"
Ordinary
ordinary
WHY I WOULD NOT picture
MARRY with(FOX)
NOV.drawing
24powers." DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Very
— M. entertaining
P. News. and not so spicy as title would lead you to think."
Exhibitor
Comment — " (TRIANGLE)
Great title. Good
picture." (DEC. 29) . .JAN. 11
WIFE OR COUNTRY
MESTAYER
" A good
idea, but
ordinaryDORIS
picture."KENYON
— M. P. News.
WILD
HONEY
(DE anLUXE)
(DEC. 22).. .DEC. 21
(Six Parts)
" A different sort of Western with a striking star." — M. P. News.
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the

Picture

News

Pictures

PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
WIVES AND OTHER WIVES (AM.) MINTER (DEC. IS)... DEC. 14
" One of the star's best yet.' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Fine business. Weather
ConsensusOF— " KULTUR
Fine picture(PATHE)
with very good BAIRD
drawing (OCT.
powers."13).. OCT. 26
WOLVES
(Two-Reel LEAH
Episodes)
— M. two
P. News.
" First
episodes show sensationalism both physical and mental."
WOMAN (TOURNEUR) STATE
NOV. 23
(SevenRIGHTS
Parts) (NOV. 3)
"
d.
ba
" Surely artistic, but may be over their heads." — If. P. News.
Exhibitor WHO
Comment
— " Very
well liked
by patrons."
WOMAN
GAVE,
THE artistic
(FOX) and
NESBIT
(NOV.
17) NOV.
" on
Wildly
melodramatic
with
producers
undoubtedly
placing their faith
the star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
wild tLe
' meller,'
that the public
best picture
M iss Nesbit
has —had." A Got
businessbutandat satisfied
so no
kick coming. Photography and settings fine." " She has big drawing power but the less said about her acting, the better."
Consensus — " Fair picture with strong drawing powers."
WOMEN'S WEAPONS (PARAMOUNT) CLAYTON (NOV. 25) NOV. 16
" Plot is sure to go over as it contains heart interest." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not much of a picture." " Very bad picture to
poor business." " Average business." " Very good." " Best business yet on Ethel Clayton." " Average picture." " Certainly brought
them out. Good picture. Big opposition."
Consensus
— " FairTHEpicture
with ordinary
drawing
powers."
YELLOW DOG,
(JEWEL)
BIG CAST
(OCT.
14)
SEPT. 28
(Six Parts)
" Pleasing
and amusing
a catchy title." — M.(NOV.
P. News.
YOUR
FIGHTING
NAVYwith(EDUCATIONAL)
25) SEPT. 21
"
Not
Dry.
Absorbs
your
interest
until
the
end."
—
P. News. DEC. 14
ZERO HOUR, THE (WORLD) ELVIDGE (DEC. M.
23)
" An involved offering dealing with fake clairvoyants." — M. P. News.
FLASHBACKS
Individual Opinions on Earlier Releases Received During
the Past Week
" The Hun Within " — " One of the best pictures I have ever run in my
Girl WhoMateCame
detective story."
*" The
The Eagles'
" — " Back
Good "• —for" Good
old picture."
"
Friend
Husband
"
—
"
Fair
but
people
don't
seem to take to this kind of
house."
"" Caprice
Law of "the
North
"
—
"
Good
picture".
Pleased
everyone. Scenery good."
— " Very good for re-issue."
"
Money
Mad
"
—
Didn't
take
and
mystery
feature
doesn't go as they
picture."
get" all
On they
the want."
Quiet " — •" Good picture. Pleased."
" Come On In " — " Didn't get the money but a good picture."
" The Cheat " — " Great picture. Third time run here."
" Marriage Ring " — " Average business."
" Peck's Bad Girl " (Goldwyn) — " Average."
" He Comes Up Smiling " — Fairbanks still ace high."
" Bravest Way " — " Too many Japs in the picture. Almost spoiled it."
" For Husbands Only "- — " Every time the title is used, run a line ' Every
woman should see it.' Big average business for seven days."
" Secret Garden " — " Very good."
" Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots "- — " Average business."
" Till I Come Back to You " — " Influenza masks on. Poor business seven
The Great Love " — " Three-day run. Average business."
" Bears and Bad Men "— " Extra big business."
" With Neatness and Dispatch " — " Good picture. Bushman's drawing
Mary Me? " — " An old picture to average business."
power
dead."
."is You
da""ysWill
Hearts
of the Wild " — " Star don't seem to take with my audience.
" ThegoodSourse
" — " A very good picture with a strong cast. Also good
Very
picture."
" The Man from Mexico." — " A clever comedy to big business."
" Panther Woman " — " Big business."
" Winning Grandma " (Pathe) — " Poor business."
story."
" The Aryan " (Triangle) — " Hart repeat that pleased and drew well."
" Truthful Tulliver " (Triangle) — " Re-issue starring Hart. Pleased.
Blue " (Fox) — "Fine production. Pleased even' one. Film O. K.
Big" True
business."
Advertising
and press matter good. Star Wm. Farnum."
" For the Freedom of the East " (Goldwyn) — " Very good. Big business."
" Winning Grandma " (Pathe) — Poor business."
" Wolf Lowry " (Triangle) — " Big business."
" Revelation
(Metro) — " Repeat to extra big business."
" The Talk of the Town " (jewel) — " Good picture but the best scenes
badly
cut
by
Penn.
" Tempered Steel "censors."
(First Nat.) — " Pleased. Average business."
" Safety Curtain " (Select) — " Big business. Good drawing card. Business best since" epidemic."
" Whirlpool
(Select) — " Pleased to big business."
"Just for Tonight " (Goldwvn) — " Tom Moore to extra big business."
" For Husbands Only " (Jewel)- — " Extra big business augmented by
' Shoulder
" WesternArms.'
Blood" " (Fox} — " Fair western."
" Scarlet Road " (Fox) — " Average business."
"Brave and Bold " (Fox) — "Big business; played it Saturday night."
" Raffles " — " Big business, pleased them all."
" Money Mad " (Goldwyn) — " Punk. Haven't had a good Goldwyn in
" Missing " (Paramount) — " Average picture."
" Less Than Kin " (Paramount) — Average picture. Pleased."
" Zeppelin's Last Raid " — " Not a drawing card."
Redemption
" — " Average business."
s." Woman
we"" ekSavage
" (Select) — " Average business second run."
" High Tide " (Triangle) — " Poor business."
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Bluebird Photoplays
16. She Hired a Husband (Priscilla
Dean)
23. The Sea Flower (Juanita Hansen) . .
30. The Cabaret Girl (Ruth Clifford) . . .
6. The Nature Girl (Mersereau)

5
5
5
5

Exhibitors' Mutual
Dec. IS. Martin
Johnson's " Cannibals of the
South
Dec. 22. The GirlSeas of"
My Dreams (Billie
Rhodes)
Dec. 29. And a Still, SmaU Voice (Walthall)
Jan. 5. All of a Sudden Norma (Barriscale)
an. 12. Life's
a Funny Proposition (Wm.
Desmond)
Jan. 19. Bonds of Honor (Sessue Hayakawa)

5
5
5
5
5
5

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Jan. 12. Under the Top (Stone-Artc.)
Jan. 12. The Silver King (Para.-Artc.-Spec.) .
Jan. 12. The Secret Garden (Lee-Para.)
Jan. 19. His Parisian Wife (Ferguson-Artc.) .
Jan. 19. The Dub (Reid-Para.)
Jan. 19. Here
Comes the Bride (J. BarrymorePara.)
Jan. 26. The Romance of Happy Valley (D.
W. Griffith-Artc.)
Jan. 28. Don't
Change Your Husband (De
Mille-Artc.)
Jan. 26. Venus in the East (Washburn-Para.)
SUCCESS SERIES (Reissues)
Jan. 5. The Traveling Salesman (Special) . . .
Jan. 12. The Sign of the Cross (Wm.
Farnum)
Jan. 19. Captain Courtesy (Dustin Farnum)..
Jan. 26. Dawn of a Tomorrow (Mary Pickford)
First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
Ambassador Gerard's " My Four Years in Germany."
" Italy's
Flaming Front " (Italian Official War
Pictures).
" Pershing's Crusaders."
"Shoulder
Arms"of Tarzan."
(Charlie Chaplin).
" The Romance
Nov.
25.
"
The
Panther
" (Petrova) 55
Jan. S. Virtuous Wives Woman
(Stewart)
Fox Film Corporation
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
Nov. 17. Fan Fan
Nov.24. Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves
TIMELY PICTURES
Nov. 24. Why I Would Not Marry?
Dec. 15. FOX
Every STANDARD
Mother's Son
PICTURES
Dec. 1. The She Devil (Theda Bara)
Dec. 15. I Want to Forget (Evelyn Nesbit)..
Dec. 29. For Freedom (Willam Farnum)
Jan. 12. The Light (Theda Bara)
Jan. 26. Woman ! Woman ! (Evelyn Nesbit) . .
Feb. 9. The Man Hunter (William Farnum)
Feb. PRODUCTIONS
23. The Siren's Song
(Theda Bara)
EXTRAORDINARY
Theda Bara in " Cleopatra."
William Farnum in '* Les Miserables."
Annette Kellerman
in " A PICTURES
Daughter of the Gods."
VICTORY
Dec. 8. The Strange Woman (Gladys Brockwell)
Dec. 22. I'll Say So (George Walsh)
Jan. 19.5. The
Treat Call
'Em ofRough
(Tom(Brockwell)
Mix) . . .
Jan.
the Soul
Feb. 2. Luck and Pluck (Geo. Walsh)
Feb.
Mix)
Mar. 16.2. Hell
The Roarin'
ForbiddenReform
Room (Tom
(Brockwell)..
Mar. 16. NeverEXCEL
Say QuitPICTURES
(George Walsh)
Dec. 1. Virginia Pearson in " Buchanan's
Wife"
Dec. 15. Caught in the Act (Peggy Hyland) .
Dec. 29. The
Danger Zone (Madlaine Traverse)
Jan. 26. The Girl with no Regrets (Peggy
Hyland)
Feb. 9. The Love Auction (Virginia Pearson)
Feb. 23. SmilesTHE(JaneGREAT
and Katherine
NINE Lee) . . .
Dec. 29. William Farnum in " Fighting Blood."
Jan. 5. Theda Bara in " The Serpent."
Jan. 12. " The Regeneration."
Jan. 19. William Farnum in " The Broken Law."
Jan. 26. Theda Bara in " Under Two Flags."
Feb. 9.
2. Valeska
"Infidelity"
Feb.
Suratt(Dr.
in "Rameau).
The Soul of Broadway."Bara in " The Darling of Paris."
Feb. 16. Theda
Feb. 23. William Farnum in " Hoodman Blind."

General Film Company
AUTHORS'
PHOTOPLAYS
Her Moment
(Anna Luther)
7 D
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 L
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D
Monster of Fate
DUPLEX FILMS, INC.
Shame (Zena Keefe)
7 D
COSMOFOTOFILM
Hypocrites (Elizabeth Risdon)
6 D
EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO. (Inc.)
Why— The OAKDALE
Bolsheviki
5 D
PRODUCTIONS
The Locked Heart (Gloria Joy)
5 D
No Children Wanted (Gloria Joy)
5 D
Miss Mischief-Maker (Gloria Joy)
5 D
The Midnight Burglar (Gloria Joy)
5 D
Little Miss Grown-Up (Gloria Joy)
5 D
Wanted, a Brother (Gloria Joy)
5 D
COSMOFOTOFILM, INC.
I Believe
6 D
AM. FEAT. FILM CORP.
Hearts ofMAXWELL
Love
6
D
PRODUCTIONS
The Married Virgin
7 D
Goldwvn Pictures Corp.
GOLD'WYN
SERIES
Dec. 1. The
Hell Cat STAR
(Geraldine
Farrar)..
Dec. 8. A Perfect Lady (Madge Kennedy). 5 C D
Dec. 15. Too Fat to Fight (by Rex Beach). 6
Dec. 22. The Racing Strain (Mae Marsh) . . 5
Dec. 29. Go West, Young Man (Tom Moore). 5
Jan. 12. Day Dreams (Madge Kennedy)
5
Jan. 26. Shadows (Geraldine Farrar)
6
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
For the Freedom of the East (Betzwood) . . . 7 D
Rex Beach's
Heart of the Sunset
Blue
Blood
67 DD
Honor's
Cross
7 D7
Social Ambition
The Manx-Man
7
For the Freedom of the World
7
BENNISON STAR SERIES
Dec. 22. Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison) 5
Jan. — . Sandy
Burke of the U-Bar-U (Louis 5
Bennison)
Jan. — . High Pockets (Louis Bennison).... 5
(Release dates of Capital Comedies, distributed by Ooldwyn, will be found under
Short Subjects.)
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
Nov. 25. Three X Gordon (J. Warren Kerrigan 5 C
Dec. 2. Goddess of Lost Lake (Louise
Glaum)
5 D
Dec. 16. Two-Gun Betty (Bessie Barriscale) . 5 C
Dec. 30. The Challenge Accepted (Zena
Keefe)
5 D
Jan. 6. The Drifhters (J. Warren Kerrigan). 5 D
Jan. 20. The Law That Divides (Kathleen
Clifford)
5 D
Jan. 27. Fighting Through (E. K. Lincoln). 6 D
Feb. 10. Come Again Smith (J. Warren Kerrigan) 5C
Feb. 16. Made in America — First episode
(Eight in all)
1..
Independent
Sales Corporation
FILM CLEARING
HOUSE
Her Mistake (Julius Steger).
Wanted for Murder (Harry Rapf).
Life's Greatest Problem (J. Stuart Blackton).
ARomance
Woman'sin the
Experience
Air (Crest(Bacon-Backer).
Pictures Corp.).
Littlest Scout (J. Stuart Blackton).
Jewel Productions, Inc.
The Price of a Good Time.
The Grand Passion.
The Doctor and the Woman.
The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin.
A Soul for Sale.
For Husbands Only.
Nov. 4. The Yellow Dog
6
Nov. 18. Borrowed Clothes (Mildred Harris) 6
Perfection Pictures
(GEORGE KLEINE SYSTEM)
Sept. — Conquered Hearts
—
Sept. — Behind the Lines in Italy
—
Aug. 26. Triple Trouble " (Chaplin)
—
Metro Pictures Corporation
Dec. 2. The
Testing of Mildred Vane (May S
Allison)
Dec. 9. Hitting the High Spots (Bert Lytell) 5

Dec. 16. Sylvia on a Spree (Emmy Wehlen) 5
Dec. 23. The Poor Rich Man (Bushman and
Bayne)
5
Dec. 30. Her Inspiration (May Allison) 5
Jan. 6. The Spender (Lytell)
5
Jan. 13. The Gold Cure (Dana)
5
Jan. 20. The Divorcee (Ethel Barrymore) . . . 5
Jan. 27. In For Thirty Days (Allison) 5
(SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS)
My man
Own United States (Arnold Daly), Froh- I
The Emerald
Million Dollar Dollies (Dolly Sisters), S
To Hell With the Kaiser (Lawrence Grant,
Olive Tell), Screen Classics, Inc
The Great Victory, Wilson or the Kaiser, The
Fall of the Hohenzollerns
NAZIMOVA'S PRODUCTIONS
Revelation (Nazimova)
7
Toys of Fate (Nazimova)
7
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
7
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Dec. 1. Milady
o' the Beanstalk (Baby Marie
Osborne-Diando)
5 C D
Dec. 1. Infatuation (Gaby Deslys) 6 D
Dec. 1. All the World to Nothing (Russell)
Dec. — Wives
and Other
Wives (Mary
Miles Minter)
American
Dec. — FairAmerican
Enough (Margarita Fisher)
Dec. — When
a Man
Rides Alone (William
Russell)
American
Dec. 15. The Narrow Path (Fannie WardAstra)
S D
Dec. 29. Dolly's
(Baby Marie5 C D
Osborne)Vacation
Diando
Jan. 12. The Midnight Stage (Frank Keenan).5 D
Jan. 26. A Vagabond of France (Henri
Krauss)
4 D
Feb. 9. Todd of the Times (Frank Keenan).5 D
Select Pictures
Dec. — A Brady).
Lady's Name (Constance Talmadge).
Dec. — Heart of Wetona (Norma Talmadge).
Dec. — In the Hollow of Her Hand (Alice
Dec. — Code of the Yukon (Mitchell Lewis).
Dec. — The Midnight Patrol (Special).
William L. Sherry Service
Aug. 11. Out of the Night
6
Aug. 18.
18. Marr
Inn of the Blue Moon
6
Nov.
iage
5
Triangle Distributing Corporation
(Subject to change without notice)
Jan. 26. Unto the End (Crane Wilbur)
5
Feb. 2. Restless Souls (Alma Rubens)
5
Feb. 9. Secret Marriage (MacLaren)
5
Feb. 16. Child of M'sieu (Marie Osborne).. 5
Feb. 23. Breezy Jim (Crane Wilbur)
5
United Picture Theatres
Jan. 5. TheFarnum)
Light of Western Stars (Dustin
Jan. 26. Adele (Kitty Gordon)
Universal Production*
Dec. 2. Vanity Pool (Mary MacLaren)
Dec. 16. Danger, Go Slow (Mae Murray)
Dec. 30. The Wildcat
of Paris (Friscilla Dean)
Vitagraph

5
5
6
6

Jan. 27. The Enchanted Barn (Bessie Love)..
Feb. 3. The Highest Trump (Earle Williams)
Feb.
Fortune's
Child (Harry
(Gladys T.Leslie)
Feb. 10.
17. Silent
Strength
Morey) . .
Keb. 24. The
and thece)
Mouse (Special —
AliceLion
Joy
War. 3. The Girl Question (Corinne Griffith)
Mar. 10. The
Wishing Ring Man (Bessie
Love)
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

World Pictures
6. What Love Forgives (Castleton) ....
6. Under Four Flags (Official U. S.) . .
13. The
Love Bluffer
in a Hurry
(Blackwell-Greeley)
20.
(Elvidge)
27. Heart of Gold (Louise Huff)
3. The Rough Neck (Montagu Love)..
10. Courage
Mandarin'sfor Gold
(Kitty Gordon)...
17.
Two (Blackwell)
24. The Moral Deadline (Elvidge)

5
5
55
5
5
55
5
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Motion

Picture

News

For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture
News
TALMADGE
William S.RE-ISSUES
Hart
M. S
Arrow Film Corporation
The Patriot.
The Deemster.
Raymond
L.
Ditmars'
"
The
Depths
of
the
Sea,"
in a series ofEpstin
four parts.
Captive God.
Eyes
of the World.
The Dawnmaker.
Raraona.
The Return ot Draw Egan.
Persuasive Peggy.
Export
and
Import
Film
Co.
Today.
The Devil's
Double.
Birth of Democracy.
Truthtul
Tulliver.
The Mad Lover.
Why the Bolsheviki?
The
Gunfighter.
The
The Square
Deal Man.
RightWoman's
Off the Law.
Bat.
Film Market, Inc.
The
The Struggle Everlasting.
WolfeDesert
Lowry.Man.
The Accidental Honeymoon.
(CORRA of BEACH
PICTURES"
What Becomes
the Children.
Million Dollar Mystery (Revised Edition).
The Good Bad Douglas
Man. Fairbanks
(M. H. HOFFMAN PRODUCTION)
The Finger of Justice.
Suspicion.
Reggie
In.
Flirting Mixes
with Fate.
(W. N. SELIG PRODUCTIONS)
Atlantic Distributing Corporation
The City of Purple Dreams.
The
Half
Breed.
Nine-tenths of the Law (Mitchell Lewis).. 6 reels
Manhattan Madness
Who Shall Take My Life?
American Aristocracy.
The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelen).7 reels
Beware of Strangers.
The Garden of Allah.
The Matrimaniac.
Bear State Film Company
The Spoilers (reissue).
The Americano. Frank Keenan
The Vigilantes.
(GATHEM FILM NOVELTIES)
The
Thoroughbred.
The Star-Spangled(Illustrates
Banner the song) . . . .500 ft.
Big Productions Film Corp.
VICTORIA FEATURE FILMS
Jim
Grimsby's
The
Sins
Ye Do.Boy.
Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean
The Sunset Princess (Marjorie Daws).
Bride of Hate.
(Illustrates the song) . . . .500 ft.
The Battle Cry of Freedom
The Drab.
Norma Talmadge
Christie Film Company
(Illustrates the song) . . . .500 ft.
One-Reel Comedy Issued Weekly
Children in the House.
Nov. 25.2. Two's
Company.
Going Straight.
Dec.
All Mixed
Up.
ns — One
Future
r«>
The Social
Devil's Secretary.
Needle.
"*"*»four»»«weeks,
Tw° every
Me }reel
eft
T^GirUL
subjects.B°eh?nd
two Productio
The
Dec.
9.
Johnny-Go-Get-'Em.
Dec. 16. Peggy Mixes In.
Fifty
Fifty.
(CAPT.
BESLEY
EXPEDITION)
Dec. 23. Pearls and a Peach.
The Amazon Jungle.
Dec. 30. Know Thy Wife.
Ivan Feature Productions
The Wonderland of Peru.
Jan. 6. Five Hundred or Bust.
One Law for Both (Rita Jolivet, Vmceo.
(CAPT. SCOTT ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION)
Serrano, Leah Baird, Pedro De CorThe
of Captain Scott.
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
AnimalUndying
Life inStOTy
the Antarctic.
doba, James Morrison)
7 reel*
Charlotte, in The Frozen Warning.
Babbling Tongues (Grace Valentine, James
(TOM BRET COMEDIES)
Morrison,
Arthur
Donaldson)
7
reel*
Spanuth's Original
Vod-a-Vil
Movies
(Released
His
Vinegar
Bath
(one
reel).
every two weeks)
Married in Name Only (Gretchen Hartman,
Twin Bed Rooms (one reel).
Milton
Sills,
Marie
Shotwell)
6
reel*
Why
Not
Marry
(one
reel).
Coronet Film Corporation
Sins of Ambition (Barbara Castle ton, WilIn Preparation — one every other week.
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
fred Lucas, Leah Baird, James MorAnimal World, No. 1 Issue.
rison) 7red*
Foursquare Pictures
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
Human
Clay
(Mollie King)
5 reel*
The Sin Woman Reine
(Irene Davies).
Fenwick, Clifford Bruce,
Birdland Studies.
Life
or
Honor
(Leah
Baird,
James
Horticultural Phenomena.
Morrison, Violet Palmer, Edward
The
Sinister
(Edgar(Jane
Lewis's
Mackey)
6500 ft
Her Bar
Fighting
Chance
Grey).production).
Cosmofotofilm Company
Madame Sherry (Gertrude McCoy).
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels
Jester
Comedies
The
Silent
Witness
(Gertrude
McCoy).
Liberty Hall
4 reels
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon).
July —— Oh
It's What
a Greata Day
Life (Twede
(Twede Dan)..
Dan).. 22 nam
part*
The Black Spot
4 reels
One Hour (Zena Keefe and Alan Hale).
Aug.
Victoria Cross
4 reels
A Trip Through China.
Oct. — Ain't It So? (Twede SDan)
2 part*
His Vindication
5 reels
e
n
g
Nov. — Camouflage (Twede Dan) 2 part*
The and).
Fringe of Society (Milton Sills, Ruth RolThe Hypocrites
6 reels
Dec. — He Wins (Twede Dan)
2 part*
The
Cast-Off
(Bessie
Barriscale).
Crest Pictures
Renowned Pictures Corporation
The
Submarine
Eye.
The Public Defender
6
Lust of the Ages
6 reels
Whither Thou Goest.
Naked Hands
S
Should She Obey?
The Grain of Dust...'.
6 reels
Mother Love and the Law
7 reel*
Men.
Doll Van Film Corp. (Chicago)
In Treason's Grasp
5
Should She Obey?
7 rseli
(In Mad
Illinois,
Frohman Amusement Corp.
Frank J
The
Lover.Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The Witching Hour tC. Aubrey Smith
Pablic Defender.
Jack Sherrill, Helen Arnold, Marie
Carmen o the Klondike.
Parentage
7 reeli
Shotwell and Robert Conness) 6 reels
The Grain o Dust.
Conquest
of Canaan
5 reels
Hearts of the World.
U.
S.
Exhibitors'
Booking
Corp
The Crucible of Life.
God's
Just a Woman (Charlotte Walker).
My OwnMan
United States (through Metro). 9 reels
Nine-tenths of the Law.
The
Crucible
of Life (Grace D'Armond)
The Belgian.
Men Cain,
(Charlotte
etc). Walker, Anna Lehr, Rober
Gaumont Co.
The Zeppelin's
The Hand of Vengeance
Those
Who Pay.Last Raid.
Those Who Pay (Bessie Barriscale).
Just a Woman.
The Grant).
Belgian (Walker Whiteside. Valentin.
General Enterprises, Inc.
Doo Lee Film Co., Inc., N. Y.
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) 6 parts
The Zeppelin's Last Raid.
The Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts
Ernest Shipman
State
The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)..6 parts
The Lady of the Dugout
6 part
The Woman Who Dared
7 acts
The
first
of
the Al Jennings Outlaw Stories
The Libertine
6 acts
Jesse J. Goldburg
The Crime of the Hour
6 part
Babbling Tongues
7 acts
SCRANTON PHOTOPLAY VORP.
Produced by United Films Corporation.
Married in Name Only
6 acts
May 6. Cheerful Liars.
Mother, I Need You
6. part
Her Bargain
6 acts
May 13. Fate and Fortune.
First
Release of the Lloyd Carleton Productions
May 20. Parson Pepp.
AHuman
Man's Clay
Law
55 acts
The
Isle
of
Intrigue
6 part
acts
May 27. The Ring and the Ringer.
Second Francis Ford Release.
One Law for Both
8 acts
RIALTO FILM CORPORATION
TheBv Coast
Guard
Patrol
7 part
Sins of Ambition
7 acts
Nell Shipman.
Apr. 15. My Husband's Friend.
ACleopatra
Slacker's Heart
75 acts
A
Nugget
in
the
Rough
5
acts
The Tiger of the Sea
6
D. W. Griffith
The Lonesome Trail
S acts
By Nell Shipman.
Hearts of the World.
Mothers of Libertv
6 acts
The
Haunted
House
2 pari
GAUMONT
Hiller & Wilk, Inc.
FirstMonthly
ReleaseFranchise.
of Edwin Frazee ComedifGaumount " Graphic " released everv Friday.
(Pictures handled in the Open Market)
Gaumont " Released
News " released
every Tuesday.
Jim's Folks
l
one a month.
" Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman."
BillFranchise.
Stinger Patriotic Poem Plays — Month)
June — Fabulous Fortune Fumblers 2 acts
" The Battle of Gettysburg."
The Wrath of the Gods."
Berlin Via. America
6 pi
July — Fred's Fictitious Foundling 2 acts
"" Woman."
Starring Francis Ford.
Aug. — Freda's Fighting Father
2 acts
The
Daughter
of
the
Don
"
The
Silent
Mystery
"
(Serial).
Sept. — Fatty's Fast Fliver
2 arts
HART, FAIRBANKS, KEENAN AND
(More Independent Releases on page 622)
Oct. — Freda's Frivilous Finance 2 acts

January

25,
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Burlingham Travel Pictures
Released by Sherry Service
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp.
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal).
The Pilatus Railway.
Allied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland.
Scrambles
HighLeman.
Alps.
The
Rivierain oftheLake
Lovely Lucerne.
The Gornergrat Railway.
Educational Film Corp. of Amer.
Robert C. Bruce Scenics Released in the Fall
and Winter of 1918-1919
1. The Tides of Yesterday.
2.3. 'Tis
Tough
Be Tender.
Tales of theto Tall
Timber.
4. A Wee Bit Odd.
5. The Wanderer and the Whoozitt.
6. The River Gray and the River Green.
7. The Restless Three.
8. Sundown.
9. Separate Trails.
10. Frozen Thrills.
11. The Lonesome Pup.
12. Scenic Succotash.
13. The Wolf of the Tetons.
14.
and Motion.
15. Nature
Horizon— Rest
Hunters.
16. The High Horse.
17. The Pale Pack Train.
18. Nature — Hot and Cold.
19. Men Met in the Mountains.
20. Before Breakfast.
Exhibitors'
Mutual
STRAND COMEDIES
29. They Did and They Didn't (Elinor 1
L Dec. Field)
Jan. 5. Accidental Heroes (Elinor Field) ... 1
Jan. 12. Some Mother (Elinor Field)
ROTHACKER OUTDOORS
Dec. 1. Peaks, Parks and Pines
1
Dec. 8. A Maori Romance
1
Dec. IS. Vacation Land
1
Dec. 29. High and Hungry
Jan. S. Teetotalers, Tea and Totem
Poles... 1
Jan. 12. Geesers and Geysers
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
PARAMOUNT FLAGG COMEDIES
Jan. 19. Impropaganda (Flagg's)
2 C
PARAMOUNT
BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
'■Jan. S. Training War Birds.
Jan. 12. Sugar Growing, West Indies.
Jan. 19. Perilous Occupations.
I Jan. 26. Passing of the Cannibal.
PARAMOUNT BURTON HOLMES
TRAVELOGUES
Jan. 5. In a Manila Wrapper.
I Jan. 12. Cane Fields of Calamba.
'Jan. 19. Celestial Contrasts.
, Jan. 26. Canning Scenery.
PARAMOUNT
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Jan. S. Camping Out (Arbuckle) 2 C
PARAMOUNT MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
Jan. 26.
12. Never
Cupid'sTooDayOldOff(Sennett)
(Sennett) 22 CC
I Jan.
Greiver Distributing Corp.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
One Reel Each
118. America Swim!
i 119. The Milky Way.
120. The Red Cross Cares for the Wounded.
121. On Foot with Our Army and Navy.
Fox Film Corporation
SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
; Dec. 29. The Son of a Hun
Jan. 12. Tom Mix in Hearts and Saddles 2
Jan. 26. Oh, What a Knight
2
Jan. 26. Tom Mix in A Roman Cowboy
22
: Feb. 9. Tom Mix in Six-Cylinder Love
Feb. 23.23. Tom
A Lady BeU-Hop's Secret
2
Feb.
Mix in A Soft Tenderfoot 2
Mar. 9. Tom Mix in Tom and Jerry Mix...
2
Mar. 23. His Musical Sneeze
MUTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS 2
Dec. 22. The Draft Board.
Dec. 29. Throwing the Bull.
Jan. S. The Lion Tamer.
Jan. 12. Here and There.
Jan. 19. The Hula Cabaret
Jan. 26. Dog-gone Tough Luck
Feb. 2. Landing an Heiress
Feb. 9. The Bearded Lady
Feb. 16. 5,000 Miles on a Gallon of Gas...'.!.

General Film Company
BROADWAY STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Marquis and Miss Sally (Patricia Palmer, William Lester)
2 D
Springtime a la Carte (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
A Bird of Bagdad (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
Transients in Arcadia (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
Tobin's
(Agnes Ayres,
A RamblePalmin Aphasia
(EdwardEdward
Earle, Earle).
Agnes 2 C
Ayres)
2 C
(WOLFVILLE TALES)
Faro Nell, Lookout (Patricia Palmer, Bob
Burns)
2D
Dismissal of Silver Phil (Patricia Palmer,
Bob Burns)
2 D
The Coming of Faro Nell (Patricia Palmer,
Bob Burns)
2 D
Winning of the Mocking Bird (Carol Halloway, Robert Burns)
2 D
The Jest of Talky Jones (Carol Hollo way,
William Lester)
2 D
The Widow Dangerous (Hattie Buskirk, Patricia Palmer, Robert Burns)
t D
The Wooing of Riley (Kate Price, Otto Lederer)
2 D
The Heir of the Broken O (R. N. Bradbury,
Patricia Palmer)
2 D
The Rose of Wolfville (Patricia Palmer, C. E.
NHatton)
2D
BLUE RIDGE DRAMAS
(Ned Finley)
The
ReturnLaw
of O' Garry
Mountain
22 DD
The Raiders of Sunset Gap
2 D
O' Garry
22 DD
The
Man Rides
from Alone
Nowhere
ESSANAY
GEORGE ADE FABLES
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Our Little Nell
1 C
Check Your Hat, Sir
1 C
Wild Algy of Piccadilly
1 C
All Stuck Up
1 C
The Lie That Failed
1 C
The Jaxbo Sheriff
1 C
SNAKEVILLE COMEDIES
(One reel each)
Sophie's
Legacy.
Sophie Gets
Stung.
Slippery Slim, Diplomat.
Slippery Slim and the Claim Agent.
Slim'sin Stratagem.
ASlippery
Hot Time
Snakeville.
A Snakeville Epidemic.
Snakeville's New Sheriff.
Sophie's Birthday
Party. SCENICS
ESSANAY
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate la
Grain Raising
1 8c.
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Canada l Sc.
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
A Romance of Rails and Power
1 Sc.
Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de
Chelley
1 8c
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 C
In the PaTk
l C
Work
2 C
A Woman
2 C
The Tramp
2 C
His New Job
2 C
A Night Out
2 C
JAXON FILM CORP.
"A SERIAL
DAUGHTER
OP UNCLE
SAM 12"
(Jane Vance,
Wm. Sorelle)
Episodes
l D
JAXON COMEDIES
What Occurred on the Beach
1 C
An
All-Fools'
Affair
Beating
Him toDayIt
11 CC
Forced Into Matrimony
l C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Love of Bob
2 C-D
Dog vs. Dog
2 C-D
A Boy Built City
2 C-D
The Three Fives
2 C-D
Kid Politics
2 C-D
A Boy Built City
2 C-D
The Case of Bennie
j C-D
CLOVER COMEDIES
From Caterpillar to Butterfiy
1 C
A Widow's Camouflage
1 C
Love's Lucky EBONY
Day
1 C
COMEDIES
Busted Romance
1 C
Spooks
l C

The Buliy
1 C
The Janitor
Mercy,
the
Mummy
Mumbled
A Reckless Rover
11 CC
Are Working Girls Safe?
1 C
The Comeback of Barnacle Bill
1 C
Some Baby
1 C
Good Luck in Old Clothes
1 C
When You Hit, Hit Hard
1 C
A Black-and-Tan Mix-up
1 C
Fixing the Fakir
1 C
When INTERSTATE
You're Scared, FILM
Run
1 C
COMPANY
The Event)
Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21 (War2000 ft
PROGRESSIVE FILM
On a Fox Farm (Educational)
1 r««l
CRYSTAL FILM CO.
Romeo and Juliet
2 C
CRYSTAL COMEDIES
(Pearl White, William
Estelle Browning)
Deland, Don Barclay,
What She Did to Her Husband, Almost
Lucky
1 C
What's in the Trunk?
1 C
Reuben's Romance
1 C
The Lady Detective, His Wedding Day 1 C
Troubled Waters
1 C
Her Necklace, His Hoodoo Day
1 C
HIGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
Billie in Society (Ray Hughes)
2 b
Buneo Billy (BiUy West)
2 C
Billy in Harness (Billy West)
2 C
Bombs and Bull (Billy West)
2 C
OFFICIAL WAR PICTURES
(Committee on Information)
Our Bridge of Ships
2 Sc.
SCRANTONIA PHOTOPLAY CORP.
Parson Pepp
1 C
Fang's FateAMERICAN
and Fortune
1 C
RED CROSS
The Historic Fourth of July in Paris 1 Sc.
Soothing the Heart of Italy
1 Patr.
Of No Use to Germany
1 Patr.
Kiddies of No Man's Land
1 Patr.
The Helping Hand of Sicily
1 Patr.
Rebuilding Broken Lives
1 Patr.
First Aid on the Piave
1 Patr.
Victorious Serbia
1 Patr.
Homeward Bound
1 Patr..
New Faces for Old
1 Patr.
Russia a World Problem
1 Patr.
Humor at the Front
1 Patr.
Russia Dissected
l Patr.
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Nearly a Slacker
(Lillian
Vera-Eddie
Bouldon)
1 C
My Lady's don)
Slipper (Lillian Vera-Eddie Boul- 1 C
Some Judge (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldoa)..l C
How Boulden)
She Hated Men (Lillian Vera-Eddie l C
The Camouflaged Baby (Lillian Vera-Boulden)
i C
The Boulden)
Pipe of Peace (Lillian Vera-Eddie l C
Hooverizing (Lillian Vera-Eddie Boulden)... 1 C
Goldwyn Distributing Corp.
CAPITOL COMEDIES
(Featuring
" Parsons) 2 reels
Jan. 12.
You Know" Smiling
What I Bill
Mean
Jan. 26. The Big Idea
2 reels
Feb. 9. Have Another
2 reels
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Cents.
Jan. 13. What Uncle Sam Will Do For Two
Jan. 20. The Truth About the Liberty Motor.
Jan. 27. Hang it All.
Feb. 3. Carrying Old Glory to the Seven Seas.
Feb. 10. Canada's
Mountain of Tears.
Born. "The
Feb. 17. Where
Spirit That Won" was
Feb. 24. Rough Stuff.
King Bee Comedies
June 1. Bright and Early
2 reels
June IS. Straight and Narrow
2 reels
Georgre Kleine System
MONTGOMERY FLAGG'S COMEDIES
" GIRLSRSSANAY
YOU KNOW "
Sept. 1. Broncho Billy and the Claim Jumper.
Sept. 15.
8. Broncho
Broncho Billy,
Billy and
the Sheriff's Office.
Sept.
Outlaw.
Sept. 22. The Accusation of Broncho Billy.
Sept.
29. Broncho Billv's
Double TRAVELOGUE
Escape.
LINCOLN-PARKER
WORLD
Mar. 1. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. 1.
Mar. 8. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. 2.
Mar. IS. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. $.
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Motion

Mar. 22. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. 4.
Apr. 29. Peru
and Scenes Around Lake Titicaca,
Bolivia.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Pathe News released
each Wednesday and
Saturday
Official War Review released every Mondav
Pathe Review (Educational) released every Sunday
Sept. 29. Getaway (Chadwick-Astra), 2d...
Oct. 6. Triumph of Transportation (Leggett Gruen)
1 Ed.
Dec. 22. The Fortunes of Corinne (Gloria
(Joy)
2 CD.
Jan. 5. I Want to Be a Lady (Gloria Joy) 2 CD.
Jan. 19. Corinne Come Here (Gloria Joy). 2 CD.
Feb. 2. The
Terror of the Range (1) Comp- 2 D
son-Larkin
Feb. 9. The
Terror
of the Range (2) Comp- 2 D
son-Larkin
Feb. 9. Story
of
the
Orange (Legget-Cruen)
Educ
1
ROLIN COMEDIES
One Reel a Week
Nov. 24. An Enemy of Soap (Toto)
Dec.
'Em Rave Along
(Lloyd)
Dec. 1.8. Hear
Just Rambling
(Laurel)
Dec. 15. Take a Chance (Lloyd)
Dec. 22. Check Your Baggage (Toto)
Dec. 29. She Loves Me Not (Lloyd)
Jan. 5. Do You Love Your Wife? (Laurel)
Jan. 12. Wanted 5,000 (Lloyd)
Jan.
Love's Young
Scream (Laurel)
(Goulding)..
Feb. 19.
2. Hustling
for Health
Feb. 9. Ask Father (Lloyd)
POST TRAVEL SERIES
Jan.
Goig! Gone! (Lloyd)
Nov. 26.
24. Going!
Sumatra
Dec. 1. Java
Dec. 8. Celebes
Dec. 15. Borneo
Dec. 22. Singapore
Dec. 29. Japan of Today
Jan. 5. Japan of Today (2)
Jan. 12. Shanghai
THE FAR FLUNG BATTLE LINE
Sept. 29. British Picture
Oct. 6. French Colonial Troops
Oct. 13. Far Flying Battle Line
Oct. 20. France's Dusky Warriors
Oct.
Naval inAirFrance
Power
Nov. 27.3. Britain's
Polish Troops
Nov. 10. British Tropos in Italy
Nov. 17. British Flying Ships
WINNING THE WAR SERIES
Dec. 1. Winning the War
1 Topical
Dec. 8. Feeding Our Fighters 1 Topical
Dec. 15. Liberty's Triumph (War Special)
WOLVES OF KULTUR PLAYS,
(WESTERN
PHOTOINC.)
(Serial, Two Reels Each)
Leah Baird, Sheldon Lewis, Charles Hutchison.
Oct. 13. First Episode, The Torture Trap.
Oct. 20. Second Episode. The Iron Chair.
Oct. 27. Third Episode, Trapping Traitors.
Nov. 3. Fourth Episode, The Ride to Death.
Nov. 10. Fifth Episode, Through the Flames.
Nov. 17. Sixth Episode, Trails of Treachery.
Nov. 24. Seventh Episode, The Leap of Despair.
Dec. 1. Eighth
Huns. Episode, In the Hands of the
Dec. 8. Ninth Episode, The Precipice of Death.
Dec. 15. Tenth Episode, When Woman Wars.
Dec. 22. Eleventh
Earth. Episode, Betwixt Heaven and
Dec. 29. Twelfth Episode, The Tower of Tears.
Jan. 12. Fourteenth Episode, The Code of Hate.
Jan. 19. Fifteenth
triotism. Episode. The Reward of PaTHE LIGHTNING RAIDER
(Astra Serial,
Pearl White,
WarnerTwo-Reel
Oland, Episodes,
Henry Gsell)
Jan. 5. First Episode, The Ebony Block... 3
Jan. 12. Second Episode, The Counterplot.
Jan. 19. Third Episode. Underworld Terrors.
Jan. 26. Fourth Episode, Through Doors of
Steel
2
Feb. 2. Fifth Episode, The Brass Key
Feb. 9. Sixth Episode, The Mystic Box
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
3. A Discord in A Flat
1
3. His Hidden Shame
1
10. Wives and Worries
1
10. SheKEYSTONE
Didn't Do It
1
RELEASES
19. Newspaper Donald,Clippings
(Francis Mc- 2
Claire Anderson)
26. Are Wives Unreasonable? (Ed.
Brady, Claire Anderson) 2
2. The
Poor Fish (Ed Brady, Claire .2
Anderson)
9. Flapjacks (Geo. Hernandez, Josie
Sedgwick, F. McQuarrie) 2
16. Isn't
Warm?McDowell)
(Bill Dyer, Harry 2
Depp,It Claire
23. Cupid and the Cop
2
30. Pearls Without Price
2
Universal Film Company
Ian. 8. A Kaiser There Was (all star cast)
Master Comedy
"Vc. 23. Over the Rhine with CharlieCartoon 1

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
May
May
June
June
June
June
June

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
2
R

L-KOTwoCOMEDIES
Reels)
Sept.
18.
A
Pullman
Blunder
(Harry BribbonMae Emery).
Sept.vak).
25. Hello Trouble (Babe Hardy-Eva NoOct. 2. Nuts and Noodles (Eva Novak-Charlis).
Nov. Smith
20. Scars
and Bars (Helen Lynch-Dick
).
Nov. 27. Painless Love (Babe Hardy).
Dec. Eva4. Novak).
King of the Kitchen (Harry GribbonDec. 11. Rough on Husbands (Sterling-Mann).
Dec. Alice
18. The
Cabbage Queen (Century Comedy).
Howell.
Dec. 25. Work or Fight (Gribbon-Novak).
Jan. 1. Klever Kiddies.
NESTOR COMEDIES
(One Reel)
Sept. 16. Pat Turns Detective (Pat Rooney(.
Sept. 23. The Slow Express (Victor Potel).
Sept. 30. Parted from His Bride (Kerrigan).
Oct. 7. His Royal Nibs (Comedy Cast).
Nov. 18. The Love Craze (Florence Lawrence).
Nov. 25. The Fickle Blacksmith (Sedgwick).
Dec. 2. There and Back (comedy cast).
Dec.
Let's Beautiful
Fight (Wilson-Gerber).
Dec. 16.9. The
Liar (Wilson-Gerber).
Dec. 30. It's Great to Be Crazy.
Jan. 6. Them Eyes (Wilson-Gerber).
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Sept. 7. The Flame of the West (Cleo Madison) 2 D
Sept. 14. Danger Ahead (Helen Gibson).... 2 D
Sept. 21. The Human Tiger (Eileen Sedgwick) 2D
Sept- 23. Under False Pretenses (Helen
Gibson)
1 D
Sept. 30. All for Gold (Eileen Sedgwick) 2 D
Oct. 12. The Fast Mail (Helen Gibson) 2 D
Nov.18. The Husband Hunter (Neal Hart).. 2 C
Nov. 30. The Dead Shot (Helen Gibson) 2 C
Dec. 7. The Silent Sentinel (Helen Gibson) 2 D
Dec. 14. Captured Alive (Helen Gibson)
Dec. 21. The Robber (Helen Gibson)
Dec. 28. Wolves of the Range (Helen Gibson)
Jan. 4. The Secret Peril (Helen Gibson).
Jan. 11. Rosalind at the Gate (Stonehouse).
HEARST NEWS
Released Every Tuesday
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY
Released Every Wednesday
SCREEN TELEGRAM
Released Every Thursday
UNIVERSAL
Si hb£N MAoAZINE
Released Every Saturday
UNIVERSAL
Released (.UKKfc.NI
Every SundayK^ENTS
LYONS-MO KA N STAR COMEDIES
(One reel each)
Aug.
5.
Don't
Shoot
Aug. 12. Give Her Gas
Aug. 19. Damaged Goods
Aug. 26. Housecleaning Horrors
Sept. 2. The Extra Bridegroom
Sept. 16. Nearly a Chaperone
Sept. 23. Please Hit Me
Sept. 30. Frenzied Film
Oct. 7. The Price of a Rotten time
Oct. 14. Nailed at the Plate
Nov. 18. Why Worry?
Nov. 25. Maid Wanted
Dec. 2. Guilty
Dec.
Don't Weaken
Dec. 16.9. Camping
Out
Dec. 23. Swat the Flirt
Dec. 30. Straight Crooks
Jan. 6. How's YourSERIALS
Husband?
•THETwoLION'S
CLAWS"
Reels Each
(Marie Walcamp)
July 15. Sixteenth Episode, The Jungle Pool.
July 22. Seventeenth Episode (The Danger Pit).
July 29. Eighteenth Episode CTriumphl
"THE BRASS BULLET "
(Two Reels Each)
(Juanita Hansen, Jack Mulhall)
Aug. 19. Third Episode (Locked in the Tower).
Aug. 26. Fourth Episode (Smoked Out).
Sept. 2. Fifth Episode (The Mock Bride).
moon). Episode (A Dangerous HoneySept. 9. Sixth
Sept. 16. Seventh Episode (The Depth Bomb).
Sept. 23. Eighth Episode (The Magnetic Bug).
Sept. 30. Ninth Episode (The Room of Flame).
Oct. 7. Tenth Episode (A New Peril).
Oct. 14. Eleventh Episode (Evil Waters).
Oct. 21. Twelfth Episode (Caught by Wireless).
Oct. 28. Thirteenth
Episode ($500 Reward).
Life).
Nov. 4. Fourteenth
Episode (On Trial for His
Nov. 11. Fifteenth Episode (On the Shadow).
Nov. 18. Sixteenth Episode (The Noose).
Nov. 25. Seventeenth Episode (The Avenger).
Dec. 2. Eighteenth
Confession). Episode (The Amazing
THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS
(Two Reels Each)
Nov. 18. First Episode (The Big Tent).
Nov.
25.
Second
Episode (Beaten
(The Giant's
Dec. 2. Third
Back). Leap).
Cuff). Episode
Dec. 9. Fourth
Episode (The Message on the
Dec. 16. Fifth Episode (The Lip Reader).
Dec. 23. Sixth Episode (The Aerial Disaster).

Picture

Newl

Dec. 30. Seventh
(The Charge of the
Elephant) Episode
.
Jan. 6. Eighth Episode (The Human Ladder) ]
1-1GHTING FOREACHFREEDOM
WEEK (ONE REEL
Oct 14. Third
Episode (Sensational Capture ot
Bagdad).
Nov. 18. Fourth
Episode Corps).
(Thrilling Feats of the
Royal Flying
Nov. 25. Fifth
ages). Episode (Repairing War's Ra». •
Dec. 2. Sixth
Episode
and Afncaa
Workers
Trailing(Chinese
the Hun).
Bulldogs).
Vit
a
gr
Dec. 9. Seventh Episode aph(Britain's Battlmc
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Sept. 23. Huns and Hyphens (Semon).... 2«
Sept. 30. Roofs and Riots
Oct. 7. Bears and Bad Men
Oct.
14. Chumps and Cop
t C|
Nov. 18. Frauds and Frenzis
es
.2 Q
Nov. 25. Submarine and Simps
2C
Dec. 2. Humbugs and Husbands
• •■■
Dec.
9.
Daring
and
Dynamite
Dec. 16. Farms and Fumbles
Dec. 23. Pluck and Plotters
Dec. 30. Bums and Borders 7.22 Ci
C]
Jan. 6. Beauty and Booty
2 C'
(William
Duncan,
Johnson, (Srr'aY
Joe Ry«n, 1
A FIGHT
FOR Edith
MILLIONS
July 15. The Snare (First Episode).
July 22. Flames of Peril (Second Episode).
July 29. The Secret Stockade (Third Episode)
Aug. 5. TheEpisode).
Precipice of Horror
(Fourth (
Aug. 12. The Path of Thrills (Fifth Episode)
Aug. 19. The Spell of Evil (Sixth Episode).
Aug. 26. The
Gorge of Destruction (Seve«i*
Episode).
Sept. 2. In the Clutches (Eighth Episode).
Sept. 9. The Escape (Ninth Episode).
Sept. 16. The Secret Tunnel (Tenth Episode)
Sept. 23. The Noose of Death (Eleventh Episode)
Sept.sode).
30. The Tide of Disaster (Twelfth Episode)
Oct. 7. The Engine of Terror (Thirteenth EpiOct. sode).
14. The Decoy (Fourteenth Episode).
Oct. 21. The Sealed Envelope (Fifteenth EpiTHE IRON TEST (Serial)
(Antonio Moreno, Carol Holloway)
Oct. 21. The Ring of Fire (First Episode).
Oct. 28. The Van of Disaster (Second Episode)
Nov. 4. The Blade of Hate (Third Episode).
Nov. 11. The Noose (Fourth Episode).
Nov. 18. The Tide of Death (Fifth Episode).
Nov. 25. Fiery Fate (Sixth Episode).
Dec. 2. The Whirling Trap (Seventh Episode).
Dec. 9. The Man Eater (Eighth Episode).
Dec. 16. The Pit of Lost Hope (Ninth Episode).
Dec. 23. In the Coils (Tenth Episode).
Dec. 30. TheEpisode).
Red Mask's Prey (Eleventh
Jan. 6. The Span of Terror (Twelfth Episode).
Jan. 13. Hanging Peril (Thirteenth Episode).
Jan. 20. Desperate Odds (Fourteenth Episode).
Jan. 27. RidingDREW
with Death
(Fifteenth Episode).
COMEDIES
(Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
July 22. The Cub and the Daisy Chain
July
29.5. Their
Agreement
~
Aug.
Miss
Sticky-Moufie-Kiss
Aug. 12.
Diplomatic
Henry
Aug. 19. By Might of His Right
,
Aug. 26. The Professional Patient
Sept. 2. Mr. Blink of Bohemia
Sept. 9. A Lady in the Library
Independent
Releases
(Continued from page
620)
Josh Binney Comedies
(FEATURING FUNNY FATTY FILBERT)
July — Freda's Fighting Father 2 reel
Aug. — Fatty's Fast Flivver
2 reel
Scot.
— Fatty's
FrivolousCOMPANY
FianceePRODUC
2 reel
CORONA
CINEMA
TIONS.
Mother,UNITED
I Need FILM
You
CORPORATION 6 reel
Crime of the Hour
7 reel
W. H. Productions Co.
William S. Hart as Two Gun Man in " The
Bargain
"
William
S. Hart
in " The Bandit and the 6 ree
Preacher "
S re*
William S. Hart in " The Hell Hound of
Alaska "
S re*
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart productior
Satan's Pawn (Bessie Barriscale).
Romayne Superfilm Company
Me und Gott or "The Awakening of America."
Edward Warren Productions, In
Souls Redeemed.
Weavers of Life.
Western Import Co. 6 re«
Mickey (Mabel Normand).
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Peter J. Schaefer

Passes

220 So. State Street

Fiftieth Milestone

PETER J. SCHAEFER, vice-president of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, of Chicago, passed his fiftieth birthday January 4.
In observance of the day he gave a party at the Illinois
Athletic Club to twenty-one friends and associates.. Among
those present were: Aaron Jones, Adolph Linick, Judge
Joseph Sabath, Nathan Ascher, Max Goldstine, Samuel
Schweitzer, Samuel I. Levin, Ralph T. Kettering, Emil Mayer,
John G. Burch, Norman E. Field, Louis J. Jones, Sigmund
Faller, Leonard H. Wolf, Sam Kohn, Jack Seeley, Rollo Davis,
William
and G.
Mr.Schaefer.
Schaefer's three brothers, Charles J.,
Fred W. Wade
and Frank
In addition to being vice-president of Jones, Linick &
Schaefer, Mr. Schaefer is president of the Allied Amusements'
Association, president of the National Exhibitors' League and
vice-president of the Central Film Corporation.
High School Students as "4 Minute Men"
THE introduction of High School students for the FourMinute Men at the moving picture houses in the Red
Cross Christmas roll call, has proven a worth-while innovation.
Members of the senior, the junior and the sophomore classei
participated in school tryouts to determine who should represent their classes at the several theatres. As a result it
developed several spirited oratorical contests in school, the
prizes hung up being the privilege of appearing before the
theatre audiences in teams of three members each. Some
times there were two boys and one girl on the team — on one
occasion the girls had the boys beaten two to one. At that
it was a good experience for the high school students- It
served to get the Red Cross campaign before the pictuie
house patrons and it created a closer bond of interest between
the high school and the motion picture theatres.
Children Ban on Racine Theatres
INFLUENZA has again had its effect on the public, and at
a meeting of the board of health last week, it was decided
to clamp the lid on the city again.
However, the new ruling does not affect the movie houses
directly, as they have not been included in the list of " shut
downs."
All schools have been closed for two weeks, but the lid is
expected to be lifted by the first of the year. All children
under the age of sixteen years, inclusive, will not be allowed
to go to the movies, or on the business districts of the city,
whether accompanied with parents or not.
This ruling has perhaps had a bigger effect on the movie
proposition here than all the other rulings together.
WISCONSIN
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REPRESENTATIVE.
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ILLINOIS

Hoo's Hoo in Hoosierdom
Seeing Indianapolis from an Exchange Window
A FAREWELL banquet was tendered Joe Schnitzer, erstwhile division
manager for a bunch of Universal exchanges, who is shortly to assume the
general sales management of the well-known Universal. Joe holds a tender
spot
in the
exchangemen,
by theandby, leaves
are " kicking
in "
for the
feed.hearts
Joe ofhasalleasily
earned thewho,position
Indianapolis
loaded down with honest-to-goodness wishes of God-speed. Careful arrangements were made with the bell-hops to page all the exchangemen present,
for the benefit of any strange exhibitors who wandered in.
AT THE ANNUAL election of officers of the Indianapolis Board of Exchange Managers on December 30, every officer was re-elected. Schrader
of Pathe, chairman; White of World, vice-chairman; Miss Elsie Green of
the Chamber of Commerce, secretary, and Floyd Brown of First National,
treasurer. There was quite a scramble for the office of treasurer, but
Brown won the day by threatening to keep the four dollars that was in
the treasury, in case he lost. As a result, he got all the votes, including
his own.
EXTENSIVE CHANGES are under way for the Rialto theatre which
occupies a flat-iron corner at the intersection of three of the busiest streets
downtown. The main floor is to be pushed back over ground now occupied
by a restaurant, and along with this comes a larger lobby. Mr. Leonard,
the owner, estimates the change will give him an additional three hundred
seats, which will keep the other houses on the hop.
AMONG THE distinguished visitors of the week are to be numbered T.
Guy Perfect
of the Princess
and Empress,
at Huntington;
" OlewhoScout"
Benny
Van Borssum
of the Crescent
and Savoy,
Terre Haute;
holds
the
world's
record
for
Hart
pictures,
and
Becker,
of
Becker
Vincennes, who breezed in for a moment between trains on his &wayArnold,
East.
MISS Thursday
ROSE TAPLEY,
presentamong
with friends
FamousandPlayers-Lasky,
arrived toin
town
for a shortat visit
a series of lectures,
be
delivered
before
several
women's
clubs
in
the
interest
of
co-operation
between the clubs and the theatres. A lack of understanding of mutual
needs and aims has retarded this work heretofore, and such expert attention
as can be given it by Miss Tapley should accomplish a world of good.
C. C. WALLACE, Cincinnati sales manager of Famous Players-Lasky,
burst into the old town last week, dashing hither and yon among the trade,
and as hurriedly dashed away after shaking down several more contracts and
leaving the dead and dying enemy upon the field. It is confidentially
understood that several of the local exchanges are planning to meet all
Cincinnati trains hereafter.
DAME RUMOR hath it that another mammoth theatre on the order of the
Circle may become a reality during the present year. Several favorable
sites have been mentioned in this connection, all of which seem reasonably
suited for the purpose. There is no telling, but by this time next year
Indianapolis may find herself the god-mother of another frisky child of
the silent an, making foolish noises after the fashion, of a forty-piece
orchestra.
Elgin Architect Plans Chicago Theatre
IT was announced from Elgin, 111., this week, that D. W.
Postle, Elgin architect, will draw plans for the motion picture theatre into which the old Inter-Ocean Building in Chicago will be remodeled. It will seat 1,500.
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PICTURE1NEWS
Interesting Items

of Elgin

MANAGER WILLIAM P. FAY of the Temple has stepped
into big city theatre pace with the contracting for the
" Houdini " serial for the fifteen weeks to follow January 23.
On that day he will show the first of the series, and on
Thursdays thereafter they will feature his bill. Elgin has
never had taste of pictures of this sort, but Mr. Fay is hopeful
that the novelty and mystery will attract a class indifferent to
less complicated pictures.

January
Exhibitor

MANAGER FAY has also signed contract this winter with
the Affiliated Exchange. He recently showed their issue of
" The Kaiser's Finish " to crowds that seemed to like it immensely. Through them he secured " Lafayette, We Come "
for Saturday, January 11. Billie Rhodes in "The Girl of My
Dreams " is another attraction to come in late January to the
Temple.

25, 1919

Believes Friday
in Thirteen

and — Also

MANAGER VOLLERT, of the Idea theatre, in Fond du
Lac, Wis., has no fears of either Friday or the number " 13 " being unlucky, either singly or in combination. At
any event it was on Friday, January 10, that the thirteenth
episode of " Hands Up," the Pathe serial, was put on at the
Idea and it went even better than its predecessors — and that
is saying a good deal. Mr. Vollert declares that " Hands Up "
has proven one of the best serials ever thrown on an Idea
screen.
" Public interest has turned from war pictures to pictures
of
the boys
the Army
of Occupation,"
Vollert
of thein Idea.
He finds
that the Wardeclares
Review Manager
pictures
furnished by the Government, and which are a regular feature
at the Idea, constitute a good drawing card.
Manager Smith, of the Bijou, in Fond du Lac, is of the
opinion that weather conditions are taking some of the enthusiasm out of picture fans. Lila Lee, in " Such a Little Pirate,"
on Thursday, Friday and Saturday, January 9, 10 and 11, was
entitled to better patronage than she received — but the
weather was to blame.
Notes

From

La Porte

AFTER consulting with photoplay house managers it becomes
evident that there is a great lack of short one-reel comedies
in Northern Indiana and many of the managers are being
forced to use re-issues which are not sufficiently old to get
across with the public. The managers feel the great need for
these productions to fill out their program as a supplement
to their feature. The old Keystone comedies being revived
by G. A. Lynch Producers are still fresh in the minds of the
fans and when a manager flashes these pictures on his screen
he is hurting his business, as they are recognized. There are
many other instances of this. When questioned the managers
state that it is practically impossible for them to secure the
short comic features.
FILM men and exchange men in this circuit are looking forward to better times in this coming month. Since the " flu "
ban has been lifted business on the whole has been poor.
Matinees in Gary, LaPorte and other cities have been practically a loss and during the week the night performances
muster out what would have been known as a corporal's
guard. Now that the holiday season is over it may be possible to induce the people to attend the pictures.
NOW

that regulations are under way in Ohio to close the theatres on Sundays, the agitators in Indiana are gaining weight.
The moving picture men are making a united effort to forestall
any definite action until after the influenza scare has passed
over.

THE week of January 5 is reported by Manager Fay of the
Temple the best in his history of theatre manager. Mr. Fay
acquired the Temple last July, and has made every possible
effort during his apprenticeship in the profession, to give Elgin
just the thing it most wants in the film line. He has been
encouraged by increasing patronage and approval of his
programs.
THE bill for the week of January 5 included: Harry Mesthayer and Gloria Swanson in " Wife or Country," Ruth Clifford in " The Cabaret Girl," Bessie Barriscale in " A White
Lie," Claire Anderson and Joe Bennett in " Crown Jewels,"
William S. Hart in " Lion of the Hills," the O. Henry story
" Lure of the Circus," and the regular Fatty Arbuckle comedy,
and Hearst weekly features.
ENID BENNETT in "A Desert Wooing" made great hit
at the Grand. It was shown there Wednesday and Thursday,
January 8 and 9. Patrons praised the photography of the
picture as well as the very lovely settings and the high standard of the acting and the play.
ELGIN " laughed itself silly " over the antics and pretty play
of Constance Talmadge in " Sauce for the Goose " on Friday
and Saturday, January 10 and 11- The uncommonly pretty
interiors and artistic photography were a source of admiration
by many of the crowds which saw the picture. There is
universal opinion, judging from lobby comment, that Constance Talmadge is improving with each new picture effort.
D. W. GRIFFITH'S production, " The Great Love," played to
big crowds at the Grand theatre the week end of January 2,
3 and 4. The picture seems to hit the favor of fans and did
excellent business at regular matinee prices and 25 cent admission at night.
EXPERIMENT was made Tuesday and Wednesday, January
14 and 15, by Manager Fay of the Temple, in bringing Hall
Caine's " Manx Man " film play to the Temple at regular
prices. Considerable advertising was done before the showing
of the picture and high school pupils particularly urged to
see it.
NORMA TALMADGE, whose popularity with Elgin audiences is rapidly growing, led the bill at the Grand theatre for the
week of January 12. She was shown Friday and Saturday in
" The Forbidden City." Other pictures offered that week by
the Grand were " The Better Half " with Alice Brady and
Marion Davies in " The Burden of Proof." The Allied Weekly War Review and the Pathe Weekly were also shown.
EVELYN NESBIT and her son Russell Thaw in " Her Mistake "were shown at the Temple Sunday, January 12. Other
pictures of the week were Eddie Polo in " The Lure of the
Circus," a Wolfville story, " The Coming of Faro Nell," Lyon
and Moran in " Don't Weaken." J. Marney Sherry in " The
Reckoning Day," J. Warren Kerrigan in " Prisoner of the
Pines " and the Christie comedy, " Two is Company."

THE CENTRAL
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MANAGER R. W. CROCKER of the Star theatre was anticipating one of the box office rushes of the season in offering
Charlie Chaplin in " Shoulder Arms " on Wednesday and
Thursday, January 15 and 16. The picture was shown at advanced prices: 15 and 7 cents for matinee and 20 and 10 cents
for evening.
AMONG offerings of the Star for the week of January 12
were " The Strange Woman " with Gladys Brockwell, Douglas Fairbanks in " The Man From Painted Post," the trained
chimpanzee in " Mongrels " and Alice Howell in " The Cabbage Queen."
MARY PICKFORD in "Stella Maris" led the bill at the
Crystal the week of January 12, shown there Tuesday evening.
Other pictures of the week were Zoe Rae in " Danger Within,"
Episode Six of the serial, "Hands Up!" the Joker comedy,
" Don't Flirt," Dorothy Dalton in " Flare Up Sal," Fatty Arbuckle in "The Waiters' Ball," "The Magnificent Meddler,"
the comedy, " Flat Heads and Flivvers," " Cavanaugh of the
Forest Rangers," the Happy Hooligan comedy, " Judge
Ranny's Day Off." Features to come include " The Zeppelin's Last Raid " and William S. Hart in " Blue Blazes
Rawden."
MANAGER CROCKER of the Star, who began showing of
the Pearl White serial, " The Lightning Raider " with the new
year, terms it the best, by far, that he has seen in the way of
serials in his four years of their showing in his playhouse.
" THE SAFETY CURTAIN," a picture which made tremendous hit at first local showing, was on the Orpheum theatre's
bill for Tuesday, January 14. Other pictures of the week
were " A Soul Without Windows " with Ethel Clayton, Hale
Hamilton in "$5000 An Hour," Evelyn Nesbit and Russell
Thaw in "The Woman Who Gave," Carlyle Blackwell in
" The Road to France."

"TARZAN

OF THE

APES"

will have first showing in

FRANCIS

FORD

SILENT

Is the first and only serial ever booked for
one solid week's run in the downtown
tion of Chicago.

Park Theatre in Chicago.
The Silent

Mystery in preference to all other serials on
the market.

BEE
MILWAUKEE

Gathered

In Green

Bay

ALICE BRADY and David Powell were presented in the
Grand theatre December 19-20-21-22, in "The Better Half," a
Select
16-17-18.film. Evelyn Nesbit's " Redemption " played December
PAULINE FREDERICK played in the Paramount photoplay, "Madame Jealousy," at the Orpheum theatre, December
19-20-21-22.
MADGE KENNEDY, the Goldwyn star, played December
20-21 in "A Perfect Lady," in the Colonial theatre. "Pals
First " was presented December 18-19. Vitagraph's " Clutch of
Circumstances " preceded it on December 16-17.
" THE MODEL'S CONFESSION," featuring Mary McLaren,
was produced in the Royal theatre December 20-21. Margery
Wilson was screened in the Triangle film, " Marked Cards, '
at the Royal theatre December 17. Mack Swain was seen in
a Mack Sennett comedy, " Ambrose's Cup of Woe," in the
same program. " Hell's End " was the December 16 attraction.
INFLUENZA is subsiding in Green Bay under the quarantine
method. On December 20-21 only nine new cases developed
and the number of recoveries reached a total of 28 in these
days.

FAIRBANKS
Mary Miles Minter
Mary Charleson

and other Prominent

Stars all

appear in the first release of
Photoplay

Screen

Supplement

A series of -12 single reels released one per
month, showing all the big
"STARS
AS
Off the Screen.

THEY
ARE"
Intimate Views

Give your patrons 15 minutes with their
favorite players.
The greatest single reel money
ever released.

What More Need We Say?
Book

"BELIEVE ME, XANTIPPE," with Wally Reid, made
great killing at the Grand the week of January 5. The picture
was voted one of the best in weeks.

sec-

It's the first and only serial ever booked in
the beautiful Balaban and Katz Central

Released in Februarv

Elgin when it comes to the Orpheum Wednesday and Thursday, January 22 and 23.

Mr. & Mrs. Sidney Drew
Montague Love

MYSTERY

Both of these houses booked
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THE E. E. FULTON CO. is making a shipment of a line of
their well-known Fulco specialties to Chile, the sale having
been consummated by the Inter-Ocean Film Corp., of New
York, which has charge of all the export business for the
Fulco Product, except Canada- E. E. Fulton, the active head
of the company is enthusiastic over the volume of business
that has started 1919, and figures that this will be a banner
year for every one in the motion picture industry.

W. J. ROY, manager of the Chateau theatre, Kankakee, 111.,
has been in Chicago arranging his booking. While in the
Motion Picture News office he reported that business was
keeping up in a satisfactory manner.

P. H. CONLEY, proprietor of the Majestic theatre of Reedsburg, Wis., has been in Chicago recently, arranging two day
runs for more of his pictures. The fear of the " flu " has had a
more or less detrimental effect on the people of his community, and he reports business slow in returning to normal.
He is going after the public in an active way, using direct by
mail and special commutation tickets which he terms " Happiness Contribution Ticket," enabling the purchaser to contribute to some child a free ticket, with each adult ticket
purchased, without added cost to the purchaser of the ticket.

JERRY ABRAMS, Joe Brandt's personal representative, after
a month's stay in Chicago has left for a trip of the exchanges.
He is working out a newspaper co-operative plan originated
by Mr. Brandt.

" THE WILD CAT OF PARIS " the big six reel Universal
Special, featuring Priscilla Dean, opened at the Casino theatre,
Chicago, the week of the thirteenth for a run.

BERNARD DENNY, for nine years operator at the Garden
theatre, Canton, 111., occupied his time during the recent " flu "
shutdown by constructing a miniature White House and
Capitol building which is being used as a stage setting for
pictures at the Garden.
PAULINE FREDERICK was a visitor in Chicago for a few
days, on her way from New York to the Coast.

JOSEPH G. RHODE of the Rhode Opera House, Kenosha,
Wis., has been in Chicago and perfected arrangements for
many Artcraft-Paramount Productions. The gentleman says
business is good — it always is with live wires like Mr. Rhode.. .

JACK MEREDITH, has just been appointed Sales Manager
of the Goldwyn, Chicago office. Good Boy — Jack.

A. SIEGFRIED, proprietor of the Bijou theatre at Decatur,
111., says that Lila Lee pictures are proving his best bet.

HAROLD S. SOLIMON opened a new theatre, the Rialto,
on Christmas Day at Jacksonville, 111.

DEE ROBINSON, while in Chicago arranging his bookings,
reports action taken to compel the city of Peoria to either
allow the theatres to reopen or close business houses, pending
the " flu " scare. Similar action is reported by Manager
Dikeman of the Grand Opera House, Fort Madison, Iowa.

HARRY WILLARD, recently appointed City Salesman of the
Metro Screen Classics in Chicago reports business " great,"
and that all of his old friends and customers are rallying to
his support.

JACK FULRATH, of Savanna, 111., reports the reopening of
the theatres of his city, following a closed period of three
months.
FRANK AND LENA NAZRA who recently purchased the
Lyric theatre of Gary, Ind., have been in Chicago, looking over
the field of features.
A LARGER field for short subjects is being developed
through the use of Burton Holmes travel and the ParamountBray magazine of the screen, in clubs, hotels, homes, schools,
etc., many of these subjects, as well as some of the productions of greater length are meeting with a greater popularity
in private entertainments or entertainments given for clubs
and societies, lecturers taking the pictures as text for their
talk of the evening.
MISS E. E. SMITH of the Pastime theatre, Clayton, 111.,
passed through Chicago this week on her way to her home
town, after a very interesting visit in Detroit where she
gathered many new ideas in picture presentation.
MANAGER A. J. BLOOMBURG, 6f the New Rialto theatre,
of Racine, Wisconsin, reports that their three day run of D.
W. Griffith's " The Greatest Thing in Life " gave the clientele
of his theatre greater satisfaction than anything he has shown
to date.
" THE BIRTH OF A RACE " engagement at the Playhouse
has been extended four weeks, following which engagement
it will be presented in New York, Philadelphia, and Pittsburg.
FRANK J. HIBBARD, JR., who brought the "Birth of a
Race
" to successful
resigned
the Generalto
Management
and in theproduction
future willhasconfine
his attentions
the Ad-Photoscope Co.

JACKSONVILLE,
December 20.

111., was quarantined from October 15 to

MAJESTIC theatre, Tolucca, 111., opened its doors again when
W. E. Parricklow, the former owner returned from the Army.
LOUIS CLAIR, traveling auditor for Metro's western offices,
has been in Chicago giving things the " once-over."
City.
AARON
J. JONES and family spent the holidays at Atlantic
R. C. MACMILLAN. manager of Ascher Bros. Kenwood
theatre, has the distinction of running one of the most sucessful New Year's eve performances that that theatre has ever
known.
W. E. WEINSHENKER, manager of Ascher Bros. Milford
theatre, has built the business of that house up by his hard
work and unique methods of presentation.
I. L. LESSERMAN of the Universal Chicago office announces
that the first picture made featuring Jas. J. Corbett — for
twenty years known as " Gentleman Jim " — will be called
" The Midnight Man."
SID GOLDMAN, the Chicago manager of Jewel Productions
is so full of enthusiasm over their forthcoming picture — " The
Heart of Humanity " that he resembles a walking, talking
dynamo.
LEE HERZ, president of the Silee Corp., is leaving for New
York to look over the field and grab off all the big features
obtainable. He reports that the " Ashes of Love " is going
away beyond its fondest expectations and making the Silee
Exchange many friends among the exhibitors by its drawing
qualities.

THE
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ON New Year's day fairly good pictures were shown at Dubuque theatres. The Grand had the third day's run of
"America's Answer"; the Princess put on "The Caillaux
Case"; the Liberty starred "Bessie Barriscale in "Patriotism " and the Dreamland featured Virginia Pearson in " The
Liar." The Family has Norma Talmadge in " Ghosts of
Yesterday," the best and most successful picture shown in
Dubuque on New Year's day.

DOROTHY GISH, unusually popular here since her characterization of the " Little Disturber " in "Hearts of the World,"
proved a good drawing card at the Grand, Thursday and Friday, January 2 and 3, when she appeared in " The Hun
Within." Miss Gish's charm is becoming more and more
noticeable with each new production.. She is a dainty little actress, who always manages to get a bit of comedy into
her scenes that is more than pleasing. Her next vehicle,
" The Hope Chest," is being anxiously awaited by a host of
: admirers, both old and new.
" OUR LITTLE WIFE," with Madge Kennedy, shown at the
Family theatre Thursday, January 2, met with the hearty
approval of Family patrons.. In roles like this Miss Kennedy
is at her best. The lighter the play, the more nonsensical,
the better her fans like it. Miss Kennedy threatens to outrun Miss Marsh in popularity at the Family, and that is saying a great deal, for Mae Marsh holds the place of being one
of the best-liked players who appear on the Family screen.
GRAND patrons are joyful these days, for that theatre has
contracted for Paramount pictures again. The first Paramount, "Her Country First," with Vivian Martin, was shown
on Sunday, January 5, and the theatre's patrons showed their
appreciation of Paramount's return by filling the theatre to its
capacity at all shows. Manager Maclay will run Paramount
offerings three times a week, and if all the pictures draw as
well as " Her Country First," he says he will "get rich quick."
A number of splendid plays have been booked, among them
being "On the Quiet," with John Barrymore; "Heart of the
Wild," with Elsie Ferguson; and "Out of a Clear Sky," with
Marguerite Clark.
;THE Princess has made no change in its weekday program
so far, because the pictures shown at present are the best that
can be secured. Paramount, Artcraft, Fox, Select Pictures
and Goldwyn offerings make up the program, and one could
not wish for better pictures. Following are some of the attractions to be shown during the latter part of January and
the first week of February: "The She Devil," with Theda
Bara; "The Kaiser's Shadow," with Dorothy Dalton; " Amarilly of Clothes Line Alley," with Mary Pickford; "Money
Mad," with Mae Marsh; "The Widow's Might," with Julien
Eltinge; "The Safety Curtain," with Norma Talmadge; "The
Woman Who Gave," with Evelyn Nesbit; and "The Claw of
the Hun," with Charles Ray. Three Vitagraph features,
"Diplomatic Mission," with Earl Williams, "Mating," with
Gladys Leslie, and " The King of Diamonds," with Harry
Morey, will be shown January 19 and 26, February 2, respec!jtively.
"THE CAVELL CASE," with Julia Arthur, will be shown
at the Princess Monday and Tuesday, January 13 and 14.
THE Jewel Production Company's special feature, " The
Surrender of the German Fleet," was shown at the Majestic
theatre, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, of the
week of January 5.
ON Saturday night, Baby Marie and Osborne played at the
Liberty theatre in " Winning Grandma," a delightful photoplay in five reels. Little Miss Osborne is one of the sweetest
:hildren on the screen and is very popular with the patrons
)f the Liberty.

'EVE'S DAUGHTER," with Billie Burke, was shown at
he Princess theatre Friday and Saturday, January 2 and 3, to

STATES
good houses. Miss Burke is in great favor here and always
draws from average to big houses.
THE favorite serial in Dubuque these days is " A Fight for
Millions," with William Duncan. The picture is shown at the
Grand every Saturday, and the way it is attended is truly
surprising. The fans are very enthusiastic too, and when
Mr. Duncan gains a victory over his enemies, the applause is
deafening. On Saturday, January 4, a traveling attraction,
" Furs and Frills," held the boards, so the serial was run on
Sunday,
in conjunction with " Her Country First," with
Vivian Martin.
WILLIAM FOX'S great production, "A Daughter of the
Gods," with Annette Kellermann, was shown at the Liberty
theatre Sunday, January 5. There was no increase in
admission.
" THE ETERNAL TEMPTRESS," with Lina Cavalieri, was
the Sunday, January 5, feature at the Family theatre. While
an actress of ability, Miss Cavalieri is not very well liked at
the Family, and her pictures only draw an average crowd.
WALLACE REID played at the Princess theatre Sunday,
January 5, in a very good Paramount attraction, " Less than
Kin." Mr. Reid, like Jack Pickford, is a player who never
grows tiresome; when his pictures are shown one is always
sure of a good entertainment. A Wallace Reid production
means good business for an exhibitor.
MANAGER BOYLE, of the Dreamland, advertised Tom Mix
as " the man who never fakes," when that player appeared at
his theatre in " Treat 'Em Rough." Mix is a player who never
shirks; when he does stunts they are always the real things.
A regular Mix crowd turned out to see this picture and
Manager Boyle did rushing business all day.
ON Friday, January 3, Clara Kimball Young played at the
Star theatre at Decorah, la., in " Shirley Kaye." An Allied
War Review was also shown. On Saturday the " Surrender of
the German Fleet " and " Things We Love," with Wallace
Reid, was the program.
THE GRAND theatre at Anamosa, la., presented Wallace
Reid in that famous photoplay, " The Firefly of France," on
Saturday, January 4. Reid is almost as popular at Anamosa as
he is in Dubuque, and consequently the Grand had good business that day. " His Smothered Love," a Mack Sennett
comedy
shown. and " The Surrender of the German Fleet " was also
ON Saturday, January 4, the Belknap theatre, at Hopkinton,
la-, presented " Their Compact," with Francis Bushman and
Beverly Bayne, to full houses-

"THE WITCH WOMAN," with Ethel Clayton, was very
well received by the patrons of the Grand theatre at Galena,
111., where it was shown Friday, January 3. On Saturday
Miss J une Caprice* appeared in "The Camouflage," an extremely likable comedy of youth. On Sunday Billie Burke
was starred in "Pursuit of Polly," at Galena's other theatre,
"The Dreamland." The Monday program at the Dreamland
was "The Lesson," one of the funniest and cleanest comedies
produced. Constance Talmadge and Tom Moore, the stars,
won the favor of everyone who saw* the play.
THE BLENDE theatre at Benton, Wis., is doing good business with the Pathe serial " Hands Up," with Ruth Roland.
An episode is shown every Saturday night to unusually large
houses.
(Continued on page 7)
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Theatres

ELSIE FERGUSON and Eugene O'Brien delighted Springfield with their work in " Under the Greenwood Tree," which
was shown at the Gaiety for three days, starting December
29. " Wives of Men," which followed for four days was a
" knockout " in every sense of the word. Fred Stone came to
the Gaiety for four days in " Under the Top," starting January
5, and pleased all who saw the picture. " The Village Chestnut," aMack Sennett comedy with Chester Conklin and Louise
Fazenda, was on the bill with " Under the Top," and it was
one of the funniest pictures ever shown in this city. Mae
Marsh came to the Gaiety on Thursday, January 9 in " The
Racing Strain," her newest Goldwyn picture.

CAPITOL is going along at a nice pace, playing Triangle, Select, and Goldwyn plays, with a special now and then.
With Fox comedies, Sennett comedies and other short subjects, Manager Maisel always manages to have a bill his customers like, with the result that the Capitol is nearly always
filled.

MANAGER
week at the
the second
having been

W. D. CAVE played " Hearts of the World " one
Chatterton, starting Sunday, January 19. This was
engagement for Springfield, the first one also
for a week, early in August.

W. D. CAVE of the Chatterton says he has not yet decided
as to whether he will play " The Birth of a Race," the picture
that is now running at the Playhouse, Chicago.

D. W. GRIFFITH'S "Romance of Happy Valley," "Little
Women " and " Sporting Life " are billed to play the Gaiety
the latter part of January.

" A ROMANCE OF HAPPY VALLEY," D. W. Griffith production, came to the Gaiety Sunday, January 19, for four days'
run. Every Griffith picture has proved a good drawing card
for this big theatre.

CHARLIE CHAPLIN played a return engagement at the
Vaudette in " Shoulder Arms," starting Thursday, January 9.
Wallace Reid in " The Dub " was on the same bill. Marguerite Clark in " Little Miss Hoover " came for four days, starting
Sunday, January 12.
GEORGE WALSH delighted big crowds at the Lyric for two
days with " I'll Say So," his latest Fox play. Alice Joyce
played one day at the same theatre in " The Captain's Captain," and then had to move to make room for " Virtuous
Wives."
THE day following New Year's brought to this city the first
real cold snap of the year, with the result that the motion
picture theatres were not patronized heavily on January 2 and
3. By the last of the week, Saturday, the weather had moderated, and big crowds were in attendance at all playhouses.
The Gaiety had great business with " Wives of Men," DollVan special production, one of the best pictures ever brought
to this city. It is safe to assume that had conditions been
normal the theatre would have had the biggest business in its
history, for everyone in town was talking about it.
THE LYRIC had four good days with Anita Stewart in " Virtuous Wives," her first First National attraction. The Princess showed Gaby Deslys for three days in " Infatuation " with
satisfactory results; the Vaudette enjoyed good patronage for
four days with Enid Bennett in " Fuss and Feathers." Taken
as a whole, business for New Year's Day and the days following was entirely satisfactory.
•
THE PRINCESS had Louise Huff for one day, Saturday,
January 4, in " The Sea Waif," a World production. Fannie
Ward came for three days in " The Narrow Path," on Sunday,
January 5, and the first day drew great crowds. Baby Marie
Osborne was the attraction on January 8, and the next three
days went to Nazimova' in a return engagement of " Eye for
Eye." This picture was shown at the Princess for four days,
but the prevalence of influenza at that time prevented many
fans from seeing it. These disappointed folks prevailed upon
Manager Kunz to bring the play back, so it was shown for
three days more, being the only picture except " Over The
Top " to have a seven day run at the Princess.
THE LYRIC has booked Metro service again.
MANAGER KERASOTES, of the Royal, says that except for
big specials, he finds the daily change nets him the most
money. However, Mr. Gus says he is always ready to play a
good picture for as many days as business holds up. For the
week of January 5-11, the Royal had: Sunday, Helen Gibson
in a two-reel Universal, and Eddie Polo in " The Lure of the

Circus;" Monday, Mary Miles Minter in "The Ghost of Rosy
Taylor;" Tuesday, Vitagraph's " Baree, son of Kazan;" Wednesday, "Heredity," World production with Barbara Castleton; Thursday. "The Masque of Life," a foreign made picture;
Friday, Gladys Brockwell in " The Bird of Prey," Fox feature;
Saturday, a Bluebird special.
THE

TOM MIX in "Treat 'em Rough" came to the Lyric for twc
days, beginning Sunday, January 12.
THE management of the Pekin theatre (colored) says busi
ness is good- Patrons of the Pekin demand serials, so the
manager shows five a week. Ruth Roland is the big star witr
the colored folks, and draws a full house every time her nami
is displayed.
THE CAPITOL showed the first chapter of " The Lightninj
Raider," Pathe, with Pearl White, on Sunday, January J
and great crowds were in attendance. Manager Maisel gav
good free presents to every child, and a free photograph o
Pearl White to every one who cut the coupon from the Jan
uary 4 issue of the Saturday Evening Post. Mack Sennett'
" Ladies First " was on the bill with " The Lightning Raider
and made the crowds shriek with laughter.
BEN ROVIN continues to grow rich showing William Fai
num pictures. " Fighting Blood " was the attraction on Sur
day, January 5, and as many as could crowd into the playhous
from noon till near midnight saw it. Hundreds of others wei
disappointed, not being able to get in. George Walsh in " Tr
Kid is Clever," Theda Bara in " The Serpent " and Harol
Lockwood in " Broadway Bill " were some of the pictun
shown for the week of January 5-11.
HARRY WEISS, of the Central Film company, Chicago, w;
in the city again last week, getting accounts for the Mai
Pickford, Norma Talmadge and other First National produ
tions. According to Weiss, Fairbanks, Hart and Ray a
negotiating with his company.

MADLAINE TRAVERSE, new Fox star, had two good da
at the Lyric with " The Danger Zone." Harry Morey folic
productic
ed for two days in " Hoarded Assets," a Vitagraph was
seen
and on January 9, 10 and 11, William Farnum
" The Rainbow Trail." sequel to " Riders of the Purple Sag<
shown here three weeks ago. There had been a great dema
an early showing of "T
patronscityforseemingly
of Lyric
on the part
Rainbow
Trail,"
the entire
having read Za
Grey's story.
THE smile that betrays a satisfactory state of affairs is ti
worn by Louis Kerasotes, who operates the Savoy. Lo
a kick to make,
he hasn'twere
and thatpictures,
great,following
are The
says things
fault
to find.
played for 1
"A Fight
of
week of January 5-11; Sunday, chapter 8
Millions," Helen Gibson in "The Secret Peril." and Al
Howell in " The Cabbage Queen;" Monday and Tuesday. "1
Crisis," special Selig production; Wednesday, episode 16
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" The Brass Bullet," a two reel Broadway star feature, and a
Star comedy with Lyons and Moran; Thursday, Monroe Salisbury in "That Devil Bateese;" Friday, "The Iron Test" and
other pictures, and Saturday, Dollie Ledgerwood Matters in
" The Mother and The Law,"
THE MAJESTIC is now showing chapter II of " A Fight for
Millions."
A GOODLY sprinkling of men in uniform is now to be seen
at all the theatres at all times of the day. The boys are returning every day, which means more money in the pockets
of the exhibitors. It is a surprising thing, but some of the
local theatres have had better patronage during the war than
they had before America got into the fight. When all the boys
get back it will surely mean good times for the theatre men.
THE EMPRESS, Palace and North End Circle theatres
report that business is generally satisfactory. The cold
weather of the past few days has put a crimp in the attendance, but this is only temporary.
THE VAUDETTE has Marguerite Clark coming in " Little Miss Hoover," which is said to be a very charming photoplay. Manager Watts has been forced to substitute for Burton Holmes Travelogs and Bray Pictographs for the past
two weeks, and has been using Pathe News.
Katterjohn Discusses Future of War Drama
A question which is just now agitating the minds of many
f» producers and exhibitors of motion pictures is that
which relates to the present status of the war film, from the
standpoint of its worth as a profitable attraction.
, Is a story dealing with the war a suitable subject for production, now that the war is over? Has the public become
satiated with war pictures, as such? If not, why do exhibitors
:ontinually proclaim in their advertising that " this is not a
war picture? " What is the future of the war drame?
Monte M. Katterjohn, producing head of Katterjohn Films,
ielves beneath the surface in a discussion of these interesting
points, and presents a clear-cut analysis of the situation.
" To a superficial observer," says Mr. Katterjohn, " it would
ippear that the war film has had its day — that the theatrejjoing public has become surfeited with pictures dealing with
.he great conflict whether the scenes be laid on the battlefields of France or in the spy-infected areas of the United
States.
[ " It is claimed that such productins have now been relegated
:o the unprofitable class. Many with whom I have talked
lave expressed themselves positively on this point, and have
announced their intention of having nothing further to do with
war plays.
" I find myself unable to agree with their contention or their
inclusions, without qualifying them with a number of ' ifs.'
[ cannot believe that the world could so quickly lose interest
n the most tremendously dramatic period in all history. The
real fault has not been in the selection of the subject or the
background,
but in the character and quality of the plays
:reated.

"Piffle has been substituted for patriotism; German spies
lave been dragged in by the heels whether they ' belonged '
Dr not, simply to give every story a 'war angle;' pointless
lodge-podges have been thrown together, labeled with flamboyant titles, and dumped upon the film market; flag-waving
las taken the place of plot and heart interest — and because
hese things have lost their vogue, we are told that the public
s tired of war pictures!
.
! "The objection is not to war pictures. It is to the kind of
var pictures. There has been no lessening of the popularity
>f Griffith's 'Hearts of the World' since the signing of the
irmistice, and its drawing power gives no indication of diminshing for a long time to come. No motion picture ever proluced has been more thoroughly steeped in an atmosphere of
var; yet it still continues as one of the great film successes
)f all time.
But the screen is its own worst enemy, and its pointless,
iresome productions unfailingly react against every producer
md every exhibitor in the industry. It is the poorly conceived
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war drama which has brought this class of picture into disrepute, and which threatens to cast into the discard the very
type of film which possessed unequaled possibilities both as
to production and exhibition.
" The future favor of the war drama rests with the producers themselves, and not in the fickle mind qf an over-fed
public. There must be an earnest effort to secure stories
which combine logical plot and virile imagination; there must
be human characters with human hearts and impulses; decidedly, there must be something in the stories besides the
flag. It is the weak act of the bill that waves the Stars and
Stripes for an applause finish.
" Countless thousands of our soldiers returning from France
will want to live over again with their families the scenes
through which they have passed during the great conflict.
Though the war is over, the entire world is still bound up in
its memories.
" If the producer will do his share, and do it superlatively
well, the exhibitor will no longer protest that ' this is not a
war play.' He will shout from the housetops, ' This IS a war
play— and its GREAT.'"
With

Dubuque

Exhibitors

(Continued from page 5)
THE manager of the Dreamland theatre at Galena says that
he has " just a mere little theatre, but the biggest and best
photoplays obtainable!" A glance at his program for the
week of January 5 proves that he was correct where the pictures were concerned. Monday, " How Could You, Jean? "
with Mary Pickford; Tuesday, " The Turn of the Wheel," with
Geraldine Farrar; Wednesday, "The House of Gold," with
Emmy Wehlen; Thursday, "The Passing of the Third Floor
Back," with Sir Johnston Forbes Robertson; Friday, "Mrs.
Leffingwell's Boots," with Constance Talmadge; Saturday,
" His Own Home Town," with Charles Ray.
THE BLENDE theatre at Benon, Wis., showed two very
good features during the week of January 5, " The Winding
nedy.
Trail," with Viola Dana, and " Baby Mine," with Madge KenTHE PLAZA theatre at Manchester started out the new
year with a Mary Pickford feature, " Amarilly of Clothes Line.
Alley," and followed that play with a number of fine features,
among which were "Love Letters," with Dorothy Dalton;
"By Right of Purchase," with Norma Talmadge! "Revelation," withAllison.
Alia Nazimova and " A Successful Adventure,"
with May
ETHEL CLAYTON and FATTY ARBUCKLE shared the
honors of the day at the Grand, Monday and Tuesday, January
6 and 7- Miss Clayton was starred in " The Girl Who Came
Back," a highly interesting Paramount drama, while Fatty Arbuckle played in " The Cook," a screamingly funny two-reel
comedy. One of these stars alone* is enough to draw a full
house, and when the two stars were, shown the Grand had
packed houses all evening.
"HEADIN' SOUTH," with Douglas Fairbanks, was the feature at the Princess theatre January 6 and 7. The inimitable
"Doug" was better than ever; he was greeted by large and
enthusiastic audiences who applauded him again and again.
The picture itself was of a higher standard than the usual
Fairbanks productions — in fact, many Dubuquers considered it
his greatest photoplay.
MANAGER YOUNG of the Family theatre presented "The
Marionettes," with Clara Kimball Young, for the January 4
program. As the frumpy little country girl and later as the
brilliant society woman, Miss Young scored a big hit. Though
an old picture,
first-run
feature." The Marionettes " drew a crowd worthy of a

"AMERICA'S ANSWER," the second official war film, was
shown at the Dreamland theatre Tuesday, January 7.
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" THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS," with Eddie Popo as the
feature performer, was produced in the Royal theatre January 10-11, and it proved a drawing card.

MANAGER TOM NORMAN of the Rex theatre, returned
from Chicago, having buried his father there, who has been
suffering for years with an internal disease.

NAZIMOVA proved an attraction at the Colonial theatre
January
8-9 in seen
" Toys
of Fate," one of the best pictures the
star
has been
in here.

THE REX played Gladys Brockwell to a crowded house for
two days in " The Strange Woman." Constance Talmadge in
" The Shuttle " also went well, matinee and evening. Evidently this theatre has a monoply on the north side people, as
it is usually patronized by people from this section of the city,
especially now that winter has set in.

CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG added to her admirers when
she played in the Grand theatre January 7-8-9 in " The Road
Through the Dark," a Select production.

A HEAVY snow storm put the Jinx on the motion picture
business here Christmas Eve, but Christmas Day the crowds
were more than fair.

" THE YELLOW DOG," a Jewel production, was presented
at the Royal theatre January 8-9 and drew crowds.

THE " flu " ban has been lifted, the scare is over, and the city
is practically free from this epidemic. The ban was lifted last
week.
CAL DEVOL, violinist at the Rex, wrote the words and music
of a new semi-classical song, "Alabama Lullaby," a fine piece
of art, which he is playing regularly at the theatre, and which
is being published and financed by Chicago publishers. He is
now at work on two other additions, both of which deal
with the end of the war, and the returning Yank. In these,
he is assisted by Ethel DeVol.
THE BIJOU, like the Rex, is doing a good business, altho the
afternoon crowds are usually very small. Manager McKivett,
like Manager Norman, is not running any big features until
after the holidays. Mack says he's thru with war pictures.
" The people don't want war," said Mack.
THINGS at the Palace are very quiet, since the admission
price has been reduced to 10c. Thus far, the management is
not running any feature stuff.
THE RIALTO pulled a big surprise on the public, when they
announced that beginning Sunday, December 29th, five acts
of first class Vaudeville would be shown there regularly on
the Sabbath Day, in addition to a big feature movie production. The new admission price is 25c. straight, war tax included. Tom Moore was seen on the first Sunday in addition
to the vaudeville, in " Thirty A Week."
D. W. GRIFFITH'S great play " The Greatest Thing In Life,"
was shown at the Rialto, and with the possible exception of
" Eye For Eye," proved to be one of the biggest attractions
ever shown in Racine. An admission price of 25c, (war tax
included) was charged for this production. Racine talent was
in evidence again between acts, when this production was
played. Miss Florence Peterson, known as Racine's Silvertoned
The American Quartette 'also rendered
a choiceSoprano,
number sang.
of selections.
NAZIMOVA in " Toys of Fate," is being booked for the
Palace in the near future. The success of this picture is practically assured, as this famous actress has become a big favorite with Racine fans, since she played here in " Eye for Eye."
JACK BESSIE left here with his company for " parts unknown." He got his first real bunkoing this year, for the
first time since his many annual visits here. He has been
showing at the.Orpheum for several months, banking strongly
on " after the ' flu '" prospects.

Gathered

in Green

Bay

DOROTHY GISH played in her initial Paramount picture
in the Colonial theatre program, January 9-10. She appeared
in " Battling Jane," an amusing film.

"THE MODEL'S CONFESSION," with Mary MacLaren in
the leading role, was shown at the Royal theatre January 3.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS was seen Jan. 9-10-11-12 in the
Paramount film "Headin' South." The characteristic Fairbanks action was present in the picture.
PAULINE STARKE was seen in "Alias Mary Brown," a
five-reel Triangle film, at the Royal theatre January 7. Chester
Conklin was shown in a Mack Sennett comedy " Bucking
Society," in the same program.
"THE WHISPERING CHORUS," with Katheryn Williams
in the lead, was produced in the Orpheum theatre January
2-3-4-5, and it was exceedingly interesting.
ETHEL

CLAYTON played in the Lasky-Paramount production, The
"
Girl Who Came Back," at the Colonial theatre
January 6-7.
THE Triangle film, " The Price of Applause," was shown at
the Royal theatre January 6. Jack Livingston played in the
lead.
CHARLES RAY was presented in "String Beans," a Paramount film, January 4-5, at the Colonial theatre. He drew
large houses.
CONSTANCE TALMADGE played in the Select picture, "A
Pair of Silk Stockings," January 3-4-5-6, at the Grand theatre.
ATTENDANCE at motion picture houses in Green Bay has
gradually gotten back to normal with the abatement of the
influenza epidemic- The influenza has practically disappeared
in the city, and people are no longer fearful of contracting
the disease by mingling in crowds.

Directory

of New

Theatres

ILLINOIS
Finkelmann and Corey, owners of the Princess, Gem, and Savo;
theatres at Quincy will combine two of their houses into one larg'
theatre early in the summer.
At Marion an up-to-date new theatre will be erected shortly
according to announcement. It will be located in the Shannoi
Holland lot, and A. B. McLaren says that the new house will hav>
a seating capacity of 1,500.
INDIANA
At 126-128-130 East Washington street, Indianapolis, E. C
Sourbier will erect a modern theatre in the near future, it i
announced.
Harry Mendenhall, of Greenville. Ohio, has purchased tb
Strand theatre at Newcastle, Ind., and also the site adjoining an
announces the investment amounts to $50,000. which provide- fc
the erection (if a theatre on the combined site with a soatin
capacity of 1,400.
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Spokane Health Officer Denies Petition of
Theatre Men Containing 7,300 Names
JB. ANDERSON, health officer for Spokane, has denied
• the petition of theatre men asking that the influenza ban
on public gatherings be lifted and homes quarantined where
influenza prevails. The petition carried some 7,300 names.
The petitions were presented to the Board of Health and without discussion referred to Dr. Anderson. Dr. Anderson made
the statement that he would not lift the ban until January 1,
at least. The petition calls for a lifting of the ban on public
gatherings and individual quarantine of influenza patients.
The theatre managers of the city, hard hit by the half-capacity
regulation, have backed the movement for the lifting of the
ban and have circulated the petition at their theatres. The
petition was presented to the Health Board by C. E. Stilman, Walter De Lion and W. C. Smith for the theatre managers. At noon Tuesday there were only thirteen new cases
of influenza and none of pneumonia reported to the health office. On December 10, the influenza death rate reached the
highest point of the epidemic, twenty deaths from the disease
being reported to the health office on that date. Since then
deaths have gradually, but surely, dropped, until, for the last
few days, there have been few reported. On December 11,
there were thirteen deaths; on the 12th, nine, and on other
days in succession to date reported as follows: Nine, seven,
six, five, six, one, four, one and six.

HEADED by Maxwell Karger, director general, the Metro
producing organization took formal possession of the
newly completed Administration Building at Hollywood, California, January 8.
Workman had just completed the installation of the hardwood finishings in the various offices used by the director general, scenario writers, directors and the auditing staff.
The administration building, fronting north on Romaine
street,
Cahue"ga
bounding
the eastexample
and Coleof
avenue with
on the
west, avenue
is described
as it
a on
splendid
graceful colonial architecture.
Massive white columns rise before the main entrance, midway of the structure, with above them a jutting gable roof surmounted by a State House cupola topped by a flagstaff and
Old Glory.
The new edifice has received its coatings of buff paint, with
white window sashes and a green roof. Ample account has
been taken of the importance of an abundance of light in making motion pictures, and all the windows are exceedingly large.
Construction of the entire new plant has been carried on
rapidly with Joseph W. Engel, Metro treasurer, supervising
all details, assisted by C. P. Butler. A record was made in the
speedy erection of the three big stages, of which one is enclosed. •

Hart's New Picture Gets a Name
"TTHE POPPY GIRL'S HUSBAND " is the title of William
A S. Hart's newest photoplay production. At least, this is
the working title. The original story was by Jack Boyle and
was printed in the Red Book Magazine. Supporting Mr. Hart
are Juanita Hansen, leading woman; Walter Long, formerly a
Captain in the United States Coast Artillery, and who ha^
played prominent parts in a number of Griffith and Paramount
pictures; Fred Star, as the heavy; Dave Kirby, the crook, and
ittle Georgie Stone as the five-year-old boy of the play. The
story is of the crook variety, but with a new twist. Hart at
sne time in the play must assume the role of a cohvict, and to
lo this properly he had his hair completely abbreviated. He is
his week recovering from the effects of the " close cut." The
ncture is now in the second week of production, and it is beieved two more weeks' work will be necessary before the picure is completed.
.

Dahnken and Asher Boost 'Frisco for Studios
CARRYING a message from the Mayor of San Francisco to
be read at what is expected to be the biggest meeting of
motion picture exhibitors ever held on the Coast, Fred
Dahnken, president of Turner & Dahnken circuit of theatres,
and E. M. Asher, manager of the Tivoli theatre left for Los
Angeles on January 6 with the purpose of persuading some
of the big film-producing companies to move to San Francisco.
It is well known that many companies would like to move to
San Francisco, and Asher has gathered data and statistics on
climatic conditions in this city which he will present to the
motion picture men to show that climatically San Francisco
is an ideal place for producing pictures. Among the national
exhibitors who will be present at the Los Angeles meeting
are Aaron Jones of Chicago, Harry Schwalber, Jansen and
Von Herber of Seattle, E. H. Hulsey of Texas and Moe Mark
of New York.
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Arizona — California — Colorado — New Mexico — Idaho — Montana
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War

Service Association

P/jans to Disband

PLANS have been formulated for disbanding the war time
organization Motion Picture War Service Association, and
funds in the treasury will be returned to the givers on the basis
of about eighty-five per cent of the original gift or membership fee. This plan was decided upon at the very recent meeting of the officers and directors of the War Service Association
at which time steps were taken for the organization of an Association that would be in charge of raising funds for, and erecting a home for indigent or disabled motion picture players.
Rule relating to the admit^nce of unproductive people to the
home will provide that only those who have had three years or
more experience in motion pictures, will be admitted.
Upon the unanimous vote of all officers present the suggestion by David Wark Griffith that Frank E. Woods, manager of
production of the Lasky Studio, serve as chairman, was carried, and Mr. Woods has now taken up the work of organizing
what
probably be known as the Motion Picture Players'
Fund will
Association.

In this triumvirate of energy are Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, manager of
himself, and James Kirkwood, who is staging
and Mary;
Jack first
the
of the Jack
Jack Pickford productions for release through
First National
Abrams Claims Star Keeps Business Alive
HIRAM ABRAMS, formerly vice-president of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation, and B. P. Schulberg, former
general manager of the corporation, arrived in Los Angeles
recently. Mr. Abrams said he was-interested in the formation
of a new company. Discussing the film industry in a general
way, he said:
" There is now in progress the first step to the largest consolidation ofmotion picture interests that has ever taken place
in the industry. Strange to say, this amalgamation has been
indirectly suggested by the Government.
" When the United States declared war on Germany, the
Government asked the motion picture industry to co-operate
in the dissemination of its screen propaganda. This tended to
bring the various warring factions together for the first time
in a common purpose. As a result of this trade association the
leading financial and producing factors in the business began
to see advantages of united action.
" There are at present in Los Angeles a number of film
executives who are looking forward to a great consolidation,
and it is my opinion that such a coalition would have a disastrous effect upon the industry. It would limit the opportunity
of the independent star.
" The star is the principal factor in the business and must
always remain so. Motion pictures are popular only because
the stars are popular. In fact, the star is the motion picture
business. Therefore, anything that hampers the growth of
stars will react unfavorably upon the industry, and trade combinations are bound to hamper it.
" Such combinations will naturally carry with them restrictions and diminished salaries, thus proportionately diminishing
the incentive."
New Ince Studios Actively Operating
THE new Thomas H. Ince studio, erected at a cost said to
be in excess of $250,000, is now occupied by the entire
staff in Culver City, California.
Three new companies are now completing screen productions according to report. The administration building is of
large colonial type much resembling the home of Gearge
Washington at Mount Vernon.
It is artistically set off by an expansive front yard, dotted
with a variety of fruit trees and flowering foliage.

With the passing of the Motion Picture War Service Association abrief resume of the work accomplished by the film industry in this respect is highly complimentary to the industry.
Perhaps the greatest achievement was that of having the industry classed by the War Department as essential, this being accomplished byconsiderable correspondence, telegraphing, longdistance conversations, and the sending of a representative to
Washington. Help has been given to many dependents of motion picture men who were in the war service, and it was'
through the War Service Association that entertainment was
provided for war camps on the southwestern Pacific coast territory. The morale of the soldiers at Camp Kearny was
greatly improved during a recent quarantine, when the Association gave nightly entertainments for the soldiers.
It was under the auspices of the War Service Association
that approximately $5,000,000 worth of Liberty Bonds were
subscribed during the Fourth Liberty Loan. David Wark
Griffith served as chairman; Mack Sennett as treasurer; S. E.
V. Taylor, secretary, and other prominent workers were Lois
Weber, Dustin Farnum, Mary Pickford, William S. Hart,
Douglas Fairbanks, C. B. de Mille, Winifred Kingston. Mrs.
Charles Ray and many others.

Samuel Goldwyn, Rex Beach. Samuel Rothapfel, Mrs. Rex Beach
and Abraham Lehr on the Goldwyn lot at Culver City recently
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HAROLD H. HURN, formerly manager of the Triangle's
offices in Seattle for the Northwest, but now in uniform, recently received a furlough and spent a great part of his time
on Film Row visiting the boys who gave him such a grand
send off when he left for Camp Lewis. All were glad to see
him and he was just as glad to see them.
ON NEW YEAR'S EVE the larger houses had midnight
shows. Special music and concerts were given together with
the pictures. The theatres were crowded. Seattle was extremely prosperous during 1918 and even though the flu did
close the houses almost six weeks in Seattle, the managers all
did exceedingly well.
EDDIE POLO, star in the Universal's " Lure of the Circus "
and " The Bull's Eye " paid a visit to Seattle and other Pacific
Coast cities, where he appeared on the stage at the theatres
where " The Lure of the Circus " is being shown. He made
a great hit wherever and whenever he appeared.
ARRANGEMENTS have been made by the Universal with
James J. Corbett, to appear on the screen in the Pacific Coast
cities in a new serial.
MANAGER DUNHAM and son from Mount Vernon, Wash.,
were on the row looking over some pictures to either book
for a future date or else take home with them immediately.
MADAME PAUL of Olympia, recently paid another visit to
the Goldwyn offices in order to obtain more pictures for her
theatre.
G. GLENN of Issaquah, Wash., a mining town, took a trip
to Seattle's Film row, visiting almost every exchange, for he
realizes that his clentele will only continue to patronize him
if he shows them the best pictures.
ALL the towns in the Seattle Film Exchange territory have
not opened to date. About half were closed the first of the
year. A town may be open one day and closed the next.
This has played a great hardship on the small town managers
and the exchange managers.

With

Los Angeles

Exchanges

and Theatres

J. H. SEMLER, representative of Robertson-Cole company,
banking house associated with Mutual Exhibitors exchanges,
an American concern that has purchased world rights for all
Mutual releases, was a visitor in Los Angeles this week. He
expects to be here indefinitely.
WILLARD WYATT has purchased the Rosebud theatre on
Central avenue from Mrs, S. R. Stern, and he has booked the
Hayakawa series as one of the attractions for the house under
its new management.
THE CASINO theatre at Yuma, Ariz., formerly managed by
John Johansen, has been taken over by Paul Maretta, according to word received in Los Angeles this week by various film
exchanges. Both Mr. Johansen and Mr. Maretta were visitors
on film row, where Mr. Maretta lined up some pictures for the
next few months.
JAMES COOK, of the Palace theatre at El Centro, this week
booked the entire series of Sessue Hayakawa pictures from the
mutual exchange, according to announcement by Branch Manager A. R. Patton.
THE New Strand theatre at Phoenix, Ariz., has booked for
January 8, 9 and 10 Martin Johnson's " Cannibals of the South
Seas," being released in this territory by Mutual.

COAST
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EXHIBITORS FILM EXCHANGE
INCORPORATED
Member of Firsl National Exhibitor* Circuit
NOW BOOKING
SHOULDER
A DOG'S LIFE 1
MY FOURARMS
YEARS IN GERMANY
TARZAN OF THE APES
ROMANCE OF TARZAN
PERSHING'S CRUSADERS
THE STILL ALARM
ITALY'S FLAMING FRONT
RAFFLES, Etc., Etc.
COMING !
ANITA STEWART SUPERFEATURES
MARY PICKFORD SUPERPICTURES
1200 FOURTH AVE., SEATTLE, WASH.
F. V. FISHER, Manager
GREATER

FEATURES COMPANY
Starting on Third Year — Now Batting 600%
Short Reel Subjects
Also Features
JACK LANNON, Owner
FOLLOWING Douglas Fairbanks' " Arizona " at the new
California, was " Sporting Life," a Paramount-Artcraft picture
with an all star cast. " Branding Broadway," with William S.
Hart as the star, has also been booked for an early run at new
California. The present program will be followed by the
Nazimova production, " An Eye for An Eye."
HARVEY E. GAUSMAN, who has for the past six months
been with the Goldwyn exchange as road representative, left
the employ of that organization on Saturday, January 4, to be
connected with the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, working out of the Los Angeles exchange. Previous to joining
Goldwyn he was with the Hoffman Four Square and the United
Exhibitors' Booking corporation. He was also with Thomas
H. Ince for eighteen months in the producing end of the game.
Mr. Gausman is well known to the exhibitors in the Los Angeles territory.
" SHOULDER ARMS," in which Charlie Chaplin is seen as a
soldier in the trenches, is breaking all records for attendance
in every theatre in Southern California where it has been
shown. This announcement was made last Saturday by
Branch Manager W. E. Knotts of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit, following advices from houses where the picture has been shown. It was a special attraction for three
weeks at Tally's Broadway, and the Superba theatre in San
Diego held the picture one week longer than the original
schedule. Manager G. A. Bush of the Superba theatre said
the picture had been even more popular in San Diego than its
predecessor, " A Dog's Life." " Shoulder Arms " also had a
week's run at Camp Kearny, and the longest run of any subject previous to this time had been four days.
" VIRTUOUS WIVES," First National special attraction, starring Anita Stewart, was given a pre-view at Tally's Broadway
theatre at 11:30 o'clock last Sunday night. The public was invited to see the picture along with the various news critics of
trade journals and local newspapers. The picture was the feature attraction this week at Tally's Broadway.
W. J. MULLANEY, special salesman for Pathe, left for an
extensive trip through Arizona. This is the first time he has
visited in this territory since the influenza ban was raised.
THE APOLLO theatre at the corner of Vermont avenue and
Forty-eighth street, Los Angeles, formerly operated by Patterson and Thompson, has been taken over by Glen Harper,
of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners' Association
secretary
of
Los Angeles.
,
i
ACCORDING to a report made by Sid Grauman, general
manager of Grauman's theatre, to Harry Ballance, branch manager of the Paramount-Artcrrft exchange, "Little Women,"
picture, showing at Grauman's
Artcraft
A. Brady
William
the
last week, broke
all recent
attendance records.
W. W. HODKINSON,

head of the Hodkinson interest, and C.

i
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UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
Successor to California Film Exchange
DAVID BERSHON, MANAGER.
Distributors of Universal, Jewel and Lois Weber Productions, Blue Bird Photoplays, Century and
Lyons & Moran Comedies
822 S. OLIVE ST.
LOUIS HYMAN
Manager
ALL STAR FEATURE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
514 West Eighth Street

VITAGRAPH
Southern California and
Arizona
W. H. HEPBURN, Branch Manager
Knickerbocker Building
■ 643 S. Olive Street

Useds, Theatre
WAN
" An TFH
1 E,Lr Chair
Motion
Picture Projectors, and everyning
thing pertai
to motion
pictures.
Buying from us
saves you 25 to 50 per cent.
MOVIE EMPORIUM
Calmy Brothers, 752 So. Olive St.

J. SLIPPER & COMPANY
PICTURE MACHINES
Simplex,
Motiograph,
Minusa
Screens Baird
Hertner Transverters
Theatre Suppllea
728 So. Olive Street
Send for Catalog

E. Shurtleff, general sales manager for Hodkinson, are scheduled to arrive in Los Angeles about the end of this month.
They are coming to the West Coast in the interest of some
new plans for the new year, it is understood.
G. R. SIRWELL, branch manager of the Hodkinson exchange
in Los Angeles, said this week that Bessie Barriscale's picture,
" The Heart of Rachael," broke all attendance records of the
present management at the Victory theatre on Broadway,
where it was the attraction all last week.
MOTION PICTURES of the famous Rose Tournament at
Pasadena on New Year's day, made by Pathe, were shown at
the New California theatre on New Year's night, or the same
day of the big floral parade. This showing was just twentyfour hours ahead of all competitors, according to the claim of
Branch Manager Tate of the Pathe exchange. Mr. Tate said
that motion pictures of Mary Pickford greeting the 143rd Field
Artillery at San Francisco on last Friday were shown in Los
Angeles three hours ahead of any other competitor.
WILLIAM ALEXANDER, division manager of United for
the Pacific coast, has purchased a new car, and expects within
the next month to visit all the United exchanges on the Pacific
coast, using the new car as means of transportation.
W. E. MATHEWS, salesman for General Film Company, who
has been ill in San Francisco for more than a month, has returned to Los Angeles and this week was calling on exhibitors
in Southern California.
F. E. SAMUELS, special
ing out of the New York
Los Angeles, left Sunday
likely visit the exchanges
fore returning East.

representative of General Film, workoffice, after spending several days in
for San Francisco. He said he would
in Portland, Seattle and Denver be-

C. E. ELLIOTT, who is handling special productions for
Select in the Los Angeles territory, is this week calling on exhibitors in San Diego.
B. E. LOPER, branch manager of Select, has just returned
from a trip to San Diego last week, and he reports that business in the southern city is about 60 per cent normal. San
Diego recently underwent the novel excitement of being closed,
then reopened and closed again, with everybody required to
wear masks. The town has not recovered from this shock, Mr.
Loper says, and hence business is still far from normal.
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ANNOUNCEMENT was made this week by Louis Hyman,
manager of the All Star Features Distributors exchange, that
Sol Lesser, head of the All Star Features, had purchased the
screen rights to sixteen Tom Mix reissues, all of them tworeel subjects. These pictures, Mr. Hyman said, will be handled
on the franchise basis, and already many inquiries are being
received by the exchange as to releasing dates. A number of
the subjects have already been booked in the Los Angeles territory, Mr. Hyman said.
LOS ANGELES exchanges were notified this week that the
theatres in Santa Barbara have again been closed by order of
the Santa Barbara health authorities, because of a recurrence
of influenza in that community. The closing order specifies an
indefinite period. The theatres at Covina, another town in
Southern California, were also closed again this week. Announcement that these towns had been closed again came
when it was generally believed by theatre men in Los Angeles
that the epidemic had permanently subsided in Southern California.
NICK DIAMOS, manager of the Lyric Amusement company,
of Arizona, was in Los Angeles this week arranging bookings
for his various theatres in Arizona. The influenza ban has been
lifted in Arizona, and Mr. Diamos believes that with the reopening of the theatres business will soon hit its normal stride.
Among the exchanges he visited in Los Angeles were Metro,
Select, Mutual, Universal, Paramount-Artcraft, Goldwyn,
World and Vitagraph.
NOTICE that a print of the World Film picture, " What Shall
We Do With Him," will be received on the Pacific coast was
received last week by Branch Manager T. E. Hancock from
the New York offices of World Film Corporation. Mr. Hancock is planning a pre-view of the subject as soon as it arrives
in Los Angeles.
L. D. PURDY, road salesman for Metro, left this week for a
trip to Imperial Valley, where he will call on all the exhibitors
in that territory.
HARRY COHEN, special representative of Metro, returned
to Los Angeles this week from San Francisco. He says that
business is resuming its normal trend, and predicts shortly the
West Coast theatres will be playing to larger crowds than
. even before the influenza epidemic.
HARRY LUSTIG, western division manager of Metro, left on
January 9 for a visit to all the Metro exchanges on the Pacific
coast. His trip will take him to San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Salt Lake and Denver. He expects to be away from Los
Angeles between two and three weeks.
THE ANNUAL New Year's eve social gathering of the Los
Angeles film exchange men and their wives was held this year
at the Ship Cafe, at Venice. The entire upper deck of the ship
was turned over to the exchange celebrants, and following
dinner dancing continued into the small hours. Prominent
among these in attendance were Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lustig,
of Metro; Mr. and Mrs. William Alexander, of United: Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Ballance, of Paramount-Artcraft; Mr. and Mrs.
A. B. Lamb, of Metro; Fred Miller, of the California theatre;
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Theurkauff. of Universal; Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Charles, of American Photoplayers ; Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Mooney, of Fox Exchange; Mr. and Mrs. B. E. Loper, of
Select; Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Elliott, of Select; Mr. and Mrs. L.
D. Purdy, of Metro; Bart Burtelson, of the California theatre.
" EYE FOR EYE," special Select production, starring Madame
Nazimova, has been booked at the new California theatre for
the week beginning January 12, it was announced this week
by Branch Manager Lamb of the Metro exchange. Special
advertising features are being prepared, Mr. Lamb said, to put
the picture over in a big way.
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SPANISH influenza has taken a new hold on Portland, Ore.,
the increase in cases following Christmas and New Year's
festivities being marked, but thus far there has been no talk
of theatre closing again.
OREGON towns are still tightly closed, that is the third
reported last week, with the exception that at Pendleton a
new ordinance has been put through permitting operation of
motion picture theatres with patrons occupying every other
row of seats and every other seat in a row. This cuts them
down to one-fourth capacity.
Theatre men at La Grand and several other points are reported in a fighting mood and determined to fight the closing
of their towns.
HENRY BERGER, Jr., who made the famous Columbia
River Highway pictures four years ago and lectured with
them throughout the country, is back in Portland and devoting his time to art photography-gravure portraits. He has
been commissioned to take color pictures of the Columbia
River Highway, Crater Lake, and Rainier National Park, next
Summer, for Prizma, Inc. For several years he has been filming American wonder spots for this concern.
WENDELL O'DAY, well-known Pacific Coast organist,
brought to Portland by J. J. Parker to dedicate the new Wurlitzer organ last October, died in a Portland hospital on
January 3 of cerebral embolism-clot on the brain. He was a
University of Washington man, a bridegroom of little more
than a year, and very popular among theatre people. At one
time he was organist at the Rialto theatre, San Francisco.
LIBERTY, MAJESTIC and GLOBE theatres were the leaders in New Year's eve festivities in Portland. Special vaudeville performances, with much local talent, featured the bills,
with souvenirs for all. Practically all theatres gave performances— regular bills — until after 12 o'clock.
EDDIE POLO dropped into Portland first week of the new
year, made a couple of personal appearances in down town
theatres and then departed.
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V. F. NICHOLS has bought the Star theatre, McMinnville,
from Dr. Morris. Nichols came down from Alaska, where
he railroaded and later played the organ for Captain Lathrop
at Anchorage, to enlist in the army. He was in the service
but five months before presented with a discharge.
MRS. S. DANZ, wife of the manager of the Star theatre,
Astoria, came into Portland the other day and booked some
pictures for the theatre.
WHEN the " flu " resulted in another lid-clamping at Salem,
George and Frank Bligh, the theatrical magnates of the Orecon capital, hied themselves to Portland for a trip.
J. B. SPARKS, controlling theatres in Heppner and Condon,
Ore., also came to Portland while the " flu " was venting its
spleen on his people.
NEWPORT, Ore., has reopened and Manager Bair, of the
Royal Theatre, is back on the job.
JOHN WESLEY, of the Peoples theatre, Scio, Ore., has
closed his house, pending a new election. The present city
council vented its ire on him by soaking a $450 license in his
theatre. His only recourse is to wait until a new council is
elected.
Butte

Exchange

Dines Eddie
For Universal

Polo

on Visit

ON

the occasion of Eddie Polo's visit to Butte last week
he was the honor guest at a dinner given at the Finlen
by George Bourke, manager of the local Universal exchange.
Present were several newswriters and the following theatre
folk: William Woolfall, Harrison avenue theatre, E. Marshall
Taylor, Ansonia; Merle Davis, Broadway; George Peppes,
Lyric; Mrs. Lyod and Mr. Whethsone. Polo, who is starring
in the new serial, the " Lure of the Circus " appeared in person
at the six houses in Butte and suburbs now showing it. He
left after a day's stay for Seattle. Mr. Polo was accompanied
by Mrs. Polo.
DUHEM

McMINNVILLE, Ore., is a freak town, for it was closed by
the health board because of a smallpox scare and not because
of the "flu."

MOTION

W. H. DURHAM,
visitor recently.

EXPERT DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND COLORING
CAMERA OUT-FITS AND RAW FILM SUPPLIED

Films

Camas, Wash., film chief, was a Portland

L. JACOBSON is awaiting the end of the influenza scare to
dedicate his new Liberty theatre at Klamath Falls, Ore.
SHERIDAN, Ore., was closed for a few days, but it was a
diphtheria
scare, according to W. E. Dodge,' of the Grand
theatre.
HENRY CLAY BELL, recently appointed organist at the
Globe theatre, Portland, is one of the youngest in the game —
but Manager Marquard asserts he's more than a
old,talent.
16 years in
hundred

BERT LATZ, former Jewel representative in the Northwest,
was out of the Spruce Division trenches by Christmas and
will soon be back in film harness.

GEORGE JACKSON, former Mutual manager in Portland,
now with Uncle Sam at American Lake, expects to be back
on film row soon.
AMONG recent Portland visitors were Charley Schram of
the Grand theatre, Oregon City; Manager Heideman of the
Westport theatre, Westport, Ore.; Manager Kiggins from
Vancouver, Wash.

R. TEESON, who used to operate for W. H. Durham, at the
Grand, Camas, Wash., is back on the job. He enlisted and
was sent to Washington State College for training.

PICTURE
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MFG.

CO.

to Order

CAMERA MEN
SENT ANYWHERE
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- KERNER 1905
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I. tis Aniri-lrs San Francisco

and Film
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Telephone: Hollywood U90
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EVERYTHING
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PROPS.
Specialties: Miniature Sets
and Plaster Breakaways
5155 Santa
Monica Boolevabd
Lob Angeles,
Cal.
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THIS is the open season for snow films in the high Sierras.
Work on filming such pictures started near Truckee, Cal.,
shortly after the first of the year. Several companies sent
troops of actors and retainers of from fifteen to twenty persons each, with requirements of dog sleds, dogs, etc A large
portion of the Alaskan and British Columbia scenes are regularly photographed a few miles from Truckee.
BENJAMIN BRODSKY, manager of the Sunrise Film Manufacturing Co., whose headquarters are located in Yokohama,
Japan, is in San Francisco for the purpose of establishing a
branch office in this city. He says that later he may establish
a branch in New York. Mr. Brodsky has been taking pictures
in Japan for a number of years. He states that now he is
going after the business of this country and also of the entire
world. In San Francisco the pictures will be assembled,
edited and cut, and when the New York office is opened they
will be distributed from that point. R. E. Hasbrook will have
charge of the San Francisco office.
P. R. HENDERSON, of Oakland, is branching out as an
exhibitor and owner of theatres. He recently sold the
" Clairmont " theatre to O'Neal & Griffen and has since bought
" The Avenue " theatre, a house with 1,000 seats under construction at 27th and San Pablo, Oakland. This theatre he is
rushing to completion and expects to open about February 1He has also started to build a 1,000 seat theatre in East Oakland, which will be completed in about six months. This new
house will be known as the Tivoli. Mr. Henderson says that
he may change the name of the " The Avenue " theatre to the
" Strand," but he has not fully decided on this matter.
PATHE FILMS evidently stand ace high in the estimation of
Eugene Roth of the California theatre. At least it would
appear so from the fact that he has just sent to E. O. Child,
manager of the local Pathe exchange, Annual Pass Number
One for the year 1919.
FRANK L. OLSEN, before the war connected with the Pathe
organization in San Francisco, and who enlisted about fourteen
months ago and was assigned to the 140th Aero Squadron,
arrived in San Francisco direct from Europe. Mr. Olsen was
on his way to the front when the armistice was declared. He
says he is going to take a few weeks lay off before seeking a
position.
L. SAMUELSON, booker for the Seattle branch of Pathe, and
who was reported to have lost his life when the Du Maru was
wrecked, has been heard from. With four other men he was
picked up at sea in a small boat, and according to latest information isnow in the hospital at Manila.
W. L. WATTON of the Colonial theatre, Stockton, was making the rounds of the exchanges last week. He reports a
bright outlook for the theatres of his section of the State
after the first of the year.
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ducers everywhere are jubilant and confident that the coming
season will mean bumper crops of all sorts. Mr. Cory found
that the Select was popular with the exhibitors. He placed
a number of contracts in towns where these pictures had not
been shown before, as well as booking all the old customers.
He found the exhibitors were especially interested in the Edith
Cavell pictures, and he booked this picture everywhere he
went.
HARRY LEE KNAPPEN, manager of Select, announces that
his office has booked " Ruling Passions " with the California
theatie in this city for a first run January 12.
THE wife of H. H. Hicks, recently promoted to the Cincinnati office of the Select, passed through San Francisco this
week on her way to Los Angeles to spend some time with her
sister in that city.
IT
has
and
two

IS announced at the office of Sol Lesser that Mr. Lesser
secured all the Tom Mix dramas for California, Nevada
Ohio. There are 16 or 17 of these pictures, all of them
reelers.

THE FILM CLEARING HOUSE, of which D. J. Chatkin is
the local manager, is preparing to make a drive for business
in this territory. It will soon have two meen on the road
rounding up contracts, which Mr. Chatkin says should be easy
to get after the extensive advertisement run by the company in
the Holiday Number of Motion Picture News.
THOMAS HULL, who before he joined the army conducted
with his father a theatre in Demming, N. M., is in San Francisco, having just arrived from England. He was in the
aerial service and was wounded in France, while flying over
the wears
enemy'sbothguns,
by a and
piecewound
of shrapnel
big is"Archie."
He
service
stripes.from
Mr. aHull
looking
for location in CaliforniaHOWARD
visit East.

SHEEHAN

left San Francisco last week for a

CONSTANCE TALMADGE has been promoted from the
Portola to the California and appeared in the latter house
for the first time through the medium of " Mrs. Leffingwell'
GEORGE PARKER, manager of the Majestic theatre, Port
"
Boots.John
land;
Jennings, of the Sunset, Portland; Jensen and Von
Herberg, magnates of Seattle and Portland; Sol Stiller, of the
Liberty, Portland; Eugene Perry, Select, Seattle; were in San
Francisco for the New Year's celebration and have just left
for aNorth.
visit to Los Angeles before returning to their homes in
the

HARRY COHN, special representative of the Metro spent
two days in San Francisco.

SID CHAPLIN, Roscoe Arbuckle, Bill Hart, Juanita Hansen,
Everett Bentley, Grant Churchill and Henry Nief, all movie
folk, spent New Year's eve in San Francisco and several days
thereafter. ■
THE ST. FRANCIS theatre, opposite the St. Francis Hotel,
in this city, has closed permanently and the location is now
under lease to Techau Tavern, which will remodel the building
and open its cafe there about June 1. The theatre was famous
all over the West as the only one in which the screen was al
the entrance end of the theatre and the projection machine at
the far end. This was done to avert all danger from fire oi
panic in case anything went wrong in the projecting room
"screen.
Intolerance " was the last picture shown on the St. Francis

M. E. CORY is back from his first trip in the San Joaquin
valley since he joined forces with the Select Picture Corporation. Mr. Cory is particularly optimistic as to the future after
making this trip through one of the most fertile sections of
the State- He says that the timely rains has put the entire
country in as fine a condition as it has ever been and that pro-

THE SUNRISE FILM EXCHANGE, which was being fittec
up last week, has now completed its headquarters and is t;
all odds the most artistic and ornamental in the city. /
striking feature of the office is the two large Japanese vases
standing over 6 feet high on their pedestals, one on each sid
of the manager's desk.

IRA FORD, of the Palmer theatre, San Francisco, died as a
result of an attack of pneumonia.
ROBERT BATNER, formerly of the auditing department of
Select in the New York office, was discharged from the army
in this city and is doing some temporary work here before
returning to New York. ,

January 25, 1919
Flickers on the Screens

THE WEST COAST

of Butte

LOUIS BENNISON, starring in " Oh, Johnny," appeared at
the Ansonia, to good business. Bennison was formerly leading man with Dick Sutton's stock company, in this city, and
counts among his friends many Butte people.
ARCHIE MALOTTE, former road man in this territory for
the Fox people, has forsaken the film game for the automobile
business. He is now with the Pan-Motor company.
MISS THELMA GREEN, a sweet-voiced local singer, appeared at the American theatre at the midnight matinee on
New Year's eve. She made a distinct hit. Just as the hour
of midnight struck she led in the song, " Auld Lang Syne,"
and* the big audience which completely filled the house, joined
in the chorus. The matinee at midnight was "introduced to
Butte several years ago by Manager Bailey's house.
BARBARA SPROULE, the eight year old daughter of Mrs.
Dr. Sproule of Butte, has been delighting audiences at the
Harrison avenue theatre, whose destinies are presided over
by William Woolfall. The Harrison theatre, which shows
high class pictures, now has a three piece orchestra in attendance nightly.
J. G. RILEY, former booker for the Paramount-Artcraft exchange in Butte, is in the city from Seattle, where he is
making his home.
R. J. HARTWIG of Deer Lodge, where he operates a theatre, was in Butte the past week. He is a brother of Manager
Hartwig of a Dillon theatre.
H. BRADLEY FISH, Goldwyn representative, was in Butte
the past week, from Denver.
"THE FORBIDDEN CITY" with Norma Talmadge starring, broke all house records at the American on January 1.
Packed business all day and until the close at midnight was
noted. A. C. Raleigh says that the New Year's record came
next to the " victory day " attendance. On both those occasions Butte people simply flocked to the local theatres in
droves. The picture made good and Miss Talmadge's friends
were all pleased.
G. H. BAILEY, father of Frank T. Bailey, spent the holidays
in Butte.The visiting Mr. Bailey, who formerly conducted the
Theatorium at Billings, and also had an interest in the Star,
is now living in Los Angeles. He was in the show business
in Billings for six years and " cleaned up."
H. K. BRIN, one of the popular men in the film business,
making Montana, was in Butte last week, from Spokane. He
is with the American film exchange at the Inland Empire
metropolis.

" IN ARIZONA," starring Doug Fairbanks, certainly was an
irrisistible magnet at the Rialto last week. Manager Ruffner's house packed them in every night.
Sid Chaplin Uses Unique Stunt in 'Frisco
VV7 HETHER or not Sid Chaplin has selected the San Fran™ cisco
is
his leading lady and thus
win her waygirlto who
fame istonotbecome
yet announced
here, but he did
pick a little lady to take part in his pictures. Six year old
Florence Snow, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Snow of Portland, Oregon, gave an impromptu dance in the lobby of the
St. Francis hotel one day last week that won her a motion
picture engagement. Little Miss Snow, moved to dance by
1 the strains of the orchestra in the tea room, broke away from
her parents and gave a graceful exhibition of terpsichore. Sid
happened along during the dance and was so impressed by the
capers of the youngster that he agreed, with the permission of
her parents, to take the child to Hollywood and star her in his
next picture.
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Directory of San Francisco

Exchanges

191 Golden Gate Avenue
514 West Eighth Street
San Francisco
Los Angeles
SOL,. L. LESSER, President
ALL STAR FEATURES DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
Official Distributors
U. S. War Features
1 PERSHING'S CRUSADERS
1 AMERICA'S ANSWER"
OUR BRIDGE OF SHIPS
1 OFFICIAL, WAR REVIEW 1
OUR

SPECIAL

SUPER FEATURES
Include
1 THE STRUGGLE EVER" INTOLERANCE "
" THE STILL ALARM "
L
A
S
T
I
N
G
"
1 THE ACCIDENTAL HONEY" NINE-TENTHS OF THE LAW "
' THE GRAIN OF DUST "
" THE CRUCIBLE OF LIFE "
' RAFFLES MO N " "
" GAUMONT NEWS " BILLY WEST COMEDIES "
" and " GRAPHIC "
"TIMELY TOPICS " from Literary Digest
TURNER

and DAHNKEN
BRANCH OF

FIRST

NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, Inc.,
Music Rolls Exchanged — Supplies of All Kinds
134 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California
Best Slides and
Film for every

purposeSLIDE
24 HOUR
SERVICE
ALTA
SLIDE CO.
1028 Market St. 61 G. G. Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO.
SOMETHING
NEW
COMING
730 So. Olive St.
Los Angeles
107 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco

GEORGE

KLEINE

SYSTEM
H. F. MOORE
Representative
at
GENERAL FILM CO.
255 Golden Gate Avenue
BRECK PHOTOPLAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Distributors of
Simplex Projectors
Theatre Equipment and Supplies
NATIONAL CARBONS
98 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco

G. A. METCALFE— Distributor
POWER'S MACHINES— SPEER CARBONS
117 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

Metro

Plant

to Have

Excellent

Lighting

System
HP HE new Metro studios now being built are to have an exA ceptional lighting equipment, orders having been placed
with the Los Angeles branch of Westinghouse Electric and
Manufacturing Company for a 300 k. w. motor generator set
and switchboard. The plans for this equipment were made by
H. F. O'Brien, of the Westinghouse Los Angeles Service Department.
Considerable credit is due C. P. Butler, engineer in charge of
construction, and Walter Grams, electrician, for the speed they
showed in getting three 35 k. w's., one 100 k. w. and one 70
k. w. in a temporary powerhouse and operating in four days'
time so that Nazimova's production on the " Red Lantern "
could commence on schedule.
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Studios

ANNOUNCEMENT is made this week that Aristo Productions, Inc., a Los Angeles organization, is to begin work within
the next few days on the filming of " The Will " at the Robert
Brunton Studio, under the direction of Julian Frankenberg.
Molly Malone has been engaged as lead, and others cast for
this picture are Frank Weed, Jack Nelson and Williard Newell.
AN organization has been perfected by the assistant directors
and now has about forty members enrolled. It has been named
Assistant Motion Picture Directors' Association, and headquarters will be maintained at the Hayward Hotel. Allan
Watt, of Universal, has been elected first president; Harry
Schenck, Brunton, vice-president; Rex Hodge, Universal, second vice-president; S. R. Beall, National, secretary and treasurer, and Arthur Flaven, Astra, sergeant-at-a^ms. The purpose
of the organization is said to be partially social and also to
bring about co-operation among the assistant directors which
will tend to better conditions for the industry generally.
OUT of a field of fourteen comedies shown the management
of the new California theatre by the several Los Angeles exchanges a Lyons & Moran star comedy, marketed by thei
Universal, was selected as the closing subject for their second
week's program. The picture selected was titled " Swat the
Flirt," and proved a very enjoyable feature of the nine unit
program, which had the Douglas Fairbanks subject, " Arizona," as its big feature.
LYONS & MORAN were last week engaged in making a travesty on a well known screen play and have titled their comedy
" The Shooting of Hella Balloo." Mildred Moore continues as
leading woman for this company.
THE Bull's Eye Comedy Studio continues decidedly active.
This week the second Billy West comedy was completed and
has been titled " Ship Ahoy." This will go out as the February release. Billy West, the comedian, came near drowning
this week when appearing in a scene representing the sleeping
this week when appearing in a scene representing the sleping
quarters in a sailor's hotel. A storm outside was represented
by a three-inch hose, and when the flow hit West squarely in
the face it proved too much for him and he was down and out
for a short time. This film is to follow " Katinka," which was
completed recently. Laboratory work is being done at the
William .Horsley Studio, where release prints will be made.
GENERAL MANAGER NAT SPITZER last week announced that definite arrangements had been made for the increasing of the Gale Henry comedies from one to two reels,
and beginning February 1 the first release will be made. This
will be " Cuckoo Lizz," and following that will be a two-reel
comedy titled " Luck." At the present time the first PierceArrow car manufactured, which is now more than twenty
years old, is being used in a comedy. It was secured from a
Los Angeles museum and around it is built many scenes.
FOLLOWING a successful one week's run at the Rialto theatre, Los Angeles, the initial production of the Brentwood Film
Corporation, " The Turn in the Road," has been retained for
the second week and will probably run a third. In order to
give this picture a very thorough try-out with the public, it
was not advertised extensively as most films shown in Los
Angeles during the same week. A few lithographs were put
out, no advertising except the one-inch card was carried in the
papers. In the face of this the film played to increasing business daily, the box-office receipts being reported at about $40
increase each day. Since the initial showing of the film at this
theatre it has been re-edited and contains many changes.
PRODUCTION activities continue at the Sunshine Comedy
studio at full speed during the absence of Director General
Henry Lehrman, who has been "ill with influenza and will not
be back at work for several days. Four companies are at work
on Sunshine comedies, these being directed by Jack White,
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Fred Fishback, Tom Burbank and Al Herman. Miss Morrison,
business manager of the studio, has been absent several days
as the result of illness from influenza.
ONE of the greatest thrillers staged in Los Angeles for a film
was that shot this week when Bobbie Dunn jumped from the
eleventh-floor fire-escape of the Bryson Apartments while five
cameras played upon him. This scene is for the Lehrman Sunshine comedy released by Fox, titled " Money Talks," and in
which Dunn plays the part of a man 80 years of age, who, when
unable to get an apartment with bath, has his tank of cold
water placed outside his window, but eleven floors below.
Fred Fishback is directing this subject, and had the use of
several hundred wealthy tourists, who witnessed the thriller
and played the part of atmosphere in the scene.
ONE of the big scenes in Madame Nazimova's superproduction, " The Red Lantern," being produced by her own company at the Metro studios, was made Wednesday night, in
which several hundred natives of Chinatown in Los Angeles
participated. The scenes were shot in the big Chinese street
set that was erected some weeks ago for this special stunt. The
picture will be finished within the next two weeks. Albert
Capellani is the director.
Short

News

of San

Francisco

NEWTON E. LEVI, recently appointed Coast Supervisor of
the Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing Corporation, left January 6
for Portland and Seattle to look over the offices in that territory. Mr. Levi has just recovered from a severe cold which
confined him to his home for several days.
J. L. FRAZER, salesman for the Mutual, is leaving in a short
time for a trip through that section of the northern part of
the State popularly known to the trade as the " Death Trail."
It gets its name on account of the difficulties in traveling and
making connections advantageously.
GEORGE J. EKRE, formerly manager of the General Film in
Los Angeles, has made connections with the Film Clearing
House in this city and will handle the sales on the big productions that come through the Clearing House.
SOL LESSER is preparing to leave for Los Angeles in the
near future. He announces that the "Hearts of the World "
is now available as a leasing proposition in certain sections of
the State. By fhis new plan the theatres will have an opportunity to reap the big benefits that come from showing this
picture.
FRANK E- SAMUELS, special representative of the General
Film Co., New York, has arrived in San Francisco on a tour
of the West in the interests of his company. He was to-day
in conference with M. J. Cohen regarding this district. He
has been in Los Angeles and goes from here to the Northwest. Thence he returns again to Los Angeles, where he says
he wants to remain the rest of his life. He intends to make
his future headquarters on this Coast and to live in the southern part of the State.
THE local theatre managers are putting up a big kick over
a recent change in the charges made against them for maintaining water stands as protection from fire. The theatres
have had to deposit $175 with the water company which keeps
the money without interest and to pay a monthly rental of
$4 per month for the water which they have no use for. Now
it seems that the State Railroad Commission has increased,
this charge to $12.50 a month and the managers think it an
imposition. Added to this the Gas and Electric company has
practically doubled their rates, with the commission's permission, and the managers are asking " Where they get off
G. L. THORNTON, formerly manager of T. & D. and Franklin theatres, Oakland and the Rialto at Eureka, has been appointed assistant manager of the Rialto in San Francisco.
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After harassing the business and making life miserable for the projectionist, old "kill-joy"
FLICKER, and that General Disturber BREAK -DOWN and their constant companions VIBRATION and JUMP, and POOR TAKE-UP and POOR PARTS have been hunted down by the
SIMPLEX TWIN GENERALS.
From all parts of the country comes the same report— " UNCONDITIONAL SURRENDER."
Should any of these pests have escaped, and attempt to become a part of your theatre staff,
rush to the nearest Simplex Distributor, give him the sign of distress, and the pests will leave
as soon as Simplex enters.
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CpammountCf>ictur&
By Wallace Irwin
Crisp
Scenario by Gardner Hunting.
Directed by Donald

"Hicksville-On-The-Hudson"
Couldn't Bluff This "Rube" "3%„
g UDDY got into a deuce of a fix with
one of those New York sirens. Bought
her expensive jewelry ; a hasty proposal ;
a few thoughtless letters; then talk of a
breach of promise suit. There was nothing
bad about the girl. She was just after his
money, that's all. And Buddy was caught.
But Buddy sized her up right, at the right
moment. Then he told her that he was
broke. You know the rest. She let him
go like a hot poker.
So Cactustown dusted off the Welcome
sign, reclasped him to its bosom, and they —
Buddy and Martha from Cactustown —
lived happily forever after.
Note — Don't forget to mention in your advertising that this is a famous Saturday Evening
Post story. The 8,000,000 or 10,000,000 readers
of that publication should be "gone after*' in
your ads.
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tidy little shack," like describing New York
" a busy little village " ; the same as saying
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United
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In " A Romance of Happy Valley," Mr.
Griffith has gone far away from war, far from
massive spectacles and has laid his story in the
land of his boyhood and with his genius he shows
the bigness and the narrowness of the cross roads
folk.
A Brilliant Study of Homespun Humanity.
A-throb with the Pulse of Plain People.
Glozving with Love and Faith and Humor.
Stirring with the Tumult of Passions Unleashed.
With a Cast Including Lillian Gish, Robert Harron, George Fawcett, Kate Bruce and Other
Brilliant Griffith Players.
A play with the most astounding, most
heart wrenching dramatic climax ever
portrayed on stage or screen !
W famous
-lasky corporation
ADOLPH ZUKOR players
Prvi JESSE L.tASKYtWPnrc
, =VV^;
/TV^. /J
OIIW YORK- CECIL
■ B. DE MULE Drrvaor '
■— —
■
m*m — ■

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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"ON

THE

STRENGTH

IMMEDIATELY

OF

BOOKED

IT

RECORD
INTO

BREAKING

ALL

OF

BUSINESS

OLR

X e ws

I

THEATRES."

Qfitatxt
Soston, fRa««art)u3trt6
THOMAS O. SORieRO
MAMAOKD

Jan.

14, 1919.

Mr. Wm. A. Brady,
Play House
48th Street,
Hew York, H. Y.
My dear

Mr. Brady:
I am writing

a few

lines

to

tell you that !• am playing one of your pictures
this week, "Stolen Orders", and the public is
certainly taking to it.
We have opened this week to
packed houses, and if I had my way, I would break
the policy of the house and run it the second week,
hut the Stockholders object to breaking the policy.

'or

On the strength of record breaking
business, I immediately booked it into all our
theatres, that would be four runs in Boston, one
week after the other.
I took advantage of your name,
William A. Brady, in my ads, and it certainly means
a lot to the public, and everybody playing this picture
should do the same.
The audiences were much impressed
with the production, and I am sure the mouth to mouth
advertising after the first performance did a lot to
make a record breaking attendance.

the public

and

Make some more pictures like that
the Exhibitor are hungry for them.

Apply
For
Remaining
TERRITORY

WILLIAM

A. BRADY

The Playhouse
New York City

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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Another
Wonderful

VITAGRAPH

SERIAL
Albert

WILLIAM

E.

Smith

presents

DUNCAN

5

Supported by an all-star cast including;
Edith Johnson and Joe Ryan
t"
gh
Mi
Written
by Albert
and Cyrus
Townsend Brady of
Directed
by William
Duncan
an
e E. Smith M
Th
ANOTHER whirlwind Vitagraph serial — better than any that
ever piled up cash in your box-office.
Here is a new Duncan serial with action — action that will whisk
your patrons from mountain to shipboard, from prairie desert to
dens of fiendish wizardry. Fights! Lots of them — on the heaving
decks of storm-tossed sailing vessels — in the deserted cabin with
the fuse gnawing its way towards the fighters to blow them to
destruction! Battles of brain and brawn on land, on water, in the
■' And threaded through it all a big, human love story.

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS "

1

Motion

Picture

N eiv

V1TAGRAPH

Albert

E.

Smith

presents

BESSIE

LOVE
Love

Directed
David

B essic

by

Smith

Here is a sunlight picture —
one that will make your patrons
better and happier for having
seen it.
It is a famous book.
patrons know this. )

(Your

It makes a better picture.
(They will know this.)
Humor — drama — suspense —
action — human appeal — it has
all of these — with just now and
then a catch in the throat.
It's the kind of a feature that
will get them in — and then
send them away delighted.

VITAGRAPH

STAR

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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BIG

COMEDIES

SPECIAL

V

Let
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Your

Patrons
Into

Laugh
Your

Money

Box- Office

Drawer!

See this comedy and you'll want to give it at least double your regular
booking.
This big laugh-maker

will create the good-will that will mean

INCREASED
BUSINESS every time you announce a Big "V"
Special Comedy.
It will be talked about, so cash in on the boosts and play it overtime.

Albert
EARL

E. Smith

presents
JOE

MONTGOMERY-ROCK

LOVE

A

Two-Reel

AND

Big

"V"

Big "V"

LATHER

Special

Special Comedy

Comedy

Released

Each

Wee\

Recognized screen comedians — Larry Semon — Montgomery and
Rock — James Aubrey — are featured in these snappy fun-films which have
already gone "over the top" to big popularity and exhibitor profits.

VITAGRAPH
If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.

STARS

TO

SELL

STARS

STARS

TO

SELL

STARS

Start

people

who

never

miles

"A

on

talking
heard

trains

about

your

theatre

of it— they will come

and

ROMANCE

trolleys

OF

to see

THE

AIR"

They've all read the story run in serial
form in the newspapers.
Your box
office
with
up
you

Bookings

Placed

INDEPENDENT
Foreign

will

show

increased

for weeks.
cannot

immediate
receipts
This

afford

results —

that

is an

will

opportunity

to miss.

By

SALES

hold

CORP.

Distributed
FILM

CLEARING

Rights controlled by Star Trading Corp., Longacre Theatre
Be rare to mention " If OTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Through
HOUSE,

Inc

Bldg., N. Y.

J
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We

Had

To

Marcus

Loew

Them!

Show

wouldn't

book

it.

He

didn't want
war
pictures. But we
finally persuaded him to look at it. He
saw

that

booked

it was

a

great

it immediately.

dous business it did
matter
the

INDEPENDENT

market

No

attracts

and

marked

enthusiasm.

Placed

as

soon

is

as

The

for him

crowds

dates

Bookings

of record.

picture

tremenis now

big special
such

received

a
on

immense
with

such

Arrange

your

possible.

Distributed

By

SALES

and

CORP.

FILM

CLEARING

Foreign Rights controlled by Star Trading Corp., Longacre Theatre
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Through
HOUSE,

Bldg., N. Y.

Inc.
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THIS

Motion

IS

NUMBER
OF

12

BIG

$

The

1 0-

Fixed

-$20—

New

3

THE

SPECIAL
At

Picture

PRODUCTIONS
Rental

Prices

$30

Per

of

Day
PRODUCTION

PAUL

M.

POTTEtiS
Dramatic
Masterpiece

77k?
Famous Authors
Most Sensational
Story Since "TRILBY
and'AGSENL LUPIN
No.

1.

With
No.

STAPLING

"HER
MISTAKE"
Evelyn Nesbit and Her Son Russell

Thaw

2.

"LIFE'S

GREATEST

J. Stuart Blackton's
No. 4.

Starring

Superfeature,

PROBLEM"

Starring

MITCHELL

NSE"
SPE
SU
MOLLIE
KING
in a Thrilling

Isabel

Ostrander's

Famous

Production

LEWIS

of

Novel

All exceptional show propositions with extraordinary
advertising angles and recognized box office value
Bookings
INDEPENDENT

Placed By
SALES

Distributed|Through
CORP.

COVERING

EVERY

FILM CLEARING
TERRITORY

Foreign Rights controlled by Star Trading Corp., Longacre Theatre
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

HOUSE,

Bldg., N. Y.

February

i, ip i p
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Recommended as a l riangle Play that
will arouse enthusiasm.
Your audiences always respond to the captivating charm of Miss Rubens.
But with "Restless Souls" their delight will
be complete. For she triumphs emotionally
in this well told, human story. Her cast is
well selected. The settings are lavish and
realistic.
Consider
and the
that you
Released

the popularity of this star, the author
title. Are these not sales points
can exploit to your advantage ?
by the
Triangle Distributing
Corporation
New York

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

BILL

IE

HODPLA
Madeby^

NATIOMAL

(b^POl^TION

FILM

OF* AMERICA

HIUT

EVERY

WirK
C
12 ACE
WANTS17
WOMAN
DAEMON
Made

And

BESSIE
HENRY

BARRISCALE
B.WALTUALL

i*ALL OFASUDDEN

m'AND A STILL SMALLVOKE"

MARTIN JOHNSON'S
pleased through
EXHIBITORS

NORMA"

CANNIBALS

MUTUAL

b/ JESSE

D

D. HAMPTON

SUSSUE IMKAWA^BONDSOFHONOR'

WILLIAM DESMONDilLIFES A FUNNY PROPOSITION

OF THE SOUTH

SEAS
RQBERTSON -COLE COMPANY
BANKERS and EXPORTERS

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

February

i, ip ip

THE
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FROHMAN

AMUSEMENT

CORPORATION

ANNOUNCES
For eavlq release, their si/ part dramatic

ultra attraction-

A

a

Play

With

a

Punch

Adapted from the world-wide

and

Purpose/.

known novel of the same name

wi-ittenbqLARRy EVANS, screen
version by AHTROIW PAEfLW
with.
JACK

SHERRILL

&

MABEL

WITHEE

To the

Independent

Botees

n the belief that independent productions of special
character
"bigness
"are in demand,
and that
there are and
state
right exchanqes
of financial
_ standing in the United States sufficient to
justify, a meritorious production being released
through that channel, 1 have determined to prove
mi]
bij releasing
*QNCE
on belief
the state
riqht oasis.

TO EVEHY

MAN"

. 1 want to state to the buuers and exhibitors
that this is the biqgest box office attraction.
The Frohman Amusement Corporation has ever
made,

and a production that compares favorably (and this opinion is Verified du the trade
reviews) with anij ever offered a state riqht
buuer. EVerij Father, Mother,. brother and
Sister in the whole world will want to see
this picture

more

Mij signature

than

hereto

once.

proves

the sincer-

ity o|tnie announcement.
'President
THE FP 014 MAN
AMUSEMENT
CORPORATION
Directed bH THAMES

HUNTER

TIMES B'LDG, NEWyORKCITy

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Motion

★

UNITED

★

STATES

Prominent

★

Picture

N e

GOVERNMENT

★

exhibitor

praises

"UNDER
The

FOUR

Government's

FLAGS"

Great Victory

Picture

Exhibitor Comment:
"Wonderful picture. Extra Big Business." "A picture that every
theatre should play" M. P. News.
Consensus:
"Powerful production with extra big drawing powers" M. P. News.
S. Barret
The

McCormick,

Circle,

Managing

Indianapolis,

PERSONAL DIRECTION
s. barret Mccormick
INDIANAPOLIS
January 8, 19X9
Gentlemen:
"Under Four Flags" 'vob presented, as you know, at the Circle Theatre
the week starting December 1st, or throe
weeks after the armistice was signed, when
one would naturally suppose that there
would be a lull in the enthusiasm and interest of war activities. But our week of
this picture has convinced us that the public'e interest in pictures dealing with the
actual achievements of American arms, has
not been lessened by the cessation of hostilities. "Under Four Flags" played at the
Circle Theatre to the largest attendance Of
any of the numerous war pictures that we
have presented.
It appears to me that "Under
Four Flags"
the exhibitor
of America one of presents
the beet toattractions
available
today.
It is the Victory picture of America
end her Alliee, This was the manner in which
we exploited the same. Our advertising was

writes

of

this letter:

Any Progressive
Exhibitor

planned to appeal to tne public as the victors in the great contest, with "Under Four
Flags"
undying record of the glorious
racy. as the
s of America in tho war for Democachievement

can emulate

tlow, the fact of the Aranrican troops
returning to their homee, each one bringing
back hie own Intimate story of the struggle,
will only eerve to heighten the interost in
"Under Four Flags". It will vieualire our
beys' t>im experience; Such history is not to
be passed over lightly by the public, snd a
picture like "Under Four Flags", which telle
the actual, graphic story of the closing daye
of the war, possessoe unquenchable appeal to
the public.
Very truly youre,

Buhler, Crandall,
and others,

8. barret mccohmick
Managing Director

Messrs.

McCormick

Rothapfel,

Franklin,

and exhibit
this great picture
to the benefit of
his house,
to the pleasure of
his public
(in seeing how the war was w<
and to the

Division of Filme,
Committee on Public Information,
6 t 8 W. 48th Street,
New York, M. Y.

distinct advantage
of his
box office

OFFICIAL
The Official War

Director

U. S. WAR

PICTURES

Review — (Weekly)— Pathe

Film
nia
Califor
forWorld
except
h the
throug
leLesser.
Availab
*
Sol. L.ation,
State
Council
ol Defense.
ica's AnSWer Corpor
Amer
Pershing's Crusaders — First National Exhibitors
Under Four Flags Fors»n Michigan
Board.
ess Wayne
War Preparedn
Michigan (Except
Lansing.
Detroit and
G
Our Bridge of Ships — General Film Corporation
UC . t>. A.A OerieS
County, through World Film Corporation.)
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC INFORMATION, George Creel, Chairman
Through the Division of Films, Charles S. Hart, Director, Washington, D. C.

The Bureau of War Photographs

The Bureau of War Expositions — presented by the United States and Allied Governments

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

HOUDIIfi

£t

^pictures

you've

you've

never

one

any

in

"the

master

£t

with

his

^1*

feats

of

shown
way

self-liberation
brings
a

new

know

to

=
in

showman
that

the

type

tinct novelty

a

like

mystery"

entertainment

cas

played

unparalleled

houdini
screen

many

how

matter

no

a

of
dis-

films

you

novelty

a

money-making
opportunity

is

gt

a

rare

the

houdini

^-Lyour
GRASP

serial

is

opportunity=
IT

OCTAGON
B.

A.

ROLFE

Executive Offices:

FILMS, INC
PRODUCTIONS

18 East 41st Street, New York Crtu

HOUDi

M

gfT WHEN
YOU
BOOK
THE
^JUYOU
GET
MORE
THAN

HOUDINI
SERIAL
A PICTURE

CYOU

FIFTEEN
=THE

ANY

OF

^^"THE
ROLFE

MAMMOTH

STAR

THESE

MASTER

PRODUCTIONS

TWO-REEL

ADVERTISED
OF

THE

MOST

AGE

MYSTERY"

OF

FEATURES

AND

EXCHANGES

WILL
FOR

ROLFE

SCREEN
YOU

PRODUCTIONS

JERSEY
NEW
NORTHERN
729 Seventh Avenue, New York Gtu

ENGLAND
NEW
OF
48 Piedmont Street
Boston, Mass.

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
O
F
DALLAS
1911/4 Commerce St., Dallas, Texas

EFFANO
FILM EXCHANGE
CAREY WILSON, Manager

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
OF
ATLANTA

CELEBRATED
PLAYERS
FILM
CORPORATION

65'A Walton Street

207 S. Wabash Street

729 Seventh Avenue, New York City

Atlanta, Ga.

1235 Vine Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

FOREIGN

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
OF
PITTSBURGH
412 Ferry Street

EXHIBITORS
FILM
E
X
C
H
A
N
G E
A. DRESNER, General Manager
420 Ninth St., N. W.
Wash., D. C

A.

ROLFE

Executive Offices :

-

RIGHTS

EXPORT and IMPORT FILM CO.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York Citu

Pittsburgh, Pa.

OCTAGON

Chicago, I1L

CANADIAN
RIGHTS
REGAL
FILMS, LTD.
21 Adelaide Street, W., Toronto, Ont.

ARROW
FILM EXCHANGE
OF
PHILADELPHIA

B.

PHOTOPLAY=

OF

TYPE

NEW

BEST

UNIQUE

£T

A

GET

M
I D
. W
E S T
DISTRIBUTING
CO.
RALPH WETTSTEIN, Manager
Tou Building

FILMS,

Milwaukee, WU.

INC.

PRODUCTIONS
-

18 East 41st Street, New York Gty
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A. H. Woods

presents

FANNIE
WARD
in Ihe SPECIAL feature

COMMON

CLAY

adapted from the record breaking stage success of the same name by ClevesKinkead.
Produced by Astra
Directed by George Fitemaurice -Scenario by Ouida Bercjere
A Box Office Attraction If There Ever Was One!
7 parts
PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

Extra

Selected

Fran

Keenan
Photoplay

FRANK

KEENA

N,

the masterful
successes

star of the

" More

Trou ble,'

The Bells'! The Midnight
Staqe, etc. is announced
in the extra selected photoplay

TODD
OF

THE

TIMES
Story by Jack Cunninqham
and John Lynch
Directed by Eliot Howe
Produced by Robert Brunton Co.

The
was

true-to-life
as

story

spineless

as

of a

newspaper

a jelly fish

man

and

PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

how

who
he

for fifty years
came to life.

in the SPECIAL

COMMON

feature

CLAY

adapted from the record breaking stage success of the satnename by ClevesKinkead.
Produced by Astra
Directed by George Fitemaurice Scenario by Ouida Bercjere
A Box Off ice Attraction It There Ever Was One !
7 parts
PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

'4 -/ Jk
Extra

Sei.ccteu

Fran

KtENAN
Photopi v>

FRANK

KEENAN
the masterful
successes

star of Hie

More

The Bells'! The

Trou ble',
Midniqht

Staqe" etc. is announced
in the extra selected photoplay

TODD
OF

J

THE

I

TIMES

I

Story by Jack Cunninqham
and John Lynch
Directed by Eliot Howe
Produced by Robert Brunton Co.

The
was

true-to-life
as

story

spineless

as

of a

newspaper

a jelly fish

man

and

PAT
HE
DISTRIBUTORS

how

who
he

for fifty yecrs
came

to

life.

February

1 , / g i <)

In

Strand

Newl&rk's
on

merit-

Harold

Wanted,
5000"
by New
booked
Everywhere

these

Lloyd

the latest Lloyd comedy
been
.
merit
on lias
theatre
Strand
Ybrks
inimitable

comedies

verdict
of laughter bear out exhibitor
made !
reel comedies
the best one

"They
'The

-

play
that

the
Htey

gales
are

are Surely winners ;" A.LRobara.e, Majestic Theatre, Wausau.Wis.
best one reelers I've been qeftina
sometime';
W.M.Roob,
Grand for
Theatre,
Port Washington,
Wis. „

"All of these

Comedies

are qoodf

Produced

WA.Cowan,Farmly

Theatre, Bay GtyMich.

by Rolin

■■■■■■■■hhdistributorsmhhhhhbhhhi
■'
HE
T
You are wasting your
opportunities
if
YOU
ignore
advertising.
A
R
*
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Motion

Thank

You,

Mr.

Pathe

Roth,

Picture

New

Hte

News
is most

happy
to know
that you appre
date
deal"

lite square
which

its policy!

Exhibitors
Trade Review,
1587 Broadway,
Sew Tork City.
Gentlemen:

litis
points
the
why

letter

to one

many
the

is in the

of

reasons
Pathe

News

best theatres

everywhere.

San Frauds co. Col.
December 38th, 1918.

Believing that a great injustice has been done to the
exhibitors
the country events
by certain concerns
ing the newswhothroughout
weeklies
world,theaadistributan
exhibitor
haa used ofthencurrent
consistently ofeverthe since
origin
ofaa the
these weeklies, and
I want to protest whloh
at thehavegreedbeenof sold
such toweeklies
exhibitors throughout the o ours try as up-to-date topical reviews;
advertised
at asall a time*
promptly theoffers
worlditself
current events',
and
then Justto asofgivesoon
timely
the
Germanrelease
fleet,andaubjeot
haveaskedendeavored
to makesuchaan assooop
inexoeeelve
theSurrender
formprloe,
of a the
special
from
exhibitors
of giving
their business,
customers atallwhlob
that time
they
offer to give theminstead
when they
solicitto their
they promise to give absolutely the latest current events.
with this weeklies,
announcement
to the Hews
referred theto
release bySimultaneously
beforeannounoel
mentioned
the Pathe
Offlolal
tartheReview
that this Interesting
currentand event
would appear in their next immediate releasee in the regular manner
and
the
regular
prloe. Thie will
refusal
to get their
"pound of by a
flesh1at number
is very
undoubtedly
be remembered
great
of commendable
exhlbitore. andDuring
the year exhibitors
do not find
every issue of a weekly a ■knockout1, or frequently even passable.
Itand oothe
ours to me that
here
was an toopportunity
for theshortcomings
———————by
—
—
companies
equalize
their
giving their customers the. benefit of the important happenings taking
plaoe in Europe at thie time that the Amerloan publlo is anxious to
see, hold
and which
exhibitors
by reason
the franchise
they
to exhibit
these should
weeklies.enjoy This
speolalof issue,
special price
practice
should
be
dlsoouraged
by
every
exhibitor,
since
by reasonsuohof
ita move.
the real value of the weekly is lost to him if he encourages
Very truly yours,
CALIFORNIA THEATRE
(Signed) Eugene E. Roth,
Managing Director.
• (Jlr.
here by
name Roth
two mentions
news weeklies
oompeting with the Pathe Eewsj

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Motion

(Soldwynigpctures

Now

Heady:

Goldwyrt's

First

'Pauline

Frederick
Production*

pOR months, pending her first Goldwyn
release, exhibitors have said : "Well, let us
hope Goldwyn gives this great star the right
kind of stories.1*
By that they have meant stories as great as
this beautiful woman's dramatic and emotional powers; modern American stories ; vital
themes of the present day and moment;
stories like those that established her tremendous screen and stage popularity.
Such a play, meeting the emotional demands
of this lovely star, is announced for February
16 release as the first of our Pauline Frederick
Star Series of six productions.
Samuel Goldwyn.
presents' '
PAULINE

FREDERICK
in

The

on

Woman

the

Index

'from, ifut powerful stage success^
b^/jUianVrimble 'Bradley anS George droaddursi:
directed by Hobart Henley
The kind of drama the exhibitors have hoped
for; the kind the star wanted to do; the kind,
that Goldwyn found for her; the kind the
public likes best and the kind Miss Frederick
does best.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President Edgar Selwyn. Vice President
New York City
16 East 42 nd Street

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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,

"Im

Cominq

'-'and

Over

Jbu'd

^oldwyr^picturcs

at

Better

11 O'clock
Be

There

! "
Me
lb See Cora Lamont, who
DEAUTIFUL
has buried her past amid the
snows of gold-mad Alaska, who
has found happiness with her
husband and child, who has es^
caped the memories-of an act* of
desperation —
Suddenly hears the voice that
means retribution and the loss of
everything on earth that promises her safety and contentment.
This is the basic situation of a
bold, daring, dramatic story of
Eastern days and Alaskan nights
in which
Samuel

Goldwyn.
presents ■ J

GEDALDINE

FAR

RAR

_
By TUillavd Mack
directed by Reginald Barker

Sha

dow
s
The unrivalled Farrar as a dance hall girl — you never, expected such a surprise.
And supported by Tom Santschi as the villain and Milton Sills as the hero.

If you, as an exhibitor, act quickly you can book this production for pre-release
before its official release on January 26. "Shadows" is the kind of production
that is worth a doubling up of playing time — give it more days and exploit and
advertise it to the^extreme limits
"Shadows" is the most powerful and unusual picture Gerald ine Farrar ever
made; there has never before been, a Goldwyn production like it.

G01DWVN
PICTURES CORPORATION
EDGAR Selwyn. Vice President
Samuel GoLDWYti President
New York City
16 East 4-2 „</ Street
If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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This second successful Star Series production of a winsome, lovable, new personality
on the screen means a continuation of exhibitor and public approval that greeted

Welcomed with open arms in the Great
West, you hnd the Butte Miner saying:
"Hats in the air for Lou Bennison; he's
'home folks' on the screen." And the Los

his first picture, "O, Johnny!" It has more
speed and action; more heart interest;
more humanness and more laughs. Announced for release February 23.

Angeles Examiner saying: "This big stage
favorite will number his screen friend$J>y
the million." Over-night he captured the
audiences of the Eastern cities.

Just a little bit of intelligent promotion and live showmanship will make Bennison one of th€
best "draws" you have had in years! The Goldwyn service and promotion department is
ready to show you some stunts and tricks that will make him still "surer fire."
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn PrvfieCent
16 East 4-2 »</ Street
New York City-

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

February

i, ip/p

cJfw

Itears

Greatest

Melodrama

TUT ERE is a story of "Western plains and bandit raids; a rushing, exciting drama of might and physical prowess in the lawless West
of the colorful, romantic days of '49. All over America where Goldwyn
has held trade showings and where important first runs are actively
competing to get this production, it is the unanimous opinion of the
buyers of this picture that it is the surest money-making special attraction the market has provided in months.
Have you seen

Z/LKE

GREY'S

Powerful

BORDER
Starring
Blanche
and Hobavt
"Directed by

HUNTER

Tremendously powerful direction of a splendid
story has given these two nationally-known
stars their biggest screen opportunity and reresulted in a production that the Goldwyn
organization is proud to distribute in every
part of the world. If you need a really good
special in a hurry wire your Goldwyn manager
for price and playing dates.,
GOLDWYN

UEGIOM

Bates
Bosworth

T. HAYES

.
j

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel GpLDWYM Pnsictent

IGZE&siiA-ZnJ Street)

Ptory

.New' YorlciCity

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

!
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$1,000,

000

Maintain
TOW

A

Tear

the

Invested

Quality

EDUCATIONAL

<Jo

of the
WEEKLY

HPHIS splendid weekly attraction has been built without
ever a thought as to its profits or losses. Henry Ford,
who

imparts to it his name, his ideals and his vital imagination, has felt that there should be a great, powerful screen
educator beyond the reach or influence of propaganda.
The Ford Educational Weekly aims to depict and succeeds
in revealing real Americans; the inside of great industries
in terms of vivid drama; those historical things in the old
and new life of our nation that make the hearts and
minds

of the people responsive.

There

has now come a time, under the new Goldwyn exclusive distribution, when The Ford Educational Weekly
attains a greater importance than it has ever had before.
This is not because this attraction has undergone any
direct changes for it merely continues to maintain its
previous splendid quality.
Its greater importance is due to the fact that its presentation is tremendously enlarged by its entry into the Goldivyn type of theatres throughout the nation. And there
is a Goldwyn type — the best and biggest theatres of the
country, patronized by the best people of America.
We have increased the volume of patronage of the Ford
Educational Weekly and are enlarging it so rapidly each
week that, frankly, we cannot from day to day forecast
the size of our standing oju^er for prints.
FITZPATRICK
ani Ale EL ROY
Chicago
Sole Representatives
FORD MOTOR- CO.
.Motion Picture
.Laboratories

The

best exhibitors

of the

nation are advertising this

attraction as one of the appealing features of their programs. Any exhibitor who hesitates about booking it for
his theatre is, we feel, making an error of judgment.

GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn Prxsident
New York City
16 East 4-2«c/ Street

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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is

Relieving.

that. So here are
grant you comedy
right,of we'll
ALL some
the laughable
situations
and beautiful girls you will see in the immediately
forthcoming release of

in OH>ITOl||0MEDIES
26 a Year
Every Second Monday
Comedies

so appealing

and

the nation's best theatres
liberally
advertising them.
" 26
titles to exploit:

" 12
23
Jan.
Feb.

9

genuine

that 3,100 of

are presenting and
Look at these good

"You Know What I Mean1'
"The Big Idea"
"Have Another"
"A Master of Music"

GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
SAMUEL GOLDWYN President
16 East 4-2 „</ Street New York City

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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STUDIO

Picture

News

DIRECTORY
The

REFERENCE
of

EVERY

BOOK

STUDIO

Being Represented Means
ENGAGEMENTS

twOTWlWTY-FOUB WEST FIFTY -FIFTH STBCtT

Jan 1 1 19 19
Motion Picture News.
729 - 7 in Ave. N.Y.C.
Mr E.Kendall GiLiett
Dear Sir:-

Replying to your inquiry as to the value of
ycur Studic Directory tc tne members of the M.P.D.A.
I ban only answer personally as we do nci meet for several
days.
I nave found it cf great nelp wnen casting plays
and always nave a copy handy but I do wish you oould impress
upon the actors that tne lack of tneir telephone numpers
in tneir oiographies loses inem engagements ,time and commis ions.'" Al casting calls are made by phone and if we
had tne numbers in ihe directory we could dispense with
pur trcuDlesome card systems and get in tcush with actors
immediately. If ycu left a blank line at the end of each
Dicgrapny it would be even better.
1 think you have a most valuable publication
and I nope the whole trade will help themselves by helping
you to make it perfeot.
Yours

Director ..M.P.D. A.

PERSONAL DETAILS in the BIOGRAPHY SECTION
PHOTOGRAPH and ANNOUNCEMENTS
in the ADVERTISING SECTION
Write Nearest Office at Once

gj
I

MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS
729
Seventh
Ave.,
New
York
City
Wright & Callender Bldg., Los Angeles

220 South State Street, Chicago g§

February,,1'

19 19
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IT'S

TO

EASY

MAKE

MONEY

WITH

TWO

OUR

REEL

FEATURES

WITH
GRIPPING
STARS

SENSATIONAL

DETECTIVE

WESTERNS

STORIES

CLEVEREST

.EXCITING
RAILROAD

COMEDIES
DRAMAS
t

t
OFFICES

BEING

WONDERFUL
ESTABLISHED
READY

New York City
San Francisco

TO

Los Angeles
New Orleans

SENSATIONAL
1 — 3 — 6 Sheets

on Everything —
The
Best Ever Made

BOOK

NOW!

Kansas City
Cincinnati
Pittsburg
Atlanta
Buffalo
Seattle
Boston
Detroh
Denver

AND

Get in Touch With
YourExchange
Closest

Releases Begin
February
— Exchanges

3rd

Now

at Once
For the

Open —

220 S. State Street
421-4 Loeb Arcade Building
3431 Olive Street
407 Sloane Building...1314 Vine Street

Chicago
Minneapolis
Saint Louis
Cleveland
Philadelphia

CAPITAL

FILM
COMPANY,
Executive Offices
MERCHANTS
BANK BUILDING
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Being

Time

Inc.

One

Hundred

Million Americans
want

to see

The
Fighting

the authorized film based
Roosevelts"
on the life and wor\s of
THEODORE
ROOSEVELT
Directed by WILLIAM NIGH,
Director of "My
Four through
Years in Germany 1 '
Released
FIRST NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS* CIRCUIT
fhtf if Plrh MacDtntld

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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"Virtuous
your

Wives"

house

record

Here is Some

broken
yet?

wire from Louisville, Ky.:
Louisville, Ky., January 6, 1919.

FIRST

NATIONAL

EXHIBITOR

CIRCUIT.

6 and 8 West Forty-eighth Street, New York City. N. Y.

ANITA STEWART
Louis B. Mayer s Policy,
Big Star
Big Stories
Big Director

Just finished viewing " Virtuous Wives." Undoubtedly finest production of its kind ever released. We wish
even,- exhibitor could see this picture before booking,
the}' could then realize for themselves the indescribable
class and merit of this production. " Virtuous Wives "
is a hundred per cent, production, viewed from any angle.
It will be a real pleasure for us to distribute " Virtuous
Wives." We will offer it to exhibitor with a guarantee
against loss, regardless of price they pay for it. " Virtuous Wives " already booked by Strand Theatre, Louisville ;Crescent Amusement Company. Nashville : Signal
Amusement Company, Chattanooga, for week. Each believe it will ultimately play in every theatre our territory. Some of the enthusiastic people at the screening
join us in congratulations to Mr. Mayer, Miss Stewart
and others responsible for the magnificent production of
" Virtuous Wives."
BIG FEATURE

RIGHTS

CORPORATION.

Fred Levy. President.
Lee L. Goldberg, Secretary.
George Starkey, Jr.. Representative.
Nathan Schaffner, Representative.
H. E. Matthews, Representative.
George R. Xewmax, Managing Editor.
Louisville Evening Post.
Joseph Goldberc, Advertising Manager
,
Strand Theatre.
M. SWITOW, Owner, Suitoiv Theatres, 1 :3S A.M.
Lois
will

direct

Anita

LOIS WEBER

She

Weber
the

Stewart

makes

Box

Office

A First National Attraction

i^iilJ^iiiiiiii

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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News

Picture

Reproduction of the 21-Sheet Poster Design

This is a striking line of copy:

Theodore

Roosevelt

at
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theatre

// will bring his friends to see " The Fighting Roosevelts "

All

of

his

admirers

You

must

your

theatre.

The
fans

Film

let

all

are

the

It's

is a Good

Show,

a

not

picture

people

rare

know

chance

entertaining

fans.

and

you

is at

have.

thrilling.

The

will like it.

But to get the big money
you've got to let the
going public know
HE
is at your theatre.
The

he

press

you'll

sheet

see the

Here's

a

and

contains

a multitude

non-picture

of material.

Get

one,

possibilities.

chance
bring

Theodore

new

to

get

patrons

to

BIG
your

MONEY
theatre

Roosevelt's profits go to war charities
Distributors

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Unusual

Opportunities

For Exploitation —

The

Eleventh

Commandment

Every Married Woman
Knows

What

It Is — ■

And

Every Daughter
Should —

Produced in a sensational
six part photo-drama bg
RALPH

W.

INCE

Starring
LUCILLE

LEE

AVAILABLE

STEWART

NOW

at Exchanges of
EXHIBITORS
MUTUAL
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION

If you know a good thing
when you see it, grab it
before everyone sees it.

A GOOD THING FOR YOUR
BOX OFFICE WOULD
BE A
unng
FRANCHISE FOPs EIGHT
SELZNICK
PICTUKES
Feat
OLIVE

THOMAS
First production

'UPSTAIRS

&•

DOWN'

Ready in March, and one picture
every six weeks thereafter

WRITE TO US
TODAY ABOUT
THIS FRANCHISE

it:

CORPORATION

MYRON SELZNICK - - President and General Manager
CHARLES GIBLYN
Director General
501 FIFTH AVENUE. NEW YORK
E

ii

BOX office returns that are
breaking the records of
some of the largest theatres in
the country are the immediate
result of the release by William
Fox of

Salome

on an independent basis. Livewire exhibitors everywhere are
availing themselves of the opportunity toshow

i

Theda

in the dramatic

Bara
role of the

world s greatest vampire — the
wickedest woman

of history —

a J. Gordon Edwards transcendant triumph in the welding of
drama

and spectacle.

BOOK

IT NOW!

FOX
FILM CORPORATION

Let

Human
Your

Interest

Bank

Swell

Account

("^NCE
has demand
William with
Fox a struck
a mighty
chord MORE
of popular
great, throbbing
drama of ^universal appeal.
Once more has he given to exhibitors and the public
a screen classic that in dramatic and emotional strength,
in tense, powerful

human

interest, in the might

of its

magnetism, in wholesomeness of theme and in constructive influence stands alone among the photoplay
achievements of today.

EVERY
The GreatestMOTHER'S
Mother Drama Ever Filmed SON
featuring CHARLOTTE

WALKER

is an American "Les Miserables" with a heroine instead of a hero, and already is outri vailing Victor
Hugo's
The

masterpiece

as a box

love of a mother

for his
are the
woven
profit

office sensation!

for her son — the love of a man

country — the love of a youth and a maid — these
mighty themes that RAOUL
A. WALSH
has
into a tremendous, human story of unparalleled
possibilities!
Play safe!
Book it today!

FOX
FILM

CORPORATION

They're
a Scream!
Don't take our word for it ! Ask
any of these first-run exhibitors
who
are
regularly showing
Captain Bud Fisher's
MUTT
AND
JEFF
THEATRE
Odeon
Fine Arts
Strand
Olympia
Lyric
Empire
Rands
Bijou
Royal.
Liberty
Apollo
Majestic
Hickory
Idle Hour
Current

Animated Cartoons
THEATRE
CITY
CITY
Liberty
Palace
Savannah
SanWichita
Diego
. Chattanooga
Cabrillo
Dubuque
Tampa
Fall River New Empire
Cambridge
Strand
. MontgomeryJersey City
Life .
Portland. Me.
Meriden. Conn.
. Altoona, Pa.
. Troy. N. Y. Olympic
Royal
Des Moines
Jamestown,
N.
Y.
Victoria
Rockford, 111.
Harrisburg.'Pa.
Globe
. Dayton
Empress .
Springfield. Va.
III.
Richmond.
Springfield,
O.
Oakland. Cal.
Cleveland
Claremont
Rialto
. Fort Wayne
Broadway
Butte, Mont.
Charlotte. N. C.
St. Joseph, Mo.

Release:

DOG-GONE

TOUGH

See it at any Fox Exchange
FOX
FILM COPORATION

Come to me" says Mutt.
"Come to me9" sai/s Jeff.
Gme to me^ sat/s t/ie Cop*

LUCK

Everybody's
Admitting
Roaring lions, shapely
girls and convincing comedians have helped
to make
WILLIAM FOX
SUNSHINE

COMEDIES

the funniest two-reelers on the market
See any of these releases at any Fox Branch
Office and be convinced they're limited to laughs:
'Oh, What a Knight!"
"A Tight Squeeze"
"Who's Your Father?"
'The Son of a Hun!"
"Wild Women and Tame
'The Fatal Marriage"
'Mongrels"
's eyhole"
'Roaring Lions on the
"A Neighrb'osr
K
te
i
A
a
"
W
Wasted Life"
Midnight Express"
e
'The Diver's Last Kiss"
"A SLeilonfs-"Mad Lady"
FOX
FILM CORPORATION
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JUST what does the star combination mean?
To be frank, now that the news excitement has
departed, there seems to be little to be excited over
— as yet.
So very much remains to be seen.
Except for one star, the rest have contracts running
throughout the year, or more. We assume these contracts will be observed.
Next arises the two important questions: (1) the production and (2) the distribution of these star pictures
under the newly proposed alignment.
Will better pictures be produced?
These stars have already been their own producers —
to a very large extent at least. They have had the advantage of well established studios and producing organizations. Will these be improved upon? Will they aim
to make still fewer pictures and so make them better?
Have they in mind a basic revolution in the art of picture making? Who will head and carry out this new
production policy.
These are very important questions. But as yet no
declaration has been made in answer to them.
All we know is that the stars, after whom such a scramble has been made, have suddenly decided to band together; for immediately strategic purpose or for permanent purposes it remains to be seen.
*
•
*
important of all, it seems to us, is the quesMOST
tion of the distribution of the pictures — the
adequate and profitable distribution of them.
Profitable distribution means profitable to the producers, to the distributors, to the exhibitors.
These star values have risen so high that the whole
industry is highly strained by the pressure.
The producers who have had these stars have complained that competition brought their services so high
that they couldn't make money with them — that they
were compelled to make them serve partly as booking
pressure upon other pictures upon which a profit could
be made.
Exhibitors have complained bitterly over rental prices,
— that they booked star pictures to keep their competitor from getting them, and to advertise their house,
whether the star picture paid them or not — a situation
•quite similar to that of the producers.
Have we now, or will the stars themselves make, a distribution agency able to handle this tense situation?

the

a few

Wise

Well-intentioned

Thoughts

are saying, here, neither yes nor no on the
point; but it must be apparent to anyone — even
to the stars themselves, that there is a decided
tenseness to this problem and that this tenseness is due
to the exceedingly high value placed upon the star's
services.
WE

Better pictures may be made and through better advertising to the public, more box office money may be
had from the public.
Or distribution may be more economical and more
efficient— thus relieving the tension by saving cost and
increasing gross booking revenue.
But those enormous service values are stickers; and
we say this in the best interests of the stars themselves.
You don't — Mr. and Miss Star — want to kill the goose
that is laying the golden eggs for you.
You don't want to strain this industry till it stands in
daily danger of cracking wide open — till it trembles right
along with unhealthy unrest.
You don't want to keep supporting capital away from
it— it needs capital very badly; and capital, you know,
regards you as an intangible asset. You may be here or
not here tomorrow; your popularity is not a bankable
matter like ground, bricks and mortar.

to remain in motion
thatnotyougetexpect
take it and
out quickly and profitably
pictures
regardless of your own and the industry's future.
You don't want to do this for your own best interests.
Then you'll have to look ahead a little, along with the
industry; only the stability of the industry will keep you
stable.
We have gamblers and constructionists in this business.
Which side are you on — the quick clean-up end or the
big, stable, future end?
You may regard yourself as a super person. You are
not. You are simply super popular, but this popularity,
this wide acquaintance with the public, are given you by
the motion picture.
Yon don't want to destroy this motion picture; if you
do, in all logic, it will only destroy you.

WE
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New.

National
Advertising— II
Reasons Why the Exhibitor is Nucleus of Advertising

aimed to drive home in last week's edipoint we
torial on advertising the picture is that the exhibitor must be the fountain head, or the feeder, or
the nucleus of national advertising.
THE

out.There are several valid reasons for tin's, as we pointed
One is strong enough, however, to stand alone. It is
this : that the peculiar distribution of pictures, the fact that
they appear locally only for a few days, makes it impossible for the manufacturer to direct the advertising out of
New York, and makes it imperative for the exhibitor to
hitch up to the picture when it appears at his theatre.
It is, in other words, necessarily, a retail advertising
proposition.
We believe this situation should be made clear to the
newspapers.
The leading dailies today are constantly expecting a big
advertising campaign from the manufacturers. They believe they deserve this if they are to maintain photo-play
departments ; and they believe the section demands it.
They do not understand that pictures differ altogether
from other commodities in the salient points of national
advertising — that Ivory Soap, for instance, may be advertised as a brand because every cake is like every other
cake,
furthermore
the cakes
shelvesandwhen
the customer
calls. are always on the dealer's
Every feature picture, on the other hand, must be advertised distinctively and apart from its brand name; and
it must be advertised when and where it appears — by the
theatre showing it, in other words.

NEWSPAPERS should be told why national advertising need not be expected from the manufacturers alone.
They should also be told how they can help the exhibitor advertise, and how exhibitor advertising, if fully
promoted, may equal department store advertising, as it
already has in some cities.
In the creation of exhibitor advertising three factors
are involved: the picture manufacturer, the exhibitor and
the newspaper.
There must be co-operative effort among these three.
The manufacturer should supply the exhibitor with complete advertising material ; the newspapers, through a service department, should help the exhibitor employ this material, just as it now helps with other retail businesses.
Patience is necessary to build up this ideal situation.
THE manufacturer of today does not get the proper
advertising material into the exhibitor's hands. But
a considerable effort at much expense is beingmade, and in some quarters there is marked improvement ;and more and more the manufacturer will realize
that his real customer is the public, not merely the exhibitor, and that to make and hold public patronage for his
pictures he.must give the exhibitor advertising material
that is highly efficient and exact — that sells each picture
for all it's worth, but which doesn't jeopardize public confidence byoverselling it.
And the exhibitor in general is by no means educated up
to the value of newspaper advertising. He is today, perhaps, the greatest obstacle to the adequate and extended
advertising of the picture. But the success of those exhibitors who do considerable advertising is so marked, and

it is so easy to indicate all about him the quick response o
the public to clever picture exploitation, that the cam
paign of education should not be so difficult with him a:
with other kinds of retailers.
The policy of MOTION PICTURE NEWS is to sup
ply
thethrough
exhibitor
the manufacturer's
advertising
terial,
its with
advertising
pages, its Service
Bureau ma
an<
special service sections, and its Complete Plan Book.
We are also putting all this material into the hands of the
newspapers so that their service departments mav be able
at call, to prepare full copy on any current release.
We regard this as the very highest service a trade papei
can give to this industry.
******
Prohibition

and

Pictures

THE
New York World, in an excellent editorial)
points out the solemn fact that the wave of pro
hibition fanaticism now sweeping this country i:
an invasion of the American system of government in that
through constitutional amendment, it ignores the polic»
powers of the States and thereby makes them provinces o:
districts, not self-governed, of the Federal Government.
Motion picture executives will easily recall that tin
strongest argument against Federal regulation of motioi
pictures was that the police powers of the States wen
fully able to control locally the theatre and pictures.
The World says: " No less certain is the prospect tha
one successful invasion of the rights of States by secta
rian and centralizing influences will be followed by man;
others designed still further to regulate or suppress cusj
toms, diversions and occupations, domestic relations
forms of public worship, perhaps matters of faith an<|
The closing of saloons will undoubtedly help the motioi
picture theatres. And, on any ground, we hold no brie
for
saloons.
opinion."
But it will not help the motion picture, and it ma;
destroy its present industry, if the same crowd of reform
ers, led as most of them are by deplorable bigotry, decid'
that theatres be closed on Sunday and that indeed thei
entire regulations, as well as the making of pictures, tvj
subject to Federal laws and commissions.
This is by no means improbable. In fact, it is alread'
threatening. Two bills calling for State and Federal regu
lation of pictures have just been introduced respectively
in the New York State Legislature and in Congress.
It looks as though a greater problem than those involv
ing star contracts is now facing the motion picture.
******
An

Actress

IT is with real pleasure that we go out of our way t
record here the notable acting of Dorothy Phillips i
" The Heart of Humanity." In a well conceived an
remarkably executed photoplay, the construction of whicl
does great credit to Alan Holubar, Miss Phillips make
you feel every moment of an appealing and thrilling stor)
Can anything more be said of fine acting?
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Hiram Abrams'
do we
herepublish
this week?
WHYlikeness
Because he is the only film man now in
Los Angeles who is not mentioned in every
telegramion.
coming East about the " Big Five "
combinat
And because he is the only film man mentioned in every conversation about the " Big
Five " heard in the Astor lobby.
We can't understand what power of man
can be enabling Hiram Abrams and Benny
Schulberg to keep so quiet out there in Los
Angeles.
On Broadway they are blaming the whole
' Rumors
deal on this pair. In Los Angeles they are
Float Steadily
apparently not even mentioned.
About
What's the answer?
His
Whatever the answer we will probably
hear it in due time from Benny. Until then,
Steady Silence"
we can hear Benny saying — as he has so
often to us in the past — " any statement now
would be ' premature.' "
A feller we met yesterday said that a man he used to knoiv well
declared that a friend of his reported that a cousin of a Claridge
waiter told an unknown party that Dick Rowland summed up the
news of the "Big Five" combination in these immortal words:
" The lunatics have now taken control of the asylum."
Sydney Cohen and Charles Reilly were up-State visitors last
week. Some day these boys will permit us to give them some
publicity — and then News readers will hear the most interesting
story of exhibitor organization ever told.
Joe Lee just has to break into print this week, having favored
us with a crate of oranges from Los Angeles.
Oh, yes — the " crate " was one of those souvenir things containing ahalf dozen tangerines.
After nailing his reservations " Bill " Rudolph called off his
trip to the coast. Harry Garson is coming East and things will
soon be humming on " The Hushed Hour," opening at a Broadway
theatre. February 17th is the date, we hear.
Prohibition is here — and in its wake the gol durndest wave of
restrictive legislation for the motion picture we have ever seen.
The Nation, States and even cities are going after the screen. We
have grouped together just the developments of the past week on
page 683, and they sure do make a staggering total. We' re in for
some tough political worh, boys.
Speaking of legislative battles to come, a committee of the National Assessment has completed its investigation of last Fall's Expositions and filed its report. Requiescat in pace.
Imagine an Ohio reformer's joy when he read that table of
donors. "Boodle! Graft!" he screeched. "These picture people
are my meat."
A " First National Director " is the authority given for a
rumor wired us from Los Angeles, Thursday, that " Griffith has
contracted to produce three subjects for First National. Can't
verify."
And following the legislative subject, our oivn Albany informant,
who sits pretty close to the throne, told us: "If it weren't for Governor Smith the Brush bill wouldn't be the joke you think it is.
Lots of Democrats at heart opposed to the idea are willing to see
it through if only on the theory that it is coming in a couple of
years anyway — so why take a chance on some unknown future
power? "
The exhibitors fighting for Ohio Sunday opening are now try-

Personaliti
ing to explain that Hotel Astor meeting and the jingling of the
dough-bag to Governor Cox. Some tall 'splanation needed, too.
The Director General of Railroads announces the following
time-table on the Coast-to-Coast trolley :
Winnie Sheehan left Los Angeles on Wednesday.
Adolph Zukor left Thursday.
J. A. Berst and Milton Goldsmith arrived last Friday.
J. D. Williams states in Los Angeles that First National has
contracted for several new stars. Names will come later.
A friend of ours walked into 130 Wrest 46th Street behind James
E. McBride at about five-thirty the other day. Mr. McBride stepped
into the elevator and said: "Fourth floor, please." The imperious
Amazon from HelF s Kitchen looked him up and down and then
volunteered: " They ain't doin' no casting up at Fox to-night."
With Harry- Rowson, John H. Taylor, Goldwyn Stoll, King
and a handful of other English- film men in New York just now
this sure is looking like the film capital of the world.
Joe Reddy is hanging his hat in the Exhibitor-Mutual offices.
Comes the announcement that popular William J. MacGrath,
formerly manager of the News Chicago office, has taken unto
himself a bride in the person of Miss Mae Snyder of Lima, Ohio.
Congratulations all around !
Before starting East Winnie Sheehan completed a reorganization at the Sunshine Comedy plant. The same directors and
efficient organization will continue to turn out the comedies, the
only change being the departure of H. Pathe Lehrman.
The Fox Corporation offices in New York issued the following
statement January 23:
" The Fox Film Corporation has decided to enlarge its Sunshine
Comedy Pictures plant in Los Angeles.
" Sunshine Comedies will be produced and distributed on a
greater scale than ever.
" Directors Fred Fisbback and Jack Blystone and others began
Monday photographing the most lavish and stupendous comedies
yet released by William Fox.
" Henry Lehrman is no longer connected with Sunshine
Comedies."
ONCE a week for some few weeks Fred
Beecroft has stalked into our office and
queried
" Say, : why don't you run Charley Burr's
picture on that 'Personality' page? He's
one of the best fellows in the game."
And once a week we've answered that we
hadn't been able to beg, borrow or steal a
photo of the same Charles Burr.
But finally
called we
in Pete
Smith's
assistance and we
herewith
present
Charles
Carrington Burr.
" C. C." started in the advertising department of Paramount several years ago, soon
became advertising manager, and then
stepped up to the post of assistant manager
of the distribution department and right
hand person to W. E. Greene and Al. Lichtman.
And " C. C." — take it from any of the
Paramount-Ar(craft " gang " — is every bit
as popular as his rapid rise has shown him
to be capable.

" His

Popularit Is
HSiescond toy

Ability"
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So Says U niver sal's General Publicity "Director Discussing W m. A. Johnston s
A dvertising Series
By Tarkington

Baker

FROM no source, it seems to me, has there come a clearer,
saner comment on the subject of the advertising of motion
picture products than that appearing in the last issue of Motion
Picture News. Under the title " National Advertising," Motion
Picture News contributes to this important — to this vitally important— subject some observations that are notable at once for
their wisdom, their breadth and their value.
Particularly should emphasis fall upon the paragraph which
points pertinently to the fact that " the picture, unlike any other
commodity, cannot be standardized; unlike an automobile, or a
safety razor, or a package of breakfast food, you cannot make
fifty-two pictures alike in quality. Therefore you cannot employ
general publicity as general publicity is used with other nationally
advertised products to create steady, year-around customers."
No truer word has ever been uttered on this whole perplexing
problem ! And the sooner this fundamental, basic fact is firmly
established in the minds of all concerned — producer, exhibitor
and agent, controller or proprietor of the advertising medium —
the sooner will the money spent for motion picture advertising
show really profitable returns.
Each product of the cinema studios, each individual picture,
must be separately and individually advertised. It must be advertised, moreover, as a perishable product. As Motion Picture
News well says, pictures cannot be permitted to remain on the
dealer's shelves. They must be marketed without delay or they
lose much of their timeliness and, consequently, much of their
value.
For the exhibitor the newspaper is, of course, the logical advertising medium. He must sell his wares to his public. The
a two-fold purpose. He
producer, on his part, must advertise for
must sell his wares to the exhibitor and he must, no less than
the exhibitor, sell his wares also to the public So, in addition
to the use of space in trade papers, the producer must join hands
with the exhibitor in using newspaper space.
But— there's the rub! Joining hands, admittedly the wise, the
logical course, is easier said than done. Exhibitors do not always
see the value of the cooperative system; neither, for that matter,
do the producers. And, to speak of the third point of the triangle,
the newspapers, which could do so much to bring about this
essential and practical cooperation, neglect the possibilities in a
wild— and futile— pursuit of a vague, uncertain, chimerical willo'-the-wisp known more or less indefinitely as " producers' advertising."
If I/may be permitted the suggestion, it seems to me that if
newspapers of the countrythe advertising managers of the leading
would devote half the time, the energy, the gray matter and the
money to bringing exhibitor, local exchange manager and newspaper together now spent in the quest for " producers' advertising "
their ledgers would show a remarkable increase in revenues accruing from motion picture advertising. And, what is no less
to the point, the money invested in such advertising would be well
invested and the investors themselves would be no less gratified
with the results than the newspapers.

Picture

N eu

Producers are beset daily by solicitors for agencies representing
newspapers. These solicitors want the "producers' advertising."
Their papers are continually urging the solicitors to go forth on
the long, strenuous hunt for the elusive copy. Incidentally, the
producers — the vast majority of them — are wondering how they
can effectively advertise their products in the sort of "national
campaigns " which these solicitors advocate. They know from
experience— and costly experience — that an attempt to advertise
the product as a whole can prove only profitless. They are not,
as the solicitors may occasionally hastily conclude, opposed to
national advertising. They hold no such attitude. On the contrary, they believe in advertising; they want to advertise. But
the way is made difficult for them because there is this lack of co operation and co-ordination between newspaper, local exchange
and exhibitor.
Advertising the individual picture, the specific studio product
—precisely as Mr. Belasco, Mr. Brady, Mr. Shubert and all the
other legitimate producers advertise, not their productions as a
whole, but each individual, specific production and each in its
own way — advertising of this sort counts. It is the only sort
that does count. No newspaper, no advertising agency proposes
to Mr. Belasco or to Mr. Brady or to Mr. Shubert that he advertise his productions as a mere anonymous group, without regard
to the individual characteristics of each separate production.
But for some strange reason newspapers and newspaper advertising agencies not only ask motion picture producers to follow
this course, but seemingly expect them to do so without objection
and without quibble. And the wise motion picture producer answers simply and directly and to the point when he says that he
cannot do it. Nor can he do it with any more hope of success
than his brethren who produce their wares for the speaking stage.
I have been from one end of the country to the other. Everywhere newspaper advertising managers have solicited me for this
vague, nondescript, illusory " general product " advertising. Not
one has ever seriously maintained that it could possibly prove of
value when compared to the more simple, more direct, more
specific advertising of the specific production. Yet few of them
have shown a disposition to conduct a campaign of education to
the end that this really valuable advertising policy could be placed
in effect.
The great field for the newspaper lies not through its agency
with the executive offices of the producing companies, but instead
in its own city and state of publication today, this week, every
day and every week, with the local exchange and the local exhibitor. Increase the producer's advertising by increasing the
exhibitor's ; increase the exhibitor's by increasing co-operation
between exhibitor and local exchange and newspaper. Go after,
not indirect, but direct advertising — advertising of today for today. Get exhibitor and exchange manager together. Teach them
both what advertising investment is and then, this well implanted
in their minds, it only remains for the newspaper itself to give
further co-operation — and, incidentally, increasing its circulation
— by insuring the advertisers that among its readers are thousands
who are interested in motion pictures. And this the newspaper can
do only in one way — by opening its columns to notes, little stories
of productions, of stars, of the doings of stars, of details of production, toall the thousand-and-one — nay. the million — items connected with the making of motion pictures concerning which the
general public is inordinately curious and in which it is deeply
interested. Let the motion picture be treated with the dignity it
merits ; let there be photoplay critics as there are dramatic critics ;
let there be photoplay editors as there are sporting editors. And,
finally, let the producers' publicity departments mend their ways
and send out to these progressive newspapers matter that is worth
publishing, that is interesting enough in itself to be of intrinsic
merit — matter that a self-respecting newspaper wants because it
is honestly worth wanting.
Co-operation is the key to the problem's solution. But it must
be co-operation that is possessed of enough straight-grained hard
common sense to see the wisdom of Motion Picture News' contention that each individual picture must be individually advertised in the place where it is being shown and at the time it is
being shown in all the newspapers of that place and by the joint
efforts of local exchange manager and local exhibitor and their
joint expenditure made effective and profitable through honest,
sincere co-operation on the part of the newspapers backed, in their
turn, by readable, interesting, pertinent, illuminating publicity items
contributed by the general directors of publicity.
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Lessons He Learned

Man Tells of the
in the Transition

By Tamar Lane
HAVING served a. term of years as motion picture editor on
a Metropolitan daily, reviewing practically every film of consequence made in the last decade, and having been connected
with many other branches of the industry, it was only natural
that I come to the usual conclusion that there wasn't anything
about the picture game that I didn't know. Then I became
interested in a picture theatre, the Fellsway Theatre, Medford,
Mass. In other words I became a common ordinary exhibitor.
During my years as M. P. editor I have never missed an opportunity to take a " shot " at the general run of exhibitors, who
from observation I judged to hit a very low average of intelligence. Since entering the exhibitors' ranks, however, I have
a greater respect for 'some exhibitors and much less for others.
First of all I want to say that you can learn more about the
fundamentals of the m. p. business in one month as an exhibitor
than you can in six months in any other branch of the game.
The enlightenment comes swiftly and mercilessly. The first
thing that hits the new-born exhibitor as soon as he has talked
things over with the various exchanges in regard to service is
that the renting systems now in vogue are unsound, impractical
and in need of immediate adjustment. Of the systems I have
so far encountered the " star series " system seems by all means
the best. It includes the " program " system and besides allows
the exhibitor to choose the stars which go best in his particular
theatre. Its chief drawback, however, is that the exhibitor
must take every one of the star's pictures be they good or bad, and
at the same price. The antiquated program system which some
companies still cling to is nothing else than a hold-up which requires the exhibitor to take several no-account stars in order to
get a couple of real box value. Imagine a reader having
to read the works of several inferior authors in order to get
one good book.
Personally I have always believed that the open-booking system
is the logical one. Only a short time ago it was expected to
revolutionize the industry, but the hue and cry of a year or two
ago has died down to an almost imperceptible whisper. While
in theory it seemed practical it has not appeared to work out
so well in practice. Though the open-booking idea is several years
old there is hardly one representative company selling films by
that method at present. This is rather difficult to understand
until one becomes an exhibitor, but after a few weeks' experience
with the exchanges the explanation is quite clear. The whole
trouble lies in an utter lack of confidence between exhibitors and
the exchangemen or distributors. This lack of confidence is so
marked that it is useless to deny it. The exhibitor distrusts the
exchangeman and the exchangeman distrusts the exhibitor. This
is such a vital factor in the welfare of the industry that it must
be remedied at once if the picture game is ever to get on a Big
Business footing.
This lack of confidence is not without cause, for there have
been and still are many undesirables in both branches of the
business. But it would be bad enough if there were simply a lack
of confidence. The truth is that in many instances there is absolute antagonism. The motion picture industry boasts some of
God's finest men, hut every branch of the game is also filled with
inflated, consequential individuals who are under the impression

that the entire business depends upon them. The exchanges have
681
more than their share. In many cases everyone from the booker
to the shipper looks with contempt upon the exhibitor and pulls
against him. In any other industry the wholesaler caters somewhat to the retailer, but the exhibitor is thankful to get even
civil treatment.
For a business where competition is so keen I should say that
most
exchanges
very littlePersonally
to rope inI extra
They don't
use enough
road dosalesmen.
think trade.
road salesmen
are
one of the best methods of increasing business. Probably the
companies believe them too expensive; but if the companies are
going to do nothing but wait for the exhibitor to come to the
exchange, especially when the exhibitor has had no previous
business with the exchange, then those companies are going to
have many long waits. Simply because an exhibitor doesn't go
to a certain exchange is no proof that he wouldn't book that
firm's films if the right salesman got after him. The exhibitor
may be satisfied with what he has. It is up to the competitor to
show the exhibitor he has something a little better.
In the past eight months of studying the picture going public
through the eyes of an exhibitor I have made the following observations which I believe hold true with all theatres catering to
the great bulk of movie patrons.
1. The star is the thing, and according to all indications will
continue to be. By that I mean that it takes a star to draw the
people to the theatre. Of course it is understood that it is desirable that the star be given proper vehicles, but the idea that just
strong stories with good but unknown actors will make money
for exhibitors is doomed to failure. To know a play is good
the spectator must see it. How can he tell beforehand if it
is good or not? This is only possible in big cities where a picture
is given prolonged runs. Patrons, however, know to a certain
extent whether a star is good or not because they have in most
cases seen the star before.
2. The name of an author has no bearing whatsoever upon the
drawing power of a photoplay. Sometimes a story by a certain
author does big business, but that is because the story itself is
unusually well known and unusually popular, not because it was
by any certain author. An author's name on advertising matter
amounts
Movie
patrons
the story. toAlllittle.
they ask
is that
it be don't
a good give
one. a rap who wrote
3. Except in very rare instances adaptations of famous books,
plays, etc., do not draw money to the average theatre one bit
better than an original scenario. The title is more important.
The average movie patron is not much of a book worm, nor much
on visiting the two-dollar theatres, so is not up on stage offerings.
If exhibitors would spend as much exploiting an original photoplay as they will on the screen version of a famous book or play
-they would always get as large a return.
4. Exhibitors are too apt to judge the success of a play by
its audible effect on the spectators. Exhibitors give no consideration to the silent approval of the spectator. If the audience
applauds, laughs loudly, etc., then the exhibitor decides the picture "went over " ; but if the audience remains quiet during the
entire showing of a play the exhibitor gains the impression that
the film is " dead." In reality the silence of an audience is usually
a sign of the play's absorbing qualities.
5. The coming year will be a banner one for " specials " and
independent productions. The safest thing for the big producers
to do is to buy up all the good independent productions and release
them on their own programs. Otherwise the big fellows will
probably suffer quite a loss of business.
6. To sum up I would say that the worst flaw in the improvement of the standard of the photoplay is the system which keeps
inferior pictures in circulation. Any picture which is not up to
standard should be immediately withdrawn from service after
it has been adversely reported on by reliable showmen. It is an
imposition on the picture fans to force these films on them. The
exchange and not the exhibitor is responsible for this. This is
one great advantage the legitimate theatre-goer has over the
movie patron. In the theatrical business it is a survival of the fit.
If a play is not popular the producer cannot keep it on action
without daily losses. So he moves it to the storage warehouse.
There should be a storage warehouse for trashy films. Theatrical
producers are forced each season to retire shows after a few
days' showing, and at a loss of many thousands of dollars. If
they can afford to do this the film producers can do likewise.
What the motion picture industry is sadly in need of is Big men,
plenty of them, and in a hurry. Small fry have had the reins
long enough.
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Cleveland

Gets

Exhibitors to Pay in Proportion to
Seating Capacity — Measure Comes
as Surprise to Showmen
A BOMB was dropped on motion picture
exhibitors of Cleveland last week
when it was learned for the first time that
an ordinance had been introduced into the
City Council, passed, and signed by the
mayor, which fixes an annual license tax on
all motion picture theatres, according to
the seating capacity of each house, at the
rate of $100 for house with 300 seats;
$200 for houses of 600 seats, and $600 for
houses of over 600 seats. To say that this
was a complete surprise, would be putting it
mildly, for the exhibitors, through the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, has been
very active, for the past two months,
fighting off a $25 license tax. This $25
license tax was proposed some time ago,
but the officials of the League were- given
to understand that no such ordinance
would be sanctioned . by the council members, much less signed by the Mayor, who
has always been exceedingly friendly to
the industry.
The passage of the tax, at this time,
however, was not due to any breach of
confidence on the part of the councilmen,
nor on the part of the mayor, but was
simply an accident. Instead of being introduced as a separate and independent ordinance, this exorbitant license tax ordinance was tacked on an amendment of
Cromelin

New

House

Tax

the building code, and so escaped the attention of all those who were concerned in
the proposition. The way it happened was
like this. The present building inspection
department is not self-supporting. The
financial condition of the city, at the present time, is not what might be called affluent, and it was the intention of some of
the councilmen who are vitally interested
in the upkeep of the building inspection
department, to raise sufficient funds for its
support. A movie license tax seemed a
legitimate means to such a fund, and so
the tax was added to the building code ordinance, and nobody knew a thing about it.
Now that the thing is done, exhibitors
and the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
are trying to see what can be done to undo
the mischief. A meeting was held on Monday between exhibitors and council officials, at which it was suggested that another amendment be added to the amendment just passed, reducing the movie
license tax to $5 a year for all movie
houses, irrespective of the seating capacity.
This new amendment is to be discussed before the judiciary committee of the council next Monday at 1 .30 P. M., following
which it will be brought up at the next
council meeting.
In the meantime each exhibitor is requested to obtain an expression of opinion
in regard to the matter from the councilman in whose district his theatre is located, so as to see just which way the wind
is actually blowing.

Secures
World
Rights
reality. later, though, that this became a
years
" Ghost of Slumber Mountain " Is
First of Novelty Series — IntroHaving returned from the theatre, where
duces Herbert M. Dawley to
he had witnessed the screening of a film
the Screen
on which were shown budding flowers, he
PAUL H. CROMELIN, 218 West 42nd sat for a time discussing with Mrs. Dawley
the wonderful possibilities of the motion
Street, New York City, has secured
picture as an educational aid. Attacked by
the world rights on " The Ghost of Sluminsomnia during the wee hours of the
ber Mountain," first of a series of novelty
night, he again thought of the picture he
films showing the creatures of prehistoric
times. Inter-ocean and the matter of had seen. Came a flash of inspiration thai
caused him to sit up. What a wonderful
American distribution will shortly be announced by Mr. Cromelin. Herbert M. thing it would be if the huge reptiles of
Dawley, a newcomer to the films, is the the prehistoric world could be recreated on
the basis of the skeletons to be seen in the
creator of the idea and the pictures.
Herbert M. Dawley, the producer of American Museum of Natural History! A
"The Ghost of Slumber Mountain," is a field worthy of the efforts of anyone. It
designer and sculptor by profession. He possessed not only great educational value,
an impressive mystery surwas for ten years the head of the art de- but there was
rounding it which would enable one to
partment of the Pierce Arrow Motor Car
touch finger tips with the Infinite. And so
Company of Buffalo, and during his resi- Herbert M. Dawley became a producer of
theatriamateur
in
active
was
dence there
of prehistoric ages, making possicals of the higher order. Mr. Dawley nat- the life
ble to the human vision what had never
urally followed the development of the art
of motion pictures with a great deal of been shown to it before.
interest.
It required many months of patient effort and the retaking of several hundred
He anticipated the animated cartoon by
a great many years, and the margins of his feet of film before Mr. Dawley was satisfied that the results of his efforts were of
high school text books bear witness, for on
them were traced a succession of pictures a standard sufficiently high to present to
the public over his name. He wrote and
which revealed a boxing match, a fencing
discarded several stories berfore he conmatch, and a baseball game when the pages
" that Ghost
Slumber
Mountain."'
were passed quickly through the fingers.
The factceived The
he wasof able
to conceive
such
Possessed of an artistic temperament and
a
bold
idea,
write
the
story,
act
the
part
of
an inventive turn of mind, it was only natural that some day he should turn to the the principal character as well as direct
field of the motion picture as an outlet for the other parts, and make it possible to
produce a film of unusual excellence.
some of his activity. It was not until some

Sweet

Picture

Picture to Have
York Debut

N e w s\
New

The Garson-Xc-ilan production of " The
Unpardonable Sin," in which Blanche
Sweet is starred, will not have its premiere in Los Angeles after all. This decision was reached by Mr. Garson after
one of the prominent managers controlling
a chain of two-dollar theatres throughout
the country and Canada, after a private
showing of the film booked the picture
over the entire circuit, and at two-dollar
prices. The first showing will be in one
of the Broadway houses in February, and
it is confidently expected the engagement will last throughout the summer.
A Chicago engagement will immediately
follow, after which other large cities will
follow in rapid succession.
The most flattering reports are constantly filtering in from the coast from
the " wise ones " who have seen parts of
the picture and witnessed some of the big
scenes taken.
It is a ten-reeler and said to be one of
the best productions ever made.
United

Pushes Suit Against
Trade Paper
It v.a- n; .i . . ^ . uis week by United
Picture Theatres of America, Inc., that a
decision has been handed down in the Appellate Division of the Supreme Court
whereby allegations made by United Picture Theatres of America, Inc., against the
Chalmers Publishing Company, publishers
of the Moving Picture World at 516 Fifth
Avenue, New York, have been sustained,
and certain statements published by the
Moving Picture IVorld have been adjudged
to be libelous.
The suit was filed on April 16. 1918, for
libel against the Chalmers Publishing Company in the sum of $250,000 damages.
The decision handed down establishes as
sufficient and justifiable the ground on
which United bases its allegations and on
which the process for recovery of damages
against the Moving Picture IVorld is based.
Goldsmith & Rosenthal are the attorneys
for United.

s
zio r Storie
unin D'Ann
May Appea
Allan Rock announced this week that in
all probability Dolores Cassinelli, star of
Leonce Perret's "A Soul Adrift," will appear before the camera in a series of porof the works
zio, thetrayalsItalian
poet. of Gabrielle D'AnnunIt is reported that Miss Cassinelli and
Capt. held
Ugo aD'Annunzio,
son of the inauthor,
have
series of conferences
New
York, and it is expected that announcements will be made to the effect that
D'Annunzio will appear with Miss Cassinelli in the productions, under the direction
of Leonce Perret.
Geffen Leaves Rialto
It was announced this week that Lewis,
S. Geffen has resigned as assistant to the
director of publicity at the Rialto and Rivoli theatres. New York.
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Bugaboo

Several States Seek to Establish Commissions

Again

Stalks

to Curb Film Stories

— Chicago Warns Against Lack of Cooperation — Colorado
Exhibitors Invite Inspection of Programs
EACE is not yet in sight for the exhibitors of the country, according to
reports from various sections to the effect that the censorship agitation
is being stirred to eruption.
Several States of the Union are seeking to establish commissions to curb
the film stories. Colorado and Indiana are included in the list. New York
State is also reported as leaning toward more strict censorship, through the medium of a bill recently introduced. .
Exhibitors throughout the nation have recognized the injury that may be
done their theatres through these measures and are uniting to combat the impending evil.
Producers have been warned in Chicago that they are not cooperating with
the city censorship commission sufficiently, and that " pictures are apt to go the
way of the saloons."
Meeting in Brooklyn
At a special meeting of the Executive
CAN
WE
HELP?
Committee of the Associated Motion Picture Exhibitors of Brooklyn and Long
That Soldier Friend Who Needs
Island, called together by its chairman, Wila Job — We'll Run His
liam Brandt, to consider a bill introduced
Ad Free
by Assemblyman William F. Brush of
Orange County, New York, designed to
create a State Motion Picture Department
of
have
in the
if you
g — ice
askinserv
for the
S been
YOUR
to supervise and regulate the production,
s
on
e
Uncl
Sam.
That'
Moti
Picdistribution and exhibition of motion picture News Classified Ad. Detures in this state. A resolution was unani.
ment
part
mously adopted against the enactment of
Just send us your ad. — we'll run it
free.
this bill into law and a committee of five
was appointed for the purpose of planning
Operators, musicians, studio workers— those employed in all lines of
by publicity and otherwise in opposing the
motion picture work may take adproposed legislation. It was a concensus
vantage of this opportunity. If you
of opinion among the speakers present that
know of a soldier or sailor who seeks
this bill is the most iniquitous piece of legisavice.
position, tell him of this free serlation ever aimed at the motion picture industry since its inception.
The members of the committee are WilIf you have a job open — give it to
liam Brandt, chairman; Otto Lederer, A.
aonVictory
Boy. You'll find their ads.
Page
Schwartz, John Manheimer, Charles Fischer,
Or— 742.
Harry S. Manus and Louis L. Levine, counsel.
Union Against Sunday
The Sunday question is looming up as
large throughout the country as the censorship evil, and hardly a state has escaped the
reformer who seeks to do away with motion
iictures on the Sabbath.
That the motion picture interests of California are to be further harrassed by proDosed legislation became evient when it was
earned two bills would shortly be introiuced in the assembly at Sacramento which
would no doubt prove detrimental to the
ilm industry. One is said to be proposed
)y the union organizations of musicians,
Operators, stage employes and others, providing that it shall be unlawful to work on
Sunday. This would close all theatres on
sunday. The second bill concerns censorhip, and will, it is understood when introduced, provide for all films shown within
California to be passed by a State Board
)f Censorship. This information was
irought to members of the Los Angeles inlustry in a letter from Harry Lustig, Coast
pecial representative of the Metro Film
ICorporation, and action will be taken by the
Theatre Owners' Association, Film Exhangemen's Board of Trade of Los An-

geles, and the
Motion itsPicture
Association
to prevent
passage.Producers'
The first action was taken at the weekly
luncheon of the Theatre Owners when the
matter was called to the attention of
the
members by Chairman Frank A. MacDonald.
New Haven Houses Dark
For the first time in more than a year
theatres of New Haven, Conn., were dark
on Sunday evening, January 19. This followed the fining, on the previous day, of
Claude Fredericks, manager of the Olympia
on the charge of violating the " Sunday
secular law by running a motion picture
show. While his case was appealed immediately, Sunday shows are brought to an
end in New Haven till some change in the
law is made or a favorable decision comes
from the higher courts.
The case of Mr. Fredericks marked the
end of the first round in the battle between
Protestant ministers of New Haven and the
theatre managements. After about two
years of unmolested shows, the proceeds
from which went to charity, the ministers,
acting through their " Pastors' Union," complained to the prosecuting attorney of the

Country

city that the law was being violated. Under the theatres
prosecutor's
orders the12police
visited
eleven
on January
and on
the
following day arrested their managers. Mr.
Fredericks agreed to stand as a test case
to settle the matter and he alone was presented to the courts, other managers promising the prosecutor they would stand by
the decision in the Fredericks' case.
Excludes the Exhibitors
It is announced from Indianapolis, Ind.,
that a bill providing for a State Motion
Picture Commission and appropriating
$5,000 for the establishment of the bureau,
has been introduced by Representative
Charles A. Johnson of Grant County. The
measure
preparedUnion.
for the Women's
Christian was
Temperance
It provides for the appointment by the
governor of a Censorship Board of three
members and excludes any person interested
in or connected with the management of
motion picture theatres or exhibitors.
Indianapolis, January 21. — The Sunday
motion picture bill passed during the 1917
session of the Indiana state legislature, and
vetoed by Governor Goodrich after the end
of the session, was handed down in the
Senate Wednesday by Lieutenant-Governor
Bush. The measure was originally intended
to legalize motion picture performances on
Sunday. The governor vetoed the bill two
years ago when he found that a clause in
the measure which permitted shows after
2 p. m. had been altered, after transmission
from the Senate to the House, to permit
picture shows all day Sunday.
It is understood that no decision has been
reached on any further procedure on the
vetoed bill. Opponents of the measure express the belief that an attempt might be
made to pass it instead of offering a new
bill covering the same ground. Passage
over the governor's veto requires only a majority in each house.
Senator Harry E. Negley, Republican
floor leader in the upper branch, said that if
any attempt was made to put the bill to another vote it would be only after opportunity had been given to opponents to present
their objections to' individual senators.
Mrs. Edward Franklin White, president
of the Legislative Council of Women, said
last night that the council will make a vigorfight against1
legalizingthatSunday
movies.
Mrs.ous White
announced
a conference
will be held by members of the council today towilldecide
the women'sorganiprotest
take. what
Womenformrepresenting
zations in other parts of the state are making their voices heard against the Sunday
motion picture shows to a greater extent
than in Indianapolis, Mrs. White said, and
are urging the headquarters of the Legislative Council of Women to oppose Sunday
shows.
Federal Commission
Information received in Los Angeles last
week that Congressman Randall of California, was planning to introduce in Congress
a bill creating a Federal Commission whose
duties it shall be to pass on all motion pictures before they are released to the ex(Continued on page 690) ..
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Fox
Van
Beuren
Is for
Head of V. B. K. Comedy Company
Tells News Interviewer That He
Thinks Always of Public —
Cost No Object
\Y7lTH carefully laid plans, with new
" ideals guiding
his efforts
" build "
entertainment
and with
a keento business
mind, whetted to a sharp edge by a long
and successful career as chief executive
of several of New York's most enterprising businesses, Amedee J. Vignot-Van
Beuren, has taken a hand in motion picture
production activities with Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Drew, carrying out his idea of
clean, snappy, up-to-the-minute comedy.
Mr. Van Beuren is executive head of the
V. B. K. Comedy Company, now engaged
in producing Drew comedies, the initial releases of which reflect more clearly than
any other medium, the real meaning of
Mr. Van Beuren's statement : " I'm in the
producing end of the motion picture business, first and primarily, to build entertainment for the public, for when I do this,
my success in the venture is assured, since
I have always held that money is no object
when one can give the public what it wants.
And when the public gets what it wants it
will pay for it and the man supplying the
demand will not lose for his trouble.''
It would seem that Mr. Van Beuren's
policy in producing comedies, is digested in
that one statement. His whole attitude
leans toward the public. In diagnosing this
or that phase of the business he always
starts at the public pulse, notes its pulsation, whether it is feverish in response to
a certain situation developed in a comedy
exhibition, or normal in response to another. And the head of the V. B. K.
Comedy Company has had every advantage
in taking this public pulse because for years
he has been engaged in supplying amusement and entertainment to it in large
measures.
Mr. Van Beuren is probably better
known to the business world because of
his connections with the Van Beuren Bill
Posting Company, one of the largest established advertising mediums in the country. Through this medium, he has learned
what attracts and what repulses the eye of
the public. Until recently he held the vicepresidency of this concern but lately has
resigned active interest. He still is a major
stockholder.
He is president of the Notlek Amusement Company, which controls some of the
largest open-air amusement centers in the
country. He is interested in New York's
largest skating rinks, tennis courts and
hand-ball courts and president of the Van
Kelton Amusement Company, Fifty-eighth
street and Eighth avenue. He is one of
the owners of the Moorish Garden, One
Hundred and Tenth street and Riverside
Drive. Through these mediums he has
learned to study the public's likes and dislikes.
" I saw in the Drews," he said in announcing his policy of comedy production,"
the highest type of comedy entertainers.
Before I even knew them, their comedies
were in my house and never have I heard
a house leave w'thout at the least one hun-

Quality

First

Amedee J. Van Beuren, of V. B. K. Comedy
Company, starring the Drews
dred patrons commenting favorably on
their work. And when I didn't run their
comedies, my patrons wanted to know why.
" Through the Paramount people, I have
supplied the public with samples of the
Drews' work under my management. The
returns I have received have repaid me a
hundredfold for the venture. And the biggest return of all and the one that means
most to me, is the fact that the public likes
their work and my work in production. It
isn't to be assumed from my statements
that I'm not expecting financial returns, I
am; but first and foremost, I'm expecting
satisfaction on the part of the public and
I am not only prepared but willing to wait
for financial returns.
" Regardless of cost, I am in the business
to put the best that is possible in each and
every Drew production. Expense is a
minor consideration so long as something
novel, something that attracts, something
entertaining,
something that
" everydayish,"'
above all, something
represents and
an
event in the life of the masses, that Mary,
Jones or Bill Smith can see enacted by the
Drews, are the resultants of my efforts.
" The little things with which we are all
acquainted, they are the ones that I will
endeavor to make the crux of the Drew
comedies. I'm not seeking to portray on
the screen those events that happen but
once in a lifetime, but those that are happening every day in your household and
in mine. These little incidents, heightened
by the Drews' inimitable humor, are to be
the basis of every Drew comedy that is
made under my management. This is the
brand of comedy that the public wants and
this is the brand that the V. B. K. Company is going to furnish regardless of time
of expense in production. If I have to
spend a million dollars on one Drew I will
do so, for I know that if it merits a million
it will be worth mere to the public."

Announces Managers
for New Year
The Fox Film Corporation announces
the following list of district and branch
managers in the United States and Canada
for 1919:
District Managers — For New England,
Harry F. Campbell ; for other eastern
territory, Clayton P. Sheehan ; central district, J.R. Grainger; southwestern, E. H.
Wachter; Pacific Coast, P. C. Mooney;
mid-western, C. W. Eckhardt; southern,
J. E. MacBride; Canadian, Vincent McCabe.
Branch Managers — New York City,
Louis Rosenbluh ; Boston, H. F. Campbell; Buffalo, Thomas Brady; Philadelphia, Lieut. George F. Dembow; Pittsburgh, C. P. Sheehan (acting manager) ;
Cincinnati, Lester Sturm; Cleveland, M. E.
Maxwell; Indianapolis, C. E. Penrod;
Detroit, M. S. Bailey; Chicago, C. W.
Eckhardt; Washington, D. C, B. P. Rogers; Atlanta, Sam Dembow, Jr.; Dallas,
Tex., L. E. Harrington ; New Orleans, A.
S. Moritz ; St. Louis, G. E. McKean ;
Omaha. Sidney Meyer; Minneapolis, M. J.
Weisfeldt; Kansas City, E. H. Wachter;
Denver, L. A. Quill; Seattle, K. L. Burk;
San Francisco, Charles Muehlman ; Los
Angeles, P. C. Mooney (acting manager).
Canada — Montreal, Maurice West; Toronto, L. M. DeVaney; St. John, N. B.,
Joseph Lieberman. ,
Circle in Indianapolis
Elects Officers
It was reported this week from Indianapolis that at the annual meeting of the
Circle Theatre Company and the Monument Realty Company, owners and operators of the Circle theatre, A. L. Block was
re-elected president, Robert Lieber vicepresident and treasurer, and R. S. Norwood secretary; Fred C. Gardner, Leo
Rappaport, H. P. Lieber and Meyer Efroymson were elected as directors, Mr.
Gardner and Mr. Rappaport as new members of the board. The reports of the
president, secretary and treasurer showed
a successful year. The Circle theatre,
which is now entering into its third year
of operation, has been kept in perfect
physical condition, improvements in equipment making for more efficient service and
better productions. Plans for the ensuing
year call
a program
evenambition
more notable for
achievements
as it isof the
of
Mr. Block and the other officers of the
company that the Circle theatre prove an
institution of national interest and chic
pride.
The McCormick,
president's manager,
report referred
to
S. Barrett
as one of
the
two
most
capable
theatre
executives
in
the country.
Their Growth Is Rapid
The firm of Willis & Inglis, of Los Angeles, has again found necessary the need
of larger quarters and have taken additional suites adjoining their offices in the
Wright & Callender Building in Los Angeles, where they will be in better position
to handle their growing business pertaining
to engagements and publicity.
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Inside
Story
of
Combine
Smoke Screen Subsides in Alexandria Lobby and Information on
Stars' Actions Is Obtainable — Chaplin Prime
Amalgamation

Mover

in

WHAT
is considered the most revolutionary move in the history of the
film industry, if all rumors prove of solid foundation, is the combination of Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Wm. S. Hart, Charles
Chaplin andin D.Motion
W. Griffith
in the
United
Artists' Distributing Association, as
announced
Picture
News
last week.
Now that the dust has settled in the lobby of the Alexandria in Los
Angeles, and everyone is yet in the dark concerning the true status of the new
organization, stories of how the idea was hatched are being circulated throughout the country.
Some of these rumors insist that the United Artists' Association will upset
plans affecting two or more producing organizations directly, and will affect the
whole industry indirectly.

""—
ent Expected
Defini
Planste forStatem
the organization of the United
THAT
JOB!
Artists are now nearing completion, and
shortly it will be possible for this infant
Give It to a Victory Boy and
organization to make definite statements
Win Two Ways
setting forth just what will be its policy
with respect to distributing directly to the
exhibitor.
to get
haveyou
for soon
— are
goina gmanto
job you
THAT
Now that the big sensation created by
er
give
it
to
a
soldi
or
sailor?
the act of the big five has died away to a
Are you going to win two
more or less extent, it is possible to get
ways — by giving yourself a cheery
at details of the organization heretofore
patriotic feeling and by getting a
not made public.
man who has proven his worth?
Motion Picture News has thrown
It may be said the combination started
its classified columns open free of
as a joke, at least it was so suggested by
charge to men discharged from the
Harry Garson. Charley Chaplin took the
service seeking to re-establish themGarson jest seriously, and turned comedy
selves in the picture industry.
into, will we say, tragedy or just business
And we thus give you a chance to
drama. Chaplin, with his brother Sid, who
make good — with yourself and for
serves as business manager for him, called
yourself.
upon the directors of the First National
Turn to Page 742 and read the
Classified Ads. Some corking good
Exhibitors' Association Friday afternoon
men are represented in that column
and asked for a few minor changes in his
this week. Perhaps just the man
contract." The directors refused the Chapyou want.
lin petition, it is said, and further the reDon't forget — Page 742.
port is that he left the meeting in an
angry mood. He drove to the Chaplin
studio, a distance of almost nine miles
Thirteen plays in this new organization,
from the parlors of the Alexandria Hotel
for it was on Monday, the thirteenth of
where the directors met, and dictated a
notice which was posted on the bulletin
January, that the first get-to-gether of the
five was held. This was at the home of
board. This notice was to the effect Mr.
Sid Chaplin near the Chaplin studios.
Chaplin's studio would be closed with the
end of the week for an indefinite period,
There the articles of agreement were deand that the comedian producer himself
and signed.
Missunable
Pickford's
name cided
wasuponfirst.
She being
to be
would go to Europe for a long needed rest.
present because of a recent attack of inHad Chaplin Resting Up
fluenza, was represented by her mother,
Los Angeles papers were keen for this Charlotte Pickford, who has been her
Story, and columns were carried of Charley
business manager since she entered upon
giving up producing to recuperate his her screen career. Douglas Fairbanks put
health.
his strong right arm into action next, then
The remainder of the day Chaplin
came Hart, Chaplin and Griffith.
The first intimation others of the film
started to spend visiting friends at the
other studios. The first studio visited was
world had concerning this combination was
that of D. W. Griffith, and it was here
on Tuesday evening, January 14, when all
that he expressed his dissatisfaction in the
took dinner together at the Hotel Alexanpresence of Harry Garson, who made the
dria at a table almost entirely surrounded
suggestion that he organize his own dis- by officers and executives of such well
tributing company. A second later Chaplin
known photoplay organizations as the
put the proposition up to D. W. Griffith.
Famous Players-Lasky, Goldwyn PicGriffith gave an affirmative answer, and
tures Corporation, First National Exhibithen the famous comedian was on his way
tors' Association, the Universal Film
to the Fairbanks studios. Doug, was keen
Manufacturing Company and others. The
dinner created a sensation, and caused
for the propostion, and Chaplin sought
William S. Hart and Mary Pickford.
many to sense the coming of an announce-

Now
Told
ment, but none guessed the real intent of
the five and their representatives. By
Wednesday afternoon the temporary agreement had been put into concrete form by
attorneys, and the new articles were
signed, at which time, it is said, each of the
five gave bond to the extent of $100,000
for the fulfilment of their obligations with
respect to taking part in the organization
of a direct-to-exhibitors' releasing system.
When this was done, the first definite
statement was given to the public.
Papers Feature Story
The afternoon newspapers of Los
Angeles were first to spread the story, and
got it for their last edition. A headline
two inches deep appeared across the front
page of two. The story came so late,
however, the papers carried but a paragraph which did not give the definite facts
pertaining to the organization or the intention of the five principals with respect
to carrying out existing contracts.
Many did not believe the rumors the
papers carried, and it was not until the
morning papers on Thursday were distributed in which statements were given
by all that credence was given to the
story or the rumors.
Adolf Zukor, when interviewed by
Motion Picture News representative,
said : " I congratulate the members of the
United Artists' Distributing Association.
This will not in any way affect the Paramount and Artcraft programs' plans. We
will go right ahead and create new stars
to take the places of those who are leaving
our programs upon the expiration of present contracts. We have been creating new
stars ever since we entered the industry,
and we believe we can be successful by
continuing
to do ofso."the First National in
The directors
session Thursday, adopted a congratulatory statement which was forwarded to
the members of the United Artists' Association.
Through all of the excitement occasioned by a thousand and one rumors, and
the final bombshell explosion when the
definite information concerning the United
Artists' Association was made public,
Hiram Abrams and Benny Schulberg have
remained silent. From day to day they
have promised to give out a statement concerning the future of the organization they
were forming, but up to the end of the
week this statement was still forthcoming.
Still More Rumors
There have been many rumors concerning Goldwyn. One of particular significance was that Geraldine Farrar would go
to First National, and Mae Marsh would
again play in Griffith productions. When
confronted with this statement Mr. Samuel Goldwyn smilingly said, " You may believe everything
Joseph
Brandt you
of hear."
the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company claims he has
been so busy getting four serial companies to work, that he has not had time
to take part in the various doings or undoings of filmdom.
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Exhibitors Reorganize in
Montreal
The Canadian Motion Picture Association of Montreal, Quebec, has been reorganized and steps have been taken to seek affiliation with the Moving Picture Exhibitors' Protective Association of Ontario.
The Montreal and Quebec exhibitors who
have become identified with the revived
body are pressing for an arrangement with
the Quebec Board of Moving Picture Censors whereby a committee of the organization could confer with the Censor Board
regarding the revision of rejected pictures.
It is felt that the exhibitors could handle
the matter to the satisfaction of all concerned. This is rather a new kink and is being given serious consideration.
Officers have been elected as follows :
President, Mr. Lavergne of Montreal ; vicepresident, Sam Freed of the Tivoli theatre,
Montreal ; secretary-treasurer, H. G. Le
Grove.
The executive board consists of the above
officers with the following members : Manager Rosenbloom, Empire theatre, Lachine ;
Manager Labrecque, Passe Temps, Montreal ;Manager Nicholas, Strand theatre,
Montreal ; Manager Pulos, Midway theatre,
Montreal ; Manager Lewand, King Edward
theatre, and Manager Miller of the Model
Palace.
Claims

That

Picture

Was

Pirated in Jersey
Both criminal and civil action has- been
brought against Harry Samwick, manager
of a state rights exchange in New York
City, according to J. Berkowitz on behalf
of Elk Photo Plays, another state right
concern in Gotham.
According to Mr. Berkowitz, who recently entered the film business from mercantile
lines, film piracy was a tremendous surprise
to him and he declares that he will prosecute the offender to the limit.
He claims that Harry Samwick bought
the rights to " Lust of the Ages " for New
York only and then sent it over in Northern
New Jersey where a large number of
theatres played it. Only recently Mr. Berkowitz secured the Northern New Jersey
rights for his Elk Photoplays exchange and
quickly learned that his purchase had already played many of the leading theatres
there.
" An example must be made of those who
have been many years in the film business
and must therefore know that it is open
thievery to operate in territory owned and
paid
for by another concern," declared Mr.
Berkowitz.
Select Says Anna Case Is
Widely Known
Because of her various concert tours
throughout the country and her many appearances on the Metropolitan Opera stage,
Select Pictures Corporation is convinced
that thousands of persons know Anna Case,
the star in " The Hidden Truth."
And then they point out that she has
made more than a score of records for the
leading phonograph companies and that
the people will be glad to see her pictured
on the screen.

Picture

News

World Film to Distribute
Pathe Opens Big Exchange
in Buffalo
United Productions
It was reported from Buffalo this week
Confirming the press dispatch carried by
that Pathe is opening in that city one of
the daily papers under a Los Angeles date
the largest film exchanges in the state
line of January 20, in which an announcement was made of the combination of outside of New York City. The office will
World Film, United Theatres and the be at 218 Franklin street, in a building
which has been in the hands of remodelers
Peerless Producing Company, World offor several weeks and which today preficials in New York, make the following
statement :
sents the appearance of an entirely new
structure, admirably suited for the busi" World to distribute United producness of a film exchange. The office will
tions. Peerless to make big special probe in charge of C. A. Taylor, who has
ductions for United. Name of new chairman of. board of directors of United to looked after Pathe interests in Western
New York for several months and who
be announced later.
previous to taking charge of this company's
" A few weeks ago World Pictures anexchange was manager of the local Metro
nounced that plans were under way that
would establish this company as one of branch. " Buck," as he is familiarly known
the biggest distributing organizations in by friends in this part of the state, is one.
of the most popular men in the industry,
the film industry. The association of the
which is perhaps one of the reasons why
World, United and Peerless is but the bePathe features are being shown in more
ginning of a gigantic organization that
theatres each week. One of the features
will be a power working for the betterof the new exchange will be a miniature
ment of the exhibitors, not alone in this
where pictures will be screened for
country but in the whole world. With a theatre
exhibitors.
policy of absolute square dealing the exhibitors will be afforded a chance to put
Associated with Mr. Taylor will be A. '
Teschmachec, branch booker : S. Z. Willtheir business on a sound basis through
iams, branch cashier; G. H. Christoffer,
co-operation. This will result in their reformer manager of the local Mutual offices,
ceiving pictures of the highest box-office
Hodkinson representative ; Frank J. Leonvalue through the association of World,
ard, American representative ; Otto
United
Peerless."
Schroeppel, Buffalo Pathe representative:
MotionandPicture
News received a wire
Basil Brady, Rochester representative, and
from the West Coast, January 23, which
Harry DeVere who will look after business
stated that Messrs. Berst, Goldsmith and
Gradwell announced consummation of in the Southern tier. Monday evening Mr.
Taylor gave a luncheon for his staff at
merger of United Picture Theatres, World
Film and Peerless Producing Company of one of the local hotels and the exchange
office has been filled with flowers this week,
Fort Lee. and that this means that United
tokens of friendship from Western
and World distributing organizations will > the
Xew York exhibitors.
be combined in one set. of exchanges with
each company maintaining its sales force
while the physical portion of distribution
Contest Right to Show the
will be handled by the World organization. The United takes over Fort Lee
Peerless studios heretofore used by
Goldwyn Pictures
in Butte
World and will enlarge them. Productions will be made there as well as the
The American theatre, Butte, Montana,
West Coast. Mr. Berst then announced
list of theatres that have contracted for has filed an action in the civil courts
against the Ansonia theatre, also of Butte,
United Service. The foreign marketing
asking for an injunction to restrain the
will be handled by David P. Howells.
Ansonia from showing Goldwyn's. " The
Hell Cat." featuring Geraldine Farrar.
Western Electric Show
Judge Lynch, presiding, granted a temporary injunction, restraining Manager
The Western Electric Company leased
Lynch of the Ansonia from showing the
the Lexington theatre, New York, for two
evenings recently and showed four of its feature as he had advertised.
On January 5. a motion to dissolve was
industrial pictures, made by Universal to
heard
before Judge Lynch, each side beits 5,000 employees in the New York dising represented by a big array of attorneys.
trict. The pictures deal with all phases of
The American alleges that it had a prior
the company's work.
contract with the Goldwyn people to show
its productions in this city. The Goldwyn
No Strike in Kansas City
Company, it is said, alleged violation of
the contract and then made a new conThe controversy between exhibitors and
tract with the Ansonia.
operators in Kansas City has been settled
The
case is docketed as the Montana
by the United States Commissioner of
Amusement Securities' Company and the
Conciliation, according to late reports. The
American theatre vs. Goldwyn Distributoperators asked for wages of $23 a week.
ing Company and Ansonia theatre.
They were awarded $20 a week for three
" The action will determine whether or
to three and a half hours' work each day.
not an exhibitor's contract with a film distributing or producing company is worth
Classified Ads will be
the paper
written on."
saidLynch
A. C. took
Raleigh of theit isAmerican.
Judge
found on page 742
the matter under advisement and the theatre men are awaiting his decision.
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Issues " Thirteenth

Chair " as Special
The first announcement made by the
Acme Pictures Corporation concerning their
motion picturization of Bayard Veiller's
" The Thirteen Chair," in which Yvonne
Delva is to be the featured player and which
is to be adapted and directed for the screen
by Leonce Perret, has been supplemented by
the announcement of additional important
information.
In order to insure the same international
interest and world-wide success for the
screen version of " The Thirteenth Chair "
as that afforded it as a legitimate stage attraction, the producers are extending themselves and bending every effort and sparing
no expense towards this end. A cast of
such sterling and stellar qualities as has
never before appeared jointly in any other
motion picture, has been chosen by Mr.
Perret to insure the proper portrayal of the
many intensely dramatic and unusually difficult roles.
Supporting Miss Delva is an all-star cast
headed by Creighton Hale, Marie Shotwell,
Marc McDermott and others.
New

Hampshire Exhibitors
Elect Officers
At a meeting of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League of New Hampshire (annual meeting) held at the Hotel Arlington
in Boston, Mass., officers were re-elected.
Alfred S. Black, president of the Maine
State League, and Frank J. Howard, president of the Massachusetts League, addressed the gathering after the banquet,
which was attended by about thirty prominent New Hampshire exhibitors.
Many important matters were discussed,
including the tax question, the raising of
Ifunds for exhibitor organization, and also
(the question of Sunday showing of pictures in New Hampshire. At the present
Itime the state of New Hampshire is closed
to Sunday shows, and this includes Manchester with a population of 85,000 and
thirteen theatres, Nashua with a population of 35,000 and five theatres, and Concord with a population of 25,000.
John

M. Willander
for Sweden

Sails

Henry Ford's Peace Ship, " Oscar the
Second," sailed away Tuesday, January 21,
with John M. Willander, film exporter and
jimporter, for Sweden, Norway and Denmark.
Mr. Willander also represents the Scanidinavian Film Central which has exchanges
and theatres in Copenhagen, Stockholm and
Christiania, and expects to be back in New
York City about April 15.
The early experience of John Willander
in the film industry was gained in the MidiNorthwest territory. He operated a state
right exchange at Duluth for a long time
and later located in Minneapolis. New
York City has been his headquarters for
the past eighteen months.
He insisted that Motion Picture News
be delivered to him at Stockholm every
week.

Famous

Players

Report That Organization Has Progressed to Gratifying Degree —
Lasky Presides in Absence
of Zukor
THE third annual meeting of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation was
held in the office of the company at 485
Fifth Avenue, on Tuesday noon, January
14. In the absence of Adolph Zukor, president of the corporation, Jesse L. Lasky,
first vice-president, presided.
The annual reports of the officers were
received with great interest, particularly
the resume of the year's activities submitted by Mr. Lasky, and the report submitted by Arthur S. Friend, treasurer,
which showed the corporation to have attained the strongest and soundest financial
condition in its history.
The stockholders re-elected the following as directors to serve for a term of four
years : Arthur S. Friend, Elek J. Ludvigh,
Emil E. Shauer, Eugene Zukor and Walter
E. Greene.
At the meeting of the directors, held
the same afternoon, two vacancies in the
directorate, caused by recent resignations,
were filled by the election of Walter W.
Irwin, formerly of Vitagraph, and Theodore F. Whitmarsh, who is vice-president
of
Francis
Leggettin &a Co.
Mr. Irwin's
election was H.forecast
statement
several
weeks ago. Mr. Whitmarsh is a director
of a number of banking and commercial
companies, and has been prominently identified with Herbert C. Hoover in the conduct of the United States Food Administration.
The directors re-elected the officers of

Directors
Meet
the past year, with the exception of Hiram
Abrams, who retired from a vice-presidency. They are Adolph Zukor, president ;
Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president ; Arthur
S. Friend, treasurer; Cecil B. De Mille, director general ; Frank A. Garbutt, Walter
E. Greene and Walter W. Irwin, vice-presidents Elek
;
John Ludvigh, secretary ; Emil
E. Shauer, assistant treasurer; Ralph A.
Kohn, assistant secretary; L. S. Wicker,
assistant
secretary. secretary ; Frank Meyer, assistant
The election of Frank Meyer to the office of assistant secretary gives recognition
to one of Mr. Zukor's first associates in
the Famous Players Film Company. Mr.
Meyer for more than six years has been in
charge
the East.of the company's laboratories in
The directors re-elected the executive
committee with the exception of Hiram
Abrams. The committee consists of Adolph
Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, Arthur S. Friend,
Walter E. Greene, Elek John Ludvigh,
Emil E. Shauer and Walter W. Irwin. Mr.
Irwin is a new member.
The finance committee, consisting of
Frederic G. Lee, chairman ; Adolph Zukor
and Arthur S. Friend, was also re-elected.
The complete personnel of the board of
directors of the corporation follows :
Jules E. Brulatour, Cecil B. De Mille,
William C. Demorest, William H. English,
Arthur S. Friend, Daniel Frohman, Frank
A. Garbutt, Walter E. Greene, Henry Hine,
Walter W. Irwin, Albert A. Kaufman,
Jesse L. Lasky, Frederic G. Lee, Elek John
Ludvigh, Emil E. Shauer, Theodore F.
Whitmarsh, Eugene Zukor and Adolph Zukor, chairman.

"New
Field
d Gompers,
"—Col
linsthe
Samuel
known throughout
Producer of Roosevelt
Picture Opene
Conworld wherever there exists organized or
tends That Big Men Plus Dramatic
disorganized labor, and one of the most
Episodes Spells Innovation —
prominent
figures in public life, is to be
Gofnpers Picture to Follow
the feature of Mr. Collins' next production
of this nature. And the same plan that
WITH sound, relevant facts to substantiate his belief and with a finished
was followed in the making of the Rooseproduction builded upon the big, appealing
velt picture will be followed in the Gomevents in the life of one of our greatest
pers picture — the big, human events, the
Americans, now on the screen before the far-reaching episodes, the national and
international characteristics of the man and
public, Frederick L. Collins, of McClure
the
heart-appealing incidents will be porPictures and producer of " The Fighting
trayed with the drama ever present, which
Roosevelts," believes that he has opened a
combination, Mr. Collins states, is the
new field in motion picture production.
greatest medium of entertainment either
" That field," he states, " is to be reprebehind the footlights or on the gold fibre.
sented by bigger and more far-reaching
The why and the wherefore of this consubjects,
to
wit.:
the
lives
of
the
world's
tention will be found in the following
big men recited on the screen in dramatic
interview with Mr. Collins :
Mr. Collins is not going to stop with the
" My experience in producing 1 The
episodes."
Roosevelt picture. He's going to put more
Fighting Roosevelts,' which pictures the
of the big men of the world before the dramatic events of our great ex-Presieye of the camera and in such a manner
dent's life, has convinced me that a new
field has opened in the film world. It was
as to make the world proud of the achievement. At the present time Mr. CoHins has generally considered that scenarios based
a representative in Europe talking the maton fiction were necessary for the producter over with the big ones on that side
tion of a commercially successful photoof the Atlantic, and he drops the hint that
play. Those who have seen ' The Fightat least one crowned head of a European
ing Roosevelts ' this week at the Strand
have expressed to me the conviction that
country is interested. Men, known
throughout the length and breadth of this is no more the case. Nothing shown
{Continued on page 688)
civilized nations, are his objective.
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Pessimism
Reigns
in
Missouri
Dorothy
Phillips
and Alan Holubar were
Kansas
City Rejoices
at Sunday
to have spent a day or so in Kansas City
Crowds, But Nights Are Dull —
on their way back to the West coast, but
Other News of Interest
on
of Mr. Holubar's illness they
'"THE theatres in Kansas City have suf- onlyaccount
stayed a few hours.
*■ fered the greatest financial loss of
Kansas City film fans are looking fortheir lives this fall and winter, it is reward to the personal appearances of Baby
ported. Closed five weeks on account
Marie Osborne in several of the theatres.
of the influenza, and now a street car
She is quite popular here and a number
strike has almost paralyzed the amusement business. The strike was called on of the suburban houses have put out special advertising in view of her visit. The
December 9th and is not as yet settled.
down town houses have also made a numA few cars are running under martial
ber of announcements of her coming.
protection, but the service is very uncertain.
Herman Stern, one of the oldest salesmen in the service of the Universal Film
Many big features are being held back
until something definite can be decided
Company, has resigned as city salesman for
regarding the strike situation. One theatre
the Kansas City exchange and will return
manager has a most spectacular advertisto New York, where he formerly repreing campaign planned and has held it for
sented the company. He will be succeeded
five weeks; he has also purchased elabo- in Kansas City by Mr. Samuel Bornstein,
rate interior decorations to comply with
who has been acting as his assistant. Mr.
Stern created many friends for himself
the setting of the picture, all of which
he will thrust out as a bomb shell as soon
among Kansas City exhibitors and sucas the existing conditions are rectified
ceeded materially in increasing the busiand he can be assured of fair patronage.
ness enjoyed by Universal in the city. Mr.
Stern formerly covered the trade in
Sundays all the houses enjoy a good
Greater New York and expects to act as
afternoon audience, but night crowds are
meager.
a special representative of the company
" The Romance of Tarzan " played to in that territory upon his return east.
capacity houses last week during the day,
Arthur Ford of Wichita, Kansas, was in
the S. R. O. sign going up at noon and
Kansas City last week arranging for a
staying until evening. " Little Women "
at the Royal and Clara Kimball Young in big novelty campaign to exploit " The Lure
of the Circus," Universal's new serial fea" The Road Through the Dark " at the
turing Eddie Polo. Mr. Ford has conLiberty drew fairly well. The Doric played
ceived the unique plan of advertising the
serial in the same broad and elaborate way
O'Henry's story " Everybody's Girl " with
Alice Joyce. Miss Joyce is a good bet here. a circus is billed. On the theory that
S. J. Baker of St. Louis and manager of everybody loves a circus, he will feature
the First National Exhibitors Corporation
the many distinct sawdust ring events in
for the entire state of Missouri, has been
the chaptered story. Delivery wagons in
in Kansas City for several days looking Wichita will carry banners, billboards will
things over. The First National has sold display enormous posters, and another feathis territory to Flynn and Richardson.
ture will be the sandwich man. Mr. Ford
Mr. Baker was formerly on the Missouri
will dress up the entrance to his theatre
state censor board and says he is glad to to simulate the entrance of a circus tent,
get back into the commercial end of the and pervading the air will be the pungent
odor of hot peanuts.
game.
Victor

Eubank

Returns

from Army
Victor Eubank, supervising director of
the Essanay Film Manufacturing Company,
who entered the services of the United
States some months ago as first lieutenant
in the Signal Corps, has returned to civilian
life. He plans to resume the production of
big features and to otherwise interest himself in the film business.
Lieut. Eubank spent some time in the
War College, editing propaganda films and
news releases from France. Later he was
at Camp Meade, Maryland, and in the office of the Chief Signal Officer in Washington, where he had supervision over all
cameramen working on news pictures and
propaganda films.
He was ordered to join the American
Expeditionary Forces in France to take
charge of photographic work abroad, and
was at the port of embarkation at Hoboken, New Jersey, awaiting transportation
when the armistice was signed and he was
recalled to Washington.

Justice to Paul West
Editor, Motion Picture News :
Dear Sir:
Pictures have recently been announced
with the statement that the scenarios were
the last work of Paul West and were written by him in France.
It is true that the scenarios were supplied by Mr. West, but it is distinctly unfair to his memory to state that they were
written in France. Mr. West worked for
the Red Cross there as a patriotic duty,
was absorbed in the work, as all his friends
knew, and did no play or scenario writing
whatsoever.
Willments ? you kindly correct these misstateSincerely,
Mrs. Paul West.
Turn to Them
Classified Ads for Soldiers and
Sailors on Page 742

Picture

Field Has

Newt*

Opened,

Says from
Collins
(Continued
page 687)
in pictures is more dramatic than Roose-I
velt, as President.
" The Gompers picture, which I intenc
to produce next, has already an immense
audience waiting for it. Each local branch
of labor will be an enthusiastic supportei
of this film drama that will show American Labor's battle against the Bolshevik.
" My plan for the production of dramas
founded on the lives of great men is, of
course, a development of the successful
film, ' My Four Years in Germany.' I
have used the services of the same direcing. tor, William Nigh, in producing ' The
Fighting Roosevelts,' and I have used episodes that are just as timely and interest" I am now under negotiation with several of the biggest men of the period —
one of them a ruler — for the production
of their lives in the films. Naturally, my
prosecution of these plans will depend
upon the success of the Roosevelt film. If
it proves to be as great a success as reports from various sections of the country lead me to believe — I expect within a
short time to have these other films under
" Will not your idea lead rich men to
adopt the films as a medium for exploiting
themselves?" Mr. Collins was asked.
" The shrewdness of the exhibitor will
take care of that," Mr. Collins answered.
" I think it would be a damaging thing to
the way."
trade to have the screen used for business or political propaganda."
" Is it not true, Mr. Collins," said the'
interviewer. " that the film world will benefit directly by the fact that big business isl
interested in the production of these films
To mymen?
mind,"
of " great
" replied Mr. Collins, "one
of the most important features of this development in motion pictures is that it is
attracting to the business the attention of
capitalists and statesmen who have hitherto
fought
the industry."
" Willshytheof recent
action of the stars in
forming their own organizations affect
your plans?" the reviewer asked.
" Not at all," Mr. Collins replied. " the
general thing I am interested in is that the
exhibitor may be able to get these pictures
without having to purchase program pictures to secure them. This I have arranged for in the case of the Roosevelt
picture through the First National Exhibitors' Circuit. That is all that concerns

Rothacker

Plans Laboratory on Coast
Watterson Rothacker. who went to the
coast with the First National Exhibitors'
Association members and spent considerable time there in the interest of the membership committee of the National Associationme."
of the Motion Picture Industry, of
which he is chairman, has returned to Chicago, where he will formulate plans for the
erection of a service laboratory in Los Angeles which will
his Chicago
plant.work in co-operation with

a-
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Alice Brady Appears in
Three at Same Time
BESIDES appearing daily in her own
stage play Alice Brady is said to be
actually working on three Select Pictures
at the same time.
With the cutting and titling finished on
"The Indestructible Wife," Alice Brady's
Select Picture for January, the studio and
location work on her succeeding picture,
" The World to Live In," also completed,
Miss Brady has plunged into the midst of
another, the name for which has not yet
been selected, thereby putting three pictures for this star into the works at one
time.
"The Indestructible Wife" is a screen
version of Frederic and Fanny Hattoh's
stage play of two season's ago. In it Miss
Brady has the part of a wife, who proves
during the course of the story to be very
indestructible, but toward the end she
wears down and becomes a very sensible
young wife.
It's a great role, Select declares, and
just the sort that is suited to an actress
of Miss Brady's type and charm. Charles
Maigne wrote the scenario and also directed the production.
The succeeding attraction, " The World
to Live In," which Miss Brady has just
completed, is by W. Carey Wonderly. Mr.
Maigne was the director.
With these three pictures under way at
one time, and her evenings and two afternoons a week devoted to her stage play,
I Forever After " at The Playhouse, Miss
Brady finds herself an extremely busy
young lady, but in order to take advantage
of the good location weather she is making use of every spare moment.
Fourth U. S. Series Readv
" Making a Nation Fit " is the fourth picture of the U. S. Series, the Government
two-reelers released by the Division of
Films and distributed through the World
Film Corporation, and is released February 2.
The subject matter of the picture is the
method adopted and carried out by the
Government of preparing the hundreds of
thousands of recruits for the heavy work
of war ahead of them. It is said to show
the training exercises in the cantonments
and navy yards, covering the preparatory
work of both the Army and Navy.
Bayonet classes are shown leaving the
trench, going over the parapet, advancing
on dummies and dropping into trenches.
Jean Paige Discovered
When Director Martin Justice visited
friends in Paris, 111., he met Jean Paige,
and although she had no previous dramatic experience she was immediately selected as one of the two O. Henry girls
and is said to be considered generally as
one of Vitagraph's finds.
During the eighteen months she has
been with the Vitagraph she has figured in
some of their most successful productions,
among which are " The Golden Goal,"
" FindshethewillWoman,"
" Kingin the
of Diamonds,"
and
also be seen
new Bushman and Bayne production.
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E. E. Shauer
Plans
Trip
Abroad
Sees Better Foreign Conditions and
however. In an interesting discussion concerning the export outlook, Mr. Schauer
Goes
to Study
England for
said
:
"
Considering the great difficulties
Famous
Players — Changes
under which the American film industry
Made in Exchanges
has labored during the last four years, the
AMONG the news of interest this week year just closed has shown an important
from Famous Players-Lasky was that
in the exportation of Paramount and
which tells of the intended trip of E. E. gain
Artcraft pictures.
Shauer to England and the changes recently
Y. F. Freeman, formerly General Manmade in the exchanges of the organizaager of Triangle, has been engaged by the
tion.
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation as
E. E. Shauer, assistant treasurer and
District Manager of the Atlanta, New
manager of the Foreign Department of
Orleans and Dallas exchanges. Mr. Freethe Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, in
man has been closely associated with S. A.
anticipation of greatly improved condiLynch for some four years and started in
tions in the foreign market, is sailing for the
motion picture business shortly after
London shortly, where he will spend
leaving
college, when he became connected
several weeks studying the opportunities
with the Atlanta offices of the S. A. Lynch
for Paramount and Artcraft pictures in
Enterprises, Inc., handling Paramount picGreat Britain. It has been some time since
tures.
an official of this company has visited EngF. V. Chamberlain, exchange manager
land and Mr. Shauer expects to devote
of the Atlanta branch for a year and a
considerable time in outlining a program
half, has been promoted to the position of
for the expansion of the export business
Special Representative for the Department
of the Famous Players-Lasky organizaof Distribution.
tion.
Mr. Freeman will take charge of the
The American film industry, unfettered
Atlanta,
Xew Orleans and Dallas exby the'wardheavy
hand ofof 1919
war, ascana period
look forchanges immediately. Mr. Chamberlin,
to the year
of
great development and prosperity in the shortly after his promotion last week,
when he was called to the New York home
film export business, in the opinion of Mr.
office, left for Washington where he will
Shauer. The coming of permanent peace
consult with local Paramount-Artcraft repwill not only re-open fields which have
resentatives.
been more or less closed to American
film but will permit the exploitation of
Dan Michalove continues as branch mancountries hitherto scarcely touched, Mr.
ager of the Dallas branch office with Dave
Shauer believes. Mr. Shauer will sail on
Prince as his assistant. The Atlanta and
the Adriatic in the near future, although
New Orleans exchanges are under the
the definite date is not available at this direct management of Louise L. Dent and
H. F. Wilkes.
time. He is readv to leave at any moment,
Goldwyn
Gets Blanket
Booking from Poli
<TTHE BORDER LEGION," a Goldwyr.
* production starring Blanche Bates
and Hobart Bosworth, is reported to be in
receipt of a tremendous list of blanket
bookings.
The first big blanket booking of the production came from the Poli Circuit. Under this it will be seen in important theatres in Worcester and Springfield, Mass.,
New Haven, Hartford, New Britain, Meriden and Bridgeport, Conn., and Scranton
and Wilkes-Barre. Pa. Bookings also
were made for first run showing of a week
at Tom Moore's Rialto theatre, Washington, D. C, and for immediate second run
at Moore's Strand, in the same city.
As its second New York run following
the week's showing at the Strand theatre,
" The Border Legion " was booked by M.
Kashin as the production to inaugurate his
managerial reign at the Symphony theatre,
where it is said to have played to capacity
audiences for three days. Miss Bates appeared in person at one performance and
at a matinee had as guests at tea women
patrons of the house.
The production is reported to have had
a particularly successful run of a full week
at the Isis theatre, Denver, Colo., where
audiences are said to have applauded it
as the most striking and action-full western picture ever presented in that house.

Chicago

Balks

Proposed

Operators'
A temporary
injunction, Strike
restraining members of Local 110, Moving Picture Operators' Union, Chicago, from striking to enforce the provision of the new contracts
signed by the theatre owners, was granted
January 17 by Judge Charles M. Foell.
Attorney Lewis F. Jacobson, for the Allied Amusement Association of Chicago,
including more than 400 theatres, told
Judge Foell that the new contracts were
signed under duress by the owners upon
threat of an immediate strike, despite the
fact that a five-year contract now binds the
parties. Peter J. SchaefTer, president of
the association, declared that the union's
demands were a " hold-up."
Films Gets Another
Theatre
Interests embodied in Regal Films, Ltd.,
Canadian picture distributors of importance, and the Paramount Theatres Company, Ltd., have acquired still another picture theatre in Toronto, the latest addition to its lengthy string being the Family
theatre, Queen street East and Lee avenue.
The proprietor of this theatre was W. F.
Sexton, a prominent member of the Moving ciation
Picture
Exhibitors' Protective Assoof Ontario.
Regal

Motion
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Brooklyn Exhibitors Hold
Victory Banquet
The Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
of Brooklyn and Long Island assembled
at a Victory banquet, Tuesday night, at
Hotel Imperial, Fulton street, Brooklyn. It
was one of the most successful events from
a social as well as " get-together " standpoint, in the history of the league. More
than one hundred and fifty Brooklyn and
New York exhibitors and their friend were
present.
The guest of honor was Dr. Royal S.
Copeland, Health Commissioner of the City
of New York. In a short address, 'Dr.
Copeland told why he had refrained from
closing the theatres during the epidemic and
said that other cities where the theatres
had been closed showed a greater death rate
in comparison than did New York.
Judge Harry E. Lewis, of the Supreme
Court, and William E. Kelly, clerk of Kings
County, were other prominent guests. Both
spoke highly of the exhibitors and expressed themselves as " with them " in their
fight for better pictures and against censorship.
Sidney Cohen, president of the New York
State League, spoke briefly on the urgent
need of action against Sunday closing.
Rudolph Sanders presided as chairman.
Among those present were : Harry Rapf ,
C. C. Pettijohn, Ed. Nelson, Lawrence
x O'Sullivan, Billy Hart, A. H. Goldberg, H.
Dantz, E. Sprelberg, Benjamin Schwartz,
Max D. Weinberger, C. A. S. Stenneman,
Ben Levine, Joe Ward, M. Glynn, G. Kara,
Joseph Foster, Harry Thomas, Louis Sherman, Felix Goldberg, D. A. Mack, T. J.
Connors, J. E. Chadwick, J. J. Dacey, William E. Traynor, George J. Schaefer, I. A.
Hammal, Lester Alder, S. Eckman, Joseph
Klein, E. A. Sanders, Jules Burnstein, I.
Schwartz, Charles Steiner, Herman Wiesner, Jack Schwartz, L. Schnieder, L. Mayer,
M. Solomon, I. K. Haistark, Charles Steinman, Mr. and Mrs. J. Koengswold, Mr. and
Mrs. J. Calder, Charles Fischer, Mr. and
Mrs. H. Shapiro, Harry Hummel, Arthur
T. Smith, F. Langtree, F. J. Willis, S.
Freund, C. Letts, E. R. Behrend, Frank H.
Lappen, Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Stockheimer,
W. H. Hollander, J. Esler, Mr. and Mrs. S.
Rosenthal. Musical numbers were rendered.
National Board of Review
Gives a Luncheon
Nearly two hundred members of the National Board of Review and National Advisory Committee met with the board of directors atthe tenth annual luncheon held at
Hotel McAlpin in New York City, January 18.
Lester F. Scott presided and Mayor
Peters of Boston, was represented by John
F. Casey, Commissioner of Licenses for
Boston.
Among the principal speakers were Henry
P. Jenkins, district superintendent of evening schools in New York City; Anita Loos,
who was introduced as " The woman who
made Douglas
Fairbanks hisfamous
" ; inS. the
L.
Rothapfel,
who described
entrance
motion picture field, and Dr. Everitt D.
Martin, who is delivering a course of lectures at Cooper Union.

Censor Bugaboo Again
Stalks the Country
(Continued from page 683)
hibitor, created much comment here and developed strong opposition from prominent
exhibitors and producers. The Evening
Express, a daily paper of Los Angeles, in
ascertaining the sentiment of the industry
on the proposed commission, interviewed
D. W. Griffith, W. H. Clune and T. L.
Tally, prominent exhibitors of Los Angeles.
Mr. Griffith said that Mr. Randall probably means well in his new undertaking,
" but he has tackled a job that is as big as
the world. It would require the services of
a genius, the like of which the world has
never yet produced, to pass on the desires,
wants and tastes of 100,000,000 people," Mr.
Griffith said. " Censorship is a dangerous
proposition is a free country like the United
States. Censorship is unnecessary, because
every city and state has laws that, if properly enforced, will stop the showing of immoral pictures."
Mr. Clune
and Mr. Tally said substantially the same thing, although Mr. Clune was
inclined to the idea that the creation of such
a commission would open a fine opportunity
for graft. Mr. Tally said it is an insult to
the exhibitor's intelligence to suggest a censorship commission.
" I think the exhibitors of the United
States, as a whole, are fully competent to
select their own pictures. If they insist on
selecting the wrong subjects their patrons
will
said. soon inform them of it," Mr. Tally
Funkhouser Again
Picture manufacturers will have to show
more inclination to co-operate with the Chicago City Censorship Commission, or they
are apt to go the way of the saloons, so
said Timothy D. Hurley, chairman, to his
associates at a meeting of the commission
January 17. For some reason the manufachave ignored
the commission's hearingsturers
and made
no explanation.
" That same thing that happened to the
saloons is liable to happen to the movies,"
Mr. Hurley
said. were
" The loth
saloons
lost because their owners
to submit
to
proper
regulation."
" I think
the movie industry is acting unfairly in not co-operating with this commisneen, S.sion,"J.said the Rev. Father F. G. DinMaj. M. L. C. Funkhouser, formerly second deputy superintendent of police, was the
principal witness.
" The manufacturers are not interested in
the morals of a community," he said. " They
want to make money out of their pictures.
I want to say, however, that the Chicago
manufacturers do not display this feeling.
They want to make pictures which are not
harmful to the morals of the young. I
think the censorship bureau should be independent of the police department, if it is
" Did the • film manufacturers have anypossible."
thing to doF. with
your removal ? " asked
Alderman
J. Link.
" I think they conspired to have me removed," said the major. " I know where a
fee of $10,000 was offered a man to get a
permit for a certain picture. He did not
cet the oermit. I know of another case

Picture
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Celebrates Anniversary
with Vitagraph
" The Beloved Imposter," Gladys Leslie's latest Vitagraph release, marks the
completion of her first year under the Vitagraph banner, and it seems that the star jj
has come into the full tide of her popuThe Beloved from
Imposter,"
ac-J
cordinglarity,tofor " information
Vitagraph
headquarters, is playing to a far bigger
write-up than any previous Leslie picture
has had over the same period of release.
Poli Builds in Waterbury,
Conn.
S. Z. Poli announces he will erect a new
theatre at Waterbury. Conn., at a cost of
at least $500,000. Plans are now under way
and construction will be started this spring.
This is in line with Mr. Poli's policy of
keeping his theatres up-to-date, and the
Waterbury theatre will provide a modern
structure in every New England city on his
circuit.
where $5,000 was offered, and, I think, paid."
" These are the very things we want to
know," said Alderman Link.
Chairman Hurley counseled against the
commission going into matters outside its
sphere of activity. Martin J. Quigley also
protested against the major answering these
questions.
Alderman Link persisted that the commission had a right to go into such matters,
and it was agreed to have the major present
again next Friday to answer these queries.
"If money was used in Major Funkhouser's removal, we have a right to know
it," Alderman Link said.
Colorado Not Asleep
The Rocky Mountain Screen Club,
through President H. T. Nolan, notified
exhibitors of Colorado by letter that there
is a bill before the Colorado legislature by
Representative Furrow of Pagosa Springs,
providing for examination, approval, regulation and censorship of film and advertising posters, etc. The bill refers to some
films as sacreligious, obscene, indecent and
immoral or with a tendency' to debase or
corrupt morals and provides for a board of
five censors and clerks who hall receive salaries ranging from SI, 800 to $2,200 yearly
from revenue derived from $2 inspection
fees on each reel of film coming into the
State of Colorado.
In thehib tors : letter, Mr. Nolan said to the ex" This means increased taxes for you. It
was deemed advisable at a meeting of the
Screen Club to issue complimentary tickets
to the Legislature and Senate so that they
could visit the various theatres and see for
themselves whether or not the moving pictures are, as alluded to, in Representative
Furrow's bill.
" If you would kindly honor such tickets
as may be presented to you, it will have a
tendency to enlighten the members of the
Senate and Legislature materially."
CLASSIFIED
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Louis B. Mayer Did It Is Chronicled By Leon B. Rubenstein
The whole country knows now what happened. Exhibitors who
<<IF anybody had told you a few years ago what you would
had been buying entire outputs, contracting outright for pictures
A eventually pay for pictures you'd have called for the ambulyet unmade, were suddenly told that the First National offices
ance. Yet today you are not only paying a high price, but showing your pictures in handsomer theatres, and making more
would not sell the Anita Stewart productions ahead. Just one picture at a time — no bigger orders wanted ; and the contract for
money, too."
that one need not be hurried, either ; the instructions would come
At these words a banquet hall filled with the exhibitors to whom
later from New York. The salesman on the road had nothing
they were addressed stood up and cheered. The speaker was
i Louis B. Mayer of Boston. He had come there to explain in perto say about the Stewart picture — could not take orders. The
son what he was driving at, and when he thus voiced in a few
exhibitors could not understand it— and no word came from headlines the keynote of their progress and prosperity, they realized
quarters.
| that he was one of their very own — and they told him so.
Meanwhile, here's what was transpiring . in New York. _Mr.
A few months ago, "Louis B. Mayer Presents " was a Mayer's orders to SHOW then first meant a big, expensive move
phrase unknown to filmdom. But up in Boston, Mass., Louis B. for which there was no precedent. His lieutenants understood
I Mayer was a quantity to be reckoned to all who knew how he what he wanted. The big push was in the making, heavy guns
being placed, and suddenly, to sum up the effect of it all, Louis
had risen from humble operator to head of a great chain of theB. Mayer raided the exhibitors of the United States. His corps
atres. He had his eyes on the manufacturing field.
" As an exhibitor his equipment was unsurpassed. He knew
of men, organized in working groups, stormed 'the strongholds
of Doubt. They came into each city, hired the best theatre, and
the box-office value of all the production elements. And he knew,
too, that it was a hazardous game, this making of film plays. It if it was not available they took possession of the ball-room in
was not in the Mayer system to shoot and hope ; it was to think
the leading hotel. They installed symphony orchestras. They
took their story to the newspapers and through them the note of
first — and then shoot.
" I have an ingrown idea," explains Mr. Mayer, regarding the
Mayer's faith and sincerity permeated into daily newspaper
spreads. The word went out to the exhibitors that those who had
happenings that followed, " that a strong foundation to build on
) is the other fellow's success; it seems to me that successes link any idea of showing " Virtuous Wives " at their houses would
with each other. I needed a successful star — in Anita Stewart
conserve their interests by attending the trade show. All of this
happened almost at once in twenty-five cities from coast to coast —
I got one. I needed a successful play or story, and in ' Virtuous
and the exhibitor came. He came, curious, puzzled, but above all,
I Wives,' by Owen Johnson, I got a novel that has sold to two
; million people besides the readers of Cosmopolitan for ten months.
pessimistic, but he came. With very few exceptions all records
for attendance at trade shows were broken.
I wanted a successful director and got George Loane Tucker.
Later, needing a new one, I signed up Lois Weber. Expensive?
How did the abused Mayer price schedule stand now? Oh, it
was very fair, they said ; and the contracts for the yearly output
Yes — but interest-bearing. It's as simple as primary arithmetic —
two and two makes four. Three successful elements in a threeof six pictures began to pour in. But they were just as quickly
unit proposition ought to total success. What could be simpler?
turned down. In reply to their surprised inquiries they received
It may for a time be cheaper to experiment with promising maanother
sample of the Mayer faith. " Gentlemen," he said, " you
[ terial, but for the quick, sure victory give me the things of proven
have proven my contention that you are willing to pay the price
after you become convinced. To sign you .up for six productions
i value every time ! "
Yet Mr. Mayer does not tell the whole story here. For it was
ahead means that I do not intend to excel the standard of ' Virafter the picture was finished that the real story of his daring
tuous Wives.' But I do intend to surpass it, and in that case I
begins. With a splendid production in his hands he now faced
will deserve a higher price, and you will have the advantage.
a serious financial problem. As the booking ratio throughout the On the other hand, should any one of the yearly six fall even an
country totalled up, he figured out that in order to make a profit iota below this standard, I will have the advantage over you.
he must secure higher rentals from the theatres than they had
Don't gamble — let each production stand alone and get what it
ever paid, in some cases doubling their record price. It requires
no expert analysis of the exhibitor mind to appreciate the gigantic
This will
deserves
! " illustrate in a measure just how far over the top
task of securing, on demand and for a first release, a higher
Louis Mayer actually put his proposition. Where his time alfigure than they had paid for Pickfords, Fairbanks, and in many
lowed of it, Mayer jumped on a train, and met the exhibitors
cases a price over-topping Chaplin. Mayer sat down and comgathered to see his first release. His spirit caught on — he
preached the gospel of showmanship, and here are some of its
piled aschedule of the prices he would have to get from the theatres in each territory, and when he sent it out his friends sym:
pathized with him; they tried to dissuade him from bucking the pillars
"As you gradually raised the public from a nickel audience to
price-wall of stone and offered oodles of advice. To their minds
a dollar one, have they kicked? No — only when your show fell
he was too far from the mark for any hope.
What did he do?
" There is no limit to what you can afford to pay for a show,
He gathered his sales and publicity forces about him, and spoke
because exploitation is unlimited."
"You can cling to your precedent if you wish, but your comabout as follows : "Gentlemen, we're trying to deal with a lot of
down."
men who have been tricked and bamboozled from every angle
and source. There are certain limitations which they will credit
might not." once said that cheap film at a nickel admis" Somepetitorexhibitors
II to a man in my position, no matter how honest or sincere I may
sion was business enough for them, and they pitied the man who
happen to me. I might have the biggest proposition in the world
built a real theatre. Where are the nickel men today? "
" I'd rather play a big, expensive attraction than get the same
t< for them, but I am up against an iceberg — distrust, doubt ! We've
got to strike back with their own kind of guns and make them
profit out of cheaper ones."
like it. We don't want their signatures on contracts now — we
" When you pay more for your show, you naturally boost harder.
Now where's the man who pleads he can never break his house
|don't want to consider their offers. We're going out to wallop
jtheir pessimism, to tear down the barriers of precedent. They
think my promises of a bigger picture than they ever had are
"There" is not a box-office record today that cannot be broken."
record?
empty ; that my claims to higher prices than they ever paid are un" The right attraction will make brick theatre-walls elastic."
"Nothing stands still. We either go forward or backward, and
founded. But I've decided to put through my price schedule, and
I'll do it on one basis : I am sure that no man who sees ' Virtuous
in our business one single idea might decide your destiny."
" Every city — every neighborhood — has its ' peculiar conditions.'
]Wives ' will fail to realize what business he can do with it. That's
certain. Well, then, the next thing to do is obvious — they must
Yours
is not the only one."
see it first and buy it afterwards. What is more, I will refuse
"A real showman is the greatest sportsman in the world; he's
to sell it to them unseen ! "
always taking chances."
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against the amount of
have been
IL you
UNTdown
in Texas and
straight display that the
theatre is paying for.
Dallas Doesn't Do Much
have seen the state, and
There are two things to
until you have played cabe done if the newspaper
Newspapers Hand Out the Reading Notices and
sino all day long in a
looks at it this way. It
Forget the
Interest in the
Pullman car while going
Photoplay
should either charge a
across it you do not really
higher rate for the motion
realize what you are up
against. Of course, you have read that this is a place where all picture advertising, the so-called amusement rate, and then give
full cooperation, OR it should realize that motion pictures are a
of the men wear big guns strapped on their belts and where
nothing but a sombrero would be considered within the pale of part of the news of the day and that the paper is only performing
fashion.
its duty by chronicling these events. We do not believe in the
excessive, the hold-up amusement rate, that most newspapers do
But when you turn to your motion picture account you are
charge, but we believe that the theatre ought to be willing to pay
pretty apt to find that while the big cities are rather few and far
a little more for a certain amount of the advertising, in order
between when the territory covered is taken into consideration,
to compensate the paper for the services of a man that can afford
these houses are just about as up to date as most of them that
this true cooperation, but that after the theatre has used a certain
you will find in other parts of the world. Dallas is the largest
minimum it should be allowed to use large advertising that would
city in Texas. When the government looked over us the last
time it gave the city a population of 11,986. But aside from that it be put on the commercial basis. In other words we would not
expect a paper to go to the expense of employing a man for this
has a splendid system of interurban street railways that brings
specific duty unless it knew fairly well what review was going
thousands to do their shopping and to see their motion pictures
to come in.
in Dallas.
The unfortunate part of the Dallas situation seems to be that
A newspaper is a business venture as well as anj'thing else.
the newspapers are not up to the times on motion pictures. It There may he a few people who like to be editors for the glory
there
is in it, but the days when you bought your printing presses
has resulted largely from the fact that the great bulk of the
and ordered your white paper on a credit have long ago gone
papers that do not feel that they can afford the expense of a
glimmering. Before the motion picture theatres of a community
photoplay editor do not know the direction in which to turn to
can expect a definite volume of cooperation from the newspapers
get the sort of matter that they should print. The Dallas newsthey have to pretty well establish what they are going to do — to
papers show this straight through their motion picture departindicate the revenue that the paper is going to get.
ments. They are decidedly drab and we are surprised that E. H.
But there is another point begond this and one that we have
Hulsey, one of the leaders among exhibitors of the country and
been
constantly repeating in these pages — and that is that the
who practically controls the situation in Dallas, hasn't been able
newspaper has a duty to perform for the reader. We hope that
to persuade the papers to really try to get out and do something
we do not have to repeat here the interest there is in the photoin the way of presenting to the people the chroniclings of this
play. We can imagine the interest there is to every reader of
Fifth Estate.
the Dallas papers. We can visualize the crowds that are going
There are four newspapers here. According to the records of
to the leading houses every night and that are absorbing motion
Lord and Thomas they with their circulations are:
picture news mornings and afternoons. We can see the scores
Dispatch, Evening (25,872).
that come to the city to see a good picture and we picture the
Journal, Afternoon (40,655).
hundreds of other subscribers who have to be content with their
News, Morning and Sunday (58,848).
village attractions or who are too far out of the way of things
Times-Herald, Morning (40,890) and Sunday (38,546).
to spend an evening with the screen.
The Journal is really the afternoon edition of the News, wnich
Sixty per cent of the readers of the Dallas papers — and of all
is one of the staid and conservative papers of the old school. For
other papers — are interested in motion pictures. Twenty per cent
of them are interested in baseball and ten per cent attend in the
instance, it doesn't even go to the trouble of splitting the sheet
up into sections, but numbers the pages straight through and
course
down. of a whole week, but the baseball matter is never held
lets it go at that. If you want to find the sporting section or the
want ads or anything of the sort you simply have to hunt for them.
One glance at the Dallas papers shows that they have not taken
You are, theoretically, supposed to have been reading the News
the motion picture as anything of news value. Where there is any
so long that you know where to find them. A little thing like
cooperation it is so evidently on the basis of revenue, so evidently
convenience is not even an episode in the career of the News.
a
"business proposition," that the whole lot of matter might as
According to our information these two papers charge the
well be labeled "Advertising," for anything of interest that it is
likely
to arouse in the reader.
regular commercial rate for motion picture advertising and promise nothing with it. The Dispatch also gives the commercial rate
We do not know what effort the papers have made to get the
fullest cooperation. There are twelve downtown houses, six of
and some cooperation, while the Times-Herald charges the amusement rate and offers full cooperation.
them being first run and five suburban houses. E. H. Hulsey
Here is one place that the rub comes in the policies of the
controls three of the leading ones, the Old Mill seating 1.400,
newspaper toward the motion picture theatre. As a usual thing
the Queen caring for 600, and the Hippodrome with 1,000 seats.
the advertising manager is a man without any interest in the
The Jefferson seats 1,400 and shows both vaudeville and pictures.
paper and with little hope of ever having any. His main idea
Two of the downtown houses appeal to the Mexican trade and
is to make the best possible showing and to get the largest amount
charge an admission of only five cents. With the exception of
the Washington with 500 seats, the Feature with 700, running
of money compared with the expenses of the paper into the cash
drawer. When he goes out and sells the department store a
stock and pictures, and the Crystal with 600, the other downtown
houses are with small seating capacities. The neighborhood houses
certain amount of advertising he doesn't figure that he has to
average about 500.
give them anything, though you will often find that the biggest
The three Hulsey houses are excellent advertisers. There are
department store can get most anything that it wants. Then
no theatres in the country that are more up to the moment than
when he comes along to the motion picture theatre he gets the
these and one glance at the papers will show that with the
rule out of the middle drawer of his desk and begins figuring
(Continued on page 694)
the amount of free matter that the theatre is being accorded up
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Good Advertising and Poor Newspaper Co-operation Show in These Pages
At the top are two pages from the Saturday Dispatch and one from the Monday issue. In the center are three pages from the Sunday
Times-Herald. At the bottom there are two pages from the Sunday Nevas and a Monday page from the Times-Herald; with the middle
of the week style of advertising superimposed at the left. The lines indicate the reading matter
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Dallas Newspapers Make Poor
Showing in Handling of
Photoplay Matter
(Continued from page 692)
exception of the ashington in the TimesHerald they absolutely dominate the situation.
Let's take a look at the pages from the
Times-Herald. It is very evident at first
glance that every cut on these pages are
those furnished by producers — that the
paper does not care enough about appearance to go to the expense of having a layout made. And every line of the matter
is the purest sort of reading matter notice.
A lot of it is printed just as it came from
the New York publicity office without any
effort to get over a special appeal. It is
plainly labeled THIS IS FREE STUFF
THAT WE ARE GIVING AWAY BECAUSE WE ARE EXPECTED TO DO
SO. It has the least possible amount of
reader interest.
In the Sunday issue of the Times-Herald
the Hippodrome uses ten inches double column, the Queen an equal amount, and the
Old Mill thirteen inches across two. This
is good • advertising, far better than the
average. The Washington uses ten inches
double, the Jefferson (combination) six
inches double, and the Rex four and onehalf single. All in all the advertising is far
more attractive than the reading matter.
The Sunday News doesn't think much of
the motion picture. It prints the advertising regularly on the second page of the
first section and then carries the little reading matter that it accords over to " some
other " page. It doesn't seem to think that
the people who read the advertising are
interested further in motion pictures. It
carries 6J4 across three columns for the
three Halsey houses and then an additional
9l/2 double for the Hippodrome, seven
double for the Crystal and five double for
the Jefferson and then it runs a couple of
columns of matter headed " Dallas Amusements," and runs the junk cuts that it happens to be handed, one of them a pure advertising cut.
We haven't even taken the trouble to reproduce a page from the Journal. It does
nothing for motion pictures except that it
carries the three-inch double column display
of the Hulsey houses. During the week the
News does the same — gives nothing and
carries the Hulsey advertisement together
with two inches from the Crystal.
In the Saturday Dispatch there are more
theatres represented than in any of the
others. Beside the standing display of the
Hulsey
announcing
bill it
has
ten houses
inches double
from the
both day's
the Queen
and the Old Mill and five inches across five
for the Hippodrome. Jefferson and Rex
have three inches single each and Crystal
and Garrick two inches single with the
Washington coming in for three double
and the Jefferson with 7y2 double. Same
old stock cut stuff and same old reading
notices are shown here again.
During the week the paper carries a heading "Amusements " and list the attractions
at the various houses and carries the displays of all of these houses each day, but
with less space.
We have built up a page from the Times-

Herald showing the regular advertising
that it carries daily, the standing display
of the Hulsey houses, three inches from the
Washington and two from the Jefferson.
But on the opposite side we have shown
how liberally the Hulsey houses advertise
their mid-week change in bill. This paper
is liberal in the reading notices, for there is
about a column of them every da>', but they
are strictly reading notices.
Dallas has some good motion picture
advertisers. What the city needs is some
realization of the interest in motion picture
News. At little expense the papers could
have interesting departments. As they are
they are sloppy, unconvincing and — missing
an opportunity.
Another San Francisco House
Gives Sunday Concerts
Following the lead of the California theatre, the Tivoli of San Francisco will inaugurate a series of Sunday symphony concerts
beginning on January 19. Director Carlos
de Mandil will combine the regular Tivoli
orchestra of thirty musicians with the orchestra of the same number of men from
the Oakland T. & D. theatre, and with the
addition of four or five musicians from the
outside make up an orchestra of from
sixty-five to seventy men. The new
symphony orchestras will give " twelve
o'clocks." In the afternoon they will move
to Oakland and give a concert in the T. &
D. theatre in that city. " It is needless to
say," asserts Manager E. M. Asher of the
Tivoli, " that the Tivoli management can
entertain no hope of profit from these concerts, since they are given gratis to the
regular Tivoli audiences. They are designed to assist in the restoration of the
Tivoli opera house to its former position
of musical prestige in San Francisco."
These Tivoli concerts are to be something in the way of popularized symphonies. The Tivoli was built originally for
musical productions and is an ideal theatre
for such productions.
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IS IT "COLD"?
Why Not Put the Heart Interest
in Your Presentation
ECENTLY we had a letter
from
miles an
of exhibitor
New York.withinHe fiftyreferred to some comments that
had been made in this publication
about a picture and then reported
that it had done poor business for
him. We knew that his theatre had
a fair orchestra, that he was an average advertiser, and that he had a
standard theatre that should have
had a good patronage.
So, without notifying him, we visited the theatre. As it happened he
was then presenting another picture
that had earned praise. He had an
overture that had nothing in common with the production, and then,
after a pause, the feature was started.
The orchestra changed the music
without the slightest regard to what
was on the screen. Evidently there
had been a number of selections
picked the length of which would
fit the length of the picture, and the
orchestra and the projection room
had no more connection than Germany and Belgium will have.
The picture was put on cold.
Nothing of the spirit of it was carried out in the music — fact, one viewing the showing had to fight against
the music. It was " music with the
picture " — very much WITH it
Here was a theatre that had facilities enough to put on the picture.
He
put
it onHow
" coldmany
" — let ofit take
of itself.
you care
are
doing the same thing? Even the man
who has only a piano can do a lot
more than he is doing, but he must
study his picture, must try to do
things with it — not be content to let
it run on the screen — COLD.
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New

By Ralph Ruffner
Manager Rial to theatre, Butte, Mont.
TO one who has never been East a visit
to New York's best motion picture theatres is quite a treat. It is an event, an
experience that lends itself to comparative
values between western style of theatre
management and presentation and eastern
methods, which are recognized standards.
It has been the experience of the writer in
past years to be told by patrons of the
various theatres with which he has been
connected that the West is far in the lead
in beautiful, costly edifices erected to the
motion picture, an observation which is
confirmed if one is familiar with the newest and best in that territory from the Missouri River to the Pacific Coast. They
were speaking in numbers.
of New York's
leading
hadThree
my attention.
I visited
them theatres
for the
sole purpose of learning all possible. I
came away amazed at the masterful synchronization ofmusic with the picture, addedly difficult through the number of men
and instruments involved. I devoted no
little attention to the clever, able leadership
of their wonderful orchestras. Being a
musician, my natural enjoyment lay in
listening to the music.
To one who has paid fair prices in the
past for the privilege of attending symphony concerts, I felt all wrapped up in
appreciative recognition of the fact that
never before had my money bought the variety, the colorful gamut of sound as was
dispensed by these three theatre organizations. Then, too, this synchronization found
another outlet to its soulful appeal. It is
what can properly be termed a synchronization of two dimensions, pictures and
lighting. This "soulful" satisfaction of
which I speak can best be illustrated by
the following anecdote:
About two years ago I attended the recital of a great organist. The concert
lacked appeal to me through nothing more
than negligence on the part of his own
artistic self and poor management on the
part of the theatre owners. Clarence Eddy
was the artist and one of his numbers a
"Twilight Reverie." This number was
played with all house lights
as they
were during the entire two up,
and a half

York

Shows

THERE'S
BOOSTA
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First of
Ruff iter's
Articles onRalph
New York
Theaters
gers
of the best known mana
er, onein
Ruffnnow
LYcounRalp
tryh and
RECENT
of the
charge of the Rialto, Butte,
Montana, for Jensen and von Herberg, was a visitor in New York, his
first visit, and New York film men
had an opportunity to become personally acquainted with one whom
they had long recognized as a real
live wire.
People who see the same thing day
after day lose something of the real
ability to appreciate what is going
on around them. But Mr. Ruffner
came here fresh from the west and
he was able to go into the theatres
with a new vision of things and his
opinions of New York are well
worth while.
In this article there is mainly
praise, but in one_ that will appear
next week there * are accounts of
things which he noted that are not
so creditable.

Ralph Ruffner
hours of his recital. He painted a symphonic picture of a cherished old home
down on the farm ; the cows coming home
lazily at milking time ; the evening prayer
and then bed time.
How the Lights Aid
How much this picture could have been
improved by a gradual darkening of the
theatre, with a faint amber spot making its
appearance on the player as his theme
drifted into the warm glow of the fireside,
to remain there until the number was finished. Iknow that I was actually hungry
for just such a treatment of his concert,
my chagrin doubly enhanced by the knowledge that this particular theatre was
equipped in every detail as regards its
lighting. It is one of these bits of careless
attention to house management that goes
on day after day, week in and week out,

never anything new or original or attempted, that causes some men to wonder why
it is their investment refuses to pay dividends.
The projection in all three of these New
York houses left nothing to be desired. I
never saw a bad light. One mis-frame,
but that was almost instantly corrected,
showing the projectionist was right on the
job. It seemed strange to me to find myself looking at a section of the Allies' Official War Review, then suddenly to recognize the familiar title of a Gaumont Weekly, then just as suddenly a bit of Pathe
News. While the splicing together of sections from various weeklies is not new, yet
it is not generally done in the West, for
out here exclusive first run privileges do
not run in herds in such a way that any
one or two houses can control the entire
news service.
It is in these short, snappy bits of cur(Continued on page 702)
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is a splendid advertisement — except for one thing. There are far too
many adjectives and superlatives. If you
have been reading these pages you know
how firmly we are set against them. Now,
though these columns are not supposed to
pass on the merits of pictures, we are willing to admit that this is one of the greatest

THIS

FaMUK'S
GREATEST cAt-Ut£ T>at/£onfir —
■BEGINNING
Aj C«AB«CTt»
Jtn V»i J >4i u
TOR. "FIVE TUESdXy^**'
DAYS.
WjLLiAM
"IE/ MISERABlEf

photoplays that we ever saw. But that does
not excuse such words as " Defying Description,"Colossal,"
"
" Startling, Sensational, Awesome," and the like, especially
in such a high-class theatre as the Dayton,
Dayton, O.
The writer had already said that Farnum
had achieved a triumph beyond anything
else that he had done, that this was Hugo's
masterpiece, and he might have added that
it has been done on a wonderful scale, and
then he should have stopped. Our opinion
is that he would have attracted more. The
average photoplay fan is getting mighty
" wise," and when he sees adjectives and
superlatives he is mighty apt to come to the
conclusion they are camouflage.
In order to get the break on New Year's
Eve the Dayton held over " The Greatest
Thing in Life " for Sunday and Monday
and then put on " Les Miserables " Tuesday,
running it for the remainder of the week.
If the electric sign is the only guide to
your theatre, lots of your patrons will appear blind.

WANTED

FOR

MURDER!
To the Citizens of WaterburyYou arc hereby njmmoocd 10 appear in person at the
below designated address 6n Thursday, January Sixte nth. 1919. at ten a. m., w here you are la be * wariest
in the above action.
THE PEOPLE
75 E. Main St.

and

Ours*

WE

are not familiar with the circumstances and therefore we are publishing displays with the frank statement that
we cannot tell you whether it is a good
or bad one. All depends on the time and
the manner in which it is used and we havenot been told that.
Of course, it is an advertisement of
the picture, " Wanted for Murder," and
I it undoubtedly attracted attention if it
was used as a teaser some days in advance,
and FOLLOWED by an announcement
of the name of the picture with that of
the theatre and the other details. Waterbury is no village, having a census of
82,000, and you are not going to get many
people, that is of the class that have the
price of admission in their pocket, to go
down to " 75 E. Main Street " to see what
it was about. If the display was used to
make the people watch the papers and see
what it really meant, it probably attracted
attention. We judge that it was so used,
but if . it was not followed up the sales
punch of the picture itself was lost. It's
always well to arouse curiosity, but remember that you are selling a picture and that
you must get the people who want to know
they
one. are going to see a picture, and a good
WE

have advised you all along to keep
your theatre the dominant thing in
the public estimation, but that doesn't mean
that you have to slather the name of the
theatre all over the page. Here the Wonderland, Clinton, Indiana, would have gotten a much better effect if that hadn't been
done. It, in the first place, should have a
series of name plates and have used one of
these in the upper or lower left hand corner.
Then the name of Miss Ward could have

▼ Dtinty.▼Bewitching.EXTRAAflnHnSELECTED STAR PHOTOPLAYS ^^^J
V&TONDERLANri
fanny ward
"aTapanese
nightingale"

Aim or. ihi, prc^nm PATTTE NEWS
SUNDAY
Contiooui From I O'clock
been brought out the stronger. Now with
the effect gained and the heavy border used
the type prints very heavy while the newspaper does not get a good reproduction of
the cut and the latter does not grasp your
attention as it should, partly on account of
the press work, but more because of the
fact that the name of the theatre smashes
you in the eye and blinds you for a moment.
We are making these criticisms frank because we want to see theatres that evince
a willingness to advertise to do better, and
certainly the Wonderland is showing that,
because it uses nine inches across five columns in this display.

Picture

News

//AM.
to //Prt.
STOPS
SAT.
MITE IIeui
Ycap
now
showing— '
appij
^PPSH
Just think of it- in20yeare
not one spare
and
morning"dimewaketo sperxi
up and
find forty million dollars had
been left you! '0/> Pep rr/ist
See how

Wallace

tries to spend it
( I say tries )
foo HAM

\

rmijojj

T looking for a hard luck story- ytay at bo»e
MEWS
PATm^/C^^53

haPPy cic>Juck7 P^ure

THERE is certainly the Happy New
Year spirit about this display of the
Strand theatre, Omaha, on " Too Many
Millions." It is hand drawn throughout
and maintains a perfect sense of values.
First thing that gets your eye is the
smiling face of Wallace Reid, and then you
get back to the top of the display with the
greetings for 1919. Then there comes a
little selling talk on the picture, intimate
stuff that will get especially close to one
at the holiday season.
We also like the way there is displayed
at the bottom the announcement of the
showing inofFrance.
the pictures
President's
arrival
It is ofwellthedone
by the
use of a clipping from one of the local papers and the lettering written over this
and to the left. And you will note, too,
that the name design of the theatre is never
sacrificed, no matter what may be the offering or what the occasion.
The fellow who is content to sit m his
office with his feet on the desk pulling at
his pipe, may make a lot of smoke, but he
will never set anything on fire.
IT is a little late to be printing Christmas
displays, but the truth is that we have
had so many good advertisements on Mrs.
Charlie Chaplin that we could not get to
this one before. Strand theatre, Providence, R. L, has used nine inches across
three columns and has carried out the spirit
of the holidays perfectly and at the same
time avoids the messy appearance that too
often comes when the exhibitor wants to
get the Christmassy effect. The border of
holly and the Church text lettering for the
name of the theatre perfectly.
Although the Strand always runs double
bills it features one picture ove the other —
always the proper thing to do, because you
cannot display two things equally and get
the real punch over. You will note that
practically all the selling talk is about the
marriage except the line, " When you see
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cJl/hat jCiireTlfires
areDoinqh
a month's receipt for the paper. And so it
is getting a whole lot of co-operation. In
Strand £heorre All tlikiueeM
the center of the front page of the second
section it carried a three-column cut of the
star on horseback and a promise of his desire to run down to San Diego during the
engagement. Of course this free matter
attracted much more attention than any
mere advertisement.
It has taken the " Flu " to make a lot of
people realize that they have been sneezing
at progressive ideas.

her in this gripping photoplay you'll understand why she won the wealthiest actor m
the world." And then a striking picture
of the star completes the excellent argument that must have certainly brought the
crowds.
-clear
Some theatres are built of concretethrough the managerial end.
HERE

is an unusual piece of exploitation that deserves attention for its
being out of the ordinary, except that it is
a pity that it was not larger, as it occupied
only 4:/2 inches double column and lost
the punch of a larger display.
As you know, southern California is very
strongly Catholic and there are scores of
missions in that section. Now one of the
principal characters in " The Light of the
Western Stars " is a priest, and it was good
«xploitation to take his figure out of the cut
and set the people to guessing who he was.
The reason that the Broadway, San
Diego, did not use more space is that it is,
as we told you recently, co-operating with
the San Diego Sun in giving free admission to the theatre to each one presenting

FARIBAULT, Minn., is given a census
population of only 9,482, and so you
wouldn't expect the newspaper to have the
type facilities that you would find in a big
city, but Will J. Glaser, manager of the
Grand theatre, does mighty good work with
what he has. Like managers in most small
cities, he cannot have his cuts made, and
in most instances the material that comes
to him is poor when it does come, and
therefore the greater number of the displays he sends in are confined to type.
But in this case he has used a one-column
cut of Billie Burke which is furnished by
Paramount, and then he has used the name

Billie

Burke

%

"™
ofaid Polly"
"In Pursuit
-Who Thencatchesshe «*rat fceeee
PoUy »odto herlh< two
•nitom.
off id herme!"gu»ulon»ot>ik
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war
tangled
op
with
M*f
tot arrested
■ 1r»b«> thecharirt.Secretand Service
final!) ' ^lt twat of Polly *
■pset M*/tr
th* Go-man
piol andon captured
Alio- A Cfimpae Behind tht Screen
"How
the Stars
Twinkle
AwayMr. andFromMr*.
the Studio'
Pickford.
DougtaaSweet.Fairbanks.
Tku pratfenbw
*AD«>po>
.- ik*•> Ri*■ irwa
mtTwk-m Glaum.
CharlesMar'Clara
Chaplin,
Kmballblanch*
^nar. Cbas. D.Ray.W. andGriffith.
many, Loaisw
nun. !■_«■•,.
Ait •>' T>*h
Tonight and Thursday ^iQljf^Hj
f^
of the star as the principal thing with the
name of the picture following and then the
selling argument.
You will note that he has not used a border, but has made the rules, as he has
placed them, produce that effect, for they
make the cut stand out all the more, while
a rule all the way round would have spoiled
it. The line, " How the Star, etc.," should
have been reduced in size in order to get
it in rather than using two different sizes
of type. The display is almost six inches
across three columns.
Better to plug ahead and GET THERE
than to start with a rush and find yourself
winded at the quarter post.

STARTS SUNDAY
a week's engasemeit at the
BROADWAY
9»n Dteso s Family Tbexre

"The Light =
ofSta
Western
S
rs" j§
20c. 30c. 50c
Sun Subscribers FREE

THIS is a plain
someone'sSenath,
carelessness. Thecase
Dixieof theatre.
Mo., used a page in the local weekly, but
evidently neither the manager nor the
printer looked at the cuts that were used.
These are splendid advertising cuts supplied by the Universal exchanges and are
intended for quick use by the theatre and

The Story of Why Peace is
-:-Coming Soon-:NoY;t I»\e Storj but Pictures made
by a Thousand Cameras dur
ins (he War. Shows how
the American Roys
Won the War.
CRASHING
THROUGH
TO BERLIN
CRASHHG THROIT
TO BEBLW
__
A Mighty Spectacle from the
Front
CPASHINC
THROUGH
TO BERLIN
Huagnria,
ool ofNoDiematter
War ifandAustria
the crown
of the Ttrkej
German andK»i»erBulgariatare
n totteriraj before the onward sweep of Democracy, yon wiU want to see
that
It la the andrtorj"ourfrom wmlife tnaiknd tellabrother*"
better than
• ordspieUre.
g**t 'anythe
Allien
thehow helpPershing
thai ha* avenged Belgian— and all ho inanity.
Transcends all other War Pictures
DIXIE

THEATRE

Thanksgiving Night
Prices: 20c and 30c
leaving only the mortise for the name of
the theatre and placing there the words,
" Your theatre name here," as direction to
the printer. These were left in the display
as it appeared and appear in both the advertisements. Itwould have been a simple
matter to saw or rout this matter off. The
exhibitor has shown by the matter that he
has written that he is keeping his pictures
up to the developments of the news, but he
must not have seen a proof in this case.
Take our advice and never let the printer
get away without showing you a proof.
Then READ it. Things like this spoil the
effectiveness of advertising.
However, that the manager of the Dixie
is a live one was shown with the " New
Year's Eve Party " which he gave at his
theatre. He sent out regular invitations in
the name of Mrs. Charlie Chaplin inviting
his patrons to come to see her in " The
Price of a Good Time," and it brought unusual crowds for the last day of the old
This invitation was distributed through
the entire territory around Senath.
year.

jErs. Ulimrlie (filtanitu
reqntstg tht honor of the prtstnet of
yourself nob fritnafi at a
Ji'eui gear's 6l«e }?arig
at nthich hint sat mill apptar in
"(Ene $rite of a (Sooi) Curce"
£.t tht Suit ihtnlct.
£trtmn»r31, '18
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Cfrew
full accounts
issue
thisprese
WITH
ntations of the
of the
Strand theatre, New York
City, will appear in these
pages. They will be covered with
the same thoroughness as the Rialto
and Rivoli; the settings will be described, the music giveri and the entire performance accounted in detail.
As has been recorded in the
NEWS, Joseph L. Plunkett, well
known as a theatre manager and as
a motion picture producer, is now
managing director of the Strand, and
his ideas will be worth a great deal
to the exhibitors of the country.
Aside from giving you these full accounts here, we will be able to call
upon Mr. Plunkett for suggestions or
comment about any pictures shown
at his theatre that any exhibitor
through the country may desire.
For some time we have been giving accounts of the lobby displays
and some stories of the presentations
arranged by Maurice A. Kashin at
the Broadway. From this time on
we will review the Broadway with
each change of bill. This theatre
often runs pictures for several
weeks, while the Strand, Rialto and
Rivoli make it a rule to change
weekly. This week "The Heart of
Humanity " is held over for its fifth
week, and as this presentation has
already been fully reviewed here no
account of that house appears this
week.
We will have the co-operation of
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, managing director of the Rialto and Rivoli, in
giving a full exposition of the presentations atthose houses, as in the
past.
Covering the four theatres makes
additional work for the writer of
these pages, but the spirit that moves
the entire staff of the MOTION
PICTURE NEWS is that there is
nothing too good for the exhibitor,
no matter the trouble. And so you
are going to get it all.
Rivoli

Theatre

APRICCIO ESPAGNOGLE" is one
f the most brilliant of overtures.
It gives an opportunity for the introduction
of various solo strains with the violin, the
flute, piccolo and harp and then the united
effects of the whole orchestra. This is a
number that should not be attempted unless you have a large orchestra and one
that is trained to the moment. But this
week at the Rivoli brings a storm of applause that one rarely hears. We wanted
them to stop when we saw the presentation
for their appreciation broke into the picture that follows.
Again Prizma comes to the front and
gets away with it with the title " Here and
There with Prizma." Until three weeks
ago thewhether
regular Prizma
patron of
didn't
know
wasthea Rivoli
new sort
of
powder or some invention of the war, but
these wonderful color pictures have won

Vorh

Dr. Hugo

Picture

News

S'ta^e.r
o^j
momenth
t he e
is movingjg
in, rhythm
with her
dance, but again the voice is heard and the
spiritual wins again for him. It is a fantastic sort of thing. It might be called
"new art" stuff. First it gets the audiences wondering, but at the end they unreward. derstand the spirit and the applause is the

Riesenfeld,
director
Rialto and managing
Rivoli
a following all of their own. These might
be called random shots this week for they
start it with pictures of Mt. Ranier covered with snow and then show us a bulldog and a cat and get many laughs with it.
With the opening of this number we have
a gavotte and then " Camelia " played with
the picture of the waterfalls and then turning into " Valse Idylle
the pictures
of the bulldog. This" with
is played once
through and we have very subtly entered
the tinkle of cowbells as we see a drove
of cattle go by, the markings of these and
of cows in the field perfectly brought out
by the color system employed. There is a
shot of the "first dairy lunch " that gets a
laugh, with the calf at its regular meal
where it doesn't have to worry about tipping the waiter.
" Fast black " with a bunch of little coons
and then a couple of very black ones eating
watermelon calls for " A Cyclone on Darktown," which is played without the introduction. Then come pictures of yachts,
then some wonderful views of flowers,
many of them opening before us and finally the " life of a bubble " in which there
are some striking color shadings. " Bacarole " is used for these final scenes.
This is some name, " Spanish Choreographic Episode," but it comes next and so
we will have to use the full name. There
is provided one of the striking John Wenger settings which represents the interior
of a church with a long window at the
right and a panel of Madonnas at the left.
There is a single hanging red light and a
bowl of incense burning. Walker Leslie
represents the monk dressed in white, and
after a voice from outside is heard in the
ritual a dancer in black enters. She tempts
the monk.
He almost falls. At one

Rivoli Pictorial is unusually short this
week. It opens with a Mutt and Jeff comedy, "Tough
which gets a bunch
of laughs andLuck,"
which is thrown
on the
screen to the music of " Reuben " followed
through by a mysterioso grotesque, and
then " Speed Her Up." The Official War
Review then shows Thaw, Reickenbacker
and other aviators being decorated and
with this the orchestra plays " Here They
Come," remaining tacit during the actual
flying machines when we get the reproduction of the purring motors. The same
music continues through a Hun attack on
an American observation balloon and then
we have shots of the retreating vandals
seeking to destroy a French city, especially the church and with this " Battle of the
"Paris beside herself with
is the
title that shows the President injoy"
the French
capita
l, and here we get a shot of Mr.
WMarne.
ilson" with Gen. Pershing that brings a
storm of applause. And when, they laugh
at some story that one of them has told
the applause becomes all the greater.
" Honor to Our Nation "
played from
the trio, with the trio twiceisand
the audience refuses to be quiet.
Rivoli bridge forms the setting for the
second vocal number, set at the left of
the stage with the canal in the foreground
and the lighting giving the effect of the
moving water. Vincente Ballester appears
as a gondolier, accompanied by a guitar
and sings " Vizione de Venice."
Then the feature, Elsie Ferguson in
"His Parisian Wife." " Barbe Bleu" is
played for the opening and this is followed
by " Le Roman " Xo. 2, most of the other
selections being of the French schools.
" Old Cremona," gems of Foster, Schumann's "Andante" and "Chant desVoayge
ur,"
at the end, are some of the
other numbers.
Selections from "The Chocolate Soldier," atthe time that we saw the picture,
brought the greatest example of singingby an audience that we have heard in a
theatre where the people had not been
actually invited to sing. It seemed that all
of them recalled the words and they
hummed it aloud until it seemed that thelips of all of them were moving. This
recalling of the old favorites and the ]
favorites of a few years ago has been established at the Rivoli and it is one of the 1
biggest features of the presentations. And:
you can do the same thing. Try it and seehow much they will talk about vour theatre. Dr. Reisenfeld knows the power of
music and the cunning ways to use it_#
We'll bet that this, number got decker into
the heart than will the most pretentiousofferings of some noted opera star.
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Vork's'

followed by " La Nave Rosa " and " The
Great Divide," the organ again taking up
the music for thirteen minutes. With the
cowboys looking at a cartoon of Roosevelt

Whif

" Cupid's Day Off " is the Mack Sennett
comedy offering that sends them out into
Broadway willing to be in good humor
even with a taxicab driver. Fifteen different musical selections are used with this
one. Here they are: "Big Boat Dance,"
" Canary Cottage," " Hezekiah," " Izme,"
"Hearts and Flowers," played very plaintively, *Ho
'
Along," " Yvette," a comic
hurry, " Hy Time," " Just the Kind of a
Girl," " Our Jackies," " The Debutante,"
" Naila " and " Kangaroo Hop."
Yes, music has a lot to do with it. You
like to enjoy a picture? Your eye likes to
feast on it, but you want the soul satisfied
and the music does it.
Strand

we " get
Hot Time."
San " Juan
Hill is used with the battle
scenes in Cuba and then we have " Triumph
of Old Glory " with the title of the men
who sailed with Dewey with the battle
music, following with the death of Archie
and then " Girl I Left Behind Me " for the
story of the other sons.
Then there is another one of the highly
interesting " Analysis of Motion Pictures "
from Pathe, this one showing diving scenes
with the movements slowed up so that one
may follow every development of the feats
and after this there is a clever comedy with
Harold
Lloydselections
in " Going,
Going,
Five musical
are used
duringGone."
this,

Theatre

WITH
The Fighting Roosevelts " as
the feature attraction there is a strong
American element running through the presentation asarranged by Managing Director
Joseph L. Plunkett at the Strand this week.
There is typical Roosevelt " pep " all through
the performance and the audience quickly
enters into the spirit of it. We did even if
we had to stand up for half of the time because of the big crowds that were packing
the house.
" American Fantasy," Victor Herbert's
assemblage of popular and patriotic American airs form the overture. This includes
all the favorites, cleverly interwoven. At
the end of the selection the members of the
orchestra come to their feet and " The Star
Spangled Banner " is rendered while the
curtains part revealing a huge American
flag. One may well imagine the effect upon
the audience and the spirit with which one
is imbued for the rest of the presentation.
Then comes the Strand Topical, starting
with Paramount Bray pictures of American
winter sports. These include coasting, skating, curling and skiiing scenes and for this
the music is " Tunder Gallop," played once
with " Doh Train " followed through. Then
come Pathe pictures of the Boston molasses
factoryPathe
fire and
Cabrera
Then
takeshereus "toLaParis
and " weis used.
have
the baby tanks on parade, doing the dance
along " main street " and these scenes are
accompanied by " Madelon."
Universal Current Events show pictures
of the Place de la Concordie where the
American peace delegates have their headquarters to the tune of " March Militaire
Francaise." Then come the clever Topics
of the Day, which have been run at the
Strand since their first release and which
also get a lot of laughs. Practically all of
these newspaper excerpts are based on the
wrar with the exception of the familiar little
quotation, " Hush little barroom, don't you
cry. You'll be a drug store by and by."
There is a succession of laughs with this
and " Smiles, Then Kisses," is the music
that helps them along.
Then come Pathe pictures of King Victor
Emmanuel being greeted by the redeemed
Trieste with " March Realse." These pictures get unusual applause. Then we are

Joseph

L.

Plunkett, managing director
Strand
brought back home, to the American realization, with Pathe pictures of an airship
trip over Washington and here Beethoven's
" Sherzo " is used with the effects for the
aeroplanes.
With the ending of the Topical the house
lights come up in red and with the curtains
still drawn and without orchestral accompaniment, we have the first verse " When
You Come Back " rendered by the Strand
male quartet, and at the beginning of the
second the orchestra takes up the accompaniment and the curtain parts, revealing a
ship ploughing through the seas with the
singers in the bow. There are mighty realistic effects here with the foam breaking
against the prow. Toward the end of the
selection the audience breaks into wild applause as a small reproduction of the Statue
ting.
of Liberty appears at the right of the setNow the opening of the picture includes
quite a number of titles explaining that this
picture was authorized by Mr. Roosevelt,
etc.,
andwith
during
" American
is used
full this
orchestral
effect, Fantasie
following"
through with " Adoration " until the title
" The Story of Theo. Roosevelt," and then
we have " General Mixup " played pp until
the story starts, showing the former President as a very small boy. Here the music
is " Children's Games," and " The Butterfly " as we have Teddy collecting the bugs
followed by the first two numbers from
" Galop de Bal " suite until the moment that
the youngster is aiming his Christmas gun
and then the organ takes up the music for
six minutes.
These first scenes trace the boyhood
career of the former President and then we go
with him to the Maine woods and then we
have some scenes at Albany, with the scenes
changing to the West where Roosevelt went
for his health and here the music is " Un
Poco Maestoso " until the scene where
" Bad Ike" shoves the revolver into Teddy's
face and then we have " Arcadian Festival '•'

/

opening with " Going Up " anrl then
" You're the Greatest Little Mother " until
the auto starts and then we get " Demon
Galop " with " Flying Rag " and " Oh !
Johnny " following through.
The American spirit is kept fully developed through the whole presentation.
With the exception of a very few of the
selections during the feature the music is
wholly American or war music. The spirit
is well carried through the presentation and
everyone in the audience gets it realistically.
Rialto

Theatre

FOR the average motion picture theatre
through the country we would advise
against the suggestions offered by the
Rialto theatre this week so far as the musical numbers are concerned. They go all
right on Broadway, but they are mighty
classical for most communities. With the
wonderful orchestra and all of the settings
they get over here, but we doubt very
much whether people want so much of
these " interpretations of the words " of
the great masters.
As an example the overture is the third
" Leonore." It is a splendid composition,
but the larger part of it is registered in the
minor keys and the experience that we had
during the presentation was that the audience was talking all the time. True it is
that at the time the orchestra did not have
the benefit of the splendid direction of Dr.
Riesenfeld. And these observations bring
us to a question that has puzzled us for
years. Why is it that the people next to
you will spend their time talking about
Mamie Jones' dress and other equally important matters and then break into terrific
applause — when they haven't heard a note
music is used through the
of Norwegian
it?
Post-Pathe scenic, which shows scenes in
Labrador and largely the huge icebergs.
Here we get " Norwegian Scenes," followed by " Norwegian Suite " and then
" Norwegian Dance " and the rhapsodie
from the " Norwegian Suite." There are
some interesting shots of the Eskimo
women and children that get a laugh.
Standing in the orchestra Sascha Fidelman, the concert master of the Rialto or-,
chestra, then plays " The Violin Maker of
Cremona " to considerable applause, and
then follows the Rialto Magazine. This
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opens with Gaumont pictures of a British
general decorating Frenchmen at Marseilles, and here we have the full orchestra
playing "March Lorraine," which continues through Pathe pictures of the baby
tanks doing their dance in the Paris streets.
Then we have Universal Current Events
pictures of the American peace headquarters in Paris with the captured German
trophies and " Les Enfants de France " as
the accompaniment.
Then Gaumont brings us back to America and we have pictures of the "mountaineers' club" on their annual hike
through the snow, with " Circassin
ne
Dance " used through to Letter D, and
then " Ballet Suite," followed through with
"Pluoise d'on Dance" for this and Pathe
pictures of the boys' club camping in the
snow at Keechins Lake, Washington, and
of ice boats on Mystic Lake, N. J. Pathe
then comes along with views of the
molasses factory fire, 'for which Beethoven
" Symphony " is employed.
Now come along pictures from Post
Field, Texas, with the airships doing their
wonderful stunts and the things that we
have already described under the reading
of the Strand. Here we get "Brunette
and Blonde " fading out into the wonderful effects that we explained to you several weeks ago, showing how the sound
of the motor is perfectly reproduced. We
have the orchestra tacit here as the aeroplane falls and then the organ taking up
the music until he is carried away in the
Red Cross machine. And then the organ
again with Gaumont pictures of the Italian
Ambassador taking a ride in an aeroplane.
Then come Gaumont pictures of the aged
Denver woman who has two boys in
France greeted by cheers from the audience as the orchestra plays " Our Flag,"
and then from the same source come pictures of the boys homeward bound, with
the transports racing across the Atlantic
with battleships, and the stirring notes of
"New York Hippodrome March"
a
great deal to the enjoyment and help add
bring
the applause that marks the end of the
Magazine.
After Miss Rose Legies sings the aria
from "Queen of Sheba," with the lights
all a rich red, there comes the feature,
Bryant Washburn in " The Way of a Man
with a Maid." This might almost be called
a farce, and it is natural that the music
should be light. The theme is "In Love,"
and it is first played when Washburn sits
down to his work in his office on the Monday after he has been out with the girl.
It is repeated a number of times very effectively. In fact the audience begins to
like it very much and you have the humming all over the house that shows how
they have entered into the spirit of the
offering.
" Tete a Tete " starts the picture off
and then the selections turn into " Chianti,"
"Lure of the Night," "Ghost of Sax,"
" Pierrot," " Conversation." " Medusa," and
then the theme introduced. The theme is
brought back again with the title " He
Takes the First Opportunity," and then
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Through All Exploitation on
" Midnight Patrol "

Maurice

A. Kashin, managing director
Broadway and Symphony

again when he enters her room, then when
he gives the basket containing the kitten
to the taxicab driver, again when the two
of them enter the taxi, again when he finds
that the charge for the drive is all right
and finally at the end, played very slowly.
With only a purple half light in the dome
at the start and then coming up to full
gold the orchestra then plays selections
from " Robin Hood," and the humming
starts again. After that he have one of
the cleverest comedies that has been on the
screen in a long time, a Fox Sunshine with
Ethel Teare and Mack Wain in the leading
roles. " Frou Frou " is the opening number, and this is followed by " Lumber
Jack," with " Oh Promise Me " used with
piano effect with the description of the girl
who fell in love with the same old waxed
moustache.
Then there is an agitato with " Chin,
Chin, Chinaman " following, " Slimy
Vipers." another agitato, "Crafty Spy"
and " The Curse of an Aching Heart,"
played in a way that gets the whole house
happy. After a hurry we get " Hearts and
Flowers " again with the false sympathy,
and then " Hunkatin," ending with " Step
Lively " and " My Gal Sal."
It's a laughter bill for the pictures all the
way through — straight amusement.

Special Service
Section on " Don't
Change Your

and 72"8
sbge
onHuPa

uTHE MIDNIGHT PATROL" afforded Charles S. Branham, new
manager of the Majestic theatre in Detroit,
an opportunity to display showmanship that
exhibitors, who follow his methods, will be
certain to profit from.
Mr. Branham did more than advertise
the picture as a melodrama and a Thomas
H. Ince production. First he ordered almost double the usual amount of advertising carried by the Majestic, and the
artist was instructed to get up the display
with lettering in the Chinese fashion. Next
permission was asked and secured to offer
the pictures as being dedicated to the Detroit police department.
Then Mr. Branham turned his attention
to the theatre and the surrounding show.
The foyer and lobby were decorated inChinese fashion with paper lamps, beautiful brass lamps, some of large dimensions,
and in an alcove a statue of buddha with
two incense burners completed the picture.
As it was impossible to get all the large
lamps required one for the lobby was built
by Jean de Caussin, the house scenic artist
and carpenter.
Fifty billboard locations were selected
for 24 sheet stands and the picture was
advertised " positively for one week only."
The opening time for Sunday was set forward two hours and continuous shows each
day also were advertised. Heretofore the
Majestic has given only three performances
daily
with continuous ones on Sunday and
holidays.
The crowds started early Sunday, even
before
the doors
opened
let upif
at any time.
It was
one and
of thedidn't
higgest,
not
the biggest week in the history' of the
theatre.
Mr. Branham says that he selected " The
Midnight Patrol " because it was real
melodrama.
" I am sure that the public wants melodrama," he says. " The evidence of it is
seen on the dramatic stage, where the big
melodramas are the reigning successes.
The public wants action more than comThe program that surrounded " The
Midnight Patrol " was varied and as much
apart from the feature as it was possible
to make it.
Stage Coach Parades Streets of
edy."
Brooklyn for Picture
It is not often that a big city theatre resorts to the small town style of exploita-^
tion on a picture, but the handsome new
Brevoort theatre, Brooklyn, has been making a hit with its method of advertising
Frank Keenan in " The Midnight Stage."
The manager was able to locate an old
fashioned stage coach," and with four horses,
and outriders this was sent throught the
streets of the city carrying the announcement of the showing of the picture.
In addition the Brevoort is advertisinga " Wild West Party " during the showing.
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Wail from Rochester Is Tip
for the Theatres to Do
More

Here ware
is another
dig-out
" on used
" Shoulder
Arms." theatre,
A cut out
various
attached to " the
figuredisplay
has been
by the Superba
Sanwith
Diego,
Cal. hardThe
■whole entrance to the theatre has been camouflaged, even the frames holding the one
sheets having been covered over with bark effects. The display attracted much attention

Singing

Will

Help

You

Pictures If You Only
ART to aid in entertaining the public is
not new in the motion picture field.
It is familiar nowadays in all large cities.
But novelty in this extraneous aid is not
so common.
The Fox Film Corporation is out with
a suggestion to exhibitors that bears the
stamp of novelty. It plans a " Tom Mix
Cowboy Quartet " as a feature of the program whenever the exhibitor is showing a
picture by this lively star of ranch life in
the West.
The idea is that this quartet, composed
of local talent, be costumed by cowboys and
render songs of the kind that men sing
around a camp fire — the type of song that
is always best with four voices. It is
pointed out that there are a number of typical cowboy songs, and Tom Mix himself
has gathered and compiled several of them.
Here are two of the verses of one called
"The Cowboy's Life":
The bawl of a steer,
To
a cowboy's
ear, strain;
Is music
of sweetest
And the yelping notes
Of the gray coyotes
To him are a glad refrain.
The rapid beat
Of his
On
the broncho's
sod as he feet
speeds along,
Keeps living time
To the ringing rhyme
Of his rollicking cowboy song.
Then there is another lyric telling about
the joys of the great out-of-doors. It is:
Oh, give me a home where the buffaloes roam,
Where the deer and the antelope play,
Where seldom is heard a discouraging word
And the skies are not cloudy all day.
Where the air is so pure, and the zephyrs so free,
The breezes so balmy and light,
That Irange
would not exchange my home on the
For all of the cities so bright.
It is pointed out that these lyrics, and

Put

Over

Tom

Mix

Experiment With This
others can be set to music by the orchestra
leader or the local choir master. They can
not only be sung by the quartet, but perhaps the audience can be induced to join in
the chorus, or at least whistle it. A slide
can be made throwing the words on the
screen as they are sung.
The costuming is simple and easy — -the
sombrero, the neckerchief, the leather
trousers. And " properties " can either consist of just a cartridge belt and six-shooters, or can include lassos, saddles, and even
a horse.
A special setting is not essential; but
if the exhibitor desires to use one, there are
man}- possibilities. The suggestion of a
log cabin, or of the tall grass of the
prairies,
or just a " campfire " on the front
of the stage.
Recognizing that in many cases professional singers may cost more than the exhibition iswilling to spend on this auxiliary
feature, the Fox plan provides as an alternative amateur voices — to be obtained from
a church choir or otherwise. With a few
rehearsals, it is contended, the exhibitor
will have a big novelty that not only will
be an attraction in itself, but will put the
audience in an expectant mood for the Tom
Mix photoplay.
All over the country the wide awake exhibitor is realizing that there are other
possibilities in his roll of film besides merely projecting it upon the screen. Novelties
in settings and in creating " atmosphere "
are not only good art, but they are great
publicity
and mean extra dollars in the box
office.
This quartet plan is said by the Fox officials to have been tried out in a Los Angeles theatre with very great success, and
exhibitors who use the " Tom Mix Quartet " are asked to report results.

WE have a wail from Rochester. The
newspapers, except one, have raised
their advertising rate.
We are in sympathy with the theatres
that are fighting the newspapers that seek
to use them merely as a source of income,
but here is a case where the theatres themselves should start the reform.
Before a theatre can ask a newspaper to
make its motion picture department attractive, itmust first make its advertising
appeal to the public. The advertising of
the Rochester houses is just about as bad
as can be found in any section of the country. The main idea that one gets, from the
displays is that they are seeking to sell
quantity rather than quality.
To give the real news of the situation on
Rochester, the Democrat and Chronicle,
morning, the Times-Union, morning and
the Herald, morning, have all advanced
their rates to 10 and \2]/z cents a line.
The Post-Express, which is a conservative
paper of relatively small circulation and
appealing to the more thoughtful class of
readers in maintaining its rate at five cents
a line.
Both the Democrat and Chronicle and
the Times-Union will have the same scale
for theatres, from 10 to 12 cents a line,
according to the size of the advertisement.
The Democrat and Chronicle has always
been the leader in the matter of circulation and has been a much better advertising medium than any other paper in the
city, if not in Western New York. It
claims a circulation of nearly 70,000 a day.
Last summer, when the Union and Advertiser and the evening Times were purchased and consolidated by three Elmira
newspapermen and a new paper published
under the name of the Times-Union, the
Democrat suddenly acquired a formidable
rival. With the advantage of the double
circulation of the two consolidated papers,
the new paper soon was on a par with the
old. It claims a circulation now virtually
the same as the Democrat. The advertising rates, right after the merger, remained the same as the old Union and
Advertiser scale, but it was foreseen that
with the big circulation there would be a
decided boost.
The new Herald advertising rate for
theatres will be from 8 to 10 cents a line,
which will mean a higher average rate
than before, although for certain kinds of
advertisements it will be actually less than
before. The Herald had a peculiar scale
before, by which small advertisers were
compelled to pay considerably more per
line than large ones, no matter how many
times a week their advertisement appeared.
By this scale some advertisements cost as
much as 11 J/2 cents a line while others were
as low as 6 cents.
The Herald has been known as the
amusement paper of Rochester. It has
always given more space to the legitimate
and the motion picture than any other.
But there has been another change indicated and that is with the giving of
more space to reading notices.
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Lighting Effects Strong Factor
in Display at Garrick,
St. Paul

Because the lighting effects cannot be reproduced, this Christinas display of the New
Garrick. St. Paul, loses much in cut form

Ruffner,

of Butte, Looks

New

What He Thinks of
(Continued from page 695)
rent events one must recognize the trick of
cueing music. In New York the music apparently never stops. While one man is
turning the music the players to his right
and left continue. I liked the way the
brass was used in bringing out the big
punch in some of the scenes. There are
several things more abundant than applause
in picture theatres, and it is true that patriotism does not always find an outlet
through hand clapping, but if a man or
woman had not the slightest trace of patriotic fervor in their systems, the music
as I heard it, backed up by the subject on
the screen, just simply dynamited them into
applause whether they wanted to or not. It
tickled me, for one who has constantly endeavored to burgle this sort of expression
from motion picture audiences appreciated
seeing them give it up in large, choice
hunks.
I have before me a copy of a combination ad of two of the New York theatres
in question, mentioning, among other
things, the prices : " 20 cents, 30 cents and
60 cents," and where else in this city of
eight million souls can a music lover sit
down in choice, comfortable surroundings,
with every detail in harmony with the particular line of endeavor being followed,
and hear a superbly trained symphony orchestra render every kind of music from
the most recent rag to the most forgotten
classic, and, in addition, be shown the very
latest products of human ingenuity and
brains
circumstances,
at prices
within and
the world's
reach of
even a little
street
urchin?

T have h<*a«-<i svmohonv orchestras

York

Over

and

Tells

the Theatres Here
and attended organ recitals in various
western cities, and like many, many thousands of humans, have momentarily hungered for the familiar sound of an old
friend's
footsteps
popularsound
number
— curious to know
how — ita would
if played
by such an aggregation, or on such an instrument— one which could be readily Understood and appreciated without the necessity of a high-browed investigation or
hypocritical attitude adopted for the occasion— but never does the entertainment in
these three theatres elevate itself — so far
as my observations took me — to that point
where
one's
following
it. mind became discouraged in
By sight and by sound and, further still,
by psychological appeal, I was most royally
entertained.
However, there is another angle which
might carry additional interest to the reader, assuming that he is interested, and that
is : where the New York houses go in for
large orchestras, out here in the Northwest
we go in for large organs, and it is to our
credit, and especially is credit due to the
firm by which I am employed — Jensen and
Von Herberg — that this section of the
country now possesses three of the largest
and most complete unit orchestras, built
especially for the distinctive field of motion
picture theatre work, thus far constructed
in the United States, with a fourth rapidly
nearing completion. (I am speaking of
unit orchestras, not pipe organs.) There
are others of various sizes scattered
throughout the country, but I have yet to
hear of any one other firm owning four
such «iant instruments.
These instru-

\T the Northwest renewed attention is being given stage settings, largely as the
result of the work of the New Garrick,
St. Paul, under the management of Theo.
L. Hays. Here the atmosphere is being
given for the photoplay presentation
through special displays which are frequently arranged.
Often these settings are arranged to
carry out the atmosphere of the feature
production, but just as frequently they are
built around the music or to provide the
background for some current celebration.
For the Yuletide period at the New Garrick, the " Christmas Spirit" was emphasized in the special setting illustrated and
a prelude proved to be of timely appeal.
With the beginning of the overture, the
velvet curtains, making the picture sheet
opening, drawn slowly aside, disclosed
under the magic tone of subdued moonlight, a cottage with snow-covered roof
and exterior. A background of horizon
and sky above the roof top carried slowly
moving clouds lightly tipped with moon
rays, while soft falling snow lent atmosphere to the scene.
Gradually rising lights disclosed in bold
outline the large bay window of a modest
cottage, showing the interior of a living
room in holiday decoration. A Christmas
tree, adorned with tinsel and toys and
ablaze with miniature lamps, added brilliancy to the picture. A table lamp spread
its glow of amber through the room while
a Rod Cross card and Service Flag appeared as timely window decorations.
The opening music was a broad choral,
followed by ringing of church bells off
stage to the music of " Holy Night." As
the lights gradually arose, the star of Bethlehem apeared in the horizon of the sky
through the moving clouds. " Adesta
Fidelas " and " O, Sanctissima " followed
on
the pipe organ, after which a large
o'clock.
chime ( located in fly gallery of theatre to
give distance effect) sounded twelve

The music, now lively with sleigh bells
prominent, brought from the clouds a
jovial moon. Santa Claus appeared on his
mission of Kindness to Kiddies with his
sleigh and reindeer sharply silhouetted by I
the moonlight against the background of I
sky and cloud as he dashed madly through
the air.
ments and the wonderfully efficient and
clever manner in which they are played
would rope, tie and hold spellbound the
most effete New York motion picture audience, and. the more marvelous, for it is all
accomplished by one man in place of fortyfive or fifty, with a duplication of the instrumentation, and in some sections in excess of that of these large New York orchestras. In one of the Jensen and Yon
Herberg theatres, the Seattle Coliseum, a
splendid orchestra of thirty-one men is
maintained in addition to one of the largest
and newest types of unit orchestras. Such
a combination dies not exist in a New
York theatre, and the Coliseum's Drices 'r»
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containing novel sketches of the film action
and the sohu black bar bearing white letin All Sizes Ready
" backing.
Red Glove " diagonally across
the darktering The
for Exploiting Serial, "The Red Glove
Cuts Nos 12 and 13 are two column
seven inch displays combining benday and
PRACTICABILITY is the outstanding
outline art sketches of the action of the
1 feature of the large campaign book
Universale advertising department is getfilm, blocked type constructon and the solid
ting out to aid exhibitors in boosting busiblack bar which attracts the attention to
ness on " The Red Glove," a serial featur" The Red Glove " title throughout
ing Marie Walcamp and scheduled for recampaign. Cut No. 14 contains onlythea
lease February 17.
sketched head of Miss Walcamp and a
" The Red Glove " contains many unique
typographical block centered well within
and compelling advertising angles and it
the bounds of tWo column, seven, inches,
free. of. border other than a rule line on
must be said that Universal's advertising
staff has not passed up any " good bets " in
the right-hand side arid top and a' shaded
preparing the campaign carefully and efedge on the left-hand side and bottom.
fectively laid out in the book now at the
This ad. is so simple in its make-up that it
printery and to be sent to every exhibitor
one of the most attractive of the camis
in the country immediately after leaving the
paign. Cuts Nos. 15, 16 and 17 are single
press.
column in width and of varied depths:
" The Red Glove " campaign book is to
Nos. 15 and 16 combine solid black masses
be made up of sixty-four pages, including
with equal portions of white space and
special insert of exceptional advertising
centered type lines. No. 17 is similar to
ind publicity value. Nat G. Rothstein, adcut No. 14 as the only art work it contains
vertising director for Universal is reis the sketch of Miss Walcamp's head
sponsible for the statement that this adIn addition to these " straight " advertisvertising campaign exceeds by a good maring campaign cuts the campaign book congin anything previously attempted by the
tains over thirty different "teaser" adver'Big U."
tising campaign cuts varying in size from
The campaigns outlined by " The Red
one column, one inch and half column,
jlove " book have been originated only
two inch, to two column seven inches.
tfter considerable study
of what exhibitors
The teaser campaign is laid out in such
ictually do in advertising serials and what
simple form that it should prove a great
ort of advertising is most impressive upon
educator to serial exhibitors who heretohe minds of the theatre attending public,
fore have not known how to lay out their
rhe advertising drawings and layouts of
advertising campaigns on serials. The Unihe campaign book have all been passed
versal teaser campaign is originated for the
ipon by a committee of ten well known
They have east me for the leading part.
I must brave the dangers of death to find •' THE RED GLOVE."
purpose of creating interest in the advererial using exhibitors and their suggestising and to coriipel the newspaper reader .
ions have been embodied in the many
to follow each ad. as it appears. Results
tyles of advertisements the book conains.
obtained from the use of "teaser" adverVOIR THEATRE NAME HERE
tising in the past prove that a properly
Advertising cut listed as " R. G. No. 1 "
conducted campaign along these lines is an
> a striking, bold, clear-cut, three column,
exceptional box office asset to the exhibitor.
fteen inch display, containing a large head
This three column, fourteen inch display, is
In addition to the " teaser " and
a fine introduction of the serial
" straight " advertising campaigns outlined
in the campaign book it contains diverse
of Miss Walcamp and the " red glove " re- cuts of the star and attractive bits of art
produced in solid black. The catch lines
work that can be worked into any display
and reading matter of this ad. are bold,
brief and explanatory. Cut No. 2. is of advertisement. Some very practical suggestions as to the typographical construclike proportion but even more striking in
tion of original advertisements are also
its construction. This ad. is practically
contained in the book.
M
divided into two masses, one of solid
„
No novelties will be issued in connection
black and the other of white, and in any
newspaper it will compel interest and hold
with the release of "The Red Glove" but
the attention. Cut No. 3 is also three col- a number of practical suggestions for novel
umns wide and is made striking by the advertising stunts which may easily be
^^Wa»»
fB
^^^a—.^0**^
"MM
STOa
4^
"M.FIFTH ACE
worked up by exhibitors are explained in
clever handling of solid black matter and
* OOUGIAS GRANT
detail in the campaign book.
^^^F
white space. A pen sketch of Miss WalFeaturing
Due to the fact that the combination,
RECKLESS-FEARLESS
camp's head is also part 'of this display.
screen and line cuts, used in previous adCut No. 4 is a small three column display
MARIE
vertising campaigns have not proved as
in which solid black and white masses are
beneficial to some exhibitors as have
equally divided. Cut No. 5 is four columns
WALCAMP
wide and a trifle deeper than its width.
IN THE
straight pen and ink drawings, " The Red
In it gray, solid black and white snace are
ROMANTIC MYSTERY SERIAL
Glove " campaign contains no screen finer
mixed with interesting and compelling ef- than the Ben Day stipple that is of such
PICTURE
*inaiyournot.mindPicture
a luxurious
New
YorkforClub,
where wealth
and
Umshness
a
game
of
carta
tremendous
stakes
with
firmness as to reproduce clearly in any
fect. This cut is so made that the readthe young visualize,
Woods playing
Imaginesensation
one ofof these
cheating
if yousociety
can.recklessly
thedebutante.
tremendous
BEINGmenCAUGHT
Oi THEand ihen
ACT by a young
newspaper or magazine published.
ing matter may be easily changed without
llmlLnc
™«torn eachthe,codaauocraduar
hoWJ youktiaJnttJleeD-pluto-play "THE BED GLOVE".
interference with the art work of the disThe advertising campaign on the Wal■ real hardly be abU to
play. Cut No. 6 is a two column, nine inch
camp serial has been several months in
L bBaaofal. (eaneai MARIS WALCAMP ,M
display cut without border and combining
preparation and judging from the appearsolid black, gray and well leaded type
ance of the
book expensive
Universal'sto
statement
that campaign
it is the least
masses
in a way that makes the ad. stand
YTXIR THEATRE WAME HERE
the exhibitor of any campaign yet planned
out splendidly regardless of its location.
Cuts Nos. 10 and 11 are of like character
it has been most expensive to develop.
Cuts and mats reproduced in the campaign .
though considerably different as to art construction. Cuts Nos. 7 and 8 are short book are now being made and will be supthis three column ten inc,h display some
hint of the story is given
three column displays without borders and
plied to Universal exchanges in quantity.
Striking
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Pathe Star's Next Serial Adapted
from Robert W. Chambers' " In
Secret " — Seitz Forms New
Producing Company for
Work
PEARL WHITE'S next Pathe serial will
be an adaptation from a series of
stories by Robert W. Chambers, America's
most popular writer of romance. Mr.
Chambers' work that will serve as the
basis for Miss White's next serial, is " In
Secret," which ran recently in a monthly
magazine. Paul Brunet, vice-president and
general manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
in making the announcement said:
" The coupling of America's most popular novelist and the screen's most famous
heroine is an achievement of which Pathe
may well be proud. It is in direct line
with Pathe's announced intention of placing serials on a higher plane than they have
heretofore held and of producing episode
pictures which will be as logical and sensible as the finest five-reel features.
" Robert W. Chambers is in a class by
himself as a novelist. No other American
writer enjoys the popularity, nor his books
the circulation that Mr. Chambers achieves.
He has been writing for a great many
years and each of his novels triumphs over
the previous one. Rich and poor, working
girl and lady of leisure all await the coming
of a Chambers story with the same eager
anticipation and as a rule the person who
starts to read one, goes right through from
cover to cover without stopping."
The screening of this work of Mr. Chambers will mark the first serial production
ever made from any of the author's stories.
Mr. Chambers' most successful works, including The
"
Common Law," " The Firing
Line," " The Fighting Chance," " The Danger Mark," "The Girl Philippa," "The
Hidden Children," " The Younger Set "
and " The Moonlit Way " have all been
photo-dramatized, but none of his works
have ever appeared serially on the screen.
Pathe will lead the way.
The Pathe Publicity Department does
not state the figure paid for the rights to
the Chambers serial, but it is said " In
Secret " brought a big figure. It is stated
by an official that Pathe has shown adherence to its this
policy
purchasing
workof of" better
so wellserials
known" by
an
author as Robert W. Chambers.
The serial will be made by a new producing company to be known as George B.
Seitz, Inc. George B. Seitz, who heads
the corporation bearing his name, has been
Miss White's director for many serials and
will direct her in " In Secret." Mr. Seitz
has had a long and successful career with
Pathe, starting in as assistant scenario

Serial

Eight Warner Features Are
Contracted
In addition to acquiring the rights ol
" What Every Woman Wants," featuring j
Grace Darmond, supported by the Russiar j
actress Hedda Nova, the Robertson-Colt
Company, through its division of films, haefl
contracted for a series of eight " strong
man " features starring H. B. Warner.
Exhibitors' Mutual will distribute, and
the Robertson-Cole Company proposes, according to announcement, that this distributing company will always have plenty ol
good features to handle.
A third deal, completed a few days later
was the engagement of Carter De Haven
his wife, Flora Parker, and the two kiddies, to make a two-reel comedy each
month for thirteen months. The newly wed
idea will furnish the situations for these
comedies.
In a brief resume, Exhibitors' Mutual
states that the expansion of the Robertson-Cole interests in the film industry was
first noted when the company secured the
Martin Johnson pictures, " Cannibals oi
theThen
SouththeSeas."
group of accepted stars followed, including Henry B. Walthall. Bessie Barriscale. William Desmond, Sessue
Hayakawa and Billie Rhodes. Later Alrm
Rubens was added to the list.

George B. Seitz, President of George B. Seitz.
Inc., Which
Make Distribution
Pearl White's Next
SerialWillfor Pathe
writer five years ago at a small salary. In
the five years he has been with this firm, he
has risen to the head of his own corporation. He wrote the scenarios of " The
Perils of Pauline" and the three " Exploits
of Elaine " serials and directed " The Fatal
Ring." " The House of Hate " and " The
Lightning Raider," in addition to collaborating on the scenarios. Mr. Seitz is still in
his twenties and can undoubtedly lay claim
to being the youngest head of a big producing corporation in-the picture industry.
Bertram Millhauser will do the scenario
for " In Secret." He started in the Pathe
publicity department a few years ago and
soon showed adaptability for scenario writing. The Pathe executives recognized this
ability and transferred Mr. Millhauser to
their scenario department. He has written
the scenarios for the last three Pearl White
serials, " The Fatal Ring,'* " The House
of Hate" and "The Lightning Raider,"
and also for the Mollie King serial. " The
Double Cross."
Work has already been started on " In
Secret " at the Pathe studio in Jersey City,
but within a few weeks Mr. Seitz will
transfer his operations to the Pathe studio
at 134th Street and Park Avenue. New
York City.

Katterjohn

Promises an Excellent Cast
" Hearts of the Stampede," the first oi
four special productions announced bj
Monte M. Katterjohn, will have an espeFilms. cially strong cast, according to Katterjohr
" I am confident," says Mr. Katterjohn
" that the announcement of the cast apin ' Hearts of
the Stampede
create apearingsensation
among
exhibitors' wit'
and
producers.
" A number of the players will be sterling
artists who have been consistently starred
by other companies, and whose names carrj
a real meaning to the theatregoing public*
Rio Productions Formed
An announcement has just been made ol
the organizing of Rio Productions, Inc.
with Clyde Colt, President : Robert A. Fulmer, Secretary ; Miss Nonette Rio, Treasurer. Executive office at 1552 Broadway
New York City. Studios at 498 Fultor
street, Brooklyn, and 875 Broad street
Newark. New Jersey.
The company will produce and feature
Miss Nonette Rio, an actress who will portray Latin types. She is heralded as the
late star of the Theatre Tebichabo, Barcelona. Spain, where she was a Spanish
dancer.
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Frederick

in

Her

First

Goldwyn Star's Production Released February 16 Is " The
Woman on the Index " — Long Silence Period
Is Explained by Producer
the Goldwyn offices comes the long awaited announcement that
FROM
the first Pauline Frederick production is scheduled for release on Feb1
ruary 6.
The announcement also contains the information which explains just why
i there has been so long a period during which it has had to maintain silence as
: to Miss Frederick's productions. It was one of the stipulations of Miss Fred' erick's last contract affiliation that she must not be advertised or exploited in
any new productions by title for a period of six months from the end of her
J contract.
J As a matter of ethics, Goldwyn has rigidly observed this previous agreement
of its star, despite the fact that it could have attained larger financial advantage by making a campaign on the new productions of the star under their
titles.
H The premiere vehicle in which Pauline Frederick makes her bow as a Goldwyn star is " The Woman on the Index," by Lillian Trimble Bradley and
. George Broadhurst.
This is a new stage success of the past fall and ran for
j several months at the Forty-eighth Street theatre, New York.
Right Kind of Story
^ "The Woman on the Index" is said to
provide Miss Frederick with the kind of
*\story that she herself has wanted, that her
jproducers have found for her and that the
•l public expects and prefers from her. She
has bade good-bye under the Goldwyn
name to the French and Russian drama
and henceforth finds her stories containing
modern American themes of tense emotional power — a fact that is certain to
please the exhibitors of the country, who are
heavily booked through Goldwyn for her
star series productions, which are quite
likely to be seen henceforth at intervals
of about sixty days.
This initial production, besides being the
[work of two well-known authors, is directed by Hobart Henley, who has made
|no less than five Goldwyn productions
since the spring of last year, productions
in which Mae Marsh and Will Rogers
were the stars. His " Laughing Bill
Hyde," from the Rex Beach story, was
"declared
an outstanding hit of the latter
jpart of 1918.
Pauline Frederick, starred in Goldwyn pictures
Willard Mack, in addition to being the
author of the scenario of " The Woman
strangely enough, really loves her and has
on the Index," is one of the leading players in the cast and is seen in support of told his pals that the bank robbery he will
his wife for the first time on the screen.
lead them on that night is to be his last.
In the cast are Wyndham Standing, Jere
The plot goes wrong and police, led by
Austin and several other notables of John Alden, new reform chief, trap the
screen and stage.
band at work. Louis is wounded, but is
able to get to his lodgings, and, observed
Made in the East
by
Sylvia, who has got wind of his crook" The Woman on the Index " was proedness, hides the money in an ash barrel.
duced in the East, and at its completion
Alden pursues Louis to his rooms, where,
Jed Miss Frederick and Mr. Alack left for
rather than be taken alive, the crook kills
c. California. She is now making her second
himself as the police are breaking in. Jack
i production at the Goldwyn studios in Los
and Whitey accuse Sylvia of murdering
Angeles.
him after she turns up the money for
The story is of Sylvia Martin, who quarAlden, and she is put to trial and acquitted.
rels with her father and leaves her home
Three years elapse.
:o throw herself into the river. She falls
David Maber, attached to the American
senseless in a doorway and is picked up by
p Louis Gordon, a bank crook, who carries
diplomatic service, and his wife Helene,
J ler to his rooms, shared as headquarters
are found in their Washington home. It is
. i >y his pals in crookedness, Jack and
shown they are happy. Helene is the unfortunate Sylvia Martin of years gone. A
Whitey.
When Sylvia, stricken with a
caller is announced. He is John Alden,
jj erious illness, recovers, she marries Louis
now chief of the United States Secret
)Ut of gratitude for his kindness. He,

Goldwyn

Service. He recognizes Sylvia, now
Helene, and she him.
Many Dramatic Moments
At this point in the story, while Alden
and Maber are elsewhere in the house,
Hugo Declasse is introduced as a caller.
He is infatuataed with Helene and takes
no pains to conceal it. She despises him,
but is at a loss how to be rid of him.
Alden sends for Helene next day and
reveals that he is her friend. He really
is. He likes her and thinks her immensely
clever. He believes he can make use of
her in his work of trailing down the ringleaders of a bank spreading Bolsheviki
propaganda in the United States. The
leader of this band, he confides to her, is
Declasse. She must help Alden trap him.
In pursuance of their agreement, Helene
compromises herself with Declasse and
her husband threatens to kill the interloper.
.At thisfruition.
moment ItDeclasse's
plans
reached
is necessary
for have
him
to smuggle a letter to a confederate in
London, and he pays his Japanese butler
to bribe his cousin, an attendant of Maber,
to hide the letter in the diplomat's hat box
when he sails for England with his wife.
The box is later to be stolen for Declasse.
Declasse has tightened his hold on Helene
by the discovery of her past, chanced upon
when she unwittingly made known to him
the presence in her husband's library of a
book listing important New York criminal
of victims and detheShe isnames
cases, with fendants.
the woman on the index
recorded as having been accused of
murder and acquitted for lack of evidence.
gement Helene goes to DeBy prearran
classe's apartments and is apparently
trapped there by Alden, who tells Declasse
he is under arrest. Declasse's supposed
Japanese butler, in reality an operative of
the U. S. Secret Service, has turned over
to Helene Declasse's letter to his confederate.
Though Maber has been told all about
his wife's past by Alden, he takes her in
his arms, overjoyed at the discovery that
herall.affair with Declasse wasn't an affair
at

Kerrigan

Comes

Feb. io in

" Come Again Smith "
that
eighth picture
Kerrigan's
J. Warren handles
as a frothy
is described
Hodkinson
and
type
comedy of the romantic adventure
will be released February 10.
" Come Again Smith."
It is
Blackwood wrote the story, E.
H. entitled
John
Mason Hopper directed it and Jesse D.
Hampton produced it.
Lois Wilson, the prize beauty from Alabama, continues to be the object of Kerrigan's celluloid adoration, and she is said
to be at her best in this picture. Winifred
Greenwood, former American star, plays
Miss Wilson's sister.
William Conklin, villian in several recent
Kerrigan pictures, designs a new form of
trouble for the hero in " Come Again
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House

Reported
Broken
is
being
successfully
shown
over all the
Exchanges Throughout Country Rebig circuits, including the houses of the
port Big Success with " The MasStanley Booking Co., the Nixon & Nirdter Mystery," Starring Houdini
linger interests, and the Commerford CirOCTAGON FILMS, INC., distributors
cuit. Rolfe Productions of Atlanta, covof " The Master Mystery," starring
ering the states of North and South CaroHoudini, produced by B. A. Rolfe Produclina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Missistions, are in receipt of numerous letters
sippi, Louisiana and Tennessee, has had
from exchanges in different sections of the
big openings all through its territory. Similar results have been achieved by Rolfe
country where the Houdini serial has shown',
establishing the fact that house records
Productions of Pittsburgh, booking Westhave been broken with this serial running.
ern Pennsylvania and West Virginia. In
Effano Film Exchange, controlling New
Pittsburgh this exchange is booking downYork City and State, advises that the opentown houses which heretofore have reing at the Keith and Proctor houses on
jected all serials.
Thirty-seven houses in Baltimore have
» January
6 was a nottriumph.
theatre, Yonkers,
only did Atthe Proctor's
Houdini
already contracted to play the Houdini
serial break the house record, but it drew
serial through Exhibitors Film Exchange,
such crowds that the management had to
Washington, supplying exhibitors in Delabreak its house policy and give two shows
ware, Maryland, Virginia and the District
at night instead of the usual one.
of Columbia. In Washington the serial
Rolfe Productions of Northern New Jer- opened to record breaking business.
sey, booking northern New Jersey, states
B. A. Rolfe Productions of New England
that its customers have increased their
reports that hundreds of houses are exhibiting the picture to big profit and that
business appreciable on days when the Houit is an established success. In Illinois
dini serial is shown, while B. A. Rolfe
Productions of Dallas wires that Houdini
and Indiana, booked by Celebrated Players
is going big.
Film Corporation, similar results were atIn Eastern Pennsylvania and Northern
tained. The opening in Canada, booked
New Jersey, a territory booked by Arrow
by Regal Films, Ltd., was an unqualified
success in both Toronto and Montreal.
Film Exchange of Philadelphia, the serial
U.

Records

S. Service

Men

Back With
Universal
His letter to exchangemen is described as
MAKING good a promise made when
that he is carrying out his idea of
they entered the service, the " Big U " proving
last summer.
film exchange of New York has given positions to Eddie Cumberland, formerly head
Mr. Laemmle's letter to exchange manbooker; Nate Goldberg and Aaron Africk,
agers follows, in part :
who have been mustered out of Govern" Not only are these boys who have given
ment service. In addition to making a
place for these three former employees, it their all to aid the natlfcn to be given their
former positions, or better ones, when they
is stated that the men who took their places
apply for them, after discharge from the
when they offered their all to Uncle Sam
service, but you are authorized to help
have been retained.
these splendid fellows get ahead in every
Mr. Cumberland has been in the chemical
division of the army, while Mr. Goldberg
way possible.
and Mr. Africk have been in the navy for
" There is little we can really do to show
these returning heroes that we apreciate
over a year.
the spirit in which they offered their service
Carl Laemmle, president of the Univerto Uncle Sam, but we would be the yellowsal Film Co., has sent a letter to all exest kind of yellow dogs were we not to
change managers requesting them to make
restore them to our rosters and help them
room for former empolyees who have been
to help themselves.
in the service. Last June, when the Universal service flag could not be hung up,
" Retain all of the present employees if
due to the addition of several stars each
possible, but remind them that the boys
who
have rallied to the colors are entitled
day, Mr. Laemmle stated that the loyalty
of Universal employees must be rewarded.
to first consideration."

Williams' Late Vitagraph
Records
"The BreakingMan Who Wouldn't
Tell" was
"■"THE MAN WHO WOULDN'T
directed by James Young. Mr. Young seA TELL," Earle Williams' latest relected some of the most beautiful spots
lease on the Vitagraph program, is surpassing in booking records all previous releases
along the Southern California coast as " locations," and it is said that they defy
of this star's pictures within the last six
equals in scenic beauty. The country club
months, acording to reports from the Vitaand grounds at Del Monte serve as the
graph offices.
In this offering Mr. Williams has the seat of the action for several scenes and
role of a Secret Service agent. Many of this spot is said to be the most ideal in
California. Here has been staged a polo
the star's best characterizations on the
screen have been in the role of a detective
game scene in which Mr. Williams rides
or kindred parts, so that the part of a as captain. Supporting him in the picture
are Grace Darmond, Charles Spear and
Secret Service agent would insure the best
Edward Cecil.
that is in Mr. William*

Directs Corbett for
Universal
James J. Corbett, new Universal star, is
beginning work on the second episode of
his first serial, entitled "The Midnight
Man." James W. Home has furnished the
story for the serial and is directing the
former world's champion boxer. Harvey
Gates prepared the working script for the
production.
The serial in part depicts the life of
Corbett and " Gentleman Jim " is playing
the role of "juvenile lead" at present.
When Corbett signed a Universal contract right after Christmas he promised
Carl Laemmle he would give the film fans
something new in the way of serial action.
Corbett explained to Mr. Laemmle some of
the things he had in mind, and the Universal executive decided to give him plenty
of opportunity to prove his ability. Accord-,
ing to Joe Brandt, who is at Universal City
supervising the start of three new serials,
Mr. Corbett is taking to film work with a
will and already has established himself as
a favorite among the directors and actors
at the Western studios.

Ruby

de Remer

:
''
1
■

in " Great

As in Harold Lockwood's production,
" Pals First," Romance
Ruby de Remer" is also leading woman in the latest Lockwood Screen
Classic, " The Great Romance."
Her first picture engagement proving successful even beyond her hopes, Miss de
Remer decided to forsake the stage for
pictures only, where her work has attracted
such favorable attention that she bids fair
to soon become one of the really bright
luminaries in the screen firmament.
Miss de Remer made her professional
debut two years ago as the prima donna in
the Weber and Fields production of " Back
Matt

Moore

Heads

Cast

In support of Mae Marsh in " The Bondage of Barbara," her latest Goldwyn picture, Matt Moore heads the cast. He is
Again."
a brother
of Tom Moore.
Making his first appearance in Goldwyn
Pictures, his personality and methods are
said to suggest Miss Marsh's ideal foil in
" The Cinderella Man." Apart from this
he is considered well-known figure to motion picture enthusiasts, his roles in support of various stars being too numerous
to mention.
Jack McLean plays the important role of
the star's brother in " The Bondage of
Barbara."
Desmond

in Comedy

William Desmond, starring in " Life's a
Funny Proposition," released by Exhibitors' Mutual a"s a comedy, shows in the film
that the demands of friendship have their
limits.
He discovers this after a friend with
malicious humor wishes a Belgian baby on <
him, and the corresponding circumstances
entangle him in many situations that are
difficult to emerge from victorious.
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William
Fox
in
a
Big
European
Deal
"
Speaking
of
stars,"
continued
Monsieur
Continental Showings of Fox Photoplays Are Provided for in
Monat, " I think that William Farnum will
quickly become a dominating name in big
Record Export Contract Closed with O. J. Monat, the
box office returns. To my mind, he is a
European Distributor of Paris, France
supreme artist. And he will typify to my
WHAT
is stated to be one of the largest export deals in the history of the countrymen the manly, quiet, unassuming
American who does really big things — the
motion picture industry has just been made known by William Fox
sort that have become national heroes with
of New York and O. J. Monat of Paris, whereby the French distribuus Monsieur
since Chateau-Thierry."
Monat also was enthusiastic
tor has purchased the rights for France and other countries of some two hundred subjects selected from the Fox releases.
about
the
Fox
extravaganzas, " Fan Fan,"
With peace assured, Monsieur Monat came to this country to select films
AH Baba and the Forty Thieves " and
for his clients in France, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Egypt
" Jack and the Beanstalk." " We never
and the Balkan States. After making a thorough inspection of the products of
have produced anything to equal them," he
the leading American producers, he states that he has made ninety per cent of exclaimed. " They will create the greatest
his purchases from the Fox Film Corporation releases.
Two Languages
enthusiasm."
The money transaction is said to be a large one. Monsieur Monat is said In
to have paid some 1,000,000 francs ($200,000) for the rights alone of these
When asked about the arrangement of
Fox pictures, and it is reported that his purchase of film will bring the deal to a titles and subtitles in countries like Belgium and Holland, where more than one
figure exceeding 2,500,000 francs.
language is common, Monsieur Monat said :
Ten Standard Features
" We print all titles in the two great inIncluded are ten Fox features from the
ternational languages, French and English
Standard series to be shown over M.
— one under the other, very much as I
sometimes see signs in America reproduced
Monat's entire
territory,
forty Switzerland
special productions for France,
Holland,
on the same card in different languages.
and Belgium, fifteen special features for
" Even in France it is necessary now to
the Balkans and Egypt, ten productions for
have English subtitles. I am told that
Italy and twenty productions for Spain and
fully 20,000 of your countrymen have marPortugal.
ried or have made such business connecA number of Henry Lehrman Sunshine
tions that they expect to remain in France
Comedies and Mutt and Jeff Animated Carindefinitely? And I may say that for sevtoons are included in the arrangement.
eral years your troops and officials conSpeaking of his purchases and of conwork in 'my
reconstruct
ion thousands.
ditions in the industry in Europe, Monsieur
many
willwith number
country nected
Monat said :
" For America and things American we
feel great affection and admiration. The
" The next six months will see such a
American eagle is the most popular bird
crowding of the picture theatres as continental exhibitors never have known. In
in France today. Just let it be known that
this country, far removed from the direct
you are from the United States and everyravages of war, you cannot fully appreciate
thing waits on your wishes. With the inthe reaction to amusement that is taking
troduction of American films on a large
place. Even during hostilities the cinema
scale I hope to do my humble part in
theatres were operated as far as possible,
cementing this great friendship."
for the Government recognized the importance of such entertainment in keeping up
the morale and the spirits of the people.
Crowd Breaks Box Office,
Theda Bara As She Appears in the Superb
" Now that the Boche is overwhelmed,
our business is going to be enormous. And
Fox
Says Exhibitor
"The Lure of the Circus," Universal
I feel that in providing inexpensive reProduction of " Salome "
Serial
starring
Edie Polo, is reported to
creation the cinema exhibitor's contribution
to the period of reconstruction is a most
company, the Fox producers have used big, have caused some excitement in Detroit,
Michigan, according to the following from
important one.
world-wide appealing stories, and have
Manager Fred R. Rumler of the Warren
made
their
productions
with
a
care
-and
an
" Our
producers
resuming for
activities, butown
we must
look are
to America
the attention to detail that is demanded by the theatre :
audiences of my country.
greater part of the releases. And I must
" So that other exhibitors may know the sucLure ofthatthe Circus,'
' The stating
admit that during the past four years you
I wantcess I met
to gowith onrecord
Praises Fox Pictures
we
showed the firstonepisode.
have set a standard of production that will
The crowd attoday
our theatre was so great that they stood for hours waitgive the French producers a keen struggle
' Before the advent of the cinema the soto get in and in addition, broke down my
box ingoffice.
to equal.
called masses in France were accustomed
"
loss ofme thebut box office ordinarily would
to the very finest acting and plays — our best
"Another
meanThea loss
I am very glad to say that
is that many of our
finest directorsfactor
the receipts towarranted
and players
my getting a new box
have made the theatres always have many seats that were
office,
therefore
I
take
it upon myself to say that
supreme sacrifice on the field of honor —
moderate in price. They are, therefore,
' The Lure of the Circus ' is by far the greatest
others have come to America to seek wider
supercritical as to their screen entertainattraction
that has ever appeared in my house."
ment. Ifeel that Fox photoplays measure
opportunity for their talents. The rivalry
is a most friendly one, however, for France
up fully to the highest acting standards.
Winnifred Greenwood
has come to regard American achieve" I consider the Sunshine Comedies the
ments with as great pride as her own. As
funniest in the world. And the " Mutt and
Back Again
our producers commence to turn out fea- Jeff " Animated Cartoons will make an inAfter a considerable absence from the
stant hit in Europe. In the more serious
ture pictures again, I expect to see a busiscreen, Winnifred Greenwood returns in
ness in import and export for both nations
plays I am especially impressed by the exthat will be mutually advantageous.
cellence of the Fox stories — in France no
"Come Again Smith," J. Warren Kerrinext, a comedy drama produced by
I sayFoxa special word in praise of star can neutralize the weakness of a bad Jesse gan's
:he" May
Willi am
D. Hampton and distribute
productions? It seems to scenario. And here I find both — great stars
d by the
W.
W.
Hodkinso
me that, more than any other American
n Corporation.
and great stories !
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Olive

Thomas

Selznick Pictures Corporation Promises Series of Pictures of Unusual
Dramatic Interest

SELZNICK states that contracts have been closed by the Selznick Pictures Corporation which will insure
for Olive Thomas a series of productions
which the company believes will be of unusual dramatic interest.
Following the principle that no star can
be greater than the stories in which she
appears, it is said that great pains have
been taken to obtain the best material possible.
" Upstairs and Down," the first of the
Selznick Pictures productions, is based
upon the play by Frederick and Fanny Hatton, produced by Oliver Morosco.
Work has already begun on this production in Los Angeles, Myron Selznick having closed an arrangement whereby the
Brunton studios, said to be one of the best
equipped studios on the Coast, will be used
for the Olive Thomas pictures.
Charles Giblyn, director-general of the
corporation, has completed the engaging
of the cast and this picture will be ready
in March, it is announced. It is the intention to have one production ready for release every six weeks thereafter.
Another story which has been obtained
for Miss Thomas is "The Spite Bride," a
nevel by Miss Louise Winter, which appeared in serial form in a magazine about
MYRO.n

Reads
TO

Four

Hundred

select " Diana of the Green Van,"
which was purchased for Alma Rubens, a statement from Robertson-Cole says
that more than four hundred other stories
were read to find the proper vehicle for
the star.
They point out that the difficulty of obtaining high class material for production
constitutes one of the most serious problems of the film industry today.
The famous Selig library, which was
purchased by Robertson-Cole Company,
was scoured from end to end before the
story by Leona Dalrymple, which is said to
have won a $10,000 prize for its author,
was eventually decided upon as worthy material for the screen talents of Miss Rubens. The production is now being staged
by Miss Rubens' own company, the Winsome Stars Corporation, at the Brunton

Stories

Secured

a year ago. The company believes that
this title is one of the catchiest that has
been put upon the screen in a long time.
What is declared to be probably the most
important step taken by the company to
provide Miss Thomas with suitable material, is a contract which has been closed
with Cosmo Hamilton, calling for not less
than three stories in the next year. These
will all be original scenarios.
Mr. Selznick believes that Cosmo Hamilton is one of the most successful authors
that have entered the film field. His success is said to include not merely moving
picture scenarios, but novels and plays as
well.
" Blindness of Virtue " is declared to
have won for him an international reputation and appeared first as a novel, then as
a play, and finally as a picture. Another of
his creations, " Scandal," was described as
one of the big serials which ran in the
" Red Book," and provided Constance Talmadge with one of her greatest screen successes.
" Mr. Hamilton's stories have been invariably interesting because they contain
both emotional and dramatic tension, combined with a great deal of incidental
comedy," said Mr. Selznick. " He is a
keen observer of social life and his characters are always vivid and real."
Negotiations are announced as.being under way for other important stories and
plays, to be announced later.
Stories to Find One
studios in the well known California sunshine.
Miss Rubens is returning to the screen
drama after some months of inactivity —
months that were devoted by her in aiding
the United States to triumph over the Hun.
fact that "such
Dianaan ofunusual
the Green
wasTheconsidered
novelVanthat"
Miss Dalrymple won the $10,000 award in
competition with hundreds of authors is
taken to establish it as a most promising
motion picture attraction.
Word comes East from Charles Greenberg and Franklyn Hutton, who recently
formed the company which Miss Rubens
heads, that " Diana of the Green Van " will
come up to expectations in every respect.
They also declare that Miss Rubens has
lost none of her charm and effectiveness
before the camera through her lay-off.

Florida Furnishes Atmosphere
for Three
Florida in search of jungle atmosphere and
THREE Fox companies have invaded
Mr. Walsh went to find sea water of a
Florida, which is declared to show
that at least one New York producer is proper temperature for aquatic stunts.
Director J. Gordon Edwards and Theda
giving Florida a real opportunity to prove
Bara, however, departed from New York,
that it is a desirable state from the standpoint of motion picture production.
carrying the story that was made to proNot only has William Fox sent three
duce climatic climaxes — a story of high
companies to Miami, but he even had a color and a South Sea island flavor.
Their departure leaves only one William
story especially written to fit the Florida
climate !
Fox star — Evelyn Nesbit — working in the
New York and New Jersey studios.
The Fox exodus was begun by the WillDirector Edwards is very happy over
iam Farnum company under the direction
of Richard Stanton. Then followed George
his " discovery " of an island off the Florida coast, near Miami, which he declares
Walsh, who is working under Edward
is
an
ideal spot for filming tropical scenes.
Dillon's supervision. Mr. Farnum went to

Picture

Newt

McLoughlin to Produce
Series of Plays
George McLoughlin, playwright, has entered the producing field at the head of tht
Argus Motion Picture Company and commenced his first production under this firm's
name, this week when the first scenes ofi
his former stage success, " House Without
Children," were taken in Cleveland where
Mr. McLoughlin transformed an old mansion into a studio for interior scenes. Mr.
McLoughlin made a picture exploiting the
Fourth Liberty Loan and had such success
with it that he has decided to produce a
series of features, to be adapted from his
Richard Travers, an old favorite of the
plays.
s :reen, who has recently received his discharge from the army, will be the featured
member of the cast to interpret " House
Without Children." Sam Brodsky will direct the production. Mr. McLoughlin, accompanied byDirector Brodsky, spent last
week in New York casting for the production. Among those engaged for principal
parts is George Hays, for several seasons
with Sir Johnston Forbes-Robertson, for
the character lead. Mr. McLoughlin announced that he would have detailed announcements tomake soon.
Breaks Akron Records
The attendance record at the Orphei
theatre at Akron, Ohio, was broken, according to the following wire announced
by Exhibitors Mutual officials :
" Opened Sunday, December 29, with
Martin Johnson's ' Cannibals of the South
Seas ' to the largest one-day attendance in
the history of the Orpheum theatre. Patrons delighted and commenting on the
wonderful photography and educational
value. Apparently embarrassing situations
are appreciated by the audiences for their
truthful depiction and are not questioned. —
A. P. Bortzum."
China Scenes by Holmes
Burton Holmes has pictured China in
the Paramount-Burton Holmes Travelogue
released January 19. It is entitled "Celestial Contrasts," and beginning with China,
the fabled " celestial empire," one is introduced to the policeman under the present
Republican government.
These well trained "coppers" are of
Kowloon, just opposite Hong Kong, and
are commanded by a Sikh from India
under British discipline. This town of
Kowloon is a British concession on the
mainland and the policemen are all East
Indians.
Press Book Completed
" Made in America " special press book is
now in the printer's hand and it is said to
contain a great number of valuable advertising suggestions and a deal of helpfuf
publicity written from many angles. It will
be released February 16.
It is an Ashley Miller production and ispublished and distributed by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation through Pathe Exchange, Inc.
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Pathe Shows Naval Men
Raynor, manager of Pathe's New
W. E.
York
branch, gave a special showing, by
News showing the conrequest, ofstruction Pathe
of motors for submarines.
The following naval officers were present: Rear Admiral W. N. Little, Head of
the Bureau of Steam Engineering, U. S.
N. ; Commander Allen of the Bureau of
Steam Engineering, U. S. N. ; LieutenantCommander H. Loring Swasey, U. S. N.,
Designer of the Submarine Chaser; Lieutenant Sherman Hoyt, U. S. N. R. F. ;
Lieutenant Wm. H. Nutting, U. S. N. R.
F. ; Lieutenant Douty, U. S. N. ,R. F. ;
| William Huskinson, Vickers, Ltd., London; Mr. Duff, U. S. Shipping Board;
| Eugene A. Riotte, President Standard
I Motor Construction Co. ; Lewis Spinks,
Vice President Standard Motor Construc, tion Co. ; Leonard J. Brown, Sales Manager, Standard Motor Construction Co. ;
j Herbert J. Grant, Sales Representative,
on Co.; WilJ Standard Motor Constructi
liam A. Rogers, Editor of Motor Boat;
II Prof. George F. Crouch, Webb Naval
jIAcademy.
j " Lafayette,
pome,"
Booked We
Solid
L. S. Tobias, representing the Exhibitors' Mutual in the Connecticut territory,
ireports that he has booked "Lafayette, We
Come," Leonce Perret's production, star3 ring
E. K. Lincoln and Dolores Cassenelli,
.
j in every city and town in Connecticut where
motion pictures are exhibited. When Exj hibitors' Mutual acquired the distributing
rights to " Lafayette, We Come," Mr. To, bias and his manager, W. A. V. Mack, arranged aspecial showing at the Palace the! atre, New Haven. The audience, composed
I of the Mayor, the Governor of the State
; and the faculty of Yale University, pro. nounced it a remarkable picture.
" Success Series " Shows
Dustin Farnum
i Dustin Farnum is shown in " Captain
s Courtesy " the
Paramount
" Success
Series " picture, released January 19.
eJ The role is that of a young Californian
n Lvho turns highwayman and spreads terror
-vlwnong the Mexicans in revenge for the
. murder of his parents and the burning of
||heir home. Winnifred Kingston plays the
•Bole of the Captain's sweetheart and HerJJiert Standing is a padre. Courtenay Foote,
dJ^arl von Schiller and Winona Brown are
jlilso in the support,
thi
Says
" Infatuation
Scores
According
to announcements," the
reports
aid to be coming into Pathe offices tend to
how that the concern used good judgment
■ i importing the Gaby Deslys feature, " Inatuation."
One Pathe official said : " Miss Deslys's
rawing power as a star is probably as
' Teat as any of the stage celebrities who
ave taken to the screen, and the following
he acquired during her several American
,, )urs in musical comedy and vaudeville is
r'' ow thronging the pictrue theatres to see
L er on the screen."

Select
Cites
Exchange
Policy
" The home office looks for results. To
Self Reliance Is Said to Be Keynote
the branch manager is left the selection
of Select's Branch Managers
of ways and means. To the branch manThroughout the Country
ager is left the choice between alternatives.
To him, as far as possible, are left the
FROM Select offices comes the announcement of the policy ill force at all its decisions on contracts. Time and again
exchanges.
when a branch manager is confronted with
a situation in which the two courses which
" The twenty-one men who are the exlie open to him seem to offer about similar
ecutive heads of Select Pictures Corporation branches in as many cities throughout
advantages, the home office advises him in
the United States are all distinguishable
some such language as this :
" ' You are on the spot. You know your
by one significant characteristic," said the
announcement.
territory and the conditions obtaining m
it better than we do. You know what will
" This quality is self-reliance. Among
the many considerations which have led to be the best thing for you to do, the best
the selection of each individual man for
for your office and therefore the best for
Select. We leave the decision in your
the post he occupies at the head of some
certain Select branch office, this consideration has been paramount:
" The Select branch manager who cannot under such circumstances successfully
" Is this man able to stand on his own
exercise " initiative and judgment of choice
feet? Can he think and act for himself?
hands.'
does not long remain at the head of a SeHas he independence of spirit? Has he
lect territory. Self-reliance is indispensinitiative? In short — is he self-reliant?
able. The Select home office takes the
" Each Select branch manager conducts
stand
that
it has furnished its branch manhis territory as though the business of that
agers the tools and instruments necessary
particular exchange was his own. The
home office does not harry him with a to the pursuit of their business and that
they must use them.
thousand minor considerations, but dic" The use of these instruments is left
tates matters of general policy, arranges
basic conditions for work, seeks to be a to the men themselves. According to his
skill can each one of them carve his and
guide and a counselor to the branch manager and to support his efforts.
the company's success."
Two
Win
in "Amelia's
Answer"
Contest
I N the booking contest arranged for the cigarette case similarly inscribed.
•I exchange managers and salesmen of the
The contest provided a prize for the exchange manager of the World Film CorWorld Film Corporation, by the Division
poration securing the highest percentage of
of Films of the Committee on Public Incontracts, the percentage being based on
formation, for the most intensfied booking
the number of theatres in his respective
on " America's Answer," their are two
prize winners.
territory. The salesmen's prize was to be
awarded to the salesmen securing the
The contest began September 14, 1918,
highest percentage of contracts on the basis
and ended December 31. The exchange
the number of theatres in his territory
managers' prize is awarded to George J. of
during a given period.
Schaefer of the New York office, the salesAlthough a large number of theatres
men's prize goes to Ben S. Morgenroth,
were closed during this period by reason
also of the New York office. H. E. Friedof the influenza, the managers and salesman of the New York office ran Mr. Mormen of the World Film Corporation are
genroth aclose second.
said to have made a remarkable record in
Mr. Schaefer will receive a green gold
case, full-jeweled, open-face watch, in- the bookings. In figuring the percentages
no allowances were made for closed theascribed with his name and with the words
tres, the full number of theatres in each
" Managers' Prize, ' America's Answer ' territory, whether open or closed, were
Contest, 1918— Division of Films." The
used in the computations.
prize to Mr. Morgenroth is a solid silver
Western

Photoplays

Starts on New
Serial
audiences. She has been starred in many
of Kultur"
s of "Wolves
producer
THEserial
on anare at work
for Pathe
features, including " Moral Suicide," in
which she co-starred with the late John
other serial with the tentative title of " The
Mason, and " Her Moment," of which she
was the individual star.
Great
Paul Gamble."
Brunet, vice-president and general
Mr. Joseph A. Golden, president of the
manager of Pathe Exchanges, Inc., anWestern
Photoplays, Inc., who has written
nounces that Pathe's great serial campaign
and will direct the new serial, believes that
for 1919 is now well under way and that
in Miss Luther he has a great big disthe Western Photoplays, Inc., will introcovery for the serial field. She is described
duce in " The Great Gamble " a new serial
as a screen beauty of the first water, a
star to the picture public in Anne Luther
Titian blonde ; swims, boxes, drives her
who will be featured with Charles
Hutchison.
own car and dares her director to figure
out a camera stunt which she cannot acMiss Luther, although making her debut
complish.
as a serial star is not a stranger to picture
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Hall

Caine

Novel
for
Screen
Prominent
members
of the cast were
Famous Players-Lasky Purchases
Edmund Breese, who played the part of
" The Woman Thou Gavest Me,"
Daniel O'Niell, Derwent Hall Caine as
Which Will Be Staged by
Martin Conrad, Whitford Kane as Father
Donovan, Yorksa as Alma Lier, and Mary
Hugh Ford
Taliaferro as Mary O'Niell.
The book and the play tell the story of
SCREEN rights for " The Woman Thou
Gavest Me," by Hall Caine, and pub- Alary O'Niell, from her wedding day on
lished in 1913, has been secured, according
through her married life with a dissolute
to announcement, by Jesse L. Lasky, first lord, in which her tortures and sacrifices
vice president of Famous Players-Lasky
have been most graphically painted.
Corporation.
Her love for Martin Conrad is beautiHugh Ford, supervising director of
fully brought out in the theme of the
Eastern studios for that concern, will stage
story, and contributes materially to the
the production in Hollywood, Cal., and the strength and power of the plot.
It is declared to be one of the most
scenario is by Arthur Edwin Krows.
powerful stories written by the British
" The Woman Thou Gavest Me " is heralded as one of the most popular of the
writer and dramatist, and that it lends
many novels by Hall Caine, and is said to itself well for motion picture presentabe one of the most widely read and distion is believed by the many who are facussed books of the day.
miliar with the story.
It was dramatized by Derwent Hall
Mr. Ford has taken with him to CaliCaine, the son of the author, and was
fornia his technical staff, including Arthur
presented on the stage for the first time at Krows, scenario writer : Joseph Boyle, asthe Shubert theatre in Boston, April 9,
sistant director, and Billy Marshall, cameraman.
1917, where it finished the season.

"Unpardonable
Sin" Has Western
Premiere
MANY
of the biggest film productions
Unpardonable Sin," said Mr. Rudolph.
have had their premiere in Los An- " And there is no picturization of bloodcurdling atrocities.
geles during the past fifteen months,, and
were then immediately taken cast for a
" This production is merely a new treatNew York City run on Broadway.
ment of a subject that has been of keen
human interest ever since modern civilizaThe Garson-Neilan ten-reel production
tion came into being — a subject that was
of " The Unpardonable Sin," starring
discussed and was close to the heart of
Blanche Sweet, has its premiere also on
the West Coast, and the Cinema theatre at every father and mother and every son and
Los Angeles starts its run on this producdaughter scores of years before some pertion February 3.
son tossed a lighted match into the overAnnouncements are promised shortly dried tinder of European politics and set
the
world
ablaze.
which will designate just what New York
theatre will house the eastern premiere.
" The clinching argument as to the actual
The story is by Major Rupert Hughes and worth of ' The Unpardonable Sin ' came
is considered to be very widely known to when the production was shown even bethe American public.
fore entirely completed, and brought an offer for an outright sale of $50,000 more
W. H. Rudolph, eastern personal representative of Harry Garson, stated that than the maximum cost of producing.
Messrs. Garson and Neilan had made a
" This offer was refused by Mr. Garson
because he firmly believes that this will be
picture that will appeal to the finest emotions of all kinds of people everywhere.
one of the biggest all around money win" There are no wild battle scenes in ' The
ners in the history of motion pictures."
Frohman
Co. Produces Two-Reel
Western
largely because it has taken me three
TWO-reel Western dramas every two
weeks is a drastic deviation from the months of daily study and investigation
established policy of the Frohman Amusebefore
Sherrill. I formed my conclusion," said Mr.
ment Corporation as pursued by it ever
since its inauguration.
" Now the very basis of motion picture
William L. Sherrill, president of that popularity is to be traced to the one and
corporation, in the statement that he will two-reel subjects, this because folks generally find all of the entertainment that they
produce and release one every two weeks,
desire in a two-reel attraction and the percommencing March 1, 1919, to be distribmanent popularity of motion pictures rests
uted in all probability on a state right
basis, and gave expression concerning the substantially upon the shorter length subdemand and desirability of the two-reel
productions which caused him to finally jects.
" If a theatre catering to a regular padeviate from a policy which committed his
tronage were to advertise 'We do not show
company to the making of special feature
productions
less that
than such
five areels,'
venture the of
belief
houseI would
would
attractions only.
not long survive. If I were running a the" It might be of interest to the motion
atre that made two program changes a
picture industry, whether producers, exchangemen or exhibitors, to know the de- week I would devote three days to showing
tails that entered into my determination to only short reel productions as was successmake a series of two-reel Western dramas,
fully demonstrated by S. L. Rothapfel."

Picture

New

Royster and Simril with
Atlanta Exchange
Carl de Seay, manager of the Atlant
branch of the Film Clearing House, Inc
through which the Independent Sales Cor
poration are distributing, announces tha
he has secured the services of R. M. Sim
ril, formerly manager of the General Filn
Company's Jacksonville and Atlanta ex
changes, and Nat L. Royster, formerly ^ale
manager of Special Features Company
Knoxville, Tenn., to assist him in " put
ting over " Clearing House products. Mr
de Seay reports that business on the firs
release; " Wanted for Murder," and thi
series of twelve " 10-20-30 " features L
coming in nicely. He has promised hi
New York office that Bob Simril anc
Nat Royster will put over their seconc
special, Lieut. Bert Hall's " A Romance
of the Air."
Fred Creswell Advanced
Famous Players-Lasky announced that
Fred Creswell has been advanced to the
position of branch manager of the Chicago
exchange.
Mr. Creswell is no novice in the film
business, having been one of the pioneer
exhibitors in Indianapolis where he oper
ated two houses, later extending his activi
ties to the management and ownership of
a Nashville house.
He then became interested in film dis
tribution and entered upon an active cam
paign in the State Right field in the South
While engaged in this work he attracted
the attention of the Atlanta, Ga., Para
mount officials and he was soon induced to
join their sales force.

Karger

Makes
on
Time'Em Start
The clock-like efficiency noticeable around
the Metro studios in Hollywood is attrib
uted to Maxwell Karger, director general
in charge of all Metro productions in the
West. Recently Director General Karger
had signs posted on the Metro stages read
ing : " Exterior companies must leave stu
dios not later than 8.00 a.m. Interior com
panies must start Shooting not later than
And it is said that when Mr. Karger says
8.00 a.m.
9.00
a.m." he means just that and not 8.01 or
8.02. Mr. Karger says that he is deter
mined to have the studios run on time
schedule the same as any other successful
business runs.
Next

Norma

Talmadge

Is

" The Probation Wife "
" The Probation Wife " is the title of
Norma Talmadge's next Select picture.
Having appeared in her last two productions in character roles, in " The Forbidden
City " as a Chinese girl, and in " The Heart
of Wetona " as an Italian maiden, she is
now in the midst of a production which will
bring
made. her back to the screen as Norma Tal" The Probation Wife " is based on a
story by Angie Ousley Kepser.

Human

Stuff — That's

Why!

quite like HARRY
CARE
tures
picY
E isn't eanyone in
Rply
THEsim
becaus
he can't be imitated. r\here are mighty few actors
who are so unaffected, so real in
every look and move and gesture, so
likeable in every whimsical, understandable, human action.
Now you know why his audiences love
him. Because they can see him think.
Because he's one of them and they're
right with him all the time. Because
he's human

and they understand him.

Let the solemn

Law

lay its ponderous

hand on Harry's shoulder and out
comes the old sack of "Bull" and the
cigarette papers and you see Harry
begin to think. And right away you
hear the laughs, the deepchested chuckles of joy begin, too— because they
know perfectly well that their old pal
Harry will pull some outrageous
trick and make his getaway just in
time to outwit and outfight the villain
and get his girl back again right where
she ought to be.
■ 11c

One

Porfrayer

of WesJem
Paris
l

Be

^

Character

-who

Cant

Imitated

A

Down on your luck, are you? Go see
HARRY
CAREY! Is the cold unfeeling world against you? Go see
HARRY
fight it. In love, poor cuss?
Go see how HARRY
wins his girl.
Whenever you want a laugh, a gulp,
a thrill and a peach of love story —
whenever you want just human stuffgo see HARRY
CAREY— the best of
all Western character actors before the
public today.
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Harry M. Warner, General
Sales Representative
Harry M. Warner, who assisted William
Nigh in the production of " The Fighting
Roosevelts " and also in the production of
' My Four Years in Germany," has been appointed by Frederick L. Collins, producer
af " The Fighting Roosevelts," general sales
representative for the Roosevelt picture.
Mr. Warner's work will supplement the
work of the First National Exhibitors' Cir:uit, which organization is distributing the
jicture.
Those responsible for the success of the
production are Leslie Rycroft and B. Beh-ens, first and second assistant directors to
William Nigh ; R. Schillinger, cameraman ;
Assistant Cameraman W. Farina; Chief
Technical and Scenic Artist F. Schaefer;
scenic artists E. Delansay, P. Purcell, J.
Migrath, E. Swart, B. Skacie, J. Ross. The
zarpenter and studio construction division
ncluded J. Metzler, assisted by J. Schoeldng, G. Solomon, J. Holgren. Charles Ross
was in charge of lighting and electrical derices. A. Blaikie Dick, treasurer of the Mc-lure Productions, Inc., is in personal
:harge of the business details, with O. J.
Micastro as his representative at the studio
ind on location, and Emil Brown as purJiaser of supplies. Daniel Henderson has
:harge of the advertising campaign. Miss
31aire Wallace Flynn, associate editor of
VcClure's Magazine, assisted by Charles
Wisner Barrell, is in charge of the research
department.
Bessie Love

Said to Have

Made Splendid Debut
Vitagraph reports that " The Dawn of
Understanding," Bessie Love's first Vita»raph release, has been accorded a splendid
'eception all over the big picture circuit.
Bret Harte's prairie romance, " The
Fudgment of Bolinas Plains," forms the
>asis for the story of " The Dawn of Understanding," although it is more nearly
in adaptation of the stage success, " Sue,"
n which Annie Russell appeared some
fears ago.

Peggy Hyland, to be presented by Wm. Fox in
" Cowardice Court "

Clairette Anthony, in Paramount and Artcraft films, and Monte Blue, who has signed for one year
with the same organization

Griffith's
Story notified
Not
Divulged
his organization
to keep the plot of
Famous Players-Lasky Gives Reasons
this film a secret. Exhibitors are urged to
Why Details of Plot Are Withhandle the film in the same manner in preheld from Exhibitors and
senting itto the public, using the detailed
Public
synopsis which will be furnished just prior
to their presentation of the picture, for
JUST because Famous Players-Lasky
their own information only.
considers that the new Griffith producMr. Zukor's statement to the trade on
tion is so extraordinary, as regards the nathis matter has been released by the
ture of the plot and its climax, mystery
Famous: Players-Lasky Corporation, as
surrounds the latest Artcraft, " The Rofollows
of
Valley."
Happy
mance
For the first time in years the press
" It is necessary for the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation to withhold until release
books issued by that company has no synopsis of the story. The story will, however,
date the complete synopsis of D. W.
be printed immediately that the release date
Griffith's
Artcraft release, ' A Romance of
arrives.
Happy Valley.' The denouement of this extraordinary play is, I believe, a situation
" Never before," asserted one of the
entirely new to the drama or stage screen.
Paramount-Artcraft executives, " has such
situations been presented in motion pic- The privileged few of us who have seen ' A
tures. The climax of this film conceived
Romance of Happy Valley' believe sincerely that it probably is the tensest scene,
by Mr. Griffith, is undoubtedly the greatest
the
strongest in heart interest that Mr.
situation ever disclosed on the motion picGriffith ever has done.
ture screen. For real dramatic value this
climax has never been approached. Aside
" Because of the novelty of this situation,
Mr. Griffith naturally is anxious to protect
from the reason given by Mr. Zukor the
construction of the plot is so handled as to it from any unscrupulous persons who
might attempt to take it for their own use
get the best results by keeping details of
the story an absolute secret.
before the release of ' A Romance of
" When the famous Griffith turns his attention to a simple story, with none of
those spectacular effects that have been so
"
ArcValley.'
Review
Is Shown
Happy
notable in his recent productions, it might
Arc
Review,
the
new
series
produced by
be supposed that he would find difficulty
the American Red Cross, is shown first at
in discovering therein material for his
the Palace and Rivoli theatres in New York
genius at direction. However, in ' A Romance of Happy
Valley,'
he .has
givenof toa and the Bureau of Pictures, and the prethe screen
something
in the
nature
miere subject is entitled " Belgium's Dav of
classic, as delightful as a delicate etching,
With the termination of the war a
as finished as a mosaic pattern by some
changed policy has been adopted by the
eastern craftsman ; as exquisite as a miniaBureau of Pictures, which now will adhere
ture by some skilled artisan of the Old
to special releases of exclusive entertainment value. With its own cameramen in
Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous
Days."
Europe and Asia at the many centers of
Players-Lasky
Corporation now in CaliWorld."
fornia, recently viewed an advance print of current world events, the Bureau of Pictures says it has extraordinary facilities.
this production, whereupon he immediately
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Goldwyn
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July 1 the nation becomes dry. Before this war measure is revoked, the
new constitutional amendment prohibiting
traffic in liquor will go into effect. In
other words, the liquor business in the
United States has come at last to its end.
Nothing becomes obsolete, even archaic,
as rapidly as a custom that has been outlawed. Screen and stage will both be compelled to discard the saloon, the private
cellarette, the aristocratic buffet and all
other liquor-dispensing institutions and devces, public or private, as incidents in the
development of plots for plays or cinemas.
No longer will it be possible for the
scenarist or playwright to send his hero
for consolation to the cup that cheers. No
longer will the plot-maker be able to steel
the nerves of his desperate villain by plying him with drink. No longer will dark
conspiracies be hatched round the tahles
of drink emporiums.
John Barleycorn has been a good friend
to the writer of plays and scenarios. He
has helped them out of many a difficulty.
Slides

Are

to

Interest
TEN thousand slides, calculated to interest the hoys in farm work when displayed upon the screen, were sent to all the
Famous Players-Lasky exchanges for distribution to the theatres.
These slides were furnished by David
K. Niles, chief of the Motion Picture Section, Division of Information, U. S. Department of Labor, and advertised enrollment week of the United States Boys'
Working Reserve, which opened January
20, and in part a campaign to interest the
boys of the country to go to work on the
farms next summer to help harvest the
crops.
The serveUnited
States ofBoys'
WorkingStates
Reis the branch
the United
Employment Service in charge of mobilization and placement of boys between the
ages of sixteen and twenty-one in civilian
war work.
Organized under the Department of
Labor in April, 1917, the Boys' Working

And now — John Barleycorn is dead. He
will serve no more.
A play or a photodrama depending even
slightly upon the liquor crutch for scene
or incident or motivating or stimulating
cause will be, in a few months, passe. The
critical, observing it, will immediately
label it as a play of yesterday. It will bear
aIt date
to July, 1919."
will tag
not reading,
be a play" Prior
or a photodrama
of
today — of the new today. It will be a production of the past — of a bygone era. It
will be what the critics call " historical,"
in Attention
the same ofclass
with " costume
" plays.
all Universal
scenarists
and
directors has been called to these facts.
Because of them we have already pigeonsome good
scenarios.
be
helped.holedThe
new day
brings itsItnewcan't
order
and we must labor accordingly. Scenarists who, in the future, submit their products to Universal should likewise bear the
facts in mind. The name of John Barleycorn is no longer on the programs. — Carl
Laemmle.
Boys in Farm Work
Reserve has rapidly grown from a small
beginning into a substantial factor in the
nation's war machinery, performing its
share of the heavy task laid upon the
Employment Service by the withdrawal
of over 3,000,000 soldiers from different
lines of production.
Realizing the psychological effect of a
military
unform
uponwiththe theboys'
morale,of
the
national
director,
sanction
the United States Army, has approved a
regulation khaki uniform of semi-military
design, and the coming months will see
this official uniform on thousands of boys
of high school age throughout the
country.
Satisfactory service for a minimum of
six weeks on the farm, or ten weeks in
industry, is rewarded by a bronze badge,
and notable service by a bronze service
bar. The valuable assistance which exhibitors can render through their cooperation in this timely project is apparent.

Picture

News

Describes

Miss

Kennedy's Latest
" Daughter of Mine " is the latest screen
vehicle provided for Madge Kennedy by
Goldwyn. It was created by Hugo Ballin,
the art director.
Madge Kennedy is seen as Rosie Abrabitz, a girl of the tenements, imaginative,
appealing and very much given to idealizing people and things. At one stage of
the story she reads a manuscript written
by her poet-lover, also of the tenements
and visualizes the narrative.
Her highly colored imagination embellishes his conventional descriptions into
something of which he never dreamed.
She becomes his heroine with all the airs
and graces of Rosie's impossible feminine
ideal.
The other characters in the story within
the story become the people Rosie knows
best — her venerable, orthodox father, the
janitor and the proprietor of the ice cream
parlor she frequents.
Transposed to the hectic atmosphere of
the imaginary story, they retain all the
characteristics of the simple people they
really are. Thus each actor plays a dual
role.
Faire Binney for Leads
John Barrymore, in his newest Paramount picture, "Here Comes the Bride,"
released January' 19, has as leading
woman, Faire Binney.
She is reported to have made a verycreditable impersonation in "Sporting
Life," the Paramount-Artcraft Special
produced by Tourneur, and this is said
to be responsible for her present engagement.
To

Have

Trade

Showing

trade showing
of "date
Madeandin place
Americawill"
is Ascheduled
and the
be announced by the Hodkinson Corporation which will handle this eight-episode
picture through Pathe exchanges. It was
produced by Ashley Miller with Government co-operation.

"Going! Going! !Gone! " Is the Name of a
New Pathe-Rolin Comedy with Harold Lloyd
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"The

Drifters" Goes Big
Says C. E. Moore
" The Drifters " broke all house records
at the Lyric theatre in Pittsburgh, according to Carlos E. Moore, Hodkinson representative there. This is the Hampton starring J. Warren Kerrigan.
" The first day the receipts were twenty
per cent higher than any previous Friday,
and on Saturday not only broke the Saturday rceord, but smashed all records for
one or two days," says Mr. Moore.
" Onwalk and
Saturday
street wasafternoon
blocked the
fromlobby,
4 :30 sideuntil
after 8 o'clock and two policemen were in
attendance."
Mr. Mason, General Manager for the
Harry Davis Enterprise Company, owners
of the Lyric theatre, is reported to have
stated that if box office receipts are any
criticism, Warren Kerrigan will not only
be one of the most popular of male stars,
but will set a new attendance record.

Says " Les Miserables "
Creates New Records
Fox Film Corporation declares that not
a single print of " Les Miserables " has
been idle since its release a year ago, and
that this is truly a record.
William Fox believes that some film productions, like some books, are destined to
live year after year, and still hold the interest. And he believes that this production
filmed from Victor Hugo's book, is one of
the film productions that are destined to be
played year after year for a long time to
come and that " Les Miserables " in the
film will always be in demand.
With William Farnum as the star and
Frank Lloyd directing, this Fox production
was first shown as a special attraction at
the Lyric theatre in New York, and has
since been shown at leading theatres
throughout the country. Fox officials call
particular attention to the long runs reported in the various cities for " Les
Miserables."
Day Dreams Shattered
As " Primrose " in " Day Dreams," a
Goldwyn picture, Madge Kennedy has her
day dream of Fairyland shattered by a coat
of mail.
The story by Cosmo Hamilton shows that
she was adamant to the entreaties of a
wealthy merchant to become his wife, and
a fairy knight was impersonated by a young
man to dispel her dreams. The dream is
shattered, but she marries the knight.
Japanese Players Appear
In " Bonds of Honor," Sessue Hayakawa's production distributed by Exhibitors' Mutual, six Japanese players, ranging
in age from a diminutive youngster of
five to a gray-bearded patriarch of sixtyfive, make up the majority of the cast.
Toyo Fugita and M. Foshida, both native
Japanese of tried theatrical experience,
present the roles of two aged noblemen
of the flower islands.

Novel

Publicity

Poli's Theatre Breaks House Record
with " The One Woman," and
Police Required to Handle
Crowds

at

New

Haven

the picture and the distributors, Select Pictures Corporation.
For two weeks prior to the showing of
this photodrama, advertisements and news
notes apeared announcing the coming of
the Select Special.
To heighten public interest, a woman
dressed in black visited department stores,
big hotels and other public places ; to any
one who addressed her and said " Mastercraft," the name of the company which
produced this picture, she gave an order
redeemable for ten dollars in cash.
It was inevitable, of course, that ninety
per cent of the women who apeared in black
gowns were hailed and given the password,
and within a few days the whole town was
agog over " The One Woman."
Interest was kept up by the fortunate individuals who had spoken to the right
" One Woman " and received the reward
and spread the news among their friends.
When the picture came to the Palace, the
mysterious
" One hours
Womandaily,
" sat
audience for several
and initthe
is stated

Constance Talmadge Is Starred by Select in
" Romance and Arabella "
AUGMENTED by a novel publicity
stunt , Select's Special, " The One
Woman," is declared to hsve broken the
house record at Poli's Palace theatre, described as the largest photoplay house in
New Haven. The police had to be called
in to preserve order, it is said.
That " The One Woman " achieved this
record was due largely to the splendid cooperation shown by the local newspapers,
the Palace management, the producers of

"The City of Comrades
BASIL KING'S serial story, " The City
of Comrades," just recently concluded
in the Saturday Evening Post, has been
purchased by Samuel Goldwyn and will be
a starring production for Tom Moore.
Mr. Goldwyn feels he has reason to be
proud of his acquisition of this story by
the author of a previous Goldwyn production, "The Spreading Dawn," in which
Jane Cowl starred. That also was a Saturday Evening Post story.
The motion picture rights to " The City
of Comrades " is said to have been acquired in the face of lively competitive
bidding from half a dozen of the larger
producers.
The action is laid largely in New York,
from which the story takes its name, and
this probably will necessitate a trip to the
metropolis from the coast by Tom Moore
early in the spring for the photographing
of important exterior scenes.
The story gives the Goldwyn star the
most humanly sympathetic role he has had.
As Frank Melbury, scapegrace son of
wealthy parents, he is the central figure in
a love story woven with the intense and
imaginative skill that is Basil King's and
as unlike a hackneyed motion picture ph

that thousands came to the various showings, afternoons and evenings, to try their
luck at meeting her, and also to satisfy
their curnosity and interest in the picture
itself.
" Theso enviably
One Woman
" is
saidFundamentally,
to have succeeded
not alone
through this novel publicity, but also because of its own merit as a photoplay. It
was written by Thomas Dixon, who won
earlier screen laurels with " The Birth of
a Nation," directed by Reginald Barker,
and with a cast including Lawson Butt,
Clara Williams, Herschel Mayall, Adda
Gleason,
ander andThurston
others. Hall, little Ben Alex-

" Bought by Goldwyn
as it is possible for a story to be.
Frank Melbury has been banished from
home by a father who can stand no more
of his indiscretions, induced largely by a
too great fondness for drink. He comes
to New York from his home in Canada to
pursue his profession of architecture and
is provided by a friend with a letter of
introduction to a New York business man.
Down almost to the depths. Melbury resolves to forget the letter and instead to
rob the home of the man who might help
him.
How he finally redeems himself and
wins the right girl is familiar to all
readers of the story.
Famous Players-Lasky
Signs Gloria Swanson
Gloria Swanson, who is seen in Cecil De
Mille's late Artcraft special, "Don't
Change Your Husband," has been placed
under a two-year contract by Famous
Players-Lasky, and will appear exclusively
in important roles in Paramount and Artcraft productions. Miss Swanson has the
role of Leila Porter in " Don't Change
Your Husband."
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An

Motion

Enlarged

Policy

for

Metro

At Annual Election of Officers and
Directors Metro Pictures Definitely Decides
on Production
Policy
WHEN
Metro stockholders met they
elected the following directors:
Richard A. Rowland, Joseph W. Engel, H.
J. Cohen, Charles K. Stern, David Stoneman, E. H. Hulsey, James B. Clark, Joseph
H. Tooker, James D. Rhodes. • Of this
number Mr. Tooker of New York and Mr.
Rhodes of Pittsburgh are new members,
the others being re-elections.
An arrangement was jnadc for an amendment to the By-Laws allowing an increase
in the directorate of three members, and
anticipating this amendment Mr. Maxwell
Karger, W. E. Atkinson and J. Robert
Rubin were selected.
An enlarged policy, involving bigger and
better productions, was definitely decided
upon at the annual meeting of the Metro
Pictures Corporation held at the Hotel
Astor. Definite announcement of the policy
in its entirety will not be forthcoming until
a subsequent meeting which is to be held to
perfect certain details df the adopted plan.
Immediately after the election of the
directors the following officers were elected
for the ensuing year: President. Richard
A. Howland ; vice-presidents, James B.
Clark and E. H. Hulsey ; treasurer, Joseph
W. Engel ; assistant treasurer, Charles K.
Stern ; secretary. J. Robert Rubin.
finished, has
been
the" Metro's
greatest year,
in thejust
organization,
founded
four years ago," said Mr. Rowland. " The
success, both artistic and financial, of the
big special productions, together with
Metro's understanding of present market
conditions, brought about the decision for
the enlarged and specialized policy of releases. The plan adopted is a farsightcd
one, depending upon the merit of each production as an entertainment.
" It is sufficiently elastic to admit of the

Ruby de Remer, with Harold Lockwood in
" The Great Romance," Screen Classic Film
supplying the public through the exhibitors
with productions that have timeliness and
which will satisfy popular taste for the best
in screen entertainment.
" During the year Metro has moved all
of its production activities to the Pacific
Coast, and has just completed the erection
of one of the finest studios in the world.
This studio is equipped for the largest productions and is now in active operation at
Hollywood, Cal.
" Metro has several surprises in store
for the motion picture industry during the
coming year, and before the beginning of
its new season in September these surprises
will be announced to the trade."
Following the formal meeting of the
directors several of the coming releases
were screened and the results of perfecting
the producing organization were manifest.

Boston Exhibitor Praises "Stolen Orders"
WILLIAM A. BRADY, producer of ance did a lot to make a record-breaking
attendance.
" Stolen Orders " is in receipt of a
communication from Thomas D. Soriero,
" Make some more pictures like that for
Manager of the Park theatre in Boston,
the public and the exhibitors are hungry
eulogizing that production.
record now being rolled up by the
" I am writing a few lines to tell you
forThethem."
that I am playing one of your pictures this
Brady picture in Boston, is said to be the
week. " Stolen Orders," and the public is more notable in that " Stolen Orders " last
Summer enjoyed a successful engagement
certainly taking to it," writes Mr. Soriero.
at the Shubert theatre in that city.
" We have opened this week to packed
houses, and if I had my way, I would break
the policy of the house and run it the second week, but the Stockholders object to Select Helps Loew in His
breaking the policy.
Anniversary
" On the strength of record-breaking
Select Pictures Corporation co-operated
business, I immediately booked it into all
our theatres, that would be four runs in in making Marcus Loew's anniversary week
a success at his new Broadway theatre,
Boston, one week after the other.
Brooklyn.
" I took advantage of your name, WilWhat is described as one of the pleasant
liam A. Brady, in my ads, and it certainly
occurrences during the week of celebration
means a lot to the public, and everybody
playing this picture should do the same.
was the receipt of Mr. Loew of congratulatory telegrams from Select stars, Norma
The audiences were much impressed with
the production, and I am sure the mouth to Talmadge, Clara Kimball Young, Constance
Talmadge and Alice Brady.
mouth advertising after the first perform-

Picture
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World's " Kinogram " Gets
Many Bookings
World Pictures reports that the bigger
and also the smaller theatres throughout
the country are following the example set
by the Rialto and Rivoli theatres in New
York City and Clune's auditorium in Los
Angeles, and are fairly swamping World
Pictures with applications for the showing
of " Kinograms," the new twice-a-week
news reel which begins publication on February' 1These applications are said to be coming
in the form of telegrams and letters, and
George R. Meeker, general sales manager
of World Pictures, declares that in all his
extensive motion picture experience a news
reel has never before started out under
such auspicious circumstances and with
such great numbers of advance bookings.
It is considered that the personnel of the
executive staff of " Kinograms," consisting
of Charles Urban, Ray L. Hall and Terry
Ramsaye carries weight and that the exhibitors, realizing what these men have
done with news weeklies in the past, wjll
expect
it to be excelled in " Kinograms " in
the future.
Taliaferro

in Sixth of

Twelve Two-Reelers
Although Ruth Chatterton was originally
chosen
play the
leadand
in "Mabel
A Bit Taliaferro
of Love."
she was tocalled
West,
will be the featured player in the sixth
of a series of twelve two-reel photoplays
produced by the Stage Women's War Relief and distributed through Universal exchanges.
Prominent in support of Miss Taliaferro
are Robert Edeson, whose previous screen
work is known, Tim Murphy and Capt.
W illiam Harrigan.
Prints of the first five features to be
completed
by being
the Stage
War Relief are now
madeWomen's
at the Universal
laboratories at Fort Lee, N. J., and the dare
for the releasing of the initial film-play will
be announced shortly, it is believed.
Marshal Haig Shown
The reception given Field Marshal Sir
DouglasuponHaig,
Great in Britain's
military
leader,
his arrival
England from
the
battlefields, is one of the main features of
Screen Telegram. Number 3, released
through Universal exchanges.
This release also shows Mrs. Vincent
Astor, who has just returned from France
where she served as a Y. W. C. A. canteen
worker, at work in an American " victoryhut " serving sailors and soldiers.
Artcraft Cites Cast
Artcraft calls special attention to the
cast in Cecil De Mille's " Don't Change
Your Husband," released January 26.
Elliott Dexter and Gloria Swanson head
the cast. The picture was adapted by
Jeanie May Pherson from David Graham
Phillips' novel. Other members of the
cost include: Sylvia Ashton. who played
the
wife in ** Old Wives for New."
and slovenly
Julia Faye.
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Elsa Lopez

Engaged

by

Norma Talmadge
At the Norma Talmadge studio in New
\ ork City, Elsa Lopez is now in charge of
:he Research Department for all Talmadge
:>roductions.
For the last three years Miss Lopez has
)een associated with David Griffith as a title
writer and research worker in California.
Joseph Schenck, president of the Norma
Talmadge Pictures Corporation, believes
that at present producers do not, as a rule,
lay enough stress on careful accuracy of detail and artistic nicety.
In the four to six weeks which constitute
the average amount of time allotted to the
making of a picture, the Director is said
to have about all he can do to concentrate
on the story and guide the players in their
interpretation of the parts.
It is considered an enormous help to him
to have someone always at call who could
spend hours at the library looking up the
correct costume for 1673, the particular
ceremonies of a particular Indian tribe's
! war dance, the type of minuet danced at the
Court of Louis XVI, etc.
Dennison at Detroit
The Detroit exchange of General Film
Company is now in charge of D. Lee Dennison. Mr. Dennison was manager of General's Pittsburgh branch six months ago
but resigned to handle the branch of another concern.
Mr. Dennison is a graduate of the legitimate theatrical business, having been for
seven years engaged as coirqany or as
house manager for various enterprises. He
was two years a manager of Harry Davis
houses in Pittsburgh and thus became acquainted with motion picture affairs, after
which he handled Quo Vadis road shows.
He was several years with Paramount at
Pittsburgh, Detroit, and Chicago and later
for the same company supervised the central states branches.

with the actual
achievements
Tribute
to Manager
" Under
Four
Flags
"
S.
Barrett McCormick,
of a.rcs dealing
of American arms has not been lessened
Circle at Indianapolis, Emphaby the cessation of hostilities.
sized Box Office Value
After Armistice
He says further that " Under Four
Flags " played at the Circle to the largest
attendance of any of the numerous war
pictures he has presented.
" It appears to me that ' Under Four
Flagsica'onepresents
the attractions
exhibitor ofavailable
Amerof the tobest
today,-' says Mr. McCormick. " It is the
Victory Picture of America and her Allie>.
This was the manner in which we exploited the same. Our advertising was
planned to appeal to the public as the victors in the great contest and that ' Under
Four Flags ' was the undying record of the
glorious achievements of America in the

Generals Foch and Pershing at Headquarters
in France,
" Underof Four
Distributed
by
U. S. inDivision
FilmsFlags,"
Through
World
WHAT is described by World Pictures
as a most glowing tribute to " Under
Four Flags," the victor}- picture of the
Division of Films, Committee on Public
Information, was made by S. Barrett McCormick, managing director of the Circle
theatre at Indianapolis.
Mr. McCormick states that he played the
picture three weeks after the armistice was
signed, when it was naturally supposed that
there would be a lull in the enthusiasm and
interest of war activities, but that his week
with the picture convinced him that picUniversal

Jack

Pickford Appears as
Small Town Boy
In the first picture to be released by Jack
Pickford for First National distribution, he
appears as a small town boy in what is described as a thoroughly human story of a
country town.
Mr. Pickford is now starring in his own
company and the new picture is from an
original story written especially for him by
his director, James Kirkwood.
As the boy " Johnny Spivins " who is said
to be " in wrong " from start to finish, Jack
Pickford is declared to have an ideal part.
Says " Lightning Raider
Booked 100 Per Cent.

"

Max Westbbe, handling the Jersey territory for the New York Pathe Exchange,
has booked the Pathe serial, " The Lightning Raider," featuring Pearl White, in all
of the six theatres operating in West Hoboken. He claims the honor of selling the
first 100 per cent town on this serial.

ARTHUR

Installs

war
Withfor thedemocracy."
American troops returning to
their homes the interest in the picture is
expected to be heightened. Exhibitors who
have not yet shown the picture are said to
be very much interested in the comments
made by S. F. Rothapfel, Harry Crandall.
Frank Buhler, Harold B. Franklin and
other prominent exhibitors who have shown
it to their patrons.
Comment and approval from some of the
most prominent exhibitors in America is
declared to bear out the claims of Carl
Laemmle, Adolphe Osso, David Wark
Griffith and other persons of prominence in
the industry that the war picture is not
through, but has just begun.
The Division of Films reports that while
" America's Answer," the second official
war picture, hung up a remarkable record
for bookings all over the country, owing
to its timely appeal and the untiring efforts
of the World Film branch managers and
salesmen, " Under Four Flags " will far
eclipse that record because of the high
merits of the attraction, its unusual popularity with the public and its proven boxoffice value.

Schmidt
at Cleveland
and Cincinnati Powers exchanges were
opened some time later, Mr. Schmidt became general manager of all Powers offices
and held this position until Universal took
over the exchanges about sixteen months
ago. During the past year Mr. Schmidt has
been active in another line of endeavor, but
when aproached regarding an appointment
to succeed Mr. Schnitzer he was happy to
return to the film field.
Sidney J. Goldman has been appointed
divisional manager for the mid-Western
exchanges. He will have his headquarters
at Chicago and will have under his supervision the Chicago, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Des Moines and Omaha exchanges.
Like Mr. Schmidt, Mr. Goldman is also a
veteran film salesman, his experience having been acquired on the Pacific Coast. For
over a year Mr. Goldman has been stationed at Chicago and he is well known to
exhibitors in the territory he has now been
given control of.
- Gus A. Metzger, who was recently appointed district manager of Universal exchanges inthe Rocky Mountain territory, is
now visiting the offices under his charge.

A. SCHMIDT has been selected to succeed Joseph I. Schnitzer
as district manager for Universal exchanges in the Central States territory.
Incidentally with the appointment of Mr.
Schmidt comes the announcement of a
change in the divisional territories throughout the Central section.
Mr. Schmidt will make his headquarters
at Cleveland will have under his jurisdiction the Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Pittsburgh and Buffalo exchanges. Indianapolis, which was previously in this division, has been placed in the St. Louis, Kansas City and Oklahoma City division, for
which no district manager has as yet been
selected.
In selecting Mr. Schmidt to fill the position left by Mr. Schnitzer to assume the
general sales managership for Universal,
the organization has secured one of the
country's oldest film exchange executives
and salesmen. Mr. Schmidt began his film
work in 1907 when he opened the P. A.
Powers exchange at Rochester, N. Y. Later
he opened the Buffalo and Cleveland offices
for Mr. Powers. When the Indianapolis

Motion
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Tearle

Alice Joyce Is Starred in Vitagraph's

Big Production from
and the Mouse "

the Kleine

Drama,

" The Lion

Serial
on
Book
Campaign
Big
and directed the placing of the dynamite
William
Duncan's
New Vitagraph
so that what is described as one of the
Serial, "The Man of Might,"
most thrilling scenes ever recorded by the
Augmented by Intense Excamera was taken at a distance of less than
ploitation Material
eighty feet.
WHAT is declared by Vitagraph to be
Mr. Smith is an expert on high explothe most elaborate campaign book
sives, and the thoroughness of his knowlever issued for a motion picture product
edge of their effect on rock formations
will be sent out in connection with the
was so convincingly demonstrated that the
confidence of the camera forces, shaken
new William Duncan serial, " The Man
of Might."
by recent experiences, has been fully recovered, and now they are all willing to
Vitagraph's serial campaign and plan
books are said to have proved of inestiplace their cameras wherever Mr. Smith
mable aid to exhibitors in the exploitation
says it is safe.
of Vitagraph serials, and this unit of service has been receiving increasing care as
each new serial has been released.
" The Heart of Humanity "
for Loew Theatres
" The Man of Might " plan book, it is
stated, will be by far the best all around
The Marcus Loew theatres will play
exhibitor's help that has so far been issued.
Allen Holubar's ten-reel Jewel production
Of the serial itself, Vitagraph no longer
starring Dorothy Phillips, at all his New
makes any mystery, for a considerable part
York and Brooklyn theatres and has conof it is now being screened for exhibitors
tracted for first run at all his theatres outthe country over, and it is reported as reside
those
cities, according to reports from
ceiving the most remarkable substantial
the Universal offices.
endorsement that exhibitors can give it.
When these endorsements take the form of
January 26 marked the opening of " The
of Humanity " showings at the Loew
bookings in theatres that have never be- Heart
Palace theatre at Washington, D. C,
fore run serials, when exhibitors are givLoew's Hippodrome theatre at Baltimore
"The best
Manof ofserials
Mighthave
" longer
runs
and at the Stillman theatre at Cleveland.
than ingthe
heretofore
Ohio.
enjoyed, the merit of the serial itself must
These theatres will present the film in
be putting it over, says Vitagraph.
the same big way it was offered at the
The realism of the dangers and thrills
New York Broadway theatre, it is said.
in Vitagraph's serials, said to be reaching
Each showing will be backed by a special
their very high water mark in " The Man
prepared advertising and newspaper pubof Might," are responsible for the enorlicity campaign.
mous popularity that has come to the
chapter-plays produced by the Vitagraph
Company. Thrills and stunts are done in
Titles for Diando-Pathe
the open, before the very eyes of the specSerial Announced
tators, itis declared, and without the aid
Diando announces the complete list of
of ingenious devices that look thrilling
enough on the screen but that involve no
titles for its new serial, " The Terror of
risk to the performer.
the Range," co-starring Betty Compson
and George Larkin, released on February 2
An instance of the way Vitagraph serial
makers go after realism in their work is by Pathe. The list of titles for thhe seven
said to have been evidenced when Duncan
episodes follows: 1, Prowlers of the Night ;
was called upon to blow off the top of a 2, The Hidden Chart; 3, The Chasm of
gigantic boulder for a scene in the seventh
Fear; 4, The Midnight Raid; 5, A Threat
from the Past; 6, Tangled Tales; 7, Run
episode of " The Man of Might."
to Earth.
The camera man at the Vitagraph West
Coast studio declared that it would be
The first episode of '* The Terror of the
suicide for any man to attempt to grind
Range " opens the serial by showing how
a camera within five hundred yards of the the " Terror," a mysterious marauder who
always wears the head of a wolf when
rock, and Mr. Duncan had about decided
leading his gang on their midnight raids,
to give up the idea when W. S. Smith,
manager of the studio, came to his rescue
has terrorized the entire Sierra country.

Picture

New Leading
for Talmadge

Newg
Man

Conway Tearle has been engaged as
leading man for Norma Talmadge and
will be seen opposite her in a screen
version of Eugene Ealters' stage play,
"Nancy Lee," production of which wiU
be commenced immediately at the Norma
Talmadge Studio. Robert Z. Leonard will
direct in the absence of Chet Withey, who
is confined to the hospital. Thomas
Meighan, who has appeared opposite Miss
Talmadge in her last three or four productions, has left for the • Coast, where he
will be featured in a series of productions.
Mr. Meighan's last picture with Miss
Talmadge is "The Probation Wife," to be
released following "The Heart of Wetona."
Conway Tearle is favorably known on
both stage and screen. His last work on
the screen was opposite Anita Stewart in
"Virtuous Wives." He has supported on
the speaking stage, Sir Charles Wyndham,
Ellen Terry, Ethel Barrymore, Grace
George, Billie Burke and others.
" Diana Ardway " Finished
Herbert Blache, who directed Viola Dana
under the personal supervision of Maxwell
Karger, announces that her latest starring
vehicle for Metro release is now completed.
" Diana Ardway," from the novel by Van
Zo Post, was scenarioized by John H. Collins. Miss Dana has an exceptionally piquant role as a modern Diana of the chase
— the chase being in pursuit of a bachelor
playwright, who eventually succumbs to
Diana's artfully artless wiles.
" Bonds of Honor "
" Bonds of Honor," Sessue Hayakawa's
latest production for release on the Exhibitors' Mutual program, tells a story built
upon the clash of German intrigue and the
heroism of a Japanese. Sessue Hayakawa
presents the dual role of twin brothers, one
wayward and the other courageous and
trustworthy.
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Marion Davies is presented by Select in " The
Belle of New York "
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Darmond

at Work

723
on First

Hampton Production
A new star has been added to the forces
of the Jesse D. Hampton Studios in the
person of Grace Darmond, late of Vitagraph Company, and Mr. Hampton is himself personally directing her initial production, which is titled " What Every Woman Wants." The story has many unique
features, and contains a decidedly original
plot from the pen of William Parker, who
is also credited for the continuity. Jesse
Hampton has selected what may be justly
termed an all star cast, to support this new
star in her initial production, and the list
contains such well-known names as Wilfred
Lucas, Barbara Tennant, Charles Clary,
Bertram Grassby, Claire DuBrey, Forest
Stanley, Mary Warren and others. Each
player named above has been featured in
West Coast made photoplays and the cast
may be said to be made up of leading men
and women. Other activities at the Jesse
Hampton Studios include production work
on a subject starring William Desmond for
Robertson-Cole.
•
The J. Warren Kerrigan Company has
not resumed activities as Kerrigan has not
sufficiently recovered from his recent indisposition from influenza and pneumonia.
Fight

Scenes " Punch " of
Lincoln's First
E. K. Lincoln's first S-L production,
which Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin announces nearing completion, will be distinguished by what the producers term
" the biggest fight scenes ever filmed."
Ralph Ince is directing. Grace Darling and
Clara Joel are in chief support of Mr. Lincoln. The principal fight scene occurs between the star and Bob Cummings. The
action occurs in the home of Cummings.
*In order to secure the proper realistic
effect, Mr. Ince decided to have no rehearsals of these particular scenes, but let
it go through with the admonition to the
two players " to make a real rough-andtumble fight of it." The title of Lincoln's
first S-L production and other details will
be announced later.
Klutho Studios Active
In Jacksonville, Fla., the Klutho Studio
are reported as showing signs of great activity. A seventy horsepower dynamo supplies the current for the Cooper-Hewitt.
Besides the work accomplished by the
Town and Country Film Company, under
the supervision of Mr. Montgomery Flagg,
in the inner studio, many scenes were made
on locations in and about the city under
the genial Florida sun.
Barber Shop Comedy
Vitagraph's " Big V " special comedy release for February 3 shows Montgomery
and Rock employed in a tonsorial parlor,
one as a barber and the other as a bootblack. Gilbert Pratt directed this tworeeler and it is titled " Love and Lather."
From the Vitagraph offices comes the statement that these Big V comedies have
leaped rapidly into popularity.

Betty Compson and George Larkin are co-starred in the new Diando serial, " The Terror of the
Range," released through Pathe
Insures
Theatres
Against
Loss
devise a slogan conveying this idea, someFirst National Exchange at Louisville
Guarantees to Protect Exhibitors
thing similar to ' You must make money on
our features or we won't do business with
Against Inferior Quality

Rights Corporation exFeature controlling
the First National
change,
Exhibitors' Circuit franchise for that territory, adopted a policy January 1 to guarantee exhibitors against any financial loss
they may suffer through productions
booked from that exchange, according to
Colonel Fred Levy, president.
The only exceptions for which the Big
Feature Rights Corporation does not assume full responsibility for exhibitor
losses are those incurred as the result of
strikes, epidemics or similar catastrophes.
Apart from the fact that this guarantee
is revolutionary in effect and that it places
the exchange in the position of a guarantor
of profits to every account on its books, the
action is declared to be epochal.
The policy was announced by Colonel
Levy in a letter to Lee Goldberg, secretary
and treasurer of the corporation. The letter reads :
"I have just looked over the expert's
analysis of our business and to say that I
am delighted with the progress it shows is
putting it mildly.
" It is particularly gratifying to note that
we have on our books practically every
responsible picture house in the territory
in which we operate. And now that this
has been accomplished, I would like to see
our relation with these people cemented by
making them feel that there is no better
concern in the country with which to do
business, that it is our policy to see that
they make money on everything they get
from us.
" To put it into more definite terms — if
anyone should get a ' loser ' from us we
will make the loss good on the next picture, excepting where the loss is due to a
strike, an epidemic or a catastrophe of any
sort. I think it would be well for you to
BIG

The policy was announced by Mr. Goldberg in the form of a letter to every exhibitor in Kentucky and Tennessee.
" It brought the quickest and biggest response Ihave ever known on a piece of
mail matter," he said. " Exhibitor comments on it vary in form and construction,
but I have " not yet received a reply in which
you.' has not voiced the basic thought
the writer
that Colonel Levy's guarantee is the first
real, definite form of standardization they
have met in the motion picture business."
New

Screen Magazine Is
Released
According to Jack Cohn, editor of the
weekly, Universal's " New Screen Magazine " makes its debut February 1.
After obtaining views of newspaper and
magazine editor and a study of motion picture audiences in various parts of the country, taking several months, the six divisions
of the New Screen Magazine have been
decided upon. After February 1 each release will comprise six divisions : Educational, industrial, woman's section, vaudeville, comedy, oddities.
The best pictures dealing with interesting topics will be put into each division
each week.
Leonard Directs Talmadge
Robert Z. Leonard directs Norma Talmadge in her new picture. This is during
the absence of Sidney A. Franklin, who has
gone to California to direct one picture for
Mary Pickford, by permission of Joseph
M. Schenck, and because of the illness of
Chester Withey, who has had a severe attack of Spanish influenza.
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Startling

Married

Story

Life

f-ECIL B. DE MILLE Kas done
it again. He Kas put married
life in a snow window, witk all its
heart aches, misunderstandings —
w*ith all its joy and genuine beauty.
A production of superb radiance.
A story of lost love, of happiness
regained.
A

tale that reaches the hearts

and souls of ever$ home, that bares
the false and scorns the sham. | ,
For ever>) husband
times bores his wife.
For ever}) wife who

\tfho somesometimes

is an enigma to her husband.

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!
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C. Flinn

Director of Publicity and Advertising, Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
THE
life of the motion picture publicity and advertising man is one
film production after another. His day opens in the projection room;
it ends in sympathetic discussion of other men's labor. Yet there are events
in the scintillating routine of his work — a special production arrived, the
debut of a new star, the opportunity to concur in some studio opinion concerning an unusual scene or play.
DURING the four years in which the
writer has viewed, in advance of
exhibitors and public, the productions on
which the structure of modern motion picture exhibiting is founded and securely
rests, the opportunity to see a Cecil B. De
Mille production has ever stirred unusually keen anticipation.
Through the months like silent heralds
of cinema progress the De Mille productions have won increasing favor and tribute from a public that takes its entertainment discriminately.
" The that
Cheatno " screen
revealed
a power
of
emotion
recital
of similar
length had ever before awakened.
" The Little American " crystallized in
a day a latent military patriotism in our
country that all the words of a thousand
orators had left stilled and chilled.
" Joan the Woman " stands unique
above mediocrity of shadow stories as an
epoch making recital of the second most
beautiful life story in world's history.
DE

MILLE has given to the motion
picture a variety of concepts as broad
as the human understanding.
One hesi-

tates to define in what phase of the art of
screen expression he excels. His versatility is astounding.
As in the man, simplicity and warm
sympathy are outstanding characteristics,
it is perhaps but rational to join the chorus
of a million admirers of his productions
that reflects these priceless attributes.
Co-mingling with sharp humor, a satire
pointed but kindly, De Mille's "Old Wives
for New " met instant public acclaim. The
consummate progress of its detail indicated the craftsman, the suspense of its
telling revealed the artist. The sum total
of its effect proclaimed the Showman.
And now another De Mille production,
" Don't Change Your Husband," the
theme of which is original with Jeanie
Macpherson, is on the threshold of exhibition.
It means but little to the exhibitors of
De Mille's Artcraft Series that "Don't
Change Your Husband " delighted and
charmed the writer. It means much, however, if he who has been sincerely and
enthusiastically sympathetic to the career
Cecil B. De Mille, regards it as another
great step to supremacy.

.+**+
m
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FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE 1.1ASKY Vice Pres. CECIL B.DE MILLE Director General
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WHEN you book a picture as a " special
attraction " you should not be content
that it is such and expect the sheckels to
roll into the box office without doing anything additional on your own part. " A
special attraction " should mean to you that
you are going out and try to get new patrons, that you are going to try to popularize
your theatre, that you are going to set a
new pace for the presentation of pictures in
your city.
With " Don't Change Your Husband " yon
have that opportunity, for you are given so
many elements on which to build your appeal. In the first place there is the title
which will make everyone stop and wonder
what it is all about and give you a chance
to bring your selling argument home. It
suggests the divorce element without your
having to go into that, and we wouldn't do
so directly, because you are likely to sacrifice some of the intensely human appeal of
this picture.
Then you have the name of Cecil B. De
Mille, who has produced some of the greatest of recent successes. Have you ever felt
that certain productions that you have
played have left behind them, after the end
of the run, more advertising from the comment of those who saw the picture than
you were able to get through your own exploitation during its run? And, of course,
in such a case you wish that you could
bring it back again to get those additional
people into your theatre. The name of
Cecil DeMille is mighty apt to have that effect with this one and we would advise you
to use his name prominently in the exploitation. His recent Artcraf t-Paramount

Section

Your

Picture

X e w.

on

Husband

Specials have been " The Squaw Alan,"
" Till I Come Back to You," " We Can't
Have Everything " and " The Whispering
ANOTHER,
and a mighty strong reason,
Chorus."
is that you have something distinctly
"different" here. There never was another screen story like this one. As a matter of fact, after your advance exploitation you need not worry about the selling
arguments, for when you see this picture
the first time you will find enough striking
lines in the film to sell the picture for the
remainder of your run. If you get the
print in advance of the shozving zve would
advise you to have your operator run it off
once at the ordinary speed so that you can
enjoy the picture for yourself, and then
to run it over again, stopping him, so that
you may copy the titles that will best appeal to your patrons.
But let's take a look at the story together,business
James Porter,man,
the and
" glue
successful
theking,"
sort ofis aa
fellow who likes comfort at the expense of
his personal appearance and of his wife.
He is one of the sort of fellows who does
his day's work and then comes home and
forgets that the wife is looking for something more than mere domestic life. He
gives her a wonderful home, provides the
material things that she .desires, but the
evidences of his affection are lacking. The
first break comes on the wedding anniversary. He is detained at the office by business and arrives on the scene late. And
when he comes to dinner where the bishop,
Mrs. Huckney and the latter's Don Juan

nephew, Schuyler van Sutphen
guests, he orders onions.

are th

FROM the moment of his introductio
the nephew has started in skillfully t
make love to the wife, his plan being t
put his niceties in contrast with the careles
habits of the husband. There is a cleve
scene at the dinner when the wife has ar
ranged figures representing a bride an
groom and other guests before each plati
The husband has so far forgotten the an
niversary that he sweeps these aside in hi
eagerness to eat his onions.
And then after the dinner the husban
still forgets until the bishop is about t
present the wife with an anniversary pre
ent. Then he awakes to the moment an
appropriates the gift and gives it to hi
wife. But in the meantime the nephc
has obtained the bishop's card that ws
to go with it and later in the evening pn
sents it to the wife.

DeMille's artistry pictures the habits cj
the husband with clever touches.
H
smokes cigars and drops ashes on the floo
goes to bed with them in his mouth, unti<
his tie and unbuttons his collar when he si
down to read and then interests himse
in the evening paper to the neglect of h
wife. Even after she has found that 1
had forgotten the anniversary and had use
the bishop's present she is ready to forgi
him, but when she goes to his room si
finds him asleep with a cigar in his mou
and half undressed.
She is unable
awake him : her disgust grows.
In the meantime the nephew has show

4t left scene when V an Sutphen seeks to kill Porter; in the center the old husband, the wife and "the other woman," end at the rig\
scene at the end of the picture with the wife igain happy with her first mate
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left one of the one-sheets, in the center the six-sheet and at ricjht one of the three-sheets. There one other one-sheet, one more
three-sheet and a striking twenty-four-sheet, illustrating those shown at the right of page 728
his interest with flowers and finally, when
there comes an invitation from Mrs. Huckney to pay her a visit she resolves to do so
that her husband may awake from his
thoughtlessness by her absence. But from
the moment of her arrival Van Sutphen
begins to make love to her and the climax
comes on the day of the masked ball when
he portrays to her what pleasures he would
give her were he her " king."
RIGHT here there is afforded opportunity for the wonderful allegorical episodes of which DeMille is capable. Now
do not get the idea for the moment that
the play itself is an allegory, and these are
mere incidents, but they supply some of the
most wonderful scenes that the camera
has ever recorded. He tells her that he
would bring her pleasure and riches and
love. For the first of these there is a splendid scene showing Glirio Swanson, who
has the role of the wife, swinging over a
huge pool with a background of flowers
and dozens of girls in attendance. There
is a sensuous touch here and in the scenes
that follow. They will offend no one, but
they will create a lot of talk for the picture
itself. The second scene shows the wife
as a queen with the slaves bearing chests
of jewels to her. The third is a daring love
scene that will create no end of talk.
But to interrupt the love-making, and
the wife has not yielded, husband arrives
on the scene. On the way we have a shot
of him on the diner, and he is eating
onions. And so, when he arrives and the
odor is on his breath when he starts to
kiss her, she revolts. That night is the ball,
and there is a clever touch added when Van
Sutphen costumes the husband as a " fool."
There is a " Romeo and Juliet " scene between the wife and the other man and this
the husband overhears from below, but he
thinks that the woman is some other than
his wife. He cuts a tassel from the gown
of the woman and thinks that he has a good
joke on Van Sutphen in discovering the

AS
A

A

TEASER

Command Always Attracts
More Attention Than
Anything

in your
gns a count
campai
teaser you
IFhouse,
chance here
have
with a single word to attract a lot
of attention. Simply mail to your
patrons a card bearing the word,
" Don't."
Better still if you can follow this
up a few days later with an added
word, " Don't Change." This plan
could be well adapted to the newspaper advertising by using the word
" Don't " the week before the picture is to be offered and then following it with the added word and then
coming along with the full title of
the picture.
We would not recommend the idea
of mailing " Don't Change Your
Husband " in the form of a card to
your
patrons. This " You " stuff has
been
ing. worked to death and it generally gives offense rather than attract-

for his business enterprises. But the
awakening comes after she has given him
the ring that cemented the marriage with
her first husband to raise the money for a
" business venture." While she is at the
modistes she selects a piece of goods and
calls her husband on the phone to learn
whether she may spend that amount. He
refuses, but barely has she hung up the
receiver than " Toodles " Thomas comes
into the shop and calls the same number,
and is allowed to go the limit on Van Sutphen's credit. There is a striking scene in
which the wife makes her identity known.
Now we are shown the regeneration of
Porter. A title tells us:
" At thirty a man suspects that he
is a fool. At forty he knows it— and

one he loves. But he little realizes that at
the moment his wife is in the arms of the
Don Juan.
Then the husband, in his selfishness,
leaves the party and goes to bed. The wife
has not yet been won by the other man,
but when she goes to her husband and finds
him asleep, half clothed, with the stump of
a cigar in his mouth, the revulsion is com-

We are shown contrasting scenes of the
old
and new husbands, Van Sutphen, the
reforms."
Don Juan abroad and the brute at home,
Porter now the man with the care to his
personal appearance and his habits. Then
comes Christmas time. Van Sutphen is entertaining his latest favorite while the
wife is doing her Christmas shopping. We
have a shot of her with bundles in her arms
trying to push her way into a crowded
street car, and just at that moment Porter
comes along in his limousine and invites
her to ride home. She accepts. When she
gets home she has a message that her husband is detained by business, but we have
other shots showing him and " Toodles " in
a private dining room. The wife invites
Porter to come for dinner with her and
Mrs. Huckney.

plete.
THE next
sion andday
in she
his tells
real him
love offorherherdecihe
agrees to give her up. Then we find her
the wife of Van Sutphen. But almost immediately she finds that he is worse than
her husband. His lover-like ways have
disappeared. He spends her money and
even gets her jewels from her, presumably

SHEin has
the already
husband.seenHea great
is welldifference
dressed
and his manner is perfect. Instead of his
tie being disarranged, it is perfect and he
rejects onions at the dinner. The warmth
of the old love already shows itself rising,
since the moment that he brings her her
favorite flowers — orchids. He is a man
(Continued on page 768)
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At the left the first husband as he was when the wife left him, and at the right the change that came to him, now ivell groomed and
well mannered. In the center one of the striking scenes from the brief allegorical scenes

"Special"
Be
Should
of isThis
Exploita
Whole
picto exploit this tion
" Why
it that aOne
man who will heart before you go following around
we start out
WHEN
ture we have to go outside the beaten run no risks in his business will run
" soul language." Leila Porter
ng unusual —
paths if we would do somethi
found
— just in time."
Here'sthis
stilloutanother:
every
his wife?
" do not get
with an unusual production.
As werisk
havewith
suggested
before,
"
Old
wood
to burn,
Here's a place where we believe that the
the " You " element into this story. It is
lighter element should predominate, though
likely to offend. The impersonal works
" Old wines to drink,
the production is far from a comedy. The
just as well and it arouses curiosity.
"Old friends to trust
And here is another one :
big element to bring out is the HUMAN
" She cast off a husband because
one. Whether you are running a theatre in
" There's a dangerous alchemy in a he ate onions, because he went to
" our leading city " or in the smallest country village the sort of picture that appeals beautiful woman and a blind hussleep with a cigar in his mouth, beband. He thinks that once the cereto the people is the sort that " gets close to
cause he forgot the wedding annimony
is
said
that
she
is
his
and
that
'em." Here's a chance to do it.
versary. And she married the man
there
is
nothing
more
to
be
done.
If you have played " Old Wives for
whose niceties so contrasted. But
New " we would strongly recommend the But she has the longing that all she learned. And when she came
advertisement that has been prepared by women have to be loved and adback to him she must have said:
Famous Players-Lasky and which is availmired, even to be flattered and when
able at all exchanges. You know best the she sees him with his feet on the
" ' Old friends to trust.' "
comment that the showing of this offering
Purposely
you any hard
table
and
the
paper
before
him,
and fast rulewe tohaven't
follow given
in exploiting
this
has caused with your people. They, if they
when she sees him falling to sleep picture. Use every bit of the space that
are the ordinary people, thought it rather
you have to talk about it. Follow the Mcshocking that a husband should leave his with a stale cigar in his mouth, and
Cormick style of advertising and use a
wife because she had grown fat, ugly and when his kisses are offered with
striking cut and then set the matter in
careless. But they will want to see the onions on his breath— and when then
other side of the story and here you have it. comes along a man who seems all agate, if you have to do so.
Keep the adjectives out, but aside from
that a man should be — what is she
that you can go to this to the limit. It
rHIS picture should be advertised well to do?
in advance of the first presentation.
doesn't matter about the people to whom
It should be the same sort of advertising
" But the tile of this picture is ' Don't
you have to appeal. Everyone married or
Change
Your
Husband.'
The
screen
of
the
thinking about getting married or against
that you would expect from a big society
event. You know that when the annual
getting married.
Rialto tells why."
ball of the Whoosit Club is to be given the GET this line, and all of these have been
" Don't Change Your Husband " — use
women are wondering among themselves
taken from the titles in the pictures that in the biggest type that you have in
what sort of a gown they will wear and
Mille.shop. And don't forget Cecil B. De
the
and adapted :
how their friends and their rivals will ap" The mind had a thousand eyes,
pear. You can get the same sort of anticithe heart but one. We get a lot of V/" OU should list the cast in your adpation out of this picture.
There are mighty striking stills furnished
* vertising, for this is one of the usual
thoughts in our lifetime, but the
Demille excellence. For instance Theodore
with this one. DeMille always makes good
of us get but one love. And it's Roberts has but a small bit to contribute,
ones, but this time he has done better than most
mighty good, when once we think we
but that eminent actor was used to make
usual and the display of these in your thea- have lost it, that it comes back to us.
the cast exactly right.
tre in advance of the showing will cause
You will agree that the young wife
them to come to the box office early.
Gloria Swanson will delight your audiences and she will cause more comment
Now let's start out in advance with a had a mighty good excuse for leaving
series of displays illustrated with one of the man who didn't care enough to than most actresses have done. Elliott
Dexter, always a favorite, has one of the
the stills showing Porter and his wife to- care for himself, but you will find
gether, and then following with these lines: that it generally pays to look for the
chief roles ; Lew Cody is the "pther man."
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Spills Beans of Production
Another writer has undertaken to enlighten the benighted public about the inside workings of a studio. This time it is
Homer Croy, from Missouri, and his book,
" How Motion Pictures Are Made," is expected to find a wide circle of readers in
the " show-me " State, according to a statement made this week by the publishers.
Just why the one State is mentioned is not
made known in the announcement.
How the wheels go round in a studio is
the subject of Mr. Croy's new book. It
undertakes to explain things every film
fan has wondered about — things which the
producers have always held sacred and
guarded closely to keep the fans from
knowing too much about production work.
In the publishers' announcement the main
selling point of the book as set forth reads :
" It is interesting to note that according to
Mr. Croy a good many of those tears the
poor girl sheds are glycerine. Before she
faces the camera in the big scenes she gets
her glycerine bottle. Then she is ready
for her heart strings to be torn."

Miss

Writer

Blue

and

Barthelmess

as

Leading Men
Monte Blue and Richard Barthelmess
have been engaged as leading men according to announcement from Famous PlayersLasky Corporation.
Mr. Barthelmess has been given a contract by D. W. Griffith for one year to play
leading roles and has been loaned temporarily to the Dorothy Gish Company as
leading man for the Paramount production,
" Boots." He has appeared in a number
of Herbert Brenon productions and also
supported Marguerite Clark in three pictures.
Monte Blue was noted for his Indian
characterizations in his early screen career
and his most recent screen appearances
were in " ' Till I Come Back to You " and
" Pettigrew's Girl," supporting Ethel Clayton.
Christies in Two Reels
C. H. Christie, business manager of
Christie Comedy Company, announces that
a two-reel comedy special will be released
once a month in addition to the regular
one-a-week single-reel comedy.
This decision was reached after he had
made a six weeks' stay in the East visiting
all exchanges that handle the Christie product and secured contracts for the new
once-a-month two-reel special. He promises a strong cast for the two-reelers.
Al. E. Christie, now directing the onereel Christie comedies, will find time to
personally produce the Christie Specials.
Priscilla Dean's Latest
Priscilla Dean's latest Universal is titled
" The Rose of the Dark," and Tod Browning directed it.
The story is from " The Gutter Rose "
and Miss Dean is seen as a pickpocket who
reforms for the sake of a man who shielded
her, returning some precious pearls which
she had taken from the man's fiiancee.

A series of pen and ink illustrations by Hy
Mayer,tions well
of hisnumerous
art contributo Life,known
Puck, because
Judge and
other
magazines, as well as because of his screen carto ns, is one of the features of Universal's pubcampaign on
" Thescheduled
Red Glove,"
the latest
Marie licity
Walcamp
serial,
for release
February 17.
Supporting Jack Pickford in his first starring
production
the First
National Exhibitors
Circuit, are a for
number
of players
have already
won distinction
on the
screen. who
Marguerite
de la
Motte, who played with Douglas Fairbanks in
" Arizona," occupies the chief supporting role.
The Louis Bennison smile is irresistible, but
never more so than in his second BetzwOod prouction, "Sandy Burke
of thetheU-Bar-U."
ics the dcountry
over sang
praises ofCrithis
cheery good humor when the Bennison smile
brought him great fame as the star of " Johnny,
Get Your Gun."
Lieutenant Lawrence Grossmith, musical comedy star, plays an important part in J. Stuart
Blackton's current production, " A House Divided," which was adapted from Ruth Boucicault's widely read novel, " The Substance of His
Robert Harron has shed a uniform and donned
House."
denim
for the role of the cross-roads swain in D.
W. Griffith's third Artcraft production, " A Romance of Happy Valley," which was released
January 26.
Vitagraph's two-reel " Big V " Special Comedy
released on January 27 is called " Footballs and
Frauds,"
and features " Slim " Summerville and
Maude Emery.
Thurston Hall is seen as Carmel Myers' leadman in "Whoproduction,
Will Marry
Me?"January
the star's
latesting Universal
released
27.
Paul Powell has directed the film play from Fred
Myton's adaptation of a story by Sonya Levien.
Charles
Ray, having
completed
his baseball
picture, has started
work on
still another
Paramount
picture, in which the young Thomas H. Ince star
will have probably the most unusual role of his
career. Jerome Storm is directing under the
supervision of Mr. Ince.
For the first time since he quit the Broadway
stage to become a screen star for Metro, Bert
Lytell is wearing a mustache. Lytell has started
work in a new picture at the Metro studios in
Hollywood under the direction of John Ince. It
is called " The Blind Man's Eyes."
The Official War Review No. 31, released by
Pathe on January 26, in dramatic interest that
holds the spectator spellbound probably has not
been equaled by any issue of the entire series.
Louis Stern will be prominent in the cast of
" Break the News to Mother," the latest Julius
Steger production, having completed his third
successive picture with Pauline Frederick in " The
Woman on the Index," Harold Lockwood in
" The Great Romance," and Norma Talmadge in
" Her Only Way."
In her new Artcraft photoplay, " His Parisian
Wife," Chautard,
written byElsie
EveFerguson
Unsell and
directed role
by
Emile
has another
of the society type in which she excels. This
picture was scheduled for release January 19.
The latest Tom Terriss-Alice Joyce- Vitagraph
production,
" TheandLion
Mouse,"
just
been completed
willandbe the
released
as ahasspecial
picture nificent
by Vitagraph.
Some
of
the
most
magsettings are promised.
Beautiful farmerettes share the laurels with
" Smiling
" Parsons
in " Twenty
The Bigof Idea,"
his
newest BillCapitol
Comedy.
them
take part — a score of California's hundreds of
youngingwomen
who
put
aside
typewriters
and
machines when their brothers entered addthe
service of Uncle Sam.
America one
" iseach
a series
onereel" Made
episodesin released
week of
and eight
produced
by
Ashley
Miller
with
the
co-operation
of
the
Government and published and distributed by the
W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation
through
Pathe
Exchange, Inc.
Out in the wilds of Yosemite National Park
Reserve, where Mitchell Lewis and his company
are
filming
Mr. Lewis' that
forthcoming
Selectfrom
picture,
things
are happening
make reports
this
location read like a page from the " Arabian
Nights."

Young

Plans

New

Organization
It was announced from Los Angeles on
January 21 that Clara Kimball Young has
made plans for the formation of a new
company as yet unnamed, and at present
expects to begin production of " The Eyes
of Youth " early in February, according to
announcement made this week by Harry
Garson, who is business manager of the
actress' affairs. While in the east Miss
Young negotiated for the screen rights of
this Al Woods play, and it will be her first
release through an organization other than
the Select. At this time Mr. Carson said
no statement can be made as to who will
market this picture.
" Miss Young is going to continue to
make pictures at the rate of four each year,
and as stated for the protection of the exhibitors throughout the country, she will
not have additional, releases other than
' Cheating Cheaters ' through the Select
Pictures Exchanges," Mr. Carson said.
"Just where we will produce is not known
now, several studios are being considered,
and it is probable Miss Young will build her
own
plant."
First
National Declares No
Truth in Rumors
Robert Lieber, president, and Harry
Schwalbe, secretary, First National Exhibitors' Circuit, have wired as follows to
the twenty-six franchise holders and managers of their distributing exchanges :
" To dispel any rumors that may have
emanated from this city, your board of
directors wish to assure you that there has
been no amalgamation as far as First National isconcerned.
"Your board of directors hold that our
organization shall continue undisturbed in
its efforts for the encouragement of greater
and better pictures to be distributed independently ofeach other and be sold strictly
on their individual merits according to box
office value.
" Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford,
Norma Talmadge, Anita Stewart and Jack
Pickford contracts will be carried out.
Contracts with others have been made.
Definite announcements covering these contracts will be sent to you through the regular channels later."
Harry

Crandall

Enthuses

on
" Cheating
Cheaters
"
According
to reports from
Select offices,
Harry M. Crandall, proprietor of the Metropolitan and Knickerbocker theatres at
Washington, D. C, is very enthusiastic
anent the latest Clara Kimball Young picture, "Cheating Cheaters."
Select's bulletin states that Manager
Crandall had already booked " Cheating
Cheaters " for his Knickerbocker theatre,
but upon viewing the print at the Washington Exchange, his enthusiasm was so great
that he decided to cancel another attraction
that he had booked for his new Metropolitan theatre and show " Cheating Cheaters "
simultaneously in both of his Capital theatres.

Motion

Coming,

'[Program

Famous
Eleven
February Schedule Calls for An Artcraft Picture, One ParamountArtcraft Special and Nine
Paramounts

WALTER E. GREENE, managing director of Famous Players-Lasky distribution, announces that for the month of
February there will be eleven productions
released. An Artcraft picture, one Paramount-Artcraft Special, and nine Paramount productions are scheduled.
All three releases of February 2 are Incesupervised productions. The first of these,
an Artcraft picture from the studio of William S. Hart and directed by the star himself, is" Breed of Men," the story being by
J. G. Hawks.
" Hard Boiled," with Dorothy Dalton as
the star, is released the same day. This is
a story by John Lynch, scenarioized by R.
Cecil Smith, and Victor Schertzinger was
the director.
The third release is " Happy Though
Married,"
Lois and
Arthur Zellner, in
which Enid byBennett
is starred.
Marguerite Clark in the role of Lovey
Mary in " Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch," a Paramount picture based on the
novel by Alice Hegan Rice and the dramatization by Anne Crawford Flexner, is
scheduled for release February 9.

Picture

N e wJi

Offerings*

Playe
Mme. Lina rsCavalieriLasky
reappears 's
on the
Paramount schedule the same date in " The
Two Brides," which Margaret Turnbull scenarioized from a story by Alicia Ramsey.
On February 9 also comes another
Thomas H. Ince Paramount picture,
Charles Ray in " The Girl Dodger."
Thomas H. Ince's production of Louis
Joseph Vance's sensational story, " The
False Faces," is scheduled for release February 16, as a Paramount- Artcraft Special,
with Henry B. Walthall in the role of " The
The Wolf."
same date marks the release of DorLone
othy Gish's third Paramount picture,
" Boots," from the story by Martha Pittman
and scenario by M. M. Stearns. The third
release for this date is Vivian Martin in
" You Never Saw Such a Girl."
" Maggie Pepper," a version of Charles
Klein's play, with Ethel Clayton in the stellar role, is a Paramount release of February
23.
Another Paramount production, also based
on a stage play, is released the same day.
It
" Paid inFrederick
Full," Eugene
Walter's
andis Pauline
has the
stellar story,
role.
Charles Whittaker wrote the scenario and
Emile Chautard was the director.
The third release on this date is " The
Winning Girl," starring Shirley Mason,
supported by Niles Welch.

Grace Darmond, in " What Every Woman
Wants," released through Exhibitors' Mutual
" The

Girl Question " with
Corinne Griffith

" The Girl Question," featuring Corinne
Griffith, will be Vitagraph's March 3 release. Joseph Franklin Poland wrote the
story, and the picture was made under
the direction of Kenneth Webb. The story
reveals the
folly of man's attempt to un-"
derstand
women.
Miss Griffith has the role of Erminie
Foster, inclined toward literature, but who
is obliged to work as a model, for financial reasons. She meets a wealthy novelist
who
is writing
a satire
believing
Erminie
to be onoT "awomen,''
flippant and
nature, makes a bargain with her to come
to his home and serve as an inspiration or
model for his story. Miss Griffith is said
to wear a costly wardrobe in this production.
Aerial

World
Has
Five
for
February
Tony
Merlo
and
George MacQuarrie. It
Besides the McClure Special, Four
is declared to be one of the best pictures
Features,
Star Gordon, Love,
Miss Gordon has ever made.
Blackwell, Greeley and Elvidge
Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley
are co-starred again in one of their own
"\X/HAT SHALL WE D0 WITH
VV HIM?" is a McClure special released by World Pictures on February 10. especial brands of pictures, which have become so exceedingly popular, in " Courage
This picture has been hooked up with a for Two
" which is scheduled for release
nation-wide voting contest conducted by on February
17. The story and continuity
s
McClure' Magazine and other mediums
for this picture were both written by
and gives to showmen the opportunity of Hamilton Smith. Dell Henderson directed
a lifetime for a clean-up.
the production. Mr. Blackwell has a unique
double exposure role in this picture. The
First in the list of the month's release
comes Montague Love on February 3 in action throughout is fast.
The final picture scheduled for release in
" The Rough Neck." The story and continuity were written by Harry O. Hoyt and
February
is " The Moral Deadline," stardirected by Oscar Apfel. There is but one
ring June Elvidge. Frank Mayo with Miss
woman in the cast — Barbara Castleton.
Elvidge as her leading man. The story is
by Earle Mitchell and the continuity by
Albert Hart, Frank Mayo and other favLucien Hubbard. Travers Vale directed
orites have important roles. " The Rough
the production. Muriel Ostriche and Ned
Neck " is a tense story of a forceful man
who uses his vast power for good instead
Burton are prominent in the cast. " The
of evil.
Moral Deadline " presents Miss Elvidge in
another appealing characterization of the
" Mandarin's Gold " is the title of the
strikingly unusual picture in which Kitty
sore that the motion picture fans so thoroughly enjoy.
Gordon is starred and which will be released on February 10. Philip Lonergan
wrote the story. The scenario was preHoyt, St. Louis Manager
pared by Lucien Hubbard. Oscar Apfel
E. H. Hoyt, known in the Middle West
directed the production. Irving Cummings
as
" Honest Poy " Hoyt, has assumed manappears in " Mandarin's Gold " as Miss
agerial charge of the St. Louis branch of
Gordon's leading man and others promithe Capitol Film Company, it is announced.
nent in the cast include Warner Oland,

Stunts in Official

War Review
The Official War Review No. 31, released January 26th, by the Committee on
Public Information through Pathe, shows
activities of the American Division of
Aeronautics in France. A number of
American aces are shown receiving decorations for distinguished service in the
air. The Distinguished Service Cross is
conferred on Major William Thaw, Captain James A. Meissner and Captain Eddie
V. Rickenbacker. A Hun aviator is shown
in an attack on an American observation
balloon. Cameramen of the American
Signal Corps are shown close up to the
fighting getting their film for history
Americans are shown capturing an important highway under terrific shell fire
President Wilson is shown in Paris.
Pathe

Has " Alsace-Lorraine "French Picture
An official French war film, photo
graphed by the Cinematographic Divisioi
of the French Army, and titled " Alsace
Lorraine," will be released by Pathe Feb
ruary 2. The settings for the big scene
of the picture, descibed by Etienne D>
Marsac. popular French writer, as one o
the most remarkable ever filmed,, are th
cities of Mulhouse, Metz, Colmar an<
Strasbourg. The picture is in four reels.

[February
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j" The Universal
Red GloveSerial
" Is New
Joe Brandt, who is in charge of serial
production and distribution and who is now
kit Universal City supervising the production of the Marie Walcamp vehicle, the
Ijames J. Corbett serial and the new Eddie
(Polo serial, wired Universal offices that five
episodes of " The Red Glove " had been
[completed and that over half of the entire
36 reels of the film story would be comIpleted before release date, February 17.
" The Red Glove " is said to provide Miss
Walcamp with her best serial story, and in
addition to calling upon the actress' daring
the
" Billie,"dramatic
demandstalents.
of her the
best part
of herof unusual
Henry Otto Finishes
Allison Picture

May

May Allison's latest Metro picture,
" The Island of Intrigue," is in its third
week of production at Metro's Hollywood
studio, under the direction of Henry Otto,
and supervision of Maxwell Karger. The
company will leave this week for a cruise
on the Pacific, where the final exterior
scenes will be taken. " The Island of Intrigue " was written by Isabel Ostrander
and adapted by A. S. Le Vino and June
Mathis. It will follow " Peggy Does Her
Darnest" on the Metro program.
" Fortune's Child " Next
Leslie-Vitagraph
" Fortune's Child " is the February 10
release
by Vitagraph, starring Gladys Leslie.
Joseph Gleason directed the production,
which was picturized from a story written
by Lawrence McCloskey, and Vitagraph
has surrounded Miss Leslie with a supporting cast including Miriam Miles, Danton
Vane, Kempton Greene, Stanley Walpole,
Francis Mann, Jessie Stevens, Fred Smith
and Shirley Brule.

Phil Sanford has the role of the slacker in
Inc.
" Made in America," distributed
by Hodkinson,

"Made
in America"
Released February 16
in ment. ment in the archives of the War DepartMade
"
the
16,
Sunday," February
ON America
series of eight episodes,
The series is declared to hold interest
will be released. This series deals exclufrom the very start as the story revolves
in
Army
America's
of
training
the
sively
both here and abroad, and the results of around three American boys who are called
that training.
to the colors by the system which gave
The Hodkinson Corporation publishes
America one of the most powerful armies
and distributes the series through Pathe
the world has ever witnessed.
Exchange, Inc. " Made in America " was
The " Y " man, K. of C. secretary, Salproduced and directed by Ashley Miller
vation Army lass, Jewish Welfare Worker,
with the co-operation of the United States
and the Red Cross nurses are shown on
Government through the Division of Films.
and off duty in this series. President WilIt is announced as authoritative in every
detail.
plays a partofin War
" Made
in America,"
does sonSecretary
Baker
and Provostas
The scenes of this human and unique
Marshal
General
Crowder,
according
to the
series were taken in one of the largest
announcements.
cantonments in the United States with
over 40,000 American doughboys in the
Scenes taken in France, aboard transports, in the trenches, and in the Argonne
production. Every phase of military trainare said to help make it an unusual vehicle.
ing, from the day the draftee is inducted
into the service of his country until he is Those who make up the cast are Richard
Turner, Edward Burns, Philip Sanford,
going " over the top " in France, is said
Brian Darley, Lillian Lawrence, Florida
to be shown minutely.
Kingsley and Emily Marceau. John L.
In fact, the Hodkinson officials state that
" Made in America " is so thorough that a McCutcheon assisted Mr. Miller in producprint of it will be preserved by the Governing the picture.
Rothacker
Outdoor
Releases Are Described
comprises practically every specimen of
EXHIBITORS MUTUAL describes some
of the Rothacker Outdoor Pictures in this almost extinct monarch of the plains.
recent announcements. The three latest re" Bulls and Bears " was released Januleases are " Doing the Dells," " Bulls and
ary 19.
Yellowstone
National Park contains
Bears," and " Geezers and Geysers."
" Doing the Dells," released January 26, more geysers-hot-water volcanoes than all
the rest of the world combined. A trip to
is described as a trip through the beautiful
" dells of Wisconsin," a favorite resort for
this geyser-land is pictured in " Geesers
vacationists. " Romance Cliff," " High
and Geysers," released January 12. Spouting hundreds of feet into the air at reguRock," " Witches Gulch," " Fat Folks Mislar intervals, these geysers are the most
ery," and " The Hornet's Nest," are some of
the peculiar freaks of. nature shown in this
spectacular feature of the Park, and tourists— otherwise " Geezers " — marvel at the
picture.
" Bulls and Bears " brings the flat-dwellsight.
The cameraman is said to have caught
ers of the cities out into the primitive wonder place of the West, Yellowstone Nathe geysers in action in some " shots " of
tional Park, and shows him wild-animal
marvelous beauty and shows the " Geezers "
life at close range. How the bear and
boiling eggs in the crater of " Old Faithbuffalo amuse themselves when left undisful," one of the favorite outdoor sports of
turbed in their native haunts, is the subject
tourists. " The Terraces," formed from
of this picture.
mineral deposits of the geysers, are also
The greatest herd of bison in the country
shown,
including the famous " Jupiter Teris in Yellowstone National Park, which
race " and " Minerva Terrace."
Release Dates Advanced
METRO has set forward the release
dates on Screen Classic's " The Great
Romance," starring Harold Lockwood, and
it is now ready for immediate distribution,
according to a statement just issued by
Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro,
who savs that this action is taken by request of hundreds of exhibitors who are
anxious to play the production.
One exhibitor is said to have written to
the booking headquarters of Metro, in
New York :
"I myself want the picture first as a
matter of business. I know it's going to
go over big. But then I want it too in
self defense. I'm going to have a young
riot on my hands if I don't come through
and flash ' The Great Romance ' on the
screen
pretty plays
soon." the part of Rupert
Lockwood
Danza. There has been a mystery surrounding the early life of Danza, about
which he knew nothing until he had

for "Great Romance"
reached his last year in college. Then
appeared on the scene a man of foreign
appearance, who urged the young student
to come at once with him to Rugaria. a
small kingdom in the interior of Europe.
The cast for this piece is of the typical
order found in Screen Classics, Inc., productions. Ruby de Remer plays the part
of Althea. Supporting those in the prircipal parts are Joseph Granby, Frank Currier, Helen Lindroth, Franklyn Hanna and
Clare Grenville.
The picture has been directed by Heniv
Otto, who screened many previous Metro
productions co-starring Harold Lockwood
and May Allison, and who now is on the
coast directing Miss Allison, a star in her
own right.
Edwin Carewe was the managing director of the picture, and Rudolph Bergquist
the photographer. The story is an original
script by Finis Fox.
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Rivoli

oJhicLeperLclent

Film

Company

IT was announced this week that S. Fox,
of the Rivoli Film Producing Company,
1400 Broadway, New York, has made arrangements to film a series of pictures
based on the works of Count Tolstoi, the
Russian. The contract also insures the appearance of the Count in the productions,
it is said.
Coincident with this feature is also the
engagement of A. J. Bloome, who will
direct the entire series of these pictures.
Mr. Bloome has completed direction and
editing of " The Question " for the Rivoli
Corp. with James K. Hackett, Irving Cummings and Ormi Hawley.
Mr. Bloome's first identification with the
film industry was in the introduction of
" Satan," released in 1912.
It was said to be due to Mr. Bloome's
efforts that the picture received the credit
due it, as at that period motion pictures
were looked upon by some as an inferior
medium, and the fact that it received its
premier presentation at the Hippodrome
theatre, followed by a four months' run at
the Broadway theatre and showings at
other Shubert houses even makes it all the
more remarkable. Following this it commanded bookings in theatres throughout
the world, and was received with highest
critical comments, one of special significance being an editorial by Dr. Frank Crane
in the Evening Globe.
A. J. Bloome will also be remembered
for his productions with the Savoia Film
Company of America which include, " The
Last Curtain Call," " Hearts of Flame,"
Closes

Contract

With

ROBERT W. PRIEST, president of
The Film Market, Inc., which has an
established exchange organization, operating throughout the world, announces that
he has closed a long-term contract with
Sres. Gonzalo Varela, S. en C, one of the
leading film importers and exchangemen
in Mexico, for the Precision Machine
Company's
Simplex
parts.
The contract
calls Projectors
for Simplexand Service
Stations to be established throughout the
three republics and to be maintained
with the same efficiency as those maintained here.
Sres. Gonzalo Varela S. en C, recently
purchased the entire holdings of the Universal Film Manufacturing Co. in Mexico
and the Central American Republics, and
appointed Mr. Priest their sole and exclusive American representative. Contracts have been closed with the InterOcean Film Corporation for their Paralta
Plays and other important productions offered by them for Mexico and the adjacent Republic controlled by Sres. Varela.
Contracts have also been signed with Universal calling for their Jewel Productions,
Specials and other selected features, together with all of the serials bearing the
" U " imprint.

Gets

Afield

Tolstoi

Stories

A. J. Bloome,
of the Rivoli
Film Director
ProducingGeneral
Company
" Shattered Souls, " The Fool and the
Dancer," and " The Era of a Nation "
which at that time was purchased by William Fox of Fox Film fame.
A studio has been secured for the Tolstoi
productions, work has already been started
on the first script, and several well-known
artists are under consideration.
Mexican

Distributor

Mr. Priest also announces that J. G.
Wainwright, managing director of Cineproductions, Ltd., London, while in this
country last month, purchased several special features through The Film Market,
Inc., among which were " The Call of the
Desert,"
starring
Markey,
the
entire world
outsideEnid
of the
United forStates
and Canada, and " What Becomes of the
Children," starring Corra Beach and Walter Shumway, for the United Kingdom.
The Mayfair Film Corporation has purchased the entire world rights, exclusive of
the United States and Canada, to W. N.
Selig's " The Still Alarm," through The
Film Market, Inc., and later sold the
French and Switzerland rights to " Perstarring Peggy Hyland, to
M. MonatsuasiveofPeggy,"
Paris.
Since acquiring the sales rights to the
Gathem Film Corporation's miniature features, "The Star Spangled Banner," " Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean," " The
Battle Cry of Freeom," and " The Girl I
Left Behind Me," and " Home, Sweet
Home," with one-reel release every fourth
week to follow, The Film Market, Inc.,
has disposed of every territory throughout the United States and has pending negotiations for the rest of the world.

Picture
England

News
Mana-

ger for United
Frank Vine has been appointed general
manager of the New England branch of
the United Picture Theatres of America,
Inc., it is announced by the United offices.
Mr. Vine is one of the most prominent figures in the motion picture life of the New
England States. For twelve years he has
been active in various capacities in and
around Boston.
Mr. Vine had his first managerial experience in the employ of Frank J. Howard, one of the leading bookers of motion
pictures in New England in 1906. He held
this position for two and a half years after
which he went as manager of the W. E.
Greene Film Exchange which he filled for
over a year. He was appointed to take the
management of the Kleine branch of the
General Film Company with whom he
stayed for more than two years. He then
opened new offices in Pittsburgh for the
Eclectic, but returned to Boston after a
year to take the management of the Pathe
Boston branch.
The World Film next engaged him for
their local branch, and when the Hearst interests organized branches for their International he took the management of the
Boston offices after which he went for six
months to Buffalo for organization work.
Goldwyn obtained his services as manager
of their sales force in Boston, and later he
went to the Fox Film as salesman and Boston manager.

Sawyer

"
in Harness
as Back
Producer

"

S-L Productions' first special feature,
starring E. K. Lincoln, will be completed
this week, it is announced by Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin. With the completion of
this production, Arthur H. Sawyer will
celebrate his re-entrance into the producing
field. Mr. Sawyer, since his executive connections with the original Kinemacolor
Company, has been a keen observer of
photoplay production and the result of his
wide experience is said to be reflected in
S-L Productions' first special starring E.
K. Lincoln. During the filming of this
production Mr. Sawyer acted as supervisor of productions, assisted by Herbert
Lubin. Ralph Ince directed.

Lois Weber, directing Anita Stewart
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Wettstein Gets Serial for
Wisconsin
Ralph A. Wettstein, Mid-West Distributing Company, Milwaukee, announces that
[he has closed a contract with Octagon
( Films, Inc., for the distributing rights in
[the State of Wisconsin, for B. A. Rolfe's
[serial production, starring Houdini, " The
[Master Mystery."
Other companies holding territory on the
[serial are Rolfe Productions of Northern
New Jersey, booking northern New Jersey;
Rolfe Productions of Dallas, handling
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas ; Rolfe
Productions of Atlanta, controlling North
and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi and Tennes[see; Arrow Film Exchange, Philadelphia,
(eastern Pennsylvania and northern New
Jersey; Rolfe Productions of Pittsburgh,
western Pennsylvania and West Virginia;
Rolfe Productions of New England, handling the New England States; Effano Film
IExchange, New York City and State ; CeleIbrated Players' Film Corporation, Illinois
and Indiana; Exhibitors' Film Exchange,
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and District
of Columbia; Mid- West Distributing Co.,
Wisconsin; Regal Films, Ltd., Canada; Export and Import Film Co., foreign rights.
Foreign sales negotiated for foreign territories by Export and Import Film Co. are
for Australia, Philippines, Porto Rico,
Cuba, San Domingo, the United Kingdom,
Scandinavia and Argentine.
Censor Board Passes Two
Without Eliminations
L. S. Card, general sales manager of the
Independent Sales Corporation, received
word from the Philadelphia Branch Manager for Independent that the Pennsylvania
State Board of Censors had passed without
eliminations Harry Rapf's production,
' Wanted for Murder " and Julius Steger's
special, " Her Mistake."
" Wanted for Murder," starring Elaine
Hammerstein, is being booked as a special
by Independent, of which Frank Hall is
president, and is distributed through the
Film Clearing House, which has eighteen
units throughout the United States. " Her
Mistake," in which Evelyn Nesbit and her
son Russell are featured, is released on Independent's 10-20-30 plan.

Grace Darling, with
E. K. Lincoln in S-L
Productions

H. B. Warner has signed with Jesse Hampton for a series for Robertson-Cole. Marcus A. Beeman
has been appointed London manager Exhibitors
for the organization.
Mutual releaseGrace Darmond will appear in a new
Farnum's
First United, H. Gets
Results
E. Ellison, the
Rialto theatre,
Denver,
FROM sections of the country where
followed with the following wire :
United Picture Theatres of America,
Inc., first release, starring Dustin Farnum,
" Opened Sunday, Rialto, to capacity on
' Light of Western Stars,' standing room
" The Light of the Western Stars," the
New York office is receiving daily mesonly from two P. M. until ten o'clock, closing time. Monday, Tuesday and Wednessages of praise for this offering. Conday equalled best records of house. We are
gratulatory messages are reported from
California, Missouri, New Jersey and Wismopping
up on
Richards
andUnited
Flynn,First
of picture."
the Twelfth
consin.
Street
theatre,
Kansas
City,
Mo., wired
J. W. Di Staslo, Liberty theatre, Sacralike congratulations. Messrs. Miller Brothmento, wired :
ers, proprietors of the New California"Premiere showing in the State of CaliAlhambra theatre in Los Angeles, anfornia of the United release at the Libnounced elaborate advertising plans in exerty theatre, Sacramento, ' The Light of
ploitation ofthe formal presentation of the
Western Stars ' a knockout, turning people
first United release, while the Broadway
away at advanced prices since seven-thirty.
Dustin Farnum reaches the height of his theatre, San Diego, California, instituted
screen career in this picture, is unanimous
an elaborate campaign on " The Light of
verdict of the public."
Western Stars."
Sherry Closes for Edgar Lewis Productions
" The Troop Train " is adapted from
WILLIAM L. SHERRY, president of
Parex Film Corporation, and head
William Hamilton Osborne's Saturday
Evening Post story. Glen White and
of the Sherry Service, has signed with the
Josephine Hill are in the featured roles.
Edgar Lewis Productions Company for
It is in six reels and tells the story of a
Edgar Lewis' productions, " Calibre .38 "
New York policeman's adventures with a
and " The Troop Train." Mr. Sherry angang of spies. Edgar Lewis directed. Mr.
nounces that " Calibre .38 " will be released
Lewis will be remembered for his producon
17, and "The Troop Train"
two February
weeks later.
tion of " The Barrier," " The Bar Sinister," The
"
Nigger " and others.
"Calibre .38" is a screen version of Roy
" Wild Honey," Doris Kenyon's latest
Middleton's
story
of
the
same
title.
release on the Sherry Service, is reported a
Mitchell Lewis is the star. Hedda Vena
big success. Otto Letterer, proprietor of
and Lola Pauzdrovna are in the principal
Colonial theatre, Brooklyn, reports that his
supporting roles. It tells a story of the
adventurous spirit of the frontier. It is house was crowded at all performances
and that many had to be turned away.
in six reels and directed by Edgar Lewis.
Great
City of Extras
SAWYER AND LUBIN, sponsors for
the S-L Productions, now completing
the first of a series of - special productions
starring E. K. Lincoln, under the direction
of Ralph Ince, promises one of the most
stupendous and most realistic mob scenes
ever filmed when their first production, the
title of which has not been announced, but
which is nearing completion, is projected
on the screen. It is stated that more than
10,000 " extras " appear in one of the mob
scenes.
For the filming of this scene, arrange-

in

First S-L Picture
ments were made by Messrs. Sayer and
Lubin with the employes of one of the largest industrial corporations in the country.
Weeks of careful rehearsing are said to
have been spent by Director Ince before the
final
scenes
were with
" shot."
E. K.
Lincoln,
Clara Joel and Grace
Darling in the principal supporting roles,
is the principal character in this scene as
well as the others of the productions. It
is said that these scenes depict the largest
crowd ever assembled before the camera
for dramatic action.
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Bigelow Cooper and Freddie Verdi, was
in Gaumont's
Announced Photo-Novelty
Last Week Called " Satan on Earth," Which
Th ree Added
to Capital Exchange
Staff
Mr. Kappleman has been appointed to
/CAPITAL FILM COMPANY, with
take charge of the Chicago branch and
^ headquarters in Indianapolis, announces the names of three new additions
manage the affairs for the Capital Film
to its exchange forces. They are F. L. Company in that city. Air. Kappleman
Smith, J. R. Kappleman and A. A. Hixon,
has a wide acquaintance with the exhibitors in that district. He has established
all prominent exchangemen and popuhimself in a suite of offices on the fifth
lar in the district to which they have been
assigned.
floor of the Consumers Building, South
State street.
Mr. Smith, formerly manager for the
General and Mutual Film Companies, both
Mr. A. A. Hixon, formerly connected
with the Fox and Mutual Companies, in
at Cincinnati and Cleveland, was recently
appointed manager of the Indianapolis
Minneapolis, is in charge of the Minnebranch of the Capital Film Company, Inc.
apolis branch, which is located at 421-424
He has taken charge of his office, which is Loeb Arcade Building. Mr. Hixon is one
situated in the Wimmer Building.
of the popular Northwest film men.

"The
Fighting Roosevelts" Opens at Strand
which is releasing the picture, to have " The
its first New ROOSEVELTS"
York run at the Fighting
u'yHEopenedFIGHTING
large circuit. Mr.Roosevelts"
Collins saidopen
that onhe a intends
to
Strand theatre Sunday. It was received by
a waiting line at the box-office and a most
stick to the original releasing program outenthusiastic crowded house on the opening
lined— direct to the exhibitor.
Colonel Roosevelt was giving close attenday and each day thereafter for the week's
tion to the production up to the last week
run. It is said that the rental price paid by
the Strand is the highest ever paid for a of his life, and it portrays in a vivid manner
the famous Rooseveltian characteristics.
showing by this theatre.
Frederick L. Collins, the producer, conMajor-General Leonard Wood, who was a
cluded this arrangement with the Strand
close friend of the late Colonel, is shown in
after inducements had been offered to him
the picture, as is Lieutenant Sims, now Admiral Sims.
and the First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
Prisoners

Commend

Ar-

row's Reed Picture
Following the exhibition of Arrow Film
Corporation's production, " A Woman's
Law," starring Florence Reed, before the
members of the Mutual Walfare League
at Sing Sing Prison, the producers received the following letter from one of the
inmates : " The pictures that you have
given us have been so excellent, far exceeding those we receive from other exchanges, that the temptation when we
are 'stuck' for a picture is to call on you,
because we know we will get a good one."

Picture

News

Man in the Open,"
February 16

" A Man in the Open," starring Dustin
Farnum, will be released by United Picture Theatres of America, Inc., February
16, it is announced by J. A. Berst, its president. This will be the third release by
United since its entry into the field
of active production, the first being " The
Light of Western Stars " and the second
" Adele," with Kitty Gordon, both of
which were listed in January.
" A Man in the Open " is a picturization
of Roger Pocock's novel of . the same title,
from which Fred Myton made the adaptation. Ernest C. Warde directed. The production was supervised by Robert Brunton.
The story deals with the adventures and
romance of a lover of the great outdoors.
He is first a trapper, then a sailor, then a
cowboy and last a ranger. He falls in love
with a grand opera singer whom chance
has brought in the forest and the wilderness, and marries her, loses her, fights for
her and loses her again.
Irene Rich, Claire DuBrae, Hershall
Mayall, Lamar Johnstone and Joseph Dowling are prominent in support.
Final

Scenes of Kenyon
Picture Taken
J. Searle Dawley finished taking the last
scenes of Doris Kenyon's latest picture,
" Twilight," this week at the Biograph
studio. Director Dawley is now engaged
in cutting and assembling the scenes. The
day following the taking of the last scenes
Miss Kenyon was taken sick and is refluenza. ported suffering from a mild attack of inThe story from which the screen version
has been made was originally published in
the Metropolitan Magazine, under the title,
" The Alchemy of Love," and was written
by Vingie E. Roe. Louis Joseph Vance
made the adaptation. For the exterior
scenes Director Dawley took his company
to the mountains of North Carolina, where
the action of the story is laid.

" Salvation Sue," Current
Christie Comedy
Al Christie has just completed " Salvation Sue," the Christie Single Reel Comedy for release early in February. He
says that as Salvation Army stories seem
to be the vogue he wanted to get in the
swim.
The two-reel comedy specials to be released once a month for state rights distribution the same as the single reel once
a week comedies are now distributed, are
now in work.

Houdini, the Handcuff Expert. Star of " The
Master Mystery," B. A. Rolfe Production

February
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Ford

Resumes

Work

Abramson

Completing

"The
Echois now
of Youth"
Ivan
Abramson
completing for
the Graphic Film Corporation his latest
production, " The Echo of Youth." Director Abramson is supervising the cutting
and editing of the picture and announces
that he will have it ready for showing next
week. The story is based on the conclusion that justice seeks out and punishes all
guilty actions, even though they may have
been committed years before.
Charles Richman, Leah Baird, Pearl
Shepard, who is featured in B. F. Moss's
forthcoming release, " Break the News to
Mother," and who has been starring in
comedies; Marie Shotwell, Peggy Shaner,
who appeared recently opposite Eugene
O'Brien in a Red Cross picture ; Howard
Hall, Jack McLean and Philip Van Loan
are seen in the principal roles.
Houdini Reported Strong
Around Baltimore
"The Master Mystery," B. A. Rolfe's
serial starring Houdini, the escape artist,
is reported as scoring heavily by A. Bresner, manager of Exhibitors' Film Exchange of Washington. D. C.
Though he has been in the Baltimore
field but about one week only, Mr. Dresner reports havng already secured thirtyseven contracts there for the serial, and
that before the city is covered this number
will be largely increased.
In Wilmington, Del., the Houdini serial
has been booked in the Victoria theatre,
the largest in the city, and a house that
has never played a serial before.
Ince Completing First Lincoln Special
Ralph Ince is putting the finishing touches
on E. K. Lincoln's first starring vehicle on
1 the S-L Productions list of specials, Messrs.
' Sawyer and Lubin announce. The initial
1 production will be released as a Ralph Ince
Film Attraction. Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin promise full details concerning this
production within the next two weeks.

Influenza

Scare

Following the completion of " The Silent
Mystery,"
Ford Sea
willIsland
commence
on his newMr.South
serial,work
the
scenario of which is now being worked

into shape by him. Mr. Ford expects to
sail for Japan in the interest of this serial
about March 15.
During the filming of the completed
scenes of " The Silent Mystery," Mr. Ford
was obliged to "shoot" a number of episodes with wild animals as the chief features. These scenes, he announces, have
been completed. The final episodes of the
serial calls for a New York background,
with the social life of the metropolis accentuated. For these episodes Mae Gaston,
Mr. Ford's leading woman, is said to have
spent more than $4,000 on her wardrobe.

Pearl

Extra

FOLLOWING six weeks, during which
time the Francis Ford studio in Los
Angeles has been closed owing to the influenza epidemic, work on Mr. Ford's
serial, " The Silent Mystery," has been
resumed, and Mr. Ford, Elsie Van Name,
Phil Ford, Harry Elis Dean, business manager of the company, who were ill, have
fully recovered and assumed their various
roles.

Alice Calhoun

After

Shepard Featured in
Moss Production
Pearl Shepard, the featured member or
the cast chosen to interpret B. S. Moss'
production,
Breakthistheweek
Newsat totheMother,"
commenced "work
Norma
Talmadge Studio, under the direction of
Julius Steger. In support of Miss Shepard appears Gertrude Berkley, who portrayed the mother in " War Brides " ; William Bailey, Marion Birk, Forrest Robinson, Raymond Bloomer, Joseph Smiley and
Franklyn Hanna. This production will
mark the re-entry of B. S. Moss in the
producing field. " Break the News to
Mother " will be a screen version of a
story as inspired by the song of that title
and will be screened in seven reels.

Large Bulletin on
Arrow Reissue
The Arrow Film Corporation has prepared a press bulletin to be distributed in
connection with the exploitation of " The
Demon's Shadow," a re-issued version of
" The Twenty Million Dollar Mystery,"
originally distributed in twenty episodes,
shown under the re-issued title in ten, said
to be 35 x 22 inches, slightly larger than a
newspaper and printed in black and white.
In addition to articles on sales talks, newswrite-ups,
sample
" ads,"
of
cuts andpaperthe
general
matter
that copies
goes into

" A

Julius Steger Busy on New
Moss Picture
The forthcoming B. S. Moss production
of " Break the News to Mother," a picture
International Film Service Company is interested in, is keeping Julius Steger, Director General of International, busily en-

Romance of the Air "
Aerial — Not Serial
An aerial production is not a serial picture, although some compositors may make
it so in print.
The Carle E. Carleton production, " A
Romance of the Air," featuring Lieutenant
Bert Hall and Edith Day, is distributed by
Film Clearing House system of exchanges
through the Independent Sales Corporation.
In recent accounts of this production,
scoring in Boston theatre," the typographical error made it appear that " A
Romance of the Air" was a "Serial"
whereas
it is an " Aerial " production in
seven reels.

a press book, there is also included a
resume of the " punches " that appear in
each episode. Twenty-five thousand copies
have been ordered printed.

Pearl Shepard, the girl who is reported to
gaged.
have
been coming to the front so rapidly
in the last few months and who is looked
upon by Mr. Steger as one of the coming
big stars, has the principal role.

Wisconsin Buys Houdini
Wisconsin exhibitors will now have an
opportunity to book the Houdini serial,
" The Master Mystery," produced by B. A.
Rolfe and handled by Octagon Films, Inc.
Ralph A. Wettstein, manager of the
Midwest Distributing Company, with offices in the Toy Building at Milwaukee, on
a recent visit to New York, acquired the
Houdini serial rights for Wisconsin.
Special Representative
Isadore Schlank has been appointed special representative of the Capitol Film
Company, with offices in Indianapolis. Mr.
Schlank will be associated with J. E. Willis,
general
Capitol's
branch
offices insuperintendent
United Statesofand
Canada.
He
is a brother of Ike Schlank, president of
Capitol Film Company.

Louise Glaum,
star East
of " Sahara,"
which has been
brought
for a showing
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[Where advertiser is to be addressed
in care of Motion Picture News send
all replies to the office of publication, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
City.]
SITUATIONS

PUBLICITY

WANTED

Press Sheet

Man
j£ P.^dDESIRED
M.
News
CONNECTION
Whole or part time
SALES MANAGER— Just out of army
wishes place as sales manager and executive. Eight
practical experience
national
filmyears'
distribution,
organization,in
branch management, sales promotion,
house organs and publicity. Highest
New York references. Interview desired
to offer concrete evidence of ability and
previous accomplishments. Address B.
B. B., care Motion Picture News.
ADVERTISING— College graduate, honorably discharged from the service,
experienced in publicity and advertising
work, wishes to connect with motion
picture concern in either department.
Address I. M. Stern, 861 Manida Street,
New York.
PHOTOGRAPHER — Commercial photographer, 23 years of age, seeks opportunity to enter photographic end of motion pictures. Have had over six years'
practical photographic experience. Canadian born, educated in England and Belgium, speak French. Not afraid of working hard. What I seek is the start and
chance to learn. Address Montreal,
Motion Picture News.
PUBLICITY— Who has a position for a
young man, honorably discharged from
the army? Previous to signing up with
Uncle Sam I had been engaged in newspaper work and magazine writing. I am
desirous of securing a position doing publicity or advertising work. Address L. J.
B., Motion Picture News.
CAMERAMAN—
Just completed
months'in
work with Marines
AviationsixCorps
France and Belgium. Formerly connected with Pathe, Goldwyn, Metro.
Over twenty years in photographic business. Address B. J. Mitchell, Motion
Picture News.
ADVERTISING— Wanted, position handling advertising for photoplay concern or
in responsible position directly under advertising manager. Have had extensive
experience writing ad copy as well as
practical newspaper and theatrical experience, press agenting large middle
western houses. Am 23 years old. Address J.M. M., Motion Picture News.
OPERATOR — Just discharged from service.
Competent operator and electrician. Five
years' experience ; best of references. Go
anywhere. Salary your limit. State all
first. Address Wisconsin, Motion Picture News. H. J. Brackendor, 209 South
Central Avenue, Marshfield, Wis.

SITUATIONS

Your

W

Picture

ants

NewM

Here

WANTED

STUDIO WORK— Position wanted by man
who can qualify as assistant director,
technical director, casting director, studio
manager. Has had special experience on
serials. Formerly with Pathe and Astra
studios as general utility and assistant
director to Louis Gasnier and Donald
MacKenzie. Just completed fifteen
months' service in U. S. N. R. F . Address Studio, Motion Picture News.

STUDIO — Position wanted by young man
who can qualify as assistant director or
under advertising manager. Still in navy,
expecting to be discharged shortly. Graduate of technical college. Experience in
newspaper and theatrical work. Address
H. A. T., care Motion Picture News.

SOLDIERS'
SERVICE
Your Want Ad. Inserted Free

the inauguramarked Picture
LAST week
tion ofedMotion
Classifi
Ad DepartmentNews'
for
returned soldiers in search of
positions.
Men in khaki seeking
places are invited to let us publish
their ads without charge.
Producers, exhibitors and others
needing men will find the ones they
want here.

Henry
Houry Completes
Vitagraph Film
The finishing touches have been given by
Director Henry Houry to the new Vitagraph super-production starring Francis X.
Bushman and Beverly Bayne. The picture
was written by Albert E. Smith, President
of Vitagraph and Cyrus Townsend Brady.
This is the most important picture entrusted to Mr. Houry since his Vitagraph
engagement and follows the work he did
with the Corinne Griffith Star Features,
which include " Love Watches," " The
Clutch of Circumstance," and " Miss Ambition." Mr. Houry also assisted Wilfred
North in the production of Vitagraph's
" Over the Top."
Henry Houry came to Vitagraph with
quite
France.a varied experience. He hails from
Pearson

Picture

Started

Miss Virginia Pearson, in the recently
organized Virginia Pearson Corporation,
started work on the 20th of January, having selected the Thanhauser Studio in
New Rochelle. The first release in March
will be a five or six-reel film.
The title is "The Bishop's Emeralds,"
taken from the novel of that name by
Houghton Townley, which had a sale in
England and has been out of print for a
long time.

Agnes Johnston is supplying
Pickford scenarios to Mary
Agnes Johnston Writes
Pickford Stories
The accompanying photograph is
likeness of Agnes Johnston, at present a
gaged
writing
narios. in She
has Mary
alreadyPickford's
completedseen*
rwf
'scripts, one from the play " Daddy Loi
Legs," which is now in course of prodi
tion, and another from a magazine sto:
on which the star will next begin work.
Miss Johnston, although one of
youngest scenarists in the field to-day,
cut a reputation for herself that is fan
to say the least. No one knew mui
about her when she was paid a meai
salary to write one and two reel Vitaggraph pictures. She was practically unhear of until a five reel Thanhouser picture called " The Shine Girl," and featuring Gladys Hulette, was released. Then
people began to talk, and they kept right
on talking until they saw Miss Johnst«J
step
in as
Miss Pickford's
Miss
Johnston
comes by writer.
her ability tf
write through her mother, who was for
long time on the old Evening Mail
Express in New York. Last winter
left the picture business for a while
take upat Harvard
Professor University.
Baker's play-writi
course
Blackton

Uses

Theatre

J. Stuart Blackton, while producing "A
House Divided," was permitted to use the
Criterion theatre in New York as a " location " through the courtesy of James K
Hackett, lessee, and Smith and Golden
managers
of "atThree
Wise Fools,'* the pla)
now running
that theatre.
" A House Divided " is from Anthonj
P. Kelly's adaptation of Ruth Holt Bo
cault's novel, " The Substance of

MOTIOGRAPH

DE

LUXE

PROJECTOR
Equipped

with all modern

conveniences

One-sixth horse power motor,
mechanical speed
control,
Gundlach, magazine to hold
3000 ft. of film, outside shutter,
large and well ventilated lamp
house and other conveniences
that wi'll help your operator give
superb projection.

When

you buy your next projector check up the MOTIOGRAPH DE LUXE.

JT

WILL

BE
THE
MACHINE YOU WILL
SELECT.

$450.00

F. 0. B. CHICAGO

Write for literature
ENTERPRISE

OPTICAL

MFG. CO.

564-572 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
WESTERN OFFICE:
833 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.
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FTP;

POLICY
Our Laboratory Experts do not depend upon tbeir bind-sigbt to solve puzzling problems.
Tkey

Think

First and Tnen

Act

Tbeir many years of study and experience enables tbem to know bow to treat negative and
positive film so tbat tbe best results will be obtained.
Organized tbougbt. aound judgment.
determined action is usually tbeir course.
They Make Sure They Are Right Before Going Ahead
Tbe services of our Laboratory
Experts are always available to producers, directors and
pbotograpbers.
Tel. Bryant 7190
REPUBLIC
729 SEVENTH
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Improved
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Inc.
NEW YORK, N.Y.
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Projection
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Results

FILM
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the screen.
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Write today for descriptive folders. Read
the unbiased opinions of operators
Place an order now with your Supply House
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thus giving him an incentive to " Produce the Goods " which
the public with its modern ideas demand. It is the men who
have seen the point and grasped the opportunity that was afforded who are holding the big jobs, who are authorities on
high class projection and who deserve the name of "Projec-

Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor

What

Do

You

Think

?

THE letter below is from a man whom we hold in high esteem.
He has set before us concisely just how he feels on this most
important subject. He has clearly stated our ideas from the viewpoint of the man who actually sees to it that the projectors are in
proper order and that the picture on the screen is as near 100
per cent perfect as human hands can make it. He is a real Projectionist— one worthy of all that title implies:
Mr. E. K. Gillett, Editor Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York, N. Y.
Dear Sir. — Let me say a few words to and for the men
who are responsible for the success of a leading factor in one
of
the world's greatest industries — the Operator, the Projectionist.
Truly, between these two, there should be and is a distinction of very evident magnitude. The Operator of yesterday,
who respected his craft, studied and advanced with faithful,
conscientious work and educated himself to be capable and
proficient. By combining practical experience with technical
study, he has become the professional man of today whom
we designate as " Projectionist." These are the men who
command the " Salaries." They have risen from the " Wage "
class.
A few years ago there could be found excuses for conditions
in projection rooms which today are entirely and absolutely
inexcusable. In the days of cranks, film tanks and catch sacks,
one-lunged rheostat, imperfect machines, cigar-box lamp
houses and two by four " booths," there was little to inspire
the oily half-baked operator. There was no incentive except
to keep the crank going round at varied speeds, watch minutes that seemed like hours until closing time, and to have one
empty pocket on Saturday night in which to deposit the eight
or ten dollars in nickels, dimes and quarters that constituted
his pay. A modern broom was an unknown quantity in the
" booth." The floor space would permit of nothing besides
the machine, the operator's two feet and the locomotive oil
can, the contents of which was poured over the machine head
after each performance.
Today such conditions do not or should not exist. Millions
of dollars have been spent to provide the operator with
" Equipment " and to make his working conditions better.

tionists."
I heartily
agree with Mr. Company.
H. T. O'Brien
of the
Electric
& Manufacturing
It has
beenWestinghouse
my personal
experience that nearly all bad conditions in the projection
room can be eliminated by the Projectionist who cares.
Ninety-five per cent of the theatre owners depend upon the
ability and knowledge of the man in the projection room for
advice on projection problems. Fifty per cent of the operators
are unable to give it in a dependable manner.
The Projectionist should be as able to advise the exhibitor
on projection problems as your physician is able to advise you
regarding your bodily health. It's logic. If your employer
builds a new theatre and sends for a projection engineer, an
expert on projection room construction, location, equipment
and wiring, and doesn't consult you about it, if you are to be
the man in charge when all is finished, you feel slighted and
maybe hostile toward the boss. The boss is wise and you are a
back number. If you can't recommend the location of the projection room so as not to have the picture keystone-shaped
from being projected at too great an angle, if you can't recommend the best projectors and current changing and saving
devices, if you can't tell the boss what lens and condenser
combination to buy, and if you don't know the difference between conduit and open wiring — you are not a projectionist;
it's doubtful whether or not you are an operator; you deserve
to be ignored when such advice is being sought, and you don't
deserve to be placed in charge of the modern well-equipped
projection room when all is finished.
Operators everywhere — consider the growth of die Motion
Picture Industry in the past. Consider its prospects for the
future. Read up a little on all the branches of the industry
from the time the raw film is delivered to the producer until
it is placed reel by reel in the upper magazine of your machine
a finished photoplay. Look out into the auditorium and see
the hundreds of people who have assembled there to witness
the presentation of feature. Now, Mr. Operator, don't you
realize
your proud
importance
the whole industry? Don't you
feel
a little
of yourto position?
If that feature which you so carelessly handle is shot
through your dirty, greasy, misadj listed and pounding machine
at a high speed you have destroyed its value to the public
who are the final critics of any production. You are insulting
the artists who appear in it. You are working in direct opposition tothe entire industry (and incidentally your employer
may realize it before long with results that will be anything
but flattering to you).
In a broad statement, Mr. Operator, you are a great hinge
upon which the picture industry swings.
Motion Picture News has worked nobly for the benefit of
the aspiring Projectionist, so let's reciprocate with a little
noble work for ourselves that will make the operating game
stand out as a profession with professional men to back the
game. Let's get together and eliminate the old-fashioned
"Operator" to replace him with the well-informed and
modern " Projectionist."
Let us all be efficient and capable workmen. When a difficult, technical
projection
let's be
thereof with
the correct
answer.
As aproblem
member arises,
and local
official
tne
I. A. R. S. E. & M. P. M. O. of U. S. and Canada, it seems
to me that the different locals could meet at regular intervals
and introduce a sort of " School of Instructions " for the
benefit of the members. As experience is probably the greatest
teacher, practical experience is absolutely necessary but each
member could be an instructor as well as a student. Friendly
intercourse among the Projectionists with ideas and experiences freely exchanged and their merits brought out would
be of great value to all concerned. Let there be comments
from men who are interested in their profession and who are
willing Yours
to helpvery
advance
truly, it to a high pinnacle of success.
(Signed) Loren C. Simmons.
{Continued on page 748)
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" r/iat Do You Tfcmfc? "
THE following letter from one of the leading projectionists of
Canada has just come to hand. It contains ideas and suggestions which can well be acted upon and carried out by every
body of exhibitors in the country.
The suggestion of the classification on the basis of ability is
certainly one to be carefully taken up and discussed. We have
advocated classification for a considerable length of time; for as it
is at present the good man who studies and pushes himself ahead,
suffers because of the fact that he is held back through the influence of those who have no other ambition than to draw their pay
check at the end of the week.
A few more interchanges of ideas along this line will be of the
utmost value. Take part in it and let us know what you think.
Mr. E. K. Gillett, Editor,
Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh avenue,
New York, N. Y.
Dear Sir:
I have just received January 4 issue of the Motion Picture
News and read with deep interest the article by Mr. H. T. O'Brien
of the Westinghouse Company. This gentleman has certainly
struck the right key regarding the projectionist and the "operator."
He has the right idea.
As time goes on there are more and more articles of this type
written each year and no doubt they will continue to increase in
the future as the projection machinery is improved and the demand
for better projection increases. Every year tlje projectionist finds
vast improvements in projection machines and all that pertains
thereto, all of which calls for greater skill on the part of the
projectionist. New machines and ideas are brought out. If the
projectionist is to be able to properly manipulate and care for this
new machinery he must have brains, knowledge and ability. He
must study and keep studying. He must keep in touch with the
industry. If he does not he will suddenly find that he has fallen
into the "operator" class. So in order to be a projectionist a
man will find lots to keep him busy during his spare moments.
He will also find lots of places to spend those spare quarters.
Now, sir, I have always found, during my term as a projectionist, that a good man never has any great difficulty in getting the
manager to purchase what he wants to improve his projection.
However, he must, of course, be able to show Mr. Manager that
what he wants is really necessary. He must be able to sit down
in the office and illustrate to him and explain how he is going
to improve his projection by doing so-and-so. Now in order to be
able to do this the man must, in plain English, be a projectionist
or he is liable to not get what he wants because of his inability to
convince the manager (of course, some are harder to convince
than others).
I have seen cases right here in this city where certain theatres
have been employing the same operator for a considerable period
and he would tell you that no matter what he wanted he could
not get it. Then shortly after a new man comes on the job. After
this new man had been there for a few months you pay a visit to
the projectionist and his projection room and what do you find.
Well, you find that the room has been cleaned and scrubbed, room
enlarged, even installed hot and cold water, a new motor-generator has been installed. This was the manager who would not buy
a tooth brush to clean the sprockets with. I have seen this happen
several times and some of us wonder why it is. The answer is
that the first man was what is known as an operator whereas the
second man is a projectionist.
I call to mind a case right here in this city where a certain manager is using a great, big, out-of-date motor-generator which costs
hjm a small fortune per annum to feed it with "juice" and it is

delivering about 25 per cent of it to the arc, in fact, you could get
just as good results with a good transformer delivering 60 amperes
and the cost would be about one-sixth. Now I'll wager that some
high class projectionist will walk in there one of these fine days
and show Mr. Manager that he can get 100 per cent better projection at one-quarter the cost by installing a generator built for
projection purposes. Then Mr. Manager gets busy and inquires
about this machine, which he has never heard of before, and
finally he makes the purchase. After he has made the installation
and finds that it does 'what his projectionist said he congratulates
himself and wonders why he didn't buy it long ago. Now, what
is the result? Well, after this manager becomes accustomed to
this type of projectionist he will, in the future, employ none but
first class men regardless of cost. The man has shown him what
good projection is. He has taught this manager that in order to,
produce good projection a man must have brains, knowledge, and
he must study. Now, that's what we should all do. Educate your
manager, show him that in order to project pictures a man must
possess knowledge. I claim that the more the manager knows
about projection the better it is for the projectionist.
Now, to get back to the subject again. The only fault with Mr.
O'Brien's article is that it is similar to all the other articles of this
nature. It shows the faults of the present system and it shows]
that some change must be made but it offers no remedy. I claim
that there is a remedy and that remedy is classification. All projectionists must be classified and not by the local unions.
You, Mr. Editor, insinuate that it is up to the locals to better
the present conditions. With this I cannot entirely agree because
they must have outside assistance for obvious reasons. Every
local has its good, better and best, and its up to the local to protect every one of its members in good standing. // is under obligation to its members and naturally it is not the right party to
examine its members and classify them in any way.
In this province (Alberta) the Government has found it necessary to examine the projectionists and classify them. All the men
are classified in four classes. First class are allowed to work in
the cities, also second class. Third and fourth class in small
towns. The men are examined by a first class projectionist, Mr.
P. Barber. The Province of British Columbia also has an examination system only it is even better than ours but we hope that
ours will improve as time goes on and we have every reason to
believe it will.
The time is not far distant when all the states and provincial
governments will make it their duty to examine the projectionists
working in their jurisdiction. It is for the protection of the
public, the managers and the projectionists. This will bring to
the surface the men who really are projectionists and show the
man who does not devote his spare time to study that if he does
not get busy and study he will find himself out of a job. Some
other man more qualified will step in at a higher salary and fill
his place, some man who lias devoted his spare time to the study |
of his profession.
Locals and film exchanges should get together on this proposition and have their governments pass legislation which will enforce all projectionists to pass a practical examination to determine their qualifications as a projectionist. It is their duty to the
public and themselves also their employer. It is one of those
things the Motion Picture Industry needs.
No doubt there will be those who will not agree with the stand
I take on this question, but can any man show me why, for instance, asteam engineer should be made to pass an examination
and a projectionist be allowed to work without, in some cases,
passing any kind of examination when he has considerable more
responsibility, think it over.
Now I am going to explode a bomb right here. Most locals
when drafting their wage scale they insert the following or something similar. Projectionist working six hours a day six days a
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week $35 per week. I think nine locals out of every ten insert
this clause. All locals in the said union are on the same level as
far as the local is concerned. Every union has its good, better
and best. We all know this no matter whether we admit it or
not. Now, the best being in the minority, as a rule, it is only
natural that if a vote is taken to have an examination to classify
its members, the best is going to lose because they are generally
in the minority. I don't mean by this that the local is composed
of poor men but I am referring to the best. The men don't seem
to realize that it is to the benefit of all concerned. It gives every
man an opportunity to find out just exactly what he does know.
It shows him his weak points and gives him an opportunity to
study them. Then if the man does not study he deserves to be
put in a lower category by an examining board.
When we come to consider the present system we ask who is it
that gets 100 per cent protection from the local union? Well, its
the second rater, the man that does not take interest in his work.
The man who does not take enough pride in his profession to
study it and spend his spare change trying to learn a little about
it. A local comprised of high class men demands more respect
and consideration than a local made up of inferior men. We all
know this and we can't deny it, so every high class man we admit
I into the local the stronger the local becomes and it is the right
kind of strength. A large membership and a big bank account
does not make a strong local. How many times have we seen
this proven? Its the men that counts. Nothing else.
Now, to get back to the subject again. When all members in a
i local which is comprised of high class men and second-raters, is it
I any encouragement to the first class men to stay in the local and
! continue to study when they are all on the plane. Is there any
\ inducement for him or anything for him to look forward to. On
I the other hand is there any inducement for the man who does not
consider himself a first class projectionist to study when he knows
l that regardless of whether he studies or not he will get the scale
anyway. Well, I don't think so. The only men who get the
I maximum benefit from the local is the man who don't care. He
demands the same salary as his brother and continues to make
trouble for his local by enforcing his demands the same as ever.
INow, the only remedy for this is a classification as I have already
|ipointed out.
The old argument that it can't be done is out of date because
I it can be done and it will be done. Its being done every day. If
we don't prepare ourselves and do it, someone else will. The
I quicker we awaken to the realization of facts the better it will
I be for all concerned. I say let every local get busy and get after
! their respective governments and have legislation put through that
I will enforce all projectionists to be examined and those of us who
I are not prepared will find ourselves legislated out of a job and we
i will have no one to blame but ourselves.
Now, Mr. Editor, you asked for an expression of opinion on
I this matter. This is my own candid opinion. I am not afraid to
|,express it. I may be wrong but let some kind friend show me
I who is acquainted with the present conditions and will apologize.
I If you think I am wrong just chuck this in the waste paper basket,
i There will be no hard feelings.
I remain, yours truly,
W. B. Allen,
President Local 360, M. P. M. O.
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The Silvertip is the standard negative carbon for I
■ direct current projection. It is of small diameter
■ and is heavily plated with metal to give it a high
H current carrying capacity. When used with the
■ Columbia upper it gives a pure white light of high
1 intensity.
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We wish to call special attention to the new copper adapter which was designed for use with our
Silvertip negative carbon. This new adapter, shown
in the illustration below, has several outstanding
features ; it is made in one piece and cannot get
out of adjustment while the jaws form a positive
clamp, giving a better contact on a smaller portion
of the carbon.

1
Local 244 Holds Reception in February
IT was announced this week that on February 28 the Motion Picture Machine Operators Local 244, of Newark, N. J., will hold
its
annual
that city. Grand Reception and Ball at Krueger's Auditorium, in
This affair has always proved a great magnet, a capacity crowd
gathers yearly, as the favorites of filmland appear in person and
mingle with the devotees of this form of entertainment.
American Projectionists Plan Banquet
IT was announced this week that the annual banquet of the Amer* ican Projection Society, the organization of motion picture projection experts, is to be held at the Hotel Astor early in March.

The illustration also shows the extent to which
the Silvertip can be burned with the aid of this new
adapter. The ruggedness of construction, together
with the quality of the material from which it is
made, gives the adapter a life equal to that of the
rest of the projection apparatus.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

Our activities for the past year have been
nearly 100 per cent, devoted to war production
of vital importance to the government, compelling us to discontinue regular manufacture
in practically all of our lines.
The cessation of hostilities has now enabled
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Francis B. Cannock Dies at St. Luke's Hospitc
FRANCIS B. CANNOCK, inventor, designer, of the Precisioj
Machine Company, died Sunday, January 19, at St. Luke
Hospital. He was born in Bristol, England, on April 11, 1872, c
Scotch parents, coming to th:
country
with fhem at the age ,c
six.

Cannock, Sr., became coi
nected with the Singer Sewin
Machine Company at Elizabetl
N. J. During the stay of th
Cannock family here, another so
us to begin the readjustment to a peace prowas
born, andto the
commenced
fail mother's
soon afterhealt
th
duction basis. While this adjustment must be
which prompted the family to r<
gradual, we are pressing it with all possible
turn to their native England.
Francis B. Cannock felt the ca
speed in order to satisfy the requirements of
of America and returned to th I
our normal trade at an early date.
country alone, on May 11, 189
We appreciate the patience and understandtaking out his first citizenshi
papers on the eighth of July cj
ing with which our patrons have reacted to the
the same year.
situation and trust they may continue to exerHis love of mechanics led hiil
into the automobile manufactu I
cise such consideration until our manufacturing line in New York, but tH
ing facilities are once more on a pre-war footdeveloping of the motion pictuil
ing.
machine claimed his attentic
soon afterwards. In 1897 M
Cannock took charge of the repair department of Blackton
Bausch & [pmb Optical (o
Smith (which later became the Vitagraph).
669 ST. PAUL STREET
ROCHESTER. N.V
Here he remained until 1899, when he assumed charge of tn
New York Washington Chicago San Francisco
Eden Musee. During his nine years' connection there, he w:
constantly busy experimenting with new devices, these experimen
Leading American Makers of Microscopes, Projection Appawere
to prove valuable to him in later developments. It might 1
ratus (Balopticons), Photographic Lenses, Ophthalmic
well to speak here of a tribute paid to Mr. Cannock, at this tin
Lenses and Instruments, Range Finders and Gun Sights for
Army and Navy, Searchlight Reflectors, Binoculars and
for the results he was obtaining through his improvements wht
Other High-Grade Optical Products
Charles Urban who came over here in 1903, said to Cannock, " Yc
are projecting my pictures better than I do myself in London
The projection at the Eden Musee at that time was considen
giiiiiiiiuiiiiiiuiiuiiiiiiiniiiiiiiu^
as being the finest in the world. In 1908, Mr. Cannock, with R. (I
Holloman, organized the Edengraph Company, engaging in tl
|§ SPECIAL
REBUILT
MACHINES
We have on BARGAINS—
hand all makes of
rebuilt machines
which we |
§ manufacture of projectors, until 1909, when he associated wfl
i= GUARANTEE
to beby inNEW
A-l ADJUSTIW
ing been replaced
PARTS. KNT, all worn parts bav- m Edwin S. Porter, and through the joint efforts of both, the Simple
machine was invented and designed. While many of the later ir
H Powers
Hand 6-A
Drive
New Price $2S0.00 Rebuilt Price $100.00 1 provements on the Simplex were due to the efforts of Mr. Portf
Motor Drive
New Price 33S.00 Rebuilt Price 150.00 1
§
(110 volt. 60 eye.)
§ many of the earlier ones however, were worked out by these tw
g Powers
6-1$ months, Motor Drive, 110 volt, 60 cycle
Used two
$250.00 I between whom a close bond of intimacy and companionship d
S Motiograph 1909 model
veloped, which is responsible for the remarkable understand^
|
New Price $225.00 Rebuilt Price $30.00 | that has always been apparent.
1 Motiograph 1915 model
Hand Drive
New Price $250.00 Rebuilt Price $125.00 §
Mr. Cannock became the secretary of the Precision Machii
Motor Drive
New Price 285.00 Rebuilt Price 150.00 = Company soon after its organization, and watched its graded d
(110 volt, 60 eye.)
velopment with interest, which interest was maintained until la
All orders subject to prior sale
fall when he was taken ill in Akron, Ohio, where he was confin
AMUSEMENT
SUPPLY COMPANY
to his bed for two months.
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the Motion Picture Trade
1
300-302 MaUers Bldg., 5 So. Wabash Avenue, Chicago, Illinois I
After partially recovering from this illness, he hastened to N«l
§ Dealers inMachines,
Motiograph,
Standard
and Minusa
Simplex Screens
Motion Picture § York City during the Christmas holidays, in order to consult wi
National
Carbons,
experts regarding his condition which was greatly weakent
=
and Everything for the Theatre
yiBIIIIIIIIIIIIMIMIIi™^
millllffliimimiiiiiiiis After this consultation, arrangements were made for the remov
of an abscess which had developed in one of his lungs.
While waiting for the necessary arrangements to be made,
Cannock still insisted upon spending some of his time at his e
perimcntal room at the. factory, which called forth comment upi
his faithfulness to the machine upon which so much of his til
GOERZ
had been bestowed. ■(Continued
He finally entered
Luke's Hospital, whe
on pageSt.754)
Goerz Vignetting Devices
The ever-increasing importance of the motion-picture compels
the camera-man to equip himself at all times with the best obWhat Do You Think?
tainable outfit. The GOERZ VIGNETTING DEVICES have
(Continued from page 745)
met the most exacting tests in the studio and in the field, and
when used in connection with the GOERZ KINO IIYPAU
Friendly discussion and a free exchange of ideas is the Oi
LENSES leave nothing to be desired in the way of an up to
way that progess can be made. State your troubles. Your coi
the minute outfit for the progressive camera man. Call or
munication will not be printed with your full name signed, if y
write for our latest descriptive matter.
do not wish to have it— but a frank statement will help all t
other projectionists and will help the industry as a whole. Do
C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
be bashful — pick out one single phase which is of particular
terest or trouble to you and spill it. Get it off your chest.
317J East 34th Street, New York City
Well — What do vou think? Are projection conditions all th
should be?
E. K. GILLETT

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertiiers
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of Music

EVERY thought in life has an influence upon a susceptible composer or musician, whether it be the arts, science, religion or
the fraility of human existence. Upon the surface one would
hardly imagine that masonry also had its influence upon a musical mind, but nevertheless, we are able to show that such was
the effect upon the great Mozart, when writing " The Magic Flute
Overture."
There has always been, since 1791, discussion concerning the
treatment of Masonic thoughts and rites in " The Magic Flute,"
both in the text and the music. Jahn had a firm belief that " the
dignity and grandeur with which the music reveals the symbolism
of these
certainly
have idea.
their Arootclear
in his
(Mozart's)
intensemysteries
devotion to the
Masonic
indication
of this
devotion was given in this overture to the initiated, but in a way
that shows how well he distinguished between Masonic symbolism
and artistic impulse."
Mozart's devotion to Masonry is well known, and he may have
been inspired by Masonic thoughts when he wrote the overture.
He tried to express the idea of a struggle between light and darkness. It is highly probable, however, that he was chiefly concerned with making music. As Henri Lavoix says in his " Histoire de lTnstrumentation " ; "Here the master, wishing, so to
speak, to glance back and give a final model of the old Italian
and German overtures with a counterpointed theme, which had
served, and still served, as preface to many operas, pleased himself by exhibiting the melodic theme that he had chosen, in all its
forms adorned with the riches of harmony and instrumentation.
The result of this marvellous work is one of the most perfect instrumental compositions ever produced by human genius. Yet
no one can establish the slightest resemblance between the overture and the grotesque magic piece on which Mozart lavished the
most precious treasures of this prodigious imagination."
The overture is scored for two flutes, two oboes, two clarinets,
two bassoons, two horns, two trumpets, three trombones and
Strings. It begins Adagio, with three fortissimo E-flat major
chords for full orchestra " which have some hidden Masonic significance." Thewith
chief orchestral
movement freedom.
is a brilliant
and the
elaborate
which is treated
About
middle fugue,
of its
development it is interrupted by the "Masonic" E-flat major
chords,
at thethat
beginning.
the onlywhich
thing were
in theheard
overture
reappears" Those
in the chords
opera; are
yet
the work is by no means open to the charge of musical irrelevancy,
for the theme of the fugue is eminently suggestive of the lively
character of Papageno, the bird-catcher. The overture to " The
Magic Flute " was probably the one Rossini had in mind when he
once -said : " I've been trying for months to write some fugued
overtures a la Mozart, but I've had to tear them up. The great
model is too overpowering! Mine were all detestable."
The theme of the fugue is not unlike one in a sonata in B-flal
major, that Clementi played in 1781 before the Emperor Joseph in
Mozart's presence;- it also resembles the subject of an orchestral
" symphony " in J. H. Rolle's cantata. " The Resurrection of
Lazarus" (Leipsic, 1779), which Mozart probably never saw or
heard. Fugue subjects were common property, and they were
often wandering melodies. The more important question was
"What did the composer do with his theme after he caught it?"
The solemn chords that open and interrupt the overture may suggest the knocking of those seeking initiation, or they may recall
" the probation which must be undergone by those who engage in
the search for a higher light." They are effective without explanation. As Jahn well said : " The true triumph of genius consists in having created a work which, wholly apart from scholarship or esoteric meaning, produces by its perfection an irresistible
effect on the musical mind, animating it to more active endeavor
and lifting it to an atmosphere of purest serenity."

and

Masonry

Robert Schumann said : " The overture of " The Magic Flute,"
which will for centuries to come still ravish the ear : that sportive,
happy wonder-child — shedding light and joy, it will ever soar skyward, in spite of fog and utter darkness."
Camille Saint Saens stated of Mozart : " No one will accuse
him of melodic poverty, although he pursued for a long time the
chimers of instrumental music without " melody.0' The overture
of " Cosi fan tutte " was an unfortunate attempt in this respect ;
for the absence of " melody " is cruelly felt. The overture of
" Don Giovanni " is a compromise. In the overture to " The Magic
Flute " the problem was solved — not a bit of straight cantabile, a
prodigious complexity, and as a result, clearness, fascination,
irresistible effect. It is a taiir de force which Mozart only could
have accomplished."
The Editor.
Review of Latest Musical Compositions
— " L'Oracolo " (The Oracle). Acclaimed by New York
critics as one of the most beautifully melodious of the
operas performed at the Metropolitan Opera House. L'Oracolo, by Franco Leoni, is assured a prominent place in the
regular repertoire of this famous opera house. (Chappell's,
41 E. Thirty-fourth street, New York.)
— " An Irishman Was Made to Love and Fight," by Jos.
Santly. A sparkling, jingly arrangement of this corking
comedy song. (Leo Feist, 249 W. 40th street, New York.)
— "A Rainbow From the U. S. A." by Percy Wenrich. The
big hit of the N. Y. Hippodrome super-spectacle " Everything." (Feist Edition.)
— "Ja-Da!"
Fox-trot by Bob Carleton. Written and sung
by Boys of the Navy. Sing the words and make a hit
yourself! (Feist Edition).
— " My Mid-West Yankee Home " by A. M. Laurens. This
fascinating melody lends itself readily to either the One
Step or Waltz tempo, and if you program this, there will be
no wall flowers, for no one could stay off their feet when you
swing into the enchanting strains of the waltz or fiery, inspiring one step. (C. L. Barnhouse, Oskaloosa, Iowa.)
6— "That
Serenade
WasbigJust
Fox trotSoothing
arrangement
of the
songWritten
hit by For
HarryMe."
de
Costa, wonderful novelty. (Fischer-Whitmark Orch. & Band
Dept., Cooper Square, New York.)
— " Our Victors' March to the Boys Over There." The
official march played at every patriotic gathering — an
American march by an American composer, Kate Vannah.
(Fischer-Whitmark Orch. & Band Dept.)
— " Kisses," by Lynn Cowan.
An overnight hit in New
York. Oh! what a melody — you are going to rave about
it. (McCarthy & Fischer, Inc., 224 W. 46th street, New York.)
— " After You're Gone " — The greatest dance hit of the hour.
Especially featured by Earl Fuller's Jazz Band. It can
be played either as a fox-trot or one step and is being sung in
every home in New York City. (Broadway Music Corp., 145
W. 45th street, New York.)
1 A -" When You Take That Trip Across the Rhine " by
I \J Percival Knight. One of the greatest march hits in the
successful musical comedy, " The Better 'Ole " now on Broadway. (Leo Feist.)
11 — " When You Look in the Heart of a Rose " by Florence
I Methven. The melody ballad hit of New York's big
success " The Better 'Ole " now playing at the Cort Theatre.
(Leo Feist.)
j• ^
O— There
"Valse is Boston."
(Drigo which
Ballet)rivals
by Lumbye-Roberts.
only one number
this for its popularity with the music-loving public and that is the Drigo
(Continued on page 750)
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" Serenade " from which it had its inception. It is unquestionably the best dance waltz published. (Carl Fischer.)
i
Because You Say Goodbye, by Sol P. Levy. A ballad
■ -) of enduring sentiment. The heartrending sentiment expressed in the lyrics of this song will find instant appeal with
every audience, and take its place amongst the world's popular-classic ballads. The music is written within the range of
the average voice, utilizing the best register. It is truly a
singer's song. The wedding of lyrics and music have resulted
in a ballad of tenderness, pathos and dramatic intensity.
(Belwin, Inc., 701 Seventh avenue, New York.)
Canadian

Exhibitors Give Serious Thought
Music

to

A NUMBER of Canadian exhibitors are giving more serious
*» consideration to the subject of music, judging by recent developments. The Allen theatre, Toronto, leading theatre of the
string of Allen theatres throughout the country, recently added
vocal numbers to its programme. One of the artists engaged durJanuary was Harold Jarvis, who is Canada's most famous
tenoringsoloist.
The Regent theatre, Ottawa, added vocal selections by special
artists to its bill starting with the week of January 13. Manager
Moxley of this theatre declares that all the leading moving picture theatres of the country will find it advisable, sooner or later,
to add vocal music to its list of attractions as the singing rounds
out the programme and attracts still another class of patrons, he
believes.
The Imperial theatre, Ottawa, had been making use of its large
organ exclusively for some time, but now this leading theatre of
the Canadian capital has installed a large orchestra. The Imperial also had a singing act starting with the week of January
13, during which week the attraction was " Romance of Tarzan."
LATEST

MUSIC

Picture
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" LOVE IN A HURRY "
(Blackwell-Greeley-World)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Sleeping Rose" < Valse Lento I, by Bonn
1— "Screening
Florindo "(donkey
(Allegretto
Vivace), by Burgmein (3 minutes), until
braying;.
— At
2 — " Impish Elves " (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (3 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: The Virginians all Americans.
"SelectionCastle.
of English Airs" (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until —
T: 3 —Dartridge
4— "Sleeping Rose" (Valse Lento), by Borch (theme) (2 minutes
and 45 seconds), until — T: Charles Conant born in Virginia.
5— utes
" Nymph
and Satyr"
and 15 seconds),
until —(Allegretto
T: GeorgeModerato),
Templar. by Rollinson (3 min6 — "Birds and Butterflies" (Capricioso Intermezzo), by Vely (3
minutes), until — T: "Home, my lady" (auto effects).
7 — utes"Bleeding
Hearts"
Sentimento),
by Levy (3 minand 15 seconds)
until —(Andantino
S: When Joan
stops George.
8
—
"
Dramatic
Tension,"
by
Levy
(3
minutes
and
15 seconds), until
— T: John Murr, farmer tenant.
9 — : "Pierrot-Serenade " (Allegretto Molto Moderato), by Randegger
(2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: " You know I must remain in."
10 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — S: When Joan sees
Charles.
11 — " Poppyland " (Gavotte Characteristic), by Kiefert (1 minute),
until — T: "And Peredur, the Knight."
12 — " Furioso No. 11," by Kiefert (1 minute and 30 seconds), until —
T: 13"— And
they heard
a great tumult."
Babillage
"until(Intermezzo
and 15" seconds),
S: At end Allegretto),
of fight scene.by Castillo (3 minutes
14 — Theme (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "You have stood
too15 much
for."Dreams" (Moderato Romance), by Borch (3 minutes and
— " May
15 seconds), until — S: When Charles enters cottage.
16 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "The U-boat isn't due for" (shot).
17 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T : "Wanted for
18 — " Perpetual Motion " (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes
Espionage."
and
15 seconds), until — S: When Joan rides away.
19 — " Tendre Aveu " (Andantino Romance), by Schutt (4 minutes
and20 —30 "Among
seconds), theuntilRoses"
— T: "But
the morrow
finds." by Lake (3 min(Andante
Con Moto),
utes
and
15
seconds),
until
—
T:
"You
are
Charles
21 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until^-T : Conant."
" Her young lady22 —ship"Caressing
Butterfly"
(Andantino
Grazioso),
by Barthelemy
has left."
(4 23minutes
and 15Wilfulness"
seconds), until
— T: "And
I ask your bypermission."
— "Love's
(Andante
Appassionato),
Barthelemy
(4 24minutes),
until
—
T:
"And
if
you
don't
come
to."
— " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "The titanium is under."
25
(2 minutes),
until—— Theme
*****
END. until — T: "And where goeth Peredur,"

CUES

"THE DIVORCEE"
(Ethel Barrymore-Metro)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes to a reel (1,000 ft.*
Theme: "Bleeding Hearts" (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy
"Waltz Divine" (Waltz Lento), by Rosey (3 minutes), until —
At 1—Screening.
2 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Yes, my dear,
it was not very."
3 — " Gondoliera " (Allegretto Boat Song), by Saar (3 minutes ard
45 seconds), until T: "So you've come back home."
4— " Dramatic Tension," by Levy (1 minute and 30'seconds), until —
S : " When guests leave."
5 — " Menuetto " (Menuetto Piu Lento), by Grieg (2 minutes and 4J.
seconds), until — T: "Robert Lawton, a wealthy."
6 — "Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (3 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — T: "We're going over to talk."
7 — -"Dramatic Tension, No. 64," by Borch (3 minutes), until — T:
." So
gentleman
8 — the
Tragic
Theme, hasby not."
Vely (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T:
" By Gad, I'm apt to remember."
9 — "Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (1 minute and 30 seconds), until
— T : " Lady Frederick has just come."
10— utes),
" Valse-Idylle
(Characteristic),
Razigade-Schmid (4 minuntil — T: Three" years
later at Monteby Carlo.
11 — Theme (3 minutes), until — T: "To think my son should care."
12 — "Dramatic Andante," by Berge (2 minutes), until — T: "You'd
be irresistible."
13 — " Canzonetta " (Allegretto Moderato), by Godard (2 minutes
aid 30 seconds), until — T: "Keep your lecture until" (electric doorbell).
14 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " I promised my
s'ster."
15 — " L'Ermite " (Moderato Meditation), by Gruenwa'd (3 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: "She gave me these letters."
16 — " Dramatic Andante No. 24," by Borch (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "You can't object to my son."
17 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Please, Betsy,
be 18a —good
sport." Dramatico No. 62," by Borch (2 minutes and 15 sec"onds),Andante
until — S: When
Lady Frederick returns to apartment.
19 — "Flirting Butterflies" (Morceau Characteristic), by Aletter
(5 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: In the morning at ten.
20 — " Kathleen " (Valse Lento), by Berg (4 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "You know that you haven't."
21 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "I have bought
a lease of." until— ***** END.

" HER INSPIRATION "
(May and
Allison-Metro)
Specially selected
compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes to a reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Mountain Song" (Andantino Moderato), by Borch
1 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — At Screening (shots).
2— -" Mountaineer's March" (From Mountain Music Suite), by Borch
(2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: The haunts of the moonshiners.
3 — " Babillage " (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Castillo (3 minutes and
45 4—seconds),
until — T: Dance
" It's a" far(from
cry from
Kentucky."
" Mountaineer's
Mountain
Music Suite), by
Borch)
(2
minutes
and
30
seconds),
until
—
T:
"Keeping
his promise"
(shot).
5 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "There's yer hat,
6 — " Impish Elves " (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (4 mirlutes),
until — T: " Now I have taken your."
7 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " It's my new
mis8 —ter"."Turbulence " (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes and 30
play
a love."
seconds),
until — T:Motion
"A few
real revenuers
9 — " Perpetual
" (Allegro
Agitato),happen."
by Borch
and10 —45 "Garden
seconds), Dance"
until — T:(Bright
"I seen
ye
stealing."
Intermezzo),
by Vargas (3 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — S: When revenue officer drinks. (2 minutes
11 — "Dancing Leaves" (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Miles (3 minuntil — T: ""And
after dilutin'."
12 — utes),
" Rondon
(Excerpts
Beethoven Sonata Pathetique). by Berge
(3 minutes), until — S: As scene fades to Kate and Harold.
13 — "Agitato No. 49," by Shepherd (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "No arguin' he ain't" (shots).
14
(1 minute
and 30 seconds),
T: " Don't
me."
15 —— Theme
"Gruesome
Mysterioso,"
by Borch until
(1 —minute
and 15thank
seconds),
until — T: "Evening a dark plan to stir."
16 — "Agitato No. 37," by Andino (3 minutes), until — T: "Hank's
right " (door-knocks).
17 — " Furioso No. 11," by Kiefert (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until
— T: "Come on, I'm Lige (explosion), (train effects).
18 — "Sleeping Rose" (Valse Lento), by Borch (2 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: Back on dear old Broadway.
19 — Theme
(3 minutes),
until—
*****
END.until — T: " I have already had the pleasure,"
Canadian

Authors

Organize

THE Authors'
and Composers'
Association
of Canada was organized at Toronto
on December
18.
One of the aims of the association is to encourage better musif
in many theatres of the country-
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" HIS PARISIAN WIFE "
Specially (Elsie
selected Ferguson-Artcraft)
and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes to a reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "May Dreams" (Moderato
Romance), by Gaston
Borch
1 — " Valse Moderne " (Valse Lento), by Rosey (1 minute and IS
seconds), until — At Screening.
2 — " Pizzicato " (Petite Ballet), by Berge (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "Martin Wesly who came."
T: "Always just around the corner."
3 — "Birds and Butterflies" (Capricioso Intermezzo), by Vely (2
minutes and 40 seconds), until — S: Exterior of restaurant.
T: "It is the first time."
4— Theme (3 minutes and S seconds), until — T: "I was bored to
death."T: " One is never all alone."
T: "Would you think me."
5 — "A La Mode" (French One Step), by Rosey (1 minute and IS
seconds), until — T: "When hearts are young."
6— "Serenade D'Amour " (Moderato), by Blon (1 minute and S seconds), until — T:to "And
wereandmarried."
7 — Continue
action so(2 they
minutes
S seconds), until — T: In Martin's New England home.
" He called her Fauvette."
8 — Theme (2 minutes and S seconds), until — T: "As three slow
years pass."
T: "And Martin himself."
9 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds), until
T: "Anthony Rye is coming."
T: "And wear something dark."
10 — "Love Song" (Moderato), by Puerner (3 minutes and 5 seccompany invited."
Tonds),: until" —WeT:will"The
not wait."
11 — Continue ff. (1 minute and 10 seconds), until — S: Fauvette
appears at dinner table.
12 — " Dramatic Tension," by Levy (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until
— T: "Humiliated and."
T: "Why did you wear."
13 — Theme (2 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "As Tony's visit
lengthens."
T: " Martin does not realize."
14 — utes" andBleeding
Hearts until
" (Andantino
by Levy (2 min45 seconds),
— T: Next Sentimento),
day.
T : " Let us try again."
15 — " Serenade " (Dramatic), by Vidor (2 minutes and 40 seconds),
until — T : " Unable to understand."
T : " Driven at last to."
16 — "Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes), until — T: "In
his rooms in Boston."
T: "It's my affair to save."
17 — "Adieu" (12/8 Dramatic), by Favarger (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "News of the Martins."
T: "Read Monsieur Tony."
18 — Continue ff. (25 seconds), until — T: " You think I should stay."
19 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "Despite Martin's
evidence."
20 — " Babillage " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Castillo (2 minutes and
5 seconds), until — T: "Freed from the Wesleys.
T: " Mr. Barnes a financial."
21 — " Eva Prelude " (Dramatic), by Massenet (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "Realizing that his heart."
T: "So merely to get your freedom."
22 — " Intermezzo " (Moderato), by Huerter (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "While Fauvette worked."
23 — "Capricious Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (2 minutesT:and 5 "Your
seconds),success
until —seems."
T: "As the months slip by."
24 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T : " But Tony's heart is."
"Martin,
how could
25 — T:
Theme
(3 minutes
and 30you."
seconds), until — T: Next morning.
T: "But you will see him."
26 — " Valse Caprice," by Rubinstein (1 minute and 40 seconds), until— T: "As Fauvette's success."
T: "Among those present."
27 — "Valse
(Valsescene.
Lento), by Rosey (1 minute and 10
seconds),
until —Divine"
S: Dancing
28 — "Melody" (Moderato), by Huerter (1 minute and 55 seconds),
until — T: "But presently Fauvette's."
29 — Theme ff. (1 minute and 50 seconds), until — T: "Humbled, a
suppliant."
30 — —Continue
action (35 seconds),
until — T: "Do you think we
could"
until— to*****
END.
Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent 1UU of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exchance*, state rights owners, publicity mediums and producers, selected as to territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand chances were
recorded in our list last year. Its use means a saving to you of from
SO to St% in postage, etc.
vr 107
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO. iN
Phone, im Chelsea
84 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Printing Typewriting
Addressing Multigraphing
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"LIFE'S GREATEST PROBLEM"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "May Dreams" (Moderato Romance), by Gaston
Borch
I — " Olympia Overture" (Heavy Dramatic), by Archer (2 minutes
and 20 seconds), until — T: " Big Steve Reardon."
2 — "Continue to action" (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T:
Craig's
wife." by Rosey (4 minutes and 15 seconds), until —
3" —John
" Valse
Divine,"
T: "An afternoon ride, to get."
4— " Golden Youth " (Valse Lento), by Rosey (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "Dad, you know my car."
5 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until
— " Alice Webster's important."
6— " Romance " (Moderato), by Karganoff (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "Prospective brides."
7 — " Hunkatin " (Half Tone One Step), by Levy (35 seconds),
until — T: "The moment of decision."
8 — Theme (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T: "Breaking the
9 — " Dramatic Tension No. 67," by Shepherd (2 minutes and 10
seconds), until — T: "Congratulations, I never suspected you."
10 — " Intermezzo " (Moderato), by Huerter (1 minute and 10 secnews."
onds), until — T: "Big Steve breaks his."
II — Continue to action (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "The
way Dick."
12 — "A La Mode" (Popular One Step), by Rosey (3 minutes and
10 seconds), until — S: "Mrs. Craig stops phonograph."
13
— Continue pp. (35 seconds), until — T: "In answer to Pershing's
cry."
1415 —— "Wash
Rag,"
Losey" (American
(30 seconds),
until —byT:Berg
"His(1 brother."
"Over the
T op,byBoys
March),
minute),
until — T : " I'll stay here just as long."
16— Dramatic Agitato, by Hough (1 minute and 40 seconds), until —
T : " Near dawn."
17 — Theme (3 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: "What's the big
idea, kid."
18 — Sorrow Theme, by Roberts (1 minute and 50 seconds), until —
T: " The round up."
19 — " Capricious Annette" (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (3 minutes
and 25 seconds), until — S: " Patrol wagon in view."
20 — "Comedy Allegro," by Berg (45 seconds), until — T: "While on
the frontier."
21 — "until
Tacet— S:" (Just
Tympany
Rolls during battle scenes) (20 seconds),
Flashback
to bedroom.
22 — " Under the Leaves " (Moderato Agitato), by Thome (45 seconds), until — S: Battle scene.
23 — " Tacet " (Just ad. lib. Tympany Rolls during battle scenes) (15
seconds), until — S: Flashback to former scene.
24 — Repeat: "Under the Leaves" (ad. lib. Tympany Rolls during
battle scenes)
(2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — S: Miss Webb returning
home.
25
—
"
Dramatic
Narrative,"
Pement (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T: Dreams of
luxurious by
idleness.
26— Continue ff. (25 seconds), until — T: Recounting the sad story.
27 — "until
Three
(Allegro Intermezzo), by Herman (35 seconds),
— T:Graces
Up for" examination.
28 — Continue to action (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: The
American Shipyards.
29 — Intermezzo (2/4 Presto), by Arenski (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "Are you quite sure that fellow."
30 — "until
Dramatic
Tension
1," byat Ascher
(2 minutes and 25 seconds),
— S: Mrs.
CraigNo.arrives
the yard.
31 — " Serenade " (Dramatic Moderato), by Drigo (3 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "You know, mother, I am beginning."
Bleeding Hearts
" (Andante
Sentimento), by Levy (2 minutes
and32 —30" seconds),
until — T:
After nightfall.
33 — " Sparklets " (Moderato Intermezzo), by Miles (1 minute and
20 seconds), until — T: " Do you want to earn."
34 — " Sinister Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until —
T: "Everyone of you get."
35 — "Hurry" (Half-reel Hurry), by Levy (1 minute and 40 seconds), until T: "This is the little fellow."
36 — "Impish Elves" (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (2 minutes
and 5 seconds), until — S: Dick's wife enters.
37 — Theme ff (3 minutes), until — T: "Making the world safe."
Tars" (Nautical
March), by Boulton (2 minutes)until
* 38* — * "Yankee
* * * END.
Played.

WANTED to buy a Mason & Hamlin, or an
Estey organ, two manual and pedal motor driven.
Pitch must be 440. State net cash price and condition.
Address
UNITED FILM COMPANY
By T. L. Kearse
Charleston, W. Va.

BARXGLA*
Before completing your plans for your neiv theatre let
us give you our new idea for music. — It's worth while.
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111. Factory, Oshkosh, Wis
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Better

Satisfaction

This notice is addressed to the minority of our
subscribers who do not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free
to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing
direct to our advertisers; in fact, you do not do
enough of it for your own good, but we do want you
to get the proper goods to fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy
to write each company separately; therefore we are
offering our co-operation, which means that you
will receive full information on any subject wftich
you may designate by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the gocds in which you are
interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded
to reputable manufacturers, even though the goods
on which you wish information are not advertised
in the "News."
1. Arc Controllers
2. Advertising Novelties
3. Brass Rails
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6. Camera Lenses
7. Carbons
8. Chairs
9. Chair Upholstery
10. Change Making Machines
,
11.
Condensers and Transformers
12. Converters
13. Developing and Printing
14. Developing Materials
15.
Developing Tanks
16. Disinfectants
and Perfumes
17. Economizers and Rheostats
18. Electric Signs
19. Elevators and Escalators
20. Exterior Lighting
21. Film Cabinets
22. Film Carriers
23. Film Cleaners
24. Film Dyes
25. Film Stock
26. Fire Extinguishers
27. Floral Decorations
28. Gas Engines
29. Heating
30. Heralds
31. Interior Lighting
32. Interior Telephones
33. Lithographs
34. Lobby Display
35. Mazda Projection Lamps
36. Metal Ceilings
37. Motors
38. Mural Paintings
39. Musical Instruments
40. Paints
41. Perforating Machines
42. Printing Machines
43. Programs
44. Projection Booths
45. Projection Lenses
46. Projection Machines
47. Projection Machines (Home)
48. Reels
49. Rewinders
50. Safety Exit Locks
51. Screens
52. Slides
53. Stage Settings
54. Studio Lights
55.
56. Ticket
Ticket Selling
Taking Machines
Machines '
57. Uniforms
58. Ventilating and Fans
59. Vacuum Cleaners
Gentlemen: Please send me descriptive matter on the subjects marked
in the above lists.
• Name
Theatre
Cfcy
Bute

Picture

News

" THREE MEN AND A GIRL "
(A Paramount Production)
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Paul Vely
Theme: "Birds and Butterflies"
(Intermezzo Capricioso), by
1 — Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds), at Screening, until — T: "So
Continue
pp (35
seconds),
until — T: "Theby Century
sne23 —— lived
"Lovewith."
Song
Orientate
" (Characteristic),
Kiefert Club."
(2 minutes
and 10 seconds), until — T: "Who hated woman.'
T: "Now that we have confessed."
4 — Tacet (15 seconds), until — T: "Let them be hurried."
5 — Bugle Call Ad. Lib., until — S: Bugler in view.
6
until— —"Dramatic
S : Fade outNarrative,"
of bugler. by Pement (1 minute and 55 seconds),
T: " His troubles were."
7— " Valse Moderne " (Valse Moderato), by Rosey (3 minute* and
20 seconds),
T: "They
all met later."
- T: "I until
am —looking
forward."
seconds),
8— Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "Why not
come
T: "And so a little later."
9 — me."
Organ improvise to action (wedding ceremony), (35 seconds).
with
until10 —— T:
"June Allegro
4th." " (Characteristic), by Berg (45
" Comedy
until11 —— "T:Babillage
" I do."" (Intermezzo Allegretto), by Castillo (3 minutes
and 20T:seconds),
T: " A garden of Eden."
"I clear until
out —cabin."
12 — "In Lover's Lane" (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Pryor (3
minutes and 40 seconds), until — S: Sylvia arrives dressed in wedding
attire.
T: " Someone has been."
13 — Theme (4 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "Sylvia slept just."
" May weHearts
presume."
14 — T:
" Bleeding
" (Andante Sentimento), by Levy (2 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: "You're worse."
T : " But the thought of."
15 — " Intermezzo " (Allegretto), by Pierne (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — S: Old nurse arrives.
T: "The Bears establish."
" Afternoon."
16 — T:
" Comic
Hurry," by O'Hare (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until —
T: " Help, help, the enemy."
1718 —— "Continue
pp (25 seconds),
until — Romance),
T: "This isbytheMorse
only (1thing."
By the River"
(12/8 Moderato
minute
and19 —10Popular
seconds),Hawaiian
until — T:Song
" But(1 out
of
sight."
minute and 25 seconds), until — T:
" An
Noteacquaintance
— Vocal soloof."with ukelele accompaniment to action.
20 — "Valse Caprice," by Rubinstein (45 seconds), until — S: Ukelele
player
leaves. (4 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: " Meanwhile in
21 — Theme
f : " Doctor, what is the matter? "
T: "Don't mind him."
the city."
22 — "Impish Elves" (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (2 minutes
and 50T:seconds),
"These exercises are."
"Don't until
go, —youT: know."
23 — " Golden Youth ' (Valse Moderato), by Rosey (2 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "The fashion magazine."
24 — Continue to action (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Kent
is acting
T: a" bit."
I never thought of that."
25 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Did you ever
T: " " I have heard about you."
look
26 — at?" Cavatine
" (4/4 Moderato), by Bohm (2 minutes and 50
seconds),
until —D'Amour
T: "I "only(Melodious
wanted to Allegretto),
save you." by Zamecnik (3
27 — " Reve
minutesT: and" She
5 seconds),
until
—
T:
"
We
have
decided to."
wanted so much."
28 — "I Love You" (Popular Song), (45 seconds), until — T: "She's
been.Notesilent
— To for."
be played as violin solo.
29 — Theme (40 seconds), until — T: "That's what we couldn't."
30 — "Kiss Me Again" (Popular Song), (30 seconds), until — T: "I
wasNoteafraid
END.
— To hebe might"
played — asuntil
violin*****
solo.
" THE BORDER LEGION "
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Andante Doloroso " (Pathetic Emotional Melody),
by Gaston Borch
1 — " Olympia Overture" (Heavy Characteristic Dramatic), by Ascher
(2 2 —minutes
and 40 " seconds),
until — T: "Joan
of the
" Scherzetto
(From Symphonette
Suite),
by West."
Berge (1 minute
and 45 seconds), until — T: "I can't believe you."
3 — Theme (40 seconds), until — T: "The miners and their friends."
4— " Sinister Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until —
T: "Anxious eyes match."
5 — "Half
Reelpp.Hurry" (for general use), by Levy (1 minute and
— Begin
35 Note
seconds),
until — T: "And a rider of the pony express."
6 — Continue to action (1 minute and 40 seconds), until — T: "Jim
Note —hasWatch
Cleeve
left." shot.
7— Continue pp (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — T: "If Jim
has
8 — rustled."
Mysterioso
until
—" T:
"On theDramatico,"
border trail."by Borch (2 minutes and 35 seconds'!,
9 — " Rustle of Spring " (Characteristic Dramatic Agitato), by SindWatch and
shot.25 seconds), until — T: "The dumb messenger."
ingNote
(3 —minutes
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
10 " Tragic Theme," by Vely (1 minute and 20 seconds), until —
T:U "And
this is
— Continue
pp the
(25 law."
seconds), until — S: Bandits dancing.
12 — Organ improvise to action (50 seconds), until — T: "They had
keptNotethe— Imitation
watch." of mouth organ.
13 — " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (2 minutes and 40 seconds),
until
— T:— Watch
"And the
Note
shots.morning air."
14 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "You've got to
pay."
15 — "Agitato Appassionato," by Borch (1 minute and 50 seconds),
untilNote
— T:
"The shots.
lure of the road."
— Watch
16— " Prelude " (Heavy Dramatic), by Rachmaninoff (2 minutes and
30 seconds), until — T: "The quality of mere."
17 — Theme (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "There is a party
of men."
18 — " Dramatic Tension," by Shepherd (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: " It belongs to my wife."
19 — " Love Song " (Dramatic), by Flegier (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Upon Kell's recovery."
20— " Dramatic Fantasia," by Bach (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T: " According to our calkerlatin."
21 — " Dramatic Agitato," by Hough (1 minute and 55 seconds),
until — T: "I can't, I won't wear the clothes."
22 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "You must give
me time."
23 — " Mysterioso Dramatico," by Borch (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
until — T: "God, so you're the woman."
24 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (1 minute and 55 seconds),
until — T: "We're going to croak."
25 — "Lion Chase" (Dramatic , Grand Galop), by Koelling (1 minute
and 35 seconds), until — T: "And woman's life is."
Continue pp (3 minutes and 5 seconds), until — S: Kell sees
the26—bandits.
27 — Continue ppp and slow (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: " I
am going to get Jim Cleeve."
28— " Half Reel Furioso," by Levy (3 minutes and 20 seconds),
untilNote
— T:— Watch
"The gang
shots. would never."
29 — Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — T: "Gulden and the
gang."
30 — "Furioso," by Shepherd (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T:
" Vice
a monster."
Note —is Watch
shots.
31 — Theme ff (1 minute and 50 seconds), until * * * END.
Note — With ad. lib. tympany rolls during scenes of pursuit.

Two

New

Theatres for Florence, Ala.

FLORENCE, ALA., is to have two new theatres early this year,
one of them purely for motion pictures and the other for a
;ombination of the photoplay and vaudeville.
Pixley and Rosenbaum, who have interests in North Little
Rock, Ark., will build the combination house, which will stand
3n Tennessee avenue opposite the recently erected hotel. It
will cost $50,000.
M. A. Lightman, president of the Majestic Amusement Company,
announces he has leased ground in the very best block in the
:ity and is now building an up-to-date motion picture house which
will cost between $15,000 and $20,000. Mr. Lightman controls the
motion picture situation in Florence, a rapidly growing city, but
believes in giving his patrons the very best in entertainment.

"NEWMAN"

FRAMES AND RAILS
DO YOU KNOW ?
that 90% of all the brass frames used In the
moving picture houses throughout the country
are "NEWMAN'S"?
WHY?
Because we steadily have refused to cheapen
or lower the quality of our goods, even though
others have sought to undermine our prestige
by underselling with eheapened products That
Is one of the reasons why nine out of every
tenInsist
frameson sold
that bear
nametheandnamesave"NEWMAN."
money.
You ought to have our latest catalogue. Write us today.
The Newman Mfg. Company
Established I8S2
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
Frames, Easels. 68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Grilles, Rails, Canadian Representative — J T. Malone, Rlalto TheaSlgns, Choppers,
tre Bldg., Montreal. Canada.
Kick Plates, Door Bars
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.
IVe manufacture the frames in various finishes which do not require polishing

Developing
and very
printing
it must be the
best. allow of no variation in film work —
Evans' service is the logical choice for you if quality, responsibility and promptness are the qualifications you demand.
EVANS
FILM MFG. CO.
416-24 West 216th St.
New York City
Telephone St. Nicholas 3443-3444

SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are.
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We are exclusive distributors of the SIMPLEX Machines. We repair all
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.

THE
EQUIPMENT
SECTION
Welcomes Ideas From All Those Who Read It

Oriental
TOf>arms

Sotxq

LEWIS M. SWAAB
1339 Tine Street, PhlMadelphia, Pa.
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lran^ferteK
Automatically tuppliei only auch voltage ai arc requires. No waste ot
current in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th S t., Cleveland, Oh io.US. A

Unless You Have The
Automaticket System
You Arc Losing Money
1733 Broadway, New York

LE FILM
The Greatest Weekly Trade
Paper of AND THE
MOTION PICTURES
STAGE PRINTED
IN PARIS
1457 Broadway New York
Telephone Bryant 5602
26 RUE DU DELTA, PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO,
BUENOS AIRES
Subscription, One Year, $6.00
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Francis B. Cannock Dies
(Continued from page 748)
usiness
the operation was performed, but in spite of the finest medical
attention, he was unable to rally, and passed away on Sunday, BfBfe rings
January 19.
The Precision Machine Company posted notices of Mr. CanFOR SALE
a bargain one asbestos booth
nock's death in their various plants, announcing the closing down At
large
enough
for two machines and
of all departments in order to avail the employes an opportunity one silver screen.
Inquire Gotham
of viewing his remains at the Funeral Church, at 1970 Broadway. Silver Co., 107 W. 13th St., N. Y. C.
Many of these employes had grown up in the company with Mr.
Cannock and the splendid response for the procuring of floral
The Accessory Department
tributes spoke volumes for the esteem in which he was held by
teems with Items of Interest
them.
to Operator and Exhibitor
Impressive funeral services were held at the above church at
alike.
eight o'clock Monday evening, at which were gathered a throng of
representative men and women of the industry from all of its
various branches. Here, one of the impressive features was the
beautiful masonic service, during the ritual of which a large group
of co-workers from the Simplex factory, who were members of
The Argus Lamp & Appliance Co.
that fraternity, participated. A large and beautiful group of floral
tributes formed a fitting background for the wonderful ceremonies
"One or the Argue Enterprises"
that contained the final words of appreciation for the sterling
worth of one who had been a worthy associate, a splendid comWatch for Our Ad in Next Issue !
panion, and a loyal friend.
Frank Cannock's contribution to the industry will be long remembered bythose in the line of manufacture, and his qualities
as a companion will always be cherished by those who were forE. E. FULTON CO., Chicago
tunate to know him as a friend.
Manufacturers of the
Interment was made Tuesday morning at 10.30 at Kensico
Movingof Picture
Accessories
TTJNyLine
Specialties
and
Cemetery.
Be
you anExchange
Operator, Manager,
Theatre
Owner,
Supply
Dealerwithor usProducer,
get
inadvfee
touch
and we
will
are interested.you In what you
Directory of New
Theatres
NEW YORK
Far Rockaway will have two new theatres erected by the Strand
Theatre Corporation. One will be a legitimate house named
" The Far Rockaway." The other, controlled by the same corporation, will be entirely for motion pictures and will be a
replica of the Strand theatre in New York City. The Strand will
be located on Central avenue, Broadway and Cornaga avenue.
A new $170,000 theatre will be erected in Albany in the vicinity
of State and Pearl streets. Announcement was made by Henry
M. Kramrath through Frank P. Dolan.
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Industrial Subject
(Made for S. S. Stafford, Inc., by Films-of-Business)
CAMILLA DONWORTH, president of Films-of-Business,
showed for private review, the company's first subject for review this week. The picture is in one reel and shows, in detail,
the interesting processes through which the ingredients which
make our writing inks, mucilages, carbons and typewriter ribbons
go through during the steps to the finished product.
The scenes were taken in the plant of the S. S. Stafford Company, manufacturers of writing fluids and carbons. Every detail
is shown from the time the berry or seed from which the tannin
is extracted is obtained to its bottled condition. The same applies
to the manufacture of the inks for carbons. It is an ideal educational subject, instructive and of the most interest. The picture
was made for S. S. Stafford, Inc., and will be offered for distribution as an educational subject.
" Who Will Marry Me," with Carmel Myers
(Bluebird. Released Jan. 27. — Directed by Paul Powell)
Y/OU are a lucky boy if you have this picture coming. I have
* seen every Carmel Myers picture released on the Bluebird
program to this date, but not one of them can compare with this
one. Besides her work being superior, she is backed up by a story ;
it is so good and it digs so deeply that it will draw tears from a
dry person; tears not caused by depressing situations, but by
compassionate.
The heroine, a young Italian girl, is being forced by her mother
to marry an Italian barber, a man she does not love. She runs
away and goes to the settlement in the neighborhood, begging the
superintendent to help her; she tells him she is willing to marry
anybody, but the barber.
There happens to be in the room a wealthy but dissipating
young man. He offers himself as a groom and they marry.
After the wedding, he takes her to his house. When he sobers
up in the morning, regrets the step he has taken, but is unwilling
to do an injustice to the girl by applying for a divorce.
Reali zing that she is beneath his station in life, the girl tries
to do all she can to win his love, and when she fails, decides to
take herself out of his way by going back to her mother.
The balance of the story treats of a murder in the husband's
home, and how he assumes the blame, in order to save the woman
who committed it. At the trial, his wife takes the stand and
tells a white lie. This saves her husband from being convicted
on circumstantial evidence. Husband and wife are again reunited,
thus made happy.
The part of the story that will move you the most is where the
heroine offers to wrongly brand herself for life by telling a

Milne

in Advance

Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown too
early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers will
also find under this heading each week the reviews of short features and serial episodes.]

by Peter

white lie, in order to save her husband, whom she loves dearly,
but who, to that time, had not appreciated her love. Because it
has been handled by the director convincingly, it affects the spectator in the same way as if it were an actual fact.
The court room scenes have been photographed in a novel way ;
no walls are shown whatever, the characters being shown against
black background.
The picture is absolutely clean; it should prove suitable for
any audience. — P. S. Harrison.
"Oh, What a Knight! "
(Fox Sunshine Comedy — Two Reels)
HENRY LEHRMAN here presents a burlesque western with
Mack Swain playing the role of the sheriff, who gives vent
to a lot of humorous spoken titles on the order of " my little
gal — ." The two reels are exceedingly humorous and benefit by
a number of cleverly interpolated gags that are mysterious as
well as amusing. Fred Fishback, who directed, has handled all
the scenes in expert fashion. The film bears more than an outward resemblance to the old " Ambrose " series of Sennett's particularly those that saw Swain in the role of the sheriff. The
idea, however, is quite well worth repeating, especially when done
cleverly. Ethel Teare provides the feminine interest.
" An

Amazing

Impostor,"
Minter

with

Mary

Miles

(American Production Through Pathe — Five Reels)
THE last few pictures released, starring Mary Miles Minter,
seem to possess more vigor, and to offer more genuine entertainment, than the ones produced of old. The cause for this
change to the better is very plain, instead of depending on the
charms of the star alone to put the picture over; she is also furnished with a story that has some " pep."
" An Amazing Impostor " should entertain any audience because
of the good story, besides the good acting. " Exchanged identities "furnishes the foundation of the plot. Tired of the notoriety
of being the daughter of a chewing gum king, the heroine seeks
seclusion at some lonely spot. On the train she meets a notorious
crook, masquerading as a European countess. The latter persuades the heroine to exchange identities. Thus the heroine's
impersonation of a countess results in many complications that
are worked out intelligently. Length, five reels. — P. S. Harrison.
AUTH O R S
Recognized photoplay and fiction writers may place their
synopses with our Manuscript Sales Department for subby personal Commission
representation
Southern mission
California.
basis.to the producers of
Unrecognized writers may obtain competent constructive advice and help through the Palmer Plan and Advisory Bureau.
Write for our free explanatory booklet.
PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
596 I. W. H oilman Building
Los Angeles, OaL
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(Continued from preceding page)
44 Her Inspiration "
(Metro — Five Reels— Released Dec. 30)
f EORGE D. BAKER and Tom J. Geraghty collaborated on the
story and scenario, " Her Inspiration," which serves as a starring vehicle for May Allison on the Metro program. The writers
cannot claim originality in either subject matter or plot construction, but they can lay claim to having furnished an ideal Allison
play — the kind that she did so well in when co-starring with the
late Harold Lockwood. It is light as to dramatic strength, with
no " heavy " moments interpolated and very little tenseness to
make you grip your seats, but there is a real surprise in. the climax which leaves you more than satisfied with the five reels of
screen drama.
The story and adaptation are accredited to both Mr. Baker and
Tom Geraghty. Either one or both made a bad break in the
story's continuity for at about the beginning of the fourth reel
the story ends for all intents and purposes. It is at this time
that hero and heroine embrace and avow their love for one another. The remaining footage builds to the revelation that the
romance, enacted in the Kentucky mountains with the " moonshiners "taking an active part, has been prearranged to furnish
the hero, a young playwright, with the proper " local color " for
his play. It develops that the heroine, supposedly, an unsophisticated maid of the mountains and the leader of the " moonshiners," are leading lady and villain, respectively, selected by the producer, to play the parts in the drama. Herbert Heyes as the
young playwright is a bit too anxious at times to " act." Charles
Elder, Allen D. Sears and Jack Brammall, handle character parts
with cleverness. The reviewer recalls some clever work by Mr.
Heyes opposite Jewel Carmen. His work in this picture is not
in the same class.
" Her Inspiration " presents Miss Allison in an ideal role and
brings to the surface all those delightful characteristics which the
public will recognize as distinctive attributes of the star. She
puts this Metro offering over wtih a dramatic bang. Robert
Thornby directed. Wiliam E. Fildew photographed. The production was made under the supervision of Mr. Baker, manager
of productions of Metro's West Coast studios. — Joseph L. Kelley.
44 The Man of Might "
(Vitagraph Serial — First and Second Episodes)
THE serial of today is something vastly different from the
serial of three or four years ago. Then it was a new plaything and producers played with them, they didn't work with
them and put their best brains into them. Today the serial demands just as much attention as the most elaborate feature production if not more. Vitagraph in its recent serial productions
has shown itself as capable a serial producing company as there
is in the field today. And " The Man of Might " gives promise
of being its greatest effort in this line.
" The Man of Might " is a rousing, fighting, thrilling serial
when the first two episodes recently shown for review are considered. It starts off with action galore, nor does it let up in
this regard in the least. As for thrills, the one which terminates
the second episode is a thing to make the hair stand on end on
a bald man's head. Hero and heroine speeding along in their
car see that the bridge over a chasm has been blown up by the
villains. But the dauntless pair " step on " their engine, and when
last seen they are posing in mid-air with some hundred feet of
chasm below them and the blue sky above.
The leads have all been well tried and proven by previous serial
appearances. William Duncan is well equipped physically to carry
the title role and his personality is pleasing. Edith Johnson is a
heroine that appeals whenever she appears, and Joe Ryan, with
a pretty scar across his face, is one of the most furious of all
villains. Mr. Duncan, in his capacity of director has seen to it
that the support enters into the spirit of the frenzied action with
suitable vengeance while he has handled the thrills with skill to
say the least.

In

Picture

New

Advance

The story again arrays the forces of virtue against those o:
villainy. This time the center of the struggle is an old white fia|
which has been cut into eight pieces and distributed to variou
people. By piecing these together the location of valuable treasun
will be revealed, hence the furious struggle.
Cleveland Vaudeville House Turns to Film
THE New Gordon Square theatre, West 65th street and Detroi
avenue, Cleveland, O., opened with a matinee on Christma
Day, under the ownership of Messrs. G. T. Sharpe and J. Scoville
Both Mr. Sharpe and Mr. Scoville are exhibitors of vast experience, both of them having other motion picture interests in th«
city. Mr. Sharpe operates the Southern theatre, West 25th streeand Prame avenue. Mr. Scoville operates the Sunbeam, Kinsmai
and East 71st Street and the Ezella, Superior avenue and Eas'
70th street.
The Gordon Square has been operated for several years as :
vaudeville house. By pushing contracts and rushing deliveries
Messrs. Sharpe and Scoville succeeded in redecorating, refurnish
ing and re-equipping the Gordon Square theatre in exactly seventeen days. This is record-breaking time, considering the difficult)
of obtaining merchandise at this time, and the obstacles pertaining
to deliveries.
A heavy mulberry red carpet has been spread on the floors o:
the theatre. The lighting fixtures have been entirely remodelet
to suit the conditions necessary to get the best results for th'
projection of pictures, and new simplex projection machines havi
been installed. The symphony orchestra, under the direction o
Mr. John Hronek, is a big feature of the New Gordon Squar
theatre.
Along with the new management, there is to be a new prio
policy introduced into the general policy of the house. Instea*
of two prices of admission, one to cover adults, and another fo
children, there are three sets of prices. The first one, of 22 cents
admits adults. The second one, of 11 cents, admits children unde
twelve and over six years of age, and third one, of 6 cents
admits children under six years old. Mr. Scoville has used thi
policy for some time at the Sunbeam theatre, and with grea
success.
The lobby of the house was a beautiful sight on the openin
day, when it was filled with elaborate floral designs sent b
fellow exhibitors and brother members of the industry.
DIRECTORY

OF

NEW'

THEATRES

ILLINOIS
The old Inter-Ocean Building, on Monroe street, Chicago, wi
be converted into a $150,000 theatre by William S. Barbee, it
reported.
Murpheysboro will have a new $50,000 theatre on Thirteent
street, south of Walnut. John Marlow and Brothers, who ow
the Hippodrome, at Herrin, are erecting it with a seating capacit
of 1,600.
INDIANA
J. S. and Noble Spiker are having a Chicago architect draw u
plans for a combined hotel and theatre at Sixth and Main stree
Vincennes, Indiana. The present Strand theatre, which occupies
small part of the site, will be torn down.
Vincennes will soon have another up-to-date motion pictui
theatre according to plans already drawn.
NEW YORK
At Flatbush a large motion picture theatre to seat 2,500 is <
be erected by the Jewel Building Company, of which William I
Baker of 170 Broadway is president. It will be located on Fla
bush avenue, near Farragut Road.
WASHINGTON
The New Liberty, a $75,000 investment at Centralia, Wash., hi
just been completed. It is owned by the F. and S. Improvemei
Company, John Field and Albert Smith.
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FIGHTING

ROOSEVELTS"

Entertaining to Unusual

Degree; Thrills Enough

-first

national

for Everyone

DON'T get it into your head that the only merit this picture possesses is the fact that it deals with the
life of Theodore Roosevelt and his sons; if y ou do, you will find yourself sadly mistaken; the picture possesses entertaining values far abov e those of an average program offering.
It should
entertain everyone.
It is truly worth remarking at the ability to emb ody the elements of comedy and suspense in a biography; but they are there just the same. There are also some thrills in a few of the situations that should
excite anybody's feelings.
The story deals with the life of Theodore Roose :velt, from babyhood to the time of his death. It is
true that the knowledge of a spectator that the chara icters used to impersonate him in his different ages
are not himself destroys some of the illusion ; but thie fact that all the incidents shown in the picture are
true to life more than offsets that disadvanatge.
If you handle this picture right, there is no reason in the world why you should not draw large
crowds. — Length, 6 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE STORY
Produced under the direction of William
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"CHEATING
Crook

Play Which

CHEATERS"—

Gives Miss Young

Chance

to Do

Picture

N ew A

SELECT
Excellent

Work

YOU

should go the limit with this picture. It is far more interesting and entertaining than any one
ever released featuring Clara Kimball Young. To begin with, you have the story; then, you hav
the cast; and as you all know Allan Dwan, the director, there exists no need for further comment.
The story is a high class crook play, in which the heroine is a famous detective, a fact which neither
the characters nor the spectators know until towards the end. Two gangs of crooks, ignorant of each

other's identity,
ceeds in gaining
rounding them
straight life. In

try
the
all
the

to steal each other's jewels. Both sides pretend to be millionaires. The heroine succonfidence of one of them and becomes their leader. In this manner she succeeds in
up, but prevails upon her employers to let them free, since they promise to lead a
end, she marries the leader of the other gang, a young man, with whom she fell in love.
3
As the heroine, in spite of her peculiar position, does nothing despicable, she retains the spectator's
sympathy; and as the plot is rather novel for the screen, it holds the interest alive to the end of th
picture.
This offering should appeal to all; it is clean. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
Ruth Brockton causes a surprise. She is none
THE CAST
THE STORY
than the mysterious Ferris from police
A gang of crooks posing under the name of other
Ruth Brockton
Clara Kimball Young
headquarters
! The crooks are in consternation
Brockton, makes its headquarters in a house
until
she
makes known her decision to let them
Grace Palmer
Anna Q. Nilsson
near New York City. The moving spirit in this
Tom Palmer
Jack Holt
all go, providing they cease being criminals and
group of people is Ruth Brockton, who poses as
George Brockton
Frederick Burton
devote their attentions to hunting down crimithe daughter of the house. The deal which the
Stevens Wilson
Frank Campeau
nals. As for Tom Palmer, of course, be is the
Brockton
gang
aims
to
put
through
is
to
purloin
Antonio Verdi
Nicholas Dunaew
first to be pardoned.
the valuable jewel collection of the Palmers,
Mrs. Brockton
Mayme Kelso
wealthy neighbors. Ruth meets Tom Palmer, the
Ira Lazaree
Tully Marshall
SUGGESTIONS
son of the house, and mutual fascination soon
Mr. Palmer
Edwin Stevens
Select offers you a title with this picture that
develops into love. As a consequence, when a
Phil
Jess
Singleton
fake telegram comes, calling the Brocktons out
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Eleanor Hancock
means waysomething.
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W. A. Carroll
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Play by Max Marcin.
title prominently and play up the author, for he
" parents " return.
Scenario by Kathryn Stuart.
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one
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the
prominent
playwrights
of
the
day.
Thus isdo one
the fly
Brocktons'
proceed
smoothly.
Directed by Allan Dwan.
In addition to the title there is the star and
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Photographed by Arthur Edeson.
the wonderful supporting cast. Of course Miss
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man by the name of Ferris is on their trail.
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These reports persist and none of the crooks rests
ADVERTISING AIDS
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.
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PAPER: — Two one-sheets (one scene of producRuth has not been in the Palmer household
your advertising, for their many appearances in
tion and one star special for this production) ;
pictures have gained them a large following.
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In
advertising
the picture
don't,forby theanysuspense
means,
white scenes and title card; seven 11 x 14
give away the secret
of the plot,
wealthy Brocktons! When each side learns the
colored scenes and title card; two 22x28
is
carried
right
through
up
to
the
end
and
the
truth
about
the
other
they
decide
to
merge
their
horizontal
"flats,"
colored
scenes;
one 22x28
(Continued on page 768)
forces and operate together, but then — .
star portrait,
colored,
upright
(stock).
CUTS: — Two one-column electros (production);
two two-column (production) ; one three-column
(production) ; one half-column (star) ; one onecolumn (star); one two-column (star).
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET available at
all Select exchanges.
AD TALK
Clara Kimball Young, heading her own company, will appear at the
theatre on
of
week in her latest feature,
" Cheating
Cheaters."
This insubject
of the
most
elaborate
and unusual
which istheonetalented
star
has
appeared.
"
Cheating
Cheaters
"
ran
for
over a season on Broadway and attracted thousands to the theatre. It is in the nature of a melodramatic farce, although its actual character is
not revealed until the finale. For the most part
the action embraces the daring intrigue of two
bands of crooks, each operating on the principle
that the other is a family of great wealth and
easy to swindle. Hence the picture's name,
" Cheating
Cheaters."
The cast that
Miss Young gathered around her
for this picture is one of the most distinguished
ever
assembled.
JackQ.Holt
is seenTully
as the
star's
leading man. Anna
Nilsson,
Marshall,
Frank Campeau, Edwin Stevens, Mayme Kelso
and Nicholas Dunaew are others who appear.
The picturegoer will instantly recognize that each
one of these players stands for the best in the
acting art. Campeau, Marshall and Stevens are
three of the best known character men of stage
and screen and have appeared in many big
pictures.
The production was made under the direction
of Allan Dwan. Here, too, is another man that
stands at the very top of his profession. As
Douglas Fairbanks'
director
achieved
wide
popularity,
while he has
handledhe many
othera stars,
including Mary Pickford and the Gish girls. His
handling of the many intricate situations of
" Cheating Cheaters " is excellent from every
standpoint-

Two-column

scene cut
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"OH,
Comedy

JOHNNY!"—
of Contrasts Marks

GOLDWYN

Louis Bennison

s Screen Debut

LOUIS BENNISON, the new star of the Betzwood Fihn Company, who is to be presented in a series of pictures
through Goldwyn, has a fresh, unassuming and altogether pleasing personality. He makes a fine cowboy
and ought to inasmuch as hearsay informs us he once was of the plains. His enthusiasm for that which he
undertakes is also marked. In fact, his enthusiasm and personality are so predominant that one forgets to gauge his
ability as an actor.
" Oh, Johnny! " by Wilson Bay ley, selected as his introductory vehicle is a comedy that contrasts the West with
the East. The gist of the idea is that Johnny, happy-go-lucky cowboy and miner, comes east to be snubbed by
society, but also to teach it a few things about itself. And when he returns to his home the girl is by his side.
There is a counterplot of crooks and swindlers to make things exciting and be sure that there are a number of
laughs. This contrast of the two sides of the great American continent is always productive of some amount of
comedy when handled intelligently. And when it comes to bringing out these humorous contrasts the author has
done well. His continuity, on the other hand, is rather rough shod — not at all polished or skillful. But withal " Oh,
Johnny! " is amusing.
No one, we wager, will consider his time or his money ill spent in seeing it.
The production, the cast and the photographic work are commendable. — Length, 5 reels. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
cause this sort of stuff always seems to carry a
ADVERTISING AIDS
great popular appeal. You can promise a fast,
Johnny Burke
Louis Bennison
PAPER:
—
Lithographs
are
furnished
in
one,
three
John Bryson
Alphonse Ethier
and sixsheets.
pleasing comedy and you won't have any disCharlie Romero
Edward Roseman
LOBBY DISPLAY: — Stills are furnished in three
appointed patrons because " Oh, Johnny ! " is just
that.
I Van Pelt Butler
John Daly Murphy
sizes,
8x10,
11x14,
and
22x28,
all
colored.
The title of the feature gives you a good chance
i Earl of Barncastle Frank Goldsmith
PRODUCTION
CUTS:
—
Two
two-column;
three
Adele Butler
Virginia Lee
to use the popular song, " Oh, Johnny ! " providone-column. These all have Bennison promiDolores
Anita Cortez
ing younatingcan
the musical
rights, as
one of The
the dominent. The scenes all illustrate the western chartunes ingetyour
program.
char1 Mrs. Van Pelt Butler
Louise Brownell
acter of the production and generally show the
well. acter of the tune would fit this picture particularly
Written by Wilson Bayley.
more
serious
side
of
the
picture.
A
two-column
Directed by Ira M. Lowry.
cut of Bennison in full western makeup is also
Photographed by David Calcagni.
provided.
ADVERTISING
CUTS:— Two two-column; two
THE STORY
one-column. Of these, the two-column reproduced on this stage best illustrates the character
CATCH LINES
Johnny Burke, cowboy and miner, becomes
of
the
production.
The
others,
too,
are
gotten
more than comfortably well off through the disMr. Bennison is a star new to the screen — yet
up in the attractive
style and are comcovery of the Lost Camp Mine. John Bryson,
mendable from everyGoldwyn
viewpoint.
his performance
in " byOh,right
Johnny!
" firmly estaba capitalist from the East, tries in various
lished him as a star
of personality.
His
AND MUSIC CUE SHEET among
smile and his manner are irresistible — and so is SLIDES
ways
to
secure the mine and employs a halfother
breed to help him, but none of their moves is
the comedy that forms his first Goldwyn vehicle.
changes.accessories provided at all Goldwyn exYou'll like it.
quick enoughderhandedforattemptJohnny.
He torefutes
every unthey make
get possession
of
the
land.
One
day
Johnny
discovers
an old
In
which
a
breezy,
happy-go-lucky
westerner
SUGGESTIONS
prospector near the entrance to his claim. The
rescues his lady love from crooks and swindlers
All advertising that you do on this production
of the East to the tune of many laughs.
old
man
has
labored
long
to
get
there
and
beshould emphasize the fact that Bennison is a star
lieves that he has made the first discovery. He
new
to
the
films
and
that
his
personality
is
a
dies,
telling
Johnny
to
develop
the
mine
for
his
He didn't have very good table manners and
daughter, Adele. And Johnny, particularly when
aheck,
lawn hefetehaddidn't
seem oflike
him, itbut,cameby happy-go-lucky, instantly appealing one. You can
a heart
gold,homeand towhen
he sees Adele, decides that he will follow instrucmention his stage success " Johnny, Get Your
tions.
to quick action against crooks and swindlers he
and Broadway
with profitonly
because
play had
aGunrun" on
a fewthisseasons
ago quite
and
Bryson, returning to the East, canfers with Mr.
was
there
with
the
goods.
"
Oh,
Johnny!
"
is
a
romantic comedy that hands out a real laugh in was generally well liked.
and Mrs.
Van them
Pelt ofButler,
Adele's They
uncleinvite
and
every scene.
The story which shows a westerner in the East
aunt,
and tells
her fortune.
is nothing original, but you might hint at it
(Continued
on
page
761)
Produced under the direction of Ira M. Lowry,
and relate some of the interesting* passages bethe man responsible for " For the Freedom of the
World
"
and
"
For
the
Freedom
of
the
East,"
two
of the Goldwyn specials.
Betzwood Film Company presents 1
AD TALK
On
of
week the management
of the
theatre will present " Oh,
Touts
Bennison
Johnny!
a new More
comedy
the Eastis
with the " West.
thancontrasting
ordinary interest
attached to this presentation in that the picture
introduces to the screen a new star in the person
of Louis Bennison. Mr. Bennison is possessed
of an unassuming and pleasing personality and
appears to the manner born in his western
OH, JOHNNY!
I
clothes. Little was known of him on the speaking
By Wilson Bayley
stage until a couple of seasons ago he startled
Directed
by
Ira
M.
Lowry
New York and came into popularity over night
by
playing
in " Johnny,
Your Gun,"
stagehisplay
concerning
life in Get
the motion
picturea
The romance of a
studio. He exhibited himself to such advantage in this production that soon afterwards he
lost mine and a
was signed up by the Betzwood Film Company
to
do
pictures.
"Oh,
Johnny!
"
is
the
first
of
his series, all of which will be distributed through
found heart.
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation.
" Oh, a Johnny!
tells who
the comes
story toof theJohnny
Burke,
western "miner,
East
RELEASED THROUGH
when he learns that his partner in the Lost Camp
Mine, Adele Butler, is being swindled by her
OOLDWYM
uncle and aunt. Out of his native garb Johnny
appears to poor advantage at a lawn fete or at
dinner. His manners for such occasions have
been
gleaned
a text-book
a veryto
accurate
one from
either.
But whenand itnotcomes
handling the cheaters and rounding up three
crooks Johnny is in his element. Then indeed do
the ways of the East melt into insignificance
compared to those of the West. Throughout
its length
Johnny!
" hands Itoutis laughs
and
thrills
and "Oh,
a pretty
romance.
thoroughly
worth while.
Two-column ad cut with mortise for additional attractions
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"COME

AGAIN

SMITH"—

Fits the Star Like Proverbial

Picture

News

HODKINSON

Glove; Interest Is Plentiful

IN writing the story of this picture for Mr. Kerrigan, the author has hit the nail square on the head;
it could not fit him any better. He is given the role of a millionaire's son, who is accused by his
father of knowing how to spend money, but not how to make it.
Most of the picture's interest hinges on that part of the story where the hero, while sitting on a
bench in the park among other tramps, is picked up by a philanthropist, taken to his home, is fed,
clothed, and told to enjoy himself at his expense for a week. When asked to relate his past history, he
is laughed at when he tells them he is the son of an oil magnate of the West.
Your patrons should enjoy this picture immensely, as it is full of life; it holds the spectator in continual suspense, and it is unusually consistent for an improbable story; besides, clean and wholesome
comedy situations are scattered throughout the plot. — Released Feb. 10. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
his own living. Joe had said that he could.
ADVERTISING AIDS
Now Stevens,
he found
himselfbusiness
thinking
couldn't.to
PAPER:
—
One
six-sheet; two three-sheets; one
Ned
a kindly
man,he decides
Joe Smith
J. Warren Kerrigan
one-sheet.
Ned Stevens
H. A. Barrows
make
an
investment
in
Joe
and
see
whether
he'll
LOBBY
DISPLAY:—
Set of eight 11x14 colFranklin Overton
William Conklin
bring returns. He prefers this method of inored photographs and title card; one 22x28 colAnne Stevens
Winnifred Greenwood
vestment to playing with Franklin Overton's oil
ored
scene;
one
22x28
of star.
Lucy Stevens
Lois Wilson
stock which isn't exceptionally secure. So Joe
CUTS : — One-column cuts of Kerrigan are furJoe Smith, Sr
Charles French
is
taken
to
Stevens'
home
and
made
presentable.
nished
for
dressing
ads
or for text columns of
John
Walter Perry
Then
Stevens'
wife.JoeAnne,
and his
newspapers.
The
two-column
cut reproduced
By Creighton
John H. Blackwood.
sister, unexpectedly
Lucy, return from
a trip.
is introduced
below
is
also
available
at exchanges
handling
Directed by E. Mason Hopper.
as a guest from the West and to make the story
this
production.
Supervised by Jesse D. Hampton.
good,
the
millionaire's
son
tells
the
true
story
of his life. It impresses Lucy, but Stevens and
SUGGESTIONS
Overton think him a wonderful liar.
CATCH LINES
This romantic, unusual story best deserves parOverton
watches
Joe's
attachment
to
Lucy
grow
tial relation in any advertising done. Tell the
with jealousy, but he finds the young man valuJoe Smith, Sr., millionaire oil magnate, wagered
able, for his story regarding his relationship with
Joe Smith, Jr., his son and heir, that he
predicament
Joe Smith,
millionaire's
who
finds
himself ofdown
and out
on a parkson,bench.
the
powerful
Smith
of
the
West
having
circulated,
couldn't
own onliving.
Joe,
Jr., make
found his
himself
a park One
benchyearin later
New
Overton's
shady
proposition
prospers
when
he
Then
suggest
that
romance
and
adventure
hovered near and that ultimately Joe made good
introduces Smith as his partner. Anne is perYork, penniless, hungry and dirty and possessed
by seizing every opportunity and telling the
of a pretty good idea that father was right!
suaded to invest
in Overton's
proposition
and
when
called
to
furnish
a
margin
she
pawns
her
truth,
although no one but the girl believed him.
But he
give up and success came when it jewels. The Stevens suspects Joe of stealing
This is a fascinating insight into the story and
was
leastdidn't
expected.
them. Anne confesses the story to Lucy, who
ought
to create enough interest in the reader
tells Joe. He thereupon thrashes Overton, but
to attract him to your theatre.
J. Warren Kerrigan again supported by Lois
the
pawn
ticket
is
not
to
be
found.
The
title
is catchy and should be prominently
Wilson. A romance of an unusual character. The
displayed,
while
Kerriganof isyears.
a star Also
who use
has Lois
held
Joe'seastfather
having
heard
of the toescapade
comes
just
as
Overton
is
attempting
accuse
story
of
a
millionaire's
son
whom
people
believed
his
own
for
a number
a pauper.
Joe of having pawned the jewels by secreting
Wilson's
name.
.
Her
many
appearances
with
Kerrigan have created for her a following of
the ticket in his clothes. Matters are straightSome hard luck! To be stranded on a park
considerable proportions and she has a certain
proven that
Joe's
bench without a cent in his pocket when his
story way
wasstraightened
no lie. out.
OvertonIt is
is exposed
and Lucy
"
box office " value that should not be overfather was three thousand miles away with sevlooked by the exhibitor.
and Joe are very happy in each other's company.
eral millions! And no one would believe that
Joe Smith was the son of the famous oil magnate. How he proved it is a story of excitement
and romance.
AD TALK
J.
Warren
Kerrigan
in " Come Againtheatre
Smith on"
will be the star at the
of
week. " Come Again
Smith " is by John H. Blackwood and tells the
story peeved
of a when
millionaire's
rather
his fathersontellswho
him becomes
that he
odesn't believe
possibleman,forinsists
him tothatearnhe any
money.
Joe, theit young
can
and thereupon his father tells him to go ahead.
One year later Joe finds himself on a New York
park bench, penniless, dirty, hungry and posses ed of a strong
notion
that Stevens.
" father wasMr.right."
But along
comes who
one believes
Red
Stevens is a fellow
in human nature
and he prefers to invest in Joe rather than in
oil stock that he has a strong suspicion is
worthless.
begins
Joe's To
business
and
alsoAndhis there
romantic
success.
go intosuccess
a detailed
description of the rest of the action in the
short space provided here would be to spoil one
of the cleverest, most genuine and appealing
stories ever transferred to the screen. " Come
Again
" offers Kerrigan
appearsSmith
to excellent
advantage,a role
whilein which
the sup-he
port with which he is surrounded is of the highest
order, including as it does Lois Wilson, H. A.
Barrows, William Conklin, Winnifred Greenwood,
Charles French and Walter Perry.
" Come ofAgain
Smith Hopper,
" was produced
direction
E. Mason
a capableunder
man thein
his line. Other features on the bill of the
theatre for the same dates are
.
THE STORY
Joe Smith, son of a multi-millionaire western
oil magnate, finds himself on a New York park
bench, penniless, dirty and hungry. One year before his father had said that he couldn't earn
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UNITED

PICTURE

THEATRES

Here's Opportunity to See if Patrons Want More War Stories
THIS is a war picture clear through; consequently, the satisfaction it will give depends on how your
patrons like this sort of subjects.
As far as the production end of the picture is concerned, you will find few faults with it, as a considerable sum of money has been spent to make it as realistic as possible; but in regards to the entertaining angle you may find much to question, as several of the situations are gruesome — in fact too gruesome,
close up scenes of bandaged soldiers in agony being often shown; blood leaking through the bandages is
also shown in some of them.
What the picture does is to arouse the spectator's passion of anger against the shameful conduct of
the Germans, who are shown as handling the nurses roughly; the wronging of a woman (not the heroine)
is also hinted at. — Length, 6 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
Adele Bleneau
Kitty Gordon
Captain Fraser
Mahlon Hamilton
Captain von Schulling Wedgwood Nowell
Doctor Bleneau
Joseph J. Dowling
From
Nurse'sCunningham.
Story," by Adele Bleneau.
Scenario" The
by Jack
Directed by Wallace Worsley.
Photographed by Clyde De Vinna.
AD TALK
The second picture offered by the United
Picture Theatres of America, Inc., will be presented at the
theatre on
■— of
; week. This subject stars Kitty Gordon
and is known as " Adele." It is the story of an
American
in the European
war
zone and nurse's
is repleteadventures
with situations
of a thrilling
character. The United Picture Theatres' first
offering
was " The This
Light production
of Western firmly
Stars "estabwith
Dustin Farnum.
lished the company as one of the leaders in the
photoplay
producing
" Adele
" adds still
further lustre
to the field
name and
of this
organization.
"
Adele
"
is
taken
from
"
The
Nurse's
by Adele Bleneau and is said to be a Story,"
skillful
combination of fact and fiction. Adele, an
American nurse, is one of the first to volunteer
for services overseas after the outbreak of the
war. On the way over she meets Captain Fraser
of the British army and later when she is
stationed at an advance hospital she again sees
him, this time seriously wounded. A German
captain who had admired Adele in Washington
is later brought in. Jealous of Fraser, he rips
the bandages from his wounds when unobserved.
Adele
comes
time tofallssaveintothetheBritisher's
life. But
laterjust
the inhospital
hands of
the enemy and the enemy captain has the lovers
in his power.
The film builds to a thrilling climax wherein
the quick wit of the American girl is pitted
against the brutality of her captors. How she
wins out over them is told in a denouement of
great dramatic intensity. Miss Gordon receives
exceptional support from Mahlon Hamilton,
Wedgwood Nowell and Joseph Dowling. The
picture was directed by Wallace Worsley.
CATCH LINES
The story of an American nurse in France —
a thrilling page from the history of the Great
War.
Captured by the Germans, Adele was given the
choice of betraying an Allied secret or seeing the
man she loved, Captain Fraser of the British
Army, shot down on a trumped up charge of
espionage. How she managed this trying situation is thrillingly told in the climax of " Adele."
Kitty Gordon, the magnificent, in a photoplay
of the war. A story that will thrill you — that
will make dicament
youthat sit
tightBleneau
with wonder.
The pre-in
Adele
finds herself
seems to close all chance of escape. And yet she
finds a way out — a way that can be seen in
" Adele."
Adapted by Jack Cunningham from Adele
Bleneau's thrilling romance, " The Nurse's
Story
— it is a Nophotoplay
that will
you been
with
every " scene.
war picture
likegrip
it has
produced.

THE STORY
Adele Bleneau is the daughter of a famous
Louisiana doctor and she takes a great interest
in his hospital work, learning much regarding
medicine and finally qualifying as a nurse. When
Doctor Bleneau dies she is his soul heir but a
life of luxury does not appeal to her and when
the war comes she is one of the first to volunteer
her services as nurse. Adele is loved by Captain
Fraser of the British Army, whom she meets in
Washington. It so happens that she sails for
France on the same boat as the Captain who is
returning to resume active service in the trenches.
Captain von Schulling is a would-be rival for
Adele's
but the
his wounded
suit makesat small
progress.
When hand
nursing
the front,
Adele
learns that Fraser lies very seriously wounded in
a section still swept by shell fire. It is she who
organizes a rescue party and brings the Captain
in from his perilous position. Shortly afterwards
von Schulling, also wounded, is brought into the
hospital. He is placed in the same room as
Fraser. When Adele leaves the room he jumps
from his bed and tears the bandages from
Fraser's wound.
Adele, returning,
with von
Schulling
and overpowers
him in fights
his weakened
condition.
She
quickly
goes
to
Fraser's
aid. the
Shortly after this the enemy surrounds
hospital — the tide of battle turns and Adele and
Franseris find
Schulling's
Adele
giventhemselves
the choicein ofvonbetraying
the power.
Allies
or seeing Fraser shot down on a trumped up
chargetion forms
of spying.
How
she
manages
this
situaa climax of thrilling power.

" OH, JOHNNY
"
(Continued
from page 759)
her east and she accepts, although she is loathe
to leave Johnny. Mrs. Butler schemes to marry
her off to the so-called Earl of Barncastle, a
man who is, in reality, a crook, while with Bryce,
Van Pelt Butler himself plans to swindle her of
her portion of the Lost Mine stock. And then
Johnny
the scene.from Mrs. Butler while
He getsappears
a cold onreception
her husband retreats to his room, fearful of the
consequences if Johnny ever learns what he has
done. Things come to a climax when the Earl
and two of his pals loot the house, store the
booty in a trunk and make off, taking the girl
with them. Just as a mock marriage is about
to be pulled off, Johnny emerges from the trunk
and makes his presence known in no uncertain
terms. After that Johnny and Adele return
to the West, none the worse for their experience
in the too effete East.

ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
six-sheet;
twenty-four-sheet (stock of all
the
United one
Stars).
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Twelve 8 x 14 ; photographs, eight 11x14; two 22 x 28.
CUTS: — Star cuts are furnished in one and twocolumn sizes. There is a two-column advertising cut and a one which is reproduced on this
page.
are two
two-column
cuts.
Mats areThere
furnished
on all
these cutsscene
at United
exchanges
while
a
mat
of
three-column
scene
is
also on hand.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET also provided at United exchanges.
SUGGESTIONS
There have been a lot of war pictures but most
all of them have centered around the hero. Here
in " Adele " a nurse is the main character.
Stress this point in your advertising and you will
be playing from a different angle. The problem
which confronts Adele in the climax of the story
bears relation in your advertising. She is confronted with the alternative of telling an important Allied secret or seeing her lover shot on
a false charge of espionage. Here is a strong
argument and one which you can use in any
advertising with advantage.
Feature Kitty Gordon prominently, for her last
screen appearance was made some time ago and
there are those who will be anxious to see her.
She is known generally for the splendor of her
gowns. You might say that in this picture she
gives these the slip and dons a Red Cross costume — this would be another way of creating
interest, inasmuch as it is such a contrast with
her usual appearances. Mahlon Hamilton is a
serial hero and has played with Petrova in a good
many localities.
pictures. His name will carry weight in
some

HELLO!

YES

its

KiroCOKDOfl
'"APBLE'
United ficrureUie^res of America kc
One-column ad cut
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" TODD

OF

Stars Work

THE

Is Good

TIMES

Picture

News

"—PATHE

and Story Has Been Treated Well

THIS picture should give good satisfaction, although it may not cause anybody to rave over it. There
is nothing extraordinary about the story, except that good treatment and the star's good acting
help to put it over.
The plot deals with newspaper men and the methods they use in putting over a " big scoop." The
hero is a city editor who aspires to be a managing editor. He eventually succeeds in becoming one, by
his success in exposing a gang of racehorse track thieves, headed by the town hotel owner, who was posing as a reformer and a saint.
There are many comedy situations throughout, which should draw good laughs. The picture is well
directed and photographed. — Released Feb. 9. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE STORY
THE CAST
Theobald Todd
Frank Keenan
Theobald Todd of the little town of Springfield
"
is city editor of the Times and his ambition is " THE FIGHTING
Roy Reynolds
Buddy Post
(Continued from ROOSEVELTS
page 757)
to some day assume the duties of managing
Mrs. Todd
Aggie Herring
editor.
His
lack
of
ambition
seems
to
hinder
Harrison G. Monroe
Herschel Mayall
showing Roosevelt's head on a screen with
him at all times and although he is known as
Henry Holt
George Williams
" Charlie," " Mary " and certain screen types
possessing a wonderful nose for news, the owner
Rodney Plummer
Joe Dowling
giving of
wayRoosevelt
to him. Areproduced
seven-column
strip of sixof
of the paper looks upon him as its city editor
poses
by courtesy
John Watson
Jay Morley
and nothing else. Even when the managing
the New York World is also supplied.
Janet Milton
Irene Rich
Lee Martin
Arthur Milette
ADVERTISING CUTS:— One, two, three and
editor's
vacated inTodd
is notis offered
the
position.chair
His isattitude
business
much the
Marie
Ruth Langston
four-column advertising cuts are available on
same as in hfs home. Mrs. Todd has already
By Jack Cunningham and John Lynch.
this production. The one-column, reproduced
had one husband and she knows the managing
Scenario by Jack Cunningham.
herewith, also comes in two and three-column
end ofhimself
the gamebossed
prettyaround
well. both
Consequently,
Toddin
Directed by Eliot Howe.
size and can be used in dressing advertisements
finds
at home and
in various ways. The cuts all are dressed with
Photographed by Charles Kaufman.
the
office.
Produced by Robert Brunton Company.
head of Roosevelt in characteristic pose. Signature cuts of Theodore Roosevelt are also
Distributed by Pathe Exchange.
Rodney Plummer, foremost citizen of Springavailable with which to drive home the authenfield, sets out on a vice-crusade, his purpose being
to sweep the gamblers from the town. Todd,
ticity of the production.
CATCH LINES
during the absence of his employer, gets on the
SLIDES: — In addition to two regular announceFrank Keenan in a human, humorous role. Mr.
track of a bunch of race track men who operate
ment slides First National also provides the
Keenan has been seen in a number of excepunder
the
guise
of
brokers.
His
clues
lead
him
exhibitor with a special slide containing Roosetionally strong and dramatic features of late. In
into possession of all the facts of the case and
velt'sproduction
statement that would
all profits
him
" Todd of the Times " he again demonstrates his
he trails the gang to the man higher up, who
from the
go toaccruing
the Red toCross.
This announcement is framed in the emblem of
proves to be none other than Rodney Plummer
ability,
Moreit Trouble,"
comedy as
and into "play
well. Thereto isplay
muchhomely
that
himself. His reform crusade was only a bit of
this organization.
is amusing and much that is real in " Todd of the
camouflage, after all. Todd gets out a special
Music cue sheets are also provided, while a fourTimes." It's a picture that can best be described
edition
of
the
paper
and
startles
the
whole
village.
page
herald illustrated by R. M. Brinkerhoff is
When the owner of the Times returns he is
as " different."
among the many accessories furnished the exso
pleased
that
he
immediately
makes
Todd
hibitor with which to exploit this production.
An entrancing story of a newspaper in a small
managing editor, and his success at the office
town. All the characters from Theobald Todd,
giving
him
courage
to
a
degree
never
before
the plodding master of journalism, to Irene Rich,
dreamed of, Todd returns home and straightway
the society reporter, are interesting and amusing.
And the plot is one of the most entertaining of dons the trousers so long worn by his wife.
the lighter sort that has been offered in some
time.
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER: — One twenty-four-sheet; one six-sheet;
Theobald Todd was henpecked until his great
two three-sheets; one one-shet. All paper
work on a single story won him the managing
serves to bring out the light character of the
editor's
chair
of
the
Springfield
Times.
That
production and all has star in prominent poses.
night when he went home to his wife he turned
The scenes are particularly well selected and
the tables
and told
his
will arouse a good deal of interest about the
wife
what —toinsisted
do and onhowequal
to dosuffrage
it. Frank
Keenan
in
" Todd
the Times
" isofone
picture. DISPLAY:— Eight 11x14 colored
LOBBY
human
and of
humorous
pictures
the ofyear.the most
photographs and title card ; one 22 x 28 colored
scene; one 22 x 28 of star.
AD TALK
CUTS:
— (Advertising)— one one-column; one
Frank Keenan will be the star at the
two-column ; one three-column. These cuts,
theatre on
of
week in a Pathe
like the paper, are all of comedy design and
will be particularly good for dressing adverfeature entitled " Todd of the Times." This
picture is quite unlike the heavy dramatic subusuallymatter
supplyonsuch
jects which Mr. Keenan has been offering in the
an extensivetisements.
linePathe ofdoesn't
advertising
its
features and the exhibitor would do well to
past. If comparisons must be made, it is somelook these cuts over.
what similar in character to his previously sucA two-column scene cut is also supplied for
More reveals
Trouble,"
although
the
content cessful
of thecomedy,
five" reels
a totally
different
use in text or advertising columns of your
newspaper.
sort of story. Mr. Keenan is as able a delineator
of comedy and of homely character as he is of
The regular one-column star cuts are also
procurable at all Pathe exchanges.
strong, highly sustained parts. And in " Todd
of
the
Times
"
he
makes
this
fact
clear,
for
as
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
the meek and mild Theobald Todd, city editor
of the Springfield Times, he creates a character
that is both humorous and human.
SUGGESTIONS
It isofTodd's
ambition
become
Inasmuch as Frank Keenan usually appears in
editor
the paper
someto day,
but managing
lack of features
of
a
heavy
dramatic character, be sure
aggressiveness always stands in his way. His
out in your advertising of this producbig chance comes when the paper is left in his to bring
tion
that
it
is
a
light
of a humorous
charge for a short time while his employer is and a human nature. Saysubject
that it is a story of
away. Todd gets on the track of some gamblers
and proceeds to get the whole story, which is small town newspaper life with Keenan giving a
particularly interesting, inasmuch as the leader of thoroughly human characterization of a small
town newspaper man. You haven't got much to
the
miscreants
is supposedly
town's
respected
citizen.
The owner the
of the
papermostis offer in the way of plot, so be sure to accentuate
the
picture's
humorousin which
and human
interest points.
pleased
at Todd'sgives
ingenuity
handlinghetheso story
Relate
the manner
the newspaper
man
and afterwards
him thein position
long
finally found out how to rule his family when
coveted.
success
in
business
came
to
him.
Interwoven with this story, is the home life
of Todd, which, at first, is much the same as
up Keenan's
name, forThehe advertising
is a real star;
onePlay
so called
and deserved.
cuts
his office life. His wife continually lords it over
supplied you by Pathe are a new departure for
him, but when he gains his promotion in the
this
house
and
it
would
be
well
to
secure
some
business world he takes it upon himself to re- them, for they are all good and give a good ideaof
move the family trousers from his wife and don
of the character of the production.
them himself.
Three-sheet poster
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"THE

HIGHEST

TRUMP"—

Entertaining Spy and War Drama
l 4J I

VITAGRAPH

with Loads of Action

HE HIGHEST TRUMP " starts off with a good touch of mystery, keeps the suspense rising constantly and
introduces a number of novel situations that make the whole a thoroughly pleasing piece of entertainA
ment. If the story moved at a slower pace one would feel obliged to point out its various impossibilities,
but the fact is that it moves with such startling rapidity and offers such a kaleidoscopic series of incidents that it is
entertaining all the while and seldom palpably manufactured.
Its authors, H. H. Van Loan and the star, Earle Williams, have kept it moving like lightning and evidently
sought to build to a highly effective climax wherein the heroine discovers her husband wearing an iron cross. This
scene the director has chosen to treat more in a comedy light and while the effect is good it is not exactly in tune
with the beginning of the story.
The airplane stuff introduced including a fight in the clouds and the crash to earth of one machine is particularly commendable. It is well introduced and provides a number of thrills. One of the best pieces of double exposure work ever accomplished appears in the first reel. Mr. Williams and Miss Darmond appear to advantage in
all their scenes. — Length, 5 reels. — Released Feb. 3. — Peter Milne.
THE STORY
THE CAST
eachstaging
other'sa arms,
the factthem.
that the enemy
is
little despite
raid around
John Paget
Richard
Paget
is called from Washington to
Richard Paget
find his twin brother, John, dead, a victim of
Earle Williams
ADVERTISING AIDS
poison.
In John's
papersAlthough
he finds ita ispleaa difficult
to him
Lois Graham
Grace Darmond
to take over
his affairs.
PAPER:
Klassig
Robert Byrem
six-sheet.— One one-sheet; one three-sheet; one
proposition,
particularly
as
John
was
engaged
to
General Graham
John Cossar
the beautiful Lois Graham, Richard starts in to
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Two 22 x 28 colored photoVon Klem
C. H. Geldart
fulfill the wish. Shortly he discovers that his
Bickers
Robert Bolder
graphs;and eight
11x14
white photo-of
brother had financed an airplane company, the
graphs
title
card;black
8x10andphotographs
Anson Dyke
Miles McCarty
officers
of
which
are
all
German
spies.
It
is
their
By H. H. Van Loan and Earle Williams.
plan
to make
defective
'planes
and soRichard
hinder says
the
star.The star photographs are provided for use
Directed by James Young.
activities
of the
American
fliers.
CUTS: — One one-column scene cut; one twonothing, but steadily goes about his work.
column scene cut (reproduced herewith). Also
Soon he enlists and, winning a commission in
one and two-column cuts of star.
CATCH LINES
aviation corps, goes to France. Lois follows
SLIDE
AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
Richard Paget, the American Ace, flew to the
after as Red Cross nurse. General Graham, her
German headquarters and received an Iron Cross
father,
is
at
the
head
of
Richard's
squadron.
He
admires Klassig, one of his lieutenants, very
in recognition
services for
Hun hegov-to
SUGGESTIONS
ernment! Wasforhe hisa traitor?
Howthecame
much, not knowing that this man is in reality a
have access to the German lines? See the soluBring out in all advertising that you do on
German spy. This information, however, Richard
this production that it is a breezy, swift and
has long known, inasmuch as Klassig was one
tion in the startling photoplay, " The Highest
happy story of the war and of spies, with just a
of the prime movers in the airplane corporation.
Trump," now shown at the
theatre.
touch of mystery. If you follow this course you
Richard proves himself the master of the enemy
Containing a series of remarkable battles in in
the air.
will distinguish it from the usual cut-and-dried
marries
Lois. Shortly after his arrival abroad he
the clouds — shows an airplane dashing to the
war play with its attendant scenes of murder and
earth and smashing to bits in a terrific explosion.
atrocities.
Feature the wonderful airplane battles
Klassig
gives
him
instructions
to
fly
over
the
Some of the most sensational scenes ever cast
in the film. While some of these scenes have
German lines and descend. There he is received
been
taken
from the weeklies, they have been
.by the German officers and decorated with the
upon the screen are shown in " The Highest
worked into the major film excellently and it
Iron Cross for his work in the United States.
Trump."
Suspicion finally descends on him and he is takes an expert to distinguish between them and
Written by H. H. Van Loan, one of the rising
the other portions of the film. There is one scene
arrested at orders from Washington. It is not
authors of the day, in collaboration with the star
that shows a machine crashing to the earth and
until then that he explains his case; that he had
himself.
exploding,
you can well feature in your
assumed his brother's role for the purpose of advertising which
as the only scene of its kind ever
double-crossing
the the
spies.
out,
It was on their peculiar honeymoon that Lois
Lois admires him
moreThis
and confession
they go into
done.
discovered her husband in possession of GerIron Cross.
a traitor?
ShouldA
she killmany'shim
to saveWashimhe from
himself?
startling
climax
caps " The theatre.
Highest Trump,"
now
on view
at the
AD TALK
Earle Williams will be seen in something of
a new role when he appears in " The Highest
Trump," atweek.
the is a theatre
on story butof
rest assured that This
it departs spy
fromandthewarbeaten
track
not a little. No atrocities are revealed before the
spectator's eyes. Instead, the rapid, breezy
action
" The and
Highest
Trump thrills,
" is loaded
sound ofmental
physical
while with
the
scenes laid in the war zone are played in lighter
vein, a vein, let it be said, that is considerable
more realistic than the blood-and-thunder tempo
in which such scenes are usually played.
Highest
Trump
was written
by H. H.of
Van" TheLoan,
one of
the "rising
screen writers
the day, in collaboration with Mr. Williams
himself. These two have fashioned a particularly
adroit and original story. John Paget, when
involved in an affair of honor, takes his life after
sending stances
for forcehisRichard
twin brother,
to assumeRichard.
the roleCircumof his
brother,
even
before
the
late
man's
fiancee, Lois
Graham. It develops shortly afterwards
that
John was in the power of German spies and that
he had financed an airplane company that
planned to deliver defective machines to the
United States Government.
Of spies
courseandit this
is Richard's
mission to acombat
these
he does throughout
series
of most unusual and thrilling situations. There
are some airplane battles in " The Highest
Trump,"
one ofand
which
shows athat
machine
crashing
to the ground
exploding
puts anything
else ever done in this line far in the shade.
Grace Darmond appears as the leading woman in
the picture and her beauty and personality are,
in
a large measure, responsible for the picture's
success.
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Motion

"FIGHTING
An Example

THROUGH
of Excellent Production

Picture

News

"-=HODKINSON
with Patriotism L ppermost

H£RE
is a picture you don't have to be ashamed to show to your patrons; nor to invent any excuse*
j to offer to them.
The story is full of '"juice" and well put together. It is about a love affair that starts in
America and ends in Mexico, just on the other side of the border. The hero of it is unjustly accu-«jd
as being a coward, but he proves he is not one by risking his life to save the heroine.
The element of American patriotism forms one of the main features of the story. In adverti.-ing
the picture, however, be careful and avoid conveying the impression that it is a war subject, because it
is not. There are no war scenes shown in it, nor does it deal with any of the phases of the war; its object is simply to teach every American, whether a Northerner or a Southerner, to be loyal to the flag, and
heartily support the nation in this war; to attain this end, it uses the hero, the son of a proud Southerner, as an illustration.
It is a clean entertainment. — Released through Pathe Exchange, Jan. 27. — Length, 6 reels. — P. S.
Harrison.
ADVERTISING AIDS
he has not done much work recently, his past
THE CAST
pictures have been generally successful and his
PAPER: — One six-sheet; two three-sheets; one
Robert Carr
E. K. Lincoln
name has often appeared before the public.
one-sheet. Six, three and one, denote western
Col. Dabney Carr
Spottiswoode Aitken
character
of
production.
Other
three
is
love
scene.
Braxton Warren
Frederick Vroom
Mrs. Warren
Helen Dunbar
THE STORY
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 11x14 colored phoMaryland Warren
Millicent Fisher
tographs
and title card; 22x28 colored scene;
Raymond Haynes
Hayward Mack
Robert Carr, a Virginian, has been brought
22x28
of
star.
By W. Christy Cabanne.
up in a family that believes in the lost cause of
CUTS: — One column cuts of Lincoln are proDirected by Mr. Cabanne.
the Civil War. His flag is still the Stars and
curable for dressing advertisements or for use
Photographed by Sam Landers.
Bars. He is engaged to Maryland Warren, a
in text pages of newspapers or for progress.
girl of the South who is thoroughly American.
The two-column scene cut shown below is also
One
day while the two are riding they axe
available at Pathe exchanges.
joined
Robert's
would-bea
SLIDE
CATCH LINES
vided. AND MUSIC CUE SHEET also prorival forby theRaymond
hand of Haynes,
Maryland.
In climbing
barbed wire fence for flowers Robert tears the
Robert Carr lived in the past. A Southern
seat of his trousers and is seized with a shyness
Confederacy was still his ideal. The Stars and
that he cannot overcome. As a consequence he
Stripes constituted a foreign flag. But one day
is unable to follow after a runaway horse that
came the awakening. Robert learned that a
SUGGESTIONS
dashes by. Raymond goes to the rescue and
united nation stood in defense of united ideals.
Maryland calls Robert a coward.
Your strong selling point with regards this
The story of his awakening is superbly told in
When, the next evening, Maryland sees Robert
feature is undoubtedly the leading male char" Fighting Through."
remain seated during the evening ceremony of
acter. Bring out the fact that he cared little
for the United States until an encounter with
lowering the Stars and Stripes, she is convinced
Robert
Carr
didn't
have
much
use
for
the
that he is disloyal as well as a coward. She
Mexican renegades stirred his latent patriotism.
United States until he saw a Mexican renegade
refuses to have anything more to do with him.
Feature this fact in the most forceful, punchy
jumping
on its flag. Then his fighting blood came
to the surface.
catch lines you can fix up. Get the spirit of And so they go on until one night Robert is
beaten to insensibility by thugs and cast into a
patriotism in all your ad copy, only be sure
freight car. When he alights it is somewhere in
to clearly
bringpatrons
out the will
character
the producWritten and directed by W. Christy Cabanne,
tion so that
not beof misled
into
Arizona in company with a Mexican who is in
one of the leading directors of the art. It was
search of the bandits who wronged his sister. In
thinking that it is a story of the European war.
Mr. Cabanne who gave us "The Lamb," "Draft
E. K. Lincoln is a pretty popular actor and dethe meantime Maryland goes west on a visit. The
258 " and tributio"n to the
The screen.
Slacker."
See
his
latest
conserve to be featured prominently. So also does
It is his best.
train is held(Continued
up and the
girl 767)
is taken off and
on page
the director, W. Christy Cabanne, for although
A thrilling tale of the Mexican border in which
the latent patriotism in a southern gentleman is
aroused to fighting pitch.
AD TALK
" Fighting
Through,"
a new onpicture
of par-of
ticular interest, will be shown
the screen
the
theatre on
of
week. This bears the Hodkinson trademark and
has E. K. Lincoln as its star. The picture was
written and directed by W. Christy Cabanne, one
of the cleverest men in the business. It was
Mr. Cabanne who produced the first Douglas
Fairbanksrocketedpicture,
Lamb,"andwhich
him to fame" The
over night,
it wasskyhe
who was responsible for the great patriotic feature, "Draft 258," and following that, " The
Slacker."
In " Fighting
Through
Mr.an Cabanne
produced
a patriotic
picture" of
entirely has
different sort. The central male character is a
southerner who even in these modern times looks
with disfavor on the Northern States. He forever dwells on the lost cause of the Civil War.
The Southern Confederacy is his nation. How
he is made to see the real patriotism through a
series of startling experiences on the Mexican
border and how he proves to the girl he loves
that he is neither a coward nor a disloyalist,
forms a photoplay full of stirring incident.
Mr. inCabanne's
fine ofdirecting
handTheis action
to be
noted
every scene
the film.
is fast, there are numerous touches of a real
human character, while the suspense of the
climax is builded to an unusually high point. Mr.
Lincoln is a fitting type for the stellar role, while
his performance is to be commended throughout the action. He is supported by a capable cast,
including Millicent Fisher, Spottiswoode Aitken,
Hayward Mack, Frederick Vroom and Helen
Dunbar.

Two-column scene cut
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"THE

ROUGH

Latest Montagu

NECK"

Love Picture Shows

—

WORLD

Excellent Team

Work

WORLD
FILM certainly picked a good one in which to present Montagu Love this time and after all
is said and done it only goes to show what real, skilful team work will produce in the way of a
feature.
" The Rough Neck " was written by Harry 0. Hoyt, who conceived a good idea and developed itwith discrimination, and Oscar Apfel, one of the most dependable men in the directing art,
had charge of the production.
The results of this combination show in every episode of the film. It is
the handling that has made it the fine box-office feature it is.
Montagu Love is the star and takes the role of a lumber-camp boss, who shortly changes his activities
to a big city. He is one of those honest, fighting fellows who make short work of the corrupt political
ring when once he gets started. The romance is closely interwoven with this theme. It is so well woven
with it, in fact, that it is worthy the attention of all who would make better pictures. In short, the scenario was a thing of skill and merit, unless our guess is far off.
The part is full worthy Mr. Love's ability, and his support, which includes Barbara Castleton and the
always dependable Frank Mayo, is worthy of praise. — Length, 5 reels. — Released Feb. 3. — Peter Milne.
whom she was engaged, to jail unless she comply
THE CAST
has grown to love him during their stay in the
with his proposal.
woods. When Masters is attacked by the thugs
John Masters
Montagu Love
She consents but refuses to have anything to
she goes to the camp for aid and returns just
Horace Masters
Robert Broderick
do
with
him
after
they
are
married.
Dale
and
in time to save her husband from being
Armitage
George De Carlton
Armitage
tell
Frances
that
Masters
has
in
his
severely
beaten. And after that they start their
Frances
Barbara Castleton
possession
forged
documents
that
will
send
them
" honeymoon."
Ellery Dale
Frank Mayo
to
jail
if
he
ever
has
them
published.
They
ask
I Ryan
Albert Hart
her to for
get the
thesecombination
and with thisof aim
view,when
she
CATCH LINES
asks
the insafe
"Shark Smith"
James Milash
Davis
Toning
Robert
The political ring of a big city thought it
Masters
plans
to
return
to
the
camp
for
a
few
A Half-Breed Indian
H. E. Herbert
could make short work of a lumber camp boss
days. Knowing her motive, he gives her the
D irected by Oscar Apfel.
who had come from out the woods to take charge
combination but then kidnaps her and takes her
Photographed by Albert Gondolfi.
off to the camp with him. When Dale opens
of
affairs. But they didn't
reckon
on fighting
Story by Harry O. Hoyt.
hard-headed,
and John
Mastershea
the safe he finds a note in the strong box from
was of this hard-fisted,
mold. Thatman,
manner
in which
Masters, saying that the papers he desires are
ADVERTISING AIDS
cleans up the town is graphically told in " The
in Furious,
his (Master's)
possession.
Dale collects
a bunch of ruffians and
PAPER:
—
One
six-sheet;
two
three-sheets;
two
goes
to
the
camp
determined
to
get
the
papers.
one-sheets.
In the meantime Masters has told Frances their
Rough
Neck."
She
him, tohating
sightandof him
he
had married
threatened
send thehervery
father
fiance—
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Two 22 x 28 colored phototrue contents — that they contain damaging evigraphs;
eight
11x14
colored;
eight
8x10
dence against her father and his own father too
to
jail
unless
she
complied
with
his
wishes
— so
black and white.
she was forced into this wedlock that was utterly
and that unless the others will repay to the city
CUTS AND MATS:— The advertising cuts are
revolting
to
her.
Fate
plays
a
peculiar
hand
in
all
the
money
of
which
they
defrauded
it
he
will
three in number, two one-column and one twothis affair and brings on a surprising series of
publish the documents, at all cost. This throws
column, all these showing Love and Barbara
climaxes
that
are
truly
absorbing.
See
them
in
a
new
light
on
Masters
before
Frances
and
it
Castleton. Scene cuts come in three and twoproves the deciding weight in the scales for she
" The Rough Neck."
column sizes. There are two three-column
containing reproductions on important scenes
from the production. A two-column is also
furnished.
AD TALK
Montagu Love will be the star at the
theatre on
of
week in his
latest
World
feature
entitled
"
The
Rough
Neck."
This is, without doubt, one of the strongest
and
generally entertaining features that World has
presented in some time. Harry O. Hoyt is its
| author, while the direction was in charge of Oscar
I Apfel, one of the most capable men in his art.
The joint work of these two men has resulted
in a photoplay of unusual situations and one
which sounds a varying degree of dramatic high
lights during its unwinding on the screen.
Mr. Love is seen in the role of a lumber camp
boss who is called home to the city by his father,
its political boss. The older man realizes that
he has not much longer to live and it is his one
desire that his son continue his work where he
leaves
it. This
the not" rough
fromreality
the
woods agrees
to do,
knowingneckthat" in
his
father
was
regularly
swindling
the
city
many thousands of dollars. All this he learnsof
i when
his father's
shoesHowand this
he
resolveshe tosteps
make into
a general
cleanup.
is accomplished despite the severest opposition
together with his romance with the daughter of
one of the ward leaders forms an altogether
thrilling photoplay.
Barbara Castleton and Frank Mayo are seen
heading
Mr. Love's
supporting
commendable
work from
first to cast
last. which does
THE STORY
John Masters is called from his lumber camp
to the city, where his father, its political boss, is
in
declining
elder where
Masters'he
wishhis that
his sonyears.
carry Iton ishisthe work
leaves it and to this end he initiates him into
the politics of the town. He meets Ryan, a
lesser boss; Armitage, a contractor; Ellery Dale,
one of his satellites, and last but not least,
Frances Armitage. To this girl he is instantly
attracted but she believes him a brute and will
have little to do with him. After the death of
his father, however, Masters forces her to marry
him, threatening to send her father and Dale, to

Mats of this cut furnished free at World headquarters
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"THE

HIDDEN

Combination
ALL

of Western

TRUTH"—

Picture

News

SELECT

Mystery, Society and Melodrama

four points of the dramatic compass are skimmed in the plot development of the dramatic offering that presents Anna Case for the first time to a motion picture audience. A combination
of Western mystery, society and sprinklings of the melodrama, together, play active parts in un-

folding the plot of " The Hidden Truth," scenarioized from the novel by S. M. Weller and produced
by the International Film Service Company, under the direction of Julius Steger, for distribution on the
Select Pictures' program of specials.
The opening, depicting a typical Western dance-hall scene, admirably staged by Director Steger,
promises exciting entertainment. The Western atmosphere closes over a strong melodramatic situation,
in which a character is murdered. The action shifts to the unconventional Metropolis, where a wealthy
business man and the idol of the Western dance-hall, an orphan girl, hold the stage. Considering the
fact that this marks Miss Case's first appearance in silent drama, the part that is given her to portray is
done with feeling and sincerity, but her actions do not always ring true. The support is good. — Released
Jan. 20. — Length, 5 reels. — J. L. Kelley.
his love. She later saves Taylor from being
THE CAST
most popular girl in Nugget City. Helen beswindled and love again comes into its own.
friends another girl in the resort, Myrtle Cadby,
Charles Taylor,
whose
husband,
a
drunkard
and
a
bully,
treats
a weaitny manufacturer ... Charles Richman
her
abusively.
and "and
Snipeattempt
" Roach,to
Mrs. Collins, his aunt
Emma Campbell
CATCH LINES
mining
sharpers,Sheridan
salt a mine
Judge Blake, his friend Forrest Robinson
sell it. Charles Taylor, a rich New Yorker,
Marking the screen debut of Anna Case, the
Mrs. Blake
Grace Reals
sends
George
Reed,
his
mining
expert,
to
invesfamous operatic star. Her performance in The
George Reed, mining engineer John Charles
tigate the proposition. Reed quickly sees
Bill Sheridan
Thomas McGrane
Hidden
bit asThecapable
through
the
fraud,
but
promises
to
say
nothing
a scn-en Truth
actress" proves
as she her
is aevery
singer.
story
"Snipe"
Roach
Fred G.
Hearn
if the profit is split three ways. Helen hears
provided
her
is
filled
with
interesting
situations.
Jake
Cadby
Frank
Wonderly
part of their plan, and knows that there is someMyrtle, his wife
Madelyn Clare
It
is
one
which
no
patron
of
the
thing wrong somewhere.
theatre can well afford to miss.
The Sheriff
William Black
Myrtle kills her husband when he tries to asThe Lumberman
D. L. Don
sault
her as she lies ill in bed. The shock later
Helen, the orphan of the camp Anna Case
Anna Case has a beautiful voice on the phonokills her, but before she dies she gives Helen a
By S. M. Weller.
graph. You know instinctively that that voice
letter and tells her to use it as an escape from
Scenario by Mr. Weller.
must
belong to a beautiful woman. Your
the life she is leading. The letter is addressed
Directed by Julius Steger.
to
Charles
Taylor,
to
whom
Sheridan
and
Roach
chance
to
see Anna Case lies in " The Hidden
Photographed by William Crolly.
Truth " which marks her screen debut and
are trying to sell the salted mine. He was an
which
is
now
showing at the
theatre.
old mining
partnerMyrtle
of Myrtle's
father
inADVERTISING AIDS
tended to marry
when she
cameandEast,
although
he
had
never
seen
her.
SUGGESTIONS
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets;
Helen goes to the Taylor home and is taken
one six-sheet; one twenty-four-sheet. All
for Myrtle. She lets the situation drift. RoAnna
Case
is
your big card with respect to
paper contains scenes from production.
mance develops between her and Taylor and
advertising this production. She is a well-known
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Nine 8x10 black and
they become engaged. Reed returns with his
white scenes and title card; seven 11x14
opera the
singer
it doesn't
alwayson
glowing reports of the mine. He recognizes
prove
rule and
that although
such a star
will attract
colored scenes and title card; two 22x28
Helen as the dancing girl and tells Taylor. She
the
screen
you a can
make the most of the big
horizontal " flats " colored scenes.
name
and
take
chance.
confesses
and
Taylor
tells
her
she
has
forfeited
CUTS (ELECTROS) :— Two one-column; two
two-column; one three-column. All these contain dramatic scenes from production.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
AD TALK
Anna Case, the famous operatic star, will
make her screen debut at the
theatre on
of
week in the
Select
production
" The Hidden
Like other
stars ofentitled
the operatic
stage whoTruth."
have
gone into pictures Miss Case reveals an ability
that stands her in excellent stead before the
camera. Perhaps it seems strange that stars of
this branch of art such as Caruso, Geraldine
Farrar, Mme. Cavalieri and others should appear to such advantage before the camera but
when one gives the subject any amount of
thought he finds that this is a natural state of
affairs. No person can sing well without putting
expression in his voice and this expression is
bound to appear in the face as well. As a consequence Miss Case's brilliant performance in
" The
Hidden
" was
be expected.
She is
given Truth
the role
of atowestern
dance hall
girl who appears strangely out of place in the
crude environment of Nugget City. When
chance gives her her opportunity to go to the
East she takes it and, posing under an assumed
name she soon wins the love of one of the
East'sdiscovers
leading hercitizens.
When,he however,
this
man
true identity
turns against
her for the time being. But love finally bridges
all gulfs, created by class and the ending finds
theMiss
two happy
in each other's
Case receives
valuablearms.support from
such distinguished players as Charles Richman,
John Charles, Forrest Robinson, Grace Reals,
Fred Hearn and Madelyn Clare. The scenario
for
" The Hidden
Truth " was prepared by S.
M. Weller
Julius
Steger.while the direction was in charge of
THE STORY
Helen Merrill is a dancing girl in a dance
hall in one of the Western mining camps. She
Two-column scene cut
is beautiful, has a wonderful voice, and is the
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"RESTLESSSkillful Handling

SOULS"Makes

TRIANGLE

Delicate Subject Very Good

Picture

ALTHOUGH
this picture deals with infidelity of married people, it is not offensive, because it has
been handled in a delicate manner.
Both as a production and as an entertainment, it is good
and should satisfy the great majority of your patrons, in spite of the fact that the plot is old.
The dissatisfaction of a wife because her husband is not wealthy enough to buy her fine clothes
and a good home, like other more fortunate husbands do, forms the basis of the story. In the end, however, by mingling with society people, she finds out that real happiness is brought, not by wealth, but by
love.
The fine clothes worn by the women players should prove an attractive feature among your women
patrons. The cast, direction and photography are all first class. — Released Feb. 2. — Length, 6 reels. —
P. S. Harrison.
SUGGESTIONS
THE CAST
place. Shetheaccepts
and goes
thereingwithout
consent theof invitation
her husband.
Marion Gregory
Alma Rubens
Here is another one of Cosmo Hamilton's
At
the
resort,
Wingate
becomes
fascinated
Judith Wingate
Katherine Adams
stories.
Are ayoumagazine
profitingwriter
by Mr.he Hamilton's
with Marion and seeks her company. Soon
name? As
is one of big
the
Hugh Gregory
Jack Conway
Marion becomes disgusted, as, wherever she
best
known
men
in
the
field.
Many
popular
magaChester Wingate
Harvey Clarke
turns
her
face,
she
sees
husbands
making
love
to
zines
have
carried
his
fiction
serially
and
many
of
Dr. Robert Calvert
J. Barney Sherry
his works have been transferred to the screen,
the other
fellows'
she her
writesif heherwants
husOliver
Sloan
Eugene Burr
band a letter
askingwives;
him toso wire
particularly
so
of
recent
date.
Play
his
name
up
By Cosmo
Hamilton.
her back. But Mrs. Wingate, to further her
big and then follow up with some line regarding
Photographed by Steve Norton.
plans, prevents the letter from being mailed.
his ability to write of high society life. Most of
Directed by William C. Dowlan.
By a clever ruse she induces her husband to
his stories are laid in such a setting and he is
go
to Marion's
room;that
she her
thenhusband
calls theis guests
always relentless in his expose of society's falsities.
to witness
the fact
found
AD TALK
there, thus expecting to compromise him. Dr.
With athe
" he has
Calvert, however, who was present, foresees her
the Triangle play
bookedon
evolved
plotcase
that oflends" Restless
itself wellSouls
to advertising
for" Restless
exhibition Souls,"
at the
theatre
intentions
and
prevents
Wingate
from
entering
of
the
sensational
sort.
By
relating
certain
porof
week is adapted from
tions of the plot you will be able to awaken a
Marion's
room.andWhen
the roomOliver
was entered
a story by the well-known writer, Cosmo
HamilMrs.
Wingate
her guests,
Sloan wasby
good
deal
of
interest
for
the
production.
ton and concerns life among the idle rich.
found instead. He went there to expose to
Alma Rubens is probably the most popular of
Mr. Hamilton has no superiors in writing interMarion the scheme to compromise her.
all Triangle stars. Play her name up well and
esting stories regarding this strata of modern
Hugh
Gregory,
who
was
sent
for
by
Dr.
Caluse photographs of her wherever possible, for she
society. He wields a fascinating pen and is the
vert, shortly arrives on the scene. He is shocked
is a beauty, and even if your patrons are not acmaker of situations of an exceptionally intense
by what has just taken place and, thinking his
quainted with her name they will be attracted by
wife guilty, leaves for home. Realizing the inher appearance.
style.
he hassociety
compounded
a work Inthat" Restless
reflects Souls
life in" this
with a
justice done to Marion, Sloan follows Gregory
faithfulness to detail and a relentlessness in exand, after explaining the situation, convinces him
pose of its various falsities that remains thorthat his wife is innocent. Dr. Calvert soon ar"FIGHTING
oughly interesting from beginning to end.
rives bringing Marion home. A reconciliation
(Continued fromTHROUGH"
page 764)
Alma Rubens, the dark beauty who has aptakes place between husband and wife.
kept
in
captivity
for ransom. Robert sees a
peared with signal success in many Triangle
Mexican trying to sell a locket which he recogpictures, has the stellar role in this production.
CATCH LINES
She appears as the wife of a poor inventor whose
nizes as Maryland's.
Upon learning
that boran
American
girl is held prisoner
across the
envious eyes are constantly turned in the direcAnother
one
of
Cosmo
Hamilton's
amazing
stories of lentlessly
society
life in which its falsities are reder he follows, pretending to be a deaf mute.
tion of her rich society friends. Chance picks
exposed.
It is only when Mexicans insult the American
her up and sets her down in this life that she
has
so long admired from afar
she finds that
flag
thatproceeds
Robert'sto latent
awakened
She thought that riches would bring her happiin many respects it is gross but
and he
dust apatriotism
number ofisthem
up a
and not all the
ness, but she found out finally that true happiness
bit.
This
encounter
leads
him
to
discover
Mary^
glided fairy land that she so fondly imagined.
lay only in true love.
land, their prisoner. In a pitched battle he
How she is saved from disgrace by an old friend
holds off the bandits until the posse finally arand how she finds that she is only too glad to
In her life of struggling poverty she looked with
rives. They return to Virginia, with Robert conreturn
her husband's
vinced that there is a united nation.
envy upon the lives of the rich, of which she had
of real toentertaining
value.arms makes a photoplay
heard so much but seen so little. When her
Miss Rubens receives support from a cast that
chance
came
to
partake
of
this
life
she
found
it
is adequate in every respect and which includes
but a sham and was glad indeed to return to her
Kathenne Adams, Jack Conway, Harvey Clarke,
home of love and content. See Alma Rubens in
Burr.
J. Barney Sherry and Eugene
the fascinating Triangle play, " Restless Souls."
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER: — One one-sheet; one three-sheet; one
six-sheet.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Photographs are provided in 11x14 sepia and 22 x 28 sepia.
These are
furnished in the same sizes in tints
Dr!" slightly in advance of the others.
C %,Ti>
:
—
Two
one two-column
These cuts areone-column
primarily ; designed
for use in
the
text
pages
of
the
newspapers
may be
used for advertising copy also.butThe
two
column is particularly adaptable for such use.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
THE STORY
Hugh Gregory, a poor inventor, struggles hard
to perfect
invention. Marion, his
young wife,a submarine
becomes dissatisfie
d for want of
luxuries. Dr. Robert Calvert,
the minister who
performed their wedding ceremony,
an
unexpected visit; and as he is aboutpaysto them
call on
Mr. and Mrs. Wingate, society people
and
triends of his, invites Marion to accompany him.
She accepts. The
and the luxuries
their home dazzlessplendor
her and after her returnof
V.?me'„she
becomes
more
dissatisfie
d than ever
Mrs. Wingate has relations with Oliver
Sloan,
whom she wishes to marry,
but
Chester Wingate himself is in love with although
another
Alma Rubens & Jack Conway jm
woman, he refuses to grant
wife a divorce.
A-maPuebns &> Jack Conway j*r
In order to free herself, Mrs. his
Wingate
conceives
a plan whereby she hopes to compromise her
Triangle Play "Restless Soul s "
Triangle Play'Restless Souls"
husband and
force him
grant her a
Single column scene cuts provided by Triangle
divorce; so shethus
invites Marion atto their
summer-
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"HERE

COMES

THE

BRIDE

John Barrymore

and Good

Cast Make

Picture

News

"—PARAMOUNT
Most of Usual Story

PLEASURE seekers will consider that they received good entertaining values out of this picture,
although they may not go wild over it. As a stage play, it has scored a success at the George M.
Cohan theatre; but the voice, which was a helping factor, is naturally absent from the screen
play; nevertheless, the mimic ability of Mr. Barrymore helps to an extent to supply the deficiency.
The story belongs to the broad farce type; the element of suspense goes hand in hand with that
of comedy in it; and as it has been handled cleverly, it holds the interest to the end and entertain-.
The star's work is good; so is that of the supporting cast. — Released Jan. 19. — Length, 5 reels. —
P. S. Harrison.
married
America
livingof inthatSouth
name
_ , _
_
a beauty
country
and who
whosehas wife
has==^=^===^==
„
. , , =^===^=^^=^=^==
TTTF CAST
Frederick
Tile,
a
Lawyer
John
Barrymore
divorced
him.
By
the
terms
of
her
father's
will,
CHEATj^G
CHEATERS "
Robert Sinclair, a Corn Magnate Frank Losee her {ormer husband cannot share in his estate if
Ethel Sinclair, his Daughter /alre Bl"ney he re-marries within one year after the father(Continued from page 758j
kurlow Benson
W.U..m David Tile and when they hear of Tile, a proposal is gwiyng^he0ntimeCaof7yoV,vIrionusyshUo wfh woull
A»Wey
a woman
she respect
be a good
thi Drodurtion
t0 inaugurate
the ;.'SQ,\LLy-w°ul°
Sevier
. . . . . k'arrv
narry Semmell
aemmciamadueb toh him {to wedname
only, he
for never
which saw,
service
to this
For w.
r.llr
By Max by
Marcin
and Roy Atwell.
he is to receive $100,000. Tile loves Ethel Sin- that must be seen T straight from XI s * P,ctur£
Scenario
Charles
Wh.ttaker.
clair, daughter of a corn magnate, who opposes hrough to the end to b aroredaTed Call^Hal
Directed by John S. Robertson.
their courtship, although
love each
attention to you"
starting
Ptin7e for
a» show?
snowsIor a"
5 ™8™'
'
and
temptation
tothe thecouple
TileTheyields
other afondly.
"
couple then separate and
widow.
weds
ATrm
4 nurDTrciNr
ADVLKUSir*^
Aius
Ti,e receives $20,000, first payment on the con- w Don t Change Your Hnshanrl "
«• viitfiige XUUr XlUSDana
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one tract Ethel meanwhile withdraws her money
six-sheet;
the ex- from the bank and offers to marry Tile instantly, (Continued from page 729)
ception of one
one twenty-four-sheet.
of the one-sheets,With
which con- but when he tells her that he cannot marry within Thar,
-.u i-V an Sutphen
c- ^ t.
tains the usual star portrait, paper on this pro- tweive months, she leaves him in despair. It 1 nen we na% e scenes with
duction well brings out the comedy ot the develops that the elder Sinclair hears a report and " Toodles," and then a fashionablepicture.
some of the
mostof appropriate
Ti,£marriage
have e, in d"regular"
and he jnsists
. ™*
.
furnished Itby isParamount
on any
its recent that
upon Ethe,
their and
instant
form. gambling house
With. , „ I oodles„ ,losing
offerings.DISPLAY:— „. . . _ in ... and The bride creates a disturbance and Tile is all the money. It is then, at the moment
LOBBY
Eight 8x10 black and obiiged to confess that he is married. The con- t v
c„tr.ua„ „«. „ \
.,■
white
11x14 ofsepia;
one permanently
victehusband eliminated
of the bride
up and sheTile
is tnat
X an Sutphen
pawnsthat to histhe wife
gambling
22 x 28 photographs;
sepia; 8x10 eight
photographs
star.
from turns
the situation.
housekeeper
the ring:
had
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five t it
before he can make Ethel his •
.•
.
„ ■ cue.
one-column; three two-column; two three- bHde and th*y sadly submit t0 the deIay de. gi\ en him— the marriage ring of her first
column.
is the case with
the paper, scenes
these manded by the law.
wedding
Porter arrives on the *cene
ruts are Asreproductions
of humorous
„ , " that
,
from the production. All scenes and poses of
He buys the ring, and then puts the money
star suffice to bring out the comedy character
CATCH LINES
in his pocket saying that he is going to
STOCK CUTS6' AND MATS OF STAR:— Five "Here Comes the Bride." a play of matri- give the money to the Owner of the ring,
one-column;
three two-column; two three- monial
mixups with
donelaughs
to a and
brisk John
comedy
tune— Then
column
it s crammed
Barrymore
,. , the. scene
- . shifts
, t again
. , to the home to
ADVERTISING LAYOUTS :— One one-column; appears in the full light of an excellent comedian Which the hrst husband drags the newone two-column; one three-column. These, too. ;n the stellar part.
comer. There is a declaration that Porter
b^lDii
ainu MUSIC
muoiw CUESHEET.''0"'
o
Pretty tough. it. was on Frederick
w.
_ c,,t-.u~.~
SLPII)EUAND
I , . , Tile to have
,
loves
her and c_that she
Theni
J *u willu decide.
. i i_
breaksutphen fires
mar- ax on
insisting
to him,
comewhile
he loved
the girlwhen
AD TALK
riage,
all the
he had
a wifeon— large
candlestick.
The and
wifetheandshot
Mrs.onlyHucknev
" Hpro Pomes the Bride," a Paramount comedy and ugly — who had boasted of at least four other , ■
» .
,
, .. ,
. ,
he found rusn ln- And then the end, with the girl
predicament
this was
husbands—in,but and
main himself
TaTkthe Barrymore
I aturine on
attraction
screen of thewill be the theatre
therethe were
no loopholes, the loving wife of her first husband.
aitraci.mii
week Taken from the apparently. The road to the way out is filled f_ i,„ r.
■ r> .l
sametellsroom
Marcin with hilarious laughter. had Take
by Max
stag"Tpla7~o?
and
Roy Atwell,t^TT^Te
this opusname
concerns
the martial
before the he
her. in Reno that you
Frederick Tile, a struggling young
troubles ofTileoneloves
lawyer
Ethel Sinclair, the very pretty Barrymore follows up his success in " On the -xxttt: u
i
l i
daughter of a corn magnate who suspects that his Quiet" with another hilariously funny picture, \X/
have taken UP toe larger part Ot
would-be son-in-law would be his son-in-law « Here Comes the Bride." The trouble with W
tne snace that we have to tell. vou
lel •>OU
f na^ e to10 outlining
,bp.d.Le ma.
, , U1C
approaching about
saw two straight!
he perfectly
Frederick
bank at
of increasing
merely
account. forThethecornsakebroker
excludes allhisthought
once andTilehe was
was that
seeing
exploiting
this %Npicture
of love, being nothing more than a corn broker,
the stQry^ because we really oelieve that
afWhen
Sinclair
discovers
a
marriage
license
our old dramatist friend can be well paramade out for Tile and his daughter and when he A wonderfully funny mixup resulting from the phrased
bv savin^
" The Storv is the
learns of the planned elopement he tears up tne fact that two men bore the same name — humorous "y. >>
'
" ='
'
writ in anger, thereby setting the struggling complications galore in this newest five-reeler of thing.
young
lawyer
still
one
dollar
more
to
the
bad_
Jack
Barrymore
's.
Go
And then a windfall seems about to descend on
.
. to this Strong.
-e> Tell the people
r r what
TileMaria
and heTile
is happy.
A lawyer, acting in behalf
c,TrrrCTinT«c
!t 1S a11 ab°Ut
And after >'OU have done
of
of somewhere
in South America.
3U
1 lOIN 3
that you needn't worrv. Keep awav from
arth\rt°Frea1ericka?i1e
of heraeain
Ute advertising
Here you possibilities
have a good and
comedy,
a title
fine the .adjective
narrative is
another
e reaericK u ic <•and
iu th% willmarrv
a star
whowithstands
' Stuff. Straight
&
father provides that . this man mar|£
for the best in coraedy on the screen. With this much better.
Til?
to marry. tri-star
should that
be able
insti- The title offers
Itle f?om
trom thi°rsoUuth
tne souni Ts
« "in* no hSSoV emolovine
tute an combination
advertising you
campaign
shouldto bring
. an excellent chance for
so Maria plans to cheat the will ^employing ^
Be Ught ^ youf copy> ^
a teasef campalgn as suggested elsewhere,
aTonseauence'the
Fredericki Tile thousand
from Newdollars
York own
ous scenes
if you
in making Parayour but. we would. ,rather , sell
this picture
ais
consequence
cuts and
use employ
humorousstillsarguments.
. ,
. to the
given the jobme forricuc
a hundred th°usami ao""s
mQunt has hu upQn a good ;dea by using the patrons straight and bank on their seeing
Ins
neart rFrederick
reacruK . £ke
iVifheart
subsfituted
first bars march,
of "Here
Comes ads thefor Bride,"
the -umore people
everv».«^ th^woman
i
hnried
several wedding
in all their
the produc1 i at thei theatre. ,Above
,
by Maria-a f« old lady who , has Juried several Qn ^
t fo]low ^ sch<,me out th
else keep the personal element out
first words
along with The
the play
music.
—h^anfuVstartser^^
the tun stans.
„„„„ii._f ,„„.„« frr>m printing
Feature theBarrymore
prominently.
was of-r^ vourr •advertising • . and
. >your letters.
Barrymore receives
^^a^^
not a great success on the stage but at least it Don't, for instance, yield to the temptation
r ranees i^aye.
advertising a possibilities. and,Ta
Use plot
parts? of the plot
, jpatrons,
->r >. t
i_chanee
Kce^Ka'ye
°?ers
A your
to ask,husband
^our
you that
in your-"?uadvertising
copy, state
the humorous
In "Would
some towns
we
THE STORY
predicament in which the hero finds himself. By know there would be a new manaeer of
Frederick Tile, a struggling lawyer of New so doing you will create an interest in the picture tV,patrp
York is unaware that there is a man of the same that should bring real results in the way of cash. tne tneatre.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors who
have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released previous to November 17, 1918.
PLAN BOOK
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
CAUGHT IN THE ACT (FOX) HYLAND (DEC. 5)
DEC. 28
ADVENTURE SHOP, THE (VITAGRAPH) GRIFFITH (JAN. 6).JAN. 11
" Rather spare plot and not well treated." — M. P. News.
" Better than an average picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
44
Some
good
comedy.
Kept
them
laughing
"
Exhibitor
" Fair picture."
CAVELL CASE, THE (SELECT) JULIA ARTHUR (NOV. 24)....
AFTER
THEComment
WAR —(ARGOSY)
CUNARD (JAN 26)
JAN. 11
Exhibitor
Comment
—
44
Very
Good."
44
Poor
business
as
4
flu
'
ban
unusual advertising
ALI"Timely
BABAsubject
(FOXpossessing
EXTRAVAGANZA)
(NOV.possibilities."
24)— M. P. News.
DEC. 7
interfered." 44 Pleased all patrons. Played to capacity second day."
44
Big
card.
Timely
and
will
get
the
business.
Pleased."
only entertaining
but CARMEL
is an excellent
production."
M. P. News.
ALL" NotNIGHT
(BLUEBIRD)
MYERS
(NOV. —25)
NOV. 2 CODE
Consensus
" Excellent
big drawing
OF —THE
YUKON production
(SELECT)withLEWIS
(DEC.Poivers."
23) DEC. 21
"An out of the ordinary comedy drama that satisfies." — M. P. News.
(Six Parts)
Exhibitor Comment — " Crackerjack. Big business." " Average picture."
" Outdoor scenery loves this. Plot built on revenge." — M. P. News.
" Fine picture
with good drawing
ALLConsensus
THE —WORLD
TO NOTHING
(PATHE)powers."
RUSSELL (DEC. 1)
Exhibitor Comment — 44 Pleased average." 44 Santschi holds this up. A
(Six Parts)
NOV. 30
good drama, not scenic." 44 Fair picture, average business."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
with VITA)
average (JAN.
drawing
" Far below the regular William Russell standard." — M. P. News.
COMMON CAUSE,
THE (B picture
LAC KTON5)powers."
DEC. 7-14
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair picture with average drawing powers."
News.
44
Contains
all
elements
necessary
to
pleasing
entertainment."
— M. P.
" Big business."
— " Satisfactory
picture (RBSN-COLE)
with average drawing
powers." (DEC.
ANDConsensus
A STILL
SMALL VOICE
WALTHALL
Exhibitor Comment — 44 Best war picture we have run or seen yet.
Drew bigTHE
business
and pleased FRANCIS
all."
23) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
CRAVING,
(BLUEBIRD)
FORD (JAN. 13).. JAN. 18
" Walthall (ARTCRAFT)
satisfactory in FAIRBANKS
drama built on (DEC.
old lines."
— M. P. News.
ARIZONA
8)
DEC. 28
44 Holds suspense clear through. Staging well done." — M. P. News.
CROWN
JEWELS
(TRIANGLE)
ANDERSON
(DEC. 15) JAN. 4
" Fairbanks Comment
slips a cog,
please." week.
— M. P. Good
News. but
Exhibitor
— but
Drewproduction
big forshould
Christmas
" Critics may find fault with direction of this." — M. P. News.
DANGER—
GO
SLOW
(UNIV.-SPEC.)
MAE
MURRAY
(DEC.
not his best." " Big to average business. 4 Flu ' masks on every
(Six Parts)
DEC.9) 21
one." " Great. Fairbanks' best picture." " We established a record
" Heart interest and suspense plentiful here." — M. P. News.
for New Year's Day." " Big business." " Without a doubt the most
Exhibitor Comment— 44 Pleased big." 44 A very goo dpicture."
satisfactory Fairbanks picture we have played in a long time."
Consensus
— " Fine picture with good drawing powers."
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
production
with
big
drawing
possibilities."
JAN. 18
BELLS, THE (PATHE) FRANK KEENAN (NOV. 17)
OCT. 5 DANGER ZONE, THE (FOX) TRAVERSE (DEC. 29)
44
Melodrama
sheds THE
sensationalism,
but littleA realism."
— M. P. News.
" News.
This shows Keenan in the strongest character of his career." — M. P.
DAUGHTER OF
OLD SOUTH,
(PARAMOUNT)
FREDERICK (NOV. 25)
OCT. 26
Exhibitor Comment — " Very heavy. Will require a good comedy to
44 A well produced tale of the ' wronged girl.' " — M. P. News.
get this over." " This picture will not go over." " Average business."
Exhibitor Comment — 44 Not much of a picture." 44 Average business."
Consensus —IMPOSTER
" Heavy picture
with average LESLIE
drawing power."
BELOVED
(VITAGRAPH)
(DEC. 16).. DEC. 21
44 Only fair picture to average bzusiness." 44 Weak production for
Pauline Fredericks." 44 Very, very poor. If you value your Pauline
"
Light
one
with
fine
photography
and
good
scenes.'
—
M.
P.
News.
BEYOND THE LAW (EMMETT DALTON) DEC. 22
DEC. 14
Frederick business, skip this one sure." 44 Poor Pauline. This is
(Six Parts)
just the —kind
audiences
Consensus
Just
a fair don't
picturewant."
withTHEordinary
drawing powers."
" Entertaining
Dalton Brothers'
— M. P. News.
DAWN
OF 44UNDERSTANDING,
(VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE
BLUFFER,
THE picturization
(WORLD) of theELVIDGE
(JAN. story."
20)
JAN. 18
LOVE
(DEC.
2)
DEC. 7
"An
expose
of
society's
seamy
side
that
is
entertaining."
—
M.
P.
News.
BORROWED CLOTHES (JEWEL) HARRIS (NOV. 18) NOV. 2
44
Romantic
story
of
the
days
of
'49
with
steady
action
in
plot."
—
Af.
P.
(Six Parts)
Exhibitor
Comment
— 14 Poor business."
" Director Lois Weber scores again with this production." — M. P. News.
DAY
DREAMS
(GOLDWYN)
MADGE
KENNEDY
(JAN.
12)
JAN.
25
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Big business." " Opened
" One of the REAL artistic offerings; cast excellent."- — M. P. News.
great in spite of 4 Flu ' restrictions of children under 18 and 2 hours'
Exhibitor
Comment — 44 Shame to make one like this after having two
shut down for ventilation." 44 Extra big business and big through
News."
week." 44 Great. Broke house records for three days." 44 Picture
like
4 Kingdom of Youth ' and 4 Perfect Lady.' "
pleased. Excellent photography and detail, but story is very unDEUCE DUNCAN (TRIANGLE) DESMOND (NOV. 24) NOV. 30
convincing. Improbable, but good box office attraction."
44 Fans strong for Westerns will like this." — if. P. News.
Consensus — BROADWAY
" Excellent production
with bigHART
drawing
powers."
Exhibitor Comment
Poor business."
BRANDING
(ARTCRAFT)
(DEC.
15) DEC. 7 DIVORCEE,
THE — ,44(METRO)
ETHEL
BARRYMORE (JAN.
20)..
JAN. 25
" Star
News. keeps you guessing in subject which is bound to go." — M. P.
44
Star
in
a
brilliant
screen
achievement."—
M.
P.
News. 19; JAN. 25
DUB, THE f PARAMOUNT) WALLACE REID (JAN.
Exhibitor Comment — 44 Some Picture." 44 Very Good Hart." 44 Different from usual run of Hart pictures and made a big hit." 44 Hart
" Well produced and entertaining farce of crook sort."- — M. P. News.
made hit in new role. Some didn't like it a bit." 44 The public didn't
Exhibitor Comment—'4 Excellent picture."
like this at all." 44 Made many new friends for Hart. Extra big
ENCHANTED
BARN, THE (VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE LOVE (JAN
two days." " Big business."
,27)
JAN. 25
Consensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
4
Has
all
good
points
necessary
to
interesting
picture."
P. News.
BUCHANAN'S WIFE (FOX) PEARSON (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14 EVERYBODY'S GIRL (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE (NOV.— M.18)
OCT. 26
14 Virginia Pearson in highly dramatic production." — M. P. News.
" A corking good picture; should have universal appeal." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — 44 Average business." 44 Wonderful dramatic picExhibitor Comment — 44 Good picture, big business two days. 44 Pleasture." 4Picture just fair." 44 Did not draw. Not a satisfactory
ing picture, big
business
44 Average44 Pleasing
business."program
-"Average
picture."— " Fine picture with very good drawing powers."
business."
44 Will
pleasethirdany day."
audience."
picConsensus
ture. Satisfied. Average business." " Good comments from my
CABARET
GIRL, THE (BLUEBIRD) CLIFFORD (DEC. 30) . .JAN. 4
patrons." 44 Big business two days."
" The title tells the whole story." — M. P. News.
Consensus — 44 Excellent picture with very good drawing powers."
Exhibitor
Comment
— 44THE
Average
business."
(METRO
SCREEN
CLASSICS) NAZIMOVA
CALL
OF THE
SOUL,
(FOX)
BROCKWELL) (JAN. 19) JAN. 18 EYE FOR EYE
(DEC. 8) (Seven Parts)
NOV. 30
44 ' Wronged Girl
few moments
appeal." — M. MUTUAL)
P. News.
CANNIBALS
OF ' story
THE with
SOUTH
SEAS that
(EXHIBITORS
44 Ace high for artistry and star is good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — 44 Big business four days." 44 One of the best
MARTIN JOHNSON'S
DEC. IS
money-makers on screen." 44 Big production. Did not draw as well
Exhibitor Comment — •" Big business. Now in its second week with
as it should. First time we ever showed Nazimova." 44 Not as good
me and playing capacity. Don't let imaginative ideas account of
as ' Revelation,' but good picture and drew well. Star drew here."
lack of clothes keep you from booking this winner." 44 Picture
44 Nazimova well liked here and coming strong. This picture gives her
gave good satisfaction."
great action." 44 Great. Extra big business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture with great drawing powers."
Consensus
— " Excellent production with big drawing powers."
CAPTAIN'S CAPTAIN, THE (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE (JAN. 6). JAN. 4
EVERY MOTHER'S SON (FOX) (DEC. 8)
JAN. 4
44 Popular Alice Joyce in an average story." — M. P. News.
" Director strikes sincere human note even in war picture." — M.P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — 44 Not good. Poor business."
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Exhibitors'
Own
Box
Office
Reports
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
JAN. 18
FAIR ENOUGH (AMERICAN) FISHER (DEC. 29)
JAN. 4 HER INSPIRATION (METRO) ALLISON (DEC. 30)
" May Allison in average romantic drama." — M. P. News.
" This should get over with non-critical audiences." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Big business." " Good."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Big
business."
HIS BONDED WIFE (METRO) EMMY WEHLEN (NOV. 18) . NOV. 23
Consensus
Good picture(FOX)
with TOM
good drawing
powers."
FAME
AND — -"FORTUNE
MIX (NOV.
24)
SEPT. 7
" Average dramatic offering that depends on plot." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent; pleased patrons in high-class down"Exhibitor
If they like
Westerns
they'llalllike
this." entertainment.
— M. P. News. Star does good
town house three days." " Well liked. Would draw business if not
Comment
— " Good
around
work." " Great. Mix has got Hart beat by a mile as a money getter
for ' flu'."^
Consensus
— " Excellent
picture (METRO)
with very good
drawing(DEC.
powers."
at the box office." "A crackerjack western with thrills galore. Kept
HITTING THE
HIGH SPOTS
LYTELL
9 j .DEC. 21
everyone at a top pitch." " Mix a winner. Good." " Thrilling.
"
Comedy
near
the
end
saves
this
picture."
—
M.
P.
News.
Better than Hart or Fairbanks."
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture. Pleased patrons. " We never
" Excellent
picture with strong
powers." NOV. 30
FANConsensus
FAN —(FOX
EXTRAVAGANZA)
(NOV.drawing
17)
showed a picture that pleased more. A wonderful picture."
Consensus THE
— " Excellent
picture withBLACKWELL
strong drawing (DEC.
powers."2)... NOV. 30
" The chief asset of this contribution is artistry." — M. P. News.
HITTING
TRAIL (WORLD;
Exhibitor
pleased.
as pictureComment
is suited— "forBeautiful
juvenile production
audiences.andAbout
one aDid
yearnotwilldrawdo
" Melodrama
with unusually realistic underworld atmosphere." — M. P.
News.
these."
FIVE for THOUSAND
AN HOUR
(METRO)
HALE HAMILTON
Exhibitor Comment — " An average program picture."
(NOV. 5)
DEC. 7 HOARDED ASSETS (VITA.) MOREY-BLYTHE (DEC. 23)... DEC. 28
" Morey will please in this one; diversified story." — M. P. News.
" You
know
the
ending
all
the
time;
subtitles
hold
back
action."
—
M.
P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Such pictures would put industry out of business in a short time." " Average business."
Exhibitor Comment—" Just a fair picture to average business." " Just
Consensus
— " Fair
with good drawing
powers."
a good program picture."
HOPE
CHEST,
THEpicture
(PARAMOUNT)
D. GISH
(DEC. 29) JAN. 4
— " Fair(FOX)
pictureWILLIAM
with averageFARNUM
drawing powers."
" A human little story that will please." — M. P. News.
FORConsensus
FREEDOM
(DEC. 29) JAN. 11 HUGON,
THE MIGHTY (BLUEBIRD) SALISBURY (NOV. 18). OCT. 26
(Six Parts)
" Will give splendid satisfaction with star in sympathetic role xn North" Picture looks like good stories were scarce." — M. P. News.
west story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
liked."
FOR
THE Comment
FREEDOM— " Went
OF over
THE great.
EAST Well(GOLDWYN)
(JAN. 19)
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Business fair." "Poor business."
(Six Parts)
JAN. 25
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture with fair drawing powers."
I'LL SAY SO (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (DEC. 22)
NOV. 16
" HasAND
features
to exploit (PARAMOUNT)
that should put it BENNETT
over." — M. (DEC.
P. News.1) DEC. 14
FUSS
FEATHERS
" Walsh
fans will like it but it contains no other appealing elements. —
M. P. News.
" A clean offering that should appeal to all." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " Cleaned up. Broke our house
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Very mediocre to poor
records." " Good. Sub-titles great. Big business."
business." " Only fair." " Fair production. Got by, but can't brag
Consensus — " Good
picture with
drawing(DEC.
powers."
about it." " Average picture. Star well liked. Held up fairly well."
INFATUATION
(PATHE)
GABYstrong
DESLYS
1)
DEC. 14
" Not bad nor very good."
(Six Parts)
Consensus
—
"
Fair
picture
with
fair
drawing
powers
"
GAME IS UP, THE (BLUEBIRD) RAY-CLIFFORD (JAN. 20) JAN. 25
" Has good possibilities in Gaby's name." — M. P. News.
Comment DAYS
— " Very
fine. Delightful."
" Pictures
class are(ROB.
rarity-COLE)
these days.'
— M. P.(DEC
News. 15) DEC. 14
INExhibitor
FOR THIRTY
(METRO)
ALLISON (JAN. 27) JAN. 25
GIRL
OF MYin this
DREAMS
RHODES
"An
obvious
comedy,
but
one
which
gets the
laughs." — BRADY
M. P. News.
(Six Parts)
IN
THE
HOLLOW
OF
HER
HAND
(SELECT)
(DEC.
" Billie Rhodes registers to advar.tace." — M. P. News.
29)
JAN. 11
Exhibitor Comment — " Great. Patrons pleased. Billie Rhodes scored
"
All
things
unite
to
make
this
Brady
triumph."
—
M.
P.
News.
IRISH
EYES
(TRIANGLE)
STARKE
(DEC.
15)
DEC.
21
GOLlf CURE, THE (METRO) DANA (JAN. 13)
JAN. 18
"
Opinion
may
vary
in
regard
to
this
as
entertainment."
—
M.
P.
News.
" Star's
cleverness
and
much
foolishness
makes
continued
laugh."
—
M.
I
WANT
TO
FORGET
(FOX)
NESBIT
(DEC.
15)
JAN.
4
P. News.
" Second Nesbit vehicle is ordinary spv melodrama." — M. P. News.
GOOD-BYE BILL (PARAM'NT) MASON-TRUEX (DEC. 15) DEC. 21 JANE
GOES A-WOOING (PARAMOUNT) MARTIN (JAN. 5). JAN. 18
" Laugh at the Kaiser's expense; film padded some." — M. P. News.
" CareSYLVIA
given in(WORLD)
producing BARBARA
it but storyCASTLETON
is not unusual."
— M. 18).
P. OCT.
News. 19
Exhibitor Comment — " Very ' poor.' picture to poor business." " Worst
JUST
(NOV.
ever. Patrons kicked about this one. Dodge it if you can." " Poorest
" A comedy drama that sums up as average." — M. P. News.
Paramount picture we have seen."
Exhibitor Comment — " Picture only fair. Averace business."
Consensus — THING
" Ordinary
with fair drawing
powers."
GREATEST
IN picture
LIFE (ARTCRAFT)
L. GISH
(DEC. 8). JAN. 8
Consensus — " Fair picture with average drawing powers." " Average
" Griffith strikes human note again — characters all real." — M. P. News.
KAISER'S FINISH, THE (WARNERS-ST.
Exhibitor Comment — " A remarkably good feature. One of Griffith's
(Seven Parts) RGTS) (NOV. 17).. OCT. 26
business."
very best. Wonderful war scenes." " Extra big business for seven
News.
" Intelligently
produced ' Kaiser ' subject with a new twist." — M. P.
days." " Well liked by all. Play it if you can." " Bad weather,
poor business." " Griffith's name brought them in; the production
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent production." " Big business." " Big
did the rest. One war picture that scores today."
Consensus
— " Excellent THE
production
with tremendous
drawingLOCKWOOD
powers. '
CLASSICS)
(SCREEN
ROMANCE,
Consensus
— " Excellent
with big drawing
GREAT
KEY business."
TO POWER,
THE production
(EDUCATIONAL)
(DEC. powers."
22)
DEC. 14
JAN. 25
)
(JAN. 19
(Six Parts)
(Six Parts)
"
Human
touches
make
this
interestina."
—
3f.
P.
News.
" Romance
and adventure
story laid in
beautiful setting."
M. P. News.
GREAT
VICTORY,
THE (SCREEN
CLASSICS)
(JAN. —6)
JAN. 4 KISS OR KILL (UNIVERSAL SPEC.) RAWLINSON (NOV.18).OCT. 19
" News.
Thrills abound in this ' crook ' play intelligently produced." — M. P.
" Fact and fiction combined in a war history."
—
M.
P.
News.
16
.NOV.
.
.
.
25)
(NOV.
LOVE
MONTAGU
(WORLD)
GROUCH, THE
Exhibitor
Comment — " Great picture. Priscilla Dean has pinned her
" Average
entertainment
with
good
stars
and
adequate
settings."
—
M.
P.
News.
hair back and we now put our official ' O. K.' on her as a star."
" Very good. Pricilla Dean is a comer. In fact, she is here."
Exhibitor ture.
Comment
—
"
Wonderful
scenic
effects."
"
Good
program
pic" Extra big business two days."
Strong and unusual plot. Excellent photography and good
Consensus — Excellent production with big drawing powers."
very well f» week before Christmas." " Big business."
Drew
sets.
" Average business."
_
LADY'S NAME, A (SELECT) C. TALMADGE (DEC. 9)
DEC. 28
Consensus — " Good picture with good drawing powers.
" Polite comedy of this popular star's type." — M. P. News.
GYPSY TRAIL, THE (PARAMOUNT) WASHBURN (NOV. 17) . NOV. 2
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Pleased
big."
LIGHT OF THE WESTERN STARS. THE (UNITED) DUSTIN
" It will please but the star is somewhat lost." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— "Fair
good.
Gypsy
FARNUM (JAN. 5)
OCT. 26
was played
in stock
in thepicture."
city and "Very
was unsatisfactory
as a Trail
play. '
" Works up well in rugged outdoor atmosphere." — M. P. News.
" Only fair." " Believe title hurt business." " Whoever cast WashExhibitor Comment — " Splendid. Well produced. Continuity good, and
burn in this made a mistake."
pleasedTHEall (FOX)
to extraTHEDA
big business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture with good drawing power.
LIGHT,
BARA (JAN. 12)
JAN. 25
HEART OF GOLD (WORLD) HUFF (FEB. 10)
JAN. 25
" Bara has best story in a good while; of vampire type." — M. P. News.
"Romance
with comedy touches
and plenty PHILLIPS
of suspense." (JAN.
— M. 5)
P. JAN.
News. 25 LITTLE MISS GROWN-UP (GENERAL) JOY (NOV. 18) OCT. 19
HEART
OF HUMANITY,
THE (JEWEL)
"Picture
(Nine Parts)
P. News.is not up to star's past performances. Story handicaps." — M. ..
" A warOFsubject
that should
larger N.crowds
each day."(JAN.
— M. 5)P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Nice kid. Average business."
HEART
WETONA,
THE draw
(SELECT)
TALMADGE
JAN. 4 LITTLE
MISS HOOVER (PARAMOUNT) CLARK (DEC. 29) JAN. 4
" The best Norma Talmadge yet." — M. P. News.
" Miss Clark's charm in a pleasing setting." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business." " Average business."
Exhibitor Comment — " Star well liked, but play only mildly interestConsensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers.'
ing." "Poor business." " Not much." " Only fair. When will
HELL CAT, THE (GOLDWYN) FARRAR (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
they give Marguerite Clark a decent story? " " Opened extra big. then
(Six Parts)
to average and closed big on seventh day." " Average business
"Exhibitor
MelodramaComment
showing— "skillful
treatment Inin fact
everybetter
scene."than
— M.anyP. ofNews.
Good picture.
her
Consensus
— " Fair picture with good drawing powers."
seven
days."
attendance
Flu ' kept
attempts.
previous
LITTLE ORPHANT ANNIE (PIONEER) COLEEN MOORE (DEC.
*' More like
this and 'Farrar
will head
the list.down."
It has "a Very
story.Good.'
Busi22) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
capacity." ordinary
" Big business
days."
" Fairpictures
picture,dobadly
" They don't make them more touching than this one." — M. P. News.
cut bynesscensors,
Westernfour
story.
Goldwyn
not
LOVE
IN
A
HURRY
(WORLD)
BLACKWELL
(JAN.
13)
JAN. 11
seem to be improving any." " Average business." " Great. Extra
"Nice romance against background of sane spy drama." — M. P. News.
big business."
" Dandy
picture."
Consensus
—
"
Good
picture
with
good
drawing
powers.
NET, THE (WORLD) MADGE EVANS (DEC. 30)... DEC. 21
HER GREAT CHANCE (SELECT) ALICE BRADY (NOV. 17).. NOV. 2 LOVE
" Star in story of childhood and second childhood." — M. P. News.
" Human characters put this over for a hit." — M. P. N ews.
LOVE'S PAY-DAY (Triangle) MORRISON-THEBY (DEC. 1) . .DEC. 7
Exhibitor Comment — " Big to average business three days. ' Average
" Characters
fail to win sympathy but production work is good." — M. P.
News.
business."
...
„
Consensus — " Good picture with good drawing powers.
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PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
MAKE BELIEVE WIFE, THE (PARA) BURKE (NOV. 17).. NOV. 9
" Fairly good picture with steady action and good scenes." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business five days." " Just a pleasing
little picture. Billie Burke a well-liked star." " A very satisfactory
picture." " Splendid picture." " Fair." " Very good. Right kind
of stuff. Very pleasing." " They gave her a play and role that hit
off finely. Good business. Everybody delighted with it."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
with STONE
average drawing
powers." DEC. 21
MAN
OF BRONZE,
THE picture
(WORLD)
(DEC. 9)
" Another Stone picture presenting appealing story." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Average business." "Very good. Pleasing. Business hurt by ' flu.' "
ConsensusOF— "CHARITY,
Good pictureTHE
with (PATHE)
average drawing
MANTLE
FISHERpowers."
(NOV. 17). OCT. 12
" A good clean farce that should please everyone." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture." " Very fine picture to big busines ." "Very good comedy drama. Done good business for three
days during epidemic." " Poor business for comedies here."
Consensus — " Good picture with good drawing powers."
MAN WHO WOULDN'T TELL (VITA) WILLIAMS (DEC. 9) DEC. 14
" Here's a spy subject that should deliver goods." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing picture."
" Pleased immensely."
" Extra big business." " People tired of war pictures." " Very good.
Big business." " Poor business."
Consensus — "(SHERRY-GENERAL)
Fine picture with good drawing
MARRIAGE
CALVERTpowers."
(NOV. 18). ..NOV. 16
" ANews.
good clean picture that holds the interest and entertains." — Af. P.
MIDNIGHT STAGE, THE (PATHE) KEENAN (JAN. 12) JAN. 11
" Powerful Western with Keenan m dual role." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor
— '' Attendance
better Star
than ataverage
our
influenzaComment
scare. Production
excellent.
his best.considering
Photography,
direction and scenes of the best. Action tense, gripping, and very
realistic. Entire week."
MILADY O' THE BEANSTALK (PATHE) OSBORNE (DEC.l).NOV. 23
"
Diando's
star wanders
through five MARTIN
reels of ' film.'
P. News.
MIRANDY little
SMILES
(PARAMOUNT)
(NOV.— Af.
25)...
NOV. 9
" Star upholds tradition by making another good one." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Highly entertaining. Good." " Average busines ." "Just fair. Big business." " Entertaining picture. Clean.
Nice picture. Average business." " Average business." " Big business three days." "Extra big business."
Consensus
— " Good (VITA
pictureGRAPH)
with goodGRIFFITH
drawing powers."
MISS
AMBITION
(NOV. 25)... NOV. 30
" Lacks heart appeal although plot action is steady." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair oicture. Average business."
MY COUSIN (ARTCRAFT) ENRICO CARUSO (NOV. 17) DEC. "
" Caruso is an instant success and the story is good." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Utterly impossible." " No drawing power at
all. Very good picture." " Star not acceptable as motion picture
actor
public."
Booked
week,York
tookbutit not
off after
run weak
four
days. toCaruso
may " be
good for
for aNew
for such
stories."
"Awful
picture.
Very
good
business."
"Advertised
heavy but simply could not get them in. Pulled it off second day.
Awful." " Disappointed." " Picture fair. Business terrible."
" Glad he is only making one more." " Poor business." " Took it
off second day. Another case of stage success, screen fliver." " Average business
days."enacted
"Picture
far from
being bad;
just the
reverse,
being seven
splendidly
but public
absolutely
not interested
in Caruso as a picture star. Rotten business."
Consensus —GIRL,
Ordinary
with just fair
drawina powers."
MYSTERY
THE picture
(PARAMOUNT)
CLAYTON
(DEC. 27). DEC. 7
" One for the imagination with lots of real entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to average business." " Poor busines ." "Very good. Big business." " Hard to understand. Star
good. Badly put together. O. K. after one and a half reels."
Consensus
—
" GoodTHEpicture
with good
drawingWARD
powers."(DEC. 15).. DEC. 7
NARROW PATH,
(PATHE)
FANNIE
"One
News. of the ' wronged girls' kind with no appeal to emotions." — Af.' P.
NATURE GIRL, THE (BLUEBIRD) MESERAU (JAN. 6) JAN. 4
" Above
averageMAN
— exteriors
delight toSHERRILL
the eye." — (DEC.
Af. P. News.
ONCE
TO the
EVERY
(FROHMAN)
29). DEC. 21
(Six Parts)
in fight with (PARAMOUNT)
many punches between."
— Af. P. News.
OUT" Starts
OF andTHEends SHADOW
FREDERICK
(JAN.
5)
JAN. 25
" Star strikes
good A one(GOLDWYN)
after several KENNEDY
months." — Af.(DEC.
P. News.
PERFECT
LADY,
8) DEC. 14
" Star blends the tear and the smile delightfully." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Big
business
solid
week."
"
Excellent."
made picture, but star rather mis-cast. Madge does not look" Well
like
a burlesque queen." " A delightful story. Give us more like this."
" Extra big business." " A good picture but not star's best."
" Madge Kennedy's best." " Good. Pleased."
Consensus
picture with
fine drawing
powers."
PERFECT —36," AExcellent
(GOLDWYN)
MABEL
NORMAND
(NOV. 17)..
Exhibitor Comment — " Censors spoiled this for Pennsylvania." " Average business." " Extra big to big business seven straight days."
" Fair. Story weak." " Just the kind of a picture they want to see
Mabel Normand in. Went over big to extra big business." " Big
business; played with ' Shoulder Arms.' " " The poorest picture we
ever screened. Took it off the first day." " One Goldwyn star we
could do without." " Not a picture that would create mouth to
mouth advertising." "Poor business." " Fair comedy. Average
Normand type."
Consensus
Fair picture
with BUSHMAN-BAYNE
good drawing powers." (DEC. 28).. JAN. 4
POOR
RICH— " MAN
(METRO)
"
Two
stars
in
a
rather
sluggish
comedy-drama."
P. News.
PRODIGAL WIFE (SCREENCRAFT)
BOLAND— Af.
(DEC.
22).. DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
"
Sex
play
considered
remarkable
by
interviewer."
—
Af.
P.
News.
QUICKSAND (PARAMOUNT) DORO. DALTON (DEC. 22).. DEC. 28
" Reviewer thinks picture was wrecked at the start." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture." " Fairly good dramatic story.
Held its interest and apparently satisfied."
Consensus
AverageTHEpicture
with average
drawing power."
RECKONING— " DAY,
(TRIANGLE)
BENNETT
(NOV. 17). NOV. 2
"Snappy action to this tale of those familiar German spies." — Af. P.

Complete

Plan

Book

PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
News.
Exhibitor
Comment —THE
"Average
ROAD
THROUGH
DARK business."
(SELECT) YOUNG (NOV. 25) DEC. 21
" Moral question raised in story that looks worthy." — -Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " Very good. Big business."
" Fairly good. Would have been better without war stuff." " Average
business." " This is type of picture the public wants this star in.
Well made picture. Business good."
Consensus
— " Good production
with CAREY
strong drawing
ROPED (UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL)
(JAN. powers."
18)
JAN. 4
(Six Parts)
" Star should
please (SCHOMER-ST.
everybody in this RGT.)
production."
Af. P. News.
RULING
PASSIONS
DEAN — (NOV.
17). OCT. 12
Touching
moments
and
excellent
handling
make
this
a winner." — Af.
P. News.
SEA WAIF, THE (WORLD) LOUISE HUFF (DEC. 30) DEC. 28
" Love story made sustaining by skillful handling." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor GARDEN,
Comment — THE
" Big business."
SECRET
(PARAMOUNT)
LILA LEE
(JAN. 12)
JAN. 25
action but not theEDITH
happy type
for star."(DEC.
— Af. P.16)
News.NOV. 16
SET" Plenty
FREE of (BLUEBIRD)
ROBERTS
" Light romantic drama with lots of entertainment." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Average."
Consensus
— " THE
Fair picture
averageBARA
drawing
powers."
SHE
DEVIL,
(FOX) with
THEDA
(DEC.
1)
NOV. 9
(Six Parts)
" This story is not suited to Bara's style." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Average business. Big on Saturday." "Average business three days."
Consensus
picture with(BLUEBIRD)
good drawing DEAN
powers."(DEC. 2).. NOV. 16
SHE
HIRED— "AFair
HUSBAND
News. is not up to star's mark but should please generally." — Af. P.
" Subject
SILENT RIDER, THE (TRIANGLE) STEWART (DEC. 1)..DEC. 14
" Roy Stewart
and scores again."
— Af. P. News.(JAN. 12) JAN. 18
SILVER
KING, returns
THE (PARA-ARTC.)
FAVERSHAM
" MelodramaTHE
that (METRO)
offers much BERT
chance LYTELL
for criticism."
— Af.6)
P. News.JAN. 4
SPENDER,
(JAN.
"
Excellent
comedy
backed
by
wholesome
philosophy."
—
Af.
News. 28
SPORTING LIFE (TOURNEUR-ARTCRAFT)
(DEC. 1) P. SEPT.
(Seven Parts)
" A powerful film classic with all tense dramatic elements." — Af . P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Very satisfactory." "Poor business." "Good."
"Old time obvious melodrama; did fair business."
ConsensusMAN,
— " Satisfactory
picture withDEXTER
good drawing
SQUAW
THE (ARTCRAFT)
(DEC.powers."
15) NOV. 16
(Six Parts)
" This should please and also draw very well." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great. Extra big business." " Positively one
of the best all-round pictures we have ever played."
Consensus WOMAN,
— " Excellent
with strong drawing
STRANGE
THEproduction
(FOX) BROCKWELL
(DEC.powers."
8)... OCT. 12
(Six Parts)
" A lengthy discussion on Free Love versus Marriage." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good production and entertainment."
" Gladys Brockwell's best since ' The Devil's Wheel.' Pleased all
patrons." " No pulling power, but best Brockwell picture for many
months." " The best thing Brockwell has ever done. Big business.
" Great. Packed them. Star is wonderful in this. Everybody liked it."
" Big to average business."
Consensus
— " Fine(PARAMOUNT)
production with RAY
good (DEC.
drawing 22)
powers."
STRING BEANS
DEC. 21
" Ray fans will welcome this interesting one." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Ray in just the sort of role that suits him.
Certainly pleased." " Fair. Story light. Direction saved it." " Average
Consensus
picture with
good drawing
SYLVIA
ON— "ASatisfactory
SPREE (METRO)
WEHLEN
(DEC.powers."
16) DEC. 28
business."
" She glimpses a ' fast ' life that is extravagant, anyway." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just an average picture. Pleasing. Big busines ." "Like all Metros. Pleased."
Consensus
Fine MARINES
picture with (FOX)
good drawing
powers."17)
TELL
IT TO— " THE
LEES (NOV.
NOV. 23
News.
" If your patrons like the Lee Kids this one will please them."—M. P.
Exhibitor Comment—" Good for kids only." " A few children laughed.
Lee kids do very little in this picture." " Extra big business." " Clever
picture." " The Lee kids are liked here but the picture is not up to
standard. The photos misrepresent."
Consensus
— " MILDRED
Fair pictureVANE
with (METRO)
average drawing
powers."
TESTING OF
ALLISON
(Dec. 2) DEC. 14
" A well built typical movie." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Best Allison has done." " Pleased. Big
ConsensusA —WEEK
" Good (GOLDWYN)
picture with good
powers."
THIRTY
TOMdrawing
MOORE
(NOV. 17).. OCT. 26
News
business."
" This clean, wholesome entertainment should please everybody." — Af. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Tom is a comer all right. Good picture, satisfied all and did fine business for a new star." " Broke record. Seven
days." " Very fine. Pleased all." " Tom Moore getting better all
the time. Business held up big on one of worst days of the year."
" A clean, classy picture, to extra big business." " Very pleasing.
Big business." Average busines." " This is the sort of play. It's
clean,
story,TomwellMoore
playedfine."
and pleases." " Tom Moore's best."
" Great good
picture.
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing powers."
THREE X GORDON (HODKINSON) KERRIGAN (NOV. 17).. NOV. 9
" Comedy and action in clean picture which should have a universal
appeal." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor OF
Comment
— " Big
business." WALCAMP (DEC. 2) . .NOV. 16
TONGUES
FLAME
(BLUEBIRD)
News.
" Interesting
story and heart appeal should help put this over." — Af. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very good picture but weather conditions bad.
Business normal."
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PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
TOO FAT TO FIGHT (GOLDWYN) McINTYRE (DEC. 15).. DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Nobody loves a fat man but they'll vote for this one." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. Mclntyre not as good as ' Traveling
War stuff (PARAMOUNT)
dead."
TOO Salesman.'
MANY MILLIONS
REID (DEC. 8) NOV. 16
" Too much talking and posing in this picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Good picture. Average
business." " Good." " Average business." " Opened extra big and
closed extra big with big business during five intervening days."
Consensus
" Fair (HODKINSON)
picture with average
drawing powers."
TWO GUN —BETTY
BARRISCALE
(DEC. 16). DEC. 14
"
Bessie
Barriscale
pleases
in
a
'
Different
' role." — M. (NOV.
P. News.
UNDER FOUR FLAGS (WORLD) GOVERNMENT
17) NOV. 30
(Seven Parts)
' Improvement
over— previous
Government
— M.business
P. News.seven
Exhibitor
Comment
" Wonderful
picture. pictures."
Extra big
days."
"
A
picture
that
every
theatre
should
play."
"
three U. S. films, but the weeklies have shown practicallyBestall ofof theit.
Business fair, but one of these is enough."
Consensus
Powerful production
extra big drawing
powers."
UNDER
THE— " GREENWOOD
TREEwith(ARTCRAFT)
FERGUSON
(DEC. 1)
NOV. 16
" This
News.one does not come up to the talents of Miss Ferguson." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good strong picture.
Extra big business."
" Poor business three days." Poor business." " Average business
three days." " Curtains for Elsie after this one."
ConsensusTHE— " TOP
Fair picture
with average
UNDER
(ARTCRAFT)
FRED drawing
STONEpowers."
(JAN. 12)... JAN. 18
" Star's new Artcraft stands up better than his first." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Average business." " Not good.
Poor business."
Consensus
picture with
ordinary drawing
VAGABOND — "OFFairFRANCE,
A (PATHE)
KRAUSSpowers."
(JAN. 26).. JAN. 18
(Four Parts)
"French-made
padding. TitlesMACneedLAREN
improvino."
/ANITY
POOL,picture
THE shows
(UNIVERSAL)
(DEC.— M.P.News.
2). NOV. 4
(Six Parts)
" Scandals
and
intrigues.
Will
go
different
in
various
sections."
— M. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Great picture to big business." "Big business."
" Good production
with strong
drawing powers."
VIRTUOUS
WIVES (FIRST
NATIONAL)
STEWART (JAN. S).JAN. 11
" Lavish production marks star's return to screen." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Extra
big
business
Anita
Stewart demonstrated that she is still one ofseven
the bestdays.'"
drawing " cards,
breaking our record with this superb production. An extra strong
picture from a feminine standpoint."
Consensus —A " BROTHER
Excellent production
with GLORIA
exceptionalJOYdrawing
WANTED,
(GENERAL)
(NOV. powers."
17). NOV. 2
" This
News. is the best of the series in which this little star appears." — M. P.
WAY OF A MAN WITH A MAID, THE (PARA) WASHBURN
(DEC. 29)
JAN. 11
" Good example of the ' better story ' we hear about." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor burn'sComment
— " Onlypicture
fair."from" Much
better thanof Bryant
Washfirst Paramount
the standpoint
our clientele.
Good story. Well acted. Good cast." " Highly entertaining. Clean
and well done."
Consensus
— " Fine
picture with
very good
drawing powers."
WHAT
LOVE
FORGIVES
(WORLD)
CASTLETON
(JAN. 6). JAN. 4
" Interesting with good comedy titles but not well balanced." — M.P.News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just picture, no story or action." " Average
business." " Fair picture with average drawing powers."
Consensus
WHEN A —MAN
RIDES ALONE (AMERICAN)
RUSSELL (JAN.
19)
JAN. 11
" Rapid
action(SELECT)
Western is
William Russell's
latest." — (JAN.
M. P. 19)News.
WHO
CARES
CONSTANCE
TALMADGE
JAN. 25
" Story
of light pleasing
be enjoyed
by all."(JAN.
— M. 19)
P. News.
WHY
GERMANY
MUST sort;
PAY should
(SCREEN
CLASSICS)
JAN. 25
" German
atrocitiesNOT
again,MARRY
with a good
romantic
News. 14
WHY
I WOULD
(FOX)
NOV. interest."
24— M. P. DEC.
(Six Parts)
" Very
— -M. entertaining
P. News. and not so spicy as title would lead you to think."
Exhibitor
Comment — " (TRIANGLE)
Great title. Good
picture." (DEC. 29).. JAN.
WIFE
OR COUNTRY
MESTAYER
I. 11
"
A
good
idea,
but
an
ordinary
picture."
—
M. P. News.
WILD HONEY (DE LUXE) DORIS KENYON
(DEC. 22V. .DEC.
(Six Parts)
" A different
sort of Western
a striking
star."(DEC.
— V. P.15)...
Hews.DEC. 21
WIVES
AND OTHER
WIVES with
(AM.)
MINTER
14
" One of the star's best yet." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Fine business. Weather
bad." " A fair picture only." " Big business."
Consensus
— " Fine
picture
very NESBIT
good drawing
WOMAN WHO
GAVE,
THEwith(FOX)
(NOV.powers."
17) NOV.
" on
Wildly
melodramatic
with
producers
undoubtedly
placing their faith
the star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
wild tie
* meller,'
that the public
best picture
Miss Nesbit
has —had." A Got
businessbutandat satisfied
so no
kick coming. Photography and settings fine." " She has big drawing power but the less said about her acting, the better." " On same
bill with ' Thirty a Week ' extra big business."
Consensus — " Fair picture with strong drawing powers."
WOMEN'S WEAPONS (PARAMOUNT) CLAYTON (NOV. 25) NOV. 16
" Plot is sure to go over as it contains heart interest." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not much of a picture." " Very bad picture to
poor business." " Average business." " Very good." " Best business yet on Ethel Clayton." " Average picture." " Certainly brought
them out. Good picture. Big opposition."
Consensus
— " Fair NAVY
picture (EDUCATIONAL)
with ordinary drawing(NOV.
powers."
YOUR FIGHTING
25) SEPT. 21
"
Not
Dry.
Absorbs
your
interest
until
the
end."
—
P. News. DEC. 14
ZERO HOUR, THE (WORLD) ELVIDGE (DEC. M.
23)
" An involved offering dealing with fake clairvoyants." — M. P. News.

on

the

Picture

News

Pictures

FLASHBACKS
Individual Opinions on Earlier Releases Received During
the Past Week
" Hidden Fires " (Goldwyn) — " Average business seven days."
" Green God " (Vitagraph) — f Business for week was average."
" Up the Road With Sally " (Select) — ■" Ran two days to good business
third day capacity."
"The Reason Why" — " Capacity two days; return engagement
" Diplomatic Mission "■ — " Less said the better."
February."
" At the Mercy of Men " — " Fair picture. Brady's last three have bee:
" Mr. Logan, U. S. A." (Fox) — " Fills the house for every show. Get
ting" Her
biggerOnly
all the
Way time."
" (Select) — " Fine capacity business. Anyone tha
runs
Select
pictures
clover."
."
ak
we" The Mating " — f isA inpiece
of junk put together and called a picture."
" The Claw " — " Good picture well liked for two days."
" The Fallen Angel " — " Ran two days but was not liked by any one."
" Les Miserables " (Fox) — " Return engagement for three days biggei
than
our first
run."— " Very good story, well done. Gladys Brockwell's fim
" Kultur
" (Fox)
but
American
Business
poor public has had enough of Germany in the past three years
" Secret Strings " — " Picture well liked, Would do business if condition
" Doing
were
right."Their Bit " — " Lee kiddies well liked. Business fair."
" Bird of Prey " — " Good picture. Good business two days."
" Heart of the Wild " (Elsie Ferguson) — " Average business seven days.'
" Come On In" (Paramount) — "Average business four days."
" Lure of Luxury " (Bluebird) — " Pleased to average business."
"The Yellow Ticket" (Pathe)- — "Our patrons don't like this Rus«iai
" Death Dance " — " Repeat to average business."
" When a Woman Sins (Fox-Bara) — " Very ordinary picture. Busines
" On the Jump " (Fox -Walsh) — " A sin to place a star in such
lessstuff."
story and under more senseless direction. Business poor."
" Struggle Everlasting " (Florence Reed) — " Dandy picture."
" Ghost of Rancho " — ■" Did not exactly live up to predictions."
*' How Could you Jean? "- — " Great."
" The Great Love " — " They didn't like the advanced prices."
" Rules of the Road " (Pathe) — " Good picture. No crowd."
" poThe
Dance " (Select) — " Attendance better than average, whicl
or." Death considering
is remarkable
the public's attitude towards epidemic recurren
Excepting two or three minor details production excellent. Star's popu
larity growing fast in this Pacific Coast territory."
"Rich Man, Poor Man" (Paramount) — "Average picture to big busi
" The Great Adventure " (Bessie Love) — " Fairly good."
" The Shuttle " (Constance Talmadge) — " Good as ever and extra bi|
" Babes in Woods " (Fox) — ■" Rebooked. Very good fairy picture.
business."
Nan" " (Pennington)
ex'tra. Only fair."
""Sunshine
Headin ' South
(Fairbanks) —— ""Nothing
Good picture
but too short ree
ness."
business."
big
Extra
" Hobbs in a Hurry " (Russell) — "An excellent production to extra bi
" Brave and Bold " (George Walsh-Fox) — " Verv good."
business."
"Savage
Woman"
Young)
— "Extra
'b'usiness."
" One More
American(C. " K.(Geo.
Beban)
— " Verybig good
picture."
make? u
"" When
Old Wives
for
New
"
(De
Mille)
—
"
Nothing
to
ravebut about."
a
Woman
Sins
"
(Fox)
—
Seemed
to
please
star n
too much
" Ghost of the Rancho
(Pathe) — " Star a winner."
"Easy Money" (World) — "Weak plot. Good directing."
"" Selfish
Successful
Advertising
"
(Metro) — " Comedy drama pleased."
Yates " (Hart) — "Good
story, etc.; did not draw. Reissue
have
" Mr.killed
Fix star."
It " (Artcraft) — " Good stuff. Excellent satisfaction.
" Source " — " Met popular demand."
" Rough and Ready " (Fox) — " Some picture. Safe bet."
' Freedom of the East" (Goldwyn) — "It's the bunk. Did not co 1 ere
Pleased
some."Tulliver " (Triangle) — " Good feature."
" Truthful
" Return of Draw Egan (Hart Re-Issue) — " Extra big business.
" The Great Love " (Artcraft) — " Second run. Big business."
— " Average business."
" Safety
The LiarCurtain
" — " "Big(Select)
business."
" Manhattan Madness " (Triangle Re-issue) — " Fairbankcs alwavs draws
Picture
O. K."
" Devil's
Needle " (Triangle Re-issue) — " Drew average business."
Americano
(Fairbanks)
' The
Redemption
" — "" Big
business."— ■" Re-issue. Extra big business."
" Savage Woman " (Select) — " Average business."
"High Tide" (Triangle) — "Average."
" The Caillaux Case " (Fox) — " Just fair. Not wanted now."
Americas Answer" — "Fair only."
" Queen of the Sea " (Fox) — " Average business."
" Caillaux Case "■ — " Average."
" Prussian Cur " (Fox) — i" Average business."
' The White Lie " (Paralta) — " Average."
" Toys of Fate " (Metro) — " Good show."
" ?.rr!?5nffsof the,' Pines
— " Ver>"
P°or for business."
Kerrigan."
Wild Primrose
(\ itagraph)
— "Average
«. St
l5danger
of th?, PJ-1k
RosesHamilton)
" — " Average
tobusiness
big business."days."
iie
(Shorty
—
"
Big
fair. His Sweetheart " (Paramount-Artcraft) — " George two
Beban 'good. Stor
. Within
,.')• ??ck \theB Law
rd Gi,rl "(Goldwyn)
and average
(Vitagraph) — —" "Big
Big business
seven business
days." for week.
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Bluebird Photoplays
6. The Nature Girl (Mersereau)
13. The Craving (Francis Ford)
20. Who
The Game's
Up Me(Ruth
Clifford)...
27.
Will Marry
(Carmel
Myers)
3. Sue of the South (Edith Roberts) . .
10. The Millionaire Pirate (Salisbury)..
Exhibitors' Mutual
Jan. — Allriscale)
of a Sudden Norma (Bessie BarJan. — Life's
a Funny Proposition (William
Desmond)
Jan. — Bonds of Honor (Sessue Hayakawa)
Jan. — Hoop-La (Billie Rhodes)
Jan. — TheInceEleventh
Commandment (Ralph
Production)
Feb. — LongWalthall)
Lane's Turning (Henry B.
Feb. — Tricks of Fate (Bessie Barriscale)
Feb. — Diana of the Green Van (Alma
Rubens)
Feb. — Shadows (Sessue Hayakawa)
Feb. — What Every Woman Wants (All Star
Cast)
Famous Players-Lasky
Corp.
PARAMOUNT
Feb. 2. Hard Boiled (Dorothy Dalton)
Feb. 2. Happy
Though Married (Enid Bennett)
Feb. 9. Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
(Marguerite Clark)
Feb. 9. Two Brides (Lina Cavalieri)
Feb. 9. The Sheriffs Son (Charles Ray)
Feb. 16. Boots (Dorothy Gish)
Feb. 16. You Never Saw Such a Girl (Vivian
Martin)
Feb. 23. Maggie Pepper (Ethel Clayton)...
Feb. 23. Paid in Full (Pauline Frederick)..
Feb. 23. The Winning
Girl (Shirley Mason)
ARTCRAFT
slFeb. 2. Breed of Men (W. S. Hart)
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT SPECIAL
Feb. 16. False Faces (Henry B. Walthall).
SUCCESS SERIES (Reissues)
Feb. 2. The Crucible (Marguerite Clark)..
Feb. 9. Belladonna (Pauline Frederick)....
Feb. 23.
16. Are
Puddin'
Wilson
Feb.
You Head
a Mason
(John(Special)
Barrymore)
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

S
5
5S
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
S
5
5
5
5

First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
Ambassador Gerard's " My Four Years in Germany."
'Italy's
Flaming Front" (Italian Official War
Pictures).
I Pershing's Crusaders."
Arms"of Tarzan."
(Charlie Chaplin).
''Shoulder
The Romance
Nov. 25.
"The Panther
(Petrova) 55
(an.
5. Virtuous
Wives Woman"
(Stewart)
Fox Film Corporation
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
Nov. 17. Fan Fan
Nov.24. AH Baba and the Forty Thieves
TIMELY PICTURES
Nov. 24. Why I Would Not Marry?..
FOX STANDARD PICTURES
Oec.
15. The
Every Light
Mother's
Jan. 12.
(ThedaSon
Bara)
fan. 26. Woman! Woman I (Evelyn Nesbit) . .
Feb. 9. The Man Hunter (William Farnum)
Feb. PRODUCTIONS
23. The Siren's Song
(Theda Bara)
EXTRAORDINARY
Theda Bara in " Cleopatra."
William Farnum in " Les Miserables."
Annette Kellerman
in " A PICTURES
Daughter of the Gods."
VICTORY
Jan.
5.
Treat
'Em
Rough
(Tom(Brockwell)
Mix) . . .
Jan. 19. The Call of the Soul
?eb. 2. Luck and Pluck (Geo. Walsh)
ifeb.
Mix) . .
Mar. 16.2. Hell
The Roarin'
ForbiddenReform
Room (Tom
(Brockwell)
Mar.
16.
Never
Say
Quit
(George
Walsh)
I
EXCEL PICTURES
Jan. 26. The
Girl with no Regrets (Peggy
Hyl
and)
?eb. 9. The Love Auction (Virginia Pearson)
?eb.
23.
Smiles
(Jane
and Katherine
I
THE GREAT
NINE Lee)...
Dec. 29. William Farnum in " Fighting Blood."
[an. 5. Theda Bara in " The Serpent."
Jan. 12. " The Regeneration."
Jan. 19. William Farnum in "The Broken Law"
fan. 26. Theda Bara in "Under Two Flags."
tflFeb. 2. "Infidelity" (Dr. Rameau).
/eb. 9. Valeska Suratt in "The Soul of Broadway."Bara in "The Darling of Paris."
Feb. 16. Theda
?eb. 23. William Farnum in " Hoodman Blind."

General Film Company
AUTHORS'
PHOTOPLAYS
Her Moment
(Anna Luther)
7
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6
The Marvelous Maciste
6
Monster of Fate
DUPLEX FILMS, INC.
Shame (Zena Keefe)
7
COSMOFOTOFILM
Hypocrites (Elizabeth Risdon)
6
EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO. (Inc.)
Why — The OAKDALE
Bolsheviki
5
PRODUCTIONS
The Locked Heart (Gloria Joy)
5
No Children Wanted (Gloria Joy)
5
Miss Mischief-Maker (Gloria Joy)
5
The Midnight Burglar (Gloria toy) 5
Little
Miss
Grown-Up
(Gloria
Joy)
5
Wanted, a Brother (Gloria Joy)
5
COSMOFOTOFILM, INC.
I Believe
6
AM. FEAT. FILM CORP.
Hearts of Love
6
MAXWELL PRODUCTIONS
The Married Virgin
7

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
DD
D
D
D

Goldwvn Pictures Corp.
GOLD'WYN
STAR Kennedy)
SERIES
Jan. 12. Day
Dreams (Madge
5
Jan. 26. Shadows (Geraldine Farrar)
6
Feb. 2. The Bondage
of Barbara (Mae
Marsh)
5
Feb. 9. Sis Hopkins (Mabel Normand)
5
Feb. 23. The Brand (Rex Beach)
6
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
The Border Legion (Blanch Bates and Hobart Bosworth)
6
For the Freedom of the East (Betzwood) . . . 7 D
Rex
Heart of the Sunset
Blue Beach's
Blood
67 DD
Honor's
Cross
7 D7
Social Ambition
The Manx-Man
7
For the Freedom of the World
7
BENNISON STAR SERIES
Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
5
Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U (Louis Ben- nison 5
Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
High Pockets (Louis Bennison)
5
(Release dates of Capital Comedies, distributed by Goldioyn, will be found under
Short Subjects.)
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
Nov. 25. Three X Gordon (J. Warren Kerrigan 5 C
Dec. 2. Goddess of Lost Lake (Louise
Glaum)
5 D
Dec. 16. Two-Gun Betty (Bessie Barriscale) . 5 C
Dec. 30. The Challenge Accepted (Zena
Keefe)
5 D
Jan. 6. The Drifhters (J. Warren Kerrigan). 5 D
Jan. 20. The Law That Divides (Kathleen
Clifford)
5 D
Jan. 27. Fighting Through (E. K. Lincoln). 6 D
Feb. 10. Come Again Smith (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5 C
Feb. 16. Made in America — First episode
(Eight in all)
1. .
Independent Sales Corporation
FILM(Julius
CLEARING
Her Mistake
Steger). HOUSE'
Wanted for Murder (Harry Rapf).
Life's Greatest Problem (J. Stuart Blackton).
ARomance
Woman'sin the
Experience
Air (Crest(Bacon-Backer).
Pictures Corp.).
Littlest Scout (J. Stuart Blackton).
Jewel Productions, Inc.
The Price of a Good Time.
The Grand Passion.
The Doctor and the Woman.
The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin.
A Soul for Sale.
For Husbands Only.
Nov. 4. The Yellow Dog
6
Nov. 18. Borrowed Clothes (Mildred Harris) 6
Feb. 10. The Heart of Humanity (Phillips). 9
Perfection Pictures
(GEORGE KLEINE SYSTEM)
Sept. — Conquered Hearts
—
Sept. — Behind the Lines in Italy
—
Aug. 26. Triple Trouble" (Chaplin)
—

Metro Pictures Corporation
Jan. 6. The Spender (Lytell)
Jan. 13. The Gold Cure (Dana)
Jan. 20. The Divorcee (Ethel Barrymore)...
Jan. 27. In For Thirty Days (Allison)
Feb. 3. Faith (Bert Lytell)
Feb. 10. As the Sun Went Down (Edith
Storey)
Feb. 17. Johnny on the Spot (Hale HamFeb. 24. Peggy
Does Her Darndest (May
Allison)

5
5
5
5
5
5
ilton) 5
5

(SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS)
Pals First (Lockwood)
The Great Victory, Wilson or the Kaiser, The
Fall of the Hohenzollerns
The Great Romance (Lockwood)
NAZIMOVA'S PRODUCTIONS
Revelation (Nazimova)
Toys of Fate (Nazimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
Out of the Fog (Nazimova)

6
6
j
J
^
7

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
15. The Narrow Path (Fannie WardAstra)
5 D
29. Dolly's
(Baby Marie5 C D
Osborne)Vacation
Diando
12. The Midnight Stage (Frank Keenan).5 D
26. A Krauss)
Vagabond of France (Henri 40
Feb. 9. Todd of the Times (Frank Kee'nan).'s D
Select Pictures
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

—
—
—
—

TheSpecial
Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
Who
Cares (Constance Talmadge) .
Young)
Cheating
Cheaters (Clara Kimball
Brady)
The
Indestructible Wife (Alice

William L. Sherry Service
Aug. 11. Out of the Night
Aug. 18.
18. Marr
Inn of the Blue Moon
Nov.
iage

e
6
5

Triangle Distributing Corporation
(Subject to change without notice)
Jan. 26. Unto the End (Crane Wilbur)
5
Feb. 2. Restless Souls (Alma Rubens)
5
Feb. 9. Secret Marriage (MacLaren)...
.• 5
Feb. 23.
16. Child
Osborne) . . 55
Feb.
Breezy ofJimM'sieu
(Crane(Marie
Wilbur)
United Picture Theatres
Jan. 5. TheFarnum)
Light of Western Stars (Dustin
Jan. 26. Adele (Kitty Gordon)
Universal Productions
Jan. 13. After the War
Jan. 27. Roped (Harry Carey)
Feb. 10. Creaking Stairs (MacLaren)
Vitagraph

5

5
6
9

Jan. 27. The Enchanted Barn (Bessie Love)
Feb. 3. The Highest Trump (Earle Williams)
Peb.
10. Silent
Fortune's
Child (Harry
(Gladys T.Leslie)
Feb. 17.
Strength
Morey) . .
AliceLion
Joy
Feb. 24. The
and the
Mouse (Special —
ce)
War. 3. The Girl Question (Corinne Griffith)
War. 10. TheLo
Wishing
Ring)Man (Bessie
ve
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

World Pictures
6. What Love Forgives (Castleton)
6. Under Four Flags (Official U. S.) . .
13.
Love Bluffer
in a Hurry (Blackwell-Greeley)
20. The
(Elvidge)
27. Heart of Gold (Louise Huff)
3. The Rough Neck (Montagu Love)..
10. Courage
Mandarin's Gold (Kitty Gordon) .
17.
for Two (Blackwell)
24. The Moral Deadline (Elvidge
)

5
5
5
5
5
5
55
5
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For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling films in any territory, or any othe
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture News
JESTER One
COMEDIES
D. W. Griffith
Released
a Month
Arrow Film Corporation
The Deemster.
Hearts of the World.
Featuring Tweed Dan
The Recruit
2 reels
Byes of the World.
. cv
Ramona.
His Golden Romance
2 reels
Hiller & Wilk, Inc
All For Her
2 reels
Persuasive Peggy.
(Pictures
handled
in
the
Open
Market)
Today.
The Wrong Flat
2 reels
The Mad Lover.
" Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman."
It's What
a Great
Life
22 reels
reels
" The Battle of Gettysburg."
Oh
a Day
The
Woman's
Law.
" The Wrath of the Gods."
Right Off the Bat.
The Fly Ball
2 reels
" Woman."
The Struggle Everlasting.
Ain't
It
So
2
reels
"The
Silent Mystery" (Serial).
The Accidental Honeymoon.
Camouflage
2 reels
HART, FAIRBANKS. KEENAN AND
SERIALS
St!«
Million Dollar Mystery (Revised Edition).
Released
February
18
TALMADGE RE-ISSUES
The Finger of Justice.
William S. Hart
The Silent Mystery (Francis Ford-Rosemary
The Patriot.
Theby-Mae Gaston).
Atlantic Distributing Corporation
Captive God.
Nine-tenths of the Law (Mitchell Lewis).. 6 reels
The Dawnmaker.
Export
and
Import
Film
Co.
The
Return of Draw Egan.
The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelen).7 reels
Birth of Democracy.
The Devil's
Double.
Bear State Film Company
Why
the
Bolsheviki?
Truthful
Tulliver.
The Vigilantes.
The Gunfighter.
Film Market, Inc.
The Square
Deal
The
Desert
Man. Man.
Big Productions Film Corp.
tar.
(CORRA BEACH PICTURES;
Wolfe
Lowry.
VICTORIA FEATURE FILMS
What Becomes of the Children.
The Sunset Princess (Marjorie Daws).
Douglas
Fairbanki
(M. H. HOFFMAN PRODUCTION)
The Good Bad Man.
Suspicion.
Christie Film Company
Reggie
In.
(W. N. SELIG PRODUCTIONS)
Flirting Mixes
with Fate.
One-Reel Comedy Issued Weekly
The City of Purple Dreams.
The
Half
Breed.
Dec. 2. All Mixed Up.
Who Shall Take My Life?
Manhattan Madness
Beware of Strangers.
Dec.
9. Johnny-Go-Get-'Em.
American Aristocracy.
Dec. 16.
Peggy Mixes In.
The Garden of Allah.
The
Matrimaniac.
Dec. 23. Pearls and a Peach.
The Spoilers (reissue).
The Americano. Frank Keenan
Dec. 30. Know Thy Wife.
(GATHEM FILM NOVELTIES)
Jan. 6. Five Hundred or Bust.
The Star-Spangled Banner
(Illustrates the song).... 500 ft. The Thoroughbred.
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean
Jim
Grimsby's
The
Ye Do.Boy.
Charlotte, in The Frozen Warning.
(Illustrates the song).... 500 ft.
Bride Sins
of Hate.
The
Battle
Cry
of
Freedom
Spanuth's Original
The Drab.
everyVod-a-Vil
two weeks)Movies (Released
Norma Talmadge
(Illustrates the song).... 500 ft.
Children in the House.
Coronet Film Corporation
Going Straight.
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
^hTG'irflTe'ftlXnd
Me }reel
Tw° every four weeks,
Future Productions — One
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
The Social
Devil's Secretary.
Needle.
two subjects.
The
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
(CAPT. Jungle.
BESLEY EXPEDITION)
Fifty Fifty.
Birdland Studies.
The
Amazon
Horticultural Phenomena.
The Wonderland of Peru.
Ivan Feature Productions
(CAPT. SCOTT ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION)
One Law for Both (Rita Jolivet, Vincem
Cosmofotofilm Company
The
Undying
Story
of
Captain
Scott.
Serrano,
Leah Baird, Pedro De CorAnimal Life in the Antarctic.
Incomparable Mistress Bellairs 4 reels
doba, James Morrison)
7 re«!
Liberty Hall
4 reels
(TOM BRET COMEDIES)
Babbling
Tongues
(Grace
Valentine, James 7 real
His Vinegar Bath (one reel).
The Black Spot
4 reels
Morrison,
Arthur
Donaldson)
Victoria Cross
4 reels
Twin Bed Rooms (one reel).
Married in Name Only (Gretchen Hartman,
His Vindication
S reels
Why Not Marry (one reel).
Milton Sills, Marie Shotwell) 6 reel
The Hypocrites
6 reels
In Preparation — one every other week.
Sins of Ambition (Barbara Castleton, Wilfred Lucas, Leah Baird, James MorCrest Pictures
Foursquare Pictures
Human
Clay
(Mollie King)
5rison) 7re«. '
Lust of the Ages
6 reels
The Sin Woman (Irene Fenwick, Clifford Bruce.
The Grain of Dust
6 reels
Life or Honor (Leah Baird, James
Reine Davies).
Morrison, Violet Palmer, Edward
The
Sinister
(Edgar(Jane
Lewis's
Mackey)
6500 f
Doll Van Film Corp. (Chicago)
Her Bar
Fighting
Chance
Grey).production).
Frank J. Seng
(In Illinois, Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
Madame Sherry (Gertrude McCoy).
The Mad Lover.
The
Silent
Witness
(Gertrude
McCoy).
Public Defender.
Parentage
7 reeU»
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon).
Carmen o the Klondike.
One Hour (Zena Keefe and Alan Hale).
The Grain o Dust.
A
Trip
Through
China.
and).
U.
Exhibitors'
Booking Corp s
Hearts of the World.
The Fringe of Society (Milton Sills, Ruth RolJust aS.Woman
(Charlotte Walker).
The Crucible of Life.
The
Crucible
of
Life
(Grace
D'Armond).
Nine-tenths of the Law.
The Cast-Off (Bessie Barriscale).
etc). Walker, Anna
Men Cain,
(Charlotte
Lehr, Robei
The Belgian.
The Submarine Eye.
Whither Thou Goest.
Grant).
The
Zeppelin's
Last
Raid.
Those
Who
Pay
(Bessie
Barriscale).
Those Who Pay.
Should She Obey?
The Belgian (Walker Whiteside. Valentin
Just a Woman.
Men.
Doo Lee Film Co., Inc., N. Y.
The Zeppelin's Last Raid.
Frohman Amusement Corp.
The Witching Hour CC. Aubrey Smith
Ernest Shipman
State
Jack Sherrill, Helen Arnold, Marie
The Lady of the Dugout
6 part
The Woman Who Dared
7 acts
Shotwell and Robert Conness) 6 reels
The first of the Al Jennings Outlaw Storia
The Libertine
6 acts
Conquest of Canaan
5 reels
The
Crime
of
the
Hour
6
part
Babbling Tongues
7 acts
God's
Produced by United Films Corporation.
My OwnMan
United States (through Metro). 9 reels
Married in Name Only
6 acts
Mother.
I
Need
You
6.
part
Her Bargain
6 acts
First Release of the Lloyd Carleton Productionr
Gaumont Co.
AHuman
Man's Clay
Law
55 acts
acts
TheSecond
Isle ofFrancis
Intrigue
6
pari
Ford Release.
The Hand of Vengeance
One Law for Both
8 acts
The Coast Guard Patrol
7 pan
Sins of Ambition
,...7 acts
By
Nell
Shipman.
General Enterprises, Inc.
ACleopatra
Slacker's Heart
75 acts
A
Nugget
in
the
Rough
5
pari.
Mother
(Elizabeth
Risdon,
McClure)
6
parts
acts
The Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts
TheBy Tiger
the Sea
Nell of
The Lonesome Trail
5 acts
Ship
man. 6 pan1"|j
The
Liar
(Jane
Gail,
Stanley
WaJpole)..6
parts
Mothers of Liberty
6 acts
The Haunted House
2 pan
GAUMONT
FirstMonthly
ReleaseFranchise.
of Edwin Frazee ComediesJesse
J.
Goldburg
Gaumount " Graphic " released everv Friday.
SCRANTON PHOTOPLAY CORP.
Jim's Folks
i rea
Gaumont " Released
News " released
every Tuesday.
one a month.
May 6. Cheerful Liars.
BillFranchise.
Stinger Patriotic Poem Plays — Month]
May 13. Fate and Fortune.
June — Fabulous Fortune Fumblers 2 acts
May 20. Parson Pepp.
Berlin
Via. Francis
America
6 pan
July — Fred's Fictitious Foundling 2 acts
Starring
Ford.
May 27. The Ring and the Ringer.
Aug. — Freda's Fighting Father
2 acts
The
Daughter
of
the
Don
RIALTO
FILM
CORPORATION
Sept. — Fatty's Fast Fliver
2 acts
(More Independent Releases on page 776)
Oct. — Freda's Frivolous Finance 2 acts
Apr. 15. My Husband's Friend.
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Subjects

Current

General Film Company
BROADWAV STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Marquis and Miss Sally (Patricia Palmer, William Lester)
2 D
Springtime a la Carte (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
A Bird of Bagdad (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
Transients in Arcadia (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
Tobin's
(Agnes Ayres,
A RamblePalmin Aphasia
(EdwardEdward
Earle, Earle).
Agnes 2 C
durational Film Corp. of Amer.
Ayres)
2 C
obert C. Bruce Scenics Released in the Fall
(WOLFVILLE TALES)
and Winter of 1918-1919
Faro Ne)\ Lookout (Patricia Palmer, Bob
The Tides of Yesterday.
Burn,i)
2D
. 'Tis
Be Tender.
TalesTough
of theto Tall
Timber.
Dismissal of Silver Phil (Patricia Palmer,
Bob Burns)
2 D
A Wee Bit Odd.
The Wanderer and the Whoozitt.
The Coming of Faro Nell (Patricia Palmer,
Bob
Burns)
2
D
The River Gray and the River Green.
The Restless Three.
Winning
of
the
Mocking
Bird
(Carol
HalloSundown.
way, Robert Burns)
2 D
The Jest of Talky Jones (Carol Holloway,
Trails.
. Separate
Frozen Thrills.
William Lester)
2 D
.. The
The Widow tricia
Dangerous
(Hattie
Buskirk, Pa- t D
ScenicLonesome
Succotash.Pup.
Palmer, Robert
Burns)
. The Wolf of the Tetons.
The erer)
Wooing of Riley (Kate Price, Otto Led- 2 D
.. Nature
and Motion.
Horizon— Rest
Hunters.
The Heir of the Broken O (R. N. Bradbury,
Patricia Palmer)
2 D
. The High Horse.
. The Pale Pack Train.
The Rose of Wolfville (Patricia Palmer, C. E.
NHatton)
2D
Nature — Hot and Cold.
. Men Met in the Mountains.
BLUE RIDGE DRAMAS
. Before Breakfast.
(Ned Finley)
The ReturnLaw
of O'Garry
22 DD
Mountain
The Raiders of Sunset Gap
2 D
Exhibitors' Mutual
STRAND COMEDIES
O'Garry
22 DD
Man Rides
from Alone
Nowhere
5. Accidental Heroes (Elinor Field) ... 1 The
ESSANAY
12. Some Mother (Elinor Field)
19. Easy
No Man's
Land
GEORGE ADE FABLES
In. 26.
Payments
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
ROTHACKER OUTDOORS
Our Little Nell
1 C
1. Peaks, Parks and Pines
Check Your Hat, Sir
1 C
ec. 8. A Maori Romance
Wild
Algy
of
Piccadilly
1
C
ec. IS. Vacation Land
All Stuck Up
1 C
The Lie That Failed
1 C
ec. 22. Hitting the Pike
ec. 29. High and Hungry
The Jazbo Sheriff
1 C
n. 5. Teetotalers, Tea and Totem Poles,
SNAKEVILLE COMEDIES
n. 12. Geesers and Geysers
(One reel each)
Sophie's
Legacy.
Sophie Gets
Stung.
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Slippery
Slim, Diplomat.
TWO REEL COMEDIES
Slippery Slim and the Claim Agent.
eb. 2. Romance and Rings (Drews),
Slim'sin Stratagem.
ASlippery
Hot Time
Snakeville.
eb. 2. One Every Minute (Flagg).
A Snakeville Epidemic.
eb.
Rip Pullman
and StitchPorter
— Sailors
(Sennett).
eb. 16.9. The
(Arbuckle).
Snakeville's New Sheriff.
eb. 23. West Lynne With Variations (Sennett).
Sophie's Birthday
Party. SCENICS
ESSANAY
SINGLE REELS
b. 2. Am. Y. M. C. A. in London (Holmes).
How Grain
CanadaRaising
and the Farmer Co-operate in 1 8c.
b. 2. Winter Sports (Bray).
sb. 9. St. Dunstan's Happy Blind (Holmes).
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Can- ada 1 Sc.
ab. 9. War Brides (Bray).
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
eb. 16. War Women of England (Holmes).
A Romance of Rails and Power
1 Sc.
eb. 16. Hand Grenades (Bray).
Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de
eb. 23. London Plays Ball (Holmes).
Chelley
1 Sc.
;b. 23. A Kid Railroad (Bray).
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 C
Greiver Distributing Corp.
In the Park
1 C
Work
2 C
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
A Woman
2 C
One Reel Each
8. America Swim !
The Tramp
2 C
His New Job
2 C
9. The Milky Way.
!0. The Red Cross Cares for the Wounded.
A Night Out
2 C
!1. On Foot with Our Army and Navy.
JAXON FILM CORP.
" A SERIAL
DAUGHTER
OF UNCLE
SAM 12"
Fox Film Corporation
(Jane Vance,
Wm. Sorelle)
Episodes
1 D
SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
COMEDIES
n. 12. Tom Mix in Hearts and Saddles.... 2 What OccurredJAXON
on the Beach
1 C
n. 26. Oh, What a Knight
2
All-Fools'
DayIt
Affair
11 CC
n. 26. Tom Mix in A Roman Cowboy
2 An
Beating
Him
to
:b. 9. Tom Mix in Six-Cylinder Love
2 Forced Into Matrimony
1 C
:b.
A Lady
Secret
22
b. 23.23. Tom
Mix Bell-Hop's
in A Soft Tenderfoot
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
ar. 9. Tom Mix in Tom and Jerry Mix... 2 Love of Bob
2 C-D
ar. 23. His Musical Sneeze
2 Dog vs. Dog
2 C-D
UTT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
ATheBoyThree
BuiltFives
City
22 C-D
C-D
n. 5. The Lion Tamer,
Kid Politics
2 C-D
n. 12. Here and There.
ti. 19. The Hula Cabaret
A Boy Built City
2 C-D
The Case of Bennie
t C-D
Ma.
Dog-gone anTough
Luck
CLOVER COMEDIES
« :b.
b. 26.2.9. Landing
Heiress
From Caterpillar to Butterfly
1 C
The Bearded Lady
b. 16. 5,000 Miles on a Gallon of Gas
A Widow's Camouflage
1 C
Burlingham Travel Pictures
Released by Sherry Service
icing Death on the Blumlisalp.
nknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal).
he Pilatus Railway.
Hied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland,
rambles in the High Alps,
he Riviera of Lake Leman.
ovely Lucerne,
he Gornergrat Railway.

and

Comin

Love's LuckyEBONY
Day
1 C
COMEDIES
Busted Romance
1 C
Spooks
1 C
The Buliy
1 C
The Janitor
the Mummy
Mumbled
AMercy,
Reckless
Rover
11 CC
Are Working Girls Safe?
1 C
The Comeback of Barnacle Bill
1 C
Some Baby
1C
Good Luck in Old Clothes
1 C
When You Hit, Hit Hard
1 C
A Black-and-Tan Mix-up
1 C
Fixing the Fakir
1 C
When You're Scared, Run
1 C
INTERSTATE FILM COMPANY
The Event)
Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21 (War2000 ft.
PROGRESSIVE FILM
On a Fox Farm (Educational)
1 rol
CRYSTAL FILM CO.
Romeo and Juliet
2 G
CRYSTAL COMEDIES
(Pearl White, William
Estelle Browning)
Deland, Don Barclay,
What She Did to Her Husband, Almost
Lucky
1 C
What's in the Trunk?
1 C
Reuben's Romance
1 C
The
Lady Waters
Detective, His Wedding Day....l1 CC
Troubled
Her Necklace, His Hoodoo Day
1 C
HIGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
Billie in Society (Ray Hughes)
2 «s
Bunco Billy (Billy West)
2 C
Billy in Harness (Billy West)
2 C
Bombs and Bull (Billy West)
2 C
OFFICIAL WAR PICTURES
(Committee on Information)
Our SCRANTONIA
Bridge of Ships
PHOTOPLAY CORP. 2 Sc.
Parson Pepp
1 C
Fang's FateAMERICAN
and Fortune
1 C
RED CROSS
The Historic Fourth of July in Paris 1 Sc.
Soothing the Heart of Italy
1 Patr.
Of No Use to Germany
1 Patr.
Kiddies of No Man's Land
1 Patr.
The Helping Hand of Sicily
1 Patr.
Rebuilding Broken Lives
1 Patr.
First Aid on the Piave
1 Patr.
Victorious Serbia
1 Patr.
Homeward Bound
1 Patr.
New Faces for Old
1 Patr.
Russia a World Problem
1 Patr.
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Nearly a Slacker
(Lillian Vera-Eddie Boul- 1 C
don)
My Lady's don)
Slipper (Lillian Vera-Eddie Boul- 1 C
Some Judge (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)..l C
How Boulden)
She Hated Men (Lillian Vera-Eddie 1 C
The den)
Camouflaged Baby (Lillian Vera-Boul- 1 C
The Boulden)
Pipe of Peace (Lillian Vera-Eddie...1 C
Hooverizing (Lillian Vera-Eddie Boulden) .'. .1 C
Goldwyn Distributing Corp.
CAPITOL COMEDIES
(Featuring
" Parsons) 2 reels
Jan. 12.
You Know" Smiling
What I Bill
Mean
Jan. 26. The Big Idea
2 reels
Feb. 9. Have Another
2 reels
Feb. 23. A Master of Music
2 reels
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Jan. 13. What
Cents. Uncle Sam Will Do For Two
Jan. 20. The Truth About the Liberty Motor.
Jan. 27. Hang it All.
Feb. 3. Carrying Old Glory to the Seven Seas.
Feb. 10. Canada's Mountain of Tears.
Feb. 17. Where
Born. "The Spirit That Won" was
Feb. 24. Rough Stuff.
King Bee Comedies
June 1. Bright and Early
2 reeli
June 15. Straight and Narrow
2 reels
George Kleine System
MONTGOMERY FLAGG'S COMEDIES
" GIRLSESSANAY
YOU KNOW "
Sept. 1. Broncho Billy and the Claim Jumper.
Sept. 8. Broncho Billy and the Sheriff's Office.
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Sept. IS. Broncho Billy, Outlaw.
Sept. 22. The Accusation of Broncho Billy.
Sept.
29. Broncho Billy's
Double TRAVELOGUE
Escape.
LINCOLN-PARKER
WORLD
Mar. 1. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. 1.
Mar. 8. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. 2.
Mar. 15. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. 3.
Mar. 22. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. 4.
Apr. 29. Peru
and Scenes Around Lake Titicaca,
Bolivia.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Pathe News released
each Wednesday and
Saturday
' Official
War Review
everyJoy)
Monday
Jan.
5. I Want
to Be a released
Lady (Gloria
2 CD.
Jan. 19. Corinne Come Here (Gloria Joy). 2 CD.
Feb. 2. The Terror of the Range (1) Compson-Larkin
2 D
Feb. 9. The Terror of the Range (2) Compson-Larkin
2 D
Feb. 9. Story
of the Orange (Legget-Cruen)
Educ
1
ROLIN COMEDIES
One Reel a Week
Dec.
'Em Rave Along
(Lloyd)
Dec. 1.8. Hear
Just Rambling
(Laurel)
Dec. 15. Take a Chance (Lloyd)
Dec. 22. Check Your Baggage (Toto)
Dec. 29. She Loves Me Not (Lloyd)
Jan. 5. Do You Love Your Wife? (Laurel)
Jan. 12. Wanted 5,000 (Lloyd)
Jan.
Love's Young
Scream (Laurel)
(Goulding)..
Feb. 19.
2. Hustling
for Health
Feb. 9. Ask Father (Lloyd)
Feb. 16. Toto's Troubles
POST TRAVEL SERIES
Jan. 26. Going! Goig! Gone! (Lloyd)
Nov. 24. Sumatra
Dec. 1. Java
Dec. 8. Celebes
Dec. 15. Borneo
Dec. 22. Singapore
Dec. 29. Japan of Today
Jan. 5. Japan of Today (2)
Jan. 12. Shanghai
THE FAR FLUNG BATTLE LINE
Oct. 6. French Colonial Troops
Oct. 13. Far Flying Battle Line
Oct. 20. France's Dusky Warriors
Oct.
Naval inAirFrance
Power
Nov. 27.3. Britain's
Polish Troops
Nov. 10. British Troops in Italy
Nov. 17. British Flying Ships
WINNING THE WAR SERIES
Dec. 1. Winning the War
1 Topical
Dec. 8. Feeding Our Fighters 1 Topical
Dec. 15. Liberty's Triumph (War Special)
WOLVES OF KULTUR (WESTERN PHOTOPLAYS, INC.)
(Serial, Two Reels Each)
Leah Baird, Sheldon Lewis, Charles Hutchison.
Oct. 13. First Episode, The Torture Trap.
Oct. 20. Second Episode. The Iron Chair.
Oct. 27. Third Episode, Trapping Traitors.
Nov. 3. Fourth Episode, The Ride to Death.
Nov. 10. Fifth Episode, Through the Flames.
Nov. 17. Sixth Episode, Trails of Treachery.
Nov. 24. Seventh Episode, The Leap of Despair.
Dec. 1. Eighth
Huns. Episode, In the Hands of the
Dec. 8. Ninth Episode, The Precipice of Death.
Dec. 15. Tenth Episode, When Woman Wars.
Dec. 22. Eleventh
Earth. Episode, Betwixt Heaven and
Dec. 29. Twelfth Episode, The Tower of Tears.
Jan. 12. Fourteenth Episode, The Code of Hate.
Jan. 19. Fifteenth
triotism. Episode. The Reward of PaTHE LIGHTNING RAIDER
(Astra Serial,
Pearl White,
WarnerTwo-Reel
Olahd, Episodes,
Henry Gsell)
Jan. 5. First Episode, The Ebony Block... 3
Jan. 12. Second Episode, The Counterplot.
Jan. 19. Third Episode. Underworld Terrors.
Jan. 26. Fourth Episode, Through Doors of
Steel
2
Feb. 2. Fifth Episode, The Brass Key
Feb. 9. Sixth Episode, The Mystic Box
Feb. 16. Seventh Episode, Meshes of Evil..
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
3. A Discord in A Flat
3. His Hidden Shame
10. Wives and Worries
10. She Didn't Do It
KEYSTONE RELEASES
May 19. Newspaper Clippings (Francis MoDonald, Claire Anderson)
May 26. Are Wives Unreasonable? (Ed.
Brady, Claire Anderson)
June 2. The Poor Fish (Ed Brady, Claire
Anderson)
June 9. Flapjacks (Geo. Hernandez, Josie
Sedgwick, F. McQuarrie)
June 16. Isn't
Warm? McDowell)
(Bill Dyer, Harry
Depp,It Claire
June 23. Cupid and the Cop
June 30. Pearls Without Price
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

1
1
1
1

C
C
C
C

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Universal Film Company
L-KO COMEDIES
(Two Reels)
Nov. Smith).
20. Scars and Bars (Helen Lynch-Dick
Nov. 27. Painless Lbve (Babe Hardy).
Dec. Eva4. Novak).
King of the Kitchen (Harry GribbonDec.
11.
RoughCabbage
on Husbands
(Sterling-Mann).
Dec. Alice
18. The
Queen (Century
Comedy).
Howell.
Dec. 25. Work or Fight (Gribbon-Novak).
Jan. 1. Klever Kiddies.
Jan. 8. Fools and Duals (Sterling).
Jan. 15. Charlie the Little Dare Devil.
Jan. 22. The Freckled Fish (Novak).
Jan.
It's a the
BirdBell
(Mann).
Feb. 27.
5. Hop,
Hop (Armstrong).
NESTOR COMEDIES
Nov. 18. The Love (One
Craze Reel)
(Florence Lawrence).
Nov. 25. The Fickle Blacksmith (Sedgwick).
Dec. 2. There and Back (comedy cast).
Dec.
Let's Beautiful
Fight (Wilson-Gerber).
Dec. 16.9. The
Liar (Wilson-Gerber).
Dec. 30. It's Great to Be Crazy.
Jan.
6.
She
Wasn't
Hungry,
But (Forde).
Jan. 13. Mixed Nuts (Molly Malone).
Jan. 20. Only a Janitor (Beery).
Jan. 27. He Was No Lady (Vernon).
Feb. 10. Mixed Wives (Wm. Franey).
TWO-REEL DRAMAS.
Nov.18. The Husband Hunter (Neal Hart).. 2 C
Nov. 30. The Dead Shot (Helen Gibson) 2 C
Dec. 7. The Silent Sentinel (Helen Gibson) 2 D
Dec. 14. Captured Alive (Helen Gibson)....
Dec. 21. The Robber (Helen Gibson)
Dec. 28. Wolves of the Range (Helen Gibson)
Jan. 4. The Secret Peril (Helen Gibson).
Jan. 11. Rosalind at the Gate (Stonehouse).
Jan. 18. The Ghost Girl (Roma Drew).
Jan. 25. The Border Terror (Mitchell).
Feb. 2. Sure Shot Morgan (Carey).
Feb. 9. A Proxy Husband (Mersereau).
Feb. 16. Tapering Fingers (Ridgeway).
HEARST NEWS
Released Every Tuesday
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY
Released Every Wednesday
SCREEN TELEGRAM
Released Every Thursday
UNIVERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE
Released Every Saturday
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS
Released Every Sunday
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
(One reel each)
Nov. 18. Why Worry?
Nov. 25. Maid Wanted
Dec. 2. Guilty
Dec. 16.9. Camping
Don't Weaken
Dec.
Out
Dec. 23. Swat the Flirt
Dec. 30. Straight Crooks
Jan.
6. How's
Your Breakers.
Husband?
Jan. 13.
The Strike
Jan. 20. Sing Rose, Sing.
Jan. 27. Marry My Wife.
Feb. 23. Kitchen Police.
Feb. 10. Up the Flue.
SERIALS
"THE BRASS BULLET "
(Two Reels Each)
(Juanita Hansen, Jack Mulhall)
Aug. 19. Third Episode (Locked in the Tower).
Aug. 26. Fourth Episode (Smoked Out).
Sept. 2. Fifth
(The Mock Bride).
moon).Episode
Sept. 9. Sixth
Episode (A Dangerous HoneySept. 16. Seventh Episode (The Depth Bomb).
Sept. 23. Eighth Episode (The Magnetic Bug).
Sept. 30. Ninth Episode (The Room of Flame).
Oct. 7. Tenth Episode (A New Peril).
Oct. 14. Eleventh Episode (Evil Waters).
Oct. 21. Twelfth Episode (Caught by Wireless).
Oct. 28. Thirteenth
Episode ($500 Reward).
Life).
Nov. 4. Fourteenth
Episode (On Trial for His
Nov. 11. Fifteenth Episode (On the Shadow).
Nov. 18. Sixteenth Episode (The Noose).
Nov. 25. Seventeenth Episode (The Avenger).
Dec. 2. Eighteenth
Confession). Episode (The Amazing
THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS
(Two Reels Each)
Nov. 18. First Episode (The Big Tent).
Nov.
Second Episode
Episode (Beaten
(The Giant's
Dec. 25.
2. Third
Back). Leap).
Dec. 9. Fourth
Cuff). Episode (The Message on the
Dec. 16. Fifth Episode (The Lip Reader).
Dec. 23. Sixth Episode (The Aerial Disaster).
Dec. 30. Seventh
Elephant).Episode (The Charge of the
Jan. 6. Eighth Episode (The Human Ladder).
Jan. 13. Ninth Episode (The Flying Loop).
Jan. 20. Tenth Episode (A Shot for Life).
Jan. 27. Eleventh Episode (The Dagger).
Feb. 3. Twelfth Episode (a Strange Escape).
Feb. 10. 13th Episode (A Plunge for Life).

Picture

New

FIGHTING
FOREACHFREEDOM
WEEK (ONE REE1
Oct. 14. Third
Episode (Sensational Capture o
Bagdad).
Nov. 18. Fourth Episode (Thrilling Feats of th
Royal Flying Corps).
Nov. 25. Fifth
(Repairing War's Rav
ages). Episode
Dec. 2. Sixth
Episode (Chinese and Africa:
Workers
Trailing
the Hun).
Bulldogs).
Dec. 9. Seventh Vita
Episode
graph(Britain's Battlin;
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Sept. 23. Huns and Hyphens (Semon) 2 <
Sept. 30. Roofs and Riots
Oct. 7. Bears and Bad Men
Oct. 14. Chumps and Cops
2 <
Nov. 18. Frauds and Frenzies
2 <
Nov.
25.
Submarine
and
Simps
Dec. 2. Humbugs and Husbands 2 1
Dec. 9. Daring and Dynamite
Dec. 16. Farms and Fumbles
Dec. 23. Pluck and Plotters
2 <
Dec. 30. Bums and Borders
2 <
Jan. 6. Beauty and Booty
2 «
A FIGHT FOR MILLIONS (Serial)
(William Duncan, Edith Johnson, Joe Ryan)
July 15. The Snare (First Episode).
July 22. Flames of Peril (Second Episode).
July 29. The Secret Stockade (Third Episode).
Aug. 5. TheEpisode).
Precipice of Horror (Fourt
Aug. 12. The Path of Thrills (Fifth Episode).
Aug. 19. The Spell of Evil (Sixth Episode).
Aug. 26. The Gorge of Destruction (Sevemt
Episode).
Sept. 2. In the Clutches (Eighth Episode).
Sept. 9. The Escape (Ninth Episode).
Sept. 16. The Secret Tunnel (Tenth Episode).
Sept. 23. The Noose of Death (Eleventh Episode
Sept.sode).
30. The Tide of Disaster (Twelfth Episode
Oct. 7. The Engine of Terror (Thirteenth Ep
Oct. sode).
14. The Decoy (Fourteenth Episode).
Oct. 21. The Sealed Envelope (Fifteenth Ep
THE IRON TEST (Serial)
(Antonio Moreno, Carol Holloway)
Oct. 21. The Ring of Fire (First Episode).
Oct. 28. The Van of Disaster (Second Episode
Nov. 4. The Blade of Hate (Third Episode).
Nov. U. The Noose (Fourth Episode).
Nov. 18. The Tide of Death (Fifth Episode).
Nov. 25. Fiery Fate (Sixth Episode).
Dec. 2. The Whirling Trap (Seventh Episode
Dec. 9. The Man Eater (Eighth Episode).
Dec. 16. The Pit of Lost Hope (Ninth Episode
Dec. 23. In the Coils (Tenth Episode).
Dec. 30. TheEpisode).
Red Mask's Prey (Eleveni
Jan. 6. The Span of Terror (Twelfth Episode
Jan. 13. Hanging Peril (Thirteenth Episode).
Jan. 20. Desperate Odds (Fourteenth Episode).
Jan. 27. Riding with Death (Fifteenth Episode)
DREW COMEDIES
(Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
July 22. The Cub and the Daisy Chain
July 29. Their Agreement
Aug.
5. Miss
Sticky-Moufie-Kiss
Aug. 12.
Diplomatic
Henry
Aug. 19. By Might of His Right
Aug. 26. The Professional Patient
Sept. 2. Mr. Blink of Bohemia
Sept. 9. A Lady in the Library
Independent
(Continued from Releases
page 774)
Josh Binney Comedies
(FEATURING FUNNY FATTY FILBERT
July — Freda's Fighting Father 2 re<
Aug. — Fatty's Fast Flivver
2 rei
Sept.
— Fatty's
FrivolousCOMPANY
FianceePRODU
2 re<
CORONA
CINEMA
TIONS.
Mother,UNITED
I Need FILM
You
CORPORATION 6 re<
Crime of the Hour
7 re<
W. H. Productions Co.
William
S. Hart
as Two Gun Man in " The 6 re
Bargain
"
William
S.
Hart
in " The Bandit and the 5 re
Preacher "
William S. Hart in " The Hell Hound of
Alaska "
5 re<
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart productio
Satan's Pawn (Bessie Barriscale).
Romayne Superfilm Company
Me Hnd Gott or "The Awakening of America,"
Edward Warren Productions, Ir
Souls Redeemed.
Weavers of Life.
Western Import Co.
Mickey (Mabel Normand).
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Earl Williams last week established what
is elieved to be a record in the production
of a five-reel picture at the Vitagraph
studios. He has finished " The Gentleman
of Quality " in the short time of twelve
working days. It is a comedy drama, and
■ was directed by James Young. Catherine
Adams is Mr. William's leading woman.
Larry Semon, author and director and
a^star in many Vitagraph comedies, left
Wednesday for New York, where it is
said he will remain for about three weeks.
No particular significance is attached to his
yisit, it being a combination vacation and
routine business.
Antonio Moreno has begun production
m a new serial for Vitagraph, and he and
lis company this week left for Bear Moun:ain where the hill scenes and mountain atnosphere will be obtained for the subject.
The story is titled, " Mystery Mountain,"
and was written by Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, and Charles Townsend
Brady. Carol Holloway will play the
feminine lead. The serial will be one of
he most pretentious ever produced by Vitagraph, itis announced.

As a mark of profound respect for Mrs.
Carl Laemmle, who died in New York a
few days ago, all work at the Universal
studios was suspended Wednesday, January
15, for five minutes between 10:30 and
10:45 o'clock, or at the time the funeral
was being conducted in New York. Many
messages of condolence were sent from Los
Angeles this week by various motion picture
People and personal friends to Mr.
Laemmle. It was only a few weeks ago
hat Mr. Laemmle was a visitor here.
William S. Campbell, former associate
director with Henry Lehrman, the comedy
■ producer, has begun work on a new animal
, :omedy at the Universal studios. Harry
Burns and Joe Martin will play in the picture, as will Peggy Aarup. Other well■cnown portrayers of character roles will be
Universale $10,000 orang-outang, Charlie
he elephant and Caesar the lion. Director
< Campbell will take about three weeks in
.vhich to finish the subject.
Joe Brandt, general manager of the Uni/ersal Film Manufacturing company, is
low visiting at the Universal plant on the
I iVest Coast. He is supervising the starting
")f the new James J. Corbett serial. Mr.
3randt this week reiterated his belief that
1 good serial is one of the best moneynakers in the film business.

A

BUSY

WEEK
West Coast Once More Pursues
Its Various Pursuits
lesnt on
picture circ
in mothe
tiontest
teme
THEWestgrea
last week was the
Coast exci
ion
zat
ani
of the United
org
Artists' Association,
a merger composed of Douglas Fairbanks, Mary
,
m
ford
lia
S. Hart, D. W.
Wil
Pick
Griffith and Charlie Chaplin. This
organization proposes to produce
ures of the five ceand release pict
lebrities named, each to begin the
new work as soon as existing contracts expire, as already stated in
MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
Mary Pickford is recovering from
influenza. Producing activities at the
Lasky Studios continue uninterruptedly, Wallace Reid, Vivian Martin,
Lila Lee and other stars being busily
at work.
Pauline Fredericks with her husband, Willard Mack, has joined the
Goldwyn forces in Los Angeles and
has already begun production on her
first western-made picture for Goldwyn. Mae Marsh, Tom Moore and
Mabel Normand are also at work,
and the Reginald Barker company,
filming Rex Beach's " The Brand,"
is at Truckee, Cal., this week snapping snow scenes.
Another busy week was reported
at Universal, with James J. Corbett
starting a new serial. Eddie Polo
has returned from the East and will
soon start production on a serial
also. Joe Brandt is here and is supervising the beginning of Corbett's
picture.
Vitagraph, Jesse D. Hampton,
Brunton and other studios are also
busy. Earl Williams completed
" The Gentleman of Quality," his
latest picture, in twelve days.

Eddie Polo is back at Universal City
ready to start on a new serial, which is being prepared by Harvey Gates of the Universal scenario staff. However, the director
has not been chosen. Polo has just returned from a trip across the United States,
where he made public appearances in a
number of . theatres. He reports that he
received an enthusiastic reception at every
appearance.
The Jack Ford company which is producing "The Outcast of Poker Flat " is still at
Big Bear filming snow scenes. Harry
Carey is playing the lead and Gloria Hope
is playing opposite. The Bret Harte story
is to be produced on a lavish scale, it is
announced.

G?2r Studio- SDomgs^
Jane and Katherine Lee, the Fox children, having finished their newest picture,
" Smiles," under the direction of Arvid E.
Gilktrom, have not made arrangements for
a new production, it was announced at the
Fox studios last week. It is understood,
however, that they will not begin production
at an early date.
Frank Lloyd, who is directing Gladys
Brockwell in a new Fox production, has
been filming restaurant scenes on the Fox
lot. The rumor has been making the
rounds of the studios that Lloyd actually
cooked a meal last Tuesday on one of the
gas stoves used in the set. Among others
who are appearing with Miss Brockwell in
the picture are Billy Scott and William
Sheer.
Winfield Sheehan, general manager of the
Fox Film corporation, who has been on the
coast for several weeks, and who was ill
for one week of that time, will return to
New York the latter part of this week or
the first of next week, according to announcement from the Fox studios. Mr.
Sheehan intimated that during his trip west
he has succeeded in signing one or more
famous directors, but he declined to make
public any names.

Cc7fere

and

U7ier&>

Pauline Fredericks and her husband, Willard Mack, arrived in Los Angeles the latter part of last week, and on Tuesday,
January 14, Miss Fredericks began work
on her first picture for Goldwyn at the
Western studios. The subject selected for
Miss Fredericks has modern locale and is
of the emotional type. Thomas Holding,
who played with her in " The Eternal City,"
will have a prominent part in this production. Sidney Ainsworth will play the part
of the heavy. Another important person
who is to cast prominently in the production is Corinne Barker, who is expected to
arrive in Los Angeles from New York next
week. Hobart Henly will be the director.
Miss Fredericks will play the part of two
separate characters, but there will not be
any double exposures in the production, it
is announced. Mr. Mack is to have a
prominent place in the scenario department.
Samuel Goldwyn, who has been on the
Pacific coast for several weeks, intimated,
but did not definitely announce, that he will
leave for New York within the next ten
days.
The Ince publicity department this week
announces it will inaugurate a new service
for the benefit of photoplay editors, to be
(Continued on next page)
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Winifred
Westover,
with " Fatty "
a recent
Paramount-Arbuckle

comedy in
Arbuckle

j?bout Jfetro 'Player?
The May Allison company last week set
sail for Catalina Island, where the desert
isle scenes in her latest picture, " The
Island of Intrigue," are to be filmed. The
company expects to cruise between Santa
Cruz and Catalina Islands for about two
weeks The final scenes of the productions
are to be filmed during this excursion. The
picture is being produced under the direction of Henry Otto, and Jack Mower is
Miss Allison's leading man.

Edward Jose, who has for several weeki
been directing a big Salvation Army picturi
at the Lasky studios, expects to complete
production next week so far as scenes to
be filmed in Los Angeles are concerned
Completing this work, it is announced,
will return to New York where some r
maining scenes will be shot before the pr
duction is cut and titled. During the fi
ing of the picture in Los Angeles the ent
personnel of the Los Angeles Salvatic
Army appear in scenes of the picture.
Bryant Washburn has finished
Poor Boob," his most recent screen vehicli
It was directed by Donald Crisp and Wand4
Hawley was his leading lady, with MaijJ
Thurman, recently of the Mack Sennettj
forces, playing a leading part. It is II
comedy drama, as the title implies. Pre4
parations have already been completed fotj
Washburn to start production on a new
play, the name of which has not been made
public. New productions at the La:
plant are known by number until they
completed.
Wallace Reid has finished production oc
his automobile story, but the play has no
been given a title.

IDollywoofc
FEB.

1, 1919

Fair. Chilly nights.
One combine.
big new this week — five
stars
Reg. Barker is shooting snow
stuff at Truckee.
George Fitzmaurice is reported
to be coming back west.
Dal Clawson is working on an
extra attachment for a camera.
Willard Mack and friend wife,
Pauline Fredericks, are in town.
Enid Bennett was seen playing
the role of a stenographer, and
didn't miss a key.
Reports reach HOOKUM this
week that Virginia Corbin will
shortly organize her own comMonte Mixwell Katterjohn has
come back to us from that festive
pany. that also has a Broadway.
burg
That second story adornment
Douglas tache.
Fairtanks
is a mousThe shape has
is maintained
by Dustin
waxing.Farnum anticipates fishing will be good inasmuch as
there has been little rain to this
time.
Rock and Montgomery have
discovered an absolutely new
comedy situation and threaten to
use it in a film.
As a forerunner Clara Kimball
Young started the star stampede,
certain statements in trade papers
would indicate.
Tom Moore came out to get the
real atmosphere for " Go West,
Young
BeaumontMan,"
gaveandhimthey
the say
real Harry
dope.
Our society reporter confirms

N e wm\

" Diana Ardway," Viola Dana's new
Metro subject, was finished last week,
was produced under the direction of H
bert Blache.
Hale Hamilton has completed producti
on " Johnny on the Spot," his newest com*
edy drama for Metro. The picture wai
filmed under the direction of Harry 11
Franklin.

(Continued from preceding page)
issued from time to time. 1 he service will
consist in a synopsis of a current release,
together with the cast, title and something
about the star. Among the samples submitted this week are as follows :
Charles Raj' in " The Sheriff's Son," released January 5. Story by William McLeod Kaine, pictureized by J. G. Hawks.
The cast consists of Charles Ray, Seena
Owen, John P. Lockney, Clyde Benson,
Charles K. French, Otto Hoffman and
Lamar Johnstone. Directed by Victor
Schertzinger under the supervision of
Thomas H. Ince.
Another picture is Enid Bennett in
" Happy Though Married." The cast consists of Enid Bennett, Douglas MacLean,
Philo McCullough, Hal Cooley, Vola Vale
and Lydia Yeamans Titus. The story was
written by Lois and Arthur Zellner and
scenarioized by C. Gardner Sullivan.
Olive Thomas, wife of Jack Pickford,
who, like other members of the Pickford
family has been ill with influenza, arrived
in Los Angeles last Monday from New
York. Although he had been confined to
the hospital for nearly a week, her husband
slipped away and met his wife at the
station. Miss Thomas announced that she
will soon begin work on the film version of
the Hattons' successful play, " Upstairs and
Down," which has been purchased from
Oliver Morosco by the Select Pictures Corporation. In it Miss Thomas will play the
role of a juvenile vampire, which will be
expanded in order to make it the lead.
Charles Gibbons will be her director.
Announcement is made here that Florence Reed, picture star and also well-known
on the legitimate stage, will arrive in Los
Angeles at an early date to begin the filming of eight elaborate productions at the
Brunton studios. In preparation of the
event, and in order to look over the affairs
of the United Picture Theatres Corporation, President J. A. Berst is scheduled to
arrive in Los Angeles Thursday or Friday.
Mr. Berst was expected several weeks ago,
but it is announced that he deferred his visit
to the West Coast in order to " kill two
birds with one stone."
Production activity continued at the
Brunton studios. Frank Keenan's picture,
whose working title is " Emanuel Blake," is
nearing completion under the direction of
Ernest Warde. The continuity was written
by Jack Cunningham. George Loane
Tucker, who directed Anita Stewart in
" Virtuous Wives," a current release, has
begun work on a new production at the
Brunton studios, the title of which has not
been announced. Chas. Giblyn will be
director of Miss Thomas' productions.
The Alma Reubens company, recently organized, has also begun production work at
the Brunton studios. Miss Reubens' play is
a prize story taken from Collier's Weekly,
it is said. Other producing units, including
Sessue Hayakawa and Bessie Barriscale
are busy in the filming of current pictures.

Picture
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the rumor that Blanche Sweet has anything. It was a great
returned from Xew York with for Miss Information.
either six or sixty trunks of new- shows
Carefully
there kept
were score
no lessto
William Duncan saved the life twenty-nine who claimed to
gowns.
of Edith Johnson from the claws had the original hunch for
of a lion and therefore we recom- to get together. Twenty
claim credit of bringing the
medal. mend Andrew Carnegie give him a big
ones together.
May Allison is the owner of a And when the signed stat<
160 acre ranch where she is going by the five was made public,
to raise Turkeys. She plans on were many who could not d<
getting cating
young
and edu- whether the war was over or
them to turkeys
gobble musicallv.
begun,
they ofhaving
mistaken
tomb shell
the big
five f<_
Bill
Hart
and
John
D.
feller are both patients of RockHair Bolsheviki explosion of some kid
Again Institute. Bill claims to Hi Abrams and Benny Schnl
have it all over John D., however, berg have been successful in mail I
as he had his cut, when he was taming their sphinx like attitadl
doing a convict.
with respect to any definite stafrl
ment. Mr. Schulberg. howevel
As predicted
Hollywood
UM has improved
the HOOKgeneral name.
gave the correct spelling for h I
atmospheric condition of the
Wright & Callender Building, as normal
Our village
backNa 1 1I
now thatmaythegoFirst
proof we editorially call attention ional Exhibitors
have
terminal!
I
to the fact that Willis & Inglis their
sessions.
had to enlarge their office.
REVOLUTION !
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Miss ear'
Fil IJ
Reportsmorning
were that
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Mergingin isoursaidtownto this
have week.
been Program
discussed
had written her w;l
being
seized
with
an
attai
The ancient and modern order upon
of the " flu." The attending ph II
of trust busters will now have five sician
gave out the very
statement
new names for its roster with a her morale
low, thb II
possitility of many more. The heart action, was
even lower.
initial contribution of stardom inUpon
being interviewed
five II
cludes Mary Pickford, Douglas
five confidentially
admitted
Fairbanks, William S. Hart. Char- the
industry was still in its infant j
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and
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Indianapolis

Seeks to Avoid Crowding in
Theatres
FOLLOWING the receipt of complaints concerning the
crowding of patrons of some Indianapolis theatres in the
lobbies of the buildings, and charges that conditions are permitted to exist which might result in heavy loss of life in case
of fire, H. H. Friedley, state fire marshal, and Charles W.
Greenleaf, state factory inspector, are investigating to learn
just what they may do to prevent such crowding. They said
that the solution of the problem is not simple. While the state
laws on the subject are explicit enough as to how many and
what sort of exits are to be provided, and as to the storing
of combustibles and the like, yet when a theatre complies
with all of these, keeps its auditorium aisles open, and only
crowds persons on the outside of the auditorium in such a
manner that the width of the exit is maintained free through
the lobby, then it is uncertain whether state laws cover the
practice.
It is acknowledged that if a panic were to occur under such
circumstances the crowds in waiting would block the aisles
and exits quickly enough, but as to doing anything with a theatre when there is no such panic the situation is entirely different.
Both the state officials said today that while they were not
going to make any fuss about it, they were going to go over
every theatre in Indianapolis and see if they comply with what
laws there are in the matter. Regulation of crowding in the
lobbies, it was pointed out by the state officials, is outside
their domain.
City officials also seem to be somewhat in doubt in just how
far they may go in regulating the handling of crowds at the
theatres, outside of keeping aisles and passageways clear. It
is understood, however, that some definite action is to be taken
toward reducing crowded conditions in the rear lobbies of
the theatres so that people could get out in case of fire.
One of the complaints received by Mr. Friedly was in a
letter signed " J. O. Hues," without any address, in which vigorous objection was made to the manner in which the writer
said the lobby of the Circle theatre was crowded last Sunday.

Lee Herz Visits New York on Business
LEE HERZ, president of the Silee Film Exchange, Chicago,
111., has been on a business trip to New York City, and
promises to have many important announcements to make
this week or next. Mr. Herz has closed with the Capital Film
Company, Inc., for the distribution of its films.
Mr. Herz left New York for Chicago on January 21.
l^
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John H. Kunsky Plans Three New Theatres
JOHN H. KUNSKY, president of the John H. Kunsky. Enterprises! operating 10 motion picture theatres in Detroit,
is planning the erection of at least three new houses to be
devoted exclusively to motion pictures. One of these will be
on Woodward avenue in Highland Park, on the style of the
Alhambra theatre with a 30-foot stage and a 30-foot entrance.
The seating capacity will be at least 2500. Architects are
working on the plans and actual construction work will be
started very soon.
—
There will be two other houses built during 1919, it is
expected, both of which will be on the west side of the city.
Plans are tentatively formed and they will seat not less than
1800 people each and will be completely equipped. There is
also some talk of a fourth house to be built on the east side
but no definite announcement has been made.
The houses already operated by Kunsky are the Madison,
Washington, Adams, Garden, Liberty, Strand, Alhambra,
Royal, Empress and Columbia.
Springfield Theatre

Boosts

" Hearts

of the

THE

CHATTERTON THEATRE in Springfield, 111., is reported as heavily advertising the D. W. Griffith productions, "Hearts of the World," using the newspapers and billboards. The same orchestra and company that played there
in August was seen again for sixteen performances, beginning
Sunday, January 19. A special price of one dollar top has been
World'' and the Chatterton exmade for the Springfield engagement,
pects to play to capacity during the stay here of the great
spectacle. A new advertising campaign, originiated by Mr.
Griffith himself, is being tried out for the first time, and early
reports on it say it is sure to produce extraordinary results.
" Hearts of the World " played Springfield last August at State
Fair time, and despite the terrific heat and fierce competition
played to wonderful patronage. Local critics say it is a superior production to " The Birth of a Nation."

Monroe Theatre Celebrates Anniversary
JR. DENNISTON, proprietor of the Family theatre,
• Monroe, Mich., celebrated the first anniversary of his
house January 8, when about 100 Detroit film men were entertained at a special performance, most of which was furnished
by the film men. The mayor of Monroe and several other
notables were present at the festivities which continued
through to the early hours of the next day. Luncheon and
refreshments were a large part of the program.
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Brings out Fond
Crowds

du Lac

IDEAL winter weather the second week in January resulted
.in increased attendance at all motion picture houses in
Fond du Lac, Wis. Ordinarily, managers look upon January
and February as months when they hope to break even, but
the graciousness of the weather man has been the means of
breaking the record, all of which is very gratifying on account
of the losses sustained by reason of the " flu " ban.
The influenza ban isn't likely to be put on the moving
picture theatres in Fond du Lac again. In the first place, the
situation is showing a marked improvement. It is enough
better to allow the ban to be raised on public dances. In
the second place, there is a growing belief that an injustice
was done the picture houses by including them in the order.
In Fond du Lac all picture house attaches escaped the influenza, in fact the precautions taken by the management in
each instance made the picture theatres about the healthiest
places in the city. There was scarcely so much as a smothered
sneeze, according to a corespondent.
Milwaukee

News

and

Views

GEORGE FISCHER, manager of the Alhambra theatre in
Milwaukee, has succeeded in establishing the 20 and 30 cent
admission price in Milwaukee. Without a fanfare of press
agent trumpets to announce the increase, Fischer boosted the
admission at the showing of " Little Women " last week, and
the public never gave it a thought — their one aim being to see
the attractive offering. The entrre house, with the exception
of the boxes and lodges, of which the Alhambra boasts several, was sold out at the 22 cent mark, and no one thought
anything of it. Last week Anita Stewart in " Virtuous Wives "
promised to break all records in attendance and financial returns, and still the public gladly gives the increased price. It
took Milwaukee a long time to become used to the 15 cent
price, but it is recalled that at this time much publicity was
given the raise.
NAZIMOVA in "An Eye for an Eye," which ran during two
lucrative weeks recently at the Merrill, Milwaukee, proved a
big drawing card at the Grad theatre, Madison, the last half
of the week. The crowds extended from the lobby far out
into the street.
BABY MARIE OSBORNE was presented with a fountain
pen by William Aschmann, manager of the Milwaukee Pathe
exchange, during her recent visit here, and with it she autographed photographs which she gave to each of her little
guests. The affair was a huge success and resulted in considerable publicity, as each of the women dramatic writers on
the Milwaukee newspapers had been invited to the tea.

.4. O. Spencer, manager of World Theatre, Chicago
World

Theatre, Chicaga, Under New
Management
THE World Theatre Corporation has taken over the World
Theatre, situated on Randolph street, in Chicago's loop
section. Mr. A. G. Spencer has been made president and will
also be the active manager.
The house was purchased from Mrs. Mabel B. Seaver and
was built by H. C. Seaver, one of Chicago's oldest picture
magnates, who still retains an interest and will be made a
director of the new corporation.
The new management will run the house entirely different
from the past, as they will use big productions and long runs.
The theatre will be decorated and remodeled, and many new
features for the comfort of the patrons will be installed.
Mr. Spencer is also connected with the Chicago Metro office
where the gentleman will remain. His many years of practical
film experience will enable him to give his clientele the
choicest of productions which will, naturally, change the atmosphere of this comfortable little playhouse, and unquestionably place it shoulder to shoulder with the successful houses
of Chicago's loop.
Grand

Rapids

and

Western

Michigan

THE influenza ban has been lifted at Traverse City, and the
theatres again are in operation.
MANAGER C. H. FOSTER of the Lyric theatre at Cadillac
is planning a big special program for Thursday, February 6,
the first anniversary of the opening of the theatre.
THE first picture issued by Henry B. Walthall's own company for Robertson Cole, " And a Still Small Voice," was
shown at the Strand in Grand Rapids January 17 and 18, and
proved popular.
MARTIN JOHNSON'S "Cannibals of the South Seas," has
been making a good run at the Majestic Gardens. Grand
Rapids.
" BIRTH OF A RACE," drew good crowds at Powers' theatre, Grand Rapids, the week of January 13.
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sal Exchange attended a farewell party in Indianapolis recently
when Joseph I. Snitzer, central division manager, was promoted to general sales manager of the Universal with headquarters in New York city.

in Detroit

THE WASHINGTON theatre, Detroit, departed from its
usual line last week when "men only " were admitted to see
" Fit to Win," a film shown in co-operation with the government in the camapign against venereal diseases.

CHARLES H. POWELL is again with the Madison Film
Exchange and is now on a trip through the northern part of
the state.

"UNDER FOUR FLAGS," the third U. S. Official Government picture, released by World, was shown at Detroit-onthe-Campus theatre for the week of January 12, in conjunction
with " The Battle of Vimy Ridge," another war picture taken
under the auspices of the Michigan State Troops.

P. M. REYNOLDS, special representative for Robinson-Cole
Co., who distribute through the Exhibitors' Mutual, spent
several days in Detroit recently interviewing exhibitors in an
effort to find exactly what stars and what types of pictures
are most wanted for this territory. His trip resulted in
several novel ideas, he averred, which the company will put
into effect in the near future.

JAMES STEELE, who operates the Lincoln Square theatre,
Detroit, and three houses in Bay City, Mich., is spending most
of his time in Detroit arranging bookings for his houses. Mr.
Steele was formerly division manager for Paramount.
JOHN CUTLER, manager of the Lakewood theatre, Detroit,
declares he has not heard a complaint since he increased
his prices to 15c, 20c. and 30c, which includes the war tax.
R. J. CHURCHILL, special representative in Detroit for the
United Picture Theatres of America, says Detroit is one of
the best territories in the country. January 1, United had 27
theatres signed up for its pictures in the Detroit territory —
since that time 20 more houses have signed including all of
the Michigan theatres operated by Fitzpatrick & McElroy.
SAILOR members of the cast playing in " The Great Lakes
Revue," and the entire staff of doctors and officers at the
Henry Ford hospital were the guests recently of Wadsworth
brothers in their Virginia Park theatre, Detroit.
PAUL

BUSH, Universal manager, W. D. Ward, Jewel manager, and Joe Friedman, office manager of the Detroit Univer-

FRANCIS

FORD

SILENT

and

There

MANAGER SMITH booked Douglas Fairbanks in "Bound
in Morocco " for January 27, 28 and 29.
W. T. GASKELL'S
"The Shepherd of the Hills" from
Harold Bell Wright's novel, was presented at the Henry
Boyle theatre Friday, Saturday and Sunday, January 17, 18
(Continued on page 5)

NORMAND
Chas. Murray
Syd
Chaplin
Fred Mace
Chester Conklin

MYSTERY

one solid week's run in the downtown
tion of Chicago.

sec-

I t's the first and only serial ever booked in
the beautiful Balaban and Katz Central
Park Theatre in Chicago.
The Silent

Mystery in preference to all other serials on
the market.
What More Need We Say?
Released in Februarv

and
The

Original

Book

BEE
MILWAUKEE

It Now

HIVE

Keystone

Comedy

Co.

In a S.eries of 28 Single Reel
MACK

SENNETT

KEYSTONE

Both of these houses booked

du Lac

FATTY ARBUCKLE, always a high favorite with Bijou patrons was seen at that theatre on January 24 and 25 in his
newest picture " The Sheriff."

Ford Sterling
Mack Swain

Is the first and only serial ever booked for

in Fond

THE success of the Cecil DeMille pictures at the Bijou in
Fond du Lac has led Manager F. R. Smith to book another —
the latest — " Till I Come Back to You " which will be put on
February 6, 7 and 8. Cecil DeMille's " Old Wives for New "
and " We Can't Have Everything " were among the Bijou's
most popular offerings this season.

MABEL

In His Newest Serial Triumph
THE

Here

COMEDIES

acknowledged by every one to be the fastest,
funniest and best comedies ever made.
An all Star cast of Comedians. Each one a
big drawing card.
Released Feb. 2d
Booking like ivildfire.

A new one every week
Everybody uants them

EXCHANGE

CHICAGO

INDIANAPOLIS

MOTION
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THE second Smoker Review for the trade was given at the
Little Artcraft theatre, on the fifth floor of the New Exchange
Building, 845 South Wabash Avenue, at which time the exhibitors witnessed the screening of the new Paramount-Drew
two-reel comedy, " Romance and Ring," also the coming Artcraft special, " The Silver King," featuring William Faversham, the eminent star, supported by Barbara Castleton. Mr.
and Mrs. Drew, who are playing in Chicago, were present and
personally met and chatted with all the exhibitors. Mr. Drew
was particularly effervescent, indulging in many witticisms.
Cigars, cigarettes and punch were distributed without stint,
Mr. W. L. Hill, Mr.* Max Goldstine and Mr. Fred Creswell
proving themselves ideal hosts.
" WOMAN'S LAW," a five-reel feature made by the Arrow
Film Company, featuring Florence Reed, has been purchased
for Illinois and Indiana and will be distributed by the Unity
Photoplays Company. The release of this picture will be early
in February.
REX LAWHEAD is a busy man these days, booming the first
production of the Crest Picture Corp., the title of which is " A
Romance of the Air." The fact that Edith Day, who is now
starring in " Going Up," the musical comedy playing at Cohan's Grand Opera House, has greatly increased the interest
of exhibitors in this forthcoming release.
ACCORDING to a letter recently received by Mr. Hirsch of
the Famous Players-Lasky Corp., Chicago office, the management of the Bell theatre, Chicago, has retracted the statement
made some time ago through the Exhibitors' Herald, to the
effect that the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation's entire output had not exactly met with their approval. They claim at
this time that Mr. Hirsch has convinced them that the organization istrying to do all in their power to help the exhibitors,
and if their productions keep up, they have no further complaint to make.
LOUIS R. LIPSTEIN, musical director of the Central Park
theatre, Chicago, has insisted that his Motion Picture News be
sent to his residence, fearing it would go astray at the theatre,
and figuring it of great importance on account of the latest
music cues. This house and the Riviera theatre both are under
the management of Balaban & Katz, and are noted for their
magnificent orchestras whose dramatizing of the pictures
greatly enhanced their value.
THE O. C. Hammond Amusement Co. opened their new Vendome theatre on South State street, Chicago, Thursday, January 16.
T. R. GILLAM, for a number of years with the Mutual Corp.
and the Triangle, St. Louis, also the Continental theatre, Warsaw, Indiana, has just been appointed Chicago salesman by C.
C. Pyle of the Bartola Musical Instrument Co.
H. A.
Corp.,
York,
in the

SPANUTH, president of the Commonwealth Picture
announces that they will shortly open offices in New
Pittsburgh and Philadelphia to take care of exhibitors
Eastern territory.

CHICAGO exhibitors are wondering what the report from
Los Angeles that Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Wm. S.
Hart, Chas. Chaplin and D. W. Griffith have banded together
will bring forth.
LIEUT. PAUL BIESE'S Symphony Orchestra, playing at the
Pantheon theatre, Chicago, has proved one of the greatest
drawing powers ever used in Chicago picture houses as is evidenced by the crowds that are flocking to the theatre from
miles away to hear this aggregation of phenomenally versatile
artists. Lieut. Biese's work appeals to the lovers of high class
music as well as those of the popular jazz brand. Lieut. Biese
is a master of both the violin and saxophone.

NEWS

Chicago

Vol. 19.

So. 5

That —

THE MANAGERS of two hundred and twenty-five motion
picture houses in Chicago entered a petition January 16 for an
injunction to prevent the calling of an operators' strike; the
complaint being that the operators were not abiding by the
rules of the wage contract.
I. L. LESSERMAN, manager of the Universal Chicago exchange, and Louis Laemmle, in charge of their sales promotion department, left for New York to attend the funeral of
Mrs. Carl Laemmle.
SID GOLDMAS, manager of the Jewel Chicago office, has
booked " The Heart of Humanity " for the pre-release showing week run each in three of Chicago's most popular residential district houses, the Pantheon, Woodlawn and Twentieth
Century, where it will open February 9. The picture will be
released for general distribution February 16.

" THE SILENT MYSTERY," the big serial, being placed by
the Beehive Exchange, Chicago, Indianapolis, Milwaukee, is
the first and only serial ever booked for runs in Chicago's loop
houses, and is also the first and only serial ever booked in the
Balaban and Katz Central Park House. Mr. Cropper says
that his " Photo-Play Screen Supplement " is cleaning up and
running in all the large houses like the Alhambra, Milwaukee,
Circle, Indianapolis, Jones, Linick and Schaeffer houses and the
Trinz Circuit, Chicago, and proving 'a drawing
and exhibitors.
Lubliner
card for the
SINCE the "flu" invaded Evanston, Inspector Richard Lindsey has been in search of violators of the coughing, spitting
and sneezing regulations. Evanstonians declare that he is the
" cough copper " at large.
THE manager of the Washington theatre, Chicago, claims
that his house broke all records on January fifth with Fatty
Arbuckle in " The Sheriff." The theatre was crowded from
two P. M. till eleven P. M. solid, with hold-outs blocking the
entrance. He also reports a remarkable business with D. W.
Griffith's recent picture, " The Greatest Thing In Life."
AMONG recent Chicago visitors arranging their bookings
were: Mrs. R. G, Jordan, Hinsdale, 111., C. H. Seip, Palatine,
111., W. Kramer, Geneva, 111., Charles Lamb, Rockford, 111.,
W. D. Burford, Aurora, 111., Dr. Atkinson, Evanston, 111., William Cadovet, Kankakee, 111., Tony Fink, Oak Park. 111., Dee
Robinson, Peoria. 111., G. W. Reynolds, De Kalb, 111.
FOLLOWING the showing of the Paramount-Artcraft special,
" False Faces," many exhibitors immediately planned for extended bookings on the picture.
W. L. LOUDY, traveling through Texas and Louisiana for
the Enterprise Optical Co., has installed twenty-five motiograph machines
in three weeks — " Congratulations, Mr.
C SANFORD HARRISON, general manager of the VigiLoudy."
lantes," reports that the bookings being received at the Unity
Photoplay Co. Chicago office for the picture through the State
of Illinois exceeds his fondest expectations. Reports are coming in daily from exhibitors showing the picture, stating that
they
play to capacity business, sending every one home well
satisfied.
MAX LEVY would like to hcve it thoroughly understood
that he is with the Celebrated Players, Chicago office for keeps
and that all bets that have been made that Max would play a
short engagement might as well be liquidated.

C. SANFORD HARRISON, the producer and E. H. Calvert,
the well-known director, who has just recently been discharged
from Government service, having been connected with the
Film Department, at Washington are seen hobnobbing daily,
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about Chicago's Film World — does this mean another big
production?
JOE FRIEDMAN of the Celebrated Players, reports that the
Houdini Serial is going over in Illinois and Indiana with a
bang. It has now been booked in over three hundred houses
in the two states.

With

Dubuque

Exhibitors

ON Wednesday and Thursday, January 8 and 9, the Dreamland theatre in Dubuque offered " Lawless Love," with Jewel
Carmen. Clever stars, a good story, and excellent settings
formed
to see. as good an hour's entertainment as one would wish
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"THE FIGHT FOR MILLIONS" continues to pack the
Grand every Saturday evening. The serial is nearing its end,
and the fans attend each episode in increasing numbers.
" UNCLAIMED GOODS," with Vivian Martin, was finally
shown at the Princess theatre on Sunday, January 12. The
picture was really worth the long wait, for it showed fair
Vivian at her best. The supporting cast, especially Casson
Ferguson and Harrison Ford, was fine. This picture drew a
record Sunday night crowd.
THE GRAND presented " Come On In " on Sunday, January 12, to full houses, both afternoon and evening. The stars
Ernest Truex and Shirley Mason were clever and played their
parts in a most convincing manner.

THE

MADELINE TRAVERSE proved quite a drawing card at the
Dreamland theatre Sunday and Monday, January 12 and 13,
when she appeared in " The Danger Zone." Besides making
a pleasing appearance on the screen, Miss Traverse is a good
emotional actress. The picture drew a very good crowd at the
afternoon performances, while the house was packed in the
evening.

A PARAMOUNT picture, "Lost in Transit," with George Beban, was the program offered at the Family theatre Wednesday, January 8. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew were also seen in
a comedy.

THE LIBERTY had Peggy Hyland, that pleasing little Fox
player, for the January 12 program. The play " Bonnie Annie
Laurie " was an ideal setting for the attractive star. The
Liberty theatre patrons were most enthusiastic about the star
and the play, and Manager Wilbur is assured that the next time
he shows a Hyland picture he will have even a larger house
than he had this time.

Princess presented Madge Kennedy in " Friend Husband," aGoldwyn offering of excellent merit. Miss Kennedy
holds the same place with Goldwyn as Douglas Fairbanks
holds with Artcraft, in the opinion of Dubuque fans. Her
stories are light, full of comical incidents; a few dramatic situations add to the inteerest of the play.

" ON THE QUIET," by Augustus Thomas, was shown at the
Grand Wednesday and Thursday, January 8 and 9. The star,
John Barrymore, is a screen player of the highest order, but,
while his plays are well liked and well attended, he is not appreciated in Dubuque the way he should be. However, he
gains in popularity with every pricture.
" THE TESTING OF MILDRED VANE," with dainty May
Allison, played at the Dreamland theatre Friday and Saturday,
January 10 and 11. May Allison still retains the following she
acquired when she co-starred with Harold Lockwood, and Consequently an exhibitor is always sure of good business when
he shows her plays. Of late her Metro offerings show a decided improvement in direction and setting, and more attention* is paid to details.
" OVER THE TOP," with Sergeant Arthur Guy Empey,
played a return engagement at the Grand on Friday, January 10. " The fighting sergeant " won a firm place in the
hearts of Dubuque picture fans, and many of those who witnessed ^the picture during its first engagement came to see
the second showing.
ELAINE HAMMERSTIEN made her debut at the Family
theatre in " The Co-Respondent." The picture presented Miss
Hammerstien in a most pleasing setting.
THE Thursday program at the Family was " The Beloved
Traitor," with Mae Marsh. As the little fisher girl Miss Marsh
had one of the most sympathetic roles of her career. In the
portrayal of roles of this kind Miss Marsh has no equal.
"MADAME JEALOUSY," with Pauline Frederick, was
shown at the Princess January 10 and 11. Miss Frederick has
a large following among the patrons of the Princess theatre,
who never fail to attend her pictures in goodly numbers.

Here and

There

in Fond

du Lac

(Continued from page 3)
of large
and 19, where it met the fullest expectations
audiences.
WM. S. HART in his latest Artcraft production, " The Tiger
Man " started a three days' run at the Orpheum Thursday
January 16 by " standing them up." The business kept up
throughout the period.
ROBERT WARWICK in "The Accidental Honeymoon"
drew a good business at the Orpheum on January 13, 14
and 15.
THE ORPHEUM opened the week of Monday January 20
with Constance Talmadge in " A Pair of Silk Stockings."
This was followed on Wednesday and Thursday January 22
and 23 by Tom Moore in " Go West Young Man."
THE ORPHEUM had a genuine treat for its patrons on
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday January 27, 28 and 29 when
John Barrymore was featured in " On the Quiet."
EARL SCHUMACHER, formerly violinist in the Orpheum
orchestra, has returned to that theatre for a few weeks while
Private Arthur Hastings is arranging for his discharge from
Camp Custer.
On

the Screens

of Dubuque

THE FAMILY had an excellent program Saturday, January
11. The star of the day was Marguerite Clark in "Bab's
Burglar," considered the best of the Bab series. " A Jitney
Elopement," with Charlie Chaplin, was used as a filler. Admirers of both stars turned out in full forces, so the Family
did a rushing business all evening.

ELSIE FERGUSON was presented at the Grand in Dubuque,
la., Monday and Tuesday, January 13 and 14, in " Heart of
the Wilds." Aside from Miss Ferguson's excellent acting,
the picture was remarkable for the magnificent scenery. Then,
too, there was a very good supporting cast, headed by Thomas
Meighan and Matt Moore, both sterling actors. In addition
to this photoplay, a Chester Conklin comedy was shown.

THE Saturday feature at the Liberty theatre was a Gloria Joy
offering, " Wanted — A Brother." This talented baby star is
one of the most delightful children on the screen, and it is a
pleasure to see her play. As usual, a good crowd attended
this picture.

JULIA ARTHUR appeared at the Princess Monday and Tuesday, 'January
13 and
in the established
photoplay, "her
Thereputation
Cavell Case."
As Edith
Cavell,
Miss14,Arthur
as a
screen star. The actress attracted a goodly crowd to the
Princess both evenings.

MOTION

News

and

Gossip

PICTURE

of Springfield

" LITTLE WOMEN " came to the Gaiety in Springfield,
111., on Sunday, January 12, and though the management was
a bit fearful that owing to the lack of known stars in the
cast it would not draw, the picture pulled big and surprised
everyone. Nothing finer has ever been shown in this city
than " Little Women." Everything about it is "class," and
W. A. Brady and Paramount deserve great praise for giving the film world such fine entertainment. " Her First Mistake," a Sennett comedy, with Chester Conklin, Louise Fazenda and Myrtle Lind was on the same bill and made good
from the start Popular Tom Moore followed " Little
Women " in " Go West, Young Man." " A Son of a Hun,"
newest Fox Sunshine comedy, was shown on the same bill.
MARGUERITE CLARK made her first appearance in Springfield since last September, appearing at the Vaudette on Sunday,
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, January 12, 13, 14 and 15,
in " Little Miss Hoover." The picture was fine and Miss
Clark was
to lookbetter
at. than
Nothing
couldEugene
have'
pleased
film mighty
fans of good
Springfield
to have
O'Brien playing opposite the pretty star. Arbuckle in a reissue comedy and a new Burton Holmes Travelog were also
on the bill for the same four days. . " Good-bye, Bill," Anita
Loos-John Emerson play, with Shirley Mason and Ernest
Truex, was booked to finish out the week of January 12-18.
THE

PRINCESS had " Her Moment " scheduled for January 15 and 16. Dustin Farnum, in " The Light of Western
Stars," came to the Princess the day following for a two days'
run. This is the first of the United Theatres' bookings in
Springfield. Others are slated to appear at the .Princess at
regular intervals. Kitty Gordon will shortly be seen here
in " Adele."
THE ROYAL has booked some strong attractions to be
shown in the next two weeks. Manager Kerasotes did a very
wise thing when he put on " The Lure of the Circus," Eddie
Polo's serial, every Sunday, and he packs the theatre from
opening time to closing-up hour. Monday, January 13, the
Royal had "Enlighten Thy Daughter," a special feature;
Tuesday, Margareta Fischer in "A Square Deal"; Wednesday, "The Golden Goal"; Thursday, "Power and the Glory";
Friday and Saturday, " Cleopatra," with Theda Bara.
" America's Answer " and " Under Four Flags " have been
secured by the Royal, the dates to be announced later.
HARRY WEISS was in the city again recently, trying to
place the Mary Pickford pictures.
THE SAVOY is the house of serials. Manager Louis Kerasotes has three running at present and is doing fine with all
of them. " A Fight for Millions " is shown every Sunday,
and on January 12 " The Ninth Episode " was the principal
attraction; other pictures on the bill were "Rosalind of Red
Gate," a comedy, and " Work or Fight." For the balance
of the week Manager Kerasotes had: Monday, Harry Morey
in "A Game with Fate," and a Strand comedy; Tuesday,
" Mother Love and the Law," with Dollie Ledgerwood Matters; Wednesday, Chapter 17, of "The Brass Bullet," a Broadway star feature and comedy; Thursday, Fritzi Brunette in
"The Velvet Hand"; Friday, Chapter 9, of "The Iron Test,"
and other features. On Saturday a new " Bluebird " special
will be shown.
BEN ROVIN, Amuse-U owner, is certainly doing fine with
Fox productions. The George Walsh, William Farnum and
Theda Bara films all draw heavily. Other sure-fire attractions
being booked by wise Mr. Ben are the Douglas Fairbanks
and W. S. Art Triangle reissues and the Fox Sunshine
comedies.
THE

CAPITOL

NEWS

reports extraordinary business with Pearl
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Theatres

White in " The Lightning Raider."
every Sunday.

The

serial is shown

EARL GORE, drummer at the Majestic, has been honorably
discharged from the army and has resumed his work at the
theatre. One of the first things to happen to him since becoming a civilian was to have his auto stolen from in fronl
of the Majestic while he worked.
THE PRINCESS has signed for the Exhibitors' Mutual Dis
tributing Corporation's features. E. Mitchell, special repre ■
sentative. from Chicago, was in the city and closed the deal
Some of the pictures booked under this contract are Martin
Johnson's " Cannibals of the South Seas," Billie Rhodes in
" The Girl of My Dreams," Henry B. Walthall in " And s
Still Small Voice," William Desmond in " Life Is a Funnj
Proposition," Sessue Hayakawa in "Bonds of Honor," anc
Bessie Barriscale in " All of a Sudden, Norma."
MISS BESSIE WARE, cashier at the Majestic, has had another attack of illness, which has kept her at home for tht
past two weeks. Mrs. John E. Bretz is now looking aftei
the publicity for the Majestic.
THE PRINCESS did remarkably well with a repeat engagement of " Eye for Eye," with Nazimova. The picture was
brought in for three days, Thursday, Friday and Saturday
January 9, 10 and 11, and did big business all three days I
With the exception of " Over the Top," this is the only pic
ture that has played a seven-day engagement at the Princess.
THE mild weather of the past two weeks has been a boor
to the theatres. It is too fine to stay indoors, and when folk?
come out they just naturally turn to the picture theatres foi
enjoyment.
Everyone is thankful that we did not have a repe
tition of last year's series of blizzards.
ONE of the greatest "killings" ever made by any Spring
field theatre was that made by the Vaudette, with Charlii
Chaplin, in a three-day return engagement of " Sh«ulde
Arms." Wallace Reid, in " The Dub," was on the same pro
gram, and it, too, was a great picture. With two such fea
tures to draw on, the Vaudette just jammed them in fo
three days and W. W. Watts was very much pleased witl
things.
THE finest kind of Spring weather on Sunday, January 12
was responsible for some extraordinary business at all th>
playhouses. The Vaudette was heavily patronized, the Gaiet;
was packed, the Lyric stood them out both afternoon an<
evening, and the Princess management said business ex
ceeded their, fondest expectations. The Royal, Amuse-U, Em
press, North End Circle, Pekin, Capitol and Savoy, all repor
unusual heavy patronage.. The Majestic sold out for all thre
performances.
WILLIAM FARNUM. in " The Rainbow Trail," played t
fine business at the Lyric on Thursday, Friday and Saturdaj
January 9, 10 and 11. A great many had read Zane Grey'
story, while many others had seen " Riders of the Purpl
Sage " and, with both crowds to pull from, the Lyric was
mecca for film fans on all three days.
AT this writing. Manager W. D. Cave, of the Chatterton, ha
not decided when he will use " The Birth of a Race."
BRYANT WASHBURN, in "Venus in the East." and Lil
Lee in " The Secret Garden," will be the attractions at th
Vaudette for the week of January 19-25.
THE CAPITOL has booked Charles Chaplin in " Should*
Arms." This will make the fourth house in Springfield t
show the new Chaplin comeedy, and the chances are there wi
be at least four more to show it later.
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On

the Screens

Around

Dubuque

ON Tuesday, January 14, the Family presented Constance Talmadge in " The Honeymoon." Earl Fox was the leading man,
and he and Miss Talmadge form one of the most attractive
teams on the screen. This picture drew exceptionally well.
The Sunday, January 12, feature at the Family was " The Keys
Df the Righteous," an Enid Bennett offering, which was a
very good entertainment and a very good drawing card.
JtHE Grand Opeta House has scheduled the Famous Players
Success Series. The first one to be shown will be " Wildflower," with Marguerite Clark.
ii THE program for the week of January 12 at the Dreamland
theatre at Galena, 111., included the following features: "Old
Wives for New," "Peck's Bad Girl," with Mabel Normand;
Cecelia of the Pink Roses," with Marion Daviess; "Empty
3ockeets," " Her Only Way," with Norma Talmadge and
' Sunshine Nan," with Ann Pennington.
rHE Saturday, January 12, program at the Grand theatre at
Vnamosa, la., was " The Land of Promise," with Billie Burke.
' The Cook," with Fatty Arbuckle, was also shown. The
Urand had an excellent house that day, and it is hard to say
vhich star was the most popular.
THE Star theatre at Decorah, la., had Norma Talmadge in
By Right of Purchase " as the Thursday, January 9, star. As
isual, Miss Talmadge attracted a splendid house. On Friday
nd Saturday the Cecil De Mille production " You Can't Have
:verything," with Kathlyn Williams and Elliott Dexter, was
4ihown. On Monday, "How Could You, Jean?" with Mary
Ik pickford, played a return engagement.
{TARTING January 12, the Star theatre at Decorah, la.,
hanged the policy of the theatre. Matinees will be shown
n every Monday, Wednesday and Saturday afternoon, instead
»f being shown qnly on Saturday afternoon.
t )OROTHY PHILLIPS played at the Palace theatre at Wavrly, la., Thursday and Friday, January 9 and 10, in " Pay Me."
tj ^ Harold Lloyd comedy, " Are Crooks Dishonest?" was also
c hown. On Saturday Norma Talmadge was shown in " The
j iafety Curtain," and on Sunday and Monday William S. Hart
eld the boards in " The Tiger Man." Charles Richman was
tie star Tuesday and Wednesday in " Over There."
1 'HE Cozy theatre at Dyersville, la., presented William Hart
i " Truthful Tulliver " on Friday, January 10. As the editor
f the little Western newspaper, Mr. Hart scored one of his
iggest hits. On Sunday Tom Mix, Fox's great Western character man, was seen in " Ace High."
THE BIRTH OF A NATION " played a two days' engagelent at the Palace theatre at Waverly Tuesday and Wednesay, January 7 and 8. The picture was shown at slightly adanced prices.
i'HE Belknap theatre at Hopkinton, la., will present Charlie
lhaplin in " Shoulder Arms " during the latter part of January.
Additional

News

of Springfield

HER MISTAKE," a special picture with Evelyn Nesbit, is
pming to the Gaiety, following " A Romance of Happy
Malley."
thj
*
I
HE GAIETY has signed for the new Drew-Paramount
amedies.
fc|
DVERTISING DIRECTOR W. K. SINES of the Prin*i):ss
Marie
Osborne's
picture, " Dolly's Vacation,"
thesays
best Baby
comedy
he has
ever seen.
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" LET'S see what P. S. Harrison says about it," is what a
good many of the film salesmen are getting nowadays after
they tell prospective film buyers what wonderful pictures
they are selling. Harrison seldom goes wrong, and some of
the local exhibitors have made money following his tips.
« FATTY " ARBUCKLE'S newest comedy is expected to
be here in time to show at the 'Gaiety on Sunday, Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday, January 19, 20, 21 and 22. The new
one isdid" Camping
was twice advertised to be shown,
but
not come Out,"
eitherandtime.
W. W. WATTS is wearing a crown these days. It's a new
tooth, and Bill looks happier than at any time since he put
the famous " 66 " order into swift effect.
THE " FLU " has been completely banished in Springfield
and everyone is happy. All danger seems to be over and
the public is having its confidence restored daily. It was a
terrible thing, and those who escaped it are certainly thankful.
THE GAIETY has D. W. Griffith's "A Romance of Happy
Valley " coming on Sunday, July 19, for four days. By a
peculiar coincidence this is also the same starting day for
" Hearts of the World " at the Chatterton. Last August the
Gaiety had Griffith's " The Great Love " at the same time
" Hearts of the World " was here, and with practically the
same cast, did fine business. It is expected that the engagement of " Hearts of the World " will help " A Romance of
Happy Valley " as many of the same players appear in both
productions.
TOM MIX certainly did some remarkable stunts in "Treat
'Em Rough," Fox play, shown at the Lyric on Sunday and
Monday, January 12 and 13. Mix is very popular in this
city, and is probably the best drawing star on the Fox program
in Springfield. May Allison followed Mix in " Her Inspiration," aMetro play, and the last three days of the week saw
Evelyn Nesbit in " I Want to Forget." The Lee children,
in " Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves," were booked to play
the Lyric on Sunday and Monday, January 19 and 20.
Steps Taken

to Disband
Association

War

Service

STEPS were taken at a mass meeting of members of the
Motion Picture War Service Association held Sunday,
January 12, toward disbanding the organization. A resume
of the activities of the association with respect to war work
was read, and report made that it had been found to be impossible for the industry to comply with the Government
requirement with respect to hospital for maimed and injured
soldiers returned from the front. The disposition of funds
paid in for membership was placed before the meeting, which
voted that it should be. returned to the givers according to the
amount they had originally subscribed as compared with the
total of the funds in the treasury.
As soon as it is possible Mack Sennett and his assistant,
J. A. Waldron, will return checks which is now thought will
amount to about 90 per cent, of the original donations.
This meeting was called following several conferences of
thei board of directors of the association at the directors' meeting. Plans were made for the formation of an association
that would organize for the purpose of building a home for
playersence inofthis
the field.
film industry
who meeting
have hadheartily
three years'
experiThe mass
indorsed
the
action of the board of directors who proposed that Frank E.
Woods shall be the head of the organization. Mr. Woods advised at the meeting he would shortly make a thorough canvass of the industry before formulating plans for such a new
association.
Adda

Gleason

Back

to Films in Los Angeles

ADDA GLEASON
hasopposite
completed
a sixWilbur
months'
ment playing leads
Crane
in aengagestock
company at Oakland, and has returned to Los Angeles, where
she will appear in films.
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Revolutionary Changes Come About in Butte
NOTHING short of revolutionary have been the changes
that have come in Butte, Mont., the past fifteen days.
The new order came December 31 when Butte, long the wettest town on the continent and widely known for its drinking
proclivities,
became
town. The Montana prohibition
law went into
effect aon" dry
that" date.
The showmen expected their business to increase with the
arrival of the dry days. In this they have not been disappointed. On the other hand business right now at every
theatre in the city is beyond the most sanguine hopes of a
month ago.
Other radical changes that have come in Butte are due to
the end of the world war. Thousands of men have been
employed here continuously during the war period in producing copper. Higher wages than ever before in the history of
the camp — known as the biggest mining camp in the world —
were paid.
Now there is a reaction and mines are closing down laying
off several thousand men. For the time being this is helping
the shows, as the idle men, many with families, have saved up
a little money, during the cream months of the past- Nothing
else to do, the saloons closed, or open only as soft drink bars,
the appeal of the picture and dramatic theatre is strong. However, a prolonged shutdown would hurt. This is not anticipated and most of the mines are making extensive improvements, as the halting period in copper buying is expected to
be but temporary, and in a short while it is expected the world
will call for more copper than at any time before the war.
But for the present the two events that are of greatest
influence in making the show business in Butte the best in the
history of the city are prohibition and idle men, incongruous
as the latter may seem.
All the picture shows in the downtown district are playing
to capacity. The managers report the greatest business ever
known here. The vaudeville and stock houses are doing practically as well. So the sum total result is boom business in
things theatrical, the biggest in the history of Butte.
Weather conditions have also helped bring out the crowds,
no winter as yet been experienced here. There is little snow
and but a few cold days have been noted.
Business has been crawling up steadily since just prior to
Christmas when the theatres were permitted to resume after
the epidemic shutdown.

Hepburn Returns from Trip to New York
WH.
HEPBURN, branch manager of the Vitagraph
• exchange, has returned from New York, where he attended the first annual meeting of the Vitagraph exchange
managers and directors. Mr. Hepburn says as a result of the
meeting the managers will this year strive for bigger business and on broader lines than heretofore attempted. Vitagraph productions in the future, he said, will surpass anything
released to the exhibitor in the past. Among those addressing
the gathering, and who gave helpful advice to the managers,
were Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph; George J.
Quinn, general manager, and W. T. Chatburn, newly appointed
western division manager, with headquarters in Chicago. The
branch managers in attendance were asked to give their
opinions as to the greatest needs of the exhibitor, and to point
out what kind of picture in their opinion are in greatest demand. Based on the information gained through such questions, Mr. Hepburn said, will be Vitagraph's policy during the
year just beginning. The turning point in Vitagraph's history is beginning, and he predicts a big future for the company. Mr. Hepburn left Los Angeles for New York on December 26, and he returned on January 10. Incidentally he
said he would not exchange Los Angeles weather for New
York weather under any circumstances.

Henry King Holds at Santa Barbara
HENRY KING will soon be the only one left of the
" famous three " directors at the American studios, on the
West Coast, and two new directors will shortly appear at
Santa Barbara.
As far as is known Director King will continue producing
with William Russell as his star. King's little daughter, Ruth,
has been quite sick with influenza, but is now recovering.
Floyd St. John Loses Wife
THE wife of Floyd St. John, manager of the World Film
Co., in San Francisco, passed away on January 10 after a
brief illness of pneumonia following an attack of the influenza.
Mrs. St. John died in her old home in Patterson, Cal., where
she had been very active in Red Cross work and in combatting
the influenza epidemic.

■Kiii'iiiniiiiiiiiin^
Arizona — California — Colorado — New Mexico — Idaho — Montana
Nevado— Oregon— Utah — Washington — Wyoming
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Studios

THE REX BEACH COMPANY, after many delays, this week,
received word that much snow has fallen in the mountains
near Tuckee, Cal., and the entire company, under the guidance of Director Reginald Barker, set out for the mountains.
The
name'
of the
scenes of the
Far story
North. is "The Brand," and in it are many
NEXT Friday has been set aside as moving day at the Metro
studios — moving from the old plant to the magnificent new
quarters. Although desks, one at a time, and chairs two at
a time, to say nothing of other incidentals that have been
passing from old home to new home this week, yet the
official day of moving has .been set for Friday. Some sort of
special exercises will mark the event, and Director General
Maxwell Karger is expected to christen the new home on
this occasion with a regular address.
MAE MARSH, after an absence from the studios dating back
to last October, is actually at work again. She is producing
a new picture for Goldwyn under the direction of Laurence
Trimble. Wallace McDonald is her leading man. Others who
will appear in the cast are Walter Hiers, Mary Thurman and
Betty Schade. The new play for Miss Marsh will be a comedy
drama with a modern locale. She was ill with influenza before she came to Los Angeles, and upon her arrival on the
Pacific Coast she suffered a relapse, which has kept her from
the studios for such a long period.
MABEL NORMAND, who returned to work only a few days
ago, this week finished " Sis Hopkins," her latest Goldwyn
picture. It was produced under the direction of Clarence
Badger,
who Cabanne,
will nowit return
' to directing
Kennedy.
W.
Christie
is announced,
is to beMadge
the new
director for Miss Normand.
A PECULIARY situation has developed at the studios of
Jesse D. Hampton Productions. Recently Mr. Hampton engaged Charles Clarey to play the part of the lawyer in the
play " What Every Woman Wants," but Mr. Clarey was attacked with influenza and was unable to proceed wtih the
role. A hurry call was sent out for another actor and it
happened that Bertram Grassby, a well-known actor, was
disengaged for two weeks. He consented to play the part.
He had previously played with Gladys Brockwell in " The
Strange Woman," and with Theda Bara in " Salome." In the
former picture he was injured and Charles Clarey took his
place. Now it develops that he will take the place of Clarey
in the new Hampton production. Wilfred Lucas is playing
the lead and Grace Darmond has been engaged as his leading
woman.
William Desmond has started work at the Jesse D. Hampton studios on his third production, with Thomas Heffron
directing. The title of the story is " Whitewashed Walls,"
a story that appeared in Munsey's Magazine. The picture
version was written by George Elwood Jenks; the action of
the play is laid in Central America. Among those appearing in the cast are Fritzi Brunette, who will play the feminine
lead; Carmen Phillips, Jack Richardson and Walter Perry.
MADLAINE TRAVERSE, who is working under the direction of Harry Millarde, will finish her newest picture,
" Madame Rouge, within about two weeks.
THE three Ince companies that last week began work on
new productions at the new Ince studios, at Culver City, continued production uninterruptedly this week. Dorothy Dalton is working under the direction of Otto Hoffman, appearing in a drama in which she is given the character of a travel-
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ing saleswoman. Charles Ray is playing the part of a magician in his newest screen effort, a story written by Julian
Josephson, and being directed by Jerome Storm. Enid
Bennet is the third star, working in a film play called " Nemesis," a story by John Lynch. Fred Niblo is her director.
Flickers on the Screens

of Butte

WITH a big program for the coming year already being
mapped out conditions never looked brighter for Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation than they do at this time. Such
is the statement of Mel Wilson, Montana man for the Salt
Lake Exchange. Mel has just returned to Butte preparatory
to a run over the state, following a conference with G. N.
Allen, special representative out of New York, and Lou
Marcus, district manager. " The policy of our company put
into operation last fall, is bringing good results for the exhibitor as well as the producer," said Mr. Wilson.
HELENA opened the past week after the longest continuous
shutdown of any city in the state, due to the influenza regulations. The opening was restricted for a time so that only one
show daily was allowed. The present week all restrictions
were removed.
W. W. KOFELDT, new representative for the Fox exchange,
Seattle, arrived in Butte this week, to make his first trip over
Montana.
He succeeds " Cherry " Malotte.
THE showing of " The Cheat," with Fannie Ward and Sessue
Hayakawa, a re-issue put out under the Paramount Success
series, at the Orpheum this week, recalls a similar presentation
of about six months ago, when fire destroyed three reels. A
Charlie Chaplin comedy is on the bill, and when the fire
played
its role ofon the
the bill
former
Cheat " But
the
other portion
also showing
consisted ofof" The
a Chaplin.
Manager Taylor was not alarmed at all. by the coincidence.
L. E.
Butte
a few
as an

FREEMAN, manager of the Gem at Great Falls, was a
visitor the past week. Mr. Freeman forsook the plow
years ago for the screen and made good from the start,
exhibitor.

J. W. DRUM of Los Angeles, where he represented Universal,
arrived in Butte this week, to go on the road for the local
exchange
of Carl fof
Laemle's
company.
Mr. Drum has been in
the film business
three years.
MANAGER RALPH RUFFNER of the Rialto is continuing
to make a hit with the popular songs that are thrown on the
curtain, the audience joining in the singing. The few minutes
spent by the audience in taking such part in the show seems
to be well applied and those present enter into it with zest.
Everybody appears to enjoy it.
CHILDREN under 16 were not admitted at the Orpheum
where
" The
of the
" heldPatrons
the boards.
But adults
wereFall
to the
tune Barbary
of record Coast
business.
stood
into the street waiting their turn to enter the theatre to
witness this sensational story telling of the wiping out of the
famous San Francisco tenderloin.
CONSTANCE TALMADGE seems to vie with Norma Talmadge for honors at the American. This week the former
appeared in " Good Night, Paul," and standing room was the
order of the hour. Publicity Manager Raleigh heralded it as
a " bonanza of laughter and properly spiced." That wording
appealed to the Butte clientele.
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THE DE LUXE FEATURE FILM COMPANY, Seattle,
Mike Rosenberg, president, announces the purchase of the
Northwestern territorial rights of " Mickey " in which Mabel
Normand will star. The picture is a seven reeler and all those
who have seen it say it has surpassed all their expectations.
'• A PERFECT LADY " one of Goldwyn's live-ones that stars
Madge Kennedy, recently made a big hit with Seattle people
at Clenimer's, where it played for one solid week. The excellent work of Clemmer's " Guterson's Russian Orchestra " made
everything still more pleasant for the crowds. The Clemmer
also went over the top with " A Grain of Dust " a short time
ago. The De Luxe, Seattle, is booking this in the Northwest.
AMONG those recently seen on Film Row were C. P. Scates
of Okanogan, Wash., and W. W. Kriegel of Anacortes, Wash.
HERMAN WOBBER, Pacific Coast manager for The Famous
Players-Lasky Company, was recently in Seattle to confer
with Northwestern manager Rosebaum.
E. C. KIRKPATRICK, formerly with the Paramount in New
Orleans and late with the Fox concern in Denver, Colorado,
has joined the Goldwyn sales force in Seattle. Mr. Kirkpatrick has friends every section of the country in which he
has worked, as he says it has always been his pleasure as well
as his duty to make friends out of acquaintances.
MR. HILL formerly Goldwyn manager in Seattle, but more
recently owner of a couple of theatres, announces that his
house in Albany, Ore., has been closed for the third time on
account of the "flu." The "flu" is still hitting the small
places and the action of the officials is ruining many a small
movie owner. If the closing of the theatres would do any
good in checking this dreadful disease, the managers of the
movies would be glad to close their places of business. This
action does not help do away with the " flu." It simply gives
some officials the chance to show their power, while the larger
cities laugh at these chin whisker officials and horse doctors
and keep the houses in the big towns open.
GEO. W. EDEN, new Select manager for the Seattle district,
has left for a trip around his territory for a big clean-up drive.
THE

INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION is releasing "Wanted For Murder " and " The Romance of the Air,^
through their Seattle agent, H. M. Huot.
BERT RUBIN, formerly booker for the Universal's Seattle
office, has been promoted by manager Mead to salesmanship
and has already left on his initial trip. All his friends, as well
as his manager are sure he will make good, as he has done so
in the past. A. W. Skogg, formerly booker for Mutual, has
accepted the position as booker for Universal and assistant to
Mr. Mead. Mr. Skogg is well known along Film Row and by
movie-man as an efficient booker.
THE UNIVERSAL is meeting with great success, with its
combined road show and movie " Heart of Humanity " in
which Dorothy Phillips is being starred.
THE three big current event guns of the screen, viz: Hearst
News, Universal, and Screen Telegrams are now being put
out by the Universal organization. Business men in the
Northwest are particularly interested in them because in addition to the 300 feet of Pacific Coast news, they actually see
and discover what is going on in every section of the world.
One said that he not only " got the honest dope " regarding
world events, but he got more than he did in the dailies. Some
managers have told Mr. Mead that they find this combination
one of necessity. .
E. O'KEEFE, of the Regent, Billings, Mont., has booked a
number of Universal and Jewel specials.
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Firms

EXHIBITORS FILM EXCHANGE
INCORPORATED
Member of First National Exhibitors Circuit
NOW BOOKING
SHOULDER ARMS
A DOG'S LIFE
MY FOUR YEARS IN GERMANY
TARZAN OF THE APES
ROMANCE OF TAR2AN
PERSHING'S CRUSADERS
THE STILL ALARM
ITALY'S FLAMING FRONT
RAFFLES, Etc., Etc.
COMING !
ANITA STEWART SUPERFEATURES
MARY PICKFORD SUPERPICTURES
1200 FOURTH AVE., SEATTLE, WASH.
F. V. FISHER, Manager
SEATTLE, WASH.
on Third. Year
— Now Batting 3»A^
600%
GREATER Starting
FEATURES
COMPANY
Short Reel Subjects
Also Features
JACK LANNON, Owner
AS SOON

as Medford, Ore., was closed up, she was opened

again.
HENRY TURNER, a Missoula capitalist, recently bought out
Gilbert Heyfron's interest in the Missoula Amusement Company, which comprises the Empress, Bijou and Isis theatres.
He will manage them himself.
H. LE ROY, of the Liberty, Carlsborg, Wash., was a recent
visitor on Film Row.
San

Francisco

Again Takes
Fad

up Cloth

Mask

WHILE it is stated that no attempt will be made to close
the theatres in San Francisco, owing to the increased
seriousness of influenza in that city, fifty-one towns in the
northern part of the State have closed their playhouses and,
it is feared, that others will follow. In San Francisco compulsory masking was again enforced after Friday, January 17.
This will undoubtedly reduce the attendance at many of the
smaller theatres and probable force the closing of a number. How it will affect the larger houses is a matter of dispute. Some of the managers hold that with masks on the
people will attend the theatres with more confidence, and
therefore in larger numbers, while others take the stand that
all the houses will have to close for want of patronage if the
masks are retained for any length of time.
The following is the list of towns which have closed their
theatres by official action; with two exceptions all are in
the State of California: Antioch; Arbuckle; Atascadero;
Aetna; Boul der Creek; Benicia; Coalinga; Colusa; Courtland; Dos Palos; Dinuba; Dixon; Davis; Exeter; Esparto;
Ferndale; Gilroy; Hanford; Hollister Healdsburg; Corbell;
Lakeview; Lodi; Livermore; Monterey; Mendocino; Minden;
Mayfield; Manteca; Napa; Nevada City; Oroville; Pleasanton;
Petaluma; Rochesta; Suisun; Selma; Santa Rosa; Sanger;
Sisson; Stirling City; San Juan; Truckee; Ukiah; Vacaville;
Yerington, Nev. ; Vallejo; Weed; San Mateo; Sebastopol, and
Klamath Falls, Ore.
San

Francisco

Film Board
Formed

of Trade

Is

THE San Francisco Film Board of Trade was organized in
the offices of the Pathe company on January 10 with L.
^?eichart in the chair. The object of the organization is the
better protection of the various exchanges and co-operaticn
in various ways in the industry. The following committee of
organization was appointed to report at the next meeting
which was set for Wednesday, January 15: Herman Wobber
of the Paramount; Sol Lesser of the All Star; Ben Simpson of
the Triangle; M. J. Cohen of the General; Harry Lee Knappen
of the Select and Morris Marcowitz of the Universal. Permanent organization with election of officers is expected to be
accomplished at the meeting on the 15th.
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UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
Successor to California Film Exchange
DAVID BERSHON, MANAGER.
Distributors of Universal, Jewel and Lois Weber Productions, Blue Bird Photoplays, Century and
Lyons & Moran Comedies
822 S. OLIVE ST.
LOUIS HYMAN
Manager
ALL STAR FEATURE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
514 West Eighth Street

VITAGRAPH
Southern California and
Arizona
W. H. HEPBURN, Branch Manager
Knickerbocker Building
643 S. Olive Street
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With Los Angeles Theatres

and Exchanges

DAVID

BERSHON, branch manager of the Universal exchange in Los Angeles, and one of the most popular managers on film row, was taken ill last week with what is believed to be influenza. He left his office Friday "not feeling
so
Well
" and to
stating
that " Saturday.
he had a bad cold," but he was
unable to return
the office
THE UNIVERSAL exchange announces that it established
the unique record of playing some Universal subject in every
downtown thatre in Los Angeles, with the exception of two
houses, during the week of January 7. The list is as follows: Grauman's theatre, Hearst's Current News and Hearst's
Screen Telegram; Superba, Mildred Harris in "Borrowed
Clothes "; Pantages, Helen Gibson in " Wolves of the Range ";
Symphony, "The Cabaret Girl," with Ruth Clifford; Garrick,
Harry Carey in " Three Mounted Men "; Orpheum, Hearst International News; Quinn's Rialto, comedy; Tally's Broadway,
British official war picture; California, Hearst International
News; Kinema, Hearst International News; College, Dorothy
Phillips in "Talk of the Town"; Palace, Mildred Harris in
" For Husbands Only."
MISS JAQUELINE PONNEDEL.
exchange, is ill with influenza.

cashier of the Vitagraph

HENRY C. DAVIS, who has been in the United States during the war, has received his honorable discharge and is now
back with Vitagraph in his former position as booker and
assistant manager.
PAT STEVENS, Arizona representative of Vitagraph, left
Los Angeles last week on a flying trip to reach the bedside
of his wife, who is ill with influenza at Phoenix.
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JOHN M. BOLAND, formerly with the "Salome" Company,
and R. C. Visner, formerly manager of the Pickwick theatre
at San Diego, have accepted positions with the Fox exchange
as salesmen. Both are in Arizona this week, Mr. Boland taking the northern part of the state and Mr. Visner calling on
the exhibitors in the southern section of the territory.
GEORGE HAYNES, and who was commissioned a first lieutenant in the army, is now chief booker for the Fox exchange,
succeeding George Slater, who has been made city salesman
for Los Angeles. The announcement was made this weeek by
Branch Manager M. A. Walsh.
R. O. PROCTOR, Western division manager of Pathe, returned to Los Angeles this week following a trip through the
North West, where he visited Pathe exchanges at San Francisco, Seattle, Spokane, Denver and Salt Lake City. He said
that business is much improved over that of the past three
months.
EDWARD WALDO, auditor out of the New York offices of
the William Fox exchanges, is in Los Angeles for an indefinite
stay. His trip to the West Coast is partially on account of
his health, and partially business, it is announced.
C. H. COYLE, former road man for Fox, is active manager
of all theatres in Yuma, except the Casino theatre, it was
announced last week at the Fox film exchange. He is associated with Joe Johansen, who has just taken over theatres
formerly operated by John Gandolfo, Jr., including the new
Gandolfo theatre. Johansen is building another house, which,
it is estimated, will cost $75,000, to be added to the amusement
temples of Yuma.
THE new manager of the Casino theatre at Yuma, Ariz., is
Edward Bailey. The house was closed several weeks ago on
account of influenza. Since then it has been renovated and
new equipment has been installed. It will be reopened on
February 19.
JOHN BARNCORD, of the Opera House at Winslow, Ariz.,
has completed extensive improvements costing approximately
eight thousand dollars. He was in Los Angeles last week
contracting and booking, and hereafter will have five changes
weekly, which include Metro, Goldwyn and Paramount.
PHILLIP LEVY, formerly general manager of the Ansonia
Amusement Company of Butte, Mont., is in Los Angeles to
spend the winter, and there is £ probability he may purchase
a theatre in southern California and make this his permanent
residence.
B. F. COLLIER, formerly associated with Los Angeles theatres and film exchanges, who is now manager of the United
branch
at Seattle, spent a recent week in Los Angeles with
his
family.
GEORGE A. MAUCK,.of the Columbia theatre. Phoenix, and
Nick Diamos, who operates theatres in several Arizona cities,
were in Los Angeles last week calling on the exchange:.
Both exhibitors announced that as soon as the influenza scare
abates they believe business will be better than ever before.
" LIGHT OF WESTERN STARS," starring Dustin Farnum,
was given first run last week at the Alhambra theatre. The
picture was booked by William Alexander, western division
manager of United, through the General Film offices.

"THE PRODIGAL WIFE," the first Screencraft production
released in Los Angeles through the M. & R. Features exchange, was booked for a week's run at Ray's Garden theatre,
beginning. Monday, January 13. The next Screencraft production to be released, according to Branch Manager H. W.
Stubbins, will be " Ashes of Love." Mary Boland and Lucy
Cotton take the leads in "The Prodigal Wife," and James K.
Hackett and Effie Shannon are the stars in " Ashes of Love."

M. A. WALSH, branch manager of the Fox exchange, returned last week from a successful business trip to Bakersfield, Cal.
FOUR people in the Fox exchange are ill with influenza,
indicating that the malady is not on the wane in Los Angeles
so far as this exchange is concerned. They are Miss Helen
Banger, stenographer; Danny Levine, poster; Jack Levine,
clerk and shipper, and Miss Jeannette Farrell, clerk.

W. J. MULLANEY, special road representative of Pathe, left
last week for a two-weeks' trip through Arizona,

B. E. LOPER, branch manager of Select pictures, announced
last week that he has lined up some big business in San Diego.

The Superba theatre in San Diego has signed for the star
series, and several Select specials will be played in other San
Diego houses.
A. T. CONNARD, proprietor of the C. & C. theatre at Taft,
Cal., was again a visitor in Los Angeles last week.
" EYE FOR EYE," a Nazimova superproduction, was the
picture shown last week at the New California theatre. Branch
Manager A. B. Lamb, of Metro, says the subject is having an
unusual run.
EARL SINKS, Universal salesman, left last week for a trip
through Imperial Valley and Arizona territory. He will be
out of the city about two weeks.
" BORROWED CLOTHES," a Mildred Harris picture, directed by Lois Weber, had a remarkable run at the Superba
theatre, according to announcement by Assistant Branch
Manager Quinn of the Universal exchange. He said the picture broke all attendance records for that house.
THE UNIVERSAL exchange announced last week that it
was compelled to turn down* a number of bookings because of
an inability to supply the demand with its three copies of the
new news' weekly now being released through Universal
exchanges.
MARTIN JOHNSON'S " Cannibals of the South Seas," reeased through Mutual exchanges, had its first run in Los
Angeles at Grauman's theatre during the week of January 20.
Grauman's management gave the production an elaborate
presentation and the theatre introduced some thrilling novelties in connection with the showing of this picture.
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WIVES of the branch managers of Los Angeles exchanges
gave a luncheon Tuesday at the Brentwood Country Club,
near Santa Monica, the guest of honor being Mrs. Harry H.
Hicks, wife of the Select branch manager, formerly of Los
Angeles, who more recently has been at Seattle and has now
been transferred to Cincinnati. Mrs. Hicks is spending a few
days in Los Angeles with friends while enroute to her new
home at Cincinnati. Those present were: Mesdames Harry
Ballance, A. B. Lamb, Walter Rand, Carl Jessen, Harry Leonhardt, William Alexander, Ernest Silcocks, Paul J. Mooney,
Harry Lustig, H. F. Charles, B. E. Loper, E. L. Theuerkauf,
Clyde Elliott, H. L. Steele and L. E. Kennedy.
"VIRTUOUS WIVES," starring Anita Stewart, was such a
tremendous drawing card at Tally's Broadway theatre last
week that it was held over for a second week's run. A novel
advertising scheme in connection with the showing of this
production was a display of Miss Stewart's gowns used in
the play in the show windows of a Broadway shop. The
display attracted hundred women each day, who were later
patrons of the theatre showing the picture.
HARVEY GAUSMAN, formerly with Goldwyn, this week
began his new duties as special salesman for the First Naterritory.tional Exhibitors' Circuit exchange in the Los Angeles
W. E. KNOTTS, manager of the First National exchange,
this week reported an extremely heavy booking on " Virtuous Wives," Anita Stewart's production, now showing at
Tally's Broadway theatre.
J. B. MASON, proprietor of the Dream theatre, at San Diego,
was in Los Angeles last Saturday, when he arranged a number of future bookings for his theatre. He signed for two
first runs of First National releases among other pictures
. selected by him.

G- A. BUSH, who operates the Broadway and Superba theatres in San Diego, and the Sliver Strand at Coronado,
and the Camp Kearny theatre at Camp Kearny, was in Los
Angeles last week arranging for first-run First National productions, particularly Mary Pickford and Anita Stewart
pictures.
JOSEPH S. LEE, general salesmanager for Anita Stewart
productions,
in Loswith
Angeles
a few weeks'
Whileof
here
he will isconfer
Branchfor Manager
W. E.stay.
Knotts,
the First National Exchange, on the best methods of placing Anita Stewart productions in this territory.
FRIENDS of H. W. Stubbins, branch manager of the M. & R.
Features exchange, this week received the following cryptic
announcement, written on regulation stationery: " Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Ware announce the marriage of their daughter,
Edna Riley, to Mr. Howard Willis Stubbins, on New Year's
Eve, One Thousand Nine Hundred Eighteen, Los Angeles,
Cal." And now Mr. Stubbins' friends on film row
what?

Al Jennings Speaks at Owners' Luncheon
AL JENNINGS, head of the Al Jennings Productions, Inc.,
was the principal speaker of the weekly luncheon of the
Motion
Theatre
and for anPicture
hour and
a half Owners'
entertainedAssociation,
the fortunateWednesday,
ones who
attended with stories of his experiences when he was a bandit,
train robber and convict.
The plan of the theatre men to issue a weekly publication
giving the news of the film world and carry the programs of
all theatres was further discussed. John M. Simler, formerly
of the New York Telegraph and Dramatic Mail, told of the
wonderful success of those publications and the many moneymaking possibilities of such a fan periodical. He based his
statements upon the success of the two New York publications under his management.
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Films

Made

MFG.

CO.

to Order

EXPERT DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND COLORING
CAMERA OUT-FITS AND RAW FILM SUPPLIED
CAMERA MEN
SENT ANYWHERE
985 MarketStreet,SanFrancisco,

W INFIELD - KERNER COMPANY
Establithed 1905
Manufacturers of Actinic Ray
Arc
Lamps and
fur Motion
l'lclure
Producers
Photographers.
Effect Lamps and equipment.
Resistance t»nd Magnet Colls
made to order.
Phones: Pico 2646 A 22 IP
325-27 E. Sixth St., Los Angetet
THEATRE SETTINGS
Have Installed Hundreds
From 91 (Ml to * 10,000 Bach
I'.KST SCREEN'S, SCENERY
EDW. H. FLACG SCENIC CO.
\V<<

California

OLiIULlJ and
Film
ci incc Tit,e Cards
L. A. SLIDE & FILM CO.
122 WEST THIRD ST. LOS ANGELES
Telephone: Hollywood uno
GEORGE Incorporated
W. CHAPMAN CO.
EVERYTHING IN MOVING
PICTURE PROPS.
Specialties: Miniature Sets
and Plaster Breakaways
5155 Santa Monica Boulbvabd
Los Anohlbb, Cal.
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HOWARD J. SHEEHAN, identified with the Rialto theatre
in San Francisco as managing director since its opening, resigned from that capacity recently and left for New York to
accept an executive position with the Fox Film Corporation,
of which his brother, W. R. Sheehan is general manager. The
Rialto theatre is one of the most popular theatres on Market
street, and owes a large portion of its success to Mr. Sheehan's
splendid management.
J. W. SEMLER of the Robertson-Cole Co. has been visiting
the Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corporation, and has returned to his headquarters in Los Angeles.
THE TAM FILM & SLIDE had a fire in its plant in the
Hewes Building recently and has moved to 111-113 Golden
Gate avenue.
H. S. MEYER, assistant to Floyd St. John of the World Film
Corporation, has been very low with pneumonia, but is reported now to be slowly recovering.
THE CIRCLE theatre, Fruitvale, George W. Denny manager,
was burned recently. It is believed that the fire started from a
lighted cigarette left on the piano by the musician. The projection room was not touched by the flames and the projector
is undamaged.
Damage about $5,000.
THE PARAMOUNT is enlarging its quarters in this city.
W. W. Vaughn, former salesman for the local exchange is
back from Camp Pike, Arkansas, and Sidney Cahan has returned from Camp Fremont. Both have been taken on with
the company again which announces that it is endeavoring to
re-instate all its employes who entered the service of Uncle
Sam during the war.
HARRY LUSTIG, special representative of Metro, with
headquarters in Los Angeles is visiting the Metro office in this
city and goes from here to the offices in the northwest.
THE M & R EXCHANGE announces that it is having great
success in booking " Ashes of Love," and has alreadyq booked
the play up to the middle of March. The second graphic
picture put out by this exchange, " When Men Betray," featuring Stewart Holmes and Gail Kane, is booked with the T & D
people for the middle of February. " Prodigal Wife," featuring Mary Boland, which is handled by the M & R Co., opens
at the Strand on February 2.
JAMES BEATTY o{ the Liberty theatre, San Jose, and the
Liberty, Fresno, was a San Francisco visitor. He says that
San Jose has not adopted the mask and the authorities have
announced that they do not intend to close up the theatres.
Mr. Beatty is arranging to put a ten piece orchestra in
his San Jose theatre as soon as he can arrange for a competent'
leader, and he will also utilize vocalists in his entertainment.
THE AMERICAN PHOTO PLAYER CO., announces that
it has made an important change in its method of distribution
of the foto player and the Robert-Morton in northern California. A deal has been made with Sherman, Clay & Co., the
largest music house in the west and one of the largest music
house organizations in the United States to have the exclusive
retail handling of the Photo Player company's instruments in
this territory. The fact that the big music house tried out the
popularity of the organs in Oregon and Washington for a
year before signing a contract to handle them in California
speaks volumes for the instrument. It is understood that the
American Photo Player Co., continues the retail handling of
their products in the southern part of the State.
WORD has been received here that Tom McCullough, formerly manager of the Polk street theatre has arrived in London,
where as Y. M- C. A. secretary he has charge of the motion
picture end of that association's activities.

in

San

Francisco

RICORD

GRADWELL, president of the World Film Corporation isexpected to arrive in San Francisco on his visit to
the Coast offices.
L. DE LEON, of the McDonald theatre, Richmond, says that
his town adopted mask wearing today. A week ago without
notice the authorities ordered all persons attending the theatres to wear masks. That night the attendance at his house
fell to almost nothing. But the next night he secured a
number of masks and sold them at 5 cents each to all who
attended the play. By this means he has been able to keep
his house open. •
THE DUHEM MOTION PICTURE MFG. CO., has been
remodeling its entire plant preparatory to an expected rush of
business this spring and summer. A new printing room has
been established, five new developing tanks added to the developing system and a new shop with lathes and other
machinery installed.
THE local committee sponsoring the motion picture " Ravished Armenia," which depicts the attempted extinction of the
Armenian race by the Turk gave a pre-view of the picture at
the hotel St. Francis on February 15 to about 100 society
women. The picture starts on a two week's run at the Columbia theatre January 19. The proceeds of the showing will
become a part of San Francisco's contribution to the Armenian FundRALPH QUIVE, manager of the Vitagraph, has just re-|
turned from New York where he attended the convention of
his company.
In and

Around

Denver

SIGNOR R. CAVALLO, director of the orchestra at tht
Rivoli theatre, announced the inauguration of a regular series
of concerts — twice daily — beginning January 19. Signor Cavallo's new organization will be known as the Rivoli Symphony Orchestra, and will consist of forty musicians. Th«
instrumentation will be six first violins, six second violins
three violas, three 'cellos, three basses, two flutes, two oboes
two clarinets, two bassoons, three French horns, three trumpets, three trombones, tympani, drum and harp. With this
complete orchestra it will be possible to give the silent drarm
perfect musical settings.

T
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k
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■
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MANAGER COHEN, of Paramount Artcraft, is enter *
taining Special Representative J. W. Allen, of the Laskey cor P
poration, and District Manager Marcus of Paramount. Mr
Allen will probably remain in Denver for two weeks.
PRESIDENT ADOLPH
Denver for several days.

ZUCKER

has been expected ii

MESSRS. THOMPSON & GOODRIDGE, owners of th
Thompson and the Ogden theatres on East Colfax avenue, tw>
of Denver's most beautiful suburban motion picture theatres
announce the opening of their third house, the Liberty Bel
which was off to a good start in Leadville on Sunday, Janu Id
ary 5. It is the first modern theatre in Leadville.
THE local union of motion picture operators announced
stag and smoker at T. M. A. hall, Seventeenth and California
for Saturday evening, January 18, complimentary to the the£
tre and exchange managers of the city. The program bega ■
at 11 P. M. and included three athletic contests, a battle roy«
and barrel sparring exhibition.
" THE BORDER LEGION," a typical Western picture wit
the punch and Blanche Bates and Hobart Bosworth, Goldwy
stars, has been signed for a first run at the Isis theatre.
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THE WEST

CHARLES R. GILMORE, district representative of United
Picture Theatres, has returned from a business trip to Salt
Lake City.
H. BRADLEY FISH, local manager for Goldwyn, has returned from a visit with exhibitors at Billings, Butte and Salt
Lake.
MANAGER LOTZ has completed the removal of the Select
exchange to 1728 Welton street. He is much pleased with
the much larger and better finished quarters, and claims the
best display window in Denver. The decorations and lighting effects are very beautiful, and the office fixtures are oak
oakbeforepanels. A solid concrete bank vault was conwith solidstructed
the removal.
MRS. JACK NASH, assistant manager of the Strand at Trinidad, is visiting friends in Denver. She reports that conditions
are anything but good in Trinidad following the lifting of the
F flu " ban.
MESSRS. SALMON & CLOSSON, owners of the Paris theatre at Santa Fe, spent several days in Denver recently, arranging with various local exchanges for practically one year's
service. Mr. Salmon is als.o the owner of the largest mercantile establishments in New Mexico, and Mr. Slosson is a leadng automobile dealer in Santa Fee.
LEO PETERSEN, owner of the Iris at Belle Fourche, and
m active member of the Black Hills Exhibitors' league, visited
ocal exchange managers a few days ago.
THE industry in Colorado has a representative in the State
legislature in the person of Frank R. Kelly, who was elected
3n the Republican ticket in the November election. Mr. Kelly
.s the owner of the Empress at Salida.
'ortland Exhibitors Band to Help Theatres
over Influenza Wave
r. HE feared influenza recrudescence has Portland, Ore., in
its talons, the wearing of masks in all public gathering
)laces has been ordered, and the theatre men of the Rose City
ire whole-heartedly co-operating with the Consolidated
health Bureau in educating the public to combat the disease,
is well as safeguarding them against its assaults while in
heatres.
There was talk of closing theatres. Then came the proposiion to populate every other seat. However, Dr. E. A. Somners, director general of the new Consolidated Health Bureau,
mphatically declared in favor of quarantining the disease, not
he public. He is going to run the town wide open, with
>roper safeguards in the way of quarantine, more adequate
lospital facilities, elimination of congestion as much as posible on street cars and in department stores and theatres,
>lus the enforced use of the face mask in theatres, street cars,
tores, and at other places where crowds congregate.
The theatre men did not wait for Dr. Sommers to demand:
| Do this or I'll shut you up," but they held a meeting at the
lonrt house, listened to Dr. Sommers and several epidemiolo;ists, and then organized to aid in the battle against the " flu."
.jDr. Sommers is highly pleased with their support, not only in
esolutions, but in deeds, and asserts that he is getting better
. i:o-operation from the theatre men than from any other class
>f business.
At the meeting resolutions were passed welcoming Fourminute Men to talk on health subjects; money was raised to
>rovide for a set of ten educational slides to be used in each
heatre of the city; decision reached to limit attendance to
J ctual seating capacity, with no standing in foyer; the use of
nnouncement cards in foyer and at ticket office, calling attenion to new regulations, and the appointment of a committee
o assist Dr. Sommers for the theatre men.
The committee consists of Walter A. Armstrong, manager
itrand theatre; W. ,W. Ely, manager Hippodrome theatre, and
i. T. Holtzclaw, owner of the Circle theatre.
The organization meeting had as its officers: E. J. Myrick,
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Directory of San Francisco

Exchanges

514 West Eighth Street
191 Golden Gate Avenue
Los Angeles
San Francisco
SOX. L. LESSER, President
ALL STAR FEATURES DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
Official Distributors
U. S. War Features
" PERSHING'S CRUSADERS
AMERICA'S ANSWER "
OUR BRIDGE OF SHIPS
" OFFICIAL WAR REVIEW 1
OUR

SPECIAL

SUPER FEATURES
Include
" INTOLERANCE "
' THE STRUGGLE EVER" THE STILL ALARM "
LASTING "
THE ACCIDENTAL
HONEY" NINE-TENTHS OF THE LAW
' THE GRAIN OF DUST "
" THE CRUCIBLE OF LIFE "
1 RAFFLES MO N " "
"GAUMONT NEWS " BILLY WEST COMEDIES "
" and " GRAPHIC "
"TIMELY TOPICS" from Littrary Digest
TURNER

and DAHNKEN
BRANCH OF

FIRST

NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, Inc.,
Music Rolls Exchanged — Supplies of All Kinds
134 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California
Best Slides and
Film for every

24 HOUR
purposeSLIDE
SERVICE
ALTA
SLIDE CO.
1028 Market St. 61 G.G.Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO.
SOMETHING
NEW
COMING
730 So. OUve St.
Los Angeles
107 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco

GEORGE KLEINE
SYSTEM
H. F. MOORE
Representative
at
GENERAL FILM CO.
255 Golden Gate Avenue
BRECK PHOTOPLAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Distributors of
Simplex Projectors
Theatre Equipment and Supplies
NATIONAL CARBONS
98 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco

G. A. METCALFE— Distributor
POWER'S MACHINES— SPEER CARBONS
1 17 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.

•Liberty theatre, chairman; and P. E. Noble, Jensen and Von
McGettigan of the* OrFrank man.
interest,
Herbergtheatre
pheum
was secretary.
named publicity
" This theatre is operating with the Consolidated Health
Bureau. Please observe the rules " (signed) E. A. Sommers,
Director General Consolidated Health Bureau " is the announcement greeting the public at the ticket office. They
have plenty of time to read it for all are forced to remain outside the theatre, in the open-air zone, until seats are ready
for them within. The foyer sign is of a similar nature, referring specifically to standing.
Attendance has fallen off a trifle because of the new scare,
but on Saturday and Sunday, when the new and self-imposed
regulations went into effect, practically all houses played to
seating capacity. Just what effect the wearing of the masks
will have on attendance is problematic, but the opinion prevails that houses may be operated without loss, with the vigorous campaign promising to stamp out or minimize ravages
of the " flu " within a few weeks.
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All the News

PICTURE

of Portland

CLEVE SMITH has opened a theatre in Ewan, Wash. It
has been in operation for some weeks.
THE

PRINCESS theatre, Fairfield, Wash., has been remodeled and the seating capacity increased.

W. J. WADE

has leased the opera house in Oakesdale, Wash.

C VAN WINKLE and O Sutton recently reopened the theatre at Grandview, Wash.
THE O. K. theatre, Enterprise, Ore., has been reopened.
W. W. Van Meter has opened the Victory theatre, Redmond.
AN ORGANIZATION of business men in Dayton, Ore., has
taken over the operation of the Arcade theatre.
C. V. BASCOM
H. M. Bird.

of Sumner, Wash., has sold his theatre to

W. H. BROWER
theatre.

of St. Helens, Ore., will open the Houlton

L. LEROY has bought the Liberty theatre, Carlsbourg,
Wash., from E. Nelson.
F. M. BOWEN
land. Wash.

is the new manager of the Ring theatre, Kirk-

W. W. BONER

has reopened the Star theatre, Estacada, Ore.

P. S. WEITTENHILLER
THE GLENDALE
tre, Glendale, Ore.

BANK

is to build a theatre at Crane, Ore.
has opened the Auditorium thea-

ART KOLSTADT, of the Liberty theatre, Hood River,
Ore-, was in Portland last week. Business is fairly good in
his town, gradually drifting back to normal.
THERE are 37 towns closed in the Oregon territory, or were
when this was written, but that did not keep C. M. Hill, manager of the Famous Players-Lasky Company, from establishing
a new sales record for the week of January 4. A fine tribute
not only to Hill and his sales staff, but business conditions
generally in the territory.
LEW COLLINS, of The Dalles, Ore., is again "at rest."
The " flu " ban forced the closing of his theatre, The Casino,
for the second time early in January.
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was lifted made the total receipts considerably in advance
previous records.
THE AMERICAN theatre reopened to advanced pric
Made bold by the success of the big houses the smaller a
falling in line, with the result that the Broadway has a
vanced to 15 and 20 cents.
THE AMERICAN theatre recently brought back " Shoulder
Arms " for Sunday and Monday showing, playing to splendid
business.
THE OPERATORS' UNION gets an advance of $5-00 a
week, commencing this week. The proposed advance was
thoroughly thrashed out on a give-and-take basis, the managers finally signing a contract with the union for one year.
MANAGER GEORGE E. CARPENTER of the Paramount]
Empress voluntarily raised his musicians $5.00 above the existing scale.
PANTAGES is rushing work on the new big theatre being'
erected on Main street. It is the intention to have this theatre finished by next fall. This will mean when their old house
on Broadway is vacated there will be another fifteen-hundredseat proposition available for motion pictures. Already rumors are afloat that the old house will be reconstructed fori
an independent proposition, a move which will be greatly ap-.
preciated by film men who have long bewailed the local!
conditions.
AMONG the propositions already taken up by the Uta
Theatre Managers' Association is a proposed test case in th
courts, with the object in view of securing a rebate of all o
part of rentals covered during the nine weeks the theatres i
Salt Lake were closed by order of the Board of Health durin
the recent influenza epidemic. The attorney for the'organi
zation also has been instructed to take action, with the ob
ject in view of securing an abatement on taxes and license
on the same grounds.
THE second influenza wave has reached the Rocky Moun
tain
At this effort
writing
it begins
lookschools
as thoug'
there territory.
will be another
made
to closeto the
an
theatres. This order will be strenuously resisted by the mov
ing picture men unless it is made universal, covering de
partment stores, offices and other lines of business. Manag
George Mayne of the American Theatre is quoted as sa
ing if the order is issued he will refuse to close, be arrest
and fight the matter in the courts.
DOCTOR PAUL, of the Salt Lake City Board of Health. ia>
opposed to the attitude of the State Board of Health in re-4
gard to the proposed closing down. The various motion picture houses here are co-operating with Dr. Paul to the extent
of running an educational slide campaign for the benefit of
the public.

"THE OLD HOMESTEAD" is still a popular photoplay.
It broke records when it was run at the Globe theatre, Portland, recently.
CARL

MARQUARD, manager of the Globe theatre, Portland,.has resigned. He left for Los Angeles.

C. S. JENSEN, of Jensen and Von Herberg, went to California on an extended trip immediately after New Years.
JOHN C- STILLE, manager of the Peoples Amustment Company, has been on a trip to Medford, where his company owns
a theatre.
Salt Lake

City Short

Notes

D. W. GRIFFITH'S "The Greatest Thing in Life" broke
the record at the Paramount Empress. Although possibly
not as many people were actually handled as in the heretofore
existing record of the house, the fact that Manager Carpenter
recently advanced prices when he reopened after the " flu " ban

Douglas Fairbanks and His Nieces Met the McAdoo Train When the
Secretary of the Treasury Recently Visited Los Angeles
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"Broke all records yesterday on
1 Borrowed Clothes ' — business
wonderful today — everybody
— Empress Theatre, Akron.
pleased." business four days
"Wonderful
— could not handle crowd."
— Arris Theatre, Mansfield.
Cfotkes

An unqualified Box-office
triumph everywhere in the
country

Traductions .«

"Two days at capacity. We advertised Miss Harris as Mrs.
Charlie Chaplin."
— L. K. Huber, Findlay.
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ABTCBAFT
Picture
Directed by Wm. S. Hart
Photographed by Joe August
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince

Again
EVERY new He's
William S. Hart a
pictureDifferent
these days brings out a new sideMan
of his
wonderful nature.
Now he's a lover, as gallant, as faithful and as brave as Romeo.
All for a girl, this bad man-sheriff fights as only William S. Hart can fight.
There are some mighty interesting scenes taken at the Chicago Stock Yards,
just to help out on the "color."
g ADOLPH
FAMOUS
-LASKY
ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pres. JESSE L.IASKY
Vice Pres. CECILCORPORATION
B. DE MULE DmOarGeneral
+
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$ouv people know tkat "Don't
HEN
TV/
™ CKange Your Husband" is a Cecil
B. De Mille Artcraft Picture the]? know
it's going to be one of tke important pictures oftke >)ear.
r-

Tkey remember "Tke Squaw Man," "Till
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Wives for N<rtf"
Everytking" and "Old
and tkey take tke family and go!
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change
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Presented

by Jesse

L.Lasky

B Jeanie Macpherson
TKe

Main

Points

TT'S a Cecil B. De Mille Artcraft
*■ Picture — tKe otker side of the
story that he told so well in "Old
Wives for Mew."
A production of striking appeal to ev*ery
kusband and wife — tKe kind they'll discuss
for day's after they've seen it.
TKe gowns, tKe settings are superb, tKe
women beautiful, tKe men appealing.
TKe cast includes Elliott Dexter, Gloria
Svtfanson, Lev? Cody, Sylvia AsKton, TKeodore Roberts, Julia Faye and James Neill.
TKree Feature scenes, Pleasure, WealtK
and Love, make up a spectacle in themselves.
In all— tKe finest domestic drama of tKe
year.
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IT'S the first Paramount- Drew Com*■ edy, first of a new series of two
reelers, produced by the V. B. K. Film
Corporation under the personal supervision of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew.
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UST
loves aher.tank-town actress and the clog dancer

He's one of those sniart-aleck city fellers.
She is stranded in a cross-roads village and she
tries to get work with a prim old lady.
There's a deacon and a mortgage and hard cider.
You think you know how it's coming out?
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Chapter-Play
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DUNCAN

ding
ar cast incluMight
Supported by an alLstof
Man
Ryan
Joe
and
Johnson
Edith

Directed by William Duncan
Brady
Written by Albert E. Smith and Cyrus Townsend
Vitagraph Serials have never failed to divert the
The Man of Might" is box-office insurance.
tide of traffic passing the door into the doorway of It's a fifteen-episode endowment policy that you
the live exhibitors who book them.
will cash in on. It's the speediest, snappiest,
who
ors
exhibit
by
booked
being
are
most thrilling serial that Vitagraph ever produced.
And now they
, punch and box-office
the
"never ran serials." The results are delighting the It's
" last\vord in action
"pull.
showmen who had to be shown.
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EXCHANGE

VITAGRAPH
Albert E.Smith. President
rs
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertise

VITAGRAPH

Albert

E.

Smith

presents

EARLE

WILLIAMS
in

The

HighestTrump

By H. H. Van
A

Loan and Earle Williams

Directed by James

Young

PLAY full of charm and mystery, bristling with action and unfolding a love story that
enthralls — that is "The Highest Trump."
The role of Richard Paget is undoubtedly one of the most satisfactory ever essayed by
Mr. Williams. Its freedom, its strong characterization, may perhaps be traced to
his co-authorship of the story — for the first time, he is enabled to interpret
his own dramatic creation.
Earle Williams is a premier box-office star, and his
appeal to your patrons will be stronger than ever
in this swiftly-moving series of dramatic
climaxes

VITAGRAPH

STARS

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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LARRY

//e

SEMON

Means

MONEY

Make

him

a

Court

of

Good

Will

among

your

build

up

Modern

To
Jester
that

You!

in the

you

patrons

can
who

like to LAUGH
And speaking of Laughs
Albert E

LARRY

Scamps
A

Smith presents

in SEMON

and
Big "V"

Scandal

Special Comedy

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.
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GOVERNMENT

*

exhibitor

praises

"UNDER
FOUR
FLAGS"
The Government's Great Victory Picture

S. Barret
The

McCormick,

Managing

Director

of

Circle,

Indianapolis, writes this letter :
It is the Victory picture of
America and her Allies.
This was the manner in which
PERSONAL DIRECTION
we exploited same. Our
S. Barret Mccormick
advertising was planned to
INDIANAPOLIS
appeal to the public as the
victors in the great contest
. and that "Under Pour Flags"
was the undying record of
Jan. 8, -1919
the glorious achievements
Gentlemen :
of America in the war for
Democracy.
"Under Pour Flags"
was presented at the Circle
The American troops
Theatre three weeks after
returning to their homes
the armistice was signed,
will only serve to heighten
when one would naturally
the interest in "Under Pour
expect a lull in the inFlcigs
. " It will visualize
terest in war activities,
their narration.
Such hisbut our week convinced us
tory is not to "be passed
that such pictures, dealing
over lightly "by the public
with the actual achieveand a picture, as it tells
ments of American arms, have
the actual and graphic story
not been lessened in inof the closing days of the
terest by the cessation of
war, possesses unquenchable
hostilities.
"Under Four
appeal to the public.
Flags" played to the largest
Very truly yours,
attendance of any of the
s. barret Mccormick
numerous actual war pictures
that we have presented.
Managing Director.
Division of Films,
It appears to me
Committee on Public
that "Under Four Flags" preInformation,
sents to the exhibitor of ■
America one of the best atNew
N. Y.Street,'
6 & York,
8 W. 48-th
tractions available today.

OFFICIAL

U. S. WAR

Messrs.

McCormick,

Rothapfel,

Franklin,

Buhler, Crandall,
and others,
and exhibit
this great picture
to the benefit of
his house,
to the pleasure of
his public
(in seeing how the war was won) |
and to the,
distinct advantage
of his
box office

fil*
through
Available
Corporation,
excepttheforWorld
California
Sol. L. Lesser. Slate Council ol Defense.
r our r lags Forsan Michigan
Francisco.

America's Answer

Our

U. S. A. Series

Bridge of Ships — General Film Corporation

can emulate

PICTURES

J
Pathe
The Official War Review— (Weekly)—
5
Pershing s Crusaders — First National Exhibitors

Under

Any Progressive
Exhibitor

Lansing. (Except Detroit and Wayne
County, through World Film Corporation.)
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC INFORMATION, George Creel, Chairman
Through the Division of Films, Charles S. Hart, Director, Washington, D. C.

The Bureau of War Photographs

The Bureau of War Expositions — presented by the United States and Allied Governmeni

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

j^ave
in

ike

your

seen

police
town
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?

Exhibitors everywhere are obtaining great results tkrougk cooperation vJith. trie local police in
presenting

Great
SELECT(($)PICTURES

the

Sped

Midnidit'Patro

i'

0
Produced

by

THOMAS
H.INCE

Direcrted "*--«-<by
IrvinVWillat
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Picture

*fy<r-tsrv£&

Inter-Ocean serves buyer and producer best because it has no American producing interests, no pet films of its own that it must push first.
This secures the foreign buyer because it enables us to coldly appraise ALL
American productions at their WORTH TO HIM.
It secures the American producer because it gives the exporter no rival producers' pictures that the latter is bound to favor.
American exporters who are linked to producing interests offer to " act as foreign buyers' confidential agent," but here you find the old story of theory that
fails to work in practice. It is not humanly possible for the exporter-w ith-producing-interests to bring that degree of impartiality to the business of confidential agent for foreign buyers which INTER-OCEAN.WHOSE BUSINESS IS
SOLELY EXPORTING, can and does.
Inter-Ocean has been the foreign buyer s guide four years now.
The reason for it is, results. There is safety in sticking to experienced, te?te<l
American buying agents — who have no American producing intere-t-.
CALL ON US IMMEDIATELY for a regular supply of World, Paralta, Plaza,
and other famous American brands, featuring such stars as Louise Huff, Jime
Elvidge, Evelyn Greeley, Carlyle Blackwell, Alice Brady, Ethel Clayton, Kitty
Gordon, Lewis S. Stone, J. Warren Kerrigan, Bessie Barriscale, Louise Glaum,
Henry B. Walthall, Rhea Mitchell, Howard Hickman, Anita King, Kathleen
Clifford and Jackie Saunders. Or those big Inter-Ocean special features like
" Wives of Men " with Florence Reed and " Hearts Across the Sea " with Arnold
Daly. Or those funny Inter-Ocean comedies, by the Whartons and other great
producers. Or accessories like Speer Carbons, the " Fulco "' line of 300 time
and money-saving appliances and the Globe Steel Reel, which permits the quick
replacement of broken springs.

INTERr

OCEAN

FILAV

" We Operate Everywhere " — Largest Distributors of Films
in Foreign Fields and Sole Exporters of Speer Carbons and
Fulco Accessories

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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If you knew the names
of the successful exhibitors
who have written for a
Selznick Pictures franchise,
you would want to be
on the list.
It may be too late.
Your opposition may have
beaten you to it.
Write us today,
and find out.

MYRON SELZNICK
announces
Eight productions
featuring

OLIVE

yearly,

THOMAS
Beginning with

'UPSTAIRS

&-

DOWN'

Ready in March and one
every six Weeks thereafter

CORPORATION
MYRON SELZNICK
■ ■ President and General Manager
CHARLES GIBLYN
Director General
501 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the "News!

BUSINESS

IS

EXHIBITORS
12

BIG

$

The

1 0—

ARE

Fixed

$20—

PACKING

KEEPING
YOU

KNOW

BOOKING

SPECIAL
At

THE

THE

PRODUCTIONS
Rental

Prices

$30

Per

PROFITS

PRICES

YOU
No.

of

THEMSELVES
CAN

SEE

THE

PICTURES

2
THE

I

SENSATIONAL.

J. STUAJ53J
BL AC1CTON
•SUPEPFEATURE,

Mitchell

Lewis'
No.

1 — Julius Steger's Greatest Achievement
Evelyn Nesbit and her son Russell
"HER

No.

3— The

Great

Paul

M.

Thaw

in

MISTAKE"

Bacon-Backer
Potter's

Production

Dramatic

of

Masterpiece

"A
WOMAN'S
EXPERIENCE"
M!T^La
No. 4 — The Sensational Frank Reicher Production of
Isabel

Bookings
INDEPENDENT

world-famous novel
Mollie King
"SUSPENSE"
MSra
All exceptional show propositions with extraordinary
advertising angles and recognized box office value
Distributed
Placed By
SALES

I

Day
THEATRES
AND

THEIR

THE

GREAT

Ostrander's

CORP.

Foreign Rights controlled by Apollo Trading

FILM

Through

CLEARING

Co., Longacre

Theatre

HOUSE,

Bldg., N. Y.
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BILLS

E
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"HOOP-

RHODES

MADELA
BY "

*L NATIONAL
Corporation
fZ FILM

HENRY B.WALTHALL
'""AND A ST1U. SMALL VOICE

AboM

WILUA

D,,

DESMON

,M%\JFE'SAFI)NNYPR0MSITI0M
BESSIE

BARRISCALE

'""ALL OF A SUDDEN

NORM/i

Commg^HAT
RELEASED

EVEHY WOMAN WANTS'witR GRACE
through

MARTIN JOHNSONS
CANNIBALS
BILLIE

RHODES

'THE GIRL OF MY DREAMS
DABMOND
ROBERTSON- COLE COMPANY

/I

What

A live Man. Harris lumbergof

Niagara Falls, Savs of

PEARL
WHITE
in the sensationally successful serial

THE

Lightning

Raider

ior one aays receipts, nouaays or special days liiciudetl.
that I could play to as many people in one day.
I point with pride to Pathe serials as real money makers!'
Mr. Lumbergs

theatre. The New Lumbeigis Niaaara FalLs best theatre
PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

ebruary

8, i p I p
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All

that

its name

PATHt
The

best

implies

- and

more

REVIEW

in travel, science,

all in one "much

sport, etc., pictures,

in little'reel.

The good things in the Second issue;
THE EYE MISSES (SLOW MOTION PHOTOGRAPHY)

WHAT

Astonishingly beautiful pictures of an expert girl diver and swimmer
showing her skill, slowed down eight times. Taken by Novagraph.
FRANCE

- THE

PICTURESQUE

The most mountainous
natural color.

SOME

WADING

(IN PATHECOIOR

)

section of central France, shown

BIRDS

in all its

9

The whys and wherefores for the lonq bills and longer legs. Shown
by Ditmars, the naturalist.
IN SUNNY

Male
shown

SPAIN

(IN PATHECOIOR)

and female costumes of the land of Ferdinand
on their wearers, and all in natural color.

Subjects
anyone;

always
a

real

diversified
treat

in

and not too
house.
any

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.

and

Isabella,

much

of
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DIANDO
aWeslem
THE
BETTY

serial

TERROR

in seven

Of

episodes

THE

RANGE

(DMPSONandGEORGI
Directed,

Incomparable
Laring and

presents

by

Stuart

riders , a beautiful

P«aton

heroine,

the bold, free adventurous

IARKIN

a hero

who

is ultra

life of the last frontier.

PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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*

Film Company fPre Senas'

Miles

Mi

nteg

"THE AMAZING
IMPOSTOR"
AN AMERICAN "FLYING A" PICTURE

By JOSEPH FRANKLIN POLAND

Directed by LLOYD INGRAHAM

Your audiences will chuckle over what happens to the
daughter of the Chewing Gum King, when she exchanges
identities with a Russian countess who is the associate
of a gentleman crook. Little Miss Minter proves as
clever a comedienne as she is an ingenue. You can
advertise "The Amazing Imposter" heavily and make good.
Produced by
Distributed by PATHE
AMERICAN FILM CO., Inc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pres.
These Minter Pictures Now Available:
"The Eyes of Julia Deep"
"Rosemary Climbs the Heights"
"Wives and Other Wives"

PICTURES

If you like the " News," write our advertisers ; if not, tell us.
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Motion

<3old\vyn -r : pictures

Picture

News

-

Lifted from the depths of despair at the
very moment when she is on the way to
accomplish her self-destruction.

Acquitted — and then hounded by the
dreaded knowledge that her name had been
written into the police Index of crime.

Rescued from suicide only to find herself
engulfed amid a band of desperate criminals and suddenly facing a charge of
murder. ^

Married into the best society, the wife of a
powerful diplomat — and ordered by the
Secret Service chief to sacrifice her honor
or face exposure.

And finally — saved, with happiness secured at the last minute when all that she had fought to hold
was slipping through her trembling fingers . . . These are the thrilling and interest-challenging
threads of the first Goldwyn Star Series production in which
Samuel

PAULINTE
from

GoldwyttprWnts:

FREDERICK

the popular

iWVfoman

stage

on

success

the

Index

By, Lillian Trimble Bradley and George Broad hurst
<Direcied by Hobart Henley
Gold wyn's Pauline Frederick productions are to be "different." She has wanted to do stories like
'those we have found for her. Any exhibitor will recognize this story as her kind of screen material.
Emotional, tense, big and modern; everything you expect of her she gives you now. This production is released everywhere February 16.
GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION
SAMUEL GOLDWYW President
Edgar Selwyn. Vice President
16 East 4-2 »d Street
New York City
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

February

Samuel
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Goldwytv

■presents • ».

one of the most uproarious and financially profitable successes in .theatrical
history; the play that made a million
dollars. out of laughter; the play known
to~t wo generations of Americans
Rose flletvillelr wonderful role of ike Hoosier hoyJetv.
who blossomed like a weed and grew up like affowev

tns>
k
pby
sHo
0ireeied
Clarence G. Badger
Released Everywhere — Feb. 9

Exhibitors constantly are crying for
screen productions made from big stage
successes. Here is one. They are saying :
"Give Mabel Normand the broadest
kind of broad comedy." We have done
so here. In a few days, upon receipt
of prints, all Goldwyn offices will hold
trade showings of the best comedy production Mabel Normand ever made;
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyh President Edgar Selwyn, Vice President
New York City
JGLEast 4-2 nd_ Street

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

Motion
FOHD

EDUCATIONAL
THBEKLY

QfvereAre

Tound
WOW

Picture

Exclusive

Only

in

EDUCATIONAL

Values

the
WEEKLY

T7IRST: The tremendous value and "reach" of Henry Ford's
name — in the villages, towns and cities of the nation. A name
as familiar to the ears of a nation as the coins of our country
are familiar to the eyes of our people. This familiarity means
publicity and advertising for The Ford Educational Weekly in
your theatre.
Second: The power of the Ford name to get into the very heart
of great industries and depict their dramatic phases. You may
not know this, so we will tell you that ninety per cent, of all the
issues of The Ford Educational Weekly have been exclusive picturizations that no other organizations would have been permitted to get.
Third: An absolute protection against any propoganda fostered
by selfish interests. The exclusive functions of The Ford Educational Weekly are to instruct, entertain, and educate and the
editors of this great screen publication know that to achieve this
they must be human; must be interesting and that everything
depicted must be staged in terms of drama.
Having made a splendid start in its exclusive booking of this
attraction, having placed it with the representative first runs and
neighborhood houses in all important centres and then behind
these having obtained volume booking, Goldwyn desires to lay
particular emphasis upon the value of The Ford Educational
Weekly in the thousands of smaller communities of the nation.
We wish to announce that we are prepared to offer immediate

FIT ZPATRICK
an3i Chicago
Mcelroy
Sole Representatives
FORD MOTOR CO.
Motion. Picture
Laboratories

service in the small towns and cities without the months'- long
waits after first runs and we invite exhibitors to take this up
quickly with their nearest Goldwyn offices.

GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn Prvsident
New York City
16 East 4-2 nd Street

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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oPtarrbixf

tes*
Baworth
che Hos
Blan
and
Hobart
Directed, by % Ha yes Hunteris hailed as a success by the great New
is excelling the box-office records of
York Strand which had the first
all other Zane Grey screen productions.
pre-release:
is being hurriedly booked and playeu
By the New York Symphony which was
by the same big houses that have
the important metropolitan second
run under the direction of M. Kashin :
succeeded with his previous productions.
By the successful Denver Isis, one of
is being booked by the first runs of
the pioneer class houses of the central
West:
Goldwyn's own productions in many
cities.
Now beginning its run on the entire
is recognized as one of the great indePoli Circuit;
Moore's
Washpendent special productions of the
ington RialtoinandTom
Strand
and sought
past year with an unparalleled punch
by
the nation's premiere picture
institutions.
and appeal.
Telegraph or write your Goldwyn office for prices and playing
dates. You need this production to help "tone up" business.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn Pr-i'fic/ent
New
York City
16 East 4-2>«/ Street

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS

Motion
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What

the

of

Trade

LOUIS

As

&ess

Picture

Thinks

BENNISON

a"Box~Office

Bet"

THIS is a time when we will say nothing about the new star whose
success and popularity we have confidently predicted. Trade
journal critics, the newspapers and exhibitors say more than
Goldwyn ever dared say:
VARIETY: Goldwyn and Betz*
wood have a "find" in Bennison.
a combination of Fairbanks, all
the other cowboy actors and a
touch of Chaplin— but an individuality all his own.
MOVING

PICTURE WORLD: Ingenuity and humor are going to
make Louis Bennison a mighty
popular screen star.
N. Y. TELEGRAPH: Louis Bennison was first announced for
popular "westerns," and, lo, he
turns out to be a most delightful
comedian as well. You'll like him.
PITTSBURGH PRESS: It's almost inconceivable that the first
Eicture of a new star should be a
ig success. The unique personality of Louis Bennison has made
him score a hit from the start.

MOTION PICTURE NEWS: A
fresh, unassuming and altogether
pleasing
wonderfulpersonality.
enthusiasm Bennison's
is a great
asset. You spend your money
well when you see Bennison in
•'Oh Johnny!"
BUTTE MINER : Louis Bennison
is even a bigger success than his
managers claimed he would be.
LYRIC, Pittsburgh: We want an
immediate repeat date on "Oh
Johnny." Bennison is a winner
from the start. We have signed
his series for our three West Virginia houses today.
STRAND, Taunton, Mass: We
played Bennison against the two
biggest male stars of the screen,
day and date, and whipped the
pair for patronage.

Betzwood
Film presentation
Company's it
second
star series

I/mis

Bennison

in

'Sandy

Burke

U-Bar
the
of
-U
hy J. Allen Dunn
Directed by Ira M. Lowry
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
16 East A2noC Street New York City

Be sure to mention "MOTION fiClUKii «KWS" when writing to advertisers
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Brand

New

Comedy

Character

13EGINNING v with the release of March 9— "The New Breakfast
the patrons of the 3100 American theatres that present

Food"—

"sm

um

m capitol
26 a Year
will have a lively, laughable

new

Comedies
Every Second Monday

series of six consecutive

productions

with

"Smiling Bill" Parsons in the role of "Go-Get-'Em" Potts. Each of these
six comedies is complete in itself and "Go-Get-'Em" Potts is a character to
command the laughter of the multitude. See this series quickly at your
nearest Goldwyn office.
GOLDVMt

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn Prusic/ent
New York City
16 East 4-2
Street

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Picture

/e.it. xarii\o
YVONNE
DELVA

THIRTEENTH

CHAIR

from the plfvy by Bayard Veiller
adapted and directed lor the screen
byLEONCE PERRET
pro d u c C d
by
ACME

PICTURES

CORPORATION

Room808-BrokawBuiMing-1457

Broadway-New York

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Doctor

Alvarez, the Argentine specialist, thinks
"
he has hypnotized
TEme, but
S
Iyou see
when
"THE

LIBERATOR"

my new serial thriller and
what happens
to the
" Doctor " you will appreciate my method.
FOR

TWELVE

WEEKS

I promise to amuse and
thrill your patrons, my
old friends.
Signed,

Earnest

Pogam.

IMPORTANT

Territory
selling

real

to

for

"THE

responsible

money

is easy

LIBERATOR"
showmen.

with

COMMUNICATE

HARRY
1400

is

Making

"MACISTE"

WITH

RAVER,

BROADWAY
PHONE GREELEY 4048

If you like the " News," write our advertisers; if not, tell us.

Inc.
NEW

YORK

Motion
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Picture

Triangle Presents
MARY

"Secret

MacLAREN

Marriage"

First she forgets her key. Then this innocent daughter of
a Police Lieutenant is brought to court the next day by her
frantic father, without a shred of her reputation left.
How did it all happen? That forms the basis of a daring
and dramatic plot which will interest your audiences from
start to finish.
You should welcome this picture on your program.
It is entertaining and the story is logically related
in a manner that sustains suspense and creates sympathy.
Presented by a well known star of unusual popularity, the proper
presentation
of "Secret Marriage"
will attract
attention
and please.
scheduled for early release
TRIANGLE

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

IBM

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writing to advertisers
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CONTRACTS

START
O
- FF!

SIGNED

12

DAY

116

O
A
FEW
SENSATIONAL
PAPER
ON
EVERYTHING

OF

TWO

OUR
SENSATIONAL
PAPER
ON
EVERYTHING

REEL

PICTURES

Releases Begin Week of Feb. 3rd

" THROUGH THE STORM "
M VENGEANCE OF HATE "
"THE OUTLAW S SACRIFICE "
4i RAILROAD RAIDERS "
" RUNNING WILD "

«
"
"
-

STRUCK BY LIGHTNING "
SECRET SERVICE DAN "
FAITHFUL UNTO DEATH "
THE ESCAPED CONVICT "
THE SQUARE GAMBLER "

NOTICE

IF YOU ARE CATERING TO THE MASSES
THESE PICTURES WILL MAKE YOU MONEY
AS FORD CARS MAKE MONEY
FOR MR. FORD,
BECAUSE

HE

CATERS

BOOK

THRU
GET

CAPITAL

YOUR

IN TOUCH

AT

WITH

THE

MASSES

ONCE

NEAREST
OR

FILM
IKE

TO

THE

EXCHANGE

EXECUTIVE

OFFICE

COMPANY,

SCHLANK,

INDIANAPOLIS,

President

INDIANA

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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X e art

Frank A.Keeney
Presents

BOS)

A Bid

New

Box

Office

tion"

^Attrac

E

NABRIAG

m

ENCE

CONVENI

THE BEST MELODRAMATIC SOCIETY PICTURE OF THE
BY E. LLOYD SHELDON
SEASON.
directed by SIDNEY OLCOTT
WITH A SPLENDID CAST INCLUDING EDWARD BOONS
ANNA MAY, GEORGE MAJORONI, BLANCHE DAVENPORT,
AND GEORGE PAUNCEFOttT.

DISPLAYING
7

AT
AND

WHAT

CATHERINE

CALVERT

BEST, GORGEOUSLY 60WNED
GLORIOUSLY 6EAUTIFUL.

HER

THE CRITICS SAY.

The New York Telegraph
Miss Calvert Does
the
situations of ti°
•■Marriage" Tbe tense
play aftord her many opportunities.
The Motion Picture World:
ne Calvert, is a
••Marriage," with CatheriHolds
Interest In
I Drama That
SocialPhase.
bit ol
Its
Every
The Chicago American:
nly HoWs
CalvertLifeCertai
rine
Miss Cathe
Marriage,
To High
the
Delightfullyin.
Does ItUpMost
and Mirror
The Minneapolis Daily News:
•■Marriage • is a Play with a Big Plot, A
Catherin
And a o Capable
Star Rlses.T
ity. e
Big
Opportun
a.Greatp^tCalvert
-7-j-Ave,*.
EXECUTIVE OFFICES
E
IC
RV
SE
RY
SHER
AVE, NY.
- *****"
~7
729
** ™
ecTr»*u thc wmls**
MWcme
*NCON
riERfL
KYN&:TW
ICE
rHetir y w£5T£
SERV
SHER
appu
F^Atlo
he* terse
n iTORr
«o*the*
ro««
N£W
GCNERA-L
FILM EXCHANOE
WM.
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BY LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE
AND VINGIE E. FLOE
4 THRILLING

DRAMA

OF NATURES]

OWN DOMAIN THAT PLAYS ON THE
HEART STRINGS OF HUMANITY.
ALSO MISS KENYONS
CURRENT SUCCESSES,

GREAT
Coming!

*THE
THE VANCE
BLUETRIUMPH
MOON"
ANOTHERINNLOUISOFJOSEPH
AND
A great Drama

('THE STBEET OF
S"
SEVE
N STAR
A WONDERFUL
MARY
ROBERTS RlNEHART
STORY. ti
M

of

Lift
andbyLoyc.
Written
VmelsE.Roe
Dramatized by
Louis Joseph Vance
Release Pate Feb. 24.

The
Miss Motion
KenyonPicture
makesNew»:
much of her good opportunity In the
Gathering
of "Wild Honey."
The
DorisMilwaukee
Kenyon inSentinel:
"Wild Honey" Gives a Very Satisfactory
Rendering of a Highly Lovable Character.
TheDoris
Chicago
American:
Kenyon
in "Wild
Honey"
Is worthStar.while. It
Is a Clever
Little
Play With
a Brilliant
The Pittsburgh Dispatch:
Let themdence otalk
AH they Please
Decal the Western
Stuff. about
DoristheKenyon
Is East
and West InInquirer:
"Wild Honey."
The Cincinnati
A Very Cieancut Little Story With a
Very attractive Star. "Wild Honey"
ought
The toSt.Please.
Paul Pioneer Press:
Miss
Kenyon's
Work In "Wild
Honey,"
Justifies
tion. It MakesherthereputaStory
Live.

. Jl ■ - —
mmWrnm mm mm
SHE.
R IVV
s E R
JCrC wwtA/ <YADAS
AJ£T Wla/ -/cJc^C
fC D C E\Sr ANP Wi -z>Tbfili COH/1ECTICUT BOOK/
w K Nf)t>TUF
Vfl 'nt\ & fyAt 'vc
A/C t
ALL OTHER TEFZQlTOIZy *\F>P.
1*4

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.

Motion
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The

Golden West Producing
PRESENTS

Picture

Newt

Company,

/ W
SHERRY
SERVICE
new row, No/?rH5KNffew~t£PS£r/iA/i> wesrew cv##£cr/c</r, meaume p/eecr met/ tv* l. m£##y r&errce « ?■
S MO EE.M EFt.FS_/£Vl_
F=5_^-t"
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HOUDINI

YOU'VE
FINE

PLAYED

TRAGEDIANS

DRAMAS,

ALL

COMEDIANS
EST

IN

CLASSIC
FUNNY

THEIR

GREAT-

ALL

JUVENILES

PLAY

ONLY
THE

THE

THE

IN

THE
THEIR

ROMANCES

NOW
c

IN

COMEDIES,

CLEVER
BEST

ALL

THE

MYSTERYONE

AND

ONE

AND

MASTER
ONLY

IN
FEA-

TURE SERIAL

THAT'S
IN

"THE

THE

GREAT

MASTER

OCTAGON

HOUDINI
MYSTERY"

FILMS, INC.

B. A. ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
Executive Offices: 18 East 41st Street, New York Cihj

m

HOUDIN

LENGTH
A

DOESN'T

FEATURE,

QUALITY

BUT

AND

BIGNESS

NOW

BOOKING

PICTURE

OF

SUBJECT,

POWER

THROUGH

ELEMENTS

THESE

EXCHANGES:

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS OF
NORTHERN
NEW
JERSEY
729 Seventh Avenue, New York Gtu

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
OF
NEW
ENGLAND
48 Piedmont Street
Boston, Mass.

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
OF
DALLAS
191 l>z Commerce St., Dallas, Texas

EFFANO FILM EXCHANGE
CAREY WILSON, Manager
729 Seventh Avenue, New York Gty

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
OF
ATLANTA
Atlanta, Ga.

CELEBRATED
PLAYERS
FILM
CORPORATION
207 S. Wabash Street
Chicago, 111.

ARROW
FILM EXCHANGE
OF
PHILADELPHIA
1235 Vine Street
Philadelphia, Pa.

CANADIAN
RIGHTS
REGAL
FILMS, LTD.
21 Adelaide Street, W., Toronto, Ont.

ROLFE PRODUCTIONS
OF
PITTSBURGH
412 Ferry Street Pittsburgh, Pa.

FOREIGN
RIGHTS
EXPORT and IMPORT FILM CO.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York Gtn

EXHIBITORS
FILM
EXCHANGE
420 Ninth St., N. W.
Wash., D. C

M
I D - W
E
DISTRIBUTING

65lA Walton Street

Tog Building

STAR

FEATURE FILM SERVICE
BERT BARNETT, Manager
510 Sloan Building Cleveland, Ohio

OCTAGON
B.

DO

MYSTERY"
IS
A
IT HAS
BECAUSE

FEATURE

THESE

A

DRAWING

"THE
MASTER
SERIAL
FEATURE
ALL

MAKE

A.

ROLFE

Executive Offices:

FILMS,

INC.

PRODUCTIONS
18 East 41st Street, New

York City

S T
CO.

Milwaukee, Wis,

C^NNOUNCING
A

NEW

DRAMA
MOST

GREAT
FOR

THE

IMPRESSIVE

PERSONALITY
THE

SCREEN

OF

1

M

/HE

Screen's

artist
the

in

mystery

romance

most

a play

surrounded

of the

and

the

sea,

TO

BE

the

mighty

amazing

NOW

distinguished

charm

of

power

of

art-

READY

DISTRIBUTED

BY"

METRO
PICTURES

CORPORATION

^Maxwell
Director

Karger
(jenera,L

hy

4
1JtV>'o«»L

NA21M0VA

PRODUCTIONS

have

made

a new

era

of

for

PICTURE

prosperity

THEATRES

iu»v

J

cas

as

fhe

ow

SUN

comes

up

You

"Theafres yif/tlidfed

vj^ifh

UNITED
VJJill

Men

become

Their*

5000

Grifieism

s WORTH

READING

FARNUM

CP WESTERS

•• • • • • •

DUSTIN
STARS
GIVE

PLAYING
US

MORE

IN LIGHT

METROPOLITAN
STARS

AND

TO CAPACITY

MORE

PICTURES

H.M.CRANDALL
Washington

LIGHT
THEATRE
WERE

ANSWER

WiBIM

POUR

ON FOURTH

UNABLE

SEATS

MORE

OF WESTERN

STARS

DAYS

THIRTY

FARNUMS

STARS

PLAYED

TO ACCOMMODATE

—
UNBELIEVABLE v/HEN YOU

ALMOST
THEATRE

OF WESTERN

FIVE

AND

DAY

CROWDS

VM'tltt

> TEIS
^*
THAT OUR

THERE

ENGAGEMENT

& DAHNXEN

OAKLAND

SATURDAY

CONSIDER

HUNDRED

RETURN

TURNER

THE

OUR

D.C.

IS ONLY

11E
IS

ONE

OF LIGHT
Oakland

Calif

^frxisrd'iii £k
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Julian

George

Picture

Houtain

announces

Miss

Gra))

Myrtle
Stedman
in a series of

Seal

Classics

5 reel productions
First Release in April

Mr.

Wheeler

the "Corned})

Gray

Discovery
in a series of

Seal

Drydert
of the Tear"

Comedies

i reel

Gray

Seal

Productions,

Inc.

George Julian Houtain
James A. Stil es
President
General Manager
Executive Offices :
44 Court Street, Brooklyn, M. T.
Suite qo6
Telephone Main 359
illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
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Just

a

Few

Records

for

Anita

Stewart

in her reigning success

"Virtuous
Garden

Wives"

Theatre, Des Moines, broke all records.

Scollay
Union
Tally's
Strand,

Square Theatre, Boston, 2 weeks1 record-breaking business.
Street Olympia Theatre, Boston, 2 weeks' record-breaking business.
Broadway, Los Angeles, 2 weeks' record-breaking business.
New York, 1 week record-breaking business.

The

Following
Playing

is Sensational:

day and date, 6 days at the Peabody

and New

tres in Baltimore to record-breaking business.
first time this ever has happened in Baltimore.

Ask

Look

Out for 44 A

the

Man

Who's

Shown

Midnight Romance," Anita
Directed by Lois Weber

thea-

This is the

It

Stewart's Next.
A First National Attraction

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the "News! "

Motion

I

The

a

T

public

war

will

picture

dramatic

life

think

—

not

story

great

American."

This,

briefly,

was

So

Roosevelt

the

of

is

the

of

the

cism by exhibitors

title

it

a

critithe

picture.

producers

and

tributors have changed

disthe

title.
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8, 19 19

CHANGED

The

new

title

of

4 'The

Roosevelts"

The

Famous

OUR

A

Produced
McClure

is

Roosevelt

Picture

TEDDY

Stirring

Romance

Laughs

!

A

Fighting

Film

of American

Thrills
Folks

!

Will

Cheers

Life
!

Enjoy

by
Productions,

Inc.

A " First National"

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS "

Attraction

T I F ' S himself —
* * daring, deathdefying, a supreme
athlete — that's
why
GEORGE
WALSH
is pulling the crowds.
You see on this page
how he keeps in
physical trim — how
he employs
and
enjoys himself off
stage — and you see
on the opposite page
how he applies this
training to his work
on the screen— in

LUCK

AND

PLUCK

Directed by EDWARD DILLON
VICTORY PICTURES
This is the lively romance

of an honor-

automobile — a fight in the water — the

able crook — a story that moves with
the speed of lightning — that is packed
with thrills and bubbling with mirthmaking romance.

plunging of a car through a bridge — a
90-mile an hour motorcycle ride — a
wild 25-foot leap from a tree to a run-

There's

a hand-to-hand struggle in an
Book GEORGE

away horse's back — and other big sensations that pledge pep and patronage.
WALSH

FOX
FILM CORPORATION

now!

George
swims,

wrestles,

of

snappiest

and
in

the

hairbreadth
his

picture,

screen
you

VICTORY

rows,

rides

story
escapes

career.

build

of

and

Walsh
fights his

intrigue

that has
When

and

been
you

PICTURES'

now— and

through

love, of exciting
provided

play

for the future — you

way

add

a

to your

reels

escapades

for this daring

GEORGE

get "Luck

five

star

WALSH

prestige ! Book

and

Pluck"

Get

the

Women

Your

Into

Theatre

!

Show the heart-burning, human story of tr
woman who thought she was going to w
happiness

through

money

Virginia

The

in which

!

Pearson

Love
Auction
Directed by EDMUND LAWRENCE

mother

love, born

of misery,

pavt

the way to happiness — the story of a poverty
stricken woman who longs for luxury.

MOTHERHOOD

HIGHER!

/
An
— a

aeroplane
dive

building —
that make

flight — a romp

from

the

these

roof

are

the

WILLIAM
Sunshine

of

with
a

sorts

lions

20-story
of stunts

FOX

Comedies

the marvels of fun land and the only real patronage
building comedies on the market. Hundreds of exhibitors
are featuring them in advertising
SEE ANY OF THESE RELEASES AT FOX BRANCH OFFICES:
X

"Oh, What a Knight!"
" The Son of a Hun "
" The Fatal Marriage "
" Mongrels "
" Roaring Lions on the
Midnight ^Express "
SEE

THEM

!

" The Diver's Last Kiss "
" A Tight Squeeze"
" Who's Your Father"
"Wild Women and Tame Lions"
"A Neighbor's Keyhole"
"A Waiter's Wasted Life"

THEY'LL

DO

THE

FOX
FILM CORPORATION

REST

!

Motion
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Better

Picture

Satisfaction

This notice is addressed to the minority of our subscribers who
do not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free to all who
wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing direct to our
advertisers; in fact, you do not do enough of it for your own good,
but we do want you to get the proper goods to fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy to write each

company separately; therefore we are offering our co-operation,
which means that you will receive full information on any subject
which you may designate by merely filling out the coupon, designating by numbers the goods in which you are interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded to reputable
manufacturers, even though the goods on which you wish information are not*
i. advertised in the News.
Heralds
30. Interior Lighting
32. Interior Telephones
31.
Lithographs
33. Lobby Display
Projection Lamps
34. Mazda
36. Metal Ceilings
35.
Motors
38. Mural Paintings
37.
Musical
Paints Instruments
39.
41.
40. Perforating Machines
Printing Machines
Programs
42.
44.
43. Projection Booths
45. Projection Lenses
46. Projection Machines
47. Projection
Machines (Homei
48. Reels
Rewinders
50. Safety Exit Locks
49.
Screens
52. Slides
51.
Stage Settings
53. Studio Lights
54. Ticket Selling Machines
56.
55. Ticket Taking Machines
57. Uniforms
58. Ventilating and Fans
59. Vacuum Cleaners

Arc Controllers
2. Advertising Novelties
Brass Rails
4. Building Materials
3.5. Cameras
6. Camera Lenses
Carbons
Chairs
7.9.8. Chair
Upholstery
Change Making Machines
10.
11.
12. Condensers
Converters and Transformers
Developing and Printing
13.
14. Developing Materials
15. Developing Tanks
I 16. Disinfectants
and Perfumes
17.
Economizers and Rheostats
18. Electric Signs
19. Elevators and Escalators
20. Exterior Lighting
21.
22. Film Cabinets
23. Film Carriers
Cleaners
24. Film
25. Film Dyes
26. Film Stock
27. Fire Extinguishers
28. Floral Decorations
Engines
Heating
29. Gas

Gentlemen:

Please send me descriptive matter on the subjects marked in the above lists.

Name
Theatre
City
State

News

February

833

8, i p i p

SUBJECTS

PRODUCED

IS

REEL"

"SHORT

THE

OF

CREAM

THE

US

BY

Why not feature "The High Spots" in your
Electric lights: as do the larger theatres;
and

take

our

pictures

Begin

advantage

doing

give

any

this

with

leases: A Bruce
WANDERER
And

of

also with

the

our

personally

worthy

current

entitled

WHOZIT"

electric

aeroplane

these

re-

"THE

" WASHINGTON'S

guarantee

of your

two

THE

PATROL"
(the greatest
ever filmed).
/

prestige

theatre.

Scenic
AND

added

two

SKY
picture

pictures

light signs —

Try

it.

Vice- Pres. and Gen'l Mgr.
Book

through

your

.DucAnoNAL

129

n

nearest

Educational

Films

Avenue

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Exchange

Corporatioi

NEW

YORK

Look at the "News! "

834

M o I ' on

A

newspaper

man —

play section of a nearby
our

office

last week

and

manager

of the

photo-

city daily — came
made

these

Picture

into

interesting

statements:
First, he had increased
paper from

about $6000.00

the theatrical advertising
to over $50,000 a year.

Secondly, he placed Motion Picture News
ing and indispensable factor in his success.
He

worked

in his

as a lead-

in this way:

First, he secured
theatres.

in advance

the bookings

of the various

Then, taking the current issue of the NEWS, he found in our
Special Service Section, our Service Bureau, and in our Complete
Plan Book, full material with which to prepare newspaper advertisements on any of the features booked.
He prepared this copy before soliciting the exhibitor.
This is our idea of proper local advertising of pictures — the result of the
right kind of cooperation between the exhibitor, exchange and the newspaper.
When done in many cities it will result in the national advertising of pictures.
Motion Picture News is now going to the business offices of the leading
dailies of the United States and Canada — furnishes, each week, that complete
service which is the basis of this advertising of the picture to the public.

N e
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The

An

Real

absorbing,

history

of

strenuous

IN

The

Roosevelt

trie

but

apostle

upright

TWO

pictures

of

living.

REELS

of Mr.

velt are actua
another

life -interest

Roose-

1— NOT

impersonating

of
him.

♦
The

one

SPECIAL

big
which

EXTRA
every

hibitor will want

to

ex-

book.

❖
Only

a little territory

unsold.

QAUMONTjQO.
Flushing, L. I.

You are wasling your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

Motion

333

and

Pic tu

NEW

Memo:
Mr.

Johnston:
Below

is a statement

of Motion

Picture

figures are taken

of the new

News

from

yearly subscription

for the year 191 8 by months.

our subscription

rately show7s the distribution

business
These

cash book, which

accu-

of all subscription

mail, and I would

be very glad indeed to have any advertiser come

in here and verify

the figures.

New

Yearly

MOTION
January
February

Subscriptions
PICTURE

-

239

-

262

-

293

March

-

-

-

171

April

-

-

-

165

May
June

-

-

-

136

1918

NEWS
-

187

-

131

-

-

-

202

August
September
October

-

-

142

-

-

Ill

November

-

-

294

December

-

July

2333

It hasn't seemed
had 2333
months

new

to me

subscriptions

of the year.

anything

to brag about that we have
for the year, and 1832 for the last ten

If it is worth

to pass along the information

mentioning

perhaps

you want

to our clients.
J. S. Judd,

Circulation

Manager.

February

8, 1919
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The

Week

in the Film World

FEATURES
THAT TIME IS COMING (WM. A. JOHNSTON)
SPEAKING EDITORIALLY
DEALING IN PERSONALITIES
"WHAT
YOU CAN DO"
ABOUT A MODEL HOUSE ORGAN
HOW NEW YORK STAGES THE SHOW
SPECIAL SERVICE
SECTION
CLASSIFIED ADS FOR SOLDIERS AND SAILORS..
REVIEWS IN COMPLETE PLAN BOOK
NEW BOX OFFICE REPORTS

839
840
841
845
852
858
8S1
898
915
931

NEWS OF THE WEEK
Walter Hoff Seely Goes Abroad
Gigantic Protest on Proposed Tax
Rumors Cling to Star Combine
Miscellaneous News
Influenza Closes Whole of Australia •
Favors Bill for State Censorship
Thank
— An Visits
Optimist
«
Milton God
Hoffman
New York
Will Inspect Theatres Monthly
Kansas City Sees a Busy Week
Live News of the Producers
Glances at the Program
In the Independent Field
In and Out the West Coast Studios
Hollywood Hookum
Complete Plan Book

842
843
844
846
847
848
849
850
850
851
864
880
883
896
897
915

Newsy

Announcements

OF SERVICE

TO EXHIBITORS

Exhibitors'
Service Bureau
What
the Producers
Have to Say
News of the Independent Producers
Universal Special Service Section
Equipment Service Section
Music Department
Advance Reviews
Reviews in Complete Plan Book
Box Office Reports and Plan Book Index
Releases, Current and Coming

852
864
883
891
899
910
915
916
931
935

COMPLETE PLAN BOOK
Pictures Reviewed in Advance
" Common Clay" (Pathe)
"Woman, Woman" (Fox)
"A Romance of Happy Valley" (Artcraft)
"Bonds of Honor" (Exhibitors Mutual)
" Faith " (Metro)
"Don't Change Your Husband" (Artcraft)
"Who Will Marry Me?" (Bluebird)
"Go West, Young Man" (Goldwyn)
"The Girl With No Regrets" (Fox)
"His Parisian Wife" (Artcraft)
"The Amazing Impostor" (American)
"Fortune's Child" (Vitagraph)
"Venus in the East" (Paramount)
"Mandarin's
Gold"(Concluded)
(World)
Advance Reviews
Plan Book Index and Exhibitors' Box Offide Reports

915
916
917
918
919
920
921
922
923
924
925
926
927
928
929
930
931

of the Week

"When a Girl Loves" Is Latest Jewel Production 782
Hart in Different Role in " Breed of Men"
783
Big Husband"
Things Promised in De Mille's " Don't Change Your
784-85
The Latest Drew Comedy on the Paramount Program 786
"Hard Boiled" Next Picture for Dorothy Dalton 787
" Happy
Though Married " Is High Comedy with Enid 788
Bennett
Vitagraph's Newest Serial, "The Man of Might"
789
Earle Williams Scores in "The Highest Trump"
790
The Larry Semon Comedies on the Vitagraph Program ... .791
A Letter from S. Barrett McCormick on " Under Four
Flags"
792
Select's Suggestion for the Promotion of Its Special, " The
Midnight Patrol "
793
Inter-Ocean's Importance and Its Large Business 794
MyronDown"
Selznick Presents Olive Thomas in " Upstairs and 795
Film Clearing House Has Two Box Office Attractions in
" Life's Greatest Problem " and " A Romance of the
Air"
796-97
Robertson-Cole
798
Pathe's
"The
Lightning
Raider"
799-800
Pathe News
801
Pathe Presents New Western Serial with George Larkin and
Betty Compson, Entitled "The Terror of the Range "..802
Mary Miles Minter in Newest American Comedy " The
Amazing Impostor "
803
Goldwyn Presents Its First Pauline Frederick Feature, " The
Woman
on
the
Index"
from
One
of
Season's
'
Earlier
Plays
804
Wm. A. Johnston, Pres. and Editor.

at a Glance

Found

in the Ad-Pages

MabelFordNormand
in "Sis
Hopkins" Now Ready
805
The
Educational
Weekly
806
How Exchanges
" The Border Legion " Is Going Through Goldwyn 807
Press Opinions and Exhibitor Comment on Louis Bennison
and His First Goldwyn Picture
808
Goldwyn's Capitol Comedies with Bill Parsons
809
Acme Pictures Offers Leonce Perret's " The Thirteenth
Chair," Taken from Big Stage Success of the Same 810
Name
Harry Raver
the Maciste Serial, "The Liberator ". .818121
Triangle
Film Offers
Corporation
Productions Distributed Through the Sherry Service Include
Capital
Presents and
Its Special
Short onPictures.
Two FilmBox Company
Office Features
the Latest
G. M. .813
Anderson
814-15-16
Metro's Latest Offering with Mme. Nazimova Adaptation of
Well Known Stage Play
817-18-19-20
The Houdini Serial
821-22
United Picture Theatres
823
A Few New Records that Anita Stewart Established in Her
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RECENTLY a discussion arose between this office
and a producer, which, it seems to us, goes to
the very heart of the picture business.
The producer had just completed a picture which, in
our reviewer's opinion, was especially good; a "knockout," he called it.
We suggested that the picture deserved special exploitation in our pages to the important end that the
exhibitor thereby might give it special exploitati6n to
his public.
The reply came : " No. This picture is so strong that
it doesn't need advertising. It will book itself. But we
have some pictures which we would like to have you
for us."
putWe over
would like to make our position very clear and our
opinion very emphatic on the point.

or lose; it is the public whose nickels and dimes pay the
cost of production; and it is the public which will in no
great time keep him in or put him out of business.
No exhibitor in the world is strong enough to stand
between the picture maker and the picture maker's public and sell unsalable goods, more especially goods which
are lied about. The public lost to an exhibitor is a pubhe lost to the maker of pictures — not to all makers, but to
that one particular maker whose goods fell short of their
claims.
The rental of pictures is only one step — not the only
and final step. It is the selling of pictures — selling them
to the public — that counts with the picture maker. That
is his sales objective.
Consequently it will avail nothing for the maker to attempt to " put over " a picture in our columns through
false assertions to the exhibitor, and thence to the public.

Who Is The " Customer ? "
0 begin with, the picture maker s customer is the
public — not merely the exhibitor of pictures.
T
We would like to print this statement in the
available and keep it running in every issue
type
largest
of this paper.
We would like to see it as a motto on every producer's
desk, taking precedence over every other motto; for unquestionably itgoes down to the very heart of the commerce of the picture.
In the earlier stages of the business the idea prevailed
that the exhibitor was the manufacturer's customer, his
only customer. The manufacturer's sole aim was to book
the exhibitor — through his selling staff, the pages of the
no thought beyond the extrade
hibitor.paper — blindly, with

<(

The consequence was that trade paper advertising
pages were filled with blind exhortations to book — book
— book. Superlatives were used ad nauseum or rather
to the point of the utterly ridicidous; and even to-day
the same silly custom prevails to a deplorable extent.
The idea, of course, was that if the picture maker could
only unload upon the exhibitor — his whole concern over
the picture was over with. His work was done; it was
then the other fellow's — the exhibitor's business burden.

Carry on"— Right Through— Or Quit
truth of the matter is— and it is a truth big
THE
and plain as day — that the real customer of any
picture maker is the public which he is aiming to
please; it is the public whose confidence he will make

Advertising ' ' Versus " Wildcatting"
IN the first place, our review — honest at any rate — is
the exhibitor's safeguard. And while our advertising pages are the manufacturer's to use or misuse as
he sees fit, we will positively not lend ourselves editorially to the overselling of pictures to the public through
the exhibitor. We will not do this for the manufacturers own good as well as our own.
And the same rule works just the same the other way.
We are anxious, on any exceptional picture, to give to
the exhibitor all its exploitation points. We do this in
the manufacturer's own best interest, as well as the exhibitor's; because the public, to be reached through the
exhibitor, is the manufacturer's public.
It is absurd for the maker of an exceptional picture to
say that the picture will book itself, to feel that its sale
ends — for the manufacturer — with its rental. It is just
as absurd to undersell it in this way as to try and oversell it through the exhibitor with exploitation aids that
lie to the public.
Truth is the basis of advertising power. If advertising
isn't truthful it not only loses that power, its very reason
for existence, but it becomes a positively detrimental,
ruinous boomerang.

Truth

the Basis

Success
mean
is weak doesn't
some manualthough
their brand names —
page)

for All

a picture
THE thatmere
le —
advertisab
not that
it isfact
facturers think enough of
(Continued on next
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Editorially

Picture

News

Speaking:

Truth the Basis for all Success
(Continued from preceding page)
the public, so that public confidence may be maintained
— in the theatre which shows the pictures and in the man
who makes them.

Surrender ? Or will it turn, and with a greater power
than newspapers have, let the reformer know that its expression must not only be free but that it has the power to
be and remain free.
*****

There's only one person who will disagree with us here
and he's the quick clean-up man, the gold brick seller,
who doesn't give a rip about his own future nor anybody's else, nor the future of the industry itself.
There's the firm, too, so undercapitalized that it feels
pushed to grab the money regardless of the bigger business considerations. Such a firm is in an unfortunate
way.
We look to see the time — not very far hence — when the
manufacturers left in this business will be those whose
eyes are firmly fixed upon the public, their public, who
makes pictures for this public, not simply to rent to the
exhibitor — and who utilize our advertising pages to tell
the truth to the exhibitor, and thence to the public just
as scrupulously and skilfully and fully as if they were
dealing directly, face to face, with the public themselves.
That time is coming.

The Play's the Thing
SOME excellent photodramas have been released in the
past two weeks.
They show an insistence upon story values.
Themes have been happily selected. Artistically these pictures, as a whole, show a steady and notable advance in
the making of picture entertainment.
All of which augurs happily for the picture industry this

The

Worth

of Established

Confidence

SPEAKING of building confidence, there's a man in
London, William Jury by name — Sir William Jury
since the war — who has told the truth about pictures
so long and so consistently that what Jury handles is apt
to book unseen throughout the British Empire.
Just estimate the value of this established confidence. It
rests with the exhibitor and through him with his public.
Will

the Screen

Surrender?

THE Evening Telegram of New York interviews one
of the reformers at Albany — his name matters not —
and pronounces the reverend gentleman hopelessly
drunk — with power.
There are more sources of intoxication, of course, than
the liquor he and his kind have prohibited.
Drunk with power ! Drunk with the glee of having lobbied Legislature against the expressed will of the people!
Drunk with the act of having rough-ridden and destroyed
the sacred rights of the states and put a question mark
after the personal liberty which was the keystone of the
foundation of the republic.
Drunk and on a rampage !
What is now to be attacked ? What is the next regulation to be laid upon the occupation, recreation or domestic
activity of the humble citizen of the United States of America?
Is it Sunday newspapers, golf, automobiling, smoking?
No, none of these, though any one is now attackable ; especially not newspapers, because newspapers can and do
turn back the light of day upon the clouded brain of the
bigot.
No; it's the motion pictures!
The rest will have to wait. Pictures furnish riper picking, greater glory, a vaster field of regulation — something
closest to the reformer's heart.
Motion Pictures next !
And what will the screen do ?

We believe that this will be a year of picture making
rather than of star values. We believe that the stars themyear. selves realize this important situation and that they, too,
whether they make and release their own pictures or not,
will concentrate upon the making of fine pictures.
They realize that there will be severe competition in picture
making.
a big of
advantage,
it's this
the picture itself
thatThetipsstarthehasscales
popular but
favor,
the
world over.
Stars are only unduly strong when pictures are unduly
weak. The ratio is mathematically certain and correct.
*****
Time

to Fight!

THEATRES in the Atlanta district, we understand,
are going to fight, follow the lead of the Phoenix,
Arizona, exhibitors and fight the efforts of local
authorities to close the playhouses because of the " flu "
return.
Exhibitors all over the country should do the same.
Use your organizations — form your own organizations
— and fight in the courts when they attempt to close your
theatre while allowing crowds to congregate in schools,
churches, stores and saloons.
The courts will hold with you that any attempt to single
out the theatres for drastic regulation is discriminatory.
Public opinion will be with you in your belief that a
well ventilated theatre is far healthier than the average
tenement home or any saloon.
Fight — and fight in the courts — before you allow panicky
local authorities to class your theatre among " genera!
*****
nuisances."
A

Way

to Help

the Exporter

NG restrictions still surround the exDISCOURAGI
porting of American-made pictures.
It is our understanding that the Government is
very anxious that American pictures be widely circulated
abroad — to the end of correcting false war propaganda and
to inculcate American ideals of life and world progress.
Surely the Government would hasten to untie this bothersome and uncalled-for red tape if the facts were clearly
made known to the administration heads.
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print herewith the picture of the
man who will be to blame if W. A.
Johnston moves to Hackensack, N. J.
Here's the culprit.
W.
A. J.week
dropped
into Paul him
Cromelin's
office this
to congratulate
on the
good reports coming in from exhibitors
on the feature " The Better 'Ole." He
did his part and then listened to Mr.
Cromelin.
What followed we can't say of our own
knowledge. But W. A. J. came back to
the office and for the rest of the afternoon talked nothing but — Hackensack.
The beauties of Hackensack; the glories
of Hackensack; the grandeur of Hackensack ;the wonders of Hackensack ; to all
those who listened.
And Paul Cromelin started it ! In fact,
we are led to believe that Hackensack is
" The Better 'Ole."

A New York Telegram writer carries an interview with Rev. Dr.
O. R. Miller, leader of the Prohibition lobby in the Empire State,
in which he declares that his organization is now ready to launch a
campaign against Sunday motion pictures. It's our turn next, boys.
So, just to get in trim for the battles to come, roll up your sleeves
and go after this five per cent rental tax. Go to it!

Read the statement from the Executive Committee of the N. A.
M. P. I. on page 845 and decide right noiv what you are going to
do to fight the five per cent rental tax proposed by Congress.
What's more — do it right now. Don't think it is too late. The best
Washington authority declares that if the people — your patrons —
are heard from quickly enough and in sufficient force the Conference Committee will listen. It's up to you.

"LOS ANGELES {Special Wire to Motion Picture News).—
Griffith has announced that he made a contract several months ago
to produce three subjects for First National. These will be made
after he completes his Artcraft contract, which provides, in addition to the three releases to date, for " The Girls Who Stayed at
Home," now in the cutting room, and two other productions. This
will make possible the completion of the Artcraft contract and the
agreement for three First National pictures about the time Chaplin
and Pickford complete their contracts."
And close on the heels of the above :
"Los Angeles (Special Wire to Motion Picture News) —
Griffith has Lawyers for Hart, Pickford and Fairbanks are on
way to Coast to complete organization of United Artists. Five
held many meetings during week but no information given."
And then this :
" Los Angeles (Special to Motion Picture News) — Ben Hampton has arrived here. He is organizing a company with Zane Gray
to produce the latter's novels in pictures."

WE

„ Hackensack
Claims
Much of
His
Praise"

Just too late to chronicle the fact in las't week's news budget
we met Milt Hoffman at Mrs. Astor's lunch counter. Milt, who
now holds an important executive post at the Lasky studios, spent
the week renewing acquaintances made when advertising manager for the original World.
Also just too late for mention last week came a telephone call
from Joe Lee, breaking the news that the Boston impresario was
back on the White Way.
R. M. Vandivert has also checked in at Quarantine. The Lone
Wolf, who has been touring South America for Uncle Samuel, is
mysterious regarding future plans.
Comes a letter from Harry Reichenbach on Mrs. Alexandria's
Los Angeles stationery. Confesses that his new feature is " the
biggest I have ever handled." Will be back in New York next
Monday.
Incidentally Harry adds, " I've thought up a lot of new excuses
for you to use on your wife to get out nights. Won't charge any
royalty." Gosh, it must be a good picture !
Also incidentally, though he has nothing to do with the picture,
Harry is among the many who have sent us the tip that " The
Unpardonable Sin " is one of the big pictures of the year.
Winnie Sheehan is expected back in town as we go to press.
David Horsley is in town. Don't know his plans but some
one told us that Dave had a herd of elephants to sell cheaply.
Announcement is made that Nathan Hirsch is no longer connected with Pioneer. M. H. Hoffman has merged his interests
with those of Pioneer and assumed the general managership of
the combination.
Our mail brings a postcard and best wishes from W. R.
Rothacker, now in Los Angeles. The scene is captioned " Snow
and Oranges in California." Gosh, we're glad we are spending
our winter in New York where this Winter's first snow is yet
among the missing.

Met Walter J. Price, general manager for the new Virginia
Pearson Photoplays, Inc. Visited the office accompanied by Allan Rock. Glad to meet ya, Brother Price.
Chester Beecroft sailed for England last Saturday. Walter
Hoff Seeley jails Saturday. And the Astor grill looks like a
conference of prominent British film men each knew — Taylor,
Rowson, et al. Certainly boosting this League of Nations stuff.
Our old friend Jeff Dolan is back on the 729 Curb Market,
wearing the honorable khaki and carrying an honorable discharge.
The irresistible Jeff is open for offers.

YOU the screen.
can't keep Terry Ramsaye
Terry broke into pictures while on the
Chicago Tribune by being the star reporter
off
in a thrilling film made for that paper.
Later he wandered into the game as a
publicity representative. And for years
the Fates were successful in keeping him
off the screen and keeping him a successful press agent.
But Terry licked the Fates.
It all came about through Kinograms,
the deluxe news weekly which Terry, Ray
Hall and Charles Urban are presenting to
the market.
Someone got the real clever idea of
announcing the new feature by an " Extra
Edition " — a reel showing the staff, organization and facilities of the infant news
reel.
And the idea, we understand, has got
over in fine shape. But we also understand that it gives Terry another chance
to act.
Maybe we're wrong; but, if we're right,
then that " Big Five " will have to make
room for a new member. It will soon become "The Big Six "—Griffith, Fairbanks,
Pickford, Hart, Chaplin — and " Handsome Terry " Ramsaye.-

'He

Shuttles
Between
Publicity

and Screen"
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Walter
Hoff
Seely
Goes
Abroad
Sails for London, February
r, in Cole will be greater than ever following
Mr. Seely's visit.
Company with Marcus Beeman,
It was the intention of Mr. Seely when
he left New York to remain abroad about
Newly Appointed Manager — ■
five weeks. Most, if not all, of this time
Greater Activities Are
will be spent in London, although it is posExpected
sible that he will take a trip to Paris, which
will be a center of activity for Chester
WALTER HOFF SEELY, general
manager of the Division of Films
Beecroft in his promotion of the Robertof the Robertson-Cole Company, 1600
son-Cole films which have just come under
his control.
Broadway, left New York on Wednesday,
January 29, for Halifax, whence on SaturThe British headquarters of Robertsonday (February 1) he sailed for England on
Cole will be established, upon the arrival
the Aquitania. Mr. Seeley is accompanied
of Mr. Seely, at 93-95 Wardour Street,
London. From here will radiate the
by Marcus Beeman, formerly of the Divimotion picture activities of the big export
sion of Films, Committee on Public Information, who will have charge of the new
organization throughout the United Kingdom. Under the arrangements with Mr.
Robertson-Cole Company headquarters in
London.
Beecroft, the Robertson-Cole Company retains all the rights to its pictures for the
Primarily, Mr. Seely is going abroad to
superintend the opening of the London
United Kingdom, which leaves an immense
field for the valuable promotion ideas of
headquarters, and to complete the details
Mr. Beeman who will handle the Robertin connection with the deal whereby Chesson-Cole films there.
ter Beecroft recently obtained the Conti-.
The signing of H. B. Warner, who is a
nental rights to all the Robertson-Cole phofavorite with British filmgoers was received
toplays produced in 1918 and which will
be made during the present year.
by English exhibitors with much approval,
Much significance to the future of the
and the films starring this actor will be
foreign film affairs of Robertson-Cole is made with as much view to their appeal to
Britishers as to Americans, it is said. The
attached to Mr. Seely's trip abroad at this
Warner productions, however, will be
time, when affairs on this side of the water
American in every sense, though the
are pressing enough to demand his attenstories selected for him should have unition almost every minute, but it is certain
versal appeal.
that the foreign activities of Robertson-

Blanche

Sweet

Film

Big Ten-Reel Garson-Neilan Production Scheduled to Arrive February 9by Special Messenger
COMING by special messenger, the first
four completed prints of the Harry
Garson independent production, " The Unpardonable Sin," starring Blanche Sweet
under the personal direction of Marshal
Neilan, left Los Angeles, February I.
They will be delivered to W. H. Rudolph, Eastern representative of the producing company, with offices in the Aeolian Building, New York City. Just when
the picture is to be shown in New York
has not yet been determined.
A number of offers for " The Unpardonable Sin " are said to have been made
by big amusement interests identified with,
not only the moving picture branch of
the theatre business, but also by men
prominent
in the so-called " legitimate "
branch of amusements.
It is said to be not at all unlikely that
" The Unpardonable Sin " will be exploited in a way which will surpass in its
magnitude the exploitation of any photoplay yet made.
The only definite arrangements so far
made call for the opening of the picture
on Broadway, New York, the latter part
of February after an unusual advertising
campaign.
Three legitimate theatres, each one of
them now housing a successful dramatic
attraction, are said to have been offered
and the one best suited to the needs of

Comes

East

the picture, at a $2.00 price scale, will be
chosen.
Whether the production will get into the
established moving picture theatres of the
country within the next few months or
will be handled as a special attraction in
the first-class legitimate houses of the
country for an indefinite period will depend upon what disposition is being made
of contracts now being considered.
Manitoba Exhibitors Elect
George A. Graham, owner of three successful moving picture theatres in Winnipeg, has been elected president of the
Manitoba Exhibitors' Association in succession to Mr. R. Kershaw, who has resigned. Mr. Graham represents the moving picture business in the Winnipeg Rotary
Club and has been an active worker for the
film interests in the Province of Manitoba.
Other officers for the current year include M. J. Williamson as vice-president
and M. E. Ferguson as secretary-treasurer.
The latter was re-elected.
Incidentally a committee of twelve, representing the exhibitors, stage and theatre
employes, exchanges as well as dramatic
and vaudeville houses, has been busily engaged in organizing the Manitoba Theatrical League, and a general meeting of the
proposed body will be held shortly in
Winnipeg. The first move of the league
will be to present a request to the Manitoba Government for the removal of the
Provincial Amusement
war tax.

Picture

THEATRES

News

REBEL

South Carolina Health Officials Accused of Discrimination
at Rockhill, South Carolina,
tres
Board
ordered
th close
Heal
localthea
the all
WHEN
January 27, and allowed
other places, including the schools,
to rema
d. in open — the exhibitors rebelle
The theatre owners refused to
close their theatres in the face of
what they termined " discrimination "and they appealed to the State
Board of Health for an opinion
from the Attorney General.
This decision was favorable to
the theatre owners and the Governor ordered the Sheriff to close
the schools and other places of congregation on the grounds of " DisTheatre owners then put the
crimination."
matter in the hands of the courts
for a final ruling and the case was
due to be heard February 3It is expected that theare owners in quarantined districts will
watch for the Court ruling with
great interest.

Sunday

Easily
Bill in Indiana

Dies

The bill to legalize Sunday picture shows,
passed at the last session of the Indiana
State Legislature but vetoed by Governor
Goodrich, was finally put to sleep in the
Senate last week, but not until the upper
branch had got into such a tangle over parliamentary procedure that the measure
seemed likely for a while to be left with
some traces of life in it.
The bill had been made a special order
for 2 p. m. Wednesday, but was brought
up on motion of Senator McCray to reconsider the motion to make it a special
order. The motion was carried. Several
attempts were made to make different motions, all with the intent of killing the
vetoed measure beyond recall. Finally
when the smoke was cleared away, Senator
McCray got in another motion to postpone
the bill indefinitely and this carried without opposition. Lieutenant-Governor Bush
announced that the effect of this was to
kill the measure.
Senator McCray. who took a hand in the
funeral, was the author of the bill in its
original shape, but opposed it because of
surreptitious changes made in it before it
reached the Governor, that resulted in the
veto. The changes were as to the time during which Sunday performances were legalized, the provision for shows in the
afternoon being changed so as to permit
shows all day. A new bill to legalize Sunday picture shows is to be introduced in the
legislature shortly and the killing of the
vetoed bill is not taken as giving any forecast of action on the new bill.
A resolution by the Ministerial Association of Clinton protesting against Sunday
picture shows was read.
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Gigantic
Protest
on
Five-Cent
Tax
tion of the tax but without avail. It is
Patrons of Theatres Throughout the Country Given Opportunity
now clearly up to the exhibitors if they
are to save themselves and the other
of Co-operating with Exhibitors Through National Assobranches of the industry from this deciation Campaign Now On Against Film Rental Tax
structive burden.
"
There
is no exhibitor who cannot
legitiSINCE combined and quick action on the part of the managers of
make a four-minute speech to his neighmate and vaudeville theatres was responsible in defeating the twenty
fors, or who cannot obtain a neighbor to
per cent tax proposed in the War Revenue bill, the National Association
make
that speech for him. If necessary,
of the Motion Picture Industry is now launching a campaign that the exhibitors
read this telegram to each audience as
may be free from the proposed tax on film rentals.
your
in thisspeech
fight.— the public will be with you
A nation-wide drive has been inaugurated by the Association and they now
claim that it is up to the exhibitors individually to immediately act successfully
" Every decent American will resent
on the plan provided.
Congress excusing the opera patron from
The campaign was started January 25 at a hastily called meeting of the
paying his 20 per cent admission tax and,
Executive Committee of the Association and the following telegram was disat the same time, making the purchaser of a 10 cent ticket to a motion picpatched to the forty-eight state chairmen of the National War Work Council
of the Association :
ture theatre pay a 20 per cent, tax, which
is exactly what this rental tax we ask you
Telegram to Chairmen
to fight, plus the regular 10 per cent, ad" The legitimate theatres, through capamission tax, will do in effect."
TURN
TO
THEM
ble and intelligent four-minute men, folLive Wire Exhibitors
lowed by the distribution of petitions proA second series of long telegrams were
testing against the 20 per cent, tax on
You'll Find a Man for That
Job in This Issue
admission tickets, so flooded the post office
sent out from the headquarters of the association in the Times Building on Janudepartment with petitions, and thus so impressed the conference committee of the
ary 27. This second series was addressed
newe
ce toified
re st
ServiClass
be made
featu
of
Ads, athe
E
TH
House and Senate, as to cause that comMOTION PICTURE NEWS,
to a specially selected list of live-wire exhibitors residing in the home districts of
mittee to strike the 20 per cent, admission
will be found in this issue on
tax from the revenue bill. Had that tax
the various members of the conference
page
898. the heading of Situations
been passed the legitimate theatre business
Under
committee, and urged upon them the abWanted you will find the very man
solute necessity of seeing that petitions
would, of course, have been seriously cripyou
need
for
that
open
job
you
have.
pled.
signed by as many of their patrons as
And the man you select from the
possible were dispatched immediately to
" Our crwn situation with regard to the
Classified Ads will be worthy of the
five per cent tax on film rentals is similar,
the
committee. It is believed that peplace, for he will be either a soldier
titions from these districts will have great
in that it will be necessary for all picture
or a sailor honorably discharged
weight.
theatres to substantially raise their admisfrom Uncle Sam's army or navy, and
sion price. We have not sufficient time to
willing to get back into the fray of
The members of the conference commaking this a safe business world to
prepare and distribute trailers, but a conmittee are : Senator F. M. Simmons,
live
in.
certed, powerful and effective protest can
Newborn,
Neb., Democrat ; Senator John
These small ads are published for
be made by each exhibitor, himself acting
Sharp Williams, Yazoo City, Miss., Demoservice
men
free
of
all
cost,
and
solas a four-minute man, or by obtaining a
crat; Senator Hoke Smith, Atlanta, Ga.,
diers and sailors are invited to take
trained four-minute man from his neighadvantage of them.
Democrat ; Senator Boies Penrose, Philaborhood.
delphia, Penn., Republican ; Senator Henry
Do your bit for the boys who
did their bit.
Cabot Lodge, Nahant, Mass., Republican ;
" Have the speaker briefly point out
what the screen has done for the GovernRepresentatives — Claude Kitchin, Scotland
ment and the people in support of the
Rock, N. C, Democrat; Henry T. Raney,
war, as per, the substance of the resolution
Carrolton, 111., Democrat; J. Hampton
passed at the meeting of the United States
only a discrimination against the motion
Moore, Philadelphia, Pa., Republican ; LinChamber of Commerce, as published in picture, but it is likewise a tax upon the
coln Dixon, Mount Vernon, Ind., Demofull in the Trade Review of December 14, masses of the people, whereas no such tax
crat ; and Joseph W. Fordney, Saginaw,
and the Motion Picture News of Decemis imposed on the comparative! v few who
Mich., Republican. It is of the utmost
ber 21, that the screen has been the school
attend the legitimate theatres.
importance that these men be reached by
of American patriotism ; that it is the chief
Immediately have printed a petition to every exhibitor in the United States.
means of entertainment and education of be " signed
Coincident with the work that is being
by the audience reading as folall classes of the American public, to the
lows: (Form and copy of petition encarried on throughout the country, the
closed.)
extent that it not only has become an escampaign which has been instituted in
sential, but a necessary part of the lives of
New York City has made great progress.
" Also use slides, and wherever possible
the people; that the tax of 5 per cent, on
have film trailers locally made.
Thousands of petitions were printed inrentals is calculated to raise between five
Call
Mass Meetings
side of six hours, and these have been deand six million dollars, and that this will
livered to all of the motion picture theaters
mean that admission prices of all theatres
of New York City, accompanied by a
" At once call mass meeting of exhibimust necessarily be increased, thus preventtors and their friends, as well as enlist the
printed sheet of instructions.
ing a substantial percentage of the public
services of all local organizations. Obfrom continuing to receive the education
tain the greatest amount of publicity in
and entertainment of the motion picture, as
all newspapers that the tax will mean the
Al Shuberg at Winnipeg
well as causing the closing of many picclosing of many theatres and the loss
ture houses and the consequent destructo the newspapers of advertising.
Al. Shuberg of Seattle, formerly associated with the Province theatre, Winnition of large investments in every branch
" Execution of this plan will produce a
of the industry; that there is no more
result for the motion picture industry, just
peg,
Man., has
overWinnipeg.
the management of the
Gaietytaken
theatre,
reason for taxing the film rental than
as it did for the theatrical enterprises.
The National Association has employed
there is for taxing the scenery and propHe is a brother of J. A. Shuberg of
erties of the stage production, and that
eminent council and has done everything
Vancouver, owner of the Province, Gaiety
consequently the tax on film rentals is not
and Bijou theatres, Winnipeg.
else within its power to obtain an elimina-
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Mysterious Atmosphere Still Floats
Around and Envelopes All Details— First National Supposed to Get Griffith
<*' I \) be or not to be" appears to be
■I one of the most popular of indoor
and outdoor sports around Los Angeles
these days, proving conclusively that
Shakespeare must have had the motion
picture industry in mind when he put that
sentence into the mouth of one of his
famous characters.
At last reports, the " star combination,"
announced in Motion Picture News, was
still " combining," but the rumors were
floating about the proceedings so thickly
that nothing definite could be learned. At
the same time D. W. Griffith was giving
his reasons for going into the star merger,
it was being told that he had signed with
First National, and that the latter would
announce the fact officially this week. As
usual, the various rumors have kept a
lot of people working overtime denying
them, with the net result that very little
has been accomplished in unscrambling the
mystery that more or less pervades the
premises.
Rumors appearing in Los Angeles newspapers to the effect that the United
Artists' Association, comprised of D. W.>
Griffith, Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin,
Douglas Fairbanks and William S. Hart,
et al., would probably disband in the near
future, and that productions by these
artists would, in the course of time, be
released through distributing corporations,
were flatly denied by all the artists when
seen by a representative of Motion Picturp News. The artists charged that the
rumors constituted propaganda inspired by
jealous releasing organizations designed to
discourage the new star organization.
" We have entered the combine," said
D. W. Griffith, " because we believe the
public is demanding a better class of pictures than it is now receiving, and because we believe that through this organization we can meet the public demands to
better advantage than in the old way of
making productions and the old way of
releasing. We feel that the day of
machine-made, money-controlled pictures is
over. There must be more art, more
thought, more of the finished product in
future releases to meet the highly cultivated tastes of our audiences. It's for
this reason that I am aligned with the
new film combination, and for this reason
that I want to see the organization fully
consummated."
John Fairbanks, speaking for Douglas
Fairbanks, said : " Any rumors that we
intend to disband our organization are absolutely false. We are going right along
with our plans, holding meetings almost
every day, with no other object in view
but to accomplish what we set out to accomplish— our own producing and releasing organizations. We believe it is a step
welcomed by the exhibitor, as we shall be
able to release directly from the producer
to the exhibitor."
Sidney Chaplin took up the argument

Star

SHORT,

Combine
BUT

SWEET

He Gets' Em All, But the NEWS
Serves Him Best

much
can ngbe exam
said ple
in justof a how
few
a fitti
words, permit us to cite
below
itor
a letter from an exhib
who
was not too busy ht
to say a "y.mouthful " when he thoug
it timel
The letter needs no press-agenting,
so here it is:
nearly
every trade
paper,
but" II get
believe
MOTION
PICTURE

AS

NEWS

has 'em all beat."
(Signed) R. M. Weaver,
Reaper Theatre, Monroe, Mich.
Service is best measured by the
remarks of those who are in a position to benefit by it, and who tell
you so " after trying all the " services "out th2t are being offered and
thrust upon the trade.
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S. Kane

News

Honored

by Kansas Society
Arthur S. Kane is president of the Kansas Society of New York and presided at
the annual dinner in New York City, January 29. As Mr. Kane is general manager of Select Pictures Corporation, Motion Picture News has gleaned a few
facts about him from the annual number
of " The Prodigal Sun," a twelve-page
special, five columns to the page, and with
the slogan, " Kill the Fatted Calf ; Let the
Cost
What It May."
TheBepublication
contains a personal message from Governor Allen of Kansas, and
also a weather report which is declared to
be of intense interest to all former Kansans. The weather man states that " there
is no BAD weather. Just different kinds
of
GOOD 150weather."
A biographical
of about
former Kansans
who areroster
now
residents of New York, is also published.
Arthur S. Kane is honored with nearly
a thousand words in the roster which describes his newspaper experiences and entrance into the film industry.
Bach

for Charlie
Chaplin.
He said :unless
" We it dois
not
understand
these rumors,
propaganda inspired by rival organizations.
We have entered a combine for a common purpose— that of making better pictures and of trying to place a lighter
burden on the exhibitor. That we intend to consummate our plans goes without saying. I think we shall be able to
make a statement within a few days that
will make everybody sit up and take noMary Pickford is in the combination to
stick. Her mother, Mrs. Charlotte Pickford, said: "Mary is still too much under
thetice."
weather from her influenza attack to
enter into any strenuous arguments with
anybody, but we flatly deny rumors that
the United Artists' Association is planning to disband. Miss Pickford's heart is
set on completing the organization we
have begun, and we intend to see it
through to a successful working organiWilliam S. Hart could not be seen, but
zation."Conlon, his personal press reprePaul
sentative, said that " Hart is standing pat
with the other four. We did not go into
this thing blindfolded. We know what
we are doing and rumors that we have
made a mistake and may abandon our
plans are utterly false. You can tell the
world that."
Sunday Picture Shows for
Rhode Island?
Rhode Island will have Sunday movies
for the first time if a bill presented before
the legislature is passed by that body. The
measure provides that such pictures must
be serious, classical and educational and
that they may be shown between 3 and 6
p. m. and after 8 p. m. on Sundays.
It also stipulates that theatrical, vaudeville and dramatic performances are barred.
The license fee, not to exceed $100, is left
to police and town authorities. The House
Judiciary Committee now has the measure.

Succeeds Shurtleff at
Hodkinson Corp.
W. A. Bach has been promoted to the
position of Sales Manager for the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, performing the
duties previously carried out by C. E.
Shurtleff, who has resigned. Air. Bach
joined the Hodkinson organization a year
ago in the capacity of Assistant Sales Manager, previous to which time he was Special Representative for the Universal Film
Manufacturing Company and Sales and
Advertising
Manager for M. H. Hoffman,
Inc.
After a six weeks' vacation in California, it is announced that Mr. Shurtleff will
return to New York to affiliate himself
with one of the several interesting projects
now in the process of formation.
Before joining the Hodkinson Corporation Mr. Shurtleff was Sales Manager for
Select Pictures Corporation.
Three

More Universal Service Men Back
Lieut. Lee Lawson, former technical
director ; Sergt. Clarence DeWitt and
Sergt. H. Divver, former emplo\ees of the
Universal City studios, were among those
who returned to America last week on
board the " Goentoer," which carried 1.200
Americans from Brest, France, to New
York.

Lawson, DeWitt and Divver were members of the camouflage regiment, placed
with the 40th Engineers, and which has
served for over ten months along the entire fighting front.
Harry Weinberg Is Back
Harry Weinberg has returned from his
service with Uncle Sam and is on the
road, out of Omaha, Neb., for the A. H.
Blank Enterprises, headquarters in Iowa,
Nebraska
and Kansas for the First National releases.
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the following statement shows, speedy action is
the only thing that will save, the industry from the
five per cent rental tax. Quick work is the only
means that will save the exhibitor from a five per cent
tax on his rentals, the patron from higher admission prices
■— and many small theatres from going to the wall.
And it is now up to the exhibitor ! The National Association has had eminent counsel in Washington for many
months, but to no avail. Only a flood of petitions from
the patrons — from voters — will now prevent defeat.
Get busy today along the lines suggested below. Start
the flood of petitions from your town. Address them :
"Conference Committee, U. S. Congress, Washington,
D. C." And in the lower corner write, " Finance Committee, Senate. Ways and Means Committee, House of
Representatives."
there be no
slip. :
The N. A. M. P. Let
I. statement
follows

The legitimate theatres, through intelligent and capable
four-minute-men, followed by the distribution of petitions
protesting against the 20 per cent tax in admission tickets,
so flooded the post office department with petitions, and
thus so impressed the Conference Committee of the House
and Senate, as to cause that Committee to strike the 20
per cent admission tax from the revenue bill. Had that
tax been passed, the legitimate theatre business would of
course have been seriously crippled.
Our own situation with regard to the 5 per cent tax
on film rentals is similar, in that it will be necessary for all
picture theatres to substantially raise their admission
prices.
We have not sufficient time to prepare and distribute
trailers, but a concerted, powerful and effective protest
can be made by each exhibitor himself acting as a fourminute-man, or by obtaining a trained four-minute-man
from his neighborhood.
Have the speaker briefly point out what the screen has
done for the Government and the people in support of the
war, as per the substance of the resolutions passed at the
meeting of the United States Chamber of Commerce, as
published in full in the Motion Picture News of December 21, that the screen has been the school of American patriotism ; that it is the chief means of entertainment
and education of all classes of the American public, to the
extent that it has become not only an essential, but a
necessary part of the lives of the people; that the tax
of 5 per cent on rentals is calculated to raise between five
and six million dollars, and that this will mean that admission prices of all theatres must necessarily be increased, thus preventing a substantial percentage of the
public from continuing to receive the entertainment and
education of the motion picture, as well as causing the
closing of many picture houses and the consequent destruction of large investments in every branch of the industry ;
that there is no more reason for taxing the film rentals
than there is for taxing the scenery and properties of a
stage production, and that consequently, the tax on film
rentals is not only a discrimination against the motion
picture but it is likewise a tax upon the masses of the people, whereas, no such tax is imposed upon the comparatively few who attend the legitimate theatres.
Immediately have printed a petition to be signed by the
audience reading as follows :
From Blank Theatre, Blank City, Blank Date, 1919.

Do!

Committee,

N. A.

M.

P. I.

To the Honorable Conference Committee of the
United States Senate Commitee and the Ways
and Means Committee of the House of Representa ives :
We, the undersigned motion picture patrons,
strongly protest against the imposition of a 5 per
cent tax on film rentals. The motion picture has
proven itself to be the principal school of patriotism
of the American public. It is likewise the chief
means of entertainment and education of all classes
of the American people, to the extent that it has not
only become an essential, but a necessary part of the
lives of the people.
If the proposed tax is enacted it will necessarily
mean a substantial increase in admission prices of
all motion picture theatres, and the consequent privation of millions of people of entertainment and
education so necessary in these times of worldwire unrest. There is no more justification for
placing a tax on film rentals than upon the plays,
scenery and properties of theatrical productions.
The tax means that the millions who are patrons of
the motion picture theatre are compelled to sustain
a burden not imposed upon the. comparative few
who attend the legitimate theatre.
Also use slides, and wherever possible, have film trailers
locally made.
At once call mass meeting of exhibitors and their
friends, as well as enlist the services of all local organizations. Obtain the greatest amount of publicity in all newspapers. Point out to the newspapers that the tax will
mean the closing of many theatres, and the loss to the
newspapers of advertising.
Execution of this plan will produce a result for the
Motion Picture Industry, just as it did for the theatrical
enterprises.
The National Association has employed eminent counsel
and has done everything else within its power to obtain
an elimination of the tax but without avail. It is now
clearly up to the exhibitors if they are to save themselves
and the other branches of the industry from this destructive burden.
There is no exhibitor who cannot make a 4-minute
speech to his neighbors or who cannot obtain a neighbor
to make that speech for him. If necessary, read this statement to each audience as your speech.
The public will be with you in this fight.
Every decent American will resent Congress' excusing
the rich opera patron from paying his 20 per cent admission tax and at the same time making the purchaser of a
ten cent ticket to a motion picture theatre pay a 20 per
cent tax, which is exactly what this rental tax we ask you
to fight plus the regular 10 per cent admission tax will
do in effect.
Executive Committee,
National Association of the Motion Picture Industry.
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Letter Tells of Kane's
Croix de Guerre
A letter received by Motion Picture
News this week, which was mailed in
France recently by Marshall F. Brockway,
lieeutenant A. E. F., tells of the citation of
Robert T. Kane, formerly of Paralta, and
well known in the industry, for heroism
and devotion to duty.
The letter follows : " At the presentation of the Croix de Guerre yesterday,
Lieut. Robert T. Kane was presented with
this mark of distinction as a reward for
his extraordinary heroism and devotion to
duty during a very heavy gas attack and
shell fire, when he, in order to get a
column of ambulances into motion and
out »f the area being gassed, took off his
own gas mask, and with utter disregard
for his own personal safety aided the
wounded in the ambulances in getting on
their masks and out of the gassed area,
continuing to do so until he had succumbed
to complete exhaustion."
" Under Four Flags " for
the Children
Arrangements are being completed by
the Division of Films whereby thousands of
American school children will witness the
Government's Victory picture " Under
Four Flags." Recognizing the timely interest of the picture and its remarkable
historical interest, as well as its patriotic
appeal, many prominent educators have
adopted the idea of securing the film for
exhibitions in the schools. Denis J. Sullivan, manager of Domestic Distribution
of the Division of Films, states that the
interest among educators is intense and
that he is receiving applications for the
film for school purposes from all over
the country. One territory alone has taken
the picture for showings covering a period
of ninety days.
Sinnce its release January 6, " Under
Four Flags " has been going along at a
rapid rate in bookings and is fulfilling
the expectations of the Division of Films
in this respect.
First National Owns Many
Theatres
Following the meeting of the directors
of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit,
recently held in Los Angeles, it was announced that the circuit now owns more
than 200 first-run houses, and is affiliated
with 600 additional theatres. The announcement was made officially by General
Manager J. D. Williams.
The total value of its theatres, Mr.
Williams said, is placed at $45,000,000.
Notable among the additional theatres
added to the circuit's list within the past
few weeks were sixteen houses in Minneapolis owned by Ruben and Finklestein,
valued at $2,000,000.
The First National has signed a number
of new stars, according to E. H. Hulsey,
of Dallas, Tex., who, with Harry Schwalbe,
of Philadelphia, was appointed as a special
committee to conclude negotiations with
the new stars signed, but not named.
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'Gratulations Are In Order to
Albert E. Smith
s Janu
lineby
headed
words,29
the ary
brighten
THEwerenews
"Another Addition to the Personal Staff of Albert E. Smith,
h Pres
grapthe
ident."
Vita
And
story
related how old
Faithful Stork had stopped at the
Smith homestead long enough to
leave a chubby package, to which has
been tied the moniker of James Gordon Victor Smith.
The advent of James Gordon Victor brings the promising young
household of Mr. and Mrs. Smith to
ily. number of five, there now being
the
three girls and two boys in the fam-

Mrs. are
Smith
" young "andMr.a
Smith
doingandsplendidly,
nurse in attendance stated that fifteen
minutes after his arrival James Gordon Victor indicated an almost uncanny tendency for one so young
toward the professional pathway followed by his father.
He is said to have looked about the
room, much as a motion picture director looks about his set, and gave
evidence of marked disapproval of
the way various pieces of furniture
were grouped. It is not reported,
however, that sufficient authority has
as yet been vested in the young man
to have caused any rearrangement of
the Smith household goods.
Canadian

Exhibitors

Get

the " Repeat " Habit
Leading Canadian exhibitors are reported as getting the repeat habit. Following the success which attended the first
presentation of Nazimova's " Eye for
Eye," at the Regent theatre. Toronto,
Manager Elliott rebooked the attraction
for the theatre for the week of January 27.
Manager Rotsky of the New Grand
theatre, Montreal. Quebec, rebooked " The
Better 'Ole " for a second week at his
house, this being for the week of January 20.
The Dominion theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, also did such big business with " The
Better 'Ole" that the feature was coninued for a second week, the engagement
being concluded on January 25.
Fire Results in New Regulations
Drastic new fire regulations have been
issued by the executive offices of Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing Corporations as
a result of the disastrous blaze which ocrecently. curred in the film building at Pittsburg,
Fire rules have been in force for years
in the Exhibitors' Mutual exchanges, but
the blaze at Pittsburgh resulted in their
revision along much more stringent lines.
Over the signature of William J. Clark,
president, and A. S. Kirkpatrick, assistant
general manager, the regulations have been
posted in every exchange.
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John H. Taylor Again
Visits America
Although he had just braved the submarines in October to visit New York for
a close-up view of American producing
activities, Managing Director John H.
Taylor of London Inter-Ocean, arrived last
week at Inter-Ocean Building, New York
City, for another two-week stay. He evidently wants to beat out the New York-toLos Angeles " commuter " he reads of in
the American trade press. Mr. Taylor is
very optimistic about conditions in England
and does not think that the coming of
peace will see an abatement in the quantity
of American films used over there, provided the quality keeps up.
With Mr. Taylor, on the steamship
" Lapland," came the negative of " The
Better 'Ole," which Capt. Bruce Bairnsfather, creator of the original ' Old Bill "
cartoons, had been working upon in London. Mr. Taylor stated that of the many
films with exceptional drawing power he
had seen in his career as a picture man,
none had appealed to him more strongly
than " The Better 'Ole," and largely because of its novelty side.
The carbons and accessories handled by
Inter-Ocean will be distributed in England
by Major A. H. Sowerbutts, who has received his discharge from the Royal
Artillery and previous to the war was well
known in the London trade as manager of
the Warwick Trading Company and Film
Libraries, Ltd. Major Sowerbutts had
considerable studio experience, as a camera,
projection and lighting expert, before coming to the rental side of the business,
having been an electrician before entering
the picture field.
This, in the opinion of President
Cromelin of Inter-Ocean, adapts Major
Sowerbutts peculiarly well to the business
of
line.distributing the Inter-Ocean accessories
Bryson

Leases Shubert at
Minneapolis
James V. Bryson, manager of the Minneapolis branch of Universal Film Company, has leased the Shubert theatre in the
Flour City from I. N. Scott, trustee of
the Shubert estate.
" I intend to make the Sam S. Shubert
theatre of Minneapolis one of the biggest
feature houses in America," said Mr. Bryson. "There is a crying demand in Minneapolis for a theatre that can house big
pictures that go begging for a run. There
isn't an available theatre in the city that
can house these big attractions. I mean
that the downtown theatres in Minneapolis
that run movies have set policies and are
governed by set prices, and it is impossible for first-class houses to make way to
handle such productions.
" I have had my eye on the Sam S.
Shubert theatre for a long time, but it was
not until this week, when " Heart of
Humanity " arrived, did I make up my
mind that the Shubert had to be mine. It
is needless to say that I lost no time in
closing this deal.
" However, I don't expect to let up my
pounding as manager of the Universal Exchange, Minneapolis, in the least"
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Influenza

Closes

the

INFLUENZA has clamped its destroying hand upon
the entire motion picture industry and theatrical
business of Australia, according to a cable which
was received in New York City January 29 by Millard Johnson, representing Australasian Films, Ltd.
The theatres throughout the whole of Australia have
been ordered by the Government to close their doors
for a period of from three to four months, thus not
only affecting the public of that country and the exhibitors, but the American exporters who supply much
of the film sent there.
Insofar as the producers are concerned who furnish
the product which Australasian Films distributed in
Australia,
Mr. Johnson
will from
mean $25,000
that the
film
producers
of Americasaid:
stand" This
to lose
to
$30,000 a week from our organization alone, as this is
the amount our concern generally spends for Australian
rights
American film
Harryto Musgrove,
head products."
of Australasian Films, Ltd., is
now on his way over here and is due to arrive February
10. It had been the intention of Millard Johnson, the
American representative, to leave for Australia about
February 15, but he declares that this trip is postponed

Pathe's " Common
Clay "
Plays Broadway
It was announced this week from the
Pathe offices that " Common Clay," screened
from the A. H. Woods stage play, with
Fannie Ward in the film version, has
been booked by Managing Director Hugo
Riesenfeld, of the Rialto and Rivoli theafor March
a week's
Rialtotres,theNew York,
week of
2. run at the
In addition, it is announced, seven of
the Pathe Extra Selected Star Photoplays
have been booked for the same theatre,
covering a period from March 9 to July 27.
They feature Fannie Ward, Frank Keenan,
Bessie Love and Bryant Washburn.
Reviewers have agreed that " Common
Clay " is an exceptional picture, and the
Broadway booking appears as further proof
of the excellence of the play.
Woonsocket, R. I., to Have
$50,000 Theatre
A corporation to be known as the Social
Amusement Company, to be located in
Woonsocket, Rhode Island, where it is to
conduct and operate a moving picture theatre, was granted a charter by the Secretary
of State at Providence last week.
The corporation is capitalized at $50,000
and the incorporators are Wilfred Begin,
Hubert Begin and Arsene Denovers. All
are residents of Woonsocket. Plans for
the erection of a modern moving picture
house are understood to be under way.
William L. Gray Dies
William L. Gray, general manager of
the Biograph Film Company laboratories
in East 176th street, New York, died last
week from influenza at his home in New
York.
Fifteen years ago Mr. Grey came to
New York and became affiliated with the
old Biograph Company.

Whole

Australia

because of the influenza situation over there, which he
pronounces deplorable.
" My Four Years in Germany," " Mickey," and practically all of the big productions were secured for Australia by this concern, and the products of First National, Select, Jewels, Vitagraph, Pathe, World and
Triangle will also be tremendously affected in regards
to prospective income, according to Mr. Johnson, who
stated that the products of those American companies
were controlled in Australia by his concern.
Mr. Johnson stated that the direct cable order he received not only dispensed the information that all the
Australian theatres would be closed from three to four
months by the Government order, but that he was to
refrain from spending the $100,000 a month for American film until further notice.
A letter received by Inter-Ocean Film a few days
ago from Harry Harper, special representative, intimated the close-down. Mr. Harper said, in part: " Official warning has been given that if one case is discovered, everything — shows, shops, hotels, etc. — will immediately be closed up tight, so the citizens are taking
great care of themselves and praying for dawn."

Exhibitors

Mutual

Many Conferences Were Held Between Exhibitors Mutual, Affiliated Distributors and Robertson-Cole Officials
TO

of

make Exhibitors Mutual a one hundred per cent exhibitor-owned distributing organization was said to have been
the principal theme of the meeting of the
Board of Directors of Exhibitors Mutual
Distributing Corporation, held at 1600
Broadway, New York City.
Conferences were held between the directors of Exhibitors Mutual, officers of Affiliated Distributors Corporation and the
Robertson-Cole Company, which represents,
as bankers and exporters, a group of independent producers making productions for
release through Exhibitors Mutual exchanges.
Definitely the plan is described as proposing to make Exhibitors Mutual a completely exhibitor owned exchange system
which shall become an open market for the
independent producer. The RobertsonCole Company in its relations with Exhibitors Mutual will be the bankers for the
independent producer and handle the foreign market.
The directors of Exhibitors Mutual
elected H. C. Cornelius, of Grand Rapids,
secretary of the company, first vice-president to succeed James M. Sheldon, whose
resignation was accepted, and named L. A.
Cornelius, president of Wolverine Brass
Company, a director to fill the vacancy. I.
C. Elston, Jr., of Chicago, was elected second vice-president to succeed H. A. Brink,
who recently resigned from the directorate.
Control of the Mutual Film Corporation
is declared to have passed early in November into the hands of a group of exhibitors
headed by William J. Clark. The corporation was reorganized immediately as Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corporation
with Mr. Clark as president.

Board

Meets

On January 1, it is announced, a dividend
was declared on preferred stock outstanding. The dividend came within two months
of the reorganization.
The minority stock in the corporation is
said to be owned by bankers and other interests formerly in control of the Mutual
Film Corporation. An option has been
secured by the controlling interests on the
balance of the holdings, which is to be offered to exhibitors generally.
" The control of the Exhibitors Mutual
Distributing Corporation is owned by bona
fide motion picture theatre owners," announced C. C. Pettijohn, general counsel
and a director in the corporation. " The
company is controlled actually by motion
picture exhibitors and it is our plan t©
make that exhibitor ownership 100 per
cent." The control of the company now
is in the hands of fourteen exhibitors, who
have an option on the balance of the stock
now held by bankers.
" The interests which now hold the remainder of the stock are not anxious to
dispose of their holdings, but we secured,
with control, an option on their holdings,
and that option will be exercised by other
exhibitors in the very near future.
" When this stock is taken up from the
bankers by other exhibitors, we will sell to
exhibitors such proportion of the control
as may be deemed fair."
" Mr. Clark has taken the presidency of
the company at a large personal sacrifice,"
said H. C. Cornelius, vice-president. " He
has given up his personal business interests
in Grand Rapids, his home there, and his
political future in Michigan to take executive charge of the company. He does not
want to, and does not intend, to remain
president for life.
" The fourteen exhibitors who hold the
control of the company have no ambition
to confine control to themselves.''
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Favors
Bill for State
Censorship
Committee of Fifty in St. Louis
Would Do Away with National
'EXCELLENT
Review Board and Establish
State Board

SJ. BAKER, manager of First National
• Exhibitors' Circuit Exchange at St.
Louis, Mo., this week commented to
Motion Picture News on the charges
made by the Committee of Fifty in St.
Louis that the National Board of Review
of Motion Pictures is an incompetent censorship body ; that it has failed in its efforts
to prevent questionable productions from
being shown the public ; that it is dominated
by producers and that its reviews are little
short of a farce.
" The allegations," said Mr. Baker,
" against the National Board of Review
are a part of a report by the Committee of
Fifty giving the results of its investigations
preparatory to recommending a state censorship for Missouri."
A bill, based on this report, will be introduced in the State Legislature for the
creation of a State Board of Censors for
Motion Pictures. Strong influences are being brought to bear to obtain its passage,
and once more Missouri exhibitors face the
possibility of a drastic, autocratic statewide censorship, with restrictions and curtailments of freedom in action which
promise to work havoc with the industry in
this state.
Despite the fact that the report pays a
high tribute to the motion picture industry, implying that the Committee of Fifty
has a definite regard and esteem for the individuals in it— and this regard is based
on minute investigation — it contradicts its
implied opinion by vigorously urging a
drastic state censorship. Following is the
report of the Committee of Fifty in its
entirety :
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by aiding them in
getting settled into new positions— if their old ones are not waiting for them.
That's why, two issues ago, we inaugurated the Classified Ads which
won immediate approval throughout
the industry.
Men being discharged from the
army and navy are invited to let us
publish their Want Ads free of all
cost to them if they desire to make
new connections in the motion picture industry.
Producers, exhibitors and others
needing men will find suitable ones
by reading the Classified Ads each
week. These are the men who will
put red, fighting blood into your
business. Help them get settled —
they settled it for us with the
Kaiser.

standard debased. The films parade scenes of
assaults on women ; we are asked to enter resorts
and as it were, to associate with the vile characters that congregate
there to
for bean present
evening'sin
entertainment
; we are asked
intimate bedroom scenes; white slave pictures of
the most revolting character are presented and
with an intimacy of detail that to a normal
person must be disgusting, while, to a younger
person jt may be a positive danger.
" Women parade in almost nakedness in the
so-called bathing beach comedies; we have the
insidious art pictures and fairy stories whose
purpose is to lay the foundation for showing
flesh ; we are asked to be present at scenes of
revelry and debauchery ; we are asked to spend
the evening with some prostitute who in the past
ages has made herself unusually infamous and
now has found an imitator to show in detail
" We
recommend
thata aState
bill Board
be introduced
in
what kind of an infamous life was led; persons
the
legislature
creating
of
Censors
for Motion Pictures.
who do not want to become acquainted with
prostitutes historical or unhistorical, have the
motion picture
has
lives of them depicted in their very neighborhood
in "REASONS:
fact become an The
educational
system.business
It teaches
and to their very children ; veritable cesspools
by example. And whatever the pretense, too
many of its examples tend to teach crime and . are emptied into the beholders' minds on the
corrupt morals.
pretext
that shown
some valuable
beingcould
taughtnot :
scenes are
in the lesson
fields isthat
" It is not
recite thewhich
growthclaims
and
financial
powernecessary
of thattobusiness,
possibly
be
thought
of
on
the
stage
nor
acted
thereon.
to be one of the biggest industries of the country
and to pay the highest salaries. Suffice it to say
no legal
censorship
Missouri.
The" There
Nationalis Board
of Review
is anin instrument
that where there are few theatres in the large
cities, nevertheless, there will be a score of of the producers and its review has been proved
to be a farce in many cases. It has become in
motion picture houses.
part an engine to fight legal censorship. The
" The motion
picture ofshow
is the only
cultural
plain facts must be told.
influence
for millions
persons.
Its influence
for good or evil can then be easily imagined and
" The situation above outlined calls for the
application of a remedy. There is no remedy
need not be described. The motion picture show
except legal censorship.
attracts persons of every degree of intelligence,
its admission price is low and it is easily
" The so-called National Board of Review
accessible. The beneficial influence of the motion
condemns itself by its standard No. 26 on Nuditv.
picture show, rightly managed, ought to be
" ' No. 26 — Nudity. The National Board
recognizes that there is nothing innately harmful
recognized and secured against evil tendencies.
or
suggestive in nudity. Custom and prudery,
" Now competition
keen, and
however, have reared a taboo against its display.
salacious
themes andis shows
are prurient
selected andto
No logical and satisfying reasons can be given
screen for audiences. The experience of too
against its use under natural conditions and
many persons in this state and of the official
surroundings. Such is the traditional and
censors elsewhere prove that the pictures as a
emotional opposition, nevertheless that its use in
whole — have not been improving in character as
motion pictures should not be undertaken for
the
producers
are wont
to assertThein producers
their rethe present. A number of pictures showing the
sistence
of legal
censorship.
female nude have been passed by the National
oppose National
all censorship
by formerly
their owncalled
socalled
Board ofexcept
Review,
Board and
has learned
public's
reaction
has it
consistently
been that
one ofthecondemnathe National Board of Censorship.
tion of such films.
"
This
operates
in
part
to
mislead
the
public
" ' Therefore, the National Board, as a reflector
into belief that the National Government in some
of public opinion has seen fit to take the position
way reviews these pictures, etc. A part of the
that it should not and will not pass any pictures
duties of this so-called National Board seems to
containing, incidentally or extensively, the female
be to watch the country and go everywhere when
legal censorship is proposed and then vigorously
nude,
dating from
January
" Nothing
need 1.
be1917.'
said
as to the
oppose
National
Boardfurther
of Review
after
its presentation
sufficient. the plan by asserting their own as
of the above standard wherein it assumes to
" The habitual visitor of the motion picture
scold the public for its prudery. From this fact
show as here presented, is living in a strange
vorld and is in danger of havirut every moral
^Continued on page S£Ci
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Warren Dunham Foster
Sails for Europe
To investigate conditions obtaining in
the overseas branches of the Community
Motion Picture Bureau of New York,
which distributes at cost, through the Y.
M. C. A. and Foyer du Soldat, to the
soldiers and sailors of all nations, PresiEurope.dent Warren Dunham Foster sailed for
In his party were : A. H. Brunner, assistant to president; W. B. Patterson of
Philadelphia, general auditor; his assistant, Thomas A. Dye of Pittsburg; John
T. Benning of Wilkesbarre ; A. Gil Spear
of Nazareth ; Lieut. Henry L. Armes of
Boston, and Edward R. Phelps, the overseas director for the bureau.
After graduation from the University
of Chicago, Mr. Foster was on the editorial staff of the Chicago Daily Journal,
then instructor of English in Iowa State
College.
For seven years he was with The
Youth's Companion, and while there identified himself with the American Society
for Promotion of Industrial Education.
Police Warn

Exhibitors

Againstscheme
Ad calculated
Man to get
An advertising
exhibitors in bad with their business men
is exposed by Chief of Police John G.
Haglock, of Sterling, Illinois, in the following letter to Motion Picture News:
" The fore-part of this month one by the
name of A. J. Klien. representing the
Klien Poster Program Co. of Chicago, 111,
made his appearance at Freeport, this
state, also Sterling, 111.
" His scheme is to induce the local manager of some show house to use his program, the manager to take around and
introduce him to the business men of said
city, in order to sell them space on the
program. Of course wherever possible he
would collect in advance, and that was the
last ever seen of A. J. Klien.
" I have a letter from the Police Department of Chicago, stating there is no
suchthatfirmcity.as the Klien Poster Program Co.
in
" Would it be asking too much of Motion Picture News to publish this man
and stop his game? It is easy to work,
and no doubt he is still plying his trade,
and relieving the innocent."
" Cleopatra " Goes Back to
Minneapolis
" Cleopatra," starring Theda Bara, the
William Fox star, is slated to return to
Minneapolis for an indefinite run at the
William Fox Shubert theatre. It will be
the first time that the picture has been
shown tation
at popular
prices
its first presenwill be made
nextandSunday.
Judging from the amount of enthusiasm
the picture created when it was first shown
at the Metropolitan theatre here some time
ago, its second engagement should prove
one of the biggest drawing cards since the
influenza lid caused so much grief to the
public and theatre managers. An augmented orchestra is to be used as an accompaniment to *k<= A' —
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Vote

to Dissolve Company
' One of the oldest film corporations of,
America, a pioneer in the early days, will
"Thank
God— An
Optimist!"
dissolve if the Board of Directors are sustained by the stockholders.
A Small Town Exhibitor Who Isn't Always Kicking!
At Richmond, Virginia, during a special
meeting held there, the Thanhouser Film HERE'S a contribution that will cheer the corners of your heart. It's a new
optimistic note to the small town viewpoint. E. C. Smith, manager of the
Corporation Board adopted the following
American and Liberty Theatres, Dayton, Washington, is the author.
resolution :
Incidentally, and cheering to us, is the following quotation from Mr.
" Resolved,
That inadvisable
the judgment
of this
Smith's letter: " Enclosed please find check for two years subscription to MOTION
board
it is deemed
and for
the PICTURE
NEWS] I have been reading with interest the many articles that have
benefit of this corporation that it shall be been appearing in the NEWS and other trade journals and I am taking the liberty
dissolved."
at this time of telling you that I think your NEWS has got 'em all backed off the
Notice was also given that a special meetmap. It's a real magazine, Boys, and just keep right on the track you are now
ing of the stockholders of The Thanhouser
working."
Film Corporation has been called by resoFollowing is Mr. Smith's contribution:
lution of the board of directors, to be "SIX YEARS AN EIGHTY PER CENTER"
WHERE if the exhibitor will dig up its proper
selling points. I firmly believe there is a way to
held February 19, 1919, in the principal
I have been reading with interest, the past few
sell
for instance:
you get
socalledTHEM
lemon ALL,
to dispose
of and a Ifpatron
asks a you
office of the corporation, 909 East Main- weeks, the many articles concerning the ups and
downs, the faults, etc., of the motion picture in- picture
street, Richmond, Va., in reference to the dustry^
about it,in tell
truth, but
say that
" it you
is notbelieve
a popular
somethe places,
it is
following :
Now, I do not wish to go on record for knowgoing
to
be
a
winner
for
as
and
such is embodied in the play and yousuchshould
ing much, but I have kept still as long as I can
(1) To take action upon the resolution
stand
it
without
having
MY
SAY
on
a
few
matters
see
it,"
also
telling
what
you
have
with
the
picso adopted by the Board of Directors;
ture worth seeing. I realize that a point that will
on which I do not agree with a few of the calamity howlers and how they are downtrodden.
(2) In case such dissolution be approved
sell a picture in one place may not prove sucWe
sure
have
been
hit
an
awful
swat
by
the
ces ful in- another, but these things an exhibitor
and said corporation dissolved, to authorize
" flu bug," but too much prosperity and a lot should know if he is a real exhibitor. Again I
and empower the Board of Directors, in of us fellows would soon want the earth with a say most every picture has a market and if you
are an exhibitor you should know how to sell
pull. ofI believe
flu " setback
settling and adjusting the business and af- down
the grand and glorious output now at your
will puthilla system
economy this
and "financial
regufairs of the corporation and selling and
lations
into
our
"
nuts
"
that
will
more
than
offdisposal.
set our losses in a very short period of time.
with the fellow who is not satisfied
conveying its property, as authorized by
The writer almost went to the wall once in withI disagree
what there is now at his disposal. There is
so much to select from that I am at a loss at
his motion picture experience and it was the
statute, to effect such sale, at public or pri- best
school of establishing system and economy
times to determine what to show. My trouble is
vate sale to the highest bidder, upon such
dustry.
he ever attended.
mean to give
the imkeeping pace with the rapid changes in the interms as the board shall deem advisable,
pression, either, that I I don't
was necessarily
extravagant
and
careless.
Don't get the idea I am trying to boost the
with authority to sell said property at pubPersonally, I do not think much of the fellow
orI am
any writing
particular brand
of service, anthat's
lic sale only to any director or directors of
that sets back cussing every branch of this in- producer
not
what hibitor
exdustry and trying to show where the other fellow
makes about for.
how Every
many holler
rotten ones
the corporation or to a corporation or coris a " nut " and don't know his business. Better
there
are,
simply
helps
to
encourage
the
producer
dig into your own business and see what there
porations inwhich one or more such directo spend more money in making the next one,
be done to make things better and perhaps
which in turn means more money from the extrs may be interested, provided the bid of istheto other
fellow will be found to be a mighty
hibitor ifhe sells it to his patrons.
bright bird after all.
such director or directors or such corporaI am strictly opposed to higher admissions. It
When
it
comes
to
the
average
exhibitor
telling
spells ruin
the depend
EIGHTYuponPERCENTER
tion or corporations is the highest rewhat the producer should do and how rotten this
asmuch as heformust
all classes at inall
ceived ;
and that picture is and how it should have been
times in order to secure a profitable audience.
city can market these big ones, as there is
made (or never made at all) I think it's time he The
(3) To approve all action taken or aubegan a study on " how to sell what there is to a sufficient number of people able to pay such
thorized by the directors, officers and
sell,"
as fellow
it all has
prices. the
Therefore
the so-called quality bird
If the
who itsis place.
selling two, three, or four high
stockholders of said Thanhouser Film Corcan operate
$1.00 theatre.
features
a
week,
as
the
case
may
be,
will
stop
Again
I
say,
dig
into
your own business, look
poration ;
to realize that there is something in most everyyourself in the mirror and see if you are really
thing produced, if properly exploited, it will pay
(4) To transact such other business as -a dividend.
selling
what
there
is
to
and picking the
There is the constant cry that this kind your patrons want, sell
not what you want.
may properly come before the said meeting.
Do
your
part
to
keep
the
moving
picture at a
and that
a LEMON.
Forget localities
it! It's
true
some picture
picturesis are
lemons in certain
pricetimes.
where it will be in reach of every one at
all
and whenever an exhibitor gets one of those lemons and starts to cussing he is showing just how
Respectfully submitted,
little
is posted.
fact is, Imost
soE. C. SMITH, Owner,
called heLEMON
has The
a market.
firmlyevery
believe
American and Liberty Theatres,
" Red Glove " Gets New
MOST ANY picture can be sold most ANYRelease Date
Dayton, Wash.
It was announced by Universal this
week that March 17 has been set as the
positive release date of the latest Universal
serial, "The Red Glove," which features
Marie Walcamp.
The serial was previously scheduled for
rel ease late in February, but acting upon
the suggestion of Joe Brandt, who is at
Universal City supervising the direction of
several Universal serials, the film will be
held back almost a month.
Ouimet Loses Daughter
from Influenza
L. E. Ouimet, president and general
manager of the Specialty Film Import,
Ltd., with main offices in Montreal, Canada, announced in New York on January
29 the death of his only daughter, Alice,
in Los Angeles.
Miss Ouimet had gone to the Coast with
her mother, and was stricken shortly after
her arrival there by influenza, which develooed into oneumonia.

Legislators See " The

Heart

of Humanity"
Motion picture
presentation became part
of the -business before the legislature of
Colorado in session at Denver. Manager
Edward Armstrong, of the Denver Universal office, and Gus A. Metzger, district
manager, staged a special showing of "The
Heart of Humanity " at the Isis theatre at
Denver, at midnight, Jan. 17. An invitation to the State Legislature to attend in
a body was extended and despite the lateness of the showing over 400 solons witnessed the special exhibition.
In addition to the legislators several Red
Cross units were represented by their executives, city officials, newspapermen and
many
ture. exhibitors viewed the big Jewel picSo enthused were the reviewers that the
following day brought some exceptional
*»raise from the press and in the legislature

a resolution thanking the Universalites and
the theatre management for the invitation
to and the presentation of " The Heart of
Humanity " was unanimously passed.
F. E. Tasker Transfers His
Activities
After serving for a long time on the
War Personnel Department of the Y. M.
C. A., Fred E. Tasker has joined the Community Motion Picture Bureau at 46 W.
Twenty-fourth
street, New York City.
In connection with the Y. M. C. A. work
he passed on a great many of the supervisors who went overseas to run the motion picture entertainments. He is temment.
porarily director in the industrial departMr. Tasker is a Washington man. He
graduated from George Washington Law
School and made a specialty of patent law
in Washington for ten .years.
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Aurora Gets Mammoth
Picture Theatre
York^
Visits New
Hoffman
Milton
What will undoubtedly be one of the
For First Time
in Three Years
ture world, either on the Coast or in New
York, knows Milton Hoffman and he largest motion picture theatres in the
knows them.
Lasky's Studio Manager Pays
country, according to plans announced thi s
Metropolis a Visit — Optimism
week, will be located at Aurora, 111., when
Asked about the " doings " on the Coast,
His Watchword
the Sylvandell, formerly a skating rink, and
Mr. Hoffman replied that " things are
the Fox theatre are combined under one
MILTON HOFFMAN, studio manager
booming " in characteristic Hollywood
roof, with a seating capacity of 4,000. It
for Famous Players-Lasky on the style. "The chief topic of discussion
Coast, is in New York for the first time
will be operated by Thielen and Rubens.
when he left," he said, "was whether the
Planned two years ago, and hindered by
in three years, and to use his own expresbig five were going to combine." " I can't
building restrictions, the proposed
sion, "Broadway is still here."
speak authoritatively on the subject," he war's
project was officially announced by Jules
To handle the affairs of Famous Play- continued, " nor do I believe anyone else
J. Rubens last week. Work of remodeling,
ers-Lasky's plant in Hollywood is a real can excepting the stars themselves. I unjob, and Mr. Hoffman has demonstrated
he stated, will start immediately.
derstand that the report is out that Fairin his term of years as manager of this
The estimated cost of remodeling is
banks has signed with the First National,
plant, one of the most complete and larg- but no one seems to be able to verify it. $60,000. All of the seats will be on one
est in the world, that there is a real man
Speaking of Mr. Fairbanks I can say that
floor without a post. Around the entireat the head of it. His is no mean task, he has had such a move in mind for some
floor will be mezzanine boxes. Plans proand it is because of the thousand-and-one
vide for a most beautiful and modern playdetails that confronts him each hour of
Mr. Hoffman said that conditions on the
house. One feature will be a $15,000 pipeorgan. There will be rest rooms for men
the day in the discharge of his duty, that Coast were never better excepting for the
time."
Mr. Hoffman has not had the time during
and women, a nursery where competent
drawback
incident to the influenza epidemic. But even that, he said, could not
these three years to drop in on Broadway
nurses will take charge of children, check
and say hello to his many friends.
rooms, and a system of noise deadeners
seriously retard the trend toward noticeBut even though he has not had time
guaranteed to keep out the rumbling from
able
progress.
"
During
the
three
years
that I have been absent from New York,
to visit the East, he has not lost himself
bowling alleys below.
wonderful changes have taken place in the
to Manhattan for every now and then we
The addition of Sylvandell will give
hear of this or that improvement being
Thielen and Rubens ownership of eighteen
Famous Players-Lasky plant. I have seen
made to the Lasky plant in Hollywood ; the big institution at Hollywood grow
theatres. They have investments of over
new buildings added, more acreage ocfrom one small building to acres of build$500,000 in amusement properties in Aurora.
cupied, and more work being accomplished.
ings and " lots." And it is still growing,
Back of all these movements the hand of
and growing fast.
sorship
Milton Hoffman is seen.
Favors Bill for State Cen" f have noticed big changes in the East
Primarily, his visit East, is for the purduring my short stay here. A little depression is noticeable, but as ever one
pose of getting the Eastern angle and con{Continued from page 848)
ferring with the executives of Famous
knows, it is due to the re-action caused by other important deductions can be made as to
the cessation of hostilities on the other
the operation of the National Board of Review.
Players-Lasky. One of his main objects
" It will
be impossible
in a asshort
statementfilmsof
in visiting New York is to say hello to his side. This is natural and should be exreasons
to cumulate
evidence
to indecent
friends. And since his arrival he has
shown in St. Louis. Some of the films so shown
pected. I,personally, have never been
have been prohibited in states that have legal
given this little word a hard work-out. for more optimistic. Activities on the Coast
censorship
indecent to onbe the
shown.ground that they were too
everyone who is anyone in the motion pic- could point to no other outlook."
" It such
is no films
answershould
to saybe that
the personsIn who
show
prosecuted.
the
first place the damage has in large part been done
when the film has been shown. And in the
second place, the manager of the showhouses is
not the person primarily at fault. Again, if one
Will
Inspect
Theatres
Monthly
goes to the exchange manager he will contend
that he is retained to get customers for his firm
ington, Kentucky. City Commissioners have
Health Officer at Cincinnati Requests
in the territory assigned to him and that he is
declined
to
act
upon
a
request
from
motion
Co-operation
of Exhibitors in
not supposed to know the contents of the films
picture theatre managers of that city askof his exchange. The producer is not available.
Educational
Campaign for
And again, one must be very careful and dising for a refund on licenses during the
Health
creet about enforcing ancient laws against the
period that their theatres were closed durmodern motion picture business, because legal
proceedings
sometimes are made use of by shrewd
ing
the
influenza
epidemic.
Speaking
of
HEALTH OFFICER PETERS, Cincinmanagers for advertising purposes.
the matter. Mayor Craig stated :
nati, has asked motion picture man" Now, the motion picture business ought to be
kept up to the standard of morality. It is not
" We did not order these places closed
agers of that city to join him in a movefair to say that the general standard of morality
ment to improve atmospheric conditions in and it was not our fault that they were
is low and therefore one might let the motion
picture
business go down to the same level. As
closed.
The
order
was
issued
by
the
Countheatres by means of systematic inspecof fact, we can tell by the situation in
cil of Defence and the State Board of aSt.matter
tions.
Louis, with its large population, that if the
standard
were as low as is claimed there would
Theatres will be graded on monthly inbe more than two theatres of a certain type
The Commissioners held that it would
spections that include dimensions, seating,
which we do not care to more particularly define.
Health." a precedent to remit the licenses
capacity, ventilating systems, water and establish
" There is no solution of this problem of the
motion pictures except by a legal State Censorfor the period that the houses were closed.
sanitary conveniences, disposal of programs
ship Board. Such a law ought not to be used
left in theaters by patrons, cleaning systems
as a revenue measure, though its cost of operaThe Motion Picture Exhibitors' League
tion should
and other items that will improve the air of the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce
spection fe . be obtained by an appropriate inhas elected officers as follows : President,
in the theatres.
"
Ohio,
Kansas,
Pennsylvania
and conditions
Mary land
now have such
a censorship
law and
A. G. Hettesheimcr ; First Vice-President,
" It is to be a campaign of education
have mightily improved in the states in question.
John Weinig; Second Vice-President, Wil" Theit censorship
without any persecution or prosecution,"
which
is intendedlawto requires
show in that
the the
statefilmof
liam Gervers ; Treasurer, Otto Luedeking.
Dr. Peters announced. " The downtown
Missouri
shall
be
first
presented
to
the
Board
of
and
Secretarv,
Beacher
E.
Hess.
theatres have been watching these items,
Censors and if indecent it shall not be allowed
to be shown, or if it contain an indecent part,
but we want to reach a few that have, since
the offensive part shall be first eliminated.
the influenza epidemic, practically made
Films Division Dines
Proper
safeguardandforforappeal
to
be provided,
review toa the
secondCourts
time are
by
their theatres sealed boxes."
the
Board,
etc.,
before
an
appeal
to
the
court.
Marcus
Beeman
The theatre managers declare that they
The fact of the prior showing of the film is to
Marcus A. Beeman, acting director of be proved
the public
the approval
have been giving attention to matters of
Board toshown
on theby screen.
There seal
is toof
the Division of Films, in the absence of the
this kind and they welcome the move,
be
a
penalty
for
showing
films
not
so
viewed
by
the Board.
Charles S. Hart in Europe, was the guest
which is designed to educate the theatre
"
The
censors
must
make
a
report
and
indicate
of honor last Tuesday evening at a fareemployees and patrons along lines of pure
the parts cut out and in practice the fact that
all are treated alike aids in sustaining the prinwell banquet tendered by his associates
air in places of amusement.
ciple of censorship and helps to raise the standard
at
the
Martiniaue
Hotel.
New
York.
Right across from Cincinnati, the Covof the motion picture "
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Association Holds Another
Meeting
The organization meeting of the fire
prevention, regulation and insurance committee of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry was held in the
association's headquarters in the Times
Building, Wednesday, January 29, at 3
o'clock.
The members of this committee are :
Jesse L. Lasky, Famous Players Corporation; J. E. Brulatoru, Eastman Films;
Erich Schay, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation; C. H. MacGowan, Universal Film
Manufacturing Company; B. Busch, World
Film Corporation; A. I. Siegel, Vitagraph,
Inc. ; D. MacDonald Triangle Film CorporationReuben
;
Samuels, Select Pictures
Corporation ; Lewis Innerarity, Pathe Exchange, Inc. ; Dwight Cleveland, Vitagraph Company of America; Murray Silverstone, International Film Service;
James E. MacBride, Fox Film Corporation ;E. W. Hammons, Educational Films
Corporation ; Willard B. Cooke, Pathescope Company ; W. E. Atkinson, Metro
Pictures' Corporation ; James F. Coufal,
Standard Slide Corporation ; David P.
Howells, First National Exhibitors' Circuit ;Will C. Smith, Nicholas Powers
Cojnpany, and Will Francke, Precision
Machine Company.
The initial meeting of the new censorship committee of the National Association was held at the association headquarters, Wednesday, January 22.
Plans were discussed relative to making
the activity of the committee national in
scope, and the preliminary steps for the
carrying out of this idea were immediately
put into effect.
The committee perfected its organization
by the election of Gabriel L. Hess of the
Goldwyn Pictures' Corporation as chairman, and Frederick H. Elliott as secretary.
The other members of the committee are :
D. W. Griffith, D. W. Griffith Productions; Wm. A. Brady, Wm. A. Brady Productions; Louis Innerarity, Pathe Exchange, Inc. ; William M. Seabury, attorney and counsellor ; Paul H. Cromelin, Interocean Film Corporation ; Walter W.
Irwin, Famous Players-Lasky ; F. A. Powers, Universal Film Mfg. Co. ; Arthur S.
Friend, Fampus Players-Lasky Corporation, and J. Robert Rubin, attorney and
counsellor. John E. Pembleton was present, representing D. W. Griffith .
Rapf

Presents Miss Hall to
Harlem Audience
Following out his plan of making the
public personally acquainted with the artists who appear in his productions, Harry
Rapf, producer of " Wanted for Murder,"
starring Elaine Hammerstein, presented to
the patrons of the Harlem Fifth avenue
theatre, 110th street and Fifth avenue, at
the Saturday night show, Lillian Hall, who
has the leading ingenue role opposite Miss
Hammerstein in this production. Following Mr. Rapf's introduction of Miss Hall
to a crowded house, the little ingenue
talked in intimate terms with her audience
and told them how glad she was to meet
them.

Kansas
City
Sees
a
Busy
Week
Mr. Bell, vice-president and manager of
Exchanges Take on New Life and
the Equitable Film Corporation, is getting
Break
Some
Records — Other
ready to go to New York. He will be
News
of Interest Floats
accompanied by J. M. Campbell, president
About "Show-me" Town
of the organization. This is an independent exchange and it has made rapid
THE past week has been a busy one for
the exchangemen of Kansas City. All
strides in growth considering the obstacles
records have been broken in sales and the
it has had to meet up with. Mr. Goldflam,
sales manager, reports business very good
somewhat discouraged managers are beginning to take on new life.
the past week. He booked the new Bull's
Mr. Pennybaker, of Oklahoma City, has
Eye Billy West comedies for the Gayoso
theatre and has made a number of other
taken over the Mutual Exchange here and
has made several changes in policy.
bookings that are of interest.
The Doric theatre has taken on all the
Paramount has added Roy Haffner to
appearance of a real Japanese garden. The
the sales force and he has made a remarkable showing for a new man in a new
foyer is beautifully decorated with trellis
and wisteria blossoms. Two dainty Geisha
territory. He formerly was an exhibitor
in Nowata, Oklahoma.
girls serve tea to the patrons and Japanese incense permeates the air. Two beauSears and Jones have bought the Auditiful temples have been erected on each
torium theatre in Marshal, Mo. They are
side of the screen and tiny windows have
to run Paramount pictures. S. A. Davidlights dimly showing through, giving it a
son, manager and owner of the Royal theamystic air. The ushers are garbed in costre in Cherryvale, Kansas, has been distumes of the Orient. The reason for all
charged from the army and will take enthis special display is the showing of Fanny
tire charge of the theatre, which has been
managed by his father during his absence.
Ward
in exterior
" The Japanese
Nightingale."
Even the
of the house
has been
The Pathe Exchange has finally settled
itself down to business again after the visit changed. Huge columns have been placed
of Baby Marie Osborne. The youngster
and written in Japanese is the announcement of the attraction.
was given a very warm welcome. Don
Woods, former booker for Pathe, who has
been at Camp Bowie for several months,
Blackton Greets Son Who
is back and hard at work.
Returns from France
Charles Barron, manager of the Isis
theatre in Augusta, Kansas, is in the city.
Arrtong the crowd that went down the
He has booked the Pathe News service
bay to welcome the Louisiana and the
again and states that he has been more
New Hampshire as they steamed into
than pleased with the single reels during
New York harbor loaded with Brooklyn
fighting men, were Commodore and Mrs.
the past year. The Pathe-color reel is going well at the Royal theatre in Kansas
J. Stuart Blackton.
J. Stuart Blackton, Jr., was on board,
City. Mr. McClure, of McClure & Faulkand also Nickalo Musaraca, who was the
ner, from Jamesport, Mo., has been reviewing the various pictures and has finally
Blackton chauffeur for ten years before
decided on Pathe-American.
going "Over There." They were among a
Milton Feld, manager of the Universal
few of the lucky ones who came through
exchange, has adopted a plan for placing
with only slight wounds, from which they
" Crashing Through to Berlin " that is have recovered.
proving most effective. With the picture
January 24 was another busy night for
goes Sergt. Jack Howard, of the Canadian
the Commodore. It was " J. Stuart BlackArmy, who was gassed and wounded sevton night," at the Salmagundi Club.
eral times in the battles of Verdun, Lille
Once a year Commodore Blackton arand Cambrai. He will make an address
ranges an entertainment for his fellow
preceding the showing of the film history
members at the club, and the feature of
of the war. The salesmen giving the
this year's event was, by special request,
scheme their attention have to date obthe showing of " The Common Cause,"
tained contracts in every town visited.
the producer's current photoplay, which he
Jerry Abrams, special representative of made under the auspices of the Britishthe New York office of the Universal Film
Canadian Recruiting Mission for Vitaand Manufacturing Company, was in Kansas City Saturday, Jan. 18, arranging a graph distribution.
special campaign of exploitation throughWisconsin Paramounts
out the Missouri-Kansas division in the interest of the next seven serial photoplays
Come from Chicago
to be released by Universal.
It
was announced from Milwaukee,
A. King, of St. Louis, traveling auditor
Wis., this week that all Wisconsin Parafor Universal, spent several days in this
city and expressed satisfaction over the mount-Artcraft shipments will be handled
through the Chicago office hereafter. Parrapidhasincrease
in business
amount has turned over its Milwaukee ofban
been entirely
lifted.since the " flu "
fices in the Toy Building to the Mid-West
George Crissman, manager of the Gayoso
Distributing Company. Ralph A. Wetttheatre, has purchased the film " Oklahoma
stein, who headed the Paramount forces
Outlaws " from the Eagle Film Company
for the entire state of Missouri and he is in Milwaukee, is general manager of the
now negotiating for the New York state
Mid- West Company. He was branch manager for Triangle from the inception of
rights. The film showed to capacity houses
that company.
here for two weeks.
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Hayakawa is the player
used.
ABOUT a year ago we
printed a series of
About
a Model
House
Organ
The design for this page
articles on house organs,
is
standard and so it is
California Theatre Program Gives an Idea of What
from the small four-page
necessary
for the theatre
folders up to the largest,
Can Be Done If the Manager Is
to make only that portion
and we believed at the
Willing to Work
of the cut inside the white
time that these articles
line, which reduces the
fully covered the situation.
Then
there are two pages of
But we have observed a new interest recently in this subject
weekly expense to the minimum,
advertising.
and within a couple of weeks we have received requests for an
outline of what we believe to be the model house organ. In some
From this point on, the right-hand pages are devoted to reading
sections this interest has been aroused on account of the attitude
matter and the left-hand to advertising. In fact, the issue that
is before us carries about fifteen pages of advertising, and this
taken by the newspapers. At least in one city where motion
percentage is about right for any program of the sort.
picture houses were the heaviest advertisers they are now depending almost exclusively on their house organs to hold the business.
On the ninth page we have a " standing " head, " This Week's
Such a situation is unfortunate but the exhibitor is forced to do
Star from Starland," and in the current issue the story is about
the best he can.
D. W. Griffith, whose "Greatest Thing in Life" was being shown.
With the exception of a few communities where the conditions
Of course, Griffith isn't a player, and so this particular heading
is a little off, but the point is that here the California gives you
are peculiar, we believe that newspaper advertising is far and
a
little talk about the current star. You have had his picture the
away the best advertising for the photoplay house and we are
previous week, remember.
insistent that any theatre that fails to take advantage of newspaper
The eleventh .and thirteenth pages carry the program. The
advertising — provided they can get co-operation — is passing up
California changes but once a week, and there will follow some
a big bet. But a house organ is one of the best supplements as a
suggestions about how to handle more frequent changes. .
general advertiser and certainly is a big factor in holding the trade
to a particular theatre. The house organ can be made so attractive
On the fifteenth page there is a heading, " Pen Pictures of the
as to cause it to be read by all the motion picture fans in your
Players." This matter is illustrated by thumb-nail pictures of
some of the players. They will cost you something like a dollar
community, and that is the ideal achievement.
to have made, depending on the prices existing in your section,
Now, when we are discussing house organs in this article we
but they will be valuable to you for future use in your advertising
are passing by the folders that merely give the program for the
and program. You should have them made sufficiently coarse to
week and are going into the real house organ — the one that underbe suitable for newspaper use as well as in the house organ. As
takes to be, in a degree, the newspaper of the fans in that particular section. We know that the publication of a real house
a matter of fact, the California uses a fairly light grade on the
organ is quite a bit of work and probably a proposition that most
inside pages, reducing the expense and at the same time getting
good effects with the standard newspaper cuts.
exhibitors will pass by, but we believe that in most cities it can
All of the matter used by the California is taken straight from
be made successful and that by getting the advertising co-operation
the MOTION PICTURE STUDIO DIRECTORY. It is slightly
of merchants, it will be comparatively inexpensive.
We have been asked for the ideal house organ. And we are
rearranged, but every fact comes from that source and you have
the same opportunity if you have a copy of the Directory as a part
giving you that of the California theatre, San Francisco.
of your equipment.
Now, the California was pointed out in the articles on newsThen there is a page usually devoted to music talks by Herman
papers in that city, as the theatre that advertises every day in
Heller, conductor of the orchestra, and in the current issue, talking
every paper in that city. The space used is small and it does not
about the Sunday morning symphony concerts that were recently
go to the larger spaces. But Eugene Roth believes in keeping his
attraction before all the people every day in the year — and he has
started. Then the next right-hand page carries a heading, " Where
the right idea. But he supplements this newspaper advertising
the Stars Are Shining," and consists of a series of paragraphs
with a house organ that includes everything a medium of this
about the activities of players. All of this matter can be obtained
from the Motion Picture News.
sort should be. And we can imagine that after the day's showing
is over, the sweepers do not find many of them under the seats.
There there
is another
page about
headed,some
" Ourplayer
Weekly
Page,"
where
is a talk
or Feature
a coming
big
They are of a quality that will be taken home and read.
On the page opposite, we have illustrated four pages from this
production.
twenty-eight-page booklet, which is 5 x 6% inches, so that the
Still another page carries the heading, " California Comment,"
reproductions are reduced less than one-third. On another page
this being really the editorials. Then comes another with " How
we have shown the cover and other content of the house organ.
and Where They Make Them," with gossip of pictures in
Now, of course, to be able to publish a house organ of this
production.
size once a week, the theatre must have some source of income
Now: Most of you will say that this is very fine, but that you
cannot do it.
for the organ itself and this can only come from advertising.
The California appears to have little trouble in getting this and
It is true that the house organ of the California is ambitious.
we have little doubt that this income meets the cost of printing.
If it were not, we would not be able to pick it as the one we
consider to be the very best in the country. The only thing that
A heavy buff paper is used for the cover, which bears the same
matter each week, simply the name of the theatre, the date and
we could possibly suggest as likely to add to the interest would be
a " Question and Answer " department.
volume number and the legend, " One of the world's finest moving
But you can do something approaching this if you will make
theatres."
picture
Inside the front cover we find a page advertisement for a hotel
up your mind to develop your field to the fullest. Here is the
program that we would follow if we thought that this would be
and then opposite,
of prices
and' the roster
a good thing for our theatre:
organization.
This,theof scale
course,
is unnecessary
in caseofoftheanyhouse
but
First, visit the various printers and get from them bids on
the largest theatres. The fourth page> is headed, "House Notes,"
printing
and gives various information, such as the locations of the conafter
week.a certain number of copies of the house organ week
veniences and the like. Opposite is a page of restaurant advertisThen see how many regular advertisers you can get, apportioning. Then the sixth page is generally devoted to the star in the
ed Con/iHHed on page 854)
picture that is coming the following week. In this case, Sessue
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Sort of a House
Organ
Is Bound
to Have Lots of
These pages are from the program of the California Theatre, San Francisco. See story opposite
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IS THIS FAMILIAR?
6tay on the warships in the harbor on NewwereYear's
Mickey, pretty Mickey, with your
There
161 Eve.
reels of films
hair of raven hue;
the most popular stars,
In your smiling so beguiling presenting
and
they
were
donated
by the Fathere's a bit of Killarney, bit of
mous Players-Lasky Corporation.
"Blarney,
too.
When
it
was
learned
that
a maChildhood in the wildwood like a
jority of the sailors would celemountain flower you grew;
brate
New
Year's
Eve
along
Pretty Mickey, pretty Mickey,
and that there would
Can you blame any one for falling Broadway
be
quite
a
number
who
would
not
in love with• you?
be granted shore leave, Walter E.
* •
Greene,
vice-president
of
the
corAn interesting interview with
poration, called on Lieut. H. D.
Charles S. Hart, director of the Clark on board
the flagship Pennsylvania and. made the offer for
Division
of
Films
of
the'
Committee on Public Information, now in the entertainment.
Europe in connection with filming
Lieut. Clark is the officer of the
the Peace Conference, is published entertainment
of the fleet while
in a recent issue of the Kinemato stationed here. He accepted the
graph and Lantern Weekly ot offer.
London. Mr. Hart says in part:
All the late releases were shown
"The way
United States
officers'
library.
motion
picturetheorganization
has first
that intheythewere
relayed
to theAfter
gun
been built up in so short a time deck
for the sailors.
is nothing less than a miracle and
it is specially Interesting to note
MARINELLO SHOP
that the department received
from the United States Treasury,
Third PHONE
Floor Snlte
— 233 113?
l»o»t St.
SUTTER
on commencement, an appropriaTraining- MAIN
School OFFICE
In Connection
tion of $10,000. and that today
the organization has in hand a
Licensed
big surplus of money, so that the
idea has been succesful financially
SPECIALISTS
as well as from the propaganda
For all conditions of the Skin
point of view. The Division of
Electrolysis
Permanent
Films was created but one year
Matcel —Waving.
Full line of
• • •
ago."
SUNDAY
MORNING
MARINELLO
• * » CONCERTS
Preparations on Sale
One of the most interesting motion picture shows ever held was
"All Operators Licensed
given for the sailors of the fleet of
Graduates."
battleships who were obliged to

ations, riding, swimming,
eyes, gray; shootrecreing; accomplishments, piano, singing, dancing; previous career,
stage; several seasons in stock, on
B. F. Keith and Orpheuru circuits in vaudeville; latest picture,
"Vive La France!"
Screen career: World, All-Star
Film, Ince, "Chicken Casey," and
others; Triangle-Ince, "Wild Winship's Widow";
Ince-Paramount,
"Flare-Up
Sal,"
• •and• others.
O'BRIEN, Eugene; Select; ad.
Players Club, N. Y.; b. Colorado,
1884; ed. Univ. of Col.; ht. 6 ft.;
wt. 160 lbs.; hair. It. brown; eyes,
blue; recreations, riding, swimming and motoring; previous career, stage, mus. com., under
Frohman mgmt., with Elsie Janis,
Ethel Barrymore and others; late
picture,day," Select.
"The Ghosts of YesterScreen career, Famous Players;
Frohman, "Just Out of College";
Essanay,
"The Chaperone";
Metro, "The Scarlet
Woman"; World,
"The Moonstone"; Selznick, "Poppy"; Artcraft, "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm."

rVhere

fTHirVeeks/

Readers

Q&\

the

DALTON,
Dorothy; Paramount:
ad. 1209 Fourth
Ave., Los Angeles, cago,
Cal.; b.1893;Chied.
Sacred
Heart
Acad., Chicago;
ht., 5 ft. 3 in.:
wt„ dark
127brown;
lbs.;
hair,

HAYAKAWA.
Sessue; ad. Lask y, husband
Hollywood.of
Cal.;
Tsuri A o k i.
screen star; 1>.
T o k i o, Japan,
1889; ed. Japan
and Univ.cago: ht.of5 Chi-ft.
7%
wt and
157
lbs.;in.;hair
'"yes black; recreations, outdoor
sports;
accomplishments,
riding,
swimming, wrestling, fencing,
painting and writing; previous
career, stage, 6 yrs. in Japan; late
picture,
of Honor."
Screen"Bonds
career,
NYMP. and
Lasky,
"The
Call
of
the
East." actor
and
others; foremost Japanese
on screen.
DREW, Sidney comedian; also
director and producer for Paramount; ad. Paramount N. Y.;
husband of Mrs. Sidney Drew,
screen star, father of the lale S.
Rankin Drew, actor, killed in action in France, and brother of
John Drew; b. N. Y., 1864; ed.
Univ. of Penn. ; previous career,
stage.der"Our
FrohmanBoarding
mgm,t. House";
formed unhis
own
company
presenting
Rivals"; "The Road to Ruin,""Thein
vaud . sketch,
"Billy's
stones"; in all-star
cast ofTomb"She
Stoops
to
Conquer":
presentin
being costarred withat wife
stage production,
Smil-of
ing"; late picture,"Keep
"The Her
Spirit
Merry Christmas," Metro.

fiinind

When whether
C. F. Zlttel
asked
there("Zit")
was was
any
truth in the
Rockefeller
film reported
combinationHearstwith
millions behind them, he said:
"Nineteen nineteen is too young
* * *
yet."
SUNDAY
MORNING
* * * CONCERTS
Captain Peter B. Kyne has relumed
from France. Kyne
tributed aconsiderable
numbercon-of
subjects
to
Metro,
Fox
Paralta before entering the and
service.
He has quite, a reputation as a
short story writer.
* ♦ *
HAVE YOU* SEEN
* • MICKEY
Robert P. Fairbanks, who has
been
brother's
efficiencyhasexpert
for thehis past
six months,
been
promoted
to
manager
of production for Douglas
Fairbanks.
* * *
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERTS
Theda Bara may leave the management of William Fox next May
when her contract expires. The
general belief is that the star is
unwilling
remain
with the
pany thattofirst
her. com* exploited
• *
HAVE YOU SEEN MICKEY
Darwin Karr, late of Vitagraph
ind Essanay, and the husband of
Florence Bindley, is critically ill
pleuro-pneumonia,
anwithattack
of influenza. following
SUNDAY MORNING CONCERTS

Charles E. Whittaker. the
writer, was taken ill soon after
his arrival here, but is able now
to use his typewriter. He came
west to write exclusively tot
Maurice Tourneur.
* • *
Lois Wilson, who has been J.
Warren
woman
in all hisKerrigan's
pictures forleading
the past
two
years, may shortly be seen in a
new all-star company, which is
about to film a big feature picture
— with the interiors made In Los
Angeles and the exteriors in New
York.
* * *
SUNDAY MORNING
» • * CONCERTS
The assistant directors in the
studio colony have organized a
club.
* * *
Mary Thurman, formerly a
Mack Sennett star has been engaged to play the principal lead in
the forthcoming Paramount production of "Poor
Boob" in support of Bryant
* Washburn
• *
"HAVE YOU* SEEN
• * MICKY?"
Dustin Farnum has been in
Arizona hunting
* •big* game.
The Ince Company is practically
installed in the new studio at Culver City. Several companies are
working.
* • •
Robert McKin has been engaged by Goldwyn to appear in
Rex Beach's new production. "The
Brand."
.
. .. •

DAVID W. GRIFFITH
DAVID W. GRIFFITH, master
producer, scores another artistic
triumph in his latest Artcraft
photoplay of love and war, "The
Greatest
in Life."
photoplay Thing
introduces
dainty The
Lillian
Gish,
one
of
the
most
charming screen players in the country,
Robert Harron and other notable
players, all of whom appear to
excellent advantage
markable production. in this reWhat is "the greatest thing in
life?" The title, which may appeal
as unusually
comprehensive, is suggested
by the theme qf the
play. The greatest
thing isferensomewhat
dift to nearly every
person;
but
Mr.
Griffith has selected what
he believes to be the
greatest thing for the
majority of persons,
as the foundation for
a drama of fascinating
variety and arresting strength.
Mr. Griffith dips again into the
ferment of the Western Front for
the climax of his story. Americans
are in the majority among the
characters in the cast. The romance of the girl is touched with
a charm of internationalism, but
the pursuing action is staunchly
typical of America.
The happy blending Of delicacy
and strength .which is conspicuous
in Mr. Griffith's unrivalled mastery in screencraft. has seldom ap-

forceful
advantage thanpearedinto more
this superb
photoplay.
General whimsicalities are offered
in contrast to situations of electric
suspense and attacking strength.
The action mounts with agreeable
speed to the intense energy at the
close, which is characteristic of 'all
of The
Mr. Griffith's
productions.
story deals
with a young
American who is the social harvest
of pampering circumstances; with
a blithe and merry maiden who is
entertainedwith
witha dreams;
and
sturdy young
Frenchman, a green
grocer, lic-fed
loyalpalatetountil
his love
garcomplicates
his things.
menu
and many other
Mr. Griffith has given
his idea In' a motion
picture that further
strengthens
his reputation of being
one of
of the screen. Its
the as
master
characters are
vividproducers"
to the
spectator as old friends, definite
in their contrasts and tempting in
their association.
The picture includes some of
the most beautiful photographic
scenes Mr. Griffith has ever produced, several of .them secured
while in ■ France. Among them
are the photographs of the Marne
river and Chateau Thierry.
SUNDAY MORNING
• * • CONCERTS
HAVE YOI' SEEN MICKEY
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At left cover of the California theatre program, the house notes, and at the right how the program for the week is displayed
Real

House
Model

Organ
One

a Great
Issued

(Continued from page 852)
ing the cost so that you can get the advertising toapproximate the expense. Do
not try to make money out of the program.
You are getting the greatest benefit of anyone, and you should be willing to at least
underwrite the risk even if you are not
willing
to pay
partartist
of the
printer's
charge.
You can
get an
to make
the various
headings, if you want to have the best results. These will last for years. The
headings of the California are in Ben Day
effects and the engraver's charge for these
will be small. If you do not want to make
this trifling investment you can have them
set in type with an attractive border and
these will serve almost as well.
We have already referred to the thumbnail cuts and we are sure that they will
prove a good investment to any theatre.
Certainly you can afford an expense of two
dollars a week for this, knowing that you
can use them time after time in the future
if you will simply take the care to file them.
They will be of value in your smaller advertising. You can remember the number
of times that you have been " up against
it " for a small cut to illustrate a little advertisement. Ifyou had these in your file
room you would be saved all the trouble
of the worry about not getting the right
thing from the exchange.
These headings and the cuts are the only
expense that you have to go to, for you
can get every bit of the other material that
you need from the Motion Picture News
and from the STUDIO DIRECTORY. An
hour's time spent in rewriting the pages of
the News will give you all the matter that
you need. Of course, you would confine
yourself as far as possible to the stars and
(brands that you play so as to encourage
Ihe interest in these actors and productions.
The editorial page, similar to " California Comment," we would suggest as mak-

Business

Holder

by California Theatre
ing direct reference to pictures that are
coming at an early date and to comment
on local civic affairs. Help out here any
of the local organizations that may have
under way some public movement.
You'll be surprised how easy it is to prepare this matter and how much interest
there is in it.
It is easy enough for you to rearrange
this space so as to give you more space
for the programs if you change oftener
than twice a week, and you do not need
a diagram for this. Give the full program
for each day if you are able to do so.
In any sort of a house organ that you
issue, and whether you change your program once a week or every day we strongly
urge that you give the cast of characters
of each feature production. That makes
the program of interest to the person in
the theatre at the time of the distribution.
Then use the other matter to be so interesting that it will be taken home and preserved.
One great value of the house organ is
that it enables you to get home to your
patrons the intimate talks on future pictures that you need. And when we use
the word "intimate'' we do not mean that
you should use flippant or personal stuff in
your program. That is about the worst
thing that you can do. Possibly it is a
temptation, but certainly it is a temptation
to be conquered.
We believe that the theatre in the smaller
city can get as much advertising as the
California is doing. If you make your program of interest and of real value to your
theatre it is pretty sure to be of interest
to certain advertisers. Restaurants, candy
shops, book stores, music houses, women's
and music stores, photographers and dancing and music teachers should afford a
clientele.
In case of theatres located in smaller

towns, where they have a mailing list
through the surrounding territory, we
would suggest that they can enlist the cooperation of local merchants on special bargain days, enclosing copies of the program
with out-of-town purchases and helping
build up the business of all concerned.
There is just one warning: Unless
}-our newspapers are refusing to cooperate
with you do not put your solicitation of
advertising on a basis of competition with
the newspapers. Don't go out and say to
the merchant that the advertising in your
program is worth more than space in the
newspaper. Put your solicitation on the
basis of your patronage and its purchasing
Whether you can produce a weekly house
power.
organ relatively as creditable as the California depends on how hard you work.
// is not possible here to suggest how
to adapt this plan to various communities,
but if you are interested and will write
us the details or your local conditions zee
will be mighty glad to give your case earnest consideration and our best adz"icc.
Milwaukee

Theatre Aiding in

Employment for Soldiers
A free employment service for discharged soldiers and sailors established at
the Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee, by Manager Leo Landau, has resulted in considerable publicity and good will toward
the house.
Mr. Landau has advertised in all of the
newspapers the fact that if a service man
will leave his name, address, age and occupation at the box office, efforts will be
made to secure him a position. Slides to
this effect are also flashed at each show.
Following this, slides are run enumerating the classes of occupations in which
men have asked for jobs. Persons in the
audience who desire men in these particular branches are asked to stop at the
box
office,
their names
and all men where
who applied
for thearejobtake-,
are
notified by telephone to report.
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Ruffner

Last week me printed the first of a
series of two articles by Ralph Ruffner, manager of the Rialto theatre,
Butte, Montana, and one of the best
known managers and publicity men in
the country, about some of his observations on a recent trip to New
York City.
His remarks about local theatres
there were highly flattering, but we
promised that he would record the
faults that he saw, and there are some
of them included here. Mr. Ruffner
interested the editor of this department very much with the accounts of
some of the things in the way of service at theatres he has managed and
we have asked him to record them in
another article.
But here goes with New York:
HOUSE service? I came into direct
contact with the efficient and saw the
inefficient. (I dislike to deal in generalities, but they must be accepted in good
faith in an article such as this.)
The young man who escorted me to a
loge seat in one of the theatres was "a
million dollar boy," while in the section adjoining I saw a man and woman subjected to several flippant, uncalled for, remarks from another usher, whose choice
neck I itched to have in my possession for
a few moments.
How quickly and oh, how thoroughly
can such an employee tear dozen a service
structure which has probably taken inaiiv
hard months of painstaking perseverance
to erect. Vigilance, eternal vigilance, is
the price of service, it would seem.
New York may have in excess of three
hundred thousand transients daily, but, no
theatre, however situated, can afford the
presence in its organization of any individual not having the best interests of the
house and his employer at heart at ALL
times. This fellow was a bad cog in a
fine piece of machinery and the question is
how many patrons that evening were provided with a hammer through his arrogance ?
I found his feathered companion acting
as doorman later on in this same theatre
and my one regret in leaving New York
was that I could not remain long enough

Views

Service

INCIDENTALS
"Little Things" Are the Ones
That Really Count

little things,
ALS,
INCI
classes of theatwo the
up the
lineDENT
tres— those that are doing their
utmost and those that are just
sliding along from day to day. A
wholeas
" often
littlees thing
"famili
mers; makes
and just
of custo
undoneingpre-a
" left becom
things
often "ventlittle
n from
the patro
regular.
There is no place in which these
incidentals count for more than in
service. We have had exhibitors recently relate to us little things that
they have seen happen in their
houses and which they have been
able to turn to their benefit. We'd
be mighty glad to have them related
here — any little incident that you
may recall. They will all help others.
For instance, last Sunday at the
Rivoli theatre there was quite a draft
in one of the loges, though no one
complained. Directly the usher saw
one of the patrons turn up his coat
collar to keep off the draft. The
usher was immediately on the job
and whispered the question whether
the patron felt a draft. He did, and
the draft was promptly stopped.
That little thing impressed not only
this patron but a dozen others who
witnessed the incident
Let's hear of yout " little incidents."
to see 'em feed him, for he sure was a
fine old lion. Here's the contrast. At the
box office of this same house, when I received my ticket I said " Thank you," and
the cordial little lady flashed back a pleasant "You're welcome." This, and the attitude of the fine young man who ushered
me to my seat, surely put me in the best
possible mood to be entertained, and when
I left it was with the conviction of an
evening well spent.
In another house, as I was leaving, I
stopped near the front doors to put on
my overcoat — no one else coming in or
going out at that moment— and naturallv

As
An
Asset
expected any one of the half dozen
neatly uniformed ushers — standing all
about me — to step up and assist me, not
that I needed assistance, but because that
attention to detail is all a part of SERVICE, if the word is accepted at its full
value. Not one of them volunteered.
Perhaps that is not the custom in this
house, but what a splendid opportunity for
management to inject its personality a bit
deeper into the opinions of the thousands
who pass in and out of its portals each
zveek.
What I have said are mere observations
and most decidedly NOT criticisms. Many
times, during my visit, I was asked to go
on record by criticising the things I saw,
but it can't be done. I visited New York
to see and learn and I returned home with
a heart full of satisfaction at the time
spent and commendation for the highly
clever craftsmanship apparent on every
hand and in every department of motion
picture theatre work.
Columbus in 1492 paved the way for a
host of things to occupy the attention of
the westerner, and old man Balboa came
right back with the easterner in mind when
he lit on the shores of the Pacific to start
things. That both were darned good
pavers for the days to come is immediately
manifest when we size up the theatres of
both coasts in their entirety.
Novel Grauman Prologue for
Cannibal Pictures
Grauman's theatre, Los Angeles, was
able to get an unusual effect with the prologue during the week that Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of the South Seas " were
the stellar attraction.
A score or more people were used, most
of them being Los Angeles negroes who
represented the cannibals. The cannibal village was built in the background that this
was seen with only a small amount of light,
representing the twilight. It began with a
strange dance, accompanied by guttural
voices. The harmony of the lighting, costumes, settings and music was perfect.
When the pictures themselves were flashed
on the screen the wierd singing, dying
away in the distance, could be heard.

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
Samuel L. Rothapfel.
E. T.Orleans.
Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
Thomas
LoweU.D. Soriero, Park theatre, Boston, and Strand theatres,
C. A. Lick, New theatre, Fort Smith, Ark.
Harold B. Franklin, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Edw.
I- Hyman, Film Director, U. 8. Liberty Theatres, New York.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
E. Mandlebaum, Loew's Stillman theatre, Cleveland.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
Mrs. Joseph Grossman, Standard theatre, Cleveland.
Ralph Ruffner, Rialto theatre, Butte.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount Theatre, Lewis ton, Idaho.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
George
Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt Lake.
Mark Gates, Dayton Theatre, Dayton, O.
Sam \Y. E.B. Carpenter,
Colin, Spokane.
8. Barret HcCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
E.
J.
Myrick,
Liberty
theatre,
Portland, Ore.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre, Hood River, Ore.
A. J. MoeUer, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
H.
L.
Percy,
Rialto
Theatre,
Medford,
Ore.
Sid Lawrence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
P. E.Seattle.
Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Colombia theatres,
Chas. G. Branham, Majestic theatre, Detroit.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Charles C. Perry, Strand Theatre, Minneapolis.
J. A. Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
W. 8. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial Theatres, Jackson, Mich.
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
\.Sidney
C. H. Grauman,
Chamberlin,Grauman's
Opera House,
Cal.
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
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DETROIT motion picture advertising
has long been of the same type that
has been distinctly tiresome. All of the
theatres have been using the reversed style
of name plates and have been similarly
employing half tones of the stars until,
except for the name of the theatre there
has been little difference in them.
Since Charles G. Branham took charge

SANTREYS^-HUTTON'S^.^
rCOMING-*tw TOM MOCHE ,„ "CO WES T, YC'jr.T
of the Majestic there has been a change in
the advertising of that house and the result is that here is a display that stands
•out in the pages of the Detroit papers.
It would have been even better if the
figures of the chorus girls could have been
made larger because it would have obtained aquicker catch of the eye, but as
it stands it is mighty good work.
In just one thing we do not agree with
Mr. Branham and that is in advertising
the attraction for the following week in
his Sunday display just as his current bill
is beginning. There isn't any use in taking any chance of dividing the interest in
two attractions. Seven inches across four
columns is the space used.

and
Ours*
Three inches added to the depth of this
display would have made one far more effective. It would have permitted the cut
being the
madecircumstances,
larger, for and
it isit too
under
would" thin
have"
also permitted the name of the theatre to
have been used in a " plate " or boxed in
at one of the upper corners. White space
is sadly needed throughout.
We approve of the theatre advertising
the success that this picture scored in two
of New Jersey cities, Newark and Paterson. The space used is 7l/2 inches across
four columns.

MICKEY
-FEATURINGMABEL
NORMAND
Humor and Pjlhos - I.ovc jod Adveolure - Smiles and Sursrinc
SPECIAL MUSICAL ACCOMPANIMENT
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HOW little things count in advertising
is illustrated by the two advertisements that we are reproducing here. Both
of these appeared in Sunday issues of
Cleveland, O., newspapers, and to a careless glance one would not consider them
very much different, but when you come to
the analytical angle you see the difference.
The larger of the displays is better in a
single thing and that is that the title of
the production is brought out the stronger.

iAETjf2P£UTArJ C*N6EI^#RCrlEf TRA

STARTING TODAY

Apparently the smaller of the two di«l
plays was prepared first, for it has bee |
necessary to mortise in space for the nc
tice of the Roosevelt funeral. But the rt
suit has been much better. While, as
news record there are probably a lot c
people who want to see these pictures, w
cannot imagine a swarm of them going t
the theatre for that particular purpos^
The use of " Special " and the boxing o
of this announcement doesn't help the dii
play a bit. The smaller is distinctly tt
better.
Let us take this opportunity of callin
your attention to the fact that there is n
such word as " onto " in the English lai
guage. It is a common fault, but these ai
two distinct words " on to." It looks a 1<
better to have things RIGHT.
Keep your guiding star just a little I
ahead of you all the time.

TWO

TRFN
■* a—i *T
^ ■■• ALL
FOUR TIMES THIS
DAILY-1:30. WEEK
3:30,7:00.9:00
[THE rR OD I CTI O V YOU 11 ILL \EYFR FOROEI \
Mack Snttetfl HlK-HiSou Dollar -Triumph

News

Advertising is the current that generates
the currency.

Most roads turn, but a lot of people quit
before they get that far.

things are wrong with this display of the Trent theatre, Trenton, N.
J. In the first place the best possible effect of the cut has not been secured because the type effects are allowed to overshadow it. Another thing is that the name
of the theatre is just about the last thing
that the eye gets. With anything but a
short and an unusually attractive title such
as " Mickey " we would have called the
display a poor one.

Picture

METROPOLITAN CONCERT ORCHESTRA
and there is not the slightest reason why
it should not have been done in the other
display.
usingsmaller
" William
Fox title
presents"
in a singleBy and
line the
could
have been brought up to the front.
Now for instance, compare the fires of
the horseman in the two displays. In the
larger one there is the impression left
that he has simply ridden up to the edge
of the cliff to look over the scenery to see
whether it is going to rain down in the
valley tomorrow. In the other there is the
spirit of action — of a leap off the cliff.
In the larger display the selling talk on
the picture has the appearance of having
been dropped in at the last moment, with
the background cut out sufficiently to make
room for it. In the other case there is an
artistic arrangement and the type matter
does not stare at you.

THIS
a railroad
table or toan
thingisn't
of the
sort. Ittime
is supposed
a newspaper advertisement of the first n
showing of one of the biggest of rece
pictures and one of the most famous •
stage
Mar
But as productions,
it turns out it" The
is littleSquaw
more than
time table of the showing of the featui
and a list of those composing the notat
cast.
Probably all of the patrons of. I
Regent,
Detroit,
knowthewhat
" ThewasSqiu
Man " is.
Probably
theatre
co
tent with getting into the house all
those who had seen the drama in its sta
form. But we wouldn't be. We woi
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^Jl/hat £iirerWire&
areDoinq^
try to get them all in and we feel very
French, but when the designer of the dissure that this is a case of using small newsplay puts in " How " and " But," the whole
punch effect is lost.
paper space, three inches double column being employed, where it was very costly to
We hope the Royal will watch these Special Service Sections. It was the first St.
the theatre in failing to get in the thousands that large display and actual selling
Louis paper to show a real desire to advertise properly and we want to extend our
arguments on the picture would have done
the work.
sincerest aid. In fact, it is already extended
if the theatre wouldn't deliberately pass it
" Close-ups " are used to get the punch
—
by.
over; close-ups with your audiences bring
When your heart isn't in your business
the people to your theatre.
there's not likely to be much else there.
D OYAL theatre, St. Louis, is making
*v mighty good with Universal Special
attractions, but we would advise this theatre
and all others' to follow the Special Service
Sections that are appearing in the News
every other week. If the Royal had done
this it would have gotten the punch home
and there would have been nothing misleading.
Now it is an unfortunate fact that the
publicity departments have to prepare the
advance matter without having seen the
picture. This is the case with practically
:very company. We have seen three pic-

Sunday J;";— DAUA I "THEATRE.,
««c"^;'.%«r.«' riv
Y Ml. sun
The War-Time
Sin midofoiivc:;
a Woman

»
, ^WILDCAT
S £
i
■W OFIMalwi—l PARI
>*•«•»> A.:..,*.,
LOVE"
GRIPPING »S * GASROTE -HOT AS CUTENNE '
tires within the past week where the story
is shown on the screen did not agree with
he advance matter. Such is the case here.
Ki the advance story was written, " the
vildcat " sacrifices herself to a German soltief to save the girl her sweetheart loves.
\.s the picture was actually made, the girl
J\a question was not the sweetheart, but the
ister of the man she loved, and instead
i sacrificing herself she lured the German
o his death. Therefore, " The war time sin
f a woman " is out of place, misleading,
a }eople will wonder, after they have seen
his picture, what you were talking about
n n the advertisement;
In the second display there is a line, " A
ensation of several continents." What uner heaven this means we do- not know.
:ertainly not the picture, for it has not had
a irne to get across the water even if it were
hipped on the first boat. And what matter
HE it had? It doesn't sell the picture to a
("Jingle patron.
An excellent selling line was provided in
She purr, she scratch, but, mon Dieu, how
he love." That was supposed to be the
xression of some one speaking in broken
IIIsi"q"
WEElil!ROYAL
THE|
88 HZHI CLAW
PURR
WTIIgllVjlHOW
20- 15c
HOWPric«t'
A SENSATION OF SEVERAL CONTINENTS
how
SHE SCRATCH
GMmMOA3 AASBULLET—
A OAJLEOTE—
SW1TT
PAP. IB HOTTO TBXAS CAYENNE
VIRY LITE BUT
^WllMKIMIS
FeaturingPRISCILLA
the Explosive Dynamic
DEAN Actress
SEE THE SENSATIONAL APACHE DANCE

HERE is a case of an advertising writer
who had the right idea in writing his
matter, but who was not able to get the
typographical display necessary to put it
over. The Metropolitan, Grand Forks, N.
D., starts off his display on " The Kaiser's
Finish " with these words : " ' I dreamed
of world conquest and see what I got,'
said Poor Old Bill when he was wending
his way to his refuge in Holland and understood that ' The Kaiser's Finish ' was
on the knees of the gods and that these
same gods were friends of America."
A serious mistake has been made in running line into line and with the use of too
much upper case. There is a good selling point here, but it should have been
played in about 36 point lower case, with
ample white space left on either side. The
words " Spectacular," etc., in the way that
they are set detract very much from the
AnotherCommencing
Excellent Week
MET MONDAY, JAN. l.Jih
MEETS"
MONDAY-QUALITY
AND TUESDAY
"I DREAMED OF WORLD CONQUEST AND SEE WHAT I GOT" Said Poor Old But
When ht «m wtftflnf hie war to hla r»tu3a In Holland »'no andante**' that
THE

SON THE KNSSB OP tj E GODS AND THAT THOSE SAME GODS WERE FRIENDS Of
THE KAISER'S FINISH
SPECTACULAR DRAMATIC — — SENSATIONAL
THEY CALLED WW USSY 1USCH BUT HIS MIDDLE NAME WAS U. S. A.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY
r W*» Hltunj on All W Bui Hi JM
ooin |OkBoaMmg
Baudcn.Heu*r.Grtj Who,Pun] PL«yiby ('it^ttL^P^u^
Fie ~C»1 of » Lauid.
MABEL NORM AND I'LL SAY
SO
36"All
A"A
Diva, ■ PERFECT
Olp and Sha Cofiquarad Thtm
Ford Weekly—Lyons £ Moran Comedy fat Comedy— Tb*. Divert Latt Kill
CHILDREN 10c
ADMISSION 20c """
general effect of the display. In short, it
is well written, but the method in which
it is displayed makes it rag-timey. The
space for the two later attractions is relatively far too large and confuses. White
space is one of the saddest needs of this
advertisement which occupies ten inches
across four columns.
Doubt often means that you are simply
AFRAID TO TRY.
D ROBABLY more theatres have used
A directly this advertisement prepared
by Famous Players-Lasky than any other
that has been prepared by a distributing
concern. This one is from the Strand,
Montgomery, Ala., but numerous other ex-

DNVGRIFFITH
The Greatest Thing in Life
An ARXCRAFT Picture
D W i . i . - ■ ' - n; r A. JJ1I1 I ■ ■ Ut "TbaT Birth O* I N
•ou< picture of ' N*u~.
D.0 W.W Cnl..lr^tc»^«Kot»>j
Cnflnh-ihc tun -ho c*« I»rou u>m-lnre!er»n«-fo
"H»a/o ol lit «
D W OriSfclt— cfcc ■
Wtuiiiii!'! Pace? VICTORY!
Corotl ISctt
lorjnl
Just
TwoYou'll «wDays
TO-DAY
and Thursday

IraTdf- '
amples of the employment of the same
display have come to us from other houses.
It follows many of the ideas that were
printed in the Special Service Section on
" The Greatest Thing in Life " in the
News.
It is an excellent example of the type
advertisement. The cut that is used is
comparatively small, but sufficient to call
attention to the display, and then the name
of Griffith is properly played, and we have
the
you of
had thejustvarious
one wish?"
and question,
then the "if
recital
Griffith achievements. We are very sure that
this will sell admission to more people
than would a mass of adjectives and superlatives.
SAME
COMPLAINT
Another Small City Manager
Cannot Get Cuts He Wants
city manto it that the smallhan
exc ges see
will
WHEN ager
ipped
is equthe
matwith
ter for exploiting his pictures. Here comes a complaint from
H. H. James, manager of the Dixie
theatre, Senath, Mo.:
" We are particularly interested in
your comment on theatre advertising. We have been in the advertising business for a number of years
and have had had more or less to do
with theatre advertising before we
acquired this house.
" Our experience has been that the
small-town man is given a rotten
deal by the film exchange in the matter of co-operation, and since we
have been in this business we have
found it even worse than we thought.
It is practically impossible to get decent cuts and any kind of press matter regarding program pictures. The
cuts you get in 90 per cent, of the
cases tell you nothing and often the
' stills " are taken from the dullest

it ispicture."
too true.
partAlas,
of the
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selections.
" In a Garden ' m
BEGINNING with next week's issue the accounts of the presentations at the
used at the start and then with the titll
Broadway Theatre will appear in these pages. They have not appeared
" A storm that has been brewing," we hail
before since the appearance of the heading above for the reason that " The
" Under the Leaves,' which is used unt
Dick starts on the great adventure, whe
Heart of Humanity " has been running all of that time. Starting Sunday,
the audience starts humming with the or
Priscilla
Dean
will
be
seen
in
"
The
Wicked
Darling,"
and
the
full
presentation
will be recorded.
chestra, " Give My Regards to Broadway,'
Because the Broadway pursues the policy of not changing every week, but
and then there follows through " Strutter
Ball." At the title " Dawn brings the fin|
permitting some special attractions to run longer the accounts will, naturally,
hunger," the old favorite " The Old Tov
appear with only each change of bill. But readers of this department may be
Pump" and after "Come Across"
sure of finding a complete exposition of the way the four New York leading
been played the pump tune is repeate
theatres present pictures.
Then there is a pause as Dick hears
whistle
resumed. blow and " Come Across " is the
AT the Rialto this week the feature is Tom Moore in " Go West, Young
Man," and includes a Bruce scenic of unusual appeal and the latest of the
Some of the selections that folk
Mack Sennett comedies, " Never Too Old."
include " Porcupine Patrol," " Myst
Rivoli is presenting the screen version of " Cheating Cheaters," with Clara
Shrine," " Aviation Valse." " Mary "
Kimball Young as the star. Prizma furnishes the scenic with " Bird Island " used with the title " The Crimmins Rancl
and the comedy element is supplied by " Ask Father," a Harold Lloyd comedy.
and then with the title " The afternoon
D. W. Griffith's latest creation, " A Romance of Happy Valley," is the fea- Victor Herbert's "Love Theme" is intro
duced and when Dick sees the girl it
ture offering at the Strand, with " Bobby Bumps Last Smoke " the comedy.
The length and the character of the feature makes a scenic unnecessary.
followed with the chorus of " Will Yo
Remember?" At the title "I've come
town to see you," we have two chorus*
McDowell's beautiful "To a Wild Rose"
is the first vocal number. With the lights
of the theme used with 'cello, solo at
cTZtalta cJfueatre
organ, and then numbered selections unfi
in red Miss Helen Rumsey comes from
the sheriff saves the girl, where we have
between
the
curtain
and
renders
the
song
HUMAN is the best descriptive word for in a manner that delights the audience.
the theme again. " What's the Mattel
the bill at the Rialto this week, and
with Father " is introduced with the arRialto Magazine opens with Gaumont
this element starts in with the Robert
rival of the boy's parents on the scene and
Bruce scenic with the horse and the dog pictures of Secretary Baker decorating numerous foreign officials on duty in this then the theme from the beginning with
and carries through the entire bill to the
two choruses as the final number.
country with the Distinguished Service
animal element in the comedy.
With the lights all in gold the orchestra
We like the artistic bill, sometimes the Medal, and the stirring strains of " The
Right of Way " with full orchestral ef- then plays selections from the tunefn
very dramatic, once in a long while the
fects is used here. Then Pathe presents
" Naughty Marietta," and we have the
tense that holds you gripping your seat,
Mack Charles
Sennett Murray.
comedy, "The
Never
Too ofOld,'
but we have seen it prevail as a rule that pictures from Kelly Field, Texas, showing
with
scenes
th«
the droves of American aviators demonit is the human clement that the masses
drunken
monkey
making
love
to
the cat i
strating
what
they
had
intended
to
do
to
U'ant — and we'll admit that we're one of
the masses.
one of the funniest things that ha> eveBerlin if the Huns hadn't quit so soon.
been put into a picture and it certainly hat
" Boy of Mine " is played for the opening
" First Hungarian Rhapsody," one of the of
the
audience roaring with laughter who
the
pictures
and
during
the
flying
most brilliant of selections, is the overture
we saw it. As usual at the Rialto ther
scenes the orchestra remains tacit and we
at the Rialto. Incidentally there are some
i*s a clever selection of lively music wit
splendid lighting effects secured during have the aeroplane effects.
Pathe then shows tricks in camouflage,
this one, the selections in order being "]
this number. At the start they are down
how the boast were made to look as if Say She Does," "I'll Come Sailing Horn]
to dim blue and there is only a spot on
the cymbalist, who had quite a little to they were going backward, and the like, to You," "My Doughboy." "Hello, l'w \
Been Looking for You." " Fifi," " Aptj
do during the overture. Then after about
and
we getthe" Bon
Pathe
takes here
us across
oceanVivant."
and shows
us pos," and then " My Wife's Gone to
three minutes there is a wonderful transformation with them coming up to a full the Canadians who were held prisoners by Country," introduced as Murray get- th
letter. "Oh, Helen" follows with " Ha
the Germans on their way home. The
gold.
Had No Loving for a Long, Long Time,
music is " When You Come Back " until
In " Little High Horse,'' a Robert Bruce,
and
" Pepper
released by Educational, the maker has the title " Four years of hard fighting," and
scenesthen
at the
end. Pot " for the livel
brought out an element that calls for conthen the orchestra swings into " Uncle
stant applause from the audience. There
Wohstenholme's " Finale in B Flat "
Tom." These pictures make one of the
the organ solo at the end.
is an addition to the title with " being a biggest hits of the bill. Pathe pictures
show the youngsters being drilled for the
glimpse of the daily life of a mountain
horse," a cayuse that is able to take his French navy at Brest, and then Gaumont
master anywhere and you can imagine that brings a stirring finish with pictures of
Bruce selects some remarkable scenes to the battle flags being presented to their
respective states, this particular one being
picture. The silhouette scenes are unusuthe 301 regiment. Starting with the Brest
ally good, and there is one of the horse
REAL
timateGriffith
sort istreatment
revealed ofin the
the most
makirJ
and the dog that gets a great hand and a scenes " Les Jeunes Lauries " is played,
second one at the end where the horse and with rolls of drum for the marching
of " A Romance of Happy Valley." ai
youths and then there follows through
the presentation at the Strand this week
dog are standing at the edge of a jagged
in the happiest accord with that spir
cliff. Some unusual mountain and cloud
" Regiment's Return " to the end.
There has been a special music score pr
Before the Byzantine setting and with
effects in panorama arc also obtained.
the effects in red Eduoardo Albana, bari- pared that interprets it wonderfully, ai
" Macbeth " is the music at the start and
this is followed through with an organ
we only regret that it is mainly made 1
then effectively
sings "thePerche."
Thentone, comes
the feature,
music for of numbered selections and therefore th
modulation until we see the man on horseit cannot be handed along to other cxhi
Back on the side of the mountain, and
which is especially catchy. It is remarkitors.
able
in
that
only
three
numbered
selections
here it becomes " Unfinished Symphony,"
are used, the remainder being popular or
played to the end.
Managing Director Plunkett has also :
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Why-

Janged a vocal prelude that puts the audiences just in the right mood to enjoy the
licture. We recommend very strongly the
>alance of the bill as shown at the Strand
is an example for other exhibitors who
how this picture. For instance, the scenic
s omitted on the Strand program, as it
hould be, for a great portion of the Grifith picture is outdoor stuff and you do not
leed any more of it.
The Southern atmosphere of this picture
hould be remembered through the presenation. There is almost a religious touch
o it, a spirit that makes you think of the
>eople back home — if you have left them
o go away. There must have been thouands in the audiences at the Strand this
veek who have left parents behind them to
ome to New York to win their fortunes.
)ne might almost look into their faces and
ick them. There were laughs enough
hrough the picture, but there were a lot
f them that felt a little choking in their
hroats. And the atmosphere given the
iresentation helped all this genuineness of
eeling.
Brilliant " Mignon " is the overture.
There is a special set used here showing
he vision of Joan of Arc leading the modrn French troops on to victory. It is set
n a church window effect and is striking.
Then comes the Strand Topical, which
pens with Pathe pictures showing the reurn of the Brooklyn boys, including some
ine shots of the ship, and these pictures
et a wild welcome from the audience. For
hese and for the pictures following of the
ale of the " Giants," we have " When the
'Boys Come Sailing Home," with the full
rchestral effects. Then come the Pathe
ictures of the Canadian soldiers on their
vay
tely home
used and
here. " Maple Leaf " is appropriPathe presents then tricks in camouflage,
artoons of liners being painted to look as
f they were moving backward and another
pparently having three torpedo boats
,'uarding her, and for these " The Navy
tVill Bring Them Back " is played. There
s a relief from the strictly news events
vith a Paramount Pictograph showing
culpture in sugar. These are wonderful
)ictures of the way that these huge ornanented cakes are made and they bring
nany sighs of astonishment from the audence. " Eternelle Extase " is the accompaniment.
Then come Topics of the Day, most ofhem referring to the war and the Kaiser.
\s you probably know these consist in a
eries of excerpts from the paragraphs in
lewspapers and are flashed on the screen
>ne after another. They get lots of
aughs, especially one this week, which
ays : " The Kaiser wanted more territory
nd we gave him hell." Another one delares that it would be an insult to our
lead to buy anything made in Germany
nd the audience yells its approval. Du'rng these "When We Meet Again in the
iweet Bye and Bye " and " Oh, What a
Time for the Girlies " are played.
Universal Current Events of a Sinn Fein
aaes meetina in Dublin are rpreived in

Franklin's stage setting on another famous painting, Schcnck's "After the Storm" off
Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
the strains of this are carried through
silence except for the orchestra playing
" Keltic Suite No. 1." Then follow the the picture very effectively at several
Pathe pictures of dropping bombs at Kelly points. " Lullaby No. 3 " of the Nevin
suite is the theme and it is first used with
Field, which we have described elsewhere,
" The Favorite " being used here.
the title " Saturday night." There are
Some of the finest pictures that we have
some clever organ effects used with the
church scenes. There is a chance for much
yet seen are furnished by Universal Current Events with the reception to the of the dramatic music in this, but it should
President in Italy. These are in great de- be played largely with the echo of southtail, the shots of the immense cheering
ern airs, of light sympathetic Music for the
crowds being especially satisfactory. We
girl and mysteriosos for the robber portion and this is done and done well at the
have first the great reception in Rome, then
a picture of him at the Pantheon with a Strand this week.
Then comes Alois Morrice, violinist,
fine close-up that brings a storm of applause, aview of the Vatican, where he playing first " Scherzo Tarantelle." There
are no lights for this with the exception
was received by the Pope, pictures of him
viewing the Forum and then a panorama
of the spot on the violinist. Then the
of Rome. Then we go to Milan and have
lights come up to gold at the end of the
a splendid shot of the cheering thousands,
first selection and then go down again in
and a little later see just as big a one at blue, the curtains parting revealing a setting representing a church window and to
Turin. " Cleopatra March " and " Hail to
the Chief " are the selections that give the the accompaniment of the organ he plays
" The Rosary."
Pictorial a smashing finish.
Next comes a short Paramount-Bray,
With the lights in a dim blue the curtains now part showing the veranda of a " Friendly Enemies," of two kittens playsouthern home, with two girls standing and
fully fighting and it gets lots of laughs, to
two seated. In the background are cabins
the
music
of " A Baton Rumpus." Withlighted in the early evening, with a field
out a pause it is followed by " Bobby
stretching in front of us and a river
Bumps' Last Smoke," an Early Hurd carfringed with trees in the background. It
toon. The music is " Harrison Fisher,"
is a typical Kentucky plantation scene.
" Oriental Fox Trot " for the harem
The girls, who form the Strand Female
scenes stuff.
and then " Flying Rag " for the
chase
Quartet, and who have mighty good voices,
then sing a medley of old southern songs.
The organ solo is Hill's " Grand March."
Just as " My Old Kentucky Home " is begun the lights begin to go down further,
the stars in the sky come out, the moon
begins to rise and far in the background
we see a fully lighted passenger steamer
churning its way up the river.
RIESENFELD
is presenting
two
Then the screen curtain comes down and DR.favorite
musical numbers
this week
the feature starts, with the strains of " My
Old Keeti"-ky Horns " still heard. In. fact

with " Bonnie Sweet Bessie " being sung
and " Old Times Waltz " played by the
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orchestra at the Rivoli this week. Your
audiences will never get tired of these old
fashioned songs and we have yet failed to
see one of them make a great hit with the
audiences than some of the heavy operatic
stuff tliat most people applaud simply because they feel that they will be considered
ignorant if they do not.
With the lights all in gold and the curtain in a greenish blue with the side hangings suggesting pink at the top " Raymond "is the overture. It is an unusually
brilliant selection and wins thorough appreciation.
Then comes another one of the wonderful Prizma color pictures, this one being
entitled " Bird Island," or hunting with a
camera in one of the Government preserves off the coast of California. There
are pictures of the " Foolish Guillemont,"
who, one of the titles tell us, " have just
enough sense to raise- feathers and attend
convention," for they stay in great flocks.
Then we have other pictures of gulls, of
the puffin, or sea parrot. Right here we
have the music carried with violin and
drum only for " Mother Carey's Chickens."
These pictures show the eggs, the young
and the full grown birds and the colors
are true to life. " Forest Whispers," followed through with " Canzonetta," is the
accompanying music.
There is a special setting that follows
w.ith the lights all blue, even bathing the
orchestra. The curtains are only about
half parted revealing a window with a
hanging light on either side. There is no
light against the curtains. Then James
Harrod sings "Bonnie Sweet Bessie" in
a manner that earns the warmest of tributes from the audience, so great that it
tries in vain to keep the Rivoli Pictorial
from starting.
This opens with Pathe pictures of the
inauguration of Governor Kilby at Montgomery, Ala., and the big military pageant
in his honor. The audience here, at least,
are not the slightest bit tired of applauding
our soldier boys, and they give the marching men a big reception, to the accompaniment of " Entrance of the Guard." Then
we go to Italy to witness the reception
there of President Wilson. These pictures
are from Pathe. First we have Rome welcoming him and there come unusual cheers
from the audience with pictures of him
visiting the ancient ruins, and then we see
him at the Pantheon, at the Coliseum and
then at Milan Cathedral and the great
crowds welcoming him. The first seven
and a half bars of " From Italy " are used
and repeated and then we have " March
Reale " during these pictures.
Now we get comedy relief, and a sidesplitter it is, with Jeff and Mutt in " Landing an Heiress." First we have " Hindustan," and then when they enter the carrousel at Coney Island we have the chorus
of " In the Shade of the Old Apple Tree "
played twice through and then " Frivolity "
until the scene changes to Jeff and then
there follows a one-step to the end of the
cartoon. But the description of the music
does not describe the full effect on the
audience, for the orchestra is right there
with the imitations and these help bring
out the wonderful number of laughs. For
instance the music of the merry-go-round
instrument is perfectly burlesqued.
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Soldiers for Manager and Musical Director
Saenger Amusement Company, with
arose differences between Mr. Boehringer
headquarters in New Orleans, and owning
and the majority stockholders and the
theatres in Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana,
former resigned. N. E. Thatcher, photo- '
Mississippi and Florida, has just added two
play editor of the Times-Picayune, was
more to its string of about fifty. The most
then made advisory manager, and the the-'
important of these is the Liberty, a brand
atre again closed the first of the year. It I
new 1,700-seat house, which has had a has now been taken over by the Saenger
short but tempestuous existence. The
Co., of which E. V. Richards, Jr., is gensecond is the Marion in Clarksdale, Miss.
eral manager, and was reopened JanuThe Liberty represents the long expeary 25.
rience of Ernest Boehringer, one of the
Maurice
Barr, who left the management
veteran motion picture men of the South.
of the Strand to go to war, is manager of
He organized the Boehringer Amusement
the Liberty now, with Max Fink, formerly
Company and built the Liberty on St. musical director for Saenger at the Globe,
Charles, one of the principal downtown
in charge of the orchestra. Lieut. Fink
streets. After many delays due to the in- was leader of the 347th Infantry band
ability to get material, it was completed
during
in
Paris.the war and gave many concertsabout ten months ago. However, there
And so being in a high good humor we
are prepared for all sorts of enthusiasm
for Gaumont pictures of welcoming our
boys home. These in this case are Brooklyn's "Lucky Thirteenth," and one might
have well thought that every person in the
audience was a friend from Brooklyn by
the way they cheered. There is a shot of
the battleship passing the Statue of Liberty. There are some fine close-up shots
and then pictures of the men coming down
the gang-plank. The harbor whistle effects
are realistic. Then follow Gaumont pictures of the aviation bombing feats at
Kelly Field, Texas. These are even more
elaborate than the Pathe views of the same
event. " The Navy Will Bring Them
Back " is used without the introduction at
the start of the homecoming troops pictures, and then follows through with
" We're Coming," and then at the aeroplane scenes the orchestra fades out and
remains tacit to the finish, effects only being used, including the exploding bombs
and the whistles of the train.
There is a rather peculiar symbolic
prelude then. All of the lights go out and
then there begins to play against the black
curtain a small spot light and up to the
dome. Some of the audience do not get
it and laugh — or at least they did when we
saw it. Then we see the curtains part and
there is the interior of a room with a safe
at the left side and then appears a burglar
in the inky darkness and then a second
follows with a searchlight and there follows a unique dance. Finally it ends with
a flash as they blow the safe; there is a
little shudder from a few and the picture
immediately starts, " Cheating Cheaters," a
crook play, so that the audience now understands fully the whole arrangement and
applauds.
" Jimmy
music
for this
and it isValentine
likewise "one isof the
the
themes for the feature.
" Woodland Dreams " is the opening
number, followed by " Goulash," with the
title " A Neighboring Estate," and then
with the title " Tom Palmer Is in Love "
we have " Always or Never " followed by
" Love Song," which is the love theme for
the .picture. " Pass the Butter " is played
with the introduction of the crook lawyer,
and then as one of the crooks picks the
chain we have " Jimmy Valentine," the
chorus beintf used twice. " Russian Rag "

is the real theme for the picture, it being
used first when instructions are being given
the fake butler, four bars of it when he
announces Mrs. Palmer, then again as he
rolls in the service table, again with the
title " The booze is served," once more
with the title " The ruse to locate," and
then just as the lovers leave and with the
title " The private office " we have " Love
Song." As a matter of fact these few
lines fail to explain the remarkable way
in which these three selections are entwined
through the picture. For instance, during
the time that the organ is carrying the picture "Jimmy Valentine " is improvised.
Then the orchestra plays " Old Timers'
Waltz," with the audience humming and
whistling and then breaking into a storm
of applause that it really means at the end.
" Ask Father " is the Harold Lloyd comedy that follows. Bebe Daniels also has
a prominent part. Lloyd does some wonderful fall stuff and there is a clever element in the way that the girl provides the
cushion on which for him to land. " Do
Re Mi," "Pajahma," "Listen to This,"
" Peter Piper " and " Toute la Nuit " are
the musical selections.
Emile Giroud's " Fanfare " is the final
organ selection.
Jungle Lobby Display Arouses
W hole City of Elgin
Elgin (111.) theatres seldom do anything startling with lobby displays, bnt
the Orpheum theatre, located in the hear
of the business section, literally woke th«
town up with the decorations that it use<
for " Tarzan of the Apes."
Oak boughs covered with their browi
leaves, a few artificial palms, stuffed ani
mals and birds and a cage full of liv
monkeys. Saturday, the day the displa;
was being put up, the street was literal!;
packed with people watching the worl<
and it created such a sensation that i
got space in the newspapers and con
tinued to attract attention until the show
ing of the picture, the following Wednes
day and Thursday. Manager H. P. Rori
reports that it attracted to his theatre pec
pie who had never heard of " Tarzan,
but whose curiosity was sufficientl
aroused by the display to lead them t
inauire.
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Myrick used the front of Liberty Theatre, Portland, to advertise " Riddle Gaztme," and at right, crowd in front of the house waiting for the Christinas morning matinee
ing at high speed.
My rick Gets Real Atmosphere Into Settings
On " Missing," a very dramatic production, Mr. Myrick put on a setting that was
With His Pictures at the Liberty in Portland
entirely in contrast with the circus one, but
convincing. The house was gradualin addition to the big displays that the Jen- justly asdarkened
^VNE of the livest showmen in motion
until there were none showing
sen and Von Heberg houses use in the daily
pictures is E. J. Myrick, manager of
except the exit indicators, and then there
he Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore., and the
gradually became visible the figure of a
papers.
Dnly complaint is that we too seldom hear
For the showing of " The Biggest Show
marine with flashlight searching for some
Df the big things that he is doing in exploiton Earth," with Enid Bennett, Mr. Myrick
missing one. After he had crossed the stage
,ng his entertainment, things that have put converted his whole stage into a stage front
and was half way back on his return trip
the Liberty at the very top of the motion
with the usual banners carrying the anthere was a single shot fired from the balpicture houses of the nation.
nouncements of each of the freak attraccony, with the marine dropping into the
tions such as " Bosco, the wild man," and
Mr. Myrick doesn't believe much in the
trench as if wounded.
" Fatima, the queen of the harem." But he
routine plan — of simply trying to do " someFootlights then came up in a blue green
carried the realism still further by the use
:hing " each week. When he uses a special
and
nine men in the uniforms of marines
setting or a special presentation you may
of characters representing the various attractions, and then secured the services of came up to the top of the trench and fired
ot sure that he is doing it because there is
a veteran showman. In the guise of a a volley of three rounds, immediately dis1 reason for it. Novelty is the watchword
appearing. Then from the left of the stage
and when the Liberty puts on a picture it "spieler" he described each of the attraccame a girl searching for the wounded and
does it in a way that creates thousands of
tions as the spot was thrown from banner
(Continued on page 861)
dollars worth of word of mouth advertising,
to banner and the audience was soon laugh-

At left, stage setting on "Greatest Shozv on Earth," and at right on "Missing "
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EDWIN O. WEINBERG is human.
And that is why the Elmwood theatre, his province of night and day activity,
is vibrant, breathing warm with the spirit
of fellowship.
" Ed." Weinberg is the embodiment of
success. He has hit the lofty degree and
is keeping there. He is THE humanizer
of humanizers.
The smile that has fastened itself upon
Ed. Weinberg grips his picture house in
the fashionable district of the Queen City
of the Lakes. His sympathetic, chatty personality glows there, too. That is why the
ELMWOOD
isn'tanmerely
four cold walls
with a screen and
orchestra.
Mr. Weinberg one day saw that community singing had set Buffalo by the ears.
The elite and the not so elite gathered in
thousands in sing songs, new and old. It
became the rage. Instead of the movies, it
was community singing. Ed. Weinberg
didn't moum. He likes to sing himself. So
community was introduced at the Elmwood, making it more attractive, more alluring than ever as an amusement place.
And community singing is there yet and
will be for many moons. You couldn't
stop
if you
The tobonhearton their
wouldn't
stand itfor
it. tried.
They like
own
voices blended with those of others — and
Ed. doesn't care. So everybody's happy.
" They tell me that you have 'em all
singing out here?" half queried, half asserted the Motion Picture News representative.It's
"
getting to be the talk of
the town."
" You bet they sing ! " replied Manager
Weinberg.
Just then there was a burst of about
2,500 voices. Men's baritones and bassos
swelled. Women's altos and sopranos
blended. The song was a poptdar one. There
was no hesitation, no embarrassment.
The audience liked it, liked to lift their
voices and reflect the romance and good
cheer that they had just seen visualized
upon the screen.
" There's your proof," chuckled Manager
Weinberg. " Business is big, singing is big.
Everything's big."
No Leader Is Needed
There is no leader in the Elmwood for
the community singing. The bon ton has no
frills when it wants to enjoy itself at the
movies, and Manager Weinberg, realizing
that, figured out that the best way to handle the proposition was to make it the most
natural way and not a forced arrangement.
" The slide announces the song and carries the words," explained Manager Weinberg. "The orchestra plays softly and
soon everybody in the house is singing or
humming. It is only one of our efforts to
make 'em feel at home here. When you
are happy anywhere you usually hum or
sing. The public is generally happiest
when at the theatre. They've thrown aside
their cares. Why not let them sing?
" You see, the audience unconsciously becomes apart of the show. The pictures are
over with for the first show. It's almost
time for intermission. It's a good time to
sing. Those waiting and those in the seats

Picture

News

thing that is worth asking for gets more
attention than anything that is thrust upon
one. Every week in the mails they get
their program. It's only a tiny thing, one
that slips in a woman's vanity kit or in a
man's vest jocket. But it helps.
" The Elmwood plays consistently to big
houses. Why? Because the patrons feel
at home. They feel that the entertainment
isn't mechanical and they know that I'm
doing my best to find out what they want
andThen
what Ed.
theydarted
don't want."
down an aisle. The
show was over. About 2.000 arose, sang
" The Star Spangled Banner," and de" Good Night ! " thousands of cheerful
parted.
voices were heard to say.
They were exchanging the community
spirit with Ed., the manager who loves his
work.

E. O. Weinberg, manager Elmwood Theatre, Buffalo
get a chance to sing. And at the close of
the first show of the evening they all sing
' The Star Spangled Banner.'
Like to Entertain Themselves
" I wouldn't dare to stop singing
the
Elmwood now. It is only secondary at
to the
films and the orchestra. It is a well known
fact that a man or woman is most pleased
with his or her own entertaining. I'm
Community singing isn't the only reason
why
Ed. Weinberg has made the Elmwood
for it."
a leader in the film exhibiting domain.
He ha sn't missed a chance to " humanize." He has gotten on a level with his
patronage ; sometimes making the level
high
enough
that the audience had to
look up.

" I don't believe in playing pictures below
the mental level of your audfences," said
Ed. " I'd rather play above than below. Let
'em shoot high. There isn't a person in the
world who isn't trying to aim higher, to
get ahead, to be better than he or she is.
I wouldn't think of lowering a standard.
The novelties introduced at the Elmwood
have got to be clean and human eventime.
"Heart to Heart"
" I get at my patrons heart to heart. I
send out 5,000 little program folders every
week. It's modest and chatty, I think. It
is not stuck-up nor full of the ordinary
program bunk. It tells 'em straight, minus
the adjectives. And it reaches 'em. There
is no dead wood in our program mailing.
The mail men bring back those that are not
received or where the recipients have
moved away. My mailing list was obtained
by patrons signing their names to a coupon
on the program. They asked for it. Anv-

Myrick Gets Real Atmosphere
Into Portland Settings
(Continued from page 861) «
just as her figure faded out there appeared
Red Cross nurses and stretcher bearers, giving first aid and removing the wounded soldiers from the stage. " Rose of No Man's
Land " was the accompaniment for the entire prelude, which occupied three minutes.
Mere verbal description gives little idea of
the dramatic quality of the setting and the
applause that it evoked.
During the showing of William S. Hart
in " Riddle Gawne," there was a clever exterior effect used. The marquee of the
Liberty is always kept attractive with the
use of flowers and vines, the effect being
carried through to the sidewalk below. In
addition to the electric sign which reproduces the figure of the Goddess of Liberty
Mr. Myrick often uses additional display
on the current picture. In this case he used
a large cut-out of Hart on horseback and
this was studded with electric lights and
then connected with the " flasher " so that
there was constant attention being drawn
to it.
On December 24 of each year the Liberty
always remembers the young folk of the
city with a free show and the past holiday
was no exception. These performances are
given in the morning and the mob shown
in the picture bears out the statement that
the
house towas
filledshow
to overflowing."
addition
the "free
the Liberty waIn
able to arrange with a candy concern tc
provide a box of high-grade chocolate foi
each " kiddie." To prove that he did thi„
Mr. Myrick sends us along one of the boxe
so that we can try it ourselves — and he is
right.
The bill for that day was W. S. Hart ir
" Border Wireless," and Fatty Arbuckle ii
" The Sheriff." Mr. Myrick does not be
lieve in giving just any sort of a show be
cause he is giving it free, but in getting th
able.
latest and the best pictures that are avail
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IN response to the demand from all sections for posters that stand out as original and compelling instead of the gaudy,
■ meaningless paper that has been the rule
I for years, Universal's poster department
(has been spending many hundreds of dolllars experimenting.
P. D. Cochrane, manager of the poster
1 department, is exhibiting a number of
I specimens of the splendid results achieved,
■ some of which are reproduced on this page.
There has been made a one sheet on
I " Vanity Pool," with Mary MacLaren,
! with the purpose of attracting attention to
Ithe star. In short, it is an " eye catcher " ;
lit familiarizes the public with the star's
I features and secondarily calls attention to
■the play. The one sheet is so designed that
the head may be cut out and used for other
purposes if the exhibitor desires. Stock
one sheets of this character are also made
so that if necessity ever arises a strip containing the name of another picture in
which
the
be "Likewise
sniped "
across the, star
bottomappears
of themay
sheet.
there is a one sheet of Priscilla Dean, and
is so designed as to serve a double purpose. It can be used for any Priscilla
Dean attraction or cut out and mounted
on any special piece of lobby or billboard
display at little effort and little cost.
The three sheet on " When a Girl
Loves," featuring Mrs. Charlie Chaplin,
like the one sheets, also serves a double
tpurpose. This head may be cut out of the
sheet after it has been used for " When
a Girl Loves " advertising and used for
some other Mrs. Chaplin picture.
This poster, designed by Joe Hirt, head
: of Universal's large staff of poster artists,
| shows a new departure in poster designing.
I Though the head of Mrs. Chaplin is the
: outstanding feature of the design, the lariat

Striking head of player sure to attract
attention

After

Striking

Months
Poster

of

TOOK
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Designs
Biggest Jensen and von Herberg
House Follows Suggestion

issue nwe onprinte
ber e 7 Sectio
Decem
INa the
l Servic
Specia
Mar-d
tin Johnson's " Cannibals of the
ed
South gestions
Seas,"
that thewhich
lobbyinclud
displaysugbe
confined to cut-outs made from the
striking paper available. Evidently
this advice has been taken by the
Liber
Jenseinn Seattl
& von
t house
e. Herberg's
largesty,
Cut-outs from the 24-sheet stand
were mounted in three different sections. One entire panel was used for
the big head of the Solomon Island
savage. Palm tree decorations were
sketched on the beaver board background. Above the panels in which
the big cut-outs were used the Liberty employed a border of cannibals,
using for this cut-outs from the 1
and 3 sheets. The especially ferocious head shown in one of the 1sheets had a panel all to itself. From
the border and around the entrances
were hung tropical foliage, vines and
palm
leaves. made to exhibitors in
Suggestions
the NEWS will be found sane and
sensible and business building — not
mere freak ideas of " armchair ex-

Three sheet may be stripped over for later
vehicles
which encircles her head and the small
cupi in the upper left hand corner with the
cowboy's sombrero suggest all that is really necessary — that the film is a Western
love story.
The three sheet on " Destiny," shown as
a rough sketch also, is a new creation. It
presents a portrait of the star, Dorothy
Phillips, in a new way and the mirror is
backed with sketches showing portions of
the action of the film. These sketches convey the correct impression of the drama
and add meaning to the sheet as well as
balance it up in an autistic way. The six
sheet on " Destiny " not only is something
new, but every unit of the display suggests
the theme of the film play in a new, deeprooted manner. The iron wheel is symbolic of labor and the figures pushing it
give out the impression of the great struggle of man against great odds as brought
out by the film. The six sheet might well
be studied for many minutes, yet the impression that it has would become only the
more interesting and symbolic of the theme
of the film. In dark blues and greens, with
a touch of ochre here and there, this six
sheet stands out as a poster of the first
rank and as very much of an artistic
achievement.
In developing the posters on " Destiny,"
designs showing the two male characters
about to strike each other, being prevented
from so doing by the feminine lead, who
in the film play is the " spark of love " that

hibitors."
builds up the strength of one man and
brings realization of his greed to another,
but such a picture poster would not be
half so attractive as the one reproduced
above.
Whenever
poster
staff opportunity
creates new arises
stylesUniversal's
of serial
posters. In advertising serials a certain
number of scene posters are necessary, but
it is hoped that the number to be used in
the new serial, " The Red Glove," will be
greatly reduced and supplanted by attractive paper of unique character. Work on
the poster campaign for James J. Corbett's
first Universal serial " The Midnight
Man," has also been begun, and Poster Director Cochrane expects to make this advertising the most unique ever offered in
connection with the release of a serial.

This 6-sheet meant to make one symbolic
idea stand out instead of attempting to
work in a scene from the production
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Fox
Exchange
Manager Declares
That Obsolete Booking Methods
Handicap
the Finer Productions
LOUIS ROSENBLUH, manager of the
New York exchange of Fox Film
Corporation, declares that sooner or later
the country will be divided into zones and
•exclusive franchise rights for big features
will be on a basis of 100 per cent returns
from each zone.
He says it will be impossible to continue
making fine features if, through obsolete
hooking methods, they are to be shown to
•only a small percentage of the theatrepatronizing population."
His plan is to show a big production
simultaneously in a number of theatres on
the same street or in the same section.
The argument is that all the theatres benefit from the concentrated and cumulative advertising, that new patrons are
created for motion pictures and that conflict with house policies is avoided. One
theatre does not precede or follow another
and the whole district is effectively covered with advertising.
There have been a number of tests made
of the plan, all of which, according to the
William Fox interests, have had most
gratifying results. Last week several theatres in 116th streets Manhattan, ran "Salome " simultaneously, one of these being
the Mt. Morris. The manager of this
house, J. Edelstein, is quoted in a Fox
statement as expressing himself thus:
" I could not have done a bigger business. My house was crowded and I am
certain the wide publicity given to the picture all along the street was a help. Special features always bring in many new
patrons, and I am strongly in favor of any
plan that will give them the widest publicity. The more new patrons secured in
Y.M.C. A. Branches

Now

Predicted

Picture
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Serial Tops Pathe Program
for February

I

The week of February 2 will find ous
the
Pathe program, headed by the fifth episodef
of Pearl White serial, "The Lightningf
lewl.
Raider," " The Brass Key." For ingenious
invention, rapid action and surprise, this
episode is held by Pathe to be "the n: far
perfection
in serials."
The comedy
picture for that week this:
" The Rest Cure," a Rolin comedy, feat
ing Stan Laurel, the English comedian,
one time associated with Charlie Chapl
in the Karno Comedy Company. It is saidr
that Hal Roach, the author-director, has
furnished
a high-speed laugh-creating
vehicle.

William Farnum As Jean Valjean in " Les
Miserables," the William Fox Production
a section, the better it is for every exDuring the following week this type of
booking
hibitor." was tried out in other parts of
New York State, outside the metropolis,
and in New Jersey.
" It resolves itself into a matter of efficiency," according to Mr. Rosenbluh,
" and it certainly isn't efficiency to book
a fine feature so that you show it to only
5 or 10 per cent of the possible patrons
in a given section.
" This is admittedly what happens under
the old plan of giving first-run privileges
to one house to the exclusion of other
houses in the same town which charge
the same admission price. To use the
word ' run 1 in this connection, however,
is a joke. Think of* calling a three-day engagement a' run ! ' "

Support Goldwyn
Picture
it. Association secretaries and friends
"""TOO FAT TO FIGHT," the Rex Beach will be interested in seeing it.
*■ picture starring Frank Mclntyre, has
received unprecedented support from the
story is full of heart interest. If
executive officers and branch secretaries of it "isThe
not booked for your city, particulars
the Y. M. C. A. throughout the country,
concerning it can be obtained from the
according to Goldwyn exchange managers.
Publicity Bureau of the company filming
the story. Many an Association may wish
In addition to local co-operative campaigns, direct-mail solicitation, etc., the to present it as a part of its own cinema
Y. M. C. A. ran the following editorial
William Sloanc, Chairman of the Nain the January number of " Association
tional War Work Council, has endorsed
Men," the official organ of the " Y."
program."
picture to Rex Beach in the following
" Rex Beach's ' Too Fat to Fight,' in the the
January issue of The Cosmopolitan, de- manner :
serves to be read as one of the best told
"I have just spent a most delightful
and most humorous stories of the war.
hour in viewing your remarkable producThe Goldwyn Pictures Corporation filmed
tion,Too
1
Fat to Fight.' "

Pathe Review Xo. 2, magazine of educational, scientific, humorous and scenic
:t
subjects, is the news reel offering. The
slow motion pictures are grouped under the
heading, " What the Eye Misses." In athletic sports many movements are too rapk
for the eye to perceive, but by means ol
the ultra-rapid Novagraph camera, which
in projection slows down the action to one
tenth of the normal, we can compare wha
the eye sees to what actually takes place
The subjects are an acrobatic man dive,
and a diving woman.
The short Diando serial, " The Terro
of the Range," featuring George Larkh
and Betty Compson, shows the opening epi
sode as " Prowlers of the Night." It isT
western story of mystery, hidden perils an
daring deeds.
Drews

Are

Pronounced

Very Cosmopolitan
There has never been any couple in tb
motion picture world as cosmopolitan
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew, whose nc
two reel comedies are produced by the A
B. K. Film Corporation, of which Amed<
J. Van Beuren is president. This is tf
declaration of an official of Famous Pla;
ers-Lasky, distributors of the new Dre
Comedies.
He stated that it was no uncommon sit
ation for Mr. and Mrs. Drew to be greeti
on the public streets or in public places, 1
perfect strangers to them, as " Polly " at
" Henry," and nothing seems to amuse ai
flatter them more than this.
When in New York City last Mr. Drt
accompanied his versatile wife to one
the department stores and seating hims<
on a chair patiently waiting while " Poll:
did her shopping and with thoughts fi
thest away from all things theatrical
picturewise. a kindly lady of about 315
years of age. evidently from some suburb
town and also engaged on a shopping tr
rushed up to Mr. Drew and cried o
" Henry, where is Polly ? "
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Jniversal

Outlines

Its

Policy
for
1919
the exhibitor to the fullest extent and make
their sales successes for the theatreman
Courtesy " and " Co-Operation " Are the Outstanding Features
and incidentally productive of other sales.
of Distributing Methods As Outlined by President Carl
" Realizing that the distributor's success
Laemmle — Past Year Counted a Big Success
depends
largely has
uponprepared
the exhibitor's
cess Universal
to give sucthe
f^°\ ARL LAEMMLE, President of Universal Film Manufacturing Comtheatreman the 100 per cent service he is
pany, stated that only very recently an editor of international renown
justly entitled to. We are making better
declared that Universal had made bigger strides in 1918 than any other
productions than ever before this year. We
lm organization, and in his statement regarding the future policy of Universal
are building up our stars by giving them
better stories, better directors.
resident Laemmle tells why the success of his organization last year was so
" We are creating more interest in their
larked, and gives his reasons why the year 1919 is to be an even more sucissful twelve months for Universal and Universal film stars.
work, but giving interesting publicity features bread distribution in the leading
He declared that " Courtesy " and " Co-Operation " are the outstanding
newspapers and magazines of the world.
matures of Universal's distributing policy for 1919.
The popularity of Universal stars is permanent popularity, for the public has
ox Office Values
watched them develop and knows that the
According to Mr. Laemmle, Universal's
ccess during 1918 was due chiefly to the
players featured are not " sensations,"
made so by publicity, but are being starred
ct that only pictures with box office
because
their work merits it.
lue, possessing original themes, pleasing
irs and handled with artistry and cleverAdding to Staffs
ss in direction, were marketed.
Mr. Laemmle also points out the time" Universal exchanges all over the counless of many Universal pictures which
try are adding to their regular staffs pubide screen history during the year. The
licity and service men, who will devote all
of their time to assisting exhibitors with
ecutive calls attention to " The Kaiser,
their advertising, publicity and in bringing
e Beast of Berlin," " Crashing Through
their shows before the public in the most
Berlin," " The Geezer of Berlin," " The
forceful, effective manner possible.
nking of the Lusitania," " For Husbands
" We believe that the exchangemen
ily," " The Talk of the Town," and nuknow more about the films they sell than
rous others which proved great box ofe assets because of their timeliness and
the exhibitors who usually do not see them
e assistance Universal lent exhibitors
until they run them on their screens, thereoking them.
fore they are, in a way, in a better position to make the films successful box office
Speaking of the features just referred to
r. Laemmle states that in marketing them
magnets than the exhibitors.
liversal realized that its success with the
" With men who will specialize in develbjects did not end with the booking of
oping the box office angles of the films we
Blame
It
on
the
Ford,"
Is
What
the
Gentle:m to exhibitors; in fact it realized that
distribute, in the exchanges, exhibitors will
man in the Middle
Says.
Blame
What?
Ask Universal
ese films would not be the success they
know that in booking Universal products
served to be unless the exhibitor rein 1919 they will receive the utmost in
service.
ived more from the exchange than just
brought unthought of success to exhibitors,
celluloid reels.
I refer you to several large scrap books
" The addition of publicity men to excontaining thousands of clippings, letters
In co-operating with exhibitors who
changes isnot the only improvement Unioked the films Universal scored, Mr.
versal has made on its old system. For
and records showing what Universal's help
iemmle explains, Universal was confithe past eight months Dan B. Lederman,
amounted to," continued Mr. Laemmle.
nt that all of the films marketed during
a special systematizer with many years of
" Having enlarged our sales organization, and established new policies at Uniexchange experience, has been installing in
18 would " stand up well," but was not
tisfied with just sales. Maintaining that
versal City, the attention of Universal exall Universal exchanges various new sysecutives in 1919 will be turned to the
tems that will expedite the handling of
-operation and courtesy brought success,
films and minimize errors.
perfecting of the physical handling of- our
d more, and better sales, Universal's ene organization worked directly for the products," Mr. Laemmle said.
" Universal exchanges have, in the past
hibitor.
five years, tried various systems for
" Selling an exhibitor service is a cerhandling films, but a majority have proved
tain kind of success," but those who con"The best advertising men in the film
tent themselves with just sales can never
dustry, the best poster artists and pubcumbersome. The system Mr. Lederman
ity writers were obtained to make Uniis installing in the exchanges has not only
hope to succeed for any length of time.
The real success of the producer and dis- showed wonderful improvement in our disrsal'sMr.co-operative
, ired
Laemmle. ideas possible," detributor depends upon three things.
tributing and recording, but has succeeded
in eliminating innumerable difficulties at a
" The first step toward permanent suc4" As a result hundreds of clever ideas
re brought out and placed at the excess is selling the exhibitor a film that is time when transportation troubles were
as good as represented ; the second, get- numerous and the shipping of films, at best,
bitors' disposal, novel advertising and
blicity stunts were evolved and put into
ting the exhibitor his films, in good cona very uncertain proposition.
ess books that exhibitors all over the
dition, in time and without hitch and
" All Universal exchanges are being con1 >rld might profit by them and posters
third, helping the exhibitor make a success
ducted by men who know the exhibitor's
of
his
showings.
it were original, compelling and attracside of the argument as well as the ex■e, in many styles and sizes made ex" Too many distributors believe their changeman's and theatremen will find Uniservice ends with the shipment of a case
versal willing at all times to weigh all
essly for the exhibitors' use in developl the unusual pictures into record breakof film to an exhibitor, but such is not the matters in dispute carefully before making
er attractions.
case. It is possible for the greatest film
decisions arid to extend every courtesy to
the exhibitor.
ever produced to be a rank failure from
the box office standpoint, if not properly
" To insure exhibitors this courtesy Uni'^•operative Ideas
exploited.
versal managers are now being rated ac' That Universal's co-operative ideas
cording to a merit system. Managers will
re good cannot be questioned. As proof
" This proves that it is of utmost imit the co-operation lent by exchanees
portance that exchangemen co-operate with
be judged not only by their sales record."
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"The
Midnight
So Says Select Pictures Corporation
Which Cites Many Instances of
Its Drawing Powers
GLOWING accounts of its big special
attraction, "' The Midnight Patrol,"
produced by Thomas H. Ince, are being
constantly received at all branch offices,
according to Select Pictures Corporation.
" ' The Midnight Patrol ' has been
booked solid over Poli's entire New England route, and in all of Poli's houses
where it has already played, the public answered the call of the advertising by jamming the aisles," said a Select official.
" In New York and surrounding territory the big Thomas H. Ince production
more than made good. For instance, at
the Hamilton theatre, in Yonkers, the
special played to packed houses for two
days and a week later repeated — which
was the Hamilton's first repeat this season.
In the New York Majestic it played three
days on the regular booking, and held over
for two more, while at the Greenpoint, in
Brooklyn, they had three 6f the biggest
days in the history of the house.
" Other New York and near-by theatres
where ' The Midnight Patrol ' played to
crowded houses are the Hamilton, three
days ; Regent, three days ; Marcy, three
days ; Steinway, Astoria, three days ; Japanese Garden, three days ; Burland, Bronx,
three days ; Proctor's 125th street, four
days; Mt. Morris, one day, and Fox's
Comedy, Keith's Jersey City, Jefferson,
Fox's New Britain, Conn. ; Clinton Square,
Albany, and Stanley, N. Y.," he continued
enthusiastically.
" As far away from New York as Detroit, Select is receiving reports which
show that ' The Midnight Patrol,' if proC. J. Brabin

Discusses

IN a discussion of picture successes recently, Charles J. Brabin, who directed
" The Raven " and numerous other notable screen plays, and now is engaged in
the direction of Evelyn Nesbit in William
Fox Standard Pictures, has taken up the
cudgels for " the story."
" With the art and technique of photoplay production as they are today, there
is only one factor which can keep every
picture from being a financial and entertainment success," declared Mr. Brabin.
" That is lack of story. To my mind, a
good story is good whether it be told between the covers of a book or upon the
screen.
" It doesn't make a particle of difference
whether a picture has the war or incidents of the war as its base — if it has a
strong story it will be successful. This
has been demonstrated recently by a 100
per cent war picture. It is all war, but
the underlying theme and the lateral incidents which go to make up the story are
powerful, and the picture has appealed to
the hearts and the minds of the public.
" Screen productions, in a way, are like
literature ; or, rather, they are capable of
being made so. The strong stories of the
strong writers such as Dumas, Hugo,
Dickens, Ibsen, Poe, Washington Irving,

Patrol"

Norma

Scores

Talmadge, Starred in Pictures
Distributed by Select

perly exploited, is one of the best drawing cards the exhibitor can handle. One
instance in particular is the success reported by Charles G. Branham, manager
of the Detroit Majestic. Select's branch
manager, J. O. Kent, booked ' The Midnight Patrol ' other
for a Detroit
week atexhibitors
the Majestic,
after several
had
refused to handle it.
" The first thing Manager Branham did
was to post 100 twenty-four sheets — window cards, one sheets, three sheets, etc.,
all over the town. Then he arranged for
12-inch newspaper advertisements with
special art work, decorated bis house to
give it an Oriental atmosphere, and wound
up bylicededicating
department. the week to Detroit's po" The result was the biggest week the
Detroit Majestic has known since the
opening of ' The Unbeliever.' "
the Art of Directing
and scores of others of various lands, live
on and on. They are part of every person's education. They survive because
they are good. They have plot, romance,
human interest and heart interest. They
hold strong character delineations.
" These same elements should be contained in a photoplay. Where they are,
the picture pleases and becomes permanent. Where they are not, the picture is
given the odious appellation of ' movie.'
" This, byforthewhat
way,nowis is
an admitted
ungraciousto
nickname
be a great art — a nickname which will pass
out of use if the pictures are made to live
up to the standards to which they are entitled."
Missouri Is Prosperous
S. J. Baker, manager of First National
Exhibitors' Circuit exchange at St. Louis
reportscommunities
that after he
a two
weeks' that
tour the
of
rural
is satisfied
exhibitors in rural Missouri are enjoying
unprecedented success.
" With the boys coming home ; with the
influenza epidemic departing for parts unknown, and with ideal weather, the exhibitors are doing big business."

Picture

News

Unsolicited Eulogies
Polo Serial

for

Universal declares that unstinted prais<
from exhibitors is constantly being received anent the merits of Eddie Polo'}
latest Universal serial, "The Lure of th«
Circus," and that it is proving one of thi
greatest serial successes they have as ye
recorded.
Manager Barney Rosenthal of the Uni
versal exchange, St. Louis, last week re
ceived the following letter from Manage
Kerasotes, Royal theatre, Springfield, 111.
" The Lure
the Circus
" is doing
grtateor
business
for meof than
any serial
I evera put
You know I play every serial, but none of ther
has come within a mile of reaching the popt
larity and sustained interest that the Polo seria
has. I have the crowds standing a half block ii
line when this serial goes on. It can't be bea
for a money maker, that's sure.
" Sincerely
August
Kerasotes."*
Manager
Curly yours,
Calvert
of the
Omah '
exchange recently received among other
the following letter from the Olympia the
atre, Sioux Falls, S. D. :
" I am more than pleased with the receptio
tendered ' The Lure of the Circus.' It is Polo
greatest effort and if you could have heard tl
cheers of the crowd which packed our theatj|
I'm sure you would be as enthusiastic about tr
serial
litt"
theatreas toweseeare.
the 1,700
first people
episode.packed
Any our
exhibit*
who wants the best money maker that has be«
offered this season
bookyours,
this serial.
" Veryshould
sincerely
" Olympia Theatre, O. C. Adams. Prop
Chicago Theatres Show in
Houdini Serial
Among the Chicago theatres that a
showing B. A. Rolfe's Productions' s
rial, " The Master Mystery'," starring Ho
dini, and distributed by Octagon Film
are : Gold, Douglas, Palace Opera Hou:
Covent Garden, Knickerbocker, Rosef|
Wilson. Thalia. Boston, Alvin, Monograi
Oak Park, Star, Bowen, Biograph, Olyi
pia, Michigan, California, Keozie, Lincc
Hippodrome. Pershing, Halsted. West Ei
Kedzie
Annet
Some Annex,
of the Hub,
larger Lowy's
theatres and
in other
ties in the territory* booked by the Ce
brated Players who have contracted to pi
the serial are the New Grand. Evansvi!
Ind. ; Crystal theatre. Joliet. 111.; Yills
theatre, Wilmette, 111. ; Palace theat
Fort Wayne, Ind. : Temple. Elgin. 111. : t
ditorium. South Bend, Ind., and the ^
rion theatre, Marion. Ind.

Ralph

Ince Drama
Available

Is Xo

" The Eleventh- Commandment," writ
and produced by Ralph Ince, is now av
able at all Exhibitors' Mutual exchan
and is described as a remarkably sen
tional and heart gripping drama.
Lucille Lee Stewart is the star and 1
hibitors' Mutual has issued a special
ploitation book on this release.
The theme of the play is written on I
supposition
" besides
the TenthereC< BImandments that
of the
Decalogue,
another, unwritten, an eleventh, wl|
every woman knows : " Thou Shalt Me \
None But the Man Thou Lovest " — to V
obey which is often to open wide the d v
to infelicity and even tragedy.
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Frank

E. Woods Busy Man
on West Coast
Selected as organizer of Motion Picture
Aid and Protective Association, which is
said to have the backing of all who were
interested and worked for the Motion Picture War Service Association, Frank E.
Woods, of Paramount, is said to be counted
as one of the busiest men around Los Angeles.
He has been for more than a year and
a half supervising director of the Paramount pictures made at the Famous Players-Lasky studios at Hollywood, and is
said to be one of the most interesting and
capable men in the picture industry.
1 Mr. Woods was for four and a half
years with Mr. David W. Griffith, starting
jat the Biograph and going with him to
the Reliance-Majestic concern, and later to
the Fine-Arts-Triangle, which was then in
the zenith of its success.
During most of this time Mr. Woods
was manager of Productions.
Capitol

Film Opens Six
Branches
Capitol Film Company, Indianapolis, announces that it has at the present time six
exchanges in active operation and within
a short time expects to have twenty-six
branches throughout the country. Ike
Schlank, president, has sent his general
manager, J. E. Willis, to look after the
eastern end of Capitol's business, and Isidore Schlank, his brother, to superintend
the branch offices opening in the West and
Middle West.
Beginning February 3, Mr. Schlank announces that there will be two two-reel
subjects released, and following these there
will be five of the same length subjects.
Five one-reel comedies are also scheduled
to appear on the Capitol list of releases.
The list of releases includes " The Storm,"
" Vengeance of Hate," " Escaped Convict,"
" The Outlaw's Sacrifice," " Baffled Society."A" Square Gambler," and " Faithful Unto Death."

Schlesinger
Back
in New
York
sure that many of them who were afraid
After Six Months' Sales Trip, Leon
to sign up for the expensive features will
Schlesinger Returns with Some
feel differently. The exchanges handling
Real Live News
big pictures should feel this new optimistic
spirit speedily.
" My observations in dry territories
through which I passed convinced me that
in prohibition, too, the picture business will
be benefited. The majority of exhibitors
in those territories would not have ' booze '
back for anything. And when the whole
country
becomes dry I do not see why the
ing.
national exhibitor will not have that feel-

Leon Schlesinger,resentative f"or Inter-Ocean
Manx-Man " Film
special
Co. repLEON SCHLESINGER, special representative of The Manx-Man Company,
has returned to New York from a six
months' trip through the mid-west states
in the interest of " The Manx-Man." Mr.
Schlesinger made some valuable observations and in the following interview he
tells the News readers the pertinent angles,
among them the effect of the epidemic on
the theatre.
" The worst case of close-down that I
encountered in my travels was at Macomb,
Illinois, where the local exhibitors had to
put the shutters up for fourteen weeks.
Very luckily I had by picture in just the
week preceding the first of the ' flu ' period.
But a lot of communities recognized that
fear was a friend of the epidemic and that
diversion of thought was a prophylaxis.
" I was gratified to learn on my return
to Manhattan that the exhibitors had not
been compelled to close at any stage of
the sickness, and that no community has
had a better health record than New York.
Exhibitors were very blue, during the last
stages of my trip, over the prospects of the
admission tax being doubled. Now that
this has been settled for the best, I am
Gladys

Henry Houry, Vitagraph director

Leslie

Halts

GLADYS
LESLIE'S opposite
ability inroles
makingin
her diametrically
" The Beloved Impostor " convincing, has,
it is said, implanted a strong desire in the
minds of her screen admirers to view her
personally and many exhibitors who ran
this feature were besieged by their patrons
to arrange for a personal appearance of
Miss Leslie at their theatres.
So the tiny Vitagraph star has been
working overtime penning declinations to
the many invitations. Much as she would
like the experience of meeting all her
friends, the demands upon her energy
made by Vitagraph production plans make
plenty of rest absolutely necessary and personal appearances, therefore, must cease.
" The Beloved Impostor " is from the
pen of Mrs. Elizabeth J. Mariani, and was
directed by Joseph
Gleason. Huntley

'' A great mistake was made by the producers and exchanges in neglecting to advertise in the trade papers during the
close-down period. Exhibitors who were
often too busy to digest the contents of
the trade journals properly in ordinarv
times, read them from cover to cover —
first line to last — when they were compelled
to stop their activities. It gave them a fine
chance to get a line on the market and
many of them were surprised that the
manufacturers and exchanges did not take
advantage of this. I was glad to see the
leading theatres in affected districts keep
up their advertising in the local papers,
although it was not devoted to any especial
attraction and usually the size of the copy
Mr. Schlesinger said that the story that
the News printed in September about his
was cut."
"hopping a freight" when he missed a
passenger train at North Judson, Indiana,
was " substantially true as printed." Mr.
Schlesinger came to New York for a conference with " Manx-Man " sales director,
J. L. Kempner. As this paper told at the
time of was
his todeparture,
Mr. Schlesinger's
mission
meet exhibitors
face to face
with exploitation plans on the Manx-Man.
In his work he was extended every facility
by the Goldwyn exchanges, who have
charge of the distribution of the picture.
He visited Buffalo, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee, Fort Wayne, Du Bois, Springfield
and eighty of the principal cities and towns
in Northern Indiana, Southern Iowa,
Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin
and secured dates for his attraction in
every one of them.
Personal Appearances
Gordon, Denton Vane, Miriam Miles, Mrs.
Hurley, Frances Grant and Gwen Williams
are prominent in Miss Leslie's support.
" The unique talent of little Gladys Leslie, the Vitagraph star, of being able to
appear, in the same picture, as a twelveyear-old girl and a woman old enough to
capture the heart of a mature man of the
world is perhaps partially responsible for
the success of her latest Vitagraph feature," declared a Vitagraph official.
" Miss Leslie has been with Vitagraph
just one year, and it would appear that she
is the sort that grows upon her admirers.
A glance at the Leslie booking-sheet discloses that business on each succeeding
Gladys Leslie release has shown a decided
increase over its predecessor, the final report on ' The increase
Beloved of
Impostor
' showing
an enormous
business.
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New

Automatic

Recently Perfected Automaticket Register Pronounced Last Word in
Ticket Selling Machines
WHEN
the most prominent motion
picture circuits in the country install
a new invention, E. S. Bowman, secretary
and general sales manager of The Automatic Ticket Selling and Cash Register
Company, considers that the recently perfected Automaticket
"
Register " represents
the finished product, and the last word in
ticket selling machines.
Marcus Loew's recently erected Metropolitan theatre at Brooklyn has installed
the new invention and so has Harry M.
Crandall circuit of theatres at Washington,
D. C. The former machine manufactured
by this same company is installed in the
Rialto, Rivoli, and in fact the leading theatres throughout the country, according to
Mr. Bowman, and the new invention is expected to be even more fully represented,
as two hundred unfilled orders are reported
to be now on file.
The Strand in New York City received
the first newly perfected Automaticket
Register and the engineers who perfected
the machine are Goss, Bryce and Johnson,
who also do the designing for Remington
Arms Company and other internationally
known concerns. They pronounce the
newly invented Automaticket Register as

Ticket
Seller
the absolute and final standard in ticket
selling and accurate registering.
While the Automatic Ticket Selling and
Cash Register Company prints the tickets
used for the new machine, the exhibitors
are at perfect liberty to have their tickets
printed anywhere they desire.
" We have found, however," said Mr.
Bowman, " that our company, in printing
so great a quantity at a time, is able to
furnish these tickets a great deal cheaper
than any printer, who is supplying just a
few
Theexhibitors."
newly perfected machine has only
been out thirty days and is described as
a mechanical marvel. Explanatory literature, profusely illustrated, which thoroughly describes the simple manipulations of
the newly invented Automaticket Register,
are on hand at the company's offices at
1733 Broadway, New York City, and will
be mailed to exhibitors upon request.
It sells from one to five tickets at a
time and issues a different price and color
ticket for each price of admission while at
the same time permitting the cashier to
give full attention to making change.
The new machine permits a thorough
registration without using numbers on the
tickets. This prevents competing exhibitors from checking up on the business
done by their opposition, which is often
said to be done where tickets are numbered.

on
Ford
Weekly
Goldwyn
Drive
the
United
States,
as
well
as with fraternal
Sales Organization
Determined to
and lodge organizations and churches in
Close Contracts with One or Two
little communities.
Thousand Additional ExhibThe Ford Educational Weekfy is deitors Within Week
scribed as more than a mere portrayer of
interesting events and achievements in the
FORD Educational Weekly will be placed
into two thousand of the smaller towns
life of the nation. It is said to be a university of the human eye; a great school
in a single week if the intensive drive of
brought to the home towns of the whole
the Goldwyn sales force is successful.
population of the country.
This campaign is in keeping with the
" It exerts a greater entertainment and
wishes of Henry Ford, whose ideas coneducational influence than any other one
cerning picture distribution are consonant
with his own remarkable success as
attraction of the screen, because it possesses the greatest weekly circulation," said
America's
greatest
merchant
manufacturer.
a Goldwyn official. " Its gross results are
In a brief but dramatic sales campaign,
recorded in terms of ' circulation,' and the
that began the day after Thanksgiving, it word is used in the same sense as newspapers use it to denote the average daily
is announced that Goldwyn booked several
thousand contract customers for the Ford
number of copies printed and sold. Its
motto, like that of newspapers, is :
Educational Weekly prior to the first release of this attraction under Goldwyn
" Nothing succeeds like circulation."
auspices on January 12.
" Great insistence is laid upon represenThe larger portion of this business at
tation and showings in the small towns because such points are farther removed
the outset began at the top, assuring in
from the great educational institutions lothe beginning the big first-run accounts,
cated more nearly adjacent to the centers
then the neighborhood or second-run
houses in every community.
Easy
With this accomplished a big war map
of population."
of the United States took its place in the
selling mechanism of Goldwyn as applied
" Easy Payments " Not
to the marketing of the Weekly, and the
campaign now under full headway calls for
The plan of " a-dollar-down-and-a-dollarthe placing of contracts in every county in a-week," with its attendant difficulties, is
all the States and Territories of the Union
the basis of " Easy Payments," a Strand
comedy starring Elinor Field, released
in which there is a motion picture theatre.
Simultaneously sales effort is being January 26 through Exhibitors' Mutual
exchanges, and it shows that the payments
directed toward placing the weekly with
every grange or farmers' organization in are not always so easy.

Picture

Field Changes

New

Announce*

|

by cement
Exhibit
Mutual
ors'been
. Announ
s have
made by j\\
S. Kirkpatrick, assistant general managt
of Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corpt
ration, of many appointments in the fielR. C. Herman, formerly with Mutual i
Omaha, and with Universal in Milwauke
has
been City.
appointed branch manager at 01
lahoma
L. L. Pennybaker, branch manager si
Oklahoma City, has been transferred t|
the managership of the Kansas Cil
branch.
H. L. Conway, a salesman for Select :
Milwaukee, has been appointed branc
manager at Indianapolis, vice Isaac Bei
man, who had been acting branch managt
and who returns to the road.
Fred G. Slitc-r, formerly branch manage
for the Mutual at Albany, and later i
New York City, who resigned to becoir
film commissioner to Mexico for the Corr
mittee on Public Information, has been aj
pointed special salesman and assigned t
the Pittsburgh territory.
Keeney's
Picture3 Rt
leased Late
February
Frank A. Keeney's latest productio
" Marriage for Convenience." starrir
Catherine Calvert, will be released throug
the William L. Sherry Service in NTe
York, Northern New Jersey and Westei
Connecticut and in other domestic terr
tory by the General Film Company. Tl
release date is set for February 3. Tl
picture is in five reels and was adaptc
from a story by E. Lloyd Sheldon by Bei
net Musson
Barnett

Opens

Offices

The Star Feature Film Service, co: r
trolled by Bert Barnett, distributors of ! r
A.
Rolfe'sHoudini,
serial, "inThe
Mystery '
starring
OhioMaster
and Kentuck
has established offices in Rooms 510-5
Sloan Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

Sessue Hayakawa, in "Bonds of Honor,''.,
through Exhibitors-Mutual
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" Lion and the Mouse
Soon Available

"

^ " The Lion and the Mouse," featuring
Vlice Joyce, will be released February 24,
nd Vitagraph announces that a private
] iew of the film just before it entered into
1 ps final stage indicates that it is a super
9 eature.
' .
! Tom Terriss directed " The Lion and
j he Mouse," the whole production being
j nder the personal supervision of Albert
}. t Smith, president of the Vitagraph Comt aAnlyl- that Vitagraph has put into the mak1 ig of " The Lion and the Mouse " is conidered worthy of the subject, for it is
aid to rank as one of the few outstandlg dramatic successes that has endured
i or a period of years while other plays in
reat number have come and gone and
een forgotten.

Blackton at Symphony
J. Stuart Blackton, Herbert Rawlinson
nd Lawrence Grossmith appeared in peron at the Symphony theatre in New York
'My one night while " The Common
^ause,"
hown. released by Vitagraph, was being
M. Kashin, managing director of the
I Symphony theatre, reports that the picture
rent over splendidly with the audiences,
tating that it played to some of the bigest business in the history of the house.
The Seventy-seventh Street theatre, on
Iroadvvay, following the success of " The
Common Cause " at the Symphony thetre, booked the picture for January 27,
8 and 29.
Director Introduces
Very Novel Idea
Goldwyn says that Hobert Henley, who
lirected their first Pauline Frederick picure, " The Woman on the Index," has inerted a very novel idea into the picture.
It occurs when Miss Frederick as Sylvia
jtfartin is telling another character the
|reat changes which have occurred in her
ife since they last met.

Walter
Law
Portrays
Detective
Former Screen Villain Plays Lead in actor of broad conception and varied virile
interpretation,
and not an actor of the
"one-part " variety.
Leonce Perret's Screen Version
of " The Thirteenth Chair "
Mr. Law's interpretation of Donohue,
WHEN Leonce Perret wanted a leading the detective, is declared to be far superior
man to portray the detective in his to the old third-degreeing, bullish screen
screen version of " The Thirteenth Chair,"
interpretation of the detective and will unfrom Bayard Veiller's stage success of the
doubtedly bring about the demise of this
same name, he selected Walter Law, the latter type of screen characterization. In
all-around bad man and villain in so many
the " Thirteenth Chair " the character
of the Theda Bara and William Farnum
Donohue is first introduced as a domestic
productions.
home-loving
individual and the father of
Ever since his entry into the realm of a family — a real
being, with whom
motion pictures, which dates back some six the detection and human
prevention of crime has
or seven years, Mr. Law, who is a striking
become a profession, which is true of the
specimen of physical and mental manhood,
police officials of this city and every city
has been fated to appear in films, with
in this country.
but few exceptions, in the unsympathetic
During the legitimate stage presentation
ity. of villain of more or less despicabilroles
of " The Thirteenth Chair" at the Fortyeighth Street theatre last season, Bayard
His " shadow," as Mr. Law's negro valet
Veiller, the author, received grateful ackhas come to be known, has perhaps most
nowledgement from the then Police Comtritely and uniquely paraphrased Mr. Law's
missioner of New York City, Arthur
screen activities by boastingly referring to
Woods, for having placed before the pubhis employer as the " Fighting Fool," which
lic the first true characterization of the
in the vernacular of local Africa is condetective.
siderable compliment.
In the " Thirteenth Chair," however, this
paraphrase would not fit. On the contrary,
it
is said,
the offormer
" Fighting
Fool "
enacts
the role
a detective
in a manner
which is perhaps new to the screen and
which should earn new honors for the one
time screen bully and wife-beater, as an

Mr. Law's contribution to the motion
picture presentation of " The Thirteenth
Chair " has been highly praised by Director
Leonce Perret and a number of the executives of the Acme Pictures Corporation,
the producers, who witnessed Mr. Law's
acting in the studio.

Says "Cannibal"
Pictures Register Heavily
Assistant General Manager A. S. Kirk17 ROM the Rivoli theatre in New York
patrick, of the Exhibitors Mutual, said he
* to Grauman's in Los Angeles and from
the Hippodrome in Fort Worth to the had never handled such a live wire proposiOrpheum in Sault Ste Marie, the Exhibtion as thehe" said:
Cannibals " is proving. In a
statement
itors Mutual branch managers assert that
Martin Johnson's " Cannibals of the South
" Martin Johnson's ' Cannibals ' are figSeas " records.
is registering heavily and breaking
uratively running wild throughout the
country.
house
Every day is said to bring new reports
" From every section reports are pouring
of triumph into the New York headquarters of the Exhibitors Mutual. Exhibitors
in to us, telling of the remarkable success
which
as well as the theatre-going public are said
films. is greeting the thrilling adventure
to be enthusing over the production, which
from novelty, thrills and education is de" House records are being swept aside
clared to have never been equalled by any
everywhere, and the intense interest shown
attraction of this type.
by the public in ' Cannibals of the South
The drawing power of the films is said Seas,'
to snap which Martin Johnson and
to be best evidenced by a report from little his little wife risked their lives, is even
second to the eagerness exhibitors are
Independence, Kansas, where in two days
manifesting
to book the two episode
more
than
$1,100
was
taken
in
at
the
box
office.
thriller."

Says

Lobby of the Park Theatre, Boston, During the Engagement of William A. Brady's " Stolen Orders "
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Priscilla Dean
Going
T"HAT Priscilla Dean is rapidly becom* ing one of America's favorite motion
picture stars is considered evident by Universal, and officials declare that they base
their conclusions from the great number
of letters received by Universal exchange
managers daily relating of the success of
her latest releases, " She Hired a Husband " and " The Wild Cat of Paris."
Manager I. L. Lesscrman of the Universal exchange, Chicago, has reported an
increase of over 70 per cent in bookings
of Priscilla Dean pictures during the past
two months, and from California and
Washington come reports that Miss Dean
is becoming very popular with exhibitors
and fans, "The Wild Cat of Paris" being greeted with great enthusiasm.
In Atlanta recently " The Wild Cat of
Paris" is said to have played to overflow
crowds at the Tudor theatre, and in St.
Louis, Herman Overstolz, manager of the
Royal theatre, maintains that " The Wild
Cat of Paris " ran second to the " Kaiser,

Motion
Big, Says Universal
Beast of Berlin " only, as a box office attraction. In a letter to the St. Louis Universal exchange, Mr. Overstolz explains
his success with the latest Priscilla Dean
attraction :
The Wild Cat of Paris ' which ran
for a week at the Royal theatre, in so far
as receipts and crowds go, ran a close
second to ' The Kaiser ' which smashed all
records. However, let me add that the
openinghave
day's
receiptsif on
The Wild
would
equalled
not ' passed
the Cat
high '
mark of the ' Kaiser ' picture had the admission prices been the same.
" But for the fact that I had another
picture booked in advance I would have
continued ' The Wild Cat ' engagement another week. And I am positive it would
have stood up, as the interest kept on increasing, which was plainly in evidence the
last day I ran the picture, the crowds
standing in line as they did on the opening
day."
Truly yours,Royal Theatre.
Herman
Overstolz,

"Once
to Every
Man," mined
Isupon the
State
policy of Righted
first offering to
WILLIAM L. SHERRILL, president,
Frohman Amusement Company, will the state right buyers who secure the production Once
"
to Every Man " all of the
place his latest production, " Once to
future releases of The Frohman AmuseEvery Man," a screen version of Larry
ment Corporation avoiding sales to differEvans' work of the same title, on the inent exchanges.
dependent market and announces that an
intensive exploitation campaign will be
"The idea of this," said Mr. Sherrill,
opened in its interest. The publicity cam" is not so much to create a preference for
paign will extend to the theatres as well as any certain exchanges as it is to confine
our business dealings with one exchange
the independent buyers.
Mr. Sherrill believes that " Once to in each territory without awarding a permanent franchise, just so long as each exEvery Alan " will be in greater demand
change maintains its standing. This of
than any of his former successes, and in
course will permit of our making greater
view of this belief, he states that he has
set aside a larger amount of money for concessions than if we were to scatter our
exploitation that he has expended on any business connections on each release. We
other attraction. A press book is now in feel that the exchange will appreciate that
preparation which will contain colored
they can depend upon at least one indeminiatures of the lithographs and slides
pendent concern for all of its productions
and vest pocket duplicates of the lobby
and our enlarged policy which provides for
the production of two reel western dramas
display photos.
together with special features should place
In order to establish permanent contractual relationship with responsible state
the independent exchanges in a position
right buyers on all of the future releases
where it may depend upon a minimum
of that company Mr. Sherrill has deternumber of releases during the year."
New
Advertising Campaign
a Big Success
tuted.
By
means
of our extensive poster
a'THE results of the new national edu1 cational campaign which Pathe in- campaign we have undoubtedly created a
augurated on the exploitation of Pearl
vast new army of serial fans, for our
branches report that all over the country
White's new serial, ' The Lightning
theatres that have hitherto shunned serials,
Raider,' have exceeded all our hopes," readvancing all of the old arguments against
ports Paul Brunet, vice-president and general manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc.
them, are now playing ' The Lightning
Raider ' and in not one instance has there
" We expected to accumulate a considerbeen
any sentiment other than complete
able amount of business," he continues in
his report, " but the results have far exsatisfaction at the business expressed."
" Our New York branch reports 16
ceeded our fondest wishes."
theatres
won over to the serial idea and
" We have just completed a canvass of
all sections of the country through our
are now playing Miss White's new serial
branches to ascertain the quantity of new
to capacity business.
serial business that was directly traceable
" Whatever argument these exhibitors
to our campaign and it has been most
may have advanced against serials in the
satisfying. The reports from our branches
past I am sure they have completely
pay a direct tribute to the method of
changed their minds by this time. For
' consumer advertising ' we have instiPearl White serials insure capacity."

Two

Picture

News

Dalyrimple Stories
Are Purchased

Robertson-Cole Company has obtained
the rights to two more of the best known
stories of Leona Dalyrimple, whose $10,000
prize novel, " Diana of the Green Van,"
is now being produced by the Winsome
Stars Corporation, with Alma Rubens portraying Diana.
" The Heart of the Pines " and " White
Rose," stories which in every way measure up to the standard set by Miss Dalyrimple with " Diana," are the literary
works which the Robertson-Cole organization purchased.
" Diana of the Green Van " will be an
Exhibitors Mutual release. Alma Rubens
was accorded the leading role.
" Heart

ofChicago
Humanity

" for

The latest Jewel production, " The Heart
of Humanity," opens in February at four
Chicago theatres during the same week,
and this is declared to be a record for
first run of any photoplay in Chicago. A
feature has been given as many as three
simultaneous first runs in Chicago previously but never before has any film, especially of the magnitude of " The Heart
of Humanity " ever been shown in four
theatres at once, says Universal.
The Pantheon, the Casino, Twentieth
Century and West End theatres have all
contracted to run the feature at the same
time.
Gaumont

Company

Com-

pletes Photo-Novelty
Gaumont Company announces the completion of a two-reel subject which it
terms a photo-novelty because of the unusual production which has been given it
More than two months were spent in production. The picture is titled " Satan on
Earth,"
tells a story
a man's time.
progress andand
civilization
to theof present
The Gaumont Company claims thai
" Satan on Earth " may properly be callec
a " feature." It will be a revelation tc
theatregoers, as illustrating just how mucl
interest
can be crowded into two reels o1
film.
Bessie Love Beats High
Cost of Living
In " The Enchanted Barn." a recent re
lease. Vitagraph claims that in addition tc
providing most excellent entertainment
should serve as an object lesson in content
ment, for it shows that with ingenuit>
even the most unpromising material ha
possibilities.
"The Enchanted Barn" is from the pop
ular novel of the same title by Grace Liv
ingstone H. Lutz| David Smith directethe production, and Vitagraph says that i
gives promise of exceeding the succes
scored by Bessie Love in her first Vita
graph picture, " The Dawn of Under
standing."
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Moments

in recent

Famous Players-Lasky productions. "Venus in the East" has Bryant Washburn in the cast.
Wm. S. Hart, and Elsie Ferguson is the principal player in " The Parisian Wife '

Regards

Serials Now as Box
Office Asset
Manager John Burke of the Electric
theatre. Independence, Mo., has come forward with the admission that his ideas regarding serials as box office assets has
been changed during recent months by the
success of his experiments with the continued films.
In a letter to Manager Barney Rosenthal of the Kansas City Universal exchange recently, Mr. Burke had the following to say :
" As you have often asked what I think of
serials,
serials The
w>'l
give you I athinkfair myidea experience
of what Iin think.
facts follow :
" Priorbusiness
to March
my experience
theatre
was 25,as 1917,
a spectator
only. Onin
above date I bought the theatre of which I am
now owner, and started out to get my experience.
My predecessor had run this theatre 4J4 years
and informed me that serials did not pay, so I
was a hard one to handle on serials. I decide. i
to
Eddie Polo1918.
in ' The Bull's Eye,' which 1
did book
in February,
"
I
believe
then,
and tobelieve
ever that the best way
start anow
serialmore
is tothanbe
short with the public — that is let your patrons
be your best advertisements, viz., advertise plenty
without spending a fortune. My way is to advertise in my daily paper, and give a big free
show to my patrons matinee and night the day
I start my serial.
"Does
it pay?
Listen:
Before
serials. Monday
was my
poorest
day I instarted
the week,
not making expenses, but from the second epi' my business
from sode$40of ' The
to $45Bull's
each EyeMonday,
so I say increased
it pays.
"
Serials
if
properly
started
make
the exhibit
ors more money than any other pictures
he can
run. Further, I will say this, if an exhibitor
is too lazy to push his business every day in
the year, then he need not expect serials or anything else to pull for long.
" Thanking you for the interest the Universal
has always
am,
sincerelyshown
yours, in the exhibitors' welfare. 1
JOHN BURKE,
Mgr. Electric Theatre, Independence, Mo..
Star Laughs

and Lies

In " The Prodigal Liar," which Jesse D.
Kampton produced for release through
Exhibitors Mutual exchanges, the story is
by George Elwood Jenks, and it is stated
that William Desmond virtually laughs his
way through the film, principally at the expense of Hope, played by Betty Compton,
but in the denouement suffers the fate of
all manhandlers of the truth.
The atmosphere of the West abounds in
" The Prodigal Liar," but the sordidness
of many tales of " God's Country " is said
to be totally missing.

Breed of Men " stars

Bill Posting
for High Grade
Says Demand
WALTER E. GREENE, vice-president
ing designs, as well as variety, in our Febof Famous Players-Lasky CorporaFor
Greene. 2 "Wiltion in charge of distribution, believes that
stated ofMr.February
ruary paper,"release
the Artcraft
there is at this particular time a demand
liam S. Hart, in 'Breed of Men,' the
for high-grade bill posting and therefore
Famous Players-Lasky exchanges will
announces that an exceptional line of have for sale, a striking twenty-four sheet,
paper has been prepared for the February
besides the variety one. three and six
Paramount and Artcraft releases.
sheets mentioned above.
" For the Paramount Picture for FebIt is asserted that many exhibitors who
never before used more than an average
ruary 9,Marguerite Clark, in a picturizaamount of billboard advertising, are
tion of that famous and lovely story, ' Mrs.
doubling and trebling their orders, because
Wiggsbe of
the Cabbagesheet
Patch,'
will
also
a twenty-four
that there
exhibitors
they have learned that their public has reshould
post
on
every
one
of
their
twentyceived a broad education in reading and
following the impulse conveyed to it four sheet stands. . ' The Two Brides,' a
Paramount picture, features Lina Cavathrough the many types of billboard propaganda that has flooded the country for the
lieri, released on February 9, and ' Paid in
Full,' featuring Pauline Frederick, may
past two years.
also be advertised with twenty-four sheets,
" There will be seen exceptionally strikas well as the other paper mentioned."
Roosevelt Picture Rentals Are Discussed
A NENT the proposition of first showing
itors for the immediate release of the pic*»■ a picture at advanced rates through
ture were so insistent, that I finally dethe various legitimate houses throughout
cided, at considerable financial sacrifice to
the country, Frederick L. Collins, head of myself, to give the picture immediately to
the exhibitors.
the McClure publishing and motion picture
interests, who produced the Roosevelt pic" Having made this decision in favor of
ture, declared as follows :
the motion picture exhibitors as against
the legitimate houses, it is not my purpose
" During the past ten days a great deal
of influence has been brought to bear to to insist on penalizing the exhibitors by exf
cessive rentals because of the extreme
get us to delay the exhibition of ' The
timeliness of the picture.
Fighting Roosevelts ' in motion picturetheatres, in order to take advantage of a
" It has been our idea from the first that
the rental price paid by the exhibitor for
very large cash offer for the right to show
the production first in legitimate houses at the Gerard picture, on which nearly all ex$2 top. It is not fair to claim that I have
hibitors made a very large profit, constinot given consideration to these offers, as
tuted afair schedule for the Roosevelt picture, and generally speaking, it is still our
their size and the sources from which they
came made a very thorough consideration
idea to adhere to this schedule."
inevitable.
" I even took the matter up with the officials of the First National Exhibitors'
Circuit while that body was in session in
Los Angeles, forwarding to them the suggestion that the picture be shown first in
the legitimate houses and later at the picture theatres, in accordance with my contract with them. The price which the Circuit set upon this privilege of a pre-release
showing was so large — running into six
figures — and demands of individual exhib-

Promises Real Surprise
Through his new Paramount comedy,
" Love," some real surprises will be shown
by "Fatty" Arbuckle, it is announced. It
it released February 16, and there is said
to
be enan route
automobile
driven
Fattyhis"
while
to the old
farmbyto" see
girl with whom he is so deeply in love
that he has no room for other thoughts.
The machine is said to be one of the
wonders of the age.

Motion
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How
Peace
in Europe
Was
Won
sneered
at
the
idea,
and
many
of our own
" Made in America " Is Heralded as
Showing How Autocracy Crumpeople
as
well
as
the
Allies
were
sceptical,"
declared a prominent official.
bled and America Achieved
" Yet in a little over a year after the
the Impossible
United States entered the war, she had
THE scenario of " Made in America " four million men under arms, more than
was furnished by the Division of two million in Europe and the rest in the
Films, of the Committee on Public Inforgreat training camps in this country.
mation, and it will be preserved in the
" How great the effect upon the resistance of the Central Powers this wonderful
Government Archives at Washington with
the official records of America's part in achievement may have had can only be
the great war.
surmised, but that their military power be" Made in America " will be released one
gan to crumble as America's armies began
reel each week, and is described as a patri- to pour into France is now historic fact.
otic dramatic story with an excellent cast
" For the first time, the story of thcfurnishing continuity for the series. It niaking of the armies of liberty has been
features three typical American boys pictorialized in its completeness. " Made
against the wonderful background of camp
in America " in eight one-reel episodes, follife here and abroad and American heroism
lows the career of the American soldier
on the battlefields of France.
from the time of the first draft until heIt is published and distributed by the W.
returned to his native heath, crowned with
W. Hodkinson Corporation through Pathe
the laurels of vietory.
Exchange, Inc., and will be released Sun" It is a glorious story, told with a wealth
of detail and with authority, for Ashley
day, February 16.
" It is generally agreed that one of the Miller, the producer and director, has had
the cooperation of the Government in every
greatest achievements of this nation during the world war was the transformation
step of its production. The camp scenes,
with which its episodes abound, were taken
of the peaceful populace into a trained
in one of the great army cantonments.
army. The German military authorities

"Heart come
of from
Humanity"
REPORTS
Cleveland offices
of Universal that the Ohio State Film
Censorship Committee, which they declare
considered one of the most critical and
severe in the entire country, viewed " The
Heart of Humanity " at a private showing
given by E. J. Smith, manager of the
Cleveland Universal exchange, January 24,
and passed the film without a correction
or omission.
Manager Smith displayed the big Jewel
drama before several hundred exhibitors,
city and state officials and Red Cross executives, atthe Winton Hotel, and the film
was declared to have been enthusiasticallv

Pleases
Ohio
Censors
received.
The Red
Cross executives
were
reported to be so enthused over it that they
sent out a notice calling attention to the
showing of the film at the Stillman theatre,
to every member of Cleveland units.
So great was the interest said to be in
" The Heart of Humanity " January 26,
when the film began an indefinite run at
the theatre, that Manager Kuhn arranged
to show the film three times each evening.
His evening performances for the first
week commenced at six, eight and ten
o'clock. It was originally arranged to
screen the film once in the afternoon and
twice in the evening.

Picture

X ew

Henry B. Walthall is the star of - Long Lane s
turning, madeMutual
by National
distributionfor ExhibitorsRobertson

Resumes Direction of Marguerite Clark
John Robertson, who has been ill with
influenza, returned to Famous PlayersLasky Fifty-sixth street studio last week
and took up the work of completing Marguarite Clark's latest Paramount picture,
"A Honeymoon for Three.'' Due to Mr.
Robertson's illness Hugh Ford started the
production.
Miss Clark's Paramount release for February 9, " Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch," was completed recently under the
direction of Mr. Ford. This is an adaptation from Alice Regan Rice's
of the
same title, the original stage story
production
of which was staged by Mr. Ford. Eve
Unsell did the scenario. In " Mrs. Wiggs
of the Cabbage Patch " Miss Clark is supported by Gareth Hughes; Mary Carr. a
Mrs. Wiggs; Vivian Ogden, Gladys Valerie, Jack MacLean and Robert Milasch.
Two

Comedies Completed
in Florida
At the Klutho studios in Jacksonville.
Florida, the Town and Country Film Company, producing Montgomery Flagg tworeel comedies for Famous Players-Lasky
distribution,
has just completed two comedies.
The players were in Jacksonville several weeks and used the Klutho artificially
lighted studio by which, it is said, one tworeel comedy was produced in less than a
week.
They consider this quite a remarkable
accomplishment in so short a period of
time.

Samuel Goldwyn presents Pauline Frederick in " The Woman on the Index

Star Assembles Cattle
Louis Bennison, for his next starring
vehicle produced by Betzwood studios, is
said to have proved his true Western capabilities by assembling the immense herds
of cattle needed. " Sandy Burke of the
U-Bar U" is the name of the feature and
it will be distributed through the Goldwyn
exchanges.
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Clay." ofinthewhich
demanded
star Fannie Ward is the star.
Pathe has begun an unusual exploitation campaign on " Common
World

Thinks

Florida

Is

Ideal for Producing
W orld Pictures believes that the number
of companies producing pictures in Florida
almost equals those now operating in California, and that the necessity for semitropical climate has always made the Far
West desirable to many of the producers
even though there was the natural disadvantage in being so far from the base of
distribution.
It is for this reason that World Pictures
did not listen to the lure of California. It
felt that if it became necessary to have
southern climate then Florida being only
thirty hours away offered a solution to the
problem.
At the present time World has at work
in and around St. Augustine all of its
stars including Montagu Love , Carlyle
Blackwell, June Elvidge, Evelyn Greeley,
not forgetting Johnnie Hines, Jack Drumier and a score more. Dell Henderson
is directing the making of the picture
which will bear the title of " The Price
of Doubt." It will be released by the
World in the spring.
Big

These " stills " show the versatility

California Circuit
Contracts Pathe

Turner and Dahnken's Circuit of California theatres has signed contracts booking all of the Pathe Extra Selected Star
Photoplays, which feature Fannie Ward.
Frank Keenan, Bessie Love and Bryant
Washburn, according to Paul Brunet, vicepresident and general manager of Pathe.
" Infatuation," starring Gaby Deslys, is
said to have proved a record-breaking success in all parts of the country, and is included in the Turner and Dahnken booking.
Fannie Ward, in " The Narrow Path,"
based on A. H. Woods' Broadway success,
will be seen as the first of the Extra Selected, followed by " The Midnight
Stage," with Frank Keenan, a production,
which he considers one of the most perfect of either his stage or screen experiences. Then follows " Todd of the
Times," in w-hich Mr. Keenan also stars.

Clay"
n employment
mmo
"Co
Exploits
Pathe
raid, and
seeks honest
in the
Intensive
Campaign
A. H. Woods'
Fullerton home. There she is confronted
Seven-Act
Screenfor Presentation
the son of
profligate,
by the
of Cleves Kinkead's Play
the
house
of her who
past. informs
He neverthelesss makes love to the girl
TED by George Fitzmaurice
DIREC
from the scenario of Ouida Bergere
and is not repulsed. Less than a year
later the elder Fullerton is forced to call
and produced by the Astra Film Corporaupon his lawyer, Judge Filson, to help
tion, "Common ion
Clay," A. H. Woods'
screen presentat
in seven reels, of him hush up a scandal. His son is the
Cleves Kinkead's play of the same name,
father
child.
The of
chiefEllen's
witness
against the girl is the
starring Fannie Ward, will receive intensive exploitation by Pathe, according to
profligate. In the police trial it develops
Paul Brunet, vice-president and general
that
Nealsupposed
is Judgeby Filson's
own
manager.
child, Ellen
who was
him to have
Mr. Brunet feels sure that this Harvard
died when the mother committed suicide
prize play, which ran in New York for a to save Filson from disgrace early in his
career.
full year, will prove a phenomenal screen
attraction. Six companies made it known
throughout the United States and Canada ;it played to crowded houses for five Goldwyn Praises Cast in
months in Chicago ; in Boston eighteen
w eeks ; in Philadelphia a month.
" The Border Legion "
Released as a special by Goldwyn. " The
Every city of 10,000 population and upward has seen the play, and the Dominion
Border Legion," a picturization of Zane
Grey's famous novel, starring Blanche
of Canada was just as fully covered.
The cast, specially selected to meet, in Bates and Hobart Bosworth, is declared
to have a cast rarely equaled in screen
the smallest detail, the characters of the history.
play include Easter Walters, Mary Alden,
Blanche Bates, one of the most famous
Helen Dunbar, W. E. Lawrence, Fred
of
David Belasco's feminine stars, is said
Goodwins, Andrew Arbuckle, John H.
to have a role in her first motion picture
Cossar and John Barrows. It is declared
to be as capable and well balanced a cast appearance as forceful and thrilling as the
character she portrayed in " The Girl of
as
could be grouped for any screen production.
theHobart
GoldenBosworth,
West." one time leading man
It took five months to write the play,
for
stage
stars
and long a favorite picture
which won what is known as the Harvard
prize. The play was written in Professor
player, has a powerful role in " The BorBaker's course on playwriting. The manuEugene Strong, Russell Simpson and
script was begun in February, 1914, and
Henryder Legion."
Morgan also have prominent parts
the play was produced at the Castle Square
theatre, Boston, the next January, running
in " The Border Legion."
in Boston for about five months before A.
H.
Woods undertook to bring it into
Tarzan Reported Big
Broadway.
According to S. A. Hayman of Grand
Mr. Kinkead's theme is man's injustice
toward erring women. Ellen Neal is a Island, Nebraska, " Tarzan of the Apes,"
mere girl, who frequents a low dance hall followed by " A Dog's Life," smashed the
to get away from sordid conditions at after-effects of the influenza epidemic.
home, and is beguiled by a young profli" I had crowds out in front all the time,'
gate. Ellen is brought to a realization of says Exhibitor Hayman. " They forgo
her wrong by a night in jail, following a they ever were afraid of the flu."
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Carries
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to

Screen

The Call of the Sea Exemplified in
Alice Joyce Yitagraph Feature,
" The Captain's Captain "
A LICE JOYCE'S latest Vitagraph of*» fering, " The Captain's Captain," is
said to bring the glamor and romance of
the booming surf to the screen. It is
stated that this feature is being booked
far more extensively even than had been
anticipated by its most enthusiastic admirers at the Vitagraph studio and executive
offices.
Whilecount inMiss
may aclarge Joyce's
degree popularity
for the success
of
this feature, the comments that Vitagraph
reports, anent the nautical atmosphere, give
root to their belief that no happier selection could have been made for Miss Joyce,
either in style of story or type of role.
Miss Joyce's success in the past is said
to have been builded on her outstanding
ability as an emotional artiste, yet in " The
Captain's Captain " she is described as appearing as a happy-go-lucky, hoydenish
sort of Miss. The Madonna-like sadness
fading from her eyes to give place to expressions of brimming-over mischievousness, and the stately glide of Alice Joyce,
dramatic actress, breaking into the girlish
romp of Alice Joyce, comedienne.
Tom Terriss, who directed the picture,
is said to have put a wealth of atmosphere
and realism into the detail of the scenes in
the Cape Cod fishing village where most
■of the action takes place.
The story was adapted from James
Cooper's novel, " Cap'n Abe, Storekeeper,"

A new portrait of Alice Joyce, Vitagraph star
and the salt that saturates the pages of the
book is declared to have been absorbed
into the screen story.
Arthur Donaldson, Percy Standing,
Maurice Costello, Julia Swayne Gordon,
and Eulalie Jensen support Miss Joyce in
" The Captain's Captain."
While " The Captain's Captain " is announced as proving popular in all parts of
the country, it is said to be a flattering little commentary on the correctness of detail to learn that the number of prints are
proving entirely inadequate in the districts
out of the Boston and St. Johns, N. B..
branches, where it is stated the patrons
are, presumably, more adept in judging the
correct reflection of nautical, and particularly Cape Cod. atmosphere.

Shuberts Choose
Select Picture For Stage
MESSRS LEE AND J. J. SHUBERT
name." production
Future adverof the same
prospective
may
announce that they will produce for play oftising the
read : " Based on the successful Select
the spoken stage " Scandal," by Cosmo
Hamilton, which was Constance Tal- Picture by Cosmo Hamilton in which Constance Talmadge starred on the silver
madge's first Select picture.
According to the announcement the
In the meantime Constance Talmadge,
Messrs. Shubert, in association with Walter Hast, have already placed Mr. Hamilwhose
latest picture is "Who Cares?" ansheet." other
Cosmo Hamilton story, is busy on
ton's "Scandal " in rehearsal with Charles
Cherry and Francine Larrimore heading her forthcoming Select attraction, " Rothe cast. Both Mr. Cherry and Miss Larrimance and Arabella," " based on the successful stage play of the same name by
more are prominent players of the spoken
stage and have appeared in featured roles William Hurlbut."
for a number of seasons.
In the spoken stage production of
Big Publicity Campaign
" Scandal " the role of Beatrix Vanderfor Select Feature
dyke, which was the part played by Constance Talmadge in the Select Pictures
" The Belle of New York." starring
production, will be played by Miss LarriMarion Davies. will have one of the bigmore, while Mr. Cherry will have the part
gest publicity campaigns ever arranged in
taken by Harry C. Browne in the original
the support of a moving picture producmotion picture version.
tion, it is announced by Select Pictures
The rest of the Messrs. Shubert cast has Corporation, and will reap the advantage
not been announced, but the cast in support
of serial publication of the story in thirteen of the largest newspapers in the
of Miss Talmadge when " Scandal " was
country.
originally produced contained the names of
Gladden James, J. Herbert Frank, Aimee
" The Belle of New York," the Gustave
Dalmores, Ida Darling and W. P. CarleKerker and Hugh Morton musical comton. Charles Giblyn was the director.
edy hit of twenty years ago, is still playThe translation of a successful motion
ing on the spoken stage in London. During the last score years it has been played
picture into a stage play for New York's
in a dozen different languages, and galcritical theatre' patrons is declared to now
lons of ink and tons of paper have been
make necessary a reversion of that popular
used
in its advertising.
catch-'ine, " based on the successful stage

Picture

X em s

Willis and Inglis Issue
Unique Appeal
In a bid for business Willis and Inglis.
located in the Wright-Callender Building,
at Los Angeles, have issued a hanging
piece of office and studio advertising that
calls attention to their " Fourteen Piece
for 1919."
Program
The fourth,
fifth, sixth and seventh
points embrace their appeal in a general
way and assert that : " We mean to make
our service a feature, full length, no padding, no subtitles, all action.
"We will endeavor to keep our characters good. Our character actors and
actresses are good. We purpose you shall
give us a lead, and we will give you sevmale or es,
female
actors,eral,actress
We storie
will 'produ
ce
stars. and
s. We
act as your assistants."

" Cannibal Film " Praised
in St. Louis
The St. Louts Republic describes Martin
Johnson's picture, " Cannibals of the South
Seas," the Robertson-Cole purchase released through Exhibitors Mutual exchanges as " the most realistic of actual
nature pictures," adding that " the vivid
romance of the most out-of-the-way places
was never more interestingly told."
"These films will be found as thrilling
as any standard tale of adventure." according to the Des Moines Register, "and
with added merit of absolute truth."
Lovely with Hamilton
Louise Lovely portrays Ann Travers in
Hale Hamilton's Metro production,
"Johnny on the Spot." Until recently she
was starring in her own right and is considered very widely known to screen fans
through her former connection with Universal.

She is an Australian and has appeared
in both vaudeville and musical comedv.

A New Portrait of Constance Talmadge.
Presented
in "onScandal."
Is to byBe Select
Produced
the StageWhich

February
Pavs
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Tribute
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on

Electric

Signs

Advertise

"Hands Up"
In a letter to F. B. Picknell. manager of
the Pathe exchange at Oklahoma City,
George A. Pollard, manager of the Gem
theatre, at Guthrie, pays a very high trifollowsbute :to Pathe's serial, "' Hands Up." as
" I thought you would be interested in knowing
.vhat success I have had with ' Hands Up ! '
"
the fourteenth
My Itotalranadmissions
to date episode
on the 14lastdavsFriday.
have
reached 20,804 to a total gross business of $2,244.
My total expenses for the 14 days were $490.
leaving me a net profit of $1,754. Part of this
admission was charged at five and ten cents
straight, but since the re-opening after the flu
ban I have charged five and fifteen cents.
considerforthesixfact
that straight
this serial
was" When
out ofyoubusiness
weeks
on
account of being closed by the flu I think this
record is nothing short of remarkable. As you
know we have played every Pathe serial released
but 'lessHands
Up! ' has broken all records. Needserial. to say, we will never be without a Pathe
" GEORGE A. POLLARD."
A letter along the same lines has also
been received by W. A. Raynor. manager
of Pathe's New York branch, from Murray Pearl of the Globe theatre, 2186 Third
avenue, New York City.
Mr. Pearl states that the new Pearl
White serial, " The Lightning Raider," has
broken all records for business in the history of his theatre by $40. On the first
matinee performance of " The Lightning
Raider," Mr. Pearl was forced to close his
box office at two o'clock as every available seat and bit of standing room had
been sold.
Fine Exchange at Dallas
W. S. Wessling. Southern district mananegr for Pathe Exchanges, Inc., states
that the new Pathe offices at Dallas,
Texas, is the most up-to-date exchange in
the country.
The new Pathe offices are now occupying the premises recently vacated by the
Dallas Gas Co., at 1715-17 Commerce
street. The location is ideal, being onehalf block from the post office, and diagonally across the street from Film Row,
and the entire office is finished in mahogany, and equipped throughout with mahogany fixtures and furniture. The
poster department and projection room occupy the spacious daylight basement. The
horseshoe balcony on the main floor is
used by the Pathe sales force, also the
Hodki nson and American representatives.
Under the administration of Manager
Jimmie Hill, jr., business increased to such
an extent that Mr. Wessling appointed W.
T. Yoder their south Texas representative,
to the position of assistant branch manager.

Viola Dana Is Baby Vamp
In " Diana Ardway," Viola Dana portrays ababy vampire. The story is from
Van Zo Post's novel, directed by Herbert
Blache under the personal supervision of
Maxwell Karger, director-general of Metro.
Milton Sills, loaned to Metro by
Goldwyn, is Miss Dana's leading man.
Others in the cast are Lloyd Hughes,
Frank Currier, George King, Lilie Leslie
and Alice Knowland.
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News of " Upstairs and Down "
Huge Electric Sign on Broadway Flashing the
OLIVE THOMAS
great advertising through tworeceives
big electric
signs,
advertising Selznick Pictures, which have
been installed at Times square. These
carry the simple announcement, " Myron
Selznick Presents Olive Thomas in ' Upstairs and Down,' Direction Charles Giblyn." This is said to be the first step
taken by Selznick Pictures Corporation in
what is heralded as a nationwide campaign
of advertising.
One of these signs, 32 ft. x 34 ft., is located on Broadway between Forty-fifth
and Forty-sixth streets and is of an especi-

Under

Way

Pictures

ally novel though simple design. The letters of the word " Upstairs " in " Upstairs
and Down " run upwards on a diagonal,
each letter standing on the outline of a
step of stairs.
The lettering in the sign burns steadily,
only the outline of the stairs flashing on
and off. Each step flashes separately, giving thement.
impression
of anwasascending
move-as
This installation
worked out

%$ ' DOWN
DIRECTION
II
CHAS GIBLY*
M:

Four

Selznick

and

WITH four productions rounding into
shape for screen presentation and
the fifth in the casting stages. Maxwell
Karger, director general of Metro, has
things humming on the West Coast. The
four under production are " The Blind
Man's Eyes." starring Bert Lytell ; " The
Island of Intrigue," with May Allison in
the principal role ; a fast-moving Hale
Hamilton picture, " Johnny on the Spot."
and a comedy-drama for Viola Dara entitled "Diana Ardway." The title or the
fifth production, in which Miss Wehlen is
to appear, has not been announced.
" The Blind Man's Eyes " has to do with
the fight of a man wrongly accused of
murder to vindicate himself before the
world and the girl he loves, and to bring
retribution and justice to those who broke
faith with him. Opposite Mr. Lytell in
this drama appears Naomi Childers. The
remainder of the cast includes Joseph Kilgour, Frank Currier, Richard Morris, Morris Foster, Gertrude Claire and Mignon
Anderson. June Mathis adapted the photoplay from the novel by William McHarg
and Edwin Balmer. John Ince is directing.
Many of the scenes for " The Island of
Intrigue," in which May Allison is starring, are to be taken on the island of Santa
Cruz, off the California coast near Santa
Barbara.
Hale Hamilton will be seen in " Johnny
on the Spot " as a young man under a double handicap. He is afflicted with literary

a suggestion for exhibitors who will later
be booking the picture.
The other sign, at Forty-second street
and Seventh avenue, is about the same size,
but owing to the shape it was impossible
to use the 'stairs design, which calls for
an almost square area of illumination.
Negotiations arc now said to be under
way for still a third Selznick Pictures sign.
Arrangements have been practically completed for this structure, which when in
operation will be the largest amusement
sign of its kind in the city and will practically blanket Times square with Selznick
Pictures illuminations, so that from no
pointcal of
this center
of the world's
theatrilife will
it be possible
to escape
the
Selznick advertisements.
From the response which has been received to the preliminary advertising to
exhibitors, it is obvious that the new corporation has awakened keen interest
throughout the country. Applications for
franchises are being received steadily and
the company expects to make an important
announcement of its plans concerning these
franchises within a short time.

One
in Preparation
aspirations and carries a misguided notion
that everything comes to him who waits.
Playing opposite Mr. Hamilton is Louise
Lovely,
young
girl Johnny.
who wouldn't
come to as
the the
calmly
waiting
Lilie
Leslie, Ruth Orlamond, Edward Connelly,
Philo McCullough, Hardee Kirkland, Fred
Warren. Neal Hardin and Oral Humphreys are others in the cast. Harry L.
Franklin is directing.
Viola Dana has .the part of a tomboy
vampire in " Diana Ardway." Milton
Sills, by arrangement with Goldwyn, has
been
chosen
Dana's leading
Mr. Sills
willasbeMiss
remembered
as the man.
star
of " The Honor System." Lilie Leslie, who
appears also in "Johnny on the Spot," is
included Currier.
in the cast
of " Hughes,
Diana Ardway."
Frank
Lloyd
George
King and Alice Knowland are in support.
The story is one adapted by John H. Collins from the original narrative by Van
Zo Post. Herbert Blache is directing.
Ford

Will Take Company
to Japan
Francis Ford, who sail for Japan the
middle of March to make an Oriental
serial, will he accompanied by Mae Gaston,
Elsie Van Name, Phil Ford, Pete Gerald.
Jerry Ash, Johnny Thwaites and Harry
Ellis Dean, business manager of the company. The serial will be produced in
Japan.
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Universal Finds It Easy to Secure
Newspaper
Publicity
for Its
Newest
Star, the Former
Champion
UNIVERSAL believed that James J.
Corbett was known to many millions
of persons who would anxiously await his
screen appearance. When it recently
signed the former champion to appear in
serials it was confident that it had secured
a star of the first magnitude.
As a test, however, of Mr. Corbett's
popularity, and to find out if people had
by any chance forgotten what Corbett
looked like, the Universal publicity department sent a picture of the star, with a
bandana handkerchief covering half his
face, to photoplay editors and sporting
editors throughout the country with a caption, "Who Is He?" Several hundred
newspapers published the cut with a brief
s'cetch of the "mysterious stranger's" life.
During the past week hundreds of letters
i .( mi all parts of the country are reported
a- having come into the Universal offices,
having been forwarded by the editors, and
they maintain that it takes more than a
handkerchief to conceal the identity of the
man who won millions of admirers by his

work in the squared circle and as a star
of many big theatrical successes.
Corbett is now working on the third
episode of his first serial at Universal City
under the direction of James W. Home.
According to Joe Brandt, who is at the
Pacific Coast studios supervising the proserials,like" Gentleman
Jim "
is taking ductiontoof three
film work
a duck to water.
The story of the serial, _" The Midnight
Man," is partially built around Corbett's
experiences and the former boxer and
stage star is among the first to arrive at
the studios for duty in the morning and
among the last to leave.
So enthusiastic about his screen work is
Corbett that at his Hollywood bungalow
he has established a gymnasium and practices various of his proposed " stunts "
with a corps of " supers " every day.
Since his arrival at Universal City Corbett has received many visitors daily,
among them being a number of old friends
from Los Angeles and San Francisco, in
which cities Corbett explains he " got his
Casting Director Arthur Hoyt states that
hestart."
is having difficulty in obtaining "extras"
to appear in scenes in which " Gentleman
Jim " is required to demonstrate his fistic
abality.

Comedy
Drama
Now
Viola Dana's Specialty
From what can be learned from the dijV/r ETRO considers that the success of
rector and from reports upon fragments
its recent comedy dramas starring
Viola Dana has been so pronounced that of the early parts of the film already deduring the coming twelve months they will
veloped, Miss Dana has never been better than in this rollicking, human comedy
provide her with stories of the comedy
drama type.
of youth.
Metro declares that it would seem that
They declare that the heartiness of the
reception accorded Miss Dana in this sort
the public does not want Miss Dana ever
of story is found in the welcome given
to grow up — quite, and that they would
rather sec her as a girl of the age before
"lease.
The Gold Cure," her most recent rethat of the " young lady," when there is
The production now in work at the Mestill something of the boy left in her character.
tro studios at Hollywood, " Diana ArdThe popularity of all those pictures in
way," is of this same type. It finds a
which the little Metro star is found insertyoung girl very much in love with a playwright. She is rather a tomboy type, and
ing herself
every now
then inof boys'
is declared
to beand
evidence
this,
to win the man she wants she has to as- clothes
demand
for
everlasting
youth
on the part
sume an absurd amount of dignity and
manner.
of the public.

Picture
Has

N e tt • s

Completed

" A House Divided "
J. Stuart Blackton has completed the actual filming of his newest production, " A
House Divided," and is now engaged on
the cutting and titling of the picture.
" A House Divided " is Anthony Paul
Kelly's screen adaptation of the widely
read novel, " The Substance of His House,"
by Ruth Holt Boucicault, and is described
as one of the most dramatic problem stories ever screened by Commodore Blackton.
It is a modern story of love, marriage
and divorce, the plot dealing with the sanctity of marriage and the sacrifice and renunciation tobe expected of love.
The novel is said to contain that romantic appeal which film devotees, particularly
the feminine contingent, whose opinion
after all makes or breaks a production, demand.
Its principal locale is England, with several scenes set in France and America.
High political and social life, particularly
of the British capitol, is pictured in many
settings as spectacular.

" The Unpardonable Sin "
Gets Big Circuit
Garson and Neilan's ten-reel production
of " The Unpardonable Sin," starring
Blanche Sweet, will have its premiere in
New York City first instead of the West
Coast, and prints were shipped from Los
Angeles, January 25.
This production will tour the country as
a big special production with special music and at advanced prices. A circuit of
legitimate theatres has contracted for the
production which will be exploited in a
high class manner in leading theatres, it is
announced.
After the New York opening it will have
its Chicago premiere and then appear in
the various combination houses in other
principal cities. It is stated that at the
very first view the legitimate circuit management contracted for " The Unpardonable Sin " immediately.

Alma RubensSouls."
and Jack
Conway,
Triangle
Play in " Restless

February

8, i p /p
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No More Short Subjects for Billie Rhodes. Her Picture in the Center Sho ws How Happy She Is that Big Features Are to Be Her Forte. RobertsonCole Company Is Starring Her and Releasing Through ExhibitorsFeature
Mutual. Production
The Pictures on the Left and Right Display Interesting Moments in Her
Ince

Fairly Settled in His
New Studios
At his new studio at Culver City, California, itis stated that Thomas H. Ince
is now getting fairly settled, and as one
facility after another is provided, it promises to be one of the most completely and
satisfactorily equipped plants for making
motion pictures in the world.
In effect, it is said to have more of the
appearance of a Southern manor than anything in the nature of a manufacturing institution. The administration building resembles George Washington's home at
Mount Vernon, only being much larger in
size.
There is a sweeping front yard which
will be in lawn and dotted with trees and
flowers. The administration building
practically hides from view the studio
stages and other buildings.
Norma

Talmadge Pictures
Are Reissued
Seven Norma Talmadge pictures will be
re-issued by Southern Triangle Pictures
Company, according to announcement.
They are entitled " The Devil's Needle,"
" Fifty-fifty," " Missing Links," " Martha's
Vindication,' " Children in the House,"
" Going Straight " and " The Social Secretary "; two pictures, "The- Girl of the
Timber Claims " and " Betsy's Burglar."
in which is starred Constance Talmadge,
and
the attraction.
production with Billy
Burke" Peggy,"
as a stellar
This series will be released
angle offices in Atlanta, New
las, St. Louis, Kansas City
■where bookings can now be

through TriOrleans, Daland Omaha,
arranged.

Sais with Hayakawa
The leading woman playing opposite
Sessue Hayakawa in his newest screen
production is Marin Sais. The feature is
entitled " Bonds of Honor " and was made
by Haworth Pictures Corporation.
Miss Sais is a native daughter of California and is considered one of the best
known leading women on the West Coast.
Exhibitors Mutual exchanges will distribute the picture.

Discusses

United-World

President J. A. Berst of United Picture Theatres Declares Combination Will Simplify Marketing
and Distributing
DETAILS of the agreement arranged by
United Picture Theatres of America
and World Film Corporation, as published
in last week's issue of Motion Picture
News, have since been emphasized from
Los Angeles by J. A. Berst, president of
United, and the acquisition of the Peerless
Studios at Fort Lee, N. J., is also explained.
According to announcements, the work
of enlarging the studios has already
started and a stock company organized for
the purpose of making big productions at
Fort Lee.
It is contemplated to make only big features of the type of " Stolen Orders " and
" Sporting Life." Some of the productions will feature big stars while other productions will present all-star casts.
It developed that some of the backers of
the Peerless Studios were also interested in
the World Film Corporation and the advantage to distribute through the World
became immediately apparent, as it was
considered that the World organization,
under the presidency of Mr. Ricord Gradwell, had improved to the highest degree
of efficiency.
Mr. Berst in the interview said : " It is
certain that the combination of the sales
organization of United with the distributing organization of the World, will make
the greatest business force in the marketing of film in the industry.
" Without creating any stir, the United
has spread its propaganda among the most
potent forces in the film industry and, by
gathering around us men of known business judgment, we have attained enormous
strength of membership. Right now, the
United is the greatest outlet in the United
States, if not the entire World, for the
distribution of pictures.
" Thirteen hundred theatres throughout
the United States are now enrolled as
members of the United Picture Theatres
of America, and the number is daily increasing. Every important city and town

Pact

in the country is represented in the list.
From far-off New England to Los Angeles great theatre chains have joined the
circuit.
" Poli's circuit of New England,
stretched its friendly hands across the continent to join with the California and the
Alhambra theatres in Los Angeles. Turner
and Dankin of San Francisco, and the
Peoples' Amusement Company of Portland. Oregon, are represented.
" Between those distant points, other
great theatres are members of the United.
The Crandall Circuit of Washington, D.
C, with nine houses ; Lubliner and Trinz,
of Chicago, with fourteen theatres, are evibination. dences of the strength of the new com" Important figures in the film industry
are also identified with this movement.
Grieves and Ellison of Denver, Herman
J. Brown of Boise City, Idaho, head of
the Idaho Exhibitors' Association ; W. D.
Nevills of Dallas, Texas ; Richards and
Flynn of Kansas City, Mo.; Saul S. Harris of Little Rock, Arkansas, the Schaffer
houses in Chicago, in which controlling interest is held by Peter J. Schaffer, president of the Exhibitors' League of America; Charles H. Miles of Detroit and
Cleveland, who is a power in the vaudeville world; Tom Sax of Milwaukee,
Whitehurst and DeHoff of News and Garden theatres, Baltimore, the Stanley Mastbaum interests of Philadelphia, the Mark
Brock interests of Syracuse and Buffalo.
N. Y., also owners of the Strand theatre
of New York City ; Jake Wells Circuit of
Richmond, Va. ; Ruben and Finklestein of
Minneapolis ; Max Spiegle of the Strand
theatre, Newark, N. J. ; Barton and Olson
of Indianapolis, Ind. ; Joe Ricketts of
Phoenix, Ariz. ; the Nick Diamis Circuit
of Arizona; the Majestic Amusement
Company of Memphis, Tenn., and the
Harris-Davis Enterprise controling firstrun theatres in Pittsburgh, Louisville, Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus and Detroit.''
Classified Ads on Page 898
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WILL
LIVE
FOREVER
How can an advertiser continue advertising? By giving YOU value.
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Coming,
Six

^Program

Offerings*

Universals

on
February
List
Edith Roberts,
Monroe Salisbury,
Mary MacLaren, Fritzi Brunette,
Priscilla Dean and Carmel
Myers Are the Stars
SIX photoplays, each possessing a distinctively different theme, are released
by Universal during February.
The first of the six was " Sue of the
South," which features Edith Roberts. YY.
Eugene Moore produced the story from a
script suggested by Maud Reeves White's
novel. Ruby LaFayette, James Farley and
P. S. Pembroke are in support of Miss
Roberts.
February 10 brings two film dramas produced by Rupert Julian, one featuring
Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford entitled. The
"
Millionaire Pirate," and the
other a Special Attraction starring Mary
MacLaren and entitled " Creaking Stairs."
" The Millionaire Pirate " deals with
buccaneers ancient and modern and has
been produced from the screen adaptation
of Emil Nyitray's Hungarian story. Harry Holden, Clyde Fillmore, Jack Mower
and Lillian Langdon are in support of Mr.
Mae Murray
Plying
Her Trade Special
in " Danger —
Salisbury and Miss Clifford.
Go Slow
" — Universal
Evelyn Campbell wrote the story from
Tod Browning produced the film play, and
which " Creaking Stairs " has been
adapted, and in support of Miss MacLaren
Waldemar Young prepared the scenario
for the film from the story by Evelyn
are Jack Mulhall, Herbert Prior, Clarissa
Selwyn and Lucretia Harris.
Campbell, Wellington Playter, Lon Chaney
Spottiswoode Aiken and Gertrude Astor
February 17 will see the release of " The
are in the cast.
Sealed Envelope," a Douglas Gerrard proSimultaneously with the release of the
duction, featuring Fritzi Brunette, supDean feature will come a Carmel Myers
ported by William Sheer, Joseph Girard
and Martha Mattox.
feature entitled " The Little White SavOn February 24, Priscilla Dean in a
age," produced by Paul Powell from Walvehicle now hearing the tentative title,
demar Young's scenario of Francis
Greene's storv.
" The Rose of the Night." will be released.
Paramount
Offers Five Two-Reel
Comedies
17 1 YE two-reel comedies for the month
" On February 9 we release ' Rip &
* of February are offered by Paramount,
Stitch, Tailors.' from the Mack Sennett
studios.
The featured players are Harry
according to Walter E. Greene, vice-presiGribbon, Myrtle Lind. and the popular fat
dent of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, in charge of distribution.
comedian. Hughie Mack, who recently
" For the first time in the history of joined the Sennett forces.
our company," says Mr. Greene, " we will
" The release of February 16 is the
release in a single month an average of
Paramount - Arbucklc comedy. ' Love.'
more than one comedy a week. This for- written
by ' Fatty ' Arbuckle and Vincent
ward step is made possible by the acquiBryant,
in which the big comedian promsition of the Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew
ises more than the usual number of comcomedies, the first of which, ' Romance
edy surprises with himself of course, as
the central figure. In this comedy a new
and Rings,' is released February 2. Our
original schedule called for fifty-two comleading
troduced.woman, Winifred Westover. is inedies during the year 1918-19, and our contract for twelve Drew pictures adds one
" The final release for the month, on
a month from now on."
the 23d. is the Paramount-Mack Sennett
" Also scheduled for February 2 is ' One
comedy.
Lynne with
Variations.'
Every Minute,' a Paramount-Flagg compromised 'asEast
a convulsing
travesty
on the
edy in which are humorously chronicled
famous old drama. Ben Turpin, Charles
the experiences and woes of a young
Lynn, Alice Lake and an all-star cast are
bumpkin who believed he could become
another Douglas Fairbanks 'if he only
featured."
had the chanst.' The leading roles are
Classified Ads on Page 898
played by Olin Howland
and Florence

First Paramount-Drevv
Comedy February 2
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew return to the
screen in " Romance and Rings," the first
of the Paramount-Drew comedies, produced by the V. B. K. Film Corporation,
of which Amedee J. Van Beuren is head.
The first of the Drew, comedies under the
new
mount management
February 2. was released by Para-

I
I
I
j
I
J
1

" Romance and Rings " was written by 1
Emma
Anderson Whitman
and pictures!
the wedding of Henry and Polly. Henry, j
with characteristic forgetfulness, discovers*
at the last moment that he has left the
wedding ring behind, but his old friend,
Jimmy Teasdale, comes to the rescue and
prevails upon his wife to loan hers for the
occasion. But when the ring is placed on
Polly's finger it is there for keeps, and the
efforts
of Henry
Mrs. Teasdale
and and'
at theJimmy
same to
timeplacate
keen
Polly
in
ignorance
of
her
husband's
neglect
are productive of much merriment.
" Restless Souls " Features
Alma Rubens
" Restless Souls," featuring Alml
Rubens
with Jackplaying
Conway,
Ruben'
former director,
the. Miss
leading
mal
role, is the Triangle release for the we<
of February 2. It is a screen version of
story by Cosmo Hamilton. William
Dowlan directed. In the supporting c:
are seen J. Barney Sherry, Harvey Clai
and Eugene Burr. The story tells of t'
women, friends since girlhood, both unhaj
pily married and both living unsatisfactoi
lives in their different environment.
Northrup Has Heavy Rok
in Nilsson Feature
Harry S. Xorthrup has been engaged b
Maxwell Karger, director general at th
Metro studios in Hollywood for th
" heavy " role of Austin Leyburn in " Th
Way of the Strong." a forthcoming Metr
production in which Anna Q. Xilssonl
to be featured. " The Way of the Strong
by Ridgewell Cullum, adapted for tt
screen by Finis Fox. is a story of Alasl
and the great northwest. Edwin Care*
is directing the production under the pe
sonal supervision of Maxwell Karger.
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VITAGRAPH
PRES£NTS
WILLIAM

DUNCAN

GH-1
ay an 0F
au- stab Hl
cast including
EMAN
THsuphobtco
EDITH
JOHNSON s JOE RYAN
A WONDERFUL MELODRAMATIC SERIAL erAtBERI E SHflHeC0US WKSEND BRADY
SEE IT AT YOUR FAVORITE PICTURE THEATRE
Twenty-four-sheet poster which Vitagraph is putting all over the country as part of its campaign on " The Man of Might," William Duncan serial
Mae

Marsh Portrays
Porch Climber

a

In " The Bondage of Barbara," her recent Goldwyn, Mae Marsh is described as
demonstrating that she is as agile as a
professional porch climber.
The sight of the appealing star shortening the distance between herself and the
roof with all the skill of a lively boy —
pr an experienced burglar — is declared to
be one of the many interesting moments
in her new play.
What is said to be genuinely amusing
[is that she did not have to practice the
feat, but shinnied up the post like a veteran.
Lillian Walker

Finishes

" Fixing It "
The second Lillian Walker production
for Hodkinson has been finished at the
Robert Brunton Studio in Los Angeles and
a print has been received and viewed by
officials of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, distributors, and Lillian Walker
Pictures, Inc., producers.
" Fixing It " is the title chosen for the
picture, which is adapted from John
Breckenridge Ellis' novel, " Fran." William P. S. Earle directed it from the
scenario by himself and Arthur Edwin
Krows. The release date has been set for
February 24 through Pathe exchanges.
" The Wicked Darling " Is
Priscilla Dean's Next
Universal announces that the latest
Priscilla Dean special attraction has been
given the title " The Wicked Darling." The
film feature was produced under the tentative title of " The Rose of the Night "
and adapted from the story " The Gutter
Rose."
Tod Browning directed the filming of the
story and the opinion of Universal is that
it is Miss Dean's best screen work to date.

Williams
Heads Vitagraph's
Mr. WilliamsFebruary
has a dual role List
in thi?
1 Earl
"XHE
HIGHEST TRUMP," starring
feature, said to be diffierent than is generrle Williams, heads Vitagraph's
list of February releases. Mr. Williams
ally seen in connection with this dramatic
classification. He is first seen as Richard
appears as a secret service agent.
His most popular characterizations have
Paget, summoned from his work in Washington to the home of his twin brother,
previously been given in this type of role,
and this, together with the fact that he is John, who has been lured along the path of
dishonor, finally taking the only way out
co-author of the story, which is said to be
of the most unusual ever brought to the
for one of his weak character — suicide.
Then follows the discovery of hi>
screen,
holding
many
moments
of
dramatic
"P.
tensity
and surprising climaxes, is perhaps
brother's body by Richard, and it is in this
responsible for the heavy pre-release writescene that the only piece of doubleexposure of the production appears. In a
Mr. Williams himself classifies it as the
production handled with less finesse, it i>
most satisfactory photoplay in which he stated that this bit of technical perfection
could perhaps have been dispensed with
has ever appeared. His role in " The
and the continuity of the story would not
Highest Trump " presents him with the have
suffered.
first opportunity he has ever had to interBut James Young, who is again directing
pret his own dramatic creation.
Mr. Williams, decided that the insertion
His collaborator in this story, H. H. Van
Loan, is well known as a writer of sceof these few feet of special camera-work
narios and dramatic playlets, and he is also would tighten up the story and make it
triply convincing, and the double exposure
a frequent contributor to many leading
was then made.
American periodicals.

Stage Women
War Relief
Films Are Shown

Alice

First showings outside New York were
made January 26 and 27 of the first five
two-reel photoplays produced by the Stage
Women's War Relief for distribution
through Universal exchanges.
H. M. Berman, general manager of
Universal exchanges, and Tarkington
Baker, general director of publicity, staged
special showings of the films at Pittsburgh
ing. Sunday and at Chicago the day followon

Alice Joyce's latest Vitagraph release.
" The Captain's Captain," presents the star
in
a lightVitagraph
comedy role.
Since
picture's
release,
reports
thattheexhibitors
have commented on the question whether
Miss Joyce is more likeable as a commedienne or as an emotional actress. Tom
Terriss who has handled the megaphone
in the production of many of Miss Joyce's
late successes, directed " The Captain's

At Chicago the first five films of the
series of twelve to be made by the Stage
Women,
and known
Stage Women's
Green Room
series, as
werethe displayed
before
several hundred exhibitors, editors, critics
and city and state officials, and presented
with special music.

In chief support of the star is seen Arthur Donaldson,
of the
character
actors. one
Others
in screen's
the cast best
are
Captain."
Percy Standing, Eulalie Jensen, Julia
Swayne Gordon and Maurice Costello.
The screen version was made from James
Cooper's " Capt'n Abe-Storekeeper."

Joyce Makes
Comedienne

Hit

as
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Motion
Novel

Peggy Hyland, William Fox star, was interrupted by the photographer while reading her issue
of MOTION PICTURE NEWS, the dominating trade paper of the industry
Bimberg
Verifies Fox
FOLLOWING investigations into experiences which exhibitors throughout the
country have had with revised editions or
reissues of pictures previously released, the
William Fox Exhibitors Service Bureau
reports
that editions
William ofFox's
contention
that
the revised
the Great
Nine Fox
reissues are affording exhibitors unusual
opportunities for making profits.
A case in point is cited, in reports received from B. K. Bimberg, who operates
five theatres in New York, among them
being the Schuyler and the Broadway
Photoplay, two of New York's West Side
theatres in the upper Broadway section.
In speaking on this point Mr. Bimberg said :
" I think this condition will be true in the
case of practically every exhibitor in every
city.
'* It is a fact that screen patrons have
increased by many thousands during the
past two years. A very great number of
present regular attendants never had been
in a big theatre two years ago. Why
shouldn't they want to see these fine pictures?

"Faith"
Is Released
BURN CHILD'S
WASH
ARD
RICH
story " Faith " in screen adaption was
released by Metro February 3 and has
Bert Lytell in the stellar role.
The story is said to be no less thoroughly American, straightforward and effective
than the young Metro star. It concerns
the regeneration of a young man through
the constant faith of two women : one
the girl of his boyhood dreams, the other
his former teacher, who in the absence of
a mother to guide him, undertook the task
herself.
Lytellbefore
in " Faith
is Playing
Rosemaryopposite
Theby.Mr.Never
in any"
of the many parts whose impersonation
has won for her the place she holds on
the screen and in the hearts of the picture
public has Miss Theby been more radiant
or as entirely charming as in the role of
Charity Garvice, it is declared.
So extraordinary were the possibilities
of the original story that especial care has
been taken with the scenario. This is the
joint work of George D. Baker and A. G.

Re-Issue

Contention

" Price, of course, is a consideration, but
it is obviously true that the producer can
offer pictures like the Great Nine at a
lower rental than he would have to charge
if he were producing these same pictures
now. Costs have mounted skyward in
the past two or three years. So I, for one,
am quitetentionready
to accept
conthat it would
cost Mr.
him Fox's
a million
dollars to bring out the Great Nine today.
Reasonable price, of course, means nothing
if box office value is not there ; but in the
Great Nine I have such stars as Theda
Bara and William Farnum and two such
plays as ' Regeneration ' and ' The Soul of
Broadway.' The Great Nine are more
than meeting the exacting demand of my
clientele.
" I booked the Great Nine because I
know they are excellent photoplays that
would be actually new to most of my patrons. Ihave already shown two of the
releases, ' The Servant ' with Theda Bara,
and ' Fighting Blood ' with William Farnum. My business has been big and my
patrons are highly pleased.

Role

Picture
Provided

for

Gladys Leslie
In the Vitagraph feature released February 10, a very novel role is said to have
been enacted by the star, Gladys Leslie.
" Fortune's Child " is the name of the
feature and the story pictures Miss Leslie
beginning as a little drudge in a cheap
boarding house but when circumstances
force her out of her home, such as it is,
she falls in with a prize-fighter who has
run across a lost baby.
The story was written by Lawrence
McCloskey and directed by Joseph Gleason,
and the supporting cast includes Miriam
Miles, Denton Vane, Kempton Greene,
Stanley Walpole, Frances Mann, Jessie
Stevens, Fred Smith, Shirley Brule and
others.
Jewel

Production Commended byBaker

Following the presentation of Jewel's
production, " The Heart of Humanity," before members of the Press Club, Washington, D. C, the Washington Herald
quoted Secretary of War Baker as making,
the following statement in praise of the
picture :
" It is a valuable picture. It brings to us
in a forceful manner the sacrifices which
were made both at the front and at the
fireside to free the world and place love in
its rightful place. The picture has touched
me deeply and as it speeds towards the end
I hope that it will help in bringing about
some sort of league of nations, binding together civilized men, which will chain the
hyena, gone mad with lust and ambition.'
Is
" Made in America '
Released Feb. 16
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation an
nounces that " Made in America," pro
duced by Ashley Miller and published an»
marketed by Hodkinson, will be release*
for distribution through Pathe exchange
on Sunday, February 16.

Starring Bert Lytell
Kenyon. of the Metro scenario staff.
The part of the eccentric banker is
played splendidly by Edwin Stevens, and
that of his wife by Nancy Chase. Edythe
Chapman has made the most of the sympathetic part of the loyal school teacher.
Martha Owen.
Pearl White Will Battle
Fifteen Rascals
Fifteen villains, one for every episode
of her new Pathe serial, will clash with
Pearl White, according to the fight news
coming from Pathe's publicity department.
" In Secret " is the title of the Robert W.
Chambers serial and the story has been so
constructed that unlike the ordinary serial,
one villain cannot harass the star throughout the entire thirty reels.
In each episode Miss White is scheduled
to dispose of a villain. George B. Seitz,
the director, has been confronted with the
task of finding fifteen screen villains for
his serial.

Norma Talmadge,
in M The
Wife.
Select Pictures
Star Probation
Series
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Considers

Ralph Ince, starring
director E.of K.theLincoln
first S-L picture,
Independent

Books

Heavily

on 10-20-30 Series
According to reports received from all
sections of the country where Independent
p>ales Corporation's 10-20-30 series have
shown, by Lynn S. Card, general sales
manager, the series is giving every satisfact ion.
" Since the announcement of our first
elease, Evelyn Nesbit and her son, Russell Thaw, in ' Her Mistake,' on this fixedjrice plan," said Mr. Card, " the exhibitors
)f the country began to get their contracts
n, but since the release of our second picure. J. Stuart Blackton's production,
> Life's Greatest
Problem,'
in which
vlitchell Lewis is starred, our branches
hroughout the country have gone way
J ihead of all expectations in the matter of
M .ecuring contracts, the largest percentage
1 ii them coming from first-run houses.
■A I " In launching this $10.00-$20.00-$30.00
Dl ixed price plan for this series Frank Hall,
•resident of Independent, worked on the
dea that an equitable contract and a fair
irice would induce a volume of business,
jiving double the number of playing days
or the pictures sold under this plan, which
vould more than offset the difference be\ ween the uncertain elastic prices and the
xtremely reasonable fixed prices of the
Ijndependent.
Hall's beyond
idea hasa
[proved practicalThatand Mr.
profitable
Mlloubt is evidenced by the contracts."
■Two

Billy West Comedies
Under Production
■ Billy West has completed the first two
l)f his comedies under the Bull's Eye banjlier and is working on the third and fourth.
/ To make up for lost time owing to an atack of influenza, the comedian is working
m two comedies simultaneously. Nat H.
H'itzer. studio manager, discovered that
vith a sufficient number of settings, Billy
ould go from one to the other, since his
make-up " is almost the same. And Billy
s doing so, with the result that two of
:m are being made at the same time in
he Hollywood studio.

Canadian
Exhibitors
senting K. K. Lincoln as star under the
Initial S-L Feature, Starring E. K.
personal direction of Ralph Ince, Messrs.
Lincoln, Is Made to Meet ReSawyer and Lubin have borne in mind the
quirements ofTheatre Manpeculiar requirements of the Canadian exhibitor.
agers of Canada
Understanding the type of special picCONSIDERABLE interest is being
ture best fitted to please motion picture
manifested by the leading exhibitors of
audiences of the Dominion and with a
Canada in the progress of the initial S-L
thorough knowledge of the wants of the
Production shortly to be presented under
Canadian exhibitor, it is believed the first
the auspices of Arthur H. Sawyer and
Herbert Lubin.
S-L Picture will carry an appeal to theatre
Prior to their recent advent in the field audiences both in the United States and
Canada.
of picture making through the acquaintIt is understood that certain scenes have
ance of E. K. Lincoln as the star of a
series of special S-L Pictures directed by- been especially filmed for incorporation in
the prints which will go to Canada and
Ralph Ince, Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin
particular care has been exerted in the
were recognized as successful distributors
matter of titling in this respect throughout
of special productions in the Dominion.
the entire length of the film.
For several years they handled the enThe producers of the first starring
tire feature output of the Metro program
vehicle in which E. K. Lincoln will appear
in Canadian territory, during which period
have endeavored at all times to capitalize
they were responsible for many successful
innovations in the matter of exhibitor co- their knowledge of the Canadian film situation and it is believed that the exhibitors
operation and original film exploitation.
and distributors of that country will find
Due to methods of fair dealing during
S-L Pictures admirably adapted to both
their control of the Canadian Metro Frantheir commercial and artistic requirements.
chise, the organizers of S-L Pictures posIt is said to be probably the first time
sess the confidence of the leading showmen
that this angle of picture-making has been
in that territory.
given
serious consideration by the various
manufacturers.
In forming an organization for the production of a series of special vehicles preItems

in

Gaumont

Current News
Weeklies
sel, the " Morelos," has been junked after
Gaumont News No. 44, released last
many battles with the insurrectionists. Interesting views from Hoboken show the
feature
as its
Tuesday,
item
how presents
the different
states
of the" news
Union"
embarkation officers under whose superhave acted on the " bone-dry " amendment
vision nearly two million soldiers were
to the' Constitution and what will become
safely embarked for Europe.
of the big distilleries.
One of the most interesting installment
It also illustrates some of the causes
in
Gaumont's popular series, " Flying for
which have resulted in this absolute proUncle Sam," is covered in this number of
hibition.
the Graphic, showing how airplanes are
President Wilson's tour through Eng- used for bombing purposes.
land is also fully pictured. Many scenes
are given showing his reception, not only
in London, where he and Mrs. Wilson
were personally entertained by King
George and Queen Mary, but also in the
other English cities he visited. This subject includes the first showing in this country of Mr. Wilson's visit to Manchester.
England's great manufacturing center, and
Carlisle, where he visited the birthplace of
his mother.
Gaumont Graphic No. 444, released on
Friday, January 24, contains interesting
topics of current interest. In Boston, the
emblems carried by the 301st Field Artillery in the European war are turned over
to the custody of the State of Massachusetts through Governor Coolidge. In St.
Louis the Salvation Army has outfitted a
clubhouse for sailors and soldiers at a cost
of many thousands of dollars. In Washington, D. C, Uncle Sam is selling his
surplus stock of airplanes, 1,200 of which,
with 2,000 extra motors, are offered to the
highest bidders. On the Pacific Coast,
Nonette Rio, featured in Superlative Films
Mexico's navy, consisting of one lone ves-
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Motion
Frank

Capt. Ugo D'Annunzio, Son of the Italian the
Poet;Director
Dolores Cassinelli, the Star, and Leonce Perett,
Robbins
Reports on Fox Independent
Plan
HERMAN ROBBINS, acting general
where ' Salome ' has been shown at a number of local houses, informs us that such a
manager, Fox Film Corporation, reheavy business is being done that in many
ports, in the following statement, the succases box offices have had to be closed becess attendant upon William Fox's releases
on the independent market. He selects as
cause the theatres were packed to absolute
an example, Fox's production of " SaBig business has resulted from every
lome," starring Theda Bara.
capacity."
showing of the film. From many letters
"Never
have
I
known
a
feature
to
jump
into such immediate favor with exhibitors.
reaching the Fox offices, one is from A. J.
We have received numerous wires and letMack, manager of the Hill theatre in Newark, which has a seating capacity of 1,800.
ters regarding ' Salome ' bookings, yet we
have hardly started a selling campaign.
" We played ' Salome ' for the second time
The mere announcement that * Salome ' in this city January 9, 10 and 11," writes
was on the market as an independent atMr. Mack, " and although we were handicapped by adverse weather conditions,
traction was, apparently, all that was necessary. If I may judge from the present
we played to capacity at every performdemand, this feature is going to outrank
the earlier Theda Bara super-production,
In Bridgeport,
where run
" Salome
inally had an extended
at the" origPark
' Cleopatra,' as a box office attraction.
theatre
" Another matter of interest is the large
ance." at $1 top prices, Manager P. F.
number of week and two-week runs. Even
Shea is going to show the feature for another run and charge the same $1 top as
one and two-day houses realize that they
cannot meet the demands of their public
before. Engagements of three and four
days are so numerous as to include already
on this photoplay with a short-time showing. Our New York City branch office.
over 100 leading picture houses, it is stated.
Screens Another
Drury
Lane
Melodrama
the
heroine
and
Miller
Kent had the leadTHE screen version of another Drury
ing masculine role. Richard Bennett had
Lane melodrama is now under production under the direction of Maurice
a small role. " The White Heather " is
not a racing or sporting story, Hiller and
Tourneur, who produced " Sporting Life."
Wilk announce, the title being the name
Mr. Tourneur is now engaged in rounding
of a yacht which is lost at sea. The plot
out the cast and " shooting " the initial
scenes at Culver City, for the screen verrevolves around an unscrupulous noblesion of " The White Heather," written by ding. man's marriage to a young woman and his
subsequent efforts to repudiate the wedCecil Raleigh and Henry Hamilton. " The
White Heather" will be the fourth independent production by Mr. Tourneur.
" Sporting Life,' "' Woman " and the
Billy West Making Third
screen version of Jacques Futrelle. " My
Lady's Garter " are the first three of Mr.
for Bulls Eye
Tourneur's productions, produced indeThe third of the new series of comedies
pendently.My
"
Lady's Garter " has not
that Billy West is now making for Bulls
yet been released, but Hiller and Wilk,
Eye Film Corporation is slated for release
selling agents for Mr. Tourneur's productions, announce that the production will on February 15. Work is progressing in
the Billy West studios on this feature, and
have a Broadway showing soon.
those who are familiar with the story say
" The White Heather " was first produced at the Drury Lane in London in it will measure up to every standard Billy
1897, and at the Academy of Music, in West has set for himself in this new
series. The title will be announced later.
New York later. Amelia Bingham played

Hall

Picture

Sews,

for Efficient

Service
Believing that the exhibitor ha? not had
the advertising accessories and copy that
he deserves and needs in placing his run I
before the public, Frank Hall, president of 1
Independent Sales Corporation, has issued
orders to his advertising and publicity
staffs that the old routine be abolished — t
that the advertising department of the In- f
dependent Sales Corporation must give J
careful study to every story and ever]
piece of matter they issue, and that they
must view the whole situation from the 1
exhibitors' angle.
" To help accomplish my desire to give
a service that will benefit the exhibitor,"
>aid Mr. Hall. " I have engaged men for
the department who have had practical
show experience. They know the conditions to be met. they know the weak pointsof the routine advertising matter, and they
know the kind of stories the newspaperscan best handle.
" Having taken everything into account
and having viewed the matter entirely from
the exhibitor's angle, I believe the advertising service that goes out with our specials and our 10-20-30 series will be found
to be exactly what the exhibitor wants to
help him sell seats at his theatre."
Major

Thaw Not in Carlton Production
Owing to the impression gained in Boston during the extended run of " A
Romance of the Air" that Major William
Thaw himself appears with Lieut. Bert
Hall and
Edith DayMr.in Carlton
Carle K.makes
Carlton's
aerial
production,
the
statement that Major Thaw is not in the
picture, but that Herbert Standing, a supporting player of exceptional ability is the
man who was mistaken for Major Thaw.
" The Romance of the Air " is being r
booked by the Independent Sales Corporation, of which Frank Hall is president and p
distributed by the Film Clearing House. ^.

Record Receipts Poured Into the Park Theatt
Boston,
William Booked
A. Brady'sIt in
" Stolen
Exhibitorfor Soriero
Eight Orders
Hous
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INDEPENDENT

Territorial Sales Reported

FIELD
During

TICKER

the Past Week

Production
Buyer
Territory
" Stolen Orders "
Special Features Film Co.,
Knoxville, Tenn
-Vlabama, Florida, Georgia, |
1 " Stolen Orders "
Southwestern Film Corpo- Tennessee.
ration, Dallas, Texas Arkansas, Oklahoma, Texas. |
| "Stolen Orders"
Midwest Film Corp., Den- ver Colorado, New
Mexico, f
1
Utah, Wyoming.
1
I "'Stolen Orders"
Paragon Film, Inc., Boston. Connecticut, Maine, New I
1
Hampshire, Vermont, |
Rhode Island, Massachu- 1
1
setts.
1
f "Wives of Men" (Pioneer
Film Corp.)
W. H. Burnside, Youngstown, O
Ohio, Kentucky.
|
1

Experiencen,"
" A Woman's
Boland,by inIndependen
Mary
t Sales Corporatio
distributed
Interiors

Finished

for

" Thirteenth
Acme
Film Corporation Chair
announces" that
Leonce Perret, who has adapted and is directing the motion picturization of Bayard
Veiller's work, "The Thirteenth Chair,"
for them, has completed the filming of all
of the interior scenes for that production,
and accompanied by the star and staff Mr.
Perret left for Saranac Lake, where the
final " shooting " will be done.
There is from four to six feet of snow
up near the lake and Creighton Hale,
Yvonne Delva and Fraunie French, who
went with the company, report that they
are devoting their time between scenes to
advantage by participating in the outdoor
winter sport carnival which is now well
under way.
As the photographing of the exterior
scenes are said to be generally the last
things to be done, it is asserted that announcement of the completion of the prouction will be forthcoming shortly.
jrace

Darling Returns to
the Screen
Grace Darling, internationally known to
atrons of the movies through the transontinental trip which she made some time
ago for a motion picture weekly, has reurned to the screen. The young lady, who
lumbers among her acquaintances the leadng public figures of every town and hamet in the United States, has been engaged
to support E. K. Lincoln in his forthcomng special starring vehicle. "
Miss Darling's latest efforts in the film
world will be under the auspices of Arthur
H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin, who are
t present producing the series of " S-L
Pictures " directed by Ralph Ince.
She is a native of New York, has never
ippeared on the speaking stage and is said
o be one of the first film players to ap)ear in special gown creations exclusively
'"designed by Lucile and other famous mo-distes, in order to properly dress the
■it* various roles she has essayed from time to
^time.

E. K. Lincoln's First
THE final scenes for the special S-L
Production starring E. K. Lincoln and
directed by Ralph Ince was shot last week
and the important work of assembling, cutting and titling will be begun at once.
Due to the importance of the theme,
which forms the basis of the first special
production to be issued under the banner
of Sawyer and Lubin. extreme care is
promised in the editing of the many thousands of feet of film which were exposed
during the several weeks that the picture
was in course of making.
A complete staff of expert assemblers
and cutters have been engaged to. do the
preparatory work of breaking up the various scenes of the picture. In order to
preserve the secrecy which has surrounded
the entire details of the first S-L Picture
as to the nature of the story, the title, etc..
New

West Series Selling
Rapidly

Milton L. Cohen, president of Bulls
Eye Film Corporation, now producing
Billy West comedies, reports that territory
on the new series is selling rapidly and
that the only remaining territory on this
series includes that surrounded by Seattle,
Denver, St. Louis, Minneapolis and eastern Canada.

S-L quarters
Picture
Finished
private
have been
secured to
which no one but the actual workers will
have access.
Several of the highest class sub-title
artists of the motion picture industry have
been engaged to co-ordinate their various
efforts in turning out a series of exclusive
and beautiful pictorial back-grounds to accompany the sub-titles of the production.
In order that this art may be in perfect
harmony with the theme of the story
throughout, preliminary sketches are being
prepared to use temporarily while the first
S-L Picture
and
cutting. is in the course of assembling
When the final editing of the production
is begun, the artists will start work on the
finished sketches, which will be used to enhance the beauty and pictorial dressing of
the film.
McClure

Serial

on Roosevelt's
A newspaper
serial, founded Life
on the dramatic episodes in the life of Colonel Roosevelt, and bearing the same title as the picture, The
"
Fighting Roosevelts," has been
prepared by Charles Hanson Towne, managing editor of McClure's Magazine, and
Daniel Henderson, a member of the McClure editorial staff and also in charge of
McClure's motion picture advertising. The
serial will run in the Atlantic Journal, Chicago Post, Louisville Herald, Denver
Times, Springfield (Mass.) Republican, St.
Louis Star, Pittsburgh Press, Seattle
Times, Everett Herald, Buffalo Courier,
Los Angeles Press. Indianapolis Star,
Syracuse Herald, Lexington Herald, and
contracts for it from scores of other newspapers are pending.
Rogers'

Muriel Ostriche, World film player who devotes
time and efforts to re-employment of returning
soldiers

Syndicating

Snappy Sayings in
Graphic
Gaumont's Graphic No. 44 begins a series
of snappy sayings by Will Rogers, the cowboy comedian. Will's salutation in this
Graphic number is in appreciation of our
warm winter. " With prohibition coming
on," he says, " people won't have any room
in their cellars for their coal."
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" A little bit of home in France " — grandmothers of this most heroic of our Allies have a warm
spot in their hearts for the American doughboy — From " Under Four Flags "
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A. H. Sawyer Goes South to
Recuperate
The latest prominent figure in the mo
tion picture industry to undergo the raw
ages of the influenza germ is Arthur H
Sawyer. The Supervisor of Production
for the newly formed organization. SPictures, has been confined to his bed foi
ncss.
several weeks with the " fashionable " ill
He was stricken with influenza follow
iug the completion of the initial Sawye;
Lubin production starring E. K. Lincol;
Mr. Sawyer left New York for a month
slay at Palm Beach. Florida, where
hopes to- recuperate his strength.
During his absence from the studios
the S-L organization, Herbert Lubin w
be
active charge of the various produ
tionin details.
The work of cutting, assembling
titling the initial S-L offering will be ca
tied out during Mr. Sawyer's absence
Palm Beach. Upon his return it is
lieved the picture directed by Ralph Ince
will be practicaly ready for presentation to
the public.

C. Beecroft
in Big
Foreign
Deal
Exclusive's Tom Mix Series
tribution rights are held by Exhibitors
Robertson Cole Sells Rights of Entire
Please Jerseyites
Mutual and the world rights by RobertFilm
Output
for Continental
Frank Gersten reports that he ha> three
son-Cole.
Europe to Chester Beecroft
prints working in the northern New Jer4
Beecroft obtains the Continental rights,
sey territory, on Exclusive Features, Inc.,
CHESTER BEECROFT. the American
not only to the productions now handled
sixteen Tom Mix two-reel comexporter, obtained the rights to the enby Robertson-Cole Company, but also to seriesedyofdramas.
Mr. Gersten has the exclutire film output of the Robertson-Cole
all the offerings that will be made for
sive right of distribution for this series
Company for France, Belgium, Holland.
them during 1919.
in the northern New Jersey territory, and
Switzerland, Spain, Portugal, Italy, and
European motion picture enthusiasts are
says that he has never handled subjects
also Egypt, and the moneys involved is dedeclared to have already seen and admired
that have given more satisfaction to the
clared to be between $800,000 and $1,000,most
of
the
players
who
are
featured
in
exhibitor.
000.
the Robertson-Cole pictures, and it was
Prior to the consummation of this new
Recent advices from theatre managers
said to be this fact that led Mr. Beecroft
transaction, which is said to be the biggest
to negotiate what is announced as one of say that these two-reel Tom Mix comedyinvolving an American, that has ever been
dramas released through Exclusive Feathe biggest motion picture deals of recent
recorded in the film world, Mr. Beecroft
times.
tures have filled a long felt want, that
was in control of the Robertson-Cole atthey
have
been used to great advantage in
The United Kingdom rights to the Robtractions inRussia, Finland, Norway. Swebuilding
up
a program and have done exertson-Cole
photoplays
will
be
handled
diden and Denmark.
cellent business where a more or less
rectly out of the London office of the big
Mr. Beecroft is now on his way to Eu" weak " feature had been booked. Theexport concern.
rope. He sailed for London, and on his
atre patrons have been enthusiastic in the
Marcus Beeman, formerly of the Film
arrival will start immediately for Paris,
reception of these films. Many people
Division of the Committee on Public Inand will go to Copenhagen, Norway, where
have told the house managers that they
formation, will have charge of this office,
he will make his headquarters. Mr. Beeand will leave shortly for his post. All have never seen short-reel subjects that
croft also has headquarters in Paris, but
contain so much genuine interest and are
prints will be made in London and supplied
transacts most of his business from the to the London office of Robertson-Cole.
so full of thrills as these Tom Mix dramas.
Copenhagen office.
At the time of his departure he expected to remain abroad for about two
1 c
months, making preparations to exploit the
Ford's
Character
Kelly Explained
ANCIS FORD,
who has madeofhi Phil
great list of stars that will come under
Cristo.' Kelly began to embody the reali
his control in Europe through his arrangezation of that which I held in my mind's
ment with Robertson-Cole.
production, " The Silent Mystery," famous,
Nearly two hundred productions are inbecause of Kelly's one-hundred per cent,
eye." I admire Kelly — that's why I like to
red-blooded Americanism, tells how he
volved in the contract just closed. In adplay
him. and that's why I've been able
came to create the character. Mr. Ford
dition to thirty independent productions,
to make him appealing to the many thousaid :
sands of my generous friends in all parts
fifty-two Billie Rhodes comedies and
of the country. It has seemed to me that
" Phil Kelly is really an evolution. When
twenty-six Jester's. Beecroft will now
have to exploit in continental Europe the
I was a boy, characters on his order alin ' The Silent Mystery ' I have embodiec
following stars of the screen world:
him a little more solidly than in any oi
ways fired my imagination. ' The Three
H. B. Warner. Sessue Hayakawa, Bessie
Musketeers' and 'Monte Cristo ' were my
the other serials or productions."
favorite romances, Rand I think it was
Barriscale, Henry B. Walthall. Billie
"The Silent Mystery" is in fifteen epiF
Rhodes, William Desmond, Alma Rubens
shortly after I read
the . latter famous
sodes and is exploited on the independen
novel that Kelly began to take shape in market by Hiller and Wilk. selling agents
and Grace Darmond in the big special production now being made by Jesse D.
my consciousness. I had always wanted to
act
ever since I was old enough to rememHampton, " What Every Woman Wants."
Each of these stars, with the exception
ber anything at all, and about this time I
Complete Plan Book
Pages 915 to 938
of Miss Darmond, will be featured in eight
was filled with an overwhelming desire to
productions under which the domestic disimpersonate the role of a modern ' Mor.te
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Special

Mary

MacLaren

YY7 HEN you come to the exploitation of
»V this story you want to take into conI sideration the value of the title of " CreakI ing Stairs." It suggests mystery all the
I way through and that is the chief point to
1 impress upon your readers in your adverI tising — the suspense that is maintained.
We would build the greater part of the
I advertising on the title, the star, the direcI tor and a few other points and not talk
I very much about the story, for the wordI of-mouth advertising that you are going
I to get on this picture is going to result
I from the very element of suspense that
1 we have suggested.
Keep within the limits of the story in
Byour selling talks. You do not need to
■ make this production more suggestive than
I the story itself. There is something of the
I sex element brought in in the introduction,
■ but anything that you say to make this
I harsh and to give the wrong impression is
I going to result in dissatisfied patrons. We
Wivould build the selling points around the
1 unexpected turnings of the plot.

I
I
I
I
I
I
|

Service

HERE is the story : " Dearie " Lane is
employed in a flower store, and she is
very much in love with Fred Millard, but
she constantly keeps him from asking the
final question.
In the meantime during
one of the visits of Fred to the flower
shop there appears Mark Wimfield, a rich
roue, for whom " Dearie " shows a marked
aversion. Just as another of the girl clerks
is pinning a boutonnierre on him he is
seized with an attack of his heart, but is
finally revived. A little later when
** Dearie " and Fred are having a picnic
for two he urges his point and the girl
finally tells him that some time ago she
yielded to the love for beautiful clothes
and luxuries that she did not possess — and
to Winfield.
But Fred's love is so great that he forgives this girl who is so evidently sorry
for her mistakes and they marry and go
to their little home to live. And even
when the husband comes upon her closing
a mysterious trunk he agrees to never look
into it, but to regard it as " her secret."
In the meantime they have taken a
boarder, a woman who is known in the
cast as " The Buyer," And also the wife
has gotten behind with the rent. The
agent has called several times, the wife
each time having the negro servant say
that she is not in. Finally the owner himself comes and it proves to be none other
than Mark Winfield. There is a scene
which fades away as Winfield asks for a
drink and next we see him stretched on
the floor.

m

Section

on

"Creaking

Stairs

and while the girl seeks to hide herself in a
closet he smashed into the trunk and finds
there the finery that had been given her
by Winfield when they were companions.
Then he understands the fine clothing that
she had been wearing and which she has
told him she had been sold at a reduced
price by the buyer.
JUST before
thatthemoment,
and after
dramatic scenes,
buyer and
the negro
servant had both deserted her and so she
was now alone with the husband. Learning the content of the trunk his savagery
is all the more accentuated and with the
axe chops through the door of the closet
and at a moment when the audience expects that the husband is about to slay her
love triumphs with her pleadings and then
she confesses that she has saved these
clothes that Winfield had given her merely
that she might be beautiful in her husband's eyes. And then it is revealed how
Winfield has dropped dead with an attack
MAKf MACIiAREN
of heart failure like the one that came to
him in the florist's shop. There is forSIMRS"
giveness in the end with a promise that
SCREAKING
they shall start anew and that there shall
Star stock cut available at Universal
not be for either of them again terror or
Exchanges
suspicion in the " creaking stairs."
It is to be borne in mind in this story
that the audience does not know to the
by
made
is
DISCOVERY of the body
the woman buyer and also by the very end of the picture what happened to
negro servant. The buyer is afraid to Winfield. The entire scene is hidden until the story of the girl is told to her hushave her reputation ruined by what she
One who had forgotten the incident
thinks to be a murder and the negress is in the band.
flower store would have believed
terrorized into the plan, so the body is
carried to the attic. There is a series of that the young wife had killed him because
tense moments here with flashes of the of his new advances. There is an Ibsenesque element in handling the story and it
car, the
on a trolley
home carrying
husband
up keeps the heart grip mighty strong
the body
the women
scenes of starting'
throughout.
man's
forgettingandthethen
then removed,
the
hat,
the coat,
he had
whichstairs,
which as a last resort is kicked under a IN brief, the name of the star and the
title of the picture should be kept the
couch just as the husband enters.
most prominent things in the display, and
Then comes up a great storm, and inci- the name of the director, Rupert Julian,
dentally, here are some of the finest rain
who is responsible for " The Kaiser, the
scenes that have ever been put into a moBeast of Berlin," and many other of the
tion picture. At midnight the three women
tioned. Universal successes, should be menundertake to carry the body from the biggest
house, but the creaking stairs awaken the
husband, but not in time to find out what
But keep the story element strong — that
is happening. But he finds the women are is, the suspense part of it.
absent and when they come back with their
You might run at the bottom of your
garments dripping he accuses his wife.
displays on picture that you show ahead of
But a policeman discovers the body at this :one a few lines reading something like
the place where the three have deposited
"Search your mind for the tensest, most
it, and though they have escaped, the detectives call at the various houses he owns
baffling serial story that you have ever read
asking whether the roue has been there
in magazines or newspapers. Then come to
during the day. There come denials, but see " Creaking Stairs " and see for yourself
the husband is unconvinced. Then he finds whether the screen can present a drama
the hat under the couch. All of his jeal- that is more tense and more baffling until
ousy is awakened. He thinks of the trunk.
the final scenes."
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At left, one of the love scenes in the opening portion o the picture, and scene in the florist's shop where Mark Win field is strickm
Mystery

Should
be Kept the Dominant
Element
Here
place
here
and
you
will
distinctly
weaken
bethings
two
YOU should do one or
your appeal.
fore you start any of your advertising
FOR
ALL
ANGLES
You can maintain the suspense elemenl
on " Creaking Stairs." Either sec the picmuch better by leaving the story an ira-'
ture for yourself or read very carefully the
personal proposition. This story should bt\
outline of it that is given in their pages.
Plenty of Material for All Camkept so baffling that it should impress it-L
In the first place it is not a love story, as
paigns You Ma Ice
self as the recital of a series of rzriifcC
such.
such as never happened before.
It is not a sex story. The fact of the
her r you
whetpape
ly er
or
work rely
on news
matt
NO large
relations of the girl and the roue are told
on billboards or make your
WE would also keep away from thif
in a single title. There are no flash-backs
own designs, you will find
" preachment " in this. As we haviP1
showing anything that happened. There
ial
s
king
e
"
Stair
Crea
"
on
mater
ampl
at the various Universal exchanges.
arc none of the offensive details brought
said,
the factsareof shown
the life
"Dearie'|j
with Winfield
in of
a single
line
out.
Elsewhere in these pages we have
There
are
none
of
the
scenes
of
the gir
ons
er
esti
for
sugg
of
numb
a
made
There is no case of the young wife beuse of the matter.
as a mistress, none of the suggestive de^1
ing tempted. What has happened she has
tails, not a situation that is improper
Most of the paper is illustrated
faithfully put behind her and the only
here. It consists of two 1-sheets,
There is a strong moral in the picture^
things that might suggest the past are those
two 3-sheets, a 6-sheet and a 24but we would not point it out. It show
brought in by the tenseness of the story.
sheet, the latter being well adapted
that " the easiest way " does not pay, bu\ ^
Therefore let your references to these
for cut-outs for the lobby by using
the girl has realized this from the star
points be a mere recital of fact as told in
the face of the girl and the backof the picture, but it does show that it i
the story.
ground of the stairs.
best that there shall be utter frankness be
There are sets of 8 by 10 and 11 by
Suggestions of gruesomeness should be
tween husband and wife and that many o
14
stills
and
also
a
special
picture
of
avoided. There are plenty of ways of tellthe star.
the troubles would have been avoided.
ing the story without this being brought
For newspaper use there is ready
If " Dearie " had revealed that her trim
out. You see no act of violence comprepared advertising in one, two and
contained the finery that Winfield ha
mitted, but until the very end most of the
three column sizes, and also scene
bought for her and had destroyed then
leading events are left to the imagination —
cuts of the same sizes for either adcontent with the beauty of her characte
and are likely to prove baffling.
vertising or text illustration. There
appealing to the man who really loved he
is also a single column star cut.
Slides are also available. The press
instead of mortgaged finery', and instea
you are familiar with the manMOST of
book is complete.
ner in which serials are handled by
she had told
the story
of Winfield's
without
seeking
to hide
the body deat
ther
magazines and newspapers, and for that
would have been no trouble. But,
matter how they are arranged when they
course, there would also have been no pk
are made into motion pictures. There is
story of ' Creaking Stairs,' the new
for the picture.
always an effort to leave the characters
Mary MacLaren picture in which the
at the end of the last line in a situation
But the point is that this is not a " prol
American beauty of the screen will
that will compel you to buy the next issue
lem " picture, that the " eternal triangle
be
seen
at
the
Royal
Theatre
starting
is wiped out so far as the audience is coi
of the magazine or come to see the episode
Monday, but we believe that it would
cerned at the very start and that you kno
of the picture so that you may end your
be unfair. Its tenseness and baffling
suspense.
even- moment that there has been r
swerving from the promise of faithfulne:
We would suggest that this plan be fol- turns are the chief elements. You
that the bride gave at the altar.
lowed in all of your advertising, not only in will get all the suspense of a serial,
advance of the showing of the picture, but and the solution all in a single
during its run.
NOW let us look at a few of the sort <
selling talks that you can give yoi
Instead of the ordinary teaser campaign
Then quit. We dislike to repeat warning
evening."
public
and that are apt to bring busine
with this one, we would suggest printing theatre owners not to ask personal questo the theatre :
cards just of the size to go into an ordito what " youbut"
nary envelope or to be enclosed with your
" 1 Dearie ' Lane had wiped ti
would tionsdoof their
underreaders
certain ascircumstances,
weekly program :
with nearly every picture that we have seen
past out of her life, and she told tr
this is in bad taste. It is certainlv out of vouth who begged her to marrv hii
" We would like to tell you the

e b r liar y 8 , i p / p

It left, scene between the husband and wife; in center, a typical pose of the star, and at
girl wife to her fate
erything, and he forgave. But she
" She was innocent, but she feared
pt the finery not as the reminder
the
in her
husband's
mind.
And suspicion
so she tr!ed
to hide
the harmless
the past, but because she wanted
truth from him. But the stairs
be ever charming for the man she
creaked
and awakened jealousy in
j'fcally loved. And when the other
his heart and terror in her breast.
' lan came back into her home she
And you will thrill through the whole
pared Suspicion, and hid what she
story until the very end of the piclould have told — aroused jealousy
hen there should have only been
aith.
" 4 Dearie ' had never loved a man
before until she found the one who
ture."
" And you will be just as wrought
had become her husband. But she
p as the husband has been. You
had
loved beautiful clothes and she
ill not know all that had happened,
could
not give them up, though she
ntil the bride reveals it to you on
le screen. And you will see, as he has wiped the other man out of her
life. And when he sought to come
oes. that she had done no wrong."
back into it her innocent little secret
Here is another one :
almost brought a tragedy. The stairs
creaked,
and she trembled. They
" He herknew
story her.
and had
iven
and her
married
And forshe
creaked again, and she almost lost
as loyal in her love, but she feared
her husband's love. But Truth and
le suspicions of her husband if she
Faith conquered and Love ruled
mind that the other man had been in
triumphant."
leir home — and had died there,
nd the business woman who lived
Ma
ith the young couple feared that she
ry
ould be compromised. And the
egro servant feared on general priniples.. But they found that trying
) hide something always brings the
rong conclusion.
" But ' Dearie ' found, too, that
)\e is the greatest thing in the world
Mac
nd that when
Truth
and Faith
ar
the AmericanL
beauty
of the
eScreen,
n
the larch with it there can be no rein PUPEPT JULIAN'S Master Suspense Drama
stance. You will find the ' eternal
pi -iangle ' turning the other way in
"CREAKING
Creaking Stairs,' not in accusing
"TPALK about gripping drama! STAIRS"
Talk about thrills —
and tiuperue — and everything exciting that makes
P™' er of unfaithfulness, but pointing
a photodrama a corker — well, you'll get them all as you
> her innocence — if she had only let
never had them before in "CREAKING STAIRS." made by
.er husband know."
the same man who produced "The KAISER, the Beast of
Berlin," featuring Mary MacLaren, the American Beauty of
the Screen. Be sure to see this great picture. You'll think
THERE is a particularly striking adverofmissit—it.dream of it— weeks afterwards. Now playing. Don't
l tising cut furnished by Universal
hich shows the feet of Mary MacLaren
> she is climbing the stairs with the title
.•dijrongly placed. This is shown here. We
ould suggest that this would make a good
ystery advertisement if it is accompanied
f the proper sort of selling lines. And
This tzi'o-cohunn cut and others require
e would offer:
only name of the theatre
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right, scene when "the buyer" leaics the
" Better less charming attire than a
secret
a husband.
Dearie '
learned from
this after
the stairs 'creaked,
accusing her of something of which
she was innocent. This master suspense story will prove that nothing
pays
in theis end
but truth."
" Fear
a terrible
thing — especially when one is innocent. But the
stairs creaked and accused ' Dearie.'
She feared to tell him the truth, because of the terror that was in her
soul. But when Love came forward
with the truth Fear stole out into the
night before the light of Eternal
WE believe that there should be a series
of advertisements on this picture in
Happiness."
advance.
We have purposely made the
selling lines that we have suggested incomplete, and we have with equal deliberation
made it plain that there is none of the
eternal triangle portrayed in the main body
of the picture. We believe that in that
way
more patrons will be brought into the
away.
theatre and more satisfied patrons sent
Most exhibitors know from experience
that they have two appeals to make with
a picture that has anything of the sex
element in it— to appeal to those who want
to see something off color, and the other
to keep it clean. But if you appeal to the
sensuousness and then show none of the
suggestive scenes the people who came to
see them are disappointed — just as much so
as if you offered an improper film under
the guarantee that it has nothing in it to
give offence.
We repeat for the second time that beyond the title that makes plain the former
relations of " Dearie " and Mark Winfield
there is nothing off-color in this. You
may get a through impression at times
that something is about to happen, but the
point is that what you expect to happen
does not occur, but the story is always
taking an entirely different shift.
So keep up the reference to this all
through your display. In all of its paper
and ready prepared advertising Universal
has called this a " Master Suspence Drama."
It certainly is and you will make no mistake in featuring this point to the very limit.
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CREAKING

SMS

CREAKING
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MyMaCLAREI
IN RUPIBT JULIANS
if MASTER SUSPtHSt OQAtlA
CREAKING STAIRS]

At left, one of the one-sheets, in the center a six-sheet and at right one of the three-sheets. Note that the paper all plays up "
ina suspense drama " and doesn't give the story away
Star, Director
and
Lead
Should
WE
would advise attention be given
three persons in connection with this
BY ITSELF
film. First there is the star, who is doubtless already mighty well known in your
Mere Use of the Title Will
community ; Rupert Julian, who occupies a
Furnish
Teaser Campaign
position at the very top of directors, and
Jack Mulhall, who is one of the most popuinto
go aign
oner tocamp
elaborat
teas
no ereas
YOUany have
lar leading men and especially in your play
in connection with this picture.
the serial, " The Brass Bullet," in which
The mere title and the featurhe took an important part.
ing of the suspense of the story is
cient
suffi
teaser without going into
Miss MacLaren's last picture was " Vanfurther detail.
ity Pool," and according to the box office
reports has been going over to big busiMost audiences like mystery stories provided they are exploited
ness. Before that she appeared in
right, but it is ridiculous to expect
" Bread " and " The Model's Confession."
one to draw if you say to the pubShe was discovered by Lois Weber and
lic, "Here is a wonderful mystery
made her first big success in " Shoes," a
drama," and then take the trouble to
picture which caused much comment.
tell in the reading matter columns of
the newspaper or your program just
Some of her other pictures have been "The
what the picture is about from start
Mysterious Mrs. M," " Saving the Family
to finish.
Name," and " Money Madness."
Make them come to the theatre to
You will find an interesting story about
find out about this.
her in the Universal press sheet and most
newspapers are willing to print these accounts of a star's career. It should be
There is a very attractive still which we
used in connection with a cut of Miss
have reproduced and which shows a love
MacLaren, either one of the stock cuts that
scene at the start of the story. There is
are available at the exchange or for a cut
another which shows her in the arms of
made from one of the stills from " Creakher husband. If you can combine one of
these striking cuts and at the same time
ing Stairs."
WE would also suggest the use of pic- have drawn in the effect of the stairs and
tures of her in your newspaper ad- keep the title strong you will have a most
effective display.
vertising if you have your own designs
No matter what suggestion be made to
made. There are a number of striking
you, do not allow anything to tempt you
stills furnished with these pictures, but most
to fail to take advantage of this striking
of them show her in very emotional scenes
title and its mystery possibilities.
and we would therefore advise a straight
picture that shows her in all of her beauty.
We would advise you not to use the illus- THERE should be attention called to the
fact that the director of this picture,
tration that appears on the first page of
the advertising section, for that might be
Rupert Julian, also made and played the
misleading. It might cause the impression
title role of " The Kaiser, the Beast of
that this represents an attack upon her by Berlin." Coming as one of the first of the
some man, while as a matter of fact the
war pictures and has been seen by thouhand is that of her husband.
sands all over the country. That will be

All
be Play
afering.
recommendation for this latest Julian of
He is an Englishman by birth and a|
veteran of the Boer war, with a long stage
experience in the companies of the besn
known of English players. His career onj
the screen has been meteoric from thd
start, some of his other big successes hav-l
ing
been " We Are French " and '' Mothen
o' Mine."
Jack Mulhall has been in motion pictured
since the Biograph days and he is one on
the most popular of leading men. In uni-l
versity sections you can feature him as aj
college man, for he is a graduate of Col
lumbia.
Clarissa Selwyn is also well known :>
photoplay followers, some of her appear!
ances having been in "Smashing Through,*!
" The Double Standard," " Come Through'
and " The Bride's Awakening."
There is an interesting feature in thi
fact that Miss MacLaren's negro mai<
plays that part in the picture and so yoa
have no question about a genuine negress
here. It will make a neat little story foi
your newspaper.
Now in the Universal press sheet vol
will find most of the press matter devote<
to stories about the various players an<
little incidents, avoiding telling the story
We strongly advise following that course.
THERE
is striking
paper for yourallouo
side and
lobby exploitation,
these different designs keeping the mysteryelement strong, except for one of the 3sheets. which carries a particularly striking picture of Miss MacLaren and whick
will attract attention in the lobby.
You will find no reference to sex questions, in fact nothing about the character
of the production except the fact that thi
is a suspense drama.
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Striking 24-sheet supplies an excellent lobby cut-out

the
Gets
Display
Lobby
Simple
THIS is another case where there should
If you haven't the room to start these
be utter simplicity in your lobby dis- with the floor level you can suspend the
stairs above the heads of the crowds and
play. As a matter of fact you do not need
to use anything more than the name of the get the same effect with possibly a smaller
figure.
picture in big letters, together with scenes
from the productions and pictures of the
star.
uOUSPENSE
perfectly
*J scribes thisDRAMA"
one. There
is notde-a
But there is a strikingly simple display
laugh
in
it
and
so
you
want
to
surround
that you can make, the position of it dethe rest of the bill with comedy. We
pending on the arrangement of your lobby.
If you can build at one side the start of would not be afraid to use both a comedy
and an animated cartoon, one preceding
the stairs and then have them turning
across the front of the house it will be and one following the feature, if you follow such an arrangement.
the best. Have them leading up to a door
bearing a huge question mark and on the
Keep your overture light, and in fact all
stairs have the figure of a girl in bridal
of the music of that character. Reference
raiment. You can readily borrow this for to the cue sheet published here will show
the engagement from one of your other
you that " Dearie " is the theme. We
merchants.
would suggest that it would be a mighty
Tempo.
No. Min. (T) Title
Description.on "Creating Stairs
Music
Cueor (D)
Sheet
.REEL I.
VA
3-4 6-8
Tempo
di Valse
At Screening
2 A T. Jack
Allegretto
3VA T. Many a Romance.
2- 4 Allegro Rubato
6-8 Allegretto
Jack in Office
2 A D. In
4-4 Allegretto
Spring
l A T. If ItheSold.
6-8 Allegretto
2-4REEL
Moderato
W D. Winfield Sees Them.
II.
2VA T. He Had Insisted
3- 4 4-4
Tempo
di Valse
Moderato
T. He was Good to Me
6-8 Allegretto
10 VA T. It was a Beautiful Day
11 3
3-4 Valse-Intermezzo
T. And So They Were Married. ..
4-4 Moderato
12 2'/2 T. It was Hottest Day of Summer.
REEL III.
4-4
13 4A D. Winfield Close Up
2-4Moderato
Presto
14 2Vi D. Doctor — Telephone — Ouick
6-8
Agitato
15 2A T. The Attack
4-4
Allegro
16 1A T. Dinner's Ready
REEL IV.
17 2% T. Conscience . .
4
4
Tempo
di March
2- 4-4
4 Allegretto
18 IA T. We Will Go.
Agitato
19 3
D. Storm Starts
REEL V.
T. Night in Bedroom
4-4
Moderato
Mysterios
20
3JA
4-4
Grave
D. Police Officer Appears..
21 254 T.
3- 4 Lamentoso
Where Have You Been?
22 I A
3-4 Allegretto
23 1A D. Boy on Street
REEL VI
3-4
Andante
D. Jack with Newspaper...
24 3
4-4
Vivace
D.
25 254 D. Colored Maid Leaves. .
12-8 Andante
26 3 A
Tack Opens Trunk
6-8 Allegretto
27 VA T. I Want to Look Pretty.

Attention
Most
good idea to have a girl or a quartet sing
this just before the star of the picture and
then let the orchestra or organ continue
the selection right in through the title.
Don't let your musician or stage employes suggest to you that you work in
imitations of creaking stairs. Instead of
effectiveness you are more apt to get a howl
of laughter that will turn the drama into
burlesque.
You will find that the music setting
printed below gives you light selections for
a considerable portion of the picture with
dramatic movements to carry the more
tense scenes. Put this picture on in your
most dignified form and then letter the
preludes that go before and the comedies
that follow give it the necessary relief to
have a well rounded presentation.
By

James C. Bashford
Description.
...Petite
Bijouterie (Theme)
— Bohm
Dearie — Kummer
Badinage — Herbert
Dearie
. .Midsummer — MacGuarre
Dearie
Romance — Karganoff
Will You Remember? — Romberg
Massenet
The Elegi'e
Brook —— Boisdeffre
Springtime
—
Drumm
.Jealous Moon — Zamecnik (Fox-Trot)
Dramatic
Tension
— Borch
Intermezzo
— Arensky
Dramatic Finale — Smith
Woodland Whispers — Von Blon
.Frivolous Patrol — Albi (Characteristic)
Pizzicato Bluette — Lack.
The Tempest— Lake
Mysterioso — Langey
.Dramatic Tension No. 9 — Andino
Indian Legend — Barron
Air de Ballet — Herbert
Prelude — Damrosch (Cyrano)
King —Symphony)
Schubert
.Andante — TschaikowskyErl (5th
Dearie
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Dorothy Dalton last week began workon a new picture at the Ince studios at
Culver City. It is to be a comedy drama,
in which Miss Dalton plays the part of a
saleswoman, who, according to John
Lynch, the author, " spends half her life
in bum hotels and the other half in catching bummer railroad trains." It is said
that she will be surrounded by an excellent cast, in which will be included Douglas
MacLean and Edwin Stevens.
Enid Bennett has concluded her nev
play called " Nemesis," made under the
personal supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
A novel feature of the picture is a courtroom scene with judges, lawyers and
others in which it is said no flaws can be
discovered. That is to say, the scene was
photographed in a Los Angeles courtroom
when the official clerk, bailiff and courtroom employees were used. Every movement, under the guidance of these officials,
it is said, was in strict accordance with
California rules of practice.
Charles Ray has begun a new picture
for Thomas H. Ince in which he plays
the character of Ulysses S. 'Grant Briggs.
The character was assigned to him by Mr.
Ince. The picture is being directed by
Jerome Storm. Ray starts out as a volunteer who intends to whip the Kaiser singlehanded. The war ends before he leaves
the training camp, which is the greatest
disappointment of his life.
In announcing last week the Thomas H.
Ince release of " Extravagance " for February 9, the following facts are given :
" Author, John Lynch ; director, Victor L.
Schertzinger ; supervised by Thomas H.
Ince. Members of the cast — Dorothy Dalton, Charles Clary, J. Barney Sherry, Donald McDonald and Philo McCullough." It
is a story in which the author refers to as
" the disease of the century — a craving on
the part of the principals to seem something that one is not."

There was some unusual activity last
week at the Famous Players-Lasky Company when at least four companies that
had hitherto been idle for a few weeks,
resumed production work. They were the
companies of Cecil B. DeMille, Wallace
Reid, Lila Lee and Vivian Martin. Mr.
DeMille is preparing a story for the screen
that was written by Edgar Selwyn, th?
playwright and producer. What stories
have been selected for Reid, Martin and
Lee have not been announced.

STUDIOS

Picture

X e vu s

ACTIVE

Dorothy Dalton Begins New
Film as Hart Finishes
d to
inueweek
contlast
studios
.
place
veryo busy
THEbe aMetr
Besides the Madame Nazimova production, " The Red
Lantern," which is about finished,
Hale Hamilton, Viola Dana, Anna
Q. Nilsson, May Allison and Bert
Lytell companies are producing.
Hamilton and Miss Dana have begun the filming of new pictures.
It was announced from the Lasky
studios that last week the Cecil B.
DeMille, Wallace Reid, Vivian
Martin and Lila Lee companies
would resume production work. The
Ethel Clayton company is now in
the middle of a new filmplay.
Work on a new Dorothy Dalton
picture was begun at the Ince studios, and at the Vitagraph plant it
was announced
that Earl
Williams'
newest
screen vehicle
has been
titled
" The Usurper." The Gladys Brockwell company of the Fox studios
left this week for San Francisco.
William S. Hart has completed
" The Poppy Husband," and Douglas Fairbanks is in the midst of production on a new play. At the Goldwyn studios Pauline Frederick, Mae
Marsh, Mabel Normand, Tom Moore
and other stars are busy at work on
current productions. It is also announced that Owen Moore will soon
begin work at the Goldwyn plant
after an absence of nearly two years
from the screen.
The Universal plant continued active last week, while production
work continues unabated at the
Brunton, Chaplin and other studios
in Los Angeles and Hollywood.

Gloria Swanson. who has been ill with
influenza, is able to go about in her car
again. She was a visitor at the Lasky
studios last week.
Ann Little, Paramount-Artcraft star,
was ill last week, believed to have influenza.
She contends that it is a bad cold, but her
physician has forbidden any visitors to her
sick room.
Edward Jose has finished scenes for his
Salvation Army picture, an eight-reel Paramount-Artcraft special. More than 750
people, representing a number of winter
visitors in Hollywood, took part in a wedding scene. There were more people on
the Lasky lot on this day than has been
the case in several months. When the
final scenes of the picture were filmed in
Los Angeles, Mr. Jose went to Xew York,
where the picture will lie completed.

The William Fox Film Corporation
posted a notice at its plant that Henry
Lchrman, who has been producing comedies for the Fox Corporation, is no longer
with
the
company.
Lehrman's
name wast
stricken Incidentally
from the fences
and
from every other place about the Fox
studios where it appeared in connection
with Fox productions. Mr. Lehrman issued a statement that he has left the company voluntarily, and that he intends to
produce for his own organization, which
is now being formed. He said under his
contract he was not making enough money
with the Fox corporation.
The Frank Lloyd Company, headed by
Gladys Brockwell, left last week for San
Francisco, where a number of scenes will
be filmed in Miss Brockwell's new play.
The company will also visit the San Quentin prison. Some of the members of the
company making the trip were Jean Haller.
business manager ; Fred Granville, camera; ScottySheer
Dunlap.
Mr. Scott,
Lloyd's
assistantman;Billy
and Ben
members
of Miss Brockwell's supporting cast.
Winfield Sheehan, general manager for
the Fix Film Corporation, left Los Angeles Wednesday, January 22, for Xew
York, after a visit of several weeks on
the Pacific Coast. Before departing for
the East he announced the organization of
a new comedy company under the joint
direction of Fred Fishback and Tack
Blythestone to continue the production of
Sunshine comedies, Henry Lehrman having severed his connection with the corporation. The new comedies will be produced at the Fox studios on Western avenue. On his way East Mr. Sheehan will
visit in New Orleans, Atlanta and Washington. He is accompanied by Arvid
Gillstrom. who has been directing the Lee
children.
Before departing Mr. Sheehan gave out
a statement that Sunshine Comedies of the
Fox organization during the next year
would number twenty-six two-reel releases, and that at the present time these
would be made under the direction of Fred
Fishback and J. G. Blystone. each producing separately.
Mr. Sheehan also announced that William Fox would shortly introduce a newstar in the person of Elinor Field, who
has played in D. W. Griffith, Mary Pickford, Artcraft, and other subjects for the
past year. Al Ray has been selected as
leadingject,man
for this
new star's
debut sub-of
and Arthur
Rosson,
late director
Douglas Fairbanks and Louise Glaum, will
direct the filming of the first picture.
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It is also announced that the screen rights
to " Josselyn's Wife," a novel written by
Kathleen Norris, have been purchased for
an early vehicle for Miss Barriscale.
Alma Reubens, who is also working under a Robertson and Cole contract, has
begun production of a new picture at the
Brunton studios.
Owen Moore, who has been absent from
the screen about two years, is to return
in Goldwyn productions. He will play an
important role in a new Rex Beach production now being prepared at the Goldwyn
studios this week, it was announced.
W. Christy Cabanne, it has been definitely Miss
announced,Normand
will be Mabel
Normand's
director.
is working
in a

D. W. Griffith's Most Recent Artcraft
Production,
A Romance
as a Page
from the " Book
of Life of Happy Valley," Is Described

Jfbout

J&traJy&yer?

The final scenes in Madame Nazimova's
n, " The Red Lantern,"
productio
super
filmed last week at the Metro
were being
studios. It is announced that the production will be finished this week. The production is made under the direction of
Albert Capellani, and will be the most
pretentious vehicle in which Nazimova has
appeared in pictures, it is claimed. During last week much time was devoted to
photographing a reproduction of street
fighting in Pekin during the Boxer rebellion, or uprising. As a result hundreds of
Chinese were circulating about the Metro
plant, while valiant soldiers from the
United States and Allied Nations were
providing lively entertainment for their
erstwhile Chinese enemies.
Rose Mullaney, formerly with the
United Booking Offices in New York and
Philadelphia, has been engaged by Metro
as casting director, it was announced last
week. She succeeds Horace Williams.
It was moving day at the Metro studios
Friday, January 17. Every bit of furniture at the old plant was moved to the
new studios, while new furniture made its
appearance at the new studios, also. The
day was also Director General Maxwell
Karger's birthday, and a little ceremony in
honor of the occasion was staged in his
office by employees at the studios. The
ceremony was conducted under the personal supervision of David Thompson,
studio manager. The new studios are located at Sunset Boulevard and Caheuenga
avenue.

cc7fere

and
UJier&
Bessie Barriscale is now in the midst of
her first production under her new Robertson and Cole contract calling for sixteen
pictures at a price popularly referred to as
$1,000,000. The title of the play is "Hearts
Asleep," and is being directed by Howard

Hickman. Henry Woodward is her leading man. Others in the supporting cast are
Vola Vale, Frank Whitson. Thomas Guise
and Mrs. George Hernandez. The story
was provided by Maie B. Hazey and the
continuity was written by Fred Myton.

new play, having just completed " Sis Hopkins," apretentious production. Her new
vehicle is a comedy drama.
Pauline Fredericks, who arrived in Los
Angeles about two weeks ago, is now in the
middle of her first production to get under
way at the west coast Goldwyn studios.
The story was provided by Cosmo Hamilton, and is being filmed under the direction
of Hobart Henley. It is expected to be
completed within about two weeks.
Ethel Clayton is in the middle of production of her new picture, which is yet unnamed. George Melford is her director.
Supporting her are Lou Cody and Irving
Cummings.
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J.Milton
A. Berst's.here.
Goldsmith's
Arvid Gilstrom
has in
gonetown.
East.
The First Nationals have went.
City.
Fay Tincher is vamping at U
Sammy Goldfish Goldwyn
threatens to go to zero
Jack Gilbert is sporting
a John
new automobile.
We had a London fog this
week. Maybe it was from San
Francisco.
Jack Kerrigan has not returned
to "hadworkthe" flu.
since his interment —
he
Harry Carr is back in town
after
a diplomatic
New York
for Mack mission
Sennett. to
Gilbert Warrenton has come
back ingtoat theLosAmerican
Angeles after
crankat Esbee.
There's
a
bright
spot
of
paint on the fence aroundgreen
the
Sunshine Comedy studio.
Ed. Sloman is again to be a
resident of our town after two
years of sojourning at Esbee.
In " The Fall of Babylon," D.
W.
has Happy
gone back
to his
first Griffith
love, Miss
Ending.
J. D. Williams aided in stopping
rumors of the statement that
First National had signed several
stars.
Hotel de Rumor has been quiet
for the past few days, and no one
answers
the page when he calls
for Mr. Crook.
is inhaving
town
to Harry
make aReischenbach
million dollars,
come all the way from London
for that purpose.
Claire DuBrey shooed the flu
away when the Goldwyn director
advised the company was ready
to leave for location.
Madlaine Traverse made a trip
to Monte Carlo this week via.
Mme. Rouge, special in charge
of conductor Harry Beaumont.
Dave Morrisey has joined the
" Itsalietively"that club,
posithere and
is no states
new paint
on the Sunshine Comedy fence.
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NEWS
It has been suggested that
HOOKUM delve into the mysand learnof what
" R "ofstands
for interyfront
the name
Cecil
Smith.
Mr. Warmbath is the auditor
of the Palmer Photoplay Corporation, and Fredto Palmer
says he's
a half-brother
Mr. Coldshower.
LeRoy Stone called at our
office by mail this week and subscribed for the greatest publication of the film industry. Come
again, LeRoy.
The Alexandria Hotel pages
have had a strenuous session in
locating Mr. Paramount. Mr.
Artcraft, Mr. World Film, Mr.
Universal and Mr. Goldwyn.
The ten million admirers of
Bill Duncan are asked to individually write Andy Carnegie to
sendforBill
that amedal
to
saving
humanhe'slife.entitled
Wireless from Truckee, California, brings the information
that Anna Q. Nilsson fell into
a snow drift, and liked the change
so well
for
hours.that she remained there
Lynn Reynolds has insisted
upon
atmosphere
for his
Ozark proper
mountain
story and
so,
even at the protest of Peggy
Hyland, still
backedpig
in thekeeps
parlor.the razorSince Winny Sheehan spent a
few days at the Fox Studio, the
stage crews are very economic.
They even burned the short ends
of carbons from the WinfieldKerner lamps with the brickets.
B. Ziedman volunteers the information that he heard that Ralph
Robinson said that HOOKUM
was clever. As evidence,
HOOKUM submits the facts that
all rooms on the sixth floor of
the
W-C Building are now
occupied.
Even though it is now a month
since little Nineteen Nineteen
was ushered in, we have evidence,
submitted by Sy Snyder that

MORE

NEWS

Bessie Barriscale took an afternoon ride and saw quackless
ducks, non-intoxicating wine and
pink
Leo chickens.
White submitted to having
a three-thousand-pound
bile run over his neck by automothe aid
of blocks on both sides of said
important portion of his anatomy.
The blocks slipped, but he
grinned and beared it, and thereby
gave
thrill, the
that Bull's
at least Eve
raisedcomedy
the haira
on Leo's head.
There is talk of the five Bills
organizing a second artistic distributing corporation, the names
including Billy Parsons, Billie
Rhodes, Billy Desmond, Billy
West and Billy Stowell. If the
organization goes through, they
will probably enjoin William
Hart from using the familiar
cognoman,
"Bill."
Broncho.
Billy may be
inveigled
into the
combine.
With number
the above
report
comes rumor
a million
three that the little five are
thinking of getting together. Just
who is in this besides a certain
P. Bill
A., HOOKUM
don'tjtnow.
back
from NewYork. Keefe
When is he
departed
on
his long journey, he promised
HOOKUM he would write us,
telling the details of the trip, but
now he gives it to us by the
word of mouth. New York men
are not as chivalrous as we of
the West, Bill says, and they do
not even take their hats off when
there's a lady in the elevator.
Equal suffrage has taken effect
there with respect to cars in the
subway,
and glances
after receiving
several freezing
from women
who thought Bill was a flirt, he
glued himself to the seat. We
regret
to report
in a
bad way.
He that
tried Bill's
to dodge
automobiles and look at the
beauties on Fifth Avenue at the
same time,
nervous
wreck. and now he's a
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Classified

Ads.—

[Where advertiser is to be addressed
in care of Motion Picture News send
all replies to the office of publication, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
City.]
SITUATIONS

WANTED

Press Sheet
PUBLICITY
■ and
Box Ad-Man
Q,
CONNECTION
DESIRED
M. P. News
Whole or part time

ACCOUNTANT — Experienced accountant,
22 vears of age, released from U. S.
N. R. F., desires connection as assistant
operator or publicity man. Willing to go
anywhere to start. References exchanged.
Will consider work in film exchange.
Address H. H. T., Motion Picture News.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR— Late with Bob
Leonard, now with Canadian Engineers,
Signal Corps. Expect to be in Los Angeles in February. Six years' experience,
starting as property man with Wallace
Beery. Twenty-two years old. If you
want me communicate with Miss Gibsone,
Mabel Condon Exchange, Hollywood.
OPERATOR-MANAGER— Operator and
electrician, honorably discharged from
aviation service, wishes position as operator or manager of small house in good
town. Five years' experience. Can deliver the goods. Salary and all in first
letter. Address O. V. Tilton, Auditorium,
Defiance, la.
SALES MANAGER— Just out of arm*
wishes place as sales manager and executive. Eight
practical experience
national
filmyears'
distribution,
organization,in
branch management, sales promotion,
house organs and publicity. Highest
New York references. Interview desired
to offer concrete evidence of ability and
previous accomplishments. Address B.
B. B., care Motion Picture News.
: ADVERTISING— College graduate, honorably discharged from the service,
experienced in publicity and advertising
work, wishes to connect with motion
picture concern in either department.
Address I. M. Stern, 861 Manida Street,
New York.
PHOTOGRAPHER — Commercial photographer, 23 years of age, seeks opportunity to enter photographic end of motion pictures. Have had over six years'
practical photographic experience. Canadian born, educated in England and Belgium, speak French. Not afraid of working hard. What I seek is the start and
chance to learn. Address Montreal,
Motion Picture News.
WANTED— Will take any job open in the
industry where there is chance to work
up. Have been discharged from the
navy. Address James E. Booth, 315
South Grant street, Fitzgerald, Ga.

THEY

Tell

Your

CAUGHT

ON!

Classified Ads Just the Thing
for the "Boys"
Ads.
are— the Classified
HEREOn they
this page are the
advertisements of experienced men
in their line who are coming back
from the great war, some with
medals and all with keen desires to
get back into the industry where
they left off to aid Uncle Sam.
These small ads have struck the
popular chord, stepping in as they do
to bridge the gap between employer
and employee while each is seeking
the other. If you are an employer
we are willing to bet two-bits to the
hole in a doughnut that you are going to give that job to a soldier or
sailor. You'll find him among the
ads on this page. This is his introduction and his loyal service is one
of his recommendations.
Get together in these columns and
see how much cheerfulness we can
mix with the business of bringing
things down to normal.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

CAMERAMAN—
Just completed
months'in
work with Marines
AviationsixCorps
France and Belgium. Formerly connected with Pathe, Goldwyn, Metro.
Over twenty years in photographic busiAddress B. G. Mitchell, MotionPictureness.News.
ADVERTISING— Wanted, position handling advertising for photoplay concern or
in responsible position directly under advertising manager. Have had extensive
experience writing ad copy as well as
practical newspaper and theatrical experience, press agenting large middle
western houses. Am 23 years old. Address J.M. M., Motion Picture News.

Picture

Wants
SITUATIONS

X exv s

Here|
WANTED

PUBLICITY— Who has a position for
young man, honorably discharged from
the army? Previous to signing up with
Uncle Sam I had been engaged in news
paper work and magazine writing. I am
desirous of securing a position doing publicity or advertising work. Address L. J,
B., Motion Picture News.
World

Says

Big

Demand

'Ole
" playl
As afor
result" ofBetter
the success
of the
in New York, World Pictures says that
the exhibitors throughout the country have"
demanded the screen production of '"The,
Better 'Ole " to such an extent that it may*
be
thisnecessary'
subject. to issue at least 150 print; of
The manner in which the picture veifl
sion of the play will be distributed is nofl
to damage the play by running the picturM
simultaneously with the stage version, bill
to take advantage of the success attain
by the play on the local stage and then r|
lease the picture in order to profit by thd
impression it created in the legitimate
houses.
Rav Ahead of Schedule
In the completing of pictures scheduledj
Charles Ray, the young Thomas H. Incel
star in Paramount releases, is known as
one of the most indefatigable workers iol
the screen profession.
For months he has been jumping froJ
one production immediately into an
at the Ince studio, with an internv.
of not more than a day or two between
pictures, and the result is that he is far
ahead of his release schedule with foa
completed productions.

STUDIO WORK— Position wanted by man
who can qualify as assistant director,
technical director, casting director, studio
manager. Has had special experience on
serials. Formerly with Pathe and Astra
studios as general utility and assistant
director to Louis Gasnier and Donald
MacKenzie. Just completed fifteen
months' service in U. S. N. R. F . Address Studio, Motion Picture News.
STUDIO — Position wanted by young man
who can qualify as assistant director or
under advertising manager. Still in navy,
expecting to be discharged shortly. Graduate of technical college. Experience in
newspaper and theatrical work. Address
H. A. T., care Motion Picture News.
OPERATOR — Just discharged from service.
Competent operator and electrician. Five
years' experience ; best of references. Go
anywhere. Salary your limit. State all
first. Address Wisconsin, Motion Picture News. H. J. Brackendor, 209 South
Central Avenue, Marshfield, Wis.

Antonio Moreno, on Sultan, in " The
Test," Vitagraph serial
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(Equipment Service)

Motion

Nothing

Succeeds

Like

Picture

Success

We can give you the names of many high-class, successful motion picture theatres
where the Estey Pipe Organ furnishes all the music and has played a prominent part
in their success.

The

Estey

Theatre

Organ

is the best music for the interpretation of photoplays and for a music program — for
overtures, music between pictures and intermissions.
Why don't you visit some of the theatres that have installed the Estey Theatre
Pipe Organ?
They must have a reason for doing it. Find out for yourself.
We will be glad to give you the name of the theatre nearest you that has an Estey
Organ. Without cost to you we will send an expert to look at your theatre, tell you
what kind of an organ you could use best, and give you an estimate of the cost.
THE

ESTEY

ORGAN

COMPANY,

BRATTLEBORO,

VERMONT

You can hear the Estey Pipe Organ at any of these branches:
Studios in New York, 11 West 49th Street; Philadelphia, 1701 Walnut Street;
Boston, 120 Boylston Street; Los Angeles, 633 South Hill Street.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

New*
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BEN FRANKLIN'S
THRIFTOGRAMS

The picture of Ben Franklin appears on the 1919 issue of
War Savings Stamps.

Save and have.— Buy War Savings Stamps.
* ♦ 4
Every little makes a mickle.— Buy War Savings Stamps.
* * *
Little strokes fell great oaks.— Buy War Savings Stamps.
•
*
* *
A rolling stone gathers no moss.— Buy War Savings Stamps.
* * *
God helps those that help themselves. — Buy War Savings
Stamps.
* * *
Spend one penny less than thy clear gains.— Buy War Savings
Stamps.
* * *
Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
E. Kendall Gillett
Editor

Help

Uncle

Sam

COOPERATE with the Government in every possible
way — This should be the watchword of every true
Here are two ways :
American.
First. The active promotion of the Thrift Stamp and
War Saving Stamp campaign right now.
Second. The promotion of the Fifth Liberty Loan
when it is ready to be floated early in the spring. Talk
it up now and sell it when the time comes. Fili evrey one
with enthusiasm, for the country will need every cent
which the people can scrape together.
The theatre men of the country, which means owners,
managers and projectionists, can all be of vital assistance.
They can use the screen in a way which will help Uncle
Sam as no one other agent can.
This can be best done through slides which the projectionist can make in a very few minutes and which if made
in numbers can be repeated a few days apart to great
advantage.
We are giving in the next column the text of twentytwo slide wordings, all of which should be used. They
have been prepared by the Liberty Loan Committee of the
Second Federal Reserve District. They are short, have
the needed punch, and will turn the trick.
It is our hope that the thousand odd members of the
National Anti-Misframe League will make complete sets
of these slides as well as every other live projectionist in.
our great industry.
Remember it is your bit toward helping Uncle Sam.

Look before, or you'll find yourself behind.— Buy War Savings
Stamps.
* * *
The way to wealth is as short as the way to market. — Buy War
Savings Stamps.
* * *
If you would be wealthy, think of saving as well as getting. —
Buy War Savings Stamps.
* * *
Beware of small expenses ; a small leak will sink a great ship. —
Buy War Savings Stamps.
* * *
All things are cheap to the saving, dear to the wasteful. — Buy
War Savings Stamps.
* * *
Learning is to the studious and riches to the careful. — Buy War
Savings Stamps.
* * *
Waste neither time nor money, but make use of both. — Buy War
Savings Stamps.
* * *
Remember that money is of the prolific, generating nature. —
Buy War Savings Stamps.
He that waits upon fortune is never sure of a dinner. — Buy
War Savings Stamps.
* * *
Money can beget money, and its offspring can beget more. —
Buy War Savings Stamps.
It is foolish to lay out money in a purchase of repentance. —
Buy War Savings Stamps.
* * *
Gain may be temporary and uncertain; but expense is constant
and certain. — Buy War Savings Stamps.
* * *
A penny saved is a twopence clear. A pin a day is a groat a
year. — Buy War Savings Stamps.
* * *
Buy what thou hast need of, and ere long thou shalt sell the
necessaries. — Buy War Savings Stamps.
* * *
He that murders a pound destroys all that it might have produced, even scores of pounds.— Buy War Savings Stamps.
It is easier to suppress the first desire than to satisfy all that
follow it.— Buy War Savings Stamps.
How are your projection conditions ? Can we help ycu
Write me.
E. K. Gillett.
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Care of a Westinghouse Motor Generator Equipment in a Motion Picture Booth

I HE following instructions for the care of a motor-gcnerai<*r
*■ set if carefully observed by the Projectionist will mean more
efficient service immediately, and insure the motion picture equipment against failure to give the extended service for which it
was intended.
1. General — Care should be exercised in unpacking to protect
the various units from damage. In no case remove the blocking
between the motor and generator until the set is anchored —
otherwise the bearings mav be thrown out of alignment.

tirimlini) Bruxlux on n. Wrxtiiifiliouxe Motor-Gem rotor Set

Typical Illustration of a W estinghouse Motor-Generator Set in a
Motion Picture Hooth, Shotting Foundation for Motor Generator
To keep installation charges at a minimum the equipment should
be installed in or near the booth itself. Wherever installed the
location must be clean, dry, well ventilated so that the air temperature will never exceed 104 deg. Fahrenheit, so placed that inspection and cleaning is easy.
2. Oiling — Use clean dynamo oil. Keep overflow plugs open.
Withdraw old oil occasionally, substituting fresh oil — the old oil
can be filtered and used again. After the motor-generator is
started, raise the covers of all bearings and see that the oil rings
are rotating properly and carrying oil up on the journals.
3. Bearings — Have spare bearings on hand to avoid delay in case
of repair. Bearings will overheat if there is poor lubrication due
to poor grade or insufficient quantity of lubricant or failure of oil
rings to revolve. Poor alignment or leveling, causing excessive
end thrust or binding, will overheat the bearing as will rough
bearing surface or bent shaft. If a bearing becomes hot, feed
a heavy lubricant copiously. If no relief is afforded, shut down
the motor-generator, keeping the armature revolving slowly until
the bearing is cool to prevent sticking or " freezing."
4. Generator Excitation — When a generator is started, it may
fail to build up its voltage properly. This may occur even though
the generator operated perfectly during the preceding run. Thimay be due to one or more of the following causes :
(a) Slow speed.
(b) Open shunt-field circuit, caused by faulty- connections or
defective field coil or field rheostat.
(c) Open armature or commutating-field circuit.
(d) Incorrect setting of brushes.
(e) Reversed series or shunt coils.

(f) Poor brush contact due to dirty commutator or brusl
-ticking in holders.
(g) Loss of residual magnetism.
Examine all connections; try a temporarily increased pressure
the brushes ; look for a broken or burned out resistor coil
rheostat. An open circuit in the field winding may sometimes
traced with the aid of a magneto and bell; but this is not
infallible test as some magnetos will not ring through a circuit of
such high resistance as some field windings here, even though the
winding be intact. If no open circuit is found in the rheostat at
in the field winding, the trouble is probably in the armature. I'.ut
it it be found that nothing is wrong with the connections or thfl
winding it may be necessary to excite the field from anoth!
generator or some other outside source. Calling the generate!
that we desire to excite, Xo. 1. and the other machine from whicB
current is to be drawn, Xo. 2, the following procedure shoufl
be followed :
Open all switches and remove all brushes from generator Xo. ■
connect the positive brushholder of generator Xo. 1 with thfl
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the entire area. This can be most easily accomplished after the
brushholders have been adjusted and the brushes inserted. Lift
one set of bwishes so that they will not be forced against the
commutator. Place a piece of sandpaper against the commutator with the sanded side towards the brushes. Replace one
brush in its holder and allow the spring to force it against the
sandpaper. Draw the sandpaper in the direction of rotation under
the 1)rush, releasing the pressure as the paper is drawn back, being

We8tinghouse

Westinghouse SK Generator Frrame with Field Windings Complete
positive brushholder of generator No. 2; also connect the negative holders of the machines together (it is desirable to complete
the circuit through a switch protected by a fuse of about 5 amperes). Close the switch. If the shunt winding of generator
No. 1 is all right, its field will show considerable magnetism. If
possible, reduce the voltage of generator No. 2 before opening
the exciting circuit; then break the connections." If this cannot
be done, set the field rheostat contact arm of generator No. 1 on
button marked " IN," then open the switch very slowly and
gradually lengthen the arc, which will be formed, until it breaks.
If a new machine refuses to build up voltage and the connections
-apparently are correct, reverse the field connections; i. e., interchange the field wires which are connected to the positive and
negative terminals of the generator. If this interchange of connections does no good, re-establish the original connections and
locate the fault as previously advised.
5. Brushes — All brush faces resting on the commutator should
be fitted to the commutator so that they make good contact over

SK Armature

careful to keep the ends of the paper as close to the commutator
surface as possible and thus avoid rounding the ends of the brush.
After the first brush is properly ground, it should be lifted sufficiently to prevent it being forced against the commutator, after
which the remaining brushes of the set may be similarly ground
one at a time.
By this means a satisfactory contact is quickly secured, each set
of brushes being similarly treated in turn. If the brushes are
copper plated, their edges should be slightly beveled, so that the
copper does not come in contact with the commutator.
Make frequent inspection to see that :
(a) Brushes are not sticking in holders.
(b) Pig-tail shunts are properly attached to brushes and holders.
(c) Tension is readjusted as the brush wears.
(d) Copper plating is cut back so it does not make contact
with commutator.

Westinghouse Type CS Motor Frame, Showing Windings

Bracket with Brusli Holders in Place on Westinghouse Type SK Generator

(e) Worn-out brushes are replaced before they reach their
wearing limit and break contact with the commutator.
(f) Any free copper picked up by the face of trie brushes is
removed.
6. Commutator — The commutator is perhaps the most important part of the machine in that it is most sensitive to abuse.
Under normal conditions it should require little attention beyond
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SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We are exclusive distributors of the SIMPLEX Machines. We repair all
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1339 Tine Street, PhUiladelphia, Fa.
Equipped
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Motion Picture
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240
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ready. E.1 ' Chicago
Street,
225 Fifth Ave.
New York

Salesmen Wanted
Who have a complete knowledge 'of Theatre Equipment
and Supplies.
Must
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Motion Picture News
220 S. State St., Chicago, 111.

frequent inspection. The surface should always be kept smooth,
and if, through extreme carelessness, neglect or accident, it becomes badly roughened, the armature should be removed and the
commutator turned down in an engine lathe.
Heating of Commutator may result from any of the following
*
:
causes
(a) Overload.
(b)
Sparking.
(c) Too
great brush pressure.
Bucking is the very expressive term descriptive of the arcing
between adjacent brush. arms. In general, bucking is caused by
excessive voltage between commutator bars, or by abnormally low
surface resistance on the commutator between brushholders of
opposite polarity. Any condition tending to produce poor commutation increases the danger of bucking. Among other causes
are the following:
(a) Rough or dirty commutator.
(b) A drop of .water on the commutator from the roof, leaky
steam pipes or other source.
(c) Short-circuits on the line producing excessive overloads.
Sparking at the brushes may be due to any one of the following
causes :
(a) The machine may be overloaded.
(b) The brushes may not be set exactly on the neutral position.
If so, the neutral should be determined by running the machine
in both directions of rotation and obtaining the same voltage
at full load current in both directions.
(c) The brushes may be welded in the holders or have reached
their limit of wear.
(d) The brushes may not be fitted to the surface of the commutator.
(e) The brushes may not bear on the commutator with sufficient pressure.
(f) The brushes may be burned on the ends.
(g) The commutator may be rough. If so, it should be
smoothed.
(h) A commutator bar may be loose or may project above the
others.
(i) The commutator may be dirty, oily or worn out.
(j) The carbon brushes may be of an unsuitable grade.
(k) The brushes may not be equally spaced around the periphery- of the commutator.
(1) Some brushes may have extra pressure and may be taking
more than their share of the current.
(m) The contact between some brush pigtails and brushholders may be poor, forcing the other brushes to carry too
much current.
(n) Vibration
High mica.or chattering of the brushes.
(o)
These are the more common causes, but sparking may be due
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to an open circuit or loose connection in the armature. This
trouble is indicated by a bright spark which appears to pass completely around the commutator, and may be recognized by the
scarring of the commutator at the point of open circuit. If a
lead from the armature winding to the commutator becomes loose
or broken it will draw a bright spark as the break passes the
brush position. This trouble can be readily located, because the
insulation on each side of the disconnected bar will be more or
less pitted.
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Ballast Resistor
The commutator should run smoothly and true, and have a
dark glossy surface.
7. Heating of Field Coils. — Heating of field coils may result
from any of the following causes :
(a) Too low speed.
(b) Too high voltage.
(c) Too great forward or backward lead of brushes.
(d) Partial short-circuit of one coil.
(e) Overload.
8. Heating of Armature — Heating of armature may result
from any of the following causes :
(a) Too great load.
(b) A partial short-circuit of two coils heating the two particular coils affected.
(c) Short-circuits or grounds in armature winding or commutator.
(d) Bad commutation with consequent large circulating currents in armature coils undergoing commutation.
An Appreciation
of Alfred S. Cory, Late Technical Editor of Motion Picture New
Mr. E. K. Gillett,
Editor, Motion Picture News,
729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Dear Sir:
It is with the deepest emotion that I heard of the death of
Technical Editor, Alfred S. Cory, on Saturday last. I had
been in correspondence with him while he was in the hospital
suffering with pneumonia and the last letter I received was
from his home a few days ago when he appeared to be well
on the road of recovery. His over anxiety to renew his work
however proved too much for him, a relapse followed, and
the sad end.
As a reader of the News, I have followed Mr. Cory's writtings from the very beginning in 1916, when he commenced
his series of articles on color cinematography which stand
as the most complete and systematic account of the subject
to date. These articles were followed up by chapters on the
theory of photography — sencitometry, resolving power,
spectrophotometry, etc. — which likewise were the first up to
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$2500. Guarantee as good as new.
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Pipe Organ. Address Rex Theatre,
Gallup, New Mexico.

M o tio it Picture
date articles of the kind to be presented in a collected form
to the American public. Although highly technical in their
nature they had the effect of educating and stimulating those
engaged in the industry to the lact that theory is the basis of
practice.
Mr. Cory's previous college education and practical experience as a motion picture operator and later as a camera man
made him particularly qualified to handle such subjects. His
later articles on optics as applied to motion picture taking
and projection reflected his personal enthusiasm for optics
which was his hobby for the past two years.
I became personally acquainted with Mr. Cory at the meeting of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers in Rochester,
1917, and since that time he has been a very close and faithful friend.
Two of his qualities will always stand out pre-eminently in
my mind, first his enthusiasm and love fof his work, and
secondly his industry and thoroughness. With such qualities
anyone may hope to succeed. Whatever problem he attempted
to solve he was not content to leave it until he had delved to
the very depths and had a clear understanding of it.
In argument as well as in writing^his masterly command of
English stood him well, backed by his store of knowledge,
much of it acquired by a study of books. His home was a
veritable book store. In his last letter to me he was anticipating
a large shipment of scientific books from Europe and if his
health had been spared much midnight oil would have been
burned before they were stored away on the shelves again.
His knowledge was not merely theoretical. He was skeptical
on most things until he had tried and proven them by experiment to his own satisfaction.
Although the nature of his work did not afford him much
opportunity for original research, he was recently conducting numerous computations in optics, especially on the subject
of aspheric condensers, which will no doubt play an important role in optical advance of the future.
Mr. Cory had a most pleasing and inspiring personality and
his loss is not only a personal one, but a loss to the motion
picture industry and to science.
Yours sincerely,
J. I. CRABTREE,
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N. Y.
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By H. F. O'Brien
PRACTICALLY
all
motion
any size of
at all
illuminate their stages
with picture
any onestudios
or a of
combination
all "
of the three following sources of artificial light: the arc lamp, the
Cooper Hewitt lamp, and the incandescent globe, the latter being
very little used for this work.
When it comes to deciding what kind of electrical system will
best serve the needs of a studio we find that we have really met
quite a problem. So man}' different factors enter into the decision that it requires serious thought from many angles to select
the proper system. Let us consider some of the lighting problems that have arisen in some of the large studios in and about
Los Angeles, where as we all know we can find more square feet
of stage than in any other section of the United States.
The most common combination employed in studio lighting is
that of the arc lamp and the Cooper Hewitt lamp. This combination prevails in all the larger studios here with but a single
exception.
It is not my intention to discuss the relative merits of the
various types of lamps used. It seems to be largely a matter of
personal opinion with the camera men and directors. I prefer
to confine my remarks to the merits of the electrical equipment
best suited to supply these various lighting systems. In doing
so it will, however, be necessary to state that both the arc light
and the Cooper Hewitt arc very susceptible to fluctuations of
voltage. To obtain perfect or nearly perfect results in the photography it is necessary to obtain constant or nearly constant
voltage on the lighting circuits. Most any chief electrician at
a studio will concede that this is one of his greatest objects in
life.
Now, if an arc light is used on alternating current, we all
know that the crater, which is the principal source of light, does
not remain fixed but changes from one carbon to the other at
each alternation, which on the ordinary frequency of 60 cycles
would be 120 times per second. Using the same arc on a direct
current system the crater, of course, remains fixed in the positive
carbon. Strange as it may seem to the inexperienced, the differences in light intensity of an arc on an AC circuit are easily
distinguished by an expert camera man or director and is commonly called " flicker.'' Many studios feel that they obtain satisfactory results with their AC lighting, but in double exposure
or fade-outs where there is a possibility of the shutter of the
camera synchronizing with this flicker it is obvious that it is
impossible to obtain perfect or even good results.
While the Cooper Hewitt lamp gives practically the same results on alternating current that it does on direct, it is generally
conceded that the control equipment of these lamps operate with
less trouble on direct current. This brings us to the conclusion
that considering matters only from the viewpoint of obtaining
the best results in photography the direct current system is the
best for. studio lighting.
Considering other viewpoints we find it is generally somewhat
difficult to obtain direct current on the stage, in fact the direct
current distribution systems of ten or fifteen years ago arcpractically obsolete today. I know of only one small studio that
could obtain DC directly from the power company's distribution
system in this city, and we probably use more kilowatts per person in Southern California than in any other part of the country.
The fact that DC cannot be purchased in large quantities makes
it necessary for the studios to purchase alternating current
power and either rectify it or generate direct current. Such installations are expensive from the. standpoint of cost but the
results obtained from them are valuable, so much so that all
large studios in this vicinity with two exceptions have installed
1

some kind of a DC system. One of these exceptions is now
contemplating such an installation, so I feel that such preponderance of facts and results of operation leave little room for argument between the two systems ; and I might further add that I
have never heard of a camera man or director who ever worked
on DC that was ever satisfied with AC thereafter.
As alternating current power can generally be purchased for
less money than direct current can be generated, a combination
of the two systems is most generally employed and excellent results can be obtained in this manner.
We now come to what we consider the more vital part of
this discussion ; i.e., the relative merits of the different types of
machines necessary to supply current to these two systems.
Where the two systems are used in combination, which as previously stated is the most general condition, it will be found that
the
AC
used primarily
for the overhead
of aon'' set,"
while if ispossible,
all the broadsides
and shotlighting
lamps are
DC.
Since there are fewer types of apparatus to be considered in an
AC installation let us dispose of these first.
Ordinarily the AC power lines enter the studio on a three-wire
three-phase 2,200-volt circuit, this circuit is carried to the powerhouse where it enters a bank of transformers, the voltage is reduced to either 110-220-volt three-wire circuit or 110-volt threewire three-phase circuit. Protective apparatus in the nature of
an oil circuit breaker or high tension fuse blocks are provided
on the high voltage side of the transformers. All low tension
distribution feeders should be fused or protected with circuit.
Although practically even- studio here has a three-wire 110-220volt distribution system on their stages, there are a few who
advocate two-wire 110-volt systems, the only advantage being
that it is not necessary to balance the load on a two-wire system; however the two-wire system is quite a little more expensive
to install as it requires considerably more copper for the same
load This reason alone would practically prohibit such an instal ation at any studio where the distance from the powerhouse to the stage was much in excess of 100 feet.
Now, if we desire to get the best possible results from an AC
system, we can install an automatic induction regulator in the
2,200-volt three-phase power circuit. The function of this regulator is to smooth out all the voltage fluctuations in the source of
supply and to compensate for the ohmic drop in the line when
the load is thrown on.
To those not familiar with such a regulator it is surprising to
see what excellent results it will produce. Our regulator can be
adjusted to maintain any desired voltage within three-quarters
of a volt, and can be adjusted to regulate from a no-load to full
load in five seconds time. So when the director called for " lights "
and five seconds later "camera" the regulator would have performed its duty and the voltage in the line would remain practically constant while the lights were on.
These regulators are motor operated and entirely automatic,
our primary and secondary relays controlling all operations require practically no attention. Such a regulator need only have
a portion of the capacity of the transformers or circuits it controls; for example, a 60-KVA regulator will control a 300-KVA
load.
Thus far we have considered practically all the AC equipment
generally used in studio lighting. Let us now consider the more
complex problems we find when direct current systems are employed. As previously stated it is generally cheaper in most
localities to purchase AC power than it is to generate it in an
isolated plant, hence all of the studios I know of purchase AC
power to run motor generator sets which deliver direct current.
Since we have agreed that voltage regulation was a most important factor in obtaining good results in studio lighting, it
might be well to define " voltage regulation " as being the per- 1
cent of normal line voltage that we find in the variation of
voltage on that circuit; for example, on a 110-volt circuit we
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find the volmeter varies from 104 to 115 volts. This is eleven volts
variation. This regulation would be 10 per cent.
Each different type of motor generator set has its own peculiar
characteristics which make it more or less suited to some particular application. We will first consider the type most generally used.
This is a two-unit set consisting of an induction motor direct
connected to, and mounted on the same base with, a compound
wound 110-220-volt three-wire direct current generator.
The reason for using a compound wound generator is no
doubt obvious, because it is the only type of generator tending
to maintain a constant voltage under a wide range of loads, and
the compounding can be adjusted so that different results can
be obtained. For studio work it is desirable to have the generator
slightly overcompounded to compensate for the line drop as the
load increases.
Those of us who have had much experience around a studio
know that the limiting factor of what a machine will carry is not
what it reads on the nameplate, but what the copper in the circuit
will stand, and bus bar copper makes very good fuses in most
studios. Overloads as high as 150 per cent are not uncommon.
We might also use a synchronous instead of an induction motor.
The synchronus has a higher power factor, which means the
power bill will be a little less, and its speed is practically constant
over a wide range of voltage fluctuation. On the other hand an
induction motor is easier to start and will hang on and stay with
a load better than a synchronus under most circumstances. As |
these machines are often operated by inexperienced men you can
see why the induction motor is more generally used.
Another type of motor generator is finding favor, but before )
we discuss it, let us remember that in order to obtain a three-wire \
system from a direct current generator, one of the two means
must be employed ; i.e., balance coils must be inserted in the armature circuit to obtain the neutral point for the third wire, or a
balancer set must be used for the same purpose. With either of
these devices precaution must be used in balancing the load on both
sides of the neutral, for if the load is so unbalanced that the
current flowing in the neutral is in excess of the capacity of the
balance coils on set then serious trouble will follow.
Bearing this fact in mind we have in our Los Angeles shop
constructed two different three-unit sets and delivered both to
the Robert Brunton Studios. These sets consist of two similar
generators, each 110-volt machines, with an induction motor
mounted between them, all three units being direct connected.
The first one of these was a small 50-KW set, but after a year's
service another similar set of 120-KW was ordered as they were
greatly pleased with the results. In such a set the generators are
permanently connected in parallel, the neutral being obtained at
this connection, no balance coils being required. In this manner
it is not so necessary to exercise a great deal of care in balancing
the load as each generator acts practically as a single unit.
Another somewhat novel equipment to be used in this work
is under construction in our shop for Thos. Ince's new studios.
This is a 250-KW rotary converter which will be equipped with
balance coils to obtain three-wire distribution on the DC side.
The application of a rotary for this service would not be practical unless very good voltage regulation could be obtained on
the AC side, for as you know, the ratio of the DC voltage to the
AC voltage of a rotary is absolutely fixed. In this particular
Phone Bryant 6808
MADE

IN

FILM

RAW

AMERICA
STOCK

"THE ROOT OF THE MOVIES"
If it is high grade sensitive films for motion pictures you want, we have it and are now ready to
serve you.
BAY STATE FILM
220 West 42nd Street
A. G. STEENr

SALES CO., INC.
NEW YORK CITY. N Y.

Special Representative
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instance, however, the rotary will be supplied from a three-phase
2,200-volt feeder circuit equipped with an induction regulator so
he regulation will be within 2 or 3 per cent, which is very good.
We also have under construction a 300-KW two-unit set for
Metro Pictures Corporation. This set will be equipped with a
jalancer set of 400-amperes capacity, and we are building switchoards that will provide for the parallel operation of this set
arith smaller units.
It might be well here to consider briefly some of the more
mportant factors in the switchboard equipment. Let me state
hat out here in California we are pioneering in that our State
las adopted and is enforcing some very strict industrial safety
egulations which were approved by the Bureau of Standards
ome two years ago. These regulations safeguard human life
nuch more than former methods, but we feel that the addiional cost of installation is worth while when elements of danger
re eliminated.
In laying out a power station to house the electrical equipment
f a studio, endeavor if possible the allowance for future extenions; remember this in designing the switchboards and laying
our conduits from the switchboard to the generators. It is
ossible to make a very neat and efficient installation of such
quipment. Each generator, of course, will have its control panel
quipped with plain overload trip carbon circuit breakers, amleters, voltmeters, and field rheostat. It will be found advisable
b furnish the same type circuit breakers in all feeder circuits
aving a capacity of more than 400 amperes. They afford posiive protection and save mam' fuses in a year's time.
By using circuit breakers having individual closing arms, but a
ommon trip attachment, it would not be necessary to provide
witch in that circuit, this reduces first cost considerably and
ould be perfectly good switchboard practice.
Further than this I feel it would not be advisable to endeavor
t> cover all the details that enter into the proposition of laying
ut and deciding upon the electrical apparatus needed for studio
rork. I have endeavored in a general way to discuss the adantages of the various apparatus used, but it must be obvious
b you that each case would have to be carefully considered
nd the selection of equipment determined after a careful review
f the facts of the particular case. Allow me to suggest that
iiese matters are important enough to deserve the consideration
i men that are experienced along electrical lines, the wider the
xperience the better for all concerned as it costs money to eneavor to rectify errors later on.
It has been my hope in writing this article that it may help
ome studio solve its problems regarding equipment or at least
3 obtain better results along that line. I hope the article may
e of service to someone in that respect.
Dentelbeck

Elected in Toronto, Ontario

t1 H. DENTELBECK, chief operator of the Strand theatre,
• Toronto, has been re-elected president of the Toronto Local,
loving Picture Projection Machine Operators' Union, for the
irrent year. W. Couvert also continues as business agent of the
.ctive Toronto organization. The Toronto local is one of the
rongest on the map and local conditions are very satisfactory
) both exhibitors and operators.

Wm. F. Libman

Arnold Kronicker
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Hurries

SEVERAL days ago we had the pleasure of meeting a gentleman who represents the biggest music publishing house in the
United States, and after the usual bows of courtesy we began to
discuss the subject of music and pictures.
"It musicians
is astonishing,"
said he, "leaders
how many
letters wepopularity,
receive daily
from
and orchestra
of reputable
ask
ing us why we are not publishing more hurries and battle agitatos.
The majority of those inquiries are, if not similarly worded,
nevertheless reveal one idea, and one purpose. All these epistles
thrown together would result in the following. We cannot play
the same hurries and battle agitatos every day. Besides we can
play them backwards and our audiences are whistling them in
their sleep. Give us something new." This statement, coming
from such an authentic source, leads to the verdict that most
musicians playing pictures are handling their business in an automatic manner, by simply dividing each day into two parts (in the
theatre, and out of the theatre) or (while in we play, while out
we rest).
Xo matter how beneficial such a system may be for the health
of an individual, we don't believe it to be of any great value to
the amusement enterprises in general. A musician playing for
pictures must not forget that he is a connecting link between the
screen and the audience, and that his music is representing the
spoken word of the motion picture which has proven to be a
subject of lasting popularity with our vast amusement-seeking
audience.
Musicians of the open-air moving picture calibre must be a
quantity of the past, and the automatic musician must wake up.
They must realize that hurries and battle agitatos cannot be
published as fast as they play them, and furthermore, could not
be bought as quickly for lack of funds. It simply means work,
and again more work in trying to find ready published music
which can take the place of the hurries and battle agitatos in
common use.
An innumerable amount of hurries and agitato movements can
be extracted from the standard works, unknown to the general
audience, and effectively employed for battle scenes and fights. If
musicians would only take their time and search through standard
works, such as those written by Massenet, Grieg, Weber, Gounod
and many others, they would find a vast amount of material
which is applicable for practical use, but such a process of
musically portraying battle scenes and tights means, as formerly
mentioned, work, patience and perseverance, and it takes a conscientious musician to. produce such feats. It takes an up-to-date
and modern classified library and it necessitates a perpetual expenditure of a certain sum of money (depending upon the size
of the orchestra) to maintain such efficiency.
Suchcases
process
needs money,
and who
pay granted
tor it"'himIn
most
the musician
is underpaid
or theshould
allowance
for the purchase of music is too small or is not equivalent to his
requirements. Experience has also demonstrated that managers
in many instances are reducing their orchestras as soon as they
notice a retrogression in box-office receipts. They do not seem
to realize that it necessitates improvements to increase box-office
receipts, and that the betterment of the musical equipment is, if
not more, at least just as important as the rebuilding or redecorating of the lobby, or increasing the size of the posters.
In cases where the lone organist or pianist is presiding over the
musical destinies of the house, ready published hurries and battle
agitatos seem to be the strangest animals. I have witnessed performances where war pictures were exhibited, accompanied by
the piano or organ, and 1 must confess that the improvising
efforts of some of these gentlemen were the most unique contributions to musical composition. (What is a half-tone amongst
friends?)

and Battle Agitatos
We admit that the lone pianist is confronted with a big problem
in correctly fingering a hurry or battle agitato, but the organist
should be able to do better, as at his command are the resources
of the American organ, an instrument equipped with all the
necessary effects and able to produce musical volume equivalent
to an orchestra. I do not believe it is in every instance the fault
or inability of the organ player where musical doggerel presides.
It is probably caused, as I formerly mentioned, through insufficient
funds or the manager of the one-reel days.
The editors of these columns are ready at any time to supply
musicians with a list of standard compositions containing movements suitable for hurries and battle agitatos. — THE EDITORS.

" Heart of Humanity " Song Ready for Market
ttHTHE HEART OF HUMANITY " is the title of a new
I ballad to be put on the market shortly by two young New
York composers, Ray Perkins, former leader of the Columbia
University Glee Club and a captain in the army, and Roy Turk,
recently mustered out of naval service.
The new ballad was inspired by the Jewel production, " The
Heart of Humanity," featuring Dorothy Phillips, and it was
introduced to the public at the Broadway theatre, New York, the
week beginning January 26 by Henry Berrman, a baritone. Mr.
Perkins and Mr. Turk attended a showing of "The Heart of
Humanitypressed" withfilm
two that
weekstheyagocollaborated
and were so
the together
beauty ofabout
the film
in imthe
writing of the song, which promises to be one of the biggest
ballad successes of the year.
The first verse and chorus of the song follow :
" World of tears —
Through long years
You have been torn by pain and sadness ;
Greatest of love — mother's love,
Alone has saved you from your 7Tiadness.
Chorus
" God could not be everywhere,
So he made mothers to care
For his host of children
Safe in her cradle of love.
Though men seek glory and fame,
All creeds must worship her name;
Right is right, to Him above,
Heart of Humanity — that is a mother s love.*'
Manager M. Kashin of the Broadway presented the song wit
a special stage setting and has prepared other ideas which othe
exhibitors can follow in introducing the song in connection with
the presentation of -the film.
Watcrson, Berlin and Snyder have secured the publicatio
rights to the song and are co-operating with exhibitors showin
the film by advertising the song and boosting the film that in
spired it.
Song Dedicated to iSorma Talmadge
THE "Heart of Wclona" is the title of a new song just pan
lished by Leo Feist, the well-known music publisher. The
words are by Sidney D. Mitchell and music by Archie Gottler.
The
songphotograph
is dedicatedof to
Talmadge
bears an auto-*'
graphed
the Norma
Select star
on the and
cover.
Miss Talmadge's splendid work in "The Heart of WetonaJ
the picture scenarioized from the popular play of the same name
by George Scarborough, was the inspiration for Mr. Mitchell']
charming Indian lyrics and likewise for Mr. Cottier's lovely music.
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It seems to be getting the fashion to dedicate songs to Norma
Talmadge. This is the third time she has been so honored. " San
San," the song written by Danny Nirella, who has several highly
successful songs to his credit, was dedicated to Miss Talmadge
in recognition of her artistic portrayal of the role of " San San "
in "The Forbidden City."
" Heart of Wetona " will be placed on sale the last week in
January, and many professional singers will shortly introduce the
song in vaudeville and restaurants and concerts. Exhibitors will
probably want to take advantage of this tuneful little Indian song
and use it as a part of their musical program during the showing
of the picture.

1 1 _" The Navy Will Bring Them Back "—One-Step. The
I I real home-coming hit. All the headliners are singing it.
(Feist, 335 W. Fortieth Street, New York.)
IO — "Mother, Here's Your Boy" — Another home-coming
£ song that is being sung to big applause everywhere.
(Feist edition.)
j« J
Q — year,
" I Want
Doll of" — the
The snappiest
biggest song
sensation
of the
and a one
one-steps
published.
(Harry Von Tilzer, 222 W. Forty-sixth Street, New York.)
I A — "Bleeding Hearts" — A beautifully pathetic tone poem
I « of heart interest by Sol. P. Levy. Engraved and pubInc.)
lished in concert size. Has met with the approbation of all
musicians, whether engaged in film or concert work. (Belwin

Review of Latest Musical Compositions
— " Till We Meet Again " — Waltz. A positive riot — played
everywhere — the biggest song sensation in years. (J. H.
Remick & Co., 220 W. Forty-sixth Street, New York.)
— " Give a Little Credit to the Navy " — One-Step. A bright,
snappy Jazz One-Step that they're all raving over. (Remick & Co.)
3—" I'll Say She Does "—Fox-Trot.
Al Jolson's big hit in
" Sinbad." A wonderful fox-trot. (Remick & Co.)
Al — " The Passing Show of 1918 — Selection." Containing the
principal song hits from the Big Review of the Same Title.
Just published — you should have this in your repertoire.
(Remick & Co.)
— " Peter Gink "—George L. Cobb's greatest novelty onestep. Adapted from the " Peer Gynt " Suite. Already a
riot with the big orchestras in the big town. (Walter Jacobs,
8 Bosworth Street, Boston, Mass.)
— " Summer Showers " — An exceptional concert number by
Frederic Knight Logan.
(Forster, Music Publisher, 736
S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, 111.)
7—" I Shall Meet You " (The Home-Coming)— March-Waltz.
The psychological composition of the times. Wilfrid Sanderson's great successor to and incorporating the refrain of
" God Be with Our Boys Tonight." These two melodies produce one of the finest marches and the most effective dancing
waltz it has ever been your privilege to conduct — on a theme
you cannot resist — " The Home-Coming of Our Boys " — and
the rousing welcome it will be your pleasure to give them.
(Boosey & Co., 9 E. Seventeenth Street, New York.)
O — " De Koven's American Wedding March " — Here's a numOj
afford to
be without.
Marches
and ber
playyouthecan't
American
Wedding
MarchScrap
the the
nextHun
chance
you
get. (Boston Music Co., 26 West Street, Boston.)
— " Comedy Allegro " — It is ofttimes said that " a rose by
any .other name smells just as sweet," but a " Comedy
Allegro " by any other name would not imply what is meant
by this term. If our readers had been in the Strand theatre
and seen the presentation of Charlie Chaplin's latest picture,
" Shoulder Arms," in the scene where he was chasing the
Huns, and had heard the Symphony Orchestra playing " Comedy Allegro," they would then have realized that correct music
for the film can and does interpret the actions depicted on the
screen. (Belwin, Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York.)
1A— " Birds and Butterflies " — by Paul Vely. An original con^ cert composition of novelty and charm that suggests the
joy of a cloudless summer's day. (Belwin, Inc.)

"THE BONDAGE OF BARBARA"
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Visions" (2/4 Moderato Expressive^, by Buse
1 — Theme (1 minute and 5 seconds), until — T: Dawn in the little
village.
2 — —" STacet
" — justof produce
until
: Change
scene. effect' of rooster crowing (10 seconds),
3 — "Gavotte and Musette" (Allegro), by Raff (3 minutes and 40
seconds), until — T: The Newton Lumber Company.
4 — " Lento Allegro " (from Symphonette Suite), by Berge (1 minute
and5 — 55Continue
seconds),pp. until
T: "I wonder
many times."
(40 — seconds),
until — how
T: Sunday
afternoon.
6 — "Serenade" (Moderato), by Czerwonky (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — T: "Where the idle and."
7 — Continue to action (2 minutes), until — T: " O-o-o-h — look — it's
—smoking!
8T:— "Friday
Comedy
Allegro," by Berg (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until
" night.
9
—
"
Dramatic
— S : Interior of Recitative,"
poolroom. by Levy (1 minute and 45 seconds), until
10 — "Sidewalks of New York" (Song — popular oldtimer), (1 minute
and 50 seconds), until — T: "You've just got time."
11 — the
" Sinister
Theme," by Vely (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until —
After
departure.
12 — Theme (4 minutes), until — T: "Working pretty late."
13 — Continue pp. (30 seconds), until — T: Morning and the whirl.
14 — "Bleeding Hearts" (Andantino sentimento), by Levy (1 minute
and 45 seconds), until — T: Held for trial.
pp. (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: Sentenced
to 15the— Continue
state.
16 — " Melody " (Andante Moderato), by Cadman (2 minutes and
10 seconds), until — T: Arriving on the night express.
" Dramatic
by Hough (1 minute and 5 seconds), until
— T17 :— Two
hours Agitato,"
later.
18—
Continue
pp.
(1
minute
and 40 seconds), until — T: Meeting the
morning train.
19 — "One Fleeting Hour" (Melodious Andante), by Lee (2 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — S: Jack arrives in automobile.
20
— " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (1 minute), until — T:
Midnight.
21 — " Pizzicato Mysterioso," by Minot (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — T: "A long, long night."
22 — Themeplan.(2 minutes and 30 seconds), until- — T: Nightfall and a
dangerous

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
We rent lists of or address contemplated or existing theatres, es changes, state rights owners, publicity mediums and producers, selected as to territory, class, etc. Twenty thousand changes were
recorded In our list last year. Its use means a saving to you of from
10 to 60% In postage, etc.
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO.
Phone, SS27 Chelsea
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Printing Typewriting
Addressing Multigraphing

WANTED to buy a Mason & Hamlin, or an
Estey organ, two manual and pedal motor driven.
Pitch must be 440. State net cash price and condition.
Address
UNITED FILM COMPANY
By T. L. Kearse
Charleston, W. Va.

LATEST

MUSIC

CUES

23 —— "T:Mysterioso
until
Morning. Dramatico," by Borch (2 minutes and 10 seconds),
24 — "Andante
Dramatico.
onds), until — T: At
the officeNo.of. 62," by Borch (1 minute and 55 sec25
—
"
Hurry,
No.
26,"
by Minot (1 minute and 40 seconds), END.
until —
S. After the fight.
26 — Theme ff (1 minute and 5 seconds), until

N198

THE
BARTGLA*
Before completing your plans for your neiv theatre let
us give you our new idea for music— It's worth while.
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111
Factory, Oshkosh, Wis
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Satisfaction

This notice is addressed to the minority of our
subscribers who do not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free
to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing
direct to our advertisers; in fact, you do not do
enough of it for your own good, but we do want you
to get the proper goods to fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy
to write each company separately; therefore we are
offering our co-operation, which means that you
will receive full information on any subject which
you may designate by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the goods in which you are
interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded
to reputable manufacturers, even though the goods
on which you wish information are not advertised
in the "News." 1. Arc Controllers
2. Advertising Novelties
3. Brass Rails
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6. Camera Lenses
7. Carbons
8. Chairs
9. Chair Upholstery
Change Making Machines
10. Condensers
11.
12. Converters and Transformers
13. Developing and Printing
14. Developing Materials
15. Developing Tanks Perfumes
Disinfectants and
16.
17. Economizers and Rheostats
18. Electric Signs
19. Elevators and Escalators
20. Exterior Lighting
21. Film Cabinets
22. Film Carriers
23. Film Cleaners
24. Film Dyes
25. Film Stock
26. Fire Extinguishers
27. Floral Decorations
28. Gas Engines
29. Heating
30. Heralds
31. Interior Lighting
32. Interior Telephones
33. Lithographs
34. Lobby Display
35. Mazda Projection Lamps
36. Metal Ceilings
37. Motors
38. Mural Paintings
39. Musical Instruments
40. Paints
41. Perforating Machines
42. Printing Machines
43. Programs
44. Projection Booths
45. Projection Lenses
46. Projection Machines
47. Projection Machines (Home)
48. Reels
49. Rewinders
50. Safety Exit Locks
51. Screens
52. Slides
53. Stage Settings
54. Studio Lights
55. Ticket Selling Machines
56. Ticket Taking Machines
57. Uniforms
58. Ventilating and Fans
59. Vacuum Cleaners

: Please send me descriptive matter on the subjects marked
atxrve lists.
in theGentlemen
Name
Theatre
CKy

State

■"'
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" SHADOWS "
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Adagio Cantabile " (Excerpts Beethoven .Sonata Pathetique), by Irenee Berge
1— "After Sunset" (4/4 Dramatic Moderator, by Pryor CI minute
and 5 seconds), until — T: " Muriel Barnes in the bright."
2 — " Valse Moderne," by Rosey (3 minutes and 40 seconds), until —
T: "The vague disquiet."
3 — —" S:Dramatic
until
Close-upNarrative,"
of ballroom.by Pement (1 minute and 15 seconds),
4— "Sleeping Rose" (Waltz), by Borch (1 minute), until — T:
" When the last motor load."
5 — "Baby Sweetheart" (6/8 Allegretto), by Corri (1 minute and 15
seconds),
until — T:
"Jack McGoff,
6— " Quietude
" (Moderato),
by the
Greghpromoter's
(1 minutepartner."
and 5 seconds),
until — T: "Let me see the picture."
7 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: " In the happy
8— " Birds
morning
hour."and Butterflies " (Capricioso Intermezzo;, by Vely (2
minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: "Hello, is this Mrs. Barnes?"
9 — " Dramatic Tension," by Sol P. Levy (1 minute and 55 seconds),
until — T: "Stunned and numbed."
10 — " Broken Melody " (Dramatic), by von Biene (2 minutes and
30 seconds), until — T: "I am ashamed of my."
11 — Theme (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T: "You say your
12 — "Adieu" (12/8 Dramatic), by Favarger (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Well, Cora, what are you going?"
13 — Continue ff (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "Swiftly
partner."
14 —vivid."
" Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (3 minutes and 30 seconds),
the
untilNote
— T:
"Tento o'clock
dance hall."
— Play
action at
pp. the
or ff.
15 — " Hunkatin " (Half-Tone One Step), by Levy (1 minute and 15
seconds), until — T: "A hazardous game."
16 —— "S Savannah
" (Onetable.
Step), by Rosey (3 minutes and 10 seconds),
until
: At gambling
17 — " Dramatic Tension No. 9," by Andino (4 minutes and 5 seconds), until— T: "The horror of Red Hell."
18 — " Noisy Bill " (Rag), by Losey (2 minutes and 35 seconds),
until — T: " I've struck it rich."
Note — Watch steam whistle {produce effect).
19 — "A La Mode" (One Step), by Rosey (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — S: Close-up of steam boat.
20 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (2 minutes and 5 seconds),
until — T : " Give me that key."
Note — Watch steam ichistle (produce effect \.
21.Vote
— Continue
(25 seconds), until — S: Flashback to bedroom.
— Watch ffshot.
22 — Theme (2 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "The day of the
23 — "Because You Say Good-bye" (Dramatic Concert Ballad), by
Sol P. Levy (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "In the early
departure."
24 — " Cavatine (4/4 Dramatic), by Bohm (1 minute and 15 seconds),
afternoon."
until
T: "The tonight
25 —— Continue
actionshrouded."
(2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — S: Jack
McGoff
arrives in automobile.
26 — " Prelude " (Heavy Dramatic), by Rachmaninoff (3 minutes
and 10 seconds), until — T: " Help, burglars, police."
27 — " Hurry No. 33," by Minot (1 minute and 55 seconds), until —
T: " We've got the fellow's picture."
28 — Continue pp (15 seconds), until — T: "In the West."
29 — Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — S: Interior of Barnes'
apartment.
30— Continue ff (45 seconds), until *****
END.
New

Sousa

Marches

new worksto
that Old. Master
ITisseems
indestructible
He has Sousa's
recently ability
added totwoproduce
more marches
he is the
that
proven
his already famous list and he again has
" March King " of the world.
The first one is entitled " Sabre and Spurs," a march of the
American Cavalry. It has a characteristic swinging rhythm and
a stirring martial stride. This march unquestionably reveals
again a flash of the old Sousa, the Sousa that gave the -world
" Stars and Stripes Forever " and many other hits.
The second one, " Sousa's Wedding March," is a composition
that was written at the request of the American Defense Society,
which desired to give the world a new and an American Wedding
March to replace the old German marches now and forever undei
the ban. " Sousa's Wedding March " is a work of significance
and will occupy a position of high importance in the musici
world. It can safely be said that this is of such quality to surpass
in a very short time the popularity of the old and banishec
German wedding marches.
LE FILM
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" SANDY BURKE OF THE U. BAR U."
(Louis Bennison Goldvvyn)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1.000 ft.)
Theme: "May Dreams" (Moderato
Serenade), by Gaston
Borch
1 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (2 minutes and 25 seconds),
until — T: "The husband she was proud."
2 — " Forest
(Characteristic),
by Losey (1 minute and SO
seconds),
until Whispers
— T: Jim " Dick,
foreman.
3
—
"
Dramatic
Agitato,"
by
Hough
(1
minute
and 15 seconds), until
— S : At railroad station.
Note. — " Watch shots."
4—
pp. (50
seconds), until — T: "Are you my daddy?"
Note.Continue
— Railroad
effects.
5
—
"
Half
Reel
Hurry
use), by Levy (4 minutes and
45 seconds), until — T: The" (for
Widowgeneral
Mackey.
Note. — " Watch shots."
6 — " Alita " (Characteristic Moderato), by Losey (2 minutes and 10
seconds), until — T: "Pie, we've got a family."
7 — " Dramatic Tension No. 9," by Andino (2 minutes), until — T:
" What
you? shot."
"
Note. —scared
" Watch
8 — " Comedy Allegro," by Berg (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
T: "I've caught him, Daddy."
9 — "Hurry No. 33," by Minot (1 minute and 15 seconds), until — T:
" Daughter, it looks to me."
10 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: The honorable
Cyril Harcourt.
11 — " onds),Eccentric
ComedywithTheme,"
by Roberts (1 minute and 45 secuntil — S: Sandy
little girl.
12
—
"Baby
Sweethearts"
(6/8
Allegretto),
5 seconds), until — T: Hinton of Coo Ranch. by Corri (l minute and
13 — " Sinister Theme," by Vely (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
T: " I'll be back to cut."
Note. — " Watch shot."
Spring"
by Sinding (1 minute
and14 —45 "Rustle
seconds),of until
— T: (Dramatic
Diggs is theAgitato),
cattle runner.
15 — "Just a Song at Twilight" (English Love Ballad) (1 minute
and16 —55 Continue
seconds),tountil
— T:(30"Why
this intrusion?"
action
seconds),
until — T: Sandy pays that sociable call.
17 — " Dramatic Tension No. 64," by Borch (3 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "And there is where I live."
18
room.— Continue pp. (20 seconds), until — S: Interior of Widow Mackey's
Note. — " Watch shot."
■in 19woods.
— Theme (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — S: Exterior night scene
20 —— "S :Mysterioso
29," by Andino (1 minute and 55 seconds),
until
Exterior ofNo.ranch.
21 — Continue pp. (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — S: Little girl
playing with doll.
22 — "Petite Ballet" (Characteristic Pizzicato Ballad), by Berge
(1 23minute
and 20 seconds),
S: Interior
— " Half-Reel
Furioso " until
(For— general
use), ofbyHinton's
Levy (6room.
minutes),
until — T: The Sheriff's party has lost.
24
—
"
Furioso
No.
60,"
by
Shepherd
(2
minutes
and
25
seconds),
until — S: After the fight.
25 — " onds),Mysterioso
Agitato,
No.
66,"
by
Smith
(1
minute
and
15 secuntil — T: With the cattle branders.
26 — Theme (1 minute and 25 seconds), until ***** END.
Stanley Frame

Co. Puts New Frame on the
Market
HAT will no doubt prove a boom to the exhibitors, not only
in the way of improving the appearance and adding
restige to the motion picture theatres, but the enormous saving it
ill effect, is the patent frame made by the Stanley Frame Comany, and known as the " Stanleygraph."
It is a changeable sign made any size in width or length (on
he order of a banner display frame) with raised wooden letters,
ny size required, painted black on a gold or bronze background
hat can be seen and read at a great distance. It can be changed
t any time and any employee of the theatre can do it by simply
fting out the letters. A set of 110 letters (a complete printer's
ont) is furnished, allowing a sufficient number of letters for
ords or names containing the same letters.
The Stanleygraph can be- used in many ways, for announcing
he day's feature with the name of the star as for instance :
auline Frederick in " Out of the Shadow," also for program
nnouncements, coming features or attractions and many other
ays. The Stanleygraph can be installed over the front enance of the theatre, also on the sides (frames being made any
ize to fit the spaces) or in the lobby.
It is a frame that pays for itself in a very short time, as the
itial expense is overcome by the saving in the cost of new
loth signs which averages about $10.00 a week or $520.00 a
ear, some theatres using cloth signs three times a week and
thers daily.
Three of the biggest and best known motion picture men,
Nicholas Schenk, General Manager for Marcus Loew; Charles
.evine, General Manager for William Fox, and Mr. Saunders,
leneral Manager of the Poli Circuit, after seeing the Stanleyraph at the offices of the Stanley Frame Company pronounced
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is as the greatest boon to the exhibitors, and immediately placed
an order for one.
The Stanley Frame Company has put out a very handsome
catalogue, which gives the exhibitor a very good idea of frames
of most every description that he can use, such as the Lobby
Photo Display Case for displaying photos in the lobby, the Standard One-Sheet and Photo Combination, Louis the Fourteenth
style Three-Sheet Combination Case, Standard One-Sheet Frame,
Special Photo Case for displaying stills and announcement cards,
Program Case for displaying weekly programs, Corner Display
Case for three-sheet or double one-sheet and photos, Special
Stanley Lobby Case for photos, cards or one-sheet posters for
in front of theatre, lobby or sidewall and many other beautiful
frames.
The Stanley Frame Company has just closed a contract with
Marcus Loew to refurnish the lobby of the American Theatre
with display frames of a particular design, these frames having
the American eagle on the top of each one. The contract
amounts to $2,700.
Max Fisher Composes " The Monte Blues "
'C'ROM the Famous Players-Lasky offices, it is reported that Max
A Fisher, who recently returned to the Paramount headquarters
immediately upon his release from the army, 'had composed a
special instrumental piece.
Mr. Fisher is said to be a very talented musician whose plaintive
violin has drawn tears from many a star in Paramount pictures
in the past, dedicated his composition to Monte Blue.
Mr. Blue is leading man for Ethel Clayton in " Pettigrew's Girl,"
and so impressed was Mr. Fisher by the forlorn appearance of
the actor in portraying a lonesome soldier far from home that he
named his composition " The Monte Blues," and dedicated it to
the leading man and the picture.
It will probably be published in the near future.
" IN FOR THIRTY DAYS "
(May Allison Metro)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
| The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)"
1 Theme: "Impish Elves" (Winsome Intermezzo), by Gaston
1
Borch
|
1 — —"Frills
and Furbelows" (Rondo Rococ), by Crespi (2 minutes),
| until
At Screening.
1 2 — " Liselotte " (Moderato Rubato), by Adam (2 minutes and 45
1 seconds), until — T: "The volumes are now musty."
I 3 — "A la Mode" (Popular One-Step), by Rosey (2 minutes), until —
| T: The jail's employment agency.
" Impish
Elves " until
(Winsome
theme, by Borch
|| (1 4—minute
15 seconds),
— T: The Intermezzo),
bait.
I 5 — " Comedy Allegro " (Characteristic), by Berg (2 minutes), until
I — T: "When I step on the gas" (auto effects).
I 6 — " Savannah " (Popular One-Step), by Rosey (3 minutes and 45
| seconds), until — T: " I am sorry I upset your."
| 7 — "Serenade" (Allegretto Moderato), by Kautzenbach (1 minute
II bell).
and 45 seconds), until — T: "The men folks will please" (telephone
e * 8 — "Petite Serenade" (Allegretto Serenade), by Horton (2 minutes
|§ and9 — 30Theme
seconds),
until — T: until
" It— don't
do nomorning
good toafter
fine."the speed.
(2 minutes),
T: The
I
10
—
"
Cupid
and
Butterfly
"
(Intermezzo
Grazioso),
by d'Albret
1 (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: Hiram Jones, the leading.
.
1 11 — " Hunkatin " (Half Tone One-Step), by Levy (3 minutes and
= 15 seconds), until — T: "The Jedge gave her thirty" (watch for china
| crashes).
I
12 — "Nymph and Satyr" (Allegretto Moderato), by Rollinson
I= (3 13minutes),
T: "Youandbrute."
— Theme until
(3 —minutes
30 seconds), until — T: "Now cook
1
14 — " Florindo " (Allegretto Vivace), by Burgmein (2 minutes and
| something."
15 seconds), until — S: When Brett telephones (telephone-bell —
I china-crash).
|
— " Hurry,
by Minot
and 15 seconds), until —
1 T: 15Near
the endNo.of 33,"
the first
(train (2andminutes
auto effects).
| 16 — " Flirtation " (Characteristic Allegretto), by Cross (2 minutes
I and 45 seconds), until — T: "I hope the Judge gives you."
1 17 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "By heck, if the
=I lawis —can't."
of the until
Birds"
Rice (3 min| utes and"Flight
45 seconds),
— T:(Allegretto
The end ofModerato),
a week in by
domestic.
| 19 — "Sachem" (Popular One-Step), by Rosey (3 minutes and 45
= seconds), until — T: "Why, it's simple, the state."
| 20 — Theme (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — S: Helen at type21 — "Gruesome Mysterioso," by Borch (1 minute), until — T: When
|I
I writer.
night came, the jail."
| 22 — "Perpetual Motion" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (1 minute and
1 30 seconds), until — T: " Chew this ivory soap."
| 23 — "Agitato No. 69" (Allegro Agitato), by Minot (2 minutes and
II 45
seconds),
until — S: When Helen is seized. .(Town bell, auto and
collision
effects).
I 24 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), "until — T: "I have just
II escaped
1
— " from."
Galop
7," by(auto
Minoteffects).
(2 minutes and 30 seconds), until —
S: 25When
Count No.escapes
I= * 26* — *Theme
* * END.
(1 minute), until — T: "Too late, ma'am, I just." — until

1
|
i
=
1
Ii
I
I
f
1I
§
I
i
|
§
f|
1
|
|
f
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|
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|
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1
|
\
|
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Mr. wm. A. Johnston
Pres. and Editor
MOTION PICTURE NEWS
729
New

7th Avenue
Yorx, jr.Y.
My

dear

MOTION

Mr.

Jonnston:-

over five years ago, I began receiving
PICTURE NWS,
in fact I believe the first

copy

caiae to my desx. That first issue as I recall it wasa very modest one. Today I am in receipt of the first issue for the new year. During the five year span, your publication has developed wonderfully until tgday, in my estimation,
it is absolutely the best trade Journal in the
world.
•

* In making up motion picture columns, in aiding press agents of theatres in preparing intelligent copy for the press, in helping exhibitors
select their attractions, MOTION PICTURE NEWS is
doing a real
ly do I want

service for the industry. Especialto commend the bright maxe up of the

boox

and local exhibitors tell me that the "Exhibitor service Bureau" gives them many excellent and
business building ideas.

the

Wishing continued
coming year, I beg

growth for
to remain,

the

NEWS

during

February
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Everything,

the Showman

Jfeeak on &eryJ?cture3teleased

o

Compiled

Pictures

by Peter

Milne

Reviewed in Advance
If these points can be overlooked and the picture is accepted
[In addition to Advance Revien-s — covering pictures shown too
for what it seeks to teach, there is satisfaction for all. With
early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers will
the proper exploitation it should go big, because just at this time
also find under this heading each zvcek the reviews of short feathe question of prohibition is of prime importance.
tures and serial episodes.]
The picture presents some very good moments, some clever
acting by members of the cast, chief among which is the work
of Frances Nemeyer in a vampire role. An allegorical prologue
44 The Wicked Darling," with Priscilla Dean
opens the picture and runs for about four hundred feet. In the
I I niversal — February 24 — 6 Reel* — Directed by
Tod Browning)
main the story shows an individual example of the effect of liquor
on humanity. It will be released in seven reels. — Joseph L. Kelley.
You had better keep an eye on pictures featuring Priscilla Dean.
Every new release turns out to be better than the last one; and
if the present rate of improvement keeps up, no reason why she
44 Wanted for Murder "
should not become a great favorite among your patrons. It seems
with
Elaine Hammerstein
that the producers spare no expense in securing for her the right
kind of stories, the sort that give her particular talents room to
(Harry Rapf Productions — Distributed Through Film
expand; and no little credit goes to the man who selects them for
Clearing House, Inc.)
her — he knows what he is doing.
The story of this picture treats of a love affair between an
"The Wicked Darling" is a crook play, in which the heroine
American private and a young French girl, which is unfolded on
is given the role of a clever shop-lifter but not without a heart.
the battlefields of France. It is of the fantastic sort, but so
Her heartstrings are hardened, due to her environment, but not
developed, that it holds the interest tense all the way through.
destroyed. She shows it in a realistically developed love affair well
Several of the situations will thrill the spectator.
with the hero, a formerly wealthy man, but now poor. Her love
for him causes her real self to awaken and bring her dormant
The hero, while repairing some telephone wires in No Man's
nobleness to the forefront. The hero eventually discovers she is Land which were cut, is wounded. He attempts to crawl back to
his trench but loses his way and falls in the hands of the Gera thoroughbred, and they become united.
mans. On the first opportunity he escapes and reaches a French
Thrills, suspense, human appeal, and many other elements of
house within the German lines, where he hides. The Americans
the better side of human nature abound in this picture. It should
charge and take the village, but the Germans countercharge and
furnish your patrons with an evening's entertainment that is not
retake it. The hero is cut off again, but escapes with the orphaned
easily forgotten. — P. S. Harrison.
heroine, the Germans having murdered her mother and sister, and
reach safely the American lines. The American regiment adopts
the heroine.
44 The Law of Nature "
Angered by the German cruelties, the Americans determine to
i David G. Fischer Production — Seven Reels)
get the Kaiser and make him pay for all the atrocities. They
FROM a story written by David G. Fischer, in collaboration with
print pamphlets with the Kaiser's picture and the words " Wanted
Captain Richard Pearson Hobson, ex-Congressman from Alafor Murder." The hero is taken by an aviator over Berlin and
bama and one of the most ardent advocates of prohibition, the drops
a large number of them. On their way back, however, they
David G. Fischer Productions, Inc., has produced " The Law of are winged by an enemy aviator and fall. Right at that time truce
Natureman and
" under
the direction
is declared and the American troops are ordered to march on the
Dixie Lee
featured. of Mr. Fischer, with Vincent ColeRhine. While following the regiment the heroine happens to spy
" The Law of Nature " is not an example of our best photothe hero, who is injured by the destruction of the aeroplane, but
dramatic productions, nor is it a convincing propaganda subject,
not seriously. She summons help and they take him along. He
but it is entertaining by virtue of its timely theme. The cast does
not present a star or anyone approaching stellar popularity, for shortly recovers, marries the heroine and they come to America.
There are no gruesome scenes in the picture. It will undoubtthe chief aim of the production is propaganda and dramatic arguedly satisfy most of those who will be attracted by it. The picmentation against alcohol. The subject matter and not the
ture also contains several patriotic situations that will arouse the
personnel of the cast is its predominating note, and this note has
enthusiasm of the spectator. — P. S. Harrison.
been struck with resounding effects in many of the story's episodes, but falls a bit flat in others due to the author's eagerness
to place actionable drama above plausible incidents and logical
Additional Advance Reviews
sequence.
This is why the picture has lost its full strength as propaganda
material and why it is not the best from a dramatic standpoint,
on
because in attempting to stimulate dramatic action the real essence
Page
930
of any medium of teaching, known facts, has been neglected.
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"COMMON
Audiences

CLAY"—

Will Likely Praise This Fannie

Picture

News

PATHE
Ward

Feature

YOU but may
safely class
" Common
amongit the
big upon
productions
of the
year; not
account
of itsinterest;
length,
on account
of the
powerfulClay"
influence
exerts
the deeper
emotions.
It ison full
of human
it digs beneath the skin. Those who will be attracted in your theatre by it will undoubtedly go out of thenway to praise it to every friend they meet.
The plot is based on the stage success of the same name. It deals with a poor but innocent working girl, who
loves the better things in life. This desire leads her into the underworld from which she barely escapes uninjured;
but the true meaning of those places reveal themselves to her in all their ugliness.
Thinking she went to the bad, her father throws her out of the house; so she obtains a position as maid with a
wealthy family with a young son. Youth attracts youth, however, and a love union results. The lover enlists and is
sent away. In time, a child is born to her.
In the course of the story she finds out that the good woman who had raised her is not her mother, her real
mother having drowned herself rather than disgrace her love-father, whom she loved dearly; she is happily reunited
to her real father; her sweetheart returns and marries her, thus making her happy.
The court-room scene, in which her supposed mother reveals the truth of her parentage, is very pathetic; so is
the revelation of the real father's identity to the heroine. It will bring the tears.
Although the picture deals with a delicate question, it at no time is offensive; whatever offense might be conveyed by such story in an ordinary picture is thrown in the background in this one by the intense human appeal,
and unless you have made it an iron rule to avoid all pictures treating on such themes, you can't afford to overlook
this one. — Released March 2. — Length, 7 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
use in the text columns of newspapers or housel
haughty mother intercepts all his letters to her
THE CAST
and after a time Ellen is obliged to leave her
organs. In addition to this list of advertising
Ellen Neal
Fannie Ward
material there are also the one and two-column
position
to
care
for
her
child.
Mrs.
Neal
Jennie Peters
Easter Walters
eventually
persuades
her
to
go
to
the
Fullertons
star cuts available on all Fannie Ward proArthur Coakley
Fred Goodwins
ductions.AND MUSIC CUE SHEET also obtainand demand
will notJudge
beMr. Fullerton
John Cossar
SLIDE
liever her storyhersorights.
she hiresFullerton
an attorney.
Mrs. Fullerton
Helen Dunbar
able at all Pathe exchanges.
Filson,
an
old
friend
of
the
Fullertons,
takes
Hugh Fullerton
E. W. Lawrence
their case. During the preliminary and private
Judge Filson
John Barrows
SUGGESTIONS
hearing, itthat
develops
Mrs. Neal
Ellen's
Mrs. Neal
Mary Alden
mother;
she hadthatbrought
her isupnotafter
her
First of all you have a corking title to display!
Mr. Neal
Andrew Arbuckle
own mother had committed suicide over a case
in connection with this picture. It decorated a
Play by Cleves Kinkead.
similar to Ellen's. When Mrs. Neal mentions
real stage success, not one which only ran on
Scenario by Ouida Bergere.
the woman's name Judge Filson realizes that he
Broadway for a full season but one which has been
Directed by George Fitzmaurice.
seen in any city of any size during the last three
is He
the takes
man; charge
Ellen's offather.
Produced by Astra.
the girl and by the time
that Hugh returns has made her his daughter in years.
Get of
thatadvertising
point. " Common
" has
three years
back of itClayalready!
AD TALK
manner as well as in name. Hugh is disconsolate
That's
before
you
even
touch
it.
So
make
tie
over
the
absence
of
the
girl
and
vows
to
find
most of this title. Display it as much as yon
Fannie Ward in " Common Clay," a Pathe
picturetion inat the
seven parts, will
be theon feature attrac-of her,
despiteFilson
his parents'
when hisat
can, make use of the paper. And when you add
last Judge
arranges protests.
a meetingAndbetween
theatre
that it is an adaptation of the stage success of
daughter and Hugh, happiness comes for both
week. Special interest is attached to of
the same name there aren't going to be anjr
the young people.
this presentation inasmuch as the original play
doubters.
scored one of the phenomenal hits of the stage
The title is fifty per cent of the box office value
when it was presented by A. H. Woods, two or
CATCH LINES
of this picture — maybe more. And this fifty per
three years ago. Not only did it play for long
cent
of the value of this feature is the equivalent
A
great
version
of
the
celebrated
stage
sucruns in all the big cities of the country but the
of the whole hundred per cent of the average
smaller towns as well have witnessed the process of the same name — the story of a girl's
feature.
You have done the most when yon
duction. To say that the picture is a worthy
struggle
gain that
which
is rightfully
her's —
have displayed this title. In addition to it in
Miss Wardto shines
in the
stellar
role.
successor to the stage production will seem an
your
advertising
copy, use the name of the
inadequate remark indeed, after patrons have
author, the director (for George Fitzmaurice baa
Judge Filson heard the plea of Ellen Neal
seen it. From every standpoint it is one of the
a
good
number
of
successes to his credit), and a
with mingled pity and cynicism. He had heard
most dramatic, well produced and lavish pictures
line or so designating the character of the :lder
play
her story before — she had loved a man — he had
of the year.
.
gone away — left her and the baby to struggle
Miss Ward carries the role of the girl, Ellen
or relating
one asof Common
its highlights.
" Ellen
Neal
was
regarded
Clay
by
the
elde
alone.
Then
Judge
Filson
started,
his
throat
maid in the home of the wealthy
Neal, who, as
Fullertons, but she proved herself of as fine
Fullertons,
gives herself to Hugh, the son of went dry and he struggled to keep his composure.
mold as they— of a finer mold, in fact, when i
He
had
heard
a
name
—
the
name
of
Ellen's
to his departure for the war.
previous
house,
the
— the name of a woman who had made
came to the supreme test," might be a good
Then follows her desperate fight for her baby s mother
the supreme sacrifice for him!
to And
use. after the title of the play you have a
rights and the astounding revelation regarding
Ellen's parentage when the case is brought to a
Ellen Neal wanted to lead an honest life but
star
to play
who has
big things actress,
on the
preliminary hearing in court. The photoplay
is
screen.
Fannieup Ward
is andoneaccomplished
Fate willed that she should be made
too varied to be related in all somehow
and
powerful
too
the
toy
of
circumstance.
She
was
tossed
hither
experience
shows
in
her
work
and
she
is
able
its details here but it is enough to say that
and thither on the waves of Life and only after
to take roles calling for heavy emotional acting.
" Common Clay " presents a story of the greatest
She
has
admirers
and
her
name
is
known
untold
suffering
did
she
find
the
harbor
of
refuge
and acted* by — true love.
wherever pictures are shown.
adramatic
capable power,
cast. originally treated
The star appears to excellent advantage, while
Mrs.
Fullerton
thought
that
sincerity
was
not
Lawrence,of
she receives from E. W.others
the support
is
aservant
part ofsheEllen
love.thatBecause
Fred Goodwins, John Barrows andOuida
triedNeal's
to think
the lovesheof was
thosea
Bergere
order.
a remarkably superior
who
serve
is
never
deep.
An
amazing
series
of
Cleves
by
play
the
from
scenario
the
wrote
Kinkead, while the direction was in charge of situations convinces her of the folly of her idea
George Fitzmaurice.
in the great photoplay, " Common Clay."
ADVERTISING AIDS
THE STORY
PAPER: — One twenty-four-sheet; one six-sheet;
Contrasting her surroundings of sordidness and
two three-sheets; one one-sheet. All this paper
of affluence
poverty with the constant spectacle
serves to bring out the dramatic and emotional
Neal, a departher, Ellen
around becomes
allworker,
she sees
character of the photoplay with title and name
Jennie
dissatisfied.
ment store
of star prominent in display.
a
now
and
store
the
in
co-worker
a
once
Peters,
LOBBY DISPLAY: — Eight 11x14 colored
singer, induces her to visit a cabaret with
cabaret
photographs and title card ; one 22 x 28 colored
other of her friends. Arthur Coakley, a young
scenes; one 22 x 28 of star.
is done the
waster, attacks her but before harm Ellen
CUTS: — One one-column; one two-column; one
decides
police raid the place. Subsequently,
three-column.
As is the case with the paper,
secures a position as maid
gay life and
to quit
these cuts serve to bring out the dramatic
in
the theFullerton
household. Coakley is well
highlights of the picture in no uncertain terms.
this family but his advances toward
receivedareinregularly
They are designed expressly for advertising
Ellen
repulsed.
.
uses and, used as the center of copy, will make
very much in
Before long, Ellen finds herself and
a most desirable display.
he
before
Fannie Ward — Star cut
love with young Hugh Fullerton to him. His
A two-column scene cut is also supplied for
departs for war she gives herself
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"WOMAN,

WOMAN!"—

FOX

Deals Boldly with Sex Question ; Morals of Heroine Lax
YOU

ought to know by this time the type of stories Evelyn Nesbit is furnished with; and if you
have played any of them, you should know how they take with your patrons.
The story in

"Woman!
lem more openly.

Woman! " is of no different class, except that it is bolder, dealing with the sex probThe first part of the picture is an argument of free love against lawful marriage.

The foundation, upon which the story has been built, is the heroine's sacrifice of her good name
to a wealthy jeweler, who is infatuated with her, in order to obtain enough to help cure her dying husband. She saves his life, but when he later discovers that his baby son is not his own child, orders the
heroine from the house, refusing to forgive her. The wealthy man, now really in love with her, is conscience stricken, and when he learns she is free begs her to marry him. As she is assured of her sincerity, she consents to become his wife, so that her child may have a name. — Released Jan. 26. — Length, 5
reels. — P. S. Harrison.
The tale of a woman and three men. One
THE CAST
THE STORY
loved and married her but divorced her because
Alice Lindsay
Evelyn Nesbit
Alice
Lindsay
is
bored
with
her
routine
life
he
couldn't understand. One loved and would
Samson Rath bone
Clifford Bruce
in a small town and decides that she will make
not marry her because it was not according to
Gwenne Stevens
Gareth Hughes
his
creed. And one loved and, though his past
New
York
City
her
goal.
She
finds
her
opporRoy Mackay
William H. Tooker
tunity there as governess in the household of was none too stainless, married her because he
Bud Hickson
William R. Dunn
had
lived to learn.
Mme.
Cecile
Langdorf,
a
woman
of
the
world.
Dr. Langdorf
Frank Goldsmith
The sunny disposition and unsophistication of
Mme. Cecile Langdorf
Anna Luther
Alice
appeal
to
Mme.
Langdorf
and
she
makes
a
Mrs. Lindsay
Nora Cecil
companion of her. She takes her with her to
Mr. Lindsay
Henry Hallam
" Woman, Woman ! " adds another point to the
Greenwich village where Alice meets a varied
Marie
Florence Flinn
eternal triangle. It is a story of a quadrangle —
assortment
of people. Samson Rathbone, a of
one woman and three men and it is just that
Story by Norman Lorimer.
young
civil
engineer,
appeals
to
her
strongly
as
much more dramatic than the picture of the
Scenario and Direction by Kenean Buel.
does Gwenne Stevens, a young English writer,
usual trio.
who preaches the gospel of Free Love. As time
passes, Gwenne invites Alice to go West with
SUGGESTIONS
him. She bides her time and turns to Rathbone
for advice. He tells her to return to her home
It would seem that the title is the strongest
where she may view the situation from the proper
thing about this production. It is startling to a
perspective
havehome
time town
to think.
degree and lends itself well to all sorts of adverBut life and
in her
is now almost
tising. If you plan playing the picture for any
unbearable
and
Alice
wearies
for New York.
length of time, inaugurate a teaser campaign.
And Rathbone knows this, or divines it, for the
Carry some space in the newspapers, use postal
next time she reaches the city it is as his wife.
cards to your patrons, or use your screen, just
He enters upon a big engineering project in the
to carry the title of the picture and nothing
South but the fever attacks him and he is sent
more. If you follow this up for one or two
home,
an invalid. Alice finds it hard to make
weeks before the showing of the production you
ends meet and finally, in desperation, sells herself
will create an interest of some size. Previous
to
Roy
Mackay, a millionaire, to secure funds to
to your regular announcements of the feature add
permit
husband's
saved,it
a little information regarding the picture to the
but whenher Alice
bears recovery.
a child he His
findslifeoutis that
plain you
" Woman,
Woman
" announcement.
this
is not his and divorces her. Not knowing which
way
will create
an accumulative
interestIn that
way to turn, Alice goes to Gwenne Stevens and
will help considerably.
with him, leads a life of misery.
The production itself also gives you a number
At length Mackay again finds her. He had
of sensational advertising possibilities, such as
been searching and his love for the child had
the Free Love business and the sacrifice of the
caused
great change in him. He asks Alice
wife
to save
husband's
eventstypeof to marrya him
and she consents.
' OUT OF THE WINDOW
the plot
can her
be built
up if life.
you These
desire this
of advertising. If you have played the other
TO
ESCAPE
THIS MAN
Nesbit pictures, go to it with respect to her name
JFTHISHE TERRIBLE
DARESFROM
TOUCH
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ORDEAL,HER.IS
on this one, for she improves. And for that
ONLY
ONE
OK
THE
MANY
matter, if you have not played them, there is, as
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets;
ADVENTURES WHICH BEFALL
everyone knows, considerable note attached to
six-sheet;
one
twenty-four-sheet.
her name.
and
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Ten 8x10 black and
5 HE '
white photographs; ten 11 x 14 black
EVELYN
white; three 22 x 28 colored.
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CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION: —
NESBIT
Seven selected
two-column;
four toone-column.
The
"Woman,
Woman!
"
is
the
unique
title
of
the
scenes
from which
make these cuts
William Fox photoplay starring Evelyn Nesbit,
don't
convey
a
very
definite
idea
of
the
which will be presented at the
theatre
character of the production, although they show
on
of
week. It was expressly
WOMAN,
the star and her support in a variety of scenes
written for the star by Norman Lorimer and has
that
will create interest because of the attitude
as its central figure Alice Lindsay, a girl from a
of
the
characters
therein.
fair-sized town lying near New York City. Alice
One and two-column cuts of the star are also
believes that destiny calls her from the metropolis
WOMAN!
furnished. These are in stock and may be
and so she grasps the first opportunity that preused
in advertising any production in which
sents itself to go there. Her experiences with
.A. WILLIAM FOX PRGUUCflCN
Miss
Nesbit
appears.
three of its men form the basis of the photoplay
and, rest assured, that they are experiences that
ADVERTISING CUTS AND MATS :— Five
EI BJECTKO ST KENEAN BtTEL
keep the spectator ever on the alert. To say
two-column; four one-column. These cuts are
the least, Mr. Lorimer has contrived a story of
dressedtains ain
various
styles
and
each
one
congood selling argument based on one
originality, unusual interest and high suspense.
of the central situations in the story.
Miss Nesbit has proven in her other screen
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET procurable
vehicles that she is a capable actress. " Woman,
with other accessories at all Fox exchanges.
Woman! " gives
evenoffurther
opportunity
to
demonstrate
this her
hersextent.
and
the
tunity is utilized
toability
its fullest
Her opporwork
is polished and has an appeal that is undeniable.
CATCH LINES
Miss Nesbit receives support from a large cast,
most prominent in which are Clifford Bruce,
All sorts of temptations beset Alice Lindsay,
Gareth Hughes and William H. Tooker. This
who struggled to attain success in New York.
trio forms the other angles of the quadrangle of
Not the least of these was a proposal of a Free
Love union from Gwenne Stevens, a radical
the
story
—
for
"Woman,
Woman!
"
adds
one
more point to the usual story of the eternal
Fox provides a variety of one and two-column
writer. Marriage belonged to the dark ages of
three
— and their individual work is most comadvertising cuts on this feature, all of them
the past, he told her. What was she to do?
mendable.
containing catchy arguments and presenting
Evelyn Nesbit in the third of her series of
Keenan Buel,
foremost
Mr. active
Fox's
ive stylein generally attractdirectors,
shapedonetheof the
scenario
and oftook
the picture to the patron
Fox
photoplays
—
a
story
filled
with
all
the
sencharge of the production of the picture.
sations of life in New York City!
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of the famous indoor motion picture sports is to joke about THE "great American motion picture."
With " A Romance of Happy Valley," D. W. Griffith has at least created A " great American motion picture." Itis a beautiful, heart-gripping and genuine story of a little Kentucky town in the days before any
one though of a great world war.
In many of his productions Griffith has pictured various phases of American character, but he knows Kentucky
a little better than any other place, for that is the place of his birth, and others that know the same country will
appreciate how perfectly he has pictured its people. It is to that section what the stage production, "Way Down
East," was to New England — and it is just as sure to have as wide an appeal to every section. We saw it in the
crowded Strand theatre, crowded with New Yorkers, and we believe that many of these d id not quite " get " the
full spirit when the master craftsman really " kids " New York. It is going over with great enthusiasm at the
Strand; it will go even better in other sections.
It is a simple little story — a story of a boy and a girl of the Kentucky village and their love: of the boy - desire to go to New York and win a fortune, but of the church-going people being afraid of his fate in the wickedness of the great city. He "backslides" and goes, promising the girl that he will be back within a year: but
other years, till seven, pass without his coming. The father now faces losing his home and is desperate, and when
the son returns, so changed that he is not recognized, the father is tempted to try to rob him. Then Griffith has
laid a plot that grips and amazes. We wouldn't try to tell patrons the full story of the picture. They need to see
it portrayed in the Griffith way.
Robert Harron and Lillian Gish do the very best work of their careers, and there is a notable supporting cast.
Griffith has pictured the negro characters better than in any production that we have seen. The settings are the
simple ones of the country town, with most of them exteriors. The photography is of the highest order, the closeups being unusually convincing.
We believe that most of your patrons will laugh a lot and cry a little and that they will leave your theatre the
best advertisers for this picture that you ever had. Its appeal is universal, and you needn't be afraid to put your
personal guarantee behind it. — R. E. Pritchard.
THE CAST
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Hayakawa
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Picture Should

EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

Not Fail to Please Wholly

they like pictures with Japanese atmosphere in your town or not, they will like this

w

one — yes, some people will even rave over it. I have seen every one of Mr. Hayakawa's features since " The Typhoon," but I cannot point to one that is more pleasing, more interesting
or more entertaining.
The story deals with twin Japanese brothers; the one is a thoroughbred, loyal to his father, while
the other, a dissolute, has stained the family name by a treasonable act.
The dual role scenes have been handled so cleverly that they create a perfect illusion.
In two different scenes, one character holds the other in his arms as if they were two different persons. The
artistic effects, on the other hand, will stand comparison with the best that can be seen in any picure. The outdoor scenes are so beautiful they make you think you are spending some leisure hours in
1 garden, instead of looking at a picture.
Every foot of the picture radiates with Mr. Hayakawa's sincerity and speaks aloud of his determination to produce clean attractions, and the kind that appeal to the nobler instincts. If you are a beiever in good pictures, you should back these efforts. Besides, you need them, as they are different.
They offer that real variety of entertainment that is so desirable. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
sons, Yamashiro and Sadao. The two young
and has star prominent in various scenes.
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men are extremely unlike in temperament,
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Yamashiro being sober and industrious and helpSessue Hayakawa
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adao
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CUTS
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his time
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gambling dens of Tokio and meets Sadao. He
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ount Berkowitz
Sakurai Herschell
Toyo Mayall
Fugita
learns who he is and immediately contrives to
two-column; one three-column.
aron Saito
M. Foshida
urge
him on in his gambling. Sadao becomes
Other accessories provided on this producBy Clara Whipple.
in debt to Berkowitz and when he is unable to
tion include slide, music cue sheet and window
Directed by William Worthington.
pay his notes, Berkowitz demands that he secure
card.
copies of the fortification plans. The fact that
THE STORY
CATCH LINES
(Continued on page 924)
In
Japan
Count
Sakurai
lives
with
his
twin
In which the celebrated Japanese actor portrays
dual role, representing on the one hand, the
Drees of virtue, and on the other, the forces of
wickedness. One of the strongest and most surrising of photoplays.
A tale of twin brothers of Japan. How one
roved a traitor to his country and how the other
aved the family name from disgrace. One of
he most absorbing photoplays in which the
apanese star has appeared.
Sessue actor.
Hayakawa
has he
beenis called
the screen's
reatest
At least
up among
the five
neatest and his performance in the dual role
warded
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in
this
picture,
gives
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proof
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Sessue Hayakawa, the renowned Japanese star,
/ill be seen at the
theatre on
f
week in inwhich
" Bonds
of the
Honor,"
ramatic offering
he plays
role ofa
win brothers. Hayakawa has done many fine
hings for the screen but it may safely be said
/
hat in " Bonds of Honor " he attains a mark
f excellence seldom, if ever before, achieved by
. screen actor in the portrayal of a dual role.
)n the one hand he is Yamashiro, the very soul
>f honor, engaged in helping his father draw
he plans for important fortifications of Japan.
}n the other he is the twin brother and wastrel
f the family, Sadao, who runs into debt to a
Jerman spy and attempts to steal the plans in
irder
inister toman.free himself from obligation to this
It may readily be seen from this brief introluctory of the picture that Hayakawa is called
ipon to exercise his versatility to a marked
legree. That he succeeds is only further proof
hat he is one of the screen's greatest actors;
'irofessional
the screen's ofgreatest
actor," asstage
one once
well-known
CTUftES COR
the speaking
called
NTS
lim. The dramatic situation resulting from the
esemblance of the two men and the manner in
vhich Yamashiro atones for the crimes of his
>rother form a remarkable photoplay, the full
vorth
of which can only be appreciated after its
xhibition.
Special interest is attached to " Bonds of
-lonor," inasmuch as Clara Whipple, one of the
>opular
" vampires,"
wrote the under
story the
on
vhich itscreen
is based.
It was produced
lirection of William Worthington with a cast
ncluding Tsuri Aoki, Marin Sais, Herschell
nds
of honor
Mayall and Dagmar Godowsky, besides the star.
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3APER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
six-sheet; dramatic
one twenty-four-sheet.
All paper
Six-sheet poster
designates
character of the production
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Picture with Deep Appeal and Excellent Star
METRO
again selected wisely in " Faith," a story by Richard Washburn Child, in which Bert
Lytell appears.
Coming after the delightful picture " The Spender," this latest of the star's
pictures should attract patronage and please it. It offers a human, really gripping little story
of the manner in which a young man proved that his employer's faith in him had not been in vain.
It is told originally and the suspense is well maintained until the end, owing to the judicious manner in
which the plot was handled.
It is our opinion that "Faith" is a superlative picture. While it may not possess the sensational
qualities or possibilities of certain features, it is one of those human narratives that digs under the skin!
with the persistence of a cootie, but with exactly opposite effect. As for the star, here, indeed, is an
actor who casts aside posing, mock heroics, long hair, wierd clothes, et al. He is one of the few natural
actors of the screen, and yet he is always living, feeling his part.
" Faith " has been given a good production, the vault scenes being the real thing. The supporting cast, which is small and which is headed by Rosemary Theby, Edythe Chapman and Edwin Stevens,
is excellent. — Length, 5 reels. — Released Feb. 3. — Peter Milne.
The future holds nothing for him except more
THE CAST
who stole a necklace from a strong-box in a
facts and more figures. One day his childhood
bank, would, of course, give you some slight
George Farrelly
Bert Lytell
sweetheart,
Charity
Garvice,
comes
to
him
with
excuse tising
forbut, going
sensational
types beof out
adver-of
Charity Garvice
Rosemary Theby
a request. It seems that their old school teacher,
in our into
opinion,
this would
Martha Owen
Edythe Chapman
tune with the picture.
Abner Harrington
Edwin Stevens
Martha
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who
had
loved
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father
touch into all copy, mention
before him,
blindis with
age and
Mrs. Harrington
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tertains thehas
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that he
in some
sort en-of theGetnametheofhuman
the author, for he is well known, and
By Richard Washburn Child.
trouble.
If
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but
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her,
asks
then
follow
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with
some simple line akin to
Scenario by George D. Baker and A. G.
one of the catch lines printed in connection with
Charity,
and
tell
some
story the
— anyoldoldlady
storywill
—
Kenyon.
that
she
may
be
satisfied,
the
picture.
In
this
way
you should attract the
Directed by Charles Swickard.
recover some of her exuberance, she believes.
higher type of patron to your theatre. . It wouM
Photographed by Robert Kurlle.
So
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and
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a
long
story
regardbethis
a good
plan toof take
extra space
to emphasize
Supervision of George D. Baker.
ing a necklace that Mrs. Harrington, the bank
character
the picture
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had taken it with the idea of returning it to Mr.
Harrington. He had gone to the office and
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found his employer gone. Then he had been
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resisted this
and itother
believed it too late to return it. Martha Owen
colored. These include star photographs and
production scenes. Title and synopsis cards
tells him to return it now, that it is never too
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late to mend. And she is happy that she has
done the boy she loves a service.
CUTS AND MATS:— Star cuts of Bert Lytell
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Then Charity learns that the story is all true —
sizes and will be found suitable for dressing
that
George had not invented it! And so with
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the faith of the two women he loves, George
of newspapers.
returnit isthealljewels.
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gton is a stern manto and
that George
Metro exchanges. These are out-of-the ordican
do
to
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an
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from
him
before
nary and will attract considerable attention in he goes to jail. George returns to him with
whatever manner they are used.
Charity as his wife and it is not until then that
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET are among
Harrington confesses the whole thing was a
accessories provided on this production.
frameup to test him. The faith of the two
women has been justified. George takes a new
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lease on life and enters on his position as assistant manager, with enthusiasm.
" Faith,"Washburn
a five-part Child
Metro and
feature,
writtenBert
by
Richard
starring
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Lytell, will be the featured attraction at the
theatre on
of
week.
Bert Lytell, who scored such a pronounced
When a feature such as this comes along it is success in the recent Metro feature, " The
a time for general rejoicing, throwing up of hats
Spender," in another wonderful photoplay.
and smiles. We can not advertise it to you as the
The story of the faith of two women and the
most sensational drama ever screened or as containing moments of staggering dramatic intensity.
courage
one man — " Faithof "theis screen.
one of the few
HUMAN of DOCUMENTS
Neither can we say that it is an hilarious comedy
or a picture that is all laughs from beginning to
end.It is" aFaith
" is that
none can
of these.
Here is a picture of life — life unvarnished with
picture
best be described as
life so
human. From characters to situations it is anything
simple and bordering
sweet and the
pure melodramatic
that you find— yourself
human. If there is a false note in it we missed
wrapped up in the story before the first reel is
half run.
it. screen,
As the ascenes
" Faithover" start
to unfold He
on
the
calm of
spreads
the beholder.
forgets the theatre, his neighbor, he forgets the
faith and
in one
man — that
and
howThe hestory
rose ofto women's
the situation
justified
walls and the screen. As it runs on, calmly, really,
faith.
truthfully depicting the story of a young man
who was afraid to face the truth until the faith
A slice right out of the heart of humanity by
of two women turned him to it with a new light
in his eyes, he is transported from a theatrical
Richard Washburn Child — a man who writes
world into one of reality, beautiful because of with a pen dipped in the ink of Truth.
its very reality. And when " Faith " has run its
Metro ofgave
us who
" Thefound
Spender
" — thatbyhuman
courseseenacross
the 'silversheet he knows that he
has
a PICTURE.
comedy
a man
happiness
makBert Lytell in the principal role, fits into the
ing
others
happy
—
now
it
gives
us
"— a
human story of a man who found" Faith
the Light
general atmosphere with an ease and grace that
is admirable. He is our best natural actor and
because of a simple faith placed in him by those
he loved.
he puts every point over with a surety that can
not be missed. His support is of a high order
with Rosemary Theby appearing as the girl.
SUGGESTIONS
Don't
forget " Faith." It will renew your faith
The
story
presented
Faith "note
is dominated
in
yourself.
by an unusually strongin "human
from its
beginning to its end. In advertising, it strives
THE STORY
to gain this effect. You have nothing sensational
George Farrelly. custodian of the safe deposit
to build any advertising upon, that is, if you
vaults in the Avenue Bank, has become a thing of strive to present the truth in your copy. The
fact that the action centers around a young man
facts and figures — just that and nothing more.
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YOUR
to Married

HUSBAND"—

Folk, or Those

artcr aft

to Be Married

THIS picture possesses all the earmarks of success. The story is clean and interesting and, as it has
been handled with the usual care that marks all De Mille contributions, it should give universal
satisfaction.
The story is simple. The heroine is loved by the hero, her wealthy husband; but as he is too absorbed by his business cares, fails to show the affection due a wife. She meets a young man who tells her
of his undying love. She believes him, and as she thinks she can be happier with him, asks her husband
to give her her freedom. Because her husband loves her too much to see her unhappy, he grants her a
divorce. The young man and the heroine marry, but she soon finds out the sort of man he is. He gambles
and drinks and makes love to other women, thus neglecting his wife. She eventually secures a divorce
and marries the first husband again, who receives her with open arms.
The cast includes a number of artists, such as Gloria Swanson, Lewis Cody, Theodore Roberts, and
many others.
The title is catchy and should help to draw the crowds. — Released Jan. 28. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S.
Harrison.
plete change,to for
THE CAST
regard to its value. The producers suggest that
everything
him.now he realizes that Leila meant
you tie up this picture with the previous De Mille
James Denby Porter, " the Glue Elliott
King " Dexter
At a gambling house Porter meets Sutphen and
work, " Old Wives for New," for there is a
a
chorus
girl.
Sutphen
is
attempting
to
sell
a
Leila Porter, his Wife
Gloria Swanson
certain similarity in point of view. Whereas the
diamond ring Porter had given Leila and Porter
Schuyler Van Sutphen, a Globe Trotter. .Lew Cody
former picture attacked the slovenly wife, this
offers
to
buy
it.
This
precipitates
a
quarrel.
one goes after .the husband. If you have played
Mrs. Huckney
Sylvia Ashton
Sutphen shoots at Porter but misses him. Leila,
the follow
other out.
picture, this certainly is a good idea
The Bishop
Theodore Roberts
to
just then arriving on the scene, rushes into
Toodles Thomas
Julia Faye
Last
week's
issue of MOTION PICTURE
Porter's
arms.
And
shortly
afterwards
Leila's
Butler
James Neill
second divorce and third marriage takes place.
NEWS carried a special service section on
By Jeanie Macpherson.
Directed by Cecil B. De Mille.
" Don'ttheChange
Husband,"
ADVERTISING AIDS
worth
readingYour
if the
exhibitor which
plans isto well
get
Photographed by Alvin Wyckoff.
the most from the picture.
Art Director, Wilfred Buckland.
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
six-sheet; one twenty-four-sheet; one rotoThis man
for a
gravure one-sheet. All paper shows Gloria
AD TALK
Swanson in magnificent clothes and serves to
convey to the spectator the lavish character of
Cecil B. De Mille's latest Artcraft photoplay,
the production.
entitled
" Don't
Changeat Your
will onbe
the featured
attraction
theHusband,"theatre
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 8x10 black and
matrimonial "Flivver"
of
week. This startling title
white
photographs; eight 11x14 sepia; one
designates a photoplay that contains a scathing
22
x
28
sepia;
8x10
photographs
of
producer
and stars.
arraignment of the neglectful and slovenly husband, even as did Mr. De Mille's former Artcraft
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five
success,
" Oldto Wives
New," attackafter
the marwife
one-column; three two-column; two threewho
forgot
keep upfor appearances
column. These too designate the extravagant
riage. Patrons of the
theatre who
character of the production while there are
remember this previous picture and the great
some
which bring out the slovenly appearance
success it was, have every reason to expect a
of the husband in interesting style.
STOCK CUTS AND MATS OF PRODUCER:—
similar achievement in " Don't Change Your
Husband,"
the creative
producer effort
has put
art
Five one-column; three two-column; two
and
bended for
all his
into all
thishislatest
three-column.
work. It asstands
as one of the biggest screen
ADVERTISING LAYOUTS :— One one-column;
sensations
a result.
one two-column; one three-column. All these
As usual, Mr. De Mille has assembled a cast
cuts, in their arguments, tie up the present
of
all-star
interpretis tothebevarious
production with the former De Mille picture,
of the
play.calibre
Elliottto Dexter
seen asroles
the
" Old Wives
for New," in
a very
interesting
" glue tremble
king," a but
business
style.
The three-column
shows
a sketch
from
others
in hisman
own before
home whom
a mentalall
the
even former
further.picture and carries the comparison
pigmy. Gloria Swanson, one of the prettiest
young actresses of the screen, takes the role of
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET among
the wife, who finally breaks with her husband
accessories
exchanges. obtainable at all Paramount-Artcraft
because she can not stand his slovenly ways.
Lew Cody, as the third angle of the eternal
trio, Sylvia Ashton, Theodore Roberts, Julia
CATCH LINES
Faye and James Neill complete the cast.
Because James Denby Porter consumed raw
How the destinies of the three principal characters are worked to an end on the screen forms
onions, went to sleep with a cigar in his mouth,
a photoplay of the greatest interest. The producrefused to have his clothes pressed and forgot
tion has been lavishly staged and includes a their wedding anniversary, Leila divorced him.
variety of handsome interior and exterior scenes.
It was not until then that James Denby awoke
to the fact that he had been living like a bum!
He reformed, but Leila had married another man.
THE STORY
Leila Porter, married seven years to James
Do clothes make the man? James Denby
Denby Porter,
the " glue
Porter,
" glue
king," didn't
think so, him.
but
pleased. Her husband
is a king,"
master is
of highly
finance disbut
his
wifethehated
slovenliness
and divorced
jGSSe LLasKy presents
also a master of bad manners — he is careless. He
This
shocked
him
into
a
realization
of
what
a
goes to sleep with a cigar in his mouth, eats raw
CECIL
B,
rotter
he'd
been
and
he
began
over
again.
But
onions and doesn't "bother much about his clothes.
how was he to win back the woman he loved
Furthermore, he forgets. Forgets even their
when she had married another man?
seventh anniversary dinner and the guests that he
has invited. One of these is Sutphen, a globe
SUGGESTIONS
trotter and a fascinating fellow. Mutual admiration between Sutphen and Leila follows their
Here is a picture that you can play as a
DeMILLES
special and with good cause. There is the title
first meeting and Leila can not help but think
which has great advertising possibilities and
what a fine-appearing husband he would make.
At a costume ball Sutphen learns that Leila
which carries a lot of meaning in its four words.
%
Prod uct /o ix
is to go as Juliet. So he dons the costume of the
There is the producer who is known as having
turned out some of the best works ever congreat lover-rRomeo. He cuts a magnificent
Don't
Change
tributed to the screen. There is the production,
figure and miakes Porter's Romeo look ridiculous.
lavish in every respect. There is the story,
The upshot of it finally is that Leila divorces
Porter and marries the gallant Sutphen. For a unusual, daring, intelligently handled, amusing,
tame things go well but fortune turns against
highly dramatic. And there is the . cast, a group
Sutphen, he grows irritable and loses his love
of people well known to screen followers:
Your Husband
for Leila. In the meantime Porter has blossomed
Certainly Artcraft is handing the exhibitor
An ABTCBAFT Picture
forth in sartorial splendor, having undergone a something real in this picture and one which
One-column ad cut
he can clean up on if he handles it with proper
complete reformation. He has undergone a com-
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"WHO

WILL

MARRY

ME?"—

Picture

X e tt* s

BLUEBIRD

Comedy and Pathos Blended in This Universal Film
CLEAN and wholesome comedy is blended with strong pathos in this attraction, pathos that reaches
the most deeply buried heartstrings.
Pictures of this type raise the level of the Motion Picture
art. They are the strongest argument in favor of the possibilities of the screen.
As this picture has been reviewed extensively in last week's issue, on page 755, there is hardly any
need to say much more, except to add that the title " Who Will Marry Me? " sounds catchy, and offers
splendid opportunities for advertising that would arouse the curiosity and interest of the public. — Released
Jan. 27. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
CATCH LINES
THE CAST
Bluebird
Oneproduction)
and two-column
scene
cuts exchanges.
(special for this
are also
A pretty girl fairly threw herself at him and
Rosie Sanguinetti
Carmel Myers
pleaded with him to marry her. He had never
procurable
while,
in
mat
form,
a two-column
Jerome Van Oesten
Thurston Hall
advertising
cut
is
obtainable.
even
seen
her
before
and
furthermore
he
had
just
Karl Kremer
William Dyer
SLIDE
MUSIC CUE SHEET included in
been jilted by a chorus girl with whom he imagSylvia Stone
Betty Schade
list of AND
accessories.
ined himself very much in love. But the idea apRichard Carr
Kingsley Benedict
pealed to him and he married her! See the variRosie's
Marian Skinner
SUGGESTIONS
ous turns theatre.
in this strange romance now at the
CharlotteMother
Van Oesten
Adelaide
Elliott
Certainly the Bluebird Company is maintaining
Antonio Mosconi (Tony the Barber) . .Burton Law
a high standard as regards the selection of boxStory by Sonya Levien.
In which a girl from the Ghetto marries a office
productions.
Will Marry
Scenario by Fred Myton.
Me? "titles
will forsetitspeople
guessing" Who
the minute
they
New
York
millionaire
"
at
first
sight."
Directed by Paul Powell.
lay
eyes
on
it.
What
does
it
mean?
What is
His wife, whom he had permitted to return to
the
situation
that
causes
the
question,
this
quesher home, because he believed her beneath him,
tion that is almost a plea? These thoughts will
THE STORY
took the stand and told a lie that smirched her
run through
the spectator's
soontheas most
this
Rosie Sanguinetti, a beautiful young Italian
name to save him from a prison sentence! This
title
flashes across
his vision.mindSo asmake
of it, display it in as many ways as you possibly
girl, doesn't
wish to asmarry
the barber
that and
her
is but one of the startling moments in " Who
mother
has selected
a future
husband,
can.
Will
theatre.Marry Me? " now showing at the
runs away to a settlement house, where she apIf you
the show
run which
use a
peals
in charge,
anteaser
ad book
campaign.
Thereforarea week's
some titles
otherto manRobert
for herCarr,
so that
she willto beproduce
safe from
this sort of advertising just fits. " Who Will
The star of " My Unmarried Wife," " Al!
the tonsorial artist. It so happens that at that
Marryest thatMe?the" mere
is one.repetition
Can you ofimagine
the interNightmost
" and
" A Society
Sensation
" in one— anof
moment Jerome Van Oesten, a wealthy young
this title
alone
the
unusual
photoplays
ever produced
would create if repeated in the newspapers and
fellow, who has been jilted by a chorus girl, SylItalian
girl
from
the
east
side
and
a
millionaire
via, comes along. Jerry has taken to drink to
on your screen for a few days with no explanatory
marry
ten
minutes
after
they
have
met!
drown his sorrows and slightly under the influence
wording? Try it and watch for big results.
of it, he agrees to come to the rescue of Rosie
When you nouncement
comethere are
to shaping
your regular
anADVERTISING AIDS
by marrying her. The ceremony is performed and
any number
of angles
he takes her home to his rooms, puts her to bed
PAPER:
—
Two
one-sheets;
two
three-sheets;
two
from
which
you
can
regard
the
story.
A
glance
six-sheets.
and then finds quarters for himself in another
at the synopsis will explain from whence the title
LOBBY DISPLAY:— A variety of stills from
part of the house.
is derived. Use this situation, or part of it, as
the
production and star photographs in various
beneath the title. A picture of the
The
next
morning,
Jerry's
aunt,
aristocratic
sizes are furnished on this production as on all astarcatchline
and haughty, calls and is more than shocked
in an appealing attitude might be secured to
at the situation she discovers. Rosie, in the short
Bluebirds. Title and synopsis cards are prodress
the
advertisement
or as a background to it.
vided with each set to complete the display.
But never neglect the title. It has twice as
time that she has known Jerry, has grown to adCUTS AND MATS:— Stock one and two-column
mire and love him, but she readily realizes that
much
interest-awakening
power as the ordinary
cuts of Carmel Myers are available at all
she is not his equal, and when persuaded by
caption.
the aunt to return to her home she sorrowfully
agrees to do so.
Later when Jerry returns to his apartment he
finds Sylvia there. She has married since Jerry
has seen her last and has discovered too late
that her husband is cruel. Soon afterwards he invades Jerry's
in searchhimofviciously
his wife.andSeeing
her with
Jerryplace
he attacks
Sylvia,
to
protect
him,
pulls
a
gun
from
her himself
husband'sup
pocket and kills the brute. Jerry gives
as the murderer to save Sylvia from jail. Rosie
hears of this and going to the lawyers tells a lie
to the effect that she welcomed advances from
the dead man, believing that her husband still
loved Sylvia. Her story is so convincing that
Jerry is freed and then he realizes the true
worth of the strange girl he made his wife.
AD TALK
"Who
Will
Marry
Me?" Myers
This ispopsthe inquestion that the pretty Carmel
her
next Bluebird picture, which will be shown at
the
theatre on
of
week. As Rosie Sanguinetti, a beautiful Italian
girl, she finds herself being forced by her parents
into
with nature
a barber.
appeala tomarriage
her romantic
in the This
least, doesn't
so she
flees to the nearest settlement house and frantically asks the superintendent in charge, " Who
Will Marry
It so ahappens
at the
moment
JerryMe?Van" Oesten,
wealthy that
gentleman,
deep in sorrow and slightly so in his cups, comes
along and volunteers. This strange romance so
unusually begun develops interestingly throughout
the picture and the little Italian girl finally proves
her worth when Jerry goes on the stand on a
charge
to protect
name.
She
tells a oflie murder
to release
him anda woman's
though the
lie puts
her in a compromising position it saves the man
she loves — and he understands.
"Who Will Marry Me?" is well up to the
Bluebirdusualstandard
in offering
surprises
incidents. From
its very
outsetanditun-is
stamped with the delightful mark of originality
nor does it once lapse into a rut during its length.
Written by Sonya Levien, scenarioized by Fred
Myton and produced under the direction of Paul
Powell, it sums up as one of the most enjoyable
Bluebird subjects
theatre. ever cast on the screen of the
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"GO

WEST,

YOUNG

MAN"

Situations Are Unreal, But It's a Tom

Moore

—GOLD

Production

WYN

Anyway

THIS picture doesn't come up to " Thirty a Week "* in entertaining value.
Several of its situations
are weak; they couldn't have happened that way in real life.
The hero, an idler, is reproached by his millionaire father; so he leaves home just to show that he
can make his way in the world without the help of his money. He beats his way West, and lands in a mining town. Having no money to pay for his meal, he is forced to wash dishes. The town boss takes him
for a boob, and seeing in him a chance to further his aims, appoints him sheriff. In a short time the hero
succeeds in putting the lid tight on the town: He closes the saloons, tames the tough elements, and makes
everybody go to church. Incidentally, he saves the mining property of an old miner from the hands of
the scheming town boss, in the end marrying his daughter.
Although the hero sets out to make his own way in the world, he does nothing extraordinary to win
the title of self-made man. Everything comes by chance to him. The overheard conversation figures in
no little measure. Further, no man could have acted in a mining town as the hero of this picture does
without having his body riddled with bullets.
Perhaps spectators will accept this as an evening's entertainment, but they will hardly praise it to
their friends. — Released Dec. 29. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
Cuts of Tom
popular phrase that it is bound to attract attenTHE CAST
two-column
size. Moore are also provided in
tion when displayed prominently. The start of
Dick Latham
Tom Moore
ADVERTISING CUTS: — Two two-column; two
the story, too, will bear relation in your adverRosa Crimmins
...Ora Carew
one-column.
These style.
are gotten up in the usual
tising copy and will be found of interest; that
Amos Latham
Melbourne MacDowell
attractive Goldwyn
is, the young man from the East going West and
Mrs. Latham
Mollie McConnell
COLORED
SLIDE
AND
MUSIC CUE SHEET
being
thrust
into
the
job
of
sheriff.
Any
catch
Hugh Godson
Jack Richardson
lines you use should be based on this idea.
available
with other accessories at all Goldwyn
Dandy Jim
Edward Coxen
exchanges.
You
have
a
good
star
to
boost
in
Tom
Moore.
Crimmins
Robert Chandler
The exhibitors made him when he appeared in
Joe
Hector V. Sarno
THE STORY
By Willard Mack.
support
of various
Goldwyn
Don't
neglect
him
now that
he hasfemale
landedstars.
in electric
Dick Latham, after a quarrel with his wealthy
Directed by Harry Beaumont.
lights. Play him up and also the type of profather, insists that he can make his own living
Photographed by George Webber.
duction in which he appears — lively, brisk
and sets out in a side door pullman for the
comedy-drama.
If
you
advertise
him
to
your
western
country. He happens to arrive in the
CATCH LINES
people in the right way they will get to know
town
of Twin Bridges at the time that the bad
that
a
Tom
Moore
picture
means
a
comedy-drama
man who rules the town, Hugh Godson, is deIn which
Tom toMoore
heeds Horace
of the higher type. Popularize him and his picadvice
and takes
the western
plains.Greeley's
A fast,
posing the sheriff for being too straight. Godson,
tures. You will find that each one goes better
breezy, comedy-drama with any number of thrills.
in
worthy
" successor,
hits
than
its
predecessor
as
time
goes
on.
Ora Carew is a charming heroine. Willard Mack
uponcasting
Dick, about
a man forthata "will
do anything
he says,
so
he
believes.
Godson
is
negotiating
with
Rosa
wrote
it
—
that's
one
of
the
reasons
why
it
is
so
good.
ADVERTISING AIDS
Crimmins
buy her
father's by
ranch.
Crimmins
lies
ill andto Rosa
is tempted
the large
sum
PAPER: — One, three and six-sheets are provided
He was a tenderfoot from the East but they
offered
by
Godson
but
refuses,
realizing
that he
on
this
production,
as
well
as
a
rotogravure
made him sheriff, expecting to get away with
must
have
a
motive
for
making
the
offer.
one-sheet.
all sorts of crooked games. But the tenderfoot
Dick makes Rosa his deputy and proceeds to
came to and before they knew it he was ruling
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Photographs are furnished
clean up the town of Twin Bridges. The saloon
the town of Twin Bridges with an iron hand.
in 8 x 10, 11 x 14 and 22 x 28 sizes, all colored.
is closed
gambling
tenderfoot from and
the East
provesprohibited.
the master The
of the
bad
PRODUCTION CUTS:— Two two-column; two
The lively, brisk romance of a tenderfoot and
one-column.
Two
of
the
singles
and
one
of
men.
All
this
doesn't
please
Godson
in
theis
a western girl — he proved himself every inch as
least
but
he
makes
no
kick
as
long
as
Dick
the twos bring out the comedy of the picture.
much of a man as the natives and cleaned up
The
other
double
is
a
romantic
scene
while
ignorant
regarding
his
plot
against
Rosa
and
her
a pair of plotters besides.
the remaining single is pose of star.
(Continued on page 929)
There is something about the work of Willard
Mack that gives it distinction when compared
with the product of other screen writers. He
showed us this skill in " The Hell Cat " and now
in
" Godifferent
West, character,
Young Man,"
a picture
of —a
totally
he shows
it again
see it and enjoy yourself.
AD TALK
Tom Moore makes his third appearance as a
star in Goldwyn Pictures at the
theatre, beginning
in " Go West, Young
Man " by
Mack. inChosen
present
him Willard
to his admirers
a new carefully
guise, thereto
seems little doubt that he will surprise and please
them in the story of a scion of wealth who
quarrels with his father and starts out to see the
world. It is not from the window of a parlor
car that Dick Latham does this, but from the
" blinda crowd
baggageof "hoboes.
of a freight train in company
with
In a far Western town his real adventures
begin, however, the first of which is when the
office of sheriff is thrust upon him by a scheming
politician who plans to use Dick as a tool to
mask his own nefarious doings. The actions of
the tenderfoot sheriff constitute the most amusmoments isofas" true
Go West,
Youngas Man."
Buting Dick
to himselfhe is to the
responsibilities of his new job and when the time
comes he refuses to heed the warning sent him
by one of the men associated with his supposed
patron. Instead, Dick becomes a real reformer,
cleaning up the town, seeing to it that a certain
girl, whom he wins for his own, is not done out
of her property.
SUGGESTIONS
You have a good title to advertise in connection with this picture and one which is such a
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"THE

GIRL
Clean Crook

WITH

NO

Play That Should

REGRETS"—
Give Complete

Picture

N ew s

FOX

Satisfaction

It
THERE isn't the least doubt in my mind but that this picture will give excellent satisfaction
a clean crook play, with the plot action rapid, and the situations logically developed.
The parents of the heroine die, so she goes to her elder sister, living in a big city; but she is
shocked to find that she belongs to a gang of shoplifters and general crooks. She denounces and leaves
her, obtaining a position with a jeweler, a wealthy bachelor. The gang decides to rob the jeweler's
house, but are caught by the police in the act. The heroine is accused as being one of the gang and
as having helped them to locate the jewels, but her sister's confession of the truth exonerates her. In
the end the wealthy bachelor marries the heroine.
There are several exciting situations in the picture; they arouse the interest and retain it all the
way through.
Miss Hyland's work is good, but that of Betty Shade also deserves special mention. — Released Jan.
26. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
York to visit her married sister, Janet Durling.
THE CAST
Janet and her husband, Jim, are crooks, which
Signa Herrick
Peggy Hyland
fact
doesn'ttheirtakehome
Signaandverygoeslongto toa discover.
Olney French
Charles Clary
She itleaves
mission,
Jim Durling
Gene Burr
R "
« BOND
through
which
she
secures
employment as secrepage 919)
from HONO
(ContinSued OF
Janet Durling
Betty Shade
tary to Olney French, a man of wealth who
govern-of
German
Dale Morgan
Jack Nelson
the
agentnotof in the least. Fear
is anSadao
itzinfluences
happens to be a woman hater and a hard drinker
Berkowment
Detective Haggard
Al Fremont
the
twtt
through
besides. Signa's business is to transcribe
go
to
him
s
Gerald Marbury
Harry Von Meter
e prompt
copied the
French's jewels.
dictation
on notes
his he
rareplans
collection
of exposur
Mrs. Marbury
Beverly Travers
nefarious scheme but after he has father
Oriental
These
publishing
and
his
them
Banker Osborne
William Ellingford
is ndreplaci
in book form.
plans and
him. ng
apprehe
brother
Story by Evelyn Campbell.
they expect
In French's house live Gerald Marbury and
Scenario by Raymond L. Schrock.
se that they are
Japane
ble
Honora
flees the house,
his
nearhisrelatives
Photography by Billy Foster and Harry
him to commit hara-kari but hecompan
plot wife,
to get
fortune.of Ittheismillionaire's,
Gerald who who
has
Gersted.
ion Olga
and his female
joins Berkowitz
made him such a drinker. The Marburys are
attempt
and departs for Vladivostok. Here they
instantly opposed to Signa, as they see that she
unbut
fromto him
tionvows
informa
sets right out to make a man of her employer.
to get more successful.
brother
his are
find
CATCH LINES
Yamashiro
Because
of
this
antagonism
they
employ
a
detecwno
o
~oku-K.
is
tive
to
watch
her
and
discover
that
she
is
related
She came to the city on a lark to visit her
senses.
to his
She Itis loved by both
and
him.
hearshimfrom
first bring
married sister but discovered, with a shock, that
to the Durlings. Gerald tells French that Sigra
She
both she and her husband were crooks!
is probably a crook, inasmuch as her sister is brothers but has always preferred Sadaon condrunke
a
in
h.m
him,sendsand
journey to
goes to dition,
Yamash.ro. He his
for finding
of
the light
believe
a wordfingered
of it. society, but French won't
In which an innocent girl rises above her
brother
with
Vladivostok, changes places
sordid surroundings and proves a real heroine.
At a reception given by the Marburys, French
. they are
as
spies
the
s
and capture
apprehends
and Signa enter the library just after Jim and
secrets
more
prevents any
about to kill him andSadao'
How a young woman from the country proved
his pals have entered to rob the safe. They
of honor
sense
s
out.
g
leakin
the equal of a band of crooks and schemers in hide behind the curtains. French proposes to
from
mtfa*at
tote
takes
he
and
last asserts itself
a fast game of wits.
Signa and she accepts. He gets the jewels from
o
ro. e fashion while Toku-K learns
Japanes
love bedYamashi
the safe and is showing them to her when he to
prescri
Pretty hard for a young lady fresh from the
sees the crooks. A fight ensues and when the
country to be thrown in with a gang of tough and
invaders are subdued, French learns the truth
hardened New York crooks! How she broke
relations.
At that her
moment,
away from them and gained true happiness is about ever,Signa's
Janet enters
and exonerates
of any howpart
in the attempted robbery. French takes Signa in
interestingly
told
in
"
The
Girl
with
No
Regrets,"
now showing at the
theatre.
his arms and orders the Marburys from his house.
Peggy Hyland in her latest and most entertaining Fox picture — the story of how a country
ADVERTISING AIDS
girl won out over a band of city crooks.
PAPER:
—
Two
one-sheets; two three-sheets: one
six-sheet.
AD TALK
LOBBY DISPLAY: — Ten 8x10 black and
An unusual story of romance and plotters in
white photographs; ten 11 x 14 black and white
photographs; three 22 x 28 colored.
the shape of crooks, is the basis of " The Girl
CUTS
AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Four
with
No Regrets,"
which will
two-column; two one-column. The one-columns
hold prior
place on the
the Fox
screenpicture
of the
theatre on
of
week. Peggy
are
poses
ofproductionstar
character, of
thetheothers
Hyland is the star of this picture and is seen in
s ofscenesin illustrative
story re-in
acceptable style.
the role of a small town stenographer who comes
to New York to live with her married sister. It
STAR CUTS: — One and two-column stock cuts
of star are obtainable at all Fox exchanges.
doesn'tandtakeher herhusband
long toare discover
that shebothleaves
her
sister
crooks and
ADVERTISING CUTS: — One two-column; two
one-column. As is the case with the advertisthem in disgust, securing employment as secretary to a millionaire who has a valuable collecing cuts on all Fox pictures. These are well
tion of jewels.
gotten up, containing arguments regarding the
How the romance between the girl and the
most
interesting points in the picture and premillionaire proceeds and how it is menaced for
senting them in such a manner as to make
a time by her relatives, as well as his, makes
them good selling arguments.
entertainment of an unusually high order. The
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
story was written for Miss Hyland by Evelyn
Campbell, who has contrived a series of situaSUGGESTIONS
tions of a highly sustaining order and which
Careful duction
consideration
storyangle
of this
make
the reels indeed.
of " The Miss
Girl Hyland
with No has
Regrets
indicates that ofthethebest
for prothe
pass quickly
never"
exhibitor to look to in his advertising is incorbeen seen to such good advantage as in this
p
o
r
a
t
e
d
i
n
the
fact
that
a
country
girl
proves
the
picture. While the body of it is dramatic to a
better of crooks and schemers in the city. On
marked degree there are innumerable light scenes
this
line
you
can
build
interesting
advertising
in
which the star's work is guaranteed to produce
smiles.
copy,
on thestressing
dangers the
thatgirl's
awaitinnocence
her whenandsheenlarging
goes to
She receives support that is truly adequate from
live with her sister (a crook) in the city. If you
a cast including Charles Clary, Gene Burr, Betty
play up this situation you will get a good bit of
Shade, Jack Nelson, Al Fremont, Harry Von
suspense in your advertisements that will result
Meter, Beverly Travers and William Ellingford.
in your offering getting a good deal of attention.
Other features on the bill of the
theatre for the same dates will include
.
If you operate
in aconvey
small the
town fact
it might
be particularly good to
that the
girl
PEGGY HVI.AND
from the little town put it over the wise ones
THE STORY
invanity
the big
town.
You're
catering
towayyourto patrons'
Star WHUAM
cut
Signa Herrick, stenographer in l»oessmall-town
then,
which
is
one
good
attract
FOX
DIRECTION
to New business.
bank, grows tired of her life and
»
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"HIS

PARISIAN
Elsie Ferguson

WIFE"—

ARTCRAFT

at Her Best in This, Says Reviewer

YOUR
patrons, especially if they happen to be of the more cultured type, should get their money's
worth out of this offering, because it is based on a story that is human.
In fact, it is more human
and closer to life than any of the stories furnished this star up to this day. The production end of
the picture, on the other hand, should draw real comments; it is truly artistic.
The plot treats of a simple love affair between the hero, an American lawyer, and the heroine, a
Parisian writer, who sells a story now and then for a living.
There is no villain in the story; though the hero's friend recognizes the injustice done to the heroine, and although he loves her, does not forget he is a gentleman.
Miss Ferguson has never appeared to a better advantage. — Released Jan. 19. — Length, 5 reels. —
P. S. Harrison.
marries her and then takes her home with him
THE CAST
yourself. He has done great work on the screen
in support of many of the foremost stars.
to his
in Boston.
parents from
treat
Fauvette, a Reporter
Elsie Ferguson
Courtney Foote is another. His ability and his
his
wifepeople
coldly.
They lookWesley's
upon anything
Martin Wesley, a Lawyer
David Powell
billing.record, together with his fine performance
past
the French city with a degree of horror, and
in this feature, should earn him a place on the
Tony Rye..'.
Foote
though ment,Fauvette
has
beauty,
breeding
and
refineThompson
Wesley Courtney
Frank Losee
they instantly brand her as unfit company
Mrs. Wesley
Cora Williams
for the ancient New England stock that they
Minister
Capt. Charles
are. This attitude of his parents toward Fauvette
Lawyer
Louis Grizel
begins to take root in Wesley, finally, and he
By Eve Unsell.
ADOLPH ZUKOR
Scenario by Miss Unsell.
asks himself, " Might she not have a past, after
Directed by Emile Chautard.
all?
"
He
shortly
begins
to
treat
her
cruelly
by
sometimes ignoring her and sometimes asserting
what he believes to be his rights as a husband.
presents
CATCH LINES
On the
Tony Rye,
Wesley's
He was a Bostonian from one of the staidest
comes
for night
dinner,thatFauvette
appears
in a friend,
rather
families on the River Charles. She was a
low-cut gown and this causes the cloud-burst.
Parisian, a woman used to leading her own life.
Wesley upraids her. Afterwards Wesley leaves
When he introduced her into his home as his
her to enable her to divorce him. Fauvette goes
to New York and soon makes a success of
wife, his father and mother regarded her as something evil, something to be shunned! One of writing. Her books bear the name of " Marie
the best dramas of the year arises from this conTrieste,"known
as authoress,
soon becomes
widely
under this and
name.she Wesley,
who at
trast of character. Don't fail to see Elsie Ferfirst turned to drink to forget his wife, reforms
guson in " His Parisian Wife."
and
makes
a
name,
winning
an
important
law
In which a young Bostonian lawyer weds a
case. He decides to go to New York and lays
young woman, reporter on a Paris newspaper.
a plan. He is well aware that Tony admires —
Then comes the clash of ideals — of temperament.
— -his wife
to win
her
Boston frigidity vs. the warmth of the Latin ! even
back loves
for himself
and and
thenhistellplan
her isthat
she can
How this photoplay develops is only to be seen
go
to
Tony
!
at the
theatre.
But when he again comes in contact with her,
Wesley realizes more than ever that he really
He married a Parisian girl and was surprised
loves his wife. And instead of carrying out his
to Boston!
find her unadaptable to the frigid atmosphere
ironical revenge he begs her forgiveness and
of
offers himself to her. So, each realizing their
Elsie
Ferguson's
greatest
screen
success
—
an
shortcomings, they arrive at a happy understandoriginal story by Eve Unsell in which the star
ing at last.
receives support from David Powell and Courtney
Foote, two of the most accomplished actors in
the profession.
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
AD TALK
six-sheet; one twenty-four-sheet; one rotoOne of the most unusual and, at the same time,
gravure one-sheet. Paper shows poses of star
highly dramatic offerings of the year will be
and scenes between star and leading man that
presented at the
theatre on
bring out the clash of character, the keynote
of
week when the Artcraft photoplay,
of the production.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 8x10 black and
" His
Parisian
Wife,"
Elsiecity.
Ferguson,
is
shown
for the
first featuring
time in this
Miss
white photos; eight 11 x 14 sepia; one 22 x 28
Ferguson has achieved many successes during her
sepia; 8 x 10 photographs of star.
career of somewhat over a year before the motion
CUTS
AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five
picture camera, but it may safely be said that
one-column; three two-column; two three" His ment
Parisian
Wife
"
is
the
brilliant
achievecolumn.
Here again is the clash of character
of her remarkable career. The story,
brought out.
original with Eve Unsell, one of the most skillSTOCK
CUTS
AND MATS OF STAR:— Five
ful scenarioists of the day and a leading authority
one-column ; three two-column ; two threeon screen technique, offers Miss Ferguson the
column.
title role, that of a Parisian woman of letters who
ADVERTISING LAYOUTS:— One one-column;
AnARTCRAFT Picture
marries a Boston lawyer.
one two-column; one three-column. These, in
both pictures and arguments, bring out the
doesn'tthetake
a greatofamount
of perspicacity
Unsell
to Itforetell
character
the events
which folDirectedBy byEveEmile
Chautard
contrast between the man and the woman, on
low, although it would take more than a modicum
which
the
picture
is
based.
to conjure up dramatic situations of the unSLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET also prodeniable strength and force of those provided by
Here is one of Elsie
vided at all Paramount-Artcraft exchanges.
Miss Unsell. The Bostonian returns to his native
land with his brilliant wife and straightway his
SUGGESTIONS
parents take a marked dislike toward her. AnyFerguson's
mostIn drathing from Paris must be wicked, is their belief.
matic pictures.
the
It is hardly necessary to state that the great
And their foolish attitude toward the woman
latest
French
gowns,
point to bring out regarding this picture is the
precipitates a breach between husband and wife
that is tained
onlyseries narrowed
again after a highly susshe startles a puritan
contrast in the two principal characters. " The
of situations.
Parisian
a Bostonian."
line lies
New England town.
the
whole Wife
powerof and
strength of In
the that
photodrama.
Miss Ferguson appears resplendent in the title
part. David Powell, one of the most polished
There are any number of interesting and comAnd through all the big,
pelling arguments you can get up, using this
of actors, appears as her husband. Another
as a basis for your advertising. And if you
exceptional performance is contributed by Courttense scenes, flashes
follow along this line you are bound to get peoney Foote while the supporting cast is, in every
brilliantly like the great
case, well up to the high standard maintained in drawnpletointerested.
The
comparison
hasn't
been
any extent on the films and at present,
star she is! Excitement
a'l Artcraft productions.
'.'hen we are in such constant touch with France,
i;
is
bound
to be of more than passing interest.
enough
for any one !
THE STORY
So follow up this angle and go the limit on it.
Then of course there is Miss Ferguson, a star
In Paris, Martin Wesley, a young American
lawyer, meets Fauvette. a reporter on one of the
cf the first magnitude. It would not be fair
One-column ad cut
to neglect David Powell either — that is, fair to
city's newspapers. After a brief courtship he
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"THE

AMAZING

IMPOSTER"—

Picture

News

AMERICAN

Lots of Ginger in This One; Stars Features Better
THE

last few pictures released with Mary Miles Minter as the star seem to possess more vigor and to
offer more genuine entertainment than the ones produced of old. The cause for this change to
the hetter is very plain; instead of depending on the star alone to put the picture over, stories

with " pep " are supplied her.
" An Amazing Impostor " should entertain any audience. Excitement and suspense are the principal elements. Exchanged identities furnish the foundation of the plot: and as it has been handled skillfully, itis convincing. A longer review was published in last week's issue, on page 755. — Released Feb. 2.
— Length. 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
'"8 them' one would g« the 'dea that the picCATCH LINES
THE C\ST
Joan
Mary
Miles Johnson
Minter thing
Papa's
chewing
gum factory
tJ^^^
didn'tromance
offer anyPhniusHope
Plumm
^^J^SSL^JS^
Edward
romantic
to Joan.
She wanted
and
ci inp Vian mik r nir St
L „^
"Countess of Crex "
Margaret Shelby wanted it spelt with a capital R. How sheit forms
found
S"Ef
£Na£
S^jSJi
Ancr.ft
exThar/es
exchanges.
^amount-Artcrait
a"
at
vlded
pursued
and
pursued
and
pursued
and
it
Stockdale
Carl
La Rue
RobertStandish
Kent
Alan Forrest
the basis of this delightful comedy.
Herbert Thornton
Henry Barrows
By
JosephbyFranklin
Poland.
To Joan'sHereromantic
soul the with
idea aappealed
SUGGESTIONS
Directed
Lloyd Ingraham.
strongly.
was a Countess
foreign
Produced by American.
accent and everything, offering to change places
The wise showman need not be told how to adand identities with her for a week! She jumped
vertise a Griffith production. All that is needed
THE STORY
at the chance. The only trouble was that the
'S a simple announcement of picture, producer,
jJoan Hope,
tt
jdaughter
, . ofr a chewing
,
,
•
"
Countess
"
happened
to
be
a
crook.
But
it
theatre and dates and the trick is usually turned.
gum king, wasr).t so much trouble> after all {or there was a As
Griffith has produced a number of war pic
longs for a romantic life which is not hers. When handsome detective on the trail of the case. See
tures, however, it would be wise to employ a line
her
father
a business
trip her
she way
de- otner developments
in this lively comedy.at the
to
the effectfromthatall"Athought
Romance
of Happy
Valley"to
termines to departs
have heron fling
and makes
theatre
is remote
of the
war, merely
to the railroad station. It so happens that Kent
distinguish it from his other productions.
Standish, amateur detective, is on the trail of Sort of t0Ugh— just as you've told the man you
In advertising the production don't fail to
the
Crex, a Russian lady known iove that
,ove, an(J innocent and 'un_
bring
out the human quality of the picture. It is
to haveCountess
a stolenofnecklace
in her keeping. Kent, married and allarethat—
sort
of
tough
to
have
a
in
injecting
this into his productions that Griffith
at the station, believes he has found the woman in rough specimen step up and serve vou with
wins out over the heads of other directors. So
JoauV
u
u
Joan
g^es
.ah?adandfi""^
divorce
papers!
This
is
what
happened
to
Joan
be
sure
to
emphasize
this quality in all advertisestablishes this idea in Kent s
For on in .. xhe
Imposter "—see how she
ing. Try to depart from the beaten path of picthe train, who should sit next brain.
to her but the cijmbed out Amazing
of
the
situation.
ture
announcements.
Use simple direct language
bogus Countess herself! The Countess being
and get an appeal into it. In any arguments you
rather fearful of detectives, suggests to Joan that
—
' has provided Miss
print
the same line. Don't get
they change identities for the period of a week Joseph Franklin Poland
•• funny follow
*' with out
the picture.
and
to
Joan's
romantic
nature
this
appeals
Minter
with
a
swift
moving
farce,
filled
with
the
The
leads,
Robert
Gish,
strongly. So card cases, check books, pocket funniest complications ever. It is a perfect riot
have done such good Harron
work inand allLillian
the recent
books and the like are exchanged — and acci- of comedy, this " The Amazing Imposter " and
Griffith productions that you can use their names
dentally— the Countess' box containing the jewels the star proves that she is one by shining every
to advantage. George Fawcett also appears in
andAt Joan's
box containing
chewing
gum!
scene of the way.
a g00(j character part.
the hotel
Joan registers
as the
Countess
and creates a mild sensation. When other crooks,
invrDTiCTvr
* mc
AL»\ tKHSUM, AIDS
gang.
of the
the head
La Rue,noises
of Robert
agents and
arrive
make queer
at Joan,
meaning
PAPER: — One one-sheet: one three-sheet; one
that they want the jewels, she laughs at them six-sheet.
,, and they go away to report to the chief that LOBBY DISPLAY: — Eight 11x14 scene stills
they have been double crossed. Kent finds him- and title card; 22 x 28 of scene and 22 x 28 of
'r
self falling in love with the young lady, knowing star.
that she is wicked and that she has a husband CUTS: — There are one-column and thumb-nail
who wants
her and
and discovers
what not.her Joan's
cuts Americans.
of star provided
this suitable
productionforas use
on
father
returnsto todivorce
his home
gone. all
Theseon are
He arrives at the hotel in search of her just as either for dressing advertisements or for text
the bogus Countess has returned to exchange the columns of newspapers or for program angum for the jewels and then the mystery begins nouncements.
to clear. It clears completely when, at the police SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET also prostation, Joan explains the whole thing and proves curable at all Pathe exchanges.
herself quite innocent and without a husband.
for Kent's special benefit.
TIONS
AD TALK
If you have SUGGES
been playing
the previous Mary
Mary Miles Minter will be seen at the
Miles M'nter American comedies your way is
American comedy, "The Amazing Imposter," by gamed more admirers owing to the new type of
name. Miss Minter has been seen in a number P1,cture s.he nas been doing
the past few
months,
fact
of this
advantage
of unusually delightful comedies and comedv- The exhibitor should take
dramas of late, but it may safely be said that as a"d so publicize the star and the brand name
far as the number of laughs are concerned " The that when a patron reads them he knows inthe type of entertainment that is to be
Amazing Imposter " puts all her previous pictures stinctively
on the screen. Indications are that Miss
well in the shade. Joseph Franklin Poland, who offered
prepared the story for her, is a writer of skill. Minter will remain in this type of production, so
In this case he has contrived a number of situa- rt ls "ot J°° late to begln now, Th.e Amazing Imposter is a farce of misare excellence
comedy valueincrease
sheercomplications
tions that for The
as the taken identities and any way that you can bring
themseives.
jj
picture goes along working somewhat after the out the tangle of situations in your advertising
manner of a lie; one leads to another and that C.°PV, wl" be appropriate. to Treat
the subject
the
of
some
relate
try
and
course
of
lightly
The
"
before
rate,
any
At
quickly to another.
AmazingraptImposter
" is doneof the
finds funniest situations of the picture.
jM
himself
in a paroxysm
mirthspectator
at the whole
•> ,
9 f, M
aspect
of
the
heroine's
predicament.
=^=^^=^=^^===^^=z^^^=r
Joan Hope is the daughter of a chewing gum
king, a l'.ttle lady who wants to have a romance
but who can't find it in papa's gum. When he "ROMANCE OF H VPPY VALLEY"
goes awavWhaton a business trip her big chance
"
_
comes.
be sweeter
havefora
(Continued from page 918)
^^B»wM!|
identitiesthanwithto her
to change
Countess offer could
the
seven days!installs
Joan herself
leaps atin the
idea one-column;
two-column;
three^JlliiiJijKvV^V/l1 v .' ^' "
and period
shortlyof afterwards
a hotel
column. Like three
the paper
these cutstwogenerally
under the name of the Countess of Crex. Of contain homely scenes and poses of various of
knowa handsome
that the Countess
was STOCK
the characters.
acourse
lady Joan
crook didn't
and that
detective was
CUTS AND MATS OF PRODUCER:
trailing her — otherwise she might not have done — Five one-column; three two-column; two
it— but on the other hand, she might have any- three-column.
way. Joan was game, to say the least, as this ADVERTISING LAYOUTS:— One one-column;
picture well proves and the handsome detective, of one two-column; one three-column. The argucourse, becomes the son-in-law of the chewing ments printed are hardly in character with the
gum king before the tale is done.
production. They are slangy, smart and. readThree-sheet poster
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"FORTUNE'S

927

CHILD"—

Heart Appeal Is There; Photography

VITAGRAPH
and Sets Are Good

THIS

picture should furnish fairly good entertainment to your patrons.
The element of heart appeal, as well as that of suspense, have been embodied into the situations.
The interest, on the
other hand, is well held all the way through.
A stolen baby boy forms the foundation of the story, in which the heroine, by mere chance, restores
him to his distracted mother, bringing happiness to tiie household.
In gratitude, the mother furnishes the
heroine with fine clothes and finds her lost hero, bringing them happily together.
The photography and interior settings are up ti the standard. — Released Feb. 10. — Length, 5 reels.
— P. S. Harrison.
graphs and title card; 8x10 photographs of
pole, Frances Mar.n, Fred Smith and Denton
THE CAST
star. The star photographs are provided for
Vane, while the picture was made under the
direction of Joseph G eason.
use in the making of special cuts or for addiBeth
Gladys Leslie
tional lobby display. A selection of 5 x 7 black
Jimmie Vernon
Kempton Greene
and
white scene stills are also provided for
Bob Wynne
Stanley Walpole
CATCH LINES
this purpose.
Mrs. Wynne
Frances Mann
Carter Demarest
Fred Smith
Another modern CindereKa — Beth was drudge
CUTS: — One two-column (scene); one onecolumn (scene) ; one two-column (star) ; one
in a boarding house and her Prince Charming
Mrs. Gamp
Jessie Stevens
came
to
her
in
the
guise
of
a
prize
fighter!
One
one-column (star). Cuts are fashioned that
"Superstitious" Louie Frank
Denton
Vane
Gallagher
Norcross
they
may be of use in either advertising or
of
the
most
wholesome
and
de'ightful
little
stories
Clarice
Miriam Miles
that Vitagraph has presented.
text columns of newspapers or for program use
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
By Lawrence McCloskey.
Directed by Joseph Gleason.
He was a painter by choice but a prize-fighter
SUGGESTIONS
by necessity! Beth came into his i fe ard managed to fix it so that he could go back to paintMake
the
most
of this light and cheerful story
THE STORY
ing canvases instead of black-eyes. How she
in which a girl who had every reason to be
did it forms the charming content of Gladys
Beth is drudge in a cheap boarding-house until
down in the dumps proved the means of making
Leslie's latest Vitagraph picture, " Fortune's
one day a petty theft occurs and everyone points
three people very happy. Gladys Leslie is your
to her as the culprit. The housekeeper locks her
star and she has a winning personality. Display
in a room, threatening to send her to a house
her photographs in the lobby and use them in
ADVERTISING AIDS
of correction, but Beth makes her escape and flees
any advertising you do. In the supporting cast
in terror. It so happens that she lands on the
Child."
you
will find a number of players who have
PAPER:
—
One
one-sheet;
one
three-sheet;
one
six-sheet.
appeared in numerous Vitagraph subjects and
doorstep
of
Jimmie
Vernon's
little
attic
room
after
she has tramped the city all day until exhausted.
who
are
doubtless well known where these picLOBBY DISPLAY :— Two 22 x 28 colored photoJimmie is an artist by intent, but a prizefighter
tures are shown.
graphs; eight 11 x 14 black and white photoby necessity. That night he returns from a poolroom bearing a small baby. Louis, a crook, had
stolen it from the wealthy Wynnes in the hope
of securing a ransom, had taken it to the gambling place which had subsequently been raided,
so Jimmie had snatched the infant and brought
it safely home.
He takes both Beth and the child into his
place and manages to eke out a living for them.
One night while Jimmie is away in the ring, Louis
enters and again takes the baby despite Beth's reLater whena wanderer
Jimmie doesn't
turn upin
Beth again sistance.
becomes
and is taken
by the Wynnes. Mrs. Wynne lies seriously ill
over the loss of her child. Not knowing that
the baby she cared for and the Wynne baby are
one and the same, she again goes to Louis and
succeeds
in " regains
borrowing
the infant
a time.
Mrs. Wynne
her "health
rapidlyforwhen
the
child is restored.
Later When Jimmie comes out of the hospital
where his last fight had laid him, explanations
are in order and any suspicion that rested on
Beth is put to rout. Beth is given a home
with the Wynnes while money is advanced to
Jimmie to enable him to continue his art
lessons and promises between him and Beth are
exchanged.
AD TALK
Gladys Leslie, the little actress with a " milliondollaratresmile,"
willof
be seen ■—at week
thein her latest
theon
Vitagraph
picture,
entitled
"
Fortune's
Child."
This was written for her by Lawrence McCloskey
and provides her with the role of Beth, the
drudge in a boarding house. Her only happiness
in this dull position is gleaned from a book of
fairy-tales. But no kind fairy comes into her
life — not at the boarding house. In fact, one
day she is accused of stealing and threatened
with arrest and confinement in the House of
Correction. So Beth makes her escape from the
unhappy place and becomes a wanderer.
From here on, the film takes on a romantic
interest of an unusual and pretty variety. How
Beth wins the love of a struggling artist and
restores happiness (happiness in the shape of a
baby) to the home of the rich Wynnes, forms
a fanciful and charming little tale in which Miss
Leslie appears to her best advantage. It is just
the sort of picture in which you expect and
want to see this charming little star and while
it is light and happy it contains a degree of
wholesome philosophy that makes it of more
than passing interest.
Miss Leslie is supported by such well known
Vitagraphers as Kempton Greene, Stanley Wal-

GLADYS LESLIE
in Vitagraph Star Series Release
"FORTUNE'S CHILD "
Two-column scene cut
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"VENUS
// You

ALL

IN

THE

EAST"—

Get By with This Picture You

Picture

A'e w s

PARAMOUNT

Should

Be Satisfied

you should expect to do with this picture is to get by; you shouldn?t hope to create a riot. It
isn't in it.
The story is weak and inconsistent; and as there are no strong points in it whatever to detract the

spectator's attention, the inconsistencies become much more noticeable. For instance, it doesn't seem
probable that a man would put eleven hundred dollars in his coat pocket, and then leave the coat on a
bench at the railroad station. Such instances may have happened in real life, but being only isolated
cases, they don't convince in pictures.
Again, that the hero would donate to the woman he is crazy to meet a pearl necklace worth $250,000
is beyond credulity. There are a number of other doubtful points in the picture which all do their bit to
destroy the illusion.
If this star is of any value to you, I would suggest you refrain from advertising this picture strong.
Let a simple announcement bring in the Washburn fans. Thus, the disappointment will correspondingly
be less. — Released Jan. 26. — Length. 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE STORY
side, willinstantly.
create a display that will command
THE CAST
attention
Buddy McNair
Bryant Washburn
Buddy McNair, having inherited a vast fortune
This
same
idea can be carried out in any speMartha
Margery Wilson
from his father who discovered some new orecial lobby decorations that you employ yourself.
Mrs. Pat Dyvenot
Anna Q. Nilsson
You
might
also
go as far as to obtain a copy
reducing
process,
knowof exactly
Doc Naylor
Guy Oliver
of this famous statue and place it in your lobby
spend
it until
he seesdoesn't
a picture
Mrs. Pathow
Dyve-to
Pontius Blint
Clarence Burton
not in the paper. Mrs. Dyvenot is a beautiful
or
near
the
box
office dressed with similar artiDoris Blint
Julia Faye
society woman of New York and without a huscles of feminine wearing apparel. With an anMrs. Blint
Helen Dunbar
band. Buddy straightway terms her his Venus in
nouncement that
round about
the be
lady's
feet youamusing
would
Middy Knox
Arthur Carewe
the East and decides to go to New York and win
have a display
would
unusual,
Terrill Overbed:
M. A. Barrows
her. On the train he makes the acquaintance of and interesting.
a young woman with several gamblers. They
Clarence Geldart
jass
is increasing,
proceed to cheat him of a good portion of his
theWashburn's
fine picturespopularity
that Paramount
has givenduehim.to
By Wallace Irwin.
Scenario by Gardner Hunting.
wealth at cards and circumstance convince Buddy
He
is
doing
light
comedy-dramas.
Let your
that the girl is an accomplice.
Directed by Donald Crisp.
people know that each Washburn picture stands
Arriving in New York, Buddy soon makes the
for just such a brand of entertainment. You will
Photographed by C. Edward Schoenbaum.
acquaintance of Mrs. Dyvenot and because of his
be cashing in on a personality and a series of
fabulous wealth she readily accepts his proposal
productions that stand by themselves in the
CATCH LINES
of marriage. It is not long, however, before
field of motion pictures.
Buddy
discovers
that
his
fiancee
fails
to
possess
sePost
the Saturday
from name
Adapted
Irwin.
a beauty of mind equal to that of her face. She
by WallaceEvening
rial of the same
is bankrupt besides. One day she announces the
He saw a Venus in the East and pursued her!
loss of a valuable necklace and Buddy buys anin appearbit as delightful*
every indicated
one forhimher.
He found
suitor other
tells
that Mrs.
he isDyvenot's
a fool anddisgruntled
that the
and he immediately
pictures
ance as her her
real necklace lies in pawn.
he discovered
accepted. Then
and was and
proposed was
grasping and without lovea
cold
that she
goes with
to look
the matter
faceBuddy
to face
Martha,
the girlup ofandthe— comes
train.
for him. How he found the real Venus makes
She surprises him by handing back his money and
tale delightfully told in this Paramount
delightful
picture.
explaining the whole matter much to his liking.
And nusMartha,
BuddyHownow torealizes,
is his
true Vein the East.
break his
engagement
A story of two kinds of beauty. Beauty that
penewith
Mrs.
Dyvenot
puzzles,
him,
but
he
makes
kindgot that
other
the
and
is onlytratesskin-deep
entangled
deeper. How Buddy McNair
short work of the job when he announces that
by the latter forms a his fortune has been swept away. There isn't
by the former and isfreed
even a parting kiss between them. And so Buddy
comedy-drama that altogether irresistible.
and his new Venus depart again for the West.
WashBryant
fits
just
that
picture
of
The kind
burn. Something like the Skinner series, just as
Something like " The Gypsy Trail," just
human.
as
romantic.
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Evening
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Saturday
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which
" by name,
theA East
photographs;
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on for the photoplathey
last year is the foundati
one
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sepia; 8x10 photographs of star.
at
in
appear
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which Bryant Washburn
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five
of ; cweektheatre on
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; three and
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two being
three-colIrwin, one of the popular writers ot modWallace
umn. All scenes
poses of; star
out
ern times, is author of this story and throughout
the
comedy
element
of
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picture.
n
Washbur
of
talents
the
to
suited'
well
so
is
it one might easily believe that Mr. Irwin had
that
STOCK CUTS AND MATS OF STAR:— Five
as Buddy
that star
it withir
written Na
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Mc
,
column.
re and
millionaiuncouth,
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is the sonfortune
Buddy his
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. Somewhat
vast
inherits
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illuof an
pursuit
East hein saw
for the
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Jesse L, Lasky^^
Buddysive departs
papers.
in the
picture
Venus, whose
similar to the one-column which is shown on
Mrs. Pat Dyvenot,
This Venus is none other than along
this
page.
The
arguments
are
snappy
and
apit
finds
and
s
struggle
society leaderto who
. .pealing.
make both ends meet. So when
rather hard
BRYANT
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
immealmost Before
tionsheandaccepts.
an introduc
Buddy gains
diately proposes marriage r discovers that he
the Westerne
long however,
has made a mistake. Mrs. Dyvenot is a Venus
WASHBURN
SUGGESTIONS
Buddy wants companionto look at all right, but the
Mrs.
placing
of
idea
like
doesn't
and
ship
Not
a
very
good
title
for
a
male
star
at
first
rest
the
for
her
at
and gazing , .
a frame e.
Pathisin lif
of
glance, isit it?
" Venus
the East." ButWill
don'tit
dismiss
without
carefulin consideration.
t
Venus in the East
to break his engagemen
How he manageshaughty
lend itself to advertising? It will and you can
society lady and how
with the cold and
by"VALLAC£ FRVIN
get
more
original
copy
out
of
it
than
you
can
well
as
he finds a girl that is a Venus in mind
title. In the Paramount adverthis spirited story in de-of with thetising average
as in face, concludesWashburn
(the one-column cut is shown elsewhere on
has the benefit
1CJkuamountCpidurvr
lightful style. Mr.
this page), a statue of the Venus de Milo is
includes
an excellent supporting cast, which
shown, decorated with a hat and a rope of jewels.
Wilson, Guy Oliver
Margery
One-column
ad cut
Nilsson,
Q.
Anna
and Clarence Burton.
This, with the figure of Bryant Washburn along-
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"MANDARIN'S
Well Cast Drama

Sustained

GOLD"—

by Expert Handling

WORLD

and Unusual

Atmosphere

UNDER
the new World regime Kitty Gordon was awarded vehicles that suited her. " Mandarins
Gold " is one of these. Miss Gordon never should have played a college girl or a maid of the
mountains, parts that she once had thrust upon her. Here she is awarded the role of a society
woman who contracts dehts hy poor bridge playing and who has a dream about selling an innocent
little Chinese girl to a wicked old Mandarin for a b ag of gold. The dream is highly sustained and woven
in with the picture proper, with the result that the spectator is taken quite by surprise when the lady
awakes.
41 Mandarin's Gold " is a well knit picture from start to finish and in addition to the entertainment
derived from the finished construction of the plot, a goodly portion of interest is created in the Chinese
atmosphere of the picture. Warner Oland as the silken clad Mandarin, with finger nails long and encased in jeweled tips, creates more than a modicum of interest on his own account and his playing of
his important part is excellent.
It was Phil Lonergan who contrived this somewhat original story by combining the lady-in-debt
theme with the Chinese atmosphere, and he has handled his work well. When it is added that Oscar Apfel
directed its realism is safely vouched for.— Length, 5 reels. — Released Feb. 10. — Peter Milne.
North, a man of wealth, who admires her as the
atmosphere will suffice.
THE CAST
beautiful woman she is. But even he demands
Play
Gordon's
role up as the
the truth,
best sheat
Betty Cardon
Kitty Gordon
has
had,Kitty
for this
is undoubtedly
his
dues
and
when
Betty
learns
what
he
expects,
Blair Cardon
Irving Cummings
she suffers a revulsion of feeling. How is she
least self
with
respect
to
World
pictures.
You
Geoffrey North
George MacQuarrie
know that some of her vehicles of the yourpast
to get out of her predicament? How is she to
Susan Pettigrew
Marguerite Gale
have not suited her but this one does. So
pay these notes and again be free?
Cherry Blossoms
Veronica Lee
emphasize
this
point
and
also
state
that
her
In
the
Cardon
household
there
is
Cherry
Li Hsun
Warner Oland
Blossom, a little Chinese girl to whom Betty had
performance
iseither.
of high order. You won't be
Wu Sing
Joseph Lee
given
refuge
when
she
learned
that
her
father
wrong
in
this
Mrs. Stone
Marion Barney
had made arrangements to sell her to Li
Bertie Standish
Tony Merlo
Hsun, the Mandarin. The Mandarin had often
Directed by Oscar Apfel.
approached Betty, weighing bags of gold in his
Photographed by Lucien Tainguy.
hand,
offering her small fortunes if she will but
Story by Philip Lonergan.
*' GO (Continued
WEST, from
YOUNG
MAN "
give up Cherry Blossom, but Betty had always
page 923)
Scenario by Lucien Hubbard.
remained
the girl. firm and true to her promise to protect
father. But Dick soon afterwards learns of this.
Now, as she sits in her chair brooding over her
Godson tries to double-cross his partner in crime
ADVERTISING AIDS
and Dick gets on the trail of the whole affair.
losses, with
Hsun's tolastgive
noteupin the
her girl
hand,toshea
PAPER:
—
Two
one-sheets;
two
three-sheets;
one
wavers
and Lidecides
The upshot of it is that both Godson and the
six-sheet.
horrible fate. The plans are made, all she must
other bad man are cast in jail and Rosa disLOBBY DISPLAY:— Two 22 x 28 colored phodo
girl to She
the Mandarin's
that hercomes
father's
ranch that
is rich
gold.
Andis tothisgiveshethe does.
receives inmessenger.
turn the
Word coversthen
to Dick
somein strangers
black and tographs;
white.eight 11x14 colored; eight 8x10
gold
with
which
she
pays
her
debt
and
then
the
are
gambling
in
the
hotel,
and
seeking
them
out
CUTS AND MATS: — Advertising cuts are two
full horror of her act dawns on her. She rushes
with the idea of arresting them, he finds his
one-column
and
one
two-column,
these
preto
the
Mandarin
to
save
Cherry
Blossom
and
father
and
business
acquaintances
who
came
pared in the usual World style.
arrives while he is torturing her to give up the
to buy the Crimmins property from Godson.
Scene cuts are two three-column and one
man she loves for him. She refuses, so she is West
Dick says he'll permit them to keep out of jail
two-column,
containing
big
moments
from
the
killed, and with her her lover. Blair Cardon has
production.
if
they'll
Rosa should.
and so the romance
gotten on the trail of his wife and breaks into
ends as allbuygoodit from
romances
the
Mandarin's
den
with
the
police.
The
police
AD TALK
shoot the Mandarin as he attempts to escape and
with
dying breath
Blair his
denounces
her. he tells of Betty's deed.
"
Mandarin's
Gold,"
starring
Kitty
Gordon,
will
be the featured attraction at the
theatre
Then
Betty
awakes
in her chair with the final
on
ofin which week.
This is has
probably
offer from the Mandarin still in her hand. With
the best picture
Miss Gordon
been
a glad cry she realizes it has all been a dream
seen, inasmuch as it offers her a role that is well
and when her husband returns from business she
suited to her appearance and talents, while the
confesses all to him and promises to stop her
dramatic fare presented it strong and unusual.
gambling.
Philip Lonergan, the author of the story, contrived an original series of situations centering
CATCH LINES
about a married woman who plunged at cards
and lost heavily. He introduced a counterplot in
How a woman was tempted by the Wealth of a
which a Chinese Mandarin figured prominently
Mandarin to commit a crime against an innocent
and
brought
these dramatic
two threads
girl and her own conscience. How matters come
a climax
of real
force. together, forming
to
a happy conclusion, forms one of the most
Oscar Apfel, a director who is always sure on
startling climaxes that ever "capped a photoplay.
detail and atmosphere and who combines a keen
insight into dramatic construction with an ability
Kitty Gordon in a role exactly suited to her
to bring out the best in his players, had charge
talents. A picture of superlative realism,
of
the
production
of
"
Mandarin's
Gold
"
and
it
combining the story of a horrible Chinese plot
is one of his best works. Miss Gordon, under
his direction, appears to splendid advantage and
with her
thatsex.
of aPresenting
white woman's
herself
and
one of sin
the against
most startling
plays her role of the wife who stoops to a crime
climaxes possible.
to free herself from debt, in admirable fashion.
Warner Oland, as the Mandarin, creates a
character long to be remembered. Mr. Oland
Kitty Gordon, supported by Warner Oland,
is particularly adept at playing Orientals. He is than
whom there is none better in the portrayal
a master of makeup and an actor of long standing
of
Oriental roles. As the oily, sly Mandarin he
and ability. Some patrons doubtless have seen
creates a striking contrast to the beautiful star.
him
in the he
new again
serial, appears
" The Lightning
Raider,"
See
of wits inpictures
" Mandarin's
Gold " —
in which
as a Chinaman.
One their
of thebattle
few thrilling
of the season.
Irving Cummings, George MacQuarrie, Tony
Merlo and a number of Chinese players complete
the cast of " Mandarin's Gold."
SUGGESTIONS
Feature the Chinese atmosphere in this producTHE STORY
tion anddarin.Warner
Oland's andportrayal
of the
ManBoth are unusual
are worthy
of being
Betty Cardon is a bridge fiend, and moreover,
she is not a good hand at the game. Her losses
played up to the fullest extent. And decorations that you may inaugurate in your theatre
mount and mount until finally her husband, Blair,
finds himself unable to keep pace with them.
during theAdvertising
picture's runshould
should have
be Chinese,
course.
somethingof
He asks her to stop, but the fever is in Betty
Oriental about it also. Anything to suggest the
and she can not. She goes in debt to Geoffrey
One-column ad cut
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(Continued from page 915)
" Romance

and Rings," with Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Drew

It is too bad that so much good work should have been wasted
on an unworthy story. The timber used for its construction is
so weak that it really " creaks." Even Rupert Julian's skill could
not pull it out of the hole.
The story, condensed to a few lines, is as follows : The hero
loves the heroine and asks her to marry him. Although she
loves him, she refuses. His pleadings bring forth the confession
that a wealthy bachelor had taken advantage of her. with false
promises of marriage. But the hero forgives. So they marry,
move to their new home, and are happy.
For some unexplained reason she falls back on her rent. She
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" The Man of Might "
i Vitagraph Serial — Third Episode i
This episode opens showing an automobile rushing over a
yawning chasm. It is followed by other dangerous tricks. A
man is seen hanging over a cliff in the mid-air. He was placed
there by the villains as a bait to attract the hero, but the latter,
scenting the bait, quietly throws his lariat and pulls him safely
to the middle of the cliff. But they are caught by the villains.
Again they escape and hide in a blind shaft. The villains discover them and determine to smoke them out. But help arrives
in time and they are saved. The last scene shows the hero and the
man he saved in a cabin, and a fuse that was leading to the cabin,
set fire by the villains, who were challenging them to come out of
the cabin if they don't want to be blown to heavens.

" Creaking Stairs," with Mary McLaren
(Universal. — Feb. 10. — Six
Reels.- — Directed by Rupert
Julian)

SURE

.V ew s

puts off the rent agent, until the landlord is compelled to call on
her himself. She is shocked to find out that her landlord is
nonp other than THE MAN. She begs him to go, but at that
minute he drops dead from heart failure.
Fearing lest her husband misconstrue his presence there, she
summons help and hides the body in the attic. She takes it out
at night and places it somewhere in the neighborhood. The husband becomes suspicious on account of the odd actions of everybody in the house, and when he discovers the villain's hat, creates
a scene. In the end, everything is explained satisfactorily.
Why should the heroine hide the body when she could have
very easily established the fact that he was the landlord and had
called for the rent? Why the police should have claimed he was
murdered, when a child knows that a coroner's autopsy could
have established the cause of his death? As these points form
more or less the framework, they weaken the story. Besides, it
is too morbid. Death scenes, especially those showing the agonies
of a dying man, do not entertain.
P. S. Harrison

(Paramount Comedy — Two Reels)
" Romance and Rings " is the first Drew comedy released since
the Drews left the Metro program. It may be rightly called a
romantic comedy-drama. Although it may please high-class audiences, itwill hardly get any laughs. The story is based on the
fact that, when Henry and Polly are ready to be married, Henry
has no ring, having forgotten it in his office. He borrows the
wedding ring of his friend's wife, with the understanding that he
ii to return it immediately afterwards ; but Polly, not knowing it
is a borrowed ring, takes great pride in it. His friend insists for the
return of it, but Henry is afraid to ask his wife for it, lest she get
angry. This causes complications which are happily explained
towards the end. Polly returns the borrowed ring, receiving her
own in return. — P. S. Harrison.
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the producer,
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release
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following
also contains
our reviewer's
in publish
a brief single
givessummarizing
the commentsa of
exhibitorsof who
haveThe
shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinion
opinions.encompassed
And we also
a finalline
lineandfairly
consensus
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released previous to November 17, 1918.
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
Not
a satisfactory
ADELE (UNITED) KITTY GORDON
(JAN. 26)
FEB. 1
ture." " Picture just fair." " Did not draw.
(Six Parts)
picture."
"
Average
business."
i "Here's
Consensus —GIRL,
" FineTHE
picture
with very good
drawing powers."
News. opportunity to see if patrons want more war stories.'' — M. P.
CABARET
(BLUEBIRD)
CLIFFORD
(DEC. 30) . JAN. 4
ADVENTURE SHOP, THE (VITA GRAPH) GRIFFITH (JAN. 6). J AN. 11
" The title tells the whole story." — M. P. News.
" Better than an average picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " THE
Average
business."
CALL
OF THE
SOUL,
(FOX)
BROCKWELL) (JAN. 19) JAN. 18
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture."
[AFTER THE WAR (ARGOSY) CUNARD (JAN 26)
JAN. 11
"
'
Wronged
Girl
'
story
with
few
appeal.'' — .1/. MUTUAL)
P. News.
CANNIBALS
OF THE SOUTH moments
SEAS that
(EXHIBITORS
"Timely
subject
possessing
unusual
advertising
possibilities."
—
M.
P.
News.
ALI BABA (FOX EXTRAVAGANZA) (NOV. 24)
DEC. 7
MARTIN JOHNSON'S
DEC. IS
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business. Now in its second week with
I " NotNIGHT
only entertaining
but isCARMEL
an excellent
production."
M. P. News.
ALL
(BLUEBIRD)
MYERS
(NOV. —25)
NOV. 2
me and playing capacity. Don't let imaginative ideas account of
lack of clothes keep you from booking this winner."
" Picture
" An out of the ordinary comedy drama that satisfies." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Crackerjack. Big business." " Average picture."
gave good
Consensus
— " satisfaction."
Excellent picture with great drawing powers."
" A very good picture."
CAPTAIN'S CAPTAIN, THE (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE (JAN. 6) .JAN. 4
Consensus
" Fine picture
with good drawing
*LL
THE —WORLD
TO NOTHING
(PATHE)powers."
RUSSELL (DEC. 1)
" Popular Alice Joyce in an average story." — M. P. News.
(Six Parts)
NOV. 30
Exhibitor
" Not good.
" Joyce misplaced.
Has no Comment
right in —comedies.
PicturePoornot business.''
liked. Consequently
business
" Far below the regular William Russell standard." — M. P. News.
'flopped' after opening." "Fair. Poor vehicle for Alice Joyce."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Only
fair
picture
with
average
drawing
powers."
" Big business."
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
CAUGHT IN THE ACT (FOX) HYLAND (DEC. 5)
DEC. 28
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
picture (RBSN-COLE)
with average drawing
powers." (DEC.
4ND
A STILL
SMALL VOICE
WALTHALL
" Rather spare plot and not well treated." — M. P. News.
23) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
Exhibitor Comment — " Some good comedy.
Kept them laughing."
" Walthall satisfactory in drama built on old lines." — M. P. News.
" Pleased very much. Extra big business."
Exhibitor Comment — " New star for our house. Picture and story exConsensus
—
"
Satisfactory
picture,
good
puller.''
CAVELL CASE, THE (SELECT) JULIA ARTHUR (NOV. 24)
cellent. Photography tooFAIRBANKS
dark in some (DEC.
parts." 8)
ARIZONA (ARTCRAFT)
DEC. 28
Exhibitor Comment — " Very Good." " Poor business as ' flu ' ban
" Fairbanks slips a cog, but production should please." — M. P. News.
interfered." " Pleased all patrons. Played to capacity second day."
Exhibitor Comment — ■" Drew big for Christmas week. Good but
"theBigbest
card.timely
Timely
and and
will exceptionally
get the business.
Pleased."
pictures
well acted
by all "theOnecast.of
not his best." " Big to average business. ' Flu ' masks on every
one." " Great. Fairbanks' best picture." " We established a record
Exhibitors
can't
make
a
mistake
by
playing
this
production.
Extra
for New Year's Day." "Big business." "Without a doubt the most
satisfactory
Fairbanks
picture,
we
have
played
in
a
long
time."
"
Many
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
production
with
big
drawing
powers."
who generally dislike Fairbanks enjoyed this immensely. Fairbanks
big business."
CHEATING
CHEATERS (SELECT) C. K. YOUNG (JAN. 19).. FEB. 1
fans said this was one of his real good ones. Settings fine. Photog" CrookOFplayTHEthat YUKON
gives star (SELECT)
chance to doLEWIS
excellent(DEC.
work." 23)
— M. P. DEC.
News. 21
CODE
raphy fine. Brought out many strange faces. Made a big hit."
(Six Parts)
"in Second
run
first
two
days
big,
next
two
days
average.
Return
date
three weeks."
"Exhibitor
Outdoor Comment
scenery loves
this. Plot
built on " revenge.''
if. P.thisNews.
Consensus
Excellent production
with big drawing
possibilities." OCT. 5
— " Pleased
average."
Santschi —holds
up. A
JELLS,
THE— " (PATHE)
FRANK KEENAN
(NOV. 17)
good
drama,
not
scenic."
"
Fair
picture,
average
business."
" News.
This shows Keenan in the strongest character of his career."— M. P.
Consensus—"
with averageJ. drawing
powers.''
COME
AGAIN Satisfactory
SMITH picture
(HODKINSON)
W. KERRIGAN
Exhibitor Comment — " Very heavy. Will require a good comedy to
(FEB. 10)
...
FEB. 1
get this over." " This picture will not go over." " Average business."
" Fits the CAUSE,
star like THE
proverbial
glove ; interest is plentiful."
— M. P.DEC.
\'ews.7-14
" This should have been a wonderful picture. Snow stuff bad. Polish
COMMON
(BLACKTON-VITA)
(JAN. 5)
Jew becomes a dummy without feet."
News.
"
Contains
all
elements
necessary
to
pleasing
entertainment."
—
M.
P.
Consensus —IMPOSTER
" Heavy picture
with average LESLIE
drawing power."
BELOVED
(VITAGRAPH)
(DEC. 16).. DEC. 21
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Best
war
picture
we
have
run
or
seen
yet.
" Light one
fine photographs
good scenes."
M. P. News.
Drew bigTHE
business
and pleased FRANCIS
all."
BEYOND
THEwithLAW
(EMMETT and
DALTON)
DEC. — 22
DEC. 14
CRAVING,
(BLUEBIRD)
FORD (JAN. 13).. JAN. 18
(Six Parts)
"
Holds
suspense
clear
through.
Staging
well done."
— M. 15)
P. News.JAN. 4
CROWN
JEWELS
(TRIANGLE)
ANDERSON
(DEC.
"
Entertaining
picturization
of
the
Dalton
Brothers'
story."
—
M.
P.
News.
3LUFFER, THE (WORLD)
ELVIDGE
(JAN. 20)
JAN. 18
"
Critics
may
find
fault
with
direction
of
this."
—
if.
P.
News.
DANGER— GO SLOW (UNIV.-SPEC.) MAE MURRAY
(DEC. 9)
' " An expose of society's seamy side that is entertaining." — M. P. News.
(Six Parts)
DEC. 21
Exhibitor Comment
— " Very
pleasingHARRIS
program (NOV.
offering."18)
SORROWED
CLOTHES
(JEWEL)
NOV. 2
"
Heart
interest
and
suspense
plentiful
here."
—
if.
P.
News.
(Six Parts)
Exhibitor Comment—" Pleased big." " A very goo dpicture."
" Director Lois Weber scores again with this production." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Fine picture with good drawing powers."
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture. Big business." " Opened
DANGER ZONE, THE (FOX) TRAVERSE (DEC. 29)
JAN. 18
great in spite of ' Flu ' restrictions of children under 18 and 2 hours'
" Melodrama sheds sensationalism, but little realism." — M. P. News.
shut down for ventilation." " Extra big business and big through
DAUGHTER OF THE OLD SOUTH, A (PARAMOUNT) FREDweek." " Excellent
Great. Broke
house records
for three
days."is very
" Picture
ERICK (NOV. 25)
OCT. 26
pleased.
photography
and detail,
but story
un" A well produced tale of the ' wronged girl.' " — M. P. News.
convincing.
Improbable,
but
good
box
office
attraction."
"
This
star,
with the added strength of her new name, Mrs. Charles Chaplin,
Exhibitor Comment — " Not much of a picture." " Average business."
" Only fair picture to average bzusiness." " Weak production for
drew surprisingly' well and made good. An excellent production."
Pauline Fredericks." " Very, very poor. If you value your Pauline
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing powers."
BRANDING BROADWAY (ARTCRAFT) HART (DEC. IS) DEC. 7
Frederick business, skip this one sure." " Poor Pauline. This is
just the —kind
audiences
" Star
News. keeps you guessing in subject which is bound to go." — M. P.
Consensus
" fust
a fair don't
picturewant."
with ordinary drawing powers."
DAWN
OF UNDERSTANDING,
THE
(VITAGRAPH) BESSIE
Exhibitor Comment — " Some Picture." " Very Good Hart." " DifLOVE
(DEC.
2)
DEC. 7
ferent from usual run of Hart pictures and made a big hit." " Hart
made hit in new role. Some didn't like it a bit." " The public didn't
" Romantic story of the days of '40 with steady action in plot." — M. P.
like this at all." " Made many new friends for Hart. Extra big
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business." " Average business."
two days." " Big business." " Good picture. Pleased everybody.
Played to good business under adverse conditions."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, average puller."
DAY
DREAMS (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY (JAN. 12) JAN. 25
Consensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
" One
of the REAL artistic offerings; cast excellent." — M. P. News.
BUCHANAN'S WIFE (FOX) PEARSON (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
News."
Exhibitor Comment — " Shame to make one like this after having two
I Exhibitor
" Virginia Comment
Pearson —in " highly
dramatic
production."
—
M.
P.
News.
Average business." " Wonderful dramatic piclike ' Kingdom of Youth ' and ' Perfect Lady.' "
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DEUCE DUNCAN (TRIANGLE) DESMOND (NOV. 24j NOV. 30
did the and
rest.didOnea wonderful
war picturebusiness.
that scores
today."who" Splendid
pro-|
duction
Exhibitors
are doubtful]
" Fans strong for Westerns will like this." — M. P. News.
as to war plays now should book this. It is positively very much!
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Poor
business."
DIVORCEE (METRO) ETHEL BARRYMORE (JAN. 20) JAN. 25
Consensus
— " Excellent THE
production
with tremendous
drawingLOCKWOOl
powers." I
" Star in a brilliant screen achievement." — M. P. Neivs.
worth ROMANCE,
while."
GREAT
(SCREEN
CLASSICS;
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a real production. Go the limit in ad(JAN. 19)
JAN. |
vertising and you will win WALLACE
out.''
(Six Parts)
DUB, THE (PARAMOUNT)
REID (JAN. 19; JAN. 25
"Romance
and adventure
story laid in
beautiful setting."
M. P. News.]
" Well produced and entertaining farce of crook sort." — M. P. News.
GREAT
VICTORY,
THE (SCREEN
CLASSICS)
(JAN. —6)
JAN..
Exhibitor Comment — "Excellent picture." "Immense."
" Fact and fiction combined in a war history." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Duck
this
one.
Simply
a
rehash
of
old
wan
ENCHANTED
BARN, THE (VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE LOVE (JAN.
stuff. Withdrew
it third dav."
27)
JAN. 25 GROUCH,
THE (WORLD)
MONTAGU LOVE (NOV. 25) NOV. li
" Has all good points necessary to interesting picture." — M. P. News.
News. entertainment with good stars and adequate settings." — M. P.
" Average
EVERYBODY'S GIRL (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE (NOV. 18) OCT. 21
" A corking good picture: should have universal appeal." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Commentand
— " unusual
Wonderfulplot.scenicExcellent
effects." photography
" Good program
pic-J
ture. Strong
and good]
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, big business two days. " Pleasing picture, big business third day." " Average business." " Average
sets.
Drew
very
well
for
week
before
Christmas."
"
Big
business."]
business." " Will please any audience."
Pleasing program pic" Average business."
ture. Satisfied. Average business." " Good comments from my
Consensus
— " Good
with good drawing
powers."(NOV. 17) . NOV.:
GYPSY
TRAIL,
THE picture
(PARAMOUNT)
WASHBURN
patrons." " Big business two days." " Average picture to hold-out
business two days."
" It will please but the star is somewhat lost." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Excellent picture with very good drawing powers."
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture." " Very good." " ' Gypsy Trail *
EYE FOR EYE
(METRO
SCREEN
CLASSICS) NAZIMOVA
was played in stock in the city and was unsatisfactory as a play.'l
(DEC. 8) (Seven Parts)
NOV. 30
" Only fair." " Believe title hurt business." " Whoever cast Wash" Ace high for artistry and star is good." — M. P. News.
made a mistake."
Consensusburn in—this
" Satisfactory
picture with good drawing power."
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business four days." " One of the best
HEART OF GOLD (WORLD) HUFF (FEB. 10)
JAN. 2
money-makers on screen." " Big production. Did not draw as well
as it should. First time we ever showed Nazimova." " Not as good
"
Romance
with
comedy
touches
and plenty PHILLIPS
of suspense." (JAN.
— M. 5)
P. JAN.
News. t
HEART OF HUMANITY, THE(Nine
(JEWEL)
as ' Revelation,' but good picture and drew well. Star drew here."
Parts)
" Nazimova well liked here and coming strong. This picture gives her
great action." " Great. Extra big business." " Getting better every
" A warOFsubject
that should
larger N.crowds
each day."(JAN.
— M. 5,
P. Newsm
HEART
WETONA,
THE draw
(SELECT)
TALMADGE
JAN.
release." " Ranks first with any picture ever shown in this theatre."
Consensus — Extraordinary picture, tremendous puller."
" The best Norma Talmadge yet." — M. P. News.
EVERY MOTHER'S SON (FOX) (DEC. 8)
JAN. 4
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Extra
big
business."
"
Average
business.
" Ria
" Director
strikes (AMERICAN)
sincere human note
even in(DEC.
war picture."
— M.P. News.
business. Pleased."
FAIR
ENOUGH
FISHER
29)
JAN. 4
Consensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
" This should get over with non-critical audiences." — M. P. News.
HELL CAT, THE (GOLDWYN) FARRAR (DEC. 1)
DEC. 1
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Big business." " Good." " Dandy(Six Parts)
picture.
Big
business."
" Melodrama showing skillful treatment in every scene." — M. P. News.
Consensus
" Good picture(FOX)
with TOM
good drawing
powers."24)
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. In fact better than any of her
FAME
AND — FORTUNE
MIX (NOV.
SEPT. 7
previous attempts. ' Flu ' kept attendance down." " Very Good."
"Exhibitor
If they like
Westerns
they'll
like
this."
—
M.
P.
News.
" More like this and Farrar will head the list. It has a story. BusiComment — " Good all around entertainment. Star does good
capacity." ordinary
" Big business
days."
" Fairpictures
picture,dobadly
work." " Great. Mix has got Hart beat by a mile as a money getter
cut
bynesscensors,
Westernfour
story.
Goldwyn
not
at the box office." " A crackerjack western with thrills galore. Kept
seem
to
be
improving
any."
"
Average
business."
"
Great. Extra
everyone at a top pitch." " Mix a winner. Good." " Thrilling.
big
business."
"
Dandy
picture."
"
However
patrons
would
have
Better than Hart or Fairbanks." " Great picture for Mix. It will
appreciated a different play it pleased the majority."
please everybody."
Consensus
— " Good
good drawing powers."
Consensus
" Excellent
picture with strong
powers." NOV. 30
HERE
COMES
THE picture
BRIDEwith (PARAMOUNT)
J. BARRYMORE
FAN FAN —(FOX
EXTRAVAGANZA)
(NOV.drawing
17)
(JAN. 19)
FEB.
" The chief asset of this contribution is artistry." — M. P. News.
"JohnGREAT
Barrymorc
and good
cast makeALICE
most ofBRADY
usual story."
— 17)..
M.P.S'ews.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Beautiful
production
and
pleased.
Did
not
draw
HER
CHANCE
(SELECT)
(NOV.
NOV
as picture is suited for juvenile audiences. About one a year will do
" Human characters put this over for a hit." — M. P. News.
FIGHTINcTrOOSEVELTS, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) (JAN. 19)
Exhibitor Comment — " Big to average business three days." " Average
(Six Parts)
FEB. 1
Consensus — " Good picture with good drawing powers."
" Entertaining
to unusual (HODKINSON)
dcqree ; thrills enough
anyone." — (JAN.
M.P.News.
FIGHTING
THROUGH
E. K. forLINCOLN
27)
HER business."
INSPIRATION (METRO) ALLISON (DEC. 30)
JAN.
(Six Parts)
:
FEB. 1
" May Allison in average romantic drama." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"Big
business."
"
Fair.
A
pleasing
picture
"An
example
of
excellent
production
with
patriotism
uppermost."
—
M.
P. News.
FIVE THOUSAND
AN HOUR
(METRO)
HALE HAMILTON
Consensus
" Satisfactory picture, good puller."
not her —best."
(NOV. 5)
DEC. 7 HIDDEN
TRUTH, THE (SELECT) ANNA CASE (JAN. 20). ..FEB.
" You
know
the
ending
all
the
time;
subtitles
hold
back
action."
—
M.
P.
" Combination of Western Mystery, Society and Melodrama." — M.P.Xem'
News.
HIGHEST TRUMP, THE (VITAGRAPH) WILLIAMS
(FEB. FEB.
3jT
Exhibitor Comment — " Just a fair picture to average business." " Just
a
good
program
picture."
"
Entertaining
spy
and
war
drama
with
loads
of
action."
—
il.
P.
News
— " Fair(FOX)
pictureWILLIAM
with averageFARNUM
drawing powers."
FORConsensus
FREEDOM
(DEC. 29) JAN. 11 HIS BONDED WIFE (METRO) EMMY WEHLEN (NOV. 18). NOV.
(Six Parts)
" Average dramatic offering that depends on plot." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent; pleased patrons in hieh-class down
" Picture looks like good stories were scarce." — M. P. News.
town house three days." " Well liked. Would draw business if nc
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Went
over
great.
Well
liked."
FOR THE FREEDOM
OF THE EAST (GOLDWYNI
(JAN. 19)
(Six Parts)
JAN. 25
Consensus — " Excellent picture with very good drawing powers."
HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS (METRO) LYTELL (DEC. 9). DEC.
" Has features to exploit that should put it over." — M. P. News.
for ' flu'."near the end saves this picture." — M. P. News.
FUSS AND FEATHERS (PARAMOUNT) BENNETT (DEC. 1) DEC. 14
" Comedy
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture. Pleased patrons. " We nevt
" A clean offering that should appeal to all." — M. P. Neivs.
showed a picture that pleased more. A wonderful picture."
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Very mediocre to poor
Consensus — " Excellent picture with strong drawing powers."
business." " Only fair." Fair production. Got by, but can't brag
HITTING THE TRAIL (WORLD) BLACKWELL (DEC. 2) . . . NOV
about it." " Average picture. Star well liked. Held up fairly well."
" Not bad nor very good."
" Melodrama
with unusually realistic underworld atmosphere." — M. 1
News.
Consensus — " Fair picture with fair drawing powers."
Exhibitor Comment — " An average program picture."
GAME IS UP, THE (BLUEBIRD) RAY-CLIFFORD (JAN. 20) JAN. 25
HOARDED ASSETS (VITA.) MOREY-BLYTHE (DEC. 23)... DEC
" Pictures in this class are rarity these days.' — M. P. News.
" Morey will please in this one; diversified story." — M. P. News.
GIRL OF MY DREAMS (ROB.-COLE) RHODES (DEC 15) DEC. 14
Exhibitor Comment — " Such pictures would put industry out of btu
(Six Parts)
ness in a short time." " Average business."
" Billie Rhodes registers to advantage." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Fair picture with good drawing powers."
Exhibitor Comment — " Great. Patrons pleased. Billie Rhodes scored
HOPE CHEST, THE (PARAMOUNT) D. GISH (DEC. 29) JA
" A human little story that will please." — M. P. News.
GOLD CURE. THE (METRO) DANA (JAN. 13).... JAN. 18
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing feature. Story weak. Star carried
" Star's
through." " Average to big business."
P.big."
News.cleverness and much foolishness makes continued laugh." — M.
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, good puller."
HUGON.
THE MIGHTY (BLUEBIRD) SALISBURY (NOV. 18) . OC
GOOD-BYE BILL (PARAM'NT) MASON-TRUEX (DEC. 15) DEC. 21
" Laugh at the Kaiser's expense ; film padded some." — M. P. News.
" Will give splendid satisfaction with star in sympathetic role in Nor
west story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very ' poor.' picture to poor business." " Worst
ever. Patrons kicked about this one. Dodge it if you can." " Poorest
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Business fair." " Poor busines.
Paramount picture we have seen."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture with fair drawing powers."
Consensus — " Ordinary picture with fair drawing powers."
SAY SO (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (DEC. 22)
NO'
GREATEST THING IN LIFE (ARTCRAFT) L. GISH (DEC. 8). JAN. 8 I'LL
" Walsh
fans will like it but it contains no other appealing elements.
M. P. News.
" Griffith strikes human note again — characters all real." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " Cleaned up. Broke our ho
Exhibitor Comment — " A remarkably good feature. One of Griffith's
records." " Good. Sub-titles great. Big business." " Fair picti
very best. Wonderful war scenes." " Extra big business for seven
Other attractions outdrew it. This star has lost ground."
days." " Well liked by all. Play it if you can." " Bad weather,
Consensus — " Good picture with strong drawing powers."
poor business." " Griffith's name brought them in; the production
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INFATUATION (PATHE) GABY DESLYS (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Has good possibilities in Gaby's name." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very fine. Delightful." " Absolute clean-up.
Gaby THIRTY
went over DAYS
big." *'(METRO)
Excellent ALLISON
picture, tremendous
puller." JAN. 25
IN FOR
(JAN. 27)
"An
obvious
comedy,
but
one
which
gets
the
laughs."
—
M.
P. News.
IN THE HOLLOW OF HER HAND
(SELECT) BRADY
(DEC.
29)
JAN. 11
" All things
to make thisSTARKE
Brady triumph."
M. P. News. DEC. 21
IRISH
EYES unite
(TRIANGLE)
(DEC. —15)
" OpinionTOmayFORGET
vary in (FOX)
regard toNESBIT
this as (DEC.
entertainment."
— M. P. News.
I WANT
15)
JAN. 4
" Second Nesbit vehicle is ordinary spv melodrama."- — M. P. News.
JANE GOES A-WOOING (PARAMOUNT) MARTIN (JAN. 5). JAN. 18
Care given in producing it but story is not unusual." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Average
business."
JUST
SYLVIA
(WORLD)
BARBARA
CASTLETON (NOV. 18). OCT. 19
"Exhibitor
A comedyComment
drama —that
sums uponlyas fair.
average."
— M. business."
P. News.
" Picture
Averace
Consensus — " Fair picture with average drawing powers." " Average
business."
KAISER'S FINISH, THE (WARNERS-ST.
(Seven Parts) RGTS) (NOV. 17).. OCT. 26
" Intelligently
produced ' Kaiser ' subject with a new twist." — M. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent production." " Big business." " Big
business."
Consensus
— -" Excellent
with big drawing
KEY TO POWER,
THE production
(EDUCATIONAL)
(DEC. powers."
22)
DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
"
Human
touches
make
this
interesting."
—
M.
P.
News.
KISS OR KILL (UNIVERSAL SPEC.) RAWLINSON (NOV.18).OCT. 19
" News.
Thrills abound in this ' crook ' play intelligently produced." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture. Priscilla Dean has pinned her
bair back and we now put our official '0. K.' on her as a star."
" Very good. Pricilla Dean is a comer. In fact, she is here."
" Extra big business two days."
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing powers."
LADY'S NAME, A (SELECT) C. TALMADGE (DEC. 9)
DEC. 28
" Polite comedy of this popular star's type." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Pleased big." " Second run. Big business."
Consensus
" Fine WESTERN
picture, strongSTARS,
puller." THE (UNITED) DUSTIN
LIGHT
OF— THE
FARNUM (JAN. 5)
OCT. 26
" Works up well in rugged outdoor atmosphere." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Splendid. Well produced. Continuity good, and .
pleasedTHEall (FOX)
to extraTHEDA
big business."
LIGHT,
BARA (JAN. 12)
JAN. 25
"
Bara
has
best
story
in
a
good
while;
of
vampire
type."
—
M.
P.
News. 19
LITTLE MISS GROWN-UP (GENERAL) JOY (NOV. 18) OCT.
" Picture
P. News.is not up to star's past performances. Story handicaps." — M. . .
ExhibitorMISS
Comment
— " Nice(PARAMOUNT)
kid. Average business."
LITTLE
HOOVER
CLARK (DEC. 29). JAN. 4
" Miss Clark's charm in a pleasing setting." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Star well liked, but play only mildly interesting." "Poor business." " Not much." " Only fair. When will
they give Marguerite Clark a decent story? " " Opened extra big, then
to average and closed big on seventh day." " Average business
seven days." " Opened big business, closed average."
ConsensusORPHANT
— " Fair picture
good drawingCOLEEN
powers." MOORE (DEC.
LITTLE
ANNIEwith(PIONEER)
22) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
" TheyIN don't
make them
more touching
than this (JAN.
one." —13)
M. P. JAN.
News. 11
LOVE
A HURRY
(WORLD)
BLACKWELL
"Nice NET,
romance
background
of saneEVANS
spy drama."
M. P. DEC.
News. 21
LOVE
THEagainst
(WORLD)
MADGE
(DEC.— 30)...
" Star in story of childhood and second childhood." — M. P. News.
LOVE'S PAY-DAY (Triangle) MORRISON-THEBY (DEC. 1) . .DEC. 7
" Characters
fail to win sympathy but production work is good." — M. P.
News.
MAKE BELIEVE WIFE. THE (PARA) BURKE (NOV. 17).. NOV. 9
" Fairly good picture with steady action and good scenes." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business five days." " Just a pleasing
little picture. Billie Burke a well-liked star." " A very satisfactory
picture." " Splendid picture." " Fair." " Very good. Right kind
of stuff. Very pleasing." " They gave her a play and role that hit
off finely. Good business. Everybody delighted with it."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
with STONE
average drawing
powers." DEC. 21
MAN
OF BRONZE,
THE picture
(WORLD)
(DEC. 9)
"Exhibitor
Another Comment
Stone picture
presenting^
appealing
P. News.Busi— "Average
business."
"Verystory."
good.— M.Pleasing.
ness hurt by ' flu.' "
ConsensusOF— "CHARITY,
Good pictureTHE
with (PATHE)
average drawino
MANTLE
FISHERPowers."
(NOV. 17). OCT. 12
" A good clean farce that should please everyone." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture." " Very fine picture to big busines ." Very
"
good comedy drama. Done good business for three
days during epidemic." " Poor business for comedies here."
Consensus — " Good picture with aood drawina powers."
MAN WHO WOULDN'T TELL (VITA) WILLIAMS (DEC. 9) DEC. 14
" Here's a spy subject that should deliver aoods." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing picture."
" Pleased immensely."
" Extra big business." " People tired of war pictures." " Very good.
Big business." " Poor business."
Consensus — "(SHERRY-GENERAL)
Fine picture with good drawing
MARRIAGE
CALVERTpowers."
(NOV. 18). ..NOV. 16
"ANews.
good clean picture that holds the interest and entertains." — M. P.
MIDNIGHT STAGE, THE (PATHE) KEENAN (JAN. 12) JAN. 11
" Powerful Comment
Western— with
Keenan inbetter
dual than
role."average
— M. P. News._
Exhibitor
" Attendance
our .
influenza scare. Production
excellent. Star
at his best.considering
Photography,
direction and scenes of the best. Action tense, gripping, and very
realistic. Entire week." " Big business." " Excellent picture, strong
puller."
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MILADY O' THE BEANSTALK (PATHE) OSBORNE (DEC.l).NOV. 23
" Diando's little star wanders through five reels of ' film.' " — M P News
MIRANDY
SMILES
(PARAMOUNT)
MARTIN
(NOV.
" Star upholds
tradition
by making another
good one."
— M.25).P. '..NOV.
News. 9
Exhibitor Comment; — " Highly entertaining. Good."
" Average business." "Just fair. Big business." "Entertaining picture. Clean.
Nice picture. Average business." " Average business." " Big business three days." "Extra big business."
Consensus
— " Good (VITAGRAPH)
picture with goodGRIFFITH
drawing powers."
MISS AMBITION
(NOV. 25)... NOV. 30
"Exhihitor
Lacks heart
appeal
although
plot
action
is steady."
— M. P. News.
Comment — " Fair oicture. Average
business."
MY COUSIN (ARTCRAFT) ENRICO CARUSO (NOV. 17).... DEC. 7
Caruso is an instant success and the story is good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Utterly impossible."
" No drawing power at
all. Very good picture." " Star not acceptable as motion picture
actor
to
public."
"
Booked
for
a
week,
took
off after
run weak
four
days. Caruso may be good for New York butit not
for such
stories." "Awful picture.' Very good business." "Advertised
heavy but simply could not get them in. Pulled it off second day.
Awful."
"Disappointed."
"Picture fair. Business terrible."
"
is onlyAnother
makingcaseoneofmore."
" Poor screen
business."
off Glad
secondhe day.
stage success,
fliver." " Took
" Aver-it
age business seven days." "Picture far from being bad; just the
reverse, being splendidly enacted but public absolutely not interested
in Caruso as a picture star. Rotten business."
Consensus
Ordinary picture with just fair drawing powers."
MYSTERY —GIRL,
THE (PARAMOUNT) CLAYTON (DEC. 27). DEC. 7
" One for the imagination with lots of real entertainment." — M. P. Neivs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to average business." " Poor busines ." Very
"
good. Big business." " Hard to understand. Star
good. Badly put together. O. K. after one and a half reels."
Consensus
—
"
Good
with good
drawingWARD
powers (DEC.
"
NARROW PATH, THEpicture
(PATHE)
FANNIE
15).. DEC. 7
News. of the ' wronged girls' kind with no appeal to emotions." — M. P.
"One
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture."
NATURE GIRL, THE (BLUEBIRD) MESERAU (JAN. 6).... JAN. 4
" Above the average — exteriors delight to the eye." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
OH, JOHNNY (GOLDWYN) BENNISON (JAN. 19)
FEB. 1
of contrasts
Louis Bennison's
screen debut."
— M29).P DEC.
News 21
ONCEComedy
TO EVERY
MANmirks(FROHMAN)
SHERRILL
(DEC.
(Six Parts)
in fight with (PARAMOUNT)
many punches between."
— M. P. News
OUT" Starts
OF andTHEends SHADOW
FREDERICK
(JAN
„ Star
5)
JAN. 25
strikes good one after several months." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very fair production. Better than the last two
she has LADY,
had." A (GOLDWYN) KENNEDY (DEC. 8) DEC. 14
PERFECT
" Star blends the tear and the smile delightfully." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Commentbut— "star
Big rather
businessmis-cast.
solid week."
made picture,
Madge" Excellent."
does not look" Well
like
a burlesque queen." " A delightful story. Give us more like this."
Extra big business." " A good picture but not star's best."
Madge Kennedy's best." " Good. Pleased." " A genuine photoplay
treat."
"Fine picture." "A winner. Madge Kennedy very popular.
Excellent. Booked for three days and held over one day."
Consensus
—
picture with
fine drawing
powers."
PERFECT 36," AExcellent
(GOLDWYN)
MABEL
NORMAND
(NOV. 17)..
Exhibitor Comment — " Censors spoiled this for Pennsylvania." '* Average business." " Extra big to big business seven straight days."
" Fair. Story weak." " Just the kind of a picture they want to see
Mabel Normand in. Went over big to extra big business." " Big
business; played with ' Shoulder Arms.' " " The poorest picture we
ever screened. Took it off the first day." " One Goldwyn star we
could do without." " Not a picture that would create mouth to
mouth advertising." "Poor business." " Fair comedv. Average
Normand— "type."
Consensus
Fair picture with good drawing powers."
POOR RICH MAN (METRO) BUSHMAN-BAYNE (DEC. 28).. JAN. 4
Two stars in a rather sluggish comedy-drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased. Average business first day. extra big
Saturday." " Average picture. Stars help to put it over. Extra big,
average to big in three days."
Consensus
" Satisfactory
picture, good BOLAND
puller."
PRODIGAL — WIFE
(SCREENCRAFT)
(DEC. 22).. DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Sex play considered remarkable by interviewer." — M. P. News.
QUICKSAND (PARAMOUNT) DORO. DALTON (DEC. 22).. DEC. 28
" Reviewer thinks picture was wrecked at the start." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture." " Fairly good dramatic story.
Held its interest and apparently satisfied." " Average business."
" Everyone
pleased
withwould
it. bePersonally
think trouble
all
through this
picture
liked, butI I didn't
was wrong.
Acting
excellent. Photography also very good." " Everybody liked star and
picture. Wonderful directing."
Consensus — " DAY,
Satisfactory
picture, good puller."
RECKONING
THE (TRIANGLE)
BENNETT (NOV. 17). NOV. 2
Neivs.
" Snappy action to this tale of those familiar German spies." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — "Average business."
RESTLESS SOULS (TRIANGLE) ALMA RUBENS (FEB. 2).. FEB. 1
(Six Parts)
" Skillful
handling makes
very YOUNG
good picture."
M.P DEC.
News 21
ROAD
THROUGH
THE delicate
DARK subject
(SELECT)
(NOV.— 25)
" Moral question raised in story that looks worthy." — if P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " Very good. Big business."
" Fairly good. Would have been better without war stuff." " Average
business." " This is type of picture the public wants this star in.
Well made picture. Business good."
Consensus
— " Good production
with CAREY
strong drawing
ROPED (UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL)
(JAN. powers."
18)
JAN. 4
(Six Parts)
" Star should
this production."
— M. P. News.FEB. 1
ROUGH
NECK, please
THE everybody
(WORLD) inLOVE
(FEB. 3)
" Latest Montagu Love picture shows excellent team work." — M.P.News.
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PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
RULING PASSIONS (SCHOMER-ST. RGT.) DEAN (NOV. 17). OCT. 12
" Touching
P. News. moments and excellent handling make this a winner.'' — M.
Kxhibitor
Attendance
Attraction
and
draggy. Comment—"
Poor cast with
exceptionpoor.
of Arden,
whosepoor,
workslow
is very
good. Propaganda pictures have no appeal unless dealing with excepsubjects.*' (WORLD) LOUISE HUFF (DEC. 30) DEC. 28
SEA WAIF,tionalTHE
" Love story made sustaining by skillful handling." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor GARDEN,
Comment — THE
" Big business."
SECRET
(PARAMOUNT)
LILA LEE
(JAN. 12;
:
JAN. 25
" Plenty of action but not the happy type for star.'' — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Story
punk.
Awful."
SET FREE (BLUEBIRD) EDITH ROBERTS
(DEC. 16; NOV. 16
' Light romantic drama with lots of entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Average."
Fair picture
averageBARA
drawing
powers."
SHEConsensus
DEVIL,— " THE
(FOX) with
THEDA
(DEC.
1)
NOV. 9
(Six Parts)
" This story is not suited to Bora's style." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Average business. Big on Saturday." "Average business three days" " Very poor but Bara packed
them for two days " " Poor offering. Drew well, but Sennett comedy
saved the day."
picture with(BLUEBIRD)
good drawing DEAN
powers."(DEC. 2).. NOV. 16
SHEConsensus
HIRED— "AFair
HUSBAND
" Subject
News. ts not up to star s mark but should please generally." — M. P.
SILENT RIDER, THE (TRIANGLE) STEWART (DEC. 1)-. .DEC. 14
" Roy Stewart returns and scores again." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
SILVER KING, THE (PARA-ARTC.) FAVERSHAM (JAN. 12). JAN. 18
" Melodrama that offers much chance for criticism." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a very good picture but a very poor
drawing card."
SPENDER,
THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL (JAN. 6)
JAN. 4
"
Excellent LIFE
comedy(TOURNEUR-ARTCRAFT)
backed by wholesome philosophy."— 1)
M. P. SEPT.
News. 28
SPORTING
(DEC.
(Seven Parts)
" A powerful film classic with all tense dramatic elements." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very satisfactory." " Poor business." " Good."
"Old time obvious melodrama; did fair business." "Going big and
pleases."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
picture withDEXTER
good drawing
SQUAW
MAN,
THE (ARTCRAFT)
(DEC.powers."
15) NOV. 16
(Six Parts)
" This should please and also draw very well." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great. Extra big business." " Positively one
of the best all-around pictures we have ever played." " Average busi. ness." 11 Big business, conditions considered."
Consensus
— " Excellent
with strong drawing
STRANGE WOMAN,
THEproduction
(FOX) BROCKWELL
(DEC.powers."
8)... OCT. 12
(Six Parts)
" A lengthy discussion on Free Love versus Marriage." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good production and entertainment."
" Gladys Brockwell's best since ' The Devil's Wheel.' Pleased all
patrons." " No pulling power, but best Brockwell picture for manymonths." " The best thing Brockwell has ever done. Big business."
" Great. Packed them. Star is wonderful in this. Everybody liked it."
" Big to average business."
ConsensusBEANS
— " Fine(PARAMOUNT)
production with RAY
good drawing
powers."
STRING
(DEC. 22)
DEC. 21
" Ray fans will welcome this interesting one." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Ray in just the sort of role that suits him.
Certainly pleased." " Fair. Story light. Direction saved it." " Average
business."
" Fine
subject.
line. Photography
very good.
Good weather
wouldRayhave
broughtActing
big house.
Played to remarkable
business. Everyone pleased."
ConsensusON— "ASatisfactory
picture with
good drawing
SYLVIA
SPREE (METRO)
WEHLEN
(DEC.powers."
16) DEC. 28
" She glimpses a ' fast ' life that is extravagant, anyway." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just an average picture. Pleasing. Big busines ." "Like all Metros. Pleased."
Consensus
Fine MARINES
picture with (FOX)
good drawing
powers."17)
TELL
IT TO— "THE
LEES (NOV.
NOV. 23
" IfNews.
your patrons like the Lee Kids this one will please them." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good for kids only." " A few children laughed.
Lee kids do very little in this picture." " Extra big business." " Clever
picture." " The Lee kids are liked here but the picture is not up to
standard. The photos misrepresent." .
Consensus OF
— " MILDRED
Fair pictureVANE
with (METRO)
average drawing
powers."
TESTING
ALLISON
(Dec. 2) DEC. 14
" A well built typical movie." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Best Allison has done." " Pleased. Big
business." " Good picture with good drawing poivers.
Consensus
THIRTY A —WEEK
(GOLDWYN) TOM MOORE (NOV. 17).. OCT. 26
" This
News clean, wholesome entertainment should please everybody." — if. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Tom is a comer all right. Good picture, satisfied all and did fine business for a new star ." " Broke record. Seven
days." " Very fine. Pleased all." " Tom Moore getting better all
the time. Business held ur> big on one of worst days of the year."
" A clean, classy picture, to extra big business." " Very pleasing.
Big business." " Average busines." " This is the sort of play. It's
clean, good story, well played and pleases." " Tom Moore's best."
" Great —picture.
Tom production
Moore fine."
Consensus
" Excellent
big drawing (NOV.
powers."17).. NOV. 9
THREE
X GORDON
(HODKINSON)withKERRIGAN
" Comedy and action in clean picture which should have a universal
appeal." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business."
TODD OF THE TIMES (PATHE) KEENAN (FEB. 9)
FEB. 1
" Star's work
good and(BLUEBIRD)
storv has been
treated well."
— M.2)..P. NOV.
News. 16
TONGUES
OF is
FLAME
WALCAMP
(DEC.
" Interesting
story
and
heart
appeal
should
help
put
this
over."
—
M. P.
News.

on

the

Picture

News]

Pictures

PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
Exhibitor CommentA very good picture but weather conditions bad.
TOO Business
FAT TOnormal.'
FIGHT (GOLDWYN)
McINTYRE (DEC. 15;.. DEC 1«J
(Six Parts)
" .\obody loves a fat man but they'll vote for this one." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. Mclntyre not as good as ' Traveling
Salesman.' War stuff dead." " Picture pleased, but was disappointed
" Excellent
power." good
on its —drawing
puller." production. Bis business."
" Good picture,
Consensus
TOO MANY MILLIONS (PARAMOUNT; REID (DEC. 8;. ...NOV.
Too much talking and posing in this picture." — M. P. News.
"Exhibitor
Comment — " Average business." " Good picture. Average
business." " Good." " Average business." " Opened
extra bigdays."
and
closed extra big with big business during five intervening
powers."
drawing
average
with
picture
Fair
"
—
Consensus
TWO GUN BETTY (HODKINSON; BARRISCALE (DEC. 16;. DEC. 1
" Bessie THE
Barriscale
pleases in aTREE
' Different
' role." — M. FERGUSON
P News
UNDER
GREENWOOD
(ARTCRAFT)
, (DEC.
1)
NOV. l
News.
This one docs not come up to the talents of Miss Ferguson." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good strong picture.
Extra big business."
"Poor business three days." Poor business." "Average business
three
days."
"
Curtains
for
Elsie
after
this
one."
Star has had |
better stories. She did very well with the material she" had."
Consensus
—
"
Fair
picture
with
average
drawing
powers."
UNDER THE TOP (ARTCRAFT) FRED STONE (JAN. 12;... JAN.
" Star's new Artcraft stands up better than his first." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Average business." " Xot good.
" Poor business." '" Pleased better than his first picture. A real good
story, something he has not yet had, will put this star over."
Consensus- — " Fair picture with ordinary drawing powers."
VAGABOND OF FRANCE, A (PATHE) KRAUSS (JAN. 26) . .JAN.
(Four Parts)
"French-made picture shows padding. Titles need improvmo." — \I P Xcws
(Six Parts)MAC LAREN (DEC. 2;. NOV.'
/ANITY POOL, THE (UNIVERSAL)
News. and intrigues. Will go different tn various sections." — M. P.
" Scandals
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture to big business." " Bie business."
" First day average and second day big." " Average."
Consensus
" Fine production
with strong drawing
VIRTUOUS — WIVES
(FIRST NATIONAL)
STEWARTpowers
(JAN." 5). JAN. 11
" Lavish production marks star's return to screen." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment — " Extra
business
day?.drawing
" " cards,
Anita
Stewart demonstrated
that shebigis still
one ofseven
the best
breaking our record with this superb production. An extra strong
picture from a feminine standpoint." "First class in every respect.fi
Wonderful cast. Highly complimented on this one." " Extra big toH
highly pleased audiences."
Extra big business."
Consensus
Excellent
with THE
exceptional
drawing
powers.''
WAY OF A— "MAN
WITHproduction
A MAID,
(PARA)
WASHBURN
(DEC. 29)
JAN. 11
" Good example of the ' better story ' we hear about." — if. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair." " Much better than Bryant Washburn's first Paramount picture from the standpoint of our clientele. S '
Good story. Well acted. Good cast." " Highly entertaining. Clean
and well done." " Big business." " Poor business."
Consensus — " Fine picture with very good drawing powers."
WHAT LOVE FORGIVES (WORLD) CASTLETON (JAN. 6) .JAN. 4
"Interesting with good comedy titles but not well balanced. — M.P.Xcnw.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just picture, no story or action." " Average '
Consensus
picture ALONE
with average
drawing powers."
WHEN A —MAN" FairRIDES
(AMERICAN)
RUSSELL
(JAN.
•2 j
business."
19)
JAN. 1.21!
"Rapid action Western is William Russell's latest." — M. P. News. M,
Exhibitor Comment- — " Very poor, no story, no excitement, very tireBJ
cheap (SELECT)
melodrama,CONSTANCE
not one redeeming
feature." (JAN. 19) JAN. 1
WHOsome,
CARES
TALMADGE
S.
"
Story
of
light
pleasing
sort;
should
be
enjoyed
bx all."(jan.
— SI. 19)
P. NewsT
why Germany must pay (screen classics)
jan.
" German atrocities again, with a good romantic interest." — .V/. P. News!
WHY I WOULD NOT MARRY'
DEC.
(Six (FOX)
Parts) NOV. 24
— ft. entertaining
P. News. and not so spicy as title would lead you to think.'^,
" Very
Exhibitor
Comment — " (TRIANGLE)
Great title. Good
picture. (DEC. 29).. JAN. 1
WIFE
OR COUNTRY
MESTAYER
"
A
good
idea,
but
an
ordinary
picture."
—
M. P. News.
V/ILD HONEY (DE LUXE) DORIS KENYON
DEC. 22>...DEC. 2
(Six Parts)
" A different
sort of Western
a strikina
star.' (DEC.
— XJ. P15K..DEC.
Vtmn.
WIVES
AND OTHER
WIVES with
(AM.)
MINTER
1
One of the star's best yet." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Fine business. Weather
bad." " A fair picture only." " Big business."
ConsensusWHO
— " Fine
picture
very NESBIT
good drawing'
WOMAN
GAVE,
THEwith(FOX)
(NOV.powers."
17; NOV.
" on
Wildly
melodramatic
with
producers
undoubtedly
placing their faith
the star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
wild tl' emeller.'
that the public
best picture
Miss Nesbit
has —had." A Got
businessbutandat satisfied
so no
kick coming. Photography and settings fine." " She has big draw- I
ing power but the less said about her acting, the better." " On same I
bill with ' Thirty a Week ' extra big business."
Consensus — " Fair picture with strong drawina powers "
WOMEN'S WEAPONS
(PARAMOUNT) CLAYTON (NOV. 25) NOV.
" Plot is sure tor go over as it contains heart interest." — It. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Not much of a picture." " Very bad picture to
poor business." " Average business." *' Very good." " Best business yet on Ethel Clayton." " Average picture." " Certainly brought
them out. Good picture. Big opposition."
Consensus
— " Fair NAVY
picture with
ordinary drawina(NOV.
powers."
YOUR
FIGHTING
(EDUCATIONAL)
25) ... . .SEPT.
" Not HOUR,
Dry. Absorbs
your interestELVIDGE
until the end."
P. News. DEC.
ZERO
THE (WORLD)
(DEC.— M.
23)
" An involved offering dealing with fake clairvoyants." — M. P. Sews.
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Bluebird Photoplay?
6. The Nature Girl (Mersereau)
13. The Craving (Francis Ford)
20. Who
The Game's
Up Me(Ruth
Clifford)...
27.
Will Marry
(Carmel
Myers)
3. Sue of the South (Edith Roberts) . .
10. The Millionaire Pirate (Salisbury)..
17. The Sealed Envelope (Brunette).
Mutual
AllExhibitors'
of a Sudden Norma
(Bessie Barriscale)
Lite's
a
Funny
Proposition
Desmond) (William
— Bonds of Honor (Sessue Hayakawa)
— The
Hoop-La
(BillieCommandment
Rhodes)
Eleventh
(Ralph
Ince Production)
— LongWalthall)
Lane's Turning (Henry B.
— Tricks of Fate (Bessie Barriscale)
— Diana
of the Green Van (Alma
Rubens)
— Shadows (Sessue Hayakawa)
— What
Every Woman Wants (All Star
Cast)

S
5

5
5
S
5
5
S
5
5
5
5

Famous Plavers-Laskv
Corp.
PARAMOUNT
eb. 2. Hard Boiled (Dorothy Dalton)
eb. 2. Happy
Though Married (Enid Bennett)
eb. 9. Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch
(Marguerite Clark)
eb. 9. Two Brides (Lina Cavalieri)
eb. 9. The Sheriffs Son (Charles Ray)
eb. 16. Boots (Dorothy Gish)
eb. 16. You Never Saw Such a Girl (Vivian
Martin)
eb. 23. Maggie Pepper (Ethel Clayton)...
eb. 23. Paid in Full (Pauline Frederick)..
eb. 23. The Winning Girl (Shirley Mason)
ARTCRAFT
eb 2. Breed of Men (W. S. Hart)
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT SPECIAL
eb. 16. False Faces (Henry B. Walthall).
SUCCESS SERIES (Reissues)
eb. 2. The Crucible (Marguerite Clark)..
eb. 9. Belladonna (Pauline Frederick)....
16. Puddin'
Wilson
eb. 23.
Are You Head
a Mason
(John(Special)
Barrymore)
irst National Exhibitors' Circuit.
mbassador Gerard's " My Four Years in Germany."
[taly's
Flaming Front " (Italian Official War
Pictures).
Pershing's Crusaders."
Shoulder Arms" (Charlie Chaplin).
The Romance of Tarzan."
ov. 25.
" The Panther
" (Petrova) 5S
5. Virtuous
Wives Woman
(Stewart)
Fox Film Corporation
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
»v. 17. Fan Fan
3V.24. Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves
TIMELY PICTURES
ov. 24. Why I Would Not Marry?
FOX STANDARD PICTURES
:c.
IS. The
Every Light
Mother's
n. 12.
(ThedaSon
Bara)
n. 26. Woman! Woman! (Evelyn Nesbit) . .
:b. 9. The Man Hunter (William Farnum)
tb. PRODUCTIONS
23. The Siren's Song
(Theda Bara)
EXTRAORDINARY
leda Bara in " Cleopatra."
illiam Farnum in " Les- Miserables."
inette Kellerman
in " A PICTURES
Daughter of the Gods."
VICTORY
n.n. 19.5. The
Treat Call
'Em ofRough
(Tom(Brockwell)
Mix) . . .
the Soul
b. 2. Luck and Pluck (Geo. Walsh)
b. 16.2. Hell
Mix)
ar.
The Roarin'
ForbiddenReform
Room (Tom
(Brockwell)..
ar. 16. Never Say Quit (George Walsh)....
EXCEL PICTURES
n. 26. The Girl with no Regrets (Peggy
Hyland)
b. 9. The Love Auction (Virginia Pearson)
b. 23. Smiles (Jane and Katherine Lee) . . .
THE GREAT NINE
:c. 29. William Farnum in " Fighting Blood."
n. 5. Theda Bara in " The Serpent."
3 n. 12. " The Regeneration."
Sin. 19. William Farnum in " The Broken Law."
|n. 26. Theda Bara in " Under
Two Flags."
Rameau).
|;b.
2. Valeska
" InfidelitySuratt
" (Dr,
b. 9.
in ' The Soul of Broadlb. 16. Theda
way."Bara in "The Darling of Paris.'
b. 23. William Farnum in " Hoodman Blind.'

General Film Company
AUTHORS'
PHOTOPLAYS
Her Moment
(Anna Luther)
7 D
HANOVER FILM COMPANY
Camille (Helen Hesperia)
6 D
The Marvelous Maciste
6 D
Monster of Fate
DUPLEX FILMS. INC.
Shame (Zena Keefe)
7 D
COSMOFOTOFILM
Hypocrites (Elizabeth Risdon)
6 D
EXPORT AND IMPORT FILM CO (Inc.
Why— The OAKDALE
Bolsheviki
S V
PRODUCTIONS
The Locked Heart (Gloria Joy)
5 D
No Children Wanted (Gloria Joy)
5 P
Miss Mischief-Maker (Gloria Joy)
5 P
The Midnight Burglar (Gloria Joy)
5 D
Little Miss Grown-Up (Gloria Joy)
5 D
Wanted, a Brother I Gloria Jov) .
5 D
COSMOFOTOFILM, INC.
I Believe
6 D
AM. FEAT. FILM CORP.
Hearts of Love
6 D
MAXWELL PRODUCTIONS
The Married Virgin
7 D
Goldwvn Pictures Corp.
GOLDWYN STAR SERIES
Jan. 12. Day Dreams (Madge Kennedy)
5
Jan. 26. Shadows (Geraldine Farrar)
6
Feb. 2. The Bondage
of Barbara (Mae
Marsh)
5
Feb. 9. Sis Hopkins (Mabel Normand) . . . . 5
Feb. 23. The Brand (Rex Beach)
6
GOLDWYN SPECIALS
The Border Legion (Blanch Bates and Hobart Bosworth)
6
For the Freedom of the East (Betzwood) . . . 7 D
Rex
Beach's
Heart
of
the
Sunset
7
D
Blue Blood
6 D
Honor'sAmbition
Cross
7 D7
Social
The
Manx-Man
77
For the Freedom of the World
BENNISON STAR SERIES
Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
S
Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U (Louis Ben- nison 5
Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
5
High Pockets (Louis Bennison)
S
(Release dates of Capital Comedies, distributed by Goldwyn, will be found under
Short Subjects, i
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation
Nov. 25. Three X Gordon (J. Warren Kerri- gan 5 C
Dec. 2. Goddess of Lost Lake (Louise
Glaum)
5 D
Dec. 16. Two-Gun Betty (Bessie Barriscale) . 5 C
Dec. 30. The Challenge Accepted (Zena
Keefe)
5 D
Jan. 6. The Drifhters (J. Warren Kerrigan). 5 D
Jan. 20. The Law That Divides (Kathleen
Clifford)
5 D
Jan. 27. Fighting Through (E. K. Lincoln). 6 D
Feb. 10. Come Again Smith (J. Warren Ker- rigan) 5C
Feb. 16. Made in America — First episode
(Eight in all)
1. .
Independent
Sales
Corporation
FILM CLEARING HOUSE
Her Mistake (Julius Steger).
Wanted for Murder (Harry Rapf).
Life's Greatest Problem (J. Stuart Blackton).
ARomance
Woman'sin the
Experience
Air (Crest(Bacon-Backer).
Pictures Corp.).
Littlest Scout (J. Stuart Blackton).
Jewel Productions, Inc.
The Price of a Good Time.
The Grand Passion.
The Doctor and the Woman.
The Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin.
A Soul for Sale.
For Husbands Only.
Nov. 4. The Yellow Dog
6
Nov. 18. Borrowed Clothes (Mildred Harris) 6
Feb. 10. The Heart of Humanity (Phillips) . 9
Perfection Pictures
(GEORGE KLEINE SYSTEM)
Sept. — Conquered Hearts
—
Sept. — Behind the Lines in Italy
—
Aug. 26. Triple Trouble " (Chaplin)
—
Metro Pictures Corporation
Jan. 6. The Spender (Lytell)
5
Jan. 13. The Gold Cure (Dana)
S

Jan. 20. The Divorcee (Ethel Barrymore)...
Jan. 27. In For Thirty Days (Allison)
Feb. 3. Faith (Bert Lytell)
Feb. 10. As the Sun Went Down (Edith
Storey)
Feb. 17. Johnny on the Spot (Hale HamFeb. 24. Peggy Does Her Darndest (May
Allison)
(SCREEN CLASSICS, INC.. SPECIALS)
Pals First (Lockwood)
The Great Victory, Wilson or the Kaiser, The
Fall of the Hohenzollerns
The Great Romance (Lockwood)
NAZIMOVA'S
PRODUCTIONS
Revelation
(Nazimova)
Toys of Fate (Nazimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)
Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
Palbr- Exchange, inr
Dec. 15. The Narrow Path (Fannie WardAstra)
5
Dec. 29. Dolly's
(Baby Marie5 C
Osborne) Vacation
Diando
Jan. 12. The Midnight Stage (Frank Keenan).5
Jan. 26. A Vagabond
of France (Henri
Krauss)
:
4
Feb. 9. Todd of the Times (Frank Keenan).5
Feb. 23. TheOsborne)
Old Maid's Baby (Baby Marie5 C
Select Pictures
Jan. — The Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
Special
Jan. — Who Cares (Constance Talmadge) .
Jan. — Cheating
Cheaters (Clara Kimball
Young)
Jan. — The
Indestructible
Wife (Alice
Brady)

5
5
5
5
ilton) 5
5
6
6
7
7
7
7
D
D
D
D
D
D

William L. Sherry Service
Romance
of the Underworld (Catherine
Calvert)
5
The Street of Seven Stars (Doris Kenyon) . . 6
Out of the Night (Catherine Calvert)
6
The Inn of the Blue Moon (Doris Kenyon) . . 6
Marriage (Catherine Calvert)
5
Red Blood and Yellow (Broncho Billy) 5
Wild Honey (Doris Kenyon)
6
Son of a Gun (Broncho Billy) i
5
Marriage
for Convenience (Catherine Calvert) 6f
Calibre .38
The Troop Train
°
Triangle Distributing Corporation
(Subject to change without
notice)
5
End (Crane
Jan.
Feb. 26.2. Unto
Restlessthe Souls
(Alma Wilbur)
Rubens)
5
Feb. 9. Secret Marriage (MacLaren)
5
Feb.
16. Breezy
Child ofJimM'sieu
Osborne).. 55
Feb. 23.
(Crane(Marie
Wilbur)
United Picture Theatres
Light of Western Stars (Dustin 5
Jan. 5. TheFarnum)
Jan. 26. Adele (Kitty Gordon)
Universal Productions
Jan. 13. After the War
5
Jan. 27. Roped (Harry Carey)
6
Feb. 10. CreakingVitagraph
Stairs (MacLaren)
9
Jan. 27. The Enchanted Barn (Bessie Love)..
Feb. 3. The Highest Trump (Earle Williams)
Feb.
Fortune's
Child (Harry
(Gladys T.Leslie)
Feb. 10.
17. Silent
Strength
Morey) . .
?eb. 24. The
Lion
and
the
Mouse (Special
Alice Joyce)
■ • • —■ •
Mar. 3. The Girl Problem (Corinne Griffith)
Mar. 10. The
Wishing Ring Man (Bessie
Love)
World Pictures
Jan. 6. What Love Forgives (Castleton)
Jan. 6. Under Four Flags (Official U. S.) . .
Jan.
Love Bluffer
in a Hurry
(Blackwell-Greeley)
Jan. 13.
20. The
(Elvidge)
Jan. 27. Heart of Gold (Louise Huff)
Feb. 3. The Rough Neck (Montagu Love)..
Dec. 10. What Shall We Do with Him?
Feb. 10. Mandarin's Gold (Kitty Gordon)...
Feb. 17. Courage for Two (Blackwell)
Feb. 24. The Moral Deadline (Elvidge)
Mar. 3 Crook of Dreams (Huff)
Mar. 10! The Unveiling Hand (Gordon)
Mar. 17. The Hand Invisible (Montagu Love)
Mar. 31.
24. The
Hit or
(Blackwell-Greeley)...
Mar.
LoveMissDefender
(Elvidge)

5
5
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
55

y

For Manufacturers' Addresses, Names and Addresses of Buyers handling film- in any territory or any other
additional information write — State Rights Department, Motion Picture iN'ews
D. W. Griffith
Arrow Film Corporation
KdR
The Deemster.
Featuring oCn0«M.EE5£
Tweed Dan
Hearts of the World.
The
Recruit
2
reels
Eyes of the World.
Hiller & Wilk, Inc.
Ramona.
His Golden Romance
2 reels
All For Her
2 reels
Persuasive Peggy.
(Pictures handled in the Open Market)
Today.
The Wrong Fiat
2 reels
The Mad Lover.
Raffles,
the ofAmateur
Cracksman."
It's What
a Great
Life
reels
" The
Battle
Gettysburg."
Oh
a Day
22 reels
The
"" Woman."
The Wrath of the Gods."
The Fly Bail
2 reels
RightWoman's
Off the Law.
Bat.
The Struggle Everlasting.
Ain't
It So
22 reels
"The Silent Mystery" (Serial).
Camouflage
reels
The Accidental Honeymoon.
SERIALS
HART, FAIRBANKS, KEENAN AND
Million Dollar Mystery (Revised Edition).
Released February 18
TALMADGE
The Finger of Justice.
William S.RE-ISSUES
Hart
The Silent Mystery (Francis Ford-Rosemary
The
Patriot.
Theby-Mae
Gaston).
Captive God.
Atlantic Distributing Corporation
The Dawnmaker.
Nine-tenths of the Law (Mitchell Lewis). .6 reels
The Return ol Draw Egan.
Export
and Import Film Co.
The Devil's Playground (Vera Michelen).7 reels
Birth
of Democracy.
The Devil's
Double.
Truthful
Tulliver.
Bear State Film Company
Why the Bolsheviki?
The Vigilantes.
The Gunfighter.
The Square
Deal Man.
Film Market, Inc.
The
Big Productions Film Corp.
WolfeDesert
Lowry.Man.
(CORRA BEACH PICTURES
VICTORIA FEATURE FILMS
What Becomes of the Children.
The Sunset Princess (Marjorie Daws).
(M. H. HOFFMAN PRODUCTION)
The Good Bad Douglas
Man. Fairbanks
Suspicion.
Christie Film Company
Reggie
In.
(W. N. SELIG PRODUCTIONS)
Flirting Mixes
with Fate.
One-Reel Comedy Issued Weekly
The City of Purple Dreams.
The
Half Breed.
Dec. 2. All Mixed Up.
Who Shall Take My Life?
Manhattan
Madness
Beware of Strangers.
American Aristocracy.
Dec.
9. Johnny-Go-Get-'Em.
Dec. 16.
Peggy Mixes In.
The Garden of Allah.
The Matrimaniac.
Dec. 23. Pearls and a Peach.
The
Spoilers
(reissue).
The Americano. Frank Keenan
Dec. 30. Know Thy Wife.
(GATHEM FILM NOVELTIES)
Jan. 6. Five Hundred or Bust.
The
Star-Spangled
Banner
The
Thoroughbred.
Corp.
(Illustrates the song).... 500 ft.
Commonwealth Pictures
Columbia, the Gem of the Ocean
Jim
Grimsby's
The
Ye Do.Boy.
(Illustrates the song).... 500 ft.
Bride Sins
of Hate.
Charlotte, in The Frozen Warning.
The
Battle
Cry
of
Freedom
The Drab.
Spanuth's Original
Norma Talmadge
everyVod-a-Vil
two weeks)Movies (Released
(Illustrates the song).... 500 ft.
Home, Sweet Home )T „ . ■ .
.
Children in the House.
Coronet Film Corporation
Going Straight.
reel
LIVING STUDIES IN NATURAL HISTORY
subJectsfoursam«
Tw0 every
ons — One
Me /reel
Future
Producti
weeks,
Left Behind
Girl
The
The Social
Devil's Secretary.
Needle.
Animal World, No. 1 Issue.
two Isubjects.
The
Animal World, No. 2 Issue.
(CAPT.
BESLEY
EXPEDITION)
Fifty
Fifty.
Birdland Studies.
The Amazon Jungle.
Horticultural Phenomena.
Ivan Feature Productions
The Wonderland of Peru.
(CAPT. SCOTT ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION)
One Law for Both (Rita Jolivet, Vincem
The Undying Story of Captain Scott.
Cosmofotofilm Company
Serrano. Leah Baird, Pedro De CorAnimal Life in the Antarctic.
Incomparable Mistress Bel lairs
4 reels
doba, James Morrison)
7 reels
(TOM BRET COMEDIES)
Liberty Hall
4 reels
Babbling
Tongues (Grace Valentine, James
His Vinegar Bath (one reel).
Morrison,
Arthur
Donaldson)
7
reels
The Black Spot
4 reels
Twin Bed Rooms (one reel).
Victoria Cross
4 reels
Married in Name Only (Gretchen Hartman.
Why Not Marry (one reel).
His Vindication
5 reels
Milton Sills, Marie Shotwell) 6 reels
The Hypocrites
6 reels
In Preparation — one every other week.
Sins of Ambition (Barbara Castleton, Wilfred Lucas, Leah Baird, James Mor- rison) 7CT^^
Crest Pictures
Foursquare Pictures
Human
Clay
(Mollie
King)
Lust of the Ages
6 reels
The Sin Woman (Irene Fenwick, Clifford Bruce.
Life or Honor
(Leah
Baird, James 5 reek
The Grain of Dust
6 reels
Reine Davies).
Morrison, Violet Palmer, Edward
Mackey)
6500 ft
The
Sinister
(Edgar(Jane
Lewis's
Her Bar
Fighting
Chance
Grey).production).
Doll Van Film Corp. (Chicago)
Frank J. Seng
(In Illinois, Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
Madame Sherry (Gertrude McCoy).
The Mad Lover.
The Silent Witness (Gertrude McCoy).
Parentage
7 re
Public Defender.
The Great White Trail (Doris Kenyon).
Carmen o the Klondike.
One Hour (Zena Keefe and Alan Hale).
The Grain o Dust.
A Trip
Through
China.
U. S. Exhibitors' Booking Corp
Hearts of the World.
Just a Woman (Charlotte Walker).
The and).
Fringe of Society (Milton Sills, Ruth RolThe Crucible of Life.
The
Crucible
(Grace Anna
D'Armond).
Nine-tenths of the Law.
etc).of Life
Men Cain,
(Charlotte
Walker,
Lehr, Robes
The
Cast-Off
(Bessie
Barriscale).
The Submarine Eye.
The Belgian.
Whither Thou Goest.
Those
Who
Pay
(Bessie
Barriscale).
The
Zeppelin's
Last
Raid.
Should She Obey?
Those Who Pay.
The Grant).
Belgian (Walker Whiteside. Valentin
Just a Woman.
Men.
The
Zeppelin's
Last Raid.
Doo Lee Film Co., Inc., N. Y.
Frohman Amusement Corp.
Ernest Shipman
The
Witching
Hour
LC.
Aubrey
Smith
State
Jack Sherrill, Helen Arnold, Marie
The Lady of the Dugout
6 par
The Woman Who Dared
7 acts
Shotwell and Robert Conness) 6 reels
first ofof thetheHour
Al Jennings Outlaw Stone
The Libertine
6 acts
Conquest of Canaan
5 reels
TheTheCrime
6 par
Babbling Tongues
7 acts
God's Man
9 reels
Produced
by United
Films Corporation. 6. par
My Own United States (through Metro).
Married in Name Only
6 acts
Mother,
I Need
You
Her Bargain
6 acts
First
Release
of
the
Lloyd
Carleton Production
Gaumont Co.
The Isle of Intrigue
6 par
A Man's Clay
Law
55 acts
acts
Second Francis Ford Release.
Human
The Hand of Vengeance
One Law for Both
8 acts
The Coast Guard Patrol
7 par
Sins of Ambition
7 acts
ByNugget
Nell inShipman.
General Enterprises, Inc.
A
the
Rough
5
pax
ACleopatra
Slacker's Heart
75 acts
Mother (Elizabeth Risdon, McClure) 6 parts
acts
The Tiger of the Sea
6 pal
The Warrior (Maciste) (McClure) 7 parts
The Lonesome Trail
5 acts
The Liar (Jane Gail, Stanley Walpole)..6 parts
Nell Shipman.
Mothers of Liberty
6 acts
TheBy Haunted
House
2 pal
GAUMONT
First
ReleaseFranchise.
of Edwin Frazee ComedieaMonthly
Jesse J. Goldburg
Gaumount " Graphic " released everv Friday.
SCRANTON PHOTOPLAY CORP.
Jim's Folks
1n
Gaumont " Released
News " released
every Tuesday.
one a month.
May 6. Cheerful Liars.
BillFranchise.
Stinger Patriotic Poem Plays — Montr
June — Fabulous Fortune Fumblers 2 acts
May
13.
Fate
and
Fortune.
Berlin Via. America
6 pa
May 20. Parson Pepp.
July — Fred's Fictitious Foundling 2 acts
May 27. The Ring and the Ringer.
Starring Francis Ford.
Aug. — Freda's Fightine Father
2 acts
The
Daughter
of
the
Don
RIALTO
FILM
CORPORATION
Sept. — Fatty's Fast Fliver
2 acts
(More Independent Releases on page 938>
Oct. — Freda's Frivolous Finance 2 acts
Apr. IS. My Husband's Friend.

pbruary
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I Burlingham Travel Pictures
Released by Sherry Service
racing Death on the Blumlisalp.
Inknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal).
|he Pilatus Railway.
•Hied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland.
Rrambles in the High Alps.
ne Riviera of Lake Leman.
lovely Lucerne.
[he Gornergrat Railway.
kducational Film Corp. of Anier.
Lobert C. Bruce Scenics Released in the Fall
and Winter of 1918-1919
\. The Tides of Yesterday,
r.
'Tis Tough
to Tall
Be Tender.
\.
Timber.
I. ATales
Wee ofBittheOdd.
I. The Wanderer and the Whoozitt.
I . The River Gray and the River Green.
I. The Restless Three.
1. Sundown.
|.
Trails.
L. Separate
Frozen Thrills.
1.
The
Lonesome
I. Scenic Succotash,Pup.
r. The Wolf of the Tetons.
I.
and Motion.
I. Nature
Horizon— Rest
Hunters.
I. The High Horse.
I. The Pale Pack Train.
I.
NatureMet
— Hot
and Mountains.
Cold.
I. Men
in the
I. Before Breakfast.
Exhibitors' Mutual
STRAND COMEDIES
Accidental Heroes (Elinor Field)...
Some Mother (Elinor Field)
No Man's
Land
Easy
Payments
ROTHACKER OUTDOORS
:. 1. Peaks, Parks and Pines
:. 8. A Maori Romance
:. IS. Vacation Land
:. 22. Hitting the Pike
c. 29. High and Hungry
. 5. Teetotalers, Tea and Totem Poles...
. 12. Geesers and Geysers

l. 5.
n. 12.
i.. 26.
19.

1
11
1
1
1
1
1

Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
TWO REEL COMEDIES
2. Romance and Rings (Drews).
2. One Every Minute (Flagg).
Rip Pullman
and StitchPorter
— Sailors
(Sennett).
i. 16.9. The
(Arbuckle).
b. 23. West Lynne With Variations (Sennett).
SINGLE REELS
2. Am. Y. M. C. A. in London (Holmes).
2. Winter Sports (Bray).
Happy Blind (Holmes).
b. 9.
9. St.
War Dunstan's
Brides (Bray),
b. 16. War Women of England (Holmes),
b. 16. Hand Grenades (Bray),
b. 23. London Plays Ball (Holmes),
p. 23. A Kid Railroad (Bray).
Greiver Distributing Corp.
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
One Reel Each
l. America Swim !
.I. The
Milky
Way.
The Red Cross Cares for the Wounded.
. On Foot with Our Army and Navy.
Fox Film Corporation
UNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
. 12. Tom Mix in Hearts and Saddles 2
. 26. Oh, What a Knight
2
. 26. Tom Mix in A Roman Cowboy
2
I. 9. Tom Mix in Six-Cylinder Love
2
>. 23.23. Tom
A Lady
Secret
Mix Bell-Hop's
in A Soft Tenderfoot
22
9. Tom Mix in Tom and Jerry Mix... 2
23. His Musical Sneeze
2
a ITT AND JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS
5. The Lion Tamer.
12. Here and There.
19. The Hula Cabaret
. 26. Dog-gone Tough Luck
SP^. 2. Landing an Heiress
>. 9. The Bearded Lady
• 16. 5,000 Miles on a Gallon of Gas

General Film Company
BROADWAV STAR FEATURES
(O. HENRY STORIES)
The Marquis and Miss Sally (Patricia Palmer, William Lester)
2 D
Springtime a la Carte (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
A Bird of Bagdad (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
Transients in Arcadia (Agnes Ayres, Edward
Earle)
2D
Tobin's
(Agnes Ayres,
A RamblePalmin Aphasia
(EdwardEdward
Earle, Earle).
Agnes 2 C
Ayres)
2 C
(WOLFVILLE TALES)
Faro Nel\ Lookout (Patricia Palmer, Bob
Burn=)
2D
Dismissal of Silver Phil (Patricia Palmer,
Bob Burns)
2 D
The Coming of Faro Nell (Patricia Palmer,
Bob Burns)
2 D
Winning
of the Burns)
Mocking Bird (Carol Hallo- 2 D
way, Robert
The Jest of Talky Jones (Carol Holloway,
William Lester)
2 D
The Widow triciaDangerous
(Hattie
Buskirk, Pa- 2 D
Palmer, Robert
Burns)
The erer)
Wooing of Riley (Kate Price, Otto Led- 2 D
The Heir of the Broken O (R. N. Bradbury,
Patricia Palmer)
2 D
The Rose of Wolfville (Patricia Palmer, C. E.
NHatton)
2D
BLUE RIDGE DRAMAS
(Ned Finley)
The
Return
of
O'Garry
22 DD
Mountain Law
The Raiders of Sunset Gap
2 D
O'Garry
22 DD
The
Man Rides
from Alone
Nowhere
ESSANAY
GEORGE ADE FABLES
ESSANAY COMEDIES (1 reel)
Our Little Nell
1 C
Check Your Hat, Sir
1 C
Wild Algy of Piccadilly
1 C
All
Up
11 CC
The Stuck
Lie That
Failed
The Jazbo Sheriff
1 C
SNAKEVILLE COMEDIES
(One reel each)
Sophie's Legacy.
Sophie Gets Stung.
Slippery Slim, Diplomat.
Slippery Slim and the Claim Agent.
Slim'sin Stratagem.
ASlippery
Hot Time
Snakeville.
A Snakeville Epidemic.
Snakeville's New Sheriff.
Sophie's Birthday Party.
ESSANAY SCENICS
How Canada and the Farmer Co-operate in
Grain Raising
1 Sc.
Agricultural Opportunities in Western Can- ada 1 Sc.
Water Powers of Eastern Canada
1 Sc.
A Romance of Rails and Power
1 Sc.
Grand Canyon of Arizona and Canyon de
Chelley
1 Sc.
CHAPLIN COMEDIES
By the Sea
1 C
In the Park
1 C
Work
2 C
A Woman
2 C
The Tramp
2 C
His New Job
2 C
A Night Out
2 C
JAXON FILM CORP.
"A SERIAL
DAUGHTER
OF UNCLE
SAM 12"
(Jane Vance,
Wm. Sorelle)
Episodes
1 D
What OccurredJAXON
on the COMEDIES
Beach
1 C
An
All-Fools'
Day
Affair
Beating Him to It
11 CC
Forced Into Matrimony
1 C
JUDGE BROWN STORIES
Love of Bob
2 C-D
Dog vs. Dog
2 C-D
A Boy Built City
2 C-D
The Three Fives
2 C-D
Kid Politics
2 C-D
A Boy Built City
2 C-D
The Case ofCLOVER
Bennie
f
C-D
COMEDIES
From Caterpillar to Butterfiy
1 C
A Widow's Camouflage
1 C
Love's Lucky Day
1 C

EBONY COMEDIES
Busted Romance
1 C
Spooks
1 C
The Buliy
1 C
The Janitor
the Mummy
Mumbled
AMercy,
Reckless
Rover
11 CC
Are Working Girls Safe?
1 C
The Comeback of Barnacle Bill
1 C
Some Baby
1 C
Good Luck in Old Clothes
1 C
When You Hit, Hit Hard
1C
A Black-and-Tan Mix-up
1 C
Fixing the Fakir
1 C
When INTERSTATE
You're Scared, FILM
Run
1 C
COMPANY
The Last Raid of Zeppelin L-21 (War
Event)
2000 ft.
PROGRESSIVE FILM
On a Fox Farm (Educational)
1 rsai
CRYSTAL FILM CO.
Romeo and Juliet
2 C
CRYSTAL COMEDIES
(Pearl White, William
Estelle Browning)
Deland, Don Barclay,
What She Did to Her Husband, Almost
Lucky
1C
What's in the Trunk?
1C
Reuben's Romance
1C
The Lady Detective, His Wedding Day 1 C
Troubled Waters
1C
Her Necklace, His Hoodoo Day
1 C
HIGRADE FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
Billie in Society (Ray Hughes)
2 to
Buneo Billy (Billy West)
2 C
Billy
in
Harness
(Billy
West)
2
Bombs and Bull (Billy West)
2 CC
OFFICIAL WAR PICTURES
(Committee on Information)
Our Bridge of Ships
2 Sc.
SCRANTONIA PHOTOPLAY CORP.
Parson Pepp
1C
Fang's Fate
and Fortune
1 C
AMERICAN
RED CROSS
The Historic Fourth of July in Paris 1 Sc.
Soothing the Heart of Italy
1 Patr.
Of No Use to Germany
1 Patr.
Kiddies of No Man's Land
1 Patr.
The Helping Hand of Sicily
1 Patr.
Rebuilding Broken Lives
1 Patr.
First Aid on
the Piave..t,
11 Patr.
Victorious
Serbia
Patr.
Homeward Bound
1 Patr.
New Faces for Old
1 Patr.
Russia a World Problem
1 Patr.
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Nearly a Slacker
(Lillian Vera-Eddie Boul- 1 C
don)
My Lady's don)
Slipper (Lillian Vera-Eddie Boul- 1 C
Some Judge (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)..l C
How Boulden)
She Hated Men (Lillian Vera-Eddie 1 C
The den)
Camouflaged Baby (Lillian Vera-Boul- 1 C
The Boulden)
Pipe of Peace (Lillian Vera-Eddie 1 C
Hooverizing (Lillian Vera-Eddie Boulden) ... 1 C
Goldwyn Distributing Corp.
CAPITOL COMEDIES
(Featuring
" Parsons^ 2 reels
Tan. 12.
You Know" Smiling
What I Bill
Mean
• Jan. 26. The Big Idea
2 reels
Feb. 9. Have Another
2 reels
Feb. 23." GO
A Master
of Music
GET 'EM
" POTTS SERIES 2 reels
Mar. 9. The New Breakfast Food
2 C
Mar. 23. The Potum of Swat
2 C
Apr. 6.FORD
The Midnight
Alarm
EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY 2 C
Jan. 13. What
Cents. Uncle Sam Will Do For Two
Jan. 20. The Truth About the Liberty Motor.
Jan. 27. Hang it All.
Feb. 3. Carrying Old Glory to the Seven Seas.
Feb. 10. Canada's
Mountain of Tears.
Born. "The
Feb. 17. Where
Spirit That Won" was
Feb. 24. Rough Stuff.
King Bee Comedies
lune 1. Bright and Early
2 reels
June 15. Straight and Narrow
2 reels
George Kleine System
MONTGOMERY RSSANAY
FLA GO'S COMEDIES
" GIRLS YOU KNOW "
Sept. I. Broncho Billy and the Claim Jumper.
Sept. 8. Broncho Billy and the Sheriff's Office.
«
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Motion

Sept. 15. Broncho Billy, Outlaw.
Sept. 22. The Accusation of Broncho Billy.
Sept.
29. Broncho Billy's
Double TRAVELOGUE
Escape.
LINCOLN-PARKER
WORLD
Mar. 1. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. 1.
Mar. 8. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. 2.
Mar. IS. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. S.
Mar. 22. Peru, The Land of Incas, No. 4.
Apr. 29. Peru
and Scenes Around Lake Titicaca,
Bolivia.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Pathe News released
each Wednesday and
Saturday
Official War Review released every Monday
Jan. 5. I Want to Be a Lady (Gloria Jos) 2 CD.
Jan. 19. Corinne Come Here (Gloria Joy). 2 CD.
ROLIN COMEDIES
One Reel a Week
Dec.
'Em Rave Along
(Lloyd)
Dec. 1.8. Hear
Just Rambling
(Laurel)
Dec. 15. Take a Chance (Lloyd)
Dec. 22. Check Your Baggage (Toto)
Dec. 29. She Loves Me Not (Lloyd)
Jan. 5. Do You Love Your Wife? (Laurel)
Jan. 12. Wanted 5,000 (Lloyd)
Jan.
Love's Young
Scream (Laurel)
(Goulding)..
Feb. 19.
2. Hustling
for Health
Feb. 9. Ask Father (Lloyd)
Feb.
16. Toto's
Feb. 23.
On the Troubles
Fire (Lloyd)
POST TRAVEL SERIES
Jan. 26. Going! Goig! Gone! (Lloyd)....
Nov. 24. Sumatra
Dec. 1. Java
Dec. 8. Celebes
Dec. 15. Borneo
Dec. 22. Singapore
Dec. 29. Japan of Today
Jan. 5. Japan of Today (2)
Jan. 12. Shanghai
THE FAR FLUNG BATTLE LINE
Oct. 6. French Colonial Troops
Oct. 13. Far Flying Battle Line
Oct.
20. France's Dusky
Warriors
Oct.
Naval inAir
Power
Nov. 27.3. Britain's
Polish Troops
France
Nov. 10. British Troops in Italy
Nov. 17. British Flying Ships
WINNING THE WAR SERIES
Dec. 1. Winning the War
1 Topical
Dec. 8. Feeding Our Fighters 1 Topical
Dec. 15. Liberty's Triumph (War Special)
WOLVES OF KULTUR (WESTERN
PHOTOPLAYS, INC)
(Serial, Two Reels Each)
Leah Baird. Sheldon Lewis, Charles Hutchison.
Oct. 13. First Episode, The Torture Trap.
Oct. 20. Second Episode. The Iron Chair.
Oct. 27. Third Episode, Trapping Traitors.
Nov. 3. Fourth Episode. The Ride to Death.
Nov. 10. Fifth Episode, Through the Flames.
Nov. 17. Sixth Episode, Trails of Treachery.
Nov. 24. Seventh Episode, The Leap of Despair.
Dec. 1. Eighth
Huns. Episede, In the Hands of the
Dec. 8. Ninth Episode. The Precipice of Death.
Dec. 15. Tenth Episode, When Woman Wars.
Dec. 22. Eleventh
Earth. Episode, Betwixt Heaven and
Dec. 29. Twelfth Episode, The Tower of Tears.
Jan. 12. Fourteenth Episode, The Code of Hate.
Jan. 19. Fifteenth
triotism. Episode. The Reward of PaTHE LIGHTNING RAIDER
(Astra Serial,
Pearl White,
WarnerTwo-Reel
Oland, Episodes,
Henry Gsell)
Jan. 5. First Episode, The Ebony Block... 3
Jan. 12. Second Episode, The Counterplot.
Jan. 19. Third Episode. Underworld Terrors.
Jan. 26. Fourth
Episode, Through Doors of 2
Steel
Feb. 2. Fifth Episode, The Brass Key
Feb. 9. Sixth Episode, The Mystic Box
Feb. 16. Seventh Episode, Meshes of Evil. .
Feb. 23.THEEighth
Episode,OF TheTHECaveRANGE
of Dread
TERROR
serial Compson
of two reels
with(Diando
George seven-episode
Larkin and Betty
) each,'
Feb. 2. First Episode, Prowlers of the Night
Feb. 9. Second Episode. The Hidden Chart
Feb. 16. Third Episode. The Chasm of Fear
Feb. 23. Fourth Episode, The Midnight Raid
Mar. 2. Fifth
Episode, A Threat from the
Past
Mar. 9. Sixth Episode, Tangled Tales
Mar. 16. Seventh Episode, Run to Earth....
Triangle Distributing Corp.
TRIANGLE COMEDIES
Mar. 3. A Discord in A Flat
Mar. 3. His Hidden Shame
Mar. 10. Wives and Worries
Mar. 10. SheKEYSTONE
Didn't Do It
RELEASES
May 19. Newspaper Clippings (Francis McDonald. Claire Anderson)
May 26. Are Wives Unreasonable? (Ed.
Brady. Claire Anderson)
June 2. The Poor Fish (Ed Brady, Claire
Anderson)
June 9. Flapjacks (Geo. Hernandez, Josie
Sedgwick, F. McQuarrie)
Tune 16. Isn't
Warm?McDowell)
(Bill Dyer, Harry
Depp,It Claire

1
1
1
1

C
C
C
C

2
2
2
2
2

C
C
C
C
C

June 23. Cupid and the Cop
2 C
June 30. Pearls Without Price
2 C
Universal Film Company
L-KO COMEDIES
(Two Reels)
Nov. Smith).
20. Scars and Bars (Helen Lynch-Dick
Nov. 27. Painless Love (Babe Hardy).
Dec. Eva4. Novak).
King of the Kitchen (Harry GribbonDec.
11.
RoughCabbage
on Husbands
(Sterling-Mann).
Dec. Alice
18. The
Queen (Century
Comedy).
Howell.
Dec. 25. Work or Fight (Gribbon-Novak).
Jan. 1. Klever Kiddies.
Jan. 8. Fools and Duals (Sterling).
Jan. 15. Charlie the Little Dare Devil.
Jan. 22. The Freckled Fish (Novak).
Jan.
It's a the
BirdBell(Mann).
Feb. 27.
5. Hop,
Hop (Armstrong).
NESTOR COMEDIES
Nov. 18. The Love (One
Craze Reel)
(Florence Lawrence).
Nov. 25. The Fickle Blacksmith (Sedgwick).
Dec. 2. There and Back (comedy cast).
Dec.
Let's Beautiful
Fight (Wilson-Gerber).
Dec. 16.9. The
Liar (Wilson-Gerber).
Dec. 30. It's Great to Be Crazy.
Jan.
She Wasn't
But (Forde).
Jan. 13.6. Mixed
Nuts Hungry,
(Molly Malone).
Jan. 20. Only a Janitor (Beery).
Jan. 27. He Was No Lady (Vernon).
Feb. 10. Mixed Wives (Wm. Franey).
Feb. 17. Them Eyes (Wilson-Gerber).
TWO-REEL DRAMAS.
Nov.18. The Husband Hunter (Neal Hart) . .2 C
Nov. 30. The Dead Shot (Helen Gibson) 2 C
Dec. 7. The Silent Sentinel (Helen Gibson) 2 D
Dec. 14. Captured Alive (Helen Gibson)....
Dec. 21. The Robber (Helen Gibson)
Dec. 28. Wolves of the Range (Helen Gibson)
Jan. 4. The Secret Peril (Helen Gibson).
Jan. 11. Rosalind at the Gate (Stonehouse).
Jan. 18. The Ghost Girl (Roma Drew).
Jan. 25. The Border Terror (Mitchell).
Feb. 2. Sure Shot Morgan (Carey).
Feb. 9. A Proxy Husband (Mersereau).
Feb. 16. Tapering Fingers (Ridgeway).
HEARST NEWS
Released Every Tuesday
UNIVERSAL ANIMATED WEEKLY
Released Every Wednesday
SCREEN TELEGRAM
Released Every Thursday
UNIVERSAL SCREEN MAGAZINE
Released Every Saturday
UNIVERSAL CURRENT EVENTS
Released Every Sunday
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
(One reel each)
Nov. 18. Why Worry?
Nov. 25. Maid Wanted
Dec. 2. Guilty
Dec.
9. Camping
Don't Weaken
Dec. 16.
Out
Dec. 23. Swat the Flirt
Dec. 30. Straight Crooks
Jan.
6. How's
Your Breakers.
Husband?
Jan. 13.
The Strike
Jan. 20. Sing Rose, Sing.
Jan. 27. Marry Mv Wife.
Feb. 23. Kitchen Police.
Feb. 10. Up the Flue.
Feb. 17. His Body for Rent.
SERIALS
"THE(TwoBRASS
Reels BULLET"
Eachj
(Juanita Hansen, Jack Mulhall)
Sept. 16. Seventh Episode (The Depth Bomb).
Sept. 23. Eighth Episode (The Magnetic Bug).
Sept. 30. Ninth Episode (The Room of EJame).
Oct. 7. Tenth Episode (A New Peril).
Oct. 14. Eleventh Episode (Evil Waters).
Oct. 21. Twelfth Episode (Caught by Wireless).
Oct. 28. Thirteenth
Episode ($500 Reward).
Life).
Nov. 4. Fourteenth
Episode (On Trial for His
Nov. 11. Fifteenth Episode (On the Shadow).
Nov. 18. Sixteenth Episode (The Noose).
Nov. 25. Seventeenth Episode (The Avenger).
Dec. 2. Eighteenth
(The Amazing
Confession). Episode
THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS
(Two Reels Each)
Nov. 18. First Episode (The Big Tent).
Nov. 25.
Second Episode
Episode (Beaten
(The Giant's
Dec.
2. Third
Back). Leap).
Dec. 9. Fourth
Episode
(The
Message
on the
Cuff).
Dec. 16. Fifth Episode (The Lip Reader).
Dec. 23. Sixth Episode (The Aerial Disaster).
Dec. 30. Seventh
Elenhant).Episode (The Charge of the
Jan. 6. Eighth Episode (The Human Ladder).
Jan. 13. Ninth Episode (The Flying Loop).
Jan. 20. Tenth Episode (A Shot for Life).
Jan. 27. Eleventh Episode (The Dagger).
Feb. 3. Twelfth Episode (a Strange Escape).
Feb. 10. 13th Episode (A Plunge for Life).
Feb. 17. Fourteenth
(Flames).
THE REDEpisode
GLOVE
(Two Reels — Marie Walcamp)
Feb. 17. Pool of Mystery (First Episode)

Picture

N e w jj

FIGHTING
FOR FREEDOM
(ONE REEL
EACH WEEK
Oct. 14. Third
Episode (Sensational Capture of J
Bagdad).
Nov. 18. Fourth Episode (Thrilling Feats of the.
Royal Flying Corps,).
Nov. 25. Fifth Episode (Repairing War's Rav-ages), i
Dec. 2. Sixth
Episode (Chinese and African
Workers
Bulldogs).Trailing the Hun).
Dec. 9. SeventhVitagraph
Episode (Britain's Battling!
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Sept. 23. Huns and Hyphens (Semon) 2 C|
Sept. 30. Roofs and Riots
Oct. 7. Bears and Bad Men
Oct. 14. Chumps and Cops
1 C
Nov. 18. Frauds and Frenzies
2 C
Nov. 25. Submarine and Simps
2 fl
Dec. 2. Humbugs and Husbands
t
Dec. 9. Daring and Dynamite
2
Dec. 16. Farms and Fumbles
m
Dec. 23. Pluck and Plotters
2 C
Dec. 30. Bums and Borders
2 Q
Jan. 6. Beauty and Booty
2 O
A FIGHT FOR MILLIONS (Serial)
(William Duncan, Edith Johnson, Joe Ryan) . ■
July 15. The Snare (First Episode).
July 22. Flames of Peril (Second Episode).
July 29. The Secret Stockade (Third Episode).
Aug. 5. TheEpisode).
Precipice of Horror (Fourth
Aug. 12. The Path of Thrills (Fifth Episode).
Aug. 19. The Spell of Evil (Sixth Episode).
Aug. 26. The Gorge of Destruction (Seventh
Episode).
Sept. 2. In the Clutches (Eighth Episode).
Sept. 9. The Escape (Ninth Episode).
Sept. 16. The Secret Tunnel (Tenth Episode),
Sept. 23. The Noose of Death (Eleventh Episode).
Sept. 30. The Tide of Disaster (Twelfth Episode).
Oct. sode).
7. The Engine of Terror (Thirteenth Eefe
Oct. sode).
14. The Decoy (Fourteenth Episode).
Oct. 21. The Sealed Envelope (Fifteenth EpiTHE IRON TEST (Serial)
(Antonio Moreno, Carol Holloway)
Oct. 21. The Ring of Fire (First Episode).
Oct. 28. The Van of Disaster (Second Episode).
Nov. 4. The Blade of Hate (Third Episode).
Nov. 11. The Noose (Fourth Episode).
Nov. 18. The Tide of Death (Fifth Episode).
Nov. 25. Fiery Fate (Sixth Episode).
Dec. 2. The Whirling Trap (Seventh Episode).
Dec. 9. The Man Eater (Eighth Episode).
Dec. 16. The Pit of Lost Hope (Ninth Episode).
Dec. 23. In the Coils (Tenth Episode).
Dec. 30. TheEpisode).
Red Mask's Prey (Eleven*
Jan. 6. The Span of Terror (Twelfth Episode)
Jan. 13. Hanging Peril (Thirteenth Episode).
Jan. 20. Desperate Odds (Fourteenth Episode).
Jan. 27. Riding with Death (Fifteenth Episode).
DREW COMEDIES
(Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
July 22. The Cub and the Daisy Chair. .■
July 29. Their Agreement
.fl
Aug. 5. Miss Sticky-Moufie-Kiss
-I.
Aug. 12. Diplomatic Henry
U
Aug. 19. By Might of His Right
M
Aug. 26. The Professional Patient Jm
Sept. 2. Mr. Blink of Bohemia
.■
Sept. 9. A Lady in the Library
.B
Independent Releases
(Continued from page 936)
Josh Binney Comedies
(FEATURING FUNNY FATTY FILBERT:
July — Freda's Fighting Father 2 ret
Aug. — Fatty's Fast Flivver
2 ret
Sept.
— Fatty's
FrivolousCOMPANY
FianceePROD0
2 ret
CORONA
CINEMA
TIONS.
Mother, I Need You
6 ret
UNITED FILM CORPORATION
Crime of the Hour
7 re«
W. H. Productions Co.
William
S. Hart
as Two Gun Man in " The 6 re
Bargain
"
William
S.
Hart
in " The Bandit and the 5
Preacher "
William
Hart in " The Hell Hound of 5
AlaskaS. "
Also Series of two-reel W. H. Hart produc
Satan's Pawn (Bessie Barriscale).
Romayne Superfilm Compam
Me und Gott or "The Awakening of America," >
Edward Warren Productions, Ii
Souls Redeemed.
Weavers of Life.
6rt
Western Import Co.
Mickey (Mabel Normand).
THE WILLIAMS PRINTING CO MP ANT, NRW I

NEW
Universal

CHICAGO

YORK OFFICE, 729 Seventh Avenue
ll!lll!llllli!l!li!IIIIUIIIIIIIIIII!
Appoints Goldman
Manager

District

WHO says grit and hard work won't get you there? Ask
Sidney Goldman, manager of the Chicago Jewel Exchange, and he'll tell you different.
Three years ago he came to Chicago with nothing but a
letter of introduction.
'first job then
in themanaged
film business
as night
manager
theHisVitagraph
by IkewasVon
Ronkel.
Anyoneof
who knows the ropes of the film business will tell you that
the hardest, dirtiest and most ungrateful job in the film business is the job of night manager.
Goldman
used totoitthat
of work, but for
over
three monthswasn't
he stuck
with kind
the determination
to make
good and to earn himself a reputation in the film business.
And determination and pluck won.
In less than six months' time he became a salesman and
after three months of that he was selected as Assistant Manager of the Central Film Company, and six months after that
he was chosen to take charge of the Chicago Goldwyn office,
where he remained until Carl Laemmle heard of his ability
and made him manager of the Jewel Exchange in Chicago.
Last week he received notification from the Universal Film
Company that he had been appointed Division Manager of the
entire Central States, which consists of every Universal Film
•Exchange between .Chicago and Omaha. He will be in entire
charge and will have full say of all the Universal Exchanges
in Chicago, Milwaukee, Omaha, Des Moines, and Minneapolis
and Omaha.
Mr. Goldman will remain as manager of the Chicago Jewel
office until the first of February and although his duties will
compel him to be out of town quite a bit he will make his
headquarters in Chicago.
Success Series Draws Crowds in Dubuque
THE first of the Paramount Success Series to be shown in
Dubique, la., was " Wildflower," with Marguerite Clark.
The picture was presented at the Grand on Sunday, January 19,
and as a crowd-getter it couldn't be beat. The combination of
Marguerite Clark with Harold Lockwood and Jack Pickford
seemed to draw every one of their admirers to the theatre.
Forty-five minutes after the opening of the theatre in the
afternoon there was not a seat in the house and the evening
crowds surpassed those of the afternoon.
In spite of its being a picture over four years old, it was
most enjoyable, in fact, it was considered much better than
many of the features one sees today.
IDlllllinillillllllillllllll
WISCONSIN

ILLINOIS

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllM
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Dundee Exhibitor Buys Chain of Theatres
ACCORDING to advices from Elgin, 111., a deal was closed
the week of January 12 whereby Manager Gus Cook of
the Crystal theatre, Dundee, 111., comes into possession of a
chain of three northern Kane county moving picture houses.
He purchased the Strand and Idle Hour theatres at St.
Charles, the former from P. D. Alleman, the latter from J. F.
Bryant.
Four years ago, coming here from Fond du Lac, Wis., Mr.
Cook built the Strand at St. Charles. A year or so later he
disposed of it to Mr. Alleman, a former railroad man. Now
that Mr. Alleman may return to his former work, Mr. Cook
has rebought the Strand which he has been managing for Mr.
Alleman for several months.
He also closed a deal the same week with J. F. Bryant for
the Idle Hour theatre, across the sereet from the Strand.
Competition had proved that the town is not big enough to
successfully support two show houses,' so Manager Cook, when
he comes into possession of the Idle Hour, October 1, will
open it only occasionally, for holiday, Saturday and Sunday
matinees, etc., and at other times will rent it for local entertainments.
When Mr. Cook leased the Crystal at Dundee, he purchased
the
opera house there,
has herented
sincecompetition
for dances and
entertainments.
In thisandway
keepsit out
and '
makes his investment pay.
Mr. Cook is one of the most competent and popular theatremen of northern Illinois. He is a hustler in every sense of the
word. In addition to his Dundee theatre and entertainment
hall, he has ownership of the bill-posting business and is an
automobile agent. He is noted for his courtesy and willingness
to oblige and is exceedingly popular in his community.
Springfield Theatres Experience Big Sunday
ONE of the biggest Sundays in the history of Springfield,
111., theatricals was that experienced by the playhouses of
that city on January 19. Every theatre in the city was filled
to overflowing, and some of the houses turned away hundreds.
This was true, especially of the Chatterton, Majestic and
Gaiety. Seldom has such an outpouring of pleasure seekers
turned themselves loose on the amusement purveyors, with the
result was
that done.
the coffers
all theatres
were heavy
when the day's
work
The atextra
fine weather
was responsible,
the
day being more like Easter Sunday than the middle of January.
" Hearts of the World " opened at the Chatterton in Springfield on Sunday, January 19, for eight days, sixteen performances. The opening day saw the house sold out twice, with
many unable to gain admittance.
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of Elgin

WOMEN of the St. James' Episcopal Church in Elgin, 111.,
will promote the picture, " Unclaimed Goods," to be shown
soon at the Crystal theatre there.
EX-MANAGER FRANK VANSTON, of the Temple theatre,
in Elgin, attributes the report that he was dickering for purchase of the Strand, St. Charles, to imagination of two newspaper reporters who happened to ride on the street car with
him from that town to Elgin a few weeks ago. They wrote
the news stoVy of the rumor, he affirms, and produced it from
their own imagination and " Sherlock Holmsing." He says
that he will make no effort to locate again until return of his
boys from service, one of whom is in France, the other at
Jefferson Barracks.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN in "Shoulder Arms" showed at the
Strand, St. Charles, to record-breaking crowds the afternoon
and evening of Sunday, January 19.
"CARMEN OF THE KLONDIKE" was shown there Wednesday, January 15, to average audience.
" HANDS UP," the Pathe serial, is drawing large patronage
every Friday afternoon and evening.
CHARLES RAY in " His Own Home Town " pleased capacity
audience on Saturday, January 18, matinee and night.
THAT

many Elgin picturegoers still cherish memory of " Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm " as Mary Pickford's most adorable
picture person, was proved when many who saw her in the
role when the picture showed at the Grand soon after its
release, came down to the Star the second week in January to
see her again.

IN addition to " Tarzan of the Apes," which had its first showing in Elgin the week of January 19, the Orpheum showed
May Allison in "The Testing of Mildred Vane," Constance
Talmadge in " Good-night, Paul," and Barbara Castleton and
Johnny Hines in " Just Sylvia."
POPULARITY of Mary Pickford in return showing of
" Rebecca," inspired Manager Crocker to bring her back to
the Star in " M'Liss." It was shown Wednesday and Thurs24, with the comedy, " Matrimony." Other
23 and
day, January
offerings
of the
week at the Star included Margarita Fisher in
" Fair Enough," Broncho Billy Anderson in " Red Blood and
Yellow," Pearl White in " The Lightning Raider," the patriotic
comedy drama, " Work or Fight," Corinne Griffith in " The
Adventure Shop " and Tom Mix in a two-reel western drama.
Comedies were " Just Rambling Along," Hughie Mack in
" How Fatty Made Good," " Matrimony " and " The Fatal
Marriage."

Willard F. Barnett, president
general
manager of H. K. Barnett
Theatre and
Supply
Company
Willard

F. BarnettChicago
Spends

a Few

Days

in

WILLARD F. BARNETT, President and General Manager
of the H. K. Barnett Theatre Supply Company, 1921
Main street, Dallas, Texas, has been spending a few days in
Chicago in conference with Mr. O. F. Spahr, General Manager
of the Enterprise Optical Company, who make the motiograph
picture machine.
Mr. Barnett's company also has a store in New Orleans,
located at 220 Baronne street. They are the exclusive Motiograph distributors for Texas, Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi,
New Mexico, in which territory they sold three hundred and
fifty machines in the year just past — 1918.
They are also the inventors of the portable steel booths
adapted and used in all Army Y. M. C. A. buildings in the
Southern division.
Mr. Barnett succeeds his brother, H. K. Barnett, deceased,
who founded the firm of H. K. Barnett Theatre Supply Company, and has been associated with it since its foundation.
Mr. H. K. Barnett died December 27. 1917.
The foundation of the company is " service," and real service
at all times along the lines of friendly co-operation.
Mr. Barnett does not believe that when a sale is made that
the transaction is closed, but continues to give their service
throughout the life of the merchandise sold, thereby securing
the confidence of their trade, which commands respect.
Mr. Barnett recently made a trip to their Southern territory,
where, he says, conditions have never looked better.
While in Chicago he purchased goods for the coming year.
Mr. Barnett is also distributor for the Minusa screens and
handles a full line of the E. E. , Fulton Company's Fulco
products.
.
— —j
.j
NEWS weekly pictures at the Temple are following President Wilson in his peace mission and attracting many just to
see them. Manager Fay considers them excellent drawing
card.
IN the week of January 20 the management offered the " Houdini " mystery feature for the first time. Other pictures of the
week were Violet Mersereau in " The Nature Girl." " Lure of
the Circus," " Fatty Chases Chickens," " Rose of Wolfville,"
the Hearst News Weekly, Billy Rhodes in " The Girl of My
Dreams," " The Surrender of the German Fleet."
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Hoo's Hoo in Hoosierdom
Seeing Indianapolis from an Exchange Window
Robert S. Shrader, the human splinter, chairman of the Indianapolis
Board of Exchange Managers, and until the present week manager of
the Pathe office, was tendered a banquet on the occasion of his transfer
to
Pittsburgh
for Pathe.
transfer a occasions
regret
in Indiana,
althoughMr.the Schrader's
banquet exerted
soothing much
effect sincere
on the
mourners present. Speaking of the banquet, it was rather novel in that
those who that
wereallsomales
fortunate
as towenthaveaway
wivesfrom
brought
is toownbe
observed
present
there 'em.
under Ittheir
steam. O. P. Fauchier, city salesman, succeeds Schrader.
H. L. Conwsy, who hails from Milwaukee, and looks it. has assumed
charge of the local Mutual office. No doubt he was kissed upon arrival
by Daddy Beitman, the whirlwind from Wabash, who has been a-pining for
his first love — the road.
Herman Garfield broke into town the past week on his way somewhere.
Herman's always going somewhere just as if he had business on his mind.
Mayor Jewett has rendered an interesting decision upon the operation
of Sunday shows, which has of late been under fire from the pulpit, to
the effect that pictures when clean and instructive constitute a necessary
form of entertainment, which, to him, seem as legitimate as the pursuit of
worship on Sunday. The legal and theoretical points involved in the
petition were manfully handled by the Mayor who winds up his reply by
observing that people could not be legislated into the church. However,
he has shut down Sunday operation of vaudeville and other stage
performances.
" Carmen
the wound
Klondike,"
famed for
remark-its
able fist fight,of has
up a Doll-Van's
four-day runbigatwinner,
the Crystal.
Thisitsmarks
second appearance down town, the first showing was at the Circle for a
week.
Carl National
Lieber, Jr.,
BrotherhasBrown's
henchman,
a member
First
by birth,
at last trusty
consented
to the and
renovation
of hisof
knit tie. This affair was, for a time, the despair of loving friends, its
ominous gloom darkening the cheery smile of those near and dear to him.
The gladsome tidings has come as boon news indeed, and serves to bring
back the roses to the cheeks and youth to the form of many a weary soul.
By the way. Brown's got a new tooth!
Abbott,
Universal's
light-heavyweight,
Ford,He overcoat and all,
last week.
His lights werewasnot grossly
lit on pinched,
the rattler.
has
since explained to bosom friends that he had been running the bus with
coal oil and struck upon the happy idea of using it for lights, but admits
that it didn't work very well.
E. A. Sipe, of the flourishing tribe of Sipe, has taken up the burden for
Doll-Van.
connected
with trip
the takes
Amusement
Supply
Company
of
Chicago He
for has
somebeen
time.
His initial
him into
the uttermost
depths of Indiana, from whence many a staunch heart has fled.

in Detroit

SEVERAL

changes have taken place in Detroit film exchanges. D. Leo Dennison, formerly with Paramount, has
become manager of the Detroit branch of the General Film
Company, succeeding A. J. Reed. Jack Mowatt has been appointed special representative in Detroit and Michigan for the
American Film Company. J. C. Sellard, formerly of General, is
Fox booker and Joe Kalisky, formerly covering Western
Michigan for Fox, is now in charge of the Detroit territory.
LESTER MATT, manager of the Strand theatre, Flint, who
recently underwent a serious operation, is reported on the
road to recovery.
DETROIT exhibitors, representing the residential theatres,
have formed a new organization with Edgar F. Kirchner, president; Harry Goldstein, vice-president; King Perry, secretary,
and J. C. Ritter, treasurer. The association meets every
Friday at the Hotel Tuller.
SCREEN of " The Heart of Humanity " took place at the
Majestic last Tuesday night. More than 200 exhibitors and
their friends and a large number of city and state officials were
present. The picture was screened with a full orchestra, there
were song numbers by Henry Santrey, and there were cigars
for the gentlemen and candy for the ladies. It was the largest
crowd that has ever attended a screening in Detroit.
THE first United release, " Light of the Western Stars," with
Dustin Farnum, is shown the week of February 3 at the Regent
theatre. Something like 60 theatres are now signed up in
Detroit and the state for this program.
•
A FILM BALL will shortly be staged in a downtown hotel
by the Detroit Board of Motion Picture Exchange Managers.
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THE ARM OF MYSTERY —
THE EYE OF THE WORLD
THE MUMMY OF DEATH —
CHAMBER OF FUMES
WHO KILLED GILES - —
SEVEN AGAINST ONE

THE PICTURES THAT BROKE ALL
RECORDS — SHOOK THE SEATS
LOOSE WI TH LAUGHTER.
MADE CUSTARD PIE FAMOUS
AND STARS OF ALL THE ACTORS
MACK SENNET
MACK SWAIN
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ANDREW KARZAS, manager of the Woodlawn theatre,
Chicago, turned his house over to the Parent-Teachers' Association of the John Fiske School, Friday and Saturday, January 24 and 25. A part of the proceeds goes to the vocational
fund of the school.

TOM HELPME, operator at the Star theatre, De Kalb, 111.,
reports the death of his sister, a victim of the influenza.

ATTORNEY WALTER L. HERIDAN, recent official of the
American Commercial Film Company, is having a little trouble
— arrested and charged with operating a confidence game.
E. M. Gerstel, who bought a thousand dollars' worth of stock
in the company, was foolish enough to want his thousand dollars back.

M. M. BASKET of the Mutual, St. Louis, Mo., offices, was
seen in southern Illinois lately with a bundle of contracts-

OVER seventy-five members of the Motion Picture Operators
and Stage Hands and Managers attended the second annual
entertainment given by Local 419 on the stage of the Lincoln
Square theatre recently. The program consisted of music,
refreshments, good eats, and plenty to smoke, donated by
Mr. J. L. Bennett of the Lincoln Square Theatre Company.
MANAGER SIEGFRIED, owner of the Bijou theatre, Decatur, left to spend the winter in the South. Paul Witt is left
in charge.
THE Mickey Film Corporation screened their picture for the
amusement of the returned soldiers and sailors and their families and exhibitors at Orchestra Hall on the 23rd. The consensus of opinion among the audience was that the picture
should do a wonderful business in this territory. F. O. Nielse^i, general manager of the company, deserves success, being
one of the old time Chicago exhibitors and film men.
ONE of the busiest gentlemen in the city of Chicago is E. E.
Fulton, head of the E. E- Fulton Company, manufacturers of
the Fulco specialties and moving picture accessories. Mr.
Fulton figures that 1919 is going to be a great big, elegant banner year. He has already found it necessary to increase his
force, and by the time the year is a few months older he expects to have to add many more people.
LIEUT. R. B. REHM of the Photographic Aviation Department has returned from service.
C. A. REHM, secretary and general manager of the Atlas
Educational Film Company, points with a great deal of pride
to the work now in progress enlarging their quarters. The
Atlas business under Mr. Rehm's management has advanced
by jumps and is today enjoying a splendid business and carrying the endorsement of the largest manufacturers in the country for whom they have made pictures.
ASCHER BROS- have eliminated singers from all their
houses. There seems to be a movement on foot among other
exihibitors to follow their lead.
CHAS. H. CLARK has been appointed manager of the Rialto
theatre, Champaign, 111., succeeding Chas. H. Takacs. Mr.
Clark has had a great deal of experience in many angles of the
amusement business and should be able to handle the Champagne house in an up-to-date manner.
E. G. HOWELL, traveling auditor of the Universal Company,
is in Chicago.
CHAS. MILLER is reported as being slated for the management of the Jewel Production Company, the position justmade vacant by the promotion of Sid Goldman.

WALTER THIMMING, Grand theatre, Sparta, 111., is confined to his bed from the influenza.

J. ARNETTE of West Frankfort announces that work will
shortly commence on his new theatre, the Liberty.
L. B. MAYER, general manager of the Anita Stewart Productions, was registered at the La Salle Hotel recently.
EAST ST. LOUIS will have two new theatres. Joe Erber is
erecting an eighteen-hundred-seat theatre and W. G. Redmon
is putting up a fifteen-hundred-seat house.
FRANK ELLIS of Marion, 111., owner of the Isis theatre, has
started the work on the new $60,000 house that he announced
last fall.
JOHN MARLOWE, owner of the Hippo at Herrin, 111., has
started to have plans drawn for a new theatre to cost $75,000
at Herrin, 111. Mr. Marlowe will also erect a theatre in Mur- 1
physboro. 111., that will cost around $60,000.
CHICAGO visitors: Bradford Brayton, Majestic, Streator,
111.; G. H. Hines, Auditorium, South Bend, Ind.; Ed. Scheibel, I
Opera House, Streator, 111.; J. West, West theatre, Galesburg, 1
111.; D. W. Fulrath, Savanna, 111.; Dee Robinson, Peoria. 111.
B. B. HAMPDEN, New York film magnate, and Harry Weiss,
manager Central Film Company, met recently at Galesburg,
111. come
Galesburg
is spend
Mr. Hampden's
and his wife
had
here to
a few quiethome
days and
whenhe recognized
by
Weiss.
G. W. REYNOLDS, owner of the Princess theatre at De Kalb
111., has purchased the Armory theatre, of the same city, and i
running pictures, vaudeville and dances.
RALPH CROCKER of Elgin, 111., had to resign his post ;
city editor of the Elgin Daily to take care of the increase
business at his theatre, the Star.
BILLY WEISS, salesman of the Central Film Company. Chicago, is back from Camp Logan, Tex.
AFTER a siege of illness lasting sixteen weeks, Leo Degen
hart, whose father runs the Princess theatre, is back on the
THE influenza ban was finally lifted at Mendota, 111., an Janu
job.
ary 8 after being closed since#early in October.
MORRIS TAITUS, who was at Camp Jackson. S. C Camou-j
flage
is back on the job as shipper at the United!
Film Department,
Company.
J. H. DALES
business.

of Polo, 111., has closed his theatre, due to poor

I. L. LESSERMAN, manager of the Universal Chicago office,
has returned from New York and is back at his desk.

A. M. OSBORNE of the Alamo theatre at Monmouth. Ill,
has just recovered from a severe attack of the influenza-

DAN LEDERMAN, formerly manager of the Des Moines,
la., Universal exchange, is now making a tour of the exchanges
installing a new booking system.

HAROLD O'BRIEN, formerly with the Aviation Department
Camp Raritan, N. J., is back to the Village theatre. Oak
Park. 111.

1
1
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THE most popular and best attended picture since the Grand
in Dubuque, la., commenced the showing of Paramount pictures this year, was " Out of a Clear Sky," with Marguerite
Clark, shown Wednesday and Thursday, January 15 and 16.
The Grand has a seating capacity of 1,100, and on both days
the picture drew splendid houses. " Out of a Clear Sky " was
undoubtedly one of the best Marguerite Clark films that have
been shown here for some time, and it presented the captivating little star in a new light. As the tiny Belgian countess,
who would not be forced to betray her country, Miss Clark
proved herself not only a comedian of established reputation,
but an emotional actress to be reckoned with. The picture
more than pleased the Grand's patrons.
THEDA BARA still retains title as one of the screen's greatest
vampires, and one of her latest pictures, " The She Devil,"
shown at the Princess, Wednesday and Thursday, January 15
and 16, showed that she had not lost any of her " vampiness."
Nor has her popularity decreased, judging from the crowds
the picture attracted.
THE WORLD FOR SALE," production of J. Stuart Blackton, was presented at the Family theatre, Wednesday, January
15. " The Floor Below " with Mabel Normand, supported by
Tom Moore, was shown on Thursday. Both of these attractions drew better than average houses.
" THE SUNSET TRAIL " with Vivian Martin, was shown at
the Family theatre Sunday, January 19. It proved to be one
of the star's best pictures. Now that the Family theatre
patrons have seen Miss Martin several times and have grown
to like her better with each picture. Manager Yount is always
j^ure of a good house when she is on.

5
Condensed

" THE biggest afternoon business in the history of the Garden
theatre," was the comment upon the successful showing of
" Virtuous Wives," by C. Edgard Momand, the Garden manager. Turn-away business was done the first two nights of
the engagement, which was January 14, 15, 16 and 17, and
capacity business was done the remaining two nights. Manager
Momand thought so well of the picture that he will bring it in
for a return on the first open date the Garden has, he says.
CHARLES CHAPLIN has proved a good repeater in Flint in
" Shoulder Arms." After having been shown for two runs, one
of four days and another of three days each to big business
and to good business on two one-day runs, the comedian drew
good business to the Garden on January 25.
SOME unique advertising was provided by Manager Garfield,
of the Orpheum theatre, in announcing through the newspapers athree-day showing of " The Racing Strain," with Mae
Marfh. The ad of Manager Garfield in Saturday's papers preceding the engagement read like a race track ad. It was just
one column wide and a full column deep. It announced the
gates to be opened daily at 12.15 p. m., and the schedule of
shows was announced as the time of " each race." " Prices to
the grand stand " were announced as 10 and 20 cents, and the
" starter " Charles Garfield.
SOME attractions announced for the near future at the Garden
theatre are: Dorothy Gish in "The Hope Chest," Olga Petrova
in " The Panther Woman," Bryant Washburn in " Till I Come
Back to You," Wallace Reid in " The Dub," Pauline Frederick
in " The Resurrection," Marguerite Clark in " Out of a Clear
Sky," Griffith's "The Greatest Thing in Life."

THE DREAMLAND had Gladys Brockwell in "The Call of
the Soul " for the bill on Sunday and Monday, January 19
and 20. " Better than ever " was the verdict on this picture.
This picture and her previous success, " The Bird of Prey,"
place Miss Brockwell at the head of the Fox "heavy" actresses.

BUSINESS with Mary Pickford in "Johanna Enlists" was
" disappointing," according to Manager Momand of the Garden
where this star was shown lately. Manager Momand said the
picture was good and satisfied those who came to the theatre,
but Miss Pickford seems to have lost her drawing power, which
used to be considerable, in Flint.

ON Thursday and Friday, January 16 and 17, the Dreamland
presented " The Grouch," with Montague Love. The story
was fair and the acting excellent. The leading lady, Dorothy
Green, made a decided hit with the Dreamland patrons. The
picture drew an average house.

DOROTHY DALTON in " Quicksand," with Fatty Arbuckle
in " The Sheriff " as a special added attraction, drew fair business to the Garden the first half of the week of January 20.

THE LIBERTY had Lillian Walker as the Thursday, January
16, star. As this was Miss Walker's first appearance at the
Liberty for several months, her picture, " The Embarrassment
of Riches," was very well attended.

SERGEANT BERT C. EVANS, who formerly was operator
at the Franklin theatre in Saginaw and who recently was discharged from the service, is the new operator at the Garden
theatre. Sergeant Evans was chief camp electrician at Fort
Oglethorpe, Ga., from November, 1917, until his discharge this
month.

CHESTER BARNETT won his way into the hearts of Family
theatre patrons Friday, January 17, by his splendid acting in
" The Submarine Eye." The picture itself was quite wonderful,
and with a player like Barnett, it could not help but be
successful.
"THE KAISER'S SHADOW," with Dorothy Dalton, was
pronounced to be very good by all who saw it. The picture
drew good houses.
THE HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS aided the drive for the
Armenian Relief fund by putting on a moving picture show at
the Grand, Saturday morning, January 18. The film, " The
Sleeping Beauty," and a reel of the latest Pathe News was
shown. The use of the theatre was generously donated by
Managers Bradley and McClay. An admission of ten cents
was charged and quite a large sum was realized.
SATURDAY, January 18, was a gala day for the patrons of
the Family theatre for Charlie Chaplin's picture, " A Dog's
Life," was shown. In connection with this film an old Vitagraph masterpiece, " Love's Sunset," with Earl Williams and
Clara Kimball Young, was presented. Admirers of all three
stars were there in numbers and the Family had a big day.

SPECIAL music was provided for a one-day showing of
" Italy's Flaming Front " at the Garden theatre, January 29.
Director Barbere of the orchestra engaged several extra pieces
for the purpose of perfecting the music incidental to the
picture.
EVELYN
Manager
Woman,"
and 29.
Want to

NESBIT is being picked more frequently of late by
Matt of the Strand. A three*-day run of " Woman,
was advertised by this theatre for January 27, 28
Only recently she was featured for three days in " I
Forget," which drew good business.
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RECENT and coming attractions to the Gaiety in Springfield,
111., are Evelyn Nesbit in " Her Mistake," on January 23, 24
and 25; Elsie Ferguson in "His Parisian Wife" on January
26, 27 and 28, and Madge Kennedy in " Day Dreams " on
January 30, 31 and February 1. " Sporting Life " then comes
in for four days, with a possibility of an added day if the
picture goes over big.
VIOLA DANA in "The Gold Cure" was heavily advertised
by the Lyric for Tuesday and Wednesday, January 21 and 22.
The picture is considered one of Miss Dana's best, and Harry
Loper splurged accordingly. William Farnum followed Miss
Dana in " For Freedom," his latest Fox production.
MANAGER MAISEL, of the Capitol, says that Pearl White
in " The Lightning Raider " is the best serial yet. Big business
is due every Sunday with it. The Capitol is going along nicely
with Triangle, Select and Goldwyn pictures, with enough
specials to fill out the week. Sennett comedies, Fox comedies
and other short subjects are used with good results. The
screen and lighting at the Capitol is good, the pictures always
showing clear as crystal.
" LITTLE WOMEN," an Artcraft picture, had four big days
at the Gaiety and Tom Moore followed with three bang-up
ones in " Go West, Young Man." The comedy with the Moore
picture was Fox's " The Son of a Hun," one of the funniest
that has ever been screened at the Gaiety.
THE VAUDETTE had four good days with Marguerite Clark
in " Little Miss Hoover." Shirley Mason and Ernest Truex
did
three satisfied
days with
was fair
morefor than
with" Good-Bye,
the week. Bill." Manager Watts
THE PRINCESS cleaned up for two days with Dustin
Farnum in " The Light of Western Stars," his first United
Picture. The Zane Grey stories have been widely read in
this part of the country, and the public likes them very much.
Preceding Farnum were " Her Moment " and " America's
Answer," two pictures that did very well for the Kunzs.
TOM MIX certainly had a cracking play in " Treat 'Em
Rough," a Fox production that packed them into the Lyric
on January 12 and 13. May Allison came the next two days in
" Her Inspiration," and the last three days of the week were
given to Evelyn Nesbit and son Russell Thaw in " I Want
to Forget." The Lyric is enjoying good patronage, and
Manager Loper is on the job every minute seeing that everything is made as pleasant and comfortable as possible for his
patrons.
MANAGER WATTS with Lila Lee in " The Secret Garden "
hung up a mark almost as good as some of the big drawing
stars when it was shown at the Vaudette on January 19.
Manager Watts was greatly surprised and elated. " The Secret
Garden," together with Arbuckle and Normand in a Sennett
reissue, and a Burton Holmes Travelogue, played four days,
and did well.
MANAGER RIORDAN, of the Majestic, announces that on
Sunday, January 19, Jie sold out every seat in the theatre for
the afternoon performance, the first time since he took over
the theatre. This was duplicated at the first evening show, and
the last show had only a few chairs vacant. " A Fight for
Millions," Allied War Review and Gaumont Weekly are being
used at the Majestic.
EVERY theatre manager in this city feels that this year will
be the banner one for the show business. They figure that
with the returning soldiers and the coming of peace and
normal conditions, the public will flock to the playhouses in
greater numbers than ever before, and the first three weeks'
business of 1919 seems to bear out their contention. Optimism
radiates from every theatre, and nothing except another epi-
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demic can stop this year from topping all others in the matter
o; good business, it seems.
BEN ROVIN said that on Sunday, January 19, he broke all
records at the Amuse-U, with the exception of the Sunday
during Fair week, which is always the banner one of the year.
The reason for this is that the shows open in the mornings
then, and play steadily until midnight. The attraction that did
so well for Ben on the date mentioned was William Farnum
in " The Broken Law."
THE OPTIMIST BROTHERS, Gus and Louis Kerasotes are
al! smiles over the business being done by their two theatres —
the Royal and Savoy. Down at the Savoy, Louie has " A Fight
for Millions " every Sunday, number ten being used on January
19, with Donna Dew in " The Ghost Girl " and a two-reel
comedy, " Klever Kiddies"; Monday, "The Masque of Life"
was the attraction. For the balance of the week the Savoy
had: Tuesday, "Should She Obey?" Wednesday, last chapter
of "The Brass Bullet," a two-reel feature and a comedy;
Thursday, Carmel Myers in "A Society Sensation"; Friday,
chapter
ten of "The Iron Test" and other pictures; Saturday,
Henry.
" The Return of O'Garry," featuring Ned Finley and Marion
FOR the week of January 19-25 the Royal theatre had booked:
Sunday, chapter seven of " The Lure of the Circus " with
Eddie Polo, and "The Trail of No Return" with Neal Hart;
Monday, Gail Kane in "The Dare-Devil"; Tuesday, "The
Masque of Life"; Wednesday, June Elvidge in "Joan of the
Woods"; Thursday, "The Triumph of the Weak"; Friday
and Saturday, Theda Bara in Fox's ' Cleopatra." It is expected
that this last picture will clean up big for Gus, as it has been
given some great advertising in the past by two other theatres
that have played it.
MARGUERITE MARSH in "Conquered Hearts" came to
the Princess on January 22 and 23. On January 24 and 25
Bessie Barriscale was seen in All of a Sudden Norma," the
first of her pictures under the new Robertson-Cole arrangement. "Kiss or Kill," a Universal with Priscilla Dean, followed Miss Barriscale. Other Universal pictures booked by
the Princess are " The Wildcat of Paris " with Miss Dean,
and Mildred Harris in her latest production.
THE PRINCESS scored heavily with " The Prodigal Wife,"
featuring Mary Boland and Lucy Cotton. Manager Kunz
stated to MOTION PICTURE NEWS' correspondent that
he turned almost as many away as he played to, which is
considered remarkable.. "The Prodigal Wife" was the attraction at the Princess for three days, starting Sunday. January 19.
" ALI BABA AND THE FORTY THIEVES" delighted big
crowds of children and grown-ups at the Lyric for two days,
January 19 and 20. This picture was beautifully staged, and
the acting of the child players was a revelation.
In and

Around

Indianapolis

THE new rules and regulations concerning the containers for
motion picture films were discussed by J. A. Green, inspector
of the bureau of explosives for the city of Indianapolis, at the
regular weekly meeting of the motion picture exhibitors at the
Chamber of Commerce early last week.
THE
WILLIAMSPORT
OPERA
HOUSE COMPANY,
Williamsport, was incorporated this w"eek at the State House
in Indianapolis with a capital of $2,000; the directors are: Levi
•William Cowgill and Merle Odle.
Van Reed.
THEannual
Indianapolis
Motion O.Picture
Exhibitors'
its
election selected
M. Allen,
president;Association
John Victor,at

THE
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treasurer; and A. C. Zaring, secretary. They have fitted up
new quarters on the second floor of the Lyric building for the
convenience of visitors, members and all interested in anything
pertaining to the local motion picture industry.

appear in " Shoulder Arms " on a repeat. Chaplin's former
appearance here in this picture was during the " flu " scare
and he wasn't able to muster a corporal's guard. Ainsworth
expects a genuine rush of Young America on the 8th.

MRS. CULLA VAYHINGER, president of the Indiana W. C.
T. U., in a statement issued last week, declares the organization is opposed to legalizing motion picture shows on Sunday.
" The demand for motion picture shows on Sunday is not
coming from the laboring man, but from the man who thinks
there may be a dollar in some other man's pocket which might
be in his own if he were permitted to run on Sunday," she said.
" The Woman's Christian Temperance Union of Indiana has
always opposed measures which if passed would desecrate the
Sabbath."
R. S. SCHRADER, manager of the local branch of the Pathe
Exchange, who was notified a few days ago that he was to be
transferred to take charge of the company's Pittsburg office,
was the guest of honor at an informal dinner at the Lincoln
Hotel, Thursday night, given by several local film managers.
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. Schrader, Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Elliott of Kansas City, Ralph
W. Abbett, Mr. and Mrs. O. P. Faucher, H. L. Conway, W. B.
Frank, J. M. Jacobs, Carl Lieber, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. McCurdy,
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. McDaniels, Mr. and Mrs. Paul McDaniels,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rosnagle, Mr. and Mrs. H. M. White, A. W.
Carrick, Miss Rose Tapley and Sprague Green. H. M. White,
who will succeed Mr. Schrader as chairman of the Board of
Motion Picture Exchange Managers, presented Mr. Schrader
with a handsome Masonic ring and Mrs. Schrader received
a corsage boquet of roses. O. P. Faucher has been appointed
to succeed Mr. Schrader as local manager of the Pathe Exchange. He has been a special representative of the company
in this territory.

THE UNION CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH of Waupun
sponsored a moving picture program at the Scenic theatre in
that city on Friday, January 24, the proceeds of which went
to the adoption fund pledged for three fatherless children of
France by that society.

Here

and

There

in Fond

du Lac

" INNOCENT EYES " with Mary MacLaren as the star was
the offering at the Orpheum, Friday and Saturday, January 24
and 25, where it was given a cordial reception by good-sized
audiences.
"MONEY ISN'T EVERYTHING," with Margarita Fischer
in the title role, proved a delightful offering at the Orpheum
on Sunday, January 26. The story is one of great twists and
many laughs, making a strong appeal to the Sunday audiences.
WILLIAM S. HART in " The Tiger Man " did capacity business at the Orpheum, January 16, 17 and 18.
CONSTANCE TALMADGE drew good business in "A Pair
of Silk Stockings " at the Orpheum, Monday and Tuesday,
January 20 and 21. The audiences were characterized by the
high percentage ©f men.
TOM MOORE in "Go West, Young Man" drew ordinary
business at the Orpheum, Wednesday and Thursday, January
22 and 23. The people don't seem to care for Moore in this
type of picture.
MANAGER AINSWORTH advertised John Barrymore in
On the Quiet " for his Orpheum dates Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, January 27, 28 and 29, persistently and consistently. Mr. Ainsworth has a strong clientele that is pleased
with the Barrymore pictures and they invariably draw good
business.
BILLIE BURKE will be seen at the Orpheum in " The Pursuit of Polly," February 3, 4 and 5. " Billie " is always popular
with Fond du Lac picture fans.
MANAGER AINSWORTH has planned another treat for
the kids on Saturday, February 8, when he will put on another
of his already famous six cent matinees. And this time the
event will have a double pull for Enid Bennett will be seen in
" The Biggest Show on Earth," while Charlie Chaplin will

WHILE

the managers of the motion picture houses are undecided as to the real cause of it, there is general agreement
to the effect that the January business has set a new high
record. In ordinary years January has been looked upon as
a sort of a hoodoo — a kind of a " break-even-if-you-can "
month. Not so with the January of 1919. Some are inclined
to give the weather man credit, for he has been lenient indeed;
others are of the opinion that it is a reaction from the period
of self-denial through which the community passed while the
"flu" germs held sway.. Anyhow business has been excellent
and it has made optimists out of the picture men.
MANAGER F. R. SMITH, of the Bijou, has booked the
latest picture put out by the First National Exhibitors Association, The
"
Fighting Roosevelts." The picture is one in
which the Colonel appears himself and with the complete
story of the life of the great Bull Mooser whose followers
in Wisconsin are legion. Mr. Smith has not yet secured his
dates, but they will be in the latter part of February. He will
push the publicity end hard with billboard work and liberal
newspaper space.
FATTY ARBUCKLE has always made a hit with Bijou
patrons and his latest appearance there was no exception to
the rule. He drew excellent business Friday and Saturday,
January 24 and 25.
Gathered

in Green

Bay

PARAMOUNT and Artcraft pictures have been shown at the
Colonial and the Grand theatres, owned by Henry Goldman,
since the beginning of the year, under a new contract. Neither
house exhibited these films before this season. Proprietor
Goldman is booking the newest features in the ParamountArtcraft program, and the releases have proven popular with
audiences in both houses. Attendance has been satisfactory at
the houses. The Paramount-Artcraft releases are offered three
times a week, the Goldwyn films, three times a week, the
Metro pictures once a week, with specials.
WILLIAM S. HART was shown in " The Border Wireless,"
an Artcraft film, at the Grand theatre, January 20, 21, 22, and
he drew crowds.
"THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS," a W. T. Gaskill
offering, from the book by Harold Bell Wright, proved a drawing card when produced, in the Orpheum theatre, January 20,
1
22.
21,
ALMA RUBENS was seen in the Triangle picture, " The
Ghost Flower," at the Royal theatre, January 20, 21.
" THE GYPSY TRAIL," a Paramount picture, featuring
Bryant Washburn, was shown January 20, 21 in the Colonial
theatre.
"THE SOUL OF A WOMAN," a Metro film, was shown
January 19 at the Colonial theatre. Emily Stevens starred.
HARRY MESTAYER played in " High Tide," a Triangle
picture, at the Royal theatre, January 20. Fatty Arbuckle and
Mabel Normand, were seen in the comedy " He Did and He
Didn't " in the same program.
" HER COUNTRY FIRST," a Paramount, was shown January
17, 18, at the Colonial theatre, with Vivian Martin in the star's
part.
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LIBERTY fans welcomed Peggy Hyland in a right royal
manner when she appeared there Sunday, January 19, in
" Caught in the Act." The story was rather improbable, but
that didn't make any difference to Miss Hyland's followers,
who think she is at her best in plays of this kind. Manager
Wilbur was well satisfied with the play, for it brought him
unusually good Sunday business.
EARLE

WILLIAMS in " The Diplomatic Mission " was presented at the Princess theatre Sunday, January 19. Mr. Williams was as good looking, well dressed and delightful as ever.
It drew very well, as all Earle Williams productions do.

MONDAY, January 20, marked the first appearance of Lila
Lee in Dubuque. The picture was heralded by much advertising, newspaper and poster, and a good house was present
to witness the debut of the little star. Miss Lee was all she
was claimed to be, and if all her succeeding plays are as good
as " The Cruise of the Make-Believes," her rise in picturedom
is assured. The picture was repeated on Tuesday evening.
"THE HOPE CHEST," with Dorothy Gish, is scheduled to
be shown at the Grand during the first part of February.
BARBARA CASTLETON, Madge Evans and John Bowers
were featured at the Dreamland theatre, Tuesday, January 21,
in " Heredity." Miss Castleton and Mr. Bowers were good,
but little Madge Evans was the real star of the play. She is
one of the few child actresses who never grow tiresome.
" WOMAN AND WIFE," featuring Alice Brady, was shown
at the Family theatre, Tuesday, January 21. Here, again, it
was shown how the seeming lack of judgment in changing the
title of a play after it had been adapted from a popular novel,
can take away from the popularity of a picture. Had the producers of " Woman and Wife " retained the title of the novel,
" Jane Eyre," it would have drawn twice as well. As it was,
only an average house was in attendance.
PRINCESS patrons agreed that " Amarilly of Clothes Line
Alley," with Mary Pickford, was the best Mary Pickford picture in months. Full of good, wholesome humor and many
laughable situations, it was indeed a play worth while seeing.
Mary Pickford was very well cast, as were all the other players.
Weather conditions caused a decrease in attendance, but even
at that the picture drew well.

Chaplin's

"Shoulder
Arms"
Elgin

Does

Big in

ACCORDING to reports from Elgin, 111., Charlie Chaplin
in " Shoulder Arms " never went tover the top with more
violence than did the crowds which saw this star in this picture
at the Star theatre, Elgin.
There were ten "drives" in two days, Wednesday and Thursday, January 15 and 16. There were. two each afternoon and
three each evening, the afternoon attacks a little less furious
than those of the evening.
Long before the ticket office opened the warriors began to
gather. They crowded in solid phalanx for rods in front of
the theatre and up and down the streets. Pedestrians who
would pass by were forced to retreat to the open highway of
the street pavement.
With the opening of the ticket office and doors the drive was
oh. With a smash, a push, a surge and a shove the battle
began. Never were warriors more determined. Unable to
break into the jam, they scuttled down the side alleys and into
the exits, sending their money for admission to Manager
Crocker the next day.
Seven times the seven men selling tickets sought to stop the
sale and enforce the S. R. O. dictum. As many times they
were forced in self-defense to take it up again.
It took half an hour to get the crowds out. Police called to
the rescue found their authority unrespected. There was no
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violence, no " rough stuff." There was just a dogged determination to get in, see the show and then get out.
Signs were smashed, doors were broken and battered, shoes
were irreparably damaged. There were many near-casualties,
but no breakage of bones nor loss of life!
Such storm never besieged a playhouse in Elgin theatrical
history.
There were people there who never go to the pictures. The
wife of a prominent Sunday school publisher took a party to
the show. A crowd of society folks having a dinner party in
an exclusive section of town, came down en masse to see the
show. Several church suppers and annual meetings were depleted to scant proportions. When one attending announced
his intention of going down to see Charlie, the fever spread
like wildfire and everybody but the conscientious deacons and
preachers deserted.
The crowds drew from places so far distant as Aurora, from
every town near enough to send delegations in individuals or
parties. Many who saw it the first night came again the second
night and brought a number of friends. On Thursday afternoon two hundred kids skipped school to get down to the Star
and laugh themselves weak over Charlie soldiering. There
were more men in uniform than there ever have been assembled in one place in Elgin since the war began.
The afternoon patronage was a little less forcible, but big
enough to crowd the house four times.
The harvest was a peck of coat buttons, dress accessories
and hair pins, and a manager " all in," but elated over the
greatest business ever done by a local picture house with one
production.
Manager Crocker has promised a return showing within the
next few weeks to accommodate the hundreds turned away.
Additional

News

of Green

Bay

MAE MARSH played in " The Racing Strain," a Goldwyn
film, January 15 and 16 in the Colonial theatre.
" SPORTING LIFE," a Paramount-Artcraft special, was presented in the Grand theatre, January 13, 14 and 15.
" THE KAISER'S FINISH " was an offering January 13,
K and 15 at the Orpheum theatre.
ELSIE FERGUSON, Paramount star, played in " The Rise of
Jennie
Cushing," at the Orpheum theatre, January 16. 17,
18 and 19.
WILLIAM S. HART was screened in "The Cold Deck"
at the Royal theatre,. January 15 and 16.
" COME ON IN," a Paramount picture, featuring Shirley
Mason, was shown January 13 and 14 at the Colonial theatre.
DOROTHY DALTON, Paramount star, appeared at the Orpheum theatre in " Love Letters," January 23, 24, 25 and 26.
NORMA TALMADGE was presented in " Her Only Way,'
a Select release, at the Grand theatre, January 23. 24, 25 and 26
MARIE WALCAMP played at the Royal for the first timt
in " Tongues of Flame," and Eddie Polo appeared in " The
Lure of the Circus," January 23 and 24.
" THE SOURCE." with Wallace Reid starring, was screenec
January 24 and 25 at the Colonial theatre. The film is i
Paramount.

played in "Go West, Young Man," a Goldwyi
TOM MOORE
at the Colonial theatre, January 22 and 23.
picture,
" MONEY ISN'T EVERYTHING." an American film, wa
shown January 22 and 23 at the Colonial theatre. Margarit;
Fisher was in the leading role.

LOS ANGELES
inning
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Los Angeles

Gets League for Suppression
of Influenza
QUARANTINE, vaccination and masks were being urged
last week by the Citizens' League of Los Angeles to Aid
in the Suppression of Influenza. The league was only recently organized and has an advisory committee of twentythree physicians.
The Los Angeles Medical Advisory Board, appointed by
Mayor Frederick T. Woodman, will meet this week with the
Business Men's Advisory Board, also appointed by the Mayor,
when it is believed definite drastic plans for curbing the epidemic in Los Angeles will be outlined. It is understood that a
majority of the members of the Business Men's Advisory Committee favor masking the town, while many members not only
favor masking, but they favor re-closing the city as well, the
closing order next time to extend not only to theatres and
other public places of amusement but to the business houses
of the city.
The City Council on Wednesday authorized an appropriation of $20,000 as wages for 200 additional quarantine inspectors, appointed by Health Commissioner L. M. Powers. The
report of the Health Commission on Wednesday indicated that
the number of new influenza cases had dropped to 376 for the
day, the highest mark ever reported in a single day being in
excess of 700 new cases. Mayor Woodman has been ill for
several days, it being reported that he has influenza. He issued
a statement from his home on Wednesday, however, that it is
not influenza, but a bad cold.
Legislators See Universal Film in Denver
( (THE HEART OF HUMANITY" was given a private
A screening at the Isis theatre on Curtis street, in Denver,
Col., Friday night, January 16, when a special musical program
accompanied the showing of the picture.
All Denver exchange managers and exhibitors, and every
member of the Colorado legislature accepted the invitation
of G. A. Metzger, division manager for Universal at San Francisco, to be present at the showing of this production. The
picture was greeted with rounds of applause and received the
unanimous approval of the entire audience.
Mr. Metzger was returning to the coast from New York,
where he had been during the past six months. He left Denver
for Salt Lake City, Butte, Spokane and Seattle, and expected to
reach San Francisco within six weeks.

Monte

M.

Katterjohn Returns from New
York
LOS ANGELES saw Monte M. Katterjohn back from his
recent New York trip, where he is reported to have completed the final details for the production and distributing of
Katterjohn films.
Mr. Katterjohn's trip also included a number of other cities,
where he went into a full discussion of present-day problems
with prominent exhibitors of the country. In Chicago, Washington, Baltimore, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Richmond, Va., Kansas City and El Paso, not to mention various smaller cities, he
conferred with prominent theatre owners and obtained their
views on the various problems which confront the industry,
and particularly the exhibitor.
" I found it to be the unanimous opinion of the exhibitors
with whom I talked," said Mr. Katterjohn on his return to Los
Angeles, " that many problems which are receiving the feverish attention of producers have nothing to do with the welfare
of the exhibitor, but are being viewed solely from the financial
standpoint by the companies which are engaged in production
and distribution.
" The theatre owners, I found, are entirely satisfied with existing distribution arrangements and see no necessity for any
radical changes unless it be for financial considerations affecting the producers themselves. Indeed, there was some disposition to wonder why many of the highly-advertised pictures of the present should be distributed at all.
" ' What the industry needs,' said a leading exhibitor of
Washington, ' is a thorough alteration of the thought behind
the production of motion picture stories. The big men of the
industry are worrying too much over distribution problems
and too little over the vastly more important problems of production.
" ' Viewed from the standpoint of the motion picture patron,
who demands first of all diverting entertainment, the present
production era shows the industry at its lowest ebb.' "
Levy and Phillips Take Pathescope
H. Phillips have taken over the disJos.Pathescope
SJ. LEVY and
in this territory undpr the
tribution of the
name of the Pacific Pathescope Company, with a studio and
salesroom on Post street. The new company practically
stands in the relationship of factory representative for the
Pathescope company.
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THAT Will Rogers, Goldwyn star, will soon come to the Pacific Coast was the gossip in film circles this week. Geraldine
Farrar^ one of the few remaining stars working under the
Goldwyn banner in the East, is expected to arrive in Los Angeles about the time originally named, which will be in the
early spring.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS has had a very busy week of it, but
not all his time has been spent in filming scenes for his newest
Artcraft vehicle. He has been attending meetings of the " big
five," or members of the new film combination, which includes
D. W. Griffith, Mary Pickford, William S. Hart and Charlie
Chaplin, and it appears that Fairbanks is one of the moving
spirits of the quintet. Dennis O'Brien, Fairbanks' lawyer, arrived in Los Angeles during the early part of this week from
New York and he immediately conferred with the " big chief "
on his new film aspirations and affiliations. The working title
of Fairbanks' new story is " Something for Somebody." Marjorie Daw is his leading woman.
HARRY REICHENBACH, who recently returned from Europe, has come to the coast to work with the Humanity Film
corporation in making plans for the distribution of this picture now being produced at Universal City.
" THE POPPY HUSBAND," William S. Hart's latest screen
effort, was completed this week. It is a story of prison life,
with many of the characters drawn from the famous Barbary
Coast. It was produced under the joint direction of Mr. Hart
and Lambert Hillyer. Joe August was the camera man. Juanita Hansn is the leading woman. It is not a western story,
having been taken from Jack Boyle's story in the Red Book.
Some of the principal people appearing in the cast are Walter
Long, as "Boston Blackie;" Miss Hansen as the "Poppy
Girl," Fred Star, Dave Kirby and Georgie Stone. Mr. Hart
plays the role of " Hairpin " Harry Dutton. Some of the prison
scenes were made at San Quentin, when Mr. Hart had his head
shaved in order to lend perfect atmosphere while an inmate of
the prison.
ANNA Q. NILSSON, who is featured in Metro's story, "The
Way of the Strong," returned with her company this week
from Truckee, Cal., where a number of snow scenes were
filmed. The picture is being directed by Edwin Carewe, and
it has an all-star cast. Members of the company tell a story
to the effect that Miss Nilsson became lost from the company
for about two hours one day while they were in the mountains. She had fallen into a snowdrift and had almost completely disappeared. The company this week is filming indoor
stuff at the studios. " The Way of the Strong " is a story that
has it§ locale at the beginning in Alaska, the characters later
working their way south on the Pacific coast. Seattle scenes
are prominent in the story.
THE May Allison company, after about two weeks at Catalina
and Santa Cruz Islands, where scenes in her new picture, " The
Island of Intrigue," were filmed, returned this week to the
Metro studios and a few days later left for another cruise on
the Pacific. She will visit one or two other islands in the Catalina group before the picture is completed, it is said. Jack
Mower is her leading man.
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IT was announced at the Goldwyn studios last week that special efforts are being made by the company to employ so far
as is possible and feasible returned soldiers and sailors to take
part in various plays now under production at the plant. Heading the list is Wallace MacDonald, leading man for Mae Marsh.
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THEATRE men in Spokane will get a rebate on their license
fees for the period of 41 days their houses remained closed by
the influenza ban, according to announcement from the city
commissioners this week. The rebate amounts to very little
for each house, but in the aggregate is about $200, the larger
houses receiving approximately $25, and the others ranging
down to $10.
MUNICIPAL censors reported the failure of the Paramount
people to make four eliminations in the Fatty Arbuckle comedy
" Camping Out " ordered by the National Board of Censors. ,
The picture was shown here at the Clemmer.
FEW screen careers have been as spectacular and romantic as
that of Irene Rich, well-known Spokane girl, now with a producing company. A sensational divorce suit in San Francisco
left her free from matrimonial alliance and she decided to try
pictures. According to her press agent, she concealed the fact
that she had had no experience, and braved the director as a
tried screen actress. This subterfuge was discovered when it
came time for her to don the grease paint. Here Kitty Gordon j
came to the rescue, it is said, and she was able to appear on j
the grounds properly made up. She made so favorable an
impression that she was made leading woman for Dustin
Farnum in " A Man in the Open." She is now engaged in
Southern California with the Buffalo Film Company.
THE CLEMMER presented the first of the new James Montgomery On
Flagg comedies,
" Independence,
B'Gosh," Harris,
the first
of
the week.
the Wednesday
program Mildred
alias
Mrs.
Charlie
was since
offeredherin recent
" For marriage.
Husbands Only,"
the first
JewelChaplin,
production
Peggy
Pelletier, Oriental dancer, is being featured on the special
Girard concerts, Wednesday night and Sunday noon at the
Clemmer.
CHARLES RAY, booted and spurred, with chaps and wide j
sombrero, was starred in the Paramount production, " Playing J
the Game," at the Liberty.
" THE SPENDER," the Metro production starring Bert
Lytell, drew big houses to the Class A during its three days'
engagement.
CECIL B. DE MILLE'S " Old Wives for New " and William
Desmond in " Hell's End," was shown three days at the Lyric,
and Dorothy Dalton in " The Mating of Marcella " completed
the week's program.
Kennedy

Succeeds

Walsh

in Los Angeles
KENNEDY, who was mustered out of the naval I
LE.
•
service on January 6, has been made branch manager
of the Fox exchange in Los Angeles, to succeed M. A. Walsh, resigned, who left Saturday night, January 18, for San Diego
to manage the Pickwick theatre in that city. Mr. Kennedy was
at the United States Naval Reserve Training Station at San
Pedro before he was mustered out. Before entering the ser- p
vice he was branch manager for Pathe. He is one of the best
known film men in the Los Angeles territory. During the r*
Fourth Liberty Loan campaign he was appointed booker in *
the Los Angeles territory of all propaganda films, and it was
due to his efficient methods, it is said, that the films were dis- i
tributed to all exhibitors without duplication of subjects. He , '
was returned to civil life on January 6 and on January 15 he L
was made manager of the Fox exchange.
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What

They

Say in Seattle

MANAGER KOERPEL of the World Film Exchange recently took a Sarah Bernhardt film, together with a projection
machine, over to the G. A. R. Veterans' Home, near Seattle,
in order to entertain the old people. He showed the divine
Sarah in " Mothers of France." Besides showing the film, Mr.
Koerpel told a few stories, played the piano and recited some
pieces, all of which he does good enough for the best circuit
in the country.
GOLDWYN'S picture, " The Hell Cat," which recently played
at the Clemmer, starring Geraldine Farrar, proved to be a great
hit for the week it was shown. Special music was played by
Guterson's Russian orchestra. Pieces that fitted her vivacity
did a great deal to show up the play.
MANAGER JACK LANNON of the Greater Features Company, Seattle, has bought from the W. H. Production Company
all one and two-reel comedies for seven different serials. He
has also bought the sixteen " Shorty " Hamilton western comedies, the total cost of this deal being over $30,000, it is
reported.
GUS METZGER has been appointed division manager for
Denver, Salt Lake, Butte, Portland, Seattle, San Francisco
and Los Angeles for the Universal productions. Mr. Metzger
was formerly in charge of the Universal offices in Seattle and
Portland. Up to date he has not decided in which city on
the coast will be his home office. He has, however, decided
that he will do all in his power to co-operate with the local
managers.
THE World Film exchange of the Northwest is placing the
" Prizma " travelogues on the market. These travelogues are
expected to go big on the Pacific Coast, because they are pictures taken on the Coast. They include the beauty spots in
the mountains and along the rivers.
"
not
the
the

The exchange man is not always to blame when a film is
received by an exhibitor," remarked Manager Koerpel of
World Films recently. " When I was down in my office
other Sunday, an exhibitor came rushing in full of excitement. He was out of town and needed a film for that night,
ai the one he ordered, he said, from another exchange did not
show up. He picked a film out, and after we found a soldier
who was on leave and who could take this manager and the
film to the town in a machine, all were happy. The next day
this manager called me up and said: ' Say, Koerpel, I ran your
film all right, but after it was run I found out that the one I
thought did not arrive was lying here in the express office
since the day before. Since the express people did not notify
me, I did not think of going there to find out about it.' "
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Seattle Exchanges

and Accessory

Firms

EXHIBITORS FILM EXCHANGE
INCORPORATED
Member of First National Exhibitors Circuit
NOW BOOKING
SHOULDER ARMS
A DOG'S LIFE
MY FOUR YEARS IN GERMANY
TARZAN OF THE APES
ROMANCE OF TARZAN
PERSHING'S CRUSADERS
THE STILL ALARM
ITALY'S FLAMING FRONT
RAFFLES, Etc., Etc.
COMING !
ANITA STEWART SUPERFEATURES
MARY PICKFORD SUPERPICTURES
1200 FOURTH AVE., SEATTLE, WASH.
F. V. FISHER, Manager
GREATER

FEATURES COMPANY
SEATTLE, WASH.
Starting on Third Year — Now Batting 600%
Short Reel Subjects
Also Features
JACK LANNON, Owner
where he was advanced to the commission of first lieutenant,
and has been engaged by the William Fox Company to write
original stories and continuity for Tom Mix.
Shayer, it will be remembered, enlisted in April, 1918, when
he appeared at a Liberty Bond sale meeting with Paralta players and offered to volunteer if the crowd would buy $2,200
worth of bonds in five minutes, that amount representing the
Government's expenses for a soldier for one year. The bonds
were purchased in a jiffy, and a recruiting sergeant present at
the meeting gave Shayer the oath. After three weeks in the
service he was made sergeant and a few weeks later transferred to a training camp, where he received his commission.
Directors Give Dinner in Los Angeles
A DINNER was given by the Los Angeles chapter of the
Motion Picture Directors' Association Wednesday evening, January 22, in the Blue Rooms of the Los Angeles Athletic
Club in honor of members of the New York lodge who are
now in Los Angeles. The guests of honor were Robert Vignola, Louis Gasnier, Morris Tourneur, Hobart Henley, John
Ince, Edwin Carewe and James Kirkwood.
Frank Beal, president, was toastmaster, and the committee
in charge of the dinner were Thomas Ricketts, James Young,
Harry Harvey, Jack Dillon and William Robert Daly.

1FRANK EDWARDS, bookkeeper for John Danz at the Coonial, has been sick for a few days. The Universal News
:hat is being shown at the Colonial is making a great hit with
:he audience.
R. H. GLENN of Issaquah and Henry Newman of Hoquiam
vere recent visitors on Film Row.
H. ALLAN, manager of the Seattle branch of the General
Tilm Company, has lined up and is selling a big line of big feature attractions. Among them are: " Shame," " Her Moment,"
• I Believe." " Red Blood and Yellow," " Marriage," " Wild
ioney,." " Romance of Underworld," " Street of Seven Stars,"
Son of a Gun," " Shootin' Mad," " Out of Night," " Image of
Blue Moon," Red Cross Official Pictures and Burlingham
^ravelogues. The Burlingham Travelogues have been sold to
he Clemmer, Seattle, where they will be shown every other
ihayer Leaves Army to Do Fox-Mix Stories
7 RICHARD SHAYER, former scenario writer in the
-•• east and later identified with the Paralta producing ormization, has received honorable discharge from the army,

Adolph Zukor, Edgar Selwyn and Cecil B. De Mille, at the Lasky Studio
in Hollywood, Cal.
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Los Angeles Exchanges

& Supply

PICTURE

Houses

UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
Successor to California Film Exchange
DAVID BERSHON, MANAGER^
Distributors of Universal, Jewel and Lois Web'er Productions, Blue Bird Photoplays, Century and
Lyons & Moran Comedies
822 S. OLIVE ST.
LOUIS HYMAN
Manager
ALL STAR FEATURE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
514 West Eighth Street

VITAGRAPH
Southern California and
Arizona
W. H. HEPBURN, Branch Manager
Knickerbocker Building
643 S. Olive Street

u»ed Theatre
WAN
" AA1TFn
1 E*U Chairs, Motion
Picture Projectors, and everything pertaining to motion
pictures.
Buying from us
saves you 25 to 50 per cent.
MOVIE EMPORIUM
Calmy Brothers, 752 So. Olive St.

J. SLIPPER & COMPANY
PICTURE MACHINES
Simplex, Motiograph, Baird
» Hertner
MinusaTransverters
Screens
Theatre Supplies
728 So. Olive Street
Send for Catalog

With Los Angeles Theatres

and Exchanges

WILLIAM SCHON, formerly booker for General film, has
been promoted to the position of salesman, and he made his
initial trip through Southern California territory last week.
GEORGE
influenza.

HAYNES, booker for the Pox exchange, is ill with
He is reported as not being dangerously ill.

C. J. MARLEY, branch manager of the Triangle exchange,
left Monday for a four-days' trip through the San Joaquin valley. He will visit in San Francisco before returning to Los
Angeles.
FRED LORELLO, owner of half interest in the three theatres
at Oxnard, Cal., died this week of influenza. He was one of
the best known exhibitors of Southern California and his success at Oxnard, where he began with a small theatre several
years ago, was due to his showman and goodfellowship. The
theatre business will be conducted by his partner.
LEE SCHAMAHORN, who has been in the service, has returned to Los Angeles and is back with his old position as
salesman for the Artcraft-Paramount exchange.
" TARZAN OF THE APES," a First National release, has
been booked for a second run in Los Angeles, this week running at Ray's Garden theatre on Main street at popular prices.
According to Branch Manager W. E. Knotts, of the First National exchange, it is the first time the picture has been shown
in Los Angeles at general admission prices less than 50 cents.
JOHN YOUNG, owner of the Apollo theatre in Hollywood,
has purchased the Hollywood theatre, it became known last
week.
THE Triangle exchange last week issued an attractive folder,
naming some of the new Triangle releases for February. The
folder is a four-page affair, with the Triangle trade-mark displayed prominently on the front page. It contains reproductions of photographs of Baby Marie Osborne, Mary MacLaren
and Alma Reubens. Its contents are .as follows: "Triangle1
presents for February, 1919, the vamp of vamps. Baby Marie
Osborne, in ' The Child of M'sieu,' a de luxe production, subject to release February 16. A story your patrons will appreciate.
"The star beautiful, Mary MacLaren, in 'Secret Marriage,'
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aReleased
bigger February
attraction 9.than this star's former success, ' Shoes.'
" The radiant jewel of the screen, Alma Reubens, in ' Restless Souls,' a drama of today. A gripping, pleasing, drawing
attraction with a beautiful star. Released February 2."
A. R. PATTON, branch manager of the Exhibitors' Mutual
exchange in Los Angeles, said last week that he wanted to
correct an erroneous impression that Roy G. Turner has been
made manager of the exchange. The confusion relative to the
matter arose when it was announced a few weeks ago that Turner was manager of the Exhibitors' Booking corporation, a
concern that is affiliated with the Exhibitors' Mutual.
THE Victory theatre at Barstow has been leased by T. W.
Bruhn and will be running under its new management within
the next few days, it is announced.
HARVEY GAUSMAN, who recently resigned his position
with Gftldwyn to do road work for First National, has returned
from a trip to Bakersfield and Taft, Cal., where he lined up a
number of new accounts, according to announcement by
Branch Manager W. E. Knotts. He booked first run First Naat Grogg's
theatre atsecond
Bakersfield,
and National.
lined up
for the tional
Rexservicetheatre
at Bakersfield
run First
He booked Anita Stewart in " Virtuous Wives " at the Hippodrome at Taft, also at the Majestic theatre at Maricopa. Mr.
Gausman reported that because of a semi-influenza ban at Fellows, Cal., the theatres in that town are running only two
nights out of each week.
THE First National Exhibitors' exchange announces that it
has closed contracts with the Broadway Amusement company
at San Diego for Anita Stewart and Mary Pickford subjects,
also Chaplin pictures. The Florence theatre at Pasadena has
signed for Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin and Anita Stewart
productions, as also has the Liberty theatre at Long Beach.
DAVE

BERSHON, branch manager of the Universal exchange, who has been ill with influenza, was reported as out of
danger the first of last week. During his absence from the
office W. J. Quinn was acting manager.
W. J. QUINN, who was acting manager
change in the absence of David Bershon,
fluenza, has returned from a trip to San
ported excellent business. Returning
stopped at Oceanside and booked Eddie
of the Circus," at the Elysium theatre.

of the Universal exwho was ill with inDiego, where he reto Los Angeles he
Polo's serial. " Lure

W. S. RAND, western division manager of General Film, left
recently for Phoenix, Ariz., to attend the meeting of the Arizona exhibitors in session Monday. January 20. He expected
to line up a number of contracts for General during his visit in
Arizona.
Flickers on

the Screens

of Butte

BUTTE theatres are vying with each other to present the
strongest attractions, each trying to take full advantage of the
excellent business that is prevailing. Crowded houses continue the rule.
MANAGER RALPH RUFFNER of the Rialto has tendered
the use of his house up to 11 A. M. on February 9 to the committee having in charge the observance of memorial services
for the late Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, free of charge. Mr.
Ruffner has offered to also furnish his full staff of house employes, and the tender has been accepted.
" HEARTS OF THE WORLD " and " The Greatest Thing in
Life" were two features that packed the Judith theatre at
Lewistown the past week. Manager Al. Heinecke did heavy
advertising and got the business for each of the Griffith productions, shown closely following each other.
LOUISA
M. ALCOTT'S
"Little
Women,"'
was
picturized
at the Rialtoimmortal
recently, story,
showing
to good
busi-
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ness. A Mutt and Jeff comic, Allies official war review, and
"excellent
Smiling "bill.
Bill Parsons in " Bud's Innocence," rounded out an
THE American last week offered William Russell in " When
a Man Rides Alone." This theatre will show the last episode
of " Hands Up " next week.
THE higher scale for musicians went into effect Sunday,
January 26. The average increase is about $5 per week over
the former scale.
R. N. WELLING, who came here recently from San Francisco, is now manager of the Liberty theatre, which has been
sold by H. W. Berry to a company consisting of Mr. Welling
and local men. The new manager was engaged in electrical
sign advertising prior to assuming his present duties. He is
giving his personal attention to the Liberty, has strengthened
the program and is using the newspaper columns, something
which the Liberty failed to do previously. The company now
conducting the Liberty is known as the Rocky Mountain
Amusement Company. " Business is steadily gaining," said
Mr. Welling to a Motion Picture representative. " We are
going to put forth our best efforts to attract the theatregoer
and to merit patronage." Continuous performances will be run
from 1 P. M. to 11 P. M. daily.
MEL WILSON, of the Famous Players-Lasky, left last week
on a three-months' " clean-up " tour of Montana. He expects
to interest some more houses in his company's releases.
Salt Lake

News

and

Views

R. O. PROCTOR, division ma.iager of the Pathe exchanges,
visited Salt Lake for four days on an examination trip to the
Pathe exchanges of the West. He left for Los Angeles after
an inspection of conditions at the local Pathe exchange.
W. A. CALKINS, manager of the local Pathe exchange, has
returned from an extended trip through the Idaho territory,
where he has been looking over trade conditions. During his
absence J. A. Epperson had charge of the local exchange. Mr.
Epperson has returned to Pathe service, having been discharged from the army.
J. L. STOUT, well known in the intermountain territory, has
joined the local Metro forces as representative of the Metro
and Screen-Classics productions. Mr. Stout has a host of
friends in the territory covered by the Salt Lake exchanges.
MANY city and state officials, newspaper men and exhibitors attended a special trade showing of " Hearts of Humanity," aUniversal special production, held at the American theatre in Salt Lake. The pre-release showing of the film was
given by Gus Hager} manager of the Universal exchange in
Salt Lake. Exhibitors were pleased with the production and
Mr. Hager predicts a big run.
A RECENT week was " Metro and Screen-Classics " week in
Salt Lake, according to B. F. Rosenberg, manager of the local
Metro exchange. Three of the productions handled by the
local exchange went over big at local showhouses. Bert
Lytell in " The Spenders " and Nazimova in " Eye for Eye "
packed the American theatre during the week, while Harold
Lockwood in " Pals First " drew capacity houses at the Broadway theatre.
B. F. ROSENBERG, local manager for Metro exchanges, and
J. S. Stout, representative for the same exchange, spent a
recent week in Montana arranging for the screening of " The
Great Victory " and " Why Germany Must Pay."
MANY exhibitors of Utah visited the Salt Lake exchanges
during a recent week, personally looking up the forthcoming
productions of the various local exchanges.
Among them
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were Gus N. Brown, American theatre, Mackay, Idaho; A. D.
Maguire, American theatre, Tremonton, Utah; C. J. Kalina,
Rex theatre, Buhl, Idaho; A. Fisher, Gray's Opera House, St.
Anthony, Idaho; C. M. Stringham, American theatre, Park
City, Utah; R. E. Sutton, Strand theatre, Provo, and E. G.
King, the Laytonia theatre, Layton, Utah.
GUS METZGER, formerly in charge of the Jewell office in
New York, and now representative for that firm in the Western States, visited the local Universal exchange.. He is on a
trip to the Denver, Salt Lake, Butte, Spokane, Seattle, Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles houses.
Campaign

Against Influenza Scare in
Seattle
THE NORTHWEST FILM BOARD OF TRADE, at
Seattle, Wash., recently telegraphed to Dr. R. S. Copeland,
of New York, for copies of the letters and chart he recently
sent to the National Association of the Motion Picture Industry, in which he wrote and showed why New York's theatres
were kept open and still the death rate in New York from the
" flu " was less than any other large city in the country showed.
The letter was reprinted and copi£s were distributed to each
Seattle exchange.
The object is to give certain numbers to each salesman, who
will in turn give them to officials of the cities and counties
that believe that it is necessary to close up theatres and movie
houses in order to do away with the "flu." These pamphlets
will show the authorities the picture house screen can be used
to great educational advantage and in that way will help do
away with the " flu." Half of the movie houses in the Northwest are still closed, but it is expected that this education of
the county and small town health officials will help to open
the houses.
Rosenbaum on Tom Mix Publicity
ED ROSENBAUM, Jr., who came to the coast to take
charge of publicity for Sunshine Comedies, has been
transferred to the Tom Mix company and will devote his entire time to this organization.
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CO.

to Order

EXPERT DEVELOPING, PRINTING AND COLORING
CAMERA OUT-FITS AND RAW FILM SUPPLIED
^

CAMERA MEN
SENT ANYWHERE

985 MarketStreet,SanFrancisco,
WINFIELD - KERNER COMPANY
Established 1905
Manufacturers of Actinic Ray
Arc Lamps for Motion Picture
Producers and Photographers.
Effect Lamps and equipment.
Resistance t»nd Magnet Colls
made to order.
Phones: Pico 2646 A 2216
325-27 E. Sixth St., Los Angeles
THEATRE SETTINGS
Wo From
Have sum Installed
to #10,000 Hundreds
Each
I'.EST SCREENS, SCEXERV
EDW. H. FLAGG SCENIC CO.
Lanjcst in the World
l.o> AiikcIcs San Francisco

California

OLilUfjlJ and Films
CI inCC Title Card
L. A. SLIDE & FILM CO.
122 WEST THIRD ST., LOS ANGELES

Telephone: Hollywood WO
GEORGE W. CHAPMAN CO.
Incorporated
EVERYTHING
MOVING
PICTURE IN
PROPS.
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Miniature
Sets
and Plaster Bienkaways
5155 Santa Monica Bodlbvabd
Los Angeles, Cal.
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Week

THE Atlas Slide and Film Company are making slides from
molded clay. A sculptor has been employed who makes the
clay models from life and these are later photographed for
slide display. So far slides have been made by this process of
Dr. De Mandel, the musical director of the Tivoli theatre; of
Uda Waldrof, the organist of the same theatre; of Signor Marcelli, director of the T. & D. orchestra, Oakland; John Wharry
Lewis, director of orchestra, Rialto theatre, San Francisco, and
Signor Fraliciardi, musical director of the T. & D. theatre,
Berkeley. By using clay for the models instead of wax better shadows are secured and it is said that the new art has a
virility about it that is lacking in the old method.
EDWARD FERNANDEZ of Honolulu, who owns several
theatres in the Hawaiian islands and incidentally represents
that territory in congress, is visiting San Francisco on business. Mr. Fernandez is a native Hawaiian and besides exhibiting films he has taken many pictures of the scenery of his
native land.

in

San

Francisco

versal Film Co., at Universal City, for some time and later
with the sales force with headquarters at New York, at which
time, during a trip to the west he enlisted at Seattle in the
aviation section of the signal corps, has just been discharged
and returned to this city. At the time of his discharge he was
sergeant major of the north west division, and was booked for
a commission on November 15. The signing of the armistice
four days before caused him to fail in reaching this rank. He
is now preparing to sail on the steamer Shinyo Maru, January
23, for Honolulu, where, acting under orders from M. L. Markowitz, manager of the Universal in this territory, he will open
and operate an exchange to be known as the Universal Film
Exchange, Inc.
HARRY CARNEY, salesman for the Universal, is in the San
Joaquin valley. He has been out about three weeks, and taking
in consideration the " flu " situation reports that he has met
great success. He says that many of the exhibitors do not
where they stand as they may be closed at any time by action
of the authorities.

THE DUHEM MOTION PICTURE MFG. CO., of this city,
has just received an order for a considerable material for W.
F. Aldrich of Honolulu, who is making a series of photoplays
in that country.

THE San Francisco premier on " Mickey " takes place at the
California theatre in this city February 9. Manager Roth is
planning a great publicity campaign for the picture.

THE SAN FRANCISCO FILM BOARD OF TRADE has
perfected its organization with the election of the following
officers: M. J. Lewis, of the Paramount, president; Ben Simpson, of the Triangle, vice-president; L.' Reichert, of the Metro,
secretary and treasurer, and Milton Nathan, attorney. Every
film exchange in the city has joined the organization and much
benefit to the exchanges is expected to come out of the getting
together. The Board will hold weekly meetings on Wednesday afternoons to consider complaints of its members and
others.

SOL LESSER is now in Los Angeles and is making arrangements there to put " Mickey " in the Kinema theatre. He has
concluded a deal with Griffith whereby he will handle " The
Fall of Babylon."
J. L. FRAZER, of the Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corp.,
is just back from the " Death Trail " trip. He is very much
alive notwithstanding the locality he has been traveling
through and says that he was successful in making good bookings all along the line.

LAST WEEK an Italian dinner was given to the various exchange members by the North Beach Exhibitors association.
Chris Johnson, of the Verde theatre, president of the North
Beach association, presided at the banquet, which will linger
long in the memory of the exchange managers.

C. W. GODDARD, of the Goddard theatre, Sacramento, was
a visitor to Film row this week.

A MEETING of the motion picture proprietors was held on
January 20 at the California theatre to arrange to take signatures to petition against the proposed increase of the tax on
admission to motion picture houses. . At the meeting it was
decided to have a number of petitions printed and to circulate
them every evening among the various audiences for signatures.
THE motion picture theatres at Stockton have decided to
fight the order closing their houses and as a first step they I/ave
sworn out an injunction against such action. A test case will
be made of the matter, and M. J. Cohen of the General Film
Co., has gone to Stockton to help in the fight. The local picture houses and exchanges are watching the result of the fight
with a good deal of interest and not a little anxiety.
PHILIP ALEXANDER, formerly publisher o( a motion picture magazine at Sacramento and later doing general publicity
work, has been appointed publicity man for the Universal in
this city. He plans to help the exhibitors in every way possible in getting out their advertising matter and general publicity, and his work is expected to develop into a service department for all theatres whether patrons or not of the Universal.
SADIE CLARFIELD, who has been connected with the Universal for the past five years as inspector, has resigned her job
to take on a life contract with Dave Linchner, who is just out
of the navy. And so they are married.
BEVERLY

GRIFFITH,

who was connected with the Uni-

" CANDY " HOWARD, of the Cardello theatre, Oroville, one
of the most popular up-state exhibitors, is reported to have just
recovered from an unusually severe attack of the influenza.
THE

Exhibitors Mutual Distributing Corp. is making extensive changes in the arrangement of its headquarters. Already all railings have been removed and new furniture and
fixings are said to be in the offing, about to steam in and tie
up at its port of distribution.
THE Goldwyn exchange gave a pre-view on January 21 for
big exhibitors of the latest Geraldine Farrar picture,
" Shadows."
MR. GODFREY has sold the Grand theatre at Vacaville to
Geo. W. Allen and Hazel Duncan of that city.
In and

Around

Denver

3ABY MARIE OSBORNE, junior Pathe star,
by her father, Leon Osborne, came to Denver
week as the guest of various local theatres. The
star drew big crowds in Omaha, as in other cities
country itinerary.

accompanied
and spent a
popular little
on her cross

N. G. BREWER will open his U- S. A. theatre in the new
opera house block which he has constructed, on February 8.
He has purchased con:iderable new equipment, including 317
new seats. His total seating capacity is now 757.
LORETTO HEIGHTS academy for girls, and the National
Jewish Hospital, both located in Denver, have recently added

February 8, 1919

THE WEST COAST

new equipment for their theatoriums, and the board
cation at Castle Rock has finished a new theatorium
stalled new equipment in the high school building
place, and will use the best line of films obtainable
cational purposes.

of eduand inat that
for edu-

THE IRIS THEATRE at Belle Fourche, operated by Leo
Peterson, which has been closed since October 8, has beeA
reopened. Mr. Peterson has recently rearranged his entire
service and purchased new supplies.
DISTRICT MANAGER GILMORE of Denver United Picture Theatres announced the booking by the Rialto, on Curtis
Street, of " Adele," featuring Kitty Gordon, for the week of
January 26. Dustin Farnum, in " The Man in the Open,"
opens at the Rialto February 16. He also announces that
A. J. Fhyn at Ogden, Utah, has lined up with United, and has
booked
" The Light of Western Stars " for February 2 at the
Utah theatre.
W. T. BINFORD and John N. MacMeekin of the Denver
Universal sales force, will travel with " The Heart of Humanity " picture and arrange bookings in Denver and Salt Lake
territory.
HARRY J. QUINN, former assistant manager at Denver
Universal headquarters, has been released from service at
Camp Travis, where he has been in training for the past six
months. He found his old job waiting for him on his return
and is glad to get back in the game.
THE

Rocky Mountain Screen Club, the Denver Film Exchange Board of Trade, and practically every exhibitor in the
state took action against the proposed tax of 20 per cent, on
theatre tickets, which was included in the revenue measure now
pending before Congress.
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Directory of San Francisco

191 Golden Gate Avenue
514 West Eighth Street
San Francisco
Los Angeles
SOL. L. LESSER, President
ALL STAR FEATURES DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
Official Distributors
U. S. War Features
PERSHING'S CRUSADERS
1 OFFICIAL WAR REVIEW
1 AMERICA'S
OUR BRIDGE ANSWER"
OF SHIPS
OUR

SPECIAL

SUPER FEATURES
Include
THE STRUGGLE EVER" INTOLERANCE "
" THE STILL ALARM "
THE ACCIDENTAL
HONEYLASTING "
" NINE-TENTHS OF THE LAW
' THE GRAIN OF DUST "
" THE CRUCIBLE OF LIFE "
MO N " " GAUMONT NEWS "BILLY WEST COMEDIES "
RAFFLES " •
" and Litfrary
" GRAPHIC
Digest"
" TIMELY TOPICS " from
TURNER

and DAHNKEN
BRANCH OF

FIRST

NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, Inc.,
Music Rolls Exchanged — Supplies of All Kinds
134 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California
Best Slides and
Film for every

JOHN M. BALLEYDIER of Englewood has been elected
president of the National Film company, formerly headed by
O. D. Woodward, and F. .Cann of Denver has been selected as
manager of the company. The company's indebtedness, which
is only nominal, will be wiped out entirely if the plans to lease
the studio to other producing concerns are successfully carried out.

purposeSLIDE
24 HOUR
SERVICE
ALTA
SLIDE CO.
1028 Market St. 61 G. G. Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO.

MAURICE WOLF, formerly connected with the local World
exchange and now manager for that corporation at Salt Lake
City, and Miss Freda Zekman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. I.
Zekman, 2443 Downing avenue, were married here this week.
The bride is one of the prettiest and most popular members
of the younger social set and her husband is well and favorably known to all of the trade in the Rocky Mountain section.
The young couple departed for the Mormon capital immediately following the ceremony.

COMING
730 So. Olive St.
Los Angeles
107 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco

BABY MARIE OSBORNE had the time of her life here this
week. Her time was divided between the dowr
" 1
urban picture houses and a visit to her f;
Denver, which she insists belongs absolut
pretty little Pathe star went over big at the
tis street and was even more enthusiastically
.ne
Ogden, Webber, Mascot, Rex and Gem theatr
. leaving Denver Sunday for Los Angeles and wi
Spokane
and Seattle enroute.
HARRY LUSTIG, special Metro representative, was expected
in Denver January 28.
MISS BEATRICE MOTE, cashier at the local Metro exchange for the past two years, passed away at the home of her
parents Saturday evening, January 18, following a week's illness from influenza. She was one of the most popular young
ladies in local exchange circles.
WILLIAM RICORD of the local Metro staff was stricken at
the same time but has since recovered.
THE Rex theatre at Greeley, which was reopened a few days
ago, is showing to a splendid business. The theatre has been

Exchanges

SOMETHING
NEW

GEORGE KLEIN E
SYSTEM
H. F. MOORE
Representative
at
GENERAL FILM CO.
255 Golden Gate Avenue
BRECK PHOTOPLAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Distributors of
Simplex Projectors
Theatre Equipment and Supplies
NATIONAL CARBONS
98 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco

G. A. METCALFE— Distributor
r ""ER'S MACHINES
SPEER CARBONS
'7 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
. roughl j
"led and new heating apparatus, new lights
and a new \
n system have been installed. An eightV vocal soloist will feature every musical
piece
orchesvApA
program.
"ely
in the imided $30,000
a large was
pipe expended
organ.
provements, wl
J. L. JONES h,.o w ^ed the Isis theatre at Leadville, which
had been closed f. a long period on account of the " floo."
Mr. Jones was in Denver this week arranging new service.
R. J. MORRISON, owner of the Isis at Aspen, was a recent
Denver visitor. While here he contracted for Exhibitor-Muings. tual service and arranged for practically a whole year's bookJ. H. MANER
Colfax avenue.

has reopened the Lyric theatre, at 3316 West

" MICKEY " was well received here during Stock Show week
at the America, where the picture was shown to S. R. O.
crowds.
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enables us to say that NO
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as thoroughly,
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Showing how ten
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WHAT

END

SIMPLEX

HAS

of
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the

WAR

DONE-AND

|

IS DOING

NOW
that the War Clouds have almost dissolved we feel free to speak
of the part played by Simplex.
IN VARIOUS GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS at Washington the SIMPLEX
was used in showing pictures that helped in developing important plans.
IN THE THEATRES OF THE NATION the Simplex flashed its countless messages on Preparedness to millions of our people.
*
*
*
AT THE TRAINING CAMPS AND CANTONMENTS thousands of our boys
were taught and entertained through the use of Simplex.
;[c sjc sjc
ON AMERICAN TRANSPORTS the minds and spirits of other thousands were
improved through Simplex projection.
*
*
*
" OVER THERE " — Pershing's Doughboys forgot some of war's hardships when
through the Simplex were shown the popular features behind the battle lines.
*
*
*
IN THE NORTH SEA — During the long monotonous vigil in the gray misty
stretches, while laying in wait for the German navy, our American " gobs " obtained relaxation through the pictures projected on Simplex.
*
*
*
OVER HERE — the "Home-Folks " in countless theatres sought comfort and
amusement through the medium of Simplex projected photo-plays.
*
*
*
THE LEADING HOSPITALS AND INSTITUTIONS are now using Simplex to
assist in bringing back to normal health those boys whose bruised bodies and
clouded minds are the result of shrapnel and shell-shock.
*
*
*
THUS — being recognized by the Government, the Military Authority on land and
sea, the finest theatres, the greatest producers, and the leading institutions, the
Simplex is indeed the
" Aristocrat Of The Projector Family "
Fire-proof
Fool Proof

Wear

The " Extralite " Shutter is now a part of every new Simplex equipment

ThePrecision Machine (o.Tnc.
317 East 34th: St»- NewYork
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DOMINATES

A

THE

MELODRAMATIC

THOS.

FIELD

THUNDERBOLT!

H.INCE
Presents

The
False
Faces
With HENRY WALTHALL
By Louis Joseph Vance
Directed by Irvin V. Wil I at
^^Gpammount^rtcm^t^pecial

OL. XIX-NO.

7

Chicago

Outrut <u Stnmd Cla- Matttr, October IS, 1913, at the Pott Office at jV.. York, N. )'.. under Ik, act of March 3rd, IS7tf, PRICE
Published Weekly— tS. 00 a year
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York

—

Los Angeles

15 CENTS
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Mii. Chaflie

Increase your attendance — cut your advertising cost — net more than you ever netted
in any seven days before. Your Mrs. Charlie
Chaplin Week will pack them in for seven
days in succession for an advertising cost
but little more
run.

That's

than

a

M

Chaplin Day fcy Seven
Five Productions
Five Lois Weber Successes

•/.

"Borrowed Clothes"
"The Price of a Good Time"
"For Husbands Only"
"The Doctor and the Woman"
"When a Girl Loves"

the cost of a one-day

business!

NCOQ CHJRATCD
Executive Offices. 1600 Broads av xev^ork oty
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yldolph,

(^Vtlzor

ire
CLARK

Marguerite

1

-presents

Patch

Cabbape

Ict
Founded (^a
on themmo
novel uri
by Alice
Hegan
Rice,ur^
and the
l(^
^
dramatization
by Anne Crawford Flexner. Scenario by
Eve Unsell. Directed by Hugh Ford.
A

STORY

OF

STORIES

A tale that the whole
has wept

and

A tremendous
An

instant

laughed

world
over

seller as a novel
success

as

a play

A triumph for Marguerite Clark
in a Paramount Motion Picture

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Motion

CQjhomas

II, Ince

Picture

Pres

RAY

Charles

in
GIRL

DODGER

ur& PhotopictStorm.
By J. G.^Hawks.Cpam
Directed
Jerome
mounbytC
graphed by Chester Lyons.
- s Thomas H. Ince
Supervised by

He's

Afraid

Chorus
T>UT

of

the

Girls!

he has to entertain them and make

them think he's a devil of a fellow.
That's the contract.
Then comes Anita Graham, beautiful
and charming.
" Another chorus girl ! " says the Girl
Dodger. " Watch me show her that I'm
a man-about-town ! "
And he does !
Such complications !

Such laughs !

Charles Ray in the funniest picture he
ever has made.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Paramount
—

Arbuckle

COMEDIES

Hey,

—

Fatty!

ARE

you human? Folks are beginning to believe you're not.
They don't believe any human being
could turn out, month after month, such
bundles of uproarious laughs as you do.
And every bundle bigger and better.
Is there no bottom to your laugh mine?

How do you do it, " Fatty ? Are you
a wizard ? Or are you just a" genius
?
Whatever it is, keep at it. You have
the public with you so strong that every
time a theatre advertises " ' Fatty's ' here
today," the whole town is there, too.
! f^°US PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORATION^

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Motion

Super
^Production
of

one

of

greatest

the
Staqe

Successes
'Dramatic
Albert

E.

ALICE

Smith

in

History

presents

JOYCE
irv

THE

LION
AND

THE

MOUSE

From the Famous Frohman Stage Success
of the Same Title
By CHARLES
Directed by Tom

KLEIN
Terriss

As a stage production,
"THE LION AND THE MOUSE"
brought millions of dollars into theatre box-offices.
As a screen production,

TP

"THE LION AND THE MOUSE"
will make new records in your box-office.

YITAGRAPH
■

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Staqi

Whole

World

Ualking.

Picturized,
Jlctually
Dramatic

it

Gains

in

Intensity

ALICE

JOYCE

THE

LION
AND

THE

MOUSE
Your Patrons Know
'THE LION AND THE MOUSE"
as one of the greatest dramatic successes of all time
I HEY are waiting to see
Vitagraph's
super-pro-It
duction of this classic.
is a feature of features that
will first get them in, then
hold them, then make them
(aft about it.
Supporting Miss Joyce in

this greatest of all modern
dramas is a notable cast
which includes Anders
Randolf, Conrad Nagel,
Templer Saxe, Henry
Hallam, W. H. Burton,
T. W. Carleton, Mona
Kingsley and Jane Jennings.

VITAGRAPH
Albert

E. Smith,

President

_j.fr' ._ ' .»',•
The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS 1

Motion
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Picture

News
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Another
the

Big
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Special

Attraction

Breaking

Box

That

Oiiice

Will

Equal

Business

of

WANTED

HARRY

STARRING

RAPF'S
TREMENDOUS
HIT

BEAUTIFUL
ELAINE
HA MM ERST

EI

FOR

MURDER

The* Remarkable
Kaufman
Drama

Success of This Powerful
is the Talk of the Film

Bookings Placed by
INDEPENDENT
Foreign

Rights

SALES

Controlled

CORP.
by

APOLLO

TRADING

S. Jay
World

Distributed Through
FILM

CLEARING

CO., Longacre

HOUSE,

Theatre
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Directed hy WALTER EDWARDS
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B. A.

ROLFE

FILMS,

INC.

PRODUCTIONS

Executive Offices: East 41st St., New York]City
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Samuel

Goldwyn

presents

'

PAULINE

FREDERICK

in The

Woman
^rom

by JjUianJrimble

on

the successful
Bradley

the

Index

play

and Georye ftroadfiursb

'Directed by Kobarb Henley
ra e first powerful and eagerly awaited production in her Goldwyn Star Series.

It will take

which means that it stands with the best she has ever achieved. Every exhibitor will give
"The Woman on the Index" extra playing days because it is certain to attract unusually
heavy patronage.
GOLDWYN PICTURES CORPORATION
Edgar Selwyn. Vice President
Samuel Goldwyn President
New York City
16 East 4-2 ««/ Street
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

Motion
FOHD

Picture

EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY

Serving

the

Smaller

Theatres

Quickly, Goldwyn's
Volley for the
EOUD
EDUCATIONAL
WEEKLY

TF

you, the exhibitor, have a small theatre in a neighborhood or a small house in a little town, you have to

wait a shorter time to get the fresher, newer
The Ford Educational

releases of

Weekly than you have ever waited

for any other screen attraction.
Henry Ford has a tremendous

faith in the small American

city and little town.

He knows

that the seat of the best

there is in America

is in such places. He

proves his

feeling for the little communities by buying an unheard-of,
but sound and healthy country weekly newspaper to build
up its vocal power
a week.

until it reaches a million subscribers

We are carrying out his ideas when we seek 2,000 more small
town exhibitor-customers in the month of February for The Ford
Educational Weekly. We have the prints at hand to serve this
number of new accounts promptly and efficiently.
The Ford Educational W eekly gives a screen picture of your kind
of people and ours; of America and Americans in their bigness
and fineness; of people doing the vital, imaginative things that
make us lead all the peoples of the world.
The newest issues of the Weekly ahead are these:
Feb. 2:
fit z patrick
Mcelroy
Ch.ica.yo
Sole Representatives
FORD MOTOR, CO.
Motion. Picture
Laboratories

Feb. 9
Feb. 16
Feb. 23

'Carrying Old Glory to the Seven Seas," The Story
of Hog Island Shipyards.
'Canada's 'Mountain of Tears' " Mt. Edith Cavell.
'Where 'The Spirit That Won' Was Born."
'Rough Stuff."

GOLDWVN

DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
President
Samuel Goldwyn
New York City
16 East 42«</ Street

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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In

All

America

No exhibitors overlook booking and playing a real winner just as
quickly as producer or distributor can lay down prints in exchanges. This eagerness is evidence of the sound commercial
judgment of the country's most successful showmen.
Everywhere exhibitors have learned — chiefly through other exhibitors who have played it — that there is a powerful melodramatic
special attraction that is drawing big business into box-offices
Great Story
ZASE GREY'S

Starring
UteBORDER

Blanche
and Hobart
Directed by

LEGION

Bates

Bosworth
T. HA YES HUNTER

This thrilling action-drama of Golden California in the lawless
days of '49 immediately was signed up and is now being played
to capacity patronage in theatres like these:
Strand, New York City
Rialto, Washington, D. C.
Strand, Washington, D. C.
Poli's, Springfield, Mass.
Symphony, New York City
Ogden, Ogden, Utah.
Isis, Denver, Colo.
Savoy, Syracuse, N. Y.
Temple, Oil City, Pa.
Liberty, Canandaigua, N. Y.

Strand, Atlanta, Ga.
Poli's, Bridgeport, Conn.
Poli's, Hartford, Conn.
Poli's, New Haven, Conn.
Poli's, Waterbury, Conn.
Olympic. McKeesport, Pa.
Home, Rochester, N- Y.
Rialto, Columbia, S. C
U. S. Garden, Elizabeth, N.
Amusu, Elmira, N. Y.

Instantly this production has been welcomed as a large city and
small city attraction. Every Goldwyn manager is ready to let you
convince yourself in our own projection room or in your own
theatre. Two weeks from now you will have to wait for playing
dates — that's how fast it is being signed up.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
Slew York City
16 East 4-2 „</ Street

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Motion

Picture

Comedies

That

Tflatntain

Their

Standard

cf

Quality

QAPITOL COMEDIES get plenty of
fine, hearty laughs decently.
They contain intelligent humor of the
kind that finds its place in the lives of
millions of normal people.
They strive for and attain natural
instead of forced humor. You will
find this proved in the new series of six
consecutive releases with 1 'Go-Get-' Em
Potts" as the novel hero — each release
separate and distinct; not dependent
upon the one before or the one. to
follow.

PARSONS
CAPITOL (gPMEDIES
26 a Year
Every Second Monday
is a weekly star visitor in 3300
of the best American motion
picture theatres. He has only
one comedy rival in the volume
of patronage to which he plays.
He is welcomed

everywhere by

audiences and liberally advertised by exhibitors because they
have fdund that his style of
fun-making draws people again
into their theatres fcr relaxation.
Be sure and tag on to your newspaper
advertising: "Today! 'Smiling Bill'
Parsons in a lively Capitol Comedy."
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
SAMUEL GOLDWV P*VTld»nt
16 East 4-2*</ Street New York City
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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"Bucked

the

and

THIS

is what

did with
screen star.

Two

Biggest

Male

"Whipped

Them

Fred J. Hartwick,

manager

Stars

for

of the Screen
Patronage. "

of the Strand

Louis Bennison in "Oh, Johnny!",
The words are his own, not ours.

Theatre,

Taunton,

Mass.,

the first picture of a brand

new

Mr. Mason, manager of the Lyric Theatre, Pittsburg, Pa., booked this production
for a repeat date in the same house four days after its first run and on the strength
of its double

success signed up his company's

houses

in West

Virginia towns.

Everywhere he has played Louis Bennison is a big bet — a natural, liked and
applauded personality. He will continue his success throughout his Star Series
I
of six productions, distributed exclusively ■Ithrough
the Goldwyn organization.
We caution you to watch his second
Betzwood

Film

LOUIS'

Sandy
Oy J. Allen Dunn

Company

Ir m

BENNISON

Burke

of

Hie

-U
U-Bar
Directed
by Ira M.Lowry

Released everywhere February 23.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
16 East 4-2»</ Street Nev York City
You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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HENRY

ProEdvZ

LEHRMAN

°' SUNSHINE

c°»%

Announces

Twelve

Two

Under

Reel

the

Comedies

Name

of

LEHRMAN

LOS

COMEDIES

ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA
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Some One Remarked, " Any Old Feature Can Pack Them in and Break
Records on SUNDAY."
Here is Some Good News About the MONDAY and
Other

WEEK

Days' Business.

ANITA

STEWART
IN

VIRTUOUS
IS

WIVES

ACCOMPLISHING

OVER

SEVEN

THOUSAND
Persons Paid Admission at the Strand Theatre, Providence,
Jan. 28. And Monday Is a Bad Day in Providence.
Manager

Thomas,

Rialto Theatre, Omalw,

R. I., MONDAY,

Wires as Follows:

SUNDAY WE HAD A TURNAWAY
BUSINESS, BUT ON TUESDAY
THE CROWDS
MOBBED
THE THEATRE
AND STOOD in LINE
FOR

A BLOCK

RECORDS

AND

WITH

A HALF

ANITA

SHOULDER
HAD

TO

Here Are Some
Later On.
Duncan,

Sioux

HOLD
Small

Towns.
Had

ALL

STEWART,

ARMS

VIRTUOUS

City, Iowa:

LONG

EVEN

EXTRA

RECEIPTS

ALL
ON

BEATEN

DAYS

Tell You

to Hold

I SMASHED

THE

WERE

WIVES
I Will

DAY.

About

a Larger

Stewart 3 Extra

Number,

Days. Second

Fea-

ture Since I Managed Theatre That Would Stand a Week's Run Here.
Germain, of Lincoln, Neb.: Just Finished Playing Anita Stewart in Virtuous
Wives. BROKE
THE
HOUSE
RECORD
FOR THE
YEAR
OF 1918.
All First National Exchanges Have Extra Prints for the Skeptical Exhibitor
Who Has Not Booked It and for Those Who Demand to Hold It Longer
Than Originally Booked.
Sincerely Yours,
Louis

B. Mayer,

Anita
2 West

Stewart

President,
Productions,

Forty-fifth Street, New

York.

N. B.— It's Taking a Long Time to Produce A MIDNIGHT
ROxMANCE,
But It's Worth Waiting For.
The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS "

EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

OP-LS
G
H
.Presented
"by
NATIONAL
Fl LM
CORPORATION
OF
AhEHlCA

frateiscal

ATRICK
or

rATC

A POWERFUL
DRAMA
AN ODD TWIST

WiTH

J -V. RANCK'

MARTIN

JOHNSONS

BILLIE RHODES

CANNIBALS

^SOUTH SEAS*

* THE GtRLOFMYDREAMSf

WILLIAM DESMOND ^LIFESAFUNHY
SESSUE

HAYAKAWA in "BONDS

PROPOSITION"
OF HONOR"

HCNRYBAWHALLm*AKDASTILL SMALL VOICE* BESSIE BARRISCALEi^ALL0FA SUDDEN NORMA"
COMI!
,N1G*WHAT EVERYWOMAN WANTS v/lTH GRACE DARMOND

ROBERTSONEXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

COLE COMPANY

ss^Sr&SSSSS?

rrn
Adapta
FilmFor

Success Goes Over Big in
kid, of This Superb Feature!

presents^

Woods
i

Ward

ON

CIXY

play
ng; in heart

by Cleves

interest, well produced

KuiRead.
tkroughout.and

altogether of genuine, special caliber?
Wid's\ Jan . 2. 5
~7
7 parts
Vj
iTRA Directed by Geo. Fitzmaurice Scenario foy Ouida Bergere

l§S pljFo^haJt
god

tfith a good star, a good story

c^ibe

iorning Telegraph

pro due

of

hotoplay
in the i
e
ft ),1

T4Mb»o
the
Lb
ab
?a

Times

-i

/aiiety
says\a

Fine vehicle

for

"Many comedy situauonii iliirnigrupiit ir 3 c egood laughs, Vsays M P. News,
says theMTPWc brkL
Review,'
Directed by EUot Howe
(' inningkim i u id John Ly
unton Co.
4tyoctil|ce [ . (by Robert Bi
®
the
RATHE
JlSTRIBUTORfe

b r.u ar y 15, 1 9 / 9
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Trench

Pictorial

Service

presents

IN

AISACI

lORRAIVI

A one reel picture showing the entry of the
victorious French army into the provinces
once
An
with

lost

but

now

event which
tion of the world
all its heart

impressive

has captivated
is wonderfully
throbs

display

Photographed

gloriously

and

of martial

regained.
the imaginaportrayed,

its picturesque

and

strength.

by the Cinematographic
of the French Army

Division

PAT
HE
DISTRIBUTORS

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.
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Mot ion, Picture

Booked
famous

for

one

News

by
New
Tfork
's
Rialto
Theatre

solid

year

,

—

j

Harold

Lloyd

Comedies

tells!

Quality

One

week

one

reel

comedy

bep-imiiiio

Produced

every

Alarck

by Roiia

PATHE
DISTRIBUTORS

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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15,
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produced

4y ASHLEY

hm'M-Mv Co,opero//on of
Publishe*land
Corporarion

Distributed
through

by

PaHbHe'

MILLER
Government
the

W.

W.

Hod

Exchange,

You are wasting your opportunities if YOU ignore advertising.

kins

o

Aro/^^/^

Its

Readv

Now!

1

Another

William

Farnum

winner is

ready for you — the biggest picture
he's done since " Les Miserables"!
Book
William

Farnum
in

THE

MAN

HUNTER

Directed by Frank Lloyd

Book STANDARD

PICTURES

now

and
capitalize William Farnum's
ularity.

pop-

FOX
FILM CORPORATION

B

Three
of man

great fights — terrific struggle
chained in hold of sinking

ship — life in London's

slums — that's

an inkling of the "pull" of

liam

THE

MAN

rarnum

HUNTER

a William Fox picture

the thrilling story of a strong mans
Long pursuit of a friend who
11m

7ILM CORPORATION

betrayed

FDDY

m
Join

in the

Chorus!

Don't let the other fellow hog it
all! Take some of the profits
yourself! Get in on the good things
— the big things — that are making
motion picture history.
Book

Jane
and
Katherine

LEE

the Fox Baby Grands
in
Smiles
Directed by A. E. Gillstrom
the uproarious story of two little
imps whose innocent pranks upset
a real serious love affair.
EXCEL

PICTURES

FOX
Film

FUN

FOR

THE

KIDDIES

AND

THEIR

DOG

Corporation

More Free Advertising Is Being Given
Captain Bud
FISHER'S

ANIMATED

CARTOONS
through daily use of cartoons in newspapers than is being received by any other motion picture feature. Released by FOX FILM CORPORATION". See THE BEARDED LADY
at any Fox Exchange, or ask these first-run houses how good MUTT AND JEFF are:
Theatre and City
Theatre and City
Theatre and City
Theatre and City
fUalto, New York
Apollo, Dayton
Regent, Scranton
Auditorium, South Bend
Cherokee, Louisville
Strand, Tacoma
Majestic,
Springfield,
O.
Lyric, Covington
Crown, Mobile
Rialto, San Francisco
Liberty,
Liberty,
Youngstown
Idle Hour,Cleveland
Ft. Wayne
Grand O. H., St. Louis
Liberty, Portland, Ore.
Hippodrome, Joplin
Colonial, Cincinnati
Colonial, Seattle •
Hickory, St. Joseph, Mo.
Strand,
Pasadena
strand, New Orleans
Savoy, Syracuse
Palace, Wichita
Poli's, New Haven
Cabrillo,
San Diego
White Eagle. Toledo
Odeon, Birmingham
Star,
Paterson
Liberty, Dubuque
Strand, Washington
Alhambra, Indianapolis
Liberty,
Bridgeport
Class
A,
Spokane
New
Empire,
Montgomery
Wells, Norfolk
Family, Worcester
Strand, Jersey City
Odeon, Savannah
Hippodrome, Baltimore
Fine Arts, Chattanooga
Fenway, Boston
Life, Meriden, Conn.
Strand, Brie, Pa.
Blue Mouse, St. Paul
Olympic, Altoona, Pa.
Royal,
Moines
Sun,
Omaha
Shea's
Hippodrome,
Buffalo
Victoria,DesHarrisburg
Boston, Chicago
Colonial, Reading
Empress,
Springfield,
111.
Idle Hour, Kansas City
Eber's,
East
St. Louis
Dreamland, Oklahoma City
Globe, Richmond,
Va. Cal.
Edison,
Sacramento
Claremont,
Oakland,
Strand,
Tampa
Miller's
Garden, Los Angeles
Rialto, Butte, Mont
Bonita, Atlanta
Lyric,
River
Star, Nashville
Broadway, Charlotte, N. C.
Olympia,FallCambridge
Dixieland, New
Charleston,
Regent, Rochester, N. T.
Empire, Troy
Portland, Me.
Colonial,
Bedford S. C.
Rands,
Liberty, Columbus
Olympia. Lynn
Savoy, Philadelphia
Bijou,
Jamestown,
N.
T.
Clinton Square, Albany
Majestic. Pittsburgh
Royal. Rockford, 111.
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The
one
Colonel th
Roosevelt
authorized

All

the

biggest

Competitors
The

McClure

to because

attractions

want

to

get

Roosevelt

Drama

Roosevelt

Famous

approved. The one he lent his Name
he wanted it to benefit charity.

Picture

Picture

in

are

on

plagarized

the

is released

big

in some

money

ter-

ritories under this title —

"The
Fighting
Roosevelts"
In other territories where for Political and Sentimental
reasons a more familiar title is best it will be advertised

Under

the

The Famous

NEW

Roosevelt

TITLE

Picture
99

66
OUR

TEDDY

A Stirring Romance
Laughs !

This

Thrills !

is the Production

Charitable

because

Cheers !

of American

Life

A Film Folks Will Enjoy !

the Press, Schools,

Organizations
and Colonel
will support

Boy

Scouts,

Roosevelt's

friends

war
help
it to
wants
he
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Motion

STATE

RIGHT

PRODUCTION

ONCE

"ONCE

IN

TO

A

THAT

Picture

News

COMES

DECADE

EVERY

MAN

A screen version of Larry Evans' fighting novel starring
JACK SHERRILL and MABLE WITHEE
Within one week
territories were sold:

after our notification

to the trade the following

Greater New York, to Merit Film Corporation, 126 West 46th St., New York.
New England States, to the Major Films, Inc., 10 Piedmont St., Boston, Mass.
Michigan, to Arthur S. Hyman Attractions, Film Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Foreign Rights, to J. Frank Brockliss, Inc., 729 7th Ave., New York City.
These

are the deals where

price paid down.
tories.

We

contracts

signed and the full purchase

have several deposits from
THE

REASON

" It was worth a long wait to receive ' ONCE TO
EVERY
MAN.'
the best
' fighting
' pictures
ever
turned
out. One
Startsof with
a fight
and ends
with
one — with many ' punches ' in between. One of these
virile stories based on the element of struggle, one of
the surest fundamentals that a picture could have.
The fights in ' ONCE TO EVERY MAN ' have never
been equalled on the films." — Motion Picture A^ews.
" Has appeal for any sort of a crowd. Holds interest all through. Will be assured a favorable reception in all classes of theatres. A sympathetic story
with suspense that during the fight sequences will figure as the most memorable passages in films. A
promising box office proposition. You don't need to
worry about folks not liking the picture." — Jl'id's
Magazine.
"It's a stand-up-and-fight picture, a type of entertainment .that will interest every class of screen followers. The best possible measure of entertainment."
— Moving Picture World.
AND

OUR

We guarantee this a smashing
than any picture made in years.
THE

were

FROHMAN
WILLIAM

buyers

in other terri-

WHY

1

" The exhibitors and ' fans ' alike will vote this an
excellent screen entertainment. Particularly impressive in its human interest." — Xew York Telegraph.
'"ONCE TO EVERY MAN,' a strong Frohman
super feature. Should meet with the approval of the
picture loving public and divulge itself as a lucrative
morsel for exhibitors. The picture should be billed
as a very special feature." — Exhibitor's Trade Review.
" ONCE TO EVERY MAN ' is avpicture that is
all fight, fight split 50-50 between mental and physical
states. Before long you are fighting with Jack Sherrill — doing the battle with his enemies iust as he is
doing the battles with them. You thrill to his every'
action." — Photoplay Magazine.

1

" ' ONCE TO EVERY MAN,' the Frohman Amusement Corporation's latest special, carries a punch in
each reel with a knockout wallop in the final episode.
A clean, wholesome photo-drama that will thrill and
entertain all and offend none." — New York Revieiv.
REVIEW

production

AMUSEMENT
L. SHERRILL,

that will repeat more

often

CORPORATION
President

Times Building, New York
1

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS" when writfh'g to advertisers
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significant

Laurence

lipid

says

in

^"Faita,"
with
Bert
Finest
Picture

Is Even

Better Than

®bf

Lytell,
Is
He
Has

This Star's Other

Recent

Which Reached a Very High Water
Should Be Studied by Stagey Screen
There is 110 den> ing the fact that Bert
L>tell is about the luckiest individual
upon the screen when it conies to the
standa.d of excellence which his pictures have maintained' the past year.
His last previous feature, "The Senders." was so meritorious in every way
that we thought It could not be surpassed. But along comes a new offering, "Faith," that is so wholesome in
its philosophy, so real in its humanity
and so fine in its appeal, and above all,
so splendidly produced, that it clearly
outshines its predecessors and stands

cri

Release,

BERT

&(<>"y
Biclierd W. Child
Scenariot>>'
hy
,
George D. Bakerand A. G. Kenyon
Directed by
Chorlea Swfckard
Produced by
Metro

it nothing else but the sincercst praise.
There are no plot complications to annoy you; in fact, it moves along
serenely and scores for its simplicity
and adherence to truth.
The story is, Indeed, as quiet asits
setting and goes to prove that pictures
are not dependent u.,on the element of
action for their support. The characterization isso true and the conversation that is carried on so emphatic and
natural, that the picture rouses an interest that is splendidly maintained to
the end. Just think of three or four
people carrying on a drama of life without scarcely moving from their tracks.
Such a feat spells art. It must also
spell something mlghtly close to humanity.

Popularity
Y

Natural
Method
"The
Spenders,*'

young man has not lost his sense of
proportion during his slavery in the
bank and so he permits hlmselfto bask
in the radiance of the girl's personality.
She unfolds a story about their former
sch#ol teacher who has ever continued
t ohold them in her affection, particularly the hero, since his father had been
her fiance in the springtime of her life.
The kind teacher, now old and blind,
has maintained her faith in her former

THE CAST.
George Farrelly
..Bert Lytell
Charity Garvlce Rosemary Theby
Martha OwenT
Ecjythe Chaman
Abncr
Harrington
Mrs. Harrington Eo>ln
Nancy Steven's
Chase

L

the
in Ages

Mark — Lytell's
Heroes.

conspicuously as a ^P^joLM^- 1
.Kir. 1 l^Wii is truly uplifting screen
dramaturgy with hla contributions, for
aside from the high standard of his
stories, his personality reveals itself
with ever-increasing lustre. There Is
one actor who is nn artist 'in the sense
that he always appears natural and
convincing. He never indulges in
heroics to gain his points, but seems
like your fellow clubman, your boon
companion, your pal — in fact he resembles the person in the street so carefully does he keep his balance.
The attitudinizing player may well
The picture clearly lives up to its title
emulate him and gain better recognition
and a credited intelligence, and, more- in that it establishes faith as one of
over, left the calibre of his photoplay if the foundations of society. The hero is
a bank clerk, who, by force of circumhe follows this suggestion.
""note
stance and environment, plods along
The theme of "Faith" is so simple
and so prodigal with truth that it la a jwith little initiative. He has never
wonder it hasn't been thought of before. I known romance or the pleasures that
Here is the motion picture very nearly icome to people who are better situated
at its besi', ior trre'hffman 'note is so jin the scheme of existence. But a boyj hood sweetheart renews her old-time
vivid1 and
poignant way
and that
brought
such
an artistic
the out
mostin [friendship and in a measure succeeds in
captious critic of the screen can give penetrating beneath his reserve. The

Iremendous

Quite
Seen

pupils,
the girl
heart
by
looking
aftershowing
her in ahergood'
declining
years. However, the heroine has a special mission in seeking out her childhood friend, for the ojd lady has a premonition that everything is not right
with him and that he, particularly,
needs to be "mothered."
She thinks he Is a thief ahd wants to
restore him to honorable society by revealing her faith in his better nature.
Consequently a plan is formulated to
humor the old lady that her intuition is
correct. The scene attending the confession is poignantly ^pathetic. The
scheme works, but the .surprise is that
the hero is a thief after all. And so he
t-estofes the stolen property to the bank
through the faith of the two women
that he Is sincere at heact. His employer also reveals a faith in his honesty lay rewarding him with a more
lucrative position. Ttia "property had
been left in a conspicuous place for po
other purpose than to provide a test.
Rosemary Theby as the girl, Edythe
Chapman as the school' teacher, and
Edwin
Stevens asMtt^ajjUSEigjg6
the banker give fine
performemcea.

is
T

LAURENCE

REip. {

coming
E
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Motion

Put
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and

inter
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NAZIMOVA

Lives

v this

OUT

fx it man

of

the

. wKichas"CErTION
Adams

Directed

was

.her

great

drama

I

FOG

SHOALS

stage

in

"iyH-Austin

success-

by ALBERT
CAPEILANI,
Scenario
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SAZMOVA

($wldrk

Opening

run,RIALTOffaeatreJENWAKX

NAZIMOVA

JSTRIBUTED

9th

PRODUCTIONS

EXCLUSIVELY BY Vf T7 TT?
O
MAXWELL KAH.GER, X X JL> X JXv/

PICTURES
CORPORATION
DIRECTOR, GENERAL.
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All
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Any
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Trade-Mark

The

Star -

The

Play

The

Director

The

Co-operation

of these five would

a picture draw —

-

s
-

make

s

OLIVE

THOMAS

UPSTAIRS

S

S

S

€r

CHARLES
National

DOWN

GIBLYN
Advertising

THERE
EIGHT
IN

WILL
LIKE

THE

HAVE
WRITTEN
A

BI

THIS

YEAPV
YOU
FOR

FRANCHISE?

SELECTS!* PICTURES
Corporation
MYRON SELZNICK, President
CHAS. GIBLYN, Director Gen.
501 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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Motion

Picture

News

Circulation

Reader

Interest

Service

to

the

Service

to
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Ifl The

four

spending
fl| The

four

dominates

€][ If you

€][ Make

Manufacturer

points

that

of every
points

should

decide

advertising

in which

for you

the

dollar.

Motion

Picture

News

the field.

believe

spending

IJ If you

Reader

your

don't

us —

honest

advertising

believe

us show

be

us —

with

yourself

in

dollars.

make

us

prove

it.

you !

Any interested advertiser can earn our
gratitude by calling at the office and
saying: " Show me!

Prove it to me! "
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THERE is a side to the motion picture of which,
perhaps, you are unaware.
You know of films in connection with taxes, the
Committee on Public Information, and the efforts of reformers under the guise of Federal Censorship to control
the expression of art, literature, drama, news, etc.,
through motion pictures.
„
You know what motion pictures did to win the war
which must have impressed you with the true status of
the film; that it is a new agent of expression, with a scope
beyond that of the public prints in influencing public
opinion.
*
*
TODAY, as we understand it, the minds of many
peoples of Europe have been influenced against
this country through active and poisonous war
propaganda.
And where misinformation does not exist, there is a
positive lack of information which, of course, will retard
the progress of American goods in the new and greater
trade expansion now facing us.
The work of the foreign branch of the Committee of
Public Information was designed to correct the misinformation and lack of information.
Whatever results have been accomplished, the vastness
of the work makes it apparent that it is far from complete; its vast importance makes it apparent that it must
be continued.
Over and above all, perhaps, is this important element:
we are fully aware of the great era of social and economic
readjustment now facing the world. Bolshevism and
kindred disorders must be ironed away. The world must
be made as safe for democracy in peace as in war; and
this country has definitely entered the world situation
with the great end in view.
*
*
ENLIGHTENMENT is needed, much enlightenment, awidely sustained campaign of education
— if the truth about the United States, its exports,
its government and its ideals of social progress are to be
made clear to the world's inhabitants.
The motion picture is foreordained to be the prune
agent in this campaign of enlightenment so greatlv de-«
served from every commercial, economic and philanthropic standpoint.
This is beyond argument. There is much that can only
be told by the motion picture; much that can best be

Letter
told; there are millions of people, unread, who can only
be reached through the motion picture.
You, we take it, agree with these facts.
If so, then, you will be anxious to see many American
features exported; to clear away needless obstacles now
retarding their export.
You will want to do this in order to lend legitimate
assistance to a single kind of American export goods,
namely films themselves.
Still more you will want to do this because films are
the veritable forerunners of many other classes of goods;
they will have to pave the way by telling about these
goods and in particular how they are to be used.
And still more you will want to do this in order that
pictures of American life, happiness, ideals, social progress and government may carry their salutary lessons to
the far corners of the earth.
i>
*
»

THERE are needless restrictions now hampering the
export of American films.
Needless red tape can be and should be removed.
Shipping restrictions — we beg leave to call attention to
the very small size comparatively of reels of film — should
and can be removed.
American banks should hasten to facilitate international credit on films.
And finally the government of the United States should
stand back of, take sympathetic interest in and lend every
possible encouragement to the home production of motion pictures.
If the American picture is to go abroad then it must
have a clear way; otherwise other than American pictures will fill this way, and in the end the home production of pictures will be stifled.
American production stands first today — this of its own
enterprise. The American Government should help the
American picture hold its own — this in the American
Government's own best interests.
This we respectfully call to your attention — with the
closing appeal that this is the aspect of the film worthy
of your attention and not the fanatical effort of a few
reformers who, through their frantic appeals for Federal
Censorship, and in ignorance of the picture's true status
and mission, seek to restrict it to their individual ideas of
human life and expression.
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Editorially
Mr.

McAdoo

and

the Stars

appointment of Wra. G. McAdoo as special
THE
counsel to the star combine is most interesting.
Good showmanship — is New York's quick verdict on this move by the stars.
Probably more advertising will follow than from any
previous incident in the film business. It is good advertising, too, to couple pictures with a name which of late has
stood second only, at home and abroad, to that of the
President himself. And the appointment is an added and
weighty indication that the stars really mean business.
We are in hopes, however, that the association of Mr.
McAdoo, with the stars and with the industry at large, will
be productive of much greater good.
Mr. McAdoo is much more than a lawyer, especially a
lawyer whose sole concern is the making of contracts designed to secure big salaries regardless of all other considerations.
These other considerations will weigh heavily with him
as an adviser to the stars, for he is a man who has handled
big industrial and economic situations in a big way.
It will be clear to him, we believe, that it militates
against good pictures to place star values so high that the
biggest value of all — the story — is overlooked.
And he will also know that the placing of too high a
monetary value on the star's services is disastrous to the
stars themselves — to the business of their pictures.
For instance, the stars and their pictures will need advertising tothe public. The stars will be greatly mistaken
if they think the screen itself will continue to advertise
them. They will need advertising badly; otherwise competing pictures, good pictures properly advertised, will
make the exhibition of star pictures unprofitable.
Now, there is but one way to secure the advertising
appropriation needed and that is from the margin of profit
made; and there will be no margin of profit, at least no
margin of sufficient size, if the stars' services eat it up.
The stars, in business for themselves will have to consider deeply these rather large equations ; and we believe,
Mr. McAdoo is just the man to point the way. We cannot
imagine a happier situation.
And we believe that this is but one of many interesting
announcements to be made this year from many sources.
This will be a momentous year in motion pictures — a
year of better pictures and better business policies.

A

selves.

Showmanship and Pictures
PRODUCER received a letter from an exhibitor
the other day which contained more showmanship
sense than most any statement we have seen — especially as compared with those from producers them-

" Think of all the good pictures you have seen," he
writes, " and you'll find that they have one big thing in
common — their characters are human beings doing human
things."
Can anything be truer?
,
These human stories, he goes on — a consistent succession of them — are what keep big stars up, or send them
down the toboggan; they bring unknown girls out of ob-

Picture

News

Speaking:
scurity and into the hearts and minds of the millions ; they
make a director's starless plays box office successes; they
make similar in appeal such widely different photoplays as
those from the workshops of Charlie Chaplin and, David
Wark Griffith.
And the absence of them — of these human stories —
makes pictures fail, regardless of big names, great production expense, magnificent scenery, artistic settings, fine
presentation — regardless of any other consideration.
And he also says with a sincerity no one could doubt :
" All the pictures can't be ' big ' ; the ' big ' ones are
important only by comparison. But if some one will wake
up to the fact that the money that runs the picture game
is made from the show business and get a few real showmen passing on the stories and on the advertising there'll
be Amen
a hell !of a lot more pleasing pictures."
*****
A

Longer

Run

Object

Lesson
of all the clever salesmen in the game
the words
ALL could
not send home the lesson of longer runs
with greater force than the feature story " Tough
Luck, Duncan ! " on pages 988 and 989 of this issue.
Exhibitor J. C. Duncan, of Sioux City, Iowa, signed
for a seven-day run on " Virtuous Wives " when only one
other
run in picture,
his town." Shoulder Arms," had ever played that
And he couldn't use spread-eagle newspaper copy because of a newspaper boycott by the local managers as a
protest against doubled rates.
Yet the gross on the week was only $130 less than the
Chaplin record — with big newspaper space back of the
latter.
The way he did it is an interesting story in itself.
But the fact that he did it makes the lesson. And it's
a lesson that should drive the last lingering doubts and
fears from the minds of the exhibitors who " are afraid
this town couldn't stand a long run."
Where

Modesty

Brings

a Reward

of Canadian theatres intend
a group
that their
tolearn
reduce
bookings on American pictures
this year in order to take care of forthcoming
British productions.
This is undoubtedly an effort to build up home productionbut,
;
possibly, a factor has been too much flag-waving
in American war pictures. There have been numerous
complaints in Canada against pictures, news weeklies in
particular, whose over-zealous titles make extravagant
claims, to say the least, for victories by land and sea, to the
complete exclusion of our allies' ships and armies.
There is bound to be considerable reciprocity in the
world's film markets from now on. Due modesty in every
way will help the American picture and its makers and distributors.
WE

7 e b r u ary

Dealing

His
adroitness
teers Away
he
\umors"
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WILL someone please tell us what Lewis
J. Selznick is thinking of these days ?
Just think of all the rumors and counterrumors the past few months have brought !
Just think of the mergers and near mergers, the star combinations and such!
And not once has Lewis J. Selznick been
mentioned in the rumors !
It's all wrong when one remembers that
there never was a rumor or a fight in the
past that did not find Lewis in the center
of the argument.
But to come back to our opening query.
We have a real respect for the brains
and film sense of Lewis J. Selznick. We
have an admiration for the characteristic
manner in which he expresses his opinions
of film doings.
And wouldn't his real thoughts of recent
events make interesting reading?

For one week Bill Keefe, of the Griffith forces, has been
xpected in our midst. And he hasn't arrived yet. We're sending
'ete Milne out on the trail.
A. H. Sawyer postcards Fred Beecroft from Florida : " Better
;et sick and come down here. That's the only way to get a
acation. Lost twenty-nine pounds, but will get it back here."
William Kalem Wright is now hanging his hat in Vitagraph's
iome office. Congratulations, Bill. Congratulations, Mr. Smith,
bngratulations, Mr. Quinn.
There's food for a smile and a serious thought in the fact that the
Jnited States Government lost the services of a man like William
I. McAdoo because it could not afford to pay him a decent salary.
Ind then he is grabbed by an organization of motion picture stars
-or, in the general public's parlance, "Movie actors." We only
■ope that McAdoo will be more than a " general counsel " — that
•-e will jump right in and be a "film man." We need him.
Assistant General Manager Goff, of Vitagraph, is under the
veather
irders. these days and taking a complete rest under the doctor's
Adolph Zukor has returned from Los Angeles. That Alexandria
obby will look deserted in a few weeks.
Stars may come and stars may go, but between the Lasky and
nce productions assured for Paramount that organization is
)lanning a ninety horsepower Spring drive.
// toe were to publish an "Extra!" every time we received a
' definite, authoritative, absolute " statement of the inside of " The
3ig Five's" plans and other happenings on the Coast we would
vear the presses out in one day. Every returning visitor from Los
ingeles has "the real story." And still each succeeding hour brings
new " real story." It's a blame good thing the motion picture
tusiness doesn't stop running while film men get to the bottom of
hese things.
Ricord Gradwell, of World, is back at his 46th Street desk
ifter a few weeks on the Coast.
Nat Stronge, former publicity director for Vitagraph and earlier
vith Motography, died Thursday morning, February 6.
Thomas D. Soriero, of Boston, was a New York visitor last
veek.
We read a tolerable lot of magazines in our day, but we are cer-

Personalities
tain that we never see any advertising as striking, " pretty " and
effective as some that is occasionally offered in picture trade papers.
That insert of Arthur James' on " Out of the Fog," in last week's
News, for example. Wasn't it a beauty? If you didn't give it «
good lookcandigbe up
last white
week'sby issue
what
wonders
doneyour
withcopy
blackof and
a manandwholearn
knows.
And in connection with the above, may we add our praise to a lot
of good words we are hearing about the quality of the Universal
Special Attractions inserts appearing in the News? They are
corkers ! ■
Still following the same line of thought we may as well tip you
off that if the finished advertising lives up to some of the advance
sketches we have seen you are going to get some eye-opener>
when the S-L campaign begins. Art plus Effectiveness is the
combination being aimed at.
'We probably won't be able to hold Bill Rudolph in check
next week. The print of " The Unpardonable Sin " arrives in
New York Saturday. And " They " — meaning everyone who has
returned from the Coast — say it's a knockout. After Bill has
seen it himself- — ■— !
!
Speaking of good pictures, we have heard a lot of good words
about Vitagraph's coming production, " The Lion and the
Mouse." Alice Joyce stars.
And still speaking of good pictures: Harry Reichenbach has
returned from Los Angeles. Harry confesses that the new picture
he is exploiting is " the greatest ever." After next week Harry
will make more noise about his confessions.

Why get passports and journey abroad? These British film men
are due to arrive shortly in New York: B. Nichols, managing
director of the M. P. Sales Agency, Ltd. ; Mr. Tim Coop, of the
Progress Film Co., Ltd.; Harry Maze Jenks, of 10 Wardour
Street, London, and W. Arthur Northram, who will spend several months in the United States.
This week brings two big news smashes, one from the
Big 5 combination and one from Rothapfel. On page 999.
AL

LICHTMAN is well known as the
General Manager of the Famous
Players-Lasky HeCorporation's
distribution.
is also well department
known as oneof
of the most popular film men. The word
popular is sadly misused in this industry
but in the case of Al it sticks.
Like all great men Al has a weakness.
It is telling gags which the Avon Comedy
Four told when they were still selling
newspapers on the street corners. The
nice part of it all is that no matter how
many times Al tells a gag it is always
funny, proving conclusively that a story is
all in the telling.
At all the many dinners, beefsteaks, et
al, given by the gang at the ParamountArtcraft home office, Lichtman always
walks away with the first prize for entertainment. No party that he is ever at falls
flat.
No,
he's not open for club dates,
either.
Al was an actor once — in fact, twice.
Then he felt that there was nothing in life
man. while, so he became a motion picture
worth

"It's

The Way
He

Tells 'em
That Counts"
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Duncan!

He Booked a Week's Run on a Special for the
Second Time in Sioux City's History and
Along Came a Newspaper Boycott
—W hat Would You Do?

i 4fTl OUGH luck, Duncan! "
'
That's what " They " told him— exhibitor
A
friends and exhibitor rivals.
And no wonder.
Duncan had a big special booked for a week's run, at
a first run rental, in a city where but one other special
had ever played continuously for seven days to a profit.
Duncan had strong competition from second runs on
other special attractions which he had previously played
first run for three days to big business.
And Duncan could not use the newspapers!
For there was an exhibitor boycott on against the newspapers as a protest against an arbitrary fifty per cent
increase in advertising rates.
What did he do?
What would you do?
Did he quit cold — and attempt to cancel the attraction?
Did he quit cold — and decide to pocket his loss with a
smile?
Did he quit cold — and turn traitor to the boycott by
using the newspapers?
He did not !
He buckled down to his job, went to it with a bang, and
put the production over with a wallop !
But let's start at the beginning, back at the time when
J. C. Duncan, of the Plaza theatre, Sioux City, Iowa, received his dates on " Virtuous Wives," first of the Anita
Stewart productions distributed by First National.
" It looks like a tough proposition," said Mr. Duncan.
" When I signed the contract for this picture I counted on
newspaper advertising as the backbone of my local campaign. My schedule provides for quarter and half-page
ads. And now, just as I am notified of the release date,
the Sioux City newspapers increase their advertising rates
from $1.00 an inch to $1.50."
This announcement from the newspapers, which, it was
asserted, had acted in concert when they were certain that
practically every local exhibitor had arrived at the point
where he considered newspaper advertising and publicity
absolutely essential to the conduct of his business, brought
a storm of protests. The newspapers were obdurate. The
exhibitors agreed to a thirty days' boycott as their only
means of reprisal. One provision of the boycott was that
no exhibitor would use more than a two inch ad any one
day during the month.
"This is just enough space for announcements of film
titles," continued the Plaza manager. " And it is a foregone conclusion that the newspapers will not run any publicity matter under the circumstances.
" On top of this, as a sort of added starter, I have

booked the production for a week's run. Sioux City is
not accustomed to showings of that duration. Three and
four days are about the limit. Only one other picture,
' Shoulder Arms,' has played a week straight here. Within
the last six weeks three big specials have been shown first
run at the Plaza, and now they are booked back for second runs to my opposition. Each of them was a big success, and I know that there are hundreds of people in
town who will patronize them on the strength of the popularity they gained at the Plaza.
" All in all, it makes about as difficult a combination of
perplexities as any one would want to tackle at one time.
No newspaper advertising, a week's run in a three-day
town, and heavy competition. Oh, boy ! "
While Duncan was frankly disturbed at the handicaps
which fate had thrust upon him, he proceeded to get into
action.
His first move was to publish a specially written four
page herald. He prepared the copy as a substitute for his
newspaper advertising. An edition of fifteen thousand
was distributed both in the lobby of the Plaza and in a
house to house canvass.
" I got over every possible appeal that was suggested
in the press sheet," he said. " I played up the feminine
interest above everything. I wanted those heralds to be
read, and, inasmuch as the house to house distribution was
made during the day, it was essential to attract the women
in order to attain that result.
" It was obvious to me that if I was to succeed in making Virtuous
'
Wives ' pay the profit I knew would result
from the usual big newspaper advertising campaign that
the substitute measures I adopted would have to be extremely unique and novel. The film trailer, slides, house
program announcements and advance displays in the lobby
were familiar forms of advance advertising which would
attract the usual attention. They were all right so far as
they
went. , But I didn't think that they would go far
enough."
With this analysis of his situation as a guide, Mr. Duncan seized upon the two songs written by Anita Stewart
as the first of his novelty stunts. He obtained copies of
" On the Road to Victor)'," and " America, the World is
Proud of You," and rehearsed boy and girl singers to act
as ushers and parade the aisles of the Plaza at every performance for a week preceding the opening of " Virtuous
Wives," singing the two compositions. The words were
projected on the screen for the audiences, and the songs
were credited to " Anita Stewart — Here All Next Week
In ' Virtuous Wives.' " Newsboys were " planted " in the
front rows of seats to take up the refrains as an encouragement to the audiences to join with the vocalist ushers.
pluggers were posted in the lobby and sold copies at
Song
the cost price.
" And they sold a lot of them," Duncan explained.
" Within three days after I started this novelty promotion plan I could walk a couple of blocks in the residential
section at night and hear the pianos playing ' On the Road
to Victory ' or ' America, the World Is Proud of You ! ' I
began to feel greatly encouraged."
The next step was to inject novelty into the lobby display. The Plaza was playing to good business, and every
patron for the week preceding the showing of " Virtuous
Wives " was a prospective patron for that production.
The publicity stories in the press sheet describing Miss
Stewart's unusual costumes worn in her characterization of Amy Forrester in Owen Johnson's story gave
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Duncan another novel idea.
Wax figures of feminine
nodels were borrowed
rom Anderson, the leadng ladies' fashion store in
3ioux City. These were
Iressed in the most beaming and costly gowns
Duncan could get out of
Anderson's stock, and
vere placed in the Plaza
obby. Beside each one
vas a hand lettered card,
tating that the particular
own was a replica of one
>f the many worn by Miss
Stewart in " Virtuous
Vives."
" It was really wonderul," Duncan declared,
the way that both women
nd men would go from
ne model to the other in
b{|he lobby, studying the
ostumes and reading the
xplanatory copy on the
ards. My hopes took anther upward bound."
Meantime the Sioux
City newspapers were reeiving a daily lesson
a exhibitor determination
.ot to be browbeaten or
ullied. The Plaza, like
11 other local houses,
mited its space to two
iches maximum. In small
ype, as part of the week's
ds ran the line : " Next
Veek — Anita Stewart In
Duncati's Smile Broadened When He Saw the Hit Made by the Local Store's Wax Models
Virtuous Wives.' "
artistically mounted 1 1 x 14's and 8 x io's, so that the
" Quite a contrast to the quarter and half page smashes
house took on the appearance of existing solely for the
had planned to use on the picture," commented Duncan.
It was really a shame to lose all of the value in the pospurpose of boosting " Virtuous Wives."
J bilities for original newspaper advertising and publicity
" This might not appeal to some exhibitors as good
lat were offered by the picture. But it had to be done,
showmanship," said Duncan, " but remember that I was
) I bolstered up the song singing and wax figure displays
facing stiff competition on both changes for the following week by my opposition, which I could meet in no other
k 1 the lobby by using ten carefully selected twenty-four
leet stands and many three-sheet and one-sheet stands
way. I figured that I could begin about Tuesday or Wednesday to talk about other coming attractions. And I
iroughout the city. I used probably five times as much
had
the
Stewart pictures booked for a solid week, which
ut-door display as I would have employed had newspaper
was something of an innovation and a risk even under
dvertising been possible."
ordinary advertising conditions in a town of sixty-one
Anderson's shop was receiving a lot of free advertising
thousand people who were not accustomed to week runs.
y Duncan's use of its wax models and costumes in the
I simply had to put every ounce of energy I had into the
'laza lobby, so a reciprocal arrangement was made which
proposition
to offset the handicap of no newspaper coave Duncan a position in Anderson's largest show winow — and one of the most looked at in town — for one of
The production opened to capacity business. And
le large oil paintings of Miss Stewart. Beside this was
tastefully lettered card, announcing that she would be throughout
operation." the week it kept a line waiting at the box
office as evidence to every dther Sioux City exhibitor
t the Plaza during the next week.
On the Thursday, Friday and Saturday before " Virtuand to the newspapers that " where there's a will there's a
us Wives " opened Duncan gave up all of his advancelent announcement time between pictures and shows at
" I think it taught the papers a lesson," said Duncan.
" They were free in their prediction that I couldn't put
le Plaza to boosting " Virtuous Wives " with slides, both
it over without (Continued
them.
And on possibly
it has given other
ock and special. The lobby display of wax models was
page 999)
ipplemented with three-sheet and one-sheet displays, and
way."
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Toronto
WHAT

TYPE

Buffalo Manager

PUBLICITY

GETS

SPACE!

Speaks from Experience on Subject
' 'VY/^H trie exception of a few of the find the much desired facts, many managers and their press agents would be enVV sent
largerout manufacturers,
the which
press
tirely at sea as to just what the whole
matter
to exhibitors, 'and
thing was about and what the big features
exhibitors are expected to use in the newsin the film were. In fact, at present, unpapers, is absolutely devoid of FACTS
less an exhibitor is showing the producabout the production," said Manager Earl
tions of the few real big manufacturers,
L. Crabb, of the Strand theatre, Buffalo,
and is able to get a few facts on which his
to the Motion Picture News representative.
publicity director or he himself can elaborate, there is no other place to turn than
" Today one of the big problems with
newspapers is SPACE and in most towns
to such trade paper features as the News'
exhibitors are lucky to get any notices at
" Complete Plan Book.'
all, so that those that do get into print nec" Here in Buffalo, where the advertising
rate is exceptionally high for amusements,
essarily must be packed with meat —
where only the larger theatres can afford
FACTS about the picture, not stories about
to go into the newspapers daily and where
' how such and such a famous star now at
notices are given to correspond with the
work in " The Brick Layer," in talking of
amount of advertising placed, one must
the much reported high salaries paid to
jam
every story with FACTS — the kind
motion picture stars, said,' or how the Fithat interest readers. The shorter the noasco actors sell Liberty Bonds while aptice an exhibitor gets the more facts he
pearing in scenes of ' How Do They Do
wants
in it— not a synopsis of the story.
It,' or how 'Barbara Barrington Roped a
" I think it would be a good idea to
Cafe,'
or
how
the
Modernist
Painting
Gives
Distinctive Note to Handsome Interior in eliminate the synopsis entirely from press
sheets and issue them on separate paper,
' Only a Fireman,' and so on down through
leaving the press sheets free from stories
a long list of bunk revealed as one glances
about the drawing features of the picture
through the press sheets issued by many
manufacturers. One looks in vain for some
itself, just what there is in the production
that audiences will want to see.
FACTS about the picture.
" Biographies of stars, it seems, could
" For example here is a press book on
also, without much sorrow, be eliminated
one of the big features with a popular star.
from press sheets and books, for they are
On page one we find a story on ' Ambitious
utterly valueless in the preparation of no, Ever Seeking New Types.' The
tices for the newspapers. Some companies,
next is headed Ready to Clip Press Matalthough their stars are known as well as
ter and the page contains FOUR SYNthe President himself, -insist on putting
OPSES. The next page says ' Clip These
biographies in every press sheet that comes
Interesting Items ' and — lo and behold !—
They are doing it to this day. On
a sub-title says, ' Get Your Local Paper to out.
the same sheet they also give elaborate
Print Them.' The interesting stories are
writeups about the cast and of course the
headed 'Notable Silhouette Photography in leading
article is the synopsis. FACTS
So-and-So' s Picture,' ' The Director's
about
the
Aim,' ' So-and-So Balks at More Rain ' absence. feature are conspicuous by their
and ' So-and-So Has Weil-Known Scenario Writer.' Then comes a series of
" Here is another ' illuminating ' press"
sheet, supposed to be used by the exhibitor
ads and, ye gods ! the booklet closes with
a story about the star reprinted from a in his newspaper work. In column one is
fan magazine. Now isn't this a fine lot of a story headed ' Self-Sacrifice Theme for
New
— Play.' In reading the story
junk to forward to an exhibitor for publiwe find it is nothing more than a synopsis
cation in a newspaper. The waste paper
with this alarming sentence at the bottom
basket next to the editor's desk will receive
this stuff joyfully.
" The play is beautifully staged and clearly
photographed.' The next column is headed
" If seems that many manufacturers deWho's Who in
. It is a series of
light in featuring long synopsis in their
biographies of the folks in the play. The
press sheets. This, it seems to me, from
experience, is a waste of valuable space,
next column is headed '
Picks Star
for few papers in the country will let these
Cast for So and So,' which goes further
into the biographies of the cast. Then in
long smears get by the blue pencil, and
then again, who in these days of rush has
the next column comes a real surprise—:
the time or wants to take it to read
yes, alas it is another synopsis and in the
next
column we find the head ' Unusual
through the story of the photoplay. That's
what they are going for — to see what the
Story
So isand
So in
Latest
Play.'
However,forthere
nothing
along
the FACT
story is about. No up-to-date theatre
should stand for a press notice that has a line about this ' unusual ' story, but instead it tells who the author and director
short introduction and then picks up the
synopsis of the story as the rest of the
are. The last column is headed ' So and
notice. However, with the present sheets
So Cast Learns French ; Actor Teacher.'
Such stories as this are a big help to exissued by manufacturers containing nothhibitors—NOT.
ing else, many exhibitors have no other
choice.
" Is it any wonder that some exhibitors
have a hard time getting notices in news" If it were not for such publications as
the Motion Picture News and its Compapers, when such bunk as this is issued
(Continued on page 999)
plete Plan Book, where an exhibitor can

Picture

Theatres

N e ut I
Have

Essay Competitions
Special campaigns for patrons of movh*
picture theatres in Toronto have becon»
quite the vogue. Both the Allen and Regea
theatres, two big downtown houses, ha*
conducted essay competitions during th
past few weeks.
The Regent theatre
" What is th
difference between asked,
Entertainment an
Amusement?" Answers were restrict
to two hundred words. The object of th©
question was to ascertain the thoughts an
wishes of patrons in the matter of pk
torial diversion.
The Allen theatre came along with I
similar stunt with the presentation of " Th
Greatest Thing in Life." The questiot
was,
" What is the greatest thing in life?
Conditi
ons of the contest were given b
means of slides. More than a thousaa
replies were received and they came fror
university professors, clergymen, doctor
and many others. Some answers wer
real essays. Quite a number sent in poetr
The answer every time, almost withot
exception, described " Love " as the re
thing. A cash prize and passes wer
awarded.

"Unpardona
Sin" Print
On ble
the Way

It was announced on February 6 in Ne
York that prints of " The UnpardonaK Sin,'' the Harry Garson production stai
ring Blanche Sweet, directed by Marsha
Neilan, were expected to arrive in tt
metropolis on Saturday, February 8.
At the request of several prominent fill
men, Who have been interested in the woi
derful reports that have been flowing i f
a private showing was scheduled for th I
week at one of the Broadway theatres.7
Johnston

Instructing

Clas

in Photograph}G. Carroll Johnston, brother of J. 1 _
Johnston, of the Universal publicity star
now with the 370th Aero Squadron I »
Chatillon sur Seine, has been assigned
the photographic and laboratory instru
tion over a body of twenty-five film me
In addition to instructing the class
laboratory work, Mr. Johnston is teachii
film salesmanship and is editor of a week
magazine published by his squadron, fc
Johnston completed a course of study
slide making, developing and photograp
at Tours. France.
Hart Expected from Eurof
This Week
Charles S. Hart, Director of the Divisi
of
Films ofisthe
formation,
dueCommittee
to arrive on
fromPublic
Eurt '.
this week, it is announced. He sal
from Bordeaux Monday, January 27,
the Espagne. Mr. Hart left New Y<
November 19 to visit important centers
Europe in connection with the .business
Government pictures. -

February
New
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Haven

Trial

Set for

February 18
Theatre owners of New Haven, Conn.,
will appear before the New Haven County
Court of Common Pleas on February 18
for trial of their appeal of the recent City
Court sentence for conducting Sunday
shows. The County Prosecutor has additionally charged the theatre men with employing others to engage in work on Sunday, which is a second violation of the
secular law of Connecticut. The 18 owners are to be tried collectively, an agreement having been reached similar to that
under which they were tried in the City
Court last month. Defendants are prepared to appeal their cases to the County
Superior Court and then to the Supreme
Court of the State if necessary.
Meanwhile the present session of the
Legislature has been asked to provide legal
authority for Sunday shows, the bill having been introduced by Senator Daniel J.
Bailey, a New Haven attorney. A similar
bill passed by the Legislature two years
ago was vetoed by Governor Holcomb.
It is now believed that the Governor's attitude is changed because of the good work
done by the theatre owners of the state
during the war.
Additional support for Sunday amusements and sports has been obtained since
the return from France of Dr. Oscar E.
Maurer, pastor of the Center Church at
New Haven, the largest and most influential Congregational church in Connecticut.
Dr. Maurer immediately urged the pastors
to withdraw their opposition, which led to
closing theatres in New Haven on Sunday,
and will lead in an effort to have the secular law amended.
Rothacker's Technical Expert for Special Duty
J. Wesley Smith, of Rothacker Film
Manufacturing Company's technical department, left Chicago, the home office of
the Rothacker Film, last week for Los Angeles, where he will render special service
to the Rothacker customers in that territory and will co-operate with the Charlie
Chaplin and Anita Stewart companies, performing special technical service. Mr.
Smith will also supervise the taking of a
number of special scenes for James Quirk,
publisher of Photoplay Magazine, and head
of the Photoplay Supplement, released
through Educational Films.
World Books at Palace
What World Film claims to be the biggest contract ever executed for a news
reel was recorded this week when on a
showing of Kinograms at the Palace theatre, this de luxe screen news weekly will
from now on be seen in the theatres of
B. F. Keith and the Orpheum Circuit together with the hundreds of affiliated
theatres of this gigantic booking organization. With such a contract of a proportion as large as this concluded on a private showing clearly indicates that the
claims of the Kinogram company that it
is the best news weekly in existence is
well founded.

McAdoo

Joins

Star
Combination
of
the
former secretary. They had known
Former Secretary of the Treasury to
each other for some time, he said, and had
Act as General Counsel to Fairworked together closely during the Liberty
banks et al — Salary Runs
Loan campaigns, to which the star bent his
Into Six Big Figures
energies.
Details of the transaction were consumMcADOO, former SecWILLIAM retary ofG.
mated in Los Angeles, where Mr. McAdoo
the Treasury of the United
States and Director General of Railroads
had gone for a rest after his Government
activities. Mr. Fairbanks first broached the
under the present administration, has been
proposition and when the former secrecoralled by the Big Five of the motion pictary signified his willingness to accept it
ture business and has announced his acceptance of the post of general counsel for
the Big Five held a meeting and immediately took advantage of the opportunity.
the Pickford-Chaplin-Fairbanks-Hart-Griffith combine.
That Mr. McAdoo will prove an imThis announcement came as a distinct
mense asset to the United Artists' Distributing Association, the official title of the
surprise to the motion picture industry at
large, although it was known that he had
Big Five's company, is acknowledged by
received at least one previous offer to all the big leaders in the motion picture
business. During the period in which he
enter the business, this coming from Carl
Laemmle, president of the Universal comwas ainetmember
of President
Cabhe was known
as one Wilson's
of the chief
pany, who offered him the post of directorgeneral of the company.
executive's closest advisers. The intricacies of putting the Liberty Loans in moMr. McAdoo's salary, it is stated will
reach six figures. Varying reports as to the
tion, organizing machinery for this purpose
all over the United States were in his
amount have been mentioned, but none
verified. The fact remains that it is at hands. The loans, incidentally, were the
largest ever floated in the world.
least $100,000. The salary returned to him
As Director General of the railways of
for his various activities in serving the
government was $12,000 yearly and his the Untied States, Mr. McAdoo showed an
executive ability beyond compare.
resignation from his important posts was
In a statement issued immediately after
partially due to financial matters.
At the Griffith offices in New York it was
the signing of his contract, the former
Secretary of the Treasury said :
stated by Albert Gray, his manager in the
East, that it was Mr. Fairbanks who proved
"They (Continued
(the 'bigon five')
have deterpage 992)
the deciding factor in securing the services

Additional
Legi
Pennsylvania
Bill Hits at Tricket
Scalping and Includes Motion
Picture Admission Tickets — ■
Print Price on Face
THE first important bill affecting the
motion picture industry to be introduced in the present biennial session of the
Pennsylvania Legislature is ?n " anti-ticket
scalping " measure presented by Representative Gans, of Philadelphia. It is sweeping in its provisions, and if passed would
require every owner of a motion picture
theatre, as well as owners of Pennsylvania
theatres in general, to print the price in
large type on the face of each ticket and
would prohibit the selling of a ticket at any
amount in excess of the printed price.
Moreover theatres would be required to
post the price list of tickets of admission
in a conspicuous place near the box office
window.
The penalty for violation of the proposed
law is a fine of not less than $50 nor more
than $500 for each offense and in event of
failure to pay the fine imposed the offender
would be imprisoned in the county jail for
a period not to exceed 30 days. The measure provides that persons convicted of violation of the proposed law, before an alderman, magistrate or justice of the peace,
shall have the right to appeal " in the
manner now provided by laws for appeals
from
convictions."
Thesummary
bill, which
was introduced in the
House on January 28, was quickly referred
to Committee on Health and Sanitation.

lation
Proposed
A similar measure was offered in the
Legislature of 1917 but was crowded off
the calendar in the rush of late legislation
and was never enacted into law.
Motion picture men say that if the Gans
bill is adopted by the Legislature and signed
by Governor Sproul it will impose upon
theater managers considerable expense in
having their tickets reprinted and in otherwise carrying out the provisions of the
measure. The text of the Gans bill follows :
"
Section
1. Be it enacted
by the
Senate and
House of Representatives
of the
Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania in General Assembly met and
it is hereby enacted by the authority of the same,
That all tickets for the admission to any place
of amusement shall have the price thereof printed
upon the face thereof in large type.
" Section 2. It shall be unlawful for any person, co-partnership, association or corporation:
(a) to sell any such ticket unless the price
thereof be printed on the face thereof as required
in section one of this act; (b) to sell any such
ticket at a price in excess of that printed on the
face thereof.
" Section 3. The price list of tickets of adion to a place ofplace
amusement
exhibited in a misconspicuous
near the shall
ticketbewindow
or ticket office. After such list is exhibited no
deviation in the price of admission shall be made.
" Section
4. Any person,
ciation, or corporation
who co-partnership,
shall violate anyasso-of
the provisions of this act shall, upon conviction
thereof, before any alderman, magistrate or justice
of the peace of the county be sentenced to pay
a fine of not less than fifty dollars ($50) or more
than five hundred dollars ($500) for each offense
or in default thereof such person or the directors
or officers or members of such co-partnership,
association or corporation, as the case may be,
shall be committed to the proper county jail for
a period not to exceed thirty days.
" Any person,
co-partnership,
association,
corporation
so convicted
may appeal
from suchor
summary conviction in the manner now provided by laws for appeals from summary
convictions."
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McAdoo

'Frisco
Seeks
Place
in the
Sun
eral manager of the new concern. He is
Would Like to See Los Angeles
the head of the Bentley Meyers Corporation
Producers Move Into Town and
of New York, controlling some of the most
Liven
Things Up — Hopes
noted stars of both screen and stage and
May be Fulfilled
also having control of the Pyramid studio
at Culver City, a studio built by Bentley,
SAN FRANCISCO has hopes of being
and the Bernstein plant at Los Angeles.
the photoplay center of the world,
The William H. Clifford Producing Co.,
thereby gaining for itself the glory that
this place in the sun brings. Of course,
in the latter city, was organized by him.
Associated with him in the San Francisco
San Francisco has long been in the California sun, but since the armistice was
Corporation is L. H. Bentley of Minneapsigned the old town looks forward to more
olis, who owns the big Bentley Grand
Theatre at Long Beach and is engaged
exciting things, and is willing to let Los
in various enterprises. The company has
Angeles retain for her very own the rays
its offices in the Flood Building. Local
of old Sol, minus the photoplay producers,
actorines and heroes.
bankers and other capitalists are said to be
associated in the enterprise.
Predicting that the center of the photoIt is planned that the gigantic studio to
play world will shift to San Francisco, motion picture men have under way plans to be erected in San Francisco will have acbuild a huge glass inclosed studio in this
commodations for twenty producing companies. The preliminary business work
city and to begin at once the production of
has been completed and negotiations for the
pictures. The pioneer company, it is andesired site are now in progress. Belle
nounced, will be the Belle Bennett Pictures
Corporation, which was recently organized
Bennett, the star of -the new corporation,
with a capital of $750,000. This is only the
made a name for herself in " The Hell-Cat
first in the promised series of big ventures
of Alaska," " The Bond of Fear " and
of this character, for the picture people
other pictures, and then interrupted her
have been looking for new fields and a
brilliant screen career for a few months'
number of them have long been anxious to
training at the Alcazar theatre in San
Francisco. She is now to retire from the
locate here.
C. E. Bentley of New York, well known
" Legitimate " and devote herself exclusively to screen work in local fields.
in the industry, is vice president and gen-

Goldwyn
Renews
All Productions in Great Britain to
Be Handled for Another Year —
George King Now in America
FOR a second year Goldwyn Pictures
will be distributed in Great Britain exclusively by the Stoll Film Co., Ltd., the
organization that bears the name of England's greatest amusement magnate. A
contract was signed this week by Samuel
Goldwyn, president of Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation, and George King, general
manager of Oswald Stoll's organization,
under which every Goldwyn production for
the second year of the company's existence
reaches the people of the United Kingdom
under the same successful auspices that
marketed them last year.
Mr. King, representing Mr. Stoll, and
also Mr. Jeffrey Bernerd, the managing
director of the Stoll Film Company, Ltd.,
has been in the United States since midNovember, being the first picture executive to reach the United States after the
signing of the armistice in the world war.
Throughout his stay in America he has
been in daily contact with Goldwyn and
its personnel and has found that Goldwyn
regarded him and his powerful principals
in London as an integral part of the Goldwyn world organization.
The Stoll Film Company, Ltd., has in
England virtually paralleled the career of
Goldwyn in the United States. The British organization was formed just a few
months after the formation of Goldwyn
over here and during the first year of its
existence has been the exclusive distributor
of all Goldwyn Pictures in the United
Kingdom.

Stoll Contract
" The Goldwyn name and productions
have met with splendid success," said Mr.
King in discussing the signing of the new
contract with Goldwyn. " The two organizations, yours and our own, have had a
common purpose from the beginning. We
have understood our product, its aims and
ideals, and our exploitation of the pictures
singly and collectively has been along lines
closely parallel to your own. The Stoll
Film Company, Ltd.. has been delighted
with the success of Goldwyn, especially because of the fact that we have not taken
into our distributing organization any outside pictures of other
producers."
Trip
Mae

Marsh

Plans Eastward

It was reported by wire from Los Angeles February 6 that Mae Marsh plans
to return to New York aboyt the first of
March. Her contract with Goldwyn expired February 3, and rumors have it that
the star has three offers under consideration. Miss Marsh is said to have denied
the report that she was intending to sign
with Famous Players-Lasky.
Ince Renews Contract with
Zukor
It was announced February 6 from the
West Coast that Thomas H. Ince has renewed his contract with Adolph Zukor,
and that the present stars will continue.
The complete story will be found on page
997 in this issue of Motion Picture News.

Joins Combination of Stars
(Continued from page 991)
mined not to permit any trust to destroy
competition or to blight or interfere
with the high quality of their work. They
feel that it is of the utmost importance to
secure the artistic development of the motion picture industry, and they believe that
this will be impossible if any trust should
get possession of the field and menace the
Discussing the acquisition of Mr. Mcbusiness."
Adoo in the broader aspects of its relation to the moving picture business, prominent film men expressed the greatest satisfaction last night.
" We think that the entrance of Mr.
McAdoo into the industry' is sure to prove
aLaemmle,
bully good
thing," ofis the
the way
Carl
president
Universal,
summed it up.
" He's a fine man. and we're mighty
Goldwyn.
glad
to have him come in," said Samuel
" This is a step in the right direction,"
Richard A. Rowland, president of the
Metro, said. " Men of Mr. McAdoo's
type will put the industry where it belongs. There is still room for more of
theAtsame
type." of the Universal company
the offices
it was learned that Carl Laemmle had extended an offer to Mr. McAdoo the day
following his official resignation as Secretary of the Treasury. The salary suggested
was $50,000.
" Mr. McAdoo thought the matter over
for some time," said Mr. Laemmle. "He
was very favorably disposed toward the
industry and spoke enthumoving picture
siastical y ofits great possibilities. Finally
he declined to join us on the ground that
he lacked the practical experience for such
a position as we had asked him to fill."
Secretary Received Many
Offers for Pictures
Following the announcement that Wm.
G. McAdoo had signed as general counsel
for the United Artists' Association recently
formed, reports began to come in that
showed the former secretary had been
dustry.
" discovered " by several people in the inThe story above tells of an offer made
by Carl Laemmle, of Universal, and it is
known that other producers also sounded
Mr. McAdoo out on the subject.
Leonce Perret, the French producer,
wrote Mr. McAdoo in December, suggesting that he enter the industry. The reply
was
follows
" My asdear
sir : :
" I have your letter of the 10th inst,
suggesting that I turn my thoughts to the
moving picture industry, which has a great
future. I thank you for the suggestion,
but I am sure that I have no qualifications
for work of this character. I am going to
resume the practice of law in New York
when I take up business again.
" Thanking yon for bringing the matter
to my attention, and with all good wishes,
I am, sincerelv yours,
(Signed) Wm. G. McApoo.
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Two new stars announced by Fox Film Corporation are herewith pictured. On the left is Elinor Fair, youthful — just seventeen — and
as a striking beauty of great personal magnetism. Albert Ray, in the panel on the right, is considered a " find " for William Fox, who
closely
watching inhisthemotion
will cast
appear
a series
of pictures
Ever Told."
Cupid, pictured
center,picture
is not career.
announcedThey
in the
it isin safe
to assume
that itannounced
will form asthe" Sweetest
theme of Stories
the pictures,
the first Asof
nearing completion.
■
f9 Ste
Kane

Makes
Success
Kansas Dinner

of

Visitors to the General Manager's Office
at Select Pictures during the last three or
four days have observed Arthur S. Kane
wearing a smile like unto that which adorns
the face of a school box on the first day
of vacation. The reason for this extra
exuberance on the countenance of Select's
seldom-solemn General Manager is the success with which Mr. Kane put over the
Annual Dinner of the Kansas Society of
New York, at the Hotel McAlpin last
Wednesday evening, January 29th.
Mr. Kane, whose presidency of this society expired with the conclusion of the
dinner, showed on this occasion how strong
a hold the success habit has upon him.
He pulled out an attendance fifty per cent
greater than the highest at any of the previous thirteen annual dinners. Mr. Kane
is a persistent record breaker. He it was
who started Pathe Exchange, Incorporated,
on its highly successful career, put over
Select Pictures distribution until it looms
large in the industry, and has made the
Kansas Society one of the biggest State
•organizations in New York City. Now he
is said to be looking for new worlds to
conquer.
Walter

Griffith

in

New

Haven, Conn.
Walter Griffith has assumed management of the Bijou theatre, at New Haven,
Conn., for Sylvester Z. Poli. He was in
charge of the Poli theatre at Meriden,
Conn., for the past six months, and previously had run the Plaza theatre at
Bridgeport.

Fox

Announces

Albert Ray and Elinor Fair to Appear
in " Sweetest Stories Ever Told "
—First Picture is AlreadyStarted
A LBERT RAY and Elinor Fair are to
**• appear in William Fox pictures — announced as a series of the sweetest stories
ever told. These pictures will be of the
good-humored, wholesome, dramatic type
of love tales — clean, bright and snappy —
that the American public has come to desire, the Fox offices announce. Typical of
young American manhood and womanhood, these stories are expected to reflect
the virile strength of Mr. Ray and the
sweetness and charm of Miss Fair.
Albert Ray is regarded by film experts
as typifying on the screen all that is likeable and best in young American manhood. Youthful, handsome, and the possessor of an illimitable fund of pep and
vigor, they regard him as ideally suited for
the speedy, good-humored type of American screen entertainment. His addition
to the William Fox constellation is regarded as another evidence of Mr. Fox's
alertness in engaging new stars who are
proved box-office winners.
Ray's motion picture work has stamped
him as one of the most finished actors on
the screen. But, in addition to his thorough grasp of his art, he has the advantage of being the sort of dashing young
man who middle-aged men and women
Jove to see and whom young men emulate.
Mr. Fox, it is said, has been watching
the young star's career for some time, and
has noted that the public was extraordinarily enthusiastic over the manner in which
he enacted breezy comedy-dramas. His

Two

New

heralded
has been
the
whichlittleis

Stars

appeal
sistible. to the public was definite and irreIn a way, the career of Miss Fair has
paralleled that of Mr. Ray. Like him, she
is blessed with youth — being only seventeen ye"ars of age. Because of this youth
and her striking beauty and personal magnetism, Miss Fair has come to be known
as " one of the sweetest girls in motion
Mr. Ray and Miss Fair already have begun on their first picture at the William
Fox
studios in Hollywood. The picture is
pictures."
based on an original story by E. Lloyd
Sheldon and J. Searle Dawley and was
written especially as a vehicle for Mr. Ray
and Miss Fair.
Miss

Youngr Withholds
New Title

It was announced this week that Clara
Kimball Young has started -work on a new
picture on the West Coast The GarsonYoung producing forces that have been
turning out Clara Kimball Young and
Blanche Sweet pictures have moved from
the Sunset studios to the Brunton plant
in Los Angeles. This announcement comes
from the New York office of the company.
The title of the new Young production
is withheld, but, as an indication that Miss
Young's activities in the future are to be
more important than ever before, the word
has been passed around that there has been
secured as a vehicle for the well-known
star one of the choicest pieces of theatrical
property which has been developed in a
long time.
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Fox Invades
Sees
Hope
in Australian
Crisis
Paul Cromelin of Inter-Ocean Thinks
Influenza
Will Not Prostrate
BUILD
NOW!
Country — Harper Writes
Optimistically
Exhibitors Urged to Aid in EmTHAT the Australian picture business
ployment Situation
will very quickly recover from closeon
ure
ionf of the
Moti
Pict
down effects through the " flu " is the beChie
ES,Sect
DAVID K. NIL
lief of President Paul H. Cromelin, of
U. S. Department of Labor,
with offices in New York City,
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation, the wellknown American exporting firm, and he
has made an appeal to exhibitors
bases it on a letter just to hand from
who contemplates building new theatres or addition to ones already in
special representative H. G. Harper, who
use.
is now at Sydney. Mr. Cromelin has given
the Motion Picture News the following
purpose
Mr. Niles'
is The
to urge
the of
exhibitors
to appeal
aid in
extracts
from
Representative
Harper's
letsolving the employment situation —
ter:
rather the un-employment situation.
" I have been in Sydney one week. The
The letter to MOTION PICtown, in fact the whole country, has been
TURE NEWS reads as follows:
given over to holiday making. Most of
" The Department of Labor feels
that one of the most effective means
the city folks are away in the country or
at the seaside, and as many of the rural
of solving the unemployment situation is to encourage building conpopulation seem to have been visiting the
struction. Ifany motion picture excity. This is really — or so it seems to me
hibitors have an intention of build— the aftermath of the armistice. There is
ing new theatres or additions to
a strong victory atmosphere about and
those they now control, it would be
much jubilating over the constantly returna patriotic service on their part to
ing soldiers. I have, up to now, constart
in doing so immediately."
tented myself with renewing acquaintances
with as many of my showmen and film
world friends as have remained in town —
because of the feeling of Inter-Ocean that
joined the Showman's Kinema Club, etc., American film supplies should find the same
foreign demand as American films. Mr.
and I am gratified immensely at the welcome accorded me everywhere. After the
Brock's tour will consume two months.
Major A. H. Sowerbutts, who will act
accumulation of war burdens, and the apas special accessories representative for the
prehension of increased taxation, there
Inter-Ocean Film Corporation in London,
seems to be a strong reaction toward general buoyancy and hope for the future now
leavesa for
that supply
side February
8. * heart
He will
open
special
office in the
of
that there is peace. Australia always had
the London film district and eventually
great powers of recuperation after periods
create branches elsewhere in Great Britain.
of depression, and although things are far
John H. Taylor, managing director of
from good just at present, the outlook is
London
Inter-Ocean, who is now conferring
reassuring for the future."
with President Paul H. Cromelin in New
Another Inter-Ocean traveler is Louis
Brock, who leaves this week for Cuba and
York, expects to prolong his stay here an
additional two weeks, because of interesting
Central America. Like Representative
developments in the American producing
Harper, Mr. Brock will preach a double
gospel of films and accessories on his trip field which bear on the English market.

Quebec
Hopes
for Reduced
Tax
the war when provision was made for the
Municipalities Will Impose Charge on
collection of one cent on every theatre
Tickets Instead of Province —
ticket sold. After the outbreak of hosMay be Reduced Two-fifths
tilities, the Province decided to take over
THE highly interesting announcement
was made at Quebec on January 30 by this source of revenue, knowing that the
strain on the • treasury for war purposes
Hon. Walter Mitchell, Provincial Treaswould be heavy. The tax was increased
urer, that the Province of Quebec had defrom the standard rate of one cent per
cided to abandon the War Tax on Amusement Tickets. The information was di- ticket to from two to ten cents per ticket.
vulged during the budget speech before the A certain proportion of receipts from the
war tax was returned to the municipalities
Legislative Assembly to cover the financial
activities of the Province from June 30, at regular intervals. Now that the war is
over and no further war contributions are
1918, to June 30, 1919.
necessary, the Province has decided to
This does not mean that theatre patrons
hand the amusement tax privileges to the
of the Province of Quebec will be relieved
cities. With the change will come a reof the necessity to pay a war tax on adduction in the amusement tax, it is prommission tickets, however, as the Provincial
ised, as the cities will not be permitted to
Government has decided to give the munimaintain as high a scale of taxation as was
cipalities the privilege of imposing a tax
levied by the Province.
on admission tickets. The Province will
It is anticipated that the amusement tax
derive no revenue from the amusemen/
in Montreal and other places will now be
tax, however.
The idea of a tax on tickets was in- reduced by two-fifths of the present tax
schedule formerly retained by the Province.
vented first by the City of Montreal before

More S. American Territory
Announcements from the Fox Film
Corporation reveal the scope of the invasion ;
of Latin America by American films. Fox
pictures now ,it is said, are being shown
in every country in South America save*
Colombia, and the William Fox organization iscontemplating a contract for that
The Foreign Department of the Fox
Film Corporation last week closed a contract with Granados Dias, of Caracas, for
all the William Fox special Features to
be shown throughout Venezuela. These
pictures are already being shown in Caracas and other leading Venezuelan cities,
and are the only American motion pictures
exhibited in that country.
The company also has just closed contracts for the booking of Fox Films in
Santo Domingo and in Central America.
One of the big favorites in Latin America, letters from exhibitors show is Theda
Bara. Miss Bara's great super-production
" Cleopatra " was recently shown in the
Faust theatre, Havana, to capacity audiences for an extended run. At the same
time two other Bara subjects, " The
Kreutzer Sonata " and " The Clemenceau
Case" were being shown at the Margot
Theatre.
Letters from Fox representatives in various South American cities state that apparently the Latin-American people cannot
get
enough
of Miss
exhibitors, even
in the Bara's
smallestpictures
towns ;of that
the
exterior, are continually writing for more
Bara super-productions.
National
Board Answers
St. Louis Attack
The National Board of Review of Motion Pictures has replied at length to the
recent attack made upon it by the Committee of Fifty at St. Louis, and news of
which was published in Motion Pictubb
News. The reply by the National Board
covers over three closely written typewritten pages, and defends its work from all
angles.
One paragraph, in regard to its worl^
reads: "Not satisfied with its own judgment on ethical questions, it has striven to
obtain the opinions year by year of hundreds of dramatic, social, philanthropic, religious and civic leaders throughout the
country. There has been a constant search
for advice and for intelligent judgment
It is fair to say that no decision has been
reached until leaders of the American people have of
given
Copies
the their
reply endorsement"
were mailed to each
member of the Missouri legislature.
Hold

Operators in Their
Places
Under a new ruling, members of the
Cincinnati Local Moving Picture Machine
Operators cannot work in any other position. During the war period, members
were permitted to work in other capacities
during the day to relieve the labor situation, but now that peace is in sight and
the reconstruction period is beginning, it
was decided to rescind this order.
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You'll Find a Man for That
Job in This Issue

Ads, the newest
THEserviClass
ce toified
be made a feature of
MOTION PICTURE NEWS,
will be found in this issue on
— ? the heading of Situations
page
Under
Wanted you will find the very man
you need for that open job you have.
And the man you select from the
Classified Ads will be worthy of the
place, for he will be either a soldier
or a sailor honorably discharged
from
Sam's
willingUncle
to get
backarmy
into orthenavy
frayandof
making this a safe business world to
live in.
These small ads are published for
service men free of all cost, and soldiers and sailors are invited to take
advantage of them.
Do your bit for the boys who did
their bit.

Lubin

Promises Much in
Lincoln Film
HERBERT LUBIN, one of the moving
factors in the recently formed S-L
Pictures organization, believes that when
the initial " Ralph Ince Film Attraction,"
starring E. K. Lincoln, is presented to the
motion picture public in the near future
this production will contain all of the
prime elements essential to a feature
worthy of the designation " special." In
summing up the factors which go to make
screen entertainment of the highest class,
Mr. Lubin recently pointed out the following details of the initial offering starring Lincoln :
It is the desire of the producers of the
inaugural " Ralph Ince Film Attraction "
to point out particularly the scenic beauties
and pictorial dressing which has been offered the production from beginning to
end. Unfolding as it does a story of
rugged virility, American manhood and
remarkable power, the very action and
suspense of the play itself would suffice to
interest and entertain the motion picture
public, even though devoid of any particular beauty in the matter of settings and
scenic values, not content with picturizing
a theme of unbounded interest and nationwide appeal, the producers have given the
film a setting of beauty rarely equaled.

B. G. Mitchell Engaged by
Steger
B. G. Mitchell, recently discharged from
Marine Aviation branch of the service,
where he ranked as quartermaster serr
geant, doing general aero-photographic
work, has been engaged by Julius Steger,
director general for International Film
Corporation, to do developing and finishing work in connection with his productions. Mr. Mitchell is now engaged in developing and photographic work on Mr.
Steger's late picture now under production, "Break the News to Mother," starring Pearl Shepard.

New
Releasing
Plans Announced
Carl Laemmle
of Universal Cites
pected that thereafter each succeeding
series will feature the same number of
Departure from Previous Distribstars.
uting Arrangements — March
The stars who will be featured in the
10 Inaugurates the Plan
first series of Special Attractions are Mae
FOLLOWING the announcement of a Murray, Mary MacLaren, Monroe Salisnew distribution policy last week, Carl
bury, Priscilla Dean and Harry Carey.
Laemmle, president of the Universal Film
Each star will make four pictures for this
Co., has again come to the fore with an
series, and the exhibitor will be given the
outline of a new releasing policy for the privilege of booking the entire series or
" Big U " organization. The new releasjust the picture of certain stars, as he desires. No effort or expense is to be spared
ing policy, though somewhat of a departure
from previous releasing arrangements, does
in making each release of the series exceptional. None of the stars of the Spenot revert from the idea of " the play is
cial Attraction series will be featured in
the thing," which has been a Universal
motto for over three years, but adds conJewel productions or vice versa.
siderable strength to this idea, due to the anyDorothy
Phillips will hereafter be known
fact that the best plays obtainable are to only as a Jewel star and Mildred Harris
feature five stars.
(Mrs. Charlie Chaplin) will be seen only
The new releasing policy as outlined by in Jewel productions. The policy of reMr. Laemmle will be permanent and will
leasing Jewel productions, which does not
go into effect March 10.
specify a certain number of releases per
At that time the first Universal Special
year, will be continued. Extraordinary
Attraction of a special star series will be box office attractions will be added to the
released. One Special Attraction of the list of Jewel productions for release from
Star Series will be released each week
time to time and the unusual high standard
thereafter until the first series of twenty
of these productions will be continued.
pictures expires. A second series of Spe" The Scarlet Shadow," with Mae Murcial Attractions featuring a set number of
ray, will be the first Special Attraction of
stars will follow the first series ; it is exthe new series plan.

Canadian
Judgment
Hits
Marvin
Former
Directors
of Metropolitan
large downtown house which is now operTheatres, Ltd.. at Toronto, Must
ated by totally new interests and there is
no connection between the old company
Personally Liquidate Illegal
and the new.
Dividend
A JUDGMENT delivered by the Master-in-Ordinary at Osgoode Hall,
Toronto, Ontario, places the liability for
an alleged illegal declaration of a dividend by the Metropolitan Theatres, Limited, an insolvent company, upon the directors of the company and they have been
ordered to make good the amount of the
dividend to the liquidator.
At the hearing it was charged that R.
S. Marvin, R. C. Eckert, Benjamin Noble
and others, directors of the company, were
guilty of misfeasance and breach of trust
in that they declared a dividend of two per
cent at a meeting of the directors on
March 31, 1916, and paid the same out of
the wasting assets without any resolution
from the shareholders. It was also charged
that they had acted in their own interests
and contrary to the interests of the company.
The court has found that the defendants
are jointly and severally liable to the liquidator for the amount of the dividend,
$1,500, with interest and costs from May
4, 1916.
In his judgment, just issued, the Master-in-Ordinary
" A perusal
of
the minutes and declares
evidence: shows
that the
fixed policy of the executive was to wring
from the company a rapid succession of
dividends which, before March 31, 1916,
amounted to ninety per cent of the stock.
This policy had produced insolvency bedate." formerly controlled by
Thefore thattheatre
the Metropolitan Theatres, Limited, is a

S. Marvin, one
of the directors
named'
asR. defendants,
formerly
was associated
with theatre enterprises at Camp Bordenr
Angus and other Ontario centres and wasmanager of the Beaver Theatre, Toronto,
for a while. He has not been actively interested in any Canadian theatre for some
time, it is stated.
Canadian News Weekly Is
Now Announced
The Specialty Film Import, Limited,
Montreal, and five other Canadian cities,
has arranged to release through its various offices what will be known as the
" British-Canadian News Weekly." Four
different reels will be released each week,
it has been announced. The company,
which handles Pathe subjects in Canada,
announces that each reel will be sixty per
cent. British or Canadian.
A camera department was recently established at the Toronto office of the company
under the direction of Blaine Irish and a
cameraman is also on the job in and
around Montreal.
The Specialty Company has also been
releasing
in Canada. the Allies' Official War Review
Miss Justice 111
Maibelle Heikes Justice, author and
photodramatist, has been critically ill for
the past few weeks at her home in New
York. She escaped the influenza, then underwent acomplete nervous breakdown.
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Rosenberg

Gets Hippodrome in Cleveland
It was announced in New York last
week that Walter Rosenberg, who operates
the Savoy and other theatres in New York
and vicinity, has closed a deal whereby he
acquires the Hippodrome theatre in Cleveland, O., for ten years beginning in July,
1922. This is said to mark a policy of I
expansion by Rosenberg, who is a nephew
of Oscar Hammerstein. The seating
capacity of the Cleveland Hippodrome is j
It is said that Mr. Rosenberg intends to I
5,000.
operate the Hippodrome as combination I
motion picture theatre and concert auditorium.
Says

Mitchell Lewis is one of the leading male stats in Select Pictures. Anna Case, the singer, makes
her debut in films in " The Hidden Truth," through Select distribution
Kane
Makes
a Tour
of Country
Select General Manager Intends to where Manager Max Milder will show
him the fine new offices which are being
Be Away Six Weeks in Visit to
prepared for Select. After spending FebExhibitors — Also Visits
ruary 12 and 13 in the Washington office
Exchanges
Mr. Kane expects to visit Norfolk and
ARTHUR S. KANE, General Manager
Richmond, Va., in company with Manager
/Of Select Pictures Corporation, leaves
V. P. Whitaker, calling upon Mr. Otto
New York Monday afternoon, February
Wells, of the Wells and Colonial theatres,
10, on a trip through the South and Middle
and other important Select exhibitors.
West that will consume six weeks. Mr.
Kane expects to call on numerous exhibitors and to visit ten of the eleven Select
Influenza Still Disturbs
Exchanges.
Western Ontario
" I am going out to the fountainhead of
The influenza situation has been causing
all information," the exhibitor," said Mr.
some concern in various sections of eastern
Kane. " We in New York know nothing.
Canada. There has been another scare at
It's up to us to realize it and kep our lamps
Ottawa, but general precautions have been
filled with the knowledge the theatre mantaken. Montreal and Toronto, the two
agers possess, making them burn brightly
largest cities, are reported to be practically
with better pictures better distributed.
free of the disease.
'What the Public Wants' is the picture
Several small centres have been hit again,
that every manufacturer on earth is tryhowever. The medical officer at Sturgeon
ing to produce and each distributor is anxFalls, Ontario, ordered the closing of local
ious to present. There is only one way
theatres for a second time, but permitted
to get this scenario and that is through
churches and other places to rethe man who is in daily touch with the schools,
main open.
great buying public. The exhibitor has
Weather conditions have been very unan instrument which is delicately attuned
usual. There has been very little snow in
as any wonderful scientific invention, for
western'
or iscentral
it registers elusive human qualities, likes
where there
a fair Ontario,
amount ofbut
snowplaces
are
and dislikes, tastes and preferences. That
the ones where the disease has been more
' instrument is the box office. By carefully
noting the ups and downs of the various
prevalent.
lines at the various hours and days and
seasons and computing from them the Fifteen Canadian Houses
theatre manager makes for himself a comfor W. M. Elliott
pass by which to steer his craft. The
Announcement was made in Toronto,
stars to him, the same as to the mariner,
point out clearly the direction he shall sail. Ontario, on January 29 that Mr. Will M.
By intelligent readings of this wonderful
Elliott, manager of the Regent theatre, Todevice, recording delight, scorn, love or
ronto, had been appointed general manager
pity of the great paying public toward its of the fifteen theatres controlled by the
amusement, he can forecast as accurately
Paramount Theatres, Limited, which is a
as the weatherman whether it will be fair
subsidiary of Regal Films, Limited.
or stormy the next time a certain star is
The majority of the houses operated by
this company are located in Ontario and six
in perihelion."
are Toronto houses.
Mr. Kane's first stop is Philadelphia,

Billy
West
Are Going

Comedies
Big

Milton L. Cohen, president of Bulls Eye
Film Corporation, says that Ben Amsterdam of the Masterpiece Film Attractions
of Philadelphia, franchise holder for the
new Billy West two reel comedies, declared that the exhibitors in his territory
are great boosters for the Billy West
Comedies.
" The exhibitors in my territory have
assured me (and their receipts speak for
themselves) that the Billy West comedies
are going over better just now than ever
before," Amsterdam said.
" It's ripping fast comedy, of the cleanest type, and I would feel hurt, personally,
if the reports from my exhibitors were
other than they are."
Capellani

Company
to Form

Own

•

Albert Capellani, whose withdrawal
from the Metro organization has been an- I
nounced, is scheduled to come to New »
York this week from the West Coast, ac- I
cording to advices from Los Angeles, to I
lay plans for the formation of his own
producing organization.
Further than this, announcement of the I
director's plans have not been made known.

Louise Lovely, in Metro's " Johnny on the Spot "
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Cleveland

Looks

for Rec-

ord-Breaking Year
" All indications point toward a record-breaking year for the motion picture, industry." This was the opinion
recently expressed by one of the exchange managers of Cleveland, O., who
has always made a deep psychological
study of local conditions, and once again
he has based his conclusions on rock bottom facts. " The public in general," he
continued to explain, " has been treated to
a series of free shows for the past
eighteen months. Now that these free
shows are over with, it is left with the
great desire to do something and to go
somewhere, and the only outlet for this
nervous energy is the theatre. Seeing that
the motion picture theatre reached the
greatest majority of the people, it is logical
to assume that the motion picture industry
is going to have the banner year of its
career."
Now, what this manager means by free
shows, is not particularly free movie
shows, although there have been plenty of
them during the period of the war. He
means occupation. Occupation for a vast
lot of people who had previously been idle.
True, the occupation has been useful, but
the fact remains that it is impossible to
let down on the nervous system, simply
by the signing of peace terms. The human
organism is so constructed that it adjusts
itself to conditions slowly. Now that the
outside interests are withdrawn, the restless public, the public that has been occupied with things outside the home and outside regular business interests, must keep
on seeing outside diversion, for the time
being, at any rate, and the consequence will
undoubtedly be for the good of the
Movies. It all sounds reasonable and
logical, and seems a solid foundation for
the prophecy that the coming year is going
to be the red letter year of the industry.

" The

Tiger's Trail," Title
for Roland Serial

Ruth Roland's new Pathe serial, fifteen
episodes, has been titled " The Tiger's
Trail " and will immediately follow " The
Lightning
starring Pearl
in
release.Raider,"
Pathe executives
believeWhite,
that
they have selected a name for this serial
which will have a splendid exploitation
value and at the same time comprehensively sum up the Arthur B. Reeve-Charles
Logue story. The entire action centers
around a band of East Indian natives who
worship the tiger as their god. A live
Bengal tiger figures prominently in the
cast. Miss Roland's role compels her to
play many scenes with the tiger. Robert
Ellis is Miss Roland's director in " The
Tiger's Trail," and the cast includes, in
addition to Miss Roland, Harry G. Moody,
George Field, Frederick Kohler, Mark
Strong, George Larkin and Easter Walters.
Give the Boys a Chance!
See page 1040

New
Ince
Contract
Now
Signed
Will Produce
Thirty Pictures for the development of the highest art in motion picture production.
Famous Players-Lasky Corpora" The special productions which I will
tion During Next Twelve
make, two of which I will personally
Months
direct, I have already started to plan for
and I intend to make them fully worthy
of the high standard which has been set
by the Paramount-Artcraft Specials.
" I will continue, of course, as a strictly
independent factor in the producing field,
my relation to the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation being only that of producer to
distributor.
" In this latter connection. I want to
take this opportunity to state to the exhibitors of America, whose confidence in
my productions in the past has been my
greatest pride, that before entering into
the new arrangement with Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation I listened to
scores of
from as many differentpropositions
sources.
Thomas H. Ince
THOMAS H. INCE, who for the past
two years has been producing Paramount and Artcraft pictures for distribution through the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation has signed a contract with
Adolph Zukor to continue the present
relationship for the releasing year which
commences September 1 next. This arrangement, itis stated, was made just before Mr. Zukor left California for NewYork. It is said the contract exceeds in
magnitude any other ever negotiated between a producer and a distributing organization.
Under the terms of the new contract
Mr. Ince will produce during the year
thirty pictures, all of which will be personally supervised by himself. These include a number of specials, two personally directed, in addition to productions
starring Charles Ray, Dorothy Dalton.
and Enid Bennett.
In making a simultaneous announcement in California concerning the closing
of the new contract, Mr. Ince says :
" My motives in entering into the negotiations whereby my productions will continue to be distributed through Paramount
and Artcraft channels were dictated by
the fact that I consider the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation the greatest
motion picture distributing organization in
existence to-day and my knowledge that
Mr. Zukor is the genius who is responsible for that fact. Moreover, I feel
confident that Mr. Zukor and his associates on their part are actuated by their
confidence that my ideas for the future coincide perfectly with their analysis of the
progress of the art and business of motion pictures.
" As to Mr. Ray, Miss Dalton and Miss
Bennett, whose contracts I hold, I feel
that they have established a popularity
among exhibitors and the public which
will continue to create an ever-increasing
demand for their pictures, and it is my
purpose to keep on giving them subjects
which, produced under my personal supervision, will still further enhance their
popularity as stars and will contribute to

" The fact that my final decision was to
continue my present association with the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation should
carry a world of meaning to the industry.
Business-like, high-minded and with the
sole ideal of building bigger and more
prosperous patronage for clean, good pictures the organization has my profound
confidence :ind its leader my respect.""
Werner
Organizes New
Sales Organization
A new sales organization has been perfected for the sale of products of the
American Photo Player Company, according to announcements made by H. G. Werner, vice-president, while in Los Angeles
during the past week.
The new arrangement places the American Company on a wholesale basis entirely, inasmuch as selling arrangements
have been completed with Wanamaker in
New York and Philadelphia, Lyons and
Heely of Chicago, Sherman Clay & Company of Seattle and San Francisco, and
the Birkel Piano Company of Los Angeles.
Hereafter all products of this company,
which include the various styles of Fotoplayers and the Robert Morton pipe organ,
will be sold by these various firms and
their dealers.
H. F. Charles, who has been manager of
the Los Angeles sales branch of the American Company, will be retained by the
Birkel Company as manager of this department.

to Handle Publicity
for Hodkinson
Gerald Mygatt, formerly promotion manager of Good Housekeeping Magazine and
Leslie's Weekly, has joined the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation as director of advertising and publicity. Mr. Mygatt has
recently received his honorable discharge
from the Army. He was a captain of the
75th Field Artillery. Captain Mygatt enlisted as a private in the Regular Army
early in the war and rose from the ranks
to captaincy.
Mygatt
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Editor Takes Stvat at Producers Who Squander Good Money
The high cost of producing motion pictures has
received another black eye through the medium
of the press. This time it is in the shape of an
editorial
in the Akron Evening Times, of Akron,
Ohio.
A. P. Botzum, general manager of the Orpheum. Dreamland and Strand theatres in Akron,
sent the editorial to MOTION PICTURE NEWS
with the offollowing
comment:the "Discussed
in theis
presence
film salesmen,
general opinion
that
the
editor
is
right
—
too
much
is
spent
for
stars and no real stories are offered in sufficient
quantity and with regularity that maintains the
patronage of those who pay to see the real
playTheregardless
the star."
editorial offollows
:
ONE OVERSIGHT
"
The
moving
makers they
pridespend
themselves
on the lavishnesspicture
with which
money
to create their product. We are all familiar with
the
press
agent's
stories
of
fabulous
salaries
paid
to actors and the vast sums expended in staging
movie productions. And it is self-evident that no
narrow limits are placed by the producers on
advertising appropriations. There is one point,
however, wherein the parsimonious policy of the
film industry shows itself to the most casual
critics. The producers appear able to afford
everything but good plays.
" The ontendency
is to squanderExcept
' million-dollar
staging
ten-dollar
for awhile
few '
outstanding
films, the dramas.
repertoire of worth
movies has been limited to the filming of stories
published in book form or the reproduction of
proven dramas from the speaking stage. The
movies have failed to inspire any special creative
art on the part of writers, in spite of the fact
that they occupy a field peculiar to themselves.
Neither the picturized novel nor the picturized
spoken drama fill the special requirements nor
meet the great opportunities of the cinema; the
film stage initiated a new art and ought naturally
to develop a new line of authorial creation.
Writers say it is the niggardly policy of producers toward scenario authors which is responsible for the paucity of worthy film plays and the
surplusage of mediocre and inane offering which
deluge the market. Producers deny this charge
and insist that they cannot get an adequate supply
of good material at any price.
" The and
publicinsipid
only themes
knows upon
that itwhich
wearies
of the
vacuous
producers
lavish their
money
and
ingenuity.
The
appreciative only regret that a new art, with almost
boundless opportunities, should be stultified by the
dramatic and literary absurdities which now dominate production. The movie industry may now
be so prosperous that it can afford to ignore its
artistic obligations, but if it is to continue appealing to any but childish minds it will have to adopt
a higher standard of dramatic values on which to
pour out its copious expenditures."
Plot Thickens in Quarrel Over American
Films Shoivn in Canada
Several amusing incidents in the indignation
which has been kicked up recently in Canada
over the showing of American films which seemingly take all the credit for winning the world
war, leaving England and other allies shivering
out in the cold, have come to light.
Under date of January 12, D. C. Burkholder,
of Ogen, Alberta, Can., writes MOTION PICTURE NEWS as follows: "Please find enclosed
a short knock on misleading American films, published in a Saskatchewan paper. The situation
up in this country is alarming, some places are
absolutely refusing to exhibit American (U. S.
made) films, as patrons get sceptical about them
and get wrong ideas of them. They forget where
they are made and for whom. I think it would
improveducersthewould situation
filmCanada
companies
or procater moreif to
or Britishers
on certain films when shown in this country, the
same as they do to the foreign market.
" According
this Mr.
surrender of the toGerman
fleet,Britisher
he saw onthetheWhite
Ensign and no other, which shows he has the
same feeling to his part of it as the Americans
have to their parts. I am showing this picture
and will take close notice to what he says. I hope
probably another allied boat was present to help,
at least.
" An answer to the Canadian people through
your NEWS would no doubt relieve the situation. American or U. S.-made films take good
here as we have a large settlement of Yankees,
but there are parts that will not attend picture
theatres
on that
account."
Following
is the
letter which the Britisher
published in the newspaper:
"Sir: The view of the German fleet sur-

has

Sttis* £atf^
rendering to the British fleet off the Firth of
Forth, Scotland, being shown at present at the
Daylight theatre is very interesting, but it is
astounding that the following wording should be
permitted
:
' Surrender
of the German fleet to the
American
Alliedto fleets.'
which would and seem
indicate that German
fleet was surrendered to the Americans while the
Allied fleets stood by.
" We thearelastaware
did,
during
year that
of thethewar,American
assist thefleet
British
in patrolling, but the fact remains that even the
menace America
of the was
" U "on boat
was practically over
before
the scene.
" Of course it was noticeable that the " White
Ensign " was
flag flying
in that
the surrendering fleet,the
whichonlyplainly
indicated
this
was
a complete surrender to the British high
seas fleet.
We also noticed that in " Hearts of the
World
" which
was shown at the Daylight
recently,
American the
fleet.British fleet was portrayed as the
" Is it not
some of in
thesethismisleading
American
filmstimewerethatprohibited
country?
Certainly a person unaware of the real facts of
the case would imagine after viewing several of
these films (especially those shown at the Daythe war. light), that America, and America alone, won
" We do
in any but
way weto depreciate
bravery
of not
the wish
Americans,
would like theto
see honor given where honor is due.
According to an article appearing in your valrecently,
the Ontario
of Censorsuable
havepaper
refused
to allow
AmericanBoard
war pictures
to be shown continuously, and we think it is
time something of this kind was done in
Saskatchewan."
Charleroi Exhibitor Has Bad Luck with
War Productions
Michael Rosenbloom, manager of Majestic
theatre, Charleroi, Pa., things motion pictures
with stories built around the war or concerning
in any way the orgies of Mars are doomed for
the convictions.
shelf, and writes his experiences to prove
his
His letter follows:
Enclosed find cards as to the business of the
last two weeks of show.
I amtion, as writing
justanxious
for yourto informaI know this
that letter
you are
let your
readers know some things which are on the exhibitor's
mind,
and
I
just
want
to
make
comments on the pictures which are ona few
the
market.
There are some pictures which I have played
during the last two weeks with which I thought
I would do big business, but was very much
disappointed. I made up my mind to find out
what the trouble is, because I know that the
pictures were good, also the stories. I asked
many of my patrons and invariably their answer
was that
tired that
of seeing
pictures that pertain to thetheywar,are now
it is over.
Now
to
prove
it.
I
played
" America's
Answer " after the armistice was signed
and I
hardly
made
expenses.
I
played
Pershing's
Crusaders " during the war and I cleaned
up.
I played
OverwarThere,"
a Select
all-star
cast
picture
after" the
and done
a poor
business.
" The Caillaux Case," another good picture,
but
" ThedidPrussian
Cur " this
week fell
; aflat.
goodI played
show, but
not interest
the
people. Clara Kimball Young always drew big
houses in all her plays, but in " The Road
Through the Dark " did only an average
business.
I have made up my mind that I will not show
any more pictures where the story is about the
war, and I think that the exchange men would
be wise in not putting them out. Let us have
good stories up to date and the exhibitors and
producers would be better off.
Very respectfully.
Majestic Theatre,
Michael Rosenbloom,
Manager.
Fiske Takes Management
of Reference Library
Lyman O. Fiske, business manager for
a number of years for the Dramatic Mirror, has resigned to assume the duties of
manager of Packard Photo Reference
Library, affiliated with the Packard Theatrical Exchange, New York.
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Sales on " The

Real Roosevelt "
Gaumont Company announces the following sales of its two-reel features, " The
" offered on the independRealentRoosevelt,
market :
Gordon-Mayer Film Corporation, Boston, Mass., for the New England States;
Gardiner Syndicate, Buffalo, N. Y., for
New York State (exclusive of Greater
New York, Long Island and the counties
of Westchester and Rockland) ; Electric
Theatre Supply Company, Philadelphia,
Pa., for eastern Pennsylvania and southExhibitors'
; First ,National
ern New Jersey
Pa., for western
Pittsburgh
Exchange,
Pennsylvania and West Virginia; Super
Film Attractions, Washington, D. C, for
Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia
and Virginia; Eltabran Film Company,
Charlotte, N. C, for North and South
Carolina; Savini Films. Inc., Atlanta, Ga.,
Tennesfor Georgia, Florida, Alabama and La.,
for
see; Pearce Films, New Orleans,
Louisiana and Mississippi; Doll-Van Film
Ind., for IndiCorporation, Indianapolis,Film
Corporation,
ana; Celebrated Players
Chicago, 111., for Illinois and Wisconsin :
R. D. Lewis Film Company, Oklahoma
and ArCity, Okla.,
Denver, Col., for
Cohen, Oklahoma
kansas:Ben forS. Texas,
Wyoming and New MexUtah,Features
Colorado,
Company, Seattle,
ico ;De Luxe
Wash., for Washington, Oregon, Montana
and Idaho; Metropolitan Company, Detroit, Michigan, for Michigan.
Lillian Walker Title Is
Changed
The title of Lillian Walker's second picture on the Hodkinson program has been
changed from "Fixing It" to "The Love
Hunger." This title has been chosen because it is believed to better describe the
heroine's search for a home and her determination to keep it, in spite of obstacles.
The story is adapted from J. Breckenridge
Ellis' well known novel, " Fran."
The action of "The Love Hunger"
takes place in a small town where the monotony of country life is relieved when
the circus comes to town. In the role of
a lion tamer, Miss Walker has one of the
most thrilling and dangerous parts in her
long career as a comedienne of the screen.
William P. S. Earle directed the picture,
which will be released February 24.
To

Erect Theatre
Monument

as War

Pryor C. Tarvin, Secretary of the Kenton County Memorial Committee, Covington, Kentucky, has taken up a project to
have a motion picture theatre erected in
that city as a memorial to Covington boys
who sacrificed their lives in the world war.
It is proposed to raise $100,000 for this
purpose by popular subscription, the maximum subscription being $5 so that all citizens can participate in the plan, which is
meeting with popular approval.
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Big

of Big

News

Five

COUR of the " Big Five " combination of artists have signed
* the final articles prepared by their respective attorneys, according to report.
Mary Pickford, Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks and D.
W. Griffiths are the four who are said to have signed the new
agreement at Syd Chaplin's home in Hollywood, February 5.
It is declared that the reason William S. Hart has not already
signed the final agreement is that his attorney, W. H. Grossman of New York City, has not had time to fully investigate
for him.
The agreements are said to provide for United Artists Distributing Corporation, with main offices in New York and exchanges in the principal cities throughout the United States.
The productions will be booked on a percentage basis, except
in the smaller towns where a flat rental will be in force.
It is further stated that each branch exchange will supervise
the presentations in each respective territory and also attend to
the advertising and other exploitation to induce long runs.
The five artists will finance themselves individually and the
organization will be conducted as a close corporation.

Steger Completes Scenes of
Shepard Picture
Julius Steger, directing Pearl Shepard in
International Film Corporation's screen
version of a drama inspired by the song
of the same title written by Charles K.
Harris, " Break the News to Mother," is
working on the last scenes of this production at the Norma Talmadge Studio. Mr.
Steger expects to have finished the photographic work by Monday. Immediately
following the completion of Miss Shepard's picture, Director Steger will commence work on an International production, the feature of which will be an allstar cast. The title has not been announced. „
What

Type

Publicity

Gets

Space?
(Continued from page 990)
by the ' publicity ' departments of the
manufacturing end of the industry?
" This kind of bunk may have been all
right 10 years ago, but it is all wrong now.
Audiences now know all about the stars
and unless someone gets married, dies,
shoots someone, etc., why keep on publishing stories about where the star was
born, what kind of breakfast food he or
she likes, what their favorite sports are,
how many languages they speak, etc.
" The age of bunk has passed — the era
of FA>„ f has arrived."
" Tough
Luck
Duncan
"
(Continued
from page
989)
local theatre operators a stronger determination
to stand pat and demand that if any rate raise
is to be made, that it be somewhere within reason
and not a deliberate out-and-out holdup.
" Another thing. Sioux City has proven that
it can support
run myself,
on a realhave
special.
Exhibitors
here,a week's
including
lost
■chances for greater profits on previous attractions
'by " limiting
our on
runsI toamthree
and four fan.
days. Jus*
From now
a week-run
show me another chance to prove it."

Smashes

Rothapfel Definitely a Producer
THE first announcement of the Rothapfel Pictures Corporation, formed since S. L. Rothapfel resigned as managing
director of the Rialto and Rivoli Theatres in New York, was
made February 6 in the afternoon from the offices of the organization.
projected
said is
thenotannouncement,
" ofbutthisa
new" The
motion
pictureproduct,"
corporation
pictures alone,
complete program for use in the better class motion picture
theatres. The policy contemplates the issuance of six of th<.
programs a year, each a complete entertainment, inRothapfelcluding adramatic
feature picture, comedy, scenic and news 01
magazine films, together with complete musical scores, lighting
effects
and other essentials
The announcement
makesof itproper
known presentation."
that the Rothapfel Picture Corporation will produce dramatic and other pictures under the personal supervision of Mr. Rothapfel, and will also
acquire in the open market such pictures as they may desire.
The officers of the organization are: Samuel R, Rothapfel,
president; Frank G. Hall, vice-president; Ashbel P. Fitch, treasurer, and Wm. Seabury, secretary.
The announcement definitely sets at rest the various rumors
that have been going the rounds of late from the Astor lobby
on Broadway to the Alexandria in Los Angeles. One of these
rumors had it that Mr. Rothapfel was to become connected
with the Goldwyn company.

Cleveland

Avoids

Saves Exhibitors More Than $30,000
Annually in Revenue — Exhibitors' League Helps Defeat
Measure

THROUGH the concerted work of the
officers of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League and a few of the leading
exhibitors of the city, the motion picture
exhibitors of Cleveland have been saved
the painful task of putting their hands in
their pockets to the extent of $30,000 annually. This is the amount that was calculated to be paid into the treasury of the
building inspection department of the city
by way of a yearly license tax on the
movies, ranging all the way from $100 to
$300, according to the seating capacity of
the house. Houses with 300 seats were to
pay $100 annually. Houses with 600 seats
would pay $200, and houses of more than
300 seats would pay $300. The threat of
such a calamity became an actual fact
several weeks ago when a license bill, incorporating these stipulations, was incorporated in an amendment to the revised
building code. Nobody dreamed that a
movie tax would be buried in a mass of
building details, and as a consequence,
those most interested in stopping its passage knew nothing of its existence until
it had been passed by the council and
signed by the Mayor.
As soon as the facts of the case became
known to the officers of the Motion Picture Exhibitors' League, they immediately
got in touch with Mayor Davis. Mayor
Davis, on previous occasions, has freely
expressed the opinion that the movies
were a great benefit to the civic body, and
that he would never put anything in the
way of its progress. So when it was
called to his attention what had been done

the

Seat

Tax

to the movies, he recommended a reconsideration. This reconsideration came
through the finance committee of the
council. The League officers, headed by
President Lustig, Secretary Gerson and
Exhibitor Joe Grossman, met with this
committee and pointed out to them the
foolishness of this excessive tax, inasmuch
as it defeated the object of its existence,
for many of the theatres would not be
able to pay it, would go out of business,
and as a consequence, they would not get
nearly so much revenue from the movie
license tax as they contemplated. This
seemed reasonable to the committee members, and so they advised that the tax
amendment be repealed altogether. The
license law came up for a third reading
before the council last Monday night and
was defeated by a large majority. And
so it remained for the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League to accomplish almost
the impossible ; that is, to have a law repealed which had already been passed
by the council and which had received the
signature of the Mayor.
The exhibitors of the city were exceedingly grateful to the League officials who
accomplished this in their behalf. It
means an annual saving for the industry
of $30,000. This is the amount that the
building inspection department needed for
its own maintenance, and which the movies were expected to furnish. But the
sum will either have to be raised by other
means, or else the building appropriation
will have to be cut down to meet the
stipulated amount minus the $30,000.
See Page
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the man who was conNEW ORLEANS preNew
Orleans Backslider
ducting it and after many
'sents the spectacle of a
city where there was once
of their talks it was deOnce a Leader in Newspaper Co-operation, It Is
bitter rivalry between the
cided to enlarge the Sunthree daily newspapers, to
Now One of the Poorest — Some
day department and to
see which could do the
e s t a b 1 i s h an illustrated
Reasons Why
most in co-operating with
daily department.
But before this was done
the
motion pictures and in
leading theatre managers and all of the exchange men were invited
giving the general photoplay news, and which now has put the
to a dinner at which the matter was discussed in detail and there
photoplay matter on a strictly commercial basis.
In fact, today the newspapers and theatres are about as far apart
were such assurances of co-operation that the decision was reached
to enlarge the department as indicated. Co-operation was promised
as they well could be. The three newspapers have an iron-clad
and it was forthcoming from the theatre owners.
agreement as to their treatment of the motion picture houses and
the theatres themselves seem about decided to break with the
Just at that moment there came up an example of what adverpapers. There will be a conference between the two interests
tising and co-operation will do. An experienced exhibitor an- '
nounced that he would open the biggest theatre in the city for
shortly, when an adjustment may be reached. At present the
motion pictures. This house had tried everything, from the straight
theatres are doing as little advertising as possible — and getting
legitimate to burlesque. Under every management it had failed.
mighty little in return.
At the time that it was to be opened as a photoplay theatre it was
New Orleans was one of the first cities in the country to give
surrounded by cabarets — and cabarets in New Orleans were not
real recognition to the interests in photoplay matter and the Item
frequented by society people. The manager had to build a wall
was the paper that led the way. At one time this paper printed
to keep out the noise of one of the cabarets that adjoined the
a full eight-page section devoted to the photoplay, but this was
gradually cut down and things went from bad to worse until the
theatre. He got real pictures and he employed a man who understands advertising and who is now directing the advertising and
present state of affairs has been reached. And the newspapers
publicity for one of the biggest chains in the country; and he got
are far from being entirely to blame for the existence of this
real co-operation from the Item.
state of affairs. There is an interesting story for all connected
After a few weeks the house began to make money, though
with the industry, in the developments in the Crescent City.
another new house had been opened at the same time. The house
As stated, the Hem was one of the first papers to start a motion
in question advertised consistently; the other one did not. Soon
picture department. It is an afternoon paper with a Sunday
the theatre we are discussing became the leading one of the city.
edition and the so-called photoplay department appeared in that
We understand that the manager sold the lease alone for $65,000.
issue. But, as it was started, this department was frankly conducted for the revenue that the man conducting it was getting
That certainly shows it pays to advertise — when you get
co-operation.
out of it and the revenue to the paper. It was based on the
But to return to the story of the Item: The daily department
advertising that was obtained from the exchanges and the only
was established. There was a standing heading, in fact, several
" news " matter that was printed was in connection with this adversets of them, and each one of these carried, day after day, the
tising and largely gossip of the exchanges.
On the Item at the time, there was an editor who has made a picture of some star in the news. Understand, this had nothing
to do with current attractions at local theatres; they were really
study of the photoplay, as well as being a trained newspaper man.
news stories written in gossipy style, and written from the point
He pointed out to the owner that a photoplay department ought to
of view of the reader. There were reading notices given each
'be conducted from the readers' point of view; that the general
advertising theatre every day, with real reviews on the day after
public wasn't interested in whether Bill Jones, manager of the
Diamond exchange, has returned from a tour of the theatres of they changed their bills. W hen they were written by the photoplay editor they were signed with his initials. These reviews were
the state, or that Her Price," which was being advertised for
sale by some exchange, told this and that story. The answer was
frank; they told the truth about pictures. The value that the
managers placed in these is shown by the fact that after the
practically: "If you know so much better how this department
reviewer had adversely criticised three different bills at the theatre
should be run, why don't you do it yourself?"
the business office began to worry about lost business. He went
And this man did take up this work, in addition to his regular
to the manager of the theatre and the answer from that man was :
duties, largely as a labor of love and more because he believed
at that time that the promises of big advertising being held out
" If you cut out the signed reviews I will stop advertising. I don't
by the producers meant that a real department could be made a
mind the truth being told, but after
writes a review and
financial success, from the newspaper point of view, and that it says that the picture is true, people will even come to see whether
would be of tremendous interest to the reading public, and therefore, agood circulation builder and holder for the newspaper. And
All agree
this time
they
with the
him."Sunday department kept on growing. It was
certainly the latter theory is correct, no matter how much error
now occupying, with the advertising, more than two pages. Asthere may have been in the expectation of a large amount of
surances from the producers and distributors came that there
national advertising.
would be still more national advertising. At that time most of
At the time that this change was made there was one theatre
the companies issuing serials were asking that they be printed in
advertising regularly. Four columns were to be devoted to the
weekly chapter form, each installment occupying a page. In exchange for running this matter the company advertised, the amount
reading matter given the photoplay and from the very start everything, except a reading notice for the advertising theatre, was
ranging about $1,500 for each serial carried. At that time there
were three or four of these running and these were being carried
devoted to the real news of the industry — gossip of the players,
items about productions in the making and the like. The result
in the Magazine Section of the paper.
was that the other theatres began to come in and the department
In the meantime three-fourths of the matter being carried in
the Sunday Item and about half of that in the afternoon daily
expanded. In a very few weeks there was a "layout" of scenes
editions, was devoted to real news about the pictures, i A different
from the first-run attractions being carried.
Such strides attracted attention and the paper began to get
type had been adopted for the headings, a large number of cuts
national advertising, largely on serials, though it was carrying
were being employed, including a column or more of gossip about
the advertising of one large distributing company. The owner of
the players, which was illustrated with vignettes — all of these being
(Continued on page 1002)
the paper began to get as much interested in the department as
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Motion Picture "News"
Matter on Strictly Commercial Basis Here
At top left and center two Sunday pages from the Item and a Thursday page shozving the reading notices. In the center the same pages
from the Times-Picayune and at the bottom from the Daily States
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Backslider on Motion Picture Co-operation
(Continued from page 1000)
THE
mack' by the paper without charge to the
exhibitor or to anyone else.
Because of the fact that it was desirous
SAENGEQETTE
to get this serial matter out of the regular
ConcerningLiberty,
the Presentation*
Socager'*
Strand,
and Globeat Theatre*
magazine, because of the assurances that
came from many of the producers of
national advertising that was in view and
because of the support that seemed to come
from the exchange men and the theatres it
was decided to go a step further and to
establish the Motion Picture Item.
Up to this time the man who had been
doing this work was doing it " on the side,"
with the average of some sixteen hours .a
day devoted to the two duties. The owner
of the paper felt convinced that the photoplay editor was right in his conclusions.
In fact, the owner came to New York and
talked over the matter with representatives
of leading producers and he was assured of
A ^^L**i
the fullest co-operation.
**
Stewart
Then in New Orleans was staged another
ii "Virtuou* Wive*"
dinner, to which the exchange men alone
were invited.
But look back a moment : There arc two
IN THISVALLEY.
ISSUE: " "VENUS
FARRAR IN"HARD
INTHE-SHADOWS.
- "ROMANCE
EASTBOILED DOROTHY
D ALTONOF HATFY
IN
other newspapers in New Orleans, the
Times-Picayune, morning and Sunday, and
the Daily States, afternoon and Sunday.
Cover of Sanger program in which reliance
is being placed
Almost immediately after the Item started
its real Sunday motion picture department
advertise in it. A rate was agreed upon
the Daily States followed suit, though the
of ten cents an agate line, which would
matter was largely reading notices. Men
give each theatre five lines each day of the
connected with the morning paper had been
week, including Sundav, at a total cost of
quoted by exhibitors as expressing, in the
past, a contempt for the motion picture,
While this dinner was in progress all of
$3.50.
but it was finally forced to come into the
these exchange managers were enthusiastic.
list. And after the Item started its daily
They promised their fullest co-operation,
department the other two papers swung
because they knew that the Item was going
into line, the Daily States illustrating its to devote the larger part of the space to
with cuts as were furnished by the theatres,
motion picture matter in general — only one
the Times-Picayune using none.
page with a seven-column layout being deAt this second dinner a complete dummy
voted to the first-run houses, and that it
of the proposed Motion Picture Item, made
would be a great stimulant for the photoup with actual type and illustrations, just
play in general.
as it would appear, were given each guest.
W ith the promise of this co-operation the
The proposition was put up to them — that
paper proceeded to start the Motion Picture
this was a great step forward and that the Item. On the front page it carried strictly
newspaper was going to a big expense by news matter of the motion picture, with
putting one of its highest priced men exspecial news heading, a three-column picclusively on this work, spending a large
ture of some star each week, the selection
amount for cuts and white paper, devoting
to be made by request of the readers.
a special advertising campaign to this feaThere were the vignette cuts, columns of
gossip about the players and coming proture of^the paper.
It was put up to the exchange men
ductions, questions and answers, editorials
straight that there were 85 theatres in New
and a couple of columns devoted to "news
Orleans. Territorially the city is one of of the neighborhood houses."
the largest in the country, occupying the
The exchange men named a committee
whole of Orleans parish. Some of the
on co-operation, and in the meantime the
news of what the Item was about to do
neighborhood theatres seated as many as
2,500 and did immense business. Most of " leaked." The committee of exchange
them were small, frequently changing hands
men met, arranged a time to call upon the
and with the financial responsibility of the
officials of the Item — but never showed up.
management slight. It was explained to
When they were called upon, the paper was
the exchange managers that the downtown
informed that the other papers had prohouses would advertise on the basis desired,
tested— though the Item was offering to do
but that real pressure would have to be
ten times what the others had done and had
put behind most of the neighborhood houses
been the distinct leader on behalf of the
photoplay.
and that all the newspaper asked was to be
Out of the entire number, representing all
kept in touch with the changes in management and the financial standing of these
of the film companies, one exchange man
houses. But the exchange managers were
actually co-operated. The others explained
that they could not ask a theatre manager
asked to get behind this special Sunday
eight-page section and urge the theatres to to advertise in the Item as against the other
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papers — despite the unprecedented step in
the whole nation that the paper wa- taking.
But the Motion Picture Item went ahead.
It got all of the downtown houses and the
principal neighborhood houses that would
pay their bills — and some that, unfortunately, did not, though the general plan was
to require cash in advance.
Then the next thing that happened was
that several of the serial companies dropped
the policy of having the stories printed and
doing heavy advertising. The expected
national advertising came along for a time
and then unexpectedly began to drop off.
In those days there was no such thing
as co-operation between the producer and
the exhibitor in advertising, except for a
couple of the serial companies.
Here was a newspaper that had been led
to expect this sort of co-operation. It was
not forthcoming from most of the companies as a whole or from their local representatives. Naturally, the thing that the
newspaper did was to begin to cut down.
First, the size of the paper was reduced to
six pages, then to four and finally was incorporated inthe regular portion.
But on the part of the newspapers there
came more and more of neglect of the news
side of photoplays and a desire to reduce
the space devoted to the reading matter.
Things went from bad to worse. Then the
newspapers got together and decided to cut
out reading matter during the week entirely. That started a fight and then the
newspapers countered with another decision— to double the advertising rate of ten
cents a line and give reading notices.
Since then the photoplay department, as a
department, has disappeared entirely. All
of the amusement matter is grouped together; even notices of steamboat excursions appearing along with the other matter. Today, in the pages that have been
reproduced, the advertising matter has
almost disappeared and what there is of it
is mingled with the general amusement
matter. It is decidedly unattractive and
uninteresting reading matter.
According to the latest reports, there are
now about fifty theatres operating in New
Orleans. The neighborhood houses have
stoppedcrease advertising
entirely since the inin rate.
The Strand, Liberty and Globe, all a
part of the Sanger chain, use comparatively
small space in all of the papers but get
mighty good results from the space they
do use. The Pearce interests advertise
two of their theatres, the Tudor and the
Trianon, with about three inches single
column, in the Sunday Item, using none of
the other the
papers.
Loew's
and the Palace
advertise
feature
in connection
with
their vaudeville bills.
One neighborhood theatre, the Mecca,
advertises its weekly bill in the Sunday
Times-Picayune.
The daily advertising of the leading theatres issmall but attractive, among the best
in the country, and they get with this,
reading notices that are indicated on the
pages
reproduced.
There
will be further remarks made
about the New Orleans situation, but because there is prospect of an early settlement, and because the present situation may
be only temporary, we are only recording
some facts here.
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Franklin

Puts

Emphasis

on

Short

Subjects

By Harold B. Franklin
Manager, Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
THE art of exhibition finds expression
not alone in the presentation of features, but in the proper blending of the
program. A wealth of material is available in one and two reel subjects that help
to balance a program. These short subjects aid in giving motion picture entertainment almost the same appeal as vaudeville-variety.
The importance of the short subject
should not be discounted. These so-called
" fill-ins " are being recognized throughout
the country as one of the wonders of motion picture presentation. Recently the
New York Times, one of the country's
leading dailies, gave unusual prominence
to the short subjects presented at two of
the
New andYork's
picture
theatres
in oneleading
instancemotion
the criticism
overshadowed the featured offering at
these houses.
Short subjects lend themselves admirably in the building of a program and the
up-to-date exhibitor will take advantage of
the big opportunities for presentation that
is offered by comedies, scenics, cartoons,
news weeklies and so on through a long
list. All of these subjects have a peculiar
place on the motion picture program and
if properly arranged will help to enhance
the presentation of any feature.
These subjects should be booked with
the same care as the principal feature and
presented with the same care. At Shea's
Hippodrome we screen every short subject
and appropriate music is selected. We
like to refer to our "fillins" as " featurettes."
Some of the scenics that are offered are
not only interesting and beautiful to look
at, but hold a fascination for all and have
a particular interest for the better grade
audience. These subjects offer splendid
opportunities for proper musical interpretation and lend class to the program. Big
strides have been made in the titling of
scenics and in them we often find good
entertainment.
Good comedy is always in order. It
holds the same function as wit. humor
and satire does to literature. And besides
everyone loves to laugh. Its very contrast

Franklin's reproduction of ' Xapoleon on the Bcllcrophon " as a Hippodrome stage setting
as the best feature.
to the feature gives it variety. Good cartoons generally receive a warm welcome
The appeal of motion picture entertainment depends in no small measure on the
from the youngsters as well as the grownups.
short
subjects. They are the •'stuffing
The news weeklies are entitled to a place
and the cranberry sauce to the turkey."
of honor on every program and properly
Some of the most interesting and entertaining qualities of motion pictures can be
played up with music that fits the subjects
secured in these shorler reels. They help
they will please all audiences. The screen
magazine offers intimate views of subjects
audiences to appreciate the principal feature of the program more by offering a
that are of decided interest.
contrast.
Anyone can book a feature, but it is the
creative exhibitor who will take advantage
This week at Shea's Hippodrome we are
of the splendid material offered by the offering the following program:
short subject. He will blend his program
First Half — Scenic — Prizma — " Kilauea,
so that it will be a harmonious arrangethe Hell Hole of Hawaii." Comedy— Mack
ment of everything that motion pictures
Sennett's " Cupid's Day Out." News —
has to offer and with intelligent thought
Universal and Literary Digest topics. Feahe need not run a show that is too long.
ture— Mabel
Xormand
in " Mickey."
Last Half — Scenic — Educational — At the
The average feature, together with a comPeace
Conference
of
the
World.
Cartoon
edy, news weekly, scenic and cartoon, can
be run in an hour and three-quarters to — Mutt and Jeff in " The Pusse Cafe."
News — Universal — Pictograph. Feature — ■
two hours. Intelligent selection of short
subjects is a great help to any feature and
Constance Talmadge in " Sauce for the
the good short subject of today can in Goose." Comedy — Flagg's " One Every
many instances be made just as attractive
llllllllllll
l!|||||[H'!!|ll!ll|!l!lj!ii
Minute."
ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
Samuel L. Rothapfel.
WUlard C. Patterson, Criterion the'tre. Atlanta. Ga.
Thomas D. Soriero, Park theatre, Boston, and Strand theatres,
E. V.Orleans.
Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
Lowell
C.
A.
Lick, New theatre. Fort Smith, Ark.
HaroldL. B.Hyman,
Franklin,
Hippodrome,
Buffalo.
Eitiv.
FilmShea's
Director,
U. S. Liberty
Theatres, New York.
F. I.. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City. Mo.
Herbert
J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salinn, Kan.
E.
Loew's Standard
StUlman theatre,
Mrs.Mandlebaum,
Joseph Grossman,
theatre, Cleveland.
Cleveland.
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
Ralph Ruffner. Rialto theatre. Butte.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount -Empress theatre, Salt Lake.
S. Barret McCormick, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
Sam W. B. Cohn, Spokane.
Tneo. 1.. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
E. J. Myrick, Liberty theatre, Portland. Ore.
M. W. McGee, Detroit.
A. S. Kolstad, Liberty theatre. Hood River, Ore.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
H. L. Percy, Rialto theatre, Medford, Ore.
P. E. Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Columbia theatres,
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Seattle.
Chas. G. Branham, Majestic theatre, Detroit.
Eugene H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Leo A. Landau, Butterfly theatre, Milwaukee.
J.
A.
Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Charles C. Perry, Liberty theatre, Camp Cody, Texas.
Sidney
Grauman's
theatre,Madera,
I.os Angeles.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres, Jackson, Mich.
A. C. H.Grauman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House,
Cal.
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MOST of the advertising on " The Heart
of Humanity," which is still playing
at the Broadway theatre, has been of the
intimate, chatty type. After the original announcement that the Alan Holubar picture
was to be seen at the Broadway there then
followed a series of advertisements in which
nothing was printed except quotations from
the reviews in the Nev^ York papers.

of

Humanity
(Tho Pichir. TTi.l Will Li». Forever) Will be continued
er week
anoth
Still
Three time*
we hare announced iU
withdrawal and three time: public
clamor has made u» retain it. . We
don't know whether to laff or cry. If*
the craziest experience we ever had.
Maybe the heart of humanity U to
blame!
Broadway
THEATRE BROADWAY AT 4 1ST ST.
(Contintio'u. 10 A. M to Midnight).
Then came the chatty talks, and this one
headed " We can't kill it " is certainly most
unusual. In other words,- the theatre is
saying to the public that it wants to get
rid of this picture to put on another one
which it has booked, but that the public
demand is so strong that the Broadway
cannot stop the run now. And this no
doubt will attract more attention and pull
more business than if the theatre strung
" magnificent " and " record breaking " all
over the page. The space used is 5yi
inches double.
Advertising Icadcth the dollars to lie
down beside the dimes.

is the best of all of the advertising on " Little W omen " that has come
to our. attention. It is distinctly pleasing
to say this, too, because it comes from the
Walnut theatre, Cincinnati, and because
when this department was started Cincinnati was, all in all, one of the poorest advertising cities in the country. There has
been a marked improvement there.

THIS

afiutt
have smiled and wept over the booh-how
jfr] much more wonderful when the rtory of Mecj and
Jo and Dethdnd
Amy t* brought
to life on the rcreen.
WILLIAM
A.BKADYyT/-»rr/T/»
/ir One Week- rtartoncf Sunday
LOUISA M.ALCOTT'y 5TOBY

News

•»T TODAY AND ENTIRE WEEK
DOOR3 OFT* TODAY AT 1 F.H
THE
RIALTO
ORCHE7TRA.
DANIELTHEBJLEESKIN.
CONDUCTOR. SYMPHONY
WILL RENDER
SELECTIONSMR. FROM
OPERA K2
TXtClA Dl LAMMERMOOR"
The Epitome of Pictorial Sensationalism §

There is a good line in : " A play as pure
as newly fallen snow and as sweet as
clover." That comes from the press book,
and it cannot be surpassed lor selling
power. If the Walnut did not get every
possible patrort with this display there is
something wrong with Cincinnati.
One idea used is better titan a million in
the pigeonhole.

After 252 performnc
We
kill it
(6 or.rj d«7)can't
»•

7h» Heart

and
Ours*
Here the figures of the four girls are
used in half-tone, and then before them
is the selling argument. There was no
need
to tell theeveryone
story of has
"Little
for practically
read Women,"
it.

Picture

IV.
h.
|K'

2IAA LITI1E
play
ar pure ar ABTCRAFT
wtwh fallenWOMEN
mow and afPRODUCTION
rwcetdrdovrr! |
PARAMOUNT
STEC1AL

CRYSTAL theatre, Indianapolis, meant
well in this display, which occupied a
little less than three inches across two
columns, but that is as far as it got. In
the first place it entirely killed the effect
with the use of the heavy border. Certainly there was no excuse for the black
rule between the picture of Miss Nesbit
and the reading matter. And then we
doubt very much whether anyone will
recognize the cut as being a picture of the
star.
We fail to get the selling lines: "A
powerful
of New
Yorkthat
society
etc. We drama
do not
believe
this life,"
will
create in anyone a desire to see the picture. There was a time long ago when
the new dealer in woman's goods, down on
Sun..
Tues Mon..
Wed.
CRYSTAL
EVELYN NESBIT
In the Great Story of Self
A"HER
Powerful MISTAKE"
Urania ot .New York
Society
Life Presenting
This Famoua
Beauty
Gaumont News Fatty Arbuckle
Main street, hung out the sign " New York
Store " and expected the people to come
in and buy because they would believe the
goods different from those offered at the
store with which they had been trading
for years. And so there may have been
a time when a line of people would form
in front of the box office to see a picture
of " New York society life," but that old
story has been told them so often that
there isn't the slightest appeal. If you
had no more to say than this it would
have been better to have devoted the space
to the name of the star and the title.
Courtesy costs nothing, but it yields the
biggest of profits.
MOORE'S RIALTO theatre uses a
rather unusual style in advertising
Pricilla Dean in " The Wildcat of Paris."
The display is made one that will appeal
to the emotions. For instance, we have the
line : " You have seen Nazimova in 'Eye
for Eye,' Farrar as ' Carmen,' and other
vivid examples of exotic characterii.-.t-ons.

THE GREATEST ACTION PICTURE EVER MADE!

but you have not viewed the wildest flight
of feminine daring, or the furtherest
reach of startling portrayal until you have
seen the astounding combination of fiction
and fact in modern Paris."
Rialto plays Miss Dean as " the amazingsults
actress,"
boundphrase
to get The
rewith theanduseit ofis this
advertising of the Rialto is based on the
display conditions that exist in Washington, D. C, and therefore it is going to
get over mighty strong where it would
fail to do so in some other sections.
In short, the Rialto has invited the very
best people of Washington to come to the
theatre and get the thrill of their lives.
We haven't the slightest doubt that the
display worked well — though we are still
opposed to the use of the superlative in
" The greatest action picture ever made."
There's lots of action in it, be we wouldn't
have stressed the fact this way. It woulu
have been just as strong to have said:
" There's action every moment."
It is eleven inches across three columns.
The smile that won't come off is the best
come-on for your house.
FOR a change we like a display of this
sort once in awhile. The ParamountEmpress theatre, Salt Lake City, realized
the great cast that was provided with " The
Squaw Man," and instead of going into the
use of a lot of adjectives George Carpenter, the manager, simply listed the principal members of the cast.
While " The Squaw Man " is one of the
best-known of modern plays, we believe
that those theatres that failed to call attention to the fact that this is the screen
version of a legitimate success lost money.
This Mr. Carpenter succeeds in doing and
uses only seven inches across two columns.
The only picture that he uses is a line cut
of Cecil B. DeMille, the director.
Certainlv advertising such as this is go-
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A Surprise from D. W. Griffith
WHO PMSNTJ HIS LATEST ARTCRAFT PRODUCTION

First Three Days
Next Week
/
^\
CecUX^PcMillc
The

CecQ B. Dede MiHe's
Artcraft
Photoplay
Luxe. new
A remarkable
picturization
of
Edwin
Milton
Royle's
famous play.

Squaw

Man

The All-Star Cast
Elliott Dexter
Ann little
Theodore Roberts
Edwin Stevens
Jack Holt
,
Tliurston HaD
Tully Marshall
...Herbert Standing
Katherine MacDonald .
Helen Dunbar
Winter Hall
jujja Faye
Noah Beery
Charles Oslc
And Many Other Screen Favorites.
LAST TIMES TONIGHT— FRED STONE in a big Artcraft
novelty Story "UNDER THE TOP" and a Mack Sennett
Comedy Entitled, "Never Too Old."

this display throughout. Ten inches, five
columns is the space.
Using only seven inches across four
columns, the Strand theatre, Providence,
R. I., has an even more attractive arrangement. Here, again, the picture of Miss
Stewart is used as the main thing to get
the eye, and the selling argument is reduced to smaller type. But it could have
been improved, we believe, by omitting the
reference to the coming attractions in the
shield at the lower left-hand corner and
using here either the list of the supporting cast or some other matter.
Certainly, in an attraction like this one,
with the novelty of the return of Miss
Stewart to the screen, we wouldn't let
anything else interfere. But in this particular case this criticism is a little narrow, for this is the first time in many
weeks that the Strand has confined itself
to a single feature and, therefore, the announcement was evidently meant to show
that the theatre had not abandoned the
double-bill feature, but that the arrangement was only for the current week.
Yes, star cuts pay when they are used

ing to appeal 10 '.he very ni ;.■<. ... oi
patronage in the section, and uli ;i vou
have a picture where similar conditions obtain you will do well to try this. But besure that you have the cast to back it up.
A mere string of just names1' means
nothing.

Yes, a Commencing
Whole WeekTomon

ol

Happy Valley
A Friend), Drum ol Kentucky FoIk-FUmed in tie Lend ol Hi. Borkood. With
rkaneleri Wke Mukl Hive Stepped from an Old Pluk Alkum
No War! No Spectacle!
S. Simple ll Flrwi Like • Frmide Tale— Alkrob WHk Ike Pull, ol Plain People.
Cle»-mi Wilk Le.ee. and Feitk, and Palienl Deeolion — SHrrtnr.
With tke TamuH el UnlearfceJ Pauiou
AGAIN SOMETHING NEW FROM THE GREAT
CREATIVE GENIUS OF THE SCREEN
A Bnlbanl Study ol Homeepun Humanity— Tke Comma ol Tnje Drama to tke Finn.
Atlmi kr Artirt. Wkom Cnliei Proclaim Have Nolkmj Further lo Let™.
THE CAST 'WITH LILLIAN CISH, ROBERT HARRON. CEORCE FAWCETT. KATE
BRUCE AND OTHERS OF GRIFFITH'S BRILLIANT PLAYERS.
Special
NtasicAppropriate
By the
IMPERIAL
Imperial Orchestra
ADMISSION 20C
Today, Tomorrow and Tues.
after that we would have used the names
of the players one under the other.
it is the
thereimpression
is too muchthatmere
talk."
It Asleaves
the "writer
himself did not know exactly what to sayand therefore went ahead and said everything that came into his mind. As the
display stands it does not furnish the
patron a single argument why he must see
this offering.
And on the seventh day the theatre manager worked like the dickens on ideas forthe next one.

Even the Ark would have to call around
several times a day for some people.
FEW pictures seem to have offered tfie
exhibitor so much encouragement to
use attractive pictures of the star as has
" Virtuous Wives," the first of the new
Anita Stewart productions.
We have repeatedly said that there is
nothing so valuable in getting the attention of the reader as a striking picture of
a pretty woman, and there has been a sufficient variety of these pictures of Miss
Stewart distributed to assure different appeals in various displays.
Cozy theatre, Topeka, Kan., could ordinarily be criticised as having too much
reading matter if one merely considered
the type at the left, but the dominating cut
that was used insured that evervone read

The Romance

in sufficient size and prominently. But
make them attractive and get the full
punch over with them.
// there's enough " please " about your
theatre, you'll soon find the ease.
THIS
to "without
arrive."anything
It is a played
mere
mass fails
of type
strong except the title of the picture, and
here a mistake is made. Imperial theatre,
Jacksonville, Fla., knew that it had an unusual picture here and went in for big
space, so far as Jacksonville is concerned,
employing 9]/2 inches across three columns.
We do not know why the Imperial decided on matter like this, whether it was
unable to get any of the ready prepared
advertising from the exchange, or whether
it thought this a better selling argument.
In the first place the name of D. W. Griffith is lost by using it at the top of the
display, when it should have been made
to stand out equally prominently as the
title of the picture. And then the picture
itself is "over sold" in the mass of black
type that follows. There should have been
some one line or series of lines picked
out, and then this should have been brought
down to smaller space, largely indented
at the sides to leave plenty of white ; and

""PHIS half-page advertisement of theA Strand theatre, Hartford, Conn., is
certainly a striking one, but we believe
that it would have been made the stronger
with the elimination of the adjectives.
In the first place the unusually large
space that the Strand uses is the best evidence that the theatre thought this an
unusual attraction and that the people of
Hartford would be likely to come to the
same"vevn^i«H^
conclusion. The name of Maurice
1 i'"'""ifarHHiyiw»»MnrM,L juu.iTinjr_iMi Starling
i .1 ■
ahWeekTku
PAJIACON PICIXRES PRESENT
MAURICE TOURNEUR'S Epic Masterp,,
"WOMAN"
THE SCREENS MOST UNVSVAL OFFERING
SPEC7 U I 1 AR^"

Tourneur and calling " Woman " his
masterpiece seems to us to have been sufficient. Yet, here is a case, if there is
such a thing, where these adjectives are
justifiable.
In this connection we want to call attention to the name plate the Strand used,
one of the best that we have seen anywhere. The motto line, " A place of
pleasure and refinement," is a good one.
The theatre should have this plate made
in
various sizes and use it in every advertisement.

It doesn't necessarily require brains to
make money in a gamble, but it docs with
an investment.
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\X7JlILE it is impossible to present the musical scores of the three leading
New York theatres in the ordinary chart form in these columns, exhibitors will find many suggestions here for the playing of the same features.
Through the courtesy of Dr. Riesenfeld, managing director of the Rialto and
Rivoli, and of Mr. Plunkett. managing director of the Strand, we have access
to the full musical scores and are undertaking to present them here is suggestive
form rather than to offer a mere tabulation. We believe that this arrangement
will do more to inspire you to good music than would any mere cue sheet.
The same facilities will be afforded by the Broadway theatre through Managing Director Kashin. The debut of the Broadway in these columns is again
postponed
this week because " The Heart of Humanity " is once more held
over.
THERE are three distinct types of pictures presented at the New York
houses this week, including a wide variety of short subjects that ought to
give the exhibitors of the country a mighty good idea of the current releases in
those classes. All of the weeklies are used at the three theatres, and often the
same event is portrayed more than once. In that case there will be detailed
comment only once here.
At the Rialto this week Cecil B. De Mille's " Don't Change Your Husband "is the feature. There is no scenic, but there is an unusual arrangement
of the Animated that is worthy of attention. A Mutt and Jeff cartoon supplies
the comedy element.
Rivoli has a typical Hart feature in " Breed of Men," while there is a striking Prizma picture and a Vitagraph comedy in " Scamps and Scandals."
Strand presents a varied series of subjects attractively arranged with comedy dominating inasmuch as the feature, John Barrymore in " Here Comes the
Bride " is the feature. A Keystone reissue adds to the laughs.

SYrand

&fie<ztr&

THERE is certainly wide variety in the
bill at the Strand theatre this week
and it sparkles because of the many
changes in the spirit of the offering,
though it should properly be called a joyous presentation since comedy dominates.
You may know that we think that it is an
enjoyable bill when we tell you that we
stood up almost all the way through it,
so great was the crowd on Sunday evening.
Excerpts from Victor Herbert's " Babes
in Toyland " form the overture. The Joan
of Arc setting which we have already described was used for this and it is played
with the lights up in gold.
Then comes the Strand Topical Review
opening with Pathe pictures " Following
of Liberation into Germany."
the
TheseArmy
are some of the most dramatic pictures that have come out of the war and
the audiences are vehement in their appreciation. First we have pictures of the
French and then of the marching Yanks
and the applause is tremendous. There
follow pictures of French cavalry. Then
we are offered a contrast with the reception given the American troops in a Belgian city with the cheering crowds and
then the silent reception in Germany. It
is a remarkable thing the popularity that
the tanks have achieved. Both at the
Strand and at the Rialto, where these same
pictures are shown, the tanks get one of
the biggest hands of the entire bill. " Pozieres March " is used through these pictures. Then come Pathe pictures of the

reunion of the House speakers in Washington.
One of the most striking demonstrations
that we have ever seen in a theatre come
with the next pictures, Universal Current
Events view of the " drys " celebrating
their victory at Washington. The huge
audience broke into a storm of hisses and
boos and when a picture of the smiling
Bryan was shown — well, he would have
lost that smile quickly could he have heard
what New Yorkers think about him. For
these " Elks March " is used with a strain
of
" Auld Lang Syne " brought in for a
laugh.
Universal Current Events also supplies
interesting pictures of harvesting the salt
crop along Salt Lake and here " Petite
Conversation " is the music, this continuing through Pathe pictures of the " brick
that floats," showing the preparation of
concrete blocks. " Commander in Chief "
is the music for Pathe pictures of launching two more destroyers at the Mare
Island yards and for Pathe pictures of the
Italian delegation's visit to American battleships at Boston.
Then there is a relief from the news
events brought in with Paramount-Bray's
" The Romance of Crater Lake." This
lake was created by some volcanic action
which resulted in a whole mountain caving in and making a body of water without any outlet. Included in this are pictures of the protected animals in the Government reservation there and these add
quite a human touch. " Bluette " is the
music followed by " Impish Elves."
" Topics of the Day " always get a
hearty laugh and they have been made a

the

Picture

News

STiow

permanent part of the Strand program for
that reason. The remark about " the perfect 21 " sets them howling and there is
a big one with this: "Webster, 1919 —
Nog, a word formerly used in connection
with egg.
Now extinct."
an- :
other one touching
prohibitionThere
which issays
" When certain people start blowing the
foam off charlotte russe, it is time the
here.
U. S. went dry." " Schon Rosmarin' and
" Liebesfreud " are the two selections
Pathe then presents pictures of skiing
to the tune of " Boy Scouts." Then come
Pathe pictures of the tribute to the Red
Cross by the sailors at San Diego, Cal.
With these scenes of the men at drill and
marching we have stirring music in " Clear
the Way." There follow Pathe pictures
of the Allied warships opening the Dardanelles with " Ride of the Janissaries "
played. The final punch is put in the
Topical with the Pathe pictures of the
peace conference. Wc have pictures of
Lloyd George. Colonel House, Foreign
Minister Pinchon and then a fine shot of
President and Mrs. Wilson and the audience breaks into frantic applause, only to
be accentuated later when we have him
reviewing the troops, then scenes of the
marching men and finally, without any
title, the President and General Pershing
are shown together all other records of
applause during the presentation are
broken.
The arrangement of the Topical brings
in a striking harmony in the opening and
in the closing, for you will remember that
first zee had the army of liberation going
'into Germany and at the end we have the
tribute that is being paid these boys by the
President himself.
Immediately after the Topical there
comes Pathe Review pictures taken along
the border between France and Spain,
striking colored pictures, and the enjoyment of these is increased with " By the
Brook" as a flute solo. The audience pays
a strong tribute to the music.
Using a setting showing the bow of a
ship ploughing through the waves straight
at the audience and bearing there four
girls, the Strand Female Quartet then
sings " When the Boys Come Home."
This group of girls has aroused a lot of
interest at the Strand and though this same
setting was used two weeks ago it remains
equally appropriate and, we believe, there
was more comment on the effect even than
when it was employed before.
" Here Comes the Bride," in which John
Barrymore is the star, is really a farce
comedy and it keeps them laughing every
minute during the showing. In the first
scenes we are shown the troubles
of Tile with his landlady and his
laundry and " Overture Comique
gives just the right spirit to them.
Then when we have the scenes in
the home of Robert Sinclair, the milaire, itturns
to " girl
Valseis Idylle
" until
the lover lionof
the older
revealed
and
then we get " W ooing Hour."

We have
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Mrs. Tile in consultation with her lawyer
with " Radotages"
her plans
and arranging
used.
Now there
comes a piece of music
that we would recommend the use of every
exhibitor following the title of " Friday
the Thirteenth." It is " Essence Grotesque" and it gives just the weird spirit
that you need for such events.
Following this the organ plays interpretative music for 16 minutes. The orchestra comes back with the title " Meanwhile
Our Hero " and " Usaidit Waltz " is employed, and this continues to the scene of
the father and the reporters, when we get
" Under the Elms " and then there follows
through " Bon Vivant " until Tile sees his
sweetheart and then we get " Babillage,"
"Air de Ballet," " Aubade Gleurie" and
" Through Lover's Lane," each followed
through until Tile falls over at the sight
of his wife and then the organ takes up
the music for four minutes. There is an
intimate little touch brought in by the
music when the orchestra plays " Home
Sweet Home " at Tile's vision of himself
and sweetheart, which continues until the
change in scene, when we have " Novellettin." At the title " In three months I'll
have this straightened out," the orchestra
swings into the "hum-ful" strains of
" You're in Love."
Then comes Mile. Alys Michot singing
" Chanson Provencale," and after that
we have a combination of educationals and comedy. Pathe presents
Ditmars pictures of porcupines and
after this an " Analysis of Motion " pictures of boxing. The organ carries the
music through these, and there follows up
a reissue of one of the best of the old
Keystones, " Hogan's Mussy Job." A real
scream it is and the accompanying music
includes " Jazzing Around," " Hunkatin,"
" Muttering Fritz " and " You'll Find Old
Dixieland in France."
Grieg's " March Sigurd Jorsalfar " is the
organ solo.

about all sorts of enTHERE are just
tertainment on the Rivoli bill this
week, and the man who does not come
away from the theatre pleased may be
set down as worried about the Bolsheviki
- or prohibition.
Lighting effects are played with unusual
effect during the overture, the brilliant
Rossini " William Tell." It opens with
the lights all in gold with the green windows at the sides and gold at the bottom
of the stage curtains. There are some
splendid instrumental effects obtained too,
the music opening with the 'cello and
then as the flutes take up the strains the
lights are dimmed to blue, for the storm,
turning into red for the pastorale, and
then with the horns for the hunting scene
coming up to gold again just before the
ends of the number, coming up gradually
to a full blaze.
" Model Girls," a Prizma picture, first
shows the way that the wax models used
in the store windows are made, and during these we get " Butterfly," following
through with " Canzonetta," and as the
" live ones," the actual are shown, " Liebes-

Front and back of lobby display arranged by E. N. Collins, Liberty theatre, Electro, Tex.
It was made from a 3-sheet mounted and Chaplin ivas made to "shoulder arms" through
the employment of an old motor, speed control and drive from an old projection machine
lied " is used thence to the finish. Many
of the latest fashions are shown in this
picture, and it will have an especially
strong interest for the women of your
audiences.
For the first musical number the music
is first carried on the organ, and then the
curtains part, revealing a studio with its
slanting skylight, a girl seated at the window and a harpist at the left. After a
few strains of the harp, Miss Catherine
Norfleet, the violinist, arises and comes
to the front of the stage and begins to
play " Ave Maria," accompanied by the
harp and organ. The only illumination
beside a blue cast is a fanciful standing
light at the left of the stage.
The Rivoli Pictorial is unusually long
this week, embracing a wide variety of
subjects and carrying no less than fifteen
musical selections. Do you pay that
much attention to your news subjects?
It's worth zvhile, because it will stamp
your house as THE theatre of your city
if you do. We would a whole lot rather
give our careful attention to the animated
portion and let the rest go with the organ,
if we had to choose between them.
To the music of " Triumphant America," Pathe first shows us pictures of the
sailors' review for the Red Cross at San
Diego, and then we have Universal Current Events' view of the seizure and destruction of false scales and measures in
New outYork,
" Le Sylphides
withthe introduction.
Then" played
come Pathe
pictures of the bricks that float, and here
" Shadowland " is played. Then Kinograms show us "$75,000 worth of fur
coat," a garment made for Mrs. W. E.
Corey, the
and same
with source
it comescome
" Sari
Valse."
From
revival
of
dancing in California, with pictures of
the Deishawn dancers and Ruth St.
Denis performing her " Peacock Dance."
" Queen of Sheba " is played until the

latter appears, and then the orchestra
swings
" Caprice
Viennois." comedy in
Now into
we get
some screaming
a Happy Hooligan cartoon, released by
Educational, " What's in the Paper." In
this picture Happy is entrusted with taking some papers to General Pershing, and
the troubles that he has cause a roar every
minute. "Bugle Call Rag" is effectively
used until the time that " Happy " goes
sailing in the boat, and than we have the
picture carried on the organ, with effects.
Then when the pelican makes his appearance the tune changes to " Scenes Humoresque," and then when we get the storm
we have " Ma Poulette," with the music
again
Bugle Call Rag " as
the birdchanging
carries to
him " away.
Kinogram presents pictures of war tanks
becoming peace taxis, " Ragging the
Scale," played without the introduction.
Then come from Gaumont pictures of the
bridge of ships bringing the boys home
which gives us a shot of a line of transports at sea, and then close-ups of the
crowded decks, and finally some of the
scenes of the soldier sports with " Americt First " the air. Then comes pictures
of Uncle Sam finding jobs for the soldiers at Mitchel Field, N. Y., and here
we have following through " What Are
You Going to Do to Help the Boys?"
this continuing through Gaumont views at
Camp Kearney, with discharged soldiers
going into the merchant marine, and then
a view
of Secretary of Labor Wilson
and
his appeal.
Pathe follows with a reunion of three
House speakers at Washington, and here
the big orchestra swings into "King Cotton," which continued to the finish of the
Pictorial. The big punch comes at the
end with the pictures at the peace conference, which are described elsewhere.
It is rather unusual that these same pictures should be used for the final wallop
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at both the Rivoli and the Strand, but
they are well worth while.
For the second musical number the settings show a window in gold with the
curtains drawn up to it and a single hanging light, and then Carlos Mejia, tenor,
sings " Sueno de Amor," one of his own
compositions.
" Breed of Men " is a typical William S.
Hart picture, and for this the music consists largely of the numbered selections,
with Victor Herbert's " Panamericana " as
the theme. This is introduced at the very
start, and then is followed with " Wyoming Days " and a numbered selection
until he begins to play, when " Panamericana " is again used, played to action.
The theme is used again with violin and
'cello when Hart comes out of the saloon,
and then is brought back again with the
title, " And Careful Carmody," and again
as he is seen leaving the saloon a second
time. It is repeated when he appears
through the floor, then when he enters the
cabin and finds the girl, with a 'cello solo
until he enters the bedroom of Prentice,
and then it is played pp. When Prentice
says he will have to ring for his valet
" Dream Kisses " is used, and then as
Hart offers his gun as his warrant the
theme is played again pp and then we
have numbered selections until the title,
" Careful Carmody," and " Love Theme "
played at the end as he takes the papers
out of his pocket and hands them to the
girl. It is a most effective arrangement.
The orchestra then has them all singing and humming with " Alexander's Ragtime Band," and there fellows the comedy,
" Scamps and Scandals," a Vitagraph.
This is mostly chase stuff and lively muskis used, the range being " A Wild Jazz
Knight," " Funeral March," played burlesque, Full
"
of Dash," " Honeymoon,"
" Step Lively," " Who's Who " and " The
Plunger."
The final organ solo is Jacques Lenimens' " Finale in D Major."

'"THERE isn't a bit of applause greeting
A the overture at the Rialto this week.
Now don't jump to the conclusion that
the splendid orchestra doesn't play the
brilliant " Vltava " in a manner that warrants the display of appreciation. The
reason is that the audience doesn't have a
chance for the applause because of the
unusual arrangement of the bill — a distinct
novelty and one that is appreciated as a
change.
This overture is the second of six symphonic poems written by Friedrich Smetana, a Czecho-Slav composed and it is descriptive of the river Vltava, or the Moldau, as it- is known to us. Two springs in
the Nohemian forest unite and their
waters grow into a mighty river. It flows
through the woods where the hunting
horns are heard, then through the lowlands with wedding feasts and dancing, by

MUSIC

SCORES

Need of an Orchestral Library
Pointed Out by N . Y.
Theatres
stss
score
the full
print had
al reque
severmusic
have
WE to
of the presentations at the
New York theatres. We regret to say that this is impossible,
but at the same time there is a lesson
here for all exhibitors who have
their own orchestra.
Rialto, Rivoli and Strand all use a
large number
of " numbered
" selections. For instance,
in the libraries
of the various houses there are selections that are especially picked to
interpret both physical and mental
situations. Possibly No. 24 at the
Strand may be a part of the selection from the toreador song from
" Carmen " or that No. 89 at the
Riesenfeld theatres may be a particular strain of grandeur taken from
" Pomp
and Circumstance."
For instance:
Recently, on the
same Sunday we heard the very
same strains played at three theatres.
We referred to the music cues that
we get and found that in not one of
them was the name mentioned, but
that they were given by number,
and that all of these were excerpts
from " La Forza del Destine"
Begin starting your orchestra
library. Have your musicians select
from the overtures and other numbers that they play little bits that
will apply particularly t<i certain
situations. You will soon be able to
"play
picture" in a remarkably
realisticthemanner.

moonlight as the nymphs hold their revels,
through the rapids of St. John to the
Prague and then disappearing in the distance.
At the start of this selection the lights
are all in gold and after a few strains
they fade into blue with the orchestra
bathed in a dim blue. Then with the
hunting horns theyr go up to gold again,
coming down to blue once more with the
night scenes and the strings carrying the
music. The audience is expecting the end
of the overture, but it does not come, for
without even a title the Rialto Magazine
starts, opening with scenes of " Canada's
Mountain of Tears," Mt. Edith Cavell.
" Scenes Poetique " are used with these
which come from the Ford Weekly. The
horns predominate, giving a doleful turn
to the music. Then follow the Pathe pictures of following the army of occupation
into Germany, which are described elsewhere in these reviews. " Heart of America," a very stirring air, is used during all
of these scenes and helps the applause
along wonderfully. From the same source
come the views of the Dardanelles being
opened by the allied vessels and great
cheers greet the battleships while " Orientate No. 2 " is played.
Gaumont pictures show harvesting ice in
Maine to the music of " Loved Ones
Waltz," and then come Pathe pictures of
skiing in the Cascade Mountains. Here
we have the snare drum and tympany effects as the various sportsmen take their
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leaps into space and go coasting off into
the distance. Then come American Red
Cross pictures of American doughboys and
troops of other nationalities at Archangel.
". Ballet Russe No. 5 is used up to the
scenes in the graveyard, where a hundred
Americans are buried, and here the music
is carried on the organ until pictures of
the Bolsheviki internment camp, when we
have Letter B of " Dance Russe." With
pictures of an American hut we get one
strain of " American March," changing to
an oboe solo with pictures of the outposts
of. civilization.
Linking right up with these Kinogram
presents pictures of the grandmother of
the Russian revolution and here we have
" Glory of Russia," which is continued until pictures of Trotzky addressing a crowd
in Petrograd and through a scene of the
apartment house in the Bronx from which
he and Lenine went forth to stir up the
trouble. " H\ 'mn of the Free " being used
during the;e as the audience sits m silence.
Then we have a touch of humor brought
in with " A Day with Annette," dainty pictures of a kiddie at her task of caring for
her doll and giving her dog medicine.
There are a lot of laughs in these and real
human interest. " Canzonetta " is used.
Final punch to the weekly, which is accentuated by this light spot thrown in, comes
with Kinogram pictures of bringing the
boys home again. To the music of " Old
Glory " we have shots of the warships
loaded with men from the distance, then
views of the crowded decks and flashes of
their messages. At the title " And from
Hampton Roads " we have " Eight Bells."
and then with the sunset scenes " Retreat "
sounded on the trumpets to the end of the
This is one of the best weeklies that we
have ever seen. Joseph La Rose, production manager of the two houses, evidentlyworked hard in gathering the material together from all sources. And though it is
unusually long the arrangement makes
every portion of it interesting, while the
peculiar manner in 'which it is set in with
the overtures provides the novelty.
Miss Annie Rosner then charms the audience with her rendition of Victor Herbert's "In Dreamland," and then comes
the feature, " Don't Change Your Husband." For this there is a specially elaborate and pleasing musical score with
" Love. Here Is My Heart " as the theme.
" Idillo " is used at the opening with
" Debutante Valse " following through,
then with the title " Fortunately the
Guests " we have " Sunbeams " and then
" Valse des Bruges." " Extasie " and
" Chant Elegique." The theme is first
played without the introduction when the
wrife goes to the husband's bed. followed
by " Bluebird." At the scene where the
phonograph records are played the records
themselves are used on a machine behind
the scene, the orchestra taking up
" Naughty," as the record of that name is
is shown.
Where the wife takes up the guitar and
plays
we with
havethe" Serenade
and then
title of theNepalotane."
dangers of
a fancy dress ball the music turns to
" Gold and Silver Waltz." Then with the
title " If I Were King," where the lover
paints his word pictures we have " Veil
Dance." changing with the scene of the

February
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Prelude for
jewels, when " Faust Ballet No. 2" is used
and then to " Herodiade." With the
change of scene back to the real people
we have the music changing to " Imaginary
Ballet," " Balkan Queens " when the wife
sees her husband coming and then " Chianti " as the husband appears garbed as
" Folly."
" Erstwhile Suzanne," without
the introduction, is played when the wife
dances with her lover, and then with the
title " With Love's Light Wings " we have
a second theme with " Premier Amour "
without the intro. As the wife goes to
watch the dancing we have " Champagne
Spirits " and then " Premier Amour "
again as the lover returns to Leila, changI ing to the main theme as she goes to her
I husband's bed and then a sudden stop and
|a long pause as she sees that he is asleep.
I" Le Retour " is played to action then and
[then comes " Melodie " with the title "Love
I Has a Thousand Eyes." The organ takes
I up the music with the title " Freed at
|Last," and at the hand organ scene plays
I" Forgotten," and then at the title "Do
I You Remember" we have the chorus of
I the theme as a violin solo, then as they
I see the mistletoe changing to a 'cello solo.
|With the visit of " Toodles " we get "In
|the Tavern," followed by a couple of numbered selections and at the title "And
jwith the Summer" we get "Rose Garden"
I followed by "Premier Amour" as the
|scene changes, then "Rose Garden" again
jwith the second change and at the title
J"
Jim,then
Do aYouragKnow"
havescenes
the theme
land
for thewefinal
with
jthe flash of the lover telling the other girl
|what he would do if he were king.
Then the orchestra plays " Gems of SteIphen Foster" to great applause and there
I follows a howling Mutt and Jeff comedy.
"Pousse Cafe." "Smiles and Chuckles,"
"A Baby's Prayer at Twilight," "The
Skaters" and "Me-ow" are the selections.
Seeboeck's " Canzonetta " is the final
organ selection.
\Uses Dr. Copeland Article Against
Closing Ban
Manager Charles Decker of the Majesjtic theatre. Grand Junction, Colo., believes
lin looking after all the interests of the
theatre, and he has just done something
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"Cannibals of the South Seas" at Grauman's, Los Angeles
PATHE'S
POLICY
Promises Its Synopses of
Stories Are Correct

issue under the headIN lasting ofweek's
we
and Ours
Ideaunfortu
nate " fact
to the
referred" Your
that many of the film publicity
departments had to prepare their matter before the picture was viewed
and called attention to errors in
synopses. We carefully avoided reference to names of the companies,
but it remains the fact that many of
the stories of the picture which are
sent out in advance do not agree
with the picture as it actually apPathe Exchange, Inc., however, is
pears.
"not included in this heading and
Edgar O. Brooks, exploitation manager, is justified in objecting anyone
getting that
even by inference. Heimpression,
writes:
" Before one line is written on any
Pathe subject, before one catch
phrase is coined, before one poster
is commenced each Pathe subject is
viewed, and oftentimes reviewed
more than once, but the respective department heads governing publicity,
advertising, posters exploitations,
etc. Not a wheel is turned until
those department heads have had an
opportunity to study the subject in
its complete form, just as it will be
seen by the public."
that is bound to result in good in the
future. As you probably know he publishes each week " The Movie Fan," which
is a full-sized four-page newspaper. In
the current issue he devotes part of the
front page and nearly all of another to reprinting an article by Dr. Royal S. Copeland, health commissioner of New York,
on influenza which appeared in the New
York Times. New York theatres were not
closed at any time during the epidemic,
with the exception of a few unsanitary
ones, and Dr. Copeland tells in this article why there was no need to close them.
Then Mr. Decker devotes additional
space by calling editorial attention to the
article.

Los Angeles Papers Praise
Grauman's Showing of
Cannibal Pictures

AST week we printed a few facts about
1— • the way that Martin Johnson's " Cannibals of the South Seas " was presented
at Grauman's theatre, San Francisco.
Fulleu details showing the elaborate manner in which the presentation was carried
out and the great reception that it received
in the Los Angeles press is of interest.
Palm trees and palm huts were used for
the main settings, with almost a jungle
provided as the background. The prologue
came just after the news weekly, the curtain rising on an almost dark stage. It
was almost a true vision of the islands of
the South Seas even to the presence of a
monkey seated on the stump of a tree.
After a full view of the setting had been
permitted the lights came up gradually,
representing the coming of the morning
with an opal sea in the background. In
the distance could be seen a native canoe,
manned by two savages, and as they drew
closer to the shore other savages ran to
meet them and then followed the reception and the staging of a cannibal dance.
Mr. Grauman has put on a number of
prologues at his handsome house, but none
has attracted such attention as this one
with the Martin Johnson picture immediately following. A special music score
added all the more to the enjoyment of
the presentation. The Los Angeles Herald
referred to the stunt as " Grauman's
finest piece of work. One hundred per
cent verdict," and similar opinions were
expressed by other local papers.
Exhibitors Mutual reports that this
presentation has accentuated the interest
in the pictures and that there is an immense demand for them all through the
Pacific Coast section.
Carelessness may cause you to forget to
turn "off" the light, but only stupidity to
turn " on " the light — of advertising.

Motion
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Chance to Make More Attractive Displays
EXCELLENT examples of the manner
in which to use the cuts furnished by
A Tremendous Screen r0.2^i|f^'
Triumph exceeding in bnl. I . ■ ' * * ^*
producers come in the same mail — one from
a big city exhibitor and the other from a
small one — St. Paul, Minn., and Medford,
Ore.
Metro recently adopted a new style of
a press sheet for the productions that it
distributes including the Nazimova productions. This consists of four pages,
newspaper size, and contains press stories,
reproduction'
slides,
news of
cuts,it
etc.
But one ofof paper,
the main
features
that the size enables the reproduction of
the cuts exactly as they are.
For instance, on the last Nazimova production, there is a four-column ten-inch,
a three-column of the same size, two twocolumn ten-inch display, and a single
eight inches. These are all hand drawn,
and the only thing that is left for the theatres to do is to supply the name and the
date. On account of the crayonesque style
Hon' Rialto, Medford, Ore., used cut
that is adopted these print well and the
full effect is obtained.
beauty." It is a mighty good display all
way around. From the reproduction
But even with this unusually good ad- the
one might get the idea that it is crowded,
vertising itremains a fact that there are
many exhibitors who want to design their but remember that it occupied more than
a quarter of page of space.
own advertising, and this matter prepared
Complaint has come from many exhibitby Metro is worthy of commendation beors that most producers in preparing their
cause it permits that to be done. For in- advertising
apparently try to letter into the
stance, while the New Garrick has used
main drawing either the name of the comthe entire two-column display as prepared
pany or some official or trademark, or else
by Metro with the exception of cutting off
they add the names of everyone connected
" Nazimova productions," and the name of
the distributor the Rialto has chopped still with the picture down to the camera man.
further and has then put over the cut a This is, of course, decidedly a shortsighted policy for you are not going to be
portion of the selling talk.
It must also be taken into consideration
able to get many exhibitors to use somethat theatres often want to advertise sometheythat
don't
the any
net
result thing
willthat be
tHeywant,
will and
not use
thing in addition to the main attraction.
For instance, the New Garrick wanted to of the matter and that they won't be able
call attention to the hours of the showing
to exploit the picture as they would otherwise have done.
and the special musical setting that was
Not only is the Metro advertising disgiven the offering. It has done this in a
tinctive and dominant, but it permits the
dignified way and has added much to the
exhibitor to use such parts as he desires.
pulling power of the entire advertisement.
1
The Rialto has used a box on either side
Roth Uses Airship Trip to Get
to advertise shorter pictures, but practically all of the space has been occupied with
Him Business
California theatre, San Francisco, has
the date and the two sentences, "Daring
in its intensity " and " Boundless in its just shown another example of taking advantage of every opportunity. By doing
Announcement
this it got a large amount of novel publicity during the showing of D. W. Griffith's "Greatest Thing in Life."
Engagement
Eugene H. Roth, manager of the CaliExtraordinary
fornia and Portola, learned that Gaumont,
having inaugurated a Pacific Coast edition
of its news weeklies, was about to send up
^£i£ Garrick
an aviator to get some news of the city
Entire »«.» *••»[ 7W»>
and Golden Gate, arranged for cooperation. So when the Gaumont photogral drama thai is
pher accompanied a Government aviator
Interpretative Musical Setting
n fascinating ail
the world
in a big battleplane above the city he car■w.iwmjConcert
■ Mi '>■.-•Orchettn
Augmented
ried with him 200,000 slips announcing the
I Qhe Great
\
• 4/tVElU nUSO\
showing of the picture at the California
mAKr DOWNEY mt "-t r fr 0>l*> i NAZIMOVA:
during the current week. These were
'. >;-.-'. ' Sevmt .'U.J. dropped over the business portion of the
Interpolated Dante ■ Sahara'
city at the noon hour, just as the crowds
Unmjar Olrrti in Li,nl.nt
marvel" ■m
were coming out of the buildings. Not
No Advance in Prices ■p (Jr&t&crrryKistrma&hsis
KilkismdaUicciedBuMhert
only did these slips attract unusual atten" ■ CuX-iidJU in SntmfOtVBntS arts- m
|
tion, but the stunt was so novel that the
Quarter page from New Garrick, St. Paul newspapers carried stories about it.
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Chicago Paper Prints 42,679
Lines of Motion Picture
Ads in a Month
HERE is what we believe to be a new
record and one that shows the possibilities inthe co-operation of motion picture theatres and newspapers: During the
month of December the Chicago Herald
and Examiner printed 42,679 lines of advertising in its Motion Picture Directory,
this being almost 6,000 lines over its nearest
competitor. These figures are furnished
by the Washington Press, an independent
audit bureau.
This arrival at the top of the column is
the result of a steady growth which began
eight months before, when the Chicago
Examiner of William Randolph Hearst and
the Chicago Herald of James Keeley
merged into the one organ. In eight
months the motion picture advertising has
risen from 11,519 lines for May, 1918, when
it was far below three other papers in
directory- business, to 42,679 in December.
A motion picture department, set inoperation at the time of the amalgamation
of the papers, has been responsible for this
meteoric change, a department that is based
on unique ideas of service and the delivery
of something more than mere news.
High-salaried writers trained in the
making of editorial features were attached
and assigned to provide advertisers with
ideas and distinctive copy especially fitted
to the Chicago public. The department
has been prompt to suggest to exhibitors
the coming of pictures particularly suited
to their publics and to point out to producers the favorable locations for their
special brand of pictures.
Aside from complete news and criticisms
of current releases a series of full-page,
half-page and quarter-page advertisements
on feature films, written in an ingenuous
manner constantly added to the number
of readers who bought the paper for motion picture information.
The department gave motion pictures an
expansion and sweep in the public prints
of Chicago that they had not previously
known. It gave them a live emphasis and
importance that had been but dimly recog«
nized in the city before and yet which had
been the right of pictures on the basis
of sheer popular favor for years.
Denver Theatres Will Give
Concerts Twice Daily
Such a success has been the rendition
of orchestral numbers at the Rivoli theatre, Denver, that this house has decided
to inaugurate a series of concerts twice
daily, at 2:45 and 7:30 p. m. Under the
direction of E. Cavallo the forty members
of the symphony will put on a selected
program to precede the photoplay.
A clever piece of exploitation was used
in connection with the announcement by
the Rivoli sending to its patrons a letter
signed by Mr. Cavallo calling attention to
the new plan, and adding that " the only,
cities in the United States having an orchestra of similar size and quality are New
York and Chicago."
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Young Woman
Milwaukee's Best Press Agent
TO be considered the best press agent in
a city of a half million where motion
I pictures practically overshadow the offerings of the legitimate stage is a pretty high
honor. And when said press agent is a
girl the honor is all the more unusual.
But it has happened, and we are going to
quote the words of the motion picture editor of one of the leading dailies of that
city :
'"If a vote were taken in the advertising
and motion picture departments of Milwaukee's three great newspapers as to
whose copy was always in on time, always
conservative, never superlative and always
artistic, the answer would be unanimous
for Miss Henryett Luscher, whose daily
task is letting the public know what Tom
Saxe's theatres are offering."
Miss Luscher's headquarters are at the
largest of these theatres, the Alhambra —
the Rialto of Wisconsin picture palaces —
where an art shop is maintained to produce ingenious lobby displays. The head
of this department, Edward J. Weisfeldt,
Miss Henryett Luscher
takes care of the drawing of the ideas
which are submitted to him by Miss
Here are a few of the reasons why Miss
Luscher. In this way the entire ad. is Luscher's ads are different :
drawn and a cut made from that, so that
She never uses half tones, because she
among two pages of type-set Sunday ads has found that half tones do not reproduce
as well as an ink sketch.
the
trast.Alhambra's stands out by force of conShe tries to stay away from sensational
advertising so that her ads will set a
standard for the public by which they maybe able to know exactly what they can expect to see and will not be misled by misrepresentation ofthe type of play shown.
She never uses superlative phrases
whether in ads or in publicity, nor does she
Anita Stewart
set forth her own opinion of the picture
nor that of the management to the effect
" that it is the most wonderful, etc.. etc.,
VirtuoiifWives
etc.,
picture ever unreeled."
A Screen Vtsrsion of
She is a firm believer in teaser adverOwen Jahnsoi'9
P^opolarTlovol
tising and when some mysterious hieroTHE TRUTH ABOUT HARRIED
glyphics appear in the columns of the dailypress which are so constructed as to arouse
LIFE IN MEW XKK SOCIETY
Q4 modem, cxnswos to —
one's inmost curiosity without satisfying it.
there is good reason to suspect that Miss
'Whaut is vuUlc t*. a. WjeT
Wdk Cotwaulecuk, 6dmx Ma*.
Luscher is about to spring an " announcement extraordinary."
AUGMENTED ORCHESTRA
Special Mu«cal Score
Or if there is any kind of " stunt " which
will work successfully in connection with
A*** suxtl SolocUonS- bu
pictures she loses no opportunity of working it. She has just given evidence of this
with the clever campaign that she used on
"Virtuous Wives."
(See next column)
Six days before the opening of the picture Milwaukee collectively was aroused
when it picked up its morning paper and
noticed the outside column of one of the
pages ornamented with the most unusual
advertisement it had ever seen. The first
thing that caught the eye was a big blackarrow and a lot of white space. Then the
eye travelled to the top of the page and
found the heading: "The truth about
married life in New York society circles,"
PAT HE S
and then followed a vignette cut of Anita
REVIEW
Stewart and something about the character
she played.
This was followed day after day until
the list of five principal characters has
Miss Luscher uses line ivork exclusively
(Continued on page 1012~)

THE TRUTH ABOUT
MARRIED LIFE

THE TRUTH ABOUT
MARRIED LIFE
IN NEW YORK
SOCIETY CIRCLES
Anita
Stewart

IN NEW YORK
SOCIETY CIRCLES
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pany of other
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Stewart
her*
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Voted Best Press

Advertising of Vitagraph's Newest Serial
Newspapers
VITAGRAPH has just sent to exhibitAgent by Milwaukee's
ors and exchanges a forty-eight page
with Dick Van
GO adventuring
(Continued from page 1011)
campaign book on its latest serial, Wilt hi. .at. He'l
Brun
>
f ° ■* been covered and then she had complel
earc
liam Duncan in " The Man of Might."
ul
erio
mrlt
a
This is so arranged as to include not
the most widely read advertisement
SKS^ treas ure
only the general advertising and suggestion
ever appeared in a Milwaukee paper. Ani
matter on the entire serial, but to provide
the receipts showed it. It was a cleva
separate exploitation for each of the fifteen
sensible teaser campaign of the sort tha
episodes.
is bound to get the fullest amount of at
In the introduction to this the exhibitor
tention.
The Alhambra theatre was successful
is urged to play up the thrills of the serial, and all of the exploitation is built
introducing community
singing to
around this idea. That unquestionably is
world and its " added attractions " are
the proper plan in a serial starring Wilways something novel and artistic,
liam Duncan, because the feats of daring
is made possible by a wonderful large si
that he has accomplished in other chapthat held hundreds of little children wht
tered stories are so well known that there
the Alhambra had Baby Marie Osborne
is no likelihood of your patrons thinking
welcome them and which was the scene oi
that you are merely handing them a line
such a successful fashion show with livingr
of bunk.
models last year that a 1919 fashion show
Vitagraph advises the exhibitor to use
will be held the second week in March, j
the circus style of advertising and to use
The theatre is also equipped w ith a largethe paper liberally. There is a striking 24children's play room in which many dainty
sheet and then there are one, three and six
kiddies' banquets have been held, not
sheets on each episode so as to continue
A MANLY HERJO, AN ENCHANTING HEROINE,
least among which was the one tenden
THE
SCREEN
S
MOST
CRAFTY
VILLAIN
THE
the interest through the bilboards. In adMarie Osborne to which forty promin
YEARS MOST SENSATIONAL CHAPTER. PLAY
dition there is an action herald, which the
children were invited.
•mini
exhibitor is urged to distribute in public
Miss Luscher has been able to secui
places such as hotels and restaurants. A
This
three-column
emphasizes
the
idea
of
big banner is provided for lobby purposes.
thrills in the serial
more free
publicity
her " ?tunts*
among
newspapers
thanfor
is customary,
for
While full stories of each episode are
the reason that she has never misrepreprovided, it is going to be hard for the exsented a story to a city editor, nor has
out: "Clip this and hand it to your edhibitor to get these used in the newspapers
she
ever
violated his goodwill by " trying
itor.
He
will
be
glad
to
print
it."
unless he makes the arrangement in adReady prepared advertising includes a " to put something over on him." That's
vance and agrees to use considerable space
four-column, three two-column and four
their testimony. When there is good reain advertising the serial. The plan book
one-column. The striking part of this
son why extra publicity should be vouch*
gives good advice in telling the theatre
advertising is the fact that it is directed
safed,
she sees the news editor, tells him
manager to take the matter up with the
story and the publicity is eeneralhj
straight at the reader and the " You " ele- her
forthcoming.
newspaper well in advance and talk the
ment is brought out strong. The illustramatter over franKly so as to get the fullest
tions are all of striking stunts from the
co-operation. The day has passed when
production. In addition to this matter
Portland Theatre Scores with
there is any use to pay attention to advice
there are a number of stars cuts and scene
that some of the companies used to hand
cuts from each episode for those who wish
Four Flags
Frank "A.Under
Lacey, manager
of the " MajesM
to prepare their own advertising and who
was
theatre, Portland. Ore., has just complete
will continue it during the run of the
H ra ther
serial.
awhich
presentation
of entire
" L'nder
FlagS
has had the
townFour
talking.
There is also a lobby display on each
Exterior
decorations
consisted
largely
■
episode.
<
surprised
flags
of
the
Allied
countries
draped
aboSt
■
paintings of the various commanders,
So will you
the inside there was also a profusion ■
Branham Uses Real Burlesque
be when you
color.
with " Perfect Lady "
tee Bill DunBefore the picture was started there w*
a curtain covered with the flags of fl
Charles P. Branham got Detroit talkcan in action
ing again last week when he put a half
Allies and as thU r<:>-i theiv appearel
another drop reproducing the figures ■
portion of a burlesque show on the Majestic stage during the presentation of Madge
soldiers of the four Allied nations that
It'* an Epic of Action— is
has been used in so much of the adverjr
Kennedy in " A Perfect Lady."
tising, while Organist E. H. Hunt plajH
In the
reel of
" A Perfect
Lady "
there
is first
a scene
showing
a burlesque
'The Fifteen
MAN
MIGHT'
Episode*,OF
each one
more
" The
SpangledtheBanner.'"
Then Star
he secured
serv ices of R. Clip
show just starting off its show in a counexciting than the one before
try town. The curtain is just in the ton Montgomery, now a film salesman,
WILLIAM DUNCAN
formerly a singer of illustrated songs,
act of being raised on the opening number, when Mr. Branham had the lights
during the showing of the picture the ho
Actor-athlete, U supported in this
flash on and the screen lifted away in a was gradually darkened, a red cross fl
absorbing play of adventure by
i
an all-star Lcast including
jiffy. And instead of a film chorus seven
ing on the side of the screen, and
of the real articles were on deck, dressed
Edith Johnson and Joe Ryan
Montgomery, in the uniform of an Am
in the same garb as their sisters of the
can soldier, being recognized as the li
silent drama and dancing and singing be(Space for Theatre Imprint)
sang " Rose
fore the same background. These girls gradually
No Man's came
Land." up.and He
the applause
was I
vehement that the audience seemed deter
j did two numbers in happy fashion and
then the screen rapidly descended and the
mined to hold up the showing of the re
picture continued. In fact, the screen was
mainder of the picture, which was tn
Personal element brought out in this
resumed.
in place before the last note died away.
column display
tivo-
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NO
DIAGRAM
This Letter From a Small City
Exhibitor Speaks for Itself

Lobby display of Strand, Birmingham, Ala.,
Circus

Atmosphere

Carried

Thru

Under the Top "
Advertising

and Lobby Display With " Under the Top "
E70R the first time since it has been un*■ der the present management the Strand
The World's Greatest Circus
theatre used a special lobby display during
the showing of " Under the Top," the
Fred Stone picture. And it is very evident
ihere that the Strand scored a big success
with this first effort of Manager H. F.
Kincey.
He was able to secure from a carnival
company wintering in Birmingham a real
circus entrance, and this was used as the
main effect with the lobby strewn with
orr
rhe Lions, the Tigers, the Elephants,
sawdust. Regular circus banners filled the
-TO*
tne Side
Clowns,'
*» * Big
Show.the Acrobats and the
lobby and hung on either side were strings
SEE THEM ALL-SEE THEM ALU-SEE THEM ALL IN
of lights such as are used in circuses. In
addition to this Mr. Kincey obtained two
bears, which were placed in a cage in the
center of the lobby.
"U
nder
Fred Stone was advertised as the main
The Greatest
Story ofTh
Circus
e LifeTo
Ever p"
Filmed
attraction, being referred to as the " Death
Defying Featist," with Fatty Arbuckle as
the side show attraction, the fattest man."
Only the titles of the pictures in which
they appeared were given, and the circus
atmosphere was maintained everywhere
else. Crowds gathered in front of the
theatre to witness a display entirely unique
in Birmingham and there was a lot of This unique advertising brought them all
in at Birmingham
word-of -mouth advertising created.
In the newspaper advertising the name
two
displays
reproduced here, nine inches
of Fred Stone was not even used, but
across
three
columns, " The World's
these were made straight circus display.
Greatest Circus " was used as the top line,
It will be noticed that in the larger of the and
then the circus style was followed
with thebuckleword
" SEE."
A picture
Arwas used
and there
were of
a few
SEE
THE MOST THE
THKJLU.NG CIRCUS
STOBY
OF CIRCFILMEDI' 6
LIFE EVER
•UNDER
'-Fatly Arbucklr" In "Cvnplnf Ow

THE

TOP"

No mention of star in this

selling lines on the picture itself. Similar
style was followed in the three column,
three inch display.
Birmingham is almost exclusively a
manufacturing city. There is an immense
laboring element to which the theatre must
make its appeal to get the greatest share of
business, and we run well imagine that

first launched it was met
was
m t som
e
men
with
athisremark
fro
depart
EN
WH
men who have been veterans
in the motion picture trade paper
:
gam" e.
They be
saiddone.
It cannot
The exhibitor
will not listen to you."
We thought differently — provided
we spoke from the point of view of
the exhibitor.
So here are a few extracts from a
letter that H. C. Young, manager of
the Strand theatre, Pittsfield, Mass.,
has just written us, referring to Martin Johnson's pictures of " Cannibals
of "the
YouSouth
will Seas":
note that I have followed out the suggestions that have
appeared in the MOTION PICTURE NEWS and have used a reproduction ofthe advetrisement that
the company carried in the NEWS a
short time ago. Here is one company that is giving service. The
local exchange did not have the cut,
so I sent to New York and it was
forwarded to me at once.
" As for business — it is right after
the matinee now, and it was the biggest house that this theatre ever had
in its history. * * * The picture
truly lives up to all the claims that
were made for it, and the photog-

It paid
Mr. Young to watch the
raphy is wonderful."
Special Service Sections in the
NEWS.
It will pay YOU.
there are a lot of people in Birmingham
who never have heard cf so eminent an
actor as Fred Stone, but who could be
brought to see a real circus story provided
the advertising were put on such a basis
as that of the Strand theatre.
There is one thing that must be taken
into consideration so far as stage stars are
concerned, as differing from a few years
ago. Before the motion picture reached
its real popularity all of the New York
successes "went on the road" with either
the original companies or second companies and so every city in the country the
size of Birmingham saw all of the New
York successful productions, though of
course at a later date, and therefore the
stars that were well known in New York
spread their popularity through the nation.
But the theatres playing legitimate attractions through the country have shown
an amazing decrease. Some of the comparatively large cities get but a few of the
big attractions in the course of a year, and
it is altogether possible for a star who has
been one of the hits in New York to be
an unknown factor in most of the rest of
the country. The exhibitor should be sure
that the name of the player means something to his community before he uses it
as his main selling argument. Otherwise
he should use some other appeal. In this
case we believe that the Strand theatre
acted wisely.
And there is another thing: It's a
mighty good idea to get out of the beaten
path and do the unusual once in a while.

c w s\
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Alcazar

Motion

Claims

Tom

Mix

Record

Chicago
Theatre
Marks
Up $600
Average Daily for " Treat 'Em
Rough Three
" — House
Seats Only
Hundred
WHAT is the record week's business
for a 300-seat picture house?
Manager Harry Miller of the Alcazar
and other Chicago theatres thinks the record is held by the Alcazar with an average
of $600 a day for seven days.
" Tom Mix in ' Treat 'Em Rough,' " he
says, " was positively the biggest clean-up
in the history of the Alcazar. In one
week's run to capacity at 25 cents with
297 seats, this- picture averaged over $600
a day, which I consider a record for any
300-seal house."
There is another theatre — the Star —
across the street from the Alcazar. " If
this theatre had been owned by a competitor," says a statement from the W illiam
Fox offices, " it probably would have been
impossible
bookwould
' Treat
Rough
there. The to
owner
have'Em
argued
that '
he could not afford to ' follow ' the Alcazar
because the latter house, by an exceptional
week's business, had exhausted the possibilities of the picture. But Mr. Miller
manages both houses and his opinion was
different.
" ' The picture is a knockout,' he says,
' and I booked it for a second week at the
Star. All they did over there was to tear
up the brass rail in the lobby trying to
get in. Thanks to the Fox Film Corporation for letting me in on the ground
floor.' "
"This tele gram,' said Acting Manager
Herman Robbins of the Fox Film Corporation,is
" typical of what Tom Mix
features are doing right across the country. Tom Mix has been a star for a comparatively short time, yet I will venture
to say that his box office draw is among
the biggest of any featured player now
before the public.
" He is having week-runs in such the-

Picture

2V

General Claims Beat in
News Reel
Another important news film i- announced from General Film Company in
the ARC Review Special Release, " Doughand the
which boyswas
firstBolsheviki
shown in atNewArchangel,"
York as
the topical feature of the Rialto theatre
program.
These exclusive action picture^ arrived
in this country under American Red Cross
auspices, and were photographed with thej
Allied forces in the Archangel region of]
Russian by American Red Cross cameramen. No other films from this 'interesting campaign have ever reached the oui
side world. The single reel, which is d
voted to the American participation in
fighting, has arrived in the midst of ii
tense public attention to the events tran:
piring
on Sea.
Russia's
northern
the
White
the New
York frontier
papers pu
lishing full-page rotogravure spreads ffl
still pictures obtained through the R
Cross. These pictures will be syndicated
all over the country.

Tom Mix is Refoim,"
an ardent a wooer
in " Hell Roarin '
Fox picture
atrcs as the Olympia in Boston, the Olympia in Pittsburgh, the Orpheum in Cleveland, the Colonial in Toledo, the Rose
theatre in Chicago, the Rialto in San Francisco, the Kinema in Los Angeles, the
Pickwick in San Diego. I recall these at
the moment, and there are dozens of
others. Three and four days' runs are
given regularly in some one hundred of the
best first-run houses in the country. I
might mention
Proctor's
in Mt.
Vernon
and at 125th
streettheatres
in Manhattan,
the Savoy in Fall River, the Strand in
Buffalo, the Albany in Schenectady, the
Rialto in Indianapolis, the Rialto in Des
Moines, the Alhambra in Cincinnati, the
Pastime in Columbus, the Crown in Houston, Texas ; the Loew's Grand in Atlanta,
Ga. — in fact, to name them all is like listing
a directory of the country's best picture
houses."

Promis
Spirite
O'The
OME of Red
the most Glove"
spirited and most
d fails
Action
Wileyesrealizes
that if he
to locate
^ unusual action ever seen in a Universal
the lost pool before Thode does will cause
serial is said to be brought out in the first
his firm financial ruin. In desperate straits,
Wiley, vainly trying to find the map of
four episodes of " The Red Glove," featuring Marie Walcamp.
the oil district, resorts to no end of trickery
to keep Thode from his prize. He secures
Episode No. 1 entitled " The Pool of
an outlaw band, known as vultures beLost Souls " introduces the characters and
picks up speed early in the first reel. The
cause of their peculiar head-dress, to aid
initial chapter explains why Kerr^ Thode
him in trying to find the valuable pool and
and Starr Wiley, representatives of rival
in preventing Thode from making progress
oil companies, seek to discover a rich oil
and succeeds in destroying equipment
field known to no one save a Mexican
being sent to Thode by his company.
woman possessing psychic power and a
" Claws of the Vulture " is the tentative
map showing the exact location of the oil title of Episode No. 2. The third episode
pool. The film relates a story of how
is called " Vultures' Vengeance."

Rosson for
BuysEngland
" Cannibals "t
H. Rosson of the Ideal Film Renting
Company, London, England. ha~ ;>i:r chased
the United Kingdom
rights to Marti*
Johnson's " Cannibals of the South SeasW
for a sum said to be greater than even
was paid for an American production, acJ
cording to an announcement from the tor*
eign department of Robertson-Cole ComB
pany, who control the world's rights tim
this feature. The territory included in th«
transaction is England. Ireland, Scotland
Wales, The Channel Isles and the Isle of
Man.
Mr. Rosson, who is now in New Yorfll
considers the purchase of the Cannibals?
the biggest deal he has ever promoted,'
He has been dickering for the films for
some time, appreciating their value in
Great Britain immediately upon seeing
them shown for the first time. In a sense,
" Cannibals of the South Seas " is a British picture, for Martin Johnson took most
of the scenes from British colonial possessions.
Circle Theatre

Books

" Common
Clay "
The Circle Theatre of Indianapolis ha*
booked the Pathe special feature " Common Clay " for a week. Sales Manager
Quimby of Pathe put the deal over in a
personal visit, on his way to Chicago.
The booking is illustrative of the splendid advance bookings which Pathe is securing on the picture.

February
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Exhibitors

to

Decide

Type

New Department Established by Producing Head of Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation
Makes
Exhibitor Deciding
Factor — System Now in Operation and in Charge
of George N. Shorey
THE exhibitor has come to be the deciding factor in the production policy
of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, according to Jesse L.
Lasky, First Vice-President of that company, in charge of production.
For some time past a new department, conducted by (ieorge N. Shorey
under Mr. Lasky 's supervision, has been in operation, and although no details
of the work were made public, the new system has been gradually perfected
until each producer of Paramount and Artcraft pictures receives a daily report
of what the public taste is throughout the country.
Each exhibitor is asked to throw light on the reason for better or worse boxoffice results on every picture.
Now in Operation
This system is now in full operation, and
Mr. Lasky in an interview last week
pointed out the importance 'of the exhibitor's co-operation in this connection. " I
want to say that the exhibitor of Paramount and Artcraft pictures will in
the future be the final arbiter as
to the type of pictures that shall
be produced by the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. We are now utilizing
the exhibitor's knowledge and his audiences' wants to an extent never before
approached in connection with the production of motion pictures," said Mr.
Lasky.
" We have organized a new department
which aims to keep the producing forces
of our corporation thoroughly familiar
with the estimate which the public, speaking to us through our exhibitors, places
upon our various offerings. This is a very
serious, carefully considered attempt to
establish real contact between producer
and theatre manager, and to answer the
complaints that are frequently made that
the producer does not appreciate exhibiting
conditions or assist in overcoming exhibiting difficulties. As the head of this department we have installed George N.
Shorey, for many years a successful exhibitor himself, because we felt that only
an exhibitor could keep us in closest
touch with the exhibitor's point of view.
" This policy which we quietly put into
operation nearly a year ago now intimately links all the thinking exhibitors
in the country with our production plans.
There have been attempts at this type of
co-operation before, but none of them
have been eminently successful, due in a
great measure to the fact that, in the
past, criticisms and suggestions from exhibitors have, in most instances, failed to
reach the people most concerned, the producers and directors, while our new plans
especially provide for pust this thing.
The Exhibitor Knows
" The producer who assumes that the
exhibitor does not know what he is talking about is overlooking an important
source of inspiration. We know positively
that the exhibitor does know what he is
talking about, and we mean to be ever
ready to turn that knowledge into advantage for ourselves.

Marguerite Clark, in " Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch," Paramount film
" A special confidential bulletin issued
daily by Mr. Shorey's department is studied closely by the executives of this company, directors and stulio managers in
both New York and Los Angeles.
" We know not only whom to credit for
a success, but if a weakness exists in any
production we trace it back to the person
in our organization responsible for that
weakness. We do not expect to make all
hundred per cent, productions, but if any
exhibitor discovers any serious fault in
one of our pictures he cannot hold us
responsible unless he personally notifies us.
The exhibitor who takes for granted that
we see even the plainest faults is failing
in his duty to himself and his patrons as
well as tr\ in
" We judge of the seriousness of a
fault by ihe number of times it is called
to our attention, yet we do not overlook
a single detail, even once called to our
notice by a Paramount or Artcraft exhibitor. We have so far found almost no
disagreement whatever on what is good
entertainment and what is suitable for our
theatres. It is to be borne in mind that
the Paramount and Artcraft family represents the discriminating masses, not the
cheapest class of natronage, and we have

of

Pictures

found the great American theatregoing
public virtually the same whether in Maine
or California.
To Please the Public
" It is important that our directors and
scenario staff be kept constantly reminded
of even the simplest fundamentad principles of how to please this great American public. I am personally very much
interested and myself note every single
suggestion that comes through this office
from Mr. Shorey. Not a day passes but
we get some new light on what will please
the theatre public. The man who says
the exhibitor suits his personal taste as
against the will of his patrons gives the
exhibitor no credit for business good sense
or judgment. We have found Paramount
and Artcraft exhibitors thoroughly wideawake to their patrons' wants. That the
busy exhibitor should take time to write
us letters many pages long, in some cases.,
and always full of meat, is cause for congratulation. We have received enthusiastic support from men whose success
speaks for itself. It is in fact this type
of exhibitor who has been most prompt in
making himself a very important factor in
helping us determine from day to day how
we can best meet the unceasing demand
for better pictures. We have just begun
to cultivate this new field of inspiration,
we believe.
" It is now squarely up to the exhibitor
at all times to determine, in future, what
shall be the policy of our company regarding productions. Some exhibitors may
claim that they are too busy to keep in
louch with Mr. Shorey, but it is these exhibitors we most need to consult. We have
devised a convenient system of very brief
but complete report forms, and we feel it
is the duty of every manager to register
his frank opinion of every one of our pictures and give us freely his suggestions
for possible improvement of our pictures
in any detail. The Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation has at its command the greatest artists connected with the motion picture industry. Each one is eager to give
the public the kind of entertainment that
it will most enjoy. We ask the exhibitor
to help us utilize to the fullest extent all
our resources for the entertainment of his
audiences, to our mutual profit and sucWm.

Desmond

Appears

in

Comedy Dramas
William Desmond, Jesse D. Hampton's
popular
star, whose productions are recess."leased
through the Exhibitors Mutual exchanges, will devote all his talent in the
future to producing comedy drama. Stories
with a tinge of the romantic or with a
Western flavor are favored by Desmond,
who thus far has contributed " Life's a
Funny Proposition
" to the big list of Exhibitors Mutual successes.
For his next offering, Desmond has selected The
"
Prodigal Liar," an original
story of the rollicking West from the peni
of the popular George Elwood Jenks.
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Motion
Chester

Picture

News

Edits Scenarios
Vitagraph

for

George Randolph Chester has become
editor-in-chief of Vitagraph's scenario department, says an announcement from All
bert
E.
Smith,
Vitagraph's chief. Mr.
Chester will immediately
assume his newj
duties,
with
headquarters
in
Vitagraph's big
Brooklyn studio.

Pat O'Malley, Marie Walcamp, Thomas Lingham, Alfred Allen and Andrew Waldron Are in the
Cast of " The Red Glove." a Serial Made by Universal
Selznick

Avoids

Thinks " All Star Cast " Has Become
So Hackneyed It Means Nothing
— Olive Thomas Starred
in First Picture

a

Stock

Phrase

ler, who is very much concerned over the
affairs of " Upstairs."
David Butler, who plays the part of
Alice's boob sweetheart, had the same role
in the stage production and recently appeared in Griffith's photodrama, " The
Greatest
Thing in ofLife."
Other members
the cast are Bertram
Grassby, who has just been playing under
the direction of D. W. Griffith, Kathleen
Kirkham, who has been in several of
Douglas Fairbanks' recent offerings, Donald MacDonald, Mildred Reardon. Harold
Miller, Miss Travers and Ernest Pasque.
This cast was organized by Director
Charles Gihlvn in Los Angeles.

"T ET'S not announce this as an all-star
*- 1 cast," Myron, Selznick, president of
the Selznick Pictures Corporation, said in
a night letter to the New York office of
the company, in which was given the
names of the players who will support
Miss Olive Thomas in the production,
" Upstairs and Down." " We are much
more entitled to this description than many
of those who use it, but it has become so
hackneyed that it means nothing. The
players in this cast are well enough known
so that their names stand for real talent
H. H. Hicks of Cincinnati
without being called an all-star aggregation."
Visits Home Office
The principle role in " Upstairs and
Select's Cincinnati manager, Harry H.
Down," played by Olive Thomas, is that
of Alice Chesterton, a flirtatious
young
Hicks, recently promoted from the Seattle
woman, who is always looking for adoffices, paid a visit to the home office in
venture, and who finally finds all she is New York February 3. in order to consult with President Lewis J. Selznick and
looking for in the person of Captain TerGeneral Manager Arthur S. Kane regardrence O'Keefe. a young Irish officer, who
is in America buying horses for the Briting the greatly increased business which
ish Army. This role is played by Robert
is said to be in sight in Cincinnati.
Mr. Hicks expressed his faith in a new
Ellis, who played it in the original s'age
production. He has also been seen as leadera of prosperity for the Middle Western
exhibitor, the threshold of which has aling man in several recent photoplays.
readv been crossed.
The part of Betty Chesterton, Alice's
sister, is played by Rosemary Theby, who
has appeared in principal roles under the
direction of D. W. Griffith and other leading producers.
Monat Buys ductions
Rapf's
for FranceProMary Charlcson, one of the most popuJoseph Monat, prominent buyer of forlar screen's leading women, will
seena
as a vivacious French maid, who be
takes
eign rights, closed a deal last week with
prominent part in the escapades of Alice
Harry Rapf for the rights to the latter's
and Terrence. She is the wife of Henry
productions for France. Among Mr. Rapf's
B. Walthall and has been his leading
productions included in the deal are " The
woman in many productions.
Accidental Honeymoon," starring Robert
Andrew Robeson, well known for his Warwick, and " The Sins of the Children,-'
character work in Artcraft and Paramount
adapted from a story by Cosmo Hamilproductions, will be seen as Sprane. a !>"'- ton.

The appointment of Mr. Chester marks
the most important acquisition of the year]
of its kind to the credit of a photoplay institution. Itplaces at the head of Vitagraph's editorial sorps a man who ranks
among the half dozen most felicitous
writers of the day, either for stage or the
popular magazines. The fertile imagination
that devised the breezy and buoyant situations that made the " Get-Rich-Quick
Wallingford " stories a distinctive contribution to literature and created in the hero
of those talcs the most refreshing character, in either a fiction or an histrionic
guise, that has ever flattened furrows out
of foreheads and caused kindly crowsfeet
to crinkle the cuticle about tired eyes, is
now to be exerted in a similar cause via
the newer agency of administering amusement to the masses.
Milwaukee's Burlesque
House Books Serial
The Mid-West Distributing Company,
handling B. A. Rolfe's serial production,
" The Master Mystery," starring Houdini,
in the territory of Wisconsin, report that
it has booked the serial at the Empire theatre. Milwaukee. The Empire is a burlesque house and it is said that this is thej
first time that a burlesque house has
booked a serial.

Another

Year

Celebrated

Arthur Leslie,
bysometimes
Leslie referred to as
" the man who got the motion picture its
first newspaper recognition," will celebrate
the seventh anniversary of that event February 10. Previous to that date in 1912
newspaper files show no space was devoted to pictures. Leslie established the
first motion picture syndicate page department in over fifty papers.

Sidney Mason, awhonewappears
in " The Promise."
production

f
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Tom Mix Appears Wild and Wooly in the Picture on the Left While the Picture on the Right Displays a Gripping Moment in " Infidelity," Another
Fox Production and One of the " Great Nine." The Party in the Center Picture Is Evelyn Nesbit, Another William Fox Star
Seitz Begins New Pearl
White Serial
Work has started on the new Robert W.
hambers'
In starred.
Secret," inDirector
which
earl
Whiteserial,
will " be
eorge B. Seitz spent most of the week in
aking location scenes for the earlier epi}des, and on Thursday took his company
the Barbour Castle, near Paterson, which
ill figure as a European stranghold in
le serial.
All of the night scenes in this serial will
e actually taken at night, as a complete
lectric equipment had to be installed at
le Barbour Estate for the night exteriors.
Ir. Barbour, the wealthy silk manufacturer
ho owns the castle, almost ended the seal making on his grounds Thursday when
e found that the hated German flag must
y over his home for film purposes. This
e objected to strenuously, and Assistant
Hrector William Burt finally won the
lanufacturer over by agreeing to have a
pecial flag made of white and blue bars.
Drews in Chicago Use
Essanay Studios
To produce their two-reel comedies for
aramount while fulfilling a long stage
ngagement at Chicago, where they are
laying " Keep Her Smiling," Mr. and
Irs. Sidney Drew have engaged the Esinay Studios.
In line with Mrs. Drew's original coneption of things, she is determined that
ical color shall always prevail, and that
hen in Chicago the locale of the photolay upon which she is then engaged shall
e laid in that city, and the same applies
:> every other city which she might visit
hile on tour with " Keep Her Smiling."
Ashley Miller Picture
In placing credit where credit is due,
V. W. Hodkinson, Inc., draws attention
1 its publicity matter to Ashley Miller as
roducer of " Made in America." It is
ith this production that Mr. Miller enters
le ranks of producers.
The picture is distributed by W. W.
lodkinson through Pathe exchanges.

Names

Add

Luster

"T-HE WOMAN ON THE INDEX"
*■ released by Goldwyn, February 23,
is the first Pauline Frederick vehicle for
that company, and Goldwyn officials are
calling attention to the names of distinction which are said to mark every stage
of the production.
In the first place the play itself is considered something to arrest the public. It
is a Broadway success of the current season and reported to have caused a sensation when it was produced, evoking from
the most cautious critics the highest praise
for its extraordinary plot.
The author is one of the foremost American playwrights whose name has been
identified with popular successes for a generation. He is George Broadhurst, and the
beautiful Broadhurst theatre in New York
bears his name.
Pauline Frederick, famous for her
achievements as an emotional actress on
the stage and screen, is the star of " The
Woman on the Index." Her distinction
as a beautiful woman is considered no
less than her fame as an actress.
Willard Mack prepared the drama for
the cinema, which Goldwyn states is in itself a guarantee that the play has lost not
one whit of its force and fire, for Mr.
Mack also has a Broadway sensation to
his credit this season, as he has had for
many years past — " The Big Chance."
Hobart Henley directed the play. Responsible for a number of Goldwyn successes in the past year, including Rex
Beach's "Laughing Bill Hyde," with Will
Rogers, as well as Mae Marsh's stellar appearances, he brought to " The Woman on
the Index rectorial
" his
subtleties.full complement of diAnd the names in the cast are declared
to fairly scintillate. Not only are there
Pauline Frederick and Willard Mack, but
Wyndham Standing, most popular of leading men, who appeared with Mae Marsh
in " The Glorious Adventure," and has
supported
practically
inine star on
the screen.every other femJere Austin and Tammany Young, already well known in Goldwyn Pictures,
were chosen for the high honor of opening

to

Production

Pauline Frederick's series of Goldwyn
productions. Florida Kingsley, too, adds
her name to the galaxy, with Ben Hendricks and a number of others, not forgetting the cinematographic attainments of
Edward Gheller, who, Miss Frederick says
must ever be her own cameraman.
This completes the array of names
highly regarded by the public, says
Goldwyn. In every department of production, technical experts contributed their
best to make " The Woman on the Index "
a memorable production.
Fox

Star Returns from
Florida
After two weeks spent at Miami, Fla.r
George Walsh, Fox star, returned to New
York this week. Mr. Walsh, under the
direction of Edward Dillon, has been taking scenes for his late Fox picture, " Never
Say Quit." One of the scenes taken here
shows the star in an hydroaeroplane.
About twenty members of Mr. Walsh's
supporting cast accompanied him.

Viola Dana Has Begun Work on a Metro
Feature Called " Diana Ardway "
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Tom

Forman Returns to
Famous Players
Lieut. Tom Forman, well-known actor
in many Paramount pictures prior to the
war, has been re-engaged by Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation under a twoyear contract to play juvenile leads, etc.,
in forthcoming productions at the Lasky
studio.
Mr. Forman is probably one of the most
popular younger actors of the screen and
his entrance into military life was regarded
as a distinct loss to the films. His many
admirers will be glad to know that he is
once more to appear. His contract takes
effect immediately upon his release from
the army, which, it is supposed, will be in
the near future.
Half

Joseph A. Golden, co-starred
director ofwith
new Charles
serial for
Western Photoplays,
and Anne
Hutchinson.
Pathe is to Inc.,
distribute
it Luther, who is
"Wide
Field
the Unitedion ofOpened
the consummat
WITH
Peerless-World amalgamation, announced last week by J. A. Berst, president
of United Pictures Theatres, Inc.. and the
broad held opened by the merger, President Berst expresses the last word in optimism in the following statement issued
aneiii the resultant outlook:
" With the existing arrangements for
production at the Brunton studios. Los
Angeles, and its newly announced agreement whereby operations in the East are
"being established at the Peerless studios
at Fort Lee, N. J., United product will
shortly be largely augmented and the
ultimate aim of fifty-two releases per annum for United comes within easily measurable distance. This, together with the
combination of United' s sales organization with the distributing organization of
World, forming a great business force for
the marketing of films, has already exercised amarked effect upon exhibitor opinion as indicated by large increase in

by membership.
Merger"
Berst
United
More— than
thirteen
hundred theatres throughout the United
States are already associated with United.
" .Mr. Ricord Gradwell, representing important banking interests and president of
the World Film Company, is an important
factor in the extension of the effect of the
United- World-Peerless agreement upon
exhibitors. In predicting great things for
the new combination Mr. Gradwell affirms
that the United distribution with its system of fixed price gives wide and certain
vogue to it* film product beyond that of

Sheet Snipes to Help

" Sis
Goldwyn has
to advertise the
" Sis Hopkins,"
ruary 16.

Hopkins "
printed half-sheet snipes
Mabel Normand feature,
which was released Feb-

" Paw sez : 1 Never do nothin' for nobody that don't do nothin' for you.' " —
Sis Hopkins.
Half-sheet snipes bearing those immortal words greeted several million New
Yorkers from ten thousand "L" pillars,
fences, barrels and other coigns of vantage. Those who stopped to peruse them
in detail, as thousands did, discovered that
they were part of Goldwyn's exploitation
campaign for Mabel Xormand's newest
picture,
success. made from the Rose Melville stage

any" Simultaneously
other organization
the effect
industry.''
within the
of the
new combination exhibitors are reported to
be impressed by the success achieved by
United in its first release. Numerous expressions of gratification at the box office
records and popular endorsement of " The
Light
Western
Stars the
" with
Farnumof have
followed
earlierDustin
telegram and letters reported as received at
United headquarters."

Chooses a Title for Lincoln's Film
Lubin
THE speculative curiosity which has secure a title which for interest-compelling
been rife in motion picture circles durpower and real " punch " would stand out
ing the past few weeks relative to the title in newspapers, on posters and all other
forms of advertising. In announcing next
of the initial " Ralph Ince Film Attraction." starring E. K. Lincoln, is to be week the title of the first " Ralph Ince
satisfied next week, according to Herbert
Film Attraction " a veritable sensation to
Lubin.
the picture industry and exhibitor alike is
" The title of the inaugural S-L picture
promised.
The title consists of two words, but in
which will present E. K. Lincoln as star
under the personal direction of Ralph Ince
point of strength and interest will create a
lasting impression. It is believed the title
has been finally selected. Following the
will create country-wide debate among
method adopted at the formation of S-L
motion picture exhibitors of all classes,
pictures in deciding all matters of imporand arouse the greatest curiostiy on the
tance pertaining to productions by a majority vote, the title, before being selected,
part of the public from coast to coast in
this country.
was put to a similar test. We carefully
considered a list of over a hundred titles
Following the announcement of the title
which was suggested in conference at of the first S-L vehicle starring Lincoln,
the important details of the story will be
various times as being appropriate for the divulged.
first S-L p-oduction.
It was desired to

The latest portrait of E. K. Lincoln, star c
S-L productions
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Scenes in " Under Four Flags." the production from the U. S. Division of Films that is making a great hit throughout the country

Long Lane's Turning "
Is Completed
lenry B. Walthall's latest production,
he Long Lane's Turning," has been
lpleted according to word received from
ifornia.
"he National Film Corporation produced
rom the novel by Hallie Erminie Rives,
? author of " Satan Sanderson,"
fearts Courageous" and "Valiants of
■ginia."
exhibitors Mutual Distributing exmges will handle the production, and it
:laimed to be Mr. Walthall's most sucsful screen productions. Louis ChauThe LongMr.Lane's
Turning,'"
1 directed
the cast" reunites
Walthall
with
) of his cast in the " Birth of a Nal."
Villiam De Vaul and Ralph Lewis ap.r with the star and are said to have im•tant parts in the new production.
Jniversal

Names

Press

More

Men

Tarkington Baker, general director of
jlicity for Universal, has announced the
x>intment of W. H. Bennett, Jr., as pub:ity manager of the Salt Lake City exinge, and H. W. Ferguson as publicity
nager for the Oklahoma City office.
Mr. Bennett is well known in newspaper
cles in Utah, having for sometime been
inected with the Desert News, a weekly
blication widely circulated throughout
territory.
Mr. Ferguson is equally well known to
wspapermen and exhibitors in Oklahoma,
ving previously been publicity man for
feral theatres and also connected with
wspapers of the South.
3. P. Fauchier Promoted
0. P. Fauchier, formerly a salesman for
the's Indianapolis branch, has been proved to manager of the Indianapolis
, anch, succeeding R. F. Schrader, who
s been made manager of the Pathe
anch in Pittsburgh.

Small
Town
Bookings
Welcomed
Division of Films Making Drive in and may be more or less surfeited with
them, or else have gained from them a
Rural
Districts for Intensive
rather complete knowledge of America's
Exploitation
of " Under
participation in the conflict, while the people of the towns have seen but few of the
Fourin the
Flags
"
EXHIBITORS
smaller
towns are pictures and therefore have a more keen
urged by the Division of Films of the desire for them.
Committee on Public Information to book
There is said to be no question but that
the Government pictures of the great war
" Under Four Flags," the Government Victory picture distributed by World Film exhave a nation-wide interest and the thouchanges.
sands who have not yet been permitted to
They state that it is now a part of mosee them are only awaiting that chance.
tion picture history that this wonderful
Because of its box-office value, " Under
picture created a new record in the in- Four
Flags " is claimed to give the exdustry by its distinctive feat in its presenhibitors of the smaller cities and towns
tation in New York City. The people of an opportunity to help both their house
and bank account and at the same time to
the nation's largest city displayed a keen
desire for this war fact picture, a wish to give their patrons what they want.
see how the war was won.
The Government rental is said to be
The Division of Films believes that the
a basisof that
people of the smaller cities and thousands
afixed
largeonmargin
profit,allows
and isthe
so exhibitor"
arranged
of towns, both the motion picture fans
that he can play the picture at his regular
and those who are not, are as keenly in- admission prices and gather his profits.
terested in the facts of the war as are the
This feature has been recognized by expeople of the larger cities.
hibitors throughout the country, and the
They declare that the only difference is Division of Films states that bookings
that the people of the cities have had many
from the smaller cities and towns are comopportunities to see pictures of the war
ing in at a rapid rate.
Fox
Sells
"Salome"
Foreign Rights
A
FOREIGN
deal Some
has been closed
by
the Fox Film Corporation with the
Speaking of this deal regarding " Salome," Mr. Patsios said : " The business
firm of Gaytis & Mosco, whose main office
of the cinema exhibitor in Europe is takis in Athens and wrhose American heading an immense stride with the close of
quarters are at 1482 Broadway, New York.
the war. In the Balkan states, in Greece
Constantine Patsios, American repreand in Italy many theatres were obliged to
sentative of this company, has purchased,
close entirely during hostilities, because
the Fox office reports, the exhibiting rights
they could not obtain fuel or electricity — all
of " Salome," the Theda Bara super-proavailable supplies being held by the governduction, for Greece, Italy, Spain, Portuments for the manufacture of munitions."
gal, France, Belgium, Holland, Switzerland
Gaytis & Mosco have offices in Rome,
and the Balkan States — including RouParis, Barcelona, Alexandria, Cairo and
mania, Bulgaria, Serbia, Montenegro and
Bucharest, from which headquarters the
Albania — as well as for Turkey and Egypt.
"Salome" campaign will be directed.
This is said to be one of the most farreaching deals ever made for a single feature and, following close on the announceClassified Ads on
ment last week of the contract with O. J.
Monat of Paris, further cements the hold
Page 1040
of the Fox organization as a leader.
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"Silent Strength" Draw
Much Interest
Exhibitors are said to be taking a livelj
interest in the early release of " Sile
Strength," a new Vitagraph picture feature
ing Harry T. Morcy. An entire upse
of the laws of double-exposure, aside
the dramatic importance of the play,
responsible for inquiries that exceed it
number and in the curiosity shown any
similar batch of letters received *t the hori
office Vitagraph in a considerable leng
of time.
" Silent Strength " is set for release
February 17. It was directed by Pau
Scardon, and1, in suuport of Harry
Morey are seen Betty Blythe, Robert Gaillard, Bernard Siegal, Herbert Patte
James Costello and others. Its plot de
with the mistaken marriage of a wor
to a man who is the prototype of the or
she loves.
Universal
William Faversham in a scene from the Famous Players-Lasky picture, " The Silver King "
" Made in America"
Shows Army
in Training
the country. All that is necessary to bring
America,"
in
Made
"
of
INW. speaking
ion
W. Hodkinson
Corporat
this these millions to the theatre to see " Made
week said :
in America " is to let them know the truth
about it— what it really is.
" Figure it for yourself. More than
three million young Americans went
" There are patriotic organizations in
through the experiences so vividly shown
every community to whose members ' Made
in America ' will have a strong appeal.
in ' Made in America.'
It bears the official endorsement of some
There are few of these millions who
of the strongest organizations in the counwill not be keenly interested in an authoritative pictorialization of the greatest of
try. They will urge their local branches
to give ' Made in America ' cordial supAmerica's
achievements
—
the
making
of
cur victorious armies.
" Besides these millions are the other
" Everj- person who is a believer in the
port.
advantages
of military training will find in
millions of the home folks, who have heard
' Made in America ' the best of arguments
much of America's wonderful training
system ; enough to sharpen their appetites
in its favor, although there is no propaganda of any kind in it.
for the first screen production dealing with
the subject in its entirety and with the
"The work of the Y. ML C. A., the K.
of C, the Y. W. C. A., the Y. M. H. A.
basic idea of giving to the American peoand kindred organizations is featured in
ple an adequate and satisfying picture
story of the training of the American
' Made in America.' These live organizasoldier.
tions are found in almost even- community
and for each and all of them ' Made in
" These millions are to be found in every
city, town and hamlet in all sections of the
America "' will have a peculiar interest."
" Woman
Thou
Gavest Me " Gets Star Cast
WHAT is believed to be one of the will be remembered for her interpretation
most powerful casts assembled in of Lad\- Diana in " The Squaw Man," a
many months for a motion picture has
Cecil B. DeMille picture, and for numerous other renditions in previous Artcraft
been selected to appear in the Paramountor
Paramount
pictures.
Artcraft special adaptation of Hall Caine's
William Marshall is cameraman and
novel, "The Woman Thou Gavest Me,"
Joseph Boyle assistant director to Mr.
to make which Hugh Ford, Eastern superrord. The play covers a wide radius and
visor of productions for the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, has journeyed to many important sets will be required as
California, to work at tjie Lasky studio.
well as- locations of the most exotic sort.
Work began January 22 on the producThe readers of " The Woman Thou
tion, which from all indications will be a
Gavest Me " will recall that the characters
superior one in every respect.
are strongly defined and that to satisfactorily represent the principal figures in the
story exact types had to be found who
Color Posters Provided
were in addition finished artists.
The plot revolves about the woman,
The eight-reel motion picture series,
Mary ; her husband, Lord Raa, and the
" Made in America," which shows the
making of the American soldier, is said to
young explorer, Conrad.
be provided with very handsome lithoFor the part of Man-, {Catherine MacDonald was engaged.
Miss MacDonald
graphy for exploitation purposes.

Promotes Barney
Rosenthal
Barney Rosenthal, veteran St. Louis ex-i
change manager, has been appointed dis-j
trict manager for the South-Central a
tion by Universal,
according to
announcement by J. I. Schnitzer, gene 5
sales manager.
Mr. Rosenthal has been St. Louis exil
change manager for Universal for about
five years and is one of the best known |
film men in the Central section. The of-]
lis- 1
fices
under
Mr. are
Rosenthal's
supervisiontoinbe the
future
St. Louis,
Infll
dianapolis, Kansas City and Oklahomal
City. Mr. Rosenthal will continue to malfl
St. Louis his headquarters.

Lincoln Gets Chance in
New Picture
In the star role of the forthcoming
" Ralph Ince Film Attraction," E. K. LinJ
coin has been afforded an opportunity §J
do the most excellent acting of his long
picture career. The stellar part of tfj
initial feature which inaugurates a serufl
of S-L Pictures in which Lincoln will apf
pear as the leading figure, offers him
chance to typify the American man. fill^
with the joy of Jiving and the knack
doing things. The production, a fin
mounted society melodrama teaming wi
excitement and action, contains innumerl
able fast-moving and dramatic situatioi
Blackton Finishes New
Production
Commodore Blackton is now comple
the film version, titled " A House Dfl
vided." It was adapted by Anthony Pan!
Kelly. Plans for the release of this newf
superfeature have not yet been announced*
The cast selected to interpret its principal
characters includes the Blackton starj
Herbert Rawlinson and Sylvia Bream
Lieutenant Lawrence Grossmith. Hi
Charles and Violet Blackton, Willi
Humphrey, Eric Mayne, Sallie Crute
Marie Burke. Jack Martin assisted Coi
modore Blackton on the production.
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"Honeymoon for Three" Is
Completed
Marguerite Clark, who will be seen in
one of the best characterizations of her
career when the Paramount version of
Alice Hegan Rice's " Mrs. Wiggs of the
Cabbage Patch " is released February 9,
has completed her newest Paramount production, which was filmed by Director
John S. Robertson under the title " A
Honeymoon for Three." Miss Clark will
not be called upon to work before the
camera again for four or five weeks and
has seized the opportunity for a runaway
vacation with her husband, Lieut. Harry
P. Williams.
The new play is a farce and is said to
abound in amusing situations.
MacGregor Directs
for Select

Lewis

During the filming of Mitchell Lewis'
forthcoming Select picture, " Children of
Banishment," which was completed on location in the Yosemite National Park Reserve last week, the big Select Pictures
star had the services of Norval MacGregor
as director.
Like Mitchell Lewis, Norval MacGregor,
who
is ahis" canny
has woods
spent a and
greatis
deal of
life in Scot,"
the North
thoroughly familiar with the life and customs of backwoodsmen.

" The

Heart of Humanity "
at Denver Rivoli
Manager Edward Armstrong of the Universal exchange at Denver, Colo., booked
" The Heart of Humanity " to the New
Rivoli theatre, Denver, for first run west
of the Mississippi.
The big Jewel production was shown at
the theatre for the week beginning February 2, and was one of the first week runs
of a film feature staged in Denver in some
time as four-day runs of big features are
the rule in the Colorado capital.

Henry Houry, discussing a scene in a recentVitagraph
Corinne Griffith picture in which she is starred' by

Goldwyn

" Sis Hopkins," Starring Mabel Normand, Comes to Screen February
16 — Frederick and Laurell
Films Follow
OCCASIONALLY the gods smile on a
picture producing organization and
permit it to release an unbroken chain of
productions foreordained to success. Such
an- event now comes in the career of Goldwyn, which is releasing, as the forerunner
of its spring season Mabel Normand in
" Sis Hopkins," Pauline Frederick in " The
Woman on the Index," and Rex Beach's
" ThesellBrand,"
Simpson. with Kay Laurell and Rus" Sis Hopkins," which is released February 16, is considered the peak screen
achievement of Mabel Normand. This
production was directed by Clarence G.
Badger and supporting Miss Normand are
Thomas Jefferson as " Paw " Hopkins ;
John Bowers, as Ridy Scarboro, her sweetheart; Sam De Grasse, as Vibert; Eugenie
Ford, as Miss Peckover, and others.
Pauline Frederick's first Goldwyn picture, "The Woman on the Index," is an
acquisition from the legitimate theatre.
The play is the joint work of two successMetro

Gcraldine Farrar
as she production
appears in " Shadows."
Goldwyn

Offers

Schedules

Viola

VIOLA DANA has started work at the
new Metro studios in Hollywood in a
screen romance of Parisian life, entitled
" Jeanne of the Gutter." This five-part
production, in Metro's all-star series, is an
original story from the pen of June Mathis,
scenarioized by Finis Fox. It follows
" Diana Ardway " and " The Gold Cure,"
although the theme is widely removed from
either.
Herbert Blache, who directed Miss Dana
in " Diana Ardway," is again directing the
star in "Jeanne of the Gutter," under the
personal supervision of Maxwell Karger,
director-general.
The titular role is that of a frail outcast of the underworld of Paris. Jeanne
of the gutter is also Jeanne of the Bohemian resorts, the prey of an unscrupulous
Apache, who battens on the money she

Three
Winners
iul dramatists, Lillian Trimble Bradley
and George Broadhurst, and it had a successful run at the opening of last year's
theatrical season at the Forty-eighth Street
theatre, New York, besides runs in other
cities.
Rex Beach's " The Brand " is a big
action drama of the Yukon, directed by
Reginald Barker. It is issued in seven
reels because when completed the Goldwyn editorial department and Mr. Beach
could not find a spot anywhere in which
the length could be shortened. Telegraphing from Los Angeles, Mr. Beach says to
Goldwyn : '* Knowing how careful I am in
making comparisons between my pictures,
you will be glad to hear that I think
' The Brand ' is bigger than ' The Barrier '
or any of my other pictures. I rank it
right
alongside
' The Spoilers.'are" but the
These
three productions
forerunners of the strongest sequence of
bitr Goldwyn productions that the organization has had since its formation two years
ago. They possess all of the technical
style and beauty that has been associated
with Goldwyn as well as the power of brilliant authorship and successful direction.
Dana

in a Romance

earns by dancing in the cafes of gay Paree.
Director-General Karger has assembled
a noteworthy cast to support Miss Dana
in her new production. Playing opposite
the star is " Bob " Walker ; a strong,
"heavy" role is in the hands of Henry
Kolker, who played the Kaiser in the
ScreenVictory,
Classics,
Inc., orproduction,
The
Great
Wilson
the Kaiser," The
Fall
Louise
D'Ar-in
clay ofwillthedoHohenzollerns
the Apache "; ;and
others
the supporting cast are Edward Connelly,
Leo Perason and Paul Weigel.
Mannix Succeeds Jacobs
Arthur H. Jacobs, who recently resigned
as studio manager of the Norma Talmadge
Film Corporation at 318 East 48th street,
has been succeeded by Edward J. Mannix,
who is now in the thick of his new duties.
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Griffith's
" The
Thing in LU
Big
RunGreatest
atbox Clune's
proved
a tremendous
office hit
Clune's Auditorium in Los Angeles, '
cording to the following message
Famous Players-Lasky :
" The popularity of D. W. Griffith's i|
craft production, ' The Greatest Thing
Life,'
enormous
we have
forced isto socontinue
for that
the fourth
weekb '■
the Auditorium. Our turnaway has b :
so great we had to double our regu :
program by giving two shows both Nl
Year's Eve and New Year's night. ;| k
this with the competition of many invit '
counter-attractions." :
Two

Wave
of Popularity
" Iron Test"
Rides
A case in point developed at the Wyckoff
VITAGRAPH'S newest serial, "The
theatre in Brooklyn. The management reIron Test," in which Antonio Moreno
and Carol Holloway are featured, rides
cently wrote Vitagraph's New York Exmerrily along on a wave of popularity
change as follows :
" You undoubtedly remember that I dethat is keeping the company's exchanges
busy, despite the fact that first runs on
cided to play your serial, ' The Iron Test,'
this chapter-play are nearing the final epi- after three other theatres, all within four
sode. Crowded houses have followed
blocks.
"I used an 'Acid Test.'
" The Iron Test " throughout the country
and the less fortunate exhibitors who have
" By playing ' The Iron Test ' on my
poorest day, I increased business 35 per
" waited to see " are contenting themselves
as best they can with re-runs in the wake
cent.
" Not bad, but all your serials proved
of the first houses' enormous business.
winners
in our four theatres and I am now
From the records in the Vitagraph office,
it seems, however, that the life of a serial
reserving dates for your next."
is as long as the life of the celluloid on
" The
" first
in Vitagraph
point of places
business
doneIronin Test
all of
its
which it is printed, and first runs, and even
serials so far released and exchanges are
second and third, by no means monopolize
reporting more bookings daily.
the possibilities of profits.
Select Plans Ad Campaign
for Davies Film
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
New York " is playing at Pittsburgh and
vicinity theatres. This amount of space
announces that it has arranged an extensive newspaper advertising campaign to will be divided into quarter-page displays.
back up the serial publication of Marion
Altogether the thirteen newspapers included in Select's extensive advertising
Davies' forthcoming Select picture, " The
campaign have a total circulation estiBelle of New York," which, as reported
last week, will be published serially in
mated at more than three million, averagthirteen newspapers in the leading cities of
ing in reading circulation more than twelve
million.
America, beginning on February 9, in the
Philadelphia North American, and on the
following day in the New York Journal.
On succeeding dates the story will begin
Jack O'Brien Completing
New Pearson Picture
in eleven other publications, namely: Pittsburgh Press, Atlanta Georgian, Cleveland
JackginiaO'Brien,
managing Inc.,
director,
VirNews, Chicago American, Minneapolis
Pearson Photoplays,
announces
News, Boston American, Des Moines
that Miss Pearson's first independent proRegister and Tribune, San Francisco Exduction,The
"
Bishop's Emeralds," will be
aminer, Kansas City Post, Los Angeles
completed in about two weeks and furExaminer and the Omaha News.
nishes the star with every opportunity to
surpass anything she has done before.
To back up this big display of story matter each of the above-named newspaper
" The Bishop's Emeralds " is a screen
will carry, in different issues, advertising
version of Houghton Townley's novel of
the same title. Louis Meyer, president of
totaling three thousand lines for each
Virginia Pearson Photoplays, Inc., purpaper, with the exception of the Philadelphia North American, which will carry
chased all rights to Mr. Townley's novel,
four thousand lines to be distributed over
which has had a big sale on London bookstands.
the period during which " The Belle of

Rupert Julian Filrr
on February 10
"Creaking Stairs," starring Mary M Laren and "The Millionaire Pirate," f
turing Monroe Salisbury" and Ruth C
ford, both Rupert Julian pictures, were .:
the Universal release schedule for F
ruary 10.
i
Evelyn Campbell is the author of II p
MacLaren vehicle, and the Salisbury f has been adapted from the Hungar
story
Nitray. release
" Creaking
is
the by
firstEmil
MacLaren
in overStab
tfc t»
months, while " The Millionaire Pirat
brings the Salisbury-Clifford combinat
back to the screen after an absence
eight months.
Marcia Manon Appears
with Barrymore
Marcia Manon, one of the most popu
of the Famous Players-Lasky actress
has traveled all the way from the Las
studio in Hollywood, Cal., to New Yc
to play the leading feminine role in Jo
Barrymore's next Paramount picture, " 1

:
1
:
•

In Cecil B. De Mille's " Old Wives i 1
Malefactor."
New
" Miss Manon had a splendid opp<
tunity to display her artistic taste
clothes and jewelry.
Her toilettes wi
copied by modistes and fashion publicatic and many pages of adjectives have be
printed in praise of her originality.

Marcia Manon appears with John Barrymore
" The Malefactor," a new Paramount pictur
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Holubar

Film

Scores

in

Cleveland
Universal announced this week that few
pictures have been so enthusiastically received in Cleveland as " The Heart of
Humanity," Allen Holubar's super-drama,
according to Manager Kuhn of the Stillman theatre, where the Jewel production
began a showing January 26.
The film opened to such a big business
on January 26 that Manager Kuhn decided
to stage three showings each evening instead of two as originally planned, and
during the first week the theatre was filled
to overflowing at each performance. During the second day of the showing an
aviator from the Glenn L. Martin aeroplane plant flew over Cleveland, taking a
panorama of the city and releasing several
thousand leaflets calling attention to the
showing.
At Toledo, Ohio, where the film was
shown at the Alhambra theatre beginning
January 26, overflow business was the rule.
At Baltimore, where the film was shown
at Loew's Hippodrome, the S. R. O. was
put up during the first showing and not
taken down.

A Moment
in " the
Winning
Wife,"Mrs.a Picture
Made byCyrilthe Maude,
Stage Women's
War Relief.
Left
to Right
PlayersHis Are
Sam Harris,
Violet Heming
and From
Capt.
Frederick
Lloyd

H. B. Warner at the Hampton Studios
Instead of the Brunton studios as previously announced, H. B. Warner, under
his recent contract with Jesse D. Hampton, will produce at the Hampton studios
at Los Angeles.
Mr. Hampton produces all his pictures
in his own studios, where he filmed Grace
Darmond and an all star cast in the sixreel special " What Every Woman Wants,"
which, like the Warner plays, will be released by the Exhibitors Mutual.
William Desmond, another Hampton
star, works under Mr. Hampton in the
Los Angeles studio.
In a wire from California, Mr. Hampton informs the local offices of Exhibitors
Mutual that great preparations are being
made to receive Mr. Warner, who will
leave New York very shortly for the West
Coast.
World

Reports

Demand

for " Better 'Ole "
Exhibitors all over the country are said
to be sending in a constant stream of inquiries to World Pictures regarding "The
Better 'Ole " — the screen version of the
play which is now running at the Cort
theatre, New York City. It is evident that
the exhibitors everywhere realize that in
this production they have the opportunity
of securing an attraction of extraordinary
drawing powers. "The Better 'Ole," or
The Romance of Old Bill, is internationally
known through its great success on the
legitimate stage. It is chuck full of entertainment, sentiment and humor, and is the
sort of a picture that makes everyone
happy. Realizing the possibilities in this
production the Strand theatre, New York
City, booked it for the premier presentation
during the week of February 23.

"Man
of
Might"It wason
attacked Billboards
by bandits and Ransome
Exhibitors Keenly Alive to Advertisdivided the flag in six pieces, giving each
ing Possibilities of Vitagraph Seone. Each peace told nothing; together
rial— William Duncan Is
.they
located the treasure. Ben Ransome
Starred
treasured his bit of flag. For all he knew,
the other holders had died. The day this
BILLBOARDS over the country are bestory opens, he was looking at the flag
ginning to show the effects of the monster campaign exhibitors are putting over
when
by " Scarface
in the interests of their first showing of
Bender,heonewasof attacked
the expedition,
who was"
bent
on
getting
all
the
six
pieces.
" The Man of Might," latest of the famous
Vitagraph serials.
Bender is beating Ransome to death
when Dick Van Brunt, engaged to marry
Exhibitors have been alive to the unusual advertising aids extended them, and
Polly,
rushes
scores of showmen have begun an intensive
He learns
the in,
storyfrustrating
of the flag" Scarface."
from the
campaign on billboards and in newspapers.
dying man, and, after marrying Polly, deThe rush of bookings of the serial, which
cides to get the treasure for themselves.
again brings to the fore the athlete-star
William Duncan, with his all-star supporting
Marines Enjoy William
cast, which includes Edith Johnson and Joe
Ryan, whose past Vitagraph serializations
Fox Production
have won for them quite a niche in the
affections of screen fans, have been beyond
" Tell It To The Marines," starring Jane
and Katherine Lee, was shown recently as
the most sanguine anticipations of Vitathe feature of an entertainment given in
graph. A rush was looked for, even beyond
the post gymnasium at the Marine Corps
the precedents established by past serials,
but the torrent that developed set a new
training camp at Quantico, Va. In itsstory of the entertainment the Leatherrecord in concentration of bookings, more
to say:neck, the camp paper at Quantico, had this
resulting in a lesser period than has been
the case in connection with any of the
former Vitagraph chapter-plays.
" The big night's performance opened
with a bang at 7 o'clock with the represenThe first episode is entitled " The Riven
tation of a special feature film. ' Tell It
Flag" and graphically introduces the plot,
which grows in interest and in suspense
To The Marines ' was the title of the film,
so named by William Fox, president of the
with each succeeding episode. It tells the
story of Captain Ben Ransome and his Fox Film Corporation. Miss Hattie Gray
daughter Polly, who live on the outskirts
Baker, film director of the Fox Corporaof Los Angeles. Years before his father
tion, came from New York for the occarounded the Horn on the merchantman
sion and sat among the leathernecks.
Lion. The crew mutined and he alone
Probably the most amusing thing about the
reached shore on the Gulf of Mexico. He
film, aside from the antics of the two kid
found a treasure where he landed ind
stars and the marvelous dummies, as the
buried it there, marking the latitude and
surprise of not finding any honest-to-goodlongitude on a flag. Years later he led
ness ' Gyreens ' marching all through the
an expedition in search of the treasure.
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3Bara

IReturns

THE generosity which motion picture
starts manifest toward one another is
a trait which hitherto has been evident only
in scenarios of low jokesmiths, in data for.
the ribald, in material for ground and
lofty cacchinations of raucous mirth. But,
with the Peace Conference at Paris fairly
glowing with Brotherhood, and the whole
world feeling the Impulses of the Higher
Humanity (upper case, please), our stars
are becoming little playmates in the garden
of art.
Co-operation ! That is the word of the
hour; and every night when they sink into
the Ostermoors, our stars ask themselves :
" Have I co-operated today with my fellow stars — or have I not?" If not, then
the star so failing gets six retakes as
punishment.
The Motion Picture News, with its
finger on the pulse of the Infant Industry,
is able exclusively to record this new
trend in Art ; and in recording it adds another world-shaking beat to its long record
of journalistic accomplishments.
Readers of the News will recall that a
short time ago this magazine published an
exclusive story that Tom Mix and Theda
Bara had collaborated in the production
of "The She-Devil." This fact was given
to the industry in spite of the efforts of
the Fox Film Corporation officials to keep
it secret — the desire for secrecy being born
of the fact that Theda Bara has an ironclad clause in her contract with William
Fox which stipulates that no other player's name shall be mentioned in the same
breath — in the same story with hers. But
the News obtained the story that Tom Mix
had driven a stage-coach for Miss Bara
in the filming of "The She-Devil," and
printed it, let the chips fall where they
might, as the feller says.
Now the Motion Picture News is in
position to state that Theda Bara has returned the compliment and has helped Tom
Mix stage his latest Victory' picture,
" Fighting for Gold."
Miss Bara, with a characteristic modesty
and self-effacement, has said nothing about
the incident. The publicists in the employ
of William Fox have said nothing; indeed,
Service Bureau
even if the Fox Exhibitors'
had known about it, the various persons
who write the deathless prose that emanates from the Fox offices would have to
keep silence — for a contract is a contract,
and Heaven have mercy on the luckless
wight who broke the Bara rule!
But the incident is such a striking example of the new spirit of Co-operation, and
Fellowship, and Brotherhood, and Humanitarianism, and Help-Me-and-Fll-Help-Youness, that, gol darn it all, the News has simply GOTTA spill it.
Pieced together from the fragments of
gossip that have filtered through from Ma
Alexandria's boarding house in Los Angeles, the story is this :
When " Fighting for Gold " was bought
for Tom Mix it was found that one of the
characters was a vamp — a sinuous, alluring, kiss-me-you-fool person, who took

tbe
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Theda Bara, the bear, and Tom Mix, the star,
co-operate in a new Wm. Fox production
men's hearts and ground them into powder
by the mere narrowing of a set of ballbearing eyelids. The role was so important
that it could not be slighted by the engagement of an actress of mediocre ability.
This role required Art — huge gobs of it;
and Director Ed. Le Saint was in a most
gosh-awful mess trying to get somebody
who had genius enough to measure up to
the part.
He made a thorough survey of all the
available artists then " at liberty " in
Hollywood, and its fashionable suburb, Los
Angeles ; but his search was futile. There
was only one person who could play the
part ; only one artist who had the temperament, the genius and the grasp of detail
which would give this role its proper interpretationonly
;
one player whom he could
depend upon to rise to the impassioned
heights that the script demanded — Theda
Bara. (Prolonged applause.)
But how could one expect Miss Bara to
play a role in support of another star?
How could one, indeed ! " Cest impossible"! said Director Le Saint, in his native
tongue.
But Mr. Le Saint was wrong. In some
mysterious way word reached Theda Bara
that the Tom Mix company was held up
for lack of a person of her attainments.
Recalling instantly that Tom Mix had
come to her rescue in the filming of " The
She Devil," Miss Bara immediately declared she would take the part. Fortunately, itwas between two of her productions— a period when ordinarily she would
rest ; but she gladly gave up her vacation
to be of assistance to Tom Mix — thus
marking the advent of that new era of cooperation which has dawned on the motion
picture profession.
Miss Bara plunged into the work with
zest, and persons who saw her acting declare shework
has done
in "career.
Fighting for Gold"
the best
of her
That is the story as relayed to us from
Hollywood.
Now, through characteristic

Completing Three
New Serials
With two serials now on the screen
Pathe's declaration that 1919 will be th
greatest serial year in history is being a<
hered to according to the latest announic
ment of Paul Brunet, vice-president a;
general manager.
There are three new serials in course
production. Work has already started i
the
serial,This" Inserial
Secret,"
RobertPearl
W. White
Chambers.
is bei: 1
directed by George B. Seitz at the Pat!
studio,City.
134th street and Park avenue, Nei
York
The Astra Company, at Glendale, Call
fornia, is reported to be making rapi
headway
on Ruth
Roland'sthenewwork
serial,
ai
Director Ellis
is rushing
so tha
it will be completed in time to follow Peal
White's serial, "' The Lightning Raider;
Arthur B. Reeve and Charles A. Logue
wrote the new Roland serial and the tit]
will be announced shortly.
" The Great Gamble," featuring Ann*
Luther and Charles Hutchison, is being d
rected by Joseph Golden, who also directo
the previous Western Photoplays seria
" Wolves of Kultur."
Fox

Scenarioist Deplores
Lack of Stories
Referring to the recent announcement of
the Fox Film Corporation of thr? purchase
of a story for William Farnum, especially
written by George V. Hobart, and of th*
purchase
of " Cowardice
George
Barr McCutcheon,
for Court,"
Peggyby Hylan^
Hamilton Thompson, William Fox seen*
ario-editor, spoke this week of the great
difficulty in finding good screen stories
outside the work of wrell-known writers.
" We are anxious to discover new talent;"
said Mr. Thompson, " but the record of
acceptable work from unknowns is not an
inspiring one. The willingness of Williaa
Fox to give new people every opporturuw
is well known, and this, added to the val£
of a new writer securing a Fox prodi
tion, brings us perhaps more than
share of unsolicited manuscripts,
though they come in a deluge, very, v
few — say, one out of a hundred — has
thing even to recommend it for serious
consideration."
enterprise, the Motion Picture News is
able to publish on this page an exclusive
photograph of Theda Bara and Tom Mis
actually working in the same scene.
As the observing reader will readily see
the Theda Bara here shown is a bear
Nevertheless it is Theda Bara.
This Theda Bara was formerly the mascot of an infantry regiment stationed a"
Campordered
Lewis,to Wash.
the regimen'
was
France, When
the mascot
was sen
to Hollywood as a gift to the famous actress after whom it was named. The beai
was only a cub then, but Miss Bara — thi
real Miss Bara — fed it so lavishly on mill
and other delicacies that it grew and grew
and grew until — Well, now look at it!
And when it comes to Co-operation, am
Fellowship, and Helpfulness, why, Thed;
Bara is a bear!
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Mabel Normand Becomes a Rural Belle in " Sis Hopkins," in Which
She Are
Is inStarred
by Samuel
Everything
It
Vitagraph Aims for New
Art Standard
Exploitation aids that represent the last
word in craftsmanship and art are being
prepared by the Vitagraph Company in
behalf of " The Lion and the Mouse," the
big special production in which Alice Joyce
appears, scheduled for release on February
24. Extraordinary activity along this line
is taken by the observant technical clan
that tackles the typographical and color
problems heaped on it by fertile advertising schemers as a sure indication of
Vitagraph's confident belief that in " The
Lion and the Mouse " it has truly a " special feature."
Departing from usual practice and appropriation limits, the Vitagraph Company
has placed a record order for a full line
of hand-colored lobby prints, both in
22 x 28 and 11 x 14 sizes. Samples viewed
in the advertising offices of the company
reveal these to be exquisitely blended and
a breathing example of the art of handtinting.
•
Metro

Gives Lytell Unusual
Cast .

A wronged man's long fight for restitution and revenge is the basis of " The
Blind Man's Eyes," the newest Bert Lytell
picture, which is now under production at
the new Metro studios in Hollywood, with
John Ince directing, under the personal supervision ofMaxwell Karger, director general.
It is doubtful if Lytell ever drew such
a splendid cast as the one with which Director General Karger has surrounded the
young star in " The Blind Man's Eyes."
Frank Currie, veteran character actor and
a familiar figure in many Metro films, has
'the
role Childers,
of Basil Santoine,
lawyer;
Naomi
beautifula blind
and talented
leading woman, plays Santoine's daughter,
" the blind man's eyes " ; Joseph Kilgour,
distinguished Broadway actor, is Matthew
Matron, the money master and rogue.
Others in the cast are Mignon Anderson, Gertrude Claire, Richard Morris and
Morris Foster.

Gpldwyn
Boosts Norr
THE decision to star Mabel Normand
" Sis Hopkins " closely approximates a
stroke of genius on the part of the Goldwyn organization. It could be foretold
that " Sis Hopkins " was everything that
a Mabel Normand role ought to be, and
the completed production, now ready for
release February 9, bears out all of the
Goldwyn, advanced predictions, according
to all reports.
Mabel Normand is pre-eminently a
broad comedy heroine, and there could
hardly be a broader comedy than " Sis
Hopkins." It calls for animation and action, for ridiculous situations, for superior
clowning and fun-making. In the Goldwyn
production of the play Rose Melville made
famous throughout the land for two generations you find Mabel Normand riding
the handlebars of a bicycle pedalled at
breakneck speed up hill and down dale in
pursuit of Vibert, the sharper, bent on buying Paw Hopkins' farm at what Vibert
thinks is a ridiculous figure for land swimRiesenfeld

Contracts

CLOSELY following the news that Pathe
Exchange, Inc., will, beginning March
9, release a Harold Lloyd comedy once a
week, instead of at two-week intervals,
comes the announcement that Hugo Riesenfeld, director of the Rivoli and Rialto theNew York
has signed
a year's
contractatres,for
these City,
one-reel
Rolin features
of the Rolin Company for the year.
Paul Brunet, vice-president and general
manager of Pathe Exchange, Inc., considers that the success of the reels is
largely due to the country-wide survey and
the campaign that has been in progress for
some time to place the comedies in the
front rank. A great mass of exhibitor
and newspaper comment, supplemented by
thousands of personal criticisms, have
given a definite idea of the high points of
excellence in idea and treatment to attract
and hold public favor.
This information and suggestion has
been enormously helpful to Hal Roach,
head of the Rolin Film Company, who
has steadily bettered his work, so that the

Goldwyn.

The

Country

School,

Pumpkins, 'n

and
Hopkins"
ming in in
oil ; "Sis
dashing on
foot through a
field of pumpkins, hurling the big ones
right and left and finally sprawling flat
with the vine of one entangled with her
awkward feet ; cleaning out a country
grocery by fisticuffs when the village
"humdinger" tries to flirt with her;
tumbling head over heels down a flight
of cellar stairs when Vibert thrusts her
and Ridy Scarboro into the trap while he
tries to sneak Paw Hopkins to the notary's
without their knowledge and later breaking out of this improvised prison with an
axe; performing bewildering circus stunts
on an improvised trapeze hung back of the
family barn and doing a hundred and one
other things that will quickly stamp her
as a " stunt " comedienne and add new
thousands to her uncounted admirers.
A great deal of the fun of " Sis Hopkins " in its picture form comes from the
subtitles, many of them taken directly
from the original story as Rose Melville
arranged it for the stage.
for Lloyd
Comedies
comedies are now being played in more
than 5,000 theatres throughout the United
States and Canada. Joseph Plunkett, manager of the Strand theatre, New York
City, where they have been shown, has
declared them to be the best one-reel
comedies on the market, and showing
steady improvement.
The supply of features for a year is
amply assured, and with the change of
release to a weekly basis a new form of
contract will be made by which these
proven features will be booked for a year
solid, as in the case of the Rialto theatre.
Writing to Mr. Brunet last week, Hal
Roach says mendation
: " Iand the
thankconstructive
you for your
commaterial
which Pathe has placed at your disposal.
If you think the comedies that I have been
turning out have reached the hundred per
cent standard, I can assure you that, having in hand the sense of thousands of
picture followers and exhibitors, furnished
by you, I am certain that I can make the
comedies still better."
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Motion
Ontario

Says "Hoarded
Assets"
VITAGRAPH exchange managers report a big demand for " Hoarded
Assets," starring Harry T. Morey. They
state that the part of Harry T. Morey as
a river-pirate in " Hoarded Assets " may
be traced to the passion of the author,
Raymond S. Spears, for boating, particularly river-boating.
Mr. Spears, who wrote this story for
Scribner's Magazine, is a former New
York newspaperman, but now lives upstate in a city on the Mohawk River.
In a sort of " shanty-boat," which he
built himself, Mr. Spears made a trip the
full length of the Mississippi River a few
years ago. It is but natural that boats
should have a foremost place in his mind
when he wrote " Hoarded Assets."
As the river-pirate, Harry Rufus, in
" Hoarded Assets," Mr. Morey steals a
shipment of gold, and when the " bulls "
trail him too closely he buries it in a cove
of the river. By an original twist of the
story Jerry Rufus comes through the deal
safely, although the police are present
when he digs up the hoard.
It is said to be all so surprising and
yet so logical that it gives the story an
unlooked-for " punch " ending of the sort
that so strengthened the tales of the late
O. Henry. Mr. Spears, the author, recently witnessed a screening of " Hoarded
Assets " in Vitagraph's Syracuse exchange,
and he remarked that while he didn't know
at the time that the rights would ever be

" Lafayette We Come " Is
Praised by McMahan
Exhibitors' Mutual reports that I. W.
McMahan, president of the McMahan &
Jackson Film Company, Cincinnati, Ohio,
was so delighted after he screened
"Lafayette, We Come," an Affiliated release, that he sat down and dictated a letter
to J. A. Kent, Cincinnati branch manager
of Exhibitors' Mutual.
" I was agreeably surprised to find that
it had no elements of war in it," he wrote,
" but instead, was very interesting as a
dramatic production.
" I dare say that it is one of the finest
pictures I have ever had the opportunity of
witnessing. The production is first class
from an artistic and director's standpoint,
the sets are elaborate, the acting is excellent and, in fact, the picture is, in my
mind, as stated above, one of the best I
have ever seen."
Assists Exhibitor

Direct

to

Exploit Picture
Universal's policy of assisting exhibitors
in every way to properly exploit attractions, led it to send G. Horace Mortimer
to Baltimore, Washington and Cleveland
to help the theatre men launch their publicity and advertising campaigns on " The
Heart of Humanity " the Jewel superdrama.
Mr. Mortimer is said to have the honor
of being the first publicity representative
sent in advance of a film booked into a
theatre a« a regular attraction.

Proves

Very

Popular

Picture

Exhibitors
Exchange

News]
to Start

Official announcement has been made that ,
the
Moving ofPicture
Association
OntarioExhibitors'
has decidedProtective
to enter
the moving picture exchange business. The
concern which has been organized is known
as thethe" Canadian
Exhibitors'
"
and
capitalization
has beenExchange
placed at,
$100,000, with the par value of shares at
$100
The each.
decision to organize the company wa>;

Alice Joyce Lion
is starred
by Vitagraph
in " The
and the
Mouse
purchased for Harry Morey, it was the
virile Morey type of male that he had in
mind when he created the character of
" Jerry Rufus."
" Hoarded Assets " was directed by Paul
Scardon. In Mr. Morey's support is to be
seen a strong cast of Vitagraphers, including Betty Blythe, Jean Paige, George
Majeroini, Robert Gaillard and Bernard
Siegal.
" The

Fall of Babylon " Is
Shown on Coast
D. W. Griffith has brought to the screen
again the days of ancient history in his
film
" The
Fallpresentation
of Babylon."at
whichplay
had titled
its first
public
the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles, starting
the performance on Sunday, January 19th.
This showing was a try-out one, and Mr.
Griffith re-edited the picture from day to
day, using the studio cutting print for the
engagement.
This film constitutes all of the Babylonian epoch of his famous tri-story production, "Intolerance," with the addition of
a number of other characters and an entirely different climax to the love affair of
the mountain girl, Constance Talmadge.
and the Rhapsode, Elmer Clifton.
He's Charles' Cousin!
Al Ray, cousin of Charles Ray, will be
Ruth Clifford's leading man in a forthcoming Universal release entitled " The
Game's Up," which has been completed by
Elsie Jane Wilson at the Pacific coast studios. The film play is woven around the
complications that arise when a young girl,
an art student, writes home of her successes, her automobile and influential
friends, and is, by coincidence, called upon
to prove her claims, and who, with the aid
of a young millionaire who poses as her
chauffeur, conducts her surprised guest
through a series of parties and fetes that
at their conclusion bring four lovers together in a double honeymoon.

reached at a general meeting of the members at 143 Yonge street, Toronto, and the
official statement regarding the move was
issued by Secretary Thomas Scott on Janu-i
A committee composed of nine members
ary
of the14. association was appointed to canvass
the whole business throughout Ontario for
the purpose of establishing the activities of
the concern throughout the province.
This committee consists of A. A. Huttlemayer, Queen's theatre, Niagara Falls; JJ
C. Brady, Madison theatre, Toronto; W. G.
Sturgess, Imperial theatre, Toronto; J. CCrang, Oakwood theatre, Toronto ; F.
Guest, Stfand theatre, Hamilton ; H. Alexander, Park theatre, .Toronto ; W. Bailie,
Cum-Bac theatre, Toronto; W. F. Sexton,
Family theatre, Toronto, and L. Feighan,
Eclipse and Broadview theatres, Toronto.
A number of these theatres are large and
important units in the field. The new exchange isto be operated by a board of dir
rectors to be elected annually by stockholders.
U. S. A. Series Attract
According to the Division of Films of
the Committee of Public Information wide
interest is being manifested in the series
of two-reelers made by the United States
Government to illustrate the activities of
a number of specialized branches of war
service.
The four pictures of the " U. S. ASeries,'' which take the public behind the
scenes and give them many secrets of
methods that helped America toward victory, are all now released and have been
widely booked. The Government made
the pictures to fulfil public demand, and
it is reported from the Division of Films
that the public is showing unusual interest
in the series.

Dimpled Dorothy Dalton, Ince-Paramount star
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Alec B. Francis, the veteran screen player, has
a lovable role in Madge Kennedy's new Goldwyn
picture,
Cosmo Hamilton.
Francis is" Day
cast Dreams,"
as GrandpabyBurn.
With his clear insight into American life,
David W. Griffith in his new Artcraft picture,
"released
A Romance
Valley,"
Januaryof 26,Happy
has taken
the which
incidentwasof
a boy running away from his home in the night
for one of the minor climaxes in his story of
a cross road settlement in the Ohio River
country.
" The Blind
Man's
production
starring
BertEyes,"
Lytell, the
whichnewis Metro
under
way atingthe
Metro
studios
in
Hollywood,
is
makexcellent progress towards completion.
Lytell sonal
is directed
by
John
Ince,
under
the
persupervision of Maxwell Karger, director
Jean Paige, who appears in the first BushmanBayne-Vitagraph production
Feature

Marks

Return

of

James Young
The return of James Young to the staff
of Vitagraph directors is marked in the
latest Earle Williams picture, " The Man
Who Wouldn't Tell."
Some of the most noteworthy of Vitagraph productions in the past were directed by Mr. Young, and his re-engagement by Vitagraph not only brings him
back into the fold once, more, but his assignment as director
Williams pictures
reunites ot"
twotheoldEarle
friends.
One of the most noteworthy pictures
ever produced by Vitagraph, " My Official Wife," was directed by Mr. Young,
and Earle Williams was a leading member of the cast that played in the production.
Mitchell
Lewis Finishes
Another Select
" Children of Banishment " is the title
of the newest production Mitchell Lewis
has completed for Select Pictures. According to the report there is left only a
few days of location work around Los
Angeles.
As soon as these shots are taken work*
will be started on the cutting and titling
of the picture, which constitutes the second of Mr. Lewis' Select Star Series.
" Children of Banishment," says the
statement issued by Select, will be one of
the most thrilling pictures of the Northwest ever filmed. There is not a manmade set in the entire production.
Glass

Has Juvenile Role
with Clark
Gaston Glass will be seen in the leading
juvenile role opposite Marguerite Clark in
her latest Paramount picture, " A Honeymoon for Three." Mr. Glass has finished
recently an important part in John Erqferson-Anita Loos Paramount Artcraft,
" When
the was
Boys born
Comein France.
Home." He came
Mr. Glass
to America with Mme. Bernhardt in 1916
and played in her repertoire. Then he
served in the French army, and since then
has come back to motion picture acting.
Mr. Glass has been seen in Pathe, Gaumont and Eclair productions.

general.
With Vitagraph's release of " The Highest
Trump pear"for the
on February
Williams
apfirst time 3,inEarle
the dual
role will
of both
author and star. He collaborated with H. H.
Van Loan in the writing of " The Highest
Trump."
A game of chess is a feature of Bessie Barriscale's latest success, " All of a Sudden
Norma," released by the Exhibitors' Mutual.
Following a rest, Vivian Martin has started
work at the Morosco studio in Hollywood on
a new Paramount picture titled, " You Can't
Just Wait," Robert Vignola directing.
releasesscheduled
" Silent for
Strength,"
theWhen
HarryVitagraph
Morey picture
February 17, will
a glimpse
into Mr.
the Pinchot
estate ofhasGifford
Pinchot
be offered.
been
a leader in conservation work.
In " One Every Minute," the ParamountJames ruaryMontgomery
Flaggplays
comedy
released
Feb2. Olin Howland
the part
of Royal
Hosford, a rural bumpkin engaged to Anne Dearest, a rural pippin, played by Florence Dixon.
May Allison and her supporting company oi
Metro players are on location at Catalina Island,
where Henry Otto is directing them in Miss
Allison's newest starring subject, " The Island
of Dorothy
Intrigue."Gish has the role of a slavey named
" Boots " in her next Paramount picture, re16. She custom
is calledto " refer
Boots to" the
becauseleased
it is February
the English
bootblack by that term. The setting of the
picture is in London.
the title
of "a What
six-reelEvery
specialWoman
for whichWants
Jesse" D.is Hampton,
according to an announcement, has signed Grace
Darmond as the star.
For the big Famous Players-Lasky Salvation
Army tion,
picture,
whichthe isdirector,
rapidly recently
nearing took
compleEdward Jose,
his
company
to
a
nearby
cantonment
and
made
what
are believed to be some of the most remarkable
militant scenes that have ever been secured for
a motion picture.
Phyllis Blake thought she was having a great
time with Josephus Potts, Jr., from Homeburg,
Pa. She posed as a distracted heroine in search
of the Green Gullabaloo and a valuable lost half
of a note. She thought she was putting over
somea "country
reel serial
" stuff,having
but she
didn'tThereckon
on
bumpkin
sense.
last
laugh was on her.
Written by Bud Fisher, famous creator of
" Muttof and
Jeff."
See his first venture into the
field
picture
writing.
The L-Ko Komedy Company at Universal City
has just completed a two-reeler featuring Babe
Hardy
and entitled
on the
and another
featuring" Blame
Eddie It
Barry
and Ford,"
Harry
Mann, entitled " It's a Bird."
Priscilla Dean's latest Universal special attracWild Cat
of Paris,"
at thetion, "The
Broadway
theatre,
New was
York,welllastreceived
week,
according to Manager Kashin.
Under the direction of Vin Moore, Alice Howell has comp'eted her latest Century comedy,
" Society in Tents."
" To make people laugh," says " Fatty " Art'uckle, " is of course my chief aim. In the past
years, the years of war, it has been a duty incumbent upon every person engaged in my character
of work to win smiles."

Elsie Ferguson, Artcraft film star
Full Week

Runs a Big Success at Buffalo
Full week runs are proving a tremendous success for Manager Earl L. Crabb,
of the Strand theatre at Buffalo, according to report. He is said to have been unusually successful in picking pictures that
stand up well for the entire seven days.
Capacity audiences were reported for
" Eye for Eye,"
the Nazimova attraction
distributed
by Metro.
Manager F. S. Hopkins, of Universal's
exchange at Buffalo, is also authority for
information that longer runs are being
given the larger attractions especially. He
gave a special trade exhibition in Shea's
Hippodrome recently of " The Heart of
Humanity," with the entire Hippodrome
setting.
symphony
orchestra playing the musical
Western New York exhibitors, members
of the press and friends were in the audience. The showing was given after the
regular performance in the evening. The
production, it is announced, will be shown
in Shea's Hippodrome.
Walter Hays, of the Mitchel H. Mark
Realty Corporation and director of the
First National Exhibitors' Corporation,
has returned to Buffalo from the Los Angeles film conclave. He says that in spite
of the merger of " The Big Five," assurance was given that present contracts
would be carried out by Chaplin, Pickford
and others on the First National program.
Selznick Opens Offices
The latest addition to the Fifth Avenue
film district is the new offices of the recently organized Selznick Pictures Corporation offices at Room 1,503, 501 Fifth
avenue. The Selznick offices are in the
Astor Trust Building, which is one of the
most modern business structures in the
city, having been just completed when the
ations.put an end to extensive building operwar
All the New York business of the Selznick Pictures Corporation will be transacted at this office, which is in charge of
Randolph Bartlett.
Meanwhile production is going on in the
Brunton Studios in Los Angeles, President
Myron Selznick and Director General
Charles Giblyn being at the coast for this
purpose.
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Coming,
Rialto

^Program

Shows

a

" Out of the Fog " Runs Week at
Broadway
House, Beginning
February 9 — Star Has Dual
Role
IT was announced this week by Nazimova
Productions that Alia Nazimova in the
superproduction
"Out of
Fog" atis
is
scheduled to appear
on the
the screen
the Rialto theatre in New York the week
beginning February 9, presented by Richard A. Rowland and Maxwell Karger.
The exhibition of this feature in the
Rialto is but a confirmation of the predictions of the producers that this drama,
adapted from the stage play " 'Ception
Shoals," by H. Austin Adams, would prove
one of the most striking motion picture
productions of the year.
The three principal characters besides
Eve, the central figure, are played by the
same persons who shared with the star,
Mme. Nazimova, the success of " 'Ception
Shoals " when it was presented a season
or so ago at the Princess theatre, New
York. They are Charles Bryant, in the
role of Phillip Blake; Henry Harmon,
whose work on the stage as the religious,
fanatical old Job Coffin brought unanimous
praise from New York dramatic critics,

News

O/fierinqd

Nazimova

Film

and Nancy Palmer, in the part of Maude
Standish.
Added to the power of the human
drama, there is a depiction of the restless
menace and mystery -of the sea in the
marine scenes taken about a famous lighthouse near Gloucester. The beating of
the surf against the foundations of the
beacon light, the impenetrable shrouding
fog, the uncanniness and eeriness of the
waters at night, all are brought out with
extraordinary artistry and effectiveness.
In fact, during the work of taking pictures
of the sweep of the waves against the
rugged, weed-clogged rocks upon which
the light stands, the cameraman in charge,Eugene Gaudio, nearly lost his life and
was himself pulled out of danger only by
the quick forming of a human chain. He
succeeded not only, though, in obtaining
magnificent close-ups of the breakers but
also in filming for the first time in the
history of motion picture photography
realistic glimpses of the fog which is expected to cause much comment.
In "Out of the Fog," Nazimova is
called upon to play a dual role: that of
Faith, the unfortunate sister of Job Coffin,
a bigoted, almost fanatical fisherman, and
of Eve, the child born to Faith.

Select Names
Its Features
for February
"Children of Banishment" and Alice
SELECT PICTURES CORPORATION
announces three new productions for
Brady in " The World to Live In.-'
distribution during the month of February
The first of Select's February attractions,
with Constance Talmadge, Alice Brady and
" Romance and Arabella," in which Constance Talmadge is presented by Lewis J.
Mitchell Lewis as the stars. These attracSelznick, is a screen version of William J.
tions are Constance Talmadge in " Romance and Arabella," Mitchell Lewis in Hurlhut's stage play of three seasons ago.
Aliss Talmadge is seen in the part of Arabella Cadenhouse, a young widow who is
determined that her second marriage shall
be filled with romance.
Mitchell Lewis, Select's newest star,
whose first picture under the Select banner was " Code of the Yukon," has contributed an attraction for February that
Select expects will bring him thousands of
new admirers. The name of it is " Children of Banishment," a screen version of
Francis William Sullivan's novel of the
same name, which was prepared for the
screen and directed by Norval MacGregor.
Alice Brady's Select picture for February, "The World to Live In," is by W.
Carey Wonderly. It is the story of a girl
who works by day and plays by night, one
of the " tinpan " sort with which New
York is filled. In the day time Rita
Charles, the character played by Alice
Brady, is a capable stenographer, but her
evenings are spent in places of amusement
with the son of her employer.
Classified Ads
(Constance Talmadge is starred by Select in
".Romance and Arabella "

Picture
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This antler is a star player in " From Scales to
Antlers," an Outing-Chester picture
New

Outing Chesters Are
Released
February 2 was chosen as the release
date for " From Scales to Antlers," the
opening number of a new series of Outing
Chester scenics which are now ready for
presentation. The Outing Chester Pictures
are produced by C. L. Chester in co-operation with Outing Magazine, and the entire
series will be distributed through First
National exchanges.
" From Scales to Antlers " depicts a
canoeing jaunt in the Candian Northwest,
where lily-studded streams and .fragrant
pine forests are the props, and fins, fur
and feathers clothe the actors.
Beginning with the first release, the
Chester pictures will be distributed weekly,
the second on the schedule being " TeddyMelville

Helped

Normand

Birds."
" SiswhoHopkins
Rose in
Melville,
created the " role of
" Sis Hopkins " upon the stage and is
now retired, is said to have journeyed
especially to see Mabel Normand. and it
is reported that she imparted to Miss Normand many valuable suggestions ancnt
costumes and gestures.
Goldwyn released the feature, " Sis Hopkins." starring Mabel Normand. on February 16, and it^ is stated by no less an
authority than the Goldwyn publicity department that both pig tails arch with the
proper ethical curve and that Miss Normand is an ideal " Sis Hopkins."

s
of World'
to Cast
Adds All-St
e
ar Featur
In addition to the all-star cast of principals announced as having stellar roles
in World Pictures' late production, " The
Price of Doubt," William Riley Hatch,
popular character man, has been engaged
for the role of Captain Arden and
Mathilda Brundasre will portray the role
of Mrs. Vale. The World stars who will
appear in this production are Carlyle
Blackwell, Evelyn Greeley, June Elvidge,
Montagu Love and Johnny Hines.
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Ann Irish, at the left, wrote the
play are
for in
the theStage
War Belasco
Relief, himself
and which
and Belasco
ElizabethfilmRisdon
centerWomen's
and David
is at Universal
the right will distribute.
Florence Reed Starts New
United Picture
J. A. Berst, president, United Picture
Theatres, Inc., announces that work was
commenced this week at the Tribune Production sudio on the late Florence Reed
picture, the title to which is not announced.
Marc MacDermott has been engaged as
Miss Reed's
man. for
Mr. his
MacDermott will be leading
remembered
work
with Vitagraph and Edison and on the
speaking stage, having supported Richard
Mansfield, Mrs. Patrick Campbell and appeared under Charles Frohman's management. Miss Reed will be directed by John
M. Stahl and she will have the role of a
novelist who devotes her talents to the
political emancipation of her sex.
Miss Reed first United picture, " The
Call of
the Heart," for
has release
been cutsoon.
and titled
and
is announced
The
star has a dual role — a young girl reared
in America and a beautiful Parisian of
the Latin Quarter of Paris. William Desmond, Alec Francis, George Stevens, Robert Frazer, Marcelle Roussillon and Irving
Cummins are in support.
A pre-release showing of Dustin Farnum's late United picture, " A Man in the
Open," was given this week. It is set for
release February 23.
Essanay Schedules More
Chaplin Films
Essanay has scheduled four of its early
Charlie Chaplin pictures for a new showing. Tfle release dates have been set two
weeks apart and the subjects chosen are
"Shanghaied," released February 15; "A
Night in the Show," released March 1 ;
"The Bank," released March 15, and
" Police," released March 29.
This is the first showing of new prints
on these subjects, which were produced
shortly after Charlie Chaplin joined the
Essanay forces nearly four years ago.
These are four of Chaplin's best pictures.
These four releases are now booking
through the George Kleine System, whose
representatives are in all General Film
Company exchanges.

Universal

Sums

Announcement Tells of Completion
of Stories and Progress of Others
— Pigott in Charge of Continuity Writing
AN

announcement from Universal this
week carries a summary of the work
accomplished and in progress at the company's studios.
" Gentleman Jim " Corbett, with his company, under the direction of James W.
Home, has gone to the California mountains to film scenes of the seventh episode
of his Universal serial, " The Midnight
Rupert Julian is completing his latest
photoplay, starring himself, and entitled
"studios.
The
Man."Fire Flingers," at the Universal City

Thurston Hall is seen as Priscilla Dean's
leading man in " Raggedy Ann," which is
now being completed by Director Tod
Browning at Universal City. Director
Paul Powell has gone to Flagstaff, Ariz.,
to begin work on the next Monroe Salisbury feature entitled " The Great White
Darkness,"
which is to be released by Universal shortly.
William S. Campbell, Universal comedy
director, is at work on the first of a series
of animal comedies entitled " His Dutiful
Wife." Almost the entire Universal City
zoo is used in this film.
Violet Mersereau is featured in a special
two-reel release entitled " Her Proxy Husband." Having completed his latest Universal special production, " The Outcast of
Poker Flat," Harry Carey is soon to begin
work on a series of short-reel Western
subj ects.
Carmel Myers has completed her latest
Universal film play entitled " The Little
White
Savage."
story one
relates
how
two circus
owners The
obtained
of their
" side show queens " after thrilling adventures.
Charlotte Merriam, a fifteen-year-old
Californian, is the latest screen find, according to Casting Director Arthur Hoyt
at Universal City. Miss Merriam, despite

Up

Studio

Bruce McRae

Work

her tender years, is an expert horseback
rider, and because of her all-round talents
has
been film
featured
Western
plays.in several new short-reel
William Pigott has been in charge of the
continuity-writing at Universal City. Mr.
Pigott recently superintended the creation
of
the scripts
" The Marie
Red Glove,"
Universal
serial for
featuring
Welcamp,a
and " The Midnight Man," featuring James
J. Corbett.
Vitagraph Names New
Love Release
With " The Enchanted Barn " acclaimed
with delight all over the country, Bessie
Love becomes at once a figure entirely prepos es ing inthe cinema world, and Vitagraph expects double interest will be taken
in the announcement of her third Vitagraph
release of the years, which is entitled " The
Wishing
Man."with her last medium,
As was Ring
the case
"The Wishing Ring Man" is founded on
a book of that name, from the pen of Margaret Widdemer. Like " The Enchanted
Barn," it teems with the fancy of childhood, yet its emotional demands are perhaps more exacting. It will propound new
demands in delineation and proves a real
test of the dainty star's actual powers,
bringing to the surface every latent talent.
First "Yanks"
of BurtonSeries
Holmes'
Paramount-Burton Holmes Travelogue
release for the week of February 2, the
first of the " Yanks " series, shows the various stages of training through which our
boys pass in their training on the other
side. This subject is titled "With the
American Y. M. C. A. in London." In
taking the scenes, Mr. Holmes visited the
Eagle Hut of the Strand in London and
Washington
the " Y's " club for American officers Inn,
in London.
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44HTHE
WILDCAT
OF PARIS"
registered a riotous hit,
A
congested traffic along Sixth Street, from Olive to a
point which led to the Royal Theatre and withal smashed
all preceding theatre attendance records, when this heartcompelling, red-blooded story of Romance, Ardor and Action
made its introduction yesterday.
44 TT
A

may

be

a broad

the human

freight

Theatre,

one

could

statement
that

have

to make

blocked

assumed

but, judging

the vicinity

that

'THE

from

of the Royal

WILDCAT

OF

PARIS' was the only attraction in St. Louis. At 8 o'clock
in the evening the crowd became so dense that the police
found it difficult to break a path. And within, the play
winnowed
its appeal into the hearts of the audience, easily
registering
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says

here

Brass

Buttons

you permission to pack — jam the
gave — and block the sidewalks — and fill up
«^yHOROYAL
the streets — and stop the trolleys — and drive us cops
half crazy with your 'WILDCAT OF PARIS' ? You
always seemed such a quiet little mouse — do you mean
to say you're a real, live moving picture Star? Have
these here — now — critics said so? "

**pLEASE, Mister Brass Buttons — I am a Star, only,
the nice old critics didn't wake up till yesterday,
simply because my Company never megaphoned the
country for me but just waited along till the real critics,
the people, settled it beyond the shadow of a doubt."

4' A LL right, Priscilla — betwixt you and me, I think
you're the dazzling little diamond of the screen —
but — have you got it in your little head to jam us
fellows up again?"

" VES, sir, please— in about two weeks.
I'll be 'THE
*■ WICKED DARLING'— and this time I'll call out
the reserves."

WILDCAT

of

Book

BARB

thru

your

nearest

Uniuersxtl

Exchange

or

UNIVERSAL

FILMMFGC?

1600 Broadway, nmyor*
Carl Laemmle* Prest
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European
Campaign
For
United
David Howells Leaves for Europe to purchaser of selling rights to American
films in foreign countries. Before his reArrange for Foreign Distribution
turn to New York Mr. Howells will have
of United Product
established in every film distributing centre of Europe a personal representative of
DAVID P. HOWELLS, of David P. David P. Howells, Inc., whose chief duty
Howells, Inc., before leaving for
will be to study the market in which he
Europe this week, completed arrangements
is assigned and make regular reports upon
with the United Picture Theatres, Inc.,
films being shown there, conditions from
whereby he will pave the way for an exthe exhibitors' standpoint, and other mattensive campaign in European countries
ters which will aid in the procuring of
for the distribution of United product.
films of the nature most desired.
Mr. Howells is one of the most prominent
" I believe that a film exporter," said
and successful operators in the foreign
market. He is the sole distributor of Mr. Howells, " should regard himself as
the American representative of every forUnited product in the foreign market and
eign exhibitor who shows a film which he
recently closed negotiations for the plachas handled. For that reason I regard
ing of United pictures in South American
the Howells, Inc., as the representative of
centres.
every exhibitor in the world outside of the
Mr. Howells took with him on his trip United States and Canada, because those
to Europe prints of " The Light of the who have not already shown films of ours
Western Stars," featuring Dustin Farnum ; are potential customers. Because I want
" Adele," starring Kitty Gordon, and
the confidence of every foreign exhibitor
print of the Florence Reed picture, recent-a I am establishing a service station in every
ly completed, " The Call of the Heart."
film distributing centre in the world. The
For these pictures Mr. Howells, will arservice station will be there for the use
range trade showings in all of the imof the exhibitor and through the aid we
portant European centres. He will be ab- can extend to him we will learn of his
sent two months.
needs and thereby be able to cater to
Mr. Howells' plan is to institute a
method of close .co-operation between the
representative American producers and the

Picture

them." He will visit London, the Scandinavian countries, Holland, France, Spain,
Portugal and Italy.

Hall
Closes
Big
Foreign
Deal
President of Independent Sales Condistribution of the Independent's numerous specials covered by this arrangement.
tracts with Apollo Company for
" With the war over, all eyes are now
Foreign Distribution
on the foreign markets. Europe especially
FRANK HALL, president, Independent
is an objective of the American producer.
Sales Corporation, and Lawrence
It is very gratifying to the Independent
Weber, president, and Robert North, treasSales Corporation and to the big foreign
urer, of the recently incorporated Apollo
buyers to know that the big specials of
Trading Corporation, for handling business
in all foreign countries, closed a deal this my company will be handled in the foreign
field by such capable men as Lawrence
week whereby the latter corporation will
distribute in foreign countries all the big Weber, Robert North and Captain Hicks."
productions, the world rights of which are
Houdini Serial Offers
invested in the Independent Sales Corporation.
Many Aids
" The first two of these extra attracIn order that exhibitors may be enabled
tions," said Mr. Hall, " to be immediately
to take full advantage of the advertising
distributed throughout the world, excepting the United States and Canada, by the
possibilities in exploiting " The Master
Apollo Company, will be J. Stuart BlackMystery," starring Houdini, produced by
B.
A. Rolfe Porductions and distributed by
ton's production, ' Life's Greatest ProbOctagon
Films, Inc., Octagon has issued
lem,' starring Mitchell Lewis, and Frank
as a supplement to the campaign book on
Reicher's sensational mystery drama ' Susthis serial four press sheets, each of full
pense,' in which Mollie King is featured.
newspaper size, containing data for four
"The formulated plans of the Apollo
episodes, excepting the fourth sheet, which
Trading Corporation will be put into imcovers the last three episodes only. A
mediate operation. Capt. Benjamin Hicks,
one of the best known film men in foreign
publicity campaign is mapped out for each
markets, sailed Saturday on the Lapland
episode of the serial. Catch-lines for adtalks and inexpensive stunt suggestions
for London, where he will establish the
are also included. The advertising aids
English headquarters of the concern.
Other units of the company will be opened
prepared for this purpose contain material
in rapid order in every important foreign
on every phase of the serial's advertising
center, thus insuring the widest possible
possibilities.

How the Alhambra in Los Angeles played up
the Dustin Farnum-United picture
Foreign Rights to Frohman
Production Sold
The entire foreign rights to " Once to
Every Man,"' Frohman Amusement Company's six-reel production, were purchased
this week by Sidney Garrett, president of
}. Frank Brockliss, Inc., foreign buyers.
William L. Sherrill, president of Frohman
Amusement Company, closed the deal
with Mr. Garrett.
" Once to Every Man " is a screen version of Larry Evans' novel of the same
title and presents Jack Sherrill and Mabel
Withey in the stellar roles.
In addition to this production for exclusive distribution in all foreign countries. Mr. Garrett acquired the European
rights to Frohman Amusement's " The
Witching Hour '' and " God's Man." " The
story retis
said Mr.
Gar, "it altogether
starts off human,"
with a smash
between
the eyes, because in the first reel there
is a fight that is without parallel for intensity and realism, and then the story develops along a human and soul-gripping
line, leading up to a climax that will appeal
to the home-loving as well as sporting
element throughout the world."
Webster's " Reclaimed "
TheAlpha's
first offeringFirst
of the Release
Alpha Pictures.
Inc., a newly organized concern operating
on the open market, is announced as Harry
MacRae Webster's production, " Reclaimed," adapted from a story by Richard
Field Carroll and starring Niles Welch
and Mabel Julian Scott, supported by
Anders Randolph, Warren Cook, Fred W.
Peters, Mabel Wright and Bobby Connelly.
George Edward Hall cut and edited the
picture. Harry Forbes photographed. It
is announced for immediate release.
Artcolor Changes Address
Artcolor Pictures Company has moved
its offices from 1600 Broadway to the
eleventh floor of the Levitt Building. 126
West Forty-sixth street.
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Stokes

Production Manager for Prizma
Howard Stokes, who for seven years
las been head of the advertising departnent of the New York Telephone Com>any, has been appointed productions manger for Prizma, Inc., producers of the
tew natural color films. Mr. Stokes is
iest known for his advertising slogans, his
atch line in advertising the New York
Telephone's activities, " The Voice With
he Smile Wins," having won country-wide
ecognition. His specializing on courtesy
ampaigns in training employees to handle
heir work courteously under all circumtances qualifies him to make like contribuions to the picture industry. He has conributed many articles to current magaines on advertising subjects. He is a
raduate of Colgate University and a memer of the Sphinx, Salmagundi and Press
"lubs.

-loffrnan Succeeds Hirsch
in Pioneer
I Nathan Hirsch has severed his relations
dth the Pioneer Film Corporation and is
0 longer connected with that organization
1 any capacity, it is announced by Pioneer.
M. H. Hoffman, formerly manager of
Jniversal and more recently operating in
le independent market, has merged his
tterests with Pioneer and will fill the ofce of general manager of this company,
'ioneer is exploiting " Civilization," " Preemption,"To-Day,
"
" " The Mad Lover,''
Wives of Men," " The Still Alarm, Lite Orphan Annie," " The Prodigal Wife "
nd " After the War."
Title Ford
forannounces
Ford'sthe Serial
Francis
title of his
ext serial, to be produced in Japan, China
nd India, as " The Mystery of the Purple
!ross." Mr. Ford and his company will
ail for Japan the middle of March. Mae
laston will be his leading woman.

The Blackton kiddies, in J. Stuart Blackton's
picture,of " which
A House
distribution plan
has Divided,"
not been announced

THE

INDEPENDENT

Territorial Sales Reported

FIELD
During

TICKEK

the Past Week

Production
Buyer
Territory
The Liberator" (Harry
Raver)
R Kaplan, Baltimore Man land, District of Colum' The Accidental Honeybia, Delaware. Virginia,
inoon " and " The Sins
of Thy Children" (Harry
RapH
Joseph Monat, Paris
France.

Raver

Handling

" The Liberator," Starring Hero of
" The Warrior " and " Cabiria,"
Selling to Four of Five Buyers Viewing Episodes
HARRY RAVER, who is handling the
territorial rights to the new serial,
" The Liberator," starring Maciste, the
hero of " The Warrior " and " Cabiria,"
after selling four of every five buyers who
saw this serial, claims the record for sales
on an independent production. Mr. Raver
has handled all of the giant Italian's starring vehicles in the United States and
Canada and he reports that sales on Maciste's serial. " The Liberator," have far
exceeded those on any of the other productions in which the big fellow appears.
The serial is iri twelve episodes and Mr.
Raver has determined that these episodes
must bring so much. There is no " sliding
scale " of prices.
" I can save a great deal of time by this
method," says Mr. Raver, " because I save
R.

C. Cooper

Tries

Maciste
Serial
a- lot of argument with the quibhler and
can take up the next prospect who may be
more certain of what he wants when he
sees it. I have fixed a price for ' The
Liberator ' very much lower than the cost
to make a serial in America and am only
able to do this because our foreign sales
have been tremendous. That ' The Liberator ' represents a production cost running
many thousands of dollars higher than anyserial ever made is no reason why America should be saddled with the burden of
this expenditure. My reputation for selling films of quality at a fixed and unalterable price has been established after many
years of dealing with the most substantial
exchange men of this country. I know
and have faith in my product and can sell
every territory at the figure determined,
perhaps not to every curiosity seeker, looking for a bargain, but eventually to the
showman who can sense the value of Maciste as a star and the entertainment value
of ' The Liberator ' in which he appears."

the Newspaper
Medium
Exsmaller
exhibitor
hadn't
a
chance. But I
of the Bee-Hive
COOPER,
KC.
• change,
with offices in Chicago. Milam going to try this medium," continued
waukee and Indianapolis, who is booking
Mr. Cooper, " and I expect big results for
" The Silent Mystery," starring Francis
Ford in this territory, is a firm believer in myself, my picture and for the exhibitor
that books my product."
advertising — and advertising the limit.
The benefits derived from the trade paper
advertising have accrued to Mr. Cooper in
such favorable lots that he is going to
Kaplan Gets " Liberator "
bring his product before the public through
s"
for "Dog
State
R. Kaplan,
Variety Pictures
Corporation,
the medium of the newspaper. The
Baltimore,
purchased
the
Maryland,
DelaHerald-Examiner, one of the best sheets
ware, District of Columbia and Virginia
in Chicago, and the Chicago American, are
rights to Harry Raver's serial production,
going to be Mr. Cooper's medium of hs,
exThe Liberator," starring Maciste. After
change. A campaign with photograp
cuts, banners, daily ads and teasers are
viewing the episodes of " The Liberator,"
the features.
Mr. Kaplan said, " It is the first picture
I ever purchased where I had to pay the
Following his announcement to this effirst figure asked, but after seeing the picfect, Mr. Cooper states that several exture through I feel that the price is not
hibitors in the Chicago-Milwaukee-Indianonly fair but exceedingly fair for such
apolis territory, have booked the serial in
way of approval of this move.
an excellent serial production."
" There are some exhibitors," said Mr.
Without Change
Cooper, " who favor the newspapers and
The National Board of Review has
some who place all their faith in the trade
paper. One exhibitor, formerly a distripassed B. A. Rolfe's " The Master Mysbutor, now exhibiting near Chicago, told
t?ry," starring Houdini and distributed by
Octagon Films, Inc.. without change.
me that he thought newspaper space prohibitive and that because it was necesThirty-one reels were passed in review.
sary to use space in all the newspapers, if Ohio and Pennsylvania boards have passed
on this serial.
the proper results were to be gotten, the
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Bessie Barriscale, the versatile, in three different moments in
her newest production,
Trick of Fate,"
through" AExhibitors
Mutual by Robertson-Cole
Plaza

Grelle Reports Big Receipts on "Mickey"
HARRY F. GRELLE, of Supreme
Mr. Grelle,
booked ment,"
for continues
an immediate
return" we
the were
next
Photoplay Productions in Pittsburgh,
Tuesday
and
Wednesday,
and
following
controlling the rights for " Mickey " in that we got in the same house February 7
Ohio and Pennsylvania, said that if Aland 8. We regret now that we have
toona is a fair criterion of what " Mickey " booked
some of the other towns on a flat
is going to do in that territory, he expects
wonderful results.
rental, and I phoned trying to cancel the
Mr. Grelle encloses a box office report
flat rental engagements, which it will be
difficult to do of course.
to W. H. Productions, on the first three
days of showing in Altoona at the Mishler
" I expect to book Cincinnati for an unlimited engagement and feel confident that
theatre, and he states that although he exit will break every record ever established
pected unprecedented box office receipts,
the actual returns surpassed even his exby any picture in that city."
pectations.
" Good showmen appreciate also that a
good picture, to prove its full worth and
On the first day of showing, January
13, the gross receipts for the day amounted
to produce its full quota of box office returns, must be put over right. W. H:
to $642.44. January 14, the second day —
Productions Co. have outlined a publicity,
and a rainy day — the gross receipts went
up to $1,005.10, and on the third day, Jan- advertising and exploitation campaign on
uary 15, the gross receipts amounted to ' Mickey,' which excels in practicability and
effectiveness anything ever attempted in
$1,291.20.
" As a result of our successful engagemotion pictures."
Spanuth

Shows New
a Novelty

York

H. A. Spanuth, after bringing three releases of his original Vod-a-vil Movies, out
of eighteen completed ones, to New York
to place them on the Eastern market,
showed them to the trade recently and was
rewarded by several complimentary expressions. The releases shown are reviewed
in the Advance Reviews of Motion Picture News.
The Spanuth Vod-a-vil Movies have been
shown around Chicago to much success,
and it is felt that the same degree of satisfaction will greet the pictures in the East.
Many theatres have booked the novel films,
and Mr. Spanuth has received several letters of praise from various exhibitors.

Lillian

Hall

Engaged

Star Returns to the
West Coast
After spending the holidays in New
York, Kathleen Clifford, the Plaza star,
has returned to the West Coast. It is;
stated that negotiations are under way
whereby she expects to make an announceshortly.ment regarding new film connections very
Miss Clifford is stopping at the Virginia,
in Long Beach, Cal. She returned in time
to participate in the annual automobile
show festivities, held in Los Angeles,
where the petite star and her classy roadsters were said to be the cynosure of all
eyes, and Lily, the famous Pekinese
spaniel, istentionssaid
have shared in the atof the tocrowd.

for

Ingenue Lead
Lillian Hall has been engaged to play
the ingenue lead opposite Taylor Holmes,
who commenced work this week at the
Biograph studio, in a screen version of
'"Taxi?" a serial story which ran in the
Cosmopolitan Magazine, the last installment of which appears in the current
issue. Miss Hall has the role of Imogene,
a chorus girl who falls heir to a large fortune and wins the love and respect of a
wealthy young clubman. She will be remembered for her work in William A.
Brady's
of support
" Little ofWomen
and
moreproduction
recently in
Elaine"
Hammerstein in Harry Rapf's production
of " Wanted for Murder."

AB. moment
" The Master
which
Films
A. Rolfe inpresents
HoudiniMystery,"
through inOctagon
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"Ruling
Passions"
Books
Heavy
den, two days ; Classic, two days ; ClevePromises to Be One of Select's Most
land,
Brooklyn,
two
days
; Dykeman, one
Extensively Distributed Specials
day, and the Goodwin theatre, in Newark,
seven days.
of Season — Many Runs in
New York
More promising even than the New York
and vicinity houses are the reports from
theatres
first-run
from
s
contract
WITH
first-run theatres in all of the biggest cities,
in the foremost cities in the coutnry

Ralph Ince smiles his approval at his camera
man for excellent work on the E. K. Lincoln
feature for S-L Pictures
Popularity Increases with
Each Episode
OCTAGON FILMS, INC., distributing
B. A. Rolf e's production of " The
Master Mystery," starring Houdini, the
Handcuff King, report gratification with
the good accounts emanating from the
New York houses that have shown this
serial. All report the serial a big business
getter and one that gives every satisfaction to their patrons. With each episode
these houses report an increase of business.
The success reported by the Keith and
Proctor houses in New York with Houdini in B. A. Rolfe's serial, " The Master
Mystery," is being duplicated in other
houses in the same territory, according to
Carey Wilson, manager of the Effano Film
Exchange, distributors of the serial in the
City and State of New York.
Mayer & Schneider Circuit is playing
" The Master Mystery " over its chain of
fourteen houses, the first time that a serial
was booked to play every theatre.
Capital

Reports Demand
for Pictures
The Capital Film Company this week
reported a big demand for its two-reel features, and stated that the six exchanges
now in operation are doing well. They
have been open but a few weeks.
As announced by Ike Schlank, president
of Capital, in Motion Picture News, the
company will release each week three tworeel pictures, including all types from
Westerns to comedies and dramas.

Strauss Enters Field
It was announced this week that Malcolm Strauss, artist, has decided to enter
the motion picture industry as a producer.
He has engaged as star Leila Hope, who
has not appeared in pictures and has never
been on the stage. The type of pictures
to be made has not been announced.

calling for five, six and seven-day runs,
Select's special attraction, " Ruling Passions," written and directed by Abraham
of Select's
be one
to ted
, ely
promises
S. Schomer
specials of the
distribu
extensiv
most
season.
According to the tabulation of reports
from Select's different branches, booking
on this special seems to be running about
even in the various sections of the country. The New England states have been
well taken care of through the booking
of the entire Poli circuit, with the additional booking of the Boston theatre in
Boston
for for
six six
daysdays.
and Fay's theatre in
Providence
Reports of bookings in and around New
York City include the Mount Morris, four
days ; Empire, Bronx, three days ; North
Star, two days ; McKinley Square, three
days ; New Fourteenth Street, two days ;
Westchester theatre, Mount Vernon, three
days ; Tremont, two days ; The Heights,
two days ; New Law, two days ; Alhambra,
Brooklyn, four days; Palace ,two days;
Fox's Bedford, four days ; Fox's Folly,
four days ; Sheffield, two days ; New Gar-

including Sig Faller's Bijou Dream in Chiseven ;daysDome,
; Fay'sYoungstown,
theatre, Rochester,
three cago,days
Ohio,
four days ; Empress, Toledo, seven days ;
Strand, Cleveland, seven days ; Alhambra,
El Paso, two days ; the Hulsey houses in
Dallas and Houston, four days each;
America, Denver, three days ; Strand,
Grand New
Forks,York
N. D.,State
threecircuit
days ;; Prostor's
entire
Princess,
Sioux City, Iowa, four days ; Family,
Davenport, three days ; Lyric, Camden, two
days ; Colonial, Camden, two days ; Liberty,
Wheeling, W. Va., three days ; Minerva,
Pittsburgh, three days ; Portola, San
Francisco, seven days; Strand, Washington, D. C, four days, and the Criterion,
Atlanta, six days.
This list does not include the theatres
where " Ruling Passions " has already been
shown, nor does it include a large number
of contracts which Select expects during
the current week. The bookings herein
announced are for future dates which have
been booked solely upon the favorable
criticisms received from managers who
previously have shown it.

Robertson -Cole in Deal with Bell -Howell
in Europe at this time. So are motion picTHE BELL & HOWELL COMPANY,
ture cameras, and with the opening up
manufacturers of motion picture machinery, have closed a deal whereby the
of the big field now presenting itself following the four years of war, the product
Robertson-Cole Company will handle their
cinemachinery in every country outside of taken over by Robertson-Cole, which already has a smooth working organization
the United States and Canada. Through
this transaction the Division of Films of in Europe, will be welcomed by the foreign motion picture people.
Robertson-Cole obtain the foreign rights
Because of the tremendous influx of
to the Bell & Howard standardized cinebusiness anticipated through the exploitamatograph camera; film perforators, continuous feed film printers, stop feed film
tion of the Robertson-Cole Company, the
printers and splicing machines.
output of the Bell & Howell plant in Chicago will be doubled within the coming
In Emrope, where virtually every manuyear. In France, where the people were
facturing plant was turned over to wartime production, there is said to be a heavy
too busy straffing the Hun to manufacture
demand for just the articles made by the
any but war material, the motion picture
Bell & Howell Company. The Bell- & equipment produced in the past four years
Howell perforating machine, which has is negligible. What equipment was on hand
practically standardized film perforation in at the beginning of the war has been sadly
neglected, and large sales are expected.
this country, is in especially big demand
Tourneur
Productions
PICTURE audiences in Belgium, and
especially those sections in which Paul
Clerget, prominently known on the French
and Belgium stages and more recently seen
in Maurice Tourneur's production, " Woman," are going to get their full quota of
made-in-America productions, if Mr. Clerget's present plans go through.
Mr. Clerget is the owner of two of the
largest motion picture theatres in Brussels, Belgium, and has theatre holdings in
other parts of that country. He is planning to present in his houses " The Bluebird.' Prunella,"
"
" Barbarv Sheep," " A
Poor Little Rich Girl," "trilby," "The

to

Show

in

Belgium

Rise of Jenny Cushing," directed by Mr.
Tourneur, and Mr. Tourneur's independent productions, "Sporting Life" and
" The Whip," which he directed for William A. Brady. The author of " The Bluebird," Maurice Maeterlinck, is a Belgian
playwright of world renown, and through
Mr. Clerget's efforts his work is to be
given to his native land through the medium of the American film.
" The American motion picture is the
thing," said Mr. Clerget, " and I am going
to show them in my theatres." A season
or two ago Mr. Clerget appeared in " Perret, the Prodigal."
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Dorothy Phillips, who was reported last
week as ill with influenza, is rapidly recuperating, itwas announced this week
from the Universal studios. Miss Phillips
only recently returned from a trip East,
the influenza attack coming just after she
had arrived in Los Angeles. Miss Phillips
believes she contracted the malady while on
the train. In the meantime Director Allen
Holubar is casting about for a suitable
vehicle for her to follow " The Heart of
Humanity " picture that is said to be one of
the best in which Miss Phillips has ever
been starred.
Monroe Salisbury's next picture will be
titled "The Great White Darkness." It
was written by Stuart Paton and Jack
Clymer. He will have two leading women,
Helen Eddy, who last appeared with him
in " Winner Take All," and Claire Anderson, formerly with Triangle. Others who
are prominent in the supporting cast are
Alfred Allen, character actor; Arthur
Maude, an English player. Paul Powell is
the director, and among some of the first
scenes to be filmed were snow scenes made
at Pine Crest.
Kenneth Harlan, who played opposite
Mae Murray, Mary MacLaren and Carmel
Myers in a number of their recent releases,
after several months in the army, has returned to Southern California.
Eddie Polo, while waiting for his next
serial vehicle to be selected, is producing a
two-reel western, called a " Prisoner for
Life."

" The Red Lantern," probably the most
pretentious production ever filmed at the
Metro studios, in which Madame Nazimova
is the star, was completed this week. The
picture will be titled immediately, and the
cutting will proceed this week. " The Red
Lantern " was made under the direction of
Albert Capellani, and was personally supervised by Director General Maxwell Karger.
Two players having important parts in the
production are Noah Beery and Darrell
Foss. Beery interprets the role of Sam
Wang, leader of the Boxer revolution in
China, around which the story has been
written. During the process of filming the
production some notable sets were constructed and some gigantic street scenes
were filmed. Madame Nazimova will rest
for two weeks, it is announced, before
starting a new picture. The nature of her
next subject has not been announced.
Emmy Wehlen, Metro star who is now

Motion

EVER
THAN
MORE
Coast Studios as Busy as Proverbial Busy Bee
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vari
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full swing and more companies are now working than at
any time since the beginning of the
new year. Cecil B. De Mille has begun production on the story he recently purchased in New York from
Edgar Selwyn, producer and playright. Madame Nazimova has finished her notable production, " The
o studios.
ern," at tsthe Metr
Red seLant
two
constitute
two even
The
on
ucti
les this
ts
circ
prod
in
ligh
high
week.
Production at Universal City continues active. Three important features with well-known stars are in
progress, and two Universal serials
for 1919 are under way. Rupert Julian, Monroe Salisbury, Eddie Polo,
Priscilla Dean, James J. Corbett,
Fay Tincher are some of the stars
who are busy this week.
William S. Hart has started a new
picture, his latest selection being
something new — a western. Production continues in a lively fashion
at both the Ince and Goldwyn studios at Culver City. Mary Pickford,
who has been ill for nearly three
weeks with influenza, this week returned to her studios and resumed
production
" Daddy
Long made
Legs."at
Several film onplays
are being
the Fox studios and Vitagraph reports an unusually busy program.

producing in the East, will leave this week
for Los Angeles, according to information
received by the West Coast Metro studios.
Preparations are being made for her coming, and she will receive a real welcome
from the Los Angeles film colony, it is understood.
Bert Lytell is this week finishing his first
picture for Metro since returning from the
officers' training camp at Fort McArthur,
Waco, Texas. The title of the play is
" The Blind Man's Eyes." John Ince is
the director. Some of the final scenes
were made in a specially constructed Pullman car, which was operated on one of
the big stages at the Metro plant. Some
real Pullman scenes were made, however,
on the Southern Pacific railway just a fewmiles from Los Angeles.
Complete Plan Book
Begins on
Page 1061
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The Frank Lloyd company, which went
to San Francisco last week to film some!
scenes in the new picture in which Gladys
Brockwell is the star, has returned from !
the North and was this week shooting;
scenes on the Fox lot. The picture has
been
titledthe" Fifty-Fifty."'
Herberttemporarily
Hayes is playing
male lead. •
One of the new Sunshine comedies now
being produced at the Fox studios has been
titled " High Life in Drill." The subject is I
being filmed under the direction of Fred
Fishback.
The newest production in which Mad-;
laine Traverse is playing. entitled!
"Madame Rouge," will be finished earljj
next week, it has been announced. Harry?
Millarde is the director.
Al Ray, who was recently engaged by
the Fox forces, this week began production on his first picture for the Fox Film
Corporation. The working title is " Up
Against
and the of
playArt
is being
produced
under theIt,"direction
Rosson.
It is
a comedy drama, and Elinor Sair will be
Mr. Ray's leading woman.
The newest play in which Tom Mix is
appearing before the camera for Fox, orig^
inally titled " The Highgrader." has beenchanged
Fighting
for Gold."
new
title will toin " all
probability
be the The
releasing
title for the play, it is said, which is *
strong western subject. Teddy Sampson
is leading woman, and Edward Le Saint is
the director.

After many weeks of preparation, and
following many conferences between
author and producer, Cecil B. De Mille
last Tuesday began production of Edgar
Selwyn's play that was intended originally
for a stage production. The first scenes
were shot at the Lasky studios in Hollywood, but did not indicate in the main the
nature of the story. Two of the principal
people who will appear in the cast are
Elliot Dexter and Gloria Swanson. The
production will be an Artcraft special, and
much thought and detail will be devoted to
making it one of Mr. De Mille's greatest
pictures,
it atis the
understood.
will Mr.
be De
recalled that
end of lastItyear
Mille, while in New York, talked with Mr.
Selwyn about the proposed new play. Upon
learning its plot the Lasky director general
promptly made arrangements for the story
to be play.
made into a film play instead of a
stage
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Lieut. Carlysle Robinson, who left the
publicity work for Charlie Chaplin to enter
the officers' training camp at Little Rock,
Ark., is back at the Chaplin studios in his
former capacity as director of publicity.
He returned to the Chaplin studios this
week.
Bessie Barriscale's new picture, " Hearts
Asleep," is about half finished. Howard
Hickman is her director, and the play is
the third production on her new contract
with Robertson-Cole.
Ruth Roland, who is now producing her
second serial for Pathe which is entitled
" The Tiger Face," is now working in the
second and fourth episodes of the play.
The production is being made at the
Diando studios in Glendale. It is said that
Miss Roland, when this serial is completed, will begin work on another for
Pathe, the Pathe company having an option
on her services for a third serial.
The Alma Rubens company, in which
Miss Rubens is the moving spirit, has
reached the second week's production in
her newest play for her own company. The
production was this week titled " Diana of
the Green Van." It is a Gypsy story.
Hayes Hunter, a New York director,
who produced Zane Gray's " The Border
Legion." now being released by Goldwyn,

has arrived in Los Angeles and will soon
begin the production of another Zane Gray
story for Ben Hampton, it is announced,
and will work at the Robert Brunton
studios.
A new juvenile lead is to be introduced
to the motion picture public by Thomas
H. Ince. He is Lloyd Hughes, aged 21
years,tionwho
is playing
in a Hecurrent
produc-at
with Enid
Bennett.
was born
Bisbee, Ariz., and was educated at the Polytechnic High School in Los Angeles. He
has been playing small parts in pictures
when recently he attracted the attention of
Mr. Ince.
Although Douglas Fairbanks has been
engaged intermittently during the past ten
days on his new filmplay, he encountered
a peculiar experience this week when his
automobile dashed into a car operated by a
Ventura school teacher, and the school
teacher refused to accept any damages.
The teacher's final reply to Fairbanks was
substantially as follows : " When I tell the
youngsters in my school that my automobile
was struck by the machine driven by Fairbanks Ishall be a hero. Therefore, forget
the damages."
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the same
Frank
town.
twelve
times. scene consecutively
UnusualPowell's
winter inweather.
Jesse Lasky is coming West.
Sammy Goldfish Goldwyn has
Adolph
East. gone East, but made the anRumors Zukor
are notis sogoing
numerous.
nouncement, before departing, he
Bill
Keefe's
gone
to
Wash- would shortly return West.
ington.
Dillon is winning fame as
report this week of closing theJack
adviser of professionals at the
theNotheatres.
Universal
lot in addition to servBert Lytell is going about in
ing as director.
a wonderful new gray car.
"
Scoop
"
Conlon on
guarantees
Reg. Barker is still doing the make you famous
the stageto
snow stuff at Truckee.
or
screen
—
look
what
he
did for
Frank E. Woods is still an
"5.Fatty
Hart. " Arbuckle and William
objector
to
the
word
"
movies."
Pat Dowling is writing pieces A secret has leaked out that
for the paper about Jack Pickford. Tack
Gilbert is a married man.
Clyde Cook admits he is the
wife is not a professional.
handsomest cameraman in the Friend
These handsome juveniles — .
business.
Al
St.
former Triangle
Mary the
Pickford's
to work P. A., is John,
back from the army
tipping
beam back
at ninety-five
and doubling in brass — Underpounds.
wood and Graphlex — for UniThe big five held a meeting
this week, but information — they Beal. versal serial companies and Ham
give it not.
Young has moved his
Plutocrat Note : Charles Ray Jimmy glasses
and megaphone,
has bought a wonderful house in colored
and Earle Williams has taken his
Beverly Hills.
wardrobe
to
the
Bruton Studios,
Paul Powell has been paging where they are Vitagraphing.
the
Mountains by wire in
searchRocky
of snow.
William Campbell, now that he
Ken Harlan is home from is making animal comedies, insists that the wild beasts of the
France,
and
says
he
wouldn't
have missed it for half his life. jungle are not as temperamental
some others he has directed.
Guess who dropped this in our as Bill
was down to Los
mail — " Grubb stake yourself with AngelesDuncan
Saturday to impersonate
a Grubb Alexander serif.."
" ThefirstManshovel
of Might
" and
in town
we the
full for
the turn
new
hearBentalkHampton's
about Zane
Grey and
stories
being put on the screen.
Pantages theatre, and he did it
Bill Sheer, who has been just like a hod carrier.
styled the underworld specialist,
O'Connor insists that
is doing San Francisco this week. herKathleen
name is " O'Connor " and
not
"
Connor,"
and now that
Ken
O'Hara's
resigned
his
job
with the U. S. A. and is back in she's in " The Midnight
Man
the midst of the film colony.
with
Jim
Corbett,
taking"
Allan Holubar is back from lessons to be preparedsheto isfight
for
her
name.
New York, and blushes every
time one mentions the success of Lynn Reynolds is communing
with nature in Laurel canyon
"The
HeartTraverse,
of Humanity."
Madlaine
as an emotor, where he has a mountain home,
did a marathon the other day — I a watch dog, an' everything, in-
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eluding a horse hair rope which he
puts out around the house every
night to keep the snakes away.
Bert Lennon is authority for
the statement that he is not
eligible to membership in the
Never Sweat Club, for he perspires continuously in the middle
of his tongue, and we say that
anyone who knows Bert, knows
this surely must be a fact.
Joe Brandt saw an individual
in
abouta waiter's
Cafe de uniform
Universal,flitting
and
nonchalently called him to the
table and ordered another cup of
coffee,son wasandnotJoea noticed
the perwaiter, but
Lee
Moran.
D. W. Griffith has used three
different babies in " The Mother
and the
the
same
part,Law,"
and asalltheplaying
film is not
yet
on
the
market,
he
may
have
a dozen or more. Who can tell?
It was this way. Right after
finishing
" TheMother
Clansman,"
he
made " The
and the
Law,"
to make
spectaclethenfordecided
that film
to bethea
part of. By the time he had the
spectacle completed, he found the
need of a change or two in scenes
in which the baby appeared, and
so remade all the baby scenes
with another baby, that was for
" Intolerance." When he decided,
recently, to release " The Mother
and
" ashea needed
separate more
film
play,thehe Law
found
baby scenes, and so another baby
was secured because the other two
were well along in years. It is
hinted that the first one that
worked in this part may now be
a Griffith star, but there are not
records to prove this. Anyway,
we all hope " The Mother and
the Law " will be released shortly,
so
that and
Davegowan't
new
ideas
and have
find any
another
baby
to
go
and
make
the
scenes
all over.

IMPORTANT
NOTICE
I hereby notify all producers, distributors, and exhibitors of motion pictures, and
any persons,
corporationsfirms
intending toor enter
in any branch of said business, that I hold a contract
between Charles Ray, a motion picture star, and myself,
a motion picture producer,
under which I am entitled to
receive the exclusive services
of Charles Ray, from August
21, 1919, to August 21, 1920.
I understand that certain
producers are seeking to
secure the services of Charles
Ray for the period named,
and are offering
inducements to makehim contracts
with them, for said period;
and I hereby notify all producers, distributors and exhibitors, that I intend to protect
my interests in said contract
with Charles Ray, and my
property right in his services,
to the fullest extent allowed
me by the Courts, not only
by injunction against his employment and against the
exhibition of pictures in
which he has taken part, but
further, by holding any person, firm or corporation contracting or seeking to contract with Charles Ray for
the period above stated, for
all damages or interests that
I may be deprived of through
any breach of contract on
his part, or any interference
with his contract with me.

(Signed)
THOMAS H. INCE.
Culver City, California,
January eighteenth,
Nineteen hundred
Nineteen.
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[Where advertiser is to be addressed
in care of Motion Picture News send
all replies to the office of publication, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
City.]
SITUATIONS

PUBLICITY

WANTED

Pres9 Sheet

Man
g£ P.gd'
DESIRED
M.
News
CONNECTION
Whole or part time
ACCOUNTANT — Experienced accountant,
22 years of age, released from U. S.
N. R. F., desires connection as assistant
operator or publicity man. Willing to go
anywhere to start. References exchanged.
Will consider work in film exchange.
Address H. H. T., Motion Picture News.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR— Late with Bob
Leonard, now with Canadian Engineers,
Signal Corps. Expect to be in Los Angeles in February.
years'
starting
as propertySixman
withexperience,
Wallace
Beery. Twenty-two years old. If you
want me communicate with Miss Gibsone,
Mabel Condon Exchange, Hollywood.
OPERATOR-MANAGER— O p e r a t o r and
electrician, honorably discharged from
aviation service, wishes position as operator or manager of small house in good
town. liverFive
years'Salary
experience.
dethe goods.
and allCan
in first
letter. Address O. V. Tilton, Auditorium,
Defiance, la.
SALES MANAGER— Just out of army
wishes place as sales manager and executive. Eight
years'
practical experience
national
film
distribution,
organization,in
branch management, sales promotion,
house organs and publicity. Highest
New York references. Interview desired
to offer concrete evidence of ability and
previous accomplishments. Address B.
B. B., care Motion Picture News.
ADVERTISING— College graduate, honorably discharged from the service,
experienced in publicity and advertising
work, wishes to connect with motion
picture concern in either department.
Address I. M. Stern, 861 Manida Street,
New York.
PHOTOGRAPHER — Commercial photographer, 23 years of age, seeks opportunity to enter photographic end of motion pictures. Have had over six years'
practical photographic experience. Canadian born, educated in England and Belgium, speak French. Not afraid of working hard. What I seek is the start and
chance to learn. Address Montreal,
Motion Picture News.
WANTED— Will take any job open in the
industry where there is chance to work
up. Have been discharged from the
navy. Address James E. Booth, 315
South Grant street, Fitzgerald, Ga.

-Tell

Your

Picture

Wants
SITUATIONS

THEY

CAUGHT

ON!

Classified Ads Just the Thing
for the "Boys"
Ads.
are— the Classified
HEREOn they
this page are the
advertisements of experienced men
in their line who are coming back
from the great war, some with
medals and all with keen desires to
get back into the industry where
they left off to aid Uncle Sam.
These small ads have struck the
popular chord, stepping in as they do
to bridge the gap between employer
and employee while each is seeking
the other. If you are an employer
we are willing to bet two-bits to the
hole in a doughnut that you are going to give that job to a soldier or
sailor. You'll find him among the
ads on this page. This is his introduction and his loyal service is one
of his recommendations.
Get together in these columns and
see how much cheerfulness we can
mix with the business of bringing
things down to normal.

SITUATIONS

WANTED

CAMERAMAN
— Just completed
months'in
work with Marines
AviationsixCorps
France and Belgium. Formerly connected with Pathe, Goldwyn, Metro.
Over twenty years in photographic business. Address B. G. Mitchell, Motion
Picture News.
ADVERTISING— Wanted, position handling advertising for photoplay concern or
in responsible position directly under advertising manager. Have had extensive
experience writing ad copy as well as
practical newspaper and theatrical experience, press agenting large middle
western houses. Am 23 years old. Address J.M. M., Motion Picture News.
STUDIO WORK— Position wanted by man
who can qualify as assistant director,
technical director, casting director, studio
manager. Has had special experience on
serials. Formerly with Pathe and Astra
studios as general utility and assistant
director to Louis Gasnier and Donald
MacKenzie. Just completed fifteen
months' service in U. S. N. R. F . Address Studio, Motion Picture News.
STUDIO — Position wanted by young man
who can qualify as assistant director or
under advertising manager. , Still in navy,
expecting to be discharged shortly. Graduate of technical college. Experience in
newspaper and theatrical work. Address
H. A. T., care Motion Picture News.
OPERATOR— Just discharged from service.
Competent operator and electrician. Five
years' experience ; best of references. Go
anywhere. Salary your limit. State all
first. Address Wisconsin, Motion Picture News. H. J. Brackendor, 209 South
Central Avenue, Marshfield, Wis.

News

Here
WANTED

PUBLICITY— Who has a position for
young man, honorably discharged fro:
the army? Previous to signing up wil
Uncle Sam I had been engaged in new*
paper work and magazine writing. I am
desirous of securing a position doing publicity or advertising work. Address L.
B., Motion Picture News.
SALESMAN— Just received honorable di
charge from U. S. Army and once more
wish to take up duties as salesman. An
20
years ofandagecan; 3 furnish
years' experience
as a
salesman
best referencet
as to ability. Would be glad to take up
any other position in Film game that
would finally lead to the selling end.
Faithfully promise no A. W. O. L. Can
call at your convenience. Address M. G,
care of Motion Picture News.
SALESMAN — First class film salesman
discharged from U. S. Army. Capable
of managing exchange. Desire to locate
with reliable firm where executive ability is wanted. Highest credentials. A<
dress R. S., care of Motion Pictui
News.
PUBLICITY MAN— Honorably discharg
from the navy- Have had experience
writing sub-titles, film editing and arranging general advertising matter. College graduate. Moderate salary with
concern where there is chance to grow;
Address Geo. Goldberg, 52 St. Nichol
avenue, New York City.
WANTED — Young man. 22, honorably discharged from U. S. Army, desires position with growing film corporation at
reasonable salary, with opportunityfUREto
learn business. Willing to travel. AdNews. dress H. R., care of Motion Pict
Luther

A. Reed Goes Back
with Metro
Luther A. Reed has doffed the khaki
of a lieutenant adjustant of infantry and
on the theory that the typewriter is
mightier than the automatic pistol, is again
banging out scenarios for Metro. Reed
dropped in suddenly from the east on
Maxwell Karger, director general, and all
his other buddies in the Metro outfit at the
new studios in Hollywood just in time to
draw his own office, smelling of fresh
thing.
paint, with a desk, a telephone and everyRumor

Connects Warwick
and Fox
It is rumored in New York that Captain Robert Warwick, recently mustered
out of service, will appear in a series of
film plays of Broadway stage successes for
the Fox Film Corporation, at the same
time, appearing on the stage, either under
the management of William A. Brady or
A. H. Woods. It will be recalled that at
the time of his enlistment, Captain Warwick had to cancel a contract with A. H.
Woods. It mav now be renewed.
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RUB
MASTER
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DRAMA

CREAKING

A UNIVERSAL

SPECIAL

ATTRACTION
STAIRS'

T \LK about ghost stories — talk about
jftthrills — here's the loveliest, creepJ ingest, goose-fleshiest sensation of
a love drama that ever sneaked up and
caught your heart in your throat! A
young wife suddenly involved in the most
unexplainable fix that ever turned an
honest man's love into madness — only to
smooth away into a love scene that will
send everyone away in a glow of happiness. Directed by the same genius who
packed your house for you with "The
Kaiser, the Beast of Berlin."

I II II

As for Mary MacLaren — you'll be with
her every instant on those fateful, creaking stairs. See your nearest Universal
Exchange today.
UNIVERSAL

FILM

1600 B'way, N. Y.

MFG.

COMPANY

Carl Laemmle, Pres.

HARRY

CAREY

Roped"
"LsLCK"

HelT

bent

in picture-making can't com-

pare with "Knowing how''. The trade
says that Universal is a "lucky" concern.
But we know that it's "Knowing how"
that's done it-— -plus years of the hardest
kind of work. That is the very simple
business reason why
UNIVERSAL
SPECIAL

ATTRACTIONS

have become, in a short six months, the
only real rivals that the famous Jewel
Productions have today. Go see one —
any one— of the seven productions listed
here and you'll appreciate the eternal
difference between "Luck" and "Knowing
how" in pictures. At your nearest
Universal Exchange. Or communicate
with
UNIVERSAL FILM MFG. COMPANY
UtiU Bioadvay. A. 1.
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Mr.

anything

means
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to you when

ing your picture to your
try it. Many
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user

have

perfect

patrons

does

present?

Just

and are highly pleased.

says :

"We re-opened our theatre on November
19th, and one of the best improvements
that we have made during the four weeks
we were closed was the installation of two
Monograph De Luxe machines, newest
models.
Our projection has been greatly improved,
even our audiences have commended on
its improvement, and since the installation these machines have required but
very little attention.
Many thanks for the service rendered by
your office in helping us to install these
machinesYours very truly,
Strand
Leo

Theatre.

Weinberger.

(Signed),

W rite for Literature
Manager."

The
564-572

Enterprise
W.

Optical

Mfg.

Company

RandolDh St.
Chicago,
Western Office: £33 Market St.. San Francisco. California

Bt :u-t -: -ex:

MSTICK JICTcEB KSWS " woez wriurg to adve-nter*

Illinois
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ment and stop the practices which are altogether too
prevalent in the theatres themselves when scenes are out
as souvenirs and film is otherwise mal-treated.
If the theatres will carry on their campaign with the
exchanges and send carbon of their letters to us, we will
take up the fight directly with the main offices of the companies in question. In this way this movement will be
the more rapidly advanced and results achieved.
The following came in from Mr. Werlan and is worth no
little attention :
DIRECT

FROM

THE

PROJECTIONIST

There has been a big talk concerning the waste of perfectly good film and providing operators and producers
would work together it would be reduced to a minimum.
First of all, il is manufacturing or exchange reels which
Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture \ are always punched in the beginning of each reel. Why
} industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments I not save the film and punch the numbers in the leaders
I in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, in- f instead of in the scenes ? Every operator who has the
I ventions and suggestions ; camera devices analyzed and \
I commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature \ interest of his profession and of the I. A. T. S. E. at heart
1 pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and f will not project a reel with punch-holes in it; he will cut
I furnishing field.
\ them out.
No charge is made in these departments for answering {
1 questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited. I
I am running pictures seven days every week and cut
1 E. Kendall Gillett
Editor 1 at least forty to fifty exchange numbers out of the film,
which cover from two to four frames. Figuring three
frames every time, it would be on the average eight or
nine perfectly good feet of film. Who is to blame for
Punch Holes
this waste? The operator, who spends his own free time
in going over his show, or the producer? Another thing
mal-treatthe
on
away
hammered
punch-holes. I have found punch-holes in subtitles where
IN the past we have
ment of film which is still very prevalent but which
the operator could have well used the reading of the titles
must be stopped. We have had some success through
as change-over mark, instead of misusing the film,
I have screened brand new prints but there are very
our efforts and through the National Anti-Misframe
League but it has been an uphill fight and will continue
few which don't require patching up. Don't blame operto be so till all projectionists are lined up together deators for using change-over marks. I have changed over
termined to change things.
on one single cross scratched in the upper left hand corner
Why the exchange should start a brand new film out
of one frame. If the operator attends his business he
with punch marks seems absurd but it is done ; or w hy a
doesn't need more than one mark. I have seen scenes
right minded projectionist should go over a film before
practically ruined, eight frames and a punch-hole in every
showing it and mutilate it by punching holes at the end
one of them. If an operator can't make a good change
of every reel is beyond reason.
over on one mark, providing he attends to his business, he
It looks as though it were a case of weak mindedness
isn't worthy to be in the booth. Your Anti-Misframe
for would it not be just as simple for the exchange to
League has, without doubt, done very much good, as many
mark on the band or insert a card in the film can ,stat:ng
small town kid operators are keeping their pledge, but if
on what title the change over should be made?
we want to cut the mark to a minimum it can only be done
This would not necessitate any closer attention to the
if we have the cooperation of Mr. Producer. If a fellow
screen then is necessary when watching for punch holes
considers film conditions, it isn't any wonder that rentals *
though by this method many feet of film would be. saved.
are high, considering waste and misuse., I think in so far
The up-to-date and progressive*projectionist will not allow
as rentals are concerned, there's no kick coming. Keep
punched film to pass through his machine. He, therefore,
up your good work with the N. A. M.. L. but if the News
outs frames from every reel thus shortening the footage
intends to do it right, it will mean to go where the waste
and by degrees spoiling the continuity of the story.
started — in the producer's office.
A. B. Werlan,
The only way to avoid this vandalism is by having the
I. A. T. S. E.
projectionists as a body or through the theatre managers
carry on an active campaign against the practice in the
What are your opinions on this subject? Is the film
exchanges. If the complaints are loud enough and long
you show in this condition ? What are you doing to help
enough the practice will be discontinued and we will have
.un-mutilated film circulated.
change things? It is important to you therefore to get
active.
E. K. Gillett.
The projectionists must also get in line behind the move-
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S/iaZZ Projectionists Be Classified?
PROJECTION is the most important consideration facing the
theatre owner today. It is a problem which he cannot overlook or neglect, yet we find projection conditions which are
admittedly bad and in many cases are so acknowledged by the
very men in the projection room themselves.
Better, more careful, more conscientious men than we find in
many places today must be brought into the industry and put in
charge. The vandals, the careless, the clock-watcher, must be
done away with and the man who is proud of the results which
he puts on the screen must take his place.
Gentlemen, the conditions are serious ; how they are to be overcome is a question which must be solved by the men themselves.
The union can do a great deal of good or a great deal of harm,
depending on its attitude. They must clean up their own ranks.
It is a duty they owe to themselves for their own future, while
the big future of the motion picture depends upon their action.
The exhibitor has the right to know the ability of the man he
hires from the union, just as much as he has the right to know
how much he must pay the projectionist each week.
Here is what Mr. Simmons thinks. What do you think?:
Mr. E. K. Gillett, Motion Picture News. 729 Seventh avenue,
New York City.
Dear Sir:
The opportunity of reaching the projectionists of the country
through the pages of such an excellent publication as Motion
Picture News is something to be realized and used with gratitude
by every man who is connected with the projection end of so
great an industry as the production and presentation of motion
pictures. There has come a time when every honest and legitimate labor-employing concern is crying, " Give use efficient and
capable
workmen."
It is the
trumpet call for organized labor and must and will be
heeded. It means that the men who employ labor are fast realizing the importance of having competent skilled workmen turn
out their work and they are willing to pay for it accordingly.
(People of socialistic ideas and inclinations can pass over this
article.)
Efficiency in our daily occupations is something to be attained
and retained and it will bring its own renumeration. Inefficiency
is a menace to civilization, a stumbling block to progress and
will forever hold the man down who does not overcome it. Luck
or chance may in rare cases remove your financial or social embarrassment, but believe me, men, it will take your own brain
and your own efforts to make you efficient and to make you
actually worth an increase in pay, and don't you forget it.
When you read of, or enter a magnificent structure that has
been built for the presentation of motion pictures, don't think of
the man in charge of the projection and remark to yourself or
your friend, " Lucky dog." He is, I'll admit, a lucky man, but
lucky in that he has made himself fit to be there by hard work,
study and strict attention to his profession. He was not picked at
random from a bunch of applicants and would-be projectionists,
but he was picked because he knew his business. People are getting over the hablit of putting the most important part of a halfmillion dollar business in charge of an incompetent. The time is
not far distant when there will be no room for the second-rater.
It will be a question of " Are you a projectionist or are you not?"
Now is the golden opportunity, the time to qualify.
Three things are of paramount importance in this age and projectionists will do well to give thought to them. They are qualification, organization and thrift. Organization must stand for
qualification and thrift will keep both alive.

Picture

News

Qixestiorts
Answered/
BOB

Classification of the projectionists has some good points and
>ome bad ones. Candidly, we as a union or as a professional body
have no right to draw a line between the first and second rate
projectionist, permitting the former to work in the cities and putting the latter in the smaller towns for the very good reason
that there are first rate theatres and first rate exhibitors and first
rate patrons whose good United States money entitles them to
first rate projection in the smaller towns. First rate projection
cannot be had with a second rate projectionist in the projection
room. However, classification on a basis of qualification can be
made a protection to the real projectionist and at the same time
protect the small town exhibitor by a method similar to that
which our schools and colleges employ.
Our esteemed brother, W. B. Allen of Local 360, has given us
an expression if his views under date of February 1, 1919, and
advocates a source outside of the local unions for the proposed
examination and classification, contending that as the union owes
allegiance to its members it is not the one to classify them according to their ability.
I offer as a reason for differing with him the following facts.
It is very true that the union owes allegiance to its members, but
the first principle of unionism is that it produces strength, and
there is no semblance of strength in inefficiency. It naturally
follows that in order to have a union made up of efficient workmen there must be a stone wall between the unqualified man and
a union card. They can be admitted as second raters and be
made to qualify by work and study before they are given a journeyman's working card. Then when they go to a job to fill in
they go as second raters, the man employing them KNOWS he is
getting a second rater, and if the man does not make good there
is no reflection on the union, whereas a second rater with a jourcard will almost invariably throw an unfavorable reflection on theneyman'sunion.
Our schools and colleges are supported and maintained to a
great extent by the students and the people, and therefore owe
allegiance to them, but you must qualify before you can graduate
and enter the business or professional world as a finished product
of the institution. You are classified according to what you
KNOW and not according to who you are or what you may be
worth financially. If you leave before you graduate you don't
get the endorsement of the school, and whoever employs you does
so at his own risk, and if you prove incompetent it is your own
fault.
Unionism does not want, nor is it expected, to furnish incompetents to fill positions where there is so much responsibility as in
the profession of motion picture projectionist. Therefore in my
opinion the union local IS the one to judge who is and who is
not a competent projectionist, as its reputation depends on the
quality of the work done by its members.
LEGISLATION compelling the examination of projectionists
for the purpose of classification would be an insult to the intelligence of organized labor. LEGISLATION compelling the projectionist to have a LICENSE issued by the city or state would
be a proper course and a protective measure. The issuing of the
license should depend upon the applicant's ability to pass an examination bya qualified projectionist who is competent to determine the merits and ability of the applicant and who is familiar
with the requirements.
Legislation compelling the examination and classification of all
the projectionists in the country would be another big job for
the army exemption boards.
The point to be seen, felt and understood by the projectionists
and their respective locals is that b\r furnishing really competent
men to fill positions in the projection rooms of the theatres of
the country they have a foundation upon which to stand when
asking for an increase in pay and in commanding respect from
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employers and brother organizations, and the whole thing finally
dissolves itself into the old adage that " True worth will bring its
own reward."
A great many projectionists have the idea that by spilling some
of their accumulated knowledge they are taking away from their
own prospects as too many competent projectionists will flood
the field and make it harder to get a good position. There never
was a more selfish and absolutely groundless idea. I have yet
to see or hear of the man or woman who had acquired all the
knowledge that could be crammed into a normal brain containing
the average number of brain cells. Edison. Marconi, Alexander
Bell, Ford, or any other great genius that has produced many
and wonderful inventions still had several million brain cells that
had never been used and never will be used. The quicker you
realize that by helping others you are helping yourself and
strengthening your organization the quicker you will succeed.
There are millions of good ideas that are lost and untried simply
becaqse the possessor refuses to take others into his confidence.
I do not mean that when a man has a good invention he should
pass it out to everybody but when you have stumbled on to
something that will make your profession greater and enlighten
your fellowmen, spill it.
Countless projectionists are working under conditions that
should not exist simply because the other fellow that has the right
idea refuses to divulge it and help his brother to better himself.
If you don't feel like giving us the benefit of your ideas, put it
up for sale and let us have a chance to profit by it.
Get the idea of good fellowship and let's work together for the
benefit of our profession and the industry of which we are a part.
In all sincerity, I am
Yours very truly,
•
(Signed) Lorex C. Simmons,
Secy.-Treas., Local No. 441.
Daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Morris J. Rotker
THE family of Morris J. Rotker, vice-president of the International Projection Association, Bronx, New York, was increased January 10 by the birth of a daughter. The Rotker
family nbw includes two boys and one girl.
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Building Requirements in New York City
WE have been asked on a great many occasions exactly what
the building requirements are in the City of New York as
regards the amount of space required under the City Ordinance
around a theatre building.
The following regulations give the statute requirements in clear
and concise form :
In July, 1916, the Building Code was amended and Sec. 2, Subdivision 2of section 527 of article 25 of chapter 5 of the Code
of Ordinances now reads as follows :
"2. Exits to Courts. In addition to the aforesaid entrances
and exits on the street, there shall be reserved for service in case
of an emergency an open court or space on each side of the auditorium not bordering on a street. The unobstructed, clear width
uf every such open court or space shall be not less than 8 feet
where the total number of persons to be accommodated in the
auditorium is not over 700, increasing proportionately in width
abttve S feet in the ratio of 1 foot for every 500 persons above
700 to be accommodated. Every such open court or space shall
extend from each and every exit required to lead thereto, to a
street or open public space and open thereon either directly or
through a corridor or passage way of fireproof construction not
less than 10 feet high in the clear, having an unobstructed clear
width equal to that required for the opeu court or space and separated completely by solid walls, floors and ceilings from the
building or structure through which it passes, provided that no
such passage or corridor shall pass under any portion of the
auditorium
stage."
There ar;oralso
other provisions covering a common court between two theatres, etc.
The p*articular differences between this reading and the old law
lies in the following points. There is substituted for the arbitrary
requirements of a court, 12 feet or more in width on all three
sides of a theatre building, a method of assuring proper space at
the sides of the auditorium of a graduated width in proportion
to the number of people to be accommodated. Attention is called,
however, to the provision that this must be clear width and can-
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COLUMBIA-SILVERTIP
COMBINATION

The Columbia-Silvertip combination gives a light source that fills the bill iu every particular. The Silvertip is a
quality product that has been tried and tested by the experts of the motion picture industry. It has received the
stamp of approval of the best operators in the country and is standard.
The Columbia-Silvertip combination gives :
1 . High current carrying capacity. The Silvertip is heavily plated, making it capable of carrying the heavy
currents used iu projection without harmful heating.
2. A strong, flexible light. The arc can be varied at the will of the operator, according to the density of the film
within a reasonable limit of the rated amperage of the com bination used. No two films are of the same density, and
therefore, true artistic presentation of a picture requires a flexible light source.
Note: Silvertips are for direct current only
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not be encumbered with fire escapes landing in same as was a
common practice under the old law. It is provided that these
courts need extend only from the exit opening into it to the
street thus eliminating the court at the rear. This is considered
as an improvement from the standpoint of safety, and at the same
time greatly conserves property as the court, 12 or 14 feet wide
at the rear of a theatre, could serve no useful purpose.
The provision that these passages may lead into fireproof passages or corridors through other structures is of advantage as
such a passage would be absolutely cut off from the bpilding
proper and would afford a safer passage than an open court.
In summary, as a question of area, the main features of the
later provisions are that the court at the rear of a theatre may
be eliminated and that the side courts need not extend the full
length of the auditorium, but only so as to include the necessary
legal exits. Also the reduction in minimum width of the side
court from 12 feet to 8 feet-
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Pledge
National Anti-Misframe League

in

principle* • built- fro correct- all
Box
Office shortcomings by

A S a motion picture operator who has the interest of his profession at heart and is willing to assist in eliminating some
of the evils practised in the operating-room, I promise that I
will to the best of my ability return films to the exchange in
first-class condition. Furthermore, I will when it becomes necessary remedy all misframes, bad patches, etc., that may be in the
film which I receive and in this way co-operate with my brother
operators and give greater pleasure to those who make up the
motion picture audience by showing films that are free from
such defects. I also promise that I will not make punch marks
in film, and when film is received by me, with punch holes, I will
notify the exchange' to that effect so that they may use their
efforts to correct this evil.

e>xpc?rt-5 and able engineers
who Have heeix woi-kiitd for
years' to perfect it .
A revision that- adds- 50jw
cent to strength 75 per cent
to endurance » 25 per centto economy atwl 20 per cent
to beauty & comfort
Operated with a worm gear along the
most advanced mechanical principles used
in machinery of today with a rotary motion. A new outer casing entirely encloses
the machine, making it dust-proof.

Roll of Honor
H. C. Bare
Tuscumbia, Ala.
J. C. Holland
Florence, S. C.
Ronald H. Blankenbaker
Dunkirk, Ind.
C. Y. Halsey
Oakland, Cal.
Chas. F. Vodery
Baltimore, Md.
Fred Herrington..
Brownsville, Pa.
W. Jennings Weese
Kokomo, Ind.
Arthur H. Dodge
Capac, Mich.
G. A. Bramblatt
Hannibal, Mo.
Geo. W. Carson
Hannibal, Mo.
Charles Giuntini
Los Banos, Cal.
Harry E. Burnham
Rockwell City, la.
Emmett P. Barber...:
Sapulpa, Okla.
R. T. Stiehl
Hay Springs, Nebr.
F. W. Einks
Springfield, 111.

Send for special information on this remarkable advance in ticket handling methods. Or, send in your order NOW direct
to us, or through your dealer.

Automatic
TICKET SELLING &
CASH REGISTER CO.
1733 BROADWAY
NEW
YORK
235

W
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Members Previously Recorded
•
Members Recorded this Week

961
15

Total Membership to Date

976

Notice!
Anti-Misframe League Members
Membership cards are now ready and are being sent out as fast
as possible. There are a number of operators, however, who have
neglected to send in the desired information. If you will fill out
the blank and mail to this office, button and membership card will
be forwarded.
(Continued on next page)
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Blank for New League Members
(Continued from preceding page)
Member's name
Home address

CAMERAMEN,
PRODUCERS,

LABORATORY-MEN
and

EXPERIMENTERS

Name of theatre where employed
Address of theatre and name of manager

1

This notice does not apply to those who have already sent in
this information, but it is for those who have neglected doing so,
many having merely given their names and name of city, without
any street address, making it impossible for the post office to
deliver the letters addressed to them.
Projection Association Stages Ball
THE annual Grand Ball of the International Projection Association, with headquarters at 437 East 145th street, Bronx,
New York, which was held at the Burland Casino, January 18,
was voted a success by those who attended.
Among those present were Assemblyman and Mrs. Robert S.
Mullen, Assemblyman and Mrs. William S. Evans, Assemblyman
and Mrs. Edward Flynn, M. Maldwin Fertig and Ethel Fertig,
Will C. Smith, of Nicholas Power Co. ; Joe Hornstein, of U. T. E. ;
Mr. and Mrs. Charles N. Jawitz, Popular Film Co. ; Mr. and Mrs.
Abraham Perlmutter, Famous Players-Lasky ; Samuel Kaplan,
president Local 306; Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Weis, vice-president
Local 306; Mr. and Mrs. Harry I. Sherman, Harry Sherl, Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Weis, and Mr. Hoffman, of the Precision Machine Company.
Officials of the International Projection Association are A.
Polin, president; M. J. Rotker, vice-president; E. J. Ferris, recording secretary; Harry Scherl, secretary-treasurer; R. Weis.
trustee ; W. Guth, trustee ; H. Levine, trustee, and F. Pezzillo,
sergeant-at-arms.
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News

Solve Your Problems
Submit your questions to the

EDITOR
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LITY"
A
QisU
'QUALITY
anexecuted.
investment that yields a return in proportion to! tlie
skill
with, which PRINTING"
it is planned and
If you have never considered it in this light and would like confirmation, ask any successful producer what valuation he puts on "QUALITY PRINTS," and how much his
rentals have increased
thereby.

Our accomplishments.
husiness is to make "QUALITY
our

PRINTS."

That we know how is hest proven by

We have printed during the past three weeks, "MADE IN AMERICA," "FIGHTING
THROUGH," "MARRIAGE FOR CONVENIENCE," "COME AGAIN,
SMITH," etc.
Tel. Bryant 7190
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Fog

By J. I. Crabtree
{Reprinted from the American Annual of Photography, 1919)
IF the sensitive emulsion with which a photographic plate is coated
is examined under a high power microscope, it is seen to consist of fine crystals of silver halide (chloride, bromide, iodide, etc.,
or complexes of these) embedded in gelatine. When light is allowed to fall upon these crystals they are affected in such a way
that they are capable of being converted into metallic silver by
certain chemical solutions known as developers, while the crystals
not exposed to light remain unaffected. The process of converting the silver halide to metallic silver is called in chemical terms
reduction, and the developer is called the reducing agent.
All reducing agents, however, are not developers. An alkaline
solution of stannous chloride will reduce unexposed silver bromide, while a reducing agent like sulphurous acid does not affect
it at all. Developers therefore lie between these two extremes,
an ideal developer being one which completely develops all the
exposed but does not begin to develop the unexposed crystals in
the emulsion.
Most developers fall short of this ideal condition and develop
a small proportion of the unexposed emulsion, producing a uniform veil or layer of silver over the entire plate, which has the
effect of obliterating fine shadow detail and diminishing the contrast. This fog, produced by undesirable chemical action, is known
as " chemical fog," and it may be measured in terms of " density "
in the same way as the silver image.
The amount of chemical fog produced in any particular instance
depends on the following factors :
/. The Nature of the Emulsion.
A. The Type of Emulsion.
Photographic emulsions may be divided broadly into the following classes :
High and low speed negative emulsions.
High and low speed positive emulsions (lantern slides).
High and low speed paper emulsions (bromide and gaslight).
Chemical fog occurs most frequently during the development of
high speed negative emulsions, because in view of their highly
sensitive nature and the infinitesimal amount of light action required to render the silver halide developable, if the developer is
too energetic or not compounded correctly it will develop the unexposed crystals also.
Low speed emulsions usually give images free from chemical
fog providing a suitably restrained developer is employed, though
it is somewhat of an anomaly that some developers will give clean
images on high speed emulsions but will fog a slow emulsion like
that on a lantern slide or positive motion picture film. It is
therefore desirable in all cases to adapt the developer to the
emulsion.
B. The Age of the Emulsion.
On keeping, all sensitive photographic emulsions become more
or less fogged, the rate of formation of the fog being hastened
by heat and the presence of moisture. Precisely what change
takes place when the silver halide crystals are changed from the
non-developable to the developable condition is not known. A
large number of theories have been propounded, though these
cannot be confirmed without further experimental investigation.
C. The Preznous History of the Emulsion.
A new emulsion will give fog immediately if it is exposed to
certain chemical agents, such as coal gas, sulphuretted hydrogen,
or the vapors from benzol, turpentine, etc. The amount of fog
produced depends on the concentration of the various chemical
agents, the temperature, and the time of action. It is important
therefore to store all photographic plates and paper in a cool, dry,
well-ventilated place.
II. The Nature of the Developer.

e

gf^

Fog caused
by the
developer
known as as
" developer
developer
usually
contains
four isingredients
follows : fog." A
a. the developing agent (pyro, etc.)
b. the accelerator (sodium carbonate, etc)
c. the preservative (sodium sulphite, etc.)
d. the restrainer (potassium bromide, etc.)
The amount of chemical fog (ignoring the presence of impurities) produced by a developer on any given emulsion depends on
the proportion of each ingredient present, that is, on the particular developing formula employed. Considering each ingredient
individually :
(A) The common developing agents, elon, hydroquinone, pyroand paraminophenol (Kodelon) in actual practice appear to differ in their fogging power, elon and hydroquinone having a
greater propensity for fog than the other two, though so far as
our present knowledge goes there is little difference in the fogging power of the pure developers. The apparent differences are
due either to impurities or to oxidation products of the developer
formed either before or during development.
The oxidation products of paraminophenol (Kodelon,) produce
very little fogging action even at high temperatures, and advantage may be taken of the fact when developing under tropical
conditions (see British Journal, 1917, p. 555).
The limiting proportion of the developing agent to be used in
any formula can only be found by trial, though this does not usually exceed 10 grams per liter for economical reasons. Increase
in the proportion of elon beyond this usually gives iog, though
in the case of hydroquinone an increase in the proportion may
prevent fog. The following formula will give extreme contrast
on a positive emulsion without fog when used for reel development, whereas a reduction of the proportion of hydroquinone to.
say,
5
tained. grams, would give fog before any great contrast was obHydroquinone
25 g.
Sodium Sulphite (desiccated)
33 g.
Sodium Bisulphite
3.3 g.
Sodium Carbonate (desiccated)
66 g.
Potassium Bromide
1.5 g.
Water to
1000 cc.
(B) The accelerator, in the form of carbonates or hydroxides
of lithium, sodium potassium or ammonium, is added to accelerate
the developing action of the developing agent. If too much is
added, the developer passes from a true developer to a fogging
agent, that is, its reducing power is so great thai the unexposed
portions of the emulsion are reduced to metallic silver also. The
correct proportion of accelerator to be added in any case can
only be found by trial. Amidol does not require the addition of
an alkali, while in the case of hydroquinone, if sufficient sulphite
is present, the proportion of sodium carbonate in many cases may
be increased from 25 to 100 grams per liter, without increasing
the amount of fog produced.
(C) Sulphite, in the form of sodium sulphite, bisulphite, or
potassium metabisulphite, is added to prevent oxidation of the
developer by the oxygen present in the air, which would otherwise cause oxidation fog. The proportion necessary to prevent
undue oxidation is usually equivalent to 50 grams of sodium sulphite per liter, though if sulphite is added in considerable excess
of this sulphite fog is produced.
The nature of sulphite fog has been carefully investigated by
Mees and Piper (Phot. Journal, 1911. p. 226, 1912, p. 221") who
found that silver bromide is appreciably soluble in sodium sulphite, so that sulphite fog is caused by the reduction to metallic
silver of the silver salt dissolved away from the emulsion by the
sulphite in the developer. .
The proportion of sulphite used determines the keeping qualities
of the developer, but if an excess is employed more or less bromide must be added to compensate for the sulphite fog otherwise
produced.
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(D) The restrainer in the form of sodium or potassium bromide
or iodide is added to the developer when mixed in order to prevent chemical fog. In cases of known over-exposure bromide is
of course added, though when mixing the developer only sufficient
bromide should be added to compensate for any impurities or
slight fogging tendency of the developer used.
///. Impurities in the Developer.
Impurities in the developer are the chief cause of development
fog and they may be divided roughly into two classes as follows :
A. Oxidation products formed during development.
During development several oxidation processes are going one,
(1) the developing agent is being oxidized by the air, and (2)
the developing agent is being used up by virtue of its reducing
action in changing the exposed silver salt to metallic silver. In
so doing it is oxidized itself, the product formed being usually
identical with that produced by aerial oxidation. The oxidation
products formed in this way usually exert a powerful fogging action, especially in the case of metal and hydroquinone. The oxidation product of pyro, which is present when the pyro developer
turns brown, exerts little or no fogging action except when present in strong solution.
A third oxidation process taking place is " sulphite oxidation "
or the formation of sodium sulphate together with hydroquinone
mono and disulphonates (Zeit Wiss. Phot. 1913, p. 289). Sodium sulphate is not a fogging agent, while hydroquinone disulphonate exerts a protective action on the oxidation of hydroquinone (loc. cit), so that the sulphite (if not present in excess)
affects the fog produced only indirectly according to its protective
action on the developing agents.
The reason why sulphite protects a developing agent from
aerial oxidation is not known, it being generally supposed that
the affinity between oxygen and sulphite is greater than that between oxygen and the developing agent. The life of a developer,
before it gives excessive fog, depends on so many factors, such as
the catalytic and anticatalytic action of the oxidation products of
the developing agent and sulphite, that it is difficult to differentiate between the various effects.
It has been observed, however, that the rate of formation of
fog varies in proportion with the rate of oxidation of the sulphite.
Thus a small trace of copper will accelerate the rate of oxidation
of a sulphite solution and produce fog in a developer, while the
rate of oxidation of a pure sulphite solution decreases as the
concentration increases. Taking advantage of this fact a developer formula suitable for developing motion picture positive
film by the reel method (which gives fog with the common developers except glycin) was worked out by the author of this
paper as follows :
The method of procedure was to fasten the film on the periphery
of a small metal reel and to rotate this while dipping into a tray
of the developer maintained at a constant temperature.
The following formula was taken as a working basis, and the
proportion of the constituents A and B varied as follows:
Elon
5 gram •
Hydroquinone
10 "
Potassium Bromide
3.5 "
Sodium Sulphite (desiccated)
A "
Sodium Carbonate (desiccated)
B "
Water to
1000 cc.
Effect of Varying the Sulphite Content
While B was maintained constant and equal to 100 grams, A
was varied as follows :
(A) Time for Fog on Cine Positive at 80° F. .y/2
25 grams
3 mins.
.5
50
75
100
.6
125
.6
.7
150
Any increase in the sulphite content beyond 100 grams considerably retarded the rate of development, and as a minimum of
fog was produced at this point, 100 grams was considered to be
the most suitable proportion.
Effect of Varying the Carbonate Content.
A was maintained constant, equal to 100 grams, and B varied
as follows :
(B) Time for Fog on Cine Positive at 80° F.
25 grams
3 mins.
50
"
3'/, "
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SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users — not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
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absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because tbey cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
price regardless of the Dealer. We are exclusive distributors of the SIMPLEX Machines. We repair all
makes of machines and sell all supplies. Your old machines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
LEWIS M. SWAAB
1329 Tine Street, Phililadelphia, Pa.
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75
"
4>/i "
100
"
5
125
"
..5
150
"
4V2 "
The least fog is therefore produced when the content of both
carbonate and sulphite is equal to 100 grams.
The most suitable formula is therefore:
Elon
'
0.5 grams
Hydroquinone
10
Potassium Bromide
3.5 *'
Sodium Sulphide (desiccated)
100
Sodium Carbonate (desiccated)
100
Water to
1000 cc.
The effect of dilution of this formula was to increase fog as
follows : To 100 volumes of the developer C volumes of water
were added.
(C) 0 Time
for Fog on Cine Positive at 80° F.
vols

and

:.

Picture

5

mins.

50 "
" '\
100
"
23
150 "
2'A "
200 "
t
3
In practice on the large scale the above developer was found
to give positives remarkably free from fog even after continual
use with the temperature of the developer and surrounding atmosIt was
found
phere at 80°
F. that if the developer was splashed on the floor
during working, this crystallized out and caused trouble due to
particles of sulphite and carbonate dust settled on the film. This
was overcome by replacing the sodium carbonate by an equal
weight of desiccated potassium carbonate, since owing to the deliquescent nature of the latter, any liquid splashed around did not
dry up but remained moist. The developer containing potassium
carbonate was also somewhat more energetic than the one containing sodium carbonate.
The increase of the fogging action on dilution is probably due
both to the increased rate of oxidation of the sulphite on dilution, and to the increased rate of penetration of the developer,
since on dilution, the velocity of development increased also.
The above developer is more economical than the developer on
page three, which contains more hydroquinone but less sulphite.
The non-fogging properties of this developer are probably due to
the anticatalytic action of the products of oxidation of the hydroquinone on the rate of oxidation of the sulphite and the hydroquinone.
A possible explanation of the cause of excessive fog during
reel development is the heat produced by the oxidation of the
sulphite, the finely divided silver image possibly acting in the
same way as finely divided platinum which accelerates the rate
of oxidation of coal gas in the case of the familiar gas lighter.
B. Oxidation Products Formed While Mixing the Developer.
Although a developer formula usually contains enough sulphite
to prevent excessive aerial oxidation during development, oxidation products may be formed during mixing if the developer
is not mixed correctly. It is important to observe the following
rules :
(1) Dissolve the preservative before adding the developing
agent.
(2) Thoroughly dissolve the developing agent before adding
the carbonate.
(3) Mix the developer as cold as possible.
If the developing agent is dissolved first before adding the sulphite, the small amount of dissolved air in the water is sufficient
to form enough oxidation product to cause fog.
In the case of elon, add only a small portion of sulphite first,
then dissolve the elon and add the remainder of the sulphite.
This procedure is necessary because elon forms a difficultly soluble compound with sulphite and will therefore not dissolve readily in a cold strong solution.
If the carbonate is added to the solution before the developing
agent is dissolved, each crystal becomes oxidized at the surface,
thus causing fog.
This Article to be Continued
Next Week
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How
to Play for Western Dramas
on the Screen
WESTERX railroad and outdoor pictures in general are
crowded with vivid action and dramatic incidents. In their
" Victorious Democracy," the Latest Publication of Belwin, Inc.
musical treatment, absolute synchronization and intelligent employ
of contrasting music is the great cue to success. In choosing muTRUE to their reputation, ; Belwin, Inc., have just secured ansic for Western pictures, musicians should first decide which kind
other composition of exceptionally standard merits entitled
of action predominates in the picture (slow or rapid tempos).
" Victorious Democracy,'' by that composer of world-wide repuFrom this standpoint only, the musician should make his choice.
tation, Gaston Borch. The name implies that this number has been
Once he has done so, it is in very few cases necessary to change
issued at a most appropriate time, and is consistent with the feelmusic for very short scenes, and a change of tempo is more than
ings of the American public. It is suitably described as a Grande
Fantaisie Triomphale.
sufficient.
" Victorious Democracy " was inspired by America's glorious
A musical setting selected in such a manner will prove successful, the secret of its success being synchronization ; the welding
ideals and the immortal words of President Wilson, " To Make
of picture movement and music movement, the matching of picture
the World Safe for Democracy."
Amid the distant rumble of war and the tramp, tramp, of movmood and music mood, the merging of picture and music in a
unified effect.
ing troops is heard the answering sympathy from America, suggested by patriotic excerpts in symphonic form. Then comes the
Mere timing is not the true secret of a successful musical setcry of tortured Belgium, the mobilization of France and Great
ting. It has its decided advantages, but its evident limitations as
Britain and finally America's entrance, typified by the glorious
well. Adaptability, quickness in handling unforeseen contingen" Star Spangled Banner," in which is interwoven the " Marseilcies which call for instantaneous decisions on the part of a musilaise," leading to a thrilling and dramatic finale.
cian and sense of fitness for local color are far more important
than careful timing. As for instance, in a railroad hold up, where
the bandits are lurking in ambush, waiting for the train to flash
Vandersloot Music Publishing Co. Not Memby, a mysterioso can be effectively employed, but with the escape
bers of the American Society of Authors,
of the bandits, a galop or hurry is absolutely necessary.
We are all awaree of the fact that the tempo of very few mysComposers and Publishers
teriosos can be changed into a hurry or galop, and a solution of IN the January 25 issue of Motion Picture News, a list of those
the problem would be to let the vivid action of the picture prepublishers who are not members of the American Society of Audominate. In such instances, a galop or hurry played slow and
thors, Composers and Publishers, and whose music therefore can
pp. during the first mentioned scene and changing into a regular
be freely performed in public, was printed. However, through an
oversight, the name of the Vandersloot Music Publishing Co. was
galop
tempo selection
during theof bandits'
would
be the
only perfect
and correct
music. escape
This, of
course,
is only
one of
omitted and we herewith desire to rectify our mistake.
the many instances which substantially prove that it is of vital
The Vandersloot Music Publishing Co. are not members of the
importance to first definitely decide which action predominates in American Society, and desire us to inform our readers that they
the picture (slow or vivid), before selecting the music.
have a large catalog of orchestra, band and sheet music which is
particularly adapted to their needs, and is also free from any tax
Another very important factor in Western pictures is the baror license.
room dancing scenes, especially in such productions where the film
director has not considered music in assembling his picture. In
general it is not difficult to find music whose character will adequately express the thought of the picture, but again the real
LATEST
MUSIC
CUES
problem is one of synchronization. It is mainly in interrupted
dance scenes that the leader is most apt to confront difficulties.
Here again very careful judgment is necessary before deciding on
" A WOMAN'S EXPERIENCE "
the selection of music. The predominating situation must again
(Bacon-Backer-Independent)
be the deciding factor. In many instances fights are the finale
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
of such dancing scenes. In such a case, the length of the fight is I The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.) 1
the decisive factor of the character of the music to be performed.
1 Theme: "Lento Allegro" (From Symphonette Suite), by Berge I
If such a fight is short, effects of shots of tympany rolls produced
| 1— Theme (3 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: "Clear away the 1
during the playing of the dancing number is sufficient, but in a
I 2 — "Birds and Butterflies" (Capricioso Intermezzo), by Vely (1 f
case where the fight is long, a hurry is a necessity. Frequently,
| minute
until — T: "Mr. Perricap, attorney."
" and 25 toseconds),
action (2 minutes and 50 seconds), until — T: "It |
| fro3 —wn.Continue
during such long fights, flashes of short dancing scenes are cut in. I
I was Agnes' birthday."
|
| 4— " Dramatic Suspense," by Winkler (1 minute and 55 seconds), |
If the musical setting is based upon the principle that the pre1 until — T: "Agnes' first year in the city."
dominating action decides the selection of music, it is not advisa| 5 — " Valse Moderne " (Valse Lento), by Rosey (2 minutes), until f
| — T: "George's daring had brought."
ble to use dancing numbers for very short flashes, but to simply
1 6 — "Intermezzo" (Moderato), by Huerter (2 minutes and 30 |
1 seconds), until — S: Interior of reception room.
play a hurry with a mezzo voce effect, as a musical background,
I
Violin and Piano Solo to action (30 seconds), until — T: " George f
and to break forth again in full whenever the fighting scenes are I had7 — said."
i
| 8— " Babillage " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Castillo (1 minute), |
shown.
I until — T: "And when the time came."
=
I 9 — " Hunkatin " (Half Tone One Step), by Levy (2 minutes and \
This is but another illustration that synchronization is the secret
I 25 seconds), until — T: "Although unwilling to admit."
of a proper musical accompaniment, especially for Western drama.
1 10 — Theme (2 minutes and 40 seconds), until — T: "The night |
i| noises
of the Vampire"
city."
It is true every musician has his own detailed method of working
11 — "The
(Dramatic), by Levy (2 minutes and 15 |
1 seconds), until — T: "And as the weeks pass."
_ I
out his musical synchronization, but there can only be one method
I 12 — "Bleeding Hearts" (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy (1 min- 1
i ute and 45 seconds), until — T: " He had wanted to tell her."
in playing Western dramas, and this is PREDOMINATING ac- |
(Continued on next page)
tion must decide the character of music. — The Editors.
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" A WOMAN'S
EXPERIENCE
(Continued from
preceding page) "
13 — Continue to action (1 minute and 20 seconds), until T:
" When
any pleasure
strikes."
M — "Dramatic
Agitato,"
by Borch (3 minutes and 20 seconds),
until — T: "My dear, I believe."
15 — Theme (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: " Atalie's motto,
nothing
ventured."Elves" (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (2 minutes
16 — "Impish
and17 —30 " seconds^,
until '—' T:
"Agnes
entertains
(Valse
Moderato),
by her
Roseyfriends."
(2 minutes and
Valse Divine
" Pray forgiveby meFlegier
if I offend."
35 seconds), until — T: (Dramatic),
(5 minutes and 3S
18 — " Love Song "
What is George, why."
seconds),
— T: " (Dramatic), by Ascher (4 minutes and 20
19 — "AveuntilMaria"
seconds), until — T: "I have been compelled."
20 — "Melody" (Moderato), by Kretschmer (3 minutes), until — T:
" To George, who was."
leaving).
21 — "Dramatic Finale" (Agitato Appassionato), by Smith (1 minute and 25 seconds), until — S: Interior of reception room (guests
22
—
Flowers"
Intermezzo),
minute "Withered
and 40 seconds),
until —(Pathetic
S: Last of
guests have byleft.Kiefert (1
letter.
23 — Theme (3 minutes and 55 seconds), until — S: Lord reading
— "Andante
Borch (4 minutes), until — S: Shadow
of 24Lord
appearingDoloroso,"
on windowby shade.
— " Sinister
S: 25The
fight. Theme," by Vely (1 minute and 30 seconds;, until —
26
—
"
Agitato
" (Allegro
Agitato), by Minot (2 minutes and
10 seconds), untilNo.
— S:69 After
the fight.
27 — "Tragic Theme," by Vely (5 minutes and 10 seconds), until —
T: Note
"Yes,
Morecraft
phonedring
me." (important effects).
— Watch
for just
telephone
28 — " Dramatic Fantasia," by Bach (4 minutes and 20 seconds),
until — T: "With Sulgrave's suicide."
29 — Theme, ff (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until * * * END.

v
In the Strand Theatre, Shelbyville, Ind.

classified by periods of architecture.
theatre can be made beautiful with

Picture

0.

" THE SPENDER "
(Bert Lytell-Metro)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per ree" (1.000 ft.)
Theme: "May Dreams" (Moderato Caprice!*, by Gaston Borch
1 — " Mon Plaisir " (Allegretto Moderato), by Roberts (1 minute
and 30 seconds), at Screening. (Steam whistle.)
2 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "The nephew,
3 — "Impish
Elves" (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (3 minutes
only
relative and."
and 45 seconds), until — T: " T. W. Bisbee with those who."
4— "To a Star" (Intermezzo Moderato), by Leonard "(3 minutes
and5 — 45Theme
seconds),
until — T:
no sense
(2 minutes
and "There's
15 seconds),
until —inS:saving."
When Dick calls
at
Stetson's
house."
6 — "Basket of Roses" (Gavotte Moderato). by Albers (2 minutes
crash.)
and 15 seconds), until — T: " That room you spoke of." (China
7— Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "Dick didn't lose
8 — "Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (3 minutes), until — T: "I
his heart."
lost9 — my" Dramatic
mother too."
Recitative," by Levy (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T: "I'm alright, Robbins."
10 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " Come back to
and Butterflies" (Intermezzo Capricioso), by Vely (3
me,11 —I "Birds
want you."
minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "This room T. W. had for
many." (Telephone-bell.)
12 — " Knick Knocks Rag" (Characteristic), by Schwartz (3 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: " When the trunk was packed."
13 — "Joy of Youth" (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Raymond (2
minutes
and 15 seconds),
Dolling byup.Levy
Uncle?(2 "minutes and
14 — " Hunkatin
" (Half until
Tone— T:
One " Step),
45 15seconds),
until
—
T:
"The
rejuvenation
of
T.
W."
— "A La Mode" (Popular One Step), by Rosey (2 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "I'm going to look the old."
16 — "Sleeping Rose" (Valse Lento), by Borch (2 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "And after his nephew had said."
1718 —— Theme
(2 minutes),
— T: " I wish
million(1 like."
" Scherzetto
" (from until
Symphonette
Suite),I had
by aBerge
minute
and19 —15" seconds),
until
—
T:
"While
T.
W.
was
on
his
vacation."
Dramatic Tension No. 36," by Andino (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — S: When Dick sees Stetson.
20 — "Gruesome Mysterioso No. 31." by Borch (3 minutes and 45
seconds),
until — T: 3"
"Midnight."
21 —— "Hurry
(Half phone.
Reel(Telephone-bell.)
Hurry),
Levy (3 minutes),
until
S: When No.
Dick answers
(Auto by
honks.)
22 — " Tendre Aveu " (Romance), by Schutt (2 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "Stetson's birthday brought."
23 — Theme
(2 minutes),END.
until — T: " I have done what you wanted"
—until
*****
New Theatre for Missouri Capital
JEFFERSON CITY, the capital of Missouri, is to have a new
$75,000 motion picture theatre, according to announcement
just made by William Mueller, manager of the Jefferson theatre.
He has just acquired a piece of property adjoining the WaltherEydmore Building, 56 feet wide and 109 feet deep. While the
plans have not been completed, it is expected that the new house
will seat not less than 2,500.
Work on the theatre will begin shortly. It is expected that
Eastern capital will be interested. Mr. Mueller will retain the
management of the Jefferson, operating the two houses.
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(Continued from preceding column)
6 — " Le Secret" (Light Intermezzo), by Gautier (3 minutes and
20 seconds), until — T: "If you want a drink."
7— "Gavotte and Musette" (Allegretto), by Raff (2 minutes and
40 seconds), until — T: "I don't think there's a chance."
8 — Continue pp (35 seconds), until — T: "The young lady's
9
— " Raindrops " (Characteristic Intermezzo), by Saumell (1 minseminary."
ute and 5 seconds), until — T: "To be with a circus."
10 — Continue to action (2 minutes and 35 seconds,) until — T: "I
am 11 here
today (2to minutes
ask you."and 55 seconds), until — T: "And for a
— Theme
12 — "Marionette" (Allegretto Caprice), by Arndt (1 minute and
cemetery."
35 seconds), until — T: "It is hard to keep anything."
13 — " and
Sweet25 Jasmine
(Characteristic
Allegretto),
minute
seconds)," until
— S: Interior
of school. by Bendix (1
14 — " Scherzetto " (from Symphonette Suite), by Berge (4 minutes
and 40 seconds), until — T: "I am lonesome, paw."
15 — " Babillage " (Allegretto Intermezzo), by Castillo (3 minutes
and 35 seconds), until — T: "That night, after supper."
16 — " Comedy Allegro," by Berg, played pp (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — T: "Morning and her mind."
tree.17 — Continue ff (1 minute and 20 seconds), until — S: Ridy near
18 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Ridy, that ain't
19 — and
"LoveSis Theme,"
Ridy
near well.by Lee (1 minute and 55 seconds), until — S:
your
20 — heart."
"Three Graces" (Allegro Intermezzo), by Herman (3 minutes
and 40 seconds), until — T: "While you hitch up."
" Comic
by O'Hare (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until
— 21T:— "Go
the Hurry,"
short way."
22 — "Galop No. 7," by Minot (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until —
T: " Have you signed it? "
23 — " Hunkatin ' (Comic Half Tone), by Levy (1 minute and 50
seconds),
— T:minutes),
"And Henry
starts in."
24 — Themeuntil (2
until *****
END.

"THE BLUFFER"
(June Elvidge-World)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel.
Theme: "Bleeding Hearts" (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy
1 — Theme (2 minutes and IS seconds), at Screening.
2 — "Andante Pathetique," by Berge (1 minute), until — T: "I am
at the end of my rope."
3 — " Valse Idylle " (Characteristic), by Schmid (2 minutes), until —
T : " Richard Vaughn, ex-partner."
4— Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Have you ever
thought."
5 — " Violetta " (Allegretto Giocoso), by Herman (3 minutes and
15 seconds), until — T: "After a shopping tour on."
6— "Flirting Butterflies" (Morceau Characteristic), by Aletter (3
minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "This is the second demand."
7— " Flight of the Birds " (Allegretto Moderato), by Rice (4 minutes), until — T: " I'll stay, sir; pay me."
8 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Ways and means."
9 — "Blue Devils" (French March), by Levy (45 seconds), until —
T: "Hotel De Money Goes."
— " Savannah
by Rosey (2 minutes and
15 10seconds),
until —" D:(Popular
When One
Sybil Step),
drops fan.
11 — "Fighting Tommies" (March), by Boulton (2 minutes), until —
T: "In the West, Vaughn is enjoying."
12 — "Flirtation" (Characteristic Allegretto), by Cross (2 minutes),
until — T: "The honeymoon."
13 — Theme (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Isn't the Van
Norden fortune."
14 — " Carnaval Mignon " (4 4 Moderato), by Schuett (3 minutes
and 45 seconds), until — T: "Who goeth a borrowing."
15 — " Harlequin's Serenade " (Allegretto Grazioso), by Schuett (3
minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: " I've got a new one."
16 — " Elegie " Adagio Sostenuto), by Barmotine (2 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: "At the end of the evening."
17 — " Melancolie " (Larghetto), by Rubeck (3 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "It's money, always money." (Telephone-bell.)
18 — "Valse Divine" (Valse Lento), by Rosey (2 minutes), until —
T: "In Moran's home city."
19 — "A La Mode" (Popular One Step), by Rosey (1 minute and
45 seconds), until — T: " Edmund Curtis, an idler." (Telephone-bell.)
20 — " Hunkatin " (Half Tone One Step), by Levy (1 minute and
45 seconds), until — T: " If Curtis lands Grace."
21 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Later in the
evening."
22 — " Dramatic Tension No. 9," by Andino (1 minute and 45
seconds), until — T: "Charming adventuress."
23 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "A glimpse of
Paradise."
24 — " Dramatic Tension No. 36," by Andino (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "The bluff called."
25 — " Dramatic Agitato No. 38," by Minot (2 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "How long do you think?"
26 — " Dramatic Tension No. 64," by Borch (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "Ask her if she cheats."
27
" Furioso
No. 11,"
Kiefert (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until
— S :— When
Vaughn
leavesby room.
28
—
Theme
(30
seconds),
until — T: "Several years later" —
until * * * * END.
"SIS HOPKINS"
|
(Mabel Normand-Goldwyn)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
I The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.) e
| Theme: "Eccentric ComedyRoberts
Character" (characteristic), by |
1 1— " Pefite Ballet" (Characteristic Pizzicato), by Berge (1 minute
| and 30 seconds), until — T: "And Sisseretta Hopkins."
I 2 — Theme (1 minute and 35 seconds), until — T: "Henry Vibert,
1 who will."
I 3 — Continue to action (2 minutes and 35 seconds), until — T: ",1'm
I glad you dropped in."
1 4— " Impish Elves " (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (1 minute
I and 45 seconds), until — T: "New Harmony's general store."
1 5 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "I'll walk home
1 with you."
(Continued in next column)
Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
W« rent llata of or address contemplated or existing theatres, exrights owner*,
publicity
mediums
and producers,
selected changes,
as to stateterritory,
class, etc
Twenty
thousand
chances wore
recorded Id oar list last year. Its use means a saving to you of from
10 to S0% Id postage, etc.
"NT 198
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY CO. iN
Phono. HIT Chelsea
80 FIFTH AVKHUK. NEW YORK
Printing Typewriting
Addressing Muhigraphing

THE

I
|
I
1
|
|
I

" FAITH "
(Bert Lytell-Metro)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Bleeding Hearts" (Andantino Sentimento), by Levy
1 — Theme (3 minutes), at Screening.
2 — " Sleeping Rose " (Valse Lento), by Borch (3 minutes), until —
T: "It's 12.30, please, after all."
3 — Theme (2 minutes), until — T: "Not unloved, there is one."
4— " Children's Games " (Selection Children's Aifs), by Ascher (30
seconds), until — T : "And that every pupil has."
5 — " Adagio Cantabile " (Excerpts Beethoven Sonata Pathetique),
by 6 —Berge
(3 minutes
and and
30 seconds),
until until
— S: — When
(2 minutes
45 seconds),
S: As children"
school leave.
scene
fades Theme
to restaurant.
7— "Silent Sorrows" (Andante Pathetique), by Borch (4 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: "The little cottage that Charity."
8 — " Dramatic Tension," by Levy (4 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T: "Only you could forgive."
9 — "Remembrance" (Andante Moderato). by Deppen (2 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: " Looked just like an ordinary."
10 — " Capricous Annette " (Moderato Caprice), by Borch (1 minute
and 15 seconds), until — T: "Oh, no, it's most important."
11 — "Hunkatin" (Half Tone One Step), by Levy (2 minutes and
45 seconds), until — S: As scene fades to restaurant.
12 — "A La Mode" (Popular One Step), by Rosey (1 minute),
until — S : When George gets money.
13
No. 32," by Berge (3 minutes), until — S:
When— "Dramatic
George takesAndante
out purse.
14 — " Visions " (Intermezzo Characteristic), by Buse (2 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: " My absence condemned me."
15 — Theme (4 minutes), until — T: "Then you will go at once and
16 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (4 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T: "The President of the Home Bank."
17 — Theme (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — T: "Waiting."
18 — " Reve D'Amour " (Andante Moderato), by Zamecnik (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Punctuality was one of."
19 — " Nola " (Bright Moderato). by Arndt (2 minutes and 45
seconds),
until — T: "She'll wait for me."
20tell."
— Theme
minutes), until —END.
T: "Basking in the favor of a
modem
" — until(3 *****
WANTED to buy a Mason & Hamlin, or an
Estey organ, two manual and pedal motor driven.
Pitch must be 440. State net cash price and condition.
Address
UNITED FILM COMPANY
By T. L. Kearse
Charleston, W. Va.

BARTOLAs

We can improve your music and save you money.

Send for catalogue.

CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg„ Chicago, I1L

Factory, Oshkosh, Wis.
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Better

Satisfaction

This notice is addressed to the minority of our
subscribers who do not regularly answer advertisements.
The service described is, however, open and free
to all who wish our help.
We do not wish to discourage you from writing
direct to our advertisers; in fact, you do not do
enough of it for your own good, but we do want you
to get the proper goods to fit your needs.
There are many, perhaps you, who are too busy
to write each. company separately; therefore we are
offering our co-operation, which means that you
will receive full information on any subject which
you may designate by merely filling out the coupon,
designating by numbers the goods in which you are
interested.
Your inquiries thus received will be forwarded
to reputable manufacturers, even though the goods
on which you wish information are not advertised
in the "News." 1. Arc Controllers
2. Advertising Novelties
3. Brass Rails
4. Building Materials
5. Cameras
6. Camera Lenses
7. Carbons
8. Chairs
9. Chair Upholstery
19. Change Making Machines
11. Condensers
12. Converters and Transformers
13. Developing and Printing
14. Developing Materials
15.
16. Developing
DisinfectantsTanks
and Perfumes
17. Economizers and Rheostats
18. Electric Signs
19. Elevators and Escalators
20. Exterior Lighting
21. Film Cabinets
22. Film Carriers
23. Film Cleaners
24. Film Dyes
25. Film Stock
26. Fire Extinguishers
27. Floral Decorations
28. Gas Engines
29. Heating
30. Heralds
31. Interior Lighting
32. Interior Telephones
33. Lithographs
34. Lobby Display
35. Mazda Projection Lamps
36. Metal Ceilings
37. Motors
38. Mural Paintings
39. Musical Instruments
40. Paints
41. Perforating Machines
42. Printing Machines
43. Programs
44. Projection Booths
45. Projection Lenses
46. Projection Machines
47. Projection Machines (Home)
48. Reels
49. Rewinders
50. Safety Exit Locks
51. Screens
52. Slides
53. Stage Settings
54. Studio Lights
55. Ticket Selling Machines
56. Ticket Taking Machines
57. Uniforms
58. Ventilating and Fans
59. Vacuum Cleaners
Gentlemen. Please send me descriptive mutter on the subjects marked
in the above lists.
Name
Theatre
Char
State

• . .'. . .'. ... .......
j,

DIRECTORY

OF

NEW'

Picture

News

THEATRES

CALIFORNIA
Frankat aAdycostis oferecting
chilla
$5,000. a new motion picture theatre at ChowILLINOIS
At Marion, Harry Bracy will erect a new theatre at North
Market and East Union street.
M. McDonnell of South Pekin will erect a combined theatre
and garage building, 70 x 90 feet, and the plans are now being
drawn by H. B. Dox of Peoria.
INDIANA
Brady and Williamson will erect a new motion picture theatre
at Tipton. It will be called The Grand, and located at Jefferson
and Independence streets.
KENTUCKY
A modern theatre erected at a co-t of S40.000 will be started
by G. A. Bleich at Owensboro, in March.
NEBRASKA
The World Realty Company had just completed excavations on
its new theatre site on Douglas street, just east of the Rialto
in Omaha. The same company also owns the Sun and Muse
theatres.
NEW YORK
On the corner of Fulton street and Howard avenue, in Brooklyn, Herman Weingarten will erect a theatre to be called The
Auditorium which will have 3,000 seating capacity.
The Cleveland Amusement Company will erect a 2,000 seat theatre at a cost of $140,000 at Cleveland street and Putnam avenue, Brooklyn.
Harry J. Krapp will erect a theatre at 3819 Broadway in Manhattan, according to his building application just issued.
PENNSYLVANIA
Carr & Schad, owners of the Princess, Colonial and Arcadia
theatres at Reading, purchased a big plot of ground at the northeast corner of Ninth and Spring streets, where a new theatre will
be erected, according to announcement, with a seatine capacity
of 1,500.
On the Public Square in Wilkes-Barre, Conerford & Degraff,
owners of several theatres elsewhere, announce that they will
erect a theatre with 3.000 seating capacity and that tfie land and
huilding deal involves one million dollars.
TENNESSEE
According to reports from Chattanooga the New Bijou Theatre
Company has been incorporated for $60,000 to build and operate
a theatre there. The following men are interested: C. C. Nottingham, J. E. Johnson, C. E. Reardon, George A. Lyerly and Paul
1. Kruesi.

"NEWMAN"

BRASS FRAMES AND RAILS
Accompanying
cut shows
our newlobbies.
style
unit
frame for corners
of theatre
Especially designed to fit irregular shaped
columns and sloping entrances. Neat, atit enables
the passerby to see tractive
at and acomplete,
glance the
entire program.
Send
sketch
for
prices
and
ask
for new
1918 catalog.
The

Newman
Established 1882Mfg. Co.
Write for our Latest Catalogue
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Canadian
J. T. Malone
Film*.
Rialto Representative
Theatre Bldg.. — Montreal,
Canada
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe,
San Francisco, Cal.
Frames, Easels, Rails, Grilles, Signs, Choppers,
Kick Plates, Door Bars
Corner Unit Hinged
We manufacture the frames in various
Frames finishes tchich do not require polishing
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Looking from and toward the stage in the Theatre de Luxe, Detroit
of this long vista of cozy nooks and lounges has been achieved
Model Neighborhood House for Detroit
without conceding one iota to ostentation. The use of wicker
WITH the opening of the Theatre de Luxe in November,
furniture, upholstered with soft cushions in floral designs and
Detroit acquired one of the model neighborhood theatres
banked at intervals with splendid tub plants and fernery, obviates
of the country. This modern house, which is under the managethe over-ornate.
ment of A. J. Moeller, is located at Kercheval and Parkview
Underneath the hippodrome tiers of seats in the auditorium
avenues.
and
facing the foyer, another surprise is encountered, where
The building, which is of brick and terra cotta, occupies a plot
milady may wait in semi-seclusion amid the settings of a well140 by 80 feet and seats 1,800 people. The front of the theatre
ordered drawing room.
is in light terra cotta with a large marquee lighted with two
Improved washed air is used for the ventilation, the air being
large flashing electric lights. There is a lobby 75 by 40 and a
changed every five minutes. Steam and combination heated
foyer of the same size.
washed air is also installed. The lighting system is direct, with
The general interior decorations are those of the Adam period,
a perfectly controlled system of lights for the entire theatre and
stage.
carried out in pearl gray and ivory, with blue velvet hangings and
carpets. The foyer is finished in marble.
Two Powers 6-B machines are used for a throw of 122 feet
The emphatic note that strikes the senses on entering the magto a Velvet Gold Fibre screen.
nificently proportioned foyer, which extends the full width of
the block between Kercheval and Vincennes avenues, is the
Lobby display fixtures consist of cream enameled wood frames,
with all of the exterior frames in mahogany.
luxuriant tone of the appointments. The delightful appearance

At the right the luxurious foyer and the special stage setting of the Theatre de Luxe
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N en

usiness
Automatically supplies onlr such voltage as arc require*. No weate of
eorrent in ballast.
HERTNER ELECTRIC & MFG. CO.
W. 114th St., Cleveland, Oh io.US. A

FOR
SALE — Cost
A Wurlitz«:r
Styletali]
Instrument.
14500. Will
{2500.
Guarantee
as
good
as nev
Reason for selling, wleh to put
in
Pipe Organ. Address Rex Theatr
Gallup, New Mexico.
STUDIO position or one with pr<
d-jcing Arm desired. EnergetJ
young man. Preferably as Ass
Cameraman. Experience: as StudJ
Cashier; Paymaster; on Distribt
tion of Production Expenee; an
Director's Daily Continuity Shee
WIH travel. Salary second in coi
sideration to chance for advanc*
ment.
Broadway.Address Room 506. 29

Write for our list of Guaranteed
Rebuilt Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
COMPANY
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302
Mailers Avenue
Building
6 So. Wabash
CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
Dealers in Motiograph, Standard
and Simplex
Moving
Picture
Machines. National
Carbons,
Minusa
Screens
Theatre. and Everything for the
WE SELL ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

The Argus Lamp & Appliance Co

LE FILM
The Greatest Weekly Trade
Paper of AND THE
MOTION PICTURES
STAGE PRINTED
IN PARIS
1457 Broadway New York
Telephone Bryant 5602
26 RUE DU DELTA, PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO,
BUENOS AIRES
Subscription, One Year, $6.00

"One or the Argus Enterprises"
Watch for Our Ad in Next Issue !

It can draw more
people for you.
The Estey Theatre Organ means
better music.
THE ESTEY ORGAN CO.
Brattleboro, Vt.
See our page ad iu the
March 8th issue of tbe
Motion
Picture News

A close-up of one of the huge bronze panels with which the
interior of the new Pantheon in Chicago is decorated. \'o better
example of the elaborateness of the theatre is needed
Exchanges Get New Building in Milwaukee
MILWAUKEE will have a new fireproof building constructed especially for film exchanges if plans now under
way materialize. A canvass is being made of exchanges for
the purpose of determining how many of them will guarantee
to take space in the proposed building.

E. E. FULTON CO., Chicago
Morin| Picture ofAccessa
NjuiiW/Manufacturers
the ries
Be
you
an
Operator,
Theatr*
Owner,
Exchange
Manager,
lties and
ij" 01 orSpecia
<^FHI fff^Dealer
Supply
Producer,
gel
in
touch
with
us
and you
we
will advise you in what
are interested.

IXIYERSAL
Equipped
with
Motion Ptctnn
"You Camera
get the pittas
end other
get swayfelio«
befof 1
(he
Bt'RKE k Jill - li
240 E. Chicaci
Ontark
Street,
225 Fifth Ave
Sew York

read?"

V TYPHOON
FAN COMPANY
\J
NEW YORK
I 281 LEXINGTON
AVE.
&P00LBVTYPH00NS
VENTILATE

f[r-^r60
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Pictures

Reviewed

[In addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown too
early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers will
also find under this heading each week the review's of short features and serial episodes,]
44 Midnight Patrol "
(Thomas Ince-Select — 5 Willat)
Reels — Directed by Irving V.
IF you handle this picture right, there is no reason in the world
why you shouldn't stand them up for twice the number of days
you run a regular program picture. Almost every element that
goes to make a picture distinctive has been embodied in " The
Midnight Patrol." The feelings of a spectator are excited to a
high pitch; while his pleasurable emotions are stirred in the same
manner a cyclone stirs a forest.
The chief aim of this picture is to show the better side of a
policeman ; also the dangers that lurk around him in tWe performance of his duty to protect our lives.
of the releases don't
or more
Hardly
and if I am not mistaken,
force;
the one
sheepbyofthat
blackpasses
with atheweek
deal
this is the first time in the feature life of the motion picture industry that the conscientious policeman has been given a fair
deal; his human side is convincingly depicted.
At the opening of the picture, and before the main story starts,
four different incidents are shown how a policeman performs his
duty. The one in particular, which shows him climbing the rising drawbridge to cave a little boy who was caught there while
bringing his father's dinner pail; then his jumping into the river
from a dizzy height, where the boy had fallen, and rescuing him,
is very thrilling.
The main story is built around a western Chinatown, where
opium smuggling and white slave traffic is flourishing; it shows
underground passages and trap doors ahd other devices where
the kidnappers hide their victims. The raid of the police force;
also the hero's entering there, risking his life to save some victims, are very exciting.
The picture might prove a little strong for few audiences; but
if this fact is no bar to your booking it, there is no other reason
why you should not do so, because the picture is never vulgar.
It should not offend even your most discriminating patron.
If you book this picture, the best way to handle it is to get the
co-operation of your local police force. Explain to them what it
is and I am sure they will be glad to co-operate with you. You
may even make arrangements to give them part of the receipts.
Thus you could have them sell tickets for you. Length, 5 reels.
— P. S. Harrison.
44 Hoop-La," with Billie Rhodes
(National Film-Robertson-Cole — 5 Reels)
BY all rules of the game, " Hoop-La " should confirm the rights
of Billie Rhodes as a star. She is so charming in this picture, and her acting is so sincere and convincing, that she will
undoubtedly make a strong impression upon your patrons.

Sock

Jlan
Compiled

Pleased

by Peter

Milne

in Advance

As to the entertaining qualities of the picture, they are so good
that, were it possible for every picture released to come up to
the standard of this one, the number of picturegoers would
treble within a short time.
There are so many good features in it that you could bring
out in your advertising campaign, that it is hardly possible to
put them all in a review without making it almost too long to
read. One of the many is the way the star puts overNthe comedy
touches
; she
be more natural ; and the laughs she creates
could not
be couldn't
more hearty.
Another one is the circus scenes that make up the first two
reels almost exclusively; these scenes are complete in every detail— so complete that the illusion they create is that of being
actually present in a circus.
A further feature is the dog used all the way through the picture; he is almost human. He follows his mistress and her kindhearted guardian wherever they go ; and he shows such a strong
attachment for them that you can't help loving him. At times
he appears with a cap on his head that makes him look very
funny. He should delight children as well as grown ups.
A still further feature is the pathetic touches embodied in many
of the situations.
The action of the plot is steady; the acting of the supporting
cast, fine; the direction as good as could be desired; and as it
is a clean picture, it should give excellent satisfaction. Length,
S reels. — P. S. Harrison. •
Four Outing-Chester Subjects
(1 Reel Each — Released Through First National)
r would be difficult to pick a winner from the quartette of onereel Outing-Chester subjects, shown for review this week—
they're ail winners. But the one that stands a bit forward in the
limelight
a subject
Teddy
the late
Colonel
Roosevelt isshown
on atitled
visit" to
one Bears,"
of our with
Southern
Coast
bird
preserves.
The camera has caught the late Colonel, standing on elevated
ground, with countless inmates of the preserve flying about him.,
He is standing with bared head, presumably paying homage to
his fearheied friends and to Nature, which he loved so well.
Those who see this picture of our ex-President will never forget it. honors go to " From Scales to Antlers," scenes of which
Second
were " shot " in the Northwestern Quebec region of Canada on
the Atikamek. This offering is remarkable for two reasonsfirst because of the intimate views which have been obtained by
W. O. Runcie, cameraman, of the bull and cow moose. In one
scene he has caught a giant bull moose with his head under
water feasting or. the tender water-lily roots. The cameraman's
canoe approaches
within
a few And
feet then
of the
giantinteresting
of the' forest
before
he detects the
presence.
a most
shot
has been obtained of the big fellow tearing through the water
to the shore and into the forest.
(Continued on page 1080)
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is generally
that ■•ever
Out of
liasIt some
of the agreed
best paper
puttheoutFogfor"
a motion picture. Above is a twenty-four
xhcet, with the star in the foreground. At
the left and right are three-sheets with exceptional pulling power. Below is a poster decidedly attractive, with space left blank for
the name of the theatre.
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"OUT

" Triumph

OF

THE

FOG"—

NAZIMOVA

of the Pictorial Art " Is Verdict on This Production

OjNCE in a while there comes along a splendid combination of drama and star. Such a one is " Out of the
Fog," in which Mine. Nazimova is presented. The power of the original play by H. Adams Austin, entitled
" 'Ception Shoals," in which the same star appeared on the speaking stage, can hardly be summed up in
plain type. Its wonderful character drawing and its sharp conflict of human wills, together with the mental and
physical rebirth of Eve who has been confined all her life on a distant lighthouse island, has been transferred to
the screen in all its amazing significance. Nazimova's portrayal of the twenty-year-old girl is a thing of the utmost art. The very light of youth shines from her eyes and she undergoes the transition at her awakening with
a skill that completely absorbs the spectator.
Mayhap it is that Nazimova is so fine in this because she knew the part so thoroughly from the stage. But at
any rate it is a great performance, one that leaves no room for doubt regarding her rank in the files of screen
actresses. Charles Bryant is a suitable hero, Henry Harmon gives a remarkably well sustained performance as the
religious fanatic and Tom Blake's Jim Smoot, the hardened sailor, is a characterization of skill.
There is not room here to delve into the wonderful force of the Adams play. We feel confident that the intelligent motion picture going public will find in it something of an oasis in a desert of less artistic productions. The
production that Albert Capellani has given it includes an ideal setting, rare photographic effects and reveals a taste
and discrimination in the handling of the many high lights that is admirable. Our only fault with the whole production, and perhaps this should not be charged to the direct 3r, is that the first two reels which are apart from the body
of the drama and serve the single purpose of planting the cause for Coffin's fanaticism, should have been accelerated slightly.
But as for " Out of the Fog " as a whole, it is so intensely dramatic, so skilfully acted and so intelligently produced that it easily ranks as one of the triumphs of the pictorial art. — Length, 7 reels. — Peter Milne.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— The lobby display is hand
THE CAST
Nazimova, oftheunusual
screen's artistic
supremedistinction
actress inanda
colored and contains the same size and style
photodrama
pictures as furnished on the previous Nazimova
merit.
It
is
based
on
her
stage
success
entitled,
va
Nazimo
Mme.
picture.
It includes 22x28 star photographs,
Faith }Blake
" ' Ception
Philip
Charles Bryant
8x10 and 11x14 scene photos.
est character.Shoals " and reveals her in her greatJob Coffin
Henry Harmon
Other
accessories
Metro
Maude Standish
Nancy Palmer
are special litho supplied
window atcards,
two exchanges
kinds of
The perfect picture of a young girl, unlearned
Luke Allen
T. Morse Koupal
heralds,
slides
and
a
music
cue
sheet.
and of the sea — her awakening portrayed with
(Continued on page 1072)
Brad Standish
George W. Davis
tremendous power in " Out of the Fog."
Elijah Allen
Charles Smiley
Jim Smoot
Tom Blake
THE STORY
Constable
Hugh Jeffrey
Dancer
Dorothy Smoller
In a storm at sea Luke Allen is lost and
Faith
Coffin
mourns
for him, for he was her lover
From
the play " ' Ception Shoals," by H. Austin Adams.
and she had given herself to him. Her brother.
Adapted by June Mathis and Albert Capellani.
Job, a religious fanatic, determined that she shall
Directed by Albert Capellani.
be punished for her sin. takes her to a lonely
Photographed by Eugene Gaudio.
lighthouse on ' Ception Shoals. Here her child
Supervision of Maxwell Karger.
is born,
but Job's
fanaticism,
which
the
form
of cruelty,
is more
than Faith
can takes
bear and
AD TALK
she
finally
leaps
from
the
top
of
the
lighthouse
into the sea.
Mme. Nazimova will be presented at the
Job rears the young girl until she attains the
theatre on
of
week in her latest
full bloom of youth. Yet she is in ignorance of
productionagemententitled
"
Out
of
the
Fog."
The
manlife. Job intends to keep her from all men, to
feels great pride in being able to offer
this picture to its patrons, for it is one of the very
punish
to hide her
her for
whenher themother's
lighter sin.
arrivesHe onattempts
its infew rare gems that filter through to the motion
frequent trips to the shoals, but one time Jim
picture screen. Adapted from H. Austin Adams'
Smoot,
a
brute,
discovers
her,
and
kisses
play
the name was
of " also
' Ception
whichit He is called away before harm is done, but thisher.is
Mme. by Nazimova
seen Shoals
on the" in
stage,
presents a remarkable study of the elemental emobeginning
Laterthewhen
atheyacht
strikes oftheEve's
shoalsawakening.
and she makes
actions in a young girl to whom, at twenty, are
q
u
a
i
n
t
a
n
c
e
o
f
its
occupants,
Philip
Blake,
a mate
wanrevealed for the first time the miracles of life.
derer,
and
the
widowed
wife
of
the
first
To delve into the details of the story here would
who
be a gross injustice to the art of the picture
wider.has given birth to a child, her eyes are opened
itself. It tells its simple story so directly, and
^he screen's mosh
It is Blake who arouses in Eve the desire to
with such consummate art that it fairly defies
distinguished artist il
love, and she arouses within him a love that
repetition in cold type. Mme. Nazimova is a revenever before has been touched. After a stay at
lation in the role of the girl whose fanatical uncle
play surrounded by tlr
the tal
shoals,
during
time aJobtrueliveshappiness,
in morhas reared her on a distant lighthouse is'and and
fear that
Eve which
will find
has never permitted her to set eyes on any other
mystery
theromance
sea avui
Blake leaves to take the mother home, promising
the
charm,of of
human but himself. She shows us the vita! spark
to return as soon as this mission is accomplished.
of life in her brilliant rendition of the part and
her awakening to the momentous secrets of life The days pass wearily for Eve. Job intercepts
andexpressions.
living, are marked by the realest yet subtlest
Blake's letters and finally when the girl joyfully
of
hears
of thethat
yacht's
bell,gone
he locks
her in the
the ringing
tower saying
she has
mad.
The star receives brilliant support from Charles
NAZIMOVA
He tells Blake that she is dead. Smoot, now
Bryant. Henry Harmon and Tom Blake among
others. The picture was adapted for the screen
Blake's
mate,
returns
to
the
lighthouse
when
Job has released Eve. The old man himself is
by Juneduced byMath's
and Albert
now locked in the tower and Smoot savagely atM. Capellani.
The Capellani
productionandhe prohas
the girl. Her cries bring Blake to the
given the drama is identically in tune with it rescue.tacks When
OUJafiheFOG
the tower door is open they find
and from the standpoint of photography and apJob
dead,
a victim of his own wild freray on
From tlieskaqe success by HJusiinJdams
propriate
scenic
investiture
"
Out
of
the
Fog
"
rehearing
the
distressed
cries
of
Eve.
And
with
mains in a class by itself.
"CEPTION SHOALS"
his
end
comes
peace
and
happiness
for
Eve
and
Blake.
CATCH LINES
Directed b^Aihcci Ca^cIIavxi
> vruuxa
Mme. Nazimova in a screen version of " ' CepDis tnbuted byH ETRO Pictures Corporation
ADVERTISING
AIDS
tion Shoals,"
famous
successes
the
speaking
stage.one Byof allherodds
see this
unusualon phoPAPER: — Three one-sheets; three three-shee:s ;
two six-sheets; one twenty-four-sheet.
todrama — it is one of the rare gems of the art.
SCENE
column. CUTS:— Four two-column; four oneThe story of a girl reared on the barren shoals
ADVERTISING CUTS:— One four-column; one
of a far-off lighthouse from whom the mysteries
See it at
of life were withheld for twenty years. See her
three-column; two two-column; one one-column.
Dressed similarly to the advertising cuts furmental and physical re-birth in the startling and
One-column ad cut
wonderful dramatic offering " Out of the Fog."
nished on " Eye for Eye."
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"LUCK

AND

PLUCK"—

Picture

News

FOX

Stunts and Speed Characterize George Walsh's Latest
GEORGE WALSH is after them again. "Them " meaning that crowd of fellows who are always
after the papers — sometimes they are crooks and sometimes they are German spies — this time
they belong to the latter species. And, of course, they are quite harmless when the athletic Walsh
gets after them.
In the last scene he handles at least twenty and has a bit of energy to spare when they all
decorate the floor.
The star performs a good many stunts that give proof of his strength and physical prowess. He
chases a squirrel all over the park, up trees and down, rescues a lady on a runaway horse, undertakes
porch-climbing, etc. And when it's all over he has saved the girl from the leading spy and discarded his
old life forever — for, truth to tell, the star plays a crook.
At least " Luck and Pluck " moves rapidly. The director, Edward Dillon, has seen to that. In fact,
speed seems to have been the element striven for — the comedy is somewhat neglected and when attempted
doesn't always register. — Length, 5 reels. — Released Feb. 2. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
ADVERTISING AIDS
CATCH LINES
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
George Walsh in his latest picture of stunts
Joe
Grim,
alias
"Velvet"
George
Walsh
six-sheet; one twenty-four-sheet.
and laughs
in whichspies
a safeLaura White
Virginia Lee
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Ten 8x10 black and white
cracker—turnsa hiswhirlwind
attention film
to German
and
Her Father
Joe Smiley
photographs;
proves that even a crook is smarter than enemy
Karl Richter
George Fisher
22x28 colored. ten 11x14 black and white; three
Countess Briand
Corinne Uzzelle
agents.
CUTS
AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five
"Velvet's"
two-column; four one-column.
Story by Valet
George Scarborough. George Halpin
You
just
have
lo
pardon
"
Velvet
"
Joe
Grim
ADVERTISING
CUTS: — One three-column;
—
he
was
a
crook
all
right
and
had
even
planned
Direction by Edward Dillon.
three two-column; two one-column. Dressed
to rob the sub-treasury, but when German spies
in usual Fox style these cuts contain catchy
hove into view he decided to quit working against
the law and lend a helping hand to his country
arguments and good illustrations fiom producinstead; his success forms the thrilling and amustion. AND MUSIC CUE SHEET among acSLIDE
SUGGESTIONS
ing picture, " Luck and Pluck."
ces ories on hand at all Fox exchanges.
He was chasing squirrels in the park just like
Inasmuch
as
German
spies
are
"
kidded
"
along
a
regular
nut
when
a
runaway
horse
went
tearing
throughout this production, it might be a good
THE STORY
by carrying Laura White on its back. Joe quit
plan to adopt this course in your advertising.
"Velvet"
JoeandGrim,
fellow always
the pursuit of the elusive squirrel and captured
Compare their blundering stupidity with the pep
in
somewhere
out asomewhere
else, breaking
has his
the horse. Then and there he decided to go
and
action
of
George
Walsh.
A
line
such
as
"
An
eagle
eye
set
on
the
sub-treasury
in
Wall
Streetto
American crook proves the better of a whole band
straight — how he accomplished this is excitingly
as a particularly nice crib to crack. He plans
told in " Luck and Pluck," the latest George
of the
German
" would
turn the trick that night, and with the idea of
Walsh comedy-drama.
of
p'cturespies
is fairly
good sum
styleupandtheat substance
the same
gaining some cracking good experience he repairs
time it l'elps to give an original twist to the usual
to the park to feed nuts to the squirrels. One
" Luck and Pluck " contains stunts that it of
spy stuff.
the little fellows steals his bag of peanuts and
However, if you think your public is scared
doesn't
seem
possible
a
human
being
could
perform. George Walsh is never afraid to take a Joe, out of professional jealousy, pursues him
away by the announcement of the spy picture,
(Continued on page 1069)
chance.
leave it out altogether and advertise " Luck and
Pluck
"
as
another
presentation
of
George
Walsh's
athletics and thrilling stunts with plenty of romance on the side, etc. There is sufficient material in the five reels to base this sort of advertising on, for
dominated
by "theLuckspy andstuff.Pluck " is by no means
A Master
The title of the film has a good catch to it.
Advertising might be shaped in a horseshoe to
crook about
carry its meaning even further.
to make a
clean-up
met a girl
AD TALK
George Walsh, William Fox's athletic star,
will be seen in his latest picture entitled " Luck
and P .ck " at the
the?tre on
of
we - under
Writteitheby direction
George Scarborough
and produced
of Edward
Dillor this
the story
a safecracker v..10 p'
) dture
it alltells
planned
to lootof the
subtreasury
in
Wall
Stree'
New
York
City.
It is
during the day and Jce, the gentleman in quesdoesn't ferlso quite
easyhimself
about topulling
the
job intion,sunlight,
he hies
the park,
there to bide his time until evening shadows
fall.
In the park events happen which change his
plans. Joe becomes exceedingly angry when a
squirrel makes off with his bag of peanuts and
gives chase to the amateur robber. He pursues
him all over the stately trees of the park, but
the creature of fur leads him a hopeless chase.
That is hope' ess in one respect. Joe discovers
that it is but
beyond
a safe-cracker's
pale to movings
catch a
squirrel,
he also
learns the peculiar
of Fate. For wnile perched high in a tree and
in despair as well, Joe sees a runaway coming
along the bridle-path with one Laura White
mounted thereupon. Joe effects a rescue and
thereafter decides to go straight — reform forever
after.
How this decision leads him an existence
equally as strenuous as his previous chosen profession
occupies
the with
rest ofthe" Luck
and Pluck."
The action
is filled
fine Walsh
stunts
which the star performs so easily. It moves rap.
idly and Director Dillon has managed to instil)
many a laugh and many a thrill into it.

Well ,see
and —
WALSH
GEORGE
start something which was heard in fir away Germany

PLUCK
AM)
LUCK
TION
PRODUC
FOX
M
WILLIA
A

Two-column ad cut with mortise for list of other pictures
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"ROMANCE
Good

AND

ARABELLA"

Star Saves Weak

Story; Romance

-SELECT

Is Keynote

will no doubt help draw you
popularity of the star, due to her personal charms and fine acting,
weak.
t
somewha
a good patronage; but the story is
strong enough tor a picture
The plot is based on the stage play of the same name, but it is hardly
.
emotions
deep
the
of
any
arouse
nor
,
It does not stir the feelings
entertainment.
girl of highly romantic
young
a
Romance is the theme. During the unfolding of the plot, the heroine,
realizes that her character is
disposition, changes lovers as fast as she changes her dresses. In time, she
But at the last minute,
unstable; so she determines to stick it out and marry her new love, an old doctor.
the young man who
she turns him down because he was too late for the wedding. In the end, she marries
firm in disposition.
always loved her and was patiently waiting for the time when she would become
it would the men.The picture is clean and well produced; it should please the women more than
Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
limits and Bill casts about for another counterADVERTISING AIDS
THE CAST
irritant, which he discovers in the person of Peter
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
Arabella Cadenhouse Constance Talmadge
Harper, a very young boy who thinks he is a
six-sheet;
one
twenty-four-sheet
(all
scenes
Bill
Harrison Ford
man.
Peter's
naive of
succeeds
in- counter-balancing
from production).
Aunt Effie
Gertrude Claire
the false
doctrines
Estabrook
and this affair
LOBBY DISPLAY : — Nine 8x10 black and white
Harry Atteridge
Monte Blue
progresses
to
elopement
plans.
Then Bill appears
scenes and title card; seven 11x14 colored
Claude Estabrook
Arthur Carew
on the scene again, this time with Doctor Henry,
scenes and title card; two 22x28 horizontal
a famous eugenist. The doctor is a somewhat
Peter Harper
Antrim Short
"flats" colored
Doctor Henry
James Neill
cold but
wooerprogress
and Arabella
is fascicolored,
upright scenes;
(stock). one 22x28 star portrait,
nated by persistent
him. Things
until a wedding
CUTS: — Two one-column electros (production);
has
been
arranged,
but
the
doctor
forgets
to
By William Hurlbut.
two two-column electros (production) ; one
appear at the proper time and when he does show
Scenario by Edith M. Kennedy.
three-column electro (production) ; one halfup Bill
verynowlatesteps
Arabella
refuses tothatmarry
him. has
Directed by Walter Edwards.
in, believing
Arabella
column electro (star) ; one one-column electro
Photographed by James C. Van Trees.
had a sufficient dose of romance and with the
(star)
;
one
two-column
electro
(star).
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET on hand at
preparations for the wedding on the one hand
all Select exchanges.
and the pretty bride on the other, he decides
CATCH LINES
to marry her himself. And Arabella accepts.
THE STORY
Nothing so small as the eternal triangle in
Bill hasn't
this Constance Talmadge comedy. No less than
after
all. proved himself so devoid of romance
Arabella Cadenhouse, a charming young widow,
five
men
pay
court
to
her!
Some
of
the
sprightis
loved
by
one
Bill,
a
man
she
has
known
all
liest and most unusual humor ever screened can
SUGGESTIONS
her life. Her Aunt Effie suggests that he would
be found in " Romance and Arabella."
No Select exhibitor need be told the worth of
make a fine husband, but Arabella laughs at this.
She
wants
romance,
spelt
with
capital
R,
and
the
Constance
Talmadge
pictures. As a series
Arabella was sought after by a raw westerner,
this Bill doesn't seem to be able to offer. He
of high comedies
they remain
a classbebybest
them-to
a disciple of free love, a calf-like youth, a prowatches
with
consternation
the
appearance
of
selves.
In
advertising
them
itin would
fessor of eugenics, and she might have married
Harry Atteridge, an unconventional westerner who
employ
some
simple
line
to
the
effect
that
when
any
one just
of thea regular
four if f.ellow
it hadn't
Bill.
nearly sweeps her off her feet with his ardent
Constance Talmadge is announced a good enterBill was
and been
how for
he mant
a
i
n
m
e
n
t
i
s
assured.
The
producers
have
proven
wooing.
Bill
gets
busy
and
produces
a
counteraged the other four forms delicious comedy.
irritant to Atteridge in the person of Claude
to be back of you in any such statement. The
Estabrook, a disciple of free love. Estabrook
productions, the casts, the stories, the direction
When we announce another Constance
of the Talmadge pictures are always of the highest
puts Atteridge
in the
and Arabella is inclinedquite
to look
uponbackground
him favorably.
madge comedy, it's enough said.
order.
(Continued on page 1067)
But this affair also progresses to dangerous
TalSelect has presented Miss Talmadge in a long
line
of
comedy
successes.
We
don't
believe
you
can name one of them that failed to please. And
" Romance
the
play
of the and
sameArabella,"
name, is anby adaptation
no means from
the least
of her many hits. Don't miss it.
AD TALK
Constance Talmadge. the bright and vivacious
young comedienne who has appeared in so many
brilliant Select pictures, will return to the
theatre on
of week in her latest screen
venture
entitled, "from
Romance
and play
Arabella."
This
is an adaptation
a stage
of the same
name by William Hurlbut and introduces Miss
Talmadge as Arabella Cadenhouse, a charming
young
hasn't had
enough widow
romancewhoin decides
her life.thatAs she
a consequence
she is inclined to look with disfavor on the suit
of Bill, a young man she has known all her life.
She knows him so well, in fact, that everything
is
quite in
matter-of-fact
romantic
the least. between them and not
Bill senses the situation and decides to give
Arabella her fill of romance. As a consequence
he introduces her to four men, one a crude, unconventional man from the West, another an exanother anda callow
youthan
indulgingponent ofinfreehislove,
firststill
romance,
a fourth
ancient professor of eugenics who sees in Arabella a perfect mate. When Bill sees the first
affair progressing too smothly he introduces a
counter-irritant in the shape of a successor and
he manages to stop each one from getting serious,
with the exception of the last. The professor
goes as far as to arrange for a wedding — but
then forgets to appear. So Bill performs as
bridegroom.
The comedy in this picture is rich and as its
sources are so unusual, patrons of the
theatre will find it possessed of an originality that
is irresistible. Harrison Ford appears as Bill,
while the other suitors are successively played
by Monte Blue, Arthur Carew, Antrim Short and
Two-column scene cut
James Neill.
THE

Motion
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Dual Role Subject That Looks Good; Should Please All
THOSE who like dual role subjects ought to be pleased with this picture, as the double exposure scenes
have been handled skilfully. No dividing line can be seen at any time.
The entertaining qualities of the story are only average; but the good acting of the star should help
please the Harry Morey fans. The beautiful outdoor scenery that forms the background in almost all
the scenes also help make the picture acceptable.
The hero is shown in the story as having been defrauded by his cousin, who looks exactly like himself. In the woods where he lives, he meets the heroine. She returns to the city. At a reception she
meets the hero's cousin, and taking him for the hero, they marry.
Due to their likeness, the hero is arrested for his cousin's crooked deals; but he escapes from jail.
The two men meet somewhere in the woods, and a struggle ensues. The cousin is about to shoot and kill
the hero, when the latter's friend, a mountaineer, shoots with his shot-gun from afar and kills the former.
By this time the heroine has become aware of her husband's deception; and there now being no bar
to her happiness, she weds the hero who loves her. — Released Feb. 17. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
Later Ruth returns to the city and meets Henry.
THE CAST
pable Vitagraph players as Betty Blythe, Robert
She mistakes him for Dan and Henry, quick to
Gaillard, Bernard Siegel, Herbert Pattee and
realize
her confusion, marries her, for she is
Dan La Roche I
Harry*T. Morey'
James
of a story
finishedby type.
" Silent
Henry Madison
Crozer (
wealthy. Henry treats his wife cruelly and in
Strength Costello
" is an isoriginal
Lawrence
McRuth
Betty Blythe
time she grows to wonder at the change that she
Corporal Neville
Robert Gaillard
one of direction
the foremost
believes has come over Dan. Henry is forced
ers, whileCloskey,the
was ofin Vitagraph's
charge of writPaul
Tom Tripp
Bernard Siegel
to
flee after a stock swindle and Ruth goes to
Inspector Burke
Herbert Pattee
Scardon,
a long intime
Mr. Morey's
the mountains, believing to find him there and
The filmforabounds
beautiful
outdoor director.
scenery
Jenkins
James Costello
hoping
to restore his old self there. She again
in
which
much
of
the
important
action
is
staged,
By Lawrence McCloskey.
meets Dan and is astonished to note that he is
while on the other hand there are contrasted the
Directed by Paul Scardon.
again the gentle lover.
busy and crowded streets of a great city. From
Her ationeyes
are opened
to the
the when
situevery
Strength unite
" is toa make
great
when Dan
is arrested
for truth
Henryof and
picture.standpoint
Story, star" Silent
and production
her
husband
returns
and
accuses
her
of
fleeing
AD TALK
it Harry Morey's worthiest effort.
to Dan. The innocent man escapes from jail and
again attempts to help Henry. Henry takes his
Harry Morey will be seen on the screen of the
THE STORY
money
and then shoots him in the back. Tripp,
next
in "a Silent
Strength,"
Dan La Roche, a lover of nature, lives alone
who
has watched the whole game, then kills Henry
a featuretheatre
in which
he assumes
dual role.
This
in his cabin in the north woods, his only friend
and the final barrier between Dan and the woman
is said to be one of the strongest of such stories
Tom Tripp, the trapper. A letter from his
he loves is removed.
to be offered a male star to portray, for in its being
cousin, Henry Crozier, in the city, informs him
various unusual twists and situations, dramatic
that they have fallen heirs to vast timber and
ADVERTISING AIDS
crises of great power are developed. Mr. Morey
holdings and he goes to meet his relative.
appears as cousins, Dan La Roche, a man of ore
PAPER:
— One one-sheet; one three-sheet: one
The men are startled by their resemblance to one
nature in love with the forests in which he has
six-sheet.
They settle matters to the effect that
made his home, and also as Henry Crozier, a another.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Two 22x28 colored photoDan is to assume control of the timber while
financier of the great city who stoops to foul
graphs; eight 11x14 black and white photomeans to achieve his ends. How the fates of forest
Henry hedevelops
the ore.
On Dan's
to theof
is at first
angered
by thereturn
presence
1 graphs
and title ofcard.star are also provided for
these two men cross and how Ruth Madison, a
8x10
photographs
Ruth
Madison,
who
has
taken
a
cabin
near
his
woman loved by Dan, plays a peculiar role in the
use in compiling additional lobby displays or
own, but when he discovers that she also is in
working out of their destinies, forms a photoplay
for the making of special cuts. A selection of
love with nature he is attracted to her. Henry
of an unusually powerful nature.
5x7 black and white scene stills are provided
mismanages the funds and visits Dan to secure
Mr. Morey's
dual characterization
one to
of the
for the same
purpose. on page 1073)
ready money, ending by selling him his portion
strongest
performances
he has yet isgiven
the
(Continued
of the timber lands.
screen and the support rendered him by such ca-

Harry Morey, Vitagraph Star

HARRY MOREY
in Vitagraph Star Series Release
"SILENT
STRENGTH"
Two-column scene
cut showing
star in his dual role
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Dustin Farnum

THE
s Second

OPEN"—

UNITED

United Big in Every Respect

UNITED'S presentation of " A Man in the Open," its second feature to star Dustin Farnura, is big
from every one of its many angles. Blessed with the strong story to start with, a story filled with
a number of dramatic episodes of real power, the director, Ernest Warde, has produced it with all
the skill at his command, which is not a little. Mr. W arde's years of dramatic training have shown to good
stead in all his recent pictures. He knows what constitutes suspense on the screen and how to handle a
star — moreover, how to gain realistic effects. All this ability of his is again established after viewing " A
Man in the Open." We repeat, it is big from every viewpoint.
The story has been set in some splendid locations — locations that make significant that little word
41 open " in the title. And these have been photographed in excellent style.
Mr. Farnum's role is that of a man disappointed by life and buffeted by a cruel fate that seems destined to snatch happiness from him forever, but which takes a deciding turn for the better only after a
series of startling events have been unfolded on the screen. He plays it well and sustains his character
with remarkable skill all the way through. His support is always effective, for one reason that the picture
was excellently casted. — Length, 6 reels. — Released February. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
been handled and the other is the wonderful
"Polly
Bull has
" Brookes,
the rustler,
reports
Jesse that
shot herself
and the
sailorto makes
off scenic and photographic effects provided. These
Sailor Jesse
Dustin Farnum
to a distant spot in the mountains to begin life
points may seem in the way of repetition to what
Trevor
Hershall Mayall
anew.
has beenpeatedsaid
in the the
review;
they should
are onlyknow
reBull "Brown
Brookes
Lamar
Johnstone
Here he meets the Trevors from the city. Kate
here because
exhibitor
James
Joseph
Dowling
has
brought
her
husband
West
to
cure
him
of
his
on
what
lines
to
travel
in
his
advertising.
And
P°"y
Claire DuBrae
drinking but he grows worse as time goes on.
if these sentingpoints
are inemphasized
you will be preKate
Irene Rich
the picture
its true light.
One time when he sees her with Jesse from a
By Roger Pocock.
point across the river he becomes enraged and
Scenario by Fred Myton.
Carry a line to the effect that the star's sucattempts to reach them. The swift current sweeps
Directed by Ernest C. Warde.
cessenalinand" use
Lighta of
Western
Starsgoes
" was
catch
line that
intophenomone of
him out of sight. Shortly afterwards Jesse and
the
startling points of the story; one taking up
Kate
realize
that
they
were
meant
for
each
other
ADVERTISING AIDS
and marry and in time their union is blessed by
the
the hero toasthethis
" medium
be marriage
preferableof inasmuch
contains" would
good
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
a child. Everything is peaceful until Brooke'
sensational possibilities and certainly arouses the
six-sheet; one twenty-four-sheet (stock).
again
appears
on
the
scene
—
and
with
him
Polly.
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Twelve 8x10 photointerest as to what may follow.
The story of her suicide had been a ruse an
graphs; eight 11x14; two 22 x 28.
now
she returns
to make
Jesse's
lifeoperating
miserab' it.
CUTS: — Stock cuts of the star may be secured
by
opening
a
saloon
near
his
home,
from United exchanges in one and two-column
under his name and flinging her vulgarity in his
sizes. Special scene cuts for this production
very face. Kate takes a home by herself but one
" ROMANCE AND ARABELLA "
are two two-column, for which mats are also
night is attacked by Brookes. Jesse is informed
(Continued from page 106S)
supplied, and one three-column (mat only).
of
the
matter
and
hastens
to
protect
the
woman
Advertising cuts are one one-column and
You have some original angles to play up in
he loves, while Polly follows. The men struggle
one two-column.
and Polly shoots, mortally wounding Brookes,
presenting this current picture to your patrons,
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET also listed
chief of which is due to the fact that there are
who tells Jesse before he dies that Polly deserted
among accessories provided on this production.
her husband for him. Thus the last barrier befive
suitors
for you
the aheroine's
in this story.
tween
Jesse
and
Kate
is
swept
away.
This
fact offers
number hand
of possibilities.
If,
AD TALK
from some of the black and white stills, you
CATCH LINES
could procure a head of each of these five, arrange
Dustin Farnum, who was last seen here in
them along the bottom of an advertisement, with
" Light
of Western
appear
A true Dustin Farnum picture — one which
the
screen
of theStars," will
theatre
onagain on
a picture of the star at the top. Use wording
deals with life in the open country in all its
something
These are widow
the fivein
of
week in his second United picture
elementals
—
a
man's
story,
a
woman's
story,
a
suitors for onthe this
handorder.
of the " charming
story for each and everyone is presented in this
entitled
in the
Open."
Picturegoers
have
come" Ato Man
associate
Dustin
Farnum
with the
" Romance and Arabella " — who wins? " In addition you might use under each head descriptive
virile, forceful story of the western plains, the
picture.
sort of story which is, in fact, immediately sugmatter such as, " The raw westerner," " the
" Fork over twenty! You said I couldn't catch
gested by the title of this, his latest picture.
" the youth," " the eugenist " and " the
him
weeksthatandstaggered
I'm his wife
Thesea fakir."
man." This
sort of advertising
pull can
business,
And the
contents
of " A Manof in
Openis "fully
rewere inthetwowords
Sailornow!
Jesse" only
because
it awakens
curiosity. will
If you
proveals that
the suggestion
thethetitle
few
minutes
after
the
minister
had
pronounced
cure
the
pictures
it
would
be
an
excellent
plan
carried
out
in
the
six
reels
that
comprise
the
Polly his wife! She had married him on a bet!
picture.
to try out.
Adapted from the novel by Roger Pocock, it
Jesse buried the horrible past and went forth
tells the story of a sailor, Jesse, shipwrecked on
to begin life anew in the open. In time he
the coast of Texas, who, after a disagreeable
married
Kate, a woman whom Fate had destined
experience with a cattle rustler, settles down to
for him — but in the moment of his greatest hapa happy existence on a nearby ranch. A clairpiness Polly appeared ! Polly, the woman who
voyant's troupe comes to town and Jesse becomes
had disillusioned him — the woman he thought was
infatuated
" mediumWithin
" fortwothe weeks
fakir, hea
dead !
girl
by the with
name the
of Polly.
marries her and then she shocks and disgusts him
by revealing her true character to him. After a
Dustin Farnum's second United picture, a
short but stormy time with her, Jesse learns that
worthy successor to " Light of Western Stars,"
she has committed suicide and sets out for the
which
his many
admirers.
miss " returned
A Man him
in theto Open
" — it's
the sort Don't
of a
" open
there to begin
life anew. he found
scenery.
story that appeals to all — magnificent outdoor
How, places,"
in this invigorating
environment,
a new love and happiness and how this was all
but spoiled by sensational disclosures forms a
SUGGESTIONS
series
of events
thatscreen.
literally Mr.
keepFarnum
the observer's
eyes riveted
to the
appears
If you should book this picture you have one
to splendid advantage in the star part while his
big enough to advertise as a special: that is. you
support, which includes Irene Rich, Claire
can go the limit on advertising, real boosting adDuBrae. Lamar Johnstone. Hershall Mayall and
won'tin have
any ofwayyourthanpromJoseph Dowling. is of an exceptional order.
ises come vertising,
backand you
at you
any other
big
returns.
A
long
run
would
also
advisable,
beTHE STORY
cause of this picture itself, in thebefirst
place, and
Sailor Jesse is shipwrecked on the coast of owing to the fact that Dustin Farnum's previous
picture for United has played to such good busiTexas and becomes the innocent tool of a catt'e
ness during its period of existence.
rustler.
gathershe him
in buta
That which constitutes a big picture is not
his
story The
frees sheriff's
him andposse
thereafter
becomes
cowboy on a nearby ranch. Polly, medium for
always to be summarized in a few words. With
DUSTIN FARNUM
a fake hypnotist, attracts Jesse and he marries
the
casethings
in "Awhich
Man gointothemake
Openit "big;
there
several
one areis
her, shortly afterwards learning that she went
united PietureThestns f America Inc.
the character that the star portrays, another is
through the ceremony merely to win a bet. He
One-column star cut
attempts to make her see the falsity of her life
the
remarkable
"
story
"
interest
and
the
skillful
manner in which the high lights of the plot have
but she laughs at him. Shortly afterwards,
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"COURAGE

FOR

TWO"

Picture

N ew i

-WORLD

World Co-Stars Offered Fine Comedy-Drama in Harry Hoyt's Story
is another Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley comedy-drama that has a wealth of each element and one that contains so much merit as a piece of screen craft that other words than of
praise cannot be penned in reviewing it. Again we find the name of Harry O. Hoyt as its author
and this busy World scenarist has contrived a vehicle of unusual stripe and delightful quality for the
attractive leading pair. Mr. Blackwell is afforded a dual role and the hiunor and interest which is derived when the characters change places is plentiful to an extensive degree.
The direction of Dell Henderson is, as usual, adequate when it comes to the comedy scenes, whereas
his handling of the serious moments in this instance is good enough. There is considerable double-exposure work and while the action woidd have been smoother if these scenes had been fewer in number, they
are certainly well timed and technically of a good order.
Mr. Blackwell plays his roles with discrimination and senses their values excellently. Miss Greeley
shares feminine honors with Rosina Henley, a young actress whose past appearances in ^ orld pictures
have always elicited praiseworthy comment, and whose work here is doubtless the best she has done. —
Length, 5 reels. — Released Feb. 17. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
town.
Cal'shasopposite
in anevery
way.
CATCH LINES
Whereas Tony
the manis who
fought for
existence
Anthony Hopkins
Another delightful comedy-drama with those
on the streets of New York is fearless and
Carlyle
Blackwell
Calvin Douglas
Carlyle Blackwell
impetuous, the other has grown flabby because of two popular stars, Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn
Douglas, Sr
Greeley sharing honors. A fast-moving, unusual
his wealth and is unable to seriously cope with
MacQuarrie
story in which the resemblance of two men is
Olive Herrick GeorgeRosina
his business enemies, and one in particular,
Henley
responsible for many a laugh and many a thrill.
Marion
Nichols. Tony tells his troubles to his cousin
Evelyn Greeley
when he calls and the upshot of it is that they
i* u,„
Arda Lacroix
An east-sider steps out in high society — a social
Buck
Comas
change places. There are girls to be considered,
Henry West
Smiley Reil
the life of the underworld, and each
ly
Albert Gaston
however.
Cal had seen much of Marion, a girl isliona samples
success in his new sphere. There are equal
Jack Drumier
who had at times longed for wealth. Tony had
Mrs. Herrick
portions
comedyenjoyable
and drama
thisfeatures
picture —in
seen much of Olive Herrick, who had at times
Isabel O'Madigan
one of theof most
of allin the
Marions
Grandmother
Lettie Ford
longed for a man of action. The girls are the
which Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley have
By Harry O. Hoyt.
only
ones
not
taken
in
by
the
change
in
identiDirected by Dell Henderson.
ties and each finds herself preferring the imposter
Photographed by Lucien Tanguay.
to the with
former
appeared.
same
the suitor.
cousins. And, truth to tell, it is the
SUGGESTIONS
ADVERTISING AIDS
You
get
a
lively
comedy-drama and a good
It
takes
a
good
bit
of
courage
on
Cal's
part
to attend teas and the like and a good bit more
PAPER:
title,
besides
the
stars,
you book
Courage
six-sheet.— Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
for Two." Personally,when
we think
that " you
can
on
to walk
the streets
side Tony's
when apart
gangster
is liable
to pop ofouttheof east
any
safely
advertise
it
as
the
best
that
the
two
stars
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Two 22 x 28 colored photocorner and finish him off. But each succeeds in
have done, for it is a fine combination of comedy
graphs;
eight
11x14
colored;
eight
8x10
black and white.
and highly sustained situations. It is to be hoped
aTony
way. a Finally,
captive.Cal'sIt enemy,
is onlyBuck
whenComas,
Tonymakes
sees
CUTS AND MATS:— Advertising cuts are two
that alltures exhibitors
booked olWorld
picMarion
threatened
by
the
big
brute
that
he
have cashed inthaton have
the brand
entertainone-column
and available
one two-column,
these being
summons up his courage and beats him up. In
ment
in
which
the
company
is
placing
this
the
same
style
on
all
World
Film
releases.
starring team. If you have advertised them well
the meantime
Cal has made Nichols' shady busidaring.ness take a back seat through sheer nerve and
Mats of two three-column and one twoand have let them know that " Blackwellcolumn scene cuts may also be secured at
Greeley " always means a fast comedy, the mere
And when finally the two cousins meet again,
World headquarters, while there are two twodisplay
of the
complete
each has absorbed the good points of the other;
nouncement innames
respect furnishes
to these amost
recent an-of
column cuts showing the stars of the producthe bad points have gone in the discard. And
their
features.
tion in interesting poses, mats of which may
(Continued on page 1071)
the dual romance comes to a happy ending.
be secured along with stories.
AD TALK
Another one of the enjoyable Carlyle Blackwell-Evelyn
comedies
will hold the place
of honor on Greeley
the screen
of the
theatre
on ~
of
week when " Courage
for Two " is shown for the first time in this city.
" Couragesimilar
for in
Twoappearance
" tells the
story of
two
cousins,
but totally
unalike
in character. The rich fellow,
Tony, has lost
ambition,
" pep Cal,
" anda rough
nerve diamond
through a life theof
idleness, while
east side, possesses all these qualities from
abundance. The story so manoeuvres that it inis necessary for the two men to change positions
short time. This proves to be the makingfor of
Tony and the polishing
of Cal. There is a charm
ing dual romance enacted, each of the girls in
the character of
change
the
finding
volved,
their suitors very much for thein better.
" Courage for Two " has an exceedingly genof comedy. The east-sider's initiaerous
society forms a humorous contrast on
tion into amount
the one, hand that is cleverly matched with the
society
debut has
into introduced
gangster circles
on theof
a number
The author
other. man's
fine comedy scenes :n these phrases of the picture
that are splendidly enacted by Mr. Blackwell,
Miss Greeley and Rosina Henley, who carries the
role of the other girl. Nor has the dramatic
side of the picture been left unattended. There is
suspense aplenty and action and excitement
sufficient to make the five reels pass very quickly.
" Courage for Two
written
by most
Harry sucO.
Hoyt, author of some " ofwasWorld
Film's
features, while the direction was in charge
of Dell cessful
Henderson.
THE STORY
After a mixup with a tough gangster. Cal
Douglas decides to see his cousin, Anthony
One-column ad cuts provided by World
Hopkins, in order to secure some money to leave
HERE
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MILLIONAIRE

PIRATE"—

BLUEBIRD

Story of Impossible Kind, But Good Acting Puts It Over
OWING
to the fine treatment, and the good acting of the two principals as well as of the supporting
cast, this picture should satisfy the majority of your patrons; but the story is of the impossible kind
— no one could believe that the things the picture depicts could happen. Besides, people are least
interested in stories of Pirate days. It is true that only the first reel shows the doings of pirates, but the
balance of the story uses that part for its foundation.
Although the interest of the spectator is aroused and retained throughout the picture, it hardly ever
appeals to any particular emotions, except it be to the esthetic kind. The photography and general
artistry is of the same standard that characterizes all Universal productions. — Released Feb. 10. — Length,
5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
Jean Lafitte
Monroe Salisbury
The Girl
Ruth Clifford
Her Mother
Lillian Langdon
Her Father
Harry Holden
Her Sweetheart
Jack Mower
Robert Spurr
Clyde Fillmore
By Emil Nyitray and Herbert Hall Winslow.
Scenario by Waldemar Young.
Directed by Rupert Julian.
SUGGESTIONS
There are a number of unusual ways in which
you can exploit this feature. First the title
lends itself unusually well to decorative advertising. If it suggests to your artist a picture
of a man in the height of modern fashion with
just the slightest suggestion either in clothing or
appearance of the ancient and picturesque pirate,
let him have full play and see what he can do in
getting up such a figure. It would be a good one
to use in newspaper advertisements or in special
lobby displays, for it would carry out the idea
of the
and at the same time arouse a good
bit
of story
curiosity.
Play Monroe Salisbury up as a great romantic
actor, which he is. A line calling him the greatest lover on the screen would not be amiss. His
performances are always distinguished and his
work stands out as apart from that of any other
leading man in pictures. Use Ruth Clifford's
name prominently too, for she has appeared in a
number of Bluebird pictures as a star in her own
right. You have, then, two stars in one picture.
For the basis of an advertisement you might
give as your argument a few lines on reincarnation. Ask your patrons whether they believe in
it and then tell of the manner in which the lives
of three modern people were guided by the acts
of their ancestors in " The Millionaire Pirate."
AD TALK
Monroe Salisbury will be seen at the
theatre on
of
week in his
latest Bluebird photoplay entitled " The MillionaireturesPirate."
one of the Mr.
most Salisbury
original picin whichThis
the isimpressive
has
appeared. It starts with a prologue enacted on a
pirate brig early in the eighteenth century. Jean
Lafitte, the pirate chief, fights with a member of
his crew for possession of a girl and Jean wins.
As he approaches the prize, she begs that he spare
the man who lost the fight — the man she really
loves. But with a leer, Jean gives orders that
he be forced to walk the plank. It is then that
the woman fastens this curse on Jean and his
descendants: know
" Nevertheshall
one of "your
descendants
true youloveor ofanywoman!
The action then comes down to present times
and presents a drama in which Joe, a pearl-diver,
made suddenly rich through the discovery of an
old pirate chest of gold, falls in love with Lily
Demarest, a girl of New York. She is also loved
by Paul Winthrop, an artist, but a man timid
about asserting himself. How the story is worked
out to a happy ending though, in large measure,
guided by the moral of the prologue, forms the
body of the action of the picture.
Mr. Salisbury appears to attractive advantage
in both the roles — the pirate and the pearl diver
while Ruth Clifford and Jack Mower are seen in
his support. The picture was made under the
direction of Rupert Julian, the man responsible for
the
Kaiserhighly
picture,
" The Bluebird
Beast of features.
Berlin,"
and first
numerous
successful

THE PROLOGUE
Early in the eighteenth century a pirate, Jean
Lafitte and his lieutenant fought for a woman.
Jean won the fight. The woman signified her
willingness to give herself to him if he would
but spare the vanquished, the man she loved.
Jean refused this and forced the other to walk
the plank. As the woman cringed from Jean she
cried, " Never shall you or any of your descendants know the true love of a woman! "
THE STORY
In modern times Paul Winthrop visits an island
and paints a picture of Joe, a picturesque pearl
diver. He dresses him in pirate garb and when
the picture is done Joe cannot take his eyes from
it. The two men instinctively recognize each
other. Joe is another Jean Lafitte, Paul is his
antagonist of the years before. Later Joe stumbles across a case of pirate treasure buried along
the shore. By a plate on the box he reads the
name
of the one-time
owner, toJeanvisit
Lafitte.
With
this treasure
he is enabled
the United
States,
where
in
New
York
he
again
finds
Paul
Winthrop.
Paul is in love with Lily Demorest, but her
parents have signified their desire that she marry
Robert Spurr, a millionaire. Joe is immediately
attracted to her and decides to kidnap her. First
his motive is charitable. He intends turning her
over to Paul, who is timid about such action himself. Then he decides to keep her for himself, but
Lily cries out for Paul and then to the pirate
descendant dawns the true meaning of the curse
fastened on his ancestor by the woman he coveted.
So he returns her to Paul, and though it is diffihe finds some happiness in the thought of
their cultreunion.

CUTS AND MATS: — Stock one and two-column
cuts of Monroe Salisbury are available at all
Bluebird exchanges. One and two-column
scene cuts for this production are also procurable,vertisement
while inmay bemat
form a two-column adsecured.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET among acces ories at hand at all Bluebird exchanges.
" LUCK AND PLUCK "
(Continued from page 1064)
all over the park, from tree to tree and back to
tree again. And while he is perched high on
a certain branch he sees his chance to effect the
rescue of Laura White, whose mount is running
away. The rescue accomplished, it is love at
first
sightin with
and Richter
he doesn't
like the
manner
whichJoeKarl
hangsat all
around
the
Joe escorts Laura to what he believes to be her
home, which is in reality the residence of Countess
Briand, leader of a spy group of which Karl is a
member. Of course Laura thinks the Countess
girl.
is a perfectly nice lady. That night Joe invades
the
steals Laura's
Karl's
desk.house
He and
is thereupon
held uppicture
by thefrom
Countess,
who nate
insists
that
he
secure
papers
that
incrimiLaura and which are held by a blackmailer.
In this way she secures valuable plans of an in. It doesn't
long to discover
that he hasventor'sbeen
dupedtakeandJoestraightway
he sets
himself against the spies, regains the papers, saves
Laura from their clutches and finally rounds the
whole gang up and turns them over to the police.
After this Joe decides to lead an honest life —
principally because of Laura.

CATCH LINES
The peculiar story of the manner in which the
lives of three people of the present were strangely
linked with the lives of another three two centuries before — a story that has a little bit to do
with reincarnation — but a good lot more to do
with fine, stirring entertainment.
Monroe Salisbury — the greatest lover of the
screen — in a feature that will grip you from begin ing to end.
Produced under the direction of Rupert Julian,
the man who made " The Kaiser, the Beast of
Berlin " —feature.
his greatest work since that epochcreating
Two stars in a single picture — Monroe Salisbury and Ruth Clifford — an ideal team in an ideal
story of love and sacrifice — how the lives of modern
ratepersons
activities.were strangely linked with olden piADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER:
— Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; two
six-sheets.
LOBBY DISPLAY: — A variety of stills from the
production
and star
the
various standard
sizesphotographs,
are furnishedall onin this
production as on all Bluebirds. These may
also be used for the making of special production or advertising cuts. Title and synopsis
cardsdisplay.
are provided with each set to complete
the

MONGOE SAU%6UR.V
"TWE MILLIONAIRE PIRATE'
One-Column Scene Cut
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OF
Should

THE
Prove

FOLLIES"—

Entertaining

Picture

News

AMERICAN

to All; Clean Theme

THIS picture should provide a good evening's entertainment for any picture goer, because of the good
story and the skillful way it has been handled.
The theme treated is a love affair. It is simple at the start, but, towards the end, becomes complicated; yet it remains clear.
The story is laid in Brooklyn, N. Y. It opens in Coney Island, where the heroine is a dancer for one
of the side-attractions. The hero, who works in the same place, is in love with the heroine; but her mother,
a fat elderly lady, is coveting the hero.
She tries hard to capture him.
The heroine becomes acquainted with a fine looking young man who has an automobile. She thinks
she is in love with him; and when she gets angry at her employer, quits and follows the newly made love.
It develops, however, that he is only a chauffeur to a wealthy family. Towards the end of the picture, she
is satisfied to marry the hero, who always loved her.
There is quite a little comedy throughout the picture, especially in the situations showing the fat
mother making love to the her6.
The picture is clean and enjoyable. — Released Feb. 16. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
fellow who brought Molly there is none other
CATCH LINES
than
Milton When
Wallace,
sociallytheygifted
Molly Malone
Margarita Fisher
chauffeur.
Kate Chauncey's
and Joe arrive,
are
Margarita
Fisher
in
another
delightful
comedy
Joe Holmquist
Jack Mower
from
the
American
studios
—
brim
full
of
humoroverjoyed
to
find
that
Molly
has
not wed
Kate Malone
Lule Warrenton
Chauncey.
Kate
immediately
surrenders
Joe
to
ous situations and real human character — an
Milton Wallace
Millard L. Webb
admixture that is quite irresistible when done in
her
daughter. Joe announces it is civilized life
shop.
Swannick
J. Farrell MacDonald
the high class American style.
for them from now on, with love, in a delicatessen
Emily
EwingClark
(AuntMacFarlane.
Henrietta) .. Mary Lee Wise
By Peter
Do the freaks in the side-show know what
Directed by Edward Sloman.
romance is? Has the fortune teller got a heart?
ADVERTISING AIDS
Produced by American.
Does the dancer in the ballyhoo love? Can a
Distributed by Pathe.
PAPER:
—
One
six-sheet; two three-sheets; one
one-sheet.
"human
submarine"
do anything
but people
sink?
Probably you
have thought
of all these
LOBBY DISPLAY: — Eight 11x14 colored
SUGGESTIONS
as mere automatons, but truth to tell, they can
photographs and title card; one 22 x 28 colored
love as well as any of us who are engaged in
The fact that this is an adaptation of a Red
scene; one 22 x 28 of star.
more
ordinary
occupations.
See " to
Molly
ofthese
the
Book Magazine story offers you a ready-made
CUTS:
— One-column cuts of Margarita Fisher
Follies
"
and
find
the
answer
all
clientele that is valuable. Be sure to mention
are
furnished for dressing advertisements or for
its source in all advertising that you do. The
questions.
text
newspapers.
A two-column
Red Book, during the past year, has increased
scene columns
cut whichof may
be used for
advertising
THE STORY
or for text purposes is also provided and may
its circulation amazingly. It doesn't take a keen
eye to notice it under the arm of any number
be
procured
at
all
exchanges
handling
this
Molly
is
the
ballyhoo
for
a
Coney
Island
sideof people around its publication date of each
show and is loved by Joe Holmquist, a gentleproduction.
month. It would be a good idea to procure
man billed as the " human submarine." The
several copies of the edition in which it appeared
trouble
isteller
that ofMolly's
mother,is also
Kate inMalone,
the
and use these as a special lobby display. Open
fortune
the show,
love with
one of them to the beginning of the story, another
Joe
and
insists
on
showing
her
affection
for
him
to the middle
of it,another
at some closed.
exciting This
point preat the most inopportune times. One day Joe
ferably and use
will
and Kate are surprised to see Molly ride away
constitute a display that will attract attention.
with a strange young man in an automobile.
Catch lines and advertising phrases may also
Kate makes use of her fortune telling powers,
be found in the original work. Use the name of takes
down the license number of the car and
the author, also, for he is one of the leading
finds
out that the owner is Chauncey Ewing, of
fiction writers of the day.
good family, wealthy, single, and living with his
On top of this you have Margarita Fisher. She
Aunt Henrietta in a country suburb of Brooklyn.
has done a number of comedies of late and people
Chauncey becomes a daily visitor to the sidedoubtless have begun to associate her with this
show, and one day asks Molly to marry him.
sort of picture. Spread yourself on her and the
She will not give him a definite answer because
style of production offered in " Molly of the
she
doesn't know just who she loves, Joe or
Chauncey.
Follies " and you ought to get good results.
In a very adroit manner, Kate proposes marAD TALK
riage to Joe. When Molly enters her dressing
room, she finds Joe and Mother in a very loving
Margarita Fisher will be the star at the
embrace. Molly really loves Joe and this scene
theatre on
of
week
causes her heart to ache. After receiving a note
in her latest American comedy entitled " Molly
from Chauncey, appointing a rendezvous for that
of
the Follies."
This inpicture
is anBookadaptation
a story
that appeared
the Red
Magazine,of evening, Molly promptly decides to marry
by Peter Clark MacFarlane and has as its central
Chauncey. He is very much delighted, but explains that they cannot be married that evening,
character a girl in a Coney Island side-show.
as they cannot obtain a license. Chauncey offers
Molly's
particular
job
is
dancing
as
a
ballyhoo
for the show and if this parlance is foreign to
to
take
to his aunt's
the night, day.
saying Molly
they
can be hermarried
on theforfollowing
the majority of our readers it may be explained
that she is used to attract the crowd around the
agrees to this agreement. Joe sees them and
follows.
tent so that the barker can get them in with
his talk regarding the wonders exhibited.
Upon arriving
Henrietta's
Chauncey
confesses atthatAunt
everyone
is away home,
on a
is loved
the " human
of Molly
the show
but theby trouble
is that submarine
her mother"
vacation. He offers Molly his own room and
says he will sleep in the garage. Joe arrives,
also has her eye out for the young man and
her attitude is more romantic than maternal. So
confronts Chauncey and Molly, and says he is
going to take Molly back with him, but she
mother and daughter are rivals in love and the
refuses
go. Molly also takes a hand and poor
poor
submarinehe "knows
doesn'twhich
knowwaywhich
way toto Joe getsto the
worst of it. He is ordered out by
turn. " Rather,
he wants
Molly
and
leaves, downcast. When Molly climbs
turn but is afraid to turn either way, owing to
into bed that night, she realizes it is Joe she
his popularity. How Molly wins out over her
loves more than anything else in the world, and
mother when another suitor enters upon the
scene, forms a comedy full of the liveliest of cries herself to sleep. During the night she
situations.
hears a noise below. Apparently a burglar is in
the house. She traps him in a closet.
Miss Fisher has a name for rapid, spirited
Aunt Henrietta and the servants arrive home
comedy and her performance in " Molly of the
unexpectedly.
She is horrified to discover a
Follies
"
is
not
the
least
of
her
many
delightful
character contributions to the screen. She is strange woman has taken possession of HER bed
room, and becomes furious when she sees Molly
supported here by a cast including Jack Mower,
taking a bath in HER private plunge. Molly
Millard Webb and Lule Warrenton. The film
explains and also tells of the burglar. Aunt
was produced under the direction of Edward
Henrietta is amazed to find that the supposed
Sloman, one of the foremost artists at the
Three-Sheet Poster
burglar is her nephew, Chauncey. while the young
American studios.
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"SANDY

BURKE
Western

OF

THE

Subject Full of Human

U-BAR-U"—

Goldwyn

Appeal and Action

Even if they don't care
IF your patrons like Western subjects, you should not overlook this attraction.
much about them, it should do you no harm to run this one, for it is full of human appeal.
The average Western picture depends more or less on fast action to entertain : In " Sandy Burke of the
U-Bar-U " heart interest goes hand in hand with rapid action.
The theme is a clean love affair, presented in a natural manner, the different situations having been
handled by the director convincingly.
Mr. Bennison possesses a pleasing personality; the supporting cast is excellent; the mountain scenery
used for the background in most of the situations is beautiful; and as, barring the first few feet, the picture is free from blood and thunder, it shoidd not fail to give excellent satisfaction. — Released Feb. 23. —
Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
ward has been offered. After proving his innoTHE CAST
to death with the second, for it contains comcence Sandy
returns
witha job
Mollyto see
to her
father'she
and thrills
is
a edy
thing
of joy.aplenty and the star's personality
San^y
Burke
Louis
Bennison
ranch
and
there
is
given
whether
Molly Kirby
Virginia Lee
can trace the men who are periodically robbing
J "2 Diggs
Alphonse Ethier
the ranch of its finest steers. Sandy suspects
£Cyril
. ., K"°y
Horton Pattee
Diggs and his partner in crime, Lafe Hinton, and
SUGGESTIONS
StammersHerbertEchlin
P.
Gayer
gradually gathers evidence to prove that they are
**ld?w Mackey
If the newspapers in your town commented
Lucy Beaumont
the
guilty
parties.
Sheriff Quinlan
upon the first Bennison picture favorably, use exWilson Bayley
Diggs covets Molly and makes off with her,
Dolly Morgan
tracts from their reviews in heralding his return
Nadia Gary
but Sandy pursues and after a heated fight overLafe Hmton
Philip
Sanford
in
" Sandy Burke." If not trade and daily paper
comes the bad man. He returns Molly to safety,
By J. Allen Dunn.
in themight
recent
anbut is rather sad, inasmuch as he believes her in comments printed
Directed by Ira M. Lowry.
nouncement inthis paper
be ofGoldwyn
use to you.
love
Englishman,
a guest bringing
of her father's.
Photographed by David Calcagni.
At any rate providing that Bennison went well
Just with
beforean Sandy
contemplates
about
at your house, and judging from all reports rethe arrest of the bad men on his accumulated eviADVERTISING AIDS
ceived here, he went well in most places, refer to
dence, Diggs again kidnaps Molly and when Sandy
him as the new star who rose to prominence and
goes to the rescue he himself is overcome. The
PAPER : — One, three and six-sheets are provided
success
with one picture.
on
this
villains
plan
to
brand
him
with
a
hot
cattle
iron,
production
together with a rotogravure
Then advertise this one as another western
one-sheet.
but
before
harm
can
come
the
sheriff's
posse
comedy-drama
of the same fine order in which
arrives
and
saves
the
day.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Photographs are provided
in three styles, 8x10, 11x14 and 22x28.
the star's personality is the unusual thing about
Thereupon Sandy sadly bids Molly goodbye, bePRODUCTION CUTS:— Two two-column; three
it. Play
of his.for Ithim.is unlieving foolishly, that she desires to return and
usual and up
will this
makepersonality
many favorites
one-column. These contain scenes and poses of permit the Englishman to claim her heart and
star and other leading characters, most of them
hand,
but
it
only
takes
a
little
art
on
Molly's
bringing out the lighter side of the story.
part to persuade Sandy that he has the wrong
ADVERTISING CUTS:— Two two-column; two
idea. And then his happiness is about as comone-column. These are dressed in the usual
"COURAGE FOR TWO "
plete as mortal's can be.
Goldwyn ments.style,
contain good scenes and argu(Continued from page 1068)
The two-columns
, the smaller of which
CATCH LINES
is reproduced on this page, may be procured
Louis
Bennison
is
a
fast,
breezy,
exciting
tale
"
Courage
for Two
is a ittitleproper
that attracts
also.
in photograph form for the bigger
exhibitor who
Make sure that
you "give
prominence.
of the West — the old story of the girl, the man
desires a more elaborate display.
It
awakens
the
curiosity
and
if
you
follow
it
up
and
the
bad
man,
but
done
in
a
refreshing,
origSLIDES AND MUSIC CUE SHEET procurable
with some good catch-lines you present an arguat all Goldwyn branches.
reels. inal style — not a dull moment in the entire five
ment that your patrons can not resist. Make use
AD TALK
of Harry theHoyt's
namefor also.
Thoseof who
followed
business
any length
time have
need
You saw Louis Bennison in " Oh Johnny! " —
Louis Bennison will make his second appearhe scores
hit inplains,
" Sandy
not beof told
that Mr.
in point of onservice;1"
of
theatre on
ance at the
the oldest
men Hoyt
in it.is, Moreover,
these
lively
storyhisof second
the western
withBurke
plenty" — ofa one
Blackwell-Greeley pictures his name has recurred
week soninis the
" Sandy
Burke ofactor
the who
U-Bar-U."
romance
and personality
villainy — butof it's
new screen
scored Bennia sucby
the fine
the all
star.made different
time and again. Capitalize his name also and
cess almost instantaneous in his first BetzwoodLouis Bennison came suddenly into popularity
you
will havethatsomething
in the more
way popular
of a tri-star
combination
you can make
with
Goldwyn
production,
"
Oh
Johnny!
"
Critics
and
through
his
performance
in
"Oh
Johnny!
"
If
public alike acclaimed him in this picture. He
each succeeding release.
you
liked
him
in
his
first
picture
you'll
be
tickled
brought a new personality to the screen, a personality at once happy-go-lucky, pleasing and
forceful. And however good
he
made in the first picture it seemsthe a impression
this, his second, will overshadow certainty
it. Forthatin
" Sandyture,Burke
thereof istheoffered
a western
picsomewhat" out
ordinary,
actionful,
with plenty of romance
and thrills.
Sandy Burke drifts into the Silver Dollar
Saloon and arrives there just in time to witness
the tail end of a killing. The dead man is Morgan
and his little seven-year-old daughter has just arrived in the town in search of him. The killer,
Jim Diggs, attempts to escape, using the child as
a shield against the bullets of the angered townsfolk, but Sandy proves the better of him and
after a hard ride rescues the child from his
clutches. This is only the beginning of the enmity
between Sandy and Diggs. It continues on
through
Sandy'sexciting
courtship
resultssituations.
in a number of highly
and and
thrilling
" Sandy Burke " is a pleasant combination of
dramatic action and comedy and Bennison's refreshing personality is as much a part of the picture as is the story itself. He is supported by a
fine cast that includes Virginia Lee, Alphonse
Ethier, Herbert Horton Pierce, Echlin P. Gayer,
Lucy Beaumont, Wilson Bayley, Nadia Gary and
Philip Sanford.
THE STORY
Sandy Burke incurs the enmity of Jim Diggs,
a bad man, when he rescues Dolly Morgan, the
seven-year-old daughter of one of his latest
victims, from his clutches. Sandy places the child
in charge of Widow Mackey and then rides off
in search of employment, for the responsibility of
the child means that Sandy must secure funds.
On the road he is held up by Molly Kirby, who
Two-column ad cut
takes him for a desperado for whom a large re-
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Motion

"HARD

BOILED"—

Picture

News

PARAMOUNT

Light Story, But Should Please All Your Patrons
should have no trouble pleasing your patrons with this offering, as it is clean and thoroughly
enjoyable. There are plenty of laughable situations distributed well throughout the picture, convincingly blended with tender pathos.
The story is rather light, but the fine acting of the stars supplies the entertaining values the
story lacks. She is presented as the leading woman of a traveling company. The show manager gets
the box-office receipts and skips, leaving the company stranded. Every one of them is broke except the
heroine, but when she discovers that the baby of one of the women in the company is gravely sick, she
turns all her money to her and tells her to go.
The balance of the story shows how the heroine is helped by a kindly old lady, and how she repays
her for that kindness; also how her lover, with whom she is angry out of jealousy, proves that he really
loves her. In the end they are happily united. — Released Feb. 2. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.

YOU

THE CAST
Corinne Melrose, a Prima Donna. .Dorothy Dalton
Billy Penrose, a Tenor
C. W. Mason
Deacon Simpson, a Money Lender
Billy Courtwright
Aunt Tiny Colvin
Gertrude Claire
Hiram Short
Walter Hiers
By John Lynch.
Scenario by R. Cecil Smith.
Directed by Victor Schertzinger.
Photographed by John Stumar.
Supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
CATCH LINES
Dorothy
Dalton
which a prima donnain aof spirited
a musicalcomedy-drama
show matchesin
wits
with
a
hypocritical
money-lender
and wins
out.
She was a show girl and the villagers called
her hard-boiled but they found she had a heart
and a big one. See Dorothy Dalton in " Hard
Boiled," a comedy-drama of unusual interest.
The star of " Quicksand," " Vive la France,"
" Green Eyes "of and
manyexcellence.
other features in a
comedy-drama
unusual
In which Miss Dalton discards the heavy
emotional
role and
appearsof in'humor
a comedy-drama
^b.ere
are many
moments
and many —of
Jie most delightful heart-interest type. See
" Hard Boiled," it will soften you.
AD TALK
Dorothy Dalton comes to the screen of the
theatre on
of
week
in a comedy-drama which is in the way of a
departure for her. As a rule, she is seen in
photoplays of a heavy emotional type but " Hard
Boiled,"
latest feature,
awardsare herdelightfully
a theme
in
which hermoments
of humor
mingled with a story of exceptional heart interest. Miss Dalton is seen as Corrine Melrose,
the prima donna of a musical comedy who finds
herself stranded in the hick town of Nilesburg.
Aunt Tiny Colvin, a lovable old lady opens her
doors to her and in gratitude Corrine seeks for
some means by which she can repay the kindness.
It happens that Aunt Tiny is in the clutches
of Deacon
Simpson,
hypocrite
and totheforeclose
moneylender of the
town. a He
threatens
on the small notes Aunt Tiny owes him. Corrine
comes to the rescue by laying a clever trap for
the deacon. All unsuspecting, he puts his foot
in it. He becomes enamoured of Corrine and
she takes full advantage of his helplessness by
threatening to tell his wife and publish a scandal
broadcast unless he surrenders the notes to her.
How Corrine pilots her own romance to a
successful close also constitutes much of the
action
of " Hard
In every
is a picture
worthyBoiled."
to be ranked
with respect
the veryit
best which Miss Dalton has done. C. W. Mason,
Billy Courtwright, Gertrude Claire and Walter
Hiers support her while the story bears the name
of John Lynch as author.
THE STORY
Corrine Melrose, prima donna in a musical
comedy,burg.isHer stranded
the gives
little totown
Nileslast moneyin she
helpofanother
member of the troupe of her home town not
far distant. She herself refuses financial assistance
from Billy Penrose, the tenor of the show, because of a passing fit of jealousy. The only per-

son Corrine knows in Nilesburg after all the
rest of the troupe has left, is Deacon Simpson, a
hypocrite who made advances toward her during
the last performance of the show. At the station
the agent advises her that she might find a home
with Aunt
Tiny Colvin, an
old lady with a reputation for wholehearted
charity.
To her Corrine goes, and finds that the repuold financial
lady is borne
out in
fact.
But shetation held
is byin the
severe
straits.
Deacon
Simpson, also a money-lender, has advanced Aunt
Tiny several small sums, payment of which he
now demands. Aunt Tiny appeals to Corrine for
help. Penniless and unacquainted in the town,
Corrine is hard put for it at first but at length
she evolved a plan. She sets a trap for Deacon
Simpson and employing all the wiles and arts of
her profession soon has the old duffer enmeshed
hopelessly — from his standpoint. When she demands Aunt than
Tiny'sbenotes
readily
handsscandal
them
over rather
the he
center
of the
with which Corrine threatens him.
So Aunt Tiny is made happy. Then Billy
returns, repentant and with money enough to
start his own company. Corrine will have none
of this, however. She prefers Nilesburg and
when last seen she and Billy are running the
leading hotel and laying plans to open a cabaret
on the roof when the summer comes.
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
six-sheet; rotogravure one-sheet. The six-sheet
is a comedy scene, all others are poses of star
or scenes of a more quiet nature.
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Eight 8x10 black and
white photographs; eight 11 x 14 sepia; one
22 x 28 sepia; 8x10 photographs of star.
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five
one-column ; three two-column ; two threecolumn. These are about evenly divided between light and serious scenes.
STOCK CUTS AND MATS OF STAR:— Five
one-column ; three two-column ; two threecolumn.
ADVERTISING LAYOUTS:— One three-column; one two-column; one one-column.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET also available at all Paramount branches.

fee, drive home this fact to them, that
regular
"Out of the Fog" is a magnificently written,
enacted and mounted picture. You can spread
there is a guarantee,
to the limit onin ittheandshow
yourself as
business can be
anything
as sure
that your patrons will concalled siderathatguarantee,
you acted wisely.
Metro has supplied some unusual advertising
cuts for use in connection with the exploitation
of the production, and the paper is of a high
order. Use these profusely. Four your own
advertising there are innumerable layouts that
could be fixed up. To suggest them here would
require too much space and would be rather a
futile undertaking. The exhibitor should make a
point ofploitsseeing
exit. Then " heOutmayof the
knowFoghow" before
to go heabout
it, for there are any number of angles, and to
see it might be to pick the one which would
appeal directly to a special public.
A good design, however, would be the figure of
arocks,
girl (Nazimova),
scantily clad Aon fog,
the
a lighthouse standing
in the background.
haze and
the
spray
of
the
waves
could
be
suggested so as to faintly blur the whole effect. This
would be excellent for . a special lobby painting
with appropriate wording beneath, wtlile it might
also suffice as a newspaper advertisement.
TH0MA3 H. I NCE presents

l/UIVill/

Urcg

SUGGESTIONS
Bring
out
in
your advertising
" Hard
Boiled " is a comedy-drama,
for that
as Dorothy
Dalton has generally been seen in heavy-emotional
roles this feature comes along as rather unusual.
Tell portions of the plot, how the show girl sets
a trap for the hypocritical deacon of a small
town and saves a kindly old lady from his
clutches.
picture
has a comedy
heart-in
interest andTheif you
suggest
bit of theandstory
this fashion you will be creating a real interest
in the mind of the spectator.
Feature
Miss and
Dalton's
name connected
prominently.
over
the cast
all those
withLook
the
production of the feature. They may have helped
along on some previous success that you screened
in your house and if this is the case use their
names.
" OUT OF THE FOG"
(Continued from page 1063)
SUGGESTIONS
You
certainly
your money's
" Out
of the Fog." Inget presenting
it toworth
yourin public,
whether you do so at advanced prices or for the
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One-column ad cut
CpamnuxintQ^icture/
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"BREED

OF

MEN''—

ARTCRAFT

Hart Registers Strongly in One Thai Should Please Everyone
IN " Breed of Men," W. S. Hart again registers. He is in his usual Western role, and it may be considered ahappy thought now and then to bring him back in his familiar role, the kind that made
'
with the public.
him
The popular
star is introduced
in the picture as a fearless man who is befriended by the boss of the town.
To further his aims this boss appoints him sheriff. In time he defrauds the homsteaders, but when the
hero learns the true character of the man, goes East after him, brings him back by kidnapping him,
eventually compelling him to make good to those whom he wronged. The heroine, one of the homsteaders, who thinks the sheriff guilty, now realizes he is innocent, and they become united.
The suspense is strong and continuous, especially in the scenes showing the hero kidnapping his
former boss from his home.
The
This picture should give good
THE CAST
" Careless " Carmody, a Boss Eider
William S. Hart
Ruth Fellows, a Settler
Seena Owen
Wesley B. Prentice, a Land Swindler. Bert Sprotte
Bobby
By J.Fellows,
G. Hawks.Ruth's Brother. .. .Buster Irving
Directed by William S. Hart.
Photographed by Joe August.
Supervision of Thomas H. Ince.
THE STORY
Careless Carmody, boss cowpuncher, rides into
the town of Chloride, Arizona, looking for a
change from the routine of the ranch. Farley,
proprietor of the gambling den, is given instructions to fleece Carmody by the boss of the town,
Wesley Prentice. Prentice is a land shark from
Chicago. By underhanded means he has obtained
title to the land surrounding Chloride. The investors include Ruth Fellows, a young woman,
and her little brother Bobby. She is quite unaware of the fact that she has placed her savings
in land that might be taken from her any day, as
indeed are all the rest of the settlers. Prentice'sparent.
aim inWhenbreaking
shortly
apFarley hasCarmody
done hisis job
so thoroughly
that
Carmody
hasn't
a
penny
left
Prentice offers him the position of sheriff of Chloride
and
land thus
shark.he unwittingly becomes the tool of the
In fulfilling his duty Carmody meets Ruth and
they are immediately attracted by one another.
Prentice orders Carmody to dispossess Ruth and
when he goes to serve the papers the girl shoots
at him, wounding him in the shoulder. Instead
of awakening
the alternate effect of Carmody's
increasing hatred
his lovethisandhasrespect
for
her. Shortly afterwards Prentice leaves town
and Carmody discovers the game he has played.
He follows him to Chicago and there makes him
captive, returning with him to Chloride. The
vigilance committee has tried the two men in
their absence and convicted them, but Carmody,
of course, is exonerated and made the hero of
the day while justice is meted out to the villain.
And Carmody and Ruth find true love and happiness together.

star's part is sympathetic.
satisfaction. — Released Feb. 2. — Length, 5 Reels. — P. S. Harrison.
seen on the screen. Stress the element of selfCATCH LINES
sacrifice that predominates the action, relating
William S. Hart in a new role — that of the rohow
one ofmanthewent
for another's
crimes
mantic lover! A story with a broad western
because
loveto ofprison
a woman.
Working
on
setting, situations that make the blood tingle and
this basis you ought to be able to get up some
the
star
in
a
new
character!
See
"Breed
of
powerful
and striking
Men." It's worth while.
The two-column
sceneadvertisements.
cut provided by Vitagraph
on
this
production
showsbe the
"Careless"
Carmody
was
fleeced
of
his
forhis
characters.
This
would
idealstarto inusebothin
tune and then set up as the dummy sheriff of
either advertising copy or news stories, as it is
the
town's the
crooked
boss.things
But began
when toCarmody
unusual in the first place and offers you further
discovered
deception,
move!
opportunity to build convincing arguments around
And like lightning. See " Breed of Men," Wilthe picture.
liam S. Hart's latest Artcraft production.
If you want to see William S. Hart in a totally
CATCH LINES
different role — come to the
theatre and
Would your love for a woman stand the acid
see " prise
Breed
test
going Strength,"
to prison for
her husband's
crime?in
waiting offor Men."
you! There's a pleasant surSee of
" Silent
a powerful
photoplay
which just such a situation develops.
There's
no
snatching
the
girl
away
from
her
family and riding off with her to the mountains
Harry
in ayou
wonderful
dual role —toa end.
picin " Breed of Men." No, sir. William S. Hart
ture thatMorey
will grip
from beginning
discards
and new
becomes
lant lover!cave-man
See himtactics
in this
role. the galA story of two men alike in face and figure,
but
character in— one
ADVERTISING AIDS
the totally
strongestdifferent
of all asdualregards
role pictures
whichof
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
Harry Morey appears, rendering a performance
six-sheet; one twenty-four-sheet; one rotograof twofold power.
vure one-sheet. The six contains stirring holdup western scene, one of the threes and one
Dan loved Ruth to such an extent that he willof the ones are love scenes, while rest of the
ingly went to
in herthought
husband's
steadwas—
furthermore
the prison
authorities
that he
paper contains good poses of star.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Eight 8x10 black and
her husband. See how this peculiar situation dewhite scenes; eight 11x14 sepia scenes; one
velops in " Silent Strength."
22x28 sepia scene; 8x10 photographs of star.
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five
one-column ; three two-column ; two threecolumn. Hart prominent in all of these, generally showing just his head. They are the sort
of
cuts that stand out from the page in striking
fashion.
STOCK CUTS AND MATS OF STAR:—
Five one-column ; three two-column ; two threecolumn.
ADVERTISING LAYOUTS:— One three-column; one two-column; one one-column. These
all show a striking head of star and in this respect are something of a new departure for
Paramount-Artcraft.
SLIDE
AND
MUSIC CUE SHEET are included
AD TALK
in the list of accessories obtainable at all Paramount-Artcraft branches.
William S. Hart, the premier interpreter of
western characters, will be seen at the
theatre on
of
week in his latest
SUGGESTIONS
Artcraft
photoplay
entitled
of Men."
The point to feature in this picture is the fact
This picture
shows Mr.
Hart "inBreed
an entirely
new
that the star plays a new role — that of a lover.
character. Of • course he is the cowboy as of When
it is considered that the type of role that
yore,
in leathern
chaps,
Hart has played in most of his pictures has been
broad picturesquely
sombrero and garbed
all the other
accoutrements
the hard-fisted, cave-man type, you can readily
of the not
westerner,
but !" Careless
see thement ofstrong
thatcreate
the mere
lover,
a bad man
How he Carmody
is fleeced" byis aa
his rolecontrast
here will
in theannouncemind of
land shark and made sheriff under his direction,
the
reader.
So
play
up
this
angle
to the biggest
how he meets the only girl and soon afterwards
CThos.H. Ince present*
in a series of dramatic situations discovers that
extentinalpossible.
It's a the
chance
to do should
some origadvertising that
exhibitor
not
he is the dupe of the villain, how he pursues him
overlook.
to Chicago and brings him back where justice is
WILLIAM
S,
meted out to him in the crude fashion of the
West, and how finally he wins the heart and hand
SILENT STRENGTH
of the girl, are events which go to make " The
(Continued from page 1066)
Breed turesofin which
Men "Mr.oneHart
of the
enjoyable pichas most
appeared.
CUTS:
—
One
two-column (scene); one one-colMr. Hart is supported by Seena Owen, one of
; oneCutstwo-column
(star)to ; beoneof onethe most beautiful and appealing actresses on
HART
columnumn (scene)
(star).
are fashioned
use
V\
1X1
II
the screen, Bert Sprotte, a thoroughly despicable
in advertisements, text columns of newspapers
villain and Buster Irving, a youngster of undenior for program announcements.
able talent. J. G. Hawks, one of the foremost
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET also on
screen writers of the day, who is possessed of
hand at all Vitagraph branches.
years of dramatic training, furnished the story and
BreedqfMen
prepared
the
scenario
for
"
Breed
of
Men,"
while
SUGGESTIONS
the direction was in charge of the star himself.
An ADTCBAFT Picture
Other features on the bill of the
theatre
Play up
characterization
this
One-column ad
for the same dates include .
picture
as the
one star's
of thedual
strongest
of its kindin ever
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"THE

OLD
Weak

MAID'S

BABY"—

Story That Little Star Handles

IF you have been in the habit
and pleased by the winning
out any serious kicks. The
sion have been tapped to furnish
forced.

Well; Should

Picture

News

PATHE
Please

of running the Baby Marie Osborn pictures; if your patrons are attracted
smile of the little star, you may be able to get by with this offering withplot, however, is weak; a circus, and a love affair, and the Fourth Dimenthe heroine with situations which, in spite of the serious efforts, appear

The story requires that the heroine be an orphan; in order that this be accomplished, her parents are
taken up in a balloon, dropped in a parachute that fails to work, and killed. How much enjoyment your
particular patrons can derive out of a sensational situation of this character, and from the Fourth Dimension theme which furnishes the main idea, you alone should be in a position to know.
The colored boy is not given very much to do in this picture; but he is supplanted by a clever little
lame dog, whose tricks as well as the attachment he shows for the heroine are bound to capture sympathy
from the spectators. In your exploitation campaign, it may help you if you bring out thi9 point; and if
you cater to a large number of children, it would be wise to let them know that a number of circus scenes
are shown in the picture. — Released Feb. 23. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE STORY
THE CAST
Marieaided
Osborne's
playfulbypranks,
in More
which ofsheBaby
is again
and abetted
Little
Sambo who, this time, masquerades under the
Christine,
known
as
Tiny,
is
the
pet
of
all
the
Christine, known as " TinyBaby
" Marie Osborne
name of George Washington Joffre Foch Pershing
members of the circus, with which her mother
Johnson!
He provides comedy as startling as his
name.
Her Father
Jack Richardson
and
are performers.
Thein mother's
it is, father
each performance,
to ascend
a balloon task
and
Her Mother
Marion Werner
come down via. the parachute route, while the
Frank Dodge
Jack Connolly
father spends his time adding to the gayety of
Sylvia Dean
Claire Du Bray
Intimate views of circus life away from the
nations by clowning in the ring. But this story
Professor Caldwell
William Quinn
glamour of the sawdust ring — the spectacular
deals more with the life behind the scenes of the
Mrs. Caldwell, his mother ... Georgia Woodthorpe
death
plunge of two parachute performers — but
George Washington Joffre Foch Pershing
" big topthe" professionals
than the apparently
happy
existencein
better than all that — the manner in which a little
which
lead while
cavorting
Johnson
Little Sambo
orphan brought sunshine and gladness into the
the sawdust. There comes a day when the circus
life of a woman who thought herself an old maid.
By Agnes Johnston.
reaches
the
town
where from
once herlived
Christine's
Scenario by Miss Johnston.
mother.
She
ran
away
home,
despite
Directed by William Bertram.
the stern objections of her father, and married
You can't win a husband by studying matheProduced by Diando.
the clown and, despite all tradition to the con" TheoutOldthe Maid's
Distributed by Pathe.
trary, they had led a happy life.
be ablematics—toseefigure
answer. Baby and you'll
During the stay of the circus in this village the
mother goes to visit her sister, Sylvia, a woman
stamped as an old maid by the townsfolk, beAgnestook
Johnston,
ADVERTISING AIDS
writer,
time off Mary
to do Pickford's
this one forscenario
Baby
cause of her devotion to figures. She will have
Marie and concocted a story that will delight and
nothing
to
do
with
her
sister
from
the
circus,
PAPER: — One one-sheet; one three-sheet; one
amuse
you
—
Sambo
is
again
in
support
of
the
however,
her the
dyingmother
father'sis little star!
six-sheet.
words to preferring
shun her toforabide
life.by So
very
blue
that
night.
Christine
notices
this
and
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Eight 11x14 scene stills
pleads with her father to ascend with her in the
and title card; 22 x 28 of scene and 22 x 28 of
star.
balloon. Whatever premonition of evil the child
had
proves correct, for this time the parachute
CUTS : — There are one-column and thumb-nail
fails to open and husband and wife are dashed
cuts of star offered on this production as on
to
the
earth and killed.
all in which Baby Marie Osborne appears.
Christine is adopted by Sylvia, and while she
These are suitable for use either in the dressing
is
a
stranger
at first, her childish instinct soon
of advertisements, for text columns of the newsproves itself able to adapt her to her new surpapers or for program announcements.
roundings.
And it is Christine who plays the
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET also procurrole of Cupid in Sylvia's life. She paves the way
able at all Pathe exchanges.
the right
suitor toof win
her and
aunt's
afordried
up professor
figures
she hand
herselfoveris
finally happy in her new life.
AD TALK
SUGGESTIONS
" The — Old
at all
shocked
this Maid's
is the Baby
title " —of yes,
the don't
Pathebe feature
order star
for
thisChildren's
release, matinees,
as on allof incourse,
which arethein little
that
presented atweek.
theThis somewhat
theatre
on will be of
appears. Her pictures are of a wholesome type
self-contradictory title adorns the latest Baby
and have been endorsed by mothers for their
Marie Osborne picture which Pathe is releasing
children. Circularize your regular women patrons
and it tells as charming and as pretty a story
and
invite them to bring the children for some
as ever this clever little star was seen in. This
special matinee. Make it an occasion distinctly
time she is Tiny, the pet of all the performers
for
children.
Reserve your best seats for them.
of a circus. Her mother is a parachute artist
You could go farther and invite some child of
while her father makes light the fleeting moments
particular
talent
to contribute to the performance
for the circus fans by clowning in the sawdust
in some way or another. These pictures have a
ring.
big appeal to children, not only because of the
little star, but because of her main supporting
There with
is onethebigviolent
tragedydeath
in Tiny's
and this
occurs
of herlifefather
and
star, Sambo, the colored boy.
mother. On the night that the little girl had
Any advertising you do in connection with
urged her father to accompany her mother up
such a performance should of course contain a
in the balloon because she had appeared worried,
direct
appeal to mothers and children, although
something goes amiss and the parachute crashes
if you wish to go after the general patronage,
to the earth, killing them both. Then it is that
look over the catch lines printed on this page.
Tiny is adopted by her Aunt Sylvia. It was this
Perhaps one of them will suit your needs.
Feature the circus stuff as atmosphere in all
lady
who face
had the
caused
on Tiny's
mother's
nighttheof worried
her finallookperformance,
advertising, lobby decorations, etc. Any way in
which
you could dress an ad with pictures of
for
Sylvia
had
refused
to
see
her
—
she
did
not
admire her sister of the big top.
Baby Marie and the colored boy would be
Baby Marie Osborne
But even Sylvia can not resist Tiny and well
for her that she does not. For she immediately
appropriate.
makes her rather dull existence gladder and turns
Cupid to help along her preparations for a matriCATCH LINES
monial plunge. Baby Marie performs excellently
in this picture, while the support, which includes
Baby Marie Osborne in a charming story of
Jack Richardson, Little Sambo, the colored boy,
Marion Warner, Claire Du Bray, Jack Connolly,
circus
life —and
how romance
the pet ofintothethe" big
happiness
lifetopof "a brought
woman
William Quinn and Georgia Woodthorpe is of who
Three-sheet poster
had given herself up as an old maid.
a superior order.
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The following also contains our reviewer's opinion encompassed in a brief single line and gives the comments of exhibitors who
have shown the picture and forwarded their opinions. And we also publish a final line fairly summarizing a consensus of all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released previous to November 24, 1918.
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
ADELE (UNITED) KITTY GORDON (JAN. 26)
FEB. I
MARTIN JOHNSON'S
DEC. 15
(Six Parts)
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business. Now in its second week with
me and playing capacity. Don't let imaginative ideas account of
" Exhibitors who are ' larry ' of war pictures at this time need have no
lack of clothes keep you from booking this winner." " Picture
hesitancy in SHOP,
booking THE
this for
the full run." GRIFFITH
— M. P. News.
ADVENTURE
(VITAGRAPH)
(JAN. 6). JAN. 11
gave good
Consensus
— " satisfaction."
Excellent picture with great drawing powers."
" Better than an average picture." — M. P. News.
CAPTAIN'S
CAPTAIN, THE (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE (JAN. 6) .JAN. 4
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture." " Star not popular here. Pic"
Popular
Alice
Joyce in an average story." — M. P. News.
ture not much."
Exhibitor
Comment
— " Not good.
" Joyce misplaced.
Consensus
—
"
Satisfactory
picture,
average
puller."
Has
no
right
in
comedies.
PicturePoornot business."
liked. Consequently
business
AFTER THE WAR (ARGOSY) CUNARD (JAN 26)
JAN. 11
'
flopped
'
after
opening."
"
Fair.
Poor
vehicle
for Alice Joyce."
"Timely
subject
possessing
unusual
advertising
possibilities."
—
M.
P.
News.
" Pleased— ■"all."
Not so average
good as puller."
' Everybody's Girl.' "
ALI BABA (FOX EXTRAVAGANZA) (NOV. 24)
DEC. 7
Consensus
Fair " picture,
" Not only entertaining but is an excellent production." — M. P. News.
CAUGHT IN THE ACT (FOX) HYLAND (DEC. 5)
DEC. 28
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Fair
'
Kiddie
'
picture.
Big
business."
ALL NIGHT (BLUEBIRD) CARMEL MYERS (NOV. 25) NOV. 2
" Rather spare plot and not well treated." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Some
good
comedy.
Kept
them
laughing."
" An out of the ordinary comedy drama that satisfies." — M. P. News.
" Pleased very much. Extra big business." " Very good." " Splendid
Exhibitor Comment; — " Crackerjack. Big business." " Average picture."
" A very good picture."
comedy. — "Star
not popular."
Consensus
picture, good
puller."
Consensus — " Fine picture with good drawing powers."
CAVELL CASE,Satisfactory
THE (SELECT)
JULIA
ARTHUR (NOV. 24)....
ALL OF A SUDDEN NORMA (EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL) BESSIE
Exhibitor Comment — " Very Good." " Poor business as ' flu ' ban
BARRISCALE (DEC. 29)
DEC. 28
interfered." " Pleased all patrons. Played to capacity second day."
" Star plays ' Within the Law ' Society drama." — M. P. News.
"theBigbest
card.timely
Timely
and and
will exceptionally
get the business.
Pleased."
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent. Very pleasing. New star for our
pictures
well acted
by all "theOnecast.of
house."
Exhibitors
can't
make
a
mistake
by
playing
this
production.
Extra
ALL THE WORLD TO NOTHING (PATHE) RUSSELL (DEC. 1)
(Six Parts)
NOV. 30
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
production
with
big
drawing
powers."
big business."
" Far below the regular William Russell standard." — M. P. News.
CHEATING
CHEATERS (SELECT) C. K. YOUNG (JAN. 19) . .FEB. 1
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair picture with average drawing powers."
" Crook play that gives star chance to do excellent work." — M. P. News.
" Big business."
CODE
OF
THE
YUKON (SELECT) LEWIS (DEC. 23) DEC. 21
Consensus —IMPOSTER,
" SatisfactoryTHEpicture
with averageMINTER
drawing (FEB.
powers."
AMAZING
(AMERICAN)
2). FEB. 8
(Six Parts)
" Outdoor scenery loves this. Plot built on revenge." — M. P. News.
" Lots of ginger in this one. Star's features better." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased average." " Santschi holds this up. A
AND A STILL SMALL VOICE (RBSN-COLE) WALTHALL (DEC.
good drama,
notproduction.
scenic."
averageonlybusiness."
"A. work
sat23) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
isfactory
Ferris" Fair
not picture,
known here,
through his
"Exhibitor
Walthall Comment
satisfactory
in
drama
built
on
old
lines."
—
M.
P.
News.
in
'
The
Barrier.'
Poor
drawing
card."
— " New star for our house. Picture and story exConsensus — " Satisfactory picture with average drawing powers."
cellent. Photography too dark in some parts."
SMITH
(HODKINSON)
J. W. KERRIGAN
ARIZONA (ARTCRAFT) FAIRBANKS (DEC. 8)
DEC. 28 COME(FEB.AGAIN
10)
FEB. 1
"Exhibitor
Fairbanks Comment—
slips a cog,Many
but production
should
please."
—
M.
P.
News.
" Fits the star like proverbial glove; interest is plentiful." — M. P. News.
who generally dislike Fairbanks enjoyed
this immensely. Fairbanks fans said this was one of his real good ones.
COMMON CAUSE, THE (BLACKTON-VITA) (JAN. 5)
DEC. 7-14
Settings fine. Photography fine. Brought out many strange faces.
" Contains
all elements necessary to pleasing entertainment." — M. P.
News.
Made a big hit." " Second run first two days big, next two days
Exhibitor Comment — " Best war picture we have run or seen yet.
average. Return date in three weeks." " Undoubtedly the poorest
Fairbanks on the Paramount program."
Drew bigCLAY
business(PATHE)
and pleased
all." WARD (MARCH 2).... FEB. 8
COMMON
FANNIE
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing possibilities."
BELOVED IMPOSTER (VITAGRAPH) LESLIE (DEC. 16).. DEC. 21
" Audience will likely praise this Ward picture." — M. P. News.
THE (BLUEBIRD) FRANCIS FORD (JAN. 13).. JAN. 18
" Light one
fine photography
good scenes.'
M. P.....DEC.
News.
BEYOND
THEwithLAW
(EMMETT and
DALTON)
DEC. — 22
14 CRAVING,
" Holds suspense clear through. Staging well done." — M. P. News.
(Six Parts)
CROWN JEWELS (TRIANGLE) ANDERSON (DEC. 15) JAN. 4
" Entertaining picturization of the Dalton Brothers' story." — M. P. News.
" Critics may find fault with direction of this." — M. P. News.
BLUFFER, THE (WORLD) ELVIDGE (JAN. 20)
JAN. 18
DANGER— GO SLOW (UNIV.-SPEC.) MAE MURRAY
(DEC. 9)
" An expose of society's seamy side that is entertaining." — M. P. News.
(Six Parts)
DEC. 21
ExhibitorOF Comment
Very pleasing program offering."
" Heart interest and suspense plentiful here." — M. P. News.
BONDS
HONOR — "(EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL)
HAYAKAWA
(JAN. 19)
FEB. 8
Exhibitor Comment— " Pleased big." " A very goo dpicture."
Consensus ZONE,
— " FineTHE
picture
with TRAVERSE
good drawing (DEC.
powers."29)
" This picture should not fail to please wholly." — M. P. News.
(FOX)
JAN. 18
BRANDING BROADWAY (ARTCRAFT) HART (DEC. IS) DEC. 7 DANGER
"
Melodrama
sheds
sensationalism,
but
little
realism."
— M. P. News.
OLD
SOUTH,
A
(PARAMOUNT)
" Star
keeps
you
guessing
in
subject
which
is
bound
to
go."
—
M.
P.
DAUGHTER OF THE
OCT. 26
News.
ERICK (NOV. 25)
Exhibitor Comment — " The public didn't like this at all." " Made
FRED"
A
well
produced
tale
of
the
'
wronged
girl.'
"
—
M.
P.
News.
many new friends for Hart. Extra big two days." " Big business."
Exhibitor Comment — i" Very, very poor. If you value your Pauline
" Good picture. Pleased everybody. Played to good business under
Frederick business, skip this one sure." " Poor Pauline. This is just
adverse conditions." " Big business seven days."
the kindposedaudiences
don'tin want."
" They
laughedpopular
at incongruity
supConsensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
Southern scenes
this. Star
continues
in spite ofof poor
BUCHANAN'S WIFE (FOX) PEARSON (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
plays for her talent." " Story weak. Photography fine. Acting average.
" Virginia Pearson in highly dramatic production." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Wonderful dramatic picConsensus
" UNDERSTANDING,
Just a fair picture withTHEordinary
drawing powers."
Business
DAWN
OF— good."
(VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE
ture." "Picture just fair." " Did not draw. Not a satisfactory
LOVE (DEC. 2)
DEC. 7
picture." " Average business."
Consensus — " Fine picture with very good drawing powers."
"
Romantic
story
of
the
days
of
'49
with
steady
action
in
plot."
—
M.
P.
CABARET GIRL, THE (BLUEBIRD) CLIFFORD (DEC. 30).. JAN. 4
Exhibitor Comment — -" Poor business." " Average business."
" The title tells the whole story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, average puller."
CALL OF THE SOUL, THE (FOX) BROCKWELL) (JAN. 19) JAN. 18 DAY DREAMS (GOLDWYN) MADGE KENNEDY (JAN. 12) JAN. 25
"Exhibitor
One of the
REAL artistic offerings; cast excellent." — M. P. News.
" ' Wronged Girl ' story with few moments that appeal." — M. P. News.
News." Comment — " Shame to make one like this after having two
Exhibitor Comment
had no (EXHIBITORS
complaints."
CANNIBALS
OF —THE" Pleased.
SOUTH We SEAS
MUTUAL)
like ' Kingdom of Youth ' and ' Perfect Lady.' "
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PICTURE
\
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTUREDUNCAN
\.,RRAND
STAR DESMOND
RELEASED(NOV. 24)
PLAN NOV.
BOOK.30 1 2REATEST THING IN LIFE (ARTCRAFT) L. GISH! (DEC.
8). JAN. 8
DEUCE
(TRIANGLE)
| " Fans strong for Westerns will Jike this." — M. P. News.
"Exhibitor'
Griffith strikes
human^note
again
—
characters
all
real."
—
M.
P.
News.
Comment — " Griffith's name brought them in; the production
Exhibitor Copiment- •" Poor business."
falVORCEE ^MEf RO) ETHEL BARRY MO RE (JAN. 20) . . i . . .JAN. 25
did the" duction
rest.and did_Onea wonderful
'war picturebusiness.
that" scores
today."
"Splendid
prowho'areverydoubtful
1 " Star in a -btilliantl screen- achievement," ~M. P. News.
as to war plays now should book this. Exhibitors
It is positively
much
( Exhibitor Comment — " This is a real production. Go the limit in adworth while." " Very fine production but people are tired of war
vertising and you will win out."
stuff." vanced
" Big
" Wonderful.
at adDON'T
YOUR HUSBAND (ARTCRAFT) DE MILLE'S
prices.business."
Everyone well
pleased. A Played
picture tothatcapacity
any exhibitor
(JAN.CHANGE
26)
FEB. 8
■DUB,
" Points
to married folk,
or thos£ REID
to be married."
— M. P. JAN.
News. 25
can boost— "toExcellent
the limit."production with tremendous drawing powers."
THE a moral
(PARAMOUNT)
WALLACE
(JAN. 19;
Consensus
GREAT
ROMANCE,
THE
(SCREEN
CLASSICS) LOCKWOOD
" Well produced and entertaining farce of crook sort." — M. P. News..
(JAN.
19)
JAN. 25
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture." " Immense."
(Six Parts)
CoHsensus—" [Excellent production with .strong drawing powers."
ENCHANTED BARN, THE (VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE LOVE (JAN.
" Romance and adventure story laid in beautiful setting." — M. P. News.
JAN. 4
27)
,
..JAN. 25 GREAT VICTORY, THE (SCREEN CLASSICS) (JAN. 6)
" Fact and fiction combined in a war history." — M. P. News.
" Has-all good points .necessary to interesting picture." — M. P. News.
EYE FOR EYE (METRO
SCREEN
CLASSICS) NAZIMOVA
Exhibitor Comment — " Duck this one. Simply a rehash of old war
(DEC. 8) (Seven Parts)
,
NOV. 30
stuff. Withdrew
it third day."
GROUCH,
THE (WORLD)
MONTAGU LOVE (NOV. 25).... NOV. 16
" Ace high for artistry and star is good." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Nazimova well liked here and coming strong.
Average
entertainment
with good stars and adequate settings." — M. P.
News.
This picture gives her great action." " Great. Extra big business."
Exhibitor ture.
Comment
— " unusual
Wonderfulplot.scenicExcellent
effects." photography
" Good program
pic".Getting better every release." " Ranks first with any picture ever
Strong and
and good
shown in this theatre." " Went over big four days at advanced prices."
Consensus — Extraordinary picture, tremendous puller."
sets. Drew very well for week before Christmas." " Big business. "
" Average— "business."
EVERY MOTHER'S SON (FOX) (DEC. 8)
JAN. 4
Consensus
Good picture with good drawing powers."
" Director strikes sincere human note even in war picture." — M.P. News.
JAN. 25
FAIR ENOUGH (AMERICAN) FISHER (DEC. 29)
JAN. 4 HEART OF GOLD (WORLD) HUFF (FEB. 10)
" Romance with comedy touches and plenty of suspense." — M. P. News.
" This should get over with non-critical audiences." — M. P. News.
HEART
OF
HUMANITY,
THE
(JEWEL)
PHILLIPS
(JAN.
5)
JAN. 25
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Big business." " Good." " Dandy
(Nine Parts)
picture. Big business."
" A war subject that should draw larger crowds each day." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Good picture with good drawing powers."
Exhibitor Comment — " Great. Greater than ' Birth of a Nation ' or
FAITH (METRO) BERT LYTELL (FEB. 3)
FEB. 8
' Heart of the World.' Big to extra big business seven days. Will
" Picture with deep appeal and excellent star." — M. P. News.
hold OF
overWETONA,
at advancedTHE
prices."
FAME AND FORTUNE (FOX) TOM MIX (NOV. 24)
SEPT. 7 HEART
(SELECT) N. TALMADGE (JAN. 5) JAN. 4
" If they like Westerns they'll like this." — M. P. News.
"
The
best
Norma
Talmadge
yet." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good all around entertainment. Star does good
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business." " Average business. " Big
work." " Great. Mix has got Hart beat by a mile as a money getter
business.— "Pleased."
at the box office." " A crackerjack western with thrills galore. Kept
Consensus
Excellent production with strong drawing powers."
everyone at a top pitch." " Mix a winner. Good." " Thrilling.
HELL CAT, THE (GOLDWYN) FARRAR (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
Better than Hart or Fairbanks." " Great picture for Mix. It will
(Six Parts)
please everybody."
Consensus — " Excellent picture with strong drawing powers."
" Melodrama showing skillful treatment in every scene." — M. P. News.
FIGHTING ROOSEVELTS, THE (FIRST NATIONAL) (JAN. 19)
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Great. Extra big busi(Six Parts)
FEB. 1
nes ." "Dandy picture." " However patrons would have appreciated
a different play it pleased a majority." Not a good story for the star
" Entertaining to unusual degree ; thrills enough for anyone." — M.P.News.
FIGHTING THROUGH (HODKINSON) E. K. LINCOLN (JAN. 27)
but did good business. With good stories, star will break records."
(Six Parts)
FEB. 1
" Photography and scenery fine but the story is junk. No action."
Consensus — Fine picture with big drawing powers."
"An
example of excellent production with patriotism uppermost." — M.
P. News.
HERE COMES THE BRIDE (PARAMOUNT) J. BARRYMORE
(JAN. 19)
FEB. 1
FOR FREEDOM (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (DEC. 29) JAN. 11
(Six Parts)
"John Barrymore and good cast make most of usual story." — M.P.News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
>"
Comedy
forced
and
mechanical.
Average
busi" Picture looks like good stories were scarce." — M. P. News.
nes ." "An
entertaining
picture that
amused
and sent
them outthanwellI
Exhibitor Comment — " Went over great. Well liked."
pleased.
Proved
more
satisfactory
from
a
business
standpoint
FOR THE FREEDOM
OF THE EAST (GOLDWYN > (JAN. 19)
(Six Parts)
.
JAN. 25
had anticipated."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory picture, good puller."
" Has features to exploit that should put it over." — M. P. News.
HER INSPIRATION (METRO) ALLISON (DEC. 30)
JAN. 18
FORTUNE'S CHILD (VITA.) GLADYS LESLIE (FEB. 10).. FEB. 8
"
May
Allison
in
average
romantic
drama."
—
M.
P.
News.
" Heart
appeal
is
there
and
photography
and
sets
also
good."
—
M.
P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " Fair. A pleasing picture but
not her best." "Above the average for program picture."
FUSS AND FEATHERS (PARAMOUNT) BENNETT (DEC. 1) DEC. 14
Consensus — Satisfactory picture, good puller."
" A clean offering that should appeal to all." — M. P. News.
HIDDEN
TRUTH, THE (SELECT) ANNA CASE (JAN. 20)... FEB. 1
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Very mediocre to poor
" Combination of Western Mystery, Society and Melodrama." — M.PMews
business." " Only fair." " Fair production. Got by, but can't brag
HIGHEST TRUMP, THE (VITAGRAPH) WILLIAMS (FEB. 3)
about it." " Average picture. Star well liked. Held up fairly well."
FEB. 1
" Not bad nor very good."
Consensus- — ■" Fair picture with fair drawing powers."
" Entertaining spy and war drama with loads of action." — if. P. News.
HIS PARISIAN WIFE (ARTCRAFT) FERGUSON (JAN. 19).. FEB. 8
GAME IS UP, THE (BLUEBIRD) RAY-CLIFFORD (JAN. 20) JAN. 25
" Pictures in this class are rarity these days.' — M. P. News.
"Exhibitor
Elsie Ferguson
to better
— M. P.putNeus.
Commenthas— "never
Star'sappeared
personality
and advantage."beautiful gowns
this
GIRL OF MY DREAMS (ROB. -COLE) RHODES (DEC 15) DEC. 14
picture over for us. On the whole would say that it is the most satis(Six Parts)
factory
Ferguson
picture
in
some
time."
" Billie Rhodes registers to advantage."- — M, P. Nnvs.
HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS (METRO) LYTELL (DEC. 9). DEC. 21
Exhibitor Comment — " Great. Patrons pleased. Billie Rhodes scored
big." " A corking good picture but don't get the money."
" Comedy near the end saves this picture." — M. P. News.
Consensus — " Excellent picture, average puller."
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture. Pleased patrons. " We never
GIRL WITH NO REGRETS, THE (FOX) PEGGY HYLAND
showed a picture that pleased more. A wonderful picture." " A good
(JAN. 26)
FEB. 8
picture, well liked. Good business. Star well liked in these parts."
Consensus
— " Excellent picture with strong drawing powers."
" Clean crook play that should give complete satisfaction." — M. P. News.
SOLD CURE, THE (METRO) DANA (JAN. 13)...
JAN. 18
HITTING THE TRAIL (WORLD) BLACKWELL (DEC. 2)... NOV. 30
" Star's
" Melodrama
with unusually realistic underworld atmosphere." — M. P.
News.
P. News.cleverness and much foolishness makes continued laugh." — M.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"A
fine
little
picture
and
Viola
got
the
most
out
of
Exhibitor
Comment
— " An average program picture."
her role and an inebriate without overdoing or disgusting patrons.
HOARDED ASSETS (VITA.) MOREY-BLYTHE (DEC. 23)... DEC. 28
Rain both days of showing. Good business." " Extra good. The best
" Morey will please in this one; diversified story." — M. P. News.
Dana production ever played. One continued laugh. Average busiExhibitor Comment — " Such pictures would put industry out of business in a short time." " Average business."
ness," — " Excellent picture, good puller."
Consensus
Consensus
— " Fair picture with good drawing powers."
GOOD-BYE BILL (PARAM'NT) MASON-TRUEX (DEC. 15) DEC. 21
HOPE
CHEST,
THE (PARAMOUNT) D. GISH (DEC. 29) JAN. 4
" Laugh at the Kaiser's expense ; film padded some." — M. P. News.
" A human little storv that will please." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very ' poor.' picture to poor business." " Worst
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing feature. Story weak. Star carried it
ever. Patrons kicked about this one. Dodge it if you can." " Poorest
through." " Average to big business." " Dandy picture. Average
Paramount picture we have seen." " About the worst yet." " Very
drama
goodnsuscomed
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, good puller."
ng powers."
ary." picture with fair
drawi
— " yOrdin
Conse
GO WEST, YOUNG MAN (GOLDWYN) T. MOORE (DEC. 29). FEB. 8 I'LL business."
SAY SO (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (DEC. 22)
NOV. 16
" Walsh
fans will like it but it contains no other appealing elements. —
" Situat
M. P. News.
News. ions are unreal but it's a Tom Moore production anyway. — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " Cleaned up. Broke our honse
Exhibitor Comment—" Big business. Star has bad better stories but did
records." " Good. Sub-titles great. Big business." " Fair picture.
very well with the material he had." Goldwyn pcitures are the best.
Other attractions outdrew it. This star has lost ground."
All of them are bingers and all going to the front. Big business."
Consensus
— " Good picture with strong drawing powers."
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
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INFATUATION (PATHE) GABY DESLYS (DEC. 1).
DEC. 14
(Six Parts) ,
,
i, •
"Has good possibilities . in Gaby's name." — M. -P. News.
Exhibitor. Commenr- — " Very fine. Delightful." " Absolute clean-up.
Gaby went over big."
— " Excellent
tremendous
puller."
INConsensus
FOR THIRTY
DAYS picture,
(METRO)
ALLISON
(JAN. 27) JAN. 25
"An
'obvious
comedy,
but
one
which
gets
the
laughs."— BRADY
Af . P. News.
IN THE HOLLOW OF HER HAND
(SELECT)
(DEC.
29)
.JAN. 11
" All things unite to make this Brady triumph." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment:
—
"
Fine
picture
and
drew
well.
It
seems
almost
good to be true that exhibitors can rely on Select not making a piece tooof
cheese,
don't call them
' specials(DEC.
' or '15)
superfeatures ' either."
IRISH
EYESand they
(TRIANGLE)
STARKE
DEC. 21
"
Opinion
may
vary
in
regard
to
this
as
entertainment."
— Af. P. News.
I WANT TO FORGET (FOX) NESBIT (DEC. 15)
JAN. 4
" Second
vehicle is(PARAMOUNT)
ordinary spy melodrama."
Af. P. 5).
News.
JANE
GOES Nesbit
A-WOOING
MARTIN — (JAN.
JAN. 18
" Care given in producing it but story is not unusual." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Pleasing production. Story
rather weak. Has been in better ones."
Consensus
— " Fair picture,
average puller."
KEY
TO POWER,
THE (EDUCATIONAL)
(DEC. 22)
DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Human touches make this interesting." — M. P. News.
LADY'S NAME, A (SELECT) C. TALMADGE (DEC. 9)
DEC. 28
" Polite comedy of this popular star's type." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased big." " Second run. Big business."
" Pleased everyone. Constance seems to enjoy her work so much that
she gets as much fun out of a picture as her audience."
Consensus
" Fine WESTERN
picture, strongSTARS,
puller."THE (UNITED) DUSTIN
LIGHT OF— THE
FARNUM (JAN. s)
OCT. 26
" Works up well in rugged outdoor atmosphere." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Splendid. Well produced. Continuity good, and
pleased all to extra big business." " Good Western drama. Popular
star. Popular author." " Big business seven days." " Good picture."
"Big business."
Consensus
ExcellentTHEDA
picture, BARA
big puller."
LIGHT,
THE— " (FOX)
(JAN. 12)
JAN. 25
" Bora has best story in a good while; of vampire type." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
'
Flu
'
scare
affecting
business.
Average
to
big." 4
LITTLE MISS HOOVER (PARAMOUNT) CLARK (DEC. 29) JAN.
" Miss Clark's charm in a pleasing setting." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to extra big, then . to average and
closed big on seventh day."
" Average business seven days."
" Opened big business, closed average."
ConsensusORPHANT
— " Fair picture
good drawingCOLEEN
powers." MOORE (DEC.
LITTLE
ANNIEwith(PIONEER)
22) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
" They WOMEN
don't make (W.themA. more
touching than this one."
News. 23
LITTLE
BRADY-PARAMOUNT)
JAN.— Af.
5 P. NOV.
(Six Parts)
" This attraction will appeal chiefly to the literary element." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — Good production, but no ' Special.' Average
business." " Great. Want more like it. Big business."
Consensus
" Fine picture,
good puller."
LOVE IN A— HURRY
(WORLD)
BLACKWELL (JAN. 13) JAN. 11
" Nice romance against background of sane spy drama." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Got
by
and
that's all."
LOVE NET, THE (WORLD) MADGE
EVANS (DEC. 30)... DEC. 21
" Star in story of childhood and second childhood." — Af. P. News.
LOVE'S PAY-DAY (Triangle) MORRISON-THEBY (DEC. I).. DEC. 7
" Characters
fail to win sympathy but production work is good." — Af. P.
News.
MANDARIN'S GOLD (WORLD) KITTY GORDON (FEB. 10) . FEB. 8
" Well cast drama sustained by expert handling and unusual atmosphere."— Af. P. News.
MAN OF BRONZE,
THE (WORLD) STONE (DEC. 9)
DEC. 21
" Another Stone picture presenting appealing story." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Average business." "Very good. Pleasing. Business hurt by ' flu.' "
Consensus — " Good picture with average drawing powers."
MAN WHO WOULDN'T TELL (VITA) WILLIAMS (DEC. 9) DEC. 14
" Here's a spy subject that should deliver goods." — Af . P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing picture."
" Pleased immensely."
" Extra big business." " People tired of war pictures." " Very good.
Big business." " Poor business." " Pleasant picture to watch."
Consensus — STAGE,
" Fine picture
good drawing
MIDNIGHT
THE with
(PATHE)
KEENANpowers."
(JAN. 12) JAN. 11
" Powerful Western with Keenan in dual role." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Attendance
better
than
average
our
influenza scare. Production excellent. Star at his best.considering
Photography,
direction and scenes of the best. Action tense, gripping, and very
realistic. Entire week." " Big business."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, strong puller."
MILADY O' THE BEANSTALK (PATHE) OSBORNE (DEC.l).NOV. 23
" Diando's little star wanders through five reels of ' film.' — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Subject very good for children."
MIRANDY SMILES (PARAMOUNT) MARTIN (NOV. 25) . . .NOV. 9
" Star upholds tradition by making another good one." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Highly entertainine. Good." " Average business." "Just fair. Big business." "Entertaining picture. Clean.
Nice picture. Average business." " Average business." " Bie business three days." "Extra big business." "A very clever production
and worthy of the little star."
Consensus — " Fine picture with big drawing powers."
MISS AMBITION (VITAGRAPH) GRIFFITH (NOV. 25)... NOV. 30
" Lacks heart appeal although plot action is steady." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor GIRL,
CommentTHE
— '* Fair
©icture. Average
business."
MYSTERY
(PARAMOUNT)
CLAYTON
(DEC. 27). DEC. 7
" One for the imagination with lots of real entertainment." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to average business." " Poor busines ." Very
"
good. Big business." " Hard to understand. Star
good. Badly put together. O. K. after one and a half reels."
Consensus — " Good picture with good drawing Powers."
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NARROW PATH, THE (PATHE) FANNIE WARD (DEC. 15) . .DEC. 7
"One of the ' wronged girls', kind with no appeal to emotions.*' — Af: P.
News.. .
t :
: "
' '
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good picture." " Big business."
Consensus
—
"
Fine
picture.
Big
puller."
NATURE GIRL, THE (BLUEBIRD) MESERAU (JAN. 6).... JAN. 4
"Above the average- — exteriors -delight to the eye." — Ms P\ News.
Comment-^"
Average BENNISON
business." (JAN. 19)
OH,Exhibitor
JOHNNY
(GOLDWYN)
FEB. 1
" Comedy of contrasts marks Louis Bennison's screen debut." — M.P.NeWs.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
New
star
made
impression.
Big
business."
ONCE TO EVERY MAN (FROHMAN) SHERRILL (DEC. 29). DEC. 21
(Six Parts)
in fight with (PARAMOUNT)
many punches between."
— Af. P. News.
OUT" Starts
OF andTHEends SHADOW
FREDERICK
(JAN.
5)
JAN. 25
Star strikes good one after several months." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very fair production. Better than the last two
PERFECT
she has LADY,
had." A (GOLDWYN) KENNEDY (DEC. 8) DEC. 14
" Star blends the tear and the smile delightfully." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture but not star's best. " " Madge
Kennedy's best." " Good. Pleased." '.' A genuine photoplay treat."
" Fine picture."
" A winner.
Madge Kennedy very popular.
Excellent. Booked for three days and held over one day." " Splendid
picture that any place bothered with local censorship should see."
Consensus
Excellent
picture BUSHMAN-BAYNE
with fine drawing powers."
POOR
RICH— "MAN
(METRO)
(DEC. 28) . .JAN. 4
" Two stars in a rather sluggish comedy-drama." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased. Average business first day, extra big
Saturday." " Average picture. Stars help to put it over. Extra big,
average to big in three days." " The best made by these people for
ages. —Pleased
Consnsus
" Fine everyone."
picture. Big puller."
Consensus — WIFE
" Satisfactory
picture, good puller."
PRODIGAL
(SCREENCRAFT)
BOLAND (DEC. 22).. DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Sex play considered remarkable by interviewer." — Af. P. News.
QUICKSAND (PARAMOUNT) DORO. DALTON (DEC. 22).. DEC. 28
" Reviewer thinks picture was wrecked at the start." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture." " Fairly good dramatic story.
Held its interest and apparently satisfied." "Average business."
" Everyone
pleasedpicture
with would
it. bePersonally
think trouble
all
through this
liked, butI I didn't
was wrong.
Acting
excellent. Photography also very good." " Everybody liked star and
picture. — Wonderful
directing."
Consensus
" Satisfactory
picture, good MAE
puller."MARSH (DEC. 22
RACING
STRAIN,
THE (GOLDWYN)
Exhibitor Comment — " Got by but not as good as her usual features."
" Good clean picture. Average business." " Fair picture. Poor business. Mae Marsh does not draw here." " ' Flue ' scare, poor busines ." "Big business." " Extra good attraction. Star and Goldwyn's great. Extra big business."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
RESTLESS SOULS (TRIANGLE) ALMA RUBENS (FEB. 2).. FEB. J
(Six Parts)
" Skillful
handling makes
very YOUNG
good picture."
M.P.News.
ROAD
THROUGH
THE delicate
DARK subject
(SELECT)
(NOV.— 25)
DEC. 21
" Moral question raised in story that looks worthy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " Very good. Big business."
" Fairly good. Would have been better without war stuff." " Average
business." " This is type of picture the public wants this star in.
Well
good." lately" Excellent
at her made
best. picture.
Clara has Business
been mis-cast
and it is picture
a pleasureandto star
see
her in something exactly suited to her talents and beauty. Extra big
to good —business."
Consensus
" Good production with strong drawing powers."
ROMANCE OF HAPPY VALLEY, A (ARTCRAFT) D. W. GRIFFITH'S (JAN. 26)
FEB. 8
"New Griffith picture seems a sure-fire winner." — Af. P. News.
ROPED (UNIVERSAL SPECIAL) CAREY (JAN. 18)
JAN. 4
(Six Parts)
" Star should please everybody in this production." — M. P. News.
ROUGH NECK, THE (WORLD) LOVE (FEB. 3)
FEB. 1
" Latest Montagu Love picture shows excellent team work." — M.P.News.
SEA WAIF, THE (WORLD) LOUISE HUFF (DEC. 30) DEC. 28
" Love story made sustaining by skillful handling." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitortures areComment
" BigBoth
business."
Don't know
why butit rained,
World picslipping —fast.
days we "showed
this picture
but
doubt if good weather would have improved business. Poor business."
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
SECRET GARDEN, THE (PARAMOUNT)
LILA LEE
(JAN. 12)
JAN. 25
" Plenty of action but not the happy type for star." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Story punk. Awful." " Rotten pitcure. Poor
business." " Lila Lee gaining. Fair story."
Consensus — " Ordinary picture, poor puller."
SET FREE (BLUEBIRD) EDITH ROBERTS (DEC. 16) NOV. 16
" Light romantic drama with lots of entertainment." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Average." " Big business."
Consensus — " Fair picture with average drawing powers."
SHE DEVIL, THE (FOX) THEDA BARA (DEC. 1)
NOV. 9
(Six Parts)
" This story is not suited to Bora's style." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Average business. Big on Saturday." "Average business three days" " Very poor but Bara packed
them for two days " " Poor offering. Drew well, but Sennett comedy
saved the day." " Theda is slipping."
Consensus — " Fair picture with good drawing powers."
SHE HIRED A HUSBAND (BLUEBIRD) DEAN (DEC. 2).. NOV. 16
News. is not up to star's mark but should please generally." — Af. P.
" Subject
SILENT RIDER, THE (TRIANGLE) STEWART (DEC. 1)..DEC. 14
" Poy Stewart returns and scores again." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
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STEWART
(JAN.
5).JAN. 11
SILVER KING, THE (PARA-ARTC.) FAVERSHAM (JAN. 12) .JAN. 18
" Melodrama that offers much chance for criticism." — Af. P. News.
"
Lavish
production
marks
star's
return
to
screen."
—
Af.
P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " First class in every respect. Wonderful cast. High
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a very good picture but a very poor
ly complimented on this one." " Extrt big to highly pleased audi
drawing card."
SPENDER.
THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL (JAN. 6)
JAN. 4
ences." " Extra big business."
"
Excellent
comedy
backed
by
wholesome
philosophy."
—
Af.
P.
News.
Consensus
Excellent
production
with THE
exceptional
drawing
powers."
WAY OF A— "MAN
WITH
A MAID,
(PARA)
WASHBURN
SPORTING LIFE (TOURNEUR-ARTCRAFT) (DEC. 1) SEPT. 28
(Seven Parts)
(DEC. 29)
JAN. 11
"
Good
example
of
the
'
belter
story
'
we
hear
about."
—
Af.
P.
News.
"Exhibitor
A powerfulComment
film classic
with
all
tense
dramatic
elements."
—
Af.
P.
News— " Very satisfactory." " Poor business." " Good."
Exhibitor burn'sComment
— "Onlypicture
fair." from" Much
better thanof Bryant
Wash"Old time obvious melodrama; did fair business." "Going big and
first Paramount
the standpoint
our clientele.
Good
story.
Well
acted.
Good
cast."
"
Highly
entertaining.
Clean
pleases."
"
Good
drawing
card
and
a
safe
picture
in
point
of
pleasing."
Picture full of action and pleased patrons, particularly those who
and well done." " Big business." " Poor business." " Well liked.
enjoy the great out-doors."
The kind— "they
want."
ConsensusMAN,
— Satisfactory
picture withDEXTER
good drawing
Consensus
picture with
very good
drawing powers."
SQUAW
THE (ARTCRAFT)
(DEC.powers."
IS) NOV. 16 WHAT
LOVE Fine
FORGIVES
(WORLD)
CASTLETON
(JAN. 6). JAN. 4
(Six Parts)
" Interesting with good comedy titles but not well balanced." — Af .P.News.
" This should please and also draw very well." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just picture, no story or action." " Average
Exhibitor Comment — " Great. Extra big business." " Positively one
of the best all-around pictures we have ever played." " Average busiConsensus
" FairRIDES
picture ALONE
with average
drawing powers."
WHEN A —MAN
(AMERICAN)
RUSSELL (JAN.
nes ." Big
" business, conditions considered."
19)
JAN. 11
business."
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
production
with
strong
drawing
powers."
STRANGE WOMAN, THE (FOX) BROCKWELL (DEC. 8)... OCT. 12
" Rapid action Western is William Russell's latest." — Af. P. News.
(Six Parts)
Exhibitor Comment — " Very poor, no story, no excitement, very tire" A lengthy discussion on Free Love versus Marriage." — M. P. News.
some, cheap(SELECT)
melodrama,CONSTANCE
not one redeeming
feature." (JAN. 19) JAN. 25
WHO CARES
TALMADGE
Exhibitor Comment — " No pulling power, but best Brockwell picture for
many months." " The best thing Brockwell has ever done. Big busi"
Story
of
light
pleasing
sort;
should
be
enjoyed
by all."
— Jf.27)P.. .FEB.
News. 8
WHO WILL MARRY ME? (BLUEBIRD) MYERS
(JAN.
nes ." "Great. Packed them. Star is wonderful in this. Everybody
liked it." " Big to average business." " Snow storm. Average busi"
Comedy
and
pathos
blended
in
this
Universal
film."
—
M.
P.
News.
WHY GERMANY MUST PAY (SCREEN CLASSICS) (JAN. 19) JAN. 25
nes ." "Just a fair story, although we are glad to see Brockwell
dressed up." " Good show. Gladys Brockwell coming fast and if she
" German
atrocitiesNOT
again,MARRY
with a good
romantic
News. 14
WHY
I WOULD
(FOX)
NOV. interest."
24— Af. P. DEC.
continues to show pictures like this she will be a topnotcher." " Brockwell's best. Good picture. Pleased.'
(Six
Parts)
— Af. entertaining
P. News. and not so spicy as title would lead you to think."
ConsensusBEANS
— " Fine(PARAMOUNT)
production with RAY
good drawing
powers."
" Very
STRING
(DEC. 22)
DEC. 21
" Ray fans will welcome this interesting one." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment — " (TRIANGLE)
Great title. Good
picture." (DEC. 29).. JAN. 11
WIFE
OR COUNTRY
MESTAYER
Exhibitor Comment — " Ray in just the sort of role that suits him.
Certainly pleased." " Fair. Story light. Direction saved it." Average
"
A
good
idea,
but
an
ordinary
picture."
—
P. News.(DEC. 30) NOV. 30
WILDCAT OF PARIS (UNIV.) PRISCILLAAf. DEAN
business."
subject.
fine. Photography
very good.
Good weather" Fine
wouldRayhave
broughtActing
big house.
Played to remarkable
"
Picture
is
clean,
strong,
and
should
appeal
universally."
— Af. P. News.
business. Everyone pleased." A very good picture. Star not yet
Exhibitor Comment — " A very interesting picture. A little bit rough but
popular here." " Typical Ray picture that pleased very well."
enjoyed by all. Great box office attraction." " My patrons thought it a
ConsensusON— "ASatisfactory
picture with
good drawing
fine production. It went over especialy big." " Strong picture for
SYLVIA
SPREE (METRO)
WEHLEN
(DEC.powers."
16) DEC. 28
" She glimpses a ' fast ' life that is extravagant, anyway." — Af. P. News.
Consensus
— " Fine
big puller."
older
people."
WILD HONEY
(DEproduction,
LUXE) DORIS
KENYON (DEC. 22).. .DEC. 21
Exhibitor Comment — " Just an average picture. Pleasing. Big busines ." "Like all Metros. Pleased."
(Six Parts)
Consensus
—
"
Fine
picture
with
good
drawing
powers."
" A different
sort of Western
a striking
star."(DEC.
— L/. P.15)...
ismi.DEC. 14
TESTING OF MILDRED VANE (METRO) ALLISON (Dec. 2) DEC. 14
WIVES
AND OTHER
WIVES with
(AM.)
MINTER
" A well built typical movie." — Af. P. News.
" One of the star's best yet." — Af. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Best Allison has done." " Pleased. Big
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Fine business. Weather
bad." " A fair picture only." " Big business."
business."— " Good picture with good drawing powers."
Consensus
Consensus WOMAN
— " Fine picture
very good
drawing(JAN.
powers."
TODD OF THE TIMES (PATHE) KEENAN (FEB. 9)
FEB. 1 WOMAN,
(FOX) with
EVELYN
NESBIT
26) FEB. 8
"
Star's
work
is
good
and
story
has
been
treated
well."
—
M.
P.
News.
"Deals boldly with sex question; morals of heroine lax." — Af. P. News.
TONGUES OF FLAME (BLUEBIRD) WALCAMP (DEC. 2).. NOV. 16 WOMEN'S
WEAPONS (PARAMOUNT) CLAYTON (NOV. 25) NOV. 16
" Interesting
story and heart appeal should help put this over." — Af. P.
"Plot is sure to go over as it contains heart interest." — Af. P. News.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Not much of a picture." " Very bad picture to
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
poor business." " Average business." " Very good." " Best busiExhibitor Comment — " A very good picture but weather conditions bad.
ness yet on Ethel Clayton." " Average picture." " Certainly brought
them out. Good picture. Big opposition."
Business
normal."
TOO FAT TO FIGHT (GOLDWYN) McINTYRE (DEC. 15).. DEC. 14
Consensus
— " Fair NAVY
picture with
ordmarx drawingCNOV.
powers."
(Six Parts)
YOUR FIGHTING
(EDUCATIONAL)
25) SEPT. 21
"Not
Dry.
Absorbs
your
interest
until
the
end."
—
Af.
P. News. DEC. 14
" Nobody loves a fat man but they'll vote for this one." — Af. P. News.
ZERO HOUR, THE (WORLD) ELVIDGE (DEC. 23)
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. Mclntyre not as good as ' Traveling
Salesman.' War stuff dead." " Picture pleased, but was disappointed
"An involved offering dealing with fake clairvoyants." — Af. P. News.
on its drawing power." " Excellent production. Big business."
" Poor business."
Consensus
Good picture,(PARAMOUNT)
good puller." REID (DEC. 8).... NOV. 16
FLASHBACKS
TOO MANY — "MILLIONS
" Too much talking and posing in this picture." — Af. P. N ews.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Good picture. Average
Individual Opinions on Earlier Releases Received During
business." " Good." " Average business." " Opened extra big and
the Past Week
closed extra big with big business during five intervening days."
"A very clever picture. Star very good." .
Consensus
—
"
Fair
picture
with
average
drawing
powers."
TWO GUN BETTY (HODKINSON) BARRISCALE (DEC. 16). DEC. 14
" Bessie Barriscale pleases in a ' Different ' role." — Af. P. News.
class _
Exhibitor
— " Best she
played.(ARTCRAFT)
Is getting toFERGUSON
be a favorite."
UNDER
THE Comment
GREENWOOD
TREE
" Bonds of Honor " (Mutual) — " A dandy picture,
16
NOV.
(DEC. 1)
Very gripping. Best
double
exposure
All pleased."
" This
" Uncle
Tom's ever
Cabinproduced.
" (Paramount)
— " S. R. O. for three hours. One;
News.one does not come up to the talents of Miss Ferguson." — Af. P.
a town of 3,200. How's that? Pleased.
capacity —500" in
Exhibitor Comment — " Star has better stories. She did very well with
shows.
hour
" The
Vamp Seating
" (Paramount)
Very pleasing picture."
the material she had." " A little too soft a story for this star. Went
" The Hired Man " (Paramount) — " Repeat date to average business, but
over fairly good." " Pretty picture and pleased many, but for the genthere was little left to the print I received." _
eral run it was not up to what they expect of Elsie Ferguson."
" Friend Husband " (Goldwyn) — " Very good comedy. Excellent. KenConsensusTHE— " TOP
Fair picture
with average
nedy getting very popular."
.
UNDER
(ARTCRAFT)
FRED drawing
STONEpowers.
(JAN.' 12)... JAN. 18
" Bound in Morocco " (Artcraft) — " Great. One of his best.
" Star's new Artcraft stands up better than his first." — Af. P. News.
*'
Law
of
the
North
"
(Paramount)
—
"
Very
good.
Ray
different.
Exhibitor
Comment — "" Pleased
Fair picture.
Average
business."
" Selfish
Bonnie Yates
Annie" Laurie
" (Fox)
— " Good.
Pleased
everybody."
" Poor business."
better than
his first
picture. "A Not
real good.
good
"
(Artcraft)
—
"
Better
than
the
average
Hart
picture.
story, something he has not yet had, will pu tthis star over." " Average
" His Birthright " (Mutual) —to;" Above
the aaverage.
Star
notpictures
so popular
will
such
more
few
to
poor
business."
however,
entitled
be
would
he
as
here
Consensus — " Fair picture with ordinary drawing powers.
.
. »,
xVAGABOND OF FRANCE, A (PATHE) KRAUSS (JAN. 26).. JAN. 18 change the attitude."
" Little Miss Optimist" (Paramount) — "Nothing to it. No acting. JSo
(Four Parts)
"French-made picture shows padding. Titles need improving." — M.P.News.
/ANITY POOL THE (UNIVERSAL) MAC LAREN (PEC. 2). NOV. 9 P'°' Song of Songs" (Artcraft) — " Good plot. Strong drama, well acted
(Six Parts)
production." iip to standard of other Rex
this a "splendid
staged,ofmakes
and" Heart
the Sunset
(Goldwyn)
Beach
pictures."
. .— " Not„ „up ,
,
_
" Scandals
and intrigues. Will go different in,various„ sections."
News.
„ • — .Af. P.„
— Did not draw as well as ex
(Selexart)
" Carmen of the Klondike
Exhibitor Comment — " Great picture to big business.
Big business.
" First day average and second day big." " Average."
Consensus — Fine production with strong drawing powers."
VENUS IN THE EAST (PARAMOUNT) WASHBURN (JAN. 26) JAN. 8
Lawless
(Fi (Select) — " Very good. Constance a comer."
" If you get by with this picture you should be satisfied." — Af. P. News.
Sauce forLove
the "Goose
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"Flashbacks"

on

Individual Opinions on Earlier Releases Received During
the Past Week
" The Strong Way " (World)—'" Average. Same old story."
" Viviette " (Paramount) — " Pleasing. Have had better Martin pictures."
"In Pursuit of Polly" (Paramount) — " Best Burke picture yet. Star
very popular."
Raffles " (State Rights) — r" Good picture. Fair satisfaction."
" Long Chance " (Bluebird) — " Average business."
" Mysterious Client " (Pathe) — " Average business for two days."
" Mrs. LefBingweil's Boots " (Select) — Very fair picture."
" Poor Rich Man " (Metro) — " Very pleasing. Extra big business."
" Patriotism " (Hodkinson) — " Average business."
" Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots " (Select) — " A real enteratiner."
" House of Glass " (Select) — " Good. Pleased."
" Shoulder Arms " (First National) — ■" Knockout. Great.'"
" Sauce for the Goose " (Select) — " Big business."
" The Rainbow Trail " (Fox) — " Average business."
"" Her
OnlyKayeWay " (Select)
(Select)— —" "Average
Extra big
business."
Shirley
business
on repeat."
" The Woman and the Law " (Fox) — "I want one as good every night."
" Hidden Fires " (Goldwyn) — " Picture liked but Marsh will never draw
business."
" Laughing Bill Hyde " (Goldwyn) — " Excellent story well done. An exceptional offering that will please once they are in the house."
Burglar for a Night " (Hodkinson) — i Average business."
" House of Glass " (Select) — " Big business."
"The Source" (Paramount) — "Splendid picture. Big business."
" Girl from Bohemia " (Pathe)- — Pleased fair. Good draw."
" Silent Master " (Select)—" Good, but old. Big business."
" Sauce for the Goose " (Select) — " Extra big business."
" Vanity Pool " (Universal) — " Big to average business."
" The One Woman " (Select) — " Average business."
" Hugon, the Mighty " (Universal) — •" Average to poor business."
" Her Only Way " (Select) — " Big to average business."
" The King of Diamonds " (Vitagraph) — " Only fair. Extra big to big
business."
" The Great Love " (Artcraft) — " Advanced prices. Pleased well."
" The Turn of a Card " (Hodkinson) — " Fine. Pleased."
" Talk of the Town " (Universal) — Big business."
" Till I Come Back to You " (Paramount) — " Great. Pleased all."
" Racing Strain " (Goldwyn) — " Picture pleased."
" Mrs. Lemngwell's Boots " (Select) — " Big business."
" Society Sensation " (Universal) — " Poor business two days."
" Safety Curtain " (Select) — " Big business three days."
" Mrs. Lemngwell's Boots " (Select) — " Average business two days."
" Come Through " (Jewel) — ' Very good picture."
" Johanna Enlists " (Artcraft) — " One of Mary's best. Good business
three days and will repeat."
" Till I Come Back to You " (Artcraft) — " Average business."
" Italy's Flaming Front " (First National) — " The best war picture to
date. Good business at advanced prices."
" That Devil Batiste " (Bluebird) — " Great feature."
"The Girl from Bohemia" (Pathe) — "Mrs. Castle well liked. Big
business."
" Sauce for the Goose " (Select) — " Very good little picture. Pleased all
and will advance the star in popularity. Business good."
" Society Sensation " (Universal) — " Good light program picture."
" Treat 'em Rough " (Fox) — " Best yet. Extra big business."
'* On the Jump " (Fox) — " Big business three days."
" Launching Bill Hyde " (Goldwyn) — " Will Rogers a sure comer. Great."
" Riders of the Purple Sage " (Fox) — " Return engagement to extra big
business."
" The Sheriff" (Paramount) — " Not ' Fatty's best at that; business bigger
than ever."
" Such a Little Pirate " (Paramount)- — " Treasure Island up to date.
Splendidly done."
" Money Isn't Everything " (Pathe) — " Average business."
" A Great Adventure " (Pathe) — " Average program offering to poor
business."
" The Great Love " (Artcraft) — " Wonderful picture but rather disappointing. Acting excellent but very poor print."
" Queen of Hearts " (Fox) — " Good mystery story."
" Go West,
Young(Pathe)
Man "— "A
(Goldwyn)— " Good comedy Western."
"Yellow
Ticket"
sad disappointment."
') Little Sister of Everybody " (Pathe) — Poor business."
" Hobbs in a Hurry " (Pathe-American) — " Big to average business."
"Devil's Double" (Hart Re-issue) — "Average business. _
" Out of Night " (Sherry) — " Very ordinary. Poor direction."
" Mating of Marcella ' (Paramount) — " Very pleasing."
_ " Revelation " (Metro) — " Great. Wonderful. Everybody pleased. Extra
big business."
Claws of the Hun " (Paramount) — " Splendid. Good satisfaction."
" Thein good
Goldencondition.
Fetter " (Paramount-Reid)—
" Good
picture.are Star
Film
Poor business, though,
as peaple
afraidpleasing.
of the
■ Flu.' "
" Romance of Tarzan " (First National) — " Big for one week. This is
going to be a better bet than 1 Tarzan of the Apes.' "
" Money Isn't Everything " (Pathe-American) — " On an average with the
Fisher pictures."
"Italy's Flaming Front' (First National) — "A wonderful picture. Turned
them away for two days."
"The Reason Why' (Select) — "A very good picture. Have seen better
of Clara Kimball Young. Did a good business for two days."
" Friend Husband " (Goldwyn)—" A fine picture on a standard with
Goldwyn. Did capacity business. '
" Passing of the Third Floor Back ' (First National) — " Very good picture.
Book it and play it big."
" Her Man ' (Pathe) — >" Would advise exhibitors to lay off this picture."
" Love's Law ' (Mutual) — " Poor business."
" Diplomatic Mission " (Vitagraph) — " Average business."
" The Racing Strain " (Goldwyn-Marsh)— " Star seems quite at ease and
the picture pleased at each performance."
"Heart of the Wilds" (Paramount) — "Star popular but patrons disappointed in seeing her in roles like this. Picture good."
" Turn
Wheel " (Goldwyn-Farrar)
— " Splendid
modern societyofandthe melodrama
that seemed to please
without admixture
evoking anyof great
outbursts. Average business."
" Private
(Paramount)
" Public
wellregular
fed uppatrons
on warawayplays,
and
while
this is Peat
a god" picture
it kept— many
of the
because

Earlier

Releases

of its nature. Business fair."
" Come Through " (Jewel) — " Pleased everyone."
" House of Glass " (Select) — " Fine picture. Up to standard."
" Let's Get a Divorce " (Artcraft) — Stuff like this will not go over. No
punch.
" The Poor
Other climax."
Woman " (Pathe) — " Old stuff worked over. Cast did exceptional y wel with what they had to do with."
" Hired Man " (Paramount) — Ray is a favorite here. His work is very
good at all times. Natural and careful not to overdo."
" Sauce for the Goose " (Select) — " Constance Talmadge's best. Her
support
strengthened,
" Hell'scould
End be" (Triangle)
— " however."
Melodramatic Western of the ordinary type.
Desmond tries too hard. Overdoes everything."
" Gentlemen's Agreement " (Vitagraph)- — " Unnatural situations and therefore unreal. Stars good."
" Mystic Faces " (Triangle) — " Chinese stuff. Hard to satisfy with this
type.
Lots Swans
of good" comedy
lost —through
" Seven
(Paramount)
" Greatdirection."
kid story. Elaborate staging.
Splendid
direction."
" Innocent
" (Pathe) — " Print very poor. Story very good. Deep mystery stuff Up
of unusual
merit."
" Flare
Sal " (Paramount)
— " If your people like Westerns this will
"
The
Burden
of
Proof
"
(Select)
Davies Story
cannotgoodbe but
classed
go
over
big."
a real star as yet. Her work in this— "wasMisscoarse.
poorlyas
" To the Highest Bidder " (Vitagraph) — " Very interesting and well done
but" Mothers
too unrealof toLiberty
hold." " (State Rights) — " Very good offering and well
done,
but
stories
of
this class ought to be carried out to a better finish."
acted."
" Madame Spinx " (Triangle) — " Underworld story of mystery and love
that will hold the attention."
" Border Wireless " (Artcraft) — " Big business."
" The Kingdom of Youth " (Goldwyn) — " Entertaining and pleasing.
Went
big. Growing
daily." — " Very good picture. Film in fair condi" In over
the Balance
" (Vitagraph)
tion.
Pleased
our
patrons."
" The Caillaux Case " (Fox) — " Some picture. Big business. Did not
draw
here, as there is lots of ' Flu ' yet."
"
ness. America's Answer " (World) — " Great. Strong opposition. Fair busi"" America's
Reggie MixesAnswer
In " "(Re-issue)
business."
(World) —— ">" Average
Big business
first day. Poor two following
days.
Stay
away
from
propaganda
pictures
now."
" Shifting Sands "- — " Average business."
" The Public Defender " (State Rights-Frank Keenan) — " First run. Poor
business Friday
andApes
Saturday."
of the
"—
PictureNot incomplete.
bad shape Even
and those
generally
all" onTarzan
account
of abrupt
ending.
who displeased
had read
the". When
book went
out
grumbling."
a Woman Sins " (Fox) — " Great. Splendid picture for this star,
and" The
all her
followers
her bestbig toin date."
Rainbow
Trailpronounced
" (Fox) — it" Extra
large down town house."
" Truthful Tulliver " (Re-issue) — "William S. Hart in good story to big
Cupid by Proxy
but Kid picture
pictureswith
get Theda
us no business."
"" Cleopatra
" (Fox)" —(Pathe)
" This— is" Good,
a wonderful
Bara and
business."
broke my house record. Also cleaned up second day."
" Burglar for a Night " (Paralta) — " Poor Business."
" Money Isn't Everything " (Pathe) — " Average business."
" Out of a Clear Sky " (Paramount) — " Very poor story to average busi" We Can't Have Everything " (First National) — " Good picture but
lacked
drawing
" Heart
of thepower."
Wild " (Artcraft) — " Poor picture. Average business."
"How Could You, Jean?" (Artcraft) — -"Very satisfactory. Big business."
" Sandy " (Paramount) — " Good picture. Average business."
" Romance of Tarzan " (First National) — " Extra big one week."
" Private Peat " (Paramount) — " A picture that should be relegated to the
stock
room. On Poor
three —days."
" Come
In " business
(Paramount)Good comedy drama of training camps.
ness."
Average
" The business."
Reason Why " (Select)—" Average business."
"Two Gun Man" and "The Bargain" (Hart Re-issues) — "No more reissue pictures
me." " (Fox) — " Average Mix picture."
" Treat
'Em for
Rough
" Doctor and the Woman " (Universal) — " Good picture. Average busi" Up the Road with Sally " (Select) — " Splendid picture. Average busi" Riders of the Purple Sage " (Fox) — " One of the best western pictures
ever screened in my house. All patrons raved over it. Farnum at his best."
"ness."
Out of a Clear Sky " (Paramount)- — -" Very good. Clark coming back."
The production,
Law of theonly
Northhe "is (Paramount)
" Chas.
Ray indidtype
excellent
work
in " this
is somewhat — out
of place
of pictures
ness."
such" Woman
as this."of Impulse " (Paramount) — " Not a wonder, only fair old time
" To Hell with the Kaiser " (Metro)—" Repeat date. A No. i picture.
People
likedof toDust
tear" the(State
houseRights)
down —showing
" Grain
" Good picture."
picture. Second time played.
picture."
Spoilers " (State Rights) — " Big business; played here before."
Big"The
business."
" Lust
of the Ages " (State Rights) — " Fine drawing power. Good picture.
Second time
played (World)
here." " Good picture. Film in fine condition.
"
America's
Answer
Second Government
picture. My— patrons
did not take to it like the first
one." Miss
My Jackie
first show
after
being
closed
for
three
months."
Armyhelped
" (Mutual)
— " came
Just
ato fair
A little
punch in the last ofreelthethat
out. Film
me inpicture.
poor condition.
Some
of my Annie
patronsLaurie'
liked it."'(Fox) — "Good program picture to good busi"Bonnie
" The Girl of Today " (Vitagraph) — " Good picture to good business.
Good
cast andJanesettings.
'
" Battling
" — (Paramount)
— " Average to poor business."
Over Rainbow
the Top " Trail
(Vitagraph)
Repeat. allPoor
to average
"" The
" (Fox)— —" Broke
records.
Tookbusiness."
entire night
ness."
police force to handle crowds."
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Motion

Newest

Productions

Four

Outing-Chester Subjects
(Continued from page 1061)
" Ballahooing on the Anarika," a picture taken in British Guiana. South America, showing how the famous iron-wood trees
of this region are cut and hauled to the point of transportation.
We are taken up the Essiquibo River to Wismar, thence across
the Potaro River past the river port of Tumatumari and Cobikitnerk Falls and into Anarika Creek — following the progress of
the huge logs of iron-wood. The primitive methods of cutting
and hauling these trees are also shown. This offering is most interesting as well as instructive.
The cameraman paid a visit to Camp Wohelo, on the shores
of Lake Sebago, Maine, where under the auspices of the late
Dr. Luther H. Gulick, whose wife founded the Camp Fire Girls
of America, a large number of girls were placed under an intensive training in outdoor work and recreation. The picture
shows the life at Camp Wohelo during the summer months. It
is titled, " Maids, More Maids and Mermaids."
These subjects were produced by C. L. Chester in co-operation with Outing Magazine. Katherine Hilliker, who edited and
titled the series, is deserving a lot of credit for the snappy titles,
supplementing the photographic work. These subjects should be
seen by all America.
" Shadows of Suspicion "
(Screen Classics — Six Reels)
"C1ADOWS OF SUSPICION," featuring the late Harold
*J Lockwood, is a spy story laid in an English country-side
setting. The star is seen as a Britisher whom people
suspect of being a slacker, but who is in reality working for the Government Secret Service. The picture
opens up well and contains some fine romantic scenes
which Lockwood knew how to do so delightfully and in which
he is well aided by Naomi Childers. The settings of this opening
portion of the film are beautiful and have been photographed with
the same excellence that marked all the Lockwood pictures. During this early portion of the picture the star also introduces some
fine comedy, while the director, Edwin Carewe, achieved a realistic and startling effect of an air raid through the employment of
double exposures and the use of miniatures.
Indeed " Shadows of Suspicion " has as auspicious a beginning
as any picture producer could hope for, but regrettably this merit
of the first reels fails to extend throughout the duration of the
six. The producers endeavored to conclude the picture without
the services of the star. A double was employed and he is played
with his back to the camera, which is unnatural and noticeably so.
Furthermore, the producers have here run wild with the spy
stuff. It takes on humorous proportions.
In other words the main trouble with " Shadows of Suspicion "
is that it is two halves of a whole played in different keys. Any
intelligent audience is going to notice and ponder over this and as
a result the interest will falter. — Peter Milne.
" THE ECHO OF YOUTH "
(Abramson-Graphic — Three Star Players)
IVAN ABRAMSON seldom deviates from the shortest distance
between two points in dealing with the sex problem on the
screen. He is one of the few producers who has held tena-^
ciously to the one general subject in depicting his idea of dramatic
exposition and entertainment in pantomine.
In his latest work, " The Echo of Youth," written and directed
by him for Graphic Film Corporation, he has ultimately righted
AUTHORS
Recognized photoplay and fiction writers may place their
synopses with our Manuscript Sales Department for subby personal Commission
representation
Southern mission
California.
basis.to the producers of
Unrecognized writers may obtain competent constructive advice and help through the Palmer Plan and Advisory Bureau.
Write for our free explanatory booklet.
PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
596 I. W. Hellman Building
Los Angeles, Cal.

Reviewed

in

Picture

News

Adyance

all the indiscretions of his mental creations, but not before his
characters have elicited suppressed giggles from the audience
when deep f eeling should have been irr ' order. He has. taken a
judge of the .Supreme Court as his central .male character and,
as the sub-titles tell us, an adventurous woman as the central
feminine character. Around these he has builded orie indiscretion after another resulting in a son and daughter having the
same father but different and distinct mothers. That is, this is
the impression an audience gets until the climax creates as the
central figure of interest, the comedian of the play who in a most
dramatic fashion, confesses that he is the father of the boy.
From the foregoing you will gain that the boy and girl fall in
love before these facts are made known. They do, and Pearl
Shepard, who portrays the role of the girl tries so hard to go
crazy over the revelation that she inadvertently affords the best
comedy situation of the play. Jack McLean, who has the role of
the boy, is deserving of special mention at this time, for some of
the best bits of juvenile acting he has ever done.
The first half hour of the picture's time on the screen brings
to light some excellent drama, well conceived, well produced and
well photographed. Throughout the production there is revealed
excellent photographic work and the lighting could not have been
better utilized. The final reels of the six that include this enactment, are the ones of doubtful merit as clean drama. But since
at this time some of the biggest successes on the speaking stage
on and near Broadway are turning 'em away nightly because they
reveal just such situations as Ivan Abramson has incorporated
in his "The Echo of Youth," it would be unjust presumption on
the part of the writer, to prophesy anything but successful engagements for Mr. Abramson's
photodramatic
work.featured
Charles Richman,
Leah Baird latest
and Pearl
Shepard are
cn the program. Mr. Richman is justly entitled to the position.
Marie Shotwell, who is seen in a society matron's part and as
the wife of the judge, is entitled to one of the other two featured
positions. Peggy Shanor, although not casted prominently,
demonstrates that she merits prominence. William Bechtel is
seen to fine advantage in a comedy-character role. The illustraKclley.tions accompanying many of the sub-titles are clever. — Joseph L.

Spanuth's
Vod-a-vil
(One-Reel
Series) Movies
FOR the past year throughout the Middle West, H. A. Spanuth
has been releasing a series of one-reel pictures showing various vaudeville acts. These he is now offering to the market at
large. These reels should prove a novelty in any house. In the
smaller ones, where vaudeville is a rarity, they should find a ready
audience, while in the larger ones where a fitting musical accompaniment isfurnished, they will take on additional interest.
The first release contains the following acts: Alber's Polar
Bears, Tetsuwari Japs (acrobats), La Zelle Sisters (dancers),
animal circus, and dance by cabaret girls. The second shows
trapeze performers, ice skaters, trick bicyclists, Egyptian dancer,
trained seals and Indian club jugglers.
The acts are interesting, particularly those that bring out the
physical dexterity^ of the performers.
Mr. Spanuth has a number of these reels already manufactured
and ready for distribution here in the East. — Peter Milne. .
Mutt and Jeff Comedies
(Fox — One Reel Each)
IF any exhibitor still needs to be convinced of the value of the
and the
Jefftrick.
cartoon
The in
Lion
Tamer
the
reelMutt
to turn
Muttcomedies,
goes to "dress
a lion
skin" tois play
the part of the beast in a lion-taming act, while Jeff is to crack
the whip and put him through the paces. Before Mutt returns a
real lion comes up to Jeff and when the little fellow believes him
his partner in comedy there is naturally a lot of ridiculously funny
complications and action as a result. The technique of these cartoons cannot be praised too highly, while the plots contrived by
the artist are just the things. — Peter Milne.
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Advance
Information
on
Coming
Releases
All forthcoming film, including features and short subjects from all the regular and independent producers, are conveniently arranged
for accurate rapid service to exhibitors. All film issued for period preceding February 9 are noted in pages immediately following.
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS
(See Universal Exchanges)
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchanges)
Feb. 10 — Salvation Sue
Feb.
Four of a Home
Kind
'
Feb. 2417 —— Welcome

1
11

EXHIBITORS MUTUAL EXCHANGES
Feb. 9 — Diana of the Green Van (Alma Rubens)
Feb. 16 — Shadows (Sessue Hayakawa)
Feb. 23— What Every Woman Wants (All Star Cast)

5
5
5

FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
PARAMOUNT
Feb. 9 — -Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (Marguerite Clark) 5
Feb. 9 — Two Brides (Lina Cavalieri)
5
Feb.
(Charles Ray)
Feb. 169—
— The
Boots Sheriff's
(DorothySon Gish)
55
Feb. 16 — You Never Saw Such a Girl (Vivian Martin)
5
Feb. 23 — Maggie Pepper (Ethel Clayton)
.5
Feb. 23 — Pain in Full (Pauline Frederick)
5
Feb. 23 — The Winning Girl (Shirley Mason)
5
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Feb. 16 — False Faces (Henry B. Walthall)
5
SUCCESS SERIES (Re-issues)
Feb. 9 — Belladonna (Pauline Frederick)
5
Feb.
16 —— Are
Puddin'
Wilson (John
(Special
Cast)
55
Feb. 23
You Head
a Mason?
Barrymore)
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Feb. 16 — The Pullman Porter (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
2
SENNETT COMEDIES
Feb. 9 — Rip and Stitch — Sailors
2
Feb. 23 — West Lynne with Variations
2
BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Feb. 9 — War Brides
1
Feb. 16 — Hand Grenades
1
Feb. 23 — A Kid Railroad
1
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Feb. 169—— War
St. Dunstan's
Blind
Feb.
Women ofHappy
England
11
Feb. 23— London Plays Ball
1
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
STANDARD PICTURES
Feb. 9 — The Man Hunter (William Fa mum
5
Feb 23 — The Siren's Song (Theda Bara)
5
VICTORY PICTURES
Feb. 162—— The
Hell Forbidden
Roarin' Reform
Mix)
55
Mch.
Room (Tom
(Gladys
Brockwell)
Mch. 16 — Never Say Quit (George Walsh)
5
EXCEL PICTURES
Feb. 9 — The Love Auction (Virginia Pearson)..
Feb. 23 — Smiles (Jane and Katherine Lee)
THE GREAT NINE (Re-issues)
Feb. 9 — The Soul of Broadway (Valeska Suratt)
Feb. 16 — The Darling of Paris (Theda Bara)
Feb. 23 — Hoodman Blind (William Farnum)
SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Feb. 9— A Roman Cowboy (Tom Mix)
?
Feb. 23— Money Talks
2
Mch. 9— Six-Cylinder Love (Tom Mix)
.2->
Mch. 23 — His Musical Sneeze
Apr. 6 — A Soft Tenderfoot (Tom Mix)
2
Apr. 20 — The House of Terrible Scandal
2
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Feb. 9 — The Bearded Lady
1
Feb. 16 — Five Thousand Miles on a Gallon of Gas
1
GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
1
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic
1
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
SPECIALS
Mch. 2 — The Border Legion (Blanche Bates-Hobart Bosworth) 6
STAR SERIFS
Feb. 16 — Sis Hopkins (Mabel Normand)
5
Feb. 23 — The Woman on the Index (Pauline Frederick)
5
Mar. 9— The Brand (Rex Beach Cast
)
.7

BENNISON SERIES
Mch. 9 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
. ..5
Mch. 23 — High Pockets (Louis Bennison)
5
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Feb. 9 — Have Another ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
Feb. 23 — A Master of Music ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
2
GO-GET-'EM POTTS SERIES
Mch. 9 — The New Breakfast Food (
)
2
Mch. 23 — The Potum of Swat (
)
2
Apr. 6 — The Midnight Alarm (
)
2
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Feb. 10 — Canada's Mountain of Tears
1
Feb.
Spirit that Won" was Born
11
Feb. 2417 —— Where
Rough "The
Stuff
HODKINSON CORPORATION,
(See Pathe Exchanges)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS,
(See Universal Exchanges)

W. W.

INC.

METRO EXCHANGES
Feb. 10 — As the Sun Went Down (Edith Storey)
Feb. 17 — Johnny on the Spot (Hale Hamilton)
Feb. 24 — Peggy Does Her Darndest (May Allison)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
— Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
(See Metro Exchanges)

5
5
5
7

PATHE EXCHANGES
Feb. 9— Todd of the Times (Frank Keenan)
5
Feb. 23—
Old Maid's
Baby (Baby
Marie Osborne)
Mar.
2 — The
Common
Clay (Fannie
Ward- Astra)
75
W. W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
Feb. 10. — Come Again Smith (J. Warren Kerrigan)
S
MADE IN AMERICA (Series)
(Eight One-Reel Episodes)
Feb. 17 — First Episode.
Feb. 24 — Second Episode.
Mch. 3— Third Episode.
Mch. 10 — Fourth Episode.
Mch. 17 — Fifth Episode.
Mch. 24 — Sixth Episode.
Mch. 31 — Seventh Episode.
Apr.
— Eighth Episode.
ROLIN COMEDIES
Feb. 9— Ask Father (Herbert Lloyd)
.1
Feb. 16— Toto's Troubles (Toto)
1
Feb. 23— On the Fire (Herbert Lloyd)
1
Mar. 2— Hoot Mon (Stan Laurel)
1
THE LIGHTNING RAIDER (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Pearl White; Produced by Astra)
Feb. 9— Sixth, The Mystic Box
2
Feb. 16 — Seventh, Meshes of Evil
2
Feb. 23— Eighth, The Cave of Dread
2
Mar. 2 — Ninth, Falsely Accused
2
THE TERROR OF THE RANGE (Serial)
(SevenProduced
Two-Reelby Episodes
Diando) Starring George Larkin and Betty Compson ;
Feb. 9— Second, The Hidden Chart
2
Feb. 16— Third, The Chasm of Fear
2
Feb. 23— Fourth, The Midnight Raid
2
Mch. 2 — Fifth, A Threat from the Past
2
Mch. 9 — Sixth, Tangled Tales
2
Mch. 16— Seventh, Run to Earth
2
NEWS AND REVIEW REELS
Mondays — Official War Review
1
Wednesdays
— PatheNews
News
\
!!!!»!!*. A1
Saturdays — Pathe
SELECT EXCHANGES
Feb. —Romance and Arabella
Talmadge)
5
Feb. — The Belle of New York (Constance
(Marion Davies)
5
Feb. — Children of Banishment
(Mitchell
Lewis)..
.
.
5
Feb. — The World to Live In (Alice Brady)
5
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TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
Feb. 9 — Secret Marriage (Mary MacLaren)
Feb. 16 — Child of M'sieu (Baby Marie Osborne)
Feb. 23— Breezy Jim (Crane Wilbur)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
BLUEBIRDS
Feb. 10 — The Millionaire Pirate (Monroe Salisbury)
Feb. 17 — The Sealed Envelope (Fritzi Brunette)
UNIVERSAL SPECIALS
Feb. 10 — Creaking Stairs (Marv MacClaren)
Feb. 24 — Rose of the Night (Priscilla Dean)
JEWELS
Feb. 10 — The Heart of Humanity (Dorothy Phillips)
L-KO COMEDIES
Feb. 17— Call the Cops (Billy Armstrong)
CENTURY COMEDIES
Feb. 10 — Behind the Front (Alice Howell)
NESTOR COMEDIES
Feb. 10 — Mixed Wives (William Farney)
Feb. 17 — Them Eyes (Ben Wilson-Neva Gerber)
LYON-MORAN COMEDIES
Feb. 10— Up the Flue
Feb. 17 — His Body for Rent
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS
Feb. 9 — A Proxy Husband (Violet Mersereau)
Feb. 16 — Tapering Fingers (Ridgeway)
THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Eddie Polo)
Feb. 10— Thirteen, A Plunge for Life
Feb. 17 — Fourteenth, Flames
THE RED GLOVE (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Marie Walcamp)
Mch. 17 — First, The Pool of Mystery
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Sundays — Current Events (International)
Tuesdays — Hearst News (International)
Thursdays — Screen Telegram (International)....
Saturdays — New Screen Magazine (Universal)
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
Feb. 17—
10— Fortune's
Child (Harry
(GladysT.Leslie)
Feb.
Silent Strength
Morey)
Feb. 24 — The Lion and the Mouse (Special-Alice Joyce)
Mch. 3— The Girl Problem (Corinne Griffith)
Mch. 10— The Wishing Ring Man (Bessie Love)
Mch. 17 — A Gentleman of Quality (Earle Williams)
Mch. 24 — Miss Dulcie from Dixie (Gladys Leslie)
Mch. 31 — Fighting Destiny (Harry T. Morey)
BIG V COMEDIES
Feb. 10 — -Soapsuds and Sap-Heads
Feb. 17 — Scamps and Scandal
THE MAN OF MIGHT (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring William Duncan)
— First, The Riven Flag
— Second, The Leap Through Space
— Third, The Creeping Death
— Fourth, The Gripping Hand
—Fifth, The Human Shield
— Sixth, The Height of Torment
— Seventh, Into the Trap
— Eighth, The One Chance
— Ninth, The Crashing Horror
— Tenth, Double Crossed
— Eleventh, The Ship of Dread
Twelfth, TheTheVolcano's
—— Thirteenth,
Flood ofPrey
Despair
— Fourteenth, The Living Catapult
— Fifteenth, The Rescue
WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
WORLD PICTURES
Feb.
Feb. 10—
17 — Mandarin's
Courage for Gold
Two (Kittv
(CarlvleGordon)
Blackwell)
Feb. 24 — The Moral Deadline (June Elvidge)
Mch. 3 — Crook of Dreams (Louise Huff)
Mch. 10 — The Unveiling Hand (Kitty Gordon)
Mch. 17 — The Hand Invisible (Montagu Love)
Mch. 24 — Hit or Miss (Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley)
Mch. 31 — The Love Defender (June Elvidge)
KINOGRAMS (News Reels)
Tuesdays — Kinograms
Saturdays — Kinograms

Picture

News

Releases

S
5
5

ALL FILM RELEASES
PREVIOUS TO FEBRUARY 9
Including
features and short subjects from all the regular and independent producers for long period back.

5
5

AMERICAN FILM COMPANY,
(See Pat he Exchanges)

6
S

ARTCRAFT PICTURES
(See Famous Players-Lasky Exchanges)

9

BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Vigilantes

2
2

INC.

BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS
(See Universal Exchanges)

1
1

BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES
(See General Film Exchanges Through Sherry Service)

1
1

CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchange)
Jan. 6 — Five Hundred or Bust
Jan. 13— Oh, Baby!
Jan. 20 — Good Gracious Bobby
Jan. 27 — You Couldn't Blame Her
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Hypocrites

2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
2

55
5
5
5
5
5
5
1
1

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
(Through State Right and Educational Exchanges)
Jan. 31— Bringing the Boys Back Home (Y. M. C. A.)
Feb.
Magazine Screen Supplement
Feb. 31 —— Photoplay
Indian Life
Feb. 10 — An Indian Love Story
:
Feb. 17 — A Day with Carranza
Feb. 24 — What Is a Mexican?
Mar. 3 — The Washington Air Patrol
BRUCE SCENICS
1 — The Tides of Yesterday
2 — Tales
'Tis Tough
Be Timber
Tender
3—
of the toTall
45—— ATheWeeWanderer
Bit Odd
and the Whoozitt
6— The River Grav and the River Green
78—— The
Restless
Three
Sundown
9 — Separate Trails
10— Frozen Thrills
11 — The Lonesome Pup
12 — Scenic Succotash
13— The Wolf of the Tetons
14 — Nature — Rest and Motion
15 — Horizon Hunters
16— The High Horse
17— The Pale Pack Train
18 — Nature — Hot and Cold
19 — Men Met in the Mountains
20 — Before Breakfast

f
1
t
1
t

i
II
1
1
1
I

1
11
-J1
1
11
1
1
jJ
j
'
J
J
J
1
1
>

EXHIBITORS MUTUAL EXCHANGES
Dec. 30 — All of a Sudden Norma (Bessie Barriscale).
Jan.
—— Life's
(William Desmond)
jj
Jan.
Bonds aofFunny
HonorProposition
(Sessue Hayakawa)
Jan.
— Hoop-La (Billie Rhodes)
|
Jan.
— The Eleventh Commandment (Ralph Ince Production) 9
Feb.
B. Walthall)
J*
Feb. —Long
— Tricks Lane's
of FateTurning
(Bessie(Henry
Barriscale)
STRAND COMEDIES
Jan. 5 — Accidental Heroes (Elinor Field)
J
Jan. 12 — Some Mother (Elinor Field)
j
Jan. 19 — No Man's Land
;
j
Jan.
26 — Easy Payments
'.
J
ROTHACKER
OUTDOORS
Dec. 1 — Peaks, Parks and Pines
j
Dec. 8 — A Maori Romance
j
Dec. 15 — Vacation Land
J
Dec. 22 — Hitting the Pike
}
Dec. 29 — High and Hungry
-1
'
and Totem Poles
Teetotalers,
Jan. 155—— Geesers
Jan.
and Tea
Geysers
I

February
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FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
ARTCRAFT
Feb. 2— Breed of Men (William S. Hart)
5
PARAMOUNT
Feb. 2— Hard Boiled (Dorothy Dalton)
5
Feb. 2 — Happy Though Married (Enid Bennett)
5
SUCCESS SERIES (Re-Issues)
Feb. 2 — The Crucible (Marguerite Clark)
5
ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Jan. 5— Camping Out (Roscoe " Fattv " Arbuckle)
2
DREW COMEDIES
Feb. 2 — Romance and Rings (Mr. and Mrs. Sidnev Drew)
2
FLAGG COMEDIES
Feb. 2 — One Every Minute (Montgomery Flagg Film)
2
SENNETT COMEDD2S
Jan. 26 — Never Too Old (Mack Sennett Film)
2
BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Feb. 2 — Winter Sports
1
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Feb. 2 — American Y. M. C. A. in London
1
FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGES
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Dec. — Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein)
6
Dec. — A Romance in the Air (Bert Hall-Edith Day)
6
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
Dec. — Her Mistake (Julius Steger Production)
6
Dec.
— Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton Production)
6
Dec. — A Woman's Experience (Bacon-Backer Production) 6
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
My Four Years in Germany (Ambassador Gerard's)
Italy's Flaming Front (Italian Official War Pictures)
Pershing's
Crusaders
Government Feature)
Shoulder Arms
(Charlie(Official
Chaplin)
3
The Romance of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln)
Jan. 5 — Virtuous Wives (Anita Stewart)
5
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
STANDARD PICTURES
Dec. 1512—— Every
Mother's
Son Bara)
(Special Cast)
55
Jan.
The Light
(Theda
Jan. 26 — Woman, Woman (Evelvn Nesbit)
i
VICTORY PICTURES
Jan.
5— Treat
'Em ofRough
(Tom(Gladys
Mix)
55
Jan. 19—
The Call
the Soul
Brockwell)
Feb. 2— Luck and Pluck (George Walsh)
5
EXCEL PICTURES
Jan. 26 — The Girl With No Regrets < Peggy Hyland)
5
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Cleopatra (Theda Bara)
;8
Les Miserables (William Farnum)
.8
A Daughter of the C^ds (Annette Kellerman)
8
Salome (Theda Bara)
8
BIG TIME PICTURES
Nov. 24 — Why I Would Not Marry (Special Cast)
6
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
Nov. 17 — Fan Fan (Special Cast)
Nov. 24 — AH Baba and the Forty Thieves (Special Cast) .....!!]. 55
THE GREAT NINE
Dec. 29— Fighting Blood (William Farnum)
5
Jan. 125—— The
The Regeneration
Serpent (Theda(Special
Bara)
'.'.'.'.55
Jan.
Cast)
Jan. 19 — The Broken Law (William Farnum)
5
Jan. 26 — Under Two Flags (Theda Bara)
5
Feb. 2— Infidelity (Dr. Rameau's)
5
SUNSHINE AND TOM MIX COMEDIES
Jan. 12 — Hearts and Saddles (Tom Mix)
2
Jan. 26 — Oh, What a Knight
..*".!* 1 "'.2
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Jan. 5 — The Lion Tamer
Tan. 12 — Here and There
Tan. 26
19—— The
Hula Tough
Cabaret
...'.'!"!!]"!
Jan.
Dog-gone
Luck
Feb. 2— Landing An Heiress
,
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
God'sOwnManUnited
(H. B.
War
ner)
My
States
(Special
Cast)
Through Metro9
Once to Every Man
(Tack
Sherrill)
GARS ON-NEIL AN PRODUCTIONS
for (Blanche
Open l.'arket)
The(Producing
Hushed Hour
Sweet)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)

.9

GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
Conquered Hearts
Behind the Lines in Italy
Triple Trouble (Charlie Chaplin)
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
Out of the Night
Inn of the Blue Moon
Marriage
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES (Sherry Service)
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal)
The Pilatus Railway
Allied War Heroes Arrive in Switzerland
Scrambles in the High Alps
The Riviera of Lake Leman
Lovely Lucerne
The Gornergrat Railway
RAINBOW COMEDD3S
Nearly a Slacker (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
My
Vera-Eddie
Bouldon)
SomeLady's
Judge Slipper
(Lillian(Lillian
Vera-Eddie
Bouldon)
How She Hated Men (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
The Camouflaged Baby (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
The Pipe of Peace (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
Hooverizing (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
AMERICAN RED CROSS
The Historic Fourth of July in Paris
Soothing the Heart of Italy
Of No Use to Germany
Kiddies
of No Hand
Man's ofLand
The Helping
Sicily
Rebuilding Broken Lives
First Aid on the Piave
Victorious
■
Homeward Serbia
Bound
New Faces for Old
Russia a World Problem
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
Jan. 12 — Day Dreams (Madge Kennedy)
Tan. 26 — Shadows (Geraldine Farrar)
Feb. 2— The Bondage of Barbara (Mae Marsh)
BENNISON SERIES
Jan. 19 — Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
Feb. 2— Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U (Louis Bennison)
SPECIALS
For the Freedom of the East (Betzwood)
Rex
Heart of the Sunset
Blue Beach's
Blood
Honor's
Cross
Social Ambition
The Manx-Man
For the Freedom of the World
CAPITOL COMEDIES
Jan. 12 — You Know What I Mean ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
Jan. 26 — The Big Idea ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Jan. 13— What Uncle Sam Will Do for Two Cents
Jan. 20 — The Truth About the Liberty Motor
Jan. 27— Hang It All
Feb. 3 — Carrying Old Glory to the Seven Seas
HODKINSON, W. W., CORPORATION
(See Pathe Exchanges)
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
(See Film Clearing House Exchanges)
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Human Clay (Mollie King)
Life or Honor (Leah Baird-James Morrison)
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
(See General Film Exchanges)
METRO EXCHANGES
Jan. 6— The Spender (Bert Lytell)
Jan. 13— The Gold Cure (Viola Dana)
Tan. -20 — The Divorcee (Ethel Barrymore)
Jan. 27 — In for Thirty Days (May Allison)
Feb. 3— Faith (Bert Lytell)
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
Pals First (Harold Lockwood)
The Great Victory (Special Cast)
The Great Romance (Harold Lockwood)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
Revelation (Nazimova)
Toys of Fate (Nazimova)
Eye for Eye (Nazimova)

6
6
5

5
6
5
5
S
7
67
77
7
7
2
2
1
1
1
1

5
7

5
5
5
5
5
6
6
7
7
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NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
(See Metro Exchanges)
PATHE EXCHANGES
Dec. 15 — The Narrow Path (Fannie Ward-Astra)
5
Dec. 1229—— The
Dolly's
Vacation
MarieKeenan)
Osborne-Diando) 55
Tan.
Midnight
Stage(Baby
(Frank
Jan. 26 — A Vagabond of France (Henri Krauss)
4
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Dec. 29 — Fair Enough (Margarita Fisher)
5
Jan. 19 — When a Man Rides Alone (William Russell)
5
Feb. 2— The Amazing Imposter (Mary Miles Minter)
5
HODKINSON, W. W., CORPORATION
Dec. 2 — The Goddess of Lost Lake (Louise Glaum)
5
Dec. 16 — Two Gun Betty (Bessie Barriscale)
S
Dec. 30 — The Challenge Accepted (Zena Keefe)
5
Jan. 6 — The Drifters (J. Warren Kerrigan)
5
Jan. 20— The Law that Divides (Kathleen Clifford)
5
Jan. 27— Fighting Through (E. K. Lincoln)
6
ROLIN COMEDIES
Jan. S — Do You Love Your Wife? (Laurel)
1
Jan. 12— Wanted, 5,000 (Herbert Lloyd)
1
Jan.
Love's Young
Dream (Laurel)
(Goulding)
11
Feb. 192 —— Hustling
for Health
POST TRAVEL SERIES
Jan. 5— Japan of Today (2)
1
Jan. 12 — Shanghai
1
THE LIGHTNING RAIDER (Serial)
(FifteenOland,
Two-Reel
Astra Serial Starring Pearl White, Warner
Henry Episodes
Gsell)
Jan. 5 — First, The Ebony Block
3
Jan. 12 — Second, The Counterplot
2
Jan. 19— Third, Underworld Terrors
2
Jan. 26 — Fourth, Through Doors of Steel
2
Feb. 2 — Fifth, The Brass Key
2
THE TERROR OF THE RANGE (Serial)
(Seven Produced
Two-Reelby Episodes
Diando) Starring George Larkin and Bessie Compson ;
Feb. 2 — First, Prowlers of the Night
2
NEWS AND REVIEW REELS
Mondays — Official War Review
1
Wednesdays — Pathe News
1
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
SELECT EXCHANGES
Jan. — Who Cares (Constance Talmadge)
5
Jan. — Cheating Cheaters (Clara Kimball Young)
5
Jan.
—
The
Indestructible
Wife
(Alice
Brady)
5
SPECIALS
The One Woman (Special Cast)
6
The
Cavell Case
(Julia(Ince
Arthur)
'.
55
The Midnight
Patrol
Production)
Ruling Passions (Julia Dean-Edwin Arden)
5
The Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
5
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
(See General Film Exchanqes Outside New York State)
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORPORATION (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois, Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The
Lover
•
'
PublicMad
Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
Hearts of the World
The Crucible of Life
Nine-tenths of the Law
The Belgian
The Zeppelin's
Last Raid
Those
Who Pay
Just a Woman
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (NEW YORK STATE)
The Woman Who Dared
7
The Libertine
6
Babbling Tongues
7
Married in Name Only
6
Her Bargain
6
AHuman
Man's Clay
Law
,
55
One Law for Both
8
Sins of Ambition
7
A Slacker's Heart
7
Cleopatra
5
The Lonesome Trail
5
Mothers of Liberty
6
Gaumont News and Graphic
Jester Comedies (Tweed Dan) once a month
2
The Silent
Mysteryand(Serial
in Fifteen
Two-Reel Episodes (Francis Ford
Mae Gaston
Rosemary
Theby
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
Jan. 26 — Unto tht End (Cane Wilbur)
5
Feb. 2 — Restless S«uls (Alma Rubens)
5

UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
(See World Film Exchanges)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS
Jan. 6 — The Nature Girl (Mersereau)
5
Jan. 13 — The Craving (Francis Ford)
5
Jan.
20—
The
Game's
Up (Ruth
Clifford)
55
Jan.
27—
Who
Will
Marry
Me
(Carmel
Myers)
Feb. 3 — Sue of the South (Edith Roberts)
5 1
SPECIAL PRODUCTIONS
Jan. 13 — After the War
5
Jan. 27 — Roped (Harry Carey)
6
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Nov. 4— The Yellow Dog
6
Nov. 18 — Borrowed Clothes (Mildred Harris
6
Feb. 10— The Heart of Humanity (Phillips)
9
I-KO COMEDIES
Jan. 1 — Klever Kiddies
2
Jan. 8— Fools and Duals (Sterling)
2
Jan. 15 — Charlie the Little Dare Devil
2 i
Jan. 22— The Freckled Fish (Novak)
2
Jan.
27
—
It's
a
Bird
(Mann)
2
Feb. 5 — Hop, the Bell Hop (Armstrong)
2 J
NESTOR COMEDIES
Jan.
She Wasn't
But (Forde)
11 ]
Jan. 136—— Mixed
Nuts Hungry,
(Molly Malone)
Jan. 20 — Only a Janitor (Beery)
1 I
Jan. 27 — He was No Ladv (Vernon)
14
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS..
Jan. 4— The Secret Peril (Helen Gibson)
2 I
Jan. 11 — Rosalind at the Gate (Stonehouse)
2 j
Jan. 18 — The Ghost Girl (Roma Drew)
2
Jan. 25 — The Border Terror (Mitchell)
2
Feb. 2— Sure Shot Morgan (Carev)
21
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
Jan. 6— How's Your Husband?
1I
Jan. 13 — The Strike Breakers
1
Tan. 20 — Sing Rose, Sing
JI
Jan. 27 — Marry My Wife
J
Feb. 3 — Kitchen Police
1
THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS (Serial )
(Fifteen Two- Reel Episodes Starring Eddie Polo.)
Jan. 6— Eighth, The Human Ladder
21
Jan. 13 — Ninth, The Flying Loop
2j
Jan. 20 — Tenth, A Shot for Life
fl
Jan. 27— Eleventh, The Dagger
2]
Feb. 3 — Twelfth, A Strange Escape
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Sundays — Current Events (International) ■
J
Tuesdays — Hearst News (International)
Ji
Thursdays — Screen Telegram (International)
J
i
Saturdays — New Screen Magazine (Universal)
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
Jan. 27 — The Enchanted Barn (Bessie Love)
51
Feb. 3 — The Highest Trump (Earle Williams)
5
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDDZS
Jan. 13 — Boobs and Bumps
2
Jan. 20 — Traps and Tangles
2
2
uds
and Fra
Footballs
Jan. 273 —— Love
2
and Lather
Feb.
THE IRON TEST (Serial)
Featuring Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway) fl
(Fifteen
Dec.
23 — Two-Reel
Tenth, InEpisodes
the Coils
y
Pre
Red Mask's
The Span
Dec.
ZZ
or
of Terr
Twelfth, The
6— Eleventh,
Tan. 30—
*
Tan. 13 — Thirteenth, Hanging Peril
«
Jan. 20 — Fourteenth. Desperate Odds
Z
Jan. 27 — Fifteenth, Riding with Death
INC.
WARREN, EDWARD, PRODUCTIONS,
(At State Right Exchanges)
Souls Redeemed
|
Weavers
of Life*
WESTERN IMPORT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Mickey (Mabel Normand)
WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
5
ton)
Jan. 6 — What Love Forgives (Barbara Castle
5|
Blackwell Evelyn Greeley)
in a Hurry
Love Bluffer
13— The
Jan.
Jan. 20—
(June(Carlyle
Elvidge)
Jan. 27— Heart of Gold (Louise Huff)
\
*
Feb. 3 — The Rough Neck (Montagu Love)
SPECIALS
5
Under Four Flags (Official Government Picture)
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
5
Farnum)
Jan. 5 — The Light of Western Stars (Dustin
5
Jan. 26— Adele (Kittv Gordon)
KINOGRAMS (News Reels)
Tuesdays — Kinograms
I
Saturdays — Kinograms
THS WILLIAMS FK1XTIS* OOJtTAST, S1W TOKX
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Star in Dubuque Reopens Under New
Cropper Looks Forward to "Old Timers'
Management
RC. CROPPER of the Bee Hive
Exchange, Chicago, has
UBUQUE'S
well-known
picture house, The Star, will
"
• spent so much timeNight
listening to exhibitors tell of the D shortly reopen under a new management, it is announced.
For several months the Star had been closed as the former
good - old - days, the good-old-time-comedies-that-Keystoneowner, L. J. Little, of Dyersville, had not the time to perused-to-make, that filled the house, broke-the-records, shooksonally direct the theatre.
all-the-seats-loose, and where the-janitor-used-to-sweep-up-theThe Star will be under the management of E. H. Bower,
vest-buttons-and-sell-tbem (said buttons having jumped their
jobs when shook with violent laughter), that he has secured
of Detroit, Mich., who conducts four of that city's leading
motion picture shows. He has purchased the complete holdthe Keystone Liberty films for Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin.
ings of Mr. Little, with the exception of the Bartola orchestra
These films were the ones that made all of our present-day
piano, as it is his intention to install an orchestra to take the
comedy stars. There was Mabel Normand, Roscoe Arbuckle,
place of the mechanical one. Two of the latest type of SimMack Sennett, Mack Swain, Ford Sterling and a host of others.
plex projection machines will be added to the present equipHalf of the present-day wealthy exhibitors owe their fortunes
ment and a continuous show given with no stops made or
to these comedies.
time lost for the changing of reels.
It was the Keystone Comedies that immortalized the Custard
A color scheme of green and white will be carried out in
Pie and the Police "Force, as well as the Encyclopedia of
the decorations of the lobby and two streamers of lights will
hokum - bunkum - foolum - slamum and National funny-bone
be hung out to the great " star " sign outside. New lighting
ticklers.
fixtures will be hung inside the entrance, so that the entire
These films have all been re-edited from the original negafront will present a new appearance when the improvements
are completed.
tives and new prints made, entirely re-titled, revised and
modernized, yet containing the breezy laughter provoking stuff
The inside of the theatre will also be redecorated. A screen,
that made them famous.
»
guaranteed to reflect clear, clean-cut pictures is being put in.
will be several changes made in the seating arrangement.
We may expect to see " Old Timers' Night " and listen to There
It
is
expected that the theatre will be opened during the
the " Good-old-days " chorus. Mr. Cropper is receiving bookfirst part of February. Only first-run pictures of the highest
ings for Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin and reports advance
class will be shown. The location of the Star is ideal and
bookings better and bigger than a Billy Sunday revival.
under proper management, there is no doubt that it can be
.
made a good paying proposition.
War Pictures Retain Popularity in
Dubuque
Booking Change Displeases Fond du Lac
Exhibitors
PICTURES of the war and war pictures have not lost in
popularity in Dubuque, la. " Vive La France," starring
AN announcement from the Paramount Company to the
Dorothy Dalton, drew the biggest crowd to the Grand, Sunday,
effect that Fond Du Las service would be given out of
January 26, that ever turned out to see the noted star. The
Chicago instead of out of Minneapolis on and after February 1
name of the play was the chief drawing power, for anything
has brought a storm of protest from Fond Du Lac picture
French takes in Dubuque, founded and named after a Frenchhouse managers.
man. All afternoon and evening the managers of the theatre
The service out of Minneapolis has been eminently satisfacwere kept busy trying to handle the crowds. The picture was
tory and they want it retained. The service out of Chicago
greeted by the most enthusiastic audience since the showing
they contend will be below the standard that has been established by reason of the Chicago censor board and also because
of " Hearts of the World." They applauded and cheered almost continuously during the showing of the picture.
of the harder film run in that city. Just how far the local
From a dramatic viewpoint the feature was a great success.
managers will get with their protest is ■ still a matter of
The star, Miss Dalton, proved herself to be a finished screen
speculation.
actress; she portrayed all the moods with a sincerity that was
According to Manager Smith of the Bijou the change affects
most convincing. After this production Miss Dalton can be
the entire Fox River Valley and he has yet to find a theatre
placed in the ranks of the foremost screen stars.
manager that is pleased with itiffllfflililllllllllllimilllll^
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Hoo's Hoo in Hoosierdom
Seeing Indianapolis from an Exchange Window

February
Milwaukee

Schedules

15, 1919
Ball for February

15

W-IAT promises to be the biggest " movie " ball ever given
in Milwaukee will be staged at the Auditorium, February
15, according to plans. Not only all of the exhibitors and
those directly interested in the industry are back of it but all
of the vaudeville and legitimate houses.
The main attraction of the ball will be the making of a onereel photoplay in full view of those attending. Plans have
been completed with the Rothaker studios, Chicago, to supply
the entire feature. The Rothaker stage crew will arrive a few
days in advance and build a set on the auditorium stage. The
members of the cast will make up in full view of the spectators
and will then act the piece.
Prominent film men from Wisconsin and Illinois are expected to attend as well as any stars of the screen who happen
to be in Chicago.
Blanche Ring, who will be the headliner at the Majestic
that week, and Laurette Taylor, who will bring " Happiness "
to the Davidson, will be the guests of honor. A band of 40
will provide music.
The following are on the committee in charge of the affair:
Henry Trinz, chairman; Fred C. Seegert, secretary; William
C. Schnell, Earl Rice, Joseph Schwartz, Henry J. Stoerzer,
Charles J. Fox, E. Langemack, George Fischer, and Louis M.
Nahin.

IN ADDITION to its native fame as the city of parades, Indianapolis is
wedging
the "news,
rumor that
" class.
and varied
are theConsolidation
rumors, all
smacking into
of juicy
are nowMany
buzzing
the rounds.
seems to be the burden of gossip and involves two,
or,
mayhap,
the
leading theatres, with a change of personnel in one case at least.fourButof like
unto all rumors " the ticker tells the tale."
AT ITS LAST stated meeting the board of managers unanimously chose
White, of World, as its chairman to fill the unexpired term of Schrader,
who's
done gone.
who had
vice-chairman,
Allison
of Doll-Van
was In White's
upon andstead,
although
the been
vote was
visibly unanimous
there were severalpicked
raucous and untimely remarks
about the meeting being
looking
wasn'tSanta
packed.
feed. isn't any too best
the which
Claushisforbest,
he beingoftheFox,kindly
anyhow; Penrod,
'• MANNY " JACOBS, the go-get-'em from Hoboken, has just staggered
" butter and egg " towns. His kitty coat appears
trip through
in fromthea worse
none
for the the
journey.
BINGHAM AND COHEN, the Colonial and Regent magnates, are spreading themselves with alarming aplomb in the papers these days. Neither
seem to give a rap for the cost of ink, and Bingham openly admits that he
doesn't care when nor how.
DOLL-VAN has grabbed off a tall winner in the shape of sixteen Tom
Mix two-reel Westerns. Mix has been going gTeat guns of late in the
times. The Dollterritory and short stuff seems to be the meat these jolly
Van folks are all primed for the scramble on release date. It looks as if
they had also knocked down some big game in a two-reeler of Roosevelt
with " Teddy " himself in the leading role.
DIVERS strange and unseeming salesmen are at once in our midst, having
for havens theand farmyrrh
away andlands
of Chi.
half-sister,
Cin.what
Bearing
frankincense
sample
bags and
and her
business
cards and
not.
Clothed in four-dollar neckwear and gum shoes. Take heed then, oh
brethren of the show-shop, beware the stranger bearing contracts, for in
the stilly
plies, Flee
with sharpened'pencil
dulcet
gentle
art
of thehours
dottedhe line.
then, oh brethren,andfrom
thiswords,
exotic thecharmer,
heed not his honeyed words. For he means no good to your brethren of
the local exchange, he means nothing in their young lives, no, indeed,
nothing whatsoever.

Metro Picture Gets Praise from Springfield
ONE of the cleverest, classiest and best pictures that Metro
has ever released was " The Gold Cure," shown at the
Lyric in Springfield, 111., on Tuesday and Wednesday, January
21 and 22. Viola Dana was never half so funny as in this picture. In fact, the star has never had many pictures where she
could show her comedy vein. Usually her role is one of
emotion, and it was with happiness that many film fans
watched the " Gold Cure." It is to be hoped that Miss Dana
will do more pictures as enjoyable as this one.
Manager Loper had a big bill on the days mentioned. In
addition to a Lyons-Moran comedy and a War Weekly, an
industrial film was also on the program.

Stage Women's Pictures Shown in Chicago
A GROUP of society women, newspaper people and theatre
owners witnessed a private showing recently in Chicago
of the first four photoplays of the Stage Women's Green Room
series. The showing was given at the Universal Exhibition
Room.
"A Star Overnight," featuring David Belasco; "Winning
His Wife," featuring Cyril Maude and Violet Hemming; "The
Mad Woman," starring Nance O'Neil; "An Adorable Cad,"
which is enacted by a distinguished cast including the late
Shelley Hall, were the features displayed. These productions
are two-reel comedies and dramas, and will be shown at some
of the largest theatres in Chicago very soon.
Twelve productions — one for each month in the year — are
included in this marvelous Stage Women's Green Room series.
Five have been completed — the remaining seven are being produced as rapidly as circumstances will permit. And even now
in the laboratories of the Universal Film Company, selected
by the Stage Women's society to distribute its product all over
the world, prints of the precious negatives are being made.
Presently every Universal exchange in this country and abroad
will be supplied with copies.
All the money raised through the distribution of these dozen
photoplays
is to beandemployed
by thea theatre
Stage Women's
War
Relief in erecting
maintaining
in the Grand
Central Palace Debarkation Hospital No. 5. This, of course,
was explained to the players, and accordingly their services
were placed at the disposal of the committee.

Springfield Rejoices at Excellent Business
IF business continues as good as it has started out for 1919,
this year will surely be the banner one for theatres in Springfield, 111., it is predicted. Barring a bad day now and then,
every theatre in this city has made money since January 1,
and some of them have been going " great guns." Of course
the extra fine weather has something to do with the heavy
patronage, but folks are, generally speaking, in better humor
for entertainment now than they were a year ago, since the
war is over. And a year ago at this time the cold was terrible,
there was lots of snow, and business was poor generally, so
the outlook is far greater for a good year than it was in 1918,
and that wasn't such a bad one, all things considered.

ELGIN moving picture men watch the going of John Barleycorn and greet national prohibition prospects with a grin.
Because the picture theatre is the only place attractive to
men where they can get the same hours' length of entertainment for the same amount of money — or less — that they pitch
over the bar of an evening, the managers believe the dawn of
an increased popularity of the picture is at hand.
Although Elgin has been dry for the past two years, opportunities to gather 'round the foaming bowl were not so few
as one might believe. Trolley trips to adjoining towns made
it the easiest thing in the world for the drink-disposed to spend
a happy — and expensive — evening.

Elgin Exhibitors

Rejoice at Defeat

of Booze
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Happenings

Heard

in Madison

weather in and around Madison has played an important part in pushing the box receipts to a satisfying amount.
This warm wave so unusual for this section is urging people
into the theatres by hundreds. Most of the theatre enthusiasts
have forgotten the " flu " and are more anxious than ever to
" get out and go to a movie."
DURING the past week representatives were in Madison
from Vitagraph, Metro, Pathe, American, Exhibitors Mutual,
Bee Hive, Jewel, General, and among others the representative
of the newest exchange in the territory the Mid-West Distributing Company, Ralph Wettstein's new venture. Wettstein's man was trying to place the Houdini serial in Madison.
Announcement has not been made as yet of the booking of this
serial by any of the local managements.

HAL

SMITH, manager of the Ferry Field theatre, who resigned several days ago, was induced to remain by the board
of directors and a year's contract was signed. The Ferry Field
is, without question, the most profitable neighborhood playhouse in Detroit. The house seats 1,400 people, has a full
orchestra and organ and plays all the big pictures for two
days. Mr. Smith gets first run on some releases and second
or third run on the others.

TO promote even more interest in stars, the Fuller, Grand,
Strand and Majestic theatres ran a contest page in the Sunday edition of the Madison morning paper.

THE new Penniman Allen theatre, Plymouth, opened on
February 1. The house seats 600 people and is one of the
most artistic in the state. It will operate three nights a week
and the best seats are 20 cents.

THE GRAND theatre this past week has given " Romance of
Tarzan " a four day run with a good house at each performance. The opening day was fair and the following 25 per cent
better.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S "Shoulder Arms" will be played
back. The house could not accommodate the crowd at the
initial performance and a big run is expected on the repeat
show. This house announces an early showing of Anita
Stewart's first release on the First National program, " Virtuous Wives."

THE new Ferndale theatre in West Detroit has been leased
by Tom Lancaster of the Grand theatre, Delray and Fred
Williams of the Crescent theatre. The house seats 1,000 and
will open early in March.
MICHIGAN film exchanges have decided to begin a statewide
campaign against exhibitors who " bicycle " their pictures from
house to house, getting a two-day run out of a print for the
price of one, and particularly against state exhibitors who hold
prints over the contract period and show them for additional
days. It is planned to put such exhibitors out of business by
having service refused to them by all the exchanges.

THE New Strand could not begin to accommodate the crowd
seeking admission to see " Sporting Life," which was shown
for three days. The attraction held up a new record.
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STANDING orders on paper have all been cancelled by H. A.
Ross, manager of the Paramount-Artcraft exchange in Detroit on the ground that the system has become so complicated that too many errors occur in making shipments. Hereafter exhibitors of Paramount-Artcraft pictures must send individual order for papers, slides, etc-, and pay in advance for
anything desired.
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THE artistic presentation of Sessue Hayakawa's picture,
" Bonds of Honor," at the Riviera theatre, where it was booked
for a week's run, kept the house packed. Balaban & Katz have
again scored with their artistic foyer decorations, using over
$4,000 worth of Japanese splendor, furnished by the Maeyama
Bros. Importing company, in the shape of teakwood chairs,
bronze lamps, vases, statues and incense burners, which fills
the house with Oriental atmosphere. When last seen, Joe
Koppel, manager, was explaining the intricacies of Japanese
art to a number of the North Shore society people.
THE Mickey Film Corp., which controls the picture " Mickey "
for the State of Illinois, featuring Mabel Normand, is now
working,five prints and expects to shortly use more to fill the
demand.
THE Strand theatre, Warsaw, Ind., formerly called the
" Grand," is now under the management of James Bouras.
J. A. HUMPHREY, covering Indiana out of the Vitagraph
(Chicago) office, is finding it difficult to cover his territory
by automobile and has asked his office to furnish him with an
aeroplane. Mr. Humphrey now claims to have twenty-seven
shows a week working in Fort Wayne, Ind., alone.
MR. AND MRS.
time in Chicago,
Her Smiling " at
rest of the time
work.

SIDNEY DREW have been working overplaying the regular performances of " Keep
the Woods theatre and making pictures the
at 'the Essanay studios. Nothing to do but

LEE HERZ, head of the Silee Film company, Chicago, is back
at his desk after a strenuous New York trip. Mr. Herz says he
will have much to say to the exhibitors soon.
THEDA BARA, featured in Wm. Fox's production, " Salome,"
has been running at the Bandbox theatre, Chicago, at an admission price of 75 cents, to a phenomenal business, with holdouts all day long.
IKE VAN RUNKEL, of the Goldwyn Chicago office, is looking forward to great things for Mabel Normand's new picture, "Sis Hopkins." " Shadows," featuring Geraldine Farrar,
is going big.
JOE FRIEDMAN, of the Celebrated Players, is a happy man.
Answer: The Houdini serial is breaking records. Many Chicago theatres are increasing the number of days for its run.
CRESS SMITH, of the Metro Chicago office, reports that the
Screen Classics production, " The Great Romance," featuring
Harold Lockwood, has been booked by the Rose, Riviera,
Central Park and the Ascher Bros', circuit, and that Nazimova
in her new production, " Out of the Fog," starts a two-weeks'
run at the Rose theatre February 16.
H. C. HOLAH, city salesman of the Vitagraph Chicago office
since his return to the film world, has been meeting with
marked success in selling the Vitagraph offerings. He is looking forward for great things on the forthcoming production of
the " Lion and the Mouse," the big six-reeler, featuring Alice
Joyce.
VIROQUA, WIS., has had but ten nights of movies since October 8. The ban which was lifted from that date (January 1)
has been put on again when the epidemic of influenza broke
out worse than ever. The reports are that the situation looks
uncertain but with a shade in favor of checking the " flu."
Both of the Wiggenton brothers, Ray and Howard, who have
been operators in that little city, were victims of the flu. Both
of these young men were highly respected in their community,
due to the interest they took in their business.
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FRANK REDFIELD, personally known to every exhibitor
and film man in the Central States, and who has been connected with the business since its infancy, has been transferred
from the Chicago Vitagraph office to the management of their
Pittsburgh office, where he is doing a big business. Good
luck, old boy; keep it up.. Your friends in Chicago won't forget you.
WHILE the police were staging a " fake " capture of whisky
blockade runners near Hammond, Ind., at the State line, for
the camera of a movie weekly, recently, an auto with a boy at
the wheel shot out of Illinois into Indiana on Indianapolis
Boulevard. After a long chase it was captured and fifty gallons
of whisky found in the car — not fake — real stuff.
" THE BIRTH OF A RACE," now in the third month of its
continuous run in Chicago, will close February 2 and seek
new pastures. The picture, contrary to predictions made before its opening, has gone over in fine shape and, apparently,
pleased vast numbers of Chicago fans. Originally scheduled
for a short run at the Blackstone, it was found advisable when
the time could not be extended at that theatre to move to the
Playhouse, where it has continued to draw large and appreciative audiences.
JAMES KEOUGH, manager of the Pantheon theatre, Chicago, is a busy
man nowadays.
he installed
Lieut. at
Biese's
orchestra
composed
mostly of Since
soloists,
the business
that
beautiful theatre has gone up and over the top with a bound.
Congratulations, Jim.
CHAS. C. TACKAS, until recently manager of the Rialto theatre, Champagne, 111., has bought the Drake theater, located
on Milwaukee avenue, Chicago, from Dr. A. Zillingen, Jr., and
reports splendid business.
THE ATLAS EDUCATIONAL FILM CO. has absorbed the
Diamond Film Co., Chicago, and taken over their studios, located at 2624 Milwaukee avenue. A house-warming party was
given Saturday evening, February first, at which time Mr. C.
A. Rehm, secretary and general manager of the organization,
entertained all their employes at a dinner at the plant enlivened
by a number of Chicago's well-known entertainers.
ALEXANDER PARK is now traveling through Indiana out
of the Metro Chicago office.
Interesting

Items

of Elgin

" GAME'S UP," with Ruth Clifford, was a much praised showing at the Temple the last week in January. Another that
excited considerable favorable comment was Carmel Myers'
" Who Will Marry Me? "
PICTURE showings of the week of February 2 at the Star
included Dorothy Dalton in " The Price Mark," Douglas Fairbanks in return showing of " Reaching for the Moon," the
Pearl White serial, " The Lightning Raider," and Virginia
Pearson in " Buchanan's Wife."
RETURN showing of " Tarzan of the Apes," which had such
tremendous patronage in first local showing January 19 and
20 at the Orpheum. featured the bill the first week in February.
Other pictures of the week were: Montague Love in "The
Grouch," Emmy Whelen in " Sylvia on a Spree," Edna Mayo
in " Hearts of Love,'.' Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley
in " Hitting the Trail."
" THE ROMANCE OF TARZAN
at the Orpheum, March 5 and 6.
BESSIE BARRISCALE

" is announced for showing

in " The Heart of Rachel " and Ses-
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sue Hayakawa in " Bonds of Honor " were the two leading features of the bill at the Temple the first week in February.
Other pictures shown were "And a Still Small Voice" with
Henry B. Walthall and Fritzie Brunette, the Strand comedy,
" They Did and They Didn't," a Hans and Fritz comedy,
" Heathens' Benefit," Eddie Polo in " Lure of the Circus," Syd
Chaplin in " A Gay Lothario," a Wolfville story, " Tuscom
Jennie," the latest edition of the News Weekly, " The Dead
Shot," the " Screen Telegram," the comedy, " She Wasn't a
Bit Hungry," Current1 Events, and " Peggy Mixes In."
" BRINGING THE BOYS BACK HOME," first of a series of
pictures to be shown at the Star under direction of the local
Y. M. C. A., a two-reel propaganda picture, will be shown at
the Star February 3, 5 and 6. It was issued by the Educational Film Corporation who provide literature and posters to
further its advertising.
RETURN showing of " Amarilly of Clothesline Alley " with
Mary Pickford, is promised Star patrons for a near date. The
picture was shown one day several months ago at the Grand
to most appreciative audiences and Manager Crocker is anticipating big patronage. Erie Williams in " The Highest Trump "
and Mrs. Charlie Chaplin (Mildred Harris) in " For Husbands Only " are booked for near dates also.
THAT Star fans, even the women, are temporarily satiated
with the light comedy-dramas that the war has made so abundant, and sickened for the time being of society productions,
is the belief of Manager Crocker who produces evidence to
this effect in records of western drama showings. These pictures, he reports, are at the present time the most popular of
the varieties he offers, and he anticipated good patronage of
Tom Mix in " Treat 'Em Rough " on February 2 and 3.
Seeing Shows

Around

Dubuque

THE DREAMLAND, the livest and most progressive theatre
at Galena, 111., had a fine lineup of stars and productions for
the program during the week of January 26. On Monday
William S. Hart scored in " Riddle Gawne "; Tuesday's feature
was "The Kingdom of Youth," with fair Madge Kennedy;
on Wednesday Constance Talmadge played in " A Pair of Silk
Stockings"; Norma Talmadge was starred in "The Forbidden
City" on Thursday; "The Death Dance," with Alice Brady,
was the Friday feature, and on Saturday " The Great Love,"
with Lillian Gish and Robert Harron, was presented.
" FLIRTING WITH FATE," with
at the Cozy theatre at Dyersville,
crowded houses. This picture was
the famous comedian has done in

Douglas Fairbanks, played
la., Friday, January 24, to
voted to be one of the best
the past year.

" THE PRIDE OF NEW YORK," with George Walsh, drew
full houses at the Cozy theatre at Dyersville on Sunday,
January
26, at advanced
prices.
The isCozy
has" a On
new this
feature,
that of singing
before the
picture
shown.
day
Messrs. Bernard Luehrsman and Gilbert Walter opened each
performance with the singing of " The Navy Took Them
Over and The Navy Will Take Them Back." They were
accompanied by the pianist, Miss Leonella Steger.
BOTH the Dreamland and Grand theatres at Galena, 111., had
" America's Answer " for the Saturday, January 25, program.
"THE STUDIO GIRL," with Constance Talmadge, was
shown Thursday, January 23, at the Star theatre at Decorah,
la- Good business was reported. On Friday and Saturday
there was an extra special program, " The Turn of the Wheel,"
with Geraldine Farrar, and " The Cook," with Fatty Arbuckle.
Both pictures were very well liked.
THE COZY THEATRE at Dyersville, la., had average to
big business with " The Bondman," one of the William Farnum
successes. The usual week-day prices were charged.
THE three most popular features shown at the Palace theatre

STATES
at Waverly, la., during the week of January 26, were " The
Pursuit of Polly," with Billie Burke; " The Claws of the Hun,"
with
Charles Ray; and "Manhattan Madness," with Douglas
Fairbanks.
THE

BELKNAP THEATRE at Hopkinton, la., has scheduled "The Lightning Raider," with Pearl White, for its next
serial. The first episode will be shown on Thursday, February 13.

" THE QUEEN OF HEARTS," with Virginia Pearson, drew
a record house at the Liberty theatre, Sunday, January 26.
Both the picture and the acting of the star received much
favorable mention.
NORMA TALMADGE again laid siege to the patrons of the
Family theatre when she appeared there on Tuesday, January
28, in " By Right of Purchase," and came out victorious in her
usual manner. Miss Talmadge is one of the few stars who can
be booked by a manager without the fear of poor business, for
in all her long career with Selznick her pictures have never
failed to attract big houses.
CHARLES RAY played at the Grand, Tuesday and Wednesday, January
28 and 29, in " The Law of the North," one of
his best
photoplays.
In and

Around

THE AVENUE THEATRE,
by H. Trinz to C. Godarski.

Milwaukee

Howell avenue, has been sold

I. GETTLESON, former Milwaukee Jewel representative, has
been put in charge of north side sales in Chicago.
EDWARD TRINZ has been appointed assistant manager of
the Universal office.
H. W. PETERS, of the Unity Company, Chicago, was in
Milwaukee recently closing a contract with the club for " The
Accidental Honeymoon " and " The Struggle Everlasting."
JOSEPH RODERICK, manager of Universal, has been given
exclusive control over Wisconsin.
THE UNIVERSAL offices have booked "Vanity Pool" and
" Wildcat of Paris " for the Toy theatre.
THE Hearst News weekly and the Screen Magazine have
been placed in 35 Milwaukee houses.
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG in "Cheating Cheaters" proved
a big drawing card at the Butterfly theatre where it packed
them in January 26 to 29.
THE

Houdini serial has been booked by the Mid-West Distributing Company, Toy Building, for the Empress theatre.
According to Manager Ralph Wettstein of the Mid-West, this
is the first time a Milwaukee burlesque house has used a serial
in connection with its regular attractions. Wettstein has also
booked "Woman" for the Toy theatre.
THEDA BARA in Salome opened an indefinite run at the
Strand, Milwaukee, with a record crowd. The film has had
considerable advance publicity and is expected to pack them in.
HARRY TERRY, formerly with K-E-S-E, is in charge of
the Milwaukee Vitagraph offices.
" WHO is going to pay for my broken display frames smashed
by the crowds trying to see Nazimova in ' An Eye for an
Eye,' " writes Charles Pacini, Kenosha exhibitor, to Jack
Grauman, head of the Metro offices. Managers all over Wisconsin have asked that their Nazimova bookings be extended,
Madison and Kenosha holding the picture over for three days.
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THE CAPITOL does well with Goldwyn pictures, one being
shown on every Monday. Madge Kennedy in " The Danger
Game " was the last one here and drew big business for
Manager Maisel. First-run Triangles are now used at the
Capitol also.
"A DAUGHTER OF THE GODS," Fox-Kellermann feature,
was the attraction at the Amuse-U on Wednesday, January 29.
" LIFE'S GREATEST PROBLEM," with Mitchell Lewis and
Ruby De Remer, will soon play a three days' run at the Gaiety.
" HEARTS OF THE WORLD " finished its run here last
week, making a record of thirty-two performances of the
Griffith spectacle in this city. The management of the Chatterton was very much pleased with the business done on the
return engagement. The success of the run was augmented in
no small measure by the special advertising campaign run in
the daily newspapers here, a campaign said to have been
originated by D. W. himself. The advertising is entirely
original, and has not been duplicated by any theatrical
attraction.
ONE of the biggest surprises that Manager Watts of the
Vaudette ever received in his long life as a showman was the
business done by Lila Lee in " The Secret Garden,." When
Miss Lee played here in October in " Such a Little Pirate "
in " The Secret Garden "
the receipts were low. Her four days
were very good, and everyone was well pleased with the
picture.
OSWALD BUHRE, once pianist at the Vaudette, came to
this city with a crackerjack vaudeville act, and made his old
friends sit up.
MANAGER ED MAISEL, of the Capitol, didn't do a thing
Chaplin in " Shoulder Arms." Busibut clean up with Charlie
ness was capacity from opening to closing time. The Capitol
was the fourth theatre in the city to show the comedian in
his war burlesque.
WARREN HARRISON, former treasurer of the Majestic
theatre, has been discharged from the army and will probably
at the playhouse following a short visit to
resume' his work
Decatur and Chicago.
GUS KERASOTES has booked the Houdini serial for the
Royal theatre.

CAPTAIN HARRIS HICKOX, former owner of the Vogue
theatre, has been discharged from the army and has taken up
his abode in this city once more.
THE EMPRESS, Southside neighborhood theatre, is doing
finely under the new management. Mrs. Duer, a St. Louis
conwoman, is now running the cosy playhouse. Business Fox,
tinues exceptionally fine at 10c. and 15c. admission.
other' program features are used, with specials
Vitagraph
to time.
time and
from
BILLY MASON, brother of J. M. Mason, of the Illinois State
" Hard Boiled "
Dalton
for Dorothy
man Litchfield,
is leading
Journal,
near inhere.
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NEWS of the increased tax admission defeat brought joy to
the management of the Majestic and Chatterton theatres, the
two playhouses to be hit hardest had the new law gone
through. Manager Riordan, of the Majestic, was all smiles
when he learned of the bill's defeat.

THE CAPITOL has booked the Exhibitors' Mutual series,
Must Pay,"
Germany
Whyalso
Princess. "has
on the production,
repeating
by thea
been booked
Screen Classics
Washington street theatre.
THE GAIETY THEATRE, of Springfield, showed D. W.
Griffith's latest Artcraft picture, " A Romance of Happy Val-
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ley." It did well here for four days, and is without doubt one
of the best things that Griffith has ever done. " Cupid's Day
Off," a Sennett comedy with Ben Turpin and Charlie Lynn,
was on the same bill, and it was a good one.
ONE might say the Barrymores had a reunion in Springfield
with Lionel playing at the Chatterton in " The Copperhead,"
Ethel at the Lyric in " The Divorcee," and John at the Vaudette in " Here Comes the Bride."
RECENT attractions at the Princess include Billie Rhodes
in " The Girl of My Dreams," which was presented here
January 29 and 30; Mae Murray came on January 31 and
February 1 in " Danger, Go Slow," and Harold Lockwood
followed for three days in " The Great Romance."
" THE RED GLOVE," new Universal serial with Marie Walcamp, has been booked by Louis Kerasotes for the Savoy.
THE GAIETY has contracted for the new Mary Pickford
productions to be released by First National Exhibitors. This
includes " Come Out of the Kitchen," " Daddy Long-Legs "
and " Pollyanna " Harry Weiss closed the deal.
MANAGER RIORDAN, of the Majestic, told Motion Picture News' correspondent that the week of January 19-25 was
the biggest in the history of the theatre, breaking all previous
records for attendance and amount of money paid at the box
office. This, of course, excepts State Fair Week, which always
means capacity at every performance.
" SPORTING LIFE " came to the Gaiety for a run, starting
Sunday, February 2. It was followed by Geraldine Farrar in
" Shadows," which will in turn be succeeded by William
Faversham in " The Silver King."
THE PRINCESS had a fine week, January 19-25, according
to a statement by Adolph Kunz, one of the owners. The first
three days went to Mary Boland and Lucy Cotton in " The
Pr.odigal Wife," a special production; Wednesday and Thursday brought Marguerite Marsh in " Conquered Hearts," and
on Friday and Saturday, Bessie Barriscale was seen in " All
of a Sudden
her Rawlinson
first Mutual
Exhibitors'
Priscilla
Dean Norma,"
and Herbert
followed
in the booking.
Bluebird
feature, " Kiss or Kill," and the theatre turned them away on
the opening day, Sunday, January 26.
" THE GIRL WITH NO REGRETS," Fox picture with
Ethel Barrymore in " The Divorcee " and
Peggy Hyland,
"Woman!
Woman!" with Evelyn Nesbit were the attractions
at the Lyric for the week of February 2-8.
IF someone can tell Ben Rovin of the Amuse-U how he can
make his theatre larger, or in some way help him accommodate
the large crowds that he is forced to turn away, Ben will be
delighted. For the past six months the Amuse-U has been
making and breaking attendance records with great regularity.
Ben attributes his success to giving the public what it wants,
and in this case the Fox program, together with Hart, Fairbanks and specials, seems to be doing the trick. William
Farnum, Theda Bara, George Walsh and Tom Mix are surefire hits at the Amuse-U and when the lobby display shows
any of these stars coming — it is a clean-up day for jovial Ben.
OVER 11,000 paid admissions were recorded by the Chatterton
during the repeat engagement, of " Hearts of the World."
LOUIS KERASOTES has a big day every day at the Savoy,
and the biggest trouble he has in the world is trying to figure
out how he is going to take care of all his patrons who want
to see his show every Sunday. If Louie had a place as big
as the Hippodrome maybe he could, but as the Savoy is only
an ordinary-sized picture show, there is no chance-
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" DOUG " FAIRBANKS in " Bound in Morocco " made a
genuine hit with Bijou patrons Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, January 27, 28 and 29. It was practically a capacity business all the way through. In this connection it may be stated
that the last week' in January showed more satisfactory box
office receipts at this theatre. The " flu " scare has been dissipated by the lifting of the ban on public dances and the motion
picture fans are again coming into their own.
CHARLES RAY in " Playing the Game " was the feature at
the Bijou, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, January 30, 31, and
February 1. This thrilling story went well at the opening
performance and gained in popularity through the entire
engagement.
THE war pictures are down and out in Fond du Lac. The last
theatre to let go of them is the Idea. " The public simply
doesn't want any more war subjects," declared Manager Vollert. " The war is over and motion picture fans are interested in more pleasant subjects." The Idea has introduced a
series of variety pictures that has proven popular.
"HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS," a new adventure story
featuring Bert Lytell, proved a winner at the Idea, Monday
and Tuesday, January 27 and 28.
WILLIAM
"The
thrilling
mance madeFARNUM
new friendsin for
thatPlunderer,"
film star ata the
Idea roon
Wednesday and Thursday, January 29 and 30. The week
at the Idea was rounded out by Wm. S. Hart in his masterpiece, "The Cold Deck," appearing Friday, January 31 and
Saturday, February 1.
THE BIJOU THEATRE became a temporary annex of
Plymouth Congregational Church, Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, February 3, 4 and 5, when the Priscilla Society
of that church sponsored the offering, Elsie Ferguson in
Henrik Ibsen's " A Doll's House."
"Tarzan of the Apes" Does Well in Elgin
"■"TARZAN OF THE APES," which had its first showing
in Elgin, 111., Wednesday and Thursday, January 22 and
23, turned away hundreds.
They were the hundreds unable to get into the jam at the
Orpheum and see the picture.
Swarms of film fans, regular and casual, thronged the theatre
for matinee and evening shows on those two days, making
record box office receipts for the Orpheum, praising the pictures and demanding return showing of the first " Tarzan "
picture and showing soon of its sequel, " The Romance of
Tarzan."
To accommodate the disappointed folks, Manager Henry P.
Rorig will bring back " Tarzan " at the first possible date he
can book it. He has promised " The Romance of Tarzan "
that soon alsoThe popularity of the picture was inspired considerably,
Manager Rorig believes, by the display with which he advertised the picture in a vacant store window next his theatre.
He converted it into a miniature jungle. He used quantities
of oak boughs with brown leaves still on them, artificial palms,
straw carpet, stuffed animals and birds and a cage of two live
monkeys, borrowed from a local park menagerie. Crowds of
enthralled youngsters were to be found fascinated before the
window all day long, and older folks stopped as they passed —
or made special trip over on Du Page street — to watch and
laugh at the monks' manoeuvers.
The hit scored by " Tarzan " was a duplication of that scored
the previous week by " Shoulder Arms " at the Star, a fact that
encourages Elgin managers to believe that the town will support such features at near intervals.

—

THREE days of splendid business was the result of the showing of " Johanna Enlists," with Mary Pickford, which was
presented at the Grand in Dubuque, Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday, January 22, 23 and 24. Of all the pictures in
which Miss Pickford has played this one was liked the best by
Dubuquers. There was nothing exciting or thrilling about the
play — it was just a human little story, with laughs galore and
a tear or two. One of the reasons that it drew so well was
because Manager McClay advertised it as a military photoplay
and they always draw exceptionally well.
" MONEY MAD," with Mae Marsh, was the attraction at the
Princess theatre in Dubuque, Wednesday and Thursday, January 22 and 23. The picture played to big and average houses
the first and second nights respectively.
CARLYLE BLACKWELL was the featured player at the
Dreamland theatre, January 22 and 23, in " Hitting the Trail."
Mr. Blackwell did some of his best work in this picture. Another noteworthy thing about the feature was the acting of
Evelyn Greeley, who played the leading feminine role. The
photoplay was well liked and attracted a goodly number to
the theatre during its engagement.

"PETTICOATS AND POLITICS," with Anita King, was
liked so well by the patrons of the Liberty theatre, where it
was shown Wednesday, January 22, that they persuaded Manager Wilbur to hold it over the next day. On both days he
did a rushing business.
THOMAS MEIGHAN is becoming almost as popular in
Dubuque as the stars he supports. When " Arms and the
Girl," starring Billie Burke, was shown at the Family theatre
on Wednesday, January 22, Manager Yount advertised Thomas
Meighan as a co-star, and the way it increased business was
surprising. Not only the theatre's regular patrons were there
in numbers, but many people from the other end of town
attended. The picture was very well directed, the acting of
the stars up to their usual standard and the plot most entertaining. Pictures on this order increase the patronage of a
theatre.

"THE WIDOW'S MIGHT,"
to the Princess theatre Friday
25. As a woman impersonator,
is well liked and his followers
women, but also a great many

starring Julien Eltinge, came
and Saturday, January 24 and
Mr. Eltinge has no equal. He
number not only hundreds of
men.
/

'HEADIN' SOUTH," with Douglas Fairbanks, brought
Manager Yount, of the Family theatre, excellent business on
Thursday, January 23. It was a good thing that the weather
was not intensely cold, as there were great crowds standing
out on the sidewalk during the evening.
THE DREAMLAND had Emmy Wehlen in "Sylvia on a
Spree " for the Friday and Saturday, January 24 and 25, program. The star is quite well known in this locality, so the
picture drew good houses.

"THE BEAST OF BERLIN" played at the Family theatre
for two days, January 24 and 25. The noted Jewel production
proved to be a big business getter, notwithstanding that it had
a highly successful week's engagement at the Majestic several
months before. The Friday attendance at the Family was
very good, while that of Saturday was even better.
WEATHER in Dubuque continues to be ideal for the motion
picture business. Every theatre is very well attended; the
houses are always full. The Grand and the Princess are being
patronized more than ever, as are the other theatres. The
Grand has gone in for extensive advertising, and the other
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theatres are also beginning to realize the advantages of good
ads. The Grand has added a press agent to their staff and
has made an arrangement to increase their ads to an extent
that they are entitled to a fair amount of reading matter, not
in the form of a reader, but like a general news story. It
appears to be working out finely as there is a very noticeable
gain in attendance.
" FAN FAN," the William Fox extravaganza which was the
program at the Dreamland theatre Sunday and Monday, January 26 and 27, played to only fair houses both days. This
was all the more surprising for the Dreamland is noted for its
usual Sunday capacity houses.

a Sudden Norma." The trio of stars are immensely popular
with Elgin audiences and the Temple is expecting big houses
with all of these events.
WITH " finals " week of examinations in the public schools
in the late week of January 12 and early week of January 19,
the patronage of young people and school children noticeably
swelled the attendance at Elgin theatres.
NORMA TALMADGE in "The Forbidden City" was tremendously complimented by the many who saw the picture
at the Grand on Friday and Saturday, January 17 and 18.
They were enthusiastic over both her acting and the beautiful
settings of the picture, rating it one of the most appealing and
enjoyable showings booked there in the past several weeks.

THE FAMILY THEATRE had Dorothy Dalton in "Flare
Up Sal " for the Sunday, January 26, program. The afternoon
houses were about average, but the evening crowds more than
made up for the afternoon. Miss Dalton has steadily been
rising in popularity at the Family theatre ever since her famous
" Love Letters." Her next production is being eagerly awaited.
Interesting Items

"MRS. LEFFING WELL'S BOOTS" drew out two days'
houses that rollicked with laughter over the pretty clothes and
perplexities in screen life of Constance Talmadge. It was
shown at the Grand on Monday and Tuesday, January 20 and
21, to big houses. Elgin is growing more and more fond of
Constance Talmadge, but are inclined to be critical of the
man who has been playing opposite her in her late pictures.

of Elgin

Detroit

Exhibitors Stage Shows Under
Difficulties
DETROIT exhibitors have been up in arms over new and
drastic rules just promulgated by J. C. McCabe, commissioner of buildings, who has recently taken office. Mr.
McCabe sent notice to every theatre that no furniture could
be placed in the foyers unless it was securely fastened to the
floor, that after all seats in the house have been sold no one
is to be permitted to stand either in the theatre or in the lobby
and that all signs displayed in front must be at least 12 feet
above the pavement. Some of the exhibitors have obeyed the
instructions, but a great number have not. Those who have
obeyed have held their patrons out on the street, with the
result that thousands have been turned away because they
would not wait outside in the cold.

HOUDINI in "The Master Mystery" series shown first at
the Temple on Thursday, January 28, brough! considerable
agreeable praise to the ears of Manager William M. Fay.
The first showing of the serial made a great hit and its popularity promises to increase with successive showings. Manager Fay considers the picture an exceptional feature and is
more than satisfied with his booking of it and his first attempt
to step into " big city " pace.
PRISCILLA DEAN in "The Wildcat of Paris" is one of
the super-productions booked for the Temple for February 11.
For Tuesday and Wednesday, February 4 and 5, Manager
Fay secured the Bessie Barriscale late release, " The Heart of
Rachel." On February 7 the picture in which Sessue Hayawaka plays a dual role, " Bonds of Honor," was shown at the
Temple. Bessie Barriscale came again February 9 in " All of
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THE Film Exchange Board of Trade of San Francisco, at
a recent meeting, took action in opposition to the proposed Government tax of 5 per cent on film rentals. Later
the United Motion Picture Industries of Northern California
composed of exchanges and theatremen took up the campaign.
It has long beeri asserted that the motion picture industry has
been taxed to the limit. Now there is no further plan of raising the tax on admission to legitimate theatres but the effort
is being made to place a new 5-cent tax on pictures. San
Francisco owners of picture houses say that the added tax
would compel them to raise their prices and would put some
of them out of business. It is also alleged that the proposed
tax would be a discrimination against the theatres. At the
meeting of the film men on the 27th inst it was decided to
put four-minute men in all the theatres for the purpose of
speaking against the proposed tax and to circulate petitions.
Harry Lee Knappen of Select Corporation was put in charge
of the four-minute men and he had speakers in all the houses
last night. As a result several thousand signatures were
secured and mailed at once to Congress. It is the intention
to keep up this work, mailing the names each night, until the
cause is won or the passage of the bill makes further effort
useless.
Exchanges

Lose Case to Keep Theatres
in Northern California

Open

THE fight the exchange men of Northern California made
to test the power of the authorities to close the theatres
during an alleged epidemic was decided in favor of the authorities in the Stockton case.
Superior Judge Nicol, who had the case under consideration
at Stockton, decided that the theatre closing ordinance enacted
by the city council as an influenza measure is legal. The
decision followed arguments for a permanent injunction by
attornies representing the theatre men and the Christian scientists, who objected to closing the theatres- The San Francisco
exchanges were represented in the case, but their assistance
was of no avail.
I

Portland

Theatres' Still Operate
Restrictions

Under

PORTLAND motion picture theatres are still operating
under the self-imposed but authority-suggested regime of
limiting attendance strictly to seating capacity. However, the
" flu " situation is much improved, new cases dropping from
400 daily to fewer than 100, and it is expected that within a
few weeks things will be back to normal.
Theatre business dropped to the " how can we pay expenses? "level immediately after the people awoke to the
gravity of the situation, but during the past week it has gradually crept back towards the capacity mark and the last week
in January proved a moneymaker for practically every house.
Griffith's " The Greatest Thing in Life " started off like a
world beater at the Liberty, against business at that big house
with unusually good attractions that was so small for two
weeks as to force programme changes for the final two days
of the week.
The question of mask-wearing was agitated, privately, publicly and officially in Portland, with the film men lined up with
the " pros " as the way to protect themselves against possible
drastic action while the street cars and department stores conducted business along the same old lines of crowd congestion.
They felt that the enforced wearing of masks would instill
confidence into the public and increase attendance at theatres.
The churches " resoluted " in favor of a 30-day closing of
schools, churches, theatres, etc., and even a business man's
. organization advocated the same. But Dr. A. E. Sommers,
commander in chief of the drive against the influenza, halted
them with statistics and the assertion that if he closed the town
he would close it tightly, which would mean the elimination of
street car traffic and the closing of all stores except those
selling foodstuffs. This threat of no discrimination temporarily
stopped the agitation of those who had absolutely nothing at
stake financially.
The theatremen gained much prestige by their actions
throughout the crisis, Dr. Sommers publicly commending their
public
spiritedness
columns
" Theto Oregonian,"
while E.
B. Piper, through
editor ofthethat
daily, of
came
their aid in
another instance by attacking the proposed discriminatory tax
on the industry, the poor man's amusement, in an editorial.
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THE Dixon theatre at Ventura has changed hands and has
been renamed. It is now the American theatre and is being
conducted under the management of C. B. Corcoran. Mr.
Corcoran was a visitor to Los Angeles this week and booked
a number of attractions for the theatre, mainly Universal pictures, itis understood.
THE Omar theatre, on Main street, which has been closed for
some time, has been reopened under the management of Payne
& Harrison. It has booked Universal service.
"THE WILDCAT OF PARIS," with Priscilla Dean, was
held over at the Superba theatre for a two-weeks' run, and it
broke the attendance record for the house for a second-weeks'
run of any previous subject, according to announcement by
Assistant Branch Manager Quinn, of the Universal exchange.
The picture will have its second-run showing in Los Angeles
at the Palace theatre, on West Seventh street.
" BORROWED CLOTHES," in which Mildred Harris is the
star, has been booked by the Garrick theatre for second-run
showing, starting February 22. The picture originally had a
two-weeks' run at the Superba theatre. It is a Universal subject.
DAVID

BERSHON, branch manager of the Universal exchange, who has been ill two weeks with influenza, was much
improved this week and was able to visit the office for a few
minutes last Saturday. He expects to be back at his desk for
February 1, it is announced.

NEWS

THE HILLCREST theatre, which was closed at the time the
" flu " ban was put on all places of amusement last October, is
still dark and no announcement has been made as to when it
will reopen.
AT the beginning of the war Miss Margarita Fisher, the popular film star, offered a solid gold medal to the first airman
trained at Rockwell Field, this city, to down a Hun plane.
Lieut. Frank Luke, whose home was in Phoenix, Ariz., has
been officially declared the winner of the medal, but as he met
death in action September 29 the medal is to be presented to
his parents through the Phoenix Chamber of Commerce. Lieutenant Luke had to his credit 15 enemy airplanes and 25
balloons.
M. A. WALSH, formerly in the motion picture producing field
at Los Angeles, has assumed the management of the Pickwick
theatre in this city, having resigned as branch manager of the
Fox Film Corporation. At one time he looked after the Fox
interests in Omaha, Neb., and prior to that was a theatrical
manager in New York City. Incident to his coming here, it is
announced, that the Pickwick will be redecorated throughout.
THE BROADWAY has been making a hit with a two-star bill,
showing Constance Talmadge in " A Lady's Name " and
Charlie Chaplin in " A Dog's Life." Will Rogers in " Laughing Bill Hyde " has been a good drawing card at the Superba.
At the CabriJlo Manager Hicks
has been showing to good
houses " The One Woman." The Harold Lockwood feature,
" Pals First," has held the boards at the Plaza. " For Freedom," featuring William Farnum, had its initial presentation
in San Diego at the Pickwick January 27th.

THE offices of the World Film exchange in Los Angeles are
to be enlarged, when in the next few weeks the United offices
will be moved into the World Film headquarters, according to
announcement by President Ricord Gladwell, of the World
Film corporation, who is in Los Angeles on an indefinite visit.
The contract for enlarging the offices has been let and it is
expected that the United forces will be in their new quarters
within the next thirty days. The business of the exchange has
increased to such an extent within the past few months, President Gladwell announced, that R. W. McKinney, salesman for
the World exchange, has been made assistant branch manager.
T. E. Hancock is branch manager, and he announces that a
progressive policy for the exchange is being outlined for the
new year.
THREE theatres in Los Angeles — possibly Clune's Auditorium, the California and the Kinema theatres — will exhibit
World film kinograms, or natural color pictures, it semiofficially announced this week. Branch Manager Hancock
stated that kinograms are in great demand and that they would
be shown in possibly three first-run houses.
TWO Mutual releases were shown last week in downtown
houses in Los Angeles. They were Martin Johnson's " Cannibals of the South Seas," at Grauman's theatre, and " Bonds of
Honor," at Clune's Broadway. Martin Johnson's " Cannibals
ji the South Seas " has been booked for second run at the
Palace theatre.
HARVEY GAUSMAN, salesman for First National, has returned from a trip to Santa Paula, where he found the principal theatre in the town, the Elektra, closed for one week.
Its proprietor, H. L. Baumgartner, is ill with influenza. He
also reports that he booked all First National releases at
Barne's theatre, at Fillmore, Cal.

Carl H. Pierce, service manager of Famous Players-Lasky. and Private
Peat were recent visitors at the Lasky studio in Hollywood, Cal.
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THE first thing that Gus A. Metzger, former Northwest
Universal manager, more recently Jewel manager for New
York City, and now Western chief of the Big U, did when he
arrived in Portland, was to appoint Frank Talbert, popular
auditor of the Portland Universal Exchange for four years, to
the position of traveling auditor for Metzger's territory. This
territory includes the Denver, Salt Lake, Butte, Spokane,
Seattle, Portland, San Francisco and Los Angeles exchanges.
Talbert went to San Francisco to commence his new duties.
J. J. PARKER, owner of the Majestic; John A. Jennings,
owner of the Sunset, and C. S. Jensen, of Jensen and Von
Herberg, who own the Liberty and Columbia theatres, are
three Portland exhibitors who have just returned home from
a long trip to California. They spent considerable time at the
studios in Los Angeles.
ONE of the biggest Portland trade showings of a year was
that given the Jewel production, " Heart of Humanity," at
the Liberty Theater. G. A. Metzger superintended the showing, which attracted a large crowd of enthusiastic ones. H. B.
Murtagh, of the Liberty theatre, rendered a special musical
program, Metzger bringing a special score with him from
New York.
WALTER ARMSTRONG put over another big show in the
face of adverse conditions caused by the " flu " when he showed
Universal's special, " The Wildcat of Paris." He advertised
it well, used that striking head stand freely in the lobby, and
could have played to several hundred dollars more business
had he ignored the " no-seat-no-admittance " order.
LEW F. CULLINS, who operates the Casino theatre at The
Dalles, Ore., and has done so for twelve years, is just about
the oldest exhibitor, in point of continuous service, in the
Northwest. His only break was caused by the "flu," which
shut him down for a few weeks and then, after several weeks
of open-house, enforced another shut-down. He spent most
of the last enforced rest period in Portland. Cullins has been
in the show game since the early eighties. He was a contortionist, acrobat, circus performer and owner before he
tired of the limelight and turned to theatre operation.
DEAN COLLINS, who is editor of Universal's " Reel Stuff,"
calls Charley Schram " the sad but successful bird who operates the Grand at Oregon City."
THE "flu" lid seems to be off again at Klamath Falls, Ore.,
while tary
there's
a strict
ban on at Salem, the capital, and a volunclosing at
Albany.
J. B. SPARKS, of Heppner and Condon, Ore., was in Portland
the other day on a vacation. A " flu " quarantine closed his
theatres.
JAMES CHENAUR, of the Dream Theatre, Port Angeles,
Wash., has sold the house to M. J. Davis and C. F. Jones.
MRS. O. C. LEITER has sold her interest in the Arcade
theatre, La Grande, Ore., to Ed Ford. Mrs. Leiter was one
of the most successful woman exhibitors in the country.
LATE reports had 38 Oregon towns closed because of Spanish
Influenza.
J. C. UGLOW has changed the name of his Orpheum theatre,
Dallas, Ore., to the Majestic.

MANAGER BROWER will reopen the St. Helens, Ore., film
house under the name Sunset.

ERNEST H. HUNT and Fred Erickson, Majestic theatre
organists, have introduced the organ-piano duet in the Sunday
concerts. Hunt plays the Wurlitzer and Erickson improvises
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Member of Fir** National Exhibitor) Circuit
NOW BOOKING.
SHOULDER ARMS
A DOG'S LIFE
MY FOUR YEARS IN GERMANY
TARZAN OF THE APES
ROMANCE OF TAR2AN
PERSHING'S CRUSADERS
THE STILL ALARM
ITALY'S FLAMING FRONT
RAFFLES, Etc., Etc.
ANITA STEWART SUPERFEATURES
MARY >PICKFORD SUPERPICTURES
COMING
1200 FOURTH AVE., SEATTLE, WASH.
F. V. FISHER, Manager
GREATER Starting
FEATURES
COMPANY
on Third Year
— Now Batting ™SSS^
600%
Short Reel Subjects
Also Features
JACK LANNON, Owner
on the piano. The result is proving very popular, numbers
evoking as many as four encores.
ART E. ORIL has bought the Marysville, Wash., theatre from
Lloyd Morgan.
BEVERLY GRIFFITH, Universal special representative before he went into the army, will soon be back in film harness.
He's been in Portland several times of late.
AFTER six months of darkness W. E. Johnson opened his
Madras, Ore., theatre with the Monroe Salisbury picture, " The
Red, Red Heart." " Went over great " was the message Sol
Baum, Universal boss in Portland, received from Johnson.
NICK PIERONG, manager of the Hippodrome theatre, Tacoma, Wash., was in Portland recently. He made a special
visit to Sol Baum, Universal manager, who was " Bluebird
Sol "Strand
in thetheatre.
days when Nick introduced 'em to Portland at
the
J. H. ARMSTRONG, of the Strand theatre, Walla Walla,
Wash., was another Portland visitor not long ago. He fell hard
for " The Wildcat of Paris," which mopped up at the Strand,
Portland, and wanted to carry it away with him.
PAUL E. ("NO-BULL") NOBLE, advertising expert for
Jensen and Von Herberg at the Liberty and Columbia theatres, is back on the job after an attack of Spanish Influenza.
He contracted it foregathering with film men and city officials
anent the prospects of closing Portland theatres again. Noble
violently attacked the scheme as unnecessary and then promptly hied himself home to bed and under quarantine.
Erb Sells Plaza

in Denver

to Brown

and

Megeahan
ANOTHER important theatre deal was consummated in
Denver last week when Messrs. L. B. Brown and Manager
Megeahan of the Strand, members of the Theatre Operating
company, took over control of the Plaza, one of Denver's largest and oldest nickel admission motion picture houses. L. F.
Erb, who has conducted the Plaza for a considerable period,
has relinquished his unexpired lease of the theatre and its
equipment in favor of the new managers, who took possession
February 1, and will continue the business with the same admission rate. Mr. Erb has as yet made no plans for the
future.
The Plaza is located in the same block and a few doors from
the new Rivoli, formerly the Paris, recently acquired by the
Theatre Operating company. Its seating capacity is 1,200, and
the building was erected in 1904 by the Up the Divide Theatre
company, which has received a monthly rental of $500 for the
theatre since that time. It has always been well patronized.
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Lyons & Moran Comedies
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Knickerbocker Building
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Theatre Supplies
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Denver Keeps Eye on Proposed Censor Bill
D ROPOSED legislation providing for a state board of
*■ censors is being watched by Denver exchange managers
and exhibitors. The bill, which was introduced several days
ago by Representative Furrow in the lower house of the legislature would impose unnecessary restrictions upon every exhibitor in the state, and its passage will be vigorously opposed
by local representatives of the industry.
The measure provides for a state board to consist of five
resident citizens of Colorado, " well qualified by education and
experience to be censors," who shall be appointed by the
governor, state superintendent of public instruction and chairman of the state board of control, in joint session, for a term
of two years.
Ample provision is made for the reward of party fealty
under the proposed law, the chairman to receive an annual
salary of $2,200 and each of the other four members of the
board $1,800. The board is empowered to appoint such number
of employes as may be necessary and fix their compensation.
All films must be submitted to the state board for their
approval, and it will be the duty of the board to say whether
such films are " moral and proper," and when they are " sacreligjous, obscene, indecent or immoral, or tend to debase or
corrupt morals."
Any person violating the "orders of the censors shall be subjected to a fine of from $5 to $500 or by imprisonment for a
term of thirty days. It is further provided that any person
exhibiting a misbranded film shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and shall be punished by a fine of $50 or thirty days in jail.
The local exchange board of trade at their last meeting took
steps to prevent the enactment of the bill.
In and

Around

Denver

H. B. HURST has sold the Deadwood theatre in Deadwood.
S. D., to M. C. Kellogg, owner of the Homesteak opera house
at Lead, S. D., who will continue the business. Mr. Hurst, who
is well known in this territory and who is one of the leading
members of the Black Hills Exhibitors' League, states that
he has made no definite plans for the future, but announces
that he is looking for a new location.
BEN COHEN, vice-president and general manager of the
Foursquare Pictures Corporation of Colorado, was prevented
on account of important local business matters from leaving
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for New York this week, as he had intended. He plans now to
leave Denver about February 5 and will spend ten days in
New York in selecting the new pictures he intends to purchase. He will make his headquarters at the States Rights
office in the Longnecker building.
MANAGER H. E. LOTZ, of Select, is visiting exhibitors in
Salt Lake and Ogden.
MANAGER H. D. CASSIDY, of Exhibitors-Mutual, visited
Colorado Springs and Pueblo this week and gave a trade
screening of " Cannibals of the South Seas " and " The Eleventh Commandment."
BUSINESS is booming again, according to G. A. Parfet, the
newest addition to the sales force of Pathe. He has returned
from a trip covering part of Wyoming and the Black Hills
district, visited twenty-one towns and sold twenty. He also
claims to have discovered a new town with a thriving little
theatre on this trip. It is called Kooi, a coal camp, near Sheridan, Wyo. The theatre takes its name from the town and is
conducted by A. M. Waymeck, who booked several Pathe productions.
LOUIS

GOLDSTEIN, former manager of Supreme headquarters, has returned from Camp Cody and Camp Humphrey
and is now connected with the National Film company, which
is being reorganized.
THEDA BARA went over big in "Salome" this week at the
Rivoli, where the new Symphony orchestra is almost as big a
drawing card as the high class pictures shown at that theatre.
THE

following well known out-of-town exhibitors were recent visitors at local exchanges: W. A. Root, owner of the
Princess at Olney Springs, Colo.; Tom Tompkins, owner of
the Liberty, Colorado Springs; C. C. Lyons, manager of the
Crest Amusement company, De Beque, Colo.; C. C. Lyons,
Monarch theatre, Grant, Neb., and C. H. Anderson, owner of
the Opera House theatre at Rawlins, Wyo.
What

They

Say in Seattle

WHEN Madame Ernestine Schumann-Heink was in Seattle,
resting up for her concerts which she was to give, she desired to see some of the pictures that were being played at the
houses at that time. Consequently she was taken to " The
Silver King," an Artcraft, in which William Faversham was
starring at the Liberty, and to the Coliseum, where Bryant
Washburn made a hit in " The Venus of the East." Both of
these houses are under the direction of Jensen and von Herberg. Madame Schumann-Heink was very much pleased with
the pictures as well as the theatre settings, orchestras and
organs.
" MICKEY," starring Mabel Normand, made a hit with Seattle crowds was
when overflowing
run off at James
Q. Clemmer's
Clemmer."
The theatre
with enthusiasm
and " crowds
for
the whole week. There were rows on both sides of the boxoffice each of the seven days. Part of this popularity was due
to
the picture,
which is aadvertising.
wonder, and The
part week
to Mr. before
Clemmer's
mode
of progressive
the
" Mickey " production Clemmer not only advertised it on the
screen and used big space in all the papers, but he employed a
good tenor to sing the new song. " Mickey," at each performance. After each production Chas. Fisher played " The
Charmer," by Boos, on the Xylophone, accompanied by Guterson's entire Russian orchestra.
THE Universal's new sketch featuring Tom Mix in " Treat
'Em Rough " recently did a big business at " The Colonial."
Manager Mead, of the Seattle office of the Universal, announces that many inquiries are coming in regarding the Victory Service ,and that great business is being done with it.
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and Exchanges

Awhich
SCREEN
review returns
of " Untoto the
the screen
End," after
the new
picture of
in
Crane Wilbur
an absence
more than one year, was given this week by the Triangle exchange, through which organization the picture will be released. It will be recalled that Wilbur has been playing in
stock at the Liberty theatre at Oakland, Cal., for nearly a year.
The picture was made by David Horsley. Before going into
stock Wilbur was starred by Pathe, and he also appeared in
some serials.
GROUND for the new Pantages theatre, to be constructed at
the corner of Seventh and Hill streets in Los Angeles, was
broken at 1 o'clock Saturday afternoon, January 25. Arrangements to make motion pictures of the event were made by W.
H. Hepburn, branch manager of the Vitagraph exchange.
" The Man of Might," the new Vitagraph serial, starring William Duncan, has been booked at the Pantages theatre on
Broadway, Manager Hepburn announces, and Mr. Duncan
played an important part at the ground-breaking celebration.
PAT STEVENSON, salesman for Vitagraph, returned this
week from a visit to Arizona, where he booked " The Common
Law," J. Stuart Blackton's superproduction, at Brandon
Brothers' Elks' theatre in Phoenix. The run will begin January 31. It is the first time the picture has been booked in this
territory. Bookings in Los Angeles are pending, Mr. Hepburn
says, and he expects to close some contracts for the subject
within the next few days.
ROBERT AMADOR, who is also a salesman for Vitagraph,
has returned from a trip to Bakersfield and Taft, Cal., where
he reports excellent business, especially in Bakersfield.
THE ten, twenty end thirty policy of the Film Clearing House
will be inaugurated in Los Angeles at Ray's Garden theatre on
February 2, according to announcement this week by Branch
Manager Roberts. The first picture under the new plan to be
shown in Los Angeles will be " Her Mistake," with Evelyn
Nesbit. The second release will be " Life's Greatest Problem,"
starring Mitchell Lewis. Incidentally, it is claimed by Branch
Manager Roberts that " Life's Greatest Problem " is the best
picture in which Mr. Lewis has ever appeared.
THE Film Clearing House series of pictures under the ten,
twenty and thirty plan has been booked at a San Diego house,
the name of which Manager Roberts says he will announce
next week.
ED. K. LAMSON, who recently became affiliated with the
Film Clearing House exchange as salesman, this week returned from a trip to Imperial Valley and San Diego, where he
reports fair business. In Imperial Valley business is good, he
says, and an improvement is noted at San Diego. He will
leave next week for Arizona, where he will call on the principal exhibitors of that territory.
W. S.. RAND, division manager for General Film, together
with A. B. Lamb, Metro branch manager; Ben Fish, of Goldwyn, and Clyde Elliott, of Select, returned last week from
their visit to Phoenix, where they were the guests of Rickards
& Nace, showmen of that city. Mr. Rand says that the Arizona exhibitors' convention, which was to have been held,
did not materialize, inasmuch as only a few exhibitors were in
attendance. In the meantime, however, the film men from Los
Angeles were entertained quite lavishly and when it was all
over the exhibitors discreetly requested that rentals on films
be lowered. The offices in Los Angeles now have the request
under advisement.
THE Film Clearing House exchange has launched a Special
campaign in Southern California in exploiting " Wanted for
Murder," one of the premier releases of this concern. Louis
Thompson, special representative of the exchange, went to

San Diego this week to blaze the trail for the booking of the
subject in that city.
R. C. VISNER, salesman for the Fox exchange, has returned
from Arizona, where he spent two weeks writing contracts for
Fox subjects.
PAUL MOONEY, district manager for Fox exchanges, left
Los Angeles last Saturday for a trip through the Northwest.
He will be absent about two weeks and during this time will
City. in San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Denver and Salt Lake
visit
CLAUDE

S. JENSEN, of Portland, one of the prominent exhibitors of the northern city, after several weeks' visit in Los
Angeles has returned to Portland.
DIVISION MANAGER AARONSON, of the Goldwyn Distributing corporation, has arrived in Los Angeles for an indefinite stay. He is a guest at the Hotel Alexandria.
STEPHEN BLACHLY, formerly salesman for General Film,
has been engaged by Goldwyn, according to announcement
this week by Branch Manager Ben Fish. His territory will be
the city of Los Angeles and California. He succeeds Harvey
Gausman, who recently was engaged by the First National.
JOHN HAMRICK, manager of the Rex theatre at Seattle, is
visiting in Los Angeles. He says that business in Seattle is
getting back to normal.
KITTY GORDON, now producing for the United Program
through the medium of her own company, will make a personal appearance at the Alhambra theatre on February 3, when
her initial release, " Adele," has its first showing in Los Angeles at that house. " Adele ' 'is a war story, the locale being
in France, and Miss Gordon plays the role of a Red Cross
nurse. The song, " Rose of No Man's Land," will be sung during the presentation of the play, it is announced.
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THE San Francisco Film Board of Trade has now been completely organized and all its committees appointed. The most
important committee and the one which will have charge of
the work for which the Board is primarily organized is the
Grievance Committee. This is made up of M. L. Markowitz,
of the Universal Film Exchange; G. L. Parsons, of the Goldwyn; and Louis Reichert, of the Metro. The duties of the
committee are " to investigate and settle any grievance among
the members or between one or more members and any other
person or persons."
J. A. BEATTY, the owner of the Liberty theatres of San Jose
and Fresno, was in San Francisco. He says that he found
business in Fresno on a recent visit there in a remarkably
satisfactory condition. As he expressed it he felt " as if a
30-pound weight has been taken from my feet." Speaking of
changes in policy, Mr. Beatty is going to put on two changes
a week instead of three as formerly, while the Kinema theatre
of the same city is planning to go from an exclusive first-run
house with two or three weekly changes to repeats of Fairbanks, Pickford and other prominent stars and daily changesPENNY AND WILSON have purchased the World theatre
at Gilroy and after completely redecorating and renaming it
the Orpheum they have signed up with Universal. For music
the new owners have installed a new fotoplayer.
J. W. BARLOW, of the Maze theatre, Stockton, recently ran
the " Lure of the Circus " in his house and was so pleased with
the results of the picture that he insisted on paying the Universal $5 extra for rental. It is believed that the case is unique.
W. E. MATHEWS, sales representative of the General Film
Company at Los Angeles has been transferred to the San
Francisco office to succeed C. I. Luntz.
J. E. SAMUELS, special representative of the General Film
of New York, after visiting San Francisco, has gone to the
northwest where he will visit the branches of the company in
Seattle and Portland.
SOL LESSER is back from Los Angeles with a contract for
the distribution of the " Fall of Babylon " in his pocket. He
says that is the only important thing he came in contact with
in the Southern metropolis.
FRANK OLSEN, formerly shipping clerk for the local office
of the Pathe, was recently honorably discharged from service
in the army and he is now back on his old job again with
the Pathe.
CHARLES E. BRAY, manager of the Orpheum at Los Angeles, ran up to San Francisco recently, accompanied by his
wife. E. O. Child of Pathe entertained them at dinner while
they were here.
THE HIPPODROME THEATRE of this city is going back
to vaudeville and the pictures. For some time it has been
running a musical comedy, but it has shipped this company to
its newly acquired house in Los Angeles and returned to its
old manner of entertainment. The Pathe picture " Dolly's
Vacation," with Baby Marie Osborne, will be its first picture.
THE class in scenario writing of the University of California
recently met in Photoplay hall for a pre-view of the photoplay
written by Professor Snell, the head of the department.
WITH Uda Waldrop as organist and Miss Blanch Fox as
soloist the Oakland T & D theatre orchestra gave its first
symphony concert on Sunday, January 26- The sixty-five
musical artists were under the baton of Signor Ulderico Marcelli, former Panama-Pacific Exposition musical director.

in

San

Francisco

FRANK LLOYD, of the Fox Film Company, Hollywood, and
an aggregation of motion picture people are registered at
hotels in San Francisco. It is stated that the Fox people are
going to film a photoplay here. Whether this is preliminary
to moving the studio to San Francisco is unknown.
California

Legislature Takes
Pictures

Fling at

rHERE have been several bills introduced in the State
legislature at Sacramento, Cal., which the motion picture
industries intend to fight. The most dangerous of these bills
are, 1st: To close the theatres on Sundays; 2d: To censor
all pictures before they are exhibited, and 3d: To prevent the
selling of tickets for which there is no seat vacant at the time
of sale. A meeting was held at the Palace Hotel on January
27 to combat these bills.
The meeting appointed a delegate to go to Sacramento to
get all available data on the bills, and after he reports back a
vigorous campaign will be inaugurated against the proposed
laws. It is believed by some that the bills have a portion at
least of the same backing as recently voted California into the
" dry " column after the votes of the State had voted by a
large majority against a '* dry " State. As this element is in
power at Sacramento at present the theatres will have a hard
time to overcome the bills, providing they have anywhere near
the united Prohibition support.
Flickers on the Screens

of Butte

TO surpass all records made at the Rialto theatre prior to his
assuming the management, three times within a period of three
weeks is the remarkable report on business made this week by
Manager Ralph Ruffner, of that well-known Butte house. This
showing reflects the general prosperity now felt in local theatre circles as well as the managerial ability of Mr. Ruffner.
" THE SILVER KING " started off big January 26 at the
Rialto and pleased immensely.
ALTHOUGH at one time the Orpheum was the leading theatre in Butte, the box-office receipts resulting from the showing
last week of " The Fall of the Barbary Coast " put all previous
records in the shade, according to Manager E. Marshal Taylor.
THE final episode of " Hands Up " was shown at the American theatre the past week. The serial had a big following.
" The
with Pearl White starring, will now
be
on Lightning
the boards Raider,"
at this house.
A. W. EDEN, formerly with the Fox exchange in Seattle, is
now district manager for Select with the exchange in the
Washington metropolis. He spent several days in Butte last
week. " The future of the picture business never looked
brighter," he said to a MOTION PICTURE NEWS representative. "In Washington things at present are not up to normal, anumber of the middle-sized cities, such as Olympia, still
being closed on account of the influenza. But indications are
that the entire State will be open within ten days."
Exhibitors

Get

License

Money

Back

LOS ANGELES theatre men, through their organization
Motion Picture Theatre Owner's of Southern California,
recently petitioned the city council for refund of license for the
period of eight weeks that the theatres were closed because of
influenza. The petition was endorsed by the council, and all
theatre owners who have made application for the return of
license money, have received checks.
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THE actress who " doubled " for Kathlyn Williams in the
wild animal scenes of " The Adventures of Kathlyn " entertained Spokane audiences in person last week. She is Mile.
Olga Celeste, and has been an animal trainer at the Selig
studios since 1907. She has appeared in a number of the big
animal acts put out in the last twelve years, and is under contract to start work on a new picture when she reaches Los
Angeles on her present trip.
THE CECIL DE MILLE production, "We Can't Have
Everything," and Marguerite Clark in " Little Miss Hoover "
were the alternate programs at the Clemmer.
AN ELINOR GLYN story, " The Reason Why," with Clara
Kimball Young, was the Liberty offering.
"TREAT 'EM ROUGH," the Fox production starring Tom
Mix, shown at the Casino, has all the elements of an exciting
western romance and drew big audiences during its engagement.

514 West Eighth Street
191 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco
Los Angeles
SOL. L. LESSER, President
ALL STAR FEATURES DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
Official Distributors
U. S. War Features
1 PERSHING'S CRUSADERS
' AMERICA'S ANSWER "
' OUR BRIDGE OF SHIPS '
1 OFFICIAL WAR REVIEW 1
OUR

SUPER FEATURES
Include
■THE STRUGGLE EVER" INTOLERANCE "
" THE STILL ALARM "
LASTING "
THE ACCIDENTAL
HONEY" NINE-TENTHS OF THE LAW "
'THE GRAIN OF DUST"
" THE CRUCD3LE OF LIFE"
' RAFFLES MO N " "
"GAUMONT NEWS " BILLY WEST COMEDIES "
and Literary
"GRAPHIC"
"TIMELY TOPICS " "from
Digest

J. WARREN KERRIGAN drew feminine admirers in large
numbers to the Class A all week. He was featured in " A
Burglar for a Night."
Exchangemen Visit Phoenix Convention
AB. LAMB of Metro, Ben Fish of Goldwyn, Clyde Elliott
• of Select, and Walter Rand, special representative of
General, all Los Angeles exchange managers, spent several
days of the past week at Phoenix, Ariz., going there primarily
to attend a convention of Arizona exhibitors, which had been
called but which was not held, as the emergency — the closing
of theatres because of influenza by the State board — for which
the meeting was called, was taken care of before the date for
the theatre men to get together.
Swanson-Nolan Incorporate in Denver
LOCAL MANAGER J. J. MORGAN announces a change
in the name of the theatre supply business at 1514-18
Welton street, Denver, Col., until recently known as The
Theatre Supply Company. It was desired to incorporate under
a more distinctive name, therefore the name has been changed
to The Swanson-Nolan Theatre Equipment Company.
The company has opened at a new location in Salt Lake
City, at 132 East Second south, in charge of Earl D. Smith, and
temporary headquarters have been established at 423 South
Fifteenth street in Omaha, in charge of O. B. Olson.
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SPECIAL
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NATIONAL EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT, Inc.,
Music Rolls Exchanged — Supplies of All Kinds
134 Golden Gate Avenue
San Francisco, California
Best Slides and
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SERVICE
ALTA
SLIDE CO.
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SOMETHING
NEW
COMING
730 So. Olive St.
Los Angeles
107 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco

GEORGE KLEINE
SYSTEM
H. F. MOORE
Representative
at
GENERAL FILM CO.
255 Golden Gate Avenue
BRECK PHOTOPLAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Distributors of
Simplex Projectors
Theatre Equipment and Supplies
NATIONAL CARBONS
98 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco

G. A. METCALFE— Distributor
POWER'S MACHINES— SPEER CARBONS
1 1 7 Golden Gate Avenue, San Francisco, Cal.
Denver Exhibitor Captures Hold-up Man
DE WITT C. WEBBER, owner of the Webber theatre, one
of Denver's finest suburban picture houses, probably saved
his own life a few nights ago, when he answered the command
of a young bandit to hold up his hands by firing two shots
from his revolver, one of which wounded the robber to the extent that he himself surrendered. Incidentally, the wounded
bandit is one of a pair of holdups wanted for several robberies
and a recent murder. Webber's victim is now in the hospital.

All this martial atmosphere was caused by the return of Luther Reed
to the Metrogreeting,,
fold. The
June Mathis'
conception
whilesalute
Bert isLytell
stands at
attention of a proper

Movie Emporium Grows Rapi
THE Movie Emporium, conducted by M. and H. Calmy, is
being equipped with necessary machinery to do all kinds
of repair work on theatre projecting equipment. This firm,
although one of the youngest on Los Angeles Film Row, has in
a very short time grown from a very small institution to one
of particular importance. The stock of projecting equipment
and theatre supplies has been rapidly increased and the firm is
doing a very good business.
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* * an imperfection has just shown on
the studio screen. The projectionist
douses his light and turns off the motor
switch, and what a moment before was

this projector to entrust his priceless
prints to its mechanism.
jf: s(c *
* *

a softly purring, live, projector, smoothly running at the highest possible speed
is instantly brought to a halt.

projectionist repose in the endurance of
this projector that uncomplainingly does
its work for years.

%
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*

*

of the switch the mechanism again becomes athing of glistening, pulsating life
through which miles of newly developed
film pass during the day, stopping
and starting, stopping and starting with
never a scratch inflicted upon the valuable prints and only demanding lubrication and minimum care from the projectionist.

* * this is what daily takes place in
the finest studio projection rooms
throughout the country.

similar duties in fully 88% of our American film studios. One of the largest
producing companies in New York employs nine Simplex Projectors to run off
these new prints as a final checking-up
of detail before they are assembled.

*

*

the strain imposed through this
constant stop and start — the quality of
material that is needed to withstand the
impulse that sends a loaded

mechanism from a dead stop to highspeed without the use of a speed control,
speaks volumes for the ever-growing demand for Simplex for studio use.
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22, ipip

DWGRIFFITHS

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS
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THOS
^

H

PRESENTS

THE

FALSE

With

HENRY

by Louis Joseph Vance
A

INCE

PAR

AMOU

FACES

WALTHALL
, Directed

^

by Irvin V Wi'llat

NT-ARTCRAFT

SPECIAL

a
W-'mA
/

February

1091

22, 1919

A

Plain
of

Statement
Fact

H. INCE has
MAS
THO
made a moving picture
out of the newest adventures of "The Lone Wolf.''
For the good of your bank
account —
for the sake of making up
for all the big money-making
opportunities you have overlooked in the past,
believe us in every word when
we say
. This is a high-powered
cleanup for every exhibitor
that shows it.

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

Look at the " News! "

1092

Motion

Unless human nature has changed
in your territory, this will prove a profitable
picture for you.
"Fortune's Child," with its Romance, its
whimsical comedy and sympathetic touches
blending in with its swift dramatic action, is just
the sort of a picture to appeal to the average
audience, which, after all, demands something more than average.

in
GLADYS

LESLIE

's

Fortune

Child"

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Picture

N e wA
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VITAGRAPH
PRESENTS
WILLIAM

DUNCAN

SUPPORTED BY AN ALL-STAR CAST INCLUDING

EDITH
JOHNSONs
JOE RYAN
A WONDERFUL MELODRAMATIC SERIAL &■ ALBERT ESHITHe CYRUS 1QWNSEND BRADY
SEE IT AT YOUR FAVORITE PICTURE THEATRE

Motion

Picture

"Vitagraph

News

has shown

says:

itself as capable

in the field today, and

'The Man

a serial-producing

of Might'

company

gives promise

as there is

of being its greatest

effort in this line. 'The Man of Might' is a rousing, fighting, thrilling serial.
The thrill which terminates the second episode is a thing to make the hair stand
on end on a bald man's

Exhibitor's
"If 'The Man
William

head."

Trade

Review

of Might'

Duncan

and

says:

doesn't score a bigger hit than

released by Vitagraph

best thing in serials we've ever seen.
a fight scene is a caution,

The

and the stunts

we miss
way

previous serials made

our

that man

he performs

guess.
Duncan

make

It's about

by
the

can put over

the so-called dare-

devils look like four-nusners."

The

Billboard
"The

says:

latest serial of amazing

thrills and

startling surprises, leaving all other

episodical features staggering in the home stretch. But it's worth the money.
William Duncan and Edith Johnson work strenuously for gratifying results. The
marvel

of it all is that human ingenuity can accomplish
How can an advertiser continue advertising? By giving YOU value.

such feats;"
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Motion

Picture

News

HOUDINI

THE

HOUDINI

GOOD

WITH

HOUSES
"NO
ARE

A

SERIAL"
GETTING

ARE
UP

YOU

WAIVED

THEIR
PLAY
IT
RETURNS

IN

SECTIONS

QUIET

BUSINESS

BEYOND

"THE
MASTER
9 MINE
FOR

MAKING

POLICY
TO
RECORD

HAVING
AWAY

IS

VENGEANCE

THAT

|TT EXHIBITORS
MJ

SERIAL

WHOOPED

NORMAL

MYSTERY"
IS A
EXHIBITORS.

GETTING

YOUR

SHARE?

OCTAGON
B.

A.

Executive

ROLFE
Offices

GOLD
ARE

FILMS,

INC.

PRODUCTIONS
18 East 4 1 st Street, New

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

York City

SELECT^PICTURES

• present
A\V^V^ >
CHELL
M\\

s
n KiK\^Vrt<l
Select 1
Picture
BIF
CHILDREN
OF

BANISHMENT"
J^llL-from the novel by

Cj^WILLIAM SULLIVAN
FRANTScenario
and direction by
N O RVAL
MAC GREGOR
A. stirring tale of the

SH

1

THE

BIG

SPECIAL

PRODUCTIONS

At $10 — $20 — $30
Per Day
Are Drawing Tremendous Houses Everywhere
HERE

IS A

KANSAS

^

~

CITY

HOUSE

PLAYING

No.

1 !!

t% i A **i iJ

jggLAJJD

No . 2 — The Sensational J. Stuart Blackton Superfeature

" LIFE'S GREATEST
PROBLEM
"
Mitchell Lewis
No. 3 — The Great Bacon-Backer Production of
Paul M. Potter's Dramatic Masterpiece
"A

WOMAN'S
EXPERIENCE"
Mar^ollnd
No. 4 — The Sensational Frank Reicher Production of
Isabel Ostrander's world-famous novel
" SUSPENSE"
Mollie King

All exceptional show propositions with extraordinary advertising Angles and recognized box office value
Bookings

Placed

By

Distributed

Through

INDEPENDENT
SALES CORP.
FILM CLEARING HOUSE,
Foreign rights controlled by Apollo Trading Co., Longacre Theatre Bldg., New York

Inc.

(Mchvi

Pictures

Samuel Goldwyn
present?
MABEL

ltl
NJORMAND

Sis
^rom

Rose

Hopkins
Melville s Year's-Long Stage
Directed by Clarence G. Badger

Success

Released Everywhere
16
Plays may come and plays may go, but
When "Sis Hopkins" cries to her jealous
sweetheart: "It ain't your heart you're
"Sis Hopkins" has lived for a generation.
One star alone could not escape this succutting, Ridy ; its mine!" you get a clutch
cessful role for thirteen continuous years.
in your throat and a mist in your eyes.
As a stage comedy it made more than a
You and all your patrons have hearts
million dollars for its owner.
exactly like "Si's" and "Ridy."
All comedies that outlive their competiWhen "Sis" voices the philosophy of her
tive plays by getting a hold upon public
shiftless parent: "Paw sez: Never do
affection owe their success to a wonnothin' for nobody that don't do nothin'
derful blending of heart interest and
to stay.
for
you" laughter creeps into your heart
laughter.
This is an extraordinarily fine Goldwyn
Smiles and tears make a magic ingredient
picture that has resulted from putting the
in the screen and stage lands of makescreen's greatest commedienne in one of
believe. "Sis Hopkins" is wistful and
laughable; pathetic and filled with the
the most famous stage hits and bestowjoy of life. Hence, her tremendous
ing upon both Goldwyn 's customary care
popularity.
in production.
GOLDWYN PICTURES C0SOTATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
16 East 4-2 >«/ Street New York City
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Motion
VOJXD

^\}he

E 1)1

Vlace

in

Exhibitors
Fow

Picture

ihe

Vroqram

Assign

Educational

to

ihe

Weekly

suggest to several thousand exhibitors in whose
theatres we wish to book The Ford Educational Weekly
that they give attention to the reasons why other exhibitors have booked it. This weekly release has a definite
place in a house program; a place made doubly valuable
by its exclusiveness.
Here you are listening to the logic of the box-office; the
logic of experience:
BERNARD DEPKIN Jr.: Parkway, Baltimore-"No one
can announce in competition with it any feature that
matches it for exclusiveness of topic. It finds the drama
and human interest in the overlooked things of American

FRANK
BUHLER: Stanley Co., Philadelphia— "It piclife."tures the big,
solid things and people always being talked
about in the great daily newspapers
AARON

J. JONES:

of the country."

Jones, Linick & Schaefer, Chicago —

"The Ford Weekly is the great teacher of the screen and
audiences never realize that they are being taught by it....
It is playing in 200 theatres in Chicago."
SID. GRAUMAN: Grauman's Theatre, Los Angeles— "Our
audiences watch it as closely as they watch a tense play,
which proves its human

interest."

In other words: Every exhibitor has a reason of his own
for running The Ford Educational Weekly in his theatre.
FITZPATRICK
<z,.<3 McELHOY
C/t£oayo
Sole Representatives
FORD MOTOR CQ
.Motion. Picture
Laboratories

This accounts for the fact that it has the greatest circulation any screen product has ever received. Goldwyn is
its exclusive distributor. We advise you to sign it up
promptly.

GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
President
Samuel Goldwyn
New York City
16 East 4-2™/ Street

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

New

February,

22,
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19 1 9

Benin

ison

At

His

Best!"

PHILA. PRESS: Rich, breezy, handsome,
dare-devil Louis Bennison, famous from
Coast to Coast, is a conquering hero in
"Sandy Burke Of he U-Bar-U" at the
Arcadia. The picture wins high favor.

PHILA. RECORD: All the lively interest
of the true West is found in "Sandy
Burke." Louis Bennison more than
fulfills all the predictions that were
made for him.

PHILA. INQUIRER: They should call
Louis Bennison "the smiling star." His
newest picture, "Sandy Burke," is a
reputation-maker for him.

PHILA. LEDGER: Louis Bennison is going
to be, by all odds, the most popular of
the younger stars portraying virile American roles.

THE NORTH AMERICAN : Louis Bennison
is setting the fashion for a different kind
of star; he is a welcome change from the
general run of so-called favorites.

THE BULLETIN: Louis Bennison who
scored a hit in "Oh, Johnny!" adds to
his popularity with "Sandy Burke." He
has an always-on-top sort of breeziness.

This represents the unanimous newspaper voice of America's third largest city on
Betzwood Film Company

presen-is :

Louis

Bennison

Sandy
Burke
By J. Allen Dunn

of the
U-Bar-U
Directed by Ira fflLowry

The Bennison Star Series of six productions is released exclusively through
Goldwyn.
Exhibitors everywhere are signing their Bennison contracts.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn
New York City
16 East 42„</ Street

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!

1100

Motion

/

CAPITOL

Picture

dOMEDIES

CP"

/

Sn

ap
!
This is the word your audiences apply to fast, laughable
get the good, hearty, deep chest -laughs.

comedies

that

Your patrons' eyes want diversion from heavy drama ; from fluffy ingenues;
from grim villains and curly-haired heroines— just as your palate craves
an occassional sharp sauce.
You make the remainder
presenting regularly

of your entire biil "taste better to the eye" by

CAPITOL
if OMEDIES
PARSONS
Bill"
ing
Smil
26 a Year
Every Second 'Monday
You

can get an idea how

good the entire twenty-six

are after seeing these

four latest releases in any Goldwyn office: "Have Another," "A Master
Music," "The New Breakfast Food," "The Potum of Swat."
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President
16 East 4-2m/ Street New York City

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

News

of

February

1101

22, ipip

Qive

Us

lane

§rey!

FROM the military camps here and
abroad, from battleships, from hospitals, from nurses and even the civic
organization — this is the demand everywhere," reports the Assistant Director of
the American Library Association.
The same cry comes from the American
people for the stories of one of the
country's most popular authors.
Exhibitors in all parts of America are
now playing to capacity business with
the latest and most powerful of this
author's screen productions, distributed
exclusively by Goldwyn :

2ANE
GUESS
most exciting story

BORDER

Starring
LEGION

Blanche
and Hiobart
directed

Bates

Boswort h

by rftiayes Hunter

Proof of an exhibitor's feeling about a
picture is always found in the volume of
his newspaper advertising. Tom Moore,
the successful Washington, D. C. showman, spent more money advertising
"The Border Legion" than he has spent
on any production in the past twelve
months.
Wire or write your Goldwyn office immediately for prices and playing dates.
GOLDWYN

DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
. Samuel Goldwyn President fork City
16 East A-Znd Street New York City

Each

Bobby
Porothy

ZaA

Vernon

DeVorc

Book
tkru
SAN FRANCISCO
Peerless Film Exchange
94 Golden Cole
Northern California and Nevada
LOS ANGELES
Peerless Film Exchange
802 S Olive St
Southern California and Arizona
SEATTLE
The Greater Features Co.
2020 Third Ave.

the£e
Independent
CHICAGO
Celebrated Players Film Corp.
207 South Wabash Ave.
Illinois. Indiana. Southern Wisconsin. Iowa.
MINNEAPOLIS
Supreme
606
Film System
ExchangeInc. Bldg.
Northern Wisconsin. Minnesota. North Dakota. S. Dakota
NEW YORK
First National Exchange Inc.
509 5th Aie.. New York City

Exchanges
BLWFALO
First National Exchange. Inc.
Northern New145YorkFranklin
State St.. Buftala. N. Y.
PITTSBURG
QualityFerryFilmSL Co, Mc
414
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia
PHILADELPHIA
Peerless Film Exchange

Two

Reels

One

Every

Month

Special

Cast

High

Well

Class

Story

Productions

Known
and
Popular
Players
Personal
Direction
of

Watch
of

* Special

for

these

To

features'

bo

same

announcement

released

Independent

in

Los
WASHINGTON. D. C.
Sidney & Lust. Inc
903 E St. N. W
Delaware Maryland. Washington. D C and Virginia
ATLANTA
E&H Film Distributing Co.
Moore Bldg •
North and South
FloridaCarolina. Georgia. Alabama. Tennessee.
BOSTON
Boston Photo Play Co.
52 Broadway

offiiwt
2 Reels

thru
Exch

Christie
Film
Incorporaied

under

the
a noW

Co.

Angles

NEW HAVEN. CONN.
Boston Photo Play Co.
128 Meadow St.
Connecticut and Rhode Island
OKLAHOMA CITY
Ft. D. Lewis Film Co.
104 South Hudson SL
Oklahoma. Arkansas

CLEVELANDStandard Film Service Co.
316 Sloane Bldg.
Northern Ohio
DETROIT
Standard Film Service Co
Michigan Joseph Mack Bldg., Detroit

DALLAS

CINCINNATI
Standard Film Service Co.
Film Exchange Bldg., Cincinnati

R. D. Lewis Film Co.
18151 S Mam St
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UNITED

*

"UNDER
The

STATES

FOUR

Government's

Motion
*

Picture

News

GOVERNMENT

★

FLAGS"

Great Victory

Picture

Exhibitor Comment:
"Wonderful picture. Extra Big Business." "A picture that
every theatre should play." — M. P. News.
Consensus :
"Powerful production with extra big drawing —powers."
M. P. News.

This

Great

Victory

Picture

of

America and the Allies gives the
exhibitors in the smaller towns a
remarkable opportunity
office profits.

The

Government

fixed on

a tremendous

is

a mar-

any

not

surfeited

the

city people,

how the war
desire is even

the

war

was

a sensation

- picture - surfeited

with

screen

OFFICIAL

The Official War

with

war
they

towns

facts.
want

was won — but
more keen.

are
Like

to see
their

other

what
picture

success.

of the smaller

Exhibitors
The

box-office

It was

box-

price

allows
with

of the larger cities.

Patrons

rental

a scale that

gin not obtainable
attraction.

for

patrons

figured

they

can

want.

The

rental

on a basis that permits

profit at regular

U. S. WAR

give their patrons

admission

is

high

prices.

PICTURES

Review-(Weekly)-Pathe

America' s Answer ^^^t^J^^
Sol. L. Lesser, State Council of Defense,
Francisco.
Under Four FlagsFor Michigan
Pershing's Crusaders — First National Exhibitors
— . r» • 1
r CI •
„
,„.„
.
TTCAC
Michigan War Preparedness Board.
Our £>ndP;e
— General Film Corporation
U. o. A. oeries Lansing.
(Except
and Wa™
0 Ol bhips
*■
'
County, through
WorldDetroit
Film Corporation.)
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC INFORMATION, George Creel, Chairman
Through the Division of Films, Charles S. Hart. Director, Washington, D. C.

The Bureau of War Photographs

The Bureau of War Expositions — presented by the United States and Allied Governments

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

A positive and

incomparable boat- office
A. H. Woods presents

Fannie
in Cleves

Kinkeads

attraction

-

Ward

enormous

dramatic

success

COMMON
CLAY
Produced by ASTRA
Directed by Ceo. Filzmaurice
Scenario by Ouida Bergere
PAT
HE
DISTRIBUTORS

Just

3

opinions

a

'the

who

cannot

make

Common

1

or else

look

* box

office

for

success:

play

as

holds

2

it up

as

have

a

a

winner."

f

The

^jOet

Wid's,

What

AGreat

it will

card."
Jan. 26

They

that

Jan.

Picture

Big

a big

in this

promise

It Quick

xmclusion^

hand

of

pic-

production... Play

and

Motion

That's

Telegraph,

class

special

line

play

drawing

a winning

ture... Truly first

from

theatre

it was

a film

stronger

Morning

Pathe

another

a different

at

a stage

even

an

prove

hand

As

money

Clay

around

iry his

business.

and

conclusion

exhibitor

should

-

25

News,

All

DISTRIBUTORS

Feb.Sth

Say!
Seven

Special

PATHE

you

Paris

Hie

L

life of

any
fliePaity-

S

Each
Each is way
will shine
New

above

the average;

in the most

distinguished

York's Rialto has booked
One

a Week

anyone

company.

them for one solid year!

Beginning

Produced

of them

March

byRolin

PAXHE
DISTRIBUTORS

9th

MARGARITA

FISHER

A five-reel
comedy'drama
as it's
behind
the scenes.
From theofRedlifeBook
storylived
by
Peter Clark MacFarlane. Directed by Edward
Sloman. Recall the success you had with the
other spicy Fisher subjects and bill this accord'
ingly You're certain to get box'office results.
Produced by
Distributed by PATHE
AMERICAN FILM CO., Inc.
Samuel S. Hutchinson, Pre*.
Other Fisher Successes Now Available :
"Money Im 't Everything"
"The Mantle of Charity. ' '
"Fair Enough"
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Motion

T

THROUGH"

FIGHTING
It is a picture.
Released

Starring. E. K. Lincoln.

January

27.

Action all through it— Lots of it. Hero
trails Mexican bandit to mountain fortress
in order to rescue his sweetheart.

Doesn't sound like a coward
he was supposed to be one.
The

big houses

country

are

throughout

booking

but

s job

the entire

"FIGHTING

THROUGH.''

You'l! make no mistake in following their
example. Inquire from your nearest Hodfor prices and dates.

kinson representative

W

W

527

HODKINSONFifth

Through

CORPORATION

Ave
PatKo' I

Now
1

York

I ExcKarvflb

City
Inc.

Be sure to mention "MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers

Picture

N e xv

February

22, 1919

LEASED
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FEBRUARY

TWENTY^

FOURTH

ff

LESTEDL

paoja_

presents
I*

I 1*

the
love
HxWer
D I Fa— EE. CTED
WILLIAM
PV S J^ARLE
ADAPTED
FDj©M^
THE
NO VEIL

BY JOMN
BfX-ECKENfXJDGE ELLIS
MEKIT WITM BOBBS-MEQ.G.ILL CO.
W.W»HODK.INSON

UNDEPw
AR.RANGE.DISTRIBUTED BY TME

CORPORATION, THftu' PAthV

EXCHANGE

The more YOU read these advertisements the more useful to YOU we can make the " NEWS

One of the best
VICTORY PICTURES
Book it today /

Every

Inch

a

Man!

There's no camouflage about him! — no doubles
to do his difficult stunts! — no actor on the
face of the earth who can do what he does!
TOM
MIX
the man who never fakes
has bounded into first rank as a box office
attraction because he is the incarnation of
fearlessness — a dare-devil who flirts with death*

WATCHING

FOR OUTLAWS

FOX
FILM CORPORATION

William

Fox

presents

DIRECTION OF MIX
E. J. LE SAINT in Hell
TOM

Roarin'

Reform

llllllilllllllilllliilllllllllllllllllllllllillilllllllllllllH

NEGATIVE

On
Comedy
from

Friday

afternoon,

STOLEN

January

negative, measuring

the Fox

Studio,

1401

1800
North

17, 1919, a Sunshine
feet, was
Western

stolen either
Avenue,

Angeles, California, or while in transit care American
ways Express Company.
Shipment

of negative was made

sealed wooden
were found

case.

When

to contain

the case was

Fox

Rail-

Studio

opened

in a

the cans

gravel and dirt.

The negative was entitled A
SECRET, valued at $50,000.
Notice

from

Los

is given to all branches

LADY

BELL-HOP'S

of the trade that if this

negative, or positive prints thereof, be offered for sale, hire
or lease, immediate

telegraphic

notice should

be given to the

undersigned.
The

robbery

Authorities.
changed

The

is now

under

investigation

title of this Sunshine

by Criminal

Comedy

may

be

by those responsible for the theft. Briefly, the story

is that of a girl who

works

as a bell-hop in a hotel.

Her

sweetheart has knowledge of the location of six million dollars in gold hidden in a sand pit. The gold is recovered by
the villain, who
parachute

escapes in an aeroplane

into an open

Information

and drops from

the

cage of lions, etc., etc.

with reference

to the theft or location of

negative may be given to either the nearest Police Authorities, the Sheriff, or direct to
FOX
130

Miiiiiiiiiiiiiniiii"

West

46th

FILM

CORPORATION

Street

New

York

City

Going
Nothing

in

a

decade

first run exhibitors
great

as

drawing

has

historic
or

the

Produced

This

by WILLIAM

stupendous

sweeping

the

drama

B

combination

country

like

while

even

success

the

achieved

there's

mighty
by

Salome
Directed by J. GORDON

spectacle

biggest

that

CLEOPATRA,

developed

approval

in

wildfire.

it now

FILM CORPORATION

public

of

year.

—

tremendous

ever

FOX

of the season — the

FOX

was,

ara

achievement
Book

the

are reporting — not

universal

Theda

Wildfire!

equalled

everywhere

that
power

Like

and

It is
box

the

office

drama
one

EDWARDS

literally is
outstanding

attraction

of the

still a chance !

RELEASED EXCLUSIVELY
ON
INDIVIDUAL
BASIS

EXHIBITOR?

DISTRIBUTED

THROUGH

EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

DISHBIITINfi

fflPPOPATIflM

MUTUAL

ROBERTSON

- COLE

$ELZNICK
M

E A

N

$

DOLLAR$

OLIVE

THOMA$
IN

UP$TAIR$

DIRECTION

Will

y

CHARLES

GIBLYN

Bring Dollars to

All Franchise
Have

DOWN

You

Holders.
Applied ?

CORPORATION
MYRON $ELZN1CK
- - President and General Manager
CHARLE3 GIBLYN
Director General

ill4

Motion

Picture

1

TEN

TRIANGLE

KEYSTONES

RE-ISSUED!

The

World

Famous
Let

MACK

COMEDIES

Fatty Arbuckle, Mable Norman'd, Ford Sterling, Mack
Svyain, Charles Murray, Chester Conklin, Gloria Swanson
and many other celebrities.
Think of the value of these
stars to your box-office. Were
funnier situations ever created
than their presentations in
these Keystones?
Any Exhibitor can please his
audiences with these.
The

Your

Audiences

SENNETT

real showman

Laugh

Again

at —

" My Valet "
" Safety First Ambrose "
" Nick of Time Baby "
44 His Feathered Nest 99
44
The Hunt "
44 Fickle Fatty's Fall "
44 His Wife's Mistake "
44 Tug Boat Romeo "
44 A Bath House Blunder"
44 Crooked to the End "

will find these creators of enthusiasm
and profits.

Profits! Say fellows, that's where you come in.
When your audiences are laughing at the antics of
these high salaried stars, you can laugh, too. For
with these, you obtain their services at a reasonable
rental.
You're not gambling with these. Their
value has been proved by past performances.
" My Valet " available March 2nd.
One each week thereafter. With
new

!0 *

TRIANGLE

prints and snappy
material.

advertising

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

N e\

IN THE UNITED STATES. EST. 1793

Round
the Town
renOfous
ine i
irie
With R. JAY KAUFMAN.
ou's j The morning's [t> a frivolous mood!
)ier
I The skeleton branches have all cnarigec .
a3 1 .
to com€<3y masKs!
sti- I Tba.t harnntea house is a tempting i
jg. frosted tart —
I What windows!
dalntv. lacy hangings- on it
iuc- ' j
See that tree laden with w>'-"-^> narcij""i|
WE
"T

HE
CORRECT

GL

OB

E!

"

The
an

great

error

peace

and

play!

New
an

And

York

newspaper

omission.

its hero, Old

The

"Better

Bill, has but one

makes
'Ole"

is a

competitor

—

that other humorous soldier in "Shoulder Arms." The omission
is of the fact that of the three sensational stage success cited, only
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In a day of limited shipping space, foreign buyers discovered the value of dealing with an American exporting firm that had no producer interests. The buvers
who " tied to Inter-Ocean " got THE FILMS THEY
WANTED
in the face
of all restrictions. Where only a little film could be shipped to a foreign purchaser of American films, that little was
PURCHASER'S
preference.

" preference

" material — of THE

Inter-Ocean had no favorites to play, no product in which it was financially interested, except as a straight matter of price based on THE MARKET
VALUE
TO

YOU,

THE

FOREIGN

BUYER.

Peace is here, restrictions are gradually reducing, but the war time lesson still has weight
with the careful foreign picture purchaser.
It is safest and sanest to take your American
ested in any American producing firm!

films from a house that is not financially inter-

Your New York buying agents, to give you 100% service, must be clear of the entangling
alliances of the producing field, must appraise the whole field ONLY IN THE LIGHT
OF YOUR NEEDS.
Inter-Ocean has no interests whatsoever in any American producing company, and is therefore superbly
qualified to act as your New York buying agent.
You need a tested buying agent like Inter-Ocean in New York, because the American producing field
to-day
is offering a long list of subjects that surpass in quality and 'drawing power the films made in any
other land.
And don't wait to write — CABLE !

INTERr
PAUIRCROMEUH
PSfi-fctjEiimGR.

OCEAN
FIL-AV
^^^^
HEJtt XQBK Olf
2l8W.4-2.oSt

Can immediately furnish a regular supply of World, Paralt a, Plaza, and other famous American brands, featuring such
stars as Louise Huff, June Elvidge, Evelyn Greeley, Carlyle Blackwell. Alice Brady, Ethel Clayton, Kitty Gordon, Lewis S.
Stone, J. Warren Kerrigan, Bessie Barriscale, Louise Glaum, Henry B. Walthall, Rhea Mitchell, Howard Hickman, Anita
King, Kathleen Clifford and Jackie Saunders. Or those big
Inter-Ocean special features like " Wives of Men " with Florence Reed, " Hearts Across the Sea " with Arnold Daly, a nd "The Transgressor," a successor to and of the same type
as the mighty successful " Victim." Or those funny Inter-0 cean comedies by the Whartons and other great producers,
and Adventure films like Frederick Burlingham's. Or acces sories like Speer Carbons, the " Fulco " line of 300 time and
money-saving appliances and the Globe Steel Reel, which per mits the quick replacement of broken springs.

Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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INTER-OCEAN

SECURES

GRAPHICS!

When a motion picture can be sold state rights in the United States, it MUST
be
SPECIAL.
It must have EXTRA
APPEAL.
For the state rights market can
only absorb the unusual

in films. When

a motion

picture is big enough

to " go

state rights " in America, it is big enough for any theatre program anywhere,
unless its theme makes it unsuitable. The theme of Ivan Abramson's Graphic
features makes them 100 per cent suitable abroad. Graphic's reputation as a
" special " is built on the fact that she didn't acquire it with ONE
PICTURE.
ALL of her releases to date — three — have been strong enough to " go state rights."
Not one, mind you — THREE.
And it is these that Inter-Ocean now offers, for
the first time, to foreign buyers.
WHEN
MEN
BETRAY, featuring Gail Kane with an all star
cast including Robert Elliot, Stuart Holmes, Jack McLean, Sally
Crute, Reed Hamilton, Dora Mills Adams, Gertrude Braun, Tallulah Bankhead, Hazel Washburn and Juliet Moore.

ASHES OF LOVE featuring James K. Hackett, Effie Shannon,
Mable Juliene Scott and an all star cast including Paula Shay, Ruby
de Remer, Dora Mills Adams, Hugh Thompson, William Davidson, William Bechtel and Thea Talbot.

THE ECHO
OF YOUTH
featuring Charles Richman, Leah
Baird, Pearl Shepard, supported by Marie Shotwell, Jack McLean,
Peggy Shanor and William Bechtel.

INTER-OCEAN

FILM CORPORATION

PAUL H. CROMELIN, PRESIDENT
Inter-Ocean Building
218 W. 42nd St., NEW YORK CITY

W e Operate Everywhere " — Largest Distributors of Films
in Foreign Fields and Sole Exporters of Speer
Carbons and Fulco Accessories

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them!
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The

Virginia

Pearson

TOPLAYS

P

Inc.

PRESENTS
VIRGINIA

PEAIR

IN
THE
BISHOP'S
EMERALDS
ADAPTED FROM THE FAMOUS NOVEL OF CAPTAIN HOUGHTON TOWNLEY
with

SHELDON

SUPPORTED BY A
THE FIRST OF
PLAYS TO BE
COMING YEAR,
JOHN

LEWIS

CAST OF PROMINENT PLAYERS.
A SERIES OF EIGHT PHOTOPRODUCED DURING THE
UNDER
THE
DIRECTION OF
B. O'BRIEN
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Listen to them!
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version
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Opinion

Unanimous

"OUT

Picture

SHOALS

of NaTimova

"accentuates

tragic star of the

silent

her

drama

in the

screen

enviable
"'

posi-

It is a big

theme which rises up ixomOui
of the log' the birth of a woman's
souh The range of human
emotions NaTimova encompasses is
remarkable

TttotLon

"A

for its hreadth

Ttcture

and

for its depths

!{ew$

great performance, one that leaves no room for doubt regarding her rani in the files of screen actresses
an oasis in the
of less artistic

desert

triumphs

of pictorial

productions

"""easily ranks

as one

at the

art "

"Impressive picture, finely produced and superhly acted ""One
of the finest screen performances she has ever given in a role
of strono'; sympathetic
o'et this * "

!Exhibikors

and

dramatic

quality

By

all means

lradeHeview

to her best advantagedramatic and shows Naiimova
opportunity has heen missed to make the picture stand lor

"Hio'hly
No

what

is best

Morning

"Out

in

motion

pictures"

*IeLecj/raph

of the Tog" will prohably

thehest

pictures

of the

year

pathetic, imaginative and

he remembered

as^one

- It is poetic beautiful,

romantic-"

of

sym-
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Destiny-

shapes

NAZIMOVA

Iiie

greatest

'NaTimova's

star

work

in the

in

motion

new

picture

pictures

is really remarkable"

Sun

3£T

"Nanmova

has

of her emotional

found

a medium

for the

unrest ric ted display

powers*1'

dramatic'1

Intensely
SvenLng^iegrarn

"Unforgettable is the acting of Mme
Nanmova
in 'Eye for
Eye 19. Metro picture, in which this stage and screen star appeared at the Rivoli Theatre Christmas week ■ So it is not go
in£ to be an easy task for this fine actress to better her superb
work in that drama » Yet it must be admitted the Russian
actress

has balanced

ing in Metro's

'Out oftheFocf'at

t/Tl^S

iQjL'

QLobe

dhe
I

METRO

this performance

A

"At

work

the

by the one

Rivoli

of exceptional

last a perfect

complete

film

PICTURES

week*

merit

for Nazimova"

triumph

marvelous

this

she is giv-

artist

of a
■
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by Barry L -Franklin

RELEASED
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UOHNNY
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pretend
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what-
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percentage
of
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in

Series

story

anything

kind

it, Hale

News

it magnetism-some

it personality
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Star
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call

people

nJDME

Picture

•

Fife
cMaxivelL
Director

Karger
Qeneral

FEBRUARY

METRO
Be sure to mention " MOTION PICTURE NEWS " when writing to advertisers
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Qaumont
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How can an advertiser continue advertising?

By giving YOU value.
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STILL
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Texas

—

Oklahoma

Louisiana —
Tennessee
North

W.
71
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West
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South

—

Alabama
Florida

Carolina.
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New

York,
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Y.
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I

|

TRADING

Foreign

J. Stuart

CORPORATION

Distributors

Blackton's

Seven

|
"LIFE'S
81

GREATEST
featuring

[

Lewis

Mitchell

"Molly

J

&

|

All Independent

■
G. M.
ha

|
"Red
■

I

&

BIG

David

J
■

Series

APOLLO

PROBLEM"

Ruby

De

in "Wanted
and
Sales

Corp.

for

of 21

Fischer's
Dalton
two

j

Murder"

Productions

(Creator of Broncho Billy)
in

INDEPENDENT

G.

1

Remer

Yellow," "Son of A Gun," "Shootin
& 7 Other New Productions

Emmett
New

|

Blood

Anderson

Production

j

in Suspense"

King

Elaine Hammerstein
Bj

Reel

|

Mad"

PRODUCTIONS

"The

Law

in "Beyond
reel

ZM

BILLY

j

of Nature"
the Law"
WEST

Comedies

TRADING
CORPORATION
220 West 48th St., New York City

Phone: 1800 Bryant

|

Cable Address: " Apoltrade."

j
■
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SENSATIONAL
SE^
PAPER

SENSATIONAL
PAPER
ON

THAT

ERYTHING
WHAT
SAY

THE

ABOUT

ON

IS

EVERYTHING

EXHIBITORS

THESE

PICTURES

DEPENDABLE
STARS
G. M. ANDERSON
HELEN GIBSON

CHAS.

RAY

MARGUERITE CLAYTON
TRUE BOARDMAN
DOROTHY GISH

BEN TURPIN
LOUISE GLAUM

1

r

DEPENDABLE
BRANCH
XCHANGES
CHICAGO
S. State St.
LEVELAND
Sloan Bldg.
XADELPHIA
514 Vine St.

PICTURES^
Running Wild
"Railroad Raiders" "The False Arrest
"The Escaped Convict"
"A Square Gambler" " Baffl«4 Society
"The Outlaw's Sacrifice" "Struck by Lightning'
Vengeance of Hate"
Secret Service Dan "
"Through the Storm" "Let No Man Escape*
"The Cowboy's Awakening" "The Clue"
iThe Old Miser"
She Picks a Dead One"

BRANCH
EXCHANGES
INTOANAPOLIS
Building
211 Wimmer
ST. LOUIS
3431 Olive St.
Building:
MINNEAPOLIS
421 Loeb Arcade

Write or Wire Now

Your Nearest Exchange

Or Get in Direct Touch with Executive Offices

APITAL

FILM

COMPANY,

INDIANAPOLIS,
IKE

SCHLANK,

A magazine's success is measured by its advertising.

IND.
Pres.
Look at the " News! "

Inc.

Charles
in

a

JRichxticLZZ

tense

Stirring
rf

scene

ezndL

from

JLeezh

JBezird

iVAJsTjflBRAMSON'S
~

~"

~

~-

~~

drama

u
A SIX ACT PRODUCTION
FEATURING

Charles

Richman,
and
Record

WONDERFUL

Pearl

Leak
Shepard

breaking box office attraction with
ADVERTISING

PLAYING
WEEK
STANDS
class houses in GREATER
STATE

RIGHT

BairJ

BUYERS— PUT

LIFE

POSSIBILITIES
ONLY,
NEW

IN YOUR

all first
YORK
EXCHANGES

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS
GRAPHIC
FILM CORPORATION
729 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK

For Foreign Rights — Apply to Inter Ocean Film Corporation, 218 West 42nd Street, New

York

i

HOW

S.

A.

SHACKMAN

"OUR

At

the

advertised

brought

OVER

TED

8 1 st St. Theatre,

He

PUT

8 1 st St. and

an unusual

results.

every exhibitor.

His

DY
Broadway,
New

picture in an unusual

campaign

It is a model

is worth

method

way

York

and it

the attention of

of realizing the full

possibilities in an attraction that is different.

Above is pictured a part of the crowd of school
children and Boy Scouts that packed the 81st

THE FAMOUS

ROOSEVELT

MOTION

St. Theatre as the result of 10,000 of these blotters distributed in the schools.

PICTURE

"OUR
TEDDY"
AN AUTHORIZED SCREEN VERSION OF THE DRAMATIC
LIFE AND THRILLING ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF COLONEL
THEODORE ROOSEVELT, WHICH WAS FINALLY APPROVED BY HIM JUST A FEW DAYS BEFORE HE DIED. WILL
BE PRESENTED AT A SPECIAL MORNING MATINEE FOR
THE PUPILS OF
PUBLIC SCHOOL
No. 465
PROMPTLY AT ELEVEN O CLOCK
SATURDAY

MORNING,

FEB.

8th

V/ 1
* * V J— 1__ 1
ON BROADWAY
theatre
8lST Street
„ NO WAR
Special Children's Admission Price 10 L,
TAX
For That Performance Only
- Tickets held by children who do not eet seats will be accepted at the afternoon
performance If they are accompanied by an adult.
R.M. BrmkerhofF. Famous N.Y. World Cimoonm. »ays. "Ii certainly is & thrilling Movie."
Hear The New Boy Scouts Band Play Colonel Roosevelt's Favorite Songs. - Big; Parade Of Boy Scouts Before Performance.

■ I

These

are

the

at the 81 st. St. Theatre,

things

high-class

Mr.

uptown

New

Shackman
York

neighborhood

TEDDY"
put
to
used capacity
house;
2400 "OUR
seats; admission prices 30 cents

Every

of

exhibitor

season

with

use

the

same

made

appeal

that

"OUR

TEDDY"

and

copy

can

Mr.
a

general

over
to 85 cents

style

Shackman's

success.

OF
He circularized the schools with blotters; h e obtained the aid of the BOY SCOUTS
AMERICA
and New York Council turne
d out 700 strong with a 35-piece band. He
used larger newspaper space and carried in it the same style of copy he wrote for the
lobby cards. He used flag drapes for 3-she et cutouts of Mr. Roosevelt's head. His
orchestra played old familiar classic songs,
He used advance slides, including the special set illustrated with cartoon sketches; h e advertised it in his house program as a
motion picture drama. He used advertisin g materials available to you at any First
National

Exchange,

This

and —

kind

of

showmanship

gets

results

,./f

A part of the special Saturday morning matinee crowd of School Children and Boy Scouts

I
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—
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—
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United

I3i4 from

many

every

one

angles.—

Success!

of its

mincis

breathless suspense. There's
dctioneven second. -VAriefy
Situation

follows

at breakneck

situation

speed -

forceful realism,

nanpfl

splendid

enterfainment-Tiipp£kfvi6W.
full of thrills .Scenic
of rare

beauty.

—

settings

u^m

The whole picture smacks

of

freshness and Mrnkdlh-mQ*
l)Je repeatevery
You

ft is bi^

viewpoint-

from

fjp.mews.

caHF ^owronOi

booking

this .

W-Tfank

We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.

Listen to them I

THREE

THE

MILLION
Endorse

GIRL

AND
BY

CHAS.

THE

WOMEN

HORSES

A. TAYLOR
With

"THE
MYSTERY
GIRL"
Frank Mayo, Little Ben Alexander, Claire McDowell,
Geo. Gebhart

Dell Boone,
Fcra 1201
Nite
CLASS OF SERVICE
Telegram
NL
Blue
Day Letter
Night
Message
Night ofLetter
If none
these three symbols
appears
after isthea telegram
check number of
words)
this
wise its character Is indicated Other,
by the
symbol appearing after the check.

class of service SYMBOL
Telegram
Blue
Day Letter
Nite
Night Message
NL
WESTEgH
UNION
Night Letter
If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of
words)wise itscharacter
this is a telegram.
is indicated Otherby the
GEORGE W. E. ATKINS. FIRST vice-president
symbol appearing after the check. NEWCOMB CARLTON. PRESIDENT
D103NYAD113 BLUE
P DALLAS TEXAS 1230PM FEB. 8
Jas J Tynan
Cr Astor Hotel
As State Chairman Industrial and Social Conditions Federation Womens Club represent some three
million women in United States and Thirty Thousand in Texas I welcome picture like The Girl
and the Horses as Chairman of American Organization for Council of Defense I feel pictures of this
kind clean entertaining starring a woman above reproach will do much to make unnecessary the
legislation we have felt imperative if we place before our foreign population the proper kind of entertainment being Chairman of Recreational Committee Young Womens Christian Assn I know pictures
of this diately
character
go far which
towardsit clearing
up moving picture situation Please advise me immethe companywillthrough
will be released.
Mrs. Wm Bacon
616PM

Form 1201
CLASS OF SERVICE SYMBOL
class of service SYMBOL
Nite
Telegram
Telegram
WESTBim
UNION
Blue
Blue
Day Letter
Day
Night Message
NightLetter
Message
NNitaL
NL
Night Letter
Night ofLetter
If none
these three symbols
If nono of these three symbols
appears
after
the
check
|
number
of
appears after the check (number of
words)wise its character
this is a telegram
words)wise itscharacter
this Is a telegram.
Is indicated Otherby the
AM
is indicated Otherby the NEWCOMB CARLTON. PRESIDENT
GEORGE W. E. ATKINS. FIRST VICE-PRESIDENT symbol appearing after the check.
symbol appearing after the check.
1919 Feb 13 AM 4 25
65A 65 NL 8 EX
P DALLAS TEX T. "
J J TynanHotel Astor
New York.
Am awaiting information as to release of the picture The Girl and The Horses We have decided
to throw the force of our organized womanhood back of this picture to get full benefit of the
publicity
in order to reach all of our women we must know immediately when and by whom
it
will be and
released.
Mrs. William Bacon
Chairman of Educational Propaganda of Council of Defense.

SHOWING
James

J. Tynan

BY

APPOINTMENTHotel

Astor,

New

York

out

42

of

45-

ATTENDED
WHO
EXHIBITORS
A SPECIAL
SCREENING
OF

AT

EXCHANGE

BOSTON

THE

EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

PRODUCTION

STAND

WELL

EXHIBITOR

TEST,

SO

MANY

THE

MONEY- MAKING

AND

TITLE

TAIN BOX-OFFICE

LEE

INCE

STEWART

Released by
EXHIBITORS
DISTRIBUTING

CRITICAL

WHICH

TION, AND CARRIES

W.

WILL

OFFERS

POSSIBILITIES

EXPLOITATION

Starring LUCILLE

BOOKED

WHICH

SO

Produced hy RALPH

OF

PICTURE.

THE

A

COMMANDMENT

ELEVENTH

THE

MUTUAL

CORPORATION

FOR

PRESENTAA
IS A

SUCCESS.

SURE
CER-

Motion

Picture

CIRCULATION

First of the Four
You

Points

the Spending

The Four Are:

That Should

of Every

Advertising

Circulation, Reader

ice to the Reader,

Decide

For

Dollar.

Interest, Serv-

Service to the Manufacturer.

Dear Advertiser :
We
recently.

had a rather unusual opportunity of proving our circulation

You will be interested in the method

and results.

We took the list of customers of Chaplin's "Shoulder
Arms," representing, presumably, the cream of the theatres
of this country and Canada.
We checked off our subscribers; added some more through
an intensive circulation campaign; found the list 6% faulty
(that is recently closed houses); result, we were reaching 72%
of the list.

But—
When
we
where

one

consulted

man

of the theatres

or

one

in one

our

list of chain

company
or more

owns

towns

theatres —
all or

and

one

most
copy

of the NEWS
in the manager's hands does the work
— we found we were reaching practically 1 00% of
these Chaplin customers.

You

one

can

paper—

cover

this

Motion

CONCENTRATE

field

today

Picture
!

Sincerely,

with

News.

N

As Usual — 12 Pages of Exploitation Aids in the Service Bureau This Week — See Page 1250
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The

Question
IT seems to us that in all the present turmoil the question of product stands out with increasing vehemence.
By product we mean the entertainment value of the
picture.
There seem to be two distinct viewpoints, two rival
camps as it were, in the picture business to-day.
Here in New York we have been all riled up over distribution— for the past year or more.
We have had all kinds of cooperative booking schemes.
They have promised direct booking to the exhibitor, the
elimination of the middleman and the consequent saving
of distributing expense.
"We have
had much
talkhad
of mergers
distributing
tems. We have
actually
absorptionof of
exchanges sysby
other exchange systems.
There has been much publicity, and it has undoubtedly
interested the exhibitor.
£
$
$
What

the Patron

Pays For
BUT the exhibitor, after digesting and even welcoming the scheme- has in each instance, and naturally,
asked: " What pictures, what kind of pictures will
you send us? Your method is satisfactory, but where and
what is your product ?
looking
out inatatthe
seeWehowhave
the been
exhibitor
looks
us. exhibitor. Now, let's
The exhibitor is engaged in the renting and selling of
pictures to the public.
Of course he is mightily interested in the rental prices.
We might remark, in passing that in the case of some local
circuits he is so interested in rental prices that he can't see
very much else ; he can't see for instance that the producer
has got to have his legitimate return in order to exist and
maintain an adequate supply of good pictures.
But the exhibitor is primarily interested in pictures —
their drawing power.
That's what he sells; that's where his breadandbutter
lies. That — plus advertising — is the force that fills his
seats. That is his point of contact with his public, which
in turn indicates to him day in and day out that it shops
for its entertainment in a most exacting fashion.
He wants good pictures ; and equally, fifty-fifty, he
wants good advertising material and opportunities.
Filmland's Gold Dust Twins
OOD pictures and good advertising — these are the
first considerations of his box-office success. And
G
looking in on you from his point, he rates you —
lllilllllllllllllllilllll

of

Product

program producer, independent producer, distributor, exchange— on these two prime considerations :
Good pictures and good advertising service.
These make your trademark value with him — because
these make your trademark value with his public.
We are speaking now, of course, of the main centres
when entertainment competition is severe, where there are
many seats to fill, and where advertising opportunities are
greater.
The small town house gets good pictures — it has many
to choose from — and its advertising opportunities are limited ;so rental prices are its chief problem, perhaps. And
it is apparent that in the supplying of advertising service
and in the fixing of rental prices the small town houses
should be put in a sharply distinct class and treated separately with fundamentally different policies.
But the main centre theatres need emphasis here because they are the strategic points ; their bookings and
their advertising greatly effect the smaller surrounding
theatres ; and their viewpoint means much to New York.
And this viewpoint, to reiterate, this valuation of the firms
in New York rests on pictures and advertising. That's
where you, the producer — stand with the exhibitor.
Distribution

the

Wood

Pile Man

.
ate distribution
to underestim
want distributio
don't
n — the
Indeed,
importance of it—
needs no brief from any source.
It is apparent to-day that distribution is the nigger in
the woodpile of production.
Distribution has much to do with the making of pictures.
It is distribution — the wrong kind of distribution — that is
constantly calling for more pictures to support its overhead, thereby making for the production of machine pictures. It is distribution — the right kind — that is needed
to take care of fewer and better pictures and return an
encouraging
profit on them to producer, exhibitor and exchange.
WE

There is a veritable tug of war on to-day between production and distribution. These cross purposes are a passing era in the business — an economic tangle. Out of it is
bound to emerge — fewer and better pictures and a selling
and advertising system able to take care of them.

Motion
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Editorially

Going

to the Market
Bioscope of London says that British pictures
THE
might find a market in America " if only the British producer with pictures to sell elsewhere made
as full use of the American trade press as his competitor
does of the trade press on this side of the Atlantic."
And the further sensible suggestion is made that capita!
will have to be added by the British producer to cover this
advertising requirement.
We agree fully with the Bioscope — in fact, the need of
competitive advertising is obvious. But the suggestion, we
believe, does not go far enough.
British pictures must be well advertised to the American
exhibitor through the American trade press ; but they must
also, as the American producer is finding true of his own
product, be advertised to the American public.
In fact, we believe that herein lies the answer to the
question of British pictures in the American market.
In other words, we believe that the American public
want to see meritorious British pictures, just as they like
good British plays. " The Better 'Ole " is showing in
the United States today with five road companies.
But these British pictures will have to be brought to the
attention of the American public.
This does not mean that a large national advertising appropriation will have to be added to the trade advertising
expense. The margin of profit would in no way admit
of it.
But it does mean that the trade advertising of British
pictures should — like the service advertising MOTION
PICTURE NEWS is now doing for the American producer— concern itself with the material and the ways and
means through which the American exhibitor can intelligently exploit the British picture to his public.
This seems to give to British pictures the true and practical opening to the American market. This market is the
American public, not merely the American exhibitor.

Buying

Direct

Their Eyes Open
JUST a word more on the subject of the small town
theatre, a reconsideration of which is prompted by
the receipt in a morning's mail of three letters
dwelling
success. upon the small town house's requirements anddefinitely
We have just stated that these theatres have many pictures to pick from.
Very true; but they — the successful ones — pick, just the
same, and carefully.
These three letters, in fact, state that success has come
from picking pictures — from the ability to shop for the
public, which in turn shops for itself. This shopping ability, it is also stated, is gained by a careful study of the
trade paper, its advertising pages, its unbiased comments,
its service suggestions, its news of bookings by the earlier
run houses.
In some quarters in New York the idea prevails that the
small town house takes what it gets — is dependent upon a
program supplied by an exchange. This may be true of
some theatres, but they are becoming more and more a minority. The successful small town house is picking from
. ji: 1 r;

With
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Picture

News

Speaking:
the market, and this year more than ever before this shopping for attractions will increase.
One of these theatres sends in a calendar showing its
bookings for February.
Selections have evidently been
made from as many as eleven different distributors.
*****
"Jes' Folks Are Certainly Popular"
HE instant success of DeMille's '* Don't Change
Your Husband " is striking proof of the broad basis
of what the public eagerly wants in pictures.
That broad basis is summed up by the exhibitor's comment in our last issue: pictures about " human beings doing
human
" Don'tthings."
Change Your Husband " is delightfully human.
It goes home. That's all — but that's enough.
There are many adaptations of this human note. And
the public is eager for all these adaptations, whatever they
are, in all their range from light comedy to heavy melodrama.
Pictures that are not human may go over, but they don't
go home. And there's just the difference between mediocrity and positive success.
*****
A

Million

to One

IF there were no Wilbur F. Crafts at Washington, there
would be no Federal Censorship bill.
And if there were no Mr. and Mrs. Reformer here
and there, there would be no State Censorship bills.
So we contend that the Legislative representatives of
the hundred million people of the United States should use
some reasoning, if merely mathematical in scope, in judging the wants of at least one million folk as against a single
professional reformer.
* * $ $ $
Business

is Booming

restrictions large and
of building
the dropping
WITHbeautiful
picture theatres
are going up all over the
United States. The ruling cost seems to be
around a quarter of a million dollars.
Never before has the industry seen such a theatre-building regime.
And never before have gross theatre admissions approached the total of the past several weeks.
And never before, we might add, has the general output
of
pictures upheld as good a standard as that of the present
releases.
It looks like a good and big year in motion pictures.
Coming

to Life

independent field
in the
aretheinterested
MEN tell who
us that
state rights
market is opening up
again. That there are plenty of interested exchanges now, but not enough open market pictures.
Just one more proof of the prosperity that is here for
all the industry; one more indication that "This is the
Optimist's Year."
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Dealing

in

WE

'Out
of 5,000,000
People
He's
the Happiest"

herewith present the man who can
come close to claiming at this minute
to be " the happiest man in New York."
There may be a happier man — but we
didn't meet him this week.
And we did meet Fred Quimby, sales
manager for Pathe.
And you should hear him tell of the trip
he just made around the country; of the
record-breaking bookings he secured on
" Common Clay ; " and of " Common Clay "
itself.
We can understand now why Pathe grabbed Fred Quimby. And why the West
Coast liked him so well.
Get him on any of the subjects mentioned
above just now and he's a walking dynamo
of salesmanship — seething and exuding enthusiasm.

Just think of increasing the gross income of the motion picture
business by one-seventh! Something close to that will happen if
all the Sunday opening fights now on result successfully. Think of
what the increased prosperity would mean to you and to me. Ail
the more reason why you should keep in touch with Sunday opening
events. This iveek's news story is on page 1144.
Herbert Lubin must have turned jealous when "Personalities"
told him last week how thoroughly A. H. Sawyer was enjoying
his Florida vacation. Now Herbert is also on his way to Miami.
Pete Milne, our Bill Keefe sleuth, fell down on the job, succumbing to an attack of tonsilitis which kept him away from The
Complete Plan Book on Monday and Tuesday.
Substitute Sleuth Grant Carpenter found Keefe for us on
Monday at the Astor. The Griffith production manager had
stopped off in Washington on his way East. All is explained.
E. Kendall Gillett, of Motion Picture News, is spending two
weeks in Washington. Nope! — he isn't filling in for Woodrow.
Prosperity is in the air. W e hear it from every film executive,
sales
salesman
York.story
Andon ifpage
we don't
believemanager
it then and
we. have
only around
to read New
the news
1147,
telling of the new theatre boom that is booming some boom-booms!
Gosh, all the vacant plots in the country must be sprouting new
theatres. Read that news — it will tickle your heart with thoughts
of the new business.
H. C. Horator, manager of the Toledo Alhambra, was a Motion Picture News visitor two days of last week. There's the
live-wire, peppery type of showman that you wish you could have
around the office a couple of hours every day.

Personalities
dropped into the office during the week to tell us of the Sunday
fight he has on his hands out in Yakima, Washington. And also
some cheery words regarding the way prohibition boomed the
theatre business in Washington.
Harry Rosson, the prominent English film man, expects to sail
for home about the time this issue reaches the newsstands.
Charles F. Schwerin, well known in the state rights field, and
now Cleveland manager for the Independent Sales Corp., dropped
into New York last week to hear "Hello, Daddy!" from the lips
of a baby boy born February 4. Both Mrs. Schwerin and Master
Schwerin are progressing nicely and expect to be able to leave
New York soon for their Cleveland home.
Just after we slipped you the tip that Vitagraph had a winner
in " The Lion and the Mouse," the Rialto confirmed our advice by
booking it for next week. Watch this page for the real tips. You
can't go wrong playing this paddock dope. Here's one due to start
soon — " Common Clay," a peppery filly, but there with the speed.
The touts are reporting to us on Goldwyn's " The Eternal Magdalen "and Nazimova's " The Red Lantern." As soon as we time
them ourselves we'll give you the word.
Denial is made that the new S. L. Rothapfel Complete Programs are going to include usher service.
Our private Secret Service reports that Frederick McClure Collins is the lucky boy who has signed Captain Edward Rickenbacker, America's Ace of Aces, for the screen.
Jerome Beatty has returned to his Paramount desk after an
absence due to a nervous breakdown from overwork.
Our old friend Charlie Streimer is handling Harry Raver's new
Maciste serial in the New York territory from his offices at 729
Seventh avenue.
Joseph A. Golden left New York this week for Florida with a
Western photoplay company to produce scenes for the new serial,
" The Great Gamble."
From Henry Gsell comes word that he will hereafter be known
as Henry G. Sell — owing to difficulty previously found in spelling and pronouncing his name.
A news story on page 1180 chronicles quietly one of the most
interesting netvs stories of the day. President Albert E. Smith, of
Vitagraph, has completed a deal absorbing the negatives, story and
play rights, and laboratory of the Kalem Company. The plays include such winners as " Shenandoah," the negatives of the perennial
money-maker, " From the Manger to the Cross," and the laboratory
the most modern automatic equipment in the East. And the story
marks the passing of Kalem — the K-L-M of Kleine, Long and
Marion.

Watterson Laboratory Rothacker is expected in town about the
time these lines see the light of day.
Must be trailing his fellow-Chicagoan Charles Bartola Pyle,
who dropped in to say " hello " early in the week.
The National Association liasn't given up hope yet in its fight
on the five per cent rental tax. That you'll learn in a story on
page 1148, together with other items regarding the Association's
activities. And speaking of picture organizations — ivhere, oh where,
is the M. P. E. L.? Haven't heard a sound for so long that we're
beginning to fear Pete Schaeffer has buried the body.
Sidney Lust, Washington exchange man, was reported on the
White Way during the past week.
Exhibitor
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the effect that he may retire, but the rumor is also current here that unnamed parties have offered the roughriding star a million dollars for two pictures.
Poor William S. McAdoo is besieged by every distributing executive scenario writer, director, player and
what not within twenty miles — not to mention those
within telegraph reach. He is issuing no statements.
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Sunday

Motion

Battle

is

Raging

Picture

News

Over
Country
As an instance of how fully awake the
Call Issued for New York State Exhibitors' Convention to Discuss
church interests already are as to the aims
of the measure the Rev. Dr. W. A. HanTopic — Introduce Sunday Opening Bill in Pennsylvania —
son, pastor of the Messiah Lutheran
Other Fights
Church, of this city, preached a vigorous
sermon against the bill in his church yesFROM the front line trenches come reports of Sunday opening battles being
terday morning. He referred specifically
waged in almost every part of the country. New York's exhibitors are
drawing up their lines for the struggle to secure a local option bill in to the bill's effect on motion pictures and
declared it " struck at the vital principles
that state ; Pennsylvania's legislature has been given a bill that will bring about
of American ideals."
Sunday shows. In Cincinnati agitation is on for an enforcement of the blue
laws, while numerous smaller cities report the battle on in earnest.
Question Hot in Ohio
Cincinnati (Special to Motion Picture
The bill introduced in Pennsylvania's legislature does not specifically mention
News).
— Representative Hinchey, of Senmotion pictures, but is, instead, a law for the repeal of the old " blue laws." It
eca County, has just introduced a bill in
is admitted that its main purpose is the legalizing throughout the state of Sunthe Ohio Legislature in which it is proday shows.
posed to cancel the present law forbidding
picture shows on Sundays. The purpose of
Call for New York Convention
the Hinchey bill is to legalize Sunday
SUNDAY
SHOWS
President Sydney S. Cohen, of the New
shows, so that the Sunday closing bugaboo
York State Exhibitors' League, has issued
will be removed forever from the minds
And a Tip to the Wise Manager
a call for a state-wide convention of moof motion picture show managers and
tion picture exhibitors to be held February
patrons. A clever scheme to shunt the bill
26 at the Onondaga Hotel, Syracuse. Plans
ay
s
agito
tation
ban
Sund
show
is
ing
of fight
great way
ONEto be
over to a committee composed of men who
careful of the pictures
for a state-wide campaign will be formed
favor the Sunday closing of all amusements
there, while many prominent speakers will
you show Sundays. And the
was nipped in the bud, and the chances look
address the exhibitors.
only sure way to be careful of your
good for the Hinchey bill to go through
pictu.res is to follow authoritative reSenator Thompson, of Niagara, who
views
before the Ohio Legislature adjourns in
made a strenuous fight for the Sunday
George F. Mosher, of Girard Colopening bill at the last session of the legisApril.
lege, Philadelphia, Pa., writes to P.
Cincinnati is faced with the Sunday closlature, and Dr. Royal S. Copeland, Health
S. Harrison: "Allow me to express
ing of motion picture shows, as Mayor
Commissioner of New York City, are
my appreciation of your complete,
Galvin has been asked to enforce the alaccurate and unbiased criticisms. It
among those already on the list of speakers.
is my business to review and select
most forgotten Sunday closing law that has
Speaking of the prospects for a wellbeen on the Ohio statute books for almost
attended convention President Cohen demotion pictures for private institutions, making sure that we show
half a century- The agitation has resulted
clared to a Motion Picture News reprenothing but good, clean pictures at
from an attempt to close the retail meat
senta ive :
all times.
markets and small groceries that have been
'" There is hardly a corner of the State
" Many times after reviewing a picthat is not represented in the organization
ture and looking up your review on
open on Sunday mornings for the convenience of customers. The butchers and
now. The best and most representative
it I find that I can rely upon them
theatre men are with us heart and soul, and
grocers have served an ultimatum that if
absolutely, which is, I think, unthe smaller theaters are in the cause just
they are compelled to remain closed on
as enthusiastically. The response to our
Sundays, the motion picture theatres must
appeal for a more representative and a whatever
guise or by whomsoever proposed will
also
close. They propose to put Cincinusual."
be considered or discussed at this convention.
stronger state organization has been wonnati in the throes of the famous " blue
We put none but exhibitors on guard.
SIDNEY S. COHEN, President.
laws " that were enforced by the Pilgrim
derful."
Fathers.
S. I. BERMAN, Secretary.
Following is the text of the official
proclamation calling the convention :
In addition, Councilman George Schlichte
Stiff Battle Expected in Penn.
TO THE MOTION PICTURE EXHIBITORS
has taken up cudgels for motion picture
Harrisburgh,
Pa.
(Special
to
Motion
OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
Picture News). — Assemblyman William F. operators, insisting that they are entitled to
Fellow Exhibitors: —
Rorke, of Philadelphia, has introduced in one day's rest each week.
The people of the state of New York want
motion picture entertainment on Sunday. Their
the
Pennsylvania legislature an amendment
Flint Meets a Crank
overwhelming patronage of Sunday pictures
proves this beyond the shadow of a doubt.
to
the
"
blue
laws
"
of
1794
—
the
latter
proThe Courts of this state have rendered conFlint, Mich. (Special to Motion Picture
hibiting every sort of Sunday activity exflicting decisions on the legality of showing
cept the bare essentials.
News"). — Movement for the closing of themotion pictures on Sunday. We must, therefore,
atres and other places of amusement on
seek help in the legislature.
Although the bill does not specifically
Ever since the state-wide conference, held at
Sundays and to prevent the sale of Sunmention motion pictures it is admittedly
Albany last September, the officers of the state
league have left no stone unturned to prepare the
day newspapers through the presentation
way for a successful campaign to that end. .It is designed to legalize the Sunday show. Folof petitions to the common council has been
lowing the provisions wiping out the ridicuour duty to give voice to the wishes of our
started
patrons.
the
city. by some of the church people of
lous old " blue laws " it reads :
Threatened taxation and other vital problems
call for your careful action. This is the supreme
" And provided always, That nothing herein
contained shall be construed to prohibit the givmoment for onstmaking
and then,
impressive
demThe petitions were circulated by Dave
ration ifnot fora united
ourselves,
on behalf
ing of lectures,oforchestral
concertscharacter
and otherin Daniel, an ex-boxer and wrestler, who was
entertainments
an educational
of our patrons. We earnestly desire your counsel
and support whether the owner of a large house
which, if a stage or platform be used, there shall
converted about a year ago and who joined
or a small one.
be no raising or lowering of a curtain, no appeara church which frowns on all sorts of
Therefore, you are urged to come to the City
ance of any person in costume and no moving or
of Syracuse on the 26th day of February, 1919,
changing of scenery or furniture upon such stage
"
worldly " amusements. There were about
to attend a state-wide convention of exhibitors
or
platform,
Lord'sof Day,
calledin 300 signatures on the petitions.
to be held at the Onondaga Hotel at 11 A. M.
Sunday,
afteronthethehour
seven commonly
of the clock
on the day above mentioned.
Alderman Homer Yette, one of the
the afternoon of the same day."
Your voice and your vote will be the deciding
signers of the petitions, presented them
It seems evident, moreover, that if the
factors as to the methods and, no doubt, the
success of passing this legislation at this session.
to the common council and made a motion
Opportunity is knocking at our door. Men of motion picture interests want to see Sunaffairs in all walks of life familiar with political
day pictures win they must be fully alive to which adopted to have the matter referred
conditions say that this is the year. The people
to the city attorney who was instructed to
are with us; are we with the people? There is the keen opposition which already has appeared and which bids fair to increase in draft a resolution providing for a submisno power like the power of our screens. Now
is our time to use them.
sion of the question of Sunday closing to
strength so long as the measure is before
POSITIVELY no so-called co-operative book(Continued otr next page)
the Legislature.
ing or film selling scheme of any kind, under
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Sunday Battle Raging Over
Whole Country
(Continued from preceding page)
a vote of the people. As Flint is essentially a" workingman's " town with about
20,000 men employed in automobile plants
and many of them unable to attend the
theatres except on Sundays, it is believed
that the proposition of Sunday closing will
be voted down if ever submitted.
Encouragement was lent to the theatre
men who naturally want the Sunday
business when statements were issued this
week by Rev. O. B. Stroh,, president, and
Rev. E. E. Sayles, secretary, of the Flint
^Ministerial Association to the effect that
the organization nor none of the churches
affiliated with it were behind the movement.
The association includes most of the
Prostestant churches in the city.
Indiana Pushing Sunday Bill
Indianapolis (Special to Motion Picture
Xews). — Indiana exhibitors are still working hard on the pushing of the bill recently framed to permit the opening of
picture theatres on Sunday.
In a recent Committee Report emphasis
was laid on the fact that it is up to the
Indiana exhibitors to support their own
battle. No aid has been given by the National Association, and but three film companies have responded to the call for help.
Famous Players-Lasky has donated the
services of Miss Rose Tapley; Exhibitors'
Mutual has given a check for five hundred
and the services of Attorney Charles C.
Pettijohn, who fought the Sunday battle
two years ago; and the First National
franchise holder for Indiana has contributed liberally through Robert Lieber, of
the Circle.
The following exhibitor committees are
handling the fight: Central Committee,
Charles M. Olson, chairman, Robert Lieber,
H. M. White, V. U. Young, L. H. O'Donnell; Advisory Committee, W. C. Quimby,
T. Guy Perfect, Ray Andrews, Frank J
Pembusch, F. G. Heller.

One Mayor Cooperates
From the National Board of Review
comes the following statement: "The
Mayor of Indianapolis, Ind., has decided
upon a solution for the Sunday motion picture problem in the theatres of Indianapolis. He has turned over to the Indiana Board of Endorsers of Photoplays
the selections of pictures which will be entirely satisfactory for afternoon and evening performances. This group has requested regularly the assistance of the
National Board of Review in information
regarding the best pictures drawn from the
productions of all companies."
Roy White, of Omaha, Dies
Roy L. White, Omaha manager for
Pathe, has passed away following an operation for acute appendicitis. He is survived by his wife, mother and two children.
Mr. White had been head of the Pathe
branch since July. Previous to that he had
been with Pathe's Minneapolis organization for eight years.
Harry Graham, formerly with Pathe in
Minneapolis, is handling the Omaha office.

Hart

Pays

Tribute

that
a statem
tionof with
INtheconnec
n ent
of Films
the Divisio
affairs
would be wound up at the earliest
possible moment with no new pictures to be presented, Charles S. Hart
last week issued a sincere tribute to the
motion picture industry. " Splendid cooperation, worthy of the highest appreciation of the people and the Nation,"
is the term given by Mr. Hart to the inefforts work with
dustry's
tee the
Pubon Government and theto Commit
lic Information during the war.
Mr. Hart added that his recent trip
abroad had not been for the purpose
of securing new features, but to wind
up theeignwork
Committee's
foroffices.ofHethe praised
the work
done by the foreign bureau under the
direction of Herbert S. Hoagland in
driving German propaganda film from
neutral countries and presenting
American subjects.
Charles Van Arsdale, assistant to
Mr. Hoagland, Frank J. Marion, who
was in Spain, Guy C. Smith, in Scandinavia, Llewellyn R. Thomas in Holland, and Mrs. Norman Whitehouse,
in Switzerland, came in for words of
praise.
" As quickly as the financial department of the Division can get in the
receipts," concluded Mr. Hart, " comCohen

Won't Serve on N.
A. Committee
Sydney S. Cohen, president of the New
York State League of Motion Picture Exhibitors, has declined to accept membership
on the advisory committee of the National
Association which is planning a nationwide fight on censorship.
Mr. Cohen's letter declares, " The organized exhibitors of the State of New
York asked me not to accept this appointment and I am notifying you to this effect.
As to any proposed legislation affecting the
motion picture exhibitors of this state,
kindly be advised that the Motion Picture
Exhibitors' League of New York State
will take care of same to the best of their
ability and are in close touch with the
situation." •
Operators'

Union Hold Annual Reception
The sixth annual convention and ball of
the Motion Picture Machine Operators'
Union, Local No. 306, was held Wednesday
night at the New Amsterdam opera house,
and the occasion was one of the most successful social events of the union's existence. The big ballroom of the opera house
was the scene of a get-together spirit that
marked the event a most successful affair.
More than a thousand members of the
union an'd their friends were present.
The guests of honor were Marguerite
Marsh, a sister of Mae Marsh and now
playing the principal feminine role in
Oliver Films, Inc., Craig Kennedy serial;
Herbert Rawlinson, popular leading man ;
Harry Grossman, general manager of

to Industry
plete the audit of the receipts, and
make a report to Congress, the offices
of the Division of Films will be closed.
I think the work will be completed
within two months at the most."
Mr. Hart's tribute to the industry
follows:
" With the closing of the Division
of Films it is desired to express the
great appreciation of the Committee
on Public Information for the splendid
cooperation which was given at all
times by the Motion Picture Industry,
on the part of both the producers and
exhibitors. I can safely say that it is
pointed out and referred to on a number of occasions in the European
Trade Press as an example that was
worthy of emulation. The Government recognized the invaluable parallel assistance rendered by the Motion
Picture industry of the United States.
There was not a time when any executive or official of the industry was
called upon for advice or assistance
that he did not give more than was
asked for. From my own observation
and to my own knowledge the Motion
Picture Industry of the United rendered a patriotic service worthy of
the highest appreciation of the people
and of the Nation.
Charles S. Hart."

Oliver Films, Inc. ; Justice Jacob S.
Strhal of the Municipal Court of Brooklyn, James T. Walker, New York state
senator who is responsible for the introduction of the bill regulating the qualifications for operators in New York, and
L. L. Baker and wife.
Among the members present were : Sam
Goldf arb, R. Sanders, J. Ruddock, F. Riccio,
Will C. Smith, Sam Kaplan, J. Hornstein,
B. Turner, C. Jawitz, Alex. Polin, R. Weis,
S. Terr, J. D'Ambrosio, H. L. Cohen, A.
Perlmutter, H. Scherl.
The box holders were : Local No. 390,
I. A. ; Local No. 310, musicians ; Universal Film Manufacturing Company, William
Fox Enterprises, Precision Machine Company, officers I. A., officers Local No. 306,
honorary members, movie stars, city officials, Nicholas Power Company, United
Picture Theatre Equipment Company,
Loew Enterprises, Independent Movie Supply Company, Local No. 1, I. A.; Local
No. 4. I. A. ; Motion Picture News, Moving Picture World.
" Quo

Vadis " for Woodrow
on Return Trip
When the U. S. S. George Washington
sailed on January 25 to bring President
Wilson back to America the New York office of George ; Kleine received a specific
request for a print of the film " Quo
Vadis " to be used upon the return trip.
The George Kleine representative gladly
supplied a print of the re-issue, which is
practically the original film, changed
merely to bring in up-to-date subtitles and
add certain footage in the original negative but not used when the film was first
published in 1913.
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Round-up
of
Film
Thieves
On
will take place within the next two weeks.
New York, Philadelphia and CleveThis is in connection with the disappearland Cleaning House in Effort to
ance last August of "His Wedding Night,"
Stop Wholesale Thefts
a Sennett- Paramount. The film was mysSTRENUOUS campaigns against film
teriously returned to the Cleveland Famous
thieves are being waged simultaneously
Players office last week but Manager Erdin three cities with results that promise to
man says that the case will be prosecuted
go far in putting an end to the heavy
just the same.
losses of exchanges through wholesale
Louis Reedy, sixteen years old, has been
thefts of prints. New York, Philadelphia
placed under the supervision of the probaand Cleveland are the scenes of the roundtion officer as a result of the discovery of
up.
films belonging to the Standard Film SerIn New York the F. I. L. M. Club is handvice, of Cleveland, in the basement of a
ling the campaign, with President I. E.
house on Columbus Road, Cleveland. It is
Chadwick, the strenuous man behind the said that investigation showed that Reedy,
gun. Several weeks ago the Universal feawho had been employed in the shipping
department of Standard Film, and another
ture, "The Fires of Youth " was stolen
from one of the wagons of the Reel Deyoung chap were giving moving picture
performances to the youngsters of the
As aWilliam
result ofBurns
the club's
efforts livery
in Company.
this case
has
neighborhood at a charge of three cents
been held for the Grand Jury by Magisadmission plus a cent war tax.
trate Corrigan. Frank Dolan is being held
Exchanges in Rochester, New York, have
for the Grand Jury in connection with the
instituted a campaign against the practice
loss of a Paramount- Wallace Reid feature.
of " bicycling " which it is alleged some
theatres in the outskirts of that city have
The F. I. L. M. Club's campaign then
led to Philadelphia where a raid on the
revived on a flourishing scale. They are
place of business of a select councilman
being aided by Erwin J. W. Huber, manof that city resulted in the latter, G. W.
aging editor of the Picture Play News, of
Brandenburg, being brought to trial this that city.
week.
Discovery of the practice is said to have
Great credit is being given President
resulted from the refusal of certain of the
Chadwick for his initiative in the camtheatres to advertise in the theatre direcpaign.
tory of the Picture Play News, an investigation showing that some of the managers
Efforts of exchange managers in Clevehad no desire to list their attractions in
land resulted in the arrest last week of
William B. Clark, an operator, whose trial
print.
Ohio

Movement for Returning Soldiers
A state-wide movement has been started
in Ohio to create positions with the various
film exchanges and theatres in that territory for returned soldiers.
The campaign is headed by W. E. Lusk,
general manager of the First National Exof Ohio, with offices in
Cleveland hibitors'
and Company
Cincinnati.
As an evidence of what exchange managers and exhibitors can do to help eliminate the possibility of protracted periods
of idleness by the men who gave up positions to enter the service, Mr. Lusk has
employed six former National Army men
in his two offices. Paul Tessier, Martin
Blum, Jacob Fried, E. J. Bryor and A.
Witner have been employed in the Cleveland office and P. A. Smith has been given
a position in the First National exchange
at Cincinnati.
Lubin, Off for Florida, Has
Big Plans
Herbert Lubin left New York on Monday of this week for Miami, Fla. He will
join Arthur H. Sawyer at the southern
beach resort for the double purpose of
holding a series of conferences relative to
their forthcoming S-L Production, " Virtuous Men," and to recuperate from a recent
siege of illness.
Both executives of the S-L Production
organization have undergone the strain of

a severe illness during the past two months.
During their stay at the Florida health resort they will complete the final details of the
original exploitation and selling campaign
which will mark the initial presentation of
the E. K. Lincoln starring vehicle.
Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin will also consummate arrangements for the organization of two new production companies to
operate under the new, firmly established
S-L banner.
While in Miami Mr. Sawyer has been at
work for several weeks on the adaptation
of the famous stage success which has
been recently purchased as the second
" Ralph Ince Film Attraction " in which
E. K. Lincoln is to star.
Plan Frolic and Motion
Picture Ball
An outstanding social event of the motion picture season is promised in the
Movie Frolic of 1919, scheduled for the
Hotel Winton in Cleveland on February
20. The ball is being planned and organized by the active motion picture spirits of
the city, who promise it will be as elaborate as anything of the kind ever given
in the country.
It is announced that invitations will go
forward to all the prominent stars to be
present. An unusual program has been arranged, and this is being looked after by
Lloyd W. Young, 1900 Euclid avenue. The
attendance is to be limited, it is said, to
1,000 persons.

Picture

News f

;
Phil Ryan Writes from
Fields of France
From " Somewhere in France " we hear
from Phil L. Ryan, the well-known middle
western film man who, before enlisting for
overseas duty last summer was general
manager of the Standard Film Corporation,
with headquarters at Kansas City. Mr.
Ryan, now a sergeant in a signal corps
battalion, expresses himself as agreeing
completely in the sentiment expressed by
Joyce Kilmer — " nice war, nice people, nice
" I've been having a wonderful vacation,"
everything."
writes
Mr. Ryan,
"and also, ain wonderful
common with
few million
other doughboys,
educa-a
tion. I shall be glad, of course, to get back to
my
work with
— butmyself.
while I'm here I'm mighty well
satisfied
"
One
of
the
odd surprising
things thatlackI'veof knowledge
come into
contact with is the
that the ordinary American citizen and moviegoer— as represented by the American doughboy —
has of the machinery that supplies his favorite
"back home" theatre with the pictures that
beguile his leisure. The average American citizen
doesn't
knowthatwhat
has
a dim idea
therea isfilm
someexchange
business is!
forceHeother
than the producing companies which has its
finger on his amusement pulse — but he's darned if
he knows what it is. I've had eager bunches
" gang around " when I'd start to explain what
Ithehadhabit
doneof inexplaining
civil life ;what
we'vewe allwere
gotten
into
in civil
life
on
any
and
all
occasions.
It's
a
pleasure
think
the bottoms.
days when the pants we wore wereto
loose atof the
" The Yanks have a bigger movie appetite than
ever —ingI've
heard many
a fellow
his yearndetermination
to spend
all express
of his first
week
at home, ' a-sitting in every picture show I can
find ! ' But the millions of Yanks over here in
France are going home more than a little changed.
One and all the new and vivid impressions that
they have received has just given them a keenness, a power of discrimination and judgment,
that motion picture producers and exchange
executives will do well to consider carefully. For
the Yanks are going to set up a big howl when
the
pictures
at home
aren't allcarefully
produced,
withthey
goodseestories,
and above
things,
TRUE
TO
LIFE.
For
in
this
man's army
millions of movie-fans of the most chronic
sort,
have been finding out what life is.
" The Yankee soldier returning from France is
a pretty well-broadened citizen, and I mean this
in
the physical
going
to more
have anthanimmediate
effectsense.
on his And
folkshe's
at home.
He has met his fellow-citizen from Idaho, and
New Jersey and from Minnesota, and he has had
his nature recast — on a bigger scale — in the new
melting pot, the Army and the Navy. His life
in
the army
hasn'tIt toughened
Mr.a Yank
not
mentally,
at least.
has made him
very —much
sharpened individual, and a very much sharpened
mass when you consider him as the movie-going
public, for example. And, I repeat, movie-men
(that's
Mr. inYank
calls us), will do well
to
bear what
the fact
mind,
Tripand to act upon it.
it's worth,
aI offer
good thedealtiptoforanwhat
industry
which,andin it's
the worth
final
analysis, has an economic problem to deal with."
Card

on Coast

to Coast

Lyman S. Card, general sales manager
of the Independent Sales Corporation, is
speeding west on a coast to coast trip to
look over the offices of that corporation.
Mr. Card will visit eighteen cities where
units of the Independent Sales Corporation
and Film Clearing House are maintained,

!
I

I
I
j

The principal object of Mr. Card's trip
is to acquaint the managers with the details of the several important deals recently
consummated by Independent, particularly
the plans for the new Rothapfel Pictures
Corporation productions.
Reports received at the Independent office indicate widespread interest in Mr.
Rothapfel's plan to provide a unit program, including everything necessary' for
a motion picture entertainment. Six of
these programs will be offered in the next

j
j
|
i
j
i
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Building
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With

the

Grossman's New $300,000 House for Cleveland Among Week's
Announcements — -Trenton to Have 3,000 Seat House — Rush
of New Construction Work

Olptimism among film men over the prospect for a prosperous Spring season has been given new impetus in the past few weeks by the flood of
reports of new theatre construction reaching New York from every
section of the country. Many millions of dollars was represented in the realty
and construction transactions reported last week alone.
The list is topped by the announcement of a new $300,000 house for Cleveland by Joseph Grossman, manager of the Standard theatre in that city. Following that the Hildinger Enterprises, of Trenton, announced the completion
of negotiations for the erection of a three thousand seat theatre in the New
Jersey capital.
In addition to the rush of new construction work totalling many hundred
theatres, road men for all the exchanges report a country-wide " cleaning up "
process on the part of exhibitors, embracing redecorating and the installation
of more ambitious lighting and music effects.
Grossman's to Seat 2500
Cleveland, O., (Special to Motion Picture News) — Joseph Grossman, manager of
the Standard Theatre, Prospect avenue
and East 8th street, Cleveland, is going
to put up a new $300,000 motion picture
house on Euclid avenue, just east of East
105th street. Mr. Grossman has signed a
twenty year lease, with an option on a
twenty-five year extension, for the property
owned by C. and I. N. Stone of Cleveland,
at an annual rental, it is reported, of $25,000.
The building which stands on the site at
the present time is to be torn down immediately, and work on the new structure to
commence soon as the weather conditions
are favorable. Mr. Grossman says he will
have the house all ready no later than the
first of October. It is to be the biggest
investment in that neighborhood. The
house will seat 2500 people, comfortably,
and will be equipped with all the latest and
most approved appliances. It will have a
Euclid avenue frontage of seventy-five feet,
and a depth of 196 feet. The front is to
be attractive with white terra cotta tile. A
thirty-five foot entrance lobby is being planned. Rest rooms for women, the most approved ventilating system and lighting
effects are to be introduced, and special
parking facilities for automobiles are to be
provided for the comfort of the patrons.
The Standard Theatre to which Mr. and
Mrs. Grossman have given their undivided
attention for the past six years, will be
continued just the same as formerly. Talking over their plans, it was said that Mr.
Grossman will probably give his time to the
new house, and turn over the Standard
Theatre altogether to the management of
Mrs. Grossman. Plans for the new house
are all completed. They were made by
Richardson and Yost, Cleveland architects,
who have made a specialty of building theatres.
Hildingers Add to Large Holdings
Trenton, N. J., (Special to Motion Picture News) — Construction of one of the
largest theatres in the country is planned
by the Hildinger Enterprises, Inc., of 135
East Hanover street, this city, on property
at 228-236 East State street, purchased February 9th.

REEL

SCENES

REAL
Rothacker Cameraman

Gets

"Shots" of Booze Capture
man on the staff of Watterson
FRANK KIRCHNER, cameraR. Rothacker, Chicago, " was
in luck " recently when he went
to stage some fake scenes, in company with the city authorities, at
Ham
ing.d, Ind., of whiskey-blockade
runnmon
Through the staging of the fake
scene, at the state-line, several people were arrested after being held up
and searched by the authorities for
smuggled booze, and the Rothacker
cameraman secured enough real
scenes to stock a film library for
years after July 1. Incidentally, the
Rothacker plant and name grabbed
front page space with scare headlines
in the Hammond paper — and everyone was happy but the people who
were
fined. held up, searched and later
Two or three chases were caught
by the camera as a result of autoists
trying to get away before the police
could look into their mysterious actions.

Present plans call for the erection of a
five-story brick building with a basement
that can be utilized for some commercial
purpose. The theatre itself will have a
seating capacity of 3,000, with 2,000 seats
on the first floor and 1,000 on the second
floor. The policy of the house will be
super-feature photo-plays in conjunction
with high-class musical programs to be
played by a large symphony orchestra and
a specially constructed pipe organ similar
in design to that used at the Auditorium,
Ocean Grove. The house will be conducted
along exclusive lines similar to the Rivoli,
Rialto and Strand theatres, of New York.
George D. Bishop and Russell H. Lamont, secretary and treasurer, respectively
of the Hildinger Enterprises, of which
Charles C. Hildinger is president, are in
the movement to build the new playhouse.
Isaac Levy is also associated with them.

War

Ban

Off

The lobby will be of marble and terra
cotta trimmings, with tapestry panels. One
of the exceptional features will be the lighting effects ; indirect light will be used while
the pictures are being presented, these fading into various colors with the musical
numbers. Every modern facility will be incorporated for safety and comfort, the
building to be of fireproof construction.
The Hildinger Enterprises have control
of a chain of moving picture theatres. In
Trenton the firm owns the Bijou, Strand,
Princess, Rialto, Majestic and Crescent, and
also controls houses at Lambertville,
Doylestown and Belmar and Army theatre,
Wrightstown.
Other Reports:
FLORIDA
A new theatre will be erected on Florida
avenue and Polk street, Tampa. Fla., at a cost
of $125,000,
the La controls
Belle Amusement
Com-in
pany, which by
at present
the theatres
the Latin section.
INDIANA
Brady and Williamson will erect a new motion
picture theatre at Tipton. It will be called The
Grand, and located at Jefferson and Independence
streets.
KENTUCKY
A modern theatre erected at a cost of $40,000
will
March.be started by G. A. Bleich at Owensboro, in
MICHIGAN
At Flint, Louis Sunlin will erect a new $90,000
theatre on the site of the Savoy theatre which he
also owns with the Elite.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
On the corner of Hanover and Chestnut streets
in Manchester, Joseph Laflamme will erect a new
motion picture theatre.
NEBRASKA
The World Realty Company has just completed excavations on its new theatre site on
Douglas street, just east of the Rialto in Omaha.
The same company also owns the Sun and Muse
theatres.
NEW YORK
On the corner of Fulton street and Howard
avenue, in Brooklyn, Herman Weingarten will
erect a theatre to be called The Auditorium, which
will have 3,000 seating capacity.
The Cleveland Amusement Company will erect
a 2,000land seat
theatrePutnam
at a cost
of $140,000
at Clevestreet and
avenue,
Brooklyn.
Harry
J.
Krapp
will
erect
a
theatre
at 3819
Broadway in Manhattan, according to his building
application just issued.
The Kingsway Realty Corporation will erect a
motion picture theatre seating 1,900 persons, with
a roof garden seating 1,500 at Kings Highway
and East Twelfth street, Brooklyn.
Frankcompleted
A. Keeney's
new have
theatre
at Kingston
nearly
and will
a seating
capacityis
of 1,400.
Incorporation papers were filed February 10,
for the Far Rockaway Strand Theatre Company,
with a capital of $165,000. Plans are already
underatre the
for the byerection
of a Strand theat Far way
Rockaway
this corporation.
willMark
begin house
in theinnear
futureNewon
theConstruction
new Mitchell
Albany,
York, recently announced.
PENNSYLVANIA
Carr
&
Schad,
owners
of the Princess,
and Arcadia theatres
at Reading,
purchasedColonial
a big
plot of ground at the northeast corner of Ninth
and Spring streets, where a new theatre will be
erected,
according
to announcement, with a seating capacity
of 1,500.
On the Public Square in Wilkes-Barre, Conerford & where,
Degraff,
of several
theatres
elseannounce owners
that they
will erect
a theatre
with 3,000 seating capacity and that the land and
building deal involves one million dollars.
At Williamsport the newly erected Frank
Keeney capacity.
theatre will open March 1 with a 1,400
seating
TEXAS
P. theatre
C. Levyon and
W.street
R. Mitchell
will street
erect ata
new
Main
near Tenth
Forth Worth.
TENNESSEE
According to reports from Chattanooga the
New Bijou
Theatreto Company
has beena theatre
incorporated for $60,000
build and operate
there. The following men are interested : C. C.
Nottingham, J. E. Johnson, C. E. Reardon,
George A. Lyerly and Paul J. Kruesi.
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Censorship Committee Gets Response
Gabriel Hess, chairman of the Association's Censorship Committee, has received
twenty-nine acceptances in response to a
telegram requesting prominent exhibitors
in forty-eight states to organize committees
to co-operate with the Association.
A canvass just completed shows that censorship bills have been introduced in six
states, as follows: Colorado, one bill; Indiana, two bills; Massachusetts, one bill;
Nebraska, one bill ; North Carolina, one
bill, and New York, one bill.
The states from which acceptances have
been received are as follows :
Colorado, Harry T. Nolan ; Delaware, Benjamin Schwartz; District of Columbia, Harry T.
Crandall; Florida, C. D. Cooley; Idaho, Herman
J. Brown; Indiana, Frank J. Rembusch; Iowa,
A. H. Black; Kentucky, Lee L. Goldberg;
Maine, Alfred S. Black; Massachusetts, Ernest
H. Horstman; Michigan, John H. Kunsky ; Minnesota, Theodore Hayes; Missouri, Hector Pazamazoglu; Montana, E. M. Taylor; Nebraska,
H. M. Thomas; Nevada, Dale Hurst; New
Hampshire, C. H. Bean; New Jersey, Dr. H.
Charles Hespe; New Mexico, James Carrigean ;
North Carolina, H. B. Varner; Ohio, H. H.
Lustig; Rhode Island, Chas. H. Williams; South
Carolina, George C. Warner; Texas, E. H.
Hulsey; Vermont, 4. R. Hutchinson; Virginia,
Jake Wells; West Virginia, Chas. A. Feinler;
Wisconsin, J. F. McWiTliams.
Fight Still on Against Five Per Cent
Tax
Even though the revenue bill has been
reported out by the conference committee
of the Senate and House with the expectation of an early vote in its favor, the National Association is still fighting hopefully
for a repeal of the five per cent tax on
rentals.
It is the intention to follow the plan of
campaign
thetheNewspaper
Publishers'in
Associationofand
retail merchants
fighting the postal zone tax and luxury
taxes, and urge the introduction of resolutions repealing the five per cent tax when
the bill reaches the floor of the Senate and
House.
The Association's campaign is being carried on under the active direction of Walter W. Irwin, and exchanges in every
section of the country are co-operating together with exhibitors.
Transportation Committee Meets
Inspector W. S. Topping, of the Bureau
of Explosives, was present last week at a
meeting
of the to
Association's
tion Committee
consider theTransportanew film
shipping cases.
An exhaustive examination was made of
shipping cases conforming to the new Interstate Commerce regulations, submitted
by the various manufacturers, and four
were finally selected with a view to giving
them a try-out under actual working conditions. After a trial the one that stands
up best will be selected with a view to
standardization.
A census of shipping cases now in use
is being taken.
Exchange managers of Cleveland requested thelegislation
committee's
co-operation
in se-to
curing
permitting
postmaster

THEY

Activities

CAUGHT

ON!

Classified Ads Just the Thing
for the "Boys"
Ads.
they are— the Classified
E
ER
HH
On page 1204 are the adver^ tisements of experienced men
ng
in"
theirthelinegrea
whot war,
are comi
from
some back
with
medals and all with keen desires to
get back into the industry where
they left off to aid Uncle Sam.
These small ads have struck the
popular chord, stepping in as they do
to bridge the gap between employer
and employee while each is seeking
the other. If you are an employer
we are willing to bet two bits to the
hole in a doughnut that you are going to give that job to a soldier or
sailor. You'll find him among the
ads on this page. This is his introduction and his loyal service is one
of his recommendations.
Get together in these columns and
see how much cheerfulness we can
mix with the business of bringing
things down to normal.
return C. O. D. shipments without waiting
for the forwarding of the necessary' postage.Present at the meeting were, P. H. Stilson, chairman ; Frederick H. Elliott, secretary; Aiiolph DuMahant, J. V. Ward.
C. C. Ryan, Lewis Innerarity, J. S.
MacLeod, and A. I. Siegel.
A special meeting of the members of the
National Association will be held at the
Times Building headquarters next Monday, February 24.
The meeting will consider various amendments, including one covering the admission of exhibitors as individuals, and
changes covering the number of directors
representing each of the Association's five
classes.
Quinn Boosters Dine
J. A. Quinn's Los Angeles friends held
a dinner last week at the Los Angeles Athletic Club under the auspices of the Theatre Owners' Association of Los Angeles.
President MacDonald was toastmaster,
while representatives of local civic organizations and a few from the producing
colony were present.
Thanks to Famous Players
David S. Niles, chief of the motion picture section of the department of the U. S.
Department of Labor, has requested the
privilege of thanking Famous PlayersLasky through Motion Picture News for
the assistance rendered during the recent
campaign for the U. S. Boys Working Reserve. Famous Players distributed, without cost, approximately ten thousand slides.
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Scully Joins Metro
in Boston

(Special Correspondence to Motion Picture
Henry Scully, for the past seven years
, News.)
New Haven branch
manager for Paramount, has tendered his resignation to that
corporation to join the Metro organization
in Boston. Report in New Haven has it
that his brother, Frank Scully, will succeed
him in the Paramount post.
Antonio Geronimo has sold his interests in the
Alhambra Theatre, Stamford, Conn., to the Weiss
Bros., well-known exhibitors of New York and
Brooklyn. The theatre seats 1100 and plays highclass vaudeville and pictures.
Peter Waterbury.
Murphy, manager
. Pali's
Garden
Theatre,
has been oflaid
up with
the
" flu." It is said he is now recovering.
The Colonial Theatre, New Canaan, Conn., was
sold last week by Chick & Jones to A. Schumann,
formerly advertising man at Regent Theatre, Norwalk.
It is rumored as coming from very good authority that the B. F. Keith interests have purchased
a piece of land next to the Davenport Hotel in
Stamford where they will build a high-class
vaudeville and picture theatre.
Walter Meriden,
Griffith hasConn.,
been to
transferred
from ofPoli's
Theatre.
take charge
the
Bijou,
New
Haven,
a
larger
Poli
house.
Mr.
Vanni succeeds him at Meriden.
S. Z. Poli enterprises have already laid plans
for the erection of a new picture and vaudeville
theatre in Waterbury.City
It will, perhaps, be the
finest on the circuit.
Manv

Changes
News.)

in Kansas

(Special Correspondence to Motion Picture
P. C. Wreath has taken over the
handling of the Hodkinson Service in Kansas City. He also has the Oklahoma City
branch under his jurisdiction. Mr.
Wreath succeeds J. C. Shannon, who has
been transferred to Dallas.
Another change of management has
taken place in Kansas City, W. E. Truog
leaving the World desk to go to Texas
and take personal charge of his oil interests. W. G. Carter is the new World manager. Leo Doty, formerly booker for the
" U," is head of a newly created efficiency
department, while Don Woods has succeeded him as booker.
With Universal's General Managers Berman and
local manager Feld both on the job, " The Heart
of
was givenlocal
a special
show
lastHumanity
week for "prominent
people.midnight
It is booked
for
the
Shubert
Theater
at
top
prices,
week
of
March 16.
After a few weeks in Florida. Mr. Flynn. of
Richards holder
&- Flynn,of hasthereturned
to town. franchise
William
Sievers,
First National
for Missouri, was a recent Kansas City visitor.
Felixvisitor.
F. Feist, Goldwyn vice-president, was a
recent
Rothacker Film Directors
Elect Officers
The annual meeting of the Board of Directors of the Rothacker Film Manufacturing Company. Chicago, was held January 28, at which meeting the following
officers were elected : Watterson R.
Rothacker, president ; David Beaton. Jr.,
vice-president; H. J. Aldous, secretary and
treasurer, and J. G. Mammoser, assistant
treasurer.
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New

Film Paper Appears
in Cleveland
{Special Correspondence to Motion Picture
News. )
The Ohio Motion Picture Review made
its appearance in Cleveland this week. It
is a weekly trade paper with reviews of
films released by the local exchanges, and
news • of the exchanges. John De Koven
Hill, formerly photoplay editor of the
Cleveland Leader-News, and George Cole,
also of that paper, are associated in the
proj ect.
George Stockton, erstwhile distributor of Ivan
films in Ohio, has sold his interest in those rights
and acquired the Ohio rights to " Belgium, KingFingerdom of Grief."
of JusticeIn inaddition,
Ohio. he is handling " The
Fit todistributed
Win," thewithU. success
S. Health
Service
film,
is "being
by the
Standard
Film Service of Cleveland. The Gaiety played it
two weeks, with special matinees for women.
The Norma Talmadge and Frank Keenan reissues are breaking into such houses as the AIhambra, Toledo; Waldorf, Akron; Strand, East
Liverpool;
Columbus. Imperial, Zanesville, and the Lyceum,
Bert Barnett has opened offices in the Sloan
Building as the Star Feature Film Company to
handle
the Houdini
Mystery.'
He is planning
the serial,
opening" The
of a Master
Cincinnati
office
soon.
The Heart
Humanity For
" broke
a number
of "records
at theof Stillman.
one thing
Manager Jack Kuhn had to establish the first Cleveland midnight performance. It is booked for
second run showing at the Strand and Lyceum,
both downtown houses close to the Stillman.
Among the Ohio theatres signed up for the
United Theatres productions are Metropolitan,
Monarch, Homestead, Dennison Square, Eclair,
Amphion, Jennings, Stork, Crown, Home, Doan
and Crawford, all of Cleveland; Dreamland, Empress, Winter's Majestic, Bank Knickerbocker,
Alhambra
of Akron;
Schade's ; Theatre,
Sandusky; and
DomeIdealTheatre,
Youngstown
Strand,
Canton; Opera House, Warren; Liberty, Zanesville;
Temple,
Lorain,
and
John
Prkras'
in Elyria. Clifford Reid is head of the houses
Ohio
organization selling United Picture Theatre contracts. Sydney Rosenthal and Joe Lefkowitz are
working with him with unquestionable success.
J. W. Beck, assistant manager of the Vitagraph exchange in Cleveland, has returned to the
city after an absence of over a year, during which
time his address was Camp Gordono, Georgia.
William D. Shapiro, of the foreign department
of the Fox Film Corporation, is in temporary
■charge
Clevelandto branch
managerof istheappointed
succeeduntil
M. aE. permanent
Maxwell.

Here

and

There

Lewis Selznick a Banker
In addition to being a film man, Lewis
Selznick is now a banker. In conjunction
with Oscar Steiner, president of the East
River National Bank, and in association
with others he last week purchased the
Cosmopolitan Bank of the Bronx.
Showing his faith in film and theatrical
men, Mr. Selznick has arranged for the
opening of the bank's main headquarters
in the Broadway district, retaining the present Bronx bank as a branch.
At the present time the Cosmopolitan
Bank of the Bronx has a capital of $100,000 and a surplus of $25,000. This capitalization is being increased to $750,000,
and a surplus of $250,000 will be maintained.
"The
Billy
" Brandt
AgainofPresident
election
of officers
the Motion
Picture Exhibitors' League of Brooklyn,
held last Saturday evening at the Cumberland theatre in that borough, resulted
in the choice of William Brandt to again
head the organization.
The race for the presidency was close,
the vote being Brandt, 20, and Jacob Grossman, 17. Other officers chosen unanimously follow :
Ciias. Cranidies, first vice-president;
Otto Lederer, second vice-president ; S. L.
Ber.man, executive secretary (se-elected) :
Harry Shapiro, treasurer.
Bamberger with United
Leon J. Bamberger has received an appointment from J. A. Berst as manager of
the contract department of United Picture
Theatres of America, Inc. Mr. Bamberger
comes to United after a wide experience in the picture field, including work in
the contract, billing and sales development
departments of Fox and Vitagraph.

in

New

York

The Goldwyn Club, comprising members of the Home Staff and branches of the
Goldwyn Distributing Corporation, will
have a masquerade dance in the Winter
Garden of the Hotel McAlpin Saturday
night, February 15. This is the second social affair of the club, a successful clamPoint. bake being held last summer at College
The entertainment committee includes :
John G. Rholfs, president of the club;
Lucien E. Bltjmenfield and Elizabeth
Klein.
Miss Agnes A. Childs, of Amesbury,
Mass., is the new Director of Overseas
Preparation for the Community Motion
Picture Bureau of New York.
Miss Childs' previous motion picture experience was with the American Film Company at Santa Barbara. She joined the
staff of the Community Bureau in October.
Hess Addresses Advertisers
Gabriel Hess, of the Goldwyn Corporation, was the principal speaker at last
week's meeting of the Associated Motion
Picture Advertisers, Inc. Mr. Hess made
a strong plea for the co-operation of the
Motion Picture Advertising men in the
campaign against censorship soon to be instituted by the National Association.
President P. A. Parsons appointed John
C. Flinn chairman of a committee of his
own choosing to devise ways and means of
assisting
Hess's committee of the NationalMr.
Association.
Hugo Reisenfeld, of the Rialto and Rivoli theatres, was another speaker. George
Landy, of Select, was elected to membership. As chairman of the committee, Harry
Reichenbach reported that all is in readiness for the beefsteak dinner to be held
Saturdav. February 15.

Frank Greenwald, of the Exclusive Film Service, together with Thomas Lees, has purchased
the
motion picture theatre located at
3344 Troy,
Fulton a Road.
News

of the Week in Canadian Circles
Live news in motion picture circles
within the boundaries of Canada has been
plentiful the past week, ranging all the
way from producing to presentation and
the building of . new theatres.
The Board of Trade of Calgary, Alberta, has
endorsed a propositio
n laid before it for the
establishment of headquarters in Calgary
the
Curwood-Shipman Film Company for theof production
of
outdoor
pictures
in
which
Nell
Shipman is to be starred.
The next Loew theatre in Canada will be placed
at London, Ontario,
according to an official
nouncement made by Lawrence Solman an-of
Toronto, who is associated
the Loew theatre
interests at Toronto. The with
new London theatre
will be built on a site at Dundas and Wellington
streets and will have a seating capacity of 2 500
according to architectural plans. The London
houses will split weeks with
Loew theatre at
Hamilton, Ontario, which is the
also quite young in
years.
A. W. Appleton, a veteran exhibitor of Toronto,
Ontario, and formerly
of the Maple Leaf
theatre, one of the few owner
remaining store
in
the downtown section of the city, has shows
control of the Victoria theatre, 653 Yongeacquired
street
Toronto.

h
« ,?lght A^„Are„Fr?d
Thomas Siegmann,
A. Edison, Inc.; Ala Crosland, Famous Players-Lasky :
Capt.
Albert
Kaufman,Abbott.
Lieut. of George
Major E. J. Hardy, James Harding, Lieut.
Wesley Ruggles, George Marshall,
Gordon Hillingshead, all abroad
in the U S Army
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carry
their advertising
RichALTHOUGH
together in the Timesmond, Va., had a cenRichmond
Papers Fast Asleep
Dispatch, while in the
sus population in 1910 of
Tuesday issue that wc
134,917 and is larger than
Only One of Them Seems to Have Even Dreamed There
have
reproduced the
some of the cities that
Is Such a Thing as the Motion
Bluebird uses large space
have really live photoplay
Picture
departments, it will have
and the Rex is represented by two inches.
to be regarded as one of
Turning to the daily issues we find that the five Wells theatres
the cities distinctly in the average class.
One of the greatest troubles with the newspapers of the country
carry their advertising together in the Times-Dispatch, while in
is not the fact that they will not cooperate, but simply that they the Tuesday issue that we have reproduced the Bluebird uses
have not awakened to the interest of the public in the photoplay.
large space and the Rex is represented by a couple of inches.
The Journal of the same day carries the same Bluebird display,
Papers of this class merely look upon the space that they are called
four inches from the Victor, the same amount from the Isis, two
upon to give motion pictures as simply wasted — and so they ignore
the possibilities of making it worth while and the result is that inches from the Rex and an inch from the Theato.
The News-Leader carried the same advertising of the Wells
the conclusion of the papers is right — the space is wasted.
Richmond is a live city. You may now know that it was the houses as the Times-Dispatch, an inch from the Theato and six
inches
from the Rex.
first city in the country to have trolley cars, that twenty years ago
it built one of the finest hotels in the United States and that it is
The Wells theatres seem to depend entirely upon the material
now the center of one of the richest districts south of the Potomac.
that comes from the producers and there are no special designs
It is nothing that Richmond of itself has in its blood that keeps
used, but most of the advertising is above the average and shows
a desire to make the best of the circumstances. The other theatres
it average. It is simply the spirit of the average middle-sized
the poorest sort of " card " advertising.
city newspaper proprietor who doesn't care. He may be willing show
Now when we come to what the newspapers are doing for the
to spend a lot of money on care on other departments of the newspaper, but he simply cannot see any reason why he should become
theatres, we may answer that it is the purest sort of " reading
interested in a subject in which more of his readers are interested
matter" stuff. When we come to what the newspapers are doing
than any other.
for their readers, we can answer in one word — NOTHING.
There is a remarkable situation in Richmond, and it presents so
In the Sunday issue the Times-Dispatch uses a bunch of stock
far as we know the smallest number of theatres on record in cuts, grouped together, many of them bearing the lettering of the
producers. But it gives a separate page to the photoplay and
comparison with the size of the city. There are only eight mogathers the motion picture matter and the advertising together.
tion picture theatres for white patronage, and two for the negroes.
The Journal gives the photoplay no cut representation and the
There is one neighborhood house — in South Richmond. One
would conclude that these theatres could afford to be the most
matter is evidently usually junked in with the legitimate drama.
liberal, of advertisers, because of the appeal they make, and they We say " usually," for on the page that we have reproduced there
do show a liberal desire in that direction, though it is possible that is not ONE LINE of motion picture matter. The illustrations
the advertising situation is affected by the fact that the Jake consist of a picture of a couple of burlesque queens and some
Wells syndicate owns the majority of motion picture as well as clown saxophonists.
Likewise we fail to find a line of motion picture matter in the
legitimate houses.
Wells has the Bijou, seating 2,000; the Colonial with 1,500; the Saturday News-Leader.
Isis, 900; the Victor, 700, and the Odeaon, 500. The other houses
Richmond is a city of a very high class. The majority of its
are the Victor, 700; Bluebird, 850; Rex, 400, and the Theato, 400. white inhabitants are cultured. They are interested in motion
Now it would appear that if the theatres running in opposition to pictures, but it is no credit to the newspapers. These papers could
Mr. Wells were on the job they would advertise strongly to get not be worse if they tried, with the possible exception of the Sunthe patronage, but this they do not do, and from the copies of the
day paper, which seems to fail to realize that the public expects
Richmond papers that we have inspected they seem to be willing something more than the pure reading matter.
to trail along in second place. True, they haven't the capacities
The attitude of the newspaper is : " If we want this advertisof some of the Wells houses, but we have so often told stories
ing we have to give the advertiser something. Let's get out of
here of how the smallest of houses have made big business by
it We
the easiest
advertising that it is not necessary to repeat.
believe way
that possible."
Richmond is a live city, but we would never
And there are not a large number of newspapers there that the reach that conclusion from the manner in which its newspapers
exhibitor would have to use — only three, and but one of them has treat the motion picture.
a Sunday edition. Here are the statistics from the Lord &
And what a chance is there. None of the papers is doing anyThomas directory :
thing to encourage the theatres to advertise, there is nothing beJournal, Afternoon (20,609).
ing done to increase the volume of interest in the photoplay, nothing to make the newspapers more attractive to their readers. We
News-Leader, Afternoon (39,977).
Times-Dispatch, Morning (24,340) and Sunday (42,660).
are sure that the first paper that starts a real motion picture deNow when you take a look at the page opposite you will note
partment will get the full support of a live exhibitor like Jake
that in the Sunday edition of the Times-Dispatch the Wells thea- Wells. And if the paper knows its business it would so conduct
tres absolutely dominate the situation. With the exception of the that department as to develop the other theatres into intelligent
advertisers.
two-inch card of the Rex the others are Wells houses. Turning
back to the Saturday edition of the Journal we find the Isis and
We would like to see the theatres get busy and stir their patrons
the Victor the only Wells houses that advertise, while the Blueup to demanding that the newspapers do something — that they
bird, Rex and Theato are represented by an inch each.
print real fan news, that they give a least a page each Saturday or
Only the Isis and Victor of the Wells houses appears in the Sunday to the news of the industry — that the newspapers give
Saturday News-Leader, while here the Victor is the most liberal, them, the readers, the sort of matter that they wanted to read.
using the same space as the Isis on its current attraction and five
It looks to us very much like the Richmond newspapers are
inches across five columns on the picture to open Monday. (Sunwhere they were twenty years ago. There were no motion picday exhibitions are not permitted in Richmond.)
tures then and therefore nothing to print about them. The papers
(Continued on page 1152)
Turning to the daily issues we find that the five Wells theatres
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Advertising Only Thing to Indicate Any Photoplay
Theatres
Here
Below at the left
is ti
At top at the left is the Sunday page of the Times-Dispatch, and at right a Tuesday page. Journal
Below at the left is the Saturday page from
the News-Leader and then a Saturday page from the
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Richmond
Papers
Fast Asleep
So Far as Photoplay News
Is Concerned
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(Continued from page 1150)

yet, apparently, found out that
haven't
there has been a change.
We'd like to see some paper get out and
.do things there.
But so long as the exhibitors themselves
arc content ivith this state of affairs there
is not going to be any change. It's a hard
thing to get people and nezvspapers out of
the rut, especially where there is nothing
to spur them up.
And we have printed this about Richmond not particularly for the sake of Richmond, but for the sake of the scores of
those cities that are willing to " leave well
enough alone." We have printed a other
long
series of these articles telling what
cities are doing. There have been wonderful changes on the part of the newspapers in some of them and new progress
is being recorded from time to time.
" Buthave
it iswanted
the scores
of other
we
to affect.
By cities
citing that
the
good and the bad we have shown what
can be done and what ought to be avoided.
We'd like to see a concerted drive on the
part of the exhibitors to organize themselves to get the cooperation of the local
papers and then take their patrons into
their confidence and enlist their aid in impressing upon the newspapers that they do
want the news of the photoplay world.
There are few papers that would resist
such pressure. The only trouble is that
most of them are simply asleep so far as
the photoplay is concerned.
And it is part of your business, Mr. Exhibitor, towake yourself up first and then
go after your journalistic brother.
Try it. It'll work.
Cowboy Quartette Suggested
with Tom Mix Pictures
Use of cowboy quartettes in connection
with the showing of Tom Mix features is
growing to be popular according to the
reports received at William Fox offices.
The publicity department of that company
is now urging the showmen to either make
arrangements to book the original singers
or to provide local talent in western garb
to put over the same stunt.
The genuine Mix quartette was first
used at the Kinema theatre, Los Angeles.
There was a back-drop showing the rolling prairies, and in the center of the stag..'
there was a real camp fire that gave off
the pungent fumes of the forest. Gathered
about this were the singers, costumed in
regulation cowboy style. Their selections
included " Pony Boy," " San Antone,"
" Ragtime Cowboy Joe,' a burlesque on
" The Old Oaken Bucket " and concluded
with " Sleep, Baby Sleep."
Don't slow up because of a little failure;
think what would happen if the world quit
work with each cloudy day.

Half of the front page which Eugene H. Roth supplies to country newspapers through
California and thus getting a large amount of free advertising for the California theatre

Roth

Used

Appeal

"Boiler
of the

Plate"

Method

to Spread

California

EUGENE H. ROTH, manager of the
California theatre, San Francisco, has
worked out a plan through which he gets
much valuable publicity for his theatre in
the small towns through the state. A
total of fifty-one newspapers co-operate in
this exploitation.
In brief the plan follows the well known
" boiler plate " plan, in that a complete first
page is furnished to the newspapers. In
the case of the one illustrated here there
is used a cut of Herman Heller, director
of the California orchestra and the remainder of the page is devoted to San
Francisco" and other "telegraphic" news.
Sometimes the exploitation consists merely
of pictures, but often there are special
stories accompanying them.
For instance, cuts of various parts
of the theatre showing the beautiful
tea room, ladies' parlor, balcony, operating
room and views of the orchestra have already been used together with pictures and
descriptive articles about various stage settings that have been used from time to
time. These articles are all written from
the point of view of the public and great
care is taken to leave out the adjectives
and exaggeration that would suggest to
the reader or the newspaper that this is
straight advertising.
Mr. Roth believes that this plan brings
him business for two reasons : First, there
are hundreds of people coming to San
Francisco on business or pleasure trips
from these localities and it is natural that
after they have heard so much about the
California through their paper that
they should visit it. Not only do they do
that, but they go back home and advertise
the house among the others. Mr. Roth
also counts on the influx of people from
the country to San Francisco to work, and
he finds that a great share of these arc
ready-made patrons for his house.
Proof that this is true is evidenced by
the fact that recently a petition protesting
against the increased war tax was circu-

All Over the State
lated through the audiences at the California. The signers were asked not only
to sign their names, but to give their addresses. Examination of the petition
showed that an astonishing percentage of
the signers were out-of-town people. Another evidence of the pulling power of this
plan is the number of people that are always around the house admiring the lobbies, the decorations and furnishings —
plainly strangers in the city.
Mr. Roth believes that every exhibitor
having a large house should not be contentto confining his appeal merely to the permanent residents of his locality, but that they
should go after all of the patronage possible. Now this plan does not have the effect of setting the big city theatre up in
competition with the smaller town house,
but, quite to the contrary, it is conducive
to increasing interest in motion pictures as
a whole and very likely to make the casual
visitor to the California a regular photoplay fan when he returns home.
It is such ideas as this that results in developing the photoplay appeal. Theatres
that take advantage of all the opportunities
are the ones that are going to build themselves up into the leadership, to a place
from which they can never be shaken no
matter what happens.
Los Angeles Takes I p Idea

of Sunday Concerts
Idea of Sunday morning concerts in motion picture theatres is spreading on the
Pacific Coast. The first to start this was
Eugene H. Roth at his California theatres, and then other San Francisco
houses followed suit. Now comes an-*
nouncement that the same thing is being
done in Los Angeles. Sid Grauman has
just started giving Sunday morning recitals on the big organ at his million-dollar
theatre and reports from the motion picture city report that the idea is a popular

one. ■
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Music

Cues

Urged

by

Franklin

By Harold B. Franklin
Manager. Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo
II AS musical synchronization kept pace
1 » with the rapid strides of motion picture production? Were it not for the efforts of the principal exhibitors throughout the country and a limited few producer-exhibitors, one is apt to feel that lit|tle progress has been made. The past few
(years witnessed a marked deterioration in
the quality of the music cue sheets furnished by most producers and distributors.
Excepting where screenings of a picture
can be obtained in advance of play date,
[most exhibitors have to depend solely on
ithe music cue sheets furnished by the exchange. The great majority of these
musical suggestions are carelessly prepared
and appear to have been inspired by some
Imusic publishing house, which leaves one
tto believe that the number of musicians
who have devoted themselves to the serious
[study of musical synchronization is comparatively small.
1 The producer and distributor ought to
[feel that his production is worthy of the
pnest presentation possible, and as music
ps probably the most important essential
(next to the picture itself, the producer and
[distributor should exert himself by furbishing with each release a carefully
[studied out musical setting, compiled by a
fnusician of ability and authority.
It is an undisputed fact that a good picture can be enhanced by good, appropriate
usic, but it also can be marred if not
ntirely spoiled by bad selections of music.
Many will point out that it is the function of the exhibitor to furnish a suitable
musical program, but unfortunately not all
xhibitors are able to secure advance
creenings of pictures, nor have they the
facilities to do this work. It entails com-jiderable time and money to be able to do
this work properly. At Shea's Hippodrome, each feature is screened carefully
two or three times by our musical conductor and myself. A special room with
full equipment besides the services of an
operator is used. After the screenings,
Suitable selections are picked out from the
library. Then follows a rehearsal with the
entire orchestra. It can be readily seen
that not every exhibitor can afford to go

"At the Close of Day." famous painting used as stage setting at Shea's Hippodrome
through this process. With all this effort, the personal supervision of the director,
a qertain sameness is observable even in who naturally has a more intimate understanding of his production than anyone
the best first-run theatres — a similarity ill
treatment, in mental mood, and in the
else. Each production would have a musiclass of music. It is quite natural that
cal setting individually its own, and th: result will be a more competitive effort
this would exist because the selections exwhich would result in greater creative
press the taste of one or two men. There
thought. This plan would eliminate the
comes a time when the best thing in the
world becomes a little tiresome.
crudities of stereotyped music cue sheets
There would be a distinct advantage by and give us a new conception of musical
having the producer contribute his ability
synchronization through the co-operation
and personality in the preparation of a of men of ability.
When Triangle began doing business a
music cue sheet that could be taken seriously by the exhibitor. It would do away
few years ago some excellent musical
with the invariable touch of the same hand
scores were furnished, and it is, unfortunate that other producers did not follow up
that picks the music for every program.
The smaller exhibitor could follow such a the idea. It is not necessary, however, to
music sheet with confidence while it would
furnish a score with each picture. Besides
serve as an excellent guide for the larger
that, it is not always a practical plan betheatres who wish to instill originality in
cause the size of the different theatre ortheir performances.
chestras vary. Of course, where a complete score is available there naturally is a
These music cue sheets could be prepared
more perfect synchronization.
by a staff of musicians of proficiency under

ADVISORY BOARD, EXHIBITORS SERVICE BUREAU
Willard C. Patterson, Criterion theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
Samuel L. Rothapfel.
E. V. Richards, Jr., General Manager, Saenger Amusement Co., New
Thomas
LowellD. Soriero, Park theatre, Boston, and Strand theatres,
Orleans.
C. A. Lick, New theatre. Port Smith, Ark.
. Edw.
HaroldL. B.Hyman,
Franklin,
Shea's
Hippodrome,
Buffalo.
F. L. Newman, Royal and Regent theatres, Kansas City, Mo.
Film Director, U. S. Liberty Theatres, New York.
Herbert J. Thacher, Strand theatre, Salina, Kan.
E. Mandlebaum,
Loew's Stillmah
H. M. Thomas, Strand theatre, Omaha.
. Mrs.
Joseph Grossman,
Standard theatre,
theatre, Cleveland.
Cleveland.
George J. Schade, Schade theatre, Sandusky.
Ralph Ruffner, Rialto theatre, Butte.
H. C. Horater, Alhambra theatre, Toledo.
A. H. Hilton, Paramount theatre, Lewiston, Idaho.
Mark Gates, Dayton theatre, Dayton, O.
George E. Carpenter, Paramount-Empress theatre, Salt Lake.
Sam W. B. Cohn, Spokane.
S. Barret McCormi<;k, Circle theatre, Indianapolis.
Theo. L. Hays, New Garrick theatre, St. Paul.
E. J. Myrick, Liberty theatre, Portland, Ore.
M. W. McGee, Detroit.
A. S, Kolstad, Liberty theatre, Hood River, Ore.
H. L. Percy, Rialto theatre, Medford, Ore.
A. J. Moeller, Theatre de Luxe, Detroit.
P. E. Noble, Publicity Manager, Liberty and Columbia theatres,
Sid Laurence, Alhambra theatre, Detroit.
Seattle.
Chas. G. Branham, Majestic theatre, Detroit.
Eugene
H. Roth, California theatre, San Francisco.
Leo A. Landau, Butterliy theatre, Milwaukee.
J.
A.
Partington, Imperial theatre, San Francisco.
Charles C. Perry, Liberty theatre, Camp Cody, Texas.
Sidney
Grauman's
theatre,Madera,
Los Angeles.
W. S. McLaren, Majestic and Colonial theatres, Jackson, Mich.
A.
C. H.Granman,
Chamberlin,
Opera House,
Cal.
II
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STRAND THEATRE, Montgomery,
Ala., has followed out suggestions of
using a signature cut or name plate in all
of its advertising and from now on will
use distinctive borders. It is only after
you have tried this plan that you come to
know how much more effective your advertising can be made.
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This nine-inch three-column display on
" Borrowed Clothes " is an excellent one
because it has a combination of cuts, display lines and then the selling talk in
smaller type that will be read. The theatre did the right thing in using the name
of Mrs. Chaplin in large type and then
playing up the attention grabbing title of
the picture to the limit. The name of the
star is the first thing that hits the eye, and
then after we get a glimpse of the title the
attention is immediately transferred to the
cut at the top, thence to the line " A girl
who sought shelter in a house of glass " —
just enough of a line to arouse the curiosity
for then one is led into the selling talk in
the smaller type. That is getting about a
hundred per cent results.
Advertising is the yeast that makes tht
theatre dough rise.
LOEWS Stillman theatre, Cleveland,
Ohio, used half-page space in some of
the newspapers in advertising " The Heart
of Humanity." The reduction here is too
great to show the attractive quality of the
display in its original form.

Picture

Newt

and
Ours*
The main feature of the display came
from the picture of Dorothy Phillips in the
heart arrangement, and then a series of
stills from the picture. We rather believe
that too many of these get the fullest attention, but the Stillman has used sufficient
space to put them over if anything can.
The reading matter is divided between a
selling argument on the picture and some
excerpts from the criticisms of New York
papers. There is a mighty good line that
was used by all of the advertising of the
Broadway in " The picture that will live forever." All in all, it is a mighty good example of appealing to the heart in motion
picture advertising.
A bargain is not one simply because it is
so labeled.
THIS quarter
pageToledo,
display O.,
of certainly
the Colonial theatre,
ought to get every fan who likes action
pictures into the theatre. We like the manner in which the name of Tom Mix has
been strongly displayed and the line that
is used with the name, " The boy who
never fakes." Then the title is played up
strong, and in smaller type some of the
reasons why people will want to see the
' OMLY
J Next Week

FIRST III
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! This is the kind of a play that makes Americans \
J respected. A double-barreled, full o' pep thriller! J
|OTHER ATTRACTIONS "g^ggj
picture put into crisp recitals of things
that the star does in the course of the production.
We believe that the Colonial can get
better effects out of its halftones if- it will
have the stereotyper " underlay " its cuts.
A cut such as this should be very clear, because in such a case as this it has been
made subsidiary to the type matter. We
would also have omitted the diamond
shaped cut of Mix and the two guns at
the left and then have played the sentence,
" Let the greatest cowboy actor in the
world take you through two hours of
thrills " up stronger.
The line of type carrying " Other Attractions "should have been much lighter,
and the display as a whole would have
been improved by leaving more space between the type and the border.

WONDERFUL
of Nazimova and theappearance
striking photographs
of her that have been supplied exhibitors
by Metro have resulted in mighty striking
advertising of her most recent productions.
Here is one from the Majestic theatre,
Columbus, O., that could have been improved somewhat had the black and the
half-tone not been run together as they
have been. The display would have stood
out much stronger with a white line
around the body of Nazimova. We have
pointed out that the theatre has to get unusually
to make
combinationgoodworkprinting
stand out
and itthis
is much
better not to take any chances with the
stereotyper and the engraver. The band of
white
lem. space would have solved this probThere is a striking quotation from the
press book beginning with " If your eyes
see," and then the rest of the display is
devoted to the statement that this picture
was picked by the theatre out of ten available and then the managers of two big
houses in other cities are quoted. It is
good advertising once in a while when you
are certain that you have the goods to
back up your statements.
Drive away the ghosts of the past with
the li7nelight of advertising.
HERE is a splendid tie-up with a serial
campaign, a page advertisement in the
Washington Herald with nineteen theatres
cooperating in the announcement. This
serial has been sold on the state rights
basis and it is a mighty good thing to see
that purchasers of such rights realize that
the best way to get the fullest amount of
money is to turn to the newspapers.
So Sidney B. Lust, who owns the rights
in the Washington territory, paid for a
considerable portion of this space and then
the newspaper proceeded to do the rest in
soliciting the theatres that will show "The
It is Mystery."
unfortunate that most exhibitors do
Silent
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one who was reading the story and a lot
more, too.
There's a whole lot in the newspaper and
the theatre keeping in close touch. There
are lots of things to be taken advantage
of if both sides of the game are on the
lookout for them.
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not believe in advertising serials. They
are delighted when the distributor advertises them, but they cannot see why they
should do their part. Advertising is just
as essential with the serial as with anything else and certainly there is no case
where a tie-up with the original announcement counts for more.

Let the other fellow do the worrying
about your theatre and his.
HERE is one of the very best black and
white effects that we have seen. It is
a thirteen inch four column display of the
People's theatre, Portland, Ore., and
stands out like the legendary " house
There are three things to be featured
prominently in advertising this picture —
afire."
the
title of the picture, the name of the
author and the star. This has been attractively done all the way through. You
ONE WEEK
STARTS TODAY
lll=fir=l|l=|||=|1l=IIISIII=1ll5lllll5IIISIII=lll51ll=ll|S|||S||| = l|
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Anyone can turn over a " new leaf," but
a whole lot depends on zvhat is on it.
are printing this one for two reasons : First, it shows good unique
advertising. But greater than that it shows
the value of cooperation between a live
photoplay editor and a theatre manager
who is on the job.
Omaha Bee was carrying the story of
" Virtuous Wives " serially at the time that
the picture was being shown at the Rialto
theatre, and -in this connection there was
an announcement carried on the front
page of the Bee. The photoplay editor
wrote his comment and sent the clipping
to H. M. Thomas, with the result that advertising space was used for the reproduction of the advertisement and the comment
just as it is shown here. Of course, there
may have been " collusion " in this little
piece of exploitation, but certainly it resulted in attracting the attention of every-

THE LATEST STUNNING
SUPER-FEATURE FROM
THE STORY BY

m

WE

■

*S
-X-- ~A

DUSTIN

Regular Prices |jj

might say that the only decorations are the
few stars used in the left-hand corner and
the cut of Dustin Farnum. In this connection note the effect that has been obtained by outlining the hat. It has the effect of accentuating the lighting of the
face and brings the smile out prominently.
In the
of the
People's
has
usedcenter
a mortise
and display
here isthe
quoted
one
of the laudatory criticisms of the film.
Don't wait for Opportunity to knock.
Meet him at the front gate.
OF

course different styles of advertising
apply in different localities. Naturally
it depends on what sort of a patronage you
have to which to make the appeal as to
how to make it. But we are unable to see
why a simple sketch that means nothing
to the reader is adopted and then the sell-

.iTODAfX
FRIDAY*
SAtURDA
^PrisciMa

Dean

EDPIE POLO IN
THE WILD CAT OF PARIS"
"THE LURE
OF JYMPHOHY
THE CIRCUS"
HUDiON
AND HIJ
FIVE
ing argument of the picture is left out.
It is essential to get the eye, but there
must be something after this. Now this
display of the Holman theatre, Montreal,
is unquestionably a striking piece of work.
It really dominates the page and it is the
first thing that you look at. But what does
the figure of Miss Dean on the back of the
wild cat mean? Absolutely nothing. On
the other hand, it is misleading in representing the type of a story that it distinctly
is not. After her several big recent successes the name of the star should have
been played stronger and then there should
have been some selling argument. That
line we have suggested several time : " She
purr, she scratch, etc.," would have helped.
It has the. effect of describing the sort of
a character
she plays; the drawing here
does
not.
He zvho finishes a nose ahead doesn't
worry about the dust.
HERE is one of the invisible ink stunts
that has been adapted to motion picture exploitation for the first time. Octago
Films which is distributing the Houdini
serial is responsible for this one. It has
issued a herald for distribution by the
exhibitors which bears only two lines of
text matter. At the top of the herald is
the question : " Can you solve this mystery?" and at the bottom there are smaller
lines advising the recipient to hold the
sheet over a fire. When this is done the
invisible ink does the self-liberation act
and brings forth a picture of Houdini doing the same thing. Then there follow
the lines: "How does he escaue? See
Houdini in B. A. Rolfe's super serial,
' The Master Mystery.' " Space is left for
the printing of the name of the theatre
and date of showing.
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WITH
the exception of the Rialto, dramatic features hold sway at all of
the New York houses this week. " Out of the Fog " is the feature at
the Rivoli, and this picture, made from " 'Ception Shoals," is tense
from the start. Equally so is the new Geraldine Farrar offering, " Shadows,"
at the Strand. There is a ray of comedv in " The ^Yicked Darling," at the
Kroadway, but its story is also gripping. At the Rialto there is a lot of comedy
in " Maggie Pepper."
For the first time since we have been reviewing these pictures there appears at two of the theatres the same comedy. This is " Rip and Stitch, Tailors," which is being shown at both the Rialto and Strand.
Broadway theatre makes its first appearance in these columns this week,
and it will be reviewed on each change of bill.
Attention is called to the fact that that field of short subjects is mighty
well covered in the course of all of these reviews.

cJfiQ
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BROADWAY theatre is offering its first
new bill in two months this week, following the conclusion of the run of " The
This
" at thatn house.
of Humanity
Heart
is Priscilla
feature attractio
week the
Dean in " The Wicked Darling," with a
setting of interesting short subjects and
pleasing musical numbers.
Broadway is the only one of the principal New York motion picture houses that
regularly gives attention to lobby displays.
In fact, it is the idea of Maurice A. Kashin. the managing director, that the spirit of
the presentation should be carried through
from the sidewalk to the screen. This has
been done this week and there is not one
in the audience who fails to appreciate the
fact.
Sodennan's " Joan of Arc " is the overture and there is a novel lighting effect
achieved by flooding the orchestra in three
separate sections with red, white and blue
lights. The effect is that of the musicians
being draped with the tri-color. Immediately following this comes the Broadway
Topical Digest, and to fully carry out the
spirit of the overture this opens with
Screen Telegram pictures of French girls
coming to this country as brides of American soldiers. Here the opening bars of
Courquin's " Man'ette " is used, maintaining the French spirit. Universal Current
Events supplies picture of the French paying honors to the " Devil Dogs " while
" Semper Fidelis " is played.
■ From the same source come pictures of
the woman candidate for mayor of Chicago
to the accompaniment of " Beneath the
Balcony," followed by some interesting
..animal pictures under the caption saying
that they want a league of nations. There
are a lot of laughs here while " Rainy Day
Blues " is used. Then come pictures showing the latest in fashions for kiddies and
first we have " Dance of the Debutantes "
and then when we have the mock marriage
there are a few bars from the bridal
chorus of " Lohengrin," changing to
"You're a Grand Old Flag" when the picture of the kiddie with .the American
colors is flashed on the screen. After this

come pictures of a motorcycle using an
acqueduct pipe for a roadway, to the tune
of
Level, ofYou're
a Little
Devil"'
and "On
then the
pictures
wounded
soldiers
of
O'Ryan's " Roughnecks " at drill in the hospital while " March Patriotic," by Rosey,
helps get the patriotic spirit over. All of
these subjects are taken from Universal
Current Events.
Then come Screen Telegram pictures of
President Wilson in conference with the
British premier and then comes a Hy
Mayer
cartoon
of " Ain the
Hero's
which puts
a punch
finishReward
of the"
weekly. " Pomp and Circumstance " is
used for both of these closing pictures.
Then we have an organ solo, " Beceuse,"
from "Jocelin," and this is followed by a
comedy, " The Kaiser That Was." The
fox trot from " Floriana " is used for the
opening, " Rintinin," " The Dancing Lesson," "Chianti," " Minnie, Shimmie for
Me " and " Oh, What a Time for the
Girlies." Then comes " Topics of the
Day " which are discussed under the
Strand heading, and for this organ music
is used.
Now we get some remarkable aeroplane
pictures, released by Educational, " Twenty
Thousand Leagues in the Air." These pictures show a series of flights over Washington with views of the city from the
swerving machines and record numerous
thrilling stunts. The house is completely
dark for these pictures, adding much to the
effect. The prelude from Massenet's
" Sapho " and then is followed by Mendelsohn's "Scherzo,'' from " A Midsummer
Night's Dream." These are used in the
quieter scenes and then for the daring
flight pictures we have " Orie of the
Spirits " accompanied by the aeroplane
effects.
•
Mile. Aubert then sings " Polacca " from
" Mignon " before a setting which represents a harbor with a city in the background. There is a spotlight on the
vocalist. Just one little criticism here. The
singer was dressed in yellow, which to us
is a distinctly displeasing color when one
figures how it jars with any of the light
effects.
Then comes the feature. We have referred to this at some length and have
given the complete score in a Special Serv-
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ice Section in this issue. Just let us say
one thing here: Keep your eye on the
music at the Broadway. J. C. Bradford,
the director, is doing some big things and
his tips will be well worth watching.

THIS
being tothehonoring
week thatthe
Newmemory
York has
devoted
of
Theodore Roosevelt a tribute is paid to
him at both the Rialto and the Rivoli with
special musical numbers. And here is more
proof of the power of music for these numbers leave a far greater effect upon those
who hear it than would all of the oratory
in the world.
For the first time since we have been
visiting either of these houses the Rivoli
Pictorial is put at the end of the program
this week. The unexpected is always
liked, because one gets mighty tired of seeing things done the same way all the time.
You should have seen the people turning
to their programs when the Pictorial came
in just as it did; about half of the people
seerqed to think that they had slept over
something. But into the end of the Pictorial there is brought in a " Happy
Hooligan " comedy which has the desired
result of " sending them away laughing."
Suppe's " Light Cavalry " is the overture,
the first part of it being carried largely
on the brass with the various trumpet calls
sounded now and then. It is now blatant,
now dimming into the rest of the instruments, then the bugle calls again and
finally it comes back to the full orchestra
and organ for the final crash. The lighting of the house is in gold.
Then comes a particular good one of the
Robert C. Bruce scenics, " The Restless
Three." It shows Bruce and the Great
Dane that is not so familiar to picture-goers
and the woolly dog who was known as the
" Whoosit." The scenes start in the Yosemite and we have a particularly fine shot
of the falls from a distance. Many of the
scenes show the man and the dogs in the
snow-clad mountains and there are a number of intimate touches that get a laugh.
Near the end there is a brilliant shot where
the title says : " They stand in awe of the
great silence," and the end of the picture
gets a hand that the makers of many big
features would envy. " Schubert Symphony " is the most appropriate musical
accompaniment.
Now we have the Roosevelt tribute. The
curtains slowly part revealing a quartette
representing the choir in an Episcopal
church, either side is a white column of
the church and then the lighted candle effects with a semi-oval window with the
blue showing through at the rear. There
is one hanging light and the rest of the
stage is dark except for the candle effects.
The
quartette from Verdi's " Requiem " is
the selection.
Follows the feature, Nazimova in " Out
V
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of the Fog." There is one of the most effective musical settings that we have ever
heard for this, opening with Tschaikowsky's "Tempest" for the. opening scenes.
In this picture Nazimova plays a double
role, first as the mother and then as the
daughter, the first portion being unusually
tense and therefore music with it is largely
sympathetic, the organ prevailing in some
of the effects. With the scene where Eve
recognizes her drowned lover we have
"Visions" followed by "Brahmsiqua" as
the brother comes out of the door, then
"dead
Pathetic
" as the
Eve brother
goes toasks
the
man Symphonies
and then when
what that man was to her the music
changes to " Poem Erotique " coming back
to " Pathetic Symphonies " with the title
" You an* right " and then march from
" Jewess " for the title " Nothing but earthly
memories," and then three numbered selections until ' the title " Captain Shoals "
when we have the organ alone with the sea
effects. Then with the title " Isolated " we
have " Adrian," followed by " Pathetic
Symphonies " and the bell buoy effect on
the organ as Eve leaps from the lighthouse
to her death.
With the title "Through the dull
monotony " " Claire de Lune " is played,
followed by " Musette " as Faith is told to
go and then " Courtesy " for the tender's
helper. With the title " Within the month "
we have
" Mercedes selection
" withoutand
the atintro.,
then
a numbered
the
title " Lost in the fog " we have the organ
with all sorts of effects brought in. With
the title " On the morrow " we have the
theme, which is Victor Herbert's " Love
Theme " from " The Fall of a Nation " and
following through after this come " Melancolie " and a couple of numbered selections
and then the theme is repeated as Blake
rings the bell and then there follows
through " Zara " and " Francesca," then
another numbered selection, the theme
again as the man sits down to write a
letter. From that point on the numbered
selections carry the picture until the girl
recognizes the returning Blake, then the
organ carries the music up to the time that
Blake returns to Faith and with this the
orchestra comes into the theme until the
end of the screening.
With the lights all in gold the orchestra
plays " The Spring Maids " and after that
we get the Rivoli Pictorial, which opens
with Gaumont pictures of the " Lady
marines " for which " Lance and Shield "
is played. Then come Universal Current
Events pictures of France honoring the
" Flying Devil Dogs " and with these we
have " Semper Fidelis," which continues to
the Gaumont pictures of flying over San
Francisco for which " Oh You Sweetie " is
used until the machines take the air and
then the orchestra is tacit and effects are
employed. After that come Pathe pictures
of the Los Angeles auto races with " Big
White Top " played and then Gaumont pictures of the return of Capt. Eddie Rickenbacker
with " The Southlanders " as the
music.
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Producers Catering to the Exhibitors
Who Really Do
Things
threey
hotelof lobb
a ves
in tati
prod
reprs esen
metucer
the other evening and the
n
discusio turned around an
article that had recently appeared in
these pages. For obvious reasons
we are omitting all names.
" He is showing what can be done
in smaller cities," said one of them.
" I have just written the exchange
manager in that territory to see that
this man is given every co-operation.
Accounts of what these live wires
are doing advertise our pictures better than anything else can do."
" But," retorted the other, " you
are
not going
to get onall my
of this
business.
Report
deskman's
today told what he was going to do
with
," and then he named one
of
his
company's
best thing about productions.
an exhibitor" The
like
this is that he makes money on his
pictures
and other
he is two
satisfied."
After the
had left the
third man turned to us and said:
" Gee whiz, if we could only wake
them all up like this fellow the rumor
corner would have to go out of business. Some of these days the exhibitors as a whole are going to
wake up to the fact that the live boys
can get most anything they want if
they
the pep that
in their
turn."
Do show
you wonder
the producers
and distributors are watching the
men that are doing things?
And what are you doing?
WE

Pathe shows pictures of the captured
whale at Los Angeles with " Shepherds All
and Maidens Fair" and then the music
turns to " Bannerweihe " for Gaumont's
views of the graduating class at Annapolis. Kinogram pictures treatment of
soldiers for shell shock to " Paysage " and
then we have pictures elsewhere described
of the wounded men of Gen. O'Ryan's division to " March Joyeuse." Kinogram gives
us a view of the Atlanta saying goodbye
to slang and " Cyclone in Darktown " is
used to the' end, which comes with a delightful Happy
"
Hooligan " cartoon.
Le Due's " Gavotte " is the final organ
number.

SYrandcTAe^xtrje
YVTITH the feature exceedingly tense
» * and dramatic and barren of laughs,
Managing Director Plunkett has pursued
the right policy at the Strand this week
in putting comedy setting all around the
main picture. Because of the fact that the
feature carries us to Alaska he has also

Zfifere

omitted a scenic from the program and
here again he has reached a happy decision.
Selections from " La Boheme " form the
overture and this is played with the lights
gold, correctly, for the opera tells of the
inseparable quartette who with equal cheerfulness defy the pangs of hunger and the
landlord of their garret. There is sometimes a little pathos, tenderness, but the
most of it is all in a good humor and
toward the end the full orchestra and the
organ come in for a smashing climax.
Then comes the Strand Topical, opening
with Pathe pictures of the Los Angeles
Victory Sweepstakes, thrilling auto races,
to " Tempest Galop."
which are shown
Then come Universal Current Events
views of the immense throngs of Italians
crowding the New York steamship offices
seeking return to their native country and
here "A Trento e Trieste" is used effecJune Barcarole
To the tune
speed-"
showsof a " motorcycle
'the sametively.service
aquepipes of a California
ing along the continues
through the Pathe
duct, and this
pictures of the flood at Kent, Washington.
There is a good laugh with the flivver
dashing through the waters.
After this are Universal Current Events
pictures of the wounded of General
hospiO'Ryan's division at the Fox Hillsthey
are
tals. So interesting are these that
being shown this week at three of thearefour
on
theatres reviewed here. These men
in
is
who
officer,
the
for
except
s
crutche
a wheel chair, and they go through the
various drills with their crutches. At first
one might get the impression that such
would be repulsive. And it might be if
the smiles of the boys did not show how
the inand showing
g itbrought
enjoyin
they were domitable
victory to the
spirit that
world. "Military Tactics" is the musical
accompaniment.
Then come the laugh-bringing Topics of
the Day, bright paragraphs from various
newspapers. One of them that gets a
heartv laugh is: "It may soon be milk
" and ankee afamous,
that made
man say that he
We heard
other one : "Milwau
wished that wives were like money so he
two twencould exchange one forty foraccompa
nies
ties. "Entr'acte Valse "
these pictures. Then come pictures of the
to the Marine avihonors paid by FranceFidelis
" used. There
ators with " Semper
is a particularly strong tribute paid to the
" Then
standard of the "Devil Dogs.
Pathe picthere is a little diversion with
tures of the whale washed ashore at Los
Angeles.
Pathe then follows with pictures of "Following the army of occupation into Germany." The first views are in Cologne
and show freed French and Italian prisoners passing through on their way back
home and then British making their entry
into the city. To the full orchestral ac"
Nelson
niment of" Admiral
rable March
volume
a conside
these pictures compadraw
of applause. Following this Hearst picy a ofdemocra
withg
" German
paradin
the cy,"
scenes
of show the
some tures
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crowds, the speakers and the preparations
for the defence of Berlin against rioters,
and it is interesting to note that the audience receives these in cold silence.
" Donno Curiose" is the accompaniment.
got there
after soldiers
all " is to
the enter
title
for" They
the first
American
Berlin. These are two negro soldiers,
whose story was recently told in the news
dispatches and they get a big hand. "Stars
and Stripes" staff, the newspaper published
by the soldiers over there, is then shown
in a flash, both of these being to the music
of " Stars and Stripes Forever."
Then the stage curtains part revealing
a castle with a huge tree at the left and
a background of blue, and Mabel Day and
Richard Gold, en costume, sing the duet
from the second act of " Pirates of Penzance." The soldier is seated on a bench
as the girl enters and then he arises and
the duet is carried through.
Geraldine Farrar in " Shadows " is the
feature and for the opening scenes of this
"La Fee aux Perles" is used until we
are taken into the ballroom of the Barnes
homes, when " Southern Roses " is used
to the scene where the dancing stops. Then
we
havetime
" A when
Fanciful
played the
up
to the
Mrs. Vision
Barnes" enters
ballroom, where the selection shifts to
" Tiger Rose." At the point where the
last of the guests take their departure the
organ assumes the music for seventeen
minutes, up to the point where Mrs. Barnes
leaves the two men together at the table.
There we have " La Nuit et L' Amour,"
and the scenes that follow for quite a while
are transferred to Alaska. When McGoff
enters the cabin we get " Ariane and
Naxos " as especially arranged, and then
at the title " A Hazardous Game " there
is "Suite Americana, No. 1," and when the
card game starts a dramatic tension. At
the point where Cora (Mrs. Barnes)
laughs we have " Creole Queen," changing
to " L' Amice Fritz " with the scene of the
men and Cora in the room.
With the title referring to the last boat
the orchestra swings into " Pretty Baby "
with steamboat effects and then the musicians remain tacit for a few seconds and
there follows through " Rolling," with a
couple of more whistles. " Andrea
Chamer" is then used and again the orchestra takes up the music until Mrs.
Barnes gets the phone message from McGoff, when " Novelletten " is played until
McGoff enters the room, when the music
becomes " Hermanschact " until the shot is
fired and then we have an intermezzo until
the scene of the mother and child together,
when " Werther " is played to the end.
Joseph Martel, a splendid baritone, then
sings " The Kerry Dance " and " MadeIon " effectively, and the comedy, " Rip
and Stitch " closes the bill. Especially because of the baby and the cat and dog
stuff this Mack Sennett is being shown
at both the Strand and the Rialto this
week. Teddy, the Sennett dog actor, even
surpasses the wonderful things that he
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WHAT
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can
, andwewe offer
usetorhiswrites
name;
exhibi
AN not
this as an example of what inspiration means to the showman:
" I have read your pages, and especially your advertising suggestions, with much interest. The common sense of them is apparent. You
tell us what not to do and what to
do. I admit that you are right every
time.
" But what am I going to do? I
cannot see these pictures before I
show them. I have to take the word
of the producer in advance. I must
base my advertising and everything
that I do on what I find out from the
trade papers.
" Recently I have noted that you
have been printing suggestions about
some of the special attractions. And
so I have booked some of them, and
I have cleaned up. Possibly they are
no better than other pictures, but
you people have given me some ideas
and more than that you have made
me think.
" That seems to me to be the main
thing—to get me to thinking about
the picture. I have used some ideas
that I think are better than the ones
you suggested, but if I had not had
the inspiration I would never have
used them."
had done in this one, and there are the
usual complications of the married
couples that bring no end of laughs, together with a large amount of trick photography stuff. The musical selections are
" Girl Behind the Gun " until the title " Indoor baseball," and then " I'm Always
Shooting Rainbows " until the baby fires
the gun, then " Just Like You " until the
dog is showing doing the housework, " My
little Billiken " until the title " And the
tailor still pursued her." The organ
comes in for six minutes and with the
title " I hid the baby in that can " the orchestra comes back with " Lion Chase."
Selections from " Carmen " form the organ solo.

A COMEDY bill in a classic setting is
the best description of the bill at the
Rialto theatre this week, where melody
and laughter are put in a most delightful
combination.
Slavetwo*'
is Tschaikowsky's
the overture, a brilliant
selection" March
based on
themes, " Come, my dearest, why so sad ? "
a Serbian folksong, and the former Russian
national anthem. This is played with the
lights in gold and nearly all of it with the
full orchestral effect, an impressive, tuneful
masterpiece that always brings a torrent of
applause. But just a hint to the exhibitor:

Picture

News

T^rodrams

Don't try to use this unless you have a big
orchestra that can really put it over.
The scenic is a Burlingame, " Ascent of
the Matterhorn," and is one of the most
interesting of mountain climbing pictures.
It shows various views of the famous peak
and then pictures of the climbers in action,
showing the difficulties that they had to
encounter. Because many of these scenes
had -to be taken from above, the inclines
arethenotmusic
plainly
" In the Garden "
is
for shown.
this.
Then comes the Rialto's tribute to Colonel
Roosevelt, and a most impressive one it is.
Only the dome is in blue, the rest of the
lights being out and we have a few strains
on the harp and then on the violin. At
either side of the stage is «a quaint
candelabra effect, suggestive of the church
and the side curtains are parted with a
slight glow of red. With the music of the
harp and violin and then the organ coming
in the lights become blue on the sides and
Miss Gladys Rice comes from between the
curtains. There is a blue light on her.
Then we have " Ave Maria " sung to the
accompaniment of a violin obligato played
by Saschal Fidelman with the organ peal
coming in for the high notes. At the end
the lights gradually fade out and the singer
disappears without her exit being noted. It
is a startlingly effective arrangement.
Rialto Magazine opens with Gaumont
pictures of the Wild West division getting
a great reception on its return to Seattle,
the marching men stirring the audience to
enthusiasm and then follow Kinogram
pictures of the state police at drill at
Wyoming, Pa. For both of these pictures
" Gladiator's Farewell " is the stirring
music. Then come Universal Current
Events of the inmates of the menageries
at Washington who want a league of
nations and after this comes Gaumont pictures of the hospital at Colorado Springs
for the feathered folk and " Woodland
Whispers " are used for both.
Pathe presents some interesting pictures,
" With the French Navy," and the stirring
music of " La Pere de la Victoire " adds a
lot of punch to them with the hornpipe
effects brought in on one occasion. Organ
music carries the Pathe pictures of the
flood at Kent, Wash., and the Gaumont
views of the stranded vessel at Aberdeen,
Wash. Then Gaumont takes us to Palm
Beach, where society has taken up the
aquaplanes and here we get some thrills
and a laugh to the tune of " Hop Along."
With " March Russe " the music Kinograms shows us the Death's Head battalion
giving up their arms and passing in review.
Then under the title of " Reflections " we
have some beautiful views. The Magazine
comes to an end with pictures of the happy
cavalrymen starting home from the Italian
front and "A Francesca " is used once
through to the end of the pictures.
James Harrod, tenor, then effectively
sings " Mary of Argyle," one of the old
Scotch songs that will always bear reviving
in vour theatre and then comes the feature.
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Lobby display at the Broadway on two portions of the bill, the front being given over to " The Wicked Darling " and the interior of the
lobby to " Twenty Thousand Leagues in the Air"
"Always Here to Serve You" His Motto, and
So a Flood and Storm Failed to Stop Him
Ethel Clayton in " Maggie Pepper," a particularly happy offering with lots and lots
of laughs in it.
" Valley of Poppies " is used for the
opening and then when we are shown Maggie's cottage we get " Pulcinello " up to the
place where she unpacks the shoes when we
get." Valley of Poppies" once more. Then
with Maggie reading the letter we have
" Medusa " followed by " Manse of the
Debutante " with the title " In the Lonely
Year," then changing to " Apache " with
twelve months later and " In a Garden "
with the introduction of Joe Holbrook.
When Jakey Rothschild, who insists on
making love to Maggie, appears on the
scene we have " Jewish Melodie," which is
repeated with his each reappearance. After
this, as the scene changes, we have " Admiration," played without the intro. Then
with the title, " Say, Mag," we get " Valse
Pleurante," changing to the Jewish theme
as Jake appears again, then into " Shepherd
Day " as he leaves, into " Causerie " with
the title, " If you had any authority " and
then to " Melodie d' Amour " with the
scene of the two women, the organ taking
up
musicwewith
Thenthe when
have"Hargen's
the scene opportunity."
of the crook
climbing the window there is a numbered
selection and as the action starts, "Turbulence" is played with " Kezekiah " coming
Iin as the scene changes. Then as the doctor arrives we have " Madrigal Serenade,"
continuing until the manager of the store
is seen, when we have " Le Roman," changug to " Jewish Melodie " with the return
>f Jake, then a numbered selection at the
heme back again with " You See, Magjie," at the end.
W ith the lights all gold the orchestra
hen plays " Gloriana " and then comes
'Rip and Stitch, Tailors." Music for this
ncludes " Little Simplicity," " It Gets
Them All," " In the Old Fashioned Way,"
1 Waiting," " Speed 'Er Up " and " Aeshetic Galop " at the end.
Gounod's " Fantasie on Faust " is the
final orchestra number.

ONE of the favorite stories told of S.
L. Rothapfel during the time that he
started in his motion picture career in the
operation of a motion picture show in a
room behind a saloon in Forest City, Pa.,
is about his tramping for miles through
the snow when the railroad was blocked
to get a picture so that his audience would
not be disappointed.
Now from another small city, Kelso,
Wash., comes another example of the same
spirit — the sort that is bound to make a
success in any business. The man is C. G.
Vaughn, who operates the Vogue theatre,
the only place of amusement in this community of 2,500 which is located on the
main line of the Northe/n Pacific about
fifty miles east of Portland.
" Always here to serve you " is the motto
of Mr. Vaughn, whose boast has been that
his theatre is never dark. But a couple of
weeks ago this Boast would not have been
borne out except for his unusual energy,
for there came one of the sort of rainstorms that makes history, and the railroad tracks for miles on either side of
Kelso were piled so high with mud and
debris that a thing like running trains was
out of the question. And Vaughn didn't
have any picture to show that night.
But over in his garage there was his
trusty automobile and Vaughn waded
through the mud, put on the chains, filled
her up with gas and started out as best
he could to make his way through the
mud. But before he started on his jourhe stopped printed
by the announcing
printer's and
some neyhandbills
that had
he
was
to Portland
an aeroplane
to getgoing
a picture
for that" in
evening.
But he"
didn't count on a collision with a truck
after ploughing his way for five miles
through the mud. And the damages were
suchver "that
truck had to pull the " flivback the
home.
Back home again. Vaughn got busy and
soon learned that the railroad to Rainier,
a little town on another line and sixteen
miles farther down the Columbia River

was still over. He hustled over to the station and looked up the connections, finding
that there was still time to get a picture
from Portland to Rainier. The long distance 'phone then told the exchange of his
predicament. It took Vaughn only fortyfive minutes " down hill " to Rainier, but
it was a three hour and a half trip coming
back, and it was still raining.
Vaughn was wet and bedraggled when
he returned, but he rushed the picture to
the operating room just in time for the
evening show. But before the picture was
started there flashed on the screen his old
motto, " Always here to serve you." and
there came a burst of applause from the
audience that paid for all of his troubles.
There aren't many managers that would
do this. They would simply say that it
wasn't their fault that the railroad was out
of
business
that would
the public
blame
them, and
so what
be thewouldn't
use of
going to a lot of trouble. It was bad
weather anyway and so a lot of people
wouldn't care about coming to the theatre,
and even if there were a few people who
didn't have anything to do that evening
there would be little harm done.
Mr. Vaughn
doesn't
HeButbelieves
in making
goodfigure
everythatdayway.in
the year. That's the reason he has the
only show in Kelso, and judging from this
feat it will be a long time before anyone
tries to start opposition. It's the spirit
munity.
that wins — no matter the size of your com-

For Special Service Section
on "The

Wicked

Darling"

See Page 1189
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Tu o of the tvinddw displays on the song " Mickey " secured by Harold B. Franklin dttriut/ the Buffalo shotting of the picture
Buffalo

Stores

Give

Franklin

Wonderful

Cooperation in Exploitation of rr Mickey
HAROLD
B. FRANKLIN, manager of ment as this enables him to meet an emergency often and to get a lot of results that
Shea's Hippodrome, was able to get
a large amount of co-operation during 1 is vould otherwise not be attained. For instance, in this case the stores were willing
showing of "Mickey" and as one of the
results he reports remarkable business with
to give the space to the attractive cards
the Mabel Normand production. He folthat he prepared, whereas had he underlowed largely the plan prepared by H. J.
taken to get the average ready-prepared
Shepherd and, as already outlined in these
poster placed the chances are nine out of
ten that he would have been refused.
columns, of getting the co-operation of the
phonograph stores which have the record
of the song for sale and of the five and
ten-cent stores in selling the sheet music.
There were a half dozen window displays in the business section around the
theatre including the Woolworth and Kress
stores where the windows were filled with
copies of the song and pictures of Miss
Normand as she appears in the production,
the Columbia phonograph, Aeolian and Vocalion stores. Not only did the people look
on theseeverywhere
displays, but
heard did
" Mickey
music
andthey
so they
not get''
a chance to forget that the picture was
being shown at the Hippodrome.
In order to increase the effectiveness of
these window displays Mr. Franklin had
designed some very artistic display cards
and rush work was done in getting out
some sixty of these within twenty-four
hours. The photos were secured from the
exchange and the colors touched up.
These were mounted on buff cardboard and
the same matter that was used in the newspaper displays. Mr. Franklin reports that
he was able to get window space in practically every department store, music show
MMtrtffn...tJ.n.t.TIIMHfMi-'
J
and Columbia phonograph dealer in the
city.
These attractive posters were 14 x 22 and
Mr. Franklin maintains his own art de- sixty
of them were made over night by
partment and readers of these pages are fa- Mr. Franklin. They were placed in the
miliar with the manner in which he preshozv windows of practically every leading
pares the attractive special posters that he store in Buffalo and helped to bring big
uses in his lobby frames. Such a deoartbusiness to Shea's Hippodrome

Buffalo Manager Capitalizes
Program Attraction
Some months ago, while we were print
ing special articles about theatre programs
we had occasion to commend that of th
Elmwood . theatre, Buffalo, but suggests
that it would be better if the cast of char
acters of each picture was included. E.
Weiberg, the manager, is a live wire an*
he was quick to grasp the idea and pu
them in.
But he is also the sort of a live mH
that wants to keep the people talking abou
his house, so recently the following ap
peared
: you noticed that the cast
" Have
characters has been omitted from the Elrr
wood program?
You All
have.
AndWeyou'
rather
have them in?
right.
tit
ured out you might care to know mor
about the play than the players — but. aft<
all, it seems as if something was missin
about
And,what
besides,
a bao
stunt tothem.
find out
you it
areisn't
seeing
the screen. Because — you wouldn't go
the speaking theatre without knowing tr
stars who were to appear, would you
The Elmwood isn't ashamed to print tr
names'of the players, so you'll always tin
And inside."
the casts came back.
them
Makes It Worth

While to Set

Special Trade Shotting
There have been lots of records
trade showings of pictures, but they we
all broken when " Heart of Humanity
was shown to an audience of a thousar
invited guests at the Majestic theatre, D
troit, through the courtesy of the Univers
exchange manager, Paul Bush. Ciga
were distributed to the men and boxes <
candy to the ladies. Charles G. Branhai
manager of the Majestic, had his full o
chestra on hand and Henry Santrey. sol
ist of the theatre, sang. The picture
scheduled for an early run at the Majest
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Front of Eighty-first Street theatre, showing hozv spotlight -was used and at cither side the attractive posters which zccrc relied upon
for the main display
N.

Y. Theatre

Interests

Through Way That It
WHEN S. A. Shackman, owner and
manager of the Eighty-First Street
theatre, New York, booked " Our Teddy,"
the six-reel screen version of the life of
Theodore Roosevelt, he believed that he
had an opportunity to interest new patrons
in his photoplay house. The picture had
already been shown at the Strand theatre
for a week under the title of " The Fighting Roosevelts."
To tiring the end of the story right up to
the. top the results that Mr. Shackman
achieved was to bring approximately 5,000
new patrons to his house, to show the picture for four days to capacity in a house
seating 2,400 and to work up a large
amount of interest in the school children
and to get the fullest co-operation of the
teachers in advertising the picture and his
house.
Eignty-first Street theatre changes its
bill twice a week, the second half opening
on Thursday and continuing through Sunday night, and this was the time that
" Our Teddy " was put on. But he determined to make the picture stand out not
only as the feature of the week, but to
get the advantage of all possible advance
exploitation, and so he began to cast about
for methods to arouse interest outside the
regular patronage.
It was while Mr. Shackman was laying
tnese plans that he learned there had been
just written a song called " Goodbye, TedTHE FAMOUS T^OOSEVELT PICTURE*1
'OUR TEDDY'
A laughing.
Thrilled.
Cheering
Udiet
& Children »*oid
night crowdi
by .(lendingAudiencej
MaIidmi
^
TO-DAY •"<) /qi>'"°
SUK TO-MORROW t> l^'ST
Human appeal was put into the newspaper
advertising

5,000

New

Patrons

Exploited "Our Teddy
dy Roosevelt, You Were a Real American." Now the final scenes of the picture
show Colonel Roosevelt and his four sons
in double exposures over a service star,
the action picturing the part taken by the
four sons in the great war. So Mr.
Shackman saw what a hit he could make
by having this song sung by a quartette
of wounded soldiers. He began a search
of the hospitals around the city and located the men that he wanted.
So beginning with the Sunday matinee,
preceding the opening of " Our Teddy,"
he introduced these soldiers as " Pershing's
Specific
reference wasOverseas
made Quartette."
to the Roosevelt
picture
and the song was sung while slides showing scenes from " Our Teddy " were
flashed on the screen. This was repeated
at every performance during the first half
of the week.
Variety and novelty was sought for the
lobby display. A display portrait of
Roosevelt was hung from the marquee,
and in an apartment house opposite he
placed a spot light which threw a strong
lightlaronportrait,
the portrait
after flags,
dark. was
' A hung
simidraped with
in the center of the marquee above the
sidewalk for the attention of passers-by on
the theatre side of Broadway.
He used a different style of lobby display, alternating the arrangements of material in the cards, so that it appealed both
to his regular patrons and to the new
clientele. Some of the frames contained
lobby display photographs, while others
were mounted with newspaper and magazine clippings, surrounding large portrait
photos of the former President.
Within a radius of ten blocks' to the
theatre are public schools, with a registration of 10,000. A personal appeal was
made to the principal of each of nine
schools and permission was obtained from

them individually for the distribution of
ten thousand blotters, announcing a Special school children's matinee at 11-30
o'clock,terest toSaturday
morning.
To the
add Now
inthe occasion
he invited
York Council of the Boy Scouts of
America for its members to attend the
special matinee with its band of thirtyfive pieces. At the special matinee this
band gave a patriotic concert before the
showing of the feature. The results:
While the special matinee was scheduled
to start at 11.30, but at 9.00 the lobby and
street were jammed and a half hour later
there were nine policemen on the job to
keep the street open. This matinee proved
of great value in bringing the parents of
the children to later performances.
Usually Mr. Shackman uses the ordinary
announcement space in the Times, morning and evening World five times a
week, but with this picture he started a
campaign on Wednesday, which he continued through Saturday, using two-inch,
two-column displays, with situations in a
cartoon, by Brinkerhoff. to illustrate it.
This emphasized the human side of the
picture. A special music score was used
during the showing of the picture.
Baltimore Paper Tests Ability to
Identify Players
Baltimore News, which has always been
a leader in co-operation with the motion
picture theatres and in giving the fans the
real news of the photoplayers, has now
started a contest with the identification of
motion picture players. One of these is
being printed each day and there will be a
total of sixty players shown. From the
very start the interest in the contest has
been the greatest, and theatre managers report that it is stimulating new interest in
the pictures. No conditions of any sort are
made for participation.
The News was one of the first papers in
the country to issue a special Sunday section for photoplays and to use reviews.
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Series
a New
Begins
Nazimova
a
staff
of
nationally
known
artists, will
" The Heart of a Child " from Wellprepare
the
distinctive
art
details
of the
Known Novel, Included in the
productions.
List — Five to Be Made in
In variety of theme, wealth of costume,
California
direction, setting and lighting, the new
ARRANGEMENTS for a new series of Nazimova pictures will surpass even her
Nazimova Productions have been
achievements of the last twelve months,
completed by the star herself in co-operaaccording to Richard A. Rowland, as sution with Richard A. Rowland and Maxperb and superior and satisfying as these
well Karger, who present the Nazimova
masterpieces were from an artistic and
super-features.
box-office standpoint. Contemporary literature has been finely combed to provide
The announcement of the star's new
the star with vehicles commensurate with
plays comes simultaneously with the reher art and popularity. Each story will
lease of " Out of the Fog," and word
from the West Coast that she has combe widely different in theme, treatment and
locale.
pleted the much discussed screen version
The first of the new Nazimova superof Edith Wherry's novel, " The Red Lanfeatures consequently will be a surprise to
tern." Maxwell Karger, under whose supervision the Wherry story was made, has
many since it gives an English part to the
already begun the cutting and assembling
star popularly supposed to be most at
of the picture, which promises to excel in home in roles of Oriental or exotic flavor.
beauty, elaborateness, and power anything
However, this particular English role
Nazimova has ever done on the stage or
has all the fire and imagination that Naziscreen.
mova's most exacting admirers could wish.
The new series will comprise five de
The story in question, the screen rights
luxe productions and will be photographed
to which have been obtained for the star's
in California under the direction of Aluse, is " The Heart of a Child," Frank
bert Capellani, and the general superviDanby's
Frankau)
popular and(Mrs.
mostJulia
appealing
andmost
gripping
sion of Maxwell Karger. Henri Menessnovel.
sier, Mme. Nazimova's art director, with
Pathe Claims Notable "Beat" for News
Reel
DECLARING that it had a camera man
the KingturesoftakenItaly's
entry
into
Trieste
; picduring a remarkable flight
right in the most exciting phases of
the German revolution and that he was in
over Washington, called one of the best
Berlin during the big dramatic developbird's eye views of the capital ever accomplished; January 22, scenes during
ments of the movement, Pathe claims that
the Pathe News reels contained the first
President Wilson's tour through England.
Many of these stories up to the present
pictures of these big happenings in No.
are declared exclusive and others in the
13, released February 8.
In the first nine issues of the Pathe
list are said to have been shown long after
News some idea of the efficiency of the they were first given to the public by Pathe
service on both sides of the Atlantic is News.
given by the records, which, they assert,
represents clean beats over all competitors. They are declared to be as follows :
December 18, first pictures of the big
Caproni biplane and a remarkable series
of pictures taken from it while flying over
New York City; December 25, another series of aerial pictures, taken from the
big naval dirigible in a flight over New
York City, and pictures of the submarine
chasers in heavy seas ; January 4, pictures
of the British ship Vindictive, sunk in the
bombardment of Zeebrugge; remarkable
demonstration of American tanks ; scenes
of the earthquake disaster in Guatemala;
January 8, stirring pictures of the French
entry into Alsace-Lorraine; January 11,
President Wilson's arrival in London ; King
Albert's entry into Brussels, which was ex:lusive; January 15, pictures showing United
Elsie Ferguson, Artcraft Star, in " The
States submarine activities: Tannarv 18.
Marriip-c Price "
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Four-Star Steadily
Work Progresses
Now that the organization plans of the
new company formed to produce the Four
Star series of features with Miss Leah
Baird are completed work is rapidly being pushed on the first of the six boxoffice attractions. Under the supervision
of Harry Raver a spectacular offering toappeal to the class of exhibitors who participated with him in the profits on
" Cabiria " is being molded into picture
form.
George Irving, who just finished the
Artcraf
Special, " Theis the
Silver
King,"whose
with
William t Faversham,
director
name furnishes one-quarter of the Four
Star ensemble. The Biograph Studio has
been leased in order to ensure the big,
beautiful and massive effects called for by
the locale of the story.
For the first of the six Augustus
Thomas plays starring Miss Baird, the
Broadway
play, " As a Man Thinks," is
to
be screened.
Strong Supporting Cast for
Tom Moore
In Tom Moore's newest Goldwyn picture, "A Man and His Money," by Frederic S. Isham, he will have Seena Owen
as an ideal foil in the comedy drama.
Sydney Ainsworth makes his first appearance in Goldwyn pictures and is the
super-polished villain in " A Man and His
Money." Claire Du Brey, who is heralded
as combining both beauty and dramatic
talent, has a prominent part in the cast.
Sydney Deane, known to playgoers
through his vaudeville sketch, " Christmas
Eve on Blackwell's Island," has a good
part in the new Tom Moore picture, and
others prominent in the support are
Mabelle Gilman, Kate Lester and EdwinSturgis.
Rialto Theatre

Books

Vita-

" The Lion graph
and the Mouse,"
Film great stage
play and greater screen triumph, according
to prediction, has been secured by the
Rialto Theatre for its initial New York
run. Vitagraph's big super-productionwhich stars Alice Joyce begins a week's
engagement at the Broadway " Temple of
Motion Picture" on Sunday, February 16.
Vitagraph has secured a notable cast for
the support of Miss Joyce, and this company includes such artists as Anders Randolf, Conrad Nagel, Templar Saxe, T. W.
Carleton, Jane Jennings, Henry' Hallam,
Kingsley, Mary Carr. W. H. Burton
Mona
and others.
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Richard Schayer Engaged
to Write for Mix
Owing to the difficulty William Fox has
experienced in getting suitable stories and
scenarios for Tom Mix, his Western star,
Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager of
the Fox Film Corporation, has suggested
that Tom Mix's own personal experiences
as a soldier of fortune be utilized as plot
material for the star's stories. Mr. Sheehan's suggestion has been acted upon, and
Richard Schayer, New York and Chicago
newspaper man and scenario writer, has
been engaged to write specially for Mr.
Mix. Mr. Schayer will use as the basic
plot of his stories dramatic incidents in
the career of Tom Mix.
Sherry

Getting Good Reports on Anderson
Pictures
William L. Sherry Service reports that
its release of the five-reel Western drama
starring Gilbert M. Anderson has resulted
in most favorable comments from the exhibitors.The
"
Son of a Gun " is the
title of this new offering and was written
by Mr. Anderson in collaboration with
Jesse J. Robbins. " Red Blood and Yellow" released just before "The Son of
a Gun " is going over big, it is reported.
The Sherry Service will release a series
of five of these productions starring Mr.
Anderson.

" Reclaimed " Is Shown
the Trade

to

The trade showing on " Reclaimed " was
scheduled for Wednesday, February 19, at
2:30 P. M., on Loew's New York Roof.
A most attractive press book has been
gotten up by the Alpha Pictures, Inc., on
"Reclaimed," Harry McRae Webster's
latest production, in which iviabel Juliene
Scott and Niles Welch arc co-starring.

Kitty Gordon is starred by World
" Mandarin's Co^ "

Film in

Jane and Katherine Lee are the was
fun-makers
William
Fox production called " Smiles," which
directed inbytheArvid
E. Gilstrom

fifth week,
producers, the
Ouinn
Likes
"Turn
inhowever,
the theRoad"
Runs It At His Rialto
in Los Angeles
Brentwood Film Corporation, realizing the
to Success — Pronounces It a Step
particularly strong appeal of the picture
Toward Better Productions
offered cash prizes of $50, $30 and $20 for
the three best answers from the public
Turn
" Therunning
A. QUINN
WHEN
private
" at a saw
in theJ. Road
to the question, " What does the public see
with the officials of the producing comin 'The Turn in the Road' to keep this
pany, The Brentwood Film Corporation,
picture showing week after week to
he claimed it would prove to be the turn
steadily increasing business?" and this
in the road toward the type of better pic- well-worn
stunt promises as this article is
ture for which he has been working.
written
to
bring scores of replies containTherefore he arranged to put this feature
ing valuable pointers for aid in shaping
on for a try-out at his Rialto theatre, Los
future producing policy and also to enorAngeles, commencing Sunday, December
mously widen the interests which word29. At present writing, " The Turn in the
of-mouth advertising has already worked
Road " is still showing there and during
up into record-breaking success.
its fifth week it pulled bigger business than
King W. Vidor, the author-director of
in any previous week, with no evidence
" The Turn in the Road " had a serious
of the peak of public interest having been
reached.
purpose in mind and clearly wove through
the strong drama and deeply emotional
Contrary to precedent no special adverscenes of his story a powerful message
tising campaign was resorted to. The theof the influence which Love in its broadest
atre carried its usual modest inch double
with a three-inch- double space twice in sense, can bring to bear in the straightenfive weeks in the local papers. During the
ing out of the vexing problems
Universal Sees Call for Western
Subjects
Manager J. V. Bryson at Minneapolis,
TWO-REEL Western railroad dramas
Manager Abbett at Indianapolis, Manager
are so rapidly increasing in popularity
Smith at Cleveland, from Pacific Coast
among exhibitors all over the country
exchanges and from New England and
that an extra company of players recently
began production of short reel subjects
Pennsylvania Universal offices have received numerous requests for prints of
at Universal City, according to word
short-reel subjects.
from the home offices of the " Big U."
To provide exhibitors with the best of
When Universal began releasing tworeeler Western and railroad dramas last stories and players in theie short-reel subspring it believed the short subjects would
jectshundreds
Universal's scenario
has
sent out
of lettersdepartment
asking writers
have a popular appeal to public and exto submit stories for production, and many
hibitors, but the demand for these special
fillers has far exceeded all expectations
prominent film stars have been featured
to date.
in short-reelers. Helen Gibson, Fritzi
Ridgeway, Marie Walcamp, Kingsley
Manager Curly Calvert of the Omaha
Benedict and others have been featured
Universal office reports an extraordinary
in
releases to date.
business' with the short-reel subjects;
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Ralph Vitagraph
I nee Returns

News
to

Among the interesting events of the
week is the announcement by Albert E.
Smith; president of Vitagraph, of the return of Ralph Ince to that company as a
director. Mr. Ince, after an absence of a
couple of years spent in independent directorial essays, has been re-engaged to
direct "Gladys Leslie. He will assume
artistic suzerainty over the gladsome little
screen personality on completion of the
Leslie picture now being finished, " Miss
Dulcif
from with
Dixie."the announcement of
Coupled

'
Pearl White is master of the situation, apparently, in episode six of " Th<- Lightning Raider,"
Pathe serial. This episode is called " The Mystic Box "
Three
Graphics
World Rights Secured Exclusive of
United States and Canada by
President Cromelin of Latter Concern
GRAPHIC FILM CORPORATION has
sold the world rights, exclusive of
the United States and Canada, on " Ashes
of Love," " When Men Betray " and " The
Echo of Youth " to the Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation, according to announcement
made by President Paul H. Cromelin of
the Inter-Ocean.
The Inter-Ocean statement reads: " Ivan
Abramson was long an independent producer and started the Graphic Film Corporation in order to bring out a bigger
type of special feature than his name had
up to that time been identified with. The
Graphic business has been in existence
for over a year and yet only three features
have been made. All three productions
have been successfully marketed in the
most difficult of American markets — the
state right field — and this was a further
recommendation to us in considering the
exploitation abroad of these productions.
" We believe that an important factor
in the success of the Graphic plays was
found in the care with which Abramson
picked his casts. Seldom in the history
of fihndom has a cast contained so man>
prominent artists as those engaged for
' Ashes of Love,' which features James K.
Hackett, Effie Shannon, Mabel Tulicne
Scott, Paula Shay, Ruby de Remer, Dora
Mills Adams, Hugh Thompson, William
B. Davidson, William Bechtel and Tbea
Talbot. Although this director, of course,
realized that ' names ' give added prestige
to a picture, it was not for their reputation alone that the selection was made.

'"While writing his photoplays he has
a habit of visualizing some particular
actor or actress in the role of each character he creates, making a note of their
names on the manuscript, with the result
that, when the story is finished, he has a
tentative cast already chosen.

to
Inter-Ocean
In ' Ashes of Love ' he has evolved
another powerfully dramatic story, with
finely developed characters, and his visualization of artists possessing the ability
necessary for their proper interpretation
naturally took him into the upper strata
of the profession."
"When Men Betray" stars Gail Kane,
with a supporting cast that includes Robert Elliot, Stuart Holmes, Jack McLean,
Sally Crute, Reed Hamilton, Dora Mills
Adams, Gertrude Braun, Tallulah Bankhead, Hazel Washburn and Juliet Moore.
Mr. Abramson's latest Graphic production is " The Echo of Youth," which features Charles Richman, Leah Baird and
Pearl Shepard, supported by Marie Shotwell, Jack McLean, Peggy Shanor and
William Bechtel.
Sells
It was Spanuth's
announced in Vod-a-vils
New York this
week that the Superior Film Exchange,
Inc., the Exhibitors' Co-operative Exchange, have purchased the rights to
" Spanuth's Original Vod-a-Vil Movies "
for eastern Pennsylvania and southern
New Jersey. They will be released one
each week, the first release being March 1.

Kay Laurell, Star of the Goldwyn Production,
" The Brand "

Ralph Ihce's
of Vitagraph relations comesresumption
another important
piece of
news. " A Stitch in Time," one of the
comedy tlrama hits of the past season in
New York, where it ran at the Fulton
Theatre for thirteen weeks in spite of the
pressure of multitudinous productions
which had opened on the road and commuted between outlying towns and cities
waiting for waning business to dislodge a
current Broadway show in their favor, has
been secured by Vitagraph for Miss Leslie's Star Series and will be produced
under the direction of Ralph Ince. Irene
Fenwick interpreted the leading role during the Fulton run.
Striking Cut-Out Made
Advertise Houdini

to

A cut-out of unusually attractive advertising qualities has been prepared by
Octagon Films. Inc., as one of the mainaids available to exhibitors to exploit
Houdini, the handcuff king, in B. A.
Rolfe's fifteen-episode super serial, " The
Master
Mystery."
Standing
over five feet high with easel
and hand-painted in seven colors, the cutout pictures the giant Automaton, the
" heavy " in the story, assuming a threatening attitude over a striking facial likeness of Houdini. The composition, together with the judicious use of colors,
makes the cut-out a piece of advertising
that cannot fail to arrest the attention of
passersby.
Some of the other unique advertising
novelties issued on behalf of the exhibitors' advertising campaigns are a puzzle
booklet and an invisible ink herald.
Earles Will Direct Next
C. K. Young Picture
Harry Garson has engaged William P. S.
Earle and his brother Ferdinand Pinney
Earle to direct the next Clara Kimball
Young picture at the Brunton Studios.
The the
storypenis of
called
The Love
Quest."
from
the "prolific
Monte.
M.
Katterjohn, and promises to be as subtle
and absorbing as his " Flame of the Yukon,"
" Carmen of the Klondike " and his other
creations.
The Earle brothers are well known in
film circles. William P. S., as he is commonly known among his associates, has to
his credit such successes as " Within the
Law," " Womanhood," " His Own People,"
" The Courage of Silence," " The Law
Decides," " Mary Jane's Pa," etc.
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At the Left Is Norma Talmadge, Select Star, in " The Probation Wife," and At the Right Is Her Sister, Constance, in " Romance and Arabella "

" Teaser " Ads for New
Frederick Picture
Goldwyn has prepared many " teaser "
advertising suggestions for their first Pauline Frederick picture, ." The Woman on
The- Index." This is the production from
the stage success by Lillian Trimble Bradley and George Broadhurst, released February 23, and Goldwyn declares that an
atmosphere of mystery will be created in
almost every city and town in which it is
presented.
To create the mystery effect Goldwyn
has designed special " teaser " advertisements, which show a score of hands pointing to a large head of Pauline Frederick.
A question mark appears directly over the
head and at the bottom of the layout
appears a hand-lettered catchline which
reads: "Who Is This Woman?"
Lytell Finishing Picture
" The Blind Man's Eyes," starring Bert
Lytell, is nearly completed, according to
information received from the Metro studios at Hollywood.
In this production, which follows Lytell's
" The Spender," " Faith " and " Hitting
the High Spots," the young star is directed
by John Ince, under the personal supervision of Maxwell Karger, director general.
June Mathis made the screen adaptation of " The Blind Man's Eyes " from
the novel by William McHarg and Edwin
Balmer.
Rosson

Added

to Fox Directorial Staff
Art Rosson, prominently known in directorial circles, has been added to William
Fox's staff of directors on the Coast. Mr.
Rosson's first production will be one in
which Albert Ray, the new Fox star, is
featured. Mr. Rosson has begun work on
this production, the working title of which
is " Up Against It." Following the completion of Mr. Ray's first Fox picture, Director Rosson will alternate with Director
Edward J. Le Saint, directing Tom Mix;'

New

England

Experiences

THE week of February 9 to 15 was celebrated as " Select Week " throughout
Xew England, and the big stunt was put
over by Charles R. Rogers, Select Pictures
Corporation's New England manager,
who has charge of the territory - comprising the eastern half of Connecticut
and the States of Rhode Island, Massachusetts, Vermont, Maine and New Hampshire.
In
all the New
England
" keyhundred
cities "
Select Pictures
received
a one
per cent showing, while scores of small
cities and towns fell into line and ran
Select Pictures for four, five and even
seven days.
The biggest showing naturally took
place in and around Boston, although Select stars were also well represented in
Providence, Worcester, Salem, Lynn,
Springfield, Portland, Pawtucket, Woonsocket, Manchester, Waltham, Lawrence,
New London, Norwich and many other of
the metropolitan centers.

Full

Select

Week

Included in the " Select celebration "
were all of the well-known S. P. stars —
Norma Talmadge, Clara Kimball Young,
Constance Talmadge, Alice Brady, Marion
Davies and Mitchell Lewis. Select's five
big specials also came in for a full representation, "The One Woman," "The Midnight Patrol," " The Hidden Truth."
" The Cavell Case " and " Ruling Passions," all showing sharp competition for
first honors.
The " big week " was the culmination
of a three-week campaign by Manager
Rogers and his salesmen, and at the last
minute it was found that bookings on some
of the attractions had run so heavy that it
would be necessary to borrow prints from
other exchanges. Especially was this true
on " The One Woman," for which special
prints had to be rushed from the New
York Exchange to accommodate the first
run houses in Springfield and Worcester.

"Common
Cause" Increases Theatre Crowds
A considerable stock following, who
«THE COMMON CAUSE," J. Stuart
Blackton's photodrama of the day have been Effie Shannon fans from the
which is being released through Vitagraph,
day that they saw her in " knickers or
is said to have visibly increased the patronpinafores," would not miss a performance with Effie Shannon in the cast, be
age of picture theatres. A striking psychoit on stage or screen, and here a quota of
logical fact just uncovered in connection
new fans have been won for the screen.
with the showing of this picture throughOthers who have not usually attended
out the country ' establishes that the cast
pictures have been swung into line by
of stage celebrities which enacts part of
the appearance of Marjone Rambeau, Viothis .play has attracted to the picture theatres a certain aloof element of theatrelet Heming and Irene Castle in ''The
goers who have maintained an exclusive
Common Cause."
interest in the so-called legitimate drama.
Followers of Julia Arthur, who for the
Engages Gertrude Selby
most part represent the theatregoers of a
The Macdon Pictures Corporation anpassing generation — a class that has clung
nounces that it has signed Gertrude Selby
tenaciously to the habits ■ formed in days
antedating the vogue of pictures — have in star of Fox-Sunshine Comedies, L-KO,
and Sennett Comedies for a series of eighinstances gazed for the • first time with
teen pictures a year which are expected to
serious interest on a photoplay to see the
start at once at a local studio which the
favorite who; because of the scarcity of
company has leased. Frank P. Donovan
her present-day stage appearance and her
will direct the pictures and William R.
.retirement from " the road," is no longer
MacNulty will have charge of productions^
accessible to them in the frame of the it
is stated.
speaking stage.
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Return

Captain Robert Warwick, Back from
France, Planning to Return to
Screen — Recites Experiences
CAPTAIN ROBERT WARWICK is
back after seventeen months in the
service of Uncle Sam, with two. gold
stripes on his sleeve, two silver bars on
his shoulders, the cap that signifies overseas duty, and a record to which he, his
country and especially the screen profession may look with pride. He doesn't
say what he did, but expresses regret for
not having had the opportunity to do more.
He has done his duty. Now he is prepared
• to take up his work under the calciums,
where he left it, seventeen months ago,
and, according to his announcement, he
will be prepared to make known his plans
within a few weeks. He is considering
four or five offers from our biggest producers, but he emphatically denies the
rumor current that he has signed with
William Fox.
After spending three months in officers'
training camp in Plattsburgh, Captain
Warwick left for France January 22, 1918 ;
returned just one year later, January 22,
1919. He first saw duty in the trenches
in France with the 26th Infantry, at Rambucourt, the Toul sector. He was with
the First Division when it went into action
at the battle of Chantigne and was with
the 10th French Army north of Soissons
in the Chemin des Dames sector. He was
the first American officer in Strassbourg
after the signing of the armistice; was
aboard a convoy, just astern of the Tuscania, when she was sunk, February 6,
1918, and had the honor of being military
aide-de-camp to Lord Reading and Thomas
Nelson Page, American Ambassador to
Italy, when these two visited the American
front near Juvijay. When Marshal Foch
reviewed the gallant 20th Division of the
French Army after these veterans returned
from the firing line, Captain Warwick was
one of the few American officers in the
citadel at Strassbourg, from which place
of vantage the troops passed the French
commander in review.
These are a few of the " incidents "
which the screen star mentioned as forming part of his duty to Uncle Sam across
the seas.
Captain Warwick is the only male star
on the screen who served his country in
France. He gave up a most lucrative profession to do his duty, and he is glad and
proud of the fact. He added, after he
had spoken of his experiences in France,
that he knew of no better argument or
no better incentive to instill in the minds
.of Americans the necessity of compulsory military training for young Americans than service in Uncle Sam's arm>.
He wouldn't have missed his few months
in the service for " the world," as he expressed it,and said that these experiences
would do more than any other medium
toward assisting him in making his work
before the camera better and more artistic
than ever.
Captain Warwick brought with him a
German officer's helmet as a souvenir. It
is finished in solid silver plate and bears
the initials, " L. M. H.," and belonged to

to
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Laemmle
CommentsUses
forCritics'
Film
Believing that " The Heart of Humanity" was a rare, appealing, intensely interesting drama, Carl Laemmle, president of
the Universal Film Company, recently issued orders to the Universal advertising
and ions
publicity
departments
that thebe opinof critics and
other reviewers
used

Capt. Robert Warwick,
Back from the War
Into Pictures
a brigadier-general in the German army.
He found the helmet in an abandoned
German headquarters. He also has a revolver which, of German make, he found
in a dugout.
While in France Captain Warwick supervised the production of " America's
Answer,"
themuch
Government
attracted so
attention picture
on thiswhich
side
because of its realism and stirring battle
scenes. Captain Warwick brought the picture to America on its completion, and
when it opened in New York he gave an
address on the dangers encountered by
the Government photographers in getting
the scenes of actual battle.
Captain Warwick did his duty, is proud
of it, and his country is proud of him.
He is now prepared to take up his screen
work, and expects to announce within the
next week his plans. He said he had
received two or three offers to go on the
stage, but insists that his time will be
devoted exclusively to the screen. Here's
success, Captain Robert!
World

exclusively in boosting the Holubar superfilm.
Mr. Laemmle urged the management of
the Broadway, theatre, New York, and
other exhibitors to use the opinions of local reviewers in advertising the production.
Though confidence in the picture was never
lacking among the members of the advertising or publicity forces at Universal, it
was expected that they would experience
considerable difficulty in getting the opinions of various reviewers, but in this they
were very much mistaken.
Not only have thousands of letterspraising the picture poured into the Universal offices from theatre patrons and
newspaper critics, but leading Government
officials, rival producers, writers, artists,
clergymen, lawyers, statesmen and other
men and women internationally known
have indorsed the film voluntarily.
Secretary of War Baker saw " The
Heart of Humanity " recently in Washington, and after giving the newspaper men
of the city his opinion of the film, lavishing praise upon it, he added : " It is truly
a wonderful production."
Carter De Haven Writes
Carter De Haven has written his first
story to be produced by the National Film
Corporation
by Exhibitors'
Mutual, and is for
nowrelease
whipping
it into shape
preparatory to visualizing it. The energetic Carter is going to direct himself and
wife, Flora Parker De Haven, and incidentally the cherubic De Haven children,
in the breezy stories for which he is best
known. Bob McGowan will assist Mr. De
Haven in the production of his stories.

Gets " Glories of the

World Pictures announce that the Peerless Company is making a super picture
which will be released by the World entitled Glories
"
of the Sea," the exteriors
of which are to be made in Boston and
Cuba. It will be in Sea
seven" reels and will
require about eight weeks to make it.
An " all star " cast including Montagu
Love, June Elvidge, Evelyn Greeley, Carlyle Blackwell, Johnny Hines, Madge
Evans and Jack Drumier will play the
principal parts. This will be the first picture especially made for the World by
the Peerless Company under the agreement recently made whereby Peerless
Company will make six pictures a year to
be distributed by the World.

Billie Rhodes is star of " The Girl of My
Dreams," released through Exhibitors' Mutual
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Mildred LeGue, in a Broadway Show, Appears
in the Universal Screen Magazine
Essanay

Chaplins Book
Rapidly
General Film announced this week that
something of a stir was caused in New
York motion picture circles during the last
week when a most tremendous demand
was revealed for a new series of the earlier
Charlie Chaplin comedies. A remarkable
group of booking has been obtained for
the latest revivals of the Essanay " Big
Four " Chaplins just now brought to market through General Film Company.
To begin with a stir was made by an announcement that " Shanghaied," " A Night
in the Show," "The Bank," and "Police"
had been signed up for the Rialto by Managing Director Hugo Riesenfeld. At these
foremost Broadway houses these comedies
are said to be the first so-called " re-issues"
ever adopted. Furthermore, Manager J.
A. Hammell, of the New York General
Film Exchange, states he is informed that,
beginning with these Chaplins, the Riesenfeld theatres may inaugurate a cycle of revived comedy classics of such subjects as
are to be found by the director to be
worthy
of following the " Big Four" Chaplins.
Standard

ous
in "Virtu
n of First
K. Lincol
ciate the suitability
of the Men"
title.
E. Pictures
S-L
Announce Title
" The story, a society melodrama teemSpecial Ralph Ince Film Attracing with action, contains innumerable spection Nearly Ready for Market
tacular scenes laid in the great lumber forests of the Northwest.
THE title of the first special Ralph Ince
Film attraction starring E. K. Lin" A tremendous forest fire, in which the
coln, and issued under the brand of S-L
torch was actually laid by Director Ralph
Pictures, will be " Virtuous Men," accordInce to an enormous tract of land eming to an announcement made by Arthur
bracing hundreds of huge trees, required
H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin.
Lincoln in the role of the hero to lead a
In speaking of the unusual name finally brigade of fire fighters against the flaming
forest.
selected for the initial " Ralph Ince Film
Attraction " Herbert Lubin had the follow" The star of ' Virtuous Men ' declined
ing to say:
with thanks an offer to have one of the
" Many superior productions of the presseasoned lumberjacks 'double' in this
ent day have failed to attract the patronwork for him," continued Mr. Lubin. " In
age they deserve because of the weakness
of their titles. We feel that in giving the company with Danny Hayes, who interprets the role of ' Hick Hogan ' and a band
title ' Virtuous Men ' to the first S-L production we have helped the exhibitor im- of real lumberjacks, Lincoln led the attack on the burning forest, working steadmensely by providing a name that will
ily for several hours, while a battery of six
arouse widespread discussion and comcameras secured the realistic scenes from
ment, and attract the attention of all.
" 'Virtuous Men' possesses unusual ad- as many different angles.
vertising possibilities for the showman. It
" While enacting these scenes under the
will stand out with peculiar appeal either in direction of Ralph Ince, the leading figure
electric lights or on posters. From all of the initial Ralph Ince Film Attraction
was in constant danger from the fast movangles of consideration, it gives the exhibing flames, enduring a heat which severely
itor the necessary commercial value which
many splendid productions oftentimes
scorched many of the lumber men. Lincoln himself suffered painful burns of the
lack. After the picture has been presented
in the various first class houses of this hands and arms and his eyebrows and hair
country motion picture patrons will apprewere singed more than once."
Universal

Issues

New

FRIDAY, February 21, has been set as
the date for the issuance of Universal
New Screen Magazine, No. 1, according
to Jack Cohn, editor of the new weekly.
The New Screen Magazine will be released
weekly, and will be made up of a number
of new and novel features each week.
The reel takes on the appearance of a
newspaper feature section, with the various features animated. Incidentally it may
be interesting to add that the New Screen
Magazine is to be presented in the leading
cities of the country as the " cinema section " of the leading newspapers, and that
the newspapers presenting the reel will
give exhibitors unlimited co-operation.
The initial issue of the New Screen
Magazine contains seven distinct subjects.
The first of these deals with the psychology acter
of footwear.
The waybya studying
man's charmay be discovered
his
shoes is related by this film.

Reel on February 21
First pictures explaining the art of
camouflaging ships and showing how certain camouflaged designs are found most
practical comprise the second subject of
the new weekly.
The third subject of the Magazine is
provided by Mildred LeGue, celebrated
dancer of the " Some Time " company.
Miss LeGue demonstrates the art of making up and does a few new steps for the
camera for the first time.
Laughographs from the leading newspapers of the country make up the fourth
subject of the new magazine; scenes taken
in the Maine woods and showing the making of maple sugar from the sap and the
manner in which the sap is obtained, a
trick of the camera showing one good
reason for not " crying over spilled milk "
and the " Whoozit Weekly," drawn by
Leslie Elton, follow.

Slide Anticipates

Expansion
Having satisfactorily arranged for the
Eastern business to keep its New York
plant operating at full capacity, the Standard Slide Corporation is contemplating
opening a plant in the West. With this in
view, the treasurer, Nat, C. Cherin, is now
in the West looking over slide conditions
in Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati
and other points.
There have been so many inquiries and
requests for Standard Slides from Western advertisers that the officials of the
corporation feel confident that a Western
office is necessary to take care of this
business.

Doll-Van Gets Tom Mix
Reissued Series
The Doll-Van Company, operating on
the independent distributing market, in
the Indiana and Illinois territory, with offices in Chicago, have secured the exclusive rights for its territory to the series
of Exclusive Features Tom Mix two-reel
Western re-issues. The Tom Mix re-issues are creating a big demand throughout the country, according to reports received by the Exclusive Features and
Doll- Van Company report that it expects
good bookings on the series, the first of
which will be released March 1.

Gertrude Berkley Seen in
Moss Picture
Gertrude Berkley, whose portrayal of
the mother role in " War Brides " was one
of the features of this screen offering, has
the mother role in B. S. Moss's production of " Break the News to Mother,"
now nearing completion under the direction of Julius Steger with Pearl Shepard in the featured role. William Bailey,
who was prominently cast in "War
Brides," has the heavy role in Mr. Moss's
production.
the News
to Mother
is announced " Break
for release
the second
week"
in March.
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Vitagraph Says Stunts Are Not Made — They Are Remade. This Otfie Shows Bill Duncan, Serial Star,
Rehearsing a Stunt of Leaping from the Ground to Saddle, As the Steed Gallops By
Predicts

Record

" Silent Strength " Is Well Thought
of in Vitagraph Offices — Is Said
to Be Powerful and Poignant
much as a
ANEW Morey record means
matter of achievement to the sales
forces of Vitagraph. Such a record is
predicted in regard to " Silent Strength,"
release.
Morey about
Vitagraph
the
said and written
beenimminent
Much has 's
controversion of all established rules of
double-exposure, an unprecedented technical feat which is accomplished in " Silent
Strength," and this undoubtedly has something to do with the flood of inquiries and
advance bookings which have been flowing in steadily ■ increasing volume into
home and branch offices of that company.
Vitagraph points out, however, that the
technical novelty of " Silent Strength " is
but an incident ; the big success of the
drama will result from the power and
poignancy of it as a whole. Harry T. Morey is said to have a role surpassing all
" For Better, For Wo
De Mille's
THE theme and title of Cecil
next Artcraft production is now announced, and the work is well under way
at the Lasky Hollywood studio.
" For Better, For Worse," is the title,
the story having been written by Edgar
Selwyn and scenarioized by William C. De
Mille. Alvin Wyckoff is the photographer.
As the title suggests, the play hinges upon
a marriage, but the picture is not a discussion of marriage problems, it being totally different in this respect from Mr. De
Mille's previous production, "Don't Change
Your Husband."
The problems arising from marriage as
an
ins'titution
not touched upon at all
in the
play.
Most of the action in " For Better, For
Worse," takes place after the war, and it is
therefore heralded as vitally modern,
touching upon many of the topics now current in discussion. Although the introductory ^portion of the drama takes place in
America*' during war times, Mr. De Mille
states emphatically that it is not a war
play, has nothing to do with war, and
deals instead with the actual present.
" It isn't in any sense a problem play,"

on
Morey
Film
his past characterizations in the demands
it makes on his talents. It is a characterization that abounds, in subtle touches, yet
breathes of the virility of true manhood.
The plot revolves about a woman's unwitting error in marrying a man who resembled her betrothed, and of the latter's
self-abnegation in the face of the impending pain a revelation of the true state of
affairs would cause the woman. The depth
of his love is made apparent when he
shoulders the blame of his double to spare
her the shame of seeing her husband
dragged away a common criminal. How
the beneficiary of the cheated man's generosity and nobility overreaches himself
and pays the price of his sinfulness forms
a climax of breathless interest.
" Silent Strength " is to be seen on the
screens beginning February 17. It was directed by Paul Scardon, and in support of
Mr. Morey are seen Betty Blythe, Robert
Gaillard, Bernard Siegel, Herbert Pattee,
James Costello and others.

le " by Cecil De Mille
said Mr. De Mille. " It proves nothing,
it doesn't attempt to instruct or convince.
It is a tremendous drama, narrating the
struggles of human beings in their attempts to make the proper adjustment to
the situations in which they find themhuman. selves. Mr. Selwyn's story is real, it is
" I think that it is dramatically the biggest subject I have ever handled. The
situations are so unusual, yet so possible
and logical, that I am positive it will excel in sheer dramatic value any picture I
have ever made."
" A Taste of Life " Is Next
Edith Roberts
Universal has given the permanent title
of " A Taste of Life " to the next feature
starring Edith Roberts. This is said to
be based on one of the last stories written
by Paul West, who recently died in Paris.
The story was entitled " When Cherries
Dillon produced the film, and it
AreJackRipe."
will be released by Universal on March

Picture

News

Bookings

Re-

quested on " Mrs.
As a result of several advance showings,
held in some of the larger cities of the
United States, numerous requests for extended bookings of Marguerite Clark's
"
new Paramount Wiggs
picture, " Mrs.
Wiggs of
the Cabbage Patch," which is released
February 9, have already been received,
according to Al Lichtman, general manager of distribution of the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. In a letter to the
exchange managers, Mr. Lichtman calls
their attention to this fact and advises
ihem to give every attention to such requests and to put in early requisitions for
extra prints when needed.
Only Two Eliminations
The National Juvenile Motion Picture
League of New York City has endorsed
the Paramount feature, " His Parisian
Wife," with two eliminations, as being
suitable for young people and adults. In
commenting upon the picture, the League
said : " It treats a theme of adult life with
honesty of purpose and avoids sensationalism and over-acting."
Miss Thomas' Debut in
Snappy Comedy
" Upstairs and Down," in which OliveThomas will make her debut in Selznick
Pictures under the management of Myron
Selznick, is a snappy comedy-drama of
New York's smart set. It was a sensation in its original stage form when produced by Oliver Morosco and under the
direction of Charles Giblyn, and promises
to be even more exciting as a picture.
Miss Thomas will play the part of Alice
Chesterton, whose irresistible desire to flirt '
causes all the trouble.
In support of Miss Thomas will be Robert Ellis, Rosemary Theby, Mary Charleson, David Butler, Bertram Grassby, Kathleen Kirkham. Donald MacDonald, Miss
Travers, Andrew Robeson, Mildred Reardon, Harold Miller and Ernest Pasque.

Olive Thomas, the Star, and Myron Selznick,
the Producer, of Selznick Pictures Corp.
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You White,
Don't inRecognize
Her, Pathe
But It's
Her Newest
Serial Pearl
S-L Pictures Cites the E. K.
Lincoln Cast
Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin of S-L Pic1
tares take particular pride in the extreme
care exercised in regard to selecting director, star, author and story after several
weeks of careful study, and now call attention to their selection of a suitable cast
to support E. K. Lincoln.
They say that Grace Darling, selected
for the ingenue lead, is internationally famous as a screen beauty, while Clara Joel,
who will appear in the leading feminine
" heavy " role, is conceded to be a real
star of the legitimate stage.
She has been seen more recently as the
" baby vamp " in the Broadway success,
" Business Before Pleasure," where she
is reported to have scored a distinct personal triumph.
William B. Mack, known for his characterizations insupport of Mrs. Fiske for
many years, has been cast in a role perfectly suited to his type and abilities.
Robert W. Cummings, another star of
the Broadway stage, was especially chosen
to interpret the leading heavy male part.
Well known alike on stage and screen,
John P. Wade will be seen in a character
befitting his dignity and acting ability.
Two

Stars Praised

in

" Reclaimed "
Harry McRae Webster, producer of
" Reclaimed," reports that the prpss comments on the work of Mabel Juliene Scott
and Niles Welch, the two stars in the
production, are very laudatory and states
that they are their best.
The present finished state of " Reclaimed "is declared to have won universal approval, and Mr. W:ebster promises
that it will be a surprise to everyone.
Much preliminary work is said to have
been done on the production and an extensive advertising campaign is reported as
progressing excellently in the trade papers
and on the billboards.
The supporting cast is pronounced most
excellent, also the lighting and photography.

Humanity"
Gets
Changed
Would Destroy," approximatelyTitle
seven reels
Story of Film Supplied by C. R. Main
length,
was produced at Universal City,
cauley from League of Nations
California, under the personal supervision
Idea — New Title Chosen for
of William Sellers, formerly Supervisor of
Picture
the Triangle Studios, with Frank Borzagi
IT w_as announced this week by the C. R. in charge of direction. Borzagi was forMacauley Photoplays, Inc., that the spe- mcrlp a Griffith director at Triangle.
There are eighteen principal characters
cial film production that has been under
in
the story, with Jack Mulhall and Paulway under the working title of " Humanine Stark playing the juvenile ingenue
ity," and news of which has been withroles, and supported by prominent players.
held for two years, has been completed.
Through arrangements with various
The story of the film was written by C.
peace organizations, and organizations supR. Macauley, in collaboration with a number of prominent personalities, the theme
porting President Wilson's great League
Nations ideas, arrangements are going
of it being President Wilson's ideas for a of
forward for the simultaneous exhibition of
permanent League of Nations.
Seven months were spent in devising the this picture in New York, Paris, London,
Rome, Sidney, Buenos Aires, Rio de Janstory, entailing twenty trips to Washingeiro, and other world capitals. The entire
ton for research purposes, continued conferences with men close to the President,
handling of the picture has been placed under the direction of Harry Reichenbach,
who who
were were
aware
of Mr.
ideals,
and
certain
that Wilson's
the war would
who has already arranged a campaign even
be fought until these ideals could be more ambitious and far reaching than that
achieved.
which characterized his efforts with " TarThe new title chosen for the picture is
zanMr.of Reichenbach
the Apes." is completing arrange" Whom the Gods Would Destroy." The
title was selected after the conference in
ments now for page after page of cooperative text in the daily papers throughNew York of the delegates of the International Organization of the various Leagues
out the United States, and a gigantic campaign of unusual attractiveness direct to
of the Nations, and Leagues to enforce
the
exhibitor.
peace, last week. " Whom
the Gods
"Under
Four Flags" Reports
Big where
Bookings
Strand in Knoxville,
it was shown
MOST favorable reports of the further
success being established by the Govfor a week,
" Under
Four but
Flags
" not such
only
broke
the house
record
it drew
ernment's Victory picture, " Under Four
crowds that it was necessary for the manFlags," are reaching the offices of the Division of Films from the World Film exagement togive extra performances. Similar circumstances attended the showing at
changes all over the country. In the many
territories where the picture has been
the Alcazar in Chattanooga and at the Airdrome in Miami.
shown the reports tell of openings in which
house records were broken and unusual enIn the territory around Boston the picthusiasm displayed by the patrons. In
ture is being successfully shown over all
those sections of the country where the the big circuits, playing a week at the
Strand in Providence to tremendous busipicture has not yet opened the reports are
that bookings are being made in excess of
ness and three days at the Majestic in
Pittsfield to a new record for the house.
the remarkable record made by " AmeriSimilar results have been obtained in
ca's Answer."
Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia
In the Southern territory the bookings
through the Pittsburgh exchange and in
are unusually heavy and the picture has
Ohio through the Cincinnati exchange. In
already been exhibited in many of the printhe W estern districts bookings are reported
cipal houses. The Atlanta exchange of the
World Film reports new box office records
to be heavy through Utah, Oregon, Oklahoma, Nebraska, North and South Dakota,
have marked the showing of the picture in
a large number of the houses.
At the
Iowa, Minnesota and Montana.
Fox Plans for Bigger
JACK BLYSTONE and Fred Fishback,
two well-known comedy directors, have
been engaged by William Fox to produce
Sunshine Comedies. It is Mr. Fox's plan
to make bigger and faster Sunshine Comedies, and with this in view Messrs. Blystone and Fishback have been engaged.
They commenced work this week on the
first two productions under their direction. Mr. Blystone is now engaged in directing Virtuous
"
Husband," said to contain more plot and more laugh-making
gags than anything ever attempted in Sunshine Comedies. Show lions and other
animals will be one of the features of this
production.

and Better Comedies
Fifty carpenters and a force of electricians and other workmen have been engaged in erecting sets for the new Sunshine production, which Fred Fishback
will direct. The title has been announced,
but it is said that Director Fishback has
a number of surprises in store for Sunshine fans. Director Fishback starts this
week on production.
Paris Latin Quarter
Glimpses of Bohemian life in the artists' studios of the Latin quarter in Paris
will be given in the new Metro produc-.
tion starring dainty Viola Dana.
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Clara
Lasky
Turns
to
Adaptations
from
Popular Stories
Proved Successful Venture of
Famous Players-Lasky Scenario- Department
AFTER practical tests and careful investigation and comparisons, by the Famous Players-Lasky scenario department on
the value of photodramatic productions the
scenarios for which have been written
from popular stories or serials appearing
in current magazines, Jesse L. Lasky, first
vice-president of Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, in charge of production, has
concluded that this feature of Famous
Players-Lasky production activities, is to be
an established policy of this organization
and after stating that no less than sixteen
productions of Famous Players-Lasky either released or in the course of production,
represent screen versions of popular short
stories or serials running in magazines, Mr.
Lasky tells why this policy will be established.
" Our scenario
department
been so
tematized under the
efficient has
leadership
of sysMr.
MacAlarney, our scenario editor, that all of the
important magazines published are gone over by
his staff of expert assistants and available
material
chosen. Motion
' often
write in isrecommending
this picture
or that' fans
story.
In
this way we determine the value of a story.
" Among ofrecent
pronounced
of such
adaptations
magazine
fiction Isuccesses
cite as examples
Wallace Reid's last two Paramount pictures, 1 Too
Many Millions,' adapted by Gardner Hunting
from Porter Emerson Browne's Saturday Evening
Post story, ' Someone and Somebody,' and " The
Dub,' adapted by Will M. Ritchey from the story
by Edgar Franklin which ran in All-Story Magazine ;Bryant Washburn's ' The Way of a Man
with story
a Maid,'
M. Evans'
Saturday
Evening
Post
whichIdaEdith
M. Kennedy
scenarioized,
and the same Paramount star's ' Venus in the
East,' which Wallace Irwin contributed . to the
same periodical and which Gardner Hunting
adapted ; also Dorothy Gish's Paramount picture, The
'
Hope Chest,' which M. M. Stearns
adapted from Mark Lee Luther's story which

Magazine
Field
first ran serially in Woman's Home Companion.
" Elsie Ferguson's Artcraft picture, ' The Martentatively byscheduled
for ofMarch
release,riageis Price,'
an adaptation
Eve Unsell
Griswold Wheeler's ' For Sale,' which appeared in
Saucy Stories, and the same star has Just finished
the
of ' Eyes
of Saturday
the Soul,'Evening
which
Georgeproduction
Weston wrote
for the
Post which
under Miss
the Unsell
title, 'also
The scenarioized.
Salt of the Shirley
Earth,'
and
Mason will be seen this month in " The Winning
Girl,' Will M. Ritchey's screen version of George
Weston's
the Old Rock,'
and
she is nowPostat story,
work 'inJeman ofadaptation
for Paramount
of
Royal
Brown's
"
The
Final
Close-up,'
which ran in the Red Book. Ethel Clayton has
two Paramount pictures scheduled for early
release, one of which is ' Pettigrew's Girl,' Will
Ritchey's screen version of Dana Burnet's Post
story, ' Private Pettigrew's Girl,' and Marion
Fairfax's Paramount adaptation of Carolyn Wells'
' Vicky Van,' which first ran serially in Argosy.
" Wallace Reid will soon be seen in ' Alias Mike
Moran,' which Will M. Ritchey adapted from
Frederick
Bartlett's
' OpenPost,
Sesame,'
ran in theOrin
Saturday
Evening
and iswhich
now
making for Paramount ' The Roaring Road,' one
of the
Post'sMorgan.
popular ' Junkpile Handicap Stories '
by
Byron
" In March or April Vivian Martin will appear
in 1 Little Comrade,' which Alice Eyton adapted
for Paramount from Juliet Wilbor Tompkins'
story,
' Two Benjamins,'
whichmaking
ran in for
McCall's,
while Dorothy
Gish is now
Paramount You
'
Can't Just Wait,' which Oscar
Graeve contributed to Collier's. And we must
not forget that ' The False Faces,' Louis Joseph
Vance'sinto
greata story
which Thomas Special
H. Ince with
has
made
Paramount-Artcraft
Henrytion ofB._
Walthall
featured,
attracted
the
attenmillions of readers while running serially
in the Saturday Evening Post.
"
We
have many assigned
other fineandmagazine
already tentatively
awaitingstories
their
turn in the line of production, as well as numerous novels and a large number of the most succes ful of recent stage plays, an announcement of
which was made a short time ago. The tremendous advertising value which these widely
read stories have received in advance must not be
overlooked, for what person, among the millions
who attend the picture theatres, would not like
to see a story he has read and liked or heard
about, even, would not wish to see it on the
screen?
" But do not overlook the fact," concluded Mr.
Lasky,careful
" that consideration
we are at theto same
time scripts
giving subthe
most
original
mit ed to us and we are doing everything we can
to encourage writing for the screen."

Ford Educational
Approved
by Exhibitors
EXPRESSIONS of approval from both
wrong,'" says Aaron J. Jones, head of
the big and small exhibitors throughthe Jones, Linick and Schaefer organization of Chicago, who heard their comout the country are reaching Goldwyn Pictures, testifying to the success with which
ments. The
"
Ford Educational Weekly
is the great teacher of the screen, yet it
the Ford Educational Weekly is meeting
teaches without ever letting the audiences
in the theatre. Goldwyn reports that during the past several weeks the circulation
realize they are being taught."
of this weekly has increased with long
" The Ford Educational Weekly is the
best short feature that forms a part of
strides, and without exception the exhibitors who have booked these weekly
my regular
Managing
Director F. A. program,"
Miller, of says
the new
California
subjects have reported the utmost satisfaction.
Theatre, Los Angeles.
Differing in a measure in their opinions
" Henry Ford and Goldwyn should receive full support from the exhibitors of
on the general value of these subjects, they
are all unanimous in agreeing that the
the nation," writes H. F. Boatright, proprietor of the Glidden Theatre, Tabor,
Ford Educational Weekly has filled a gap
Iowa.
heretofore left vacant by producers. A
few of the testimonials from exhibitors on
these subjects follow:
Bernard Depkin, managing director of
R. V. Anderson Joins the
the Parkway, Wizard and Peabody theaInternational Staff
tres,nounceBaltimore,
writes
:
"
No
one
can
anGeneral News Manager E. B. Hatrick
or advertise it in competition with
of the three International News releases,
any other feature that matches it. It finds
has engaged R. V. Anderson, who comes
the drama and the human interest in many
to New York from Atlanta and was
of the overlooked things in American life."
branch
manager at one time for the Gen" It is a dramatic news reel that makes
eral Film Co. there, and more lately
no pretension to being a current events
branch manager for Pathe.
weekly," says Frank Buehler, managing
director of the Stanley Theatre, PhiladelOne of Mr. Anderson's first moves was
to begin the publication of a bright little
phia.
" Both of these men are right and
house organ called " The International."

Picture

Kimball

News

Young

in

" The
Wife "
Accordin
g to Better
word received
from the
Harry Garson offices, Clara Kimball
Young has already started her first new
production to be released otherwise than
through Select.
"The Better Wife" is the title, and
Mr. Garson has surrounded Miss Young
with a cast which he claims is actually
"All Star."
In her support for the new production
are Nigel Barrie, Lewis Cody, Anna Q.
Nielson, little Bennie Alexander, E. M.
Kimball, Barbara Tennant, Leoni Childers
and Katherinc Williams.
The action in " The Better Wife " takes
place among the smart watering places of
England, and it is said to be a powerful
story, eminently fitting for the talents of
Clara Kimball Young.
H. K. Sonborn has just arrived in New
York City from Los Angeles with the
prints of " The Unpardonable Sin," the
big ten-reel production made by Garson
and Neilan, and starring Blanche Sweet.
The New York offices of Harry Gar;on,
in charge of W. H. Rudolph, are very
busy in consequence. The Sweet production will soon receive its New York premiere, and is assured of a long run at one
of the leading Broadway playhouses, according to report
Three

Ince Stars Busy at
New Studio
Dorothy Dalton, Charles Ray and Enid
Bennett are busy at the new Thomas H.
Ince studio. The monster stages are all
filled with new sets and photoplay production in the new studio is said to be progressing with all the smoothness typical of
a new machine.
Under the direction of Victor L.
Schertzinger, Dorothy Dalton is working
on a story under the working title " Miss
Marbury and Others," written by John
Lynch and placed into continuity by R.
Cecil Smith.
It is a comedy drama in which Miss
Dalton appears as a feminine " Knight of
the Grip." She has been surrounded by a
cast including Douglas MacLean, Edwin
Stevens, Beverly Travis, Millie McConnell,
Frank Leigh and Nora Johnston.
Universal

Looks After the
Cuts
Universal publicity department has had
made a new series of star cuts, for use by
editors.
Learning that editors complained about
using star cuts that had art work on them,
the Universal publicity department about
three months ago sent to all publicity
departments of Universal exchanges for
distribution among editors, special, plain
screen cuts of all Universal stars. Universal has sent to all its branch publicity
men a series of stippled sketches of all
stars. These sketches have been made on
pebbled paper, which gives them a surface suitable for great reduction in cutmaking, and as cuts a sharp enough stipple
to
zine.print clearly in any newspaper or maga-

February

To the Left

a Moment in Charles Ray's Newest Paramount Picture.
In the Center is Robert Anderson, Who Appeared in " Fires of Faith,"
and At the Right Is a Tense Moment in " Paid in Full," Starring Pauline Frederick

Arrow

Puts Reissues Over
to Success
Although re-issued one and two-reel productions have proven their popularity, it
remained for the Arrow Film Corporation
to go one step further and establish the
demand for a serial of strength, even
though it be also a re-issued production.
When all of the prints of "The Twenty
Million Dollar Mystery" were withdrawn
from the market, Dr. W. E. Shallenberger,
President of the Arrow Film Corporation,
suggested to his associates that concentrating the dramatic action of the original
serial which was first released in forty
reels to a serial of twenty reels or ten episodes would provide the theatres throughout the country with a popular serial at a
figure that would guarantee a profit not
alone to the exchange handling the production but to the theatres running it.
The release date of the first episode of
" The Demon's Shadow " is March 1, and
a three weeks preliminary campaign of
exploitation is being conducted by each exchange handling the attraction by way of
the distribution of advertising matter
among all of the theatres in their territory.
Four

Fox Companies Working in Florida
With three companies now working in
Florida on exteriors, William Fox has sent
the fourth company to this section of the
Sunny South. Evelyn Nesbit and her company, under the direction of Kenean Buel,
left this week for Florida to complete
her sixth picture under the direction of
Mr. Buel. The picture is temporarily titled "Love Redeemed." Sidney Mason,
Al Miles, Ed Becker, Margaret Clancy, assistant director, John W. Kellette and Lyster Chambers accompanied the party.
What
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Could

Be Sweeter?

"What Could Be Sweeter?" is the title
of the first comedy to be made by Carter
De Haven and his wife, Flora Parker De
Haven not forgetting the De Haven kiddies), under their recent contract with
the National Film Corporation, whereby
their productions will be released through
Exhibitors' Manual.

Frances

Marion

Mary
Pickford's
Former Scenario
Writer Returns After Duty in
France — ■ Will
Write for
Paramount Stars
BACK from France and — looking as
natty in her uniform as any of our
heroes from the Chateau-Thierry conflict;
as modest in relating her experiences as
only a real hero can be; and, best of all,
so buoyant and delighted because of the
opportunity given her to do something to
help the American boys in their rout of
the Hun, Frances Marion, one of the
screen's most accomplished writers and one
who has done more than any other one
scenario writer to raise the standard of the
silent drama and place it in the inner circle
of the many that make for real art in entertainment, iswith us again after four
months' absence in France and England,
prepared with that mighty weapon,
" broader vision," to set down to her typewriter and give to the screen bigger, better and more finished drama than ever.
And if you will remember some of the
works that Miss Marion has given to the
screen you will appreciate the strength of
this statement, for no better screen drama
was ever furnished the public through the
medium of the greatest single entertaining
feature of American life, the photoplay,
than that which found its inception in the
prolific and fertile brain of this little girl,
who, when her country needed her, counted
her own work, her own material benefit,
her own self as a minus quantity, and
gave her every effort to Uncle Sam.
She's real — this little girl, and the more
you see of her work, of herself and of
her wonderful conception of what is entertainment and what isn't, the more you
will concur in the opinion, not alone of
the writer but of the motion picture world,
that has testified by its unconscious submission to her ability to give them what
they want on the screen, that she is really
a clever girl and a talented artist.
Before leaving for France Miss Marion
was scenario writer and editor for Mary
Pickford, having given to the screen such
works as " Stella Maris," pronounced by
the critics the best work in which Miss
Pickford ever appeared ; " Johanna En-

Back

With

Us

lists "is another of the big successes written by Miss Marion for Miss Pickford.
" Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm " and
" The Little Princess " were prepared for
the screen by Miss Marion as vehicles for
Miss Pickford, both of which were big
successes. Before this Miss Marion wrote
numerous
filmland. successes for different stars of
Miss Marion went to France as an official war correspondent for the Government. She was one of the limited number that was sent in this capacity. During
part of her stay in France she was engaged with Wesley Ruggles, director, and
Charles Thorpe, formerly cameraman for
Douglas Fairbanks, in making a Government picture dealing with the activities of
the American women in France. During
the course of this work Miss Marion visited the most dangerous regions, going into
the front line trenches, the base hospitals
and on to the battlefields in quest of the
real, worthwhile incidents that marked the
wonderful, courageous work that was accomplished and is now being accomplished
by our American women in France. And
in recounting this work, Miss Marion gives
due credit to Director Ruggles, who, she
said, was largely instrumental in making
this picture, not yet shown in America,
a wonderful production.
Space will not allow us to recount the
interesting experiences, adventures or
what you will, related to a News representative by Miss Marion. As she expressed it," only the actual experience, the
physical presence, the seeing with your own
eyes, can give one the exultant feeling expressed in the phrase, ' I'm proud I'm an
Miss Marion will remain in New York
as special writer
in the scenario depart"
American.'
ment of Famous Players-Lasky. She will
start work immediately on scripts for
Billie Burke, Elsie Ferguson and Jack
Barrymore. She says that she has wonderful ideas for stories and that she is
going to put them on paper just as fast as
the Underwood will do her work.
Incident to her work for the screen,
Miss Marion will put the finishing touches
to a novel on which she has been working
and which will be published
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Barriscale Gets Another
Norris Novel
Bessie Barriscale, starring in her own
productions released through Exhibitors'
Mutual, is to be a Kathleen Xorris heroine
again. Announcement is made that the
B. B. Features have purchased the rightto
Misswill
Morris's
Jesselyn'sforWife,"
which
be a novel,
future " feature
Miss
Barriscale.

Viola Dana Is Going Up in the World, Especially in Her Newest Metro Production Called
" Satan Junior "
Wheels
Buzzing
Eugene Spitz, President and Owner,
Filling Large Contract with Stage
Women's War Relief Fund
THE wheels of production are buzzing
at Estee Studios, 561-62 West 125th
street, since Eugene Spitz, president and
owner of the studio, contracted to produce
the series of sixteen two-reel productions
for the Stage Women's War Relief Fund.
This series when completed will be released on the Universal program and will
embrace
the work
of the
American
stage's
most noted
artists.
Every
star on
the
American stage will be seen in one or more
of these series, each and every one of
which productions will be founded on dramatic pieces, written by well known
authors.
A representative of the News visited the
studio last week while William Courtney
and Jane Grey were working in " The
Inner Circle," under the direction of
George Terwilliger. Miss Grey and Mr.
Courtney are two of our best known and
most popular stars, having delighted the
American audiences in both the speaking

at Estee
Studio
and silent drama. Both, however, are better known to the lovers of the spoken
drama. Mr. Courtney is co-starring this
season with Tom Wise in one of Broadway's biggest hits, " Cappy Ricks," and
Jane Grey is with Leo Ditrichstcin in "The
Marquis of Priola," at the Liberty theatre.
Miss Grey and Mr. Courtney are mentioned
as two of the many noted stage stars who
will be seen in this series produced by the
Stage Woman's War Relief Fund by Mr.
Spitz at the Estee Studios.
Mr. Spitz has one of New York's best
motion picture studios, modern in every
way and equipped with the latest and most
efficient accessories to the producing of
pictures. For weeks the machinery of Mr.
Spitz's studio has been running full blast
and he states that since its opening less
than a year ago, there has been very few
days that there hasn't been activity. He
expects to be occupied with production for
the Stage Women's War Relief Fund for
a good part of the winter and expresses
every satisfaction with the success with
which
dustry. he has met in this branch of the in-

United Moves
Into the World
Film Offices
ONE of the first and immediate results
exchanges, carried out with friendly assistance from both in no way changes the
of the recently announced United
Picture Theatres, Inc., agreement with
good feeling that exists between the three
organizations immediately concerned.
World Film Company, set forth simultaneously by J. A. Berst and Ricord Gradwell
Under the new United- World agreement
for United and World respectively, was
the quarters of World in each city will
constitute the branch offices of United
the appointment of Monday last, February
10th as moving day throughout the country
managers and the respective World exfor all United branch managers and sales
changes will act as the channel through
forces and the transfer of United records,
which exhibitors will receive United product. World Film undertakes the physical
effects and business paraphernalia from the
General Film offices which United Branch
distribution of this product and provides
managers have hitherto made their local
shipping, storing, inspecting, billing, collecting service and every other detail of
quarters under a co-operative and economic
an exchange, while United remains free to
agreement, to the respective offices of
concentrate upon the further expansion of
World Film throughout the country, where
a similar arrangement of office centralizaits rapidly increasing membership, the multion will obtain.
tiplying of its attractions and to pursue its
United has always maintained most
policy of co-operative and profit-sharing
arrangements which form the basis of its
friendly relations with both General and
World, and the switching of locale and
organization.

This will be the star's second appearance as a Norris heroine, one of her biggest successes having been recorded not
long ago in the " Heart of Rachel."
Maie B. Have}-, head of the scenario
department of B. B. Features, who adapted
" A Trick of Fate," Miss Barriscale's second production on the Exhiibtors' Mutual
list,
will prepare " Josselyn's W ife " tdr
the screen.
Director Howard Hickman of B. B.
Features has chosen his technical staff,
which will include Fred Crift. assistant
director ; Guy Wilkie, cameraman : George
Nogle, assistant cameraman, and Clinton
Xewman, properties.
" Molly of the Follies "
February 16
American Film Company announced that
" Molly of the Follies," the fourth of the
" Flying A " features, starring Margarita
Fisher, was scheduled for release February
16, through Pathe exchanges.
" Molly of the Follies " is a comedy which
is described as being considerably different
from any subject Miss Fisher has attempted.
She has been given a story that permits of
her displaying all those distinctive characteristics that won for her thousands of
admirers.
Edward Sloman is the director. Tack
Mower plays the part opposite Miss Fisher.
Doris

Kenyon

Appears

in

" Twilight "
" Twilight " will be released February 2.>
and J. Searle Dawley, director, says that
he considers it the most successful production made so far by Doris Kenyon, at
the head of her own company. It is a
story of the lumber camps.
Theodore C. Deitrich, president of De
Luxe Pictures, Inc., announces that the
illustrated titles for " Twilight " have been
made by a new process, and are in keeping
with the ultra-artistic making of the picture
throughout.
Poli Books

" The

Lion

and

Vitagraph
reports
that the producing
big
of'
the
countrythe
are Mouse
rapidly
" circuits the
" Super-Production " released February 24,
" The Lion and The Mouse," starring Alice
The Poli circuit of bookings alone will
practically
cover all of New England, and
Joyce.
special advertising will be done on a large
scale in behalf of this production. It is
from Charles Klein's stage play of the'
same name, and Vitagraph considers that it
is well and favorably known to everybody.
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THE ORIGINAL OF
THIS TELEGRAM IS
ON FILE AT OUR OFFICES

SIMPLY

t

POURING

IN!

Telegrams and letters, describing the sensational runs of " The Heart of Humanity " in
all parts of the country are pouring in so fast
that we cannot possibly use more than a fraction of them in our advertising!
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We know of no picture
of
the
business that has called forth such unanimous
and such really amazing expressions of praise
as " The Heart of Humanity."
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ICE-BLOODED

EXHIBITORS

BOOSTING

IT!

Ice-blooded exhibitors who never before
praised a picture for fear it would boost prices,
have dropped their calm reserve and telegraphed us the wildest words of praise on
" The Heart of Humanity ," the picture that
will live forever.
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YOUR

DAY

TO

BOOK

IS TODAY

Separate your mind from ordinary talk about
ordinary successes — " The Heart of Humanity " is an extraordinary success — a superphotoplay — a master money maker. You
haven't had a chance like this in years — you
won't have another like it for years to come.
Good showmanship says book it now — show it
now — today.
We have secured good advertisers to talk to YOU.
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Greeted by every New
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THIS TELEGRAM IS
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SUCCESS

York newspaper

with

unlimited approbation, " The Heart of Humanity " has, through seven weeks at the
Broadway Theatre, scored one of the most
sweeping successes ever recorded for a motion
picture.
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Paramount's Product in
Three Broadway Houses
Three of the big houses on Broadway,
the Rivoli, Strand and Rialto, opened last
week each with a Paramount offering.
Cecil B. DeMille's Artcraft picture,
"Don't Change Your Husband," at the
Rialto; John Barrymore in the Paramount
offering, " Here Comes the Bride," at the
Strand, and William S. Hart in his latest
Artcraft picture, " Breed of Men," at the
Rivoli are the three. During the same
week the Marcus Loew houses played
"The Silver King" with William Faversham and " Under the Top " with Fred
Stone.
" The Silver King " is William Faversham's first Paramount picture and it has
received the approval of New York audiences. "Don't Change Your Husband," Cecil B. DeMille's Artcraft production, gives Gloria Swanson her first big
starring role with Paramount, and John
Barrymore is said to give his best light
comedy performance before the camera in
his offering at the Strand.

Joins Ritchy LithoAfter having graph
been associated with the
Otis Lithographing Company for fifteen
years as its New York representative,
Oscar J. Lynch has joined the forces of
the J. V. Ritchey Lithograph Corporation,
it was announced last week. The Ritchey
organization is allied with the Greenwich
Lithograph Company, as sales representative.
Mr. Lynch has been actively connected
with the poster business for upward of
twenty-five years, and is considered an
authority in this particular line of endeavor.
An unusual course to be ioilowed by the
Ritchey Corporation is to conduct a large
national campaign in Motion PictureNews, which shall consist not alone in exploiting posters made by that company
but also to impress upon exhibitors the
necessity of proper poster display and
the proper use of lithographs.
Lynch

Lyons-Moran Comedies
Make a Record
On the West Coast the popularity of
Lyons and Moran Star Comedies, made
for and distributed by the Universal, was
very emphatically illustrated in the bookings of this brand for the past week in
Los Angeles, when twelve theatres used
this brand. Of this number, three were
in the downtown district and represent
the best houses in the city.
The new California Theatre has already
shown several of the Lyons and Moran
Comedies, and have a number of others
booked. The California is Los Angeles'
newest theatre, and one of the finest in
the country.
Lyons and Moran, due to the influenza
epidemic close down, are behind the schedule of their releases, but have increased
their writing staff, and plan to catch up
with the schedule by the expiration date
of their contract in Novemhsf.
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"Careless
America"
Makes
Good
Universal
Declares
One-Reeler Is possessing much of interest and benefit, it
is now booked not only in a majority of
Shown in All Parts of the States
the leading theatres of the country but to
— Exhibitors and Audiences
numerous schools and colleges.
Are Satisfied
The film shows in a simple, interesting
way how Americans can avoid thousands
of accidents yearly by " watching their
steps." The film shows the many chances
pedestrians take in their daily walks, and
is being exhibited for the purpose of furthering the national " safety first " movement.
Each Universal exchange is supplied
with several prints of the film, and the secretary of state in each district, mayors of
cities, police and public safety officials and
prominent business men are backing the
reel. In New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania the reel has, during the past six
months, been given almost 100 per cent,
circulation. In Chicago the film was
booked by nearly 90 per cent, of the theatres, and in almost every large city of the
country theatre men have agreed to run
Robert Anderson, Who Has Been Engaged
the film for ten or fifteen weeks, according
• By Universal for Motion Pictures
to the ranking of the theatres. At Minneapolis recently the film was presented at a
IT was announced this week by Universal
downtown
theatre following an address by
that few one-reel pictures put out by that
Mayor
J.
E.
Meyers, who praised the spirit
organization have experienced the wide disthat made the reel possible and laid stress
tribution that has been given " Careless
on its benefits. In numerous other cities
America," an industrial film suggested by
mayors or police officials have spoken in
Secretary of State Hugo of New York and
connection
with the initial showings of the
developed by Harry Levey, manager of
lilm.
Universal's industrial department, accordH. S. FiKestone, president Firestone Tire
ing to the latter's statement.
" Careless America " is being shown in Company, has sponsored the film and has
every territory of the United States and
personally secured 110 prints for distribution throughout the country.
being booked to exhibitors gratis, and

Kenyon
Says Horse Must Be Bored to Yawn
Of course, the camera was not in action
<<I~"\ID you ever try to make a horse
at the time, but we all realized what a splen■L' yawn?" queried Doris Kenyon, the
did bit of comedy it would be to get that
beautiful young motion picture star, now
yawn into the picture.
heading her own company, De Luxe Pictures, Inc. Of course, no one ever had
" J. Searle Dawley, the director, decided
to try for it. All other work was stopped
attempted such a foolish stunt and so inand for eight hours every member of the
formed Miss Kenyon. " Well," she concompany practised every artifice imaginable
tinued, we
" did — down in North Carolina,
to make that old white horse yawn. We
where we were making the exteriors for my
worked mental telepathy, auto-suggestion
next picture, ' Twilight.' It took us eight
and moral suasion. But still that horse
hours, exhausted the patience of even'
member of the company and cost $1,150 to merely looked bored. We yawned ourselves
until our jaws ached and offered a reward
secure that yawn, which, fortunately, was
followed by two other perfectly good ones.
of $50 to anyone in the neighborhood
who could make the horse yawn.
The yawns represent about twelve feet of
" All of this time the camera was trained
film in ' Twilight ' or cost at the rate of $100
per foot, which is rather expensive, even in upon him for a close-up, but he heeded it
not. Finally, when the sun was just about
these days of extravagance, but the result
to disappear and we were to give up in
is well worth every cent of it. It all happened this way:
despair, the old horse switched his tail,
looked around at Mr. Mills and me, who
" We had started out early one mornhad been standing there all this time, and
ing and the first scene that we took showed
then gave three of the most disgusted
Frank Mills, my leading man, and I, reyawns
dulged. in which a bored horse ever infrom a buggy
In 'Mills
Twilight,'
I am a turning
mountain
girl, ride.
and Mr.
is a
lumberman in love with me. In our parts
" There was no more work for us that
we were so engrossed in each other that
day, but we all felt perfectly satisfied, for
we failed to notice when we reached the
we had secured one of the best bits of
barn. We finally realized where we were
comedy that ever went into a picture.
and jumped out, only to renew the loveJust wait 'until you see it and I think you
making while we were standing at the
will
me." may profit by Miss
Andagree
now with
producers
horse's head. It was while this was being
"aken that the horse accidentally yawned.
Kenyon's experiences.
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K-athryn Adams, Pauline Stark and Jack Mulhall, Three of the Twenty-three Principles
in Macauley's Photoplays, Inc., " Whom the Gods Wou d Destroy "
ConvalescentSoldiers See " Made in America"
heartily at the grouch of the unwilling
THROUGH the courtesy of the producer, Ashley Miller, the W. W. Hoddraftee, Joe Nelson, and showed warm appreciation athis gradual conversion wnder
kinson Distributing Corporation gave a private showing of the eight reel series of the
the influence of his loyal camp comrades.
The movements of the awkward squad, the
" Made in America " pictures to the convalescent soldiers at Embarkation Hospital
boisterous outdoor games and all the little
No. 3 in New York City.
sidelights on the dougiiboys' career were
warmly applauded.
It is safe to say that " Made in AmerWhen the American soldiers in the pracica " will never be shown to a more appretice trench in France hustled on their gas
ciative audience nor one better qualified to
masks as the poisonous vapor rolled over
criticise, for every one of these men had
the trench, there was much laughter and
actually lived the experiences shown upon
applause — it was a case of hustle, and every
the screen. They found something to appreciate in every incident and found food
man present had been through it and apfor merriment when an audience less edupreciated what it means. The serious mocated in military matters would have failed
ments of the picture and the emotional apto grasp the quiet humor of the situation
peal of the dramatic story were followed
with an intentness that showed how deeply
which, though interesting to the average
it struck home to the hearts of these vetlayman, needed the knowledge and expeeran soldiers, who lived over again some
rience of the doughboy to bring out all the
fun.
of the most poignant moments of their
lives.
As it was, the overseas men laughed

Picture
Players

Buys

" Secret Service "
One of the most important announcement*
made by the Production Department of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation in the
past few months was given out this week
by Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president in
charge of that department. It involves the
purchase of " Secret Service," theatrical
attraction of the " legitimate " stage, by
W illiam Gillette, and in which the actor
and playwright scored.
For some time past, " Secret Service " has
been one of the sought-after theatrical productions by motion picture producers.
Many offers have been made for the play
by film organizations, and when the Famous Players-Lasky company finally received the piece for motion picture presentation it was with the understanding that
the lilm is to be presented in a manner
b. fitting its importance.
" Secret Service," written by W illiam Gillette, opened on October 5, 1898, at the
Garrick theatre in New York City, with
the author-actor in the leading role. The
opening was one of the most notable stage
occasions in years and a long run was immediately predicted by both critics and public The play is undoubtedly the most successful of Mr. Gillette's long list of stage
offerings. It also served as his initial
vehicle when he made his first appearai ce
on the London stage at the Adelphi theatre
in May. 1897. In the part of Lewis Dumont
he gained wide recognition as one of the
most talented actors of the time. From the
standpoint of the story his accomplishments
with " Secret Service " were equally exceptional.
" We expect to announce in the near fusaid Mr. Lasky,
" theactors,
name to
of play
one
of the ture,"
foremost
American
the role created by Mr. Gillette. Details
of the arrangement with this star are now
under consideration."

Vitagraph
Gets
All Literary Properties of Kalem Puts
Vitagraph in Possession of Great
Photoplay Material
WHAT is declared to be a monster
amalgamation of literary properties
that puts Vitagraph into possession of one
of the greatest photoplay libraries in existence was made known this week by Albert
E. Smith.
Mr. Smith announced that Vitagraph
had absorbed the Kalem properties, which
included a library of photoplay subjects
particularly brilliant in authorship and
bristling with stage plays that had scored
uninterrupted successes for many years.
The announcement follows on the news
of Vitagraph's acquisition, sometime ago
of Lubin properties and Lubin features,
placing at the disposal of that company
a choice lot of New York hits which had
been acquired by the Lubin Company for
record prices in competition with the foremost producing concerns.
The acquisition of the Kalem properties,
Air. Smith announced, included, aside of
the great Kalem library, all produced subjects in the negative archives of that concern. This includes " From the Manger

Kalem

Library

to the Cross," the first five-reel production
made by an American producer, and which
is still being shown every week all over
the world.
Aside of the perennially popular " From
the Manger to the Cross," title was acquired by Vitagraph in thex Kalem and
Lubin deals to such fortune-making stage
successes as " The Lion and the Mouse."
about to be released with Alice Joyce as
the star; "The Third Degree" and "The
Gamblers," all three by the late Charles
Klein, possibly the most successful of
dramatists ; Eugene Walter's " The Wol f."
Winchell Smith's " The Fortune Hunter "
and George Bronson-Howard's " ShenanFour famous Dion Boucicault plays are
ondoah."
the list, as well as several by E. W.
Hornung, author of " Raffles " and " The
Amateur Cracksman." Two plays by Joe
Murphy, nationally known for a couple of
decades as the most prolific and beloved
stock producer of the Middle West, are
included, and there are some stories by
Frederick R. Bechdoldt, the Pacific Coast
newspaperman, who has made such a mark
in magazine fiction.

News

Helene Chadwick, Pathe player
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Writes Exclusively
for Fox
Another indication of the tendency of
the motion picture producers to engage,
as the authors of screen plays, writers of
recognized talent and reputation, is seen
in the announcement this week that George
author of " Experience " and
V. Hobart,
other
stage successes, is now writing
Hobart

stories exclusively for the Fix Film Corporation.
Mr. Hobart wrote the original story of >
" The Jungle Trail," the de luxe production which William Farnum has just completed filming at Miami. Fla. The story
of this picture is said to be remarkable for
its power.
Besides " Experience " and " The Jungle Trail." Mr. Hobart has written the
books of a number of musical shows.
His latest stage production, "Just Around
the Corner," opened recently on Broadway. 'Mr. Hobart also is the author of
the famous " Dinklespiel " letters, which
attained wide circulation a few years ago
and were syndicated in hundreds of newspapers.
Ohio Critic Eulogizes
Geraldine Farrar
In commenting on " Shadows," GeralFarrar's
GoldwynNews
production,
Bell indinethe
Cleveland
says : Archie
" In ' Shadows ' Miss Farrar demonstrates the best dramatic power that she
is capable of, and that is ability of rare
dimensions. The picture is powerful in
conception and execution. In short, it is
drama as we did not formerly admit that
drama could be presented by means of the
screen."
Mr. Bell recalls how the famous star
was persuaded to appear before the camera and how she set herself to conquering this new medium of expression, without, however, proving herself " the big
dramatic actress that is in reality" in
" Shadows."
In this vehicle, he points out, she is
" shorn of spectacular scenery, operatic
trappings and even unusual costumes"
and is revealed as " a truly great actress."
Blackton

Films Arrival
Troops

of

Y\'hen Commodore
andbayMrs.
J. Stuart
Blackton
went down the
on the
police
patrol boat the other day to welcome the
59th Coast Artillery in general and J. Stu" art Blackton, Jr., the producer's soldier»son, and Nicholas Musaraca, formerly the
' Blackton chauffeur, in particular, Mr.
Blackton " killed two birds with one stone "
by taking his cameraman along to get a
celluloid record of the Brooklyn boys'
return.
They filmed the New Hampshire and the
Louisiana coming up the bay and later
docking and unloading their enthusiastic
cargo at Hoboken for transfer to Camp
Upton.
The first exhibition of these pictures was
to the boys who appeared in them. This
was at the Orpheum theatre. Brooklyn.

Alice Howell Has Her Hands Full in Her Latest Universal Comedy, " Behind the Front "
Buys Houdini
Serial
"TTHE MASTER MYSTERY," the
J- super serial with Houdini, the handcuff king, produced by B. A. Rolfe for
Octagon Films, Inc., will be distributed \n
Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico
and Southern Idaho by Joseph Goodstein.
Mr. Goodstein signed the necessary contracts with Octagon Films this week and
left immediately afterward for Denver,
Col., where he will open offices.
Fourteen exchanges are now booking the
Houdini serial in the United States and
Canada their territory being divided as follows : Rolfe productions of Atlanta,
booking North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama and Tennessee ;
Rolfe Productions of New Orleans, supplying Louisiana and Mississippi; Rolfe
Productions of New England, controlling
the New England States; Rolfe Productions of Pittsburgh, Western Pennsylvania

for Rocky
Mountain
and West Virginia ; Arrow Film Exchange.
Philadelphia, Eastern Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey; Regal Films, Ltd.,
Toronto, Canada; Rolfe Productions of
Dallas booking Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas Celebrated
;
Players Film Corporation, Chicago, covering Illinois and Indiana ; Effano Film Exchange, New York
City, New Y'ork; Exhibitors' Film Exchange, Washington, D. C, booking Delaware, Maryland, Virginia and the District
of Columbia; Mid-West Distributing Co.,
Wisconsin ; Rolfe Productions of New
Jersey, Southern New Jersey ; Star Feature Film Service, Ohio and Kentucky ;
and Joseph Goodstein, Colorado, Wyoming, Utah, New Mexico and Southern
Idaho. The fifteenth distributor — the Export and Import Film Co., New York, controls all the foreign rights to the Houdini
serial.

Writers Supply Hayakavva
With
Features
THE HAWORTH PICTURES CORageous Coward " to the Hayakawa reperPORATION, one of the producing
toire. In addition to an attractive title,
units of the Exhibitors' Mutual, filming
there is real photoplay meat to " The
features starring Sessue Hayakawa, has
Courageous Coward," which Hayakawa
himself predicts will be one of his most
mapped out a series of pictures for the
successful dramas.
Oriental actor for which the material has
been supplied by some of the foremost
L. V. Jefferson's offering to the Japascreen and literary writers of the day. E.
nese series will be " The Debt," another
Phillips Oppenheim, Thomas J. Geraghty,
strong drama of the type Hayakawa preL. V. Jefferson, Clifford Howard and
fers, and which the public enjoys him be^t
Mary McNeil Fenollosa are the writers
in. " The Gray Horizon," by Clifford
whose pens have turned out the plots
Howard,
and Oriental,
" The Dragon
with which Hayakawa will entertain for
which
sounds
by Mary Painter,"
McNeil
the next year.
Fenollosa, are others on the schedule for
The success of " Bonds of Honor," by the coming season.
Clara Whipple, which is now running
throughout the country, presages big things
for his subsequent production, "A Heart
Humane Society Praises
in Pawn,'' which was originally entitled
Pathe Two-Reeler
" Shadows."
Among the other stories which Haya" Corinne, Come Here," one of the three
kawa will produce during the present year
recent two-reel plays featuring Gloria Joy,
distributed by. Pathe, has been endorsed by
is " The Illustrious Prince," a typical
Mrs. Richard Hardy of the American Red
story by E. Phillips Oppenheim, which
Star Animal Relief, a branch of the Ameroffers splendid screen possibilities. • Tom
ican Humane Society.
Geraghty has contributed " The Cour-
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Boys

Review "Sis Hopkins"
boss tries to put one over on me, I'm goin' to
uDED" and "Skinny," officially slated
remind
him of what PawMabel
says —Normand
-see if I trying
don't. to
1\ as office boys somewhere within the
" After
cook
a mealthatforwehersawPaw.
The only trouble
here
Goldwyn organization, although the press
is that
Sis's all
feet over
get tangled
with Then
the stove
and
she
sprawls
the place.
her Paw
agent does not say just where, were comtries to salve things over and Sis falls right on
missioned last week to look at Mabel Nortop of the stove — and there's a fire in it, too.
Well, everything goes along lickety-split until
mand's newest Goldwyn production, " Sis
Sis goes to the grocery store to see Ridy. He's
Hopkins," and then write their opinion of
her
Sis is crazy
him of'cause
Bnzz,sweetie.
the humdinger
of the'bout
village
New when
Harit.
mony, tries to flirt with Sis and queer Ridy, Sis
The future captains of industry were no
ups and at 'im and gives him a kick in the guessdoubt greatly impressed, for this is what
where that floors him for the count. Then Sis's
the press agent sent Motion Picture
dog gets into the scrap. He's hungry or somethin', for he leaps
up ham
on theandcounter,
News :
, cents-a-pound
boiled
is allspies
set sixtyfor a
swell meal. Sis has a heart as big as her body
" They asked us to come over and see Mabel
and
can't
stand
to
see
her
pet
trying
to
use
Normand as ' Sis Hopkins.' Well, it was a pretty
etiquette on the ham bone. So Sis goes on over,
tough
job getting
the toss
wise
when Red
went andthere,
told 'cause
him that
Mabelgotherself
slices a few nice, round slabs and tells him to
has asked us over. You see, the boss is strong
help
Imtcher
(he's her
a bigdogcrab)
for Mabel and had the nerve to ask us to stay
gets himself.
hep and Then
tries the
to run
Sis and
out
and watch the office while he went out and eno'
the
place.
Gee,
how
Sis
does
scrap
! Skinny
never
was
in
it
and
even
Fat
would
have
had a
joyed himself. But me and Red fooled him.
When we got over to the theatre we 'phoned him hard time tryin' to ward off those blows. Anyway
Sis cleans
out good
andwhole
proper
and store
then
that
Bryanto was
in th'upoffice
buy a bottles,
lot of vacuum
he takes'ema hand
and the
blamed
cleaners
sweep
the toempty
so he Ridy
beats it back faster than greased lightning. Then
looks
like
a
cabaret
on
New
Year's
Eve.
me and Red ducks out and when we gets back to
" Then Sis takes her market basket and oil
can and she and Ridy go to Paw Hopkins' farm
th' office, he just naturally has to stay ' put.'
" To tell you the truth, I'm not much of a to
do a again
little spoonin'.
dog in
findsthethatbasket.
he's
hungry
and noses The
around
' reviewer.'
Red'sto a hang
prettyaround
good ahand
at that
stuff.
He used
circus
and
Zip
goes
the
oil
can
and
it
rolls
down
into
th'
says he knows more about clowns and things
clear spring
on Paw's
farm aand
th' in
nexthisday,
old
who was
born with
lemon
mouth,
than the eighteen-year-old girl who married a Vibert,
looks over the farm land with Paw Hopkins,
sixty-four-year-old
batch.
that's
some,
for that lady certainly
knowsAnda lot
atoutgoin'
business.
Paw suffers with th' ' rheumatics ' and Sis wants
him to and
sell agetpart
of th'
so's he get a fancy
" Well,Theto first
start,thing
we wethink
cured
and land
all that.
corker.
saw ' Sis
was Hopkins
the back ' ofa doctor
"
Well,
Vibert
says
nothin'
doing. The only
Sisseretta's
head,
with
those
stiff-as-a-poker
pigtails sticking out like they owned the place.
part of Paw's land that's worth anything is those
Then the slate popped up and 'Sis's Paw sez : broad acres that Paw has promised Sis when she
' Never do nothin' for nobody that don't do nothin>
grabs
Now gets
rightthirsty
here'sandwhere
real funa husband.
starts. Vibert
takesthea
fer you I ' Now Paw Hopkins has the right idea.
drink out o' the spring. He tastes oil, but the
That's my way of thinking and the next time the

Picture

News

poor boob don't know that Sis's oil can is what
" So thetheold* taste.'
geezer at once gets interested,
spouts
thinkin' upthat
Paw's land is swimmin' in pay-oil.
He'sandfoxy-alright,
'eaiicate
Sis
then marry cause
her jesthe tooffers
get theto land
with- j
out payin' a cent.
" He sends Sis to one o' them girl's ' cemeteries,' but Sis says that ' edjication ' is like the
measles
Some topeople
it and' issome
don't.'to
What Sis: 'does
that 'have
cemetery
enough
make
a and
dead makes
man laugh.
She brings
it to ' wish
life *
alright
the
fussy
old
teacher
she'd never been born.
" Well, I don't want f tell you all of the
story, but
I will do
say all
thattheI never
to seein
Mabel
Normand
stunts hoped
she does
' Sis Hopkins.' Swinging from a trapeze, sliding
down tiannisters, ridin' half-on-half-off the handlebars ofhead
Ridy's
down,
overold-fashioned
heels, etc., isbyke,
only turain'
part ofupside
what
she does.
and me think
the best
pictureit
that
MabelRed Normand
everit'shad,
because
is chocked full of action and keeps you guessing
all the time. Then again, Sis is one o' them girls
that
everybody
can't from
help thebutclutches
love. of
\\ hen
she finally
saves just
her Paw
old
Vibert and when Ridy asks her to marry him
'cause he wants somethin' more than fences running 'round his house — well, I don't know how
to
express
it, buton 'spreadin'
long live sunshine
' Sis andandhere'l
hopin'
she keeps
hapAND SKINNY.
piness in this old world ofREDours."
Cassinelli Plans Trip
Dolores Cassinelli, star of the Leonce
Perret productions, " Stars of Glory " and
" A Soul Adrift," is planning to extensively tour the country to visit the leading
motion picture exhibitors and to make I
number of personal appearances in some
of the theatres in the larger cities
throughout the United States and Canada.

February
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Lewis-Select Film Ready
for Showing
The print of " Children of Punishment,"
Mitchell Lewis' forthcoming attraction under the Select banner, and which is the
second of his Select Star Series, arrived
in New York from Los Angeles late last
week and was given a private showing for
departmental
heads in Select's projection
room.
According to an announcement made by
Select officials, Mr. Lewis' second Select
Picture will be a good box-office attraction.
They were especially pleased with numerous choice scenic bits that the film showed,
and the unusual adaptability of Mr. Lewis
to the role of backwoodsman and lumberjack. From beginning to end, the picture
is punctuated with flashes of mountain
tops, raging brooks, deep snows and miles
upon miles of heavy timberland, while the
action of the story itself does ample credit
to a man of Mitchell Lewis' character and
appeal.
The cast of well known players in support of Mr. Lewis includes Bessie Eyton,
Arthur Morrison, Herbert Heyes, Tom
Bates, George Nichols and Jane Keckly, in
addition to the scores of extras who were
recruited from the roster of the Yosemitc
Lumber Company.

"Better
'Ole " Set for
March 16 Release
World Pictures announce that on March
16 " The Better 'Ole," a screen version of
Bruce Bairnsfather's cartoons will be released throughout the United States. This
will mark the distribution of the picture
which in play form is unquestionably the
biggest theatrical success of the decade.
There are now five companies playing
throughout the United States including
the organization at present running at the
Cort theatre, New York, to capacity
houses. This is the first time in ihe history of the motion picture industry where
a play and a screen version of the same
subject will run simultaneously.

Anne Luther, Pathe's new serial star in " The
Great Gamble "

Coming,

^Program

Offerings*

Metro
Names
March
Expects to Contribute
Six UnusualFilms
On enable
March his'for
10 admirers
" The Blind
Man's
will
to see
the Eyes
Metro"
Pictures During That Month —
star, Bert Lytell, in something entirely
Dana Subject on March 3 —
different from the usual run of photoplay
Lytell Is Next
dramas. The novel of the same name by
William M. Harg and Edwin Balmer
forms the basis of the play, and June
Ma/this is responsible for the screen adaptation.

Edith Storey, starred by Metro in " As the
Sun Went Down "
THE schedule of releases f6r the month
of March makes it very evident that
the Metro studios contributes to the photoplay lovers at least a good half dozen
of the best film productions of the year.
March 3 will be the release date of Viola Dana's new All Star Series feature,
" Satan Junior."
In this piece Miss Dana portrays a most
unusual character, a tomboy vampire.
Among those supporting Miss Dana in
this production are Lilie Leslie, Alice
Knowland, Frank Currier, Lloyd Hughes
and George King, all of whom are wellknown to the picture screen.

Lois Weber
Supplies
A STORY with a Western setting, Lois
■*» Weber's first Western subject, is Mrs.
Charles Chaplin's latest Jewel production,
entitled " When a Girl Loves."
This Jewel production has been given
an early release in the Chicago and Central States territories and has proved a
box-office magnet wherever shown to date,
Universal declares.
" When a Girl Loves " has been written
and directed by Miss Weber and is a distinct departure from the usual trend of
her previous screen plays, and Mrs. Chaplin has for her male lead William Stowell,
who has supported Dorothy Phillips in her
Universal productions, including " The
Heart of Humanity."
The story of the film play deals with
the efforts of a Western outlaw and atheist
to impersonate an express agent and a
minister who came West to take his place,
in an effort to obtain a valuable consign-

The story deals with the struggles of an
innocent young man accused of murder to
vindicate himself in the eyes of the world
and " the one woman " in it.
The balance of the Metro releases for
March have not as yet been announced,
but it is generally believed that they will
include the work of such stars as May
Allison, Hale Hamilton and others.
From last reports Miss Allison has
completed her production, " The Island of
Intrigue," which was being taken on the
island of Santa Cruz, off the California
coast and near Santa Barbara. The story
concerns the holding of a beatuiful young
girl by a hand of brigands with the idea
of ransom, and her subsequent rescue by
the dashing hero. Judging from the nature of the country about Santa Cruz, with
its picturesque hills and semi-tropical vegetation, the picture should prove very interesting from a scenery viewpoint regardless of the story. This feature picture is
thought
to be one of the Metro's releases
for March.
Hale Hamilton should have finished
work in a new picture, according to recent
advices from Harry L. Franklin, who has
been directing Mr. Hamilton. With this
idea in view it is thought that this picture also will be released in March, although nothing definite is given out on
it and the title of it cannot be secured.
It is understood that Emmy Whalen has
a new vehicle for her delightful smile and
winsomeness. The name is not yet given
out.
Western
to Program
ment of gold, and his failure to execute
the theft after meeting a girl who, by love,
turned his mind toward better things.
Supporting Mrs. Chaplin and William
Stowell are Wharton Jones, who is seen
as the real minister, Alfred Pagent, who
is the lieutenant of Ryan's outlaw band,
and Willis Marks, who plays the part of
Wiatt, the express agent.
It isbeexpected
" Whenrelease
a Girlwithin
Loves a"
will
given athat
general
short time by Universal exchanges.
Larkin

Does

Thrills

" The Chasm of Fear," the third episode
of the Diando serial, " The Terror of the
Range," which is released February 16 by
Pathe, shows George Larkin in one of the
most spectacular stunts ever revealed on.
the screen.
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William Farnum, the Attentive
the Staged
William byFoxOscar
Production
It was Lover,
Writtenin and
C. Apfel Called " Fighting Blood."
William

Sherrv Releases

" Calibre 38 "
• A new Edgar Lewis production, " Calibre
38," is announced for release February 16,
•by William Sherry Service through all Gcn.eral Film exchanges outside New York
.state.
" Calibre 38 " is described as a drama of
.the West, done in the usual profuse style
.of the producer of " The Barrier," " The
Bondman," "The Littlest Rebel," "The
Nigger," " Sampson," " The Thief " and
" The Gilded Fool," and is said to tell a
remarkable story in six vivid pictorial
chapters.
It is heralded as one of the most fascinating of recent productions and undoubtedly one of the best pictures Edgar Lewis
has ever produced.
Another

Bessie Love Picture March 10
Vitagraph announces that it will releas :
on March 10 another Bessie Love picture,
her third since coming under the management of that organization.
It is described as her supreme achievemen on the screen and w ill surpass " The
Enchanted Barn," according to Vitagraph.
The previous release is said to have been
met with great favor everywhere.
The Wishing Ring Man " is the title
of the new play, and it deals with a romance of childhood. It was adapted from
the book of the same name by Margarei
Widdemer.

Sea Atmosphere Dominates
In "The Captain's Captain," starring
Alice Joyce, Vitagraph declares that the
sea atmosphere is very novel and pleasing
particularly to inland audiences.
The photoplay was taken from " Cap'n
Abe — Storekeeper," a novel by James
Cooper. It was directed by Tom Terris
and Miss Joyce is supported by Percy
Standing, Eulalie Jonsan, Julia Swayne
Gordon and Maurice Costello.

Metro

Sets Date for Newest
Comedy

February 17 is the date set for
lease of the Metro All-Star Series
"forceful
Johnny Hale
on theHamilton
Spot," with
the
in the

the refeature,
smiling,
role
of

" Johnny." It is a rapid-fire comedy of the
sort well suited to the screen star, and
proves
a doubtvarious
Mr. Hamilton's
versatilitywithout
in portraying
types. The
character assumed is entirely different
from the "get-rich-quick" financier made
famous by Hamilton, or that in " Five
Thousand an Hour."
The play is based on the story by Shannon Fife, the well known critic, and was
adapted to the screen by June Mathis of
the Metro scenario staff.
Without the loss of an hour Mr. Hamilton, after the completion of " Johnny on
the Spot," began work on a new picture
cnt'tled "That's Good."

Picture

Announces

N eiv s
Four

The titles ofSpecials
the first four Universal
Special Attractions to be released according to the new distribution policy of the
organization have been announced.
Mae Murray is featured in the first of
these "new policy" releases which is titled
" The Scarlet Shadow." Robert Z. Leonard
produced the film, a majority of the scenes
at Lake Tahoe. The story -of the play
was w ritten by L. H. Fontaine and Katherine L. Robbins.
" The Light of Victory v starring Monroe Salisbury is to be the second of the
" new policy " releases. George C. Hull
wrote the story for this play and William
Wolbert has produced the film drama.
Harry Carey is featured in the third picture of the new policy release schedule.
Carey's vehicle has been titled : " A Fight
for Love " was written by E. B. Lewis
and produced by Jack Ford.
Priscilla Dean in " The Silk Lined Burglar" is the fourth picture scheduled for
release according to the new policy. This
film play was written by Jack Boyle and
produced by Jack Dillon.

" Bella Donna " Current
Success Release
Famous Players-Lasky current release
of its success series, is the screen version
of Robert Hitchens' novel, " Bella Donna," which was presented on the stage several seasons ago by the late Charles Frohman with Mme. Nazimova in the title
role. Pauline Frederick is the star of the
screen version which was produced under
the supervision of Hugh Ford. Edwin S.
Porter. Miss Frederick's supporting cast
includes Thomas Holding and Julian
L'Estrange. The water-ways along the
Florida coast served as a background for
the Egyptian atmosphere.
" Bella Donna ". is the tale of an adventuress who in Egypt poisons her English
husband in order to be free to go to an
love.
Egyptian with whom she has- fallen in
Field in Frisky Farce
Elinor Field appears in what Exhibitors
Mutual describes as a frisky farce in the
Strand Comedy released February 2.
This one-reeler is entitled " How to be
Happy
Married,''
tfte action
derived Though
from the
many and
friends
that isa
young couple have to contend with on returning from their honeymoon. A nice
looking stranger and a grass widow help
furnish the comedy in the story.

Arthur S. Kane, general manager of Select Pic-

Fourth for Cavalieri
In " The Two Brides," released by Paramount February 9, Mme. Lina Cavalieri,
famous operatic diva, makes her fourth
appearance on the screen.
The story was written by Alicia Ramsey,
who was co-author with Rudolph de Cordova of Mme. Cavalieri's last Paramount
picture, " A Woman of Impulse," and was
adapted for the screen bv Margaret Turnbull.

Even

the

critics

are

waking up on the subject of
PRISCILLA DEAN! True to every
tradition, the experts delay until the
trustworthy public makes up its mind
— then they rush to tell us that Miss
PRISCILLA DEAN's a wonder— the
iazzling diamond of the screen.

SPECIAL. N

an

Folks!

Weve

known

it

for a year or morel And now comes
an appreciation of this amazing young actress that hits the nail smack on the head.
Says the St. Louis Star: "PRISCILLA DEAN
is a different type of an actress — a type
which very few, with the exception of
NAZIMOVA, have become^

"The

WICKED

DARLING
is her best play.
Better even, than "The
Wildcat of Paris", that stopped the traffic in St. Louis
— better for you because of "The Wildcat's" sweeping
popularity. Book PRISCILLA DEAN in "The
WICKED DARLING" to-day thru your nearest Universal Exchange. Or communicate with Universal
Film Mfg. Company, 1600 Broadway, N. Y. Carl
Laemmle, President.
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Special

Priscilla

Dean

Ir you have booked " The Wicked Darling," make up your mind to get all of
the capital possible out of the vogue the
star has established for herself in her past
few pictures. According to the reports
that have been received from many sections, Priscilla Dean is enjoying unusual
popularity because of the success that she
scored in " Kiss or Kill " and " The Wildcat of Paris." If such is the case in your
locality you do not want to let the people
forget that when you come along with this
one.
Here you have a crook play, but one
that is different, and vou find yourself
forgetting the criminal element because of
the strong heart interest that is brought
in almost at the start of the picture. We
would advise you to tell the public just
enough about the plot of " The Wicked
Darling " to indicate what it is about, without giving away the unexpected turnings
of the story. Heart interest is the strong
point to play; most everyone loves romance along with virile action, and we
would suggest building the exploitation
along these lines.
The title will attract attention, but we
would be careful to make it plain that
this is not a sex story, because some people will get that impression. Your exploitation should be clean all the way
through.
LE'i o look at the story : Mary Stevens,
known as " The Gutter Rose," is the
ward of Fadem, proprietor of a crooked
pawnshop and owner of an underworld
cafe. The girl, whose real name is Mary
Stevens, is a pickpocket and the companion of Stoop Connors, a thief. But aside
from her thefts the girl's character is clean,
and that is made clear at the very start
of the picture.
The scenes change and we are taken
to the home of Adele Hoyt, and we
see her learning that Kent Mortimer, her
supposed millionaire fiance, is ruined.
She gives him back his ring, but does
not return the valuable pearl necklace
which he has given her. But that evening
on her way home from a reception they
come unfastened and fall to the street.
Mary and Stoop are on the scene looking
for their pickings, and Mary is quick to
seize the pearls and dash away. With a
crowd in pursuit she takes refuge in the
home of Mortimer, and through the loss
of one of her French heels he discovers
her hiding behind a sofa. He believes her
a thief, but there is some cleverly arranged
stagecraft that changes this opinion and
he allows her to go. But in the meantime she has seen the solitaire, and as she
leaves she fixed the lock of the front door
so that she may re-enter. In the mean-
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of the ready prepared two-column
newspaper displays
time Mortimer has told the girl his story,
of his ruin and the broken engagement.
Mary does not return to the house, but
a new feeling has come over her, and
the only thing that she steals is the framed
picture of his former sweetheart.
BUT the trust that Mortimer has placed
in her has changed the girl's view of
life, and, determining to live straight, she
leaves her crooked guardian and finds employment in a small restaurant, and there
Mortimer again comes across her life.
They find they are living just around the
corner from one another, and each evening
Mortimer takes her home. Finally Stoop
discovers the girl leaving the restaurant
one evening and attacks her, but just at
that moment Mortimer arrives and gives
the crook a beating. In return Stoop
shoots him in the arm and the girl carries
her sweetheart to his room, hiding from
the police that she knows his assailant.
At his boarding house ^iary learns from
from the landlady that Mortimer is out
of funds and deeply in debt to his landlady, and so the girl resolves to come to
his aid. In the meantime she had hidden
the string of pearls in a flower pot in her
room, and she takes two of them to Faden
to get some money, which goes to Mortimer's landlady under pledge of secrecy.
But the two pearls have but excited the
desire for the remainder, and so he tells

Darling

the story to Stoop, and another member
of the gang shadows Mary, and while she
is away from her room Stoop goes there
after the pearls. But, though he wrecks
the room and actually cracks the flower pot
that holds them, he does not find them.
I
AND so Stoop jumps to the conclusion
that Mary has given the necklace to
Mortimer, and so he goes to the injured
man's rooms. He has just had time to
give away the fact that Mary stole the
necklace and to accuse Mortimer of having
stolen " his gal " when Mary comes. Stoop
hides on the fire escape with the couple
covered with his gun, but after Mortimer
has accused the girl and she offers him the
pearls he re-enters the room and a terrific
fight follows, which results in Stoop getting the pearls. And his story has ended
Mary's romance, for, since the first night
they met Mortimer has constantly told her
how he loathes a thief. And she has
learned to whom the necklace belonged and
Hoyt. Mortimer had given them to Miss
that
With her sweetheart lost and her dreams
of happiness fading away Mary goes back
to her room at Fadem's. But then we
have a clever scene in the parlor of the
cafe, where Fadem steals the necklace
from otoop and Mary steals it in turn.
But this time she takes the pearls to Miss
Hoyt. It is only when the latter in turn
returns them to Mortimer that he realizes
fully the sacrifice that the girl has made
for him and that she has been living a
straight life because of her love. So he
goes to the little restaurant to seek her,
and there he is informed that he has sent
her back to the gutters by his treatment.
But he does learn where she is living.
IN the meantime the two crooks have
decided that Mary has the pearls again
and Stoop is choKing her to make her
tell where they are when Mortimer arrives
on the scene. Then another terrific fight
ensues, with Mortimer facing Stoop,
Fadem and another member of the gang.
It is when Mortimer is almost unconscious
that Mary is able to slip from the room
and summon the bartender in the cafe
below, a hulking brute who worships Mary,
and he arrives on the scene just in time
to prevent the murder.
And then, of course, love has its way.
The final scenes show them in the country
together on the farm they have purchased
with the proceeds of the sale of the necklace. The big bartender, who has a small
but most striking role, is used to bring in
a little comedy element here, for he has
been regenerated, too. and we see him
in the role of a "milk-maid " and at the
very end drinking a glass of milk.
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At left, scene after Mortimer is shot, and at the right one of the lighter scenes in the restaurant where Mary has gone to work

Star

and

Human

have commented in these Special
Service Sections several times that
one of the results of the great war has
been to instill in the average heart the
desire for action, and for humanness to
accompany it. And when you are able to
tell your patrons that you are offering
them alternate laughs and thrills, you are
getting well nigh a hundred per cent appeal over.
These selling talks are not prepared for
the purpose of selling the picture to the
exhibitor, but to give the exhibitor some
suggestions on how to exploit the picture
to the public. The greater portion of the
exhibitors are unable to. see the average
picture for themselves before they show
them; and it is just as true that they cannot properly exploit them unless they
know what the picture is about and the
possibilities that it offers.
Now it is possible that the story of
" The Wicked Darling " might happen in
some other countries, it belongs in America and every type that is portrayed will
be recognized as belonging right here,
whether your patrons live in New York
or Oshkosh. So let's start the exploitation on the idea that you don't have to explain any of the events, but that they
would be accepted by any patron anywhere. Keep away from making a problem out of this one.

WE

would not advise an ordinary sort
of teaser campaign. While the title
is attractive, there is not any use of trying
to make it a mystery or to bring it home
as a personal proposition to any of your
folk. In advance we would rather start
in by using a few lines at the bottom of
the regular current display for a couple
of days with merely the words, " The
Wicked Darling." Then for a couple of
days following we would enlarge the sentence into " Priscilla Dean is the ' Wicked
"
Darling.'
After that
we would break into the
straight advertising campaign.
WE

Appeal

Are

Points
to Feature
water had made about the work of Priscilla
Dean in < here mention the names of the last
pictures
of hers that you have shown), we
FOR
YOUR
HELP
decided
to ' take
pen the
in hand.'
And that
so
we sat down
and ourwrote
producers
Various Sorts of Exploitation
we
wanted
more
of
her
pictures,
with
lots
of
Aids Are Available
action, but with the love element dominant.
" Now the producers have written us that
red
ing have
stions,
advertiswe
suggefeatu
EWHERE
ELSsome
they have placed Miss Dean in a picture
ly
large for those who wish to
that every American will like. She is a litprepare their own advertising
tle girl of the gutters, but her heart is of
and to make their own distinctive
gold,
and even though she steals a necklace
appeal. To aid along these lines
at the start of the picture, and even though
there are a full line of accessories
you hate a thief, we know that you will
ared fora -you.
y prepinclude
read
sympathize with her to the very end of the
Posters
striking 24-sheet,
film — when she finds such happiness that
a 6-sheet, two 3-sheets and two onesheets.
she doesn't need sympathy.
There are two one-column, a 2-col" Won't you come to the Empire during
umn and a 3-column ready made adthe
week starting Feb. 24 and see whether
vertisements which are so arranged
you and the other people of Sweetwater
that they may be sawed apart and
have been right in pushing a new star to the
other interesting matter that you
want to use inserted.
Ready made illustrative matter includes a one column stock star cut
IF
very you
front?have
" been playing these Priscilla
and two and three column scene cuts.
Dean pictures and they have been givThere are sets of 8 by 10 and 11 by
ing your patrons pleasure, you should start
in right now not only to take the profit
14 stills and also a special picture of
Priscilla Dean.
from that fact but to build up business
Slides are also available. There is
for the future with her. Figure out
a music cue and in addition we have
whether
you are making money and atprinted here the one used at the
tracting attention with her pictures and
Broadway theatre.
then start on a campaign that will be an
insurance for your business.
Some time ago we advised that exhibitNow if Miss Dean has attracted a lot
ors would acquire a big asset by saving
of attention in your community, we would
the stills on the various productions of
advise a letter to your patrons. The exeach star and using these in connection
hibitor should bear in mind that no matwith later lobby displays. Now if you
ter whether he is content with playing have saved these pictures from " The
the stars wlio have long been established,
Brazen Woman," " Kiss or Kill." " The
the public likes to have new stars — and Wildcat of Paris " and the other successes
above everything else each individual likes in which she has appeared, you are well
to think that he or she had a part in their
fixed. If you have not done this, start in
with this resolve for the future.
discovery. So to those exhibitors who
have played previous pictures with Miss
You could make a striking advance disDean we would recommend this letter. Tt
play for your lobby by using cut-outs in
may be classed as a fake, but it is of the your lobby from the different scenes. At
harmless sort:
the tops there should be the name of the
" After we had heard the remarks that star in large letters and then under this:
you and scores of other residents of Sweet" In ' Kiss or Kill ' she was the friend-
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the pickpocket ; at the right, a laugh with ihe appearance of
happy ending
less little girl who put her trust in a man
she thought a burglar. She faced the
NIGHT
SCENES
problem of a kiss or a killing, and you
remember how delightful she was to
Here's a Chance for an Unkiss." And then follow this with the cutusual Newspaper Story
outs.
And after that.
[OST newspapers are willing to
print special stories for you
" When you saw Priscilla Dean in ' The
so long as you really have
Wildcat of Paris ' you thought her a
something to say. In this
wicked queen of the Apaches at first, but
one you have a chance to plant a
you came to love with her and to fight
story that we have never known to
with her and with the spirit that caused
have been used.
her to inspire the robber band to save
Every scene in " The Wicked DarParis."
ling "is ainteriors
night scene.
This applies
to both
and exteriors
and
Then, after you have used the cut-outs
from that picture : And now they call
there are some wonderful effects secured. They are so varied that they
her ' wicked,' but they have to admit that
never become tiresome. Build a
she is a ' darling.' You'll agree with the
story around this angle and have it
title and you'll be as pleased with her hapused in advance or invite the newspiness as if it were your own."
paper men to see the picture and
We know that this space in reference
themcelves write a story along these
to this suggestion is wasted so far as its
lines.
employment by most exhibitors is conThere is also a story that will appeal to the sporting pages. The part
cerned. But don't let it happen again.
of the powerful bartender is taken
If you are going to continue to show Priscilla Dean pictures, KEEP these stills for
by a former wrestler who was constantly in the public print years ago
similar use with the next one.
as " Kalla Pascha, the Terrible
SO when you come down to your newsTurk." He has a very small part,
but it is one of the bits of the picpaper exploitation, feature the picture
ture that will stand out. There's a
of Miss Dean to the limit. We really begood story about him that ought to
lieve that in case of a star like that it is
be
readily
used.
worth taking more space than you usually
But
don't
fail into allkeep
employ merely to get the illustrative
featured strong
thatMiss
you Dean
do.
punch over. There is nothing that attracts so much attention as the picture of
a pretty woman — when there is ability name of the player and the title of the picbehind the picture.
ture for all you are worth. You will note
We believe that here is a case zvhere you that in the advertising that is already prepared for you the figure of Miss Dean is
can afford to go to the expense of having
special cuts made for your use, at least kept the dominant one.
When you have done this you have the
in your Sunday display. There were two
attractive ones, one a bust and the other attention of your patrons. You have the
a full-length picture published in the is- eye of the public on your newspaper space
sue of the News for November 23, and and you do not need the large type to put
if you have no more at hand you can dig over the selling argument. But if you
these up and use them. Both the one and have played her other pictures, especially
three sheets also provide you attractive the last two, we would be sure to refer to
pictures of the star.
that fact immediately under Miss Dean's
Make the cut dominate the advertising name.
above everything else and then play the
There is a mighty good line used in conAt left, Mary and "Stoop,
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the hulky bartender, and in the center the
nection with the star in the ready-made
advertising and we urge its adoption by
youAnother
— " Priscilla
Dean,thatthe
Adorable."
sentence
tends
to increase
interest in this comparatively new favorite
is embodied in : " The latest and greatest
star instead
to ' flashof on
but
this ;the
and photoplay
if you havehorizon,"
played
her other pictures, we believe that this
could be made much stronger by localizing the same idea. Say this one :
" Sweetwater saw Priscilla Dean months
ago and called her ' the adorable.' They
picked her as the newest great star of the
screen. And Sweetwater was right. After
you have seen this one you will see what
eood pickers you and your fellow townsmen
THIS could be boxed in a light rule or
Ben Day border right under her name,
but there should be sufficient white space
left at either side so that it will not conflict with the main border. And if you
use this box, use no others in the display.
Set are."
your selling argument as large as you
wish, though the size of the type has little to do with it in this case, then indent
it liberally on both sides so as to give
plenty of white, have the printer use leads
liberally and go ahead :
" She was schooled in theft, and
her heart untaught. And so when
she saw the string of pearls dropped
to the sidewalk she grabbed them up
and ran — straight into the arms of
love. And when the man said, ' I
hate a thief,' she resolved to be one
no longer. And she wasn't — until
she thought that she had lost his love.
Yes, and still she fought for him and
right, and then he came to know —
and the little rose of the gutter blossomed in the sort of love that delights
You will note that in these lines and in
other ones we have not tried to tell the
storyall."
of the picture. You will kill the
us
interest
if you undertake this. But we do
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IN THE UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTION
DEAN1
PRISCILLA
Z WICKED
DARLING

At left a one-sheet, in center the six-sheet and at right one of
believe that after you have indicated to the
of a diamond. But she remembered
public the interest the story holds that you
what he had said to her, and the only
should let them know that this is a happy
thing she did steal was a picture of
picture. That's the sort they are looking
the girl who had discarded him befor these days.
cause he had lost his money. Then
There is one thing that we would avoid,
the Gutter Rose saved the necklace
and that is referring to the " regeneration "
from her former pals, turned to the
of the girl crook. That word " regenera'•'eht and devoted everything to The
tion " has scared more people away from
Man. When he found she was a thief
a motion picture theatre than any we know
of. Let the idea go in my implication and
he spurned her, but he came to know
not by direct statement.
that even thieves can be redeemed by
HERE
are a few other selling suga great and pure love. You don't like
gestions :
thieves, but you'll fight her battles
with her, you'll have many laughs
the gutter
the" If
necklace
she Rose
wouldhadn't
never stolen
have
with her, and you'll thrill again and
seen The Man. But when she did see
again — if you are a real American."
him her first impulse was to roh him
" Little Mary Stevens lived down

the three-sheet
in the slums. Her guardian made a
thief of her, and the only friend that
she had was the strong-as-an-ox bartender— and what a good friend he
did come to be. He protected her
when she was sought to flee the life
and to become worthy of the great
love that she had learned. And when
she was stamped a thief in her sweetheart's came
eye again
the big,
tender
and saved
the husky
life of barthe
man she loved. And so, in the end,
when we see little Mary happy with
her husband, is it any wonder that
the giant bartender is with them —
now turned to a milkmaid, but happy
he helped to bring her happiness."

■9

This embraces Cue
the selections
as played
the Broadway Wicked
theatre, of whichDarling
Mr. Bradford is the musical By
director.James C. Bradford
Music
Sheet
onat "The
No. \%
Min. (T) Title or (D) Description.
Tempo.
Description.
4-4 Allegro
1 IH
At Screening
Rustle of Spring — Indeng
2-4 Moderato
2 2 A T. Its Petals Were Soiled
. *Night, My Love and I— Krauss (Theme)
3 lA T. While the Gutter Rose
3-4
Tempo
di
Valse
Valse Idylle — Schmid
2-4 Allegro
VA T.
.645 1/2
D. IGirlHaven't
.Up in Mabel's Room*Fanitul
— SilverDance
(One-Step)
My
Car
— Olson
2-4 4-4
Allegro
Vivace
Drops
Pearls
Andante
D.
Kent
Takes
Letter
from
Desk....
Dear
Old
Pal
of
Mine
— Rice
2-4 Moderato
7 2iy* D. Kent Moves Couch
*Night, My *Fanitul
Love andDance
I (Chorus)
8
D. Fiance on Telephone
2-4 Allegro Vivace
— Olson
T.
2 4 Allegretto
Capricclo
Fadam
A Curious Story — Frommel
D. Uncle
2-4 One-Step
10 2iyi
Saloon
Rahjama— —Goublier
Onivas
11 1/2 D. Flash Back Fadam
4-4 Tempo di Marcia
A
Frivolous Patrol
T.
Mortimer
3- 4 Tempo di Valse
Glorianna
Waltz—
Friml
1312 lWi
l%A D. Kent
Dark Scene
4- 43- Tempo
Marcia
MarchandBurlesque
—Herbert
Gillet
4 Valsedi Lente
14
T. The Chivalry of a Man
'Life
Love
—
4-4
Molto
Moderato
IS
2
D.
Connors
and
Girl
C.
U
Dramatic
Andante
No.
32
—
Berg
2-4
Allegro
16 1'A T.
I'm Straight
with Vou
Hurry No. 330 — Minot
2-4 Moderato
17 43 A T. The
Next Time
*N;ght,
My
Love
and
I
—
Berg
4- 4 2- Moderato
18 1 A T. Night After Night •
4 Allegro
...In the Silence of S'ight
— Rachmaninoff
19 2 A T. He Ain't Paid His Rent
Intermezzo
— Arensky
3-4
Adagio
Sostenuto
T.
Kent Needed Help
20 1 A
Elegie — Barmotine
4-4
Moderato
Tidings
of
Mary
Chianti
—
Friml
(Fox-Trot)
21 l A T.
T.D. There After
2-43- 4Allegretto
22
Adagio
Prelude — Jarnfeld
23 SVA
Mary
Opens
Door
3- 4 Tempo
Valse Lente
*Life and Legend
Love —— Melartin
Herbert
24 1 A T. And I Said You Were Wonderful.
4-4
Moderato
25 i!4 D. Connors Attacks
...Andante
Appassionata
No.
57 — Castillo
3-4
Valse
Lente
26 IV* T. I'm Sorry Mary
'Life and Love
— Berg
2-4
Allegro
T. Its Petals Were Soiled
27
Oh Helen — Morgan (One-Step)
2-4
Moderato
28 31 A T. And Then
2-4
Allegro
*Night,
My
Love
and 1
29 D. D. Joint Again
Have a Smile — Rule (One-Step)
3-4 Valse Lente
The
Waltz
We
Love
—
Vecsey
30 2 A D.D. Connors Joins Mary on Dock....
4- 4 Andante con moto
Dramatic Tension No. 64 — Borch
31 21 A D. Mary Captured By Old Man
4-4 2-4
Allegro
Agitato
Figures
Struggling
at
Door
Dramatic Agitato No. 43 — Borch
32
Moderato
T.
33
Mary You Are Wonderful
*Night, My Love and I — Berg
* Repeated selections.
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DARLING

Striking 24-sheet which will be useful for cutouts for the lobby

Music

and

the

ONE of the surest ways in which to
guarantee big business for the future
on special attractions is to give especial
attention to the presentation of your current special. We believe that nine-tenths
of the exhibitors have realized now that
they are not running their houses merely
for the day's receipts or really the receipts
of a run of any one picture. They are insuring the future.
For that reason we would strongly recommend that you give this picture a special presentation and see the effect that it
will have on your theatre. We would stay
away from anything of the freak and
would see that all of the details are worked
out smoothly. You can create plenty of
atmosphere, but that does not mean that
you have to hang a lot of junk around your
lobby or resort to trick methods.
There are a number of laughs in " The
Wicked Darling," but at the same time it
is essentially a gripping, thrilling picture,
and for that reason we would suggest that
you use a large amount of comedy on the
bill or the higher class of scenics of the
peaceful order.
MUSIC is one of the big things with all
productions, and you have a good
chance here. There is a cue sheet supplied
by the producers, but we have reproduced
on these pages the one that is being used
at the Broadway theatre this week, it being
the work of J. C. Bradford, the musical director. Here the theme used is " Night,
My Love and I," while in the other score
" For You a Rose " is employed.
At the start of the picture we have
" Rustles of Spring " used up to the title,
" Its petals were soiled," and then we get
the theme for the first time, and it is
brought back again when Mortimer discovers the girl hiding under the couch in
his apartments. " Life and Love," by Herbert, is another selection that is used to

Settings

Deserve

good advantage. This is brought in first
with the title, " The chivalry of a man,"
and then comes again with another title,
" And I said that you were wonderful,"
and then is repeated where Mortimer says,
" I'm so sorry, Mary."
Mr. Bradford is perfectly right in keeping the love music at the strongest through
this offering. You have to use action music
as suggested by the music cue at certain
times, but the smoother you keep this music
the better the audience is going to enjoy it.
THERE are a few suggestions that we
ourselves would offer. You can bring
back an old-time strain and get a lot of
the elders at least interested by using
" Sally in Our Alley," when the man and
the girl find that they live just around the
corner from each other.
There are several scenes in the cafe where
the
is " pounding
the ivories,"
and piano
here player
the piano
alone should
be used
largely with the burlesque effect. There
is another scene where Stoop runs the
scale with his fingers, and here the orchestra or organ should remain tacit. Of
course, this may be called " old stuff," but
it will help you get the atmosphere.
For a prelude we would strongly recommend that you have a male voice sing
"Mary's a Grand Old Name." This was
one of the song hits in " Forty-five Minutes from Broadway " some twelve years
ago, and it may be hard for you to locate
the music, but we would start on this advance. There is unusual emphasis placed
on the name of the girl in the titles, and
the song will get your patrons right into
the spirit of the picture with the first time
that "Mary" is flashed on the screen.
For the overture we would suggest
either lively action stuff like the toreador
songterfrom
" Carmen
known love
music." or some of the bet-

Attention

Here

f~\ N another page we are reproducing the
lobby display that is used at the
Broadway this week. We would strongly
advise confining the greater part of this
display to pictures of the star and the name
of the picture. Don't let anything of the
gruesome get in or you are likely to keep
some of the people away, when that sort of
a display is not justified by the picture.
Remember that crime is not the theme
of this picture. It is merely the background. Love is the big theme and the settings are put against the career of the girl
merely to show the wonderful power of
love.
You can take the twenty-four sheet and
get from this a splendid cut-out of the head
and shoulders of Miss Dean, and under
this you need simply to use the words,
" The Wicked Darling." Star lithographs
should be used liberally. We would make
this display a strictly Priscilla Dean one,
especially if the star is well known with
you. We believe that this will bring you
more business than anything else that you
can do.
Another thing to be remembered in all
of your exploitation is the strength of the
supporting cast. In Lon Chaney, who has
the most important of the crook roles, you
have one of the best known actors on the
screen and Spottiswoode Aitken, who plays
" Fadem," ranks at the very top of character actors. Wellington Plater has the
hero's role, while Gertrude Astor is seen
in an engaging little bit.
Keep away from adjectives, for you do
not need them. But in everything that you
do don't fail to tell your public :
" This is a real American picture."
Some people might get the idea from the
title that it is a foreign one, very likely
with the scenes in Paris, and we would
make this point clear.
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Strauss

from
Educational
Neither
Mr. Hammons or Mr. Strauss
Noted Artist and Illustrator Arranges
would discuss the novelty of the new
with E. W. Hammons to Reseries, but both say that the Lelia Hope
lease His Series of Plays
series of Strauss productions, will present
something distinctly novel and idealistic.
EDUCATIONAL FILMS CORPORAMr. Strauss has laid particular stress on
TION, through its vice-president and
the photographic phase of his productions
general manager, E. W. Hammons, announces that it will release the series of
for the screen, and it is in this branch that
the public is promised the most decided
screen plays which Malcolm Strauss, one
originality.
of New York's most famous artists and
illustrators, will produce, the first of the
Through the Malcolm Strauss News
series to feature Lelia Hope pronounced
and feature service, this series of photoby some of the leading artists of the counplays will run in story form, with illustrations by Mr. Strauss. The stories and iltry as "the most beautiful woman in
lustrations will be syndicated through
America." The watchword of Mr. Strauss
in the production of this series will be ormore than seventy-five newspapers of the
iginality and new and distinct ideas in country, and the widest and most thorough
photography. Production on the first sub- publicity will be given his subjects. Alject of the series will commence immefred Cheney Johnston, whose fame as an
diately.
artistic photographer is known throughout
Mr. Strauss will be remembered as the the country, has been engaged by Mr.
first American artist to appreciate the posStrauss to supervise the photographic desibilities inillustrating the covers of magpartment of the new company. In addiazines with pretty girls. He next took
tion to the series referred to, starring Miss
up portraiture work and his fame in this Hope, Mr. Strauss has planned for a numline spread abroad. For a year or more
ber of other series to follow in producMr. Strauss has been working on new and
tion the Hope series.
original work in photography as adaptMr. Hammons in speaking of the arrangements made with Mr. Strauss for the
able to the screen. With these plans perfected, he has launched forth in the proEducational to release all Strauss producducing line and through Educational
tions, said : " I have every confidence in
Mr. Strauss to furnish the Educational
Films, he will give to the public the benefits of his work.
program with subjects that will reflect
As the star for his first series of screen
credit on our releasing organization. The
plays, he has selected Miss Hope, pri- idea which Mr. Strauss will incorporate in
marily for her beauty and type. Miss
his series are highly original and in the
Hope has never had experience either on
opinion of the few who have seen the
the stage or before the camera, but she samples of his work the subjects to be
released will receive immediate favor from
has rare beauty, personality, and her natural grace in adapting herself to work
the public. Educational is fortunate in
before the camera, has, in the opinion of having a product such as Mr. Strauss is
those who have seen the first of the furnishing the picture-going public through
finished series, justified the confidence
the m?dium of the Educ itio-.'.al Films Corplaced in her by Mr. Strauss.

Picture

News

Series

poration.''
Foreign Rights to Dalton Picture Sold
A POLLO TRADING COMPANY, rep"The story from which the picture is
made had wide international publicity, and
*» resented by Bobby North and L. Lawrence Weber, this week purchased the forthis was also a factor in determining us to
eign rights to Southern Feature Film Comclose for these rights. The story ran
serially in the Wide World Magazine, and
pany's production of " Beyond The Law,"
written by and featuring Emmett Dalton.
circulates through every English-speaking
Mr. Dalton is also general manager of the
country. And in countries not EnglishSouthern Feature Film Company and acted
speaking we found that the adventures of
for that company in closing the deal. Theodore Marstou directed and Harris Gordon,
Mr. Dalton had received unusual notice."
Virginia Lee, William Dunn, Mabel BorThe story opens with the appointment to
the office of United States deputy marshal
dine, Jack O'Laughlin and Dick Clark.
Mr. North in commenting on the purof Frank Dalton, who later loses his life
chase said : " The reason that we made
in the rounding up of lawbreakers.
the purchase of foreign rights so quickly,
and did not wait for the domestic rights
to be placed, was that we knew the foreign
Rapf Sells Territory
market lacked a subject of this kind at
this particular moment. We had been askJoseph Goodstein, independent buyer of
ed for this kind of subject by buyer after
Denver, has purchased the Colorado, Wybuyer from the foreign field, and we expect
oming and Utah rights to Harry Rapf's
to make shipment of prints almost immeproductions, " The Accidental Honeydiately.
moon " and " The Struggle Everlasting."

Louis

Brock,

Brock

to Tour the West
Inter-Ocean
Tours

West

Indies for
Indies

for Inter-Ocean
President Cromelin of Inter-Ocean Film
Corporation said at a banquet last year that
with the first sign of peace Inter-Ocean
representatives would leave to meet exhibitors face-to-face. The first man to leave
Inter-Ocean Building under this plan was
H. G. Harper for his 40,000-mile tour of
the far East, and today comes announcement from Inter-Ocean Film that Louis
Brock took boat W ednesday for a tour of
the West Indies.
Representative Brock will first stop at
Havana, Cuba, where he will close contracts now pending for program releases
in that territory.
Despite the proximity of Cuba to the
United States it is very' seldom that home
office representatives of important pictures
and exporting firms visit that territory, and
perhaps this is the reason that American
films invaded the country much more slowly
than they did in lands further removed.
Before leaving on Wednesday Mr. Brock
closed contracts taking in Spain and Portugal for the World Films, Plaza Pictures,
" The Victim " and Inter-Ocean specials.
He has been with the firm since 1916 and
is the nephew of the late Henry J. Brock,
who was one of the first American film men
to recognize the possibilities of American
pictures in foreign fields. Prior to associating with Inter-Ocean where young Brock
has specialized in Central and South American business, he managed theatres in New
York State and Canada for his uncle.
Ford's Serial Proving a Big
Winner
Francis Ford reports from the Coast
that his latest serial, " The Silent Mystery," is proving a box-office winner for
the exhibitor. Mr. Ford's next serial will
be produced in the Orient. He and his
company will leave next month for Honolulu. Japan and China.
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Frohman

to Produce in San
Antonio
It was announced in New York this week
that active preparations are now under way
by the Frohman Amusement Corporation
for the production of the twenty-six two
reel western dramas, starring " Texas
Guinan."
The first five stories have been purchased
and are now being transferred to scenario
or continuity form and all other plans are
completed with the single exception of
choosing the place of production. It was
originally determined to engage a studio in
Southern California, but since the publication of the fact that the Frohman Amusement Corporation plan making these two
reel western dramas, the Chamber of Commerce of various cities, in Colorado, Texas
and Florida have been urging that the
Frohman Amusement Corporation establish
their studio in the locality urged by these
business organizations, and in some instances, flattering inducements were presented. The merits of these other cities
are being carefully investigated, particularly as to climatic conditions, variety of scenery, accessibility, and ability to furnish local talent. San Antonio may be decided
upon.

Enters Third Releasing Week
Entering upon its third week of releases
the Capital Film Company reports the demand for two reel features and single reel
comedies far beyond all expectations.
Returns from all our branch offices, says
an official of the Capital Company are
very satisfactory indeed we have had demonstrated bythe policy of adhering to one
and two reelsers that it has been a long
felt want by the exhibitor.
Capital

Photographic Reproduction of Cut-Out for
Octagon As Advertising Aid on " The Master
Mystery," Rolfe-Houdini Serial

" Marriage for Convenience " Is the NameCalvert
of the isFrank
A. Keeney New Release in Which Catherine
the Star

To to
further Be
the campaign
of publicity,
"Snappy
Stories"
Filmed
UNDER
a contract entered
into by A. E.
Siegel and the Snappy Stories PubSnappy Stories
will
insert
a
full-page
advertisement of each release in the current
lishing company, Mr. Siegel secures the
number of the magazine; devoting space
exclusive motion picture rights to all stothat if it were contracted for at the usual
ries published in the Snappy Stories Magaadvertising rates would total a sum at the
zine, a publication issued twice a month
end of anv twelve months in excess of
and with a circulation that is said to exceed one million copies per issue.
Production work will commence within
According to a statement issued by Mr.
$15,000.
a fortnight, the directorial and studio staff
Siegel his company is not required to prohaving already been chosen, but the produce every story published, but has the exducers are as yet undetermined whether
clusive rights to such material as in the
opinion of the producers is suited to their
to contract for a star to appear in the entire series of those to be released the first
needs, with the guarantee, however, on
the part of the magazine to furnish at least
six months, or to cast each production separately, the latter idea prevailing in order
twenty-five worth while stories during the
to permit of the casting of each production according to the characters to be porThe productions will be released in twoyear. subjects twice a month concurrently
reel
trayed.
The manner of release is altogether an
with the publication of the story in the
magazine. In other words, when the story
open question. Whether the negative rights
are to be disposed of to a program concern
is released for the screen it will appear
has not been finally determined, although
in the issue of Snappy Stories coming out
the same week.
that does seem to be the preferable form
A. E. Siegel, in co-operation with the
of release, in view of the active negotiations that are now pending between Mr.
Literary Digest, is also transferring to the
Siegel
and the representative of one of the
screen under the title of " Topics of the
more prominent releasing corporations in
Day," the pithy paragraphs from the LiterNew York.
ary Digest Magazine.
Sherry's L.Fourth
Keeneyis said
Picture
Week
that the starThis
wears fifteen
of the
WILLIAM
SHERRY SERVICE
offers for its fourth Frank A. most fashionable gowns. In the supporting cast with Miss Calvert are seen Edward
Keeney release " Marriage for Convenience," starring Catherine Calvert. E. Burns, Anna May, George Majeroni,
Blanche Davenport, Henry Sedley, Sadie
Lloyd Sheldon, author and playwright,
Leonard
and George Pauncefort.
wrote " Marriage for Convenience * especially for Miss Calvert. Mr. Sheldon is
also the author of Miss Calvert's Keeney
release, " Marriage." Sidney Olcott diAlpha Gives Trade Show
rected Marriage
"
for Convenience."
Bernard H. Mills, manager of Alpha
The story has been scenarioized in melodramatic fashion, involving incidents in Pictures, Inc., announces that his comthe whirl of upper society. The inner
pany's first independent release, Harry Mcworkings of modern society and its immorRae Webster's " Reclaimed," starring Niles
ality beneath the coat of respectability is Welch and Mabel Julienne Scott, has
revealed in dramatic episodes of Miss
brought requests from all sections of the
country for particulars on bookings and
Calvert's latest picture.
Miss Calvert has the role of Natalie
distribution. Mr. Mills is arranging for a
Rand, a society girl of the Southland. It trade showing in the near future.
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A Yarn-Fest Aboard Ship in " Ship Ahoy,"
Billy West Comedy Released by Bull's Eye
Film Second
Corporation

Picture

N e ?v s

Demand for Nazimova
Product Grows
The demand of exhibitors directing special run theatres throughout the country
for Nazimova's newest super-feature. "Out
of the Fog," based on H. Austin Adams'
stage play, " 'Ception Shoals," which Nazimova achieved such great heights in when
produced at the Maxine Elliott theatre in
New York, exceeds the most optimistic expectations of Richard A. Rowland and
Maxwell Karger, who present the Nazimova Productions.
Already every theatre devoted exclusively
to weekly runs in the United States has
booked the picture, though the majority
of the owners have not yet seen the production. This is unprecedented in the history of the industry and is due, Mr. Rowland says, to the previous high quality and
superior artistic and box-office value of
Nazimova's other pictures, " Revelation,"
" Toys of Fate " and " Eye for Eye."

Raver's
Four-Star
Combinat
ion of
Arthur
Beck, the business executive
.Raver, Producer ; Thomas, Author ;
Baird, Star, and Irving, Director,
the
new organization,
has hadand
manymanager
years'
experience
as a distributer
of New Producing Organof exchanges. He will supervise the disization
tribution and exploitation of the new
THE four-star combination in pictures,
product.
planned by Harry Raver two years
Mr. Raver contemplates six releases a
ago, has become a reality, according to
year — one every two months. The first
Mr. Raver's announcement this week that
production will be a screen version of Mr.
he has formed a four-star producing orThomas' " As a Man Thinks." He stated
ganization and will commence work immethat the first year's output had been sold,
diately on the first special feature. The
both foreign and domestic rights.
four-star combination includes Augustus
Thomas, playwright, as author ; Leah
Baird as the featured player of all fourstar productions: George Irving as diSmall Town See " Wanted
rector, and Mr. Raver as producer.
Mr. Raver is one of the pioneer producers of star dominated pictures, but
has always aimed for an even balance in
determining selling and entertainment
value. He championed the story as being
entitled to first consideration and, for thaf^
reason, his arrangement with Augustus
Thomas was made before either a director
or star was considered. Mr. Raver's faith
in the Thomas style of play is based upon
the long string of successes with which
he is credited. Mr. Thomas' war activities,
however, held up the completion of Mr.
Raver's organization until several months
ago, when the project was again taken up
and negotiations were opened with the
one director whom both Messrs' Thomas
and Raver believed fitted to take charge
of productions, George Irving.
Mr. Irving made his debut in pictures,
as an actor, when the Thomas-Raver production of " Paid in Full " was shown,
about five years ago. Six weeks later he
completed " The Jungle," after another
director had resigned in the midst of production. He later directed Ethel Barrymore's first picture, " The Nightingale,"
which Mr. Thomas wrote specially for
her. His "Witching Hour," by Mr.
Thomas : " Raffles," with John Barrymore,
and his last Artcraft production of " The
Silver King," with William Faversham,
are among the list of notable successes.
Leah Baird was selected from the list
of available leading women as being most
suitable for this production.

for Murder " Two Days
That the small-town exhibitor sees the
advantage of longer runs on special attractions, is indicated in a telegram received by the Minneapolis branch of the
Independent Sales Corporation, which
company is booking Harry Rapf's " Wanted for Murder," from Lein and Coats,
owners of the Strand in Grafton, X. D.
The telegram read :
" Wanted for Murder " went over big —
played a big house the first night, and the
second we had to turn people away, so
you can sure boost this production —
everybodv went away satisfied.
(Signed) Leix & Coats."

Lillian Hall, Leading Woman for Taylor
Holmes in the Screen Version of " Taxi "
Kenneth

Webb

Directs

Brady for Select
Select Pictures Corporation announces
that Kenneth B. Webb has been engaged
to direct Alice Brady in a forthcoming
Select Picture, the one which will follow
her latest attraction, " The World to Live
In," which is being distributed this month
as a February production. The title of
the picture on which Miss Brady and Mr.
Webb are now working has not yet been
announced, but the production itself will
have a certain amount of smart atmos-

Sylvia Bremer,
J. Stuart" Blackton's
" A Star
Houseof Divided

Miss Brady's new director is the author
and stage director of several very well
phere.
known Columbia University comic operas,
including " The Dream Girl," " The Forbidden City," " Leap Year Land."
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Bookings

Reported

on " Common Clay '
The bookings of " Common Clay " in
first-run houses bid fair to excel the unPathe. usual record of " Infatuation," according to
Following the scheduling at the Rialto,
New York, of the screen version of the
Harvard Prize Play by Cleves Kinkead,
the bookings in the New York district have
passed the previous big feature record.
The reports from the West show that
the prominent exhibitors have had only to
see it and then sign for it. Miss Ward's
popularity is also said to have been the
strong element in determining the sales.
Given a star of established popularity —
and who is especially so with the women —
and a strong, modern human play such as
A. H. Woods' production has proved on
the stage for more than three years, and
Pathe considers the combination is ideal
in its amusement and selling value.

ent to the moAN important
industry in general, and
tion picture announcem
to the exhibitor in particular, is made in a
bulletin issued by W. E. Hammons, president of the Educational Films Corporation,
wherein he states that all of the Hearst
cartoons will henceforth be distributed by
the organization of which he is president.
This important business transaction, which
is the culmination of an extensive investigation of the distributing branch of the
film business, was finally consummated the
early part of last week. The deal involves
the distribution of " The Shenanigan
Kids," " Judge Rumhauser," and the
" Happy Hooligan " cartoons, together
with a three hundred foot novelty film,
the titles of which will be written by one
of America's foremost writers of humor.
Mr. Hammon's
statement in part is as
follows
:

" The Turn in the Road," Brentwood film,
turned them away Angeles
at Quinn's Rialto in Los
Vitagraph

Sees Record in
Serial
Compilations made at the home offices
of Vitagraph of the advance bookings to
date on file at its various branch offices
for the new serial, " The Man of Might,"
featuring William Duncan, supported by
an all-star cast, including Edith Johnson
and Joe Ryan, already make it apparent
that this newest of Vitagraph's famous
chapter plays will prove by far its greatest
serial hit.
Ever since its pioneer product in this
line, " The Fighting Trail " was presented
by Vitagraph, its serial business has grown
by leaps and bounds with every succeeding offerings in that form. These justified
the expectation of a marked increase in
the immediate predecessor, but no such
early and sizeable crop of bookings.

" The Educational Films Corporation
announces that it has taken over for worldwide distribution the animated cartoons
produced by the International Film Service, Inc. The Educational Films Corporation had, up to the time of the outbreak
of Spanish influenza, been distributing the
International's animated cartoons with

George D. Wright, Whose Mexican Pictures
Are Distributed by Educational

great success. But when the situation
reached a critical stage, the Educational
ceased releasing these cartoons, and subsequently the International Film Service,
Inc., stopped making them.
" However, when the danger period had
passed, the International forces renewed
making these cartoons, and naturally they
set about looking for the best medium for
the distribution of their product. Mr.
Zittel, General Manager of the International Film Service, Inc., confided to me
that for a long time he investigated the
distributing end of the business in an effort to find the best distributing facilities,
and when he finally decided to let the Educational Films Corporation handle the cartoons he did so saying it was the best
medium for his product."
Wholesome Film Opens
New York Office
Harry E. Felstein has been placed in
charge of the newly opened New York
branch of the Wholesome Film Company
with main offices in Chicago. The New
York office is located at 729 Seventh avenue. The Wholesome Film Company specializes in the production of juvenile features. Its pictures now booking include
"Little Red Riding Hood," "Cinderella
and the Magic Slipper " and " Twinkle,
Twinkle,ZoeLittle
actress,
Rae. Star," featuring the child
Rests, Then at Work Again
Constance Talmadge started last week
on another picture for Select. When she
finished " Romance and Arabella," in
which she is presented by Lewis J. Selznick, she announced that she would take
a short vacation before resuming work.
"Romance and Arabella" is now being
distributed as a February attraction, however, and Miss Talmadge has returned to
the studio and to picture making.
The name of her forthcoming attraction
has not been decided upon.
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Production work on Eddie Polo's new
serial for Universal was begun during the
week of February 3. The title of the subject has not been announced, neither has
the nature of the play been made known.
Jacques Jaccard is the director, and Eileen
Sedgwick will be Polo's leading woman.
Harry Carey, leading man for Universal,
is planning a tour of the United States,
where he will appear in several hundred
different theatres, it is announced. The
recent tour of Eddie Polo made such a
hit, it is said, that Universal has determined to send Mr. Carey on a similar tour.
Whether other Universal stars will follow
Carey is not announced.
Following a rest of several days, Dorothy Phillips has planned to start work
immediately on a new Universal production under the direction of Allen Holubar,
which will be known as " Ambition." The
date for beginning work was tentatively
set for February 8. Her most recent production,The
"
Heart of Humanity," is now
ready for release, and it is claimed this is
the greatest picture in which she has
played.
Priscilla Dean has finished her most recent picture, " Raggedy Ann." She announced on February 5 that she is planning
a rest of several weeks before starting another production.

Production work on a new serial for
Vitagraph, starring Antonio Moreno and
Carol Holloway, has been started at the
Vitagraph studios under the direction of
J. A. Bauman. The story was written by
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph.

Margarita Fisher, American Star in " Molly
of the Follies "

Motion

Noah Beery, in the Role of Sam Wong with
Nazimova in " TheProduction
Red Lantern," a Nazimova
and Cyrus Townsend Brady. Its title has
not been announced. The company left
Los Angeles on February 5 for Tuckee.
Cal., to film some snow scenes.
R. X. Bradbury, Vitagraph serial director, was taken ill with influenza on Monday, February 3. It was not believed at
that time that the attack was dangerous.
Larry Semon, Big V Special Comedy
star, director and author, has returned
from New York, where he held a number
of conferences with Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, relative to future productions under his direction. He announces that his contract, which was originally for one year, has been extended to
three years, and that one of his first productions under the new contract will be a
comedy suggested by Mr. Smith.
Bessie Love has finished production on
her
latestbyplay,
Wishing
Man."
directed
David" The
Smith.
The Ring
title of
her
next picture has not been announced.

Complete Plan Book
Begins on
Page 1221

Picture

News

The Frank Lloyd company has about
completed production of the latest Gladys
Brockwell picture, entitled " Fifty-Fifty."
The play will be turned over to the cutting
department for titling and editing on or
about February 8, it has been announced.
One of the most recent scenes filmed in
the picture was a fierce fight between Billy
Scott and Billy Sheer, two of the principle
people in the cast. Also, a large number
of street scenes in downtown Los Angeles
have been filmed, and it is said that when
the production is thrown on the screen that
numerous people will appear in the " action " who never dreamed they would get
into the movies.
Al Ray, under the direction of Art Rosson, is about the middle of his filmplay,
" Up Against It." Rosson, it will be recalled, was at one time a director for
Douglas Fairbanks, and he will endeavor
to make the Al Ray picture one of his
best productions, it is said.
Peggy Hyland has finished production on
her latest screen vehicle. " The First Man."
The picture was finished under the direction of Lynn Reynolds, and Pell Trenton
is her leading man. It is not announced
what her next story will be.
Much comedy resulted at the Fox film
-plant during the initial week of February
when Fred Fishback started into to make
ahadcomedy
in Jail."
He
a jail called
set all" High
fitted Life
up, but
it looked
more like a drawing room than a prison
" tank." There were easy chairs, a piano,
victrola and elevators to take the men from
the " tank " to the dining room above.
Mr. Fishback's characters will in the completed picture refuse to be known as jail
birds, but as " euests " of the institution.

Elinor

Field, in Strand Comedies through
Exhibitors' Mutual
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Albert Capellani, leading Metro director
and who last week finished Madame
Nazimova's superproduction, " The Red
Lantern," will leave for New York on
Sunday, February 9, having finished his
contract with Metro, it is announced. Mr.
Capellani will organize his own company
upon reaching the eastern metropolis, it is
understood, but details of the new organization were not made known in Los Angeles this week. The picture just completed for Madame Nazimova is said to be
the most pretentious production ever filmed
on the Metro stage. The cutting and
titling began this week. It is not announced as yet how soon the subject will
be released.
Joseph W. Engle, treasurer of the Metro
company, arrived in Los Angeles on February 5 for an indefinite stay.
Emmy Wehlen, Metro star who has been
working in the East, left New York the
first week in February for Los Angeles,
and she is expected to begin work on a
new production at the West Coast Studios
at an early date. The name or nature of
her initial production at the Metro Hollywood studios has not as yet been announced.

^dramcrurit-Jtrtcmft
Ethel Clayton, working a play that has
not as yet been named, finished production
on the new subject the latter part of this
week, or on February 7. The play was
filmed under the direction of George Melford, and two prominent people in the supporting cast are Irving Cummings and Lou
Cody. It is not announced when Miss
Clayton will begin work on a new production.
Lila Lee has started work in a picture to
be directed, by Irvin Willatt, being her first
production since returning from New
York. The play has been numbered, but
not named.
Bryant Washburn co-starring with Shirley Mason has reached the middle of his
new production under the direction of
Donald Crisp. This play, in accordance
with the plan recently adopted at the Lasky
studios of not naming pictures until production is completed, has not as yet received atitle.

cJfere

and

UJiere^
Dorothy Dalton has begun work on a
new play at the Ince studios at Culver
City. It is a story by C. Gardner Sullivan,
and is a society drama. Among those included in the cast are Forrest Stanley, H.
E. Herbert, Dell Boone, Elsie Larimer and
Hal Clements. Victory L. Schertzinger is
the director. The title of the play has not
been announced.
The Mary Pickford company will transfer its activities from the Sunset studios

on Sunset Boulevard to the Brunton studios
on or about February, it was announced
on February 5. Miss Pickford's contract
calls for only one picture in her present
location, she said, although the popular impression has been that she intended to produce a number of subjects at the Sunset
studios. The Jack Pickford company is
now producing at the Brunton plant, but
it is said that his company will work independently ofthat of his sister. Production work on Miss Pickford's first picture
for First National, " Daddy Long Legs,"
will be completed within two weeks, or
just a few days before she moves to the
Brunton lot. The company during the
week of February 3 spent most of the time
on location, filming a number of scenes at
the Los Angeles Orphan Asylum.

Clara Kimball Young was taken suddenly ill on Wednesday, February 5, and did
not appear at the studio for her usual
day's work. It was announced at the time
that she suffered only from a severe attack of cold, although the rumor gained
credence at the studios that she had influenza. Miss Young had just begun production on her first play since finishing
" Cheating Cheaters," which will be titled
"The Love Quest." The story was written by Lenore Coffee, and the new picture,
it is announced, will be presented under
the personal management of Harry Garson. Monte Katterjohn assisted Mr. Garson and Miss Young in passing final judgment on the continuity. William P. S.
Earle, and his brother, Piney Earle, have
been engaged to direct the picture.
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Advance
Information
on
All
Film
Releases
All forthcoming film, also current and earlier releases, made by both the independent and the regular producers, in short subjects
as well as features, arranged alphabetically with the later releases at the ton of each respective list instead of at the bottom.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY,
(See Pathe Exchanges)

Dec.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

INC.

ARTCRAFT PICTURES
(See Famous Players-Lasky Exchanges)
BEAR STATE FILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Vigilantes
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS
(See Universal Exchanges)
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES
(See General Film Exchanges Through Sherry Service)
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY COMEDIES
(At State Right Exchange)
Feb. 24 — Welcome Home
Feb. 17 — Four of a Kind
Feb. 10 — Salvation Sue
Jan. 27 — You Couldn't Blame Her
Jan. 20 — Good Gracious Bobby
Jan. 13— Oh, Baby!
Jan. 6 — Five Hundred or Bust
COSMOFOTOFILM COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
The Hypocrites

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
6

EDUCATIONAL FILM CORP. OF AMERICA
(Through State Right and Educational Exchanges)
Mar. 3 — The Washington Air Patrol
1
Feb. 24 — What Is a Mexican?
1
Feb. 17 — A Day with Carranza
1
Feb. 10 — An Indian Love Story
1
Feb. 3 — Indian Life
1
Feb. 1 — Photoplay Magazine Screen Supplement
1
Jan. 31— Bringing the Boys Back Home (Y. M. C. A.)
1
BRUCE SCENICS
20— Before Breakfast
1
19 — Men Met in the Mountains
1
18 — Nature — Hot and Cold
1
17— The Pale Pack Train
1
16— The High Horse
1
15 — Horizon Hunters
1
14 — Nature — Rest and Motion
1
13 — The Wolf of the Tetons
1
12 — Scenic Succotash
I
11 — The Lonesome Pup
1
10 — Frozen Thrills
1
9 — Separate Trails
....1
8— Sundown
1
7— The Restless Three
1
. 6— The River Gray and the River Green
1
5 — The Wanderer and the Whoozitt
1
4— A Wee Bit Odd
-1
3 — Tales of the Tall Timber
1
2—
'Tis Tough
Tender
11.
1— The
Tides to
of BeYesterday
EXHIBITORS MUTUAL EXCHANGES
Feb. — The Prodigal Liar (William Desmond)
5
Feb. — Final Half; Cannibals of the South Seas
5
Feb. — What Every Woman Wants (Grace Darmond)
5
Mar. — A Heart in Pawn (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Mar. ■— The Lamb and the Lion (Billie Rhodes)
5
Feb. 23— What Every Woman Wants (All Star Cast)
5
Feb. 16 — Shadows (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Feb. 9 — Diana of the Green Van (Alma Rubens)
5
Feb.
Turning
B. Walthall)
Feb. —— ALong
TrickLane's
of Fate
(Bessie(Henry
Barriscale)
55
Jan. — The Eleventh Commandment (Ralph Ince Production) 5
Jan.
— Hoop-La (Billie Rhodes)
5
Jan.
— Bonds of Honor (Sessue Hayakawa)
5
Jan.
— Life's a Funny Proposition (William Desmond)
5
STRAND COMEDIES
Mar. 2— The Wig- Wag System (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 23 — Their Baby (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 16 — Almost a Hero (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 9 — Merely Marrying Mary (Elinor Field)
1
Feb. 2 — How to be Happy Though Married (Elinor Field)
1
an. 26 — Easy Payments
1
1an.
12 — Some Mother (Elinor Field)
1
Jan.
No Man's Heroes
Land
11
Jan. 195—— Accidental
(Elinor Field)
ROTHACKER OUTDOORS
Dec. 1— Peaks, Parks and Pines
1
Dec. 8 — A Maori Romance
1
Dec. 15 — Vacation Land
1

22 — Hitting the Pike
29 — High and Hungry
5 — Teetotalers, Tea and Totem i-oie.
15 — Geesers and Geysers
19 — Bulls and Bears
26— Western Stuff
2 — Doing the Dells
of God's Country
169—— AOutBitWyoming
Way

FAMOUS PLAYERS— LASKY EXCHANGES
ARTCRAFT
Mar. 23— The Girl Who Stayed at Home (D. W. Griffith's)
Mar. 16—
The Poppy
S. Hart)
Mar.
9 — The
MarriageGirl's
PriceHusband
(Elsie (William
Ferguson)
Mar. 9 — Johnny Get Your Gun (Fred Stone)
Mar. 2 — Alias Mike Moran (Wallace Reid)
Feb. 2— Breed of Men (William S. Hart)
PARAMOUNT
Mar. 30— Peppy Polly (Dorothy Gish)
Mar. 30 — Little Comrade (Vi vian Martin)
Mar. 30 — The Malefactor (John Barrymore)
Mar. 23—
23— Partners
The Sheriff's
(Charles
Ray)
Mar.
ThreeSon(Enid
Bennett)
Mar. 16 — Extravagance (Dorothy Dalton)
Mar. 16 — Three Men and a Girl (Marguerite Clark)
Mar. 9— The Poor Boob (Bryant Washburn)
Mar. 2 — Puppy Love (Lila Lee)
Mar. 2 — Good Gracious Annabelle (Billie Burke)
Feb. 23 — Maggie Pepper (Ethel Clayton)
Feb. 23 — Pain in Full (Pauline Frederick)
Feb. 23 — The Winning Girl (Shirley Mason)
Feb. 16 — Boots (Dorothy Gish)
Feb. 16 — You Never Saw Such a Girl (Vivian Martin)
Feb. 9 — Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch (Marguerite Clark)
Feb. 9 — Two Brides (Lina Cavalieri)
Feb. 9—
Son (Charles
Ray)
Feb.
2— The
Hard Sheriff's
Boiled (Dorothy
Dalton)
Feb. 2 — Happy Though Married (Enid Bennett)
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT SPECIALS
Feb. 16— False Faces (Henry B. Walthall)
SUCCESS SERIES (Re-Issues)
Mar. 30 — Sold (Pauline Frederick)
Mar.
the Rancho
(Special Cast) .'
Mar. 2316—— Rose
Rage of(Mary
Pickford)
Mar. 9 — Freckles (Jack Pickford)
Mar. 2 — Temptation (Geraldine Farrar)
Feb. 23 — Are You a Mason? (John Barrymore)
Feb.
Wilson Frederick)
(Special Cast)
Feb. 169—— Puddin'
BelladonnaHead(Pauline
Feb. 2 — The Crucible (Marguerite Clark)
ARBUCKLE COMEDD2S
Mar. 2 — Love (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
Feb. 16 — The Pullman Porter (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
Jan. 5— Camping Out (Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle)
DREW COMEDDZS
Mar. 16 — Once a Mason (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
Feb. 2 — Romance and Rings (Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew)
FLAGG COMEDIES
Mar. 30 — Beresford of the Barboons (Montgomery Flagg Film)
Feb. 2 — One Every Minute (Montgomery Flagg Film)
SENNETT COMEDD3S
Mar.
Reilly's
Wash Smithy
Day
Mar. 23—
9 — The
Village
Feb. 23 — West Lynne with Variations
Feb. 9 — Rip and Stitch — Sailors
Jan. 26 — Never Too Old (Mack Sennett Film)
BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Mar.
'.
Mar. 30
23 —— Comets
Indoor Gold
Mar. 16 — Most Popular Girl in World
Mar. 9 — Birth of a Tornado
Mar. 2 — Hatching an Eagle a Day
Feb. 23— A Kid Railroad
Feb. 16 — Hand Grenades
Feb. 9— War Brides
Feb. 2— Winter Sports
BURTON HOLMES TRAVEL PICTURES
Mar. 30 — Zamboanga
Mar. 23 — Glorious Versailles
Mar. 16 — Gay Parie in Wartime
Mar. 9 — Making Sombereros in Manila
Mar. 2 — Cabaret of Old Japan
Feb. 23 — London Plays Ball
Feb. 16 — War Women of England
Feb. 92—— American
St. Dunstan's
Feb.
Y. M.Happy
C. A. Blind
in London
FILM CLEARING HOUSE EXCHANGES
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
Dec. — Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein)
Dec. — A Romance in the Air (Bert Hall-Edith Day)

1
1
1
1.
1
11
5
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
55
5
5
5
55
5
5
5
55
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
22
2
2
2
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
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(Continued from preceding page)
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES
Dec. — Her Mistake (Julius Steger Production)
6
Dec.
— Life's Greatest Problem (Blackton Production)
6
Dec. — A Woman's Experience (Bacon-Backer Production) 6
FIRST NATIONAL EXCHANGES
My Four Years in Germany (Ambassador Gerard's)
Italy's Flaming Front (Italian Official War Pictures)
Pershing'sArms
Crusaders
Government Feature)
Shoulder
(Charlie(Official
Chaplin)
3
The Romance of Tarzan (Elmo Lincoln)
Feb. 3 — Our Teddy (Roosevelt Pictures)
5
Jan. 5— Virtuous Wives (Anita Stewart)
5
FOX FILM EXCHANGES
STANDARD PICTURES
Apr. 20—
The Siren's
(Theda
Bara)
55
Apr.
6 — Wolves
of theSongNight
(William
Farnum)
Mar. 23— Thou Shalt Not (Evelyn Nesbit)
5
Mar. 9 — When Men Desire (Theda Bara)
5
Feb. 23 — The Man Hunter (William Farnum)
6
Feb. 269 —— Woman,
Every Mother's
(all-star
cast)
Jan.
Woman Son
(Evelyn
Nesbit)
55
VICTORY PICTURES
Mch. 16 — Never Say Quit (George Walsh)
5
Mch. 2 — The Forbidden Room (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Feb.
16
—
Hell
Roarin'
Reform
(Tom
Mix)
55
Feb. 2— Luck and Pluck (George Walsh)
Jan. 19— The Call of the Soul (Gladys Brockwell)
5
Jan. 5— Treat 'Em Rough (Tom Mix)
S
EXCEL PICTURES
Apr. 6 — Married in Haste (Albert Ray)
5
Mar. 23 — The Unkissed Bride (Peggy Hyland)
5
Mar. 9 — Gambling in Souls (Madlaine Traverse)
5
Feb. 23 — Smiles (Jane and Katherine Lee)
5
Feb. 9 — The Love Auction (Virginia Pearson)
5
Jan. 26 — The Girl With No Regrets < Peggy Hyland)
5
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY
Cleopatra (Theda Bara)
8
Les Miserables (William Farnum)
8
A Daughter of the Gods (Annette Kellerman)
8
Salome (Theda Bara)
8
BIG TIME PICTURES
Nov. 24 — Why I Would Not Marry (Special Cast)
6
FOX EXTRAVAGANZAS
Nov. 24 — Ali Baba and the Forty Thieves (Special Cast)
5
Nov. 17 — Fan Fan (Special Cast)
S
THE GREAT NINE
Feb. 23 — Hoodman Blind (William Farnum)
5
Feb. 16 — The Darling of Paris (Theda Bara)
5
Feb. 9 — The Soul of Broadway (Valeska Suratt)
5
Feb.
2—
Infidelity
(Dr.
Rameau's)
55
Jan. 26 — Under Two Flags (Theda Bara)
Jan. 19 — The Broken Law (William Farnum).
5
Jan. 12 — Regeneration (Special Cast)
5
Jan. 5— The Serpent (Theda Bara)
5
Dec. 29 — Fighting Blood (William Farnum)
5
SUNSHINE AND TOM MLX COMEDIES
May 4— A Lady Bell Hop Secret
2
Apr. 20 — The House of Terrible Scandal
2
Apr. 6— Tom and Jerry Mix
6
Mch. 23 — Money Talks
2
Mch. 9— Six-Cylinder Love (Tom Mix)
2
Feb. 23 — His Musical Sneeze
2
Feb. 9— A Roman Cowboy (Tom Mix)
2
Jan. 26— Oh, What a Knight
2
Jan. 12 — Hearts and Saddles (Tom Mix)
2
MUTT AND JEFF CARTOONS
Mar. 16 — William Hohenzollern, Sausage Maker
lA
Mar. 9 — Wild Waves and Angry Woman
lA
Mar. 2— Firemen, Save My Child
'A
Feb.
25—
The
Pousse
Cafe
lA
Feb. 16 — Five Thousand Miles on a Gallon of Gas
Feb. 9 — The Bearded Lady
Feb. 2 — Landing An Heiress
Jan. 26 — Dog-gone Tough Luck
Jan. 19 — The Hula Cabaret
Jan. 12 — Here and There
Jan. 5— The Lion Tamer
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT CORPORATION
(At State Right Exchanges)
Once to Every Man (Jack Sherrill)
My Own United States (Special Cast)
Through Metro
God's Man (H. B. Warner)
9
G ARS ON-NEIL AN PRODUCTIONS
(Producing for Open Market)
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet)
9
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet)
GAUMONT COMPANY
(At State Right Exchanges)
Tuesdays — Gaumont News
Fridays — Gaumont Graphic

1
1

GENERAL FILM EXCHANGES
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
Triple Trouble (Charley Chaplin)
Behind the Lines in Italy
Conquered Hearts
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
Mar. 9 — Marriage for Convenience (Catherine Calvert)
Mar. 2 — Love and the Law (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 23 — Twilight (Doris Kenyon)
Feb. 16 — Calibre 38 (Edgar Lewis Production)
Feb. 25—— The
of a Gun
M. Anderson)
Jan.
Wild SonHoney
(Doris(G. Kenyon)
Nov. 17 — Marriage (Catherine Calvert)
Oct. 30— Red Blood and Yellow (G. M. Anderson)
BURLINGHAM TRAVEL PICTURES (Sherry Service)
The Gornergrat Railway
Lovely Lucerne
The Riviera of Lake Leman
Scrambles
the High
Allied
War inHeroes
ArriveAlps
in Switzerland
The Pilatus Railway
Unknown Switzerland (The Lotschenthal)
Facing Death on the Blumlisalp
RAINBOW COMEDIES
Hooverizing (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
The Pipe of Peace (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
The Camouflaged Baby (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
How She Hated Men (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
Some Judge (Lillian Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
My
Lady's
Slipper (Lillian
(Lillian Vera-Eddie
Vera-Eddie Bouldon)
Bouldon)
Nearly
a Slacker
AMERICAN RED CROSS
Russia a World Problem
New Faces for Old
Homeward Bound
Victorious Serbia
First Aid on the Piave
Rebuilding Broken Lives
The Helping Hand of Sicily
Kiddies
of Noto Man's
Land
Of No Use
Germany
Soothing the Heart of Italy
The Historic Fourth of July in Paris
GOLDWYN EXCHANGES
STAR SERIES
Mar. 9— The Brand (Rex Beach Cast)
Feb. 23 — The Woman on the Index (Pauline Frederick)
Feb. 16 — Sis Hopkins (Mabel Normand)
Feb. 2 — The Bondage of Barbara (Mae Marsh)
Jan. 26 — Shadows (.Geraldine Farrar)
Jan. 12 — Day Dreams (Madge Kennedy)
BENNISON SERIES
Mch. 23 — High Pockets (Louis Bennison)
Mch. 9 — Speedy Meade (Louis Bennison)
Feb. 23 — Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U (Louis Bennison)
Jan. 19 — Oh, Johnny (Louis Bennison)
SPECIALS
Mch. the2 —Freedom
The Border
(Blanche Bates-Hobart Bosworth)
For
of theLegion
World
The Manx-Man
Social Ambition
Honor's
Cross
Blue Blood
Rex
Beach's
Heartof ofthetheEast
Sunset
For the Freedom
(Betzwood)
CAPITOL COMEDEES
Feb. 23 — A Master of Music ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
Feb. 9 — Have Another ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
Jan. 26 — The Big Idea ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
Jan. 12 — You Know What I Mean ("Smiling Bill" Parsons)
GO-GET-'EM POTTS SERIES
Apr. 6 — The Midnight Alarm (
)
Mch. 23— The Potum of Swat (
)
Mch. 9 — The New Breakfast Food (
)
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY
Feb. 24 — Rough Stuff
Feb. 17 — Where "The Spirit that Won" was Born
Feb. 10 — Canada's Mountain of Tears
Feb. 3— Carrying Old Glory to the Seven Seas
Jan. 27— Hang It All
Jan. 20 — The Truth About the Liberty Motor
Jan. 13 — What Uncle Sam Will Do for Two Cents
HILLER AND WILK, INC.
Handled(Francis
in theFord
OpenSerial)
Market)'
The(Pictures
Silent Mystery
Woman
The Wrath of the Gods
The Battle of Gettysburg
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman

6
6
6
,.6
'.6S
S
S
1
1
1
I1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
11
1
1

7
S
5
5
6
5
5
5
S
5
67
7
7
67
77
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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HART, FAIRBANKS, KEENAN, TALMADGE RE-ISSUES
Fifty Fifty (Norma Talmadge)
The Social Secretary (Norma Talmadge)
The
Needle
(Norma
Talmadge)
GoingDevil's
Straight
(Norma
Talmadge)
Children in the House (Norma Talmadge)
The Drab (Frank Keenan)
Bride of Hate (Frank Keenan)
The Sins Ye Do (Frank Keenan)
Jim
Boy (Frank
(Frank Keenan)
Keenan)
The Grimsby's
Thoroughbred
The Americano (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Matrimaniac (Douglas Fairbanks)
American Aristocracy (Douglas Fairbanks)
Manhattan Madness (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Half Breed (Douglas Fairbanks)
Flirting with Fate (Douglas Fairbanks)
Reggie Mixes In (Douglas Fairbanks)
The Good Bad Man (Douglas Fairbanks)
Wolfe Lowry (William S. Hart)
The Desert Man (William S. Hart)
The Square Deal Man (William S. Hart)
The Gunfighter (William S. Hart)
Truthful Tulliver (William S. Hart)
The Return
Devil's ofDouble
S. Hart)
The
Draw (William
Egan (William
S. Hart)
The Dawnmaker (William S. Hart)
Captive God (William S. Hart)
The Patriot (William S. Hart)
HODKINSON CORPORATION, W. W.
(See Pathe Exchanges)
INDEPENDENT SALES CORPORATION
(See Film Clearing H ouse Exchanges)
IVAN FEATURE PRODUCTIONS
(At State Right Exchanges)
Life or Honor (Leah Baird-James Morrison)
Human Clay (Mollie King)
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
(See Universal Exchanges)
KLEINE SYSTEM, GEORGE
(See General Film Exchanges)
METRO EXCHANGES
Feb. 24 — Peggy Does Her Darndest (May Allison)
Feb. 17 — Johnny on the Spot (Hale Hamilton)
Feb. 10 — As the Sun Went Down (Edith Storey)
Feb. 3— Faith (Bert Lytell)
Jan. 27 — In for Thirtv Days (May Allison)
Jan. 20 — The Divorcee (Ethel Barrymore)
Jan. 13— The Gold Cure (Viola Dana)
Jan. 6— The Spender (Bert Lytell)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
— Out of the Fog (Nazimova)
ova)
(Nazim
Fate (Nazi
of
Toys
mova)
Eye for Eye(Nazimova)
Revelation
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS
The Great Romance (Harold Lockwood)
The Great Victory (Special Cast)
Pals First (Harold Lockwood)

7
5

5
S
5
5
5
5
S
S
7
'
7
6
6

News

Releases

Dec. 16 — Two Gun Betty (Bessie Barriscale)
5
Dec. 2 — The Goddess of Lost Lake (Louise Glaum)
5
MADE IN AMERICA (Series) Hodkinson
(Eight One-Reel Episodes)
Apr. 7 — Eighth, Forward Ever Forward
'.
1
Mar. 31 — Seventh, Overseas to Victory
I
Mar. 24— Sixth, The Hated K. P
l
Mar. 17 — Fifth, Building the Soldier
1
Mar. 10 — Fourth, Victory Army in the Making
1
Mar. 3— Third, The Rookie
1
Feb. 24 — Second, Nine Million Answer
I
Feb. 16 — First, Made in America
1
ROLIN COMEDIES
Apr. 13 — Just Dropped In (Harold Lloyd)
1
Apr. 6 — Ring Up the Curtain (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 30— Next Aisle Over (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 23 — Friend Husband (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar. 16— Look Out Below (Harold Lloyd)
1
Mar.
9—
I'm
On
My
Way
(Harold
Lloyd)
Mar. 2 — Hoot Mon (Stan Laurel)
11
Feb. 23— On the Fire (Harold Lloyd)
1
Feb. 16— Toto's Troubles (Toto)
1
Feb. 9— Ask Father (Harold Llovd)
1
Feb. 2 — Hustling for Health (Laurel)
1
Jan. 1912—
— Love's
Jan.
Wanted,Young
5,000 Dream
(Harold(Goulding)
Lloyd)
11
Jan. 5 — Do You Love Your Wife? (Laurel)
1
POST TRAVEL SERIES
Jan. 5 — Japan of Today (2)
r
Jan. 12 — Shanghai
r
THE LIGHTNING RAIDER (Serial)
(FifteenOland,
Two-Reel
Astra Serial Starring Pearl White, Warner
Henry Episodes
Gsell)
Apr. 13 — Fifteenth, Wu Fang Atones
2
Apr.
Cleared
Guilt
2"2
Mar. 306—— Fourteenth,
Thirteenth, the
Whiteof Roses
Mar. 23 — Twelfth, Hurled Into Space
2
Mar. 16 — Eleventh, The Bars of Death
2
Mar. 9— Tenth, The Baited Trap
2
Mar. 2 — Ninth, Falsely Accused
2
Feb. 23— Eighth, The Cave of Dread
2
Feb. 16 — Seventh, Meshes of Evil
2
Feb. 9— Sixth, The Mystic Box
2
Feb. 2— Fifth, The Brass Key
2
Jan. 26 — Fourth, Through Doors of Steel
2
Jan. 19 — Third, Underworld Terrors
2
Jan. 12 — Second, The Counterplot
2
Jan. 5— First, The Ebony Block
S
THE TERROR OF THE RANGE (Serial)
(Seven Produced
Two-Reelby Episodes
Diando) Starring George Larkin and Bessie Compson;
Mch. 16 — Seventh, Run to Earth
2
Mch. 9— Sixth, Tangled Tales
2
Mch. 2— Fifth, A Threat from the Past
2
Feb. 23— Fourth, The Midnight Raid
2
Feb. 16— Third, The Chasm of Fear
2
Feb. 9— Second, The Hidden Chart
2
Feb. 2— First, Prowlers of the Night
2
NEWS AND REVIEW REELS
Mondays — Official War Review
1
Wednesdays — Pathe News
1
Saturdays — Pathe News
1
PERRET PRODUCTIONS, LEONCE
(Producing for the Open Market)
— A Soul Adrift (Dolores Cassinelli)
— Stars of Glory (E. K. Lincoln-Dolores Cassinelli)
RAPF PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
— Wanted for Murder (Elaine Hammerstein) Ind. Sales Corp
— Sins of the Children

NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS
(See Metro Exchanges)
PATHE EXCHANGES
Apr. 6 — The Silver Girl (Frank Keenan)
Mar.
Get 'Em
Garringer
Mar. 239 —— Go
Carolyn
of the
Corners (Helene
(Bessie Chadwick)
Love)
Mar. 2 — Common Clay (Fannie Ward-Astra)
Feb.
Maid's
Baby(Frank
(BabyKeenan)
Marie Osborne)
Feb. 23—
9 — The
Todd Old
of the
Times
Jan. 26 — A Vagabond of France (Henri Krauss)
Jan. 12 — 'The Midnight Stage (Frank Keenan)
Dec. 2915 —— The
Dollv'sNarrow
Vacation
Osborne-Diando)
Dec.
Path (Babv
(FannieMarie
Ward-Astra)
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
Feb. 16 — Molly of the Follies (Margarita Fisher)
Feb. 2 — The Amazing Imposter (Mary Miles Minter)
Jan. 19 — When a Man Rides Alone (William Russell)
Dec. 29 — Fair Enough (Margarita Fisher)
HODKINSON, W. W., CORPORATION
Mar. 23 — The End of the Game (J. Warren Kerrigan)
Mar. 9 — The Forfeit (House Peters)
Feb. 23 — The Love Hunger (Lillian Walker)
Feb. 10. — Come Again Smith (J. Warren Kerrigan)
Jan. 27 — Fighting Through (E. K. Lincoln)
Jan. 20— The Law that Divides (Kathleen Clifford)
Jan. 6 — The Drifters (J. Warren Kerrigan)
Dec. 30 — The Challenge Accepted (Zena Keefe)

Film

Picture

5
55
7
S5
4
5
55
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
S
5
5

RAVER PRODUCTIONS, HARRY
(At State Right Exchanges)
— The Liberator (Maciste Serial)
SELECT EXCHANGES
Feb. — The World to Live In (Alice Brady)
Feb. — Children of Banishment (Mitchell Lewis)
Feb. — The Belle of New York (Marion Davies)
Feb. — Romance and Arabella (Constance Talmadge)
Jan. — The Indestructible Wife (Alice Brady)
Jan. — Cheating Cheaters (Clara Kimball Young)
Jan. — Who Cares (Constance Talmadge)
SPECIALS
The Hidden Truth (Anna Case)
Ruling Passions (Julia Dean-Edwin Arden)
The Midnight Patrol (Ince Production)
The Cavell Case (Julia Arthur)
The One Woman (Special Cast)
SELZNICK PICTURES CORPORATIONS
(ATo Distribution Plans Announced Yet)
— Upstairs and Down (Olive Thomas)

6

S
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
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S-L PICTURES
Virtuous Man (E. K. Lincoln) Ralph Ince Attraction
SHERRY SERVICE, WILLIAM L.
(See General Film Exchanges Outside New York State)
STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES
DOLL VAN FILM CORPORATION (CHICAGO)
(In Illinois, Indiana and Southern Wisconsin)
The Mad Lover
Public Defender
Carmen of the Klondike
The Grain of Dust
Hearts of the World
The Crucible of Life
Nine-tenths of the Law
The Belgian
The
Last Raid
ThoseZeppelin's
Who Pay
Just a Woman
DOO LEE FILM COMPANY, INC. (NEW YORK STATE)
The Woman Who Dared
The Libertine
Babbling Tongues
Married in Name Only
Her Bargain
A Man's Law
Human Clay
One Law for Both
Sins of Ambition
A Slacker's Heart
Cleopatra
The Lonesome Trail
Mothers of Liberty
Gaumont News and Graphic
Jester Comedies (Tweed Dan) once a month
The Silent
Mysteryand(Serial
in Fifteen
Two-Reel Episodes (Francis Ford
Mae Gaston
Rosemary
Theby
TRIANGLE EXCHANGES
Feb. 23 — Breezy Jim (Crane Wilbur)
Feb.
M'sieu (Baby
Osborne)
Feb. 16—
9 — Child
Secret ofMarriage
(Mary Marie
MacLaren)
Feb. 2 — Restless Souls (Alma Rubens!
Jan. 26— Unto the End (Cane Wilbur)
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
(See World Film Exchanges)
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES
BLUEBIRD PHOTOPLAYS
Mar. 3 — A Taste of Life (Edith Roberts)
Feb. 24 — The Little White Savage (Carmel Myers)
Feb. 17 — The Sealed Envelope (Fritzi Brunette)
Feb. 10 — The Millionaire Pirate (Monroe Salisbury)
Feb. 3— Sue of the South (Edith Roberts)
Jan. 27 — Who Will Marry Me (Carmel Myers)
Jan.
20— ThePRODUCTIONS
Game's Up (Ruth Clifford)
SPECIAL
Feb. 24 — The Wicked Darling (Priscilla Dean)
Feb. 10 — Creaking Stairs (Mary MacClaren)
Jan. 27 — Roped (Harry Carey)
Jan. 13 — After the War
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Feb. 10— The Heart of Humanity (Dorothy Phillips)
Nov. 18 — Borrowed Clothes (Mildred Harris
I-KO COMEDIES
Mar. 5 — A Ragtime Romance (Lynch-Smith-Dunn)
Feb. 26 — Lions and Ladies ( Hardv- Mann-Gore) .... .
Feb. 17 — Call the Cops (Billy Armstrong)
Feb. 5— Hop, the Bell Hop (Armstrong)
Jan.
It's aFreckled
Bird (Mann)
Jan. 27
22—— The
Fish (Novak)
Jan. 15 — Charlie the Little Dare Devil
CENTURY COMEDIES
Feb. 10 — Behind the Front (Alice Howell)
NESTOR COMEDIES
Mar. 3 — A Poor Prune (Sammie Burns)
Feb. 24 — The Movie Queen (Jane Berndudy)
Feb. 17 — Them Eyes (Ben Wilson-Neva Gerber)
Feb. 10 — Mixed Wives (William Farney)
Jan. 27 — He was No Lady (Vernon)
Jan. 20 — Only a Janitor (Beery)
LYONS-MORAN STAR COMEDIES
Mar. 3— Oh Ethel
Feb. 24 — Mixed Tales
Feb. 17 — His Body for Rent
,
Feb. 10— Up the Flue
Feb. 3 — Kitchen Police
Jan. 27 — Marry My Wife
Jan. 20 — Sing Rose, Sing
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS..
Mar. 8 — The Crooked Coin (Pete Morrison)
Mar. 1— Riding Wild (Helen Gibson)

7
6
7
6
6
S
5
8
7
7
55
6
2

5
55
5
5

5
5
S
5
5
S
S
6
6
6
.5
9
6
2
2
2
2
22
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

Film

Releases

Feb. 22 — Raiders of the Range (J. Warren Kerrigan)
2
Feb. 16 — Tapering Fingers (Ridgeway)
Feb. 9— A Proxy Husband (Violet Mersereau)
. .2
Feb. 2 — Sure Shot Morgan (Carey)
a
Jan. 25— The Border Terror (Mitchell)
2
Jan. 18— The Ghost Girl (Roma Drew)
2
Jan. 11 — Rosalind at the Gate (Stonehouse)
2
Jan. 4— The Secret Peril (Helen Gibson)
Y.Y.2
THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Eddie Polo.)
Mar. 3 — Sixteenth, The Knockout
2
Feb. 24 — Fifteenth, The Stolen Record
'.'.2
Fourteenth,A Flames
"9
Feb. 1710—— Thirteen,
Plunge for Life
Y.2
Feb. 3 — Twelfth, A Strange Escape
2
Jan. 27
Eleventh,A Shot
The Dagger
"o
20 — Tenth,
for Life
YY.Y.YYY.2
Jan. 13 — Ninth, The Flying Loop
......2
Jan. 6 — Eighth, The Human Ladder
.2
THE RED GLOVE (Serial)
(Eighteen Two-Reel Episodes Starring Marie Walcamp)
Mch. 17 — First, The Pool of Mystery
2
NEWS AND MAGAZINE REELS
Mondays
— Hearst News (International)
1
Wednesdays — Screen Telegram (International)
. . .I
Fridays
— Current Events (International)
..1
Fridays
— New Screen Magazine (Universal)
VITAGRAPH EXCHANGES
Mch. 31 — Fighting Destiny
T. Morey)
5
Mch. 24 — Miss Dulcie from (Harry
Dixie (Gladys Leslie
)
]]s
Mch. 17 — A Gentleman of Quality (Earle Williams)
5
Mch. 10 — The Wishing Ring Man (Bessie Love)
'5
Mch. 3— The Girl Problem (Corinne Griffith)
...'..5
and the(Harry
Mouse T.(Special-Alice
Joyce)
"5
Feb. 2417 — The
SilentLion
Strength
Morey
)
.....5
Feb.
10
—
Fortune's
Child
(Gladys
Leslie)
'5
Feb. 3— The Highest Trump (Earle Williams)
!s
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES
Feb. 24 — Damsels and Dandies
2
Feb. 17 — -Scamps and Scandal
. . .2
Feb. 10 — Soapsuds and Sap-Heads
[2
Feb. 3 — Love and Lather
.....Y.2
Jan. 27 — Footballs and Frauds
. . .2
Jan. 20 — Traps and Tangles
.....YtYYY.2
THE MAN OF MIGHT (Serial)
(Fifteen■ — Two-Reel
Starring Williamcue
Duncan)
Fifteenth, Episodes
The Res
2
— Fourteenth, The Living Catapult
..2
— Thirteenth, The Flood of Despair
.2
— Twelfth, The Volcano's Prey
2
— Eleventh, The Ship of Dread
— Tenth, Double Crossed !.!!!!!!2.2
— Ninth, The Crashing Horror
,,2
— Eighth, The One Chance
.2
— Seventh, Into the Trap
2
—Fifth,
The
Human
Shield
.2
—Sixth,
Height
of
Torment
'
'2
— -Fourth, The Gripping Hand
2
Creeping Death
......2
—— Third,
Second, The
The Leap Through Space
2
— First, The Riven Flag
..2
THE IRON TEST (Serial)
(Fifteen Two-Reel
Featuring Antonio Moreno and Carol Holloway)
Jan. 27- — Fifteenth,Episodes
Riding with Deat
h
2
Jan. 20 — Fourteenth, Desperate Odds
..........2
Jan. 13 — Thirteenth, Hanging Peril
2
Jan. 6 — Twelfth, The Span of Terror
2
Mask's Prey
' "22
Dec. 30
23—— Eleventh,
Tenth, In The
the Red
Coils
WORLD FILM EXCHANGES
Mch. 31 — The Love Defender (June Elvidge)
Mch. 24 — Hit or Miss (Carlyle Blackwell and Evelyn Greeley) 55
Mch. 17 — The Hand Invisible (Montagu
Love)
5
Mch. 10 — The Unveiling Hand (Kitty Gordon)
5
Mch. 243—— The
CrookMoral
of Dreams
"5.5
Feb.
Deadline(Louise
(June Huff)
Elvidge)
Feb. 17 — Courage for Two (Carlyle Blackwell)
5
Feb. 10 — Mandarin's Gold (Kitty Gordon)
...S
Feb. 27—
3 — The
(Montagu
Love)
' 55
Jan.
Heart Rough
of GoldNeck
(Louise
Huff)
Jan.
20— The
Bluffer (June Elvidge)
...,5
Jan. 13 — Love in a Hurry (Carlyle Blackwell-Evelyn Greeley)
5
Jan. 6 — What Love Forgives (Barbara Castleton)
5
SPECIALS
Under Four Flags (Official Government Picture)
5
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES
— Her Code of Honor (Florence Reed)
6
Feb. 23 — A Man in the Open (Dustin Farnum)
6
Jan. 26 — Adele (Kitty Gordon)
S
Jan. 5 — The Light of Western Stars (Dustin Farnum)
.....5
KINOGRAMS (News Reels)
Tuesdays — Kinograms
. ,1
Saturdays — Kinograms
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[Where advertiser is to be addressed
in care of Motion Picture News send
all replies to the office of publication, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York
City.]
SITUATIONS

PUBLICITY

WANTED

Pre89 Sheet

Man
*nQdxP.^dNews
RE
ON
TID
SI
EC
M.
DE
CONN
Whole or part time

ACCOUNTANT — Experienced accountant,
22 years of age, released from U. S.
N. R. F., desires connection as assistant
operator or publicity man. Willing to go
anywhere to start. References exchanged.
Will consider work in film exchange.
Address H. H. T., Motion Picture News.
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR— Late with Bob
Leonard, now with Canadian Engineers,
Signal Corps. Expect to be in Los Angeles in February.
years'
starting
as propertySixman
withexperience,
Wallace
Beery. Twenty-two years old. If you
want me communicate with Miss Gibsone,
Mabel Condon Exchange, Hollywood.

-Tell

SITUATIONS

Your

WANTED

CAMERAMAN—
Just completed
months'in
work with Marines
AviationsixCorps
France and Belgium. Formerly connected with Pathe, Goldwyn, Metro.
Over twenty years in photographic business. Address B. G. Mitchell, Motion
Picture News.
ADVERTISING— Wanted, position handling advertising for photoplay concern or
in responsible position directly under advertising manager. Have had extensive
experience writing ad copy as well as
practical newspaper and theatrical experience, press agenting large middle
western houses. Am 23 years old. Address J.M. M., Motion Picture News.
STUDIO WORK— Position wanted by man
who can qualify as assistant director,
technical director, casting director, studio
manager. Has had special experience on
serials. Formerly with Pathe and Astra
studios as general utility and assistant
director to Louis Gasnier and Donald
MacKenzie. Just completed fifteen
months' service in U. S. N. R. F . Address Studio, Motion Picture News.
STUDIO — Position wanted by young man
who can qualify as assistant director or
under advertising manager. Still in navy,
expecting to be discharged shortly. Graduate of technical college. Experience in
newspaper and theatrical work. Address
H. A. T., care Motion Picture News.

OPERATOR-M ANAGER— O p e r a t o r and
electrician, honorably discharged from
aviation service, wishes position as operator or manager of small house in good
town. liverFive
years'Salary
experience.
dethe goods.
and allCan
in first
letter. Address O. V. Tilton, Auditorium,
Defiance, la.

OPERATOR — Just discharged from service.
Competent operator and electrician. Five
years' experience; best of references. Go
anywhere. Salary your limit State all
first. Address Wisconsin, Motion Picture News. H. J. Brackendor, 209 South
Central Avenue, Marshfield, Wis.

SALES MANAGER— Just out of army
wishes place as sales manager and executive. Eight
practical experience
national
filmyears'
distribution,
organization,in
branch management, sales promotion,
house organs and publicity. Highest
New York references. Interview desired
to offer concrete evidence of ability and
previous accomplishments. Address B.
B. B., care Motion Picture News.

PHOTOGRAPHER — Commercial photographer, 23 years. of age, seeks opportunity to enter photographic end of motion pictures. Have had over six years'
practical photographic experience. Canadian born, educated in England and Belgium, speak French. Not afraid of working hard. What I seek is the start and
chance to learn. Address Montreal,
Motion Picture News.

Picture

Wants
SITUATIONS

News

Here
WANTED

PUBLICITY— Who has a position for a
young man, honorably discharged from
the army? Previous to signing up with
Uncle Sam I had been engaged in newspaper work and magazine writing. I am
desirous of securing a position doing publicity or advertising work. Address L. J.
B., Motion Picture News.
SALESMAN — Just received honorable discharge from U. S. Army and once more
wish to take up duties as salesman. Am
20
years ofandagecan; 3 furnish
years' experience
as a
salesman
best references
as to ability. Would be glad to take up
any other position in Film game that
would finally lead to the selling end.
Faithfully promise no A. W. O. L. Can
call at your convenience. Address M. G,
care of Motion Picture News.
SALESMAN — First class film salesman
discharged from U. S. Army. Capable
of managing exchange. Desire to locate
with reliable firm where executive ability is wanted. Highest credentials. AdNews. dress R. S., care of Motion Picture
PUBLICITY MAN— Honorably discharged
from the navy. Have had experience
writing sub-titles, film editing and arranging general advertising matter. College graduate. Moderate salary with
concern where there is chance to grow.
Address Geo. Goldberg, 52 St. Nicholas
avenue, New York City.
WANTED — Honorably discharged soldier
desires position with film company.
Nineteen years of age and can give best
of references. Address M. Laurie.
1 East 118th street, New York City.
WANTED — Honorably discharged soldier,
19, wishes place with film company, doing anything which will be appreciated
by advancement. Can furnish best references. Address James Luxemberg, 1487
Fifth avenue, New York City.
WANTED — Honorably discharged soldier
wishes employment at anything with
motion picture company. Acting preferred. Address V. Petione, 22 Prince
street. New York City.

NOTICE
FRANK
A. KEENEY
PICTURES
CORPORATION
claims the exclusive services of Miss Catherine Calvert for motion pictures, pursuant to its
written contract with her, which is still in full force and effect.
Notice is hereby given to motion

picture manufacturers,

producers

and man-

agers of our sole and exclusive right to utilize Miss Calvert's services, and of
our intention to enforce our legal rights against any and all persons, firms or corporations who may violate the same.
Dated, New York, February 6th, 19 19.
FRANK A. KEENEY PICTURES CORPORATION
FRANK A. KEENEY, President

RAY C OWENS, Sec'y. and Treas-

CLASSIFIED

DIRECTORY

FOR

SALE
Theatres

Projection

airs

Machines

Converters

Spot Lights
Ticket Machines,

Th eatres

Lamera

Positions

Projectionist,

etc,

WANTED

This
where
Second

CLASSIFIED
you

ADVERTISING

Man
etc.

SECTION

is the only place

can state your desires and get a come back.

hand goods nnd a market.

Jobs are located.
Theatres

are sold and rented.
Rate

4c per word

—

Cash
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That's easy! — you say — there is but one choice — anyone would
color, depth, because it's more realistic and natural.
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contrast,

The two illustrations show the difference in scenic effect of the same picture, one projected on an ordinarv
screen, and the other on the wonderful

ARGUS

CRYSTAL

new type of screen, and the results it assures, cannot be classed with any other — it is entirely different,
and better. The screen is made of tiny crystals which
look like very small pearl beads. The beads absorb and reflect light from the projection machine in such a way as to
give greatest depth of focus, color, realism and charm to the
pictures. It eliminates "fade-away " ; insures bright, clear
pictures when viewed from almost any angle, and will make
every seat in your house a good seat. The Argus Screen may
be washed with warm water without streaking — it will last
for years.
Use of the Argus Crystal Bead Screen in your theatre —
making your reel life more real — will cause your patrons to
appreciate the pictures more ; secure favorable comment ; the
people will go to the " movies " more often ; and
THIS

they

will

because

prefer

your

BEAD

While comparatively new, the Argus Crystal Bead Screen
has already been installed in many high-class picture theatres.
Usually an exhibitor will arrange for one after seeing the actual results in comparison with ordinary screens.
It is a wonderful screen, and offers you a wonderful opportunity to get much good free publicity, better attendance and
more profit.
Be the first in your locality to adopt this progressive idea.
It will pay you well. Just fill in and mail the coupon below
for further information and details.
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823 Prospect

of the better projection

Just a feiv comments from exhibitors who are using the Argus
Crystal Bead Screen:
My patrons
unanimous
the clearness
of my pictures.
I "consider
the are
purchase
of theIn their
Argus praise
Screenof the
best investment
I have
ever made."
" Our electrical engineers tested this and several other screens and decided in favor of the Argus screen as being by far the best."
tried curtain
quite a wenumber
of different
cur'ains
at all
fact,
this" I ishave
the fifth
have installed
in our
theatre,
so prices.
you may Inrealize
that the best is none too good for our patrons. The Argus Screen is satisfactory in every respect."
"
We
installed
ArguswarmBeadwater
Screen
months
ago and have
washed this
screenan with
and six
flushed
it thoroughly
with since
hose,
and it is just as good today as when it was installed. We think it is the
best screen that money can buy. Projection cannot be beat. Buying of this
screen is money well spent."
" We cheerfully and heartily recommend the Argus Screen to the Moving
Picture Exhibitors in general on account of its 80% more clear efficiency."
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Devoted to the technical branches of the motion picture
industry, containing records of the latest accomplishments
in the mechanical and scientific field; projection helps, inventions and suggestions; camera devices analyzed and
commented upon; musical cue sheets for important feature
pictures; improvements and innovations in the building and
furnishing field.
No charge is made in these departments for answering
I questions of any nature. Correspondence is invited.
1 E. Kendall Gillett
Editor
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union has jurisdiction over all men within its territory. Itis constantly in touch with these men. At the
regularly monthly meetings these members gather together for business purposes, and a part of that program could easily include a short discussion on some
new product in the motion picture field.
" A government can establish standards only in accordance with present knowledge. Those standards
will be good or bad according to the intelligence of the
men working within a certain territory, for whom the
standards were compiled. If the unions, which we all
agree hold the best men in the industry, would so educate the majority of their members to be worthy of a
high standard, governments will not be slow to see the
need of improved methods nor behind the times in
putting them into force.
" In closing, Mr. Editor, I would like to ask for
more discussion on this subject. W. B. Allen seems
to want to shift the responsibility onto the shoulders
of others outside the unions. Unions have been the
means of raising the standard of projection to what it
is today ; it is only logical to include that unions can
now make a government high standard possible."

f
\
\
|
\
That a province, a State or a city can arrange examina§
tions to be passed by all applicants before they are given a
1 license which allows them to operate a projection machine
f
\ is only right. This should be done, but the actual classification of the applicant is not the duty of the authorities,
f for all they can do is to set a certain examination, which
when passed proves nothing except that the questions have
been answered in a sufficiently satisfactory manner. Preparation for this examination may have taken a week or a
month, or the applicant may have walked in, taken a chance
Where Is the Responsibility?
and gotten through — a case of good luck.
' The union, however, is to our mind in a better position.
THINGS are progressing very nicely. We have been
They know their members personally. They know the
able to publish during the past few weeks letters
from various men who are well posted and have
ability of each one. They know how much actual experience each man has had. They know how much interest
definite ideas as to how efficiency in the projection room
each takes in his work. They know whether a certain man
should be improved.
is shiftless and is a time-clock worker, or whether he works
That improvement is necessary is a foregone conclusion
with the good of the theatre at heart — in other words,
and is acknowledged, but how it should be brought about
whether Jones is a real man or whether Smith is a piker.
is a question to be further discussed.
Trouble among themselves ? Why should there be ? The
Whether this grading or classification should be forced
union stands for the maximum of efficiency and will not
by the authorities or whether it should come from within
stand for the man who is a vandal or time-clock puncher,
the I. A. T. S. E. or other organizations embracing the proas we understand it. Why, therefore, should they object
s
question.
jectionists ithe
to refusing a card to the inefficient, the loafer or the man
We are fortunate in being able to publish herewith a letcarried along by the organizations at the exter from Mr. P. Barber, the Electrical Inspector, and a who ispensebeing
of the rest.' Personally, we think that locals in genr
man of authority among the motion picture theatres in the
eral would refuse, for unless we are much mistaken, they
Province of Alberta, Canada. Mr. Barber has had the opare working for greater ability among their members.
portunity of observing first-hand conditions as they exist
Why, therefore, should they hesitate to elect or appoint
and through talking with projectionists has absorbed their
a
committee
whose duty it would be to pass on the ability
attitude toward their work :
of its members and grade them. There certainly could be
no hard feeling, for justice would be done. All criticism
" In the News of February 1 there is a letter from
would be done away with and we would have men in the
W. B. Allen, of this city. I wish to reply to that letter
projection rooms of the various theatres whom we would
by way of adding a few words to the discussion started
know had ability.
by H. T. O'Brien, of the Westinghouse Company.
Experience should be demanded. Every man who holds
" Mr. Allen and I have been intimately acquainted
his card should have spent a certain length of time as an
for a number of years, and in thanking him for menapprentice under an experienced man. This would be a
tion of my name would say that if all projectionists
guarantee
that the holder of a card had the practice neceswere as progressive as he is, producers, exchangemen
sary before he took charge of the machine.
and exhibitors would have much less to complain about
It is a case of the public safety. The safety of your
than they have at present.
families and our families as well as the very family of the
" With his letter, though, I do not fully agree. It is
projectionist in the projection room. Ability, knowledge
my belief that improvement is entirely in the hands of
and practice should be demanded by the entire industry
local unions. The union is in a position to educate its
and particularly by the union.
members as a whole, either by general debate, instrucWhat do you think ?
tion classes, or by lectures given by outsiders, such as
E. K. Gillett.
power house engineers or equipment experts. The

I
I
1
1
I
1
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Effect on the Positive Crater of the
D. C. Arc
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By G. F. Benkelman
Speer Carbon Company
IN the various magazines devoted to the moving picture industry
the subject of the relationship of the brightness of the positive
crater of the D. C. arc with the current has been discussed from
time to time by operators and projection engineers. Some of the
opinions held by authorities on the D. C. arc are : That the

•
a
•
%S
• 3

luminom etc h
Test Plate

J.

>

>

.3 T

amount of light per unit crater area is independent of the
current used for the same kind of carbons. Increasing the
current on a D. C. arc increases the candlepower per unit
crater area and also the crater area.
Mr. Blondel * said that although the maximum brilliancy of
the crater was independent of the current flowing in the arc,
yet that the average brilliancy of the incandescent portions increased both with the intensity and density of the current, until
the crater was well saturated. If, he said, the value of the
current be suddenly varied, the intrinsic brilliancy undergoes a
temporary and very appreciable variation which may reach 10
per cent and which diminishes gradually until the dimensions of
the crater are so altered as to restore the surface of emission

• " The Electrician," 1S93, Vol. 32, Pp. 117. 145, 169.
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to the value it ought to have for the new current. He considered that the heating of the crater only took place at the
surface, and that the temperature of volatilization was only
reached by a very thin superficial film.
The following article deals with the subject which will be of
interest not only to the technical man, but gives many practical
operation conditions to the operator in the moving picture projection room.
In making the tests described in this article, the carbons were
burned in a Standard moving picture lamp house. The condensers were omitted allowing the light to go from the positive
crater unobstructed to the test plate whose center coincided with
a horizontal line extending to the center of the positive crater.
Figure 1 shows the exact set-up. The angle of the positive
crater and the separation of the carbons were maintained in the
same relative position, by noting the coincidence of the image
of the carbons through a pin hole in the side door on a screen
with established marks. About two inches from the pin hole,
a condenser was mounted and this served to sharpen the picture
of the arc and the crater on the screen. The candlepower of
the arc taken from the test plate as shown in Figure 1 was
measured by a MacBeth illuminometer. To transform the alternating current supply to direct current for the D. C. arc, a Martin
140-ampere rotary converter was used. This machine delivered
a constant D. C. potential of eighty volts, and series resistance
was used to keep the arc steady. Very steady operating conditions were thus obtained, which were very necessary to get
uniformity in results.
Two standard grades of projector carbons, A and B, which
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have been used by thousands of operators throughout the country, were tested and in all cases, Hold-Arks were used for the
negative carbons. For the and 24 size of positive carbons,
size 7/16 Hold-Ark was used, while for the % size positive carbon a I/2 Hold-Ark was used.
Curves No. 1080 and 1081 show the relation between candlepower and amperes. It is to be noted that the candlepower of
the Y% carbon is greater than the 54 and that the is greater
than the i/% at the same current. A reason why the smaller carbon might have a higher candlepower is, that the radiating surface and the cross sectional area of the larger carbon is greater;
consequently, more heat is conducted and radiated away from
the crater. The crater area for the same current increases with
increasing size of carbons as is seen in curves 1082 and 1083;
therefore, the amount of light per unit crater area decreases with
increasing size of the carbon, assuming that the mean hemispherical candlepower is proportional to the candlepower in the
one direction taken, and the test plate utilizing only a portion
of the light frOm the crater will have a higher intensity projected upon it, the smaller the size of the source. Let it be
understood, however, that the amount of light or the intrinsic
brilliancy per unit crater area of the different sized carbons
should be very nearly the same when the craters are well
saturated.
To prove in another manner that the smaller sized carbon has
a higher candlepower at the same current, two arcs were burned
simultaneously, so that the light from either arc could be thrown
upon the test plate. When the light from a ^, ^ or ^ positive,
burning at the same current, was compared with the light from
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the standard lamp in the illuminometer, a very decided difference
was noted. The light from a % carbon was even brighter than
a 54 though burning at a somewhat lower current.
The interesting part for the projectionist is shown in the
curves 1080 and 1081 that the most efficient illumination is obtained when the carbon is burned just below its penciling point.
By penciling point is meant that current which will heat the carbon to redness its full length from the crater to the holder, so
as to cause it to oxidize or burn to a smaller diameter than the
original carbon. See figure 2.
For the two grades of carbons A and B which were tested,
the penciling points were found to be sixty-five amperes for
eighty for Y$ and 100 for %. Figure 2-A shows a carbon just
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starting to pencil while figure 2-B shows the carbon fully
penciled.
Noticing curve 1081 again it will be seen that burning a $i
carbon at sixty amperes will produce the same illumination as a
54-inch carbon at sixty-nine amperes, therefore, it would be
unwise to produce poor economy by using a 34-inch at sixty-nine
amperes, but the transverter should be made to give sixty amperes for 5^-inch carbons of the same grade. Not only does the
H-inch carbon produce the same light at sixty amperes as the
54 at sixty-nine but the lens system will utilize more of the light
from the ^5-inch carbon due to the fact that the smaller the
source of light the greater the efficiency of the lens system.
Curve 1083 shows that the crater area of a 54 carbon at sixty-
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nine amperes is greater than the % carbon at sixty amperes.
To give grade A and B carbons a rating as to current would
,be as follows : Fifty-five to sixty amperes use a Y% carbon,
seventy-five to eighty use a Y\ and ninety to ninety-five use a %
For instance, suppose a machine gave a current of seventy amperes, what carbon should be used? A §^ carbon should be used,
stepping the machine down by suitable series resistance or voltagecontrol to sixty amperes. In other words, to get efficiency the
carbon should be burned between the limits given. For the propectionist to find the correct current to burn his carbon, he should
by increasing the current on a particular size of carbon find its
penciling point, and then use a current of five less. Another
statement can be made like this. Burn a carbon at the maximum
current it will stand without penciling.
No definite rule can be given as to the current ratings of the
different makes of projector carbons, for every grade will have
a different penciling point, depending on the specific resistance and
the composition of the carbon. A carbon whose specific resistance
is high will have a low penciling point, while if specific resistance
is low the opposite is true.
The relation of crater area to amperes as shown bv curves 1082
and 1083 is very interesting. The crater area increases with
current and at the same current and voltage the larger carbon
has the larger crater area. When the penciling current is exce ded, itcauses the crater to overlap the end of the carbon and
a condition of unsteadiness will occur. Figures 3 and 4 show the
effect of current on the size of the crater area.
The arc voltages are 13/32 arc length varying with current as
on curves 1084 and 1085 shows that it increases with current,
which is an unusual condition. Generally the D. C. arc, especially the D. C. street-lighting arc has an arc voltage curve which
decreases with current. Many points were taken to determine
arc voltage for the different currents and also for the different
sized carbons. It would seem that different arc voltages for the
•different sizes at the same current should have been obtained,
but with the large variation it was impossible to plot an individual curve for each size.
The efficiency curves also on curves 1084 and 1085 give an idea
as to the tendency of the efficiency of the arc. The watts per

^
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70
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80

Amperes
candlepower are very low and do not represent the true value
due to the fact that the candlepower was taken in on. direction
only, and is not the mean hemispherical candlepower. However,
assuming that the mean hemispherical candlepower is proportional to the candlepower taken, these curves again verify the
statement previously made, that the maximum efficiency is obtained from a given sized carbon when it is burned just below
its penciling point. The 34 carbon curve on No. 1085 curve plate
shows that burning it at sixty-nine amperes would be very poor
economy.
Curves 1086 and 1087 show the relative burning or consumption
rates of the different sizes. The cu» . e marked cubic inches per
hour for 34 and % gives the consumption rates on a volume
basis. The values have been calculated from the individual burning rates of the 24 and Y% and the amount consumed for each
current was practically the same for each sized carbon. A single
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curve was therefore drawn to represent the volume of carbon
consumed for each current.
The burning rate of the H grade B carbon in cubic inches
per hour at sixty amperes is less than that of a ^ at sixty-nine,
still the same horizontal candlepower is produced from carbon at
the respective currents given. Another economy is then added in
favor of the % at sixty amperes, besides the power input, namely
the amount of carbon consumed is less.
The points brought out in the discussion of the curves can
be summarized as follows :
1. Candlepower is directly proportional to the current within
the limits of operating range.
2. Within the working range candlepower decreases with increasing size of carbon, at a given current.
3. The maximum efficiency is obtained, when a carbon is
burned just below its penciling point.
4. Crater area is directly proportional to the current for a given
size carbon and increase with the size of the carbon at the same
current.
5. The arc voltage increases directly with the current.
6. The volumetric burning rate of carbons varies directly with
the current and is independent of the size of the carbon at a
given current.
Bernard Schneider Dies at Age of Fifty-one
ONE of the real pioneers of the motion picture industry departed from our midst on January 24, at the age of 51 years,
after an extremely active life, that produced remarkable results
in the art. Owing to the wonderful inventive ability of Eberhard
Schneider the cinematographic business has been greatly benefited
by his many inventions, which numbered 50 and on which 38 patents have already been issued and the balance are now pending.
Mr. Schneider was born in Breslau, Germany, March 15, 1868,
and came to this country in the latter part of 1895. He became a
citizen of the United States in 1905 and as such was a firm supporter of the United States Government in word and deed.
Mr. Schneider's career was a remarkable one and he was experienced in all lines of the business, having connected himself with
the Wonderscope Company in April, 1896, then with the Eden
Musee in December of the same year, where he operated the Joly
Cinematograph, the first machine in use at the Eden Musee. He
also developed and perfected his first projecting machine during
the Eden Musee engagement and used it there until the end of
1898. The press of those days quite frequently mentioned the results produced on the screen at the Eden Musee by Schneider's
first projector.
He then became a general exhibitor in the various theatre circuits throughout the East, meanwhile giving close study to the
problems in the art and producing many devices of great benefit
to the motion picture industry. Tiring of the exhibiting business,
he decided to devote his entire time and energy to developing and
and benefiting the business and started a laboratory and workshop at 175 East 96th Street, New York City, in 1904. This was a
very small place and in five years his business increased so that he
(-continved on page 1215)
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Fog

By J. I. Crab tree
(Continued from last week)
A THIRD cause of fog is mixing the developer too hot. Heat
accelerates the rate of oxidation of the developing agent especially after the carbonate is added, and if the concentration of
carbonate is high, even if the developer is mixed in the right
order, it will give fog if mixed warm. In the case of developers
containing no bromide used for testing the quality of plates and
for developing under-exposed negatives, it is absolutely necessary
to mix the developer with cold water if a minimum of fog is
desired.
. . .
~ . . . ..
Oxidation products are usually formed in the developer on
keeping, though most developers will keep for a long time if
kept thoroughly stoppered in a full bottle free from air.
A developer should at all times be as colorless as possible. In
the case of an elon-hydroquinone developer, the fog produced
usually varies in proportion to the color.
C. Impurities in the Chemicals Used.
Fogging agents may be present as impurities in the chemicals
used as follows :
(1) Oxidized products of the developer formed during manufacture. If the elon, hydroquinone, or pyro used is strongly colored the presence of fogging agents may be suspected, though
some colored samples do not give any more fog than colorless
ones. The way to test a developer for fogging tendency is to
mix two developers according to the same formula, one with
the sample, the other with a pure sample and to develop unexposed strips of motion picture positive film, noticing the time
required
for fogis tothen
justinappear
at 70° ratio
F. The
fogging
the developers
the inverse
of the
times power
requiredof
to produce fog.
(2) Impurities in the developer.
Many metallic compounds such as salts of copper and tin, metallic sulphides, etc., exert a powerful fogging action even when
present in very minute quantities. Less than .01% of copper sulphate when added to an elon hydrochinon developer will cause
fog on most positive emulsions. The precise action of such a
minute trace of copper is not thoroughly understood, presumably
it acts as a catalytic agent in accelerating the rate of oxidation.
Red rubber tubing when used for conveying developing solutions
is a common cause of fog owing to the solvent action of the carbonate in the developer on the antimony sulphide present as a
filler in the rubber.
Stale sulphite which contains sodium sulphate will cause fog
indirectly, since the deficiency of sulphite will allow oxidation to
proceed more easily.
Dissolved salts present in the water used for mixing the developer, unless of the above nature, seldom produce fog.
IV. Effect of Exposure and Time and Temperature of Development.
(a) When silver bromide is developed to metallic silver with
a hydroquinone carbonate developer, sodium bromide is formed
in proportion to the amount of silver developed.
In cases of full exposure, therefore, an appreciable amount of
bromide accumulates in the developer and this restrains the formation of chemical fog. This can be shown experimentally by
developing an unexposed and a fully exposed plate side by side
in separate trays, for, say, 10 mins., when the unexposed plate
will be seen to be fogged more than the unexposed portions of
the negative. The extent of the restraining action of the bromide thus formed depends ot^ the volume of the developer used,
so that in order to reduce its effect to a minimum, a generous supply of developer should always be used and the developer well
agitated.
(b) Fog appears after a certain definite time interval after

development commences, depending on the nature of the developer, the emulsion and the temperature, and then continues to
increase proportionally with the time of development. If the
volume of the developer is small the bromide formed as a product of development will of course retard the production of fog
as explained above.
As a general rule the temperature of the developer should not
exceed 70° F. nor should 'development be unnecessarily forced in
case of underexposure, because after the maximum contrast has
been secured, that is when the latent image is fully developed,
fog still continues to form. An ideal developer is therefore one
which gives the maximum contrast before the emulsion begins
to fog, and such a developer can only be found by trial with the
particular emulsion used. As mentioned above, paraminophenol
(Kodelon) most nearly approaches this ideal condition with
negative emulsions, even at temperatures above 70° F.
Methods of Compensating for Chemical Fog.
(a) The amount of fog produced by a developer may be reduced by adding a soluble bromide or iodide to the developer
before use. The precise action of a salt like potassium bromide
is not thoroughly understood though it may be explained from
physico-chemical considerations, the added bromide diminishing
the solubility product of the silver bromide which is about to
be developed. Potassium iodide probably converts a portion of
the
silver bromide grains to silver -iodide, which develops with
difficulty.
(b) If the emulsion tends to give fog this may be compensated for by adding bromide or iodide to the developer as above,
though in the case of photographic paper the color of the developed image is affected.
It is also possible to treat gaslight paper in a bath consisting
of a mixture of potassium bichromate and sodium chloride, afterwards washing and drying, thereby converting any fogged silver
grains to the unfogged condition, through the process diminishes
the general light sensitiveness of the emulsion.
Dichroic Fog.
This is a particular kind of fog which occurs only on negative
plates, films and lantern slides as a more or less uniform veil
over the gelatine coating. When examined by reflected light
the deposit appears yellowish green, while by transmitted light
it appears reddish pink, hence the name " dichroic fog," which
means " two-colored fog."
When examined under the ultra microscope the fog is seen to
consist of ultra microscopic particles, which by chemical analysis
have been shown tq consist of metallic silver. The size of the
particles determines their color by transmitted light, a fog which
is red in color consisting of very small particles.
Dichroic fog may be formed either in the developer or in the
fixing bath. In order that the deposition of the fog may take
place in the developer some solvent of silver bromide, such as
hypo, ammonia or an excess of sulphite or carbonate must be
present, when under certain conditions the dissolved silver is
reduced to metallic silver in a very fine state of division, particularly inthe shadow portions of the negative, where no bromide
is liberated during development.
Fine-grained emulsions in which the grains of silver1 halide are
very small and therefore more readily soluble are most susceptible to this form of fog, especially if the development is forced,
but the fog may be prevented by the addition of a little potassium iodide to the developer.
The difference between the cause of sulphite fog and dichroic
fog appears to be merely a question of the time interval between
solution and reduction of the silver.
The formation of the fog most generally occurs during fixing,
especially if the fixing bath does not contain acid or if it is old
and exhausted, when it contains an excess of dissolved silver and
spent developer. It is possible to obtain dichroic fog with a fresh
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solution of plain hypo, in which case the silver salt dissolved by
the hypo is reduced to metallic silver by the developer carried
over by the plate to the fixing bath. This is especially true if
the gelatine coating of the plate is abnormally thick and if
the developing and fixing solutions are warm. In such a case
the developer does not have time to diffuse out of the gelatine
film before the hypo begins to dissolve away the silver bromide.
A fixing bath containing ammonium chloride (which is added
to accelerate the rate of fixing) will give dichroic fog unless
the bath is kept acid, in view of the ammonia liberated by the
action of the alkali in the developer carried over by the plate.
Dichroic fog never occurs in the fixing bath if a fresh acid
bath is used and if the plate is rinsed before fixing. If dichroic
fog still persists when using an acid fixing bath at a temperature not above 70 deg. F. the trouble lies in the developer.
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you
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Bernard Schneider Dies
(Continued from page 1212)
was compelled to enlarge his quarters and moved to 109 East 12th
Street, where he occupied two floors and basement until August,
1910. He was then compelled to look for larger quarters and purchased the five-story building at 219 Second Avenue, which he outfitted as one of the most complete plants for the producing of cinematographic machinery and in connection had a film laboratory
seldom equaled. This establishment was most ideal and to his
liking, giving him every opportunity to place before the public the
creations of his fertile brain and from this place came some of the
wonderful results of his invention, namely,, the camera which enabled you to take 500 pictures per second, and also the single lamp
dissolving machine.
To have met Mr. Schneider you would at once realize that he
was a thorough gentleman, a genius and a scholar, who was able
to speak on the merits of the industry in which he was so deeply
interested, from any viewpoint you desired to question or discuss.
The business created by Eberhard Schneider will be continued
by Mrs. Schneider, who has been closely interested in her husband's inventions and also by his son, Eberhard Schneider,
Jr., who was associated with his father in later years and who also
has shown marked ability in the electrical and mechanical field connected with the industry and bids fair to sustain the reputation
r ade by his father.
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Wonderful

Example

of Appropriate Motion Picture Music
sentiments of the audience. During the tank scene in the Newrs
I S the word " music " if employed as an accompaniment to the
Weekly, the orchestra played " Ragging the Scale," a composi* motion picture an " infant" or has it reached the stage of " pertion belonging to the class of overnight hits; one of those numfection?" "Yes," and "No." It all depends where you are and
what elements are influencing your decision.
bers which would prompt the majortiy of any audience to condemn those who performed it to the stone age, and although
Ninety per cent of our American picture houses will force a
" Ragging the Scale " belongs to the popular class of musical
decision of condemning the word " music " into the stages of in- literature
which creates a riotous hit on Monday and dies on
fancy. The balance of ten per cent, especially such houses as
Wednesday, it was nevertheless the most clever selection of muthe Rivoli, Rialto and Strand of New York City, will beyond any
sic during the entire show. The musical construction of this
doubt
the * fact
that " music
as perfection.
an accompaniment to
picturesestablish
has reached
its highest
degree" of
number is known to everybody, and I don't believe it is necessary to talk about it. During the crawling ups and downs of
Most of the musical directors and exhibitors who are taking
the giant tanks, the trombone played the ups and downs of the
active part in the lay-out of their musical programmes are to my
chromatic scales which predominate that composition, going up
knowledge, or in the greater majority of instances, using facial
value or the dominating action of the picture as a guide to de- and down with the rising or falling tanks, and adjusting its
tempo in perfect unison with the movement of the tanks.
termine the character and selection of music. It is most natural
How many leaders would dare to accompany a scenic with sucb
that during a chase, a galop must be played, or during the portrayal of a common Western barroom scene, a rag or one-step
compositions as " La Cinquantaine," by Gabriel-Marie, or " Ave
is found appropriate.
Maria," by Schubert, numbers of bygone days, condemned by
those who are striving to appear musically educated by discussing
This is the "ninety per cent way"; the system which creates
an atmosphere of the piano and drum days, when the drum
the modern Russian Korsakow or the up-to-date Victor Herbert.
was the spoken word of the silent drama. It is the method that It is this old stuff which mothers have sung alongside of cradles
that makes an audience forget the shattered world and creates
was employed in the old school of " nickel showmanship."
an atmosphere of unpremeditated happiness. It is the music that
S. L. Rothapfel, the wizard of constructive and refined photothe people know, and no exhibitor will ever reach the acme of
play presentation, is the man who is, if not solely, at least more
than partly responsible for the fact that music in the motion pic- success, unless he is able to parallel his mind, his sentiments,
thoughts and feelings with those of his audience.
ture theatre cannot be condemned into the stages of infancy. He
I earnestly suggest to every exhibitor who is in doubt as to the
is the man who has created this system of selecting a musical
accompaniment solely guided by the thoughts, feelings and senti- above statement that he visit such houses as the Rivoli, and convince himself that there is really no other way of reaching the
ments of his audience. S. L. has resigned from the post of guiding the destinies of two of the greatest motion picture theatres, height of perfect film presentation. — The Editor.
the pride of New York's Broadway (Rialto and Rivoli), but the
good work is being continued by Hugo Riesenfeld.
Review of Latest Musical Compositions
The editor of these columns who has had the pleasure of at—
"
Razz-Berries-Jazz."
One Step. The boys say " There
tending last week's performance at the Rivoli was fully convinced
has never been anything like it since ' Too Much Mustard/
that Riesenfeld's system is worth prevailing, although Rothapfel
York).
by Frank Banta, Jr. (Richmond, 149 W. 45th street, New
has left. The musical accompaniment to "BREED OF MEN"
was a masterpiece and the acme of perfection. It represented
in every detail the feelings and thoughts of the vast audience.
— " Rainy Day Blues Jazz." Fox Trot. You've had all kinds
of blues but this is the one with real " Pep." By Frank
It was a typical William S. Hart production. It was all "he and
Warshauer.
(Richmond.)
*
his horse." I particularly remember one Arizona gambling scene
where Hart has lost all his money and the other member of the 3—" Bone Dry Fox Trot," by Van Campen Heilner. This
card game persuaded him to stake his horse. The musical acnumber by the composer of the famous " Get Off My
companiment which was of a sinister character during the
Foot " fox trot, is already making its mark with the New York
gambling scene immediately changed to a pathetic and sentimental
dance orchestras. Its style is an absolute contrast to " No
melody, although the gambling was still in process. Everybody
Conversation " fox trot. Although modest, we are in justice
knew how painful it would be for Billy to part from his horse,
compelled
to say New
it's aYork.)
smashing hit. (Chappel & Co., 185
Madison avenue,
and the audience surely thought of that. At least, I did. Harm's
mournful and facial expressions during the tense moments of 4—" Madelon, I'll Be True to the Whole Regiment." English
decision, and the thoughts of the audience who fully sympathized
version of the celebrated French soldiers' song, " Quand
and understood him, were the factors. which influenced the muMadelon," One Step. The song the boys sang in the trenches
and the song they will sing upon their return home. (Jerome
sical selection, and not the facial value or dominating action
H. Remick & Co.)
(gambling scene) of the picture itself. The pathetic musical accompaniment was therefore most appropriate.
— " Valse Boston," by R. Drigo. You hear it everywhere.
The slow waltz sensation of the season. Based on the
In another scene where Hart found out that the girl he loves
was forced out of her home, an act in which he registers deterworld famous " Drigo Serenade." Don't fail to program it.
(Carl Fischer, Cooper square, New York.)
mination (as only Hart can do) to bring the man responsible for
this action to justice, the orchestra played a hurry. Again the
— " Pahjamah " — Oh, Mr. Leader, don't waste a minute.
Rush your order for this Oriental, musical, novelty (fox
music represented the thoughts of the audience, because everytrot, one step, intermezzo). Those who have heard it exclaim,
body knew that he (Hart) was out for trouble, and everyone
was aware of the fact that Billy does not adjust matters in a
" A bigger hit than ' Indianola.' " (J. W. Stern & Co., 102^4
W. 38th street. New York.)
way to require music for a death scene. These are but two instances which distinctively establish the fact that the Rivoli was
7—" Fireflies," by Chas. K. Harris. The new " 1919 " waltz.
The composer speaks for this number. (Chas. K. Harris,
nothing
but
a
Fata
Morgana
of
the
people's
thoughts
and
feelings.
Columbia theatre bldg., New York.)
Not only for the feature, but also on the scenic and the rest
— " My Cairo Love " — An Egyptian Serenade by the writers
of the programme, the musical accompaniment interpreted the
of " Jealous Moon " and " My Paradise." It has that
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genuine Oriental flavor combined with an irresistible haunting
melody that makes it wonderful for concert or dance. The
best Oriental number of the year. (Sam Fox, Cleveland,
Ohio.)
— " When the Boys Come Home," by Oley Speaks. America's heart song at the war's end. Every band and orchestra in the United States ought to play it. A rousing march.
(G. Schirmer, 3 E. 43d street, New York.)
1A— " Dear Old Pal of Mine." The song by Lieutenant Gitz
*J Rice, made famous by John McCormack, arranged as a
waltz. (G. Ricordi & Co., 14 E. 43d street, New York.)
Kisses." Valse D'Amour. The waltz with the melody
11 — "that
no one can forget. It is haunting, lingering,
dreamy. A craze from coast to coast. The waltz that everybody is humming; you hear it everywhere. Go where you
you like, but give them " Kisses " Waltz
will,
every play
day. what
(Sam Fox.)
12 —"You Can't Beat Us If It Takes Ten Million More."
The doughboys' answer to the kaiser, by Ernest RBall — great one step, introducing " For Dixie and Uncle Sam."
(Carl Fischer- Witmark, Orchestra and Band Department.)
Another Inquiry About the American Society
of Authors, Composers and Publishers
Musical Editor,
Motion Picture News.
Dear Sir :
A couple of days since, a man dropped into my place of business, claiming to represent the " American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers, located at 7 South Dearborn Street, Chicago." He intimated that there should be license paid by me on
account of the music played at my theatre, his point being that this
music was deriving benefit for me; was copyrighted, and that I
was liable to be sued for damages.
I employ two musicians, ladies, one pianist and one violinist,
and these young ladies buy their own music, selecting same to
suit themselves. Nothing of that kind has ever been b-ought
to my attention, although this man says there is a law protecting
the above named association since 1909.
Have you any information on this matter, and if so will you
please send same to me at the earliest possible moment. If not,
can you advise me where I can get leliable information regarding
this matter.
Yours very truly,
W. M. Fay.
In reply to our correspondent's inquiry, we again reprint a complete list of all those publishers who are not members of the
American Society and whose music for that reason can be performed free of the tax now being collected by the American
Society of Authors, Composers and Publishers. We shall also
repeat the necessary information regarding this said society, although we have explained it in detail various times.
Belwin, Inc., 701 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
S. M. Berg, 47th Street and Broadway, New York City.
Carrie Jacobs Bond, Chicago, 111.
Boston Music Co., 26 West Street, Boston, Mass.
Boosey & Co., 9 East 17th Street, New York City.
Cinema Music Co., Columbia Theatre Building, New York City.
Craig & Co., 145 N. Clark Street, Chicago, 111.
Church, Paxson & Co., 1369 Broadway, New York City.
Oliver Ditson, 150 Tremont Street, Boston, Mass.
Carl Fischer, Cooper Square, New York City.
Sam Fox Publishing Co., The Arcade, Cleveland, Ohio.
Bernard Granville, 145 West 45th Street, New York City.
Inter-City Music Co., 663 Coney Island Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Walter Jacobs, 8 Bosworth Street, Boston, Mass.
Ross Jungnickle, 171 West 78th Street, New York City.
Kendis & Brockman, 145 West 45th Street, New York City.
Joseph Morris, 145 West 45th Street, New York City.
McCarty & Fischer, 140 West 45th Street, New York City.
McKinley Music Co., 145 West 45th Street, New York City.
Al. Piantadosi, 1531 Broadway, New York City.
Penn Music Co., 145 West 45th Street, New York City.
J. K. Remick, 219 West 46th Street, New York City.
(Continued on page 1218)
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"NEWMAN"

Frames, Easels,
Rails, Grilles,
Signs, Choppers,
Kick Plates,
Door Ban

BRASS FRAME
A FEW REASONS
S AND RAILS
why
"
NEWMAN
" big
METAL
FRAMES
chosen
by
all
the
circuits
and besthave
classbeenof
theatres.
1 — Because the constant exposure to all sorts
of weather conditions cannot affect " NEWMAN " NON-CORROSIVE
METAL, FRAMES.
2 — Because of their richness In beauty and
design, they liven the entrance and render the
lobby more Inviting than any other kind of
frames.
3 — Because they will outlast a dozen wood
frames. They are practically un-wear-out-able.
INSISTWHEN
ON THE
NAME FRAMES
" NEWMAN "
BUYING
Write for New 1918 Catalog
THE NEWMAN MFG. CO.
Established 1882
717-19 Sycamore Street, Cincinnati, Ohio
68 W. Washington Street, Chicago, Illinois
Canadian Representative — J. T. Malone,
Rlalto Theatre Bldg., Montreal, Canada
Pacific Coast — G. A. Metcalfe, San Francisco, Cal.
Wt manufacture the frames in variwisjiniahe* which donurtquire foiithing
Electric Motors for
Moving Picture Machine
1/10 H. P. Variable
Speed Alternating or
Direct Current. Price
$18. Also all styles
of fans.
Fidelity Electric Co.
Lancaster, Pa.

LEWIS M. SWAAB
1329 Vine Street, Phihladelphia, Pa.

Theatre and Exchange Mailing List Service
d or existing theatres, exW« rent lists of or address contemplatemediums
«eand producers.were
publicity
rights owners,
Twenty thousand changes from
class, etc.
to stateterritory,
leoted as changes,
of
you
to
saving
a
means
use
Its
year.
last
list etc.
recorded
SO to 69% InInourpostage,
TVTzOO
CO. x>l
E DIRECTORYPhone,
PICTUR
MOTION
1127 Chelae*
80 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Addressing Multigraphing Printing Typewriting
I have the following articles for
sale: 7 Simplex machines, motor
driven and hand driven. 2 Motiographs Machines, Film Boxes, Exit
Lights, Rewinds, Spot Lights, Stereopticons,
2 Pipe Organs.
tiful Upholstered
Chairs, 279
and Beauplain
chairs.
1
Sturtevant
Fan.
falo Forge Fan, 1 Massachusett1 BufFan.
with motors, all of which are in
good condition. The above can be
bought very reasonable.
SAM FRANKENSTEIN
209 W . Washington St., Chicago, IU.

Write forRebuilt
our list
of Guaranteed
Machines
AMUSEMENT SUPPLY
COMPANY
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Building
6 So. Wabash Avenue
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers in Motiograph, Standard
and Simplex
Moving
Picture
Machines, National
Carbons,
Minusa
Screens
Theatre. and Everything for the
WE SELL ON THE
INSTALLMENT PLAN

News

Maurice Richmond, 145 West 45th Street, New York City.
Will Rossiter, Chicago, 111.
George Rosey, 24 East 21st Street, New York City.
G. Schirmer, 3 East 43d Street, New York City.
Ed. Schuberth, 11 East 22d Street, New York City.
Southern California Music Co., 332 S. B'way, Los Angeles, Cal.
Vandersloot Music Co., Williamsport, Pa.
Harry Von Tilzer, 226 West 46th Street, New York City.
The American Society is a body of musicians, publishers and
composers who claim the copyright privilege of restricting the
public performance of their compositions, but to those who wish
to publicly perform their copyrights they demand a tax or fee. To
the motion picture industry this is based upon the seating capacity
of the theatre.
To those exhibitors who believe that this tax is oppressive, and
in order to keep free of legal action, it is essential that the selection
of music performed in their theatres is restricted to the above
mentioned catalogues, because these publishers are not members of
the American Society of Authors, Composers and Publishers, and
they further believe that when they receive payment for the copies
of their music that the privilege of free public performance goe»
with it.
To those of our readers who are not paying the tax of the
American Society, we would advise them that ignorance of the law
is no protection or defense from breaking of same. It is, therefore, suggested that a manager or his musician have it clearly
stated when purchasing music, even from these publishers, that the
rights of public performance are not restricted and prohibited.
LATEST

SWAAB'S
MOTORS
for Power 6A and 6B are pleasing their users— not a
single one has fallen down or been returned. They are
sold for $37.50 and $40.00 respectively and are complete
absolutely. Dealers do not recommend our Motor Equipments because they cannot make anything on them. We
have priced them so that the Exhibitor gets the best
exclusive disprice regardless of the Dealer. We are We
repair all
tributors of the SIMPLEX Machines.
old maYour
supplies.
all
sell
and
makes of machines
chines taken in trade for SIMPLEX.
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MUSIC

CUES

" COURAGE FOR TWO "
(Blackwell-Greeley-World)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme: "Capricious Annette " I Moderato Caprice), by Borch
1 — "Perpetual Motion" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes
and2 — Ig" Hunkatin
seconds), "until(Half
— At Tone
Screening.
One-Step), by Levy (1 minute and
15 3seconds),
until
—
T:
"
Sheeley's
dance byhall."
— " Furioso " (Half Reel Hurry),
Levy (3 minutes and 30
seconds), until — S: When shot is fired (shots).
4
—
Theme
(45
seconds),
until
—
S:
When
Cal and Marion reach
home.
5 — "A La Mode" (Popular One-Step), by Rosey (1 minute), until —
T: 6 —" Theme
How I (1
hateminute),
it all down."
until — S: As scene fades to Marion and Cal.
7 — " Dramatic Narrative," by Pement (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T : " When I was a kid, Marion."
8 — "Adieu" (Moderato Melodie), by Karganoff (2 minutes and
45 seconds), until — T: "My father died shortly after."
9 — " Coquetterie," (Valse Rubato), by Mathews, (3 minutes), until —
T: 10 "— Midiiight."
minutes),
until — T:Intermezzo),
"I signed by
whatBarth
I thought
were."
11 — Theme
"Moon (3Glow"
(Moderato
(3 minutes),
until
—
T:
"Well,
if
you're
afraid."
12 — "Think, Love, of Me" (Moderato Ballad), by Grey (3 minutes
and 30 seconds), until — T: "Something terrible must have" (telephone-bell).
13 — "Serenade" (Allegretto Moderato), by Kautzenbach (4 minuntil — T:Serenade
"If Nichols
calls up"Serenade),
(telephone-bell).
14 — •'utes),Petite
" (Allegretto
by Horton) (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Honest Olive, you are looking."
15 — Theme (2 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "Why Cal, where
(Continued on next page)
did you."
LE FILM
The Greatest Weekly Trade
Paper of AND THE
MOTION PICTURES
STAGE PRINTED
IN PARIS
1457 Broadway New York
Telephone Bryant 5602
26 RUE
DU DELTA, PARIS
878 TALCAHUANO,
BUENOS AIRES
Subscription, One Year. t6.00

The Accessory Department
teems with Items of Interest
to Operator and Exhibitor
alike.
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" COURAGE FOR TWO "
(Continued from preceding page)
16 — " Babillage " (Allegretto Moderato), by Castillo (3 minutes and
45 seconds), until — T: "So you see, Nichols has."
17 — Theme (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "The Claws of
the panther."
18 — "Dramatic Tension," by Levy (3 minutes), until — T: "In plain
words Nichols."
19 — Theme (4 minutes), until — S: When Olive answers 'phone.
20 — " Woodland Dreams " (Andante Cantabile), by Vargas (2 minbell). utes and IS seconds), until — S: When Tony leaves Marion (telephone21 —— "S Furioso
until
: When No.
scene 60,"
fadesby toShepherd
Tony. (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
— "Rondo"
Sonatascene
Pathetique),
by Berge
(2 22minutes
and IS(Excerpts
seconds), Beethoven
until — S: When
fades to Cal.
23 — "Agitato No. 37," by Andino (2 minutes), until — T: "All
right, Buck."
24 — " Dramatic
No. 36,"
(2 minutes and 30
seconds),
until — S:Tension
When scene
fades byto Andino
Cal.
25 — "Agitato No. 49," by Shepherd (1 minute and 30 seconds),
until — T: "I don't know whether they'll."
26 — Theme (3 minutes and 15 seconds), until : "We are even
now, Nichols " — until *****
END.
"GOOD BYE BILL"
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler.
Theme: "Slimy Viper" (Mysterious
Borch Tone Picture), by Gaston
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
1 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), at Screening.
T: "The authors of the following."
2 — Continue to action (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Our
narrative begins."
T: " How is it I should."
3 — "Trombone Sneeze" (Comic Trombone Characteristic), by
Sorensen (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "Count von Born
Effry."
4— " Hunkatin " (Half Tone Characteristic), by Levy (3 minutes
and 10 seconds), until — T: "Two weeks later."
T: "Behold the marvel."
5 — " Intermezzo " (Allegretto), by Pierne (1 minute and 5 seconds),
until — T : " Elsie's life-long friend."
6 — Continue to action (45 seconds), until — T: "After a conference."
7 — " We'll Knock Hell Out of Heligoland " (popular song) (4 minutes and 25 seconds), until — T: "Over in Berlin."
T: "If Herr Dresser's invention."
8— "Continue pp (20 seconds), until — T: "I confer on you."
9 — "Babillage" (Light Intermezzo), by Castillo (1 minute and 50
seconds), until — T: "Meanwhile, over in West Hoboken."
T: "This boy could never."
10 — Theme (3 minutes and 10 seconds), until — T: "With characteristic German."
T: " Majesty, you told."
11 — "May Dreams" (Moderato Serenade), by Borch (1 minute and
20 seconds), until — T: "By this time Teddy's."
12 — "We're All Going Calling on the Kaiser" (Popular Song)
(3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T:"The All Highest begins."
T:
Majestic
the raids
CrownonPrince."
T: The
Zeppelin
England.
13
—
"
Sinister
Theme,"
— S: Girl reading letter. by Vely (1 minute and 45 seconds), until
T: "If you Germans are wise."
14 — "Keep Your Head Down, Fritzi Boy" (Popular Song) (55
seconds), until — T: "I am off for Berlin."
15 — Theme (2 minutes and 5 seconds), until — T: "At last our
old friend."
T: "In due time the muse."
16 — "Sliding Jim" (Trombone Characteristic), by Losey (2 minutes
and 35 seconds), until — T: "Majesty the Crown Prince has returned."
T: "Our U-Boat campaign."
17 — "Over the Top, Boys" (American March), by Berg (1 minute
and 55 seconds), until — T: " In spite of the Kaiser's."
T: " Come back here."
18 — "Comedy Allegro" (Characteristic), by Berg (2 minutes and
10 Note:
seconds),
— T: "And Berlin three hundred."
Watchuntilshot.
19 — Continue pp (25 seconds), until — T: " Hey, wake up."
20 — "Wash Rag," by Losey (2 minutes and 55 seconds), until — T:
" And then came the Spring."
T: " Put that in the newspapers."
21 — "Turbulence" (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (1 minute and 55
seconds), until — T: " Meanwhile look."
22 — Theme (2 minutes and 20 seconds), until — T: "The world's
greatest."
T : Are you busy.
23 — "Me Ow" (Comic Popular Step) (2 minutes and 40 seconds),
until — T: "That night at the factory."
T : "So this is Berlin."
24 — " Cruesome
seconds),
until — S: Misterioso
Teddy sees' No.
Elsie.31," by Borch (3 minutes and 35
T: "We blow him (Continued
to pieces." in next column)

THE

B

(Continued from preceding column)
25 — " Erl King" (Mysterious Agitato), by Schuber (1 minute and
50 seconds), until — T: "My father must not see me."
T:
Save that bomb."
26 — ""Hurry"
(Half Reel Hurry), by Levy (1 minute and 45
seconds), until — S: Teddy lights the bomb fuse.
Note: Watch explosion. 27 — Theme (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: "And then came
28 smash."
— " Military Hurry " (Half Reel Hurry), by Levy (2 minutes and
the
25 seconds),
until — T: "A bunch of General."
29 — Continue pp (30 seconds), until — T: "The world's greatest
fizzle " — until *****
END.
" THE

MAN WHO WOULDN'T TELL
(Earle Williams-Vitagraph)
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Specially Selected and Compiled by M. Winkler
Theme: "The Golden Youth" (Characteristic Valse Moderato), by Rosey
Agitato atNo.Screening.
48" (Characteristic),
(1 minute<1 —and"Battle
45 seconds),
(Battle effectsbyandShepherd
explosions).
2 — "Impish Elves" (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (2 minutes
and3 — 15Theme
seconds),
until — T:and" Some
months later
(2 minutes
15 seconds),
until —before."
S: When Hawtrey
talks to Elinor.
4— " Hunkatin " (Half-Tone One Step), by Levy (2 minutes and 30
seconds), until — T: "The dance at the country."
5 — " Dramatic Agitato No. 38," by Minot (1 minute and 30 seconds), until — T: Andante
"Dudley, No.
what-S,"hasbyhappened"
6— "Dramatic
Ascher (3 minutes), until — S :.
When
Hawtrey enters
club.
7— " Dramatic Andante No. 24," by Borch (3 minutes and 15
seconds),
until Dramatic
— T: "It's
8 — " Heavy
No. not
110,"true."
by Lutz (2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until — T : " That is a noble sentiment."
9 — "Allegro Agitato No. 8," by Andino (45 seconds), until — T:
" As I came up in the elevator."
10 — " Andante Moderato No. 40," by Becker (1 minute and 45
seconds), until — S: As scene fades back to court.
11 — "Dramatic Agitato No. 53," by Luscomb (2 minutes and 45
seconds), until — T: "Werner is trying to direct.". (Shot.)
12 — " Andante Appassionato," by Castillo (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: "Take finger prints of everyone."
13 — " Appassionato No. 40," by Borch (2 minutes and 15 seconds),
until
" At "midnight
the'third."
14 —— "T:Moods
(Valse Sentimentale),
by Holly (2 minutes and 15
seconds), until — T: "It seems that the bullet."
15 — Theme (45 seconds), until — T: "Everything will come out all."
(Telephone-bell.)
16 — "Au
Fait"call(Allegretto),
by Ewing (2 minutes), until — S:
When
newsboys
extra.
17 — "Crafty Spy" (Original Descriptive Mysterioso), by Borch (2
minutes
and 30 seconds),
until Agitato),
— T: " Heinrich
18 — "Turbulence"
(Allegro
by BorchWohler."
(2 minutes and 30
seconds),
until
—
T:
"She's
docked
they're
"
19 — " Petals " (Intermezzo Moderato), by— Raymond
(4 minutes and
30 20seconds),
— T: "With
Hun effrontery."
— Theme until
(1 minute
and 15usual
seconds),
until — S: When Hawtrey
joins Elinor.
21 — "Hurry" (Half-Reel Hurry), Levy (2 minutes and 45 seconds),
until — S : When spies enter automobile. (Auto and wireless effects.)
22 — "Furioso" (Half-Reel Agitato), by Levy (3 minutes), until —
T: "We've made a master stroke." (Shots, wireless effects.)
23 — "Joy of Youth" (Moderato InterVnezzo) , by Raymond (3 minand 45 seconds),
until — (Allegro
T: "AndAgitato),
the nextby evening
— "
24 —utes"Perpetual
Motion"
Borch (2the minutes),
until — T: "I couldn't even order the arrest." (Shot.)
25 — "Fighting Tommies" (Patriotic English March), by Boulton
(2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "The reception to the British."
26
(3 minutes),
until — Theme
*****
END. until — T: "My dear, I want to present" —
"MANDARIN'S GOLD"
(Montague Love-World)
Specially selected and compiled by M. Winkler.
The timing is based on a speed limit of 14 minutes per reel (1,000 ft.)
Theme A: Weird Oriental Theme (Characteristic Heavy Oriental Dramatic), by Levy
Theme B: "My Paradise" (Moderato Ballad), by Zamecnik
1 — Theme A (2 minutes and thirty seconds), until — T: At Screening.
2 — " Impish Elves " (Winsome Intermezzo), by Borch (3 minutes
and thirty seconds), until — T: ." In our story of today."
3 — " Chinese Wedding Processional," by Hosmer (1 minute), until —
T: "Chinatown, a touch of mystery."
4 — Theme B (2 minutes),
until — on
T: next
" Seeking
(Continued
page) funds to continue her."
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The largest as well as the smaller motion picture theatres are installing the Bartola
Musical Instrument.
It is not mechanical or automatic.
Write jor catalogue.
CHAS. C. PYLE, General Sales Agent, 707-712 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Factory, Oshkosh, Wi
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WANTED— Crack Booking Representative to sell Belgian War
Heroine and actress as added attraction-— Exchanges or moving pictureversal
housesnorthwest.
direct —G.recently
UniH. Coryell,
280 Madison Ave., New York.
FOR SALE — A Wurlitzer Style K
Instrument.
Cost "$4500.
take
$2500.
Guarantee
as goodWill
as new.
Reason for selling, wish to put in a
Pipe Organ. Address Rex Theatre,
Gallup, New Mexico.
AMERICAN Exhibitors and Great
Britain — Reliable London House
have number of splendid sites in
London and Provincial Cities available for high class Cinemas, also
several existing and paying Theatres for disposal. Big openings in
U. K. for live exhibitors showing
high class (American) pictures.
Preliminary negotiations carried
out free of charge. Replies to
Britisher, c/o MOTION PICTURE
NEWS.
FILM EXPERT WANTED — Excellent opportunity offered young man
thoroughly capable supervising film
and projection department, large
-xport house. Negative inspection,
cutting. Foreign title insertion experience essential. Address, stating salary. Box 98, Motion Picture
News.
YOUNG
MAN, as
5 years'
wants position
theatreexperience,
manager
in or within commuting distance of
New York, excellent references.
R. K., c/o Motion Picture News.
WE ARE in the market for positive
and negative features, single and
two-reel comedies (old and new).
M. Radin, 729 7th Avenue, New
York.
Motion Picture News is the
best Business Offering in its
field.

Picture

New;

(Continued from preceding page)
5
—
"
In
a
Pagoda
by Bratton (3 minutes
and 30 seconds), until"— (Japanese
T: In the Intermezzo),
shop of Ah Foo.
6— "A Fanciful Vision" (Dramatic Adagio), by Rubinstein (2 minutes and IS seconds), until — S: When scene fades to Cardon home.
7 — Theme
returns
home. B (1 minute and IS seconds), until — S: When Betty
8 — utes
"Vivien"
(Allegretto
and 30 seconds),
until —Moderato
T : SeveralEntr'acte),
days later.by Ramsdell (2 min9 — Theme
enters
shop. A (4 minutes and IS seconds), until — S: When Betty
10 — " Farewell to the Flowers " (Andante Reverie), by Hildreth
(2 minutes and IS seconds), until — S: When Mandarin smokes pipe.
11 — Theme B (2 minutes), until — T: At Mrs. Stone's the next day.
12 — Theme A (2 minutes), until — S: At Mandarin's home.
13 —— "S Dramatic
Narrative,"
Pementtable.
(2 minutes and 30 seconds),
until
: When scene
fades toby bridge
14
—
"
Mysterioso
Dramatico,"
by
Smith
until — T: As the wedding hour draws near. (1 minute and 30 seconds),
15 — Theme B (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — S: When scene
fades to Betty (telephone bell).
16 — Theme A (45 seconds), until — S: When scene fades to Chinese
girl (gong strokes).
— "American
March" (piano only) (30 seconds), until — S:
As 17scene
fades to mission.
18 — " Rondo " (Excerpts Beethoven Sonata Pathetique), by Berge
(3 minutes), until — S: When Tai Mun enters.
19 — Theme A (2 minutes and 30 seconds), until — T: Some hours
later.
20 — Morning
" Heavy (telephone
Mysterioso,"bell).
by Levy (3 minutes and 30 seconds), until
— T:
21
—
"Dramatic
Tension,"
by Andino (3 minutes), until — S: When
Kitty answers telephone.
22 — " In the Glade " (Allegretto Scherzando), by Gruenwald (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — T: "And I think you put the horrid."
23 — " Dramatic Recitative," by Levy (3 minutes and 15 seconds),
until — T : " A woman like Betty Cardon."
24 — " Perpetual Motion " (Allegro Agitato), by Borch (2 minutes
and 15 seconds), until — T: "The hours bring swift remorse."
25 — Theme A (2 minutes and 15 seconds), until — T: "Mandarin, he
got Tai Mun " gong strokes).
26 — " Dramatic Agitato No. 38," by Minot (1 minute and 45 seconds), until — S: When Betty enters Mandarin's house.
27 — " Furioso," by Levy (3 minutes and 45 seconds), until — S: When
police rap sidewalk.
28 — Theme
B (3 minutes),
—until
*****
END. until T: "When the person desired has."

MUSIC

SERVICE

T S as important to your theatre as any other service.
A The Music Department of MOTION PICTURE
NEWS can help you in a thousand ways.
Read it each week — and write us if you need further
advice.

Read the Equipment Service
Section for the Best Results
to Be Obtained.

V TYPHOON
FAN COMPANY
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Everything,

the fhowman

Jfeeds on CveryTictureffeleased

Compiled

Pictures

by Peter

Milne

Reviewed in Advance
which takes place in the war days. The hero of the story is
[In -addition to Advance Reviews — covering pictures shown too
supposed to be the same as that of "The Lone Wolf," a crook
early to be included in The Complete Plan Book — readers will
play by the same author, but as having reformed.
also find under this heading each week the reviews of short features and serial episodes.]
In order to avenge the atrocities committed by the German-,
against civilians, the hero assumes a fictitious name and joins the
German secret service. During a battle he crawls into the Allied
lines and gives the commander some valuable information about
44 Happy Though Married," with Enid Bennett
(Paramount-Ince. — Directed by Fred Niblo)
the German movements. He is now inducted into the Allied
Intelligence department and is sent to America to watch the
patrons don't get up from their seats and roar laughing
yournothing
IFthen
you can show will please them. You can search the
machinations of the German spies.
market right and left, but you can hardly find a more cleverly
While on the boat, he becomes acquainted with a young lady of
constructed, or more skillfully handled farce comedy. Besides
the Allied service, who, without disclosing her identity, entrusts,
a spectator laugh to his heart's content, it keeps him in him with a secret document. Several exciting episodes take place
makingsuspense.
high
on the boat between himself and the German spies, who make an
The complications in the plot are caused by the fact that the
attempt to take the paper away from him. He is overpowered
and thrown overboard, just as a submarine is torpedoing the ship
wife of the hero's brother, a Spanish beauty, cannot speak English. The two brothers are in Mexico prospecting and they strike
While floating, the submarine comes to the surface on that spol
it rich. One of the brothers, the younger and hero of the story,
and he finds himself on the deck. After succeeding to convince
comes to the state to try and sell the mine. He gets married
the Germans that he is in the Emperor's service, he is taken inside
to his young sweetheart, heroine of the story. The heroine gets and
cared for. Later he manages to sink the submarine, hiding'
hold of a book on how to hold the affections of a husband and
on the American coast, himself escaping.
puts the teachings into practice. She pretends she is going to
The story is skillfully handled, and leaves a deep impression.
visit her aunt, but jumps from the other side of the train and
Released February 16. Length, 7 reels. — -P. S. Harrison.
returns home. In the meantime the other brother returns from
Mexico married, having eloped with a Spanish beauty. The hero
44 Made in America "
meets the train. On the way the oldest brother drops off at a
clothing store to get a new suit of clothes. The hero goes home
(W. W. Hodkinson. — Pathe. — Eight One-Reel Episodes)
with his wife. Seeing the husband coming with the woman
HOW the American boy was trained and made into a soldiir
whose photograph she had once discovered in his coat pocket,
so formidable as to meet the German, born a soldier, in thr
the heroine hides in another room. The hero leaves the sisterfield of battle and beat him, is interestingly depicted in thes'
in-law in the house for a few minutes and goes out in search
eight reels. The process is shown in detail. The first reel deal
of his belated brother; the latter has lost the address and could
w ith the draft ; the second with the questionnaire ; the third show/
the drafted civilian entering the army life, and so on down the
not find fulness
thethe place.
In
rage
over
her
husband's
supposed
unfaithheroine determines to leave him. While preparing
line, each reel showing a particular stage of his training until
to leave the house, however, the sister-in-law apprehends her and,
the Rookie becomes a Veteran.
unable to understand English, takes her for a burglar. First
The picture is presented in a drama-like form, with its hero,
she attempts to stab her with a stiletto; the two women struggle,
a young man who is eager to serve his country ; the soft villain,
eventually the sister-in-law succeeding to lock the heroine up
a man who kicks and howls, because he thinks he has been dein the closet. Of course, in the end, everything is explained
prived of his rights as a free citizen by the draft ; and the heroine,
satisfactorily, but not till they have made everybody in the
the sister of the hero whom the villain loves. In the end the
villain becomes a hero and marries the girl.
audience die laughing. Released February 2. Length, five reels. —
P. S. Harrison.
Outside of the patriotic element the picture contains plenty of
humor that will draw hearty laughs. On the whole, it is interesting and entertaining; and as it is to be released one reel at
" False Faces," with Henry B. Walthal
a time, complete in itself, it can easily fit into a program. The
(Artcraf t-Ince Special. — Directed by Irvin V. Willat)
first reel to be "released February 17. — P. S. Harrison.
THERE are several reasons why this offering should please
AUTHORS
picturegoers, especially those who enjoy the kind that are
Recognized photoplay and fiction writers may place tbeir
strong and virile. To begin with, it is full of high speed action ;
synopses mission
with
our Manuscript
Sales to
Department
for sub-of
again, due to the logical development of the story, it keeps one in
by personal
representation
the producers
Southern California. Commission basis.
continual suspense ; further, it contains no gruesome or repulsive
Unrecognized
writers may
obtain Plan
competent
constructive
adsituations; and as it appeals to the sympathetic feelings, it should
vice and help through
the Palmer
and Advisory
Bureau.
have a wide appeal.
Write for our free explanatory booklet.
PALMER PHOTOPLAY CORPORATION
" False Faces " is based on the stage play of the same name by
696 I. W. H oilman Bull din*
Los Angeles, OaL
Louis Joseph Vance. It is not a war subject, but a spy melodrama

Motion
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"THE
Pearson

LOVE
Picture Charged

AUCTION"—
with High-Power

Picture

News

FOX

Emotionalism

4 tfT^HE

LOVE AUCTION," Virginia Pearson's latest production for Fox, offers her what is probably the most lachrymose role in her long line of emotional dramas. It is the story of the
wife who discovers too late that her husband is a drunkard. Her love has been the possession of another man all the while, and at length she accepts his. Need it be said that things come
to a grand climax when the husband discovers he is not the proud father he thought he was? He dies
midst his bottles, while wife and lover are free.
This has been produced with evident care to drive home the fact that it is an emotional drama.
Often the players' acting borders on ranting, but this apparently constitutes a form of entertainment
that a certain portion of the public lean to. Certainly Miss Pearson and Hugh Thompson, Edwin
Stanley and Thurlow Bergen register the deepest sincerity in their various heavy scenes, while the plot
itself consists of elements and situations dear to the gallery. In this class of audience the subject will
find its most enthusiastic reception. — Length, 5 reels. — Released Feb. 9. — Peter Milne.
THE CAST
Lea Montrose, later Mrs. Vanderveer,
Virginia Pearson
Mrs. Sebastian
Elizabeth Garrison
Jean Dale
Gladys MacClure
Dorian Vanderveer Hugh Thompson
Jack Harley
Edwin Stanley
Dr. Charters
Thurlow Bergen
Mr. Sebastian
Charles Mason
Story by May Edginton.
Scenario by Raymond L. Shrock.
Direction by Edmund Lawrence.
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER:
—
One
six-sheet; two three-sheets; two
one-sheets.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Ten 8x10 black and white
photographs;
22x28
colored. ten 11x14 black and white; three
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION:—
Four two-column; two one-column. Stock one
and two-column cuts of star also procurable.
ADVERTISING CUTS:— Four two-column;
three one-column. Dressed in usual Fox style,
these cuts contain striking catchlines and good
arguments. The sensational angles of the picture invariably are accentuated.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUT SHEET.
AD TALK
Virginia Pearson will be the star to be seen
at the
theatre on
of
week,
the photoplay in which she appears being entitled
" The Love Auction." It is her latest production
to bear the William Fox trade-mark. In " The
Love ressAuction
known woman
emotional
has the "rolethisofwell
a young
who act-is
courted by two men. On the one hand is love,
on the other money. Lea, the woman in quesbelieves herself
choosing
the lattertion,
and enters
into ajustified
marriagein with
the wealthy
Dorian Vanderveer. For a time she is happy.
Dorian gives her everything she desires and
shows her all attention due from a loving husband. But one day, Lea makes the terrible discovery that her husband is addicted to drinking.
She is roused from her slumbers early in the
morning by the sound of him stumbling about
downstairs. She descends to see him in a state
of utter intoxication.
He proves, moreover, to be an habitual drunkard and bebefore
becomesof unarable to Lea.long
Thenhistheconduct
other suitor
the
days gone by appears, now a wealthy engineer.
The old love between the wife and this man revives, andinterested
is even
fostered
apparently
disfourth party
and bytheanhusband
himself.
Matters become greatly involved and the picture
leads to a stirring climax, the details of which
will not be revealed here. Miss Pearson appears
resplendent in the leading role, giving her whole
self to the part and acting with a fine show of
emotionalism. She is ably supported by Hugh
Thompson in the role of the husband, Edwin
Stanley as the other man and Thurlow Bergen
as the fourth party.

CATCH LINES
A play in which mother love, born of misery,
paves ways to a final happiness.
In which
a poor
girl marries for money and
achieves
instead
a heartache.
How a society millionaire drove his wife from
the path of virtue through his terrible desire for
drink.
An emotional drama in which the road to
content lies through a double tragedy.
In which
drunken
husband's remorse releases his wifea from
misery.
He was infuriated with drink and struck his
wife down before a number of guests — see her
answer to his brutal attack in the absorbing Fox
photoplay, " The Love Auction."
Do you believe in heredity? The man in " The
Love Auction " did not, but his blood finally
told.

on the catastrophe, and who covets the wife
himself. Any one of these three characters can
be played up in the advertising and with results
that will surely fill the bill when it comes to
sensationalism.
cordingly then. Word your advertisements acIf youbition operate
vicinityhand,
whereyouthecanprohiforces have inthea upper
get
some good advertising out of a co-operative campaign with any local prohibition organization.
If you follow this course, the central character in
your advertising should be the inebriate husband
and the
edy thatforemost
his habitsargument
brought the
on sorrow
his wife.and tragIn Virginia Pearson you have a star known
for her emotional ability, while in Hugh Thompson, Edwin Stanley and Thurlow Bergen you
have
known. a supporting trio that is generally well

She sold herself to the man who bid the highest sum in money instead of the man who offered
the greatest love.
THE STORY
Lea Montrose, guided more by impulse than
good judgment, marries Dorian Vanderveer, a
very rich member of society, but after her marriage she discovers she has become the wife of a
drunkard. In response to her tearful protests.
Vanderveer promises to reform, and does make
an effort to curb his appetite for drink. But
again and again he falls from grace, until Lea has
lost all hope for happiness.
Heart-broken and discouraged, she is easily
persuaded by a woman fri%nd to take part in the
rites of a new cult which society has taken up.
The head of this cult is Dr. Studholm Charters.
In theJackmidst
of Lea's
a former
suitor,
Harley,
whom unhappiness
Leo had rejected
because of his poverty, returns to New York, having made a great success in the West. Lea finds
his companionship the one bright spot in her
life.
Later Lea becomes a mother, and the birth of
the
cure. child inspires Vanderveer to take the drink
Dr. Charters,
suspecting
the child
demands
that Lea
give herself
to ishimHartley's,
as the
price of his silence.
Vanderveer soon learns of Charters' demand
on Lea. He resumes drinking, seeks out Charters and kills him. Then, after exonerating Lea
of all wrongdoing, Vanderveer completes the
chapter by ending his own life.
SUGGESTIONS
The greatest possibilities of this production are
concentrated in its various sensational angles.
It is a picture that immediately lends itself to
such type of exploitation. Witness the various
characters:
wife whowhogives
other man ; The
the husband
killsherself
himselfto inan-a
drunken orgy; the bogus philosopher who brings

VIRGINIA PEAR50N
DIRECTION WILLIAM FOX
Foxtwo-column
exchanges scene
have and
on hand
a variety
<>tie- toand
star cuts
with ofWhich
exploit this production
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" SPECIAL
VITAGRAPH

"THE

AND

LION

THE

MOUSE".

A Special of the Full Blooded

Variety

DON'T make the mistake of handling " The Lion and the Mouse " the same way you handle a regular
program attraction, just because it has been placed on the regular program release list; it is a full
blooded special of the 100% variety, and it deserves to be treated accordingly.
From point of interest, human appeal, action, and suspense, it is without exaggeration the best Vitagraph released in a long time; and if you handle it with the right atmosphere around it, such as music,
stage and other effects, there is no reason in the world why you should not pack them in and please every
one who sets foot into your theatre.
Almost all of you know the story, which has been presented as a roadshow attraction and in stock; it
has also been put in a six reel picture in 1913 by Lubin; it drew large crowds and gave excellent satisfaction. But don't let this fact prevent you from booking it because, in the first place, those who saw it, have
already forgotten about it— De Mille's " The Squaw Man'1 is an example; in the second, the generation
that has grown up since then comprises the largest number of today's show going public; and, thirdly,
because the production end of this one is far superior, due to the natural advancement of the Art. The
continuity, handled by Mr. Edward Montagne, is flawless; the interior settings are the last word in beauty ;
the direction, of the best; and, in fact, everything needed to make a picture that would appeal to everybody is there.
Play this picture longer if you
ket.— Released Feb. 24. — Length,
THE CAST
Shirley Rossmore
Alice Joyce
Jefferson Ryder
Conrad Nagel
John Burkett Ryder
Anders Randolf
Judge Rossmore
Henry Hallam
Senator Roberts
T. W. Carlton
Kate Roberts
Mona Kingsley
Mrs. Ryder
Jane Jennings
Judge Stott.
W. H. Burton
Fitzroy Bagley
Templer Saxe
Eudoxia
Mary Carr
Adapted
same
title. from Charles Klein's stage play of the
Directed by Tom Terriss.
Produced
bert E. Smith.under the personal supervision of AlAD TALK
Charles Klein's big stage success, " The Lion
and the and
Mouse,"
with one
the screen's
talented
fascinating
stars,of Alice
Joyce, inmost
the
role of Shirley Rossmore, the featured role in the
production, will be seen as a special attraction
at the
theatre on
of
week.
Most of you have seen this example of all that
is best in the modern stage play, enacted on the
speaking stage. Those of you who have will be
the more anxious to see the screen version with
Miss Joyce in the principal role.
The theme is fascinating and impelling, and the
picture filled with dramatic situations and swift
in action. It is the story of the master financial
mind and power of the universe brought to his
knees by a girl — not by a frail girl, but by a
pretty, clever and determined American girl, who
knew a wrong had been done not alone to her
own kin but to the world, and who set about not
only nertothatundo
wrong,such
but wrongs
to undo impossible
it in a man-in
wouldthe make
the future to others.
The featured
Lion androlethesupported
Mouse " bywithConrad
Alice Nagel,
Joyce
in "the
as leading man and other artists of the silent
drama, is all that speaks for entertaining via the
screen. The author, the star and the play are all
examples of the best in dramatic interpretation.
It will be
theatre on
of
week.at the
THE STORY
The story opens at a meeting in New York of
directors of a great railway system called to
consider a " ruinous " injunction issued by Judge
Rossmore. John Burkett Ryder, reputed the richest man in the world and, correspondingly, powerful and unscrupulous, presides, and assures his
railwaymorecolleagues
year Judge Rosswill be off that
the within
bench —a impeached.
And
Judge erate
Rossmore
is
a
man
of
fine
attainments,
fortune and irreproachable character. modAt the same time, in Paris, Shirley Rossmore,
his beautiful daughter, is making a reputation

can, thus helping shut out some of
6 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
writingson,stories
and happy
the love of
only
Jefferson,
when in
newspapers
tellRyder's
of the
impeachment of her father and summoning her
home. .Jefferson, ignorant of the genesis of the
charges, pledges his father's aid in vindicating his
sweetheart's
father.Shirley
Ryder had
marshaled
minions
and
his millions.
only herhis wits
and
Love — love of a sweetheart and of a father being crushed to disgrace and death by this Octopus.
And Right triumphed over Might, and the Mouse
brought the Lion to his knees.
CATCH LINES
How a financial lion was brought to his knees
by a girl mouse who defied his wealth and power.
The sudden halting of a senate impeachment
trial brought to light a love story of an amazing
sort — see it told in all its dramatic force in " The
Lion and the Mouse."
How a girl's fight for the right triumphed over
theInmight
man'ssaves
millions.
whichof a a girl
her father and the man
She
loves
in
a
fierce
struggle against financial
plotting.

Alld
JOYCE,
-"■1TAGRAPH

the junk that is flooding the marA Vitagraph special feature in which Alice
Joyce is starred. You know the high quality of
Vitagraph pictures and when we say a Vitagraph
" special " we mean something unusually good —
as
adaptation
famous play
willthisreveal
to you ofat Charles
the Klein's
theatre.
i
SUGGESTIONS
This is a production on which you can use your
advertising brain. The measure of your success
with this run will depend in a large measure on
the manner in which you place its advent at your
theatre before your patrons. They have all heard
of the stage play of the same name and they have
all heard of the reputation of Charles Klein, the
playwright who wrote the original stage play.
And your patrons all know Alice Joyce, the star.
Play all three of these up strong. They are all
worth all the good things you can say about
(Continued on page 1224)

ALICE JOYCE
Vitagraph
Star, ii
"THE
LION
AND
THE
Star cuts furnished for exploitation of this production
-.

"
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Motion

"THE

MIDNIGHT
Production

PATROL"—

Picture

News

SELECT

of High Quality; Strong Action Story

THOSE of you who cater to patrons that like the strong, full of life sort of photoplays could not
make a mistake in booking this picture.
The production end of it is of the highest quality; so
is the entertaining.
It appeals to the better sort of emotions.
Although it deals with opium and white slave traffic, as carried on in a Chinatown, the picture is
in no wise offensive.
It could be shown to a discriminating family audience without fear of a kick.
The offering was reviewed extensively in last week's issue, on page 1061. In that review it was
said that the best way to handle this picture and get the best of results would be to secure the co-operation of your local police. This does not mean that the picture cannot stand on its own merits, but that
by having their co-operation you could draw still larger crowds. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
SUGGESTIONS
THE CAST
First and foremost place the name of
Patrolman Terrance Shannon .... Thurston Hall
Thomas H. Ince as the producer of this picture,
Patsy
O'Connell
Rosemary Theby
" THE (Continued
LION AND
MOUSE ,from THE
page 1223)
well in the front lines of our advertising.
Wu Fang
Kino
Jim Murdock
Charles French
Call
your
patrons'
attention
to
tKe
fact
that
them.
Let
the
whole
town
know
that
this play
the police department figures prominently in
Minnie
Marjorie Bennett
is coming to your theatre and let them know that
"inThe
Midnight
Patrol
"
and
that
the
policeman
Officer Michael O'Shea
Harold Holland
is an adaptation from the stage play of the
"Chink"Bok
Ross
William Yamamatto
Musgrave
realthelife.cast of the production are policemen in it
same title. Bring out the fact that the producSing
tion is in six reels and that it portrays faithfully
The co-operation of your police department in the intentions
Sergt. Joe Duncan
Harold Johnston
of the author when he wrote and
putting over this oifering could be gotten by letStory by Julien Josephson and Denison Clift.
produced this big success.
ting it share in the net profits.
Directed by Irvin V. Willat.
A
special
performance
for
tne
berefit
of
the
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince.
department might be suggested.
Photographed by Dwight Warren.
ADVERTISING AIDS
Call attention to the fact that " The Midnight
Patrol
"
is
a
special
production
and
that
it
PAPER:
—
One
one-sheet; one three-sheet; one
six-sheet.
abounds in thrilling night raids by the police deTHE STORY
partment.
LOBBY
DISPLAY
(SPECIAL) :— Eight 11x14
Wu Fang, a notorious Chinese, is plotting with
hand-colored photographs; one 11x14 title card;
Jim Murdock, a corrupt politician, to keep the
two 22x28 hand-colored star portraits.
ADVERTISING AIDS
police from interfering on a night when a big
One set of 8x10 scene photographs in black and
shipment of opium is expected. The only man
white are also furnished for publicity use.
POSTERS —1 wo one- sheets, scenes of producthey fear is Terrence Shannon, sergeant of the
tion ; two three-sheets, scenes of production ; ADVERTISING ELECTROS :— One four-column
Ch.nese vice squad. In order to keep Shannon
(ten inches deep) ; one three-column (seven
one six-sheet, scene of production; one twentyfrom conducting a raid, Murdock issues orders
four-sheet, scene of production.
inches deep) ; one two-column (seven inches
to
have
Patsy
O'Connell
held
captive.
Patsy
is
deep)
; one one-column (eight inches deep).
CUTS:
—
Two
one-column
electros
(production);
a young house.
woman Murdock
who has charge
the Chinese
two two-column electros (production) ; one
SCENE
CUTS: — Two two-column; one one-colmission
notifies ofShannon
that
umn.
three-column
electro
(production).
Patsy is being held captive and that she will be LOBBY DISPLAY PHOTOGRAPHS :— Nine
STAR CUTS: — Electro of special portrait sketch
harmed unless Shannon keeps away.
8x10 black and white scenes and title card;
of star by Edwin Marcus furnished in one and
Terrence decides to conduct a raid, however,
seven 11x14 colored scenes and title card; two
two-column size. Half-tone cuts of star furnished in one and two-column size.
and notifies
Police
O'Shea
to
come
with
the
re22x28
horizontal
"
flats
"
colored
scenes.
serves if he is not back at a stated hour. With
LANTERN SLIDES:— A striking lantern slide
Other accessories procurable at Vitagraph ex" Chink " Ross, a ne'er-do-well white man, Shanspecial two-color herald, music
"of
Midnightat Patrol
" has exchange.
been prepared.
cue sheetchanges
andincludeslide.
It "isThe
obtainable
your Select
secret the
entrance
to WuFang
Fang's
Whennon finds
theythe enter
den Wu
and den.
his
assistants jump on Shannon and overpower him.
Just as the Chinese are about to throw Terrence serves.
into Inthe
arrives Wu
with Fang
the re-is
the pit
fightO'Shea
that follows
killed and Murdock is taken prisoner. As soon
as his bonds are cut Shannon hurries to release
Patsy, and the next day when he is notified that
he has been made chief of police for conducting
the
wife. successful raid, Patsy promises to be his
AD TALK
What would you do if you were told to obtain
two hundred large black rats at short notice?
That is what happened to Irvin V. Willat, who
directed
The Midnight
Patrol," which
Seiect
Pictures "announces
for the
theatre
on
One scene in this vivid story of police
and Chinese life shows a rat pit in which twj
hundred large black rats are swarming. The
Chinese were about to throw a young policeman
into this pit when the reserves broke into the
underground den and saved his life. To make
this scene as realistic as possible. Director Wi lat searched Los Angeles, where the picture was
made, for several weeks before he obtained the
quantity and quality of rats he required. The
result is a number of very vivid scenes, which
were admirably photographed under Mr. Ince's
personal
supervision.
Patrol "
was produced
by Thomas' The
H. Midnight
Ince.
An all-star cast is to be seen in the big special attraction. " The Midnight Patrol." which
is announced by Select Pictures for the
theatre on
. Thurston Hall has one of
the leading roles. Mr. Hall will be remembered
for his excellent work in a number of very recent film successes, while Rosemary Theby, who
became a star overnight with Vitagraph, is cast
for another important part. Marjorie Bennett,
little sister of Enid Bennett, a Paramount star,
is also seen in this picture, while others who appear in important parts are Charles French, Harold Holland, William Musgrave, Kino, Yamamatto and Harold Johnston.

Two-column scene cut

February
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22, 1910

"SUE

OF

Dont

THE

Say Any More

SOUTH"—
About

This One Than

BLUEBIRD
You Have

to

WHILE
playing this picture, I would suggest you say as little about it as possible; it possesses no
particular merits that would impress or even interest many of the present day picture goers; the
whole plot is a collection of old situations rehashed and regrouped to form a -story.
It is the same old stuff about the young heroine who becomes an orphan. Before her death, the
mother writes a letter to the man she first loved but did not marry, owing to the objection of the parents,
to take care of her daughter. Of course, for the convenience of the story, this man always happens to be
hard-hearted, in order that the heroine may be given the opportunity of softening him. So it happens in
this instance.
In view of the several splendid Bluebird offerings released recently, the weakness of " Sue of the
South " stands out more prominently; but since it is a clean picture and contains no gruesome or repulsive situations, perhaps it would do you no harm to run it on one of your weak days. — Released Feb. 3. —
Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
Edith \
THE CAST
one, " Sue of the South,
CATCH LINES
Sue Gordon
Edith Roberts
Roberts,
who Swindle,"
has already
starred' and
in "other
Set Free,"
The story of a Southern aristocrat who loves
" Thelar dramas.
Love
" Beans
popu"Granny"
Gordon
Ruby
Lafayette
the
"
pore
white
trash
"
better
than
social
position.
Shad Peters
George Hackathorne
How
the
destinies
of
Shad
Peters,
Henry
PeyDr. L. M. Somers
L. M. Wells
ton andferentDonald
Peyton
were ofall vibrant,
turned inclever,
difJohn Peyton
James Farley
channels
by
the
hand
Edith Roberts, star of many a Bluebird pic- entrancing little Sue of the South is the big
Donald Peyton
P. S. Pembroke
ture,
in
a
charming
story
of
life
in
the
SouthMargaret Peyton
M-arie Van Tassel
heart throb of this story. Can you imagine anyland, in which she proves that barriers reared
Story suggested by Maude Reeves White.
thing more romantic than the love of Tennessee
by love.
feuds and money are nothing when it comes
Written by C. J. Wilson. Jr.
to
Sue for her mountain playmate — a lad of fire and
Directed by Eugene Moore.
steel in his devotion to the honor of his feudfostering
ancestors
to Sue?
Can than
you little
imADVERTISING AIDS
How the influence of an impetuous mountain
agine a more
brilliantandclimax
of action
girl changed the lives of three men who thought
Sue
quelling
a
'big
factory
labor
riot?
Can
you
PAPER:
—
Two
one-sheets;
two
three-sheets;
two
they were impetuous.
picture a more whirlwind experience for a girl
six-sheets.
who has grown up in the big, simple, silent places
LOBBY DISPLAY:— A variety of stills from
of
the Cumberland mountains than to be whisked
the production and star, photographs, all in the
to the millionaire mansion of her uncle and his
All pigs aren't dirty. The one in " Sue of the
various standard sizes, are furnished on this
South
"
is
pink
and
clean
and
the
moral
effect
dashing
younga wiser
son? choice
And can
you selection
see how ofSuea
he has on certain characters whose brains are
production as on all Bluebirds. These may
could make
in her
rather
dirty
is
delightfully
shown
in
this
current
also be used for the making of special producBluebird photoplay.
than South,"
— but wedirected
mustn't
you.Moore,
See
tion or advertising cuts. Title and synopsis
"husband
Sue of the
by tell
Eugene
cards
are provided with each set to complete
written by C. J. Wilson, Jr., from a story sugthe display.
AD TALK
gested bycast
MaudeareReeves
CUTS AND MATS:— Stock one- and two-column
In the
GeorgeWhite.
Hackathorne, James
cuts of Edith Roberts are available at all BlueThe
announcement
of
an
Edith
Roberts
BlueFarley,
P.
S.
Pembroke,
Ruby Lafayette and
bird exchanges. One- and two-column scene
Marie
Van
Tassel.
bird
is
always
a
pleasant
task.
It
is
the
good
cuts for this production are also procurable,
(Continued on page 1226)
fortune of the
theatre to play the next
while in mat form a two-column advertisement
may be secured.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET among acces ories at hand at all Bluebird exchanges.

EDITM ROBERTS /„
"SUE OF THE SOUTH"
One-column scene cut

"^T/Jg.

CMP THE
^OUTH"
Two-column scene cut
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Motion

"LIFE'S

A

FUNNY
Clean Comedy

YOUR

PROPOSITION"
Situations Make

P i c t ur e News

-robertson-cole

This a Likely Winner

patrons should derive healthy enjoyment out of this picture. It belongs to the farce class, in

which clean comedy situations are well distributed throughout. Mr. Desmond's first appearance
in this new program, therefore, may well be considered as being stamped by success.
The star impersonates convincingly the young student who takes life rather easy. The plot use- a
baby as the basis to bring about complications. In order to play a joke on the hero, his friend, secretary
of a children's welfare league, sends him a .baby, attaching a note on it as if coming from a despondent
mother. While the baby is in' the house and crying, the hero's sweetheart, in company of her mother, calls.
Many comical situations arise from the butler's as well as his own efforts to hide the baby. On top of
this, the uncle, who supplies the money for his education, comes to town and brings along with him a fat
girl as a bride for his beloved nephew. In the end, everything works out satisfactorily, the hero marrying
his own sweetheart. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
other than little Sue, while Shad lay. white but
THE STORY
determined, at her feet with a bullet in his
A young bachelor, Jimmie Pendleton, fights
Jimmie Pendleton
William Desmond
shoulder. It took a lot of oratory to straighten
Herbert Austin
Jay Belasco
shy
of
the
women
folk
until
he
meets
the
"
one
"
things
out in the feud-cursed county, but it all
girl and then he falls hard. Mary Austin is the
Mrs. Austin
Vera Doria
came
out right in the end.
girl and her blonde beauty sure did hit Jimmie
Mary
Austin
Louise
Lovely
Tobias
the eyes."
before
John Steppling
andbetween
Mary decide
to liveBut
in along
cottage
for Jimmie
two, a
Hebzibah
Lillie Sylvester
series of events come into the life of Jimmie that
hggs
B. Du Vaul
ABOUT
the on ADVERTISING
Horace Pendleton
Joseph Franz
AIDS listed
the pages of the
prove that " Life's a Funny Proposition." It all
Jeremiah Pendleton
John McGregor
comes about after a friend of Jimmie's, who is
Plan
Book.
secretary
and
treasurer
of
the
Belgian
Babies'
War Relief, leaves one of his charges on
Watch them carefully.
Jimmie's
door-step because
and Jimmie
is obliged
care
ADVERTISING AIDS
You may think you know all the
for the youngster,
his friend,
after tocarryaccessories that your exchange caring dent
out the
meets towitha hospital
an automobile
acciPAPER: — One-sheet poster (two styles), 10
and isjoke,
confined
for several
ries. But very often the manufaccents each; three-sheet poster, 30 cents each;
days.
Jimmie
is
so
embarrassed
that
he
is
afraid
six-sheet,
cents each ; twenty-four-sheet
to tell of the new member in his household.
new. turer comes along with something
stand, $2.4060each.
Jimmie's uncle, who had gathered together nearly
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Photo gelatine lobby phoall the money that " grew " in Kansabraska, has
tos, 11x14, set of eight subjects, including title
selected
for Jimmie's
" partner
for
card ; rental price, 25 cents. Set of eight
life," buta— country
well — it girl
wouldn't
do to tell
how this
photos, as above, 22>:28; rental price, 40 cents.
funny proposition is solved, but we will say that
Jimmieever after.
and Mary are united to live happily forCUTS: — One-column and thumbnail cuts, rental
price, 10 cents; program cover cut, 4x4 inches,
rental
price,
25
cents;
two-column
cut,
rental
price, 25 cents.
SUGGESTIONS
MATS: — Three-column mat, price 20 cents; twoPlay up the star of this production, William
column
mat,
price
10
cents;
one-column
mat,
Desmond
—
the
fact
that he is one of the best
price 10 cents.
comedians on the screen. Also mention the fact
Announcement slides, music cue and press book.
that
" Life's
a Funny
is a the
thorough
comedy
drama.
In Proposition
connection "with
cast,
make mention of the names of Louise Lovely and
Jay
Belasco,
both
of
whom
are
known
favorably,
CATCH LINES
Miss Lovely having been starred in several productions and Mr. Belasco having attained popuA bashful bachelor and a baby have a great
larity in short comedy subjects. The direction
was
done
by Thomas N. Heffron, who is credited
time
" Life's
FunnyyourProposition,"
dramain that
will atickle
funny bone. a comedy
with some of the screen's biggest productions.
A bawling baby and a confirmed bachelor can
afford some pretty good comedy if they will.
William Desmond wills it that way in " Life's a
" SUE OF THE SOUTH "
Funny Proposition," his latest comedy drama.
(Continued from page 1225)
Louise Lovely, the pretty little Australian actTHE, STORY
ress, assists William Desmond in putting over
Sue Gordon was an aristocrat. Born to all
the comedy in the star's latest picture.
the purple that Crawford, Tennessee, ever laid
claim to. Still her pet was a piggie and her playmate was Shad Peters — poor white trash. Now,
The way of a helpless bachelor with a baby.
the
Peters and
the Peytons
the barrels
of their
rifles andonlythatspoke
from through
behind
ambuscades
and cabin
" Pop "
AD TALK
had been killed
by a walls.
Peyton, For
and Shad's
the mountain
code would not allow Shad to have any other
ambition in life than to be revenged on his
One of the funniest true-to-life stories ever
told on the screen will be related in pantomime
father's
slayer. So it had been in the mountains
to the patrons of the
theatre on
of for generations.
Shad
would
have dearly loved to go to Nashweek, when " Life's a Funny Proposiville to get
an Peters
" eddication,"think
but him
he durst
not.
tion," William Desmond's starring vehicle under
The
rest
of
the
a coward.
the
Exhibitors'
program,typeis and
shown.
It's Then fate took a hand.would
Sue went to the city to
a comedy
drama Mutual
of the highest
one that
with Uncle John Peyton, as hard a man as
is guaranteed to leave you in a happy frame of live
ever lived. Even his own son was against him
mind and drive away the blues. Jimmie Pendlein his relations with his men.
ton, the character portrayed by Mr. Desmond,
whom you all will remember for his work in
Sue brought her piggie along to town and she
also brought the first ray of real joy into this
some of
is a bachelor,the
bashfulscreen's
in the biggest
companysuccesses,
with women
and
frosty household. But when she was called to accare-free
and as The
congenial
a fellow
her interest
in Shad,no who
was could
" just have
one
of thosecount forPeters,
with whom
Peyton
want
to meet.
girl comes
into ashis you
life,would
however,
and
Jimmie
"
falls
"
hard,
but
not
before
a
any
kind
of
relations
at
all,"
Sue
fled
to
her
benumber of humorous episodes are enacted as the
loved hills andrealize
to Shad's
then didin
John Peyton
that cabin.
his one Only
enjoyment
result of a practical joke played by one of Jimlife was slipping away from him. So the old
mie's little
best Australian
pals. In actress,
support Louise
of Mr. Lovely,
Desmond a man
and his son pursued. When they came to
that
the Peters shack, flames were spitting from a
star
in
her
own
right,
appears
as
the
pretty
little
lass who makes a contented husband of a conrifle and, upon establishing a truce, the old man
One-column star cut among accessories furnished
firmed bachelor.
found that the undaunted defender was none
through Exhibitors Mutual Exchanges
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Fe-b'fuary

"AS

22, 19 19

THE

SUN

WENT

DOWN"—

METRO

Edith Storey in Screen Version of Baker s Play
"AS

THE SUN WENT DOWN " is an adaptation of one of George D. Baker's own plays. It is
a Western and contains a story of heroism and villainy worked out against a background
provided by several quaint characterizations. That these characterizations are not sustained

throughout the production is the picture's main fault. We have bits of humor here and bits of villainy
there, none of the bits being very securely tied to the story proper. The author, in. truth, has assembled
a number of characters typical of Bret Harte and moved them about in a story that contains about as
much continuity as a work of this famous author.
However, despite its lack of unity, " As the Sun Went Down " offers entertainment of an average
order. The spectator must be hard of head and heart, indeed, who cannot find something to enjoy in
the various moves of Colonel Billy, Faro Bill, Pizen Ike and Gin Mill Jack.
Miss Storey appears to advantage when her role gives her the prominence due a star, while the
supporting cast acquits itself most creditably. — Length, 5 reels. — Released Feb. 10. — Peter Milne.
Miss Storey has not appeared on the screen for
THE STORY
THE CAST
some time. Feature her heavily.
"Faro
Colonel
Billy "
Edith J.Storey
" Colonel
reformed
hall girl,
Bill
Lewis
Cody
Special interest is attached to the picture
lives
on the Billy,"
edge ofa the
villagedance
of Rattlesnake
Arbuthnot, known as " The Tarantula
"
in that
Georgein D.chief,
Baker,
Gulch.form liesThe
reason
ColonelBill,Billy's
reHarry S. Northrup
tion manager
wrotenowit asMetro's
a stageproducplay.
in the
personfor of" Faro
whom" she
Albert Atherton, the " sky pilot William
"
loves
and
who
has
promised
to
marry
her
when
he
He
himself
produced
it
some
years
ago. This
Brunton
has accumulated sufficient funds. The girl is fact might be the basis of a story on " As the
Gerald Morton
E. A. Turner
shunned cordedbya certain
all theamount
women of ofrespect
the town,
but men
acSun Went
MentionandthatthatBaker
was a
Mabel Morton, his wife
Frances Burnham
by the
well
known Down."
stock director
he himself
Sal Sue
Za Su Pitts
because
she
is
known
as
a
"
dead
shot."
Three
made
the
adaptation
of
his
play
to
the
screen.
Gin Mill Jack
F. E. Spooner
strangers come to the gulch, Atherton, a preacher
It is a news item that will be of interest to all
Pizen Ike
Alfred Hollingsworth
in ill health; a stranded actor and his wife and
Ike's
wife
Vera
Lewis
picturegoers.
child.
The townsfolk as a joke send the minPiety Pete
George W. Berrell
ister to " Colonel Billy's " house to board.
Metro has furnished a good supporting cast.
Adapted
by same
Georgename.
D. Baker from his stage
drama
of the
The actor stakes out a claim and soon begins
Lew Cody and Harry Northrup are well known
vertising.
Directed by E. Mason Hopper.
to
strike
"
pay
dirt."
Arbuthnot,
a
gambler,
poson
the screen. Mention their names in your adsessed of letters that reflect unjust suspicion on
Photographed by William Thompson.
the
past
of
the
actor's
wife,
arrives
and
plans
with
Ike, aoutgood-for-nothing
the town,
CATCH LINES
to putPizen
the actor
of the way andof divide
the
claim between them. Pizen Ike insults the wife
before
her
husband
and
is
straightway
challenged
"
As
the
Sun
Went
Down
"
is
a
story
that
might have appeared in a volume of Bret Harte.
to a duel. " Colonel Billy " insists on taking the
It is full of homely, human interest, real
actor's Bill,
place,also
as arrayed
he is a on
tenderfoot
poor
touches of adventure, romance and villainy abound
shot.
the sideandof avirtue,
in it. To miss it is to miss one of the real
is struck over the head by Ike and cast into
treats of the season.
a deserted mine. In digging his way out he
strikes gold.
Edith Storey in her latest and best Metro picture.
" Colonel Billy " wounds Ike in the duel.
Bill's appearance on the scene upsets him and
he
retreats,
another
the toshoulA wonderful mixture of homely comedy and
der just as receiving
he stumbled
overshotthe incliff
his
western drama in this adaptation of George D.
death. Arbuthnot is driven from the town, Bill
Baker's
play.
It
puts
the
usual
western
into
discovers
his
relationship
with
the
minister,
who
a colorless shade when matched beside it.
proves to be his brother, and all ends happily, for
Bill's mine
enough to enable him to marry
AD TALK
Colonel
Billypays
at last.
Edith Storey will be seen on the screen of the
theatre on
of
week in her
latest Metro picture, entitled " As the Sun Went
ADVERTISING AIDS
Down." This is an adaptation of one of George
D. Baker's plays.
Mr.
Baker,
now
Metro's
di— Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; two
rector-in-chief, isthe author of a number of PAPER:
six-sheets.
successes for the speaking stage, some of which
have already made their way to the screen. " As
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Photographs are provided
the Sun Went Down " he adapted himself for
in 8x10 sepia; 11x14 sepia and 22x28 colored.
screen use and has acquitted himself creditably
These include star photographs and producof its
thenewtaskform.
of carrying out his original work
tion scenes. Title and synopsis cards are also
in
provided to complete this display.
"
As
the
Sun
Went
Down
"
is
filled
with
those
unique and homely western characters that are
CUTS AND MATS:— Star cuts of Miss Storey
always reminiscent of Bret Harte, that author
provided in one-half, one, and two-column
who wrote of the West as no other. In the
sizes, the one-column will be found reproduced
persons
of
"
Colonel
Billy,"
Faro
Bill,
The
Sky
on
this page. These cuts are designed so that
Pilot, The Tarantula, Sal Sue, Pizen Ike and
they may be used either in press story or
Piety Pete we find an array of homely, real
advertisement.
human nature. Their experiences in the drama
presented here form a series of events that add
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
still further lustre to their names and which
keep the spectator in a constant state of pleasure.
Miss mentioned.
Storey appears
as the " Colonel
above
An ex-dance-hall
girl whoBillyhas"
SUGGESTIONS
reformed and who lives alone on the edge of
Rattlesnake Gulch until such time as the man
she loves gains enough gold from his mine to
Bring out the homely western atmosphere of
claim her as his wife. The drama in which she
this production to the greatest extent possible.
is more or less catapulted into the midst of, You might name over some of the unique charis one of swift action, swift real old western action
acters of the cast in your advertising. The mere
EDITH
STOREY
of the kind that appears all too infrequently on
repetition of their names, together with the statement of the fact that the picture possesses an
the screen these days. It is presented with due
atmosphere
akin
to
that
of
the
works
of
Bret
regard to atmosphere, proper effect and the highThumb-nail, one and two-column star cuts are
Harte, will arouse considerable interest in the
lights are many and well handled. All in all,
it is a picture that can well be called notable.
available on this production
production.
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Motion

"CHILD

OF

M'SIEU"—

Picture

News

TRIANGLE

Film Lacks Heart Interest, Action and Suspense
MOST
of this picture's interest lies in the simple appearance of Baby Marie Osborn.
Even her usual
childish tricks, however, fail to create any laughs; while hardly any of the situations appeal to the
emotions.
The story lacks heart interest, action or suspense.
The plot is based on Browning's poem, "Pippa Passes."
In this poem, the heroine, by singing a
happy song, prevents people from doing wrong; in the picture, the little star is given a similar role. In
addition to this, towards the end of the picture, she brings together two lovers.
Released Feb. 16. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
Two lovers who quarrel are reunited by the
THE STORY
song of Baby Marie.
Marie, Child of M'sieu Baby Marie Osborne
The prosaic
story of
the " Childwithof visions
M'sieu,"of stirs
the
most
imagination
romance
Phiilp, a man of Bohemian taste,
Do you recall Browning's poem, " Pippa
and adventure that will be realized to all who
Philo McCullough
Passes"?
Visit the
theatre during the
view
the
most
admirable
of
child
actresses,
Baby
run
of " inChild
M'sieuversion
" and ofseethisBabyclassic.
Marie
Absinthe, lovable, though a derelict,
Marie Osborne, in this her latest production. In
Osborne
her ofscreen
Harrish Ingraham
fact, this photoplay is based on that poem of
Claire, a plaything of fate Claire Alexander
Baby Marie Osborne in a child picture for
" Pippa who
Passes,"
has sentiments
fascinated
aBrowning's
host of readers
delightwhich
in the
The Lace Lady, a flirt Katherine MacLaren
both big folks and little folks.
so artfuly expressed by this poet.
M'sieu
The Tavern Keeper
In the friendly atmosphere of an old Italian
ADVERTISING AIDS
Adapted
Browning's
" Pippa Passes."
tavern, sheltered from the trials of throbbing temDirected from
by Harrish
Ingraham.
peramental life about her by the inn keeper, whose
Photographed by W. W. Nobles.
PAPER:
life is inspired by the verse quoted above, Baby
six-sheet.— One one-sheet; one three-sheet; one
Marieisisthe
introduced
as the little
of M'sieu.
CUTS AND MATS: — Three scene cuts are proShe
little sweetheart
of ward
all who
gather
on thisallproduction,
on star.of
around the oak tables to drink to the sorrows or
SUGGESTIONS
These videdare
suitable fora two-column
the text pages
joys of their daily lives, or who visit there to
newspapers
and
may
also
be
used
to
dress
adtheir happy courtships away from the
you have
offeredto Miss
Osborne's
picturessuc-in continue
ments. For thisthe use
theIf past,
be sure
mention
her former
prying eyes of intimate relatives.
are better suitedvertisethan
two. the one-columns
cesses, such as the Pathe productions — " Winning
" Absinthe,"
the expression
musician ofhave
the aroused
inn, whose
LOBBY DISPLAY: — Photographs in sepia are
artistic
touch and
the
Grandma ' and " Milady of the Beanstalk."
provided in 11x14 and 22x28 sizes. The same
emotions
and
brought
to
a
climax
many love
pictures can be secured in attractive tints at a
Baby Osborne's pictures always make an apaffairs
in
M'sieu's
tavern,
is
Marie's
constant
peal
to
the
children.
A
"
kiddies
"
day
might
price slightly
in advance
the others.
appeal on this. In exploiting to the youngsters,
companion. To while away the idle hours he reSLIDE
AND MUSIC
CUE ofSHEET.
lates many stories to delight her childish heart.
concentrate on the episodes in this picture which
display the pranks of children.
And she endeavors to put into practice what she
heardsinger
and finally
imitatedrove
" Pippa,"
little
However, this show will particularly appeal to has
Italian
whose tosongs
away the
thoughts
women
folks
and
the
"
grown
up
"
who
like
kid
of
evil
and
turned
to
good
account
all
wicked
pictures. There are hosts of these. Emphasize
designs.
that the story of this was suggested by BrownIt is then that the singing of the song of
i
n
g
'
s
"
Pippa
Passes."
There's
publicity
value
in
the fact that this poem is well liked and well
" Pippa
in a and
pathetic
known.
calls
backPasses
Philip" toby theMarie,
straight
narrowclimax,
path.
Through her childish influence the lovers are reTriangle provides attractive colored one, three
united.
And
it
was
the
song
that
her
dear
and
on this. Certainly it can be
"theAbsinthe
" ofhadCeleste
taught asherthethat
reveals
to long
him
used six-sheet
to your paper
advantage.
identity
little
girl
so
The following verse clipped from the Triangle
lost to him when drink had caused his degradapress sheet may be of use in advertising the
tion.
feature.
Big folks and little folks,
a pictureof made
for you,
Of Here's
the thoughts
children
And the things they do.
Baby Marie Osborne
Sings a song that brings good cheer.
That you'l enjoy this picture
There's not the least to fear.
AD TALK
It is difficult to describe the charm of " Child
of M'sieu,"
Babyis Marie
Osborne's at
latest
starring
vehicle,
which
being presented
the
theatre on -,
nights of
week. For
its allurement is undoubtedly due to its very
simplicity.
It is a pleasing little picture, clean
cut and humorous.
A bit of pathos, a bit of childish glee — a bit
of sentiment and human interest characters naturally harmonized with the colorful background of
life in an Italian tavern, are all elements which
feature largely in the pleasurable presentation of
the " Child of M'sieu."
It is a rare treat to see the delightful little
Baby Marie in an unpretentious role, a role which
gives full scope to her unusual talents and offers
her every opportunity to be her sweet childish
self. This does not mean that Miss Osborne cannot act. Indeed, she interprets her character
with rare ability that emphasizes clearly the value
of a vivid childish imagination. Her acting is
very realistic and appealing and attracts a great
deal of sympathy.
Perhaps the story of the " Child of M'sieu "
will interesttertainingyou.
Perhaps
you'llGrown-up
find most chilenher childish
pranks.
dren, large and small, mothers and fathers, and
the hosts who arehave
Marie's prespast
performances,
sure enjoyed
to enjoy Miss
this unusual
entation of the fairy-like little star.

CATCH LINES
The cleverest little child actress on the screen
will be seen in adaptation of Browning's " Pippa
Passes."
Baby Marie is taught the song of " Pippa
Passes " and then sets out to be a modern singer.

Triangle
Presents
BABY
MARIE

-".BABY-MAW* OSlORN

OSBORNE

EU'
M'SI
"CHILD
A ScreenOFVersion
of
Browning's "Pippa Passes"

u
These one-column cuts together with a two-column constitute the advertising accessories for newspaper
use provided on this production.
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LONG

LANE'S

Story Is Improbable,
THIS

TURNING"

But Should

-robertson-cole

Please Great Number

of Fans

picture will satisfy a large number of picture goers in spite of the story's improbability.
That it will entertain is due to the sensible acting of Mr. Walthal as well as to that of the
supporting cast; to the intelligent treatment; to the splendid artistic effects, and also to the clever
twists the story takes. They arouse the interest and create suspense.
The theme is a love affair, in which the hero is presented as a reputable lawer, while the heroine
is the daughter of a judge. To save her father, who is accused falsely, she tells the hero she cannot
marry him; she then offers to marry the man who brought the charges against her father. After many
interesting twists the story takes, during the development of which the hero is made to go to the penitentiary for twenty years for burglary and attempt for murder — acts he did not commit — he is elected
governor. In the end he is happily united to the heroine.
It is a clean attraction. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
CATCH LINES
Henry Walthall, who made the biggest single
Harry Sevier
Henry B. Walthall
hit of the silent drama in Griffith's The Birth
Paddy,
Brick
Harry Richardson
O'Connor
CamerontheCraig
Jack
A SHORT quiredsynopsis
is often
refor the theatre
program.
of
a Nation,"
in the
of ato brilliant
lawyer
who nearly
fallsrole
victim
drink. young
Beverly Allen
Joe Dowling
Not previous to the run of the feaGovernor Eveland
Ralph Lewis
Echo Allen
Mary Charleson
ture but during its run.
Charlotte Allen
Vera Lewis
The story of man's fight to overcome drink.
Late comers will refer to it to beThe Judge
Melbourne MacDowell
Jubilee
William De Vaul
come acquainted with that portion of
Written by Hallie Erminie Rives.
the story that has passed.
Scenarioized by E. Magnus Ingleton.
Mystery
andmalebrilliant
acting Walthall,
by the screen's
most
popular
star,
Henry
seen
in
Directed by Louis William Chaudet.
Clip the synopses in the Plan
Book.
" The Long Lane's Turning."
headed by
They are written specially for this
-theatre's program for
strong
drama,
with
Henry
Walthall
playing
the
THE STORY
leading role.
purpose.
They are compact; thoroughly informative.
Harry Sevier, a young lawyer, seeks a short
A
victim
of
drink,
a
convict
for
years
—
yet
cut to fame by the false stimulations of whiskey.
And they are the right thing for
His success is marked. He loses many a case
Harry Sevier " comes back."
newspaper use, too.
until he seeks to defend Paddy the Brick, innocent of the crime of which he is accused, but
who nevertheless is sentenced to a jail term because Sevier, lacking the spirit that whiskey always gives him, is unable to cope with the proseADVERTISING AIDS
cution. Cameron Craig, a politician of an adjoining State, who loves Echo Allen, daughter of
PAPER:
—
One,
three, six and twenty-four-sheet
Justice
feat. Beverly Allen, is delighted by Sevier's deposters, showing scenes from production and
star, in striking colors.
Meanwhile an important suit involving the immense distilling interests of Craig comes before
LOBBY
:— Photos,
11x14theandstar22x28
Judge Allen, and Craig, feeling that the decision
sizes, areDISPLAY
available.
These show
and
is going against his organization, seeks to get
scenes from production. A wide variety of
something on the judge which he might use as
these are obtainable at the nearest exchange.
a club. He threatens to expose the judge unless
Some
list of striking
display photos
photos. of Walthall are among this
he renders a verdict favorable to the distilling
interests. The judge decides to meet the issue,
CUTS AND MATS: — Three, two and one-column
but not before his daughter becomes aware of the
cuts and mats are available for newspaper adfacts. Paddy the Brick, released from jail, turns
vertising,poses.including pictures of the star in charagainst society, and becomes a crook. Circumacteristic
stances have it that he seeks the same night that PRESS BOOK AND MUSIC CUE are prepared.
Echo and Sevier arrive at Craig's home to rob
The press book gives some valuable informathe
doesn'tPaddy
recognize
Sevier, nor
tion and hints at exploitation of this feature.
does house.
the latterEcho
recognize
the Brick.
Announcement Slides are furnished at regular
As Craig enters the room where Paddy and his
rate.
pal are working on the safe a shot is fired, hitting Craig. In the confusion Sevier obtains the
letters Craig stole from Judge Allen, and hands
them to Echo, telling her to make her escape.
Governor Eveland, of the State in which they
AD TALK
are jailed, takes his friend, Judge Allen, through
the prison on an inspection tour. Judge Allen is
attacked by a criminal whom he had sentenced,
Henry B. Walthall is a sufficient incentive for
but is saved from injury through the intervention
patrons of the
theatre to pay it a visit on
of Sevier, who, shorn of his whiskers, is not recthe
of
week. The star male charognized by the judge. Harry escapes from jail
acter
of
"
The
Birth
of
and is later acquitted of the charge.
the
theatre on a Nation
of" is coming
week toin
" The mentLong
Lane's
Turning,"
and
the
manageof the
theatre urges every one who
Henry
B.
can possibly attend the performance to be there.
This
is
one
of
Mr.
Walthall's
greatest
works
and
admirers of the star will agree with this assertion
SUGGESTIONS
of the management of the
theatre. In the
role
of a brilliant young lawyer who is given to
Henry
Walthall's
name
should
be
played
WALTHALL
up
big
excessive use of liquor, Mr. Walthall is given
in connection with the advertising on this pro- the
the opportunity to give vent to his wonderful
duction. He is one of the screen's biggest stars
ability as a character actor and in the interpreand should come above all else in the public's
tation of the role of the young lawyer, he justifies
mind.
Bu; in playing up the star do not forget the praise
so often accorded him as being the
the story — it has merit and is a typical
greatest
thall vehicle, offering him a character role Walthat screen. exponent of character acting on the
TheLongfelni
brings forth all his capable acting along these
lines. The supporting cast should come in for
In
Mr.
Walthall's
supporting
cast
there
appears
mention because it contains
names of some
somelarofactresses
the screen's
best known
most arepopuwell known leading men andthecharacter
and actors.
Amongandthem
inCall attention also to the mystery elementactors.
cluded Jack Richardson, Joseph Dowling, Ralph
that
is played up strong in the development of the Lewis, Mary Charleston, Vera Lewis, Melbourne
Three-sheet poster
plot.
MacDowell and William De Vaul.
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"THE

MORAL

Familiar

Yet Appealing

DEADLINE"—

Picture

News

WORLD

Plot Is Basis of June Elvidge Vehicle

6 6 f I ^ HE MORAL DEADLINE " presents that story in which the rich father does his level best to ruin
the marriage of his son, said son having contracted the marriage without his own social pale.
June Elvidge is seen as the wife and, as usual, her performance contains a ring of sincerity and
a high degree of emotionalism that manage to put the role fairly and squarely over. Miss Elvidge when
handling the most artificial part is always sure of herself and by her very certainty has lifted many an
artificial character to a truly interesting plane.
The plot of " The Moral Deadline " is patterned along popular lines and despite a number of
licenses which the author has taken with the actions of human beings, it is so filled with incident and
scenes of the "heart interest" variety that it seldom fails to direct a very strong appeal toward those
whose emotions are easily touched.
Aside from this the picture is possessed of a realistic atmosphere and a varied background. Low
dives, high dinners and waterfront saloons are not the least of the various interesting corners into which
the author takes his audience.
All the scenes have been photographed commendably.
Frank Mayo appears in the role opposite the star's and, as usual, gives a performance complete and
effective in every detail. — Length, 5 reels. — Released Feb. 24. — Peter Milne.
hats, which fall into one of the many streams of hesitating on one side of " The Moral Dead
THE CAST
this preserve. Harold Oaker, son of wealthy
Line." attract
With appropriate
this
Evelyn Merrill
June Elvidge
should
attention. catch
This lines
methodbeneath
of adverparents,
comes to the rescue of the girls and an
Hal Oaker
Frank Mayo
tising
the
feature
could
be
used
in
either
newsacquaintance
is
made.
Young
Oaker
conceals
John Oaker
Ned Burton
the fact that his father is the most wealthy man
theatre. paper ads or in special drawings before the
Helen Oaker
Grace Stevens
in
New York.
givesIt Evelyn
a card
Mile. Aimee
Alice Weeks
mistaken
for his Heown.
bears the
namewhich
of theis
Another big angle to play up on this picture
Anna Tyson
Gertrude Webber
man who had wrecked his car a few hours before.
is its wide variance of scene. Showmen who
Henry Strickland
Louis Grizel
Later
Oaker
calls
on
Evelyn
and
their
romance
follow
the course of the New York plays will
Kate
Louise Du Pre
ends in marriage. Oaker's father learns of his
easily recollect Brady's " The Man Who Came
Joe Ellis
Joseph Smiley
son's
marriage
and
persuades
his
son
to
leave
his
Back
"
still touring
country.
Mrs. Van Vliets
Jane Sterling
wife. Oaker, Jr., agrees to go West for a year.
good bitwhich
of the isattraction
of thistheplay
rested inA
Barbara Van Vliets
Muiiel Ostriche
He
agrees
not
to
bid
his
wife
good-bye.
After
he
its
variety
of
scenes.
It
took
the
spectator
all
Story by Earle Mitchell.
has gone Evelyn attempts to find him and learns
over the world, in fact. Scenes illustrating the
Scenaritized by Lucien Hubbard.
that there is no such person as Harold Carson,
various
phases
of
the
picture
were
stood
in
front
the same under which Oaker had married her.
Directed by Travers Vale.
of the theatre and they brought crowds. With
Photographed by Philip Hatkin.
She returns to her position in ihe shops. Later a the
case number
of " The ofMoral
" you bealsoplayed
have
baby is born. Oaker in the mean time tries to a great
scenesDeadline
that could
forget.
up if you plan to run the picture for any
Later he returns and finds that his wife has
appreciable length of time. The old saying that
become a dancer. He has taken a position as
" variety is the spice of life " would seem to
AD TALK
reporter on a newspaper and during a raid of apply
in the matter of advertising.
a disreputable place he finds his wife, and they
June Elvidge is known for the emotional
are reunited.
June Elvidge comes to the
theatre
photoplays
in which
this
of
week in her latest starring vehicle on
fact and mention
some sheof appears.
her former Stress
successes.
the
Moralof Deadline."
Nor
do
not
forget
Frank
Mayo
in
the
advertising.
When World
we tellprogram,
you that" The
the scene
action of
CATCH LINES
He is becoming better known with each release.
this drama
is laidpublic
in Newpark,YorkCentral
with the
world's
most
beautiful
Park,
you
When she danced at a stag dinner the Moral
will be able to draw your own conclusions as to Uplifter was immensely pleased. When he found
her performing similarly in an east side cafe he
the picture's scenic beauty. Frank Mayo is Miss
Elvidge's
leadingin man.
leadingstarmanin wanted her arrested to protect public morals !
has
appeared
supportThisof popular
the World
several productions and always gives a commendJust what is the moral dead line? How far
able performance. He will not disappoint his
should a mother go to save the life of her child?
admirers in " The Moral Deadline."
See view
the answer
Moral Deadline," now
" hasin the
the silent
sparkledrama.
and
on
at thein " Thetheatre.
pep" The
of all Moral
that is Deadline
entertaining
Woven into the happier moments of the story
are the human touches, the incidents that make
Her husband had professed the greatest love,
some of our most popular works of fiction so
but it was not long before she discovered that he
entertaining. It is a story of love, of constancy
had married her under an assumed name. Was
and of joy. The management of the
thehe, after all, a scoundrel? See the answer in
atre recommends this picture to each and every
" The Moral Deadline."
one of his patrons. It will please all. In Miss
Elvidge's
support
will
be
seen
Ned
Burton,
Grace
Stevens, Gertrude Webber and Muriel Ostriche,
Another June Elvidge picture, in which this
the clever little actress who has won fame on
this actress
one before
of the the
mostcamera.
appealing
acters of her hascareer
Andcharthe
both stage and screen.
always
dependable
Frank
Mayo
is
in
the
opposite
role.
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER: — One six-sheet; two three-sheets; two
one-sheets.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Two 22x28 colored photoand white.graphs; eight 11x14 colored; eight 8x10 black
• CUTS AND MATS: — There are the usual one
and two-column ad cuts, one of which is reproduced on this page. World exchanges also
have on hand two three-column and one doublecolumn scene cuts illustrative of the story to a
good degree.
THE STORY
Two shop girls, Evelyn Merrill and her chum,
Anna, while walking in Central Park, lose their

Why should the morals of the wealthy and the
poor differ? The Moral Uplifter in " The Moral
Deadline
enjoyed,it ain dance
his
own "settolerated,
when he even
condemned
a publicin
cafe. He is shocked to his senses in one of the
most stirring climaxes the screen has revealed.
SUGGESTIONS
Undoubtedly the greatest asset of this production is itsDisplayed
title. " The
Moral type
Deadin Line
" is a
corker.
in large
newspaper
advertisements or in incandescents over the
entrance of a theatre it will attract patronage in
greater degree
than itself
the title
ordinary
feature.
It also lends
well toof thetheillustrative
style of advertising. Its very name suggests an
allegorical picture of a woman (June Elvidge)

One-column ad cut
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"MAGGIE

PEPPER"—

Revieiver Thinks

PARAMOUNT

It Will Cause Walls to Bulge

the entertaining values of each picture that is placed upon the market to weigh as much
WERE
as those of " Maggie Pepper," you would surely think the millennium has come. With such attractions toback you up, you would not be wasting your time worrying how to attract even
your regular crowds, as you do now, but you would be using your ingenuity in devising means and
ways of caring for the overflow.
Miss Clayton has hardly ever appeared in as good a story. It is a crook comedy drama, so sound
and substantial that the impression it creates clings long to the memory. The picture arouses strong
interest and keeps one in continual suspense, and as the spirit of the story appeals to the good emotions,
it leaves in the spectator a feeling of perfect satisfaction and happiness.
There are situations at the beginning of the picture that will make you mix the laughs and the tears
at the same time. The heroine is given a human role, so your sympathy follows her throughout the
picture.
The acting of Miss Clayton impresses one with sincerity. The supporting cast is composed of artists; the direction, photography and almost everything that helps to make the picture is of the highest
standard, but whoever wrote the sub-titles should be warmly congratulated. They are little gems. — Released Feb. 23. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
this production, as her other productions have
THE CAST
He is impressed and when the manager discharges
generally been favorably received. " Maggie
her hires her again. His fiancee gives back his
Pepper stage
" was
one of the
notaMaggie Pepper
Ethel Clayton
successes.
Uselatehis Charles
name inKlein's
connection
ring in for
anger.
Meantime
Claire's
mother
Joe Holbrook
Elliott Dexter
arrested
shop lifting
and sent
to jail.
Whenis withble all
advertising, as the majority of people
Ada Darkin
Winifred Greenwood
she
is
released
she
tells
Maggie
her
husband
has
are familiar with it, particularly when his draSam Darkin
Tully Marshall
planned to steal the child. That night Joe comes
Claire Darkin
Edna Mae Wilson
matic death connected
on the " Lusitania
is considered.
to
plead
with
Maggie
to
return
to
his
employ,
All those
with the "production
of this
Jake Rothchild
Raymond Hatton
she having resigned because she believed she
picture are worthy of consideration. In the first
Alice Keane
Marcia Manon
was
the
cause
of
the
breaking
of
Holbrook's
enplace
the
supporting
cast
contains
many
names
John Hargen
Clyde Benson
gagement. He insists but she refuses. Then the
well known among the members of the Lasky
Dud Corey
Billy Elmer
kidnapping
attempt
is
made.
In
the
melee
Joe
stock
company.
There
are
Elliott
Dexter,
Tully
Delivery Boy
Bud Duncan
is slightly wounded. He pretends it is serious
Marshall, Raymond Hatton and others whose
Detective
C. H. Geldart
and
stays
in
the
house
over
night.
Next
day
he
many
appearances
in
Paramount
and
Artcraft
Mrs. Thatcher
Fay Holderness
demands not only that Maggie shall come back to pictures have created for them positions approachBy Charles Klein.
store, but marry him as well — and she finally
ing stellar calibre. Chester Withey is also widely
Adapted by Gardner Hunting.
capitulates.
ends happily. The miscreants are captured and all and favorably known as a director.
Directed by Chester Withey.
In all advertising get into your copy that it is
a dramatic story of city life, with many of the
scenes transpiring in a large department store.
CATCH LINES
AD TALK
Surely this is a novel locality and you might
The story of a girl of the world who knew
fashionmentthe
pictorial portion of your advertiseaccordingly.
What O. Henry, Edna Ferber and other story
how
to
take
care
of
herself
and
others
bes
des.
writers have done for department store workers
One
of
the
realest
dramas
ever
seen
on
the
screen.
in literary form, Charles Klein did for the stage
in
" MaggiethePepper,"
now Paramount
has
picturized
play as and
a screen
attraction with
Ethel Clayton's latest Paramount picture — an
beautiful Ethel Clayton as the star. The picture
of one of
CharlestheKlein's
plays made
— diwill be shown at the
theatre next
. adaptation
rected by Chester
Withey,
man who
HE exhibitor who is a keen
"Gardner
Maggie Pepper
"
was
prepared
for
the
screen
by
"
The
Hun
Within
"
and
"
The
Pursuit
of
Polly."
Hunting and directed by Chester
booker will avail himself of the
Withey.
Ethel Clayton in a Lasky picture of the highest
It would be difficult to select a more perfect
"Exhibitors' Box Office Recast than that chosen to support Miss Clayton in order — her support embraces some of the best
ports and Index to the Complete
known
members
of
the
Lasky
stock
company
—
this photoplay. Elliott Dexter plays the leading
role opposite the star. It is hardly necessary to members each with hosts of admirers.
call attention to his record for splendid work.
He was leading man for Miss Clayton in
ThisBook."
important department apA story of a sales girl in a big department
Plan
" Women's Weapons " and has been seen in leadstore — a real insight into life " behind the
pears
every issue and usually occuing roles
in
many
of
Cecil
B.
DeMille's
celecounter
" — more
than that
see when
brated Artcraft specials.
making
a purchase
of awhich
tie or you
a collar
or a
pies
four
or more pages. In this isTully Marshall, a famous character actor, is just
bit of lace.
cast for a Hebrew
heavy part
and Raymond
Hatton
is an
issue it can be found on Pages 1236
inimitable
drummer.
His work
is artistic
to 1239, inclusive.
to the clast
is exel ent as thedegree.
wife ofWinifred
the crookGreenwood
and the mother
ADVERTISING AIDS
Every feature reviewed and reof little Claire. Edna Mae Wilson is seen as PAPER: — Two one-sheets; two three-sheets; one
leased during the past three months
Claire, the child — a fine role. Marcia Manon, a
six-sheet; rotogravure one-sheet. One three
skillful actress, has a good character part; Clyde
and
is listed alphabetically, with comBenson is the hated manager; Billy Elmer is a
three oneis six
love show
scene.good dramatic scenes, other
crook; Bud Duncan is a messenger; C. H. Geldments that are proving very valuable
art and Fay Holderness are detectives.
LOBBY DISPLAY :— Eight 8x10 black and
white
photographs; eight lixH sepia; one 22x
to the readers of MOTION PICWith
such
a
cast,
"
Maggie
Pepper
"
should
28
sepia.
prove delightful as a screen attraction.
TURE NEWS.
CUTS AND MATS ON PRODUCTION :— Five
The
worth
of the production as a
one-column;
three
two-column;
two
threecolumn. Dramatic scenes and interesting poses
THE STORY
picture
and
also
its drawing value
of staractergive
insight into interesting charof the good
production.
Maggie Pepper is a department store employe
from the box office standpoint is
with much ability. She has been caring for
STOCK CUTS AND MATS OF STAR:— Five
carefully compiled.
Claire, her
dead orbrother's
child, because
the
one-column;
three two-column; two threemother
is more
less worthless.
The latter
column.
In the index also appears the date
marries again and demands Claire. Her husband
LAYOUTS :— One three-colis a crook and they plan to raise the girl as a ADVERTISING
of issue in which the original plan
umn;
one
two-column;
one
one-column.
"Claire
dip " goor and
pickpocket.
lets SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
settles downMaggie
to hardreluctantly
work. John
book was published, covering the
Hargen, manager of the store, is anxious that
subject
in a thorough manner.
his
ward
shal
marry
Joe
Holbrook.
the
owner.
SUGGESTIONS
Hargen dislikes Maggie because he knows that
she realizes how inferior are his methods. HolMention
Ethel
Clayton's
previous
Paramount
pictures in connection with the exploitation of
brook returns from Europe and meets Maggie.
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"THE

WICKED

DARLING"—

Universal

Picture

News

Special

Strong Picture That Keeps Interest Alive All Through
YOU

can bank on this picture pleasing your patrons: human appeal, action, thrills, suspense, and
almost everything that helps make a picture interesting and entertaining will be found in this
attraction.

The story introduces the heroine as a clever crook, but the love of a man
awake.

causes her better nature to

The picture is strong and keeps the interest alive from start to finish; and as it appeals to the pleasurable emotions, it leaves the spectator in happy frame of mind. It belongs to the class that makes a deep
impression.
A longer review of this picture was published in issue of Feb. 8, on page 91 5. — Released Feb. 24. —
Length, 6 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
a home. Mortimer has returned to pay his cabby,
THE CAST
and the girl enters without being questioned.
Mary Stevens
Priscilla Dean
There Mortimer finds her. She learns the story
Kent Mortimer
Wellington Playter
of the broken engagement. He thinks her a thief
Stoop Conners
Lon Chaney
at first, but later allows her to go. She sneaks
Fadem
Spottiswoode Aitken
back later to steal the ring. She goes to work in
or for your
paper advertising
Adele Hoyt
Gertrude Astor
a cheap restaurant as a waitress, living at a boardram.for your newsHre LIN
progES
theat
CATC
Written by Evelyn Campbell.
ing-house not far away. One day Mortimer
Directed by Tod Browning.
chances in the restaurant and their acquaintance
No doubt, Mr. Exhibitor, you
is renewed. She takes two of the pearls to old
at a loss for a fitting one
been
have
Fadem andFademgives
Mortimer's
and the
the money
gunman toshadow
Mary landand
at some time or another when in the
SUGGESTIONS
ransack lady.
her room.
Not finding the rest of the pearls, the gunman
rush of the last minute you have lost
First give your patrons to understand that Prisjumps to the conclusion that Mary has them. In
cilla
Dean,
the
star
of
"
The
Wild
Cat
of
Paris
"
all your advertising material supand other big Universal specials, is the featured
the struggle
the she
two calls
men,Mortimer
Mary's real
past
is revealedbetween
and when
sorplayer in this production. Bring out the fact
rowfully
casts
her
out
of
his
life.
As
a
last
replied by the manufacturer.
strongly, that the story deals with the underworld
and with the adventures of the society crook. Be
sort,
Mary returns
the pearls
towithMortimer's
former
fiancee,
who
returns
them,
a
letter,
Don't
get discouraged on this acsure and porting
mention
names oftoMiss
supto Mortimer, who then starts out in search of
cast. Calltheattention
the Dean's
wide range
count.
Mary.
In
their
attempt
to
force
Mary
to
reveal
which
is covered
by the story's
that itoftakes
MOTION PICTURE NEWS Plan
the hiding-place of the pearls, Fadem and the gunyou into
the underworld,
into plot
the —homes
the
man nearly choked the girl to death. But Morrich and through the Bohemian section of any
Book contains a variety of catch
timer's armMary
is nowandwell,
and
after
a
terrific
fight,
large city. Mention the fact that there is a he rescues
they go west with the proslines on each feature.
realistic fist fight between two of the prominent
pect of happiness.
members in support of the star. Bring out the
Among them you may, no doubt
adventurous spirit of the play as a whole and —
play up the name of the star.
ADVERTISING AIDS
you will, find one just suiting your
needs.
A wide variety of advertising accessories are available at your nearest Universal exchange on this
AD TALK
Universal Special.
Priscilla Dean, the fastest rising star in the
PAPER: — Striking colored sheets have been
gotten out. There are one, three, six and
photoplay
firmament,
is
coming
to
in
another of her Universal Special attractions. This
twenty-four-sheet showing pictures of star and
scenes
The view
twenty-rour-sneet
one is called " The Wicked Darling," and will
shows afrom
headproduction.
and shoulders
of the star
play the
theatre on
. Anyone who
and
at
the
right
of
the
sheet
appears
her name
has not enjoyed
this
star's
vivid
and
versatile
personality has not seen her. And anyone who has
in extra
large letters, with the title of the picture underneath.
not seen her is to be pitied. But it is not too
LOBBY DISPLAY:— This feature of the acceslate. ofSeePriscilla
" The Wicked
" andbe join
the
circle
admirers.Darling
You will
the two
sories is complete in every detail. Photos of
star and scenes of play are obtainable and
million and oneth. The succession of " Kiss or
suggested
for The
display
are made.
Kill" into
and a"The
Wild trio
Cat by
of Paris"
will beof
made
wonderful
the addition
CUTS
AND lay-outs
MATS:—
material
furnished
along this line is strikingly arranged and pre"as The
Wicked
Darling."
And
there
are
more
just
sents every conceivable manner of advantageous
good to follow.
newspaper
two-column
the storyandof narrow
a girl
three-columnadvertising.
cuts and Single,
mats are
available andat
who" The
tried Wicked
to beat Darling
back to "theis straight
your Universal exchange. All of these give
path because she, all of a sudden, had learned
prominence to the star, Miss Dean.
to love a man who trod that path unswervingly.
He did not know she had been a thief, and above
A specially prepared music cue is arranged. A
press book and slides are available. We would
all, he did not know she had the pearl necklace
advise you to get the advertising suggestions
she had stolen from his fiancee still in her posfurnished by Universal on this production.
session. She was afraid to give it back, lest he
find out about her. And then an old associate in
crime told the man after all.
CATCH LINES
Well,youthat's
the storyCampbell
you oughtwrote
to know
until
see allit.of Evelyn
the
story and Tod Browning directed it. And see
Priscilla
Dean,
star ofofseveral
cf Universal's big
specials, seen in story
the underworld.
this; Lon Chaney, Spottiswoode Aitken and Wellington Playter are all in the cast.
The city's
underworld,
the Bo-of
hemian section,
the dual the
life pawnshops,
as led by some
THE STORY
our wealthy class — all these will be shown in
Kent Mortimer attends a ball with his fiancee.
" The Wicked Darling."
He tells her he is ruined and that he must sell
even his household effects to keep his head above
A thief, but a thoroughbred ; a rose from the
the financial waters. She coolly tells Mortimer
gutter, a girl who proved her right to walk in the
their engagement is at an end, returning all his
best
society — this is the heroine you will see in
gifts, except a string of pearls, which she loses on
" The Wicked Darling," a Universal Special.
entering her cab.
Mary isStevens,
" The Wicked
Terrific fistic battle between two men of the
habitat
the underworld,
snatchesDarling,"
the gems whose
from
the limousine step and flees. She finds refuge in underworld in their fight for the girl they love.
Star cut. special for this production
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"BREEZY
Shows

APPARENTLY

JIM"— TRIANGLE

Its Age Plainly; Hot Stuff for Hero

Worshippers

this picture was made long ago, and if any one wishes to note the advancement of the

motion picture art, " Breezy Jim " offers a good medium.
In point of action, logic of story, photography, artistic affects and general handling, it falls below the standard of the present day offerings. Only people who like the hero stuff, irrespective of how such hero bests the villains, may like it;
also some of the children.
The picture opens showing a convict escaping from jail. In the following scenes, in order to make the
spectator think that the hero is the escaped convict, he is shown as dodging the guards. The hero reaches
a mining town. An evangelist is shown there preaching against the demon rum. Towards the end, the
fact is disclosed that the evangelist is none other than the convict; while the hero, a member of the secret
service, sent there to apprehend the fugitive. — Released Feb. 23. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S. Harrison.
THE CAST
Breezy Jim
Crane Wilbur
Patricia Wentworth
Juanita Hansen
Story by J. Francis Dunbar.
Directed by Lorimer Johnson.
Photographed by Barney McGill.
THE STORY
Patricia goes west to search for a real man.
On the stage to Cayenne she meets Jim, a mysterious stranger, who protects her from the advances of the intoxicated driver. Jim is accompaniedfriended.
by anLater," inold-timer,"
whom heis again
has beCayenne, Patricia
indebted to Jim for protecting her from an uncouth evangelist who has forced Cayenne dry.
Jim follows the old-timer on a mysterious tramp
to the back country, to find him the victim of the
evangelist. He rescue the old man, but upon arriving in town the evangelist has convinced the
populace that Jim is the guilty man. A lynching
is prevented by Patricia and Jim is locked in jail.
With all who suspect him out of the way, the
evangelist attempts to abduct Pat. But meanwhile the old-timer, who has recovered, discovers the circumstances and aids Jim in escaping from the lock-up. Jim pursues the evangelist
and Patricia, and is successful in rescuing her and
capturing her abductor. Jim forces the evangelist
to submit to a clean shave at the point of his
gun. It is then revealed that he is the escaped
convict who long ago had robbed the old-timer
of his gold. This wealth is restored to its rightful owner, and Jim reveals himself to Pat as spethe man.
Department of Justice. She has
foundcial agent
her ofreal
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER:
six-sheet.— One one-sheet; one three-sheet; one
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Photographs are provided
in 11x14 sepia and 22x28 sepia. These are
furnished in the same sizes in tints at a price
slightly in advance of the others.
CUTS: — Two one-column; one two-column.
These cuts are primarily designed for use in
the text pages of the newspapers, but may be
used for advertising copy also. The two-column
is particularly adaptable for such use.
SLIDE AND MUSIC CUE SHEET.
AD TALK
Crane Wilbur, an old favorite of the silent
drama, is coming to the
theatre on
of
week in a western picture that presents the region west of the Rocky Mountains
as
the found
days ofintheCalifornia
" Fortyniners,"
goldit was
was infirst
district.whenIt
tells of the days of the stage coach and the
chivalry of the real western man and the treachery of the beast.
" Breezyplot,
Jim events
" is characterized
its swiftly
moving
happening inby such
rapid
succession and with such a true-to-life punch to
their enactment by an able cast that the patrons
of the
theatre will enjoy every inch of the
five reels that show Crane Wilbur in " Breezy
The western atmosphere predominates throughJim."
out the enactment of this stirring drama of the
days of the stage coach. It is thrilling to the
last degree and presents Mr. Wilbur in one of
the
best silent
character
for the
drama.parts he has ever interpreted
" Breezytheatre
Jim on
" will be of
the attraction
week. at the

CATCH LINES
Crane Wilbur, old-time favorite of the silent
drama, seen in a stirring western drama.
Five fast-moving reels of western action with
Crane Wilbur and Juanita Hansen interpreting
the leading roles.
story ofWest.
the days when the Fortyniners ruled
theA Golden
The real western man and the coward brought
in striking
West
of dayscontrast
gone by.in a picture of the ideal
SUGGESTIONS
Bring to the attention of your patrons the fact
that this is a typical western drama acted in
double-quick
silent
drama. time by a well-known star of the
Play up the name of Crane Wilbur and Juanita
Hansen, his leading woman. Both are well known
and Miss Hansen is noted for being one of the
beauties of the screen play.
If you are a small-town exhibitor, hit hard
on
the announcement
that " Breezy
" ispa-a
through
and through western
picture.JimYour
trons like the western pictures.
nature of the picture stronger than
thePlay
starupforthesupport.

Use the lobby display sheets that show the
thrilling moments of this production and place
them well in the limelight.

own show.
presentn hisknows
best
Y to showma
EVERhow
There are times, however,
when some important angle
may not assert itself to the exhibitor
who sees picture after picture week
after week.
In the SUGGESTIONS of the
Complete Plan Book, the advertising possibilities of each picture are
taken up from all angles.
In them you may find THE one
that you have overlooked.
Perhaps its just the one that will
answer your needs.
Look over the SUGGESTIONS in
this issue.
And those in all issues — that follow.

"BREEZY
Crane^ilbur

JIM"

xjst
BRAINS, BRAWN AND BRAVERY CONQUER
"Breezy Jim"
One-column cuts furnished at Triangle exchanges
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HOOP-LA"—
Another

ROBERTSON-COLE

Boost for Billie Rhodes;

Clean Comedy

WHOEVER
first conceived the idea of taking Miss Billie Rhodes out of the single reels and putting her in features has made a wise move; she is fast becoming a favorite.
If " The Girl of My Dreams " has brought the crowds into your theatre, " Hoop-La " should
bring them in larger numbers, because of the superior story; clean and wholesome comedy situation-,
as well as pathetic, are well distributed throughout the picture. Besides, it possesses many more good
points, any one of which could furnish the foundation for your advertising campaign.
To those of you who cater to a large number of children, the picture gives an opportunity to draw
them by advertising the circus scenes that almost exclusively form the first two reels. Adults will enjoy them equally as well.
The picture was reviewed extensively in last week's issue, on page 1061. — Length, 5 reels. — P. S.
Harrison.
THE CAST
Hoop-La Charters
Billie Rhodes
Tony Barrows
Bertram Grassby
Old Toodles
John Cooke
Joe McGee
Val Paul
Produced by National Film Corp.
Released through Exhibitors-Mutual.
SUGGESTIONS
As this is a story of circus life you might
evolve some original advertising by dressing up
all your copy after the manner of the circus
press oryagent's.
back the
a little
your memto the timeGo when
goodwayoldin circus
used
to
hit'
the
town
when
you
were
a
little
and revive some of those grand old phrases fellow
about
the wonderful and amazing, " absolutely without
equal " boarthings
were Yes,
advertised
the billds of the bigthatshow.
scatter on
superlatives
as profusely
as
you
want
throughout
your
tising, but make the imitation of the circusadverkind
of exploitation exceed just beyond the limits of
probability. Just to get a touch of humor into
your copy — just to let the readers know that you
aren't really serious with all your superlatives and
promises. Just good natured, novel copy that's
all.
As " Theson-ColeGirl
of My Dreams,"
the first
RobertBillie Rhodes
picture went
so well
you
might mention it with reference to this, her
second appearance and feature the star herself
for she is an attractive little miss, and seems
destined to have quite as successful a career in
feature
pictures as she did in those old onereel
comedies.
AD TALK
Billie Rhodes, the charming little star who appeared with such success at the
theatre
only a few weeks ago in her first feature picture,
" The Girl of My Dreams," will be seen here
again on
of
week in another fivereel
entitled " to
Hoop-La,"
pictureof which,
it is number
hardly necessary
add, is aa story
circus
life. The diminutive star appears as Hoop-La
Charters, a little lady who is practically the entire
cast of a small circus. Outside of riding bareback, doing a trapeze act and doubling as a lady
clown, her life is one of comparative ease. All
the comedy and pathos of her existence is charmingly brought out in the five reels that constitute
the picture, and, to employ a phrase worn by
much usage but still quite useful, there is not a
dull moment from first to last.
In a certain town Hoop-La volunteers as a
pockey and wins a race for Joe McGee, a cheap
horseman, who wants to marry her. When
Hoop-La learns that she is really descended from
a family of some social distinction she accepts
McGee's
that
society lifeproposal
appearsforto the
her simple
none inreason
the least.
However she soon after regrets her decision, for
she discovers the real stripe of her husband, and
is very discontented. How a series of exciting
incidents rids her of this pestilence who calls
himself her husband, and how little Hoop-La
eventually finds true happiness, are events which
.conclude the photoplay in exciting fashion.

THE STORY
" Hoop-La " is a beautiful young girl who is
is an all-round star in a one-ring circus playing
county fairs and small towns. She rides baredoes thrilling
acts and and
" doubles
as a back,
lady
clown. trapeze
Her guardian
faithful"
friend is Old Toodles, a clown with the circus,
who " brought her up " from a baby.
" Hoop-La " volunteers as a jockey and wins
a race for Joe McGee, a cheap horseman who
wants to marry her. Tony Barrows, scion of a
wealthy
sees the
"Hoop-La"
and
fals in family,
love with
beautiful perform
equestrienne.
When
"
Hoop-La
"
learns
that
her
father
was
the Charters family, wealthy snobs, she marriesof
McGee to save herself from having to live a dull
society life. She repents, however, and induces
McGee to leave her on promise of keeping him
supplied with money.
McGee, in a drunken debauch, starts a fire in
the circus-tent and is killed when the tent collapses. "Hoop-La " marries Tony and goes to
live in her own home, her father's inheritance.
ADVERTISING AIDS
PAPER: — Two one-sheets; one three-sheet; one
six-sheet; one twenty-four-sheet. All paper
serves to bring out the circus atmosphere that
predominates in the picture.
LOBBY DISPLAY:— Six 11x14 photo gelatines
and title card; six 22x28 photo gelatines and
title card.
CUTS: — Cuts on this production include one,
two and three-column offerings shewing scenes
from
and poses
of star.in The
columnproduction
are furnished
to exhibitor
mat threeform
only.
A
program
cover
cut
and
a
thumb-nail
head of star also available.
Other accessories include a sheet-stand, slides
and musie cue sheet altogether with press
sheet.
CATCH LINES
Billie Rhodes in her second feature picture — a
charming
little story of a girl's life with a " onehorse " circus.
The freaks, the bearded lady, the bareback
rider, the trapeze artist — all of them are in
" Hoop-La,"
the greatest, gorgeous
most magnificent,
unequaled
and unparalleled,
and glittering,
stupendous and stupefying story of circus life
ever cast on the silver sheet! These adjectives
aren't ours to be sure. They belong to Barnum's
press agent, but all the same, " Hoop-La " is a
picture thatwithyoualldon't
to miss. but
It can
described
sorts want
of adjectives,
to saybe
that it reaches the heart is to say the truth.
Rhodes
in " Hoop-La,"
story Billie
is —
wellBillie
to tell
the truth
the story isthearound
Rhodes, and when this little star is the centre
of attraction there isn't a whole lot else that
attracts. Of course, she is seen to advantage —
when has Billie Rhodes ever been seen to anything but advantage?

a short filler for your
need
YOUprogr
Some
am. little announcement
regarding next week's feature.
Not a story exactly: that would be
giving the show away.
Something just suggesting the
character of the play, telling about
the cast, the story in general, the
director and the author.
A variety of advertising teaser.
The AD TALK incorporated in
thing.
each of the plan books is just the
Just the thing to awaken the readshow.er's curiosity regarding next week's
Look over the AD TALK on your
coming feature.
It may, the chances are 100 to I,
that it will fill the bill.

BILLIE
RHODES

HOOP-LA"

February

DO

YOU
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Here's a Chance

THEATRE?

of a Lifetime
THE

I have a new theatre of 1200 seats, beautifully
decorated, gorgeously draped and carpeted and
fully equipped for pictures — Halberg twin generator set, $10,000. Hope-Jones organ, late style
ticket selling machines, change makers, etc. —
located in a city of 125,000 population, on the theatrical thoroughfare. 60,000 persons pass the doors
daily. The theatre is open seven days a week, doing a business of from $1,200 to $1,800 each week.
I will lease it for a term of ten years as it stands.
Will stand the most rigid investigation.
Brokers will not be considered. Business must
be done in person, first letter must give personal
and financial reference that will bear investigation.

IL

DR

By WINIFRED
Produced

EN

DUNN
and

Directed by JACQUES TYROL
Y"
PA
THE PICTURE THAT PLAYED TO CAPACITY
SIX WEEKS

IN THE LOOP, CHICAGO.

NOW

This is a man's proposition and only men of solid
financial standing will be considered as several
thousand dollars will be required.
My reasons for selling are legitimate, but too
personal for publication.
Address all communications to Box 95
c/o Motion Picture News

RALPH

CH

CONTROLLED

Tyrad
729 SEVENTH

BY

Pictures
Inc.

AVE.

NEW

YORK

'PHONE 5426 BRYANT

MINDEN

is open

to

accept

ONE
FIRST-CLASS

AGENCY

for
HOLLAND
and
HIGHEST
441, Kerkstraat,

DUTCH
BUSINESS

INDIES
REFERENCES

Amsterdam

'Phone:

7106 N.

CITY
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EDITOR'S NOTE — Exhibitors will find here a complete list of all feature pictures for the current quarter arranged alphabetically as an index to The Complete Plan Book for this period, naming the picture, the producer, the star, the release date, and designating the issue of Motion Picture News which contained the original review.
The
following
also contains
our reviewer's
in publish
a brief single
givessummarizing
the commentsa of
exhibitorsofwho
have shown
the picture
and forwarded
their opinion
opinions.encompassed
And we also
a finalline
lineandfairly
consensus
all
opinions received on each picture. As many of the exhibitors do not comment on every picture (merely checking it Big, Average
or Poor), we arrive at the consensus not only by the actual comments made and published, but are also guided by the reports from
exhibitors who have made no actual comments but have merely checked the box office value of the picture.
All the pictures mentioned are five-reel features, unless marked otherwise. Serials are reviewed also. At the conclusion of this
department will be found the " Flash-Backs," being comments on films released previous to December 1. 1918.
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR RELEASED
ADELE (UNITED) KITTY GORDON (JAN. 26)
FEB. 1 CALL OF THE SOUL, THE (FOX) BROCKWELL) (JAN. 19) JAN. 18
(Six Parts)
" ■ Wronged Girl ' story with few moments that appeal." — M. P. News.
" Exhibitors who or* ' larry ' of war pictures at this time need have no
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased. We had no complaints." " Well liked.
hesitancy in booking this for the full run." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture liked by all and well produced.
Extra big business."
Consensus
Satisfactory
picture, good
Big to average
business."
CANNIBALS — " OF
THE SOUTH
SEAS puller."
(EXHIBITORS MUTUAL)
ADVENTURE
SHOP,
THE (VITAGRAPH) GRIFFITH (JAN. 6).JAN. 11
MARTIN
JOHNSON'S
DEC. 15
" Better than an average picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business. Now in its second week with
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture." " Star not popular here. Picme
and
playing
capacity.
Don't
let
imaginative
ideas
account
of
ture not much."
lack of clothes keep you from booking this winner." " Picture
Consensus
Satisfactory
picture,CUNARD
average puller."
AFTER
THE— "WAR
(ARGOSY)
(JAN 26)
JAN. 11
gave good
up thedrawing
show powers."
to big business.''
Consensus
— " satisfaction."
Excellent picture" Held
with great
"Timely
possessing
unusual(EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL)
advertising possibilities." — M.BESSIE
P. News.
ALL
OF Asubject
SUDDEN
NORMA
CAPTAIN'S CAPTAIN, THE (VITAGRAPH) JOYCE (JAN. 6) .JAN. 4
BARRISCALE (DEC. 29)
DEC. 28
" Popular Alice Joyce in an average story." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
— " Not good.
" Joyce misplaced.
" Star plays ' Within the Law ' Society drama." — M. P. News.
Has no Comment
right in comedies.
PicturePoornot business."
liked. Consequently
business
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent. Very pleasing. New star for our
' flopped ' after opening." " Fair. Poor vehicle for Alice Joyce."
ALL house."
THE WORLD TO NOTHING (PATHE) RUSSELL (DEC. 1)
" Pleased all." " Not so good as ' Everybody's Girl ." " Average busi(Six Parts)
NOV. 30
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
" Far below the regular William Russell standard." — M. P. News.
CAUGHT IN THE ACT (FOX) HYLAND (DEC. 5)
DEC. 28
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair picture with average drawing powers."
" Big business."
" Rather spare plot and not well treated." — M. P. News.
Consensus —IMPOSTER,
" SatisfactoryTHEpicture
with averageMINTER
drawing (FEB.
powers."
Exhibitor Comment — " Some good comedy.
Kept them laughing."
AMAZING
(AMERICAN)
2). FEB. S
" ness."
Pleased very much. Extra big business." " Very good." " Splendid
" Lots of ginger in this one. Star's features better." — M. P. News.
comedy.
Star
not
popular."
"
Some
comedy."
AND A STILL SMALL VOICE (RBSN-COLE) WALTHALL (DEC.
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, good puller."
CHEATING CHEATERS (SELECT) C. K. YOUNG (JAN. 19).. FEB. 1
23) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
"Exhibitor
Walthall Comment
satisfactory
in drama
builtouron house.
old lines."
— M. and
P. News.
" CrookOFplayTHEthat YUKON
gives star (SELECT)
chance to doLEWIS
excellent(DEC.
work." 23)
— M. P. DEC.
News. 21
— " New
star for
Picture
story exCODE
cellent.
Photography
too
dark
in
some
parts."
(Six Parts)
ARIZONA (ARTCRAFT) FAIRBANKS (DEC. 8)
DEC. 28
" Outdoor scenery loves this. Plot built on revenge." — M. P. Neus.
" Fairbanks Comment
slips a cog,
but production
should dislike
please." Fairbanks
— M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased average." " Santschi holds this up. A
Exhibitor
— Many
who generally
enjoyed
good drama,
notproduction.
scenic."
averageonlybusiness."
" A work
satthis
immensely'.
said this
was one
his real
good faces.
ones.
isfactory
Ferris" Fair
not picture,
known here,
through his
Settings
fine. Fairbanks
Photographyfansfine.
Brought
out ofmany
strange
in
'
The
Barrier.'
Poor
drawing
card."
Made a big hit." " Second run first two days big, next two days
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture with average drawing powers."
average. Return date in three weeks." " Undoubtedly the poorest
COME
AGAIN
SMITH
(HODKINSON)
J. W. KERRIGAN
Fairbanks on the Paramount program."
"Good; Fairbanks' best."
(FEB. 10)
FEB. 1
Consensus — " Excellent production with big drawing possibilities."
"Fits the star like proverbial glove; interest is plentiful." — M. P. News.
BELOVED IMPOSTER (VITAGRAPH) LESLIE (DEC. 16).. DEC. 21
COMMON CAUSE, THE (BLACKTON-VITA) (JAN. 5)
DEC. 7-14
" Light one with fine photography and good scenes.' — M. P. News.
News.
" Contains
all elements necessary to pleasing entertainment." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just fair and nothing startling."
BEYOND THE LAW (EMMETT DALTON) DEC. 22
DEC. 14
Exhibitor Comment — " Best war picture we have run or seen yet.
(Six Parts)
Drew bigCLAY
business(PATHE)
and pleased
all." WARD (MARCH 2).... FEB. 8
" Entertaining picturization of the Dalton Brothers' story." — M. P. News.
COMMON
FANNIE
BLUFFER, THE (WORLD) ELVIDGE (JAN. 20)
JAN. 18
"
Audience
will
likely
praise
this
Ward
picture." — M. P. hews.
'• An expose of society's seamy side that is entertaining." — M. P. News.
COURAGE
FOR TWO
(WORLD)
CARLYLE BLACKWELL
Exhibitor Comment — " Very pleasing program offering." Average busi(FEB. 17)
FEB. 15
" Star with Miss Greeley offer fine comedy drama." — M. P. News.
ness." — " Pleasing picture, average puller."
Consensus
CRAVING, THE (BLUEBIRD) FRANCIS FORD (JAN. 13).. JAN. 18
BONDS OF HONOR (EXHIBITORS-MUTUAL) HAYAKAWA
FEB. 8
" Holds suspense clear through. Staging well done." — M. P. News.
(JAN. 19)
CROWN JEWELS (TRIANGLE) ANDERSON (DEC. 15) JAN. 4
" This picture should not fail to please wholly." — M. P. NewsExhibitor Comment — " Splendid in every particular." " Very good.
" Critics may find fault with direction of this." — M. P. News.
Pleased our patrons. Big business."
Exhibitor GO
Comment
business."
Consensus — " Splendid picture, strong puller."
DANGER—
SLOW— " Poor
(UNIV.-SPEC.)
MAE MURRAY
(DEC. 9)
BRANDING BROADWAY (ARTCRAFT) HART (DEC. 15) . „ . . DEC. 7
(Six Parts)
-•
DEC. 21
" Star
keeps
you
guessing
in
subject
which
is
bound
to
go.
—
M.
P.
" Heart interest and suspense plentiful here." — il. P. News.
News.
,
Exhibitor Comment—" Pleased big." " A very good picture." ' Star
Exhibitor Comment — " The public didn't like this at all. Made
not known
average
business."
many
new
friends
for
Hart.
Extra
big
two
days."
"
Big
business.
Consensus
— ; Fine
picture
with good drawing powers. '
" Good picture. Pleased everybody. Played to good business under
DANGER ZONE, THE (FOX) TRAVERSE (DEG 29)
..JAN. 18
adverse conditions." " Big business seven days."
"Melodrama
sheds
sensationalism,
but little realism." — M. P. hews.
Consensus — " Excellent production with strong drawing powers.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased. Big business."
BREED OF MEN (ARTCRAFT) W. S. HART (FEB 2) ....... .FEB. IS
THE (VITAGRAPH) BESSIE
OF UNDERSTANDING,
DAWN
" Star
News. registers strongly in one that should please everybody. — M. P.
......DEC. 7
LOVE (DEC. 2)
" Romantic
story of the days of '49 with steady action .in plot. — M. P.
News."
BUCHANAN'S WIFE (FOX) PEARSON (DEC. 1)
...DEC. 14
" Virginia Pearson in highly dramatic production." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Poor business."
Average business.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Wonderful dramatic picConsensus
— " Satisfactory
averageKENNEDY
fuller." (JAN. 12) JAN. 25
ture." "Picture just fair." " Did not draw. Not a satisfactory
DAY
DREAMS
(GOLDWYN)picture,
MADGE
picture." — "" Fine
Average
business."
_ powers.
"Exhibitor
One of the
REAL
artistic
offerings;
cast
-M. P.
News.two
Consensus
picture
with very good drawing
Comment—" Shame to make one excellent."—
like this after
having
CABARET GIRL, THE (BLUEBIRD) CLIFFORD (DEC. 30) . JAN. 4
like 'Kingdom
of
Youth
'
and
'Perfect
Lady.'"
"Not
a
good
ture. Story weak. No drawing power to this. All right if you feaare
" The title tells the whole story."- — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
running double features but not strong enough to stand alone." " A
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Reports
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
PICTURE
BRAND
STAR
RELEASED
PLAN BOOK
SEEATEST THING IN LIFE (ARTCRAFT) L. GISH (DEC. 8). JAN. 8
most beautiful production bordering on a Fairy tale. It may get you
" Griffith strikes human note again — characters all real." — M. P. News.
money. "Started poor business; rain and ' Flu ' scare. Played to
Exhibitor Comment — "Griffith's name brought them in; the production
extra big business second and third day." " Star is fine but the picdid the duction
rest.and didOnea wonderful
war picturebusiness.
that scores
today." who" Splendid
proture is too much like Marguerite Clark ' Fairy ' stuff."
Exhibitors
are doubtful
Consensus — (METRO)
" Fair picture,
average
puller."
as to war plays now should book this. It is positively very much
DIVORCEE
ETHEL
BARRYMORE
(JAN. 20) JAN. 25
" Star in a brilliant screen achievement." — M. P. News.
worth while." " Very fine production but people are tired of war
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a real production. Go the limit in adstuff." vanced
" Big
" Wonderful.
at adprices. business."
Everyone well
pleased. A Played
picture tothatcapacity
any exhibitor
vertising and you will win out."
DON'T
CHANGE
YOUR
HUSBAND
(ARTCRAFT)
DE
MILLE'S
can
boost
to
the
limit."
"Splendid;
typical
Griffith."
"Great
picture
(JAN. 26)
FEB. 8
*' Points a moral to married folk, or those to be married." — M. P. News.
Consensus
— " Excellent production with tremendous drawing powers."
and pleased."
GREAT
ROMANCE,
THE
(SCREEN
CLASSICS) LOCKWOOD
Exhibitor Comment — " A very fine production. One of the best. Big
business."
(JAN.
19)
JAN. 25
DUB, THE (PARAMOUNT) WALLACE RE1D (JAN. 19) JAN. 25
(Six Parts)
" Well produced and entertaining farce of crook sort." — M. P. News.
" Romance and adventure story laid in beautiful setting." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Excellent picture." " Immense."
" Good picGREAT VICTORY, THE (SCREEN CLASSICS) (JAN. 6)
JAN. 4
ture, average drawing power."
" Fact and Comment
fiction combined
in this
a warone.history."
— M.a rehash
P. News.of old war
Consensus
—
"
Excellent
production,
good
puller."
Exhibitor
—
f
Duck
Simply
ENCHANTED BARN, THE (VITAGRAPH)
BESSIE LOVE (JAN.
27)
JAN. 25
stuff. Withdrew it third day. " If you haven't an orchestra to help
put this thing over the Lord help you."
" Has all good points necessary to interesting picture." — M. P. News.
Consensus
— " Ordinary picture, satisfactory puller."
" Very good.SCREEN
AverageCLASSICS)
business."
HARD
BOILED
(PARAMOUNT)
DOROTHY DALTON
EYEExhibitor
FOR Comment
EYE —(METRO
NAZIMOVA
(DEC. 8) (Seven Parts)
NOV. 30
(FEB. 2)
FEB. 15
" Ace high for artistry and star is good." — M. P. News.
"
Light
story
but
should
please
all
vour
patrons."
—
M.
P.
News.
HEART
OF
GOLD
(WORLD)
HUFF
(FEB.
10)
JAN. 25
Exhibitor Comment — " Nazimova well liked here and coming strong.
This picture gives her great action." " Great. Extra big business."
" Romance with comedy touches and plenty of suspense." — M. P. News.
HEART OF HUMANITY, THE (JEWEL) PHILLIPS (JAN. 5) JAN. 25
" Getting better every release." " Ranks first with any picture ever
shown in this theatre." " Went over big four days at advanced prices."
(Nine Parts)
" Extra big and big business all week." " Most wonderful drawing
"Exhibitor
A war subject
that —should
draw Greater
larger crowds
P. News.
card. Well liked. Always a sure hit in the house."
Comment
"
Great.
than 'each
Birthday."
of —a M.Nation
' or
Consensus — Extraordinary picture, tremendous puller."
'
Heart
of
the
World.'
Big
to
extra
big
business
seven
days.
Will
EVERY MOTHER'S SON (FOX) (DEC. 8)
JAN. 4
hold over at advanced prices."
" Director
strikes (AMERICAN)
sincere human note
even in(DEC.
war picture."
— M.P. News.
FAIR
ENOUGH
FISHER
29)
JAN. 4 HEART OF WETONA, THE (SELECT) N. TALMADGE (JAN. 5) JAN. 4
" The best Norma Talmadge yet." — M. P. News.
" This should get over with non-critical audiences." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Extra big business." " Average business. " Big
Exhibitor Comment — " Very good. Big business." " Good." " Dandy
business. Pleased." " A splendid picture well received." " Very
picture. Big business."
Consensus
— " Good BERT
pictureLYTELL
with good(FEB.
drawing
powers."
good; one
ofExcellent
her best."production with strong drawing powers."
FAITH
(METRO)
3)
FEB. 8
Consensus
HELL CAT,— "THE
(GOLDWYN)(Six FARRAR
(DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
"
Picture
with
deep
appeal
and
excellent
star."
—
M.
P.
News.
Parts)
FIGHTING THROUGH (HODKINSON) E. K. LINCOLN (JAN. 27)
(Six Parts)
FEB. 1
" Melodrama showing skillful treatment tn every scene." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Great. Extra big busi"An
example of excellent production with patriotism uppermost." — M.
P. News.
nes ." "Dandy picture." " However patrons would have appreciated
FOR FREEDOM (FOX) WILLIAM FARNUM (DEC. 29) JAN. 11
a
different play it pleased a majority."
Not a good story for the star
(Six Parts)
but did good business. With good stories, star will break records."
" Photography and scenery fine but the story is junk. No action."
" Picture looks like good stories were scarce." — M. P. News.
Consensus— " Fine
with (PARAMOUNT)
big drawing powers."
Exhibitor Comment — " Went over great. Well liked." " Fine picture.
HERE
COMES
THEpicture
BRIDE
J. BARRYMORE
Bad weather but big business."
Very fine picture. Big business two
(JAN.
19)
%
FEB. 1
."
days
Consensus
" Fine picture,
" John Barrymore and good cast make most of usual story." — M.P.News.
FOR
THE —FREEDOM
OF strong
THE puller."
EAST (GOLDWYN)
tJAN. 19)
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Comedy
forced
and
mechanical.
Average
busi(Six Parts)
JAN. 25
nes ." "An
entertaining
picture that
amused
and sent
them outthanwellI
pleased.
Proved
more
satisfactory
from
a
business
standpoint
" Has features to exploit that should put it over." — M. P. News.
FORTUNE'S CHILD (VITA.) GLADYS LESLIE (FEB. 10).. FEB. 8
had anticipated."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
picture,ALLISON
good puller."(DEC. 30)
" Heart
News. appeal is there and photography and sets also good."- — M. P.
HER
INSPIRATION
(METRO)
JAN. 18
FUSS AND FEATHERS (PARAMOUNT) BENNETT (DEC. 1) DEC. 14
" May Allison in average romantic drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " Fair. A pleasing picture but
" A clean offering that should appeal to all." — M. P. News.
not her best." " Above the average for program picture."
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Very mediocre to poor
ConsensusTRUTH,
— " Satisfactory
picture, good
puller."
business." " Only fair."
Fair production. Got by, but can't brag
HIDDEN
THE (SELECT)
ANNA
CASE (JAN. 20)... FEB. 1
about it." " Average picture. Star well liked. Held up fairly well."
" Combination
of Western
Society andWILLIAMS
Melodrama."- (FEB.
— -M.P.News
" Not bad nor very good."
HIGHEST
TRUMP,
THE Mystery,
(VITAGRAPH)
3)
Consensus
—
"
Fair
picture
with
fair
drawing
powers."
GAME IS UP, THE (BLUEBIRD) RAY-CLIFFORD (JAN. 20) JAN. 25
FEB. 1
"
Pictures
in
this
class
are
rarity
these
days.'
—
M.
P.
News.
"
Entertaining
spy
and
war
drama
with
loads
of
action."
—
M.
P.
News.
GIRL OF MY DREAMS (ROB.-COLE) RHODES (DEC 15) DEC. 14
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture, average business."
(Six Parts)
HIS PARISIAN WIFE (ARTCRAFT) FERGUSON (JAN. 19).. FEB. 8
" Billie Rhodes registers to advantage." — M. P. News.
"Elsie
Ferguson has never appeared to better advantage." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great. Patrons pleased. Billie Rhodes scored
Exhibitor Comment — " Star's personality and beautiful gowns put this
big." " A corking good picture but don't get the money." " An
picture
over for us. On the whole would say that it is the most satisextraordinary comedy. Get it quick before the other fellow." " A
factory Ferguson picture in some time." " Only fair. Star is pretty
real success. Excellent picture. Extra big business seven days."
but not a drawing card. Average business."
Consensus
picture, big
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, good puller."
GIRL
WITH— " Excellent
NO REGRETS,
THE puller."
(FOX) PEGGY HYLAND
(JAN. 26)
FEB. 8 HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS (METRO) LYTELL (DEC. 9). DEC. 21
" Comedv near the end saves this picture." — M. P. News.
"
Clean
crook
play
that
should
give
complete
satisfaction."
—
M.
P.
News.
SOLD CURE. THE (METRO) DANA (JAN. 13)
JAN. 18
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent picture. Pleased patrons. " We never
showed a picture that pleased more. A wonderful picture." " A good
" Star's
P. News.cleverness and much foolishness makes continued laugh." — M.
picture, well liked. Good business. Star well liked in these parts."
Consensus — " Excellent picture with strong drawing powers."
Exhibitor
Comment—
"
A
fine
little
picture
and
Viola
got
the
most
out
of
her role and an inebriate without overdoing or disgusting patrons.
HITTING THE TRAIL (WORLD) BLACKWELL (DEC. 2)... NOV. 30
Rain both
days of ever
showing.
GoodOnebusiness."
The busibest
" Melodrama
xvith unusually realistic underworld atmosphere." — M. P.
News.
Dana
production
played.
continued" Extra
laugh.good.
Average
Exhibitor
Comment
" An average program
picture."
nes ." "Well liked. Average business." " Big business."
HOPE CHEST, THE — (PARAMOUNT)
D. GISH
(DEC. 29) .JAN. 4
Consensus — " Excellent picture, good puller."
" A human little story that will please." — M. P. News.
GOOD-BYE BILL (PARAM'NT) MASON-TRUEX (DEC. 15) DEC. 21
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing feature. Story weak. Star carried it
" Laugh at the Kaiser's expense; film padded some." — M. P. News.
through." " Average to big business." " Dandy picture. Average
Exhibitor Comment — " Very ' poor.' picture to poor business." " Worst
business." " Very nice picture. In a class by herself and very well
ever. Patrons kicked about this one. Dodge it if you can." " Poorest
Paramount picture we have seen." " About the worst yet." " Very
liked. Story
very good." picture, good puller."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
good comedy drama."
I'LL
SAY
SO
(FOX)
GEORGE WALSH (DEC. 22)
NOV. 16
Consensus
—
"
Ordinary
picture
with
fair
drawing
powers."
GO WEST, YOUNG MAN (GOLDWYN) T. MOORE (DEC. 29). FEB. 8
" Walsh
fans will like it but it contains no other appealing elements. —
M.
P.
News.
" Situations
are unreal but it's a Tom Moore production anyway. — M. P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business." " Cleaned up. Broke our house
records." " Good. Sub-titles great. Big business." " Fair picture.
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business. Star has had better stories but did
Other attractions outdrew it. This star has lost ground." " Good
very well with the material he had." Goldwyn pcitures are the best.
All of them are Dingers and all going to the front. Big business."
picture. — Average
business."with strona drawing powers."
Consensus
" Good
picture
, " An enjoyable picture but lacked the real Western punch. Star
INFATUATION
(PATHE)
GABY DESLYS (DEC. 1)
DEC. 14
growing more popular every time he appears here." " Pleased. Tom
Moore liked here." " Goldwyn is surely delivering the goods. Pleases
(Six
Parts)
" Has good possibilities in Gaby's name." — M. P. News.
our patrons fully as well as anything we run." " Well liked. Extra
Exhibitor Comment — " Very fine. Delightful." " Absolute clean-up.
big business." " Picture nothing but Moore, but Cannibal picture
held up the show."
Gaby went
big." picture, tremendous puller."
Consensus
— " over
Excellent
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
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IN FOR THIRTY DAYS (METRO) ALLISON (JAN. 27) JAN. 25
"An obvious comedy, but one which gets the laughs." — M. P. News.
IN THE HOLLOW OF HER HAND
(SELECT) BRADY (DEC.
29)
JAN. 11
" All things unite to make this Brady triumph."— M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Fine
picture
and
drew
well.
It
seems
almost
good to be true that exhibitors can rely on Select not making a piece tooof
cheese, and they don't call them ' specials ' or ' superfeatures ' either."
" Drew well; only fair as to pleasing."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
IRISH EYES (TRIANGLE) STARKE (DEC. IS)
DEC. 21
" Opinion may vary in regard to this as entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business."
I WANT TO FORGET (FOX) NESBIT (DEC. IS)
JAN. 4
" Second Nesbit vehicle is ordinary spy melodrama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Well named. We all want to forget. Average
business."
Fair program picture. Should not be classed as a
standard."
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
JANE GOES A-WOOING (PARAMOUNT) MARTIN (JAN. 5). JAN. 18
" Care given in producing it but story is not unusual." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
CommentHas— been
" Average
business."
rather weak.
in better
ones." " Pleasing production. Story
Consensus — " Fair picture, average puller."
KEY TO POWER, THE (EDUCATIONAL) (DEC. 22)
DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Human touches make this interesting." — M. P. News.
LADY'S NAME, A (SELECT) C. TALMADGE (DEC. 9)
DEC. 28
" Polite comedy of this popular star's type." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleased big."
Second run. Big business."
" Pleased everyone. Constance seems to enjoy her work so much that
she gets as much fun out of a picture as her audience." " Stories
like this are always welcome. Extra big business."
Consensus — "Fine picture, strong puller."
LAW THAT DIVIDES, THE (HODKINSON) KATHLEEN
CLIFFORD (JAN. 20)
Exhibitor Comment — " Big business. Good program picture. Many
favorable comments. Good story."
LIFE'S
A FUNNY
PROPOSITION
(EXHIBITORS' MUTUAL)
WILLIAM
DESMOND
(JAN. 6)
Exhibitor Comment — " Star is now in our house. Average business.
A clean picture, well liked."
LIGHT OF THE WESTERN STARS, THE (UNITED) DUSTIN
FARNUM (JAN. 5)
OCT. 26
" Works up well in rugged outdoor atmosphere." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Splendid. Well produced. Continuity good, and
pleased all to extra big business." " Good Western drama. Popular
star. Popular author." " Big business seven days." " Good picture."
Big business." " Very good picture. Big business three days."
" Broke all records both days. Run continuous. Couldn't handle them."
Consensus — " Excellent picture, big puller."
LIGHT, THE (FOX) THEDA BARA (JAN. 12)
JAN. 25
" Bara has best story in a good while; of vampire type." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " ' Flu ' scare affecting business. Average to big."
LITTLE MISS HOOVER (PARAMOUNT) CLARK (DEC. 29). JAN. 4
" Miss Clark's charm in a pleasing setting." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Opened to extra big, then to average and
closed big on seventh day."
"Average business seven days."
" Openedganda.big
business, closed
" Story Clark.
too much
Too convenient.
Hats average."
off to Marguerite
She propapulled
them in and made 'em like it." " Of course the star drew them and
while the
very light
Average
picture. Herstory
otherwaspictures
have ithurtseemed
her asto aplease."
drawing "card
and this
one didn't get over real good."
Consensus — " Fair picture with good drawing powers."
LITTLE ORPHANT ANNIE (PIONEER) COLEEN MOORE (DEC.
( 22) (Six Parts)
DEC. 21
" They don't make them more touching than this one." — M. P. News.
LITTLE WOMEN (W. A. BRADY-PARAMOUNT) JAN. 5 NOV. 23
(Six Parts)
" This attraction will appeal chiefly to the literary element." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — Good production, but no ' Special.' Average
business."Artcraft
" Great.sentWantout more
like it.
Big tobusiness."
" Very
picture.
personal
letters
our mailing
list good
and
they tion
arrived
one
day
after
we
showed
the
picture.
That's
co-operawithout the Co."
Consensus — " Fine picture, good puller."
LOVE IN A HURRY (WORLD) BLACKWELL (JAN. 13) JAN. 11
" Nice romance against background of sane spy drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Got by and that's all." " Big to average business."
Consensus — "Pleasing picture, average puller."
LOVE NET, THE (WORLD) MADGE EVANS (DEC. 30)... DEC. 21
Star in story of childhood and second childhood." — M. P. News.
LOVE'S PAY-DAY (Triangle) MORRISON-THEBY (DEC. 1) . .DEC. 7
" Characters
fail to win sympathy but production work is good." — M. P.
News.
LUCK AND PLUCK (FOX) GEORGE WALSH (FEB. 2)
FEB. 15
" Stunts and Speed Characterise star's latest." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Walsh dandy. Played to big audience. Brought
this star back to popularity. Extra big business two days."
MANDARIN'S
GOLD sustained
(WORLD)by KITTY
GORDON and(FEB.
10).. atmosFEB. 8
W ell cast drama
expert handling
unusual
phere."— M. P. News.
MAN OF BRONZE, THE (WORLD) STONE (DEC. 9)
DEC. 21
"Another
Stone
picture
presenting
appealing
story."
—
M.
P.
News.
Exhibitor Comment — "Average business." "Very good. Pleasing. Business hurt by ' flu.' "
Consensus
" GoodOPEN,
picture Awith(UNITED)
average drawing
powers."FARNUM
MAN IN —THE
DUSTIN
(FEB. 23)
FEB. 15
(Six Parts) "Star's second ' United' big in every respect." — M.P.News.
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MAN WHO WOULDN'T TELL (VITA) WILLIAMS (DEC. 9) DEC. 14
" Here's a spy subject thai should deliver goods." — M. H. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Pleasing picture."
" Pleased immensely."
" Extra big business." " People tired of war pictures." " Very good.
Big business." " Poor business." " Pleasant picture to watch."
Consensus — STAGE,
" Fine picture
good drawing
MIDNIGHT
THE with
(PATHE)
KEENANpowers."
(JAN. 12) JAN. 11
" Powerful Western with Keenan in dual rote." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Attendance
better
than
average
our
influenza scare. Production excellent. Star at his best.considering
Photography,
direction and scenes of the best. Action tense, gripping, and very
realistic. — "Entire
week."picture,
" Bigstrong
business."
Consensus
Excellent
puller."
MILADY O' THE BEANSTALK (PATHE; OSBORNE (DEC.l).NOV. 23
" Dtando's little star wanders through five reels of ' film.' — U. P. NewsExhibitor Comment
— " Subject
good for children."
MILLIONAIRE
PIRATE,
THE very
(BLUEBIRD)
MONROE SALISBURY (FEB. 10)
FEB. 15" Story ofOF impossible
but good(AMERICAN)
acting puts it over."
— -M. P. News.
MOLLY
THE kind,
FOLLIES
MARGARITA
FISHER (FEB. 16)
FEB. IS
" Should prove
to ail; clean theme."
— M. P.(DEC.
News.27). DEC. 7
MYSTERY
GIRL, entertaining
THE (PARAMOUNT)
CLAYTON
" One for the imagination with lots of real entertainment." — il. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture to average business." " Poor busines ." "Very good. Big business." " Hard to understand. Star
good. Badly put together. O. K. after one and a half reels."
Consensus
—
" GoodTHEpicture
with good
drawingWARD
powers."(DEC. IS).. DEC. 7
NARROW PATH,
(PATHE)
FANNIE
" One
News. of the ' wronged girls' kind with no appeal to emotions." — M. P.
Exhibitor
—picture.
" Very Big
goodpuller."
picture." " Big business."
Consensus GIRL,
—Comment
" FineTHE
NATURE
(BLUEBIRD)
MESERAU (JAN. 6).... JAN. 4
" Above the average — exteriors delight to the eye." — M. P. News.
Comment— " Average BENNISON
business." (JAN. 19)
OH,Exhibitor
JOHNNY
(GOLDWYN)
FEB. 1
" Comedy of contrasts marks Louis Bennison's screen debut." — M.P.News.
Exhibitor Comment — " New star made impression."
Big business."
" New star went nicely. They liked him." " Pleased all. Good
drawing card. Big business two days."
Consensus — " Fine picture, big puller."
OLD MAID'S BABY, THE (PATHE) BABY MARIE OSBORNE
(FEB. 23)
FEB. 15" Weak story that little star handles well; should please." — M. P. News.
ONCE TO EVERY MAN (FROHMAN) SHERRILL (DEC. 29). DEC. 21
(Six Parts)
" Starts and ends in fight with many punches between." — M. P. News.
OUR TEDDY
(FIRST
NATIONAL)
ROOSEVELT FILM
(JAN. 19) (Six Parts)
FEB. 1
News.
" Entertaining to unusual degree; thrills enough for anyone." — M. P.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture. Did not run it second day."
OUT OF THE FOG (METRO) NAZIMOVA (FEB. 17) . .FEB. IS
(Seven Parts)
" A triumph of the Pictorial Art." — M . P. News.
OUT OF THE SHADOW
(PARAMOUNT)
FREDERICK (JAN.
5)
JAN. 2S" Star strikes good one after several months." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Very fair production. Better than the last two
she has had." " Drew well. Fine picture."
Consensus — ■ Satisfactory picture, good puller."
PERFECT LADY, A (GOLDWYN) KENNEDY (DEC. 8) DEC. 14
" Star blends the tear and the smile delightfully." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A good picture but not star's best. " " Madge
Kennedy's best." " Good. Pleased." " A genuine photoplay treat."
" Fine picture."
" A winner.
Madge Kennedy very popular.
Excellent. Booked for three days and held over one day." " Splendid
picture that any place bothered with local censorship should see."
Everybody
enjoyed picture
it. Greatwithbusiness."
Consensus
— " Excellent
fine drawing powers."
POOR RICH MAN (METRO) BUSHMAN-BAYNE (DEC. 28).. JAN. 4
" Two stars in a rather sluggish comedy-drama." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment—" Pleased. Average business first day, extra big
Saturday." " Average picture. Stars help to put it over. Extra big,
average to big in three days." " The best made by these people for
ages. Pleased
everyone."picture, good puller."
Consensus
— " Satisfactory
PRODIGAL WIFE (SCREENCRAFT) BOLAND (DEC. 22).. DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Sex play considered remarkable by interviewer." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair. Good story but poorly directed and acted.
Title has good drawing power."
QUICKSAND (PARAMOUNT) DORO. DALTON (DEC. 22).. DEC. 28" Reviewer thtnks picture was wrecked at the start." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Fair picture." " Fairly good dramatic story.
Held its interest and apparently satisfied." " Average business."
" Everyone
pleased
withwould
it. bePersonally
think trouble
all
through this
picture
liked, butI I didn't
was wrong.
Acting
excellent. Photography also very good." " Everybody liked star and
picture. Wonderful directing."
Pretty thin. Average business."
Consensus — " Satisfactory picture, good puller."
RACING STRAIN, THE (GOLDWYN) MAE MARSH (DEC. 22
Exhibitor Comment — " Got by but not as good as her usual features."
" Good clean picture. Average business." " Fair picture. Poor business. Mae Marsh does not draw here." " ' Flue ' scare, poor busines ." "Big business." " Extra good attraction. Star and Goldwyn's great. Extra big business." " Mae Marsh is drawing better
here." " The best Mae Marsh picture Goldwyn has turned out yet
Everyone— liked
here." "good
Picture
pleased. Good conventional story."
Consensus
" Fineit picture,
puller."
RESTLESS SOULS (TRIANGLE) ALMA RUBENS (FEB. 2).. FEB. 1'
(Six Parts)
" Skilful handling makes delicate subject very good picture." — M.P.S'ews.
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ROMANCE AND ARABELLA
(SELECT) CONSTANCE TALMADGE (FEB. 3)
FEB. 15
" Good star OFsavesHAPPY
weak story;
romanceA is(ARTCRAFT)
keynote." — M. D.P. W.
News.GRIFROMANCE
VALLEY,
FITH'S (JAN. 26)
FEB. 8
"New Griffith picture seems a sure-fire winner." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
An
artistic
production,
but
for
some
reason
other fell flat with our patrons. Did not begin to hold up with otheror
Griffith pictures. I personally found it entertaining but the proof of
the pudding
is that the SPECIAL)
bottom dropped
out of(JAN.
business18)
after Monday."
ROPED
(UNIVERSAL
CAREY
JAN. 4
(Six Parts)
" Star should
this production."— H. P. News.FEB. 1
ROUGH
NECK, please
THE everybody
(WORLD) inLOVE
(FEB. 3)
"
Latest
Montagu
Love
picture
shows
excellent
team
work." —LOUIS
M.H.N ews.
SANDY
BURKE
OF THE U-BAR-U (GOLDWYN)
BENNISON (FEB. 23)
FEB. IS
full of human
appeal HUFF
and action."
P. News.
SEA" Western
WAIF, subject
THE (WORLD)
LOUISE
(DEC.— M.
30)
DEC. 28
" Love story made sustaining by skillful handling." — M. P. News.
Exhibitortures areComment
" BigBoth
business."
Don't know
why butit rained,
World picslipping —fast.
days we "showed
this picture
but
doubt if good weather would have improved business. Poor business."
ConsensusGARDEN,
— " Fair picture,
puller."
SECRET
THE average
(PARAMOUNT)
LILA LEE
(JAN. 12)
JAN. 25
" Plenty of action but not the happy type for star." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Story punk. Awful." " Rotten pitcure. Poor
business." " Lila Lee gaining. Fair story." " Weak. Direction
fair. She will never be a star. Hasn't the goods."
Consensus
" Ordinary picture,
puller."
SET FREE — (BLUEBIRD)
EDITHpoor ROBERTS
(DEC. 16) NOV. 16
" Light romantic drama with lots of entertainment." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Average
business."
"
Average."
" Big business."
" Rotten. Poor business."
Consensus
Fair picture
averageBARA
drawing
powers."
SHE
DEVIL,— " THE
(FOX) with
THEDA
(DEC.
1)
NOV. 9
(Six Parts)
" This story is not suited to Bara's style." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Good picture. Average business. Big on Saturday." "Average business three days" " Very poor but Bara packed
them for two days " " Poor offering. Drew well, but Sennett comedy
saved the day." " Theda is slipping." " Just the type of picture this
star's followers desire. Pleased all. Well produced and well acted."
and notsome
Bara attractive
as the people
expectof
to" Ansee inconsistent
her or want story.
to see All
her. Bara,
It afforded
close-ups
the star. After viewing the picture one could not feel that they had
seen much. A crime to wish such a picture on an exhibitor who is
playing up and paying for Fox Standards. Done fair business."
Consensus
picture with(BLUEBIRD)
good drawing DEAN
powers."(DEC. 2).. NOV. 16
SHE
HIRED— "AFair
HUSBAND
" Subject
is
not
up
to
star's
mark
but
should
please
generally." — M. P.
News.
SILENT RIDER, THE (TRIANGLE) STEWART (DEC. 1)..DEC. 14
Roy Stewart returns and scores again." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor STRENGTH
Comment — " Average
business." HARRY
SILENT
(VITAGRAPH)
T. MOREY
(FEB. 17)
FEB. 15
"Dual role
looks aood. Should
please all."(JAN.
— M. 12)P. .JAN.
News. 18
SILVER
KING,subject
THE that
(PARA-ARTC.)
FAVERSHAM
" Melodrama that offers much chance for criticism." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " This is a very good picture but a very poor
drawing card."
SPENDER,
THE (METRO) BERT LYTELL (JAN. 6)
JAN. 4
" Excellent comedy backed by wholesome philosophy." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Excellent; great; let's have more of them."
" Bert Lytell at his best since ' The Lone Wolf.' Made a great hit
with thei people. Cannot say enough for ' The Spender.' "
Consensus — " Excellent picture, strong puller."
ConsensusMAN,
— " Satisfactory
picture withDEXTER
good drawing
SQUAW
THE (ARTCRAFT)
(DEC.powers."
15) NOV. 16
(Six Parts)
" This should please and also draw very well." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Great. Extra big business." " Positively one
of the best all-around pictures we have ever played." " Average busines ." Big
"
business, conditions considered." " Fine picture and
pleased to big business." " Great production. Drew only fair. People thought they had seen it before." " This was so good simply had
to repeat it. Don't fail to book this winner."
Consensus WOMAN,
— " Excellent
with strong drawing
STRANGE
THEproduction
(FOX) BROCKWELL
(DEC.powers."
8)... OCT. 12
(Six Parts)
" A lengthy discussion on Free Love versus Marriage." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " No pulling power, but best Brockwell picture for
many months." " The best thing Brockwell has ever done. Big busines ." "Great. Packed them. Star is wonderful in this. Everybody
liked it." " Big to average business." " Snow storm. Average busines ." "Just a fair story, although we are glad to see Brockwell
dressed up." " Good show. Gladys Brockwell coming fast and if she
continues to show pictures like this she will be a topnotcher." " Brockwell's best. Good picture. Pleased.'
ConsensusBEANS
— " Fine(PARAMOUNT)
production with RAY
good drawing
powers."
STRING
(DEC. 22)
DEC. 21
" Ray fans will welcome this interesting one." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Ray in just the sort of role that suits him.
Certainly pleased." " Fair. Story light. Direction saved it." " Average
business."
subject.
fine. Photography
very good.
Good weather" Fine
wouldRayhave
broughtActing
big house.
Played to remarkable
business. Everyone pleased." " A very good picture. Star not yet
popular here." "Typical Ray picture that pleased very well."
ConsensusON— "ASatisfactory
picture with
good drawing
SYLVIA
SPREE (METRO)
WEHLEN
(DEC.powers."
16) DEC. 28
" She glimpses a ' fast ' life that is extravagant, anyway." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just an average picture. Pleasing. Big busines ." "Like all Metros. Pleased." " Picture well liked but star
doesn't draw."
Consensus OF
— " MILDRED
Fine pictureVANE
with good
drawingALLISON
powers." (Dec. 2) DEC. 14
TESTING
(METRO)
" A well built typical movie."- — M. P. News.
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Exhibitor Comment — " Best Allison has done."
" Pleased. Big
business." " A Y. M. C. A. advertisement without any help from the
Y. M. C. A." " Average business seven days."
Consensus
— " Good
picture
with goodKEENAN
drawing (FEB.
powers."9)
TODD
OF THE
TIMES
(PATHE)
FEB. 1
Star's
work
is
good
and
story
has
been
treated
— M.2)..P. NOV.
News. 16
TONGUES OF FLAME (BLUEBIRD) WALCAMP well."
(DEC.
" Interesting
story and heart appeal should help put this over." — M. P.
News.
Exhibitor
Comment
Exhibitor Comment — —" A" Average
very goodbusiness."
picture but weather conditions bad.
TOO Business
FAT TOnormal."
FIGHT (GOLDWYN) McINTYRE (DEC. 15).. DEC. 14
(Six Parts)
" Nobody loves a fat man but they'll vote for this one."- — M. P. Neivs.
Exhibitor Comment — " Only fair. Mclntyre not as good as ' Traveling
Salesman.' War stuff dead." " Picture pleased, but was disappointed
on its drawing power." " Excellent production. Big business."
" Poor business." " Very good but war pictures are dead."
Consensus
" Good picture,(PARAMOUNT)
good puller." REID (DEC. 8) NOV. 16
TOO
MANY — MILLIONS
" Too much talking and posing in this picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Good picture. Average
business." " Good." " Average business." " Opened extra big and
closed extra big with big business during five intervening days."
" A very clever picture. Star very good." " Fine picture and should
have
big business
on longer
A very Slightly
good picture
that
drew drawn
well. Pleased
everybody.
Veryrun."
novel "ending.
too much
"Reid."
Fair (HODKINSON)
picture with average
drawing powers."
TWOConsensus
GUN by—BETTY
BARRISCALE
(DEC. 16). DEC. 14
posing
" Bessie Barriscale pleases in a ' Different ' role." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — ■" Best she played. Is getting to be a favorite."
" If anyone wants a surprise Western comedy drama, book this. Gave
great satisfaction to exceptionally large audience."
Consensus
Excellent
picture, strong
UNDER THE— " TOP
(ARTCRAFT)
FREDpuller."
STONE (JAN. 12)... JAN. 18
" Star's new Artcraft stands up better than his first." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor
Comment
—
"
Fair
picture.
Average
business."
Poor business." " Pleased better than his first
picture. "A Not
real good.
good
story, something he has not yet had, will put this star over." " Average
to poor business." " Too mechanical. Star' ' camera conscious.' "
Consensus — "OFFairFRANCE,
picture with
ordinary drawing
VAGABOND
A (PATHE)
KRAUSSpowers."
(JAN. 26).. JAN. 18
(Four Parts)
"French-made
padding. TitlesWASHBURN
need improving."
— M.P.News.
VENUS
IN THEpicture
EASTshows
(PARAMOUNT)
(JAN.
26) JAN. 8
" you get by with this picture you should be satisfied." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment
" Very good
picture. STEWART
Big business."(JAN. 5).JAN. 11
VIRTUOUS
WIVES — (FIRST
NATIONAL)
"
Lavish
production
marks
star's
return
to
screen."
— M. P. cast.
News.HighExhibitor Comment- — " First class in every respect.
Wonderful
ly complimented on this one." " Ext-rt big to highly pleased audiences." "Extra big business."
Consensus
Excellent
with THE
exceptional
drawing
powers."
WAY
OF A— "MAN
WITHproduction
A MAID,
(PARA)
WASHBURN
(DEC. 29)
JAN. 11
" Good example of the ' better story ' we hear about." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor burn'sComment
—
"
Only
fair."
"
Much
better
than
Bryant
Washfirst Paramount picture from the standpoint of our clientele.
Good story. Well acted. Good cast." " Highly entertaining. Clean
and well done." " Big business." " Poor business." " Well liked.
The kind they want." " Good heart interest story. Satisfied most
everyone. — " Flagg
comedy with
with very
it killed
Terrible stuff."
Consensus
Fine picture
good whole
drawingshow.powers."
WHAT LOVE FORGIVES (WORLD) CASTLETON (JAN. 6). JAN. 4
" Interesting with good comedy titles but not well balanced." — M.P.News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Just picture, no story or action." " Average
Consensus
" FairRIDES
picture ALONE
with average
drawing powers."
WHEN
A —MAN
(AMERICAN)
RUSSELL (JAN.
business."
19)
JAN. 11
" Rapid action
Western
is William
latest."
— M. P. very
News.tireExhibitor
Comment
— " Very
poor, noRussell's
story, no
excitement,
some, clean melodrama, not one redeeming feature." " Fine picture,
Consensus
— " Fair picture, average puller."
business."
WHObigCARES
(SELECT) CONSTANCE TALMADGE (JAN. 19) JAN. 25
"
Story
of
light
pleasingME?sort;(BLUEBIRD)
should be enjoyed
by all."
— If.27)..
P. News.
WHO WILL MARRY
MYERS
(JAN.
FEB. 8
"
Comedy
and
pathos
blended
in
this
Universal
film."
—
M.
P.
News.
WHY GERMANY MUST PAY (SCREEN CLASSICS) (JAN. 19) JAN. 25
" German atrocities again, with a good romantic interest." — M. P. News.
WIFE OR COUNTRY (TRIANGLE) MESTAYER (DEC. 29).. JAN. 11
" A good idea, but an ordinary picture." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor OF
Comment
Average PRISCILLA
business."
WILDCAT
PARIS— "(UNIV.)
DEAN (DEC. 30) NOV. 30
" Picture is clean, strong, and should appeal universally." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " A very interesting picture. A little bit rough but
enjoyed by all. Great box office attraction." " My patrons thought it a
fine production. It went over especialy big." " Strong picture for
Consensus
— " Fine
big puller."
people."
V/ILDolderHONEY
(DEproduction,
LUXE) DORIS
KENYON (DEC. 22)... DEC. 21
(Six Parts)
"
A
different
sort
of
Western
with
a
striking
star."(DEC.
— **. P-15)...
Htws.
WIVES AND OTHER WIVES (AM.) MINTER
DEC._ 14
" One of the star's best yet." — M. P. News.
Exhibitor Comment — " Average business." " Fine business. Weather
bod." " A fair picture only." " Big business." " Average business
seven days." " Minter well liked. Big business."
Consensus
— " Fine picture
very good
drawing(JAN.
powers."
WOMAN, WOMAN
(FOX) with
EVELYN
NESBIT
26) FEB. 8
" DealsHOUR,
boldly THE
with sex
question; ELVIDGE
morals of heroine
— M. P. DEC.
News. 14
ZERO
(WORLD)
(DEC. lax."
23)
" An involved offering dealing with fake clairvoyants." — M. P. News.
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the Past Week

"Bound in Morocco" (Artcraft) — "Rotten Fairbanks picture. Very poor
business.
» lavage Woman " (Select) — " Poorest this star has made."
Return of Mary " (Metro 1 — " Good program picture."
' Out
the Night
" (Parex)
— " Good
Godsof Man"
(Metro)
— "Drew
good clean
crowdspicture."
here."
Les Miserables " (Fox) — " Packed my house three days. Ve ry fine picture Untamed
for those who like that kind of story."
" (Triangle) — " Very good picture. Roy Stewart well liked
here."
" Her Man " (Pathe) — Very good story of the mountains. Clean picture.
Well" Nine-tenths
liked."
the Law " (State Rights) — " This picture went big.
" Tiger Man of(Artcraft-Paramount)
— " Big ibz. Good.
' More Trouble " (Pathe) — " Overdone."
" Love Me " (Paramount) — <" Sensational stuff."
Better Half " (Select) — " Brady always draws."
"Tangled
— "A— "tangled
storyworked
also." over."
Old LovesLoves"
for New(Vitagraph)
" (Triangle)
Old stuff
' Station Content " (Triangle) — " Thrilling. Good."
' Headin' South " (Art-Par) — " Too much blood."
"Girl from Bohemia" (Pathe) — "Unreal."
" Hungry Heart " (Art-Par)— " Big sensational stuff."
" The Crisis " — " Patriotism put this over."
" Painted Lily " (Triangle) — *■ Just Fair."
" The Tenderfoot " — " Big and good western."
" Fly God " (Triangle) — " Poor offering."
"" Zongar
" Drew fine—business.
Martha's" —Vindivation."
" Poor." Thrilling and a money getter."
" When a Woman Sins " (Fox) — " Drew well."
" Riders
Book
it " of the Purple Sage " (Fox) — " Drew ig usiness. Fine picture.
" The Spoilers " — " Went over the top three nights on third run."
" Redemption " — ■" Fair picture with fair drawing power."
" Grain of Dust " — " Fine picture. Drew fair houses."
" Lone Wolf " (Select) — " Good but copy was dark."
Who Shall
My Life ? — Great
play. business."
Make more as good."
"" More
TroubleTake" (Pathe-Keenan)
" Average
"
Kingdom
of
Youth
"
(Kennedy-Goldwyn)
—
"
Good
picture. Give us
more like it."
" The Goat " (Artcraft) — " Liked and disliked. Stone not a card for
smaller cities. A lemon for the rental paid."
" Diplomatic Mission " — " Good Saturday ' meller ' for cheap theatres."
" Johanna
much
as ever."Enlists " (Artcraft) — " Same old crowd and they like her as
" Waifs " (Pathe) — " A very good picture but title killed it."
" Toys of Fate " (Metro) — Very good picture to big business."

Earlier

Rele
Square Deal Man" (Triangle) — "A reminder of when Hart was really

good
Extra big business. Florence
"The a good
Struggle
Everlasting"
Reed
drawing
card." — "' Good.
"Laughing Bill Hyde" (Goldwyn) — "Big business."
"A Woman's Way" (Vitagraph) — "Pleased to average business."
Inn of the Blue Moon " (Sherry) — " Very pretty picture. Audience
" Queen of the Sea " (Fox) — " This picture was a disappointment for
drawing
" Sirenspower."
of the Sea " — " Big business."
pleased."
''One Dollar B;d" (Paralta) — "Poor business."
" The Gunfighter " — " Average business."
" The Co-respondent " — " Big business."
" When a Woman Sins " (Fox) — " Big business two days."
" Her One Mistake (Fox) — " Average."
" Stolen Option " (Bluebird) — " Poor business."
" Her Price " (Fox) — " Average."
" The Source (Paramount) — "Very good Reid."
" Cruise of the Make-Believe (Paramount) — •" Just a fair picture."
" Money Mad " (Goldwyn) — " Fair. Marsh is good."
" Till I Come Back to You " — " Extra good. Fine."
" Kultur " (Fox) — " Good. Brockwell's best."
" Heart of the Wilds " (Artcraft) — " Good picture. In fact I think it's
Ferguson's
" On the best."
Quiet " (Artcraft)- — " Crackerjack comedy drama,
business"The
two Kaiser's
days." Shadow" (First National) — "War picture on Good
Germany.
Poor
business.
Absolutely
no
good."
" A Woman's Way " (Vitagraph) — " Pleased to average business."
"A Daughter of Destiny " (First National) — " Petrova good to average
" The Black Wolf " (Paramount) — " Average business."
business."
" The Whirlpool " (Select) — " Average business."
" Desert Law " (Triangle) — " Big business two days."
" Talk of the Town " (Jewel) — Big business."
"Eyes of Julia Deep" (Pathe) — "Average business."
" Her Mistake " (Film Clearing House) — This is a great surprise. Went
" Mrs. Leffingwell's Boots " (Select) — " Average business."
Over
big."of Diamonds " (Vitagraph) — " Average business."
" King
" (Tourneur)
An unusualin advance
picture. weVerymanaged
artistic.to Bybreak
the the
aid
of "anWoman
elaborate
advertising— "campaign
house record. Very high class picture and should be handled that way."
" Passing of the Third Floor Back " (First National) — " Not appreciated.
Too deep. Either ' bad ' or ' good ' depending on your patrons. Average
business three days."
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Chicago Theatre Owners j[and Operators]
Get Together
BEFORE leaving for Bellaire, Fla., where he will spend the
rest of the winter, Peter J. Schaefer, president of the Allied
Amusement Association, came to an understanding with the
motion picture machine operators, Local 110. The following
agreement was entered into, the form of which Mr. Schaefer
herewith submits:
" This agreement made and entered into this February 4,
1919, by and between Chicago Local 110, Moving Picture Machine Operators, of the I. A. T. S. E., and Peter Schaefer and
Morris Choynoski as committee with full power to act for Allied Amusement' Association, that the following is hereby
agreed: That the members of the Allied Amusement Association will pay to operators of Local 110 employed by them all
claims due said operators of Local 110 under the terms of individual contracts drawn up and signed by the various members of the A. A. A. upon or about January 11, 1919, and the
following week. It is understood and agreed that the two
weeks' back pay due the members of Local 110 from January
11, 1919, to January 23, 1919, shall be held in escrow pending
the result of the findings of an arbitration board, three members to be Amusement
appointed from
both theandOperators'
Local
110 andto
the Allied
Association
the seventh
member
be appointed by the six aforesaid members herein before mentioned. For the Operators' Local 110 — Thomas J. Reynolds,
Dick Green, Thomas E. Maloy and Hal Johnstone. For the
Allied Amusement Association — Peter J. Schaefer, Morris
Choynski."
The Allied Amusement Association, which comprises every
branch of amusement industry in Chicago, has opened a beautiful suite of offices at 1320 Consumers' Building, where all
business pertaining to the association will hereafter be transacted.
History Reveals That Randolph Theatre
Was Built in 1842— Not 1918
THE busy, prolific statistician for Jones, Linick & Schaefer
has been turning Chicago's stage history upside down in
an effort to establish precedence for the names of Jones, Linick
& Schaefer's theatres. Having proved that the Rialto was the
second theatre built in the city of Chicago, having opened in
May, 1838, he now comes forward with a statement that Chicago also boasted of a Randolph theatre as early as 1842. In
thus raking up Chicago's theatrical history he is press agenting
the brand new Randolph theatre, the picture house which
iiiiiibiiiin
WISCONSIN

ILLINOIS

REPRESENTATIVE.

220 So. State Street

::,,!' ;,i 'in in ,„:' ;:: 1 :i
.
Jones, Linick & Schaefer opened during the holidays on Randolph Street, between State and Dearborn Streets.
On Tuesday, September 27, 1842, the Chapman Building, at
the southeast corner of Randolph and Wells Streets, was
opened as a theatre by William P. Hastings and given the
name of The Randolph theatre, the opening attraction being
" The Golden Farmer," and tickets sold at 25 cents. Its manager was Henry Fuller. The population of Chicago at that time
was 4,179.
It was in the year 1844 that it was suggested- by the Council
that it was advisable to lay a wooden plank sidewalk along
Lake Street, between Dearborn and State Streets. Considering the city's drawbacks, youth and isolation, it was a matter of
wonder that the place could boast of such a good theatrical beginning.
In naming their new playhouse the Randolph theatre Messrs.
Jones, Linick & Schaefer have merely been carrying out a bit
of Chicago's stage history and bringing it up to date.
Cropper

Tries " Different
Picture

Advertising

for

DID you ever advertise a picture without mentioning it?
Ever hear of printing over eight million four hundred
thousand ads, never mentioning the name of the picture?
Imagine printing enough ads, if placed end to end, to reach
from Chicago to Pittsburgh, and not one of them telling exnot? actly what it was you were advertising. Sounds odd, does it
R. C. Cropper, of the Bee-Hive Exchange, Chicago, is doing
just that bit of different advertising in Chicago, and he is not
running a philanthropic institution for printers and engravers.
What he has done, however, is to actually create the inquisitive
interest of a few odd hundred thousand fans all anxious to see
Francis Ford's latest and greatest serial, " The Silent MysOf course, there was meaning in the ads. They were very
carefully thought out, arranged and written with an air of mysadvantage of the human weakness of inquisitery."tery and taking
tiveness.
Each ad merely asked the reader to inquire. The
result was like a snowball rolling downhill, gathering more and
more force and quantity every day, until during the last few
days of the campaign the managers have become so engulfed
with inquiries that a few are even going so far as to put up
notices: "Please DO NOT Ask Us. You Can Come and See
It Mr.
HereCropper
Next Week."
is booking the serial for Illinois, Indiana and
Wisconsin, and will gladly furnish information and mats to any
exhibitor who will write for it.
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combination of exceptional beauty and great talent make Miss
Ferguson a screen actress of the highest order.
IRENE CASTLE starred at the Liberty theatre Saturday,
February 1, in "The Mysterious Client." The picture was
greeted by an audience large and appreciative.
" THE BUTCHER BOY," with Fatty Arbuckle, which played
at, the rand Saturday, February 1, was considered one of the
comedian's best pictures — in fact, many fans ranked it with
" The Cook."
JANE AND KATHERINE LEE were seen at the Liberty
theatre Friday, January 31, in " Troublemakers." As usual, the
theatre was not large enough to hold the people who flocked
to see the little favorites.
February
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" LUCK AND PLUCK," with George Walsh, was shown at
the Dreamland theatre Sunday and Monday, February 2 and 3.
Fans galore turned out to see their favorite and literally
swamped the theatre. Many pronounced it Mr. Walsh's " best
yet;" others said it did not come up to "I'll Say So," but
everyone agreed that it was some picture.

WEDNESDAY, January 29, marked the first appearance of
Evelyn Nesbit in Dubuque. The picture was shown at the
Princess theatre Wednesday and Thursday and was fairly
well attended. Miss Nesbit proved to be an actress above the
mediocre and her picture was well liked.

WALLACE REID carried off more honors in " The Man From
Funeral Range," the Sunday, February 1, bill at the Grand.
Mr. Reid is at his best in portrayals of characters like Harry
Webb. The supporting cast, headed by Ann Little, was of the
best. The picture was, indeed, a first rate production and
played to capacity houses afternoon and evening.

WALLACE REID and Kathlyn Williams were seen to advantage at the Family theatre Wednesday, January 29. Mr.
Reid and Miss Williams are a good team and it is a pleasure
to see them act. The picture drew good evening houses.

THE Family has commenced showing Select pictures on Sunday. The first one was " The Reason Why," with Clara Kimball Young, and was shown Sunday, February 1. The actress
was greeted by hosts of her admirers.

" THE

MAN OF BRONZE," with Lewis S. Stone and Marguerite Clayton, opened a two-days' engagement at the Dreamland theatre, Wednesday, January 29, and played to good
houses on both days.

" BUCHANAN'S WIFE," the picture which had a successful
two-days' engagement at the Dreamland a short time ago, was
shown at the Liberty theatre Sunday, February 1, to full
houses. The star, Virginia Pearson, was well liked.

AS a traveling show " The Boomerang " was put on at the
Grand Thursday, January 30. There were no pictures shown.
On Friday the second Success Series picture, " The Girl of
the Golden West," was presented and it won the approval of
nearly everyone who saw it. While there were no featured
players Mabel Van Buren and House Peters were easily the
stars of the play.

THE Star theatre is now equipped with a three-piece orchestra, a pianist, violinist and cornetist. The opening picture,
" Within the Law," kept crowds waiting outside the theatre
until 9 o'clock in the evening. Since that time Manager Bowers has been having excellent houses. The Sunday, February
1, feature was " Three Mounted Men," with Harry Carey.

"THE FACE IN THE DARK," with Mae Marsh, and a
Broncho Billy Western drama were the program at the Family
theatre on Thursday, January 30. Miss Marsh essayed a new
role in this picture and proved to be quite an attractive heroine
of a detective story. Both pictures pleased the large audiences
in attendance.
FRANCIS BUSHMAN and Beverly Bayne made quite a hit
with patrons of the Dreamland theatre when they appeared
there Friday and Saturday, January 31 and February 1, in
"the
Richcleverest
Man, Poor
The picture
was had
votedbeen
to beseen
one for
of
filmsMan."
in which
the stars
months.
A CHARLES RAY feature, "The Claws of the Hun," held
the boards at the Princess theatre Friday and Saturday, January 31 and February 1. War pictures have a good drawing
power in Dubuque, so Manager Billos has two days of the kind
of business he likes.
THE Liberty's Thursday program was " Within the Law,"
with Harry Morey and Alice Joyce. Considering that it was a
third run picture, the Liberty did good business.
THE Star theatre has contracted for Vitagraph, Triangle and
Bluebird pictures.
ELSIE FERGUSON won more laurels when she played at
the Family theatre Saturday, February 1, in " The Lie." The

AN installment of " The Wolves of Kultur," " The Precipice of
Death " and an episode of " The Brass Bullet " drew numbers
of serial fans to the Family Monday evening, February 1.
These serials take finely and are followed with interest every
week by the patrons who made " Serial Day " possible.
IRVING CUMMINGS and Barbara Castleton were starred at
the Liberty theatre Monday, February 3, in " The Heart of a
Girl." Thrills, suspense and excitement combined made this
an exceptionally interesting picture.
THE opera house at Platteville, Wis., has been rented to Kistler, Hackett & Tracy, who will conduct a moving picture show.
A fireproof booth will be installed and all the necessary alterations made so that the performances may start as soon as possible. In making the contract for the year the city reserved
the right to use the opera house for public gatherings, and no
one is barred from using it for occasional show purposes.
ON Sunday, February 2, a Metro production, " Broadway
Bill," with Harold Lockwood, was shown at the Blende theatre
at Benton, Wis. The program on Wednesday was "The Gun
Fighter," with William S. Hart, and the Friday bill was " Jules
of the Strongheart," with George Beban.
PERHAPS the most notable production shown at the Dreamland theatreD.atW.Galena,
111.,production,
this year was
" The Great
the noted
Griffith
featuring
Lillian Love."
Gish.
George Fawcett, Henry Walthall and Robert Harron. which
played there Saturday, February 1. Numbers of Dreamland
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fans witnessed this picture and declared it to be one of the
best pictures they had ever seen.

" PECK'S BAD GIRL," with Mabel Normand, was the attraction at the Star theatre at Decorah, la., Friday and Saturday,
January 31 and February 1. A Big V comedy, " Misfits and
Matrimony," was also shown.

"WHEN A MAN RIDES ALONE," a Pathe release, was
shown February 5-6 in the Royal theatre. William Russell was
in the leading role.

NORMA TALMADGE in " The Heart of Wetona " played to
capacity houses at the Palace theatre at Waverly, la., on Saturday, February 1. Norma is a great favorite and a capital
drawing power at this theatre.

MARY

MARGUERITE CLARK, of the Paramount studios, played at
the Grand theatre February 3-4-5 in " Out of a Clear Sky."

Hart, played at the
Monday, February
Ferguson was prewas also shown.

in Green

PICKFORD played in the Artcraft picture, " Sweethearts of Mine," at the Orpheum theatre February 6-7-8-9.

CLAIRE ANDERSON was seen in the Triangle film, " In the
Mask," at the Royal theatre February 4-5.

THE Thursday, January 30, feature at the Star theatre at Decorah, la., was the "Marionettes," with one of the screen's most
accomplished and beautiful stars, Clara Kimball Young.

Gathered

A GOLDWYN film, " Day Dreams," with Madge Kennedy in
the
leading role, was presented January 29-30 at the Grand
theatre.
" OUT OF THE SHADOWS," a Paramount film, was shown
February 1-2 at the Colonial theatre. Pauline Fredricks was
the star.

Bay

A PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT special, " Little Women," was
the attraction at the Grand theatre January 27-28-29. The film
is based on Louise Alcott's book.

MUSIC by a ten-piece orchestra augments the motion picture
performances in the Grand theatre, owned by Henry Goldman,
and the combination has been productive of increasing business at the house. Mr. Goldman arranges a program offering
variety, including travel pictures, orchestra selections, the regular film and a comedy to complete the entertainment. This arrangement, with the comedy at the end, has worked satisfactorily and the crowds attending the theatre have been pleased.

" THE TEMPLE OF DUSK," featuring Hayakawa, the Jap,
was shown in the Colonial theatre February 5-6.
ALICE BRADY played in " Her Great Chance," a Select picture, February 6-7-8-9.
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JOHN BARRYMORE made his initial appearance in the Colonial theatre in the Paramount film, " On the Quiet," February 3-4.
CONSTANCE TALMADGE, of the Select Corporation, appeared in " Sauce for the Goose," one of the cleverest comedies
that has been put on the screen, January 30-31, February 1-2,
in the Grand theatre.

"THE BIGGEST SHOW ON EARTH," with Enid Bennett,
and a two-reel comedy, " Love Loops the Loop," was the program at the Grand theatre at Anamosa, la., on Saturday, February 1. On Saturday there are evening performances only.

" SELFISH YATES," starring William S.
Palace theatre at Waverly, la., Sunday and
2 and 3. On Tuesday and Wednesday Elsie
sented in " The Doll's House." A comedy
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That —

IRVING MACK, the genial up-to-date publicity man of the
Universal office, is working overtime on the Hearts of Humanity campaign, the Universal superfeature, which will open
soon at all of Chicago's leading photoplay houses. As Mack
is chummy with the entire daily press of Chicago there will undoubtedly be something doing that will reap a benefit to the
exhibitors.

THE opening, February 4, for a five-day run of " Mickey," featuring Mabel Normand, at the Pantheon theatre, was a knockout. The house, which seats over 2,000 people, was continuously filled with the elite of the North Shore, and Hold-outs
filling the foyer and jamming the immense lobby out to the
curb. When a picture can call forth applause from a conservative Wilson Avenue district audience, it is some picture.
" Mickey " turned that trick to a " fare-you-well."

BRUCE GOTTSCHALK, Ascher Brothers' migratorial manahas jumped
side ger,
Calo
theatre. across town again' and is back at their north

"THE ROMANCE OF THE AIR," featuring Lieut. Bert
Hall and Edith Dayhas, had a week's run at the beautiful
De Luxe theatre, of Chicago. Lieut. Hall appeared personally
every afternoon and evening and related his experiences.

JAMES ARNETTE, of West Frankfort, 111., is opening his
new theatre, the Liberty, on February 15.

"THE HEART OF HUMANITY," the Universal superproduction, featuring Dorothy Phillips, opened Sunday, February 9, at three of Chicago's foremost picture palaces — the
Woodlawn, Twentieth Century and Pantheon.

THE genial and effervescent Harry Weiss, of Central Film
fame, is now hobnobbing with Indiana exhibitors, whom he
will take into his confidence in the next two weeks.

THE Hearst News Weekly No. 6, issued by the International
Film Service and released by the Universal Company, containing a very interesting number of pictures taken at the Peace
Conference, has reached Chicago and is attracting a great deal
of attention.

MACK SENNETT'S production, "Mickey," featuring Mabel
Normand, had its premier presentation at the Pantheon theatre, Chicago, from February 4 to 8, inclusive. Paul Biese's
Novelty Orchestra is still drawing the lovers of snappy, up-todate music.

THE Unity Photoplay Exchange, Chicago, is doing a land
office business with their picture, " And the Children Pay."

HARRY ELSAS has sold the Garden theatre, of Henry, 111.,
to Harry Hurby, who owns the American theatre at Harvey.

THE house-warming party given by the Atlas Educational
Film Company at their new plant proved a great success and a
credit to Mr. Chester Rehm, whose ingenuity as an entertaining
host is well known to Chicago's club members.

IT is rumored that S. S. Gregory, of the Illinois theatre, at
Chicago Heights, will build a theatre in Hammond, Ind., soon.
B. A. LUCAS, of Metro's Screen Classics, reports that Nazimova played for three days recently at Galesburg, 111., to 4,800
people, at 25, 35 and 50-cent prices.

HARRY WEISS, manager of the First National, of Chicago,
leaves February 3 for two weeks in St. Louis, Mo., Jefferson
Hotel, where he will hold an exhibitors' convention. Exhibitors attending are advised to bring their check books along.

RECENT visitors to Chicago are: Carl J. Mueller, Rock
Island, 111.; Peter Pinkelman, Quincy, 111.; Olgo Heilstadt, La
Salle, 111.; S. G. Gregory, Chicago Heights, 111., and J. C. Condon, DeKalb, 111.

MANDE M. SPARR is new manager of the Village theatre, of
Wilmette, 111.

IKE SCHLANK, president of the Capitol Film Company, is
spending a few days in Chicago.

R. C. CROPPER, of the Beehive Exchange, Chicago, Indianapolis and Milwaukee, is a busy man, putting over the big publicity campaign for Francis Ford's latest serial, " The Silent
Mystery."
HILLIARD CAMPBELL has bought the Oak theatre, at Oak
Park, 111.

STAR SALESMAN HUMPHREY, of the Vitagraph Chicago
office, has returned to his stamping ground, Indiana, with big
expectations.
THE FOX PRODUCTION OFFICE claims the bookings on
their picture " Salome," featuring Theda Bara, is breaking all
other records into little pieces.

O. W. KOPPLEMAN, of the Chicago office of the Capitol
Film Company, says that now that he has received his booker's calendar from the NEWS he is in much better shape to do
business.

HARRY BERMAN, General Manager of the Universal Film
Company, has been in Chicago for a conference with a number
of their exchange managers. Among those here to see Mr.
Berman were Barney Rosenthal, district manager of the St.
Louis territory; Curly Calvert, manager of the Omaha office;
and M. H. Frisch, manager of the Des Moines office. While
attending this conference Barney Rosenthal took unto himself a wife.

NOT so long ago if anyone had said that a residential district
theatre in Chicago could run a picture a week they would have
been considered squirrel food, but that is all changed now.
Balaban and Katz have knocked the spots out of the old time
way of figuring and are doing things at their Riviera theatre,
Chicago, that other exhibitors would do well to emulate. Go
ask Joe Koppel, their house manager, about the success of their
long runs and get the answer.
New and Old
Films
CLEANED
CONSERVED
A.TEITEL
112 North La Salle Street. Cliicife, Illinoi

TARKINGTON BAKER, publicity director of the Universal
organization, has been in Chicago, at which time he superintended the society showing of the Stage Women's Green
Room Series.

JACK LURIN, well known in Chicago film circles, has been
publicity manager of the Capitol Film Company and
appointed
Edition Brings Re- { will be located in Indianapolis.
suits Promptly j
ROY SEERY, the genial manager of the Central Film Company and First National Exhibitors, Chicago office, is rubbing
and
Plentifully I
his hands with glee. Answer: The acquisition of more stars.
Central

States
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What

LaPorte

Is Doing

IRREPROACHABLE weather continues to give La Porte
houses exceptionally large audiences every night in the week.
The Etropal, which came under F. R. Redington's management
a few months ago, has been playing to over-capacity house
every show. His business has been on the increase to such an
extent that he is contemplating building a new and larger
house within a year to accommodate his many patrons. The
class of pictures here is considered the pick of the producers.
MANAGER GOLDBERG, of the Princess, has secured a contract for the issues of Keystone comedies, which are making
their appearance again. These one and two-reelers are proving to be very popular here and are considered a big drawing
card in addition to a feature of five or six reels.
A TYPICAL woman audience was out to see the " Prodigal
Wife," played at the Phoenix this past week. A special advertising campaign put on by Manager Ranson especially for
the women succeeded in bringing them into the light. The
picture stars Mary Boland.
THE Phoenix is making a feature of " Broncho Billy's " return
to the movies in the presentation of his first release, " Red
Blood or Yellow." It is considered that he will make a good
showing because of his former popularity.
SERIALS seem to be coming back into favor if the example
of the Etropal can be considered a criterion. " House of
Hate " and " Fight for Millions " have proved two drawing
cards at this house that have overtaxed the seating capacity.
In addition to the serials during the past week Manager Redington has played Bryant Washburn in " Kidder and Ko " and
"inBysome
the weeks.
World Forgot," one of the strongest plays presented
EXHIBITORS from La Porte saw the first projection of
Frank Kennan's new comedy, " Todd of the Times," in Chicago. The entrance of this popular star into the comedy
world has been heralded with great enthusiasm. During the
coming week he will be starred in " More Trouble," while
" The Bells " have been scheduled for a later date.
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS in "Say, Young Fellow," and
Norma Talmadge in " The Forbidden City," starred the week's
program at the Princess. Norma Talmadge pleased the moviegoers in her dual role, which showed her wonderful acting ability to an advantage.
" TARZAN OF THE APES " and a return engagement of
Charlieat Chaplin
in " Shoulder Arms " will feature the coming
week
the Princess.
BESSIE BARRISCALE in "Those Who Pay" and Jewel
Carmen in " The Girl of the Champagne Eyes " has the board
at the Etropal during the coming week.
FILM salesmen making the city declare business in this territory to be above the average and that the much feared slump
following the signing of the armistice has not been evidenced.
Houses in all parts of the State of Indiana are booming and reporting capacity houses that have not been experienced for
some time.

In Indianapolis

and

Indiana

PICTURE theatres in Indianapolis were required Saturday to
adhere to the policy announced recently by Mayor Jewett in
regard to Sunday amusements, discontinuing all vaudeville features of Sunday programs and not opening until 1 :30 o'clock.

5

STATES

Mayor Jewett said that arrests would be made Sundays for violations of the policy laid down after a series of conferences
with motion picture interests and with ministers of the city,
and that " more drastic action " will be taken if it becomes
necessary to make a second arrest in any case. Mayor Jewett
said his order was made for people who desire to have Sunday
amusements of this character and not in the interest of the
motion picture business, and that he does not expect there will
be any violations, either of the spirit or the letter of the order,
he announced.
AS a special Sunday attraction, beginning February 2, " The
Master Mystery,* a screen serial featuring Houdini, the Handcuff King, was shown at B. F. Keith's theatre. Special photoplays and high class musical features are the attraction at B.
F.
Keith's
eachtheSunday,
regular vaudeville program
will be shown
balancewhile
of thetheweek.
THE Dickson Amusement Company, of Wabash, filed final
certificate of dissolution with the Secretary of State in Indianapolis last week.
EXTENSIVE remodeling and enlarging of the Rialto theatre,
on Illinois Street, near Kentucky Avenue, was announced last
night by George W. Bunting, architectural engineer for C. J.
Wacker, general contractor, to whom the contract has been let.
The plans call for enlarged seating capacity, rebuilding of an
additional room for renting on Kentucky Avenue, office rooms
on the second floor of the building and rest rooms for women
patrons. The addition will be built' of reinforced concrete. The
architect is Charles H. Byfield and the cost of the improvements will be about $45,000, Mr. Bunting said. The work will
begin Monday and will be rushed. There will be no interference with the performances while the work is going on. The
theatre is operated by the Lenwood Amusement Company.

Happenings

in Madison

EVERY

manager in Madison is wearing a broad smile of satisfaction. Every motion picture house in the city is drawing
big crowds daily. There seems to be a general decision on the
part of theatregoers to forget such sordid facts as the " flu "
and the problems of war and to enjoy themselves at a movie.
PERHAPS the reason for the unusual crowds at the theatres
is not entirely due to a general desire to " get out and go
somewhere," but the result of the booking of some splendid
productions.
A LONG line extending nearly a block has sought admission
to see " Mickey " at the Fuller theatre. The receipts compared
favorably with the rival productions, " Birth of a Nation " and
" Civilization." The picture was offered at advanced prices.
The Fuller has another big feature as a treat to the movie public of Madison. Next week the " Shepherd of the Hills " will
be shown.
EVERY performance of Charlie Chaplin's " Shoulder Arms "
was greeted so enthusiastically by the crowded house at the
Grand theatre that even Manager McWilliams' eyes popped.
The repeat show was given as rousing a welcome as the initial
performance. " A Law Unto Herself " and " The Enchanted
Barn " were two other attractions displayed. A leading coming
attraction is Anita Stewart in " Virtuous Wives."
CARL ANDERSON, who was the leader of the Grand theatre
orchestra for eight years, is conducting his own orchestra in
Boston, Mass., since his discharge from the navy. He called
on friends in Madison last week.
THE Majestic has been attracting unusually large crowds to
the matinee shows. Some of the pictures this week included
" Inn of the Blue Moon " and " Fame and Fortune." Dustin
Farnum in " Light of the Western Stars " leads at the Majestic
in the coming features.
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of Springfield

GUS KERASOTES reports that business on " Cleopatra "
was very good, considering that it was the third engagement
in the city for the picture, it having previously enjoyed long
runs at the Chatterton and Lyric.
HARRY LOPER, of the Lyric, and Mrs. Loper are visiting
Harry's folks in Chicago. The elder Loper is owner of the
Kimbark theatre, one of the prettiest houses on the south side
of the big city. Herbert Walters is guiding the destinies of
the Lyric very successfully in the absence of H. L.
W. D. CAVE announces that he has decided not to book " The
Birth of a Race " and that all negotiations are at an end. The
play is now at Decatur, after having shown in Bloomington
and Peoria, our neighboring towns. Reports from both places
are that business was very good.
THE Palace, newest of local family theatres, reports that business has been very good. The Palace is located in a section of
the city where a great many foreigners live, and caters almost
exclusively to them. It operates four nights a week, using
Universal program almost entirely.
WARREN HARRISON, an ex-U. S. soldier, is back at his
job as treasurer of the Majestic. Pretty soon George Riordan
won't have anything to do but think of new ideas for resultgetting advertisements. The Vitagraph serial, " A Fight for
Millions," is now in its last chapters at the Majestic.
MANAGER LOPER, of the Lyric, says that he has contracted
for Select pictures. This program has. been out of the city for
three months, and film fans have sadly missed the Talmadges,
Alice Brady, Clara Kimball Young and the other stars.
GUS KERASOTES has booked William Farnum in " Les
Miserables " for a run the latter part of February.
ELSIE FERGUSON went big for four days at the Gaiety in
" His Parisian Wife," on January 26, 27, 28 and 29. The comedy was James Montgomery Flagg's " Perfectly Fiendish
Flanagan," and it was liked and disliked, some of the fans not
being able to get it at all. For the last half of the same week
Manager Thornton had Madge Kennedy in " Day Dreams "
and " Beware of Boarders."

THE Vaudette came near making a record with Dorothy Dalton in " Hard Boiled." Business was great for four days. It
fell off a little the last half of the week, with Enid Bennett in
" Happy Though Married."
THE Princess had a whale of a week January 26-February 1
with Mae Murray in " Danger, Go Slow," Billie Rhodes in
" The Girl of My Dreams," and Herbert Rawlinson and Priscilla Dean in " Kiss or Kill." The advertising on all three pictures was especially good.

GLADYS BROCKWELL'delighted the fans who attended the
Lyric on January 26-27 with her fine work in " The Call of the
Soul." On the 28th and 29th Manager Loper had Bert Lytell in
" The Spender," one of the season's finest attractions and a
picture that charmed everyone. For the 30th, 31st and Februusualary 1Theda
business.Bara held forth in " The Light " and did about her
MISS NELL KEMPER arrived in the city January 30 to visit
with her grandmother and aunt. Miss Kemper was for the
past eighteen months scenario editor for William S. Hart at
Hollywood, Cal., but is now with the Hearst Syndicate.

ten-strike with " Sporting Life,"
THE Gaiety scored another
Maurice Tourneur's Artcraft-Paramount special production.
The opening day's business was extremely heavy, even at in-
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Theatres

creased admission prices. It looks as though the picture will
have to be held longer than the original booking called for in
order that everyone may see it who wishes. The Gaiety had it
for February 2, 3, 4, and 5. "Hop, the Bell Hop," an L-Ko
comedy, with Billy Armstrong, was on the same bill. For the
week ending February 8 the Gaiety had " Life's Greatest Problem," J.Stuart Blackton's special production, by Anthony Paul
Kelly. " Don't Change Your Husband," Cecil B. DeMille's
photoplay, will come to the Gaiety for four days, commencing
Sunday, February 9.
JOHN
BARRYMORE
"Here Comes
the
feature at
the Vaudette onin February
2, 3, 4 the
and Bride"
5. The was
picture
did nicely. Fatty Arbuckle in " Fatty and the Bathing Beauties " was also on the bill along with Burton Holmes' newest
Travelogue. For the last three days of the same week the Vaudette will have Vivian Martin in " You Never Saw Such a
Girl." Charles Ray will follow for four days in " The Sheriff's
Son," starting Sunday, February 9.
IN an interview with George McCune, operator of the Empress, southside neighborhood house, George stated that business was fine at 10 and 15 cents admission, and that Mfs. Duer,
the
new owner, intended booking some strong attractions for
February.
" THE LURE OF THE CIRCUS " is the lure that draws capacity houses to the Royal every Sunday. The program for
the week of February 3-8 at the Royal was as follows: Monday, Margarita Fischer in " Impossible Susan;" Tuesday, Theda
Bara in " When a Woman Sins;" Wednesday, Ethel Clayton in
"A Soul Without Windows;" Thursday, Vitagraph's "A Gentleman's Agreement;" Friday and Saturday, Virginia Pearson
in " Queen of Hearts."
LOUIS KERASOTES is happy over the fine business being
done at the Savoy. Louie believes in serials being offered on
Sunday and has " A Fight for Millions " each Sabbath, adding
several other reels to the program. The eleventh chapter was
shown on Sunday, February 2. On Monday the Savoy had
" On Trial," S. & A. feature, with Barbara Castleton; Tuesday,
Margarita Fischer in " Impossible Susan"; Wednesday, Elizabeth Risdon in " Mother;" Thursday, Violet Mesereau in " Together;" Friday, Chapter 12 of "The Iron Test" and other
pictures; Saturday, Dorothy Phillips in "The Talk of the
" THE HEART OF HUMANITY " has been booked by one
ofTown."
the leading theatres here for an early showing. The name
of the theatre has been requested withheld until the date can
be given.
NORTH END Circle and Pekin theatres are holding their own
and making money for the owners. The warm weather still
prevails, and the longer it stays the more money it will bring
into the box-offices. No one will object if we do not have any
snow or any more cold days. It has been the most remarkable
winter in the memory.

THE Woman's Club of Springfield, 111., has decided that it
wants censorship along the same lines as Kansas, Ohio, Pennsylvania and other States, and is preparing to exert its influence to have the measure passed. Pictures that come to
" elimistuffcensored.
all theelse" rough
now have what
Chicago
Springfield
is to be
to understand
is hard
nated, so it from
ship.
This new move by the Woman's Club is the first attempt in a
long time for a local organization to make a stand on censor-

THE Princess opened strong on Sunday, February 2, with
Harold Lockwood in " The Great Romance." Publicity Manager Sines says that business was terrific — better than usual.
Pictures booked by the Princess to show in the near future are
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Kitty Gordon in " Adele," Sessue Hayakawa in " Bonds of
Honor," and Henry Walthall in " And a Still Small Voice."
Mildred Harris in " When a Girl Loves " came on February 9
for three days.
THE Lyric reports unusually good business for Sunday and
Monday, February 2 and 3, with Peggy Hyland in " The Girl
With No Regrets." Ethel Barrymore followed for two days
in " The Divorcee," and the last three days were allotted to
Evelyn Nesbit in "Woman! Woman!" her newest Fox production. The Lyric and Vaudette are almost directly opposite
each other. One theatre, the Lyric, was showing Ethel Barrymore in " The Divorcee," while the Vaudette had John Barrymore in " Here Comes the Bride."
BEN ROVIN continues to swell his bank account every week
with many shekels garnered in at the Amuse-U. One of the
strangest things about this theatre is its ability to repeat pictures that were shown months ago at 5 cents admission and
clean up with them at 10 cents. Ben says he is unable to explain this phenomenon. Fox pictures take up most of Ben's
time, with an occasional special feature. Hart and Fairbanks
reissues always mean capacity houses, no matter what picture
it may be.
ED. MAISEL, manager of the Capitol, spent several days in
Chicago recently and signed up some mighty good pictures for
his Washington Street theatre. Ed. reports that he has contracts in the safe for Goldwyn All-Star series, Paramount-Success series and for the new Billy West comedies. " Why Germany Must Pay " was shown two days at the Capitol recently
to large attendance.
Heard

in Detroit

JOE HORWITZ has purchased the State rights in Michigan
to " Mickey " and the first run was sold to the Majestic in
Detroit before the print was screened. It is said the Majestic
is paying $2,500 for the picture for two weeks — the season's
record. To help put the picture across a motion picture was
made of Charles G. Branham, the Majestic manager, signing
the contract with Mr. Horwitz.
JOHN
H. KUNSKY
has returned to Detroit after a month's
visit in Southern
California.
THE State Film Company, Detroit, has purchased State rights
to the Francis Ford serial, " The Silent Mystery."
A DEAL has been closed with the Detroit Journal by the Universal Film Company for an advertising and publicity campaign
for the Marie Walcamp serial, " The Red Glove." The Journal
started advertising the serial this week, which is a month in
advance of the release of the picture.
THE Detroit Exhibitors' League has sent a notice to every
motion picture theatre proprietor advising them that it is
against the law to admit children to their theatres after 8 P. M.
unless the youngsters are accompanied by adults.
JOHN H. KUNSKY has completed plans for a new theatre in
Highland Park, -a Detroit suburb. Contracts already have been
let for the excavating. Several other theatre projects already
have been proposed for Highland Park owing to the fact that
Sunday amusements are now permitted there.
JAMES STEELE, who has one house in Detroit and three in
Bay City, has closed his Detroit offices and will conduct his
business from Pittsburgh.
EMPLOYES of the Paul Schlossman houses in Muskegon,
Mich., were guests at a banquet given by their employer.
WHEN the Arthur S. Hyman exchange moves to the film
building next month, every exchange in Detroit will be located
in one structure built especially to house them.
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Here and

There in Fond

du Lac

THE treasury of the Priscilla Society has been enriched by
$50 as a result of its co-operation with Manager F. R. Smith,
of the Bijou, in the presentation of Elsie Ferguson in Henrik
Ibsen's powerful drama, " A Doll's House," Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, February 3, 4 and 5.
MADGE KENNEDY, in a picturization of Rose Stahl's " A
Perfect Lady," proved to be one of the most popular Orpheum
offerings of the season. The picture was presented on Monday and Tuesday, February 3 and 4, and drew excellent business. Many of Manager Ainsworth's patrons took occasion to
commend him for booking a picture of such merit.
SATURDAY, February 8, will be remembered as a real circus
day in Fond du Lac At the Ideal patrons were regaled with
" The Lure of the Circus," the first episode in the new serial
Manager Vollert is putting on, while at the Orpheum they
found delight in " The Biggest Show on Earth." It was also
the occasion of Manager Ainsworth's 6-cent kid matinee, with
Charley Chaplin as a special attraction. And Young America
was out in full force.
THE
Bijou
being
screen

Photo-Play Screen Supplement has been added to the
program with excellent results, the patrons evidently
desirous of a closer acquaintance with their favorite
stars.

MANAGER VOLLERT, of the Henry Btfyle theatre, has
booked " Mickey," the big special, for four days — Thursday,
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, February 20, 21, 22 and 23.
LYMAN H. HOWE will return to the Henry Boyle for a twodays' engagement, Friday, February 28, and Saturday, March 1.
MANAGER VOLLERT is a firm believer in the pulling power
of a good serial and plans to keep one on the Idea screen most
of the time. " Hands Up," a Pathe serial, has just been completed and Mr. Vollert pronounces it the best he has had. This
is now being followed by the Universal serial, " The Lure of
the Circus," eighteen episodes. The first episode was put on
Friday and Saturday, February 7 and 8, and was well received.
MANAGER F. R. SMITH, of the Bijou, and Manager William
L. Ainsworth, of the Orpheum, spent two days in Chicago laboring with the Paramount management in the hope of getting
the order switching Fond du Lac from the Minneapolis to the
Chicago territory rescinded. Messrs. Smith and Ainsworth
argued that the service out of Minneapolis was far better than
that out of Chicago in spite of the fact that the latter is much
nearer. The answer of the Paramount people was, " Wait and
see; anyhow, give the new deal a trial." This was finally agreed
upon with the understanding that if the February service is not
up to standard Fond du Lac will again be served out of Minneapolis.
THE leadership of an orchestra in a moving picture house is
a non-essential occupation, according to the latest War Department ruling, if a Fond du Lac case may be taken as a criterion. It was announced some time ago that men in service
would be released as employers made requests for their services. Arthur Hastings is one of the young men who put aside
his violin to respond to the colors. He was leading the Orpheum orchestra at the time. When the announcement was
made that men would be released on application of former employers, Manager Ainsworth asked for Hastings, who is at
Camp Custer. This was weeks ago. Hastings is still in service
and there is no release in sight.
MANAGER AINSWORTH, of the Orpheum,
benefit for the Woman's Auxiliary of the Y. M.
Tuesday and Wednesday, February 24, 25 and
" Vive la France." The organization has taken

will put on a
C. A. Monday,
26, presenting
3,000 tickets.
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Interesting

Items

of Elgin

THE week of February 3 was one of exceptional attraction
and big crowds at the Grand. Instead of the regular three-picture schedule, the week was divided between two special attractions.Johanna
"
Enlists," the first one, was shown Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday; Nazimova in "Eye for Eye"
held the screen Thursday, Friday and Saturday. The Pickford
picture made great hit, the " regulars " acclaiming it one of the
best
"Mary"
pictures;admiration
the "Eye offorallEye"
showing
the most
enthusiastic
who saw
it. received
ALTHOUGH there is difference of opinion between the fans
regarding the attractiveness of the screen work of Alice Brady,
pictures that star her continue to run good when frequently
brought to the Grand. In the second February week " In the
Hollow of Her Hand," starring Miss Brady, was shown. Other
stars and pictures of the week were: "Cecelia of the Pink
Roses " with Marion Davies, and Mitchell Lewis in " Code of
the
The Allied War Review and the Pathe Weekly
were Yukon."
also shown.
"THE HEART OF RACHEL," starring Bessie Barriscale,
one of the features of the week of February 2 at the Temple,
received the adulation of scores of picture fans. Its exceptionally excellent photography and gracefulness of production were particularly pleasing. It was considered by many the
best of Miss Barriscale's productions. She was billed for " All
of a Sudden Norma " for Sunday, February 9.
MANAGER FAY, of the Temple, was expecting big crowds
for the showing of Priscilla Dean in " The Wildcat of Paris "
on February 11 and 12. He showed the picture at regular admission prices. Other pictures and stars that made that week's
bill included the Monday night Combination Program of Eddie
Polo in "The Lure of the Circus"; the Wolfville story,
" Widow Dangerous"; Chester Conklin in " Loving Memory,"
and the latest edition of the Weekly News; Houdini in "The
Master Mystery"; "Silent Sentinel," the Screen Telegram,
" Mixed Nuts," Edith Roberts in " Sue of the South " and
Mitchell Lewis in " Life's Greatest Problem."
IN ADDITION to his "Combination" night every Monday,
which offers program particularly planned for the entertainment of youngsters, Manager Fay of the Temple has introduced a " Variety night " for Thursdays. This includes each
week the latest " Houdini " release, a western picture, the
Screen Telegram and a comedy.
THE SCREEN SUPPLEMENT, a monthly release shown
for
of a motion
picture
charity
fund,washasshown
been
madebenefit
an innovation
at the
Star.actors'
The first
release
February 12 and 13 depicting home and family life of the
Drews, Douglas Fairbanks, Mary Miles Minter, Montagu Love
and Mary Charleson.
THE STAR expected big houses for Monday and Tuesday,
February 10 and 11, for showing of Mrs. Charlie Chaplin
(Mildred Harris) in " For Husbands Only." The week's bill
also included return showing of the popular Pickford picture,
" Amarilly of Clothesline Alley"; Anita King in "Petticoats
and Politics," " Braving Blazes "; Harold Lloyd in " Hear 'Em
Rave," Billy West in " A Rolling Stone," Pearl White in " The
Lightning Raider," Charlie, the Chinese comedian, in " The
Dare Devil," and Earle Williams and Grace Darmond in " The
Highest Trump."
"THE POOR RICH MAN," the first picture co-starring
Beverly Bayne and Francis X. Bushman to be made after the
recent marriage of the two, was feature of the bill at the Orpheum the second week in February. Other pictures of the
week were Clara Kimball Young in " The Savage Woman,"
Evelyn Nesbit and Russell Thaw in " I Want to Forget," and
Lewis S. Stone in " The Man of Bronze."
THE

new Eddie Polo serial, booked for February 14 at the

PICTURE
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Crystal theatre, Dundee, was postponed in starting until February 28 on account of late booking of David W. Griffith
" Hearts of the World " for February 21. It was not deemed
advisable to start the serial and skip the second episode, so
the opening showing was deferred for three weeks and will be
shown February 28.
AT the request of the several hundred fans turned away from
the Star theatre at the time of the successive stampede when
Charlie Chaplin in " Shoulder Arms " was on the bill, that
picture was brought back by Manager Crocker for showing
on Wednesday and Thursday, January 29 and 30.. Preparation was made for handling of the record crowds that saw the
picture two weeks ago.
A RETURN showing of Marguerite Clark in " The Amazons,"
shown in Elgin several times since its release at various local
houses, was brought back again for showing on Tuesday,
January 28, at the Star by Manager Ralph Crocker. Other
pictures of the week were Bessie Barriscale in " Two Gun
Betty," " Mutt and Jeff " in cartoon comedy, Harold Lloyd in
"Take a Chance," a Sidney Drew comedy, Pearl White in
" The Lightning Raider," Billy West in " Playmates," Madeline Traverse in " The Danger Zone," and Harold Lloyd in
" Nothing But Trouble."
" HITTING THE HIGH SPOTS," starring Bert Lytell, was
the Sunday and Monday opening feature at the Orpheum the
week of January 26. Other stars and pictures shown in the
week were Alice Brady in " The Death Dance," Theda Bara
in " The She-Devil," and Montagu Love in " The Grouch."
All except the Brady picture were shown for two days each.
PROMISE of Mary Pickford in "Johanna Enlists" for February 3and 5 at the Grand, is elating lovers ^of the winsome
star who have been asking eagerly for this popular picture
since it has been shown and seen in Chicago by many from
here. >

Condensed

News

of Flint

THOUGH the Strand theatre has been constructed only about
three years, Manager Lester E. Natt has found it too small
and it will be entirely remodeled this spring and a balcony
added. The capacity of the house will be increased from
about 700 to 1,200. An entire new front will be constructed
and the building will be redecorated and refurnished. A permit for the preliminary work which will consist of the building of a new roof and raising of the walls to give the height
for the new balcony has been issued. It is estimated this
work which will be done without interferring with the operation of the theatre will cost $18,000. After the new roof is
built the theatre will be closed and the old roof torn out and
the balcony erected. About $40,000 will be spent on the
entire job" THE HEART OF HUMANITY " has been booked by Manager Charles Garfield of the Orpheum for a week's showing
in the near future. A lavish publicity program has been outlined to help put the picture over.
ANOTHER Evelyn Nesbit picture was shown at the Strand
February 10, 11 and 12. "Her Mistake" was the offering.
A SPECIAL screening of " Mickey " was
theatre Sunday, February 8, for theatre
representatives.
best Normand
unanimous
verdict" The
of those
who saw has
the

given at the Garden
men and newspaper
ever
done " was the
picture.

DOROTHY GISH in "The Hope Chest" was the attraction
at the Garden theatre February 10, 11 and 12. Wallace Reid
in " The Dub " was shown the last three days of the week.
This theatre is showing Paramount-Artcraft attractions more
and more and the increasing patronage which the house enjoys is evidence of how the pictures are being enjoyed.
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Chaplin

Abandons His World Tour Idea
•Because of United Artists
CHARLIE CHAPLIN has abandoned his idea for a trip
around the world, it was officially announced on February
5 by Sidney Chaplin, personal manager for the comedy star.
The trip is abandoned, Mr. Chaplin says, because of his recent
affiliation with the United Artists' association. He intends to
rush production on his remaining pictures under his First
National contract, which he believes will require ten months.
Two pictures on his First National contract, " A Dog's
Life " and " Shoulder Arms " have already been completed
and are now playing. Three other subjects are to be produced. As soon as announcement was made that Chaplin
would not go abroad, production activity at his studios, which
had been closed for several weeks, was soon under way. In
his latest picture it is said that Chaplin has departed from his
original characterizations and that he intends to present a new
study in comedyGordon

Place

Succeeds Kearney in NewYork
GORDON H. PLACE, former publicity manager for the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation at Salt Lake, has been
advanced in the New York offices to the position of editor of
Progress-Advance, the weekly house organ of the corporation.
Mr. Place was transferred from the Salt Lake office to the
home office publicity department last September and was assigned at once to an associate editorship of Progress-Advance.
Upon the transfer of Patrick Kearney, the then editor, to the
Hollywood, Cal., studio publicity department, Mr. Place was
selected to succeed him.
Salt Lake City Forges Straight Ahead
SALT LAKE theatre managers and, in fact, theatrical men
.of Utah, are taking old man Hard Time by the forelock
'and shaking him vigorously. While the dailies of the country
are wailing over the post-war situation local managers are
preparing for a long siege at the box-offices by the entertainment-seeking public. Superattractions are being booked with
startling rapidity. New theatres are being built, remodeling is
being hastened and other theatres are planned.

George

Dwyer

Takes
Lake

BLDG.

Hippodrome
City

in Salt

GEORGE DWYER, formerly manager of the local Pantages vaudeville house, and an experienced theatre man,
has taken over the Hippodrome theatre of Salt Lake, owned
by George Hale. The theatre has been dark for more than a
Mr. Dwyer has begun the task of remodeling the theatre and
thousands of dollars will be put into making the house a moyear.
tion picture palace. A Hope- Jones Unit organ has been purchased and has already been shipped to Salt Lake for installation in the house. Until it arrives a sixteen-piece orchestra will
furnish the music for the house.
Mr. Dwyer has not lined up with any line of pictures but
states that he will run only the biggest of film features at the
House. He has a strong leaning toward Universal films, however, according to Gus Hager, manager of the local Universal
exchange, and is planning to open with Universal's " Virtuous
Wives." He is also planning to feature the Universal " Hearts
of February
Humanity."11 was set as the date for the opening of the
theatre.
Revised " Intolerance" Shown in Los Angeles
at Kinema Theatre
THE first public showing of the revised reissue of the
modern story of " Intolerance " is being given in Los
Angeles at the Kinema theatre, the film carrying the original
title selected for it by D. W. Griffith, "The Mother and the
Law." This film opened its engagement on February 2, and
is destined to run two or probably three weeks, if not more.
There is very little added to this film that was not seen in
" Intolerance," but separation from the two other periods of
" Intolerance " seems to add materially to this episode. Like
"The Fall of Babylon," recently shown, the story is sufficiently
strong to be an excellent entertainment by itself, and one that
is more emphatic than when coupled with the two spectacular
stories as when it was a part of " Intolerance."
" The Mother and the Law " is a travesty dealing with the
effects of the so-called reformers who attempt to better the
world for themselves and for their aggrandizement.
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LOUIS HYMAN, branch manager of All Star Features, announces that All Star has purchased the rights to Mack Sennett's comedy, " Yankee Doodle in Berlin." He has not as
yet arrange a preview in Los Angeles, but he believes the
picture is going to prove a knockout for the exhibitors. Mr.
Hyman also announces that the Mabel Normand production,
" Mickey," has been booked for a second run at the Kinema
theatre beginning March 2.
" HEARTS OF THE WORLD," the rights of which belong
to All Star Features in California and Arizona, will in the
future be booked direct to the exhibitor from the All Star
exchanges, according to announcement by Branch Manager
Louis Hyman. " I now look for the picture to be returned
to many houses where it has already been shown, and those
theatres that did not get the picture on the former special
releasing basis, will now have an opportunity to clean up on
what is conceded to be one of the best pictures ever .made
by D. W. Griffith."
THE Central theatre at Lowell, Ariz., owned by Nick Diamos,
burned down on Thursday, January 30, according to word received in Los Angeles by various exchange managers. The
cause of the fire was not determined. Burning with the theatre
were twelve reels of film, among which was a feature production owned by All Star features. It is not announced whether
Mr. Diamos will rebuild.
LOUIS HYMAN, branch manager of All Star Features, announced that on February 1 he increased the force in his
office so as to be able to adequately handle the increased books
of the office, due to the adding of " Hearts of the World " and
" Mickey " to his list of subjects to be booked direct to the
exhibitor.
NICK STEELE, salesman for All Star features, left for
Arizona on February 3, where with many other film salesmen
now traveling in that state, he will call upon every exhibitor
in calling distance.
WILLIAM ALEXANDER, district manager for United, left
Los Angeles January 31 for a three or four week's visit in
Denver:
CHARLES UNDERWOOD, assistant manager of the Grogg
Amusement enterprises of Bakersfield, died last Tuesday, January 28, of influenza, it became known on film row a few
days later. His death was a considerable blow to the company
with which he was associated, inasmuch as it followed so
closely the death of Charles Grogg, head of the Grogg Amusement Enterprises, who died a few weeks previously, also of
influenza.
H. M. LENTZ, branch manager of the United exchange, has
returned from a visit to San Diego, where he called on the
exhibitors of that city during the last two or three days of
January.
THE Select exchange has received in Los Angeles a print
of " The Belle of New York," the Select production featuring
Marion Davies. A preview will be given at an early date,
according to announcement by Branch Manager B. E. Loper.
Mr. Loper maintains that " The Belle of New York" is one
of the best pictures placed on the market by Select.
C. E. ELLIOTT, who handles Select special productions in
the Los Angeles territory, returned on February 1 from a
two weeks' trip through Arizona. He says that conditions in
that state are improving, although not as yet back to normal.
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THE Casino and Class A theatres in Spokane will be showing
Goldwyn pictures regularly, starting off Saturday, February 8.
Manager C. E. Stilwell has secured the complete output of the
Goldwyn studios and has also contracted for the Hodkinson
features. These two contracts will place before patrons of the
Casino and Class A theatres some of the most famous stars of
the motion picture industry. The Goldwyn stars include such
favorites as Madge Kennedy, Geraldine Farrar, Mabel Normand, Pauline Frederick, Mae Marsh, Tom Moore, and Rex
Beach, the author, who will appear in " Laughing Bill Hyde,"
his own story. The Hodkinson service includes such actors as
Bessie Barriscale, Louise Glaum, Harry B. Walthall and others.
The first of the new service will be Geraldine Farrar in " The
Hell-Cat," Saturday, February 8. Hereafter the Casino shows
will be changed on Saturday instead of Sunday.
W. H. ("LONESTAR") DIETZ, famous football coach and
moving picture actor, was indicted by the Federal Grand Jury
in Spokane recently on a charge of false registration under the
draft. Dietz, who has been engaged with a motion picture
concern in Los Angeles, will come to Spokane to plead not
guilty to the charge. In his questionnaire Dietz, who was the
football coach for the Mare Island Marines, is said to have
claimed every possible ground for exemption, including necessary head of an industrial establishment, dependent family,
ward of the Government, an alien, an Indian, and a non-voting
resident of the United States. The fact that Dietz, holding a
Federal position as instructor for the marines' football team at
Mare Island, denied his American citizenship and placed himself in the role of a man without a country, so aroused the exemption board that the matter was given to the public. His
exemption claim was denied and he was placed in Class 1.
THE new D. W. Griffith production, " Greatest Thing in Life."
drew big houses to the Liberty theatre all week, with Lillian
Gish and Robert Harron in the stellar roles. " Tarzan of the
Apes " had its second showing here, doing good business at the
Majestic.
Marguerite
as " Little Miss Hoover" captivated Clemmer
theatre Clark
audiences.
Fish Gets

Sympathy

from

Viola Dana

<<DOOR RALPH," sighed little Viola Dana, as she gave
* away her pet goldfish to a friend in Los Angeles, " I'm
afraid
has a sadly
trying about
life." in the glass bowl, waving his long
Ralphhe swam
tail of gossamer and gold in pensive melancholy.
His former owner continued:
" I always think of that expression of Irvin S. Cobb's, ' as
much privacy as a goldfish,' and think of the model life that
he has always been forced to lead. He must always be at his
best, always on parade. He cannot even have a past, for he is
constantly watched. The only thing reprehensible I ever
heard about him was that he drank — but then I don't hold that
against him, for practically every fish does."
Photoplayers Return From Army
DURING the past week a number of former photoplayers
who have been in the army have returned to Los Angeles.
Four of these are Ray Gallagher, George Shesebro, Art Acord,
and Jacques Jaccard, who were with the 143rd Field Artillery.
Hank Mann, of the same regiment, is still in France as the
result of injury received in a football game. Arthur Shivers,
formerly identified with the Los Angeles office of Motion
Picture News, who was a member of this regiment, has returned from " over there " and honorably discharged. He is
now at his home in Des Moines, Iowa, recovering from influenza and pneumonia from which he suffered while in France.

THE WEST

February 22, 1919
In Portland

Film

Circles

WITH the Spanish influenza apparently at the mercy of the
health authorities, Portland theatres have lifted their self-imposed ban limiting attendance to seating capacity, and while
they are not jamming the public in as of yore, about 50 per
cent of standing room is being utilized.
BUSINESS is particularly good with the film houses. The
public has recovered from its " flu " scare, and to celebrate
their new freedom are invading the theatres in such numbers
as to sorely tempt managers to grab tickets until the police
order a halt.
^
ARTHUR SHIRLEY, well-known screen and stage actor,
who is going to make pictures in Australia for American consumption, was in Portland for a couple of days recently. He's
on a tour of the country meeting exhibitors, and in Portland
met an old friend, Paul E. (" No-Bull ") Noble, publicity boss
for Jensen and Von Herberg. With Virginia Dare as his leading woman, Shirley is going to be making pictures within a
few months and plans to have them on the market within
eight months.
CLAUDE S. JENSEN and J. G. Von Herberg, the leading
film exhibitors of ■ the Northwest, no sooner returned from
Southern California than they started on another jaunt to Los
Angeles. The affairs of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit is what took them South again.
WESTERN MANAGER MOONEY, of the Fox Film Corporation, was in Partland last week with K. L. Burke, northwest manager, and Frank E. Montgomery, new Fox salesman
for the territory. Mr. Montgomery is the husband of Princess Mona Darkfeather, who may soon be making pictures at
the head of her own company, and is himself a pioneer screen
director. He is credited with making the first three-reel feature, and his wide experience as a producer is proving a valuable asset in signing up business for Fox.
HARRY S. FREEDMAN, one of the big stockholders of the
Strand theatre, is a rival of Bill Parker, Majestic owner, as a
prophet. He, too, predicted that the war would end before
January 1, 1919. When his exhibitor friends wish to delve into
the future they suggest, " Gd~~into the silence, Harry." It's a
difficult feat for Harry to achieve — that silence stuff — but they
say he's got nerve enough to name the sex of the offspring
before the stork makes his appearance.
" REEL STUFF," the popular exhibitor weekly issued by Universal, with Dean Collins as its editor, is to be temporarily discontiued.»
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Seattle Exchanges

and Accessory Firms

EXHIBITORS FILM EXCHANGE
INCORPORATED
Member of First National Exhibitor* Circuit
NOW BOOKING
SHOULDER ARMS
A DOG'S LIFE
MY FOUR YEARS IN GERMANY
TARZAN OF THE APES
ROMANCE OF TARZAN
PERSHING'S CRUSADERS
THE STILL ALARM
ITALY'S FLAMING FRONT
RAFFLES, Etc., Etc.
COMING !
ANITA STEWART SUPERFEATURES
MARY PICKFORD SUPERPICTURES
1200 FOURTH AVE., SEATTLE, WASH.
F. V. FISHER, Manager
GREATER

FEATURES COMPANY SEATTLE, WASH.
Starting on Third Year — Now Batting 600%
Short Reel Subjects
Also Features
JACK LANNON, Owner
Enid Bennett Begins New Ince Production
ENID BENNETT has commenced work under the direction
of Fred Niblo on a story by the author and scenarist, C.
Gardner Sullivan. In this forthcoming production the Thomas
H. Ince star is given the part of a young newspaper girl, who
is assigned by her superior to solve a murder mystery. Among
those in the cast are Mabel Trunnelle, Jack Nelson, Lloyd
Hughes,
Anthony. Wm. Conklin, Otto Hoffman, Harry Archer and Joe
One of the biggest sets ever built on an enclosed stage has
been constructed at the studio for the Bennett picture. The
set shows a grand and massive staircase, at the head of which
is a hall. Opening into this hall are five complete rooms. By
this arrangement the cameras may shoot scenes through the
hall and the respective doorways
Al. Nathan State Rights on the West Coast
AL. NATHAN, who was formerly manager of the Superba
theatre in Los Angeles and then went east to manage
houses for Carl Laemmle, returned from New York last week.
Mr. Nathan is state righting pictures in this territory and has
brought along a collection of subjects. He is also buying
negatives for eastern trade and world rights and has made
some purchases recently that took quite a few reels off of the
shelves of various producers. One of the pictures that he will
exploit is " And the Children Pay," the picture that ran five
weeks at the Bandbox in Chicago despite the many threats of
Major Funkhouser to have it stopped. It deals with prudishness on the part of parents. He is dickering with a big Broadway house for its initial opening.

E. S. McCONNELL, one of Universal's publicity men, in
charge of serials and Screen Magazine, was in Portland last
week.
JEFFERSON AND BROZENE have opened the Derby theatre, in Kenton, a Portland suburb. The house was closed for a
long time.
W. F. GATCHELL has sold his Bungalow theatre, Woodburn,
Ore., to Hanauska Brothers.
AFTER an enforced theatreless period of six weeks Newburg, Ore., is again on the map. Manager Ferguson has his
Baker theatre running full blast these days.
VANCOUVER, WASH., theatres are in the grip of the " flu "
ban again and Manager McGill ,of the U. S. A. theatre, is
planning an auto tour of California.
AMONG recent out-of-town visitors to Portland's film row
were L. S. McConnell, of the Star, Sherwood, Ore.; J. B.
Sparks, of Heppner and Condon; Doc Crews, of Walla Walla,
Wash.; Lew Cullins, of The Dalles; J. Danz, of Astoria.

It takes the whole studio force to prepare May Allison for a scene
at the Metro plant, Yes, that's May in the center
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UNIVERSAL FILM EXCHANGES, INC.
Successor to California Film Exchange
DAVID BERSHON, MANAGER.
Distributors of Universal, Jewel and Lois Weber Productions, Blue Bird Photoplays, Century and
Lyons 8c Moran Comedies
822 S. OLIVE ST.
LOUIS HYMAN
Manager
ALL STAR FEATURE
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc.
514 West Eighth Street

VITAGRAPH
Southern California and
Arizona
W. H. HEPBURN, Branch Manager
Knickerbocker Building
643 S. Olive Street

I Used , Theatre
TFT
WAN
1LU
"A1'
Chairs Motion
Picture Projectors, and everything pertaining to motion
Buying from us
pictures.
saves you 25 to 50 per cent.
MOVIE EMPORIUM
Calmy Brothers, 752 So. Olive St.

J. SLIPPER & COMPANY
PICTURE MACHINES
Simplex,
Motiograph,
Minusa
Screens Baird
Hertner Transverters
Theatre Supplies
728 So. Olive Street
Send for Catalog

Mitchell Lewis Goes Into Timber for Picture
H AVING completed his first two pictures for Select, Mitchell Lewis will soon journey into one more un-photographed
California mountain location and undertake the work of filming another of the type of motion pictures for which he has
become particularly noted.
With his own producing organization, located in Los Angeles, Lewis has filmed The Code of the Yukon and Children
of Banishment, which are his first two releases for the Selznick
Company, and is ready to undertake the third production,
which will also be of the rugged type, best suited to this star.
Mr. Lewis is at present seeking other vehicles of a fitting
nature and it is likely that within a few weeks he will have
annexed some of the works of a well-known author. While
he has found most of his success in characterizations from
famous novels, such as The Barrier, The Sign Invisible, The
Bar Sinister and the two stories mentioned above, and will
continue to produce pictures from other works of well-known
novelists, Lewis also has in mind the picturization later of several original stories if suitable roles can be created.
In and

Around

Denver

CHARLES R. GILMORE, who represents United Pictures in
Denver, is visiting several Idaho points this week. He left
here several days ago to attend the annual meeting of the
Idaho
League, which was held . at Boise, February
5 and Exhibitors'
6.
HARRY LUSTIG, special representative for Metro, has been
visiting Denver exhibitors for nearly two weeks. He left
February 8 for Salt Lake City, where he will spend five or
six days. " The new Rivoli here will play all of the Nazimova
subjects," said Mr. Lustig. " The regular weekly release of
Metro has been shown steadily at the Strand theatre for
almost four years, and while here I have arranged for a continuance of the contract. The outlook in Denver territory is
exceptionally bright, and Metro pictures and Nazimova productions are being rapidly booked in every town tributary to
this exchange. War pictures seem to be going fairly good in
Denver territory, with Metro subjects, " Why Germany Must
Pay " and " The Great Victory " taking the lead.
DENVER film exchange managers attended a farewell dinner
Saturday, February 1, by Mr. and Mrs. H. Bradley Fish in
honor of A. E. Fair on the eve of his departure for Dallas,
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where he has already entered on his duties as manager of the
Triangle headquarters. As a slight token of the high esteem
in which he is held in local exchange circles, Mr. Fair was
presented with a pair of solid gold cuff links set with diamonds.
MR. FAIR has been identified with the motion picture business
in this section for twelve years and enjoyed the personal acquaintance ofpractically every exhibitor in the territory. He
was for a time connected with General and has been in charge
of Triangle's business here for the past two years. As manager of the Dallas exchange he will have charge of a much
iarger territory, which is represented by a population of six
million. His successor is D. Callahan, whom he is relieving
in Dallas. Mr. Callahan has not yet arrived in Denver.
O. F. WOODY has arrived from New York City and has joined
the sales force of Select Pictures. In order to accept this
position he recently resigned one of more importance — that of
assistant manager for Triangle in New York. He had been
connected with Triangle there for a year and a half.

EARL RADCLIFFE, also of Select, has left on a long trip
covering northern Colorado, Wyoming and the Black Hills
circuit.
MANAGER LOTZ, who has just returned from an important
business mission in Salt Lake City, hays prospects were never
better for a big season. He states that the Denver exchange
for the month of January surpassed all previous records by 20
per cent, and that February will exceed January by nearly as
large a percentage, if not more.

HERMAN BROWN, owner of the Iris at Casper, Wyo., was
a Denver visitor this week, as was also H. F. Brennan, owner
of the Lyric at Casper. Both report an increased business.
THE Sunnyside Mining and Milling company, Eureka, Colo.,
has ordered new Simplex equipment for a theatre which it is
establishing for the benefit of its employes.
LEVY & DAWSON of the Walsenburg Amusement company
are making improvements including new equipment.
GEORGE N. BREWER, who operates the U. S. A. theatre at
Sidney, Nebraska, has arranged to open the Opera House
theatre at Peetz, Colo., with a regular picture program.
LEE A. STOREY of Lingle, Wyoming, is figuring on opening
a picture theatre at that place.
HENRY WATERMAN of Big Springs, Neb., has opened a
new theatre there, but has not decided on a name for it yet. Mr.
Waterman is also engaged^in the automobile business.
G. W. WHITNEY has resigned his position as salesman for
Metro out of Denver, to operate the Electric theatre at Hoisington, Kansas. He is succeeded by Irving Ehrensoft, who
recently held a similar position with the local Supreme exchange.
San
ON

Francisco

Does Away
Masks

with

Influenza

February 1 the Mayor of San Francisco declared all
masks off in San Francisco. Before he issued his proclamation the people were rapidly disregarding their mufflers and
a majority of those who clung to the ornament were wearing
them under their chins where they could be readily slipped up
if a blue coat hove in sight. It is believed that this will end
the influenza scare in this section. Dr. Hassler has prates
about a return visit, but even he says that if it comes it will,
doubtless, be light. . As soon as San Francisco unmasked towns
all over the state began to discard their closing ordinances.
It is expected that by next week every theatre in the state
will be running at full blast. At the same time the news from
Honolulu is far from reassuring. The epidemic is said to be
very severe there and all the theatres, churches and other public meeting places are closed.
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With Los Angeles Theatres

and Exchanges

T. W. CHATBURN, western division manager for Vitagraph,
with offices in Chicago, who succeeded the late H. D. Naugle,
arrived in Los Angeles January 29 for a week's visit- Before
coming to the West Coast he visited Vitagraph exchanges at
Kansas City, Dallas and *ther Middle Western and Southwestern cities. " I have not only talked with exchange managers, but with hundreds of exhibitors," he said, "and I find
that business is getting back to normal in every community
I have visited." It has been three years since Mr. Chatburn
was in Los Angeles. He will go from here to San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Salt Lake City and Denver before
returning to Chicago.
ALEXANDER PANTAGES, owner of many theatres by that
name on the West Coast, has personally booked for a number
of his houses the Vitagraph serial, " A Man of Might," starring
William Duncan, according to announcement by Branch Manager W. H. Hepburn of the Los Angeles Vitagraph exchange.
William Duncan was master of ceremonies on January 25
when ground was broken for Mr. Pantages' new theatre in Los
Angeles.
PAT STEVENSON, Vitagraph salesman, left January 31 for
a trip to San Diego and Imperial Valley, where he will call
upon the exhibitors in this territory.
"THE COMMON CAUSE," J. Stuart Blackton's superprocluction for Vitagraph, had a great run in Phoenix during the
week of January 27, it was announced by the Los Angeles
Vitagraph offices.
BRANCH Manager W. H. Hepburn, of the Vitagraph exchange, announces that it has been difficult to supply enough
prints of Big-V special comedies in the Los Angeles and
Arizona territory. He has ordered some new prints of several different subjects, he says.
CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S newest picture, " Sunnyside," will
soon be ready for release, according to announcement from
the Chaplin studios. The picture will be handled by the First
National Exhibitors' Circuit, and Branch Manager W. E.
Knotts believes the subject will have a remarkable run in this
territory.
T. L. TALLY, of Tally's Broadway theatre, and Seymour
Tally, his son, in company with B. E. Loper, branch manager of Select exchange, left Los Angeles on January 30 for
a hunting trip in the vicinity of Balboa. They took advantage
of the last two days of the hunting season, and returning to
Los Angeles they reported " much luck, most of it rain." They
had hardly arrived in " the happy hunting grounds " until the
belated rains of Southern California overtook them.
HARVEY GAUSMAN, salesman for the First National, visited in the Riverside and San Bernardino territory during the
last few days of January, where he reported business as
slightly improved.

THE Long Beach influenza ban has again been lifted, and the
theatres of the beach city were opened on Friday, January
31. The houses had been closed since January 22. The Pasadena City council on January 30 repealed its "mask ordinance," and immediately thereafter the theatres reported increased business. The cities of Globe and Miami, Ariz., as
well as Ontario, Cal., after several days under the flu ban,
have been reopened. Only a few towns in Southern California
and Arizona now remain closed because of influenza restrictions.
EARL

SINKS, Universal salesman, left February 1 by automobile for a trip through Arizona, where he will pass about
two weeks calling on the exhibitors of that territory.

R. L. TAYLOR,

an exhibitor of Brawley, Cal., was in Los
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Angeles during the last few days of January and announced
that he has opened a new theatre in Brawley. He booked
a number of Universal subjects.
DAVID BERSHON, branch manager for Universal exchange,
who has been ill with influenza since early in January, has
not as yet been able to return to his work, although he made
a few brief visits to the exchange last week. He expected to
be on the job by February 5, or thereabouts, according to
word sent by him to Assistant Branch Manager C. L. Theuerkauf, who has been handling the affairs of the office during
Mr. Bershon's illness.
LEWIS AND BAIRD, who operate the Neptune theatre at
Venice, have booked Universal service, according to announcement by Assistant Branch Manager Theuerkauf. The first
picture booked by the Venice house was the Universal special
" Kiss or Kill," and it was repeated. The next picture was
the Priscilla Dean production, " The Wild Cat of Paris."
In and

Around

the Coast

Studios

DENNIS O'BRIEN, attorney for Mary Pickford, who came
west several weeks ago, or when the United Artists' association, comprising Miss Pickford, D. W- Griffith, Douglas Fairbanks, William S. Hart and Charlie Chaplin was first launched,
planned to leave for New York on February 8.
"SOMETHING FOR SOMEBODY," the newest Douglas
Fairbanks play, will be completed about February 15, it is
announced at the Fairbanks studios in Hollywood. For several weeks production has been more or less delayed on this
play, it is said, inasmuch as Mr. Fairbanks has been devoting
much time to perfecting the United Artists' association.
THE

Dorothy Gish Company has resumed work at the Sunset Studios, 'and is now filming a story titled " Peppy Polly "
written by Frank E. Garbutt. Richard Bartholomus is to play
(Continued on page 8)
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News

of

the

PICTURE NEWS

Week

THE Alhambra Theatre, one of the Market street first run
houses, which is under the direction of M..L. Markowitz, manager of the Universal Film Exchange, Inc., is about to abandon the exclusive use of pictures, and beginning February 9
will run as a musical comedy house, retaining pictures as a
part of its entertainment.
THE

San Francisco Chronicle has signed up with the Universal News Weekly for a new screen magazine to be known
as the S. F. Chronicle Screen Magazine. The Chronicle
will co-operate with Universal in every way.
IT looks as if the news end of motion pictures is about to
be pretty thoroughly exploited in this territory. The new
Pacific Coast section of the Gaumont Graphic and the Gaumont News, which will be devoted exclusively to Coast news,
is about ready for circulation through Sol Lesser. This Pacific Coast section is said to be meeting with a great deal of
favor among exhibitors.
THE new " Kinograms," a news service circulated by the
World, is also meeting with favor among the exhibitors, who
seem very keen to sign up for the service. This service will
start in this territory on February 9.
FLOYD ST. JOHN, manager of the World Film Corp., is
back from a trip to Los Angeles. He says that while he was
in the Southern metropolis he failed to sign up with the " Big
Five." However, he believes it is no disgrace to fail to get
all five of them to agree to the exclusive World circulation.
ARRANGEMENTS have been made ( for the World Film
Corp. to care for the physical distribution of the pictures of
the United. The sales in this territory will continue to be
handled, as formerly, by W. J. Citron, who will move his
office from the General to the World headquarters. Alterations are now under way at the World to take care of the
change.
HADDON STEPHENS, one of the oldest World salesmen
in this territory, has been promoted to become manager of
the World office in Salt Lake. He left February 3 for his
new position. Mr. Stephens will be succeeded on the sales
force of the local branch by George Schlessinger, who formerly conducted a theatre in the central part of the State and
will
be
talks. able to bring the exhibitor's viewpoint into his sales
IRVING LESSER is to be released from the navy at an
early date. He will go to Chicago at once and there take
charge of the Chicago interests of Sol Lesser. On the start
he will be mainly concerned with the " Hearts of the World."
M. L. MARKOWITZ, manager of the Universal, says that
bookings on " Hearts of Humanity " are proceeding rapidly
and the picture promises to go big.
M. J. COHEN, manager of the General Film Co., announces
his resignation, to take effect on February 8. Regarding his
future he says that at present he has nothing to say.
M. L. MOORE, who was assistant manager of the George
Kleine System, has also resigned.
F. E. SAMUELS, special representative of the General Film
Co., New York, has returned from Portland for the purpose
of assuming charge of the General office until such time as
he can arrange for the appointment of a successor to Mr.
Cohen. One report has it that Mr. Samuels may himself take
the management of the office.
L. J. MEYBERG, motion picture producer and distributor
of Los Angeles, was a visitor to San Francisco this week.

in

San
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Francisco

NEWTON E. LEVI, of the Exhibitors' Mutual Distributing
Corp., is just back from a visit to the offices in the North
under his jurisdiction. He is very enthusiastic over the theatrical business in Seattle and Portland, where he says that
despite the influenza conditions business is above normal.
The Northern audiences are being carried away with " The
Cannibals of the South Sea." This picture is playing to capacity houses at advanced prices, and is booked through solid
in that territory to May.
THE Mutual has three first run pictures in San Francisco
this week. At the Tivoli Billie Rhodes is appearing in " The
Girl of My Dreams." This same picture is being shown at
the T & D Theatre, Oakland, and Billie is appearing at both
theatres in person to add to the attractiveness of the film.
The second picture is " Life's a Funny Proposition," starring
William Desmond, at the Rialto, and " The Cannibals of the
South Sea " film is being shown at the Strand.
ANOTHER theatre which is enjoying the advantage of the
personal appearance of the actress in the play appearing is
the Rialto, where Gladys Brockwell is appearing in person and
" The Call of the Soul " on the screen.
THE ALL STAR FEATURES DISTRIBUTORS, INC.. has
just taken on Jack Frazier as road salesman. He has been
connected with the Mutual and also has worked in the Los
Angeles territory and in Arizona. He is making the towns
in the San Joaquin valley on his first trip with his new connection.
MR. PERRY, for a short time manager of the Rialto theatre
in this city and formerly connected with the game in the
East, has just been appointed manager of the T & D theatre
in Oakland. Sam Edwards, who has been acting manager
of that theatre, has returned to the main office of that corporation.
THE Duhem Motion Picture Manufacturing Company has
been making an important picture of the steel industry, especially in its connection to making steel casting for use in
torpedo boats and other warships. The picture will show the
entire process from the melting of scrap and pig iron to the
launching of the warship. The pictures relating to the steel
end were made at the Columbia Steel Works at Pittsburg,
Cal. Other pictures were made in foundries and brass works.
Most of the pictures are interiors, and were made with the
radium flares which, Ray Duhem says, have acted very satisfactorily in the dark interiors he had to take. The picture
will be completed at an early date, and it is intended to have
it shown for the first time to a gathering of steel and iron
men toward the end of the present month.
Flickers on the Screens

of Butte

LAST Sunday there were around 3.000 paid admissions to the
Liberty theatre, a house that has a seating capacity of 400.
TWO Montanans, A. Buchanan of Miles City and A. H.
Dutton of Butte, are interested in the Historical Motion Picture Company, organized to picture events of historical interest relating to Montana. The studio is at Hollywood, Cal.,
and the first production will be entitled " The Montana Colony in California."
UNDER new management the Liberty is now doing excellent
business. A little more attention to detail, a little improvement in the class of pictures offered and the spending of a
little money for advertising did the trick. But then, the show
game is made up largely of little things, the combination, in
the right way, resulting in the big thing, success.

C. H. ARCHIBALD, well-known Pocatello showman, reports
business as gradually picking up and now being practically
what it was a year ago. He is interested in the Princess,
Orpheum and Olympic, the latter being dark at this time,
but due to open in a week. The influenza ban hit Pocatello
hard for a ten weeks' shutdown. The theatres resumed business December 15, but it was the first of the year before the
box office began to approach normal, according to Mr. Archibald. "Business is now good, and we will reopen our third
downtown house with confidence shortly," he said. " Conditions in this city are generally excellent, although the " flu "
did hit us hard."
■
SEVERAL Montana men attended the Idaho Theatre Managers' Association meetings in Boise February 6 and 7.
Exhibitors from all over the state were present at the annual
convention, and- a number of matters pertaining to the welfare
of the business were given consideration.
SINCE President Phil Levy of the Montana State Exhibitors'
League has removed to California, establishing his residence
there, Al Heinecke of the Judith, Lewiston, as vice-president,
is at the head of the organization. It is thought that he will
soon summon the showmen to meet in annual convention,
probably in Butte, the usual meeting place and the theatrical
centre of Montana.
BESSIE LOVE, always a local favorite, appeared this week
to good business at the Ansonia in " The Dawn of Understanding," aVitagraph Blue Ribbon special.
A CECIL B. B. DE MILLE Artcraft special, " Don't Change
Your Husband," held the boards last week to good business at
the Rialto. It proved to be a high class production, and
pleased.
THE
case
case
show

American theatre has given notice of an appeal in the
against the Goldwyn Corporation and the Ansonia, the
to come up in the State Supreme Court. The right to
the Goldwyn productions in Butte is at issue, the Ansonia now being in possession of the service.

MOVING PICTURES figured strongly at the Broadway
when Potash & Perlmutter appeared in " Business Before
Pleasure." The' play is based on the "movie" making game,
and Butte people had many a laugh over the troubles of being
a film producer as depicted in the laughable farce.
ROBERT A. BRACKETT, Select Picture Corporation's representative, was in Butte the past week from his headquarters
in Seattle.
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They

Say in Seattle

FRIENDS of Menedel Nieder, a former independent salesman
on Seattle's Film Row, have been glad to learn that he has been
cited for 'bravery
in France
by Major There
Generalwere
Johnson,
commander
of theover
famous
91st Division.
many
thousands of brave men in this big Wild West division and to
receive special recognition for bravery means more than mere
praise.
.
GUS METZGER, general manager of the West Coast for Universal, brought with him to Seattle on his return trip from
New York that big Universal feature, " Hearts of Humanity."
Manager Mead, of the Seattle office, invited a half-hundred
guests to view a pre-release of this picture at the Liberty at a
midnight matinee. The Liberty organ was used to interpret
the picture and all the guests were more than pleased.
CHARLES CLARY, a Seattle actor, well known in motion
pictures and among Seattle's actors, was grasped With the influenza, just as he was beginning work on Hampton's production, "What Every Woman Wants."
M. J. DAVIS and C. F. Jones have bought The Dream Theatre
of Los Angeles, Wash., from James Chenaur.

Directory of San Francisco

Exchanges
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SYSTEM
H. F. MOORE
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GENERAL FILM CO.
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SUPPLY COMPANY
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Simplex Projectors
Theatre Equipment and Supplies
NATIONAL CARBONS
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G. A. METCALFE— Distributor
POWER'S MACHINES— SPEER CARBONS
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ED FORD
has Le
bought
Mrs.Oregon.
O. C. Leiter's interest in The
Arcade
Theatre,
Grande,
KLAMATH FALLS recently closed once more, having been
opened from a " flu " quarantine that extended over several
weeks.
J. C. UGLOW has changed the name of his Dallas, Oregon,
house from the Orpheum to The Majestic.
HARRY IRWIN'S new theatre building in Lewiston, Montana, will be ready for opening in the early spring.
MANAGER BROWER will reopen the Houlton theatre, St.
Helens, under the name of the Sunset.
MANAGER KRECH of The Cozy Theatre, Spirit Lake, Idaho,
has announced that he has made arrangements'to rebuild it.
M. L. BROWN, of the Yesler, Seattle, is back on the job after
a severe illness.
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LLOYD MORGAN has sold his theatre in Marysville, Wash.,
to Art E. Oril.
MR. McCLELLAND, traveling light for the Northwest Goldwyn office, has just returned from a trip through eastern
Oregon where he found conditions very good. They were a
little better than expected, as it was thought that the " flu "
would do more damage than it did in the screen line.
JACK BARBOUR, well-known Alaskan and manager of the
Liberty, Ketchikan, Alaska, was a prominent figure on Film
Row last week. Mr. Barbour said that the picture business has
been poor the last few months, but it is beginning to pick up
now as old residents are coming back to the Northland together with friends. Every boat from Seattle brings up new
settlers.
MRS. BOSWORTH, also a resident of Ketchikan, was a vis•itor on the row.
FRANK STANNARD, of Wenatchee, Wash., was told the
" flu " ban was lifted and he could open his theatre. He did.
In a short time he was ordered to close it, on account oi the
" flu."
A. J. KENNEDY, formerly publicity manager for the Northwest office of the Famous Players-Lasky Company, recently
resigned this position to handle the automobile section of the
Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
DICK ROSEBAUM, manager of the Northwest office of the
Famous Players-Lasky Company, has returned to his office in
Seattle after a short successful trip through Montana.
CHAS. M. THALL, booker and office manager for the De
Luxe Film Co., of Seattle, has left for San Francisco, where
he will take up new duties. Mr. Thall has been succeeded by
Mr. Featherstone.
R. H. ALLAN, manager of the Seattle branch of the General
Film Company, announces that he has four big releases for
February. They are two Edgar Lewis special productions
starring Mitchell Lewis and the Sherry service big specials.
Coast Studio News
(Continued from page 5)
opposite Miss Gish, and others selected as players are Raymond Cannon, Edward Peil, Josephine Crowell, Kate Toncray,
Emily Chesterton, Pearl Lovei, and John Leezer will be the
cameraman. Elmer Clifton who has directed all previous
Dorothy Gish subjects, will be in charge of this production.
THE May Allison picture, " The Island of Intrigue," which
has been in course of production for several weeks, was
finished during the first week in February. Miss Allison made
two trips to Santa Cruz and Catalina islands, and only returned from the second cruise on February 4.
THE

Hale Hamilton, Anna Q. Nilsson and Viola Dana productions are about half finished. Bert Lytell's picture, " The
Blind Man's Eyes," directed by John Ince, was completed the
first week in February. Naomi Childers is his leading woman.
Others in the cast are Joseph Kilgour and Frank Currier.

" GAMBLING FOR SOULS " is the title of the production
finished during the week of February 3 at the Fox studios by
Harry Millard starring Madlaine Traverse. The play had
been in course of production for several weeks. Herbert
Heyes is leading man for Miss Traverse. As soon as the production was completed Miss Traverse left Los Angeles for a
few day's visit at Redlands, where she owns an orange grove.
TOM MIX, Fox western star, having in mind a story but
not being decided as to settings and backgrounds, left for
Arizona to find some suitable locations for the filming of a
few of his ideas, according to announcement from the studios
February 3. His company, headed by Director Edward Le
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Saint planned to leave for Arizona, also, on the following
Sunday, having full confidence in the ability of Mix to locate
the scenes desired in the picture. In the meantime Mix has
finished his latest screen effort, " Fighting For Gold," in which
he was the joint director with Edward Le Saint.
UPON the completion of production of "Mary Regan" starring Anita Stewart, Lois Weber will go east for a surgical
operation, and following this plans to take a long vacation and
make a tour of the world. Miss Weber fell in a Los Angeles
store in September, and fractured the bones of her forearm
just at the elbow. She has never had use of the arm since,
and X-ray examinations show that a splinter of bone is embedded in the elbow.
ANITA STEWART Productions are to go forward under the
direction of Marshall Neilan. The next picture to be made
with this star will be " Her Kingdom of Dreams " from the
story of the same name by Agnes Louise Provost. Following
this it is the intention to film the old time favorite melodrama,
" In Old Kentucky," written by Charles Dazey.
Additional

Los Angeles

News

MARY PICKFORD'S first production for First National,
titled " Daddy Long Legs," will be ready for release within a
few weeks, it has been announced from the studios, where she
returned to work the latter part of January. The production
was held up during the twenty-three days of her illness with
influenza and subsequent quarantine. Inquiries from exhibitors in California and Arizona relative to the release dates of
the production are already reaching the First National exchange, Branch Manager W. E. Knotts announces.
THE first print of " The Fighting Roosevelts " has arrived in
Los Angeles, and a preview will be arranged at an early date.
It is possible that the subject will be booked at either Grauman's or the Kinema theatre, Branch Manager Knotts of the
First National exchange announces. " The Fighting Roosevelts " is Express.
appearing serially in story form in the Los Angeles
Evening
J. M. BOLAND, Fox salesman, on" January 31 returns from a
three day's visit to the Riverside and Redlands territory. He
announces that Howe and Merrill at Redlands have just completed improvements on their theatre, which is known as the
Loring theatre, which entailed a cost of $50,000, and the house
has been reopened for business.
THE Annette Kellerman production, " Queen of the Sea," ha,
been booked for a week's run at Ray's Garden theatre, beginning February 9, and Theda Bara in " Salome " will follow
the picture for another week's showing, beginning February
16.
J. SLIPPER
of two Type
fer, manager
already been

and company announced on February 1 the sale
S Simplex projecting machines to Frank Schaefof the De Luxe theatre. The machines have
installed.

R. E. McINTYRE, auditor for Famous Players-Lasky company, is in Los Angeles for an indefinite visit.
TWO Artcraft-Paramount pictures running simultaneously at
the California theatre during the week of January 27, played
to capacity business, according to a report made to Branch
Manager Harry Ballance of the Famous Players-Lasky exchange. The pictures were Shirley Mason in " Come On In,"
and Roscoe Arbuckle in " Camping Out."
THE Paramount-Artcraft Sidney Drew comedies have been
booked at»the California theatre.
A. S. ARONSON, district manager for Goldwyn. will make
his headquarters at the Los Angeles Goldwyn exchange, it was
announced by Branch Manager Ben Fish. Mr. Aronson has
been in Lcs Angeles about ten days.

INTRODUCES

another

FEATURE

To the projectionist running his reels on schedule time
the new
SIMPLEX
FILM
FOOTAGE
REGISTER
makes

a special appeal.

WHAT IT IS — A simply constructed register which accurately indicates the number of feet of film that are passing through the mechanism.
WHAT IT ELIMINATES— When the time approaches for making a dissolving
" pick-up " from one reel to another there is no nervous opening of the upper
magazine, no tense watching of the screen to the neglect of everything else — no
guess work.
A glance at the register shows exactly when the " pick-up " is to be made.
Upon re-loading the magazine, a simple turn will instantly set the register back
to " O." projection room efficiency.
Increases
Insures a smoothly running program.
piuwiiiuuiiiiiiiiiiuuiuin

NOTE

|
| The SIMPLEX FILM FOOTAGE REGISTER is to be regarded purely as an ac- |
| cessory and not a part of the regular Simplex equipment. Will only be attached §
upon request to netv Simplex Projectors at an additional charge of $15.00.
|
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